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* The team of Davis and Proctor travels tens of
thousands of miles each year, talking to farmer
groups, individual farmers and their wives, both
giving and seeking information most needed
and most used. This close contact with their
listeners enables Davis and Proctor to give the
best possible service to their loyal farm audience — and it builds a confidence that gives
greater impact to your sales message.
*The 1950 census reveals that
63.5% of the Kentuckiana
population lives in rural areas.
QUALITY OF PROGRAMMING
WHAS

MAKES
FARM

DON DAVIS
WHAS Farm Program Director
is a college trained agriculture
expert, with a practical jarm
background gained on his own
farm in Indiana.

JIM PROCTOR
Assistant Farm Program Director
well-known for his 4-H activities
in Kentuckiana, holds a Bachelor's degree in Agriculture from
Purdue U niversity.

Only this WHAS Farm Team brings up-to-the-minute
market information, farm news and weather reports
to this rich rural market.
THE DIFFERENCE
PROGRAMS

Basic Affiliate of tfie

CBS Radio Networ/i

RFD Replies
6:30-6:35 a.m. Monday through Friday
Market Digest
6:35-6:45 a.m. Monday through Friday
Farm News
6:45-7:00 a.m. Monday through Saturday
Farm and Market News
1 2:45-1 ;00 p.m. Monday through Friday
Tomorrow's
Agriculture
6:30-6:45 a.m.
Saturday
50,000

WATTS

*

lA CLEAR CHANNEL

★

840 KILOCYCLES
VICTOR A. SHOLIS, Direcfor

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PETRY AND CO.

• ASSOCIATED WITH THE

NEIL D. CLINE, Sa/es Director

COURIER-JOURNAL & LOUISVILLE TIMES

So^€^Kft4A^C%e
CROSS

COUNTRY:

—

WHIM!

— For

running WHIM

four

months

leads all independ-

ents throug^hout the U. S. both
morning

and afternoon.*

IN PROVIDENCE:— WHIM delivers daily
14 locally produced quarter hours
with ratings above 4.0. All four
network stations combined deliver
only five such quarter hours.**

No Baseball — Just Music & News

* Independent Station Ranking
Hooper: June-July; Aug.-Sept. 1951
** Providence Hooper: Aug.-Sept. 1951

1000

watts

WH

Providence,

^^epre^ented

^^atlonally

by

the

JM
Rhode

1110

kc

Island

^eadley^^eed

(Company

Published every Monday, 53rd and 54th issues (Yearbook Numbers) published in January and February by Broadcasting Publications. Inc., 870 National Press Building,
Washington 4, D. CVEntered as second class matter March 14, 1933, at Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 1879.

The

fabulous

MARKET
IN

A

THE

Tale

TWIN

. . . FIRST
SOUTH!

of Two

Cities

THE SOUTHWEST'S LARGEST
METROPOLITAN MARKET . . .
DALLAS

and FORT

WORTH

Metropolitan Dallas-Fort Worth leads
the South as a two-county market
within 28,525 of one million people. Pacing the county-seat cities in population
growth that is as fascinating as it is
fabulous are the one-time farm towns
now prospering largely as home sites
for Dallas and Fort Worth-employed
commuters. The am.azing gains in population since 1940 of Dallas and Tarrant
County towns point up the Dallas-Fort
Worth market as the geographic center
of the Southwest, the natural crossroads of distribution.

This is why

KRLD

EXCLUSIVE OUTLETS FOR
The Branham Company
Exclusive Representative

KRLD-TV
is your best buy

CBS

PROGRAMS

KRLD, 50,000 watts full time, and KRLD-TV, Channel 4, Texas' Most
Powerful TV Station, completely dominate the Southwest's great 2-for-1
Market ... the Dallas-Fort Vlforth urban sales area.
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IN DALLAS

• FT

WORTH

John W. Runyon, President
Clyde W. Rembert, General Manager

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

ADMIRAL SIGNS SPORTS;
DENIES TV HURTS GATE
CLOSED

CIRCUIT

SALESMAN ON THAT NBC-Philco $3,800,r 000 political convention sponsorship was
Joseph H. McConnell, who doubles in brass as
NBC president. It's learned authoritatively
that he opened negotiations by 'phone with
James Carmine, Philco executive vice president, Saturday, Dec. 29, and buttoned up deal
Sunday, just prior to embarking for West
Coast.
HOUSECLEANING commission, if set up by
President Truman, may never get to independent offices, such as FCC. They're obviously
after big game, and most of independent offices
don't fall in that category. Moreover, most
of these agencies aren't even suspect. While
clean-up group possibly wouldn't have legal
right to probe independent agencies, which are
created by Congress and responsible to it
rather than to executive branch, observers feel
that, once an investigation gets under way,
neither Congress nor administration would
challenge inquiry into quasi-judicial agencies.
EVAN F. LOVETT, who signs himself
"American Broadcasting Company," Hollywood, and is currently in litigation with network over what he calls his "prior" claim to
that name, is currently campaigning for
formation of an organization to "clean up
radio, TV and movies." Educators and civic
leaders have been bombarded by mail on a
national scale urging nominations of members
of such a "non-profit" organization which
would have Mr. Lovett as executive director.
MAN BITES DOG: FCC Commissioner Robert
F. Jones was so impressed with West-East
transmission of New Year's Day Rose Bowl
game that he wrote AT&T President Craig congratulating him on "superb" technical handling.
BASED on present outlook, you can probably
write off NBC-TV's proposed Radio-TV Center
at Burbank, Calif., as casualty of shortages.
Though NPA has not yet acted on secondquarter application, authorities unofficially say
$25 million project (first unit to cost $2,170,000) may be denied. Reason: materials expected to be more scarce after April 1. NBCTV had planned to break ground by Jan. 15.
(Also see story page 28.)
^ TO PROMOTE educational TV, WAAM (TV)
Baltimore has handed to Johns Hopkins U.
$10,000 endowment, with no strings attached.
Fund to be administered by Dr. Lynn Poole,
who has conducted highly successful science
series over DuMont.
PETITIONS OF Fanchon & Marco and Gordon
Brown, WSAY Rochester, seeking to enter in
ABC-United Paramount merger, are destined
for denial. FCC previously had turned down
Fanchon & Marco on ground that it was
not qualified party.
LINCOLN MERCURY, through Kenyon &
Eckhardt, N. Y., now lining up spot availabilities on from 750 to 800 radio stations for
T~
(Continued on page 6)
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ADMIRAL Corp., Chicago, will sponsor the
Chicago finals of Golden Gloves boxing
tournament and All-Star football game exclusively on DuMont Television Network and
Mutual March 7 and Aug. 15 respectively.
Events, sponsored by Admiral last year also,
were carried on 43 TV stations and more than
300 MBS affiliates.
Seymour Mintz, advertising manager of
Admiral, refuted claim that TV causes reduced gates for sports events. He said in
1951 there were 92,180 persons attending AllStar game which was telecast in Chicago,
compared with attendance of 88,885 in 1950
when game was not shown in Chicago and
Milwaukee. Both events will originate with
WGN and WGN-TV Chicago.
RADIO OUTPUT FOR YEAR
TO REACH 12 MILLION SETS
PRODUCTION of radio sets in 1951 will
reach 12 million when final figures are collected, according to Radio-Television Mfrs.
Assn. TV output to run well over 5 million
sets. Figures cover entire industry.
RTMA announced radio output totaled 747,914 sets in November, with TV amounting to
415,332 sets, a drop of about 38% for former
and 44% for latter compared to November
1950.
Radios with FM tuning facilities totaled 40,092, with another 16,873 TV sets containing
FM band tuners.
Output for first 11 months of 1951 follows:
Home
Auto
Radios
bles
Sets
vision
750,289
PortaJan.
346,799
Wks.) 645,716
TeleFeb.
May
437.779
75,294
79,859
764,679
679,319
Mar.
147,037
545,297
988,078
874,634
619,651
150,494
July
April
542,021
164,171
339,132
469,157
Wks.)
581,557
June
603,534
326,547
494,202
228,454
346,135
152,306
Aug,
184,002
70,538
295,587
190,252
293,955
Wks.) 146,705
77,568
393,836
Sept.
337,341
103,355
603,055
411,867
513,609
267,061
94,053
Oct. (5
415,332
Nov.
477,734
206,069
64,111
TOTAL 4,798,056 6,124,376 1,255,934 4,320,805
(5
Bill Would
Ban
Beer
(5
NEW anti-alchoholic beverage advertising bill
(beer, wine and liquor) expected to be introduced in Senate this month. Report emanating from Washington's "dry" camp that bill
is marked for introduction and hearing in
Senate at end of month or first pf February
drew reserved admission Friday from principals involved.
"Dry" forces understood to be plumping for
legislation restricting proposed ban to interstate radio and television. Heretofore, "dry"
anti-advertising bills have encompassed all
media, including broadcasting.
Possible sponsors are Sens. Ed C. Johnson
(D-CoL), chairman, Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee, which has jurisdiction, and Francis Case (R-S. D.).
Sen. Johnson told Broadcasting • Telecasting he had been approached by "dry" forces,
and had given assurance that if such a bill is
introduced he would consider holding hearings
by end of this month. Sen. Case, said to be
potential sponsor of bill, also was approached

BUSINESS

BRIEFLY

LEVER TO START • Lever Brothers, N. Y.
(Shadow Wave), in early February to start
radio and TV spot campaign in 14 markets for
eight to nine weeks. Agency, McCann-ErickSon,
N. Y.
NORWICH BUYING • Norwich Pharmacal
Co., Norwich, Conn. (Pepto-Bismol), buying
spots for schedule to start Feb. 4 in 300 radio
markets for 13 weeks. Agency, Benton &
Bowles, N. Y.
RENUZIT ACTIVE # Renuzit Home Products Co., Philadelphia (Super Renuzit), buying
women's participation shows starting Feb. 25
for 15 weeks. Agency, McKee & Albright,
Philadelphia.
ANAHIST MINUTES « Anahist Co., N. Y.,
buying daytime minutes on clear-channel radio
stations, starting Jan. 7 for nine weeks, in
(Continued on page 9U)
GENERAL MILLS LEADS
ABC RADIO SPONSORS
GENERAL MILLS was largest user of time
on ABC Radio Network during 1951, with
gross billings of $4,612,376 for year, ABC reported Friday. Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample was
leading agency in point of time placements on
ABC Radio for its clients, using $5,930,627
worth of time at gross rates (one time, before
discounts).
ABC Radio gross time sales for year (December figures estimated by ABC) amounted
to $33,242,182, a drop of 5.3% from 1950 gross
of $35,124,625.
Breakdown of ABC 1951 time sales by product classes shows food and food products
largest group user of time on this radio network with gross purchases aggregating $9,565,175 for year. Drugs and toilet goods ranked
(Continued on page 6)

from
Radio
&
TV
but as yet had not prepared bill. However, he
told Broadcasting • Telecasting he expected
to talk to Sen. Johnson shortly. (Sen. Johnson was co-sponsor of Reed-Johnson Bill in
80th
Congressin which
would have
banned "wet"
advertising
all interstate
media.)
Reed-Johnson bill was in hearing in 80th
Congress but died on Senate floor.
Newly considered bill, if passed, could
shake to foundations springwell from which
radio-TV gain much revenue. Radio networks
grossed $2,774,866 alone in 1950, spot [B»T
estimate] $6,013,901 same year; TV networks
grossed $1,600,960 in 1950, spot [B«T estimate] $3,440,710 same year. In radio, beer,
wine and liquor class placed fourth in list of
spot leaders for 1950, and first in TV spot
product groups. Additionally, category only
includes beer and wine (liquor is minor revenue
factor in radio-TV) [B«T, April 16, 1951].

for more AT DEADLINE turn page
January 7, 1952
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Closed
Circuit
(Continued from page 5)
campaign to start sometime within next two
months. Definite starting date not yet decided.
NINE-FOLD GAIN SHOWN
IN TV ADVERTISERS
NUMBER of advertisers using TV has grown
from 727 in January 1949 to 6,365 in January
1952, according to N. C. Rorabaugh, publisher
of Rorabaugh Quarterly Report on TV advertising, to which 105 of country's 108 TV stations regularly report their advertising schedules. Following table shows number of advertisers using network TV, spot TV and local
TV advertising in January of each year, 1949
to date. Figures for 1952 are Rorabaugh
estimates :
Network National and Local- Total
Regional Spot Retail
Jan. 1949 33
225
469 727
Jan. 1950 72
399
1,687 2,158
Jan. 1951 164
894
3,408 4,466
Jan. 1952 *
205 1,260 4,900 6,365
* Rorabaugh Estimates.
KOIL OMAHA
REDUCES
RATES FOR EVENING HOURS
KOIL Omaha will cut its 6-10:15 p.m. rates
by about 50% Feb. 1 and realign its time
classifications after "careful study of radio
and television rates in their proper ratio to
the stabilization of the listening-viewing patterns of all broadcast audiences" in area. Class
A time runs from 7 a.m. until 10:15 p.m.,
with Class B after 10:15. Class C has been
eliminated. Prices for Class A and B equal
those which were formerly B and C.
Manager W. J. Newens said, "After nearly
2% years of multiple TV stations here, and
after a year-and-one-half of direct cable service, it appears we must now consider a level
upon which radio tune-in will settle. Nighttime radio tune-in seems to be about same as
daytime." He reported that local clients "in
all cases contacted so far about the rates have
either maintained or increased their advertising budgets."
OMAHA
TRANSIT TO CEASE
TRANSIT service of KBON-FM Omaha to
stop Jan. 15, according to Paul R. Fry, station
president-general manager, after two years.
Mr. Fry ascribed action to three-month temporary extensions of FCC pending FM study;
decline in national advertising and decision to
concentrate on TV application and operation of
Inland
Broadcasting
Co.'s two AM outlets,
KBON and
KOLN Lincoln.
ABC Radio Sponsors
(Continued from page 5)
second with $7,207,177; tobacco products third,
with $4,409,670; religion fourth, with $1,793,319, and radios and appliances fifth, with $1,610,149.
Leading advertisers on ABC Radio in 1951,
following General Mills, included SterlingDrug Co. ($2,707,239), Swift & Co. ($2,-386,810), Philip Morris & Co. ($2,231,345), P.
Lorillard Co. ($1,495,217), Philco Corp. ($1,
469,649), Serutan ($1,188,740).
Top agency users of ABC Radio during past
year, in addition to Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample,
were: Cecil & Presbrey ($2,585,120), J. Walter
Thompson Co. ($2,386,810), Maxon Inc. ($1,713,293), Lennen & Mitchell ($1,495,217),
Hutchins Adv. Co. ($1,469,649), Kudner Agency
($1,310,036), Roy S. Durstine Inc. ($1,271,024), Knox Reeves Adv. ($1,008,044).
Page 6
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In this IssueWill Justin Miller of NARTB succeed J.
Howard McGrath as U. S. Attorney
General? Washington speculation is
that he may — and that FCC Chairman
Wayne Coy may be enticed from government service to join the radio-TV
trade association. Page 23.
Radio set ownership is at new high. Story
of new U.S. Census Bureau information is on Page 23, and complete list
of radio homes in every county of the
U.S. begins on Page 38.
Ofiicial FCC figures on 1950 broadcast
revenue show that AM-FM stations
and networks took in $444.5 million,
up 7.1% over 1949, Page 27, and
business on TV stations and networks
was $105.9 million, 208.7% bigger than
in 1949. Page 61.
Radio and television networks look to big
sponsors to take some of the enormous
financial load of covering the 1952 political convention. Page 25.
What's the new Congressional session going to mean to broadcasters? A B*T
analysis of pending and possible legislation is on Page 26.
Here's the new Seal of Good Practice
that will be displayed by TV stations
subscribing
code.
Page to61.the NAR'TB's television
A basic broadcasting equipment problem
in 1952 will be channeling the flow of
component parts into military and consumer pioduction. Page 28.
New Year begins with 14,994,000 TV sets
in circulation, according to current
B*T survey. Page 78.
Some members of the Federal Communications Bar Assn. don't agree with the
association's proposal to lump all TV
applications for the same city into one
general hearing after FCC thaws the
freeze. Page 62.
Mutual's gross time sales in 1951 were
$17,875,758—11% bigger than in 1950.
Page 25.
1951's important news events summarized for radio on Page kh and for
television on Page 75.
New Year's Eve from an arm chair. In
Review. Page 32.
WOR-TV New York will start originating programs from its new $1,250,000
"Television Square." Page 62.
TV antenna on New York's Empire State
Bldg. will be model for similar installations planned for Minneapolis and Detroit. Page 69.
Although industry sources say the government's restrictions on color television are not clear, the National Production Authority is sticking by its
original order. Page 70.
Upcoming
Jan. 8: Second Session of the 82nd Congress of the United States begins.
Jan. 10-12: National Collegiate Athletic
Assn. meeting, Cincinnati.
Jan. 14-15: BAB Research and Promotion
Advisory Committees meetings, BAB
Hqtrs., New York.
Jan. 15: FCC-Paramount hearing begins,
Washington.
(Other Upcomings page 36)

NEXT MOVE on television front, NARTB-TV
hopes, will be favorable action by ABC-TV on
association's request that it join other three
networks in membership, making it unanimous.
COL. HARRY C. WILDER, president of
WSYR-AM-FM-TV Syracuse (who Sold properties several years ago to publisher Samuel I.
Newhouse), and owner of WELI New Haven,
plans to file for TV in Phoenix, where he has
taken up residence and built home. With Four .
VHF
channels
earmarked
for Col.
city Wilder
(3, 5," 8*
—
reserved
for education
— 10),
contemplates filing for channel 10, making Phoenix
his permanent residence. Three applications
are already on file.
MORE THAN $25 million will be sought by
State Dept. for Voice of America broadcasting operations
Truman's
53 budget.
Totalin isPresident
separate from
other 1952sums
requested for international information program and covers special radio and press
projects, operations and facilities. Department received $19,178,000 in regular 1951-52
budget.
NEW OWNERS of Thyavals Inc., which' has
exclusive 20-year franchise to "manufacture,
promote, exploit, sell and distribute" Thyavals,
Orvita and Formula 621 — all formerly made
by American Vitamin Assn. — to visit Midwest and Chicago this week to outline marketing plans for area. Minimum of $4,000
weekly will be spent on advertising, mostly
radio and TV.
FCC swamped with more than 100 requests
from patent attorneys asking delay in promulgating proposed patent data filing rules
[B*T, Dec. 3, 1951]. Commission earlier last
week postponed deadline for comments to Jan.
31 (see earlier story on page 32).
CBS RADIO JOINS ARF
CBS RADIO is first organization in broadcast field to join Advertising Reseaich Foundation since reconstitution of ARF to permit advertiser, agency and media membership, according to B. B. Geyer, ARF chairman, who
reported membership of 105 as of Jan. 1, 1952.
CBS Radio is so far only network subscriber
to Kenneth H. Baker's audience survey service. Standard Audit & Measurement Services
Inc.
RCA ELECTS RAU V-P
ELECTION of David S. Rau as vice president and chief engineer of RCA Communications Inc. announced by President H. C. Ingles
after Friday's RCA board meeting. C. W.
Latimer, former vice president in charge of
engineering, named vice president and chief
technical consultant.
TRUMAN

MESSAGE

PRESIDENT TRUMAN'S "State of the
Union" address before joint session of Congress Wednesday will be carried by all major
i-adio and television networks, from 12:30-1:15
p.m. (EST). ABC-TV and DuMont coverage
begin at 12:15 p.m.
for more AT DEADLINE see page 94 |^
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THERE'S

NOTHING

RADIO AUDIENCE INDEX, NOVEMBER,
Omaha, Nebr.— Council Bluffs, Iowa

KOWH
mUKlNlrNHj
8 A.M. - 1 2 Noon
Mon. - Friday

25.6

Sta. "C"
14.6
Sto. "A-

29.9
Sto. "B"

1951
Sta. "D"

16.6

Sta. "E"
1.6

6.9

9.3

AFTERNOON
1 2 Noon - 6 P.M.
Mon. - Friday

38.3

SATURDAY
8 A.M. - 6 P.M

36.3

a A.M.
6 P.M.
TOTA- L*
Mon. - Saturday

THAN.

pLAcer

msT

HOOPER

BETTER

10.1

32.5

21.8

33.7

12.4

17.6

24.8

12.3

15.9

2.2

8.8

4.1

8.4

2.2

14.3

* Every rated hour shown above given equal weight

Largest total audience of any Omaha station,
8 A.M. to 6 P.M. Monday through Saturday!
Largest share-of -audience, in any individual
time period, of any independent station in all
America ! *
*Based on the latest available
Hooper shore of audience for
unaffiliated stations including
the Omaha and Council Bluffs
market (Mar. -Apr., 1951 1.12
noon through 6 P.M.
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THE NEWSWEEKLY OF RADIO AND TELEVISION
Published Weekly by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Executive, Editorial, Advertising and Circulation Offices:
870 National Press BIdg.
Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone ME 1022
IN THIS BROADCASTING
DEPARTMENTS

^ke

jPr^esti^e Station

of tke C^arolinad
GREENSBORO,

NORTH

Agency Beat
Aireasters
Allied Arts
Editorial
FCC Actions
FCC Roundup
Feature of Week
Film Report
Front Office
New Business
On All Accounts
Open Mike
Our Respects to
Programs, Promotions, Premiums
Strictly Business
Upcoming
TELECASTING

12
54
56
50
86
93
16
72
52
10
12
14
50
85
16
38

Starts on page 59

CAROLINA
W A S H 1N Gf b N ; H E A b Q U A RTERS

Look at part of WBIG's potential out-ofhome audience! In addition to 186,870
radio homes

in WBIG's

Sixteen County

Market,* there were 279,436 cars Sept.
30, 1951. t The composite result of 4 spot
checks** in Greensboro
N. C., covering
64.74%

equipped

and High Point,

6,474 cars revealed

r^EW YOR K BUREAU:;
488 Madison Ave., Zone 22,
Plaza 5-8355; EDITORIAL: Rufus Crater, New
York Editor; Florence Small, Agency Editor; Dorothy Munster, William Ruchti, Liz Thackston.
Bruce Robertson, Senior Associate Editor.
ADVERTISING: S. J. PAUL, Advertising Director;
Eleanor R. Manning, Assistant to Advertising Director; Kenneth Cowan, Advertising Representative.

with radios.

SOURCES:
* BMB Study No. 2
t N. C. Dept. of Motor Vehicles
Va. Dept. of Highways
** Greensboro & High Point Police Depts.
Member, High Point Fire Dept.
Hege, Middleton & Neal

CHICAGO BUREAU
360 N. Michigan Ave., Zone 1,
CEntral 6-4115; William H. Shaw, Midwest Advertising Representative ; Jane Pinkerton, News Editor.
Taft Building, Hollywood
HOLLYWOOD BUR^AlJ^
and Vine,
HEmpstead
David Glickman.
West Zone
Coast 28,Manager;
Ann 8181;
August.
TORONTO:
417 Harbour Commission, EMpire 4-0775
James
Montagnes.
Broadcasting * Magazine was founded in 1931 by
Broadcasting Publications Inc., using the title:
Broadcasting * — The News Magazine of the Fifth
Estate
BroadcastReporter
Advertising
* was acquired in 1932
and Broadcast
in 1933.

Represented by Hollingbery
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SOI TAISHOFF, Editor and Publisher
EDITORIAL: ART KING, Managing Editor; EDWIN H.
JAMES, Senior Editor; J. Frank Beatty, Earl B.
Abrams, Associate Editors; Fred Fitzgerald, Assistant
Managing Editor; Dave Berlyn, Assignment Editor;
Lawrence Christopher, Technical Editor. STAFF:
John H. Kearney, Wilson D. McCarthy, John Osbon,
Keith Trantow. EDITORIAL ASSISTANTS: Pat
Kowalczyk, Don Mortimer, Jean D. Statz, Hilda
Toler, Nellie Youso; Gladys L. Hall, Secretary to
the Publisher.
BUSINESS:
MAURY
LONG,
BusinessManager;
Manager;George
Winfield
R. Levi,
Assistant
Advertising
L. Dant, Adv. Production Manager; Harry Stevens,
Classified Advertising Manager; Eleanor Schadi,
Doris Kelly, Betty Krebs; B. T. Taishoff, Treasurer:
Irving C. Miller, Auditor and Office Manager; Eunice
Weston, Assistant Auditor.
CIRCULATION Manager;
AND READERS'
COSGROVE,
Doris J. SERVICE:
Buschling,JOHN
Ruth W.P.
Davis, Grace Schorm, Elwood M. Slee, Clyde Baker.

• Reg. U. S. Patent Office
Copyright 1952 by Broadcasting Publicatioris, Inc.
Subscription
rates $7.00 Yearbooks
for 52 weekly
BROADCAST-if
ING or TELECASTING
$2.00 issues;
each additional
ordered with subscription. Add $1.00 per year for Canadian
and foreign postage. Single copy 35^.
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a

time

buyer

with

Now

a

client

who

wants

lagniappe

that the smoke of the hohday

Day in and day out we hear tell about

parties has cleared away, giving place to
the normal, everyday smoke of battle,

folks who buy something or do something because WMT suggested it. We

let's discuss a truth that is stronger than
friction, an eternal verity of the great

know WMT persuades— ^0,000 of our
Eastern Iowa friends turned out for our

Midwest, the pulling power of WMT.

annual Farm Field Day.

We're not blase, understand, but we

One of our prize stories of persuasion,

just don't get butterflies in the stomach
anymore when we find more evidence of

though, is this: Man named Joslyn runs
a store in Manchester, 40 miles up the

WMT's selling oomph. We expect it.
For example, whenever visiting firemen

road. He bought a covey of spots on

get the grand tour through the station, we
just point to Killian's Department Store
across the street and casually mention
how they sold 2,200 pairs of socks with
one commercial on their regular 9 a.m.
news . . . and 600 men's belts with another single shot.

CEDAR

WMT

to push a sale. Couple days later

he phoned. "Call off your announcers,
I'm cleaned out," quoth he. 'What's
more," he added a bit wistfully, "we had
burglars last night."
Now where else in the world can you
get lagniappe like that?

RAPI
5,000 WATTS

600 KC

REPRESENTED

BASIC CBS RADIO NETWORK

NATIONALLY

BY THE KATZ AGENCY

m

business

NATIONAL HEALTH AIDS Inc., Baltimore (Fast Tabs, reducing
product, and H.A. Complex, vitamins), and CHARLES ANTELL
spot
Inc., Baltimore (shampoo), planning national radio campaign,
starting Jan. 7 (today), using quarter hour shows. Agency: Television
Adv. Assoc., Baltimore.
THRIFTO PRODUCTS Co., Petaluma, Calif, (distributors of Thrifto
cream, whip, and non-fat milk), launch extensive campaign in eight San
Francisco Bay Counties. Radio and television will be used. Agency: Ley
& Livingston, S. F.
A/eiurotk
GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER Co., Akron, Ohio, renews The Paul
Whiteman Goodyean Revue for 13 weeks on ABC-TV. Agency: Young &
Rubicam, N. Y.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati, renews sponsorship for 52 weeks
of three daytime serials on CBS Radio. Three programs are: Ma Perkins,
for Oxydol, through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N. Y. (Mon.-Fri., 1:151:30 p.m.); Young Dr. Malone, for Crisco, through Compton Adv., N. Y.
(Mon.-Fri., 1:30-1:45 p.m.); Brighter Day, for Ivory Flakes, through
Young & Rubicam, N. Y. (Mon.-Fri., 2:45-3 p.m.)
LEVER BROS., N. Y., renews Radio Lux Theatre, on CBS Radio, Mon.,
9-10 p.m. EST, for 52 weeks. Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.

■^genc^ 4^jajaolntmanti • • e
DURKEE'S FAMOUS FOODS, L. A., Jan. 1 starts five minute daily
newscasts on KNX Hollywood Mon.-Fri. Contract for 13 weeks. More
radio planned after first of year. Agency: Leo Burnett Co., L. A.
PARKWAY HOUSE, Phila. (apartment development), names Weightman Inc., Phila. Radio and TV will be used.
GUILD HALL FABRICS, division of Mandee Fabrics, N. Y., names Wm.
Wilbur Adv., same city. TRUDY RICHMOND is account executive.
CALORIC STOVE Corp., Phila., names McKee & Albright.
A. E. PETERSON Mfg. Co., Glendale, Calif. (Fold-A-Rola Strollers),
names Hixon & Jorgenson, L. A. TV may be used.
WDSU-TV is deeply grateful for the honor of receiving
the 1951 Sylvanio Award, and the Citation of the Award
Committee:
"This station's enterprise ond imagination
in first seeing the public service implications of bringing the Kefauver Committee's sessions to television, set a precedent of far reaching importance."

S&S ENTERPRISES OF SAN FRANCISCO (distributor for Fireside
Chef, electric motor driven inset for fireplace or outdoor barbecue), appoints Walter McCreery Inc., S. F.
EATON'S RESTAURANTS, Southern California chain, appoints Yambert, Prochnow, McHugh & Macauley Inc., Beverley Hills, Calif. Radio
and TV planned for future.
SHADES OF CALIFORNIA Inc., L. A. (aluminum awnings) appoints
Yambert, Prochnow, McHugh & Macaulay Inc., Beverly Hills, Calif.
Radio and TV will be used.
PENN MUTUAL
Co., Phila.

Write, Wire or Phone
BLAIR-TV for details!

LIFE INSURANCE

Co., Phila., appoints Aitkin-Kynett

L. EVERT LANDON, president Nalley's Inc., Tacoma (food products),
elected president Tacoma Chamber of Commerce.

Bros.,
HARRY G. HAGGLAND, assistant advertising manager Hale'sEastern
San Jose, Calif., department store, named advertising manager
Department Store, Portland, Ore.

TILLIE LEWIS, president Flotill Products Inc., Stockton, Calif, (canned
Business Woman of the Year by women's
1951newspapers.
named
fruit, vegetables),
Press
of Associated
editors
10
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IN

chooses

ITALY

FIAT

mobile recording units in Italy now operate

We bullied it and we abused it, and at the end of the

out of WOV's Rome studios in a team of two FIAT

most gruelling year we could devise, we were told

Giardiniera's — the attractive station wagons you see

that our car was "only just broken in!"

WOV

pictured here. With them, WOV

visits cities, towns,

and villages from one end of Italy and Sicily to the

When you visit Italy, enjoy your tour in a FIAT.
Write to ENIT, the Italian National Tourist Office,

other, producing programs (and films) for Italianspeaking radio and TV audiences in the U.SA.

21 East 51st Street in New York, for details on how
you may obtain a new FIAT for your use in Italy,

We chose FIAT on the basis of the toughest test to

disposing of it at a favorable price when you leave.

which you could submit any car. Covering 40,000

Or contact WOV

miles in one year, we took this amazing performer

be happy to assist you.

in New York or Rome, and we'll

up and down all the highways and byways in the
land. We climbed narrow rocky tracks where a goal
would have to watch his step. We drove our FIAT
at open throttle down Italy's magnificent autostrada.

National Representative
John E. Pearson Co

BROADCASTING

ROME STUDIOS: VIA di PORTA
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PINCIANA

4 • 730 FIFTH AVE., NEW

YORK 19
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DR.

ROBERT J. CHRISTOPHER, H. R. WILLIAMS and LEONARD
BRIDGES, have formed new agency of Christopher, Williams &
Bridges, at 20 N. Wacker Drive, Chicago. Dr. Christopher was
manager of Chicago office Cummings, Brand & McPherson, Rockford, 111.
Mr. Williams was partner in Williams Assoc., Chicago. Mr. Bridges was
advertising manager of John Plain & Co.

•SM3J.S

The

Neighbour

Your

Roof

on

....

Canada — your northern neighbour — is as close to you as many of
your best domestic markets.
Canadians have the same buying habits
as the people you're selling to now.
And they are buying more and more
each year as their purchasing power
increases. Canada's on top of the world !
The source of this growing prosperity
is Canada's production :
Over 85% of the world's nickel;
over 45% of the world's asbestos —
and undisclosed quantities of uranium.
Gold, iron and lumber abound in Canada.
Recent discoveries of oil in the prairies hold a
promise of self-sufficiency on this continent
for centuries to come.
Yet this rich market has barely been skimmed.
Now, Canada not only wants to buy your goods,
but does buy — more than anyone else —
and PAYS CASH.
So — if Canada wants your goods
how best can you sell 'em? Obviously you
want the greatest advertising coverage at minimum
cost to sell in this booming market.
Radio is the answer.
94% of all Canadian homes have a radio,
giving you the most complete coverage available.
Radio is your salesman-in-the-hearth,
already installed,
waiting for your message,
by-passing the rural road,
the footpath, bad weather
and the closed door.
Radio is there already.

"In Canada you sell 'em when you tell 'em !" A message from the 103 member stations of the
Canadian Association of Broadcasters
whose voices are invited into over 3 million homes every day.
Canadian

Association

108 Sparks St.,
Ottawa.
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GEORGE R. JONES elected director of J. R. Pershall Agency, Chicago.
He is also new chairman of planning and research groups.

of

Broadcasters
37 Bloor St.. West,
Toronto.

on all accounts

ght
is a man
RUFFBAR
thouDY WOO
NABwho
FRANK
in television terms long before
the terms of television were themselves formulated.

A firm believer in "visual aids"
in advertising, Mr. Woodruff, account executive, Falstaff Beer,
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, New
York, had recommended the inclusion of that factor for many years
before
today. TV became the entity it is
From the advertisman's approach,
Mr. ingWoodruff
says,
"the time element in
the long message actually appears shortened because of visibility. A22-second
announcement can
seem like a 2-second
announcement if the
building interest in
the commercial is

In 1941 he formed his own advertising firm, specializing in slide
films for industrial pictures. It was
a year or so later that he became
the originator and moving force
behind a new development in motion pictures: the addition of scent
to the factors of sight and sound.
After the first major test at the
Vogue Theatre in Detroit, World
War II started and curtailed the
experiment because of equipment
scarcity. Mr. Woodruff returned to
Chicago and joined
the editorial staff of
La Salle Extension
U.,
as an
In '42
he instructor.
moved to
the Illinois Bell Telephone, Information
Bureau, where he
used
advertising
methods to keep up
the

morale

of the

cruit newandworkers,
employes
to reand in 1947 he returned to the Jam

In effectively."
advertising
used
since 1929, Mr.
Handy
cago. office in ChiWoodruff, a ChiFor the next two
cagoan, actually beyears, one of his
gan his education as
a history major at
major accounts was
Mr. WOODRUFF
the U. of Michigan.
with Falstaff Brewery. He remained
His first job was
with the account and in 1951 was
with Dodge Brothers in Detroit,
named account executive for the
serving in the sales department.
Four years later he moved into his brewery with DF&S (the agency
first advertising position when he handling Falstaff). The advertiser
uses about 20 shows lojoined Campbell-Ewald, where he currently
cally in radio, and film shows in 22
"did everything from copy writing
local TV markets in addition to its
baseball schedule of the Game of
to He
account
work."
remained with the firm until
1934, when he embarked on his the Week on Mutual, plus sponsorship of the St. Louis Browns on a
own as an independent copy writer
and promotion man. Subsequently
regional network.
he moved to N. W. Ayer agency,
Mr. Woodruff is married to the
Detroit, as production manager.
former Katharine McNamara.
They have two children, Kay, 23,
After three years he joined General Motors in sales promotion for and Charles 21. The Woodruffs
the Pontiac division. In that ca- live in a New York apartment.
pacity he first acquainted himself
His hobbies are sculpturing and
with visual aids and in 1937 linked
presenting
talks on advertising at
forces with Jam Handy Film Co. Harvard and
DePaul U. among
in Detroit to carry out his visual
others.
principles.
Telecasting
BROADCASTING
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beat

CARLTON

A. JOHANSON,

...in

Doremus & Co., S. F., elected vice president.

radio

and...\\i

TV

GARDINER

LAYNG and WILLIAM L. SHINNICK, account executives
Young & Rubicam, Chicago, elected
vice presidents and named contract
supervisors. Mr. Layng has been vi^ith
fftllf^t^11
the agency since 1933, and Mr. Shin- nick since 1947.

RICHARD P. EHST, art director Gordon Manchester Adv., Washington,
appointed director of art and production. GEORGE D. McGUINNESS,
account executive, appointed director
of radio and TV. MILLICENT A.
Mr. Layng
Mr. Shinnick
THOMAS named secretary to office
manager. Firm also announced opening of newly expanded offices at
1737 H Street, N.W.
JAY ELIASBERG, research department Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y., to
Foote, Cone & Belding, N. Y., as supervisor of advertising research.
MEL SMITH discontinued Robert Smith Adv. Agency, L. A. to join
Erwin, Wasey & Co., that city, in executive capacity and member of
plans board.
CASS MUSLER, Lester Harrison Inc. Adv. Agency, N. Y., admitted to
membership in firm. He will participate actively in general management
and will become associate chairman of plans board and new business
department.
RICHARD LEMEN, art director Beaumont & Hohman, S. F., to Richard
N. Meltzer Adv., S. F., in same capacity. He will be succeeded at B&H by
Victor Persson, assistant art director.

"The

MODERN

WOMAN"

KEN BARTON named West Coast manager Duane Jones Co., to service
Vitamin Corp. of America (Rybutol, Juvenal, Vyons) account. He was
former West Coast manager Schwimmer & Scott Inc. and one-time radioTV director Walter McCreery Inc., Beverly Hills.
KINNARD & KINNARD Inc., Minneapolis, Minn., elected to membership
in American Assn. of Advertising Agencies.
DON GIBBS, vice president Warwick & Legler, L. A., to Kudner Agency,
N. Y., as member of copy staff.
JERRY COLEMAN, partner Coleman-Jones Adv., L. A., opens new
agency, Coleman-Packard Adv., at 707 N. Heliotrope Dr., L. A. Telephone
OLympia 1104.
JOHN LaCERDA, president John LaCerda Adv., Phila., elected president of Philadelphia chapter of American Public Relations Assn.
W. B. STUART-BULLOCK, creative director Campbell-Mithun, Minneapolis, to Alfred Colle Co., Minneapolis.
LEONARD M. SIVE & Assoc., Cincinnati, elected to membership in
American Assn. of Advertising Agencies.
JEAN LAURENT, staff Cosynetics & Toiletries Magazine, N. Y., to
Lawrence Boles Hicks Adv., that city, as account executive and feminine products copy chief.
JARMAN & SKAGGS Adv., Ogden, Utah, moved to new offices at 1467
S. Main St.
WILLARD G. GREGORY
E. 8th St.

GEORGE R. JOHNSON, Doremus & Co.,^ Chicago, to copy staff M. L.
Sampson Co., Chicago.
Adv., Phila., moves to new and larger quarters at 1524

BROADCASTING

your

best

buy!

RUTH CRANE'S PERSONALIZED COMMERCIALS
PRODUCE OUTSTANDING SALES RESULTS
Since 1943 "The MODERN
WOMAN" on radio has produced significant soles figures
for on impressive— and impressed —list of accounts.
Leading advertisers will testify to the effectiveness of
Ruth's "telling and selling"
technique. Heard MONDAY
thru FRIDAY 11:30 a.m. to
12 noon.
Call
The

KATZ

The television version of
MODERN WOMAN retains oil
the charm of the informal
format of its radio cousin but
adds the plus factor of
RUTH'S live product demonstrations. Announcer Jackson
Weaver contributes fun to interesting and informative features. Seen and heard each
weekday— 3:00 to 3:30 p.m.
or Wire

AGENCY,

Inc.

Adv., L. A., moves to new quarters at 416

JAMES LOVICK & Co. Ltd., Vancouver, moves to new location, fifth
floor, 789 West Pender St., Vancouver.

WIL ROBERTS
Chestnut St.

is

Telecastini

AM
W

FM

A4

The Evening Star Stations
WASHINGTON,

D. C.
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time I called on him so that I would
have more time to digest it. Your
journal does what I consider a
most conscientious job of reporting. I find that it is of real value
in assessing radio and television
in relation to other media ...
S. H. Rose, President
Grand River Chevrolet Co.
Detroit

Easy Answer
EDITOR:
Gi-emlins, leprechauns and Santa
Claus are all acceptable as realities and I know from long experience that radio is a miraculous
medium. Almost, I believe everything except "WSTV Calms Public," a story
that appeared
on page
102 of
Broadcasting
• Telecasting for Dec. 17.
As that story goes, virtually all
electric lines for 10 miles around
Steubenville were short circuited
on Nov. 30 and five hours passed
before electricity was restored to
most of the area. WSTV's power
remained on and the station, every
five minutes during the blackout,
flashed news bulletins to calm a
war-jittery audience.
Now, how did the listeners listen?
Crystal sets, maybe? Or don't the
receivers in Steubenville, Ohio,
operate on the same power that
lights the lights?
One of our clients has furnished

open

mike

"How Do Agencies Rate the
Raters?",
fit .. . to a great material bene-

a fur-lined beer stein that we'll
award to the one who best tells us
how WSTV did it. . . .
Pat Moseley
P. S./the Advertising Co.
St. Louis
[EDITOR'S
Send us
the furlined beer NOTE:
stein. Auto
radios
and
battery-operated
portables
abound
Steubenville as in every other place.]in

Commercial
Geyie Tanner- Director
WSIX-AM-FM Nashville
See Your Lawyer
EDITOR:
I think your magazine is one of
the most unique and exciting that
I have ever seen. I became acquainted with it in the reception
room of my lawyer's office and
found, up until I subscribed to it
myself, that I hoped he would be
busy a few minutes longer the next

Salesman's Friend
EDITOR:
We are very anxious for our
salesmen to have a copy of Broadcasting • Telecasting issue of
Dec. 17, 1951, in their portfolio. We
believe they can use the article.

WLOF

AUDIENCE

250%

Radio Sets-in-Use jumped
from a 1 5.7 in January-February up to a 29.8 in OctoberNovember, 1951. RADIO'S IMPACT IS GROWING IN ORLANDO, FLORIDA!
Page 14
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Resurrection
EDITOR:
. . . The next time you run a
piece on me, for gosh sakes pick
something beside an obituary with .
which to mix it up. I came awfully
close to being in the same boat with
Mark Twain. Wasn't he the guy
who reported his own published
obituary as being greatly exaggerated? .. .
Fred C. Brokaw
Executive Vice Pres.
Paul H. Raymer Co.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Into a story in Bi
Dec. 24 announcing
Mr. vice
Brokow's
appointment as executive
president
of tlie Raymer company, an astigmatic =
printer slipped in two lines which apbe- 1
an same
obituary
wherelongedonin.the
page.appearing
We are elseglad
to announce that Mr. Brokaw is jJive
kicking
aandright
to.] — but not as hard as he has

NEWS

INCREASES

When the Hooper Study of
January-February, 1951 revealed that a netv^ork v/oman commentator on WLOF
at 12:00 till 12:15 Noon, Monday thru Friday, had a Hooper Rating of 2.0; and a Shareof-Audience of 1 0.9, it was
yanked from the air. The replacement was WLOF's own
Production of "Front Page
News" as reported by Paul
Marlowe. These concise, hardhitting, news broadcasts
keyed to the interests of Orlando and all of Central Florida built an amazing following in a few short months.
The October-November, 1951
Hooper Report discloses that
Paul Marlowe's FRONT PAGE
NEWS has a Hooper Rating of
7.0. This is a 250% INCREASE
IN AUDIENCE. This WLOF
News program has a 23.5
Share-of-Audience, representing a 11 5% Increase in Shareof-Audience. AND IT'S STILL
BUILDING!

I
j

SPOT

Paul

AVAILABILITIES

H.

Rayaaer

CONTACT:

Company,

Inc.

Misrepresented
EDITOR:
. . . Please be advised that Harlan G. Oakes & Assoc. are a national representative firm, specializing in Mex-American radio. We
are not "the western representatives for XEO-XEOR" as stated in
your [issue of Dec. 17]. National
Time Sales in New York are the
New York offices of Harlan G.
Oakes & Assoc. . . . We also maintain offices in Chicago, San Francisco and Los Angeles . . .
Harlan G. Oakes
Harlan G. Oakes & Assoc.
Los Angeles
Loyalty

|

EDITOR:

"FLORIDA'S
5000 WATTS

SWEET

MUSIC

• 950 KC

• MBS

I was exceedingly pleased with
your recent editorial titled "Air
Raid Channels" in which you discussed the President's executive order regarding control of electromagnetic radiation. The broadcast
industry will play a major part in
community affairs so far as civil
defense operation in an emergency
is concerned, and it is of the utmost
importance that the operating and
management personnel of the industry be of unquestioned integrity.
Chas. E. Dewey Jr., Chief, ^
Communication Division
Civil Defense Agency
.Jefferson City, Mo.

STATION"
NETWORK

BAB
ORLANDO,

FLORIDA
J. ALLEN

BROWN

VICE-PRESIDENT & GENERAL MANAGER

Sets Meetings

BAB's Research Advisory Committee, under Crosley Broadcasting
Corp. president, Robert E. Dunville,
will meet at BAB headquarters in
New York on Jan. 14 and the Promotion Advisory Committee, headed by President Donald W. Thornburgh of WCAU Philadelphia, will
meet there Jan. 15.

BROADCASTING
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673%

125.4%

Above

Station

B

Above

Station

C

Above

Station

D

*Total rated time periods, share of
Radio Audience Index. Hooper Radio Audience Index
Report, October 1951.

NBC and TQN on the Gulf Coast
JACK HARRIS, General Manager
Represented Nationally by
EDWARD

RETRY and COMPANY

A- 1 -52
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feature

1,000,000
PER

DAY

WRC audience surveys H
mean something more than H
passive listeners. Daily and

H

Sunday "circulation" is also H
measured in terms of re- H
suits over the counter for
advertisers.
H
Morning,
noon
night, Washington

and H
area H

er
winn
SEY,eston
, W.
MARJOR
of theIEWCHSRAMCharl
Va., Defense Bonds sales
contest, has returned from an allexpense trip to Europe with renewed enthusiasm for "the fine job
our men are doing over there." The
WCHS-sponsored contest was conducted among West Virginia schoolteachers [B«T, Oct. 22].
Miss Ramsey, 27-year-old science
teacher at Logan, W. Va., flew out
of New York Nov. 20 to visit five
countries.
The whirlwind trip took Miss
Ramsey to England, France, Germany, Switzerland and Italy. As
one might expect, Paris made a
very deep impression. She returned Dec. 12.
Lewis C. Tierney, West Virginia
Defense Bond chairman and president of the Tierney Co. which operates WCHS, explained that the
purpose of the trip was twofold:
To stimulate bond buying and to
give the winning teacher an opportunity to see first-hand what American defense dollars are doing to
bolster the western world against
communism.
Quota for the state drive was $6
million. With the help of the
WCHS contest, bond sales soared
to $9.2 million. In the three weeks
that the school contest was in progress, $500,000 worth of bonds were
sold.

of the lueeli

Looking very pleased are Mr.
Tierney and Miss Ramsey as they
examine Defense Bond -pledges.
Pupils canvassed their neighborhood and sold bonds on behalf of
their favorite schoolteacher. Miss
Ramsey's pupils enthusiastically
amassed a sales total of $50,000
maturity value.
Runner-up in the contest received for her school a sound motion picture projector with a film
library. Third-place winner was
awarded a radio-phonograph and
a record library. All prizes were
awarded by WCHS.
Since Miss Ramsey was away
from her classroom several weeks,
WCHS paid the salary of a substitute teacher.

people tune to the continu- H
ing editions of WRC-NBC. I
Combined total listening H
goes well over nine digits ^1
... a tremendous audience H
for your commercial mes- H
sage.
H
The entire WRC schedule H
represents a range of pro- H
gramming to fit any sales H
requirement.
H
IN THE NATION'S CAPITAL I
YOUR BEST BUY IS
I

FIRST

^l'^

strictly business
product pitch to men as well as
women is a Svdss scientist with a
doctorate from the U. of Geneva.
Dr. Jules Montenier, president of
the Chicago company of the same
name, developed the foi-mula for
Stopette anti-perspirant just four
years ago. Working closely with
Earle Ludgin, advertising agency
there, he mapped out a city-bycity, medium-by-medium campaign
which has gained national distribution for Stopette and put the product among the leaders in a highlycompetitive field. The major vehicle
for successful sales has been the

Dr. JULES MONTENIER

Represented by NBC SPOT SALES
Page 16
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Want

CoMmqe

Tliat Counts...

. . you vk^ant and need
WBRE in this unusual

In WASHINGTON

5.000 Watts • 980 KG

If You

onized
t revo
E MAN
ness
THthe
by
busiluti
deodoranwho
carrying on full-fledged advertising campaigns in the winter
months and making an appealing

500,000 population
market. Yes, other stations have more power
... but WBRE has the
programming power
that produces profits for
the advertiser.
* EARWAY

. . . means

listening power! Conlan
shows that more people
listen to WBRE more consistently than to any other station in the WilkesBarre trading area.

popularon quiz
What's My
Line?,
CBS show.
Television
Born of French parents in Switzerland, Dr. Montenier was asked
by the European perfume industry to handle research on the
mutation of flowers for perfumes
when he was still in his early 20s.
His interest in the limited application of his scientific knowledge was
broadened to all phases of the
cosmetics industry, in which he has
(Continued on page 20)
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KMYR,
Do Some

Independent

Thinking

About

Radio

ers.

«■» ''most e,„,v;V row"™"
Denver' Colora
do
Jadio Station
-From Bernstei
Pueblo, Coloran doBroth

Today

People who care about their money are doing some hard thinking about
radio today . . . some independent thinking. In fact, many national advertisers
who formerly bought network radio are finding they get better results when

■

they use the leading independent radio stations. Don't take our word for
it— make us prove it. Write to any AIMS station listed below for all the facts.

THESE

ARE

THE

WCUE —Akron, Ohio
WBMD — Baltimore, Maryland
WBNY —Buffalo, New York
WJMO— Cleveland, Ohio
WVKO— Columbus, Ohio
KMYR — Denver, Colorado
KCBC — Des Moines, Iowa
WIKY — Evansville, Indiana
WCCC — Hartford, Connecticut
WXLW — Indianapolis, Indiana
WJXN — Jackson, Mississippi
KLMS — Lincoln, Nebraska

LEADING

INDEPENDENT

RADIO

WKYW —Louisville, Kentucky
WMIE —Miami, Florida
WMIL —Milwaukee, Wisconsin
WKDA —Nashville, Tennessee
WBOK — New Orleans, Louisiana
WWSW— Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
KXL
—Portland, Oregon
WXGI —Richmond, Virginia
KSTL
—St. Louis, Missouri
WMIN — Minneapolis-St. Paul
KNAK —Salt Lake City, Utah
KITE
— San Antonio, Texas

KSON KYA KING KREM WAGE KSTN WOLF KFMJ WNEB WBBW-

STATIONS:
-San Diego, California
-San Francisco, California
-Seattle, Washington
-Spokane, Washington
-Springfield,
Massachusetts
-Stockton, California
-Syracuse,
New York
-Tulsa, Oklahoma
-Worcester, Massachusetts
-Youngstown, Ohio

They are all members of AIMS — Association of Independent Metropolitan
Stations — each the outstanding independent station in a city

Aim

for

BROADCASTING
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THE

NATIONAL

BOARD

INVITES

Gold
For

Radio

FIRE

ENTRIES

Medal

Outstanding

By A

OF

Public

Station

UNDERWRITERS

FOR

Awards

Service

(AM-FM

In Fire Safety

and

TV) in 1951

Each year since 1941, The National Board has awarded a Gold
Medal or $500 in cash, to the radio station which, in the opinion of
impartial judges, carried out the best fire safety campaign. In addition. Honor Award Citations are made to other stations. Identical
awards are also made to daily and weekly newspapers.
Check through your files for 1 95 1 —your station may have done
much more than you think for fire safety. Assemble clippings, photos, letters of commendation

or any other material pertinent to your

fire safety work. Send in your exhibit— it need not be elaborate— to
The National Board of Fire Underwriters, 85 John Street, New
York 38, N. Y., before February 75, 19^^.
Any radio executive may send in an entry on behalf of his own
station— or the local fire chief may do it in your behalf. The National
Board takes no part whatever in the judging. Awards are based on
GET
FOR

READY

NEXT

worthiness and efi^cctiveness of the campaigns involved. All decisions ofthe judges are final.

YEAR!

Right now is the best time
to plan your 1952 fire safety
campaign. Winning campaigns are based upon longrange planning and effective use of every means at
your command. Save all
clippings, photos, letters of
your campaign so you'll be
ready with your exhibit
when next year's Gold
Medal entries are requested !

THE

WINNER

• January 7, 1952

YEAR

Station KANS, Wichita, Kansas, wins its second Gold Medal
Award. Walter Gage, left,
NBFU, presents check to Announcer George Gow and Manager Archie Taylor. Honor
Award Citations were made to
four stations.

NATIONAL
85 JOHN

Page 18

LAST

BOARD

OF

STREET, NEW

FIRE
YORK

UNDERWRITERS

38, N. Y.
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What
to the

happened
time?

A lot of things are scarce these days.
Steel. Aluminum. Machine tools. Raw
materials. So scarce, in fact, that Uncle
Sam has them on a priority list.
But in American industries today, the
scarcest commodity of all is . . . time.'
With military orders urgent, with complex new weapons in the making, time is
the key word of our defense program.

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

But there's one way a manufacturer can
get a "priority" on time.
He can ship his parts and products via
Air Express— the service that gets top priority of all commercial shipping services!
Air Express is first off the loading platform... first on the planes... first to arrive
at destinations anywhere in the 48 states!
Whatever your business, you can profit
from the regular use of Air Express.
Here's why:

and gets a receipt upon delivery.
IT'S PROFITABLE — Air Express service
costs less than you think, gives you many
profit-making opportunities.
For more facts, call Air Express Division of Railway Express Agency.

IT'S FASTEST — Air Express gets top
priority of all commercial shipping services — gives the fastest, most complete
door-to-door pick-up and delivery service
in all cities and principal towns at no
extra cost.
IT'S DEPENDABLE — Air Express provides one-carrier responsibility all the way

GETS

THERE

FIRST
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► KXO El Centro, Calif., today
celebrates its 25th anniversary.
Its first broadcast was aired Jan.
7, 1927, under call letters KGEN.
► Nostalgia of old songs and top
news and sports headlines flavored
the quarter-century anniversary of
WJBW New Orleans, La., Nov. 27.
Silver Jubilee broadcast, / Hear
Music, culminated a month-long
campaign of reminders of the occasion. Other radio stations also
joined in celebration and Veterans
of Foreign Wars and other groups
gave testimonial luncheon citing
WJBW's public service role. Station is owned by Mrs. Louise C.
Carlson, general manager. Assistant manager is her son, Ed Carlson. Anniversary show was emceed by Jim Landry and written by
Bob Smith.
► Gillham Adv. Agency, Salt Lake
City, noted its 40th year Dec. 14
at its annual employes' dinner at
the local Alta Club.
Marion C.

milestones...
Nelson, president and with the
agency 31 years, paid special tribute to veteran employes Lon Richardson, senior vice president, 20
years service ; Dan H. Leahy, artist,
also 20 years; Clair Lindgren, artist, 13 years; J. R. Furner, production manager, 12 years.
► Quarter century of broadcasting by Westinghouse Radio Stations' KEX Portland, Ore., was
theme of special programs aired
Dec. 2. Westinghouse has owned
and operated the station since 1944.
In the past five years, station occupied new, modern studios in Portland, increased its power to 50 kw
and installed an FM transmitter.
► Dinner at the Athletic Club in
Columbus, Ohio, for employes of

Byer & Bowman Adv. Agency
marked that firm's silver anniversary on Nov. 30. When it started
in businss, woi-king capital was
$200. Now its projected annual
billing is about $2,750,000.
► Engineering staff member Raymond J. Lloyd of WIP Philadelphia
was honored at an informal party
last month by Benedict Gimbel Jr.,
president and general manager,
WIP, in recognition of 25 years
with the station. He is now the station's oldest engineer in point of
service.
► RCA Victor Div. now has more
than 1,200 employes boasting 25 or
more years of continuous service.
Total was reached with addition in
December of 154 men and women

to the RCA Victor 25-Year Club
at dinners held in various plants
located in Indianapolis, Chicago,
Hollywood, Harrison, N. J., Detroit,
Philadelphia, Pulaski, Va., and
Lancaster, Pa. Club was organized in 1948.
► KYA San Francisco staffers observed the station's 25th anniversary Dec. 18.
► Les Farber, CBS-KNX Hollywood writer, has completed his 21st
year in radio. Mr. Farber currently is writing KNX's Second
Cup
of Cojfee Club and Command
Theatre.
► Bill Pierce, personality - at
WQAN Scranton, Pa., celebrated t
his 25th year in radio Jan. 1. Mr.
Pierce, who is the start of The Bill
Pirce Show and Bill Fierce Open
House Show on WQAN, has spent
his entire radio life in Scranton.

Strictly Business
(Continued from page 16)

|
;

specialized since coming to this '
country
when researcher
he was 29.
An active
as well as ■

BOH
BUIE RIB

ACHI

i

KFAB's Farm
Service Department
is nationally
for itsnumerous
achievements. Bill Macdonald,
farm service
director, known
has received
awards during his quarter-century of farm broadcasting. This picture,
taken during the recent 25th anniversary banquet for Bill Macdonald,
shows Nebraska's Governor Peterson presenting him with the coveted
"People's Award." Looking on is Hugo Srb, clerk of Nebraska's famed
unicameral, who is presenting a similar award from the people of Dodge
County, Nebraska. ... BIG RESULTS can be YOUR ACHIEVEMENT when
you use KFAB. Address: Harry Burke, General Manager; or, contact
Free & Peters.
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a successful businessman. Dr. Montenier has worked on most of the
major cosmetic research carried on
in the U. S. of recent years. Many
name-brand cosmetics are the
result of his research and formulas,
and they include such products as
hair dyes, eyelash coloring, face
powder, lipsticks, perfume, creams,
hand lotions and deodorants.
When he perfected Stopette he
took the subject of body odor out
of the bathroom and into the livingroom. Via television, Stopette was
advertised as a non-irritating, nondamaging anti-perspirant.
Dr. Montenier was the first in
his field to use the flexible plastic
bottle with a fine spray. Packaging

'■
'
I
\
■
'
;
|
;
^
,
1
\
»
J

in the plastic bottle, following"^
development of DuPont's polyethy- j
lene material, set a trend in the \
cosmetic industry.
"Poof," the word in Stopette '
commercials describing the sound
of the spray as it comes from the
bottle, has been chosen as the name
for
a new
whichin Dr.
Mon- ;■
tenier
will product
introduce
January.
Television alone will be used to \
advertise the new deodorant pow- '
der, described as a complement to
Stopette for overall body use. Poof
vdll be packaged in the same kind
of spray bottle.
Dr. Montenier says television
"has played an important part in
the growth of our business. In the ^
cosmetic industry, we have been
the first firm to use television extensively because our product,
Stopette, can be very dramatically
demonstrated in full action, which
no other form of advertising does
as well.
\
"While we believe other forms of |
advertising
mediaof are
necessary we
in ';^
the
promotion
a cosmetic,
find that in the cities where we use
TV we have a higher percentage
of increases in business. We intend to keep on using television
for any product of the future that
lends itself to this medium as well
as our Stopette spray deodorants."
BROADCASTING
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A
in

Young
a

Man

MARKET

of DISTINCTION.
OF

The market is Minneapolis — St. Paul
where the PER CAPITA CONSUMPTION OF FLUID MILK IS THE
HIGHEST OF ANY MARKET IN
THE UNITED STATES!
WTCN is the station in the market
which for 10 years has carried 80
of the joint advertising budget sub-

''They knew his bell.

Nofienof RepreienfofiVei
FREE AND PETERS
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. .

DISTINCTION

scribed by the Milk Producers and the
Milk Dealers.
No spectacular
offers or
— ,
just
a soUd program
of "gimmicks"
news and the
telling of the milk story by John Ford
—a WTCN Town Crier. The increased
rate of milk consimiption, year by year,
has been steady — rather than spectacular. A desirable method, we submit!

his voice: and so the friendship of a voice with many people was formed"

RADIO

^own^rier
N of
the
orthwest
MINNEAPOLIS — ST. PAUL
ABC
1280
• TELEVISION ABC CBS DUMONT
CHANNEL 4
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'58,508

votes!

is everybody

in wave's

Disk

voiing

Jockey

Contest?"

If you think there's any other important
advertising medium in Louisville,

pieces per week, plus 2,080 individual
telephone calls. Emcee Bob Kay

aside from WAVE, we won't say you're .
wrong. But for the past ten

is swamped, and Oertel's '92 Beer is
selling like mad all over the WAVE area.
This in a market with six

weeks. The Oertel Brewing Company's
late-evening Disk Jockey Show
(10:15 to 11:30 p.m.) has been pulling an

other radio stations and two television
stations. Write us for
all the facts — or ask Free & Peters !

average of 3,771 individual mail

WAVE
5000

WATTS

NBC

•

LOUISVILLE

Free & Peters, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives
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mco,M,-i=
GENERAL?
TORNEY
ATthe
LLER
MIEADIO
BIG
names entered
added that the appointment would
Judge Miller might be willing to economies. When the reorganization was effected, it originally had
become a member of the proposed
Washington political scene last be announced within a week, perbeen
contemplated to have in the
haps
in
view
of
the
broadcast,
three-man
clean-up
commission
to
week in the speculation over apTV organization the counterpart
root
out
corruption
in
Government.
"within
a
matter
of
hours."
Then,
pointment of a successor to AttorJudge Miller now is serving as of Mr. Fellows. This, however, was
he continued, "McGrath's succesney General J. Howard McGrath.
changed to give him supervision
sor,
we
understand,
will
be
a
forchairman of the Salary StabilizaJustin Miller, NARTB board
over all operations.
mer federal judge who stepped
tion Board, and his background
chairman and general counsel and
down from the federal bench a would appear to qualify him ideally
There exists, however, the desire
a former federal judge, was menfew years ago, one of the highest for either the Attorney Generalon the part of some directors —
tioned as a possible successor to courts in the country, to accept an
notably in TV — to bolster operaship or any other high-level activMr. McGrath. Both President
tions, particularly in the light of
important quasi-judicial position in
ity. He is a former assistant atprivate industry. The prospective
torney general, and served both on the new TV self-regulation code.
Truman, at his news conference
Attorney General is said to be a the U. S. Court of Appeals for the
Mr. Coy's name previously had
last Thursday, and Judge Miller
close friend of the Chief Justice of District of Columbia, which bench
been mentioned for a top NARTB
were non-communicative.
post, either
And the mere mention of the the United States, Fred Vinson,
he left to join
ization or in inTV.the overall organin NAB
1945, (NARTB's
and the
and highly thought of by the bar." predecessor)
possibility of a vacancy at XARTB
United States Tax Court.
At his Thursday news conference
Even before the President's regave rise to the inevitable specuthe
President
was
armed
for
bear
fusal to answer any inquiries conLighter Duties
lation that FCC Chairman Wayne
cerning the Attorney Generalship,
Since
Mr.
Fellows
assumed
the
regarding the AttorCoy might be enticed into the in- on questions
ney
Generalship.
Asked
whether
questions
were being asked in
NARTB
presidency
last
June,
dustry fold — either as Judge Mil- Mr. McGrath had requested in
broadcasting quarters whether Mr.
ler's immediate successor, or as writing that he be relieved, the Judge Miller has not been burdened
with day-to-day operations of the Coy might not be persuaded to
head of the television operations
discuss possible affiliation with the
Pi-esident said that he was not NARTB. He is required to spend
of the trade association.
NARTB. The FCC chairman, it is
going to answer any questions re- only about one-third of his time
Washington's
sizzling
political
garding
continued
drastic
action
on
NARTB
affairs
in
Washington
known, has been approached incauldron has been stoked to white
formally in recent months about
that he proposed to take. He added
headquarters. It was for this reasheat for weeks over the Governthe NARTB TV position, but only
that when he was ready he would
on
that
he
accepted
the
call
by
ment corruption disclosures. The make further announcement.
former Stabilization Director Eric to the extent of sounding him out
popular pasttime has been to pick
on a top trade association status.
There was the view that Judge Johnston to assume the chairmanthe successor to Mr. McGrath, on
Mr. Coy has shown intense interest
ship of the SSB on a parttime
Miller
perhaps
had
been
sounded
the assumption that he would re- out as to his possible availability,
in adoption of the NARTB TV
basis.
sign or receive appointment to anMr. Fellows has won high tribute
Code, which becomes effective
other high post — possibly in the but with no actual approach from
from
both broadcasters and tele- March 1.
President
Truman.
Also,
it
is
prediplomatic corps. Mr. McGrath,
sumed entirely possible that the casters since he assumed the presihowever, has stated he knew
Mr. Coy, it is reliably underdency six months ago. He has
speculation
was in the wrong dinothing about his impending apstood, has listenedon but
hasn't
rection,
and
that
the
President
pointment abroad.
(Continued
jyage
91) been
tightened
up effected
the association's
operations, and
substantial
perhaps wanted to know whether
Miller Declines to Comment
Judge Miller, who became
NARTB board chairman last year,
Nearly All Counties
relinquishing the presidency to SET
OWNERSHIP
Harold E. Fellows, likewise declined comment last week on the OWNERSHIP of radio receivers in- stances, the new figures show, was
sus was taken. In a figure comreport — first used by Ray Henle
creased in nearly every county in there a loss in number of radio
piled for Broadcasting* Telecast(NBC — Sunoco Three-Star Extra)
ing, the bureau found a total of
the United States during the 1940- homes in a county. Heaviest deon Wednesday. Mr. Henle did not 50 period though population rose
cline, percentagewise, occurred in 44,380,000 households (occupied
mention Judge Miller by name, but in only 50.-3% of the counties.
tiny Esmeralda County, Nev., dwellings) in the nation as of Jan.
his description of the man was pat.
1, 1952 [B*T, Dec. 31, 1951]. In
Revised data showing 1950 radio which lost three-fifths of its 1,500 these
households live 155,800,000
Judge Miller told Broadcasting*
homes by counties (see table) have population in the decade.
Telecasting Wednesday afternoon
persons
compared to 150,697,361 as
This, of course, is a freak case.
computed by Broadcasting*
of April 1950.
— before the Henle broadcast — that been
It is matched on the other hand
Telecasting from new county
No breakdowTis showing areas
he "appreciated the compliment"
household figures just made avail- by Benton County, Wash., where
both total households and radio where the increase of 1,860,000
of being mentioned for the Attorable by the U. S. Census Bureau
ney Generalship. He said that on the basis of the decennial cenhouseholds has occurred since April
homes more than quadrupled.
even if he had been approached, he
1950 can be made, according to
sus. (New radio homes and total
The Census Bureau's household
the Census Bureau. The increase
would be in no position to comhouseholds data by metropolitan
figures
cover
the
3,070
counties
in
ment. Afterward, however, he was
areas were printed in the Dec. 31 the United States, showing a total occurred as the total population
unavailable to newsmen.
Broadcasting •Telecasting.)
of 42,856,051 households as of was increasing 4,224,000, or 2.8
Mr. Henle in his Jan. 2 broadcast
(April 1950 to Nov. 1951).
In only a relatively few in- April 1950, when the decennial censtated that he had been informed
In computing radio homes by
that "the new Attorney General alcounties in 1950, Bro.\dcasting*
Telecasting used the new Census
Complete Tabulation of all U. S. Counties
ready had been decided upon, he
With Breakdown of Radio Homes on page 38
has been approached and presum(Continued 07i page 38)
ably has agreed to serve." He
January 7, 1952
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H. STONE

TO

ABC

Resigns From KPHO-AM-TV
HARRY L. STONE, general manager of KPHO-AM-TV Phoenix,
Ariz., has joined ABC in San Francisco in an executive capacity, it
was learned last
week. He will assume charge of
the Pacific Coast
regional and national radio network sales for the
network there, according to ABC
headquarters i n
Harry Stone
New York.
Mr. Stone has been active in radio for some 30 years.
Gayle Grubb, vice president and
general manager of KGO and
KGO-TV, remains in charge of
ABC San Francisco radio and TV
operations.
The shift was consonant with
ABC's evolution into separate radio and video operations, it was
explained.
Assumes Stone Duties
John C. Mullins, president of
KPHO-AM-TV, in announcing Mr.
Stone's resignation indicated he will
assume the general managership
vacated by Mr. Stone in addition to
his present duties. Mr. Mullins will
continue to spend the majority of
his time in Phoenix.
Mr. Stone joined KPHO-AM-TV
on Jan. 22, 1951. Previously he
had been associated with WSM
Nashville, Tenn., for 22 years, part
of them as vice president and general manager. He is credited with
having helped construct in 1922
WCBQ, Nashville's first station,
which later became WBAW. He
served as announcer, program director, and commercial manager.
In 1928 he moved to WSM as announcer and subsequently was
named general manager. He also
served as chairman of NBC's Station Planning Advisory Committee
in 1941 and of the original Clear
Channel Group. In 1947 he was
chairman of employe relations for
NAB's 6th District.
BAB's '52 Promotion
WILLIAM B. RYAN, president,
BAB, will outline BAB's radio
promotional plans for 1952, and
Kevin Sweeney, BAB vice president, will describe results of measuring radio on a truly competitive
basis with newspapers Jan. 10
(Thursday) at a luncheon meeting
of the Radio Executives Club of
New York at the Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel.
WDAF Appoints
WDAF Kansas City has named
Henry I. Christal Co. as national
representative, effective Jan. 1.
Page 24
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Drawn for Broadcasting • Telecasting by Sid Hix
"He's designing an automatic tieck-line m,onitor for the NARTB television people!"
Affiliates' Letters
Scheduled Jan. 75
NBC
RATES
LETTERS to notify NBC radio affiliates of their new rates under the
network's new rate formula will be sent out about Jan. 15, with the
new rates to be effective July 1, a spokesman reported last week.
He said the letters are still being drafted, but that at the present
time
no plan that
to have
*
them there
include was
a statement
the be
held up pending further studies
rate formula — a method of ap- — and some opponents have predicted there will be a substantial
praising rates which has drawn
criticism from many affiliates — ■ number of dis-affiliates if the plan
might be changed after the present is put into effect.
rate adjustments have been made.
The latter relates to reports
TIEMER NAMED
which circulated a week previously
to the effect that NBC President
Is Foster Successor
Joseph H. McConnell had said the
rate formula might be revised or PAUL TIEMER, eastern sales
abandoned following the current manager of Paul H. Raymer Co.,
round of adjustments. Mr. Mc- radio and television station repreConnell said at the time that his
sentative, has been named manager
comments had been misinterpreted
of the company's
and that what he actually said was
New England ofa reiteration of earlier statements
fice with headthat NBC does not plan to keep the
formula so rigid that it cannot be
quarters in Bosann o u nton,cit ewas
d last
revised "as the necessities dictate"
[B*T, Dec. 31, 1951].
week. He sucTime Not Definite
ceeds Robert
Foster, who has
Mr. McConnell, who was on the
West Coast last week, also had said
joined W G A N
Portland and
he was not sure as to exactly when
WGUY
Bangor,
the rate letters would be sent to
Mr. Tiemer
Me. The changes
affiliates, but that they would go
were effective
at an "appropriate" time. In re- Jan. 1.
porting last week that Jan. 15 is
Mr. Tiemer has been with the
the approximate date for the letters to be sent, an official said this Raymer organization for 12 years,
is now the plan.
serving as account executive before
Application of the formula means
he
was named eastern sales mandownward adjustments in the rates
ager two years ago. He formerly
of a majority
of NBC'sadjustments
radio af- was on the national advertising
filiates, with upward
for others, resulting overall in lit- staff of the Scripps-Howard newspapers. The duties of eastern sales
tle change in the total rate for the
manager are among those being
complete network.
assumed by Fred Brokaw with his
The projected rate changes have
aroused substantial opposition — by return to the New York office as
a vote of 72 to 22 affiliates voted at executive vice president in direct
charge of all AM operations [B»T,
the NBC convention in late NovemDec. 24, 1951].
ber that effectuation of the formula

L. STONE RESIGNS
Leaves KIRO, Joins KBRO
LOREN B. STONE, veteran radio
executive on the
West Coast, plans
to resign as
vice president
and manager of
KIRO Seattle
fective Jan. 15,ef-it
was learned last
week.
Mr. Stone, it was
said, will become
general manager
Loren Stone
of KBRO Bremerton,sociated
Wash.withAsKIRO for the past
16 years, Mr. Stone served seven
years in the post he now vacates.
Saul Hass is president of Queen
City Broadcasting Co., operator
of KIRO-AM-FM.
In 1931, Mr. Stone entered radio
by joining the KOMO Seattle sales
staff. Later, he went to KIRO.
CBS-GUEDEL PACT
TV Show Also Planned
A

LONG-TERM agreement between CBS Radio and John Guedel
Productions, under which the Linkletter House Party, CBS Radio series, will also be presented in a television version on CBS-TV, is to be
announced today (Monday) by
Howard S. Meighan, president of
the CBS Radio Division.
CBS Radio in effect takes over
ownership of the program for the
duration of the contract, it was
understood.
Tentative plans look toward
starting the TV version in March
and to schedule it immediately preceding the radio version, which will
continue in the 3:15-3:40 p.m. segment Monday through Friday. The
TV show will be 30 minutes instead
of the radio version's 25, however.
Pillsbury Mills, which sponsors
the radio House Party, will sponsor the last 15 minutes of the TV
version and will cut its sponsorship of the radio show to the 3:303:40 p.m. portion, after which it
sponsors
3:45 p.m. Cedric Adams from 3:40Settel to DuMont
IRVING SETTEL, advertising director of Connord's Inc., retail
stores, and instructor in advertising at Pace College, has been appointed sales, promotion, merchandising, and advertising consultant
for the DuMont Network, Donald
A. Stewart, coordinator of the film
program division, announced
Wednesday. Mr. Settel is author of
the widely-used textbook, "Effective Retail Advertising," and of
the "Adviser," syndicated feature.
A new sion
book
by Mr. and
Settel,
"TeleviAdvertising
Production
Handbook, is scheduled for September publication by Thomas A.
Crowell Publishing Co.
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CONVENTIONS

Phiko

Signs

NBC

Radio-TV

tive Facilities Plan the radio
coverage also will be made available to all CBS Radio affiliates. In
markets not selected by Westinghouse, the Selective Facilities Plan
stipulates, coverage may be sold to
non-competitive advertisers through
CBS Radio or, if not sold, may be
broadcast sustaining with commercials deleted.
Construction of special studios
to handle the CBS networks' coverage also is planned.
Election night coverage by CBS
Radio and TV will start at 9 p.m.
CBS TV is assigning a staff of
more than 100 for its convention
coverage, including NewscastersCommentators Edward R. Murrow,
Robert Trout, Douglas Edwards,
Charles
Walter Cronkite
and Collingwood,
others.

the networks should sustain the Henry C. Cassidy, director of news
A PAIR of prize political plums
financial burden. Multiple spon- and special events for radio, will
had been picked off by the NBC
and CBS Radio and Television
sorship also is an industry problem,
direct the radio network coverage.
Networks last week and other net- it also is felt.
Overall convention coverage suReasoning on facilities is that
works were actively — and hopepervision for NBC will be in the
conventions are held to select Presi- hands of William F. Brooks, vice
fully— searching for more.
dential candidates, and that broad- president in charge of public rePhilco Corp. announced it would
cast coverage is secondary, with
lations ;Davidson Taylor, general
sponsor — at a cost reported unresponsibility for facilities falling production executive for NBC-TV,
officially as about $3.8 million —
NBC Radio and TV coverage of on industry shoulders.
and General Executive for NBCthe Democratic and Republican
In disclosing its plans for coverTV A (Abe) Schechter.
age for Philco, NBC predicted it
Conventions in Chicago next July,
Several
NBC
and NBC-TV
certain pre-convention activities would have "the largest lineup of forum and discussion programs
radio
and
television
stations
ever
and results of the November elecwill originate from Chicago.
tions.
assembled by a single network to
Elaborate Coverage Plans
Westinghouse Electric Corp. carry the more than 60 hours of
already had announced [B*T, Dec. convention coverage."
addition
plans"
Two special NBC TV studios forInboth
For CBS Radio, the group will
radio toand"elaborate
TV coverage
of
31, 1951] that it will sponsor convention and election coverage, plus and one for NBC Radio are being the convention itself, including a include these and Lowell Thomas,
constructed in the International
a 13-week get-out-the-vote camminimum of 20 hours to be de- Larry Le Seuer, Don Hollenbeck,
Winston Burdette, Allan Jackson,
paign, on CBS Radio and CBS
Amphitheatre, site of both convenvoted to each convention by each
David Schoenbrun, Eric Sevareid,
tions, NBC reported, and one other CBS network, Westinghouse-CBS
Television, though on a more
Bill Shadel, Joe Wershba, Griffing
restricted number of stations — 100 for TV and another for radio will plans include a get-out-the-vote
major markets, with the radio sta- be set up at the Hotel Conrad Hil- series in both radio and TV, to Bancroft, Bill Costello, Ron Cochtion selections representing the
ton, headquarters for the two par- start in August and extend to the
ran, Dwight Cooke and Lyman
network's first sale under its new
ties. Additionally, the new "Walkie night before elections, with equal Bryson.
For the Philco coverage on NBC,
time to be afforded each of the two
Lookie" portable television camera
"Selective Facilities Plan" [B«T,
will get its first convention use
Dec. 10, 1951]. This requires Westthe network said arrangements had
major
parties.
during the sessions, NBC said.
inghouse to make the broadcasts
been made for Bill Henry to report
The Westinghouse campaign will
available to all other CBS Radio
Coverage from the convention
cover
100
major
markets.
These
the running story of both convenfloor presumably will be handled on
affiliates, for sale through CBS
tions on both radio and TV. Mr.
a pool basis to all the networks. will include TV in all cities which
Radio to non-competing adverNBC said it would handle the audio are interconnected by convention
Henry said in Washington he extisers. Cost of the Westinghouse
pects to concentrate largely on TV.
pact was placed unofficially at transmission froin the convention time, with the remainder to be
NBC said it assigned its combined
hall for all TV networks.
about $3 million.
reached by radio. Three cities —
radio and TV staffs of more than
NBC-TV coverage will be under New York, Philadelphia and PittsNegotiating With Prospects
burgh— will have both radio and
the direction of William R. Mc100 reporters, commentators, anaABC officials meanwhile were in Andrew, director of public affairs TV under Westinghouse sponsorlysts and via'iters. on page 36)
(Continued
for the television network, while
active negotiations with prospecship, but under CBS Radio's selective sponsors for both radio and
TV coverage and DuMont TV Network also was reported "in negotia'51 Time Sales Show Increase
tions."
Bttims
Mutual spokesman said Friday ms
that they were undertaking "strong MUTUAL Broadcasting System
programs primarily appealing to Edwards' late evening newscasts
presentations" to a number of during 1951 had gross time sales of the
juvenile consumers of Kellogg
utilized $1,208,675 worth of MBS
potential sponsors.
products, such as Mark Trail, Wild
time; and Quaker Oats Co., buying
Sears Roebuck & Co., which has $17,875,758, a gain of 11.0% over
rarely used network radio, re- the $16,102,797 gross time sales of Bill Hickok, and Clyde Beatty, al- $1,056,596 worth of time on Mutual
this radio network during 1950,
though during the first six months
for Roy Rogers Shoiv, Challenge of
portedly was considering the sponof 1951 this company also had the
probably the only one of the four
The Yukon, Sergeant Preston of
sorship role on the ABC Radio
nationwide networks whose figures
and TV Networks.
Danish comedian-pianist, Victor
the Yukon and Man on the Farm.
Another prospect which was said are regularly reported, to show an
J. Walter Thompson Co. placed
Borge, on MBS in a three-a-week,
increase in time sales for the year.
five-minute program series.
more time on MBS during 1951
to be considering convention sponsorship was Time Inc., which
Other MBS clients spending
than any other agency, according
Figures, reported last week by
sponsored off - the - floor develop- MBS, are for the first 11 months
more than $1 million for time on
to the network's records, which
ments at the 1948 conventions on of 1951, with December billings
that network during 1951 were
show gross billings for this agency
NBC-TV and whose plans for estimated by the network's statistiJohns-Manville Corp., sponsoring
of $1,899,926 for the year. William
Time and Life campaigns for 1952
H. Weintraub Co. ranked second
cians. 1950 figures are gross bill- Bill Henry's five-minute newscasts
are under study by Young & Rubiings.
five evenings a week with a total
with gross Mutual time purchases
cam. New York [Closed Circuit,
gross time cost of $1,275,723; B. T. of $1,430,744. Lennen & Mitchell
Other Figures Not Available
Dec, 31, 1951].
Babbitt Inc., spending $1,245,809
stood third in the agency line at
The negotiations with both WestMutual, with a total of $1,245,415
for time for the five-minute, five-aWhile
other
networks'
12-month
inghouse and Philco had the unworth of time purchased for its
figures
were
not
available
last
week
daytime
BAB-0
Re-porter;
P.
official, tacit approval of both the week, it is almost certain that
Lorillard Co., using $1,245,415
clients during the year. Furman,
Democratic and Republican Naworth of time for Queeyi for a Feiner Co. was fourth wdth gross
ABC, CBS and NBC would wind
tional Committees, it was learned.
Day;
American Federation of time purchases of $1,208,675, and
up
the
year
with
time
sales
more
Both groups have under study or less lagging behind their 1950
Sherman-Marquette Inc., fifth, with
Labor, whose sponsorship of Frank
a proposed code of standards for grosses. Preliminary estimates were
gross MBS time billings of $1,056,physical coverage of the conven596.
• Teletions, including sponsorship fac- made bycastingBroadcasting
When Mutual time sales are
MBS 1951 Gross Billings*
on the basis of 10-month
tors. The Democratic National
Monthly
Cumulative
broken down by product classes,
gross time sales as reported by January
$1,542,887
$1,542,887
Committee is expected to pass ap- Publishers Information Bureau
February
1.426,705 2,969,592 seven such categories are seen to
proval on the standards of practice
March
1,648.006 4,617,598 have accounted for more than $1
[B»T,
Dec.
24,
1951].
PIB
does
not
April
1,539,801 6,157,399
at a special midwestern party con- cover Liberty Broadcasting System
May
1,510,818 7,668,217 million worth of time purchases on
clave in Kansas City, Kan., Jan. time sales.
June
1,191,691 8,859,908 this network (at gross rates) dur25-27.
July
1,347,841 10,207,749
ing 1951. Food and food products
August
1,329,375 11,537,124
Kellogg Co. was the leading purStill at issue, as reported in the
September
1,324,061
12,861,185 was the heaviest user of network
chaser
of
MBS
time
during
1951,
October
1,759,468
14,620,653
Dec. 31, 1951, issue of BroadcastNovember
1,583,291 16,203,944 time, $4,115,127 worth. Drugs and
ing • Telecasting, is the question the network breakdown of gross
December
1,671,814 17,875,758 toilet goods ranked second with
of who shall bear the cost of in- sales by clients shows. This cereal
TOTAL
$17,875,758 $3,257,343. Cigars, cigarettes and
stalling studio equipment. Feeling company spent $1,407,900 for MBS
(Continued on page 34)
* December billings estimated
in some political quarters is that time during the year, largely for
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1579), to proceed with hearings.
Broadcasters can expect to hear
more about Sen. Benton's proposal
as the second session gathers
steam this year.
Congress, as both the chairmen
of the Senate and House Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committees noted in year-end statements in the Dec. 31 issue of
Broadcasting • Telecasting, will
be watching the outcome of the TV
Code as composed by the NARTB.
Added to this dynamite-packed
legislation is the expected lifting
of the television freeze early this
year. Congress may well have much
to say about it — the legislative
body has expressed interest in the
past and this year is an electfon

^'"^
ION
AinTperiod
S
THERE
no I
dearth
ofL
issues
allowable on grants which are court review that may ensue would
LEisG
be defined and simplified.
waiting for the second session of issued without a hearing.
% But hearing cases would have
the 82d Congress which convenes
% The current problem of "double
to be completed within six months.
jeopardy" in anti-trust cases, whereby
tomorrow (Tuesday).
% A time limit would be placed, a licensee is subject to both FCC
When the gavel is rapped, bring- within three months of filing, for action and the courts, would be aling to order the legislative houses, FCC's action on original applications,
leviated. FCC could refuse a license
the broadcaster can ask: What
renewals and transfer cases. And a only after the court has ruled that
does this Congress mean to me?
notification of 30 days would be re- an applicant's license is revoked.
quired before applications are set for
There are issues affecting every
On another tack, a key challenge
hearing- or grants are issued without
American, broadcaster and brick hearing.
to the broadcaster is that posed
layer, television applicant and
9 FCC would have the authority
by Sen. William Benton's (Dgrocer. They cover high taxes —
to issue cease and desist orders where
Conn.) proposal that a National
they may go higher; voting — who
a licensee has failed to live up to Citizens Advisory Board on Radio
is to return in 1953?; investigaregulations. At present, FCC must
and Television be established by
tions— unless unforeseen interna- either ignore violations or refuse reCongress. Sen. Benton's own detional crises develop, Congress will newal.
Political, Libel Issues
scription ofhis plan — that it would
be looking for more scandal and
9 tions
When
the
Commission's
regulacreate
an
"annual
Blue
Book"
for
Should
there be a swelling desire
or requirements are not clear or the industry — best describes its
government inefficiency; appropriathat
Congress
look into the probtions— how much and where the have double entendre, it would be far-reaching potential.
year.
authorized and would be required to
lem of political broadcasts by stagovernment is going to spend.
When
Congress
adjourned
last
declaratory orders. The FCC has
tions— and the wherefores and
All these factors involve de- use
October, Sen. Benton indicated that
resorted to proceedings on license
whys
of libel — legislators can be
he expected the Senate Interstate
fense— how far are we to go and
renewals to clarify where clarificaexpected to take a crack at the
how high the cost? This yardstick
tion has been necessary.
& Foreign Commerce Committee,
situation. This was indicated only
in turn is measured by the fateful
which already has held a pre- a month ago by Sen. Ed C. Johnson
9 FCC's
in casesandwhich
cast of the inflation dice.
must
go to procedure
formal hearing
any
liminary hearing on the bill (S
(D-CoL), chairman. Senate InterThe broadcaster also can ask:
state & Foreign Commerce ComMight Congress do something that
mittee,
in an interview [B*T,
Dec.
17,
1951].
may substantially change the patAcquires 10-Year Rights
tern of my industry? The answer
In the field of investigations, the
ZIV SIGNS
is: It can; that is, partly so.
Senate
Internal Security SiibcomFor 7 Was a Communist'
For one, there is the bill (S 658)
TEN-YEAR radio rights to Matt Cvetic's / Was a Commimist for mittee, headed by Sen. Pat McCarnow being studied which would
ran (D-Nev.), has been sifting inamend the Communications Act of the FBI have been acquired by Frederic W. Ziv Co., and film actor Dana
formation dealing with possible
1934. This measure, authored by Andrews has been signed, also for 10 years, to star in a transcribedsubversive
infiltration
in the radioSen. Ernest W. McFarland (D- syndicated series based on the former communist's experiences, John
TV industry. The Senate group
Ariz.), was under perusal by the L. Sinn, Ziv executive vice presi- *
reportedly has a list of several
dent, announced today (Monday).
rently being transcribed each week.
House Interstate & Foreign Comhundred
names. Question has been
merce Committee last October
The series, slated for release
The programs will be open-ended,
what to do with them, since for
with each a complete story based
when Congress adjourned. At that March 30, already is in production
months, the subcommittee has been
time, Chairman Robert Grosser
in Hollywood — at a cost estimated
on Mr. Cvetic's experiences.
attempting to determine which
(D-Ohio), who told Broadcasting
at $12,500 per half-hour program —
Mr. Cvetic's work as an under• Telecasting a fortnight ago and it is expected that 52 shows
cover agent for the FBI for nine
might
considered
to be "loyal."
This bemonth.
President
Truman
that the committee "is intent on will be taped by next July 30, Mr. years was made known in early
will
present
his
budget
requests
for
concluding the study of this matter
Sinn reported. He said the $12,500
1950 when he appeared before the
the operation of government in the
and hopes to make a lasting con- production cost is believed to make
House Committee on Un-American
fiscal year 1953 (July 1, 1952, to
tribution in this difficult field" the show the highest budgeted of Activities and produced voluminous
June 30, 1953). With the requests
[B»T, Dec. 31, 1951], announced
data
on
communist
activities.
He
the McFarland Bill would be first any being prepared for 1952.
will come a preview of how much
later wrote a three-part serial on money will be needed to operate the
The Ziv company's national force
on the committee's agenda when
the subject which appeared in Satof 100 salesmen will start selling
Congress goes back into session.
FCC, the Federal Trade Commiswday Ex>ening Post in July 1950,
the series today.
sion, theand,
Stateif Dept.'s
and the following May the motion
Important to Broadcaster
America,
any, whatVoice
moneyof
"This is probably the most imThis bill is important to the
picture,
"I
Was
a
Communist
for
sought
will
go
to
media
(for
portant show in Ziv's history," Mv.
broadcaster. If reported out of the
the FBI," was released nationally.
(Continued on page 93)
Sinn
said,
"not
only
because
of
the
committee and voted out of joint large investment we have placed in
Ziv spokesmen noted that durSenate-House conference this year it, but because of the fact that the
ing his nine years' work for the other material, apart from 1,000
FBI he had provided the bureau
(it has been passed by the Senate),
the bill will become law once the company is combining a commerwith 20,000 pages of reports, 30,- names, and was credited by Pitts- ^
cial venture with an important
President affixes his signature.
000 pages of exhibits, letters,
burgh newspapers with "splinter- . j
public
service.
Through
this
proAs now written, the McFarland
ing Pittsburgh's communist organ- ,|
party propaganda pamphlets, and
gram the American radio public
bill could affect not only FCC's
will be made more aware of the
ization." He was said to have be- ' j
longed to 75 organizations identi- J
position in the broadcaster's world, inner woi-king, methods, and goals
fied as communist fronts, and to
but also the procedures by which
the broadcaster does business with of communists in the U. S., therehave sei-ved as secretary of the
fore
more
conscious
of
the
menace
the regulating agency.
American-Slovene Communist BuWhile the measure is technical
reau, among other party posts.
of communism to our nation."
He also viewed the project as
in parts and in the words of Rep.
Mr. Sinn negotiated the radio
Crosser, bridges "the triple rela- further evidence of Ziv's faith in
rights with Mr. Cvetic and Mr. Antionship between American broad- the future of radio. In three series
drews' conti'act with Famous Artcasters, the public interest and the alone within the past 12 months, he
ists Corp., representing the actor.
noted, Ziv has committed itself to
federal government," the McFarHis appearance in the new series,
land Bill would do these things:
at least $2 million a year in proin the role of Matt Cvetic, will be
duction
costs.
The
two
others
of
0 When the broadcaster goes beMr. Andrews' first venture in a
fore FCC for renewal of his license, this trio are Bold Venture, starring
regular radio series, the Ziv exhe would not need to prove he is Humphrey Bogart and Lauren Baecutive pointed out. He also noted
operating in the public interest, as he call, and Bright Star, featuring
that Mr. Andrews has both a dis- '
must do now. The "burden of proof" Irene Dunne and Fred MacMurray.
would be placed with the Commission.
tinctive voice and "an unblemished ;
Musical director for the I Was a
9 The broadcaster would no longer Communist
personal
reputation," and in his 33 ^
senes will be David
be required to file a detailed original
motion picture appearances has beapplication when he is filing for a Rose. Frederic W. Ziv Co. will procome well known "in large and
license renewal.
duce, and Henry Hayward will di- Messrs. Sinn (I) and Andrews dis- small communities throughout the ^ i
% There would be 30-day protest
rect. Two complete shows are curcuss the for'thcoming series.
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TOTAL 1950 AM-FM revenues of
$444.5 million, up 7.1% over 1949's
$415.2 million, was announced last
week by the FCC in its annual financial data report.
Expenses for AM-FM stations
totaled $376.3 million, compared
with
1949's before
$362.6 million.
Income
federal taxes
added up to $68.2 million, 29.7%
over 1949's $52.6 million.
Total figures are for all networks and stations.
The four national networks, including their 18 owned and operated stations, took in $106.0 million
in 1950, compared with $105.3 million in 1949. Expenses amounted
to $87.3 million in 1950 vs. $86.8
million the year before. Income
totaled $18.7 million in 1950, compared with $18.5 million in 1949.
Report issued last week contained final figures. They are more
conservative than the FCC estimate
last spring which looked for a
$70.9 million revenue total for 1950
[B*T, April 23, 1951].
Significant is comparative report
on revenues, expenses and income
of 1,665 identical AM stations in
markets with and without TV.
Revenues in 1950 for 389 radio
stations in TV maikets totaled
$159.3 million, compared with
$152.5 million in 1949 — an increase
of 4.5%. Revenues for 1,276 radio
stations in non-TV markets were
$150.0 million, compared with
$138.5 million in 1949— a gain of
8.3%.
Income before federal taxes for
the 389 radio stations in TV markets was $33.5 million, compared
with $27.7 million in 1949— up 21%.
Income for the 1,276 radio stations in non-TV markets totaled

REVENUl
ALL NETWORKS
Iten
Total broadcast revenues
AM and FM
TV
Total broadcast expenses
AM and FM
TV
Broadcast income (before Federal income tax)
AM and FM
TV
1 Deficit.

Up

7.1%

AND STATIONS
1949

1950

($ $449.5
millions)
415.2
. 34.3
422.2
362.6
59.6
. 27.4
52.7
1(25.3)

($ millions)
444.5
105.9
$550.4
'(9.2)
491.4
376.3
115.1
59.0
68.2

Percent
(increase
(decr'^ose)or
22.4
7.1
208.7
16.4
93.1
3.8
116.1
29.7

BROADCAST REVENUES, EXPENSES AND INCOAAE OF FREQUENCY MODULATION
(FM) STATIONS
1950
1949
Item
Number of
Number of
stations
Amount stations Amount
(Millions (Millions
FM stations operated by:
of dollars) of dollars)
FM BROADCAST REVENUES
AM licensees:
Reporting no FM revenues '
420 . . .
452
Reporting FM revenues
163 $1.4
167 $1.2
Non-AM licensees
86
1.4
104 1.4
Total FM stations
' 669FM BROADCAST
^8
723 2^6
EXPENSES
FM stations operated by:
Non-AM licenses
86
4.0
104 5.0
Industry total
...
TOTAL FM BROADCAST...
INCOME ^
(Before Fed. Income Tax)
FM stations operated by:
Non-AM licensees
86 (2.6) 104 (3.6)
Industry total
... i
... i
1( In) Denotes
view ofloss.
the difficulty in a joint AM-FM operation in allocating FM operation expense
separately from AM station operation expense, licensees of such stations were not required
to report FM station expense separately. As a result, FM industry totals for expense and
income are not available. AM-FM licensees, however, were requested to report separately
the revenues, if any, attributable to FM station operatiort if such data were readily available. In only a few instances did AM-FM licensees state they were unable to segregate
the FM revenues.
In the 63 TV
there
$20.6 million, compared with $13.9 were 518 AM and FMmarkets,
stations and
million in 1949 — a gain of 48.2%).
107 TV stations in 1950. Radio
Only two TV cities showed a de- revenues for 1950
totaled $264,469,crease in radio revenues for 1950
TV revenues $69,192,000. TV
compared with 1949 — Cleveland and 000,
therefore was 26.2 7f of total broadChicago. Cleveland's aural revecast revenues in 1950, 10.7% in
1949 (with 58 TV cities) and 4.4%
0.1%. nues dropped 1.6% and Chicago's

COMPARATIVE

FINANCIAL DATA OF STANDARD
1949-1950

(AM) NETWORKS

Over

'49, FCC

NATIONWIDE NETWORKS ONLY
(Including Owned and Operated Stotions)
1949
Item
Revenues; ($ millions) ($ millions)
AM
$105. 3 $106.0
TV
19.3 55.5
Total
124.6 161.5
Expenses:
AM
86.8 87.3
TV
31.4 65.5
Total
118.2 152.8
Incomeincome
(before
tax): Federal
AM
18.5 18.7
TV
'(12.1) '(10.0)
' Deficit.Total
6.4 8.7
Note:— The 4 nation-wide AM networks (ABC,
CBS,
NBC) owned
and andoperated
a totalMBSof and
18 stations
in 1949
1950.
The 4 TV networks (ABC, CBS, DuMont
and NBC) owned and operated a total of
14 stations in 1949 and 1950. Some networks indicated that expense allocations
between AM and TV operations were not
complete to the extent that certain indirect
operating
expenses of TV are included
under
AM operations.
in 1948 (with 18 TV areas).
But in Los Angeles TV revenues
were 42.3%- of all broadcast revenues in 1950, Philadelphia 39.6%,
Columbus, Ohio 38.9%, Baltimore
38.3%, New York 33.8%, Washington 33.4%, Cleveland 32.3%,
Chicago 30.8%, Detroit 27.4%, San
Francisco 20.1%, Cincinnati 18.1%.
Standard (AM) broadcasting
took in $443,057,845 in 1950, spent
$372,314,583 and made a profit of
$70,743,262 before federal taxes,
according to the FCC. In 1949, total revenues were $413,784,633, expenditures $357,521,718 and income
$56,262,915. These are for four
national networks and their 18
owned and operated stations, three
regional networks and eight owned
(Continued on page 92)

AND STATIONS

NATION-WIDE & REGIONAL
NETWORKS
& THEIR
OWNED STANDARD (AM)
& OPERATED
STATIONS
Percent of
Percent of
Amount
increase Amount increase Amount
(decrease)
(decrease)
1950
1950
1950
'7
7
=2,143
s 26
=2,117
INDUSTRY TOTALS

Item

Number of networks
Number
of stations
A. Revenues
from the sale of time:
1. Network time sales by:
a. Nation-wide networks
$126,044,560
(3.6) $80,881,835 (4.14)
b. Regional networks
3,962,534
2.8
3,422,891 7.32
c. Miscellaneous networks and stations
2,934,593
37.1
85,200 7.85
Deduct — Payments to foreign stations and
elimination of miscellaneous duplications
1,411,471
(24.2) (1,664,460)
Revenues from network time sales
131,530,216
(2.5) 86,054,386 (2.92)
2. Non-network time sales to:
a. National and regional advertisers and sponsors
118,823,880
9.7
18,980,209 2.26
Total revenues from non-network time sales
322,034,714
10.9
26,661,819 3.89
Total revenues from time sales
453,564,930
6.6
112,716,205 (1.39)
3. Deduct — Commissions to regularly established agencies, representatives,
otherstime sales
52,475,775
4.3
23,413,939 (1.20)
(2.13)
Netbrokers
revenuesandfrom
401,089,155
6.9 < 89,302,266
B. Revenues from incidental broadcast activities:
Sundry broadcast revenues
16,765,969
0.2
7,835,711 (6.23)
Total revenues from incidental broadcast activities
41,968,690
8.3
21,176,192 11.12
Total broadcast revenues
443,057,845
7.1
110,478,458 0.95
C. Total broadcast expenses of networks and stations
372,314,583
4.1
91,494,116 (0.05)
D. Broadcast income (or loss) before Federal income tax
70,743,262
25.7
18,984,342 6.03
' Includes 3 regional networks, the Yankee Network Inc., the Don lee Broadcasting System and the Texas State Network Inc.
- 2021 stations reported in 1949.
' 28 Stations reported in 1949.
* Of this amount $18,973,521 it applicable to the total sale of network time.
'"Small
1993 stations
■ may be included
.j ■
amount reported
of networkin 1949.
and national non-network time soles
here since stations with less than $25,000 time sales for year do not report
BROADCASTING
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Says

STATIONS
Percent of
increase
(decrease)

$45,162,725 (2.7)
539,643 (18.8)
2,849,393 38.2
3,075,931
45,475,830
99,843,671
295,372,895
340,848,725
29,061,836
311,786,889

7.4
(1.7)
11.2
11.5
9.6
10.1
9.5

8,930,258 6.6
20,792,498 5.7
332,579,387 9.3
280,820,467 5.6
51,758,920 34.9

ij
detailed revenue .breakdown.
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grants — or five to one — points up
the warning of government production authorities last month that
in '52
seen Major Hurdle
S
T
N
E
N
O
facture
of
electronics
equipment
is
P
CHANNELING
COM of the flow of comAuthority, DPA's opdue to rise about 268% because of Production
ponent parts into electronics and
erating agency, has called a meetother equipment for military and
ing of the loudspeaker industry
progress in "tooling up" for production. Shortages of materials
civilian uses emerges the basic
advisory committee for tomorrow
problem as the United States pre- for civilian goods will be intensi(Tuesday), with Lee Colder of
fied, he added.
NPA presiding.
pares to hurdle the "hump" of
mobilized production during 1952.
"During 1951, civilian industry
Loudspeaker producers have not
Placement of components in the was able to produce at relatively
begun because
to feel the
"pinch"
right place, at the right time, and high levels because there was still yet
shortages
of the
defenseof
in the proper quantities, has been
a supply of materials in inven- program, Mr. Colder told Broada major source of concern among
tories," he stated. This will mean
casting • Telecasting. A 10a scarcity of metals for radio-TV
government, military and Conmember
industry
group will dissets,
transmitters
and
related
gressional leaders in recent months.
cuss the 1952 picture.
items, and station construction or
In a sense, the problem is more
Conservation techniques, size of
alteration projects.
pressing than materials shortages.
alnico magnet speakers and pauProspect of continued cutbacks
"High production in 1951 and
city of cobalt and other metals
in radio-TV receivers and other an unexpected low consumer dewill
be
weighed. Shortages remain
consumer durable goods is held out
mand . . . kept retailers' shelves acute, Mr. Colder said, explaining
for the second and third quarters
combortably filled," he pointed out.
of the new year, with little relief "In 1952, with nationwide employ- that cobalt will continue critical
ment at record levels, a return to and that copper will be more scarce.
for the latter part of 1952. The
same holds true for commercial
normal consumer demand is antic- Only solution, as Mr. Colder sees
broadcast equipment.
ipated, and with it a slow but it, is for manufacturers to use
Ominous reports circulating last certain depletion of many civilian less quantities of materials for
week that a worsening condition
speakers.
As in the past year, manpower
might preclude the issuance by the items." Copper Problem
will pose a sei-ious dilemma. Most
FCC of construction permits, once
Mr. Fleischmann, in his state- electronic firms are short on senior
the TV freeze is lifted, were disment released this past Friday, engineers, draftsmen and technicounted by authorities. Structural
termed copper the most difficult
cians, as well as wiremen and toolsteel, it was pointed out, is the most
problem, felt aluminum would re- makers.
critical item, but self -certification
main status quo (supply below deBi-oadcasters got their first wind
is permitted and manufacturers are
mand) and an increase in steel ear- of increasing restrictions on conStill producing towers. Moreover,
marked for military uses.
struction last month, with the
it was pointed out that possibly 50
But electronics will become
majority of them being rejected
to 100 TV transmitters are in
[B«T, Dec. 24, 1951]. But NPA did
stock, which should be adequate to "more abundant once the defense
program is completed," he said, take action to help all industrial
take care of construction permits
citing other industries. Over- firms (including broadcasting) in
authorized by the FCC, once the also all
employment will continue at the form of MRO (maintenance,
TV freeze is thawed, for most of
peak
level.
repair and operation) relief.
1952, in any event.
Aside from the industry conferIn the case of construction reAs for the steel situation, it was
ence to be called by Mr. Morris,
jections, NPA authorities conceded
stated that even if the capacity
components will command more
that the governing reason was a
isn't expanded to permit installascrutiny from government produc- delayed start on the part of some
tion of towers, wooden structures
tion officials. The Electronics
radio-TV broadcasters.
could be used temporarily, as was
Products Division of the National
The ratio of 15 denials to three
done during the last war.
The electronics industry in America has expanded to meet increased
AT&T Tariff Revision
demand for components in complex
equipment, according to E. T. FM
Seen Aiding Relays
NETWORKS
Morris Jr., chairman of the Electronics Production Board. He
THROUGH a revision of American Telephone & Telegraph Co. tariff
claims that the industry has the schedules, th.e way has been opened for FM networks to use a combinabest record for delivery of military
tion of oflf-the-air pickups and AT&T lines in connecting their stations.
end-quipment among the most
Thisis the same provision which the AT&T permits to television.
critical products.
The revision in the tariffs came -*•
after the FCC requested AT&T to
fused to lease lines from Trenton,
Review Is Needed
Despite this record, a review of change tariff schedules to allow in- however, and insisted they either be
terconnection of Bell program
leased from New York to Philathe electronics picture is needed to
channels with FM broadcast facilidelphia or not at all.
take stock of 1952. Looking toward
ties. The purpose is to encourage
WFLN applied to FCC for aua re-evaluation of the new year,
thority to use certain frequencies
Mr. Morris is expected to call a FM stations to further their network plans, FCC said. Previously,
for a private FM network on a
conference along lines similar to
common carries basis, but the Comthose conducted for machine tools, FM networks had to either depend
mission did not want to set aside
chemical and other fields.
entirely upon off-the-air pickups or
else use AT&T facilities for the enfrequencies for this purpose beTo that end, the Defense Protire route of the network.
cause of lack of spectrum space.
duction Administration is enlargRealizing WFLN had a problem,
The
plight of FM stations, which
ing its Electronics Products Divithe Common Carrier Bureau of
wanted to employ interconnected
sion to cope with shortages stemming from bottlenecks in the si- facilities but were thwarted by the - FCC persuaded AT&T to revise
tariffs previously in effect, was
tariffs which would permit receivphoning of parts to vital projects
ing FM programs off the air at an
The "turning point" or "hump"
brought
the Commission's
tion tooriginally
by WFLN atten(FM)
in the American defense mobilizaintermediate point and transmitPhiladelphia. That station wanted
tion was cited by Manly Fleischting them over the shorter dismann. Defense Production Ad- to rebroadcast programs originattance on telephone company faciliministrator, ina new year review
ties without obtaining such faciliing at WQXR-AM-FM New York.
ties
for the entire distance.
of progress and future prospects.
It sought to have the programs
The
cost of FM network proPredicting that military goods from WQXR picked up, off-the-air,
in 1952 will double the 1951 rate
at Trenton, N. J., and have them
gramming should be reduced in
many instances under the new tarand approach $50 billion per year,
relayed by AT&T lines from Treniff revision, FCC reported.
Mr. Fleischmann said the manuton to Philadelphia.
AT&T re-
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only those projects "at least 20%
completed" may receive favorable
consideration. This situation applies, of course, to requests for materials in excess of the self-author1951]. ization ceiling [B«T, Nov. 26,
It means that broadcasters will
have to forego expansive construction, remodeling or alteration plans
during the foreseeable future —
probably through July 1 anyway.
Only small studio projects consuming small quantities of metals are
assured of a go-ahead, though NPA
authorities said that "type of facilities" will carry more weight
than degree of completion after
On 1.the favorable side, it was
April
pointed out that the new construction compilation did not take
into account radio-TV broadcasting's reclassification as "industrial" building. The decisions were
reached before the shift from the
commercial category could be taken
into consideration.
Decisions on applications for
building quotas for the second
quarter may reflect a higher proportion of authorizations now that
NPA has transferred this function
from the Construction Controls to
the Industrial Expansion units
which has been more liberal with
allotments.
Project Requests
Meanwhile, more light was shed
on projects reported in the Dec. 24
issue of Broadcasting • Telecasting but not clarified at that time.
The projects involved requests
from RKO Keith Orpheum Theatres Inc., Anco Enterprises Inc.
and Rockefeller Center Inc., all of
New York.
RKO was turned down on materials for its Colonial Theatre which,
under present plans, would house
new NBC-TV studios. Originally,
it was surmised the bid involved
theatre TV. NBC-TV also figured
in a Radio City studio application,
though the request was filed
through Rockefeller Center Inc.
Anco Enterprises had planned to
lease certain television studios to
NBC in a project costing $21,000.
The request drew an exemption
from NPA.
NBC also hopes to break ground
for a proposed $25 million radioTV center at Burbank, Calif., with
an initial $2.7 million earmarked
for the first unit.
NPA explained that the request
was for materials during the second quarter beginning April 1, on
which it has not yet acted. The
first unit comprises "TV studio facilities" with applicant listed as
KNBH (TV) Los Angeles. No decision isexpected for another month
or six weeks.
Broadcasters also may obtain
priority materials for existing
buildings or facilities where a component (copper wiring or other
item) is needed for completion of
installation
or "minor
capital
(Continued
on page
36) addi-
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PROTEST

DROPPED

By CWV in Lamb-WHOO Case
OPPOSITION by the Catholic War
Veterans against purchase of
WHOO-AM-FM Orlando, Fla., by
Broadcaster-Attorney Edward
Lamb has been withdrawn.
Telegram received by the FCC
from Donald J. McQuade, national
commander of the CWV, withdrew
letter of protest received by the
Commission in October, shortly after Mr. Lamb filed for FCC approval of his $200,000 purchase of
the Orlando stations [B*T, Oct.
15, 1951].
Mr. Lamb expressed his gratitude for the confidence shown in his
newspaper and broadcast operations, upon being informed of last
week's action by CWV, and said he
was happy that what may have
been a serious injustice had been
corrected after an examination of
the facts.
Mr. Lamb has been under attack
by Rep. Leonard W. Hall (R-N.Y.)
ever since the WHOO sale was announced [B»T, Oct. 15, 1951, et
seq.]. At one time Rep. Hall was
pressing for a Congressional investigation and he has indicated he
intended to press the matter further. Reason for Mr. Hall's antipathy, according to the New York
congressman, is Mr. Lamb's reputed affiliation with organizations
named subversive by the Attorney
General. Mr. Lamb has denied the
charges.
Mr. Lamb is owner of WICU
(TV) Erie, Pa., where he publishes
the Erie Dispatch; WTVN(TV)
Columbus and WTOD and WTRT
(FM) Toledo. He gained national
prominence as attorney for the pottery workers union which gained
portal-to-portal pay.
SET

RECORD FIRMS
Outlook Bright — Fohom
OUTLOOK for the record industry
in 1952 "may be regarded as very
optimistic," Frank M. Folsom, RCA
president, said last week.
"The sales trend of records
should continue sharply upward,"
he predicted, "unless material
shortages cause a slackening in the
present production rate of the newspeed instruments. But even then,
sales should be above those of 1951
due to the increased number of
these instruments now in use and
the eagerness of their owners to
obtain larger quantities of the improved increases
recordings." in sales are
Further
expected in the transcription and
packaging business during 1952,
according to James P. Davis, manager of RCA Victor Custom Record Sales Div., and A. B. Sambrooke, sales manager of RCA Recorded Program Service. Mr. Davis sees further revenue gains ". . .
through the introduction of such
products and services as the 45
rpm system for sales training, plus
a new and comprehensive line of
premium, promotion and children's
records."
Following the "biggest" 10 years
in company history, Mr. Sambrook
feels, 1952 will produce even larger
billings. "Our huge success is
based on big name, commercial programming designed to eam talent
fees as well as time charges for

O'n

ikct dotted

line . .

HANDS clasp in signing of I. G. A. Food Stores of Greater Cleveland with
WHK Cleveland. L to r: Mike Craver, WHK account exec. Jack DuRoss,
I.G.A. supervisor; Norman Rutzin, adv. and prom, manager, I. G. A., and
Esko Townell, WHK m. c. who'll sell I. G. A. to Northeastern Ohio housewives.

HOLDING pen is Nougotuck Valley
Industrial Council Pres. Charles L.
Eyanson okaying public relation
firm's sixth straight year on WBRY
Waterbury, Conn. Standing (I to r)
WBRY Program Mgr. Walter Howard
and Writer Bob Noah. Seated (2d I)
is Coml. Mgr. Harry DeVorken.

PROGRAM, Symphonic Hour, is
signedcagobyFederal
WAAF
Chicago
withAssn.,
ChiSavings
& Loan
as the sponsor. Bank's agency man,
Robert Cunningham (I) of Critchfield
Adv., inks dotted line. Watching
signing is Station
HallemanMgr.
Jr. George E.

stations."
Samuel A. Gaines
SAMUEL ALEXANDER GAINES,
34, commercial manager and assistant station manager of WLETAM-FM Toccoa, Ga., died Dec. 20
following a heart attack. Mr.
Gaines had been in Toccoa for the
past seven years. He was a member of the First Methodist Church
where he served as Sunday school
superintendent; a member of the
board of stewards and of the Toccoa Chamber of Commerce. Surviving are his wife and two children, Samuel Alexander Jr., 6, and
Susan, 4. A brother, Roy Gaines,
serves as WLET program director.

OUTLOOK
Three Firms Report
REPORTS from three manufacturers on electronics production
point up the ratio of orders between essential military production
and civilian output.
Westinghouse Electric Corp.,
Pittsburgh, reported that over 40%
of all unfilled orders are being siphoned off^ to military needs. Production of consumed durables (raFrederick Gieason
dio-TV receivers, etc.) was down
FREDERICK
B. GLEASON, 75,
only 10% last year compared to
former
general
commercial man1950, chiefly because of material
ager of the Western Electric Co.,
substitutions, changes in designs
New York, died at his home at
and a scrap-reduction drive.
Greenwich, Conn., Tuesday night.
Raytheon Mfg. Co. expects peak
Mr. Gieason joined Western Elecproduction this year when two
tric as a member of the Chicago
plants begin full-blown operation.
sales force in 1904 and was associated with the company for 33
Firm's Belmont Div. repoi-ts an
upsurge in TV set business, re- years before retiring in 1937. He
flected in black ink statements.
had been general manager for the
During the quarter ended Aug. 31, ten years prior to his retirement.
Raytheon reported a drop in earnHe is survived by his widow, a son
and a sister.
ings because of higher taxes and
slackened TV demand throughout
most of 1951.
said there would be no TV set
Ross Siragusa, president of Adshortage and claimed economic exmiral Corp., Chicago, feels that
perts have "underestimated the ingenuity and productive capacity of
shortages "so freely prophesied"
will not materialize this year. He
American industry."
BROADCASTING
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BASSETT & CRAIG Co. local Ford CONTRACT for 31 -station hookup
in Florida signed by Eelbeck Milling
dealers,mentsbought
announceon WLRP,8,400
New spot
Albany,
Ind., Co., Jacksonville, via the facilities of
Fidelity Broadcasting System. L to r:
when Oliver Pedigo (r), station coml.
H. G. Mehaffey, asst. mgr., Eelbeck;
mgr., stuffed fan mail into a currency bag, commenting WLRP ad- Ralph T. Huston, v. p., FBS; C. R. Mehaffey Sr., firm's pres. Agency: Bawas "money(I) inandthe Roy
bank."
Shirley L.vertisingBassett
W.
con, Hartman & Vollbrecht, St. AuCraig (seated) complete contract.
gustine, Fla.
EXCLUSIVE contract is signed by Frank Brookhouser (i), Philadelphia news
columnist for radio "gossip and commentary column" on WIP Philadelphia.
At ceremony are Benedict Gimbel Jr. (center I), pres. and gen. mgr., WIP; cosponsors Charles Boise (center r), v. p.. Tele King Distributors, Philadelphia,
and Vic Hendler (r), Philadelphia Tele King dealer.

NBC RENEWALS
Eight Radio Shows Signed
NBC RADIO network last week
announced renewals of eight evening prog-rams — representing total
weekly gross time billings of $111,500 — including Cities Service Co.
through Ellington & Co., New
York, for Band of America (9:3010 p.m., Mondays) ; and Sun Oil
Co., Philadelphia, through Hewitt,
Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, New
York, for Sunoco Three Star Extra
(6:45-7 p.m., Mon.-Fri.).
Other renewals in the group but
previously reported [B*T, Dec. 24,
1951] : R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.
(Prince Albert Tobacco) for
Grand Ole Opry : Mutual Benefit
Health & Accident Assn. of Omaha
sponsorship of On the Line ivith
Bob Considine; E. I. DuPont de
Nemours & Co.'s Cavalcade of
America; Reynolds Metals Co. for
6:30-7 p.m. Sunday portion of The
Big Show, plus three "Operation
Tandem" programs.
ILLEGAL RADIO
Two Men Caught in N. Y.
COMPLAINTS that transmission
signals of WJZ New York were being jammed from an East Manhattan source led to the arrest Saturday of two men charged with violating Federal communications and
gambling acts by taking bets over
a homemade radio-telephone relay.
The accused were reported by
FCC Engineer William Kiser as the
first persons ever held in New
York for setting up such a system
for gambling purposes.
Arrested were Fred Fisher, 33,
of Brooklyn, a former New York
policeman, and Edward Chudy, 27
of Manhattan, who were charged
with operating a radio transmitter
without a FCC license and of
gambling without $50 Internal
Revenue Tax stamps.
The two men were arrested by
New Yoi'k police at the request of
Federal authorities. Police raiding
two apartments held by the men uncovered a system whereby a telephone in one could be answered
from another, via a radio hookup.
Arraigned on the FCC complaint,
Mr. Chudy was held on $5,000 bail
for hearing this week, and it was
expected that Mr. Fisher would
face similar charges. U. S. Attorney Myles J. Lane said that both
men would probably incur tax
stamp charges from the Dept. of
Internal Revenue.
ARB Expands Service
AMERICAN Research Bureau last
week announced inclusion of cumulative audience reports on multiweekly daytime programs for all
stations receiving ARB's city
rating service. Subscribers are to
begin receiving the additional service this month. The cumulative
audience rating indicates the number of video sets tuned in to a
daily program at least once during
the rating week, ARB explained.
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"GOOD FELLOWS get together" at annual KFWB Hollywood Christmas party.
They are (I to r) Harry Maizlish, president and general manager KFWB;
Station Sales Manager Sydney Gaynor; Austin E. Joscelyn, director of CBS
Hollywood operations; Robert J. McAndrews, managing director. Southern
California Broadcasters Assn., who joins KBIG Avalon, Calif., in January as
commercial manager.
NLRB VACANCY
Peterson Is Mentioned
THE NAME of Ivar Peterson, well
known in trade association circles,
was mentioned in Washington last
week in connection with a possible
appointment to the National Labor
Relations Board.
There were reports that Mr.
Peterson, an administrative aide
to Sen. Wayne Morse (R-Ore.),
v/ould succeed James Reynolds as
a member of the NLRB. The latter resigned late last month.
Mr. Peterson was assistant director of NARTB's Employe-Employer Relations Dept. from February 1946 to April 1947 when he
was transferred to NARTB's Legal
Dept. as an attorney. He was instrumental inpreparing the WageHour Act manual published by the
then NAB and a review on the
political time question involvingstations' rights. He resigned in
September 1948 to become an assistant to Sen. Morse.
NEW
UP V.P/s
Thomason, Keller Elected
LeROY KELLER, general sales
manager of United Press, and
Mims Thomason, general manager
of United Press Newspictures,
have been elected vice presidents
of UP, President Hugh Baillie announced Thursday.
After working on several Knoxville papers, Mr. Thomason was
made North Carolina-Virginia manager of UP in 1935, moved to Chicago as business representative in
1937, became Central Division
manager in 1943 and on Jan. 1 was
named head of UP's new newspicture operation [B*T, Dec. 31,
1951].
Mr. Keller joined the Denver
Bureau of UP in 1929, was transferred to the New York sales staff
in 1936 and served the press association successively as eastern
sales manager, assistant business
manager and general sales man-

A-V

W0W-AM-1V
SPLIT
Now Operate Separately
AM and TV operations of WOW
Omaha
independent operation lastbegan
Tuesday.
The new operations policy, announced by Frank P. Fogarty, general manager, WOW Inc., included
the following personnel changes :
Assistant General Manager Lyle
DeMoss now devotes full time to
TV programming and production.
Fred Ebener, local radio sales
manager, has been elevated to the
post of television sales manager.
W. O. Wiseman, sales promotion
manager, has beeen named WOWAM sales manager. Messrs. Ebener
and Wiseman succeed Robert Dooley, who resigned as sales man-

Rate Card

RATE CARD listing charges for
use of its studio facilities, tape
recording, editing, multiple tape
recording and instantaneous and
master disc recording has been
issued by Audio-Video RecordingCo., New York. Issuance followed
completion
the firm's
five Fifth
new
studios andof offices
at 730
Ave., which was marked by a cocktail party and buffet for approximately 1,000 industry people Dec.
14. In the expansion program,
more than 10,000 sq. ft. of sixth
floor space were converted to house
the four Audio & Video companies:
Audio & Video Products Corp.;
Audio-Video Recording Co. ; A-V
Corp.
Tape Libraries and Magna-Crest
Greystone Buys
GREYSTONE Press, New York,
will sponsor two special one-timeonly ABC Radio programs on Tuesday: In the 8-8:15 p.m. time
period, on behalf of its book,
Family Legal Advisor, the show
titled Sidney Walton Netvs will be
sponsored, and from 8:15-30 p.m.
the book Magic of Believing will be
promoted on a show of the same
name. Huber Hoge & Sons, New
York, is the agency.
ager, which title he assumed in
1948. It was under his direction
that UP, in cooperation with
Twentieth Century-Fox, entered
the television news program field
by producing
Press Movietone News, nowUnited
syndicated
to TV
stations across the country.

Mr. Thomason

Mr. Keller

Mr. Ebener
Mr. Wiseman
ager for both stations to accept a
post in New York.
Ray Olson, who served as radio
program director under Mr. DeMoss, has been appointed full time
radio program director.
Merrill Workhoven, chief announcer, also has been made radio
production manager.
Ken Quaife, assistant promotion
manager, Omaha World-Herald,
was named radio promotion manager. Fulltime promotion and
merchandising men will be added
to both staffs, Mr. Fogarty said.
NRDGA
MEET
Program Award Highlights
MAJOR broadcasting event scheduled for the 41st anual convention
of National Retail Dry Goods Assn.,
to be held today (Monday) through
Thursday
Statler
Hotel, will in
be New
awardsYork's
for the
best
retailer-sponsored program during
1951. Presentation will be made
9:30 a.m. Wednesday.
All Wednesday meetings, with
the day's agenda to be given over
completely to promotion sessions,
may be of interest to broadcasters,
according to one NRDGA spokesman. Sessions will include a forum
among prominent ex-retailers, now
also outstanding in other fields,
who will give suggestions and pass
judgments under the title, "If I
Were Back in Retailing."
Broadcast Advertising Bureau's
Jack Hardesty is expected to discuss radio participation by retailers when he presents the best program awards, and radio's Tex and
Jinx McCrary will attend the convention as moderators for a session
on display, to be held at 11 a.m.
Thursday. Broadcasters interested
in attending any meetings are advised by Robert Mayer, NRDGA
public relations director, to register
at the press room.
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amazing thing has happened in Lorain, a prosperous industrial city of 52,000 people in Northern Ohio.
Merchants may now spend their advertising dollars where they choose.
The butcher, the baker, all businessmen can now advertise on both the radio and in the
newspaper with no fear of being forced to cancel their radio contracts to retain their newspaper advertising.
"But what's amazing about that?" you ask.
This. Until a year ago — or to he more precise, January 5, 1951 — no merchant had this
freedom in Lorain.
AN

Mr. Ammel asked the assistance of the Department
of Justice. After full investigation, the Department
charged the Journal and its officers with violation of
the Sherman Act in Cleveland District Federal Court.

If he advertised on the Elyria-Lorain radio stations,
WEOL and WEOL-FM, his contract for advertising
in the only Lorain newspaper, the Journal, was summarily terminated. If he cancelled his radio contract,
he was again acceptable to the advertising columns
of the Journal.
There were some merchants who were unable to
swallow this un-American concept. These few stubborn men believed that the disposition of their advertising money was a choice reserved for themselves.
These merchants refused to be coerced. They spent
their advertising money on WEOL.

On January 5, 1951, Judge Emerich B. Freed published his decree finding the Lorain Journal and its
officers guilty of the charge and enjoining them from
further monopolistic action.
The Journal appealed the decision to the United
States Supreme Court.
On Tuesday, December 11, 1951 the Supreme Court
handed down its momentous verdict, sustaining
Judge Freed's decision by the unanimous vote of 7-0.
So it is that Lorain merchants can now spend their
advertising money wherever they choose, for whatever they choose.

Of course, their advertising in the Journal was refused. But it's pleasant to report that they suffered
no calamitous setbacks in the operation of their
businesses. They prospered, in fact, proving again
that people enjoy listening to the radio, have confidence in radio advertising and buy the goods radio
advertises.
Well, that's how the situation stood. If you advertised
exclusively in the Journal, you were okay. Split your
appropriation to include WEOL and you were out of
the paper.
It might have gone on like that. It has, in some
places, for a long time.
But the President of WEOL, Roy W. Ammel, feels
pretty strongly about individual liberties, including
his own, and our American system of freedom of
enterprise. It was his firm conviction that the actions of the Lorain Journal were monopolistic and
in violation of the Sherman Act.

930

WFOL

and

We're happy about it at WEOL, of course. Operating
under such a handicap for several years has meant
frequent recourse to the red ink. But in spite of the
Journal's campaign we've kept our transmitters on
the air. And thanks to a grand, loyal staff and the
world's most patient stockholders, we've continued to
serve a continually growing audience with the best of
broadcasting service.
Yes, we're happy that things are looking up for us.
But far more important than our immediate prosperity, we believe, is the vital precedent that has been
set by this case; a precedent that reaffirms the freedoms that have brought greatness to our nation and
established America as the shining hope of the world.

WEOL-FM

RC
The

Elyria-Lorain

day and nipt
Broadcasting

Roy W. Ammel
President
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reflects back to similar situations
in United States history, then
view.
obliquely presents the Christian
Programs:
NewtheYear's
Eve pickups from
Meadowbrook,
Cedargrove, N. J.; The Stork
Club; Hotel Astor Ballroom;
and
12:30 Times
a.m. Square; 10 p.m.Networks: ABC-TV, DuMont
Television
NBC-TV. Network, CBS-TV,
Celebrities: Bernie Cummins
and Eddie Lane and bands;
Commentators Ben Grauer,
Walter Herlihy and Taylor
Grant; Bob Eberly, Sherman
Billingsley, Peter Lind Hayes,
Mary Healy. Guy Kibbee, Jim
Farley, Morton Downey, Dolores Gray, Paul Lukas.
FOR THOSE who wisely preferred
to shun the bright lights on New
Year's Eve and elected to night
club through television's revealing
eyes, the experience was at least
a Sober if not always rewarding
adventure.
Television invaded radio's traditional domain of picking up top
festivities with mixed success,
proving that the mere existence of
TV's penetrating eye does not
pe?' se make good televiewing.
While viewers were treated free
to a not inconsiderable dosage of
dance music and cabaret acts, the
thought persisted that radio has
done this sort of thing much better— and with greater dexterity.
*
FRANK DALY'S Meadowbrook at
Cedar Grove, N. J., emerged as
perhaps the choice offering of the
DuMont Television Network. But
not even the presence of Bob Eberly, an able singer, on this TVtailored show saved it from the
temptation of channel-switching.
The program featured Mr. Eberly in a singing-emcee role, along
with Don Russell and the orchestra of Bernie Cummins, who has
won some measure of popularity on
the strength of sustaining radio
pickups.
Perhaps it was not so much the
fault of Messrs. Eberly, Cummins
and Russell as a poorly organized
program characterized by loose
ends and a jumble of confusion.
Typical of the confusion was Mr.
Russell's comment at one point
when he felt perhaps the dancers
should leave the floor: "Say, who's
running this show anyway?" A
good question.
Mr. Eberly, who gained fame
through recordings and appearances with Jimmy Dorsey's band,
plainly showed his own discomfort,
too. He was, however, in fine
voice, though Mr. Eberly with
Bernie Cummins is not Mr. Eberly
with Jimmy Dorsey.
It is a mystery to this reviewer
why, with first-class talent at a
premium, Mr. Eberly does not have
his own program.
ABC-TV's New Year's Dance
Party proved generally more rewarding. The program featured
band and song stylists from New
York's Hotel Astor Ballroom.
Featured was the band of Eddie
Lane.
Commentators
Walter Herlihv
Page 32
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and Taylor Grant filled in with
tableside interviews which, while
interesting, aren't likely to be preserved among TV's milestones. And
what can you say after you say
that the music was good and the
floor show acceptable ?
NBC-TV planted an old New
Year's Eve veteran, Ben Grauer,
on the marquee of the Hotel Astor
for its Times Square Pickup. Mr.
Grauer kept reminding viewers
that 1952 would be a memorable
year, a prediction obviously more
soberly evident to home viewers
than celebrants, either in night
clubs or in Times Square.
Mr. Grauer had difficulty in raising his voice above the din of an
estimated million people — "most of
them aretheyoung
kids,Besttoo"shot
— who
crowded
square.
on
the welcome to 1952: The slow descent of the luminous ball from the
New York Times Bldg.
CBS-TV also had its cameras in
Times Square — but not until after
you had spent 25 interminable minutes at Sherman Billingsley's celebrated Stork Club. Viewers taking in this spectacle doubtless were
glad they had stayed home.
Mr. Billingsley was shown in his
conventional role of table-hopping
with such "guests" as Peter Lind
Hayes, Mary Healy, Jim Farley,
Guy Kibbee, Morton Downey, Dolores Gray and Paul Lukas. It
must be reported that Mr. Billingsley was not up to his usual communicative standard. Sometimes
the words would just not come out.
Here, too, a lack of camera coordination was painfully evident
with the result that the host was
not always aware he was in range.
When assured he was, there was a
plug for the cigarette which sponsors him multi-weekly.
Program: Prologue. LBS, Sundays, 9:30-106 p.m.
CP't: Ian.
?howEST.Included
Maurice Jarvis, W. Jack Roney
and Denis E. Connell. (Actors,
who are professionals, not
Georgetown students, vary
from week to week.)
Director: Rev. Francis J. Heyden. S, J., Georgetown U.
Technical Director: Rev. Stephen
X. Winters,
S. J., Georgetown U.
Writer: Vera Cassidy Ash.

"THE PAST is prologue. Study
past."
theFrom
this quotation which adorns
the front of the National Archives
Bldg., Georgetown U. takes the
title of Prologue.
The program, produced and directed on the campus of the Washington Jesuit institution, attacks
communism not by frontal assault
but by insinuation and by praising
the United States.
Neither does it lay itself open to
the charge of being a vehicle for
Catholic propaganda. Its regular
format begins with current events.

Prologue is slated for 52 performances including four cycles,
each dealing with 13 episodes in
this nation's history. Yesterday's
presentation, 11th in the first cycle, dealt with "The Flag, Its History and Meaning."
Program was aimed at bringing
a deeper understanding of the
significance of our flag.
Through recalling brave deeds
of our history's heroes under the
flag, it was pointed out that
Christ himself thought men should
"Render unto Caesar the things
that are Caesar's and to God the
things
thattimental
are God's."
Over-sen
ism toward the
flag as well as scoffing is derided.
Prologue attempted to show that
a true understanding of the flag's
symbolism will eliminate the need
for over-sentimentalism.
In the program's own words, it
tries simply to "bring a message of
faith, hope, and courage from the
pages of history." In this reviewer's opinion, it succeeds.
ADVISORY
POST
Streibert Is Named
APPOINTMENT of Theodore C.
Streibert, president of WOR-AMFM-TV New York, as chairman
of the Radio Advisory Committee
of the U. S. Advisory Commission Information wason formally
announced by the
Dept. of State
last Wednesday
1951].
[B«T, Dec. 31,
Mr. Streibert
Mr. Streibert
has been serving
as chief of a radio panel — one of
four set up by the department during 1951. He has been active on
investigative work relating to planning and operation of the Voice of
America.
At the same time the advisory
group announced the radio committee had decided to operate in
four specific fields — facilities, program, evaluation, personnel and
management. William A. Fay,
WHAM Rochester, and Dr. Kenneth H. Baker, Standard Measurements Inc., have been named to
serve on subcommittees.
In accepting the chairmanship
Mr. Streibert succeeds Judge Justin Miller, NARTB board chairman
and administrator of Salary Stabilization Board. Judge Miller is
on leave of absence as commission
member and radio committee chair-

'SAM

SPADE' SUIT
CBS, Regis Radio Win Case
WARNER BROS, last week lost
the almost three-year-old "Sam
Spade" plagiarism case against
CBS, Regis Radio and Dashiell
Hammett when a federal judge
ruled in Los Angeles that the motion picture studio's purchase of
Mr. Hammett's Maltese Falcon in
1925 did not give it all future
rights actertoin the
Sam book.
Spade, central charIn the suit, introduced in 1948,
Warner Bros, contended, on the
basis of its purchase of the Maltese Falcon, that CBS airing of the
Sam. Spade series constituted plagiarism. Regis Radio packaged the
series for CBS, which has since
discontinued its airing. Decision
held that, although studio had all
rights to the story, principal characters such as Sam Spade remain
the author's property.
JOHN KING
Was Radio, Movie Pioneer
JOHN KING, 77, pioneer radio and
theatre operator in Detroit, died
Tuesday at his home in Encino,
Calif. He had operated Gateway
Inn, near Eagle River, Wis., in recent years.
Mr. King was born John Kunsky.
He started Detroit's motion picture
theatre in 1907, enlarging his interests in Detroit and spreading to |}
California. Eventually he helped
form the Kunsky-Trendle interests,
including ownership of WXYZ De- ■
troit and WOOD Grand Rapids,
Mich.
In 1928 he was elected vice president of First National Pictures,
one of theofdominant
picture
concerns
the era. motion
Since 1930
he j'
had been in semi-retirement. Surviving are his wife, Mrs. Sara A.
King, and a daughter, Mrs. Robert
Albright.
Patent

Rules Delay

FCC postponed until Jan. 31 deadline for comments on its proposed
patent disclosure rules [B*T, Dec.
3, 1951] following requests for extensions from "a large number of
companies and individuals." Only
filing up to last week was opposition by John M. LeBolt of Cromwell Paper Co. who said it would
be "difficult to comply with, and
would provide unnecessary information to competitors and would
require a great deal of paper work
by all those holding patents. I
feel," said Mr. LeBolt, "that it
would discourage the filing of patents . . ." Proposed rule would
require annual filing of patent information by broadcast-communication companies.

Other members of Radio Committee
are Charles R. Denny, NBC: Wesley I
Dumm, Associated Broadcasters; Donley
F. Fedderson, Northwestern U., presi- ABC Radio will again broadcast andentsional
of University
Assn. Jack
for Profesnual "Coach of the Year" dinner —
Radio Education;
Harris.
honoring outstanding football coach
KPRC Houston: Henry P. Johnston.
WSGN Birmingham; John F. Patt, of 1951— Jan. 10 at 10:30-11 p.m. EST,
Richards Stations; Mefford R. Runyon,
from Netherland Plaza Hotel, CincinAmerican Cancer Society: G. Richard
nati. ABC Sportscaster Harry Wismer
Shafto, WIS Columbia, S. C: Hugh
will act as emcee.
Terry. KLZ Denver.
BROADCASTING
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5000
W.
WJW BUILDING
REPRESENTED
NATIONALLY
BY

Greater Cleveland's
sells for WJW
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BASIC
ABC
CLEVELAND 15, OHIO
H-R REPRESENTATIVES. INC.

strongest signal
advertisers.
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MBS Billings
(Continued from page 25)
labor and political business added
tobacco were in third place with
another $1,208,675.
$2,240,719.
Month-by-month billings breakLaundry soaps and household
down shows October as high revsupplies stood fourth in line among
enue month of the year for MBS
types of MBS advertisers during
($1,759,468), due to the sale of the
the year, spending together a total
Series broadcasts to Gilof $1,658,071 for MBS time. Re- World's
lette Safety Razor Co. otherwise,
ligious advertisers, fifth, account
MBS billings hit an early year high
for $1,528,693; building materials
in March ($1,648,006), declined to
advertising contributed $1,284,219
a June low of $1,191,691 and
to the MBS gross for the year, and climbed to December's $1,671,814.
Christian Reformed Church .
State Farm Mutual Auto
Ins. Co
Personna Blade Co. Inc
Dawn Bible Students Assn. . . .
Noxzema Chemical Co
Blatz Brewing Co
Pal Blade Co. Inc
U. S. Army & V. S. Air Force
Rhodes Pharmacal Co
Admiral Corp
Wildroot Co. Inc.
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co...
General Foods Corp
Joe Lowe Corp
Benjamin Moore & Co
Miller Brewing Co
Acousticon Div. of Dictograph
Products Inc
American School
Brewing Corp. of America ....
Murine Co
Toni Co
Orange-Crush
Amurol ProductsCo
Co. Inc

1951 Advertiser Expenditures*
Kellogg Co
$1,407,900
Johns-Manville Corp.
1,275,723
B. T. Babbitt Inc
1,245,809
P. LorlUard Co
1.245,415
American Federation of Labor 1,208,675
Quaker Oats Co
1,056,596
Miles Labs Inc
677,834
Kraft Foods Co
624,203
American Tobacco Co
562,342
Derby Foods Inc
545,217
Pearson Pharmacal Co
464,444
Williamson Candy Co
463,497
Sterling Drug Inc
462,236
Cudahy Packing Co.
403,860
Lutheran
Laymen's
League
.
.
Ronson Art Metal Works 381,355
376,138
Beltone Hearing Aid Co.
372,560
National Biscuit Co
358,945
Radio Bible Class
352,577
V. S. Tobacco Co
307,427
Voice of Prophecy Inc.
307.156
Gillette Safety Razor Co
296,183
VCA Labs. Inc
' 267,937

why

do

hard
Make

it

the

iva/!

your selling job

easy in the mid-west
in HANNIBALAND* with
KHMO, Hannibal, Mo.
Currently there are over 35
towns throughout the entire
Hannibaland* area in which
there are organizations advertising on KHMO (local).
They kuotv that KHMO
reaches the buying power
of the 240,470 radio
families who live in this
large, 41 county area.
You can reach the majority
of this rich population too
with KHMO. Write, wire or
phone KHMO or Pearson
^HANNlBALAND...//^. rich 41 county
area surrounding Hannibal, Mo.,
Quincy, Illinois and Keokuk, Iowa.

KHMO
5000 watts day
Page 34
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^oday for availabilities.

Representative
John E. Pearson Company
•
Mutual Network
Hannibal, Missouri
1000 watts at night

256,672
247,016
232,534
230,933
213,016
184,935
163,172
145,530
139,672
127,157
118,835
115,700
82,486
77,165
69,563
68,156
66,622
57,560
55,339
52,470
50,000
48,883
43,946

Capehart-Farnsworth Corp. .
Burrus Mill & Elevator Co. .
Book Assoc.
Harrison Products Inc
American Chicle Co
Motorola Inc
American Protam Corp
Pontiac Motor Div. -General
Motors Corp
The Le Blanc Corp
Mutual Benefit Health &
Accident Assn
Shrine East-West Football
Committee
Airways Corp
Wm. H. Wise & Co
Mail Pouch Tobacco Co
A. O. Smith Corp
S. C. Johnson & Son
Wafex Inc.
Phillips Petroleum Corp
Shipstad & Medical
Johnson
American
Assn
Curtis Circulation Co.
American Bird Products Inc.
Kiplinger Washington
Agency Inc
*December billings estimated

40,189
39,780
35,887
29,444
25,268
24,571
21,061
20,232
16,383
14,325
12,285
10,738
10,056
9,835
8,496
8,402
8,176
7,583
5,723
5,608
4,097
3,922
2,306

J.1951
Walter Agency
Thompson Expenditures*
Co
Wm. H. Weintraub & Co.
$1,899,926
Lennen & Mitchell
. 1,430,744
1,245,415
Furman, Feiner Co
1,208,675
Sherman-Marquette
.
1,056,596
Leo Burnett Co
895,651
Needham, Louis & Brorby
800,635
Batten, Barton, Durstine
& Osborn
Harry B. Cohen Adv
737,744
704,077
Geoffrey Wade Adv
677,834
Grant Adv
549,390
Kenyon & Eckhardt
512,249
Aubrey, Moore & Wallace . . . 463,497
462,236
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
. . . 430,120
Olian Adv. Co
Gotham Adv. Co
381,355
Grey Adv. Agency
376,138
McCann-Erickson
358,945
Stanley
G.
Boynton
Co
352,577
Kudner Agency
307,427
Western Adv. Agency
307,156
Maxon Inc.
296,183
Glenn-Jordan-Stoetzel
256,672
Sullivan. Stauffer, Colwell
238,284
&
Bayles
J. D. Tarcher Co
Wm. Gleeson & Co
232,534
230,933
O'Neil,
McMahon .
183,618
Al
Paul Larson
Lefton& Co
163,172
Benton & Bowles
137,825
127,157
Erwin, Wasey & Co.
115,700
Wm. Esty & Co.
Blaine-Thompson Co
St. Georges & Keyes
77,165
69,563
Mathisson & Assoc.
68,156
Atherton Adv. Agency
63,316
Foote,
Cone
&
Belding
Fitzmorris & Miller
50,000
J. M. Mathes Inc
48,883
40,189
Tracy-Locke Co
39,780
Huber Hoge & Sons
Sidney
Garfield
&
Assoc.
35,887
Duane Jones Inc.
29,444
Ruthrauff & Ryan
24,571
28,304
Dowd, Redfield & Johnstone
MacManus, John & Adams
21,061
20,232
Majestic Adv. Agency
BozeU
& Jacobs
16,383
Direct
12,285
14,325
Thwing & Altman
Charles W. Hoyt Co
10,056
Dorland Inc.
Henri, Hurst & McDonald
9,835
Grady & Wagner Co
8.536
Lambert & Feasley
8,496
Walter McCreery Inc
8,176
7,583
Campaigns Inc
Weston-Barnett Inc
5,608
McCreery, Quick & McElroy
5,723
Albert Frank-Guenther Law
3,922
3,306
Harold Kaye Adv
♦December Billings Estimated
2,306
2,202
Expenditures by

CAPPER
WILL
Management to Continue
MANAGEMENT OF Capper Publications Inc., including WIBW
Topeka and KCKN Kansas City,
Kan., will continue under the same
group of business associates and
executives who have operated the
properties for the past three decades, under terms of the will of
former Sen. Arthur Capper, probated in Topeka Dec. 27. Ben Ludy
is general manager of the station
properties.
A major bequest of Capper Publications stock, amounting to 13,500
of the 100,000 shares of $10 par
value, was made to top ranking employes of the newspaper and farm
paper organization. Under the will,
additional shares may be sold to
those employes still active in the
company. In addition to the stations, properties involved include
two daily newspapers and eight
arm and household publications
[B«T, Dec. 24, 1951]. Value of the
business properties owned by Sen.
Capper was placed at $1,200,000 but
no evaluation was placed upon the
publishing business or the two stations. It was estimated, however,
that the value would exceed outstanding indebtedness of $1,500,000.
Harry S. Blake, vice president
and general manager of Capper
Publications, is sole executor. The
will was drawn in 1941 and a number of beneficiaries have died or retired since then. Their stock bequests revert to the corporation.
D. M. FREDERICK
Dies From Heart Attack
DAVID M. FREDERICK, 43, business
Harper's ofmagazine, andmanager
formerof director
sales
promotion and advertising for CBS,
died Wednesday in his home at
Noroton, Conn., after suffering a
heart attack.
A native New Yorker, Mr.
Frederick started his career in advertising at two agencies in Boston, leaving
themand
to become
a freelance writer
reporter
for
The Boston Herald, The Boston
Traveler, and the Associated Press
there. Returning to New York,
he became president and publisher
of Tide magazine and served, during the war, with the Office of War
Information in Washington.
Mr. Frederick joined CBS in
August 1946 as director of sales
promotion and advertising, remaining with the network until November 1947. He was further associated with broadcasting when he
served as vice president in charge
of sales and promotion for Crossley
Inc., New York market and opinion
research organization, from January 1948 until January 1949. He
resigned his position there to join

Food & Food
Products
1951* $4,115,127
Industry
Drugs & Toilet Goods
3,257,343
& Tobacco 2,240,719
Cigars, Cigarettes
& Household
Laundry
Supplies
1,658,071
Religious
1,528,693
Building Materials
1,284,219
Labor & Politics
1,208,675
Confectionery & Soft Drinks 614,813
Medical Appliances &
Equipment
439,182
Smoking Accessories
376,138
Beer, Wine & Liquor
308,430
Insurance
261,341
Radios, TV sets, etc
191,917
U. S. Government Advertising 145,530
Miscellaneous
95,836
Paints
69,563
Publishing & Media
52,346
He is survived by his widow, the
Automotive
20,232 former
Barbara Allan Bement,
Lubricants, Petroleum & Fuel 7,583 Harper's.
two daughters and a son, his parTOTAL
$17,875,758
ents and three sisters.
♦December billings estimated
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TRANSCRIPTION SERVICES,
140 N. La Brea Avenue, Hollywood • WEbster 8-9181
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D
O

IN

ARKANSAS

THINGS

ARE

LOOKING
UP!
Yes sir, things are really
booming in Arkansas. And
when we say "things," we
mean, among others:
•ir Radio Families
Station Audience Families
^ Family Buying Power
Radio Families UP!
DAYTIME
1944
1949 1
UP
CBS
BMB } 37%
248,840
343,340 j
NIGHTTIME
1944
1949 1
UP
CBS
BMB } 60%
198,920 319,090 J

Components
(Continued from, page 28)

KLRA

Families UP!
DAYTIME
1946
1949 1
UP
BMB
BMB ) 14%
166,100
189,530 j
NIGHTTIME
1946
1949
UP
BMB
BMB
18%
127,670
150,550 J
Buying Power UP!
The Litrle Rock Metropolitan Area
shows a 252% sales Increase over
1939 — 45% above average for cities
of the 100,000 class, by Sales
Management figures. The Little Rock
trading zone (224,000 families in
26 counties) spent $522,255,000.00
out of an effective buying income of
$642,504,000.00, according to the
same source.
and
EfFective Jan. 15, 1952
Time Charges UP
KLRA vfill increase its base
hour rate by 15%. This increase isthe first since 1945,
and is a modest increase
when rising costs are considered.
For the complete KLRA story,
ask any O. L. Taylor
Company office

CBS RADIO FOR ARKANSAS
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Conventions
(Continued from -page 25)
to the two conventions and that exercise for the first time in histhese will be supplemented by some
tory a profound influence on the
200 technical staff members.
outcome of the 1952 convention and
NBC news figures who will re- election, with an estimated NBC
audience of 70 to 75 million seeing
port include John Cameron Swayze,
and hearing the candidates in
Dave Garroway, H. V. Kaltenborn,
W. W. Chaplin, Leon Pearson,
Philco distributors and more than
George Hicks, Ben Grauer, Robert
McCormick, Morgan Beatty, Earl 25,000 dealers plan to hold "open
action."
Godwin, Richard Harkness, David
house" so that additional persons
Brinkley, Leif Eid, Ned Brooks, can hear and watch the coverage
the announcement said.
Ray Henle, Albert Warner, Clifton
Utley, Alex Dreier, Bob Letts and
Westing-house plans on CBS RaElmer Peterson.
dio and TV were announced by J.
Philco's sponsorship was an- M. McKibbin, Westinghouse vice
president in charge of consumer
nounced by James H. Carmine,
Philco executive vice president, and products, who said its purpose is
Joseph H. McConneli, NBC presi- "to stimulate maximum interest
dent. Mr. Carmine added:
in the world's greatest demonstration of democracy at its best"
"Philco welcomes the opportunity
to bring to the American public and "to help produce the biggest
these history-making events in turnout of well-informed voters in
history of American elections"
1952. Philco pioneered in tele- the
[B*T, Dec. 31, 1951].
vising the 1940 convention in PhilaThe Republican Convention is
delphia, which was seen by only a
slated to open July 7 and the
few thousand persons. So rapidly
Democratic Convention July 21.
has television grown that this year
Mutual announced meanwhile
it is estimated that 18 million
homes will be equipped with tele- that it will present "extensive
vision receivers by election day plans" for Republican convention
1952 and television is expected to coverage to the GOP Convention

i

tions." Limitation of two tons of
carbon steel and 200 pounds of
copper (and no aluminum) was
drawn. Quarterly quota is $1,000
for each MRO project.
NPA defines installation as "the
setting up or relocation of machinery, fixtures, or equipment in position for service and connection
thereof to existing service facilities in an existing building, structure or project.
." Distinction
is drawn
between. .installation
and
actual construction.
Comparable priority is given to
"repairmen"- — "radio and/or television sales, service or repair shop."
It entitles the repairmen to obtain
a TV antenna to install a television
receiver, but he is not permitted to
use the symbol to secure a new receiver "for installation as a complete unit." Installation again is
defined as "relocation," etc.
U. S. electronics manufacturers,
sorely pressed for component parts
to meet defense and civilian needs
also are in line for relief through
potential imports from Germany
and Italy.
This was the substance of a repoi-t issued by EPB Chairman Morris, and released by the Defense
Production Administration.
Mr. Morris' views were based on
a survey he and military authorities compiled while visiting those
two countries in October. It holds
out major hope for increased availability of selenium rectifiers, resistors and resistance wire in the
U. S.
"In the case of resistors, selenium rectifiers and fine enameled
wire, however, we are unable to

obtain, from domestic sources entirely, the quantities or types of
components needed to round the
electronics program," Mr. Morris
said. He noted shortage of highgrade selenium and said importation of half a million German rectifiers (using Swedish selenium)
"would help avert an impending

Committee when it meets in San
Francisco Jan. 16-19. (Democratic
Convention Committee meeting date
had not been set.) "Every phase
of both
major party
conventions"
will
be covered,
according
to MBS,
which noted that it now carries
16% hours of news programs per
week.
MBS convention coverage will be
supervised by Art Feldman, director of Special events, and Milton Burgh, director of news. Newscasters slated to take part, the network said, include Bill Henry — who
is coordinating chairman of the
broadcasting committees for both
conventions — and Gabriel Heatter,
Fulton Lewis jr., Cecil Brown,
Cedric Foster, Robert F. Hurleigh,
H. R. Baukhage, Sam Hayes, William Hillman, Fred Vandeventer,
Frank Singiser, Hazel Markel,
Helen Hall, Bill Cunningham, Les
Nichols,
Edwards. Les Higbie, and Frank

Jan.
7-10: convention,
Retail Dry Hotel
GoodsStatler,
Assn., New
41st
annual
York.
Jan. 8: Second session of the 82d Congress of the U.S. begins.
Jan. 10: Radio Executives Club of New
York, luncheon meeting, Waldorf
Astoria Hotel, New York.
Jan. 10-12: National Collegiate Athletic
Assn., meeting, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Jan. 13-15:
National
Appliance
and Radio Dealers
Assn., annual
convention,
Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago.
Jan. 14: BAB
Research
Committee meeting,
BAB Advisory
headquarters,
New York.
Jan. 15: BAB
Committee Promotion
meeting, BAB Advisory
headquarters.
New York.

Jan.ington.
15: FCC-Paramount hearing, WashJan.Broadcasters
18: Washington
shortage. . . ."
Radio State
SalesAssn.
Clinic,of
Rectifiers are needed by "several
Tacoma,
Wash.
important defense-supporting and
Jan. 18:Board of Governors, Canadian
civilian industries, and the home
Broadcasting Corp., Victoria Bldg.,
Ottawa.
radio and television receiver indusJan. 18-19:
Carolina
Broadcasttry," he pointed out.
ers Assn.South
winter
meeting.
Hotel
Mr. Morris has recommended to
Columbia, Columbia, S. C.
Jan. 19-20: National Advertising Agenhis board that individual contraccying,
Network,
Regional Meettors use these sources — some seven
Nicollet Western
Hotel, Minneapolis.
firms in Western Germany and
Jan. 21: Canadian Copyright Appeal
Board. Ottawa.
Milano, Italy — when delivery schedJan. 21-23: Newspaper Advertising Exules of American-made components
ecutivesHotel,
Assn., convention,
water Beach
Chicago. Edgeare impeding the defense electronic
Jan. 21-26: American Institute of Electrical Engineers, winter general meetprogram.
ing. Hotel Statler, New York.
Jan. 24-26: Advertising Assn. of the
West, midwinter conference, OakTax Writeoffs
land. Calif.
RAPID tax writeoffs for a number
Jan.Managers,
25-26: Sheraton
Assn. of Hotel,
Railroad
Adv. '
St. Louis.
of electronic firms have been anJan. 26-27: National Advertising Agen- .
cy
Eastern
Meetnounced by the Defense Production
ing. Network,
New Weston
Hotel,Regional
New York.
Jan. 27-31: U. S. National Commission
Administration for the period Nov.
for UNESCO,
third national
confer24 to Nov. 30. Approvals will enence. Hunter College,
New York.
Feb.
4:
Maritime
Broadcasters
Assn.
able the following firms to acmeeting.
Fort Scotia.
Cumberland Hotel,
celerate tax amortization on new
Amherst, Nova
or expanded defense facilities:
Feb. 9-29: International Radio and Electronics Exhibition, Bombay, India.
United Electronics Co., Newark,
(Further information obtainable from
Consulate General of India, 3 E. 64th
N. J., for electron tubes, $25,224
St., New York 21, N. Y.)
out of $27,287 requested (or 65%) ;
Feb.
10-15: NARTB Radio and TV
Electronic Associates Inc., Long
Boards, San Antonio, Tex.
Feb. 11: British Columbia Assn. of
Branch, N. J., for electronic equipBroadcasters
meeting.
ment, $147,500 out of $150,000 (or
couver, Vancouver,
B. C. Hotel Van70%) and Consolidated EngineerFeb. 25: FCC-Theatre Television hearing Corp., Pasadena, Calif., for
ing, Washington.
Oregon
State Eugene
Broadcasters
electronic instruments, $39,003 out Feb.
Assn.28-29:
annual
meeting,
Hotel,
of $58,104 (65%).
Eugene, Ore.
BROADCASTING
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Set Ownership
(Continued from page 23)
Bureau household figures for 1950 showed population increases. In
the North Central area 43.9% of
and latest radio homes saturation
counties showed gains, with 47%
figures of Broadcast Measurement
Bureau.
of southern counties showing increases.
Of 1,560 counties that showed
In all regions but the West the
increased population in the 1940-50
decade, 864 gained 10 or more in increase in total dwelling units was
well in excess of the rate of popunumber of people, 498 gained 20%'
lation increase, the bureau found.
or more and 28 gained 100 or
more, according to Census Bureau.
The in-migration almost kept pace
It was pointed out that a loss with rise in dwelling units there.
Significant increase in home
in population by nearly half of
U. S. counties (49.7%) during the ownership is shown in each section
of the country, especially the West
decade occurred while the populaand South, according to the Census
tion total was gaining 19 million.
Of counties suffering a loss, one- Bureau. The gain resulted from
new construction and from the sale
fourth lost 10% or more.
All of the counties that more
of existing rental homes for owner
than doubled in size during the occupancy. In all areas but the
1940-50 period were located in the West the shift from renter to owner occupancy was so great that
South or West, it was found. Elsewhere, over four out of five there was a loss in the number of
counties in New England and three rental units despite the large volume of such units built during the
out of five counties in the West

Radio
(Radio Homes are BROADCASTING
• Telecasting estimates based 07i
just released figures from the decennial census now being computed
by the Bureaai. of the Census.
Households are official Census Bureau figures.)
Radio holds
House1950
County
ALABAMA
786,476
4,476
3,464 10,730
Baldwin
8,981
7,126
5,330
Bibb
4,401
3,728
Blount
7,340
5,982
Bullock
3,905
2,858
Butler
5,429 20,556
7,033
17,164
8,576 10,210
3,704
4,302
Chilton
6,896
5,551
4,448
3,367
5,193
6,658
Cloy
3,561
2,877
2,318
2,919
6,066
Colbert
7,737
8,584 10,305
4,021
5,162
2,345
2,928
8,286 10,650
4,786
3,800
12,237
10,365
Dole
5,453
4,281 14,250
Dallas
10,559
De Kalb
9,682 11,581
7,885
6,387
5,994
7,646
Etowah
22,091 25,276
4,060
4,988
5,306
6,527
5,226
6,624
2,926
3,965
Hale
4,889
3,681
3,460
4,385
Houston
10,421 12,406
7,822
9,504
136,948 153,529
3,475
4,228
11,813 14,302
5,195
6,469
10,629
8,206
7,059
8,769
3,060
4,152
4,896
6,494
15,614 18,413
5,365
7,299
5,656 11,768
6,806
9,920
51,852 62,098
4,608 37,663
6,055
Montgomery
30,206
12,302 14,422
3,570
4,667
4,632
5,827
Pike
7,689
5,944
4,665
5,745
Russell
7,582
9,924
St. Clair
6,610
5,585
Shelby
7,588
6,397
Page 38
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Homes
County

\A/„ 11 ^
A D 1 T/^ kl A
Cochise
Gila

Pinal
Sonta Cruz
ARKANSAS
Baxter

Chicot
Clark
Clay

Dallas

in the

holds
1950
House155 559
1 70
O Ci'^A
y,U04
16 218
o,0OQn1 z
1 Q'yi
4,536
o 1 n loQ
r 4 559
5 1 93
8 977
9^459
66,016
945
65,450
528
3,190
3,401
3,080 96,497
2 404
23,277
568
6 216
6 884
4l]074
38,979
10,210 11,074
2,509
2,308
7,743
7,302
7,246
7,758
524,708

5,257
3,722
5,774
3,036
2,126
12,715
2,102
7,005
5,639
5,097
3,158
5,644
2,294
5,625
17,123

Little River

United

Radio
Homes
1950
4 203
12 212
IP 101
11 0 1

5,664
2,895
5,419
10,128
4,219
3,708
1,566
3,584
4,859
5,235
6,348
2,660
1,889
6,391
11,805
3,986
5,377
9,324
5,023
2,633

3,934
2,949
4,965
4,618
3,243
2,649
4,592
6,146
2,572

decade. Both renter and owneroccupied dwelling units rose substantial y inthe West.
According to the Census Bureau,
all regions had more renters than
owners in 1940 whereas in 1950
home owners exceeded renters in
every region except the Northeast
where the ratio was about equal.
Highest home ownership rate was
found in the North Central Region,
where it was 61%.
The one-dwelling unit detached
house was still the most common
type in all regions in 1950. This
type amounted to 75% in the South
with a low ratio of 40% in the
Northeast where large multi-unit
structures are most popular.
During the decade the size of
households became generally smaller, aside from the West. In general, there were relatively more
one-person households than in 1940
and fewer households with six or
more persons. Households with
two persons were most numerous.

6,665
6,711
3,297
11,641
4,844
4,332
1,915
4,073
6,286
6,239
7,280
3,144
2,290
7,747
13,339
4,814
6,356
12,078
6,232
3,316
6,637
4,705
6,738
2,565
3,514
14,649
2,467
7,942
6,987
3,796
6,104
6,578
2,731
6,860
21,087
4,612
3,592
5,720
4,168
6,117
3,234
5,327
7,273
3,191

States
County

Phillips
Polk
Pope
Pulaski

White
Woodruff
Yell
CALIFORNIA

by Counties
Radio
Homes
1950

Lake

Placer

1950
holds

2,016
. 7,750
17,227
3,763
1,576
3,356
1,704
7,465
1,357
9,526
2,394
7,976
3,403
5,400
3,097
50,211
3,589
7,263
5,024
2,428
2,281
17,504
2,869
2,084
1,627
12,500
12,421
8,953
2,197
4,034
3,470
235,25075

Butte
Colusa
Del Norte

The median size of city house- 1
holds in 1950 varied from 2.5 to |
3.4 persons. Households with two i
or three persons constituted from
half to three-fifths in individual
metropolitan areas.
The nation's center of population moved during the 1940-50 decade from a point two miles from
Carlisle, Ind., to a point eight
miles northwest of Olney, in southeastern Illinois. Since 1790 the
center has moved westward from
a point 23 miles east of Baltimore,
Md., with possibility it will reach
dead center around St. Louis,
around 200 miles east of the geographical center of the nation in
Smith County, Kan.
Census Bureau computations
showing households cover 3,070
counties plus 29 independent cities.
Of these cities 27 are in Virginia.
Others are Baltimore and St.
Louis. Separate geographic districts are District of Columbia and
Yellowstone National Park.

2,736
20,614
3,135
82,304
3,483
2,487
78,285
5,269
20,743
4,609
15,401

House2,406
9,281
20,781
1,906
5,085
4,053
2,149
9,092
12,600
1,663
2,827
9,564
4,140
3,648
6,413
56,671
4,334
9,336
2,826
5,821
2,813
19,470
3,564
2,484
14,401
2,001
14,293
2,670
10,410
4,802
4,011
3,336,308
237,867
78
21,273
2,815
83,388
3,249
3,561
2,607
5,506
80,375
4,718
21,429
16,525

65,006
3,794
63,121
12,650
13,068
3,619
4,035
4,126
10,078
5,334 1,369,972
1,352,162
5,454
25,030
25,232
9,635
1,710
1 11,633
,600
19,566
12,021
18,529
710
2,941
2,844
675
36,910
35,987
12,648
12,433
6,436
68,390
11,737
51,976
4,141
81,041
4,169
83,710
165,970
254,497

1950
Radio
Homes

County

69,431
12,063
6,608
4,273
53,584
82,779
85,945
4,272
169,012
259,162

9 564
OZ QQC
Sutter

7 624
5,915
1,687
41,329
31,265
4,194
6 901

COLORADO

750
9,953
14,820
2,713

Bent

2,173
13,794
2,207
938
2,173
2,163
1,088
1,217
478
1,371
127,540
4,974
1,076
521
1,313
306
22,695
1,253

Costilla
Delta
Elbert
El Paso

100
5,285
3,422
1,169
1,579
851
2,751
637
16,069
2,355
1,716
12,865
3,986

Lake
La Plato

6,450
1,699
214
11,031
4,709
1,764
2,660
4,287
4,822

Park
Phillips

BROADCASTING

•

holds
1950
1 6,475
57,955
House7 1 ,380
85,436
30,605
23,524
819
8432
1 91 ,51
30,360
37 71 5
32,994
7^876
6]085
42,828
1,781
32,001
4,315
7
196
1 1 ,852
391,517
810
10,368
15,122
2,841
2,340
14,104
967
2,292
2,283
1,115
2,349
1,339
1,430
130,143
512
558
5,203
1,113
1,308
1,349
23,253
5,505
100
3,565
1,633
317
1,213
659
16,330
3,023
889
2,461
1,797
4,240
13,195
1,762
7,026
11,467
222
4,875
1,828

4,498
2,821
635
5,028
6,932
645
655
516
499
7,289
1,516
607
1,477
Telecasting

County
Radio
Homes
1 o^n

County

Sedgwick
Teller
Weld
rnMNFCTiruT
Hartford

DELAWARE
Kent

4,142
23,627
1,408
3,114
2,565
1,420
377
745
1,406
380
925
2.078
18,036
3,164
142,323
151,331
28,248
18,277
154,066
39,524
11,308
17 558
10,301
58,833
17 039

holds
1House950
4,275
24,484
1,443
3,302
2,644
1 ,501
386
790
1 ,448
391
953
2,158
18,613
3,265
570,404
143,906
152,398
28,913
18,669
155 780
40,788
1 1 ,755
18,195
90,362
1 1,246
60,715
18,401

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
216 921 224,092
^Voshington D C
PI npiDA
822,045
12,359 14,837
1,276
1,593
11,582
9,671
2,556
3,021
6,533 26,493
7,553
22,546
1,620
2,020
1,497
1,328
1,870
1,571
Clay
3,478
2,960
1,523
1,857
4,905
3,723 154,815
Dade
145,371
2,033
2,495
907
1,099
Duval
76,073 85,379
26,349
843 30,532
1 ,027
1,722
1,340
7,709
885
6,028
693
516
614
2,016
1,734
1,844
2,328
2,387
2,915
1 ,729
1,494
1,741
2,024
3 430
4,140
Hillsborough
66,575 74,888
2,760
3,498
3,148
3,669
6,783
8,832
916
2,680
2,109
751
lake
11,180
9,637
7,433
6,459 12,895
Leon
10,690
3,104
2,517
875
685
2 751
3,596
9,548 11,154
1 1 ,098
9,189
2,202
2,554
6 118
7,336
2,748
3,307
5,569
864
Okeechobee
6,694
1,023
Orange
32,081 35,725
4,050
'Osceola
3,552
31,484 36,996
Pasco
6,386
5,441
52,009 56,655
Polk
35,970
30,862
6,905
5,552
6,040
7,384
5,966
4,767
3,802
4,676
8,566
9,723
7,923
6,616
3,186
2,663
3,506
4,438
2,964
2,273
986
1,232
21,217 24,557
Wakulla
1,365
1,110
3,961
3,141
V/ashington
2 474
3,116
889,716
GEORGIA
2,515
1,454
1,759
1,039
3,701
1,389
3,228
5,908
3,219
2,755
25,968
1 905

Bacon
Baker
Banks
Ben Hill
Elbb
Bleckley
DKV_/AUi^Ao

1 irN K3

County
Bulloch
Burke
Butts
Carroll

Clarke
Clay
Clinch
Cobb
Colquitt
Columbia
Dade
De Kolb

Echols

Floyd

Hall
Hort

McDufFie
Mcintosh
Meriwether .
Miller
Monroe

Radio
Homes
1 950
1,170
3,311
1,120
4,758
4,406
1,964
1,778
1,508
1 ,639
7,735
3,558
934
36,162
1,005
4,843
4,541
8,055
1,139
5,081
1,277
14,814
4,384
6,778
1,855
2,538
6,012
1,128
3,491
1,473
, , 732
4,607
35,880
3,430
2,762
9,354
2,527
3,213
500
1,837
3,982
1,413
3,113
.. .. 1,531
14,656
2,315
3,126
115,522
1,947
734
6,656
4,298
3,727
2,621
7,063
3 676
9,035
1,866
3,316
2.215
3,068
1,332
3,167
4,127
2212
4,018
1.605
1,773
3 760
1,917
.... 1,964
1,501
2,132
1,034
6.518
1,195
1,630
1,187
692
1,194
7,263
... 2,320
1,266
2 774
2 529
1,139
4,171
....
1,784
3,960
2,0S9
1,436
2 398
2,203
4,481
1,418

Pike
Polk

3,229
1,760
2,135
1,347
4,592
1,686
3,595
6,862
3,960
3,385
31,941
2,335
1 e 1 e casting

23,297
3,283

holds
1 950
House1,492
4,295
1,428
6,000
5,946
2,322
2,294
1,876
2,008
9,079
3,923
43,050
1,157
1,217
5,417
9,476
5,349
1,462
5,834
1,542
16,534
5,628
8,536
2,279
3,062
7,314
1,430
913
4,674
1,731
6,078
38,415
4,443
1 3,474
1 ,81 1
3,100
4,216
620
2,259
4,873
4,996
1,732
3,623
1,914
16.467
2,796
3,703
130,830
2,389
882
7,990
4,857
4,718
83 201
359
4,250
10,494
2 424
2 735
3,842
1 705
3,627
53,843
178
421 744
829
939

^oun ty
Tattnall
Tift

Upson
Walker
Walton

White
Whitfield
Wilcox
Wilkes
Wilkinson
Worth
IDAHO
Ada
Bear Lake

Boundary
Butte
Clark

24,58.'^
619
1,269
8,314
1.591
1,476
2,068
882
9,182
21,487
937
1,581
3,446
3 040
1,464
5,149
2.264
5,273
2,563
1,816
2 972
2,550
30 492
5,247
1,740
2,345
2,974
2,983
2,232
2,585
2,055
7,880
2,243
1 ,907
671
1 ,825
3,441
28,376
952
2,093
4,343
1 ,907
8,459
4,298
2,159
1,786
6,409
1 ,098

holds
1950
House3,695
2,265
.... 3,048
2,688
2,669
7,166
3,299
8,935
3,647
, , , , 3,406
4,623
5,786
941
4,300
1,586
1,132
.... 10,460 13,075
1,251
.... 2,157
1,444
2,640
1,895
1,788
.... 5,451
1,404
6,482
10,082
... 4,299
9,084
28,024
116
5,075
.... 61,786
636
3,990
5,202
924
.... 2.745
709
1,282
.... 1,176
1,577
1,445
83,457
054
2 8,230
013
23 500
103
2,315
23 591
076
2 .547
4,523
169,274
21,154 21 630
11,434
1 010
1,881
.... 15,664
,887
1,472
561
4,376
. ..
..

8,056
727
312
1,669
15,000
1,472
255
3,828
931
2,246
1.836
2,427
22.471
518
33 045
220
2.558
3,239

Latoh

2,168
22,566
505
1,835
Valley
Woshington
Yellowstone National
Pork (part)
.
ILLINOIS .
Boone
Bureau

Clark
Cloy
Clinton

De Kalb
De Witt

Hamilton
Henry

Radio
Homes
1950

Radio
Homes
1950

75,771
S'^9
1,218
1,132
, , , 2,239
2,645
6,825
1,188
1,699
3,464
1,093
6,544
761
12,106
1,182
2,503

1 935
5,797
1,91(^
1 588
505
4,582
8,297
1,722
322
15.416
1 499
741
3,946
963
264
1 991
2.547
2,31 S
3,320
2.644
2 601
23,332
45''
877
751,902
R^?
3.12<5
21.243
713
161
21 299
17,051
207
1,788
3,567
6,650
1,124
781
12.366
1,220
2,580

2,585,691
19,925
18,929
6,319
5,447
4,466
4,176
5,139
2,295
11,354
2,157
5,062
1,846
1 5,960
11,968
,633
4,733
2612,001
894
5,805
26,383
4,501
5 715
11,533
5,406
5,498
12,780
6,046
5,218
12,307
6,371
1 314,310
1,337,040
6 520
6,863
11,667
1 13,274
,869
3,133
5,326
5,502
5,182
42,571
42,914
5,348
7,540
7,238
2,757
2,927
5,990
6,285
4,960
7,372
6,967
15,031
16,024
4,881
14,109
2,916
13,615
2,709
5,908
5,542
5,903
5,791
3,848
3,559
8,259
2,466
1,990
7,879
2,147
14,180
2,579
14,544
9,730
9,979

holds
1950
House11,558
1 3,818
1,361
42,546
4,348
6,339
18,038
17,032
2,667
3,602
46,982
30,007
10,918
6,337
8,003
9,455
14,858
8,764
22,949
14,174
30,727
13,243
54,194
4,040
4,936

10,795
10,691
3,608
41,695
2,456
17,713
6,092
16,521
3,530
46,371
29,347
22,467
30,051
52,351
12,435
4,704
3,992

Mercer

4,325
5,325
3,013
10,524
3,981
9,702
10,268
4,020
51,519
4,333
7,216
6,798
1,774
4,055
1,468
8,700
39,362
59,350
5,367
10,663
40,826

5,155
3,944
10,029
3,726
50,283
3,823

Pike
Pulaski

3,666
6,797
1,415

St. Clair

5,083
38,653
8,222
57.035
10,034
. . . 39,724

Shelby
Stark

3,059
7,452
2,577
12,510
22,129

White
Will
Winnebago
Woodford
INDIANA
Allen

Cass
Clark
Clay

De Kalb
Dubois
Elkhart
Fayette
Floyd

3,167
7,795
2,31 1
2,651
12,818
22,627
26,627
5,517
4,549
4,569
6,656
14,895
37,366
6,388
6,533
15,757
45,848

25,642
4,331
4,263
6,443
14,523
6,141
45,298
6 186

6,325
,169,314
6,083
53,959 54,892
10,803
3,264
6,291
7,412
4,343
1,558
3,344
7,625
1 11,723
,429
11,120
12,689 5,107
7,326 13,674
9,141
7,761
9,414
2,498
7,352
2,748
6,982
7,326
5,163
7,821
5,510
7,731
26,653 27,308
7,970
5,963
24,941
6,588 25,659
. . : . . 12,609
6,820
6,391
5,437 13,245
5,658
3,977
4,240
5,128
8,916
18,160
9,405
5,292
18,607
8,513
9,076
8,833
6,376
5,047
1 7,374
3,423
16,451

Lake

9,794
8,370
4,704
5,768
7,309
1 7,868
3,305
3,862
1 0,363
02,088
99,842 1 22,276
4, Zi54
1 0,239
31 ,734
1 67,737
Q on

(Continued on page 42)
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Advertisement

From

where

>Sy Joe

Experienced

Marsh

Hand

Wanted

. Cappy Millefs back from visiting
relatives and tells about a big snow
storm that knocked out the electric
power for miles around.
Naturally, the local power company
was doing everything possible to restore service but a good many folks
kept calling in and one woman gave
them a new twist.
"/ don't mind not having lights,"
she grumbled, "but Fve got 20 cows
in my barn and they all have to be
milked by machine. Nobody around
here knows how to milk a cow by hand
any more."
From where I sit, it's only too easy
to forget how to do something — even
as simple as milking a cow — if we
don't keep at it. And that goes for
practicing tolerance, too. Like forgetting our neighbor has a right to decide for himself whether or not to
enjoy a temperate glass of beer. If we
don't keep the other fellow's point of
view in mind we're all Hable to get
"snowed under" by intolerance.

Copyright, 1952, United States Brewers Foundation
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STORM
SERVICE
Rendered by AM, TV
WINTER storms swept across the
nation in December, pointing up
radio-TV's effectiveness as a public service medium as demonstrated
in these reports reaching Broadcasting • Telecasting:
KGEZ Kalispell, Mont.— Worst
blizzard in many a year struck the
Flathead Valley in mountainous
western Montana Dec. 18. During
two-day period KGEZ relayed
messages from the stranded to
their relatives, flashed weather
and storm news items to listeners.
Communities in storm's path were
given advance warning to prepare.
The storm was progressing at the
rate of 20 miles per hour.
WLWT (TV) Cincinnati — As
cold, snow, sleet, ice carried by the
storm struck Cincinnati and environs, WLWT whipped into its
emergency plan, alerting the area
on changing weather conditions,
driving hazards and whether
schools and industry would be operating. Plan was formed following last year's bitter weather experience, station reports.
Simply, the plan was compilation
of phone numbers by which schools,
highway department and business
firms could call in all storm information to either WLWT or WLW,
the Crosley AM outlet. Areas included Dayton and Columbus,
WWLD (TV) and WWLC (TV)
respectively. Setting up and taking part in the emergency plan
were Newsmen Dallas DeWeese
and Peter Grant, Special Broadcast
Director Katherine Fox, WLW
Program Vice President William
Robinson, Assistant Director of
WLW TV Bernie Barth and
WLWT Program Director Lin
Mason.
WWNY
Watertown,
N. Y.—
Station cancelled
local and
network
commercial programs to broadcast
emergency messages to listeners,
suffering from the heaviest snowfall in the city's history. Virtually
all civic activity ceased. Because
of WWNY's emergency broadcasts,
two persons lost in the storm for
hours were found; a woman who
told the station her home was without fuel oil, was quickly supplied
with adequate fuel. All streets
were impassable, so the Watertown
Daily Times, which owns WWNY,
was unable to deliver copies to
subscribers.
Form

French

Assn.

A NEW French Canada Broadcasters Assn., replacing the Quebec
Assn. of Broadcasters, was formed
at Quebec early in December with
13 stamembershipwasofappointed
probabletions. A committee
to draft a constitution. Memberthis conship meeting
stitution is toto beapprove
called early in
1952. On the committee are Phil
Lalonde, CKAC Montreal; Henri
LePage, CHRC Quebec, and Flavius Daniel, CHLP Montreal. Representatives of nine Quebec staing. tions were at the formation meet-

KITE Employes Share
KITE San Antonio employes
have received second payment
in their share of the station's profits. These employes' payments averaged an
extra month's pay during
1951 for staff members with
a year or more of service.
Three staffers. Pearl Brewer,
office manager; Alec Chesser,
program director, and John
Siercovich, chief engineer,
have been with the station
since its inception in 1947. In
addition, KITE staffers are
paid a sliding-scale cost of
living allowance, which is
hinged to the U. S. Dept. of
Labor index. Besides the
usual vacations, KITE two
years ago established a policy of giving each employe
his birthday off, with pay.
, Charles W. Balthrope, KITE
president - general manager,
described the practice as "my
most expensive pastime," and
added, "I still think it's a
good investment, though, after four years."
U. S,-CANADA
To Extend Coneltad
COORDINATION of broadcast and
other electromagnetic radiation
signals between Canada and U. S.
in the event of air raids along border was subject of a U. S. -Canamonth.dian meeting in Washington last
Group drafted first draft of diplomatic note to be exchanged between the two countries. The note
is an agreement to coordinate
plans for broadcast stations and
other devices which radiate signals. For broadcasters, principal
interest is extension of Conelrad
plan to Canadian stations.
Meeting followed by a week the
issuance of an executive order by
President Truman making the FCC
officially responsible for the working of all segments of emergency
operation and silence during an
emergency [B»T, Dec. 17, 1951].
Group agreed to meet again by
mid-January
to get down to brass
tacks.
Those present included:
U. S. representatives — Don R. MacQuivey,
State USAF;
Dept., William
chairman;
Col.
Gomer Lewis,
L. Wight
Jr., State Dept.; Lt. Col. George L.
Wells, Air Defense Command, USAF;
A. Prose Walker, FCC; Robert D. Linx,
FCC; Ernest C. Thelemann. FCC;
George MacClain, FCC; Col. William
M. Talbot, Federal
Civil DefenseFCDA;
Administration; R. H. McRoberts,
Harry E. Roderick, FCDA.
Canadian representatives — G. C. W.
Brown,tions.controller
of chairman;
telecommunicaTransport Dept.,
W. A.
Caton, chief radio inspector, Transport
Dept.; W. B. Smith, radio engineer.
Transport Dept.; Wing Comdr. E. J.
Gauthier, RCAF; H. R. Finley, civil air
inspector,terson,Transport
Dept.; H.Transport
T. Patcivil air inspector,
Dept.;
Peter
Towe,
telecommunications
attache, Canadian Embassy.

PENTAGON'S Armed Forces Review,
heard on MBS the past six months
9-9:30 p.m. EST. Friday, moved to
9:30-10 p.m. time slot Jan. 4. Program
features music, documentary and military interviews.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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Radio Homes by Counties
um
(Continued from page 39)
bo
Radio
HouseHomes holds
ld
County
County
1950 1950
t
Martin
2,749 2,972 Wabash
Miami
8,i585 8,935 Warren
Monroe
12,140 12,888 Warrick
Montgomery
8,842 9,153 Washington
Morgan
6,718 7,132 Wayne
Newton
3,259 3,374 Wells
Noble
7,408 7,645 White
Ohio
1,203 1,282 Whitley
Orange
4,651 4,964
IOWA
Owen
3,328 3,613
Parke
4,632 4,907
Perry
4,456 4,865 Adair
Pike
4,266 4,617 Adams
Porter
10,931 11,183 Allamakee
Posey
5,409 5,829 Appanoose
Pulaski
3,464 3,654 Audubon
Putnam
6,084 6,344 Benton
Randolph
8,420 8,707 Black Hawk
Ripley
5,122 5,478 Boone
Rush
5,652 5,863 Bremer
Buchanan
St. Joseph
57,762 59,122
Scott
3,160 3,358 Buena Vista
Shelby
8,516 8,889 Butler
Spencer
4,224 4,576 Calhoun
Starke
4,233 4,439 Carroll
Cass
Steuben
5,028 5,221
Sullivan
7,378 7,832 Cedar
Cerro Gordo
Switzerland
2,191 2,341
Tippecanoe
19,455 19,954 Cherokee
Tipton
4,569 4,701 Chickasaw
Union
1,870 1,938 Clarke
Vanderburgh
45,643 47,644 Clay
Vermillion
6,014 6,297 Clayton
Vigo
31,937 33,512 Clinton

Radio holds
Homes 1950
House1950
8,532
2,51 1 2,618
8,787
5,962
4,539
6,390
19,677 20,120
4,907
5,939
5,465
6,123
5,606
5,675
5,785
780,969
3,745
3,873
2,687
4,376
2,767
6,011
4,577
3,411
3,513
6,711
6,354
28,649 29,204
6,897
8,210
5,364
8,412
5,562
5,536
6,348
5,758
5,150
6,451
5,061
5,315
6,227
5,170
5,765
6,348
5,081
5,943
13,453 13,798
4,957
5,244
4,177
5,063
2,901
4,329
5,403
3,044
6,439
5,491
14,491 14,847
6,700

Radio
HouseHomes holds
County
1950 1950
Crawford
5,524 5,695
Dallas
7,385 7,582
Davis
2,947 3,138
Decatur
3,554 3,749
Delaware
4,864 5,020
Des Moines
12,577 13,047
Dickinson
3,831 3,913
Dubuque
' 13,021
Emmet
4,001 13,540
4,138
Fayette
8,081 8,340
Floyd
6,259 6,419
Franklin
4,740 4,867
Fremont
3,763 3,883
Greene
4,677 4,787
Grundy
4,165 4,224
Guthrie
4,669 4,833
Hamilton
5,905 6,025
Hancock
4,243 4,330
Hardin
6,910 7,073
Harrison
5,607 5,902
Henry
5,130 5,338
Howard
3,55'1 3,748
Ida
3,235 3,301
Iowa
4,553 4,689
Jackson
5,272 5,485
Jasper
9,560
JefFerson .
4,715 9,825
4,911
3,7 11,491 11,871
Johnson
905,267 5,452
Jones
3,875 5,421
Keokuk
5,237
Kossuth
6,979
7,165
Lee
12,378 12,934
Linn
31,213 32,013
Louisa
3,272 3,401
Lucas
3,812 3,963
Lyon
3,968 4,086
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WATTS

Radio
Homes
County
1950
Madison
3,965
Mahaska
7,588
Marion
7,309
Marshall
10,544
Mills
3,477
Mitchell
3,969
Monona
4,586
Monroe
3,452
Montgomery
4,925
Muscatine
9,705
O'Brien
5,581
Osceola
2,850
Page
6,898
Palo Alto
4,257
Plymouth
6,359
Pocahontas
4,407
Polk
68,519
Pottawattamie
19,929
Poweshiek
5,398
Ringgold
2,931
Sac
5,144
Scott
28,932
Shelby
4,349
Sioux
7,035
Story
11,983
Tama
6,463
Taylor
3,888
Union
4,823
Van Buren
3,457
Wapello
14,067
Warren
5,121
Washington
5,821
Wayne
3,808
Webster
12,745
Winnebago
3,714
Winneshiek
5,682
Woodbury
30,272
Worth
3,115
Wright
5,944
KANSAS
Allen
5,584
Anderson
3,042
Atchison
6,016
Barber
2,584
Barton
8,534
Bourbon
5,949
Brown
4,669
Butler
9,304
Chase
1,469
Chautauqua
2,268
Cherokee
7,541
Cheyenne
1,607
Clark
1,162
Clay
3,768
Cloud
4,877
Coffey
3,180
Comanche
1,182
Cowley
11,094
Crawford
12,878
Decatur
1,897
Dickinson
6,648
Doniphan
*.
3,083
Douglas
8,913
Edwards
1,802
Elk
2,082
Ellis
4,603
Ellsworth
2,556
Finney
4,067
Ford
5,787
Franklin
6,024
Geary
5,846
Gove
1 ,083
Graham
1,345
Grant
1,220
Gray
1,325
Greeley
537
Greenwood
4,088
Hamilton
1,002
Harper
3,202
Harvey
6,343
Haskell
711
Hodgeman
868
Jackson
3,351
JefFerson
3,281
Jewell
2,967
Johnson
18,146
Kearny
923
Kingman
3,01
Kiowa
1,4351
Labette
8,809
Lane
775
Leavenworth
10,464
Lincoln
2,034
Linn
3,052
Logon
1,139
Lyon
8,009
McPherson
6,978
Marion
4,779
Marshall
5,539
Meade
1,573
Miami
5,352
Mitchell
3,021
Montgomery
14,444
Morris
2,609
Morton
743
Nemaha
4,038
Neosho
6,210
Ness
1,813
Norton
2,501
Osage
4,01
Osborne
2,6481
Ottawa
2,327
Pawnee
2,659
Phillips
2,843
Pottawatomie
3,583
(Continued on page 80)
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House- I
1950

7,888
10,781
7,543
3,622
3,615
4,817
4,117
1 5,051
0,036
'
holds
4,152 '
5,689
2,926
7,141
70,060
4,483
4,371
6,549
20,630
5,531
3,066
29,583
5,260
4,479
?,275
6,636
4,054
12,178
5,003 '
14,562
3,609
5,345
3,963
1 6,038
3,072
3,805
31,273
3,201
5,888
587,647
6,059
6,313
6,004
3,314
2,709
8,871
6,424
1,568
4,899
9,794
2,455
8,188
1,231
1,704
1 3,917
11,236
,641
5,128
13,642
,
3,412
2,012
9,362
6,896
3,294
1,899
2,231
4,861
2,662
4,350
6,375
6,034
6,045
1,175
569
1,467
1,292
1,398
4,382
1,075
749
919
3,349
6,594
3,603
961
18,746
3,539
3,173
1,493
3,160
10,992
9,361
804
2,134
1,214
3,354
8,413
7,276
5,020
5,806
1,670
3,180
5,718
15,448
808
2,752
4,251
6,635
1,925
2,718
4,272
2,779
2,421
2,778
3,028

• Telecasting
3,787

or a low-cost show with
high response . . in a Midwest
market with a terrific sales
potential . . get the details on
"Fisher 'Til One," the
WOWO record-and-news program that holds a big audience
nightly from 11:15 to 1:00.
Bill Fisher's unusual slant
draws letters from men and
women in 30 states, at a rate
of more than a thousand a
week. One

recent oflfer, for

example, drew well over two
thousand replies, of which
some 60 percent came from
communities outside Fort
Wayne.
In addition to a varied musical
hill of fare, Bill features taperecorded interviews with all
sorts of interesting personalities, from state governors to
bootblacks. And every halfhour, he halts the proceedings
for two minutes of late news.

'espoPs

e.foaJ

This, briefly, is the formula
that keeps the "Fisher 'Til
One" audience growing. It's a
formula that can sell for you

5^

in W OWO's widespread territory! Check with WOWO
or
Free & Peters.

WESTINGHOUSE

RADIO

STATIONS

Inc

W
KYW • KDKA • KEX • WBZ • WBZA • WOWO • WBZ-TV
National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for WBZ-TV; for WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales
BROADCASTING
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RADIO

HIGHLIGHTS

As Reported
(Television Highlights of 1951 are
on page 75)
Jan. 1 — Total radio time sales in 1950
(after trade deductions but before
agency commission deductions) were
$448,198,000, up 5.4% over sales in 1949,
Dr. Kenneth H. Baker, NAB research
director, estimates. But operating costs
were $376.8 million in 1950, also up
5.4% over 1949.
Jan. 1 — NBC decides to shelve proposal to reduce nighttime radio rates
in TV markets, after majority of affiliates express opposition.
Jan. I — Pulse Inc. survey for Free &
Peterspal news
findssource.
radio is America's princiJan. 1 — FCC announces new antenna
construction
effective Feb.and
15, marking
to reducerules,
alleged
hazards to air traffic.
Jan. 4 — William B. Ryan, NAB general manager, elected president of
Broadcast Advertising Bureau at
$36,000 salary first year, $40,000 the
second and $50,000 the third.

In BROADCASTING

Jan. 15 — Upsurge of new business on
major radio networks accounts for
sales of 15 hours and 35 minutes per
week of regular schedules plus IOV4
hours of short-term campaigns.
Jan. 15 — FCC orders all stations to
fill out detailed questionnaire on horse
race information they broadcast.
Jan. 22— BROADCASTING • TELECASTING YEARBOOK estimates 1950
radio time sales at $453.6 million, compared with $425.4 million in 1949.
Jan. 22— William S. Paley, CBS chairman of board,
namedPolicy
chairman
of government Materials
Commission.
Jan. 22 — Musicians union presents destations
networksmandsthatto key
include
ban onof allradio
recorded
music between 8 a. m. and midnight,
50% pay increase.
Jan. 23— New McFarland bill (S 658)
to streamline
duced in Senate.FCC procedures introFeb. 5 — comes
NABNational
structure
beAssn. overhauled,
of Radio and
Television Broadcasters, names Justin

OF

• TELECASTING

Miller, ex-NAB president, chairman of
combined
boardradio
composed
of autonomous 25-man
and 13-man
TV
boards.
Feb. 16 — Glen McDaniel, vice president
of RCA, elected
presidentAssn.
of RadioTelevision
Manufacturers
Feb. 26 — Procter & Gamble first among
radio network advertisers for 1950,
spending
Labs Mills
second with $15.5
$7.89 million;
million;Miles
General
third with $7.82 million, according to
BeT tion
analysis
of Publishers InformaBureau reports.
Mar. 1— Edgar Kobak elected chairman
reau.board of Broadcast Advertising Buof
Mar. 5 — NBC's gross income in 1950
was
$92 the
million,
27% bie^er
before;
increase
entirelythandueyearto
TV.
Mar. 10 — Alfred I. duPont Memorial
Awards go to NBC-TV Commentator
John Cameron
Swayze,NewWFIL-TV
adelphia and WAVZ
Haven. PhilMar. 19— Assn. of National Advertisers

°^ Sr. ■

AT

CHICAGO
NEW

YORK

DETROIT
DALLAS
ATLANTA
CHARLOTTE
ST, LOUIS
MEMPHIS
SAN FRANCISCO
LOS ANGELES
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1951

fife
^or.

'''t

issues second report claiming TV has
cut into radio evening time values by
as much as 60%.
Mar. 26 — CBS gross radio network
billings in 1950 were $70.7 million, up
12% over
nual report.1949. according to CBS anApr. 2 — Harold Fellows, manager of
WEEI Boston, elected president of
NARTB.
Apr. 12 — CBS, in stock exchange, acquires Hytron Radio & Electronics
Corp., which makes radio and TV sets,
subject to stockholder approval.
Apr. 13 — nounces
CBS,reductions
in surprise
anof 10-15%move,
in radio
network rates effective July 1.
Apr. 16-19— CBS rate reduction and
probable cussionrepercussions
at annual NARTBdominate
meeting dis-at
Chicago's Stevens Hotel, although subject isn't on agenda.
Apr.
18 — Some
700 officials
of networkaffiliated
stations,
all in Chicago
for
annual NARTB convention, hold spontaneous meeting to protest CBS rate
cut and urge other networks not to
follow suit. Meeting ends with election of Paul W. Morency, WTIC Hartford, as chairman of Affiliates Committee charged with staving off further
rate cuts
and with restoring equilibrium to radio.
May 3 — NBC announces it will cut its
radio network rates 10-15%, following
CBS pattern.
May 18 — ABC announces it will cut its
radio network rates 15%) between 1
p. m. and 10:30 p. m.
May 22 — President Truman reappoints
FCC.
Wayne Coy to seven-year term on
May 23— ABC and United Paramount
Theatres enter merger agreement, subject to FCC approval, in $25 million
deal. As part of transaction, CBS
would cagoacquire
UPT's WBKB (TV) Chifor $6 million.
May 28 — George A. Richards, chairman
of
board of WJR Detroit, WGAR Clevetroit.
land, KMPC Los Angeles, dies in DeMay
— Mutualrate completes
round of
radio 29
network
cuts by announcing
extra 10% discount on afternoon and
eveningnoon rate.
time, plus cut in Sunday afterMay 31 — Sen. William Benton introduces bill to set up National Citizens
Advisory Board for Radio -and Telestandards.vision, to "advise" FCC on program
June 1 — U. S. Court of Appeals rules
that Transitcasting deprives bus and
street car passengers of liberty without
due process of law.
June 10 — U. S. Census Bureau reports
40,093,000 of the 42,520,000 U. S. homes
have radios — 95.6% saturation.
June 11 — President Truman nominates
FCC Comr. Frieda B. Hennock to New
York federal judgeship.
June 22 — ABC reorganized into four
divisions — ABC Radio Network, ABC
Television Network, ABC Owned Radio vision
Stations
andeach
ABCheaded
Ownedby TeleStations,
vice
president.
June 22 — NBC announces new code of
radio and television broadcast standards, specifying, among other things,
limits on commercial messages.
July 12—
TheatresABC-United
merger approval Paramount
asked of FCC.
July 16 —sions,CBS
reorganized heading
into six each:
diviwith presidents
CBS
Radio
Division,
Howard
S.
ghan; CBS Television Division, J.Mei-L.
Van Volkenburg; CBS Laboratories
Division,
bia Inc.,Adrian
David Murphy;
H. Cogan;CBS-ColumColumbia
Records Inc., James B. Conkling; Hytron Radio & Electronics Corp., Bruce
A. Coffin.
July 30 — B«T TRENDS survey finds
local spot radio volume hitting new
highs; on the average it was 14.1%
bigger in May, 1951, than in May, 1950.
Aug. 6 — Ford Foundation
vision-Radio Workshop, creates
financedTeleby
(Continued on page 46)
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NEWS

ON

■

OPINION

vs.

Washington,

TRUTH
D.

VIEWS

AUTOMOBILES

ABOUT

C. —

and

NEW

CAR

We Asked

DEALERS

for

It.

Recently,

we

commissioned

Elmo

Roper's famous firm to ask the American people about, a subject close
the opinions of Americans about new car dealers.
They had been, you

to our hearts:
may remember,

the

war

topic of a lot of loose talk during
mobile shortages, to say the least.

the

difficult

years

And We Got It.
In due course, as editors like
tors, the results came back — tastefully bound in light

of world

and

auto-

to say to hopeful contribublue, and emblazoned with an

impressive title: "Attitudes of the American People Toward New Car Dealers." Well,
some of the opinions were good, some were bad.
We hadn't expected them all to be
good.
We read them with the greatest interest, all the same, as you can imagine.
What
tions as new
dealing with

Did

They

Mean?

We found,

to put

it briefly,

that

while

our

reputa-

car dealers were pretty good among people who'd had some experience of
us, many American families took a dim view of us.
In the words of the

man who analysed the survey results, dealer public relations- "left a good deal to be
desired."
But the analysis showed that some of the poor opinions were based on
hearsay evidence.
In that degree, they were misconceptions about us.
So What Did We Do?
Well, for one thing, we didn't echo the words of a
19th century industrialist, who roared: "The public be damned I"
We were disturbed. So we set out to correct practices, where we could — and to intensify our
relations effort to correct as many as possible of those misconceptions about

famous
public

us.
We wanted to throw some new light on the new car dealer — a man
all, one of our trustworthy businessmen, a man of integrity who cares
driving

munity's welfare (witness the millions of dollars' worth
classes and safety demonstrations by dealers).
And

How

Do We Do

It?

is a local approach — one for
can give him, and all the help

We believe

that

the

of cars

proper

approach

the community new car dealer,
we can give you to give him.

effort, we've put together a kit — a portfolio of facts,
histories, copy approaches, program outlines, spot guides.
sent, not to dealers, but to radio and television station
people who are concerned with dealer advertising.

lent

who is, after
about his comto high

to our

school

problem

with all the help
To help with that

we

ideas, suggestions, case
These kits are being
personnel and newspaper

Would You Like One?
If you haven't received one of these kits, maybe
you'd like to have one.
Let us know.
We think it will be helpful to you — and
thus to our dealers who need to tell their true story in the best way.

one
Any
for

further

of a series from the ISational Automobile Dealers Association —
material contained herein may he reproduced without permission.
information

or research

Director of Public Relations, N.A.D.A.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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material

on New

17th St. N.W.

Car Dealers
Washington

write

6, D. C.

or phone
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Radio Highlights
(Continued from page i^)

ASSOCIATED Tulsa Broadcasters mode the slogan, "Wherever You Go,
There's Radio," literally true during Tulsa radio week, Dec. 2-8. Six stations
went all out in a mutual promotion effort to stimulote radio listening and
timebuying. High spot was talk by Dr. Forrest L. Whan, research consultant.
Head table guests included (I to r) W. G. Skelly, KVOO owner; Bill Johnston,
executive secretary, ATB; Dr. Whan; Bob Jones, KRMG general manager;
William B. Way, KVOO vice president-general manager; Dr. John E. Brown,
president, John Brown U., which just bought KOME; Jim Neal, KAKC general manager; Dr. C. I. Pontius, U. of Tulsa president; Bud Blust, KTUL
commercial manager, and Lawson Taylor, KFMJ general manager.
CANDY SUIT

Only ONE

Station

DOMINATES
This

Rich,

Growing

15-COUNTY
MARKET
With
1950 PER CAPITA
EFFECTIVE
INCOME

BUYING
OF

$745.00*

*Sales Management, 1951
Survey

of Buying Power

AM.FM
WINSTON-SALEM
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Settlement' Is Delayed
SUIT BROUGHT against Breaker
Confections Inc., Chicago candy
manufacturer, by ABC and M. and
M. Ltd., Newark candy maker, may
not be settled for two years because
of a crowded federal district court
docket, although a temporary restraining order was granted. Court
stopped Breaker Confections from
using the figure of a clown jumping through a hoop on a bag of
candy called "Super Circles."
ABC and M. and M. charge unfair trade practices. ABC carries
a network TV show. Super Circus,
which features a clown and a hoop.
M. and M. is co-sponsor of the
weekly show. The case was not
based on violations of trademark
registration, as provided for in the
Lanham Act.
Judge Walter J. LaBuy of Federal District Court admitted unique
court evidence by permitting the
showing of a Super Circus kinescope, adding it was the "most ena court. joyable" evidence he'd yet seen in
Walter Emerson, ABC Chicago
attorney, and Rogers and Woodson,
Chicago law firm, are handling the
case for ABC and M. and M., Milton J. Sabath for Breaker.
Likes Losing Business
KFLD Floydada, Tex., likes
to "lose business" this successful way. Station had
broadcast just two spots for
the local Cone cotton gin and
three for the Barwise gin
when emergency phone calls
put a stop to further scheduling. Within two hours after
the first spot, over 600
wagons loaded with West
Texas cotton bales had rolled
up to the two plants and
swamped available facilities.

ALASKAN
MARKET
KFAR, KENI Cite Increases
MIDNIGHT Sun Broadcasting Co.
(KFAR Fairbanks and KENI Anchorage, Alaska) reported last
week both national spot and network accounts are at the highest
level in the history of the company.
Among factors responsible for the
upsurge in national business are
great government defense expenditures now being poured into the
Fairbanks and Anchorage areas
and a resultant heavy increase in
both population and general business activity in both markets, firm
said.
KFAR and KENI are afliliated
with NBC, ABC and Mutual-Don
Lee and many advertisers placing
programs on these networks in
the states are now adding KFAR
and KENI to their list, firm stated.
Examples in recent weeks are
NBC's Halls of Ivy (Joseph Schlitz
Brewing Co.); ABC's Walter Winchell
(Richard
; NBC's
Phil Harris
and Hudnut)
Alice Faye
Show
(RCA Victor) ; NBC's Mario Lanza
Show (Coca-Cola); ABC's This is
Your FBI (Equitable Life Assurance) Mutual's Ma7i on the Farm
(Quaker
Oats)(Camels).
and ABC's Richard Diamond
New national spot accounts buying KFAR and KENI include A.
Schilling & Co., Miller's Brewing
Co., Superior Biscuit Co., Anheuser
Busch Inc., Pacific Northern Airlines, Albers Milling Co., Coleman
Lamp
Starlac. & Stove Co. and Borden's
Due to the fact Alaska produces
very little in the way of consumer
goods, practically everything consumed there carries a national
brand label and is shipped in from
the states. Because of Alaska's
boom-time market, Midnight Sun
predicts a continuing upsurge in
national spot and network business
for 1952.

$1.2
million grant,
to produce
culturaleducational
programs
for broadcast
on
commercial stations.
Aug. 23-24— First NARTB district meeting of 1951 (District 4) at Roanoke, Va.,
protests network rate cuts.
Aug. 24— NARTB analysis shows 75%
of all radio stations made profit in 1950,
as compared with 67% year before.
Aug. 27— Special A. C. Nielsen study
done for BT shows morning radio
listening in 1951 is bigger than ever.
Aug. 27—
ABC-United
mountFCC
Theatressets
merger
applicationParafor
consolidated hearing with Paramount
Pictures-DuMont license renewals at
unscheduled date, apparently intending to explore
whole question of movie
interests
in broadcasting.
Sept. 17— B#T Trends survey reports
business volume on radio stations will
be
14.53%
bigger in fall of 1951 than
in fall
of 1950.
Sept. 24 — New Jersey Superior Court
issues precedent-setting opinion that
the ing
Billfreedom
of Rights
provisions
of speech
and pressprotectapply
to broadcasting.
Oct. 5 — NBC announces new radio Economic Plan, including rate revisions,
realignment of basic stations, freedom
of choice for advertiser in how many
(or how few) markets to use.
Oct. 8 — U. S. Dept. of Commerce reports average income of radio-TV employes is highest in all U. S. industry.
Oct. 15 — Radio-TV properties of General Tire & Rubber Co. and R. H. Macy
& Co. will merge. Radio properties:
WOR New York, WNAC Boston, WEAN
Providence, WONS Hartford, KHJ Los
Angeles, KFRC San Francisco and
KGB San Diego. TV properties: M^ORTV New LosYork,
WNAC-TV Boston,
KHJ-TV
Angeles.
Oct. 31 — After Senate Judiciary Committee pigeonholes her nomination as
federal judge, FCC Comr. Frieda B.
Hennock announces she will stay on
FCC, declines
offer of interim appointment by President.
Nov. 8 — Affiliates Committee criticizes
up.
NBC Economic Plan, says it will turn
its guns on any similar plan that crops
Nov. 15 — NBC marks 25th anniversary.
Nov. 19antee
— NBC
announces
guarcirculation
of someit will
programs,
with money back to advertisers if
promised pressions
number
of advertising imnot delivered.
Nov. 26— CBS Radio President Howard
S. Meighan
of network radiosays
ratesre-evaluation
is premature
and
"dependent on obsolete data."
Nov. 29 — FCC renews licenses of Richards stations, WJR Detroit, WGAR
Cleveland, KMPC Los Angeles, ending
three-year case that started when stations were charged with slanting news.
Nov. 30— NBC Affiliates at annual convention vote 3-1 urging network to
delay putting new rate formula into
effect
until
question thoroughly researched.
Dec. 10 — CBS Radio announces new
radio network selling policies; will let
sponsors use reasonable minimum of
affiliates provided programs made
available in other markets for sale to
non-competitive advertisers; substivolume discounts for stationtuteshourdollar
discounts.
Dec. 11 — Louis G. Caldwell, dean of radio law, dies in Washington at 60.
Dec. 17— B»T reports the FCC is looking into network radio rate plans to see
whether the networks are building up
TV at radio's expense.
Dec. 24 — A B«T special year-end survey finds radio business prospects for
1952 are best in history. AM stations
believe total billings in first quarter of
1952 will be 12,65% bigger than in first
quarter of 1951.
Dec. 31 — A projection of new U.S. Census homes
Bureauinfigures
radio
the U.S.shows
as of 42,427,000
Jan. 1, 1952.
SIGHTMASTER Corp., New Rochelle,
N. Y., reported net profit for fiscal
year fore
ending
taxes. Sept. 30 of $60,243.93 be-
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SINSATIONAL

40,000,000

were
sensational
Saturday

jolted by this

series

Evening

Additional

in

the

Post! . . .

millions of

it as a "Must

See"

.

movie!

. . .]

FORI

the history of radio
a thrilling

has

document

such
been

so brilliantly dramatized

Based

I .

on

\he

re

life experiences
MATT

CVETI

. . . For nine years
posed

he

as a Conrtmunist

for the F. B. /.

m

^USTRY!

ALF-HOUR

SERIES

See

America

First

FROM April 1950 througrh 1951 radio was
being- written off the map by a lot of Madison
Avenue heavy thinkers who can plot a nation's
destiny by surveying opinion at a single table
at 21.
They figured out a campaign that forced
sizable radio rate reductions in mid-1951 and
doubtless are still at work on future efforts
of similar purpose.
Some new information from the U.S. Census
Bureau may, however, render their plans more
difficult. The Bureau says that since it counted
noses in April 1950, the number of U.S. households has increased from 42,856,051 to 44,380,000 as of Jan. 1, 1951. By the most conservative projection, that means that the number
of radio homes now stands at 42,427,000.
That's about 2,300,000 more radio homes
than the Bureau reported in a preliminary
estimate of its April 1950 census. Actually,
the increase is unquestionably bigger. The
RTMA says that more than 13 million radio
receivers have been made since the census was
taken and certainly not all of them were replacements.
There must be something wrong here. While
the Madison Avenue experts were observing
radio's decline and fall, radio was really growing bigger and healthier every day.
It's a long way from the 21 Club to America. We think maybe some of 21' s customers
ought to try to make the trip.

The

Radio-TV

Elections:

I

IT IS NOT difficult to understand why some
newspapers have already begun to object, on
a high, ethical and intellectual plane, of course,
to the networks'
sales of political convention
coverage
to sponsors.
In a way, we don't blame the newspapers for
being worried about these financial arrangements, which will provide rather large funds
to pay for elaborate coverage. If we were
competing with radio and television in covering
the forthcoming political events, we'd be
awfully worried too.
In past political years it's been tough enough
for newspapers to compete with radio alone.
(Franklin D. Roosevelt, a great radio voice,
was repeatedly reelected despite a predominance of newspaper opposition.) Now that
television has been established, the newspaper
will find the rivalry even more taxing.
Now of course the newspapers are not bringing up matters of this kind in their arguments
against broadcast sponsorship. They are objecting because they say that commercial radio-TV broadcasts will somehow degrade the
serious business of selecting Presidential
candidates and lead to biased reporting.
We fail to see how either of these objections
can be entertained seriously. To begin with,
the networks are veterans at handling political
coverage, and the record will show that over
many years they have carried it off with as
much impartiality as was humanly possible.
As to the chance of bias in select'ng candidates for appearance on the air, there isn't
any, or at least so little that it is not worth
considering. Federal law compels broadcasters
to give equal treatment to all.
The fact that broadcasts will be sponsored
does not in any way detract from the public
Page 50
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usefulness they will serve. We do not imagine
that the newspapers which are objecting to
commercialism will withdraw all advertising
from the editions carrying political news.
The plain truth is that both radio and the
remarkable reporting instrument of television
will be of more importance in this political
year than the press will be. That is simply because, as mechanical devices, they are fundamentally superior to the press and also because several advertisers will help provide the
big money it takes to do a thorough job.
No matter how thick a smoke screen of fake
ethics the press may try to blow up, the U. S.
public in 1952 will get the best and clearest
look at national political campaigning it ever
got in all the history of this democracy.
Rule

^

our respects to:

Britannia

HAVING troubles of their own, our good
friends, the British, and our good neighbors,
the Canadians, have slowed down their generation-old campaign to "BBC-ize" world broadcasting. Indeed, there are signs that the
British, due to their economic plight, might go
partially commercial, following the dual pattern in Canada and other British dominions.
The new Churchill government, according to
informed reports, intends to remedy this^ Most
significant is the presence on the Churchill
cabinet of Selwyn Lloyd as the new minister
of state. He is the legislator who, after a
survey of radio-TV activities in the United
States last year (we had the pleasure of supplying him with considerable data), submitted
a minority report to that of the so-called
Beveridge Committee. Whereas the majority
report recommended continuance of the BBC
monopoly, Mr. Lloyd urged commercial comIjetition for BBC.
Of more immediate concern are the antics
of the Canadian government-control advocates.
In Canada there's the incongruous situation
wherein the state-controlled CBC operates the
main commercial stations and networks and,
at the same time, regulates the privatelyowned stations — its competitors. CBC takes
the pick of the U. S. network radio programs
through a central control board. It proposes
to do the same thing in television — doling out
to itself the first channels, with no provision
for private operators to enter TV at all.
The absurdity of the Canadian position is
reflected in a recent debate in Parliament.
Socialist Leader M. J. Coldwell said that to let
private interests develop television would be
"a punishment on the Canadian people." He
was convinced Canadians would rather wait
"than have the kind of television inflicted on
them that they have in the United States."
That calumny should not go unchallenged.
If that is so, then why are plans being pursued
posthaste to interconnect Toronto and Montreal with Buffalo?
The obvious answer is that the CBC, as
both operator and regulatory authority, wants
to follow in TV the pattern it has used so succes ful y in radio. It will pipe in the pick of
the programs of the four U. S. TV networks —
those same programs abhorred by Socialist
Coldwell. The top-rated radio programs in
Canada are the U. S. network programs. And
so it will be in TV.
We are not trying to mind Canada's business, but the very term democracy connotes
free enterprise. Apparently there's no intention to have free enterprise in Canada television, since there's no provision to allot
channels to free enterprise broadcasters, ready,
willing and able to risk their capital, even in
competition with the state-controlled CBC.

HENRY

BREVARD

CLAY

IT IS A vard
BASIC
assumption
with Henry
BreClay, general
manager
of KWKH
Shreveport, La., that radio is the greatest
advertising medium in the world per dollar
spent.
And, Mr. Clay adds, he will include television along with any other medium in the com"People in radio," he says, "do not realize
parison.
the value of the medium, simply because of its
acceptance; acceptance by those who direct and
use it, and by the public. It is accepted without thought or comment.
"But the power of radio is greater by far
than the public realizes. It has been only recently that national surveys have begun to
show station operators the tremendous selling
power of radio.
"Nine times out of 10, if a person cannot remember 'where he heard it,' he heard it on radio. It is the subconscious effect of radio that
makes its message remembered and therefore
a vital,
force."
Belief selling
in radio
is but one of two precepts
which have motivated and guided Mr. Clay's
radio career. The second precept has been the
strict observance of sound business principles.
"The first thing I learned in radio," he recalls, "was the fact of general inefficiency in
radio operation. Drawing a line between 'talent' and office personnel has been one of my
major
The two don't young
mix." age of 33,
Even targets.
at the comparatively
Mr. Clay has a well-founded right to discuss
sound business principles. He began learning
about business principles 22 years ago.
Henry Clay was born in Atlanta, Dec. 9,
1918. Came 1929 and young Henry, one of 10
children, got a realistic lesson about the basic
economics of life.
At age 11 he began delivering 250 copies
daily of the Atlanta Constitution. Saturdays
he earned $2.50 additional by working from 6
a. m. to midnight in a chain grocery store.
From high school on he worked summers for
the telephone company — "In the manholes as
well as on the poles," he recalls with a smile.
High school behind him, he worked for the
rhone company a full year to set aside money
for furthering his education. With that money,
and a partial scholarship, he enrolled at Vanderbilt U., in Nashville.
Scholarship students are required to maintain an A-B average which Mr. Clay did in his
economics and history course. That in itself is
a time-consuming task but Mr. Clay had enough
(Contimied on page 57)
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A million voices
selling throughout
Radio Southwest*
Your product story
is told in over a
million homes— not
only in the concentrated
Dallas- Ft. Worth metropolitan
area, but in 171 counties
of Texas, Oklahoma and
Arkansas— told to an
audience with a spendable
income of better than
$7 billion.

Coverage in the
.5IVIV M Contours:
WFAA-820 (50 KW)
116,000 Square miles,
1,143,000 Radio homes.
WFAA-570 (5 KW)
95,214 Square miles,
964,000 Radio homes.
-Ji< Radio Southwest: primary coverage
area of
Radio Service of the Dallas Morning News
Martin B. Campbell, Gen'l Mgr.

NBC - ABC - TQN Affiliates
Edward Retry & Co., Inc., National Representatives

OPS

of
Fitting a Medium
to a Market

ACUSE
NBC
WSYR AFFItlAm

Covers

ALi

of the Rich

Write, Wire, Phone
or
AsIc Headley-Reed

of
Fitting a Medium
to a Market

ACUSE
NBC
WSYR AFFILIATE

Covers

ALL

of the Rich
Central

NX

Market

Write, Wire, Phone
or
Ask Headley-Reed
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COMPLIANCE
Firms to Be Checked
"IMMEDIATE" compliance will be
sought of manufacturers who failed
to file proposed new price ceilings
under the Dec. 19 deadline, OPS
Director Edward Morgan said last
Wednesday.
The deadline applied to producers subject to GPR 22, who were
required to submit data on Form
8 in compliance with OPS instructions. Radio-TV set makers were
exempt pending issuance of tailored directives early this year
[B»T, Dec. 31, 10, Nov. 19, 1951].
Mr. Morgan also noted that
manufacturers of a fairly wide
range of products had been given
the option of continuing to price
under general price regulations.
No deadline was set for applications of producers who wish to take
advantage of the so-called Capehart formula for advertising and
other cost allowances.
The allowance amendment, sponsored by Sen. Homer E. Capehart
(R-Ind.), enables manufacturers
to include the cost of advertising,
selling, administration and research, plus labor and materials
costs, in computations looking toward revised ceiling prices.
Mr. Morgan said plans are under
study for a compliance survey and
that non-complying firms will be
faced with injunctive actions in
U. S. district courts.
OPS has received only 120,000
Form 8 applications thus far and
said between 5,000 and 10,000 had
failed to file by the deadline. These
firms, OPS added, "have not established legal ceiling prices for their
commodities."

'AD WOMAN' JUDGES
Three Named to Panel
PANEL of judges to select the
1952 Advertising Woman of The
Year was announced last week by
Helen Corathers, chairman of the
council on Women's Advertising
Clubs and vice president of the
Advertising Federation of America,
which sponsors the award.
Judges are Clarence Francis, Board
chairman of General Foods Corp; Richard Babcock, President of Farm Journal and Pathfinder; and Beatrice
Adams, executive vice president of
Gardner Adv. Co., St. Louis. The presentation will be made during the AFA
convention in New York June 8-11.
Deadline for entries is April 1.
Contest

front office
OMAS B. PRICE, vice president and sales manager WBVP Beaver
Falls, Pa., appointed station manager.
BILL WHITLOCK, Midwest-Kansas City representative Harry S. Goodman Co., appointed executive vice president and general manager KRES,
St. Joseph, Mo.
CHARLES

N. EVANS, manager WIZE Springfield, appointed general
manager WING Dayton, Ohio. ARTHUR L. MARTIN, program director
WIZE, appointed manager.
NORMAN J. HENDERSHOT, sales
manager Sudler & Henessey, N. Y.,
commercial art firm, to ABC, as account executive.

Mr. Evans

HEADLEY-REED Co., N. Y., appointed national representative for
KSFO San Francisco and WCOS Columbia, S. C.

Mr. Martin

C. RICHARD WATTS, sales manager KGN Knoxville, Tenn., to WFMYTV Greensboro, N. C, as account executive.
DEAN R. UPSON, commercial manager KTBS Shreveport, La., to staff
WAPI-WAFM (FM)-TV Birmingham.
DAVE MEBLIN, salesman KSFO San Francisco, to KGO-TV San Francisco, in same capacity. He replaces ED HEWITT. Mr. Meblin is replaced
at KSFO by Tom Boise, formerly with KSL and KSL-TV Salt Lake City.
RICHARD A. MOORE, general manager KTTV (TV) Hollywood, named
vice president and member of board of directors.
Comdr. C. P. EDWARDS, deputy minister of the Dept. of Transport,
Ottawa, retired on Dec. 15 after 42 years in Canadian government
service. He was an early associate of Marconi in development of radio
transmission in Canada.

GEORGE P. ADAIR, former FCC chief engineer, and Mrs. Adair, as
his administrative assistant, have returned after seven week, 30,000 mile
mission for Economic Recovery Administration. Trip carried them from
Europe to Indo-China for survey of telecommunications in French possession under special EGA assignment. ROBERT E. RITCH, associate,
was in charge of Adair engineering consultancy in Washington during
Mr. Adair's absence.
MARV

SHAPIRO, sales representative WCAU-TV Philadelphia, appointed boxing judge by Pennsylvania State Athletic Assn. . . . PAUL H.
GOLDMAN, vice president-general manager, KNOE Monroe, La., named
chairman, public relations committee, Monroe- West Monroe Chamber of
Commerce. . . .

Deadline

CLOSING deadline of Guedel's
Dinky Foundation $2,000 contest
[B«T, Dec. 10, 1951] for the best
public service messages on sponsored ti-anscontinental radio and
TV programs, was extended last
week to Jan. 15. Scheduled to close
Dec. 31, contest's closing date was
extended because of holiday season
pressure, according to John Guedel,
herd of John Guedel Productions,
Hollywood. One thousand dollars
award is to be made in each category.

So the new year begins, as
well as all during the year,
listeners in the Jackson area
continue to depend on popular
WJDX (the "Voice of Mississippi")tainment
for news,
enterand for for
advertising

REPRESENTED NATIONALLYs
GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY CO.
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What's
in

adeauate

Because

your

stake

railroad

revenue?

railroad service is vital to the life and

of the nation

and

everyone

in it, you have

progress

a real stake

in railroad health and prosperity. That's why America's
railroads feel that you will want to know about their
need for more

revenue — to enable

ing your transportation

It takes money

needs

to keep up tracks and buildings

and signals ... to keep cars and engines in running condition ... to operate trains and turn out
transportation service.
It takes still more

money

to buy new cars and

locomotives, lay heavier rail, install improved
signals, build better shops, and make all the
other improvements necessary to keep pace with
national transportation needs.
Since the end of 1945, the railroads hayje spent
an average of more than a billion dollars a year
on improvements alone — including more than
400,000 new freight cars and 13,000 new locomotive units.
But still more is needed — and since fighting began in Korea the railroads have ordered 200,000
freight cars and more than 5,000 new units of
locomotive power.
In part this has been — and is being — financed

Association

of

and

them

those of the nation.

through installment buying of cars and locomotives; in part, through drawing on the working
capital of the railroads.
But this working capital has now been diminished to where the railroads have in their treasuries only a little more than enough to cover
current cash expenditures for one-half of one
month.
National needs of commerce

• Telecasting

and defense require

that expansion and improvement of facilities
must go on. To meet the expenditures necessary,
the railroads can no longer rely on reserves. They
must depend on the kind of financing which can
be supported only by earnings more nearly adequate than in 1951.
Such earnings — needed to sustain the credit
without which the railroads could not continue
their vital program of building to meet transportation demands — can come only from freight
rates based on current costs.

American

Transportation Building, Washington

BROADCASTING

to keep on meet-

Railroads
6, D. C.
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MARKET
DATA
for Counties Covered by
K-NUZ Houston, Texas
Population
1,073,940
Radio Homes
314,446
Retail Sales $ 13,433,056,500
Food Sales
323,428,000
Drug Sales
40,732,600
Apparel Sales
100,617,000
Home Furnishing Sales. 80,845,800
Auto Supply Sales. . .
93,859,700
BIdg.S Hardware Sales 116,781,200
Food 8 Beverage Sales. 93,113,000
SRDS Consumer Morlels 19511952 for oil morkel figures.

^uiFORJOE
Dave Morris
Genera! Manager
KE-2S81

HOUSTON'S LEADING INDEPENDENT
IT WILL PAY YOU TO LOOK
INTO OUR TOP HOOPERATED
AVAILABILITIES.
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MULTITAPE
Speeds Tape Copying
NEW PROCESS of duplicating
tape-recorded programs has been
announced by Rawdon Smith
Assoc., Washington, following sevral years of development. The
process is described as adaptable
to television and motion pictures.
The machine can turn out 40
copies of a half-hour tape program
in one hour without coupling two or
more standard tape recorders under
current techniques.
Co-developers of the method are
L. S. Toogood, Chicago, and Rawdon Smith, Washington consulting
engineer. The new process permits
duplication described as indistinguishable from the original tape, or
even better if equalizing techniques
are used to overcome flaws.
Known as Multitape, the new
process has attracted the interest
of NBC and other networks as well
as military and government officials. Dr. Smith demonstrated the
machine publicly for the first time
last Friday.
Should Remove Barrier
John Shields, vice president of
Rawdon Smith Assoc., said development of a tape duplicating process should remove the main barrier to development of magnetic
tape recording. The machine can
turn out nine copies of a program
simultaneously, operating at a
speed far in excess of program
speed. It can duplicate a 1,200-foot
master tape (half -hour program)
in 10 minutes, he said.
Mr. Shields said the process can
be adapted to motion picture and
TV program duplication by the
use of wider tape. He did not disclose how far research has progressed in these fields.
He explained that the Multitape
process can turn out tape-recorded
programs of exactly same length
as the original, whereas older and
slower methods could not exactly
match the running time. Both plastic and paper tape can be used, with
paper bringing down costs.
RELIGIOUS OUTLET
KYBS (FM) Leaves Air
KYBS (FM) Dallas went off the
air Dec. 16, writing finis to an experiment by the Baptist General
Convention of Texas to create a
religious network of FM stations
in the state.
After a little more than two
years and an expenditure of about
$130,000, KYBS failed to develop
the kind of listening audience hoped
for in "bringing Christ into the
home," it was reported.
Original plans had been to create a chain of Baptist-supported
FM stations in Texas, with KYBS
to serve as the key station. Dr. R.
Alton Reed, director of public relations and radio activities for the
Baptist Convention, will assist a
committee in disposing of the station's properties.

air-casters

BURROU
LL or
RUSSE
supervis
NBC GHS,
Radiobusiness
Hollywood, named operations supervisor in addition to his present duties. New title is business and operwood. ations supervisor NBC Radio HollyRAY F. McCarthy appointed diLouis. rector of public affairs KMOX St.
MILT HIBDON, program and sales
promotion director KTRB Modesto,
Calif., appointed merchandising and
promotion manager Lincoln Dellar
Radio Stations (KXOA Sacramento,
KXOB Stockton, KXOC Chico and
KDB Santa Barbara).
SHEILA HASSELL, who for past year
has been assisting
JIM SCOTT in taking over his new
work as national
advertising manager CKNW B.New
Westminster,
C,
returns to her regular position as
licity.
director of pubS.
TEBBS CHICHESTER
Jr.
named promotion
WMALAM-TV
Washington.manager
He succeeds
HOWARD BELL, resigned to join
NARTB.
HOWARD TLNLEY Jr., announcer
WOOK Washington, D. C, to announcing staff WBTM-AM-FM Danville, Va.
JOSEPH ROBINSON, assistant promotion director WNHC-AM-TV New
Haven, Conn., named director of promotion, succeeding WILLIAM DUKESHIRE, resigned to become advertising manager of Whitney Labs of New
Haven. KENNETH WYNNE to production staff of WNHC-TV, as assistant to director-producer DAVID
HARRIS. WILLIAM BENNET appointed musical director of WNHC.
JOSEPH SABIA, announcer WNHC
New Haven, to WHOB Gardner, Mass.
CHARLES ROMM to publicity staff
WCAU-AM-TV Philadelphia. He was
with Franklin & Gladney Adv., N. Y.
BARRY KAYE to announcing staff
WCAU, to handle nightly die jockey
show. He was with WTVJ (TV)
Miami.
Miss Hassell

SEWALL CLARK, publicity staff CBS
Radio Hollywood, to Television Associated Productions, L. A., as head
of publicity and sales promotion.
KEN BROWN, CBC International
Service, Montreal, named producer
CBC Ottawa. LAMONT TILDEN,
senior announcer CBM Montreal, to
CBL Toronto, replacing DON SIMS,
who has moved to Chicago.

MEREDITH NORCROSS to WTAG
Worcester, Mass., as special program
assistant.

J. M. REYNOLDS named press and
information representative CBC International Service, Montreal, succeeding FRED BRICKENDEN, who^
was moved to Toronto as assistant to
director of TV for Toronto.
KEN HOMER, CBH Halifax, named
press and information representative
CBC Halifax.
HAL O'HALLORAN, WHBL Sheboygan, Wis., appointed sports editor
KFH Wichita, Kan. BRANDON
CHASE to KFH, as newscaster. DON
RICHARDSON, KAUS Auston, Minn.,
to news staff KFH, as rewrite man.
ROBERT R. SIEGRIST, news commentator WGN Chicago, resigns following announcement of his candidacy
for state congressional representative from Illinois' 9th district.
BEN GRAUER, radio-TV commentator, has been honored by Lt. Gen.
Willis D. Crittenberger, commanding
general of headquarters, First Army,
for "exceptionally meritorious service in support with
of thehisArmed
in connection
weeklyForces"
Headquarters, New York program on WNBT
(TV) New York.

&\jJLOwrb

lb

g.iA^^/ag.
■h9'

THE RADIO SERVICE OF THE
PAUL MASON, disc jockey and announcer WISE Asheville, N. C, father
Green Bay Press Gazette
of girl, Mary Kathryn, Dec. 28.
DICK DOWLING to WORC Worcester,
Our merit
programs
are "Made
Bay"
and
and have
the earsin ofGreen
the whole
Mass., as disc jockey. He was with
WCNX Middletown, Conn.
Green
Bay
market
.
.
.
one
of
America's
best test markets.
JAMES KIRKCONNELL, WFLN (FM)
ASK McGILLVRA Chicago or New York
Philadelphia staff announcer, father
of girl. Heather Anne, Dec. 17.
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NEGRO MARKET
WLIB Issues N.Y. Report
THE U. S. Negro market, "largelyignored" by American business in
the past, consists of 15 million persons with a buying power exceeding in value the total volume of
goods exported annually by the
U. S., WLIB New York reports in
releasing Dec. 31 the initial findings of what it plans as a continuous survey of metropolitan New
York's Negro market.
Basic findings with respect to the
New York Negro market:
Population is 1,012,883, which "makes
It sixth creased
city63.1%inin the
it has and,
inthe U.lastS.";
10 years
despite popular conception, is by no
means limited
to Harlem,static
whoseduring
population has remained
these 10 years and, since the war,
is actually decreasing; the average
family's income has tripled since 1940,
and the average middle-class family
head earns $3,200 a year; 95.7% of all
employable Negroes were working in
a typical week and job opportunities
are increasing; more than 200,000 are
living in new homes; high school attendance is highest
historyas and
lege enrollment
is 10in times
highcol-as
in 1940; in their buying habits, Negroes
prefer nationally advertised brands
"almost exclusively" — and, from the
standpoint [is]
of reaching
them,saturated
"radio
ownership
almost fully
today . . . was 92.4% in 1940."
Harry Novik, general manager
of the independent daytimer which
has been programming toward the
Negro community and the secondgeneration English-speaking Jewish community since shortly after
its purchase by the Novik group in
mid-1949, explained the study was

ST in
CHATTANOOGA
in the morning

ND

in

CHATTANOOGA
2

in the evening

Source: March, April, May— Hooper
WDEF
CHATTANOOGA
1370 KC • 5000 WATTS
Carter M. Parham, President
Represented by BRANHAM
BROADCASTING

Why

FINAL touches are put on American Newspaper Guild-WQXR New York contract afortnight ago [B*T, Dec. 24, 1951]. L to r: Seated, Mrs. Elliott M.
Sanger, program director; Elliott M. Sanger, WQXR president; Anthony Stella,
who negotiated contract with station; Robert Bloom, WQXR unit chairman;
standing, Joseph D. Moron, assistant to Mr. Sanger; Louis M. Loeb, counsel
for WQXR and The New York Times; Barbara Meyer, station's unit secretary,
and Wills asHollingsworth,
chairman.
Contract
was described
first between station's
ANG ofunit
NewviceYork
and a radio
station.
initiated last spring because of
"the complete lack" of authoritative data on the Negro market.
WLIB undertook the survey, he
said, because "we want to know
something about the New York
Negro's buying habits, income, living conditions, employment picture
and in general everything that he
does in his daily life. We have
heard all kinds of rumors, halftruths, claims and counter-claims,
and we want to get the facts."
Supplementary reports will be issued from time to time, he said.
Negroes, the report said, have
an "understandable desire for recognition" which makes them "more
brand conscious than the average
consumer." Store operators were
quoted as saying they have found
the Negro tends to buy goods in
the higher-priced categories.
Harlem Studios
In addition to its special programming for Negroes — which extends from 7-11 a.m. and includes
shows featuring Negro name personalities, plus special reports and
regular programs by Negro leaders
— WLIB maintains studios in Harlem. Early this month the Negro
Actors Guild cited the station for
"wonderful work in opening avenues of opportunity for members
of our group in radio."
Time sales in the Negro programming block are up 49%, it
was reported. Among the satisfied sponsors listed were Rem,
which "signed four consecutive
contract renewals after noting definite increases in sales"; 20th Century-Fox, whichbroadcast
"selected medium
WLIB
as its exclusive
to reach the Negro market," and
Raytheon TV, which "received
over 500 replies on an announcement offering a gift certificate in
return for identifying a mystery
The report placed annual expentune." ditures of Negroes— nationwide —
at $10 billion dollars.
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MINE

WFBR

Baltimore

DISASTER
Stations Aid Rescuers

RADIO and video stations, including KSD-AM-TV St. Louis,WMPS
Memphis and WMIX-AM-FM Mt.
Vernon, 111., performed a vital
role in rescue operations at the
scene of the West Frankfort, 111.,
mine disaster.
In addition to providing on-thespot coverage, stations were instrumental in obtaining badlyneeded equipment for rescue workers. At the mine, rescue workers
told a KSD newsman that gas
mask cannisters were urgently
needed. The station located a company official who left immediately
by automobile for the scene with
the cannisters.
KSD AM-TV arranged for the
story of Cecil Sanders, lone survivor of the 120 entombed miners,
to be fed to NBC's World News
Roxindwp from Mr. Sanders' hospital bed. Earlier KSD-AM-TV
had his story in greater detail on
a special simulcast. Both broadcasts closed with appeals for contributions to the relief fund being
raised for the families of those
killed.
WMPS dispatched two newsmen
to the scene in its station wagon
immediately after receiving the
first report. Through tape-recordings and on-the-scene interviews,
WMPS gave its listeners prompt
coverage.
WMIX had a three-man news
team on the scene, including General Manager James E. Muse, following the first flash of the disaster.
Station reporters remained on the
scene until Monday, recording the
rescue operations and interviewing
survivors, mine officials and rescurers. WMIX fed LBS a full
hour account of the tragedy at 11
a.m. Saturday and at 1 p.m. fed
ABC a full hour of comprehensive
coverage. Station followed up its
coverage by fowarding contributions, sent in by listeners, to
miners families.

CLUB

1300 is the big

participating program in
the Baltimore area! Biggest average ratings for
the full seventy-five
minutes, biggest mail pull,
biggest studio audiences,
biggest in every way.
CLUB

1300 success stories

are legion. Ticket requests
are fabulous. Audience
loyalty is tremendous! Get
aboard CLUB 1300 for
your share!
Ask your John Blah' man
or contact any account
executive of . . .

ABC BASIC NETWORK

5000 WATTS IN BALTiMORE. MD,:
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CHARLESTON
CASE
WGKY Favored In Proposal
INITIAL decision favoring change
of facilities of WGKV Charleston,
W. Va., from 1490 kc, 250 w, to
1300 kc, 1 kw with directional antenna day and night was issued by
FCC Hearing Examiner Hugh B.
Hutchison fortnight ago.
At the same time, Examiner
Hutchison proposed denial of the
request of WCAW Charleston to
change from 1400 kc, 250 w to the
same facilities proposed to be
granted WGKV.
Basis for the examiner's decision was the overbalance on sports
programs indulged in by WCAW.
The station's program schedule "is
literally saturated with the broadcasting of baseball games for a
period of five months during the
year," the examiner found. He
pointed out that WCAW's program schedule showed that there
were 75 days during which two or
more baseball games were broadcast per day; 14 days when three
games were broadcast per day, and
eight days when four games were
broadcast during one day. He also
questioned the correctness of
WCAW's past and proposed program analysis.
Although proposed operation of
WGKV would subject WVOW Logan, W. Va., to slight interference,
examiner said the NBC-affiliated
WGKV offered a more meritorious,
well-rounded program schedule.

L/. S. ECONOMY
Reviewed by Tobin
allied

arts

NC. SAFFERSTEIN elected vice
ent RD
, and
presid
in charg'e
sales,
RICHA
MALKIN of elected
vice president in charge of programs
and promotion Storecast Corp. of
America. Mr. SafFerstein replaces
GEORGE H. HENNESSY, resigned to
a"cept
executive post with Minute
Maid Corp.
A. F. MOITORET, manager of Seattle
office Braun & Co., elected first vice
president of Public Relations Roundtable of Seattle.
JOHN ARMITAGE, director of Czechoslovakia unit of Voice of America,
father of son, Lewis Leighton, born
Dec. 30. LEWIS ALLEN WEISS, assistant administrator NPA and former
chairman of Don Lee Network, is
grandfather of child.
AUGUST A. RICKERT, program director of WFUV (FM) New York, to
New York State Assn. for Crippled
Children Inc., as public relations representative.
SANFORD BUCHSBAURM, sales promotion department WFDR (FM) New
York, to This Week magazine, in newspaper relations department.

^i^alpmestt a • •
MARTIN F. SHEA elected vice president of Auto-Radio Div., in charge of

THEY'RE
GOING
STEADY

. .

Seventy gopercent
WLAVof ■
clients
steady.ofMany
them have long since forgotten the date of the original
signing: most of them are on
a "till forbid" basis. WLAV
has a lower percentage of
turnover in advertisers than any Grand Rapids station.
If you judge a radio station by the local clients it woos and wins —
and holds — then join the happy throng. Based on results alone,
you'll be a "steady" from this day forward.
Jergens
Texas Company
n YEARS
Philco
8 YEARS
Boston Store
Swift & Co
Mich. Gas Co
Central Reformed
YEARS
Holsum Bread
Church
A C Spark Plugs
10 YEARS
Children's
Bible Hour
YEARS
General Willis
Bennett Fuel
Goebei Brewing
J & J Music Co
Burkholder Chevrolet
Hickok Oil Company
Fox Jewelers
YEARS
Herrud Packing
Atlas
Brewing
6
YEARS
Wurzburg
Galewood Outfitting
Baxter Laundry
Griffith Shoe Polish
9 YEARS
Chase & Sanborn
Lever Brothers
Economy Shoes
Cody Cafeteria
Elston Storage
P. Loriliard
Fox Brewing Co
Frost Pack
Sears Roebuck
Republic Distributing

§
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Make yoyii date with
JOHN E. PEARSON
AM-FM • ABC for
Michigan's Second Market

car radio manufacturing sales and
head of Detroit operations for Philco
Corp., Phila. Mr. Shea has been with
Philco since 1930.
POLARAD ELECTRONICS Corp.,
Brooklyn, N. Y., announces production
of Model KX, klystron power supply.
It is designed to power high power
klystron tubes.
PHILIP BARNES, general sales manager Weston Electrical Instrument
Corp.,tor ofNewark,
N. J., appointed
sales division.
HUBERTdirecM.
RICKS appointed general sales manRALPH R. SHIELDS, engineer in a
ager.
Test Equipment Merchandising department Sylvania Electric, Emporia,
Pa., appointed
merchandising
visor for Television
Picture TubesuperDiv.
DAVEN Co., Newark, N. J., announces
availability of its new radio frequency attenuator, series RF-550.
Units have a zero insertion loss, and
have a frequency range from D. C.
to 225 mc.
NEWCOMB AUDIO PRODUCTS Co.,
Hollywood, Calif., announces new
variable speed, portable player and
public address combination that plays
ell records. Model TR-16AM has individual bass and treble tone controls.
GEORGE BEISE, director of market
research department Crosley Div.,
Avco Mfg. Co., Cincinnati, elected
chairman of statistical and market
research committee of National Electrical Manufacturers' Assn.
PAUL BARAN appointed field engineering representative for Audio &
Video Products Corp., N. Y.
EUGENE ROESKE, manager of cubicle division S & C Electric Co., Chicago, appointed head of new transformer core division Permoflux Corp.,
Chicago. FLOYD J. VAN ALSTYNE,
director of buying and merchandisinc: of loudspeaker Allied Radio Corp.,
Chicago, appointed jobber sales manager Permoflux.

"Teeknical • • •
RUSS BUTLER, NORMAN TAPPER,
BOB SALLE, HOWARD RETSCHER,
engineers KNBC San Francisco, transferred to NBC Hollywood, to meet
technical needs of large network TV
expansion in Hollywood. A fifth KNBC
technician will be transferred later.
No replacements yet named for San
Francisco.
W. ROBERT PRESTIE and KEVIN J.
GARDNER named to operating staff
CBC-TV Toronto.
ELTON B. CHICK, transmitter supervisor WQXI Atlanta, appointed chief
engineer.
CENTRAL Region Sales Div. of General Foods Corp. is to be moved from
New York to Chicago, with company
scheduled to open offices in North
Shore National Bank Bldg. in January to handle all sales management and accounting functions pertaining to packaged grocery products.

THE AMERICAN economy maintained a "remarkable stability"
despite many challenges during
19^1 and Americans showed "considerable restraint and wisdom in
theirbor spending,"
of LaMaurice Tobin Secretary
declared Dec.
27.
In a yearend statement hailing
1951 as a record year, Secretary
Tobin noted that progress toward
defense aims was made without
undermining the American standard of living. No production was
lost the past year because of manpower shortages, he added.
"Although Americans owned
more homes, television sets, automobiles, radios, washing machines
and other possessions in 1951," he
added, "they were acquiring them
at a slower rate than in the preMr. ceding
Tobin
year." foresees "more severe" cutbacks in materials for
civilian goods, a tighter labor supply than in any year since World
War II and greater "stresses and
strains" on the expanding economy.
Other points stressed by Secretary Tobin were:
• Americans saved eight out of
every hundred dollars this year comin 1950.pared to five out of every hundred
• Total output of goods and services was nearly 10% higher quantitatively than in 1950 and at least
5% higher than in 1944, previous peak
• Employment in 1951 reached an
all-time high of 62.6 million last August, with unemployment down to 1.6
year.
million. Average employment for year
was
million
("Lessin time
was lost
as a above
result 1950.
of strikes
1951
than in any previous postwar year,"
Mr. Tobin said.) There were, however, "some areas of severe unem-

ployment."
KJAY Night Bid
CONCLUDING it is better to protect the limited service of 1,140 persons than to add a service for 13,000
who already receive more stations,
FCC Hearing Examiner Elizabeth
C. Smith has issued an initial decision proposing to deny KJAY Topeka, Kan., a nighttime power boost
from 1 kw to 5 kw. KJAY now operates on 1440 kc with 5 kw day, 1
kw night, directional day and night.
The 1,140 persons cited, because
of KJAY interference, would lose
service from KEIO Pocatello, Ida.,
ruling said. Examiner Smith said
"it cannot be concluded that there
is a showing of a greater need for
the proposed service than for the
existing service which would be
lost . . ."
WEOK
POUGHKEEPSIE
REPRESENTED BY DEVNEY
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We Pay Our Respects
(Continued from page 50)
outside activities to approach perpetual motion.
In addition to maintaining a high
scholastic average, he taught boxing, tumbling, and three hours each
afternoon; operated a laundry and
dry cleaning concession; was an
agent for a florist; sold ads printed
on desk blotters which he distributed to every fellow student.
He did take time out to win the
Southern Golden Gloves championship. In June 1941, he was graduated cum laude.
Throughout college, Mr. Clay had
served in the U. S. Naval Reserve
as an enlisted man. At the close of
his college career, he went into active service and was sent to the
Northwestern
U. Midshipman's
School.
Commissioned an ensign in January 1942, he served for a year on
the heavy cruiser, USS Tuscaloosa
as gunnery officer. During that
year he made five runs to Murmansk, Russia, on convoy duty and
was in on the show at Casablanca.
!j Subsequently he was transferred
to the USS Iowa before it was commissioned and helped plan the
ship's anti-aircraft gunnery set-up.
Carried President
He served on the Iowa 18 months.
During that time the ship carried
the late President Franklin D.
Roosevelt to the Teheran conference and took part in the invasions
of the Marshall Islands, Hollandia,
Saipan and in the Battle of the
Eastern Philippine Sea.
Mr. Clay later was transferred
to a Naval air training base at Ottumwa, Iowa, and he won his pilot's
wings at Pensacola, Fla.
In 1945, two things happened
which helped shape Mr. Clay's immediate future: The atomic bomb
was dropped, ending the v/ar and
his military career, and he married
the former Helen May Ewing. Mrs.
Clay is a director of KTHS Hot
Springs, Ark.
"Then," continued Mr. Clay, "I
returned whence I came. I went
-back to the telephone company in
Nashville."
In May 1946, he had a long talk

Altoona, Pa.
Twenty-eight years radio experience and a life dedicated to the
community has made Roy Thompson's WRTA Altoono's friendliest
station. People like to do business
with friends. Of course, WRTA—
advertised products— sell!
lompion

Represented by
Robert Meeker Associates

BROADCASTING

with a Nashville attorney, Frank
Farris, who owns WLAY Muscle
Shoals, Ala.
"Frank wanted me to learn radio so I could manage the station.
So he farmed me out, at bis own
expense, to WLAK in Lakeland,
Fla., as a general worker. I worked
18 hours a day for Odell Ward,
WLAK's manager, asked a million
questions and got a million answers. I wrote copy, announced,
sold time and swept the floor."
After completion of this course
under Mr. Ward, Mr. Clay was
transferred to WLAY where he
worked at timeselling until he had
gotten "the feel of things."
Doubles Business
In May 1946, he became manager
of the station. During that first
year he was with WLAY he doubled the business of the station,
earned the nick-name, "Ole Whip
Hand," fi'om a crew which remained loyal to him until October
1947 when he was asked to take
over the direction of KWKH. At
27, he became reportedly the youngest manager in the country of a 50
kw station. He also began helping
direct KTHS.
Today he is not only deeply involved in the management of
KWKH and KTHS but also is a
member of the board of directors
of the Shreveport Chamber of Commerce; a vice-commander of the
Louisiana Dept. of the American
Legion; a member of the board of
directors of the Shreveport Goodwill Industries; of the Salvation
Army, of the local Safety Council
and of the Shreveport Symphony
Society.
Mr. Clay is the father of two
girls, Helen, 4, and Virginia, 2.
At 33, he maintains the same pace
he struck in his early life, managing to fit golf, hunting and occasionally badminton into his rigorous business life.
"As a kid my ambition was to
become heavyweight champion of
the world. Today it is to raise
KTHS to the 50 kw level we have
here
in KWKH."
It looks
as though Mr. Clay has
a better than fair chance to realize
his eurent ambition. Last month
[B»T, Dec. 31, 1951] FCC handed
down an initial decision granting
approval for KTHS to move to
Little Rock, Ark., and permitting
50 kw operation with a night-time
directional antenna.

NATIONAL NIELSEN RATINGS
TOP RADIO PROGRAMS
(Total U. S. Area, Including Small-Town, Farm
and Urban Homes ond including Telephone
and Non-Telephone Homes) Rating
REGULAR WEEK NOVEMBER 18-24, 1951
NIELSEN-RATING*
Current
Homes
Ronk
Programs %
EVENING, ONCE-A-WEEK (Average for
All Programs)
(6.9)
1 Lux Rodio Theatre (CBS) 16.3
2 Jack Benny (CBS)
16.0
3 Amos 'n' Andy (CBS) 14.9
4 Charlie McCarthy Show (CBS) 13.1
5
Godfrey's
(CBS) 12.4
6 Arthur
People Are
Funny Scouts
(CBS)
11.2
7 Fibber McGee & Molly (NBC)
11 0
8 Waiter Winchell (ABC) 10.4
9 You Bet Your Life (NBC) 10 0
10
Bob Hawk (CBS)
9.8
EVENING,
MULTI-WEEKLY
(Average for
All Prog
rams
)
(4 7)
1 Beulah (CBS)
83
2 Tide Show (CBS)
69
3 Club 15 (CBS)
6.6
WEEKDAY (Average for All Programs) (4.6)
1 Romance
of Helen(Liggett
Trent (CBS) 8.3
2
Arthur Godfrey
& Myers) (CBS)
8.3
3
Family (NBC) 8.0
4 Pepper
Road ofYoung's
Life (NBC)
7.6
5 Our Gal, Sunday (CBC) 7.4
6 Ma Perkins (CBS)
74
7 Big Sister (CBS)
7.3
8 Right to Happiness (NBC) 7.0
9 Arthur Godfrey (Nabisco) (CBS) 6.9
10
Sky King (MBS)
6.7
DAY, SUNDAY (Averoge for All
Programs)
(2.9)
1 Shadow, The (MBS)
6.3
2 True Detective Mysteries (MBS) 6.0
3 Greatest Story Ever Told (ABC) 5.8
DAY, SATURDAY (Average for All
Programs)
(4.4)
1 Theatre of Today (CBS) 7.5
2 Stors Over Hollywood (CBS) 6.4
3 Grand Central Station (CBS) 6.1
NOTE: Number of homes is obtained by applying the "NIELSEN-RATING"
(%) to 41,903,000-the
States Radio 1951
Homes.estimate of Total United
(*)Homes
reached
all or listening
any partonlyof
the
program,
exceptduring
for homes
1Average
to 5 Audience
minutes. basis
For is5-minute
used. programs,
Copyright 1951 by A. C. Nielsen Co.
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CALL letters of KWWB Walla Walla,
Wash., will be changed Feb. 1 to
KTEL, Jack Keating, general manager,
announced last week.

IN

RIGHT

AND
ON

TIME!

Everyclock
day, by
people
the
radiolivein 'round
these
markets. They get up, they go
to bed, they buy — by radio!
Why don't YOU buy radio in
these markets?
ARKANSAS

KHBG
OKLAHOMA

JERROLD ELECTRONICS has introduced a new RF attenuator with
wide usefulness for television and
radio engineers, technicians and
servicemen. Uses of this new Jerrold
attenuator in TV-radio-electronic design and maintenance include its application as a standard to calibrate
laboratory, bench and field test instruments.

SIEGEL NAMBD
To UNESCO Conference Post
APPOINTMENT of Seymour N.
Siegel, director of radio comunications for New York City, as
chairman of the Radio and Television Committee for the Third National Conference of the U. S. National Commission for UNESCO, to
be held at Hunter College in New
York Jan. 27-31, was announced
last week.
Members of the Industry committee to serve with Mr. Siegel
were named as follows: Arnold
Hartley, WOV New York; Carl S.
Ward, WCBS New York; Charles
Baltin, WHOM New York; Leon
Goldstein, WMCA New York; Dave
Driscoll, WOR New York; Richard
Pack, WNEW New York; Chris J.
Witting, DuMont Television Network; Ted Cott, WNBC New York;
Helen Sioussat, CBS; and Doris
Corwith, NBC.
Approximately 2,000 persons are
expected to attend the conference.
Purpose is "to bring together a
group of leaders, broadly representative of American life, to consider ways to improve our understanding of and participation in
world aff^airs, particularly through
the United Nations and the specialized agencies".

SPOT

THESEr TOO!

Buy in a Package . . One Order —
One Billing.
the home-town
folks
in these Sell
markets!

Represented by— JOHN E. PEARSON CO.
Owned and Operated by SOUTHWESTERN PUBLISHING CO.
Don W. Reynolds^ President
Pubhstiers of: Southv^est Times-Record, hort Smith, Arkansos; Examiner-Enterprise, Bortlesville, Oklahoma; and The Doily Times, Okmulgee, Oklahoma.
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WQXR

TO DISCOVER

JAZZ JAN. 28

'Music Magazine' Readies Great Erent
How

crre

your

sales

tunning
St.

in

Louis?

Remember

. . . the fastest,

most economical
way to move merchandise
in the St. Louis market, is
to use KWK

... the best

radio buy in St. Louis.

Globe-Democrat Tower BIdg.
Saint Louis

<1U KATZ AGENCY

WQXR, Manhattan station of the
'New York Times specializing in
serious music, will break its longstanding precedent and present
jazz — when necessary — on its new
program, Music Magazine, a periodical of feature "articles" now
heard Monday through Friday
since Jan. 1.
Series will follow a magazine
format with each program presenting a specific idea to be illustrated
with music. Wednesday broadcasts
will be devoted to current events
when the Magazine's "March of
Music"
department
be based
on
musical
events will
in the
news.
"Letters to the editor" — to be called
"The Listener Has His Say" — will
be broadcast on the last day of
each month, offering letters from
listeners, music to which the letters
refer, and controversies on the
month's program subjects.
Remaining programs in the series, to be heard from 9:05-10 p.m.
EST, will focus on an unusual
aspect of a musical subject, with
such topics scheduled for consideration as "Great Expectations — The
Care and Feeding of Child Prodigies," "3,000 Years of Music for
Brasses — An Anthology," "Music
for Bare Feet — Martha Graham
and Others," "How Modern Is
Modern Music?" and "Whispers
From the Roaring Twenties." It is
on the latter program, scheduled
for Jan. 28, that WQXR will forego
its standing rule with the performance of hot jazz.
While all WQXR staff members
will contribute ideas and suggestions to Music Magazine, the program will be written and presented
by staff member Frederic V. Grunfeld, who has been piano te-?cher,
choir conductor, radio scrip writer,
composer, music critic and newspaperman since receiving a B.A. in
philosophy from U. of Chicago. In
addition to his work in the WQXR
Continuity Dept., which he joined
two years ago, he is a lecturer at
Brooklyn College and freelance
writer.
In announcing the new series,
Elliott M. Sanger, executive vice
William H. Chew
WILLIAM H. CHEW, 51, control
room supervisor for NBC Washington, died New Year's Day after
suffering a heart attack while driving to work. Mr. Chew, a native
of Washington, had been employed
by NBC for 25 years. Surviving
are his wife, Mr. Anne B. Chew,
and two daughters, Mrs. Emery
Pearce, and Melanie Jean Chew.
John K. Hough
JOHN K. HOUGH, 60, director of
advertising for the Goodyear Tire
and Rubber Co. since 1937, died
Dec. 29 at Akron, Ohio. He had
worked for the firm for 37 years.

president of WQXR, said, "Because
of WQXR's unique record collection and the more than 15 years'
experience of its staff in writing
about and presenting good music,
we have great expectations for the
success of this new program idea.
A wide range of musical subjects
will be covered ; some serious, some
less so, but all — we hope — will be
entertaining and instructive."
IBEW PROGRESS
Hardy Reports Expansion
MORE stations joined the ranks
of the International Brotherhood
of Electrical Workers in 1951 than
in any year since 1940 and the
union's broadcast division has expanded to 43 states.
This report was given by A. 0.
Hardy, IBEW international representative in charge of broadcasting,
in
a
statement Mr.to
Broadcastingyeai'end
• Telecasting.
Hardy is former business manager
of IBEW Local 1215 and previously
was with WTOP Washington.
According to Mr. Hardy, IBEW
agreements now cover some 600
AM-FM and 60 TV stations, as
well as 21 recording companies.
The union's international staff,
realigned the past year, will be
expanded still further this year,
Mr. Hardy said [B«T, Dec. 3].
He cited publication of a new
monthly magazine devoted to the
interests of members in the broadcasting-recording fields. First issue
is dated January 1952.
Additionally, plans are being
mapped for closer coordination of
activities of international representatives, with a view toward a
better exchange of information and
assistance. First annual progress
meeting, without precedent in
broadcasting, will be held by the
union early in 1952, he added.
"With a change in the mechanics
of operation, confidence in the
future of the industry and steadily
growing acceptance of the principles of its members, IBEW looks
to the new year with confidence
Mr.
and happy
Hardy
stated. anticipation,"
Phillip L. Combs
PHILLIP L. COMBS, 25, farm director of WSBT South Bend, Ind.,
died December 27, at his home in
Mishawaka, Ind., after suffering
from a kidney ailment four months.
A member of the National Assn. of
Radio Farm Directors, he handled
farm programs on WBAA Lafayette, Ind., before joining WSBT
in June 1947.

ONLY representative of the broadcasting industry to win a distinguished American award from
Northwestern U. was Judith Waller,
director of public affairs and education at NBC Chicago. Miss Waller,
one of the four women to be cited,
was among 100 persons from the
Midwest cited by the university for
their contributions.
Allard to Report
TWO CANADIAN regional meetings are set for February, when
reports will be heard from James
Allard, general manager of Canadian Assoc. of Broadcasters on the
Parliamentary Radio Committee
hearings and the Canadian Copyright Appeal Board sessions. The
stations in the Atlantic Coast provinces will hold a meeting at Fort
Cumberland Hotel, Amherst, N. S.,
Feb. 4, and elect 1952 officers of
the Maritimes Assoc. of Broadcasters. The British Columbia
Assoc. of Broadcasters will hold
its annual meeting at Hotel Vancouver, Vancourver, B. C, Feb. 11.
Regional business will be transacted and recommendations made
for passing along to the annual
meeting of the Canadian Assoc. of
Broadcasters, March 24-27, at
Toronto.
William O'Reilly
WILLIAM O'REILLY, 35, program director, CBM Montreal,
died suddenly on Dec. 27 at his
home. He started in radio at
CKCHdianHull,
and joined
CanaBroadcasting
Corp. attheToronto
about 1938, being moved later to
Halifax and then to Montreal. He
is survived by his wife and one
daughter.
Wally Maher
WALLY MAHER, 43, radio and
TV actor, died Dec. 26 in St. Vincents Hospital Hollywood which he
entered that morning after complaining of illness. Surviving are
his wife, Molly, two daughters, Patricia and Judy, and a son, Wally
Jr.
A GAIN of $3,888,976 in the consolidated net income of International
Telephone & Telegraph Corp. and
its subsidiaries was reported last
week for the first nine months of
1951 compared to the same period
of 1950. For the nine months ending
Sept. 30, 1951, the company said, the
figure was $12,636,119, while the
amount for the same period of the
143.
preceding
year was placed at $8,747,-

RECORD mail count of 500,000—
highest monthly total in station history—was tabulated by WGN-AM-TV
Chicago for November, Raymond F.
Dumalski, director of mail and services, reports.
BROADCASTING
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To put it another way: "Cavalcade of Stars" costs $2,50
per 1000 homes for each commercial minute and $.96 per
1000 viewers for each commercial minute.
Eye-opening figures? Sure they are. Practically unbeatable in network television today.
And DU MONT

can do the same for you.

There is still some prime time available on DU MONT
. . . for an advertiser who is seeking the highest possible
return on his television investment.
Want further information? Write or call:
*November, 1951 Videodex

7
year

Du

Mont

TELEVISION

NETWORK

515 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y. — MU 8-2600
A Division of Allen B. Du Mont

Laboratories,

inc.

EDUCATION...

AT

THE

ADULT

LEVEL

"Education in Action" is telecast every Sunday on WGAL-TV.
Tiie program is presented alternately by Franklin and Marshall
College, Lancaster, Penna. and Pennsylvania State Teachers'
College, MiUersville, Penna. This educational feature has a
dual objective: first, to interpret information on curricula and
methods; second, to give instruction on the adult level, i.e.
demonstrations of chemical and physical phenomena.

Recently, the inauguration, of an Air Corps R.O.T.C. instruction
course at Franklin and Marshall caused wide discussion. The
telecast shown explained the course and answered many questions
which had arisen concerning this Air Corps project.
/;/ the photograph — third from left, Mr. Max E. Hannum, assistant to
the president at Franklin and Marshall College and regular moderator
on "Education in Action." Fourth from the left, Lt. Col, fames T.
Locher director of the R.O.T.C. course with bis entire instructor group.

WGAL-TV
LANCASTER,
PENNSYLVANIA
Represented by
ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
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Effective
jOISTRIBUTE
CODE,
SEAL
ber stations and
OFFICIAL copies of the new NARTB TV Code, with a gray jacket
"Member Servfeaturing the Seal of Good Practice, will be distributed this week by
ice" subscribers
the association. First printing of 10,000 copies will contain the main
10
free
copies of
body of the code but not the appendix (text of code and appendix were
the code. Sub-■ ■printed in the Dec. 10, 1951 Broadat NARTB to surround the code
CASTING • Telecasting).
scribing TV stations will be enAt the same time NARTB
and seal with copyright and trade
titled to 100 free tVti
mark protection. Still to be worked
granted permission for reproduction of the official out are rules covering its use by copies. One copy jtRL
be sent each
stations and networks, as well as will
TV seal approved
NARTB
AM and
by the TV board
by non-subscriber stations carryDec. 6 (see
FM member staing programs from seal-subscribtion as will all
photo at right).
ing networks.
As originally
The code dues structure will be other AM, FM
and TV stations
drawn, the seal submitted to the NARTB TV board
carried the words
at its mid-February meeting in in the nation. Additional copies
"Seal of Ap- San Antonio. The board will have
will be available
proval" but be- a chance to review final procedural
cause of legal steps before the March 1 effective
for 15 cents.
complications the date.
Mr. Willson
Educational institutions, civic
wording was
NARTB plans to send TV memagencies,
clubs and others will rechanged to ' 'Seal of Good Practice," with the word "good" dominating.
The code itself will go into effect
1950
REVENUE
March 1. Meanwhile NARTB
headquarters is working out deGAIN of 208.7
in total TV revin revenues, TV was still a loss intails of the subscription regulaenues, which amounted to $105.9
dusty — all networks and stations
tions and fees to be charged memmillion
for
1950,
was
announced
by
ber and non-member subscribers.
lost
'$9.2 million in 1950.
The association is getting bids the FCC in its annual financial
lion.But in 1949 they lost $25.3 milreport
last
week.
This
compares
for reproduction of slides carrywith $34..3 million total in 1949.
FCC's estimate early last year
ing the official seal. While plans
Expenses for 1950 totaled $115.1,
foresaw $105.8 million in revenues,
are not definite, it is possible each
$113.7 million expenses and $7.9
station and network subscriber will compared to 1949's $59.6 million,
a 93.1 Of increase.
million loss [B«T, April 2, 1951].
receive slides carrying call letters
Actually, revenues were $100,000
Thus, despite three-fold increase
or network symbols. This would assure unformity in use of the seal,
it was explained. Bids also will be
BROADCAST FINANCIAL DATA OF TELEVISION NETWORKS AND STATIONS
obtained for 10-second film prints
1950
of the seal but these will not in(In thousands)
' elude sound.
Artist for the official seal was
4 networks and
their 14 owned 93
William R. Willson, freelancer. Mr.
andstations
operated
other Industry
Willson served three years as sales
Item
stations
total
promotion manager of WMAL
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
Washington and was first art di- A. Revenues from the sale of time:
1. Network time sales by:
rector of WMAL-TV. He left the
TV station in 1950 to freelance.
a. Nation-wide networks
$26,539 $8,486 $35,025
b. Miscellaneous networks and stations
19
19
Elaborate steps are being taken
Total
26,539
8,505 35,044
Deduct — Payments to foreign stations and elimination of
miscellaneous duplications
(773) 607
(166)
Revenues from network time soles
27,312 7,898 35,210
'Ho
wdy' Rat
2. Non-network time sales to:
es Teachers
High Assn.
NATIONAL
Parent
a. National and regional advertisers and sponsors . 8,208 16,826 25,034
b. Local advertisers and sponsors
6,358 23,527 30,385
and a buyer's association survey
Total revenues from non-network time sales 15,066 40,353 55,419
have given the Howdy Doody show
Total revenues from time sales
42,378
48,251 90,629
on NBC-TV, five times weekly, top
3. Deduct — Commissions to regularly established
agencies,
representatives,
brokers
and
others
7,415
6,893 14,308
rating among children's programs.
NPTA rated the show a top 96,
Net revenues from time sales
34,963 41,358 76,321
B. Revenues from incidental broacicast activities:
40 points ahead of nearest compeTalent
10,861
4,301 15,162
tition. In the Survey made by field
Sundry broadcast revenues
9,652 4,780 14,432
workers of the Patrecia Ward Co.,
Total revenues from incidental broadcast
a research organization for leading
activities
20,513 9,081 29,594
Total broadcost revenues
55,476 50,439 105,915
buyers, 40% of the mothers of children from 4 weeks to 14 years, C. Total broadcast expenses of networks and stations . . 65,507
49,622 115,129
D. Broadcast income (or loss) before Federal income tax (10,031)
817 (9,214)
reported
Howdy
as
the
children's
choice.
BROADCASTING
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March

1

ceive copies of the code as part of
NARTB's public relations service.
8.7%,

FCC

Reports

over the estimate, expenses $1.4
million additional, which brought
the loss to $9.2.
The four TV networks, including
their 14 owned and operated stations, took in $55.5 million in 1950,
compared to $19.3 million in 1949.
Expenses amounted to $65.5 in
1950, compared to $31.4 million in
1949. Loss totaled $10 million in
1950 compared with $12.1 million
in 1949.
Ninety-three other TV stations
in the aggregate ended up 1950 in
the black. They took in $50,439,000,
spent $49,622,000, came out with a
profit before federal taxes of $817,000.
Expressive of the amount of
revenue gained as between network
times sales, and that from national,
regional and local advertisers are
the following figures :
Network times sales in 1950 totaled $35,210,000, with the networks and their 0 & 0 stations accounting for $27,312,000, and all
other stations $7,898,000.
National and regional time sales
totaled $25,034,000, with networks
and their owned-stations accounting for $8,208,000, and all other
stations $16,826,000.
Local time sales totaled $30,385,000. Of this amount, networks and
their owned-stations took in $6,858,000, while all other stations
(Continued on page 92)
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UV
WOR-TV
York m
willN
inaugulENew
rate its modern new building, "Television Square," designed and constructed exclusively for production
of television programs, with a special broadcast, 21 Camera Salute,
to be aired from 7-7:30 p.m. EST
Wednesday as the first program to
originate from the studios.
Besides grouping into one unit
the complete facilities required
for rehearsing and producing a
television program. Television
Square contains such industrial
innovations as storage space for
props and sets so arranged that an
automobile can be driven from
street to set, echo chambers built
under studio floors, a waterless fire
sprinkler system, lighted warning
board which registers any use of
all entrances besides the main one,
an absorption system of year-round
air conditioning which eliminates
compression or moving machinery,
and telescopic air vents that can be
collapsed when not in use. WOR
has introduced even a new station
vocabulary, substituting "production room" for studio and "transmission center" for control room.
Will Tour by TV
Opening program will take
Channel 9 viewers on a tour of
the new building, with Bill Slater
as guide and moderator to explain
how a modern television studio
operates.
Constructed for $1,250,000 under
the direct supervision of Charles
Singer, assistant chief engineer,
the two-story reinforced concrete
and brick structure is built to
cover almost the entire block between 67th and 68th Streets on
Broadway and Columbus Avenues.
The site, most recently an automobile parking lot, was acquired
by WOR-TV in 1949.
Ground floor is given over to
three production rooms, each edged
by companion
rooms
for an'MOVIE QUIZ' OFFERED
TV Version of 'Tello-Test'
WALTER SCHWIMMER Productions, Chicago, has announced release of Movie Quick Quiz, television
version of the radio giveaway,
Tello-Test. The TV series is a 15minute strip which will be sold
exclusively by United Television
Programs. Initial sales have been
made to WGN-TV Chicago and
KSTP-TV Minneapolis.
Movie Quick Quiz is Mr. Schwimmer's first video quiz show, although he has several in radio.
Negotiations for the handling of
sales were carried out by Mr.
Schwimmer and Milton Blink, executive director of United Television Programs, who also headquarters in Chicago.
The new series combines oneminute films for the quiz element
with live production handled locally
following a supplied format. The
show is being sold across the board
for a minimum of 26 weeks, Mr.
Blink said.
Page 62
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pi„., D.bu,
wor-tv
'
SQUA
nouncers,
clients, Rl
dressing, and the square feet of space. Each studio
whole floor bordered by a vast, high- has an adjacent control booth — not
ceilinged storage area, equipped
so important now when monitors
can be used but expected to be very
with doors at each end high enough
that trucks can drive in for off- necessary when color TV is introduced and engineers are required to
the-street delivery. Grouping of
major production areas on the match the photograph with the
actual hues. Each studio also conground floor has eliminated need
tains a booth for announcers,
for elevators and has solved a major TV production headache in New
equipped with mikes and monitors,
a clients booth, and a nearby reYork, that of operating with spacehearsal hall.
taking equipment in a space-poor
community.
Ample Power Supply
Of the three production rooms
About 156 kilowatts of electric
on the ground floor, the largest
power are available in each studio,
measures 82 by 70 feet and contains an audience balcony, not channeled through a minimum of
150 outlets to supply the necessary
glassed off separately from the
camera area but raised and reelectricity — more than that used
moved from the studio floor, which
to light 200 homes, spokesmen
noted. A total of five cameras can
will allow for an audience of 250
operate simultaneously in any one
people to be accommodated within
the studio with a minimum of in- studio and facilities will accommodate 40 microphones, in addition
trusion upon production activity.
The other two production rooms
to intercom systems for intrastudio conversations. And in case
are alike, each having about 4,000

THAW

PROPOSALS

FCBA Advices Bring
Varied Comments

OPPOSITION to recommendations of the Federal Communications Bar
Assn. proposal to lump all TV applicants for the same city into one
general hearing following
was made known last week.end of the TV freeze [B«T, Nov. 26 1951]
mission would be most. sympathetic
In a letter to FCC Broadcast Buto any plan which would hasten the
reau Chief Curtis B. Plummer,
advent of UHF service.
FCBA Secretary R. Russell Eagan
Plumping for consideration on a
enumerated comments he received
frequency-by-frequency basis were
from individual memb&rs following
Pierson & Ball and Dempsey &
his Dec. 5 invitation to members
Koplovi
tz. Recommending that ap[B«T, Dec. 17, 1951].
plicants be permitted to specify
Among those who objected to the
either a VHF or a UHF channel or
"consolidated" hearing idea —
both was Miller & Schroeder. Not
whereby in cities where there were
more applicants than available
yet in writing is NBC counsel's
channels all applicants would be ideas, but they are based on the
thought that UHF applicants
treated as competitive — were such
Washington radio law firms as should be permitted to move ahead,
where possible, without being held
Pierson & Ball, Dempsey & Koplovitz. Miller & Schroeder and Ca- up by probable excess of VHF aphill, Gordon, Zachry & Reindel
plicants. That generally is the basis
for the recommendations of all who
(NBC).
At the FCC little consideration
oppose the "one-big-hearing" idea.
has been given the question of proJustification In Letter
cedures following the three-yearJustification
of the frequency-byold freeze's end. Neither the Commissioners nor the staff have for- frequency suggestion is contained
malized any ideas, according to best in the Pierson & Ball letter, which
also was forwarded to the FCC.
information. Accepted fairly
widely is the premise that the Corn- After citing the legal regulations
which, the law firm holds, makes
mandatory the Commission's consideration ofan application only on
a specific channel request, Pierson
& Ball goes on:
The Commission is confronted with
a tremendous backlog of applications
that it must process with a staff that
is substantially inadequate even if only
the necessary procedures are followed.
. . . The hearing load of the Commission will be increased by the Bar
Assn. proposal [to lump all applicants
together] since it is inevitable that the
Commission will have to pursue unnecessary hearing procedure on a substantial number of applications that
could be granted without a hearing.
. . . the real work load of the Commis ion is not merely the number of
hearings but the number of days that
it must
in hearing.
problem is notspend
solved
merely byThis
reducing
the
number
of
hearings
through
solidations. Rather, the problemcon-is
Messrs. Blink (I) and Schwimmer
aggravated
if
such ofconsolidations
indiscuss plans for release Movie
crease the number
days of hearing.
We submit that the number of days
■< Quick Quiz to TV stations.

a script calls for a kitchen scene,
each studio is equipped with the
necessary gas, supply, water pipes,
and disposal drains.
Four dressing rooms are provided for use by major performers.
An additional two — one for men
and one for women — for casts-atlarge, and makeup rooms, replete
neai'by.barber chairs, are placed
with
First floor arrangements also include the entrance lobby, where a
light-warning system indicates the
use of all other entrances, to avoid
program
interruptions
from outside visitors,
and an engineering
maintenance room where regular
equipment is checked and transmissions can be measured and tested
with such instruments as cathode
ray oscillographs, and video sweeposcillators.
Designed to accommodate inflammable fllm, the buildings has
specially designed storage vaults
— large enough to hold 3 million
feet of celluloid — plus a fllm shipping room, 8 cutting and editing
rooms, 2 preview rooms, and 2
rooms for Movieola equipment.
A transmission center holds
terminations for all incoming and
outgoing video and audio lines, as
well as telephone connections, with
more than 60 racks required to
hold equipment. A camera control
center also has been built separate
from control rooms in each studio
(Continued on page 93)
spent in hearing will be substantially
enlarged by your proposal not only because of the necessity that the Comhear applications
it is unnecessary to mission
hear,
but also because
it is a
matter of common experience that the
greater the number of parties to a
hearing,
the longer
the examination
and
the greater
the time
required to
conclude the hearing procedure.
Also
notedFCCin are
Mr. aEagah's
ter to the
number letof
comments from FCBA members

suggesting a 90-day "waiting
period" between the time the Commission ends the freeze and begins processing applications. The
FCBA had recommended a 60-day
"grace" period to permit new applicants to file and pending ones
to revise their applications. Several other Washington radio lawyers also opposed the
FCBA
recommendation.
This
wascut-olf
that
after the 60-day period, the Commission refuse to accept any furtherapplications
.
until it was
ready to begin processing the pending applications.
Among
the comments attached
to Mr. Eagan's letter were unqualified approvals of the FCBA
recommendations by seven lawyers. Mr. Eagan's letter revealed
also that the seven-point recommendation won a 3 to 1 vote in
the Practice & Procedure Committee and a 5 to 2 vote of the
FCBA Executive Committee.
Only other objections to FCBA
recommendations have come from
the Joint Committee on Educational Television, which proposed
the separation of VHF and UHF
applicants [B*T, Dec. 17, 1951]
and from S. A. Cisler, WKYW
Louisville, who opposed the idea of
lumping all TV applicants in an
area into one general hearing
[Open Mike, Dec. 31, 1951].
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NEW
NBC

TV STUDIO
Opens
Largest Unit

TCHAIKOVSKY'S "Pique Dame,"
presented Thursday night on television opera theatre by the NBC
Television Network, marked the
opening of the newest and largest
NBC studio, said to be one of the
largest TV studios in operation
anywhere.
Measuring 85 by 185 feet, the
production area contains almost
16,000 square feet, as contrasted to
the 10,000 square feet of 8-H,
highly publicized and largest NBC
studio in New York's RCA building.
Located in Brooklyn, the studio
is housed in one of several buildings the network acquired last
October from the Vitagraph Corp.,
subsidiary of Warner Bros., motion
pictures producers. The NBC acquisition— its 15th TV studio — is
across the street from the Old
Vitagraph Studios. Network has
converted the former motion picture studios — idle for the previous
five years — for television production, including making such repairs
as changing from coal to oil heat,
installing control booths, and reconditioning the floors. Primary
innovation technically is that spotlights, hanging on battens near the
35-foot ceiling, will be operated
electrically rather than manually.
NTSC STANDARDS
RCA Colorcasts Continue
FIELD tests of the RCA system of
color TV, modified to include standards adopted by the National Television System Committee, which
were conducted throughout December, will be continued at least
through this week, Dr. C. B. Jolliffe, RCA vice president and technical director, said Thursday.
January test programs are being
telecast on a regular schedule —
Tuesday-Saturday, 7-8:45 a.m.. Dr.
Jolliffe said. December tests had
been aired on a Monday-Friday,
7-10 a.m., schedule. Purpose of the
field tests, he said, is to provide
video set manufacturers with
NTSC signals for study and research.
The December test colorcasts
originated at NBC studios in New
York, were broadcast on VHF by
KC2XJV, experimental station operating on Channel 4, normally occupied by WNBT (TV) New York,
NBC TV station, and retransmitted Tuesday through Friday by
KC2XAK, RCA-NBC experimental
UHF TV station at Bridgeport.
Programs were received in color
on experimental receivers installed
in the homes of RCA executives and
engineers in New York, New Jersey
and Connecticut and in the David
Sarnoff Research Center of RCA
at Princeton.
Dr. Jolliffe's statement noted
that, as was reported when the
tests began, the incorporation of
NTSC standards into the basic
RCA compatible color system required equipment changes only at
the studio and that it was completed in a matter of a few hours.
Page 64
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WAHRANTY
RULING
No Tie-in, Says OPS
TV SET-MAKERS are prohibited
from using a compulsory warranty
in excess of 90 days where an additional charge is levied, the Office
of Price Stabilization ruled Dec.
28. Such a warranty, OPS said,
would constitute a tie-in sale and
violate price regulations.
Any practice of manufacturers
seeking to increase the duration of
the base period warranty also
would be violation, OPS ruled. Officials added that the proposal to
increase the warranty charge while
reducing set prices also would be
prohibited.
Dropping of the former 90-day
warranty "does not justify the
proposed compulsory, longer warranty at an additional charge
sought
by some manufacturers,"
the announcement
said.

lilii
ENJOYING luncheon-meeting of Detroit- Television Council are (seated, I to r):
George W. Mason, president, Nash-Kelvinator; Paul Whiteman, band leader
and emcee of TV Teen Club on ABC-TV, sponsored by Nash-Kelvinator;
Walker R. A. Graham, acct. exec, Geyer, Newell & Ganger. Standing (I to r):
James G. Riddell, president and general manager, WXYZ-TV Detroit, and
Charles J. Coward, merchandising mgr., Nash-Kelvinator.

"The general rules are that a
seller may not require a tie-in
sale and may not increase his ceiling prices," OPS asserted. "This,
however, does not prohibit any
seller from ofl'ering something in
addition to that which he offered
during the base period and from
making an appropriate and reasonable instances.
charge for the item" in certain
The reservation is that the purchaser "has a full option to take
or leave the additional item." The
ruling was issued in connection
with Sec. 18 of the General Price
Regulation and set forth in GCPR
Interpretation 45.
The ruling was prompted by inquiries from manufacturers, some
of whom require a purchaser to
take additional warranties beyond
designated periods (90 days or
longer) when he purchased the set.

AMOS 'W ANDY
Actors to Mail Ballots
MAIL ballots for NLRB elections
to determine whether Screen
Actors Guild or Television Authority shall represent Amos 'n'
Andy actors will be sent to the
actors Jan. 25, it was reported last
week. Ballots will be counted Feb.
8 in the local NLRB office.
Some 45 actors are involved. The
election is being held in accordance
with an Oct. 16 board decision that
actors in motion pictures made by
the national television networks
shall be in a separate bargaining
unit from those in live networkproduced TV shows. The Amos 'n'
Andy series being produced by
CBS-TV at Hal Roach Studios is
the only show involved in the
NLRB decision.
Bob Considine

Move

NBC-TV's Boh Considine Show,
sponsored by Mutual Benefit,
Health, & Accident Assn. of Omaha,
changes from 5:45-6 p.m. EST
Saturday to 10:45-11 p.m. EST
Tuesday time slot, effective tomorrow (Tuesday). Radio version continues in the Saturday 5:45 p.m.
spot.

COMMENDATION to Tro/Z/c CoMi-t,
seen on V/WJ-TV Detroit, is presented to William J. Scripps (r), a director of station, by Richard Harfst,
executive director. Automobile Club
of Michigan. Show is beginning third
year, presented with cooperation of
Traffic Safety Assn. and Detroit
Police Dept.

LOOKING over contract for Sports
Classic, half-hour bowling show sponsored by Hotpoint, Chicago, over
WKBW(TV) there are, (seated, I to r):
Rudy Boedecker, president, Chicago
Classic League; M. K. Brody, district
manager, Hotpoint; Allen T. Lacey,
sales manager, major appliances, GE
Supply Corp. Standing: Matt Niesen
(I), Faetz-Niesen Recreation; Richard
Ettelson, David Ettelson & Assoc.

FOLLOWING speech by Sen. John W. Bricker (R-Ohio), second from rig3i
at premiere of new series on WLWC (TV) Columbus, featuring top public
figures, these four join in shop-talk. Shown (I to r) are: Richard Mall, WLWC
onnouncer; Hal Conefry, president, Ohio Legislative CorrespoT^dents Assn.;
Sen. Bricker, and James Leonard, general manager, WLWC.
TOP Denver advertising executives gathered at KLZ Television Preparation
Clinic to discuss TV problems with Edward Codel, second from right, director
of TV, Kati Agency, a guest speaker. Present were (I to r): Bill Prescott,
Ball & Davidson Agency; Rev Fox, MacGruder-Bokewell-Kostka; Clayton
Brace, KLZ; Clair Henderson, Arthur G. Rippey & Co; Jack Tipton, KLZ;
Mr. Codel, and Bob Betts, Bob Betts Agejs'iy.
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Before you leave home in the morning ...
even before you finish your second cup of coffee . . . you
are going to become

an ear and eye witness to

every major world event— as it happened
as it happens noiv. This is the NBC
''Today". This is the program

while you slept,

Television program

called

that entertains as it informs.

This is the morning briefing-session that will
arm you with information to meet the day—
more fully than any citizen has ever been armed
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BohD Alum.
American
Forum
L

plumbia
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UniUd
yalions
mp Unlo
iy Feel

Minn.
Mining
Mfg. &
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Quaker
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200 Parade
L
Derby Foods
Sky King
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Young
Charms

ABC

SATURDAY
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E.xplanation : Programs in italics, sustaining:
Time, EDT. L, live; F, film: K, kinescopic recording: E. Eastern network: M, Midwestern: NI,
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MONDAY - FRIDAY
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L
Hallmark
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L

Quiz
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ABC

Mike
Buff Show
General
Foods
(W-F)
Bert
Parks

ABC — 1-1:30 p.m., Tues., Jessie's TV Notebook
participating). Clorox & Crosley (L): 1-1:15
p.m.. Wed., Gaylord Hauser, Minute Maid
(also Fri., same time, sustaining) iL).
The Big

CBS — 1:30-2:15 p.m. Best Foods, G. E., Hansen's,
Labs. P&G, Qkr. Oats, Reynolds. Standard
Brands,Garry
Stokley-Van
Prods.
Moore Show.Camp, O'Cedar, Corn

Basketball

Payoff
CPP
(M-W-F)
(mWf)
Gen. Foods
Bert Parks
(TuTh)
G.E.
Bill Goodwin

2:45-3
Co. p.m., Th., Bride & Groom; Hudson Paper
f
3:30-4 op.m.,
Mon. Bert Parks Show S.
3:30-4 p.m., Tues. & Th., Mel Torme Show, S.
NBC — Mon. -Fri., 7-9 a.m., Today, Dave Garroway.
L.

Show*

United
Nations
in Action
(Film)

•Quaker Oats— Mon. & Fri.: Peter Paul— Th.
5:30-6 p.m., M-F, Firms listed sponsor Howdy
Doody in 15 min. segments.
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KateSponsors
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sales

in

television

"today"

''today''
is head-in-the-clouds
bedrock

horizon

feet-on-

programming

. . .

•

is every known means of communication

—

I

even television's new Walkie-talkie — all used

•

for the first time to feed the raw news

:

into NBC's "Studio of Tomorrow".

from the network where successful pioneering
is a habit ; and it's aimed straight at the
3 out of 4 families who tune at least once

"today"

each week to broadcasts of news and

:

is DAVE

entertainment between 7 and 9 a.m.

I

completely on world events every

Moreover, because "Today" listens as luell

;

twenty minutes as he pilots the fast

as it looks, it will fit naturally into the

•

moving two-hour show.

GARROWAY,

up-dating you

morning habit patterns of these families.

"today"
''today''

I

is the time for you to ask about the program's

is news, entertainment, information. It's wire-

'.

cost-sharing format, which will permit

photos of a Paris style show, as they come off

;

advertisers with modest budgets to participate

the wires ! It's Churchill's voice from London,

l

in network tv for the first time.

within hours of his speech; it's an

I

We've done an exciting movie about this

•

program, too. We'll be glad to arrange

•

a showing for you ; but better hurry, the show

•

goes on the air January 14, 1952.

NBC-TV

star interviewed at breakfast.

It's a walking, talking newspaper
where every feature comes to life.

—
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TV Antenna May Be Copied
STATE
ItHPIRE
[v ANTENNA located on the mast
them will occur when FCC permits
Eichwald has
reported.
when
everyone
his feet "It's
literally
on
a further power increase: A jump
f New York's Empire State Bldg.
from the present 25 kw to 100 or the ground that carelessness sets
pd used in common by five TV
in," he said.
utlets and three FM stations will 200 kw would increase their servJohn B. Deering, RCA Service
used as model for similar comice range another 10-15 miles, adding another 4,000 sq. mi. to their Division, reported that although
munity antennas to be built in
development and construction of
coverage, he said.
idinneapolis and Detroit, it has
jeen revealed. Completion of the
Transmitting equipment used by tower plans have been completed —
scaffolding fully removed —
fcmpire State project was formally
each station is slightly diff'erent, with
some testing and adjusting of
nnounced last month.
with engineers having devised
equipment remains to be done.
Total cost of the New York TV
their own variations of the essentially similar designs. Mobility of "We want to know exactly how it
'iroject reached $875,000, of which
antenna further enables each sta- operates," he said.
j ome $560,000 was spent by buildABC reports that it brought the
tion to control its transmission,
ing owners to construct the 222t. TV tower. Another $315,000
projecting with special strength to signal strength of its WJZ-TV New
vsis spent by the owners and
particular areas if it so chooses.
York up to "maximum" after correcting deficiencies which were coniroadcasters for electronic develTransmitter rooms of the stafirmed by aerial measurements
pment. Each broadcaster using
tions operating from the mast are
by helicopter [Closed Cirhe site also invested an approxilocated in the upper floors of the made cuit,
Dec. 17].
nate $400,000 for transmitters
building, along with electrical
nd lines.
Clover Leaf Patterns
equipment furnishing 350 kw for
Fifth Station on Tower
other functions within the skyShortly after WJZ-TV began
scraper— as much as is utilized by using the Empire State tower in
Fifth and final station to occupy
a city the size of Albany. Tele- August, surveys showed that in
ts tower position was WCBS-TV,
vhich started transmission from
vision equipment requires an ad- certain areas reception had not imditional 200 kw.
proved as much as might reasonhe Empire State Dec. 14 with its
The
basic
tower, which weighs
ably be expected. Frank Marx,
1 a.m. opening of The Margaret
about 60 tons, was built to with- ABC vice president in charge of
\rlen Program. William B. Lodge,
stand a wind velocity up to 150 engineering, reported field tests
:BS television vice president in
harge of engineering, appeared as miles an hour, and "any breeze were made by ground units, but it
strong enough to blow it over will still was impossible to determine
>Iiss Arlen's guest to explain contruction details.
probably blow the whole building whether the variations in signal
over first," Dr. Kear said. The strength were due to antenna faults
Although there is no more room
tower is tipped with a lightning or other causes. Then came the
n the tower, more stations may
already pitted in more than a helicopter tests, made by John
e accommodated on the mast it- rod,
hundred places where bolts have Preston, ABC chief allocations en'If, with the number to be limited
struck. There are also two special
y compromises regarding space
These showed that the WJZ-TV
pyrex
bulb beacon lights — devel- gineer.
nd equipment allotted to each
oped especially for this use by signal radiations, instead of apccupant. WOR-TV New York
General Electric after ordinary
proximating a circle, loped out
las shown interest in the idea and
lamps proved unable to last long- from the antenna in a clover-leaf
VATV (TV) Newark, N. J., has
er than three weeks — and deicing pattern, not conforming in actual
equested FCC authority to transequipment.
Tower is fitted with operation to the results indicated
er its equipment to the New York
eight separate antenna systems,
by tests before the antenna was inocation soon.
which include 116 radiating elestalled, ABC spokesmen reported.
Service area for most stations,
Then engineers made alterations,
ments or dipoles, feed cables, transince their occupancy of the site,
mission lines, transformers, junc- after which another helicopter test
las just about doubled, according
tion
boxes and "doghouse," an indicated the antenna now "meets
0 Dr. Frank G. Kear, consulting
all specifications and delivers the
open-sided box in which thermongineer for the project, who destat control of the deicing equip- required signal strength that
cribed the reliable radius of transment is housed.
should have been forthcoming last
nission as about 70 miles. Signals
Elevator
Relay
Used
ihus cover an area of some 10,000
Others using the tower are
Greatest difficulty in assembling
;q. mi. with an estimated audience
WNBT
(TV), WPIX (TV) and
the
tower,
according
to
Bernard
f 17 million people. Broadcasters
WABD
August."(TV).
B. Eichwald, head of the B. Eichjeel another significant change for wald
Co., installation engineering
firm, was relaying the equipment
KTLA Sales Record
through several flights of elevators
VATV (TV) MOVE
to the top of the Empire State
FCC Defers Request
mast, where it was lifted to its KTLA (TV) Hollywood has recorded largest sale of time in stafinal position by company cranes.
'vIOVE
(TV) State
NewarkBldg.to Units were built to fit into elevator
tion's history. Ten thousand minhe top ofof WATV
the Empire
utes were sold during first 12 days
in New York City was temporarily
shafts, but some had to be lashed
of December. Fifteen sponsors who
tymied last week when the FCC
to elevator cars for hoisting, and
purchased total of 9,790 minutes,
ilaced the New Jersey TV station's occasional pieces had clearances of are:
i.pplication in the pending file.
only half or quarter of an inch.
standard Oil Co. of Calif.; White
1 The Commission said it could
Moving had to be done during nonRock Corp., New York; Globe Mills
Division of Pillsbury IVIills, Los An^-ot decide the WATV request until
public hours, primarily between
geles; United Air Lines. Chicago;
fter the freeze is lifted because
midnight and 8 a.m., since visitors
Servel
Inc., Evansville, Ind.; Barbara
f the CBS comment which rec- are permitted on the 86th floor ob- Ann Division
of Langendorf United
Bakeries, Los Angeles; Los Angeles
mmends use of Channel 13 in
servation deck on Saturday and
Brewing
Co.
(Eastside
Beer); Belvedere
Sunday.
Mfg. Co., Los Angeles (Adler Sewing
'rovidence, R. I., 162 air miles
lom Newark and 154 miles from
Machines); French Sardine Co., TerWeather added to working diffiminal Island, Calif. (Star-Kist Tuna);
Roman Meal Co., Tacoma, Wash.; and
culties, with winds of 40 mph
".'ew
York.
WATV30 operates
on
Channel
13 with
kw. It had
Raichert Sewing Machine Co., (Necchi
registered at building top when
Sewing Machines); Gordon Bread Co.,
sked for the same frequency from
there seemed to be no wind at all Clinton Clothing Mfg. Co., Karl's Shoe
Stores
Big Four Appliance Dealers,
he top of the Empire State Bldg. at street level. Rain and snow
all
Los and
Angeles.
/ith 5 kw. Already operating from
Another 300 minutes were ache Empire State Bldg. are all further hampered the outdoor
counted for by 10, 20, and 60
Cew York TV stations except operations, but there were no acsecond spot announcements.
VOR-TV.
cidents during construction, Mr.
ROADCASTING
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LOOKING
FOR

THE

LADIES?
You'll find them watching
"KAY'S KITCHEN" on WHEN
every week day morning at
10 o'clock.
This popular local homemaker's feature immediately
precedes the "ARTHUR GODWHEN. FREY MORNING SHOW" on

"KAY'S KITCHEN" is right
smack
me-up. in the middle of the
big WHEN morning program
-World News
-Langford-Ameche
-KAY'S KITCHEN
8:55- -Arthur Godfrey
9:00—
10:00- -Feature Film
10:15— -Strike It Rich
10:30—
11:30—

TO YOUR NEAREST KATZ
AGENCY MAN AND PUT
"KAY'S KITCHEN" TO WORK
FOR YOU!

WHEN
TELEVISION

.SYRACUSE
NT
C^DUMO
CBS^AB
—

^A
MEREDITH
STATION
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NT
Ewhich
THE GOVERNMENT E
is Q
in U
no I
colorP
TVM
ban,
it had forOLOR
C
malized earlier, following a joint
great hurry to hurdle self-erected
industry conference with Defense
obstacles posed by its own recent
color TV equipment blackout.
Mobilizer Charles E. Wilson [B*T,
As a result, there appears to be Nov. 26, Oct. 29, 22, 1951].
little prospect that production auWhile declining detailed comthorities will either spell out or
ment on the issue, Mr. Porter last
week told Broadcasting • Telepartially repeal the original order.
The regulation prohibits the manucasting that NPA's reply is genfacture of color TV sets and aterally "unsatisfactory" and held
tachments "designed to permit or out hope the agency would clarify
facilitate the reception of color tel- the color ban order.
Seeking Authority
evision."
Thus, the future of available maMr. Porter said Paramount is
terials for such projects as Paraa new quota of mamount Pictures' Lawrence tri-color not seeking
terials but merely authority to use
tube and 20th Century-Fox Film
in the LawCorp.'s Eidophor-CBS theatre unit presentrenceallocations
tri-color tube. He said he
still hangs in the balance.
Core of confusion centers in part has requested a further clarification from NPA, specifically E. T.
around the exemption for "experichairman of the Elecmental, defense, industrial and cer- Morris, tronics
Products Division.
tain hospital and educational uses."
Paramount
reportedly has deManufacture of color TV equiplayed production of the new Lawment for "use on closed circuit
rence tube pending approval from
for industrial purposes" is per- the production agency.
mitted. Nor is the regulation inThe feeling of NPA, it was
tended to ban research and test
learned,
is that the formal order
programs related to furthefr development of color video systems.
FILM RIGHT SUIT
Position of the National Production Authority is inferred in an
TV Release Is in Issue
initial reply to the Washington
UNITED
ARTISTS spokesmen said
legal firm of Arnold, Fortas &
last week the corporation will fight
Porter, which represents Parathe attempt of George and James
mount Pictures Corp.
Paul Porter, Paramount at- Nasser, independent movie producers, to force return from UA of
torney, asked NPA to clarify the
four motion pictures for the purpose of releasing them to television.
In efforts to force return of the
FOR
films, which reportedly were produced at a cost of $4 million, the
Nasser brothers in mid-December
filed a show-cause petition in Los
SALE
Angeles with Ref eree-in-Bankruptcy Benno M. Brink. Hearing
was set Jan. 10.
For television micro-wave
UA New York executives last
relay use — one 200 foot
week let it be known that they
would fight. They instructed Los
*'Skyline" double guyed
Angeles Attorney Lloyd Wright to
tower complete with reseek to restrain the Nasser brothers from taking possession of the
quired obstruction lightfour feature films.
ing.
The distributing company claims
the contract with the Nassers is to
Also, four reflecting
lease films to television after their
theatrical showing only when other
screens which permit the
major
companies engage in similar
marketing.
mounting of micro-wave
George T. Goggin, attorney for
dishes on ground.
the brothers, stated that the contract with UA provided that in the
event that TV becomes a major
FOR DETAILS.
market, the distributing company
would release the pictures on a
WRITE basis comparable with video releases by other companies.
J. M. McDonald,
Mr. Goggin pointed out that in
Assistant Director of
the
"We contend
that TV
has petition,
now become
a commercial
Engineering
practice and that United Artists
has failed and refused to release
Crosley Broadcasting
Corporation
these pictures so that we can release themtheto Nassers
television."
Should
be victorious,
Crosley Square.
Cincinnati 2, Ohio
it would open the way for other independent film producers to file
similar action, it was noted.
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^-'^ "--'^
"reflects the intent" of the industry-government session, and there
is no need for amendment or partial repeal. Pai-aniount reportedly
was given to believe that it could
file a request for materials required
to proceed with the production of
the Lawrence tube. Production was
delegated to Chromatic Television
Labs., a Paramount subsidiary.
The letter to Mr. Porter was under the signature of H. B. McCoy,
assistant administrator of NPA's
Textile & Leather Specialty Equipment Bureau.
The Lawrence tube is described
as being able to receive any presently proposed color system and
either monochrome or color telecasts. Claim is made that any
"good quality" TV receiver now on
the market can be altered to receive both by inserting the tube,
adding an adapter and making
minor circuit adjustments.
NPA authorities draw the distinction between materials for
black and white sets and those
needed for circuitry changes that
would provide for home or theatre
color TV reception.
In any event, authorities have
agreed generally that the extent of
change involved in circuitry would
evolve as the major criterion. Materials earmarked solely for color
TV end products are prohibited
[B»T, Dec. 3, 1951].
Again, however, NPA left the
door open — and "manufacturers
to their own devices" — in its reply
on the Paramount-Lawrence case.
The theatre TV problem is

TIJUANA FIRE
KFMB-TV Covers Aftermath
KFMB-TV San Diego filmed complete follow up of a fire in nearby
Tijuana, Mexico, which took the
lives of 45 persons. The flames
broke out at a Christmas party for
needy children on Saturday night.
Early Sunday, John A. Kennedy,
board chairman of KFMB-AM-TV,
routed staff'ers who rushed to the
scene. At 8 p.m. that day. Newsman Harold Keen went on KFMBTV with still photos, live dialogue
and taped interviews. At 9:30 p.m.,
Mr. Keen went on again, this time
with motion pictures of the blazegutted buildings and interviews
with survivors and oflficials. Both
the AM and TV stations interrupted other programs to present
latest details.
TBSC Election
DON FEDDERSON, vice president and general manager KLACTV Hollywood, has been re-elected
president Television Broadcasters
of Southern California. Other officers re-elected were Richard A.
Moore, general manager of KTTV
(TV), vice president; Tom McFadden, general manager of
KNBH (TV), secretary-treasurer.
Edna G. Perkins continues as executive secretary.

pointed up by the 20th CenturyCBS-Eidophor case. In this instance, despite reports to the contrary, 20th Century has not elicited
a clarification from government officials. Eidophor is a theatre TV
system described as capable of
projecting color on any size screen,
either live or on film, via the CBS
method.
The film corporation reportedly
has agreed to defer to the Motion
Picture Assn. of America before
taking individual action. But the
company is expected to take definite action sometime this month.
Whether this would involve an appeal for amendment of the NPA
order
or request known.
for materials-was
not immediately
The order was explained and
discussed at a meeting in New York
early in December and referred to
attorneys for different associations.
Participating wei-e representatives
of the MPAA, Theatre Owners of
America, National Exhibitors Theatre Television Committee and a
smaller unit of motion picture exhibitors.
Legal firm is Welch, Mott &
Morgan, Washington, which expects to submit a brief on behalf
of MPAA and TOA soon.
Engineers associated with the
Eidophor theatre TV system reportedly have assured 20th Century Fox Film Corp. that the additional quantity of materials needed
for color is "insignificant" compared to those for black and white
video. Monochrome theatre TV is
not prohibited, it was noted.
20th Century-Fox had set a
springtime target date for initial
production of the Eidophor unit, ;
though it conceded in November
that shortages may delay the starting date.
Another bystander in the confused color TV equipment picture
— and one of the first victims — is
CBS-Columbia Inc., comprising the
Air King Products Co. which CBS
absorbed in last summer's merger.
Withdraws Petition
The manufacturing subsidiary
of CBS Inc. has "withdrawn with- ,
out prejudice" its petition for an |
appeal of a previous NPA ruling 1
under which materials for color TV
went by the boards.
!
The feeling of CBS Inc. reportedly was that its production of
black and white sets has not expanded suflSciently to justify an
enlarged base period quota over and
above that for Air King under
Hytron Radio & Electronics Corp. <
If CBS Inc. decides to reinstate
its appeal, it was learned, the plea
for larger allocations will be a
new one, based on first-quarter 1952
needs.
The advent of the color TV equipment manufacturing blackout led
to a series of postponed appeals
hearings as CBS Inc. reconsidered
its position. Any new appeal would
be limited, of course, to a request
for more materials than that al- 1
located to Air King (a small firm) j
on the basis of estimated output of
black-and-white sets, phonograph
and record-players and other items.
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REPRESENTING
TELEVISION STATIONS:
DAVENPORT
WOC-TV*
(CentralWHO-WOC)
Broadcasting Co. —
FORT WORTH-DALLAS WBAP-TV*
(STAR-TELEGRAM)
LOUISVILLE WAVE-TV*
(WAVE. Inc.)
MIAMI
WTVJ
(Wometco Theatres)

Free

MINNEAPOLIS-ST.PAUL WTCN-TV
(DISPATCH-PIONEER PRESS)
WPIX
NEW YORK
(THE NEWS)

&

Peters,

inc.

Since i^^2
Pioneer Station
Representatives

ST. LOUIS
KSD-TV*
(POST-DISPATCH)
NEW

SAN FRANCISCO KRON-TV*
(THE CHRONICLE)
♦ Primary NBC Affiliates
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Fran Harris, creative director, has
moved to new offices at 6533 Hollywood Blvd. The phone is Hillside
5133. The new address was incorDec. 17.rectly given in Film Report of
* * *
IP
STERLING TELEVISION Co.,
New Yorlv, announces release
of a new dramatic documentary film Pattern for Survival, featuring- AVilliam L. Laurence, science
writer for the New York Times.
The show is produced by Cornell
Films with the cooperation of the
Army, Navy and American Red
Cross. It shows what to do if an
atomic attack comes without warning. The film has been approved by
civil defense authorities, the company said.

ODYSSEY PICTURES, Culver
City, Calif., plans to start shooting
Terry and the Pirates within another week or two. Plans call for
52 half-hour films a year for three
years, with an option for five more
years. Each film is a complete
story, written by Barney Sarecky,
Arthur Pearson and Norman Hall.
ROLAND REED PRODUCTIONS,
Culver City, Calif., which produces
Rocky Jones, Space Ranger, has
been contacted by the Whitman
Publishing Co., Beverly Hills, Calif.,
to have Rocky Jones appear as
comic book. The first issue is expected to be distributed to news-

port
film re
stands sometime this month.

THRILLS UNLIMITED, Los Angeles, completing The Thrill of
Your Life, a group of 13 half-hour
television films. The series depicts
the major thrills in the lives of
firemen, football players, pole jumpers and others. Louis Weiss & Co.,
Los Angeles, will distribute the
films.
LOEW-CHAIKIN PRODUCTIONS
Inc., Los Angeles, formed by Marcus Leow II and William Chaikin,
to produce television films at General Service Studios in Hollywood.
The new company starts shooting
the first of 104 untitled quarterhour dramatic films Jan. 15.
COMMODORE PRODUCTIONS,
Los Angeles, has completed the
first four programs of the Clyde
Beatty Show, a television color-film
series. Walter White, president of
Commodore, leaves Jan. 14 for New
York to confer with agencies about
the 26 half-hour film series.
HARRIS - TUCHMAN PRODUCTIONS, Hollywood, headed by
Ralph Tuchman, sales director, and

Over $200,000,000 in new manufacturing industry has moved
into Utah within the past three years . . . most of it located in
the Salt Lake City region. And income from the other two basic
Mountain West industries . . . agriculture and mining ... is
booming as well. This growth means more buyers with more
money . . . and you'll reach
i W
this potential with
. SAIT lAKE CIIY, UTAH • REPRESENTED BY TELEVISION SPOT SALES • CBS • ABC • DUMONT
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ALEXANDER FILM Co., Colorado
Springs, announces new TV
commercial productions for the
following organizations:
Kling Furniture, Mayville, N. Y.,
six 13-second film spots through
Baldwin, Bowers & Strachan.
Maytag Co., Newton, Iowa, five 13second films. Chambers Range Co.,
Shelbyville, Ind., six 46-second
films. Sooner Select Foods, Lawton, Okla., one 13-second and one
10-second film through George
Knox & Assocs. Bowman Biscuit
Co., Denver, Col., one 20-second
film through Ball & Davidson Inc.
Jaeger's Baking Co., Milwaukee,
Wise, one 20-second film through
Allen & Reynolds Inc. National
Bedding Co., Albuquerque, N. M.,
one 10-second film through Robert
Stevens Advertising.
JERRY

FAIRBANKS PRODUCTIONS, Hollywood, prepares Janshooting One
of Lou
originaluaryteleplay.
for Lilly's
the Money,
for Hollywood Theatre video film
'TS * *
series.
Sales ...
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles has purchased 52 half-hour television films
produced by Revue Productions,
Hollywood subsidiary of MCA. The
series to be released to KTTV for
Star Time, Sunday, is currently
being shown on CBS-TV, Monday,
10:30-11 p.m. (PST), as Hollytvood Opening Night. KECA-TV
Hollywood originally showed films
as Stars Over Hollywood. Negotiations were concluded by Tom Corradine, KTTV film director, and
Bob Greenberg, MCA representative. Included in the deal is KTTV's
right to show each film twice.

Classic Productions
CLASSIC PRODUCTIONS, Hollywood, has been formed to produce
films for TV and theatrical distribution through Classic Pictures,
New York. Corporation principals
are Max Rosenberg, president;
Richard Barth, West Coast manager of Classic Pictures, in chai-ge
of production and distribution;
George Moskov, executive producer.
Schedule calls for production of
six one-hour and 45 minute dramatic feature films this year. At
the conclusion of pre-arranged
theatrical runs, each film will be
broken into three 26-minute films
for national TV release.
KTLA Leases Films
PINE-THOMAS Productions has
leased 10 feature films to KTLA
(TV) Hollywood for two-year
period with unlimited runs. All
made since 1942, pictures were
originally
released through Paramount Pictures.
Film Commission, as film consultant in connection with program of
pictures being made through organization's broadcasting and films
branch. Mr. Heard, who heads
Paul F. Heard Inc., independent
film production company, will develop production plans, handle
financing and various other functions as film consultant for merged
groups. Mr. Heard's company will
produce the film and television productions for the groups.
People . . .
Dick Lundy, director of Barney
Bear animated films for MetroGoldwyn-Mayer, Culver City, Calif.,
to Dudley Television Corp., Beverly
Hills, as head of art and animation
department.
John Morse, production coordinator
on CBS-TV Amos 'n' Andy show,
joins Jack Chertok Productions,
Hollywood, as director of Sky King
television film series.

SNADER SALES Inc., division of
Snader Telescriptions Corp., Beverly Hills, Calif., has opened an
office in Cleveland at 1720 Euclid
Ave. Robert Blair is in charge.
*
Non-Secular . . .
The Lutheran Church, Missouri
Synod, St. Louis, enters the television film field with shooting of
two test films in its proposed This
Is the Life series by Family Films
Inc. at KTTV (TV) studios, Hollywood. Each half-hour film, complete in itself, has a budget of
about $20,000 and deals with the
Christian way of life. Ian M. Smith
is executive producer and William
Claxton is the director.
^ ^ ^

Charles Michelson, head of Charles
Michelson Inc., New York, expected to arrive in Hollywood today
(Monday) for one week to acquire
sales distribution rights to a new
television film series.

Accompanying merger of the Protestant Film Commission with the
National Council of Churches of
Christ is the appointment of Paul
F. Heard, executive producer and
executive secretary of Protestant

Frank Danzig, vice president of
Skyline Productions, Hollywood,
now in New York negotiating with
sponsors on the recently completed
Skyline Theatre television film series, which stars Celeste Holm.

Robert L. Lippert Jr. placed in
charge of Tele-Pictures Inc., television sales division of Lippert Pictures Inc., Hollywood.
A branch office in Cincinnati will
be opened this month by Jerry
Fairbanks Productions, Hollywood.
James LaMarr, sales executive of
Wilding Pictures, Cincinnati, will
head the
new office Productions.
as a vice pi'esident
of Fairbanks
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fwing Shift TV
MILWAUKEE defense workers on the second shift —
75,000 of them — now will be
able to see movies after midnight three times weekly on
WTMJ-TV. The station,
which is selling one-minute
spots during the films, will
telecast mysteries on Wednesday, Westerns on Thursday
and top features on Fridays.
It programmed the series
after querying viewers about
their reaction to post-midnight movies. One mail piece
favoring the idea was a scroll
signed by 1,000 employes of
a company.
LOOK'

AWARDS

I
'Show of Shows' Triples
VlNNERS of Look magazine's
lecond annual TV awards were anlounced last week, with NBC-TV's
^our Shoiv of Shotvs placing in
hree top spots. This show was
udged the best variety program;
s stars, Sid Caesar and Imogene
^ca, were named the best comedy
•am, and its Max Liebman was
"ted best producer.
Based on a poll of 1,000 televiion industry members and critics,
inners were announced as fol• ws: Studio One, best dramatic
rogram; Your Show of Shows,
est variety program; Kefauver
'ommittee hearings, best public
if airs program; John Cameron
Iwayze's News Caravan, best news
rogram; Milton Berle, best m. c;
ffax Liebman, best producer; Zoo
parade, best educational program;
Cavalcade of Sports, best sports
irograms; Sid Caesar and Imogene
toca, best comedian or comedy
earn; Alex Segal, best director;
I^efauver Committee hearings, speial achievement.
! Look said the winners were
j icked from some 240 programs
I'elecast during the 12 months
; ."hich ended in November. They
re slated to appear on the Kate
I mith program on NBC-TV next
I iunday to I'eceive the awards, ac' ording to present plans.
Coaxial Progress
IX-TUBE coaxial cable now being
•iid between Amarillo and Oklaoma City at a cost of more
han $5 million should be comleted and ready for service by
arly this fall, the AT&T Long
nes Dept. has reported. New
; ble route will connect with exting cables running south from
'klahoma City to provide stormoof telephone service between
.8 Panhandle and Central Texas.
Circuit is not being equipped for
ideo transmission initially nor
re there any plans for TV service,
n AT&T spokesman has said, but
resumably the telephone company
inll provide facilities for connectig Amarillo with the cross-county
"V
such time as there
3 a hookup
call for at
service.
ROADCASTING

'OZZIE & HARRIET' FILM
Wide Promot'ion Planned
UNIVERSAL - INTERNATIONAL'S feature film, "Here
Come the Nelsons," based on the
ABC radio program, The Adventures ofOzzie and Harriet, will
be subject of elaborate promotional
campaigns by the network and the
H. J. Heinz Co., sponsor of the
radio show.
ABC and Universal - International have prepared special copy
about the film and the radio program for mailing to ABC affiliates.
Besides the instructions for tie-ins
with local playing dates of the
movie, they also have compiled a
promotion kit and written spot announcements for broadcasters' use.
The Heinz Co. plans a record advertising and promotion campaign
among its more than 30,000 dealers from coast to coast. Scheduled
for the first three months of the
year, the campaign will feature
Heinz products in association with
the motion picture's release. "Here
Come the Nelsons" has its premiere in Pittsburgh Jan. 16.

'SURVIVAL' FILMS
FCDA Distributing
KINESCOPE film recordings of
Survival, weekly half-hour program
telecast on NBC-TV this past summer, are being made available to
all television stations by the Federal Civil Defense Administration.
The films, comprising seven installments, are being sent to civil
defense directors who in turn will
dispatch them to some 65 TV cities
throughout the country for onetime use without charge. The kinescopes will be sent later to various
civil defense organizations for public showing [B»T, Oct. 22, 1951].
Series covers atomic attack, organization ofdefense units to combat attack and other aspects including techniques to be used by
family units.
Hanna Joins Davis
PHIL HANNA, singing star of
CBS Television's Bride and Groom,
joins Phil Davis Musical Enterprises Inc., as vice president and
director of new business in markets
under 250,000 population. Besides
his daily chore on the TV program
and supervision of the opening of
new markets for Davis Musical
Commercials, Mr. Hanna, also a
composer, will assist on the cx-eative
end of Mr. Davis' business.
Honorary

Library

ASSN. of Documentary and Television Film Cameramen, section of
NABET-CIO, announces inauguration of Robert Flaherty Memorial
Library. Funds from recent showing of Flaherty films vdll be used
by ADTFC— of which Mr. Flaherty
was honorary president — to create
library of technical and theoretical
books on development of film
craftsmanship.
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INDIANAPOLIS

PARIS
ILLINOIS

B

WFBM-TV

WFBMTV
INDIANAPOLIS

"'*

LES00 hA\

Says DON MORRIS
APPLIANCE DEALER
434 East Wood Street
Paris, Illinois

PARIS

Is a WFBM-TV

town!

• The people qF Paris, Illinois, are no different than those of Paris, France, in
at least one respect . . . they like good entertainment, too! And they get it on
WFBM-TV!
So do their neighbors — not just in their own Edgar County, but in neighboring Illinois and Indiana counties, a long way beyond WFBM-TVs
radius. And that adds up to a big BONUS

60-mile

market tapped by every WFBM-TV

advertiser! Literally thousands of folks — on farms, in villages and cities — many
more than 60 miles from Indianapolis, tune in this First Station in Indiana
regularly!
WFBM

Radio

in Listening,

Is First
Too!

* First /// the morning]
•k First in the afternoon]

And of course, WFBM-TVs

60-mile radius includes one of the country's

richest market areas. Good jobs at high rates of pay mean there's money to
spend . . . mean big money is spent ... in this heart of Hoosierland. WFBMTV moves merchandise in this market ... it will move yoursl

* and a Great Big First at Night]
50% more listeners at night than
any other Indianapolis station.
•k Hooper Ratings, February through April, 1951

WFBM-TV
RE

PRESENTED

NATIONALLY

BY

THE

KATZ

AGENCY

TELEVISION
i

As Reported

i(Radio Highlights of 1951 are on
page Uh)
Jan. 1 — FCC announces new antenna
construction and marking rules to be
^ffective Feb. 15, to reduce alleged
"azards to air traffic.
Jan. 1 — Gillette Safety Razor Co. buys
|TV rights to World Series and annual
All-Star baseball games for next six
vears for $6 million.
Jan.
B»T estimates TV set circula:ion at1 — 9,832,000.
Jan. 1 — Phonevision 90-day test begins,
^aaking
feature
films available to special group
of homes.
Ian. 12 — James H. S. Ellis, president
3f Kudner Agency, charges that TV is
■getting too rich for the average ad. ertiser's
purse,"pushes
as inter-network
bidding for talent
up costs.
Jan. 15 — FCC orders all stations to fill
5ut detailed questionnaire on horse
■ace information they broadcast.
Jan. 15 — United Television Programs
[nc, TV film program distributing
service, formed by Edward Petry &
Zo., Standard Radio Transcription
Services Inc. and Century Artists.
Ian. 19 — TV licensees, meeting in Chi:ago, vote to form autonomous tele-isionder aegis
trade
association operating unof NAB.
Ian. 22— BROADCASTING-TELECASTNG YEARBOOK estimates total 1950
elevision time sales were $83.8 million,
:ompared with $27.5 million in 1949.
Ian.
union
denands22 —to Musicians
key stations
of TVpresents
networks,
ncluding ban against recorded music
jetween
ncrease. 8 a.m. and midnight, 509c pay

Ian. 22— William S. Paley, CBS board
•hairman,
namedPolicy
chairman
of governnent
Materials
Commission.
Ian.
24 — TV with
Networks
sign Authority,
first labor
igreement
Television
■overing performers in live shows.
an. 29 — Volume of daytime sponsored
irograms on TV networks in January.
951, Is 10 times that of January, 1950
^1 advertisers sponsoring 27^4 hours
1ions.
week, and eight using 13 participa•■eb.
5— NAB TV.
structure
overhauled
ccommodate
Organization
becomesto
National Assn. of Radio and Television
Broadcasters, names Justin Miller
■hairman
of combined
>f autonomous
25-man board
radiocomposed
and 13nan TV boards, paves way for full TV
larticipation.
"eb.
16 — Glen
McDaniel,
vice ofpresident
•f RCA,
elected
president
RadioTelevision
Mfrs. Assn.
"eb. 26 — Ford Motor Co. first among
"V network
advertisers
in 1950, second
spendng
$1.8 million:
R. J. Reynolds
vith $1.6 million; P. Lorillard third
vith $1.4 million, according to B»T
I nalysis of Publishers Information
I Sureau reports.
larch 5— NBC's gross income in 1950
I ".-as
$92 the
million,
27% bigger
■Vefore.
increase
entirelythandueyearto
.
larch 10 — Two of three Alfred I. du'ont Memorial Awards for 1950 go to
"V — to NBC-TV's John Cameron
' waze and to WFIL-TV Philadelphia.
larch 19-22 — Kefauver Crime Commitee hearing telecasts become national
henomenon. Although committee had
een on TV before in other cities, its
i lew York sessions, televised on net/orks, reached record audiences. Spejial
survey
TimeHooper
hearings
had inasNewmuchYorkas shows
lOOTc
(f total audience.
Jarch 22— FCC issues proposed TV
illocations
plan UHF
to distribute
nearlyto
,000 VHF and
TV stations
bout 1,200 communities. Included are
eservations of 10% of all stations for
on-commercial, educational broadasting.
larch 26— CBS gross TV network bill1950 according
were $13 million,
271%
J -igs
ver in1949,
to CBS upannual
sport.
-pril 2— FCC summary shows total TV
evenue in 1950 was $105.8 million,
-iDle
that ofwere
1949,in and
the
V stations
the that
black half
at end
f year.
',-pril
19 — One-day
business atsession
t annual
NARTB TV
convention
ChiROADCASTING
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Stevens Hotel
agrees to
programcago's
standards
conference
in hold
May
or June after Robert D. Swezey, chairman of special committee, explains
urgency
of government
industry's adopting
ards before
moves in.standMay 22 — President Truman reappoints
Wayne
Coy to seven-year term on
FCC.
May 23 — ABC and United Paramount
Theatres enter merger agreement, subject to FCC approval, in $25 million
deal. As part of transaction, CBS
would
UPT's WBKB (TV)
Chicago acquire
for $6 million.
May 28 — U.S. Supreme Court upholds
FCC adoption
CBS color
colorcasting
TV system. CBS will ofbegin
by
end of June. RCA says it will go
ahead with public demonstrations of
its "improved, compatible, all-electronMayic system."
31duces— billSen.
BentonCitizens
introto setWilliam
up National
Advisory Board for Radio and Telestandards.vision, to "advise" FCC on program
June
10 — time
U.S. Census
reports14
that at
census Bureau
was taken,
months before, there were 5,120,000
television homes. B«T estimates of
June 11 place TV set circulation at
12,263,000.
June 11 — President Truman nominates
FCC Comr. Frieda B. Hennock to New
York federal judgeship.
June 15 — Joe Louis-Lee Savold fight
shown by closed circuit telecast in nine
theatres to sell-out crowds. Theatre
interests exuberant over potential of
future theatre telecasts.
June
18 — owners
NBC's second
Hofstra
finds TV
spend more
time study
with
TV than with all other media combined, that on the average there are
37% more customers for packaged
goods advertised on TV among TV
viewers than among non-viewers.
June 22 — ABC reorganized into four
divisions — ABC Television Network,
ABC Radio Network, ABC Owned
Television Stations and ABC Owned
Radio Stations.
June 22 — NBC announces new code of
television and radio broadcast standards, specifying, among other things,
limits on commercial messages.
June 25 — First commercial color telecast by CBS-TV.
An hour's show with
16 sponsors
participating..
July 1cial
— Tenth
anniversary
commertelecasting.
Bulova of
Watch
Co.,
Sun Oil Co., Lever Bros, and Procter
& Gamble were first four advertisers
on WNBT (TV) New York July 1, 1941.
July 9 — RCA demonstrates its compatible color TV system.
July 12— ABC-United Paramount Theatres m.erger approval asked of FCC.
July 16 — CBS reorganized into six divisions, with presidents heading each:
CBS Television Division, J. L. Van
Volkenburg; CBS Laboratories Division, Adrian Murphy: CBS Radio DiviS. Meighan:
biasion,
Inc.,Howard
David
H. Cogan:CBS-ColumColumbia
Records Inc., James B. Conkling; Hytron
Radio
&
Electronics
Corp.,
Bruce
A. Coffin.
July 18 — Eight TV set manufacturers
share sponsorship of network telecast
of Ezzard Charles-Joe Walcott championship fight to keep it out of theatres.
July 18 — All-Industry
TV Per
Committee
petitions New
York Program
federal
court to fix reasonable terms for
ASCAP station and network licenses.
Aug. 2 — FCC grants visual, power increases to 14 "TV stations.
Aug. 6 — Ford Foundation creates Television-Radio Workshop, financed by
$1.2
million proerams
grant, to produce
culturaleducational
for broadcast
on
commercial stations.
Aug. 27—
ABC-United
mountFCC
Theatressets
merger
applicationParafor
consolidated hearing with Paramount
Pictures-DuMont license renewals, apparently intending to explore whole
question of movie interests in telecasting.
Sewt. 4 — First coast-to-coast live television broadcast. President Truman is
telecast addressing Japanese peace
treaty conference in San Francisco.
Sept. 17— volume
BeT TRENDS
business
on TV survey
stationsreports
will
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be 397c bigger in fall of 1951 than fall
of 1950.
Sept. 19— New tri-color TV tube, invented by atomic physicist Dr. Ernest
O. Lawrence, demonstrated at "private
showing" by Chromatic Television
Labs., subsidiary of Paramount Pictures Corp. On strength of favorable
report by JVeu! York Times reporter
who attended showing. Paramount
stock jumps $6 in day.
Sept. 24 — New Jersey Superior Court
issues precedent-setting opinion that
Bill of Rights protection of freedom of
casting.
speech and press applies to broadSept.as 30—
WLTV
Atlantastation.
goes on
air
108th
U.S. (TV)
television
Oct. 8 — U.S. Dept. of Commerce reports
average income of radio-TV employes
is highest in all U.S. industry.
Oct. 15 — Radio-TV properties of General Tire & Rubber Co. and R. H. Macy
& Co. will merge. TV properties:
WOR-TV New York, WNAC-TV Boston,erties:
KHJ-TV
Los Angeles.
RadioBoston,
propWOR New
York, WNAC
WEAN Providence, WONS Hartford,
KHJco andLosKGBAngeles,
KFRC San FrancisSan Diego.
Oct. 19 — At request of Defense Mobilizer Wilson, CBS suspends TV color
broadcasting and manufacturing "for
the duration of the emergency."
Oct. 19—62 of 70 NARTB member TV
stations endorse in principle stringent
code tiesoffor violators.
standards that includes penalOct. 25 — Defense Mobilizer Wilson gets
agreement from all manufacturers to
quit color TV production although they
will proceed with color research.
Oct. 31 — After Senate Judiciary Committee pigeonholes her nomination as
federal judge, FCC Comr. Frieda B.
Hennock announces she will stay on

FCC, declines offer of interim appointment by President.
Nov. 15 — NBC marks 25th anniversary.
Dec. 3 — Third annual TV baseball survey by Jerry Jordan shows nine big
league clubs that televised all home
games or all day games in 1951 had
increased gates. The seven clubs that
curtailed or eliminated TV lost attendance.
Dec. 6— NARTB TV board adopts TV
code, including TV Seal of Approval
which will be denied to violators.
Dec. 17 — NARTB says the construction
costs of UHF stations will range from
$230,000
higher
than coststo of$500,000,
building somewhat
VHF.
Dec. 24 — A B»T special year-end survey
finds television business prospects for
1952 are almost fantastically rosy. TV
stations expect total billing to be 53%
bigger in first quarter of 1952 than in
first quarter of 1951.
Dec. 31— NBC-TV announces net network rates of $29,835 per evening halfhour. It's a 9%, increase as compared
with 1951 rate, but network says costper-thousand
will be
to $1.71
when
rates become
fullydown
effective
July
1,
1952.
Rate
increases
by
other
TV
networks expected.
Dec. 31— There were 14,964,000 TV sets
in use in the U. S. at the end of the
year, according to the weekly B«T
computation.
WPTZ-Republic Pact
WPTZ Philadelphia has signed a
new contract with Republic Pictures that gives the station the
exclusive television showing of 101
westerns and 26 features never before seen on TV. The contract, one
of the biggest ever made between
a Philadelphia station and a movie
company, insures the continued flow
of fresh films for WPTZ's Frontier
Playhouse program. Contract was
negotiated by Edward G. Murray,
station film buyer.

Forms close on that first, fabulous TELECASTING Yearbook on January 21. So there's
still time to get your reservation to us.
Your ad will go near your own listing. The
book will go to every national and regional
advertiser and agency of television importance— over 5400. Total guaranteed circulation is 16,000. A note or wire ^s ill hold your

the

space.
first
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TOONS'
Visualizes Music Records
FOLLOWING test runs of a 15film package of TV Disc Jockey
Toons in 22 sample markets, Screen
Gems has announced full-scale production. The movies visualize
popular and standard records and
permit TV stations to broadcast
disc jockey programs comparable
to those of radio.
Initial package of 40 Toons —
made in cooperation with RCA
Victor, Decca, Columbia, Capitol
and Mercury — vi^ill be distributed
Feb. 1, with station subscribers
receiving 10 additional Toons a
month.
Commenting on the test telecasts of the original package of
these films, each timed to run exactly as long as the record to which
it is matched. Will Baltin, general
sales manager of Screen Gems TV,
said: "TV Toons have won station
and audience favor. . . . We are
convinced that they will become as
important a cog in the program
machinery of all TV stations as
records have been to radio broadcasters for the past quarter century."
Mr. Baltin announced that Hal
TV

Tate Productions, Chicago, has obtained exclusive production rights
to these films in the Chicago area
for the coming year.
THEATRE VIDEO
WTVJ Pres. Begins Tests
MITCHELL WOLFSON, president of WTVJ (TV) Miami and
of the Theatre Owners of America,
announced last week that the Carib
Theatre in Miami Beach has begun
a series of "experiments" in theatre television to be conducted during 1952.
Mr. Wolfson, co-owner of the
Wometco Circuit, of which the
Carib is the showcase theatre, said
an all-electronic RCA theatre television projector has been installed.
The unit is equipped with a special throw lens to span the 90 ft.
from projector to screen. Both the
Carib and WTVJ telecast the
Orange Bowl football game on New
Year's Day.
Immediate
Delivery

IN STOCK

'CARGO

TO KOREA'
Federation Lauds Stations for Using Film

TV STATIONS have shown a distinct willingness to use documentary motion pictures when they are
produced with professional skill
and tell a genuine story.
This conclusion has been drawn
by the National Federation of
American Shipping Inc., Washingtong, D. C, which has reported
"outstanding results" with a recent
film. Cargo to Korea.
At least 37 million televiewers
have seen the documentary, the
federation estimates, on the basis
of some 300 showings on about 91
TV stations since last May 18
when production was completed.
"It is interesting to note that
more than half of the 91 stations
SUCCEEDS

JARVIS

K LAC -TV Signs Albert
SIGNED to seven year contract
which gives him $iy2 million guarantee during that period, Eddie
Albert, movie actor and independent film producer, today (Jan. 7)
starts daily five-hour afternoon
show Hollywood on Television on
KLAC-TV Hollywood.
His contract calls for a weekly
guarantee of $3 thousand against
a participating agreement on a
gross percentage of money earned
by that show. He has been given
the right to make one motion picture per year but will work the
television show exclusively for the
next six months before taking on
any outside assignments.
Independent agreement also has
been worked out whereby the station's
ductions Syndicated
will handle Television
distributionProof
all TV films made by Eddie Albert
Productions.
Mr. Albert takes over the program from Al Jarvis who late last
month signed a similar seven year
contract with KECA-AM-TV Los
Angeles starting Jan. 28 [B«T,
Dec. 31]. Mr. Jarvis, however,
remains at KLAC-TV for the next
three weeks, working HoUytvood on
Television with his successor.
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who have shown the picture have
requested its use or shown it more
than one time; many TV stations
have used it at least four different
times; one TV Station used the picture 14erationdifferent
times," the fedsaid.
Idea for the film was conceived
early this year when the shipping
industry became concerned over
lack of recognition for the role it
was playing in the Korean war. It
set out to prepare a specially-designed 131/^ -minute film to tell the
story, completing the project for
less than $10,000.
Subject to above-mentioned reservations, the federation found
that TV outlets "are not only anxious but genuinely willing to use
motion pictures of a documentary
character on their programs."
FILM RIGHTS
Beacon, UA Argue Claims
IN controversy with United Artists
and seeking to clarify their rights
to the feature film Capacabayia for
purpose of releasing it to TV,
representatives of bankrupt Beacon
Pictures Corp. have petitioned Referee-in-Bankruptcy Reuben G.
Hunt in Los Angeles for relief.
Hearing on motion is scheduled for
tomorrow (Jan. 8). Petition was
fild by attorney Cyrus Levinthal, in
behalf of Francis F. Quittner,
trustee in bankruptcy for Beacon.
It included an application for permission to enter into contract with
Quality Films for distribution of
the movie to television.
UA maintains it has an interest
in the movie and its release to television would interfere with theatrical distribution. Starring Carmen Miranda and Groucho Marx,
the film was released in 1947. Appeal in some respects parallels that
of George and James Nasser, independent film producers, whose
show cause petition to force return from UA of four motion pictures for purpose of releasing them
to TV is scheduled for hearing before Referee-in-Bankruptcy Benno
M. Brink Thursday (Jan. 10) in
Los Angeles.

'FU MANCHU'
FILMS
NBC-TV Is Producing
IN WHAT amounts to its first
film package, NBC-TV will produce Saxe Rohmer's Fu Manchti
stories starring Sir Cedric Hardwicke, with first film scheduled for
completion by Feb. 6, it was announced last week.
The network also plans a radio
version of the stories.
Package is jointly owned by
NBC and the H&L Co., comprised
of Lester Schurr and Herbert
Bayard Swope Jr., who agreed to
offer NBC first refusal on the
series when he signed with that
network as TV director sev^eral
years ago. Mr. Swope, who will
continue to produce Lights Out
for NBC-TV, also will produce the
Fu
city.Manchu stories, with Mr. Rohmer serving in supervisory capaPlaying Comr. Nayland Smith,
Sir Cedric, currently appearing
through the country in readings
of "Don Juan in Hell," will be making his TV debut in the Fu Manchu
series.
Films will be offered by NBC to
sponsors on either a national network or immediate syndication
basis. To be produced in New York,
first program will be ready Feb. 6,
and each film will be a complete
story in itself, rather than part
of a serial.
ROCKET PICTURES CITED
In Contract Breach Suit
CHARGING breach of contract
and asking $69,800, suit against
Rocket Pictures Inc., Hollywood
producer of commercial and TV
films, has been filed in Los Angeles
Superior Court by Edward D.
Robinson, western sales manager
and marketing counsellor for John
Sutherland Productions, Los Angeles. He held a similar position
with
Rocket for two years until
last July.
Action demands 10 9f commission on business he allegedly
brought into the firm which is
owned by J. Richard Western and
Harlow Wilcox, radio announcer.
Mr. Robinson also is asking a fee
claimed due for reorganizing the
company and $6,600 for personal
expenses allegedly paid out-ofpocket to help development of business. Additional compensation for
advertising, publicity and public
relations work also is asked.

'Met Auditions' on TV
ABC-TV network officials have announced that Metropolitan Opera
Auditions of the Air will be telecast, simultaneously with radio
broadcasts, starting Jan. 15. Video
auditions will thus fall into the
8:30-9 p.m. Tuesday time slot and,
ury
like the radio version which has
Up-to-date
completely
TOP QVA
been heard nationally for the past
New
ms
/crYork]
13 years, will feature Milton Cross
equipped:
M P
or/O1932
M
Since
as commentator. Program becomes the third opera feature of
ABC, which in addition to the radio auditions, also broadcasts diVideo Varieties
s tud ios o/^
CORPORATION
rectly from the opera stage Saturday afternoons.
Office; 41 E. 50th St., N.Y. 22 MU 8-1162
BROADCASTING
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For nearly 30 years, San
Antonians and Southwesterners
have listened to WOAI as a
habit! They've depended on
WOAI
for concise, accurate
new^s reporting, for pleasant
year-round entertainment.
Every day more people acquire
the WOAI habit.
WOAI-TV is two years old and
like WOAI is the leader in its
field. Superior

equipment,

superior personnel, superior
programming, and its heritage
of giving San Antonians v^hat
they want, means most people
look to WOAI-TV for the best.
They buy what
WOAI-TV.

they see on

THE SOUTHWEST'S
BRIGHTEST
PICTURE

{

Represented Nationally By
Edward Petry & Company, Inc.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • LOS ANGELES • ST. LOUIS
DALLAS • SAN FRANCISCO • DETROIT
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TV

Bless

By Advertest

telestatus
our

busy

channel/

After all, it's the only one in town.
So we dispense about everything
everybody wants to see and hear.
That "everybody" is a vast 500,000
viewers. They just sit at Channel 13
and capture the best from all four
television networks :
NBC*CBS*ABC«DTN
bless

our

faithful...

TOLEDO

TV TIMERS

. . . but we don't stop there. We toss
in as bonus coverage viewers in
Northwestern Ohio and Southern
Michigan.
Our advertisers are as faithful as our
viewers. We've got 'em by the scads,
but there's always room for "just
one
stance.more." Room for you, for inJust say the word

5.000 watts

. . .

NBC

WSPD
TOLEDO,
OHIO;
A FORT INDUSTRY STATION j
Rep. by The Katz Agency, Inc.;

WSPD-TV
CHANNEL -13
Nat. Sales Hq. 483 Madison Avenue,
New York 22, ELdorado 5-2455
Page 78

EARatCHthe
ul look
ADVERT
took EST
a carefRES
problem of sports and television in the New York area and
concluded in a report released last
week that "television has not had
too great an effort on the degree
of attendance at sporting events."
The New Brunswick, N. J., firm
based its study on 761 personal interviews with men in TV homes,
made in the New York video area
during the first two weeks of last
December.
Although the study concerned itself with sports in general, it took
particular note of college football
and effects of the National Collegiate Athletic Assn. limited telecasting ruling.
Nearly one-half (45.1%) of all
men interviewed were familiar
with the ruling. Only 22%, however, agreed that college grid
game telecasts should be limited.
Of the 22% which agreed with
NCAA, the greatest number (8%)
reasoned simply that most persons
would rather watch a game on video than see it in person. This,
they felt, lowers gate receipts.
A majority (54% ), however, disagreed with the NCAA plan, 14.7%.
of whom did not think that the telecasting of games reduced attendance.
Over 30% of all respondents reported an increase in at least one
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Research

(Report 197)

ji

litUe

and

and Sports Surveyed

sporting event during the past
year, as compared with pre-TV attendance. Less than 40% reported
an attendance decrease in at least
one event.
It was found that one-half of the
increased attendance reported could
be directly attributed to TV (main
reason: "Interest stimulated by
television"). Of the decreased attendance, 75% could be directly
traced to TV (main reason: "More
convenient to watch events on television at home").
Berle Again Tops
ARBI Report
MILTON BERLE'S Texaco Star
Theatre on NBC-TV again topped
the American Research Bureau Rating
report for Dec. 1-7. Programs and
ratings reported last week follow:
Progrom
1. Texaco Star Theatre (NBC)
53.2
2. Comedy
Hour—(NBC)
Bob Hope (NBC)
Red Skelton
50.2
4. Godfrey's Talent Scouts (CBS)
44.3
49.1
Your Show of Shows (NBC)
6. Godfrey
and
Friends
(CBS)
50.1
45.0
1 Love Lucy (CBS)
7.3. Mama
41.8
(CBS)
41 .0
5.9. Cavalcade of Sports (NBC)
40.0
You Bet Your Life (NBC)
39.5
10.8.
TelePulse
List-s
Favorite Types
AVERAGE ratings for types of
programs, based on the week of
City

Avg.
Nov. 1-7, were released in a MultiMarket TelePulse:
Ktg.
71
no.Hrs
66 '/4
15.7
Daytime Variety
99
5.5
Drama
Mysteries
92
Comedy & Variety
33
- 12.5
10.6
Kid Shows
20.5
9.4
Quiz-Audience
Participation
17.3
Interviews
Football
4018
4.9
3518
Musical Variety
14.3
Serial Stories
14.9
30
8.3
Homema
Wrestling king-Service
215613
3.3
Comedy
Situation
20
Talent
11
11.3
Forums, discussions
10
17
6.9
Educational
6.0
Religion
4.B
News
12
2.9
Feature Films
10
Film Shorts
Boxing
17.6
Music
2.0
9
Westerns
8.3
22.0
44.4
8
6
President
Total Truman
2
699
Ten favorite TV program types'
Nov. 1-7, were reported by the
Rtg. i
Pulse
I
Boxing Inc. as follows:
17.6
22.0
President Truman
44.4
20.5
ComedyVariety
Westerns
14.9
17.3
Football
Drama & Mysteries
15.7
Comedy Situation
14.3
12.5
11.3
Musical
Talent Variety
News
WPIX (TV), New York independent,
registered a 50% increase in dollar
sales revenue in 1951 over the preceding year, officials reported last
week. The figures were not disclosed.

7, 1952 — Telecasting Survey
January
—
ry
Summa
sion
Televi
Weekly
Sets in Area
Outlets On Air
Sets in Area
Outlets On Air
117,983
WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
Louisville
Albuquerque
12,100 Matamoros (Mexico)KOB-TV
Ames
11,100
WOl-TV
Atlanta
Brownsville, Tex. WMCT
XELD-TV
WAGA-TV, WSB-TV, WLTV
73,441 Memphis
WTVJ
165,000
108,780
Baltimore
93,800
WAAM, WBAl-TV, WMAR-TV
350,304
47,200 Miami
FBirmingham
inghamton
WNBF-TV
280,200
Milwaukee Paul WTMJ-TV
294,446
WAFM-TV, WBRC-TV
70,000 Minn.-St.
Bloomington
KSTP-TV, WTCN-TV
WTTV
125,000
48,269
Nashville
Boston
212,000
WBZ-TV,
WNAC-TV
New
Haven
WSM-TV
832,670
Buffalo
WBEN-TV
241
,005 New Orleans WNHC-TV
72,643
106,158 New York
Charlotte
WDSU-TV
WBTV
Chicago
WABD, WCBS-TV, WJZ-TV, WNBT
WBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV. WNBQ
2,750,000
WOR-TV, WPIX
Cincinnati
1,027,738
WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV, WLWT
WATV
322,000
WEWS. WNBK, WXEL
Newark
Cleveland
547,790
200,000 Norfolk
Columbus
91,191
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
Oklahoma City WTAR-TV
108,278
WKY-TV
1 1 1 ,495
Ft. Worth
970,000
DallasKRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
KMTV,
WOW-TV
Philadelphia
148,892 Omaha
Davenport
WCAU-TV,
WFIL-TV, WPTZ
55,100
342,300
Pittsburgh
Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise. E. Moline 80,484 Phoenix
Quad Cities WOC-TV
WTVR
KPHO-TV
180,000
Dayton
WHIO-TV, WLWD
227,000
WDTV
705,323 Providence
Detroit
WJAR-TV
WJBK-TV, WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
'
WICU
Richmond
Erio ■1
Rochester
95,071
Ft.Dallas
WorthWHAM-TV
98,120
80,379 Rock Island
148,892
WBAP-TV, KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
WHBF-TV
E. Moline 80,434
Include
Davenport,
Moline,
Rock
Ise.,
Quad
Cities
Grand
RapidsSo!}
Lake
City
70,200
Kalamazoo
KDYL-TV, KSL-TV
160,413 San
Antonio
WOOD-TV
Greensboro
Son Diego
119,500
WFMY-TV
Houston
WOAI-TV
KPRC-TV
89,138 San Francisco KEYL,
107,500
298,000
KFMB-TV
62,047
HuntingtonKGO-TV,
KPIX, KRON-TV
Charleston
Albany-Troy
Schenectady187,200
WSAZ-TV
WRGB
Seattle
Indianapolis
63,167
192,500
WFBM-TV
116,500
Jacksonville
46,000
WMBR-TV
Johnstown
KING-TV
126,500 St. Louis
KSD-TV
WJAC-TV
348,000
152,793
KalamazooGrand City
Rapids WKZO-TV
Toledo
WHEN,
127,000
Syracuse
Kansas
WSFD-TV WSYR-TV
160,413 Tulsa
170.457 Utica-Rome
KOTV
123,055
Lancaster
WDAt^-TV
WKTV
Lansing
WGAl-TV
Washington
98,375
Wilmington
WM<\L-TV,
WNBW, WTOP-TV, WTTG
WJIM-TV
64,000
Los Angeles
312,100
87,376
70,000
KECA-TV, KFI-TV, KLAC-TV, KNBH
WDEL-TV
KNXT, KTLA, KTTV
1
,334,899
Stations on Air
Estimated Sets in use 14,954,000
Toral Markets on Air 64*
* Includes XELD-TV Matamoros, Mexico
area. Where coverage areas overlap sets counts may be
Editor's Note- Totals for each market represent estimated sets within television
TV circulation conimittees, electric companies
are based on data from dealers, distributors,
Dortiallv duoiicated Sources of set estimates monthly,
some may remain unchanged in successive summaries. Total sets in all areas are
Since many are compiled
manufacturers.
and
neceosarijy
approximate.
City
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Radio Homes by Counties
(Continued from page WZ)
Radio
HouseRadio
HouseHomes holds
Homes holds
County
1950 1950
County
1950 1950
7,925 8,945
Praft
3,786 3,923 Henderson
3,058 3,372
Rawlins
1,555 1,637 Henry
Hickman
1,938 2,220
Reno
16,427 17,129
Hopkins
9,801 11,163
Republic
3,610 3,845
2,412 3,049
Rice
4,799 4,968 Jackson
132,143 139,244
Riley
7,819 8,136 Jefferson
3,068 3,479
Rooks
2,590 2,752 Jessamine
4,816 5,659
Rush
2,089 2,206 Johnson
30,510 31,260
Russell
3,947 4,142 Kenton
3,204 4,035
Saline
10,229 10,535 Knott
5,777 6,952
Scott
1,358 1,418 Knox
Larue
2,417 2,814
Sedgwick
67,016 69,447
5,083 6,139
Seward
2,860 3,017 Laurel
Lawrence
2,896 3,498
Shawnee
31,693 32,775
1,722 2,097
Sheridan
1,178 1,264 Lee
2,276 3,014
Sherman
2,055 2,214 Leslie
Smith
2,756 2,957 Letcher
7,496 8,676
StafFord
2,732 2,834 Lewis
2,871 3,402
Stanton
561 608 Lincoln
4,160 4,820
Stevens
1,246 1,324 Livingston
1,762 2,044
Sumner
7,350 7,688 Logan
5,290 6,209
Thomas
2,174 2,262 Lyon
1,450 1,655
13,148 14,992
Trego
1,592 1,695 McCracken
Wabaunsee
2,158 2,306 McCreary
3,038
3,599
Wallace
656 703 McLean
2,532 2,835
7,127 8,268
Washington
3,861 4,103 Madison
Wichita
692 740 Magoffin
2,304 2,958
Wilson
4,633 4,939 Marion
3,483 4,036
: . . 3,509 3,997
Woodson
2,062 2,215 Marshall
,
1,856 2,349
Wyandotte
47,484 49,206 Martin
Mason
4,873 5,397
KENTUCKY
779,608 Meade
2,139 2,428
Menifee
914 1,155
Adair
3,683 4,486
Allen
3,321 3,982
Metcalfe
2,203 2,664
Anderson
2,388 2,618 Monroe
2,928 3,490
Ballard
2,308 2,611
3,140 3,639
Barren
6,832 7,898 Montgomery
Morgan
2,505 3,155
Bath
2,411 2,771 Muhlenberg
7,429 8,638
Bell
9,172 10,791
Nelson
4,133 4,713
Boone
3,474 3,743 Nicholas
2,055 2,248
Bourbon
4,676 5,144 Ohio
5,541 5,895
Boyd
12,593 13,468 Oldham
2,267 2,505
Boyle
4,856 5,325 Owen
2,538 2,855
.,
Bracken
2,301 2,523 Owsley
1,317 1,686
■
Breathitt
3,049 4,055 Pendleton
2,604 2,880
Breckinridge
3,669 4,306
3,
Perry
8,516 9,857
Bullitt
2,638 3,005 Pike
88
-.
14,972 17,676
84
Butler
2,402 2,977 Powell
1,298 1,621
,35
Caldwell
3,412 3,991
Pulaski
8,330 9,893
4
Robertson
770 856
Calloway
5,122 5,908
2,661 3,334
Campbell
, . 21,816 22,352 Rockcastle
2,577 3,018
Carlisle
1,643 1,857 Rowan
3,090 3,464
Carroll
2,320 2,584 Russell
3,900 4,314
Carter
4,444 5,228 Scott
Casey
3,317 4,126 Shelby
- 4,561
2,886 5,057
3,399
Christian
8,922 10,647 Simpson
1,453 1,633
Clark
4,856 5,438 Spencer
Taylor
3,379
3,880
Clay
3,706 4,685 Todd
3,051 3,637
Clinton
2,060 2,527
Crittenden
2,799 3,149 Trigg
2,194 2,640
1,272 1,424
Cumberland
1,954 2,394 Trimble
Union
3,766 4,198
Daviess
14,206 15,611
10,302 12,049
Edmonson
1,939 2,347 Warren
2,819 3,178
Elliott
1,226 1,513 Washington
Estill
2,982 3,610 Wayne
3,179 3,920
4,172 4,891
Fayette
25,253 27,330 Webster
6,424 7,731
Fleming
2,999 3,393 Whitley
Wolfe
1,347 1,722
Floyd
9,923 11,459 Woodford
2,896 3,151
Franklin
6,837 7,399
Fulton
3,437 3,906
LOUISIANA
724,512
Gallatin
1,031 1,174
Garrard
2,728 3,083
9,677 12,422
Grant
2,605 2,924 Acadia
4,117 5,058
Graves
8,290 9,496 Allen
4,737 5,863
Grayson
3,742 4,569 Ascension
3,437 4,286
Green
2,696 3,190 Assumption
Avoyelles
8,188
10,222
Greenup
5,550 6,229
3,908 4,963
4,941
Hancock
1,481 1,726 Beauregard
Bienville
4,104
Hardin
9,062 10,357 Bossier
8,641 10,263
Harlan
14,481 16,144 Caddo
43,882 50,323
Harrison
3,842 4,245 Calcasieu
21,489 24,958
Hart
3,611 4,289 Caldwell
2,353 2,781
Cameron
1,366 1,616
Catahoula
2,445 3,107
Claiborne
5,306 6,567
SOONER
or LATER
Concordia
2,998 3,987
some
aggrieved listener
De Soto
5,096 6,418
accusesyou of
East Baton Rouge
38,717 43,115
East Carroll
3,169 4,277
East Feliciana
2,567 3,343
Evangeline
6,589 8,715
Franklin
5,712 7,230
B
O
Grant
3,223
3,935
BEL ER
N
I
a
Iberia
8,676
10,632
L
l
D
s
Iberville
5,757 7,161
Jackson
3,528 4,131
and THEN
you'll need our
Jefferson
25,894
28,455
UNIQUE INSURANCE
Jefferson Davis
5,735 7,063
covering this hazard. It covers also
Invasion of Privacy, Plagiarism,
Lafayette
11,855 14,856
Lafourche . .■
8,449 10,380
Piracy and Copyright. It is
La Salle
3,071 3,617
ADEQUATE, SURPRISINGLY
INEXPENSIVE.
Lincoln
5,231 6,364
Livingston
4,250 5,151
In use Nation-wide.
Madison
3,586 4,801
GET IT IN TIME!
Morehouse
6,565 8,352
Natchitoches
7,636 9,653
WRITE FOR DETAILS AND RATES
Orleans
146,231 165,607
Ouachita
18,366
21,406
EMPLOYERS REINSURANCE
Plaquemines
3,070 3,566
CORPORATION
Pointe Coupee
4,367 5,521
Rapides
19,903 24,067
Jnsurance Exchange — Kansas City. Mo.
Red River
2,530 3,158
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County
Richland
Sabine
St. Bernard
St. Charles
St. Helena
St. James
St. John the Baptist
St. Landry
St. Martin
St. Mary
St. Tammany
Tangipahoa
Tensas
Terrebonne
Union
Vermilion
Vernon
Washington
Webster
West Baton Rouge
West Carroll
West Feliciana
Winn
MAINE
Androscoggin
Aroostook
Cumberland
Franklin
Hancock
Kennebec
Knox
Lincoln
Oxford
Penobscot
Piscataquis
Sagadahoc
Somerset
Waldo
Washington
York
MARYLAND
Allegany
Anne
Arundel
Baltimore
)
Calvert
Caroline
Baltimore cityf
Carroll
Cecil
Charles
Dorchester
Frederick
Garrett
Harford
Howard
Kent
Montgomery
Prince Georges
Queen Annes
St. Marys
Somerset
Talbot
Washington
Wicomico
Worcester
MASSACHUSETTS
Barnstable
Berkshire
Bristol
Dukes
Essex
Franklin
Hampden
Hampshire
Middlesex
Nantucket
Norfolk
Plymouth
Suffolk
Worcester
MICHIGAN
Alcona
Alqer
Allegan
Alpena
Antrim
Arenac
Baraga
Barry
Bay
Benzie
Berrien
Branch
Calhoun
Cass
Charlevoix
Cheboygan
Chippewa
Clare
Clinton
Crawford
Delta
Dickinson
Eaton
Emmet
Genesee
Gladwin
Gogebic
Grand Traverse
Gratiot
Hillsdale
Houghton
Huron
Ingham

Homes holds
Radio
1950
1950
5,440 House4,454
2,616
6,691
2,960
1,705
2,933
5,479
2,989
3,446
2,181
3,045
14,463 18,590
3,667
4,807
3,642
7,719
6,254
6,235
11,532 14,185
9,413
2,863
7,428
8,767
3,680
4,217
8,085 10,627
4,281 10,234
8,468
5,002
7,989 10,264
2,591
5,279
3,515
9,488
1,413
3,126
4,204
3,657
1,833
4,554
254,652
23,377 23,709
20,220
47,707 22,517
48,433
5,437
9,231
9,926
21,791 22,962
8,295
5,827
5,123
8,853
11,366
27,407 12,104
5,098 28,431
5,467
5,855
10,686 1 5,429
1 ,368
5,772
9,574 10,384
6,308
6,176
25,741 26,758
640,422
24,410
26,393

Radio
Homes
County
1950
Ionia
10,272
Iosco
3,203
Iron
5,061
Isabella
7,308
Jackson
30,140
Kalamazoo
36,127
Kalkaska
1,257
Kent
84,071
Keweenaw
871
Lake
1,566
Lapeer
8,723
Leelanau
2,232
Lenawee
18,349
Livingston
7,626
Luce
1,532
Mackinac
2,414
Macomb
48,852
Manistee
.
4,897
Marquette
12,879
Mason
5,989
Mecosta
5,094
Menominee
6,856
MidlancJ
9,398
Missaukee
1,895
Monroe
20,462
Montclam
9,154
Montmorency
1,090
Muskegon
34,393
Newaygo
5,996
Oakland
108,047
Oceana
4,480
Ogemaw
2,486
Ontonagon
2,873
Osceola
3,735
Oscoda
857
Otsego
1,623
Ottawa
20,908
Presque Isle
2,904
Roscommon
1,814
Saginaw
42,046
St. Clair
26,021
St. Joseph '
10,733
Sanilac
8,736
Schoolcraft
2,426
Shiawassee
13,225
Tuscola
10,220
Van Buren
12,073
Washtenaw
34,135
Wayne
662,352
Wexford
5,257
MINNESOTA
Aitkin
4,072
Anoka
9,195
Becker
6,501
Beltrami
6,499
Benton
3,851
Big Stone
2,596
Blue Earth
10,586
Brown
7,128
Carlton
6,435
Carver
4,845
Cass
5,086
Chippewa
4,739
Chisago
3,688
Clay
7,799
Clearwater
2,652
Cook
879
Cottonwood
4,478
Crow Wing
8,845
Dakota
12,851
Dodge
3,427
Douglas
5,902
Faribault
6,604
Fillmore
6,933
Freeborn
9,557
Goodhue
9,238
Grant
2,601
Hennepin
198,727
Houston
3,932
Hubbard
3,025
Isanti
3,094
Itasca
9,113
Jackson
4,501
Kanabec
2,499
Kandiyohi
7,455
Kittson
2,552
Koochiching
4,604
Lac qui Parle
3,931
Lake
2,315
Lake of the Woods
1,365
Le Sueur
5,447
Lincoln
2,161
Lyon
5,900
McLeod
6,013
Mahnomen
1,631
Marshall
4,126
Martin
7,196
Meeker
5,160
Mllle Lacs
4,131
Morrison
6,334
(Continued on page 82)

holds
1950
House10,590
3,330
5,283
30,692
916
7,605
85,525
36,677
1,352
1,730
2'b,922
18,743
8,928
2,374
7,782
1,646
2,590
49,445
13,319
5,668
7,068
5,368
9,689
6,219
2,027
9,486
1,182
35,023
109,138
4,696
923
6,292
2,659
2,996
3,907
21,183
1,738
3,106
1,920
42,992
26,525
11,031
9,006
2,559
13,523
10,591
12,434
34,585
671,076

27,782
25,427
(
72,598
2,533 )268,019
330,739
5,096
10,787 1 2,956
1 ,295
8,054
845,757
5,465
4,752
5,527
7,148
8,541
4,255
15,531 16,505
5,526
4,875
8,023
9,421
12,773
5,447 13,531
3,622
5,423
6,723
4,007
44,131
10,835
2,641
6,892
48,694 45,216
5,782
4,007
3,794 50,670
5,217
6,308
5,222
4,220
7,311
6,634
4,995
5,365
21,290 22,340
5,927
11,004 11,922
5,902
3,806
5,359
6,340
4,841
7,966
931
6,975
2,789
1,307,381
4,565
13,980 14,532
13,060
37,273 38,034
9,147
109,018 110,791
1,765
150,005 152,289
15,419 15,831
6,732
1,846
3,511
103,413 104,142
6,103
21,549 21,966
7,147
9,455
9,762
286,469 287,043
1,130
201,344
106,719 107,040
2,660
1,140
54,931
4,058
242,386 245,330
55,938
149,036 151,459
9,463
3,206
3,222
1,791,639
1,652
2,573
4,598
2,609
13,572
2,759
7,615
1,732
5,811
3,002 13,977
6,123
2,569
4,977
3.190
2,647
2,154
2,739
3,987
2,524
7,679
1,429
2,263
24,221 24,741
7,900
2,270
5,587
33,719
2,874
8,586 34,548
2,367
6,270
33,963 34,550
8,339
1,720
6,343
8,833
7,328
3,795
4,249
3,999
3,609
8,632
5,309
7,660
2,814
4,312
3,872
7,996
8,501
2,950
1,186
6,612
8,983
8,701
1,238
7,343
9,377
11,582 11,891
7,578
4,529
4,798
76,320 77,640
Why buy 2 or more...
2,532
do 1 big sales job
7,802
7,158
2,637
8,077
on
"RADIO
BALTIMORE '
9,304
9,301
7,472
Contoct
9,621
EDWARD
11,506
RETRY CO
9,599
8,774 11,813
48,755
9,055
MM
49,447
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

NEW

CHANNELS

FOR

IMAGINATION

» With each new channel added, or increase
in station power, the number of people in front of
television screens goes up. • With each increase in the use
of film pick-up — together with the acceptance of new
technics, materials, and equipment — the number becomes
more solidly sold. • For film programming opens new channels
for imagination. Shows no longer are limited by the four walls
of a studio, nor held within the time zone of a particular
show's origination. Creatively . . . geographically . . .
the sky's the limit. • Complete technical information
concerning film selection and processing is available . . .
together with details concerning special Eastman
services, equipment, and materials. Address:
Motion Picture Film Department
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester 4, N. Y.
East Coosl Division Midwest Division West Coast Division
342 Madison Avenue 137 Norlli Walxish Avenve
6706 Santo Monica Blvd.
New Yorl< 17, New Yorl< Cliicogo 2, Illinois ttolly wood 38, California

l

Radio Homes
There^s More
a
w
a SELL
y

l

on

•

UJRIIL

RICHMOND
VIRGINIA
910KC-5KW
ABC
AFFILIATE

NATIONAL
REP.EDWARD
RETRY
& CO., INC.

NAT L REP
AVERY
KNODEL
INC.
608 Fifth Avenue
New York 20, N.Y.
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County

(Continued
holds
Radio
Homes
1950
1950
House-

Mower
11,511 11,710
Murray
3,798
Nicollet
4,811
3,864
4,899
Nobles
6,132
Norman
3,485 13,138
6,219
3,589
Olmsfead
12,875
Otter Tail
13,122 13,584
Pennington
3.467
Pine
5061
5,283
3,615
Pipestone . . ,
3,773
3,838
Polk
9,490
9,773
Pope
3,517
3,603
Ramsey
103,038 104,395
Red Lake
1,628
Redwood
6.061
1,687
Renville
6,419
Rice
8,412
6,173
6,530
Rock
3,084
8,654
3,150
Roseau
3,638
St. Louis
60,532 61,894
3,805
Scott
4,234
4,365
Sherburne
2,514
Sibley
4216
2,619
4,315
Stearns
15,909
Steele
5,819 16,384
Stevens
2,845
5,962
2,933
Swift
4,278
Todd
6,685
4,379
Traverse
2,204
6.935
2,233
Wabasha
'. . 4,695
Wadena
3,282
4,835
Waseca
4,301
3,433
4,420
Washington
9,226
Watonwan
3,961
9,414
Wilkin
;
2,684
4,021
2,744
Winona
10,906 11,255
Wright
7,440
Yellow Medicine
4,505
7,702
4,569
MISSISSIPPI
554,783
Adams
6,708
8,944
Alcorn
6,346
7,457
Amite
3,681
Attala
5,090
4,619
Benton
1,639
2,070
6,525
Bolivar
12,460 16,016
Calhoun
3,958
4,701
Carroll
2,820
Chickasaw
; 3,942
3,552
Choctaw
2.212
4,813
2,728
Claiborne
2,236
3,034
Clarke
3,914
4,808
Clay
3,480
Coahoma
9,976 13,161
4,537
Copiah
6,169
7,829
Covington
3,156
De Soto
4,496
3,839
5,931
Forrest
9,960 12,357
Franklin
2,388
2,863
George
2,019
2,487
Greene
1,551
Grenada
3,852
1,949
Hancock
2,569 21,076
4,907
Harrison
17,725
3,141
Hinds
31,461 37,454
Holmes
6,085
8.070
Humphreys
4,190
Issaquena
942
5,586
Itawamba
3.510
1,266
Jackson . .
7,273
4,371
8,428
Jasper
3,456
4,375
Jefferson
2,243
2,971
Jefferson Davis
2,802
Jones
12,098 14,844
3,597
Kemper
2,812
3,614
Lafayette
4,351
Lamar
2,797
5,398
Lauderdale
14,286 18,153
3,415
Lawrence
2,456
3,113
Leake
4,188
5,268
lee
8,608
Leflore
10,405 10,371
Lincoln
5,797 13,272
9,560
7,237
Lowndes
8,126
Madison
6,039
7.894
Marion
4,835
Marshall
4,265
6.223
Monroe
7,633
5,687
9,553
Montgomery
3,030
Neshoba
5,100
6 448
3,769
Newton
4,691
5,709
Noxubee
3,598
4.804
Oktibbeha
4,514
5.758
Panola
6,293
Pearl River
4,482
5,400
7,827
Perry
1,795
2,219
Pike
7,761
Pontotoc
4,440
5.337
9,284
Prentiss
4,368
Quitman
5,150
6 334
5,238
Rankin
4,800
5.882
Scott
4,419
Sharkey
2,615
5,343
3,256
Simpson
4,338
5,265
Smith
3,267
4,004
Stone
1,377
1,655
Sunflower
10,376 13,252
Tallahatchie
5,929
7,448
Tate
3,558
4,487
Tippah
3,670
4,390
Tishomingo
3,411
4,065
Tunica
4,244
Union
4,562
5,591
Walthall
2,851
5,516
3,595
Warren
9,406 11,952

Counties
ombypage
80)
Radio
HouseHomes holds
County
1950 1950
Washington
14,567 19,243
Wayne .. ..
3,182 4,028
Webster
2,528 3,042
Wilkinson
2,755 3,426
Winston
4,215 5,369
Yalobusha
. 2,995 3,885
Yazoo
6,558 8,898
MISSOURI
1,198,883
Adair
5,840 6,233
Andrew
3,581 3,750
Atchison
3,307 3,445
Audrain
7,147 7,595
Barry
6,028 6,517
Barton
3,907 4,237
Bates
5,416 5,881
Benton
2,660 2,943
Bollinger
2,553 2,986
Boone
11,703 13,105
Buchanan
27,221 28,684
Butler
9,011 10,466
Caldwell
3,233 3,439
Camden
2,182 2,416
Cape Girardeau
10,495 11,177
Carroll
4,738 5,035
Carter
1,171 1,355
Cass
5,894 6,344
Cedar ..
3,219 3,577
Chariton 5,5 4,522 4,816
Christian
87 3,496 3,813
Clark
2,901
6,2,683
113
Clay
13,399
14,030
Clinton
3,711 3,960
Cole
8,899 9,358
Cooper
4,614 5,032
Crawford
3,083 3,523
Dade
2,838 3,085
Dallas
2,899 3,200
Daviess
3,550 3,825
De Kalb
2,604 2.753
Dent
2,974 3,312
Douglas
3,111 3,495
Dunklin
10,970 12,202
Franklin
9,979 10,765
Gasconade
3,433 3,819
Gentry
3,580 3,737
Greene
31,351 33,176
Grundy
4,296 4,590
Harrison
4.270 4 562
Henry
6,122 6,640
Hickory
1,615 1,773
Holt
3,071 3,246
Howard
3,357 3,641
Howell
5,859 6,734
Iron
2,191 2,533
Jackson
169,316 174,553
Jasper
24,671 26,443
Jefferson
10,538 11,128
Johnson
6,036 6.540
Knox
2,394 2,560
Laclede
5,037 5,641
Lafayette
7,446 8,015
Lawrence
6.875 7,449
Lewis
3,292 3,480
Lincoln
4,162 4,470
Linn
5,987 6.396
Livingston
4,948 5,253
McDonald
3,801 4 214
Macon
5,705 6,141
Madison
2 644 3,032
Maries
1,791 2,115
Marion
9,197 9,722
Mercer
2,271 2,416
Miller
3,661 4,059
Mississippi
4,915 5,776
Moniteau
3,187 3,470
Monroe
3,536 3,778
Montgomery
3,554 3,822
Morgan
2,872 3,166
New Madrid
8,585 9,581
Newton
7,906 8,594

Radio
HouseHomes holds
County
1950 1950
Nodaway
6,920 7,315
Oregon
2,970 3,429
Osage
2,625 3,038
Ozark
1,991 2,399
Pemiscot
10,099 11,826
Perry
3,536 3,987
Pettis
9,660 10,376
Phelps
5,329 6,090
Pike
5,195 5,586
Platte
4,312 4,577
Polk
4,671 5,122
Pulaski
2,974 3,219
Putnam
2,811 3,026
Rolls
2,607 2,779
Randolph
7,347 7,841
Ray
5,008 5,356
Reynolds
1,567 1,859
Ripley
2,804 3,253
St. Charles
8,054 8,505
St. Clair
3,184 3,514
St. Francois
9,292 9,854
St. Louis & St. Louis city . . .363,113 372,806
Ste. Genevieve
2 729 2,970
Saline
7,547 &,115
Schuyler
1,839 1 940
Scotland
2.383 2.516
Scott
8,478 9,195
Shannon
2,004 2,341
Shelby
3,254 3,451
Stoddard
8,134 8 998
Stone
2,470 2,852
Sullivan
3,432 3,694
Taney
2,561 2,957
Texas
4,966 5,567
Vernon
6 197 6,758
Warren
2.181 2 378
Washington
3,301 3 902
Wayne
2,492 2 894
Webster
4,165 4 522
Worth
1 579 1 667
Wright
4,289 4,771
MONTANA
175,619
Beaverhead
2,047 2,162
Big Horn
2,413 2.503
Blaine
2,226 2.304
Broadwater
830 868
Carbon
3,022 3,122
Carter
782 810
Cascade
15,352 15 730
Chouteau
2,075 2.113
Custer
3,623 3,754
Daniels
1,114 1,132
Dawson
2,636 2,693
Deer Lodge
4,105 4,197
Fallon
970 1,004
Fergus
4 101 4.210
Flathead
9 417 9,649
Gallatin
6 243 6,443
Garfield
641 665
Glacier
2,463 2,584
Golden
Valley
419
Granite
894 419
924
Hill
4057 4 152
Jefferson
1,071 1,102
Judith Basin
917 942
lake
3.883 3,991
Lewis and Clark
7,383 7,611
Liberty
626 647
Lincoln
2 586 2.669
McCone
915 947
Madison
1,789 1,844
Meagher
639
659
Mineral
6^0 703
Missoula
10,119 10.400
Musselshell
1,704 1,751
Park
3.638 3,766
Petroleum
298 306
Phillips
1.864 1,924
Pondera
1,710 1,759
Powder River
764 796
Powell
1,724 1,775
Prairie
678 706
Ravalli
3,952 4,074
Richland
2,861 2,946
Roosevelt
2,531 2 599
Rosebud
1,702 1,773
QUINCY,

GATES

ILLINOIS

THESE OFFICES
TO SERVE YOU
QUINCY, ILL
TEL. 8202
HOUSTON, TEXAS
TEL. ATWOOD 8536
WASHINGTON, D. C. ... TEL. METROPOLITAN 0522
MONTREAL, QUE
TEL. ATLANTIC 9441
NEW YORK CITY
TEL. MURRAY HILL 9-0200
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting
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1950
2,127
1,895
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1,018
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6,2
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St.

Bronx

6,095 6,611
3,893 4,177
6,975 7,404

Tioga

8,289 8,951

Westchester
Wyoming
Yates
NORTH CAROLINA
572

the farm station for Kansas and ad-

17,

r

WTRW
If IDlV

ROADCASTING

682
108
,8315651,
81169,
5503,246
14,
29,1

.

ThEVoice^/Kansas
//7 TOREK
A

• Telecasting

172,786 176,312
8,556 9,044
5,043 5,359
...
994,361

3,021
1,741
5,212
4,319
2,555
7,582
4,792
5,404
3,601
9,532
9,198
1,140
4,965
3,684
5,361
3,633
2,342
1,237
9,581
(Continued on page 8^)

,410

01118

joining states.

415,607 424,956

Schoharie
Schuyler
Seneca

,6

en

is

Radio
HouseHomes holds
1950 1950
6,458 6,877
929 1,002
8,420 9,656
5,317 5,767
101,436
,2677
63 11,01,628
95748
1,243 1,372
8,401 8,995
1,850 2,006
2,647 2,801
5,053 5,697
1,970 2,052
3,449 3,849
3,703
4,891 4,012
5,635
4,289 4,667
2,12,305
2,625
08 2,3 4,193
3,753
37
5,226 6,098
8,516 9,536
2,155 2,455
2,045 2,361
3j380 3,876
1,849 1,978
1,894 2,057
4,461 5,053
4,329,327

70,
0
12, 76 72,
51, 063 1 393
344 2,51
19, 52,93 4
2
Erie 21,49484 2 247,354
252,402
Essex
4204,,784 22,02,087 9,342 9,792
2
1112,,2593425, 8
133989 1,47608 8,160 8,580
Greene
1120,,3 113,,4045721 1,214 1,304
Hamilton
58
1323,,39571130,,7
30417 03189 777,461 795,764
Kings
3
Lewis
5,646 6,058
111, 124,,871040
5,361
Monroe
139,763 143,641
12, 5871126,,0
Montgomery
17,431 18,063
967 36266 185,639
Nassau
188,658
New York
593,290 625,833
17, 13,
23 48 493
,7 018
592 ,2
5,1 08
42
1
2
Orleans
8,379 8,904
,3
1
10,
813
,
067 035
Putnam
5,873 6,092
10,
Queens
455,387 461,853
597

23

Warr

beca use we've served

their interests for 25 years. WIBW

Curry
De Baca
Dona Ana
Grant
Guadalupe
Harding
Hidalgo
Lea
:
Lincoln
Los Alamos
McKinley
Mora
Otero
Quay
Rio Arriba
Roosevelt
Sandoval
San Juan
San Miguel
Santo Fe
Sierra
Socorro
Taos
Torrance
Union
Valencia
NEW YORK

Alexander
Alleghany
Anson
Ashe
Avery
Beaufort
Bertie
Bladen
Brunswick
Burke
Caldwell
Camden
Corteret
Caswell
Chatham
Cherokee
Chowan
Cloy
Columbus

FARMERS
Prefer WIBW

County

40 3
3,7 ,19 16352238 8 3
205 762 71,6294,3, ,84,15
505 7 4
,0 45 979367 281315
51, 3,766 ,65 69216,2132,615,317 ,905 728
52 59, 941,542,19, 0,47,11
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4 1 170 32 287 15 56,
1
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0
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81211974,7 ,854 1,41 ,954
25692, 24844, 274,72,843 46
3,195 37 80,89 96352
57, 423,5419747399,7110,14371,1310012,0261040,3 8,3,474176,9040
02 1,
117,
,7625066,,12 ,0661 5 ,628615
,2 3
36,29531513,6 61 12,60 25
241,2,512 12,20
1

20

308
2,910
3,451
1,353
1 ,456
7,127
3,428
3,327
4,881
3,608
1,473
2,233
3,358
2,731
2,994
3,499
5,478
2,765
2,839
5,537
978
2,560
7,943
78,886
1,234
2,947
2,102
1,504
2,872
8,073
1,180
830
772
289
1,425
9,312
2,624
2,118
641
1,683
4,027
308
2,132
4,124
2,182
1,925
2,063
584
1,237
4,066
35,138
7,887
355
355
215
6,707
2,647
2,235
1,820
3,305
2,810
5,075
2,049
1,332
2,749
2,635
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7,849
3,331
206
356

Rodio
Households
Homes holds
House1950
County
1950 1950
Platte
5,282 5,566
2,216
2,421 2,527
1,938 Polk
3,816 4,030
15,670 Red Willow
Richardson
4,989
5,219
1,611
Rock
863 915
1,052
4,372 4 661
2,068 Saline
Sarpy
3,943 4,057
2,031
393 Saunders
5,092 5.332
Scons Bluff
9,240 9,747
3,253
964 Seward
3,866 4,091
Sheridan
2 650 2,787
522 Sherman
1,726 1,876
16,761
Sioux
858 914
12 Stanton
1,789 1,879
Thayer
3,144
361 3,313
379
394,662 Thomas
Thurston
2,126 2,289
2,116 2,294
8,176 Valley
3,311 3,442
223 Washington
3,514
Wayne
2,729 2 805
365 Webster
2,228 2,385
325 Wheeler
401 427
3,066
3,587
NEVADA
50,296
1,447
1,544 Churchill
1,865
1,937
7,566
3,541 Douglas
564
589
3,555 Elko
3,332 3,478
5,122 Esmeraldo
257
270
3,743
315 334
1,560 Eureka
Humboldt
1,401
1,466
2,358
553 584
3,494 Lander
Lincoln
1,096 1,124
2,881 Lyon
1,096
1,133
3,165
14,
1,648 1,733
3,630 Mineral
311
Nye
1,045
1,107
5,809 Crmsby
14,
1,226 1,246
4
2,929
9
,
7
2
Pershing
962
1,013
2,942 Storey
45 0
4,440 249 254
5,798
1,010 White Pine
2,659 2,761
2,658
8,231
NEW
HAMPSHIRE
155,173
81,075
1,327 Belknap
7,646
7,948
3,118
4,663 4,950
2,258 Carroll
1,614 Coos
9,666 10,037
3,049
8,427
1,240
889
827
303
7,556 7,863
1,522 Sullivan
9,720
NEW JERSEY
1,374,422
2,786
2,237
693
1,783
4,243
328
2,268
4,332
2,284
246,916 256,669
1,999 Essex
2,192
615 Hudson
182,036 187,860
1,271
4,325
45
36,113
,
8,276
38011945
,27
380
6
235
6,979
2,760 Sussex
9,667 10,070
2,343 Union
109,003 112,253
1,920
3,439
NEW MEXICO
177,128
3,018
5 297
2,150 Bernalillo
37,966
865
1,389 Catron
10,089
2,882 Chaves
4,121
2,762 Colfax

3,513
2,116
6,219
5,191
3,067
9,224
5,801
6,550
4,397
10,591
10,440
1,322
5,925
4 439
6,191
4,305
2,888
1,480
11,599

What

a Buy!

N
ABC

C
PROGRAMS
For ''Minutes"
& Chain Breaks
IN
YOINGSTOWN,

0.

5000
WATTS

Serving America's
34th Market
WFMJ
REPRESENTATIVES
Headley-Reed

Co.

In Canada

more people listen"^ to
CFRB
Toronto
regularly than to
any other station
HE 1950 BBM figures
T
show CFRB's coverage
as 619,050 daytime and 653,860
night time— more than one-fifth
of the homes in Canada, concentrated in the market which
accounts
retail sales.for 40% of Canada's

CFRB
Representatives:
United States — Adam J. Young Jr.
Incorporated
Canada — All-Canada Radio
Facilities Limited
January 7, 1952
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1

1
Mi\ Jack Purves
N. IV. Ayer and Son, Inc.
Pittsburgh , Pa.
Dear Jack:
Folks down WCHS imy 'enisanyshore
uv
eatin' high on til' hatvg, an
yon fellers is
overloo'kin'
market y this
er
niissin'
thin' ! a IVgood
hy
Jack, department store
sales, in
tWCHS's
o w n home
nV
Charleston is
adurned
Y n n near
n i 23n'
percent ahead
uv whnt they
it'jir a year
ago —thin's
an' wus
we
tho't
good then!
Yessir, folks
dotvn h ere is
am akin' an'
aspendin' more
more
money 'n
y-uh
a stickkinat,shake
and
'm e m b e r!
WCHS gives
yuh more m'
these big spenders fer lissencrs
all stath'
otherthenfour
tions in tozvn
put
tergether !
Yessirree,
Jack ! WCHS
is West VirGreatest Advertisin' Medium! ginny's
That';S a- fack
tvell ivorth 'membcrin ' !
Algy

Charleston,

W.

Va

THE
MIDWEST
ADDRESS
OF

C

YANKTON
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CITY

Radio
HouseHomes holds
Radio Homes by Counties
County
1950 1950
(Continued from page 83)
Choctaw
4,697 5,721
County
Radio
Cimarron
1,202 1,340
Homes holds
Radio holds
House- Cleveland
9,458 10,280
Homes
Coal
1,900 2,248
1950
1950
County
1950
House1950
Comanche
13,348 15,117
Rolette
2,261
Cotton
2,737 3,051
Craven
9,347 11,511
Cumberland
17,463
Sargent
1,937
Craig
4,059 4,682
11,535 13,063
1,294
Currituck
1,398 20,939 Sheridan
787 Creek
2,436
Sioux
724
Dare
1,397
Custer
5,755 6,402
1,691
3,469 4,150
Davidson
14,616 16,062
1,987 Delaware
564
I, 549 Slope
Stark
3,828
Davie
3,498
1,349
Dewey
2,356 2,638
594 Ellis
1,312
2,060 2,279
3,930 Steele
Duplin
8,063
3,988 Garfield
5,685
Durham
23,499 26,081 Stutsman
l4,>'/6
16,000
Towner
1
,645
Garvin
7,272
8,475
9,761
1,348
Edgecombe
9,991
3,016
Forsyth
35,631 11,824 Traill
Grady
9,244
10,493
Walsh
4,607
Grant
3,260
3,432
Franklin
5,870 39,678
7,106 Ward
1,706
9,255
3,097 3,544
Gaston
25,617 27,905
5,837
4,749 Greer
Wells
2,739
Harmon
2,152 2,407
3,074
Gates
1 ,796
Williams
4,603
1,629 1,804
Graham
1,313
9,483 Harper
2,188
2,992 3,499
Granville
5,647
OHIO
2,827 Haskell
6,796
Greene
3,256
Hughes
5,152
4,760
I, 597
2,314,557 Jackson
5,636 5,902
6,318
Guilford
45,193 49,772
3,751 Adams
Jefferson
2,932 3,339
5,624
Halifax
10,825 12,980
Johnston
2,528
2,926
Allen
25,440
Harnett
9,615 11,193 Ashland
9,947 25,959
14,426 15,479
10,234 Kay
Haywood
8,292
Ashtabula
22,982
6,080 Kingfisher
3,615
Henderson .'h
7,578
9,575 Athens
Kiowa
5,281 -3,981
5,881
11,499 23,547
Hertford
4,042
8,553 Auglaize
2,176 2,590
12,092 Latimer
8,960 25,803
Hoke
2,674
Le
Flore
8,308
9,820
Belmont
24,719
Hyde
1,357
4,767
Lincoln
5,882 6,707
, . . . . 6,241 41,105
Iredell
12,946
3,226
9,199 Logan
1,633 Brown
Butler
40,036
6,027
6,742
Jackson
3,644 1 4,579
6,632 Love
1,884 2,166
5,171
4,438 Carroll
Johnston
13,321 15,690
McClain
3,620 4,170
Champaign
7,915
Jones
1,942
McCurtain
6,777 8,398
Clark
32,055
Lee
5,141
5,392 Mcintosh
2,368 Clermont
3,975 4,688
11,648 32,877
Lenoir
9,292 10,868
Clinton
7,484
2,749 3,078
Lincoln
5,867
8,177 Major
5,744
Columbiana
28,153 12,146
Marshall
■
2,148 2,463
McDowell
5,509
6,585 Coshocton
9,195 28,964 Mayes
4,805 5,620
Macon
3,234
Murray
2,993 3,413
Crawford
11,735
6,332
Madison
3,951
7,747 Muskogee
12,036
16,622 19,194
Martin
4,927
Cuyahoga
398,359
405,248
3,944
4,818
Noble
3,579 3,911
9,578
Darke
12,127
Mecklenburg
46,954 52,639
3,418 3,924
5,994 Defiance
7,453 12,554 Nowata
Mitchell
■
3,220
Okfuskee
3,962 4,661
Delaware
8,204
Montgomery
3,764
3,688
94,884 101,916
15,326 15,655
7,683 Oklahoma
Moore
7,192
4,311 Erie
Okmulgee
11,471
13,185
Fairfield
14,993
Nash
11,554 13,673
8,484 Osage
9,081 9,946
New Hanover
15,166 17,553
Fayette
6,347 15,521
8,334
Ottawa
8,886
10,018
Franklin
142,771 145,388 Pawnee
Northampton
5,026
3,603 4,067
Fulton
7,359
Onslow
6,910
6,709
Payne
11,914
13,007
6,092 Gallia
5,804
Orange
7,012
7,782
10,019 11,477
8,226 Geauga
7,579 Pittsburg
Pamlico
2,014
7,019
8,385 9,306
Greene
15,448
6,316 Pontotoc
Pasquotank
5,482
Pottawatomie
11,869 13,188
16,042
2,468 Guernsey
7,304 Pushmataha
Pender
3,444
10,821
2
665 3 403
11,343
6,374
217,288 223,088
Perquimans
1,979
4,241 Hamilton
1,889 2,174
Hancock
13,731 14,026 Roger Mills
Person
4,745
Rogers
4,966 5,728
2,367 Hardin
8,366
Pitt
12,105 14,376
Seminole
10,264 11,494
5,635 Harrison
5,376
Polk
2,658
Sequoyah
4,089 5,005
Henry
6,489
Randolph
12,037 13,360
8,678
3,031
Stephens
9,175 10,344
Highland
8,235
Richmond
8,444
5,618 Texas
3,816 4,180
9,751
Robeson
15,795 19,122
Hocking
5,435
Tillman
4,706 5,252
Holmes
4,471
6,669
Rockingham
14,984 1 6,630
8,659
73,234 77,991
Huron
11,403 1 5,751
Rowan
18,792
1 ,660 Tulsa
Wagoner
3,749 4,600
Jackson
7,360
Rutherford
10,333 20,228
649 Jefferson
4,854 Washington
25,896
9,613
Sampson
9,288 I1 I1 ,,382
Washita
4,786 10,3141
5,288
Knox
10,159
Scotland
-. . 4,893
7,846 Woods
4,191
4,526l
Lake
21,607 26,807
21,869
Stanley
9,082
10,462
Woodward
3,727
4,136
Lawrence
12,604
5,982
Stokes
5,009
5,223
20,921 21,590
Surry
10,100 II,9,882
425 Licking
13,437
OREGON
479,265
Swain
1,893
Logan
9,503
40,713 41,459
Transylvania
3,217
2,289 Lorain
5,006 5,198
Lucas
114,679
116,662
Tvrrell
1,011
9,787 Boker
1,196 Madison
3,681
Benton
8,708 8,904
5,641
Union
8,825 10,202
Mahoning
68,408 70,379 Clackamas
26,667 27,156
Vance
6,470
14,634 15,056 Clatsop
7,657 Marion
Wake
29,941 33,305
9,802 10,064
5,933 Columbia
Medina
11,762 12,002
Warren
3,972
7,080 7,232
6,361
Woshington
2,601
5,015 Meigs
Coos
13,010
13,412
Mercer
7,555
Watauga
3,669
4,317
3,039 Miami
2,493 2,557
18,366 18,703 Crook
Wayne
12,670 15,407
1,994 2,071
Monroe
4,181
6,811
Wilkes
8,919
7,773 Curry
Deschutes
6,609 6,813
Montgomery
112,557 114,854
Wilson
10,737 10,772
3,652
4,520
Douglas
15,852
16,342
Yadkin
4,875 1 2,767 Morgan
Morrow
4,826
Gilliam
851 874
Yancey
3,112
3,800 Muskingum
21,352 22,081
Grant
2,454
2,512
3,852
5,597 Noble
,
3,198
162,176
NORTH DAKOTA
1,777 1,855
Ottawa
8,594
5,022 Harney
Hood River
3,859 3,942
Paulding
4,332
Adams
1 218
18,178 18,702
Perry
8,082
3,457 Jackson
4,489
1,298
Barnes
4, 480
Jefferson
1,514 1,564
Pickaway
7,053
8,787
Benson
2, 618
8,454
153
3,504
450 Pike
Josephine
8,186 8,563
414
4,619
Billings
2,705
Portage
17,027 17,482
Klamath
12,827 13,142
Bottineau
3, 100
3,846 Lake
Preble
7,723
7,464
1,949 2,030
Bowman
1 828
Putnam
6,729
7,978
3,251
Lane
37
267 38 183
Burke
1. 687
1,148 Richland
25,828 26,436 Lincoln
6,845
7,057
Burleigh
6
Ross
14,021
14,759
6,916
609
1,902
Cass
15
Linn
15,787 16,326
Sandusky
13,473 13,790 Malheur
6,865
Cavalier
2
6,184
6,435
22,503 23,638
15,847
2,951 Scioto
Dickey
21 ,854
Seneca
14,872
,425
Marion
28,920 29,540
Divide
Shelby
8,032 15,269 Morrow
1,438 1,464
2,500
Dunn
1 ,614
Stark
79,126
8,230
152,599 156,834
1,652
80,906 Multnomah
Fddy
1 ,654
Summit
117,289
1
■198
1,736
119,317
(Continued
on
page
86)
Emmons
2 374
Trumbull
43,472 44,541
Foster
Tuscarawas
20,139
970
910
;
1
Golden Valley
2,244
5,979
1,456 Union
Grand Forks
,132
Wert
8,190 20,869
6,158
,399 10,327 Van
2,925
Grant
Vinton
2,688
8,391
1,726 Warren
,100
10,433 10.789
Griggs
12,476 13,230
1,476 Washington
Hettinger
,626
15,572
Kidder
1,721 Wayne
,435
Williams
8,077
La Moure
,647
1,574 Wood
16,444 16,137
16,831
2,481
Logan
^ ,409
5,685
8,276
1,538 Wyandot
McHenry
3 ,525
Mcintosh
^ 816
3,263
663,262
OKLAHOMA
5,885
2,013
McKenzie
1 ,470
1,888 Adair
McLean
^ ,149
3,150
792
Mercer
2 ,904
4,981
Alfalfa
3 256
770
080
BINGHAMTON, N.Y. MARKET,
Morton
^
Atoka
3,061
2,201
3,874
4,897 Beaver
Mountrail
2 501
3,501
2,018
3,779
Nelson
2 716
Beckham
5,974
2,531
Oliver
L
NOW5000J
2,240
Blaine
4,079
6,758
741
WATTS
Pembina
3 ,138
2,204 Bryan
4,609
7,356
3,625 Caddo
Pierce
^
8,844 10,004
8,369
Ramsey
3
2,036 Canadian
7,000
Ransom
2 ,538
3,773 Carter
9,803 11,165
Renville
1 ,961
7,559
Cherokee
3,890
2,462
4,863
Richland
5 ,679
,408
1,476
,455
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting
5,275
,170

programs

promotion

XES DRIVE
DIO
Broadcast Management
juncil of Rochester, N. Y., has
iued a series of artfully printed
H illustrated mailing pieces deI'ned to show that radio is the
;t sales medium that can be
ight with the advertising dollar,
uiphasizing
Get Her the
Ear, slogan,
You Get"When
Her

opping List," the pieces are ber mailed this month to more than
present and potential timers locally and 1,000 timebuyers
.ational firms and agencies,
ouncil is made up of Rochester
aons WARC
WHAM WHEC
URNY WVET.
MEBUYERS
SAX Yankton, S. D., sending
ide and advertisers its new
lie-Buyers Guide which consists
large size calendar. Numerals
? in four colors, red, blue, black,
d white, making it easy to deterne beginning and ending dates of
26, or 52 week contracts. Top
endar sheet is perforated in colms making for added convence.
— •— •— •
L CE FOR THE GOOSE
LS Lansing, Mich., sending
ie and advertisers folder point_ up favorable results of number
ocally sponsored shows. Folder,
led, "Take a Gander at This,"
o announces WILS upcoming
wer increase to 5 kw, and states
; station will discontinue present
'illation with MBS and devote
le to music, news, sports and
blic service.
SMARKABLE

REMEDY

pNS Hartford, Conn., engaged
;producing series of merchandisC aids for local and national ac:,ants. Promotion Manager Alan
I'nry designed "Arrow Eye" to
i'.p set up display of Rem Cough

premiudis
Syrup, and push both product and
station. Display was featured in
drug department of G. Fox & Co.
and followed up with other displays
in stores throughout city with reports of excellent reactions.
★— ★— ★
PUBLIC SERVICE SPOTS
WEIR Weirton, W. Va., recently began series of announcements designed to increase attendance at church
and city council meetings in
Weirton and Steubenville,
Ohio. Each Saturday, announcements urge listeners to
take family to church and
Sunday School. Schedules for
city council meetings in both
towns are aired, asking audience to watch their city government work.
WEATHER REPORT
KDAL Duluth, Minn., despite all
sayings to the contrary, is doing
something about the weather. At
least, they are reporting it accurately by means of their "Cooperative Climatological Weather Station." Previously, temperature
readings in area were given as
"official airport temperature" and
were as much as ten degrees colder
than Duluth downtown area. KDAL
purchased, and in cooperation vnth
United States Weather Bureau personnel, installed necessary equipment atop their studios in Bradley
Building. Clyde Johnson, KDAL
staff'er, was engaged as observer to
make accurate temperature readings. Duluth merchants are full of
praise for new service, because it
brings shoppers downtown. People
who wouldn't stir out of house
when it is two below, don't mind
when it becomes as warm as eight
above.

intmedlote reventle produced
with regional promotion
campaigns
23 years of
service to the
broadcasting industry
HOWARD

experienced sales
personnel will sell community
programs throughout
your coverage area

J. McCOLLISTER

66 ACACIA DRIVE
ATHERTON, CALIFORNIA

TEEN-AGE SHOW
WERE Cleveland, Teen-Age Press,
presented as public service, discussing teen age questions with
editors of local high school papers.
Questions to be discussed are sent
to station from listeners. Station
reports that program has met with
great response from high school
children. Maggie Wulff, station's
women's director is moderator of
•— •— •
panel.
WOKZ WINDSHIELD COVERS
WOKZ Alton, 111., and Manager
Bill Tedrick are helping motorists
protect their windshield from
wintry weather. Mr. Tedrick stacks
surplus transcription carton cardboard fillers at the desk of the
Stratford Hotel, which houses
WOKZ studios. Fillers are used
by motorists in scraping ice and
snow from car windows. Covers
bear a large plug for WOKZ.
LOST & FOUND
WSTC-AM-FM Stamford, Conn.,
and a station news reporter, Leo
Gold, found a man working in
Stamford for whom a sister in
Fort Smith, Ark., had been searching 20 years. The sister, Mrs. J.
H. Vinsant, had been sending
Christmas gifts to her long-lost
brother, Frank Wilson, for 20
years. They always came back
marked
address." that
But Mrs.
Vinsant "wrong
had learned
her

IN RETAIL SALES
among Sales Managemenl-'s 162 Mef-ropolitan
County Areas
•
If your radio campaign is
based on the first 100
markets according to Retail Sales volume — then
over 234,000 Quad-Citians
are
buying above your
standard.
WHBF has worked with
mind, body and its facilities to assist in the progress and growth of the
Quad-City area to a major
market position.
Les Johnson
V.P. and Manager

WHBF
TELCO BUILDING, ROCK ISLAND, ILLINOIS
Represented by Avery-Knodel, Ini.

brother was somewhere in Stamford. Mr. Gold found him working with a marine construction
company. Mr. Wilson, too, had
been searching for his sister since
1929 when he lost her address.
WSTC arranged for them to talk
by telephone.
KIDDIE SHOW
WIEL Elizabethtown, Ky., The
Magic Eye, morning program for
children features kiddie tune and
telephone participation by youngsters. Sponsor is local dairy, which
plugs milk with every meal, plus
mid-morning snack after recess at
many schools in area. It also helps
parents with hand and face washing, dressing, and tooth-brushing.

SELL

TV EXPERTS
WAAM(TV) Baltimore, presenting
celebrities that appear on station
cards declaring that they are "Experts in Television." The cards
say, "This is to certify that (person's name) is an Expert in Television, having appeared in excellent
form, on WAAM Television, Baltimore. The bearer of this card is,
therefore, qualified to make suggestions and to criticize any and all
TV shows as an Expert in Television." It is signed by WAAM
General Manager Ken Carter.

(.omptiny/

DAVENPORT 3-3061

PAUL W. McCOLLISTER, Genera! Managet
Tel c c a s t 1 n g
?OADCASTING

Further ideas or samples of the
promotion items mentioned on this
page are available by writing to
the individual companies.

LANG-WORTH
FE.4TURE PROGRAMS, Inc.
113 W. 57t!i ST.. NEW YORK 19, N. Y.
^(tvnoik Calibre Programs at Cecal Station Cost
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County
Radio Homes by Counties
(Continued from page 8i)
Radio
Radio
HouseHomes holds
County
Homes holds
1950
County
1950
1950 1950
HousePolk
7,762
Lycoming
28,001
7,953 McKean
Sherman
719
16,024 29,757
727
Tillamook
5,677
29,588 16,744
5,829 Mercer
Umatilla
12,309 12,677
Mifflin
11,475 31,047
Union
5,575
9,267 12,325
5,736 Monroe
Wallowa
2,241
Montgomery
91,754
9,765
2,291
Wasco
4,812
3,352 94,300
4,966 Montour
Washington
18,673 19,074
Northampton
49,164
978 Northumberland
Wheeler
959
31,468 51,053
3,647
Yamhill
10,036 10,262 Perry
6,482 33,229
Philadelphia
562,956
6,903
585,802
PENNSYLVANIA
2,631
2,918,672 Pike
2,602
Potter
4,570
Adams
11,292 12,051 Schuylkill
52,369 55,242
4,973
Allegheny
407,013 422,651
Snyder
5,580
Armstrong
21,202 22,460 Somerset
20,413 22,044
6,046
Beaver
45,166 47,744 Sullivan
1,685
Bedford
10,004 11,018 Susquehanna
8,414
1,838
73,262
Berks
70,478
9,427 10,082
9,018
Blair
37 659 14 758 Tioga
Union
5,364 17,958
Bradford
13.754
Venango
16,916
5,688
Bucks
39,644 3940,661
11,132 11,817
6''3 Warren
Butler
25,298 26 629 Washington
55,394
Cambria
51.115 54,320 Wayne
7,458 58,433
7,959
81,558 85,580
Cameron
1,881
2,033 Westmoreland
Carbon
15 298 15,853
Wyoming
4,492
56,165 58,935
Centre
15,215 16,100 York
4,794
Chester
38,546 40,490
RHODE ISLAND
Clarion
9 689 10 418
225,487
Clearfield
22 020 23,450
8,138
Clinton
9,639 10.222 Bristol
22,230 22,523
Columbia
14,613 15,496 Kent
Crawford
21.461 22 758 Newport
15,574 1 8,204
5,779
169,755 166,587
Cumberland
25,450 26,846 Providence
12,035 12,394
Dauphin
54,741 56,963 Washington
Delaware
J 11,465 113,972
SOUTH CAROLINA
514,660
Elk
8,731
9,210
Erie
58,996 61,841
Abbeville
4,557
Fayette
48,012 51,131
11,743 13,980
5,682
Forest
1,302
1,394 Aiken
Allendale
2,184
Franklin
19,612 21,134
Anderson
20,343 23,573
Fulton
2,495
2,796
2,724 Bamberg
3,162
Greene
11,337 12,243
3,272
Huntingdon
10,184 11,082 Barnwell
4,101
4,748
Indiana
19,479 20,722 Beaufort
4,211
6,198
Berkeley
5,224
Jefferson
13,040 13,961 Calhoun
2,640
Juniata .
3,902
6,630
Charleston
35,187 42,911
4,274
3,402
Lackawanna
67,949 71,828 Cherokee
7,285
Lancaster
60,929 65,218 Chester
6,694
7,950
8,441
6,672
Lawrence
. . 27,934 29,373 Chesterfield
Clarendon
5,040
Lebanon
21,718 22,765 Colleton
8,186
5^329
Lehigh
53,563 55,506 Darlington
6,529
9,452 11,713
6,894
Luzerne
101 ,848 106,647 Dillon
5,442
6,743
Dorchester
4^324
Edgefield
3,154
5,405
Fairfield
3,993
3,942
Florence
15,192 18,641
5,010
Georgetown
5,675
7,175
Greenville
40,199 45,066
Greenwood
9,397 1 1 ,003
Hampton
3,401
4,360
Horry
10,537 13,238
Jasper
2,005
Kershaw
5,939
7,518
2,557
lanca^ter
7,749
8.927
Laurens
9,574
Lee
3716 1 4,903
1 ,370
Lexington
9,547 11,218
McCormick
1^646
Marion
5^994
2,116
Marlboro
5^876
7,578
Newberry
6,697
7,401
Oconee
7.873
8,088
Orangeburg
12,349 15,772
9 204
Pickens
8!933 10,094
Richland
30,527 35,332
Saluda
3.056
3,792
Spartanburg
33,745
Sumter
10^405 13.238
U"i"n
6,367 38.131
7,544
^'illiamsburg
6,869
9.014
York
14^606
17,004
' Includeswhich
368 dwelling units of Washington
County,
Countv
in 1943. was combined with Shannon
SOUTH DAKOTA
182,972
Armstrong
Only Magnecorder offers all the flex16
Aurora
1,316
ibility, high fidelity and features you |
1,399
Beadle
5,849
require — at a price you want to pay! i
Bennett
797
6,074
Bon Homme
2,737
fITS EVERY PURPOSE -EVERY PURSE
891
Brookings
4^735
2.878
""■own
9^059
4
876
Prule
1,685
PORTABLE - LIGHTWEIGHT!
Buffalo
9.253
1,772
347
378
Recorder in one cose — |
Butte
2,321
Amplifier In the other. Easv|
Cnmobell
9153
2,418
handling — compacti
("•larles Mi
4,212
3,930
'"''''x
•k
2^281
QUICKLY RACK MOUNTED,
Clav
2.880
2.975
Codinqton
Units con be combined fori
5,204
studio operation of portobl«J
5,376
1 .03"!
Corson
l'422
C"s*»r
l!514
2.3'^'l
Davison
4,673
4.848
1,4R1
1,674
Day
3,321
3.449
Deuel
2 025
2,094
Dewey
ij29
1,210
Douglas
1,467
1,549
Edmunds
1,832
1,916
Fall River
2,669
Faulk
1,330
1,375
2,824
Grant
2,844
925
Gregory
2,252
2,911
2,398
Haakon
886
Hamlin
1,939
2,014
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Hand
Hanson
Harding
Hughes
Hutchinson
Hyde
Jackson
Jerauld
Jones
Kingsbury
Loke
Lawrence
Lincoln
Lyman
McCook
McPherson
Marshall
Meade
Mellette
Miner
Minnehaha
Moody
Pennington
Perkins
Potter
Roberts
Sanborn
Shannon
Spink
Stanley
Sully
Todd
Tripp
Turner
Union
Walworth
Woshabaugh
Yankton
Ziebach
TENNESSEE
Anderson
Bedford
Benton
Bledsoe
Blount

fCC

County

holds

Radio
Homes
1950
1 626
1
2
3, 490
769
,890
,282
,102
1,,121
262
2
3, 637
4,
3,,821
1,,242
,628
805
2!,805
1 ,199
2
2
000
693
1 ,405
719
20, 229
2
9 ,669
1 792
1 791
3
,592
1 ,434
1 221
3 ,245

1950
House1,952
669
1,341
2,209
3,265
799
669
521
1,312
2,922
3,346
3,736
5,001
1,263
2,510
1,933
2,081
767
2,845
1,792
20,748
10,044
2,504
1,890
1,292
565
3,957
1,497
1,166
3,304
727

695
,418
544
946
,409
23 ,014
3 091
2 551
332
4 596
,040

1,067
2,541
3,203
3,684
646
2,105
4,207
354
871,269

,009
13,277
5,915
2,628
1,551
12,451

15,087
6,699
1,903
1 3,193
3,728

actions

DECEMBER

Homes
Radio
1950
Bradley
7,473
Campbell
6,849
Cannon
1,942
Carroll
6,437
Carter
9,209
Cheatham
2,066
Chester
2,424
Claiborne
4,777
Cloy
^
1,668
Cocke
4,723
Coffee
5,276
Crockett
3,914
Cumberland
3,667
Davidson
81,425
Decatur
2,173
De Kalb
,
2,593
Dickson
4,402
Dyer
8,228
Fayette
4,690
Fentress
2,578
Franklin
5,497
Gibson
11,654
Giles
6,051
Grainger
2,505
Greene
9,070
Grundy
2,598
Hamblen
5,329
Hamilton
52,770
Hancock
1,690
Hardeman
4,229
Hardin
3,742
Hawkins
6,328
Haywood
4,837
Henderson
3,909
Henry
5,962
Hickman
2,913
Houston
1,194
Humphreys
2,562
Jackson
2,486
JefFerson
4,420
Johnson
2,407
Knox
54,613
Lake
2,481
Lauderdale
5,350
Lawrence
6,149
Lewis
1,386
(Continued on page 90)

8,42J^
holds
1950
House
7,95J
7,53!
2,39J
10,371
2,886
2,4U
5,673
2,054
5,636
4,445
4,605
88,698
2,541
6,17
3,13;
5,18,
9,47
3,21
16,21
3,12]
10,5
3,02
6,277
58,56|
2,131
5,18]
4,431
7,39!
6,3U
4,64t liffl
7,064
3,427
1,387
3,039
3,046
4,978
2,928
59,948
3,023
6,524
7,329
1,597

ij^^

29 THROUGH

JANUARY 3
cond. -conditional
CP-construction permit
ant. -antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod.-modification
ERP-efFective radiated power
N-night
trans.-transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
unl.-unlimited hours r
synch, amp. -synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
station and transfer applications.
December 28 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 970 kc
Radio Norwich Inc., Norwich, N. Y.
—Application for CP new AM station
amended to change requested frequency
from 1010 kc to 970 kc with 500 w day.
Change Location
Dixieland Bcstg. Co.. Sulphur, La.—
Application for CP new AM station
amended to change transmitter and
studio locations, etc.
License for CP
KDMA Montevideo, Minn. — License
for CP, as mod., authorizing new AM
station.
WDLP-FM Panama City, Fla. — LiSERVICE

cense for CP, as mod., authorizing new
FM station.
KWNO-FM
Winona, Minn. — License
tion.
for CP authorizing changes in FM sta
Modification of CP
WFMT (FM)
Chicago—
CP, as
reinstated,
authorizing
newMod.
FM station,
for extension of completion date.
License Renewal
Following stations request renewal
of license:
WFEC Miami, Fla.; WFOM Marietta,
Ga.; WHIR DanviUe. Ky.; WFAI Fayetteville, waukee,N.Wis. C, and WEMP-FM MilApplication
KBIO Burley,
IdahoReturned
— Application for
renewal of license returned.

DIRECTORY

si;
Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash
Lincoln 3-2705 5, D. C.

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
Engineer on duty all night every night
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Bex 7037 Kansas City, Mo.

BROADCASTING

• Telecastinj

CONSULTING

RADIO

&

JANSKY & BAILEY
Ktcutive Offices
National Press Building
ifficas and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
ADams 2414
Member AFCCE *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press BIdg., Wash. 4, D. C.

t:ommercial Radio Equip. Co.
Ererett L. DiUard, Gen. Mgr.
MTERNATIONAL BLDG. Dl. 1319
j
WASHINGTON, D. C.
. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 53M
KANSAS CITY, MO.

A. D. RING & CO.

I Craven, Lohnes & Culver
[munsey BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
"
WASHINGTON 4, D. C
Member AFCCE *

Telephone District 1205
Member AFCCE *

26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE '

TELEVISION

A i3-year background
— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair
3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.

501-514 Munsey BIdg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN G. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner BIdg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

RUSSELL

710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.

Member AFCCE *

P. MAY
Kellogg BIdg.
REpublic 3984

Member AFCCE '

E . C . PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
OND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

1302 18TH ST.. N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Member AFCCE '

Member AFCCE '

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
{27 15th St., N. W.
REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

JOHN

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

"Registered Professional Engineer"
311 G St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Consulting Radio Engineers
Quarter Century Professional Experience
Radio-TelevisionElectronics-Communicotions
1833 M St., N. W., Wash. 6, D. C.
Executive 1230 — Executive 5851
(Nights-holidays, Lockwood 5-1819)
Member AFCCE •
change,
increase,
in trans,power
location,
etc. DA-DN, change
WSOK Nashville, Tenn.— License for
CP, as mod., authorizing new AM station.
Modification of CP
KXLR North Little Rock, Ark.— Mod.
CP, authorizing frequency change,
power increase, DA-N, change studio
and trans, locations, etc., for extension
of completion date.
License Renewal
WTIL
Mayaguez,
P. R. — Renewal of
license.

- Application Dismissed
! f GLN Glenwood Springs, Col.— ApI cation for assignment of license from
WNEL San Juan, P. R.— Renewal of
license.
I 'Stern Slope Bcstg. Co. to KGLN
•. dismissed,
Applications Returned
TENDERED FOR FILING
WLBE
Leesburg, Fla. — Application for
■
AM— 1220 kc
transfer of control from Eleanor Hunter
CIBE Palo Alto, Calif.— CP to in- to Paol A. Husebo and Wendell F. Husebo through sale of 900 shares of stock
i^ase power from 250 w to 1 kw.
returned.
2cember 29 Applications . . .
WKLX Lexington, Ky. — Application
for transfer of control from Fayette
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Bcstg. Co. to Edward F. Richard Jr.
License for CP
through sale of 190 shares of common
VABA Aquadllla, P. R. — License for stock
returned.
as mod., authorizing new AM staWJBS DeLand, Fla. — Application for
.11.
VKVM San Juan, P. R. — License for renewal of license returned.
(Continued on page 93)
f , as mod., authorizing frequency
i^OADCASTING
• Telecastinj

GEORGE C. DAVIS

:4ember AFCCE *

Member AFCCE '

Mcintosh & Inglis

CREUTZ

ENGINEERS

KEAR

& KENNEDY

GUY C. HUTCHESON
p. O. Box 32
AR 4-8721
1 100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, l!l.
(A Chicago suburb)
CBC

Board

Meet

SHARE transfers will form major
business of 79th meeting of the
board of governors of the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. at its head
office in the Victoria BIdg., Ottawa,
Jan. 17-18. Five stations requesting share transfers are CKOX
Woodstock, CKRD Red Deer,
CKBW Bridgewater, CJFX Antigonish and CKWX Vancouver.
License transfer from Ralph T.
Snelgrove to Barrie Broadcasting
Co. is requested by CKBB Barrie.
Two non-commercial Dept. of National Defense stations in Canada's
northland are requesting a change
in fi-equencies, CFBM Brochet,
Man., from 1340 kc to 1450 kc,
100 w, and CFYK Yellowknife,
Northwest Territories, from 1450
kw to 1340 kc, 150 w.

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
4212 S. Buckner Blvd. 4742 W. Ruffner
Member AFCCE •
A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

ROBERT

M. SILLIMAN

1011 New Hampshire Ave., N. W.
Republic 6646
Washington 7, D. C.

ADLER
COMMUNICATIONS
LABORATORIES
Broadcast, Communication
and Television Systems
One LeFevre Lane, New Rochelle, N.
New Rochelle 6-1620
iusic Copyright
CANADIAN independent broadcasters anticipate a hard fight before the Canadian Copyright Appeal Board at Ottawa, where Composers, Authors, Publishers Assn.
of Canada (CAPAC) is asking for
increased fees for 1952 to be based
in part on a percentage of gross
revenue. Hearings before the
Copyright Appeal Board were held
late in December and after presentation ofthe CAPAC brief were
adjourned until Jan. 21. Canadian
Assn. of Broadcasters is represented by three attorneys, Samuel
Rogers and Joseph Sedgwick of
Toronto and Guy Roberge of Quebec, as well as Malcolm Neill,
CFNB Fredericton, chairman of
CAB board, and CAB General
Manager J. T. Allard.
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted 20(^ per word — $2.00 minimum • Help Wanted 254 per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 304 per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $15.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 extra charge for mailing. All transcriptions, photos, etc., sent
to
numbersor return.
are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for
theirboxcustody
Help Wanted
Wanted: Manager, commercial manager, copywriter, two combo men for
new daytime station in southern resort
turned boom town by defense project.
Box 814L, BROADCASTING.
Healthy 1000 watt daytimer in midwest city of 10,000 needs one experiencednouncer
copywriter,
experienced
anand one one
engineer.
Operate
with small, young staff and pay well
above WRAY,
average.
Contact Indiana.
Bryan I3avidson,
Princeton,
Managerial
Wanted: General manager for 250 watt
independent in Wisconsin. Salary and
profit sharing opportunity to buy interest. Telephone William Johns, Chicago, Mohawk 4-1221,
Salesman
Salesmen. Expanding three station
organization desires two additional
salesmen immediately. Southern markets. Send photo and full particulars.
Box 847L. BROADCASTING.
Hawaii, excellent earning opportunity
for two first class salesmen. Box 848L,
BROADCASTING.
KTKT, Tucson, wants salesman with
record. Good draw against 20%. Top
music station in fastest growing market
in west..
Salesman — Opening in rich Fox River
Valley area. Prefer man state Wisconsin, near middlewest. Salary plus
commission. Send complete letter
Commercial
ton, Wisconsin.Manager, WHBY, AppleAnnouncers
Wanted — announcer with good hard
punching
commercialSend
voice.audition
Large midwestern market.
disc
and all details first letter. Box 367L,
BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening combination man,
Georgia network affiliate near Atlanta.
Favorable salary. Excellent working
conditions. Write or wire Box 788Li,
BROADCASTING.
Detroit metropolitan area station wants
announcer experienced in music, sports.
Fine opportunity for right man. Box
831L, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer for Columbia affiliate in midwest $75 for forty hour
week. Congenial, permanent position.
Emphasis on announcing. Box 841L,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Announcer-engineer with emphasis on announcing for 250 fulltime
Liberty affiliate in Florida. Salary
starts at $70 per week, 40 hours for
right man. Send photo, disc and all
qualifications in first letter to Box
842L. BROADCASTING.
5000 watt Mutual affiliate in midwest
needs combo man who can qualify as
chief engineer. Send full info in first
letter, disc or tape. Immediate opening. Wonderful opportunity.. Box
860L, BROADCASTING.
Good announcer wanted with first class
ticket. Excellent opportunity for right
man. Commercial salesman also needed
with good guarantee. Write Box 864L,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer with sports experience to
start as sales manager-sports man for
CBS 1000 watt, Central Arizona. Attractive salary, commission and free
two bedroom home. Basketball and
sales ambition necessary. Phone Coolidge, Arizona 4451, Bill Parady.
Announcer for successful Texas AM-FM
network
affiliate.Write
Good full
salary.
tion permanent.
details Posiand
send audition disc or tape. Audition
material will be returned. Burton
Bishop, KTEM, Temple, Texas. Need combo man immediately. Will
take beginner with promise. Good
living and working conditions. Send
disc or tape. Write or wire KVBC,
Farmington, N. Mex.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Wanted: Announcer with 1st class
phone ticket to open with new station
at Aberdeen, Mississippi. Available
approximately
of January,
Contact Joe Phillips,15th
Starkville,
Mississippi,
Wanted — Two announcers with first
phone license immediately. Forty hour
week salary,mensurate$45.00
to $65.00
comwith ability.
WACA,
Camden, South Carolina.
Combination
engineer-announcer.
cent on announcing.
$80.00 week, Ac-44
hours, permanent, WBUT, Butler,
Pennsylvania.
Akron's only independent needs topflijght
announcer
of sitting
with fast
moving capable
operation.
Must runin
board, must be experienced. If you
are good, contact Art Ross, PD. WCUE,
Akron, Ohio immediately.
Combo man, central Florida station,
heart of citrus belt, shirtsleeve climate.
Emphasis announcing. WLBE, Leesburg, Florida.
Announcer-engineer, first phone, send
disc, resume. WNNT, Warsaw, Virginia.
Announcer-engineer (first class) : The
kind of ,iob that doesn't happen often.
Top
gotta station
have a in
gooda top
voicemarket.
and knowYou've
how
to use it — that's all. Tell us what you
want and we'll pay it — .iust be sure
you're ment
worth
what Rush
you ask!
Advanceunlimited.
audition
and
full particulars to Jack Black, WNOR,
Norfolk, Virginia.
Announcer-engineer first phone wanted.
WRIC, Richlands, Virginia.
Wanted: Announcer with 1st class
phone ticket. Opportunity to attend
Mississippi State College on off hours.
Needed at once. WSSO, Starkville,
Mississippi.
Technical
Engineer wanted. Starting salary $60
for 45 hours. Experience not necessary. Give information first letter.
Box 799L, BROADCASTING.
Need combination announcer-engineer
for Minnesota station. Want man technically ablesalary.
to handleMailchief
engineer's
job. Good
details,.
Box
809L, BROADCASTING.
Engineer,
first phone,
announcer, salesman, full trick
plus commission.
N. Y.
network unlimited local. Immediate
opening right man wanting consistent
improvement.
Box 827L, BROADCASTING,
Wanted: mercial
Engineer
firststation.
class for
combroadcasting
Starting
$223 a month.
Merit
increases,
experience not necessary. Box 840L,
BROADCASTING..
Immediate opening for transmitter engineer with first phone. Prefer man
with combo
possibilities.
Would consider beginner.
Good opportunity
for
right man. Bailey Axton, KTOP,
Topeka, Kansas,
Engineer network station, experience
preferred, but not required. Good
wages, Write
steady Jack
employment,
pleasant
town.
Breece, Manager,
KOVE, Lander, Wyo.
Engineer-announcer needed. Send information to WBIP, Booneville, Mississippi.
Chief engineer andneer-announcer.
engineer
engiGive full ordetails.
Need sober, settled man, for neat well
equipped
station. North
Reply Carolina.
WBUY, WBUYFM,
Lexington,
First phone transmitter operator.
WCBT, Roanoke Rapids, N. C.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
First class phone operator. No experience required. WCFV, Clifton
Forge, Virginia.
First phone engineer for transmitter
control room. Pleasant surroundings.
Carl Meyer, WCMY, Ottawa, Illinois.
Engineer with first phone license for
transmitter duty needed at once. $50
for forty
hours.
mer hours.
Car Overtime
necessary.during
1000 sumwatt
daytime
operation.
Contact
Chief
gineer, WCOJ, Coatesville, Penna. EnEngineer needed immediately. $55.00
for 40 hours.
Morning
shift. working
No experience necessary.
Excellent
conditions.
WCRK,
Morristown,
Tennessee.
Immediate opening for engineer with
first
license. Contact Allen B.
ton. N.class
C.
Jones,
Radio
Station WGNI, WilmingHave immediate opening for first class
operator, studio and transmitter work.
Experience
not necessary. Write WHDL,
mation^
Olean, New York, for further InforTransmitter engineer. Car necessary.
Permanent for right man. 1000 watt
newspaper
affiliate
ABC White,
network
station. Contact
Harold
WKTY,
La Crosse, Wisconsin,
First phone transmitter operator.
WSYB, Rutland, Vermont.
Engineer, first class license. No exton, N. C. perience necessary. WTSB, LumberEngineer mediate
or opening,
announcer-engineer,
WVOS, Liberty, N. imY.
One transmitter engineer first class license, one studio engineer no license
required. Victor Voss, Radio Station
WWCA, Gary, Indiana.
Production-Programming, Others
Program director with experience in
small market station. Ambitious for
ING,
advancement. Box 832L, BROADCASTYoung lady interested in radio career,
starting as music librarian, copy and
other associated duties in live wire
indie, city of 125,000, All information,
photo and salary desired first letter.
Box 845L, BROADCASTING.
Experienced woman. Traffic, typing,
copy. tails.
RealSend opportunity.
WriteSelph.
depicture, Colin
KDB, Santa Barbara, Calif.
Continuity girl wanted with experience,
capable of fast production of smooth
sellingtion spot
Addi-in
to our and
staffprogram
of fourcopy.
writers
growing,
aggressive
key
CBS
affiliate.
50 dollars weekly to start, opportunity
for more. Send photo, copy samples
and availability to Harry Abbott. Continuity Director, KTUL, Tulsa,
Wanted, experienced continuity writer
from North Carolina or adjoining
states. Contact Allen Wannamaker,
WGTM, Wilson, N. C.
Man who can gather local news; farm
news: announce and cover special
events. Car required. Pay $70 for 48
hour week. Contact F. E. Lackey.
WHOP, Hopkinsville,
Ky., giving
erences, picture and audition
disc. refExperienced commercial copywriter.
Also do traffic work. In reply Include
sample commercials, photo, details of
experience. WVSC, Somerset, Pa.
Television
Technical
TV engineer wanted immediately.
Television training desired, first class
license and experience desired but not
necessary.
Box 828L, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.

Situations Wanted
Managerial
General-commercial manager with sis
years experience, interested in 250 or
1000 watt south, southwest, or lower
midwest. Must be able to invest. Now
employed. Box 753L, BROADCASTING
General manager available, 18 years experience, sober family man, financially
sound, top record and references. Box
835L, BROADCASTING.
Up-thru-the-ranks manager available
In radio and TV since 1929. Age 36
Family. Own home. 6 years present
community. Box 86, Rte #3, Hopkins,
Minnesota. Telephone HOpkins 8879:
Minneapolis.
Announcers
Baseball play-by-play announcer fo:
radio or TV. 10 years experience
minor and major league ball. Ther
are three things that I can promise yo
from my past experience. The hsten
ers will be satisified with my play-by.
play
accounts
of the games.
spon.
sor will
be satisfied
with theThemanne:^
in
"sell"
his merchandise.
The
ballwhich
club Iwill
be satisfied
with the way
I sell baseball to the public. Triple A
or major mation
leagues
For Box
full inforand discsonly.
write
768L,
BROADCASTING.
Excellent announcer, experienced, edu
cated, now PD. Wants large station,
ING.
city, salary. Box 790L, BROADCASTTopnotch
midwestern sportscastei
available immediately.
7 years ex|
tensive background including high
school and Big Ten basketball, college
football, American Association Base
ball. Colorful, accurate, excellent
voice, 30 veteran. Box 796L, BROAD
CASTING.
Top sports man, employed, wants ad
vancement. Four years play-by-plaj
class B and major league baseball,
football, basketball, ten years in radio.
dation. league
Box sportscaster's
822L, BROADCASTING
Major
recommen
Announcer, experienced all phases
affiliate. Wants
Northeast
location.
Presently
employed
W,News,
Va, DJ,
Mutua"
Available
two
weeks.
ope
rate board. College grad. Draft ex
empt veteran. Age 23. Letter, photo
tape
on request. Box 824L, BROAD
CASTING.
5 years solid experience, topnotch play
by-play
all on
sports,
livewire,
special
events, man
the street,
gathering,
writing news, DJ. In other words
everything in the book. Can you use
any combination
talents andfamily!
experience of versatile,of dependable
man looking for right spot. Box 829L,!
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, relocate, experienced, commercials, news, disc jockey, 4A, married,liable,
Floridasincere,
station
preferred.
Rediligent.
Box 830L,
BROADCASTING,
Announcer-salesman, eight years ex
perience (last four in one place), college graduate, married, conscientious
dependable,
CASTING, sober. Box 833L, BROADNews,able forsportscaster
and writer,
availposition January
15th, experienced intwoone
of top seeks
ten cities.
Married,
children,
permanent;
placement. Four years experience
present position. Box 838L, BROAD- CASTING,
News editor, newscaster, 7 years experience, age 30, family man, presently
employed. Present top newscasts. Box
839L, "BROADCASTING,
i»nnouncer. Two years one station, de
sire to relocate, permanently. Ne\
Mexico, Texas, Colorado. Presentl
employed. Available 2 weeks notice.
Commercials,
Married
vet. news,
Tape DJ.
on control
request.board.
Bo:
843L, BROADCASTING,
Experienced announcer, five years gen
eral staff. Now at 250 watter. desires
larger
CASTING.market. Box 846L, BROADSportscaster network experience doing
play-by-play
baseball,
football,
basketball and boxing.
Network
references
sponsors
regarded
me
as
best
in their
business. Extensive experience
newscasting.
Married
and
draft
empt. Box 849L, BROADCASTING, exAnnouncer-engineer either both yours
3 years experience. Presently env^^
ployed
sports special
directorevents,
Florida,
quiz, talent,
DJ, MC
Isl
phone.
Family,
draft
exempt.
851L, BROADCASTING, Bos
Announcer, I sell smooth style, 5 yeari
experience, deep voice, college, al
replies answered. Box 852L, BROADCASTING.
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Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
vailable now, 10 years experience all
aases net-.vork and independent sta3n operation. Topnotch announcer,
oducer. newscaster; former legit
•tor. director. Sales experience, pub? relations. copy. Married man.
jmilv.ner steady,
WillPrefer
Conreasonable dependable.
AM/TV offers.
ear
east
coast.
Box
853L,
BROADCASTING.
imomicer, one year experience, strong
1 news. Will travel east of Missisppi.
Married.
Vet. Tape available.
DX 854L.
BROADCASTING.
nnouncer, 3 years experience in all
liases. Free to travel anvwhere. Have
^-n car. Box 855L, BROADCASTING.
iuiouncer, limited experience. Knows
intrcl operations. Willing to learn,
jork hard. Want more experience, 20,
hgle.
draft exempt. Box 856L,
HOADCASTING.
ecent School Radio Technique gradate. Good all-round staff announcer,
perator. Sports specialty. Available
mediately. Veteran. Draft deferred,
ox 857L, BROADCASTING.
illbilly announcer, unique style. Exsrience
and network
on, or independent
program director.
South sta-or
uthwest.
Box 858L, BROADCASTI have the talent ! If you can utilize it
ou will have a topnotch combo man
ith excellent training. Box 859L.
;roadcasting.
•anted, sports position. To include
''jseball
Sports
ogram. play-by-play
Experienced,in spring.
draft exempt,
Uege
graduate.
Available
immediely. Box 8S1L. BROADCASTING.
xDerienced newsman, sportscaster,
- aff man. Draft exempt, 24. single,
I-jUese graduate. Box 862L, BROADCASTING^
iTth. east, south, or west pronto. 50
experience.
Telephone We-1014,
dlas.
ivant
a job radio
learningstation.
radio announcing
;th some
Mr. Fred
ivles. Sedalia. N. C.
• liable announcer, experienced all
ases of broadcasting, including conj1 board operation, seeking peranent affiliation with progressive stain, preferably in north. Presently
iployed. 27, family man, deferred,
r references, resume, disc, contact
mce
Jensen, Route
4, Newnan,
eorgia.
■ nnouncer, three years experience in
'.vilian
and
forces
broadcasting,
•trong
on arm?d
music,
newscontrol
and sports.
. ackground
includes
room
. ork. some script writing and program
.roduction. Enlistment in Naval Re.;rve expires first of March. Expect
) take first phone test as soon as I
Ti situated. The highest paying job
■ ill not necessarily suffice, I'm looking
")ward the future. Reply via air mail
'IT disc, photo, or further information,
illis Sconyers. RMN2; Box 68, "E"
division: U. S. Navcomsta: Navy #926
-5 Fleet Post Office, San Francisco,
California.
Technical
j.t phone, 1^2 years experience, studio,
I tr engineer, familiar remotes, tape
'.id disc recording, married, veteran,
•nmediatelv available. Box 820L,
• HOADCASTING.
xperience — first class phone, desires
;:levision experience with opportuni.,es. Single, draft exempt. Box 821L,
,ROADCASTING.
['ngineer,
seven years,
licensed,
car.
3. Permanency.
Box 825L,
BROADASTENTG.
Jtigineer, experienced all phases, 1st
iione. Can do some announcing. De•res
Prefer Florida
ast. permanent
Box 850L,position.
BROADCASTING.
rst class phone, no experience. Will
ivel. J. Fulton. 2913 Foster Avenue,
ooklyn 10, New York.
chnician available immediately. Rerrements? Lewis Sherlock, General
livery, Denver, Colorado.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Television
Technical
Engineer, former chief two 1 kw AM
stations, all phases AM-FM. Supervised construction. Thorough TV technical background including position as
TV instructor in leading technical
school. Desire TV staff opening, will
considerMarried,
AM station
with TV available
appUcation.
25, veteran,
now, ?75.00 minimum. Write Box 836L,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
For Sale
Stations
For sale: 250 watt fulltime network.
New Western Electric equipment
throughout.
Building
studios
go
with
deal. Will
sell on and
terms.
Better
than 100.000 audience in capital city.
Box 791L. BROADCASTING.
New England AM station for sale. A
steal, $10,000. Assets valued over
SIO.OOO. Box 800L. BROADCASTING.
250 watt unlimited time western state.
No competition. Earning $1200 month.
Asking
$21,000. Box 826L. BROADCASTING^
Profitable western stations. All prices.
Jack L. StoU & Associates, 4958 Melrose, Los Angeles 29, Calif.
Equipment etc.
One kilowatt Western Electric AM
transmitter model 443-A-l, final tubes
changed from Western Electric to RCA
type 833-1126-C
A. A Western
model
includes Electric
126-C limiter
limiter
amplifier,
298-A
control
panel
and type
20B rectifier. A Wincharger tower
300
heightbeacon
260', assembly,
complete
with triangular,
type 300 M.M.
lighting wire, conduits and 375 feet
open wire transmission line and tuning
house components. Box 665L, BROADCASTING.
For sale: RCA condition,
158B 5"$45.
oscilloscope,
exBox 837L,
BROAcellent
DCASTING.
250 watt transmitter in cabinet, cominverse
feedback,
ing andposite,
plateneeds tank
circuit,
xmtr. matchutilizes
813's, one console, composite, six inputs,
two Ichannels.
buys. KFYN,
"What
am
offered? Both
Chief good
Engineer,
Bonham, Texas.
Wanted to Buy
Equipment etc.
Wanted: 1 kw AM transmitter. Antenna
tuning unit flasher and photoelectric
control. Box 805L. BROADCASTING.
Used, 5 kw AM transmitter or class B
linear amplifier and rectifier. Box 834L,
BROADCASTING,
Wanted — Studio control board, preferably two channel. Advise fully,
make, condition, price. Reply to P. O.
Box 748, Columbia, S. C.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
MANAGER
National agency exec, 10 yrs. small
rural and large metropolitan station
background desires management of
major market Independent, anywhere
East of the Mississippi. New, but
proven all-inclusive approach assures
success of Independent AM operation
regardless of present or future competitive market situation. For personal interview. Write BOX 823L,
BROADCASTING.
Television
P rodiiction-Prog ramming , Others
Executive thoroughly experienced in television, radio,
theatre, motion pictures, newspapers,
publicNew
relationspublicity
wants toandleave
York. Producer of dramatizations which won acclaim from
press, public and trade alike.
Now active in television in
production, programming and
writing capacities. Write or
wire for resume. Box 863L,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.

roduction-Programming, Others
ogram-production manager. 5 years
perience all phases including teleion. Knowledge sales. Congenial
rking conditions secondary to salary
asideration. All replies answered,
ghest references. Presently emjyed. Box 844L, BROADCASTING.
ROADCASTING
• Telecasting

For Sale

Heifer Honored

TV EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
Our move to the Empire State
Building has left us with some
spares. TRANSMITTING
EQUIPMENT
1 RCA TT-5A television transmitter
crystals-Channel
11)
1 (coils,
side band
filter
1 transmitter control console
2 racks transmitter monitoring and
1 input
dummy equipment
load
ANTENNA EQUIPMENT
1 RCA TF-6 B super turnstile antenna
1 diplexer
1 set de-icing equipment
STUDIO EQUIPMENT
1 TD-5A studio camera dolly
2 73-B professional recorders
2 MI-4928 microscopes
Contact Leavitt Pope
W P IX
Murray Hill 2-1234, New York City
Wanted to Buy
WANTED
5 KW AM
State price, condition and age.
Box 795L, BROADCASTING
School

NBS

GRADUATIS

are in DEMAND
1
NBS has more requests for trained
radio help than it can fill! Jobs are
waiting right
graduates.
Get now
your for
first NBS-trained
class license
in a tion
fewtraining
months
;
complete
combinain
a
year
or
less.
Course
includes announcing, writing, selling,
drama, news editing, production, program ing, disc jockey technique.
100% Placement of Combination Men
Housing Arranged
Write Today lor Details

'One of the Nation's Great
531 S. W. Radio-TV
12th Ave.,Schools"
Portland 5, Ore.

Eastern

Networlc

The only station in an excellent
one station market. This is a combined operation showing splendid
profits and valuable real estate is
included. Half of purchase price
can be financed.

Appraisals

AL HELFER, MBS sportscaster, received 75 gifts at a
special Christmas party that
WGTN Georgetown, S. C,
and residents of that city
gave for him. Some 200 persons crowded in to attend a
pre-Christmas banquet for
Mr. Heifer, who was returning the visit of Allan Wester,
WGTN commercial manager
and sports director. Mr.
Wester appeared last summer on MBS' Game of the
Day. ferCurrently
Heiand WesterMessrs.
are doing
transcribed sports shows
aired throughout South
Carolina.
Retail Prices
RETAIL price maintenance, better
known as fair trades practices in
the United States, has been ruled
illegal in Canada with new legislation passed Dec. 29 after a bitter
battle in Parliament at Ottawa.
Henceforth, manufacturers can
suggest retail selling prices but
cannot force dealers to sell at those
prices. Manufacturers can set a
maximum price at which their
products can be sold, but cannot
restrain in any way dealers selling their products at lower prices.
The new legislation is not expected
to start a wave of chaotic selling
of brand and nationally price
marked merchandise at cut rates.
But if this should happen, the government has stated it will bringin price stabilizing legislation. Opposition to the legislation came
from retail store organizations who
felt the new legislation would put
small retailers out of business.
Employment Service
EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
for competent
commercial managers,
managers, program
directors, chief engineers,
disc jockeys. Reliable, confiflential, nation-wide service.
Send for full information today.
Howard S. Frazier
TV d Radio Mananement Consultants
728 Bond BIdg., Washington 5, D. C.

Sontlierii IraalepeiBdeist

A fulltime facility located in an
attractive southern city that has
always been a good radio market.

• Negotiations

• Financing

BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
SAN FRANCISCO
CHICAGO
James VV. Blackburn
Lester M. Smith
Ray
V.
Hamilton
Washington Bldg.
Tribune Tower
235 Montgomery St.
Exbrook 2-5672
Delaware 7-2755-6
Sterling 4341-2
January 7, 1952
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Radio Homes by Counties
(Continued from page 86)
Radio
Radio
HouseCounty
Homes holds
Homes holds
House1950
County
1950 1950
1950
Eroth
5,192
Lincoln
5,974
Falls
6,289
6,890 Fannin
5,988
Loudon
'ioj
8,727
McMinn
7,284
5,941
5,895
7,641
8,363 Fayette
McNairy
4,416
Fisher
2,811
7,206
5,321
9,707
Macon
o, I I J
3,706
Floyd
2,878
Madison
14,388 16,828
3,151
Foard
1,117
3,163
Marion
4,375
Bend
6,571
4,972 Fort
Marshall
4,445
7,945
Franklin
1,721
1,244
5,045
Maury
9,867 1 1 ,289 Freestone
3,758
1,390 Frio
Meigs
1,172
4,555
1,938
1,910
Monroe
4,899
Gaines
2,228
2,494
5,839 Galveston
A\ontgomery
8,894
10,451
30,597
1,052
2,501
Moore
901
Garza
1 ,644 33,149
/v\organ
2,939
liillespie
2,720
1,779
Obion
7,554
3,446
Glasscock
306
325
3,223
Overton
3,305
8,584
4,210
Goliad
1,423
1,735
Perry
1 ,456
4,759
1,695 Gonzales
PicKett
946
7,343
5,818
1,190 Gray
Polk
2,927
3,330
Grayson
19,847 21,810
7,762
Putnam
6,410
Gregg
16,448 18,481
7,667
Rhea
3,553
3,501
4,070 Grimes
4,466
Roane
6,868
5,739
Robertson
6,273
7,995 Guadalupe
6,940
Hale
7,406
7,441
Rutherford
8,985
Hall
2,698
8,076
Scott
3,233 10,472
3,073
3,905 Hamilton
3,108
Sequatchie
1,110
1,156
1,318 Hansford
3,500
Sevier
4,809
2,841
Shelby
115,748 133,504
5,732 Hardeman
3,160
Hardin
4,704
1,227
Smith
3,444
5,495
221,883 239,874
Stewart
2 033
3,977 Harris
Harrison
10,531
2,347
Sullivan
22,459 24,626 Hartley
12,937
515
553
Sumner
7,874
3,513
9,199 Haskell
4,001
Tipton
6,073
Hays
3,809
7,406
4,535
Trousdale
1,299
1,115
1,488 Hemphill
Unicoi
3,405
5,939
3,932 Henderson
1,219
Union
1,695
Hidalgo
28304
919 Hill
Van Buren
763
2,087
6,874
8,457 36,951
Warren
5,160
9,687
5,052
6,128 Hockley
Washington
13,293 14,986
1,491
5,626
1,730
Wayne
2,755
3,352 Hood
7,227
Hopkins
6'302
Weakley
7,116
Houston
5,063
8,332 Howard
White
3,480
6,353
6,871
7,575
Williamson
5,340
4,244
Hudspeth
891
6,246 Hunt
Wilson
6,417
1,055
11,818 13,087
7,444 Hutchinson
8,631
TEXAS
2,190,385 '■■'O"
9,143
484
'428
2,188
Jackson
2
928
2,461
Anderson
7,936 9,414
3,486
Andrews
1,317 1,412 JefF
5,433
Davis
Josper
■ ; ■ 4;466
443
531
Angelina
9,052 10,501 Jefferso
5] 755 56,822
Arkansas
1,148 1,319 Jim Hoggn
ljl7
Archer
1,864 2,006 Jim Wells
1,313
5,645
Armstrong
645 692 Johnson
8715
6,918
9,75?
Atascosa
4,028 4,888 Jones
5
992
Karnes
Austin
3,790 4,583 Kaufman
6,695
3,45]
130
4,245
Bailey
1,868 2,099 Kenedy
7,284
Bandera
1,276 1,448 Kendall
8,519
1
529
Bastrop
4,659 5,716 Kent
1,759
658
107
Baylor
1,826 2,085 King
582
Kerr
Kimble
3,723
238
205
1,268
4,179
Bexar
116,102 130,745 Kinney
1,417
740
Blanco
1,058 1,197
566
Borden
259 295
l^'^berg
4^50
ox
Bosque
3,532 3,898 Kn
2513
13.009
5,522
2,820
[or^or
;;;;; )i;266
La
mb
4
5,650
Lam
pasas
Brazos
8,682 10,250
2>36
3,148
Brewster
1,568 1,946 La Salle
^
291
1,810
Briscoe
928 1,032
5^387
Brooks
1,831 2,275 \a^a':a
6,554
2,375
Brown
8,083 9,103
2,904
2,855
3,495
Burleson
3,122 3,812 Lim
7,570
estone
Burnet
2,697 3,023 I'.^^'^y
7,160
^6,427
Q29
Caldwell
4,448 5,359
::::::: i;o65
1,127
Calhoun
2,391 2,733 ^'.p""^:^
2,253
[["^
1,965
<:allahan
2,611 2,901 Lo
vmg
1,521
1,763
bbock
Camp
2,097 2,605 ■■"
26,030 28,293
Ly
3,105
n"
Carson
1,896 1,971
2
850
McCulloch
Cass
6,132 7,300 McL
3 084
ennan
3,524
Castro
1,362 1,471 McMu
3516t
32 782 37,855
Chambers
2,023 2,260 Madison llen
286
Cherokee
8,551 10,265 Marion
1,951
Childress
3,267 3,687 Martin
2,170
2,785
2,379
Clay
2,732 3,042 Mason
1
,307
Cochran
1,418 1,592 Mat
1,449
Coke
1,048 1,206 u . ago
51,424
204
I, 579
, rda
6,315
eri
Coleman
4,359 4,909 Mav
ck
1 979
2,678
4,480
Menard
Collingsworth
2,316 2,671
1,118
'.'.'.'.'.'.[ 3^857
1,248
Colorado
4,425 5,255 IJ^edina
7,676
Midland
am
Comal
4,008 4,661 Mil
56'786
799
6,953
Comanche
4,424 5,004 Mills
1^697
1,922
Concho
1,327 1,481 Mitchell
3,508
4,065
Cooke
5,998 6,672 Montague
4,310
Coryell
4,002 4,886 Montgomery
5,435
5,893
Cottle
1,553 1,797
7,007
3,627
Crane
1,117 1,173 Moore
2,200
Crockett
979 1,096 Morris
3,739
2,622
Crosby
2,524 2,759 Motley
1^061
1,192
Culberson
448 522 Nacogdoches
7,174
Dallam
2,095 2,300
10,337 12,020
8,490
Dallas
174,876 187,033 Navarro
2,249
Dawson
4,504 5,165 Newton
2,773
5,300
5,915
Deaf Smith
2,411 2,618 Nolan
:
37,415 43,914
Delta
2,391 2,668 Nueces
434
Ochiltree
1,749
416
1,824
De Witt
5,566 6,813 Oldham
9,666
Dickens
1,828 2,029 Orange
I, 136
5,235 I 5,703
Dimmit
1,898 2,317 Palo Pinto
Panola
4,244
Donley
1,776 1,908 Parker
5,799
5,150
Duval
3,109 3,710
1,552
Eastland
6,926 7,862 Parmer
6,666
1,653
Pecos 2,309
2,663
3,873
Edwards
757 844 Polk
4,573
Potter
21,897 22,833
Presidio
1,469
1,893
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County
Rains
Randall
Reagan
Real
Red River
Reeves
Refugio
Roberts
Robertson
Rockwall
Runnels
Rusk
Sabine
San Augustine
San Jacinto
San Patricio
San Saba
Schleicher
Scurry
Shackelford
Shelby
Sherman
Smith
Somervell
Starr
Stephens
Ste. I.ng
Stonewall
Sutton
Swisher
Tarrant
Taylor
Terrell
Terry
Throckmorton
Titus
Tom Green
Travis
Trinity
Tyler
Upshur
Upton
Uvalde
Vol Verde
Van Zandt
Victoria
Walker
Waller
Ward
Washington
Webb
Wharton
Wheeler
Wichita
W.lbarger
Willacy
Williamson
Wiison
Winkler
Wish
Wood
Yoakum
Young
Zapata
Zavala
UTAH
Beaver
Box Elder
Cache
Carbon
Daggett
Davis
Duchesne
Emery
Garfield
Grand
Iron
Juab
Kane
Millard
Morgan
Piute
Rich
Salt Lake
San Juan
Sanpete ...
Sevier
Summit
Tooele
Uintah
Utah
Wasatch
Washington
Wayne
Weber
VERMONT
Addison
Bennington
Caledonia
Chittenden
Essex
Franklin
Grand Isle
Lamoille
Orange
Orleans
Rutland
Washington
Windham
Windsor
VIRGINIA
Accomack
Albemarle

Radio
1950
Homes

County

Homes holds
Radio
House1950 1950
Alleghany
5,415
Amelia
1,445
5,873
1,832
Amherst
3,665
Appomattox
1,769
4,276
2,096
Arlington
39,191
Augusta
7,518 40,279
Bath
1,401
1,550
Bedford
6,114
8,262
Bland
1,318
1,506
boietourt
3,555
7,278
Brunswick
3,603
Buchanan
6,157
4,416
3,990
Buckingham
2,259
962
Campbell
6,267
7,105
7,244
Caroline
2,384
2,827
Charles City
780
2,842
Charlotte
2,636
Chesterfield . 9,306
10,023
5,541,705
6,625
C arke
5
3,316
909
Cra.g
815
1,888
Cupeper
2,991
^
3,450
Cumberland
1,358
Dickenson
4,238
Dinwiddle
2,780
4,916
1,703
tlizabeth Ciiy
12,952 13,808
3,309
Essex
1,350
Fairfax
23,109 24,402
Fauquier
4,163
1,638
Floyd
2,422
Muvanna
1,438
5,269
Franklin
4,833
2,907
1,853
Frederick
4,273
5,767
Giles
4,129
4,629
Gloucester
2,494
Gocch.ond
1,472
4,583
2,910
Grayson
4,841
5,616
1,803
Greene
817
1,056
Greensville
3,089
Haifax
7,800
3,753 4'
Hanover
4,565
9,726
Henrico
15,026 16,036
5,390
Henry
6,474
7,390
Highland
918
Isle of Wight
2,998
James City
1,276
1,031
King and Queen
1,206
3,634
1,506
1,422
1,736
King
George
1,439
King William
1,650
Lancaster
2,037
Lee
6,968
1,944
Loudoun
4,755
2,377
Louisa
2,671
8,198
Lunenburg
,
2,874
Madison
1,667
Mathews
1,794
5,278
3,479
3,234
2,076
Mecklenburg
6,493
2,018
Middlesex
1,566
/Viontgomery
6.511
1,882
7,814
Nansemond
5,119
Nelson
2,864
7,187
962
New Kent
793
Norfolk
24,113
3,406
Northampton
4,195 26,556
6,001
Northumberland
2,317
4,772
Nottoway
3,320
2,688
Orange
2,888
3,906
Page
3,519
1,259
Patrick
2,969
3,320
5,171
1,343 Pittsylvania
3,994
13,064
15,191
9,052
Powhatan
1,044
3,675
6,225
1,286
5,234
Prince
Edward
3,058
102
9,143 Prince George
89
3,203
7,900
6,424 Princess Anne
8,745
1,877
7,964 Prince William
4,707
3,535
3,729
1,606
1,640
Pulaski
6,219
977
9,859
1,460
5,207
Rappahannock
1,183
1,951
1,586
525
Richmond
1,327
1,017
2,454
2,502
10,154
Roanoke
9,524
6,980
554 Rockbridge
1,656
5,594
583
1,690
572
Rockingham
8,043
2,418
6,524
Russell
5,212
5,691 il*
630
662
2,462
8,957
5,454
494 Scott
481
5,310
457 Shenandoah
446
Smyth
6,027
77,506
5,810
6,018
5,008
1,029 78,447 Southampton
6,936
Spotsylvania
2,800
3,869
1,121
StofFord
2,781
3,231
6,175
3,920
1,776
Surry
1,288
3,104
3,044
3,956
Sussex
2,377
1,868
5,636 ,
1,543
10,964
3,287 Tazewell
2,434
9,988
4,033
20,159
Warren
3,540
1,432 20,570
2,942
2,525 Warwick
8,784
3,947
1,455
2,417
526
Washington
7,643
512
8,705
Westmoreland
2,149
23,253
2,596
2,534 Wise
11,593 13,264
23,559
103,535 Wythe
5,089
9,749 f '
York
2,706
4.680
Independent Cities
6,783
3,044 f- t
17,587 18,339
5,000 Alexandria
6,552
Bristol
3,785
15,687 16,073
7,014 Buena Vista
1,603
6,868
4,123
Charlottesville
6,357
7,750
1,323
924 Clifton
1,711
Forge
881
7,095
2,847
Heights!
....
8,073 Colonial
1,807
1,718
Danville
8,615
4,269
3,010
10,018
5,412 12,860
Palls
Church4,605
12,307
3,125
5,673 Fredericksburg
3,238
1,699
11,080 1 1,566 Hampton
Harrisonburg
2,726
8,054
2,110
1,869
11,252 11,733
8,425 Hopewell
2,916
Lynchburg
12,040
13,422
3,839 1 2,821
1 ,760
845,932 Martinsville
4,443
Newport News
10,478
Norfolk
49,299
8,802
Petersburg
9,479 53,997
5,530
Portsmouth
17,998
9,957
20,065
9,978
6,334
• Telecasting
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BROADCA

holds
1950
1,083 House3,842
930
893
4,053
712
1,259
609
5,317
2,648
2,387
335
3,183
319
6,352
2,740
4,610
1,581
4,478
5,615
1,782
10,485 12,121
1,936
1,876
1,488
5,015
2,354
2,344
845
7,515
2,246
1,947
758
8,821
5,751
2,606
713
1,500
5,550
6,553
I, oOa
835
683
6,760
18,905
714 21,507
2,301
3,096
J55
38J
2,973
3,459
932
939
999
1,051
2,318
101,061
2,448
18,488
17,083 109,137
753
876
3,198
1,033
4,415
3,642
1,144
15,228
5,188
37,900 16,977
2,270 42,584
2,627
2,964
5,002
3,102
1,603
1,484
5,905
3,497
3,250
4,339
6,195
4,221
7,819
6,930
4,030
8,785
2,456
3,358
4,820
4,760
3,010
9,416 12,794
8,472
3,752
9,967
2,708
6,087
24,003
3,005
5,513 26,119
3,873 II,6,099
234
4,902
9,661
3,067
2,638
4,464
3,731
5,452
2,912
1,092
1,200
5,044
4,807
5,335
955
6,303
728
1,765
2,543
188,085

Radio
holds
,
Homes House1950
l|
County
1950
itdford
2,360
64,759
[ichmond
60,355
Ibonoke
24,850 26,493
ifuth Norfolk
2,977
; aunton . .4 550
4,871
ne
Ijffolk
3,150
3,579
r
'I'oynesboro''
3,418
a
illiamsburg
l
1,125
inchester . . :
3,979
4,202
WASHINGTON
736,944
Warns
2,039
2,076
! sotin
3,391
3,460
^nton
13,930 14,258
-lelan
12,220 12,482
lallam
8,024
8 264
ark
25,471 25 911
1,606
fjlombia
1,559
owlitz
15,814 16,137
'0>jglas
3,216
3,268
Wry
1,142
1,198
onklin
4,037
4,201
crfield
1,008
1,024
rant
6 750
6,959
rays Harbor
16,880 17,423
|land
3,329
3,400
^fferson
3,257
3,358
Miller Atty. General?

Radio HouseHomes
holds
County
1950 1950
King
230,828 236,262
Kitsap
22,904 23,206
Kittitas
6,549 6,717
Klickitat
3,655 3,780
Lewis
.
13,448 13,765
Lincoln
3,359 3,421
Mason
4,692 4,827
Okanogan
8,400 8,696
Pacific
5,358 5,512
Pend Oreille
2,180 2,257
Pierce
77,514 79,015
San Juan
1,150 1,184
Skagit
13,043 13,296
Skamania
1,470 1,514
Snohomish
35,153 35,870
Spokane
. . 67,442 69,030
Stevens
5,285 5,471
Thurston
14,205 14,465
Wahkiakum
1,150 1,171
Walla Walla
11,568 11,840
Whatcom
20,910 21,272
Whitman
9,041 9,169
Yakima
39,218 40,182
WEST VIRGINIA
518,771
Barbour
4,563 5,133
Berkeley
7,965 8,555
Boone
6,972 7,729
Braxton
3,749 4,463
Brooke
6,968 7,266
Cabell
29,890 32,349
Calhoun
2,099 2,449
Coy
2,843 3,356

I (Continued from page 23)
Bked to make even a preliminary
bmmitment. It is presumed that
" Judge Miller resigns to answer
call to the President's Cabinet,
ne NARTB board can be expected
3 activate conversations with the
CC chairman. Judge Miller's stipend of $35,000 a year then would
|e available. Until last year it
-as $50,000, when he was on "full
me."
At all events, it is doubted
hether Mr. Coy would consider
ny proposal outside of Govern»ent until the TV allocations are
nalized.
That is scheduled to
appen next month. It is known
lat a number *of members of the
;ARTB-TV board strongly favor
[r. Coy's selection, if a vacancy
ccurs, and that this holds whether
r not there is a change in Adlinistration.
They do not regard Mr. Coy as a
olitician, but as a practical busieSsman, a good administrator and
former broadcaster (he headed
18 radio operations of the Washigton Post before assuming the
jcC chairmanship in December of
lM7). They feel that whether the
dministration is Republican or
|emocratic, he can do an effective
•b of keeping the radio or televion divisions of NARTB or both
eaded in the right direction. Mr.
oy is 48, a native Indianian, a f oricr newspaperman and an admintrator who has had more than 15
Bars in state and Federal service.
I Judge Miller, in his 64th year,
in robust health. He is a native
California and a Democrat. His
Jist public office was as district
:torney of Kings County, Calif.,
I 1916.
He assumed the NAB
residency on Oct. 1, 1945, resignig his life-time appointment to
le appellate bench. Wheh Judge
tiller proposed — and the board ac5pted — his suggestion that he beime chairman of the board, his
■.ipend was fixed at $35,000 on a
downward escalator" to $25,000 in
554. It was agreed that he would
]i free to devote more and more of
is time to other activities.
RO ADC ASTING
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W.

Radio
Homes
County
1950
Doddridge
2,132
Fayette
18,704
Gilmer
2,081
Grant
2,127
Greenbrier
8,942
Hampshire
2,863
Hancock
8,977
Hardy
2,134
Harrison
22,394
Jackson
3,593
Jefferson
4,243
Kanawha
60,266
Lewis
4,870
Lincoln
4,116
Logan
15,952
McDowell
20,719
Marion
19,097
Marshall
9,426
Mason
5,155
Mercer ...
17,544
Mingo
9,596
Monongalia
14,824
Monroe
2,911
Morgan
2,144
Nicholas
5,632
Ohio
20,544
Pendleton
1,851
. 5,
Pleasants
1,658
Pocahontas 616 2,733
6,052
Preston
7,102
Putnam
4,668
Raleigh
21,631
Randolph
6,819
Ritchie
3,209

J. GERMAN,

to announce
distributor
Motion

John
StreetNew Jersey
Fort Lee,
Tel.: LOngacre 5-5978
FOrt Lee 8-5100

J.

INC.,

that it has

.. -r; . . I I ,• I'k
, Monies
Radio Households
County
1950 1950
Roane
3,867 4,470
Summers
4,254 4,829
Taylor
4,671 5,083
Tucker
2,482 2,715
Tyler
2,769 3,077
Upshur
4,493 5,088
Wayne
7,038 8,090
Webster
3,631 4,150
Wetzel
5,021 5,623
Wirt
•
1,167 19,528
1,362
Wood
18,473
Wyoming
7,716 8,517
WISCONSIN
968,253
Adams
2,223 2,365
Ashland
5,303 5,535
Barron
9,518 9,873
Bayfield
3,772 3,950
Brown
25,658 26,208
Buffalo
3,914 4,060
Burnett
2,929 3,077
Calumet
4,988 5,095
Chippewa
10,603 11,033
Clark
8,413 8,865
Columbia
9,732 9,992
Crawford
4,575 4,756
Dane
45,495 46,094
Dodge
15,692 16,029
Door
5,792 5,990
Douglas
13,273 13,684
Dunn
7,219 7,496
Eau Claire
15,017 15,465
(Continued on page 92)

is proud

been

appointed

of all Eastman

Professional

Picture

effective

January

W.

Households
1950
2,412
20,090
2,420
2,168
9,859
3,213
9,188
2,479
23,976
4,024
4,582
64,387
5,340
5,020
17,472
22,302
20,294
10,136
5,960
18,926
10,942
15,906
3,264
2,295
6,534
21,333
2,120
1,754
3,102
7,900
5,263
23,159
7,485
3,582

Films,

1, 1952

GERMAN,

6040 North Pulaski Road
Chicago 30, III.
Tel.: IRving 8-4064

INC.

6700 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 38, California
Hillside 6131
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Radio Homes
(Co7itinued from page 91 )
County
1950 1950
Radio HouseHomes holds
Florence
1,040 1,087
Fond du Lac
18,502 18,899
Forest
2,407 2,528
Grant
11,302 11,748
Green
6,994 7,181
Green Lake
4,348 4,506
Iowa
5,335 5,534
Iron
2,441 2,527
Jackson
4,297 4,552
JefFerson
12,371 12,611
Juneau
5,098 5,349
Kenosha
21,731 21,950
Kewaunee
4,565 4,731
La Crosse
18,655 19,036
Lafayette
4,932 5,095
Langlade
5,734 5,899
Lincoln
6,009 6,319
Manitowoc
18,515 18,816
Marathon
20,620 21,346
Marinette
9,703 10,045
Marquette
2,593 2,710
Milwaukee
246,075 249,316
Monroe
7,805 8,242
Oconto
6,827 7,097
Oneida
5,779 6,045
Outagamie
21,588 21,984
Ozaukee
6,472 6,591
Pepin
1,951 2,028
Pierce
5,712 5,925
Polk
6,946 7,183
Portage
8,743 9,117
Price
4,480 4,731
Racine
31,086 31,400
Richland
5,204 5,426
Rock
26,699 27,216
Rusk
4,399 4,621
St. Croix
6,986 7,158
Scuk
10,601 10,986
Sawyer
2,811 2,990
Shawano
9,012 9,397
Sheboygan
23,267 23,621
Taylor
4,63l 4,916
Trempealeau
6,314 6,584
Vernon
7,575 7,949
Vilas
2,667 2,801
Walworth
12,134 12,369
V/ashburn
3,301 3,439
Washington
9,208 9,396
Waukesha
23,363 23,599
Waupaca
9,770 10,114
Waushara
4,002 4,177
Winnebago
25,658 26,128
Wood
13,261 13,671
WYOMING
84,289

Toll Dial Use

Trial

Planned by AT&T
TRANSISTORS
TRIAL USE of transistors as an integral part of the nationwide toll
dialing system being set up by AT&T is expected within the year, American Assn. for the Advancement of Science was told Dec. 28 by two
members of the technical staff of Bell Telephone Labs, where the
transistor was invented three years
of corn. It has no point contacts
ago.
Dr. William Shockley, who in- but instead consists of a tiny rodshaped piece of germanium, so
itiated and directed the research
treated that it embodies a thin
leading to the original tiansistor,
described a new type of this tiny electrically positive layer sandwiched between the two electrically
substitute for vacuum tubes said to
negative ends. The transistor,
have "astonishing properties never
which derives it name from the two
before achieved in an amplifying
device." Jack A. Morton, who di- positive and negative junctions, differs markedly from the point-conrected the development of the origtact type, in which the contacts of
inal type of transistor until its performance is as uniform as that of the points play an essential role.
"This new form of transistor is
vacuum tubes, reported progress to
capable of amplifying 100,000
the point where Western Electric
Co. is expected to put them into times. It occupies about 1/400 of
a cubic inch, in comparison with a
regular production in the "near fu- typical subminiature vacuum tube
which occupies about Vs of a cubic
Theory underlying the transistor,
inch. Transistors of this type are
ture."
developed
by Dr. Shockley, "premuch more efficient than the older
dicts that electi-ons in a semicontype
and consume far less power;
ductor behave normally like negatively charged electrons and also the original type operates on less
power than an ordinary flashlight
cooperate so as to mimic the behavior of positively charged elecIn addition to substituting for
trons of 'holes'," Bell Labs exvacuum tubes in many ways, tranplained. Application of this theory
sistors are expected to find their
and of "transistor electronics" enuse in functions where use
gineering science based on it, to the greatest
ofbulb."
vacuum tubes is impractical,
design of devices led to the new
junction transistor which was said
such as in complex switching machinery used in the dial telephone
to be "a nearly ideal amplifier for
system. Their effect on the entire
very low power applications."
field of electronics, especially in
Original Transistor
military equipment, will be revoluAlbany
5,224 5,391
tionary, it was predicted. Mr.
The original ti'ansistor, known
Big Horn
3,504 3,601
Campbell
1,439 1,476 as a "point-contact" device, was
Morton said that transistors have
Corbon
4,469 4,665
as consisting "essentially
been developed which can withConverse
. . 1,794 1,840 described
stand shock and vibration better
Crook
1,340 1,405 of two hair-thin wires resting on a
Fremont
5,182 5,461 tiny speck of germanium, a semithan
any
known vacuum tube.
conducting metallic element. These
Goshen
3,526 3,613
Hot Springs
1,587 1,634 point contacts correspond to the
Johnson
1,419 1,467
laromie
12,625 12,856 terminals of a vacuum tube but
1950 TV Revenue
Lincoln
2,413 2,460 there is no glass envelope, no vacNatrona
9,693 9,993
uum and no heating element to
(Continued
from page 61)
Niobrara
1,417 1,455
Park
4,359 4,512 cause warm-up delay. The entire took in $23,527,000.
Platte
2,328 2,410 apparatus is housed in a metal .22
Best bet for successful profits in
Sheridan
5,961 6,126 rifle shell, although it may be
Sublette
725 750 housed in a much smaller space for TV station operation seems to be
Sweetwater
6,132 6,315
an interconnected Station in a
Teton
737 767 certain applications.
Uinta
1,883 1,943
"The new junction transistor, four-station community. Highest
Washakie
1,976 2,046
Weston
1,933 1,997 which is extremely efficient, is in average income before Federal
the form of a small rectangular
Yellowstone National Park
taxes per station was $261,605 re(part)
106 106 block, roughly the size of a kernel
ported by eight interconnected stations in four-station communities.
Highest average loss per station
was $224,720 for seven non-interconnected stations in seven-station
communities.
Profits were made by 46 stations
nstone-Montei
in interconnected markets and
Another BMI -Pin t/p" HU-Joh
seven in non-interconnected comSAY
I WANNA
munities in 1950. Losses were
sustained by 33 stations in interHELLO
connected areas and 20 in noninterconnected areas. Eight stations
ker— Mer. 5762-,
Tuc
ic
Soph
s:
rd
co
Re
On
oreported profits of $400,000 or
y Tr^
s-Cap. 1840; Frank PeU2710
Four KnigW.
, Uor
more, while three stations reported
MGM 11141; Sir Hubert Pimm— Kem
losses of $400,000 or over.
e "Pi-o" M.lller- .
Eddi
428;
20-4
c.
-Vi
don
Lou
X
Welk-Cora
; Lawrence
nbov*to be
FCC's report also revealed a
Diane Baron-Rai
.
released
* Soon
$70,260,000 total investment in
tangible property, with a depreciation to date of $20,002,000 and a
depreciation cost of $50,258,409.
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AM-FM Revenues
(Continued from page 27)
and operated stations, and 2,117
other stations (compared to 1,993
other stations in 1949).
National and regional networks
and their O&O stations had total
1950 revenues of $110,478,458, expenses of $91,494,116 and income of
$18,984,342— up 6.03% over 1949.
All other AM stations had total
1950 broadcast revenues of $332,579,387, expenditures $280,820,467
and income $51,758,920. These
compare with 1949 total revenues
of $304,343,424, expenses $265,985,585 and income $38,357,839. Income
for 1950 thus was up 34.9%. ^
inIff
How network time sales revenue
has continued to decrease, while
national and regional spot and local sales have continued upward is
indicated in the following figures:
National and regional networks
and their O&O stations took in
$86,054,386 in network time sales
in 1950, $18,980,209 from national
and regional advertisers and $7,681,610 from local advertisers.
All other AM stations took in
$45,475,830 from 1950 network
time sales, $99,843,671 from national and regional advertisers and
$195,529,224 from local advertisers.
These compare with $46,255,542
from 1949 network time sales, $89,753,066 from national and regional in
advertisers and $175,041,846 from
local advertisers.
Clear Channels Heaviest
Heaviest average income before
Federal taxes continued to be made
by clear channel stations. Average
income of $279,018 on sales of $1,075,125 was made in 1950 by the
62 stations in that category, an
increase of 11.71% in income over
1949. Stations were identical with
those reporting in 1949. Better
still was the average income of
the 52 clears affiliated with national networks: average income
was $314,459 on sales of $1,128,101,
VS
up 10.31% over 1949.
Greatest percentage average in-tp,
come increase was accomplished by
seven local day and part-time stations affiliated with national net- iri
works. Average income was $3,681 is))iCI
on
sales
627.27%. of $64,489, an increase of
Once again, average income of
standard stations established prior
to 1942 showed up better than those
stations beginning operation after
1942. Average revenues of the 813
stations licensed before 1942 was
$292,993, income before Federal
taxes $60,211. Average revenues of
the 960 stations established between 1942 and 1948 was $91,683,
income $6,686.
RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
One of schools
the leading
and
oldest
of Radio
Technology In America, offers its
trained Radio and Television techdustry.
nicians to the Broadcasting InAddress
PlacementinqvXries
Directorto
RCA INSTITUTES. INC.
A Service of Radio Corporation
350 W. 4th St.,
New York 14, N. T.
of America
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FCC Actions
I
j (Continued from page 87)
bnuary 3 Decisions . . .
I Annual Patent Reports
time for filing cemFCC entsextended
re Promulgation of Rule Govning the Preparation and Filing of
anual Patent Reports from Jan. 5 to
n. 31.
Application Put in File
^VATV (TV) Newark, N. J.— FCC put
plication to change trans, location
5m Newark to New York City in
nding file
. . . would
ejudice
the because
ultimate "grant
resolution
of the
-les created by a comment filed in the
nding television rule-making proeding proposing that Providence,
I., be made co-channel on Ch. 11
th New York City and on Ch. 13
N. J."
j,Th Newark,
'!
Waived Sections of Rules
iviBU Poynette, Wis., and WWCF
M)
Baraboo,of Wis.—
n 3.30(a)
rules FCC
for waived
WIBU secand
05 for WWCF (FM) which require a
ajority of programs to originate from
lin studios because "entire service
are almost
exclusively
rural"those
and
1sasorder
to serve
adequately
gas it is necessary to originate proems from a number of cities. . . ."
'j
Granted Licenses
tvVBC
ense newFarmington,
AM station:N. 1240M. —kc,Granted
250 w,
Itime.
iVRFC Athens, Ga. — Granted license
lering change in operating hours
.m daytime to fulltime, 1 kw-D 500
N, DA-N, cond.
tVVKO
Ohio1580
— Granted
ise new Columbus,
AM station:
kc, 1 kwli\-time. DA. cond.
,VRJM Newport, R. I.— Granted liise covering change in trans, locain.
WLCM
S. C.1360
— Granted
liise new Lancaster,
AM station;
kc, 1 kw,
'.'time.
VGBH (FM) Boston — Granted license
^vv noncommercial educational FM
tion: 89.7 mc (Ch. 209), ERP 16 kw.
5FVD Los Angeles — Granted license
vering change in trans.
Modification of License
\ CTBS Shreveport, La. — Granted mod.
I license to change name of licensee
m Radio Station KTBS Inc. to KTBS
I
Silent Two Weeks
:VCAT Rapid City, S. D.— Granted
:hority to remain silent from Dec.
to Jan. 6.
Modification of CP
VKOV Wellston, Ohio — Granted mod.
for approval of ant., trans., and
'in studio location; cond.
'ollowing
granted mod.dates:
CP's for extion of completion
vTBI Tacoma, Wash., to Jan. 18,
,id.; KALE Richland, Wash to March
cond.; KXLR North Little Rock,
k., to July 3. cond.; KLIX Twin
Us, Idaho, to Jan. 15, cond.; WFMT
I cago to March 21; WMRC-FM Greenlie, S. C, to March 15; WBEN-FM
■ffalo, N. Y.. to July 1, and WFAN
VI) Washington to March 16.
nuary 3 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
>GDM Stockton, Calif.— Mod. CP, au)rizing changes in DA, for extension
completion date.
VJKO-FM Springfield, Mass.— Mod.
, replacing expired CP for new FM
jtion,
for extension of completion
:e.
Modification of License
tWBM Williston, N. D.— Mod. of liise to change name from Charles L.
ifield and James Caravaras d/b as
i/BM Bcstg. Co. to Charles L. Scold and James C. Carson d/b as
k'BM
Bcstg. Co.; no change in ownerp involved.
License for CP
VINX RockviUe, Md. — License for

IS

KLICKIN'
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FCC

Legislation
(Continued
from page 26)
example.
Defense
Dept. funds for
recruiting) .

roundup

Nevt Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applications
box score
Class
AM Stations
FM Stations
TV Stations
* On the air.

SUMMARY
On Air Licensed
2,330 2,298
649 559
108
93

Docket Actions . . .
INITIAL DECISIONS
KJAY Topeka, Kan.— S. H. Patterson.
Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
issued initial decision looking towards
denial of application for nighttime
power increase from 1 kw to 5 kw on
1440 kcsion Dec.
with28. directional antenna. DeciSaratoga Springs, N. Y.— Spa Bcstrs.
Inc. Hearing Examiner Hugh B. Hutchison issued initial decision looking towards grant of application for new AM
station on 900 kc, 250 w, daytime; and,
denial by default application for same
facilities filed by Saratoga Bcstg. Co.
Non-Docket Actions . . .
TRANSFER GRANTS
WHUM
Reading,
Pa. — Granted
transfer of control
of licensee
corporation
from Humboldt J. Greig and Jessie P.
Grieg to Humboldt J. Grieg through
voting agreement.
consideration. GrantedNoJan.monetary
3.
WISN-AM-FM Milwaukee and WBALAM-TV Baltimore — Granted assignment
of
fromlicenses
Hearst (and
Radio CPInc.forto WBAL-TV)
The Hearst
Corp.
No
consideration.
Granted Jan. monetary
3.
KWJJ Portland, Ore. — Granted assignment of license from KWJJ Bcstg.
Co. to Wilbur J. Jerman. No monetary
consideration. Granted Jan. 3.
KWSH
Ada, Okla.—
GrantedBcstg.
assignment of license
from KADA
Co.
to
Tri-Cities
Bcstg.
Co.
No
monetary
consideration. Granted Jan. 3.
New Applications . . .
AM APPLICATIONS
Knoxville, Tenn. — Dick Bcstg. Co.,
860 kc, 1 kw,
estimated construction costdaytime;
$32,000, estimated
first
year operating cost $48,804, estimated
first year revenue $59,059. Partners are
James A. Dick (50%), commercial manager of WBIR Knoxville, Tenn., and
Marilyn M. Dick (50%). Filed Dec. 28.
Corry, Pa. — Olivia T. Rennekamp,
1370 kc, 500struction
w, costdaytime;
estimated con$9,930, estimated
first
year operating cost $30,000, estimated
first year revenue $36,000. Mrs. Rennekamp owns 496 (out of 1,000) shares of
stock in WKRZ Oil City, Pa., and is a
title examiner for Kenneth E. Rennekamp and John A. Virostek. attorneys,
in Pittsburgh. Filed Dec. 29.
Commerce, Tex. — Memorial Bcstg.
Co., 1450 kc, 250 w, fuUtime; estimated
CP. as mod., authorizing change in frequency, trans, and studio locations.
AM— 1070 kc
WDIA Memphis, Tenn. — CP to change
frequency from 730 kc to 1070 kc and
power from 250 w to 50 kw-D, 10 kw-N,
change
trans, location, install DA-DN,
etc.
License Renewal
of Following
license: stations request renewal
KFSD-FM San Diego, Calif.; KGDMFM Stockton, Calif.; WNDB-FM Daytona Beach, Fla.; WFLA-FM Tampa,
Fla.; WMIX-FM Mt. Vernon, 111.;
WHYN-FM Holyoke, Mass.; WMAS-FM
Springfield, Mass.; WSYR-FM Syracuse,
N. Y.; WGWR-FM Asheboro, N. C;
WCOL-FM Columbus, Ohio; WVKOFM Columbus, Ohio; WTRT-FM Toledo,
Ohio;
WERC-FM R.
Erie,I. Pa., and WPROFM Providence,
TENDERED FOR FILING
AM— 860 kc
WOAYcreaseOak
Hill, 5W.kw Va.—
inpower from
to 10CPkw,to etc.
Modification of License
WORZ Orlando, Fla. — Mod. of license
to
from DA-DN to DA-N on
740 change
kc.

• Telecasting

10815
CPs
88

THROUGH JANUARY .3
Pending Hearing
In105
Grants Appls.
313
476
11
2
Cond'l
171

construction cost $14,400, estimated first
year operating cost $24,000, estimated
first year revenue $34,000. Memorial
Bcstg. Co. is solely owned by W. W.
Mangum,
a brick
mason,
Melissa, Tex.
Filed
Jan. now
4. living in
TV APPLICATION
Victoria, Tex. — Alkek-Belcher Television Co., Ch. 19, ERP 20.6 kw visual,
10.3 kw aural, antenna height above
average terrain 338 ft.; estimated construction cost $149,300, estimated first
year operating cost $70,000, estimated
first year revenue $75,000. Equal partners are Truman Belcher and Albert
B. Alkek who own 39% and 51% interest,4.respectively, in KNAL Victoria.
Filed Jan.
TRANSFER REQUESTS
KLEE Houston, Tex. — Involuntary
assignment of license from W. Albert
Lee, deceased, to Lowell C. Clark, Mrs.
HoUie Lee, Mrs. Mary Alice Rosenberg
and Lester C. Rosenberg, executors of
the estate of W. Albert Lee, deceased.
No monetary consideration. Filed Dec.
28. KWBB Wichita, Kan. — Transfer of
control Wichita Beacon Bcstg. Co. by
transfer of 53 shares of stock (out of
153 shares) from block of stock held by
Max, Louis and John Levand to John
M. Hall, who holds 47 shares (and
after transfer will hold 100 shares) for
$5,300. Mr. Hall is manager of KWBB.
Filed Jan. 3.
Stoner's Post
OWEN STONER, vice president
in charge of advertising for Prince
Matchabelli Inc., a subsidiary of
Vick Chemical Co., New York, was
reported erroneously last week as
being named president of Vick Co.
He was named president of the
subsidiary firm, Prince Matchabelli, succeeding H. R. Marschalk,
who was made chairman of the
board of Prince Matchabelli and
a member of the parent company's
management staff. E. L. Mabry
remains president of Vick Chemical Co.

Still pending for ratification in
the Senate is the North American
Regional Broadcasting Agreement, now before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, which
has named a subcommittee to study
the agreement.
Other pending matters include:
# House-passed bill (HR 2948)
to include radio broadcasting of
fraudulent advertising similar to
postal law now part of the U. S.
Code, awaits Senate consideration.
% Senate also has before it
anti-gambling legislation. One bill
(S 1624) wouldorprohibit
transmission
radio interstate
broadcast
of gambling information of a sport
event before it starts [B«T, Oct.
15, 1951].
% Proposal that Congress probe
sports activities, including radioTV restrictive covenants.
(Contiymed from page 62)
Television
in order
to eliminateSquare'
crowdedness
and to centralize handling of all
camera operations.
The basement is given over to
electrical power distribution, with
a 1,000 ampere main switch and
75 miles of wiring necessary for
technical equipment alone. Air
conditioning equipment is also located there, with a reported
capacity sufficient to melt 206 tons
of ice every 24 hours. Flat roof
is built with sufficient support to
allow shooting outdoor scenes
there and future construction of
microwave relay equipment to send
WOR's TV signal to the transmission tower, located directly across
the river.
Second floor of the studio building is given over mainly to offices
for the program manager, program
operations supervisor, program directors and their assistants, traffic
department, art department and
engineering department. Building
also contains locker rooms for musicians and engineers, news rooms
for wire equipment, showers, and,
sealed in the wall of the main
lobby, a prediction box holding the
sealed guesses of various writers
about TV during next 100 years.
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VOICr ACTIVITY SHOWN
IN NEW DRAMA SERIES
NEW SERIES titled Your Voice of America
prepared for U. S. radio stations by State Dept.
"to satisfy a long-felt demand of American
broadcasters and the listening public for background material on the activities of the Voice
of Am.erica." Availability of transcribed
dramas announced by George E. Hughes, vice
president of Associated Broadcasters, and William A. Wood, chief of radio. State Dept.
Dramas based on material from department
files. Series comprises 13 quarter-hours and is
contributed by Wesley I. Dumm, chairman of
Facilities Group of Radio Advisory Committee
to U. S. Advisory Commission on Information.
Mr. Dumm is president of Associated Broadcasters, which produced, recorded, processed
and distributed series. Discs can be obtained
free from Associated _ Broadcasters, Box 87,
Hollywood, Calif. First eight to be mailed by
Jan. 15 and remaining five shortly afterward.
'SUPER CIRCUS' SPONSOR
SCHEDULING REVISED
CHANGES and renewals in sponsorship of
ABC-TV's Super Circus Sun., 5-6 p.m. (EST),
reported by network as follows:
Mars Inc., Chicago, through Leo Burnett
Inc., same city, to sponsor last half-hour every
week, effective Feb. 3, replacing M&M Candy
Co., which alternated that time slot with
Peters Shoe Co.
Canada Dry Ginger Ale Inc., N. Y., through
J. M. Mathes Inc., same city, renewing first
half-hour every week Jan. 6 through 27, and
alternate weeks beginning Feb. 10.
Peters Shoe Co., St. Louis, through Henri,
Hurst & McDonald, Chicago, renewing last
half-hour Jan. 6 and 20, moving to first halfhour, alternate weeks, effective Feb. 3.
RCA DEVELOPS NEW TUBE
TRIQDE tube said to develop over 1000 w in
plate-pulsed service at frequencies up to 3300
mc developed by RCA Tube Dept. Tiny triode
is newest in series of pencil-type triodes. It
features double-ended metal-glass coaxial electrode structure and is 2 5/16 inches long. Applications include cw and pulse services.
Business Briefly
(Continued from page 5)
about 50 markets for its His-to-Plus. Agency,
Ted Bates Inc., N. Y.
TEXTILE SHOW • Pequot Mills, N. Y.
(sheets, pillow cases), to sponsor Mon., Wed.,
Fri. programs of Paula Stone Shoiv (12-12:15
noon, Mon. -Sat.) on WMGM New York and
other LBS stations. Agency, Jackson & Co.,
N. Y.
TEXCEL SIGNS • Industrial Tape Corp.
(Texcel) signed to sponsor second cycle of
quarter-hour segment. Rocky King Detective,
on DuMont TV Network. Agency, Kenyon &
Eckhardt, N. Y.
AGENCY NAMED # Hat Corp. of America,
N. Y. (Dobbs, Knox), names Lambert &
Feasley, N. Y., for 1952 winter and fall advertising.
LIFE NEWS A Life magazine to sponsor
Robert Montgomery in five-minute across-theboard news commentary on NBC Radio, starting Jan. 10, 10:30-10:35 p.m. Agency, Young
& Rubicam, N. Y.
Page 94
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RCA'S TODAY' SETUP
SOME 110 miles of wire being installed
in RCA's New York Exhibition Hall to
operate communications equipment on
Today, NBC-TV morning program with
Dave Garroway, scheduled for 7-9 a.m.
(EST and CST) debut, Jan. 14. Facilities
will allow shortwave radio communication— individually or simultaneously — to
eight different world points and as many
remote TV broadcasts as cables and
microwave relays can provide. Lines
installed will be for radio, telephone,
teletype, tape recorders, record turntables, microphones, TV cameras, and
special lighting fixtures.
PHILCO REALIGNS STAFF;
TV SET ALLOCATION SEEN
PHILCO Corp. will place TV receivers on allocation basis through first quarter of 1952,
President William Balderston predicted at twoday sales meeting held in Chicago. He said industry would probably turn out about 5 million
TV sets for year, compared to 5,300,000 in 1951.
Second greatest sales year in Philco history
just concluded, he said with sales exceeding
$310 million.
Making major personnel changes, he announced Raymond B. George has been named
corporate vice president of merchandising.
Frederick D. Ogilby becomes vice president of
television and radio division. John Kuneau
remains vice president on executive staff in
charge of public relations, also will be
chairman of new merchandising committee for
TV and radio activities, reporting to Larry F.
Hardy, division president.
John L. Utz has been advanced to national
sales manager of television. John J. Moran
continues as national sales manager of radio.
JOAN CRAWFORD
TO TV?
LONG-TERM contract between Joan Crawford
and Warner Brothers and loan-out agreement
between Stanley Kramer Co. and MGM over
services of Kirk Kasznar terminated Friday,
with TV cit?d as factor in each case.

PEOPLE...
EDWIN DORSEY FOSTER has been elected
vice president and director of planning for
the RCA Victor Division, it was announced
today by Charles M. Odorizzi, Victor operating
vice president, following a meeting of the RCA
Board of Directors.

PAUL JAMES HUTCHINSON,
WAAT and WATV (TV)
Headley-Reed Co., New York,
sentative firm, effective today

formerly with
Newark, joins
station repre(Monday).
COL. WILLIAM MAYER to join ABC network
as executive assistant to Harold L. Moi-gan
Jr., vice president of ABC-TV Program Dept ,
eflPective Jan. 15. Considered expert in' Far
Eastern affairs. Col. Mayer's service with U. S.
Army, from which he is retiring, included tours
of duty as War Dept. general staff member.
JOAN RUTMAN, timebuying staff of Biow Co.,
N. Y., to radio and TV department of N. W.
Ayer & Son, that city, in same capacity.
E. BURT CLOSE formerly with Sun Oil Co.j
merchandising and sales promotion, has jcinedi
Consumer Products Advertising & Sales Pro-}
motion Dept. of RCA Victor Division, to supervise new line of air conditioners.
TWO-THIRDS OF AFFILIATES
RAISED RATES, SAYS DUMONT
IMPLEMENTING earlier statement on television time charges [B»T, Dec. 31, 1951], DuMont TV Network said Friday that about 65%,
of its affiliates have announced increases aver-j
aging . Some 31 announced boosts as of
Jan. 1, network said, while seven plan increases
for Feb. 1 and six for March 1.
DuMont noted current round of increases
is smallest "semi-annual" raise, from percentage standpoint, in history of networks, which
it interpreted as "presumably an expression of
opinion on the part of the majority of TV station operators that the 'ceiling price' of TV is
being approached in many markets."
Even so, costs-per-thousand of all affiliates
are lower than ever, DuMont pointed out. It reiterated that its owned-and-operated stations —
WABD New York, WTTG Washington, WDTV
Pittsburgh — are not now increasing rates despite substantial increases in set distribution
and, in case of WABD, addition of 3,000,003
to population coverage via shifting to Empire
State Bldg. antenna tower.

NBC
Asks FCC to Relax UHF
Ownership
Rule
petition states. It has operated on five-day-aTO ENCOURAGE development of UHF teleweek schedule, it says.
vision, NBC Friday petitioned FCC to amend
No real danger of undue concentration of
its ownership rules to limit common ownercontrol is contained in proposal to permit more
ship to five VHF stations. Rules now limit
than five TV stations to one owner, NBC
common ownership to five TV stations, whatever the classes.
petition contends. It calls attention to prediction that there will be in few years 2,500 TV,'
NBC petition makes no mention of any
stations and states that any problem of conlimitation on UHF station ownership. It aptrol would be "handled appropriately upon conparently takes position that arbitrary limitation of UHF stations is unnecessary and that
sideration of a particular application."
NBC
proposal is in keeping with suggestion
Commission can prevent over-control on caseof Comr. George E. Sterling in speech before
by-case basis.
Armed Forces Communications Assn. in New
Calling attention to fact that only 26 UHF
York last November. He said it might be good j
out of more than 460 TV applications are on
file with Commission, NBC states that it is
idea to let networks have "two or three" UHP
stations in addition to the five VHF they might
"willing and able" to get into UHF operation
already have [B*T, Nov. 5, 1951].
at earliest date. It also implies that other
entities now with five TV stations would be
At same time, change in ownership limitation rules has been pending at FCC for some
willing to get into UHF, which in turn would
months [Closed Circuit, Nov. 26, 5, 1951]. At j
encourage newcomers to apply for UHF channels in their communities.
present, rule limits AM owners to seven sta-||l
UHF operation in Bridgeport has cost NBC
tions, FM to six, and TV to five. Amendment]
is pending which would permit more than these
over $2,500,000 during two years experimental
numbers, depending on ownership degree.
RCA-NBC station has been operating, NBC
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Wholeheartedly

reliable

. . .

In the course of more than thirty
years of broadcasting, Arthur B.
Church, president and founder of the
KMBC-KFRM Team, has taught the
folks in the Heart of America a great
lesson. That lesson is the fact that
wherever they go there will be radio —
and— if it's KMBC-KFRM, it will be
good radio.
This earnest policy of reliability
spreads both ways. Listeners in the
rich Kansas City Primary Trade Area
look to The KMBC-KFRM Team as
they have for years, for the latest and
greatest in broadcasting. They name
The Team their favorite source for
news, sports, special events, educational programs and fine wholesome entertainment day in, day out, year after
Ifs

the
At the same time, advertisers find
year.
that radio schedules placed on The
Team get results. They know that they
can depend on KMBC-KFRM for reliable service, and be sure that their
sales messages are reaching the major
share of the radio audience.
Yes indeed. The KMBC-KFRM

• • •

Tel

Team

is wholeheartedly reliable. That's why
KMBC-KFRM has and holds the audience
and why to sell the whole Heart of America,
wholeheartedly, it's . . .

1' flltfll

Team
e
h
KMBC-KFRM
JFT
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Headley-Reed

man

to

prove

it!

Will our rockets have reached the moon?
Will the uses of atomic energy
be a boon to mankind?
e

And what about broadcasting? Will radio be
a satellite of television? Perhaps a nev/ miracle
of air transmission v/ill be exciting the world.
In 1960, as today, you can bank on this:
Havens and Martin Stations will be experimenting,
pioneering, and programming for
the listeners of Virginia.
Half the joy of broadcasting is vision.
Much of the rest is serving.
Watch the First Stations of Virginia in 1952 .. .
WMBG-AM, WCOD-FM, WTVR, The South's first
television station, affiliates of N B C.

e

tur

pic

WMBG

AM

WTVR

TV

WCOD

Havens and Martin Stations, Richmond 20, Va.
John Blair & Company, National Representatives
Affiliates of National Broadcasting Company

Headley-

Twenty

Reed

Company

experienced radio time salesmen, efficiently |

covering every potential prospect in the United States.

FOUR traffic experts using direct Western Union
wire,TWX to all stations, and 50,000 telephone
calls per year in the clearing and placing of spot
schedules.

SEVEN specialists in producing the best in research
and sales promotional data.

NEW YORK

. PHILADELPHIA

CHICAGO

DETROIT

ATLANTA

• NEW ORLEANS

SAN FRANCISCO

HOLLYWOOD

'Published every Monday, with Yearbook Numbers (53rd and 54th issues) published in January and February by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 870 National Press
Building, Washington 4, D. C. Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933, at Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 1879.

The
ABC's
of
OPS
Twice every week, the battle against inflation becomes personally
significant to thousands of housewives in WDEL-TV's viewing
area. In cooperation with the Delaware District Office, Office Price
Stabilization, Mrs. Edwin Wiedericht, information specialist, appears on WDEL-TV for informal chats with homemakers about
OPS and its attempts to keep prices stable.
Other OPS experts in various fields appear on the program from
time to time to explain to thousands of viewers what OPS offices are
doing to help check inflation.
Cooperation with government offices and with all State and community agencies is a significant segment of WDEL-TV's
service programming.

public

WDEL-TV
WILMINGTON,
Represented by
ROBERT MEEKER

Page 4
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ASSOCIATES

DELAWARE

. Chicago . San Francisco . New York . Los Angeles
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'^SED

CIRCUIT

ULL SCALE
split wathin
of Voice
r' Derations
anticipated
next offewAmerica
weeks,
emming from imminent resignation of Edard Barrett as Assistant Secretary of State
>r public affairs after fulfillment of two-year
>vernment service commitment. Slated for
post of Administrator of Foreign Inforation Administration, responsible only to
ecretary of State, is Dr. Wilson Compton,
Drmer president of Washington State College,
Dw on a special assignment as director of
. S. Advisory Commission.
\ IMPENDING Voice split, T. L. Barnard,
jw general manager of information program
1 leave as executive vice president of Compton
dv., shortly departs on special mission in
I urope. Not expected to announce future
lans until his return. Expected acting asstant secretary, to handle domestic aspects
f Mr. Barrett's operation, will be named.
- [entioned as possible interim appointee is
H. Sargeant, now first assistant to Mr.
arrett.
SEN. William Benton (D-Conn.), reportedly
;raining on leash to get new Senate hearings
I n his radio-TV review board proposal, is up
gainst tough statement by Sen. Ed C. Johncm (D-Col.) strongly expressing fear of cenDrship danger. It can be revealed that Sen.
ohnson is leaving question of hearings up to
enate Majority Leader Ernest W. McFarland
D-Ariz.), who's not very enthused with Sen.
l enton's proposal.
IRST official radio homes data from 1950
f. S. Census will match Broadcasting • TeleASTING county-city estimates [B»T, Jan. 7,
'ec. 31] within minor fraction of percentage
oint, according to check of its work sheets by
ensus Bureau. Official census figures for
adio and TV homes in Delaware due in fortight.
IHANCES bright for return of $700,000 mili'iry recruiting budget to radio and other mass
ledia as Pentagon and Grant Adv. officials
•ork out final details of revised policy. Much
•f fund diverted from media two months ago
nder proposed policy of higher-ups, based on
en. O'Mahoney's budget rider for next fiscal
Iear.
•ROCTER & GAMBLE, Cincinnati (Duz),
Jnll start radio spot campaign Jan. 21, using
jay and night minutes in eastern half of
jountry only. Compton Adv., N. Y., is agency.
T'S NOW said that strength of pressure exited on Senate Foreign Relations Committee
lay decide how soon that group's subcommittee
nil begin hearing North American Regional
iroadcasting Agreement, which awaits Senate
atification. Understood FCC via State Dept.
ad to put bite on committee in order to get
ubcommittee named.
ji^ROM INSIDE
Brazil come reports that
'resident Vargas' regime has designs on con(Continued on page 6)
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CLEVELAND LAYS PLANS
FOR JOINT RADIO DRIVE
PLANS for joint radio promotion campaign
in Cleveland set in motion Friday when representatives of all eight Cleveland radio stations conferred with Broadcast Advertising
Bureau officials in New York, scheduling
second meeting this week in Cleveland to establish committee formally.
BAB spokesmen said Cleveland is first city to
take advantage of expanded BAB services designed solely for promotion of radio. Organization pattern presumably will follow similar
joint promotion campaigns in Tulsa, Detroit,
and Rochester. Program is expected to be laid
out among lines of Southern California Broadcaster's Assn.'s promotional activities.
Participants in Friday meeting: F. C Wolf,
Ralph G. Rehor, WDOK; Bob Neal, WERE;
Lloyd Venard, Michael Sweeney, 0. L. Taylor
Co. (WERE representative); Carl George,
John Garfield, WGAR; Gordon Gray, Goodwill
Stations (including WGAR); Hank Poster,
Mutual, representing WHK; Stephen S.
Machcinski, Adam J. Young Jr. Inc. (WJMO
representative); Samuel R. Sague, WSRS;
Hamilton Shea, NBC, representing WTAM.
Representing BAB were President William B.
Ryan, Vice President Kevin Sweeney and Local
Promotion Director John F. Hardesty.
ABC SELLING
TIME DURING

RADIO, TV
CAMPAIGNS

PRESIDENTIAL candidates or groups supporting such candidates will be able to buy
air time immediately over both ABC Radio
and Television, Ernest Lee Jahncke Jr.,
ABC vice president for radio, and Alexander
Stronach Jr., vice president for television, announced Friday.
Requests to buy time have already been
received from groups supporting two candidates, according to Thomas Velotta, vice president in charge of ABC Radio news and special events, who will head special unit created
to handle such sales for both radio and television networks as well as ABC-owned radio
and TV stations. Other members are Thomas
P. Robinson and Donald Buck, director and
assistant director of political sales, respectively.

BUSINESS

BRIEFLY

SEARS RETURNS • Sears, Roebuck & Co.,
long dormant as broadcast advertiser, returns
to radio in February with two quarter-hour
strips on Liberty network. Sears still scanning political convention prospects on ABC
AM-TV.
Chicago. Agency, J. Walter Thompson Co.,
GOETZ PREPARING • M. K. Goetz Brewing
Co., St. Louis (Country Club beer), preparing
radio spot campaign in five midwestern states
where distribution is heaviest. Agency, Compton Adv., N. Y.
BLOCK'S BIGGEST • Block Drug Co. planning largest campaign yet for Amm-I-Dent.
TV sponsorship enlarged with intensive spot
radio drive in sight. Agency, Cecil & Presbrey, N. Y.
PLANE SCHEDULE • American Airlines,
N. Y., planning three-week early morning
radio spot schedule in New York, Chicago and
Los Angeles, starting Jan. 28. Agencv, Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.
SANKA PENDING • General Foods, N. Y.,
contemplates buying five minutes on CBS
Saturday nights following Gangbusters for
Sanka coffee. Agency, Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
WINE PURCHASE • Garrett & Co., Brooklyn (Virginia Dare wine), scheduling evening
announcement campaign in radio starting
early March. Agency, David Mahoney Agency, N. Y.
KELLOGG
WESTERNS
• Kellogg Co.,
Battle Creek, Mich., to sponsor Gene Autry
(Continued on page 94)
STRIKE BRINGS BUSINESS
IN WAKE of Baltimore transit strike last
week, paralyzing retail business in local stores,
firms began turning to radio-TV Friday for
phone order business. Responding to Thursday
night wire offer of WAAM (TV) general manager. Ken Carpenter, two department stores
early Friday contracted for TV time. Mr Carpenter's telegram to seven larger stores promised retailer announcements would be given
priority over regularly scheduled commercials
and telecasts.

NCAA
Votes
Continued
TV
Restrictions
STRICT control of football telecasts voted
ceded they are selling football and need promotional value of visual medium.
overwhelmingly late Friday by National ColSeven colleges known to have voted against
legiate Athletic Assn. at Cincinnati convenNCAA curtailment of TV were Notre Dame,
tion (early story, page 59). Vote was 163-8.
Pennsylvania, Kansas, Georgia Tech, Wajme,
Program will be enlarged slightly, however,
Ohio State and Rhode Island. Eighth was not
to include games from 30 schools compared to
identified.
coverage of 18 last autumn under experimental
Feeling voiced NCAA would expend footprogram of football television restriction.
ball telecast program from year-to-year.
NCAA delegates in effect adopted recomTelevision action was taken after dinner
mendations of special TV Committee that met
hour Friday as delegates engaged in hot debate
earlier in week. Committee had studied preover
recommendations of college presidents
liminary results of survey covering impact of
that football should be cut down to amateur
telecasts on gate receipts.
size.
General opinion of delegates, despite this
vote, was that colleges must learn how to live
for more AT DEADLINE turn page ^
with TV. Coaches and athletic directors conJanuary 14, 1952
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Closed
Circuit
(Continued from page 6)

STREAMLINED HEARINGS
PROPOSED BY FCC
RECOMMENDATION to streamline FCC
hearing procedures, in preparation for large
number of TV hearings expected when freeze
is lifted, was adopted by Federal Communications Bar Assn. at annual meeting Friday.
Recommendation called for establishment of
joint FCBA-FCC-Assn. of Federal Communication Engineers committee to work out
streamlining and simplification procedures.
"Unless a cooperative program is evolved
to simplify the procedures by adopting new
trial techniques,"
of Leonard
Marks,&
chairman
of FCBA report
Committee
on Practice
Procedure, said, "tremendous delays will occur
resulting in retarding the development of television throughout the country."
Report called attention to lag between practices in FCC hearings and developments in
Federal Courts, lack of uniformity on methods
to establish certain facts, applicability of rules
of evidence, etc. Report also called for revisions of FCC Rules "to prevent inequities,"
and bring them up-to-date, revealed that some
meetings between FCBA-FCC-AFCE already
have taken place.
SEMI-COMMERCIAL STATIONS
PROPOSAL DRAWS OBJECTIONS
OBJECTIONS to suggestion that educational
stations be permitted to go semi-commercial
were filed with FCC Friday by WMBD-AMFM Peoria, WHBF-AM-FM-TV Rock Island
and WDWS-AM-FM Champaign. Three broadcasters asked Commission to strike suggestions
of .Joint Committee on Educational TV along
those lines, to deny them or to hold new rulemaking hearing on these issues. They claimed
issue of quasi-commercial operation by educational station were not included in allocation
issues and that JCET was out-of-order in
suggesting it.
Recommendation to let educational station
carry commercial programs temporarily while
it is the only TV service in community was
broached
JCET
last14 month
[B*T,"educaDec.
10, 1951]. by
JCET
listed
cities where
tional station would be only one, 17 others
where only VHF station would be educational.
Three objecting stations declared that if
FCC agreed with JCET recommendations,
educational station should be forced to compete for channel with commercial applicants.
"JCET wants to have its cake and eat it
too," the stations' motion said.
FORM PROMOTION FIRM
BEN KAUFMAN, formerly with MBS, United
Artists Corp., Universal Pictures and MetroGoldwyn-Mayer, and George Schrier, formerly
publicity manager of WJZ New York and of
ABC co-op program department, have formed
Kaufman & Schrier, publicity and promotion
organization, at 400 Madison Ave., New York.
Telephone: Plaza 3-6640.
WTMJ-TV EDUCATION SERIES
SERIES of educational video programs is
being presented by WTMJ-TV Milwaukee in
cooperation with 10 Wisconsin colleges and
universities. Programs, covering wide scope of
collegiate subjects, appear under title Education on Parade, Sat., 2-2:30 p.m. First program was heard Jan. 12 and series will continue through school year.
January 14, 1952
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In this IssueFCC is getting up a sweat trying to
its schedule for the TV thaw.
that's nothing to the sweat that
station seekers will raise before

meet
But
some
their

applications
are actedword
on. onHere's
the
latest and newsiest
the new
TV allocations plan and how long it
will take to apply it. Page 23.
There's been $700,000 worth of business
sold on networks in the first two weeks
of 1952— $120,000 on radio and the rest
on television. Page 27.
The Owl Drug Store, of Quincy, 111., is a
wise Owl indeed when it comes to
Vising radio advertising. Here's how
radio made this store the biggest distributor of veterinary supplies in a 100
mile radius. Page 93.
New session of Congress begins with
several important pieces of broadcasting legislation hanging fire. Page 2hOne is an amendment to political broadcasting laws to relieve broadcasters of
the vexing libel problem that has
always hovered over them: Page 25.
Another is a new bill that would ban
beer, wine and liquor advertising from
the air. Page 26.
Philip Loeb, allegedly backlisted out of
his long-time role in The Goldbergs,
says he will sue the publishers of Red
Channels. Page 60.
TheTelevision
National Committee
Collegiate thinks
Athletic
thatAssn.'s
strict
control of football telecasts accomplished its intended purpose of protecting the gate. It looks as though the
policy will be continued. Page 59.
Networks are jockeying to clear stations
for radio-TV broadcasts of the political conventions. Page 27.
TV set makers display their new lines,
but the buyers aren't rushing to place
big orders. Page 59.
A television success story in the field of
selling mittee
ideas.
a citizens'
com-a
put over How
a big bond
issue and
school tax levy in Dayton. Page 70.
Complete list of winners of the annual
retail radio program contest co-sponsored by Broadcast Advertising Bureau and the National Retail Dry
Goods Assn. Page 29.
Ford Foundation's new radio show and
the TV debut of My Friend Irm.a are
reviewed on Page 32.
Upcoming
Jan. 14-15: BAB Research and Promotion
Advisory
Commit't'ees
meeting, BAB
Hqtrs., New York.
Jan. 15: FCC-Paramount hearing begins,
Washington.
Jan. 18: Washington State Assn. of Broadccssters Radio Sales Clinic, Tocoma,
Wash.
ian. IS: Board of Governors, Canadian
Broadcasting
Corp.,
Victoria BIdg.,
Ottawa.
Jan. 18-19: South Carolina Broadcasters
Assn. v-inter meeting. Hotel Columbia,
Columbia, S. C.
Jan. 19-20: National Advertising Agency
Network, Western Regional Meeting,
Nicollet Hotel, Minneapolis.
(Other Upcomings page 38)

trol of television, following pattern of Dictator
Peron in neighboring Argentina, where al
modes of intelligence transmission (i.e., news
papers, radio and television) are clutched tc
bosom of dictatorship. Fact that license oJ
newest television station in Sao Paulc
(Paulista) has been kept under experimenta
authorization although it had planned to tak<
air on Dec. 24, gives credence to reports, plu:
disclosure that when Vargas took office las
year, he placed all broadcast licenses on tern
porary basis "pending an investigation" oJ
purported "Communistic influences."
CREATION OF new bureau within FCC tl
handle field services, now part of Chief Em
gineer's office, expected to be authorizec
shortly. Plan encompassed in report con
sidered last week drafted by McKinsey & Co.
management consultants, retained last year
Final McKinsey (facetiously described a
Kinsey) report to be considered this weel
covers remaining FCC operations, which in
eludes Secretary's office, licensing operations
CONTEMPT citation by Senate against Cleve
landers Louis Rothkopf and Morris Kleinman
for refusing to answer questions of Kefauvei
Crime Committee last summer [B»T, Aug. 20,
1951] while radio, TV and newsreel cameras
faced them, hasn't been forgotten. Cases are
being readied for grand jury action by U. S
District Attorney's office in District of Colum
bia. There may be jury consideration in very
near future, it's understood.
LEVER BROTHERS, through BBDO, N. Y..
reviving advertising campaign for Breezd
detergent with radio spot schedule to start
Feb. 4 for four weeks.
HARBINGER of future policy of military in
regard to production of radio-TV programs
seen in release of The Big Picture, defense
newsreel type battle report, available for institutional TV sponsorship. Program, now on
56 TV stations, released through Army RadioTV Branch, which is stepping up informational
activity in response to demand from broadcast
media for more comprehensive coverage.
IN RADIO field. Army is expanding its "hom
town" coverage programming to embrace both
Far Eastern and Caribbean commands. Be
cause of lack of trained "teams," and neces
sary equipment
overseas,
towners"
has been
limited.production of "home
VOICE OF DEMOCRACY
FINALISTS SELECTED
NAMES of 12 high school students who wi
compete for four national awards announce
Friday by Robert K. Richards, NARTB, chair
man of Voice of Democracy contest committee
National judging board will select four win
ners by listening to blind transcriptions
Awards to be presented in Washington Feb. 22
including $500 scholarships.
Finalists are Sylvia Haining, Glendale
Calif.; Dwight Clark Jr., Fort Collins, Col.
Mara Gay Massilink, Burlington, Iowa; Jane
Jeanne Glowers, St. John, Kan.; George A
Frilot III, New Orleans; William Montgomer
Harlow, Springfield, Mo.; Walker N. Peterson
Great Falls, Mont.; Maranne Legato, Cliff sid^
Park, N. J.; Thaddeus Zolkiewicz, Buffalo.
David C. Wright Jr., Greensboro, N. C; Gary
Francis Grief, Spokane, Wash.; Mary Durfee
Madison, Wis.
for more AT DEADLINE see page 94
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Published Weekly by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
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870 National Press BIdg.
Washington 4, D. C.
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Charles F. Brannan

'
. • too

much

cannot

be

the

Secretary of Agriculture

importance
placed

work

on

they

are

doing!"

So spoke Secretary of Agriculture
Charles F. Braiinan about the winners in the
annual KLZ-Denver Post soil conservation
contest — now completing its fourth year.
More than $10,000 in cash has

been awarded the region's farmers for outstanding soil conservation practices.
This annual soil conservation contest isbut one of the many public services
performed by KLZ's outstanding farm department.

KLZ
5000 WATTS-560
CBS
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WASHINGTON HEADQUARTERS
SOL TAISHOFF, Editor and Publisher
EDITORIAL: ART KING, Managing Editor; EDWIN H.
JAMES, Senior Editor; J. Frank Beatty, Earl B.
Abrams, Associate Editors; Fred Fitzgerald, Assistant
Managing Editor; Dave Berlyii, Assignment Editor;
Lawrence Christopher, Technical Editor. STAFF:
John H. Kearney, Wilson D. McCarthy, John Osbon,
Keith Trantow. EDITORIAL ASSISTANTS: Pat
Kowalczyk, Don Mortimer, Jean D. Statz, Hilda
Toler, Nellie Youso; Gladys L. Hall, Secretary to
the Publisher.
BUSINESS:
MAURY
LONG,
BusinessManager;
Manager;George
Winfield
R. Levi,
Assistant
Advertising
L. Dant, Adv. Production Manager; Harry Stevens,
Classified Advertising Manager; Eleanor Schadi,
Doris Kelly, Betty Krebs; B. T. Taishoff, Treasurer:
Irving C. Miller, Auditor and Office Manager; Eunice
Weston, Assistant Auditor.
CIRCULATION AND READERS' SERVICE: JOHN P.
COSGROVE, Manager; Doris J. Buschling, Ruth W.
Davis, Grace Schorm, Elwood M. Slee, Clyde Baker.
NEW YORK bureau;
488 Madison Ave., Zone 22,
Plaza 5-8355; EDITORIAL:
Rufus Crater, New
York Editor; Florence Small, Agency Editor; Dorothy Munster, William Ruchti, Liz Thackston.
Bruce Robertson, Senior Associate Editor.
ADVERTISING: S. J. PAUL, Advertising Director;
Eleanor R. Manning, Assistant to Advertising Director; Kenneth Cowan, Advertising Representative.
CHICAGO BUREAU
360 N. Michigan Ave., Zone 1,
CEntral 6-4115; William H. Shaw, Midwest Advertising Representative; Jane Pinkerton, News Editor.
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU
Taft Building, Hollywood
and Vine, Zone 28, HEmpstead 8181; David Glickman. West Coast Manager; Ann August.
TORONTO:
417 Harbour Commission, EMpire 4-0775
James
Montagnes.
Broadcasting • Magazine was founded in 1931 by
Broadcasting Publications Inc., using the title:
Broadcasting * — The News Magazine of the Fifth
Estate
BroadcastReporter
Advertising
* was acquired in 1932
and Broadcast
in 1933.
•Reg. U. S. Patent Office
Copyright 1952 by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Annual subscription for 52 weekly issues $7.00.
Annual subscription including BROADCASTING Yearbook (53rd issue) $9.00, or TELECASTING Yearbook
(54th issue) $9.00.
Annual subscription to BROADCASTING • TELECASTING including 54 issues $11.00.
Add $1.00 per year for Canadian and foreign postage.
Regular issue 35^ per copy; 53rd and 54th issues $5.00
per copy.
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GEORGE ROESNER
Radio Farm Director
KTRH, Houston, Texas

1
December 19, W5

In coverage area, (1949 BMB), that includes some 136,393
farms, where the farm income amounts to over $683,000,000
a year, George Roesner is the number one salesman to farmers.
With an educational background that includes a BS in
Agriculture and an MS in Agriculture, from Texas A. and
M. plus three years of teaching Vocational Agriculture,
George Roesner is eminently qualified for the position
of Radio Farm Director on KTRH, a position he has held
for the last six years. He is also Chairman of the Southwest Region Radio Farm Directors.
George is highly respected by the farm groups in the
area and he is constantly in demand to judge fairs,
stock shows and other events and as a featured speaker.
In the course of his outside activities as a Radio Farm
Director George travels over 40,000 miles a year. He is
an active and honorary member in many farm groups
such as Future Farmers of America and Future Homemakers of America.
His program, the "FARM FRONT," broadcast every
day, (except Sunday), from 5:45 a.m. to 6:30 a.m., is
the major source of market, weather and general
farm information to thousands of farmers. This fact
has been substantiated by direct mail surveys as well
as personal sales contacts by George himself for his
sponsors.
There are a few co-operative availabilities on the
"FARM FRONT" for sponsors who would be noncompetitive with such fine firms as
TENNESSEE COAL IRON & RAILWAY COMPANY
UNCLE JOHNNY MILLS
MATHIESON CHEMICAL COMPANY
DR. LE GEAR MEDICINES

...Mr. C.

HOUSTON LIGHTING & POWER COMPANY
TEXAS RICE PROMOTION ASSOCIATION
For

CBS

detailed availabilities and
call or write

KTR

HOUSTON,
The

John

rates

only full time 50,000 watt station
on the Texas Gulf Coast

Blair

BROADCASTING

H
TEXAS

&

Company,
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A 15-minute/
bell-ringer

VERSION

OF

5-time-a-week

show

of 1952

as

u

that

a viewership-getter

a practical program, custom-built for
television . . .a show that has legitimate,
'
visual values... that will not be great
occasionally and sour the balance of
the time... but will consistently possess a high measure of interest for
the viewer... and wonder of all wonders, finally, a TV package that
is sensibly priced so that now an advertiser at the local level can realistically afford this medium and use it to immediate advantage.
WHAT'S MOVIE QUICK QUIZ? Stripped down to its
basic elements, it's the same as the radio show, "Tello-Test." An emcee
phones out and asks a provocative question. Except in this case, there's
a minute movie to illustrate the question. And for each succeeding call
— there's a brand new minute movie and a brand new question. (All
movies are original, dramatic productions, exclusively made for this
program.) Sounds sort of simple and obvious, doesn't it? But you've
got to see the pilot film to appreciate the know-how and the planning
that has gone into MOVIE QUICK QUIZ. What we're trying to convey
is— MOVIE QUICK QUIZ is a most ingenious combination of quiz
technique with TV eye appeal — and therefore, cannot help but do a
terrific job as a viewership-getter and sales-maker!

es

will
and

be

the
sales-maker!

Al^ARDS! Glory be, the contestant wins those good old U. S.
Savings Bonds. Every day, the show pyramids with another bond
added to the jackpot. What's more, the loot comes as part of the package. Donated by leading manufacturers for a quickie tag mention at
the end of the show.
MERCHANDISING HOOK! We've got one that's surefire. Guaranteed to bring droves of panting people (and we mean
droves!) every day into the sponsor's place of business. Ask us about
this hook. It's a lulu I
LEGALITY? Simon-pure. Of course, you'd be a fool not to watch
the minute movies— but you can answer each and every question out
of your own realm of knowledge, without hints from the films.
QUIZ WHIZ! It's about time we told you that the whole thing
has been engineered by Walter Schwimmer, who virtually invented
the quiz giveaway show for radio. As most of you know, Schwimmer
created and developed "Tello-Test," the country's most successful,
most widely syndicated quiz. Now locally broadcast on over 250
radio stations, coasf-to-coast. For high listenership ratings and for

QUICK

I outstanding selling jobs for advertisers — "Tello-Test" has few equals
• in the land. Schwimmer and his staff of quiz experts have put in two
j years' work and a barrel of money into research and on-the-air tests
(i to develop MOVIE QUICK QUIZ, the TV version of ' Tello-Test." That's
your guarantee the bugs have been removed, that the show will work
, successfully and smoothly, that the gimmicks are sound, and that all
the features v/ill be delivered as promised.
HERE'S WHAT WE GIVE YOU. We repeat, movie
QUICK QUIZ is a 15-minute, five-time-a-week show, to be telecast by
I each station locally. Can be put on morning, noon or night. Can be
sponsored by local retail chain, local store, national advertiser, or used

as a spot carrier by station. We furnish all minute movies, questions
and answers, special slides, film opening and close, operational instructions, and jackpot awards. Station provides emcee. (For stations
without camera equipment, we have the answer— ask us.)
HERE'S WHAT YOU DO. You can now buy movie QUICK
QUIZ in one or more markets. Practically the entire country is open.
So far, we have only exposed the show in three or four spots, where,
we must confess, the show was instantly snapped up. You must buy the
complete strip, minimum 26 weeks. May we mildly suggest that it may
be a wise idea to be opportunistic. Wire or phone your nearest United
office — prices and pilot film immediately available.

MOVIE QUICK QUIZ is a Walter Schwimmer Production
Other successful UTP releases:
ROYAL PLAYHOUSE • HOLLYWOOD OFFBEAT • REBOUND
FASHION PREVIEWS • SLEEPY JOE • THE CHIMPS
FEATURE FILMS • OLD AMERICAN BARN DANCE
• Exclusive distributors for Bing Crosby Enterprises, Kling- United, Marion Parsonnel and others

Chicago
New York. CEntral
• PLaza 6-0041
3-4620
Hollywood . WEbster 8-9181

agency

GUY FRY, art director, Gray & Rogers Adv., Phila., opens own office
in same city as consultant in advertising and commercial art.
ROY T. LOCHTEN, media director, Lamb & Keen Adv., Phila., appointee
vice president.
JACK MILLER, account executive, Grant Adv., Mexico City, rejoins
Lund & Heitman Adv., Honolulu, as commercial manager.
CARROLL K. O'ROURKE, account executive, MacWilkins, Cole & Weber,
Portland, elected first vice president of Oregon Advertising Club, that city.|
MEYER GOLD, formerly partner in Mason-Gold Adv., Minneapolis, to'
The Mayers Co., L. A., as account executive.
'
ETHEL W. CORONER, William H. Weintraub & Co., N. Y., to Doherty,,
Clifford & Shenfield, N. Y., as copy writer.
AL GROSS JR., account executive. Hank & Hank Adv., S. F., to advertising department of Cutter Labs, Berkeley, Calif.

on all accounts

ng
ries
casti
indust
advertisin
the gbroad
G after
LONand
have forgotten the autumn of
1951 — year of the National Collegiate Athletic Assn. football experiment— Lansing B. Lindquist
will probably waken frequently in
the middle of the
night from violent
nightmares centered
around snow stadium

You can't afford to overlook this sales-winning
pair of CBS stations when you make out that
schedule

for the Great Southwest.

For availa-

bilities and rates, write, wire or phone
representatives.

National Representatives
JOHN
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&

CO.

our

bug two decades ago while attend-!
ing
U. singer
in Des and
Moines,
join-"
ing Drake
WHO as
producer
of small vocal groups in 1931. Three
years later he joined the Cowles
Des Moines stations— KSO-KRNT
in those days — as a performer
script writer, traffic
manager and assistant
tor. program
Next stepdirecwas

program Springfield,
director of
roofs, Los Angeles'
WNBX
" and
"dewLaund
heavy
roFrost-Free
Vt., in 1937 with
transfer a year lateii.
mats.
to a second Wilder,
It's all over now
and Mr. Lindquist is
station, WSYR Syracuse.
learning all over
Entering the Aiii
again how to sit
Force in 1942 he
quietly at his desk in
wound up at th^
the Pittsburgh headquarters f
o Ket-&
lationspublic
setup in th^
War Dept.
rechum, MacLeod
Pentagon witln;
Grove. All he has to
worry about now are
among others, Ed
Kirby and Jack Hafj
normal radio and TV
accounts with billris. After ArmyHour planning
ings running up into
Mr.
LINDQUIST
several millions.
duties and o t h e i
Those familiar with the NCAAassignments he became chief of
Westinghouse football project conGen.
Douglas
Radio;
cede it was one of the most complex
Section,
PRO, inMacArthur's
Tokyo.
in the history of either radio or TV.
Following the war he returned
In 10 weeks Westinghouse telecast
to
WSYR, managing WSYR-FM^,
20 pickups involving 30 teams. Mr.
and working on plans for the TV
Lindquist was on the road constantoperation that followed. He marly arranging everything from
ried Kay Swanner, whom he had|
schedules, commercial structures
met at the Pentagon, in 1947. Th^
and announcing staffs to pickup
crews and technical facilities. The
next year he joined WOL Wash*ington as program director, then!
assignment included the first footfreelanced around Washington un-;
ball games ever seen coast-to-coast,
til his affiliation with Ketchum,
in both directions.
MacLeod & Grove April 1, 1950.
Fortunately Lansing Lindquist
His accounts at the agency inknows his way around the elec(Confinued on page 54)
tronic media. He got the radio
BROADCASTING
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beat
tv
ARTHUR A. BAILEY elected president of Ward Wheelock Co., Phila.
'fVARD WHEELOCK appointed chairman of board; WILLIAM R. FARipELL becomes first vice president.
lIlATHERINE DOYLE SPANN, Elliott & Daly, S. F., to L. C. Cole Co.,
^ji.F., as account executive.

penetration

. ♦ .

ELAINE K. SEWELL, advertising-promotion department. Barker Bros.,
,j. A., home furnishing chain, joins Anderson-McC'onnell Adv., that city,
.0 head newly created public relations division.

penetrate

JERRY COLEMAN, partner in Coleman-Jones Adv., L. A., announces
ormation of Coleman-Packard Adv. Agency, same city.
BERNARD JAY SHAW, WATV (TV) Newark, N. J., appointed acl|:ount executive at Zlowe Co., N. Y.
I
r. GREGORY JULIANO, The Detroit News, appointed to public rela• ions staff of Betteridge & Co., Detroit.

Among the new terms which have come out

THELMA CLARK, buyer with American Merchandising Corp., L. A., to
'iBogerts & Tibbitts, Hollywood, on Vernon Kilns (dinnei"ware) account.

of the tv business along with "hassle" and
"boo-boo" is the classic of misdirection

VLTES BREWING Co., San Diego (Altes Golden Lager beer), names
?hillips-Ramsey Co., that city, to handle advertising. Radio and telejjnsion will continue to be used with other media.

. . . PENETRATION.
Television sets are purchased and used, but

iUSSELL BRANCH has joined John L. Roach Advertisers Production
|Agency, L. A., as production manager.

a gross of them couldn't penetrate a toy
balloon.

liwARION HARPER JR., president, McCann-Erickson, N. Y., appointed
^ihairman of advertising and publishing division of the 1952 Boy Scout

In the interest of good radio stations every-

j^'und Drive.
,SARL BRONSON, radio-television director of Schwimmer & Scott,
iJhicago, to Charles S. Temkin Agency, same city, as radio-TV manager.

■VIENO SCHOENBACH, southwestern information chief for U. S. Dept.
bif Agriculture, to Herbert Rogers Co., Dallas, as executive vice presiklent of the advertising and public relations agency.
['.4EITH BABCOCK, manager, Blow Co., S. F., to Ryder & Ingram, Oak' and, as copy chief.
H
IJAMES M. CECIL, president, Cecil & Presbrey, N. Y., appointed mem'oer of board of trustees of New York U. Bellevue Medical Center.
L. E. McGIVENA & Co., N. Y., elected to membership in American Assn.
fef Advertising Agencies.

JOHN D. SPEIRS, Lennen & Mitchell, N. Y., appointed treasurer.
J
JFERGUS MEAD, vice president, Buchen Co., Chicago, named to Na^tional Industrial Advertisers Assn.
^ROBERT F. DEGEN, account and merchandise executive, Ted Bates &
,jGo., N. Y., appointed associate professor of marketing by New York
jU.'s School of Commerce, Accounts and Finance.
TACK SIMPSON, radio-TV director, Russel M. Seeds Agency, Chicago,
jto Foote, Cone & Belding, same city, as radio-TV executive on the
.Armour & Co. account.
i
.THOMAS J. HARRIS, vice president, Hamilton Adv., Chicago, opens
1^Thomas J. Harris Adv. Agency, same city.
^EARL H. TIFFANY JR., account executive, H. B. Humphrey, Alley &
'Richard, N. Y., named vice president.

^ROBERT C. RANSOM, advertising sales promotion department of Tide'Water Associated Oil Co., S. F., to advertising department of Borden
'Dairy Delivery Co., S. F.

what?

where, WBEN points out that what's good
for the new goose is good for the old, experienced gander. If advertising is going to be
placed on the basis of "penetration," radio
should be credited for having achieved 100%
"penetration" a couple of decades ago.
A count of radio-set sales last month showed
that Buffalo's top distributors are still selling
up to 2 or 3 radio sets for every tv set sold.
An honest effort to estimate the number of
automobile radios shows that there are about
50,000 more auto sets than there are total
tv sets in the WBEN

area. Probably an

"impartial survey" would show radio's "penetration" to be 300% !
■ What's penetrating what? ... or is this whole
business just so much electronic jabberwocky?

NBC BASIC
BUFFALO
Represented Nationally by Retry

iC. W. BAILEY, Allied Radio Corp., Chicago, to Marsteller, Gebhardt &
Reed, Chicago.
jBROADCASTING
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"^^Ctth something of a shock, we suddenly reaHze that, despite all
we've had to say about the good jnen here at F&P — we've never paid
public tribute to the many young ladies in our employ, all of whom
help so much
You

to make "F&P

probably know

Radio Service",

one or two of them, yourself — at least the

sound of their efficient and helpful voices on the telephone, or their
cryptic initials at the bottom of their bosses' letters. But we hereby
acknowledge that without their quick hands and sharp brains, the
wheels of this pioneer organization would grind quickly to a stop.
Aside from the invaluable F&P Colonelettes in our Accounting Department and other "staff" positions, every F&P account man has the fulltime assistance of a capable "girl Friday", who knows the ins and outs
of his daily duties just about as well as he himself does.
Like our Colonels themselves, our Colonels' Ladies are in every case
selected, cream-of-the-crop people who are chosen for their special
qualifications, and who quickly learn to take as vital and informed an
interest in spot radio as do the account men with whom
The efforts of all these intelligent and capable women

they work.

are a substantial

part of the "pluses" which make Free & Peters Radio Service.

BROADCASTING
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1^

REPRESENTING
RADIO
STATIONS:
EAST, SOUTHEAST
Boston-Springfield WBZ-WBZA
Buffalo
WGR
Philadelphia
KYW
Pittsburgh
KDKA
Syracuse
WFBL
WCSC
Charleston, S. C.
Charlotte
WDBJ
WIS
WIST
Columbia, S. C.
WGH
Norfolk-Newport News
WPTF
Raleigh-Durham
Roanoke

By Ewing Galloway, N. Y.

HOLLYWOOD

SAN

• Telecasting

FRANCISCO

MIDWEST, SOUTHWEST
WHO
Des Moines
Davenport
woe
Fargo
WDSM
Duluth-Superior
WD AY
Fort
KansasWayne
City
WOWO
KMBC-KFRM
WAVE
Louisville
Paul
WTCN
Minneapolis-St.
Omaha
KFAB
Peoria
WMBD
St. Louis
KSD
Beaumont
KFDM
KRIS
Corpus Christi
Ft. Worth-Dallas
WBAP
Houston
KXYZ
San Antonio
KTSA
MOUNTAIN AND
Boise
Denver
Honolulu-Hilo
Portland, Ore.
Seattle

WEST

KDSH
KVOD

KGMB-KHBC
KEX
KIRO

January 14, 1952
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ENOUGH

INTERNATIONAL MILLING Co., Minneapolis (Robin Hood Flour), to
sponsor 26 quarter hour programs. The Robin Hood Show, to be released
on approximately 100 stations. Records to be cut by Radiozark Enterprises, Springfield, Ohio, at Western Recorders, Hollywood. Agency:
Kastor & Sons, Chicago.
DR. HISS SHOE STORES, L. A. (health shoes), renews Flying F^eet on
five ABC California stations (KFMB San Diego, KITO San Bernardino,
KPMC Bakersfield, KECA Hollywood, KMOD Modesto), Sun., 8:30-9 a.m.
PST, for 52 weeks from Jan. 6. Agency: Hal Stebbins Inc., L. A.
LUCKY LAGER BREWING Co., S. F., Dec. 16 started half-hour weekly
TV film, Foreign Intrigue, on KNBH (TV) Hollywood for 52 weeks.
Other stations may be added. Agency: McCann-Erickson Inc., S. F.
CALIFORNIA TELEVISION REALTORS Assn., L. A., sponsors Homes
for Sale, KTTV (TV) Hollywood, Sun., 12-12:15 p.m. PST, for 52 weeks
from Jan. 13. Agency: Alan Lane & Assoc., L. A.
It fakes more than WGSTs

heavy penetration

of Atlanta's 36 county trading zone
your product in this booming

WGST's

top local and ABC

high-powered
wholesalers

tisers buy more time on WGST
station.

to retailers and

it takes WGST's

ceptance. That's why more

Atlanta

It takes

programs, WGSFs

sales support
and

area.

to sell

local ac-

Atlanta

adver-

than any other

Get the full story by con-

STANLEY MFG. Co., Decatur, 111. (Sweetose syrup), began sponsorship
of Smiley Burnette Show Jan. 7 on 14 stations three mornings weekly
for 52 weeks. Agency: Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago.
HARTZ MOUNTAIN PRODUCTS, Chicago (pet foods), starts Sunday
afternoon music programs on Canadian stations. Agency: Paul-TaylorPhelan Ltd., Toronto.
A^ttwotk

• • •

ADMIRAL CORP., Chicago, renews annual radio and TV sponsorship
of Golden Gloves Chicago finals March 7 and All Star football game
August 15. Coast to coast telecast over DuMont. Mutual Network to
broadcast both events.
LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO Co., N. Y. (Chesterfield Cigarettes),,
to alternate sponsorship of Dragnet Thursday on NBC-TV with series!
of five mystery dramas. Starting March 20, TV version of Ganghusters
will alternate with Dragnet. Agency: Cunningham & Walsh, N. Y.
VITAMIN
of America,
Newark,
N. J., tonetwork
sponsor Feb.
Monday
tele-'
cast of TheCORP.
Goldbergs
returning
to NBC-TV
4, Mon.,
Wed. and Fri., 7:15-7:30 EST. Agency: Duane Jones Co., N. Y.
CROSLEY DIV. of Avco Mfg. Co., Cincinnati, began sponsorship of
Father Knows Best Jan. 10 on NBC Radio. Show dropped by General
Foods Corp. (Maxwell House Coffee) after two year sponsorship. Agency
for both companies: Benton & Bowles, N. Y.

tacting WGST or our national reps.

■^^enc^ ■^jajaoini/nenti • • •
CAMPANA SALES Co., Batavia, 111., names Tim Morrow Agency, Chicago, to handle D.D.D. prescription business. Wallace-Ferry-Hanley, Chicago, handles Campana's Italian Balm.
VAL-SWEET SALES, S. F. (packers of Val-Sweet grape nectar), appoint J. Walter Thompson Co., S. F.
MOTHER'S CAKE & COOKIE Co., Oakland, appoints Honig-Cooper Co.,
S. F. Heber Smith is account executive.
LOUIS MILANI FOODS, L. A. (1890, other salad dressings, food specialty products), appoints Leonard Shane Agency, L. A., to handle advertising for all media in major markets nationally, effective Feb. 1. JIM
WARD named senior account executive on account.
THRIFTY DRUG STORES Co., L. A. (California chain), with annual
appropriation of around $2 million for all media, appoints Factor-Breyer
(Continued on page 85)
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BULLETIN

WDAF,

pioneer

TO

radio

is proud

to present
and

HENRY

L

as its exclusive
"Hank"

station

of The

Kansas

to national

advertising

Christal

agencies

salutes

knowing

Mr. Christal

and

spot radio

advertising.

right and

needs

fraternity.

his associates,

this fine representation,

it will reflect

to the benefit
and

ice5 oP the K^hriitai

KANSAS
WATTS—FULL

COMPANY

in his own

of station, advertiser

• Telecasting

the

to the advertising

and welconnes

ROADCASTING

spot advertisers

in national

is a pioneer

no introduction

5000

City Star Company,

CHRISTAL

representative

WDAF

ADVERTISERS

TIME->610

agency.

(^omt^an.

CITY
KILOCYCLES— BASIC

N.B.C.
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CLEVELAND
CbrnJaJbh!
feature

of the meek

WSRS
"The

FOR

THE

FBRST

TIME

IN

OVER FIVE YEARS, "DUTCH"
BERGMAN'S SPORTS SHOW,
ON WRC, IS AVAILABLE FOR
SPONSORSHIP.
6:35 p.m. — Monday through Friday
When Arthur J. "Dutch"
Bergman takes to the air for
his nightly sports show on
WRC, he brings with him a
background rich in athletic
experience. Before joining the
WRC sports staff eight years
ago, "Dutch" had chalked up
several years as head coach
and scout for the Washington
Redskins and ten years as
athletic director and head football coach at Catholic University.

HUBERT HOLLOWAY, who discusses international and national
issues and events in a folksy style
over WLW Cincinnati, has been
hailed by listeners and the press
as "something new in radio."
Mr. HoUoway, veteran newspaperman and writer, is heard five
nights weekly over WLW on his
five-minute program, / See Today
by HoUoway.
A Ciyicinnati Times-Star columHe's not Irvin S.
nist has this to
say: "He's not
Will H.Rogers.
He's
not
I. Phillips.
Cobb. But in my
opinion he offers
a humorous slant
on the news that
is original but
reminiscent o f
Mr. Honoway
those three great
humorists. He is
Hubert HoUoway, latest importation of WLW and a discovery of
James D. Shouse, board chairman
of Crosley Broadcasting Corp."
The Times-Star columnist added
that Mr. HoUoway is a "welcome
relief from some of the newscasters who take themselves so
'veddy-veddy' seriously."
A writer for the Ciyicinnati En-

quirer commented in a column:
"Something different in the way
of radio commentary is the fiveminute stint of Hubert HoUoway.
... If it weren't so overworked,
'homespun' might be the word for
his easy, half-satirical style. Stripping it down to lean meat also
keeps his commentary on the un-

make it palatable."

ing. Bergman's sports show is
the highest-rated of its kind
in the early evening hours.
This availability can't last
long, so get on the phone right
away and call your nearest
NBC Spot Sales office or the
WRC Sales Department, REpublic 4000.

FIRST

in WASHINGTON

5.000 Watts • 980 KG
Represented by NBC SPOT SALES
Page 18
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Station"

CLEVELAND'S
ONLY
NEWS
ON

usual side." Mr. Holloway's broadTypical
casts is theof paragraph
with which
he opened his Dec. 18 program:
"Hello folks. ... I see today
that we are having some tough
sledding in trying to run the
world. Some of the folks who used
to help run it now say we are
trying to bring back the balmy
days by acting balmy. It seems
that people in older nations have
the idea that we are youth having
a fling. They claim we don't look
at Mr.
priceHoUoway
tags." himself feels this
way about his commentaries:
"What America needs today, even
more than a five-cent cigar, civil
service for Presidential candidates
or a $1,000 automobile, is a good
laugh at itself.
"My objective is to take things
in the news and make people think
about them by applying humor to

24

STATION
THE

strictly

Ain

Hours

around

daily

the

clock

WSRS
#"The Family Station" uses
the latest "on the spot" voice
reporting equipment to cover
all kinds of events and
local news. WSRS has more
active field reporters on their
NEWS staff than any other
station in Ohio. The WSRS
NEWS staff is on the job
around the clock. That's
why you hear it first on
"The Family Station." WSRS
makes it their business to
report the NEWS
really NEWS.

17 ^^"^
The flavor of Bergman's bigleague contacts with sports
luminaries across the country
and down to the average fan
provides a tightly edited ten
minutes of radio sports report-

Family

when it is

business
WSRS

"para
TY is
LICI
SIMP
ance"
ionmount
import
in of
televis
commei-cials, in the view of Otis
Parker Williams, general sales
manager of Video Varieties Corp.,
New York.
He feels that the elimination of
gimmicks, lots of people and busy
settings are a must.
"Don't forget," he warns, "you
are asking people to take 20 seconds of their time to hear your
message. . . . Good taste is of priimportance."
For mary
current
filmed commercials,
Mr. Williams has helped contact
some 30 companies, including Benrus Watches, Bordon Co., Falstaff
Beer, McKesson & Robbins, Whelan Drugs, and — shown only in the
Midwest so far — an up-to-the-minute series for Thor Washing
Machines, featuring Imogene Coca
in her only commercial endorsement.
Video Varieties and its New
York subsidiary. West Coast Sound
Studios, also produce TV programs
— such as the 39-week Betty Crock-

LOCAL

NEWS

EVERY

SIXTY

MINUTES
THE

HALF

ON
HOUR

AROUND

THE

CLOCK
On
24

air

hours

daily

Family

Station"

"The
Mr. WILLIAMS
er series for General Mills last year
— and screen tests, and has even
turned out a few feature films.
Business film clients include such
organizations as General Electric,
(Conthiued on page 80)

the

WSRS
CLEVELAND
NAT'L REP. FORJOE & CO.
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Crossing the Bar
OR:
DIT
l
i
Sj In your Dec. e24d, 1951, issueerab.le. .
t
d
[ouaihl ave tsarienpor dinigns consi e omt
d
n
r
n
e
n
i
e
o
t
i
ait erec
f
; datci
on
of a Comm
len
s
ivil. Right of the New York Bar
.ssn
• , It appears that this committee
Jrould hope, through its recomlendations, to establish a bar
igainst the use of radio and/or
elevision and newsreels at any and
ikl judicial or quasi-judicial pro^ jsedings in the nation. . . .
I I am alarmed that this type of
jiinking is afoot in our country,
jspecially at the level of the New
i'ork Bar Assn. ... If I am not
iiistaken (and I don't think I am)
Jl Congressional committees,
burts, commissions, etc. estabished to function officially in the
|ublic's interest under law already
needed
y ictio
ns
ulga
authorit
0 osse
prom
restr
the any
of te
all
ss
S'lj
i;«eded to safeguard dignity and
fecorum and to protect the rights
f any and all participants in any
iroceeding against abuse of any
find . . .
[
Gerald R. Chinski
j
Houston, Tex.

open

mike

gives accurate, current radio-TV
news. . .
Virginia Howe
Assistant Professor, Speech
Dept.
Kansas State College
Manhattan, Kan.
* * *

to start his own film production
agency in Stratford [Conn.]. . . .
Aldo DeDominicis
Secretary-Treasurer
WNHC-AM-FM-TV
New Haven, Conn.

Not in New Haven
EDITOR:
... I notice in the Dec. 31 issue,
on page 82, column 1, in the WICC
story that Garo Ray has an interest in WNHC-AM-TV. Garo has
not been a member of our organization since Oct. 1, 1951. He left

EDITOR:
We noted with grateful appreciation the fine article in your [Jan.
7] issue about our film. Cargo to
Korea. We have now passed the
hundreth TV station who has used
the film.
Our experience with this motion

Hot Cargo

picture, specifically produced for
television, leads us to a number of
conclusions. . .
1. If motion pictures are produced well, and relatively propaganda free, the opportunities in
television for mass audiences are
virtually unlimited. In few words,
good documentary type motion pictures specifically produced for television offer by far the greatest
value of any media of information
or iDublic relations. . . .
2. Our experience proves that
good films, if they can be kept over
a period of time by most television
stations, will be used many times,
and resulting audiences will far
surpass loans of such films to
theatrical distributors, clubs and
other groups
and organizations.
..
John Forney
Rudy
Director, Public Relations
National Federation of
Anierica-n Shipping
Washington

Educating Educators
jiDITOR:
i . . . Unfortunately, there is no
lenying Broadcasting • Telecasting editorials about education's
ailure to grasp its opportunities
1 radio, years ago, as well as its
jrobable inability to embrace telelision possibilities now. However,
iiere may be reason to think that
iducators do appreciate their presint position in TV considerably
jiore than they did during the early
ays of radio. Whether they can
nd will take action in time is the
uestion! Sure, I know it's later
lan I think! But there are a few
lore of us with commercial backrounds in the radio-television eduSlational area than heretofore. This
joesn't take the place of degrees,
|. ou understand. We're working toI I ard the approved doctorates, but
. I ow much more valuable it would
\| I 3 if we learn television through
Jj Tactical on-the-job training withyijJat the necessity of degrees,
.riefly, that's the radio-TV eduator's problem.
To a large extent our position is
ifibulous, academically. Our advice
||.rarely sought and seldom conidered. Then, there is the matter
f MONEY plus the slow process
f educational administration . . .
ly ivolving and evolving. Sort of a
' coss between army and bureaucjacy. Don't misunderstand me!
u" 7e love our work and think we're
3ing a good job. We're just squarig off with the facts and recognizig the "democratic process" and
le "academic procedure." Should
e live so long to see the outcome
f these distracting abstractions!
I don't know what I would do
iathout Broadcasting • Telecast■JG. For the past 12 years, it's the
nly publication I know which
iRO ADCASTING

TRACTORS

• Telecasting

. . . trade-mark

of the

Prosperous
Kansas
Market
Tractors are an index of progressive
farming. They make for low-cost, volume
production and high profits.
In Kansas, there are one and one-eighth tractors for every farm . . . and they're
increasing at the rate of 1,200 a month.*
Here's a market index you can hang
your hat on! It shows buying ability,
promises increased production, greater
buying power, more leisure time, and
still higher living standards.
IMPORTANT! These modern farm

families are the same ones that make
up WIBW's large, loyal audience.
WIBW is the station they listen to
most.** WIBW is the most powerful
single medium you can use to sell the
Prosperous Kansas Farmer.

* U. S. D. A.

** Kansas Radio Audience '51

WIBW
Serviog and Selling
THE MAGIC CIRCLE
Rep.: Capper PsBJicoiions, Inc. • BEN LUDY,Gen. Mgr.* WIBW • KCKN
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AKE

ONE

TV

OF

THESE

TRANSMITTERS...

kw, for OHF
(All Air-CooleiO
Type
TTU-ie

500 wotts, for VHF
Type ri-500 A/B
(All Air-Coolcd)

2 kw, for VHF
Type TT-2At/H
{AH Air-Cooled)

lOkw, forUHF
Type TTU-lOA

20 kw, for VHF
Type TT-20BI/H
(All Air-Cooled)

50 kw, for VHF
Type TT-50AL/H

lOkw, for VHF
Type
TT-lOAt/H
(AH Air-Cooteci)

up

power
ONE

...ADD

TV

OF

to

THESE

ANTENNAS...

I
<

YOUR

With RCA's complete line of transmitters
(seven different models), you can get any
ERP* up to 200 kw — on any channel from 2
to 83. And in most cases, you can get the
power you want in several different ways!
If your requirements are best met with a
low-power transmitter and a high-gain
antenna, RCA has the combination! However,
if your needs are better met with a higherpower transmitter and a lower-gain antenna,
RCA has that combination too!
Ask your RCA Sales Representative to sit
down and help you plan the most practical
and economical equipment setup for your
station. He has an intimate knowledge
of station planning — knows TV equipment
from A to Z. He can tell you exactly what

3-sectien
TypeTF-3
TV
Super Turnstile

6-sectien
TV Super Turnstile
TypeTF-6

you'll need to get "on the air" . . . with
the power you want ... at the lowest cost.
Call him today. Or write RCA Engineering
Products Department, Camden, N. J.
*Effecfive radiated power
S-section
TV Super Turnstile
Type>TF-5

UHF Pylon
High-Gain
Type TFU-24B

1 2-section
TV Super TumsKle
Type TF- 12

to
RAD
EMGIMEERIMG

CCmPORATiOM
PRO
DBPARTMEMT.

of

AMERICA
CAMDEN, M.J.

NORTH

North

CAROLINA

Carolina Rates More

IS

Firsts

In Sales Management Survey Than
Any Other Southern State.
More
WPTF

North

Carolinians Listen to

Than to Any Other Station.

and

NORTH

NUMBER

1

CAROLINA'S

SALESMAN

IS...

AFFILIATE for RALEIGH, DURHAM
50/000
and Eastern North Carolina
^30
KC
NBC
NATIONAL
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|I»L 42, No. 2

IS
TV

TV

Applicants

14, 1952

HEADED
Face

FOR

DOUBLE

STANDARD?
Population

IN WASHINGTON last- week the forecasters of television
weather were beginning to predict that the TV thaw, expected

^even-Year Sweat
By EARL B. ABRAMS
next month, won't mean an early spring. For some TV station
)ON'T be surprised if it takes be- applicants there will be months and years of cloudy skies ahead.
ween six and eight years before
ome TV applicants know whether
Indeed the thaw itself, although scheduled for the end of
hey are in or out as station ownrs.
February, wasn't coming easily. The FCC was working on a
That is the bleak situation connew and intricate allocations plan which would, in effect, set
ronting many applicants if the
•'CC can't increase its staff due to up dual standards for thickly populated areas and for open
ack of money from Congress.
The Commission is trying to get spaces. And, at present manpower levels, the Commission looked
.bout $8,000,000 from Congress for forward to perhaps as much as eight years of work in processing
he 1953 fiscal year which begins
the applications it expects to receive when the freeze is lifted.
uly 1 this year. That is almost
.2,000,000 more than the $6,116,650
t is operating on now. It wants
he extra money for enlargement
of the year before to June 30 of
>f its field monitoring service and many cities — if the Commission
the year indicated (i.e. fiscal 1952
continues
the
lumping
of
all
applihe Conelrad project, but some
cants for the same city in one con- ends June 30 this year).
600,000 is earmarked for the hirhearing. Some observers
Even more appalling is the acng of additional Washington per- feel that solidated
tual count of Broadcast Bureau
figure may be too high.
onnel. A good chunk would be for
They estimate 500 applications in employes at the present time and
iroadcasting and obviously the hearing.
what it was only six months ago
najor part to handle the new land
As a conservative estimate then, when the Bureau was established.
ush— TV.
Examiners are the bottleneck in if five examiners can handle 75 In the middle of 1951, the Broadcast Bureau had 117 employes. Tohe TV processing picture. But ad- applications a year, and if there
day it has 100 — a ISVi reduction
are 500 applications in hearing
litional attorneys and engineers
ire needed too.
status — that means some appli- in foi'ce.
cants will not know whether they
Here is how those FCC execuThe vision
Broadcast
Bureau's10 TV
has had between
and Di12
ives responsible for getting the have been chosen for TV station
people in those six months, but it
ownership for six-and-a-half years.
fV job done view their plight.
cannot be considered immune to the
If the 650 applicants-in-hearing
1,000 Will Want TV
figure is used, some applicants blandishments of defense work and
, When the TV freeze is lifted would be in hearing status for other fields of endeavor.
Although not directly concerned
.ometime next month (see story eight years.
Above estimates are based, it is with TV, the story of what has
his page), TV-hungcy broadcasters and new entrepreneurs will agreed, on the existing FCC per- happened to the Aural Facilities
lump at least 500 new applications
sonnel situation, which has seen the Division must be considered because some of its personnel could
.n the FCC. This will make about
number of employes devoted to
,000 facing the depleted staff of broadcasting activities shrink be used to pinch hit in processing
ihe Commission.
alarmingly year by year during the TV applications. There were 12
The Commission now has seven
engineers handling AM applicapast four fiscal years.
tions for new and major changes
examiners, with five clerical asOfficial FCC records show that
in facilities in mid-1951; today
istants. Based on their work rec- the average number of employes
there are only three.
ird during the past few years, each
on broadcast matters durjjxaminer seems to be able to han- working
That's the story of the Broadcast
ing a whole year were 244.2 for the
jlle from 10 to 15 applications a fiscal year 1949, 211.9 for 1950, Bureau. It doesn't take into ac[rear.
count other FCC employes engaged
176.1 for 1951 and 158.2 for 1952.
It is obvious, say the FCC offi- The fiscal year runs from July 1
(Continued on page 74 )
ials, that if the number of eximiners remains the same, at the
'ptimum only five examiners will
FCC APPROPRIATIONS
■oe available for TV duty.
President's
Congressional
' Figuring 15 applications each
Fiscal Year
Request
Appropriations
5er year, that is 75 applications de1949
$6,907,000
$6,717,000
cided per year.
The same FCC officials estimate
1950
6,770,000
6,729,345
1951
6,912,000
6,625,000
'hat as many as 650 applications
1952
6,850,000
6,116,650
nay have to go to hearing — beause of insufficient frequencies in
tROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Density

Keys FCC
TV Plan
DETERMINED to make its month
of February deadline for thawing
of the 40-month-old TV freeze, the
FCC's staff "task force" is working
out final computations for an allocation plan which recognizes geographic and economic differences
between areas east and west of the
Mississippi. In effect, it will be a
modified "dual allocation."
The project, to be presented by
the staff to the Commission not
later than Feb. 1, contemplates
lesser mileage separations for both
VHF and UHF stations in the heavily populated portions of the country than would be provided for the
open spaces of the South, Southwest, Midwest and the regions of
the Far West.
Populated Areas Acceptable
In effect, FCC appears willing to
accept greater interference and less
geogi-aphical coverage for the
thickly populated areas than for
the open expanses.
The Commission has instructed
its staff — working full tilt on the
plan to the exeJusion of virtually
all else — to take the realistic approach. It wants to deal in people
covered, rather than in millivolts
perThemeter.
FCC has in mind a more or
less "tailor-made" pattern after the
first flush of applications are processed, adjusting assignments to
provide maximum service in given
areas. But, no changes are contemplated in the final allocations
for at least a year after they are
announced.
Minimum Separations
Minimum separations, it is indicated, will be something less than
the proposed 180-miles city-to-city
for VHF channels. In fact, in many
cases the mileage separation will
be more realistically the 170-mile
transmitter-to-transmitter separation. And in a very few key cities
that separation may go as low as
165 miles transmitter-to-transmitter [B»T, Nov. 12]. Proposals to
narrow the separation substantially
(Continued on page 73)
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MOVIE

RATE PLAN
i ^^enny Takes to the Road
■5fB(?"s Executive Vice President
Charles R. Denny undertook to win
.converts to the netwoi'k's controversial new radio rate formula by
personal visits last week, while
other officials reported that letters
nT^iying affiliates of their new
rates probably will go out this
week.
One stop on Mr. Denny's itinerary, it was learned, was WTMJ Milwaukee, whose general manager,
Walter J. Damm, is one of the allradio Affiliates Committee which
condemned the NBC economic plan.
Purpose of the Denny trip, it
was reported, is to win over some
of the key critics of the plan — preferably before the rate letters to
affiliates are issued.
President Joseph H. McConnell,
who has been on the West Coast
since New Year's Day, is slated to
return to New York today (Monday) and officials expressed confidence that the letters would be put
into the mails this week.
A majority of the affiliates receive rate reductions under the new
formula and there have been
threats of dis-affiliation by some
stations if it is put into effect.
President McConnell and other
NBC officials have been adamant,
however, in refusing to abandon or
delay it.
JOAN DAVIS SIGNS
NBC Radio-TV Pact
SIGNING of actress Joan Davis
to a long-term radio and television
contract was announced last week
by NBC. Work is currently in
progress on a variety-situation
comedy television program for her,
with audition due for completion
before April. NBC also plans to
develop a radio show featuring
Miss Davis.
In the meantime, spokesmen
said, she will continue to make
guest appearances on Big Show
and other radio programs and:
probably on TV shows.

LONG-TERM contract for Miss
Davis (c) was negotiated by Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver (I), NBC
vice president in charge of TV
operations, and Charles C. Barry,
NBC vice president in charge of
radio network programs.
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Drawn for Broadcasting . Telecasting by Sid Hix
''It's the only thing ive can do. Mr. Ghitz left his teeth at the hotel!"
NEW

ZIY SHOW
82 Market Sales Cited
SALES in 82 markets, all on a
52-week basis, were reported for
the radio production, / Was a Communist for the FBI, last Thursday,
four days after the Frederic W.
Ziv Co. had announced its production of the series.
Prominent among early purchasers of the series, which stars
Dana Andrews, was Timken Roller
Bearing Co., Canton, Ohio, which,
through BBDO's Cleveland office,
bought the programs for five Ohio
markets: Columbus, Canton, Zanesville, Wooster and Mt. Vei'non.
Heaviest sales were reported as
made directly to radio stations,
both network affiliates and independents, including KSD St. Louis,
WWL New Orleans, WMC Memphis, WDOK Cleveland, WVET
Rochester, WGST Atlanta, WDBJ
Roanoke, WKOW Madison, Wis.,
and WMAZ Macon.
Describing sales as "much better
than anticipated," John L. Sinn,
Ziv executive vice president, attributed the volume to the show
being "a very timely one" and a
program that provides "excellent
dramatic fare." Series is based on
undercover FBI experiences of
Matt Cvetic, who published his
initial adventures as a Saturday
Eveniyig Post serial, under the
same title [B»T, Jan. 7].
Admiral Ad Plans
ADMIRAL Corp., Chicago, is
planning to sponsor a Sunday
night newscast on CBS, the only
radio advertising planned by the
company this year. As it now
stands. Admiral will have about
the same ad budget as .last year,
more than $10 million. Of this,
more than half has been allocated
to co-op and national newspaper,
with $2 million for television. Until last week's decision to buy the
CBS show, no radio plans had been
made. Agency: Erwin, Wasey Co.,
New York.

Revamps for Radio-TV
AS FIRST MOVE in an expanded
radio and television activities program, Glenn E. Wallichs, president,
has announced a newly created
broadcasting sales division of Capitol Records Distributing Corp.,
Hollywood.
Clifford E. Ogden, manager of
the Broadcast Division of Capitol
Records Inc. has been elected vicepresident of Capitol Records Disti'ibution Corp. and will be general
manager of Broadcast Sales Div.
Under setup, the new sales division will take over all sales and
sales promotion of Capitol Transcription Services and other properties to be announced later, according to Mr. Wallichs.
He explained that the new division will operate initially through
regional offices in New York, Chicago, Atlanta and Hollywood. William Finkeldey will have Eastern
Region representation, with Alvin
King the Central Region and Jack
Barton, Southeastern Region.
James Strain for past three years
commercial manager KGFJ Hollywood, has been made Western Regional representative. Additional
representation will be incorporated
through
firm's four branches and
distributors.
H. R. P. Lytle heads Broadcast
Division of Capitol Records Inc., in
Hollywood and will inaugurate
negotiations for radio and television programs to be off'ered by the
organization, it was stated.

COUNCIL
Plans Radio-TV Use
COUNCIL of Motion Picture
Organizations will probably use
radio and — whenever possible —
television in its 1952 public relations plan, presented to company
heads last week, in urging the
public to attend movies.
Sidestepping the question of
competition with television, although spurred
continued
lic relations
at toleast
in partpubby
video's impact, the Council plans
to stress the local theatre, rather
than Hollywood, as the source of
film entertainment.
"We want to divert the overemphasis from Hollywood and its
glamor to the local theatre and
exhibitor," Arthur L. Mayer, executive vice president of the Council,
said Thursday.
Plans call for resuming this
spring the Movietime personality
tours, started last fall but interrupted by bad weather, in which
writers, directors, and even hair
dressers — "people with interesting
stories to tell," Mr. Mayer explained— made tours throughout
the country to promote motion picture attendance. The Hollywood
representatives made both radio
and TV appearances, on a local
basis in addition to speaking before
local civic and service groups last
fall, and practice will be continued,
whenever home companies grant
permission for such appearances,
during the spring tours, Mr. ,
Mayer said.
|
Other half of campaign calls
for continuance of advertising on[
radio and in newspapers for the
industry as a whole, keyed to the
theme, that there is no entertainment in the world like that provided in motion picture theatres
and handled through production^
and distribution companies. Other i
aspects are to be developed with;
exhibitors when they meet with
the council in February. The
Movietime, U.S.A. radio series*
emanating from Hollywood for 18weeks on Liberty Broadcasting
System last year was part of thise
campaign, Mr. Mayer explained,ij
"and chances are we will use at
similar series again."
GROSS BILLINGS
D-F-S Heads Agency List

DANCER-Fitzgerald-Sample, New
York, for the 18th consecutive year,
leads the list of the 10 leading ad-;
vertising agencies for gross radio!
and television time billing in 1951,
based on figures released by the'?
four leading networks, it was announced by DF&S last week.
Swift Transcribed Spots
The 10 leading agencies in order
SWIFT and Co., Chicago, for All- of network gross time billed are;
sweet Margarine, is buying from
listed below :
50 to 75 markets for a five-minute
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample Inc.
transcribed strip show featuring
Young
& Rubicam
18,356,745
$21,334,172
Batten,
an 1880 Disc Jockey with a music
OsborneBarton, Durstine &
15,056,657
Benton
&
Bowles
box popular in that period. SchedJ. Walter Thompson Co.
13,043,067
ule to run six weeks starts on stagWilliam Esty & Co.
gered dates between Jan. 21 and
Cunningham & Walsh
10,967,224
Leo Burnett
Mar. 10. Agency is J. Walter
8,593,080 ^
12,813,868
Compton
Adv.
Thompson, Chicago.
8,496,643
McCann-Erickson
6,582,448
7,921,081
Telecasting
BROADCASTING
A

y^ork
BACK
out on the air. (See story and
editorial on page 26.)
Not far behind was the maneuvering by NARTB and others to
press for enaction of a new political broadcast law (by amending
the octopus-like Sec. 315 of the
Communications Act). Carrying
the ball is Rep. Walt Horan (RWash.). Wanted is a law that will
give the broadcaster a more clearly defined path he must tread in
lending his station facilities to a
political candidate (or person who
speaks on behalf of candidate).
(See story this page.)
The Senate and House Interstate
& Foreign Commerce Committees
were not active, marking time until the legislative program for the
session comes into clearer focus.
But two big broadcast issues are
waiting for the match to be struck.
They are the McFarland Bill and
the controversial Benton Bill (S
1579).
McFarland Bill Awaits Action
The McFarland Bill, which would
modernize FCC procedures by
amending the Communications Act,
is before the House Commerce
group
"wherea year.
it has Itbeen
for nearly
was residing
passed
by the Senate last February.
When Congress adjourned last
October, the McFarland Bill, according to the committee, would
place first on its agenda this year.

on Radio,

TV

Pends

Committee, the situation on
NARBA — the North American Regional Broadcasting Agreement —
is similar, in that the committee
has not set its agenda. Most likely
its schedule will be brim full. However, a subcommittee already has
been named to consider NARBA,
which must be ratified by the Senate before becoming effective.
Still to come is President Truman's budget requests and his economic message. The White House
disclosed Thursday that the President's budget would be ready next
Monday (Jan. 21). The economic
message, which treats broadly the
same points covered in the budget
in detail, is scheduled for this
Wednesday.

CONGRESS
But as yet, no committee meetings
By DAVE BERLYN
on pending legislation have been
IlONGRESS returned to the Washheld. However, the committee's
ington scene last week and its apliearance revived issues close to the
staff redraft
has prepared
an sections
"analysis"of
and
of the two
i;adio and TV industry.
the
bill
already
studied.
Copies of
In the main, they cover the wide
this
will
be
placed
before
the comi[ange of political broadcasts and
mittee once the green light is on.
libel, an anti-alcoholic beverage adThose in touch with the com• ertising move, the McFarland Bill
mittee have let it be known that
IS 658), Sen. William Benton's (Dthere
is
every reason to believe
'.onn.) proposed National Citizens
Advisory Board on Radio and Telesome type of a bill will be reportision and the pending North
ed, probably at variance with the
McFarland Bill. But working
■vraerican Regional Broadcasting
against such a development, these
Agreement.
FCC Requests in Budget
observers are quick to add, has been
■i The nation's legislators shook
the notoriously slow progress of
Included in the budget will be rekands at the opening session Tuesquests for money to operate FCC
the committee in the past when
[ay, giving rise to newsmen's comin the fiscal year 1953.
confronted with a proposed revamp
aents that they resembled fighters
of the Communications Act.
lasping gloves before the bell for
FCC desires a request for a whopiihe opening round. An election
The Benton Bill, which would
ping increase — some $2 million —
over that appropriated by Congress
set up a Congressionally created
■ear, this Congress could reach
last year. Okayed for fiscal 1952
•lew heights in politicking.
body to "review" radio and TV
President Truman delivered his
was $6,116,500.
programs, and in many cases operOf the total increase asked for,
state of the Union message
ations, lingers with the Senate
Commerce group.
FCC is believed to want $1,400,000
'.Vednesday to a joint sitting of
for monitoring statibiis, which was
There, a subcommittee, under
■Jongress, which was covered by all
turned down by the House last Authe, chairmanship of Sen. Ernest
' he major radio and television net- v'orks.
gust. The remainder — $600,000 —
W. McFarland (D-Ariz.), MajorE Fonts of interest to the broadwould be desired by the Commisity Leader in the Senate, has held
sion for more hearing examiners
: asting industry made by the Presipreliminary hearings on the meas!ent included his references to
and staff in view Of the oncoming
ure. Sen. Benton has asked that
i axes. Voice of America and Conrush of business due to the prosgroup to schedule further hearings.
pective end of the TV freeze next
^rress' own operations.
It is very likely that the full committee will take up the matter to month. It is also said that FCC
J On Taxes — "We are determined
see whether it should be placed on
i'O preserve the financial strength
may be asking ah additional $2 million for research to study propaga,iif our government. This means
the agenda.
tion (see stories this issue).
■ iigh taxes over the next few years.
In the Senate Foreign Relations
) Ve must see to it that these taxes
iti'^ shared among the people as
fjairly as possible."
jj
Voice — the
"We activities
should continue
)mdOn expand
of the
j-i/oice of America, which brings
. Horan Plans Bill
OWShearings by both theRep
SH
L
CA
thorough
i-nur message of hope and truth to FAST
TI
moving
events
centering
in
LI
similar to that of Rep. Horan's,
PO
House and Senate Interstate & which was drawn up by request
;hose peoples and other peoples
the office of Rep. Walt Horan
of
Ed Craney, XL stations, but,
Foreign Commerce Committees.
hroughout the world."
(R-Wash.) are setting the scene
according to the association, infor what may become a race as
Sen. Ed C. Johnson (D-Col.)
I On Congress — " . . . Congress
tends to strengthen its meaning.
to whether primary and national
plan do a great deal to strengthen
already has stated that should the
[ionfidence in our institutions by elections will arrive before any
Left out of NARTB's version is
feeling
in
broadcast
circles
or
elsej.pplying rigorous standards of enactment of a new law on political
where be strong for a Congresthe language in Rep. Horan's bill
broadcast libel.
inoral integrity in its own operasional inquiry into the political which would not permit the licensee
to alter or in any manner control
The developments are these:
tions— and by finding an effective
broadcast libel question his Senate
;ray to control campaign expendCommerce Committee would oblige broadcast material. Rather, he
% Rep. Horan, already author
would only be prohibited from
censoring.
itures— and by protecting the
of a comprehensive bill that would
[B»T, Dec. 17, 1951].
narrow down the issues facing
■ights of individuals in CongresWhat Bill Does
lional investigations."
broadcasters who give time to canOther technicalities
in NARTB's
Radiorama In Senate
recommendation
were
changed,
This
is
what the original Horan
didates for a public office or to perbill
would
do
:
Denote
legally
! A bit of radiorama was added
sons authorized to speak on behalf
making it clear that although the
broadcaster would not be held liable
lO the Senate opening when the of candidates, plans to introduce
qualified candidates as those "in
a new bill.
j.ew U. S. Senator from Nebraska
a primary, general or other elec- in any civil or criminal action in
% The new bill would attempt
I-Fred A. Seaton — was officially
tion;" specify that an authoriza- any local, state or federal court,
to mesh the original Horan bill
j^eclared a member of the distintion to speak in behalf of a candi- the candidate himself would be
date must be in writing, and direct subject to all libel laws now on the
(HR 5470), introduced in the
guished body. Sen. Seaton is presdent of KHAS Hastings, Neb., of House last fall [B»T, Oct. 1, 1951], that the broadcaster would have books.
:MAN Manhattan, Kan., and vice with recommendations of the no power to censor or alter or in
Last August, FCC said it supNARTB and also of the FCC.
iresident of KGGF Coffeyville,
any manner control the material
ported Sen. Johnson's bill (S 1379)
Ian. [B*T, Dec. 24, 17, 1951].
which would place broadcasts of
@ NARTB already has sub- so broadcast.
Floor action was nearly nil the
mitted its proposed draft of a bill
Departure from other bills which
authorized spokesmen of legally
to the Congressman.
■xst week and committee activities
have been introduced is the pro- qualified candidates for public ofimited. But the behind-the-surfice in the same category as those
# Rep. Horan has asked FCC
posed would
provision
broad-in
caster
not -^that
be heldtheliable
irace activities touching upon radio
to give him its suggestions.
of candidates themselves [B»T,
any civil or criminal action in any Aug. 6, 1951]. The then acting
Time is short, principals involved
■iTid television got off to a riplocal, state or federal court.
in study of political broadcast
i iiorting beginning,
chairman of FCG,= Comr. Paul A.
ijj Transcending all others for the legislation admit. Congress, if it
FCC now says broadcasters can- Walker also noted that 'the Comii'ime being was the emergence of a can clear its "must" legislation
mission recognized that the purnot censor political candidates'
early, may adjourn before the speeches and under a court ruling
,'yoncerted movement by the "drys"
pose
of
Sec.
315 of the Coimnunicapolitical conventions,
(Felix V. Westinghouse Radio Sta- tions Act (dealing with political
I'oertising
kill off wine,
liquorandandtelevision.
beer ad- national
scheduled for next July.
on radio
tions), speeches by persons speak- broadcasts), "can be effectively
A new bill would have to be
ing on behalf of candidates may
[I 'he "drys" say they are ready to
if licensees should
jtestify to show cause as to why
moved quickly through the legis- be censored [BO T, March 20, 1950]. circumvented"
(Continued on page 90)
iiueh advertising should be blacked
NARTB's
recommended
bill
is
lative mill, assuredly stirringTelecastini
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ANOTHEft CRIMINAL ON TELE VlilAN

One Introduced, Other 'Pends'
BILLS
J?y
*D
the nation rather than be used to break
AS
"DRY" forces turned on the chairman. Senate Interstate & Fordown principles and standards.
heat in the Senate last week for an
eign Commerce Committee.
Narrowing the front of attack at this
An
eyebrow
lifter
in
the
current
particular time will introduce the eleanti-radio-TV beer, wine and liquor
ment of "freshness" of appeal and will
advertising bill, a measure that
concentrate our power, possibly percampaign waged by the "drys" was
would outlaw such advertising
which will iman unusual publication of an "inperilmithet ing abreak-through
entire enemy position.
from all media was dropped in the
terview" with Bishop W. E. Ham... I believe that there is a rising
House hopper the opening day of maker of the Board reporting the tide
of concern in regard to liquor
advertising but in particular, great
Congress.
"introduction" of a bill "to banish
numbers
of people seem to be troubled
alcoholic beverage advertising from
The bill (HR 5889) was introby the actual damage which is being
done
in
their
own homes by radio and
duced Tuesday by Rep. John Ranthe nation's airways."
television
and wine. promotion of the use of beer
kin (D-Miss.) and referred to the
The article, entitled "The New
House Interstate & Foreign ComAdvance Against Liquor Advertismerce Committee.
Accompanying this "interview,"
ing, an Interview With Bishop
which went on to describe "offenBroadcast advertising is specifiHammaker," and published in the
ses" which were said to have been
cally referred to in the Rankin bill January issue of The Voice, offias follows:
cial publication of the Board of perpetrated by the beer industry in
radio-TV commercials, was a
Temperance, not only reported the its
It shall be unlawful to broadcast
cartoon showing liquor advertising
by means of any radio station for introduction of a bill — which Sen.
as "another criminal on television."
which a license is required by any
Case told Broadcasting • TeleThe same sketch was used in The
law of the United States, or for any
casting did not exist — but also
Clipsheet (see adjacent cut).
person operating any such station, to said hearings would be held Jan.
permit the broadcasting of any ad- 30-31 and Feb. 1.
Many Bills in Past
vertisement ofalcoholic beverages or
Sen. Johnson, according to The
Although bills of the nature of
the solicitation of an order for alcoholic beverages.
the new Rankin Bill have been inVoice, was co-sponsor of the "bill."
Reached by Broadcasting • Teletroduced frequently in the past,
Little Information in Senate
casting, Sen. Johnson denied he the envisioned Case legislation
was co-sponsor of any such bill but would bar alcoholic beverage adIn the Senate, there was scant
information to queries on when the
did say he "might" help introduce
vertising from only radio and telesuch
Methodist Church Board of Temvision. This is unprecedented.
ready. legislation if and when it is
Latest proposal on Capitol Hill
perance's heralded bill to clamp
Sen. Johnson also said he had
down on beer-wine-liquor advertisthat got as far as a hearing was
the Langer Bill, which would have
ing on the ail-waves was expected
been
approached
and
that he
was askedbytothehold"drys"
hearings
[B*T, Jan. 7].
banned liquor advertising from all
on
the
bill
as
soon
as
it
was
intromedia. It was authored by Sen.
Sen. Francis Case (R-S. D.), who
duced.
To
this,
it
is
understood,
he
has pointed to pressure from the
William Langer (R-N. D.) in 1949
had agreed in part.
but got no further in committee.
"drys" asking that he introduce
Bishop Hammaker is quoted in It was defeated in 1950 by a close
legislation to prohibit alcoholic
the article as saying in response
beverage advertising from radiomargin
of 7-6.
During
that hearing. Bishop
TV, had not decided at Broadcastto a "question" as to "why is the
hearing
on
liquor
advertising
in
Hammaker was a key witness.
ing • Telecasting's deadline what
January to be restricted to radio
he would do.
In 1947 and in 1948 hearings
were held on similar legislation.
However, he had already indiandSen.television?":
believes, and I believe,
In the latter year another close
cated that he would make up his that thisJohnson
the public
presvote — 6-5 — plugged the legislation
ent time.is Hea good
is an strategy
authorityat on
mind as soon as he had the opporin committee.
policy questions involving radio and
tunity to discuss the matter with
television and is intensely concerned
that
radio
and
television
should
help
During the hearings on the LanSen. Ed C. Johnson (D-Col.),

DRY

LESSON

IN LOBBYING

THE DRYS are out for the kill at this session of Congress — adroitly picking an election
year. They have prefabricated a bill to ban
beer, wine and liquor advertising from the air.
This is a departure from past years, when
the legislation has embraced all media. Broadcasters and telecasters need not be told the
crippling blow that would be dealt if such legislation passed. Beer is one of the big breadwinners in local and national spot, ranking
about fourth among commodity groups for
radio, and mighty near the top in TV. It is
a big revenue factor in network business.
The adeptness of the drys is reflected in
their publicity. Indeed their timing is too good
because, a week before Congress convened,
they published in their official propaganda
sheet. The Voice, a simulated interview with
Bishop Wilbur E. Hammaker, executive vice
president of the Board of Temperance of the
Methodist Church. The "interview" stated
flatly that Sen. Edwin C. Johnson (D-Col.)
and Sen. Francis Case (R-S. D.) had "introduced" the bill. It hasn't been yet.
Bishop Hammaker does a resourceful job
of talking to himself by asking the questions
and then answering them. He also discloses his
strategy. By "narrowing the front of attack"
to radio and TV, he says, the element of
Page 26
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"freshness" of appeal is introduced, "possibly
permitting a break-through which will imperil
the entire enemy position."
Which means, simply, that if headway is
made, then the ban on advertising of alcoholic
beverages will be carried through to all other
media. It is obviously intended as a first step
toward return to prohibition.
As long as alcoholic beverages are legal, it
would appear impossible to fathom how the
advertising of them could be legislated out of
existence. Moreover, the phantom "JohnsonCase Bill" is discriminatory to the 'nth, since
it would bar advertising only from the air.
It behooves radio — and all othei- media, as
well as the advertisers and their agencies — to
prepare. Even "impossible" legislation can
• make it, if the opposition isn't ready — notably
in an election year. In 1949, after hearings
were held on the Langer Bill to ban all alcoholic beverage advertising, the measure was
defeated in Sen. Johnson's committee by the
slim margin of 7-6.
Bishop Hammaker says hearings on his
"Ghost" Bill will be held before the Johnson
committee Jan. 30-31 and Feb. 1. Sen. Johnson
told us he had been approached by the "drys"
and had given assurance that if a bill is introduced, he would consider hearings. Mr. Ham-

Cartoon Number CS: 276 by Somdal.
Mat free, 4x5 inches. Mats will be
sent airmail upon request. Will accept
order for cartoon mats, to be sent as
produced. No charge.
This cartoon appeared in The Clipsheet for Jan. 7. The Clipsheet is
published and distributed by the
Board of Temperance of the Methodist Church, and as can be seen
in caption accompanying the cartoon as reproduced above editors
are invited to use its material,
which
is violently
pro-"dry,"
freely
and with
or without
credit to
the
source.
ger Bill, "drys" underscored timebuying on radio-TV stations and |
networks by wine and beer companies in particular.
Sen. Johnson was co-sponsor of
the Reed-Johnson Bill in the 80th
Congress which would have banned
liquor advertising in all interstate [
media. That bill did not get out
of committee. Sen. Case noted in
his statement to Broadcasting •
Telecasting that Sen. Johnson
(Continued on page 90)

AH

mmu.

maker in his "Charlie McCarthy" interview,
quoted himself: "It is a great advantage thaiSen. Johnson, himself, introduced the bill."
Then he instructed his flock to write the Senator and other Senators "requesting" that the'
bill be reported favorably to the Senate. "Our?
big day . . . will be Jan. 30," he exhorted.
Liquor advertising on the air — except perhaps in remote places like Alaska — is no problem. There's practically none of it. Beer is"
the primary target. Beer is acceptable, not,
only because it's legal (as is liquor) but because it tends to promote temperance. It'
seldom produces an alcoholic.
Whether the hearings are held Jan. 30-Feb.
1 or later, it is clear that there's little time to
prepare the case against wily opponents — who;
worked during the recess, and who won't let
sensitive politicians forget this is an election
year. In 1949 the AFA, ANA and AAAA, and
the printed media strongly opposed the overall Langer Bill. Then the NAB, under other
auspices, didn't shower itself with glory. This
time, the primary burden is on NARTB, because the bill, for Bishop Hammaker's "strategic" reasons, is to be directed only against
radio and television — at the outset.
BROADCASTING
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gn Contracts
^'^ Advertisers Si
YS
BU
K
WOR
NE
a sponsor of such discussions,
well, New York.
By T
FLORENCE
SMALL
Reichhold Chemicals is very happy
Reichhold Chemicals, New York,
iMORE than $700,000 in gross time
will sponsor a television version of and proud to present by television
icosts alone will be poured into raAmerica's Town Meeting on a America's Town Meeting."
Idio and television networks as a coast-to-coast
ABC-TV network
The telecast will originate from
starting Sunday, Jan. 27, from
ABC's- 58th St. Theatre in New
result of at least six major "buys"
:in the first fortnight of 1952. In 6:30-7 p.m. EST, it was announced
York, in a setting which is a repladdition, two other advertisers are
lica of the legislative assembly
by Harry H. Reichhold, chairman
about to sign up for TV shows and
of the board and founder of the room of Independence Hall in
(another for a radio series.
Philadelphia. The program will
chemical production corporation.
I Radio's share of the contracts al- Although Reichhold has been a have George V. Denny Jr., as its
iready signed probably will be about
heavy radio user in the past, this moderator, and plans to utilize speis its initial use of television.
S120,000, with TV reaping approxcial film sequences when pertinent
limately $580,000.
In announcing the sponsorship of to the topic under discussion.
MacManus, Dohn & Adams, New
the program, Mr. Reichhold said:
The two top-ranking advertisers
York
and Detroit, is the agency for
j:o underwrite radio shows early
"Our basic motive is to promote
ON 'BURROWED' time, Lee LitMe
Reichhold.
;:his year are General Foods
public discussion and sound think(I), president-general manager, KTUC
(Postum), New York, and Admiral
Rugs Get Bug for TV
ing in relation to the complex probTucson and Stan Norman (r), KTUC
Corp., Chicago. General Foods,
lems we face today. I believe it is
The 100-year-old firm of James
program director-sportscaster. Intro:hrough Foote, Cone & Belding,
the duty of private enterprise to Lees & Sons Co., Bridgeport, manduce a talented quadruped named
ufacturer of carpets and rugs and
appropriate a substantial portion
;New York, will sponsor Mf. Cham"Jack Benny" to the mysteries of a
of its time and means toward the hand knitting yarns, which has
■leon on Thursday nights on CBS
microphone. Mr. Norman was given
Radio. Starting date and definite
never before advertised on either
promotion of the public interest.
"his little helper" as a birthday
Out of the deliberations of the radio or television, will sponsor
;ime — either 9 or 9:30 p.m. — are
still under discussion. Admiral
early town meetings of colonial
Meet the Masters starting Feb. 24
present.
,3orp., through Erwin, Wasey, New
days a new and great nation on this on NBC-TV, 5:30-6 p.m. on alter- tutional commercials.
Joseph L. Eastwick, president of
i^ork, will sponsor Bob Trout in a continent was born.
nate Sundays. The program will
,J5-minute weekly world news rethe company, said that "we have
"In that nation there was as- feature such artists as Jascha Heidecided to sponsor this series,
sured freedom of worship, of fetz, Artur Rubenstein, and Marian
>port on CBS Radio, Sundays, 5:30Meet
the Masters, in the conviction
15:55 p.m. EST starting Feb. 17.
Anderson
in
their
TV
debuts.
The
speech, of assembly, of the press,
that
there
is great public desire
series
was
filmed
for
television
by
Bakers Interested in Drama
of enterprise and a dedication to
World Artists. Each program is for fine music. In sponsoring these
self
government.
In
many
parts
of
American Bakers Assn., Chicago,
programs we plan to bring guest
the world, these sacred rights to- built around a true-to-life episode
artists and the best of music into
Ijihrough Foote, Cone & Belding,
day are in jeopardy. As a result, or scene chosen to dramatize and the
homes of the American people.
"ilso Chicago, is understood to be many critical decisions face our
illustrate the personality and art of
ibout to sign for a half-hour draThe
company is proud to introduce
the particular star. The advertiser
people which can best be resolved
naatic series. The advertiser is un(Continued on jmge 90)
by
free
and
open
discussions.
As
will
confine
its
sponsorship
to
insti: ierstood to be looking for Sunday
iiifternoon time, so that the proi'gram can be heard by its dealers
j'chroughout the country. NBC radio
j'lS understood to be the favored
Outlets
aetwork in current negotiations,
Networks Move to Clear
ENTIONS
NV
CO
convention
coverage.
'ilthough a firm decision is not exCBS-TV and NBC-TV were bat- tions for the most part to fill in
pected for another week or so.
ling it out last week to line up sta- the difference between the number
Signing of Mr. Roper was announced by NBC President Joseph
tions for their coverage of the of interconnected TV cities and a
, The new year's quartet of new
advertisers in TV are all making
Republican and Democratic Na- total of 100 major markets, re- H. McConnell, who said that on a
;heir first TV ventures.
tional Conventions next July, with
portedly was reconsidering last week-by-week basis over NBC's
week. Negotiations were said to be radio and television networks Mr.
NBC-TV claiming a substantial
Two of those sponsors are not
advantage in the area where the in progress looking toward the pos- Roper will keep the public in.bnly making history for their comformed about American public
contest
was hottest — the one-stasibility of sponsorship on the full
ijoanies by using the medium for the
tion markets.
radio network. To what extent opinion on international relations,
Jiirst time, but are also the first to
Out of 37 markets with only one
this development may have
domestic policies, and the candi(sign up for NBC-TV's new morning
dates. He will start a 52-week
station, NBC-TV claimed on stemmed from NBC-TV's apparent
series
of
weekly broadcasts (Sun.,
Thursday that it had commitments
IjDi'ogram, Today (Mon.-Fri., 7-9
up one-station marIji.m.), which starts Dave Garroin one form or another for 26. lead inkets lining
was not known.
3:30-3:45 p.m.) early in March
iiivay as "communicator." First ToCBS-TV spokesmen declined comOther radio-TV developments on and also will appear in 13 telement on their own progress. NBC
casts between March and the elec^jflay
sponsor
is theInc.,
Kiplinger
the political
front last week inngton
Agency
which Washstarts
tions in November, in addition to
clude :
that by convention time —
/,oday (Monday) to sponsor the estimated
July 7 for the Republicans, July
serving
as part of the NBC news
% NBC announced Thursday
i,S: 15-8:20 a.m. Monday period for 21 for the Democrats — there
staff covering the conventions. His
that it had signed Elmo Roper,
l^its magazine, Changing Times. The
would be a total of 60 interconpublic opinion analyst who has weekly CBS Radio program. Where
nected markets.
the People Stand, was slated to
^jirm will support its television adbeen conducting a weekly program
r^^ertising with a large-scale adveron CBS Radio, for a series of terminate yesterday (Sunday).
Sponsors Set For Two
;|;ising and promotion campaign.
Overall Executive Committee
NBC and CBS remained the only broadcasts and telecasts during the
Agency for Kiplinger is Albert
The TV networks' overall execunetworks with convention spon- election campaign and for exclusive rights to the services of his
jj^rank-Guenther Law, New York,
tive committee on pooling arrangesors signed on the dotted line —
ij The other advertiser signed last
ments consists of the men in charge
Philco Corp. for NBC Radio and research organization for 1952.
of TV coverage of the convention
TV, and Westinghouse Electric
■flweek to participate in sponsorship
% The
TV
network's
pool
committee was at work on the difficult for each of the four networks :
''^■■)f Today is the Kenwill Corp. of Corp. for CBS Radio and TV—
details of pooled coverage, which
but ABC radio and television,
''Cleveland, Ohio, makers of MagiSig Mickelson, CBS-TV director
will include all pickups from the of news and public affairs, who is
;'<;oter Paintroller, a device for the DuMont Television Network,
convention floor, and industry chairman; William R. McAndrew,
and Mutual radio network all were
iji^preading paint on surfaces with
leaders were preparing to report NBC-TV director of public affairs;
use of a roller. Kenwill Corp.,
searching and appeared hopeful
i^ike the Kiplinger Agency, will that they, too, would be successful
John Madigan, ABC-TV director
to the Republican Convention Committee when it meets at San of news and special events, and
jj sponsor a five-minute segment once
in finding sponsors.
Francisco late this week.
Les Arries Jr., of the DuMont proWestinghouse, which originally
J^i week, probably on Wednesdays or
iliFhursdays, starting the week of signed for CBS Radio sponsorship
gramming department.
# CBS-TV reported it had
Subcommittees
which have been
under the network's Selective completed the blue-printing of
,.i''eb. 18. The agency on the Ken(Continued
on
page 90)
technical
operations
for
its
own
Facilities Plan, picking radio sta■ vill Corp. account is W. Earl BothJanuary 14, 1952 • Pase 27
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1

membership; refined definition of!
"network"
to exclude regional,!
area, transcription, tape or film I
networks.
i
Because of the by-laws changes, I
the director-at-large elected to rep- ]
resent small stations will serve i
automatically until the actual termi
begins at the Chicago convention in ]
April, it was stated at NARTB
headquarters. Term of Patt McDonald, formerly of WHHM Memphis and now at WNOE New Orleans, is vacant. On the other hand
Michael R. Hanna, WHCU-FM
Ithaca, N. Y., who was elected last
November to the term vacated by
Frank Fletcher when he sold his
interest in WARL-FM ArliTigton,
Va., must run for re-election. |
Members Eligible
Present board members eligible]
for re-election in even-numberedi
districts are William A. Fay,:
WHAM Rochester, District 2; Harold Essex, WSJS Winston-Salem,!
N. C, District 4; Harold Wheela-s
han, WSMB New Orleans, District!
6; Richard M. Fairbanks, WIBCi
Indianapolis, District 8; Jack Todd,,
KAKE Wichita, District 12; Wil-i
liam C. Grove, KFBC Cheyenne,
Wyo., District 14.
William B. Quarton, WMT Cedar,
Rapids, Iowa, District 10, and Cain
vin J. Smith, KFAC Los AngeleS;District 16, are ineligible to run foi,
re-election under a by-laws clausq
limiting board service to two con^i
secutive terms.
I
James D. Shouse, WLW Cincin-|
nati, is ineligible to succeed himself-,
as director-at-large for large stations. A. D. Willard Jr., WGAC
Augusta, Ga., is eligible to run for;
re-election as director-at-large for
medium stations.

. 21
dominations Due Jan
ARD
O
B
B
RT
NA
and two for FM stations. This
made in the dues structure. StartBy J. FRANK BEATTY
makes a total of 17 district and
RADIO members of NARTB are
ing April 1, when Broadcast
Advertising Bureau becomes comat-large directors. Past limits
nominating- board members to fill eight
pletely divorced from NARTB, asupcomingvacancies
in director
even-num-in were 25 radio and 14 TV directors.
sociation dues will range from
bered districts
and one
Networks are permitted to ap$10.50 a month for stations under
point their own directors under the
each at-large category. Nominat$25,000 annual income to $420 for
changed by-laws. If NBC and MBS
ing ballots were mailed last week.
name board members, there will be stations over $3 million. Until ApNominations are due at NARTB
ril 1, the dues range upward from
a total of 27 representing radio.
headquarters Jan. 21, with election
$15 a month, with 30% going to
TV networks are no longer limited
ballots to be mailed Jan. 28, returnto a total of four directors.
BAB, or the station could accept a
able by mid-February.
30% discount in lieu of BAB memRequirements goveining election
NARTB radio members voted
bership.
of directors have been changed as a
overwhelmingly last week in favor
result of the membership vote. In
BAB's dues are half the highest
of giving national networks reprethe future all elections of directors
hourly rate per month.
sentation on the board of directors.
will be conducted by mail. In the ' TV stations pay NARTB a
It was understood only a few votes
past the district directors have had
monthly fee of highest five-minute
were cast against an amendment
a choice of balloting by mail or at or half the 15-minute rate, whichto the by-laws, adopted along- with
meetings.
ever is lower, as of Oct. 1, 1951.
eight other changes.
This is effective to Oct. 1, 1952.
For the last several years, the naNomination Calls for One
After that time TV stations will
tional radio networks . have not
pay on the basis of the April, 1952
Election of directors-at-large
been permitted board membership,
rate card effective to March 31,
a ban originally proposed by the hereafter will specify the nomina1953.
tion of one person, rather than
networks themselves. They have
Radio networks will pay NARTB
two,
on
each
member
ballot.
One
participated in NARTB as associate members.
of the two at-large directors in $5,000 a year in dues. The rate for
TV networks is $1,200 a year.
each category is elected each year
NBC and MBS are radio memfor a two-year term.
bers of - the association. CBS and
A new dues plan will be subABC are not members.
mitted to the board at its Feb. 13No person may be elected or appointed to serve on the board as a 15 meeting to be held at Lost ValTotal board membership is now
ley Ranch, San Antonio. It is to
representative of more than one
limited to 48 as a result of the reclassification under the revised by- contain provision for multiplevised by-laws — 30 radio and 18 TV
station groups.
laws, and no organization may have
directors. The radio board commore
than
one
representative
on
Other changes in the by-laws, apprises one director from each disproved last week by the membertrict plus two directors-at-large for the board.
large, medium and small stations
ship, give the secretary-treasurer
If a director's status changes
during his term, making him in- the right to set aside the 90-day
resignation notice, for good cause,
eligible to serve, the secretaryNEW
RCA SERIES
with full report on such waiver to
treasurer is autharized to notify
the board and conduct an election
be made to the board; adds a
DeHaven and Fisher Signed
to fill the vacancy.
phrase,
previously omitted by erVOCALISTS Gloria De Haven and
NARTB must give 90 days notice
ror, giving the board authority to
Eddie Fisher will be teamed to- in the future before a change is pass on applications for associate
gether in a new transcribed radio
show with musical support from
Hugo Winterhalter and his orchestra when RCA Recorded Program Services releases a new Thesaurus library series in late Februpariso
Comvolume
Urgi
ary.
A CHALLENGE to advertisers
to
and ng
the sales
are n
out
Ryan Says, dio
Sf£LS^
To be called Date in Hollywood,
other
media."
there
waiting
for
the
resourceful
Mr. Ryan said advertisers' and
check the "cash register results"
advertiser who offers a good prothe 15-minute program will have
broadcasters' attitude about radio
of radio advertising against those
a variety format, built around a of any other medium in an equalgram and takes the trouble t(
has changed from near-hysteria
musical date and set in the motion
check his sales per dollar spent ir
investment test was sounded by last spring to one of renewed recpicture capital city. Signing of the BAB President William B. Ryan
advertising," he declared.
ognition that radio is still "the meprincipals was announced Thursdium offering the greatest circulaMany advertisers, he said, havi
and
Vice
President
Kevin
Sweeney
day.
"lost their balance, their sense ol
tion
at
the
lowest
cost."
Date in Hollywood was identi- last Thursday in addresses before
proportion" with respect to TV
He emphasized that "radio does
the Radio Executives Club of New
fied as one of the most expensive
not belong in the same pigeonhole
"TV is a fine, expensive, FortuneThesaurus library features to date York.
with TV" and that "the intellimagazine
type of medium ■— foi
in terms of talent and production
"While competing with all major
gent advertiser" will "use or reject products that profit most by show:
costs. Spokesmen said it was
radio on its merits without restricting a picture of the product in use
media," Mr. Ryan said, "one of our
planned in keeping with current
or by demonstration. It has littU
ing his choice of it by comparison
main targets is TV — that overto recommend it in comparisor
with TV to any greater extent than
RCA Thesaurus policy of assemblown, expensive, unmeasured 'mowith radio for products that do not
bling big-name productions, devies at home' medium." He said comparison of TV with newspapers,
sell best through demonstration oi
signed to earn talent fees as well radio would beat television 2-to-l,
magazines, or any other medium
as time charges for local station in a point-of-sale test of the type
that claims the time of people at
subscribers.
Advertisers Invited |
conducted by Advertising Research
home or outside the home."
Company officials said they exMr. Ryan charged that the Assn.
Bureau Inc., "or I will forever
of National Advertisers, whose
pressly sought an established moMr. Ryan's invitation to adver-|
tion picture figure, a popular re- hold my peace."
tisers to test radio's effectiveness
studies of radio values in TV marSweeney Outlines Results
cording artist, and a well known
picture."TV's was directed especial- '
kets preceded radio network rate
against
ly to major
package goods manu
recording orchestra for its new secuts earlier this year, had proMr. Sweeney, who outlined remaking nationally adver
ries. Miss De Haven has appeared
sults of the ARBI radio-vs-newspaceeded "coercively ... to force rate facturers
per tests which BAB collected in reductions on netwoz-ks and sta- tised brands in the food and dru^
in pictures for 20th Century-Fox,
field — and, he added, to watch man
RKO, and MGM, and Mr. Fisher,
its "count your customers" presenufacturers.
who records for RCA Victor, was
tation, stressed that the measure of
Striking out at reliance on pro"For example," he said, "hert
gram ratings as a measure of cirany medium's effectiveness is its
chosen as one of the top two "newis Bulova, the time-honored radii
culation, he called upon advertisers
selling power and said BAB will
er male vocalists" in Billboard
advertiser, making the horribU
undertake to help finance tests for
totions."
check the "results" of their mistake
magazine's 1951 disc jockey poll. national
of being taken in by tele
advertising.
advertisers
who
want
to
be
Mr. Winterhalter's
(Continued on page 79)
ords for RCA Victor.group also rec- convinced "that radio can outsell
"The circulation potential in raBROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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mmiALS
By JOHN OSBON
jboVERNMENT authorities took
a cold, calculating look last week
lat "Mobilization — '52" and came up
v^ith a familiar forecast — continu- ing shortages
for the
radio-TV set makers
and nation's
commercial
Ibroadcasters.
The hard facts that pointed up
IP new "pinch" on critical metals
■ifor set production and station conTStruction were these:
9 Production officials predicted
an approximate 10 '^"'c cutback on
output of civilian goods beginning
April 1, though conservation practices may well cut this margin on
, set products.
% Thereforwillnewbe "virtually"
materials
industrial no
or

'Pinch'

Seen

During

'52

Washington attorney and former
(Broadcasters are classified as industrial.)
manager of the War Production
• Broadcasters who received allotBoard, had been serving as NPA
ments in the first quarter will be aldeputy administrator.
located sufficient materials to comConstruction is nearing a virtual
plete their projects, providing copper,
impasse on the basis of facts unaluminum and steel are available
folded to an industry advisory
after military needs are met.
group by NPA last Wednesday.
• Broadcasters still may self-authorize certain quantities of these
This picture emerges for broadcasters who are currently involved
materials on minor projects — those
in construction, remodeling or which would require less than 25 tons
of steel, 2,000 pounds of copper and
alteration projects :
1,000 pounds of copper in any one
• Demands for materials by miliquarter.
tary and defense-supporting pro• A plan is now under study
grams will virtually preclude the whereby broadcasters and other apstart of any new industrial or complicants could receive construction
mercial construction after April 1. permits looking toward material al-

■ commercial construction during the
second quarter — that is, no author-ization for projects not already
: .underway.
- Outlook for electronics in '52
■brings with it a realignment of
" top posts within both the Defense
Production Administration and National Production Authority. E. T.
: Morris Jr. returns Feb. 1 to West• inghouse Electric Corp., Baltimore,
where he is assistant to Walter
- Evans, Westinghouse vice president, as manager of the company's
Electronics and X-Ray Division.
Mr. Morris has been serving as
; chairman of DPA's "super" Elecr tronics Production Board since last
[ April and also doubled as chief of
COL. B. J. PALMER (second from left), owner of WHO-AM-FM Des Moines
'NPA's Electi-onics Products Divih sion, succeeding John Daley last and WOC-AM-FM-TV Davenport, was host to a group of friends at his winter
home in Sarasota, Fla. Strolling on lawn are (I to r) Mark Woods, board chairsummer. Donald Parris is deputy
man. Woods & Warwick, New York; Col. Palmer; John Browning, general
assistant to Mr. Morris. The board
manager, WSPB Sarasota, and Niles Trammeil, NBC board chairman.
"is charged with evaluating military
and civilian electronic requirements
and assuring flow of equipment,
f J. A. Milling, on leave from RCA
BAB-NRDGA
'where
vice president
chargeto RETAIL
RADIO
of RCAhe isService
Co., is in
slated
succeed Mr. Morris in both capaciWINNERS in the annual retail to stores for special achievements
i'ties. Mr. Milling
in spot saturation and saturation
radio program contest, co-sponI currently is direccoverage for seasonal promotions,
sored by Broadcast Advertising
Bureau and National Retail Dry in addition to the regular retailerr.;tor of NPA's End
{ Equipment ProdGoods Assn., were announced at sponsored radio programs.
; uct Division, a
Other winners in the 15 catethe 40th annual NRDGA conven^ position which he
tion in New York last Wednesday.
gories were:
['assumed Jan. 29,
Special award for comprehensive
Grand award, presented by John
I'1950. A veteran
F. Hardesty, BAB director of local use of radio: Bigelow's, James|*of 22 years with
town, N. Y., for Breakfast With
promotion, when he announced all
i'HCA, he had
Bigelow's
and Morning Extra over
winners,
went
to
Schuneman's
Inc.,
''headed service
WJTN Jamestown.
St. Paul, Minn., for its Red Rooster
^operations since
Mr. Milling
series over WDGY Minneapolis.
Shows for Family
'1948 after work
The program also won a special
For
programs
directed to a gen['on small sets, tube and other opereral family audience, by large
award for outstanding radio coj'ational divisions. No replacement
ordination with other media.
stores: Burdine's, Miami, Fla., for
i'for Mr. Milling's present NPA post
[Editor's Note: For details see "The Sunday Symphony on WVCG Coral
I has been indicated, though his sucRooster
That
Laid
the
Golden
Egg,"
featured In BROADCASTING • TELE- Gables, Fla., first prize; Joske's of
'cesser will come from industry.
CASTING, Nov. 5, 1951.]
Texas, San Antonio, for Matinee
Mr. Milling expects to assume
"This year's contest showed con- Masterpieces on KTSA San Antohis duties for a six-month tenure
clusively that retailers are using
after which he plans to return to
nio, second prize. Small store win1 RCA. He is credited with helping radio advertising as a direct sales
ners were Bigelow's for Breakfast
producing promotion tool, instead
fset up RCA installation and TV
With Bigelow's (WJTN), first
Philips, Omaha, Neb., for
a purely
institutionalmanager
medium,"of prize;
*' repair operations throughout the of
Howard
P. Abrahams,
Good Morning From Philips on
f country.
NRDGA Sales Promotion Division,
KOIL Omaha, second prize, and
Another major change last week
said. "In every case, the entries
involved the appointment of Henry
Pomeroy's, Pottsville, Pa., for Pomeroy Family Hour over WPAM
H. Fowler, who was sworn in last were documented by a complete
statement
of
results
obtained
from
Pottsville.
Tuesday as NPA administrator.
He succeeds Manly Fleischmann, the radio programs submitted."
For programs beamed to a womFor the first time judges decided
who will devote full time as adminen's audience by large stores: Sibley Lindsay & Curr, Rochester,
; istrator of DPA. Mr. Fowler, a this year to make additional awards
iiBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

locations in subsequent quarters.
Such a system, NPA felt, would enable applicants to proceed with
planning, engineering, purchase of
property and other preliminary tasks.
Authorities have discounted reports that shortages of steel
towers and transmitters might beset TV applicants once FCC has
thawed the television freeze. Sufficient transmitters are in stock to
accommodate any CPs authorized
by the Commission, they claim.
The facts of electronic life were
outlined on various levels — at a
trade press conference called by
DPA and NPA and on Capitol Hill
where the Joint Senate-House
"Watchdog" Committee held hearings on the preparedness program.
Trade press editors were given
a preview of the '52 mobilization
program Friday, with stress on
electronics output, materials putlook, prospects for civilian goods
production and plant expansion.
Speakers
and
Milling.were Messrs. Morris
Mr. Fleischmann told the
joint Congressional group, headed
by Sen. Burnet Maybank (D-S. C),
that increased military requirements— chiefly for military and
atomic energy projects — require
further cutbacks in consumer durables and construction. The "price"
of mobilization, he said, is temporary civilian unemployment and
other dislocation. Defense Mobilizer Charles E. Wilson also appeared, elaborating on his fourthquarter report to the President.
Second-quarter allocation quotas
were to be released momentarily
by The
DPA.radio-TV set manufacturing
industry has sustained cutbacks
(Conthmed on page 78)

List

Award

Winners

N. Y., for Tower Clock Time over
WHAM Rochester, first prize; Burdine's, for Fashions in Music via
WVCG. Small store winners were
Wyman's, South Bend, Ind., for
The Time, The Place, The Tune on
WSBT South Bend, first prize;
Linn & Scruggs, Decatur, 111., for
Something to Talk About over
WDZ Decatur, second prize.
Teen-age audience programs,
sponsored by large stores : Milwaukee Boston Store, Milwaukee,
for High School Disc Jockey Review on WE MP Milwaukee, first
prize; Burdine's for Teen-Age
Fashions in Music on WVCG, second prize. First prize in the small
stores division went to Condon's
Dept. Stores, Charleston, S. C, for
Teen Time via WCSC Charleston.
Children's programs sponsored
by large stores: Grand award to
Sage Allen, Hartford, Conn., for
Kiddie Corner on WCCC Hartford.
Farm audience programs by
large stores: Grand award to
Joske's of Texas for Farm and
Ranch Journal on KTSA.
Spot saturation campaigns, by
(Coyitinued on page 78)
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Hundreds of the country's finest stations announce with pride "THIS
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Associated Press . . . constantly on the job with
• a news report of 1,000,000
words every 24 hours.
• leased news wires of 350,000
miles in the U.S. alone.
• exclusive state-by-state news
circuits.
• 100 news bureaus in the U.S.
• offices throughout the world.
• staff of 7,200 augmented by
member stations and newspapers ., . more than 100,000
daily. and women contributing
men

When the tallies are taken, AP
news PROVES its magnetic PULL!
Figures like 82% more listeners
. . . 100% sell-out . . . mean
stable, substantial results. AP's
swift, factual, accurate news coverage delivers bigger audiences
. . . eager to tune to today's vital
news
. . . receptive to sponsor's
message.
For full details on how you can
profit with AP news . . . WRITE

R A DJ
THE

0
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50 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N.Y.
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MEDIA

BATTLE
SDX

Program: The People Act, CBS
Radio, Sunday, 10:05-10:30 p.m.
(Reviewed Jan. 6).
Produced
Workshop. by Television-Radio
Producer-Writer: Irving Gitlin.
Director of Television - Radio
Workshop: Robert Saudek.
Field Reporters: David Moore,
Av Westin.
Narrator: Robert Trout.
Cast: People of Gary, Ind.
THE PEOPLE ACT, the new radio
documentaiy series of the Ford
Foundation's Television - Radio
Workshop, could not have been
brought to the air at a more timely
moment. What with scandalous
goings-on in Washington and with
the past year's disclosures by the
Kefauver committee, it has become
easy for the citizen to believe that
he has lost all measurable control
over his government. The People
Act resoundingly proves otherwise.
The first broadcast of the new
series described the clean-up of
Gary, Ind., which, before enraged
housewives banded together to
drive the rascals out, was as corrupt a city as ever existed in Rudolph Halley's wildest dreams.
Beyond emphasizing the awful
power of aroused womanhood — a
condition already well known to
most husbands — the first installment of this series graphically
demonstrated the fundamental
truth that democratic government
remains democratic only as long as
the electorate sees that it does.
At this turbulent period of the
nation's political history, this point
cannot be too strongly made, and
the Television-Radio Workshop is
performing a useful public service
in making it.
The technique of radio presentation of the Gary story was not
unique. It was told in the wellestablished documentary form, a
narration by Robert Trout binding
together a well-edited series of
tape recordings of voices of people
who were actually involved in the
Gary case. Whatever it lacked in
originality of concept, however, the
program more than overcame in
professional polish. If the other
programs in this projected 26-week
series are produced as skillfully as
the first, the Television-Radio
Workshop ought to acquire a significant audience and, more importantly, make a vital contribution
to the political life of the U. S.
MY FRIEND IRMA has been
transported from radio and films
to television, encumbered by so
many exhausted gags and worn-out
situations that it is a wonder the
backs of the entire company were
not broken in the portage.
Irma on radio has at times attained alevel of beguiling comedy.
In its television debut it never rose
above the low watermark of B moPage 32
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Program: My Friend Irma, CBS
Television, Tuesday, 10:30-11
p.m. (Reviewed Jan. 8).
Sponsor: R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
Co. (Cavalier cigarettes).
Agency: Wm. Esty Co.
Supervising Producer: Cy
Howard.
Producer - Director: Richard
Whorf.
Writers: Cy Howard, Frank
Galen.
Musical Director: Lud Gluskin.
Cast: Marie Wilson, Cathy Lewis,
Sig Arno, Hal March, Brooks
West, Gloria Gordon, Margaret
Dumont, Don McBride.
vie farce. Historians who are academically interested in early Hollywood may find the 10:30-11 p.m.
Tuesday period on CBS Television
rewarding. For anyone else, however, the time could be spent more
amusingly by staring at the wall.
Sample joke:
Jane (Irma's friend) : He was
born with a silver spoon in his
mouth.
Irma: Gee, the doctor must have
been surprised.
Another:
Mrs. O'Reilly: Mark my words,
one
hand. day you'll be asking for my
Professor Kropotkin : Your
hand's all right. It's what attached
to it I don't like.
The central situation in the first
program of this series was built
around Irma's kindly but addled arrangement of a meeting between
Jane and the blue-blood mother of
Jane's fiance. Irma also invited the
rabble of her ordinary friends.
What ensued was utterly predictable since it has all been done before, to the letter, a thousand
times.
The trouble with the television
version of /rma is that it is not
television. It is pure Hollywood
movie and mediocre movie at that.
Marie Wilson, as Irma, and Cathy
Lewis, as Jane, performed as creditably as could be expected. They
and others in the cast were in desscript. perate need of an imaginative

Urged to 'Borrow'
SALESPress
TECHNIQUES
used by
radio and TV should be "borrowed"
by the newspaper industry to gain
more advertising and to offset rising costs. This was the analysis
of Pierre Martineau of the Chicago
Tribune's research division as he
spoke Monday at the annual sales
conference of the advertising department of the Minneapolis Star
and Tribune in that city.
Because "circulation prices have
been pushed about as high as they
can go," the newspaper publisher
has only one possible source of
additional revenue, and that is
advertising, the speaker said. Suggesting that newspapers adopt a
creative, shirt-sleeve approach to
selling, he told his audience the
total amount spent in 1951 for
time and talent on television in
Chicago "was about $29 million."
He described this sum as "far, far
more than the total revenue of any
Chicago newspaper except the
In the final analysis, Mr. MarTribune."tineau believes "TV's spectacular
growth will prove a healthy thing
for us in the newspaper field if it
emphasizes the value of creative
Among his suggestions for "the
selling."
1952 blueprint for newspapers"
was the sale of "adequacy and continuity." Radio and TV have "sold
their time in cycles of 13 weeks
with a discount system to encourage higher frequency. They
have forced the advertiser to get
better
results."
Another
recommendation, patterned after the broadcast media
approach, was "Let's think big.
When
present
our toplans,
ask for weenough
money
do a let's
real
job. If some account's TV expenditures make you gasp, just ask yourself if you ever asked for that

WFDF CONTROL
much."
Soughtby WFBM Inc.
ACQUISITION of control of
WFDF Flint, Mich., by WFBM
Inc. through the purchase of 1,500 shares of stock of licensee
Trebit Corp. for $150,000 was revealed last week when an application for FCC approval was filed.
WFBM Inc. (Harry Bitner and
family) already owns half of
WFDF. Other half is being sold
by Arthur R. Treanor, former
Michigan publisher and NPA newsprint official. Mr. Treanor declared
in the FCC application that he
was desirous of establishing a new
business outside the field of radio.
In addition to WFBM-AM-TV
Indianapolis, the Bitners recently
bought WLAV-TV Grand Rapids
for $1,380,000 from Leonard Versluis, changed its call to WOODTV as companion to their AM station there [B»T, Sept. 24, 1951].
The Bitners also own WEOA
Evansville, Ind.
WFDF operates on 910 kc with
1 kw directional. It is an ABC affiliate.

AWARDS
Feb. 8 Is Deadline
SIGMA DELTA CHI, professional
journalistic fraternity, has called
for nominations looking toward
1952 awards for distinguished
achievements in journalism in the
past year. Deadline on nominations is Feb. 8, according to Victor
E. Bluedorn, SDX executive director, who made the announcement.
All awards, save three for public service in each of the newspaper, radio and magazine journalism fields, are offered to individuals
on the basis of work published or
broadcast from Jan. 1 to Det. 31,
1951. Thirteen fields are covered,
with bronze medallions and certificates offered to the winners.
Among the awards are those
presented for excellence in radio
news writing and radio or TV reporting. The public service awards
are made either to a radio network
or station in the broadcast field.
Nominations must be accompanied by clippings, manuscript
or recording with name of author,
publication or radio station and
date of broadcast or publication.
A statement, revealing the circumstances under which the assignment was fulfilled, should accompany the nomination. They should
be addressed to Sigma Delta Chi
Awards in Journalism, 35 E.
Wacker Dr., Chicago 1, 111.
Brief description of radio awards
follows :
Radio or TV
Reporting
— "For
distinguished
example
of spot
newsa

reporting for radio or television."
Radio News Writing — "For a distinguished example of a radio newsor commentator's
work."
Public caster's
Service
in Radio Journalism
— "For an outstanding example of
public service by an individual radio
station or network through radio
Other fields covered by the SDX
awards
journalism."are: General reporting,
editorial writing, editorial cartooning, Washington correspondence,
foreign correspondence, news picture, magazine reporting and research about journalism.

MARS INC. AD PLANS
To Continue Radio, TV
MARS, Inc., Chicago candy bar

manufacturer,
TV and radio will
in itscontinue
"steppedusing"
up
selling drive" this year, according
to sales and advertising vice president, Victor H. Gies.
Super Circus will be carried on
52 ABC-TV stations by Milky Way
bars from Feb. 3 (Sunday, 4:305 p.m. CST segment) and People
Are Funny on CBS Radio is now
being aired weekly instead of on
an alternate week basis.
Mars' 77-city radio spot campaign for the Family Choice packages continues on its current schedule of two-a-day, five days weekly
Relay Quiz shows. Three Musketeers and Snickers sponsor two segments of Howdy Doody on 46 NBCTV stations. Agency, Leo Burnett
Co., Chicago.
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Buyers

Radio

SPOT

IS

and

RADIO

PERFECT

INTERESTED

BUY

IF

THE

IN

HERE is your opportunity to buy six
months of spot announcements on the
highest rated audience radio program in the
middle-west — in the broadcasts of the St.
Louis Cardinal baseball games over a network of more than 90 stations in ten midwest states.
You can buy only one spot a game or up
to five spots and on stations of your choice.
The program carries an almost unbelievable
high audience rating. In fact, surveys show
that these Cardinal games with Harry Caray
and Gus Mancuso as the announcers have a
larger audience than all network and independent stations combined in most markets

YOU

THAT

ARE

MIDDLE-WEST

where all networks can be heard. Unlike
most major league baseball areas, television
of games is very infrequent. In 1951 only
6 Cardinal and Brown games were telecast
in St. Louis. These exclusive radio broadcasts are therefore the only way millions of
loyal Cardinal fans can follow, day-by-day,
the team which they traditionally and overwhelmingly support.
We shall be pleased to give you all the
facts on request. You can buy what you desire through your own agency or from any
station or its representative. Write or wire
your list of stations, rates and data you desire.

Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc. handles the broadcasts of the Cardinal
games for one of our clients and our only interest is clearing this
information for our client and the stations on the network to those
interested in maximum coverage at minimum costs.

RUTHRAUFF

&

812 OLIVE

iiB ROADCASTING
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Majestic Adv
17,416
Charles W. Hoyt Co.
13,043
Batten, Barton, Durstine &
Osborn
12,966
Honig Cooper Co.
11,928
Alvin Wilder Adv. Co.
7,332
Schwimmer & Scott
5,105
Quality Bakers of America
Cooperative
3,460
Borland Inc
2,618
Walter McCreery Inc.
1,554
Erwin Wasey Co. of Canada 1,375
TOTAL :
33,242,182

$4.6
Inc.
Buick Motor Sales Cen
107,282
GENERAL MILLS led all ABC
ls Spends 1,713,293
Mil
ero/Maxon
Good S
News Back to the Bible 104,016
Lennen
& Mitchell
1,495,217
GROS
'51 according
sponsors
ABC in 1951 billings,
Lutheran Laymans League 99,770 Hutchins Adv. Co
1,469,649
Hazel Bishop
91,323 Kudner Agency
1,310,036
to an analysis by the network, the Norwick
Pharmacal Co
82,405 Roy S. Durstine Inc
1,271,024
SyUania
82,283 Knox Reeves Adv. Inc
1,008,044
fig-ure totaling $4,612,376. Ranking
69,102 Leo Burnett Co.
986,291
second was Sterling Drug Co. with Ben Hur Products
Adam
Hat
Stores
56,920
Warwick
&
Legler
923,771
$2,707,239 in billings.
Botany Mills
48,333 Young & Rubicam
884,199
Graystone
Corp.
44,692
ROLLINS
PLANS
Kenyon
&
Eckhardt
881,616
ABC's review of 1951 sponsorAmerican Van
42,164 R. H. Alber Co.
789,544
ship shows Swift & Co., Philip North
Club Aluminum Products Co. 41,924 William Esty Co.
683,107
Weighed at Sales Meeting
41,360 Tatham Laird Inc
Morris & Co., P. Lorillard Co., Simon & Schuster
668,390
Wave
38,646 Kastor, Farrell, Chesley &
Philco Corp. and Serutan Inc. in Shadow
CURRENT
activities and plans
American Medical Assn
36,837
Clifford
649,721
the million dollar class.
Pontiac Division
34,000 Robert W. Orr & Assoc
599,941 of Rollins Broadcasting Inc. staDulaney Co.
31,980 Walter F. Bennett Co
524,238
tions were appraised at a sales
Chief product group was food, National
Optic
29,364 William H. Weintraub Co. 485,101
28,755 Grant Adv. Inc.
480,670 management conference held the
totaling $9,565,175. This figure M.J.B. Co.
Metals
27,857 Calkins, Holden, Carlock, Mcwas more than double that of the Reynolds
weekend of Jan. 5 at Rehoboth,
W. Stove
26,569
& Smith
410,269 Del., executive offices of Rollins
24,620 N. Clinton
tobacco class, which billed $4,409,- Peter Paul Co.
W.
Ayer
&
Son
386,202
First Methodist Church
22,740 Compton Adv. Inc.
670. Best month of the year was
384,803 Enterprises.
Vitamin Corp. of America 19,160 Doherty,
Clifford & Shenfield 384,602
The radio meeting was conDecember, according to an esti- Institute of Religious Science 19,015 Turner Adv.
Agency
377,568
American Soul Clinic
17,972 Grey Adv. Agency
ducted by 0. Wayne Rollins, vice
mate for the period.
371,767
Le Blanc Corp
17,416
& Ryan
347,043 president of the radio division, asDetailed data follow :
Westinghouse
14,231 Pedlar
McManus, John & Adams
331,882
Stanley Home Town Choir . . 13,045 Western
sisted by Madalyn Copley, secreAdv. Agency
238,761
12,966 Federal Adv.
AM Gross Network Time Sales Wildroot
Agency
237,036
tary, and Shirley Powell, director
Dr. Hiss Clinic
11,928 Mathisson & Assoc
185,819
MONTH
1951
1950
Doubledav Co
10,748 Tucker Wayne & Co
146,020 of public relations. Rollins staAssn.
8,054 Ruber, Hoge & Sons
January
$ 3,132,359
S 3,454,221 Book
144,183
tions' officials who participated
Body Div. of G. M
7,842 Ted
Bates & Co
142,880
February
2,694,998 3,147,208 Fisher
Sealy Mattress Co
7,332 Henri, Hurst & McDonald 141,738 were Manager Jim Mayes and AsMarch
2,868,970 3,454,338 Homecraft
5,872 McCann-Erickson Inc
129,273
April
2,969.864 3,115,897
sistant Manager Tom Harrell of
Publishing
5,640
May
2,961,018 3.242,000 Parker
M. Camp
121,988 WFAI Fayetteville, N. C; ManCorp
5,280 J.
June
2.586,204 2,880,220 Glorian
Gardner
Adv.
Co
118,474
Puritan Co. of America
5.105
Butterfleld Adv
111,911
ager Wendell Siler and Assistant
July
2.256,155 2,255,647
Lager Brewing Co. . 4,576 Walton
Gotham Adv. Co.
99.770 Manager Lee Mills of WRAD
August -. . . 2,184,067
2,249,885 Luckv
Quality Bakers
3,460 Milton Weintraub Adv.
September 2,156,902
, 2,416,631 Airways
Inc
2,618
October 3,130,277 3,009,205 Acousticon
Agency
92,161 Radford, Va. ; and Assistant Man1,554 Raymond
November 3,133,749 2,973,103 McCall Frontenac Oil Co
Spector Co
91,323
ager Norman Glenn of WJWL
1,375 Benton
& Bowles
88,351
December* 3,167,619 2,926,270 Arden Farms
700 Mogge-Privett
Inc.
69,102 Georgetown, Del.
California
Teachers
Assn.
.
340
TOTAL
$33,242,182 $35,124,625 F. Scully
Staulfer, Colwell &
320 Su'livan,
Discussion of the company's exBayles
53,295
* Estimated
pansion program include plans for
Albert
J.
Silberstein-Bert
TOTAL
33,242,182
Goldsmith
48,333 WRAP, now under construction at
By Product Classifications
Joseph Castor & Assoc
42,164 Norfolk, Va., and a pending apCampaigns Inc.
36,837
Food and Food Products 9,565,175
Foote, Cone & Belding
31,980
for a new Roanoke, Va.,
By Agencies
Cigars, Cigarettes & Tobacco 4,409.670 Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
Buchanan
&
Co.
27,857 station onplication570
5,930,627
kc. Other subjects
Drugs & Toilet Goods
7,207,177
Cecil & Presbrey
2,585,120 Brooks Adv. Agency
26,569
Religion
1,793,319 J. Walter Thompson Co
2,386,810
Raymond
R.
Morgan
Co
19,015
included
personnel,
promotion, proRadios, Ref., Electrical Ap- pliances 1.610,149
gramming, merchandising, sales,
Automobiles, Trucks & Acc. 1,370,132
management, and operations.
Four Promotions
Insurance and Personal Loans 1,334,040
The radio session was part of
Confections
1,307,015
Laundry Soap and Cleaners 1,228,515 WBT
Announced
an
over-all conference involving
EXPANSlUN
Household Furnishings &
all Rollins divisions. John W.
Acc
874,054
Beverages
840,117 FOUR MAJOR promotions were announced late last week by Joseph M.
Rollins, president of John W. RolClothing & Dry Goods
499,875 Bryan, president, Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Co., licensee of WBTPoliticals
480,670
lins & Assoc., a management servAM-FM and WBTV (TV) Charlotte, N. C.
Lubricants, Petroleum Proice for all Rollins enterprises,
ducts & Fuel
239,161
Charles H. Crutchfield, vice president, has been named senior vice
presided over the joint meetings.
Publications
222,405
Jewelry and Accessories
. 121,861 president and will continue as gen- *—
Miscellaneous
94,065
manager.
shows last Sept. 30, it has become
Transportation & Travel 44,782 eralLarry
Walker, secretary, has increasingly obvious that realignPULSE INACCURATE?
TOTAL
33,242,182 been appointed vice president and
ment of our staff was inevitable."
L. A. Ad Paper Asks
secretary and will continue as asMr. Bryan added, "The new apBy Advertisers
sistant geneial manager.
pointments are designed to effect
AFTER
reviewing results of a
General Mills
4,612,376
J. Robert Covington, who has further specialization of our TV
Sterling Drug Co
2,707,239
special
analysis
of audience reand radio staffs and at the same
Swift & Co.
2,386,810
as promotion mansearch firms. Media Agencies
Philip Morris & Co
2,231,345 been serving
time
to
provide
better
operational
ager, has become assistant vice
Clients, a Los Angeles weekly adP. Lorillard Co
1.495.217
Philco Corp
1,469,649 president in charge of sales and control at the top."
vertising trade paper, criticized
Serutan Inc
1,188,740
Commenting on the promotions,
the results obtained by The Pulse
Mars Inc.
944,366 promotion.
Kenneth I. Tredwell Jr., program
Heinz
942,795
Mr. Crutchfield said, "It is a source
Inc. The special analysis was made
Equitable Life Insurance 923,771 director, has been elected assistant
of great pride to me to implement
Gospel Broadcasting Co
789,544
by Tele-Que at the request of MAC.
Gillette Razor Co
745,876 vice president in charge of pro- the company's action in advancing
Firms which were judged by'
Procter & Gamble
731.846
these three men from within our
grams and public relations.
MAC to be most reliable are TeleR. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. 683,107
organization.
General Foods
667,338
"The
new
appointments,"
exQue,
Hooperatings, Videodex and
Blatz Brewing Co
649,721
"All are men of experience. Their
American Research Bureau. Speplained Mr. Bryan, "arise from the
William R. Warner
611,260 current expansion
and future plans new responsibilities reflect both
Bristol Myers Co
607,409
cial analysis was made of teleJergens Co.
599,941 of the company. With the steady their contributions in the past and
viewers during November 1951.
General Motors
502,079 growth of our radio operation and the confidence we feel in them as
Toward the end of a comparatively
Dr. Billy Graham
501,498
U. S. Army
480,670 the rapid increase in our television
the rapid future expanlengthy article, MAC offered unGoodyear Tire & Rubber Co. 455.045 operation, particularly since the leaderssion offor
our services to the SouthSeeman Bros
428,313
limited space to The Pulse "for an
Prudential Insurance Co
410,269 inauguration of locally originated
early explanation of how that
Lever Bros.
386.202
Burton Dixie
377,568
firm's result figures can be so obBlock Drug Co
353,774
viously at variance with those of
American Chicle Co
338,027
Champion Spark Plug Co. . . 297,882
the
other
four services."
Kellogg Co
270,356
Lee Co
241,087
east."
Voice of Prophecy Inc
238.761
Texas Co.
237,786
Bids Solicited
Pan American Coffee Bureau 237,036
Miller Brewing Co
185,819
CONSTRUCTION bids on a new
American Bakeries
146,020
Carter Products
142,880
$7
million Voice of America transPeters Shoes
141,738
mitter for the West Coast are now
Ronson Art Metal Works ... 130,680
Ralston Purina
118.474
being
accepted,
the Dept. of State
Christian Science Monitor .. 111,911
announced last Thursday.
Mr. Walker Mr. Crutchfield Mr. Covington Mr. Tredwell
Pacific Coast Borax
110,466
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KXEL's ultra-modern studios will represent the
ultimate in both radio and television facilities.
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Advertisement

We all can argue from now until Godfrey is sustaining over sample size, coefficient of correlation
(ivlmtever that is), total audience, average audience, standard deviations, etc., etc., — But it all
boils down to . . .
.

five

about

I. Dr. Matthew N. Chappell enjoys the respect of recall-rating
proponents : he was the personal choice of Sydney Roslow,
Directoi% The Pulse, Inc., to be added to the Special Test
Survey Committee. (See BROADCASTING December 17, 1951).
Dr. Chappell was nominated by Sydney Roslow during the
August 22, 1950 meeting in the presence of Lewis H. Avery,
Kenneth H. Baker, Fred B. Manchee and A. Wells Wilbor. Irrespective ofthe above are these facts :
a. The original Committee of six was acceptable to all memhers except Mr. Rosloiv who wrote me August 15, 1950
that he found "this Committee not acceptable to Pulse and
that this group serve only to nominate and invite a committee acceptable to both Hooper and myself."
b. The Committee was then expanded at Mr. Roslow's insistence who objected to Fred Manchee of Batten, Barton,
Durstine and Osborn, Inc. and A. Wells Wilbor, General
Mills, as their companies were not Pulse subscribers.
c. The addition of Dr. Chappell (and E. L. Deckinger),
therefore, obviously met with approval of all Committee
members, including Messrs. Roslow and Hooper.
Note: The above was just one of the eleven conditions which
must be met if Pulse is to participate in the experiment. C. E.
Hooper accepted ". . . all conditions subject to approval of cost."
II. Dr. Matthew N. Chappell enjoys the respect of coincidental-rating proponents: in 1944 he co-authored a book,
"Radio Audience Measurement", with C. E. Hooper, President,
C. E. Hooper, Inc.
III. Dr. Matthew N. Chappell enjoys the respect of the research
and the academic world as a research expert of great capacity
and integrity: he is Head of the Department of Psychology
of Hofstra College, which has done some laudable television
research in cooperation with NBC; is a member of the American
Marketing Association.
IV. Dr. Matthew N. Chappell, after a five-month study of the
variations and inconsistencies between coincidental (Hooper)
and recall (Pulse) ratings, has reported:
" . . . this (coincidental) method is capable of yielding
more accurate measure of the psychological behavior of
listening than any other method that has been devised"
. . . and provides ". . . the finest type of probability
sample of telephone homes."
b. ". . . the roster (recall) sample cannot yield ratings
equally accurate for all time periods . . ."
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V. Dr. Chappell proceeds to demonstrate in this report that
the BIG reason recall ratings are inaccurate is not the difference
in area surveyed, nor the sui-veying of all homes rather than
telephone homes, nor even the influence of memory variation.
The BIG reason is the ROSTER — presenting to the respondent
a list of many program names, often similar to each other,
which produces the same kind of psychological confusion that
has been noted in car-card and other printed advertisement
surveys.

(This fact, incidentally, coincides with the conclusion of the
Special Test Survey Committee,* released August 31, 1950, that
the differences between telephone-coincidental and rosterrecall measurements remained even when the two measurements are restricted to telephone homes in identical areas,
and that the differences are, therefore, attributable to differences in method, not sample.)

(It also coincides with the opinion expressed in a letter to
me from Mr. A. C. Nielsen, President, A. C. Nielsen Co., dated
July 22, 1950, in which he wrote: ". . . / am sure that any
experienced researcher will support me in the belief that it
is impossible to give this (roster [Pulse]) sort of "aid" to any
respondent without creating very serious errors — entirely
aside from, the errors arising from faulty memory and from
lack of knoxvledge as to what other members of the family

Lewis H. Avery, Avery-Knodel, Inc., Past-President of the Ns
tional Association of Radio Station Representatives.
Kenneth H. Baker, Acting President of the Broadcast Measur€
ment
Bureau and Research Director of the National Associatio'
of Broadcasters.
Hugh M. Beville, Director of Plans and Research, National Broac
casting Company.
Matthew N. Chappell, Chairman, Department of Psycholog;
Hofstra College.
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facts

fuss

listened to. I am sure it would he a revelation to you, if

We believe that Dr. Chappell has performed a genuine industry

you have not already done it, to accompany for a day or two
an interviewer doing this type of ivork! I recommend that

sei-vice in aiding us to "straighten out the confusion." Is there
a qualified reseax'ch authority acceptable to C. E. Hooper and
Sydney Roslow (as Dr. Chappell was before his findings were
published) with evidence to the contrary? In the hundreds of
letters we have received from all sources since July, 1950, we
did not hear from one! NOT ONE!!

you try it.")
We believe any reasoning buyer or seller of time, familiar with
(a) Dr. Chappell's report (b) The Conclusion of the Special
Test Survey Committee noted above (c) Mr. Nielsen's statement noted above (d) Reliance upon the coincidental method
by almost all broadcast research companies to establish proof
of accuracy is brought to the inescapable conclusion:

The Coincidental Method — asking people NOW what they're
listening to — is the RIGHT Umpire, and the Recall Methodasking people LATER what they identify on a sheet of paper
as having listened to — is the WRONG Umpire when it comes
to counting listeners accurately.

In March, 1951, the Special Test Survey Committee reported: —
"It would be an understatement to say that there is confusion
in the Radio and Television Industry — including both buyer

Radio, because it was the most dynamic as well as the most
intangible of advertising media, early established itself way
ahead of all other media in its concepts, techniques and
standards of research. We believe that radio today_ must not
sink to the level of research employed by other media, but
rather must raise its techniques and standards higher than
ever, eventually forcing other media to reveal the bitter,
disillusioning truth about themselves. A keystone of this high
standard of research, we believe, is the acceptance of the coincidental method and a rejection of the recall method of
measuring audience. Mr. Roslow's four page letter of acceptance July 14, 1950 (with his eleven conditions) wrote "/
have never claimed that this Pulse Roster method is best."
KJBS wants the best! We believe the coincidental method is
the best. We intend to live by these standards, and we invite
you to join us and to write us your comments.

and seller — with regard to radio and television 'ratings'. This
report is written because the Committee that wrote it believes
something can be done, and should be done, to straighten out the
confusion."
KJBS

BROADCASTERS
1470 Pine Street

fe. L. Deckinger, Research Director, Biow Company and President
i)i the New York Radio and Television Research Council.

San Francisco 9, California

I'aerbert L. Krueger, Station Manager, Radio Station WTAG, Wor*ester, Massachusetts.
'■?red B. Manchee, Executive Vice President, Batten, Barton, Durstine
|i& Osborn, Inc.
f\. Wells Wilbor, Director of Market Research, General Mills, Inc.
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McGrath
to Stay — Truman
ATTORNEY
GENERAL
DECISION of President Truman
presumably on personal feeling tirement benefits. The leave of absence was granted and he notified the
to keep Attorney General J. tracing back to testimony before
White House.
Howard McGrath in his office with Congressional Committees.
National
Appliance
and RaThen the word came back that it Jan. 13-15:
dio Dealers
Assn.,
annual
convention,!
responsibility for the governmental
Even if there were objection on would not be feasible for Mr. Miller
Conrad
Hilton
Hotel,
Chicago.
cleanup campaign quieted, for the Capitol Hill to a Miller appointto be Attorney General and continue,
Jan.
14: BAB
Research
Com-; i
mittee
meeting,
BAB Advisory
headquarters,
ment. Senate courtesy permits
even on leave of absence, as an emtime being-, speculation that Judge
New
York.
Justin Miller would be named Mr. Presidents to name the members
ploye of a trade association which
Com- (
has a lot of business matters up be- Jan. 15: BAB
McGrath's successor within a few of their official family without
mittee Promotion
meeting, BAB Advisory
headquarters,
fore the government from time to
New York.
days [B*T, Jan. 7, 1951].
serious objection.
time. So it was made clear that Mr.
The President's comments ThursAnother candidate mentioned fre- Miller should resign if he were to Jan. 15: FCC-Paramount hearing, Washday only served to bolster earlier
ington.
take the post. Again the former
quently as successor to Mr. Mc- Justice
Jan.
18: Washington
discussion that Judge Miller, grath was
sent word that he agreed and
Broadcasters
Radio State
SalesAssn.
Clinic,of
F. Joseph Donohue,
Tacoma, Wash.
NARTB board chairman and gen- member of the District of Columbia
that he was ready to resign all business connections. This meant a Jan. 18: Board of Governors, Canadian;
eral counsel, had been offered the Board of Commissioners.
Broadcasting
Corp., Victoria Bldg.,
willingness, moreover, to sacrifice a
Cabinet post, in case of a vacancy.
Ottawa.
salary about three times that of the
The speculation over the AttorWhile no person in official life
Jan. 18-19:
Carolina
Broadcastney General's successor, in case of Attorney General.
ers Assn.South
winter
meeting,
Hotel
was willing to comment on the resignation,
Then there came a silence. MeanColumbia,
Columbia,
S.
C.
had
included
mention
situation, it is believed that Judge
while,
mediators
—
that
is
to
say
of FCC Chairman Wayne Coy to
friends of Mr. McGrath — entered the Jan. 19-20: National Advertising Agen- )
Miller's name will be around the succeed Judge Miller as NARTB
cy Network,
Regional Meeting, Nicollet Western
Hotel, Minneapolis.
top of the list should the possibility board chairman or as head of the picture and tried to smooth out the
differences between the President and
Jan. 21: Canadian Copyright Appeal
of Mr. McGrath's resignation come
the Attorney General. It was known
Board, Ottawa.
association's TV operations.
up again. The earlier speculation
to them that the Attorney General
about a Miller appointment was
Miller Suggestion
had written a letter to the President
of the Dept. of Justice were frankh
backed up by definite feelers consetting forth his own position and
disclosed. It turns out that the At
First
suggestion
that
Judge
Milindicating
clearly
that,
if
Mr.
Truman
forming to Washington's customtorney General believed that he wa^
ler
might
be
in
line
for
the
Cabary pre-appointment procedure.
wanted to pick a new Attorney Genthe job about as Mr. Tru
eral, it was all right with him, but conducting
inet post came in a Jan. 2 broadman wanted him to conduct it, bu
At his ' Thursday news conferthat
this
should
not
be
done
in
any
Sunence the President said flatly that
that, if the President wanted a dif
on NBC's
HenleExtra
cast
manner which allowed the public to ferent
ocoby Ray
Three-Star
program.
or more aggressive policy, ad
Mr. McGrath will stay at his job. Mr. Henle
said he understood Mr.
derive the impression that Mr. Mcministratively speaking, it could b<
After stating there will be no
Grath
was
guilty
of
any
wrongdoing
successor had been de- or impropriety in the conduct of his done forthwith. Mr. McGrath in
change in the Cabinet post, he said McGrath's
herited many assistants and a staf
cided upon and would be a former
office.
he had decided the Attorney Genappointed for the most part by hi:
federal
judge
occupying
an
imThe President then had a heart-toeral should carry out the federal
predecessors. The press was tha
portant
quasi-judicial
position
in
heart talk on Friday of last week with
housecleaning assignment. This private industry. Mr. Henle added
same day permitted to say ofliciall;
Mr. McGrath, in which certain feel- that "no change" in the status of thi
served also to squelch talk that
ings Mr. Truman had about the work
prospective Attorney GenAttorney General was "contemplated.
Mr. McGrath might be given an- that the
eral was a close friend of Chief
other high government post.
Justice Fred Vinson.
President Truman had refused to
Truman Asked
answer
any questions about the
Cited by AAAA's Brockwo]
President Truman was asked
AD NEEDS
At Poor Richard Club
post at his Jan. 3 news conference.
Thursday morning about a stateWriting in his Jan. 9 syndicated
that the welfare of our country comes ahead of anj
ment in David Lawrence's syn- column, Mr. Lawrence said the RECOGNITION
business situation is the first need of the advertising business for 1952
dicated newspaper column in which
President had contacted four men
Louis N. Brockway, board chairman of the American Assn. of Adveri
Judge Miller's name was menin his search for a new Attorney
tising Agencies stated at the Poor Richard Club in Philadelphia, Jan. 8
tioned as Mr. McGrath's successor.
General, three of them declining.
Mr. Brockway said he believes ^
The President said he had no comA
fourth, Judge Miller, accepted, that the outlook for advertising
" 'We must get more competi
ment. He explained that Attorney
according to the column.
business in 1952 is good, due to the
General McGrath will do whatever
tive'
— that statement is responsibl
Mr. Lawrence wrote that Judge tremendous production of civilian
for
many
of the abuses of advertis
is necessary, as the government's
law enforcement officer, to clean up Vinson had suggested Judge Mil- goods, especially heavy goods such
ing. You usually hear it when sale
as
automobiles,
television
sets,
the federal service. He added that
ler's name as Mr. McGrath's sucstart to slip a little. There
a lot of housecleaning already has
cessor. He added that "the facts, washing machines. "It is estimated
that the total output for goods and nothing wrong with the statemen
as
learned
from other reliable
been done.
services in 1952 will be well over
or with the injunction it implie;
Around Capitol Hill it was in- sources" are these:
What is wrong is the way it i
Mr. Miller was given to understand
$350 billion dollars," he said.
dicated that some opposition might
sometimes interpreted. Compet
Mr.
Brockway
pointed
out
that
that
he
might
have
the
Cabinet
portarise to appointment of Judge
the
Advertising
Council,
which
had
folio
of
Attorney
General.
He
then
tive
copy too often, either directl
Miller to the Attorney General
inquired of his board of directors
just passed its tenth anniversary
or
by
innuendo, makes unwarrante
post. These purported objections
virhether he could take leave of ab- was aiding the welfare of the counclaims.
were based on his connection with
sence for one year, because to leave
campaigns for Defense
an industry trade association and completely would deprive him of re- Bonds,try with
"The result of advertising whic
steel scrap, highway safety
care, nurse recruitment, blood makes unwarranted claims
harmful not only to the advertise
donor, etc. "Certainly one of our who
sponsors it, but to every or
needs for '52 is greater support by
business through advertising to- of us in the advertising busines
It breaks down public confidence i
ward a better understanding of our
all advertising. With the breal
adding
national: problems," he declared,
down of confidence you decrea.'
effectiveness which automatical)
"Another great need in the ad- increases cost. And every one <
vertising business is for us to live
up to our codes of ethics and good us must be concerned about th
situation; concerned even thoug
taste. If we, in advertising, are
individually you may feel that yc
to meet the challenge of the times
are free from any fault of th
and are to conduct our business
in a way to gain widespread public
approval, all elements, advertiser,
Mr. Brockway concluded : "All i
agency and media, must accept us in advertising must take tl
MEETING in Poor Richard Club in Philadelphia (I to r) Norman Prouty, ^ their proportionate share of the codes of ethics and principles (
sales director, WFIL Philadelphia; Harold LeDuc, club president; Louis T
responsibility that advertising as advertising off the wall of oV
N. Brockway, board chairman, American Assn. of Advertising Agencies;
offices, take them out of the
Ted Patrick, editor of Holiday magazine; John LeCerda, John LeCerda Adv. a whole has to the public with
Agency, and Jay Jostyn, who is Mr. District Attorney on ABC radio and TV. which it deals.
kind." and put them to work."
frames
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ROSEMARY

CLOONEY,

too

announces

newest

the

shining star

in the greatest

array of talent
ever assembled

transcription

in a

library

Rosemary Clooney joins a great roster
of great artists available to APS library subscribers from coast to coast.
All of them were carefully chosen for
popularity, for genuine talent, for
guaranteed listener appeal.
Not the usual one-shot recording date
. . . not the routine disc or two . . .
but real continuity of performance
... a dependable steady supply of
fresh music . . . great depth of titles
. . . that's the APS talent policy.
The result is a sparkling library you
can program from ... a library no
other can effectively program against.

"the library that pays tor it»eW*
fated

Program

Service

151 West 46th Street, New York 19, N. Y.
Why pay for music you
don't ploy? That's the
reason so many Broadcasters use APS brandnew specialized libraries .. . smaller units
taken from the famous
APS full library ... at
prices from $19.50 per
month (one year only).

Number following artists' names on the
reverse page Indicate current number of
selection by these artists In the APS library.

mwm
Named

TO LBS
V. P. for Solas

ij.PPOINTMENT of Paul C. Munloe, radio, TV and advertising
iigency executive, as vice president
ji charge of sales and administra.'on for LBS' New York office has
:|2en announced by Liberty Presi;;ent Gordon B. McLendon.
Prior to joining the network, Mr.
funroe was supervisor of ra|o and television for William
[/■eintraub Agency, handing Amos
y Andy and the Kate Smith Evenkg Hour. He is a veteran of 22
■ears in the broadcasting industry,
:arting in radio in 1929 as an eniner at WJAS Pittsburgh.
He ^^^ll headquarter at the LBS
ifew York office, 509 Madison Ave.
It also was learned last week
fiat Ben Coleman, account execui.ve with William H. Weintraub
!'o. for the past year, had been
lamed LBS eastern sales manager,
ffective immediately.
Prior to his W^eintraub associa.on, Mr. Coleman was co-owner of
hartoc-Coleman Productions. BeDre entering radio, he was with
•.squire magazine for ten years.
^BS

CO

OPS

Local, Regional Up 37%
,OCAL and regional sales of coperative programs on the Mutual
etwork increased 37'7f during 1951
D reach an all-time high for the
■etwork, B. J. Hauser, manager of
>-ops, announced Tuesday.
Figures show that network memers made 1,345 program sales durng the year, with 117 of these for
•ve MBS "Star Entertainment"
hows being supplied by MetroJoldwyn-Mayer [B»T, Sept. 24,
951] : Criyne Does Not Pay, The
lardy Family, The Story of Dr.
'Aldare, The Grade Fields Show,
nd MGM Theatre of the Air. Later sales were made prior to startig date of the new MBS-MGM
eries, Dec. 31,
Network affiliates reported 987
ales of cooperative programs durng the previous year. The 37%
^crease during 1951 gives MBS
ibre cooperative progi-am sales
uring the year than all other net'orks combined.
The four leading co-ops are all
ews shows: Fulton Lewis jr.,
'ow heard on an all-time high of
79 stations; Cedric Foster, broadest by 197 stations; Robert Hur;igh, on 112; and Cecil Brown, 97.
Gross sales of MBS network
me previously had been estimated
jt $17,875,000 for 1951, representig a gain of 11% over the 1950
Igure [B«T, Jan. 7].

A^DAS

Moves

y^DAS
Philadelphia,
city's
idependent
outlet (it
tookoldest
the
ir in 1922), has moved to new
uarters in the WDAS Bldg., 223
.rch St. Plans for location of the
tation's facilities on the two top
jooTs were drawn up by Max M.
ilieon, WDAS president.
ROADCASTING

E

BEST
ALWAYS

GHEST
WELCOME mat is out for Paul C. Munroe (second from right) on his cppointment as new vice president in charge of national sales and administration for LBS' New York office. Greeting the new Liberty executive are (I to r):
James H. Foster, LBS executive vice president; Gordon B. McLendon, network
president; Mr. Munroe; and B. R. McLendon, LBS board chairman. Mr.
Munroe will headquarter in LBS' New York office at 509 Madison Ave.

UN RADIO

PU\NS 250-CITY DRIVE
Seeks 20 Million More Listeners by June

DETAILS of a 250-city campaign
to get 20 million additional listeners to United Nations broadcasts
by June were announced last week
by Dorothy Lewis, coordinator of
U. S. station relations for UN Radio.' She reported meanwhile that
stations throughout the country
have been devoting $12 million
worth of time to UN programs annually for the last three years.
The new "UN Communications
Campaign" is being sponsored by
some 35 national organizations,
each of which maintains an accredited observer at UN. Some
8,000 civic leaders in the 250
selected cities which represent all
48 states have been designated by
the national organizations and
are being invited by UN Radio to
form local committees to aid the
listener promotion project.
Kits containing background data
and suggested techniques have been
sent to more than 1,000 station
managers in the 250 cities as well
as to network officials and local
committee chairmen. The kit offers suggested material as well as
tips for promotion through industry, organizations, newspapers
and displays.
Assistance From NARTB
NARTB, it was reported, has
agreed to cooperate in the campaign and the State Dept. is making its facilities available to release lists on UN broadcast schedules.
UN Radio noted that all five national radio networks currently are
releasing daily or weekly UN
broadcasts to "hundreds" of their
affiliates and said an additional
500 stations carry a weekly transcribed program. CBS Television,
ABC-TV and NBC-TV also carry
programs from the UN General
Assembly in Paris. A weekly news
summary from UN headquarters is
sent to 900 radio station news
desks.
CBS Radio President Howard S.
Meighan was quoted as saying UN
broadcasts "represent a genuine
contribution to better understand-

• Telecasting

ing of world affairs by the American people" and that the listener
promotion campaign "gives added
support to broadcasters in their
community service activities."
Mutual President Frank White
said the campaign is "very impressive" and "augurs well for increased public understanding."
Liberty's
VicehePresident JamesExecutive
Foster said
was
"grateful" for the campaign "which
supports the public service efforts
of our affiliates in bringing firsthand information about UN to
their
The listeners."
campaign is based on an
idea developed and executed in
Minnesota in 1949 by the Minnesota
Broadcasters Assn., Minnesota Radio Council, Minnesota Assn. for
UN and Gov. Luther Youngdahl.
UN Radio followed this project
with a pilot campaign in 30 cities
last year.

Performance is still the test . . .
in a circus ... or a market !
Take the St. Louis Market! For

WSM PROMOTION
Waugh Given Added Duties
IRVING WAUGH, WSM-AM-TV
Nashville, has been named executive assistant to the president, John
H. DeWitt, Jr.,
in addition to his
duties as commercial manager.
Mr. Waugh will
assume many executive functions
handled by Mr.
DeWitt p r e V iously. Before
joining
1941, Mr.WSM
Waughin
Mr. Waugh
served at WTAM
Cleveland, WGH Norfolk and
WDBJ Roanoke. During World
War II, as WSM's war correspondent, he landed with an airborne
division for reportedly the first
broadcast from Japanese soil.
COLUMBIA PACIFIC NETWORK
21% more sponsored quarter hour
grams now than at same time
year, according to announcement
7.

has
prolast
Jan.

25 years KWK has been getting
the plaudits from the crowds*
and the time-buyers! The
crowds, like the time-buyers,
recognize performance!
•The St. Louis listeners, of course!
G/obe- Democrat Tower Bldg.
Saint Louis

R»pAeAe*itaiiue
Ilie KATZ
AGENCY
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THREE new appointments to the executive ranks have been made by WWJ
and WWJ-TV Detroit. General Manager Harry Bannister announced that
Wendell Parmalee (left), WWJ sales manager, has been stepped up to the
newly created post of national sales liaison. James G. Eberle (center), former
public affairs manager for WWJ and WWJ-TV, has been brought into the
sales managership of WWJ. Gabriel P. Dype (right) is newly appointed as
assistant sales manager for WWJ-TV.

NATIONAL SURVEY
SAMS Work Underway
IDENTITIES of some of the larger
stations among the approximately
350 subscribers thus far signed for
the new station audience coverage
measurement of Standard Audit &
Measurement Services Inc., on
which preliminary work is now in
progress, were disclosed last week.
Mailing of ballots to some 700,000 persons who will participate in
the survey is slated to get under
way March 1, according to President Kenneth H. Baker [B»T, Dec.
31, 1951]. An increase in rates
has been announced for new subscribers, and it is expected that
another increase will be made when
the mailings start.
Subscribers thus far include one
network — CBS Radio, along with
CBS-owned radio stations. Although there are a number of subscribers, some of the larger ones,
it was learned, are the following
(arranged alphabetically) :
KDAL Duluth, KFBI Wichita, KFDM
Beaumont, KGGF Coffeyville, Kan.,
KGHF Pueblo, KGHL Billings, Mont.,
KGLO Mason City, Iowa. KGNC Amarillo, KHQ Spokane, KLRA Little
Rock, KOAM Pittsburg, Kans., KONO
San Antonio, KOOL Phoenix, KRLD
Dallas, KRNT Des Moines, KROD El
Paso, KSJB Jamestown, N. D., KTAR
Phoenix, KTBS Shreveport, KTSA San
Antonio, KWKH Shreveport, KXLF
Butte, KXLY Spokane.
WABI Bangor, WAPI Birmingham,
WAGA Atlanta, WBAP Fort Worth,
WBAY Green Bay, WBIG Greensboro,
N. C, WBNS Columbus, Ohio, WBT
Charlotte, WCSH Portland, Me., WCYB
Bristol, Va., WDBJ Roanoke, Va.,
WDBO Orlando, WDOD Chattanooga,
WDSU New Orleans, WEAU Eau Claire,
Wis., WFAA Dallas, WFBM Indianapolis, WFDF Flint, Mich., WGAC
Augusta, Ga., WGAN Portland, Me.,
WGBF Evansville, Ind.
WGBS Miami, WGUY Bangor, Me.,
WGY Schenectady, WHBF Rock Island,
m., WHKC Columbus, Ohio, WHKK
Akron,son, WHO
Des Moines,
WIBA WJBO
MadiWis., WJAX
Jacksonville,
Baton Rouge, WJHL Johnson City,
Tenn., WJJJ Montgomery Ala., WKBN
Youngstown, WKRC Cincinnati, WKZO
Kalamazoo, WLAC Nashville, WLAP
Lexington, Ky., WLBZ Bangor, WLOF
Orlando, WLW Cincinnati, WMAZ
Macon.
WMBD Peoria, WMBG Richmond,
WMBR Jacksonville, WMRC Greenville,
S. C, WMSC Columbia, S. C, WMT
Cedar Rapids, WOAY Oak Hill, W. Va.,
WOC Davenport, WOW Omaha. WPTF
Raleigh, WREC Memphis, WRVA Richmond, WSAR Fall River, Mass., WSAV
Savannah, WSB Atlanta, WSM Nashville, WSOC Charlotte, WTAD Quincy,
111., WTAG Worcester, Mass., WTIC
Hartford, WTRY Troy, WWL New
Orleans, WWNC Asheville, N. C.
January 14, 1952
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Top Cargo
RADIOS, radio parts and
other electronic equipment
ranked foremost on the air
cargo list compiled by United
Air Lines for 1951. Machines
and tools topped the list of
commodities, surpassing cut
flowers which ranked first in
1950. Radio and electronics
were second and fourth. Advertising display material
also was among the first 10
items.

NEW NBC POSTS
Clancy, Kelley Named
APPOINTMENTS of Donald
Clancy as supervisor of radio and
television contracts for NBC and
of William M. Kelley as radio station relations contact representative were announced last week by
Carleton D. Smith, NBC vice president in charge of station relations.
Mr. Clancy, formerly an ABC
associate attorney, moved into his
new post at NBC last Monday. A
gi-aduate of St. John's College and
Law School, Brooklyn, he had
served in the NBC legal department before joining ABC. Mr. Kelley, who has been supervisor of
radio and TV contracts, takes over
his new role of radio station relations contact representative on
Jan. 16. With NBC for the last
five years, he is a graduate of Penn
State College and formerly was associated with General Electric Co.
in Schenectady.
Market

Broadcasts

AN Agriculture Dept. survey shows
that 1,312 radio stations present
one or more market broadcasts
daily. This represents an increase
of 12% over the number a year
ago. Some 1,223 stations are airing regular reports on livestock
and livestock products, 592 on
fruits and vegetables, 633 on grain
and feed, and 36 on tobacco. In
1921, the first year market news
was broadcast, only three stations
carried the reports.

CLINIC

in New

York

By McCann-Erickson
McCANN-ERICKSON, New York, last Wednesday held the first session
of a world-wide "continuing" clinic of agency operations.
The clinic is in effect a recapitulation of information presented in !
New York last month by 135 men and women from key posts in the i
agency's foreign offices and affiliated agencies. It will be repeated
in 18 weekly sessions of one hour
each for the more than 400 New
York employes. In a few weeks,
similar clinics will be started in
Germany, Belgium, France, England, Mexico, Cuba, Puerto Rico,
Peru, Colombia, Chile, Argentina,
Brazil, Uruguay and 11 other cities
in the United States where the
agency maintains offices.
"This international clinic is helping to advance advertising as practiced in the United States to all
4: #
parts of the world," Marion Harper
Jr., president of the agency, reMr. Scalpone outlines principles of
ported. "It is not too much to hope
that American selling methods,
selling by television.
which have helped to build our ecosibilities of account executives;
nomic and social system, will benemarkets, planning, etc.
fit our neighbors in other counAlso included is a speech by Alfred J. Scalpone, vice president in
Among the subjects to be discharge of radio-television produccussed at the clinic meetings are:
"Selling insuggests
Television."
Agency's
history; it's world wide
Mr.tion, onScalpone
three
tries."
operations; responsibility for planprinciples
in
selling
TV:
(1)
Demning: how the agency reviews adonstrate, by showing the product;
vertising recommendations; respon(2) keep the message simple; and'
(3) "the best salesmen in the world
are people. In television, use a
PROMOTION
FEES
personal salesman to sell potential!
FTC Asks Stoppage
customers
to face."
As for theface
question
of whether to
THE FEDERAL Trade Commisuse
live
action,
film,
or
a combinasion last week questioned the praction of both for a product commertice of some firms granting advertising or promotional payments
cial, Mr. Scalpone said, "there is noj
general answer to this kind of
to buyers without making them
available to other purchases on question . . . the answer depends!
upon whether the program is a livej
equal terms.
A cease and desist order, directed
show, a film show or no program — '
at Carpel Frosted Foods Inc., but instead, spot announcements.
It depends upon the kind of prodWashington, drew a dissenting
uct and the simplicity of the sellopinion from Comr. Lowell Mason
ing message. It depends upon how
in connection with the interpretamuch money can be spent for comtion of the word "broker" under
the Clayton Act. Buyer in this case
is District Grocery Stores Inc., a
non-profit purchasing cooperative
mercials."
SAAA ANNUAL MEET
for 275 retail grocers which had
received the special payments for
Set for Jan. 24-26
prominent display in streamers
EARLE LUDGIN, Earle Ludgin
and newspaper advertisements.
Comr. Mason said that if the & Co., and John M. Willem, Leo'
Burnett Co., both Chicago, willl
promotion and advertising made
keynote the annual convention of]
DGS a broker, "then newspapers,
magazines, billboards, radio and the Southwestern Assn. of Advertising Agencies in San Antonio
all other media are brokers." Even
an advertising agency serving its Jan. 24-26, Thomas Conroy, 1952
store clients which is paid by the convention chairman, has anpublication in which copy is placed nounced.
The annual meet will be devoted
would be so labeled, he added.
to analysis of advertising copy
Comr. William A. AyreS wrote trends, with Frederic Gamble,
that payments for advertising and American Assn. of Advertising
promotion services are not unlawAgencies president, sitting in on
ful per se but in this instance vio- panel sessions. Meetings will be
lated the law because they were
held at the Plaza Hotel.
not made available on equal terms
Mr. Ludgin will address a Frito others who resell Carpel prodday (Jan. 25) meeting on "The
ucts in competition with DGS members. Brokerage question was not Fatigue of Believability." Mr
Willem will talk on "Let's No';
involved here, he said. DGS activi- Get
Lost in the Woods" at a noor
ties with its members were, how- session. Largest attendance in the
history of the SAAA was forecasi
ever, equivalent to "the functions
by Mr. Conroy.
i
of brokers," he noted.
Telecast!
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YOU

IN

MIGHT

6V2

BUT

MINUTES

A

MILE

-

...

YOU

NEED

THE

FETZER

TO

WALK

PACE

STATIONS

WESTERN

MICHIGAN

Here are some of the reasons why WKZO-TV is
Western Michigan's greatest television value — why
WKZO-WJEF are Western Michigan's greatest
radio value:
WKZO-TV is the official Basic CBS Television
Outlet for Kalamazoo and Grand Rapids. It thoroughly covers a big Western Michigan and Northern Indiana 24-county area — which includes intensive primary service to Kalamazoo, Grand
Rapids and Battle Creek — with a net effective buying income of more than two billion dollars.
Further, a new Videodex Diary Study made by Jay
and Graham Research Corporation, using the BMB
technique, offers smashing proof that WKZO-TV
delivers 54.7% more Western Michigan and Northern Indiana television homes than station "B"!

!

WKZO-WJEF are acknowledged leaders in their
home cities of Kalamazoo and Grand Rapids, as
well as in rural Western Michigan. BMB Report
No. 2 shows that WKZO-WJEF have increased
their unduplicated rural audiences tremendously
over 1946 — up 25.9% at night 46.7% in the daytime. WKZO-WJEF give unduplicated day-andnight coverage of more than 60,000 families in
the Grand Rapids area alone! Best of all, WKZOWJEF cost about 20% less than the next-best twostation combination in Kalamazoo and Grand
Rapids, yet deliver about 57% more listeners.
Write direct or ask your Avery-Knodel man for
the whole Fetzer story, today!

* Michael Pecorit walked a mile in 6 minutes, 27-1/5 seconds in New York City on February 22, 1932.

FETZER
AVERY-KNODEL,

BROADCASTING
INC.,

EXCLUSIVE

COMPANY

NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVES

HADACOL
ADS
Will Be Resumed Soon
A HEAVY SCHEDULE of spot
radio will be added to the newsfor southcampaign
this month by
earlyplanned
ernpaper
papers
the Le Blanc Corp., manufacturer
of Hadacol, now being reorganized
under bankruptcy laws. Agency
is Erwin, Wasey & Co., New York.
Move is result of year-end legal
action in New York's Southern District Court, where jurisdiction over
the Le Blanc reorganization, challenged by a group of southern
creditors including members of the
Le Blanc family, was establtshed
late last month. Milton F. Rosenthal, New York attorney named by
the court as acting trustee in the
reorganization, was subsequently
trustee and will superapproved
vise all adas campaigns.

U you vvani io win
the ear of Box-Top-Betty . .

Or ihe ear
of glamour-buyln' Susie Q
J. G. HOYT (r), account executive for KIST Santa Barbara, presents gift
certificates and prizes to Edwardo Guerena, who has the distinction of being
the father of the first child born in 1952 in Santa Barbara.
Gifts were
donated by local merchants. P. S.: it's a boy.

For ears both young and old . .
In a market good as gold

Tell Katz to
put WOOD to work for you!
In Greater Grand Rapids . . . the
most ears are WOODpecked
# WOOD appeals to
Greater
Grand Rapids'
most diversified
audience

WTAR PERSONNEL

CRASH

Changes Are Announced
APPOINTMENT of John Peffer as
general operations manager with
supervision over both AM and TV
is among several organizational
changes announced by WTAR Radio Corp., operator of WTAR-AMFM-TV Norfolk, Va. The changes
were effective last Monday.
Winston Hope, who becomes TV
administrative assistant to Mr.
Peffer, was replaced by Harold
Soldinger as TV program production manager. Joel Carlson was
appointed public relations director
with Boyd Harrier as assistant
for radio-TV. Mr. Carlson also
will serve as WTAR-AM-FM program director, a post now vacant.
Bill Miller, former producer-director, was named stage and
prop master. Campbell Arnoux is
president and general manager of
WTAR Radio Corp.

KQV, WJTN Claim Beats
NON-SCHEDULED airliner that
crashed 35 miles from Jamestown,
N. Y., Dec. 29 and took the lives
of 26 of the 40 passengers resulted
in news beats for two stations —
KQV
Pittsburgh and WJTN-AMPM Jamestown.

Covers
Michigan's
est inland
market largGives you lowest cost
per thousand
Gives you best local
programming and promotion
KSDN to Join ABC
Is Greater Grand RapKSDN Aberdeen, S. D., will become an ABC radio network
stationids' only 5000 watt
affiliate,
effective April 1. Until
for the best earful in
that time station will continue afGreater Grand Rapids
filiation with MBS. Owned by
Aberdeen News Co., KSDN operates fulltime with 1 kw on 930 kc,
under direction of General Manager Byron McElligott. Addition
of KSDN brings total of ABC radio affiliates to 304.
5000 WATTS • NBC AFFILIATE
and WOOD-TV
GRAND RAPIDS. MICHIGAN
WHIM Providence, R. I., has been
•
Also WFDF — Flint, Mich., WEOA — Evonjvillo, presented an Award of Appreciation
by the Rhode Island American Legion.
Ind., WFMB ond WFMB-TV, Irtdlonopolii, Ind.
National Representotivei
Bob Engles acKoti Agency, 488 Maditon Ave., New York, N.Y. Stationcepted aManager
plaque on behalf of WHIM

for outlet's cooperation in publicizing
a veterans blood bank, instituted by
the Legion.
Page 44
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COVERAGE

Within 20 minutes after receiving the first flash — and within 48
hours after the crash — KQV Newscasters Bill Burns and Herb Morrison called the sheriff's office and
tape-recorded a surviyors' list
given by George Albert, who stumbled through the snow that Monday afternoon. Recording was immediately aired, KQV claims.
"At least one city desk, one AM
station and the local UP bureau
picked up the
the story"
the
broadcast,
station from
asserted,
claiming a beat for its newsroom.
WJTN
reported
spot
coverage
in its"finest"
history. on-theWhen
news reached the station before 3
p.m. Dec. 31, a bulletin was aired
and News Director Jesse Price and
Chief Engineer Harold Kratzert
left for the scene with portable
equipment. They recorded Mr. Albert's voice from a farmhouse by
telephone. Mr. Kratzert arrived at
the wreck site, where he voiced a
commentary on tape, while Mr.
Price talked with survivors.
Portions of the first interview
were aired on ABC's Headline Edition at 7:05 p.m. The pair also interviewed a second su^yii^of, Lt.
William Bischof, playing back the
tape on WJTN's Five-Star Final
news program at 11 p.m. New
Year's Eve.

Newspaper schedule will be
as soon
spot radio
ed by ptions
augment
are prepared.
as new transcri
New campaigns will feature
slogan, "You can't beat a product
Advertising
will depend
good." budget
that's
on
availability
of ready cash, Mr.
Rosenthal said, a difficult thing to
estimate since it will be controlled
largely by court order. Comparing
it with previous Le Blanc budgets,
"atit would be
Mr. Rosenthal
tenuated" at thesaidbeginning,
but he
expanded as busiit would be Expenditures
hoped ness
will
warranted.
be divided about equally between
radio and newspaper advertising
and will be mostly in the South and
Southwest. Corporation officials
have not seriously considered television, as yet, he said.
Although a final list of Le Blanc
creditors is still to be compiled —
the number runs to an estimated
60,000 — it would include "a fairly
radio stanumber" ofsaid,
substantial
tions, Mr. Rosenthal
mostly
located in the South and West.
Since Le Blanc creditors are divided into classes and dealt with as
groups, it is difficult to do anything
for radio creditors in particular,
he said, but the more than $4 million owned by the Le Blanc Corps,
of Louisiana and Maryland will be
paid on a pro rata basis as that
amount is collected.
Radio broadcasters previously
had worked closely with Le Blanc
officials, he reported, saying he anticipated their renewed trust in the
corporation now that it is under
differentcastersmanagement.
Somecompany
broadhave contacted the
already, he said, including "a major station in Cincinnati."

WTAM
Local Sales
WTAM Cleveland reports that it
sold 14% more local air time last
year than in 1950 with resulting
increase in time sales revenue.
Boost was attributed by Eugene R.
CBR Vancouver becomes CBU this
month when station goes on the Myers, WTAM sales manager, to
air with new Canadian General Elec- radio's continued effectiveness as a
tric 10 kw transmitter on new 690 kc mass advertising medium in its
frequency, moving from 1130 kc.
competitive fight with other media.
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Originally many stations across the nation thought
that the advent of the tape recorder meant the
WTIC-

HARTFORD

eventual death of the disc. But, it didn't turn out
that way ! Convinced of the continuing need for disc
recording and faced with an increased load of disc
work, WTIC— Hartford's 50 kw station— decided
to augment its disc equipment.

discovers

disc

recorders

still

Having received 12 years of constant service from
their PRESTO o-A disc machines. WTIC naturally
turned to PRESTO for its new equipment . . . two
new 8-DG recorders, 92-B amplifiers and 160-B
equalizers, along with a central console mounted
between the recorders. Housed in its own studio,
the new equipment turned out more than 400
recordings the first two months and is estimated to
save the station S 1.000 a year by cutting
microgroove reference discs.
A wide range of WTIC activities, including agency

CI

ntmst

program auditions, special gift records for VIPs
appearing on the air, recordings of network
programs originating at the station, as well as
community service shows for other Connecticut
stations, keep WTIC's disc equipment turning almost
constantly . . . proof that disc recorders are still
very much in the spin!

Studio engineerin
supervisor Albert
Jackson {right)
along with
maintenance
engineer Fred
Edwards ( below)
planned and
installed
new
PRESTOWTIC's
disc-recording
studio.

RECORDING CORPORATION
PARAMUS, NEW JERSEY
Export
Division:
25
Warren
Street, New York 7, N. Y.
Canadian Division:
Walter P. Downs, Ltd.,
Dominion Square BIdg., Montreal

wherever you go . . .

there's

DEFENSE CONVOY
'Alert America' Is Theme
PUBLIC information progi-ams,
communications, manpower recruiting and other vital topics topped
the agenda of a three-day national
civil defense conference held in
Washington, D. C, last week.
Regional, state and territorial
CD directors convened at the
Wardman Park Hotel to chart the
course for alerting America to the
importance of individual preparedness in 1952.
The dii-ectors attended at the invitation of the Federal Civil Defense Administration shortly after
the opening of the "Alert America" convoy at the Departmental
Auditorium. FCDA authorities have
accented their public information
campaign, inaugurating a new
series or radio programs on ABC
Radio.
The need for resolving public
complacency in civil defense also
was pointed up by Defense Mobilizer Charles E. Wilson in his yearend report. He emphasized the
value of communications and test
exercises in key cities, terming
civil defense "a kind of irtsurance
against a real and present hazard."
Mr. Wilson cited the recent conference of communications experts
from throughout the country who
prepared recommendations, equipment standards, frequency requirements and other matters relating

Irma on Block

MARIE WILSON, blond
CBS Radio star v/ho plays
the zany secretary known as
My Friend Irma (CBS Radio, Sunday, 6-6:30 p.m.
EST and CBS Television,
Tuesday, 10:30-11 p.m. EST),
on her program is auctioning off her real-life services
as a secretary — for one eighthour day — to whoever will
give the most money to the
1952 March of Dimes campaign. Miss Wilson asks not
for checks or cash, but bids,
having arranged with the
March of Dimes organization
to credit the winning donation to the donor's home town
quota. Since it is to be an
auction of her services, only
the winning bid need be paid,
but high bids will be announced every week until the
conclusion of the campaign.
KBOX Reno, Nev., staffers complete field strength survey of performance
measurements. In the jeep are Carl Pendergraft (standing), KBOX engineer,
and Jay E. Tapp (seated), consulting engineer of T&T Radio Measurements rinAT annnillTrn
Co., Long Beach, Calif. Standing (back row, I to r) are Cecil Lynch, KBOX PAUdT APPDINTlD
president-manager; G. A. M. Lynch, KBOX vice president, and John Boyer,
is CBS Western Sales Mgr.
KBOX commercial manager; (foreground, I to r) Harold Bowen, KBOX
DUDLEY
FAUST,
CBS Radio
treasurer, and Ralph M. Brown, KBOX secretary.
Network sales account executive in
New York since
to development of communications
recalled, more than 60 test exerSeptember 1950,
cises
have
been
held
in
such
cities
networks. Phases of FCC's Conelhas
been aprad and interim broadcast alert as New York, Chicago, Syracuse,
pointed western
Providence
and
San
Francisco.
In
plans also were discussed [B»T,
sales manager for
these tests, cities carry out plans
Dec. 31, 1951].
CBS Radio Netand operations under simulated atSince last August, Mr. Wilson
wimmediately,
o r k, effective
tack conditions.
W.
Eldon Hazard,
The "Alert America" convoy, one
of three slated to tour some 60
network sales
cities, is designed to point up the
manager, CBS
We've said it beioremm.
need for public know-how in the
Radio, announced
Mr. Faust
event of attack. The graphic multiMonday [B*T,
and we'il say it again, ,
Dec. 31, 1951].
colored exhibit stresses the American way of life and demonstrates
Mr. Faust previously had been
various civil defense services.
assistant western network sales
Shows Radio Role
manager vdth offices in Chicago
from 1945 to 1950, having joined
The communications display illus- CBS Radio network sales in 1941
MIAMI
trates the role portable radio re- after four years in local sales for
ceivers would play in an emerWBBM, CBS-owned Chicago sta(DADE
COUNTY)
tion. Prior to that he had been a
gency, and notes that a radio network "like NBC" will link the na- display salesman with the Chicago
tion in time of crisis. Two films —
v.. is the iatstest growing
Survival Under Atomic Attack and American.
Duck and Cover — were shown continuously last week. Participation
COMMUNICATIONS
south!
t^ta/i4ei^ i*^
of mobile equipment also is cited.
New School Lists Topics
Survival has been used by TV stations while the latter is slated for
NEW SCHOOL for Social Reearly distribution.
And if you want to know the
search, 66 W. 12th St., New York
Each
"Alert
America"
exhibit
is
City, last week announced that it
kind of selling job we can do
housed in a lO-trailer convoy and will offer 18 workshops and courses
for you... just call our rep... the
will be taken to various cities by in public relations and communications in the spring term, beginning
Boiling Company,..they'll tell you!
the Valley Forge Foundation.
Feb.
4.
The new radio series, Alert
Workshops led by specialists in
America, is tape-recorded for pres- various
fields are to be held in the
entation on ABC radio each Satur- techniques of such subjects as
day, 6:15-6:30 p.m. Some stations films, radio, television and international broadcasting.
are airing the progi-am delayed.
Programs are designed to promote
Courses are to be given in the
community CD organizations and Div. of Public Relations of which
feature top officials of Congress, Benjamin Fine, education editor of
The Netv York Times, and Charles
FCDA and other government agencies. Series is expected to run 13 Side Steinbei'g, assistant publicity
weeks from starting date of Jan. director, Warner Bros. Pictures,
5. Other civil defense radio shows are dii'ectors. Students meeting necessary requirements may earn a
also are in preparation, using the B.A. degree
JAMES M. leGATE, General Motfager
in public relations or
documentary format and spot an- they may qualify for a certificate
5,000 WATTS • 610 KC NBC
nouncements.
of proficiency in public relations.
January 14, 1952
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TRUSCON

SELF-SUPPORTING

AND

^.Illustration above shows five Truscon Steel Radio Towers
joperaiing for Radio Station WMAK, Nashville, Tennessee
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UNIFORM

. CROSS-SECTION
Cit^
^TRUSC
DN^

GUYED

TOWERS

TRUSCON
STEEL COMPANY
YOyNGSTOWN 1, OHSO
1074 Albert Street Subsidiary of Republic Steel Corporation
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Send for 15-minute audition of Rhythm Rendezvous
together with descriptive brochure — todayl

LANG
r 113 WEST

FEATURE
57th STREET, NEW

Western Sales Representative
Walter B. Davison
Sunset ■ewlevard, Hollywood, California

YORK

PROGRAMS,

19, N. Y.
Canadian Sales Represen
S. W. Caldwell Ltd.
ISO SiRKOC Street ToTMil*

editorial

The HCL of Coverage
NOW THAT the networks are lined up for
coverage of what is likely to be the greatest
political show on earth, it's perhaps wise to
figure the economics of the convention and
election coverage. Generally speaking, the networks do not stand to make money on the election programming because of packaged sponsorships.
In evolving plans, there should be taken into
account the situation of affiliates and of independents, who may tie into the networks for
coverage. There are old-line local and national
spot accounts, both radio and TV, to be accom odated— those that do not want to break
the continuity of their schedules. Moreover,
they
don't that
wantwillto accrue.
be deprived of the bonus
audiences
Consideration should be given to allowance
of perhaps one-minute station breaks for affiliated stations. Or perhaps the programming
should be arranged so that five minutes can
be allowed for local schedules in each halfhour segment. What about ear-marking daily
co-op features? This would permit stations to
accommodate their regular accounts and recoup some of the revenue lost through preemption of station option time for the extraordinary coverage.
The story, of course, is the thing. In the
past, station schedules as well as station exchequers have been affected by coverage of
transcendental news. There's no telling how
long the conventions will run. But both parties
have been most cooperative and considerate
of broadcasting requirements. We're certain
that a coordinated plan can be evolved that
will permit maximum coverage and, at the
same time, protect both stations and networks
against taking too onerous a rap.
Phonevisionaries
CLARENCE BUDDINGTON KELLAND.who
has been writing fiction for the Saturday Evening Post since not long after Benjamin Franklin's tenure as editor, is not above putting
propaganda in his characters' mouths, particularly ifit does not conflict with magazine
policy.
In the Jan. 5 installment of a Kelland
murder mystery there is more than half a
column of dialogue advocating money-in-theslot television. Mr. Kelland thinks it would
be dandy if telecasters charged viewers for
viewing and also sold advertising.
. . Meter your programs and then sell
the commercials to manufacturers on the basis
of audience," Mr. Kelland's character says.
"As the magazines sell advertising on the basis
of circulation. . . . There will have to be a
revolution if high-class television is to survive.
Advertisers can't spend above a certain point."
We would let this pass without comment
were it not for the fact that it seems to us part
of a box-office TV campaign that is beginning
to take definite shape.
A few weeks ago the Committee for Constitutional Government circulated a questionnaire so worded as to give unqualified approval
to Zenith's Phonevision system and with it an
article by Millard C. Faught, a publicist in
Zenith's employ, who has long argued that advertising can't carry the whole financial load
of television. It is not unreasonable to suppose that when the questionnaires are returned,
Page 50
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the Committee for Constitutional Government
will announce that a survey of business leaders discloses they favor money-in-the-slot TV.
In the U. S. Congress, Sen. William Benton
(D-Conn.) has been applying pressure for subscription television at every opportunity and
is supported in his position by another retired
advertising executive, Ray Rubicam, who sees
it as TV's only salvation.
Oddly enough, the advocates of subscription
television are of vastly different stripe and are
supporting the principle for vastly different
reasons. Sen. Benton and Mr. Rubicam are
thinking of it as a means of distributing cultural programs that might not otherwise be
broadcast. Magazine people, of course, are
interested in any project that will prevent the
diversion of advertising funds into television.
The Committee for Constitutional Government, on the surface, is in a rather ambiguous
position since it espouses the cause of complete economic laissez faire, but its interest in
Phonevision may be explained by a friendship
existing between Comdr. McDonald, president
of Zenith, with one of its chief executives.
The point is that despite divergence of beliefs on other economic points, a strange and
not inconsequential assembly of subscription
TV advocates is collecting. And those who believe that dime, quarter or dollar-in-the-slot
television is not in keeping with the traditional
U. S. broadcasting system had better begin to
muster their arms if they don't want to lose
the fight by default.

The Radio-TV Elections: II
FOR THE first time in history, a very large
percentage of the U.S. electorate in 1952 will
be able personally to inspecl^ — at length and
in detail — the processesj by which this country
chooses its Presidents.
This fact transcends all others in estimating
the effect that television will have on this and
future Presidential campaigns and elections.
We do not think it idle to believe that television
may be a device that could profoundly change
political procedure.
This will be the first time that substantial
numbers of voters will be able to watch the
party nominating conventions, which is to say
they will be seeing the professional politicians
select the candidates for whom the voters may
vote. Some members of the television audience,
observing these affairs but unable to participate inthem, may find the experience frustrating. Itis not difficult to foresee the resentment that would be aroused if, for example, a
not too popular candidate were forced into a
convention choice by the skilled pressure of
his professional supporters.
Now we do not say that one such instance
could lead to a revision of the historical Presidential nomination procedures, but it is quite
possible that several clashes between the public
and the political hack could. It is conceivable
that the primary ballot could replace the political convention if enough voters demanded a
direct voice in choosing the slates of candidates
from which they could make their final choice.
Short of that possible revision in system,
there is no question that the admission of
millions of voters to the party conventions will
create a somewhat more subtle but nonetheless
influential effect.
It cannot escape the attention of the party
professionals that now as never before, the
nominating conventions will be conducted in
full public view. It may not be able to cast a
direct vote for its candidates, but the electorate
will be present and will eventually be heard.
In a sense, television will re-create the Town
Meeting on a national scale.

• oor respects to:

ROBERT MARK

GRAY

YOU'VE
GOTleave
to like
what you're
doing.
You can't
Saturdays
and Sundays
as your only time for enjoyment," says
Robert Mark Gray, manager of advertising
and sales promotion for Esso Standard Oil Co.
His Bldg.
office, located
at the topCenter,
of Newindicates
York's
Esso
in Rockefeller
something of his approach to his job: It is
informal and open, filled with — but not cluttered by— pictures, mementos and an old ship
model. It looks like a home study, representing a balance between work and pleasure with
the two combined in one room. Mr. Gray seems
someone who has followed his own advice and
enjoys his work.
Arriving at his present position by what he
describes as "good luck, good fortune, some
hard work and being in the right place at the
right
time," Born
Mr. Gray
got his startonback
in Indiana.
in Indianapolis
Sept.home
21,
1904, he attended public schools there before
going on to college at Indiana U. Indiana was
followed by De Pauw U., the U. of Arizona,
and the U. of Texas, where he worked on
various campus publications and took principally the courses that interested him, regardless of whether they lead to a degree.
Deciding he wanted to go into advertising,
he left college in 1928 to spend a year learning something about the mechanical trades of
the field: typography, printing and engraving.
"I made $9 a week then," he recalls, "and
doubt if I was worth it— even considering the
value of the 1928 dollar."
He quit that job to go to work for an ElkInd., agency
"It was a
small hart,
place
where at
you$30hada week.
to do everything
yourself, so at the end of eight months, I
figured I had learned enough to go to a larger
agency." So he went Chicago, "which I thought
of then as the center of all the advertising in
the world," he explains.
He joined Bailey, Walker & Tuttle as production manager and space buyer and later
did a variety of jobs on the Howard radio,
Montgomery Ward, Thomas Hair System and
other accounts. This apprenticeship paid off
in lesscagothan
year with
a job at
Chioffice, awhere
he stayed
forBBDO's
3% years,
working on various accounts, and then was
transferred to its New York office.
While with BBDO, he worked first as an
assistant account representative and later as
copy writer and account representative on
Westclox, Eversharp and A. E. Staley Milling
accounts — as well as White Star Refining and
other Socony- Vacuum affiliates. Early in 1934
(Co72tinued on page 55)
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Washington,
D.

C.

WTOP-TV

newscasts

larger

than

of

have

audiences

those

any

other

television

*Telepulse, Dec. 1951 Mon. Thru Fri.
average share of audiences for newscasts

lb

WTOP-TV
REPRESENTED BY
TELEVISION SPOT

FIN ANTHONY
utive.

joins CKNW

New Westminster, B. C, as account exec-

LEW SARGENT, sales manager, WKOX Framingham, Mass., to WEIM
Fitchburg, Mass., as general manager.

front of
fice

DAVE WILLIAMSON, account executive, Don Lee
Broadcasting System, Hollywood, to ABC-TV Hollywood in similar capacity.

ffl^

L. A. BLUST JR., commercial manager, KTUL Tulsa, appointed assistant general manager of same station as well as KFPW
Fort Smith, Ark.
WALTER DUNN, formerly with Headley-Reed Co. and
ABC Spot Sales, both New York, has joined H-R Representatives Inc., station representative, same city, as
senior solicitor.
JAMES T. AUBREY JR., account executive, KTTV
(TV) Hollywood, to KNXT (TV) same city as sales
manager. ROBERT B. HOAG, KNXT sales manager to
CBS Television Spot Sales, N. Y., as account executive.

Mr. Blust

WEED & Co., N. Y., radio and TV station representative, names The
Wexton Co., N. Y., as its advertising agency.
PAUL JAMES HUTCHINSON, formerly engaged in sales work with
WNJR, WAAT and WATV (TV), all Newark, to radio
sales staff of Headley-Reed Co., New York, station
representative.
PAUL F. ROYALL, announcer and newsman, KSL Salt
Lake City, named account executive.
ROBERT E. WHITE, administrator of Huntington,
W. Va., regional Blood Center, to WSAZ TV same city
as sales account executive.
WILLIAM BARTON, commercial manager, KBND
Future plans are unannounced.

BEFORE
DECIDE

the

See How

Bend, Ore., resigns.

YOU

ON

YOUR

SCHEDULE

NEXT
in

Mr. Hutchinson

DETROIT

Much

MORE

Area

You

Get Using

r

CKLW
and

its 50,000

watts

AT THE LOWEST RATE OF ANY
MAJOR STATION IN THIS MARKET
Guardian Bldg.
Adam J. Young, Jr., Inc.
National Rep.
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Detroit 26,
J. E. Campeau
President

A. W. LEFLER, manager of sales service, ABC RadioTV Western Div., Hollywood, named account executive.
Mr. Sargent

ARNOLD STARR, account executive WNJR
to WMCA New York in same capacity.

Newark,

COL. WILLIAM MAYER joins ABC television staff as executive assistant to the vice president of TV program department
[B»T, Jan. 7].
WILLIAM L. DODRILL, McDonough, Caperton, Shepherd, Goldsmith (insurance), Charleston, W. Va., to
sales staff WKNA same city.
CHARLES

W. TRIPPE, general manager, WDXB Chattanooga, to WWDC Washington as account executive.

MILT HIBDON, program and sales promotion director,
CoL Mayer
KTRB Modesto, Calif., to Lincoln Dellar radio stations
as advertising and promotion manager. Stations include
KXOA Sacramento, KXOB Stockton, KXOC Chico and KDB Santa
Barbara.

RICHARD E. JONES, vice president and general manager, WJBK and
WJBK-TV Detroit, elected to the board of directors of the Detroit Convention and Tourist Bureau. . . . DONN B. TATUM, ABC Western Division director of TV, named TV publicity chairman of L. A. chapter
American National Red Cross 1952 Fund Drive. . . . ARTHUR HULL
HAYES, CBS vice president in San Francisco and manager of KCBS
there, appointed a director of the Redwood Empire Assn. for the coming:
year. . . . WILLIAM SHAW, general manager, Columbia Pacific Network
and KNX Hollywood, in N. Y. for conferences with CBS Radio executives.
. . . EARL WYNN, head of Communications Dept., U. of North Carolina!
and RHODA MABEL HUNTER of same department were married DecJ
27 at Chapel Hill, N. C.
F. C. SOWELL, manager, WLAC
ville Chamber of Commerce.

Nashville, elected president of Nash-i

BILL REA Jr., owner-manager CKNW New Westminster, B. C, made
chieftain and given name Chief Ka-N Wawa, by Squamish Indian
Tribe of North Vancouver. Honor was presented in appreciation for his
interests in welfare of West Coast Indians. . . . JOHN B. CRAIG, managing director, CKX Brandon, Man., elected president of Associated
Chambers of Commerce at annual meeting. . . . Capt. BEN MILLER,
Radio-TV Branch, U. S. Army, father of boy, born Dec. 28. Mrs. Miller
is former MARY FRANCES ZARBOCK, at one time with WTOP Washington publicity department.
GEORGE COMTE, because of his duties as assistant to R. G. WINNIE,
stations manager of WTMJ-AM-TV Milwaukee, new post which he
assumed last October, has discontinued airing the nightly 10 p.m
Today's Events broadcasts on WTMJ. His last program was Jan. 6. Mr
Comte had been heard on the show since it started in 1937, except foi
the time he was in service during World War II. Today's Events now is
handled by PAUL SKINNER Monday through Friday and LLOYE
PETTIT on Saturday and Sunday.
WILLIAM R. McANDREW, director of public affairs for NBC-TV, appointed to the Executive Committee on Employment of the Physicallj
Handicapped by Chairman EARL H. GAMMONS, Washington vice presi;
dent of CBS.
FRANK STANTON, CBS president, expected in New York this weel
from Mexico, after a short vacation.
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Radio

Shows

IS-minute Electrical Transcriptions
STARRING
Rosemary Clooney
Red Foley and The Cumberland Valley Boys
Eugene Ormandy and The Philadelphia Orchestra
Ray Anthony
Loretta
O'Connor
Meredith Young-Basil
Willson
PLUS
Live and Transcribed Announcements

Television

Programs

16'mni. Sound Films - Various Lengths
STARRING
Lina Romay
Toni Arden
The Skylarks
Margaret Whiting & Jack Smith
Buddy Ebsen & Daughter Alix
Carolina Cottoo
PLUS
3—20 Second Cartoons-Full Animation with Soundplus 60 Second Announcements

JANUARY

2nd

-31st

THE NATIONAL FOUNDATION
FOR INFANTILE PARALYSIS
Franklin D. Roosevelt/ Founder
120 Broadway, New York 5, New York

And

use

as

many

following

programs
as
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HOWARD J. LONDON
Director— Radio, Television and Motion Pictures
BEekman 3-0500

can
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PROMOTION
BONUS
FOR SPONSORS.. .
FOUR

EXTRA

SHOTS

FOR

EXTRA

SALES

air-casters
I

LEE

PHILLIPS,

chief announcer,
WTVJ (TV) Miami, appointed
program
director.
LEE WALKER,
traffic manager,
named assistant
program
director.
R.
J. TROXEL,

TED COLLINS, producer NBC-TV
Kate Smith Hour, to narrate series of
film shorts to be produced by PineThomas Productions, Hollywood, which
will show American cracker-barrel at
various stages in history.
JOE HOENIG, office supervisor, ABC
Hollywood, to sales promotion.

chief producer, appointed production
manager.
BARON KEYES,
lyricist and composer of songs on
KECA-TV Hollywood Candy's Playhouse, to have original compositions
put in wardbook
formMusic
for children
B. Marks
Co., N. by
Y. Ed-

HANK WEAVER, special events and
sports commentator ABC Hollywood,
named "TV Sports Commentator of
Year" by Southern California Sports
Magazine.
MARVIN MILLER, announcer, NBC
Radio's Railroad Hour, to portray
prizefighter's manager in Paramount
film. Military Policeman, starring
BOB HOPE.

DAN NORTON, ABC-TV Chicago
operations director, and MARGARET
LANDMAN, copywriter for Sears
Roebuck
& Co., are to be married in
May.

DAVID GREGGORY, writer, CBS Radio Club 15, has collaborated on novelty
song. The Boy With the Bonnie Bag
Pipe, with pianist Wally Weschler, to
be published in Scotland.

Mr. Troxel

CAR CARDS with
sponsor credit appear
throughout the year
and cover the entire
city.
24-SHEET BILLBOARDS
blanket the complete
Philadelphia Market
area, promoting WIBG
programs.
WINDOW DISPLAYS
of sponsor's products
face directly on Walnut
S t r e e t— d o w n t o w n — the only such display
on this busy thorofare.
DIRECT MAIL goes out
regularly to selected
dealer lists. Hard-hitting broadsides promote sponsor's campaign and urge store
cooperation.

10,000 Watts
f hiladetphla's
Most
Powerful
independent
REPRESENTED BY
Radio
Representatives
inc.
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HAZEL MARKEL, woman's commentator, WWDC Washington and MBS,
is author of "Etiquette for Service
Weddings" in spring issue of Modern
Bride magazine.
PHIL CHRISTIE, announcer, WLAW
Boston, father of girl, Jan. 3.
HARRY BOWLEY, Walter Dales
Radioscripts, Montreal, to CKNW
New Westminster, B. C, promotion
dept.
DALE HOWARD, graduate of Northwest Broadcasting School, Portland,
Ore., to KDMA Montevideo, Minn.
Other NBS graduates: DEL ORMAN,
to KCOL Fort Collins, Col.; BRUCE
FOUNTAIN to KOCO Salem, Ore., as
announcer-o perator; DWIGHT SMART
to KAPA Raymond, Wash., as announcer-salesman.
ART STANLEY named program director, KCIM Carroll, la. DALE BARTON, sports director, to chief announcer. BILL MASON, staff announcer, to news director at same
station.
CHARLES REEDER, production manager and music director, WING Dayton, Ohio, appointed program
director. JAMES
BENNETT to
WING tionasmanager.
produc-

Mr. Reeder

FRANK ALLAN,
program
director,
WEAV Plattsburg,
N. Y., to WLEE
Richmond, Va., as
announcer - disc

jockey.
BETTY LAMM of King Kennedy,
Beverly Hills (publicists), to CBS Radio, Hollywood, as photo editor and
planter, national magazines. She replaces BERTIE CRANE, who moves
to New York.

RAY SULLIVAN, KECA-TV Hollywood mail room, father of a girl,
Lori Blake, Jan. 3.

LARRY MONROE, staff announcer,
WATS Sayre, Pa., called to military
service.
ROBERT F. REYNOLDS, sports and
special events, WJBK
Detroit, to
WJR same city as
associate sports
editor.
BOB LeMOND,
Hollywood
announcer, assigned
to CBS Television
My Friend Irma,
sponsored by B. J.
Reynolds Tobacco
arettes).
Co. (Cavalier CigMr. Reynolds
FRANK MATTHEWS to WOAI
San Antonio as newscaster and night
news editor.
MARK

ROGERS and GRANT FOSTER, newscaster, EWING CANADAY.
news bureau chief, and PRISSY
THOMAS, women's editor, WKY-AMTV Oklahoma City, appointed "Commodores" by Gov. Johnstone Murray
in the Oklahoma Navy for their radioTV public service work.
JULIA WORMSER, secretary to BOB
LAWS, sales manager, ABC-TV Western Div., Hollywood, to promotion department as copywriter.
HARLAN

JUDKINS, announcer-producer, KTUL Tulsa,
moves to KFPW
Fort Smith, Ark.,

SAM HAYES, newscaster on NBC
West Coast Breakfast News, sponsored
by General Mills, awarded title of
"network newscaster who made greatest contribution to air travel in the
West during 1951," Jan. 11. Arthur
F. Kelly, vice president. Western Air
Lines, and Air Force Assn. board member, made award.
JOHN CLAAR, director, KTTV (TV)
Hollywood Search for Girls and Calo
Pet Exchange, to CBS Television Meet
Corliss Archer in similar capacity.
EDDIE TRUMAN, staff organistpianist, ABC Radio, Holljrwood,
has written The Tavern Song, recorded
and released by both Decca and Capitol
Records this month.
WILLIAM J. HARDING, director, IvTBC
Radio Dennis Day Show and ABC-TV
Hal Sawyer Show, to ABC Radio,
Hollywood, as director.
FRAZIER HUNT, news commentator
heard three times weekly over Liberty
Broadcasting outlets, completed a two
week lecture tour of the Southwest
on Jan. 11.
BILL ELLISON, news director, WHBF
Rock Island, 111., father of boy, William David, Dec. 29.
LEE ZIMMER, announcer, WDUK
Durham, N. C, joins ABC Radio,
Hollywood, as announcer.
MARVIN HEADRICK, KECA - TV
Hollywood engineering maintenance
department, father of boy, Randall
Marvin, Dec. 31.
CHARLES DAY, news director, WGAR
Cleveland, father of fourth child, boy
named Robert.
E. WILLIAM MALONE, promotion
manager, KRON-TV San Francisco,
to resign Feb. 1. No successor has
been announced.
JOE CONNELLY, writer, CBS Radio
Amos 'n' Andy show, father of a girl,
Maria, Jan. 1.
On All Accounts
(Continued from page 12)
elude Chevrolet dealers in three
states; Sealtest regional; gas companies in two states, and numerous
others. The Westinghouse account
came to the agency after Mr. Lindquist had spent the better part of
nine months studying the project,
figuring rightly that NCAA would
pick an
lems agency
intimately. that knew its probRadio-TV directors have a real
obligation
to understand
the client's
point
of view
and objectives
while
retaining the station-network perspective, he feels. A good campaign is successful only when it
adheres to highest standards of
good taste in length and text of
commercials, and in their spacing;
when program content meets
equally high standards of good
taste and entertainment and is
ence.
completely
acceptable to its audi-

as program director.
J. GORDON
STARK of NBC
Radio Hollywood
promotion staff, to
NBC -TV Hollywoodwards
Ralph
EdTelevision
Shoiv as assistant
Mr. Judkins
Mr. Lindquist has three hobbies
at home — model railroading, pianos
director.
and motion picture photography,
WILLARD WATERMAN, star of NBC
interrupted by careful scanning of
Radio Great Gildersleeve, recuperating
following appendectomy, Jan. 3. He other
TV programming
to see what the
fellow is doing.
expects to return for broadcast Jan. 16.
BROADCASTING
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PHILCO

Our Respects To
(Continued from pa^re 50)

POSTS

Promotions Announced
I
I WILLIAM BALDERSTON, president of Philco Corp., has an: nounced a number of top level
advancements made at his firm.
) Frederick D. Ogilby has been
' named vice presid e n t, television
^ and radio
sion. He diviwill
direct all sales
activities of the
division as well as
jail product development of the
line. Mr. Ogilby
joined Philco in
1931. He was a
Mr. Ogilby
manager of television sales prior to his appointment as a vice president in 1949.
John Kuneau, while retaining his
post as vice president on the executive staff in charge of public relations, will also serve as chairman
! of the newly formed merchandising
committee for television and radio
activities, reporting directly to
Larry F. Hardy, president of the
division. Mr. Kuneau joined Philco
in 1950.
TV Sales Post
John L. Utz, in field sales for 14
years as a district representative
and division manager, has been
advanced to national sales manager
of television. John J. Moran will
continue as Philco's national sales
manager of radio.
John M. Otter, formerly vice
j president and general sales manager, has been appointed vice
president and general manager of
the refrigeration division and will
head the management of all Philco
appliances, including electric
ranges and room air conditioners.
Mr. Otter joined Philco in 1926.
He was appointed to the board of
directors in 1950.
Thomas
A. Kennally, former
president of the refrigeration division, will become vice president on
the executive staff and chairman
of the distribution committee,
I 'Which is Philco's top level policy
' committee on distribution planning
' for all products. Mr. Kennally has
^ been with Philco 27 years. He became vice president in charge of
• sales in 1941 and vice president
and assistant to the president in
i 1948.
Raymond B. George has been
appointed corporate vice president
of merchandising. Mr. George
joined Philco in 1936 and was
named vice president in charge of
the merchandising of the television
i and radio division in 1950.

WEOK
POUGHKEEPSIE.

REPRESENTED BY O EVN EY
BROADCASTING

he applied for a job in the advertising department at the Standard Oil
Co. of New Jersey and has been
there since.
At Esso his business career has
been about as quiet as the North
Atlantic during the fall hurricane
season: He has worked in almost
every job in the advertising and
sales promotion department, being
named assistant manager of the
department in 1943, and manager
in 1945.
As department head, he supervises radio's The Esso Reporter,
which the company has sponsored
for 18 years, and television's Alan
Young Show, which has been under Esso sponsorship for a year
and a half.
Between seasons there have been
summer replacement shows to maage and some spot advertisements,
when a new product — such as Esso
Extra Motor Oil — has been introduced.
Mr. Gray, who feels that a real
effort should be made to build as
close a business family as possible
within his own office, also extends
that attitude toward the two agencies who handle Esso Standard advertising: McCann-Erickson and
Marschalk & Pratt Co., which have
been in the business family for
many years — the former for almost
40 years and the latter for 16
years.
Sees Advertisers' Viewpoint
"When I was on the other side
of the fence," Mr. Gray says, "I
decided if I ever became an advertiser, I'd try to be the kind of
client I'd like to have." Feeling that
agencies are too often held responsible when the client, himself,
doesn't know quite what he wants
or needs, Mr. Gray makes a point
of sharing information freely with
his agency representatives.
To be on the inside of all company sales problems and objectives,
the agencies are invited, for example, to all important sales meetings and they find ample opportunity to talk with Esso Standard
employes who know about both the
oil and advertising businesses.
"You cannot expect a consistently
good job from an agency and at
the same time let it work in the
dark,"
serves. the advertising manager obTo prove that he enjoys what he
is doing weekdays as well as week
ends, Mr. Gray can list his extrawork activities. He is a director of
The Advertising Council, American
Federation of Advertisers, Advertising Club of New York, Traffic
Audit Bureau, Audit Bureau of
Circulations and a past director of
the Assn. of National Advertisers,
on whose radio-television committee
he continues to serve. He is a member of Phi Gamma Delta, Lotos
Club and the New York Sales Executive Club. He has helped to institute four chapters of Alpha Delta Sigma, honorary advertising
fraternity, at De Pauw, Indiana,

• Telecasting

Butler U., and the U. of Texas,
where he is member No. 1. He also
served during World War II as
chairman of the advertising committee of District No. 1 of the Petroleum Administration for War.
Mr. Gray and his wife, the former Marjorie Simmons Alspaugh,
live in Greenwich, Conn.
"I used to have a boat on Long
Island
he war.
remarks,
"but
sold it Sound,"
during the
We hope
to have another one sometime,
maybe next
Turnsspring."
to Angling
Mr. Gray enjoys fishing and has
angled for trout and salmon in the
East. As an amateur historian of
the War Between the States, he
likes to visit the old battlefields to
collect data on the subject. His
other traveling has included a short
business trip to Europe this past
summer where, in addition to attending the World Conference on
Advertising held in London, he had
an opportunity to acquaint himself
with Esso Standard advertising and
sales promotion in England, Germany, and France.
rcaVictor
WHBF
EXPANSION
Staff Shifted, Enlarged
EXPANSION and reorganization
at WHBF-AM-FM-TV Rock Island, 111., has resulted in personnel
shifts and additions.
Forest W. Cooke, program director, has been made director of all
WHBF-TV production, operational
procedures and TV programming.
Bill Ellison has been appointed
news director succeeding Charles
F. Harrison, resigned.
Dean Lierle has been transferred
from the continuity department to
radio sales.
Harlan Ralston, traffic manager,
now is also in charge of radio programming.
Fern Hawks takes over as personnel director in addition to her
publicity and promotion duties.
Additions to the staff include
Shirlie Freeman, publicity; Elsie
Hargraves, receptionist; Doris Balzer, traffic; Dan Rafferty, news,
and Fred K. Leo, public relations.
Hearing Delayed
HEARING on license renewal of
WKOW Madison, Wis., has been
postponed from Jan. 21 to Jan. 28,
following pre-hearing conference in
Washington last week between attorneys for station and for Atlass
Amusement Co. and FCC HearingExaminer James D. Cunningham
[B»T, Dec. 31, Nov. 12, 1951]. At
issue is the management contract
station has with Atlass Amusement Co. and also question whether WKOW got CBS affiliation after
hiring firm headed by H. Leslie
Atlass Jr., son of CBS Central Division vice president.

Good program ideas and top talent
deserve RCA Victor transcription
quality and service. Your materialspot announcements to full-length
shows— should get the benefit of
RCA's technical experience and
research.
Your order, large or small, is
recorded, processed and pressed in
the country's best-equipped studios
and
receives world-famous
RCA plants
Victor. . .engineering.
Complete
transcribed radio production and
script-writing facilities are available.
Contact an RCA Victor Custom Record
630 Fifth Avenue
office today:
Dept. B-10, NEW YORK 20
JUdson 2-5011
445 North Lake Shore Drive
Dept. B-10, CHICAGO 11
WHitehall 4-3215
1016 North Sycamore Avenue
Dept. B-10, HOLLYWOOD 38
HILLside 5171
Write now for our fact-filled
Custom Record Brochure!
custom
record

sales ^
RADIO CORPORATION
OF AMERICA
RCA VICTOR DIVISION
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NEW REGION SET
RCA Victor Adds Eighth
ESTABLISHMENT of a new region for the RCA Victor Division,
to be known as the West Central
Regrion, with headquarters in Kansas City, Mo., has been announced
by C. M. Odorizzi, operating vice
president of the division.
At the same time, Mr. Odorizzi
announced the appointment of V.
A. Kamin as manager of the new
region, effective Jan. 1.
The West Central Region will
include Denver, St. Louis, Omaha,
Des Moines and Sioux Falls distributing area in addition to Kansas City distributing area.
Formation of the new region is
based on the increasing growth of
the midwest as a market for RCA
products, Mr. Odorizzi said. He
pointed out that the needs of distributors inthis extensive territory
can better be served with a regional
manager located in Kansas City.
The establishment of the West
Central Region raises to eight the
total regional offices of RCA.
RADIO UNIT
Will Be Emergency Center
RCA has delivered to Philadelphia
civic officials a specially-designed
multi-channel mobile communications unit pictured below to be used
as a coordinating center in the
event of atomic attack or other
disaster.
The unit is housed in a truck and
is actually eight radio stations in
one. It is capable of linking all
Philadelphia police, fire, civilian air
patrol, CAA and amateur radio
communication facilities. It also
can be tapped into the telephone
system and used as an emergency
telephone exchange.
With eight transmitters, it is
equipped for use as a base station
or as a mobile unit. The unit also
boasts loudspeakers for controlling
population movement, heating and
air-conditioning systems, flood
lights, various antennas and a 10
kw single-phase generator which
can supply all power required for
use of the equipment.

Examining new radio truck
equipped for use as base station or
mobile unit are (I) Philadelphia
Mayor Bernard Samuel, and W.
W. Watts, vice president in charge
of RCA Engineering Products Department.
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'SAM SPADE' APPEAL

allied

arts

CLOSE, Sun Oil Co., joins
Consumer Products Advertising and Sales Promotion
Dept., Camden, N. J.
WILLIAM S. SMITH, account supervisor in industrial advertising section
of the General Electric Corp., Schenectady, N. Y., named advertising
manager of General Electric's Chemical Division, Pittsfield, Mass.
DAVID S. RAU elected vice president
and chief engineer of RCA Communications Inc. [B»T,
Jan. 7]. C. W.
LATIMER, vice
president in charge
of engineering, appresidentpointedandvice chief
technical consultant.

EBURT
^RCA

MARTIN F. SHEA
named vice president of Auto Radio Division in
Mr. Rau
charge of car radio
manufacturing sales for Philco Corp.
PAUL RADIN, vice president, Jaffe
Agency, New York, will handle TV
activity for new affiliation between
JafFe Agency, Hollywood, and Stanley
Bergerman & Co., Beverly Hills,
headquartered in Hollywood. DICK
STEENBERG and DON DAVIS signed
as TV representatives for N. Y. agencies' offices.
SCREEN WRITERS GUILD, Hollywood, appoints Cleary-Strauss & Irwin, Hollywood, to handle public
relations.
AUDIO-VIDEO
PRODUCTS Corp.,
N. Y., appoints G. M. Basford Co.,
N. Y., advertising agency, for parent
company and affiliate including AudioVideo Recording Co., N. Y.; AudioVideo Tape Libraries Inc., N. Y., and
Magna-Crest Inc., N. Y.
NEW YORK U. will offer course next
semester in high fidelity sound reproduction, conducted by Edgar M. Villchur, designer of amplifers and radio
phonographs for Villmar Radio.
SIDNEY DORFMAN, Loeb & Loeb,
L. A. (law firm), to Snader Telescriptions Corp. and Snader Telescriptions
Sales Inc., Beverly Hills, as general
counsel.
CHESTER L. MIGDEN, attorney with
National Labor Relations Board, N. Y.,
appointed administrator of agency division of Screen Actors Guild.
MURRAY KINNELL, founder member
of Guild whose retirement from position becomes eff^ective JFeb. 28, will
serve in advisory capacity following
several months' trip to Europe.
CATHODE-RAY TUBE Div., Allen B.
DuMont Labs., names W. H. Connors
Co., Denver, as sales representative.
RCA VICTOR will record the GianCarlo Menotti opera "Amahl and the
Night Visitors" [BoT, Dec. 31] using
the original cast. Opera was written
especially for video production.

CHARLES
MICHELSON
Inc., New
York transcription sales company, announces the release of two new half
hour, open end dramatic series for
local sponsorship. Shows are In the
Name of the Law and Order in the
Court.

ELECTRO-VOICE Inc., Buchanan,
Mich., announces all E-V dynamic michrophones now in production are
polarized with the exception of
models 615, 600D and 602. Will
simplify multiple microphone installation, firm said.
AUDIO & VIDEO PRODUCTS Corp.,
N. Y., announces production of new
portable Wagner — 16 Micro Disc Recorder, model P16-450. Instrument
will record and play back a full half
hour of speech or music on each side
of a single unbreakable 4% in. disc.
SPRAGUE ELECTRIC Co., North
Adams, Mass., announces production
of a small feed-through ceramic capacitor for filtering leads passing through
a chassis and which aids in the design
and production of TV equipment.
RCA TUBE Dept. announces latest in
its series of "pencil-type" triode tubes
capable of producing peak output of
more than 1000 w in plate-pulse service at frequencies up to 3300 mc.

"Technical •
JACK CHARLES, chief engineer,
KVER Albuquerque, N. M., to KVWO
Cheyenne, Wyo. in same capacity.
CARL PEARL, publicity director, Air
Features, to Columbia U.'s Engineering Center in same capacity.
NBFU

Awards

RADIO station, daily paper and
weekly newspaper credited with
greatest fire prevention work for
their localities during 1951 will be
offered a gold medal and $500 in
cash by the National Board of Fire
Underwriters in its 11th annual
presentation. Scrapbooks, records
or other exhibits testifying to 1951
fire prevention activity should be
sent to Gold Medal Awards, National Board of Fire Underwriters,
85 John St., New York 38, by Feb.
15. Last year's station award went,
for second time, to KANS Wichita.

Planned by Warner Bros.
WARNER BROS, may appeal ruling of a federal judge handed
down in the nearly three-year-old
"Sam Spade" plagiarism suit
against Dashiell Hammett, mystery author; Regis Radio, program
packagers, and CBS [B»T, Jan. 7].
Absolving the three of plagiarism charges. Federal Judge William C. Mathes in early January
ruled that purchase by Warner
Bros, of the author's Maltese Falcon did not give the movie studio
future tralrights
to of
"SamtheSpade,"
character
book. cenMr.
Hammett under ruling, possesses
right to use the character in whatever way he sees fit.
Gordon L. Files of law firm of
Freston & Files, Los Angeles, representing Warner Bros., indicated
to Broadcasting • Telecasting
that appeal will be made. No action
can be taken, however, until final
judgment is entered. Warner
Bros, then has 60 days in which
to file its appeal, it was explained.
WEEU

CITED

By NLRB Trial Examiner
FINDING of certain "unfair labor
practices" is contained in an intermediate report by a National Labor Relations Board trial examiner
on a complaint involving Hawley
Broadcasting Co., operator of
WEEU-AM-FM Reading, Pa.
The report is based on a complainterationlodged
by the Artists
American(AFL)
Fedof Radio
Sept. 19, 1951. The union charged
that the licensee had refused to
bargain collectively with it as representative ofcertain employes after November 1950. The findings
were issued by Trial Examiner
John H. Eadie.
WEEU-AM-FM had held that a
unit of staff announcers, excluding the program director and other
employes, was inappropriate because continuity writers were omitted. Station, cited the board's decision in a case involving Westchester Broadcasting Corp. last April.
Mr. Eadie found that while the
station had interrogated certain
employes and thus posed the question of "interference," it had not
refused to bargain in good faith.
WEEU-AM-FM had cause to question
December the1950union's
when majority
the unionin claimed
only four announcers, he said.

Tests Script Series
MRS. ESTHER VAN WAGONER
TUFTY, veteran Washington reporter dubbed by Time magazine
as "The Duchess," has completed a
year-long test of world news
couched in "kitchen lanTHERE are some 550 TV receivers in scripts, guage"
womenhelped
listeners. andThreeaimed
womenat have
public schools in the Philadelphia area,
with 75 more installations expected
Mrs. Tufty test her script service.
within the next two weeks. There is They are Bettie McCall, WCAO
Baltimore; Alice Anderson, WTTH
an average of 50 viewers per receiver
and a potential pupil viewing audience
Port Huron, Mich., and Beth Anderson; WMDN Midland, Mich.
of more than 30,000 students.
BROADCASTING
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THE

SPOT

FOR

YOU

.

.

. is on

FOOTLIGHT THEATER
6-6:50 p.m., Mon. thru Fri.
Participations on this top-rated early
evening film show currently are sold
out, but there's always room on the
waiting list. Average daily rating
of FOOTLIGHT THEATER is 16.2 (ARB
survey, Dec. 1-8), while the closest
competing program has o rating of 9.3

CINEMA PLAYHOUSE
11:05 p.m., Sunday
Now available to one lucky sponsor,
for presentation on CINEMA PLAYHOUSE, is a series of 18 brand-new,
current feature films NEVER BEFORE
SEEN ON TELEVISION, including 13
Alexander
outstanding Korda
buy. productions — a truly

14. i s n

feature

films

CIRCLE FOUR ROUNDUP
4-5 p.m., Saturday
A Western film series block programmed with other leading kid shows
(Cisco Kid, Safety Circus, American
Youth Forum), CIRCLE FOUR ROUNDUP
is available for spot participations.

BOX FOUR
11:05 p.m.- 12, Mon. thru Fri.
With an average daily rating of 7.1,
(ARB survey, Dec. 1-8), BOX FOUR is
the highest-rated of three late evening
film shows on Washington TV stations.
BOX FOUR oflFers the advertiser a 3
for 1 value — sponsor identification at
both beginning and end of the movie,
in addition to the regular one-minute
announcement.

FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION AND RATES, CALL YOUR NEAREST NBC SPOT
SALES OFFICE OR THE WNBW SALES DEPARTMENT, REPUBLIC 4000.

NBC

TELEVISION

IN WASHINGTON
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Your
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AN DOVER 3-7800
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28

Television

Place

ABC-TV

SAN

Television

3:00-5:00

Still Avoilable.

LOS ANGELES
NOrmandy 3-331 1
CHICAGO

ABC

in Los Angeles
moves to

Spot

FRANCISCO

EX BROOK 2-6544

Your

pm

Daily

Orders
Sales

NOW.

Office:
NEW

YORK

SUsQUEHANNA 7-5000
DETROIT
WOODWARD

3-8321

in Los Angeles
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Helped
restricted live television
STKICT control of football teleD' and seek
ORtoKE
'W
L
RO
NT
thereby
profit
from the loss of
CO
j casts by National Collegiate Athothers and particularly from the
, letic Assn. sei-ved to cut down TV's
loss of the small colleges and high
I inroads into gate receipts, NCAA
schools. We urge a middle course
1 was told Friday as delegates preI pared to vote in Cincinnati on a of moderation."
The committee also stressed
I plan for continued supervision next
' autumn.
dangers to the game of football if
two or three top teams monopolized
Main objection to a "middle
course" plan offered Thursday by the television networks. The resulting financial rewards would
NCAA's Television Committee came
from U. of Pennsylvania and Notre
create greater temptations than
Dame but they appeared to have
any yet known to the game and
little support around the convenwould place irresistible premiums
on successful teams, the committee
tion. Penn proposed a resolution
calling for unrestricted live foot- said.
ball telecasts.
"We must not only limit the
amount of television, but we must
First results of an impact sui-vey
conducted by National Opinion Re- spread it far and wide," said Ralph
search Center for NCAA were made
Furey, co-chairman.
available.
The NCAA 1951 television plan
NORC emphasized that the made $50,000 available to NORC
NCAA control of telecasts had for analysis of the effects of the
slowed up the declining trend in experimental program on 1951
football attendance, with colleges football attendance. Two national
in TV areas suffering less than cross section surveys were made,
in 1950.
before Labor Day and the beginThe TV Committee, headed by
ning of the football season, to
Tom Hamilton, Pittsburgh, and
Ralph Furey, Columbia, based its
report on a proposed experimental
program for 1952 with these objectives:
To minimize the adverse effects of
LINE
SET
'52
live television upon attendance at col- CHICAGO'S
Winter Furniture
Shows, conducted last week at the
lege and high school football games.
To spread television, within the lim- Furniture and Merchandise Marts,
its of such control plans as may ulti- drew national radio and television
mately be adopted, among as many
dealers who were interested in buycolleges as possible.
ing, but only the necessary mini, To provide television to the public
mum. This was. reported by several
to the extent consistent with the first
two objectives.
dealer-observers, who said the show
attracted buyers who wanted to see
Other Recommendations
the new radio-TV models and to
The committee also recommended
replace stocks which dwindled durthat the 1952 television program
ing the end of 1951.
be worked out by a TV committee
Buyers saw the wide margin beappointed by NCAA. The new
tween inventories and the public
committee would also give consideration to the final NORC re- demand dwindling, so that now
port when available in March and most dealers need to re-order. Buying, however, was reported to be
the plan would be submitted to
much lighter generally than in
NCAA membership for approval.
Also the recommendation was January of last year, but heavier
than last summer, when radio-TV
made that no NCAA member make
any TV committments for the 1952 distributors' shelves were glutted.
Dealers said the trend continues
season except in accordance with
to
down-grade suggested retail
the approved plan. The committee
prices on TV sets by about 15% to
declared, "We reject the urging of 20 9r, with the larger figure prethose who seek a complete ban on
dominant in TV-saturated areas.
live telecasting. College football
Prices hold more firm in the fringe
and live television can and will live areas, where the dealers say the
side by side. Equally firmly, we
biggest market lies in 1952 even if
the freeze does not go off.
reject the urging of those few who
would return college football to unThis year's production has been
BROADCASTING
Telecasting

Cut

Gate

Thanksgiving and close of the season. Pittsburgh and Boston were
selected for detailed study, and a
representative cross section of approximately 500 football fans in
each city were interviewed personally every week of the season
regarding their Saturday afternoon
and weekend activities. Seventeen colleges, coast to coast, conducted questionnaire surveys of
their stadium audiences. Seven
colleges used telephone surveys
among football fans in home localities on Saturdays when a home
game was being played. Seven
other colleges used a mail survey
among alumni and students. Gameby-game attendance reports were
solicited each week from the 269
NCAA members. Seasonal attendance data from 1947 to date was
requested from a cross section of
250 high schools all over the country, in order to get some indication
of TV effects on this type of football attendance.
The NORC
report to NCAA

Inroads,

NCAA

Says

showed the restricted telecasting
program slowed up the alarming
decline which most colleges faced
under unrestricted TV competition.
NORC showed figures to illustrate the basis for this conclusion..
Overall attendance during 1950
was substantially the same as overall attendance during the normal or
base period of the 1947 and 1948
free-television season. Overall attendance during 1951 was down
about 6Vr from both base period
attendance and 1950 attendance.
This overall drop was due to the
decline in student enrollment of
over 10% and the general sports
attendance falloff.
Different Opinions
Interviewed by Broadcasting •
Telecasting,
Messrs. Hamilton
and Furey differed in their opinions of TV's future in college football. Mr. Furey contended subscription television will provide the
final answer in five or 10 years.
On the other hand Mr. Hamilton
(Continued on page 68)

Chicago Unveiling
Soft atAdmiral
Corp., Chicago, announced
estimated byMarket
the Radio-Television
Mfrs. Assn. at between 4 and 5 incorporation of an AM radio,
million TV sets and 11 million ra"full-tone control" and a record
dios, contrasting with the high 1950
player outlet on nine of the comproduction of 7V2 million TV sets
new TVsets
models.
Mr.listed
Graverat
said thepany'snew
will be
and 141/2 million radios.
Manufacturers introduced new
prices no higher
than sets
"most"
models and exhibited their entire
nationally
advertised
withother
TV
radio-TV lines at both marts and in alone.
Extras are housed in a cabinet
hotels throughout the city. Hallicrafters Co., Chicago, brought out the same size as a TV-only model.
a new "150-mile" line of TV sets, The full Admiral TV line includes
12 new models and 22 which were
with which it offers a written, 30introduced late in 1951. The 17 in.
day guarantee that the customer's
entire purchase price will be re- picture tube, Mr. Graver said, will
funded ifhe does not receive a sat- continue to be the most popular
picture size in 1952, although he
isfying picture from a transmission
sees an increased sale of 20 and
point 150 miles away.
21 in. sets also.
New Guarantee
Admiral will produce 27 in. sets
President William J. Halligan,
with
a rectangular metal tube as
who is also president of the Armed
soon as suppliers can furnish
Forces Communications Assn., said
enough tubes, Mr. Graver also
the new guarantee "will take a lot commented.
of wild claims off the market." The
Among other sets announced last
150-mile line features a dynamic
tuner in models ranging from 17 week were these:
Six new TV receiver models were
to 21 in. screens, except for one
14 in. model.
added to the RCA line, with initial
shipment to begin shortly. These
Richard A. Graver, vice presi(Continued on page 68)
dent in charge of electronics for
January 14, 1952
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Ueb Dismissal Draws Fire
CKLISTING'
LA
'B
Loeb and the TV show until last
ance the criterion for employment
THREATENED lawsuits against
Red Channels and the Nev) York
in the radio and television field."
June,
whenwas"for
businessIn reasons"
the show
dropped.
August,
In seeking a hearing, Mr. Loeb
Post, and hearings by representaThe
Goldbergs
was
acquired
for
tives of Actors Equity and Televisaid, "I have never been and am not
NBC-TV in an "exclusive, longsion Authority, were late week re- now a member of the Communist
sults in dismissal of character ac- Party. I am not and have not been tei-m contract" but starting date
tor Philip Loeb from the role of in sympathy with communism and was never announced. Failure of
Papa in The Goldbergs, announced
show to appear was generally atI've never been under communist
tributed to sponsor reluctance.
just as the series was readied for discipline. I oppose communism in
all its forms and I am heartily in
a sponsored return to television
At week's end, Mrs. Berg was
Feb. 4.
sympathy with American princi- not available to say why she decided to drop the actor and resume
Mr. Loeb, through New York atples." He said he has been on rectorney Arthur Garfield Hays, inord to that eff'ect for 10 years.
the show, scheduled for 15-minute
The trouble began Sept. 16, 1950, version at 7:15 p.m. EST Mondays,
stituted proceedings Friday "for a
Wednesdays, and Fridays. Monday
substantial amount" against pxib- he said shortly after General
lishers of Red Channels, anti-com- Foods, then sponsor of The Goldsegment will be sponsored by
American Vitamin Corp., Newark,
munist publication he holds responbergs on CBS-TV, dismissed Jean
sible for his alleged blacklisting
Muir from a TV role in another of with NBC reportedly negotiating
along advertisers' row. Another at- its programs. The sponsor told with a food company for the two
torney for Mr. Loeb also ordered
other sections. No replacement
Mrs. Berg, lead actress, author, and
for Mr. Loeb was announced.
papers served Friday in a $250,000 owner of The Goldbergs, to take
suit against the New York paper
Mr. Loeb out of the cast within
Through Ted Ashley Associates,
for an editorial it published
two days or it would drop the the agent who, Mr. Loeb said, had
referring to him.
show, the actor said. Mrs. Berg at made the $85,000 offer, Mrs. Berg
The character actor also planned
that time offered him $85,000 for
said an attempt to buy the actor's
to appear Friday night before a the remainder of his five-year concontract
"absolutely
TVA committee named to investiand was
that the
contract hasnever"
now
tract, Mr. Loeb reported, but he made
gate his case in conformance with a said he refused.
expired. Mr. Loeb said he has two
resolution, adopted during the TVA
General Foods was reported at and a half years remaining in his
December Convention. Resolution
that
time to have changed its pol- agreement with Mrs. Berg and that
condemned blacklisting of TV emhe intends to hold her to the pact.
icy, however, and retained both Mr.
ployes in any way unless the accused had been proved a member
of subversive group and urged that
fair hearings be held to consider
To Cost $700 Million,
such charges. National Executive
Fellows Tells FCBA
Secretary George Heller had anNEW
STATIONS
nounced TVA's proposed investigation Tuesday, and a committee of OVER $700 million will be invested in construction of new TV station
five TVA members and five alter- facilities alone in the next few years, NARTB President Harold E.
nates was named to interview the Fellows predicted Friday at a luncheon address before the Federal
^
■
actor and suggest appropriate ac- Communications Bar Assn.
tion to the TVA board. Committee
Mr. Fellows estimated that the the decades.
members are Clayton Collier, end of FCC's television freeze may
Much of the NARTB's TV Code
is based on the Canons of ProfesFrances Reid, Ray Cook, Leopold
bring construction of 1,800 stations
sional Ethics of the American Bar
Sachse, and Phil Foster with Sid- in this period. His estimate of
Assn., he said, voicing surprise that
total costs was projected from
ney Blackmer, Betty Jane Keating,
many attorneys had anonomyously
Alan Bunce, Lanny Ross, and Jerry NARTB figures covering general
described specific objections to the
construction expense in building
"V^'^ayne named as alternates.
UHF and VHF stations [B«T, Dec. tentative code endorsed at Chicago
Had Appeared At Meeting
last October by NARTB TV mem17, 19511. The figures were based
Mr. Loeb had appeared Tuesday
ber stations [B«T, Nov. 5, 1951].
on present costs.
afternoon before a regular meeting
He invited FCBA members to
In
addressing
the
FCBA's
lunchof Actors Equity Council, which
eon session Mr. Fellows attacked
suggest amendments for consideraafterwards released the following the Benton legislation for creation
tion by the upcoming NARTB Television Review Board, charging they
statement: "After hearing Mr. of a program censorship board of
Loeb, this council requests TVA to citizens. Hearings will be reopened
were "trying the case in the pubtake immediate and suitable action
by a Senate Interstate & Foreign
to secure for Mr. Loeb his rights
Commerce subcommittee within the
lic press."
as a TVA member, as pledged in next two or three weeks, he said.
the blacklisting resolution . . . The subcommittee will take more
Fellows' 'IF-CC
evidence from proponents of the
Actors Equity off'ers its cooperaPROPOSED citizen's probill and then hear NARTB and
tion and assistance." Equity passed
gram advisory group of Sen.
the matter to TVA, it was pointed
other opponents. He reminded that
William Benton (D-Conn.)
out, since the problem pertained
Chairman Edwin C. Johnson (Dto employment in television rather
would
up an "IF-CC,"
CoL), of the full committee, is
NARTBset President
Harold
than in legitimate theatre.
opposed
to
the
Benton
legislation
Fellows
suggested
Friday
in
American Civil Liberties Union
along with a majority of the FCC.
addressing the Federal Comalso protested the Loeb dismissal
munications Bar Assn. The
FCBA stands "in the first line of
in letters to TVA and Equity,
defense between the broadcasters
signed by Patrick Murphy, ACLU
group
would operate
"in the
an
and intolerable government regulaarea sandwiched
between
executive director, and Elmer Rice,
tion
and
interference,"
Mr.
Fellows
FCC and Congress," he said,
chairman of National Council of
performing duties he claims
said, urging
Freedom for Democracy, who re- with
us in the
our association
opposition toto"join
the
the FCC lacks personnel to
cently resigned from Playwrights
perform and which the law
Benton
TV Theatre on grounds that actors
Radio, bills."
described by Mr. Fellows
states it has no right to do —
he wanted to hire had been black- as a "30-year veteran of the airprogram
censorship. Mr. Fellisted. The ACLU protest characwaves," has demonstrated its staylows paid tribute to the late
terized action aga.inst Mr. Loeb as
Louis G. Caldwell for his
ing power and is still "the greatest
"one more instance of the growing
mass medium of our era," he said,
fight
against efforts to imtrend toward making political opin- comparing TV's present problem
pose censorship.
with those that faced radio through
ion rather than competent performPage 60
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SALE OF two boxcars of Creme-0Coco glasses after four TV plugs —
that's the record of Nils Thor Granlund who made the announcements
on his Hollywood Road to Fame-oyer
KNXT (TV) Los Angeles. Happily unloading the second boxcar are (I to r)
Donald Breyer, vice president, FactorBreyer Inc.; Leo Kanner, sales manager. Globe Bottling Co., and Mr.
Granlund.
FCBA

ELECTION
Scharfeld Is Named
ARTHUR W. SCHARFELD was
elected 1952 president of the Federal Communications Bar Assn.
last week. He succeeds William A.
Porter
(B i n g-

secondWelch
vice
ent ;sB.
president, Vincson)
& Albertrfeld& ^ohne
Mr. Scha
h, Mott
(Welc
Morgan) ; secretary, John C. Spearman (Spearman & Roberson)
; tson
treasu(rer,
Dow
^^
Alber
^^^
^^^
Charles ^^^
F. Duvall (Fisher, Way.
land, Duvall & Southmayd)
New members of the FCBA executive committee are George 0. Sutton and Leonard H. Marks (Cohn
& Marks). They were elected for
three-year-terms, succeeding Omar
L. Crook (of Wheat, May &
Shannon) and Ralph L. Walker
(both Pier son & Ball). To fill the
remaining year of John T. Quisenberry's term, the FCBA elected
Clyde E. Bailey. Mr. Quisenberry
had resigned upon leaving WashRemaining
the executiveington.
committee
areon Corwin
R.
Lockwood Jr. (Hogan & Hartspn) ,
Vernon L. Wilkinson (Haley, McKenna & Wilkinson) and Joseph
Jansky)
F. Zias . (Loucks, Zias, Young &
New FCBA president was graduated from Harvard Law School
in 1928, served with Federal Radio
Commission 1929-30 and joined
late Louis G. Caldwell in radio
practice in Washington 1930-35,
during which time he was the associate editor of the Journal of
Radio Laiv, published by Northwestern U. In 1935, he and Philip
G. Loucks formed the firm of
Loucks & Scharfeld and in 1948
Mr. Scharfeld opened his own law
office. During World War II, Mr.
Scharfeld
the
Army. served as a major in

BROADCASTING
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Inaeb survey
Monitors N. Y. TV Shows

, iSECOND round-the-clock sui-vey of
!New York television programs was
{conducted by National Assn. of
Educational Broadcasters last week
ivvhen 25 monitors watched every
program on the city's seven chanmels during the seven-day period
ending Thursday night.
■ "We are approaching this study
I as social scientists," Dallas W.
! Smythe, professor in the U. of
Illinois Communications Research
jInstitute, who is directing the
; study, said Thursday. The moniitors, all graduate students of
:psychology or sociology at Colum; I bia U. or New York U., were instructed to time each program elei! ment, classify the show as to type,
I I and write an objective description
j : of program
content. Editorial
Iopinions were forbidden,
j! This year, special attention was
I'centered on programs given top
ratings by audience sui-vey groups
and by television critics, and
closer analysis was made of all
I programs.
In a variety show,
Ifor example, the function of the
TALMADGE

VIEWS

Not Warmly Rece'iYed
NETWORK television officials reI mained seemingly unmoved last
j,week in the face of threats from
{ Herman Talmadge, Governor of
j Georgia, to promote a mass boy[, cott throughout the South of teleI(vision sponsors who disregard
j' southern traditions for segregation
i by casting whites and Negroes in
{) their video shows.
I CBS Television Vice President
1| J. L. Van Volkenburg cold-shoulI dered the Governor with a simple
statement: "We will continue to
select our performers solely on the
: basis of their talent."
'j Identifying the American public
j as video's "severest and most comii petent critic," Alexander Stronach
,; Jr., vice president of programming
for ABC-TV, obsei-ved that Gov.
Talmadge's attitude "does not take
into account the majority opinion

m.c. was listed as well as details
like the time when he introduced
the first act and the name, length
and description of that act, Mr.
Smythe said.
"We also plan to do a scientific
job on studying kinds of violence
shown on television programs," he
added, asserting that his monitors
would not be just counting murders.
Cost of the sui'vey is estimated
to be about $7,500, to be financed
by a grant from the Fund for Adult
Education, established by the Ford
Foundation. Preliminary results
will be issued Jan. 23 with a full
report scheduled for April, and
information is intended to serve
the television industry, Congress,
FCC, listener groups and groups
interested in video and its development, such as schools and colleges.
This is the third city survey of
video programming conducted by
NAEB. First study was conducted
in New York during the same
calendar year a year ago, and
second survey was made in Los
Angeles last May.
Monitors worked from opening to
closing of broadcast days, taking
a half-hour break between twohour viewing sessions to write
their reports. Usually watching
until after midnight, one group
was kept at their sets in the basement of the Biblical Seminary in
New York until 3 a.m. by CBS-TV's
"late show."
Roach Jr. Charged
CHARGE that he hired a writer to
do script for a TV film which was
released by R. & L. Productions
theatrically, without additional
payment to writer, will be aired
tomorrow night (Jan. 15) when
Hal Roach Jr., vice president in
charge of production, Hal Roach
Studios, appears before Screen
Writers Guild grievance committee
in Hollywood. First action of this
type by SWG involving a TV producer, it may set pattern for further actions of this sort, it was
said. Grievance committee includes
Morgan Cox, F. Hugh Herbert and
Valentine Davies. Writer's name
was not revealed for fear of future
reprisals by TV film producers.

\NTAR-AtA-Ty

Files Test Case

On Jurisdiction Problem
UNIONS
TEST CASE designed to avoid countless jurisdictional disputes among
program department employes of TV and AM-TV stations is pending
before National Labor Relations Board in a petition filed by WTAR■
★
Norfolk, Va.
AM-TV
the extent they perform these
Oral argument in the case was
requested last week in a brief filed specific functions.
According to WTAR, the queson behalf of WTAR by its attortion is vitally important to a large
neys, Eliot C. Lovett and Joseph
C. Wells. Involved in the case is number of small but important
combination radio and TV staAFRA, which proposed to reptions as well as TV-only operaresent only about half the station
tions which originate only a small
program employes. Hearing in the
case was held at Norfolk Nov. 19, percentage of the programs they
telecast. Decision in the case, the
following filing of briefs.
station notes, will establish a patWTAR's petition contends that
tern for collective bargaining
AFRA would carve out of 49 emaround the country and affect new
ployes a bargaining unit consistTV stations to be granted when
ing only of employes who speak,
FCC lifts its freeze.
act or sing over the air and to
The Norfolk station contends
bargain for such employes only to
the bargaining unit should include
non-supervisory employes in the
HYLAN
NAMED
program department who, working as an integrated team, proTo New CBS-TV Post
duce the shows carried over the
radio and TV transmitters. The
WILLIAM H. HYLAN, CBS-TV
assistant sales manager in charge
49 employes involved each work in
of color television sales before
many types of functions.
colorcasting was suspended, last
Rigid departmentalization would
week was named
require
"a hodgepodge of colleceastern sales
tive bargaining units separating
manager for the two or three employes" in a denetwork. He had
partment from those in another
been an assistant
department, it is contended, leading
sales manager
since July 1951, to countless jurisdictional disputes.
returning to The station argues AFRA claims
only 12 of the 49 perblack - and - white to represent
sons involved in "an appropriate
sales when color
TV was halted
bargaining unit."
last fall.
Mr. Hylan
Mr. Hylan has AFM-FIIM TALKS
been with CBS since his graduation from Yale in 1937, when he
was a member of the original apprentice group of college graduates selected for a six-month rotating- course of training in various
divisions of the network. He served
in CBS Radio Sales until he joined
the Army in July 1941 and upon
his return in November 1945 he
was named assistant to the director of station administration. He
moved into CBS-TV sales as an
account executive three years later.
His appointment as eastern sales
manager was announced by Fred
M. Thrower, CBS-TV vice president in charge of network sales.

ijof the nation's TV audience."
•j The Governor stated his point of
j; view as an editorial in his newsj paper, The Statesman, and objected
to Negro dancers appearing with
j| "scantily clad white females,"
j Negroes and whites conversing "on
j a purely equal social level" and
j;Negro and white children dancing
( together. He approved appearance
of Negro groups, however, so long
as they are not joined by white en( tertainers on the same program,
j, Suggesting that good taste alone
I should call a halt to such practices,
■ he wrote, "if the television execu\ tives and producers do not have
■ this good taste, then the great milv lions of people in the southern
I- states can turn their own resentEXTERIOR view of WOR-TV New York's new Television
ment, individually, toward the Square which was formally opened Wednesday. The
structure, at 67th St. and Columbus Ave., was erected
I products
which
sponsor such
shows."
and equipped at a cost of $3 million [B*T, Jan. 7]. It
BROADCASTING
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Slated for Miami Jan. 15
REPRESENTATIVES of the
American Federation of Musicians
(AFL) and West Coast film studios plan to discuss a new contract
at meetings in Miami, Fla., starting tomorrow (Tuesday), expiration day for present agreements.
AFM spokesman could not estimate length of the discussions, but
said union officials hoped that they
would conclude "fairly soon" although longer negotiations are possible since TV use of films, in which
AFM musicians have woi'ked, is
to be considered. Prior contract expired
15, 15.but had been extended Sept.
to Jan.

houses in 48,000 sq. ft. the WOR-TV production facilities.
Opening program last Wednesday took televiewers on tour.
Architect was Abbott Merkt & Co.; general contractor,
Robert Glenn Inc., both New York.
January 14, 1952
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average nighttime rating 14

...already
Nov.
Jmi.
April
Oct.
Nov.

KNXT
has
1950: KTSL (KNXT) was CBS Television competitor.
1951: CBS Television assumed control of KTSL.
1951: CBS Television shows moved to KTSL.
1951 : KTSL became KNXT . . . moved to Mt. Wilson.
1951: Telepulse reported on the new Channel 2.
Data on request.

climbe

12

Look

what's

up

in

L.A.!

From

fifth to first

in '51 ! It's the success story of the year in America's second
television market.
In the first Telepulse survey since KNXT

moved

(with 10 times more power), the new Channel
first in average evening ratings throughout
average evening share-of-audience
KNXT's

And

if KNXT

the week ! And in

cost-per-thousand is

18.5% since the start of the past year!
is tied, it is not tied doivn. The new Channel 2 is

oust starting as CBS
No wonder

2 is tied for

as well !

viewing is way up, but KNXT's

down . . . down

to Mt. Wilson

Television's key station on the Coast !

national spot advertisers have more than tripled

their investment

on KNXT

during 1951. KNXT

is head-

and-shoulders highest as Los Angeles' best television buy.
If you want to move

up in the world in 1952, there's no

limit to where you can go on . . .

KNXT

the neiv channel

Los Angeles ■ CBS Owned • Represented by
CBS Television Spot Sales

Sa/s
C. ANDERSON
HI/FBM-TV"
rely on
We CHARLES
Nash Automobile Dealer
1201 Busseron Street
Vincennes, Indiana

ON

JETS

IN

$

%^BONU
A

Vincennes

is a

town"
IVFBI^-TV
Soys JACK ARTHUR
FIRESTONE STORE
229 Main Street
Vincennes, Indiana
INDIANAPOLIS
WFBM-TV
# Historic Vincennes, Indiana, is a progressive,
modern community today — as avidly interested in
television as everybody else. And

in Vincennes

and Vanderburg County, Indiana, WFBM-TV

of

Indianapolis — well over 100 miles away — is the
favorite station.
All of which is just another way of saying you get
a whale of a buy on WFBM-TV.

How

It's a far better than

about the advertisers you represent? Check

average buy just for the 192,500 TV sets installed

the money-loaded Hoosier market. Indiana ranks in

in its 60-mile radius . . . and when you add the Bonus

the first ten states, both agriculturally and industrially.

Thousands outside that radius, you'll agree it's one

That means high employment, AND

of the best "deals" in the country.

That's why WFBM-TV advertisers sell and SELL!
♦Source: BROADCASTING -TELECASTING, January 14, 1952

high incomes.

WFBM Radio Is First in Listening, Too!
* First in the morning! * First in the afternoon!
■k and a Great Big First at Night! 50% more listeners atnight than any other Indianapolis station.
* Hooper Ratings, February through April, 1951.

V

WFBM-T
REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

B Y

THE

K

A

T Z

AGENCY

tOLOR

TV

PEERLESS CHANGES
Sol Lesser Withdraws

GRANT

I!

WHAM-TV Testing NTSC
pRANT of FCC authority to broad]-ast color TV under the National
Television System Committee
litandards last week makes Stromberg Carlson's WHAM-TV Rochester the tenth station cooperating
■jn the NTSC tests which are due
io run to March [B»T, Dec. 3,
L951].
! WHAM-TV authorization was,
lis in the case of the others, for
telecasts outside the regular broadcast day. STA was for 60 days
'rom Jan. 9.
Other stations with FCC authority to transmit NTSC color TV
a-e NBC's WNBT New York
.KE2XJV) and WNBW Washingon (KG2XDE), Philco's WPTZ
Philadelphia (KG2XDT), Crosley's
VLWT Cincinnati (KQ2XB0), Duvlont's WABD New York (KE2CDR) General Electric's KE2XHX
5\Tacuse, RCA's KC2XAK and
md KC2XCY Bridgeport, Conn.,
vmd Zenith's KS2XBR and KS2XBS
jjhicago. Other manufacturers who
j,ire also testing NTSC color, with
^CC authority unnecessary, are
5ylvania, and Hazeltine.
i RCA announced two weeks ago
;:hat its NTSC color test would be
' ontinued on a regular scheduled
■asis through January. Signals
•manate from WNBT New York
.nd are picked up and rebroadcast
rem its Bridgeport UHF experinental stations [B«T, Jan. 7].

WTMJ-TV'S

'FIGURE
FUN'
Slenderizes
Women

A WTMJ-TV Milwaukee program.
Figure Fun, is taking weight off
women televiewers and adding
weight to the sponsors' sales receipts.
The show is telecast at 9:15 a.m.
Monday through Friday. It features a dancer turned housewife.
Her name is Ginka and she's never
at a loss for program ideas.
Dancing and expression have
TEX. UHF BIDS
been a part of her life since she
Oilmen Re-Apply to FCC
was a 'teen-ager. Her main idea,
as she puts it, is not just to help
THREE Texas millionaire-oil men,
n a partnership, filed applications
housewives
fight "the battle of the
vith the FCC last week for two
bulge."
Ginka
also wants other perlew UHF TV stations.
sons to tingle with health as she
does.
I' The trio, R. L. Wheelock, W. L.
Krambo Food Stores, a super'ickins and H. H. Coffield, filed for
JHF Ch. 23 in Dallas and Houston.
market chain, sponsors the show
They already have applications
three days a week and Friedman's
iled for New Orleans and Corpus
(men's clothing store) bought the
remaining two days.
]hristi, and at one time owned
iTLX (TV) (now KPHO-TV)
It's a little unusual that a men's
'hoenix and KEYL (TV) San Anclothing store would sponsor a proionic.
gram aimed at housewives but
il 'Last week marked the second
Friedman's slogan is: "The Store
'iiime within four months that the for Men Most Women Prefer."
On the program, Ginka demon'ri'oup filed for TV outlets in Dallas
strates slenderizing exercises and
^nd Houston. Last September they
iled applications for the two cities, has a special day with exercises
for women past 40. She also shows
•ilus a UHF application for San
easier ways of doing house work.
Antonio [B*T, Sept. 10, 1951].
Naturally, mail from televiewers
shortly after filing the applications,
reflect enthusiasm for the program.
lowever, they withdrew them, preOccasionally, Ginka is joined on
I umably because of a stipulation
the
program by her children, Taj n the sales contract of KEYL (TV)
mar, 3, and Robin, 5. This shows
!.<rhich they had sold to the Fort
mothers how to lose weight while
'ndustry Co. The San Antonio
tation was sold for $1,050,000 in playing with their children.
Idea for her program really
uly [B»T, Aug. 6, July 23, 1951].
CTLX
was sold several years
came from Ginka's sister. Not satisfied at simply being a housewife
I -go to KPHO interests.
herself, Ginka was anxious to reI In Dallas, they seek visual ERP
turn to her dancing.
j•^f 180 kw and in Houston an ERP
ilf 182.5 kw visual. They estimate
"When my sister suggested the
I heir Dallas station will cost $352,- program, I saw the possibilities,"
Ginka relates. "But I didn't suc■ 00.
00 and
Houston
stationat$382,ceed in selling it. Instead, I found
Theythe expect
expenses
each
tation, for the first year to be myself invited to dance on television in DoiJi' the Town.
|| 140,000 and revenues at each out2t to be $300,000.
"But the idea of Figure Fun was
iROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Viewers, Fatfens Sales

still with me," Ginka said. "This
fall when the Stone & O'Halloran
advertising agency approached me
on doing a commercial show on
TV, I decided to mention my Figure Fun idea again. The agency
was sold and with it two sponExcept when her children appear on theare
program,
Ginka's only
assistants
Art Whitfield,
who
does
sors."the commercials and occasionally joins in the fun, and Bob Hert,
who
ment. provides musical accompaniR. G. Winnie, station manager,
points out that Sid Stone, of Stone
& O'Halloran, agency for both
sponsors, often does cartoons for
the show.
TECHNICAL
BOOK
Fink Issues Revision
TELEVISION ENGINEERING by Donald G. Fink; McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
330 W. 42d St., New York 18; 721 pp.
$8.50.
THIS latest book by Mr. Fink is
a complete revision of his Principles of Television Engineering
published 12 years ago. So much
progress has been made in technical development that apparatus described in the first edition is now
obsolete.
Television Engineering is designed to enable the technical
worker to bridge the gap from
familiarity with radio engineering
to familiarity with video engineering. Knowledge of the elementary
principles of vacuum-tube circuits
and the processes of amplification,
modulation, carrier transmission
and demodulation is assumed.
The whole television process,
from studio to receiver, is discussed in advanced terminology.
Readers who have a sound technical background will find Mr.
Fink's treatment lucid but this is
definitely not a beginner's book.

PRESSURE of his motion picture production activities is given
as reason for Sol Lesser withdrawing from Peerless Television which
he recently organized with Edward
Small to produce and distrilDute
TV films and lease motion pictures
to television.
Although no formal announcement was made, spokesman for
Mr. Lesser said he was also withdrawing more than 20 feature motion pictures which were to be
leased to television through Peerless. It was by "mutual agreement
with Mr. Small" was explanation.
It is understood, however, that
Mr. Lesser has definite television
plans that will include forming of
his own production and releasing
firm. He was to have revealed
those plans this past weekend, if
out of the "talking stage."
Peerless, headquartered in New
York, with George Shupert as vicepresident, will continue to distribute the Edward Small feature films
to television, it was said.
Although not confirmed, it is
understood some 40 religious motion pictures produced by Cathedral Films and purchased by Irwin
Lesser of Producers Representatives Inc., for release to television
through Peerless, have also been
withdrawn from that company.
MONOGRAM SUED
Century Asks $250,000
MONOGRAM Pictures and three
officials of that company were
named in a $250,000 damage suit
filed in Los Angeles Superior Court
last week by Century Television
Productions. In the complaint.
Century claims that it signed Wild
Bill Elliott, cowboy actor, for TV
film series in June 1950 and in an
effort to get financial backing four
months later showed a pilot film to
Monogram executives.
The Monogram executives were
identified as W. Ray Johnston,
board chairman; Steve Broidy,
president, and Scott R. Dunlap, at
that time executive assistant to the
president. No financial assistance
was obtained, the complaint
charged, but Monogram, knowing
Mr. Elliott's previous commitment,
"enticed" him to sign an exclusive
contract with the movie company
on Jan. 9, 1951, thus preventing
him from completing his Century
series.
Century Television also named
Wild Bill Elliott as defendent in
a separate suit, asking $125,000
damages for his alleged breach of
contract.
Exclusive five year agreement
signed with Monogram Pictures
placed Mr. Elliott in a position
beyond his power to perform contact with Century, according to the
complaint. Charge also was made
that Mr. Elliott "in spite of the
demands" refused to make himself available for television firms
and further breached his contract
by signing with Monogram.
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ON Spot AdvertisTELEVISISummary
ingNo. 9 was issued last week by The Katz
Agency, station representative
firm, showing the one-time film
rates, daytime and nighttime, of
all TV stations as of Dec. 1, 1951.
Total cost for all 63 markets,
based on the highest-cost station
in each market, ranges from $7,487.25 for one nighttime minute
to $40,240 for a nighttime hour.
Daytime, the range is from $3,814.05 for one minute to $21,825.50 for one hour. Average cost
per market is placed at $118.85 for
a nighttime minute, $638.73 for a
nighttime hour; $60.54 for a daytime minute, $346.44 for a daytime
hour.
Total cost for all 109 stations
amounts to $16,042 for a nighttime
minute; $84,430 for a nighttime
hour; $7,552.80 for a daytime minute, $42,533 for a daytime hour.
The summary also provides
breakdowns on rates for five, fifteen, and 30 minutes; gives separate subtotals for the first ten,
twenty, thirty, forty, and fifty
markets (arranged according to
number of sets), and lists set circulation by markets.

Albuquerque
Ames
Atlanta
Baltimore
Binghomton
Birmingham
Bloomington
Boston
Buffalo
Charlotte
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Columbus
DallasFt. Worth
Davenport
Quad Cities
Dayton
Detroit
Erie
Ft.Dallas
WorthGrand
RapidsKalamazoo
Greensboro
Houston
HuntingtonCharleston
Indianapolis
Jacksonville
Johnstown
KalamazooGrand City
Rapids
Kansas
Lansing
Lancaster
Los Angeles

show again for Dec. 1 to 7, according to the latest Videodex report
issued by Jay & Graham Research,
Chicago. He ranked first in the
number as well as percentage of
television homes. Details of the
network top ten follow :
% Homes
of TV
1. Texaco Star Theatre (NBC) (61 cities) 48.9
2. Red Skelton (CBS) (51)
44.6
3. Talent Scouts (CBS) (24)
42.4
4. I Love Lucy (CBS) (48)
39.4
5. Comedy Hour (NBC) (Bob Hope) (56) 37.4
6. Your Show of Shows (NBC) (58) 36.3
7. Phiico Ptayhouse (NBC) (50) 35.6
8. Godfrey and Friends (CBS) (47) 35.6
9. You Bet Your Life (NBC) (57) 34.9
10. Fireside Theatre (NBC) (54) 33.1
Telemension Device
Aids Film Scenes
TECHNIQUE for reducing basic
costs of TV film programs and commercials was reported last week by
Telemension, New York, which said
it has perfected a way to supply
scenery around live actions of performers from within shooting
equipment.
As many as 16 changes of scenery can be contained on one foot
of specially processed film, it was
reported, with resulting sets having characteristics of solid construction. Through Telemension
equipment, scenery is provided in
foreground or background areas
around performers,Cityalthough that

equipment operates in front of the
staging area in the manner of
standard motion picture cameras.
Original artwork of scenic designers reportedly is converted
into an emulsion form for use by
Telemension within 48 hours, as
contrasted to days of planning and
construction time required for actual sets. Since the filming technique is said to be instantaneous
during live action, prints can be
available within two hours after
films are shot.
Telemension service is being
made available to TV stations and
regional sponsors for use in local
presentations, as well as to commercial packagers. Where a single
sound track is used, it was pointed
out, basic items of production cost
are limited to raw film stock and
talent.
New KSTP-TV Rates
Listed By Station
KSTP-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul last
week re-issued Rate Card No. 8,
which became effective Jan. 1, 1952.
Class A rates currently effective
are one hour, $900; half hour, $540;
minute or 20 second spot announcement, $180; station break, $90.
Class B, one hour, $675; half hour,
$405; minute or 20-second spot •.mm
an(Continued on page 75)
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ryWeekly Television Summa
'ts in Area
Outlets On Air
12,100
KOB-TV
WOl-TV
73,441
WAGA-TV, WSB-TV, WLTV
165,000
WAAM, WBAl-TV, WMAR-TV
350,304
47,200
WNBF-TV
70,000
WAFM-TV,
WBRC-TV
WTTV
125,000
WBZ-TV, WNAC-TV
241
,005
832,670
WBEN-TV
WBTV
117,113
WBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBQ
1,056,949
WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV, WIWT
322,000
WEWS, WNBK, WXEL
547,790
200,000
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
WOC-TV
Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise.,
WHIO-TV, WLWD
WJBK-TV, WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
WICU

148,892
Moline80,484
227,000
705,323

Outlets On Air
Sets in Area
Louisville
WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
117,983
Matamoros (Mexico)Brownsville,
Tex. XELD-TV
Memphis
WMCT
WTVJ
115,083
1 1 ,1 00
Miami
100,400
Milwaukee
294,446
Minn. -St. Paul WTMJ-TV
KSTP-TV, WTCN-TV
Nashville
280,200
New Haven
WSM-TV
212,000
WNHC-TV
New
Orleans
54,784
WNBT
New York
WDSU-TV
72,643
WABD,
WCBS-TV,
WJZ-TV,
WOR-TV, WPIX
Newark
WATV
2,750,000
Norfolk
Oklahoma
City WTAR-TV
97,606
Omaha
WKY-TV WOW-TV
108,278
KMTV,
112,362
Philadelphia
WCAU-TV,
WFIL-TV,
WPTZ
Phoenix
Pittsburgh
KPHO-TV
970,000
WDTV
342,300
Providence
WJAR-TV
Richmond
WTVR
191,000
Rochester
101,153
WHAM-TV
Rock Ise.,
Rock IsTand
Include Davenport, Moline,
Quod City
Cities WHBF-TV
E. Moline95,071
Salt Lake
80,484
KDYL-TV, KSL-TV
San
Antonio
70,200
San Diego
64,180
KEYL,
WOAI-TV
KFMB-TV
119,500
San Francisco KGO-TV, KPIX, KRON-TV
298,000
SchenectadyAlbony-Troy
WRGB
Seattle
KING-TV
187,200
St. Louis
KSD-TV
116,50055,100
Toledo
WHEN,
WSYR-TV
363,000
Syracuse
WSPD-TV
152,793
KOTV
Tulsa
WKTV
127,000
Utica-Rome
Washington
98,375
WMAL-TV, WNBW, WTOP-TV, WTTG
Wilmington
64,000
324,375
WDEL-TV
Estimated Sets in use 15,119,000
87,376

80,379
WBAP-TV, KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
148,892
160,413
WOOD-TV
97,605
WFMY-TV
116,000
KPRC-TV
WSAZ-TV
WFBM-TV
192,500
72,649
WMBR-TV
46,000
126,500
WJAC-TV
160,413
WKZO-TV
WDAF-TV
170,457
WGAL-TV
1 70,000
30,804
WJIM-TV
KECA-TV, KFI-TV, KLAC-TV, KNBH
KNXT, KTLA, KTTV
ons1 ,334,899
on Air
Total Markets on Air 64*
* Includes XELD-TV Matamoros, Mexico
Editor's Not«: Totals for each market represent estimated sets within television area. Where coverage areas overlap sets counts may be
TV circulation
from dealers, distributors,
on data
are basedsome
set estimates
Sources
duplicated. Since
partially
successive
summaries. com_mitfees,
Total setselectric
in all companies
areas are
and
manufacturers.
manyof ore
compiled monthly,
may remain unchanged
necessarily approximate.
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SELLOUT

FOR

A(

BOWL)IN

A

CHINA

Patterson

Proven

on

SHOP-

Plugs

WHIO-TV!

Virginia Patterson takes turns selling the products
of all participating sponsors during her hour -long,
5-mornings-a-week television show. Came a local
china shop's turn not long ago with a special onetime TV offer (a bowl). One good Patterson
commercial on the bowl sold 3000 — and got
orders for another 3000 that the shop couldn't
fill. A not-too-significant example — but it gives
you an idea of what happens when she turns her
talents to foods, appliances, clothing, cosmetics
and other products for other sponsors.
Virginia aims her show straight at the big
WHIO-TV housewife audience she's known for 2
years — entertains them with songs, piano music,
guest stars, product demonstrations, household
hints and public service features. Virginia does
the vocals, and she's got the background for it.
She studied music at the Cincinnati Conservatory
and voice at Chicago Musical College. She also
played in musical comedy, worked with traveling
stock companies, appeared in movies, sang as
guest soloist with orchestras, pioneered on TV in
1932 experiments and worked in early radio. Her
personality has her audience right where you
want them — in front of their sets at 10:30 a. m.
every day. Want to reach them with participating

Dayton's Mayor Louis
W. Lohrey guests with
Virginia Patterson

spots while they're sitting there in a buying mood?
George P. Hollingbery Company representatives
can fix it for you.

Pulse for November shows 7
out of top 10 weekly shows
were aired via WHIO-TV
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Control 'Worked'
(Contiimed from loage 59)
said subscription TV is only one
of many solutions. Telecasting of
games with lesser interest for
areas having local games the same
day would tend to lessen competition on local scenes, he said.
Shax-ply disagreeing with the
NCAA committee's position was
Edward Krause, Notre Dame athletic director. He told Broadcasting • Telecasting :
"We favor unrestricted television because TV can help the
overall college program. TV programming before and after games
would bring the viewer into the
Notre Dame classrooms. TV will
not hurt smaller schools. I coached
a small school and we merely
changed the days of our own
games if faced by competition from
another school.
Plan Violates Law
"Our lawyers say this plan
violates the anti-trust law. Furthermore, each school should be
able to select its own sponsors
without NCAA interference. We
don't know if TV hurts gate
receipts or college football.
"Since we have tried a' program
of restricted TV during 1951 it
is only right to try a plan of unlimited control during 1952 to give
this unrestricted TV idea a
chance."
Tom McMahon, Atlantic Refining Co. official, cautioned NCAA
members from rushing away from
regional sponsors and said that
national advertisers cannot give
the same personal attention.
At the Thursday roundtable discussion Francis Murray, U. of
Pennsylvania athletic director, opposed the TV Committee's proposal.
After declaring it illegal in view of
the government's case against National Football League (see story
this page), he said it is poor public
relations and commercializes colleges from a business tax standpoint.
Penn and N. W. Ayer, in a survey, found the decline in football
attendance was due not to TV but
other factors, he reminded, and
urged colleges not to create any
barriers to utilizing educational advantages of television.
Dean Charles P. Nutting, U. of
Pittsburgh Law School, said he did
not consider the NCAA plan illegal.
Prof. Ralph Alger, Michigan Law
School, added he did not feel NCAA
was running any great risk in its
TV program.
KTLA (TV) Signs Two
A NATIONAL and a regional
food firm are jointly sponsoring
KTLA (TV) Los Angeles' hour
weekly Lawrence Welk's Champagne Music. Van Camp Sea Food
Co. (Chicken of the Sea Tuna
Fish) , Terminal Island, Calif., and
Laura Scudder Food Products,
Monterey Park, Calif., have signed
26-week contracts. Agency for
Van Camp is Brisacher, Wheeler &
Staff ; agency for Laura Scudder
is Rockett-Lauritzen, both Los Angeles.
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Federal Judge Grim
To Hear Soon

FOOTBALL
CASE
LEGALITY of National Football League rules restricting telecasts of
professional games will be argued within two months before Judge Allan
K. Grim in federal court, Philadelphia. Judge Grim last Tuesday dismissed a request by the league to drop the antitrust suit filed by the
Dept. of Justice [B«T, Oct. 15].
Judge Grim said he wanted the sional league then we will feel we
suit to come before his court as are given a free hand on our program since they are far more resoon as possible because of its "trestrictive than we. If the NFL is
mendous" public importance. He found wrong, then our case, which
gave the league 45 days to file a
is different, will have to be tried
reply to government's case.
on its own merits. We have not yet
Final decision is expected to af- been told by the government we
fect telecasting and broadcasting
are in violation of any laws."
of all sports events, professional
delegates met last week
and amateur. The Tuesday dis- in NCAA
Cincinnati to formulate a new
missal will not affect television
TV policy after reviewing results
policies of National Collegiate
of the 1951 restrictive formula (see
Athletic Assn., according to Robert
story page 59).
Hall, Yale U. athletic member and
Judge Is Fan
lawyer-member
vision Committee.of NCAA's TeleJudge Grim, who described himself as a football fan, denied the
"Our case and that of the professionals are entirely different
dismissal plea because he conand this action won't sway our
sidered it "most necessary to asthinking on the matter," Mr. Hall
certain the real facts." He urged
told Associated Press. "If the suit the parties to hold a pre-trial conference to define the issues.
comes out in favor of the profesThe Justice Dept. complaint
charged NFL with violating the
Sherman Anti-Trust Act by refusing to telecast Philadelphia-played
JACK HARRIS PLAN
games to the Philadelphia audience. Bernard I. Nordlinger, NFL
Suggests TV Sport-s Policy
COOPERATION of telecasters and
counsel, said the league's position
was similar to that of a manufaccolleges in place of the restrictive
turer who limits distribution of his
policy enforced by National Colgoods to certain dealers, or what
legiate Athletic Assn. was urged
he termed "a reasonable restraint
last week by Jack Harris, vice
president of the Houston Post and
of
trade" within Supreme Court
holdings.
KPRC-TV
Houston.'
He argued NFL members could
Mr. Harris
was quoted by Clark
reasonably restrict distribution of
Nealon, Post columnist, as urging
product, whether by tickets
that control of TV rights be re- their
or on the air. He noted that after
turned by NCAA to individual colgames are played, no restrictions
leges.
are imposed on telecasts or movies
"A plan could be followed by in the home area. Former U. S.
which athletic directors, or busiSenator Francis J. Myers argued
ness managers, and TV representaon
behalf of the league that the
tives could meet on Monday before
government would go after boxing,
a game in which televiewers would
tennis and college sports if it won
be interested and set up an agreethe case. This might deprive the
ment," Mr. Harris said. "In this public of sports via television
agreement, the business manager,
throughout a large area, if not the
or athletic director, would make
whole nation, he said.
what he considered a fair estimate
of the drawing power of the game.
"Then the TV station could de- Weintraub Jr. Named
vote its resources to helping the WILLIAM H. WEINTRAUB Jr.,
ticket sale for the game reach that who has supervised many of the
figure. When that figure was
major network television shows of
reached in sale of tickets then per- William H. Weintraub & Co., New
mission would be granted for tele- York, has been promoted to execuvision. With such a plan I think
tive in charge of television
we could help each other.
production, Harry Trenner, vice
"It seems to me that small col- president, announced last week.
leges the country over could do The entire radio and television dewhat they have already done in the
partment is under the supervision
Houston area and in Texas. By of Carlos Franco, general manager
that I mean, schedule their games
of AM-TV.
on Friday nights or Saturday
nights so as not to conflict with
Galvin on CTC Agenda
the schedules of major colleges.
Then, a TV fan could have his ROBERT W. GALVIN, executive
major football on television in a vice president of Motorola Inc.,
non-metropolitan area and still see Chicago, will outline "Trends in the
smaller college games.
Television Industry as They AlTect
"Public announcement that the
game, or games, will be televised
need not come until the morning of
the game in order not to conflict
with the late sale of tickets.

Advertisers" tomorrow (Tuesday).
He will speak at the first luncheon
meeting this year of the Chicago
Television Council at a luncheon in
the Sheraton Hotel.

CBS

OPENS
STUDIO
Converted Theatre Used
FIFTEENTH CBS television studio in New York was put into operation last week when the Fred
Waring Show, Mel Torme Show
and Bert Parks Show were moved
to Studio 61, located at First Ave.
and 76th St., site of a former motion picture theatre.
Converted theatre was equipped
with such video equipment as a
cyclorama, which encircles the
stage on parallel tracks one and a
half times, and the largest CBS-TV
studio switchboard in use, wired to
handle 750 kw and divided into
four segments for use separately or
in combination. A precision floor,
with a variance of less than oneeighth of an inch, was constructed
and two large rehearsal rooms and
six dressing rooms — each painted a
distinguishing color — were added.
Special large-size door to accommodate automobile-sized props, a
maintenance shop, and two air circulating systems also were installed.
'52 Set Line

(Continued from page 59)
included the Crafton 17-inch model
and two 21-inch tube receivers. The
Selfridge
table
modelis atthethiscompany's
tube size. first
All
models are designed for ready
adaption to UHF reception when
available.
Philco Corp. announced a new
model list, effective Jan. 4, comprising 19 new 17-inch and 20-inch
receivers and a number of 21-inch;
tube receivers. The list is made up
of table models, consoles and combination radio - TV - phonographs.
The 21-inch picture tube offers 20%
more viewing area than its 20-inch
conventional tube.
New DuMont Line
New line of Allen B. DuMont
Labs comprises six 21-inch consoles
and five 17-inch sets, one a table
model. New features include viewing tubes with cylindrical face to
minimize reflections from room
lights. DuMont also announces
price reductions from 10% to 15%
on its 1952 line.
Bendix
displayed
a new-a
line
of TVRadio
receivers,
including
20-inch rectangular tube console
and a similar tube size in the table
model. Both feature inclined picture tube and glass assembly to
minimize reflections. Also shown
was a new chassis which includes
a new type tuner for both UHF and
VHF reception, to be used in subseTen quent
newmodels.
TV receivers, including
four table and six console models,
were unveiled by Westinghouse^
Electric Corp. Three-way radio
portable also was introduced. Feature of TV sets is built-in UHF circuits which make possible single
dial tuning of UHF stations, plus
12 regular VHF channels.
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San Francisco has 3 TV stations. These stations give primary
coverage of the San Francisco Bay Area and secondary coverage
throughout Northern and Central California.
The leading San Francisco TV station is KRON-TV.
leadership is clear-cut month after month because . . .
• With the market's highest TV antenna, KRON-TV
unparalleled "Clear Sweep" coverage

This

provides

• KRON-TV presents the largest number of top-rated shows —
more than the other two stations combined (Pulse and Tele-Que)
• KRON-TV attracts the most viewers in every audience segment —
men, women, teenagers, children (Tele-Que - Pulse does not measure)
• KRON-TV

serves the largest number of advertisers (RorabaughJ

• KRON-TV offers the greatest percentage of audience . . .
both day and night, and throughout the week (Tele-Que)

SELL MORE ON CHANNEL 4
Free & Peters, Inc. offices in New York, Ciiicago, Detroit, Atlanta, Fort Worth,
Hollywood. KRON-TV offices and studios in the San Francisco Chronicle BIdg.,
5th and Mission Streets, San Francisco
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THE

STUMPING

Convinced

Dayton's

PUPPET

Voters

TELEVISION, successful
salesman of such consumerapproved items as ironing
boards and deodorants, has
conquered a new and formidable opponent in Dayton. This
two-faced opponent was public apathy to city reforms and
resentment toward higher
taxes.

of the election. Aiming primarily
to "get out the vote" and outline
to voters the issues, the agency
decided to identify the television
effort with the bond and tax proposals in the minds of children. It
selected Kenny Roberts and Joe
the Puppet as the vehicle for "commercial" riders.
Joe, The Puppet
Presents The Issue

Last fall, a "call to progress"
committee was organized to get
approval from Dayton voters on
a $12 million bond issue and a 5.4
mill tax levy benefiting the public school system — and in an offelection year. The committee, comprising civic leaders headed by
President S. C. Allyn of the National Cash Register Co., appointed
Hugo Wagenseil & Assoc. to handle
the planning and execution of the
campaign.
The advertising agency recruited
television to sell the product it
sells best, and also ideas, in a way it
does best, fast.
Mindful of the campaign objectives and the time limitation
(voting took place Nov. 6), Mr.
Wagenseil and his staff planned a
seven-week concentrated campaign
which would be climaxed the week

Joe, a puppet unrelated to any
fictionalized character, depicted the
bond issue appeal. He was subsequently used in every medium;
radio, newspapers, billboards,
transcriptions, circulars and car
cards. To make the- unknown puppet familiar, Kenny Roberts, former WLW radio and TV star, was
hired to integrate his personality
with that of Joe.
Kenny, with Joe, Muggsy, Joe's
pup; Jezebel, the mean, old cat of
the neighborhood, and The Puntah, a magical character akin to
an Ameiican-brand leprechaun who
could out-miiacle the other puppets, traveled from week to week
into a new adventure filled with
lures for imaginative youngsters.
Between acts of a visit to the
wild west, a fight with pirates on
the high seas, the excitement of

Personnel involved on the weekly puppet feature included, I to r, Lee
Jason, WHIO-TV director; Lincoln Scheurle, producer, Wagenseil radio
and television director; Margaret Leonard, co-writer with Mr. Scheurle;
Shirley Farrell, puppeteer, and John Leonard of the agency who worked
as production assistant.

on

Tax

Needs

exploring a cave or a haunted
house, the bond issue messages
were introduced to children, and
through them to their parents.
Dayton's two television stations,
then transmitting to 215,000 sets,
cooperated to give full coverage on
the first locally originated program
to be carried by both stations
simultaneously. WHIO-TV originated the Satui-day series from
10:30 to 11 a.m. from Sept. 22
through Nov. 3 and fed it to
WLWD (TV).
Lincoln Scheurle, director of
radio and television for the agency,
supervised creative work on Kenny
Roberts and Joe the Puppet. He coauthoied the scripts with Margaret
Leonard, while Shirley Farrell handled the puppets. Radio spots were
produced by John Leonard and
George Brenard, both of Hugo
Wagenseil & Assoc.
Four weeks before the show took
the air, Mr. Scheurle cleared time,
contracted for Mr. Roberts and the
puppets, and planned the prop,
scenery and lighting requirements.
Before the first show went on, the
seven scripts and commercials were
in detailed outline form, followed
by a synopsis of puppet "business"
so Lee Jason, WHIO-TV director,
could check camera shots on all
action.

KENNY kicks his heels in mid-air
to the delight of Joe (I) ayid the
Puntah on Dayton's unique television show which sold the j^iiblic
on appropriating more money for
better schools.

to the series, and Joe was used in
a special newspaper campaign.
Parents and teachers cooperated to
make sure literature detailing the
need for improved school facilities
was distributed to homes.
After the first program, a card i
with Kenny and Joe's picture and
a comment on the crowded condition of the schools was distributed
to 30,000 school children, who were
asked to show them to their parents. During the fourth show, the
program started the Kenny and
Joe Club. Children were given a
letter to their parents, explaining
the need for the bond issue and
tax levy and asking them to sign
the letter promising to vote. No
instructions were given on how to
vote, and no voting commitments
solicited. When the child returned
the letter, he became a club member. Membership was almost 100%
among the school children.
In the final week, Kenny Roberts
made personal appearances before
more than two-thirds of the city's
public school children. He visited \
schools needing the most repair
and expansion, and those where
Quick, Well -Timed
strong
parent-teacher associations
Promotion Planned
were working diligently to get out
Because of the seven-week lim- the vote.
In addition, the agency backed
itation, the audience needed to be
up its intensive efforts with radio
build "almost immediately." Heavy
promotion wds scheduled, but all spot announcements featuring
of it was controlled so that each Kenny and Joe asking children to
hit the voters at the right time.
join the club. Youngsters from the
Newspaper advertisements plug- more needy schools, part of the
ging the show ran each Friday and studio audience, in air interviews
Saturday, and a weekly mention in told about what their schools
"TV Highlights" near the tele- needed. School conditions were
vision show listings helped call described also by school teachers
more attention to the program.
and principals in taped interviews.
Retail stores throughout Dayton
After a hectic seven weeks, dur-,
featured windows decorated with ing which all Dayton became aware (
school bond issue and show promoof the school situation, the show
tion material. Kenny and Joe's and promotion resulted in an overpictured adorned car cards in
whelming "sale." The school bond \
busses and trolleys.
and tax levy issues passed with a
Both TV stations gave 58 plugs majority of almost 2 to 1.
BROADCASTING
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JCRRESPONDENTS

ELECT

for '52
Named director
Officers
ij
ilOLLIS
M. SEAVEY,
of
ashington operations for MBS,
;.s been elected president of the
Radio-TV Correspondents Assn.
^^U^
The association
Lf^^^^^^
o
bui'K^M^^^^^B credited radi
correspondents in
l^7^«^S^B9

a V e y,
ill who wasS e serving
iMkjfl^^l
as vice president,
IV^I^^^J^H
1^
succeeds William
F. Shadel of CBS.
IMr. Seavey
Martin Agronsky,
I
BC news correspondent, was
ected vice president; Joseph C.
arsch, Liberty Broadcasting Sysem's Washington correspondent,
l-lscretary; Richard Harkness, NBC
ews correspondent, treasurer,
lembers-at-large are Rudolph
lock, correspondent, KOMO Seate and KGEZ Kalispell, Mont., rejected; Charles E. Shutt, Telenews
reductions Inc., and Howard L.
lany, AP Radio.
MONITOR
RULES
Are Eased by FCC
LIBERALIZATION
of the FCC
ules which permit stations (AM'M-TV) to temporarily operate
'ithout certain monitors or indii ating instruments was made efective Jan. 24, FCC reported last
/eek. The proposal was one of a
i.eries of measures contemplated by
(jhe Broadcast Bureau to cut down
I in its routine [B«T, Nov. 12,
j:'951].
|; Under the new rules, stations will
i(te able to operate for 60 days withI'lut frequency or modulation montors, plate ammeters or voltmeters,
ase current or common point
leters for AM stations, and translission line meters for FM and
'V stations, the Commission re! borted. Engineer-in-charge of the
' istrict in which the station is loated must be notified, the new
ules provide, and he is also au■horized to extend temporary periods and to approve substitute
quipment.
!j Up to now, stations had to get
S Commission approval to operate
!/ithout monitors and indicating
nstruments. They no longer will
I' ave to do so. Requests for auhority to operate without phase
,ionitors will still have to be se.ured from Washington, the Comjaission said.

j"our
Year Scholarship
'."ONTES
TANT
appea(NBCring TV,
on
Original AmateurS Hour
"uesday, 10-11 p.m. EST) before
|)ec. 1, 1952, will be eligible to compete for a four-year tuition schol'irship offered by North Dakota
agricultural College through its
resident, Fred S. Hultz. Panel of
;'adges consisting of university
residents will select as scholarship
nnner the contestant who submits
est 200-word application.
ROADCASTING
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HOOPER
REVISES
Talent Cycle Ratings
TV PROGRAMS operating on a
four-week talent cycle will be reported by C. E. Hooper Inc., New
York, on a basis of four performances amonth instead of two beginning with TV ratings service for
January,
it was announced Thursday.
Interviewing schedules to cover
four-week cycles will be expanded
in New York, Los Angeles, Chicago,
Philadelphia, Boston and Detroit,
thus filling a gap in program popularity ratings on talent-rotation
shows, which previously were measured in those cities only twice a
month.
Programs affected by the extended interviews include Colgate Comedy
HourHarpo
in which
Donald
nor and
Marx,
AbbottO'Conand
Costello, Eddie Cantor, and an unannounced humorist participated,
and All-Star Revue which features
Martha Raye, Spike Jones, Jack
Carson, and Jimmy Durante in se-

^ WGN-TV

quence. The list also includes hourlong programs competing with such
cyclical shows: Toast of the Town,
Ken Murray Show, Jack Benny.
Ratings based on the expanded
schedules will appear in the complete reports for the cities in which
the interviews are conducted, in
Advance TV-Home Hooperatings,
and in the TV-Home Hoo-peratings
Pocketpiece service to networks,
agencies, and advertisers.
Rosenberg Case
HARRY NOVIK, WLIB New York,
and Joseph W. Berg, American
Newspaper Publishers Assn., were
included on committee to appoint attorney and accountant to
study the case, at the creditors
meeting held Jan. 4 for claimants
to $500 or more to Arthur Rosenberg Co., agency which petitioned
for bankruptcy last month. Next
meeting will be held Jan. 22 at
bankruptcy court. It was understood that at least S50,000 is due
to more than 100 radio stations.

adae^itUefi

FILM RE-ISSUES
Planned by Holding Bank
IN an effort to recoup losses on
loans to motion picture companies,
Bank of America, Los Angeles, is
negotiating with various motion
picture-television distribution companies to re-issue 20 foreclosed
films costing $25 million.
Conferences have been held with
G. Ralph Branton and Harold
Mirisch, vice-presidents Monogram
Pictures and Allied Artists, to reissue the films theatrically with
later lease to television through
Interstate Television Corp., subsidiary of Monogram.
Quality Films, distributors of
motion pictures to TV, has reportedly had similar conferences
with Mr. Walker and bank vicepresidents Bernard Giannini and
Tom C. Deane.
Security-First National Bank,
Los Angeles, also took over eight
motion pictures recently which had
cost $8 million to produce.

cv^ote:

"The proof of your program has been shown
by our retail sales . . . department stores
and dealers as well.
As a result of your program,

the department

stores in Chicago were happy to run cooperative advertising, and
has done

the entire program

a great deal to stimulate

sales."

Here's proof again of the power of WGN-TV
programs. . . and
another reason why WGN-TV
is your best buy in Chicago.

tZuije Cfjicago tribune Celebisfion #>tat(on
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film

report

Peerless Television P r o d u c tions, N. Y., producer of TV
feature films, last week announced that sales of feature series
during- the past 10 weeks have
passed the $500,000 mark.
George T. Shupert, vice president of Peerless, said contracts
have been signed in Los Angeles,
San Francisco, Salt Lake City,
Dayton, Chicago, Atlanta, Cleveland, Philadelphia and Milwaukee
for TV showings of 26 Peerless
films including- The Count of Monte
Cristo, Kit Carson, Last of the Mohicans, Corsican Brothers, My Son,
My So7i and The Son of Monte
Cristo.
Mr. Shupert left New York for
Hollywood last week to confer
with Peerless President Edward
Small on production and distribution of additional series of special
half-hour film programs. He said
the company is also accumulating
another group of feature films to be
off'ered to stations and sponsors
within the next few weeks.
— New members of State Dept.
Foreign Service Institute and personnel returning from overseas see
a kinescope of NBC-TV's Battle
Report — Washington as part of
their standard indoctrination
course.
The film, telecast to the public
Oct. 21, 1951, shows Secretary of
State Dean Acheson answering letters and questions from American
citizens on the aims and conduct
of U. S. foreign policy. Copy of
the program was made available
by NBC at request of State Dept.
officials shortly after the original
broadcast.
— Martin Melcher, vice president
and co-owner of Century Artists,
Hollywood, and Wynn Nathan,
sales executive for United Tele-

vision Programs Inc., New York,
have formed Melcher - Nathan
Agency, Hollywood, to package
television film series.
Twenty-six quarter-hour series
now in production. Watch Hollyivood, features behind-the-scenes
activity in motion picture production. It will be off'ered for regional sponsorship.
Another series of 26 nearing
completion. The Little Revue, is a
half-hour of songs, sketches and
dances
by writer
"unknown"
talent. performed
Phil Shuken,
for

Distribute your

Tressel
Television Productions,
Chicago, is now located at 11 S.
LaSalle St. Phone number is Financial 6-2976.

in Southeastern U.S.
This established sales organization
represents
producers of package
shows,
soundies,open
etc. end films, shorts,
Top reputation and references for
progressive
selling to agencies,
advertisers, stations.
Write, wire for information.
Without to: obligation send your |
catalog
ENTERPRISE CORPORATION
1612 S. W. 13th Street,
Miami, Florida

NBC Hollywood, is writer-producer.
— Times Square Productions Inc.
has been formed to produce television and theatrical motion pictures.
Charles W. Curran, former Hollywood screenwriter and New York
advertising executive, is president.
Stephen E. Fitzgibbon, former
studio manager for 20th CenturyFox Movietone, New York, is in
charge of production.
Offices are at 145 West 45th
Street, New York.
Product-ion ...
TCA Productions, Culver City,
Calif., preparing 13" half -hour TV
film series (as yet untitled), starring- Bud Abbott and Lou Costello
supported by Hillary Brooke, Sid
Fields, and Joe Kirk. Shooting of
comedy series starts Jan. 21 with
Jean Yarbrough producer-director
and Clarence Eurist production supervisor.
Cosman Productions, Culver City,
Calif., plans television mystery
film series (as yet untitled) of 13
half-hour episodes, starring George
Raft. Jean Yarborough is producer and Clarence Eurist production supervisor. Shooting- will begin Feb. 14.

Saies ...
Ted Baldwin Inc., TV film packager and sales representative,
Mannon Sound Stages Inc. and
Mannon Productions of New York
have signed contracts under which
Baldwin company will act as sales
representative for Mannon company, which, in turn, will produce
Baldwin packages. First series for
Baldwin organization will be Spotlight, U. S. A., fact-feature to be
filmed as 52 15-minute programs,
for local markets on syndicated
film basis.
In explaining exchange of services, John R. Markey, Baldwin vice
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president, said plans are in progress for as yet untitled series, with
stories based on cases taken from
Travelers' Aid files. His company
is also arranging for West Coast
filming facilities, he added.
Crosley Stations WLWC (TV) Columbus, WLWD (TV) Dayton and
WLWT Cincinnati have signed for
26 feature films over 18-month
period with United Television Programs. Toni Co., through Foote,
Cone & Belding, both Chicago, will
sponsor United's Fashion Previews
on WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh for 52
weeks.
United Television Programs to
handle national distribution of
Cowboy G-Men, half -hour TV film
series produced by Telemount Pictures Inc., Los Angeles. Gerald
King, UTP president, and Henry B.
Donovan, Telemount president, to
make decision concerning national
or regional sponsorship. Seven of
half-hour series of 13 films, starring Russell Hayden and Jackie
Coogan, are completed and remainder scheduled to wind-up by
mid-February. Thor Brooks, film
editor for series, promoted to director for last six films. [Film
Report, Nov. 19, 1951.]
Reynolds Productions and Reynolds
TV Program Sales, Beverly Hills,
acquires TV sales rights to Rawhide Riley, 13 half-hour western
TV films, produced by Southwestern Motion Picture and TV Corp.,
Tucson. Series stars Richard Arlen.
Alexander Film Co., Colorado
Springs, Col., announces new TV
commercial productions for the following- organizations:
Rolon Tire Chains, Idaho Springs,
Col., one 60-second and one 26-second film through Wayne Welch
Inc. Fletcher-Williams Coffee Co.,
Nashville, Tenn., one 20-second
film. Maryland Club Coffee, Houston, Tex., three 10-second and one
60-second films through TracyLocke Co. Inc. Bowman Biscuit Co.,
Denver, one 20-second film through
Ball & Davidson Inc. Mrs. Baird's
Bread, Dallas, Tex., one 10-second
and one 20-second film through
Tracy-Locke Co. Inc. Lincoln-Merfilms. cury, Detroit, thirteen 26-second
Film People . . .
TV pilot film starring Louella Parsons, ABC Radio Movieland commentator, was completed for the
network last week. Film, wholly
financed by ABC, was made by
Film Craft Productions, Los Angeles, under direction of Richard
Diggs.
Soon to be screened for potential
ABC-TV sponsors, it takes the
viewer into Miss Parsons' home, to
Hollywood's Ciro's and onto the lot
of Universal-International. A dozen
top motion picture personalities

appear in the film with Miss Parsons, according to ABC.
Verne Smith to narrate Public
Prosecutor, re-edited TV film series, to be re-released by Jerry
Fairbanks Productions, Hollywood.
John Howard to add scenes and
part narration [Film Report, Dec.
24, 1951].
Joseph M. Callan has been appointed avice president of Kling
Studios, Chicago, where he has
worked in sales since 1948. He is
former manager of the band department of a Chicago booking
agency.
EASTh\AN
FILMS
German Is Distributor
FILM BUSINESS assets of J. E.
Brulatour Inc. have been purchased by William J. German, it
was announced last week, -with
the organization to continue as
distributor of all Eastman professional motion picture films — both
for television and movies — under
the name of W. J. German Inc.
Newly formed organization is
headed by Mr. German, -whose long
experience with the film industry
began in 1906 when he joined the
Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester.
He left that city in 1921 for New
York to manage G. M. Labs, in
Long Island City, the Sen-Jacq
Film Printing Corp. and Paragon
Studios and Labs in Fort Lee.
He became associated in 1922
with Jules Brulatour, sole distributor of Eastman unexposed motion picture filnjs, and two years
later organized and became vice
president and general manager of
J. E. Bi-ulatour Inc., which took
over sole distribution and sale of
Eastman motion picture films.
Upon Mr. Brulatour's death in
1946, Mr. German became president of the two Brulatour corporations in Delaware and California and, at the start of this year,
purchased the assets and changed
the firm name.
Mr. German also is director of
Universal Pictures, Associated Motion Picture Industries Inc. and
serves on advisory committee of
Chemical Bank & Trust Co., New
York.

INTENSIVE
PROFESSIONAL
SRT-TV
COURSES
inTELEVISION
BROADCASTING
Instruction
by top-ranking
als under actual
broadcast professionconditions
Complete TV Station Equipment
Co-Educational • Day or Evening
for prospec/us
Veterans
SendApproved
for {fee
'^Careers DEPT.
in Television'^
H
$RT/«: Radio
(SchoolTechnique)
of
TELEVISION STUDIOS
America's Oldest Broadcasting School
316 West 57 St., New York 19, N. Y.
PLozo 7-3212
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iWNERSHIP LIMIT
11
No Early Action Seen
JLTHOUGH FCC was not comaenting officially last week about
■IBC's petition to change the five.<-an-entity TV station liniita|on to five VHF stations, and perliit additional UHF stations to be
i^-ned by the same companies
|B*T, Jan. 7], it was learned that:
, (1) Idea has been received symlathetically in some FCC circles,
lajor asset, it is felt, is that the
itrance of large TV groups would
ive UHF an incalculable boost
! iroughout the country,
i (2) No objections have been reg' ;tered with the Commission, but
~>me are expected — from smaller
'foadcasters and other potential
|V applicants who feel UHF is
they shouldn't havein
and multiple-owners
baby the
.|ieirbuck
jnis field.
(3) Action on the NBC request is
•pnsidered dubious before the final
iV allocations report is issued —
■ometime during February. Staff is
jmpletely immersed in allocations
3port. There had been some feel;.ig months ago that if the Commisi ion ever was to raise the five-staISon limit it should do so before
16 freeze was ended. This view
idn't win enough Commission aderents, however, and the NBC petion is not expected to change the
i ommission's
thinking on that
I :ore.
! (4) Fact that the NBC petition
' id not contain a limitation recom'lendation for UHF has caused
' ome FCC staff men to eye it askj.nce. They don't believe there is
I ny chance for the Commission to
'•buy" the NBC idea unless there
! . a limitation on the number of
'HF
a single
Dntrolstations
— as well
as theentity
five would
VHF
:ation limit.
Best chance of favorable action
3ems to be the FCC's avowed
acking for UHF.
If the Commision was convinced that the move
Jggested by NBC would have tan■ible results in getting UHF staons on the air and successfully

Population Key to TV Plan
(Continued from page 23)
below that are slated for rejection,
it was learned.
Whereas the Third Report of the
FCC, released last March [B«T,
March 26, 1951], provided for 1,965
assignments on both VHF and
UHF in 1,256 different communities, it is anticipated that the final
report will accommodate more stations in the same number of communities in the U.S. and its territories— mostly in UHF. A portion
of the 18 "flexibility" channels in
UHF also will be used to accommodate additional stations [B*T,
Nov. 5, 1951].
There will be an increase in the
608 VHF assignments (82 of them
asterisked for noncommercial educational use) provided in the Third
Report. The extent of the increase,
however, won't be known until the
final papers are submitted to FCC.
However, if mileage separations are
reduced below the 180-mile city-tocity proposal, a number — not substantial— of extra VHF channels
can be expected to be added to some
of the key U.S. markets where already there is TV service on the
low band.
Before final Commission approval, itwill be necessary to clear
any changed border assignments
with Canada and Mexico. No difficulties are anticipated, however.
Late eomments Filed

FCC's action last week permitting KIST Santa Barbara to file
late comments and evidence requesting the assignment of Channel 3 to Santa Barbara is considered significant with respect to
the agreement with Mexico. Channel 3 had been deleted from San
Diego and assigned to Mexicali last
October [B»T, Oct. 29, 1951]. San
Diego is about 10 miles from the
Mexican border city of Tia Juana;
Santa Barbara almost 200 miles.
The Commission also announced
that NBC and other interested
parties have until Jan. 16 to file
oppositions to the KIST request.
There is also evidence that proposals made by Allen B. DuMont
I'perating,
it
is
believed
it
would
Labs.
[B»T,
Aug. 20, 1951] are
j'ot be averse to lifting its five-stanot being rejected outright. The
' on limitation.
Commission's acceptance of the
Only adherent of such a change
170-mile transmitter-to-transmitter
•a the TV ownership rules is Comr.
mileage separation is one indicareorge E. Sterling. In a speech
tion. It can be expected that other
Ijefore the Armed Forces Commurecommendations, mainly concerned
•ications Assn. in New York last with
additional VHF assignments,
j'ovember, he suggested that "two
the are being fitted into the overall
allocations in population centers
ietworks be permitted to have
r three" UHF stations in addition where it is feasible to include them
5 their five VHF in order to get without doing violence to other
jig backing for the new "upstairs"
basic policies.
!;iannels [B»T, Nov. 5, 1951].
It is entirely possible that certain of the staff reports will reach
the full Commission before the
^Viedemann Buys
Feb. 1 deadline. It may be Feb. 15
l/IEDEMANN Brewing Co., Newbefore the Commission can get to
the channel-by-channel assignment
[Ort, Ky., has bought the Fred[ric W. Ziv TV film show, The
proposals. Barring complications,
the Commission hopes to release
'nexpected,
for
Cincinnati,
Dayon, Columbus and Indianapolis,
the final report before the end of
February.
eries starts Mar. 1 for 52 weeks
ace weekly through TathamA minimum of 60 days as -a
aird, Chicago.
"waiting period" for the filing of
RO ADC ASTING
Telecastinj

new applications and for revisions
of existing applications to conform
with the allocation plan then will
be announced, with a majority of
the Commission determined that
there shall be no extensions.
In its nation-wide plan, the FCC
admittedly is dealing in the dark
because of inadequate knowledge
of propagation characteristics,
even in VHF in some areas (the
Gulf and the Southeast). Because
of the paucity of such knowledge,
informed sources expect FCC to
ask Congress for a substantial appropriation— probably $2,000,000
to initiate a research and developmental program, either independently, or in collaboration with other
government research organizations. It wants to know what happens to coverage on the lower
portion of the VHF (Channels 2-6)
when there is full channel occupancy. Andabout
it feelsUHF
there's
muchthatto
be learned
beyond
supplied by experimenters.
CBS TV SPOT SALES
Margolis Named Bus. Mgr.
APPOINTMENT of Benjamin Margolis, contract manager of CBS
Television Network Sales Service
Dept., as business manager for CBS
TV Spot Sales, was announced by
the network last Thursday. George
A. Kolpin, supervisor of auditing
and accounting departments, replaces Mr. Margolis as contract
manager.
Associated with CBS since 1932,
Mr. Margolis served as accounting
department supervisor prior to his
recent position as contract manager. Before that, he was assistant
to the controller, and executive assistant to CBS Television President J. L. Van Volkenburg when
the latter was vice president in
charge of network sales.
Mr. Kolpin has served with CBS
since 1936 in the auditing and accounting departments, and was
named supervisor in 1947.
Series to Proceed
DESPITE differences over TV
rights to short stories and novels
not covered by American copyright
between 221 B. Baker St., Film
Productions Inc., Hollywood, and
estate of late Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle,lockproduction
for SherHolmes TV plans
film series
will
proceed. Fulton Brylawski, Washington copyright attorney retained
by Producers Irving Allen and
Cubby Broccoli, contends that if
the proposed stories and novels
were copyrighted, expiration date
has elapsed
Dec.
31, 1951.][B»T, Film Report,
SONGWRITERS, Hy Zaret and. Lou
Singer have composed 13 jingles titled
Little Songs for Living Longer for use
in a safety campaign on ABC radio
and TV. Songs deal with the danger
of smoking in bed, jaywalking, reckless driving and similiar hazards. The
network is scheduling them at frequent intervals on and between radio
and TV shows.

SOUND

S'f^OGS

Wrile lor catalog ol fealures,
Westerns. Serials. Cartoons.

lommonujEflLTH
1733 Seventh Avenue, New York 19, N.Y.
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TV

Applicants Face Sweat
(Continued fr om page 23)
mental appropriation for increasin one way or the other with broading field monitoring and Conelrad
cast
activities
—
Secretary's
Office,
with its Broadcast Division and
projects and Congress turned it
Docket Section, the Offices of the down flat [B»T, Aug. 27, 1951].
General Counsel, Chief Engineer,
And again, the history of CongresChief Accountant, all of whom do
sional appropriations for the FCC
much broadcast work.
during the past four fiscal years
Overall, the Commission had has been relentlessly downward
(see table) .
791 Washington employes on its
rolls at the beginning of the 1952
They're not too happy about
fiscal year. Today, six months later, when they can expect the money,
either. Last year, Congress did
it has 734 — a cut of I'A between
mid-1951 and the beginning of 1952. not legislate the 1952 fiscal appropriations until two months after
Examiners aren't the only bottleneck. Every hearing entails a the start of the fiscal year [B*T,
Broadcast Bureau attorney and a Aug. 20, 1951].
A corrolary of how much and
considerable amount of engineering and accounting time. They live when they can get the additional
money is this : How fast can they
with the case before the hearing,
get competent personnel and how
through the hearing, and even
after the examiner issues his ini- long will it take to train them?
One further financial concern is
tial decision they have to continue
theirs. Congress approved pay
with it — for oral argument, excepraises last summer. This added
tions, possible court actions, etc.
Must Be Processed
$500,000 to the FCC's budgetary
requirements. Congress has not
And even before an application
given the FCC a supplemental apis set for hearing, it has to be propropriation tocover this sum. If it
cessed. That, too, takes staff — at- doesn't before June 30, the Comtorneys, engineers and accountants.
mission will have to meet this
Talk of tightening up processing,
amount from its existing appropriusing its staff more efficiently, gets ation.
a resigned shrug from FCC operatThis black picture is admittedly
ing heads.
based on FCC sources alone.
"There's a certain level of activ- There's no doubt that an efficiency
ity here," they say. "We're all expert could probably work wonbusy now. If the TV rush means
ders— but would the improvement
we have to take people off what
they are doing now, then that will bring things up to par? Most observers doubt it. The figures seem
suffer.
undeniable.
"Remember, too, there are other
things besides TV. We're getting
needled right now about our AM
processing line. We just can't pull
people into TV without something
TV CAMERAMEN
Basic Contract Planned
giving."
This has made FCC staffers exceedingly conscious of ways to cut NEITHER television film producers nor motion picture companies
corners. That is why suggestions
will
get special concessions in wage
on procedures, such as those alscales or working conditions for
ready recommended by the Federal
Communications Bar Assn. and cameramen from International Phoothers [B»T, Jan. 7, Dec. 17 and
togaphers Local 659, lATSE, acNov. 26, 1951] are being gone over
cording to an executive board
sieve-like for ideas. Quick han- vote. There will be one basic contract covering craft for all film
dling of applications won't be the
sole criterion in setting up proceproducers, regardless of costs or
dures, but it certainly will be one
the medium supplied, it was reof the major ones, it is believed.
vealed last week.
One Sure Way
Alliance of Television Producers
In casting about for an answer
Assn., Independent Motion Picture
to this discouraging outlook, FCC
Producers Assn. and Society of Inofficials see only one sure-fire way
dependent Motion Picture Proof breaking out of the potential
ducers separately are asking for
deals at variance with scale and
TV morass — more money.
working conditions on contracts
One or two doubts assail them,
currently being completed with
though. First, will the President,
major film companies.
in the face of mounting defense
With some majors gearing to enexpenditures and facing an economy-minded Congress ask for all
tertiveTVboard
production,
union's
felt it would
not beexecufair
the $8 million they need? Secondly,
will Congress give them what the to grant those companies more favorable conditions than their comPresident recommends? Thirdly,
when will they get it?
petitors, itwas said.
New
contracts
with major comThey're sanguine about the Prespanies which allow wage increases
ident asking for what they want.
They're a little dubious about Con- for cameramen are yet to be signed.
Two provisions, involving travel
gress giving what the President
asks, however. Last year, the FCC
time, are to be ironed out before
asked for $1,400,000 as a supple- final signature.
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HAROLD LUND, general manager,
WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh, stands by as
Mayor David L. Lawrence (I) signs
an official proclamation that Jan. 11
(Friday) was to be "WDTV Day in
Pittsburgh." Date marked third anniversary of the DuMont owned and
operated outlet.
Yf GAL-TV CONTOUR
Power Boost Requested
PERMISSION to operate with full
500 w transmitter power, improve
its effective radiated power to 1.8
kw — and thus cover 54,337 more
people — was asked of the FCC by
WGAL-TV Lancaster last week.
Request was in the form of a petition for an exception to the FCC's
Fifth Notice and a special temporary authorization. Exception was
needed because the Fifth Notice
limited transmitter output power
increases for community stations to
whatever was necessary to radiate
not more than 1 kw. This is 277
w in WGAL-TV's case.
Unique in the WGAL-TV case,
petition stated, was the fact that
it originally went on the air in May
1949 radiating 1.8 kw. When it
got its license in July 1950, the
freeze was on and its radiated
power was reduced to 1 kw. Since
it is one of only three community
stations (the others are WNHCTV New Haven and WDEL-TV Wilmington) and that classification
has been deleted in the proposed
new TV standards, the Steinmanowned station stated that in the
interest of fair play it should be
permitted to go to the same full
transmitter output as all other staionS. It also pointed out that it
would be penalized in constricted
service area if co-channel and adjacent channel stations went to full
transmitter output.
It admitted that increased power
would incur a "slight amount of interference" tothe Grade B service
areas of NBC O&O stations, WNBT
New York and WNBW Washington, but, it declared, NBC had orally consented to the WGAL-TV

Sale May Presage Trend
OUTRIGHT ownership of sports
events for telecasts on a national
basis was indicated Sas a possibility
NICK' Arena, former
. Nicholas
for
STSt.
boxing center located next to West
Side New York studios of ABC,
whose sale of the building to Webb
& Knapp, New York Realty Company, was announced last week.
Although contract was reportedly signed some time ago, public
statement was delayed until Wednesday when William Zeckendorf,
former ABC board member- who
owns Webb & Knapp, announced
it.
Mr. Zeckendorf became a director of ABC when the network acquired former riding stables on
West 66th St. through him for use
as video studios. His office reported
that he resigned his network position last May. No successor to Mr.
Zeckendorf on the ABC board has
been elected.
Arena sales price was not given,
but it was indicated that the property is assessed at $345,000, of
which $260,000 is on the land.
The realty operator — who played
a major role in acquiring land for
the present U. N. site in New York
— said that negotiations were
"afoot" with both a major network lie
and local stations for the arena,
with the result that it might be
used for sports spectacles to be
broadcast nationally under direct
sponsorship of television interests.
The two-story building, also located one block from WOR-TV'S
Television Square, is currently occupied by the St. Nicholas Sports
Center under a lease which runs
through September 1953 and contains a 10-year renewal option. The
International Boxing Club promotes boxing there, renting from
the Sports Center on a year-toyear basis, and occasional wrestling matches are held in the 3,000
seat arena.
Indicating that he has plans but
no definite policy for operating the
arena,
Zeckendorf
said,up "we
have no Mr.
commitment
to buy
the
lease, but we have a very friendly
understanding with the St. NichoSports Center.
At the
this lascould
be classed
onlymoment'
as an
investment, with future determination of specific use."
KLAC-TV

Sued

CHARGING infringement on their
original show. Anniversary Party,
Byron Roberts and Joe Kogan, program packagers, last week filed
$50,000 suit in Los Angeles Superior Court against KLAC-TV, General Manager Don Fedderson and
Dan Linden. The complaint states I
plaintiffs divulged their program |
idea to defendants prior to the '
station's telecast of the weekly
show of same title and content.

proposal.
Commission proposes to change
WGAL-TV from present Channel 4
to Channel 8. The station has
agreed to the change.
BROADCASTING
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Telestatus
(Continued from page 66)
tpouncement, $135; station break,
|67.50. Class C, one hour, $450;
palf-hour, $270; minute or 20-secisnd spot announcement, $90, and
Station break, $45.

Berle Tops Nielsen
December Report
RREPEESSIBLE
Milton Berle
iind his Texaco Star Theatre led
JJhe National Nielsen-Ratings for
!.he top 10 TV programs in a report
I eleased Jan. 4 covering the two
veeks ending Dec. 8. Red Skelton
aptured runner-up honors and,
jercentage-wise, Arthur Godfrey
iilaeed third. The listings follow:
NUMBER OF TV HOMES REACHED
HOMES
K
Program
(000)
Texaco Star Theatre (NBC) 7,740
I 2 Red Skelton (NBC)
6,636
' 34 Colgate
(NBC) 6,633
Fireside Comedy
Theatre Hour
(NBC)
6,079
5 Your Show of Shows 6,023
(Reynolds, R. J., Tobacco) (NBC)
Ij 6
Godfrey & Friends 5,982
I
(Liggett & Myers Tobacco) (CBS)
7 Phiico TV Playhouse (NBC) 5,890
8 Your Show of Shows 5,874
(Lehn & Fink Prod. Corp.) (NBC)
f 9
Godfrey & Friends 5,800
(Toni-GilleHe Razor Co.) (CBS)
'■ 10
Your Show
of Shows
(Participating)
(NBC) 5,767
PER CENT OF TV HOMES REACHED
IN PROGRAM STATION AREAS
HOMES
SANK Program
(%)
1, 1 Texaco Star Theatre (NBC) 53.6
I 2 Red Skelton (NBC)
51.2
<'
3 Colgate
Godfreys Comedy
Scouts (CBS)
50.4
f 4
Hour (NBC) 47.6
, 5 Gocifrey & Friends 45.3
(Liggett
Myers
Tobacco) (CBS)44.4
i|•,
6
Your
Show& of
Shows
!
(Reynolds, R. J. Tobacco) (NBC)
■| 7
Godfrey
& Friends
(Toni-Gillette
Razor Co.) (CBS) 44.2
J 8
Your Show of Shows 43.8
(Participating) (NBC)
■ 9
Fireside Theatre (NBC) 43.7
, 10
Your Show of Shows
43.7
^
(Lehn & Fink Prod. Corp.) (NBC)
'i Copyright 1952 by A. C. Nielsen Co.
,:ARLY TV SHOW
|>l Wins Baltimore Popularity
A'BAL-TV Baltimore reported last
'/eek that its program, The Brent
•^runts Shoiv, \vithin 16 weeks after
' ts first airing, has become "the
joost popular early morning tele(ision program in any of the 10
.lajor cities in the country comjletely covered by American RejCarch
Bureau reports."
In addition,
WBAL-TV con'■inued, the survey shows that 9%
If the TV sets in the Baltimore
.,1 rea are tuned to the program at
.jast one day each week. The show
I s presented 9-10 a.m., Monday
hrough Friday.
buMont Move
jlFFICES of DuMont Television
'Network in Chicago moved last
'/eek from the Palmolive Bldg. to
.jhe Tribune Tower, 445 N. Michiill an Ave. David Lasley is division
. ;ales manager.

ROACH HEADS ATAS
Ruggles, Fedderson Ncimed
HAL ROACH Jr., vice president in
charge of production, Hal Roach
Studios, Culver City, has been
elected president
of Academy of
Television Arts &
Sciences, Hollywoo d, and assumes office at
annual Emmy
Awards dinner in
mid-February. He
succeeds Mike
Stokey, head of
Mike Stokey ProHal Roach Jr.
ductions and m.c.
of weekly Pantomime Quiz on NBCTV.
Charlie Ruggles, film actor and
star of TV film. The Ruggles, on
ABC-TV, was elected first vice
president, with Don Fedderson,
vice president and general manager of KLAC-TV Hollywood, second vice-president. Ernest Felix,
ABC Western Div. assistant treasurer, was named ATAS treasurer,
with Mildred Beach his secretary.
Other officers include Betty
Mears, freelance TV writer-producer, as secretary; Isabelle Pantone, recording secretary, and
Robert Pelgi-am, director of publicity for KNBH (TV), corresponding secretary.
SF Group Elects
SAN FRANCISCO Chapter of the
Academy of Television Arts and
Sciences last week announced new
officers for 1952: President, Howard
McGill of Zack Radio Corp.; vice
president, Al Constant, program
manager of KRON-TV; second
vice president, Margo Trumbull,
KRON-TV and KPIX (TV) women's commentator; secretary, Carol
Levene, head of Pax Productions;
corresponding secretary, Charlotte
Morris, KPIX (TV) producer. At
the same time the chapter announced that its annual award diner would be held Feb. 16 at the
Mark Hopkins Hotel in San FranOne-Man TV Award
THERE'S an award given out
Ohio way by an individual
televiewer to the station in
central Ohio which he feels
produces the best programs
originating from its studios.
One-man award this year
went to WBNS-TV Columbus. Credited was the entire
station staff. Award - giver
Robert Burberry of Lancaster, Ohio, commented that
he couldn't select just one
program "because all . . . are
the best." For the past three
years, Mr. Burberry, a TV
set owner three months before TV arrived in central
Ohio, has been critical of
programs and he has made
awards for the television programs which he believes
merit them since that time.

•;■ FECIAL CBS radio broadcast, My
\\\'est Five Minutes, will be presented
;0:15-11 p.m. EST Jan. 19. Entertainment stars will tell what they
ansider their best performance. The
•how, with Helen Hayes emceeing,
'"ill be aired on behalf of the National
'oundation for Infantile Paralysis.
/ROADCASTING
• Telecasting

SET REPUCEMENT TREND
Fewer Initial Installations, Mansfield Notes
BARRING such economic upsets as
a major war or excessive material
shortages, there is no reason why
the television industry cannot sell
about 4,500,000 sets to the public
during 1952, Frank W. Mansfield,
director of sales research for Sylvania Electric Products, predicted
last week.
Addressing Sylvania's national
distributor sales department conference in Hershey, Pa., on Monday, he said the trend is toward a
larger and larger percentage of
sales for set replacement and a
diminishing percentage for initial
installation, with the change due
to the market's rapidly approaching saturation. At the end of 1950,
it was approximately 38 saturated on a national basis, he said,
although 35 9f of the population
was located where television development was slow. At the end of
last year, almost 40% of the country had reached an average saturation of 709c, he noted.
Concern shown by some industry
members about the saturation point
is based on the assumption that a
saturated market is an exhausted
market, he said, asserting that
nothing is farther from the truth.
"Market saturation will merely
mean," he said, "that the number

of sets sold for replacement will
increase and initial installations
will decrease. We have estimated
a long term potential for initial
and replacement sales ranging
from 4,500,000 to 6,500,000 sets per
year
to come."
"If forthemany
TV years
station
freeze is
lifted," he added, "good television
signals, now within reach of about
65% of the populations, will
ultimately be extended to approximately 907f' of the populaPresents

Flag

FRANKIE THOMAS, star of Tom
Corbett, Space Cadet, sponsored
by tion."
Kellogg Co. on ABC, presented
a blue flag to the Air Cadet League
of Canada, semi-official government youth group, in ceremonies
which took place last Saturday at
Air Cadet League headquarters in
Ottawa, Ont. The flag was presented to a group of honor cadets
in recognition of the organization's
work in pi'omoting air travel, flying safety and good citizenship.
Kellogg plans to sponsor the Corbett series on a number of Canadian stations. Kenyon & Eckhardt,
New York, is agency.

Forms close on that first, fabulous TELECASTING Yearbook Number on January 25.
So there's still time to get your reservation to
us.
Your ad will go near your own listing. The
book will go to every national and regional
advertiser and agency of television importance— over 5400. Total guaranteed circulation is 16,000. A note or wire will hold your

the

space.
first
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PATENT

'Misconception' Cited
MISCONCEPTION of the intent of
FCC's proposed annual patent filing regulation [B»T, Dec. 3, 1951]
is believed responsible for the more
than 100 requests for postponements that flooded the Commission
and caused it to postpone the filing
of comments until Jan. 31 [B»T,
Jan 7].
It seems all patent attorneys in
the country were alerted to the
FCC proposals by the National
Patent Council, Gary, Ind. Members of the association wrote and
wired the FCC requesting delay in
order to study the proposed regulation.
Misunderstanding seems to be in
determining who will have to file
annual patent data proposed to be
required. FCC Patent Attorney
William H. Bauer stressed that the
proposal only applied to communications or broadcast patent holders
who also are rendering a communications or broadcast service under
the jurisdiction of FCC. It was not
meant to apply to a patent holder
not engaged in communication or
broadcast service under FCC's jurisdiction, he pointed out.
Firms Under Proposal
Thus, these companies can be
assumed to come under FCC's proposed rule: AT&T, RCA, GE,
Westinghouse, Philco, StrombergCarlson and DuMont among others.
Most of them have been voluntarily supplying the Commission
with this information right along.
Also falling under this category
would be CBS and Paramount Pictures, itwas explained at the FCC.
If CBS' color TV system became
widely used, it would thus become
a patent holder of devices used in
broadcasting and come under the
proposed regulation. The same
would be true of Paramount and its
Lawrence color tube, it was explained.
As an example of a company not
required to file, an FCC interpreter

Only

One

gives

ALERT TEST
Trial Declared Successful

FILINGS

Station

you

the

WASHINGTON'S first test of its
electronically-controlled air - raid
warning system Jan. 5 was an unqualified success, thanks to all-out
participation of radio and television broadcasting stations in the
District of Columbia.

CONTRACT for one of the largest time sales in Rochester radio history has
been signed by General Electric and WRNY-AM-FM that city. GE is sponsoring 24 quarter-hour shows weekly on WRNY, and eight hours of classical
music weekly on WRNY-FM. Present at the signing were (seated, I to r)
Edward D. Crosby, manager, GE Radio & TV sales, and George J. Spillane,
manager, GE Supply Corp. Rochester House; standing (I to r) are Jim Jepson,
GE sales representative; Tom O'Neill, WRNY sales representative, and W.
Eccles Huff, general manager, WRNY-AM-FM.
Bowman & Block, Buffalo,
is the GE agency.
pointed to Color Television Inc., one
of the three contestants during the
color TV hearings. Even if its system had been chosen as the official TV color system, it would not
be required to disclose patent data
because it renders ho communication or broadcast service coming
under the jurisdiction of FCC.
FCC sources also stressed that
the proposal has no reference to
any case now under study at the
Commission, nor is it proposed to
use the information for any particular purpose.
ARNOLD MOSS, radio and stage actor,
is starred in The Man on the Line,
transcribed documentary program dealing with child care at home and in
school which American Optometric
Assn. is offering to all AM and FM
stations without charge for broadcast
during the first week in March.
KCMO reaches 9.5% moretadio
homes than any other Kansas
City station.* That's a big bonus. It means you get the best
coverage of the e-x-p-a-n-di-n-g Mid-America Market at
one low cost, using one station
and one rate card. Call or wire
KCMO collect for full details.
*A fact, proved by the continuing
Conlon "Study of Listening Hab'
its" in Mid-America.

in Mid-America
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KCMO
50,000
WATTS
125 E. 31st • Kansas City, Mo.
or THE KATZ AGENCY

HEQRO

SURVEY

High Listenership Noted
A RADIO audience survey conducted among New York City
Negro families showed a high rate
of listening. The survey was conducted for WHOM New York by
Advertest Research.
Fortune Pope, WHOM president,
commented, "It is very interesting
to note that because of their high
I'ate of radio listening, the Negro
radio audience is far more important than population figures alone
would
indicate."surveyed listening
Advertest
during the 11 p.m. -2 a.m. period
during which WHOM presents
After Hour Swing Session. Results
showed that percentage-wise, radio
sets in use among Negro families
runs three to four times higher
than set-in-use figures for all families, Advertest reported.
In all, the late listening of 200,000 Negro families within the
city's five boroughs was noted for
a full week.
It was further shown that 3 of
every 10 Negro families interviewed own television sets, 2 of
every 10 own automobiles and 4
of every 10 have telephones.
KLAC Signs Potter
PETER POTTER, disc m.c. with
KFWB Hollywood for past 14 years
signed a two year contract with
KLAC that city, which guarantees
him $90,000 over that period of
time, with an additional particiagreement
ness.pating
He takes
overon 22spot
hoursbusiof
airtime weekly starting today. He
succeeds Al Jarvis who shifted to
KECA-AM-TV [B«T, Jan. 7, Dec.
31, 1951].

Cooperation
of Washington's
dio-TV industry
was reported raby
WWDC-AM-FM, which served as
originating outlet. It piped the
test to stations with inter-connected and non-connected facilities.
Participation involved 17 radio
and four video stations as well as
two wired music program services
in the area. Ross H. Seville, WWDC
technical director and radio representative on the Communications
Advisory Committee for the local
Office of Civil Defense, coordinated
technical coverage.
All radio and TV outlets programmed and relayed four-minute
air raid warning signals to all receivers in the area after picking
them up from the command center.
WWDC fed signals to inter-connected line stations and WWDCFM to those without connected
facilities. Washington Transit Radio Inc. aired the warning on busses
and streetcars.
The public was not required to
participate actively in the test,
held from 12:03 p.m. to 12:07 p.m.
Listeners heard warning and allclear signals, with John Fondahl,
OCD director, conducting the test
and an announcer explained each.
The Washington system, reportedly the only of its kind now
in operation, utilizes three frequencies. One connects the Command Center with high-power amplifiers activated by supersonic FM
receivers, enabling the OCD director to address the entire District; the second permits communication between the command post
and four control centers; and the
third is reserved for special servment).
(pack other
receivers,
talkies"icesand
mobile"walkieequip-

ADV. EMPLOYMENT
AAAA Post-Tesf Survey,
SURVEYED two years after they
took American Assn. of Advertising Agencies examinations for
advertising aptitude, one-fourth of
those answering indicated they
have since found advertising jobs
while another 42% work in allied
fields.
Sydney H. Giellerup, Marschalk
& Pratt, chairman of the examinations committee, reported that surveys of 1,002 people tested in
1949 — none of whom was then employed in advertising
resultedthey
in-'
403 answers,
with 88 — saying
are now in the field. Information
about annual occupational tests —
to be held in major cities Feb. 16
and 23 — is available from AAAA
headquarters,
420 Lexington Ave.,
New York.
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LLER, sales promoBOB KE
tion representative, Robert S.
Keller, Inc., N. Y., came up
Ifith a novel idea he uses when
ijgency executives are too busy to
:|ee him. Mr. Keller designed a
ikiessage sheet he leaves when calls
lire not completed telling the adilressee he can win a free lunch if
lie calls him within 24 hours to dis:|uss the out of town broadcasters
isted on the sheet which he reprejlents.
Educational series
^PIX (TV) San Francisco, Fron'iers of Understanding , weekly.
Educators from Stanford U. dis■uss modern social problems (juveple delinquency, narcotics addic:5on, alcoholism) showing how
nan's social, moral and cultural
dvancement is lagging behind
i cientific progress and how these
■roblems should be met and solved,
^rogram began« —Jan.
11.
•— •
EMPLOYMENT AID
A. PLACEMENT bureau on the air
ivill be inaugurated by WFUV
;FM) New York, Fordham U's
•adio station, with the presentation
f Going Your Way, Monday 7:30j5 p.m.
Show will afford senior
tudents an opportunity to meet
op men from various industries.
Mary and Bill Adams will moderate.
!
•— •— •
iWWL SALES CLINIC
■..UNCHEON
sales Waterloo,
meeting held
last week at KWWL
la.,
;presented the new Mutual lineup
•f MGM transcribed shows to station sales and program personnel.
Commercial Manager Don Inman
icted as prospective client while
''Salesman
Bill value
Mertz ofgave
presental ion showing
KWWL
as a
l;i)uy and why transcribed features
:ould get results for client.
IBARRY JAMES

ON TV

jjSNBH (TV) Hollywood, The Har\:y James Show, new half-hour
jVeekly Sunday show featuring
l:Iarry James and his 17-piece or|.lhestra, started yesterday, Jan. 13,
ijor 13 weeks. Musical-variety-parjiicipation show is to have top
I(ports celebrity each week whose
;'dentity audience must guess from
',nusical clues. Other contests will
:! eature viewers possessing unusual
■lomemade musical instruments and
'|ne in which home viewers with
ecorders are asked to sing along
jvith orchestra and submit record.
Man Armer directs.
•—
•
K BAL SHOWS NAMED
iFWO WBAL Baltimore programs,
iAl Ross Show and Armed Forces
Report, are included in a list of
broadcasts considered outstanding
!xamples of public service in the
tRecruiting Journal, official publicar-ion of the U. S. Army and U. S.
Mr Force. Each Saturday, Al
i'loss interviews a recruiting officer
■md discusses various aspects of
inilitary life. Feature stories are
Jn'esented by armed forces person,ael on the Sunday Armed Forces
Report show.
iJROADCASTING

programs

proptjop
premiums

'ALERT AMERICA'
THE first in a special three month
series of programs entitled Alert
America was presented January
5, 1952 in cooperation with the
Federal Civil Defense Administration. The programs heard over the
ABC Radio Network are designed
to impress the American public
with the need for civil defense.
Alert America originates from
Washington, D. C. James J. Wadsworth, FCDA deputy administrator, and Mrs. John L. Whitehurst,
assistant administrator in charge
of recruiting 17 million volunteers,
appeared on the premier program.
HOMEMAKING SERIES
A 24 WEEK series of programs on
all facets of homemaking will be
presented to Detroit audiences by
WJBK-TV in cooperation with the
TV department of Michigan State
College. Shows will provide actual
TV experience for MSC students.
James D. Davis and Donald M.
Davis, both of MSC's TV department will plan and supervise programs.
COVER GETS RESULTS
KCBS San Francisco is promoting
its coverage and audience achievement during recent elections by
sending trade reproduction of station's advertisement on cover of
Dec. 10 issue of Broadcasting •
Telecasting. Ad text announces:
"Elected ... by a landslide. Campaigning on a platform of 50,000
watts, the best programming and
clear, powerful reception for 9 out
of every 10 Northern Californians,
KCBS swept to overwhelming Election Day victory. . . ."
MUSICAL STATION BREAKS
WCAU-TV Philadelphia has set 10,
20, and 30 second station breaks
to music. The announcements composed by Alan Bergman and recorded by the Tommy Ferguson
Trio are used for station identification as well as other standard
station break information. Dick
Storme of the Saturday Evening
Post and Colliers was commissioned to draw the accompanying
video cartoons.
PROMOTION FOLDER
WFIL Philadelphia has released
a promotion folder containing trade
paper ads over a 2 year period with
statistics on the $6-billion Philadelphia market. The folder gives
pertinent information to national
advertisers and agencies on getting
the most out of a radio dollar by
using WFIL as an advertising
medium.

• Telecasting

SPONSORS SAFETY SHOWS
YOUNGSTOWN (Ohio) Municipal
Railway Co. will sponsor a series
of child safety programs. Safety
in Your School and Mine, over
WKBN Youngstown. The half hour
shows, tape recorded in class rooms
and student safety patrol meetings,
will consist almost entirely of discussions between pupils and teachers.
STATION GETS AWARD
WCTN-AM-TV Minneapolis has
received an award from the Minnesota State American Legion for
outstanding school safety patrol
work done last September when
the station organized and conducted astate wide mass induction
of more than 20,000 school safety
patrol members. Charles Miller,
director of radio operations at the
station, accepted the award presented by Carl Espeseth, Legion
commander.
FARM PROMOTION
WTAG Worcester, Mass., promoted
its Farm Round-Up show at annual
Union Agricultural Meeting held
last week in Worcester by recording and playing back voices of those
who visited exhibit. During the
week,
meeting.show originated from the
EILEEN

CHRISTY

SHOW

NBC Pacific Network's Eileen
Christy and Company replaced
Charleen Hawkes ayid Company as
weekly Sunday half-hour show,
Jan. 6. Miss Christy, film starlet
and 1950 Atwater-Kent award winner, Robert Armbruster and NBC
orchestra, feature different guest
soloist each week. Howard Wiley is
producer-director and John Krafft
is writer.

NEW QUIZ SHOW
WERE Cleveland introduces Turn
The Tables, a quiz show giving listeners a break. Quizmaster Tom
Edwards lets them ask him the
questions. Participants write in
giving name, phone and time they
would like to be called. All those
who stump him on a question get
tickets to a local movie.
PRODUCT PROMOTION
CROSLEY Broadcasting Corp. has
launched a merchandising campaign with the distribution of 5,000
display kits featuring products advertised by Crosley's
WLW
and
WLWT (TV)
Cincinnati,
WLWD
(TV) Dayton and WLWC (TV)
Columbus. The kits, containing 65
product posters and two headquarters' type window streamers, were
sent to grocers in Ohio, Kentucky,
Indiana and West Virginia.
SPONSOR HONORED
MASSACHUSETTS' Chiefs of Police Assn. last week awarded a certificate for outstanding citizenship
to Cott Bottling Co., Boston, sponsor of Public Prosecutor ■— Cott
Crime Clubs a program seen weekly on WBZ-TV Boston. Morris Silver, president of the company, and
Henry R. Silver, treasurer, accepted the award presented during the
program Jan. 5.
PROGRAM EXPANDS
KTTV (TV) Hollywood, Come Into
the Kitchen, Monday through Friday show, started as half-hour,
then three-quarters, then hour, and
now will be an hour and a quarter
twice weekly. Monday, Wednesday
and Friday will remain hour.
Freda Nelson and Ed Reimers conduct program.
'CORLISS' ON TV
CBS-TV Hollywood, Meet Corliss
Archer, weekly Saturday show,
6:30-7 p.m. (EST), begins Jan. 19.
Format adheres to CBS Radio and
last summer's 11-week TV version.
Lugene Sanders plays title role,
John Clarr directs, Helen Mack
produces and Hal Hudson supervises production.

iiniifiediote revenue produced
with regional promotion
campaigns

23
serviceyears
to theof
broadcasting industry
HOWARD

J. McCOLLISTER

66 ACACIA DRIVE
ATHERTON, CALIFORNIA
PAUL

experienced sales
personnel will sell community
programs throughout
your coverage area

W. McCOLLISTER,

CompanY

DAVENPORT 3-3061
General Manager
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Materials
(Continued from page 29)
ranging generally from 50% to one of very high consumption of
metals in consumer durable goods.
65% of average base period usage
. . . Most consumer durable goods
for all materials, with varying per- will still be produced at 1947-1949
centages for each, in this quarter
[B*T, Nov. 26, 1951].
• "Allocation controls imposed in
1951 on materials (nickel, cobalt,
TV set output last year gener- levels."
ally was 30%^- below that of 1950, tungsten, etc.) are being continued."
while the radio receiver schedule
Producers of radio-TV sets and
compared favorably with 1950. It's other goods now are getting about
60% of steel and little more than
difficult to interpret the general
10%' reduction for set output, since one-third of aluminum and copper
no figures are available based on used during the base period, Mr.
allocations for first-quarter of Wilson noted.
1952. Conservation techniques pose
In the case of radio and television receivers, Mr. Wilson said,
an intangible factor, as does the
degree of military needs.
output may be only slightly less
Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn., in during the first quarter of 1952
terms of actual set data, places than for the last quarter of 1951,
radio set production at roughly 12 according to his estimates. Even
million and TV over 5 million the so, radio-TV production will repast year, on the basis of figures
main ahead of 1947-48 "growth"
compiled for the first 11 months of levels. Biggest slump was recorded
in
the
third quarter of last year,
1951 [B«T, Jan. 7].
The cutbacks will obtain equally he noted.
Mr. Wilson observed that satisfor commercial broadcast equipfactory substitutes can be found
ment, such as transmitters, steel
for nickel in many instances and
towers, and the like. Self-certification for minor quantities of
that
industry aluminum
has been "successful''
in replacing
for copper
materials is permitted and manufacturers are still turning out in electrical equipment. Much coptowers.
per originally earmarked for electrical conductors may be released
Indirect cutbacks also may be
for other purposes as a result.
expected through priority channeling of components for military
Turning to manpower, the DeChief reported that in the
equipment. And there's still little last ninefensemonths
rising employment
prospect that NPA will lift or
in defense industries has been
modify its ban on color TV equipment manufacture [B*T, Jan. 7]. "largely offset" by constrictions in
consumer goods production. "Both
Electronics' prospects outlined
at the trade press conference last employment and hours fell off'
Friday also were pointed up in sharply in industries producing . . .
refrigerators, radios and television
Defense Mobilizer Wilson's quarsets — in many cases to well under
terly mobilization report. He made
these points:
June 1950 levels," he said. Spot
shortages of skilled labor are
• "We have now entered the period
of severest 'pinch' in the allocation likely to "occur more widely" durof critical materials . . . The outlook
ing 1952.
for the remainder of the year (1952)
Mr. Wilson also reported that
is not fully clear, but we can be sure
relaxation of Regulation W on inthe 'pinch' will continue into 1953."
stallment buying has resulted in a
• "Recent lags in production, or moderate credit rise after a sharp
those which may occur over the next
few months, can be traced less to fall earlier in 1951. Restrictions
tool shortages than to problems of were relaxed on the purchase of
radio-TV receivers and other
design, testing and modification."
• "Interruptions in the flow of household goods.
vital components for military endConservation of scarce raw
products also resulted in some delays
materials
emerged last week at a
in military production in 1951."
• "The base period (average of the meeting of a loudspeaker manufacfirst two quarters of 1950) . . . was
turers industry advisory committee
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STRIKE THREAT
'Storm' Pay Is Requested
BITTER snow storms in the Sierra
mountains in the past fortnight
have brought a strike threat from
telephone maintenance men along
the microwave relay to the West
Coast. But telephone officials said
there is no immediate threat of
interruption in transcontinental
TV transmission.
The Independent Order of Repeatermen and Toll Testboardmen
at Reno, Nev., announced its members would no longer maintain
isolated relay stations during
severe storms unless guaranteed
pay for time lost due to the storms.
Spokesmen for the union said
the Bell Telephone Co. has refused to pay the maintenance men
for periods beyond regular working hours during which they are
stranded at remote mountain-top
stations. They said that several
times in recent storms work crews
have been snowbound overnight
and longer while out on jobs at the
stations.
Pending Settlement
"Until this dispute is resolved,"
a union official said, "we will decline assignment for microwave
maintenance where a reasonable
possibility exists that we will be
isolated and unable to return safely
upon completion of maintenance
About 60 maintenance men are
involved in the dispute in Nevada
and other union members in Caliduty." fornia, Utah and Wyoming are
considering similar refusals to
work.
Telephone company officials
called the refusal to work "unreasonable" and said the company has
with NPA officials. Government authorities indicated possibility of a
limitation order involving weight
of permanent magnets used in
standard sizes of voice coils in
loudspeakers. Such a step is necessary, industry members agreed, to
meet expected reductions in nickel
and cobalt allocations.
The industry group reported
these conservation practices: redesigning of speakers to save 35%
of steel and 45% of magnet weight;
switch to electromagnetic speakers
in TV sets and auto radios; and use
of a permanent magnet type.
Magnet inventories are about
normal, with radio-TV receiver
makers cutting once large backlogs of loudspeakers to normal
levels. The industry produced
about 20 million units last year,
with less than a million going as
replacement speakers. Some 15
million will be turned out in '52
for radio-TV sets, phonographs,
portable receivers and auto radios,
it was estimated.
NPA advised the committee that
a limited supply of aluminum wire
is now available to replace scarce
copper wire in electromagnetic
speakers, though use of this wire
would require double the steel in
field coil structures.

been willing to discuss the pay
issue from the start.
Roy Buell, division manager of
the Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Co. at San Francisco, said
the matter of payment for time lost
by workers stranded in storms is
"under active consideration and
the union has been so informed.
Until the subject is resolved the
union's threatened action of refusing to give service is ill conAll of the isolated repeater stations along the relay are well
sidered." with shelter, emergency
equipped
rations and other necessities so
men stranded there by storms are
in no danger, nor are they even
threatened with great discomfort,
he said.
Mr. Buell also gave assurance
that there would be no interruption in TV service along the relay
as a result of the stoppage of maintenance service.
The microwave relay equipment
is designed to operate automatically under normal conditions and
minor maintenance tasks could be
handled by other personnel if
need be, he said.
However, it was acknowledged
that any major breakdown at one
of the stations could block the entire system without the help of
the trained maintenance crews.

COLLEGE VIDEO
Michigan Buys Kinescope
MICHIGAN State College, East
Lansing, is awaiting delivery of a
kinescope which will be used to
record on 16mm Sound film the
television programs produced on
the campus closed-circuit station.
The college expects to have the
equipment installed and in operation by March 1.
Dr. Armand L. Hunter, director
of TV development, explained the
film recordings would be used as a
classroom instruction aid for research purposes on campus and for
distribution to commercial stations
and organizations throughout the
state.

Retail Radio
(Continued from page 29)
large stores : First prize to Wolf &
Dessauer, Fort Wayne, Ind., which
used WANE, WGL, WKJG and
WOWO Fort Wayne. By small
stores:ville, S.First
prize used
to Ivy's,
C, which
WFBCGreenand
WMRC Greenville.
A special award for outstanding
use of the saturation coverage technique was given Brown Thomson
Inc., Hartford, Conn., which broadcast over WTHT Hartford.
Honorable mentions were given
for effective seasonal promotions
to The Killian Co., Cedar Rapids,
Iowa, for loiva Football on KCRG
Cedar Rapids and to Sears Roebuck
& Co., Miami, for Roebuck Talking
Reindeer on WVCG.
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Radio Sells
(Continued from page 28)

Den/ec/ fo >ABC by FCC
for A4erger Hearing

SALES
DATA
REQUEST for a detailed breakdown of network time sales for 1949
and 1950 according to network, made by ABC early in December, was
turned down by FCC last week on the grounds that published data of
network gross billings should be adequate.
ABC asked for the information,
which is in the Commission's con- WBKB (TV) Chicago and (c) the
transfer of control of KTLA to
fidential files, in order to submit
the figures in part answer to the Paramount Pictures Corp. and of
issue whether there would be less- WBKB to United Paramount Theatres Corp. Also involved is the
ened competition if the ABC-Unittransfer of control of WSMB New
ed Paramount Theatres merger
Orleans from Paramount Pictures
were approved.
However, the Commission told Inc. to UPT.
ABC that if it felt it still needed
Among other pre-hearing activthe official data, it could ask FCC
ity during the last week: (1) Still
Hearing Examiner Leo Resnick
before
the Commission is a Fanfor them and he could rule on the
chon & Marco petition for reconsideration of its decision denying
request then.
First part of what is considered
the theatre-owners the right to inthe test case for the motion pictervene in the case [B*T, Dec.
ture industry to get into TV sta- 10, 1951], and a petition from
tion operations is scheduled to Gordon Brown of WSAY Rochesbegin Tuesday (Jan. 15) in Washter, N. Y., asking for permission
ington, with the DuMont issues set to intervene [B*T, Nov. 12, 1951].
for the first week of hearing.
DuMont issues encompass the extent of Paramount's alleged control of that electronics manufacN. Y.BAR REPORT,
turer-TV stations owner-TV network operator — and the license re- Criticized by Miami 'Hercild'
newal application for its owned
ANSWER to the report of the
and operated WABD (TV) New
York, and license applications for Civil Rights Committee of the New
York Bar Assn., which took issue
WTTG (TV) Washington, WDTV
with radio-TV coverage of Con(TV) Pittsburgh.
gressional hearings when a witness
Hearing, to be held in Room 2230, is testifying
because of alleged
New Post Office Bldg., Washington,
danger of prejudice [B*T, Dec.
will be continued upon completion
of the DuMont case until Feb. 4 24, 1951], is contained in a Dec.
20 editorial of The Miami (Fla.)
when it will resume with the ParaHerald
(WQAM-AM-FM Miami).
mount Pictures Corp. issues. These
The editorial was re-printed in
are: (a) license renewal of KTLA
full in Wednesday's issue of the
(TV) Los Angeles, (b) modification of construction permit of Congressional Record by Rep.
Jacob K. Javits (D-N. Y.), a supporter of radio-TV coverage of
House proceedings as well as of
zines, radio vs. television."
congressional committees.
He said "we are confident of victory over magazines — a medium
The Herald said, "This lawyer
that reaches only one-third of the group says that the equipment
families in this country effectively"
which goes with this sort of cover— and "would particularly like to go
age [radio, TV and the newsreel]
to the mat with our strapping stepadds up to a third degree for
witnesses.
child, television." In the one radio
vs. TV test thus far, he recalled,
"That's absurd. TV and the
radio won by 2% to 1.
rest
third-degree nationally
The ARBI tests collected in knowndidn't
hoodlums into answering
Vs. newspapers, radio vs. maga"Count Your Customers," Mr.
questions at the Senate hearings.
Sweeney said, "matched radio at They came well schooled by their
its worst against newspapers at attorneys. . . .
their best." The participating re"Thanks to these media of comtailers, he explained, for the most
munication, the American people
part had no facilities for preparsaw
these
mobsters in action,
ing radio commercial copy, while
actually heard them challenge the
their newspaper copy was "pracright of the United States to inticed and professional."
quire into their criminal activities.
i Constant service
Additionally, he said, "a great
"The New York Bar Assn.'s commany of these tests were made
OF Highest type
mittee says that lights, cameras
with the retailer paying only the
WILL Net SPONSORS
lowest retail rate permissible in and recordings devices jeopardize
newspapers and paying the full the rights of the witnesses.
INCREASED SaLES IN
"On the contrary, anyone who
one-time national rate in radio."
Saw a TV or heard a radio recordYet,
he
noted,
"radio
won."
HALIFAX
NO»'A SCOTIA
ing of the Kefauver hearings knows
He said that radio, like the elethat every action of the committee
JOS. WEED & CO.
phant, is fairly old and not the
protected the so-called rights of
handsomest, but is "just bigger and
350 Madison Ave., New York,
these underworld individuals."
stronger than anyone else." He
Editorial concluded: " 'The treurged his audience to "talk about
(Rep.)
the whole elephant and what he
mendous national audience,' which
can do — he can outpuU dollar for the bar group fears, can be a ma5000 WATTS-NOW!
dollar anywhere at any time, all the
jor preventive of crime in an out
of public office and a guaranty of
lions, tigers, giraffes and peacocks
in this jungle."
better government."
BROADCASTING
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ision. The picture never does jusce to the watch. On the contrary,
lessens the viewers' appreciation
f the sheer beauty of the watch.
:Tow much better to create a menpicture for the prospect by ra■flo. And where — at really low cost,
Mr. Bulova — is your invaluable
ikctor of frequency of message —
jf repetition ? You as well as manijfacturers of branded food and
;|rug products should be well aware
'liat radio provided you, and is
"till the only medium able to provide you, this priceless factor in
^|our sales strategy."
=; Asserting that "radio will go as
■^r as broadcasters will permit it
p go," he offered a series of
'Iquickies to remember," including
•IWherever you go, there's radio";
■Listen while you work"; "No eye
■i7oe on radio"; "radio focuses your
Idvertising message on the attenion of the listener"; "TV has litie program-to-program carryover"; "TV releases its audience at
(he conclusion of each show, just
||s stage or movies, and you have
lot participated"; "TV is pricing itj€lf
of the all
local
market,"
and
Radiooutreaches
reached
by other
''fiedia and all the others do not
:!i.
1. «ach."
'] Radio Compared To Elephant
Mr. Sweeney compared radio's
ipull" to that of an elephant and
^lled upon buyers and sellers of
lime to "evaluate the complete eletlihant — all 100 million sets of it."
Concerning the ARBI tests, in
ip'hich radio was found to have
I'utdrawn newspapers, Mr. Sweeney
aid "radio is prepared to make
lihese tests in any city or group of
it ities versus any media. Radio
•,«'on't always win — an elephant
iian't do everything but we will
yin enough times to convince na;ional advertisers that if they
vant to sell their product, they
^%ust use radio."
BAB, he noted, hopes to make at
jCast 30 such tests this year to help
1,1 a t i 0 n a 1 advertisers determine
t,"how invest
much their
sales dollars
they get
lihey
in when
radio

(2) Report that the Justice Dept.
had officially informed the FCC
that it had no intention of intervening. This report brought "no
comment" from both FCC and Justice Dept. officials. Fact that the
Justice Dept. was not playing a
more active role in the FCC hearing was scored by Comr. Robert
F. Jones in his dissent against the
Commission's denial of the Fanchon & Marco request to intervene
in the case [B»T, Dec. 10, 1951].
(3) ABC got permission from Mr.
Resnick to take depositions on written interrogatories. This permits
it to send out questionnaires on
basically non-controversial items
and to have the recipients answer
them before a notary, who returns
them to ABC with his certification.
(5) FCC Hearing Chief Frederick
W. Ford has from three to five
extra attorneys detailed to his staff
to assist his regular associates
James 0. Juntilla and Max Paglin.
Hearing

Delayed

so THAT key witnesses may be
present, heating on petition of
George and James Nasser, independent movie producers, to force
return from United Artists of four
feature motion pictures for purpose
of releasing them to television, has
been postponed to next Thursday
in Los Angeles [B»T, Jan. 7].
Hearing was delayed one week at
request of UA New York executives who plan to participate, it
was said.
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Strictly Business
(Continued from page 18)
executive, moving to Mutual itself
Westinghouse, Remington Rand
and Philco, for whom Video Va- in 1944. He became general manrieties made what is believed to
ager of WBYN Brooklyn when the
Newark
News purchased the sta■ be the longest business film ever
tion, staying there while FCC
produced: 32 reels of a complete
sales convention, which took 5 granted permission to move the
hours to run.
outlet to Newark and change its
to WNJR. Mr. WilMr. Williams has seen "a tre- call letters
liams left WNJR in 1948 to assume
mendous increase of interest" in
filmed television within the last six his present position v.'ith Video
Varieties.
to eight months and offers some
Besides being among the first to
strong explanations for the trend.
First, he says, there is the narrowbecome a member of WOR's $1 Miling difference in production costs
lion Club — he has an engraved
watch to verify that he passed
between live and filmed programs,
plus the durability of the finished
that sales point — Mr. Williams is
also among the charter members of
product. Also, he feels, the imthe Radio Executives Club of New
pending thaw of the station construction freeze is causing sponsors
York. He is a member of the Corto build up a reserve of good pronell Club in New Yoi-k and the
Baltusrol Golf Club, Springfield,
grams on film for later availability. Transitions and optical effects,
N. J.
making for greater realism but difIn addition to golf, Mr. Wilficult to produce on a live show,
liams likes skiing and canoe cruiscan be achieved more easily on
ing— on the Delaware or other New
film, he adds.
Jersey rivers, although he finds
The general sales manager also himself with less and less leisure
believes television filming is quite time. He and his wife, the former
at home in New York, point- Louise Schreyer, live in Summit,
ing out that the heart of the in- N. J., and have two sons, Richard,
dvistry is located there, near to 22, an ensign in the Navy, and
most clients and sponsors. Much
David, 15.
first-rate talent, accusomed to live
performances either on TV or the
stage, is also available for films in
Goodyear Post
the East, abetted by technicians
several years ahead of their Pacific
APPOINTMENT of K. C. Zonsius
Coast competitors in TV methods,
as director of advertising for the
he said.
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. was
announced last week by R. S. WilKnown to most friends as "Ote,"
Mr. Williams was born Dec. 5,
son, vice president and sales manager. Mr. Zonsius succeeds the late
1899, in Norwalk, Ohio, and was
J. K. Hough. In turn, Mr. Zonsius,
educated there at Philips Exeter,
who has been serving as manager
and Cornell U., where he was gradof automobile tire sales, will be
uated with the Class of '23. First
succeeded by W. E. Still, currently
job was with Linde Air Products
manager of farm tire sales.
in New York in the sales department, which he left to join McGraw-Hill. After a short period
THE WEXTON Co., New York, adwith Polo magazine, Mr. Williams
vertising agency, increased its 1951
gross billing 140% over the previous
joined the "March of Time" when
it was first produced for theatre
year, Larry Schwartz, president, said
consumption, remaining until sales
last week in a year-end report. This
management was turned over to increase is attributed by Mr. Schwartz
RKO.
to expanded budgets of the company's
regular accounts, plus acquisition durIn August 1935 he joined WOR,
ing the year of three food, five apMBS key in New York, as account
parel, and nine industrial accounts.
carries

the weight
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STAVROS DEMOPOULOS, (seated),
sportscaster for WORZ Orlando, Fla.,
accepts a $200 check from William O.
Murrell, WORZ owner. Mr. Demopoulos was severely injured playing football and, as a result, has little mobility. The $200 will go toward building
a mobile broadcast studio to aid the
youth in his sportscasting career
[B*T, Sept. 24. 1951].

'TINY JOE' JORDAN
Dies After Appendectomy
JOSEPH W. JORDAN, 35, popularly known as "Tiny Joe," died
Jan. 2 ofcations
compliresulting
from an appenMr. Jordan was dectomy.
general
manager and
sportscaster of
WSAL LogansHe Ind.
had been
port,
with WSAL three
years. Previously,
Mr. Jordan
Mr. Jordan was
general manager
of WKMO Kokomo, Ind., with
which he was associated six years.
A native of Indianapolis, Mr. Jordan began his radio career as an
announcer with WISH and WIBC
Indianapolis. Surviving are his
wife, Wilma, a son, Jimmy, and a
daughter, Mary Jo. He was a member of the Indiana Broadcasters
Assn. and Sigma Delta Chi.
Edgar G. Herrmann
EDGAR G. HERRMANN, 58,
former sales manager of Westinghouse Home Radio Div., Sunbury,
Pa., died at his home in Brooklyn
Saturday, Dec. 29. Graduate of
Rutgers U., Mr. Herrmann joined
what was then the Canadian Victor
Talking Machine Co. Shortly after
the iirst World War, becoming
Montreal advertising manager, a
position he retained when the
organization was acquired by RCA
and renamed Canadian Victor
Phonograph Co. Mr. Herrmann
was long associated with the
Zenith Radio Corp. in Chicago,
serving first as advertising manager and then as sales manager
during his 10-year service with
firm. He also had been sales manager of Emerson Radio & Manufacturing Co., New York. He is
survived by his wife, the former
Henrietta Ahrens, and a daughter,
Doris Cameron.

PAUL J. SENFT
Ad Veteran Dies Jan. 2
PAUL J. SENFT, 57, veteran of
25 years in broadcast advertising
activities, died in New York Jan.
2 following an illness of several
months.
An account executive with The
Boiling Co., station representative
organization, since last August,
Mr. Senft had been for the previous decade with George P. Hollingbery Co. In a similar capacity,
following 16 years in the radio department ofBBDO, New York, Mr.
Senft served with the navy during
World War I. He was a member
of American Legion and Radio Executives Club of New York. He
is survived by his wife, Gladys
Bennett Senft, a daughter, Mrs.
Joy Lockheed, and a son, Paul J.
Jr. Funeral services were held
at 8 p.m. at Columbus Circle chapel
in New York.

Harry Weiner
HARRY WEINER, 50, controller
of the Wesley Assoc., New York
advertising agency, died at his
home in the Bronx Jan. 3 after suffering aheart attack in September.
An original member of the agency,
he joined it as controller in 1928.
He had started his business career
as a messenger with Dry Goods
Economist, becoming member of
accounting division there prior to
joining Wesley Assoc. Immediate
survivors include his wife and two
daughters.
KNXT

(TV) Hollywood shows increased in evening rating from 9.8 in
Nov. 1951 to 10.3 in Dec. 1951, according to L. A. Telepulse ratings.
Helping to effect this increase, according to KNXT General Manager
Wilbur Edward, was moving transmitter site from Mt. Lee to Mt.
Wilson.
Radio Tells Papa

FARMER Leonard Jansen of
Fordyce, Neb., was placidly
milking his cows in the early
morning hours Jan. 1. His
radio was tuned to WNAX
Yankton-Sioux City, the station says, for news, weather
and market reports when a
special bulletin informed Mr.
Jansen he was the father of
the first baby of 1952 born at
Sacred Heart Hospital in
Yankton. The farmer had
taken his wife to the doctor
the previous day and she had
been kept at the hospital because of winter storms. Later,
mother and child were interviewed by George B. German,
station reporter, the "radio
baby" making her first broadcast at age of two days.
ecasting
Tel
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Rhodes Scholarship
tVOO Tulsa can take a measure of
Satisfaction in that a boy whom it
./as instrumental in helping attend
ihe U. of Tulsa four years ago,
(as now won a two-year Rhodes
[.cholarship to study at Oxford U.
*n England. The boy won a scholarship to Tulsa U. four years ago
n finals of Gohig to College, a
rliow aired by KVOO and KWGS,
he university's FM station. Now
I senior majoring in English, the
/outh is Carter Revard, from
'^artlesville, Okla.
Viewers Buy Truck
CHILDREN followers of Captain
rlenn's Bandwagon, a puppet show
ver WLWT (TV) Cincinnati,
;ave purchased a truck for Good'111 Industries, a charity organizaLon. After an appeal for funds
!ver Bandwagon, the money was
aised with contributions which
veraged about 25 cents. Now on
rder, the truck will have a credit
ne painted on a side, proclaiming
lat it was bought by children
iewers of the program.
Brings Children Happiness
:^JR Detroit's tenor, Fred Kendall,
,!'ho has a musical show five times
week, a year ago was asked to
elp the local Children's Hospital
1 its urgent need for blood. Mr.
lendall did and his success was
verwhelming.
Not only did he
j elp restock the hospital's blood
■ank but his singing of children's
',3quests, such as "Rudolph the Red
i'osed Reindeer" added immeasrably to their happiness. This
ear Mr. Kendall returned to the
"ospital, not to build blood supI'lies but just to bring a a little
! appiness into the youngsters'
ves. During the week of Dec.
I7, Mr. Kendall aired the recorded
■iterviews with the children on his
rogram.
Radio Opens Hearts
^ERI Westerly, R. I., has demon]':rated the power of religious programs in reaching the hearts of lisi eners. The Rev. Douglas F. Dorj ifister, conducting WERI's pro■'ram, Next Door Minister, men|ioned that a family of displaced
jlsrsons had arrived in Westerly
i nd were in need. He made no
„.rect appeal. Gifts poured in from
steners of all faiths and in all
talks of life, WERI reported,
fi ■
ur 'Commerce Report'
IHREE stations are now carrying
W'mmerce Report, new public servle program designed to answer
jsfense production problems for
lasinessmen in the Southwest. The
-ations include WFAA Dallas,
ROD El Paso and KARK Little
iock. Program is written by Elbert
I Haling, former publicity-connuity director for WBAP Fort
orth and WFAA, now regional
formation director for the U. S.
ept. of Commerce-National pro■iction Authority in Texas, Louisila, Arkansas and Oklahoma.
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FREE RADIO FIGHT
Increases in Canada
j7/f tAe

J^ul^Lic

WAYN Safety Contest
WAYN Rockingham, N. C, has
announced a safety contest to reduce traffic accidents. The independent station is offering $50 and
$25 Defense Bonds to the two high
school students — white or colored
— who write the best essays on
"How to Stop Accidents in '52."
Each essay submitted will be read
over WAYN during January and
February. Listeners are to send in
votes on their choices. In addition,
WAYN is tagging safety announcements toeach station break.
Several local auto dealers are using
time on the air to promote traffic
safety.
Pedestrian Education
WEIM Fitchburg, Mass., in cooperation with police, is campaigning to educate pedestrians to be
safety conscious. Campaign got
under way Dec. 1. To date, the number of accidents involving pedestrians has been reduced by nearly
50% as compared with walking
casualties this period last year.
Police officials have praised WEIM.
Safety Campaign
DAVID MOSS, program director
of WESC Greenville, S. C, has
created a Saturday morning program in cooperation with the city's
traffic safety campaign. A 17-yearold high school senior, who has been
selected as "Miss Safety of 195152," airs a safety story each week
dramatizing the slogan, "Be Careful." A police sergeant is heard
on the same theme Saturday evening over WESC's Sports Review.
Blood Donor Drive
WVAM Altoona, Pa., conducted a
"Windowthon" to spur armed
forces drive for blood plasma. News
Editor John Riley and a lieutenant
from the local Army recruiting
office set up shop in a display
window of the downtown Pennsylvania Electric Bldg. and decided
not to leave until 500 persons had
pledged a pint of blood. The men

Untete5t

premiere of a blood donors' recruitment song, Red Blooded Americans. In Wichita, 1,016 pledges
were counted and nearby towns
within the fringe area reported
their
ters. best days at blood donors' cen-

A CAMPAIGN to show that broadcasting in Canada should have as
much freedom as the press and
should come under the same laws
as the press is being waged by
daily newspapers and broadcasting
stations. This follows the report
of the Royal Commission on Arts,
Letters and Sciences, which implied
that government control, through
the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.,
should be increased rather than
lessened as asked by Canadian independent broadcasters.
Newspapers have taken up the
battle, seeing a start of losing the
freedom of the press if the powers
of CBC become enlarged and may
in the future be extended to cover
facsimile transmission by newspapers. A series of editorials has
been printed by the Winnipeg
Free Press pointing to the place of
radio in modern mass journalism
and liberally quoting from court
rulings in the U. S.

NEW
audience participation video
program, It's in the Bag, produced by
Package Shows Inc., directed by Frank
Jacoby and featuring Jerry Toman as
emcee, started on NBC-TV Jan. 7 as
weekday morning series, Monday-Friday, 10:30-11 a.m. EST.

CONSOLIDATED net income for International Telephone & Telegraph Co.
and its subsidiaries for the nine
months ending Sept. 30, was $12,636,119, an increase of $3,888,976 over the
corresponding period of 1950.

ate, slept and broadcast many of
WVAM's local programs from the
window and took pledges over the
phone. Goal was reached two days
ager.
later.
"Windowthon" was brainchild of Bob Walter, station manAids Red Cross
KFH Wichita, Kan., originated
local shows from Red Cross headquarters to spur drive for blood
donors. Among those interviewed
were Korean veterans, nurses and
doctors. A special show. Urgent,
Call 7-A371, impressed the Red
Cross phone number on minds of
listeners and also aired the world

no

ifs

. . .

BROADCASTING * TELECASTING is best for
information about what's going on in the
broadcast field. Over the next publication,
best by 313.7%.
■ ■
BROADCASTING
no and's * TELECASTING is best for
bringing station advertising to the attention of the nation's top buyers of time.
Over the next, best by 445%.

or but's . . .
This is exactly what Fact Finders Associates
of New York — one of America's most respected reseach organizations — learned by
personal interview survey.
The findings confirm what every other survey in 20 years established; that BROADCASTING TELECASTING
•
is first in circulation, first in readership and first in advertising effectiveness.

JOHN W. FRASER Jr. (r), sales representative for KABC San Antonio, has
been elected president of the San
Antonio Advertising Club. Other officers pictured ore Jack N. Pitluk Jr.,
of the Pitluk Adv. Co., vice president,
and Marjorie Holley, the Borden Co.,
secretary-treasurer.

• Telecasting

More first votes than
all other journals combined

\
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GALLERY TO NBC
Heads Radoo-TV Spos'ts
TOM S. GALLERY, director of
sports, news and special events for
DuMont TV network, has joined
NBC in the post of director of
sports for both
radio and television, NBC President Joseph H.
McConnell announced last
Thursday.
His successor
at DuMont has
not been designated.
M r . Gallery,
Mr. Gallery
identified with
the sports field for some 30 years,
joined DuMont in 1948 after serving as business manager of the
New York Yankees baseball team.
NBC pointed out that he represented the Yankees in its experimental telecasts of major league
baseball in 1946.
In his new post, he will report
to Davidson Taylor, general production executive of NBC-TV.
Bill Stern, who formei'ly was
director of sports for NBC,
dropped that title and became
sports editor at the time of the
last renewal of his contract.
Mr. Gallery entered the sports
field in Hollywood shortly after
World War I when he helped to
organize the Hollywood Legion
Stadium and then became its general manager and matchmaker.
Mr. Gallery also is a former vice
president and general manager of
the Brooklyn Dodgers football team
which later became the grid Yankees.
He joined DuMont in 1948 after
about three years with the baseball
Yankees. Among the TV negotiations in which he has participated
are those involving Notre Dame
football games, the All-Star football game, the world's championship football games, World Series
baseball, the All-Star baseball
game, the Joe Walcott-Ezzard
Charles heavyweight championship
fight (sponsored by a group of TV
set manufacturers), various profootball games and the Shrine EastWest charity football game.

GOODWILL PLANS
Outlined at Sales Meet
NEW YEAR'S plans and policies
for the Goodwill Stations — WJR
Detroit, WGAR Cleveland, KMPC
Los Angeles — were developed at a
sales strategy meeting of key officials led by President John Patt
at the Goodwill eastern office in
New York last Wednesday and
Thursday.
President Patt said the stations
expect to boost 1952's volume of
business
over that of "banner"
1951.
Decisions reached at the sessions
were summarized as follows: (1) ardsStations
high adopted
standset in codereaffirmed
of practices
HOTPOINT renews for 39 weeks Jim Hurlbut's Reporter at L&irge on WMAQ
(NBC) Chicago with this group taking part: Seated, I and r. Ken Brody, manager, Hotpoint's North Central district, and Hrarry Kopf, NBC Chicago vice
president. Standing, I to r, Charles Woods, appliance sales manager for General Electric Supply Corp.; Richard Faulkner, NBC salesman; Alvin Plotkin
of agency of same name; Rudi Neubauer, WMAQ sales manager, and
Mr. Hurlbut.
CBS

TECHNICIANS
Election Set for Jan. 24
NATIONAL Labor Relations Board
elections are scheduled for Jan. 24
at CBS owned-and-operated stations so that technicians can
choose between National Assn. of
Broadcast Engineers & Technicians
(CIO) and International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, AFL
unit which has represented them
for
1951].some years [B«T, Dec. 24,
Part of general expansion undertaken by NABET in recent months
in regard to performers, writers,
announcers, directors, and scenery
designers, the action by the CIO
has raised charges of raiding from
other unions. It has been brought
up for discussion at National
Assn. of Broadcast Unions and
Guilds, which includes many AFL
groups. National Television Council of Authors League of America,
and
ship. NABET among its memberNABET participation in NABUG
had been a subject of reconsideration as early as October, with problem to resolve what is expansion
within a union's own scope and

what activities constitute raiding.
NABET sent two representatives
from Chicago to participate in last
NABUG discussions Dec. 19.
Probability is that an investigating committee will be named by
NABUG at its next meeting, on
Wednesday, to parallel a fact-finding committee of observers employed in legitimate theatre. Admitting there are problems to be
worked
National
Chairman out,
OliverNABUG's
NicoU insists
that
solutions will be arrived at "democratically" and that opposing
unions in NABUG all are approaching the matter with "open minds."
SAFETY COMMITTEE
Ccsntor, St-orm Are Named
EDDIE CANTOR and Gale Storm
have been named chairman and
vice chairman of the Radio and
Motion Picture Committee of the
National Safety Council, Chicago,
for 1952. They succeed Phil Harris
and Gloria DeHaven.
Committee members in the Midwest are Don McNeill as vice
chairman and Jackie Kelk as junior vice chairman. The entire group
includes 100 "outstanding" entertainment personalities ivho vpork
with the council in helping prevent
accidents. Previous committee
chairmen were Jack Carson and
Bill Goodwin, the latter having organized the committee in 1947.
Fifth BBM
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a number of years ago. . . . Overlong commercials, misleading direct
selling and copy in poor taste or
giving offense were again declared
taboo.
(2) Decision to continue to expand
recent pilot audience and impact
studies in all three markets.
(.3) All stations to make no major
rate increases at this time, but reaffirm long-standing belief that radio
rates are still low. (Two of the three
stations, it was pointed out, raised
rates in 1951.)
(4) Set in motion several promotion and advertising projects including new up-to-date market data and
new presentations calculated to assist
buyers in the use of radio in the
three markets.
Cites Spot Rise
Gordon Gray, vice president for
national sales, who presided over
the meetings, called attention to a
"marked resurgence" of interest
in radio by national spot advertisers this year as compared to a
year ago.
President Patt, forecasting an
increase in business volume this
year, said "we are glad that there
are other like-minded stations
which, with our group, will continue to keep broadcasting the
great
medium
that it is."
He said
the eastern
office, set up
four months ago, has established "a
two way street" in the exchange of
information, ideas and service be-^
tween buyers and sellers of time,
and that the expansion of this
service in 1952 is "likely."
Participating in the meeting, in
addition to Messrs. Patt and Gray,
were Carl George, vice president
and general
WGAR;'
John
Garfield,manager
WGAR of
sales
manager; Worth Kramer, vice president and general manager of
WJR; Elmer Wayne, WJR sales
manager, and Robert Reynolds;
vice president and general manager of KMPC.

Survey

Olson Rug on MBS
BUREAU of Broadcast MeasureOLSON RUG Co., Chicago, began
ment, Toronto, has awarded conits
first network radio show Fritract to handle BBM's 1952 survey
to International Surveys Ltd.,
day with sponsorship of Gabriel
Montreal. Survey will be made to Heatter on Mutual from 6:30-6:45
determine the listening of 130 p.m. CST. Agency is Presba.
BBM member stations in Canada.
Fellers & Presba, same city. Schedule runs for six weeks in about 50
This
will
be
the
organization's
fifth
survey and is expected to be ready markets as a test, with results determining expansion.
for distribution by summer.
BROADCASTING
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Standard

Promotes

RADIO SURVEY
Names Best for Children
FORTY-FIVE network radio programs in six different categories
were recommended for children's
listening in a recent survej^ by the
California State Dept. of Education.
The survey, conducted by a comof the department's
Audio-to
Visual mitteeBureau,
was designed

Hagenah, TeeGarden
1-WAY
SERVICE
iPPOIXTZVIEXT of Gus Hagenah and Lev;-is TeeGarden as managing
rrJLors of Standard Radio Transcription Services Inc. was announced
L5I week by co-owners Gerald King and Milton M. Blink, president and
{ice president respectively, eiiective Feb. 1.
Messrs. Blink and King will con- *
lentrate their activities on United
Television Programs, of which they
llso are principal owners, while
iessrs. Hagenah and TeeGarden
guide parents and teachers in the
use of radio as a supplement to
i-ill operate Standard Radio.
school studies. The educators, in
Mr. Hagenah will maintain headissuing
their report, qualified their
uarters in Chicago, and Mr. Teeselections by emphasizing that the
arden will operate from Los Ansurvey did not pretend to be comeles headquarters. Vice President
_lex Sherwood will continue to opprehensive.
There was no attempt by the
rate from the transci-iption firm's
surveyors
to condemn any radio
Mr. Hagenah Mr. TeeGarden
"ew York offices.
ofi'erings as unsatisfactory. Its only
Messrs. Blink and King notified
for seven years while Mr. Teeintent was to select those "believed
Garden, secretary and co-manager,
jibscribers of ''a new sponsoradaptable for in-school and out-ofhas
been
with
the
company
for
12
lilored service," including "sponschool use." The report also con3r- tailored shows, sponsor-tailored
tained instructions for parents and
years. Mr. Shei-wood also has
teachers on how best to use the
;ripts, sponsor-tailored ideas, and been with the organization more
Donsor-tailored commercial copy than 12 vears.
lecommended programs for their
jrmats." This service, they said,
children's education.
ivill be the greatest advance in
X^BC fared much better than any
WHOO-AM-FM
SALE
18 library field since Standard
other
network in the survey — apIs Approved by FCC
:arted in 1934, geared to the sloproximately 45 of the recomPURCHASE
of
WHOO-AM-FM
mended shows were carried over
en: 'You Get More for Your
Orlando,
Fla.,
by
Edward
Lamb
NBC. ABC and Mutual each had
Gugh on Radio." " They described
20
and CBS had the remainder,
.le service as radio's answer to the for .5200,000 [B«T, Oct. 15, 1951,
. ng-standing stations problem of et seq.1 was approved hy FCC last
more thanwere15<"c.
week. This gives Mr. Lamb his a little
iimpeting with newspaper mat
The programs
mostly shows
second AM-FM combination. He
i;rvice.
considered
adult
off'erings
and were
o%vns WTOD and WTRT (FM)
categorized as news, social studies,
'■resident
Mr. Hagenah,
who
has
been
vice
in
his
home
town
of
Toledo.
Mr.
drama, music, special young peoand executive manager,
Lamb also owns TY stations
as been with the firm in Chicago
off'erings.
ple's programs and miscellaneous
WTVX Columbus, Ohio, and WICU
Erie, Pa. He is publisher of the
In addition to the network recErie Dispatch.
om endations, along list of local
ORONTO STRIKE
Sale approval was fought hy and regional programs were recommended.
Radio Gives Service
Rep. Leonard W. Hall (R-X. Y.),
who alleged that Mr. Lamb was
CiROXTO
broadcasting stations too close to organizations declared
CHARLES MICHELSON Inc., New
York, radio and TV transcription firm,
subversive by the Attorney Gen[ ime to the rescue when Canada's
will release new radio series this
p^cond largest city, with population
eral. Mr. Lamb denied the charges.
over one million, was hit by a
month. Titled Janet Williams Chats
idden transportation strike Jan. A protest against the sale of the About Children, series will consist of
to Mr. Lamb by the CathThe 4,700 employes of the station
five-minute programs, 65 of which have
olic War Veterans was withdrawn
been completed. Canadian Canners
unicipally-owned Toronto Transtwo
weeks
ago
[B*T,
Jan.
7].
irtation Commission, including
Food), has onpur-19
Comr. Robert F. Jones voted to Ltd. (Aylmer's
chased programsBaby
for broadcast
IS lines throughout southern and
Dominion stations.
hold
a
hearing
on
the
transfer.
r,ntral Ontario, went on strike 5
m. Jan. 4 after turning down
iidings of a government-appointed
.•r-eiliation board which ruled in
.-vor of the commission.
'VOICE OF AMERICA'
U.S. for Domestic Broadcast
Series IsIN
Offered
CKFH
Toronto carried tape
■cordings of decision of opera- VOICE OF AMERICA has prewood. It features Gerald Mohr,
Ts to go on strike shortly after
pared a series of 13 quarter-hour
movie actor, and several profes.idnight. From then on, all pri- programs for domestic consumpsional radio actors. Mr. Mohr
T.tely-owned broadcasting stations tion.
serves as narrator.
Toronto and vicinitv (CFRB,
Radio stations within the conYour Voice of America is being
aEY,
chum,
CKLB) carried
tinental limits of the United States
contributed by Wesley I. Dumm,
inouncements and news telling can obtain the series mthout
chairman of the Facilities Group
rlzens how to get to their work, charge by writing Associated
of
the Radio Advisory Committee
tJiOuncing car pools for firms Broadcasters Inc., Box 87, Holly- to the
U. S. Advisory Commission
lich would pick up their employes
wood, Calif.
on Information. Mr. Dumm also is
specified times and places. AnPrograms one through eight wll
president of Associated Broadcast'uncements went on for the first be mailed out immediately. Remainers Inc., San Francisco, which is
Y, gi\4ng a chance for most
ing five shows are to be available producing, recording, processing
^rkers to get to their offices and before the end of this month.
and distributing the series.
ctories on time.
Availability of the programs as
First eight of the programs deal
a public service was announced in
such topics as the work and
Washington by George B. Hughes, ■with
effectiveness of VOA; the stories
vice
president.
Associated
BroadJ
.
of Cardinal Mindzenty and Madam
Why buy 2 or more.
casters Inc., and William A. Wood,
Kasenkina; how VOA invited
chief
of
radio,
U.
S.
Dept.
of
State.
young Red delegates to the August
do 1 big sales job;
Based upon actual State Dept. 1951 Berlin Youth Festival to visit
files, each chapter dramatizes a the Western Zone of Berlin and see
in "RADIO BALTIMORE '
different phase of "Voice" activ- the free world for themselves, and
ities.
Entitled Your Voice of America,
how VOA beams the President's
h,
MM
the series was recorded in Holly- messages to the world.
^OADCASTING
• Telecasting

FREEDOM ADVERTISERS
New Committee Is Formed
A NOX-PROFIT committee. Advertisers for Freedom, has been
organized to encourage U.S. business to sell the free enterprise system by "political advertising."
R. Leigh Smith Jr., member of
the public relations department of
J. Walter Thompson Co., Xew
York, is chairman. Other directors
are H. Glenn Chaffer, advertising
and sales promotion department,
General Electric Co., Bridgeport,
Conn.; J. Brian Quinn, accountant
at Allen B. DuMont Labs.; William
Romaine, in the legal department
of Colonial Airlines, and Everett
EasterYork.
of Er^\dn, Wasey & Co.,
X^ew
Mr. Smith said the group is
backed by several business leaders
whose identities he is not ready
to divulge. Its purpose will be to
convince industrialists and businessmen that only advertising
keeps America sold on capitalism
and can advance the political interests of U.S. business.
SCREEN GEMS Inc., subsidiary of
Columbia Pictures, has signed a twoyear contract with Hal Tate, Chicago radio and TV packager and performer, retaining him exclusively as
producer-disc
the called
company's
new musical emcee
short on
series
TV
Disc Jockey Toons. The syndicated
series has popular and standard musical selections on recordings backgrounded by three-minute short video
features, both live-action and cartoon.

In Canada

more people listen* to
CFRB
Toronto
regularly than to
any other station
5I^^T-^ HE 1950 BBM figures
X show CFRB's coverage
as 619,050 daytime and 653,860
night time— more than one-fifth
of the homes in Canada, concentrated in the market which
accounts
retail
sales.for 40% of Canada's

cm
Representatives:
United States — Adam J. Young Jr.
Incorporated
Canada — All-Conada Radio
Facilities Limited
January 14, 1952
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DON LEE POSTS j
Sales Staff Is Realigned

milestones
► TESTIMONIAL dinner was given for Albert H. Jackson, supervisor of studio engineers at WTIC
Hartford, Conn., late in December
on the occasion of his 25th anniversary with the station. He was
given several gifts. Mr. Jackson
joined the WTIC staff in 1926 after
graduation from the RCA Institute
and service as a radio operator in
the Merchant Marine. He was promoted to supervisor in 1934, and
during World War II served in the
European Theatre as a Signal
Corps captain.
► WIP Philadelphia has presented
an award of merit to a sponsor who
completed his 10th consecutive year
of broadcasting with the station.
The sponsor. Dr. H. N. Shor, began
with Lhiseen Advisor, a program
he still continues to use. Today,
in addition, Dr. Shor sponsors a
half-hour musical show and a news
and sports commentary. Benedict
Gimbel Jr., WIP president-general
manager, presented the award to
Dr. Shor for his "high regard for
public interest, news and entertainment .. . and for maintaining
the highest standards of radio advertising."
► CBS Radio Meet Corliss Archer
began its tenth year on the network Jan. 6. Janet Waldo, star
of the show, has played the part
since the first broadcast. Sponsor
is America's Business-Managed
Electric Light and Power Companies.
► Gene Autry, star of CBS Radio
Gene Autry Show, completed his
12th consecutive year with the same

FIVE KOIN Portland, Ore., staffers joined the station's "10-20 Year Club"
at a recent banquet in their honor. With 20 years affiliation are (standing,
I to r) Louis Bookwalter, director of engineering for KOIN and KJR Seattle;
Byron Paul and Lloyd Woodell, technicians; 10-year members are (seated,
I to r) Dale Denny, news editor, and Stan Warwick, announcer. With these
additions, KOIN now has 33 members who have been with the station 10
years or more.
sponsor, William Wrigley Jr. Co.,
Jan. 5 (Saturday).
► WISL Shamokin, Pa., is to observe its fourth anniversary Jan.
25. Four-year-old' children will
make station breaks, saying, "I am
four years old today. This is WISL
Shamokin." During February,
Charles R. Petrie, WISL general
manager, will chalk up his 25th
year in radio. Mr. Petrie began his
radio career as a freelance broadcaster in 1927 in Allentown, Pa.
► KPIX (TV) San Francisco celebrated its third anniversary in December. The station, first on the
air in San Francisco, officially
launched its telecast schedule with
the East-West Shrine football game
Christmas Day, 1948, but test profore. grams were on the air the day be-

■ 4 ReasoiBS Why
The foremost national and local advertisers use WEVD year after
year to reach the vast
I
Jewish Market
■ of Metropolitan New York
?
1. Top adult programming
^
2. Strong audience impact
3. Inherent listener loyalty
4. Potential buying power
Send for a copy of
"WHO'S WHO ON WEVD"
Htnry Greenfield, Managing Director
WEVD 117-119 West 46th St.,
New York 19
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NBC Benefit Concert
ARTURO TOSCANINI concludes
his 14th NBC symphony season
March 29 with broadcast of Beethoven's Ninth Symphony originating from Carnegie Hall benefit concert for the New York Infirmary.
Funds will be used for the $3,600,000 hospital, construction of which
will start the day after the broadcast, Mrs. David SarnofF, chairman
of Infirmary Concert Committee,
has announced. About $600,000 is
still needed for the 10-story, 215l>ed building.
TIME FOR BEANY, children's TV
show syndicated
Paramount
TV's
KTLA
Hollywood, byis subject
of Beany
Comic Magazine, being published by
Dell Publishing Co.

Proposed in Initial Decision
NEW AM station at Saratoga
Springs, N. Y., for Spa Brodcasters Inc. on 900 kc with 250 w daytime is proposed in an initial decision by FCC Hearing Examiner
Hugh B. Hutchinson. At the same
time the examiner proposed denial
by default an application for the
same facilities by Saratoga Broadcasting Co.
The examiner found that the
members of Saratoga Broadcasting
Co. did not appear at the original
hearing scheduled between Saratoga and Spa. When the hearing
was rescheduled, eight months
later, the examiner said Saratoga
was "totally unprepared to present
evidence in support of its proposal"
and showed a "continuing attitude
of indifference and lack of responThe proposed station would be
sibility."
the
first in Saratoga Springs. Spa
Broadcasters Inc. is owned by John
A .Woods (259f ), former New York
City automobile dealer and now
transmitter engineer at WWSC
Glens Falls, N. Y.; Richard O'Connor (507c), manager of a dairy
farm, and Joseph F. Donahue
(25% ), who is employed as a U. S.
Government supply officer. Cost of
construction is estimated at $9,250

IN A MAJOR realignment of executive sales duties and responsibili- ]
ties Willet Brown, president of
Don Lee Broadcasting System and
KHJ-TV Hollywood, last week
named two new national advertising managers and added three account executives to radio and television staffs.
Art Mortensen, who joined Don
Lee sales last September, was
named national advertising manager of the radio division. He succeeds Henry Gerstenkorn, who resigned last week to join Raymond
R. Morgan Co., Hollywood, as account executive and agency contact, s
Mr. Mortensen, who will work directly with Mr. Morgan, president,
and Robert Temple, executive vice
president, formerly was merchan- 1
dising manager for CBS Columbia
Pacific Network and later CBS Ra
dio Sales account executive. More
recently he was an account executive for Earle C. Anthony Inc. tele
vision division.
John Bradley, KHJ-TV sales
manager, was elevated to national
advertising manager for Don Lee
Television. He was account execu
tive and sales manager of KFI
and KFI-TV before joining KHJTV when Don Lee purchased KFITV (now KHJ-TV) from Earle C
Anthony Inc.
John Reynolds, Hollywood account executive, returns to Don Lee
as KHJ-TV sales manager, taking,
over Mr. Bradley's former duties
Jack Jennings, KHJ account execu
tive, shifts to KHJ-TV in same
capacity. Joe Parsons takes over
his former KHJ assignments. Mr.
Parsons was account executive at
Maloney, Regan, Schmidt, newspaper representative. Marion Harris
KFI account executive, joins KHJ
in similar capacity, replacing Dave
Williamson who shifted to ABC-T\
Los Angeles sales division.
Main Studio Waiver
WAIVER of FCC rule which re
quires that a majority of program;
originate
from has
the been
main grantee
studi<^
of
a station
WIBU Poynette, Wis., and WWCE
(FM) Baraboo, Wis., by the Com
mission. Both stations, operates
by William L. Forrest, present "a)
unusual situation," the Commis
sion said, "in that their entir
service areas are almost exclusive!;
rural. . . . [and] in order to serv
these areas it is necessary to orig
inate programs from a number o
cities which cannot provide
majority of the stations' pre
RAYTHEON Mfg. Co., Waltham, Mass
has leased a one-story brick building
now under construction in Walthan
to accommodate its expanding re
search,
engineering, and manufactui
inggrams."
divisions. Building will provid
50,000 square feet of space in additioj
to the 1,500,000 square feet now oc
cupied
allow thb]
companyby toRaytheon
increaseandits will
employes
about
400 late
people.
Occupancy is schec^
uled for
spring.

(based partly upon the prospective purchase of a transmitter and
antenna from WWSC which has a
permit for change in facilities).
First year operating cost is estimated at $39,984 and first year
revenue $47,000.
BROADCASTING

• Telecastin

I
i^ew Merrick Firm
jELAND MERRICK, promotion

New Business
(Continued from page 16)

|rector for WNYC, New York's
lunicipal outlet, will resign effecirve Jan. 15 to form his own mernandising and promotion organ; ation. Operating out of New
I ork, new company will reverse
vsual procedure of merchandising
irms in that campaigns will be
Lmed directly at the public since
|rV has made show business a
juyer's market," according to Mr.
Lerrick. Spokesman for WNYC
.liid that successor to Mr. Merrick
Jill be named later in January.

Inc. and Dan B. Miner Co. to handle advertising. Radio and TV will
continue to be used.

)isplaced Persons
, ISPLACED Persons Commission,
Washington 25, D. C, is calling
.:tention of program directors to
;r;ature stories in "your town" con.irning the resettlement of Euro;5an refugees from communism,
(•lie Commission suggests stations
^5k ministers, priests and rabbis
•r names of local displaced perms who have made adjustments
"your home town," many of
hom have done volunteer work for

t'oice of America. Russ Bauer,
[jrector, DPC information and ediijiirial division, also wishes to thank
|;merica's radio stations for havi Lg been "outstandingly cooperai;ve" in aiding the program here^-fore.
EST POCKET

SCOTT-STOP MOTEL Inc., S. F. (promotion organization for western
motels), appoints Richard N. Meltzer Adv., S. F. Radio will be used.
BENBOW MFG. Co., Burlingame, Calif, (electrical safety equipment),
appoints Knollin Adv., S. F.
SHASTA WATER Co., S. F., appoints Knox Reeves Adv., S. F. DAVE
ORTHWEIN is account executive. Media plans are to be announced
soon for spring campaign.
MACMILLAN PETROLEUM Corp., L. A. (MacMillan Ring Free Motor
Oil), reappoints Roy S. Durstine Adv., N. Y.
WEISS & GELLER, N. Y., appointed representative for Sweetop Creamed
Frosting, North America Sweets Co., N. Y., and Newton Industries, N. Y.
OELRICH & BERRY Co. (Old Manse Syrup and Old Manse Jams and
Jellies), Chicago, appoints Grant Adv., Chicago.
WJJD Chicago names CHARLES

(R O A D C A S T IN G

S. TEMKIN

AGENCY,

same city.

SANTA CLARA PACKING Co., San Jose (packer of Glorietta tomato
aspic and specialty foods), appoints Long Adv. Service, S. F.

■Pdfaeojale
GEORGE PILLSBURY, son of the board chairman of Pillsbury Mills,
Minneapolis, named manager of the bakery product sales division.
ALAN DRUCKER, Paramount Pictures, appointed to advertising staff
Benrus Watch Co., N. Y. He will take charge of all advertising, research
and market analysis.

MiKE
Is Shown to FCC Commissioners in Tryout
tured by Stephens Mfg. Co., 8538
WaiTier Dr., Culver City, Calif.
Stephens is the manufacturer of
"Tru Sonic" microphones and other
sound equipment used by the motion picture industry. Distributor
for Stephens products is RYB
Inc., 463 S. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills, Calif. No price has been
put on the product yet.
Its manufacturer hopes to get
FCC approval to sell the device
without the need of each microphone being licensed. Device
works best on 50 mc, it was reported, and it is hoped to establish
it under the Industrial-ScientificMedical classification of the FCC's
Rules. These include diathermy,
x-ray, neon signs and other apparatus that have limited radiation of
electromagnetic waves.
Interest has been evinced by
ABC and CBS, as well as by MGM,
the manufacturer reported. Some
sets have been already sold to a Los
Angeles detective agency, the Signal Corps and the Central Intelligence Agency.
During the FCC demonstrations,
the equipment was used for speech
communication and such sound effects as footsteps, door slamming,
telephone dialing, typing, etc.
Present at the FCC demonstraTelecasting

piRELESS microphone, so small it
\ Zs in breast pocket of a man's
■■Lcket, has been demonstrated to
^•CC Commissioners and staff.
7 Device has range of 125 ft. from
'.ceiving antenna and is reported
' have a fiat response from 35 to
j(5,000 cps.
'r Designed for TV and motion
picture studio use — obviating the
ijeed for microphone booms — the
i^;vice consists of a one-inch condenser microphone mounted atop a
'•' se enclosing a two-tube FM trans^itter, which weighs five ounces
f;id radiates five millivolts. AssoJ ated is a 3-ounce power pack, con, ining a 60-v. B battery and a
-5-v. A battery. Power pack will
jin three consecutive hours, it was
j.id.
Stephens Radio Link, as the
liuipment is called, is manufac-

ONE

tions were Robert Lee Stephens,
president, Stephens Manufacturing
Corp.; Arthur Rothfeder, president,
RYB Inc.; Eddie Yuhl, vice president, RYB Inc.; and attorneys W.
Ervin James, Montgomery, Ala.,
and John E. Stephen, Hofheinz &
Stephen, Houston.

FTC Charges Ripley
COMPLAINT charging Ripley Mfg.
Corp., New York, with using allegedly false commercials on television
as well as in other advertising media has been filed by the Federal
Trade Commission. FTC claims
that Ripley misrepresented its
clothing as "tailor made."

SPOT DOES IT
KIWW's Assist to Paper

BROADCAST and printed media
joined hands in San Antonio during
the release of names of Americans
reported by the communists to be
prisoners of war in the Korean
Theatre, according to KIWW San
Antonio.
Local newspaper. The San Antonio Light, one of two English
language dailies in the area, after
printing names three times appealed to the station to help locate the parents of three persons
reported to be held prisoner by
the enemy. All three were of
Mexican families. KIWW broadcasts in Spanish.
The station aired one spot announcement as an emergency
measure,
POW's
and
requesting naming
telephonethecalls
for any
information leading
to the parents'
whereabouts.
Station
reports:
"Immediately following our announcement, the parents of two of
these Mexican boys called the station." In the third case, the parents were separated but each
called from a different location stating it was their son reported as a
POW.
Safety Committee
PUBLIC SAFETY Education
Committee of the National Safety
Council, Chicago, for 1952 will include Marion Glick, news editor,
DuMont Television Network;
Arthur Harre, manager, WJJD
Chicago; William B. Ray, news
and special events director, NBC
Chicago, and George Heineman,
program director, WNBQ (TV)
Chicago. They were reappointed.
The group acts as advisor to the
Traffic Safety Committee's "Operation Safety" project.

NBC

Show

Cited
NBC's The Silent Men, documentary series devoted to showing
how government agents combat
crime, has been praised by Charles
E. Dillon, chief of Radio-Television
Branch, Dept. of Defense, for its
program exposing fraud aimed at
relatives of G. I.'s killed in Korea.

RETURNS TO RADIO
WITH ITS TIME HONORED
SSSO

NEWSCAST

RSPORTSR

After years of absence, Esso Standard
Oil Company returns to Johnstown radio with
"The Esso Reporter" on the Number-One Station.
nd
STATION IN
JOHNSTOWN
(Current Hooper)
1st

CBS RADIO NETWORK
WEED & CO., Representafiye

MARKET IN
WESTERN
PENNSYLVANIA
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January 4 Decisions . . .
COMMISSION EN BANC
Extend Authority
WGUY-FM Portland, Me. — Granted
extensionthority of
special station
experimental
auto operate
by remote
control from studio at Bangor, Maine,
to
March 1 — expiration date of station
license.
WVBT (FM) Ithaca, N. Y.— Granted
extension of special experimental authority to operate station by remote
control from Rural Radio Network station WVCN DeRuyter, N. Y., for period
ending June 1.
To Remain Silent
WSRK
(FM)
Shelbyville,
Ind.—
Granted authority
to
remain silent
for
60 days from Jan. 10. pending financial
reorganization; station not to resume
broadcasting without prior Commission
authorization if reorganization results
in transfer of control.
Denied Studio Move
WBUD Morrisville, Pa. — Denied request to move main studio to Trenton,
N. J., pending decision on application
for modification of CP to change trans,
location.
Designated for Hearing
Green Bay Bcstg. Co. Menominee,
Mich., and M & M Bcstg. Co. Gladstone,
Mich. — Designated for consolidated
hearing, at time and place to be spelater, applications
for new made
stationscifiedon 1490
kc 250 w fulltime;
WOSH
Oshkosh,
Wis.,
party
to
proceeding.
WEBK Tampa, Fla. — Designated for
hearing application to change from
1590 kc 1 kw day to 1300 kc 1 kw day
in consolidated hearing with applica-tions of Gulf Beaches Bcstg. Co., St.
Petersburg, Fla., and Alabama-Gulf
Radio,ing in Foley,
Ala., scheduled
for added
hearWashington
on Feb. 11:
new issues regarding possible interference by WEBK to operate as proposed to order of July 18 designating
latter two for hearing.
License Renewals
•Following granted renewal of licenses
for regular period:
WLYC-FM Williamsport, Pa.: WICAFM Ashtabula. Ohio; KLZ-FM Denver;
FOR FINEST TAFE RECORDING

fCC

actions

JANUARY

JANUARY 10
cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod. -modification
ERP-effective radiated power
N-night
trans.-transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
unl.-unlimited hours
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
station and transfer applications.
WCTW (FM) New Castle, Ind.; WMRI
Marion, Ind.; WARA Attleboro, Mass.;
WBEX Chillicothe, Ohio; WMUS
Muskegon, Mich., and WLOL Minneapolis, Minn.
January 4 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 1400 kc
WIHL Hammond, Ind.— CP to change
frequency from 730 kc, day, to 1400 kc,
fuUtime, with 250 w.
License Renewal
Canton, Ohio — Renewal
of WHBC-FM
license.
Location Change
WAVE-TV Louisville, Ky. — Amend
application (which requests CP to
change from Ch. 5 to Ch. 3, increase
ERP to 100 kw vis.. 50 kw aur.. etc.)
to change trans, location from 334 E.
Broadway. Louisville, to near Bald
Knob, four miles north of New Albany,
Ind., and change ant. equipment, etc.
January 7 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 910 kc
Theodore Rozzell and William Paul
Brown,tion Clovis,
N. M. — CPAmend
applica(which requests
for new
AM
station, 1310 kc, 1 kw day) to change
frequency
910 kc. to
change
trans,N. and
main studioto location
Roswell,
M.,
change ant., etc.
FM— 101.1 mc (Ch. 266)
KHJ-FM Los Angeles — CP to change
ERP to 16.8 kw, ant. height above averterrainLee
to 2,926
trans, location
from ageMt.
to Mt.ft., Wilson,
change
ant., etc.
TV— Ch. 9
WXEL (TV) Parma, Ohio (Cleveland)
—CP to change ERP from 21 kw vis.
to 8.5 kw vis., 13 kw aur. to 4.25 kw
aur., install new ant., etc.
WGN-TV Chicago — Amend application to change ERP from 29 kw vis. to
200 kw vis., 14.5 kw aur. to 100 kw aur.,
etc.
TV— Ch. 11

KGMC Englewood, Col. — License for
CP. as mod., authorizing new AM station.
Modification of CP
WNCA Siler City, N. C— Mod. CP,
authorizing new AM station, for aplocation. proval of ant., trans., main studio
WIVI Christiansted, Virgin IslandsMod. CP, as mod., authorizing new AM
station,
for extension of completion
date.
WTVJ (TV) Miami, Fla.— Mod. CP,
as mod., authorizing new TV station,
for extension of completion date.
WEEK Peoria, 111.— Mod. CP, authorizing change in DA, for extension
of completion date.
KUSD Vermillion, S. D.— Mod. CP,
as mod., authorizing frequency change,
power increase, change in trans, location, ant., new DA, etc., for extension
of completion date.
KEPO El Paso, Tex.— Mod. CP. as
mod., authorizing power increase,
change in DA, etc., for extension of
completion date.
•
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WHAS-TV
Louisville, Ky.— CP to
change from Ch. 9 to Ch. 11, increase
ERP from 9.6 kw vis. to 200 kw vis..
7.2 kw aur. to 100 kw aur.. change
equipment, etc.
License for CP
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1
Charles
L.
Scofield
and
James
C.
Car-J
son (in lieu of James Caravaras) d/b
as
Co. (no change
in KWBM
ownershipBroadcasting
).
WOOF Dothan, Ala. — Granted mod
tively.
CP to tend
change
trans, location
and excommencement
and completior.
dates to March 2 and Sept. 2 respecGranted Extensions

License Renewal
Following stations request renewal
WMNB North Adams, Mass., WCOVof license
'
FM
Covington,
Ky., KNX-FM Los Angeles, WJHP-FM Jacksonville, Fla..
WTSP-FM St. Petersburg, Fla., KTTSFM Springfield,
Mo.. WBNY-FM
falo, N. Y., WMFD-FM
Wilmington,Buf-N.
C, WIBG-FM Philadelphia, WKOK-FM
Tex.
Sunbury, Pa., and KRLD-FM Dallas,
January 7 Decisions . . .
BY THE SECRETARY
Granted Licenses
KOKH license
Oklahoma
Okla. —
Granted
new City,
noncommercial
educational FM station; 88.9 mc (Ch.
205). 7.6 kw, ant. 120 ft.
KCNA Tucson, Ariz.— Granted licensestal acovering
intion of new facilities
trans., DA change,
and change
in trans, location.
WNPTcense newNorthport,
Ala. 1280
— Granted
liday.
AM station;
kc 1 kw
KFSB Joplin, Mo. — Granted license
covering changes in DA, cond.; 1310
kc 5 kw-D, 1 kw-N, DA-2.
WBSC Bennettsville, S. C— Granted
license covering facilities change, ination of DA-N, and
change
in trans,of
and studio stallocations
installation
a new trans., cond.; 1550 kc 10 kw-D,
5 kw N, DA-N.
KBOXcense newModesto,
Calif.—970Granted
liAM station;
kc 1 kw
DA-2. fulltime, cond.
KPUY Puyallup, Wash.— Granted lifulltime.cense new AM station; 1450 kc 100 w.
WFMCcense newGoldsboro,
N. C—
liday.
AM station;
730 Granted
kc, 1 kw,
WNBC-FM New York— Granted license covering changes in FM station;
97.1
mc (Ch. 246), ERP 1.1 kw, ant.
1445 ft.
To Rebroadcast Weather
KFIR North Bend, Ore.— Granted authority to rebroadcast (live or taped)
weather information from local CAA
station. "North
Bend
Radio,"
in accordance with Sec.
3.191(d)
of Rules.
Granted Modifications
KWBM Williston, N. D. — Granted
mod. of license to change name to
SERVICE

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
Lincoln 3-2705

• TOWERS •
AM • FM • TV •
Complete Installations
TOWER SALES & ERECTING CO.
6100 N. E. Columbia Blvd.
Portland 11, Oregon

granted mod.
forFollowing
extensionwere
of completion
datesCP'sas
shown :
KACE Dallas, Tex., to 6-30-52, cond.;
KGEZ
Kalispell,
Mont., Ala.,
to to5-15-52,'
cond.; WROS
Scottsboro,3-3052; WKNK Muskegon, Mich., to 7-3-52,
cond.: WERH HamUton, Ala., to 8-8-52;
WLOK-FM
Lima, Ohio,
KANU
Lawrence,
Kan., to
to 7-18-52:
7-10-52;
WJKO-FM Springfield, Mass., to 7-5-52:
KGDM
Stockton,
Calif.,
to
7-3-52tc
cond.: KSRT Beverly Hills, Calif.,
6-1-52, cond.
6-12-52;
KDSJ Deadwood, S. D., to

-'
,
k

.\CTIONS ON MOTIONSBy Com. Paul A. Walker I
WLIZ Bridgeport, Conn.— Granted
petition for dismissal without prejudice
its application.
The Rural Bcstg. Co. of Ohio Oak 1Harbor, Ohio, and WTOD Toledo, Ohio
and The Midwestern Bcstg. Co. Toledo,
Ohio — Granted petitions of Rural
Bcstg. WTOD and The Midwestern
Bcstg. Co. for correction in various
respects of transcript of hearing in
proceeding
upon their applications, eli1
al.
A. D. petition
Ring &for Co.
WashingtonGranted
extension
of time
to
Feb. 4re toitsfile
exceptions to initia"
decision
application.
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth Smith4"
KXO El Centro, Calif.— Granted peti
tion
hearing froir-f"
Jan. for
7 to continuance
March 3 in of
proceeding
upor
application
of
Desert
Radio
and Telecasting Co.. Palm Springs. Calif.
Lyman Texas
Brown
Enterprises
Brownwood,
— Granted
petition
foi
continuance of further hearing froir
Jan. 14 to Jan. 30 in Washington re it;
application and that of Eastland Countj
Bcstg. Co., E^astland, Tex.
By
Examiner
JamesHearing
D. Cunningham
Eastern
Bcstgas Co.
Green-'
ville,
C.Carolina
— Dismissed
moot
petitionN.of Dec.
11 to amend
applicatior
and remove from hearing docket
record closed on Dec. 11, 1951.
WKOW Madison, Wis. — Upon reques
of Commission's counsel in proceedinf
hearing continued to Jan. 28 in Madison, Wis.
By Hearing Examiner Leo Resnick
Co., from
Bishopville'
S. Lee
C. — County
Hearing Bcstg.
continued
Jan
to
Jan.
24
in
'Washington
in
re its application pending proceedini
action or
petition to amend and further re
questing
thatfrom
application,
amended
be removed
hearing asdocket.
By Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond
WOL Washington,
D. C.of— Grantee
petition
for continuance
hearini
from Jan. 8 to Feb. 7 in proceeding n
its application.
By Hearing Examiner
Hugh B. Hutchison
WQAN Scranton, Pa. — Reopened rec
ord in proceeding in order that ful

DIRECTORY
COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS :
Engineer an duty all night every night
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Me. i
VACANCY
YOUR FIRM'S NAME in this "vacancy"
will tion
be owners
seen and
by 15,500
readers
managers,
chief— staengineers and technicians— applicants
for AM, FM, Television and facsimile
facilities.

BROADCASTING

Telecastinj

CONSULTING

RADIO

&

JANSKY & BAILEY
Exacutive Offices
National Press Building
lOfllcM and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
'athington, D. C.
ADams 2414
Mtmber AFCCE *
r

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press BIdg., Wash. 4, D. C.

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
! Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
NTERNATIONAL BLDG. Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
K O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
j
KANSAS CITY, MO.

A. D. RING & CO.

i Craven, Lohnes & Culver
' MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C
Member AFCCE*

!

E.C.PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
jtOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
i
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

Telephone District 1205
Member AFCCE *

26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *
Mcintosh & Inglis
710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

TELEVISION

A 43-year background
— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair
3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.
There is no substitute for experience
GLENN G. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

RUSSELL
1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.

P. MAY
Kellogg BIdg.
REpublie 3984

Member AFCCE *

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE •

KEAR

& KENNEDY

Member AFCCE *

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Consulting Radio Engineers
Quarter Century Professional Experience
Radio-TelevisionElectronics-Communications
1833 M St., N. W., Wash. 6, D. C.
Executive 1230 — Executive 5S51
(Nights-holidays, Lockwood S-1819)
Member AFCCE *

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Rood — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

WMIT for
(FM)CP,Cllngman's
Peak,reinstateN. C—
License
authorizing
ment of CP, for new FM station contingent upon grant of application for
mod. CP to change ERP, ant., etc.
Modification of CP
WPRT Prestonsburg, Ky.— Mod. CP,
authorizing new AM station, for extention of completion date.
WDMJ Marquette, Mich.— Mod. CP,
as mod., authorizing frequency change,
power increase, new trans., new DA-N
and change
in trans, location,
tension of completion
date. for ex-

WRRN
(FM) Warren,
FM Greenville,
S. C. Pa., and WESCApplications Returned
KBIS Bakersfleld, Calif.— RETURNED
application for assignment of license
from present partnership to new partBrown. nership of same persons plus Harold
Oklahoma County Television and
Bcstg. Co., Oklahoma
RETURNED
application City,
for Okla.
new TV—
station because of discrepancy in dates
and partnership name.

WMIT CP,
(FM)as Clingman's
N. C.
— Mod.
reinstated, Peak,
to change
ERP, trans., etc.
WSAI-FM Cincinnati, Ohio— Mod. CP
authorizing new FM station to change
ERP, ant. height above average terrain,
trans, location, etc.
nuory 8 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
CP to Replace CP
AM— 860 kc
KSDS San Diego, Calif. — CP to reIkoAY Oak Hill, W. Va. — CP to inplace CP authorizing new non-commerfase power from 5 kw Lo 10 kw.
cial educational FM station which expired Dec. 1, 1951.
AM— 1220 kc
License Renewal
KIBE Palo Alto, Calif.— CP to change
|wer from 250 w-D to 1 kw-D.
Following request renewal :
License for CP
WCTA-FM Andalusia, Ala., WRC-FM
WJAX-FM Jacksonville,
tOA-FM Denver — License for CP Washington,
Fla.
(informal request), WFJL (FM)
-horizing reinstatement of CP, as
'd., for new FM station.
Chicago, WFLY
(FM) Troy, N. Y,,
Telecasting
'(lOADCASTING

January 9 Decisions . . .
COMMISSION EN BANC
Granted CP for 1280 kc
KCNI Broken Bow, Neb.— Granted
CP to change facilities from 1490 kc,
250 w, fulltime, to 1280 kc, 1 kw, day.
Granted CP for 920 kc
KBMY Billings, Mont. — Upon petition,
removed from hearing docket and
granted application to change facilities
from 1240 kc, 250 w, fulltime, to 920
kc, 1 kw, fulltime, DA-N; cond.
Designated Hearing
Suburban Bcstg. Co., North Seattle,
Wash. — Designated for hearing at time
and place to be specified later applica-

Si

I

1)27 15th St., N. W.
REpublie 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

"Registered Professional Engineer"
311 G St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

d complete evidence be presented
acerning present or future affiliation
WARM Scranton, Pa., with ABC
jiformation
in order toofmake
appropriaterequired
determination
the
ues re WQAN); hearing to be held
Washington on Jan. 14.

JOHN

CREUTZ

319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.

GEORGE C. DAVIS
501-514 Munsey BIdg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
'4 ember AFCCE *

GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner BIdg.
Washington 4. D. C.
National 7757

Member AFCCE *

GUY C. HUTCHESON
p. O. Box 32
AR 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.

ENGINEERS

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
4212 S. Buckner Blvd. 4742 W. Ruffnar
Member AFCCE "
A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

ROBERT

M. SILLIMAN

1011 New Hampshire Ave., N. W.
Republic 6646
Washington 7, D. C.

WILLIAM

E. BENNS, JR.

Consulting Radio Engineer
3738 Kanawha St., N.W., Wash., D. C.
Phone ORdway 8071
Box 2468 Birmingham, Ala.
Phone 6-2924
1 kw, for
day. new AM station on 1590 kc,
tion
Granted STA
WHAM-TV Rochester, N. Y.— Granted
special temporary authority to operate
WHAM-TV on experimental basis for
testing color television systems conforming to recommendations of NTSC
for period of 60 days from Jan. 9 subject to following
(1) Ex-in
perimentationconditions:
shall be conducted
accordance with provisions of Sec.
3.662 oftions;Commission's
and regula(2) Experimentalrules
programs
shall
be limited to color slides and shall not
include programs that are part of station's regular broadcast operation,
whether commercial or sustaining.
January 9 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
WRBL-FM Columbus, Ga.— Mod. CP,
as mod., authorizing new FM station,
for extension of completion date.
WRGA-FM Rome, Ga.— Mod. CP, as
mod., authorizing new FM station, for
extension of completion date.
WRBI (FM) Blue Island, 111.— Mod.
(Continued on page 91)
January 14, 1952
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted 204 per word — $2.00 minimum • Help Wanted 254 per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 30^ per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $15.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 extra charge for mailing. All transcriptions, photos, etc., sent
to boxcustody
numbersor return.
are sent at owner's risk. Beoadcastino expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for
their
Help Wanted
Mangerial
Sales manager
America's
leading
stations,fora one
50,000of watt
CBS
affiliate in the east. Must know how
to turn
top
ratings
and
local
personalities into dollars. All applications kept
confidential.
Box 916L, BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Hawaii, excellent earning opportunity
for two first class salesmen. Box 848L,
BROADCASnNG.
Salesman or announcer-salesman. 250
watt east central network affiliate.
Rush references, full information. Box
915L, BROADCASTING.
Solid progressive future for salesman
thoroughly experienced selling in real
competitive market. Must have proven
successful record of consistent sales.
For such a man there is an income from
$6000 to whatever he makes, it and can
become comniercial manager. Commission 20%. Liberal draw on sales.
Fine ingKentucky
city, rich
very market
pleasant wide
livand working,
open for wideawake man. Box 922L,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Commercial representative.
Real opportunity,
commission
arrange-in
ment with guarantee.
Interested
permanent man to take over the entire
sales set-up. Should be able to write
copy, edgehave
salable ideas Write
and atoknowlof merchandising.
M. E.
Danbom, KTBB. Tyler, Texas.
Applications being accepted for sales
force. Remuneration contingent on
ability. WMBM, Miami Beach. Florida.
Annoimcers
Wanted — announcer with good hard
punching market.
commercialSend
voice.audition
Large midwestern
disc
and all details first letter. Box 367L,
BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening combination man,
Georgia network affiliate near Atlanta.
Favorable salary. Excellent working
conditions. Write or wire Box 788L,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer for Columbia affiliate in midwest. $75 for forty hour
week. Congenial, permanent position.
Emphasis on announcing. Box 841L,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced morning announcer with
sales or newswriting experience and
car, for permanent job in Michigan
kilowatt. Forward audition and personal data to Box 874L, BROADCASTING^
Disc jockey-air salesman wanted for
large market. Give complete radio and
educational
references. Must background
have effectivewith
air selling
ability. Give full information. Box
875L, BROADCASTING.
Announcer who can also write copy for
ABC Texas station. Box 886L, BROADCASTING^
Sportscaster
and special
events
nouncer for network
affiliate,
must anfill
immediately. Box 932L. BROADCASTING^
Combination man wanted. Must be
good announcer, capable of handling
varied type programs. First phone
requisite. Beautiful transmitter location, congenial organization. Guaranteed $300creases.
a month.
PeriodicEast..
pay Box
inRush full details.
898L, Broadcasting.
Announcer wanted for AM-TV station
in midwest city, population over 100,000. Must be versed in all phases, with
emphasis on commercials. Top opportunity for versatile man. Send tape
and letter to Box 899L, BROADCASTING^
Announcer with excellent voice, highly
talented in ad lib and interviewing
techniques wanted by network station
in
important Texas city. Box 945L,
BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Wanted, announcer holding first class
FCC ticket. New 1000 watt network
station in highly desirable western city
of 70.000 in the heart of the hunting
and fishing country. Starting salary
$80 week. $5.00 raise after three
months. If you have executive ability,
you canrector orsoon
program
disales advance
manager. to Wire
or write
Box 902L, BROADCASTING.
Announcer or copywriter, excellent
opening for experienced, dependable
man seeking steady employment with
better class radio station. Box 933L,
BROADCASTING.
Secure future for aggressive, responsible man on staff of southern independent. Excellent working conditions.
Three years experience minimum with
console operation. Personal data and
audition with disc jockey. News and
straight commercials. With first letter.
All replies confidential. Box 936L,
BROADCASTING.
Immediate nouncer
opening
for experienced
looking for
permanent anjob
with 5000 w station in medium sized
town in midwest. Prefer older man.
Must be ready to settle down, work
nights, be responsible. Should be able
to operate Gates console. No ticket
necessary.
and full details to Box Send
944L, audition
BROADCASTING.
Station in Texas resort city needs staff
announcer with superior voice, auCASTING. thoritative delivery. Box 946L BROADWanted:
Announcer'
withnew1ststation
class
phone ticket
to open with
at Aberdeen, Mississippi. Available
approximately
of January.
Contact Joe Phillips,15th
Starkville,
Mississippi.
Wanted: Announcer-salesman for progressive ABC affiliate in Oil Capital of
Rockies. Good opportunity. Send tape
or disc, photo, references all in first
ing.
letter. Manager, KVOC, Casper, WyomCombination
engineer-announcer.
cent on announcing.
$80.00 week, Ac-44
hours, permanent. WBUT, Butler,
Pennsylvania.
Announcer for aggressive independent.
Good opportunity for person with
imagination and initiative. Willing to
train man with limited experience or
school
graduate.
Prefer single,
southeasterner,
but all applicants
considered.
Send
audition
material.
WCPS,
Tarboro. North Carolina.
Announcer-engineer, first phone, send
disc, resume. WNNT, Warsaw, Virginia.
Annovincer-engineer (first class): The
kind of job that doesn't happen often.
Top station
gotta
have a in
gooda top
voicemarket.
and knowYou've
how
to use it — that's all. Tell us what you
want and we'll pay it — just be sure
you're ment
worth
what Rush
you ask!
Advanceunlimited.
audition
and
full particulars to Jack Black, WNOR,
Norfolk, Virginia.
Wanted: Announcer with 1st class
phone ticket. Opportunity to attend
Mississippi State College on off hours.
Needed at once. WSSO, Starkville,
Mississippi.
Announcer-engineer first phone wanted.
WRIC,. Richlands, Virginia.
Technical
First class engineer. No experience required. Virginia network station. Box
238K, BROADCASTING.
Need combination announcer-engineer
for Minnesota station. Want man technically ablesalary.
to handleMailchiefdetails.
- engineer's
job. Good
Box
809L, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Engineer, first phone, announcer, salesman, full trick plus commission. N. Y.
network unlimited local. Immediate
opening right man wanting consistent
improvement.
Box 827L, BROADCASTING.
Wanted, transmitter-studio engineer.
$58.50 for 48 hours to start. 4 room
apartment available at extremely low
rent. Utilities at half cost. Six day
week. Good future if satisfactory. Box
872L, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Engineer-announcer at 250
watt east central network affiliate. Announcing experience desirable but not
essential. Box 914L. BROADCASTING.
Engineer, 1st phone studio and transmitter. $55 for 40 hours. Independent
in
Phila. area. Box 939L, BROADCASTING.
Engineer with announcing abilities or
possibilities. New England. Good
future, good salary and other benefits.
Send details first letter. Box 940L,
BROADCASTING.
Combo man or engineer and announcer
team for Michigan, immediate opening.
Box 948L, BROADCASTING.
Holder of first class license. Immediate
opening. Good pay. KOVC, Valley
City. N. Dak.
Chief engineer with good voice needed
for 250 watter in Pacific northwest. All
RCA ing
equipped.
Good details
workconditions. Good
Send pay.
complete
to KWRC, Pendleton, Oregon.
First class ticket, no experience necessary. Fifty-seven dollars for forty-five
hour week to start. CaU 7-5424, WANT,
Richmond, Virginia.
First class engineer. Immediate opening. WBBQ, Augusta, Ga.
First phone transmitter operator.
WCBT, Roanoke Rapids, N. C.
First class phone operator. No experience required. WCFV, CUfton
Forge, Virginia.
Engineer needed immediately. $55.00
for 40 hours.
Morning
shift. working
No experience necessary.
Excellent
conditions.
WCRK,
Morristown,
Tennessee.
Have immediate opening for first class
operator, studio and transmitter work.
Experience not necessary. Write WHDL,
Olean, New York, for further information.
Transmitter engineer. Car necessary.
Permanent for right man. 1000 watt
newspaper
affiliate
ABC White,
network
station. Contact
Harold
WKTY,
La Crosse, Wisconsin.
First class engineer, no experience required. Radio Station WLPM, Suffolk,
Virginia.
Engineer. First phone. 40 hours $50.00.
No announcing. WSIC, Statesville, N. C.
Engineer mediate
or opening,
announcer-engineer,
WVOS, Liberty, N. imY.
Production-Programming, Others
Newsman to gather, write and present
local news fulltime. Give complete
educational and radio experience. Box
876L, BROADCASTING.
Traffic girl for 5 kw station in large
market. Give complete educational
background and experience. Box 877L,
BROADCASTING.
Texas station desires male copywriter
with ideas. Some announcing. Submit
samples. Box 885L, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Sales promotion man, young, aggressive
for large NYC independent station.
Write stating experience, qualifications
and salary desired. Box 917L, BROADCASTING.

Program director for regional Penna i
network
station,
be good. Dominant station,
but must
TV competition.
Write '
complete details, your experience and ■
salary
'Job available !
March 1.requirernents.
Box 935L, BROADCASTING.Gal Friday, traffic-receptionist, Michigan station, January 30. Box 949L,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced woman. Traffic, typing, lI
copy. Send
Real opportunity.
WriteSelph,
de- ii
tails.
picture. Colin
KDB, Santa Barbara, Calif.
Woman's director wanted. Need girl
with good voice. Capable continuity
writer and interviewer. Send complete
details, disc or tape, photo and salary
expected. Radio Station KIT, Yakima,
Wash.
Continuityof girl
with experience,
capable
fastwanted
production
of smooth i■
seUtng
spot
and
program
copy.
Addi-in ')
tion to our staff of four writers
growing,
aggressive
key
CBS
affiliate,
50 dollars weekly to start, opportunity ft
for more. Send photo, copy samples {
and availability to Harry Abbott Continuity Director, KTXJL, Tulsa.
Wanted,North
experienced
continuity
writer '
from
Carolina
or adjoining^
states. Contact Allen Wannamaker, i
WGTM, Wilson, N. C.
Experienced commercial copywriter.
Also do traffic work. In reply Include"
sample commercials, photo, details of^
experience. WVSC, Somerset, Pa.
Television
Salesman
Excellent opportunity for top salesman
to get into TV and live in a winter!
paradise ! Excellent future for pavement-pounding aggressive man. Send!
complete Write
history,Sales
salary
expected,
ref--:
erences.
Manager.
KPHO-^
TV, Phoenix, Arizona.
Technical
TV engineer wanted immediately
Television training desired, first class
license and experience desired but noi
necessary. Box 828L, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
I
General-commercial manager with sij
years experience, interested in 250 oi
1000 watt south, southwest, or lowei:
midwest. Must be able to invest. Nov
employed. Box 753L, BROADCASTING
General manager
available,
years ex"
perience,
sober family
man, 18financial!^
sound,
top record and references. Bo:
835L, BROADCASTING.
Highly rated radio, newspaper and pub, ,
lie
currently
eralrelations
manager executive,
of network
affiliategen],
ii '
large eastern metropolitan market, de^ ;
sires change. 17 years experience ii
editorial and public relations work,
years as radio executive, reputation a 1
speaker,
member of top
civic fictio
an" i1
fraternal organizations,
linguist,
writer.
Write Box 906L, BROAD :
Station manager now employed desire
CASTING.
change
due to change in ownershif
Over
twenty
years experience
in a"
phases of broadcasting.
Good reputa'
tion with top references. Box 9091'
IBROADCASTING.
am sincere, believe in service, coue '
tesy,
customer,goodstation
relationshij
hard worker,
personality,
with :
years
proven
sales record.
I
thorough
basic radio
advertising
plan. Si'
CASTING.
my
early thirties. Married. Pret
ently
employed.
Looking
for
a
jo
with a future. Box 942L, BROAE

~

r
^
>f
~
^i.

Announcer - engineer - salesman. Fir; '
phone. College
degree.
Presently
en-i .
ployed.
for a $400
position
th;
encouragesLooking
initiative.
minimui,
j,
plus commission. Box 901L, BROAI
CASTING.
: 1
Salesman-commercial
employed
commercial manager.
manager. NoD( j ■
sire larger market. Prefer east Missi:
sippi. Available proper notice. Be
930L, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcers

lalrfied, conscientious announcer,
ecial events, news gathering and
iting. comprehensive background in
.isic and its programming. Married,
aft deferred, university graduate, 27
ars old. More than eight years exrience. Only permanent positions
th equitable"
salary considered. Box
5L,
BROADCASTING.
[cellent
announcer,
experienced,
eduted now PD. Wants
large station,
;v
salary.
Box
790L,
BROADCASTfG.

ppnotch midwestern sports caster
ailable immediately. 7 years exr-sive background including high
riool and Big Ten basketball, college
otball, American Association BaseU. Colorful, accurate, excellent
ice, 30 veteran. Box 796L, BROADVSTING.

;ws, sportscaster and writer, availle for position January 15th, expericed in one of top ten cities. Marid. two children, seeks permanent
acement. Four years experience
€sent
VSTING.position. Box 838L, BROADmoimcer. Two years one station, de-e
to relocate,
permanently.
New
jxico,
Texas. Colorado.
Presently
iployed. Available 2 weeks notice,
.mmercials, news, DJ, control board.
3rried vet. Tape on request. Box
3L, BROADCASTING.
ortscaster network experience doing
iv-by-play
baseball,
football,
basketli and boxing.
Network
references,
Dnsors regarded me as best in the
■ stness. Extensive experience in
\vscasting.
Married
and draft ex.ipt. Box 849L,
BROADCASTING.
mouncer, 3 years experience in all
ases. Free to travel anywhere. Have
-n car. Box 855L, BROADCASTING.
inted, sports position. To include
seball play-by-play in spring. Sports
;3gram. Experienced, draft exempt,
: !ly.
lege Box
graduate.
Available immedi861L, BROADCASTING.
perienced newsman, sportscaster,
ff man. Draft exempt, 24, single,
lege graduate. Box 862L. BROAD.STING.
tperienced news editor, broadcaster.
wspaper experience. Draft exempt.
i:Uege
:.STING.graduate. Box 870L, BROAD-

-radio MC and announcer (now
000 NBC) accepting new afSliation
Tiparable caliber. Well known east-1wsUS.or Available
for interair mail anywhere
pictures and
tape.
..X 873L. BROADCASTING.
:; nouncer with first phone. SVz years
rsoerience in all phases air work.
rried veteran, draft proof. Presently
: ployed. Box 883L, BROADCASTING.
ifperienced announcer, disc jockey,
ffKS
Available immedi1 Iv. and
Box sports.
884L, BROADCASTING.
-k■JlBfessional schooling, three years ex■fi-ience.
Prefer northern
Pres^ Iv available.
Box 888L,area.
BROADI' STING.
I^ter
;urate,
colorful,
sportsseeks
reliableexperienced
station. Degree,
Teran,
family.
Box
890L,
BROADSTING.
1 nouncer-newscaster with knowledge
X control board welcomes opportunity
■ ' " ove
from community.
limited experience
class.
-rsjt veteran.
small
draft
Audition Young,
disc, resume
ible. Box 894L, BROADCASTING.
, : juncer, 22. Girl Friday who excels
isic and homemaking shows. Good
terviews. Familiar with board op/.i. also continuity writer. Have
TV on-camera commercials. Aui on disc on request. Box 895L
S^DADCASTLNG.
jCiouncer: 26, 6 years. Veteran. All
ses. offers. Permanent. Box 903L,
rrSADCASTING.
-TVyears
majorexperience
network announcer
with
wishes to work
..Denver. San Francisco or New OrSj-lE. Box 904L, BROADCASTING.
jtouncer: Experienced. Good staff
1, knows board, veteran, 28, mari-. Presently
Prefer northBox 9d5L,employed.
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Experiencednouncer.
play-by-play
sports anStrong staff, commercial,
board. Presently employed. Prefer
small citv. College graduate, 28, married, veteran. Box 907L, BROADCASTING.
Veteran,
married, 24,inwants
play or announcing
small play-bystation,
midwest. Collegescientiousness
gradinstead February.
Conof experience.
Box 910L, BROADCASTING.
Sports announcer, experienced baseball,
basketball, football, boxing. Presently
employed. $100 week. Further information
All replies answered.on Boxrequest.
911L, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, control board operator.
Strong on news and sports, excellent
on disc shows. Single, draft exempt.
Limited
CASTING.experience. Box 919L, BROADAnnounce,
write, and
promote
and Draft
produce. Experience
1st phone.
exempt. Box S23L, BROADCASTING.
Sportscaster — Heavy experience to 5kw,
Class A baseball, HS, college football,
basketball. Currently free lancin? New
York. Seek vear-round sports station.
Box 926L, BROADCASTING.
Morning show:
Humorous,
lib commercials that sell,
servicead accounts,
married, permanent. Also chief engineer, 17 years varied radio, experienced
plus commission.directional.
Box 928L. Salary
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, time salesman, sparkling
personality, finest references. Disc,
tape
and photo. Box 934L, BROADCASTING.
Good west coast announcer now sports
director and news editor of NBC basic,
home for Christmas, would like to relocate in Illinois, Indiana, Michigan
area. Also hold first phone. Minimum
S75. Available immediately. Box 938L,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, radio and stage experience.
Wishes to break in as announcer, only
permanent and chance for a career spot
wanted. Veteran. Box 941L, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, graduate SRT. Chicago,
strong on music, sports, copy writing.
Operate console. Disc, photo available.
Write Gary Bonggren, 404 20th Avenue,
Moline, Iliinois or phone 4-7192 collect.
I want a job learning radio announcing
with some radio station. Mr. Fred
Boyles, Sedalia, N. C.
Announcer, single. Available immediately.
dataEllis,
and 15320
photoWinchester,
upon request.Disc,Thomas
Harvey, 111.
Arizona, New Mexico. Colorado! Competentperience.
announcer,
DJ, eightshort
yearshours,
exPrefer: future,
good conditions, to high salary. Gregory, Upson Hotel. El Paso.
Good announcer, newscaster, short on
experience but have the ability and
will learn. Can run board. Just need
the right opportunity. Disc, photo and
data on request. Harry Ladas, 10132
Ewing, Chicago, Illinois.
Sportscaster, control board operator,
heavy on news. Limited experience.
Draft
Martin, 1385
Willoughbyexempt.
Avenue,Al Brooklyn
37, New
York.
Good, all-round
staff announcer.
Veteran. Draft exempt.
Family man.
Specialize DJ and news. SRT graduate,
available immediately. Phone or write
Charles McAmish, 4951 N. Seeley Ave8-4178. nue, Chicago. Illinois. Ravenswood
Graduate School Radio Technique wants
job. Good announcer. News. DJ, commercials. Married. Veteran. Conscientious. Call Bill McHugh, 2011' Maple,
Evanston, 111. Davis 8-7826.
Announcer-veteran, college graduate,
25. Experience
ranged 250
to 5 901
kw 35th
stations. Contact Warren
Nelson,
St., Rock Island, 111., phone 60449.
Staff announcers, trained and capable,
operate board, do deejay, newscasts.
Pathfinder School of Radio, 1222-A Oak
Street, Kansas City, Missouri.
Colored announcer operate board, do
deejay, news etc. Draft exempt. Rogers, 1222-A Oak St., Kansas City, Mo,
Sportscaster, news, special events. Five
years experience play-by-play all
sports.
travel.Chicago
Bob Wilson, 1470Single.
WarnerWill
Avenue,
13,
Illinois, Buckingham 1-0565.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Technical
Engineer, seven years, licensed, car.
$75.
Permanency. Box 825L, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer, twenty years experience
in maintenance and new construction,
good record as chief past five years,
not afraid of hard work, family. Box
879L, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, first phone, three years experience AM, FM and TV, Southern
states. Box 880L, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer, 15 years experience.
Maintenance,
construction, supervision.
CASTING^
Minimum $100. Box 881L, BROADVeteran, 27. married, radio-TV grad,
1st phone license. Inexperienced but
willing.
Desires position in or around
ING^
New
York. Box 892L, BROADCASTFour years commercial radio. Married;
28. Presently
employed city
one million. Desire permanent
position
far
west. Box 900L, BROADCASTING.
Engineer desires permanent position
with station contemplating TV after
freeze lifted. Experience 5 kw. College: Graduate leading radio. TV
school. 27, married. Prefer west or
ING^
northwest.
Box 908L, BROADCASTChief engineer: 17 years varied radio,
directional experience. Married, permanent. Desire mostly supervisory position $100 week. Experienced morning
man, humorous, ad lib commercials
that sell, service accounts, commission.
Box 927L, BROADCASTING.
First phone,
almost five position,
years experience, want permanent
state
salary. Box 929L, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, first class ticket. Age 25.
Draft or
exempt.
2i'2 years
experience.20
Vv'rite
wire: Albert
Schoenblum,
Leonard Street, Brooklyn 16, N. Y.
Transmitter diately.
operator
available
immeExperienced,
dependable.
Lewis ver,Sherlock,
General
Delivery,
DenColorado.
Production-Programming, Others
Program-production manager. 5 years
experiencevision.
allKnowledge
phasessales.
including
teleCongenial
working conditions secondary to salary
consideration. All replies answered.
Highest
references.
Presently employed. Box
844L. BROADCASTING.
January graduate, age 26, radio or TV
continuity. Experienced in sports,
trained in continuity, Single. Box 889L,
BROADCASTING.
Young, aggressive. 24, single vet seeks
job intion,studio
operations
and job
producsalary open,
take any
with
chance for advancement. Resume on
request. Box 893L, BROADCASTING.
College grad, vet, 27, draft exempt.
Seek
opportunity
TV-radio
announcing,
publicity
etc. production,
Box 918L,
BROADCASTING.
Young, energetic news director, draft
exempt tional
thanks
to family,
Association
of Radiomember
News NaDirectors, 4 years experience, would
rather
stay on west coast, special
CASTING^
events air work. Box 920L, BROADHard hitting promotion-publicity director getting
maximum
outstanding
independent, results
leading for
market.
Seeking position with greater potential. Newspaper,
radio, degree.
advertising
experience. Journalism
Young,
ambitious family man aiming high. Box
921L, BROADCASTING.
Program director-announcer with 1st
phone experience and draft exemption.
Box 924L. BROADCASTING.
V/oman copywriter, fully experienced
in programming,
traffic,considered.
available February 1st. All reolies
Box
943L, BROADCASTING.
Television
Technical
Engineer, former chief two 1 kw AM
stations, all phases AM-FM. Supervised construction. Thorough TV technical background including position as
TV instructor in leading technical
school. Desire TV staff opening, will
considertion.AMMarried,
station
with TV available
applica25, veteran,
now, $75.00 minimum. Write Box 836L,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Production, Programming, Others
Experienced
radioto and
paper newsman
wants to switch
television
news. 5
years reporter and feature writer, 1
year radio news director, member
N.A.R.N.D. press photography experience. West coast preferred. Box 913L,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
For Sale
For sale, established commercial recording business
on Chicago's
Radio
Row. RCA
equipment.
Magnecorder
tapes. Box 925L. BROADCASTING.
Stations
1000 watt. Rich
and rapid growing
California area. Well equipped. Earns
$50,000.
Asking
$250,000
terms. Box
871L, BROADCASTING.
Will sell controlling interest in eastern
network station for $20,000 cash. Non
resident owner wants experienced
manager erator.toAll replies
buy andconfidential.
move in asWrite
opBox 912L, BROADCASTING.
etc. supporting
Tower, 178 Equipment
ft. Truscon self
with
insulators and hardware. Brand
ING^
new and a bargain with lights and
flasher. Write Box 896L, BROADCASTStepping switches for building your
FM
transmitter remote control surplus
CASTING^
"Minor"
switch with all control relays.
$50.C0 each. Write Box 947L, BROADPresto
amplifier
Ark,
has
mikemodel
input "Y"
for recorder,
high and low
imp.
Cut less than two cases records, like
new, $550.00. Hoyt Chastain, Malvern,
Complete 5 kw AM transmitter installation (three tower directional) consisting of: RCA 5-D transmitter, frequency,
monitors: lots
of modulation
spares; and
testphase
equipment;
speech equipment; transmission lines;
phasing and matching equipment. Two
340 foot Blaw-Knox towers, one 415
foot Truscon tower with approved
lighting: elaborate copper ground system. This equipment used until December 6, 1951 and is in excellent condition. Now available for inspection.
Contact R. C. Stinson. WBAP, 3900
Barnett Street, Fort Worth, Texas.
Wanted to Buy
Stations
Wanted to buy: Profitable radio station
with TV available. Prefer southwest.
Answer giving details in confidence.
Box 937L, BROADCASTING.
Equipment etc.
Wanted: 1 kw AM transmitter. Antenna
tuning unit flasher and photoelectric
control. Box 805L, BROADCASTING.
10 kw FM transmitter. Must be in exobservable in operation. cellent
Boxcondition
897L,andBROADCASTING.
Wanted — Studio control board, preferably two channel. Advise fully,
make, condition, price. Reply to P. O.
Box 748, Columbia, S. C.
Miscellaneous
Programs
suitable
for transcribed synCASTING^
dication desired by New York transcription firm. Box 878L, BROADBe a combination man. Improve your
earning power and security. FCC first
phone tion.
in 6Grantham
weeks.Radio
WriteLicense
for informaSchool,
706 North Wilcox, Hollywood, CaUf.
Learn broadcasting, home study or
residence. Register now for next term.
Many
good jobs.3338
National
Broadcasting.
16th Academy
St., N.W.,of
Washington, D. C.
Employment Service
EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
We have selected General, Commercial and Program Managers ; Chief
Engineers, Disc Jockeys and other
specialists. Delays are costly ; tell
us 3'our needs today.
H0W.4RD S. FR-4ZIER
TV d Radio Manaaement Consultants
728 Bond Bldg., Washington 5, D. C.
(Continued on ne.vt page)

Help Wanted
Announcers

Political Shows
(Continued from page 25)

DISC JOCKEY
WANTED

permit
candidates'
to
use broadcast
facilitiesspokesmen
without the
obligation to afford equal time to
other legally qualified candidates.
FCC also suggested that any new
legislation mandate equal opportunities toa candidate or someone designated by him to answer
broadcasts by a spokesman for another candidate, and to persons
advocating the opposing side of
public opinion to be voted upon in
an election if the proponent is
permitted the facility by the
licensee.
The Commission said then that
its now famous Port Huron opinion— in which FCC said "fairness"
and
opportunity"
obtain"equal
and that
no stationought
shouldto
tamper with political speech content— should be written out in law
so as "to make clear that since
licensees may not censor programs
they are exempted from any
liability in any local, state or federal court in actions arising out
of the possibly defamatory nature
of such broadcasts. . . ."
In its WDSU New Orleans case,
FCC noted that broadcasters cannot censor political candidates
[B»T, Dec. 3, 1951] and some
weeks before that [B«T, Nov. 19,
1951], said Sec. 315's reference to
a legally qualified candidate for
any public office means a candidate who could be voted for.
However, FCC has failed to spell
out in no uncertain terms a guide
for the broadcaster who permits
candidates or non-candidates in
support of a candidate to use his
facilities. (For further background
see "How to Stay Out of Jail,"
[B«T, Nov. 19, 1951].

Must have proven success record as D.J., in a competitive
market. A real opportunity
awaits the man who can deliver. 5 kw. network station,
metropolitan north central market. Give full particulars about
previous experience, salaries
earned and expected, and attach small photo. Confidential.
BOX 450K, BROADCASTING
Production-Programming, Others
assistant
pTO}7iotio7i maftager
Company operating 50,000
watt radio station and only
TV station in southern city
wants assistant promotion
manager with ideas and executive ability. Southern experience preferred but not essential. Demonstrable future for
right man. Address Box
887L, BROADCASTING.

promotion

wanted

managers
50,000 watt station in major market
has immediate opening for a seasoned
promotion man.
Also, regional network affiliate needs
publicity and promotion man. TV
coming up soon. Write in detail to
Box 891 L, BROADCASTING.

For Sale

Situations Wanted
Production, Programming , Others

Equipment etc.

Young,
energetic, ambitious. Cur^ROIDUCESSlRicTOR^
rently employed with maior network. Desire expression of program
and integrated
ideas. For portfolio write
BOX 882L. BROADCASTING

NEW COLLINS 5 KW XMTR!
Brand new Collins 5 kilowatt transmitter, never uncrated, for sale. Model
21B. Wire, write or phone.
Chiej Engineer
W G B A
Columbus, Georgia

Rockj

Mountain

Xe>v

England

S 7 3,000.00

^50,000.00

A fulltime well established operation in a very attractive medium
size city in the Rocky Mountain
area. Ideal living, fine educational
facilities. Financing arranged.

A good single staff market property
that is operating profitably but has
never had the advantage of capable
owner-management. Financing arranged.

Appraisals

• Negotiations

• Financing

BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
James W. Blackburn
Lester M. Smith
Ray
V.
Hamilton
Tribune Tower
Washington Bldg.
235 Montgomery St.
Exbrook 2-5672
Delaware 7-2755-6
Sterling 4341-2
Page 90
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Sec. 315 of Act
SECTION 315 of the Communications -Act reads as
follows :
If any licensee shall permit
any person who is a legally
qualified candidate for any public office to use a broadcasting
station, he shall afford equal
opportunities to all other such
candidates for that office in the
use of such broadcasting station, and the Commission shall
make rules and regulations to
carry this provision into effect:
Provided, That such licensee
shall have no power of censorship over the material broadcast under the provisions of
this section. No obligation is
hereby imposed upon any licensee to allow the use of its station by any such candidate.

Dry Bills
(Continued from page 26)
had supported a "dry" bill in the
While castigating radio-TV for
giving beer, wine and liquor adverpast. tising a "promotional" outlet, the
Board of Temperance did not hesitate in its January issue of The
Clipsheet to give bold placement to
an article called, "Three Cheers
for Earl Godwin."
Mr. Godwin is an NBC Washington news commentator. Broadcast, according to The Clipsheet,
was delivered Nov. 27. In it, Mr.
Godwin is quoted as attacking
drunken driving and makes the
point that while protests are loud
against high costs of food many
persons also deplore the inflationary price of whiskey.
". . . If they want to help cure
inflation from the high cost of
booze ... let 'em quit drinking,"
said Mr. Godwin. The publication
commented: "Maybe Earl Godwin
has started something. How would
it be to tell the facts on radio and
television 'no matter whom it helps
or hurts'?"

Convention
(Continued from page 27)
set up include the following:
Technical — R. G. Thompson of
CBS-TV, chairman; F. A. Wankel,
NBC-TV; Rodney Chipp, DuMont
TV; and William Trevarthan,
ABC-TV.
Finance — Clarence Tolman.
NBC-TV; Henry Hede, ABC-TV;
Clarence Alexander, DuMont TV,
and Walter Schier, CBS-TV.
Additionally, a program committee is to be established.
All four networks also will con-:i
tribute to the pool. NBC-TV and
ABC-TV are slated to provide
three cameras and camera -crews

each; and
CBS-TV,
two facilities,
cameras and)
and'
crews
switching
DuMont TV, distribution facilities |
andNetwork
other equipment.
representatives slatec '
to confer with the GOP conventior
committee at its meeting Thurs
day through Saturday in Sai
Francisco include Mr. Mickelson
who will present the plans of thi
TV networks; Mr. McAndrew, whi
will explain the plans of the radi(
networks; George McElrath, direc
tor of NBC radio network tech
nical operations, who will outlin
technical plans of the radio net
works; Mr. Thompson, CBS-T
director of technical operations
Thomas Velotta, ABC vice presi
dent, and Art Feldman, MBS direc
tor of special events.
Equipment Planned
Outlining its technical plans
CBS-TV reported it will utiliz
more than four tons of equipmen
valued at more than $300,000, an>
is building special studios ani
operational rooms within the InJ||
ternational Amphitheatre Chicagc
where both conventions will be hek
as well as in other Chicago loca
tions. CBS-TV will employ eigh
cameras, with six working "cor
stantly" and two set up for emei
gency use. It has been estimate
that each TV network will need 8|
least 100 persons to handle covei
age, and NBC-TV says its ow
personnel will number 200.
Network

GE ON COAST
Big Expansion Noted
GENERAL ELECTRIC Co. has
expanded its West Coast operation
by 700% since the end of World
War II, Ray W. Turnbull, commercial vice president for the western
area, reported last week.
In the past six years, Mr. Turnbull announced, GE has built three
new plants in the Pacific region
and modernized and expanded six
others. It has increased its total
number of employes in the area
from 2,000, at the close of the war,
to 14,000 today. Its total payroll
today at the nine western plants
is $63,275,000.
Biggest expansion has been at
Richland, Wash., where GE operates the Hanford Atomic Works
for the Atomic Energy Commission. About 9,000 workers are employed there with an annual payroll of about $44 million.

Buys

(Continued from page 27)
such artists ... on television, an
hopes that it will at the same tim
help good music to reach the eye
andD'Arcy
ears ofAdv.
millions."
Co., New York, :
agency
JamesforLees
Sons C'l
Lever forBros,
its &Pepsodei
Toothpaste and Chrysler Corp. fc;
its Chrysler Cars, both account
handled by McCann-Erickson, Ne
York, are also understood to be i
the market for TV series.
SCBA

Meeting

MAURICE B. MITCHELL, vi
president-general manager of A
sociated Program Service, will co
duct a full afternoon of discussi'
of radio selling at the South Cai
lina Broadcasters Assn., Jan. 18-1
at Columbia, S. C.

BROADCASTING

• Telecastir

I^ocket Actions . . .
FINAL DECISIONS
Pratt, Kans.— Pratt Bcstg. Co. FCC
.inounced final decision adopting ini|al decision granting CP for new AM
ibtion
on 15*0 kc,
lOns. Decision
Jan.25010. w, day; condiWPAW
Pawtucket,
I.— FCCinitial
anjunced final decision R.adopting
>cision granting CP for change from
80 kc, 500 w, day, to 550 kc, 1 kw,
tv; conditions. Decision Jan. 10.
\VQXI Atlanta, Ga.— FCC announced
rial decision adopting initial decision
-anting CP for change from day to
Jltime conditions.
on 790 kc,Decision
5 kw-D,Jan.
1 kw-N,
A-N;
10.
Reedsburg, Wis. — William C. Forrest,
rc announced final decision adopting
Itial decision granting CP for new AM
ation on 1400 kc, 250 w, fulltime;
inditions. Decision Jan. 10.
INITIAL DECISION
New Bern, N. C— Craven Bcstg. Co.
earing Examiner James D. Cunningim issued initial decision looking toard grant of application for new AM
ation on 1490 kc, 250 w, fulltime; and,
inial by default application for same
cUities filed by Eastern Carolina Best.
J., Greenville, N. C. Decision Jan. 9.
I,i OPINIONS AND ORDERS
. American Bcstg. Co., New York— By
emorandum opinion and order FCC

FCC Actions
(Continued from page 87)
%>, which reinstated expired CP as
'od., authorizing
new FTM
jrtension
of completion
date.station, for
License Renewal
.Following stations request renewal
. license:
KECA-FM Los Angeles. WENR-FM
licago. WOMI-FM Owensboro. Ky..
-FNS-FM Burlington, N. C, WIP-FM
' liladelphia.
KOZY (FMlWWSW-FM
Rapid City.Pittsburgh.
S. D.
Amended TV Application
Josh Higgins Bcstg. Co., Waterloo,
wa — Amend
application
relests
new TV station.
Ch. 7)(which
to change
lancial and legal data, change local-Sn from 525 Sycamore St.. Waterloo,
U. S. Highway 20, 1.2 mi. east of
aterloo. change ERP from 25.34 kw
3. to 24.96 kw vis. and from 12.67 kw
jj. to 12.48 kw aur., make ant. and
jher changes.
anuary 10 Decisions . . .
COMMISSION EN BANC
! Granted License Renewals
E'WRJM
I.— Granted
t wal of Newport,
license forR. regular
period.reWBML-FM Macon, Ga. — Granted rewal of license for regular period.
-;«'JW-FM
Cleveland,
Ohio — Granted
newal of license
for regular
period.

FCC

roundup

New Grants, Transfers. Changes, Applications
box score
Class
AM Stations
FM Stations
TV Stations
* On the air.

SUMMARY
On Air
2,334
650
108

Licensed
2,302
560
93

denied request of ABC for breakdown
according to networks of nationwide
network time sales for 1949 and 1950,
for ABC's use in preparation for hearing re Paramount-ABC proceedings.
Denial is without prejudice to further
showing of need for data in order to
properly present its case. FCC further
ordered that in event ABC files motion
to produce evidence setting forth such
further showing, examiner in proceeding is delegated authority to act upon
request. Order Jan. 10.
KIST Sante Barbara, Calif. — By
memorandum opinion and order FCC
granted petition of KIST to file late
comments and evidence, and further
comments and evidence, in current TV
proceedings, requesting assignment of
Ch. 3 to Santa Barbara. National Bcstg.
Co. and other interested parties have
until Jan. 16 to file evidence, briefs and
other material in opposition to KIST
proposal. Order Jan. 9.

Non-Docket Actions . . .
FM GRANT
Paris, 111. — Paris Bcstg. Co. Granted
CP new FM station, 98.3 mc (Ch. 252),
1 kw, ant. 225 ft.; conditions. Estimated construction cost $3,550, estimated
first year operating cost $7,200, estimatedmitteefirstis licensee
year revenue
$14,000. Paris.
Perof WPRS
Granted Jan. 9.
TRANSFER GRANTS
KTNM Tucumcari, N. M. — Granted
assignment of license from Grady F.
Maples and R. B. McAlister, d/b as
The McMa Agency, to partnership composed of Lloyd Hawkins, Ted Lawson,
D. A. Benton, Murphy M. May, Don G.
Opheim, David R. Worley and Bruce C.
Zorns, d/b as Quay County Bcstg. Co.,
for $80,000. Mr. Hawkins (20%) is general manager KLTI Longview, Tex.,
Mr. Lawson (10%) is accountant for
R. G. LeTourneau Co. (licensee of
KLTI),ager Mr.
(10%) isDrilling
office manfor W.Benton
B. Johnson
Co.,
Mr. May (15%) is owner of Magnolia
Petroleum Co., Mr. Opheim (10%) is
announcer for KUMC Colorado City,
Col., Mr. Worley (20%) is general manJanuary 10 Applications . . .
ager of KTFY Brownfield, Tex., and
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Mr. Zorns (15%) is vice president and
minority
stockholder of Brownfield
fi
AM— 740 kc
State Bank & Trust Co., Brownfield.
iWORZ Orlando, Fla.— CP to change
Granted
Jan.
4.
om DA-DN to DA-N.
WEAR Pensacola, Fla. — Granted
i
AM— 1380 kc
transfer of control from Gene L. Cagle,
S WTOB Winston-Salem, N. C— CP to Lewis O. Seibert and Earle Fletcher,
through purchase of 255 shares of stock
! irrease power from 1 kw-D to 5 kw-D
for $18,000.
who now
had holds
1271/2
jjid change from DA-DN to DA-N.
shares
(25%) Mr.
beforeSmith,
transfer,
''
License for CP
shares (75%). Granted Jan. 4.
tVSKY Asheville, N. C—
License for 3821^
WTNT Tallahassee, Fla. — Granted re°. as and
mod.,
authorizing
linquishment ofcontrol Tallahassee Apange
changes
in DA. frequency
pliance Corp., licensee, by Frank W.
CP for CP
Hazelton through sale of 18% shares of
SWPM-FM West Plains, Mo.— CP to stock to Frank W. Pepper for $3,650 and
place CP. authorizing new FM sta- 37I2
shares After
to the
licensee's
treasury
for $7,500.
transfer,
Mr. Hazelton
n. which expired Nov. 7. 1951.
will hold 9334 shares (50%), Mr. Pepper
Modification of CP
68''4will
shares
(36.6%) toand hold
Eman-25
uel Jones
continue
iNBR North Platte, Neb.— Mod. CP. will hold
f mod., authorizing new AM station, shares (13.4%.) Granted Jan. 4.
• extension
of completion
WHOO-AM-FM
Fla.—Orlando
Grant,VINR
Binghamton,
N. Y.— date.
Mod. CP,
ed assignment of Orlando,
license from
4 mod., authorizing frequency change,
Daily Newspapers Inc. to WHOO Inc.
jwer
increase. date.
DA. etc., for extension
for $200,000. Owner WHOO Inc. is Edcompletion
ward Lamb, who owns and/or controls
WTOD and WTRT (FM) Toledo, WICU
I
Applications Returned
(TV)
Pa., Record Publishing Co.,
SENA Mena, Ark.— RETURNED ap- Erie, Erie,
WTVN (TV) Columbus, Ohio,
cation for assignment of license from
Hutch
Inc.
(advertising
and promotion),
B. Bell to R. B. Bell and Bernice
Toledo, Edward Lamb Enterprises Inc.,
11. d/b as Radio Station KENA.
and
applicant
for
new
in
SMLW Marlin, Tex.— RETURNED ap- Columbus. Grant not toAMbe station
construed
. cation for assignment of CP from
as indicating
FCC approval
of Jones
funcM. McBeath
music operations.
(Comr.
, .I L.andPennington
Charles toE. Hugh
Reagan,
d/b as voted tional
for hearing.) Granted Jan. 10.
lis County Public Service.
WDHL Bradenton,
— Granted
asLicense Renewals
signment of licenseFla.from
Manatee
Bcstg.
Co.
to
Trail
Bcstg.
Corp.
for
'lowing stations request renewal of $55,000. Trail Bcstg. is almost wholly
. JMI-FM Ashland. Ky., WEEU-FM
owned
subsidiary
LandCambridge,
O'Lakes
Bcstg. Co.,
licensee ofWILE
ading, Pa.. WRIC-FM Beaumont,
X.. WRVB (FM) Richmond, Va., and Ohio. Granted Jan. 10.
3AY-FM Oak Hill, W. Va.
KWFC Hot Springs, Ark.— Granted
iOADCASTING
• Telecasting

THROUGH JANUARY 10
Cond'l Appls. In
CPs
Grants Pending Hearing
106
313
105
88
*1
12
2
15
481
171

transfer of control from Dr. N. B.
Burch, Frank A. Brown and Catherine
Burch Brown to Camden Radio Inc.
through sale of 75% stock for $60,000.
Camden Radio is licensee KAMD Camden, Ark. Granted Jan. 10.
WLBL Auburndale, Wis. — Granted
assignment of license from State of
Wisconsin Dept. of Agriculture to State
of Wisconsin Radio Council, licensee
of several non-commercial educational
FM stations in Wisconsin. No monetary
consideration; assignment involves
transfer from one state department to
another for reasons of efliciency and
economy of operation. Granted Jan. 10.
New Applications
TV .APPLICATIONS
Montgomery, Ala. — First National
Bank of Montgomery and Margaret
Covington Milwee, executor of estate
of G. W. Covington Jr., deceased, Ch.
12 (204-210 mc), ERP 53.9 kw visual,
26.95 kw aural, antenna height above
average terrain 381/4 ft.; estimated construction cost $291,500, estimated first
year operating cost $288,000, estimated
first year revenue $360,000. Applicant is
licensee
of Jan.
WCOV-AM-FM
Montgomery. Filed
7.
Raleigh, N. C— Capitol Bcstg. Co.,
Ch. 5 (76-82 mc), ERP 100 kw visual,
61.34 kw aural, antenna height above
average terrain 492 ft.; estimated construction cost $347,721.26, estimated first
year operating cost $183,930.98, estimated first year revenue $243,000. Applicant is licensee of WRAL-AM-FM Raleigh. Filed Jan. 7.
Jefferson City, Mo. — Capital Bcstg.
Co., Ch. 13 (210-216 mc), ERP 59 kw
visual, 29.5 kw aural, antenna height
above average terrain 300 ft.; estimated
construction cost $194,427.78, estimated
first year operating cost $150,000, estimated first year revenue $150,000. Apis licensee
JeffersonplicantCity.
Filed ofJan.KWOS-AM-FM
7.
Dallas, Tex.— UHF Television Co., Ch.
23, ERP 180 kw visual, 90 kw aural, antenna height above average terrain
515 ft.; estimated construction cost
$352,500, estimated first year operating
cost $140,000, estimated first year revenue $300,000. Equal partners are R. L.
Wheelock, W. L. Pickens and H. H.
Coffield,ator. each
an 9.independent oil operFiled Jan.
Houston, Tex. — UHF Television Co.,
Ch. 23, ERP 182.5 kw visual, 91.25 kw
aural, antenna height above average
terrain 514 ft.; estimated construction
cost $382,000, estimated first year operating cost $140,000, estimated first year
revenue $300,000. Equal partners are
R. L. Wheelock, W. L. Pickens and H.
H. Coffield, each an independent oil
operator. Filed Jan. 9.
FM APPLICATION
Tarboro, S. C. — Coastal Plains Bcstg.
Co., 104.3 mc (Ch. 282), ERP 2.95 kw.;
estimated construction cost $16,701.25,
estimated first year operating cost $6,000, estimated first year revenue $12,000.
Applicant
Filed Jan. is9. licensee of WCPS Tarboro.
TRANSFER REQUESTS
WMFT Florence, Ala. — Assignment of
license from Tri-Cities Bcstg. Co., license , to Daylight Bcstg. Co. for $10,000. RESUBMITTED. See FCC ROUNDUP, Dec. 17, 1951. Refiled Jan. 4.
WEDR
Birmingham,
Ala. —Bcstg.
Acquisition of control,
Magic City
Co.,
licensee, by J. Leslie Doss from J. E.
Reynolds through extinguishment of
note of $5,750 plus $15,000 cash. Messrs.
Reynolds and Doss, last October, agreed
to transfer without realizing Mr. Doss
would be considered by FCC as gaining
control of station since he was buying
only
interest. onAssignee
notify
FCC ofIf, transfer
interim did
ownership
report; however, formal application for
FCC approval was not filed. In NovembertionFCCshould
advised
be filedassignee
because that
wifeapplicaof Mr.

Doss held % interest, and FCC considered Mr. and Mrs. Doss as joint stockholders, thus giving them % Interest
of station or majority control. Under
original terms of last October, before
receipt of FCC letter, cash payment of
$6,000 and extinguishment of $5,750 note
was affected, leaving unpaid balance
of $9,000 payable Jan. 15, 1952, by Mr.
Doss to Mr. Reynolds. This application
requests
FCC consummation
approve original
transfer
and
sanction
of transfer.
Filed Jan. 4.
Dorado,
Assignment
of KDMS
license Elfrom
DavidArk.M.— Segal,
tr/as
Cotton Belt Bcstg. Co., to Radio Station KDMS Inc. for $65,000. KDMS Inc.
composed of following stockholders:
Mr. Segal, president (79%), Frieda F.
Segal, viceWGVM
president
(20%), owner
interest
Greenville,
Miss., 214%
and
Thomas F. Alford, secretary-treasurer
(1%), manager KTFS Texarkana, Tex.,
and
KDAS Malvern, Ark.
Filed 20%
Jan. owner
4.
WHLI-AM-FM Hempstead, N. Y. —
Involuntary transfer of control FM
Bcstg. Co., licensee, from Elias I. Godofsky, deceased, to Miriam N. Godofsky,
of estate
of Mr. Godof-Jan.
7.No monetary
sky. executrix
consideration.
Filed
WFDF
Flint,
Mich.—
Acquisition
control Trebit Corp., licensee, byof
WFBM Inc., through sale of 1,500 shares
of stock (50%) for $150,000, to give
WFBM Inc. 100% interest in station.
(Trebit Corp. stock sold by Arthur R.
Treanor.) WFBM Inc. is licensee of
WFBM Indianapolis, Ind. Filed Jan. 9.
KVEN Coast
Ventura,
Calif. —Co.,
Transfer
control.
Ventura
licensee,of
from Charles Stuart, Alacia Stuart,
James Dodge and Jenny Dodge to Carroll R. Hauser, R. M. Werner, Dana
Marble, Margaret Marble and Harry
Engel for $34,000 for 2,S66% shares of
stock. (Transferee
owns 2,633i/^
shares.)
Filed Jan. already
9.
KGLN Glenwood
Involuntary assignment Springs,
of licenseCol.to — Rex
Howell, individually and as executor of
estate of Charles Howell, deceased. No
monetary consideration. Filed Jan. 9.
KLPM from
Minot,
N. D. — Assignment
license
old partnership
of John B.of
Cooley, Ethel H. Cooley and Carroll
W. Baker to new partnership of same
persons plus Leslie E. Maupin who buys
10% interest for $10. Mr. Baker will
hold 20% instead of 10% interest after
transfer, for which he pays $10, and
interest held by John B. and Ethel
Cooley is decreased from 90% to 70%.
Filed Jan. 9.
WATG-AM-FM Ashland, Ohio— Involuntary assignment
of license
Robert M. Beer
and Edgar
Koehl from
to Robert
M. Beer, individually, and Fred Koehl,
administrator of estate of Edgar Koehl,
deceased. Filed Jan. 9.
Deletions . . .
TOTAL deletions from Jan. 1 to Dec.
31, 1951: AM 29, FM 66, TV 1.
Following stations deleted Jan. 7, 1952,
but deletions effective Dec. 16, 1951:
WJSW Altoona, Pa. — Altoona Bcstg.
Co., license.
WJSW-FM Altoona— Altoona Bcstg.
Co., license.
Procurement

Board

CREATION of a Procurement
Policy Board with tlie Office of Defense Mobilization and appointment of A. E. Howse as chairman
has been announced by Defense
Mobilizer Charles E. Wilson. Mr.
Howse has been serving as assistant to Mr. Wilson since January
1951. Board will seek to coordinate
federal procurement policy. Representatives will be named from
the DPA, FTC, AEC, GSA, RFC,
Depts. of Defense and Justice and
other agencies.
Ward

to Speak

JOSEPH WARD, president of the
American Research Bureau Inc.,
will speak to members of the Chicago Radio Management Club at
luncheon Wednesday. The following day, he is scheduled to reveal
unpublished station data culled
from ARBI research projects to
personnel of local radio stations.
January 14, 1952
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TIME

SALES
Stimulus Needed — Cott
SOMETHING difTerent in radio is
needed to recapture enthusiasm
among time salesmen and timeof
buyers, Ted Cott told members
tives
Execu
Radio
nd
Engla
New
the
Club in Boston Wednesday.
Mr Cott, general manager of
WNBG and WNBT (TV) New
York, cautioned
that radio cannot
be sold to timebuyers today on
the basis of logic
and statistics.
Speaking on
"What's Ahead
for Radio and TV
in '52," Mr. Cott
reminded his audience that AmerMr. Cott
icans live on
and are constantly atexcitement
tuned to new things.
"Television gives this sense of
excitement and newness and radio
can't beat an emotional condition
arguments," he dewith logical
clared. "The industry has become
dull and dormant and only if it
does the new and difgoes out and
ferent will its salesmen have the
motion and enthusiasm which they
buyers."
in turn must generate inthing
for
The most important
broadcasters to do, Mr. Cott prescribed, is to expand their merchandising. In this way, he explained, salesmen will be able to
talk about radio with a plus, and
this time radio doesn't have to cut
rates but can even increase them.
By giving WNBC salesmen a
"plus" to talk about, Mr. Cott dis-

AFFILIATES
Districts 7 & 2 Meet
A MEETING of members of Districts 1and 2 of the Columbia Affiliates Advisoi-y Board and CBS Radio officials will be held in New
York on Wednesday. One of a series of such meetings being held
around the country, the session will
review the network's programming, sales, and promotion activities and plans, and examine common problems.
District 1 is headed by Arnold
(Doc) Schoen of WPRO Providence, and District 2 by I. R. Lounsberry of WGR Buffalo, who also is
chairman of the full CAAB.
Speakers at the meeting will include CBS Radio President Howard S. Meighan; Louis Hausman
and J. Kelly Smith, administrative
vice president; John Karol, vice
president in charge of sales, and
Lester Gottlieb, vice president in
charge of network programs. Other
CBS Radio officials slated to participate include Herbert V. Akerberg,
vice president in charge of station
relations; William B. Lodge, vice
president in charge of general engineering; William Schudt, national director of station relations, and
Edward DeGray and Ed Scoville,
representatives of the station relations department.
CBS
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closed, they were able to rekindle
interest in timebuyers, which resulted in a $1 million increase in
billings to the station last year.
WNBC's
As specific
ng theinstances
, Mr.
Cott
differentof
attempti
described use of Leopold Stokowski and Samuel Goldwyn as disc
jockies; also the hiring of five topnotch writers to do the station's
sign-on and sign-off.
This week, Mr. Cott revealed,
WNBC will originate "preferred
listening," in which it will begin
making 5,000 calls weekly to listeners. Instead of asking what
programs are tuned in, these calls
will contain personal messages
from such stars as Dean Martin
and Jerry Lewis and Alfred Lunt
suggesting programs.
Mr. Cott advised broadcasters
to re-evaluate their people and talent and saw a battle for personnel
in 1952. Radio will need people
with force of peTsonality, conviction and the ability to generate enthusiasm in timebuyers. And, he
added, these employes should be
paid well in order to keep them.
In TV, selective buying is beginning to show itself, Mr. Cott
said. "Additional sales will have to
come from marginal time," he
warned. "TV, too, has a need to
start thinking about merchandising and additional pluses if it is
to sell this time."

AGENCY
WHEELOCK
Bailey Named President
EXECUTIVE changes in Ward
Wheelock Co., advertising agency
with offices in Philadelphia, New
Hollywood, were anYork, and
nounced last week, with Arthur A.
Bailey, former executive vice president, elected president.
WheeFormer President Ward
lock becomes chairman of the board
and will continue active participation in the agency's management.
William R. Farrell, vice presiive comdent, director, and execut
mittee member, becomes first vice
president of the agency; Walter L.
Stocklin, vice president in charge
been reof the art department, has direct
ors
elected to the board of
and executive committee.
Mr. Bailey, as president of Ward
Wheelock, will be chief officer and
continue to handle the Campbell
Soup Co. account.
Adm. Foster Named
VICE ADM. Edwin Dorsey Foster
(USN, ret.) har,
been elected vice
dipresidentrectorand
of planning for RCA
Victor Div., it
was announced
last week. Adm.
Foster has been
serving as director of the comAdm. Foster
Mobilizapany's
tion Planning
Dept.
He will continue to coordinate RCA Victor mobilization
activities and planning of products,
services and markets.

ELECTION
Wilkins

DAY
Idea Credited

CONGRESSMAN in Washington
last week gave J. P. Wilkins, KFBB
Great Falls, Mont., general manager, credit for
sparking a move
to declare election day (first
Tuesday
following first Monday
in November) a
half-day holiday.
The legislator
was Rep. Mike
M a n sf i e Id (DMont.), who last
week introduced
Mr. Wilkins
a House
concur-to
rent resolution
urge the president to request the
governor of each state to encourage its observance.
Resolution (similar measures
were introduced in the Senate)
would end the work-day at noon
so as to permit voters to get to the
Mr. Wilkins also sent his recommendation to NARTB along with
polls.
another suggestion that there be a
"National Registration Month" to
be heavily promoted by broadcast
stations.
MANAGEMENT AWARDS
Are Won by Radio Firms
CBS, AT&T, General Electric Co.,
R. H. Macy & Co. (owner of WORAM-FM-TV New York) and Westinghouse Electric Corp. were
among 298 firms in the U. S. and
Canada which last week were
awarded certificates of management excellence for 1951 by the
American Institute of Management, New York non-profit foundation devoted to study and improvement of corporation management.
To be eligible for consideration,
company must receive 7,500 points
out of possible 10,000 on the basis
of credits given for excellence in
10 separate fields, according to
Jackson Martindell, president and
treasurer of AIM. The 298 awards
were made by the foundation from
a continuing comparative study of
.3,000 concerns. "A certificate of
management excellence proves that
the company receiving it has attained a proper balance in its efforts
and objectives," Mr. Martindell explained.
11 -Month Tube Sales
SALES of tubes for radio and TV
receivers totaled 347 million units
in the first 11 months of 1951,
according to Radio-Television Mfrs.
344 milAssn. This compares1950withperiod.
Of
lion in the same
the 11-month total, 231 million
tubes were for new sets and 87 million for replacements. Others went
to government agencies and export.
November tube sales totaled 33
million compared to 39 million in
November 1950 and 34 million in
October 1951.

D.C. CRIME PROBE
Radio-TV to Cover Hearings
DRAMA of crime hearings which
captivated televiewers and listeners during sessions of the Kefauvei
Crime Committee last year will b<
re-created once again — this time oi
a smaller scale, in the nation'^
WMAL - TV Washington, tht
capital.
Evening Star video outlet, announced it will telecast hearings
of the Senate District Crime Committee beginning today (Monday).
Tape recordings of testimony als'
will be aired on radio by WMAL
The district committee paVed th(
way when it voted, 3-2, to permit
radio and TV coverage with tht
reservation that cameras would bt
turned away from witnesses wh(
object to television. The vote re
portedly was along party lines \
with three Democrats outweighing
two Republicans, according to Sen
Matthew M. Neely (D-W. Va)
committee chairman.
There were the usual com,
would turn
sessions that
intoT\"i
plaints
within the
committee
"circus." A more plausible Viev^
was that, in the opinion of some
members, the decision to permii
tele-coverage would further tesi
the constitutionality of contemp
citations leveled against witnesse;
where they refused to testify be
cause of television cameras.
Original Case
The original case involved Morrii
Kleinman and Louis Rothkopf, wh
were cited for contempt by thi
Senate for such a refusal.
WMAL-TV plans to televise th.
hearings on a regular basis, at H
a.m. and 2:30 p.m. each day, unti
they are completed about Jan. 17
Commercial spots will be bull
around the coverage. Session
also will be tape-recorded for us
on WMAL each evening, 8 :30-10 :1
p.m., under sponsorship of Phillip
Radio and Appliance Stores. Bry
son Rash, ABC White House corre
spondent, will be the narrator.
WWDC will broadcast the ses
sions "live," according to Be
Strouse, vice president and gen
eral manager. Station's schedul=
10:30-1;"
pickups
for from
calls and
a.m.
3 to from
3:30 p.m.
anat any other time when th
proceedings
become "interesting.
Other Washington
stations als
plan coverage. WTTG (TV) wi!
use newsreel shots. WRC plan
to record the sessions and rebroac
cast them later in the evening
WTOP-AM-TV plans were not se

KUGN Elects Kelly
EWING C. KELLY, president ar.
general manager of KCRA Sacrt
a substanti;
mento, hasin purchased
interest
KUGN Eugene, Ore
subject to FCC approval. Mr. Kell
has been appointed KUGN gener:
manager and the board has electf
him a vice president of the static
pending FCC approval. He said l
will not give up his KCRA post ar
plans no staff changes at KUGI
C. H. Fisher is KUGN president
• Telecastin
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fHE

FARMER

WENT
SHOPPING
When He Heard Owls Radio Messages

had heard "on the radio."
"•"U ADIO
is fact
directly
for the
thatresponsible
the Owl they
For 13 years now, the drug
Drug Store, of Quincy, 111., store has been advertising its
; the largest distributor of vet- stock medicines and supplies on the
^inary supplies in a hundred mile midday farm markets program on
WTAD.
dius.
Located in the heart of the midThe veterinary department has
estern city of 45,000 the store has grown from one small glass case
and a box of serum in the base'"ways had a large and thriving
ment until it now occupies approx^xm trade. But 13 years ago its
imately one-fourth of floor space
^Dck of medicines for animals was
l.ft particularly large or complete. of the large store. H. G. Waechter,
who sold the supplies 13 years ago
|iAmong its customers at that time as part of his job as clerk, now
bas Walter Rothschild, then a manages the department — -a full
time job.
■ lesman for WTAD Quincy, who
(jday is WTAD's station manager
Today the department runs into
kd national sales manager for many thousands of dollars. The
6ie Lee Stations. Walter was takstock includes serums and vaccines
ing a few minutes off from his kept in a large special refrigerator.
vJiles duties for a dish of ice cream
In the display cases are surgical
the Owl soda fountain. As he needles and hypodermic syringes.
fe, he noticed the great number of On the shelves are row after row
of stock remedies and medicines
rmers who stopped in at the store
including vitamins, aureomycin
do their drug shopping. One
the time segments that the and penicillin. Nor does the stock
end there. At the Owl Drug Store,
j]ung WTAD salesman was hoping
can buy feed supplements,
[•, sell that day was a noon day farmers
dehorners, electric sheep clippers,
jjirket report.
shears, and because harness shops
fi Watching the farmers and think- are all but a thing of the past, the
of the market report, Mr. RothsOwl does a good business in such
t'ild decided that here was a logical things as bridles, curry combs and
konsor. He talked it over with even riding blankets and saddles.
'3 management of the store and
Credit to Radio
^Id them on the idea.
^In those days, veterinary supplies
The amazing growth of the
':re kept in a small glass case veterinary department can be atbng with the usual drug store
tributed directly to radio advertis)ck of pet remedies. The store
ing. Shortly after starting the proj i stock a hog cholera serum but
gram veterinary sales increased,
pat was kept in a cool corner of then doubled and today account for
sizable part of the total store
^3 basement and never brought
ft unless called for.
sales. What's more, as the radio
rocketed veterinary
. When the Owl management de- advertising
sales, business in the rest of the
I ed to give radio a trial, the hog store increased, too. The owners,
^ Dlera serum and a couple of stock K. R. Lohr and Mrs. Fred Holubar,
.jTiedies seemed to offer a good have recently completely remodeled
, -St." Commercials were framed
the store, making it one of the
■ji mention them and within a few most modern in the area. With
f,ys farmers were coming into the the remodeled store, the Owl Drug
•i/<re asking about the products
Store has started using mid-morntttOADCASTING
• Tel ecasting

ing spot announcements to promote general drug store items.
The farm market program on
WTAD comes on the air each
week day at 12:30 p.m. for five
minutes. The entire program including the commercials is given
by
WTAD's
Farm Director, Dick
Faler.
The program is informal. The
commercials are sincere, friendly,
informative and short. Every commercial includes the line "you know
Waechter and he knows the products he sells." It could probably
include "and Waechter knows you,"
because Mr. Waechter can call a
large portion of his 2,000 to 3,000
customers by their first name.
Manager Waechter says that
farmers today keep abreast with
developments and such terms as
aureomycin are a part of the modern farmer's vocabulary.
Each commercial is devoted to a
different product or subject. The
different daily subjects might run
like this : Hog Cholera vaccine, calf
buckets, insect spray, poultry
water tablets, dehorners, calf feed
supplement, rat poison, veterinary
supplies generally, worm expeller
and hog oil.
Although copy is kept up to date,
it is repeated. Changes are seasonal with new copy added at intervals. When warm weather
comes and flies begin to appear, a
commercial for fly sprays makes
an appearance. When grain is being harvested and stored, there is
a commercial for weevil killer. And
when the season is past, the copy
is filed, and the next year it is
revised but not changed too much.
Copy used by the Owl Drug Store
must bring results, and when it
doesis thrown
it is kept.
it
away.When it doesn't
In speaking of the copy, Mr.
Waechter said, "The customer
wants to keep hearing it. It's the

Mr. Waechter (right) and Mr.
Lohr, Owl Drug co-owner, inspect
store's stock remedy department.
repeats that pay big dividends."
The copy, too, is designed to inform as well as sell. New developments and products are brought to
the farmer in this way. A couple
of years ago, the United States Department of Agriculture published
the information that traces of
DDT were found in milk where
DDT was used as a spray around
dairy cattle. Mr. Waechter put
this information on the air in a
commercial that also told of other
sprays that did not contain DDT
and that were recommended. It
goes without saying that Mr.
Waechter had the recommended
sprays in stock. Back in the days
when Mr. Waechter first took over
the veterinary department, he used
to attend quite a few live stock
sales — both to meet people who
were prospective customers and see
the stock.
Advertising Pays
Besides the farm market program during the noon hour, the
Owl Drug Store has cooperated in
other shows advertising stock
medicines.
The budget
department's
radio advertising
is around
$3,500has a paid.
year. It's advertising
that
And, with WTAD getting ready
for television, the Owl Drug Store
is getting ready to try TV, too.
In the meantime, radio continues to pay big dividends.
Mr. Waechter has become an air
personality in his own right. And
when Farm Director Faler says,
"You all know Waechter, and he
knowsthethetruth.
products
he sells,"
he
tells
Because
through
WTAD thousands of persons know
Mr. Waechter, and his sales of
veterinary medicines and supplies
run into thousands of dollars.
January 14, 1952
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PEOPLE...

SHORTAGE OF TV
TRANSMITTERS UNLIKELY
TRANSMITTERS in production or already
purchased should accommodate applicants
granted CPs for new TV stations without regard to materials allocations if FCC resumes
licensing by April, government authorities
said Friday. Occasion was trade editors electronics conference called by Defense Production
Administration and National Production Authority.
Current estimate based on 50 to 60 CP
grants for UHF-VHF by July 1 with most
going to uncontested applications — cities of
100,000 or less. Time needed to manufacture
equipment, rather than materials themselves,
will pose major factor on subsequent grants.
Certain type towers now authorized as Class
B products and wooden structures could be
used, authorities noted, adding materials are
not serious problem in early stage of freezelifting. But "very few, if any" new stations
will be operating in 1952, they predicted.
DPA-NPA hopes to maintain first-half materials quotas through '52 third and fourth
quarters,
'52 production
at 7.5 TVto
8 million estimating
radio sets and
3.5 to 4 million
receivers. From 3.7 to 4 million radio and 1.7
to 2 million TV sets expected in first half. Output will depend on materials, ratio between
metals, conservation and technique measures,
and choice of models. Prospect is for more
normal production now that inventories are
depleted.
Presiding at DPA-NPA session were E. T.
(Piggy) Morris, who resigns Feb. 1 as chairman of DPA Electronics Board and director
of NPA Electronics Division, and J. A. Milling,
on leave from RCA Service Co., who succeeds
him. Latter's appointment officially announced
Friday. (Also see early story page 29.)
CBS NEVER CENSORED,
SAYS ELMO ROPER
IN NEARLY four years of broadcasting on
CBS, Elmo Roper did not meet "one single instance of censorship or even a remote suggestion of it," public opinion specialist said in
script of his final CBS program, prepared for
broadcasting last evening (Sunday). He starts
Sunday series on NBC Radio in March.
Recalling that when he began his radio series
in February 1948 he was warned that radio
lacked freedom of expression tradition of
newspapers and magazines, Mr. Roper stated:
"The record, as far as this reporter is concerned, shows that no matter how controversial
the subject I was discussing, there never was
the slightest hint of abrogating freedom of
speech on the air."
RTMA'S NEW SECTION
NEW Government Relations Section set up
Friday by Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn., with
reorganization of Transmitter Division, according to Chairman H. J. Hoffman, Machlett
Labs. Division favors change of name to Technical Products Division. New government unit
headed by Ben Edelman, Western Electric Co.
James D. McLean, Philco Corp., is chairman
of expanded Communications Section, which
absorbs Marine and Aviation Sections. Sections
of Transmitter Division to meet Feb. 6 during
RTMA industry conference in New York.
Page 94
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CALDWELL MEMORIAL
FIRST order of business Friday under
administration of Arthur W. Scharfeld,
new president of Federal Communications Bar Assn., was launching of plan
to establish memorial honoring Louis G.
Caldwell, dean of Washington radio
attorneys, who died Dec. 11. Committee
will be named by President Scharfeld
to work details of scholarship fund,
series of lectures or whatever project
60.)
will be adopted to perpetuate Mr. Caldwell's name. (See FCBA stories page

Business Briefly
(Continued from page 5 )
Show and Range Rider in five cities effective
this month. Both distributed by CBS Television Film Sales. Autry series on WFBM-TV
Indianapolis starting Jan. 26; Range Rider
on WBEN-TV Buffalo, WBTV (TV) Charlotte, KPRC-TV Houston, WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh. CBS-TV said Autry show sold in
more than 30 cities, other film in 26.
GOLDBERG SELLOUT # Necchi Sewing
Machines, N. Y., to sponsor Friday portion of
The Goldbergs on NBC-TV, 7:15-7:30 p.m.,
marking complete sellout of program as Ecko
Products, Chicago, buys Wednesday and
Vitamin Corp. of America (story page 60)
takes Monday section. Necchi agency, Doyle,
Dane Bernback, N. Y.
FILM ADDING # Loew's Inc. adding spot
announcement campaigns for film "Quo Vadis"
in major cities. Agency, Donahue & Coe, N. Y.
SIMPLIFIED EARNINGS REPORT
SIMPLIFICATION of report on employment
and earnings for radio-TV employes, required
annually by FCC, is in works. In proposed
rule, FCC Friday submitted new form, asking
for comments by Feb. 18, oppositions by Feb.
29. New single form will take place of two
now in use will help Bureau of Labor Statistics
issue industry data quicker, it is believed.
Main changes from old forms are (1) listing
of all employes for same company, instead of
for each station licensed by company, (2) listing of employes by station job classification
instead of by categories specified by FCC.
CHEESECAKE & CLOCKS
CHEESECAKE party scheduled by
WOR-TV New York from 8-10 p.m.,
Friday at new Television Square, where
photographer guests will be provided
two versions of that word: One on table
and other group of models ready to pose.
Studio will provide unlimited number of
backgrounds, lights and props, and
promises award to cameraman taking
best shot. Invitations to be issued members of accredited camera clubs.
In another type of promotion, to remind editors to watch Today, Dave Garroway's new morning video show starting today (Monday) 7-9 a.m. on NBCTV, network on Friday sent them alarm
clocks set for 6:45.

LINCOLN SCHEURLE resigns as radio-TV i
director, Hugo Wagenseil & Assoc., Dayton, to '
join Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago, as tele- !
vision producer.
•
I
JAMES BAILEY, managing director of Fort[
Industry's WAGA-AM-TV Atlanta five years,!
has resigned.

HENRY COMAN, assistant director on Kraftl
Theatre, and former studio coordinator NBC- I
TV, named assistant to JOSEPH BAILEY, |
production supervisor of Lucky Strike Theatre \
and Johnson's wax program on NBC-TV. !
ROBERT M. PRENTICE, General Foods Corp..
to Doherty, Clifford & Shenfield, N. Y., as account executive.
SAUL FISCHBEIN, formerly in sales department WPIX (TV) New York, to Jane Art Inc.
Plexiglas gift manufacturers, as general sales i
manager.
,
ALAN SCHROEDER resigns from CBS Radk
Sales Staff, Chicago, to join Henry I. Christa!
station representative firm there Feb. 11. Be
fore joining CBS in May 1950, Mr. Schroedei
was salesman for WOR-AM-TV New York';'
office in Chicago.
I
BERNARD TULLIUS, formerly senior engi
neer at Radio Engineering Labs, Long Islan(
City, N. Y., named sales engineer for Trans
mitter Division DuMont Labs, Clifton, N. J
LEONARD TARCHER and BEN S. LAITDj
elected vice presidents of J. D. Tarcher & Co.;
New York agency.
i
DR. EARLE K. PLYLER appointed chief o
Radiometry Section of National Bureau o|
Standards Atomic & Radiation Physics Deplj
FOUR NAMED MEMBERS
OF ABC ADVISORY GROUP
ROGER W. CLIPP, WFIL Philadelphia
Verl Bratton, WKTY La Crosse, Wis.; Haroli
V. Hough, WBAP Fort Worth, and J. Archi
Morton, KJR Seattle, elected to two-yea
terms as members of ABC Stations Plannin
& Advisory Committee, representing Districi
1, 3, 5 and 7, William A. Wylie, ABC directc
of station relations, announced Friday. Newl
elected alternates for these districts are: (
Glover DeLaney WTHT Hartford; E. I.
Hartenbower, KCMO Kansas City, Mo.; Ger
L. Cagle, Texas State Network, Ft. Worf^
Tex., and J. B. Conley, KEX Portland, Or
Representatives of four even-numbered di ;
tricts, elected year ago, serve through 1952. '
WTTG

MOVES

QUARTERS

DuMONT'S WTTG (TV) Washington hi\
taken over the tenth floor of the Raleigi
Hotel, is planning to move from presei
quarters in Harrington Hotel April 1. Ne
space will include two studios (40x 60 1
and 40 x40 ft.), with a double-decked co;
trol room between them. Station began oper
tion on experimental basis in 1939, comme
cially in 1947. It operates on Channel 5, wi
17.5 kw visual radiated power.
WISCONSIN FM DRIVE
CAMPAIGN to promote FM set sales and lil
tening in Wisconsin to start Feb. 4, one of seriB
being sponsored jointly by NARTB and RadiB
Television Mfrs. Assn. Two-score WisconsB
distributors, dealers and broadcasters to tall
active part in campaign.
■
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In 1900, a very familiar sign among hundreds of others was this one pictured above. Yes, the metal
sign tacked to the tree and the ad painted on a barn were a major part of America's advertising
effort in 1900. And in those years it was successful advertising — it reached people!
From this form of advertising, many companies grew to be today's largest manufacturers.
Twenty-five years ago, radio had its beginning and soon had its place next to newspapers and magazines.
Radio itself built great companies and made them even greater because it gave the advertisers
a new method of reaching more people more frequently and more efficiently.
Today, television has been added and with its added impetus of sight and motion, together with
the spoken word, has already taken its place in the American "scheme of advertising." The basis of
today's successful advertising is the more modern media . . . and television is the most modern
of them all. Its full potency has not yet been determined.
In WLW-Land

we have found, however, that the combination of television and radio reaches

more people more often and more economically than any other combination of media. The technique is
as new and modern as television itself.

WLW

WLW
THE

TEL|vvs^

NATION'S

STATION

AND

ITS

TV

SERVICE

HOW

BIG

IS

A

PLANT'S

"NEIGHBORHOOD"?
Areas of influence often are larger than management

thinks. Com-

munity relations can be helped by the longer-reaching medium. . radio.
With every improvement in mass transportation, a
plant's "neighboihood" expands.
Employment applicants come from farther and
farther away. The circle of local suppliers widens.
And these are only two examples.
Moreover, as the area of influence grows, the need
for good community relations increases. For this
reason, more and more companies are turning to
radio to carry their message . . both to neighbors near
the plant and to those who live beyond the reach
of other local media.
In six of the nation's leading industrial areas. .
Boston, Springfield, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Fort

Wayne, and Portland, Oregon. . Westinghouse stations are taking a leading part in this growing
development. They are in their 32nd year of helping
industry make friends with its neighbors. . and they
offer their experience and facilities to company
management as well as to advertising agencies and
public relations counselors.

WESTINGHOUSE RADIO STATIONS Inc
WBZ . WBZA . KYW • KDKA • WOWO . KEX • WBZ-TV
National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for
WBZ-TV; for WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales

ANUARY
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G
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SERIES

WIDE
adio Time Sales
485.4 Million
Page 23

lerger Gets
Approval

WINS

ACCLAIM!

# Voted "Best New Program Created During
Year" by Chicago Federated Advertising Club.
# Heralded an "example of the effective use
of radio as a teaching tool" by Variety
Magazine.
• Being re-broadcast by 35 affiliated stations
of National Association of Educational Broadcasters.

*age 25

IWatch Firms
ase Budgets
Page 27

rks' Gross
November
Page 28
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• Permission requested by Department of State
for use of series in its foreign educational
broadcasts.
For the second year, as part of the award-winning
"WLS School Time" broadcasts — a five-time-aweek sustaining program for in-school listening,
now in its l6th year — WLS is bringing to the
Midwest an exciting series based on the drama of
the atom.
Each program translates into understandable
and dramatic terms the meaning and significance
of this new world of Atomic Energy. Written in
cooperation with the Argonne National Laboratories, these programs have the enthusiastic support of the Federal Security Agency, which has
requested scripts for its permanent library.

•s on Page 59
Serving the people of the Midwest has been a WLS project for over a quarter
of a century. Particularly in this new era the responsibility of radio cannot
be overemphasized.
As radio serves, so can it sell . . . for through consistent services accrues
listener loyalty and belief — the basic ingredients of advertising results.

The
PRAIRIE
FARMER
STATION

890 KILOCYCLES, 50,000 WATTS, ABC NETWORK-REPRESENTED BY JOHN' BLAIR & COMPANY

the TOP
10:30-1 1:00 A.M
Monday-Friday

of

the

morning

TOPS
in rating ... no other program on any other Louisville station can
equal "Coffee Call's" rating!
TOPS

in audience . . . more than

67,000
"Coffee
Call" in people
WHAS have
studiosenjoyed
since June,
1949.
in merchandising . . .
TOPS
WHAS does extensive in-the-store merchandising for "Coffee Call" advertisers.

of

QUALITY

. . . and WHAS

Vl^HAS

makes

programming

the

difference

quality delivers the goods on "Coffee

Call". This show packs a powerful wallop in the rich
Kentuckiana market with its star line-up of talented
performers. Jim Walton, Bill Pickett and Herbie Koch
have made this daily half-hour audience-participation
show the most listened-to morning show originating in

Bask Affiliate office

CBS Radio Netwok

Louisville. Fun-loving emcee Walton, "strolling
baritone" Pickett and maestro Koch at the WHAS
studio organ can be your entree into this rich market.
See your Petty man today!

50,000

WATTS

The

^

lA CLEAR CHANNEL

only radio
all of

the

station

^

serving

rich Kentuckiana

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PETRY AND CO.

840 KILOCYCLES

and

selling

Market

VICTOR A. SHOLIS, Oirecfor

ASSOCIATED WITH THE

NEIL D. CLINE, Sa/es Dire

COURIER- JOURNAL & LOUISVILLE TIMES

in the
FALL
NEW

RIVER

BEDFORD

MARKET

2

Oe//Ve

rs

the

stCostPerWl
s

3

er
DeVw

Low^

less

--^'"'"te^Bedioxd Staticy
^^^^^^^
For

Full Information
U.S.

Market

^

About

Contact

WSAR

in the 49

Headley-Reed

Largest

Company.

WSAR
Fall River -New Bedford
5000 Watts Are Affiliated

f IB 1
vTl-^

Represented Nationally by
Headley- Reed Company

fshed every Monday, with Yearbook Numbers (53rd and 54th issues) published in January and February by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 870 National Press
Building, Washington 4, D. C. Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933, at Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 1879.

Dr. Charles L. Lanier, chairman
of the Department of Economics and
Business Administration, discusses
arbitration in labor disputes.

see

is

to

understand

A group of faculty tiieinbers presents a program of madrigals.

Members of (he Science and
Wildlife Deparlmenl enliven a
program
with photogenic
bers of Delaware
Wildlife. mem-

The University of Delaw are, keenly aware of the above fact, uses
the facilities of WDEL-TV to report to the citizens of the State.
The activity story which viewers see on this regular half-hour
show — "Your University" — is a broad, moving, varied and instructive one. Thus a modern, progressive University uses
WDEL-TV's broad program of public service to interpret its
state-wide program, student curriculum and campus activities.
This program is one of muiy local
features carried by this stnlion in
an endeavor to meet the needs of
the communities it serves.
WDEL-TV
WILMINGTON,
Represented by
ROBERT MEEKER

Page 4
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;)K FOE Harry C. Butcher, owner of KIST
)ta Barbara and former CBS Washington
i president, to figure importantly in Eisen[er Presidential draft movement. Naval
j to General Ike during those SHAEF days
Vorld War II, Captain Butcher already has
a called in by Eisenhower leaders. He
(Ws Washington political ropes and was
b friend of late Stephen T. Early during
[years as secretary to F. D. R.
EISENHOWER groundswell should become
iiipede, who would be his right-hand bower
roadcast pursuits? His "favorite" brother,
;on S., is president of Pennsylvania State
,ege, and an old hand at radio, having been
harge of Department of Agriculture's radio
nsion operations in Hoover days. And
i there's Captain Harry C. Butcher (see
■i^e).
,^ apparently has deferred notification to
'iated stations on its new economic plan,
ected about Jan. 15, approach now is to
atch communication at appropriate time
)resumably when enough primary market
.lions have been aligned. Meanwhile, NBC
1 ; committing itself to any particular proj1 at any particular time or in any pariI:|lar way.

(ING CRESCENDO of complaints against
holic beverage advertising on air (mainly
ant beer spots) causing some concern both
liFCC and on Capitol Hill. In December,
' ^ received total of 900 complaints in all
ses, of which some 750 were alcoholic
■rage. And of these more than 400 were
about 325 radio. While dry lobbying is
■ected in tempo with legislation to ban
j or advertising, it's no secret that some
i'plaints stem from local beer spots interj ling programs, notably sports events. This
i ite constant urging of U. S. Brewers'
jI ndation that restraint be used.
^j-V EASILY public sensibilities can be ofi ed demonstrated by fresh outcropping of
) Dlaints to FCC over presentation Jan. 9
■ eunion iyi Vienna by Celanese Theatre over
"-TV. Complaints were against sensuous
oom scene involving Melvyn Douglas and
e Hasso. Performance even brought query
1 wife of one Commissioner: "Doesn't this
jite NARTB Code?"
pTS OF LIFE on TV operating costs has
lied Miami School Board to ponder "surlier" of application for educational channel
■';F Channel 2). Board has instructed its
I hington counsel to explore prospects of
I;' permitting it to use educational reservaI'as "bargaining point" with commercial
';p that would allow county most tims for
> ation. Board had been told it would cost
,000 to install VHF and about $75,000
fially to operate. Then it collided with
i facts that in 1950 average TV stat'on
I'
(Content ed rn page 6)
Telecasting
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NIELSEN, HOOPER SETTLE
SINDLiNGER RADOX SUITS
LONG-PENDING damage suits filed by Albert
ii. Sindlinger, Philadelphia, against A. C.
Nielsen and C. E. Hooper research interests
over use of Radox patents settled Friday in
Philadelphia federal court.
Understood Mr. Sindlinger receives $75,000
cash plus stock for total settlement figure of
around $190,000. Sindlinger & Co. and related
firms as well as A. C. Nielsen Co. each said
to have right to use Radox patents.
Nielsen offices in Chicago and New York
refused to comment on settlement. Mr. Sindlinger said, "I agreed with Nielsen's attorneys
that we would not discuss details until Tuesday (Jan. involved
22)."
Parties
in patent proceedings over
Radox device, which electronically shows stations to which receivers are tuned.
New type of radio listening survey to be
launched in near future by Sindlinger company, using ticker-tape device showing stations to which sets are tuned. This service expected to be set up in individual cities.
Sindlinger suits originally filed in March
1950, asking $2.5 million in damages. Court
later reduced sum to $1.5 million. Litigation
had reached deposition stage. Sindlinger
charges alleged restraint of trade. Hooper
settlement figure said to be nominal.
'BELL BOY' TO WXYZ
ED McKENZIE, assistant general manager
of WJBK Detroit and nationally known disc
jockey, Jack the Bell Boy, joins WXYZ Detroit
within two weeks and will m.c. daily two-hour
show. His resignation from WJBK followed
that of Richard E. Jones, general manager
(see earlier story, page 24). Another resignation from WJBK reported Friday was that
of Joyce M. Chapman, publicity director.
WICC NAMES YOUNG
ADAM J. YOUNG JR. Inc. named to take over
representation of WICC Bridgeport, Conn.,
effective immediately. Sale of WICC by Yankee Network to Bridgeport Broadcasting Corp.
for $200,000 was approved by FCC Thursday
(story page 25). WICC on 600 kc with 1 kw
day, 500 w night, is affiliated with Mutual
and Yankee networks.

BUSINESS

BRIEFLY

ZIV SALES • Frederic W. Ziv Co.'s 7 Was
a Communist for the FBI has been sold for
broadcast in 152 cities at end of first 10 selling
days, with 60% of all sales made directly to
stations, according to Ziv announcement.
GRETZ NAMES • William Gretz Brewing
Co., Philadelphia (Gretz Beer, Ale, Porter,
Half & Half), names Scheideler, Beck &
Werner, N. Y., as agency, effective Feb. 1.
BLASTING APPOINTS # General Blasting
Corp., Chicago, 111., appoints Schoenfeld, Huber
&willGreen,
Chicago, to handle advertising. TV
be used.
CHICAGO SPONSORS % Chicago Assn. of
Stock Exchange firms sponsoring 38 commercials weekly on WJJD Chicago. This will
be first institutional advertising for group.
Spot schedule includes stock market averages
plus financial news every hour, 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
weekdays, 10 a.m. to noon Sundays. Agency:
Olian Adv., Chicago.
BIOW RESIGNS • Blow Co., N. Y., resigns
as advertising representative of Schenley Distillers Inc., effective at Schenley's option.
CAMAY CAMPAIGN • Procter & Gamble
(Camay Soap), Jan. 28 begins radio spot
campaign for 52 weeks in several markets.
Agency, Pedlar & Ryan, N. Y.
EASTER EGG SPOT # Fred Fear & Co.,
Brooklyn (Easter egg dyes), signed for oneminute participation in 8:30-8:45 p.m. EST
segment of March 30 Stop the Music on ABC
(Continued on page 94)

'VOICE'
INQUIRY ASKED
REALIGNMENT of Voice of America under
new International Information Administration
is "step in right direction," but Senate inquiry
is still "even more imperative," Sen. William
Benton (D-Conn.) said Friday. He called for
hearings by Senate Foreign Relations subcommittee on his resolution to revitalize radio arm.
Chairman Brien McMahon (D-Conn.) has promised early action. Sen. Benton said. (See
early story page 81.)

N.Y.
Radio
Listening
Up
Substantially
decrease amounting to only 11%.
LISTENING in New York radio homes has
Television audience habits have also changed,
increased 47% during afternoons and 28%
it
was indicated. Whereas TV set ownership induring evenings since 1948, year of video's
creased 71% from April 1950 to April 1951,
fi.rst great impact on broadcasting Scene, according to study released Friday by WNEW
there was 9% decrease in set usage in radioNew York.
TV homes during average evening quarterhour, while radio usages was up 31%.
Based on Pulse and Telepulse figures for New
Point of survey is that TV set in home by
York metropolitan area, WNEW said study
no means removes that home from radio's audiindicates that "there is no such thing as a TV
ence, that today's televiewer is not yesterhome." For all homes in area, radio listening
days radio listener. In fact, 64% of TV evesince pre-video 1947 has increased 26% in
ning audience has come from people giving up
morning, held its own in afternoon, and deother activities than radio-listening.
creased on weekday evenings. But, report
points outs, decrease is less than imagined,
for more AT DEADLINE turn page ^
with WNEW, to cite one example, reporting
January 21, 1952
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Closed
Circuit
(Continued from page 5)
spent $533,000 in operation alone. Thei c
five present applicants for two VHF '
mercial channels earmarked for Miami.
DuMONT
MAY
REFUSE
TO JOIN IN TV CODE
GRAVE doubts about advertising- sections of
NARTB-proposed TV code may cause DuMont
not to subscribe, Chris J. Witting, DuMont
Network director, said Friday. Mr. Witting
was witness in DuMont-Paramount control
part of the hearings underway on question of
Paramount Pictures' qualification to be licensee
and on the question of merger of ABC with
United Paramount Theatres Inc. (see early
story on page 25).
Mr. Witting's objections to Code stemmed
from fact, he said, that competitor could file
objection on some DuMont commercial practice, force DuMont to go through hearing befoi'e NARTB review board, with concurrent
adverse publicity, trouble and expense. Mr.
Witting indicated DuMont was still studying
Code, had not made up its mind finally.
Other highlights of Mr. Witting's testimony:
(1) DuMont is "examining" plan to secure U. S.
TV rights to feature films, syndicate them to
affiliates. It has discussed idea with distributors, but so far has rights to two British films.
(2) Production of feature films by DuMont is
not planned in immediate future; however, new
studios will have facilities for such production.
KPOA TO FILE APPEAL
IN ADVERSE TAX RULING
KPOA Honolulu will appeal decision of
Hawaiian Circuit Court ruling against its
challenge of territorial gross-receipts tax on
broadcast stations, according to J. Elroy McCaw, part owner of KPOA. Appeal will be
taken to territorial Supreme Court.
Judge mercial
Willson
Moore
held station's
activities C.were
centered
on island comand
therefore receipts are subject to tax, aside
from income from network programs shortwaved from mainland. There's no question
gross receipts tax of this type would be invalid
if applied to stations located on mainland,
according to court.
DX letters from mainland rejected by court
as having no commercial significance. Case held
to differ from Fishers Blend decision in stipulation of facts and geographical aspects. Court
interested in where money comes from and
where station signal is directed.
Mr. McCaw and John D. Keating, KPOA
partners, both testified as did Jack Burnett,
KULA Honolulu. Ralph Fitkin, KHON and
Marion A. Mulroney, KGU, both Honolulu,
subpoenaed by court to testify on coverageservice aspects. First witness, touching engineering angles, was Royal V. Howard, KIKI
Honolulu. Attorneys for KPOA were Kenneth
Davis and David Ingman. Vincent Wasilewski,
NARTB attorney, took part in argument.
Neal McNaughten, NARTB engineering director, was present at argument but did not
testify.
DEFENSE PLANS DISCUSSED
PERSONS now holding amateur radio licenses
may need additional authorization to participate in emergency radio networks to be set up
for civil defense operations, it was indicated
Friday after closed conference for Northeastern States Civil Defense Amateur Radio Alliance was held in New York. Delegates from 10
states discussed new rules and regulations for
radio amateur emergency service recently released by FCC and which, when adopted, will
regulate all CD radio networks.
Page 6
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Radio
time salesIssue—
in 1951 were the biggest in history — $485.4 million, a nearly
$32 million jump over 1950. Here's
the dollar measurement of radio's bigness. A Broadcasting • Telecasting
exclusive. Page 23.
Two
bright
appearaccess
in television's
battle
to spots
win equal
to news
sources. New York bar association
votes down proposed anti-TV resolution, and a Senate hearing in Washington learns the difference between
newsreels and TV. Page 63.
A B«T roundup shows that five watch
manufacturers will spend $10 million
in radio and television advertising in
1952. Page 27.
FCC goes into virtually continuous session, warming up to thaw its 40-month
freeze on television. Page 61.
P&G, as usual, leads all other advertisers
in spending money for radio network
time (Page 28) and for TV network
time as well. Page 61.
FCC approves merger of WOR-AM-FMTV New York and radio-TV properties
of General Tire & Rubber Co. (Page
25) and begins hearings on proposed
merger of ABC and United Paramount
Theatres. Page 25.
"Dry" campaign against broadcasting
begins to take shape. A Senate bill
is introduced that would ban hard
. liquor advertising from radio and television. Page 28.
Today dawns on NBC-TV. B»T's reviewer greets it with reservations.
Page 26.
Sen. Benton thinks the NARTB television code is dandy, but he's convinced
his proposed National Citizens Advisory Committee for Radio and Televison is needed too. Page 62.
Army-Air Force recruiting advertising
is windfall for radio. Page 27.
National Production Authority will hold
meeting with industry leaders, probably Feb. 8, to clarify the status of its
ban against color TV manufacturing.
Page 62.
Voice of America is placed under new
International Information Administration, whose chief will report directly to
Secretary of State. Page 81.
Statewide campaign to promote sale of
FM sets begins in North Carolina;
others scheduled for other states.
Page hh.
Koming
Upi
Jan. 21-23: Newspaper Advertising Executives Assn., convention, Edgewater
Beach Hotel, Chicago.
Jan. 21-26: American Institute of Electrical Engineers, winter meeting. Hotel
Statler, New York.
Jan. 24-26: Advertising Assn. of the West,
midwinter conference, Oakland, Calif.
Jan. 24-26: Southwestern Assn. of Advertising Agencies, meeting. Plaza Hotel,
San Antonio, Tex.
Jan. 26-27: National Advertising Agency
Network, Eastern Regional meeting. New
Weston Hotel, New York.
(Other Upcomings page 34)

SPOT RADIO business for 1951 up ^
10-11% over 1950, according to confidei
survey of station representatives, which
port increases in billings for last year ran; i
from 6% to 30% above 1950 level. Fin.
backs up a Broadcasting • Telecasting i
mate of an 11.7% increase in national
regional spot radio time sales (see page 23
IF FCC traffic these days is criterion, nui ;
ous advertising agency executives, it's lear
have been button-holing members of FCC
how to apply for TV facilities.
WHY DID Vice Chairman Paul A. Walke:
FCC call on President last Monday? W:^
ington's radio fraternity bestirred itself fi{'
ing that perhaps he had elected to retire s
he has passed mandatory age of 70 but rece
Presidential extension last year. Answer:
Walker, who was 71 on Jan. 11, simply wai
to tell President that he appreciated his
was well and happy and hoped to complete
term which runs until June 30, 1953.
IMPRESSED WITH job done by Cha
Crutchfield, senior vice president of Jeffei
Standard Broadcasting Co. (WBT-AMWBTV (TV) as special consultant on r.
affairs in Greece, State Department un ,
stood to have convinced him he should g(
Philippines in September on another miss,
His duties will be in connection with activa'
new megawatt (million watt) shortwave tr;
mitter to spread gospel of truth program
Voice of America to Pacific area.
BEHIND-SCENES move reportedly under
to form new trade association represenj
independent broadcasters, with emphasisj
Washington service. Gordon Brown, W£
Rochester, is spearheading movement.
RAMSAY bill to outlaw "political advertis
may never see light of day. House Wa\
Means Committee, where bill rests, is ii
mood to report it out. Understood that <
supporters of legislation would be most
prised of all if committee suddenly took e
action (see story, page 80).
CONFRONTING NARTB's convention ]
ners, meeting today (Monday), is problei
giving association's radio activities pn
place on March 31-April 2 agenda. Tent;i
plans give best spots to Broadcast Adverti
Bureau and television, with BMI and <■
neering conference as extra diversions.

THEATRE-TV hearings to start Feb. 25,
(unless postponed at applicants' request! «
among more glamorous FCC proceedi |
Among galaxy from entertainment world t

will
are Broadway
producersGui ' \
Gordonappear
and Theresa
Helburn (Theatre
also musical comedy star Celeste Holm.
AYER NAMES FOUR VP's
FOUR new vice presidents elected last ■v
by N. W. Ayer & Son, Philadelphia. They
Leslie D. Farnath, head of media departm
Brydon S. Greene, Philadelphia service; A
R. Memhard Jr., director of plans-merchai
ing department, and Richard P. Powell, 1
of information services.
for more AT DEADLINE see page 94
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PRESCOTT

Program Director and Disc
Jockey with WORL,

Boston •

Voted New England's
favorite Disc Jockey in the
1950 Billboard Poll,
ranking as one of the
country's top twenty*
Featured in Monogram
Picture's "Mr. Disc Jockey"*
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Mr. Willis J. Almekinder,
President of First Federal of Rochester,
at his favorite task —
opening a new account

THE NEWSWEEKLY OF RADIO AND TELEVISION
Published Weekly by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Executive, Editorial, Advertising and Circulation Offices:
870 National Press BIdg.
Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone ME 1022
IN THIS BROADCASTING
DEPARTMENTS
Agency Beat
Aircasters
Allied Arts
Editorial
FCC Actions
FCC Roundup
Feature of Week
Film Report
Front Office
New Business
On All Accounts
Open Mike
Our Respects to
Programs, Promotions, Premiums
Upcoming
TELECASTING Starts on page 59
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WASHINGTON HEADQUARTERS
How

First Federal of Rochester

Quadrupled

Assets

When First Federal of Rochester, N. Y., started local
sponsorship of the Fulton Lewis, Jr., program on radio
station WVET, assets were $11,500,000. Today, after
nine years of continuous sponsorship, assets are $46,000,000. Obviously this increase is not attributable to
the program alone. Good management, alert business
practices, and many other factors enter into the picture. But, in the words of Mr. Willis J. Almekinder,
President of First Federal, "A great deal of the success
in reaching new savings customers is due to the fine
audience which Fulton Lewis, Jr., reaches.
"Numbering over 200,000 people in Rochester, it is
made up of thinking, hard working, conscientious citizens who are interested in America and who believe in
such fundamentals of good citizenship as thrift. In our
regular check of where our new business comes from,
Fulton Lewis, Jr., has consistently rated at the top.
Our sponsorship has generated a great deal of good
will toward First Federal."
The Fulton Lewis program is a Mutual Co-op Program
available for sale to local advertisers in individual
cities at low, pro-rated talent cost. Among the 623
sponsors of the program (on
370 Mutual stations), there
are 55 banks and savings
institutions. Since there are
more than 500 MBS stations,
there may be an opening in
your locality. For a proved
and tested means of reaching
new customers, check your
Mutual outlet — or the Cooperative Program Department, Mutual Broadcasting
System, 1440 Broadway, New
York City 18 (or Tribune
Tower, Chicago 11, Illinois).
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MAURY
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Advertising
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WREC

for

Hooper
Than

Any

better

performance

Ratings

Average

Higher

Other

Memphis

Station.

The quality of programming,

the tonal

qualities, the first class professional atmosphere ofIts presentations — all contribute their parts to the welcome
reception given to WREC as the first
station In Its rich 76 county market —
one lific
of sales
theunits.
country's best and most pro-

\V/D

C
Represented by

Affiliated witli CBS RADIO
600 Kc. 5,000 WATTS

the KATZ AGENCY
Memphis
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agency

City's

Oklahoma
Only

Watt

SOrOOO

Station

KENYON & ECKHARDT, N. Y., announces following personr
additions: BILL WOOD, from J. Walter Thompson Co., N. ^
appointed promotion and new business director; TOM VISCARI
from Marschalk & Pratt, named radio-TV time buyer; JOHN FARLE j
fo rmer news editor, WMCA New York, to agency's publicity divisio
JOEL CONRON appointed sales promotion director; MATILDA CLAP;
ROBBINS, from G. Fox & Co., Hartford, to copy staff on Tennessee Ea;
man account.
MARY A. PEACOCK, radio-TV writer, to Pacific National Adv., Seatt
as television director.
THOMAS R. VOHS, account supervisor, Anderson & Cairns, N. "J
elected vice president.
J

J. W\\LTER GOLDSTEIN, St. Louis advertising executive, to We:;
heimer & Block, St. Louis, on Feb. 1 as partner.
j
LILYON E. LOUDEN, publicity manager, John Mather Lupton C
N. Y., named to the board of directors of Publicity Club of New Yo:

". ..SPEAKING

on all accounts

TO YOU

"
FHOM A BUSY ELEVATOR
KOMA's
unique for
Studio
Party
taken its listeners
elevator
rides,has
to
oil wells, fires, floods and tornadoes.
It has taught them how to detect flaws
in diamonds, treat a traffic cop when
you get a ticket. Studio Party listeners
have learned how to relax in a dentist's
chair, to shop for puppies, raise guppies and prune roses. It has interviewed hell-hops, coal miners, hartenders, celebrities, steeplejacks and
card sharps.
Studio Party has also won a tremendous audience that can be yours if
you'll check with Avery-Knodel for
spot availabilities in this great afternoon feature.

g & prod
cam,
New
Rubi
of YounFF,
on head
ucti
NATYorkWOL
, is that
increasingly
rare species in executive echelons:
a working success in all the elements he is being called upon to
supervise.
A celebrated writer, director,
packager, administrator, salesman
and personal representative, he
has moved east from Hollywood
now to expend his collated talents
in behalf of one of the largest radio and television entities in the industry from the
standpoint of billing.
An acknowledged
leader in the field,
Mr. Wolfl^ began his
career in radio almost immediately
after graduating
from the U. S. Naval
Academy. He went
into radio in Buffalo,
N. Y., selling pro-

J. J. Bernard
VP and General Manager

Outlet for the Columbia Broadcasting System
I

REPRESENTED
Page 10
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I

V

BY //mfy^^^i/,

INC.

He remained with Selznick vm
1941 when he joined the Office
War Information as deputy-chi
in-charge-of-domestic-radio on f
west coast.
In 1943, Mr. Wolff capitulated
MGM for a two-year term as I
executive of the company.
It v i
after he left the movie compa I
that he turned to v/riting and
recting such programs as the Ed
Bracken
Show, Pier 13, 7
Charles Boyer Show and Rich< .
Diamond
with
Dick Pow
Four years ago
helped
createwritt
has since
along
with D
Quinn, the Halls
Ivy starring Ron
Colman.
Other progra
that he has adap
for radio are
screen playlets
the Hedda Hon
rectors
Playho]
Show,
the Screen
series
and Ho}
wood Star Theat)

ists andgrams,
performing
handling ai'tsimilar related
duties. One of his
associates in Buffalo
was the late Col.
The married
Wolff's sih
been
Stoopnagle.
Feb. 7, 1940. ^
In 1929, he moved
Wolff is Edna B<'|
to New York and
OLFF
joined a firm called
opens
on
Broadv
w''\
Rock Productions, where he sold in "Jane" with the
Basil actress,
Rathbone,
and helped create such features as end of January. The couple lives
Tideoil Jubilee, Okay Mortimer for a New York apartment. ,
Richfield Country Club on CBS and
Mr. Wolff served in the fi
Parties at Pickfair, sponsored by World War as a seaman seci
the Associated Ice Dealers. In
class. It was during that ser\
1934 he moved to Hollywood where
he became radio head of H. N. that he was appointed to the Na !J
Academy from where he was gi I]
Swans, literary agency, transming.
uated
in 1923.
ferring one year later to the Myron
Selznick Agency where he served
His hobbies are golf and sw ■
as the firm's first radio director.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasti

J

J

JI

beat

ILLIAM O. THORNILEY, J. Walter Thompson Co., Seattle, trans^'i|rsFord
to agency's
San and
Francisco
officeand
as Northwest
regional account
representative
Motor Co.
Richmond
Ford Dealers
Assn.
ikounts. He succeeds VICTOR E. ARMSTRONG who transfers to
^ jency's Detroit office.

(Awously

OWSTMUHMI

AGAIN
IN

jOBERT I. PREIS, Brewer Adv., Kansas City, to Tracy-Locke Co.,
jjallas, as account executive.

WMBD
EVERY
• in

DEAN AVERY, general manager. Young & Rubicam,
Butler
Mexico City, transferred to agency's Hollywood contact staff and assigned to handle Hunt Foods account,
succeeds ROBERT OWENS, who is returning east.
HOMAS R. MURPHY, Grant Adv., Bogota, Colombia, transferred to
•ency's Dallas office as manager. W. C. WOODY JR. named vice
•esident in charge of television.
]
W. HEPWORTH resigns as vice president and manager. Grant Adv.,
.jillas, to open Hepworth Adv. Co., same city.
ijDUIS J. ROLLE, field manager for Frankfort Distillers, S. F., to
BDO, S. F., as merchandising specialist.
LEONARD TARCHER and BEN
S. LAITIN, both of J. D. Tarcher
& Co., N. Y., named vice presidents.
BUD LEWIS, public relations,
Hoffman Radio Corp., L. A., to
Vick Knight Inc., Hollywood, in
similar capacity. ELLIOTT W.
WOLF, sales promotion department. Smith & Bull Adv., Hollywood, to Vick Knight Inc. in similar
Mr. Tarcher
Laitin
capacity. Mr. Wolf will also conas classified ad promotion director of L. A. Examiner
j'i.'M BISHOP, president, Bishop & Assoc., L. A., presented distinguished
l^rvice award, given annually by Jr. Chamber of Commerce to man
der 35 years of age who accomplishes most for Hollywood in public
f rvice
field.
\i
|5'RANG & PROSSER, Seattle, announces following staff changes:
lj)IS D. KITCHENER, advertising manager of Skyway Luggage Co.,
lime city, to agency's copy department; MONTE SALCOVER appointed
ileduction assistant and PAUL OLSSON named art director.

TIME

Sets

INDEX

CORNELIUS Du BOIS, senior partner, Cornelius Du
Bois & Co., research and marketing organization, to
Geyer, Newell & Ganger, N. Y., as director of research
development. STEPHEN HARSHORN, agency's associate research director, promoted to research director.

LEADS

SEGMENT

'URTIS BERRIEN named copy chief at Needham, Louis & Brorby,
picago. He succeeds CYRIL J. MULLEN, who resigned to join
atham-Laird, same city.
'OBERT L. BUTLER, director of promotion, American Laundry Machine Corp., Cincinnati, to Rollman, Cary & Kittenhouse Adv., same city, as account executive in charge
of the agency's industrial division.

# • #

WEEKDAY MORNING
MON. THRU FBI.
8:00 A.M.— 12:00 NOON
WEEKDAY AFTERNOON
MON. THRU FRI.
12:00 NOON 6:00 P.M.
EVENING
SUN. THRU SAT.
6:00 P.M.--10:30 P.M.
SUNDAY AFTERNOON
12:00 NOON— 6:00 P.M.
SATURDAY DAYTIME
8:00 A.M.— 8:00 P.M.

Peoriarea Stations
B
C
12.4
5.5
7.4

Use

WMBD

A

25.0

59.9

9.5

19.7

55.8

13.3

8.9

20.5

16.5

49.5
33.1
19.2
21.4

16.2
32.4
41.5

12.8

13.1
16.1

D

1.5
E

3.5
2.5

2.1

*

5.0

7.7
10.3

9.7

9.8

7.1

7.2

*Dayt/me on/y operation.
Share of audience, city zone, Peoria, Illinois; October-November, 1951.
Thruout its 25 year history WMBD has consistently maintained its position of leadership in the Peoriarea. During
the past five years, since competition entered the Peoria
market, WMBD has retained its dominant share of audience— more Hsteners than the next two stations combined.
WMBD's OBVIOUSLY OUTSTANDING share of audience leads to OBVIOUSLY OUTSTANDING sales results.
the
WMBD
Rich

Dominates^
Peoriareai

Market

Obviously outstanding — the No. 1 buy in the
midwest's No. 1 test market.

CHARLES C. CALEY, Vice President and
General Manager
DON D. KYNASTON, Director of Sales
See Free & Peters

TNN DAVIES, production stafi^, WFIL-TV Philadelphia, to Turner &
i 7Son, N. Y., as radio and television timebuyer.
jsNRY S. LOUCHHEIM, vice president and treasurer of Al Paul Lef,a Co., Phila., to board of directors.
,iVID F. LEARY, Pacific Coast representative for American Institute

FIRST in the
Heart of llUnois

PEORIA
CBS Affiliate
5000 Wafts

(Continued on page 80)
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AVENUE

AGENCY,
• NEW

YORK

22,

NEW

BETTIR

WITH

SPOT...

INC.
YORK

• CHICAGO

BROADCASTING

• DETROIT;

I

• Telecasti

I

In television today, Spot Program advertismg
can take your selection of material,
mark it to your measure, and shape it
to fit ^our sales areas.
Yes, Spot Programs, custom-fitted
to your needs, can suit you
to a TV... at "ready-to-wear" prices.
BUY TV BY SPOT and forget
any network-ordained "must" cities.
Pay only for the markets you want,
get the markets you want . . .

AT

READY

TO

WEAR

PRICES

have the picture quality of your program
uniformly clear in all markets.
All this, at savings in time charges
which are enough to cover film prints,
their distribution and other costs.
Whether you're already enjoying television,
or are merely planning to try it for size
some day, It's worth examining these
basic advantages of Spot Program advertising.
And there are many more.
In fact, there's a man at the Katz office
nearest to yours, who can quickly
and clearly show you how all the benefits
of Spot Program television
can be professionally fitted
to your needs.

NATIONAL
LOS

ANGELES

tROADCASTING

ADVERTISING
•

SAN

• Telecasting

FRANCISCO

•

REPRESENTATIVES

ATLANTA

•

DALLAS

-KANSAS

CITY
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neui busi
ness
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AIELLO DAIRY FARMS Co., Brooklyn, N. Y. (Dairy Maid Italia
Cheese
Spot Products), inaugurates 52 week advertising campaign on Italia
language radio stations in New Jersey, New York and New Englan
effective before end of March. Agency: Admiral Adv., N. Y.
CROWN DRUG Co., Kansas City, is sponsoring Craig Kennedyy Crivi
inologist, TV film series, for 13 weeks on WDAF-TV Kansas City. Fin
to sponsor same series for 13 weeks on KOTV-TV Tulsa beginnin
Feb. 2. Agency: R. J. Potts-Calkins & Holden, Kansas City.
GUNTHER BREWING Co., Baltimore, to sponsor 10 five-minute Tl
shows per week for 52 weeks on WNBW (TV) Washington. Two show
a day, five days a week will feature stories of local interest.
REPUBLIC VAN AND STORAGE Co., L. A., to sponsor first hall
hour of 60-minute Dixie Showboat on KTLA (TV) L. A., Mon., 8-8:3
p.m. (PST), for 13 weeks from Jan. 7. Agency: Wolfer, Douglass 'j
Bennington, Alhambra, Calif. L. A. BREWING Co. (Eastside Beer
sponsors second half. Agency is Warwick & Legler, Hollywood.

uon

BU-TAY PRODUCTS, L. A. (Raindrops, detergent), resumes daily on
minute filmed spots on KTTV (TV), KNBH (TV) and KLAC-TV sam
city, with 21 live announcements per week on KNX Hollywood. Agency
Dan B. Miner Co., L. A.

ma6
9^ tke darolii
GREENSBORO,

NORTH

Look at part of WBIG's
home

CAROLINA

potential out-of-

audience! In addition to 186,870

radio homes

in WBIG's

Sixteen County

Market,* there were 279,436 cars Sept.
30, 1951. t The composite result of 4 spot
checks** in Greensboro
N. C., covering
64.74%

equipped

and High Point,

6,474 cars revealed
with radios.

* BMB Study No. 2
t N. C. Dept. of Motor Vehicles
Va. Dept. of Highways
* • Greensboro & High Point Police Depts.
Member, High Point Fire Dept.
Hege, Middleton & Neal

BEN-HUR PRODUCTS, L. A., renews Bob Garred and the News ol
20 ABC Pacific Network stations, Mon., Wed., Fri., 7:30-7:40 a.ni
(PST), for 52 weeks from Jan. 21. Agency: Mogge-Privett, L. A,
Tues. and Thurs. broadcasts sponsored by Peter Paul Inc., Naugatuclj
Conn.
NORTH AMERICAN VAN LINES, Ft. Wayne. Ind., to sponsor Ja
Stewa)-t's Fan Mail on 36 CBS Radio western stations. Sun., 1-1:0
p.m. (PST), for 52 weeks from Jan. 20. Agency: Castor & Assoc., L. A

NESTLE CHOCOLATE Co., N. Y. (Semi-Sweet Chocolate), sponsor
five minute participation in Ansiver Man on 43 Don Lee stations, Tuei
and Thurs., 10:30-10:45 a.m. (PST), for nine weeks from Jan. f
Agency: Cecil & Presbrey, N. Y.

5000

CBS

Watts

Affiliate

January 21, 1952

GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER Co. renews Greatest Story Ever Tot
over ABC radio for 52 weeks, Sunday, 5:30-6 p.m. Agency: Kudne'
Agency Inc., N. Y.

COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET, Berkeley, Calif. (Peet's Soap), spor
sors five five-minute participations every two weeks in Answer Man o
43 Don Lee stations, Mon. through Fri., 10:30-10:45 a.m. (PST), fo
12 weeks from Jan. 14. Agency: Honig-Cooper Co., San Francisco.

Represented by Hollingbery

•

A/aiurotk • • •

MEET DIV. of De Mert & Dougherty. Chicago, to sponsor Yanke,
Weatherman on WNAC Bostoji and 17 Yankee Network stations. Fiv
minute show will be aired three times a week in January and Fel
ruary. Agency: Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.

SOURCES:

Page 14

FOREST LAWN MEMORIAL PARK Assn., Glendale, Calif., sponsor
Hall of History, TV film series, on KECA-TV Hollywood, Wed., 9-9:2
p.m. {PST), for 13 weeks from Jan. 16. Agency: Dan B. Miner Co., L. A

QUAKER OATS Co., Peterborough, Ont. (Quaker products), Jan. 1 starte
for one year quarter-hour segment of Happy Gang, Mon. through Fri
1:30-1:45 p.m., on 34 Trans-Canada network stations. This is firs
time a Canadian network show has been co-sponsored, first segmen
being taken by Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., Toronto, sponsor of pre
gram for past 12 years. Agency: Spitzer & Mills, Toronto, for boi
companies.
STUDEBAKER CORP., South Bend, Ind., renews Sam Hayes Neivs o
60 Don Lee, Intermountain and Arizona Group Network stations, Mon!
(Continued on page 77)
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ANY

Time

Is

GOOD

DES

BOX

SCORE

MORNING

— 22 firsts out of 22

KRNT
rated periods.
AFTERNOON — 22 firsts and 2
seconds out of 24 rated periods.
EVENING — 46 firsts (Itie), 16
seconds (2 ties) out of 70 rated
periods.

X

MOINES!

. . . FIRST

in morning audience!
KRNT's audience (41.9% share) is
107.4% greater than the No. 2 station,
and is larger than the combined total of
the No. 3s 4, 5 and 6 rated stations . . .
is 21.4%
greater than No. 2 and 3 stations combined.
KRNT

. . • FIRST

in afternoon

Every KRNT

personality show and news

period out-Hoopers every competing show

KRNT

conclusive that KRXT

in evening

— never a better buyl By every standard
of comparison, KRNT

is one of the great

stations in the nation. We're big and
growing bigger in a big market . . . FAST.
m mr...
Very liijiilr
Hotiierateil,
Siles results
prenediUted,
CBS iffiliited
Sbtioi rn
Oes Mtiiies!

audience!

KRNT's audience (46.9%) is 108,4%
greater than the No. 2 station, and is
larger than the combined total of No. 2,
3, 4 and 5 rated stations.

in Des Moines I These ratings are proof
never was better

TIME

. . . FIRST
audience!

KRNT's audience (37.0%) is 50.4%
greater than the No. 2 station ... is
131.3% greater than the No. 3 station.
KRNT

. . . FIRST

in total rated time periods!
KRNT's audience (40.5%) is 79.2%
greater than the No. 2 station, and is
greater by 14,7% than the total of No. 2,
3 and 5 stations combined.

STATION
WITH THE
FABULOUS PERSONALITIES AND
ASTRONOMICAL
HOOPERS
Aepresenfed by THE KATZ AGENCY . . . SOURCE: C. E. HOOPER DES MOINES AUDIENCE INDEX, OCTOBER, 1951
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The Throbbing Pulse
EDITOR:
On page 36 in the Jan. 14 issue
of Broadcasting appeared the following:
Dr. Matthew N. Chappell enjoys
the respect of recall-rating proponents: he was the personal choice
of Sydney Roslow, Director. The
Pulse Inc., to be added to the Special Test Survey Committee. (See
BROADCASTING Dec. 17, 1951).
Dr. Chappell was nominated by
Sydney Roslow during the Aug. 22,
1950, meeting in the presence of
Lewis H. Avery, Kenneth H. Baker,
Fred B. Manchee and A. Wells
Wilbor. . . .
This appeared in an ad by KJBS
Broadcasters. I request the immediate publication of a retraction
of this statement. If not, we will
proceed to take the proper steps
in the protection of our interests.
Enclosed is a copy of a letter
from the Chairman of the Test
Survey Committee [Kenne^^h H.
Baker, then research director of
NARTB] setting- forth how Dr.
Chappell was accepted by the ex-

open mike
panded committee and indicating Deckinger and Matt Chappell were
selected
this way."person present at
clearly that he was not the perThoughin another
sonal choice of mine and not nomthe meeting has informed BROADCASTING • TELECASTING that Dr.
inated by me.
Roslow not only proposed the committee
expansion
but also the appointment
Sydney Roslow
of Dr. Chappell, we are glad to publish
Director
Dr. Baker's
(which
establishes
that
Dr. Roslowversion
certainly
did not
oppose
The Pulse Inc.
Roslow.]
the
nomination)
as
forwarded
by Dr.
New York
[EDITOR'S NOTE: This excerpt from
Dr. Baker's letter describes his recolction of the Roslow]
meeting:were
"As not
I remember
it, you le[Dr.
satisfied
with the composition of the committee
and you proposed that we augment it
from the roster of the membership of
the New York Radio Research Council.
Several names from this roster were
proposed and, as both you and [C. E.
Hooper] agrecl to a particular name,
I stepped to the phone and called the
individii?.l and incited him to work
with the committee.
Beth Larry

Aw, GVan
EDITOR:
. . . Four years ago, when I left
radio to enter the field of industrial
public relations, I cancelled my
subscription, thinking of Broadcasting • Telecasting only as a
"trade magazine." It did not take

me long to realize my error. M
need for full coverage of these tw
fields was immediate and that nee^
has grown through the years. . .
No other publication has ex
panded with the times as much a
Broadcasting • Telecasting. I
is invaluable to me in my operatior
Charles S. Zurhorst
Director, Special Projects
Oil Industry Information
Committee
American Petroleum
Institute
New York
Clarification
EDITOR:
Publicity given by your journa
[B«T, Jan. 7] to the legal sui
by Edward D. Robinson agains
Rocket Pictures Inc. has aggravate'
the state of confusion that has con'
tinned since the above defendant
left our studio and adapted the us
of a firm name so similar to ourf
the original company.
Because of the confusion create(
by the
use defendant
of the namecompany
"Rocket,'i;
the
young
almost universally mistaken for ou
own old established company. . .
This, the Frederick K. Rockett Co.
has never been involved in any con
tract breach with anyone in its 2'
years of existence. . . .
F. K. Rockett
Frederick K. Rockett Co.
Hollywood
[EDITOR'S
fendant
was NOTE:
correctly Though
identifiedthein
B»T
story,
we're
glad
to publish
letter
emphasizing
Frederick
K. RockettthatCo.]it was not

de ['
th
thi
th

How to Get a Gizmo
EDITOR:
My attention has just been callec
to an article in your Nov. 26 issue
page 150, captioned "Trick Shot;
with
We theai-eGizmo."
going ....
to start a com- '\
mercial film subsidiary business
just as soon as TV is unfrozer;
here in Peoria, and would like tc
find out all about this new gizmo
Will you please put us on the righl
track to get the information?
J. J. Keith
General Manager
Mace Adv. Agency
Peoria, III.
[EDITOR'S
ma'
be
had fromNOTE:
George Information
Gould, Rockhil,
Productions, 18 East 50th St., New Yorl
22, N. Y.]
1
According to an independent survey made by
students at North Dakota Agricultural College,
17 out of 18 families within a 90-mile radius of
Fargo prefer WD AY to any other station. 3,969
farm families in the rich Red River Valley 'were
asked, "To what radio station does your family
listen most?" 78.6% said WD AY, with the next
station getting only 4.4%!
Fargo-Moorhead Hoopers credit WDAY
WDAY

•
FREE

Page 16
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NBC

•

with
970

& PETERS,

much the same overwhelming popularity "in
town". Despite the fact that the other three
major networks are represented with local studios, WDAY consistently gets a 3-to-l greater
Share of Audience than all other Fargo-Moorhead stations combined!
WDAY is one of America's great radio buys,
serving one of America's great farm markets.
Write direct or ask Free dC Peters for the facts!
KILOCYCLES

•

5000

WATTS

INC., Exclusive National Representatives

Fight, Fight, Fought
EDITOR:
As I read your editorial thi:
week on "Phonevisionaries," th(
comforting thought occurred t(
me that the other visionaries, wit)
whom you have me bracketed, hav(
been egregiously successful in pur
suing their past visions of how th<
tides
run. of new ideas were likely t<

As you observe editorially, thos:
of us who believe in the potential
of subscription telecasting hav
highly diverging reasons for ou
interest and, taken together, mak(
(Continued on page 76)
Tel e c a s t I n I
BROADCASTING

^'ne

Muutt.,.

... to pay $3,000 for a 1914 automobile. Yet once upon a
time some models did cost that much . . . and they were
worth it — then!
Radio time buying, too, is a new science today — at
least in Milwaukee. Rates have changed and audiences,
too. Be sure you are getting a modern
kee market. Buy WEMP!

value in the Milwau-

For $50, $75, $100, $150 or more you can buy
2 times the audience of Network Station ^1
2!^ times the audience of Network Station ^2
COST PER WEEK

NUMBER
WEMP

14 100-Word Spots

Net Station #1
Net Station #2

57.3

$108.00

5 100- Word Spots

33.0
24.0

$122.50

5 100- Word Spots

Join other shrewd

TOT. WEEKLY HOOPER

$116.20

national advertisers using high-

rated, low cost saturation schedules on one of the nation's
strongest independent stations!
'Based on best rated periods, 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.,
according to Oct.-Feb., 1951, Hooper Comprehensive.

WEMP
1340

ON

WEMP-FM

"OADCASTING

MILWAUKEE
YOUR

DIAL

CHANNEL

• Telecasting

24

HOURS

OF MUSIC,

Hugh Boice, Gen. Mgr.
23

NEWS

HEADLEY

AND

SPORTS

REED, Nat. Rep.

1
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OVER FIVE YEARS, "DUTCH"
BERGMAN'S SPORTS SHOW,
ON WRC, IS AVAILABLE FOR
SPONSORSHIP.
6:35 p.m. — Monday through Friday

When Arthur J. "Dutch"
Bergman takes to the air for
his nightly sports show on
WRC, he brings with him a
background rich in athletic
experience. Before joining the
WRC sports staff eight years
ago, "Dutch" had chalked up
several years as head coach
and scout for the Washington
Redskins and ten years as
athletic director and head football coach at Catholic University.
The flavor of Bergman's bigSeague contacts with sports
luminaries across the country
and down to the average fan
provides a tightly edited ten
minutes of radio sports reporting. Bergman's sports show is
the highest-rated of its kind
in the early evening hours.

lust Recently,

Extending mutual contratulations on WJOY's winning first prize are
(I to r) : Mrs. Malcolm Joyies, Friendly Town chairman in Burlington;
Val Carter, WJOY announcer; Peter Bove, Vermont Fresh Air chairman,
and Alfred E. Spokes, WJOY manager
WJOY Burlington, Vt., has learned
that public service, thoroughly
done, can be a rewarding activity.
The Vermont Broadcasting Corp.
station was awarded first prize in
the radio contest conducted by the
New York Herald Tribune [B»T,
Dec. 31, 1951].
Efforts poured into the Herald
T)-ibnite's "Fresh Air Fund" campaign included a total of 356 spot
announcements and more than 38
hours of special programming by
WJOY.
Richard H. Burt, WJOY promotion manager, commented, "It
became literally impossible for
anyone to turn on their radio for
more than two hours within the
18-day period of our campaign
without becoming exposed to the
Fresh Air Homes appeal. Never
before in the history of Burlington had one campaign received
such extensive treatment.
Describing a publicity chain reaction which spread throughout the
nation, Mr. Burt said the station
received national publicity over

ABC (of which WJOY is an affiliate), in the Herald Tribune and in
various trade magazines.
This publicity evoked congratulatory letters from interested parties
throughout the United States.
Local listeners phoned in their best
wishes; advertisers took note of
the pride the whole community took
in the honor won by WJOY, the
station reported.
"Following through," said Mr.
Burt, "the promotion department
prepared a printed flyer that was
mailed to all sponsors and potential
sponsors which contained the
Herald Tribune clipping and the
inference that WJOY could do a
great
selling job."he concluded that
In summation,
there are four major points in making public service pay: (1) Get an
exclusive radio station project; (2)
get a project with measurable results; (3) one big project is better
than several small ones, and (4)
work through a good organization
and long-range planning to put the
campaign across.

One

Single

WISN
's
J,

Ann

Produced

Announcement by
Leslie

570

Mail

Replies. That's Getting Real Results!
I
I

[nd WISN

Can

Get Real Results
Milwaukee

In

for You,

Too,
A,Because WISN
Offers You A Big
Audience

PLUS

Listener-Confidence.

ou'U Like Doing
BusinessWithWISN.

This availability can't last
long, so get on the phone right
away and call your nearest
NBC Spot Sales office or the
WRC Sales Department, REpublic 4000.

FIRST

in WASHINGTON

i.m

Watts • 980 KC

Represented by NBC SPOT SALES
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WDSU-AM-FM-TV New Orleans was host at a luncheon to officials of the
Shell Oil Co. to discuss future promotion plans. Among those attending were
(I to r): Gay Batson, WDSU chief announcer; R. C. Higgenbotham, Shell merchandising district representative; Marion Annenberg, WDSU promotion manager; Dean Burks, Shell division manager; A. Louis Read, WDSU commercial
manager and vice president, who served as official host; B. P. Taylor, Shell
salesman; Edward Dorrity, WDSU continuity director, and J. P. Friedman
. .and R. A. Dubroca, Shell sales representatives.
BROADCASTING

•

spin

Workers in the Carolinas' 2 billion dollar textile industry are
an important segment of WBT's listening audience of 3,000,000
who have elevated Grady Cole to the rank of premier radio
personality of the Southeast. Grady's knowledge of the
Carolina buying public is unmatched — his sales knack cannot
be imitated. If you have anything — repeat anything — to sell
to the Carolina:s\ Grady is your man.

COLOSSUS

OF THE CAROLINAS

CHARLOTTE,
JEFFERSON

NORTH

CAROLINA

STANDARD

BROADCASTING

COMPANY

Represented Nationally by CBS Radio Spot Sales

SELL

THE

OVER

HEART

WFBR

OF

BALTIMORE.

MARl

MARYLAND'

What better keynote to a radio station's successful selling operation
than smart local programming? This — plus unusually aggressive audience promotion and dealer merchandising — goes far to explain the
results advertisers chalk up over WFBR. Maryland's pioneer station
and foremost award winner for showmanship, WFBR can point to an
amazingly loyal roster of listeners in the nation's twelfth market — and
beyond into a trading area that accounts for 85% of the State's retail sales.
Shows like "Club 1300" (sole vehicle for many a happy advertiser) . . .
"Morning in Maryland", top morning program in the Baltimore area . . ,
"Every Woman's

Hour", the ^1 woman's program . . . "Nelson Baker

Show", "The Happy Hour", "Melody Ballroom", "Shoppin' Fun" . . .
are only a few of the highly listenable, strongly station-merchandised
programs that are daily winging sales upward for sponsors.
John Blair & Company, for ten years exclusive representatives of WFBR,
has seen what this kind of local action, backed by ABC affiliation and

RALPH PHILLIPS and BILL LE F EVF
mix chatter and popular music for a live au( '

important coverage on 5000 watts, 1300 kilocycles, can do for the
advertiser who wants to get down to business . . . reasonably, and fast!
Call your John Blair man today!

JOHN BLAIR &. COMP/

JOHN E. SURRICK, Vice President and General Manager of WFBR.
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WILLIAM S. PIRIE,
Sales Director of WFBR.

ROBERT S. MASLIN, JR.
Secretary Director
and Advertising-Promotion
of WFBR.

BROADCASTING

specializes in radio i
resentation exclusiv
Since we are entirely
moved from any other
eration or function,
are able to give the
tions we represent full time and our fuli
forts ... as specialisti
selling via spot rac

• Telccastii

AND

ioST

THE

JOHN

SALES-MINDED

irom 4 to 6 every afternoon, have made
lelody Ballroom" a solid hit.

RADIO

BLAIR

WAY

STATION

"CLUB 1300", a live audience variety program featuring 22 entertainers, is the biggest show and the
biggest draw in town. A single announcement that tickets were available brought 121,000 requests.

DON HAM I LTON and
HELEN BROOKS conduct
"Every Woman's Hour",
Baltimore's number one
woman's program. This participating show has been on
the air thirteen years, is a
tremendous mail-puller.

PHIL onandtheJIM
Maryland"
Baltimore's
disc program,
has
been
air 16CRIST'S
years. This"Morning
famous inbrother
team is
diverts
listenersleading
with hilarious
comment.

t COMPANY
' REPRESENTING

LEADING

RADIO

STATIONS
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Says MASON
JACKSON,
The Mason Jackson Company, Shreveport
IMPORTANT

LOUISIANA

FOOD

JR.

BROKER

The Mason Jackson Company is one of the best-known
food brokerage houses in the Louisiana-Arkansas-Texas
area. It is a hard-hitting organization headed up by a
man who krwws selling. This is what he recently wrote us:

^^omplete coverage of a trading area brings outstanding results. That has been our experience with
KWKH's complete coverage of Northwest Louisiana,
Southwest Arkansas and East Texas, the Ark-La-Tex.
As

food

brokers, serving this vast area, we

been well pleased with the results obtained

have

for our

products.
(Signed) Mason

Jackson, Jr,

KWKH DAYTIME BMB MAP
Study No. 2— Spring 1949
KWKH's daytime BMB circulation is 303,230 families,
daytime, in 87 Louisiana, Arkansas and Texas counties.
227,701 or 75.0% of these families are "average daily
listeners". (Nighttime BMB Map shows 268,590 families in
112 Louisiana, Arkansas, Texas, New Mexico, Mississippi
and Oklahoma counties.)

1J

KWKH
A Shreveport Times Station

SHREVEPORT
50,000

Watts

•

CBS

The Branham Company
Representatives

Arkansas

Henry Clay, General "Manager

Advertising

Radio
iiOBS of Dclicrs
10

1935-'51

Here's the business record of a year that some
people have been saying was the most troubled
In radio's history. The record shows that the
gloom was hardly justified. For in 1951, radio

LOCAL

,
\

time sales volume was the biggest ever. . . .

NETWORK jT
\
/
^SPOT

...$485.4

— -^^^»^

MILLION

REGIONAL ^
(95C 1951

935
VOLOIE of radio time
es in 1951 rose nearly S32

the year before.
It should be pointed out that
these figures represent receipts
from sale of time, after deductions
for frequency and promotional discounts but before deduction of commissions for agencies or- national
sales representatives. They do not
include the very large sums spent
on talent and production.
It is possible that if these production expenses to the advertiser
were added in, the total of radio
business, time and talent, would
add up to S200 million more than
the expenditures for time alone.
Advertiser spending in the four
types of radio advertising — national network, regional network,
spot and local — ^followed a trend
that has been discernible for some
tlrree years since network revenues
began turning downward from their
peak of S133.7 million in 1948 (see
chart this page).
In 1951, the pattern continued.
Network was do'WTi; spot and local
were up: regional network, though
up slightly, was within the general orbit in which it has resided
for nearly a decade.
And the total volume, including

all four kinds of radio, was in the
pattern that has persisted since
records of net time sales have been
kept. Billings have increased every
year. In 1951, however, the ?31,927,676 increase over 1950 sales
of .$453,564,930 was a bigger jump
than in any j-ear since 1948.
Gross time billings in 1951, as
estimated by the Yearbook, were
$723,810,000, compared with $672,551,000 in 1950. These figures, representing all time sold valued at
the one-time advertising rate, are
useful chiefly for comparisons vrith
rival media whose gross billings,
similarly computed, are recorded
by Publishers Information Bureau.
Radio Leads Magazines
Radio, hj that yardstick, was
miles ahead of magazines. The total gross advertising in the some
100 general and national farm
magazines included in the PIB
figures was $511.2 million in 1951,
some $12.6 million shy of radio's
gross billings.
No newspaper dollar figures, comparable either with radio net time

onal
Nati

■Jion over sales in 1950 —
slf a record year — to reach
history - making level of
35.4 million.
Che 1951 estimates of radio
5iness volume will appear in
1952 Broadcasting YeaeOK which is scheduled to go
» the mails -Jan. 28. The esti':es are based on a formula that
been used for 14 years.
tOADCASTiXG estimates of total
iune in 1950, published a year
; in the Teaebook for 1951,
■e within one-tenth of one pert of the final, official tabulation
1950 issued by the FCC only
• weeks ago.)
rhere did the money come from?
Local Gold Mine
y far the biggest part came
n local advertisers who inised
11.4<"f
r thattheirof 1951
1950 spending
to contribute
oughthr
ns
tio
n y,to sta
liontr
milcou
t7
the.4
he next biggest spenders were
ional and regional spot adverrs. They spent .S134.2 million —
13.1 <T: over 1950.
RADIO NET TIME SALES 1950-1951
or the first time, spot revenue
Class of BiLsiness
1950 Total
ran network in 1951. National
.Tork volume was -$116.6 mil- Regional & Miscellaneous Network. . . . 6,897,127 1.5
, down 6.4 ^'c from 1950.
118,823,880 26.2
.egional and miscellaneous net- National & Regional Non-Network
rs
ise
k advert
spent .57.1 mil3.3
over their investments
OADCASTING
• Tele casting

(Estimated;
1951
$116,641,381
7,125,000
134,291,439
227.434,786

Total
24.0
1.5
27.7
46.8

8485,492,606 100.0

sales or gross billings, are available.
In addition to the detailed surveys on radio net and gross time
sales, the Broadcasting Yearbook
vsdll present some 500 pages of
basic inforniation on the radio
medium.
The 18th Yearbook to be issued
by Broadcasting Publications Inc.,
the 1952 volume will include all the
sections that have made the Yearbook a basic reference work in radio, and will contain added data
and new features.
Many of the directories have been
expanded. These include complete
information on advertising agencies dealing in radio, advertisers
who buy radio time, radio representatives, transcription and programming firms, network executives and personnel, as well as all
other services relating to broadcasting.
The station directory, which includes every AM and FM station
on the air, has been enlarged to
accommodate additional personnel
listings.
A Telecasting Yearbook, counterpart of the Broadcasting Yearbook, is being published as the first
such authoritati%'e source work in
the television field. The Telecasting Yearbook will be published
next month.
January 21, 1952
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FORT INDUSTRY
Jones and Bailey Resii
AS PART of a planned gene
reorganization of Fort Indust
Co. operations, Lee B. Wailes, opi
ating vice president, last week t
nounced the resignation of Richs
E. (Dick) Jones, northern distr
vice president and general nu
ager
WJBK-AM-FM-TV
and ofof James
E. Bailey, viceDetr.
pre
dent and managing director
WAGA-AM-FM-TV
Atlanta [B«
Jan.
14].

WESTINGHOUSE
Buys Full CBS Radio
WESTINGHOUSE Electric Corp.
changed its mind last week and
signed for use of CBS Radio's full
network, instead of less than onethird of the affiliated stations, for
its 1952 political convention, campaign and election coverage.
John Karol, CBS Radio vice president in charge of network sales,
announced Thursday that the sponsor had decided to use all 193 CBS
Radio affiliates rather than the 63
originally contracted for under the
network's new "Selective Facilities
Plan." The question of full-network sponsorship had been in negotiation for some time [B*T, Jan.
14].
It could not be learned immediately to vv'hat extent, if any, the expanded use of radio might be attributed to NBC-TV's seeming lead
(for Philco Corp.) over CBS-TV in
lining up TV stations to carry its
political coverage in one-station
markets.
Westinghouse originally had
planned' to cover a total of 100
markets, using television in interconnected cities and reaching the
rest by radio [B*T, Dec. 31, 1951].
It is covering both Democratic and
Republican conventions, a 13-week
get-out-the-vote campaign, and the
elections.
Via NBC, Philco is sponsoring
both radio and TV coverage of the
conventions plus certain pre-convention activities and the election
results.
ABC meanwhile has announced
that it will sell time — both radio
and TV — to Presidential candidates
and supporters, effective immediately [B»T, Jan. 14], and NBC is
considering adopting the same policy, though officials said late last
week that no final decision had been
reached.
It was reported, however, that
Citizens for Eisenhower would buy
time at least on NBC's New York
stations and possibly the network
for a rally and entertainment "program scheduled at Madison Sciuare
Garden on Feb. 8 to launch the New
York campaign for nomination of
Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower. Present plans are to send the program
to Paris by two-way radio. Tex
McCrary, NBC commentator, will
be chairman of the rally, slated
from 11 p.m. to 1 a.m.
McKeachie Named
WILLIAM E. McKeachie, vice
president and creative director of
McCann-Erickson, has been appointed chairman of McCann-Eiickson Ltd. and supervisor of the
agency's
operations inin London
Europe. and
He
will be stationed
will be responsible for the agency's
offices, in London, Paris, Brussels,
Frankfort, Hamburg and Cologne.
Mr. McKeachie succeeds Hugh A.
Mitchell, who, after six years
abroad, assumes new duties in the
New York office as service division manager.
Page 24
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Drawn for Broadcasting • Telecasting by Sid Hix
"Think of the impact. Boss. When Ike wears this on TV the voters will
know who's the real 'Mr. Republican'."
ZiV

DIVISIONS

Halliday, Nevin Named
TWO new divisions, to be headed
by Stuart E. Halliday and William
A. Nevin with titles of divisional
sales manager, have been created
by Frederic W. Ziv Co., New York,
producers of transcribed syndicated

Mr. Halliday

Mr. Nevin

radio programs. Executive Vice
President John L. Sinn announced
Tuesday.
Mr. Halliday, a sales representative for the Ziv Co. for the last
two years, will head the division
which includes Indiana, the
southern portion of Illinois and
eastern portion of Missouri. He
resides in Carmel, Ind.
Mr. Nevin, also with Ziv sales
for the past two years, will include
Wisconsin and Minnesota in his
division. He resides in Milwaukee.
In announcing the promotion,
effective immediately, Mr. Sinn
said creating the new divisions is
part of an internal expansion plan,
keyed by the recent announcement
that production had started on Ziv's
newest radio series, / was a Communist For The FBI.
Named Ad V.P.
IRWIN B. JORDAN JR., general
manager of the military division,
Stetson Co., New York, has been
appointed vice president in charge
of advertising for the firm.

SILVER

STAR

BUYS

On Nearly 100 Outlets
MOST extensive local radio campaign in the history of American
Safety Razor Corp., Brooklyn, for
Silver Star Duridium blades, was
announced by the company last
week.
"Across-the-week" strip programming will be used on close to
100 stations in 75 key markets, it
was stated. A full six-month schedule is already set with a total of
7,436 announcements in that period.
To reach the man market, campaign is to be concentrated on the
"early-bird" programs, with sports
shows and newscasts also included.
Agency is McCann-Erickson, New
Company is supplying retailers
with special promotional materials
to tie-in with the drive, distributed
through cooperation of merchandising and promotional staffs of the
stations.
York. '
CHAMBER

DRIVE

Script Service Underway
SOME 2,600 chambers of commerce
last week were to receive sample
radio scripts in what is reported
to be the first step in a major campaign
radiodemocratic
and television tourging
sell use
the ofbasic
principles.
Campaign is being conducted by
the U. S. Chamber of Commerce
among its members. Letters detailing the campaign accompanied
the sample radio scripts. Future
releases to member units include a
series of disc and tape recorded
programs, special features and programs of greater scope, and material to better acquaint member
organizations with the value of
radio and how to use it.

The resignations, it was
ported, grew out of diffe3?ences
opinion in basic operating polic
of the company contemplated un(
the overall reorganization.
The Fort Industry Co. had
tained Booz, Allen & Hamilt
consulting management firm,
appraise the operations of the co
pany, which has undergone ra]
expansion in the past few yea
Now operating seven AM, six I
and four television stations, t
company is headed by George
Storer, president and princi]
owner.
Mr. Jones, with Fort Industry
three years, has not announced
future plans. Mr. Bailey, m
joined Fort Industry in 1944, 1
been in ill health and, it was
ported, planned to take a sh^

Mr. Jones

Mr. Baile;

rest before disclosing his pla
said
to include possible stat-'
ownership-management.
Wailes, Kettler Duties
Mr. Wailes has taken over actj
direction of the Detroit propert
and Stanton P. (Pete) Kettl
southern district vice preside
headquartered in Miami (WGBIj
has taken over tempoi-arily act.
direction of the Atlanta operatic.
Plans for the reorganization^
was learned, were considered a1
meeting of the Fort Industry bo£;
at Key Largo a fortnight ago. T
reorganization will be announc
within the next few weeks, it,
understood.
Name

Adm.

Miller

t

ler,
(Ret.)L hasHarold
been B.
electW'
REARUSNADMIRA
president of National Commit
for a Free Europe, operator
Radio Free Europe. He succet
C. D. Jackson, publisher of ForP.i
magazine.
Adm. Miller will
granted leave of absence fri
American
Petroleum
Institu j
where he is director of public
formation, to accept assignmen

BROADCASTING
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General

Tire

MERGER
UVOR
lERGER OF General Teleradio, network, ultimately to operate in
,c. (WOR-AM-FM-TV New York)
conjunction with Mutual's radio
network.
Kih Thomas S. Lee Enterprises
last
Coincident with the merger apFCC
lis approved by the
proval, which came without a hearjiursday, which has the collateral
ing, the FCC rejected the request
i'ect of placing control of Mutual
roadcasting System with General
of Garo W. Ray, consulting engiire & Rubber Co. The transaction
neer, that the WICC license be revoked and the frequency thrown
iivolves payment to R. H. Macy &
giant department store enter- open for new applicants [B«T, Dec.
of $3,850,000, plus a lOVr in- 31, 1951]. In a letter to Mr. Ray
|ise,
irest in the newly unified comthe FCC said his proposal was inconsistent with Commission policy
jny.
and that its action approving the
^jUnder
the
Commission's
action,
)iio secondary steps must be taken sale of WICC contingent upon disf|ior to formal
position of WLIZ conformed with
ansfer of the
past Commission actions.
operties. WICC
Five Voted Approval
:'|-idgeport, now
Five members of the Commission
irt of Lee's
(Coy, Hyde, Jones, Sterling and
jjinkee Network
Hennock) voted for approval of the
J/ision, will be
ciinsferred to the
merger, one of the largest transactions in radio-TV annals. Vice
[ [csent owners
. WLIZ of that
Chairman Walker, however, voted
for hearing consistent with his
,y for $200,000.
policy on mergers or station sales
yds reduces the
Mr. O'Neil
involving substantial amounts.
lerall Lee corpoi tion AM station holding to seven
Approval of the merger conveys
ijd at the same time eliminates an to General Tire, through Thomas
j erlap factor with WOR. In turn, S. Lee, nearly 60% of the stock
i'i present owners of WLIZ must ownership in Mutual. In the proc[fpose of that daytime station
ess, Lee acquires the 19.6'7f held by
her by sale or cessation of oper- General Teleradio Inc., licensee of
on. That is essential to comply
the WOR properties, in Mutual.
Network
and Don Lee,
;h the "duopoly" regulation pre- Yankee
ding ownership of more than
; station of the same class in one
rket.
pispelling reports of imminent
irh level changes, Thomas F.
"Jeil, General Tire & Rubber vice
T
MO
PARA
isident, told Broadcasting • OPENING
sessions
of UN
the ParaRECASTING, coincident with the
mount hearing last week saw Dr.
Allen B. DuMont, president of
C aproval, that the "home rule"
,ithe WOR properties as well as Allen B. DuMont Laboratories Inc.,
Mutual, would remain. He voiced reveal that he had offered Paraiise for both the WOR and the
mount Pictures $12 million for its
itual operations under T. C. 560,000 shares of Class B stock.
Dr. DuMont also disclosed that
•eibert, president of General
.eradio, and Frank K. White, the DuMont Television Network
jisident of Mutual.
had begun to show a profit "the
Continues as President
last several months."
He estimated that all three
Mr. Streibert will continue as
isident of the WOR division with owned and operated DuMont TV
ler executives continuing in their stations would show a profit in
^sent capacities. The same will 1952.
He also declared that if DuMont
d that
at Mutual.
Mr. has
O'Neil
pointed
each unit
functioned
is permitted five stations it would
Venomously except for the co- apply for Boston and St. Louis,
i ination that exists between a withdrawing pending applications
3 work and its New York key sta- for Cleveland and Cincinnati.
1 of program clearance,
First phase of Paramount heart is logical to suppose that
ing— which involves merger of
icy changes eventually will be ABC and United Paramount Theatres Inc., as well as questions of
Joked in keeping with the agssive General Tire business anti-trust violations, license relosophy. These, however, will be
newals, etc. [B*T, Aug. 13, 1951, et
nciated after reorganization of seq.] — was devoted to question of
control of DuMont by Paramount.
J corporate structure.
FCC has held on two previous
, ^t is expected that with the fu■ ji, additional money will be placed occasions that Paramount exercises
() the overall properties, notably control over DuMont. This has
limited DuMont to its present three
H TV expansion. The merger
(igs into the operation, aside TV stations (WABD New York,
m Mutual control, the seven AM
WTTG Washington, WDTV Pitts^:ions plus three TV (WOR-TV
burgh) and Paramount to two stations (KTLA Los Angeles and
vJ-TV Los Angeles, and WNAC, Boston). This is regarded as an WBKB Chicago).
Sessions started last Tuesday
Active nucleus for a television
lOADCASTING
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Gets

MBS

Control

likewise General Tire properties,
each holds a similar percentage in
Mutual. Macy, in turn, will hold
10% of the Thomas S. Lee stock.
Heading up the new operation is
36-year-old Thomas F. O'Neil, who,
in addition to being vice president
of General Tire, is also president
of Lee Enterprises and chairman
of MBS. He is the radio-TV operating member of the family of W.
O'Neil, president of General Tire.
Formal transfer of the properties, pursuant to the FCC action,
has been set for Jan. 25 in New
York. Under the terms of the
merger, there will be cumulative
voting for directors and the 10%
held by Macy entitles election of
at least one director. It is regarded
as certain that Jack I. Straus, Macy
president, will become a board
member, possibly along with Edwin
F. Chinlund, vice president and
treasurer and nationally known
economic authority.
The by-laws of MBS forbid any
one entity voting more than 30%
of the stock. The Lee corporation
has held nearly 40% of the stock,
however, since its acquisition in
1950 of Don Lee on the West Coast.
It is expected that revision of the
by-laws will be upcoming, following the formal transfer.
Chances are that the corporate

name of Thomas S. Lee Enterprises
will be changed to General Teleradio, transferring the title from
the WOR operations.
Among other Mutual stockholders, the Chicago Trihiine
(WGN-AM-FM-TV) is the only
one presently
station. It holdsoperating
19.3% ina TV
Mutual.
Other
stockholders
are United

Mr. Streibert

Mr. Straus

Broadcasting Co. (WHK Cleveland, WHKC Columbus and WHKK
Akron) 10.4 % ; Pennsylvania
Broadcasting Co. (WIP Philadel6.1%, and CKLW WindsorDetroit,phia)6.1%.
Terms of Transaction
Terms of the merger transaction,
as shown in the application approved by the FCC, state that Lee
Enterprises pay $1,200,000 for
WOR Program Service Inc.; $1,300,000 for the merger; $1,350,000
for indebtedness of General Teleradio to R. H. Macy. Macy also
gets (Continued
732 shares ofonLeepage
Enterprises'
38)

PuMont Denies Control
CASE
before FCC Hearing Examiner
related at last week's hearing by
Dr. DuMont.
Leo Resnick are scheduled to continue until the conclusion of the
Testimony indicated that ever
DuMont issues. Paramount issues
since the 1946 Washington TV
will be taken up beginning Feb. 4, hearing, when DuMont Labs, was
following a recess in the hearings.
granted a construction permit for
Witnesses up through Thursday
WTTG, Dr. DuMont and associates
in addition to Dr. DuMont were
have been trying to realign ParaBernard Goodwin, secretary of Dumount's holdings to cancel what
Mont Labs., and Dr. T. T. Goldthe FCC found to be "control" of
smith, director of research of DuMont. Same finding was made
DuMont Labs.
in proposed decision in 1948 in
Mr. Goodwin is also a vice pres- separate hearing on ClevelandBoston-Detroit applications (Duident of Paramount Television
Productions Inc., vice president
Mont was an applicant for Cleveland; Paramount subsidiaries for
and general manager of Famous
Boston
and Detroit).
Music Corp. and Paramount Music
Dr.
DuMont
testified that the
Corp. (all subsidiaries of Paramount Pictures), and production
$12 million each offer for Paramount Class B stock was declined
manager of all motion picture
short subjects made by the Hollyby the motion picture company because it did not want a cash sale.
wood producing company.
Others to Appear
Other ideas, that ranged from
discussions to one seScheduled to appear are Chris J. unproductive
rious negotiation which was at
Witting, DuMont Network director
- of - agreements - stage
and general manager; James L. drafting
included (a) converting B stock
Caddigan, network director of prointo A stock, (b) sale of B stock
gramming and production; Rodney
to other interests, (c) Paramount
D. Chipp, network engineering di- offer to FCC to waive its right to
rector; Walter Compton, manager,
solicit proxies for the 43,200 Class
WTTG; Harold C. Lund, manager,
A shares it owns (2.8%-).
WDTV, and B. L. Graham, comIntroduced at hearing was a copy
pany controller.
of a Jan. 12 letter Dr. DuMont
Various steps explored to elimBarney Balaban, presiinate Paramount's position in the wrote dentto
of Paramount Pictures Inc.,
company — which it procured when
it invested $164,000 in the then in- suggesting Paramount reduce its
(Continued on page 36)
fant electronics firm in 1938 — were
January 21. 1952
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history it is not enough to go to
London just to prove it can be done. HART LEAVING BAEI
To make the electronic trip interNo Successor Named Ye,
esting, there must be somebody in
London who has something to say. RESIGNATION of Lee Hart a,
retail sales and advertising sp(,
It is not enough to give the whole
world's news in two minutes (and cialist for BAB was announced larepeat the truncated report time week, effective Feb. 1. She is r<.
after time without change). It is signing after eight years wit;
BAB and its pre(
not enough to say only that Look
magazine is published today and
ecessor, Broa(
cast Advertisin i
carries a story of NBC-TV stars
Martin and Lewis (unless such
Dept. of NAB,
mention is identified as a commermake her home i
Hollywood, Call;
cial), or that Fleur Cowles' book.
BAB Presides,
Bloody Precedent, is published toWilliam B. Rys
day with only fragmentary comment on it (unless press agentry
described M i s ^
is to be substituted for creative
Hart as - radio i
script writing).
"ambassador"
One part of the Tuesday producMiss Hart
the nation's r,
tion of Today could be used as a
tailers, and sa i
model for future development of
her
contributions
represent "one
the program. Mr. Garroway inter- the outstanding sales and promj
viewed John Chapman, drama critic tion jobs done in the history of tl
of the New York Daily News, and
got his professional opinion of
Miss business."
Hart is responsible f'
radio
"Fancy Meeting You Again," a many of BAB's plans for retailer,
ELECTRONIC wonderland is depicted in this sketch of the world news center
Broadway opening of the night She conducted the famed Joske^
before.
located in RCA Exhibition Hall, New York, and originating studio for NBC
study and wrote the resulting rj
Mr. Chapman had not been imTV's Today, with Dave Garrowoy as communicator. Room contains latest
port; originated
the BAB "Co]
pressed by the play and said so, Formula"
electronic products of communications industry. Pictures, weather reports,
and "Copy-Minded
Se
with reasons.
news messages and verbal reports of NBC global correspondents are received
After he had presented his re- ing Aids" service, and wrote sui'
daily. Glass windows permit pedestrians to watch program. They later are
special presentations as "Radic
view, Mr. Garroway played a tape Feminine
Touch," the "Hecht Ci
invited inside for personal inspection.
recording of interviews made the TV Report," and, most recent!
night before with members of the the "Count Your Customers" c(
audience at the theatre. Unanilection on radio's impact.
mously they loved it.
Miss Hart said: "I want to thai
This was imaginative and an ex- Mr. Ryan, past BAB directoi;
board members and the mai
ample of the kind of foresighted
broadcasters who have given me
thinking that it will be necessary
TODAY arrived last week after
an avalanche of advance bulletins
Program:
Today,
NBC-TV,
Mon.to
employ
consistently
to
make
this
much
generous support and e
Fri. 7-9 a.m.
dorsement in my work. If I werei
from an awestruck NBC-TV, sugApprox. Cost: ?35,000 per week.
program
a
success.
Sponsor: Kiplinger Washington
gesting that the program would be
Such a wealth of money and moving to the West Coast it wor
Agency Inc.
of greater historical consequence
facilities is being budgeted for be impossible for me to leave BA
Agency:
Albert
Frank-Guenther
Law, New York.
Today that it remains only for at a time when Mr. Ryan and
Production Director: A. A.
than the invention of the printingScliecliter.
press. Now that this elaborate unproduction genius to figure out how terrific staff team are produci:;
Executive
most complete and effect!
dertaking has been inspected in deWerner. Producer: Mort
to use it. The problem is not in- the
tail, it is possible to report that
Producer-Editors:
Bill Stuart,
surmountable. The first job is to sales aid service for the radio i
Charlie Speer.
limit the number of things that the dustry which has ever been accoii
Gutenberg's
reputation is not
Music & Entertainment Editor:
threatened.
Joe Thompson.
program will try to do in two hours
News Editor: James Fleming.
Miss Hart has been on specj
each day and then go about doing
Feature Editors: Jerry Green,
One must add that at Today's
Jerry Gross.
them well.
present level of development, a
assignment for BAB in Chicago '
Communicator: Dave Garroway.
lesser discovery, the early morning
As long as Today tries to be been
several
months. No successor h'
Asst. Communicator: Jack Lesnamed.
news and record show on radio, is
coulie.
everything (including being both
plished."
not apt to be forced immediately
a radio and television show) that
into discard either.
will
be
of
interest
to
everybody,
it
telephones, tape recorders, control
DOTY RESIGNS FCC POST
The basic trouble with the pro- panels and whatnot as to suggest will succeed only in being a costly
Joines D.C. Law Fir
gram is that it is trying to live it was designed by the producers of what-is-it, running a poor second
up to an impossible set of standCaptain Video or Space Cadet. It in music and news to radio in the DWIGHT D. DOTY, chief of t
ards. No one television show can is restless scenery and is peopled
FCC Renewal and Transfer Di
competition for the morning audision, Broadcast Bureau, resigr
deliver the contents of the Library
by a small army of restless techni- ence.
Jan. 14 to I
cians, newscasters and unidentifiof Congress to America's living
rooms and that is just about what
able functionaries.
come
associat
its originators envision Today as
with the
Wa:
The whole effect would be that TodayV Beat
ington law fi |
attempting.
of St. Vitus' dance brought to the
NBC-TV's new two - hour
In its desperate efforts to cover
of Haley, McK'
screen, were it not for the restoramorning show Today claimed
na & Wilkinsi
the full scope of the assignment it
tive presence of the man who now
a
newsbeat
last
Monday
on
saves the show and can, with proper
has given. Today does a superficial
Walter R. Powi
its
first
day
on
the
air.
chief
of 1
job. A news story becomes a mere
support, establish it as an imporTransfer Bran
tant television feature.
headline. A phonograph record deSpokesmen
said
Today's
9:23
a.m. report of the Northeast
signed to play for three minutes is
A less imperturbable master of
Airlines crash into New
acting chief
cut off at one, or less. Heaven
ceremonies than Dave Garroway
York's East River "scooped
has been nan'J
knows how much money is spent would probably lose his mind in
Transfer
vision.
all
networks
and
stations."
on trans-Atlantic circuits to demthese busy surroundings. Mr. Gara
Presumably the scoopees inRenewal
onstrate nothing more than the fact
roway, fortunately, preserves his
Mr. Dotv
Mr.
Doty joined the
FCC
cluded NBC's WNBT (TV)
that it is possible to arrange a characteristic calm and, at last re1947.
Before
that
he
was
w
New York, since WNBT like
trivial conversation between Lonthe Lands Division of Justice De
port, his eminent sanity. One feels
other eastern stations carries
don and New York.
that Today will achieve success only
After being graduated fr
Today only from 7-9 a.m.
The studio in which the show is if the rest of the activities are
Georgetown Law School in 19,
EST, while the program runs
produced is so outfitted with clocks toned down to correspond more
another hour for benefit of
Mr. Doty was law clerk to 1
(one showing the time in Calcutta, closely to Mr. Garroway's natural
midwest
viewers (7-9 a.m.,
CST).
late
Oscar E.
CourtJudge
of Customs
andBland
Patentof I^
a hot-bed of interest to Indian
deportment.
viewers), charts, flashing lights,
At this period of communication
peals in Washington.
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Holden and Mr. Hope making the
statements.
In addition, the company is planning to send the transcribed openend radio spot to jewelers throughout the country for use locally by
them.
"We're going to continue to increase the number of spots we use
in 1952," Iiwin Roseman, advertising manager of Helbros, told
Broadcasting • Telecasting, "and
in addition to our regular schedule
we plan to add a new radio and TV
spot series in connection with the

'""^'^
DGETS
BU1952.
H
Imogene Coca, Satuiday night on
C
More
than
90%
of
the
comT
By
FLORENCE
SMALL
A
W
pany's entire advertising budget is NBC-TV, and to an expanded schedU A SUBSTANTIAL increase
allocated to radio and TV.
ule of radio and TV spot announce''er last year's near-record budgBulova, a radio and TV veteran,
ments.
';s, a quintet of watch manufacGruen Watch Co., Cincinnati,
1 rers will spend more than $10 was the first watch manufacturer
spends an estimated $800,000
illion in radio and television, spot to use time signals in radio and which
in television alone, has put through
television in addition to having
■ad network, in 1952, Broadcastpurchased the first time signals in its plans, which called for the mov'i'G • Telecasting learned last color
television. The firm has been
ing of The Gruen Theatre from
leek.
Bulova Watch Co., the largest using radio chain breaks for the ABC-TV to the DuMont Network
last Thursday, Jan. 17, 9-9:30 p.m.,
quarter of a century. Biow
jiiender and one of the greatest past
alternate weeks. In addition, Gruen
Co., New York, is its agency.
Damon Runyon Fund."
^jllers of watches, expects to aphas placed the program on a spot
Spends $2 Million in Media
ropriate in excess of $4 million
Benrus Budget Increases
basis in markets where it cannot
jr its spot radio and TV camLongines-Wittnauer Watch Co.,
Benrus Watch Co. will spend over
get a DuMont-cleared station. Mc:iign. The firm uses every televi- $3 million in its advertising and
New York, which reportedly spends
Cann-Erickson, New York, is the
on station in the country, with an
agency.
sales promotion for 1952, it was
approximately $2 million in radio
'erage of 20 spots per week, and revealed as the climax of the anHelbros Watch Co. has created
and television, is currently holding
••ery radio market of at least
nual
Benrus
sales
and
advertising
its annual sales meeting. Its 1952
12
watches
especially
for
the
Dat,000 population.
mon Runyon Cancer Fund and will budget plans will be complete about
meeting held last week in New
- Bulova's sales in 1951 registered
York.
promote the campaign in a special
U increase directly traceable to its
1.
The meeting, attended by the radio and TV spot schedule to start April
Meanwhile,
the firm continues to
dio and TV campaign, resulting
next month. The piofits on the
Benrus executive group, nationsponsor
its
two radio network
sale of these 12 models will go to
wide Benrus sales representatives
shows. The Choraliers and The
-jthe greater appropriation for and J. D. Tarcher Adv. executives,
the Runyon Fund.
The television spots will feature Symphonette, on CBS Radio and
was largely devoted to a discussion
its three times weekly television
of 1952 advertising plans. The $3 Bob Hope showing a Helbros watch
^EDIA SURVEY
and stating in essence that he is a show, The Chronoscope, on CBS
million budget represents a substantial increase over other years,
"Cancer Watchman" and wears the Television (Mon., Wed., Fri., 11planned by Cleveland Radio
watch,to whose
profits will
11:15 p.m.), plus a local New York
;ECISION to have a national re- according to the company, and will company's
be contributed
the fund.
be devoted to continued sponsorTV show on WNBC-TV, 7-7:30 p.m.
i.arch organization make a "broad
ship of Your Show of Shows on
The radio spots will feature sim(Contivned on page 81)
t,;Udy" of the effectiveness of all
ilar copy with Alan Ladd, William
fea. advertising media grew out television, starring Sid Caesar and
j a meeting last week of officials
i^: eight Cleveland radio stations.
Radio to Have 30%
!i;Among those attending the meetSig were Fred C. Wolf, assistant RECRUITING
MONEY
; the president, WDOK; Keith
RADIO broadcasting will get a project will receive a schedule of priations Committee to rescind the
'iildwin, general sales manager,
ban on recruitment advertising
substantial chunk of the unexe ERE-AM-FM; Carl George, gen52 spot announcements covering- which froze all 1951-52 monies. A
individual program pitches by the
pended U. S. Army and Air Force
hjal manager, WGAR; Ken Hackadecision would pave the way for
recruiting budget, on the basis of two major services. The Air Force
Morn, general manager, WHKrenewed agency planning in the
3M-FM; Dave Baylor, general
media allocations firmed up by is interested in obtaining aviation
i»anager, WJMO; Bill Lemon,
Grant Advertising last week.
cadets, and the Army women per- current fiscal year. The services
This was assured as NARTB
!) JW; Samuel R. Sague, presidentsonnel, mostly nurses. The spot plan to deplete this $550,000 reserve by March 1, an arbitrary
I neral manager-program director, representatives prepared to confer
campaign will be given greater
date when Congress expects to reI; SRS, and John McCormick, genemphasis by Sunday newspaper
today (Monday) with military
solve the recruiting question.
, al manager, WTAM-AM-FM.
personnel procurement and adversupplements.
' When the study is completed, it
Military authorities explain that
The breakdown also reveals 40%
tising agency authorities on the
I Duld be expected to show time
expenditure of this sum conforms
confused media picture.
for printed media and the remainent by the average Clevelander
with the legal interpretation of
Pentagon and agency authorities
ing 30%visionfor
"miscellaneous."
Teletening to radio, watching video,
previously had worked out the final
will be
used on a public
Congress' intent in writing in the
ading magazines and reading
ban last summer. These funds
details of revised policy in earlier
service basis at the outset, under
twspapers.
conferences, revealing that radio
an arrangement with the Air would be allotted to radio and
I In addition, cumulative figures
and other media are in line for Force's Radio-TV Dept. which has printed media under an interpretaijbuld be developed to show how
restoration of $550,000 left over
tion which permits
or
prepared 20- and 60-second film "informational"
jany different persons are reached
use "directional"
of monies and
from 1950-51 funds [Closed
clips.
Eventually,
it's
hoped
TV
Circuit, Jan. 14].
jth advertising impressions durwill be expanded consonant with forbids
1951]. "prestige" or general mass
ing a week or month.
the budget, should Congress re- media campaigns [B*T, Dec. 10,
Radio Gets 30%
■'The survey further would reveal
move its prohibition against use of
It was revealed that radio will
^e quantities of TV sets, maga1951-52
funds ($3.1 million for reArmy Needs Specialists
cruiting).
•les, nev/spapers and radios in derive approximately 30% of these
Cardinal needs of the Army and
average home.
The officials funds — or roughly $165,000 — for a
Grant's proposed allocations will Air Force, it was pointed out, are
•jlt that present TV figures do not concerted, month-long radio spot
jpresent the number of sets now
campaign to blanket major cities be laid before NARTB through for specialists, women personnel
and aviation cadets.
Harold Fellows, NARTB president;
jtually in working order.
and fringe areas. The original
The survey also would seek to outlay was $700,000, of which some
Robert K. Richards, public affairs
Actually the current $3.1 million
Jtain data on the amount of autodirector, and Ralph Hardy, govern$150,000 had been spent on network
budget
(1951-52), now frozen at
ment relations director. Broadcast
jjbile and
other out-of-home
the suggestion of Sen. Joseph
programs,
now
discontinued
be]tening. Cost of advertising per
Advertising Bureau will be reprecause of Congressional disfavor.
O'Mahoney (D-Wyo.) who headed
irson to each advertising medium
sented by either William Ryan,
The campaign, submitted to
a Senate Appropriations subcom')uld
be
sought
in
the
study.
BAB
president,
or
William
Treynor,
mittee, makes no provision for
Information obtained would be Grant Advertising Inc., Chicago,
stations relatiohs director. They
radio time purchases and only
agency
headquarters,
calls
for
use
corporated into an overall preswill confer with Brig. Gen. Omar
$45,000 for TV. Sum of $2.1 mili tation for showing to local and of 50 kw stations in 13 major U. S.
Niergarth, chief, Military Personlion was ticketed for national adcities,
plus
a
schedule
of
some
500
i.tional advertisers.
The group
nel Procurement Service, and Col.
independent outlets of 250 w and
vertising. Allocations for 1952-53
1 expected to meet again in two
ieks and consider the retaining up. The stations are affiliates of James Banville, deputy director.
have not been firmed up and any
In subsequent weeks Pentagon
a consultant who would assist the Keystone Broadcasting System,
breakdown will depend largely on
it was understood.
authorities hope to ask members
(Continued on page 85)
] developing a year-around radio
Each station participating in the of the Senate and House Approlling program.
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Would

'DRY'
B"dry"
LL
camPRECISION-LIKE I
paign to bar alcoholic beverage advertising in interstate media broke
last Aveek with offiopen
the
into
cials of the liquor, beer and wine
industries quickly alerted [B*T,
Jan. 14, 7].
First official Capitol Hill move
by the "drys" was a proposal that
liquor advertising only be outlawed
from radio and television. Here is
the way the 1952 version of the
drive unfolded:
9 Bill (S 2444) was introduced
in the Senate by Sens. Ed C. Johnson (D-Col.) and Francis Case (RS. D.) last Wednesday. It would
make it unlawful to broadcast over
radio and television "advertisements of distilled spirits [hard liquor] for beverage purposes."
# Next day. Sen. Johnson,
chairman of the Senate Interstate
& Foreign Commerce Committee,
announced hearings before the full
committee would begin Jan. 30 in
the Senate Caucus Room of the
Senate Office Bldg.
9 That date follows on the heels
of a national conclave in Washington, D. C, of the "drys." The
Caucus Room will provide space for
anticipated spectator crowds.
0 While the bill applies to hard
liquor only, there's reason to expect
the "drys" could take the stump
for a ban against all alcoholic bevon radio and television. erage advertising
9 But the exclusion of beer
and wine advertising in the bill
makes that path more difficult.
Fellows Statement
Reaction of the radio-TV industry followed the pattern as expressed in the following statement
by Harold E. Fellows, NARTB
president:
"I am basically opposed to any
legislation which discriminates unfairly against any advertising
medium. In this case, the record of
the radio and television industries
hardly justifies such action as the
Johnson-Case Bill seeks, even if
one sets aside the discriminatory
phase.
"As a matter of fact I know of
no radio or TV station in the United States which now accepts advertising of distilled spirits."
Mr. Fellows also said that the
bill is under study of the NARTB
Board and that it was expected a
on's posistatement of the associati
tion will be filed with the committee
"within a few days."
Word from the distillers was that
they would fight the bill. E. M.
O'Brien, vice president of Frankfort Distilleries Inc., heads the distillers' committee set up to study
spokesand may be its testified
the problem hearings
. He
man at the
against the Capper Bill (to bar
alcoholic beverage advertising in
all interstate media) in 1947.
While there was no official statement from the distillers, it was
learned the group is taking the poPage 28 • January 21, 1952

sition that it is opposed to the legislation "in principle" since it feels
the proposed law would be an "unnecessary" legal restriction.
As one spokesman put it, "We
don't see the necessity for legislation against something not being
done." Policy of the distillers, as
expressed in March 1936, is not to
advertise on radio in the interest of
public opinion and similarly as expressed in May 1948 to refrain
from TV advertisements for the
same reason.
The beer industry had not yet
decided if it would ask to testify.
But it was learned that legislative
experts within the industry were
urging the taking up of cudgels
because "we feel that eventually we
will be included . . . the singling
out of certain segments of the alcoholic beverage industry and specific
media is an attempt to divide us
. . . if successful this bill would
establish a precedent."
The wine industry also was concerned. Itwas learned that opposition to the bill was also being urged
by the industry's counsellors.
Meanwhile, the advertising industry was watchful of what form the
opposition — brewers, and liquor
dealers, as well as NARTB — would
take. That was the position of the
Assn. of National Advertisers last
Friday.
The Ameiican Federation of Advertisers was analyzing the bill Friday. A legislative- committee meeting was to be called to formulate
action.
The proximity of scheduled hearings toduction—thean date
of theofbill's
interval
less introthan
two weeks since the announcement
of hearings came the day after introduction— ruffied certain spokesmen for the distillers.
Discounting weekends, the quick

Bar

Radio-TV

Ads

notice left those distillers, charged
with preparing testimony for the
hearing, only eight days to work on
their brief.
On the other hand, the "drys"
were well warned in advance, having predicted
this month's ofissue
of The
Voice,in publication
the
Methodist Church's Board of Temperance, that hearings would be
held by the Senate Interstate &
Foreign Commerce Committee on
Jan. 30, 31 and Feb. 1. This story
was in print even before a bill was
14].
introduced
on the Hill [B»T, Jan.
Here are the highlights of the
Johnson-Case Bill:
• Would make it unlawful to
broadcast or televise by means of any
station, or for any person operating
any such station, to permit the broadcasting ortisement
televising
of, "any
adverof distilled
spirits
for
beverage purposes or the solicitation
of an order for distilled spirits for
beverage
• All purposes."
radio-TV station licenses
issued or renewed by FCC would be
"conditioned upon compliance with
the provisions" of the proposed law.
FCC would have power to revoke the
license of any violating station.
• Distiller, who is subject to the
Federal Alcohol Administration Act,
could have his permit revoked by the
Secretary of the Treasuary if he
violated the law.
• Penalty would be minimum $100
and maximum $1,000 fine and six
months imprisonment, or both.
Healy Resigns
ROBERT E. HEALY, vice president in charge of advertising, Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., Jersey
City, has resigned, effective Feb. 1.
Mr. Healy has been with the firm
for 18 years. He is expected to announce his future plans when his
resignation becomes eff'ective.

NEW

GK&P FIRM
Radio-TV Rep. Forme
FORMATION of a new radio-teL
vision station representative firii
Gill-Keefe & Perna Inc., was ai
nounced last week by Helen Gil
who will head executive offices £
654 Madison Ave., New York.
Other partners are Howard 1
Keefe, who will be midwest mai
ager with offices located at 75 Eai
Wacker Dr., Chicago, and John .
Perna Jr., New York attorney, wl
will serve in an advisory capaeit
The organization also maintaii
West Coast Post Office addresses i
Los Angeles and San Francisco.
Miss Gill, to serve as presidei
of the firm, has been active in r:
dio for 12 years, seven of whic
were spent with radio station re]
resentatives, most recently Josep
also
has McGillvra
been associated
t?
Hershey
Inc., N. with
Y. S?''
Alfred P. Sloan Foundation in Ne
York. She visited radio statior
throughout
the countryandwhen
organized marketing
prodmsi"
tion of a transcribed radio serie
Keeping Up With the Wiggle,
worths. Previous to that, she ha
been radio time-buyer for Kenyo
& Eckhardt.
Mr. Keefe is a native Chicagoai
He started his advertising carec
with the Chicago Tribune, and 1;
ter he resigned to become Chicag
advertising manager of America
magazine. He entered the rad:
field by joining the network sale
staff of Mutual, subsequently b'
coming associated with netwoi
sales deoartment for CBS in Ch
cago. More recently, Mr. KeeJ
was midwest manager for a rad
station representative firm.
Mr. isPerna
's status
overallexpa^^
viser
based
on hisas legal
rience, with radio representatic
having become his specializatic
during the past several years.
New York telephone for GK&|
is Templeton 8-4740.
i

P&G
rm.

NmoRK

PROCTER & GAMBLE Co. again
in November led all other radio
advertisers in the purchase of network time as the only radio network client spending more than a
million dollars for time (at gross
rates) during the month, according
to information compiled by Publishers Information Bureau.
The $1,424,917 spent for radio
network time in November by P & G
comea close to 10% of the total expenditures of $14,377,151 by all
network clients that month, PIB
TABLE I
TOP TEN RADIO NETWORK ADVERTISERS
FOR NOVEMBER 1951
1. Procter & Gamble Co
$1,424,917
2. General Foods
630,925
3. Miles laboratories
596,560
4. Sterling Drug Co
588,436
5. Lever Bros. Co
585,340
6. General Mills
482,446
7. Liggett & Myers
470,296
8. Campbell Souo Co
499,277
9. Philip Morris & Co
421,531
10. American Home Products
418,051

Still Firs

gross

figures show. General Foods Corp.,
tion of expenditures of the t«'
largest time purchasers (Table 1
second ranking buyer of radio netshows the same ten leaders in N'
work time, spent less than half the
(Continued on page fiU)
P & G amount, $630,925. TabulaTABLE II
TOP RADIO NETWORK ADVERTISERS BY PRODUCT GROUPS
FOR NOVEMBER 1951
Agriculture and Farming
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co
$ 30,4
Apparel, Footwear & Access Brown Shoe Company
14,0
Automotive, Auto. Access. & Equip. . Electric Auto-Lite Co
69,5
Beer & Wine
Pabst Brewing Company
61,2
Bldg. Materials, Equip. & Fixtures. ... Johns Manville Corp
107,4
Confectionery & Soft Drinks
American Chicle Company
170,8
Consumer Services
Electric Companies Advertising Program
64,0
Drugs & Remedies
Miles Laboratories
596,5
Food & Food Products
General Foods
630,9
Gasoline, Lubricants & Other Fuels ..Standard Oil Co. of Indiana
102,1
Household Equipment
Phiico Corp
142,0
Household Furnishings
Armstrong Cork Company
33,1
Industrial Materials
U. S. Steel Corp
96,4
Insurance ..
Prudential Insurance Co. of America
129,8
Jewelry, Optical Goods & Cameras . . Longines-Wittnauer Watch Co
91,3
Office
Equip., Stationery & Writing Hall Brothers
Supplies
80,7
Publishing & Media
Homecrafts
15,?
Radios,calTVInstruments
Sets, Phonographs,
Musi& Access
. .RCA
103,4
Retail Stores & Direct by Mail Dr. Hiss Shoes, Inc
9
Smoking Materials ..
Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co
470,2
Soaps, Cleansers & Polishes
Procter & Gamble Co
941,2
Toiletries and Toilet Goods
Procter & Gamble Co
374,3
Transportation, Hotel & Resorts Assn. of American Railroads
61,0
Miscellaneous
American Federation of Labor
99,0
BROADCASTING
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COOPERATIVE
EFFECTIVE

WOMEN'S

MERCHANDISING,

who's
[own
A tremendously popular, afterluncheon women's program from
1:30 to 2:00 P.M., Monday thru
Friday, and 11:00 to 11:30 A.M.
en Saturday, with charming Betty
Brady chatting about foods and
fashion . . . Duane Ellett assisting
with songs, with Bill Austin at
the piano.
Every day an average of 50
women drive in from all parts of

SHOW

DOES

SELLING

JOB!

feature
fare
Iowa, and pay $1.25 to lunch with
Betty Brady (noon to 2 P.M.).
This live audience is limited only
by
hotel's months
facilitiesin —advance.
tickets
are our
reserved
Read the rest of the story below.
WHO'S Iowa Feature Fare is an
outstanding
women's
program,
with an enormous
home audience,
and backed by a successfu/ merchandising plan.

Carefully integrated commercials are only half the story for
participating sponsors on WHO's Iowa Feature Fare! Outstanding
merchandising and sales promotion service at hundreds of Iowa's
retail grocery stores is the other half. Here's a brief outline of
this amazing "bonus":
1* lotva Feature Fare is backed by a merchandising staff of
five specially trained xvomen who regularly call on 700 major
grocery stores in 76 of Iowa's 99 counties! Each staff member
averages six calls per day, and in each store she checks to see
if all "Feature Foods" products are stocked and are well displayed. She also improves shelf position and exposure of all
"Feature" products, corrects prices when necessary, induces
store to quote multiple prices and places point-of-sale advertising
in store. She also talks to owner or manager about "Feature
Foods" products and signs carefully selected and qualified
stores as "Headquarter Stores."
2* Every three weeks a detailed report covering the staff's
visits to 22^ independent and 45 chain stores is submitted to
each Iowa Feature Fare advertiser!
3« Finally, loiva Feature Foods stages live, "Recipe Round-Up"
store promotions in a preselected chain or independent super
market, once a week! These local store promotions are heavily
plugged over lotva Feature Fare for the two preceding days,
and draw an average of 300 women in a 2 to 4-hour period!
To you who believe in merchandising and sales promotion, lotva
Feature Fare is your dish. Write direct or ask Free & Peters!

WIHI®
+ for
Iowa
PLUS
+
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
FREE & PETERS, INC.
[National Representatives

Products,petitivepackaging,
rate discussed
of sale, and
activity — all are
with comstore
owner for report to advertiser. Most stores
run newspaper ads like that below.

RURAL SCHOOLS
KRVN Cites Set Driv

CAAB MEET
Selective Plan Received
IN A MEETING described as "completely uneventful," officials of CBS
Radio reviewed their sales, programming and promotion activities
and plans last week with members
of Districts 1 and 2 of the Columbia Affiliates Advisory Board.
Much of the discussion centered
on the network's most recent sales
innovation, the "Selective Facilities
Plan," under which an advertiser
may use any reasonable number of
stations but must make his program available also to all other
stations and pei'mit it to be offered
for sale in the markets he himself
does not use.
Network officials told the group
that Westinghouse Electric Corp.
had been the first to sign under the
Selective Facilities Plan — for its
political convention coverage — but
before the meeting was over they
were able to report that Westinghouse had reconsidered and would
use the full radio netwoi-k (see
story page 24). Other uses of the
Selective Facilities Plan include
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet's sponsorship of Mr. and Mrs. North (Tues.,
8:30-9 p.m. EST).
Meighan Addresses Group
Opening address was made by
CBS Radio President Howard S.
Meighan. Other speakers included
Louis Hausman and J. Kelly Smith,
administrative vice presidents; John
Karol, vice president in charge of
sales, and Lester Gottlieb, vice
president in charge of network programs. Also participating in the
sessions on behalf of the network
were Herbert V. Akerberg, vice
president in charge of station relations; William B. Lodge, vice
president in charge of general engineering; William Schudt, nation director of station relations,
and Edward DeGray and Ed Scoville of the station relations department.
The meeting, last in a series of
district group sessions, was held
Wednesday in New York. Arnold
(Doc) Schoen of WPRO Providence
is head of District 1 and I. R.
Lounsberry of WGR Buffalo is head
of District 2 and also is chairman
of the full CAAB.
CAAB members at the sessions
included :
District 1 — J. Arthur DuPont, CJAD
Montreal; Creighton Gatchell, WGUY
Bangor and WGAN Portland, Me.;
Eric Pape, WBRY Waterbury, Conn.;
Frank Doolittle and Walter Haase,
WDRC Hartford; Warren Journay,
WFEA Manchester and WKXL Concord, N. H.; Joseph Close, WKNE
Keen, N. H.; Gerald Harrison and
Robert Donahue, WMAS Springfield,
Mass.; Arnold Schoen, WPRO Providence; Robert Booth, WTAG Worcester;
John Swan, WCAX Burlington, Vt.
District 2 — Harry Sedgwick, Ellsworth Rogers and Cecily Vaison, CFRB
Toronto; Walter Valerius, WELM Elmira; Sam Woodworth and O. F. Soule,
WFBL, Syracuse; George Coleman and
Mary Megargee, WGBI Scranton; I. R.
Lounsberry, WGR Buffalo; Michael
Hanna, WHCU Ithaca; Gunnar Wiig,
WHEC Rochester; Margaret Stevens
and EUiott Stewart, WIBX Utica; Cecil
Mastin, WNBF Binghamton; W. W.
Carter, WTRY Troy; Woodrow Ott,
WWPA WiUiamsport, Pa.
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KRVN
Lexington,
Neb., hi'
launched a "Radio in Every Schoo
campaign directed at some of tl
state's 4,000 rural schools withii
its coverage area.
In addition, the station hs
begun a public interest radio fe;
ture. The Little Red Schoolhous
to aid rural teachers' in dramati;
ing social study courses. Oth^
plans also are shaping up. T?
dual drive got underway late lai

MEDIA executives in Miami Beach for conferences with heads of The
Fort Industry Co. soak up sunshine on pool deck at Coronado Hotel.
L to r: Glenn Jackson, managing director, WMMN Fairmont, W. Va.;
Robert Kerns, vice president-managing director, WSAI-AM-FM Cincinnati,
and William E. Rine, vice president-managing director, WWVA-AM-FM
Wheeling, W. Va.

ABC

RADIO

Seven More Outlets
Become Affiliates

KRVN has worked out an agrei
ment with the General Electric C
year.aid schools wishing to" obtai
to
radios,
and also with local schc
boards. Donations also are encou:
aged.
The daily radio program, aire;
at 10:15 a.m., is broken down inl
news, Nebraska history, conservi
tion, state government and specii
features on successive school da^.
each week. The programs ha\
drawn widespread favorable coHi
ment from teachers, listeners ar'
F. B. Decker, state superintendei
of public instruction, as well <
state government authorities.

ADDITION of seven stations to ABC Radio's affiliation list, bringing the
network to a total of 311 outlets, was announced last Friday by William
A. Wylie, director of radio stations for the network.
Five of the seven are members of the Wyoming Cowboy Network,
'FAIR TRADE' BILLS
while the two others ai'e WINC .
Winchester, Va., which left ABC
ing Cowboy Network stations alHearing Is Set Feb. 1!
to join NBC last November, and
ready were ABC affiliates: KVOC
HOUSE Judiciary Committee w
WKVA Lewiston, Pa.
Casper, KRAL Rawlins and KFBC
hold hearings Feb. 13 on bills whic
Cheyenne, all Wyoming.
"This development in the growth
would amend anti-trust laws mal
of the ABC radio network," Mr.
WINC, returning to ABC affiliaing minimum price laws binding <
tion, presumably will carry both
all parties whether or not they a:
Wylie said, "is an example of the
ABC and NBC programs for the party to the agreement.
continuing efforts" of ABC to furduration of its NBC contract which
The agreement is generally r
ther supplement its network coverreportedly runs to July 1. WINC
age, thereby enabling many more
ferred to as "fair trade" practice
is owned by Richard Field Lewis
The Miller-Tydings Act establish*
thousands of radio families to enthe so-called "fair trade" law bi
joy the benefits of top-calibre net- Jr., who also is general manager.
it was overtuiTied by a Supreri
It operates on 1400 kc with 250 w.
Court decision which held that noi
work programming."
WKVA is a daytime station on
Calling attention to ABC's
920 kc with 1 kw. It is owned by signers were not bound by the la
"planned policy of adding suppleThis led to a flurry of price wars
Central Pennsylvania Broadcastmentary outlets to its radio netmain cities of the U. S. last yearing Co. and is managed by Robert
the most publicized price battle wi
work," Mr. Wylie continued: "This
L. Wilson.
is the result of a thorough and conBy comparison with its 311 affil- waged by Macy's in New York,
tinuing engineering and market
iates now, it was pointed out, ABC
analysis. ABC's growing network
had
168
in October 1943, when it
of stations is giving advertisers a was the Blue
Network.
ABC 'School' Now Co-o
constantly expanding number of
The 14 offiliates added since last LAST half-hour of ABC Radio
radio homes for their sales mesAugust were listed as:
No School Today morning chi
sage in areas that heretofore were
WAAB Worcester, Mass.;
not reached by network advertisdren's program (Sat., 9-10:30 a.r
WSMB New Orleans; WNAT
ers, and reducing the cost-perEST), was made available f(
Natchez, Miss.; WNEX Macon,
cooperative sponsorship beginnir
Ga.;
WJEJ
Hagerstown,
Md.;
thousand."
last Saturday. First two hal
Aside from the seven latest additions, the network said, ABC has WGAF Valdosta, Ga.; KCSU Pro- hours already were available fi
added 14 affiliates since last Au- vo, Utah; WLAU Laurel, Miss.;
cooperative selling and had a tot
KDMA Montevideo, Minn.; KMHL
of approximately 95 co-op sponsor
according to Frank Atkinson, AB
Minn.; WABG GreenThe five Wyoming Cowboy Net- Marshall,
gust.
wood, Miss.; WFRC Reidsville,
work stations added last week are :
cooperative program sales ma:
N. C; KSDN Aberdeen, S. D.;
KSID Sidney, Neb. (1540 kc, 250 WGAI Elizabeth City, N. C.
ager.
w day), owned by Sidney Broadcasting Co., with William Grove as
Ovaltine Returns
general manager; KODI Cody,
Ferry-Morse
Signs
IN ITS FIRST use of radio
Wyo. (1400 kc, 250 w), owned by
Absaroka Broadcasting Co., with
FERRY-MORSE SEED Co., De- several years. Wander Co., Chica;
Milward L. Simpson as general
troit, to sponsor Garden Gate series
(Ovaltine), last week signed
manager; KWOR Worland, Wyo.
on CBS Radio Sat., 9:45-10 a.m.
sponsor the 10-10:15 a.m. segme
(1490 kc, 250 w) ; KWRL Riverton,
of the Arthur Godfrey mornfj
EST, starting Feb. 16 for 14 weeks.
It will be eighth straight year the show on CBS Radio every oth
Wyo. (1450 kc, 250 w), and KGOS
Torrington, Wyo. (1490 kc, 250 w), company has sponsored this garday, alternating with Toni C
starting tomorrow (Tuesday
all three owned and operated by
den series during pre-planting seaWander
son.
Agency:
MacManus,
John
&
Joseph P. Ernst, who also is genChicago. Co. agency is Grant Ad
Adams, Detroit.
eral manager. These other WyomBROADCASTING
• Telecastir

There's just one word for WITH in Baltimore— BARGAIN! Here's
why: at low, low rates, WITH delivers a huge, responsive audience.
WITH gives you more
TV station in town.

listeners-per-dollar

than

any other radio or

Here's proof: WITH carries the advertising of twice as many local
merchants as any other station in Baltimore! Because WITH
produces
WITH
man

THE

low-cost results.

ought to be on your list in Baltimore.
to tell you the whole

RESULTS

WITH

story!

STATION

BALTIMORE,

TOM

OADCASTING

Get your Headley-Reed

TINSLEY, PRESIDENT— REPRESENTED
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MARYLAND

BY HEADLEY-REED
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DIGNITARIES who convened for Mid-Winter Sports Carnival and Maryland
U. -Tennessee Sugar Bowl football game were entertained by WDSU-AM-FMTV
its annual
at
SugarNew
BowlOrleans
trophy at
ceremony
are (I"Old
to r):Louisiana
Robert D. Breakfast."
Swezey, WDSUConverging
exec. v. p.;
Mayor DeLesseps S. Morrison of New Orleans; Charles Zatarain, pres., MidWinter Sports Assn.; hiarry Wismer, sportscaster, and Sheldon Flynn, dist.
mgr., Gillette Safety Raror Co., which sponsored telecast on WDSU-TV.

COFFEE fest by BBDO welcomed J.
Walter
merger ofThompson
Hollywood Co.
and L.onA. latter's
offices
at 6399 Wilshire Blvd. (L to r): Tom
C. Dillon, V. p. and acct. exec,
BBDO; Robert Thurmond, media dir.,
J. Walter Thompson; and Paul Russell, BBDO acct. exec.

BRIEFING is given Bruce F. Anderson 'r) upon joining WCCO Minneapolis as documentary writer and morning news supervisor by Jim Bormann
(I), news and public affairs dir., and
Charles Sarjeant, asst. dir. Mr. Anderson authored "The Writer's Lament"
in B»T, Nov. 12, 1951.

WINDFALL of 20,880 key strips and
labels from Butter-Nut coffee cans
and jars at KFH Wichita, Kan. paved
way for purchase of gifts for orphanages and children's
Examining results
is Brandon homes.
Chase,
newscaster on KFH Butter-Nut News.
Strips and labels were exchanged for
cash for purchases.

ABC network executives visited
fnoenix, Ariz, to discuss plans for
KPHO-AM-TV, local affiliate. Donn
Tatum (I), ABC Western Div. mgr.
for TV, and Ned Hollinger (r), ABC
West. Div. stn. relations mgr., confer
with 'oJin C. Mullins, KPHO-AM-TV
president, 631
in station's
TV studio at
N. First Ave.

REUNION party marked the opening of Audio-Video Products Corp. offices.
(L to r): Ken Boothe, mgr., A & D Instrumentation Div.; Kevin Mallen, board
chairman, Ampex Electric Corp.; Charles E. Rynd, board chairman. Audio &
Video; George Long, Ampex v. p.; Russ Hudson, A & D v. p.

COWAN
& WHITMORE
nl^S
AFTER less than four hours testimony by witnesses in the mail frau
charge hearing of Harold Cowan and Ralph Whitmore, former partnei
in Hollywood mail order agency, Federal Judge Leon R. Yankwich i
Los Angeles last Tuesday threw the case out of court. Pair had waive
★
tri
jury
suit
of their 1950 pre-Yule seaso:
Testimony
cameal.
to an abrupt
pitch deal on radio, television an
end when Defense Attorney Charles
A. Carr agreed to stipulation that in newspapers. Indictments foi
17 witnesses would testify they lowed complaints from dissatisfie
sent Cowan & Whitmore $1.00 each purchasers and an extensive in
for ornaments which turned out to vestigation by postal authoritie
be pasteboard cutouts.
and the U. S. attorney's office.
Although reportedly
Messrs. Cowan
an'
Long Legal Hassle
Whitmore
made mor
than $100,000 in the deal, thej
A long legal hassle followed between the defense attorney and
filed
bankruptcy
petitions in Lo'
Richard F. C. Hayden, assistant
Angeles
last September.
U. S. attorney, over whether the
government actually had established a case of mail fraud.
WOKW
DENIED
In dismissing charges, Judge
Petition on WDO/
Yankwich said he didn't believe
"mere gross mis-description of a
of the petition by WOK"V,
product is enough to constitute a DENIAL
Sturgeon Bay, Wis., alleging th^l
scheme to defraud under the mail WDOR
same city was causin
fraud statute." He had previously
interference through cross-moc
heard Mr. Hayden read into the it
ulation and re-radiation froi
record the commercial copy used by
WDOR's neighboring transmitte:
the pair in their pitch deal.
was announced last week by th
Accused of misrepresenting the FCC.
At the same time the FCC gav
quality of Christmas tree ornaments advertised, Messrs. Cowan
WDOR a license to cover its cor
and Whitmore were indicted by the struction permit.
federal grand jury in Los Angeles
WOKW appealed to the Commis
last March [B»T, March 5, 1951], sion shortly after WDOR bega
on 17 covmts of mail fraud as re- program tests last Septembe
WOKW wanted the new station
construction permit or its pi'ograi
test authority cancelled because c
KFAR NAMED IN SUIT
what it termed "objectionable ir
Filed by KFRB Sponsor
The Commission asked WOKT
terference."
SUIT for $300,000 has been filed for
engineering data on the intei
against Midnight Sun Broadcastference.
The station's reply cor
ers, owner of KFAR Fairbanks,
tained no engineering informatioi
In the meantime, WDOR filed
Alaska, by Nevada Kid Enterprises, also of Fairbanks, charging counter petition, accompanied b
that the station knowingly sold a an aflSdavit from its consulting er
radio program. Dollars and Sense,
gineer.
The engineer's
asserted filter
circuits hadstatemer
been ir
for sponsorship by a local insurstalled in both station transmittei
ance company although the complainant had sponsored such a show
and that field tests indicated n
on KFRB Fairbanks continuously
measurable interference.
since May 1951.
The FCC found that WOKW ha
Filed in the district court, suit failed to establish a prima fac.
claims that Nevada Kid Entercase warranting cancellation c
prises— super market, liquor store WDOR's program tests or the cal
and bar, and clothing store — has ing of a hearing.
leased time on KFRB for a fiveWDOR operates on 910 kc wit
times-weekly program titled, Dol- 500 w daytime, and WOKW is o
kns and Sense since May 28, 1951, 1050 kc with 250 w daytime.
and that exclusive use of the title
had established it as an "intrinsically valuable commercial asset." Gordon Anderson
Once owned by the Lathrop Enterprises, KFAR was accused of GORDON ANDERSON, 51, on(
selling a similar program Sept. 1 time managing director of CKO
to the Fairbanks Insurance Agency
Hamilton, died at his home at T(
"for the malicious purpose of con- ronto Jan. 14. He was public rek
tions director of the Ontario r(
radio listening
and forfusing thehindering
Nevadapublic"
Kid
gional office of the Canadian Dep
radio advertising.
of Labor and originator and pr!
The Nevada Kid Enterprises is ducer of the weekly Labor Dep
broadcast, Canada at Work, a pr(
owned by B. E. and Pearl Gillam
and Louise Dawdy, according to gram depicting the current labc
picture on a number of Canadia
Jessefi's Weekly, Fairbanks newsstations. He was at one time wit
paper which reported the litigation
Jan. 10. Complainants seek a NBC in New York as an actor. H
$275,000 compensatory and puni- joined the Labor Dept. in 1941. E
is survived by his wife, Marie Lov
tive award plus $500 daily for each
ise, and his father, George C. Ar
program
—
other
than
their
own
—
derson of Hamilton.
titled Dollars and Sense.
BROADCASTING
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DOUBLE

AWARD

for

KTUL

RESULTS

^A^CLEM SPERRY, Advertising Manager, OKLAHOMA
^ TIRE and SUPPLY COMPANY: "By our own study, we
have found radio to be the BEST MEDIUM we can use,
day in and day out, to sell all types of merchandise at
the lowest possible cost per impact. KTUL has done a
fine job for us."

Both

OTASCO

CLARKE'S
and consistent
are
KTUL
ADVERTISERS

VVVIOLA NOBLE, Advertising manager, CLARKE'S GOOD
^ CLOTHES: "Clarke's has sponsored the 10 p.m. news
on KTUL nightly without a break for 13 years. We
don't need a Hooper to determine what this program
does for us."
THANKS

TO

SPONSORS,

THE

"SUCCESS

KTUL

AUTOMOTIVE

AND

TIVELY, IN THE

KTUL

WON

STORIES"

FIRST

AND

CLOTHING

BAB

"RADIO

WAS

STATIONS

ONE
IN

SECOND

GETS

RESULTS"

ONLY

IS THE

STATION

IN

LOYAL
IN

THE

RESPECCONTEST.

FIVE

NATION

WIN
TWO
AWARDS
— P/us
HONORABLE
MENTION!
KTUL

THESE

CATEGORIES,

OF

THE

OF

TO
an

RESULTS
TULSA!

CBS
in
KTUL

TULSA

JOHN ESAU, Vice Pres.-Gen. Mgr. • AVERY-KNODEL, Inc., Radio Representative
Affiliated with KFPW, Fort Smith, Ark., and KOMA, Oklahoma City
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Focus
DEFENSE

THE BATTLE of "guns vs. butter"
— and men and materials — commanded the attention of top government officials on a number of
fronts last vs^eek.
Chief protagonists in the continuing drama of defense production emerged in statements by President Truman, Secretary of Commerce Charles Sawyer, Defense
Production Administrator Manly
Fleischmann and the joint SenateHouse "Watchdog" Committee on
Defense Production.
Earlier, some highly significant
figures were made available on the
dollars-and-cents role electronics is
playing in the preparedness drive.
Capsuled comments from top
leaders were these:
• Mr. Truman — ". . . household
appliances, radios and television sets
must also be cut back from recent
levels. Current production of most
metal-using durables will be below
the level of the 1947-49 period. But,
with very high existing stocks of these
durables in the hands of consumers,
supplies will be ample to meet all
essential needs. . . . Absorption of
stocks of materials and substitutions
will temporarily permit somewhat
higher rates of production . . ." (From
Mr. Truman's economic message to
Congress Wednesday).
• Mr. Sawyer — "Unemployment is

-

CIVIL DEFENSE
Distributes Free Book
CIVIL DEFENSE manual is being distributed to more than half
a million persons in the Chicago
area by WGN-AM-TV without
charge. The public service activity,
outlined at a luncheon for civil defense authorities in Chicago and
nearby suburbs and cities, is being
backed up by spot schedules on both
stations. Both services are provided without charge.
Distribution will be made through
retail merchants, business concerns and industries with participating sponsors getting "Minute
^
Man"
window
posters marking
v.. I them as official distributors.
The
36-page color brochure was prepared in cooperation with local,
state and national civil defense
authorities and includes data on
defense of home, community and
country, disaster dispersal, city
alerts, traffic control, siren warnings, air raid shelters, school drills,
communications, locations of first
aid stations, medical plan, blood
program, civil air patrol, local defense installations, filter center
and a section of the atom bomb
with information on radiation
treatment, first aid and sabotage.
Purposes of project were outlined at luncheon by Frank P.
Schreiber, general manager and
, I treasurer of WGN Inc., and Jim
Hanlon, director of public relations.
Commendation was given by Chicago Mayor Martin H. Kennelly.

■j

WGN
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Production

NEEDS
now at almost an irreducible minimum. . . . The overall picture is good.
Civilian production is not being cut
back faster than the military can use
materials."
• Mr. Fleischmann — "We are now
near the midpoint of the mobilization
effort. . . . The second and third
quarters of 1952 may be the tightest
periods for scarce materials, and no
widespread relief . . . may be expected during
1952 . . ."the(Mr.
Fleisch-of
mann also announced
creation
an inter-agency Distressed Defense
Areas Task Force to channel government contracts into areas "where cutbacks in civilian production are causing serious unemployment.")
• "Watchdog" Committee — "The
fact that civilian production will be
considerably curtailed . . . attests to
the further fact that the military use
of basic materials is growing by leaps
and bounds . . . This committee
favors the efforts ... to preserve
non-essential production which does
not interfere with our defense effort.
. . . The present plan of permitting
manufacturers ... to operate at low
levels ... is a wise one under present circumstances. . . ."
Military authorities generally
agree that the defense electronics
program, has held up well under
screening of requirements by the
Defense Production Administration,
and has not suffered because of
continued substantial civilian outThere has been no delay in major
military
equipment because of
put.
shortage of electronic devices and
the schedule is further advanced
than most programs, they feel.
Defense Mobilizer Charles E. Wilson's statement that the electronics program is perhaps 30%
behind schedule is discounted in
some quarters. It's pointed out
that figures are based on end equipment deliveries and fail to take into
account money spent for components, research and development relating to electronics.
Military electronics will jump
165% over 1951 and industrialcommercial
(broadcast and com-

munication) equipment about 20%,
with an expected 32% drop in consumer goods. Save for steel, 80%
of all materials go into components, with nickel the principal ingredient in equipment other than
tubes. Radio accounts for 60% of
the military dollar, authorities exOther interesting figures have
plain.
been compiled by Pentagon authorities to buttress electronics' position as a bulwark in defense production. One example is the $165
million worth of tax writeoffs
granted manufacturers up to Dec.
1. The breakdown comprises end
equipment, $90 million; tubes, $49
million; components, $23 million;
and miscellaneous (crystals, plugs,
sockets, etc.), $2.7 million. Some
firms have expanded their facilities
without benefit of tax certificates
of necessity.
With respect to future prospects,
most important factors, aside from
availability of metals, are flow of
component parts, supply of engineering and other technical manpovi'er, breaking of the machine
tool bottleneck and expansion of
new facilities.

Ont. Co-op Meets
A CO-OPERATIVE program exchange operated by five Ontario
stations is having its second
organizational meeting to discuss
future programming at Barrie,
Ont., Jan. 20-21, with at least two
persons from each station present.
Group, the Community Broadcasting Services, has been in operation since last autumn, and has
five tape shows in operation, exchanging them between five stations. CKOS Owen Sound, CKBB
Barrie, CFOR Orillia, CKNX Wingham, and CJOY Guleph, are member stations. Each contributes a
weekly program.

Jan. 21: Canadian Copyright Appe;
Board, Ottawa.
Jan.
21-23: Newspaper
AdvertisingEdgi
Ej'
ecutives
Assn., convention,
water Beach Hotel, Chicago.
Jan. 21-26: American Institute of Ele(
trical Engineers, winter general mee
ing. Hotel Statler, New York.
Jan. 24-26: Advertising Assn. of tt
West, midwinter conference, Oal
land. Calif.
Jan. 24-26: Southwestern Assn. of A(
vertising Agencies, annual meetin
Plaza Hotel. San Antonio, Tex.
Jan. 25: Georgia Radio & Televisic
Institute,
Atlanta. Ga.1952 committee meetin:
Jan. 25-26 : Assn. of Railroad Ad'
Managers, Sheraton Hotel, St. Loui
Jan. 26-27: National Advertising Ager
cy
Eastern
Mee'
ing. Network,
New Weston
Hotel,Regional
New York.
Jan. 27-31 : U. S. National Commissici
for UNESCO, third national confei
ence. Hunter College, New York.
Jan. 28-29: BMI Program Clinic, Wa
dorf-Astoria Hotel, New York.
Jan. 30: Senate Interstate & Foreig
Commerce Committee hearing begii
on S 2444 to prohibit distilled spiri
(hard liquor) advertising on airway
10 a.m., Caucus Room, Senate Offic
Bldg., Washington.
Feb. 4: Maritime Broadcasters Assi
meeting, Fort Cumberland Hot€
Amherst, Nova Scotia.
Feb. 9-29: International Radio and Ele<
tronics Exhibition, Bombay, Indi:
(Further information
Consulate
General of obtainable
India, 3 E. froi
64t
St., New York 21, N. Y.)
Feb. 11-15: NARTB Radio and T
Boards,
Lost Valley Ranch, Sa
Antonio, Tex.
Feb. 11: British Columbia Assn. <
Broadcasters meeting. Hotel Vai
couver, Vancouver, B. C.
Feb. 15-16: WAAM (TV) Baltimor
second annual regional televisic
seminar, Baltimore.
Feb. 16: San Francisco Chapter, Aca(
emy of award
Television
& Science
annual
dinner,ArtsMark
Hopkii
Hotel, San Francisco.
Feb. 22: Illinois Broadcasters Assn. ai
nual spring meeting, Leland Hot«
Springfield, 111.
Feb. 25: FCC-Theatre Television heai
ing, Washington.
Feb.
Oregon
State Eugene
Broadcaste:
Assn.28-29:
annual
meeting,
Hote
Eugene, Ore.
Mar. 3-6: Institute of Radio Enginee:
national
Waldorf
-Aster
York.
Hotel
and convention,
Grand Central
Palace,
Ne
Mar. 22- April 6 : Chicago Internatlon
Trade Fair, Navy Pier, Chicago.
Mar. 24-27: Canadian Assn. of Broa(
casters annual meeting, Toronto.
Mar. 30- April 2: NARTB 30th Annu
Convention, Conrad Hilton Hot(
Chicago.
April
Brand Day"
Names
Foundation
"Brand16: Names
conference,
Wa
dorf-Astoria, New York.
April 17-20: Ohio State U. Institute fi
Education by Radio-Television, 2!
annual
meeting, Ohio.
Deshler - Walli(
Hotel, Columbus,

OVER A CENTURY of service to Lee Broadcasting Inc. and WTAD-AM-FM
Quincy, III., is represented above. Picture was taken at dinner celebrating
close of WTAD's 25th year of broadcasting. Inscribed gold watches were
presented to (I to r) Ralph Lewis, senior announcer, 12 years; Orrin Smith,
engineer, 10 years; Uriin Whitman, chief announcer, 12 years; Dick Faler,
farm editor, 11 years; Ernest Gray, engineer, 10 years; Zoula Gatewood,
traffic manager, 21 years; Walter Rothschild, station and national sales
manager, 22 years, and Merritt Milligan, program director, 1 1 years.

April 19: Cincinnati section, Instltu
of Radio Engineers, Spring technic
conference. Cincinnati.
June 8-11: Adv. Federation of Amerii
48th Annual Convention and Exhlbl
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York.
June 22-26: Advertising Assn, of XI
West, Annual Convention, Olymp
Hotel, Seattle.
June 29- July 2: National Industrial Ai
vertisersHouse,
Assn.,Chicago.
annual conferenc
Palmer
July
7 : Republican National Conv^:
Chicago.
tlon.
International Amphltheatr
July 21: Democratic National Convw
Uon, International Amphltheatr
Chicago.

Oct. 27-29: IRE-RTMA Annual Mes
ing. Hotel Syracuse, Syracuse, N.
BRO A DCASTING
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5000
W.
WJW BUILDING
REPRESENTED
NATIONALLY
BY

Greater Cleveland's
sells for WJW
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BASIC
ABC
CLEVELAND 15, OHIO
H-R REPRESENTATIVES. INC.

strongest signal
advertisers.
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Paramount Case
(Continued from page 25)
Class B directors froin present
plication for Boston in July 1945.
This was returned by the FCC due
three to one. Class A stockholders
elect five directors. President and
to a legal error and never resubmitted. Dr. DuMont said that the
vice president of the company are
elected by Class A stockholders;
company had changed its mind.
Suspicion seemed to attach to the
secretary and treasurer by B stock
owners.
fact that Paramount subsidiary,
New England Theatres Inc., filed
Strained I'elations between the
two executives were disclosed by a TV application for Boston almost
contents of letters on subject of immediately after the DuMont application was returned — specifying
control between Dr. DuMont and
the same Tufts College transmitter
Mr. Balaban last October.
site that DuMont had indicated in
FCC Counsel Frederick W. Ford
its
application. Dr. DuMont said
brought out from Dr. DuMont and
Mr. Goodwin that some bank ac- that Paramount had wanted Boston application to be 60
owned
counts required signatures of Class
by Paramount and its subsidiary,
A and B officers. They insisted,
40Vr owned by DuMont.
however, that those arrangements
were at the discretion of the board
Other Matters Mentioned
of directors and could be changed
at their will.
Among other matters Dr. Duing: Mont testified to were the followStory of the DuMont application
for Boston in 1945 was also elicited
(1) Original 1938 understanding
by Mr. Ford. DuMont filed an ap-

with Paramount was that DuMont
would act for Paramount in all station applications and in technical
development. Paramount to supply
the know-how on programming and
operations.
(2) Inability to get KTLA Los
Angeles and WBKB Chicago to affiliate with DuMont is because stations will not give that network
undisputed control of option hours.
(.3) DuMont does not fear ABCUPT merger, if permitted five
owned and operated stations. If not
permitted legal limit, then DuMont
network would be at a disadvantage if merger went through.
(4) TV station film programs will
be 20-40'/' of total programs in
five years. Dr. DuMont said he
does not hold with estimates that
15'/<film.
of all TV programs will be
on
(5) DuMont company has no
plans for theatre-TV at present. It
made some special apparatus on order for Paramount when that company was developing its interme-

diate film system of theatre-TV.
(6) "An entirely new system of
telecasting film" is being developed,
by DuMont Labs. The DuMont i
president said he is dissatisfied,
castingthefilm.
with
present method of tele-'
(7) Competitive position allegedly taken by Paramount
also ■
irks Dr. DuMont.
He mentioned;
Paramount's
interests in: Para-t
mount Television Network, a syndication of TV recordings on film;,
Chromatic Television Labs., devel-,
opers of the Lawrence color tube
(half-owned by Paramount); Telemeter Corp., developers of subscription-TV system (also half-owned
by Paramount).
DuMont counsel. William At
Roberts of Roberts & Mclnnis, tolc
hearing examiner that DuMont inJ
tended to petition for severance aii
conclusion of its part of the hearing, and ask the FCC to renev
license of WABD, grant licenses t«
WTTG and WDTV, and find Du
Mont not under Paramount contror
FILM

POLICIES
Wants Issues Widenet
ADDITIONAL issue in Paramoun
case has been requested by FC(
Hearing Division Chief Frederic
W. Ford in a petition to FCC las
week. Mr. Ford wants the Com
mission to require information o
the policies of Paramount Picture
and United Paramount Theatre
regarding the use by all broadcas
stations of motion picture films
talent, and other properties. Re
quest was contained among rec
ommended them.
revisions of the issues t
"clarify"

S5

THIS

RICH

MARKET

No other signal covers the South Bend market
like WSBT, Radio sets in use are up to an alltime high of 32.8! WSBT's share of audience
at 66.6 is way above the national average. And
here television is insignificant because no consistently satisfactory TV signal reaches South
Bend. Don't sell this rich market short. Wrap
it up with WSBT
30

PAUL
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The Commission on its own mc
tion added a further issue to th
case last week when it consolidate
the license renewal application c
WSMB New Orleans in the heai
ing. Station already is a party du
to the transfer of control froi
Paramount Pictures Corp. t
United Paramount Theatres Inc.
The Commission last week turne
down Fanchon & Marco, St. Loui
and Hollywood theatre owner, an
Gordon Brown, WSAY Rocheste
N. Y., both of whom wanted statt
as intervenors in the case in ordf
to oppose ABC-UTP merger. D(
nial of Fanchon & Marco was on
plea for reconsideration of a pri
vious FCC decision denying it tt
right to intervene. Comr. Robe:
F. Jones, as he did in the origins
denial, issued a vigorous dissent
Mr. Jones said that the merge
if approved, will bring to tl
broadcast industry "the lai-gest aj
gregation of theatres and radio f:
cilities in history; the applican
will operate in addition to radio f:
cilities, 1,000 theatres in 400 citic
. . ." Twenty-page dissent ma
shalled arguments in favor '
permitting intervention, and e:
pressed Comr. Jones' attitude t,
ward monopolies and his conceptic
of the possible dangers in the pen
ing ABC-UPT merger.
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NA^ant one of indio's greatest saleswomen., with 17 years of
successful selling in one of the nation's greatest markets. . to really
perk your sales? With an audience of responsive homemakers, she
has sold everything from concrete blocks to pianos. Janet Ross
of KDKA's "Shopping Circle" knows the sales approach to women
who buy. Find out how little it costs to participate in this popular
9:30 AM

program. Get details from KDKA

or Free & Peters.

Pittsburgh

KDKA

5 0,000 WATTS
NBC AFFILIATE

^

W E S T I N G H O U S E RADIO
STATIONS
Inc
WBZ.WBZA.WOWO.KEX.KYW.KDKA-WBZTV
National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for
- WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales
Radio — America's
Advertising Medium

More than 3,250 requests
for a sample after one announcement.

1
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"The features of our fine pinkii
shears place this item in the catu
gory of the 'pinking shears mos
v.'omen asked for when they pur '
chased the pair they are now us

^""^^
^"'"^ ^^^^^^
DIMS
PA,
NEW
half of his course "with the amazHERE'S a per inquiry account that firms paying 3% and more.
McDaniel Adv. Agency, Holly
Witn tne offer, are photostats of
"is not just another P. I. deal being chord-slide
simplifier."
Speaking
of shears.
Newspaper
cause your station keeps all paid advertisements in newspapers
wood, sells Fisher's Compressioi
and financial journals, traditionally
Service Bureau, Detroit, has been
Seal, "guaranteed to improve auto
money."
The proposition is submitted on cnilly to per mquiry advertising.
promoting "a guaranteed pair of mobile power, reduce gas and oi
consumption,
eliminate piston slap
behalf of Amber Liquid, which not
pinking shears that are out of this
According to a "confidential
and tone up the car by rebuildin;
only pays 100% commission but report" prepared for stations. Insured Associations Dividend Buis guaranteed to stop immediately
Taking a frank look at the per the worn cylinder walls and in
reau represents associations paying
inquiry field, Mr. Parker, bureau
"the terrible itching of athlete's
creasing
compression."
iten
sellsing'."
for $3.95,
the stationThegettinj
foot"; eliminate similar type fun- 3% or more. "If the last interest
director,
world." writes, "We do not like
you received from your savings
gus infections; completely remove
P. I. deals — as such — because the $1.60 net per order.
In the stacks of offers and free
callouses, soft corns, warts and
bank was only 2% or 2 1/2%, or less, average P. I. deal is just so much
time
requests received by station
blisters; safely treat jungle-rot;
you will
appreciate
thison letter,"
writes
Beatrice
Robbins,
behalf
is a "news release" from Landers j
clear many fungus-type infections
The
pinking
shears
sell
for
$3.25
of the hands; remove proud flesh of lADB.
when money is sent with order, Frary & Clark, New Britain, Conn
with the station deducting $1. on behalf of its Universial house^j
under ingrown toenails, and it's
'Forever Grateful'
wonderful for poison ivy and inThe association advertises a "Samples cost you $1.90 post paid, hold helps. Promoted is "a com '
sect bites.
you can figure out our cost," pletely new super-type vacuun
booklet that sells for $2. The sta- so
According to George F. Andersays
Mr. Parker. He extols the cleaner" with the "Jet 99 ruj
junk."
tion
gets
$1
less
15%
commission,
son, writing on behalf of Radio
merits of the product in this way:
or 85 cents net. Charles E. ForSales & Advertising Agency,
rester, account executive of the
Topeka, each listener buying a botWOR Merger
tle also gets a free toothbrush.
O'Leary agency, concludes a let(Continued
fromnozzle."
page 25)
ter
xo
stations
with
this
message,
The 100% commission lasts for
"i;our listeners will be forever
the first month, the offer says.
WJW, 5 kw on 850 kc, in Cleveland
stock,
After that the station keeps 75 grateful to you for telling them
in
the making
company.it a 10 ?( stockholder
The O'Neil family owns about 20<;',
cents out of each dollar until the about this most unusual opporMacy interests are not selling of General Tire, making it thi
end of the second month when the
principal stockholder.
A slightly elastic P. I. offer is WOR land, buildings or equipment.
fee drops to 50 cents, or the comtunity."by Dale Shears School of These are leased to Lee for 25
The merger transaction was han
made
pany "will buy straight time."
years at $315,000 per year. After
died by W. Theodore Pierson of thi
"A lucrative per inquiry nropoMusic, Struthers, Ohio. "We will 25 years the rent drops to $78,750
Washington firm of Pierson an(
pay your station $1 for each $2
sition" is submitted by Jerome
per year. There are also options to Ball. Blyth & Co. was broker in tb
sale
—
or
we
could
stretch
it
$1.05
O'Leary Adv. Agency, Boston, on
transaction.
behalf of Insured Associations
or a $1.10 for sale — although this purchase the land, buildings and
definitely cuts our margin of equipment at the following schedDividend Bureau. The bureau comTextCommission
of the FCC's
public
notice'
ule of prices:
The
en banc,
by Commis
piles lists of insured savings-loan
profit," Mr. Shears writes on beIf bought before Jan. 1, 1957, sloners Coy (Chairman), Walker, Hyde
Jones, Sterling and Hennock, took th
$4,COO,000; before 1962, $4,000,000;
following actions on January 17:
before 1967, $3,300,000; before
WOR, WOR-FM, WOR-TV Gener;
Teleradio, Inc., New York, N. Y.
1972, $2,500,000. If bought after Granted
KFMB-AM-TV
POLICY
applications (BAL-1285, BALH
1977 — end of the 25-year-lease
84, BALCT-17) for consent to assign
ment
of
licenses,
12 associatei
Kennedy Outlines Stations' Programming Stand
term — the properties may be pur- auxiliary stations,including
all located in Ne^
chased for $1,400,000.
York
City,
from
General
Teleradio,
Inc
CAPT. John A. Kennedy, chairman
rules, regulations and the very laws
(a wholly-owned subsidiary of R. H
The application stated that no
pertaining to the FCC would make
of the board of KFMB-AM-TV
Macy
&
Co.,
Inc.)
to
Thomas
S.
Le
changes in WOR program policies Enterprises, Inc., d/b as Don Lee Broad
such policy mandatory.
San Diego, who a month ago nipped
System (wholly owned by Gen
or personnel would result from the casting
an attempt at news censorship on
eral Tire & Rubber Co.). conditionei
Technically, of course, there's no
merger. In addition to Messrs.
to
assignee
divesting itself of in
his television staway to pre-edit "live" network pro- Straus, and Streibert, chairman and terest in WICCfirst(AM),
Bridgeport, Conr
grams. Management can only see to
tion in the bud,
Comr.
Walker
voted
for hearing. Th
it that all are viewed and heard by president and general manager of transaction involves merger
of the as
has circulated a
experienced
employes
and
that
valid
Teleradio,
respectively,
these
execsigner
and
the
assignee,
with
Macy'
statement to adreceiving
732
unissued
shares
of as
utives include Rufus C. Maddux,
criticism be passed along promptly
vertisers and
stock
with
a
net
book
value
to the offending networlc.
vice president in charge of sales ; signee's
approximately $238,000 and $1,300,000 i:o
agencies outlinJack R. Poppele, vice president and cash, plus an amount equal to th
There
are
other
technical
problems
ing station policy
net quick assets estimated t
chief engineer, and Julius F. See- assignor's
of
responsibility
in theof case
"live"
be the
aboutassignee
$527,000,certain
Macy'soperating
will also prop
leas
as to its responto
on-the-spot
coverage
publicof affairs
bach, Jr., vice president and pro- erty for a period of 25
years at a:
sibility over proannual rental of $315,000 and assigne
and
sports
events. Obviously,
there's
gram director.
gram content.
no way
to predetermine
the behavior
The Macy stations are WOR, 50 will purchase WOR Program Service
or language of individuals. All that kw on 710 kc; WOR-FM and WORCapt. Kennedy
Inc., of
from$1,200,000.
Macy's for
cash considerath
tion
In aconsequence,
last December
can be done is to adopt such safeTV on Channel 9.
Don Lee Broadcasting System would b
refused to let a
the licensee of 7 AM, 4 FM and 3
guards as may be available. But reThe Yankee division, headed by stations.
sponsibility for studio programs and
five-minute newscast go on KFMBLinus Travers, executive vice presiespecially
news
programs
cannot
and
WICC Thomas S. Lee Enterprise:
TV when he learned that the comdent, comprises WNAC, 5 kw on Inc.. The Bridgeport Bcstg. Co.. Bridge
should not be avoided under any cirmentator, on orders of the sponsor
port.
— Grantedto consent
to assign
cumstances. The broadcasting sta- 1260 kc, WNAC-FM and WNACment Conn.
of license
The Bridgepoi
(San Diego Savings & Loan Assn.),
TV on Channel 7, in Boston;
tion must exercise absolute control
Bcstg. Co. for a consideration of $200.00
was intending not to identify offi- of all programs at the local level.
(BAL-1295):
also of
granted
WONS, 5 kw on 1410 in Hartford;
transfer
control
The consent
Bridgepoi t:
cials of the advertiser who were
WEAN, 5 kw on 790 in Providence
Bcstg. Co. from G. Gresham Griggs an
Naturally,
in
such
a
fast-developbeing investigated by a House
ing and rapidly changing medium as
and WGTR (FM) Worcester. This Philip Merryman, voting trustees, t
Select Committee looking into G.I.
Griggs. Merryman and J. Kennet
television, the implementation of the
excludes WICC Bridgeport, oper- Bradley,
voting
trustees (BTC-1236;
loan irregularities.
above principles will have to be reboth subject
to Bridgeport
Bcstg. Cc
ating
with
1
kw
on
600
kc,
sold
in
examined from time to time as the the same merger transaction.
Excerpts from the statement
first disposing of its present statiol
WLIZ
in
Bridgeport.
Comr.
Walk^
art
itself
progresses
and,
we
hope,
now being circulated by Capt.
Don Lee Division, headed by Wil- voted for hearing.
improves.
Kennedy follow:
let H. Brown, president, comprises
. . . Any news program presented
I think every advertising agency as
KHJ, 5 kw on 930; KHJ-FM and
well as every sponsor is entitled to on KFMB-TV must be done by an emKHJ-TV on Channel 9 in Los AnScript Contest
ploye of that station. That is our
have a clear cut statement of the
McCANN-ERICKSON,
New YorpI
geles;
KFRC,
5
kw
on
610
in
San
policy
and
it
also
applies
to
our
AM
philosophy of station operators in
has announced
the 11th annuJi
Francisco; and KGB, 1 kw on 1360
order to intelligently formulate ad- station.
in San Diego.
Dr. Christian radio show priz,
vertising programs.
. . . Any commercials delivered beTom O'Neil entered radio in De- script competition which offers $2
fore, during, after or in association
As we here at KFMB view it, mancember 1947 coincident with the
with any news program on KFMB-TV
responsibility
what
000
the closes
best script
submittet
goes on theagement's
air either
on for
television
The for
contest
Feb. 29.
Shov *
acquisition of Yankee by General
must be done by an employe of KFMBTire. Another son of the General
or radio is implicit and absolute.
TV . . . [and] it also applies to our
aired on CBS Radio, is sponsore
Even if we did not feel that way, the AM station.
by Chesebrough Mfg. Co.
Tire head, William M. O'Neil, owns
BROADCASTING
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Says:

WAZL

HAZLETON, PA. NBC-MBS

(Represented by Robert Meeker Associates).
Here's a station with 19-years of proven "know-how". . .
with 70% of the listening audience (figures ala Conlan).
A full-time 250 Watts, in a $45,000,000 retail sales area.
(Sales Management Figures) NBC affiliate.

WHOL

ALLENTOWN,

PA. CBS

(Represented by Robert Meeker Associates).
Located in the 3rd largest market area of Pennsylvania.
The great Allentown - Bethlehem Industrial and Farming
Area with Annual Retail Sales of $204,000,000. Want
some of this rich market? Then you want WHOL. . . 250
Watts full-time CBS Affiliate.

WHLM

(FORMERLY WLTR)
BLOOMSBURG, PA. LIBERTY

(Owned and Operated by Harry L. Magee).
Here's a station that is making great progress. It's 1,000
Watts, daytime and is known as the Sports Station of the
Susquehanna Valley. Affiliate of Liberty Network. Carries professional football and baseball, also regional football games. A good buy, believe me.
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1906
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MUnt

JAMES THOMPSON MILNE, 46,
general manager of WNHC-AMFM-TV New Haven, died unexpectedly Jan. 12 at his home in
West Haven.
Mr. Milne, formerly associated
with WICC and WNAB Bridgeport, Conn., was playing with one
of his grandchildren when he was
stricken with a heart attack. He
had been working at WNHC earlier that day.
Known as "Smiling Jimmy"
Milne when he was in Bridgeport,
Mr. Milne was one of the most
popular broadcasters in Connecticut.
A native of Aberdeen, Scotland,
Mr. Milne came to this country
when he was eight years of age.
He worked at WBBM Chicago and
WIOD Miami Beach before going
to Bridgeport.
He was chief announcer five
years at WICC, leaving that station in 1936 to become general manager of WELI New Haven. During
his managership, WELI developed
from a small daytime outlet to a
prosperous fulltime network station.
Returning to Bridgeport briefly
in 1944, Mr. Milne was sales manager for WNAB. He shifted to
WHNC that same year and had
been there since.

1952

home in high spirits and his usual
jocular mood. For all his free and
easy manners, Jimmy had a tremendous capacity for work, and his
versatility as an entertainer made
a host of friends for himself and
WNHC. Speaking for the entire
membership of the WNHC family
I may say that we feel a deep sense
of loss in the untimely death of a
fine manager and a first line enterTea
tainer." Promotion
SPECIAL radio exploitation for
"National Take Tea and See Week"
from Jan. 18 through Jan. 27, has
been assigned to Jack Egan, publicist who has promoted many entertainment personalities, with
concentration scheduled for disc
jockey promotion of the tie-in song,
"Tea for Two." Harms Inc., publisher of the song, will coordinate
promotion through Hack McCoy,
firm's diiectcr of standard exploitation.

Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Florence Milne, a former Bridgeport resident, and a daughter. Mis.
Frank Lyke Jr.
Funeral services were held last
Tuesday in West Haven.
Patrick J. Goode, president of
the Elm City Broadcasting Corp.
said: "News of the death of Jimmy
Milne is indeed a shocking surprise
to me. We were together until one
o'clock today and Jimmy left for

Collingwood on Leave
CHARLES COLLINGWOOD, CBS
White House correspondent, last
week was appointed special assistant to W. Averell Harriman, Mutual Security Agency director. CBS
granted Mr. Collingwood a sixmonth leave of absence. Mr. Collingwood will help co-ordinate information activities of the aid program carried on by MSA and the
Depts. of State and Defense.

SECURITY PANEL
Truman Names Subcommittee
SUBCOMMITTEE
of government
information
and security
officer - '
has been named by President Truman to coordinate work of his Interdepartmental Committee on Internal Security. Edward R. Trapnell. Atomic Energy Commission, is
subcommittee chairman.
The President's information policy has drawn objection from news-t
papers and other groups on the
ground that it will bring further
suppression of news on the part of
information and security officers
who can use it as a convenient basis
for censorship.
Joseph Short,
press-radio
secretary,White
said "House
one oi
the main duties of the subcommittee is to see that more instead oi
less information is made public and
to prevent use of security classifications on non-security matters.
Members of the subcommittee
beside Chairman Trapnell, are
State Dept., Carroll Kilpatrick
Charles Dulin; Treasury, Robert
A. Dillon,
Chester
Callander'
Defense
Dept.,
Lt. Col.L. Joseph
Ed
gerton, Col. Sidney S. Rubenstein ;
Justice Dept., Leo F. Cadison, Clivi]
W. Palmer.
CALL letters for KSMI Wewoka, Okla
have been changed to KWSH. Studio
are now located on Highway 270 be
tween Seminole and Wewoka.

BILLION-DOLLAR

BUY!

Central Ohioans Make It Annually In Retail Sales
WBNS has more listeners than any other station in
these 24 Central Ohio Counties which annually ring up
a neat retail sales figure of $1,125,057,000.* This
includes thousands of consumer products from drugs
to hardware, from clothing to cars. You're sure of
having listeners when you're on WBNS because WBNS
carries all 20 top-rated programs, day and night.
Latest Hooper Report shows WBNS with the highest
number of listeners in every rated period but one! You
get more listeners per dollar than on any other local
station. For rates and time availabilities, write or
call your John Blair representative.

CENTRAL

OHIO'S

ONLY

CBS

OUTLET
PLUS
WELD-FM
Ask John Blair

POWER

WBNS

5000 - WELD 53,000 - COLUMBUS,

OHIO
*Saurce: '51-52 SRDS Cons. Mkls.
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Advertiser

You

More

Make

Sales

JUST READ WHAT
THESE INDEPENDENT]
THINKERS SAY:

" '

of
r r
per cent nf
-T-o "
Radio gro
ss.io"
Stat
n KPiur
^-f
'or
ato
rie
s, ^"^n
DPf
Tulsa five
^"/PP Television

^^rease over
th

Leading independent

radio stations are today's best buy!

There's something about being independent that keeps you toughened up, ready to tackle any job that requires good, honest, hard
Wart'
tford
■~£r
:;;

selling. At any rate, you will find in radio today it's the leading
independent radio stations which are doing a truly productive sales

^CCC

job for national advertisers. Perhaps you've been thinking to yourself, "I ought to try Independent Radio." Well, now's the time to
act. Write for all the facts to any AIMS station listed below.

THESE
WCUE
WBMD
WBNY
WJMO
WVKO
KMYR
KCBC
WIKY
WCCC
WXLW
WJXN
KLMS

ARE

THE

LEADING

— Akron, Ohio
—Baltimore, Maryland
—Buffalo, New York
— Cleveland, Ohio
—Columbus, Ohio
—Denver, Colorado
— Des Moines, Iowa
— Evansville, Indiana
—Hartford, Connecticut
-Indianapolis, Indiana
— Jackson, Mississippi
—Lincoln, Nebraska

INDEPENDENT

RADIO

-Louisville, Kentucky
WKYW
-Miami, Florida
WMIE
-Milwaukee, Wisconsin
WMIL
-Nashville, Tennessee
WKDA
-New Orleans, Louisiana
WBOK
-Pittland,
Pennsylvania
WWSW
sburgh,Oreg
-Port
on
KXL
-Ric
Virgi
hmon
nia
d,
WXGI
-St. Louis, Missouri
KSTL
WMIN ■ -Minnesota, St. Paul
-Salt Lake City, Utah
KNAK
-San Antonio, Texas
KITE

STATIONS:

KSON —San Diego, California
KYA —San Francisco, California
KING —Seattle, Washington
KREM —Spokane, Washington
WACE —Springfield, Massachusetts
KSTN —Stockton, California
WOLF —Syracuse, New York
KFMJ -Tulsa, Oklahoma
WNEB —Worcester, Massachusetts
WBBW -Youngstown, Ohio

They are all members of AIMS— Association of Independent Metropolitan
Stations— each the outsta.nding independent station in a city.

/l/'m for dULL'S-BYE
OADCASTING
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ion

operat

critical

the

chips

are

down.

. . the

This is the crisis of the schedule. The agency is presenting its media recommendations for the year ahead.
The client men listen in stony-faced silence. . . . Their
turn will come soon enough.

clienfs

ok

is in

the

balance

The account executive finishes his presentation; a col
silence falls on the group.
What do they think of it? Why doesn't
somebody say something?
The client's ad manager shuffles his papers; steals a loo
at his boss. The agency men force themselves to kee
still. They know it's the client's turn to speak. The medi
director unconsciously fingers his copy of Standard Rai
. . . and waits for the inevitable storm of questions to com

Page 42
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As usual, the "standard" questions are relatively easy
to answer. Standard Rate & CONSUMER MARKETS have

Every agencv man who's been
through it knows Operation
Critical. A recommendation in

most of the facts organized. But some of the questions go
bevond facts, into interpretations; comparative studies;
trends . . .

five figures— or six— is on the table
. . . the result of weeks of research,
dozens of interviews with helpful
and hopeful representatives,

hich of these women's magazines carries
the most ethical drug advertising?''
"Do young people read this Sunday

agency sessions far into the night,
untold man-hours of just plain
work. And all for nothing, if the

"Has
this station's
audience grown in the
?'"
supplement
last year? How much?"
•*\^ ould it be worthwhile to add a second

client doesn't go along.

in this city?'"
paper
Listings
of standard
facts cannot answer manv such
e questions begin:
"How much of a break in rates would we get
if we put the whole magazine campaign
into these top five?"
~This newspaper — how well does it cover the
city and trading area population?'"
I "Has there been any study of listening habits
in the Kansas City region?"
"Do these business publications get read by
employees below management level?"
estions, questions. Thev range from simple to comix, from naive to shrewd. But thev must be answered,

questions — thev're not supposed to. But the need for
quick access to summarized information has been anticipated by manv publishers and station operators who
know from experience what goes on dav and night in
the media department, in the agencv review sessions, and
in Operation Critical.
That's why approximately 1,050 individual media
used 8,500 Service-Ads in 1951 to supply needed information in packaged form . . . and to place their information near their market listings (in Consumer
Markets ) and near their media listings (in SRDS).

■n and there. The time for preparation is gone. This is
-Operation Critical.
e media director's fingers flv as he flips to a figure in
Consumer Markets,
quicklv turns to a fact in
Standard Rate & Data.
j$ The account executive
' ites a previous experience while the media man
digs.

s
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RAIE
S
DAIA
SERVICE,
INC.
the national authority serving the media-buying function

Walter E. Botthof, Publisher
1740 RIDGE AVENUE • EVANSTON, ILLINOIS
SALES
OFFICES:
NEW
YORK
• CHICAGO
• LOS ANGELES
publishers of consumer magazine advertising rotes and dota • business publication odvertising rates and data • national/
regional network radio and television service • radio advertising rales and data • television advertising rates and data • news*
paper odvertising rotes and data • transportation advertising rates and data • A.B.C. weekly newspaper odvertising rotes^
and doto • consumer markets, serving the marM-media selection function • CM analyst, the monthly market data interpreter
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Service-Ads supplement the basic facts ... ant) they are right
there, in the conference room, when this supplementary information is most needed. They help buyers &uy...they help buyers se^l.
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MONTH
WW
FIRST motestatewide
prosales of FM campaign
receivers toopens
today (Monday) in North Carolina
under joint auspices of broadcasters, NARTB and Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. Distributors and
dealers are cooperating in the FM
Month, first in a series of three
tests that may inspire similar campaigns in all states.
Several months of preparation
have gone into the project, first
major effort to promote FM cooperatively. John H. Smith Jr.,
director of the NARTB FM Dept.,
and James D. Secrest, RTMA
secretary-general manager, have

Begins

in N. C;

merged facilities of the two associations and a special RTMA subcommittee is headed by D. H.
Grigsby, Zenith Radio Corp.
Pre-campaign events got under
way in Noi'th Carolina last week,
including regional sessions at which
broadcasters and dealer-distributor
interests worked out final plans.
Meetings of this type included one
at Raleigh, called by Fred Fletcher,
WRAL-FM Raleigh, and a barbecue staged in the Rocky Mount
area by Josh Horne, WFMA (FM)
Rocky Mount.
Two other campaigns are moving
forward. Wisconsin will start its
Advertisement

Radio
Shown

Buying
In

New

Trends
Study

Printers' Ink report gives media
activity of 222 key advertisers
Two HUNDRED and twenty-two
companies set the pace for radio
advertising during the past 15
years. These 222 firms alone accounted for 90% of ail the network time bought in that period !
(And, of course, they are bluechip accounts for national spot.)
What's more, they bought
59% of all the national advertising in the six media: network
radio, network TV, newspapers,
magazines, newspaper supplements and farm publications.
These are some of the facts
revealed in a new study that we
published recently, called "How
The "Millionaires' Advertise."
(We call these 222 companies
"millionaires" because each one of
them invested a million dollars or
more in six media in one or more
of the past 15 years).
What we did was to collect
the best available statistics and research on these big advertisers.
Next we sifted and analyzed this
information to see what trends
and facts would show up.
Then we put our findings together— in simple charts and
text — to show (for example) :
how these companies split their
budgets from 1936-1950; which
industries put the most money in
which media; how their investments vary over the years; what
the really significant buying trends
are.
In other words, you see who

how much
—bought
and where.
As far as we
know, the information in this
study has never
before been presented or interpreted this way.

Bob Kenyon

We prepared "How The 'Millionaires' Advertise" as a service
to our readers (the buyers of advertising) and to our customers
(the sellers of advertising).
And since its publication,
we've had hundreds of requests
for extra copies of the issues in
which it appeared. (One radio
network bought a complete set for
every one of the Division Managers and Sales Managers of its
Radio Spot Sales Division.)
In fact, the demand has been
so great that we went out of print.
we'veseries.
prepared
of theSo,entire
It runsreprints
to 24
pages. And it sells for $1.00 (cash
with order, please) .
Don't you think that you
and your associates and your sales
staff could find a wealth of information in this study to help
you sell more time to the 222 advertising millionaires of America?
Have your secretary send us
your dollar today, so that you can
start getting the benefit of this
information right away. Ask for
"How The 'Millionaires' AdE. KENYON, JR.
vertise."ROBERT
ADVERTISING DIRECTOR

205 East 42nif Street, New York 17, N. Y.
Chicago • Pasadena • Atlanta • Boston '• London

Printers' Ink
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Wis.,

D. C. Prepare

promotion Feb. 4 and District of
Columbia will begin March 1.
Chairman of the broadcasters
committee in North Carolina is
E. Z. Jones, WBBB-FM Burlington.
North Carolina Broadcasters Assn.
is cooperating through Earle Gluck,
WSOC Charlotte, NCBA president.
Joe Pleasants, Allison-Erwin Co.,
heads the distributors committee.
Basic plans for the state promotion
were drawn up at a meeting held in
Charlotte Dec. 27.
The District of Columbia committee met Friday at NARTB
Washington headquarters under
chairmanship of Everett Dillard,
WASH (FM) Washington. Outlying districts in the Washington
trading area have joined the movement, including Winchester and
Harrisonburg, Va., and Morgantown, W. Va.
Active in the capital movement
are Ben Strouse, WWDC-FM Washington, chairman of the NARTB
FM committee; Art Aikin, General
Electric Supply Corp., and William
Hills, Electric Institute of Washington.
Plans for Inaugural
Big kickoff broadcast is planned
for the opening of the Wisconsin
campaign Feb. 4, with all 22 FM
outlets in the state expected to participate. The stations will provide
talent for a broadcast designed to
show the type of programming provided listeners by FM. Political
leaders will take part.
Chairman
of the broadcaster
FCC

EXAMINERS

Coy Urged to Pick Chief
SELECTION of a chief hearing examiner was urged on the FCC last
week by the Federal Communications Bar Assn. Letter from FCBA
President Arthur W. Scharfeld to
Chairman Wayne Coy held out the
belief that designation of a chief
examiner would "promote a more
effective functioning of the examiners group as an independent
unit of the agency."
Among other recommendations
by FCBA, which was submitted to
the Civil Service Commission last
July, was that one basic grade of
hearing examiners be established
and that extreme care be exercised
in the initial selection of examiners. Recommendations were made
by the FCBA Committee on Cooperation with Hearing Examiners
at the annual meeting two weeks
ago [B*T, Jan. 14].
Separate examiners unit was established in June 1947 with 10
members. The late J. Fred Johnson
was first chief hearing examiner.
He died in May 1950. Examiner
Joseph Brenner was assigned as
FCC regional attorney in Los Angeles soon after the unit was established. Examiner Jack P. Blume
resigned in May 1951.

committee in Wisconsin is Ken
Schmitt, WIBA-FM Madison. Wisconsin State Radio Council will cooperate. The council has six FM
outlets operated on a non-profit
basis son by
the state, with WHA Madias key.
The three test promotions are
expected to demonstrate that teamwork by broadcasters, distributors,
manufacturers and dealers can increase the sale of FM receivers.
Increased FM listening and development of public interest in the
medium are other objectives.
The general plan calls on broadcasters toprovide special programming, free spot advertising, printed
program schedules, cooperation in
planning special events and publicity cooperation with local newspapers. In turn the newspapers
are expected to cooperate with enlarged FM program listings and
promotional aids.
In each area the central distributors committee will coordinate
advertising, publicity and promotion, with distributor personnel
working for individual brands.
They will use merchandising material to stimulate sales.
Manufacturers have prepared FM
Month display material to be used
with counter displays that promote
individual brands. Material sells
FM as "the best in radio reception."
Advertising copy and mats are
available along with handouts,
mailing pieces and similar aids.
Transcribed and written announcements have been prepared.
One of the extra benefits of an
FM Month campaign, the joint
committees believe, will be development of FM antenna and accessory
business for dealers.
Special attention will be directed
to farm listeners, with demonstrations of FM during the evening
hours when AM reception is subject
to interference in some areas.
Finally, the program variety of
FM stations will be emphasized.
WCAU

Expands

WCAU Philadelphia began aroundthe-clock operations January 14.
New schedule makes the first revision of night time programming
by WCAU since the war, and the
first permanent 24-hour schedule in
its 30-year history. Occupying the
new air time will be the Barry
Kaye Show, extended from its
present 12-1 a.m. slot to 5 a.m.
Old Golds Renews
p. LORILLARD Co., New York
(Old Golds), through Lennen &
Mitchell, New York, has renewed
sponsorship of the second 15-minute
segment of Mutual's Queen for a
Day over 450 MBS stations. Kraft
Foods, Chicago through J. Walter
Thompson Co., Chicago, continues
to back first segment on Monday,
Wednesday and Friday, dropping
Tuesday and Thursday schedule
for
second
Benson
show.half of Mutual's Bobby
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WHAT

SPEECH

10

INPUT

FACILITIES

CfW!

YOU

SA-40

CONSOLE

The SA-40 console is constructed in rugged tiltback cabinet or available in matching desk (desk
not illustrated). All amplifiers are individual units,
quickly removable without disrupting remaining
circuits; mixer keys of standard PBX type for long
!ife; panel of lifetime anodized aluminum; key
knobs in varied colors for circuit identification; beautifully streamlined. Size: 48 inches wide, 21 inches
deep, 14'/2 inches high.
FACILITIES
Nine mixing channels; five preamplifiers; complete cue, talkback and override facilities; cue type
turntable attenuators; and terminals for external
patch panel, only a few of the many SA-40 features.
Space for two additional preamplifiers provided.

TERMINAL

FEATURE

ASSURES

PERFORMANCE
DISTORTION

GATES
2700 Polk Avenue, Houston, Texos

FLEXIBILITY

Unusual flexibility of operation is provided by
bringing many of the circuits such as preamplifier
outputs, mixing channel inputs and program and
monitoring amplifier inputs to terminal strips. These
are, iti turn, bridged to other terminals and back
into the normal circuit. This permits breaking any
major circuit in the console for a patch panel
extension.

The tilt-back-to-service feature of the SA-40 console
provides complete accessibility of all components and
terminal connections.

Front view of rack mounted power supply for SA-40
console. Heavy cast aluminum housing 19" wide,
ZVi" high, 11" deep, is designed to provide front
panel servicing.

NEED

flMO?

frOAl
GATES

Vision into the future is a major requirement ingood audio engineering to
determine what speech input facilities
will be as useful five or ten years from
today as now. Certain is the fact that
whether video or radio, broadcasting of
the future will require more and more
studio facilities.
We designed the SA-40 console with
the future uppermost in our thinking.
Ultramodern today is the GATES SA-40
speech input console, generously
equipped to fulfill the needs of video and
radio stations for many years to come,
it is known as the console with the extras
— extra circuit and switching facilities,
extra quality in construction and extra
serviceability for maintenance.
if you are planning a studio installation today — think of tomorrow and then
think of GATES. Write for your copy of
the Gates SPEECH INPUT CATALOG and
then study the functional block diagram
therein and see for yourself why, if you
are planning for the future as well as
today, your needs can be best fulfilled
by investing in the GATES SA-40 console
of tomorrow.

WILL

DATA

Lest than 1% from 50 to 15,000 cycles overall from microphone
' to program lino. 2% from microphone to monitoring amplifier
output.
From preamplifier input measured at minus 60 Dbm. to program
line measured at plus 8 Dbm. 65 Db. below output level. All
other circuit combinations equal or superior.

RESPONSE

Within 1 .5 Db., 30 - 1 5,000 cycles.

RADIO
COMPANY,
Q U I N C Y, ILLINOIS, U.S.A.
MANUFACTURING ENGINEERS SINCE 1922
Warner Building, Washington, D. C. 9 International Division, 13 fc. 40th St., New York City
Canadian Marconi Company, Montreal, Quebec

CONSENT
DECREE
Mansfield Paper Enters
CONSENT DECREE was entered
into between the Mansfield (Ohio)
News-Journal and the Justice
Dept. last week which binds the
newspaper not to continue its discrimination against advertisers
using- WMAN Mansfield. Mansfield
News-Journal is owned by the
same interests which publish the
Lorain Journal, which lost a Supreme Court decision against the
same practices in that city [B»T,
Dec. 17, 1951].
The consent decree, entered in
Cleveland Federal Court, enjoins
the Mansfield newspaper from: (1)
Refusing to accept advertisements
where the reason for the refusal
is that the advertiser used or
proposed to use another advertising medium — in this case a radio
station; (2) accepting advertisements on condition the advertiser
would not use another advertising
medium; (3) canceling any advertising contract because an advertiser used or proposed to use another advertising medium. The
negotiated judgment ended the
Justice Dept.'s anti-trust ' suit
against the newspaper and its
owners, Samuel A. and Isadore
Horvitz.
Last December, the Supreme
Court unanimously upheld a federal court conviction of anti-trust
violations
against
the Lorain

HEV!

Mr.

Journal and its owners. In Lorain,
the Journal refused to accept advertising from local merchants who
also used WEOL Elyria, Ohio.
In the case of the Mansfield
News-Journal, the Justice Dept.
characterized ABC-affiliated
WMAN, on 1450 kc with 250 w, as
the "sole competitor of the NewsJournal in Mansfield." The Mansfield newspaper was denied an AM
and FM station by the FCC in
1948 due to the publishers' practices.

Teen-Age Talent
ARRIVAL of 16-year-old
pianist, Gerard Fremy, from
France last week inaugurated
Paul Whiteman's plan to
bring teen-age talent from
abroad to America for an exchange of views with their
contemporaries. The French
youngster was scheduled for
video version of Paul Whiteman TV Teen Club Saturday
and for the radio program
WEOL
has pending a treble damage suit for $300,000 against
today (Monday). An accomplished musician, young
the Loraiyi Journal.
Mr. Fremy also viall make
appearances with Baltimore
Symphony Orchestra and on
MALE SINGER CONTEST
local radio and television stations before he returns to
DJ.s to Help Talent Hunt
France Feb. 3.
SOME 70 disk jockeys across the
nation are participating in the Universal Pictures hunt for a new male
YOA GOES TO SEA
singing star in connection with the
Frank Sinatra Film, "Meet Danny
Wilson." Listeners are being asked
to submit records of their singing
plus photographs to local jockeys,
who will select district winners and
forward their entires to New York
by Feb. 4 for final judging by popular music experts.
Final winner is scheduled for
free trip to Hollywood — accompanied by his sponsoring jockey — to
make guest appearance on CBS
Television's Frank Sinatra Show
on Feb. 19 and for later personal
appearances in key city theatres as
part of film's promotion.

Account

Man!

See your time buyer FAST
and Tell Him

"Red Hot and Blue
■$ the Mid-soufh's
Greatest Night Time Race Program!
Tennessee's Governor Browning says. "It's the
Liveliest Program in the South." Patti Page
says, "It's Terrific" . . . and 3,000 requests per
week say. "We're buying because PHILLIPS
SENT ME!" It's time to let Phillips send some
your way!
Get Sales on Q ... Others Do!
For Spot or Program Partitipation
see... WEED!
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Floating 'Station' Readies
MECHANICS of the Voice of
America's first seagoing ship, designed to house the most powerful
vessel - borne radio transmitter,
have been revealed by the State
Dept.'s
Division. International Broadcasting
Plans to project the Voice and
U.
"Campaign
Truth"minimize
behind
the S. Iron
Curtainof and
Soviet jamming initially came to
light
1951]. last month [B*T, Dec. 31,
A 5,800-ton ex-Navy cargo ship,
to be named the Courier and
manned by Coast Guard personnel,
is now being de-mothballed at Hoboken, N. J. The project, known as
"Operation Vagabond," is the first
of a series of seagoing broadcast
stations planned by the State Dept.
A special air-conditioning system was developed for the transmitting room by marine engineers
of Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co. System will enable the relay outlet to broadcast under all
weather conditions. Transmitting
equipment is described as "several
times more powerful than any domestic transmitters authorized by
In actual operation, the floating
the
VoiceFCC."
will pick up signals from the
U. S. and beam them directly into
target countries, reaching many
areas now blacked out. It is felt
that the Voice will be able to successfully dodge Russian jamming
facilities. A special 100-ft. flight
deck is being constructed to carry
barrage balloons and antennas.
Edward W. Barrett, Assistant
Secretary of State for Public Affairs, briefly explained the details
of the project on NBC-TV's Battle
Report — Washington Jan. 13.

RADIO'S DRAW
Cited by ARBI's Ward
RADIO and newspapers have
markets of their own, with radio
attracting persons under 40 years
of age and newspapers those over
40. This was stated Wednesday by
Joseph
Ward, Bureau
presidentInc.,
of Seattle,
American Research
when he spoke to members of the
Chicago Radio Management Club
luncheon.
Outlining data about the existence of two markets, Mr. Ward exthere is the
only groups
a "small"
overlap plained
because
^re
"dissimilar" in many respects.
Although this is not a "black and
white" conclusion, he described it
as a tendency shown in cases being
studied now by ARBI researchers.
Fifty studies made by ARBI to
measure advertising effectiveness
at the point of sale in retail establishments show sales i*esults are
most effective when more than one
medium is used.
Mr. Ward said the 50 stores got
55.1 of their traffic from persons
seeing or hearing the advertising
messages, and 44.9% from those
not reached by advertising (word
of mouth, counter display, etc).
However, those buyers responding
to advertising spent about three
times as much as did the group not
reached by advertising. Evaluated
in dollar volume, those reached by
advertising spent 77.3% of the
sales gross, the non-advertising
respondents responsible for only
22.7% of the total.
Radio spot can be effective in
conjunction with newspaper advertising if it is used "properly", Mr.
Ward said, pointing out the necessity of using enough advertising
in any one medium to bring people
into a store "in measurable
Among the 50 studies, radio
pulled 25.6% of the traffic and
quantity." 21.7%, with both renewspapers
sponsible for 7.8%, the amount of
overlap. Radio and papers were
about equal when it came to the
conversion
ARBI's
term for
the amount factor,
of traffic
converted
to
sales.
Mr. Ward was introduced by
President Howard B. Meyers, manager of the Taylor Co.
Sarkes Tarzian, owner of WTTSWTTV (TV) Bloomington, Ind.,
will be guest of the club at luncheon Feb. 27, to which the Chicago
Television Council will be invited.
Seaton

Assigned

SEN. FRED A. SEATON (RNeb.) was assigned to the Senate
District of Columbia and the Post
A BILL that would permit the In- Oflice & Civil Service Committees
terstate Commerce Commission to last Monday. Sen. Seaton, president
of KHAS Hastings, Neb., and of
order any railroad to install communication systems, including rail- KMAN Manhattan, Kan., and vice
president of KGGF Coffeyville,
road radio hookups, has been introduced in the Senate by Sen. Ed C. Kan., succeeded the late Kenneth
Johnson (D-Col.). Orders would
S. Wherry in the Senate last month
be subject to FCC regulations.
[B*T, Dec. 17, 1951].
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting
Railroad

Radio

Bill

Do

A

you

want

Government

to

pay

for

Honeymoon

at

Niagara

Falls?

You may be taxed for the cost of the most
expensive honeymoon Niagara Falls has ever
seen. The federal government's wooing of
America's
electricat light
and power
to reach a climax
the famous
Falls. threatens

If electric companies build
the plant

If the federal government
builds the plant

• The companies and their
investors will pay for it.

• You will pay for it in taxes
— over ^350,000,000.

Here's how. ... A giant new hydroelectric
power plant is going to be built on the Niagara
River. And a critical point in the drive toward
a government power monopoly is being argued
over who will build it — the federal government or a group of 5 electric companies. (There
is also a proposal to have the State of New York
build the plant and sell the power.)
These electric light and power companies
are ready with the plans and the money — and
the lines to take the power where it will be
needed — under normal public regulation.
But the job is held up — for there are people
who want the federal government to take over
electricity — as well as medicine and other businesses and services. They say the federal government should build the plant — even if it
takes more time, and costs the U. S. public

• Power produced will be
shared by all, with rates
regulated by state utility
commissions.

• Specially favored groups
will have first call on all

many millions in unnecessary taxes. Here's how
the choice shapes up . . .
''MEET CORLISS ARCHER"-CBS-Sundays, 9 P.M., Eastern Time.
Look for "THE ELECTRIC THEATRE" on Television.

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

• The Niagara project
will pay about ^23
million a year in local, state
and federal taxes.

power. Rates won't
regulated.
• Little, if any, taxes
be paid to local, state
federal governments
the sale of power.

be
will
or
from

• Government estimators
• Defense plants and others
will begin to get the power
say it will take them at least
in about 3 years.
NOTE: In no case would the scenic beauty
5 years.
of the Falls be affected,
Nor has this project any connection with the
controversial St. Lawrence Seaway.
Who do you think should build this new plant? Talk it over with
your friends and neighbors. The decision ought to be made by the
American people. . . . The government plan is a long step toward
socialized electricity — because only power production is involved —
with no other purposes, such as flood control, to complicate the issue.
That's why these facts are brought to you by America's businessCompanies.*
on request from this magazine
managed, tax-paying Electric Light and Power^Names
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ZIV's

ELECTRIFYING

Based On The Actual Experiences of Matt Cvetic Who
For Nine Years Posed As A Comnnunist For The F. B. I.

NEW

SHOi

WITH

THIS

SENSATIONAL

NEW

HALF-HOUR

SERIES

IT WERE FICTION . .

I'lffffw^ffl

fRIGHTlNim
BECAUSE IT'S TRUE!
BANGOR, ME.

if

FOR

THE

EACH HALF-HOUR
A COMPLETE
EPISODE!
5 SPONSOR IDENTIFICATIONS INCIUDING THREE FULL LENGTH
COMMERCIAiS!

:.usT sums

LIVES

TRANSCRIBED FOR
OCAL AND REGIONAL
SPONSORS!

editorial
On

the House

*^

(and

Senate)

WELL, the "Johnson-Case Bill" has been introduced. But it isn't the bill predicted by Bishop
Wilbur E. Hammaker, dry crusader, by quite
a stretch. It would prohibit "distilled spirits"
advertising- on the air, punishable by fine or
imprisonment. Bishop Hammaker made so bold
as to annoidice several weeks ago that the bill
had been introduced and that it would go all
the way in banning alcoholic beverage advertising on radio and TV — beer, wine and distilled spirits.
Now distilled spirits or hard liquor is no
practical problem. We know of no stations,
either radio or TV, which accept that business
in the continental U. S. That may not be so
in remote places, like Alaska or Hawaii, and
it's probable that because of these exceptions.
Bishop Hammaker induced the authors to introduce the watered-down version.
The point here is (1) it discriminates against
the broadcast media, and (2) it's an opening
wedge. So long as its legal to advertise liquor
in any medium, it would appear to be legal to
advertise it on the air. We happen to think
both radio and TV can (and do) get along without this business, but that's a matter of voluntary abstension. It should remain that way.
We assume that the Senate Committee to
hold hearings set posthaste for Jan. 30, will be
so advised, both by the distillers and the radio
and television broadcasters. As we obsei-ved
last week, there isn't much time to prepare.

The

Sober

Side

THE VERVE and vigor of radio's proponents,
now that they've caught their second wind, is
wondrous to behold. Out in front, to joust
with the collective enemy, is the Broadcast Adverising Bureau, mandated by the broadcasters
to spear-head that effort.
Now all good men in radio have espoused
BAB from the beginning. Radio had been riding side-saddle all too long. The newspapers
and magazines had doped up their steeds in
the bid to run away with the advertiser sweepstakes. The lamented rate cuts of last year
were one result.
But, despite our enthusiasm over resurgence
of activity in behalf of radio, we wonder
whether there's been enough sober planning in
the attack. For example, there's the opening
sally of William B. Ryan, BAB president, an
old hand at media warfare before the Radio
Executives Club of New York.
When Bill Ryan gets enthusiastic, all 6 feet
4 of him goes all out. "While competing with
all major media," Mr. Ryan told the REC,
"one of our main targets is TV — that overblown, expensive, unme'asured 'movies at home'
medium."
We wonder whether Mr. Ryan hasn't turned
the guns on his own household. Radio broadcasters aren't fighting television broadcasters
unto the death. Most of them in TV are radio
broadcasters. And virtually all of them hope
to be. "Television is the heritage of the broadcaster" has been the radio broadcasters' line.
Mr. Ryan himself believes that because, when
he was with KFI, he helped nurture and develop
KFI-TV. It was sold by Earle C. Anthony only
after Mr. Ryan had left to join the NAB (now
Page 50
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NARTB) as general manager.
Almost everybody in radio firmly believes
that radio is the super, all-inclusive, low-cost
mass medium. Almost everybody knows radio
has been selling itself short, and the printed
media long. Almost everybody knows radio
can back up its claims with the facts. (We like
the line of Kevin Sweeney, Bill Ryan's righthand bower, comparing radio's pull with that
of an elephant, and admonishing buyers to
"evaluate the complete elephant — all 100 million sets of it.")
What is unwise, in our judgment, is irresponsible shooting at TV — not only because it is a
blood relative but also because not very many
people can be convinced that TV is as trivial as
Mr. Ryan would have you believe. In this kind
of wild shooting, radio itself is apt to be
winged.
BAB's assigned task (for which both broadcasters and telecasters are paying) is to keep
its powder dry and do the shooting when it
has something to shoot with. It should never
lose sight of its target and that is an affirmative job of selling radio — the all-inclusive, lowest cost of all media.

Booby-Trap, Cum
Laude
THERE HAS been unusual calm on the educational-TV front these past few weeks. Comr.
Frieda B. Hennock, the educators' Joan of
Arc, hasn't made a statement or even a speech
before a Parent-Teacher Assn. The Joint
Committee on Educational Television, wellheeled with its $90,000 windfall from the Ford
Foundation, has filed only one innocuous-appearing pleading with the FCC.
In that pleading, JCET asks that educational
stations be allowed, to go "semi-commercial"
in 14 coinmunities to which only one educational channel is earmarked, as well as in 17
cities in which the only VHF channel is
asterisked for education. This "semi-commercial" operation would obtain only until
regular commercial service comes to the community involved via stations from nearby
locations.
This is the booby-trap ami laude. Comr.
Hennock won her 10% reservation on the premise of noncommercial operation for educational TV stations. The JCET proposal,
whether it's called "semi-commercial" or "nonprofit" or "temporary," is in derogation of
every commitment made by educators, on the
basis of which the FCC majority went for the
Hennock proposal. That, indeed, was a classic
victory, although we predict it will still prove
a hollow one. There isn't the money, will or
need of educational organizations to fulfill the
reservations acquired by the politico-pedagogues. The answer will soon be forthcoming.
There is nothing to deter educational institutions from competing with applicants for
regular commercial grants. If they are to
have any prefabricated allocations, as a matter of right (which we think legally and psychologically wrong) , then they must adhere
strictly to the noncommercial precept. If, on
the other hand, they propose any degree of
commercial operation, then let them drop the
sham and file for commercial authorizations,
casting their lots with all other applicants.
That's what WWL New Orleans (Loyola) and
WHCU Ithaca (Cornell), among others, are
doing. They ask no preference and no alms.
We're glad to see such stations as WMBD
Peoria, WHBF Rock Island (which has TV)
and WDWS Champaign oppose the JCET petition. We don't think the FCC will be deluded.
It can recognize a booby-trap even if it's hidden
in a cap and gown.

ff - our respects to:

WILLIAM

H. FINESHRIBER

JR.

IF years
A Fi-ench
instructor's
post offered
20
ago could
have netted
Bill Fineshriber about $300 more annually, he might
have been lost to the broadcasting industry,
where he serves today as newly elected executive vice president of Mutual.
Mr. Fineshriber was graduated summa cum
laude and with membership in Phi Beta Kappa
from Princeton U. in 1931.
He won several prizes upon graduation,
among them the publication of his senior
thesis,
"Stendahl,
The become
Romantica Rationalist."
This work
has since
textbook at
Princeton.
With money received from its publication,
Mr. Fineshriber took a four month trip to
Europe. Since he had specialized in French
civilization in college, Mr. Fineshriber spent
most of his time abroad in France, taking an
advanced course at the Sorbonne.
He returned to America in October 1931, to
face the problem of making a living in the
depths of the depression. The position in
Princeton's French department was open.
Mr. Fineshriber weighed the honor of teaching at his alma mater — it would have meant
much. But he turned it down.
Instead, he got a job in CBS' publicity department at $45 a week, writing releases for
serious music programs.
This has led to a full and varied career in
radio — and Mr. Fineshriber says that he regrets not one day of the 20 years he has spent
thus far in broadcasting.
During his career, Mr. Fineshriber has run
the gamut of executive positions. In 1949, he
left his post as general manager of the CBS
program department to move over to MBS.
Today, he is MBS executive vice president and,
in addition, is the vice president in charge of
MBS' serious music programs.
Mr. Fineshriber is well-known in broadcasting for his work with the Program Executive
Committee of NARTB (then NAB), as cochairman of the National Brotherhood Week
Radio Campaign, as a member of the National
Advisory Board of Radiodiffusion Francaise,
and a member of many other industry committees.
As vice president for MBS, he is acutely
aware of his program responsibilities, especially now that radio has the competition of
television. Here is his analysis:
"If radio is to meet the challenge of television and retain its place in the forefront of
of our society and our economy — and most of
the ex-prophets of doom now agree that it will
— it must undergo many changes. Not least
(Continued on page 52)
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NO

IFS...

BILL

AND...BUTS...

GORDON

EVERYTHING

SELLS

FROM

SOUP-TO-NUTS!

The Chas. A. Peterson Company process nut-meats
under the CAPCO label . . . and has retail outlets in
food and drug stores . . . CAPCO bought spot
announcements on the Bill Gordon Show on WHK . . .
to sell a special package and to increase
counter trade during their off-season.
ONE spot announcement brought a $1,200.00 order!
Mr. Chas. A. Peterson, president of the
Chas. A. Peterson Nut Company, reported
that the balance of the spot campaign
resulted in a 25% increase in counter trade and
an average of four to six telephone
orders per day. Naturally, Mr. Peterson thinks
that WHK's Bill Gordon is the NUTS!

When Bill Gordon enferfains..he ENTERTAINS!
When Bill Gordon talks
...be SELLS! Add that to
WHK's listening audience . . . and you've
really got something!

CLEVELAND,
ROADCASTING
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Our Respects To
(Continued from page 50)

FACTS
to file for
1952

your

budgets!

KWK

del ivers listeners

in the St. Louis area at
the lowest cost per
thousand !

KWK

has more locally

produced quarter-hours
than any other St. Louis
network station!

KWK

serves more local

sponsors than any other
St. Louis network
station!

Globe-Democrat Tower BIdg.
Saint Louis

HepAeieHtatioe,
«rAe KATZ AGENCY
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among them will be the responsibility of the program builders."
"Rather than a host of new program forms and original ideas, desirable as they would be, I think
the year ahead will see AM concentration on the established program types in which it already excels. And from that concentration
will emerge a fuller understanding
of the element of impact."
Mr. Fineshriber practices what
he preaches. To him goes much of
the credit for the MBS schedule of
10 star-studded programs heard sixnights weekly featuring MetroGoldwyn-Mayer talent.
Bom Nov. 4, 1909, in Davenport,
Iowa, as William H. Fineshriber
Jr. (he insists the "H" in his name
stands for nothing), the future
radio executive spent only his
earliest years there, moving with
his family to Memphis at a very
young age.
In Memphis, he was valedictorian
of his class at the Maury Grammar
School. After two years of high
school, Mr. Fineshriber moved with
his family to Philadelphia. In 1927,
he was valedictorian of his graduating class at West Philadelphia
High School.
His choice of a university was
made easy, when he was presented
a scholarship to Princeton. The
Philadelphia Board of Education
presents only one such scholarship
annually.
At Princeton he was active in
college affairs. His memberships
included the Banjo Club (he plays
the mandolin) and Glee Club. On
the editorial board of the Daily
Princetonian, he first met Bob
Schmid, MBS vice president.
Married in 1933
In April, 1933, after having
worked at CBS for two years, Mr.
Fineshriber married Clotilde Heller.
In October 1934, he left CBS to
manage Carnegie Hall. This was to
his liking since both he and his
wife are especially fond of classical music. In his Carnegie Hall
position, he and his wife attended
about 300 concerts a year.
This thorough regrounding in
music led to his return in 1937 to
CBS where he wrote serious music
shows — sometimes as many as 22
a week.
After a brief fling as intermission commentator on the air for the
Philharmonic Orchestra and for
CBS, he was named director of the
CBS music department.
He directed and produced such
shows as Ame7-ican School of the
Air, the Philharmonic Symphony,
the Howard Barlow Concerts and
the Ford Summer Hour. Mr. Fineshriber is a past winner of many
Ohio State U. awards for educational programs.
Early in 1940, he was named director of short-wave programs.
Here his knowledge of German,
Italian, French, Spanish and Portuguese came in handy. He helped

ROAR

set up La Cadena De Las Americas,
a network of about 100 stations
throughout Latin America, which
daily was fed 17 hours of varied
programming.
Mr. Fineshriber worked with
Davidson Taylor in the coordination of Inter-American Affairs and,
in 1943, when Mr. Taylor joined
William Paley at the Office of War
Information, Mr. Fineshriber was
appointed assistant director of
broadcasts. He had become No. 2
man in the CBS program department.
Four historic and memorable periods stand out in Mr. Fineshriber's
recollection on that operation: DDay coverage; the week in which
the entire schedule was cancelled
to cover the late President Roosevelt's death; the trip to San Francisco in 1945 in connection with the
founding of the United Nations,
and the VJ Day programs.
In 1947, Mr. Fineshriber was
named general manager of the CBS
program department. He joined
Mutual in July 1949, a few months
after Frank White had been named
MBS president.
His hobbies include tennis, golf,
horseback riding, the theatre and
concerts. At the moment, he is
particularly proud of the horsemanship of his 12-year-old son,
Billy. Mr. Fineshriber also has
a daughter, Joy, 13.

a million

dollars

WITH RORER
FCBA Fete Has Pun

NO NEOPHYTE is Dwight E.
Rorer, who brought house down
with his quips and parodies at the
annual Federal Communications
Bar Assn. dinner two weeks ago,
Mr. Rorer is a member of Washington's famed Gridiron Club, Alfalfa Club, J. Russell Young School
of Expression — all dear to Washington funsters' hearts. He hopes
that the FCBA dinner may become
in radio-TV circles what his other
associations are noted for — occasions for barbed satires on current
Washington matters.
Mr. Rorer is no stranger to show
business. In 1937-38 he managed
WPEN Philadelphia and in 1941-42
he ran a disc jockey show 6-9 a.m.
on WWDC Washington.
Parody that tickled the risibilities of the 400 guests at the FCBA
dinner the
was name
to the oftuneT. ofJ. "Chloe,"
using
Slowie,
FCC Secretary, in its stead.
Chorus, written by Mr. Rorer, was:
Through those three long years we
we just
are
Is it(still
wrongdon't
or know)
right towhere
find out
where we are
We've roamed through the dismal
spectrum searching with joy
Soon we all were lost there
Then we met up with Coy
Then with Sterling, too
Walker, Hennock, Hyde, Webster, oh!
far
color Bob
bar Jones couldn't go too
boy— and
If you do something for us
We'll sing the Hallelujah Chorus
Surely you can tell us more
You've been there since thirty-four
worth

of talent

for

$40 to $57.50 a month
based on advertising rates

Stan's the piano man of the hour.
He's featured on today's top radio
and tv programs, like Piano Playhouse, This Is Show Business, and
the Faye Emerson Show. His

Stan

freeman's
jazz quartet

SESAC

quartet
is the best yet, and it's
yours
in
the with the many great artists

Transcribed

Library

which includes Jazz, American Folk, Band, Concert, Hawaiian,
Barbershop, Novelty, Religious, and Latin-American Music.
SESAC, Inc.
475 Fifth Avenue
New York 17, N.Y.
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Don't

overlook
You're working in the city. Turn on your radio.
your AM commercials. It's coming through, clear
that big transmitter nearby. Sounds fine, doesn't
But there are many places in the country where

Listen F.
to one of M.
as a bell, from
it?
that commercial

of yours can't be heard at all — even though it's broadcast from
an AM station right in the neighborhood.
For in many places "radio climate" is such that the AM signal
is torn to pieces by static, garbled by interfering "crosstalk." The
folks you're trying to sell can't bear your message at all.
FM solves that problem for you in many areas. FM is clear as a
bell whatever the "radio climate." So in making your time schedules— Don't Overlook FM.
NOTE: During its recent spot radio
campaign on Zenith Hearing Aids,
Zenith used separately keyed spots
on FM and AM stations in many cities.
In several cases, returns from FM
outnumbered those from AM.
In others, FM was — on the basis of
cost per inquiry — the best broadcast
buy. Here's real proof of the
growing importance of FM!

•LONG DISTANCE* RADIO
and TELEVISION
R-1526B

ZENITH RADIO CORPORATION • Chicago 39, Illinois
ROADCASTING
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realign
is up
Newsom
Leaves s
Radio Post
EXECUTIVE realignment within
the United Press news department
in New York was announced last
week, with Radio Manager Phil
Newsom named foreign news editor, William C. Payette appointed
manager of United Press Movietone News and John J. Madigan
named radio news manager. Harry
Ferguson, foreign news editor
since the Korean outbreak, was appointed executive editor.
The reassignments were announced Thursday by Earl J. Johnson, UP vice president and general
news manager.
Mr. Ferguson, appointed executive editor, has been with UP
since 1928 and has served as reBaltimore
porter, sports editor, and assistant
general news manager as well as
foreign news editor.
Mr. Newsom, who leaves the radio managership to succeed Mr.
WFBR

Why

in

front

H

office

UGH POTTER, manager of WOMI Owensboro, Ky., named to Research Advisory Committee of Broadcast Advertising Bureau, N. Y.

WINSTON

L. KIRBY, ABC National Spot Radio and TV Sales Dept.,
to O. L. Taylor Co., N. Y., station representative.
WILLIAM v. REYNOLDS, Arizona newspaper man,
to KRIZ Phoenix sales staff.
DONALD WARD to sales at Blair-TV, Chicago, from
ABC-TV Chicago, where he was actor and producer.
NEAL A. SMITH, sales service manager and account
executive, WLW Cincinnati, to WCOL Columbus as
station manager.

BOBBY SACCO returns to sales staff of WAZL Hazleton. Pa., after serving in U. S. Army.
L. SPENCER MITCHELL, general manager, WDAE Tampa, Fla., named
advertising director of Tampa Times Co. in addition to present duties.
CHARLES A. HAMMARSTROM, Paul H. Raymer Co., N. Y., to The
Katz Agency, station representative, as member of its N. Y. radio
sales staff.
MERRILL RAWSON, San Francisco sales and public relations man, to
sales department, KGW Portland, Ore.

CLUB

1300 is the big

participating program in
the Baltimore area! Biggest average ratings for
the full seventy-five
minutes, biggest mail pull,
biggest studio audiences,
biggest in every way.
CLUB

1300 success stories

are legion. Ticket requests
are fabulous. Audience

Mr. Newsom

Mr. Madigan

Ferguson as foreign news editor,
is a native of Nebraska and was
night editor in Chicago and later
in New York before being named
radio manager in New York. He
spent most of last year as a correspondent in Japan and Korea.
Mr. Payette, manager of the UP
Movietone News, helped establish
this service for TV stations last
year, after serving as manager for
UP in Venezuela, Colombia, and
Ecuador.
Before that, he had

loyalty is tremendous! Get
aboard CLUB 1300 for
your share!
Ask your John Blair man
or contact any account
executive of . . .

ABC BASIC NETWORK

5000 WATTS IN PAITIMORE, MD,
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Mr. Payette

Mr. Ferguson

managed UP bureaus at Butte,
Mont., and Los Angeles, and had
worked in Seattle and Portland,
Ore.
Mr. Madigan, new radio news
manager, has been in charge of
the Radio News Report as acting
manager since Mr. Newsom left for
Japan early in 1951. He formerly
was UP manager at Portland, Me.,
and served in Boston as radio news
editor for New England.
LOS ANGELES Chapter of Representatives Inc., local chapter representatives of Radio Parts Manufacrectory. turers, Chicago, has issued 1952 DiBROADCASTING
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icHARLES F. WHITESIDES JR., local sales manager, KTBS ShreveWILCOX, sales staff,
named
i'port,
ilnamedLa.,
local
salescommercial
manager. manager. RICHARD
JEROME B. HARRISON, account executive and executive assistant to
vice president of Ward Wheelock Co., N. Y., and ROBERT L. STONE,
stalf associate, Creasap, McCormick & Paget, management engineers,
to ABC television as account executives.

for

ROBERT L. HAMMETT opens his own consulting engineering office in
Bankers Investment Bldg., S. F. He has been associated with A. EARL
CULLUM JR., Dallas.
THOMAS

every

F. O'LEARY, WXYZ Detroit radio sales staff, transferred to
television sales, WXYZ-TV.
RICHARD GREY, writer-producer-director. National
Council of Churches of Christ, N. Y., to KTTV (TV)
Hollywood as production operations manager.

Mr. O'Leary

BRUCE G. BEICHL, commercial manager, WFHR
Wisconsin Rapids, Wis., to WOBT Rhinelander, Wis.,
as station's general manager.

When yo

JOHN L. KING, president of U. of Washington's
board of regents, named to the board of directors of
KIRO Seattle.

every phase of broadcasting and telecasting.

D. D. SMITH, newspaperman and Miami sales promotion specialist, to
WFEC Miami as sales manager.

.

. . , and Altec mahes tfie Dest mtcropnones Tor

Altec fflicroptiones are outstanding for everyday use and will exceed even the most exacting
requirements when called upon for special jobs.

X^aUonali

• • •

AMOS BARON, manager, KECA Hollywood, to St. Luke's Hospital,
Pasadena, for leg bone grafting operation. HARRY WALSTRUM, KECA
program director, in charge of station during estimated two-week
absence.

If you are not already familiaf with these exceptional microphones, expose yourself to their
undeniable advantages.

i
[liKLAUS LANDSBERG, general manager, KTLA (TV) Hollywood, re■ ceived scroll of appreciation from L. A. County Board of Supervisors
for Playcrafters Club, public service TV series.

ImAURICE CORKEN,

director of sales, WHBF

and WHBF-TV

Rock

ijisland, 111., appointed member of Rock Island Centennial Commission.
JOHN ESAU, vice president-general manager, KTUL Tulsa and KFPW
Fort Smith, Ark., commissioned a Commodore in the Oklahoma Navy
'by Gov. Johnston Murray.

CLEARY
I

NAMED

Is Prod. Mgr., NBC Radio

jAPPOINTMENT of John P. Cleary,
;NBC radio executive producer, to
the post of eastern program director and production manager for
InBC Radio was announced last
IWednesday by Charles C. Barry,
{vice president in charge of radio
network programs.
Mr. Cleary succeeds Leslie Harris, who resigned a few months ago
,to become radio-TV director of
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet.
He joined NBC as a page in 1938.
Two years later he left to become
a talent representative. SubseIquently he joined ABC, serving as
audition director and, later, execujtive producer. From 1949 until he
returned to NBC in 1950, he was
radio director of Kaster, Farrell
Chesley & Clifford, where he prouced the Dujfy's Tavern program
'rom Puerto Rico.
Among his special assignments
for NBC was the entertainment
program which he produced for the
network's convention at Boca Raton
last November.
iROADCASTING

SAFETY DRIVE
Traffic Fafaiities Reduced
THIRD annual "Silly Willie" traffic safety campaign, a one-month
drive conducted by WFIL and
WFIL-TV Philadelphia in cooperation with the Philadelphia Highway Traffic Board and other civic
agencies, has been credited with
saving 10 lives.
Figures released by Philadelphia
police disclose that nine persons
were killed by motor vehicles during the campaign which ended December 15, in contrast with the 19
who lost their lives during the
corresponding November-December
period the previous year.
Campaign was valued at more
than $150,000 in terms of radiotelevision time and advertising
space donated by WFIL stations
and cooperating organizations.
Annual campaign has earned
recognition as one of the most
ambitious public-service projects
ever attempted by a community. It
has gained for WFIL such honors
as the Alfred P. Sloan Highway
Safety Radio Award and the National Safety Council's Public Interest Award.

• Telecasting

The 639B is the well
known standard for
directional microstudio noise
phones. Whenor
other conditions
dictate a directional
unit,sixtheselective
639B with
its
patterns
sure
to
fill the isneed.
The long
633 been
"saltshaker"
has
popular
for general studio and
field use. For ruggedness
and quality at moderate
price there is no better.

LTEC
LANSING CORPORATION
9356 Santa Monica Boulevard, Beverly Hilts, California
161 Sixth Avenue. Hew York 13, New York
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merchandising director, American
Weekly, to NBC New York in similar
capacity. GORDON LANE, assistant
to the president and general manager,
James Chirurg Co., N. Y., to New York
district -supervisor, NBC merchandising
department.

MILLION

air-casters
*

GAIX
ES

WISL
Primary

Area

RETAIL

SALEIS

TOTAL
RETAIL

SALES

$161,194,000

FOOD
$42,984,000

GEN'L.

MDSE.

$15,628,000

APPAREL
$12,611,000
DRUG
$4,085,000

Serving

the Largest

Concentrated
area

Market

between

Harrisburg

and

Wilkes-Barre,

Penna,

WISL
Shamokin,

Pa.

1000 WATTS— FULL TIME
A Mutual Affiliate
*SouTce: Standard Rate and Dtta Service
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continuity
F. n DOLON,
CHARLE
director, WJMO
and Sproductio
,
Cleveland to Telenews Production,
N. Y., as coproducer of This Week, in
Sports.
DR. ROY K. MARSHALL, educational
director, WFIL and WFIL-TV Philadelphia, honored by the Drexel Institute of Technology for "noteworthy
work in interpreting science and its
manifestations
to the
Marshall conducts
Thelayman."
Nature Dr.of
Things heard on the ABC network
once a week.
JACK ELINSON, co-writer Jimmy
Durante portion NBC-TV All Star
Revue, father of boy, David, Jan. 9.
PETE HANSSON, sports director,
WIZE Springfield,
Ohio to WING
Dayton in same capacity.
COLBY LEWIS
named assistant
program manager
at WTMJ-TV
Milwaukee. JOE FOX
to art department
and WILLIAM
McCORMACK
becomes
assistant
continuity
Mr. Hansson
manager. All have
been on station's staff prior to new
assignments.
FORRESTER MASHBIR. camera director, KTTV (TV) Hollywood sports
features, promoted to director of
sports. KARR, continuity director,
MARY
WMIL Milwaukee, to NBC Chicago
press staff as writer.
ALAN COURTNEY, station relations,
NBC Western Div., Hollywood, to
NBC New York in similar capacity.
NELSON CASE, host on CBS Television's Ken Murray on
Show,
handle commercials
the signed
Johnsonto
Wax Robert Montgomery Show.
WALTER DUNDON, mimeographing
department, and GEORGE PEDICINL
staff writer, CBS Radio Hollywood,
have started Monday classes in acting
for Columbia Workshop. Open to all
CBS employes, instruction will be
augmented by guest speakers.
HOWARD BURNETT, production department, WIP Philadelphia, and
MARGARET J. BACHINGER, WIP
continuity writer, are to be married
Feb. 12.
HARRY KOPLAN, m.c, CBS Radio
Meet the Missus, assigned role in Lippert Pictures' Hells Gate Prison.
HAROLD F. MEANS Jr., KGAR and
KIUL Garden City, Kan., to KMTV
(TV) Omaha.
ROBERT SMITH, publicity director,
WGAR Cleveland, father of girl,
Joanne.
DON MURPHY, program director,
WAZL Hazleton, Pa., appointed head
of public service and special events.
BILL GRAHAM of station's sales staff
replaces him as program director.
ROBERT F. REYNOLDS, WJBK Detroit, to WJR same city as associate
sports editor assisting VAN PATRICK,
signed to announce all baseball games
for the Detroit Baseball Co.
WALTER NEIMAN appointed program director at WGSM Huntington,
Long Island, N. Y.

MONTY MASTERS, KNBC San Francisco writer-producer, to NBC Hollywood in same capacity.
ROBERT B. MACDOUGALL, director
of educational activities, WATV (TV)
Newark, will address the National
School Public Relations Assn. of the
National Education Assn. at its Boston
meeting in April.
VERNON WINSLOW, disc jockey, to
WMRY New Orleans, for a two hour
disc show daily. ROBERT De COY
same station, appointed sports and
news director replacing MALCOLM
LaPLACE, resigned.
WILLIAM TAYLOR, music director,
WMCA New York, to CBC Toronto
studios as arranger-conductor.
PAT WRIGHT, radio editor, WBBM
Chicago, and Hugh Reynolds to be
married Jan. 25.
TOM TAUSSIG, producer, WTOP
(TV) Washington, appointed program
service director replacing EDWIN
HALBERT who joins CBS Television,
New York.
DR. ARTHUR MYERS of daily Unseen
Advisor broadcasts on WIP Philadelphia has resigned after 11 years in
radio because of poor health. He will
continue his Sunday afternoon program however.
MURRAY
HEILWEIL,
assistant to

Mr. Lane

Mr. Heilweil

JAMES BAKER, director, KLAC-TV
Hollywood,
to KGO-TV San Francisco
in
similar capacity.
ROSS McLEAN, talks producer, CBU
Vancover, to CBC Toronto for TV
programming.
LARRY WELCH, disc jockey, WJW
Cleveland,
to WARD Johnstown, Pa.,
in
same capacity.
JIM DAVIS, Wyckoff Adv. Agency,
S. F., to KGO and KGO-TV San Francisco promotion, publicity and advertising department.
LARRY DOBKIN, Hollywood radio
actor, assigned role of Nicky Blair on
NBC Radio daytime serial. Dr. Paul.
ERIC DANIELSON, program traffic
manager, NBC Chicago, father of boy,
David Francis, Jan. 2.
JACK RONEY, announcer, WNBW
(TV) Washington, father of a boy,
his second child.

WINS

NOW

WATTS

50,000

Day and NIGHT!
Now WINS offers a powerful
50,000 watts around the clock.
This means still greater coverage an even better signal —
another reason why . ; .
1010 WINS!

WINS

CROSLEY

DAY AND 50,000
NIGHT WATTS
. . . NEW YORK
BROADCASTING CORPORATION
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IliOLAND D. IRVING, Emil Reinhaidt
Kdv., Oakland, to KRON-TV San Francisco as promotion manager. He rejplaces E. W. Malone, who resigns Feb.
1 to form his own syndicated AM rajdio program sales organization [see
IAllied Arts].
BENJAMIN DRAPER, KGO-TV San
Prancisco producer of Science in Action, joins teaching staff at San Francisco U. Extension Center to instruct
a class in television writing.
JACK HOLMES, disc jockey, WLOW
E'ortsmouth, Va., and brother of Jersey
06 Walcott, heavyweight boxing champion, will be featured in a three page
^tory in the February issue of Color
hiagazine.
H. TAYLOR VADEN to WPTF Ralpgh, N. C, as supervisor of publicity,
[nerchandising and promotion.
KdRIENNE BAYAN, radio and TV
actress, joins cast of CBS Radio dayrime serial, Young Dr. Malone.
RICHARD p. HANSER, script writer,
RKO Pathe, to NBC New York to assist C. S. FORRESTER in preparing
yictory
at Sea, 26-week program series
■L>>n the U. S. Navy during World War

piCK HORNING, former operations
officer in the Central Intelligence
Agency, Far East
Div. of U. S. Foreign Service, to
WTCN and WTCNTV Minneapolis
news staff.
DAVID V. R.
STICKLE, film and
news director,
WMAR (TV) Baltimore, chosen
,1Mr. Horning
city's "Outstanding Young Man of
the Baltimore Junior
le
Year"
by
issn. of Commerce.
;RWIN BEHRENS, news editor, Northest German Radio, Cologne, Geriiany, in U. S. to study American
lewscasting methods. While in Los
i-ngeles, he selected KTTV (TV)
Hollywood as special study.
lOWARD
HOLSCHUH,
KGO San
rancisco news writer, recalled to acjive duty as lieutenant in Navy. No
'eplacement named.
)t>N SMITH, news staff, WKBN
foungstown, Ohio, appointed news edi:or.'
OHN H. THOMPSON, manager of
ews and public affairs for KNBC
ian Francisco, named director of Redliood Empire Assn.
jsOB BALLARD appointed news and
tports director at KARE Atchison,
tan.
"EDRIC FOSTER, MBS commentator,
eft last week with group of newsaper editors for month's survey of
imerican defense installations in Euope and North Africa.

WEOK
POUGHKEEPSIE
REPRESENTED BY DEVNEY
ROADCASTING

FLOOD HOAX
WPAZ Gets Confession
PEOPLE everywhere were talking
about the "Walking Murphys" — a
family foursome which reportedly
had trudged from Topeka, Kans.
to Philadelphia, Pa. after the Kansas flood — but it remained for
WPAZ Pottstown, Pa. to unravel
the story behind the story.
WPAZ had joined in the welcome for a man, his wife, and a
son and daughter, holding a "Murphy Marathon" which drew money
and gifts from donors. Others —
in Pottstown, Pa. and throughout
the nation — also showered them
with gifts.
Then the real story exploded,
revealing
The "Murphys"
turned out a tohoax.
be Lillibridges
; they
were from Baltimore, not Topeka;
and they had fooled the nation for
years, including radio stations,
newspapers and the public.
When the fumes of the hoax had
cleared away, WPAZ and News
Editor Sydney Omarr had a 45minute tape-recorded confession
from the "Murphys," which it
aired.
WPAZ returned the money and
gifts to the donors and the "Murphys" left town, "this time really
walking," according to Manager
Herbert Scott.
BASKETBALLCASTS
WORC Airing Full Schedule
WORC Worcester, Mass., is carrying the complete schedule of 27
home-and-away games of the 19511952 Holy Cross basketball team,
with Worcester County Electric
Co. sponsoring the entire schedule.
Gus Parmet, WORC sportscaster,
and Curt Gowdy, Boston Red Sox
baseball announcer, are handling
the play-by-play with Dick Smith
doing the color.
Wilder Moore, appliance sales
manager, is supervising merchandising and promotion and works
with Ed Chace, account executive
of Harold Cabot Agency, Boston.
KDKA 24-Hour Schedule
KDKA Pittsburgh, in cooperation
with the Office of Civil Defense,
has begun a 24-hour schedule of
broadcasting. Selected as one of
10 key radio stations in the United
States to be used in the civil defense plan, KDKA will operate the
round-the-clock schedule continuously except from 1-8 a.m. Sunday
for maintenance. Under the civil
defense plan, radio Stations across
the nation will monitor the key station nearest them.
ALL participants in the radio or television version of ABC's Original Atnafeiir Hour prior to Dec. 1 of this year
will be eligible for a four year tuition
scholarship at North Dakota Agricultural College according to Fred S.
Hulta,ner willpresident
of the
college.
be selected
on the
basis Winof a
200 word application, judged by a group
of university presidents.
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From

where

j6y Joe

Jiggs

Four

I sit

Marsh

Gets

''Hot-Foots'^

Cappy Miller's bought himself a
new car. We won't be seeing his old
jalopy bouncing over the back roads
any more. Fm going to miss it, too.
Many

a morning Cappy and I drove

off in that rattletrap for a day's hunting or fishing. We'd pile rods or guns
in back, prop open the trunk compartment— so Jiggs, Cappy's pointer,
could jump in and go along.
They say when Cappy brought the
new car home he opened up the hood
to show off the engine — and poor old
Jiggs hopped right in! Figured it was
the trunk. He hopped right out in a
hurry, too. That cylinder head was
mighty hot.
From where I sit, old habits are
hard to shake, once they get a hold.
Like, for instance, too many people
are still in the habit of trying to run
their neighbors' lives — telling them
how to act, what to wear, whether or
not to enjoy a refreshing glass of beer,
I say that kind of thinking's outmoded . . . ought to be turned in for
a new model!

Copyright, 1952, United States Brewers Foundation
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WILLIAM F. CAROLAN appointed
general sales manager for room air
conditioners at RCA Victor Div.,
Camden, N. J.
CLEMENT FULLER, script chief, NBC
New York, to Ted Baldwin Inc., New
York packager, as script writer for
TV film series, Spotlight, U. S. A.
E. W. MALONE, who resigns next
week as promotion manager of KRONTV San Francisco, and CHARLES
EDWARD, former producer with various eastern AM stations, organize
Tele-Spin, radio program sales firm,
San Francisco.
RCA TUBE DEPT. offers two new TV
data books, RCA Kinescope and Television Servicing, to all radio service
dealers. Previously, books have been
available in conjunction with the company's "Treasure Chest" promotion
campaign on TV picture tubes.
PRINCETON FILM CENTER, Princeton, N. J., to record full musical score
of Princeton Triangle Club's Never
Say Horses.
MUNTZ TV Inc., Chicago, reports a
33% increase in TV set sales for an
eight month period ending Nov. 5, 1951.
WARREN EARL, director of education,
American Institute of Research, Hollywood, to also act as educational consultant for KLAC-TV Hollywood
Timmy O'Toole Time.
NEW SCHOOL of Social Research,
N. Y., announces four 15 week courses
on films and television to be given in
the spring semester.
DAVE BOGARD, publicity and promotion, KGO and KGO-TV San Francisco, to Mike Moser Enterprises,
Hollywood, in similar capacity for
Space Patrol TV film series.
FERDINAND W. SCHOR appointed
chief engineer in charge of military
engineering for Motorola Inc., Chicago.
CARL POST, publicity, William F.
Broidy Productions, Hollywood, named
director of advertising and publicity.
ALBERT E. HYLAS, Allen B. DuMont Labs, to speak on "Design Considerations" for UHF Tuners at Radio
Club of America meeting Jan. 24.
IRVING ROBBINS named vice president and general manager of Starrett
Television Corp., N. Y.
MARSHALL WELLS named sales manager of Hoffman Radio Corp., L. A.
S. W. CALDWELL Ltd., Toronto,
transcription distributor, has opened
office at Winnipeg. LES GARSIDE,
Inland Broadcasting Service, appointed
manager.
CONSOLIDATED T EL E V I S I O N
SALES, N. Y., moving to new offices
at 25 Vanderbilt Ave.
DON LANGAN, program director and
creative executive with Newell-Emmett, N. Y., Aitken-Kynett, Phila.,
and most recently with the Fred Waring organization, to Times Square
Productions Inc. as vice president
in charge of sales.
ROGERS & COWAN, public relations,
opens new office at 624 Madison Ave.,
New York. Telephone: Plaza 3-0164.
Firm also is in Beverly Hills, Calif.

E. JOHNNY GRAFF, vice president,
Snader Telescriptions, New York, and
PEGGY MOORE, Chicago TV model,
announce their marriage.
Dr. COURTNAY PITT, vice president
in charge of finance, Philco Corp.,
named to top level management policy
committee of same company. Position
will entail establishment of Philco's
broad financial and operating policies.
IVOR M. LESLIE, vice president in
charge of engineering and manufacturing, Canadian Radio Mfg. Corp.,
to Crosley Radio and Television Ltd.
as vice president and director.
GEORGE FISHER and ALFRED LE
VINE named to cover midwest territory for Snader Telescriptions Sales
Inc., Beverly Hills. ROBERT F.
BLAIR to represent company in Cleveland.
ROBERT DAKER, director of The
March of Time Forum Films, N. Y.,
appointed executive vice president of
Association Films Inc., rental distributing agency, N. Y. Mr. Daker will
head
new subsidiary,
Seminarorganization's
Films.
JAMES N. RICKS, sales representative,
WNEX Macon, Ga., to sales staff of
World Broadcasting System, N. Y., producer of transcribed library programs
and features.
meni
ADMIRAL Corp., Chicago, has purchased Molded Products Corp., same

ON

city, to be operated as subsidiary
of Admiral. New plant will produce
150,000 TV, radio, radio-phonograph
and record player cabinets a month.
PERMOFLUX Corp., Chicago (electronic components), announces availability of a binaural (three dimension
hearing) headset.
RCA VICTOR, Camden, N. J., announces new master switching consolette (RCA type BCS-llA) providing complete master control of 10
program sources to three outgoing
lines along with features usually
found in custom-built equipment.
GENERAL RADIO Co., Cambridge,
Mass., announces production of General
Radio Type 942-A Output Transformer
for use in regular audio amplifiers,
high power modulators, amplifiers for
electronic musical instruments and
constant-voltage audio distribution
systems.
FAIRCHILD RECORDING EQUIPMENT Corp, N. Y., announces the completion of Fairchild Pic-Sync Tape
Recording and Playback System. Device will permit visible marking of
quarter inch tape so that it may be
accurately edited, frame by frame, with
sprocketed moving picture film.
"Teclinical • •
ROBERT SIDWELL, assistant manager, KUBC Montrose, Calif., to KTOE
Mankato, Minn., as chief engineer.
JAMES EICHENBERG, Pacific Telephone & Telegraph microwave test
board engineer, and WALTER MILLS,
radio and electronics teacher at Commerce High School, S. F., to KNBC
San Francisco technical staff. They
are first replacements named for four
KNBC stafTmen whose transfers to
NBC Hollywood were announced earlier. Fifth transfer from KNBC to
NBC Hollywood was announced last
week: H. R. HIBBARD.
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SPoTV
Are you about to test the power of Spot television, one of
the greatest of all media?

NPA to Review
Color Ban

a

Two Tips:

1 Don't be discouraged by the talk that TV stations

isII boomsold out. True,
are ,ail ...
..|| televis
., ,ion
I adverti
I, sing
.
i 1
ing, but there are still available excellent, well-rated,
I
r andJ early
J
XL dayhme
.
.
„ produced
,
locally
programs •in the
.
, all„ good . stations.
,
evening on almost

WSB-TV
WBAL-TV

2 Do consult Retry TV first — for set

WHAS-TV

penetration,

coverage, ratings, and other basic information on
all TV stations, and for availabilities on these twelve
leaders.

WFAA-TV

Atlanta
Baltimore
.... Dallas

Houston
KPRC-TV
KHJ-TV
Los Angeles
Louisville

kSTP-TV
.M'p'I's-St. Paul
WSM-TV
Nashville

WTAR-TV

Norfolk

KPHO-TV

Phoenix

WOAI-TV . . . .San Antonio
KOTV
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WFBMTV
INDIANAPOLIS

Says HAROLD

GRITTNER,

of

JENSEN'S APPLIANCES
828 Wabash Avenue,
Terre Haute, Indiana

"iVe

get IVFBM-TV

only, here

• Estimating there are well over 2000 TV sets installed in Terre Haute
and Vigo County, Indiana, Harold

Grittner of Terre Haute's big

Jensen's appliances is well worth hearing.
Multiply what he says by all the rest of the "extra" audience you
get when you use Indiana's First Station for your television messages.
You can count on reaching extra tens-of-thousands of potential customers, living far outside the station's 60-mile area, in addition to
those watching the 192,500 television sets installed within it.
WFBM

Radio

in Listening,

Is First
Too!

Add

this to the big-employment,

big-income-per-family-story in

Indiana and you have the perfect combination

for profitable adver-

* First /// the morning]
•k First /// t/ie afternoon]
* and a Great Big First at Night\

tising. Yes, if you're looking for more sales, WFBM-TV

is for you\

*Source: BROADCASTING-TELECASTING, January 21, 1952

50% more listeners at night than
any other Indianapolis station.
•k Hooper Ratings, February through April, 1951
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Seen
^evo/»t/onary Procedures
PLAN
TV
NG
YI
AD
FC
THE C
FCC todayRE
(Monday) enters
Commission may make known at
method. The oflticial FCBA posi- assignments. In its Third Report,
he home stretch in termination of
tion is in favor of consolidating in the FCC proposed 31 shifts, prethe same time its attitude toward
he 40-month old freeze on tele- hearing all applicants for the same
the NBC petition asking that the
mised to engineering consideraision allocations.
city where there are not sufficient
tions. Many of these involved
rules limiting ownership be revised
It plans to remain virtually in channels available for grants withchanges from the lower end of the to permit more than five TV staout hearings.
"ontinuous session until it comVHF band (channels 2-6) to the
tions to be owned by the same enPossibility
that the Commission
tity. NBC asked that the existing
pletes
its
"final
report"
on
both
upper
end
(channels
7-13).
Wherefive-to-an-owner limitation be made
JHF and VHF allocations. The
ever possible, the FCC is revising
may authorize a 90-day "waiting
these shifts so that the stations
to apply to VHF stations only and
staff's' recommendations
will be period" before officially beginning
that one owner be permitted to
to act on applications will be will be moved in the same portion
I presented section by section, with
hold as many UHF stations as the
I ;he target date Feb. 15 or theregreeted with a sigh of relief by of the band. This would protect
ibouts.
the set-owners in the particular
consulting engineers. They had
Commission may decide on a caseRevolutionary departures from
been fearful that they would be areas from radical antenna alte- by-case basis [B • T, Jan. 14, 7].
rations and the telecasters from
vhat had been regarded as the deluged with hordes of new apThere is the possibility of a hearing on this issue, however, perhaps
plications at the same time they costly equipment installations.
established procedures are indicated— some contrary to the were required to revise existing
to be held during the "waiting
DA Problems
■ecommendations of the Federal
applications — all within two months
Communications Bar Assn. and
after the Final Notice comes out.
In discussing the NBC petition.
There is no disposition, at this
)thers who have participated in the
Hope is that Feb. 15 will see the stage, to introduce the directional
Chairman
Coy atsaid
: "There
was a lot Wayne
of doubt
first
about
announcement of the Sixth and
Vruelling pre-allocation proceedantenna into the allocations strucngs.
Final Report on TV allocations,
the workability of UHF. But, now
ture as a means of shoe-horning
as well as Rules and Engineering
Here's the way the wind is blowinto the spectrum additional sta- that NBC is willing to spend
ng:
tions. To do this would sacrifice
period."
Standards. Report becomes effecmoney
on UHF stations, as it indicates itwill in its petition, many
tive 30 days after publication in existing station coverage, and
i 0 Applications will be taken
the Federal Register.
other broadcasters have been
ip on a frequency-by-frequency
would result in gradual degradajasis.
tion of the allocation pattern, it is stirred into looking more seriously
Implicit in the FCC desire to
9 Applicants will probably be cause a minimum number of dis- felt. There is a sincere effort, it
is apparent, to avoid the pitfalls
As for limitations on ownership,
locations both for the public and
fiven 60 or 90 days to file applicaions or, if already filed, to revise
that befell AM broadcasting, fol- Mr. Coy said that for himself he
the licensed telecasters — who took
at UHF."
lowing the introduction of the was
the gamble in entering TV when
;hose pending.
willing for the limit to be the
directional
antenna
in
the
late
the
outlook
was
bleak
—
is
the
likeAlthough the channel-by-channel
same for all categories of broadtwenties.
lihood
that
minimum
shifts
will
procedure is a radical change from
cast stations — seven, whether AMSome observers feel that the
be made in existing VHF station
FM or TV.
he postwar practice of granting
rV applications only after a con'.olidated hearing of all applicants
where there are more applications
han available channels), it is the
nethod historically used in AM
proadcasting.
TV Nearing Radio Totals
SS
O
R
G
V.
WO
Advantages Foreseen
GROSS time sales of network tele- work time in that month. Of the 8640,800 for video network time.
vision are fast approaching those
Thinking inside the Commission
10 top users of TV network time This was nearly $10,000 more than
s that this method will: (1) of network radio, according to the in November (Table I), General
the $630,925 GF expended for radio
records of Publishers Information
3asten the advent of UHF (and
network time in November, when it
Foods Corp., which ranked second
(Contiyiued on page 68)
only to Procter & Gamble Co., spent
ilso expedite some new VHF sta- Bureau. They show that for November 1951 the TV networks sold $13,Mons) since it will permit the grant
919,327 worth of time at gross
TABLE II
yithout hearing of those applicants
rates
to
national
advertisers,
com' vho have chosen a frequency for
TOP TV NETWORK ADVERTISERS BY PRODUCT GROUPS FOR NOVEMBER 1951
pared to total radio network time
vhich no other applicant has ap)lied; (2) be fairest for all ap- sales for the month of $14,377,151.
Agriculture & Farming
$
)licants in terms of engineering
Apparel, Footwear & Access International Shoe Co
103,854
Moreover, among the 22 classes
Automotive, Auto. Access. & Equip... Ford Motor Co.
256,100
vidence, financial ability, coverof advertising placed on the TV
Beer & Wine
Joseph Schlitz Brewing Co
179,250
44,340
ge, etc.
networks during November, 12 of BIdg. Materials, Equip. & Fixtures. .. .Johns-Manville Corp
Confectionery
& Soft Drinks Pepsi-Cola
74,880
Not the least effect of this pro- these groups spent more for TV
Consumer Services
Arthur MurrayCo
School of Dancing
18,465
Drugs & Remedies
American Home Products
128,380
edure may well be that in key network time than for radio netFood & Food Products
General Foods
640,800
ities, strong contenders will find
Gasoline, lubricants & Other Fuels. .The Texas Co
145,700
TABLE I
Household Equip. & Supplies
Westinghouse Electric Corp
368,950
hemselves alone in seeking a speHousehold
Furnishings
Mohawk
Carpet
Mills
119,820
ific channel, thus be granted
TOP TEN TV NETWORK ADVERTISERS FOR Industrial Materials
Revere Copper & Brass Inc
68,340
NOVEMBER 1951
Insurance
Mutual Benefit Health & Accident Assn
33,320
ooner than up to now has been exJewelry,
Optical
Goods
&
Cameras
.
.Speidel
Corp
72,240
1. Procter & Gamble Co
$ 838,040 Office Equip., Stationery & Writing
ected [see editorial "Cutting TV
2. General Foods
640,800
Supplies
Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co
57,720
orners," B*T, July 30, 1951].
3. Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co. . . . 527,668
Publishing & Media
Time Inc
63,210
4. R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. . . 499,060 Radios,
This procedure also is contrary
TV
Sets,
Etc
RCA
155,970
5.
Liggett
&
Myers
Tobacco
Co.
.
.
368,145
0 the recommendations of FCBA,
Drugstore Television Productions
164,902
6. Lever Bros. Co
337,410 Retail Stores & Direct By Mail
Smoking Materials
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co
499,060
7. American Tobacco Co
317,095
Ithough an articulate minority of
661,760
8. P. Lorillard Co
314,353 Soaps, Cleansers t Polishes ........ Procter & Gamble Co
9. Ford Motor Co
256,100 Toiletries t Toilet Goods
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co
387,748
'CBA attorneys has consistently
Quaker Oat* Co
68,460
avored
the channel-by-channel
10. Kellogg Co
233,058 Miscellaneous
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COLOR

EQUmEHT

IN A MOVE to allay criticism over
its recent color TV equipment manufacturing ban, government production authorities are preparing to
call a second industry conference
early next month.
It was learned by Broadcasting
• Telecasting that the National
Production Authority plans to hold
a meeting with industry officials,
but on a smaller scale, similar to
the one called by Defense Mobilizer
Charles E. Wilson last October under supervision of the Office of
Defense Mobilization and Defense
Production Administration.
The conference has been tentatively set for Feb. 8 in the new
General Accounting Office Bldg.,
Washington, at 10 a.m. H. B. McCoy, assistant administrator of
NPA's Textile & Leather Specialty
Equipment Bureau, is to preside.
Last October, Mr. Wilson elicited
industry assurance that manufacturers would defer "mass production" of color TV receivers and related equipment for the duration of
the materials shortage. NPA later
formalized the agreement with an
order spelling out the prohibition
[B*T, Nov. 26, Oct. 29, 22, 1951].
Since that time, however, there
have been reports that NPA has
received pointed requests for clarification of the regulation, with
particular respect to its practical
effect on availability of materials
for color TV theatre systems, tricolor tube production and other
phases.
The purpose of this second con-

BACKSTAGE conference followed
starf of weekly live Pantomime Quiz
on NBC-TV, with participants including (standing, I to r) Stuart Reynolds,
head of Reynolds TV Program Sales,
Beverly Hills; Stanley Lomas, TV
commercial manager, William Esty
Co., New York, agency servicing R. J.
Reynolds Tobacco Co. (Camel cigarettes) account; (seated, I to r) Mike
Stokey, m.c. and program packager;
Kendall Foster, vice president and TV
director of agenc-'.
Page 62
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ference, it was learned, is to determine whether the order has served
the purpose for which it was issued
specifically and whether it fulfills
the intent of the October meeting.
Also in the background is concern in some Congressional quarters that some NPA orders have
been issued without prior consultation with businessmen.
The future of available raw materials for such projects as Paramount Pictures' Lawrence tri-color
tube and 20th Century-Fox Film
Corp.'s Eidophor-CBS theatre TV
unit has hung in the balance as a
result of the confusion shrouding
the NPA order.
"Experimental, defense, industrial and certain hospital and educational uses" are exempted from
the NPA directive, including manufacture of color TV equipment for
use on "closed circuit" industrial
facilities. Research and test programs related to further development of color video systems also
are permitted.
But NPA has never satisfactorily

to Review Ban
NPA
spelled out what the order would
mean for other uses, though it indicated earlier its feeling that the
regulation "reflects the intent" of
last fall's conference.
Pressing the operating production agency for a clearer definition
have been Paramount Pictures
Corp., through the legal firm of
Arnold, Fortas & Porter, Washington, Motion Picture Assn. of
America and Theatre Owners of
America, acting through Welch,
Mott & Morgan, Washington.
Official Purpose Described
Official purpose of the second conference was described by E. T.
Morris Jr., outgoing chairman of
NPA's Electronics Products Division and of DPA's Electronics Production Board.
Mr. Morris said such a meeting
is planned to determine whether
the order is achieving its purpose
and whether it reflects the "sense
and intent" of the October meeting.
He acknowledged complaints that
Need

BENTON

ON

CODE

Board Also,
He Says

an
for Herm
WITHOUT
mentioning
the
J"st
criticism he had received
from Gov. Herman Talmadge
of Georgia for presenting the
Mariners, mixed quartet of
white and Negro singers, on
his weekly Godfrey and His
Friends program on CBS
Television [B»T, Jan. 14],
Arthur Godfrey and the Marineis last Wednesday dedicated a song to the Georgia
governor: "You're Nobody
'Till Somebody Loves You."
the regulation (M90) is not dear
and that theatre color TV and
other questions had been posed.
It was learned that some 20
firms would be invited, with provision for the top official and one
other representative to attend from
each firm interested in the color
TV issue.
While the meeting will be at
NPA level, top industry officials
will be encouraged to attend. This
is in view of NPA's desire to once
again project the meeting above
the level of its conventional industry advisory groups and to obtain a representative range of
views from all industry quarters.
Paramount reportedly has delayed production of the Lawrence
tube, through its subsidiary, Chromatic Television Labs., pending
amplification of the order.
Paul Porter, Paramount attorney, had asked NPA to modify
the color TV equipment ban, holding that its reply to his initial
request
was "unsatisfactory."
Paramount wants
clear-cut authority to use its present allocations
for the Chromatic tube, he explained. The firm had been advised it could apply for materials
looking toward production of the
tube.
Receivers Can Be Modified
It is Paramount's claim that any
"good quality" receiver now on
the market can be modified to receive both color and monochrome
TV by inserting the Lawrence
unit, adding an adapter and making minor circuit adjustments. Unofficially, NPA's position has been
that the extent of change in circuitry is the major criterion and
has drawn a distinction between
circuitry change and materials
needed for existing black and white
sets.
The Chromatic tube is described
as being capable of receiving any
present color TV system and either
color or monochrome telecasts.
Paramount's stand is that the
amount of materials needed would
be minor since the method involves
incorporation of the tube within
existing sets.
The 20th Century-Fox Film
Corp. is still shooting for a springtime target date on initial production of the Eidophor unit. A
demonstration, to proceed actual
production, is slated sometime
(Continued on page 68)

IDEALS of the industry's TV Code are well taken but the question of
"implementation"
remains. Sen. William Benton (D-Conn.) said last
Wednesday.
Sen. Benton broke his silence on the television code for the first time
an intei'view *
its adoption, in
since Broadcasting
with
• Telecasting.
of the FCC and industry spokesmen would be given an opportunity
Questioned on the code. Sen.
Benton said he found it a "great to speak. Chairman Coy was not
step forward" for the industry. He in agreement with a majority of
particularly lauded the ideals ex- the Commission which held last
October that there are dangers of
(Section pressed
I).in the code's "preamble"
"censorship" in the proposed functions of the board, and that the
The Senator struck a humorous
note when he laughingly suggested board itself would be "undesirable."
[B*T, Oct. 15, 1951].
that "perhaps the Code even goes
further in restriction than what
There has been no indication
the industry sees in my proposal." from Sen. McFarland when these
However, Sen. Benton said he anticipated hearings would be held.
Preamble of the TV Code rehad no argument with the television industry for in his mind
ferred to by Sen. Benton lays particular emphasis on the fact that
"both the industry's Code and the
National Citizens Advisory Board
television's audience "is primarily
should be established." He as- a home audience," that the teleserted both were needed — "they are caster is responsible to do all he
can to bring "excellence and good
notSen.
mutually
Benton exclusive."
is author of the bill taste" in programming, and that
(S 1579) which would set up a there is a responsibility of the advertiser who utilizes TV to "bring
Congressional created body — National Citizens Advisory Board on the best programs, regardless of
Radio and Television — to "review"
kind, into American homes."
radio and TV programs.
It also points out that the inCurrently, the Benton Bill is in
dustry and those in it are accountthe Senate Interstate & Foreign
able to the American public "for
respect for the special needs of
Commerce Subcommittee, chairchildren, for community responsimanned by Senate Majority Leader
Ernest W. McFarland (D-Ariz.).
bility, for the advancement of eduSen. Benton said that after the
cation and culture . . . acceptability
close of the first session of the 82d
of the program materials chosen,
Congress last October, he had been
for decency and decorum in progiven assurance by Sen. McFarland
duction, and for propriety in adthat additional hearings would be
vertising." It further calls for
held on the review board proposal.
encouragement of viewers to make
Thus far. Sen. Benton, supported
by co-sponsors of the bill in the their criticisms and positive suggestions known to the telecaster.
Senate, has been heard.
.The TV Code is slated to go into
But, said Sen. Benton, he expected that Chairman Wayne Coy
eflfett March 1.
BROADCASTING
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TV

K/.y. Bar

WINNING

Rejects

Anti-TV Resolution
RESOLUTION to endorse banning
proadcasts or telecasts of Congresiional hearings or investigating
lommittees was rejected by members of the Assn. of the Bar of the
'ity of New York in a meeting
night. The vote was 66
0^'uesday
42.
' In effect a stronger statement of
similar broadcast ban, voted by
he association in 1948, the resoution was presented by the 16iiember committee on the Bill of
iights, in a statement dated Dec.
i7. Thirteen committee members,
neluding Chairman George S. Leiure, advocated its adoption while
ainority opinion was signed by
hree committee members, includng Robert L. Werner, general
ounsel and vice president of RCA,
r ho wrote the minority report and
resented it at Tuesday's meetag to general bar association memership.
Legal Eagles
' The discussion, lasting for an
our and a half, involved some of
le leading legal minds in the
buntry. Proponents of the reso.ition included Robert P. Patterun, former Secretary of War;
.loyd Paul Stryker, noted lawyer
nd former counsel for Alger Hiss;
Ind General Session Judge James
Ir. Wallace. Opponents included
lames L. Fly, former FCC chairlan; Rudolph Halley, city council
resident and counsel to the Keauver Committee; and Committee
lember Francis A. Brick Jr., who

FOR

EQUALITY?
Senators

THERE WERE signs last week that advocates of admitting
television to Congressional and other governmental hearings
were beginning to make headway in their arguments. In New
York, the bar association voted down a proposed resolution to
kick TV into the streets. In Washington, the "Little Kefauver
Committee" found out that television's manners weren't nearly
as crude as some Nice Nellies said they were.

is in legal practice with Mr. Leisure.
Resolution recommended that the
bar association urge Congress to
prohibit "the broadcasting, by radio or television, of the proceedings
at a public hearing held by a Congressional investigating committee
at which witnesses testify involuntarily under the compulsion of a
Congressional subpoena, and prohibit the taking of motion pictures
or other photographs during the
course of such hearing." While the
action pertained to several news
media, discussion focused almost
exclusively on television.
Proponents of the resolution were
quoted as saying that the opposition had been rounding up votes by
telephone for a week and had
"packed" the meeting, but Mr.
Leisure denied any knowledge of
that. He said the discussion was a
good one, and one "without the bitter feeling that sometimes is found
in such debate." Attendance was
reported as normal. The Association member, employed by a radio
network, said the meeting had been
called to the attention of inter-

wo INCIDENTS
that should
of cheer to
of beOthers'
Acquitted
[V
vevy broadcaster (and to every citizen who
ives a hoot about the processes of democracy)
ccurred last week.
% The New York State Bar Assn. beat down
proposed resolution condemning radio and
"levision broadcasts of investigative hearings.
9 Television was given a chance to prove its
iobtrusiveness when it, but no newsreels,
;iowed up at hearings of a Senate subcommitl^e investigating crime in Washington.
In the first incident, the bar association
3ted 66 to 42 against a resolution proposed by
is Committee on Civil Rights urging that rao, TV, newsreels — in short everybody but
Bwspaper reporters — be barred from Congresonal and other government investigative
tarings on the ground that these mechanical
>vices corrupted proceedings, deprived witjsses of their proper rights and committed
eneral nuisances [B«T, Dec. 24, 1951].
In the second, an unprecedented and, we
i)pe, history-making accident took place. Telesion moved into the subcommittee hearing
lom, but because the matters under discussion
ere of mostly local interest none of the newsels showed up. It was a happy accident inROADCASTING

FIGHT

• Telecasting

ested members, certainly, but that
it was a not unusual procedure for
any of the association agendas.
Subject provoked enough reaction from the floor that speakers,
initially alloted 10 minutes, were
soon limited to 2-minute statements.
Support of the TV ban centered around protecting civil rights
(Continued on page 92)

Jim

Berryman in the Washington
(D.C.) Evening Star.

s
deed because, for the first time, some
Senators
Sin
were able to see for themselves that TV needs
no blinding lights and makes no distracting
noises. Both of those unfortunate characteristics had been charged to TV before when, as
a matter of fact, they should have been attributed to the newsreels which happened also
to be present.
As you may read in a story elsewhere on this
page, the Senators were impressed.
In New York, the defeat of the bar committee's proposed anti-broadcasting resolution was
not accomplished without effort, or without
dispute. Indeed some members "leaked" the
word to the press that the opposition forces
had packed the meeting, a charge that seems
rather silly in view of the fact that attendance
was normal.
There is no doubt, however, that several
members of the bar presented a very forceful
case against the resolution. We think it important to mention that three of them are
people who are a lot more intelligently aware
of the nature and effect of television than some
of their stuffier colleagues may be.
RCA's vice president and general attorney,
Robert L. Werner, was a minority member of

Vote

Give

It

of Confidence

By J. FRANK BEATTY
TELEVISION proved last week
that it can portray democracy-atwork to the nation's 14 million receivers without violating the rights
of witnesses or interfering with
formal proceedings.
Washington's "Little Kefauver
Investigation" gave TV the chance
to show, definitely and emphatically, that it has been unfairly
catching all the blame for the
blinding lights and noisy cameras
that feature newsreel coverage.
The investigation is being conducted, without newsreels, by a
Senate subcommittee probing crime
conditions in the nation's capital.
Senators, counsel and witnesses
joined in tribute to the quiet and
unobtrusive way that WMAL-TV
Washington operated as it covered
the inquiry, terming it a demonstration of TV's ability to report
without upsetting participants.
TV's chance to present video
technique in its true form arose
when newsreel cameras decided the
inquiry was of local rather than
national interest. That gave both
TV and radio an opportunity to
show the way they operate.
To the surprise of Senators and
counsel, WMAL-TV had only two
silent cameras and two lights. The
lights were aimed directly upward
and did not bother anyone in the
room. This scene was in contrast
to the carnival aspects of newsreel
where a half-dozen or
coverage,
more
cameramen operate noisy
(Continued on page 7i)

editorial
an
the committee that proposed the resolution,
and he was joined in his objections to it by
James Lawrence Fly, former FCC chairman,
and Rudolph Halley, New York's City Council
understand the impli-if
president, who oughtg togovernmen
t hearings
cations of telecastin
anybody does.
it seems to us that the more this question
is argued, the more apparent it becomes that
g don't
of broadcastin
the opponents
most of
with
it. Coupled
much about
understand
really
their lack of information is a rather addled
notion that politics and political procedures belong exclusively to the politicians (and such
lawyers as they hire), and that the public
should be admitted to their sessions only by
the sufferance of newspaper reports (which are
not only less effective than broadcasting but
also easier to influence).
Their ignorance of broadcasting, we believe,
stands some chance of being overcome if broadcasters will pursue a diligent effort of enlightenment. It may take longer to disabuse them
of their hopes to run political procedures as
sort of a private club, but that will be accomplished when the public has a chance to get
through the door by watching television.
January 21, 1952
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U.
SCHOOL
TV
ILLINOIS Broadcasters Assn. and
the U. of Illinois board of trustees
met for their first face-to-face debate on the University's tentative
allocation of the only VHF channel
in East Central Illinois Wednesday in Chicago. The tax-supported
school expects to be assigned noncommercial Channel 12 in Champaign-Urbana, where three commercial UHF channels have been
tentatively allocated.
Broadcasters presenting opposition stands of the IBA, as well as
of most commercial broadcasters
and telecasters throughout the
country, followed policies agreed
upon by the group since last smnmer when it voted disapproval of
university's
athevideo
station. plan to construct
Appearing- for IBA were these
southern Illinois broadcasters:
President J. Ray Livesay, WLBH
Mattoon; Vice President Oliver J.
Keller, WTAX Springfield; Leslie
C. Johnson, WHBF Rock Island,
past vice president of IBA and former director of NARTB; Merrill
Lindsay, WSOY Decatur, chairman
of the IBA delegation, past presiSET SERVICING
Coumont Takes RTMA

Post

NATIONWIDE campaign to improve TV set servicing will be directed by Albert Coumont, former
sales manager of the Electronics
Section, International General Electric Co.
Glen McDaniel,
president of
Radio - Television
Mfrs. Assn., announced Mr. Coumont's appointment Wednesday.
He carries the
title of service
manager. The
position was authorized last fall
Mr. Coumont
by the RTMA
board to raise servicing standards.
It had been filled on an interim
basis by E. W. Merriam.
Mr. Coumont will promote training courses for service technicians
in trade and vocational schools.
The RTMA Service Committee,
headed by R. -J. Yeranko of Magnavox Co., has distributed a recommended agenda for such courses
among schools.
RCA Institutes has been engaged
by RTMA to prepare a three-year
vocational high school syllabus on
radio and TV and a 10-12 month
syllabus for adult educational institutions. The courses are being
edited by Gilbert Weaver, training
director of the New York State
Boai-d of Education.
Mr. Coumont joined GE in 19.35.
His entire career has been spent
in radio and TV, including operation of his own radio repair sei-vice and experience in service divisions of set manufacturers.
Page 64
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ISSUE
dent of the group and an NARTB
director, and Charles C. Caley,
WMBD Peoria, IBA director and
former NARTB director.
Meeting with them at the conference table were Dr. George Stoddard, president of the U. of Illinois; Park Livingston, Chicago,
president of the board of trustees;
and Trustees Wirt Herrick of Clinton and A. J. Janata of Chicago.
Also attending were Wilbur
Schramm, ofdean
of the university's
Institute
Communications,
and
Robert Hudson, director of university broadcasting.
The 2V2 hour session was conducted in roundtable fashion with
reporters present.
End Result Agreement
Although both groups were in
agreement that the end result
should be "what is best for the general public," the attempt at outlining aworkable blueprint of sideby-side operation was stalemated,
for the time being anyway. Generalities were agreed upon, but discussion of specifics brought assertions and rebuttals but no conclusions except the ones the representatives brought with them.
Mr. Livingston plans to call another meeting when new thinking
can be broached and some specifics
agreed upon.
Broadcasters, in prepared recom-

of I., IBA

Debate

mendations, suggested the school
"abandon all consideration of commercial television station operation, its plans for a noncommercial
television station at this time and
that it establish, a TV training
course as part of the curriculum."
It suggested also the university
"withdraw its support of the proposals of the Joint Committee on
Educational Television to the
Dr. Stoddard said the trustees
had never gone on record as approving or supporting activities or
purposes of JCET and worked with
theFCC."
educational body only for aid
in its own TV station petition.
The tentative channel allocation
provides for a noncommercial station, although U. of Illinois officials plan to accept commercial advertising until there is a commercial station covering the same area,
if FCC allows. Dr. Stoddard explained his group believes there is
a need for ■ education and entertainment and that viewers in any
area
diet ofshould
both. be off'ered a balanced
Should the university station be
the first on the air in the area, the
school would program in both ways,
reverting to its original noncommei'cial concept when a commercial
outlet in Champaign-Urbana began
ti-ansmissions.
If a commercial
Dr. DuMont Tells
NARDA Meet

MERITS of DuMont and FCC allocation plans for Charlotte, N. C, are
discussed by (I to r) Earle J. Gluck,
president-general manager, WSOCAM-FM Charlotte; Lewis Radford Jr.,
eastern district sales manager, DuMont Transmitter Div., and Dr. Allen
B. DuMont, president, Allen B. DuMont Labs. WSOC is applicant for
Channel 9 in Charlotte.
UHF station took the air before
the school station, the latter would
never
added. accept commercial shows, he
The university's study into its
projected
operation
TV station lies mostly
in of
the a realm
of
theory, inasmuch as the concept of
TV as an educational tool and the
extensive budget demands would
have to be approved by the state
legislature. Its next session does
not begin for a year, which means
the station could not get on the air
before the summer of 1953 even if
all proposals were approved.
School Programs on Film

IBA charges operation of a semior interim-commercial station, as
INTENSIVE
research
andNexperimental
ART'work in the past three years
OVE
UHF 'PR
as occupation on the only VHF
of the TV station-freeze have lifted UHF from the laboratory stage to well
channel in the area by the U. of I.
that of a proven art. Dr. Allen B. DuMont said in Chicago Monday,
would be unfair competition for the
urging TV dealers not to underestimate its value to them.
private telecaster. It claims the
UHF will become of "major im- the increased sale of video receivers
university station would give servportance in a hurry," once the
ice more cheaply and that private
freeze is lifted. Dr. DuMont pre- as well as UHF converters, the competition would be put on an
dicted when he addressed the an- television pioneer said. To pi'omote
nual convention of National Ap- early adoption of UHF, he ad- "unfair and unlivable" basis.
Broadcasters argued the school
vised, dealers should use aggrespliance and Radio Dealers Assn.
can
accomplish its manifold purAdoption of UHF can be effected
sive promotion in all media to inform the public about UHF, urge
poses without live transmission and
easily, he said, since video manuwithout its own transmitter by putthe public when buying receivers
facturers have designed new UHF
ting its programming on film for
units which will allow owners of to obtain sets easily convertible to
the present 15 million VHF sets UHF and work closely with dis- distribution to other stations, or by
tributors, servicemen, and UHF
to adapt their receivers quickly and
originating
live shows
from They
a local commercial
station.
station applicants for early liftsimply. Since there is less competipointed out state-wide coverage
tion among station owners for
ing of the freeze.
would be impossible without a netUHF channels, early applications
McDaniel Is Heard
work or relay system, and that
should be acted upon by the FCC
Glen McDaniel, president of the without state-wide coverage only
quickly, he explained.
of the population of Illinois
Lifting of the freeze will allow Radio - Television Manufacturers
would receive a service for which
for 451 new VHF assignments, Dr. Assn., spoke Tuesday afternoon on all residents would pay in taxes.
DuMont reminded his audience, the outlook of the industry this
All parties were interested in
while 1,358 UHF assignments are year, "which is about as easy to
possible. And of the present 1,239 forecast as who will win the Woild
projected costs
of theat U.
of I. undertaking, estimated
$200,000
for
television communities, 1,140 will
equipment
and
$260,000
operating
Manufacturers agree generally,
add UHF, while another 897 comcosts yearly. Mr. Johnson of Rock
he said, that (1) TV inventories
munities will have UHF channels
Island suggested distribution of
Series."
will
be lower and more realistic
only. Major markets will most cerprogramming by film, pointing out
than
last
year;
(2)
consumer
purtainly be included in UHF expancosts of cable transmission.
sion, he noted, with all of the top
chasing is more stable and prob- high
AT&T, he said, quoted $5,000
25 cities in the country scheduled
ably will continue so, with fewer
weekly as the cost of carrying a
peaks and valleys; (3) while shortquarter-hour strip from Chicago.
for
UHF,
and
all
but'
12
of
the
top 200 cities slated for similar
ages may make selling easy before
Commercial broadcasters would
UHF use.
the end of the year, business on
"welcome" films from the U. of I.
Television dealers will notice the
(Continued on page 71)
(Continued
on
page
71)
addition of UHF channels through
Telecasting
BROADCASTING

THEATRE

biSCUSSIONS continued last week
etween United Paramount Thejtres and Theatre Guild for the
latter's producing and distributing
4 series of important, past and/or
n-iginal plays for theatre television
jvith possible starting time set for
ihis spring.
I Leading contender for series is
;he Guild production of George
■Bernard Shaw's "Saint Joan,"
jihich is currently playing on
Broadway. Discussions about this
jpecific play have been in progress
!or the past two months, however,
l ith financial problems reportedly
he major issue.
Proponents of theatre television
mphasize that they believe its maiire use will call for emphasis upon
pmmercial, public service and pub[C affairs presentations, rather
nan entertainment, but feel that
xperiments with entertainment
hould be made. Discussions are
aid to have been held with varius entertainment groups, of which
he Guild is only one.
: Spokesman for United Paralount emphasized that his comany is not involved in anything
pproaching an exclusive interest,
JOOLf

y 70

BLAIR

Play

TV

but only as a representative of the
whole theatre television industry,
including such groups as RKO,
Warners, Fabian and others, such
as independent exhibitors. Estimates of the theatres now equipped
for theatre telecasts range from 30
to .35 houses, he said, which means
that no one circuit of theatres is
equipped for a solo approach to
theatre television.
More Houses Needed
"A good many more" houses,
perhaps from 75 to 100, will have
to be equipped before theatre television can become a box office success, he added.
Experiment proposed would thus
commit the Guild to full production
and distribution management. The
drama series is planned to extend over a period of time to assure
that evaluations of the experiment
are not made by snap judgment.
The series will not start until "two
roads converge: Whenever the
Guild is ready with its productions
and whenever theatre television
participants
this
spring. are ready," possibly
Sports on theatre television were
characterized as "a completely
confused picture" with major complaint being the lack of events

Rights

Are

Sought

major enough to attract widespread interest. It was understood
that experiments so far conducted
have resulted in loss of money in almost all instances.
Logical position of theatre TV,
United Paramount spokesman said,
is for commercial use, conducting
sales conventions, introducing new
car models or holding inter-office
management and training sessions.
Avoiding mass audience requirements of home television, but conducting sessions of interest to specific large groups would key programming, with shows scheduled
for morning or early afternoon periods, when the theaties are normally dark, to allow for two-way
Two-way System Seen
profit.
Two-way telephonic communication could be installed in addition
to the usual theatre TV equipment,
thus allowing, for examjjle, Chicago businessmen interested in a
New York convention, to ask questions of speakers there and be answered by them.
Theatre television was investigated some months ago for covering the Girl Scouts convention in
Boston and it was established then
that local councils could save travel and hotel expenses by watching
the convention on theatre television
for as little as 15 to 30 cents per

|| Leaves WOW-AM-TV Post
OBERT
M. DOOLEY, general
NEW OHIO FILM CO.
ales manager of WOW-AM-TV
Robbins, Goodman Open Firm
person.
jmaha, has been named agersales
in the manNew
York
office of RICHARD ROBBINS, salesmanJimmy OTIynn
Blair - TV Inc., film producer for WTVN (TV)
television station
Columbus, Ohio, last week an- JIMMY O'FLYNN, 7, television,
nounced his resignation. Mr. Robr e p r e s entative
bins will form a film production radio and stage performer, died
firm, Blair - TV
agency in Columbus with Ken Jan. 12 of a kidney disease first
President William
Goodman, former motion picture diagnosed when he was three. The
H. Weldon announced in a chief at WBNS-TV Columbus.
youngster started singing and tellstatement to be
The new firm, Television Film
ing jokes on stages in his home
released today
Productions, will make film comtown of Rochester, N. Y., when he
(Monday). The
mercials on a mass production, low
was two. He subsequently became
appointment
i s budget scale to serve advertisers
effective Feb. 1.
in and around Ohio. Studios are the star of Ask the Kids over
WHAM-TV Rochester.
Before joining the WOW stations
located at 1133 S. High St.
the fall of 1949, Mr. Dooley had
rved for five years as general
liles manager of KFAB Omaha,
|here he also was in charge of
•omotional
and merchandising
anning and participated in dermination and execution of comercial and operational policies. At
I'OW he also took part in activiips of the stations' operating com|ittee, which determined operalons and policy.
He is a graduate of Grinnell
owa) College. Upon graduation,
; was one of 17 selected by ArmIrong Cork Co. from a field of
|)0ut 4,000 applicants for the cominy's industrial and sales manrement training program. He
ter was Armstrong district manCONFERRING on sponsorship by the Federation Bank & Trust Co. of The Big
i;er in Atlanta and Minneapolis,
Picture, official Army documentary of the Korean campaign, over WCBS-TV
le also served as assistant to the
New York Sundays at 2 p.m. are (I to r) Philip Roraback, bank executive vice
Ivertising manager of Bankers
president; G. Richard Swift, WCBS-TV general manager; Capt. Melvin H.
fe Insurance Co. of Iowa before
Cosson, chief, radio-TV branch, 1st Army; Thomas J. Shanahan, bank presiorld War II. After military servdent; Major Alfred B. Frazin, chief, public relations division, Ist Army; Dick
e he joined Central Broadcasting
Doan, WCBS-TV program director, and Lt. Albert Gannawoy, technical ad.-stem, operator of KFAB, KOIL
visor, U. S. Army public relations.
maha and KFOR Lincoln.
POADCASTING
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'Brief But Eloquent'
UNTIL a week ago, Commentator Ed Muii'ow had what
he called a "lifeboat" to get
him out of the difficulty
which might come with any
mechanical breakdown on his
CBS Television See It Now
show. The lifeboat: Take the
audience on a tour of the studios. Mr. Murrow had to resort to the lifeboat on the
Jan. 13 show when film equipment suddenly snafued. He
ad libbed his way around the
studios for some 10 minutes,
successfully enough until
someone asked an engineer
about progiess in repaii-ing
the
equipment.
busy film
as hell,"
came the "We're
reply.
"Brief but eloquent," observed Mr. Murrow. Last
week he was looking for another "lifeboat" in event another is ever needed.

HECHT, SNADER
Sign Film Series Contract
BEN HECHT, author and film
writer-producer-director, has been
contracted by Snader Pictures,
Inc., Beverly Hills, as writer-producer-director on a 39 half-hour
TV film series for distribution by
Snader Telescriptions Sales Inc.,
Beverly Hills.
Mr. Hecht is to set up own production unit for a series. One Thousaiid and One Nights, borrowing the
title from one of his books. Each
film is budgeted at approximately
-$28,000 with Mr. Hecht and Snader
pictures sharing ownership of the
negatives.
FURSE IsJOINS
CBS-TV
Program
Dept. Mgr.
RUSSELL FURSE, West Coast
film and TV producer, joins CBS
Television Network as general
manager of program department
today (Monday) to succeed E. Carlton Winckler, recently named manager of production for operations
department.
Mr. Furse joins CBS-TV from
ABC-TV Hollywood where he first
served as director, then as production manager. Previously, he had
produced short subjects for Paramount Pictures, worked on special
effects for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
and served as producer for Cascade
Pictures, division of Hal Roach
Studios. In latter post in 1947, Mr.
Furse managed development of live
TV programs for West Coast consumption.
Buys Sinatra Segment
CBS Television last week marked
up a sale under its new "Magazine
Type"can Div.of ofsales
offer.
ElginCase
AmeriIllinois
Watch
Co.,
manufacturer of compacts, etc.,
signed for 15 minutes of the hourlong Frank Sinatra Show on a
one-time-only basis. The company
will sponsor the 8-8:15 portion of
the Feb. 12 program.
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Big Rural Audience
Found in Survey

YESTERDAY
telestatus
and
TODAY
in
Central

Indiana

WFBM-TV
"JiAdJL UL

9nduincL"

Yesterday

....

On May 30, 1949 there
were 2500 Sets in WFBMTV's coverage area.
Today
there

(Report 199)

It

....
are

192,500
Sets in use
in WFBM-TV's
coverage area
In planning your TV coverage remember to TAKE
A CLOSE LOOK at the
Central Indiana Market —
COMPLETELY
COVERED by WFBM-TV.
Represented nationally by
The Katz Agency Inc.

WFBM-TV
t
* L
m
Channel
6

rS answe
MERmade
1,043
by the
check
ing a spotFAR
U. of Illinois in 12 northeastern Illinois counties, 58% have
television sets.
Out of the 58% (604) owning
video sets, 98% (591) said they
would like to see a farm TV program regularly.
Of the 439 farms without sets,
76% (334) said they, too, would
like to see a TV station carry a
farm program regularly. Also,
29% (129) commented that they
planned to purchase a set within
a year.
College of Agriculture, U. of
Illinois, Urbana, mailed out 6,000
cards. Return was 17%, representing the 1,043 figure.
John A. Murray, assistant extension editor, emphasized that the
survey was more of a spot check
than a scientific study. The survey
was made, he added, in response
to questions raised by commercial
telecasters in Chicago concerning
rural audience potential.
Mr. Murray said the survey
showed that while the city TV
audience is established, an appreciable rural audience is growing.
OF

A specific need was seen for programs that: Will appeal to the
city viewer in terms of his interests
such as food, clothing, prices,
family living; appeal to the farm
viewer in terms of his interests,

City

with particular emphasis on encouraging him to produce a better
product for his city customer, and
will point out to both groups the
need for continuing research to
increase efficiency of food production and utilization and to improve
family living.
* * *
Godfrey Show Tops
Trendex Listing
TOP TEN sponsored network
television shows, based on Jan. 2-8
interviews,
were listed by Trendex
1. last week
Inc.
as follows:
RATING
RANK PROGRAM
47.3
Godfrey's
Talent
Scouts
(CBS)
5.2. 1 Love Lucy (CBS)
43.9
40.4
3. Red Skelton (NBC)
4. Your Show of Shows (NBC)
8. Godfrey's Friends (CBS)
37.2
37.4
6. Texaco Star Theatre (NBC)
Fireside (CBS)
Theatre (NBC)
7. Mama
32.7
35.6
32.3
Big Town (CBS)
30.7
10. Goodyear Playhouse (NBC)
30.3
Man Against Crime (CBS)
30.3
9.
Berle, Skelton Lead
N ielsen December Report
MILTON BERLE and Texaco Star
Theatre again led the national
Nielsen ratings for the top 10 video
programs for the two weeks ending Dec. 22, 1951. Red
City Skelton was

alows.
close second. Nielsen listing folOF TV HOMES REACHED
RANKNUMBER PROGRAM
(000)
HOMES
Star Theatre (NBC)
1 Texaco
Skelton (NBC)
2 Red
Hour (NBC)
3 Colgate
Fireside Comedy
Theatre (NBC)
4 Arthur
Godfrey & Friends
7,127
5
8,324
(Liggett & Myers Tobacco) 6,927
6,792
Show of Shows
6 Your
(Participating)
(NBC)
(CBS)
6,602
Your Show of Shows
(NBC)
(Reynolds,
R. J., Tobacco) 6,423
Your
Show ofInc.)
Shows(NBC)
(Evershorp,
You Bet Your Life (NBC)
6,300
6,352
Jock Benny Show (CBS)
6,153
PER CENT OF TV HOMES REACHED
IN PROGRAM STATION AREAS HOMES
6,012
RANK
PROGRAM
(%)
1 Texaco Star Theatre (NBC) 55.9
51.6
2 Red Skelton (NBC)
3 Arthur
Godfrey's
51.2
Benny
Show Scouts
(CBS) (CBS) 48.5
4 Jack
Arthur
Godfrey
&
Friends
(CBS)
5
(Liggett & Myers Tobacco)
10
47.2
Colgate Comedy Hour (NBC) 48.0
Your
Show of Shows
(Participating)
(NBC)
Fireside Theatre (NBC)
46.3
Your Show of Shows
44.0
(Reynolds, R. J., Tobacco)
46.7
(NBC)
44.6
Arthur
Godfrey
&
Friends
(Pillsbury Mills, Inc.) (CBS)
Copyright 1952 by A. C. Nielsen Co.
WCBS-TV New York will televise
series of educational programs weekly
commencing
Feb. The
2 and
It's
Worth Knoiving.
shows,titled
intended
primarily for adult audience, will be
produced in cooperation with National
Education Assn. Subject of first four
broadcasts will be individual's relationship to his community.

CO),
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Weekly Television SummarySets in130,076
Area
Outlets on Air
Outlets on Air
Sets in Area Louisville
WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
Albuquerque
Matamoras
(Mexi
12,100
KOB-TV
Ames
Brownville, Tex .XELD-TV
115,083
WOl-TV
11,100
WMCT
Atlanta
102,600
WAGA-TV, WSB-TV WLTV
73,441 Memphis
165,009
WTVJ
Baltimore
WAAM, WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
358,052 Miami
305,537
Milwaukee
Binghamton
WNBF-TV
280,200
70,000 Minn. -St. Paul WTMJ-TV
Birmingham
54,784
50,150
WAFM-TV,
WBRC-TV
125,000
KSTP-TV, WTCN-TV
WTTV
Nashville
Bloominglon
224,000
WSM-TV
Boston
WBZ-TV, WNAC-TV
847,725 New Haven
WNHC-TV
78,377
BufFalo
New Orleans
WBEN-TV
WDSU-TV
WBTV
Charlotte
122,970 New York
Chicago
WABD,
WCBS-TV,
WJZ-TV,
WNBT
WOR-TV,
WPIX
WBKB, WENR-TV, VtfGN-TV, WNBQ
247,503
WATV
2,750,000
Cincinnati
1 ,056,949
WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV, WLWT
325.000 Newark
Norfolk
WEWS, WNBK, WXEl
Cleveland
WTAR-TV
567,692
Oklahoma
City
Columbus
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
200,000
WKY-TV
113,224
97,606
113,082
Philadelphia
DallasKMTV, WOW-TV
Ft. Worth
Omaha
KRID-TV,
WFAA-TV,
WBAP-TV
148,892
WCAU-TV,
WFIL-TV, WPTZ
Phoenix
Pittsburgh
Davenport
KDHO-TV
970,000
WDTV
55,100
Quad Cities WOC-TV
Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise . Moline 85,134
342,300
Providence
Dayton WHIO-TV, WLWD
227,000
WJAR-TV
WTVR
191,000
705,323 Richmond
Detroit
WJBK-TV,
WWJ-TV,
W?XYZ-TV
105,253
Erie
WICU
Rochester
WHAM-TV
101,153
82,765 Rock Island
Ft.Dallas
Wforth148,892
WHBF-TV
include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline 85,134
Salt Lake
Quad City
Cities KDYL-TV,
Grand Rapids WBAP-TV, KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
KSL-TV
Kalamazoo
Antonio
WOOD-TV
160,413 San Diego
70,200
KEYL,
WOAI-TV
Greensboro
WFMY-TV
97,605
116,000
KFMB-TV
64,671
Houston
KPRC-TV
San Francisco
KGO-TV,
KPIX,
KRON-TV
298,000
119,500
^WSAZ-TV
HuntingtonAlbany-Troy
SchenectadyCharleston
WRGB
192,500
5272,649
000
WFBM-TV
Indianapolis
Seattle
Jacksonville
KING-TV
WMBR-TV
KSD-TV
132,732 St. Louis
Johnstown
116,500
WJAC-TV
98,375 ,
193,700
WHEN,
WSYR-TV
Toledo
KalamozooWSPD-TV
Syracuse
Tulsa
363,000
KOTV
160,413
127,000
152,793
Grand Rapids WKZO-TV
WKTV
180,775 Uiica-Rome
Kansas
City WGAl-TV
WDAF-TV
130,804
Washington
Lancaster
WMAL-TV,
WNBW, WTOP-TV, WHG
64,000
Lansing WJIM-TV
80,000 Wilmington
WDEL-TV
Los Angeles
KECA-TV,
324,375
KTLA,
KTSL,KHJ-TV,
KnV KLAC-TV, KNBH
1,334,899
89,982
Estimated Sets in use 15,310,000
Total Stations on Air 109*
Total
Markets
on AirMatomoros,
64*
* Includes
XELD-TV
Mexico
Editor's Note: Totals for each market represent estimated sett within television area. Where coverage areas overlap set counts may be
partially duplicated. Sources of set estimates are based on data from dealers, distributors, TV circulation committees, electric companies
and manufacturers. Since many are compiled monthly, some may remain unchanged in successive summaries. Total sets in all areas are
necessarily approximate.
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EXCLUSIVE
The only films of the final plunge
of the Flying Enterprise — including the rescue tug crew's last tribute to the stricken ship— two days
ahead of any other motion pictures taken on the scene.

FIRST
First on the spot — with four cameramen—where theNortheast Airlines plane crashed into the shallow waters off LaGuardia Field.
First on the air with pictures and
sound interviews with survivors.

D

Two

PRESS

big news

— the whole
comprehensive

MOVIETONE

stories break.

Atlantic

coverage

between

The

them.

are the same

—

scenes

NEWS

are widely

But first coverage
by United

different
and

most

Press Movietone

United

News.

Press

THE WORLD'S BEST COVERAGE OF THE WORLD'S BIGGEST NEWS

WAVE-TV

IN KENTUCKY

ON THE AIR!

IN LOCAL ADVERTISING!

IN NATIONAL ADVERTISING!

IN HOURS ON THE AIR!

IN COVERAGE!
WAVE -TV of course has
excellent reception in metropolitan Louisville. So does
Station B. WAVE -TV's
PLUS is that in outlying
areas, 61.3% of all TV
homes "get" WAVE -TV
far more clearly than Station
B. Ask for the positive proof !

WAVE-TV
CHANNEL 5
NBC

• ABC

LOUISVILLE,

• DUMONT
KENTUCKY

^^Ur^ FREE & PETERS, Inc.
Exclusive National Representatives
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ing
Product Group
Agriculture & FarmApparel,
& Access.Footwear
Automotive, Autc.
Access. & Equip.
Beer & Wine
BIdg. Materials,
Equip. & Fixtures
Confectionery
&
Soft Drinks
Consumer Services
Drugs
Remedies
Food && Food
Products
Gasoline, Lubricants
& Other Fuels
Horticulture
Householdment & Supplies
Equipings
Household
FurnishIndustrial Materials

TABLE III
CROSS TV NETWORK TIME SALES FOR NOVEMBER AND JANUARY-NOVEMBER 1951
COMPARED TO SAME PERIOD 1950
1950
November
1951
Jan. -Nov.
November
November
Jan. -Nov.
1950 Jan. -Nov.
1951
Product Group
Jan. -Nov. November
1950
1951
1950
1951
Insurance
355,990
18,900
33,320
Jewelry, Optical
152,487
60,550
338,373
$9,908
763,680
1,789,642
$9,908
124,954
GoodsEquip.,
& Cameras 216,557
$327,452 $2,833,467
OfTice
145,950
700,800
15,460
787,879
43,750
1,147,509
9,851,767
Stationery & Writ265,190 4,577,301
ing Supplies
22,810
583,780
Political
5,145,714
24,650
60,430
152,401
91,290
20,340 1,312,652
44,340
Publishing & Media 286,780
439718
93,570
824,584
4,227,056
Radios,
TV
Sets,
etc.
376,817 2,938,875
316,202 1,525,698
190,042
Retail Stores &
2,861,045
1,902,656
65,515
Direct By Mail
812,969
23,641
15,120
15,840,942
386,017
228,785
18,465
76,880
Smoking
Materials
1,904,528
5,432,833
385,175
318,295
2,322,167
180,935
Soaps,
Cleansers, & 1,390,220
9,733,320
Toys
621 ,455
2,683,110 23,233,914 1,135,648 5,311,692
Polishes Goods &
Sporting
32,100
376,515 2,595,974
264,468 1,316,713
78,450
681,701
Toiletries &
1,949,882 14,576,303
3,416,980
Toilet Goods
1,140
148,916
477,934 2,150,552
303,971
Miscellaneous
7,571,829
1,189,799
1,103,237
96,405
254,693 1,795,762
375,852
3,327,201
$13,919,327 $113,834,346 $6,498,623 $33,7?2,915
Totol:
272,381
Source: Publishers Information
Bureau.
137,310
2,425,899
969,474

Color Equipment
(Continued from page 62)
within the next month. Eidophor
is a theatre TV system designed
to project color on any size screen
(either live or on film) via the
CBS method.
Attorneys for MPAA and TOA
(as well as other parties interested
in the 20th Century-Fox-EidophorCBS unit) have recommended that
the associations request an amendment of the order or outright revocation if, in their opinion, it
would not help conserve materials.
As presently constituted, MPAA
and TOA were advised over the
weekend, that the regulation does
not serve the purpose for which
it was promulgated. A formal
protest has been prepared, awaiting their approval, it was indicated,
despite the scheduling of the NPAindustry conference.
Engineers working with the
Eidophor system have assured 20th
Century-Fox that production of
the unit would consume relatively
"insignificant" quantities of materials compared to those needed
for monochrome output. Black-andwhite theatre TV is not prohibited.
Some authorities claim that any
savings of materials which might
result would contribute very little
to the defense production effort.
MPAA and TOA are carrying
the ball for 20th Century-Fox,
which deferred to the association
before taking individual action,
and for the National Exhibitors
Theatre Television Committee and
smaller motion picture exhibitors.
J. A. Milling, who succeeds Mr.
Morris in the twin DPA-NPA
electronics posts Feb. 1 [B»T,
Jan. 14], also is expected to be
present
ference. at the NPA-industry conFirms represented at the ODMDPA conference last October were:
RCA, CBS, Allen B. DuMont Labs.,
Paramount Pictures, Philco Corp.,
Motorola Inc., General Electric Co.,
Admiral Corp., Chromatic Television Labs, (half-owned by Paramount Pictures), Color Television
Inc., Crosley, Fada, Hazeltine,
Magnavox, Meek Industries, TravLer, Webster - Chicago, Wells Gardner, Westinghouse, Hallicrafters and Paramount Film Distributing Corp.

EDUCATIONAL
TV
Chain of N. Y. Stations Seen
A CHAIN of educational TV stations that will reach 9T/c of the
people in New York State was foreseen last week by Dr. Lewis A.
Wilson, State Commission of Education, who predicted the educational network when the FCC approves a State Board of Regents'
applications for 11 TV outlets.
Art galleries, museums, libraries,
and zoos of the metropolitan area
would be made available to small
communities, he said, while "the
feeling of space, great forests, and
the orchards" of upstate New York
could be brought into urban living
rooms.
Also addressing some 200 persons at the Eighth Annual Institute of Visual Arts held last weekend in New York, Dr. Irene F.
Cypher, assistant professor of education at New York U., admitted
that educators had failed to use
radio as effectively as they could
have, and warned that they not repeat the error with television. Two
of the main problems in educational
television, she said, were overcoming budgetmakers who cannot
understand the need for new materials and for reforming the
teacher who still instructs classes
in the way she, as a child, was
taught.

November Gross
(Continued from page 61)
stood second to P & G in the radio
topIndividual
10, too. advertisers who were
top spenders for TV network time
in their respective product groups
in November are listed in Table II
(page 61). Table III shows the
combined time purchases of all ad
vertisers in each class for Novem
ber and January-November, 1951
and 1950. It should be noted that
direct dollar comparisons between
the two years are not possible as
the 1950 totals do not include time
sales of the DuMont Television
Network.
Food Advertising First
Product group analysis shows
food advertising accountable for
more TV network time purchases
than any other group during No
vember, with toiletries ranking
second, smoking materials third,
soaps and cleansers fourth, automotive fifth and, to include all
groups spending more than a mil
lion dollars, household equipment
sixth. Four of these six classes, it
is interesting to note, spent more
for TV network time than for radio
network time during the month.
These were toiletries, tobaccos,
automotive and household equip
ment.

If your problem is how to get low-cost TV
film spots (with audio) to fit your budget,
we con
solve itofforsmall
you budget
just as we're
doing
for
hundreds
advertisers
through-out the country.
Our 35 years of producing top-quality
film titles and messages for theatres
and advertisers is your assurance of / MINUTE
the
work.
save \\
time best
and professional
money if you
get You'll
our prices
first.

'1331 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago 5, Illinois
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THE MAURER 16MM.. designed specifically
for professional use, equipped with precision high-power focusing and view-finder.
Standardsolvingequipment
includesfade
: 235**
disshutter, automatic
control,
view-finder, sunshade and filter holder,
one 400-foot gear-driven film magazine, a
60-cycle 115 -vol I synchronous motor, one
8- frame handcrank, power cable and a
lightweight carrying case.

1 his remarkable photo shows the Maurer 16mm. Professional
Camera shooting a scene at twenty degrees below zero . . . one hundred and fifty feet down in a marble quarry!
But that Maurer is getting perfect pictures ... it was designed not
to "freeze up." The Maurer 16's dependability under all conditions isonly one of many reasons why the nation's top professionals
choose this fine camera for all phases of professional motion picture production.
Hair-line accuracy ... precise high-power focusing ... the 235°
dissolving shutter . . . and many special exclusive features all add
up to finer motion pictures with the
Maurer 16mm. Top results mean
economical results too!
Write us for more information
about how the Maurer 16mm. can
anstver your motion picture production problems.
parts
(other thar. ='">'icing or
recording «P"e

maurer

J .

A .

M

A

r

R

E

R

,

THE 16MM. SOUND ON-FILM RECORDING
SYSTEM combines the highest fidelity in
16mm. recording practice with wide flexibility and extreme simplicity of operation.

I \ c .

37-01 31st Street, Long Island City 1, New York
^^^Uuihiufl
1107 South Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles 35, California
^^Uu\\
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TV SPOTS

REAP TOPS
Flamingo Sales Soar After Premium

OVER 400,000 tops from Flamingo
frozen orange juice cans were
mailed in response to a premium
offer made by Leigh Foods Inc.,
New York, during a sales campaign of two months.
The offer — a wall-type can opener— was carried in four markets
and plugged principally by minute
video spots, with additional radio
spots and point-of-sale material.
Listeners were asked to send in
30 Flamingo can tops, plus 25
cents for mailing and handling.
Markets covered were Chicago, Detroit, Oklahoma and New York.
"The results were most gratifying," Douglas Leigh, food firm
president, said, "especially in view
of the number of can tops a housewife was required to save. In the
important New York market, for
instance, the premium boosted sales
73%." Purpose Films of New
by Special
York made the TV commercial
which was carried 18 times a week,
over WCBS-TV New York.
In addition to the increase in

fwpy

ON

sales, Mr. Leigh explained, the
Swing- A- Way (can opener) opened
many new accounts for Flamingo.
Mr. Leigh said that Leigh Foods
plans to make the same offer in
other markets if the Swing-A-Way
company under new government
restrictions can obtain sufficient
materials for production.
SERVICE STANDARDS
High Quality Urged by Create
ESTABLISHMENT of highest
professional standards throughout
the television servicing industry
was urged by Daniel R. Create,
RCA service vice president and
counsel, in a talk before the Allied
Technicians Assn. in West Collingswood, N. J.
Mr. Create said that insistence
on the highest possible service
standards is doubly important now
in view of the projected lifting of
the freeze on TV stations and the
expected advent of commercial telecasting in ultra-high frequencies.

coi»Tc$r

3a

TV

WOC

PULLS OVER 800

LOEB
Offer

^

ENTRIES EACH WEEK

WITH ONE MINUTE

COMMERCIAL

WOC-TV Produced Programs Prove They Pull!
Local candy bar manufacturer ran a weekly
Name-the-Pup contest on Cov/boy Ken's kiddie
participation shov/. During the 60 second sales
talk. Ken showed youngsters a live cocker pup
given each week for the best name submitted
. . . each entry accompanied by a candy bar
wrapper. Results from the one minute commercial on Ken's three shows a week — 804 candy
bar wrappers the second week and 837 the
third week ... 5 week total — 4064. Ken's still
giving away puppies — and the candy bar wrappers are STILL COMING IN.
WOC-TV sells ... to youngsters or adults. Let
WOC-TV build your sales in the rich Quint City
area. Contact your nearest F & P office . . .
or write directly to us.
Free & Peters, Inc.
Exclusive National Representatives
The Quint Cities
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
Ernest C. Sanders, Resident Manager
OC-T5V
WChannel
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HEARING
Fair Panel Sought

THREE persons connected with
neither the industry nor the union
were being sought by Television
Authority last week to hold hearings on character actor Philip
Loeb's charges that he was blacklisted from the cast of The Goldas a result of his Red Channelsbergslisting.
Action was approved by TVA
board Monday, after a special committee of TVA members, acting on
the union's anti-blacklisting resolution passed at its convention last
December, held an initial hearing
of Mr. Loeb's complaint the previous Friday night. The full investigation isexpected to start as soon
as the special three-person comcommittee is named sometime this
week.
Special Order of Business
The Loeb case has also been inserted as a special order of business for a general TVA membership meeting previously set for
Thursday afternoon, with consideration of listing The Goldbergs as an
"unfair" program as a possibility.
Some 183 of 283 actors equity
members had urged their council
to request that TVA list the program, scheduled for sponsored
return to the air Feb. 4, as "unfair." Members named a five-man
committee of equity card-holders
to assist TVA in its action.
Council for actors of the ligitimate stage passed a resolution
Monday commending TVA for its
prompt action on Mr. Loeb's complaint and for the general membership meeting called to discuss it,
again offering cooperation and assistance in securing a fair hearing
for the actor. The council did not
mention "unfair" listing, however,
with a spokesman
"the
council
took what explaining,
action it could
NBC

'57 REPORT
TV Sponsors Increase
ADVERTISERS in 1951 "invested
more money in NBC network television than in any other medium,"
according to the NBC "Report for
1951" which also states that commercial programming on NBC-TV
went up from 186 hours per month
in 1950 to 230 hours per month in
1951, with the number of stations
carrying the average NBC-TV program concurrently increasing from
37 in 1950 to 44 in 1951.
Addition of XELD-TV Matamoros, Mexico, brought the network total to 64 TV stations, of
which 52 are interconnected.
NBC's radio network included
189 stations at the end of 1951, of
which 89 also operate FM stations.
No sales figures are given, but
the report notes that the NBC National Spot Sales Dept. records
showed radio and TV sales for 1951
totaling 50 7f more than the records
set in 1950.

take" considering its policies and
jurisdiction.
The five-man equity committee's
appointment therefore remains a
meaningless action since it has not
been
lution.implemented by a council resoMorton Edell, president of the
Vitamin Corp. of America, first
sponsor to sign for the TV program, reported last week that The
Goldbergs had been offered to his
company by NBC-TV without Mr.
Loeb as a cast member. "This may
sound stupid on my part," he was
reported as saying, "but at that
time I'd never heard of the controversy about Mr. Loeb."
The character actor's denial of
communist affiliation, Mr. -Edell
said, "has
me is
on edge.
I feel ter-I
rible. If he
a communist
wouldn't want him within a thousand miles of the show. But if he
is not, I wish there were some way,
to find out."
'RAFFLES'

:ai

RIGHTS

Interstate Retains Plans
DESPITE legal claim of Mrs. Sam
Goldwyn to exclusive rights oi
Raffles stories. Interstate Television Corp., subsidiary of Monogram
Pictures, has not abandoned plans
to produce a TV film series based
on that fictional character.
A recent federal court ruling
against Warner Bros, in its plagiarism suit against Dashiell Hammett, mystery writer, CBS and
others over rights to Sam Spade
character has heartened Interstate
Jan.
7].
executives
in their stand [B*T,

iai

liia
■liei
17.
lai
iiS(
0 01
p
a

U. S. District Court Judge Wil
liam C. Mathes in early January
ruled that purchase by film studio
of Mr. Hammett's Maltese Falcon
did not give Warner Bros, future
rights to Sam Spade, central character of book. Under ruling Mr.
Hamniett retains all rights to the
fictional character he created.
It is expected that either Interstate or Mrs. Rosalie Menchen, who
owns most of the Raffles story
rights, will file suit in order to
have a judicial declaration on
ownership of the fictional char
acter. Assertion is that many of
the Raffles stories are in public
■resi
domain.
Interstate, all set to start filming its TV Raffles series in late
November called off plans at the
last minute when Goldwyn representatives, claiming certain rights
for Mrs. Goldwyn, threatened to
take action "to protect those

'Kukia'

Honored

rights."
BURR TILLSTROM's award-winning Knkla, Fran and Ollie has U
another award as Look magazine
commended it as the best in children's video programming. Mr.
Tillstrom and his Kuklapolitan
Players originated their NBC fivea-week strip in New York, rather
than Chicago, in order to receive
the presentation during an NBC-TV
Kate S^nith Evening Hour telecast.
e c a s11n g
Tel
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UHF Trov
(Continued
from page 64)
le whole will be highly competive and salesmanship may mean
he difference between profit and
bss for the dealer; (4) military
reduction of radio and electronics
Iquipment will be much higher than
h 1951 but will not halt the manulacture of sets.
Set demand will not be affected
tiuch by the end of the freeze, Mr.
VIcDaniel
"it seemsof
oubtful if said,
more adding
than a handful
ew TV stations will take the air
efore the end of the year." New
i|tationS in metropolitan areas,
(ihere competition over channel
^locations is intense, will probIbly not go on the air until 1953
jor later."
■'[ He concurred with Dr. DuMont's
issertion that UHF stations will
•robably be authorized before VHF
lutlets and suggested that there
I'ill be no sales problem in newly
[pened TV areas because combination UHF-VHF sets can be sold
jrom the outset with no problem
'f convertibility.
I
TV Assists in Politics
I
Television
"willof really
hit imits
fjtride
as a factor
the utmost
portance for assisting the Ameri|an people in the intelligent exerjlise of their hard won privilege of
•farticipating in democratic govirnment" during the political con'ention telecasts next summer,
''olitical candidates, he said, "know
iihat for both psychological and
echnical reasons the television
riewer is much quicker than the
'adio listener or the movie goer to

detect falsity, pretense and bomThe keynote address was given
bast." by Mort Farr, president
Monday
of NARDA, who described happenings within the industry during
1951 as "fuzzy, tentative, inconclusive— a treacherous and treadmillish 12 months."
Most appliance dealers last year
vacillated between threats of shortages and talk of over-production,
Mr. Farr said, and "for all out
efforts we just about broke even."
The appliance business in '51 was a
stalemate, he noted.
The three-day meeting started
Sunday at the Conrad Hilton Hotel.
School TV Issue
(Continued from page 6i)
"as we can't get enough of them
and have to repeat those we have."
He would pay "a reasonable fee."
Mr. Schramm explained there is
no provision for TV in the current
budget except for $16,000, planned
for salaries when the staff is hired.
The university, which operates on
a $40 million yearly budget, owns
a GE transmitter (a gift) and recently purchased an FM-TV tower
from WTMJ Milwaukee for about
$75,000. The tower will be used
for a new 50 kw FM station which
is being built. TV-FM transmission site is at nearby Monticello.
School also operates an AM station, WILL.

Y/AAhA (TV) FUNDS
To Aid Johns Hopkins U.
A
GRANT
of $10,000 by WAAM
Only Two Comments Filed
Ij
(TV) Baltimore to Johns Hopkins
lT deadline for filing comU. for extension of TV activities at
Sients on the FCC's proposed
the university and further devel'hange of allocation of TV Chanopment of its Johns Hopkins Sci' els 5 and 6 (76-88 mc) and FM
ence Review, has been announced
i^hannels 251-300 (98-108 mc) to by University
President Detlev W.
'ommon carrier inter-island comBronk.
'lunications [B*T, Dec. 3, 1951],
Ben Cohen, WAAM president,
nly two comments had been reeived by the Commission.
said Johns Hopkins "has pioneered
in the use of television as an eduThe comments, both opposing the
cational medium," that it has "defifoposed
change,
are from
nite plans for the future, which we
JARTB Washington, and jointly
believe will be of great value, and
/om KULA and KIKI in Hawaii.
it is our pleasure to have a part in
The Hawaiian stations said they
this
worthwhile development."
ijslt the Commission should not
Chris J. Witting, director and
liake a final allocation of VHF
general manager of the DuMont
j^levision channels in Hawaii until
TV Network, which carries the
he television needs of the islands
Science Review from originations
re crystallized.
in the WAAM studios, said:
' NARTB-TV
said that in the
resent television allocati
ons, the "WAAM and the Johns Hopkins
U., working together so sympa6-88 mc frequencies are reserved
3r broadcast use in both the U. S.
thetically, have done much to advance educational television. Their
2nd its dependencies; frequencies
i-ow occupied by common carriers
program already is a production of
great merit whose many awards
■ere allocated following extensive
indicate that it is in the very fore^earings in 1944 and 1945 at which
front of its field, and we at DuMont
ne majority of witnesses testified
have no doubt that this grant will
1 favor of the frequencies finally
enable the university experts to
jllocated; that, pending the outtranslate their ideas into action and
ome of the freeze, no final deterthus keep the program in its posijiination as to the use of Hawaiian
lannels can be made.
tion of leadership."
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Program Costs
CURTAIN was drawn back a
little on TV station expenses
when DuMont introduced an
analysis of program department costs for its three owned
and operated stations. Document was introduced during
last week's FCC Paramount
hearings (see main storypage 25).
Program department expenses doubled at New York
flagship WABD
(TV) from
1949 to 1950, report showed.
In 1949, WABD's program
expenses were $723,800; in
1950 they were $1,422,997.
Expenses of same department for WTTG (TV) Washington went from $120,347 in
1949 to $132,476 in 1950. For
WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh the
figures were $53,640 in 1949
(when station had no studio)
to $114,255 in 1950.
Breakdown for each station
lists costs for program department salaries and wages,
talent, transcriptions and recordings, other expenses.
Coast Baseball Policy
THORNY subject of baseball television was bypassed last week by
the Pacific Coast League directors,
meeting in Los Angeles. Respective
clubs are to set their own telecasting policy in 1952, it is understood.
Both the Los Angeles Angels and
the Hollywood Stars stated intentions of expanding their TV schedule. Angels' home games were teleeast five times weekly on KLAC-TV
Los Angeles, while Stars' games
were on KTTV (TV) there twice
weekly.

'PIPELINE' TV
Sprouting in Northwest
AS A RESULT of a special ordinance enacted by the Seattle City
Council, two firms will begin installation Jan. 25 of coaxial cables
to bring better television reception
to viewers in the Seattle area.
Firms are Master Television
Antenna Systems, owned by L. M.
Kelley, manager of the Business
Exchange, and Holert Electronics
Inc., affiliated with Holert Electric
Co. Mr. Kelley told Broadcasting
• Telecasting that there are now
1,937 television sets in the Seattle
area getting poor reception and
estimated that in 25 years the
number would rise to 6,500. At
the present time, the sole Pacific
Northwest video outlet is KINGTV Seattle, with transmitter on
Queen Anne Hill.
Fees authorized by the City
Council are $100 for installation
and $4 a month for the coaxial
service. The ordinance requires
that the licensed companies pay a
4% tax on gross revenues although
the tax on the installation cost is
to be waived for the first five
years. Mr. Kelley indicated the
first installation, serving some 40
homes in one area, would be functioning by Feb. 1.
Meanwhile, in Astoria, Ore., the
local city council also has authorized installation of the coaxial network system to pick up KING-TV
telecasts. The Astoria licensee is
L. E. Parsons.

LA. STATE ELECTION

WDSU-TV Airs Returns
COVERAGE of the Louisiana
State elections, held Jan. 15, was
aired by WDSU-TV New Orleans.
Beginning at 8 p.m., the station
presented a five minute summary
lAFW Joins ADTFC
of election returns between every
MEMBERS of the Independent Asscheduled program.
sociated Film Writers, only screen
Mel Leavitt, station's special
writers' organization on the East
events director, used four blackCoast, announced Wednesday its
boards to present a tabulation of
affiliation with the Assn. of Docueach candidate's votes. Yank
mentary and Television Film CamGilkerson, news reporter, analyzed
eramen, New York, local film secvoting trends according to specific
tion of National Assn. of Broadcast
districts from the news room at
Engineers and Technicians (CIO).
WDSU-TV.
teistgteietgiitetgtetisetgietstgatsigieteteatetegauiteistiigateieiiseateaieaietiaieiiieine
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ADVERTISING

Are you in the market for a home audience participation
program with proven public appeal?
Notv available for television
Hollywood Community Sing
35 years a popular Hollywood attraction
with the talented
HUGO

it

«t

AGENCIES

KIRCHHOFER
directing

For complete information,
write or telephone
GUS INGLIS,
400 So. Keystone Street Burbank, California
CHarleston 8-9192

film

k,
Burban
Hurrell
Calif.,Produc
and tions,
subsidiary
Walt
Disney Productions, is exploring possibilities of producing
serialized TV film dramatic and
comedy shows, it was disclosed by
Roy O. Disney, president of parent
y's hasannual
organi
in past
compan
report.zation
Firm for
year
been
making TV film live-action spots
on a small-scale production.
"It is still too early, however, to
attempt an evaluation of our progress or to predict our future in this
new
and highly
competitive
field,"
he said.
Walt Disney
Productions
has no intention of releasing any
of its library of features and
shorts to television, it was stated.
William F. Broidy Productions
Inc., Hollywood, starts new TV film
series, ConsuUation Room — 26 halfhour films will be based on late
Dr. Frederic Loomis book. Series,
written by Sam Roeca, will deal
with human relations and interest
as seen by a doctor from across
his desk. Wesley Barry to produce
and Frank McDonald direct, with
shooting at Brodco's Sunset Studios.
Scheduled for March shooting is
Phantom Pirate, TV film series of
26 half-hour episodes dealing with
seafaring Robin Hood. Wesley
Barry and Frank McDonald to direct.
Brodco Corp., whose studios in
Hollywood house Broidy Productions, has leased 110 acres at Big
Bear, Calif., which include five-acre
Cedar Lake and complete Northwest Territory village settlement.
Big Bear property is being currently used by Broidy Productions
for TV film series. Trail Blazers.
Sales . . .
Braun Bakino Co., Pittsburgh,
through Ketchum, MacLeod and
Grove, is sponsoring Old American
Barn Dance, produced by KlingUnited, Chicago, on WDTV Pittsburgh for 26 weeks. . . . First National Bank of Tulsa has bought
Royal Playhouse, produced by
Bing Crosby Enterprises and sold
by United Television Programs, for
26 weeks on KOTV Tulsa. . . .
Fourth Street Assn., Cincinnati,
Buys Stories for TV
INCLUDED in CBS Television
plans for a 39 half-hour film series, to star Ginger Rogers, is purchase of approximately 150 story
properties including novels, Broadway plays, and musical comedies.
Selection of top scenes will be made
and then tailored to fit Miss Rogers
and format. Series, which is expected to begin shooting in April,
will be telecast in September, according to present plans.

report

renews Fashion Previews with
UTP for 13 weeks on WCPO-TV
Cincinnati. . . . Harris-Tuchman
Productions, Hollywood, produced
three 20-second and one 55-second
film commercial for Mrs. Karl's
Bread, Milwaukee. Contract
through Dan B. Miner Co., Los Angeles agency.
Snader Telescriptions Corp., Beverly Hills, has opened department
for production of TV film commercials, temporarily under supervision
of Louis D. Snader, president.
Manager to be named at later date.
* * *
People ...
Herbert Wixson, head of his own
radio-television package sales organization, to Jerry Fairbanks
Productions, Hollywood, as West
Coast sales manager. He was onetime assistant manager and genwood. eral sales manager KMPC Holly* * *
Margaret Buell Wilder, story editor Pulitzer Prize Playhouse and
television and motion picture
writer, signed by Frank Wisbar
Productions as story editor for
Fireside Theatre, TV film series.
Kenneth G. Manuel, television and
talent director, D. P. Brother & Co.,
Detroit, in Hollywood to supervise
filming six spot announcements for
Oldsmobile Division at Jerry Fairbanks Productions.
Jean Ruth and Bill Lechner, contract players Jerry Fairbanks Productions, Hollywood, made personal
appearances in San Francisco last
week for west coast premiere The
Lady and the Rocket, TV commercial film, made for Oldsmobile Division of General Motors.
Harry McMahan, executive producer Five Star Productions, Hollywood, will address Jacksonville
(Fla.) Advertising Club, Feb. 23,
and Miami (Fla.) Advertising Club,
Feb. 28, on "Blending Techniques
in TV Commercials."
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TV

Television Films, Inc.
Specialty
1501 BROADWAY
NEW YORK CITY
LU 2-471 7-LO 4-5592
JULES B. WEILL, PRES.

FILMS

NEW TV FIRSTS . . . Hollywood
features with well known stars
are now available, CAGED
FURY, FEAR IN THE NIGHT,
SHAGGY, TAKE IT BIG, SWAMP
FIRE, TORNADO, WRECKING
CREW, WILDCAT , FOLLOW
THAT WOMAN. Other available
features are MAN IN BLACK,
ROOM TO LET, WHAT THE BUTLER SAW, CONGORILLA,
BORNEO, BABOONA, I MARRIED ADVENTURE.

AMD

FEATURES

Screen Gems, Inc.
729 SEVENTH AVENUE
NEW
YORK
19,
N. Y.
CIRCLE 5-5044
WILL BALTIN, NAT L. SALES MGR.

TV DISC JOCKEY TOONS: A series of films made especially to
synchronize with popular and
standard phonograph recordings. The perfect solution to
TV's most intriguing problem,
"How to convert radio's disc
jockeyhaveto been
TV?"
Preliminary
runs
successful
in 22
of the nation's markets. Designed as a library service to
TV stations.

Hollvwood Newsreel

Screen Gems, Inc.
729 SEVENTH AVENUE
NEW
YORK
19, N. Y.
CIRCLE 5-5044
WILL BALTIN, NAT L. SALES MGR.

HOLLYWOOD NEWSREEL: A
weekly 15-minute syndicated
film program produced in Hollywood, the entertainment capital of the nation, especially for
TV. Each issue features behindthe-scenes activities of top star
personalities of movies, radio,
and television. No other program on the air can offer so
many names for so little money!

Telecast Films, Inc.
112 W. 48th Street
New York 36, New York
JUdson 6-5480

A SERIES of 25 mystery and
crime detection features, starring such names as Dean Jogger in "Revolt of the Zombies,"
Ginger Rogers in "Shriek in
the Night," Melvyn Douglas in
"Vampire Bat" plus other titles
with Lyie Talbot, Donald Cook,
Ralph Graves, Paul Lukas &
Dorothy Stone.

ilBfl iPKE TO MTY
FETE:
MB
tl mm

Explorers Pictures
1501
NEW BROADWAY
YORK CITY
LU 2-4717-LO 4-5592
JULES B. WEILL, PRES.

THE BIG GAME HUNT . . . HAS
SCORED TREMENDOUS RATING
IN LOS ANGELES MARKET BEING SHOWN WEDNESDAYS
7:30 to 8:00 P.M. A Package
of twenty-six half-hour subjects featuring the thrilling
jungle adventures of Osa Johnson, aimed to appeal to every
member of the family, this series hits its mark.

Post Pictures Corp.
115 W. 45TH STREET
NEW YORK 19, N. Y.
Luxemburg 2-4870

PARTNERS IN TIME-another of
the 6 BIG FEATURES in our
success-tested
'N' ABNER
series! 17 years LUM
of radio
laughs
means your TV audience is
readyelatoBlakeroar!
Beautiful
is both
Lum Pamand
Abner's sweetheart . . . forty
yearsgoes
ago,backin through
a riotous
that
timefilmto
solve a real problem, then
brings suspense and laughter
right up to date.

For more information please write direct to the distributors.
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Senators Vote TV Confidence
(Continued frovi page 63)
gear and throw powerful floodlights and spots full into the faces
of hearing participants.
Not a witness, official or spectator wore glasses last week. The
rostrum was encumbered with only
one TV camera. The other camera
was mounted on a table in the back
of the room. Radio and TV portable monitoiing equipment was
placed at one side of the chamber.
Sen. Matthew M. Neely (D-W.
Va.), subcommittee chairman, said
TV coverage can help investigators
and serve the public interest. "Television did not interfere in any way
with the healing," he told Broadcasting • Telecasting. "It is one
of the most salutary and powerful
deterrents of crime that has been
invented."
Another member of the investgating group. Sen. Herman Welker
(R. -Idaho), said he had voted
against televising the hearing
when the subcommittee was discussing procedure early this month.
At that time the vote was 3-2.
After watching TV's role in the
hearing room all week, he said,
"Television certainly doesn!t make
much noise. I forget all about the
cameras when testimony begins
and there aren't any bright lights."
On the other hand. Sen. Welker

no

ifs

said microphones and cameras
might raise subconscious fears in
a witness but felt this was a matter
for judicial decision. "If the courts
say O. K., then it's all right with
me. There's definitely a legal
question." Sen. Welker added that
TV occasionally made him nervous.
Charles E. Ford, counsel for Robert J. Barrett, retired Washington
police chief, and for Emmitt Warring, reputed gambler, was asked
why Mr. Bairett objected to telecasting and broadcasting at Monday's opening hearing whereas Mr.
Warring's
full testimony was telecast and broadcast.
"They took the lights away from
us," Mr. Ford told Broadcasting • Telecasting in explanation.
At the Monday hearing a Kleig
light was turned into the faces
of Messrs. Barrett and Ford. This
light was said to have been operated by a TV newsreel photographer.
When the committee voted against
televising the Barrett testimony,
the operator left and no further effort was made to film the proceedings.
The soft, indirect lighting used
by WMAL-TV did not interfere
with the hearing and was not objectionable to himself or to Mr.
Warring, the attorney said. "To

. . .

BROADCASTING * TELECASTING is best for
information about what's going on in the
broadcast field. Over the next publication,
best by 313.7%.

no and's
. . .
BROADCASTING * TELECASTING is best for
bringing station advertising to the attention of the nation's top buyers of time.
Over the next, best by 445%.

or but's . . .
This is exactly what Fact Finders Associates
of New York — one of America's most respected reseach organizations — learned by
personal interview survey.
The findings confirm what every other survey in 20 years established; that BROADCASTING TELECASTING
•
is first in circulation, first in readership and first in advertising effectiveness.

Mere first votes than
all other journals combined
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throw a light into the face of anyhe said.
row oneofis interference,"
newsreel cameras
and "The
the
noise could be destructive to many
people. The witness should not be
interfered with while questions are
being asked and he should be allowed to answer without the excitement of grinding cameras and the
'third-degree' lights."
"This witness (Warring) was not
bothered by the broadcasting microphones or thesaid
camera."
Mr. Ford
he was confining
his views to the actual time a witness is on the stand. He added that
he is on record in bar association
meetings against coverage of court
and hearing proceedings by newsreel, TV and radio on the ground
they can interfere with the rights
of witnesses.
Saw No Objection
Asked about transportation of
the
into theMr.
nation's
radioproceedings
and TV receivers,
Ford
said he saw no objection to this
coverage as long as the technical
maneuvers didn't harrass the witness while testifying.
"Did TV bother you while you
were testifying?" Mr. Warring
was asked.
"No, sir," he replied.
William Gullidge, clerk of the
Senate committee, told Broadcasting • Telecasting television
"hasn't bothered us at all. I haven't
discovered any noise or confusion
due to TV machinery. On the other
hand, TV offers a distinct advantage in that the public can see and
hear the proceedings through the
camera and microphone. The public gets an accurate picture of what
actually is happening in the hearMr. Gullidge commented
room."TV coverage was
fact ing
that
"We don't have the noise of
ing newsreel cameras," he
"There are only one or two
and they don't hit anyone
eyes because they are aimed

on the
silent.
grindadded.
lights
in the
at the

Arnold Bauman, subcommittee
ceiling."
counsel conducting the investigation, said WMAL-TV's operation
during the hearing "is so unobtrusive I'm completely unaware of the
presence of cameras or microHe added,
significantly, seriously
"No witness has complained
about
the TV facilities."
phones."
Bernard Solomon, associate subcommittee counsel, said, "Unless
someone
told
me Ioperating.
wouldn't know
the cameras were
They
make no noise and there are no

soft illumination from recessed ceiling fixtures.
Tally lights were removed from
the cameras Monday after an attorney had observed a red signal
in operation.
Microphones before witnesses
and subcommittee members were
turned off' during consultations.
Washington radio stations provided both live and delayed coverage of the hearings, using pooled
facilities to avoid littering the committee room with gear.
The "Little Kefauver Investigation" grew out of a broadcast on
WWDC Washington last Aug. 25
by F. Joseph Donohue, member of
the D. C. Board of CommissioHers.
At that time he countered charges
of "police payoffs" by asking for
a Congressional investigation. The
Senate Rules Committee allotted
$50,000 for the probe.
At the opening of hearings last
Monday, Mr. Bai'rett and his attorney took a look at the lone TV
newsreel Kleig and filed objection
to both TV and radio coverage. The
committee took a vote and agreed
to bar both media, along with still
photographers.
Quick Protests Lodged
WWDC and WOL - Liberty
promptly wired a protest to the
committee and were followed by
Radio
Assn.of Willard F.Correspondents'
Shadel, chairman
the
association's executive committee.
He protested to Sen. Lester C.
Hunt (D-Wyo.), claiming the action
was discriminatory and wholly unjustified so long as other news
media are admitted. Hollis M.
Seavey, president-elect of the association, protested to Sen. Welker.
TV and radio were allowed to
operate at all open sessions of the
committee following
Mr. Barrett's
appearance.
One routine
objection
from a Wednesday witness was
quickly
overruled.
All four
Washington TV stations
had indicated in advance of the
hearings that they planned to televise. After the Monday action upholding Mr. Barrett, however, all
withdrew but WMAL-TV. WTOPTV had estimated in advance that
combined TV coverage would cost
the stations nearly $5,000 a day.
The District of Columbia Bar
Assn. decided last week to investigate Congressional investigations,
including legal aspects of televising hearings. The association is
interested in safeguarding individual rights, said Leonard P.
Walsh, president.

'Big Town' to Film
LEVER Brothers (Rinso and
Another
witness.
Police
Inspector
bright lights."
Spry) through its agency, RuthBeverly Beach, who testified Thursday in executive session, said he rauff & Ryan, New York, will film
would not have objected to radio or its CBS-TV series, Big Town, effective early in spring in HollyTV coverage of his testimony in an
wood. Firm will use films instead
open session.
of live program so that it can pack
TV comBryson mentatorRash,
in chargeWMALof the hearing
approximately six minutes more
of action into the format and also
light's
station
the
be able to use outdoor scenes. It
saidof two 500 w scoops
telecas
consisted
ingts,
will cost the company just as much
directed toward the ceiling. The
widest lens opening used during the money to film the show as to produce it live, spokesmen said, but
week was f .5, he added. On several
the films will be a permanent ;
occasions, the two cameras operated
without the scoops, using only the
property and may be used later.
BROADCASTING
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\AIRBANKS SALES
j Cattell Heads New Unit
^ITH Official Films having- rejnqviished all sales distribution
Ig-hts to its TV productions, Jerry
airbanks Productions, Hollywood,
setting up its own national sales
vision under Ealph Cattell, vice
Resident and general sales manner. New division also will disiibute TV programs produced by
iher companies, it was said.
Official Films, which has been
lies agency for a number of Fairknks TV films since split of the
ik-o corporations last year, is reirning all productions in accordice with an agreement reached
Kween the Hollywood producer
id William Goodheart, president
f Official. Move is a complete
iverance between OF and Fairinks.
; Modern Talking Pictures, one of
le largest distributing agencies in
|e commercial film field, through
S 29 exchanges, will handle print
lipment and inspection for the
airbanks sales division.
Eight TV packages are being
ade available now through the
[few sales division and include
!5 Jackson and Jill, half hour
>medies; 26 Going Places With
Incle George; 26 Televisioji Closejbs; 195 Crusader Rabbit, five
idnute animation shows; 13 Hollybod Half-Hour, dramatic series;
1; Ame7-icari Legion Wrestling, 60Inute films; 26 Paradise Island,
usicals; and 26 Public Prosecutor,
BC TV PLANS
|| Training Course Underway
JANADIAN Broadcasting Corp.
IS started an intensive training
iurse for about 60 new television
nployees at Toronto and Moneal, in view of the first CBC-TV
ansmitters beginning operations
August. Donald Manson, CBC
?neral manager, announced the
mrses started Jan. 14 and will be
)r program and technical perj'nnel. Employees in other catepries are to start training courses
j about three months.
It is expected that by August
BC will have about 190 trained
V personnel at the Montreal and
aronto studios. The six months
aining course will be mainly in
tual production of experimental
•ograms in order to give the staff"
I much "on camera" work as posjble. Fergus Mutrie, director of
|3C-TV Toronto, and Aurele Sejiin, director of CBC-TV Moneal, will be in charge of the
[urses in their cities.
Decision has been made by CBC
at its proposed outlets at Monaal and Toronto will not go by
M affiliate call letters with TV
ffix, but will be known by CBC
itials, as CBC-TV Toronto, and
3C-TV Montreal. Toronto will
e Channel 9 and Montreal will
e Channel 2 this year, plus a secd station later for Channel 5,
us giving Montreal an English
id French TV station operated
CBC.
ROADCASTING

Catholic Tribute to TV
TELEVISION industry deserves a vote of confidence
for its "prudence" in presenting programs fit for family
consumption, the Rev. Edwin B. Broderick, director of
radio and television for the
Roman Catholic Archdiocese
of New York, said Jan. 13, in
a sermon at St. Patrick's
Cathedral. He cited television
as differing from some other
industries — such as "magazines in the sewer-stream
culture series" which he
called desecrators of the
American home.
dramas now being re-edited as 15
minute programs.
Firm's newly opened branches in
key cities will be used as nucleus
for the sales division with expansion to cover 18 areas. Branch
offices are currently in New York,
Chicago, Cleveland and Detroit.
ABC-TV EXPANDS
Adds West Side N. Y. Space
ABC Television facilities on New
York's West Side will be increased
by the addition of two new studios,
scheduled to be put into service
Feb. 15 as origination points for
such programs as Tales of Tomorroiv and Space Cadet.
Adjacent to the present ABC-TV
Television Center facilities at 7
West 66th St., the new studios are
located in the building leased from
ABC by WOR-TV New York until
the latter station completed its own
Television Square a block away
[B»T, Jan. 14, 7].
Extensive alterations and improvements have been in progress
in the several weeks since the space
was returned to ABC. Overall floor
plan has been divided into two
separate studio areas, to be known
as TV 2 and TV 3, with each
measuring 100 ft. by 50 ft. New
equipment also has been installed,
one feature of which is "Clancy"
rigging, a cable counterweight
system which allows one stage
hand
help. to fly an entire set without
Besides TV 2 and TV 3, ABC-TV
has six other studios in its Television Center plus facilities in five
other New York theatre sites.

Mystery Award
FOR the first time. Mystery
Writers of America will award an
"Edgar," statue of Edgar Allan
Poe, to best television mystery
program of year at annual MWA
dinner April 21. Previously, awards
have been given for best radio mystery program, mystery novel, mystery movie and to the short story
author, true crime writer and critic
who have notably contributed to
mystery field. Special committee
will nominate six video mystery
shows — from some 25 on air — for
final vote by MWA'S 350 members.
• Telecasting

WTICS

TV

PLANS

RCA Equipment Received
SHIPMENT OF RCA television
equipment has been received by the
Ti-avelers Broadcasting Service
Corp. (WTIC-AM-FM Hartford,
Conn.), applicant for a TV station
in that city, Paul W. Morency,
WTIC vice president and general
manager, announced Jan. 9.
Mr. Morency made plain that reception of the equipment did not
per se bring TV closer to Hartford
and that a local video outlet still
appeared from 18 months to two
years away. The equipment, he
added, consists of cameras, monitors, lighting facilities and amplifiers, and will be used to train personnel "so that when TV finally
comes to Hartford, experienced
people will be ready to handle it."
WTIC-TV would operate on Ch. 10
(192-198 kc) with 11.65 kw aural,
15 kw visual. Mr. Morency acknowledged the possibility however,
that the priorities for equipment
had been negotiated and that the
Travelers' TV outlet could be on
the air within six or eight months
after a "go-ahead" from the FCC.
Equipment was ordered in September 1947 and would be housed
in the present transmitter building
on Talcott Mountain in Avon. If
necessary, the antenna tower now
used by WTIC-FM will be converted for TV, Mr. Morency said.
SPEECH AID
WDTV(TV)
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Showed
Helps Girl

THE PROWESS of television has
chalked up another good deed on
its growing list. WDTV (TV)
Pittsburgh received a letter from
a grateful mother, thanking Mitzi
Steiner, station personality, for
teaching her five-year-old daughter to speak.
The tiny lass, Clair Porvaznik,
was born with a cleft palate unabling her to speak clearly. Last
year she entered the hospital to
have her ailment repaired with
plastic surgery. Following the
treatment she had to have some
speech therapy, but due to her
heavy medical schedule she found
little time for it.
It was during her convalescence
that she discovered Miss Steiner's
show, whose speciality is pantomime entertainment. Day by day
little Clair sat in front of the
family TV set and watched Miss
Steiner's
movement
tened to theliprecorded
sound.and lisToday Clair speaks perfectly.
Specialists were mystified when
they tested and evaluated Clair and
have decided that she needs no
speech therapy at all. Mrs. Porvaznik believes that without Miss
Steiner's help, and everyone connected with the show, Clair still
would be unable to speak today.
MORE THAN one million pieces of
mail have been received by Down You
Go, DuMont netvi^ork feature originating- at WGN-TV Chicago, since the
show took the air last May.

The

GREATEST
Percentage
Of

Increase

(in the 4 weeks preceding Xmas)
OF

ANY

COAST

WEST
CITY

. . . according to the Wall Street
Journal.
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KFMB-TV
Channel 8
KFMB-AM
5 5 0 - K. C.
John A. Kennedy, Board Chairman
Howard L. Chernoff, Gen. Mgr.
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Open Mike
(Continued from page 16)
a "strange assembly" of advocates.
Yet there is the implication that
we are somehow in concert against
the "traditional" system of U. S.
broadcasting. . .
I have always proceeded on the
premise that subscription broadcasting, as a new and auxiliary
function of television, would
strengthen rather than weaken our
traditional broadcasting system. In
fact, as the use patterns of television unfold, I incline more and
more to this view. Perhaps it would
serve some purpose if I document
my reasons.
In the first place, I don't see how
box office use of TV could possibly
take away anything that sponsored programming now provides
to television. I'm sure that viewers
will not pay for any programs that
sponsors can provide or which the
networks and stations provide as
sustaining or public service. I would
assume that the first demand of
a pay-as-you-see program must be
that it be worth paying for, over
and above what is available "for
free."
Accordingly, I expect ' that the
pi'ograms that will succeed on subscription television will be essentially the same type and quality of
movies, plays, sports, education,
etc., that people now expect and
are willing to pay for, as well as
go out of the home to see.
Next comes the question of

FOR
SALE
For television micro-wave
relay use — -one 200 foot
"Skyline" double guyed
tower complete with required obstruction lighting.
Also, four reflecting
screens which permit the
mounting of micro-wave
dishes on ground.
FOR

DETAILS.

WRITE

-

J. M. McDonald,
Assistant Director of
Engineering
Crosley Broadcasting
Corporation
Crosley Square,
Cincinnati 2, Ohio
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subscription programs "taking
away the audience" from sponsored
shows. I don't think the box office
broadcasts will take away the advertiser's audience any more than
his programs. Indeed, I believe
that by providing more variety of
premium programs, subscription
TV will help build a far larger
total audience.
Not only would it make more
stations economically possible, but
it would also give more people
more reasons to buy and use TV
sets.
Moreover, the family budget
would not permit the audience
looking at fee programs for more
than a few hours per week. The
balance of the time these new
viewers would be there to provide
that huge audience that the best
sponsored shows admittedly need
in order to pay off.
And as for the revenue from the
box office programs, a rather handsome share of it goes first off to
the station carrying the show. And
presumably all stations will have
an equal opportunity to use any
subscription system that may be
authorized.
I doubt very much if the FCC
would ever allocate channels to,
or authorize exclusively subscription TV stations — especially when
the regular TV stations are the
logical ones to provide this additional service.
Hence if subscription television
can provide : new ' premium programs for the viewer; a bigger
total audience for the sponsor;
more revenue for the station — not
to mention a practical answer to
the impasse over how to put major
sports on TV — then I can hardly
see how it is against the best interests of "traditional U.S. broadcasting. . . ." C. Faught
Millard
The Faught Co.
New York

Politics
EDITOR:
. . . Radio and television cannot fail
to appreciate your very interesting
and complimentary editorial, "The
Radio-TV Elections: I" in the Jan.
7 issue of Broadcasting • Telecasting.
As one member of the radio and
television industry, I thank you.
Willet H. Brown
President
Don Lee Broadcasting
System
Hollywood
Jack Martin
JACK MARTIN, 57, for many years
organist at WTMJ Milwaukee, died
Jan. 13 in Milwaukee. He had been
ill for several years.

Federal

Grand

Jury

EASLEY
INDICTED
Charges Mail Fraud
FEDERAL grand jury in the District of Columbia last week indicted
consulting radio engineer Robert L. Easley on four counts of using the
mails to defraud.
Conviction carries a penalty of $ ,000 fine on each count or one year
in jail or both.
Mr. Easley previously has been
terested who
he "pass
it along" to
someone
might be.
named or involved in law suits
It is understood that Mr. Easley
filed by WHAR Clarksburg, W.
not only circularized individuals
Va.; WLIL Lenoir City, Tenn.;
and organizations in small comWRNO Orangeburg, S. C, and
munities, but also placed advertiseWNOK Columbia, S. C. [B»T, Nov.
ments soliciting business in small
27, 6; July 17; May 1, 1950].
town newspapers.
Indictment in U. S. District
Court in the District of Columbia
charged that Mr. Easley had falsely represented himself and firms
Rosenman SALE
Group Acquires
WMAW
FILED^'
which he controlled by contending:
APPLICATION for the sale of
(1) That he was a legally reg"WMAW Milwaukee, Wis., to Alexj
istered radio consulting engineer.
Rosenman, Cy Blumenthal and Lou
(2) That he could buy equipment
economically. (3) That his staff Poller for $235,000 was filed with
the FCC last week [Closed Cirhas successfully served over 200
cuit, Dec. 12, 1951].
clients. (4) That he offered comSellers are C. A. Randall, R. E,
plete service to stations — with enBorchert and six others who will
gineering, management, advertistransfer their 2,005 shares of stock
ing and program consultation. (5)
in
the company to the new group
That his own men could make stusubject to FCC approval. ,
dio alterations cheaper than could
According to the applicationl
local contractors and labor.
WMAW has current assets of $27,
Based on Letter
333.74, fixed assets with a book
value of $192,912.19, and various 3,111
Counts of the indictment were
other assets totaling $50,185.52 [IE
based on two letters sent in 1950
Current liabilities are $34,123.48, JL(
by Mr. Easley to Dallam R. Jackaccrued liabilities $18,055.49 and
son of the Hawkinsville, Ga., Lions
fixed liabilities in the form of notes
Club and to H. N. Lee of the Opp,
payable
to Mr. Borchert total $247,Ala., Chamber of Commerce. Mr.
Jackson is associated with Tri- 387.31. The station's net loss to
Nov. 1, 1951, v/as revealed as total
County Broadcasting Co., applying
for 500 w daytime on 610 kc in ing $269,134.83.
Hawkinsville, and recently asked
Under provision of the terms between Messrs. Rosenman, Blumenthe FCC to revise its processing
thal and Poller, Mr. Rosenman will
line procedures in order to expedite
509<' of voting rights, with
grants to communities without lo- hold
cal radio service [B»T, Nov. 12, other 50% held by Messrs. Blu
menthal and Poller together.
1951]. Mr. Lee is one of the stockMr. Rosenman was commercial
holders of Opp Broadcasting Co.,
manager
of WCAU Philadelphia ilr
i[m
applying
that
city. for 1 kw day on 860 kc in about 25 years. Now he is an executive and major stockholder in
In one letter to Mr. Jackson, Mr.
Official Films. Mr. Poller owns
Easley stated that his firm — he has
WPWA Chester, Pa., and in assooperated under his own name and
ciation with Mr. Blumenthal also
been identified with the firms of
owns
and
operates WARL Arling'
Mason & Dixon Engineers, Broadton, Va.
cast Engineers, Dixie Engineeringis a 5 kw ABC affiliate
Co. — offered in addition to engi- on WMAW
1250 kc. It went on the air in
neering the following additional
1948.
services: Revenue analysis, budgets, organization and financing,
program schedules, personnel recruitment and the organization of
Hollywood vs. Video
technical, advertising and program
FIRST of three articles on "Th
Big Brawl: Hollywood vs. Televi
departments.
In a letter to Mr. Lee, Mr. Eassion" appears in the Jan. 19 issue of|
ley stated that a $500 fee would
Saturday Evening Post. The article,
examines the problem whether TV
enable his firm to start proceedings for a grant of a radio station
will turn $3 billion worth of movie
and that an investment of $6,000
theatres into empty, haunted halls,
would see the successful granting
or whether Hollywood makes tele
of the application. The letter also vision just another outlet for its
stated that the station could probproductions. Milton MacKaye is
writer.
ably go on the air for another
$6,000 for equipment.
Initial letters to both men were
form letters without salutation.
They declared that frequencies
Why buy 2 or more...
were available in the community
do 1 big sales job
and that radio stations were a good
on
"RADIO
BALTIMORE '
investment, returning "an average
of
a yearform
on capital
PETRV CO.
The30%initial
letter invested."
suggested
EDWARD
WBAl
that if the recipient was not inBROADCASTING
Telecasting!

New

(Continued from page lA)
Hl^ed.,
4:45-5 Roche,
p.m. and
0:45-6:55
p.m. (PST),
%n. 2.Fri.,
Agency:
Williams
& Cleary,
Chicago.for 52 weeks from

CA VICTOR. Camden, N. J., names Al Paul Lefton Co., Phila., to
andle advertising for new Air Conditioning Dept. National campaign
planned.
& L BLOCK

Co., S. F. (manufacturer of men's sportswear), ap-

^|)ints Bernard B. Schnitzer Inc., S. F.
iPRECKELS SUGAR Co., S. F., appoints BBDO, S. F. CHRISTY
^iLLEN will direct account with WALTER McNIFF as account executive.
^INE GROWERS GUILD, Lodi, Calif., appoints Dancer, Fitzgerald &
-[cDougal, S. F. Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, S. F., recently resigned
'icount.
I
IHE ALASKA VISITORS ASSN. (tourist trade promotion) names

j"earson, Morgan & Pascoe, Seattle.
[AD'S ROOT BEER Co., Chicago, names Ross Roy Inc., same city,
advertising budget, approximately $500,000, will include TV and spot
jidio. MARK T. MARTIN JR., agency vice president, is account
lecutive.
-IRST NATIONAL
,ime city. JOSEPH
,funt executive.

BANK, Seattle, names Strang & Prosser Adv.,
McGUIRE, senior partner in agency, will be ac-

.'LOCK DRUG Co., Jersey City, N. J., names Cecil & Presbrey, N. Y.,
: handle expanded program for Amm-I-Dent toothpaste. Chief addi^pns to schedule will be in radio and TV.
{

.^UNERAL sei-vices were conjicted Wednesday for Mrs. Burt
djuire, wife of the midwest repre.ntative in Chicago for Broadcast
usic Inc. Mrs. Squire died Jan.
[1,1 as the result of a brain
i'morrhage. Mr. Squire and a
-lughter, Diane, survive.

Lee Trenholm
LEE TRENHOLM, 52, past president of the Assn. of Canadian
Advertisers, died Jan. 9 at Toronto
as the result of a heart seizure.
Born in Nyack, N. Y., he was, at the
time of his death, public relations
director of Abitibi Power & Paper
Co. Ltd., and Provincial Paper Ltd.,
Toronto. He is survived by his
wife, Irma, and one brother.

Vs. Georgia Rosenblum
^EATH of Mrs. Georgia Rosenm, owner of WISR Butler, Pa.,
^as revealed last week. Mrs.
i»)senblum died in Chattanooga
I'ly this month, almost a year
ter her husband, David Rosenim, passed away.

William P. Covert
WILLIAM P. COVERT, second
vice president. International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes,
died of a heart attack Wednesday
in Toronto, Ont. He had been member of Local 17.3 there, chartered
in 1910.

Ax%. Burt Squire
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ABC

NAME

SUIT

Hopeful

Of Hearing

Soon

ABC legal authorities were hopeful last week that a hearing may be
held soon in the network's litigation with Evan F. Lovett over rights to
the name "American Broadcasting Company."
The case has been in the U. S. District Court in San Francisco since
net- *the ABCto keep
Feb. 21,
work
filed1949,
for anwhen
injunction
ents think it should take [CLOSED
Circuit, Jan. 7].
Mr. Lovett from using the name.
Mr. Lovett came back later with a
counterclaim seeking $250,000 from
Questions
posed
in the questionnaires, which
are accompanied
by
the network.
Mr. Lovett says he registered
the name American Broadcasting
Company in 1936 and has used it
in connection with his "broadcasting and advertising business" for
"nearly 20 years." He says his
"principal place of business" is in
San Francisco, Berkeley and Oakland.
ABC network, on the other hand,
contends Mr. Lovett used the name
only to a limited extent, and that
it had no way of knowing about his
use or alleged use of it at the time
the network changed names.
Mr. Lovett moved to Hollywood
from San Francisco several months
ago and organized a number of
promotions. In circulars and other
promotional material he lists his
organization as "American Broadcasting Co., Hollywood." Among
his Hollywood promotions is an
organization he calls U.S.A. Inc.,
for which he has filed articles of
incorporation with the California
authorities. In San Francisco he
was a free lance advertising and
promotion man and used a wide
variety of names including The
American Educational Fellowship
Inc., United Sports Inc. and others.
Mr. Lovett meanwhile has been
sending circulars to educators,
broadcasters and presumably others
with short questionnaires asking
whether there should be "a cleanup" in radio, television and movies,
and, if so, what form the respondSCHOLARSHIPS
Offered by KTUL-KFPW
TWO full-year scholarships to the
U. of Tulsa are being ofi'ered by
KTUL Tulsa and KFPW Fort
Smith, Ark., as prizes in a contest
designed to promote the university.
The contest is a feature of TU in
Review, aired each Friday on the
two stations, and is slated to close
May 1. The scholarships will
begin in September.
Each entrant must be a high
school graduate of 21 years of age
and able to pass a college entrance
exam. Contestants are asked to
complete the sentence: "I would
like to
TU because
— " from
Entries willattend
be weighed
by judges
the two cities.
TU in Review is written and
produced by Johnny Culwell of
KTUL under direction of John
Esau, vice president and general
manager of KTUL and KFPW.
Mr. Esau is a member of TU's
board of advisors.

adispue
report with
on Mr.
side include
of the
ABCLovett's
network,
the following:
Should
be a "clean-up" in
radio,
TV there
and movies?
If a long range, thoroughly constructive campaign is undertaken, will
you help rally support for it?
We believe a long range program
must deal with the script writers,
producers, sponsors, stars and the entire industry. Do you agree?
What are the worst evils such as
portrayals of crime, sex, brutality,
risque insinuations, vulgarity, immorality of stars, frauds such as
rigged tests,giveaways
and framed conetc. . . .
Criticism, censorship and elmination of a few offensive characters and
their programs is not enough. What
would you do? . . . ."
The questionnaire reports that
"our plan and program will be
mailed to all who fill out this form."
Address given is "ABC, Box 2271,
Hollywood 28, Calif."

nd
IN POPULATION
among Sales Manage82 ment's 162 Metropolitan
County Areas.
If voyr radio ccmpalgn
iTfludes the first 100 mararcording
Population—kets
then
overto 234,000
Quad-Citians are among
your targets.
WHBF enjovs the respect
and good will of the QuadCity area — a progressive
community which it has
S"pported
and served for
over
25 years.
Les Johnson
y.P. and Manager

WHBF;:
TELCO BUILDING, ROCK ISLAND, IlllNOIS
Represented by Ayery-Knodel, Int.
January 21, 1952
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PROCESS

ARK-TEX

LINE

FCC Told 'Too Slow'
THE FCC has been given another
jab in the ribs from a broadcast
station applicant who wants the
Commission's processing lines
speeded up.
The second formal request for
reorganization or modification of
the standard broadcast processinglines came from H. M. Griffith Jr.
and C. V. Lundstedt, applicants for
an AM station in Milford, Del. It
followed a petition filed two months
ago by Tri-County BroadcastingCo., Hawkinsville, Ga., for faster
action in processing- applications
[B«T, Nov. 12, 1951].
Messrs. Griffith and Lundstedt,
d/b as the Kent-Sussex Broadcasting Co., suggest that instead of
working on cases involving changes
in facilities, or on applications
which seek a station in a city where
there already is an abundance of
stations, the FCC should first consider applications for new stations
in communities with no local service.
Kent-Sussex said its application,
filed last October, was 162 on the
processing line. By January it was
145. "At this rate of progress,"
the petition says, "it will be a year
and nine months from date of filing
until the application gets off the
line for staff processing and FCC
action."
There are about 95 applications
outstanding for stations in cities
Mr. J. B Blaugrund, Pres.
AMERICAN FURNITURE CO.
El Paso

t hat's what Mr. Blaugrund, dean
of south-western iumiture men and
head ol this region's largest iurniture
store, has to say about EROD. Our
station has been selling furniture,
appliances and house-wares for this
outstanding slore since the day
KROD went on the air. It can do
a good sales job for YOUH product
or service, too.

KFGR CONTEST
Stunt Stirs Big Response

Mr. Peel (with mike) presents
first prize in "tallest S7ww man
contest" to Miss Mary Heesacker,
of nearby Kansas City, Ore.,
flanked by her brothers and sisters.
with no local sei-vice, the Kent-Sussex petition states.
Kent-Sussex is applying for 1.320
kc with 500 w day. Its petition asserts that part of the reason for
urgency in acting on its application is because of civil defense
needs in Milford.
The earlier petition from TriCounty Broadcasting Co. said it
would take two and a half years before its application got FCC staff
attention.
FCC sources indicated that part
of the slow-down on processing applications isdue to a smaller staff".
They say that in mid-1951, for example, there were 12 aural engineers, but now there are only three.
PHILCO LOAN
To Finance Defense Output
PHILCO CORP. has arranged a
$40,000,000 three-year V-loan involving credit to finance increasing
defense production for advanced
electronic equipment and missiles
for the Army, Na-vo' and Air Force,
it was announced by Dr. Courtnay
Pitt, vice president of finance. Interest rate on the new credit was
not disclosed.
This credit, which is guaranteed
to the extent of 707c by the Navy
Dept., is being extended by a nation-wide group of 18 leading banks
headed by the Pennsylvania Company for Banking and Trusts. The
company's production of military
electronic equipment is rapidly increasing, and in the first quarter of
1952 should exceed the total for all
of last year. Further increases are
scheduled in succeeding months.

CBS RADIO NETWORK IN EL PASO

600 KC
5,000 WATTS
RODEKICK BBOADCASTING Corp.
DOKEANCE D. KODEKICK
President
VAl, LAWBENCE
Vice-Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY
THE O. L. TAYLOR COMPANY
Page 78
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Vacuum Tube Report
VACUUM TUBE life and vacuum
tube life experience are subjects
discussed in two reports contained
in Bibliography of Technical Reports published by office of technical services, U. S. Dept. of Commerce. Advances in electronics
industry leading to longer life
tubes, better amplifiers and electronic research tools also are described in report released Jan. 11.

FREDDIE SCHMIDTKE, 12, son
of Irving V. Schmidtke, owner of
KFGR Forest Grove, Ore., conceived a"gimmick" which brought
the station a surprising response.
KFGR was trying to promote the
morning segment of its children's
program, Merrie Melodies. A
"tallest snow man" contest was announced the morning of the season's first snow. Winner was announced over the afternoon segment. Children listeners were reminded to listen to the morning
^ segment to learn rules of
^
future contests.
Robert Peel, KFGR promotion
director, explained that this was
the first of a series of one-day
"gimmicks" to induce afternoon
listeners to tune in to the morning
segment also.
COST SURVEY
To Aid Regulation
PRICE stabilization officials currently are surveying
the data
nation's
manufacturers
for cost
on
radio-TV sets, warranties and other
items with a view to setting tailored regulations for the industry.
The study is designed to sample
industry prices, warranty practices and types of receivers (console, combination or table models).
The survey is in the form of a
questionnaire sent out to representative firms.
The Office of Price Stabilization
hopes to evolve tailored orders for
radio-TV set-makers by March 1.
Manufacturers now are exempt
from filing requirements of Geneial Price Regulation 22 which became effective Dec. 19 [B»T, Dec.
31, 1951].
Many producers have announced
new set lines and prices which will
be taken into consideration when
new regulations are promulgated
[B*T, Jan. 14]. They are intended
to meet with industry objections
that regular price ceilings are not
applicable to radio-TV receivers,
which have been selling in many
instances below established ceilings.

OUTLETS

New Group Formed in Ark
TEXARKANA, Ark., will be headquarters for a new radio broadcasting group to be knov^Ti as The
Ark-Tex Stations, it was announced
last week.
Basic stations will be KCMCAM-FM Texarkana; KAMD CamArk. den, Ark., and KWFC Hot Springs,
Tex-Ark stations will serve national and regional advertisers as
well as local advertisers in Arkansas and northeast Texas.
Frank O. Myers is general man
ager of the group, with headquarters at KCMC. A national-- sales
representative will have oflfices in |9
New York, Chicago and Dallas,
officials said.
C. E. Palmer is president of
KCMC Inc.; W. E. Hussman is
president of Camden Radio Inc.,
owner-operator of KAMD, KWFCli
and KVMA Magnolia, Ark.
KCMC has pending with FCC an
application for a television station,

SET

SALT LAKE AD AWARDS

Top Entries to Be Filmed
DETAILED showing in color filmiiiE
of each prize--winning entry is
planned in the Salt Lake City Advertising Club's 1952 Performance
Awards contest. The films will be :rs
available to other ad clubs
Deadline for entries is Feb. 15.
Annual awards banquet -will be
held April 2. Executives of thei i;re
Cleveland Advertising Club will
judge entries. Purpose of making
the films available is that through
the exchange of information, it
is hoped "the highest professional
standards of advertising" -will be
encouraged.
Law

Firm Names

Six

CAHILL, Gordon, Zachry & Reindel, New York law firm representing RCA, has announced that Thurlow M. Gordon has become of counsel to the firm and that F. Arnold
Daum, Paul H. Fox, Lawrence J.
McKay, Clifford L. Porter and John
M. Richardson are now members
of the firm.

El

;\
PROTECT

YOURSELF, your STAFF, your CLIENTS
from the daily hazard of

LIBEL, SLANDER, INFRINGEMENT OF
COPYRIGHT, INVASION OF PRIVACY
Arising- from Editorializing. Speeches, Newscasts. Ad libs. Financial
Comment, Mystery Plots, Gossipy Announcements, Man-on-the-street
Interviews.
Hundreds of Broadcasters and Newspapers guard this continuous hazard with our special, tailored-to-the-risk Insurance.

I

USE CAUTION -LADY LUCK IS A DESERTER!
IT COSTS SO LITTLE TO BE SURE WITH INSURANCE.
For details, write to the Pioneer in this line.
EMPLOYERS REIXSURAXCE CORPORATIOIV
Insurance Exchange Bldg.

—

Kansas City, Mo.
ecasting
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NATIONAL NIELSEN RATINGS
TOP RADIO PROGRAMS
lotal U. S. Area, Including Small-Town, Form
d Urban Homes and including Telephone
and Non-Telephone Homes)
REGULAR WEEK DECEMBER 2-8, 1951
NIELSEN-RATING*
prrent
Rank
Programs
ENING, ONCE-A-WEEK (Average for
All Programs)
1 Lux Radio Theatre (CBS)
2 Jack Benny (CBS)
3
Andy (CBS)Show (CBS
4 Amos
Charlie'n'McCarthy
5 Walter Winchell (ABC)
6
Godfrey's
Scouts(NBC)
(CBS)
7 Arthur
Fibber McGee
& Molly
8 Bob Hawk (CBS)
9 Mr. District Attornev (ABC)
10
Big Story (NBC)
ENING, MULTI-WEEKLY (Average for
Ail Programs)
1
Lone Ranger (ABC)
'2
Beulah (CBS)
3
One(Average
Man's Family
(NBC)
EEKDAY
for all Programs)
1
Romonce of Helen Trent (CBS)
'!I 23
Our Gal,Godfrey
Sunday(Liggett
(CBS) &
Arthur
!| Myers) (CBS)
8.1
7.5
7.0
I 4 Pepper Young's Family (NBC)
Right to Happiness (NBC)
f 5 Arthur
6.9
Godfrey
(Nabisco)
(CBS)
6
6.8
V
'7
Road of Life (NBC)
6.8
I 8 Ma Perkins (CBS)
6.8
9 Aunt Jenny (CBS)
6.8
Big
Sister
(CBS)
,10
kY, SUNDAY (Average for All
(2.9)
Programs)
1
Detective Mvsteries (MBS) 8.5
2 True
6.5
Shadow, The (MBS)
3 Martin Kane, Private Eye (NBC 5.0
kY, SATURDAY (Average for All
(3.9)
Programs)
7.2
Grand Central Station (CBS)
6.2
Theatre
of
Today
(CBS)
5.8
3
It Happens Every Day (CBS)
OTE: Number of homes is obtained
ing the "NIELSEN-RATING " (%) by toop-41,3,000
— the Homes.
1951 estimate of Total Unlted
ites Radio
^ Homes reached during all or any part of
! program, except for homes listening only
to 5 minutes. For 5-minute programs,
erage Audience basis is used.
Copyright 1952 by A. C. Nielsen Co.
lABET Petitions Two
.\TIONAL Assn. of Broadcast
i^ineers and Technicians, followNational
Labor Relations
jiard hearing in Portland, Ore., in
'id-January, has filed petitions of
rtification as collective bargainrepresentatives for about 22
gineers and technicians at KGW
.^BC) and KWJJ (independent)
ere, currently represented by
EW. NABET recently won an
LRB election at KEX, ABC affil\ie, v*'here approximately 13 engijers and technicians were involved
(!»T, Dec. 17]. Similar election
V, engineers and technicians of
LS Kelso, Wash., is scheduled
r late this month.

AAAA

PRESENT at completion of negotiations to bring NBC programs to WMAY
Springfield, III., Feb. 1 are Gordon Sherman, (seated) WMAY president-general manager; standing (I to r) Robert Weiner, WMAY public affairs director;
Syl Binkin, WMAY program director, and Melvin Feldman, WMAY chief
engineer.
KIRO LOCATION
Plans Move to New BIdg.
KIRO Seattle has purchased a
building at 1530 Queen Anne Ave.
and will move studios and offices
there after the former ov/ner. Federal Old Line Life Insurance Co.,
vacates not later than Feb. 15.
The new location affords 12,000
sq. ft. of space, more than double
KIRO's present facilities in the
Cobb Bldg. The former insurance
building, north and west of the
center of town, was built in 1927
for the Queen Anne Community
Club. In addition to office space
and meeting rooms, it contains an
auditorium seating 1,000.
Some remodeling of the interior will be necessary to convert
the building for broadcasting use.
Present plans call for the lower
floor to be used for AM studios and
offices, with additional offices, the
auditorium and eventually television facilities slated for the upper
floor.
If KIRO receives a construction

carries

Maricet

NIGHT

TOTAL BI*B
LIES
MIvey
FASur
From 1M9 BMB
DAYTIME
SisHan B . • • " '- —
Statio
K6W nn C.0 • ..••• • • 350,(20
statio
Stolwn » . • - ,70

PORTLAND, OREGON
on the efficient 620 frequency
AFFILIATED WITH NBC
IfPRESENTCO NATIONAUT BY IDWARB MTRT A CO.
O ADCASTING
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RRN SIGNINGS
Involve Nearly $50,000
RURAL Radio Network last
week announced signings to 26week contracts of the General Electric Co., and the Assn. Railroads of
New York State. Nearly $50,000 of
FM radio time is reported involved.
Donald K. deNeuf, general manager of the 13-station FM network,
said the new contracts mark the
second full year of advertising over
RRN by the railroad association
and the first full year by GE. RRN,
now in its third year of operation,
has headquarters in Ithaca, N. Y.
It covers nearly all of New York
and a part of northern Pennsyl-

PLAN

Helps Small Agencies
FIRST public announcement of a
plan to aid the smaller agency to
function more soundly was made
last week by Frederic R. Gamble,
president, American Assn. of Advertising Agencies, at a meeting of
the League of Advertising Agencies, New York.
More than 80 advertising agencies are receiving such assistance,
Mr. Gamble said.
Under the plan, a bona fide advertising agency may file application for AAAA membership even
though it does not at the time
meet all
association's qualifications forthe
membership.
These qualifications, explained
Mr. Gamble, have to do with length
of time in business, media recommendations or recognition, experience, ability and scope of agency
service. Without payment of dues
or fees, the agency receives certain
materials designed to guide it toward sound practices.
Mr. Gamble emphasized that
5SVo of AAAA members — 141 of
the 262 agencies — have annual
billings below $1 million. Of the
141 smaller agencies, 23 (16%)
are in New York.
ROBERT YOUNG, star of NBC radio's Father Knows Beet, awarded National Safety Council's Award of Merit
for highway safety campaign which
urged signing of "Man-to-Man"
and
"Dad-to-Daughter"
agreements.
What

a Buy!

N
ABC

C
PROGRAMS
For "Minutes"
& Chain Breaks
IN

the weight

in the Oregon
DA^or

permit for TV, a spokesman indicated, the station may put a
transmitter in the building and
the tower alongside. Another location also is being considered for
the transmitter, and if selected,
KIRO would microwave its programs from the Queen Anne site
to the transmitter.

AID

IBA Meeting Set
ILLINOIS Broadcasters Assn. will
elect new officers at the annual
spring meeting in Springfield Feb.
22. The day-long session will be
conducted at the Leland Hotel.
Ray Livesay, president of WLBH
AM-FM Mattoon, is retiring president.
Faust Post
DUDLEY FAUST has been appointed eastern sales manager of
the CBS Radio Network, not western sales manager as incorrectly
reported last week [B»T, Jan. 14].

YOUNGSTOWN,

0.

5000
WATTS

Serving America's
34th Market

WFM

J

REPRESENTATIVES
Headley-Reed
January 21, 1952
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POLITICAL ADS
Tax Deductions Cited
POLITICAL advertising as an income tax deduction would be taboo
under a bill that has been introduced in the House.
Rep. Robert L. Ramsay (D-W.
Va.) is author of the bill (HR
5888), which was referred to the
House Ways & Means Committee.
The measure would amend the
U. S. Code (Title 18).
Ramsay's
make
it Rep.
unlawful
for a bill
firmwould
to deduct
from gross income expenditures for
advertising which refers to political parties, to candidates for public
office, to a political theory or to a
political issue, to a political campaign and for promotion of goodwill or with intent to defeat
legislation, for lobbying and for
"exploitation" for "propaganda
uses."
It was admitted that the Bureau
of Internal Revenue would have
difficulty in determining how radio
and television commercials would
be considered under the proposed
law. Reason is that some programs,
which are institutional or politically slanted, etc., have a Sponsored
commercial which is straight copy.
PRODUCTION of new seven inch oscillograph tube, featuring a faceplate
of kinescope quality and a medium
long persistence screen, was announced last week by RCA Div., Camden, N. J.

Agency
(Continued
from Beat
page 11)
of Food Distribution, to Long Adv. Service, S. F., as merchandising
director.
LEWIS P. NACHOD, Ben Sackheim Inc., N. Y., to Gray & Rogers,
Phila., in the public relations department.
BEN SACKHEIM Inc., N. Y., elected to membership in American Assn.
of Advertising Agencies.
ALBERT W. SHERER, vice president of McCann-Erickson, Chicago,
elected director of Encyclopaedia Britannica and its film subsidiary.
STEWART L. FRITCHE, European manager, Geo. W. Luft Co., N. Y.,
to Robert Otto & Co., N. Y., as assistant to the president.
RICHARD SPLITTORF, U. S. Marine Corps, rejoins Sawyer FergusonWalker,
F. He succeeds RICHARD SMILEY, who transfers to firm's
New YorkS. office.
JOHN F. W. McCLURE, merchandising manager, Pepsodent Division,
Lever Bros. Co., N. Y., to McCann-Erickson, N. Y., as senior account
executive.
TERRI MANN, Compton Adv., N. Y., married to LEO RICHARD
CONNELLAN, freelance writer, on Jan. 12.
GERALD M. FELD
Adv., Washington.

named account executive at Paul Lynn Heller

ABBOTT KIMBALL Co.. N. Y., announces appointment of WESTON
HILL as vice president and creative director; LAWRENCE D. REEDY,
adiTiinistrative vice president, secretary and member of the board of
directors, and GLADYS CHURCH, vice president in charge of fashion.
HARRY L. MERRICK, vice president of Kal, Ehrlich & Merrick Adv.,
Washington, elected "Man of the Year" by Washington Board of Trade's
Membership Committee.
ROBERT

OTTO & Co., N. Y., has applied to Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters for recognition as an advertising agency.

MARVIN
radio-TV
Ellis Inc.. L.
N. GRAN'T,
Y., appointed
vice director
president.and account executive, MannABC

The Water's
Fine! (really)
A quick dip info the North
Dakota pool of buying power
will convince you that KFYR
in this agriculturally wealthy
state pays handsome dividends per advertising dollar.
Ask John Blair for KFYR facts
and figures.

KFYR
BISMARCK. N. DAK
5000 WATTS-N. B.C. AFFILIATE
Rep. by John Blair
Page 80
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DAY

DRAMAS

Newspaper Ads Set
A THREE-WEEK newspaper saturation campagin to promote its
daytime drama, traditionally a
difficult program type to promote,
is being launched by ABC Radio today (Monday) with 10 advertisements a day scheduled in each of
six newspapers, Monday through
Friday, for the three-week period.
The ads will simulate headlines
and will relate directly to the script
of the program involved, advertising and promotion manager
Mitchell De Groot explained last
week. Beneath each headline, in
newspaper story style, a few lines
will explain the headline and call
attention to the program, station
frequency, and time.
At the same time, Mr. De Groot
said, on-the-air promotion will be
conducted with the newspaper ads
adapted for use as spot announcements.
The campaign, estimated at $25,000 in space costs, will use the
Daily Mirror and Journal- American
in New York and one paper in each
of the other cities where ABC owns
radio stations — Chicago, Los Angeles, Detroit and San Francisco.
Nine of the 10 advertisements in
each paper on a given day will relate to a single ABC radio daytime
drama. The tenth ad in each paper,
appearing on the radio page, will
also list the other ABC dramas.

WRFD 'Teaser' Chicks
TEASER promotion sent last
Wednesday to the national
trade press and Columbus,
Ohio, radio editors by WRFD
Worthington, Ohio, consisted
of corsage box tied with
big red bow and containing
25 live baby chickens. Accompanying broadside proclaimed: "Even greater
thinf^s are hatching at
WRFD (We'll keep you informed)." On Thursday, announcement was received
concerning March opening of
WRFD's new studios and 260acre radio farm at Worthington. WRFD is licensed to
Peoples Broadcasting Corp.
and is assigned 5 kw daytime on 880 kc.
Diamond

Bros. Signed

DIAMOND BROS.— Charley, Sid
and George — have been signed to
a recording contract by RCA Victor after the trio won an NBC
"Talent Search, Country Style," it
was announced last week. The trio
for 15 years have been broadcasting
over WFBG Altoona, Pa. They are
under the personal management of
John M. Snyder, WFBG managing
director.

FIELD BUREAU
Recommended for FCC
ESTABLISHMENT of a Field Bureau in the FCC has been recommended by McKinsey & Co., management consultants. Commission
has accepted the recommendations,
and has ordered that the reorganization be accomplished by Feb. 1.
Also recommended and adopted
by the FCC were the establishment
of a field office in Washington,
D. C, and the abolition of the Los
Angeles legal office.
New bureau, fifth to be organized since the middle of last^year,
will comprise the present Field
Engineering & Monitoring Division, Antenna Survey and Commer
cial Operator branches and the
Conelrad project, all at present
under the jurisdiction of Chief
Engineer Edward W. Allen Jr
Field Engineering & Monitoring consists of 23 districts in nine
regions throughout the U. S. and
its possessions. In addition it operates eleven primary and seven secondary monitoring stations. Chief
of the present division is George
Turner. Comr. George E. Sterling
was Mr. Turner's predecessor when
the Commissioner was an FCC
staff employe.
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Functions of Branch

The Antenna Sui-vey Branch
checks all broadcast and other sta f
tion applications to see that their
antenna heights and sites jibe with lie!
joint FCC-Civil Aeronautics Authority criteria to prevent air nav
igation hazards. The Conelrad
project is the FCC-Air Force program for radio transmission deception in the event of air attacks :'ra
through the use of changing frequencies and intermittent operation of individual stations.
Already in operation are the following bureaus: Broadcast, Safety
& Special Radio Services, Common
Carrier and Secretary.
charge
of the
FCC's
LosAttorney
Angelesin law
office
is Joseph
Brenner, formerly a hearing examiner.
McCormick Accident
GLENN McCORMICK, owner of
KSLM Salem and KORE Eugene,
Ore., was hospitalized in Indio,
Calif., following a Jan. 10 automobile accident in which his car
was demolished. Mr. McCormick
suffered a broken pelvis and other
serious injuries.

RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
_ ^ oId«it
On* of ■chooia
th* leadlnr
and
of Radio
Technology In America, offers Its
trained Radio and Television techdustry.
nicians to the Broadcastlns InAddress
Placementinquiries
Directorto
RCA INSTITUTES. INC.
A Service of Radio Corporation
350 W. 4th St..
New Tork 14. N. T.
of America
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iEATION
a semi-independent
cabinet rank, as had been sug/OA of O
policy.
gested in some quarters.
cernational Information AdminIn commenting on the reorganiMr. Barrett said also that he had
liation to operate the Voice of
zation, Mr. Barrett noted the importance of radio broadcasting in
nerica and appointment of Dr. conferred with some members of
Congress on the plan and that they the "tremendous scope" of the
ilson Compton, former industry
U. S. information program. The
had indicated their approval. At
ecutive, as administrator were
least
one
—
Sen.
William
Benton
(D■mally announced by the State
plan
"best he
skill"
the
State requires
Dept. cantheobtain,
stated.
Conn.) — has suggested that the
jpt. last Friday [Closed Circuit,
The
increase
in
programming,
he
Congress consider various modes of
n. 14].
added, has made it apparent that
Dr. Compton will take over op- organization, including separation
radio alone now accounts for oneitional functions for the entire from the State Dept., with a view
to strengthening the Voice of fourth of information operation.
ernational information program,
Guessing for Successor
eluding radio broadcasting, re- America. Another — Sen. Joseph
McCarthy (R-Wis.) — had proposed
sing Edward W. Barrett, AsCurrent
guessing game is who
tant Secretary of State for divorcement of VGA from State,
shall replace Mr. Barrett when he
but
for
different
reasons.
And
blic Affairs, from those duties.
resigns. The appointment will come
George C. Marshall, former Secrefrom the White House. Howland H.
. Barrett also is expected to antary of Defense, had acknowledged
ance his resignation from the
Sargeant, deputy assistant to Mr.
: retariat position within the next
Barrett, has been mentioned as a
that separation might be a "good
possible successor. [Closed Ciripk.
The reorganization plan was incuit, Jan. 14]. Mr. Barrett is exthing."
'|n
assuming
the
post
of
adminitially explored during Voice hear■rator. Dr. Compton takes over
pected to take a much-needed rest,
ings on Capitol Hill in July 1950
duties of the Public Affairs
following almost two years in the
[B*T, July 10, 1950].
[•retary. He also absorbs funcpublic affairs post, and has not anWhile the plan does not go this
.13 of Thurman L. Barnard, vice
nounced his future plans. He forfar, it does support substantially
merly was editorial director for
.sident on leave from Compton
Newsweek magazine.
the best judgment of Messrs. BarK'., who had held the post of genrett and Barnard, as well as the
;1 manager of the program on
Nor are Mr. Barnard's later
U. S. Advisory Commission on In- plans indicated at present. The
;acting basis. The general manformation.
f^rship has been abolished.
advertising executive is now undertaking certain overseas inspection
"The
plan
is
designed
to
provide
■ Higher Status for Program
tours, beginning in the Far East.
greater operational flexibility while
'he establishment of the IIA is maintaining close ties between the
He has been on leave from Compmded to elevate the internaton Adv. since last spring.
foreign
information
and
educalal information program to a
Dr. Compton, who has served as
tional exchange program abroad
a member of the U. S. Advisory
'her status and place the operatand foreign policy as a whole," the
■ functions directly under the State Dept. explained. Falling under it are motion pictures, library
I'retary of State. Dr. Compton
report directly to Secretary
offices and publications as well as
KCBQ-AFRA AGREE
'in Acheson.
radio broadcasting.
Settle Labor Differences
The
reorganization
is
intended
jts creation is designed to meet,
UNFAIR
labor practices charge
least half-way, Congressional
preserve completely the essenother suggestions that the "to tial
filed by AFRA with NLRB against
connections between the operatr^e of America and other media
ing information program and those
Charles E. Salik, owner-manager,
areas of the department which pro■grams be reorganized,
KCBQ San Diego in early Novemvide intelligence and foreign policy
ber [B»T, Dec. 3, Nov. 17, 12, 1951]
[r. Barrett said the new setup
has been withdrawn in accordance
give IIA the status of a semiguidance," it was explained. IIA
with terms of amiable settlement
will work closely with intelligence
?pendent agency. The Internaand communications branches.
of all points in dispute.
!'al
Broadcasting
Division
rens intact under the IIA.
Policy Decisions
Under new contract signed, salaries of five staff announcers of
he plan was developed by
The Public Affairs Secretary will
srs. Barrett and Barnard and
concentrate hereafter on policy de- KCBQ were increased by $5 per
week, retroactive to Get. 1, 1950.
mmended to Mr. Acheson after
cisions, without any operational reliderable study. It was deemed
sponsibilities. The Secretary of Talent fees were also re-instated
to the announcer involved in the
State will have "undivided respon"ise, Mr. Barrett said, to realign
dispute, and program director
information organization as a
sibility and a clear line of auGrady Edney, at insistence of
pleteiy independent agency or
thority" over the program, assurAFRA, was removed from those
I to confer upon its top officers
ing consonance with U. S. foreign
programs on which he had ap-

AFRA agreed to waive Mr.
peared.
Edney's membership requirement
in the union for his limited announcing work such as introducing
public officials on public service
programs.
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Watch Budgets
(Continued from page 27)
(Monday, Thursday and Friday).
The firm, which last year sponsored special event shows such as
the General MacArthur reception in
New York and a special Thanksgiving Day show in television, expects to use television in a similar
manner in the coming year. Some
spot activity is also being considered. Victor Bennett Agency, New
York, handles the account.

Commission on Information, will
operate from Washington, with full
authority to operate the information and educational exchange program. That includes operating the
shortwave VGA now beaming programs in 46 languages to peoples
abroad.
Dt. Compton sei-ved as president
of Washington State College from
1944 to 1951 and has had a varied
career as business administrator,
government official and lawyer. He
also has been active on U. S. international missions, including UN activities. Dr. Compton was a member
of the first economic staff of the
Federal Trade Commission. He is
the brother of Dr. Karl T. Compton, noted scientist, and of Dr.
Arthur H. Compton, Nobel prize
winner and former chairman of the
U. S. National Commission on
UNESCG.

KSMO Changes to KEAR
KSMG San Mateo, Calif., has received FCC approval to change its
call letters to KEAR, Station
Gwner S. A. Cisler Jr. disclosed
last week. "Change was made to
avoid confusion with phonetically
similar call letters in the area,"
said Mr. Cisler. "Also for promotion purposes — KEAR had EAR
appeal in keeping with our policy
of good music programming," he
added. Extensive promotion announcing the change is planned.
Miss
EleanorCityScanlan
\'ezv
Batten,YorkBarton.
Durstine, and Osborne
Deaf Ellie:
Here's sumpthin' that'll open yer eyes
<>n- how good a market tli' hometown iiv
ole WCHS is!
y e s s ir ,
Charleston,
IV est I'irginny,
has alius bin
good,
butgrowth
hits
rate uv
th'
las'
ten
years is !reely
tremenjus
'round hereIn
19 40 folks
wrote cheeks
fer 636 milyun
hay!
an't
— ten
dollarsBut
that
warn'
years
later
they wrote
one
bilyun, 647 milu V
worthyun dollars
6ST
whuthalf
thevThet's
did
achecks!
times
more'n
an'
in 1940!twoNow,
Ellie,
thet jest
tinh ei n'a n!s Honei t
means thet
here is makin
folks
'round
hit'llthet
shoredough,
paya
an'
means
spendin'
pile
uz'
Algy
ter advertize in
Charleston
An' 'member, Ellie! WCHS
not oney!
gives yuh more uv these well-off lisseners then all th' other four stations in
town
tergether,Advertisin'
but hit's West
I'irginny'sput Greatest
Medium!
WCHS
Charleston,
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MICROWAVE
INC.
UPT Buys 50% Interest
PLANS for the acquisition by
United Paramount Theatres Inc. of
5091- of the common stock of Microwave Assoc. Inc., Boston engineering research and manufacturing
company, were reported last weelc.
The disclosure was made in an
announcement of expansion plans
for the Boston company. The expansion program, to be financed
from proceeds of the stock sale to
UPT, includes operations in research, development and m_anufacture of microwave tubes, components and systems. Microwave,
formed in August 1950, has been
awarded a Signal Corps industrial
mobilization contract for manufacture of a pilot run of magnetrons.
United Paramount Theatres,
headed by Leonard H. Goldenson,
is in process of merger with ABC,
subject to FCC approval.
Dana W. Atchley Jr., UPT coordinator of technical research, is
slated to become president of the
enlarged Microwave. Other directors will include Vessarios Chigas, vice president and general
manager; Richard M. Walker, vice
president and treasurer, and Louis
W. Roberts, vice persident and research director, all from Microwave; and Mr. Goldenson, Robert
H.
SimonfromB. UPT.
Siegel and
JasonO'Brien,
Rabinovitz
Microwave was described as
"built around a group of experiIn Canada
more people listen"^ to
CFRB
Toronto
regularly than to
any other station
jfc'Tp HE 1950 BBM figures
,1 show CFRB's coverage
as 619,050 daytime and 653,860
night time— more than one-fifth
of the homes in Canada, concentrated in the market "which
accounts
for
retail sales. 40% of Canada's

enced engineers who are well known
as designers and manufacturers of
germanium and silicon diodes,
magnetrons and other microwave
devices and vacuum tubes."
Aims of the expanded company
were listed as:
"1. To assist the U. S. Government
by developing and manufacturing
electronic devices urgently needed in
the rearmament program;
"2. To add to the body of basic
scientific knowledge, especially the
microwave field;
"3. To establish and market a commercial line of microwave components,
equipment and systems;
"4. To develop and market semiconductors, such as standard germanium and silicon diodes, N-P-N transistors and special crystals for use in
the UHF television frequencies;
"5. To investigate and produce improved pickup tubes for television
cameras, components for microwave
links, etc."
CANADIAN MUSIC RIGHTS
Appeal Board Hears CAPAC
CANADA'S COPYRIGHT Appeal
Board will resume its sittings at
Ottawa today (Monday) to hear
the case of CAPAC (Composers,
Authors, Publishers Association of
Canada) for 1952 fees from broadcasting stations based on station
gross revenue. It is anticipated
that the hearings will close by Jan.
25, with Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters presenting its case for
continuance of the present system
of a set fee per licensed receivingset.
CAPAC, which is Canada's
ASCAP, has sent bills to Canadian
stations for January based on the
1951 rate of fees subject to an
increase depending on the Copyright Appeal Board decision.
Canadian broadcasters hope to
know by the end of January what
the board's ruling will be, are prepared to pay a higher fee than
the present one of 7 cents per
licensed receiving set in their
coverage area, but do not want a
fee based on gross revenue. Should
fee be on the revenue basis, many
Canadian stations are expected
to only use BMI tunes next year.
Atlass Plea Denied
PETITION of Atlass Amusement
Co. to intervene in the license renewal hearing of WKOW Madison
[B»T, Jan. 14, 1952, Dec. 31, Nov.
12, 1951] has been denied by the
FCC. Hearing before FCC Hearing
Examiner James D. Cunningham
starts Jan. 28 in Madison. At
issue is the management contract
of the station with Atlass Amusement Co., which is headed by H.
Leslie Atlass Jr., son of the CBS
Central Division vice president.

CFRB
Representatives:
United States — Adam J. Young Jr.
Incorporated
Canada — All-Canada Radio
Facilities Limited
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KBOX
KBOX

in Modesto

Modesto, Calif., was incorrectly identified as being in Reno,
Nev., last week [B»T, Jan. 14].
The KBOX call letters were reassigned from Reno during 1951.

WESTINGHOUSE
Holds Set Sales Meetings'
NEW MERCHANDISING pro-^
gram, based on the conviction that
there will be as many TV receiver^"

and atradios
for
least asthethere
first are
halfcustomers'^
of 1952jj '''
was announced to Westinghousff
TV-radio distributors at meetings
held simultaneously Monday iri
New York, Chicago and PhiladelTen
UHF
fringe
phia.
New

JOE CAVANAUGH, sports director
and personality, WARD-AM-FM
Johnstown, Pa., has been doubly
honored. Mr. Cavanaugh was chosen
by the Johnstown Junior Chamber of
Commerce as Johnstown's most outstanding young man of 1951. In
addition he was selected by the
Pennsylvania "Jaycee" as one of three
Pennsylvanians to receive a Distinguished Service Award.
GEORGIA RADIO-TV MEET
Christian Named Chairman
L. H. CHRISTIAN of WRFC
Athens, Ga., has been named chairman of the 1952 Georgia Radio
and Television Institute to be held
this spring at the Henry W. Grady
School of Journalism, U. of
Georgia. Institute will be jointly
sponsored by the Georgia Assn. of
Broadcasters and the Grady
School.
Others named to the committee
include Ed Kobak Jr., WTWA
Thomson, Ga. ; A. D. (Jess) Willard Jr., WGAC Augusta; John W.
Jacobs Jr., WDUN Gainesville; R.
W. Rounsaville, WQXI Atlanta,
and Frank Crowther, WMAZ
Macon. First meeting of the new
group
Atlanta. will assemble Jan. 25 in
DALLAS TELESIGN
Flashes WFAA Bulletins

new receivers, designed foi
and long range reception iiit
areas, were introduced to
York distributors by R
H. McMann, metropolitan district 'f'
manager, and Jerry Hoag, districi
sales representative, in the first oi
14 more distributor meetings to b('
held this month.
Advising that a saturatec
market, first encountered by th(
video industry in 1951, was nothing to be alarmed about, Mr^f
McMann said that 1952 woulcf^
"open with two distinct market:
andFirst
closemarket
with possibly
consists three."
mostly 0:
farming areas and small towns ai
far
as 100an miles
transmitter,
area away
openedfromby athe
int,'
creased power of TV transmitter!
and improved receiver designs. Tha
second market, he said, is the ap
proximately 12 million familiei
without TV receivers living withii
the present range of video stations]
"The third market," the distric
manager said, "will materialize i
the FCC freeze is lifted and th
new standard and ultra high fre
quency stations start beaming pro
grams to the approximately 409
of American families now withou
Westinghouse promotion cam
TV service."
paigns include sponsorship on CB
Radio and Television Networks o
Presidential campaign, the Studi
One TV program and the ne^
Westinghouse Tele-Theatre — a ten
TV display to promote sales
summer amusement areas. Telev
sion-radio division also plans sale
training programs, its large;
newspaper campaign and nations
magazine advertising.

Chappell Report
FIRST two parts of the "Compar
sons of Ratings" study made „.
Dr. Matthew N. Chappell for C. I
Hooper Inc. [B»T, Dec. 17, 1951
have been published as a 48-pag
booklet by the Hooper organize
tion.
Copies have been sent to st;
supplied by WFAA Dallas.
In length, the sign is claimed to tion, network, agency and adve:
be second only to that of The tiser subscribers to the Hoop(
services and are available to othei
New York Times. Telesign was
on
request. Volume covers con
invented by Irving Naxon, president of the Naxon Telesign Corp., parisons of U. S. Hooperating
with meter measurements and
Chicago.
A paper tape is perforated on the telephone coincidental with th
a typewriter keyboard machine in roster methods. A second voluni
the WFAA newsroom. These per- will include Dr. Chappell's con
forated messages are then sent to parisons of duplex coincidental T
the bank's control room for the ratings with roster and of duple
Telesign. The tape is fed into a coincidental ratings with diary ra:
machine which produces electrical ings as well as a validation of tb
impulses which control more than accuracy of the duplex coinciden
3,000 bulbs that flash the bulletins.
i
system.
Telecast;
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FIRST National Bank in Dallas
has begun operation of a
Telesign which electrically flashes
30-inch high news bulletins at a
corner
one of downtown
Dallas'
busiest ofintersections.
Bulletins
are

i WEEK of requests for old
^ Christmas cards to amuse
Cleveland's hospitalized chilen didn't go unnoticed according
I Tom Armstrong, m-c. of Polka
rrty on WGAR Cleveland. More
an 200,000 greetings, some datr back to 1906, were gathered at
locations throughout the city.
•— • — •
jlRS STRIKE FACTS

L'RIXG strike of Prudential Inrance Co. agents in Manchester,
H., WKBR same city demon•ated radio's ability to handle the
bject of labor-management rela;ns. Tape recordings of on-the,st interviews ^\•lth striking and
.n-striking agents were aired by
station to better acquaint lis,jers with both sides of the quesn.
•— • — •
VtV 'MILK-A-THON'
,ORE than 880,000 was realized
j)m 24-hour "Saints and Sinners
,.lk Fund Marathon" on KTTV
jV) Hollywood, Jan. 12. Station
le and talent of radio, TV, stage,
d screen personalities were do'ced to raising money which will
' used to buy daily milk for un'-'-privileged Los Angeles county
'lool children. "Milk-a-Thon" will
'rome annual event.

■EEKLY INTERVIEW
(iRGB (TV) Schenectady has bei.n new series of weekly interC^s, New Yorkers at Work.
\e interview, a portion of Bob
lime's Rollin' With Stone broadest, features businessmen and
(,men in the Capital district who
1 remind viewers that business
jbuilt by individuals to serve the
I blic. Comm. Harold Keller of
i; New York State Department of
^ramerce, was the first guest.
'
«— «— «
ViL DEFENSE DRAMA
A'lL DEFENSE message is draitized over CKNW New Westlister, B. C, in Meet the Roniseries of programs presented
jh Wednesday
8:15-8:30 p.m.
shows, sponsored by New West[ister Civil Defense Committee
"i produced by Hal Davis of stax's staff, depict an average famas it is affected by the civil de-e program.

programs

promotion

SAFETY SERIES
ON JAN. 13, NBC-TV network presented Green Cross Song Festival,
the first in a series of 13 telecasts.
The show, produced in cooperation
with the National Safety Council,
presents concerts by regional choirs
in 13 cities and talks by public
officials and safety leaders. Initial
program featured the Fisk Choir
and Jubilee Singers, Nashville,
Tenn.
•— • — •
CHILDREN'S PROBLEMS
A WEEKLY half-hour program.
Junior Jury, on CKRM Regina,
Sask., features children in an unrehearsed discussion of the everyday problems of children and their
parents. Program is put on jointly
by the Indian Head Home and
School Club and the Canadian Mental Health Assn. It is produced by
Fred Laight, program director of
CKRM. Children for the show,
picked from public school classes
each week, are given a special crest
to wear.
•— • — •
JOBS AND WORKERS
SERIES of programs designed to
focus public attention on unemployment in the Detroit area was begun
Jan. 15 at WJR Detroit. Jobs and
Men Wanted is presented each
Tuesday evening in cooperation
with the Michigan Employment Security Commission. Format is an
interview with three job applicants
from different fields. Moderator is
Ron Gamble, WJR special events
director.
•— • — •
BRIGHT TIE BOYS
KGO-TV San Francisco promotes
return of Hopalong Cassidy to
KGO-TV screen by sending Bay
Area radio columnists brightly colored neckties bearing picture of
"Hoppy" and the time, station and
channel. Columnists are invited
to appear as guests on KGO-TV interview programs, wearing the
flashy neckwear.

Immedifite revenue produced
with regional promotion
^. campoigns
23 years of
service to the
broadcasting industry
HOWARD

J. McCOLLISTER

66 ACACIA DRIVE
ATHERTON, CALIFORNIA
PAUL

W. McCOLLISTER,

kOADCASTING

experienced sales
personnel will sell community
programs throughout
your coverage area
Company

DAVENPORT 3-3061
General
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Manager

1

premiums
KITCHEN KAPERS
QUIZ SHOW, Kitchen Kapers, on
WIP Philadelphia, will move out
of the studio in early February and
originate from meetings of
P.T.A.'s, church organizations and
civic groups in communities in
Philadelphia and nearby New Jersey. The entire production will appear in a different community each
week to tape record three of its
regular broadcasts before the
group sponsoring the show.
•— • — •
SHOW IN SIXTH YEAR
WPTZ (TV) Philadelphia announces renewal of Gimble Brothers
Dept. Store's The Gimble Handy
Man, claimed television's oldest,
most continuously sponsored program. The telecast will continue to
be seen 7:15-7:30 p.m. Friday. Renewal of the show, which demonstrates quick and easy ways to repair household articles, takes Gimble's into its sixth consecutive year
of televising on WPTZ.
•— • — •
WNBW PLAYS HOST
WNBW(TV) Washington will play
host to the NBC-TV network show,
Kitkla, Fran and Ollie, during the
coming week. The daily telecast,
originating from Washington, will
culminate with a guest appearance
for the troupe at the National
Presster Club's
Father-Daughdinner onannual
Jan. 26.
•— • — •
LEGISLATURE SHOWS
WMBG Richmond will give daily
coverage for the next two months
to the 1952 Virginia Legislature activities. Programs will deal with
important happenings in both the
Senate and the House of Delegates.
The broadcasts will be fed to other
stations wishing to carry the series.
•— • — •
RETAIL PROMOTION
WNBQ (TV) Chicago mails "TV
News Revue," a four page tabloid
merchandising bulletin, each month
to 3,500 grocers, druggists and
other retailers in the market area
offering merchandise assistance to
clients. Paper is edited by Otto
Bremer s Jr., member of station's
advertising
and promotion department.
•— • — •
RADIO TIME CHART
KLRA Little Rock, Ark., has
evolved a plan to aid timebuyers
in computing contract time segments easily. The station has devised a radio-TV time chart built
on the slide-rule principle covering
a time period through June 1953.
•— • — •
LATIN RECORD PROGRAM
KFI Hollywood, Casa Latina, new
Saturday 7:30-8:30 a.m. LatinAmerican record program, features
Hank Hernandez as m.c.

JUKE BOX PROMOTION
WASHINGTON Music Guild, an
association of juke box and coin
operators, is cooperating with WOL
Washington in promoting the station's night time disc jockey, Milt
Grant. Stickers identifying the
show, time and station are displayed on record playing machines
throughout the city. Mr. Grant primarily plays current juke box
favorites.
SNOW PROJECTION
WCSS Amsterdam, N. Y., is on the
lookout for snowy days. Windshield
protection cards of waterproof
cardboard have been put out by the
station boosting WCSS as well as
safe driving. Cards are distributed
in the downtown area whenever bad
weather threatens.
BUSINESS A*ND C*OMMUNITY
KPIX (TV) San Francisco, Partners in Progress, Tues. 1-1:30 p.m.
New public service program produced jointly by station and Bay
Area Public Schools Television
Council debuts tomorrow (Jan. 22).
Dr. Hiram J. McLendon, assistant
coordinator of TV Council, moderates panel of students and industrial leaders in discussion of the
role of industry in community life.
Discussions are designed to show
the contributions of business, industry and commerce to the community, the relationship between
business and education and the opportunity awaiting students in
various industrial and business
lines.

LANG-WORTH
FEATURE PR0GR.4MS, Inc.
113 W. 57th ST.. NEW YORK 19. N. Y.
/.ytHvrJt CuiitK P.'Ojroius at jCiKal SuIim ,\'si
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Nov. Network Gross
(Continued from page 28)
vember as in October [B*T, Dec.
24, 1951].
Similar consistency is shown in
Table II, listing the top advertiser
in each of 24 product groups of
radio network advertising, which
shows 20 of the 24 leaders unchanged from the October list.
The top five classes of radio network advertisers and their rank
order are also unchanged from October to November: Foods, toiletries, tobaccos, drugs and remedies,
soaps and cleansers. Table III analyzes the expenditures of the various types of radio network advertiser for November and JanuaryNovember, with 1951 compared to
1950. All PIB radio network figures include time purchased from
ABC, CBS, MBS and NBC; do not
include Liberty Broadcasting System advertising.
BAB

UNITS MEET
Advisors Set Plans

BAB's new Research and Promotion Advisory Committees held
their first sessions last week to review their respective functions and
consider future operations. Each
group also heard BAB Board Chairman Edgar Kobak outline the bureau's organizational structure.
Present for the Research Committee meeting, under Robert E.
Dunville of WLW Cincinnati, were
George Riggings, KMBC Kansas
City; Walter Scott, NBC; Ernest
Lee Jahncke Jr., ABC; Hugh Potter, WOMI Owensboro, Ky.; Eugene Katz, Katz Agency; Martin
Campbell, WFAA Dallas; Stanley
Breyer, KJBS San Francisco.
Participants in the Promotion
Committee meetings, under Donald W. Thornburgh of WCAU
Philadelphia, were George Bristol
as alternate for Louis Hausman of
CBS Radio; Robert Schmid, Mutual; Simon Goldman, WJTN
Jamestown, N. Y.; Arden Pangborn, WOAI San Antonio; William
McGuineas, WGN Chicago; William McGrath, WHDH Boston.
BAB was represented by Mr. Kobak, President William B. Ryan,
Vice President Kevin B. Sweeney
and Local Promotion Director Jack
Hardesty.
DURING its annual meeting in Chicago, National Council of Farm Cooperatives selected Over the Line
Fence, heard daily over WRFD Worthington, Ohio, as finest farm service
program in the nation. Certificate
was awarded to Bob Miller, WRDF's
farm service and program director.
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TABLE III
GROSS RADIO NETWORK TIME SALES FOR NOV. AND JAN.-NOV. 1951
Jan-Nov.|
COMPARED TO SAME PERIOD 1950
ovember
Jon-Nov.
N
1951
November
Jon-Nov.
November Jon-Nov. November
2,601 ,7|
1951
Product Group
1950
1950
Product Group 1951 1951
1950
1950
Agriculture &
1,944,1
Industrial
Materials
200,605
1,928,625
174,678
Farming $ 55,277 $ 595,679 $ 58,677 $ 899,380
Insurance
298,209
2,975,242
Apparel, Footwear
Jewelry, Optical
226,802
& Access. 23,405
566,398
183,246
1,362,147
Goods & Cameras
179,271
91,380 1,056,143
Automotive, Auto.
18,868,/^,,
Office
Equip.,
Stotion1,416,1*
Access. & Equip. 338,728
3,828,831
356,709
4,612,085
ery
&
Writing
Beer & Wine
171.964
3,010,391
313,201
2,478,375
Supplies
80,787
281,5;
BIdg. Materials,
645,9 i
599,295
133,652
112,935
1,284,512
Political
343,530
Equip.
&
Fixtures
106,042
1,209,288
Publishing
&
Medio
47,064
88,665
Confectionery &
19,304
Radios, TV Sets, etc. 169,846
236,328
1,062,5
2,525,884
Soft Drinks 546. 8?0 5,656,382
375,484
5,738,509
Retail Stores &
Consumer Services 171,911 2,481,240
37,9,1^
151,433
1,731,538
Direct
By
Mail
941
30,182
1,211,
Drugs
& Remedies
1,774,595 20,406,324 2,215,702
22,483,872
Smoking Materiols 1,840,620 18,815,875
■^3,51 0,1
Entertainment
&
1,781,026
Tit
Cleansers
5,619 Soaps,
& Polishes
Amusements
5,723
1,545,671
16,516,700 1,859,601
Food
& Food
8,924
Sporting Goods
Products 3,579,621 39,004,213 3,870,536
41,030,187 Toiletries
& Toys &
Gasoline, Lubricants
20,691,6"
& Other Fuels 444,972 5,209,795
545,098
4,945.428
Toilet Goods
1,924,292
23,761,911 2,254,614
802,6
Horticulture
96,451
105,696 Transportation,
Hotels 102,753 1,134,909
& Resorts
Household Equipment
67,660
Total
372,834 4.505,365
449.823
& Supplies 387,341 2,860,343
196,788 2,870,299 Miscellaneous
4,753.6
Household
$14,377,151 $160,099,546 $15,906,296 SI 67,797,81
Furnishings 94,513 899,603
Source: Publishers Information Bureau.
467,753
53,032
i9,6>
Merchandising Units
NBC
RADIO
Underway Feb. T5
NATION-WIDE field oflfices of the new NBC Radio Merchandising Dept.
will be functioning by Feb. 15, the network announced in newspaper
advertisements last week.
The department is under the direction of Fred N. Dodge, who, meanwhile, announced that Gordon Lane, *
general manager and assistant to 'market basket,' is now in preparation for food store advertisers.
the president of James Thomas
Chirurg Adv. for the past 10
"4. Point - of - purchase material
especially produced for the needs of
years, has joined the merchandisretailers will be available to NBC
ing unit as New York district suadvertisers at cost. This material
pervisor.
In addition to taking charge of will be designed to take advantage
network and local station identiNBC's merchandising activities in of
fication.
the New York-New Jersey-Con"5. All-important research servnecticut area, Mr. Lane also will
ices will be offered with emphasis
head rial
theUnit department's
New Mateon attitude surveys, distribution
which will prepare
and
checks, test stores, consumer panel.
route nationally all point-of -pur"6. Bulletins for mailing to rechase material to be used by detailers will be prepared and suppartment members.
plied NBC stations on a monthly
In its advertisements, NBC said:
"Until now, no radio network has
ever ofi^ered advertisers a thorough,
realistic service for merchandising
their products on a national scale.
Now NBC takes the lead in offering
not only the first national merchandising service in network radio, but
the finest, most complete merchandising facilities to be furnished by
any advertising medium."
Partial Listing
A "partial list" of merchandising
services included:
"1. NBC's field experts will train
advertisers' sales and distribution
personnel in getting dealer support,
building displays; make demonstration calls with salesmen on key accounts; make presentations at sales
meetings; maintain close liaison
with key wholesalers and retail
groups in their areas.
"2. The NBC merchandising plan
is approved unanimously by the
NBC affiliated stations. Accordingly, the network field experts are
woiking in cooperation with our
stations, establishing a chain of
merchandising services which
should deliver for our advertisers
the greatest possible point-of-sale
impact.
"3. Network on-the-air merchandising programs will be developed
which will permit dealer tie-ins for
maximum local impact. One series,

COOMBS NAMED
basis."
Takes Calif. CD Post
APPOINTMENT of Clyde F.
Coombs, California radio executive,
as broadcast radio service chief for
the state's civil defense division of
communications has been reported
by KROY Sacramento.
Mr. Coombs is vice president and
general manager of KROY, operated by Haimco Inc., and also general manager of KARM Fresno,
Calif. He is a co-owner of KROY.
Mr. Coombs will direct a communications post involving coordination and supervision of broadcast
station participation in the overall
civil defense program. His appointment was made by Maj. Gen. W. M.
Robertson, California director of
civil defense, and announced by T.
J. Kelly, communications division
chief.

WSPD SYMBOL
New Trademark Is Readie|
WSPD-AM-FM-TV Toledo,
neer radio-TV station in
soon will introduce to the broai

casting industry its new trad^^i
mark:
"Speedy,
The Pioneer."
Founded
in 1921,
the static
grew rapidly. In 1928 it was pu:
chased by the Fort Industry 0
as George
into
radio. B. Storer's first ventu
Under the new managing dire
tor, Allen L. Haid, WSPD is pla
ning expansion of operatic
WSPD-TV's schedule now opens ;
9 a.m. Additional changes are e:
pected to be announced in the ne^ 'mi
future.
,(odii
,
EMERSON

YEAR

Best and
In Histo'i^
EMERSONSecondRadio
Phon,ej,i
graph Corp., New York, last we(,jjj
announced
the second highest
in the organization's
history,pro),fj; '
the fiscal year ending Oct. S,
before
taxesan income of $6,875,87'
1951, with
Record year, which ended 0|)
come
of $11,969,778.
the lat i '
31, 1950,
resulted in For
a pre-tax
fiscal year, net income after tax|[f
was $3,592,397 or $1.85 per sha
on almost two million shares
outstanding capital stock. Incor
after taxes for the fiscal year er
ing in 1950 was $6,514,716 or

perNumber
share. of adverse factors, i
eluding the switch from full peadlioli
time to combined peace and deferjJ
operations, influenced the radio-TfnD
field during the past year, Prei
dent Benjamin Abrams said,
anticipates a "satisfactory ye
for present operations, howev^
due to relaxed credit restrictio
iSaw Francisco Scrapbook, a weekly
completion
of coast-to-coast 1^
anecdote program dealing with the further network
extensions
city's
pastcarried
and present
broadcast
by provement of TV film equipme
KGO and
on the ABC
network,
which is extending good prograi
received a commendation from the San
Francisco Chamber of Commerce last to more communities and the si
ond set or replacement marke
week formotingthe
program's
prothe Golden
Gate service
City. inAward
was presented to Gayle V. Grubb, ABC
"rapidly developing trend" towai
vice president in charge of KGO.
greater set turnover
BROADCASTING
• Telecastii

Recruiting Money
(Continued from page 27)

!
ongressional action.
The $550,000 sum reflects funds
nexpended as the result of can•llation of radio network shows
Evolving Bill Stern, Frankie Laine,
ad the football Game of the
"eek: These purchases were obliated out of the 1950-51 budget,
fhich earmarked $901,000 for radio
rograms. TV plans also will hinge
h decisions rendered on Capitol
'ill. Information funds for acivities at the corps area level also
ere curtailed.
Sen. O'Mahoney has since disaimed any enmity toward radioV broadcasting and other media
ad reportedly has conferred with
i'.rs. Anna Rosenberg, Assistant
scretary of Defense, who is under.ood to favor sponsored recruiting
' ograms. The March 1 date re^rtedly stemmed from their coniltations.
> Lt. Col. William S. Berkeley,
■jblic information chief. Military
personnel Procurement Service,
jdjutant General's Office, told
jROADCASTING
• TELECASTING
tj'ednesday that radio-TV will ob.in a "full, large or normal porjbn"
any fundsDept.
finally
,7 theof Defense
on approved
the basis

WBEN-TV

form it takes, will also serve to
clear the air at Grant Advertising,
whose Washington branch has been
operating in a state of flux. Difficulty of mapping campaigns on
short-term basis and need for
personnel are cited. Moreover,
current contract with Grant expires June 30, 1952. Grant has
added five or six on the Air Force
and Army accounts and plans
"several" other additions, once
these problems are resolved.
Handling Defense Dept. legal details is Fred Korth, an attorney
and counsellor on the Army Dept.'s
staff. He also represents the Army
on the Ad Hoc committee, to which
the four services (Army, Air Force,
Navy and Marines) have communicated their recruiting views.

Stresses 'Learn and Live'
EDUCATION in as palatable and
entertaining manner as possible in
a quarter-hour, informal telecast is
being offered Buffalo area viewers
by WBEN-TV that city.
Its new educational series, Learn
and Live, is aired 9:30 a.m. Mon.Fri. In the five daily programs per
week, five subjects, one each day,
are treated — literature, music, science, art and history. Theme taken
by the program originators is that
by learning
first, the family's living will be enriched.
Reportedly, viewers writing
about the programs have been enthusiastic. Teaming up in the program presentation are The Buffalo
Evenina News, WBEN-TV and the
N. Y. State College for Teachers.
Affect

N.Y.

STATE

Salvation Army

SERIES

BILLS

• Telecasting

A CORPS of broadcasting personalities and other creative artists
have volunteered their professional
services to help the Salvation Army
in greater New York raise the
$1,250,000 goal in its 1952 fund
drive, Joseph H. McConnell, NBC
president and general chairman of
the drive, said Tuesday. Paintings,
sketches, musical compositions, a
specially commissioned ballet, phoviessays and written
gnet es— alltographic
depicting
phases of
Salvation Army work — are to be
contributed to dramatize the campaign. Donors of written vignettes
include CBS Radio and TV Commentator Edward R. Murrow, ABC
women's commentator Mary Marscenarist
garet McBride
for radio
and and
TV, NBC's
Goodman
Ace.
Composer Meredith Willson has
agreed to write a special Salvation
Army song, Mr. McConnell said.

Radio,

Television
LEGISLATION designed to protest as well as protect broadcasting
practices was introduced last week when the New York State Legislature
convened, with proposed bills — submitted for committee consideration —
ranging from courtroom telecasts to rooftop antennas.
Football television schedules, re- ★
stricted by the National Collegiate
be so phrased that landlords could
Athletic Assn. or the Ivy League,
not charge fees or rental for TV
received volleys from Sen. Joseph
sets owned by occupants or TV antennas installed on dwelling roofs.
j"
Grant Advertising's recommenZaretski, Democrat of Manhattan.
ktions.
He introduced a bill to penalize any
Republican Sen. Pliny WilliamIThe dilemma of the military, he university in the state, combining
son, chairman of the judiciary com'j)inted out, is to devise campaigns
mittee, introduced a bill to ban
with
another
school
to
prevent
that
hich will reach the selected
institution from televising any
television coverage of any trial or
■oups of people needed for service, games it chose, by withholding
proceeding conducted in a court
jecause of the ban, he explained,
state tax exemptions. In what one
"duly organized and existing under
.kborate paid TV plans had to be
state laws as part of the state ju'i)andoned in favor of film clips to network i-epresentative quipped
was "obviously the State of New
dicial system." Political observers
used as public service features,
in Albany were reported as feeling
York
vs.
the
NCAA,"
Sen.
Zaretski
y production will be expanded,
that lack of video coverage for
agreed that professional teams
l»wever, consonant with the milistate crime investigations might
have the right to ban television
when it cuts into profits, but that spur endorsement of this proposal
'ry's budget, he said.
^Col. Berkeley held out hope that
amateur groups — "so long as they by Gov. Thomas E. Dewey.
|e Congressional position v/ill be
All bills were offered prior to
continue
bdified in the near future, once
do not. to pose as amateurs" —
establishing legislative calendars
'embers of both houses are made
.loint Committee
and it was felt that most of them
would never pass beyond commitAlso introduced Wednesday was
gnizant of the Defense Dept.'s
'"lemma.
Funds
requested for a bill by Assemblyman Daniel N.
tee inspection.
^'52-53 include cost of agency
Kelly, Democrat from Manhattan,
and operation of which would create a joint legislajjmmitments
iblic information
facilities at
New Canadian Group
tive committee for radio and TV
bvernors Island, N. Y.
coverage of legislative sessions.
AFTER ONE YEAR of meetings,
Congressional action, whatever
Sen. Nathaniel T. Helman of the the Radio Station Representatives
Bronx introduced two bills: In No. Assn. of Canada was formed at To266, he proposed that consent be
ronto Jan. 14 with Norman Brown,
IGREENVILLE
is
Radio Time Sales, Toronto, as
required for use of the name, por■SOUTH CAROLINA'S LARGEST
trait or picture of any living perchairman. Other officers are: Viceson on either a radio or television
Imetropolitan area . . . .
chairman, John Tregale, All-Canada
program. Listing such practice as Radio Facilities, Toronto; secreei ' In RETAIL SALES
a misdemeanor for the person, firm
tary, R. J. Judge, H. N. Stovin &
or corporation sponsoring the propREENVILLE $151,050,000
Co.,
Toronto;
treasurer. T. C. Magram, the bill could make lastguire, Omer Renaud & Co., Tominute news reports a virtual im:olumbia 136,965,000
ronto; and public relations director,
possibility.
A. A. McDermott, Radio & TeleviIn
another
bill,
the
same
senator
lharleston 125,097,000
sion Sales, Toronto. Branches are
would amend existing civil rights
to be started in other Canadian
legislation that requires consent for cities such as Montreal, Winnipeg
MAKE IT YOURS WITH
publishing pictures or names with
and Vancouver.
printed matter for advertising purWATTS
poses so that laws would include
F B C
le1^
News-Piedmonf Station, Greenville, S. C uses tending to malign, ridicule or
TOURNAMENT of Roses Parade teleotherwise injure a person. Radio
cast New Year's Day was seen on
NBC affiliate for the
and TV were not specifically menAngeles area TV sets, ac676,000 Los
cording to Tele-Que survey findings.
tioned in the proposed amendment,
Jill » Green ville-Andersonhowever.
Ratings for individual stations are:
jr^Jl Spartanburg Markets
KTLA (TV) 34.6; KTTV (TV) 14.2;
Sen.
Helman
also
proposed
that
Represented by Avery-Knodel
KNBH (TV) 6.1; KNXT (TV) 4.4;
extant emergency rent control laws
I
KECA-TV 4.0; KHJ-TV 1.2.
'^'iftOADCASTING

Drive

KULP Application
DENIAL of the application of
KULP El Campo, Tex., on 1390
kc (a Class III frequency), to
change from 500 w day to 500 w
day and 100 w night as a Class IV
station, is proposed in an initial
decision released last week by FCC
Hearing Examiner Hugh B.
Hutchison. He concluded the applicant did not justify assignment
of a Class IV station on a Class
III frequency.

\ ^ ///.
• ♦ • yo" bet !
ing
(ZoodAlom

HOOPER IN CHATTANOOGA
March, April, May 1951
Mon. thru fri. Sto. Sta. WDEF Sta. Sta.
B C
D £
30 to
00 a.m. 3.2 2.0 11.0 2.3 1.0
00 to 8:15 2.8 2.8 13.0 3.1 2.8
15 to 8:30 2.1 1.4 11.0 3.3 3.0
SHARE OF RADIO AUDIENCE
B C WDEF D E
12:00 a.m.noon 9.3 12.2 33.5% 21.1 22.3
8:00

1 370 KC • 5000 WATTS

Carter M. Parham, President
Represented by BRANHAM
January 21, 1952
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NEW
BERN CASE
Examiner Proposes Grant
PROPOSED grant of an application for a new AM station in New
Bern, N. C, and denial by default
of an application for an AM outlet
at Greenville, N. C, are proposed
in an initial decision released by
FCC Hearing- Examiner James D.
Cunningham. Hearing was called
because the applications were mutually exclusive, both requesting
the same frequency.
The examiner found that the
Greenville applicant, L. C. McSwain, tr/as Eastern Carolina
Broadcast Co., was notified by the
Commission that he must file intention to appear at the hearing, but
he failed to file the necessary papers and, later, ignored FCC correspondence.
The New Bern application, filed
by Luke H. Wetherington, L. T.
Grantham and David E. Hardison,
d/b as Craven Broadcasting Co.,
proposes to use 1490 kc with 250 w
fulltime.
Cost of construction is estimated
at about $8,000, which includes
$5,000 worth of equipment already
on hand. Estimated operation cost
is $4,000 monthly and estimated
revenue about $5,000. The station
expects that about 36% of its time
will be commercial for the first few
months, but expects to eventually
increase commercial time to about
Mr. Wetherington owns two taxi
FOR

FINEST

TAPE RECORDING

fCC

actions

JANUARY

11 THROUGH

JANUARY 17
cond. -conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod.-modification
ERP-effective radiated power
N-night
trans. -transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
unl.-unlimited hours
synch, amp.-synclironous amplifier vis.-visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
station and transfer applications.
January 14 Applications. . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
WIST Charlotte, N. C— License for
CP. as mod., authorizing new AM station.
WKHM Jackson, Mich. — License for
CP, as mod., authorizing new AIVI station.
WFAA Dallas, Tex.— License for CP,
as mod., authorizing change from DA-N
to DA-DN, change in trans, location,
etc.
Modification of CP
WAGA-FM Atlanta, Ga.— Mod. CP.
as mod., authorizing new FM station,
for extension of completion date.
Renewal of License
Following
of license: stations request renewal
WXRF Guayama, P. R.. WTAL-FM
Tallahassee (informal request), WCNTFM Centralia.
111., (FM)
WJIZ Cedar
(FM) Rapids,
Hammond, Ind., KCRK
Iowa,
WQAN-FM
Scranton,
Pa.,
and
WJPB (FM) Fairmont, W. Va.
Application Returned
KGMO Cape
Girardeau,
Mo. — RE-of
TURNED application
for assignment
license from Cape County Bcstg. Co.
to KGMO Radio-Television Inc.
companies and a trucking company
in New Bern. Mr. Grantham is a
lawyer in New Bern, and Mr. Hardison, although born in New Bern
and a resident there many years,
lives in Kinston, N. C, and has
been chief engineer and held other
positions at various stations the
last eight years. He will be general manager of the station.
WSOK

PERSONNEL

New Nashville Out-let on Air
ANNOUNCEMENT of personnel
for the new WSOK Nashville,
which began operation Dec. 12, was
made last week. WSOK, owned
and operated by the Nashville
Broadcasting Co., operates on 1470
with 1 kw.
Company president and station
general manager is H. Calvin
Young Jr. Other officers include
Norman Stewart, commercial and
promotion manager; Larry Dean
Faulkner, program director;
Charles Gordon, sports director,
and Arthur Viaches, chief engineer. The station uses Collins
equipment and International News
Service.
WMAL-FM Washington announces it
will be on the air from 6 a.m. to
12:30 a.m. Monday through Friday and
from 7 a.m. to 12:30 a.m. Sundays.
Station has been signing off at midnight.
Page 86
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January 15 Decisions . . .
BY THE SECRETARY
Granted Licenses
KID Idaho Falls, Idaho— Granted license covering change of facilities,
change in stransmitter
location, and
tal ation of new transmitter:
590 inkc
5 kw-D, 1 kw-N, DA-N, fulltime, cond.
WLIN-FM
Wis.—
Granted
license new FMMerrill,
station:
100.7
mc (Ch.
264). 9.35 kw, ant. 260 ft.
KOA-FM Denver, Col.— Granted license new FM station: 95.7 mc (Ch.
239), 23.5 kw. ant. 185 ft.
WSUN St: Petersburg, Fla.— Granted
license covering changes in DA mounting FM ant. on top of AM tower and
change in trans, location, cond.
KBND Bend, Ore.- Granted license
covering frequency change and changes
in DA: 1110 kc 1 kw DA-N; cond.
KMMO Marshall, Mo. — Granted license covering power increase: 1300 kc
1 kw D.
WFNC Fayetteville, N. C— Granted
license covering facilities change, instal ation of DA-N and new trans.; 1390
kc 5 kw-D, 1 kw-N. DA-2; cond.
KWNO-FM Winona, Minn.— Granted
license covering changes in FM station:
97.5 mc. (Ch. 248), 18.5 kw, ant. 610 ft.
WHO-FM Des Moines, Iowa — Granted
license covering installation of new
ant., mounting of FM ant. on top of
AM tower and changing trans, location
(change in coordinates only); cond.
Granted CP
WTCN-TV
Minneapolis,
Minn. —
Granted CP to decrease power from
ERP 17.9 kw vis. 9 kw aur. 14 kw vis.
7 kw aur.; change type ant., etc.
WSFT Thomaston, Ga.— Granted CP
to
change trans, and main studio locations.
CP for CP
WBBZ Ponca City, Okla.— Granted
CP to replace expired CP (which auchange in trans, and studio
locations) thorized
.
KSDS (FM) San Diego. Calif .—Granted CP to replace CP (which authorized
new noncommercial educational FM
station) which
expired
12-1-51.
Extended
Authority
National Bcstg. Co., New York —
Granted extension of authority to furSERVICE

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Waih. 5, D. C.
Lincoln 3-2705

• TOWERS •
AM • FM • TV •
Complete Installations
TOWER SALES & ERECTING CO.
6100 N. E. Columbia Blvd.
Portland 11, Oregon

nish Television de Matamoros, S. A.)
licensee of XELD-TV, Ch. 7, Matamoros;
Tamps,
Mexico,
with programs
kinescopeorigire-'' ;
cording to
television
nating in various NBC studios throughout U. S. and broadcast in U. S. ove:
facilities of NBC. These kinescope redelivered
to XELD-T\'
via air or cordings
railwill beexpress;
period
beginning
3 a.m., EST, Feb. 1, and ending no
later than 3 a.m., EST, Feb. 1, 1953.
Granted Modification
WTVJ Miami, Fla.— Granted mod. CP
7-27-52.
for extension of completion date to
WRBL-FM
Columbus, Ga.— Granted *
mod. CP for extension of completioii
WRGA-FM
Rome. Ga.— Granted mod. '
to 5-1-52.
date
CP
for
extension of completion date
to 4-15-52.
Following
granted mod.
tension of completion
dates CPas for
shownex- :
KUSD VermiUion, S. D., to 5-1-52,
cond.; WGN Chicago, to 5-17-52; WEEK
Peoria.
111., to
3-1-52,
cond.;'WIVI
Christiansted,
Virgin
Islands,
to 3-15-52
cond.

January 15 Applications .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
FM— 104,1 mc (Ch. 281)
WLAG-FM La Grange, Ga, — CP t{
change ERP, ant. height above averagf
terrain, trans, and studio locations, etc
CP Amended
WWVA-FM Wheeling, W. Va.
Amended CP, which authorizes changf
in ERP. trans, location, etc., to chang(
ERP, trans, location, etc.
Applications Amended
KLAC-TV Los Angeles — Amendec
application
to delete
request for increase in ERP,
etc.
Chemical City Bcstg. Co., Charleston
W. Va. — Amended application for experimental TV station to change aura!
trans,tooutput
from 80 w engineer
to 100 ■vv
and
supplypower
supplemental
ing data. License for CP
KWHK Hutchinson, Kans. — License
for CP, as mod., authorizing frequencj
change, power change, hours of oper I
ation change and new DA-DN.
WISE Asheville, N. C, — License fo] r
CP authorizing
frequency
change "p
power increase, change from DA-N tc
DA-DN, change trans, location, etc
WBAP Fort Worth. Tex. — License foi
CP, as mod., authorizing change fron
DA-N
tion, etc.to DA-DN, change trans, loca
Modification of CP
KIOA Des Moines, Iowa — Mod. CI
authorizing changes in DA-D, for ex
tension of completion date.
License Renewal
Following stations request renewal o:
license :
WFMH-FM
Cullman. Ala., WLAG
FM La Grange, Ga., WMAZ-FM Macon
Ga., WAAF-FM
Chicago, WWIN-FIV
Baltimore. WRFM
(FM) Hattiesburgt 11
Miss., and WNYC-FM New York
ai
January 16 Decisions . . .
COMMISSION EN BANC
Granted Modifications
Following stations granted mod. CI
as shown;
WJAR-FM Providence, R. I.

DIRECTORY

T<

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
Engineer on duty all night every night HO
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Me.
VACANCY

YOUR FIRM'S NAME !n this "vacancy"
will be seen by 15,500 readers — station owners and managers, chief angineers and technicians — applicants
for AM, FM, Television and facsimile
facilities.
Telecastinj
BROADCASTING
i

CONSULTING

RADIO

&

JANSKY & BAILEY
£x«cutiv« Offices
National Press Building
offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
<tWa*hingt«n, D. C.
ADams 2414
I,
Member AFCCE *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press BIdg., Wash. 4, D. C.

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
fverett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
f. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
I
KANSAS CITY, MO.

A. D. RING & CO.

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C
Member AFCCE *

C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
OND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCS *

ll
I

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.

*fi7 ISHiWASHINGTON,
St., N. W.
REpublic
D. C. 3883

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

"Registered Professional Engineer"
1311 G St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

TELEVISION

Telephone District 1205
Member AFCCE *

26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *
Mcintosh & Inglis
710 14th St., N.W.— Metrepoliton 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

A US-year background
— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair
3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.
There is no substitute for experience
GLENN G. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

RUSSELL
1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.

P. MAY
Kellogg BIdg.
REpublic 3984

Member AFCCE *

1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE*

CREUTZ

KEAR

& KENNEDY

Member AFCCE *

GUY C. HUTCHESON
p. O. Box 32
AR 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Consulting Radio Engineers
Quarter Century Profesiional Exftritnee
Rodio-TelevisionElectronics
-Communications
1833 M St.. N. W., Wash. 6, D. C.
Executive 1230 — Executive SS51
(Niehts-bolidays, Lockwood 5-1819)
Member AFCCE •

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.

non-network programs, whichever is
smaller, from its Birmingham studios.
To Remain Silent
WNAW North Adams, Mass.— Granted authority to remain silent additional
30 days from Jan. 7, pending financial
reorganization; station not to resume
broadcasting without prior Commission
authorization if reorganization results
in transfer of control.
Designated for Hearing
ange ant. height from 575 to 550 ft.
WSMB-AM-FM New Orleans. La. —
WTOP-FM Washington, D. C. — To Designated for hearing applications for
ange ant. height from 500 to 390 ft.,
of licenses in consolidated prondition; subject to submission of suf- renewal ceeding
with Paramount Pictures Inc..
ient measurements made either duret al., and ABC. et al., in which progioninstallation
of
ant.
or
after
instalcompleted to indicate radiation
ceeding application to transfer negative
aracteristics of ant. are not adversely control of WSMB is an issue.
ected
by
mounting
within
WTOPGranted Renewals
ant. structure.
Following stations granted renewal
■f-KPFA
(FM)
Berkeley,
Calif.
—
To
ange ERP from 16 kw to 52 kw, and of licenses for regular period:
t. from 880 to 1330 ft.
KANA Anaconda, Mont.: KELY Ely,
WFAN (FM) Washington, D. C— To Nev.: KERO Bakersfield. Calif.: KFJB
ange ERP from 18.4 kw lo 20 kw.
Marshalltown, Iowa: KFPW Fort Smith,
Granted Petition
Ark.: KGDE Fergus Falls, Minn.;
KGEK Sterling, Col.; KIFW Sitka,
irjLN-FM Bessemer, Ala. — Granted
KLWT Lebanon, Mo.; KSUN
Itition for extension of time to Jan. Alaska;
1953. of outstanding waiver of Sec. Bisbee, Ariz.; KSWM Joplin, Mo.;
KSWS
Roswell,
N. M.; KVAS Astoria,
'05ityrequiring
station toor originate
of its programs
two-thirdsma-of Ore.; KVOC Casper, Wyo.; KWG Stock^OADCASTING
• Telecasting

GEORGE C. DAVIS
501-514 Munsey BIdg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
'Aember AFCCE *

GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner BIdg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Member AFCCE *

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

JOHN

ENGINEERS

ton, Calif.; KWNO Winona, Minn.;
KWTC Barstow, Calif.: KYJC Medford,
Ore.; KYSM Mankato, Minn.; WAJR
Morgantown, W. Va.: WBOW Terre
Haute, Ind.: WBSM New Bedford.
Mass.: WBVP Beaver Falls, Pa.; WCDL
Carbondale. Pa.; WCOM Parkersburg,
W. Va.: WCPO Cincinnati: WENY Elmira, N. Y.; WERI Westerly, R. I.;
WFTC Kinston, N. C; WFVA Fredericksburg, Va.; WGUY Bangor, Maine;
WHBT Harriman, Tenn.; WHBY Appleton, Wis.; WHSY Hattiesburg, Miss.;
WIKB Iron River. Mich.; WIPC Lake
Wales, Fla.: WJBC Bloomington. 111.:
WJNO West Palm Beach, Fla,; W.JOY
Burlington, Vt.; WKBO Harrisburg, Pa.;
WLOG Logan, W. Va.; WMOU Berlin,
N. H.; WMPC Lapeer, Mich.; WNOK
Columbia, S. C; WONN Lakeland, Fla.;
WPUV Pulaski, Va.; WQUA Moline,
111.: WSAL Logansport, Ind.: WSSO
Starkville, Miss.: WTCJ Tell City, Ind.;
WTHT Hartford, Conn.: WTOL Toledo;
WTSV Claremont, N. H.; KFUN Las
Vegas, N. M.; KHAS Hastings, Neb.;
KISD Sioux Falls. S. D.; KODL The
Dalles. Ore.; KOVE Lander, Wyo.:
KREW Sunnyside, Wash.; KRIZ Phoenix: KSEY Seymour, Texas; WCED DuBois, Pa.; WCRO Johnstown, Pa.;
WFAS White Plains, N. Y.; WJBF Au-

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Watk.
4212 S. Buckner Blvd. 4742 W. Ruffner
Member AFCCE *
A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

ROBERT

M. SILLIMAN

1011 New Hampshire Ave., N. W.
Republic 6646
Washington 7, D. C.

WILLIAM

E. BENNS, JR.

Consulting Radio Engineer
3738 Kanawha St., N.W., Wash., D. C.
Phone ORdway 8071
Box 2468Phone
Birmingham,
Ala.
6-2924
gusta,
Ga.; WJEF
GrandGallup,
Rapids; N.KCMO
Texarkana;
KGAK
M.:
KGPH Flagstaff, Ariz.; KXO El Centro,
Calif.; WBBZ Ponca City, Okla.; WDYK
Cumberland. Md.; WFRP Savannah.
Ga.; WGGG Gainesville, Fla.; WHUC
Hudson, N. Y.: WISE Asheville. N. C;
KNUZ Houston, Tex.: KPRL Paso
Robles, Calif.; KSST Sulphur Springs,
Tex.: WCMA Corinth, Miss.; WEAR
Pensacola, Fla.: WHOP Hopkinsville,
January 16 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Amend Application
KPRS Olathe, Kans.— Amended application requesting frequency change
from 1590 kc to 1380 kc. and change
trans, and studio locations from Olathe
to Kansas City, Mo., to omit request for
frequency change and change trans, and
studio locations.
License for CP
WIST-FM Charlotte, N. C. — License
for CP authorizing new FM station.
KSDS (FM) San Diego, Calif. — License
for CP, authorizing reinstatement of
CP as mod., for new noncommercial
educational FM station.
(Continued on page 91)
January 21, 1952
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted 20tf per word — $2.00 minimum • Help Wanted 254 per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 30^ per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $15.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 extra charge for mailing. All transcriptions, photos, etc., sent
to
numbersor return.
are sent at owner's risk. Beoadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for
theirboxcustody
Help Wanted
Have CP for one thousand watt daytime station in Albuquerque, New
Mexico. Have other business interests
and would consider working partner
with adequate
Or might
sider sale of CP.capital.
Send replies
to P.con-O.
Box 688, Albuquerque, N. M.
Managerial
Wanted: Commercial manager, salesman, chief engineer, to invest in northern California one kilowatt daytimer.
Give tionfull
details
first letter.
will be
explained
fully inProposireply.
Box 991L, BROADCASTING.
General manager who can sell. Possibly
air work
(news, nowitli
sports).
$80-$100
ado week
guarantee,
a percentage
of profits. Box IIM, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: General manager for 250 watt
midwest independent town of 14,000.
Absentee owner. Opportunity for right
man to acquire up to 25% ownership.
Box 21M, BROADCASTING.
Sa lesman
Sales representatives
by transcription firm for Newrequired
York City
and
other areas on regional basis. Box
985L, BROADCASTING.
If you think sales, breathe sales, sell
sales, then you are the man for us.
Write Texas ABC station. Box 988L,
BROADCASTING.
Time sion.
salesman.
Salary
plus Box
commisGood market.
Texas.
989L,
BROADCASTING.
Sales manager, upstate New York, large
market, 1000 watt independent station.
Must be experienced in independent
operation and able to prove sales
ability, excellent opportunity for right
man. Give full experience, picture in
reply. Box 6M, BROADCASTING.
Time salesman — Topnotch salesman for
country area with station soon to be
increased to 1 kw. KCNI, Broken Bow,
Nebraska.
Wanted — Commercial representative.
Real opportunity, commission arrangement with guarantee. Interested in
permanent man to take over the entire
sales set-up. Should be able to write
copy, have salable ideas and a knowledge of merchandising. Write to M. E.
Danbom, KTBB, Tyler, Texas.
KTKT, Tucson, wants salesman with
record. Good draw against 20%. Top
music
in
west.station in fastest growing market
Wanted, sales manager capable of becoming general manager 1000 watt
Mutual station. Drawing account and
generous commission arrangement.
Wm. T. Kemp, KVWO, Box 926,
Cheyenne, Wyoming.
10,000 watt clear channel station in
Honolulu wants experienced salesman.
Best salary and commission for outstanding man. Contact Adam Young
Office in Chicago (55 E. Wash. St.) or
New York (22 E. 40th St.) for appointment.
Announcers
Immediate opening combination man,
Georgia network affiliate near Atlanta.
Favorable salary. Excellent working
conditions. Write or wire Box 788L,
BROADCASTING,
Announcer-engineer for Columbia affiliate in midwest. $75 for forty hour
week. Congenial, permanent position.
Emphasis
on announcing. Box 841L,
BROADCASTING.
Sport'^caster and special events announcer for network affiliate, must fill
immediately.
Box 932L, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Experienced morning announcer with
sales or newswriting experience and
car, for permanent job in Michigan
kilowatt. Forward audition and perING. sonal data to Box 874L, BROADCASTDisc jockey-air salesman wanted for
large market. Give complete radio and
educational
references. Must background
have effectivewith
air selling
ability. Give full information. Box
875L, BROADCASTING.
Announcer with excellent voice, highly
talented in ad lib and interviewing
techniques wanted by network station
in important Texas city. Box 945L,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer who can also write copy for
ABC
Texas station. Box 886L, BROADCASTING.
Combination man wanted. Must be
good announcer, capable of handling
varied type programs. First phone
requisite. Beautiful transmitter location, congenial organization. Guaranteed $300creases.
a month.
PeriodicEast.
pay Box
inRush full details.
898L, Broadcasting.
Announcer wanted for AM-TV station
in midwest
population
over with
100,000.
Must becity,
versed
in all phases,
emphasis poron
commercials.
Top tape
optunity for versatile
man. Send
and
ING. letter to Box 899L, BROADCASTAnnouncer or copywriter, excellent
opening for experienced, dependable
man seeking steady employment with
better class radio station. Box 933L,
BROADCASTING.
Station in Texas resort city needs staff
announcer with superior voice, auCASTING. thoritative delivery. Box 946L BROADWanted, a combo man for Rocky Mountain network station. Please reply immediately. Send disc and particulars
Box 960L, BROADCASTING.
$80.00
per station.
week for Good
good announcer
midsouth
market. TVat
future. Replies confidential. Box 936L,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted, combo man, top pay. New
station. Best chance to advance in
position and increase earnings. Finest
working
CASTING.conditions. Box 980L, BROADAnnouncer with ticket. Strong on announcing. $70.00 to $75.00 man now in
midwest preferred. Send audition and
information
to Box 2M, BROADCASTING.
Sports announcer: To do play-by-play
baseball must
in class
total 154
games,
be "A"
able league,
to reconstruct
portion of games from Western Union
reports. Previous experience in sales
desireable. southern city of 100.000.
Send audition of baseball play-by-play
p"d letter of Qualifications. Beginning
guaranteed $100.00 weekly. Box 997L,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer - staff man.
Uppering on midest.
S65.00 Net
to $75.00
experience.
affiliatedependsmall
city. Send disc or tape and background
to Box IM, BROADCASTING.
Eastern New York station wants reliable, experienced morning man. $6540
ING.hour week. Box 4M, BROADCASTExpanded perienced
operation
exannouncerrequires
and oneonecombo
announcer-engineer. Start at $300 per
month with good future. Send tape and
full details. Ted Hildebrand, KBMY,
Billings. Montana.
WFMJ, Youngstown, Ohio, 5 kw NBC,
ABC affiliate has opening for fully exDerienced, highly versatile announcer.
Send complete information, references,
picture and tape.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Wanted: Good announcer with first
phone immediately. Good salary for
right man willing to work. KBTA,
Batesville, Arkansas.
First phone announcer, no experience,
willing to learn. KCHI, Chillicothe,
Missouri.
Wanted. Announcer-engineer, emphasis
on announcing.
with permanent position toGood
rightpayperson.
Radio
Station KLIC, Monroe, Louisiana.
Wanted: Announcer-salesman for progressive ABC affiliate in Oil Capital of
Rockies. Good opportunity. Send tape
ing. disc, photo, references all in first
or
letter. Manager, KVOC, Casper. WyomWFTR, Front Royal, Virginia has immediate opening fornouncer-engineer
combination
anwith first phone
ticket. 68 miles west of Washington,
D. C.ing Congenial
staff, excellentfor workconditions. Opportunity
your
talents. Sports, deejay, special events.
Sixty per week to start plus profit
sharing
thirdJones,
month.
as
deserved.after
Claude
PhoneRaises
750. P.
O. Box 192.
CBS afniiate, city of 175.000, immediate
announcing opening. Forward disc,
photo,
background.
Richardson,
WJEF, Grand
Rapids, Don
Michigan.
Dependable,
good all-round
announcer
needed
immediately
for progressive
midwest, network station. Salary depends on ability. Write detailed letter
with picture and audition record or
tape,
to Jack McLean, WJPS, Evansville, Indiana.
Announcer-engineer first phone wanted.
WRIC, Richlands, Virginia.
Network affiliate has immediate opening for announcer-engineer
with first
ticket.
Experienced or trained
all
phases including
board
operation.
cellent opportunity
for right
man. ExAir
mail audition, qualifications, plus photo
if possible to Howard Bright, WSAL,
Logansport, Ind.
Announcer with first class ticket for
fulltime Mutual affiliate in scenic lake
and citrus area. WSIR, Winter Haven,
Florida.
Technical
Combination man, low pressure station,
midwest, thirty hours, good salary,
commission if willing to sell. Box 995L,
BROADCASTING.
First class engineer, looking for dependable technician, no announcing,
permanent,
livingstation.
conditions
able in Texas
Boxreason998L,
BROADCASTING.
Young first class operator to assist chief
engineer in control room, transmitter,
installation of broadcasting equipment
and two way mobile radio units. Must
have car, be neat workman. Excellent
opportunity
upstate
New York. Give
draft status. Box
7M, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, 1st phone, experience not
necessary, pay level good for area. No
night
work. Write details. Box 13M,
BROADCASTING.
Have immediate opening for first class
radio
operator. Box 23M, BROADCASTING.
Studio engineer with first class license.
Send complete
detailswith
including
snap-in
shot. Prefer man
relatives
Rocky Mountain area. KFEL, Albany
Hotel, Denver, Colo.
Day.
KPET, Lamesa,
Texas,hours
wantsanda combination man. Good
good
Needed immediately, experienced or
inexperienced first class phone man,
pref. single.
Climate
working
conditions ideal.
Write,andwire
or ohone
Ted Nelson, KVER, Albuquerque.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Engineer, first class license with or
without experience. Established network affiliate city 25,000. Average living condition. Top salary, best working conditions
many "benefits.
Marsh,
KWNO. andWinonu,
Minnesota. Ken
Engineer needed. Send information to
WBIP, Booneville, Mississippi.
First class phone operator. No experience required. WCFV, Clifton
Forge, Virginia.
Engineer needed immediately. $55.00
for 40 hours.
Morning
shift. working
No experience necessary.
Excellent
conditions.
WORK, Morristown, Tennessee.
First
class engineer-operator
needed
immediately
for fulltime station.
WFAH, Alliance, Ohio.
Wantedator.
— First
phone
Directional
also transmitter
FM. Contactoper-D.
B. Trueblood, WGBR. Goldsboro, N. C.
Wanted: Engineer with first class phone.
No experience necessary. Company on
air with AM-FM-TV. Paid hospitalizationing.andGiveinsurance.
openfull resumeImmediate
of background
and salary expected in first letter.
Write tion
Technical
Supervisor,
RadioGrand
StaWJEF, Pantlind
Hotel.
Rapids, Michigan.
Need
immediately,
engineer-announcer
with
first
class license.
WMJM, Cordele,
Georgia.

113

First class phone operator. No experience required. WREL, Lexington, VirEngineer mediate
or opening,
announcer-engineer,
ginia.
WVOS, Liberty, N. im-Y.

Production-Programming , Others
Newsman to gather, write and present
local news fulltime. Give complete trtsi
educational and radio experience. Box
876L, BROADCASTING.
Traffic girl for 5 kw station in large
market. Give complete educational
background and experience. Box 877L,
BROADCASTING.
Texas station desires male copywriter
with ideas. Some announcing. Submit
samples. Box 885L. BROADCASTING.
Versatile,
experienced
director for network
stationprogram
in California.
Creative ability, showmanship and ffiC
good voice.
Not afraid
of "radio"
Smaller
friendly
community
wherehours.
liv
ing is wholesome. Good deal for pro
ducer. Box 986L, BROADCASTING.

Wanted
and morning —manProgram
for 1000 director
W daytime
North nlni
Carolina independent. State experience, reference, salary first letter. Box
8M, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Copy chief long on experience
to head continuity department. Ideas p
and ability will pay off to right man,
5 kw station in metropolitan midwest
market. Ideal working conditions. TV
application
CASTING. filed. Box 24M, BROAD
Prolific, mercial
experienced
of work.
comcopy that sells.writer
Some air
Ability to meet sponsors and make
friends. Smaller ccmmunity network
station in California. Box 987L(,,,j

BROADCASTING.
Newsman,
experienced gathering. writ-|'^'^
ing, broadcasting. Moderate. healthful![^
1 r,
climate. et or
Sendtapeletter,
copy'
photo,
newssample
with KCSJ,
commercials. Programof Director,
Pueblo, Colorado.
Nfei
Television
Technical
TV engineer
wanted immediately,
Television
training
desired,
license and experience
desiredfirst
but classli
not
necessary.
Box 8?8L. BROADCAST
ING • TELECASTING.
Chief engineer for eastern TV network
station. Construction experience and
administrative ability essential. One of
the best positions in the industry.
Starting
to $10,000.
Station willsalary
assist $8,000
in finding
satisfactorytptoo
housing. Send complete information
including photo. Box 14M, BROADCASTING.

I

Situations Wanted

Managerial
leral
available.
years exence. manager
sober family
man, 18financially
nd BROADCASTING.
top record and references. Box

n sincere, believe in service, cour■, customer, station relationship,
d worker, good personality, with a
rough basic advertising plan. Six
rs proven radio sales record. In
early thirties. Married. PresV employed. Lookmg for a job
■i
a future. Box 942L, BROADSTING.
r twenty years of constructive radio
kground.
anyone
to show
er record Iordefy
better
reference
thana
an give. Seeks job as manager or
s manager of substantial station.
,'earsBoxof age.
will go any
te.
981L. married,
BROADCASTING.
Salesman
'sman-commercial manager. Now
)loyed commercial manager. Demarket. proper
Prefer notice.
east Missis)1.larger
Available
Box
BROADCASTING.
'ilo salesman desires job. Experibd, car, married. Box 990L, BROADiSTING.
Announcers
Antion : Southern New England states
New York City: I want to see snow!
ng girl, single. 3 years experience
announcing at large network
-iate. Deejay.
actress. women's.
dren's
sellphoto
on air.
;e own programs,
copv. Tape.candisc,
on
.xest. Box 807L, BROADCASTING.
-rtscaster network experience doing
-by-play baseball, football, basketand boxing. Network references,
isors regarded me as best in the
'; icasting.
ness. Extensive
Married experience
and draft ex-in
'■■'t. Box 849L, BROADCASTING.
r radio MC and announcer (now
i:)0 NBC) accepting new affiliation
i' parable caliber. Well known east!• US. Available anywhere for inter' . s or air mail pictures and tape.
; 873L, BROADCASTING,
'lerienced
announcer,
disc immedijockey,
s and sports.
Available
y. Box 884L, BROADCASTING.
Ij'essional
schooling,
threearea.
yearsPresexence. Prefer
northern
V;ting.
available. Box 888L, BROADouncer: 26, 6 years. Veteran. All
.;es, offers. Permanent. Box 903L,
[)ADCASTING.
'"tscaster
— HeavyHS,experience
to 5kw,
s A baseball,
college football,
i:etball. Currently free lancing New
k.926L,
SeekBROADCASTING,
year-round sports station,
ouncer: Midwestern man, good
t ej One year experience. Any
ling considered, but would prefer
:! Box 955L. BROADCASTING.
bination, nine years experience,
r, permanent, family man, age 29,
'II P-D-ing
local orMutual
outlet,work,
decombination
program
LJ»erably in the southeast but any
•TING.
considered. Box 959L, BROAD'lyannouncer
first phone.
Preemployed. withDesire
progressive
VCige. Prefer to stay west coast. All
lI ies
answered. Box 961L, BROADTING.
ogenic gal. Experienced young
charged with talent. Strong on
en's
DJ, 963L,
Shows
copy,
eTING.
boardprograms,
work. Box
BROAD-

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Experienced announcer, relocate, good
on news, commercials, DJ, sober, sincere, dependable, veteran, hard worker.
Box 968L. BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer, mature. Poise,
good appearance. Accent on news and
commercials. Box 969L, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
1st phone, experienced, educated NYC,
not a phony operator. L. A. area only.
Reliable. Box 974L, BROADCASTING.
Experienced engineer, AM, FM, control room, remotes. All offers conIt's the future that counts.
Box 994L, sidered.BROADCASTING.

Announcer, sports, DJ, live audience
and board experience. 25, single, veteran, prefer nite work. Box 973L,
BROADCASTING.

Chief siresengineer,
yearsconsider
experience,
to relocate.10 Will
chief de-or
supervisor erences,
position.
Married,
best
refAM - FM - TV. Box lOM,
BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer-announcer experienced
all phases. 4 years chief. Married,
car, draft exempt, excellent references.
Prefer west coast, all offers considered.
Box 17M. BROADCASTING.
1st phone, C. R.E.I, student, desires
broadcast
Burrows, 5427,engineering
Kenmore, experience.
Chicago.
First phone AM-FM and TV experience
over sixteen years. Draft exempt, over
20 years amateur. Excellent references.
E. J. Doherty, P. O. Box 114, Plattsburg, N. Y.
First phone ticket. TV-radio grad. 2250
hours. Theory practical work. Dependable, single, draft exempt. Available January
details Ernest
if interested. East31.
coastSend
preferred.
Lipshutz, 1333 51st Street, Brooklyn 19,
New York, UL 3-1421.
Production-Programming, Others
College grad, vet, 27, draft exempt.
Seek
opportunity
'TV-radio
announcing,
publicitv
etc. production,
Box 918L,
BROADCASTING.
Dynamic
10 years
experience, nownewsman,
news director
metropolitan
station. Family man, 30. Want news,
sports, special events in major market.
Want
ING. details? Box 958L, BROADCAST-

Experienced announcer. Strong news,
music.tionCollege
background.
Producminded, can
write. Thorough
knowledge sports, would like play-byplay. Box 975L, BROADCASTING.
Free lance writer! 9 years industry,
2 vears tacts,
agency.
M. area.
A., personal
conPhiladelphia
Box 983L,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer,
years all phases.
Accent news,five
commercials,
production,
special events. Employed. Excellent
references. Willing travel. Available
immediately. Married. Draft exempt.
Stable, reliable. Prefer responsible
position. Box 984L, BROADCASTING.
Sports announcer. Real promoter. Will
accept
only
topnotch inposition.
Baseball must
be included
iob. Excellent
references.
Box 992L, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, veteran, family. Desires
staff position anywhere. Extensive
knowledge sports, news, DJ. Box 5M.
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer. Experience to 5
kw. First phone, good voice. PermaING. nent midwest. Box 9M, BROADCASTMarried, draft exempt, experience all
phases. Except
sports. midwest.
College background, wish relocate
Box
12M, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — capable, mature, experienced. Employed. Desires talent, PD
or news. Box 25M. BROADCASTING.
Announcer, graduate SRT Chicago.
Proficient in nouncing.
DJ, news
straight
anSingle. and
Draft
exempt.
Johnny Hagan, 210 N. Kolin Avenue,
Chicago. Austin 7-5924.
Announcer, one year experience, good
voice eran.
andPreferdelivery,
29. married,
vetindependent
station down
south. Salary secondary. W. W. Hosey,
4440 Chef Menteur, New Orleans. La.
Graduate, SRT, colored. Good on news,
commercial, DJ and acting. Travel.
Call or write James Howard, 6447
Drexel Avenue, Butterfield 8-9048 or
Museum 4-4934, Chicago,
Licensed
Experienced.
nett, 135 announcer.
Madison Ave..
Elizabeth, KenNew
Jersey, El-20850.
Sportscaster, control board operator,
heavy on news. Limited experience.
Draft exempt. Al Martin. 1385 Willoughby
Avenue, Brooklyn 37, New
York.
Versatile staff announcer. Strong on
DJ, sports and news. SRT graduate,
veteran, 29, married. Draft exempt.
Audition disc available. Max Pazik,
4231 Wabash, Hammond, Ind.
Announcer, license, 2 years experience,
draft exempt. Bob Peters. WSPB,
Sarasota. Florida.
Experienced newscaster, announcer,
program director desires newscasting
career. College graduate. Excellent
references,
employed,
Audition disc. Prefer
south. single.
Ernie Stokes,
1507 W. Home Ave., Hartsville. South
Carolina.
Technical

ouncer, 24. (Mademoiselle). Qualion music, interview, women's and
Iren's
shows — also
commercials,
d operation.
Continuity
writer,
ic librarian, familiar with traffic
(Interested primarily in writing
announcing own shows.) Disc and
^ .Dies
of scripts on request. Box
, BROADCASTING,

Chief engineer, 15 years experience.
Maintenance, construction, supervision.
Minimum
CASTING. $100. Box 881L, BROADFirst phone,
almost five position,
years experience, want permanent
state
salary. Box 929L, BROADCASTING,
Chief engineer with twelve years experience al phases broadcast engineering desireserences.toBox 957L.
relocate.
Excellent refBROADCASTING.

ouncer-MC,
strong music,
(ts.
College graduate,
veteran,news,
25.
^jL 967L. BROADCASTING.

Licensed engineer, degree, experienced
as chief, combo and all other phases.
Box 972L. BROADCASTING.

Cowboy-folkperience:
singer,
8 years.
Radio Box
exwants solo
program.
964L, BROADCASTING.
Radio newsman with five years reporting, writing, broadcasting experience
wants jobwest.in Journalism
southern degree.
Florida orveteran.
southNow news director, city of 130,000. Box
966L, BROADCASTING.
Program director. Employed. Midwest only.nouncer.
Excellent
sports-news
anCollege graduate.
Married.
Box 976L. BROADCASTING.
Woman, experienced producing and
conducting audience participation
shows, personality interviews, woman
show. Late night disc show. Know all
phases radio, presently managing 1000
watt station. Prefer Philadelphia area
or Florida. Box 977L, BROADCASTING.
Writcr-producer-singer desires affiliation with metropolitan area station.
Presently employed. Finest references.
Box 982L, BROADCASTING.
You deserve top quality! I can provide
it. Versatile gal. Some experience, good
ad lib. Box 993L, BROADCASTING.
Newsman, five years experience. Heavy
gathering,
writing,
taping, documentaries. Directed
two newsrooms.
Wants
good
opportunity
eastern
996L, BROADCASTING. seaboard. Box
Experienced program director and/or
staff. All type shows. Desires responsible position in progressive station.
Will answer all inquiries. Box 15M,
BROADCASTING.
College graduate seeking cormection
with radio, TV station. Interested in
sales, promotion, programming, hard
worker,ment N. currently
depart-at
Y. agency, production
wilhng to start
bottom. Box 16M, BROADCASTING.
Competent
continuityAmbitious.
writer, women's
feature announcer.
Serious.
Excellent references. Cecile Meier. 205
Esplanade Drive, Mt. Clemens, Michigan.

EXPERIENCED
BROADCASTERS
NOW

AVAILABLE
HARRY HARRIS:
Fine Radio, Theatrical andground
TV as backActor
and Director.
Excellent Announcer
and MC
for interview programs,
DJ,
Quiz Shows and
Man - in
- the Street
Broadcasts.
Personable.
Quick
to make fr!ends
and keep them.

creator
of "Story
in the
News"Chance
and
Good
idea
man"Great
Men
and Their
Music."
for
important.
Tape or
disc advancement
available.
FRED W. HASBROUCK,
Announcer.
ter and D. NewscasJ. man.
Excellent
TV
and
Electronics
backCapable
board ground.
operator.
Will locate anywhere in the UNITED STATES.
Salary
secondary. ... A
chance formentadvanceimportant.
Tape or disc available.
KAREN CLARKE:
Experienced Girl
Friday. Creative
Writer, Radio and
TV Director.
Excel-in
background
Fine lent
Arts,
U.S.A.
and Europe. Comradio and
Propetent in TV
women's
and as
MC. DesiresgrammingRadio
and TVtion.combinaTypes, has
ideas and stamina.
Resume and tape available.
STEPHENVING: Announcer.
C. IRContinuity Writer.
DnewsJ commentator,
personality,
actor. Steve is a
college graduate,
and has had three
vears experience in
network duction
- TVdepartment.
proHe has been
a
pitchman,
salesman
and actor. A pleasant, friendly personality. Discs and tapes
available.
FRANK
LOVELL:
tural, mellow
Announcer,
DJ deep
nacaster. newsQuick to
voice, top
win friends,
effervescent with
creative ability;
anxious
to
advance,
has
trained singing
voice
which
can
used to advantagebe
on radio and TV
programming. Disc available.
RAY WALSH: Announcer, Continuity Writer,
Newscaster,
DJ
Personexcellent
MC
and ality,
Interviewer,
Actor. 3 years Ad
rience. Especially
Agency Copy
expearound
Announcing.
strong
on
all Writing. Program.
and congenial
Highly creative
ming.
—also Graduate
in TV Production
and
Direction.
There's
no
substitute
experience and Ray has it! Disc for
or
tape available.
Write or Wire

Television
Technical

Recent sitionS.R.T.
lookingHave
for poin smallgraduate
TV station.
TV
and radio servicing background and
some knowledge of film and movie
cameras.- Veteran, age 28. Photos on
request. Box 465L. BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING.

SRT
UE v"
RADIO
SCHOOL
R.K.O: BIdg-OFRadio
City. TECHNIQ
N,Y.20, N.Y.
C/rcle 7-0?93 .- r-JS
SRT men and women are employed in broadcastine statians all over the United States.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
TV chief engineer position desired.
3'/2 years experience in all phases of
network television. Additional experience in lighting and installation.
B.S. in E.E. and first phone. Presently
employed. Will consider post-freeze
opportunities.
Box 970L, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
TV supervisor or chief engineer desires
permanent location within the next 6
months. Excellent qualifications and
references. Specialize in equipment
construction and maintenance. Prefer
Florida or the southeast. For an interesting proposal write
to Box 999L.
BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING.
TV director, 4 years experience wants
,1ob
chief TVwith
director-producer.
26,
draftas exempt
family. Presently
employed. Box 22M, BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING.
For Sale
For sale, estabhshed commercial recording business
on Chicago's
Radio
Row. RCA
eauipment.
Magnecorder
tapes. Box 925L, BROADCASTING.
Danville
want my and
last FM.
60 shares
of
stock doesn't
in WBTM-AM
Cost
me $42.00 per share. Make me an offer.
Sandy Guyer. General Manager,
WMOA, Marietta, Ohio.
Sfation.t
250 watt fulltime. Western state. Earns
$1500 month. Well equipped. Asking
$37,500. Box 962L. BROADCASTING.
Successful station near Lake Erie, 1000
watts. City of between 100,000 and
200,000
population,
one ofBROADCASTnation's top
100 markets.
Box 18M.
ING^
Profitable western station. All prices.
Jack L. Stoll & Associates, 4958 Melrose Avenue, Los Angeles 29, Calif.
Equipment etc.
RCA 77B ribbon microphone, factory
checked, like new. Hammarlund SP210-X
1250 new
kc toBox40 19M,
mc,
power super-pro,
supply, like
BROADCASTING.
Wanted: One Gates S40 or RCA 76B5
console in good condition. Write price
and full details to MBC, P. C. Box 442,
El Paso, Texas.
Complete 250 watt equipment. Tower
to records. Includes 251 foot Truscon
tower.
BTA-250L
monitors RCA
and limiter,
RCA transmitter,
consolette
76-B4.
Pickering
arms
and
reproducers,
office equipment. First reasonable offer
accepted.
Gerald O'Grady, North
Adams. Massachusetts.
Complete 5 kw AM transmitter installation (three tower directional) consisting of: RCA 5-D transmitter, frequency, modulation and phase monitors: lots of spares: test equipment:
speech equipment: transmission lines;
phasing and matching equipment. Two
340 foot Blaw-Knox towers, one 415
foot Truscon tower with approved
lighting: elaborate copper ground system. This equipment used until December 6, 1951 and is in excellent condition. Now available for inspection.
Contact R. C. Stinson, WBAP, 3900
Barnett Street, Fort Worth, Texas.

Eastern

For Sale (Con't)
KEL 549A-DL 250 watt FM transmitter.
REL 660
R FM frequency
and modulation monitor.
Radio Station
WLPM,
Suffolk, Virginia.
Limiting amplifier. Gates 500 ohm.
Variable release time. Full set tubes.
Good condition. Reasonably priced.
Write
Carolina.WTOB, Winston-Salem, North
For sale:
1 Collins model
20-C-2,model
1000
watt
AM transmitter.
2 Collins
202A 500 watt AM transmitters. 2
Western Electric model 9-C AM transmitters. Used police transmitters 1682
kc. Ideal for auxiliary or rebuild for
broadcast use. Iowa Police Radio,
Fairgrounds. Des Moines, Iowa.
Wanted to Buy
Stations
Wanted to buy: Profitable radio station
with TV available. Prefer southwest.
Answer giving details in confidence.
Box 937L. BROADCASTING.
Wanted, small AM station in south or
southwest. No broker. Your letter confidential. Box 979L, BROADCASTING,
Want to sell? Operating in the red or
on the borderline? Good potentiality?
Private party. Strictly confidential.
Box 3M, BROADCASTING.
100% capital stock of California radio
station: deficit tax position preferred.
Box 20M. BROADCASTING.
Equipment etc.
Wanted: 1 kw AM transmitter. Antenna
tuning unit flasher and photoelectric
control. Box 805L. BROADCASTING.
Wanted — One 10 kw FM transmitter.
State age. orice and condition. Box
956L. BROADCASTING.
Used 1 kw transmitter of recent design.
P. O. Box 561, Broken Bow, Nebr.
Wanted: RCA 76B console. Please state
price, condition, age. Contact Buster
Harvey, Radio Station KRIS. Corpus
Christi. Tex.
Miscellaneous
Learn broadcasting, home study or
residence. Register now for next term.
Manv good lobs. National Academy of
Broadcasting. 3338 16th St., N.W.,
Washington, D. C.

EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
for competent managers, ooniniercial managers, program
directors, chief engineers,
disc jockeys. Reliable, confidential, nation-wide service.
Send for full information today.
Howard S. Frazieu
TV <t Radio Management Ccmsultanti
728 Bond BIdg., Washington 5, D. C.

Market

!!$tatioii

$300,000.00
One of the very successful network properties located in an excellent
eastern seaboard major market. This facility is above the average in
plant, equipment and earnings. It is in a favorable position from a
television standpoint. Approximately 850,000.00 in net quick assets
included.
Appraisals

• Neg*tiati*BS

• FiHancing

BLACKBURN -HAMILTON COMPANY
KAUO 5TATIOH AND HlWSfAPa UOKtK
SAN IXANCUCO
CHICAGO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Janes W. Blackknm
Letter M . BBltk
lUr V. HaaUUB
WmshinetoB Bld(.
Trtk«ae V«wer
235 lf«atc«Bicr7 St.
■xktMk z-mt
DeUwarc l-TtSi-t
Sterllnc 4341-3
Page 90
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LBS Names
DISC JOCKEY
WANTED
Must have proven success record as D.J., in a competitive
market. A real opportunity
awaits the man who can deliver. 5 kw. network station,
nietropolitan north central market. Give full particulars about
previous experience, salaries
earned and expected, and attach small photo. Confidential.
BOX 450K, BROADCASTING
For Sale
Stations
UNUSUAL (3PP0RTUXITY
good 250 watt fulltime station in
growing east coast city of 16,000
can be purchased right now at a
real discount. Has excellent poING. tential. Box 971L, BROADCASTEquipment etc.
NEW COLLINS 5 KW XMTR!
Brand new Collins 5 kilowatt transmitter, never uncrated, for sale. Model
21B. Wire, write or phone.
Chief Engineer
W G B A
Columbus, Georgia
T\'-TOWER FOR SALE
Blaw-Knox 200' self supporting tower.
$4,000.00 f.o.b. Bloomington, Indiana.
Contact Sarkes Tarzian, Inc., 539 .S.
Walnut St., Bloomington, Indiana.

Employment Service

Major

Network

Help Wanted
Announcers

KADA

Sales V.

i^
Elbee
HAROLD
VERTEL,
whoOT
has
PROM
VERTEL
serving as assistant to the presi|i|i
iVhi
dent of LBS, has been elected vie I

president
al sales ofcoordinajpi
charge
nation

tannounced
i o n , it 1wa as
a n
week.
Born
reared in
cago, Mr. VertdJUi
Chil
attended the Uf)
of Illinois, a n
later was gradutltt
ated from Soutlf
Mr. Vertel
ern Methodist U. He already hai
i*
had
experiencein several
in coordinatinj
sales activities
LBS ma j^•
i:ipni
li
jor
including those ujjtel
sportsprograms,
and of news.

ED
gd
MORE than 20 graduates of radi(f'
home instruction and televisio tim
educational programs conducted b JElt
New York City Board of Educatio
will receive high school diplomas ojj^
jlliti
i;Bt!
WPIX
(TV) New York Feb
Another 12 non-ambulatory sti i'.
dents, unable to participate
studio exercises, will receive thei
certificates at home.
Said to
first of their kind, the commencd^t
ment exercises climax lessons give
by visiting teachers, over WNY^
(FM) New York, and, during pas
SVo months, by tri-weekly WPI
telecast under title. The Livin
Blackbocu d.
Radio

Graduates

COMMUNITY STAMP PUN
Funds Are Retained Within Area, Diverted to Radi

DIVERSION of trading stamp
funds into local radio advertising
instead of outside the community
is the basis of a plan put in operation by Community Stamp Co.,
Ada, dkla.
The idea originated with Bill
Hoover, general manager of KADA
Ada, a year-and-a-half ago when
he set up the KADA Community
Stamp Plan. He has obtained a
copyright on the formula.
Because the multi-million dollar
trading stamp business takes
money out of the community, and
out of advertising, too, Mr. Hoover
evolved the idea of franchising a
community stamp plan to stations.
He contended most merchants involved in trading stamp plans are
poor radio advertisers because they
spend so much money in stamps.
Under Community Stamp Co.'s
plan, stations spend 90 Vr of the
profits for advertising on their own
facilities, guaranteeing merchants
that all profits will be spent in advertising.
Community sells the idea to the
local station, according to Mr.

U

Hoover, and furnishes all supplieipra
He said five other Oklahoma sts
tions have subscribed to the plan,
Stamp books are issued, bearinijKc
the station call letters, and eac fneoi
stamp has the call. Merchants giv
customers one stamp with each l(j
cent purchase.
As each book
6,000 stamps is sold, the static
deposits $10 in redemption accoun
at a bank, with a remaining
to be used
advertising
and suj'
plies.
The forstation
sells stamps
merchants for $18 per book
6,000.
Customers "spend" bool
with any participating merchant i
Ada stores participating in tl
plan feature KADA stamp seals i
their printed advertising.
Broadcast Advertising Bures I
has mentioned the plan in its rad
sales service.
CBU Vancouver,
B. C, new
formerly
CB'
began
operations under
call lette
on Jan. 18 with a new 10 kw Canadii
General Electric transmitter. Stati«
pipes all its programs to 17 low-pow(
transmitter stations throughout Briti.f'
Columbia.

BROADCASTING

• TelecastiniHO
i

Pocket Actions . . .
OPINIONS AND ORDERS
WSMB-AM-FM New Orleans, La. —
ftSMB Inc. FCC ordered applications
or renewal of licenses designated for
learing in consolidated proceeding with
'Paramount Pictures Inc., et al., and
American Bcstg. Co., et al., to he heard
jpon following issues:
1. To ohtain fuU information with respect to participation of any of appliofficers,ordirectors,
ants, their
Iliolders,
employees
agents, instockany
I'iolatlons of either Federal or state
loitl-trust laws, extent and character of
uch participation, and results of any
flowing from such participaitigation
ion
and more
inormation
as to:specifically
(a) Whetherto secure
violations
ommitted were willful or inadvertent,
h) Whether violations were committed
• ver long period of time or, in terms of
ime, were isolated events, (c) Whether
■iolations were recent, (d) Whether
'iolations also constituted violations of
lec. 311 and 313 of Communications
■Let.
, 2. To obtain full information conerning individual or individuals responsible for formulation of applicants
iresent business policies and to deter' nine whether those policies as formulated, and as executed, are violative of
I'ederal
or state
3. To obtain
fullanti-trust
informationlaws.with repect to restrictions, if any, imposed by
ppUcants, or by persons or corporaions
controlling
applicants,
broad-of
ast stations
in the
use. interon alia,
notion picture films or stories prouced. distributed, exhibited or conrolled by applicants, or by persons or
, orporations controlling applicants, or
estrictions imposed on broadcast sta■'ions
use of talent
under contract
,0 or inemployed
by applicants,
or by
- licants.
ersons or corporations controlling ap4. To obtain full information with
i ig
espect
to"programming
plans of applicants
staff of theirforbroadast and
stations.
5. To determine in light of evidence
dduced under above Issues, whether
ppUcants, their officers, stockholders
, nd
are qualified
from standointdirectors,
of character
and conduct
to be
c censees, and whether grant of above
pplications would be in public interest, convenience and necessity. Decigion Jan. 17.
, WDOR Sturgeon Bay, Wis. — Door
ounty Bcstg. Co. By memorandum
.pinion and order FCC denied petition
■f WOKW
Sturgeon Bay which re-

fCC roundup
W
New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applications
box SCOTG
SUMMARY THROUGH JANUARY 17
„,
Cond'l Pending
Appls.Hearing
In
Class
On Air Licensed CPs
Grants
AM Stations
2,335 2,303 105
317
105
FM Stations
652
562
88
*1
12
2
TV Stations
108
93
15
482
171
* On the air.
* •
♦
quested Commission to cancel either
WDOR program test authority or its
CP, and granted application of WDOR
for license to cover CP, new AM station, 910 kc,
Decision
Jan.50017.w, daytime; conditions.

Non-Docket Actions ...
FM GRANTS
Iowa County, Wis., and Highland
Township, Wis. — Wisconsin State Radio
Council. Granted CP new noncommercial educational FM stations; Iowa
County on 91.3 mc (Ch. 217), ERP 50 kw,
antenna height above average terrain
610 ft.; Highland Township on 89.9 mc
(Ch. 210), ERP 50 kw, antenna height
above average terrain 450 ft.; conditions. Permittee is licensee of WHAAM-FM Madison and eight other FM,
1 other AM, noncommercial education
stations. Granted Jan. 17.
TRANSFER GRANTS
WJHP - AM - FM JacksonviUe, Fla.,
WCOA Pensacola, Fla., WTMC Ocala
and WDLP-AM-FM Panama City, Fla.
— Granted assignment of licenses
(WJHP and WCOA) and transfers of
control (WTMC and WDLP) to new corporation(s) of same stockholders for
purpose of preserving unity of ownership and control of all Perry Enterprises, and eventually to provide for
common financing of properties through
single issue of debt securities. No
monetary
consideration. Granted Jan.
15.
KLEE Houston, Tex. — Granted involuntary assignment of license to Lowell
C. Clark, Mrs. Hollie Lee, Mrs. Mary
Alice Rosenberg and Lester C. Rosenberg, executors of estate of W. Albert
Lee, deceased.
consideration. Granted No
Jan.monetary
15.
I
FCC Actions
KTOK
City, Okla.
— Grant-to
ed consentOklahoma
to assignment
of license
^I (Continued from page 87)
O. L. tion.
Taylor.
No
monetary
consideraGranted Jan. 15.
□nuary 17 Applications . . .
WLCM Lancaster, S. C. — Granted assignment of CP from Arthur Wilson
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Davis to himself, Morgan J. Craig and
i
AM— 1400 kc
Milton D. Scarboro, new partnership;
, WIHL Hammond, La. — CP to change
consideration $5,333 and 46-3% interest
equency from 730 kc to 1400 kc and in partnership. Mr. Craig will then
cperating hours from day to fulltime.
own 3313%, Mr. Scarboro 20% and Mr.
Davis 462fi%. Granted Jan. 16.
License for CP
^
WAYB Waynesboro,
( WAUG Augusta, Ga. — License for CP. relinquishment
of control Va.by— Granted
William
R.
Gallaher
and
J. T. Phillips, through
■a ;KGMO
mod., Cape
authorizing
new
AM
station,
Girardeau, Mo. — License
sale
of
45
shares
of
stock
to
N.
Wilbur
CP, as mod., authorizing new AM
Kidd, for $4,950. Granted Jan. 16.
Iation.
WDLB-AM-FM ofMarshfield,
i\ WDXY (FM) Spartanburg, S. C— Li- Granted
control fromWis.Karl—
)|;nse
for CP authorizing changes in H. Doege transfer
.M station.
and
Stella
M. Copps,
trix of estate of Lyman
Alden execuCopps,
*
Modification of CP
deceased,
to
Lloyd
L.
Felker
and
Corinne A. Kraus; consideration $45,000.
- ^ WCAR-FM Pontiac, Mich.— Mod. CP, Granted
Jan. 16.
I ij; mod., authorizing new FM station,
,ir extension of completion date.
WKVA Lewistown, Pa. — Granted
of control from Mary E. New' KTBI Tacoma, Wash.— Mod. CP, as transfer
ton, administratrix of estate of Paul J.
3 ['t lange
od., authorizing
frequencyhours
change,
in power, operating
and Newton, deceased, to Mary E. Newton.
ans. location, and DA-N, for extenNo monetary
consideration.
Then granted consent to
transfer control
from
on of completion date.
Mary E. Newton to Robert L. Wilson,
Application Amended
H. A. Robinson and W. Randall Leoconsideration $30,000 for 90% of
:-j)WBAL-TV Baltimore — from
Application
Hearst stock. pold;
Granted Jan. 16.
d change name
endeto
IjTi
t Corp.
jadio Inc. to The
Hears
KRCT
Baytown,
transLicense Renewal
fer of control fromTex.C.— Granted
Q. Alexander,
wing stations request renewal of O. J. Howell and Sylvia McKinstry to
Follo
;ense:
W. B. Bates and five others; consideraWGBS-FM Miami, Fla., KSPI-FM
Jan. tion
16. $16,000 for 80% of stock. Granted
:illwater,
Okla.,
and
KISW
(FM)
Setle.
WOR-AM-FM-TV New York— GrantApplication Returned
ed assignment of licenses from General
Teleradio
Inc. (wholly-owned subsidKOAK
Lake Charles, La. — REiary of R. H. Macy & Co.) to Thomas
LTRNED application for mod. license
change name from KWSL Inc. to S. Lee Enterprises Inc., d/b as Don Lee
OAK Inc.
Bcstg.eralSystem
(wholly-owned
by GenTire & Rubber
Co.), conditioned
TENDERED FOR FILING
to
assignee
first
divesting
itself
of inCP for CP
terest in WICC Bridgeport, Conn. Comr.
Walker
voted
for
hearing.
Transaction
IwiPR
Santurce,CPPuerto
Rico— CP
[place expired
for change
trans.to involves merger of assignor and asIcation.
signee, with Macy's receiving 732 unj BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

shares ofof assignee's
stock $238,with
net bookissuedvalue
approximately
000 and $1,300,000 in cash, plus amount
equal to assignor's net quick assets
estimated to be about $527,000. Macy's
also will lease to assignee certain operating property for period of 25 years
at annual rental of $315,000 and assignee
wlU purchase WOR Program Service
Inc. from Macy's
$1,200,000,
consequence, Don Lee forBcstg.
System Inwould
be licensee of 7 AM, 4 FM and 3 TV
stations. Granted Jan. 17.
WICC Bridgeport, Conn. — Granted
assignment of license to The BridgeBcstg. Co.
for $200,000;
also ofgrantedport
consent
to transfer
control
The
Bridgeport Bcstg. Co. from G. Gresham
Griggs and Philip Merryman, voting
trustees, to Griggs, Merryman and J.
Kenneth Bradley, voting trustees, both
subject to Bridgeport Bcstg. Co. first
disposing of its present station WLIZ
in Bridgeport. Comr. Walker voted for
hearing. Granted Jan. 17.
New Applications . . .
TV APPLICATIONS
Missoula, Mont. — Mosby's Inc., Ch. 13
(210-216 mc), ERP 2.769 kw visual, 1.384
kw aural,
height
above height
average terrainantenna
— 170.6 ft.
(antenna
above ground
327
ft.);
estimated
struction cost $117,800, estimated confirst
year operating cost $45,000, estimated
first year revenue $61,880. Applicant is
licensee of KGVO Missoula and KANA
Anaconda, Mont. Filed Jan. 16.
AM APPLICATIONS
Tucson, Ariz. — Tucson Radio Inc.,
1230 kc, 250struction
w,costfulltime;
estimated con$17,000, estimated
first
year
operating
cost
$37,552.16,
first year revenue $50,000. estimated
Equal V3
partners are John B. McShane, real
estate salesman for Canyon State Land
Co., Tucson, and former employe of
KOPO and KTKT Tucson; Peter TrowTrowbridge
Radio owner
Service, andbridge,
D. owner
Dewitt
Wray, former
Adobe
Motel,
near
Toledo,
Ohio.
Filed
Jan. 11.
Newton, N. J. — Sussex County Bcstrs.,
1230 kc. 100structionw,cost $7,011.82,
fulltime; estimated
estimated confirst
year operating cost $31,200, estimated
first year revenue $36,000. Partners are
Simon GeUer (33i/3%), engineer at
WHAT Philadelphia; Robert A. Mensel
(331/3%), engineer at Atlantic Bcstg.
Co., New York; William Fairclough
(3213%), engineer at Atlantic Bcstg.
Co., New
and Elizabeth
clough (1%),York,
homemaker.
Filed Jan.Fair14.
Chehalis, Wash.— Leroy E. Parsons,
1420 kc, 1 kw,
estimated construction costdaytime;
$12,930, estimated
first
year operating cost $30,000, estimated
first year revenue $45,000. Mr. Parsons
owns 51% of KVAS Astoria, Ore., which
he manages, and he owns and manages
Radio
Jan. 14.& Electronics Co., Astoria. Filed
Vancouver, Wash. — Western Bcstg.
Co., 1010 kc, 1 kw, daytime; estimated
construction cost $18,500, estimated first
year operating cost $24,000, estimated
first year revenue $32,000. Western
Bcstg. Co. is partnership of Charles
Weagant (50%),
chief Weagant
engineer (25%),
KBPS
Portland,
Ore.; Ralph
chief announcer KXL Portland, and
Warren
Jan.
16. Weagant (25%), infant. Filed
NBC, in cooperation with Health Information Foundation, last week began a series of five radio documentaries, The Endless Frontier, highlighting major achievements in fights
against disease. Actor Raymond has
been signed as narrator. Shows are
broadcast Saturday 7:30-8 p.m. EST.

WHO Aids WOW
ENGINEER Cy Hagrman,
WOW Omaha, was preparing
for a 1:30 p.m. broadcast.
Just 30 minutes before air
time, a serial platter was
broken. Mr. Hagrman located
a WHO Des Moines schedule
and saw that it had played
the serial earlier in the day.
He phoned: Would they feed
it to WOW for re-recording?
To his mounting dismay, he
learned that both supervisors were on a remote and
could not be reached. Time
was ebbing. Mr. Hagnnan
ordered a line to WHO, cued
Des Moines by phone and
proceeded to record the serial
on a new disc. The recording
was finished at 1:27:40 — and
the show went on as scheduled.
WIS.

FM NETWORK
Extension Authorized
FCC last Thursday authorized the
Wisconsin State Radio Council to
build two more educational FM
stations to extend the council's
chain of its present 6 FM and 2
AM outlets, and at the same time
noted the rules governing educational FM do not place a limit of
the number of such stations owned
by the same entity.
The newly authorized stations
are to be located in Iowa County
and Highland Township, and each
will have ERP of 50 kw.
In making the grants, the FCC
reiterated the rules which state
that the purpose "to be accomplished by the reservation of a
group of FM frequencies for the
exclusive use of non-profit educational organizations is to encourage
the establishment of statewide
plans for noncommercial educational FM broadcast service."
The Commission said, "A limit
upon the number of stations which
mighttrol be
under common
would held
be inconsistent
with conthis
purpose." It was stated, however,
that diversification of control might
be the deciding factor in competitive applications filed by educational applicants.
The Wisconsin State Radio Council owns WHA-AM-FM Madison,
WLBL (AM) Stevens Point,
WHAD (FM) Delafield, WHKW
(FM) Chilton, WHRM (FM) Rib
Mountain, WHWC (FM) Colfax
and WHLA (FM) Holman.
WMC
Anniversary
FLASHBACKS of outstanding
special events in the mid-South over
the last quarter-century will be
reviewed Wednesday on NBC by
Niles Trammell, NBC board chairman, and Henry W. Slavick, general manager of WMC-AM-FM and
WMCT (TV) Memphis. Occasion
of the program, titled Dixie Jubilee
(10:30 p.m.), is the 25th anniversary of WMC's affiliation with the
network. Music will be provided
by Noel
Gilbert and the WMC Concert Orchestra.
January 21, 1952
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N. Y. Bar Rejects
(Contmued from, page 63)
casting . . . proceedings does not
of the witness, with Mr. Stryker
in fact result in securing addiremarking that broadcast investitional data upon which Congress
gations tend "to lessen the good
old American feeling of fair play.
may base further legislation, then
there is no valid reason for broad... It is not an American procedure and does not help in the primary function of the committee,
casting."
It was further argued that witwhich is to obtain facts and innesses are subjected to at least
mental
hazards which "inevitably
formation
upon
which
to
legislate,"
he said.
impair
the accuracy
of testimony"
and which
raise legal
questions
Mr. Patterson endorsed this
about
depriving
due
process,
instand, pointing out that "we live
fringing on personal right of priin an age where the engine of govvacy, and violating privileges
ernment has become mighty, but
also in an age where it has become
against self-incrimination.
Answering the chai-ge that presof paramount importance to reence of radio and TV tends to prospect and preserve the rights of
mote clowning or misbehavior
the individual, no matter how
among
legislators, Mr. Werner, in
friendless he may be."
Judge Wallace, supporting the presenting the committee's minority views, said that it is no solucommittee argument that broadtion for incompetence to shield it
casting makes investigators and
from
public view. On the basis of
the counsel into at least subconscious actors, trying to impress the his association with RCA, he said
listening public rather than do charges about the noise and lighttheir designated jobs, ~ said there
ing of TV camerawork was "a
complete
misconception
of fact." he
are "a lot of people who desire
The
minority
group reasoned,
to have publicity at the expense
explained, that the most importof decency and of dignity." Broadant purpose of Congressional hearcasts thus tend to restrict hearings
to the dramatic rather than the
ings is "to m.aintain an informed
significant, he said.
public opinion," and that the most
effective safeguard against totaliMajority report from the comtarianism is to afford large segmittee listed major arguments on
ments of the electorate free access
behalf of excluding TV coverage of to public Congressional hearings.
Congressional hearings: "If broadMr. Fly answered assertions that
broadcasts, covering only part of
proceedings, give the public a parCOSTELLO
CASE
tial and thus slanted version. He
argued that after appearing before
Rights Not Invaded
committees as FCC ' Commissioner
BEING required to testify before
and reading newspaper accounts
TV and newsreel cameras during
the next day of what he had said,
the Senate Crime Investigating
he would have considered televiCommittee hearings in New York
sion's presence at the hearings a
last March did not infringe upon
"blessing."
The majority report,
Frank Costello's Constitutional
he argued, "would strike down the
rights, U. S. District Court Judge
only mechanism of the free press
Sylvester J. Ryan ruled during
that gives a full and literal account
trial of the gambler on contempt
of
everything that takes place."
charges growing out of the committee hearing.
'Safeguard of Rights'
In the trial, which ended last
Identifying TV and radio as "the
week with the jury unable to reach
gi-eatest safeguard of the witness'
ahadverdict,
Costello's
attorney
rights and as the public's only
asked Mr.
the court
to strike
all safeguard,"
Mr. Halley observed
11 counts of the indictment, claim- that "TV puts the committee as
much on trial as it does the witing that the conditions under which
nesses." One of the chief vices of
the hearings were held had "viothe resolution, Mr. Halley intilated the defendant's Constitutional
rights including free use of his
mated, is that it prohibited broadcasting under any and all circummental faculties."
stances.
Judge Ryan denied the motion.
One speaker from the floor read
He apparently had anticipated it,
from "Case for Televising Confor he had his answer already
gress" written by Jacob K. Javits
written out. Noting that Mr.
(R-Lib. N. Y.) in the New York
Costello did not object to having
Times and which stated that in
his hands telecast on the first two
elections
following Australia's perdays, and did not complain about
mitting broadcasts of its pai-lialighting until the third day, Judge
ment two days a week, many of
Ryan said: "I rule that the de- "the more bombastic performers"
fendant was not excused by law were defeated.
No plans have been made for
from testifying because of the
surroundings under which the drawing an opposing resolution,
hearing was held. I hold that the since committee members feel that
rejection of the proposed ban makes
defendant's Constitutional and
the association's stand self-evident.
civil rights were not infringed
Moreover, it was pointed out. Conupon because he did not object
gress does allow broadcasting, teleduring the first two days and give
casting, motion pictures, and still
the committee a chance to chan'3;e s^^cts of investigations and special
hearings.
the circumstances."
Page 92
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ADDING to its long-standing Mon.-Fri. newscasts, Town Talk Bread last
week bought additional spot schedule on WTAG Worcester to introduce its
new Donald Duck bread. Seated (I to r): Clifford J. Gallagher, sales manager,
and Carl W. Swanson, president of Worcester Baking Co. Standing: Bernard
S. Morley, WTAG sales; Richard L. Gravel, WTAG local sales manager, and
Harry N. Brown, advertising manager of the baking company. Firm has been ^1
on station for 25 years.
Commerce

Activities List

Omits
RADIO-TV broadcasting once again isAgain
conspicuous
by itsRadio-TV
absence from
the
revised
list
of
"essential
activities"
issued
by
the
Dept.
of Commerce
last Wednesday.
The revised listing, announced by Commerce Secretary Charles W.
Sawyer, was prepared L
for'use by
A considering
TIin
the Defense
Dept.
eted as "essential industries."
SSEN
Industry withdrew its protests
requests for delaying active duty
when the Commerce Dept. decided
call of reservists and the National
that broadcasting was adequately
Guard.
Omission of radio-TV from a equipped "to meet defense and
limilar compilation drew industry minimum civilian requirements."
NARTB had held that a manpower
protests in April 1951. NARTB
shortage
was strongly indicated if
fought to have the industry in- not existent
at that time. However,
cluded but was unsuccessful despite hearings before the joint FCC has since relaxed its engineering requirements for third class
Commerce-Labor Depts. Committee on Essential Activities and license-holders.
Other criteria set down by the
Critical Occupations [B*T, Aug.
Commerce Dept. are that products
20, April 23, 16, 1951].
or services must be "essential to
The new list includes "production
the defense program or to the
of communication equipment" and
minimum civilian health, safety or
"communication services" among
some 25 categories. But it once
interest," and that the "current
level of employment . . . must be
again omits newspaper and motion
picture industries. Originally ra- maintained or increased."
Earmarked as essential are acdio-TV broadcasting, newspapers
tivities touching on production of
and mrtion pictures were brackmilitary radios, radar and related
electronic equipment and component parts, as well as coaxial cable,
and on telephone, telegraph, and
NON-SCHEDULED
emphaon'
ati
cable service.
Tunctu
sis was
added to Prime MinMr. Sawyer stressed that the
ister Winston Churchill's address to Congress, which vt-s
main
list isman"to
covered by all TV and radio
sei've aspurpose
a guide ofin the
obtaining
networks last Thursday. With
power from
armed engaging
forces." De-in
fermentsthe
of persons
a clatter, a long tele^hoto
these activities are not automatic
lens off a 16m,m TV camera
and are issued on the basis of many
accidentally dropped over the
factors, including type of occuparail of the House Gallery nartion. The list is used in connection
rowly missing several Senators. Camera was m-^nned by
with "critical occupations" issued
by the Dept. of Labor last May.
Bernie Dresner, N B C - T V,
who was filming the speech
for a television pool. (CBSR&R Marks 40th
Television was taking the
MORE than 400 employes of Ruthsneech "live" for the pool.)
rauff & Ryan, New York, including
The long lens, weighing some
executives from Chicago and other
eight ounces, dropped while
offices throughout the country,
Mr. Dresner was changing
focus. Mr. Churchill stopped
celebratedversarythe
agency's night
40th annifor a moment and went on
last Friday
at a
dinner-dance at the Hotel Roosevelt in New York.
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DRAMATIC RESCUE of train of
22 passengers and crewmen who
;'ere snowbound more than 72
ours last week when reportedly
r e worst storm in 50 years struck
he High Sierras received firsteate coverage of radio and TV staions. The following reports were
eceived last week:
Despite impediments, KPIX
],TV) San Francisco staffers flew
h the Sierras to bring viewers
n-the-spot coverage. Films taken
^'ednesday afternoon were shown
hat night.
KFBK - AM - FM Sacramento
taffers boarded the rescue train
t an intermediate point and taped
iterviews with those who had
een aboard the ill-fated train.
Tearly -3,000 miles away, WPTR
ilbany conducted two-way beep inerviews over long-distance telehones with observers near the

in '52
Congress
SENTIMENT of this Congress is economyIn and
more economy.
This was seen in the flow of Congressional commentary following the
receipt on Capitol Hill of President Truman's economic report last
Wednesday.
Rather than increase taxes, as the
because the "tragic necessity"
President asked in his report, the taxes
of rearmament requires the increase. However, Congress already
Congress would cut appropriations.
Chairman Walter F. George (D- has expressed its reluctance to raise
taxes. President Truman said his
Ga.), Senate Finance Committee,
said he was not in favor of any
be achieved "by elimgeneral tax increase and would only request could
inating loopholes and special privgo along with the President in
ileges, and by some tax rate inplugging "loopholes" in current tax
laws.
Mr. Truman's budget is slated to
submitted to Congress today
creases."
Sen. Joseph C. O'Mahoney (D- be
Wyo.), chairman. Joint Committee
(Monday). What Congress does to
on the Economic Report, has an- the appropriations I'equested for the
nounced hearings of his committee
running of the government in fiscal
1953 most likely also will deteron
the
President's
report
for
Jan.
23. The committee also will hold
ing. mine the yardstick on increased
round-table discussions with ecotaxes. Alternative is deficit spendnomic experts.
The President called on Congress
When Congress failed to enact
to raise more than $5 billion in new
Mr. Truman's full $10 billion plus

Yorld Offers Series
rORLD Broadcasting System,
,'ew York, producer of transcribed
brary programs and features, anounced Wednesday the producion of a new series, The Happiness
'arade, designed for 5-minute, 15linute or 30-minute presentation
,y member stations in their own
jcalities. World is providing signajre theme music, script material,
pecial music, a sales presentaion brochure and list of merchanising suggestions for the proram, format of which pertains to
elebrating birthdays and wedding
nniversaries of individuals or
Dunding days and special events
DT fraternal or business groups.
Tappiness Parade, intended for
ale to advertisers at the local
evel on a daily basis, is first of
pecial sales features World plans
or 1952.
.ansing Returns
APT. LARRY LANSING (USA),
Dving military radio correspondnt, has returned from a tour of
'ar East duty and has been reasLgned within the News & Special
'vents Section of the Defense
'■ept.'s Radio-TV Branch. He will
andle requests from radio newslen and network reporters, and
•nnouncing chores on the departlent's network radio programs,
apt. Lansing's Korean reports
ave been aired on ABC's Time
(jr Defense the past seven months.

"RC Strike Ends
TR^KE by Local 237 of E'ectric-l
,'orkers
which
1 o s e d Union
the (unafRMated)
Columbia Records
ridgenort. Conn., plant from Dec.
to Jan. 13 was settled with new
:)ntract allowing for five cent wsge
icrease, according to a Columbia
okesman. The union's initial delands were for a pension clause
nd 10-cent hourly increase with
djustments up to 25 cents, but it
as understood workers had settled
)r maximum wage increase aliwed by Wage Stabilization Board.
ROADCASTING
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An

Important

You

Don't

18th

BMI

the

Seek WNJR

Sniper

IDENTITY of sniper who fired a
bullet into the window of the
WNJR Newark, N. J., transmitter
building was being sought by local
police late last week. Incident
occurred when engineer Charles J.
Gspann was on duty in main control room Monday night. A .22
caliber bullet was fired into the
heavy plate glass window a few
feet from where the engineer was
sitting, but penetrated only one
of the double layers. Mr. Gspann
told police he ran outside only to
see an automobile speed away.

Event

Want

to

Miss

. . .

PROGRAM

IN NEW
at

tax increase proposal last year,
among other things it wrote into
the excess profits tax law a relief
provision for telecasters, and turned
down, near the deadline, the Administration's request for boosts in
excise taxes on radio and television
sets at the manufacturing level.

Seen as Theme

;nowbound
train
Stations Cover Rescue

YORK,

JAN.

28 AND

WALDORF-ASTORIA

CLINIC
29
HOTEL

THERE are dozens of good reasons why you'll want to attend this New
York Program Clinic — all of them important! Panel discussions and
practical down-to-earth talks by experts on just about every phase of the
broadcasters problems.
THE

SPEAKERS

Frederick R. Gamble, Pres., AAAA.
Paul W. Morency, v. p. & Gen. Mgr., WTIC, Hartford, Conn.
J. Leonard Reinsch, Man. Dir., W'SB, Atlanta
Leon Pearson, NBC Commentator
Sydney M. K.\ye, Vice-chairman of the Board, BMI
Dave Baylor,
cS: Gen. Mgr., WJMO, Cleveland
Edythe Merserand, Asst. Dir. of News & Special Features, WOR; Pres.
American Women in Radio & TV: Winner, McCalVs
Magazine Award
Walberg Brown, v. p. & Gen. Mgr., WDOK, Cleveland
Harold Fair, Prog. Dir.. WHAS. Louisville
Ted Cott, Gen. Mgr., WNBC, WNBC-FM and WNBT, New York
Michael Hanna, Gera. Mgr., WHCU. Ithaca, N. Y.
Tom Tinslee, Pres., WITH, Baltimore and WLEE, Richmond
Carl Haverlin, Pres., BMI
# YOU WILL BE OUR LUNCHEON GUEST BOTH DAYS
#.NO FEE FOR ATTENDANCE, BUT RUSH YOUR APPLICATION
# BRING A STAFF MEMBER WITH YOU

BROADCAST
580

FIFTH

AVENUE

MUSIC,

Inc.

NEW

19, N.Y.

YORK
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PEOPLE...
WILLIAM SPIER, noted radio, TV and motion!
SOUTH CAROLINA GROUP
HOLDS WINTER MEETING
FOURTH annual winter meeting of South
Carolina Broadcasters Assn. opened Friday
at Columbia Hotel, Columbia, S. C, with
Melvin Purvis, WOLS Florence, presiding as
president. Speakers include Maurice B.
Mitchell, Associated Program Service; G.
Richard Shafto, WIS Columbia; A. C. Early,
WSJS Winston-Salem, N. C, and Robert W.
Rounsaville, WQXI Atlanta.
Other SCBA officers are C. Wallace Martin,
WMSC Columbia, vice president; T. Doug
Youngblood, WFIG Sumter, secretary-treasurer; Raymond Caddell, WHSC Hartsville,
program chaii'man.
Mr. Rounsaville, WQXI Atlanta, said rising
competition emphasizes importance of a station's programming. "Our listeners have become a commodity that must be fought for,
courted, entertained, pleased, sought after and
protected once we get them," he contended.
The answer lies in block programming, especially for independents, he said. "It is inevitable that we all have some poor programming from the listener's viewpoint," he continued. "In this case block the good together
and the bad together. Never alternate one
good and one bad. I would strongly recommend that you carefully go over your present
program schedule and satisfy yourself that the
type programming that you yourself would
like to hear."
IBEW-NABET WRANGLE
HEATED battle between IBEW and NABET
(CIO), both seeking jurisdiction over broadcast personnel at CBS, continued last week
with NABET Information Bulletin No. 14 released by George Maher, national executive
secretary of NABET, including letter from
D. W. Tracy, international president of IBEW
(AFL).
Issued to IBEW workers at CBS, bulletin
contained Mr. Tracy's threat of legal action
if Mr. Maher did not retract "libelous statements" in NABET Bulletin No. 10, also directed to CBS-IBEW membership. In it, Mr.
Maher had questioned financial condition of
the AFL union.
NBC, CBS OBJECTIONS
OBJECTIONS to comment of KIST Santa
Barbara, Calif., in TV allocations hearing
recommending use of Channel 3 in that city
[B«T, Jan 14, 1952] was filed with FCC by
CBS and NBC last week. Both networks objected on grounds use of Channel 3 in Santa
Barbara would cause adjacent channel interference to their Los Angeles signals on Channels 2 and 4 (KNXT-CBS and KNBH-NBC
respectively). KFRE Fresno said KIST proposal was okay with them provided FCC didn't
find conflict with its proposal to put Channel
3 in Fresno.
NBC-WMC ANNIVERSARY
NBC Radio network to celebrate 25th anniversary of affiliation of WMC Memphis with
Dixie Jubilee at 10:30 p.m. EST Wednesday.
NBC Board Chairman Niles Trammell and H.
W. Slavick, general manager of WMC-AM-FM
and WNCT(TV) to speak on half -hour program of flashbacks.
Page 94
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IT S A SERIES!
WORLD Broadcasting System Inc., New
York, Friday announced new transcribed
series, Bundle of Joy, for sale to local
sponsors. Format pertains to announcing births, with World supplying recorded theme music plus scripts for local
emcees.
Business Briefly
(Continued from page 5)
Radio (Sun. 8-9 p.m. EST). Agency, Hilton
& Riggio, N. Y.
BLOCK PLACES # Block Drug Co., Jersey
City, placing 22-week radio campaign for
Amm-I-Dent in 20 markets plus 26-week
schedule for Polident in eight radio markets
starting mid-February. Agency, Cecil & Presbrey, N. Y.
K-F CONSIDERS • Kaiser-Frazer cars understo d tobe preparing to renew present radio
spot schedule. Agency, William Weintraub
Co., N. Y.
ARRID SCHEDULE # Carter Products Inc.,
N. Y. (Arrid), planning radio schedule of daytime minutes Jan. 28 in markets east of
Mississippi.
well & Bayles,Agency,
N. Y. Sullivan, Stauff'er, ColNEW TV SERIES • Ex-Cello Corp., Detroit
(Pure-Pac Division), Jan. 28 starts weekly
five-minute period of Today on NBC-TV 7-9
a.m. weekday series, using 8:20-8:25 spot.
Agency, Fred H. Randall, Detroit.
SPOTS IN CANADA « United Fruit Co.,
New York, planning spot radio campaign in
number of Canadian markets starting Feb. 4
for 13 weeks. Agency, BBDO, N. Y.
SOMNYL INCREASES • Somnyl Pharmacal
Corp. of America (Nu-Pax, non-habit forming
sedative), increases current radio-TV budget
by adding following shows : Martin Block,
AnythingNewGoes,
WNEW
York.Milkman's Matinee, all on
FATHER PHILOSOPHER ® Order of
Franciscan Fathers, which operates Quincy
College, Quincy, 111., has pui'chased weekly
half-hour drama. The Annchair Philosopher,
to begin Feb. 5 on WGN-TV Chicago for 13
weeks.
FREE OFFER ® One-minute, one-time offer
of free copy of Kiplinger magazine. Changing
Times, made on initial telecast of NBC-'TV's
Today had drawn 16,000 requests by Friday,
NBC reported.
ARGUE SPORTS PROBLEM
COVERAGE of high school basketball games
discussed Friday at closed session of Indiana
Broadcasters Assn., meeting at Columbia Club,
Indianapolis. Dan Park, WIRE Indianapolis,
in chair as IBA president. Next meeting will
be held March 21 at Indianapolis, day before
stat9 basketball tournament.
Plans for radio promotion drive also taken
up at Friday session. Officers for 1952 to be
elected at March meeting. IBA adopted resolution of tribute to Joe Jordan, WSAL Logansport, who died Jan. 2. Joint BMI-Broadcast
Advertising
Bureau clinic to be held by IBA
in May.

picture
producer
and today
director,
joins CBS-TV'
as producer,
effective
(Monday),
Hubbell!
Robinson Jr., CBS-TV vice president in charge
of network programs, announced Friday.
JOSEPH GARVEY, general manager of WJOL
Joliet, 111., at St. Joseph's hospital for serious
spinal operation. Expected to be hospitalized
month.
EMANUEL SACKS, staff vice president of
RCA, named chairman of entertainment division for the Salvation Army's 1952 fundraising drive.
^
WILLIAM JACOBY, art director, Emil Mogul
Co., N. Y., named a vice president of the firm.|
JAMES W. EVANS, former program man-l
ager
WICC
re-'
cently ofwith
MooreBridgeport,
& BeckhamConn.,
Adv. more
Agency,
Greenwich, to community relations staff of
General Electric Co., Small Appliance Div.,
Bridgeport.
RICHARD FEHR, public relations director of
Doherty, Clifford & Shenfield, N. Y., elected a
vice president of the agency. He will remain
in charge of public relations.
JOSEPHgional lawBRENNER,
charge which
of FCC's
reoffice in Los inAngeles
is being
abolished on recommendation of McKinsey Report to FCC (see page 80), may not return to
Washington. Former Justice Dept. attorney
may set up private practice in Los Angeles.
ALBERT S. GOUSTIN, account executive in
New York office of Blair-TV Inc., has resigned.
He plans Nassau vacation.
AL YOUNG, for 15 years account executive
with Edward Petry & Co., station representation firm, has resigned, effective imniediately.
BILL COSTELLO, associated with CBS Radio
since 1941, succeeds Charles Collingwood as
CBS Radio White House correspondent Wednesday for next six months (see story page 40).
ARMIN P. BUETOW, general manager of
Magnecord Inc., Chicago, named executive vice
president.
HENRY C. ROEMER, executive vice president
of Federal Telephone & Radio Corp., Clifton,
N. J., elected president. Mr. Roemer directed
Federal's activities during war. Federal is
IT&T subsidiary.
i
RICHARD F. CONNOR
!
RICHARD F. CONNOR, 49, general manager,:
KOWB Laramie, Wyo., and part owner of
KNAK Salt Lake, died Thursday night at his
Laramie home. In radio since 1929, Mr. Connor at various times was radio coordinator of
Southern California Broadcasting Co., chief
of station relations for OWI during World War
II and station relations manager of MBS. He
is survived by his wife, Mrs. Lucille Connor;
daughter, Mrs. Ted Whitney, of Salt Lake;
two sons, Richard Jr., at Fort Holabird, Md.,,
and Ned, of Laramie, and brother, Ned Connor, manager of KRKD Los Angeles.
HOLLYWOOD

STRIKE

VOTE

WAGE

increase negotiations between Publicists Guild and CBS Hollywood ended last
week as publicists took unanimous strike vote.
California State Conciliation Service to appoint conciliator. Thirteen publicists involved.
BROADCASTING
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Wholeheartedly

reliable

. . .

In the course of more than thirty
years of broadcasting, Arthur B.
Church, president and founder of the
KMBC-KFRM Team, has taught the
folks in the Heart of America a great
lesson. That lesson is the fact that
wherever they go there will be radio —
and— if it's KMBC-KFRM, it will be
good radio.
This earnest policy of reliability
spreads both ways. Listeners in the
rich Kansas City Primary Trade Area
look to The KMBC-KFRM Team as
they have for years, for the latest and
greatest in broadcasting. They name
The Team their favorite source for
news, sports, special events, educational programs and fine wholesome entertainment day in, day out, year after

At the same time, advertisers find
year.
that radio schedules placed on The
Team get results. They know that they
can depend on KMBC-KFRM for reliable service, and be sure that their
sales messages are reaching the major
share of the radio audience.
Yes indeed. The KMBC-KFRM

Team

is wholeheartedly reliable. That's why
KMBC-KFRM has and holds the audience
and why to sell the whole Heart of America,
wholeheartedly, it's . . .

Team

MThe

WNED

AND

KMBC-KFRM
6TH OLDEST CBS AFFILIATE
• PROGRAMMED BY KMBC

OPERATED

BY

MIDLAND

BROADCASTING

COMPANY

Into your home, through the miracle of
television, comes a new world of entertainment, news, education, and sports.

They

can

still

Now "homebodies" who seldom leave their
neighborhoods can view programs from distant cities — with all the comforts of home.
Drama, comedy and variety shows are
brought into the living room. Sports, news
events as they happen can be viewed by all.
Now television is open coast to coast . . .
Those in the East may look in on the West,
and the West may look in on the East.
Television is enjoyed in more than 15 mil-

go

out

while

lion homes, as a result of research at the
David Sarnolf Research Center of RCA at
Princeton, N. J. Today's image orthicon TV
camera was perfected there. Dr. V. K.
Zworykin of RCA developed the kinescope
— which is the screen of television receivers.
And RCA scientists have also perfected electron tubes, transmitters, circuits, sound systems, phosphors, and antennas to make television part of everyday life.

IVor/c/ Lecfc/er

/n '^ac//o —

stajdng

home

The development of all -electronic televi
sion is only one example of RCA research
This leadership assures you high-quality per
formance from any product or service o:
RCA and RCA Victor.
See the latest wonders of radio, television, and elec
tronics at RCA Exhibition Hall, 36 West 49th St.
New York. Admission is free. Radio Corporation o\
America, Radio City, New York 20, New York.

in ~7e/ei^/'s/on
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story

Page 23
of

a

bank

. but a story that applies to every maker
of iron, wood, steel, candy, dolls, clothes, molasses,

ross of Networks j

leather belts, baby carriages, pipes and anything else
that is a busi?iess in business for money

Off 4.8% in '51
Page 27

That's blunt, but that's the way the problem
was put to WOR.
TELECASTING
Begins on Page 65

Said the bank, "Increase our deposits."
Said
Said
you're
willing
(We

WOR, "We can't guarantee it."
the bank, "From what we've heard,
good at these kinds of jobs. We're
to try."
hke a bank like that!)

IN 6-MONTHS WOR BROUGHT THAT
BANK A 25% INCREASE IN DEPOSITS.

A 25% INCREASE IN THE
GENERAL BUSINESS.

BANK'S

Said the president . . .
"Beyond any doubt the soundest medium
of advertising for this bank is WOR."
// you want goodwill — // you want results —
// you want every advertising dollar to equal
more than any advertising dollar you've ever
spent, call or write

— that power-jull station wor
at 1440 Broadway, in New York

LARRY Mcdonald
Agricultural tpeciolitt on
(he early morning fAKM
BULLETIN 80ARD progrom
-lerved by WIS Field Slall
ai\d special wire services.
ART PAGE
WIS tor form
editor. Conducof DINNEKSEll
TIME,
oldest farm service program in radio.

AL TIFFANY
Ace form
— comments on allspecialist
news affecting
agriculture on the daily
TODAY'S FARM MARKETS
program
— served
WIS
Field wire
Staff
and by
special
services.

GLADYS SKELLY
Prairie Farmer tfomemaking Editor. Appears regularly on PRAIRIE FARMER
AIR EDITION.
is

no

mere

accident
DAVE SWANSON
Agricultural
marketmarket
specialist. Broadcasts
summaries Yards.
from U.S. Stock

WLS farm programs are planned and presented by men
and women who have spent a lifetime studying the
problems of agriculture — know just what times are best
for reaching the market — know just what types of programs
are needed and wanted. A few of these specialists are

BILL MORRtSSEY
(Lfvesfocfr morfcef experf.
Broadcasfs dai/y morbef re-

pictured on this page — all exclusively WLS broadcasters.
porfs.
Thru years of service to the vast agricultural industry by
these and other station-specialists, WLS has emerged
as the undisputed leader in the Midwest. No mere accident—
but the result of planned programming and service b'
the largest informed agricultural staff in radio.

• . • Senvlce.

that

F. C. BISSON
Grain market specialist.
Broadcasts daily from the
studios of WLS.

BeiU
PAUL JOHNSON
Prairie Farmer Editor.
Commentator on PRAIRIE
FARMER AIR EDITION.

This agricultural leadership has solid commercial value.
The over

billion dollar cash farm income (llV2% of the

nation's total) in the WLS effective coverage area(*)
can be most profitably tapped by the 50,000 watt voice of
WLS. That is why leading national and regional
advertisers have consistently used WLS to sell the
1,738,370 (*) radio families whose economy is so greatly
dependent upon agriculture.

1950 SURVEY OF BUYING POWER
WLS-BMB, 1949, 25-100% daytime
Radio Families in towns 25,000
and under, within WLS-BMB area.

When thinking of the Midwest, think of WLS for
effective coverage of this important agricultural market
Your John Blair man has details — or write WLS direct
for additional proof.

890 KILOCYCLES, 50,000 WATTS, ABC NETWORK-REPRESENTED BY

JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY

//
n

less

than

volume

a

year

DOUBLED!

more

//

So writes J. F. Cunningham, sales manager
of the S. T. Jerrell Company, maker of dried
milk products. Jerrell's Nonfat Dry Milk
Solids "had made no real progress in consumer preference in 1950. The change we
made in the Birmingham area was to put
most of our budget into radio, with the major
portion going to WSGN and WSGN-FM.
"We

expected results, and got them," continues Mr. Cunningham. "Volume more than
doubled
a year. brand
In 1951by Jerrell's
was listedin aslessthethan
preferred
57.3%
of the housewives surveyed, as compared
with 45.1% in 1950. In addition, our sales
picked
up substantially
throughout the
State. We give much of the credit for this
to WSGN-FM, which is powerful in rural

That POWER-ful

Station

Action like this may be the reason that local
and areas."
regional advertisers purchased more
advertising on WSGN in 1951 than ever
before in our 25-year history.
For sales
progress in the progressive Birmingham
trading area, use WSGN. Our national reps,
Headley-Reed, will provide complete data.

(WHBS and WHBS-FM, Huntsville, Ala., available
in optional combination at substantial savings.)
WSGN is affiliated with ABC and is the key station
for the Alabama Broadcasting System.
Published every Monday, with Yearbook Numbers (53rd and 54th Issues) published in January and February by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 870 National Press
Building, Washington 4, D. C. Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933, at Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 1879.

Hon. J. Caleb Boggs
U. S. Representative

J. Donald Craven
Delaware OPS Enforcement Officer

Dr. Gerald A. Beatty, Pres.
Delaware Anti-Tuberculosis Society

AY

Hon. J. Allen Frear, Jr.
U. S. Senator

WE

QUOTE

YO

William P. Frank, columnist
Wilmington Morning News
Mary Elizabeth Power, reporter
Journal-Every Evening
John J. Kerrigan, editor
1,*^ Sunday Star

Dr. Floyd I. Hudson, Secy
State Board of Health

Col. D. Preston Lee
Delaware Civil Defense Director

Dr. Ward I. Miller. Sup t.
Wilmintqon Public Schools

This is the question which three members
of the Delaware Press ask prominent
Delawareans when they appear before
WDEL-TV's cameras, Thursdays at
10:30 P.M. This program — interesting,
stimulating, provocative — is Delaware's
own press conference now in its second
year. Recent guests, some of whom are

Dean Steele, Pres.
Delaware P. T. A.

pictured, include Delaware's Senators
and Congressman, City and State
Officials, community leaders. "May We
Quote You?" is one of many programs
presented by WDEL-TV as a service
to its viewers.
lArnPT

WDEL
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Hon. John J. Williams
U. S. Senator

WILMINGTON
DELAWARE

Represented by
ROBERT MEEKER

Chicago
ASSOCIATES

San Francisco

• New York

• Los Angeles
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I: CBS
merchandising Radio's
plan is answer
due out tothisNBC's
week, new
involving
the
Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co. on nationwide
I basis.
'George
ANNOUNCEMENT
soon will
be made
by
B. Storer, president
of Fort
Industry
Co., of elevation of Lee B. Wailes, for past four
years operating vice president, to newlycreated post of executive vice president. In
new capacity, Mr. Wailes becomes head of all
divisions of company, operating seven AM, six
I FM and four TV stations.
WHILE OVERTURES have been made for
acquisition of Richards' stations (WJR
Detroit, WGAR Cleveland, KMPC Los Angeles) collectively and separately, there's no
present intention of disposing of any properties. John F. Patt, president, reports that
moves are being made to consolidate three
properties and expand, rather than contract
operations. NBC among those reportedly interested in KMPC (it's no secret that it has
negotiated for both KFI, present affiliate, as
well as KMPC) to place it on equal footing
with other networks which own their L. A.
outlets. Latest conversations, however, did
not reach money-talking stage and station is
jnot regarded by ownership as "on the block"
I(see Patt statement, this page).
UNDERCURRENTS of dissatisfaction in television representatives commissions occasioning more and more inter- and intra-station
discussion. Although "normal" still 15%, some
stations have negotiated individual contracts
with top representatives for as little as 7%
commission on TV sales. Television spot reportedly costs about four times as much as
radio spot, and sale takes only twice as much
, work.
||IT CAN'T be confirmed without exhaustive
^study, but we're told that an examination of
]FCC Form 323A's (report on new stockholdjers holding less than control) over last year
[would show heavy influx of theatre owners
'buying into radio stations with good TV potentials. One such, it's learned, has already
■ bought into eight radio stations in various sections.
SALES EXECUTIVE of key CBS affiliate in
upper midwest wonders "how far is up" after
tabbing some large radio gains. This 5 kw
station's billings have gone up each of 38
I months he has worked there. "Even we don't
know how big we are," he says.
BEFORE January ends, FCC will be faced
with another big job: Consideration of remewals of literally scores of station licenses.
,In addition to some 70 AM's, FCC has all 78
'TV licenses and therein it faces policy ques' tion. Year ago, it renewed all TV licenses
pointing to newness of medium, but also said
it would call conference on program standards
for TV. That pends, but promulgation of new
NARTB-TV code, plus pressure of TV alloca(Continued on page 6)
[BROADCASTING
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PATT MAKES STATEMENT
ON NBC INTEREST IN KMPC
REPORT that NBC had made exploratory
move looking toward acquisition of KMPC Los
Angeles, owned by Goodwill Stations, was confirmed Friday by John F. Patt, Goodwill president. Mr. Patt said NBC, which owns no
radio station in Los Angeles, had not made
firm off'er, however. Said Mr. Patt: "It's true
that we have had interest expressed by NBC
in the possibility of acquiring KMPC in Los
Angeles. That is as far as it has gone. They
have made no offer. We have set no price because KMPC is not on the block. We have
had at least a dozen inquiries on and several
off"ers for each of our stations. The companies
and the estate will always give consideration
to any bona fide and substantial oifer for any
of our properties. However, in the absence of
an unusually attractive bid, we are giving consideration to a plan of consolidation and expansion of the Goodwill interests including the
likelihood of television. In this connection,
various minority interests in our three stations
may soon acquire somewhat larger holdings."
'BEST AND 'WORST'
TV FANS in Illinois, Michigan, Indiana
and Wisconsin cast 286,647 votes in
popularity poll conducted by Television
Forecast, Chicago fan magazine, choosing Kukla, Fran and Ollie, Red Skelton
and I Love Lucy as favorite network
shows, and Milton Berle, Howdy Doody
and Bob and Ray as "worst show of all."
Local favorites were Creative Cookery,
Bob and Kay and Press Confereyice,
while local productions in the "worst"
category were Mr. and Mrs. Kup, Tom
Duggan and Ernie Simon.
LARGEST NETWORK
FILM BUY
ABC-TV has purchased 26 feature-length
mystery films from Republic Pictures Corp.
for showing on network's five owned TV stations, Slocum Chapin, ABC vice president in
charge of owned television stations, announced
Friday. ABC spokesmen asserted that "this
constitutes the largest single purchase ever
made by any network for the presentation of
full length feature films on television." Contract gives ABC exclusive rights to show films
for period of 18 months.
Four NARTB
Nominees
FOUR even-numbered districts will have unopposed candidates for election to NARTB
Radio Board, according to nominee list sent
all member stations. Unopposed are E. R.
Vadeboncoeur, WSYR Syracuse, District 2;
Harold Essex, WSJS Winston-Salem, N. C,
District 4 (incumbent); Stanley R. Pratt,
WSOO Sault Ste. Marie, Mich., District 8; Albert D. Johnson, KOY Phoenix, District 16.
William Fay, WHAM Rochester, present
District 2 director, was renominated but declined to run.
Nominees have until tonight (Monday) to
withdraw or select choice if nominated for
more than one vacancy. Election ballots are

BUSINESS

BRIEFLY

HELLMAN'S SPOTS # Best Foods Inc.,
New York (Hellman's mayonnaise), starting
radio-TV spot announcement campaign Feb.
19, 18 weeks, tentatively slated for 150 radio
and 20 TV outlets. Agency, Benton & Bowles,
N. Y.
MUSTEROLE EXPANDS O Musterole Co.,
Cleveland, adding 30 smaller stations to current spot schedule across country starting at
once and running through February. Agency,
Erwin, Wasey & Co., N. Y.

GOODRICH VIDEO « Goodrich Rubber Co.
considering video spot schedule in TV areas
not covered by Celebrity Time, CBS-TV, Sun.,
10-10:30 p.m. Agency, BBDO, N. Y.
TELEVISION TEST O Johnson & Johnson,
New Brunswick, N. J., now using test TV spots
in Indianapolis and Cincinnati, may expand
schedule if successful. Agency, Young &
Rubicam, N. Y.
JERGENS DISCS • Andrew Jergens Co.,
Cincinnati (lotion), to sponsor half -hour transcribed show, Jergens Hollywood Playhouse,
on nine stations in West-Central area starting
early in February for 13 weeks. Agency,
Robert Orr & Assoc., N. Y.
POLITICAL SPONSOR • Stassen for President Committee to sponsor 15-minute talk by
their candidate Feb. 2, over DuMont Television
Network, during intermission of Saturday
night wrestling coverage.
RANGER JOE MOVES # Ranger Joe Inc.,
Chester, Pa. (popped wheat and popped rice
(Continued on page 100)
FIRST TODAY' RATINGS
FIRST ratings of NBC-TV's new big daytime
show, Today, were released Friday by network,
which said American Research Bureau listed
accumulative audience figure for first week, on
basis of 30 cities, as 18. Means that about
3,850,000 people saw show one or more times.
Average quarter-hour figure was 5.3 or well
over million viewers. NBC-TV statisticians
figure this rates Today at about 8th spot for
daytime shows.
Face No
Opposition
scheduled to be mailed Feb. 1.
Other district director nominees:
District 6— Henry B. Clay, KWKH Shreveport,
La., and F. C. Sowell, WLAC NashviUe.
District 10— Frank Fogarty, WOW Omaha; E. K.
Hartenbower, KCMO Kansas City; William E. Ware,
KSTL St. Louis.
District 12— Jolin Esau, KTUL Tulsa (also medium
stations); Jack Todd. KAKE Wichita (incumbent).
District 14 — William C. Grove, KFBC Cheyenne,
Wyo. (incumbent: also small stations); Rex Howell,
KFXJ Grand Junction, Col. (also medium stations);
Walter E.. Wagstafif, KIDO Boise, Idaho (also medium
stations)
Nominees for at-large directorships (one to
(Continued on page 100)
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(Continued from page 5)
tions currently considered, may cause FCC to '
issue full one-year renewals.
HORAN BILL FAVORED
BY COMMISSION
FCC fully favors Horan Bill (HR 5470) , whose
author. Rep. Walt Horan (R-Wash.), plans
to revamp further [B*T, Jan. 14]. Commission position on bill — on political broadcasts —
made known to Congressman and subsequently
NARTB, which also was working- on revamp
legislation late in week.
Big- item in FCC's comments was suggestion
that corrective legislation on political broadcasts state "any qualified candidate or his
representative would have a right to equal
time over a broadcast station in order to answer broadcasts by anyoyie [emphasis is FCC's]
who attacks him or supports one of his opponents for the same public office." This apparently would bring broadcaster in position
of not being held liable for libel in such instances.
FCC said it was long in favor of amending Sec. 315 of Communications Act (dealing
with political broadcasts) and liked Horan Bill.
Also
re-opened
in letter was
of FCC.
Commission
said"fairness"
it would doctrine
assure
"equality of opportunity with respect to all
speeches for or against a legally qualified
candidate."
AZCARRAGA
BUYS
EQUIPMENT FOR TV STATIONS
FURTHER EXPANSION of television in Latin
America was indicated Friday when International Standard Electric Corp. announced an
order for two complete video stations from
Emilio Azcarraga, prominent Mexican radio
and television broadcaster, for Monterrey and
Guadalajara, Mexico. Amount of orders was
not disclosed.
New stations, first to be installed in those
cities, are scheduled to go on air before the end
of year. Monterrey station, on Channel 6, will
operate with 5-kw transmitter while Guadalajara outlet, Channel 10, will use 1-kw transmitter. Most equipment will be supplied by
Federal Telecommunications Labs, Nutley, N. J.
International Standard Electric and Federal
Telecommunication Labs are associated with
International Telephone & Telegraph Co.
BOSE HEADS RADIO CLUB
RADIO CLUB OF AMERICA elected John H.
Bose, engineer associated with Edwin H. Armstrong, as 1952 president, it was announced
Friday. Other officers include Ralph R. Bathcer,
Radio-Television Manufacturers Assn., vice
president; Frank H. Shepard Jr., Shepard Labs,
corresponding secretary; Frank A. Gunther,
Radio Engineering Labs, recording secretary;
Joseph Stantley, Continental Sales Co., treasurer. Announcement resulted from Thursday
meeting, where Albert E. Hylas of Allen B.
DuMont Labs read paper on ultra-high frequency tuners for video receivers.
WJZ-TV TO HAVE OWN STAFF
ABC-TV NETWORK to strengthen key station WJZ-TV New York, General Manager
Trevor Adams said Friday, by granting operational setup completely separate from network as of Feb. 1. WJZ-TV to have own staff
of directors and assistant directors, assigned
exclusively to local programs and headed by
Bernard I. Paulson, WJZ-TV program operations manager. Station also to have own
facilities, probably TV studios 5, 6, 7, and 8
in ABC Television Center, and new studio 12
located block away, by Feb. 15.
Page 6
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In this IssueCBS Radio has begun serious campaign
to revise affiliation contracts immediately. Purpose of the revisions : to get
things in order so the network may
change rates at will. Page 23.
How would broadcasters fare if Ike got
into the White House? General Eisenhower's war-time aide, Harry C.
Butcher, says Ike could be counted on
to fight for maximum freedom of the
air. An exclusive of B*T. Page 25.
Here's the way a farm feed company
made half a million dollars out of radio advertising which cost only 2% of
that amount. Page 31.
It's an awful give-and-take among television networks trying to clear station
line-ups for the political conventions,
with not enough stations to go around.
Page 23.
Frederic R. Gamble, AAAA president,
wants newspapers to fix rate change
dates at twice a year. Page 28.
Total gross time sales of four major radio
networks in 1951 were $174,718,594,
4.8% below sales for 1950. Page 27.
The TV networks' gross billings in
1951 were $127,989,713, 188.5% bigger
than in 1950. Page 67.
The Authors League of America condemns radio and television "blacklisting" and wants an FCC inquiry.
Page 29.
Merger is under serious consideration by
the five branches of Associated Actors
& Artistes of America to make up a
single talent union. Page 29.
President's 1953 fiscal year budget includes an $8,075,000 appropriation for
FCC. That's $1,958,350 more than the
Commission got in fiscal 1952, but the
extra money is needed to finance the
TV work-load. Page 26.
The rules and standards that the FCC
will adopt in ending the TV freeze will
run to 99 typewritten pages. The way
things are going, it looks as though
the thaw will come soon after Feb. 15.
Page 67.
Sen. Ed Johnson thinks the government's
ban against color television manufacturing is an outrage. Though Defense
Chief Wilson, who invoked the ban,
doesn't agree, he'll meet with industry
representatives Feb. 8 to review the
situation. Page 69.
Broadcasting will get around $100,000
in U. S. Army and Air Force recruiting advertising. Page 27.
Upcoming
Jan. 28-89: BMI Progrom Clinic, WaldorfAsforia Hotel, New York.
Jan. 30: Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee hearing begins on
S 2444 to prohibit distilled spirts (hard
liquor) advertising on airways. 10 a.m..
Caucus Room, Senate Office BIdg.,
Washington.
Feb. 5-7: Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn.,
mid-winter conference, Roosevelt Hotel,
New York.
(Other Upcomings page 38)

LAWYERS practicing before FCC are of two
minds on tentative decision reached to consider TV applications on frequency-by-frequency, rather than city-by-city basis, with all
applicants in same pot. One thought is it will
expedite licensing of new stations; other that
it will mean many less-qualified or even
unqualified applicants will get virtually automatic grants in smaller markets.
SERIOUS recruiting problem facing Broadcast Advertising Bureau's new 48-state membership committee as full separation from
NARTB approaches. Over three-fourths of
BAB members now enjoying low dues under
joint NARTB-BAB fee structure expiring
April 1.
CHANCES are bright for NARTB board approval of long-advocated discount in dues
covering group membership of stations under
one ownership. Finishing touches being put on
plan for submission to board in San Antonio |i
next month.
WHAT'S THE PITCH? That was inquiry in
radio, newspaper and political circles last
Thursday, when J. Leonard Reinsch, managing
director of Cox Radio and Television stations,
walked into White House news conference
practically on arm of President Truman.
Wagging tongues had him back in as radio
advisor to Chief Executive — post he held
briefly when Mr. Truman assumed office in
1945. Said Mr. Reinsch: "It was purely a
social
GLEN call."
McDANIEL, enterprising young president of Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn., has declined proffer of partnership in old-established
New York law firm to continue with trade
association at Washington headquarters.
Named for three-year term which began last
April, Mr. McDaniel resigned as RCA vice
president
to assume
industry
butterm.
it's
doubtful whether
he will
remain post,
for full
HARBINGER OF what may happen daily
from now on: One highly placed consulting
client in Midreportshimwelllastinformed
engineer
west advised
Tuesday that freeze
would be lifted the following day,_ Wednesday. Based on past experiences in official
Washington, it can be expected such rumors
will recur until FCC finally hands down its
report, still expected about mid-February.
FORAYS of organized labor in direction of
continued rounds of wage increases, using
Walsh-Healy Act as vehicle, being viewed with .
alarm in trade association circles, notably those
representing industries with many small business enterprises. Among these are electronics
and component manufacturers, who, along
with other trade groups, are contemplating
long-term campaign to prevent what they
s.
on
ti
cripple their opera- !
that could
regard as spiral

SUGGESTED research for radio-TV officials,
Case new anti-radioconcerned with JohnsonTV distilled beverages (liquor) advertising
bill (S 2444) : At turn of year, distillers reaffirmed policy of not using television because
of its feminine and home appeal. _Also turned
down were other advertising media which ap^
peal to women or home.
for more AT DEADLINE see page 100
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THERE'S

NOTHING

fim

BETTER

THAN...

PIAC£!

KOWH OFFERS EIGHT FIRST PLACE AVAILABILITIES
FOR MINUTE PARTICIPATIONS . . .
Hooper - Omaha, Nebr. - Council BlufFs, Iowa - Oct. - Nov., 1951, Mon. - Fri.

KOWHRATING
PROGRAM
SHARE

TIME
10:30

A.M.

1 1:30 A.M.
12:45

P.M.

Time

39.5

Out

Sammy

Kaye

Show

12 O'clock Already

1:45 P.M.

Make

2:45 P.M.

Sandy

Jackson

Sandy

Jackson

3:00

P.M.

40.3

7.4
5.5

Show

60.9

9.0

Show

54.5

7.5

4:15

P.M.

Paging the Stars

4:30

P.M.

Sweet

42.8
46.6

5.3
3.6

5.6

3.3

1.3
1.9

2.6

5.1

34.6

Believe Ballroom

Music

34.3

7.1

"D"
STATION RATINGS
OTHER
"B"
"A"
"C"

1.8
4.9

2.5

0.2
1.1
0.4
1.3
1.0

0.0

1.2
5.5
2.8

1.6

0.6

a.9
1.7

0.9

2.1

0.4
1.2

0.0
0.4
0.4

3.1
2.9
2.8

7.3

0.0
0.6
0.4

2.6
1.1

0.9
0.4

Largest total audience of any Omaha station,
8 A.M. to 6 P.M. Monday through Saturday!

*Based on the latest available
Hooper share of audience for
unaffiliated stations including
the Omaha and Council Bluflfs
market (Sept.-Oct., 1951) . ,
12 noon through 6 P. M.

0.0

Largest share-of -audience, in any individual
time period, of any independent station in all
America ! *

Represented Nationally By

7^

S<yUMt^

TODD STORZ
General .Managei
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ONE
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FOR YOU
($1.25)
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THE NEWSWEEKLY OF RADIO AND TELEVISION
Puhlxshed Weekly by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Executive, Editorial, Advertising and Circulation Offices:
870 National Press BIdg.
Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone ME 1022
IN THIS BROADCASTING

Television Digest ($100 a year) says It's—
READING''
(forMUST
present and
prospective TV station enterprisers)

As Fortune articles go (very well indeed tliese days),
this story is not unusual.
As tlie TV Industry goes . . . well, here's a quote from
Martin Codel's Television Digest with Electronic Reports,
the private authoritative industry news service:

"Next best to a personally conducted tour of Milwaukee
Journal's Radio City (WTMJ & WTMJ-TV) with general manager
Walter J. Damm, and a glimpse at its current balance sheets,
is to read the article titled "WTMJ-TV" in Fortune
Magazine for January ... We can tell present and
prospective TV station enterprisers that this is "must
reading" for them. It's an amazingly frank case history
of a remarkably prudent and profitable telecasting
operation . . . Practically no station operator will let
you look at his balance sheet or, if he should, will grant
permission to publish figures. Reasons are good and
sufficient. Mr. Damm, however, allowed Fortune to have
a look for year ended Dec , 51 . "
^

A few copies of the January Fortune are being held for
the industry's members. Just fill out the coupon below,
detach and mail (with $1.25 enclosed) to Fortune Circulation Service, Kittredge BIdg., Denver 2, Colo. We'll send
your copy at once— while they last.
Where Business Concentrates
Fortune

on Business News -in -Depth
Editorial and Business OfFices, 9 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N. Y.

TO: FORTUNE Circulation Service, Kittredge BIdg., Denver 2, Colo.

My Name-
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CHICAGO BUREAU
360 N. Michigan Ave., Zone 1,
CEntral 6-4115; William H. Shaw, Midwest Advertising Representative; Jane Pinkerton, News Editor.
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU
Taft Building, Hollywood
and
HEmpstead
8181;Ann
David
Glickman, Vine,
West Zone
Coast 28,
Manager;
Marjorie
Thomas.
TORONTO:
417
Harbour
Commission,
EMpire
4-0775
James Montagnes.

Annual subscription for 52 weekly issues $7.00.
Annual subscription including BROADCASTING Yearbook (53rd issue) $9.00, or TELECASTING Yearbook
(54th issue) $9.00.
Annual subscription to BROADCASTING • TELECASTING including 54 issues $11.00.
Add $1.00 per year for Canadian and foreign postage.
Regular
issue 35^ per copy; 53rd and 54th issues $5.00
per
copy.

Street

^ Position.

SOI TAISHOFF, Editor and Publisher
EDITORIAL: ART KING, Managing Editor; EDWIN H.
JAMKS, Senior Editor; J. Frank Beatty, Earl B.
Abrams, Assoctote Editors; Fred Fitzgerald, Assistant
Managing Editor; Dave Berlyn, Assignment Editor;
Lawrence Christopher, Technical Editor. STAFF:
John H. Kearney, Patricia Kielty, John Osbon,
Keith Trantow. EDITORIAL ASSISTANTS: Pat
Kowalczyk, Don Mortimer, Jean D. Statz, Hilda
Toler, Nellie Youso; Gladys L. Hall, Secretary to
the Publisher.
BUSINESS:
MAURY
LONG,
Bu^ness Manager;
Manager;George
Winfield R. Levi,
Assistant
Advertising
L. Dant, Adv. Production Manager; Harry Stevens,
Classified Advertising Manager; Eleanor Schadi,
Doris Kelly, Betty Krebs; B. T. Taishoff, Treasurer:
Irving C. Miller, Auditor and Office Manager; Eunice
Weston, Assistant Auditor.
CIRCULATION AND READERS' SERVICE: JOHN P.
COSGROVE, Manager; Doris J. Buschling, Ruth W.
Davis, Grace Schorm, Elwood M. Slee, Clyde Baker.
NEW YORK BUREAU,
488 Madison Ave., Zone 22,
Plaza 5-S3S5; EDITORIAL:
Rufus Crater, New
York Editor; Florence Small, Agency Editor; Dorothy Munster, William Ruchti, Liz Thackston.
Bruce Robertson, Senior Associate Editor.
ADVERTISING: S. J. PAUL, Advertising Director;
Eleanor R. Manning, Assistant to Advertising Director; Kenneth Cowan, Advertising Representative.

Broadcasting • Magazine was founded in 1931 by
Broadcasting Publications Inc., using the title:
Broadcasting * — The News Magazine of the Fifth
Estate
BroadcastReporter
Advertising
• was acquired in 1932
and Broadcast
in 1933.
• Reg. U. S. Patent Office
Copyright 1952 by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.

Here's $1.25.
Please send me the January '52 issue of Fortune
which carries the Milwaukee TV story.

.Zone.

14
82
86
54
92
97
18
58
44
16
14
12
54
89
18
38

WASHINGTON HEADQUARTERS

If you're in or interested in TV management, you'll want
to have your copy of this Fortune article, for reading and
permanent reference.

City

DEPARTMENTS
Agency Beat
Aircasters
AUied Arts
Editorial
FCC Actions
FCC Roundup ;Feature of Week w
Front Office
Milestones
New Business
On All Accounts
Open Mike
Our Respects to
Programs, Promotions, Premiums
Strictly Business
Upcoming
TELECASTING Starts on page 65
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.Company.
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How

will

□

much

America

600,000

pounds

□

meat

eat

□

60,000,000

today?

6,000,000

pounds

pounds

It sounds incredible, but sixty million pounds

Sixty million pounds of meat a day is a big

per day is the right answer . . . enough meat to

order, and it takes a big industry to fill it. More

fill 15,000 two-ton trucks!

than 4,000 meat packing companies throughout
the United States contribute to the job.

Just as incredible is the smooth functioning of
the complicated system of meat distribution. It

And the truly surprising fact is not how effi-

puts all this meat where you want it, when you

ciently they do it, but that they do it (and have

want it, and in the vast variety of kinds in which

been doing it for years) at a lower service cost than

you want it.

for almost any other food.
AMERICAN
Headquarters, Chicago
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Now

for

the

first

time

NBC

COMPLETE

NATIONAL]

Until now no radio network has ever offered advertisers
a thorough, realistic service for merchandising

their

products on a national scale.
Noiv NBC

takes the lead in offering not only the first

national merchandising

service in network radio,

hut the finest, most complete merchandising

facilities

to be furnished by any advertising medium.

HERE'S

WHAT

YOU

^
NBC's field experts will train adver* ■ tisers' sales and distribution personnel
in getting dealer support, building displays ;
make demonstration calls with salesmen on
key accounts; make presentations at sales
meetings; maintain close liaison with key
wholesalers and retail groups in their areas.
O
"

The NBC

Merchandising

Plan is ap-

■ proved unanimously by the NBC affiliated stations. The network field experts are

working in co-operation with our stations,
establishing a chain of merchandising ser-

28, 1952

CAN

EXPECT:

vices which should deliver for our advertisers
the greatest possible point-of-sale impact.
O

Network

on-the-air merchandising

programs will be developed which will
permit dealer tie-ins for maximum local impact. One series, "Market Basket," is now in
preparation for food store advertisers.

J§

Point-of-purchase material especially
produced for the needs of retailers will
be available to NBC advertisers at cost. This

BROADCASTING
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ife

Network

Radio

...

OFFERS

MERCHANDISING

material will be designed to take advantage
of network and local station identification.

5

All-important research services will be
■ offered with emphasis on attitude surveys, distribution checks, test stores, consumer panel.

WHEN

CAN

YOU

Director of "The American Weekly." The
nation-wide field offices will be functioning
by February 15.
Now is the time to plan your participation.
The Merchandising Department is available

BROADCASTING

be prepared and supplied NBC stations
on a monthly basis.
This is but a partial list of the services planned
by NBC's Merchandising Department. Other
activities in the display and national trade
fields will be presented at a later date.

THESE

• Telecasting

SERVICES?

now for consultation on your particular
needs.
In the year of hard selling to come, there
will be no better sales combination than the
NBC

Radio Network with NBC Merchandising. And of all the networks only NBC Radio
offers a ivorkable, efficient merchandising
service.

RADIO

a service of Radio

Bulletins for mailing to retailers will

EXPECT

The NBC Merchandising Plan has been in
formation since July under the direction of
Mr. Fred N. Dodge, formerly Merchandising

NBC

£t

Corporation

NETWORK

of America

January

open mike

Bottleneck Explored
EDITOR:
My congratulations on the very
informative article [Jan. 14] on the
current FCC delays in processing
applications. This is the first time
this bottleneck has been explored
and the details made available. I
could not get any statements out of
the FCC when I wrote for comparative figures on employment in
the postwar years and now. Can
you send me about a dozen reprints
or tear sheets of this page? . . .
S. A. Cisler Jr.
Vice President of Operations
WKYW Louisville

low-cost,

SALES

high

powered

IMPACT

of

WSRS

''BEST
BY
TESrr
JJ^HtXLEV
.

Windswept Miami
EDITOR:
How is this for the longest
warmup session on record? Just
returned from announcing annual
air races at Miami. . . . Crowd of
15,000 or more showed up an hour
before the program opened. I kept
them in good humor, using up
everything I could originate, steal
or borrow until the events got
underway. Shortly thereafter a 30mile wind with rain took over and
the crowd dispersed -without seeing
the end of the free-for-all race,
involving three crackups. The entertainment for the afternoon was
properly balanced: one third flying; one third rain, and one third
Brinkley. . . .
Russ Brinkley
WHP Harrisburg, Pa.
Strange
EDITOR:

Assembly

I justeditorial
read your
"Phonevisionaries"
in the
[Jan. 14]
issue of Broadcasting • Telecasting.
Tsh. Tsh. Since when, in your
opinion, are broadcasters so wedded
to the advertisers' dollar that they
would object to having the public
pay them directly for programs,
rather than indirectly through the
1^
purchase of advertisers' products?
You speak of "A strange and
O.
c
not inconsequential assembly of
. 8.^^^^^^
fOOO^
^ subscription TV advocates . . ."
To your list you can add a few
Lis ^
moi-e, including:
National Collegiate Athletic
Assn. and other sports promoters
who cannot survive telecasting of
their events for the fees that broadcasters are willing to pay;
THf FAMUr STATION" y
^Piy
[ft IS
ON THE AIR 24 Hours daily
Motion picture producers who
cannot afford to put their superior
' 'round the clock '
CLEVELAND
product on television
broadcasters
will pay; for what the
ASK FORJOE FOR THE COMPLETE SUCCESS STORY
Leading Broadway producers
and actors who see Phonevision as
Page 12
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the one vision
method
audience;of playing to a teleAdvertising executives who are
alarmed at the rising costs of television and fearful of never getting
true national coverage because of
ities ;
the impossibly
high cost of operating TV stations in small communReligious, civic and educational
leaders who see Phonevision as the
one method of getting minority appeal programs on TV;
And, if you please, hundreds of
broadcasters in smaller markets
who realize that the only way they
can operate a TV station is with
subscription revenue combined with
advertising revenue in much the
same way as in Broadcasting •
Telecasting.
Finally, there is one more, and
not inconsequential group: the
Poll after poll has shown
a substantial majority of the
lic is willing to pay for better
public.
grams than TV can offer it
ported by advertisers alone .
Ted Leitzell
Zenith
Chicago Radio Corp.

that
pubprosup. .

The Big Picture
EDITOR:
. . . One [recent] morning we
received a phone call from the
Meadville Telephone Co. stating
that they had an emergency call
to put through to the neighboring
community of Saegertown, located
seven miles from Meadville. A
party on the line in Saegertown
had left the phone off the hook and
the local phone company could not
place the call. The telephone people
asked WMGW if we would air an
announcement requesting the party
whose phone was off the hook in
Saegertown to please replace it.
In less than 30 seconds after we
aired the appeal, the phone company called to inform us that the
party had
replaced
Robert
Tracethe receiver. . . .
Station Manager
Pa.
WMGW-AM-FM
Meadville,

Compliments
EDITOR:
Since I have been in San Diego
the last nine months, I have taken
more cognizance of Broadcasting
• Telecasting than ever before.
As always, B*T is continuing to
do an excellent job of reporting.
My thanks to you ... in keeping
this manager better informed.
Wilt Gunzendorfer
General Manager
KGB San Diego
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There's a big factor showing up in the tape recording world . . . it's the tragedy of H/gh tAa\nfenance Costs. Many radio stations are confronted
with the daily ritual of recorder checking and adjusting. Added to the time cost of such inspections
is the cost of frequent parts replacements and
loss of program time.
In contrast, Ampex users find their equipment
will operate continuously eighteen hours a day
with but infrequent inspection. Upkeep and replacements are almost nil; heads have remarkably long life. Ampex performance is constant
over long periods of continuous operation. Long
life with low maintenance is assured in each
Ampex recorder by high manufacturing standards and complete test of each machine before
shipment. It all adds up to one sure fact— Ampex
quickly pays for itself out of savings from lower
operating costs and added dependability.
YOU CAN RECORD ON AN AMPEX
TODAY--AND BE SURE OF IDENTICAL
PLAYBACK A YEAR FROM NOW

AMPEX
SETS THE PACE
IN BOTH
Overall
and

MODEL
300

Economy

Fidelity!
Complete Specifications on Request
Shown here are the time proven Model 300 Console and
the advanced Series 400-A. Throughout the field of professional audio recording these two Ampex machines are the
recognized leaders. Model 300 put many a big name artist
on tape— Series 400-A incorporates many of its features.

AMPEX
ELECTRIC
CORPORATION
REDWOOD
CITY
• CALIFORNIA
Ax.7t
Dealers in Principal Cilies
STANDARD

BROADCASTING
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J. WALTER THOMPSON Co., Chicago, has reorganized its executive
departments. KENNETH J. WARD, a vice president, becomes copy director, replacing GEORGE C. REEVES, new Chicago manager. Vice
Presidents J. MARK HALE and NORTON O'MEARA were named
associate copy directors; FREDERICK W. BOULTON, vice president and
executive art director, named director of creative services. GEORGE
BAIER is new manager and administrative director of the art department. '
BOGART CARLAW, vice president, Foote, Cone & Belding, N. Y., to
Biow Co., N. Y., as copy chief.
ERWIN D. SWANN, vice president, Biow Co., N. Y.
has resigned. His future plans will be announced
shortly.
CAROLINE STELLA, J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.,
appointed assistant manager of the International Media
Dept.
SIMON & GWYNN ADV., Memphis, will open an office in Nashville Feb. 1. G. K. LECKIE, account execuMr. Car law
tive, appointed Nashville manager.

^HSYMBOL

OF THE BEST IN BROADCASTING
IN NORTHWESTERN

OHIO
01) all accounts

PIONEER IN OHIO RADIO... I'm the symbol of WSPD because WSPD is OHIO'S
PIONEER STATION. And, this powerful first station in Ohio has been the 1 sf Station in Northwestern Ohio for THIRTY ONE Consecutive
Years. Hooper, Nielsen, every rating service
Proves WSPD is the top dialing habit of
300,000 radio families. When you BUY
RADIO in Northwestern Ohio BUY "SPEEDY",
WSPD, Ohio's Pioneer Voice of Radio for
31 years.
PIONEER IN NORTHWESTERN OHIO TV
WSPD-TV pioneered the television industry in
Northwestern Ohio and our 85% share of
audience is significant of a job well done. We
have carried all networks and have programmed to suit the majority of over 1 50,000
TV sets in our area, insuring sponsors of Point
of Impact for every sales message. It's "Firstest
with The Mostest" in Northwestern Ohio TV
with "SPEEDY", the TV PIONEER.
I'm on my way to round up more facts for
broadcasting buyers in Northwestern
Ohio. REMEMBER . . . when you see
=
"SPEEDY" it means SPEEDY
(RESULTS on RADIO or TELEVISION
NORTHWESTERN OHIO & SOUTHERN
MICHIGAN. CALL YOUR KATZ MAN or
TOLEDO and ask about "SPEEDY" . . .
and SURE SALES.

WSP

AM-TV
Represented Nationally
I
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by KATZ

ALTHOUGH
he was born in
1
/\ Nebraska, Bill Fisher never
I
I
heard of its town of Ong
I until he went there in 1935 to take
I over as high school principal and
I dramatics teacher.
I
The deflated 30s and obscure
Ong, however, collaborated in leading him to radio and television.
Now radio-TV director of Gardner
Adv. in St. Louis, Mr. Fisher knows
his future "started back there."
Mr. Fisher went to Ong after
graduation from the
U. of Nebraska with
a journalism degree.
Two years at the
high school encouraged his talent for
drama and led to the
U. of Colorado,
where he became
stage manager,
nical director techand,

In five years at Colorado U., Mr.
Fisher supplemented his teaching
income by writing amateur plays,
35 of which were published. Rewards were short on the financial
side, but long on enabling him to
polish his writing style and get
hisAfter
first "radio
break."
the war
started and he
was turned down because of a football injury, Bill Fisher became publicity director at Coe College, Cedar Rapids, Iowa. There, despite
the exodus of
men to service, he
was directed to increase female enrollment. He did — by
10% •— thanks to
broadcasts of student radio productions. tions on local sta-

The in
"radio
came
1943 break"
when
finally, director of
Mr. Fisher went to
the
WGN Chicago as a
atre. University Thewriter on local as
To round-out his
24-hour day, Mr.
well as Mutual network shows. He beFisher picked up a
camerector
continuity
dimaster of arts deand three
gree in d r a ni a ,
years later got his
taught stagecraft
first TV experience
Mr. FISHER
and acting and suat Swift & Co., Chipervised student procago, as radio and television diductions for the Rocky Mountain
rector.
Radio Council.
"Not only did we have several
He recalls he "was not only
radio network shows, as well as reparticipating in a very healthy
gional network and heavy spot
type of show business, but also
schedules, we also began to lay
learning set design, makeup, lighting,
and all theessential
other facAn for
earlytelevision."
entrant into the TV
tors ofacting
showmanship
to plans
(Continued on page 91)
television."
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HARRY R. HENRY, assistant to merchandising director, has been placed
in charge of all field merchandising operations of the Biow Co., N. Y.
OTTO W. PROCHAZKA, former copy chief, has rejoined Anderson &
I Cairns, N. Y., as member of executive staff and creative plans board.
LOHMEYER-ADLEMAX Inc., Phila., appoints JAMES S. MONTGOMERY copy chief and member of plans board. BUD GRANOFF, George
Evans Co., publicity, same city, made vice president in charge of Lohmeyer-Adleman's New York office which opened last month.
JOHN ANASTOS to J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago, to work on
special merchandising and advertising in the institutional trades for
Kraft Foods Co. account.
MARY PEACOCK, assistant to TREVOR EVANS, vice president of
Pacific National Adv., Seattle, named agency's TV director.
GRANT H. ADAMS to Frederick Asher Agency, Chicago, as account
executive, from Michael Reese Hospital where he was public relations
director.
CLIFFORD

E. BALL, Northern California area manager American
Home, Farm Journal, and Pathfinder magazines, to
\ ^t/Ktt^^ Brisacher, Wheeler & Staff, San Francisco, as account
; ^^^^^^^ executive.
THOR L. HAUGE, art director, Fred H. Ebersold Inc.,
Chicago, to Yambert-Prochnow Inc., Beverly Hills, in
similar capacity.

Mr. Ball

YAMBERT, PROCHNOW, McHUGH & MACAULAY
Inc., Beverly Hills, becomes YAMBERT-PROCHNOW
Inc., same city.

J. Edgar Chenovveth
Colorado Congressman

^\..an

intimate

bond

MALCOLM-HOWARD ADV. moved to new quarters
Suite 2100 at same address, 203 N. Wabash Ave., Chicago.
GRANGER F. KENLY to Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago, as assistant to account executive on Morton Salt Co. account. He will handle
all advertising for industrial salt division.

folks!''
the home
with
Honorable J. Edgar Chenoweth, Colorado

GLENN GLADFELDER, copy writer, BBDO, Minneapolis, to Foote,
Cone & Belding, L. A., in same capacity.

Congressman and member of the House Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee, calls

KENNETH WEBER, account executive, Don Allen & Assoc., Portland,
Ore., to Simon & Smith Adv., that city, in same capacity.

KLZ's "Your Voice in Congress" series "an

EVAN R. PETERS, J. Walter Thompson Co., S. F., resigns as account
representative. Future plans are to be announced later.

intimate bond with the home folks!"

WILLIAM T. LOWE and PHILIP H. WILLON have joined the copy
"department of N. W. Ayer & Son, Phila.
HOWARD STEWART, assistant advertising manager of Buchan Loose
Leaf Records Co., Clifton Heights, Pa., has been appointed advertising
manager for contract department of Jacob Reed's Sons, Phila.

programs in Washington, D. C, for broadcast
each Sunday night. Colorado Senators and

KLZ arranges production of the weekly

Congressmen all participate in this series.

JAMES WADE transferred from the plans-merchandising department,
N. W. Ayer & Son, Phila., to company's New York office.

Through such programs KLZ constantly improves its services to the Rocky Mountain

JOHN ROMER, Aitkin-Kynett, Phila., joins creative staff of Beaumont,
Heller & Sperling, Reading, Pa.

Empire.

EDWARD SCANNELL, sales staff, WJJD
same city, in same capacity.

Chicago, to Weed & Co.,

JOHN J. GRONFEIN, Joseph Katz Co., N. Y., to Doyle, Dane, Bernbach Inc., same city, as account executive.
MILNE & Co., Seattle, discontinued operations with the retirement of
\ RICHARD P. MILNE, agency founder. Accounts have been transferred
to Robert Nichols Agency, same city.
ROBERT OTTO & Co., N. Y., opens offices in Mexico City with IGNACIO
CARRAL in charge.
FRANK

KLZ
5000 WATTS-560

KC

/

J

1

CBS RADIO

A. HELTON, vice president and copy director of J. J. Weiner
(Continued on page 91)
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neuj business

{

Sfaot • • •
SCANDINAVIAN AIRLINES SYSTEM Inc. in cooperation with American Scandinavian Foundation to sponsor 52-week series of weekly
broadcasts, Music in Scandinavia, over 11 stations of Good Music Broad- !
casters starting on WQXR New York Feb. 3 (Sun. 7:05-8 p.m.).
KELLOGG Co., Battle Creek, Mich., to sponsor Gene Autry Show, TV !
film series, on WFBM-TV Indianapolis Saturdays for 26 weeks from
Jan. 26. Company also sponsoring The Range Rider on WBEN-TV '
Buffalo, WBTV (TV) Charlotte, N. C, KPRC-TV Houston, WDTV (TV)
Pittsburgh, on Thursdays. Agency: Leo Burnett Co., Chicago.
>
BRISTOL MYERS Co. of Canada Ltd., Montreal, has started weekly
half-hour quiz show on CKVL Verdun and six French Radio Assoc. ,
stations. Agency: Ronalds Adv. Co., Montreal.
;

A/atut9tk • • •
Manager of KVOO, as he signed renewal contracts for two 15 -minute
daily newscasts over the station.
Oklahoma
TireGeneral
and Supply
new
million dollar
Office ' Company's
and Warehouse
building in Tulsa.
Nineteen years ago Mr. D. C. Sperry signed his first KVOO
contract. At that time the Oklahoma Tire and Supply Company, of which Mr. Sperry is Advertising Director, operated
but 12 stores in Oklahoma. Today, Otasco operates 201
modern stores in four states!
Radio advertising, according to Mr. Sperry, has played a great
part in this tremendous expansion and today one third of
Otasco's total advertising budget is appropriated for radio.
Since KVOO carried the first radio advertising ever placed by
Oklahoma Tire and Supply Company, and has continued to
carry a heavy schedule for 19 consecutive years, we take pardonable pride in our part in the amazing growth of this firm, now
moving into their new million dollar general office and warehouse in Tulsa.
We congratulate Mr. Maurice Sanditen, President, and all of
his co-workers on this fine new evidence of faith in our growing Southwest. Completely air conditioned, modern in every
respect, the new Otasco office and warehouse is the largest privately owned plant of its kind in the Southwest.
Clem Sperry says, and we quote, "KVOO
greatest dollar buy in radio!"

has always been our

Nineteen years of renewals proves his point. If it's continuous
results you are looking for, you can get it over KVOO, Oklahoma's Greatest Station!

j

LEVER BROS. (Surf) to sponsor ABC-TV's Frances Langford-Don j
Ameche Show on Tues., Thurs. and Fri. 12-12:15 p.m. starting Feb. 5.
Show runs an hour, five days a week. Agency: N. W. Ayer & Son, N. Y.
IMPERIAL CANDY Co., Seattle, will sponsor Chet Huntley and the |;
News
Sun. and
8:45-9
p.m. startingradio
Feb. stations.
3 for 52 weeks
19 ABC National
Pacific |*
Northwest
Intermountain
Agency:on Pacific
Adv., Seattle.
I,
GENERAL FOODS, N. Y. (Postum and Post's 40% Bran), began sponsorship of Mr. Chameleon Jan. 17. Show aired Thurs. 9-9:25 p.m.
on CBS Radio. Agency: Foote, Cone & Belding, N. Y.
I'
HUDSON PULP & PAPER Corp., N. Y., renews sponsorship of Bride [
and Groom on CBS Television, 'Thurs. 2:45-3 p.m., for 52 weeks effective immediately. Agency: Blow Co., N. Y.
PEQUOT MILLS, Salem, Mass., sponsoring the Paula Stone Show Mon., I
Wed. and Fri. on the Liberty Network. Show, originating in the WMGM j
New Yoi-k studios, is aired six times weekly at 10:45 a.m. EST.
j

■0^ one If ■^jafaotntmenii • • •
LEVER BROS., Good Luck Products Div., N. Y. (Jelke-Goodluck margarine), has appointed Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, same city,
effective mid-April. Account formerly was handled by BBDO, N. Y.
COLOR TELEVISION Inc., San Carlos, Calif., appoints Elliott, Daly &
Sherman, S. F.

i

J. J. LUKANISH Co., Northern California distributor for Gibson and
Dexter Appliances, appoints Theo. H. Segall Adv., S. F.
GEM CANNING Co., Emmet, Ida. (canned fruits, vegetables), appoints >
Don Dawson Co., Portland. ALICE LOVE PRODUCTS Co., Portland
(jams, jellies), also names agency.
MACMILLAN PETROLEUM Corp., L. A. (Macmillan Ring-Free motor
oil), names Roy S. Durstine Inc., L. A., effective Feb. 1. W. D. SLOAN,
agency's L. A. manager, is account executive.
;
FELTON-SIBLEY

KVOO
S Greatest

Uklahoma'
50,000 WATTS

1 170 KC

Station
NBC

AFFILIATE

TULSA, OKLAHOMA
National Representatives — Edward Retry & Co., Inc.
Page 16
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PAINT Co., Phila., appoints Lamb & Keen, same city.

CALORIC STOVE Corp., Phila., has appointed McKee & Albright, same
city, to handle Caloric gas range account.
DOESKIN PRODUCTS, N. Y., appoints Federal Adv., same city, to
handle Sanapack in addition to Doeskin Tissue.
DECO RESTAURANTS (Western New York chain) appoints Ellis Adv., j
Buffalo.
j
OELERICH

& BERRY

Co., Chicago, names Grant Adv., same city, ]
(Continued on page 83)
j
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How

to

much

100%

can

ON

ONE

closer

you

ge

t?

STATION

PULSE has just completed its first audience measurement of
16 Western New York counties . . . Among 24 radio stations
reported, (including six Rochester stations) here's what
PULSE found:
Out of 432 quarter-hours per week:
WHAM is FIRST in 429
WHAM

is TIED

for FIRST

WHAM

is SECOND

in 2

in 1

Is this dominance? Yes, indeed! WHAM's power and prestige
permit you to buy one station in this rich area and get FIRST
preference with listeners 99.3% of the time!
Ask your HOLLINGBERY man for complete details

GEORGE
BROADCASTING
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P. HOLLINGBERY

COMPANY,

NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVE
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GENE

feature of tlie uieek
the lines and remote equipthe costs of
only Like
not tion.
SSITY of isinven
NECEmother
ment to handle the newscasts. The
two accounts which at first refused
politics, necessity also makes
are now awaiting a chance to get
strange bedfellows.
on the show.
Need for more revenue prompted
KROX Crookston, Minn., to link
Especially appealing to the merforces with weekly newspapers in
chant-sponsors was that the newscasts were being made by someone
the area with the result that inthey met on the street every day.
creased profits are accruing to both
the station and papers.
At present, four weekly newsKROX operates with 1 kw day
papers are cooperating with KROX
and 500 w night on 1260 kc in a in airing the local newscasts.
The newscasts have elicited apcommunity of only 8,000 persons.
preciative letters and in-person
The idea of getting weekly newspapers to cooperate with KROX in comments from hundreds of townspeople. One editor told listeners not
airing local news was conceived.
to thank him, but to express thanks
First target was Hallock, Minn.,
to the merchants who are making
a town near the Canadian border
90 miles from Crookston. Salesmen
the broadcasts possible.
Also, editors report that they have
went to the editor of the weekly
paper and sold him on the idea of gained — not lost — revenue. KROX
giving a five-minute newscast, five not only has increased revenue but
has built up its listening audience
days weekly, of news from Hallock
and Kittson Counties. The editor
in fringe areas.
liked the idea but feared it would
Indications are that four newscut down advertising in his paper.
papers are about all the station can
Nevertheless, he was willing to handle at this time. As Mr. Herrick, also promotion manager,
gamble with KROX for a 60-day
points out, it isn't easy for an anperiod.
Frank Herrick and Ralph Melby,
nouncer to state, "This is Station
KROX
with studios in Crookston,
KROX salesmen, made 12 calls getting the 10 accounts needed to pay
Hallock, Ada, Fosston and Fertile."

ARCHER

WRC's Gene Archer, to
be exact; Gene's delightful, hour-long mid-dgy
program features the
Cliff Quartette's individual music, popular records . . . plus Gene
Archer's own brilliant
baritone style.
Participation in this
choice time period (12:15-1:15 PM, Monday
throught Friday) promises business in Washington. An impressive list
of current national spots

jl^

A few choice availabilities remain, contact WRC
directly or NBC Spot
Sales.

IN THE NATION'S CAPITAL
^

In WASHINGTON

5.000 Watts • 980 KC
ftepresented by NBC SPOT SALES
Page 18
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strictly

into
ped Irvin
develofor
has ess
INE busin
A SIDEL
a major
and Israel Feld, Washington,
D. C., thanks to radio.
When the Felds opened a drugstore May 1, 1940, they stocked a
supply of phonograph records to
help business along. They had only
200 records — about $50 worth.
Today in their three record stores
and warehouse, which were built
by the sale of records, they boast
an inventory of 250,000 discs with
a wholesale value of about $150,000.
"Our rapid expansion wouldn't
have been possible without radio
advertising,"
Irvin Feld commented.

Audience loyalty of
"Here's Archer" offers
an immediate association with a "Name Performer" in the Nation's
Capital.

FIRST

K

AT

Z

ORE

FFECTIVE

N

amply supports Gene's
selling story.

YOUR BEST BOY IS

the

We're

From $40 a week in 1940, their
advertising budget has steadily increased— never once decreased —
until they now are spending $1,000
a week on radio advertising.
"TV is expensive stuff but we
plan to try a little television time
early this year," Irvin Feld said.
This will boost their ad budget to
well over $52,000 a year.
Growing up in their native
Hagerstown, Md., the Feld brothers
had always talked of going into
business together some day.
When Irvin, now, 32, was grad-

TOC

business

IN

AVANNAH
The most audience in the
most important places —
Savannah, and the Savannah area.

Snpcr Music's Irvin (I) and
Israel Feld
uated from high school in Baltimore in 1939, he went to Washington and started a small drug supply
business.
A year later, Negroes were
picketing a nearby drugstore beclerks. cause the store wouldn't hire Negro
Representatives of the National
Assn. for the Advancement of
Colored People went to Irvin Feld
and told him that if he opened a
drugstore with Negro clerks, they
would see that he got the Negro
business.
Irvin contacted his older brother,
(Continued on page 96)

Any Katz man can tell
you how your ad dollars
are More Effective On

"

"
WTOC TO
W
C

SAVANNAH,
5000 W

GEORGIA

1290 KC

Represented
The

CBS

by

Katz Agency,

BROADCASTING
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Be

on

the

Bee

line

Cigarettes or catsup, the way to sell in inland California and western
Nevada is ... on the BEELINE ! It's the five-station radio combination that gives you
THE MOST LISTENERS More than any competitive combination of
of local stations . . . more than the 2 leading San Francisco stations
and the 3 leading Los Angeles stations combined.
(BMB state Area Report)
LOWEST COST PER THOUSAND More audience plus favorable
Beeline combination rates naturally means lowest cost per thousand
listeners.
(BMB and standard Rate & Data)
Ask Raymer for the full story on this 3-billion-dollar niarket — inland
California and western Nevada.

McClatchy
Broadcasting
Company
Sacramento, California
Paul H. Raymer, National Representative
Affiliated with Inland California's 3 Leading Papers
THE SACRAMENTO BEE • THE MODESTO BEE • THE FRESNO BEE
KMJ
KWG
KOH
KFBK
KERN
Fresno
(NBC)
Reno (NBC)
Sacramento (ABC)
Bakersfield (CBS)
Stockton
(ABC)
5,000
watts
580 kc.
50,000 watts 1530 kc. 5,000 watts, day; 1,000 watts, night 1,000 watts 1410 kc.
250 watts 1230 kc.
630 kc.
the
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OIL

FOR

YOUR

NEWSLETTER

INFORMATION:

Everyone who has ever worked in the newspaper business knows the meaning
of competition. .. the hustle, bustle, push and rush to get the story first... to
hit the street before the opposition. .. to get a better story... or an exclusive
story... to outwrite or outshine your competitor or competitors.
Chief beneficiaries of this ceaseless contest are the American people.
Although they are
none too aware of it at times, the spirited competition within the newspaper
industry gives them a better product and better service ... and enables them to be
the best informed people in the world.
So it is with the oil industry.

Competition

is the driving

factor

which

keeps every oilman on his toes ... regardless of whether he's an explorer, producer, refiner, transporter,
distributor or anything else.
He has to keep pushing, as the newsman must, for if he doesn't he'll be "scooped" right and left,
and his "circulation" figures will decline accordingly, as the people turn to a
better product.
If you don't think the competition is rough, ask any jobber or
dealer... or any service station man.
He'll tell you what he has to do to keep
ahead of the other fellow - across or up or down the street.
Here again, the
American people are the winners, for they receive not only more and better products at reasonable prices, but also improved services and newer products as fast
as they can be created.
All this contributes to a standard of living for the
American people which is the envy of the world.
Competition spurred the nation's oilmen to their greatest accomplishments
in 1951.
Records were toppled in every department as American oil companies
vied to supply more of their own products to meet the record-breaking demand of
the people for petroleum.
That contest will continue unabated in the current
year.
Available forecasts indicate that demand will increase another four to
five per cent in 1952.
All along the line, the race for that new "circulation"
is going on.
By the end of the year, there undoubtedly will be a flock of new
records. . .virtually all of which will stem from this curious American trait of
trying to do something better than our competitor.
Competitive enterprise is the lifeblood of the American way of life. Make
sure in '52 that it isn't ham-strung or strait- j acketed , for freedom of competition is just as important to the oil industry as freedom of speech is to the
press.
If you would like any further information about the oil industry at any
time, don't hesitate to write, wire or phone.

H. B. Miller, Executive Director
Oil Industry Information Committee
American Petroleum Institute
50 West 50th Street, New York 20, N. Y,
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Here's what

....

m£uim

^m.

the president of one of Baltimore's

BALTIMORE

largest appliance

stores wrote us: "Results from our schedule of spots on WITH
have far surpassed any other medium (including newspapers)
... we are planning
Yes!

a further extension

Local folks know

advertising

of our schedule."

media

best!

And

WITH

carries the advertising of twice as many

local folks as any other

station

WITH

in town!

For one good

reason:

low-cost results. Let your Forjoe man
WITH's
TOM
Page 22

commanding

give you the whole

position in the rich market

TINSLEY, PRESIDENT— REPRESENTED
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CONTRACTS
AM
CBS
W
NE
without their agreement, could not ing the network in a flexible posiCBS RADIO has begun a President Charles R. Denny and
be learned.
Station Relations Vice President
tion to meet any competitive moves
quiet but determined camthat might arise.
Carleton Smith have been making
Except for the 32 which, under
The letter outlined the changes
paign to revise station affiliapersonal calls throughout the present arrangements must apthat would be made in contract
tion contracts in such a way
prove rate cuts, the other CBS
country in an effort to solicit supRadio affiliates have contractural
provisions establishing schedules
that the network may adopt
clauses
which require the network
of payments to stations.
Though
no
official
word
was
rate changes virtually on a port.
Under present contracts, these
to give notice some time in advance
available as to how many stations
schedules are expressed in terms of
moment's notice, Broadcasthad agreed to go along, it was
of proposed rate changes. Both
dollars. The revised contracts
ing • Telecasting learned
learned unofficially that about 75 these types of contract provisions
last week.
would be eliminated in the new
of the total of 190 radio affiliates
would translate them to percenthad accepted the plan, but some of agreement, it was believed.
ages of "average gross sales per
Though the contract revithe holdouts, it was known, were
The CBS Radio letter accomsions are not designed to make
Wordhour."
of Explanation
converted
key stations.
panying the new contracts was
any changes now in either network
signed
by
Herbert
V.
Akerberg,
A
word
of
explanation of the
22
Have
Signed
' rates or payments to stations, the
president in charge of station
term "converted hours" is neces' obvious intention is to make it
A CBS Radio official said last vice
relations.
possible for CBS Radio to move
sary. CBS Radio pays its stations
week that of 53 revised contracts
At the outset he cited a stateany way it wants at any time it sent out, 22 had been signed and
on
the
basis of "converted hours"
ment by CBS Radio President
schedules which are individually
I wants. The key change which the returned.
Howard S. Meighan last month
network is requesting is in the
The "converted
hour"
is a figure arrived
at by averaging
By week's end, letters and pro- that network rate adjustments at negotiated.
contract provisions establishing
posed
contracts
had
gone
to
about
out
the
values
of
hours
of
time
in
this
stage
would
be
premature
schedules of payments to affiliates.
half the CBS Radio affiliates.
various time categories, which in
owing to the inadequacy of timely
The new contracts would replace
Whether any of the 22 stations
research into radio values [B*T,
present schedules, expressed in
many instances are three: Daythat were said to have signed the Dec. 10, 1951].
time, transitional and nighttime.
' terms of dollars, with percentage
new contracts were among the 32
Mr. Akerberg wrote that Mr.
' figures.
Suppose tablishesa the station's
contract
esMeighan still felt the same way,
daytime hour
at half
affiliates which, under present conThe substitution of percentages
but
the
contract
revisions
had
been
tracts,
have
a
clause
preventing
the
the
value
of
the
nighttime
hour
and
for dollar figures in the payment
(Continued on page 85)
network from cutting their rates
decided upon as a means of keepprovisions of the contracts would
enable CBS Radio to put rate
1 changes into effect with a minimum
of explanation to affiliates. Indeed,
in the letter which the network has
been sending out accompanying the
nce
Networks Fight for Cleara
revised contracts, CBS Radio in- NETWORK
Ssta- stations they had lined
TION
CONVEN
BATTLE
for
TV
up
to
carry
Before
the
DuMont-Li/e
produccludes instructions for computing
tion clearances for 1952 political their coverage on behalf of Westtion "pool" was announced, there
; revised payment schedules in the convention
and election coverage
inghouse Electric Corp., which also had been tentative discussions lookis sponsoring CBS Radio coverage.
ing to a possible DuMont-CBS
Ievent of rate changes (see page 85). grew hotter last week as ABC
signed Admiral Corp. for both
1
Competitive Necessity
ABC-TV spokesmen said two tie-up that would offer advei'tisers
television and radio sponsorship
a combination radio-TV coverage
II convinced
' The letterthatexplains
that "we asarea and DuMont TV Network an- days after announcing Admiral
package paralleling those of the
it is essential,
sponsorship they had about 16 sta- combination
AM-TV networks.
nounced its coverage — to be detions lined up, but did not indicate
' competitive necessity, for CBS
veloped jointly with Life magaLater, h owever. Mutual was pro' Radio to be in a position to meet,
the
type
of
markets
involved.
zine— will be available for local
ceeding with its plans for extenDuMont officials felt their offer
intelligently and practically, situaco-op selling.
sive coverage to be offered on a
. tions which are bound to arise from
to stations would be considered
radio-only
basis.
time to time in the future. . . . For
ABC's signing of Admiral, at a exceptionally attractive. Their
Meanwhile,
to assist the teleJ example, we may be confronted
cost estimated unofficially at ap- charge to each affiliate taking the
vision networks to cover the conproximately
$2
million,
brought
jwith changing the hourly morning,
DuMont-Li'/e coverages will be
ventions to be held in Chicago in
the number of network conventionafternoon or evening rates; some
217c of the station's Class A rate July for viewers across the counupward in certain categories, downelection sponsors to three — all set
per
hour for
first convention
25 hours'
try with a minimum of transmismanufacturers — and intensified
coverage
of theeach
J ward in others; the rates of some
sion troubles, AT&T planned to set
the dickering to line up stations,
I stations not at all."
(Deiiiocratic and Republican).
Plainly, CBS Radio had its eyes
up
special
for the
duraparticularly in the one- and twoThis, they figured, is the equivalent
tion of the circuits
conventions
providing
of the cost of one spot per hour,
] on NBC when it reached its deci- station markets.
one TV channel for each video netI sion to revise affiliations contracts.
In the fight for station clear- and no charge will be levied for
work, from Chicago to New York.
Observers felt that the strategy
ances, NBC-TV appeared to have a coverage after the first 25 hours
Each network can feed its own
meant that if NBC were ever sucdistinct edge. On behalf of Philco of each convention.
convention program, with the comcessful in invoking its new ecoCorp., which is sponsoring both
mercials of its individual sponsors,
Estimated Cost
radio and TV coverage on NBC,
, nomic plan and rate revisions, CBS
to
its
own
basic network of fullthat network claimed 26 of the 37
Radio wanted to be ready to meet
It was estimated that Life would
time TV cities. The remaining
the competition.
one-station markets and said "three
$250,000 for programcities, because they lack fulltime
NBC radio last week was still or four" others were at the point spend about
ming and that DuMont would
connective
facilities for all netof
signing.
trying to sell its new rate formula
spend about $100,000 additional
works, will receive service from the
to enough big affiliates to shove it
for
facilities
and
personnel
for
CBS-TV spokesmen declined to
(Continued on page 8i)
over the crest. Executive Vice
the convention operation.
say how many of the one-market
January 28, 1952
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CHRIS
Three
o Firm
THREE additions to the sales stafl:
of the Henry I. Christal Co., radio
station representative firm, were
announced last week.
They are: Douglas Ballin Jr.,
former advertising" manager of
Whitehall Pharmacal Co., who
joined the New York office of the
Christal organization early this
month; Albert J.
Young Jr., who
has resigned from
Edward Petry &
Co. [B«T, Jan.
21] and will join
the Christal comNew Yoi-k
office pany's
today
(Monday), and
Mr. Schroeder
Alan H. Schroeder, who is leaving CBS Radio
Sales in Chicago to join the Christal Chicago office on Feb. 11.
The Christal firm, headed by
Henry I. Christal, commenced operations Jan. 1 and is devoting its
activities exclusively to radio. The
company currently represents
WDAP Kansas City and its appointment by WHAS Louisville
has been announced by the station,
effective in March. Additionally, it
is understood that other major
market stations have signed with
the company but plan to withhold
formal announcement pending expiration of their current commitments.
The Christal organization maintains offices at 300 Park Ave., New
York, and 333 N. Michigan Ave.,
Chicago. Mr. Christal has headquarters in New York and has been
assisted since the firm commenced
operations by Irvin Gross, formerly of the 0. L. Taylor Co. The
Chicago office is headed by James
Thompson, who left the Taylor organization for that purpose [B*T,
Dec. 17, 1951].
Mr. Ballin entered radio via
NBC. For the past 12 years, he has
been with Whitehall Pharmacal,
first as head brand manager, then
assistant advertising manager in

WILSON SHIFTS
From Rambeau to Pearson
WILLIAM M. WILSON has resigned as executive vice president
of the William G. Rambeau Co.,
station representation company,
and will join the
r e p r e sentation
firm of John E.
Pearson Co. today (Monday).
He has sociated
beenwith the
as-

JOIN

Mr. Ballin
Mr. Young
charge of radio and television and
finally as advertising manager. For
several years, he has been directly
responsible for supervising radio
and TV operations — both spot and
network — on several drug products.
Mr. Young has been associated
for 15 years with Edward Petry &
Co. as a radio account executive.
Mr. Schroeder's midwest advertising background includes eight
years with Diamond Match Co. and
five as a representative of WOR
New York, prior to his association
with CBS Radio Sales.
Page 24
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and whom did YOU bring to our ■program?"
REC

Addressed

By Bannister
WWJ'S that
RES
ENI
CONFIDENCE
radio URG
can regain
its rightful place in the overall advertising picture and can hold that position regardless of television or any other medium was expressed Thursday by Harry Bannister,
general manager of WWJ-AM-FM-TV Detroit, in a vigorous talk to
the Radio Executives Club of New
York.
an hour rate to network adverIn 1947, when TV was just git- tisers.
ting started and WWJ-TV v^fas
Second step in WWJ's comeback
"losing its shirt" trying to follow
program was a thorough study of
Mr. Bannister's dictum of the best
radio listening in Detroit, at home
possible programs despite lack of and away from home, which findnetwork connections, films, adverings were used as a basis for overtisers and viewers, he felt that
hauling and modernizing the staradio was all washed up, he retion's
nister said.program practices, Mr. Banported. But a couple of years later,
when TV was entering more and
Program ratings proved worse
more homes and turning listeners
into viewers, he realized that he than useless, he asserted, reprimanding timebuyers
for of
"keeping
had been wrong and that radio was
radio enslaved
to a bunch
phony
here to stay.
figures which do not mean nor
could not mean what they purport
Holds to Viewpoint
That is still his conviction, he to" and are "ridiculous to the point
stated, despite aggregate billings of
of absurdity."
nearly $700,000 a month in recent
Promotion of radio's values, both
alone and in cooperation with other
months by the three Detroit TV
Detroit broadcasters, was the next
stations, more than the city's three
top radio stations ever billed, and
step, he reported. The widely-used
slogan, "Wherever You Go, There's
a 20% drop in WWJ's 1951 radio
revenue as compared to 1950.
Radio," is a Detroit product, he
That's a good figure, he said, reminded his audience.
noting that earlier months of the
Warning other broadcasters
year had run as much as 40% be- neither to soothe themselves with
hind the same months of the year
the false belief that times have
before.
not changed nor to allow advertisers to convince them that radio
When WWJ decided to fight back
against TV, Mr. Bannister said, it is through, Mr. Bannister urged
broke a 30-year precedent by cut- them to face today's conditions
realistically and to find facts to
ting its nighttime rate 20%. This
show the advertisers who profited
won him the reputation of a Judas
with his fellow broadcasters, he from radio in the past that they
stated, but it also kept a lot of may need its help in the future
business on the station which oth- more than they realize. Following
erwise would have been lost. He
his advice may be difficult or painful, he cautioned, but it will pay
pointed out parenthetically that
off as it has for WWJ, whose DeDetroit radio rates — $1,000 a nightcember and January billings are up
time hour for WJR, $800 for WWJ
from earlier months, with old ac— were exceptions to the general
counts renewing and new business
rule of underpricing radio, noting
coming on the station.
that NBC had sold WWJ at $500

Rambeauzationorganifor more
than 11 years. In
addition to being
in charge of the
New York office,
Mr. Wilson
he had been executive vice president of the firm
since January 1946. He formerly
was assistant manager of the classified advertising department of
the Washiyigton (D. C.) Post and
had served in a similar capacity
with the Los Angeles Times.
His career also includes service
as personnel manager and classified advertising manager of Editor
& Publisher; president and generalchangemanager
of Fernald's
ExInc., a national
newspaper
employment agency; and general
manager of the New York Advance,
weekly newspaper.
During World War II, Mr.
Wilson served three years as a
Navy communications officer in the
North Atlantic and South Pacific.
He is a lieutenant commander in
the reserve. He is a native of
Portland, Ore.
RAMBEAU

CHANGE

Wethington, Rich Named
JAMES A. WETHINGTON, associated with William G. Rambeau
Co., station representative firm,
for the past year, has been named
vice
day. president of the organization,
Mr. Rambeau announced Wednes
Appointment is in keeping with
current expansion plans of the
company, which include the addi
tion of William H. Rich to its
sales staff and relocation of the
New York office in larger quarters
at 347 Madison Ave.
Prior to his association with the
Rambeau offices, Mr. Wethington
was active in the sales end of radio for various stations throughout the South and East. His business career was interrupted for
several years' military service during the Second World War.
Mr. Rich previously was with
Muzak and the 0. L. Taylor station representative company prior
to his joining the Rambeau organization.

WCFL to Radio Reps.
WCFL, 50 kw Chicago independent,
has named Radio Representatives
as its national representative effective Feb. 1. Arthur F. Harre is
manager of WCFL, the Chicago
Federation of Labor station.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

The a+tl+udes of Presidential candidates toward
radio and television are of dollars-and-cents importance tobroadcasters, for they, unlike most
other businessmen, are regulated by a Presidentially appointed federal commission which
can grant or take away their properties. Here's
a reassuring analysis of one candidate's views as
related by his war-time ai de. In a BROADCASTING • TELECASTING exclusive, Harry C.
Butcher says . . .

BROADCASTERS

By HARRY
Broadcasting • Telecasting has
asked for my interpretation of
Gen. Eisenhower's attitude on radio and television. There are many
correspondents, particularly those
who covered the war in Europe,
who could write more dispassionately than I on this subject, but
perhaps they will be heard from
later.
Gen. Ike believes in free speech
and a free press, which to him
mean freedom of expression on radio and television, within, of course,
the normally self-imposed restrictions of good taste and fairness.
If broadcasters or television li-

COULD

C. BUTCHER
censees have the slightest notion
that the general would favor any
such thing as government ownership, or bureaucratic operation on
the domestic airwaves, let them
immediately forget this worry.
He is a crusading believer in private enterprise. For instance, it
would be contrary to his belief in
free expression and his preference
for self discipline by the industry
itself ever to favor such a thing
as the Benton bill. Correspondents
who would affirm the above assertions are, to name only a few: Ed
Murrow, Hal Boyle, Ken Crawford,
Merrill Mueller, Wes Gallagher, Ed

A veteran broadcaster, Mr. Butcher managed the CBS Washington office
from 1930 to mid-19A2, the last six years as a vice president. Naval aide
to Gen. Eisenhower during World War II, he later wrote the best-selling
My Three Years with Eisenhower. Since 19i6 he has been oivnerpresident of KIST Santa Barbara, Calif, hi this picture the wartime
Capt. Butcher is shown with his famous boss.
BROADCASTING
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Beatty, Virgil Pinkley, Hugh Baillie, Drew Middleton, Larry Rue,
Raymond Daniell, Quent Reynolds,
John Charles Daly, Duke Shoop,
and even Ed Kennedy, whose bootlegged scoop on the end of the
war in Europe caused great consternation. But concerning Mr.
Kennedy's highly controversial
breach, Gen. Ike eventually made
public a letter letting by-gones be
by-gones.
Gen. Eisenhower basically believes that "public opinion wins
wars" and that only by the best
possible link of intelligence between
the battle and home front can war
be successfully conducted. His attitude toward the correspondents
and their work during the war can
best be told quickly by a couple of
illustrations.
One occurred in the summer of
1942 soon after Gen. Eisenhower
had arrived in London as theatre
commander. He held a news conference at the Dorchester Hotel attended by perhaps 100 correspondents, primarily American and
British. Someone raised the question about an old censorship rule
in the European Theatre of Operations which prohibited transmission
of stories of conflict between Negro and white American troops in
the United Kingdom. There was
some discussion among the correspondents, some feeling that in the
public interest such censorship
should be continued to avoid racial
trouble in the USA and others arguing that the stories should be
told. Gen. Ike's almost immediate
response was startling, even to me.
He turned to the censor and said:
"Take off the censorship."
Then he went on to explain that
the effect of withholding news of
any conflict between the races in
the United Kingdom would simply
build up into an avalanche which

one day would break in the American press and radio, startling, if not
shocking the public. He favored
letting the American public and
the world currently know of the
problems on the principle that only
by . knowledge of the difficulties
could there be intelligent appraisal
at home. The result was that numerous stories appeared in the
American press about these relatively minor conflicts, but once the
public had at least an inkling of
understanding, the job of the commander in dealing with those problems actually was simplified.
Trusted Reporters
An instance of Gen. Ike's trust
of radio and press correspondents
occurred in Algiers in 1943 just
prior to the amphibious operations
in Sicily. All of the correspondents
knew that something important was
about to happen. Preparations for
the invasion naturally could not be
kept from eyes and ears of trained
reporters free to roam wherever
they pleased. At a news conference
about two weeks before the invasion, Gen. Ike dumbfounded his general staff, particularly the censors,
by announcing to the correspondents exactly where the invasion
forces were going, and the approxiinate date. Now the scribes were
dumbfounded and aghast. He told
them it was a secret he was sharing with them and since he regarded them as quasi-staff officers, he
would trust them to keep the secret.
They shook in their boots for fear
they or their compatriots might inadvertently leak. But no leaks occurred.
This was exactly what Gen.
Ike expected. What he was attempting to do, and succeeded in
accomplishing, was to put a voluntary stop on stories speculating on
the next operation of Allied troops
(Continued on page 88)
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S 2444
FCC
MONEY
FCC MAY obtain the battling attributes of Sen. Ed C. Johnson (DCol.) on Capitol Hill in the Commission's quest for more money to
handle an expected onslaught of
TV station applicants this year.
This was revealed by the Senator to Broadcasting • Telecasting last Wednesday. He is chairman of the Senate Interstate &
Foreign Commerce Committee,
which has jurisdiction over the
AFM SHADOW
Falis on Spot Announcements
COMMERCIAL spot announcements recorded by members of
American Federation of Musicians
were being questioned again last
week by President James C. Petrillo in an effort to protect the local
musician from unemployment resulting when commercials are used
by national advertisers on network
radio and TV stations.
Although- national radio and television agreements now in effect
run until Jan. 31, 1954, it was understood that the AFL union president felt loopholes in current contracts may allow for reconsideration of transcribed commercials.
Union problem, spokesman said, is
how to get fui'ther work for the
unemployed musicians in a small
town, rather than to protect musicians who, as network employes,
already get the primary benefits of
union contracts. Mr. Petrillo admits that it's a terrific problem,
saying that in his 35 years in labor
negotiations, he had never undertaken a more difficult task than establishing equitable radio-TV contracts, authorities said.
Protecting Musicians
Protecting musicians from the
threats of recordings, which can
be reused infinitely although only
one performance fee has been paid,
has been a primary interest of Mr.
Petrillo since he became AFM president in 1940. Previously, union
fire has been aimed at transcriptions in general, a battle that was
renewed with the advent of television. Now, it is set for transcribed
commercials only, in what is assumed to be an opening wedge for
questioning complete transcribed
programming arrangements.
No definite union action has been
scheduled to date, although there
is no secret about the AFM interest in starting as soon as a firm
basis for complaint is worked out.
It had been suggested at one time
that recorded commercials for use
on local stations be made with musicians from the same community,
for return to program's point of
origin and subsequent blending
with live program on the air. Current TV contract protects musicians in similar manner: when two
or more sponsors book a video production which is not designated as
a segment-show, musicians receive
a single rate, plus $5 per half hour
per man for their dual-service.
Page 26
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Sen.

Johnson

Commission, and he is fourth-ranking majority member of the Senate
Finance Committee.
In a nutshell. Sen. Johnson's
plans are as follows:
O He wants FCC to get more
funds to do a "bigger job" and he
expects to watch the progress on
Capitol Hill of FCC's appropriations request.
9 He's asking for a statement
from FCC giving an exact breakdown of what it expects to do with
the additional monies requested of
Congress for the period July 1,
1952, to June 30, 1953.
^ If the Senator is satisfied
with FCC's position, he plans to
give the Commission an "assist."
That could materialize in his testifying before the Senate Appropriations Committee when FCC's
budget request comes up for hearing, he said.
^ Big interest of Sen. Johnson
is that "FCC get some more examiners" to handle the anticipated
application rush when the TV
"freeze" thaws early this year. "I
get frightened when people say
seven years or longer" in speculating on amount of time applications
will be processed, Sen. Johnson
noted.
% If he finds himself in sympathy with FCC's brief as presented
to him piivately and then to Con-

May

Fight

for ItSENATE
commences
Interstate Wednesday
& Foreign
Commerce Committee staff was
gress, the Senator will be willing
to wage a fight on the Senate floor feverishly active last week working up a pre-hearing list of witwhen FCC's appropriations come
nesses who wish to testify in opup for debate and a vote.
position to the Johnson-Case bill
Should Sen. Johnson throw his
14].
(S 2444) to prohibit liquor adverhat into the FCC budgetary probtising on the airwaves [B*T, 21,
lem-ring, which comes at a time
when Congress is concerned with
high government spending on both
At the same time, the "drys"
non-defense and military items, the were lining up their witnesses.
Hearing begins this Wednesday at
Commission will have an influential
10 a.m. before the full committee,
Senate leader at its side.
Sen. Johnson indicated that the of which Sen. , Ed C. Johnson (DCol.) is chairman, in the Caucus
requested statement from the Commission probably would follow the Room of the Senate OflSce Bldg.
Sens. Johnson and Francis Case
pattern of the usual FCC testimony
(R-S. D.) are co-sponsors.
presented to the appropriations
committees in the Senate and the
Spokesmen for the distilling inHouse. This testimony is given in
dustry are certain to appear, while
beer and wine officials have been
executive (closed) session.
However, usual procedure is for undecided. NARTB will oppose the
the committees to release the testi- legislation on the principle of "dismony after it has been delivered
crimination," which the association
and the committees' decisions are feels is implied in the bill because
it is directed against radio and
well
mated.on the way to being consumtelevision only and not all advertising media.
Becker to CIA
APPOINTMENT of Loftus E.
Joins Cohn & Marks
Becker, a partner in the law firm
CHESTER C. SHORE has joined
of Cahill, Gordon, Zachry & Reinthe Washington radio law firm of
del, as deputy director of the CenCohn & Marks. Mr. Shore is a 1951
tral Intelligence Agency was announced by the White House last graduate of Harvard Law School
Monday. Mr. Becker will be deputy
and got his BA from Rutgers U.
to Gen. Walter Bedell Smith, CIA
in 1948. During World War II he
director. He has been on duty served in the Navy. He is a memwith CIA since last April.
ber of the District of Columbia bar.
FCC

PRESIDENT TRUMAN last MonPRESIDENT'S
day asked Congress for $8,075,000
to run FCC's operations in fiscal
1953. Of this amount, FCC would
use $1,131,339 for broadcast activities alone, $202,303 more than
in fiscal 1952.
The overall sum is $1,958,350
more than FCC received from the
same economy-minded Congress for
fiscal 1952. In percentage points,
the figure means the President
wants about a 24% increase in
FCC's budget.
Against this background, it was
learned that Sen. Ed C. Johnson
(D-Col.) may swing his influence
behind the FCC in obtaining additional funds (see separate story).
Enlarge Monitoring Service
As previewed by Broadcasting
• Telecasting a fortnight ago
[B«T, Jan. 14], the FCC would
use the additional funds to enlarge
its field monitoring service and to
handle the expected TV application avalanche beginning early
this year.
State Dept.'s Voice of America
stands to gain more money, too.
That request is detailed further
in this summary.
According to the President's report, the nearly $2 million increase
for FCC "is mainly the result of
(1) the defense-related needs for
a strengthened radio-monitoring
and direction-finding program, in-

HEARING

Gets

24%

Boost

BUDGET
cluding control of electromagnetic
radiation; and (2) substantially
increased workloads anticipated
upon lifting of the television freeze

shears on domestic spending this
year, the result would be approxi- ,
inately a total $7,227,125 or $847,- .,
875 off the total.

early
1952." increase in workThe inexpected
load
in the activities
budget's
breakdownshowsofupbroadcast
for the fiscal years 1950, 1951, 1952
(estimated)
and 1953 (also estimated.)
That breakdown is as follows:
1950 1951 1952 1953
actual actual est. est.
Stations regulated
as of June 30
of each year 3,144 3,153 3,394 3,794
Applications disposed of for new stations
or major changes of facilities:
AM
651
466 336 335
FM
199
172 135 150
TV
38
26 81_ 504
TOTAL
888
664 552 989
Requested is an estimated 1,336
total number of FCC employes for
fiscal 1953 as compared to 1,156
estimated for fiscal 1952 — an increase of 180 employes. Number
of "permanent positions" would go
up 205, from 1,205 to 1,410.
Last year, the Chief Executive
asked the 82d Congress, which is
now in its second session, to vote
$6,850,000 to the FCC for fiscal
1952— July 1, 1951, to June 30,
1952. Answer from Congress last
summer was $6,116,650, a slice of
$733,350 below the mark.
Should Congress, which by early
signs seems destined to apply cuts
in order to whittle the overall
budget, use the same percentage

These figures
are obtained
by
arriving
at a similar
percentage
cut applied by the Congress last
year. It can be pointed out also
that the proportionate slice from
FCC's budget has been heavier
each fiscal year since 1949. Thus,
if Congress follows its pattern of
the past, the cut could be even proportionately greater.
According to the sampling of
opinion that has appeared in the
radio and in the press. Congress
is "agin' " a fat budget that would
require big deficit spending or increased taxes. Mr. Truman's budget request is for $85,444,000,000,
breaking all peacetime records in
the size of the prospective deficit
as
well as in expenditures and
receipts.

'■;
^

*
,

i

Current Fiscal Year
For the current fiscal year, 1952,
the budget put expenditures at i
$70,881,000,000 and receipts at ;
$62,680,000,000 for a prospective
1953
of overbudget
$8 billion.
The deficit
President's
asked $3,- '
627,035 for FCC's field engineering
and monitoring, an increase of $1,142,041; $1,131,339 for broadcast
activities, a hike of $202,303; $1,362,589 for executive, staff and
(Continued on page 88)
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ADV,
ES to announce
current media
I GRANT
Adv.,
Chicago,FO
has RC
re- pected
ED
an
appreciation
of
military's
ARM
dilemma has been the
promised
top
i ceived a green light on media allo- allocations.
I cations planning for U. S. Army
Procurement authorities apparpriority
by the Defense
Ad
Hoc
Committee,
headed Dept.'s
by Fred
ently have revised downward
and Air Force recruiting camKorth.
earlier tentative estimates which
I paigns after March 1, it was
i learned last week.
earmarked about 30 — or roughly
The postponement of the meeting
with industry executives is not a
Pentagon authorities have in- $165,000 — out of the unexpended
$550,000 for a concerted radio spot cause for concern, it was explained.
structed the agency to proceed
campaign. Latest best guess is Military Personnel Procurement
with plans for use of frozen 1951that broadcasting will derive be- authorities hope to obtain routine
52 funds on the premise that Contween 20% and 30% — or somewhat
gress will relax its controversial
approval of the $550,000 allocation
over $100,000.
ban on paid monies for recruiting.
from the public information divisions of the Defense Dept., Army
This revelation came to light
It was explained that the 30%
after a proposed meeting between
and
Air
Force, as well as the Adrepresents radio's traditional cut
military officials and representaeach fiscal year, but that the curjutant
General's office and Mr.
tives of NARTB and BAB failed
rent drive is short-term campaign.
Korth's Ad Hoc Committee.
Additionally, it was pointed out,
New date for the conference will
to be held last Monday as scheduled.
some $150,000 already had been
have a bearing on the representaThe snag developed partly when
spent on netvrork programs since
tion of NARTB and BAB. If posdiscontinued because of disfavor on
the Pentagon failed to receive
sible, BAB President William B.
clearance from certain military
Capitol Hill.
Ryan will represent that organization. In the event he is unable to
Aimed at Selected Audiences
quarters on Grant's allocations
program for use of $550,000 left
attend, John Hardesty, BAB direcThe consensus now is that Conover from 1950-51 expenditures
tor of local promotion may be desgress will thaw its freeze on the
[B*T, Jan. 21]. This factor, plus $3.1 million
ignated. The name and title of
tabbed for reciaiiting
the absence from Washington of
William Treynor, NARTB assistactivities in 1951-52 funds, with
top Military Personnel Procureant stations relations director,
ment Service officers, led to the $2.1 million of that sum set aside
were inaccurately mentioned for
for
national
advertising.
postponement, it was understood.
Mr. Hardesty's in the Jan. 21 issue
Along with that consensus, howof Broadcasting • Telecasting.
Conference Due Later
ever, is the conviction of military
Slated to represent NARTB are
procurement authorities that heavy
The conference will be re-schedPresident Harold Fellows, Public
commitments for network prouled momentarily, however, and
Affairs Director Robert K. Richgrams (such as the discontinued
broadcast industry representives
ards, and Government Relations
Frankie Laine, Bill Stern and footwill be apprised of media plans for
Director Ralph Hardy.
ball
series)
are
a
thing
of
the
past.
the current "interim" period endThe accent in future planning is on
ing March 1. After the meeting,
directional media programs aimed
the Adjutant General's office is exat selective audiences — prospective
aviation cadets, nurses, WACS
Signs Bendix,
WILLIAM
BENDIXO'Keefe
and Walter
and specialists.
O'Keefe signed exclusive long-term
In that light, spot radio and in- radio-television contracts this past
BABCOCK
NAMED
dependent stations are likely to week with NBC on a guarantee arIs WGBS Mng. Director
emerge as primary recipients of
rangement. Contract also is beingthe Army and Air Force recruiting
worked out by Cass Daly and CBS
MILLER N. (SLIM) BABCOCK,
melon,
a
highly
placed
Pentagon
which
would
put the comedienne
sales manager of Fort Industry
officer told BROADCASTING • Teleunder
exclusive
combination conCo.'s WGBS Miami, has been apcasting last week.
tract. NBC had previously negopointed managing director of the
tiated but arrangements then fell
The immediate problem of directstation, Stanton P. Kettler, souththrough.
ern district vice
ing Congressional opinion toward
president of Fort
Industry, announced last
week.
Mr. B a b c 0 c k
NETWORK
GROSS
succeeds Mr. Kettler, who was
COMBINED gross time sales of in 1951 compared to 1950; CBS
managing director before his ABC, CBS, MBS and NBC for 1951 gross was off 2.8% and NBC gross
promotion to totaled $174,718,594, according to down 11.5%.
southern district
Publishers Information Bureau.
ABC and CBS radio time sales
Mr. Babcock
vice president.
Total is 4.8% below the $183,- were well in excess of the time
The appointment is one of a series
519,037 gross network time sales sales of their television netwoi-ks
(See PIB TV data on page 67),
for 1950.
being made in a planned general
reorganization of Fort Industry
Individually, MBS was the only but NBC gross figures for 1951
one of the four networks to show
show its TV time sales roughly
Co. operations [B«T, Jan. 21].
Mr. Babcock has been with the more business in 1951 than in 10% ahead of its radio volume —
WGBS sales department since 1943
1950— $17,900,958 last year to $16,- $59,171,452 for NBC-TV to $54,and has been sales manager since
091,977 the year before, an in- 324,017 for NBC radio. Overall,
TV network time sales nearly
crease of 11.2%. ABC gross reve1945. He recently was re-elected
tripled in 1951 over 1950, showing
nue from time sales was down 4.4%
president of the Miami Quarterbacks Club and is a past president
NETWORK RADIO
of the Miami Shores Optimist Club.
He is a native of South Dakota and
Jan. -Dec.
December
December
Jan. -Dec.
1950
has been in radio and newspaper
1951
1951
1950
work since 1928, having been asABC
sociated with WIOD Miami and
3,300,219 $ 2,898,508 $ 33,708,846 $ 35,270,845
CBS
70,744,669
5,278,508
68,784,773
WFTL Fort Lauderdale, the New
6,544,490
MBS
17,900,958
1,312,393
Jersey Frei Zeitung, the Newark
16,091,977
1,697,014
4,343,307
61,411,546
54,324,017
Ledger, the Maplewood, N. J., NBC
5,077,740
News, the Millburn, N. J., Item
TOTAL
and the Miami Herald.
$14,619,048
$15,833,131
$174,718,594 $183,519,037
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'Most Charming' Women
MRS.
HAZEL MARKEL,
women's news commentator
for MBS and WWDC-AMFM Washington, has
been chosen
charmi
n g
the "most
woman in
radio," and,
for the utivesecyear,
ond consecMrs. Markel

son, video
Faye Emerstar, was
named the most charming
woman in television. Selections were made through a
stitute.
poll conducted by Charm InFTC ON
initial Decision Issued
INITIAL decision which would
prohibit certain broadcast and
printed advertising claims by
Rhodes Pharmacal Co., makers of
the medicinal preparation Imdrin,
was handed down by a Federal
Tradeiner last
Commission
hearing examFriday.
Imdrin will afford only temporary and partial relief in certain
cases but is not a cure or effective
treatment for any arthritic or
rheumatic condition. Hearing Examiner Abner Lipscomb ruled.
The decision represented another
step in a case on which the U. S.
District Court in Chicago ruled
last September. It granted a preliminary injunction restraining the
Rhodes Co. from disseminating allegedly false advertisements. Injunction remains in effect until disposition of FTC'sbecomes
complaint.
The
initial decision
effective
unless
30 days.appealed or reviewed within

Down

4.8%

in 1951

an increase of 188.5% in contrast
to network radio's decline of 4.8%.
Dollarwise, network radio still is
ahead, however, with $175 million
against $128 million for network
TV for the year.
For the month of December, the
four radio networks' total time
sales were down 7.7% from the
total for the same month of 1950.
Individually, ABC showed a gain
of 13.9% and Mutual an increase
of 29.3%, while CBS and NBC
showed losses of 19.4%- and 14.5%
respectively.
One reason for the CBS and
NBC declines contrasted %\-ith gains
for ABC and MBS is that last July
CBS and NBC instituted 10% cuts
in gross rates, which are reflected
in the PIB figures. ABC and MBS
achieved similar effects through
increased discounts, leaving the
base rate alone and so not reflected
in the PIB figures.
January 28, 1952
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RATE

CHANGE

FIRST GUN in a campaign to fix
advertising rate change dates at
two per year was fired by Frederic
R. Gamble, president of the American Assn. of Advertising Agencies
before the Newspaper AdvertisingExecutives Assn. at its annual
convention in Chicago last week.
Whether other media will be
asked to follow the same formula
was not revealed by the AAAA
president.
The convention also heard recommendations that newspapers use
television's "weaknesses" to regain
lineage lost to the broadcast medium, and that newspaper sales associations organize a united front
to combat all media.
The three-day meeting, which
started Monday at the Edgewater
Beach Hotel, attracted a record
registration of 600.
Mr. Gamble suggested that .Jan.
1 and July 1 be set for rate changes,
with at least 90 days notice in advance. He made the recommendation as spokesman for the AAAA
Committee on Newspapers.
"The AAAA still regards twelve
months' protection as necessary for
sound annual planning," he said,
"but current conditions require us
to lower our sights.
"In the year just ended, 1951, we
have seen advertising pass the six
and one-half billion dollar figure.
Very likely a nine billion dollar
total is coming soon," he predicted.
The historic 3% ratio of advertising to gross national product in
peace-time years was pointed out
by Mr. Gamble, who said that it

DATES

Gamble

may be a conservative figure, since
S% of the current gross national
product would even now be more
than $9 billion.
Urging the 2% cash discount, he
said that 95% of daily and Sunday
newspapers now allow the discount
along with strong majorities of
other media.
The meeting ended with a report
of the plans board, headed by
Thomas J. Cochrane, advertising
director of the New York Neivs.
The board cited as television's
"weaknesses" high costs, limited
coverage and "in some cases, the
questionable
eff'ectiveness"
of the
medium commercially.
It charged
TV with "failing to improve some
sales pictures, especially for gasoline companies."
Admits Heavy Losses
Admitting heavy lineage losses
last year, the plans group said television's growth in 1951 was "spectacular." In 1952, however, it believes television's gains will be
merely "substantial."
Retiring President Louis E. Heindel, advertising director of Madison, Wis., Newspapers, suggested
a pool of all newspaper advertising
groups in a joint efi'ort to launch
a "strong newspaper selling front."
Conceding loss of revenue to magazines for "the first time in many
years," he said "TV advertisingrevenues are still skyrocketing, and
radio is making a very hard and
somewhat successful fight to recoup
its"Which
losses." way the battle goes in
Bust Unveiling Climaxes

Six Days of Ceremonies
UNVEILING of a bust of Guglielmo Marconi, radio pioneer, in the
studios of pioneer KDKA Pittsburgh completed a six-day round of ceremonies honoring the famed scientist. Maria Christina Marconi, widow
of the inventor, unveiled the bust Tuesday afternoon.
The tribute was a gift of the
*—
Marconi Memorial Committee of
Lawrence
J. Purpura, chairman of
outstanding Italian professional,
the memorial committee, made the
educational and civic leaders. The
formal presentation. Joseph E.
widow and her daughter, Maria
Elettra, came from Italy for the Baudino, former KDKA chief engineer and manager and now vice
unveiling and attended a banquet
that followed, all in honor of the president of Westinghouse Radio
Stations Inc., delivered the accept50th anniversary of Marconi's first
ance address and was host at an
wireless message. Sculptor was
earlier luncheon at Duquesne Club.
Frank Vittor, of Pittsburgh.
Ceremonies were broadcast
Mr. Purpura welcomed guests at
the banquet and Mr. Margiotti inaround the world, with an NBC-TV
troduced Dr. Sergio de Benedetti,
crew also recording proceedings.
Marchesa Marconi described the Carnegie Tech nuclear physicist.
The Tech laboratory and atom
first message this way: "He (Marconi) pressed a button on his smasher are built on the site of a
former KDKA antenna, at Saxonyacht Elettra in the Bay at Genoa,
burg, Pa. Other banquet speakers
Italy, and Sydney, Australia, thouwere Italian Vice-Consul Mario
sands of miles away became bathed
in light. It all started as just an- Tedeschi and Mr. Baudino.
Marchesa and Marchesina Marother of his experiments."
coni said Capt. Kurt Carlsen, hero
Messages were read from Wayne
Coy, FCC Chairman, the Italian
of the Flying Evterprise, told them
Minister of Communications and he owed his life to the inventor of
other communications leaders.
wireless. The two were brought
Former Attorney General Charles
to Pittsburgh in a private railJ. Margiotti, of Pennsylvania,
road car and were feted by Pittsburgh civic groups.
presided at the ceremony. Attorney
Page 28
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Speaks

at NAEA

1952, 1953 and the years beyond
depends on our ability and determination to launch a united and
strong
newspaperNAEA
selling
He
recommended
workfront."
with
the American Assn. of Newspaper
Representatives, the National
Ne-wspaper Promotion Assn. and
the Assn. of Newspaper Classified
Advertising Managers under the
overall direction of the Bureau of
Advertising of the American Newspaper Publishers Assn.
Corollary recommendations were
"that we provide through our combined eff'orts a hard-hitting promotional campaign in the interests of
newspaper advertising and coordinate our efforts to produce a continuing flow of modern newspaper
selling tolls." His suggestions have
been approved and endorsed unanimously by NAEA directors.
Citing the newspaper industry's
"effort to portray their importance
as a great sales force as lacking
in conviction for many years," the
NAEA president suggested that his
audience "compare and evaluate
the printed promotional advertising
of radio and television with that of
newspapers, and then draw your
ownMr.conclusions."
Heindel's successor as
NAEA president is Herbert G. Wyman, advertising director of The
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette and former NAEA first vice president.
Wallace to Crossley
DAVID WALLACE, recently consultant to the National Production Authority in Washington and
previously manager of market research for Ford International, has
been elected vice president of
Crossley Inc., marketing and public
opinion analysts.

TRAVIS, HANSEN
Given ABC Promotions
APPOINTMENTS of C. Merwin
Travis as sales promotion manager for the ABC Western Div.,
and of John Hansen, who now
holds that post, to be sales representative of ABC-owned KECA
Los Angeles, were announced last
Thursday by William Phillipson,
ABC Western Div. director. The
appointments are effective Feb. 1.
Mr. Travis has had many years'
background in public relations and
sales promotion. He is currently
on the staff of the Howard G.
Mayer and Dale O'Brien ofiice in
Hollywood and is director of publicity for the Desert Inn, Las
Vegas, Nev. Until 1942 he was
vice president and general manager
of Pathe Labs of New Jersey which
earlier had acquired a film laboratory he had developed.
Mr. Hansen has been with ABC
since 1947. He served first as research manager for the promotion
department, advancing to sales
promotion manager in 1950. Before joining ABC he served five
years in the Army as an infantry
captain in the South Pacific.
K-F Buys Segment
KAISER-FRAZER Sales Corp.,
Willow Run, Mich., will sponsor
the last half -hour of Your Show
of Shoivs on NBC-TV, starting
Feb. 16, on alternate weeks, replacing Eversharp which leaves the
show at that time. William H.
Weintraub, New York, is agency
for Kaiser-Frazer.
DC&S Named
STANDARD Milling Co., Chicago,
names Doherty, Clifford & Shenfield, New York, to handle advertising for fiours and for various prepared mixes, effective March 1.

AT UNVEILING of bust of Guglielmo Marconi, radio pioneer, in studios
of KDKA Pittsburgh were (I to r): Joseph E. Baudino, Westinghouse Radio
Stations Inc. vice president; Lawrence Purpura, chairman of memorial committee; Marchesina Elettra Marconi and Marchesa Maria Marconi; Charles J.
^ Margiotti, former Pennsylvania attorney general; Stephen Orlando,
committee treasurer; Dominic Navarro, co-chairman.
^
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Merger
TALENT

[advent of television has made
»a five-branch merger of Associated
'Actors & Artistes of America "an
^absolute
.president necessity,"
of AmericanGeorgie
Guild ofPrice,
Variety Artists, said last Tuesday
after representatives of the unions
land labor relations experts from
two universities held their first
[meeting to study merger possibiliIties.
Although television is the factor
[that has prompted consideration
af the merger, radio, too, would be
affected if merger occurred, since
the amalgamated talent union
would deal with all entertainment
media.
Meeting was the first step to create a one-card entertainment union
since the Television Authority
convention, held in December to
2hart the future of the video group,
adopted a proposal for organizational overhaul.
The unions suggested at that
time inviting an impartial authority to study the problem and obtained services of M. P. Catherwood, dean of New York State
Institute for Industrial and Labor
Eelations at Cornell, and Edgar L.
Warren, director of the Institute
of Industrial Relations at the U. of
California at Los Angeles, to direct
the work [B»T, Dec. 17, 1951].
The two men will be assisted by
L. P. Adams, Cornell Research director, and Michael KomarofF,
UCLA, with the institutions contributing their offices as a public
service. Financing, amounting to
primarily travel expenses, will be
handled by the participating unions.
University officials said results
could not be anticipated until the
survey is completed, since they are
approaching the matter from a
purely investigative, scientific point
of view. Their recommendatiojis,
JOINS BANNAN
I Wheeler Leaves WCOP Post
I^HARRY WHEELER, former sales
manager of WCOP-AM-FM, Cowles
Istations in Boston, joined the stat^tion representation firm of Bertha
j
Bannan in Boston
last Monday. He
had resigned
from WCOP the
preceding Friday.
Mr. Wheeler
has been engaged
in radio sales for
the past nine
years, six of them
as sales manager
for the Boston
Mr. Wheeler
Cowles stations.
Before World War II he was an
attorney in Boston. He has been
active in trade and professional
associations there.
Miss Bannan, with offices at 80
Boylston St., has been in the advertising field for 20 years, with
the last 14 spent as a station representative. She is said to be the
first woman representative of stations in the country.
BROADCASTING

Study

Underway

UNIONS
due for consideration by AAAA
members before July 1, will depend
on their findings. Dean Catherwood
explained, and it is "conceivable"
that the study may indicate a fivebranch merger is not desirable.
"Extensive questionnaires," Mr.
Komaroff said, have already been
submitted to and filled out by officials of the unions involved:
AGVA, American Guild of Musical
Artists, American Federation of
Radio Artists, Chorus Equity and
Actors Equity. Screen Actors
Guild and Screen Extras Guild are
not included in present discussions,
although it is planned to "leave the
door open" for them to join whatever merger may result.
Will Interview
In addition to questioning union
officials for their recommendations,
the study will include widespread
interviewing of individuals
throughout the field and establishment of regional conferences on the
member-performer level for discussion and evaluation of the question. Survey staff members are
also expected to attend regular
meetings of AAAA member unions
to weigh merger attitudes.
Major research effort of the
survey, however, will be an exact
census of workers in various entertainment fields, with particular
attention given to multi-memberships required of a single perform-

er and "overlaps" of union spheres.
Vinton Hayworth, vice president
of AFRA — whose invitation to
TVA for a duo-juncture was trigger cause for action on total-merger—
that "the business
chaotic
state explained
of the television
leaves the performer in limbo.
The lines of unions cross too many
members." As an actor fulfilling
usual assignments, Mr. Hayworth
identified himself as a card-holder
in three different entertainment
unions, with memberships held by
his wife and son, also professionals, bringing the family total to 10.
Because of such overlaps, AFRA
has been "unalterably in favor" of
merger since 1937, he pointed out.
Attributing the confusion to the
unions' informal growth into formal units, Mr. Price explained that
since the advent of television, TVA
has become
big new plumb"
among
labor "the
groups.
"It is absolutely necessary" for
concrete merger steps to be taken
now in order to avoid further intralabor politics and to provide the
unified organization that performers want, he said.
If no action has been taken toward total merger by the July
1 deadline — providing AFRA is
not the only objector to proposals
—at least TVA and AFRA will
unite into an all-broadcasting organization, since performers in
both radio and television are hired

by essentially the same netv/ork
and agency employers. It was emphasized that such merger would
not preclude later joining with interested unions.
Alluding to the "slight recalcitrance" of other AAAA members
toward the AFR-TVA merger,
Lawrence Tibbett, AGMA president and AFRA member, said that
the radio group proposed the uniting "not in bad faith" and was
entering discussions for total unifi(Continued on page 88)
EDWARDS

Union Protests to FCC
DROPPING of Commentator
Frank Edwards' nightly MBS
newscasts by WRR Dallas, Texas,
has prompted a local AFL union
appeal to the FCC for an investigation.
AFL Local 198 has asked the
Dallas FCC office to look into the
reason for the discontinued program, and the request was forwarded to the FCC in Washington. Mr. Edwards is sponsoi-ed nationally by the AFL. The union
asked the FCC to determine
"whether or not an injustice has
D. J.
Tucker, WRR director, said
been
perpetrated."
the program was cancelled last December in a general program realignment, and that it did not have
a high rating in listening polls.
WRR is a city-owned outlet and the
program realignment was approved
by the municipal radio commission,
Mr. Tucker said.
ALA

AUTHORS League l
of America, SC
"But the
leag-ue,
always,
will
G'
IN
ENas
RE
mmCA
combat every concerted effort,
parent organization for writers'
whether hidden or overt, to deterunions, started an active campaign
mine the employment of any writer
against "political screening" last or the presentation or publication
week when its council passed a resof his work on any basis other than
olution condemning radio and telethe merit of his writing."
vision blacklisting.
Mr. Stout's letter to FCC ChairAt the same meeting, held Jan.
man Wayne Coy recognized that
7 and reported last Wednesday, the the Commission has no power to
ALA council instructed President
control employment policies of raRex Stout to ask for an FCC heardio and television sponsors. "The
ing to discuss blacklisting of writ- practice of blacklisting has spread
ers as well as other video employes
to such an alarming extent," the
as it is allegedly practiced by ALA
president wrote, "that it has
broadcasting license holders.
gone far beyond isolated acts by
specific individuals and has asResolution on blacklisting resumed the proportions of what may
called that from the earliest days
of this nation's life, tradition has properly be characterized as an
industry policy, which involves not
given writers and writing freedom
only sponsors and producers but
from daypolitical
control,
but
that
"tonetworks and individual station lithis tradition is being eroded
censees, and thus brings the matby fear." It continued, "today any
ter clearly within the jurisdiction
American writer may be subjected
to dismissal, disgrace, and disaster
through the organized activities of of the FCC."
Denial to Writers
self-appointed monitors eager to
Issues involved, according to the
defend the nation on their own
letter, are:
"(1) Denial by the radio and telterms."
Identifying itself as "a purely
evision industries to writers, of emprofessional organization," the
ployment or presentation of their
league has never had and will
never have a political test for its works; (2) inadequate presentation
of
the
works
of writers due to the
members, the resolution said, since
it neither judges nor defends the arbitrary blacklisting of actors,
directors, scene designers, and other
individual views of its members.

• Telecasting

SHOW

Counters

personnel; (.3) denial to the public
of its constitutional right to see
and hear the works of established
writers, of high literary reputation; (4) the practice by the radio
and television industries of oi'ganized blacklisting which, if not actually illegal, is certainly wholly
at variance with the American traditions of freedom of expression
and due process, and wholly against
committee
theThe
public
interest."to represent the
league at FCC hearings would
consist of Mr. Stout, Oscar Hammerstein II, John Hersey, and Elmer Rice, who was reported last
week as negotiating to settle his
casting dispute with producers of
Celanese Theatre.
The league explained its underAmerican
Civil for
Lib-a
ertiesstanding
Unionthatwill
also apply
hearing on blacklisting, to be timed
shortly in advance of a report on
blacklisting written by ACLU
board member Merle Miller, who
is also member
president organization
of the Author'sof
Guild,
ALA. The book is to be published
in April by Doubleday & Co.,
New York, but the ACLU request
for hearings is expected when advance copies are available in early
March.
(Also see story on Loeb blacklisting
charge, page 80)
January 28, 1952
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Dissent

Indicates

View

MERGER
ATTITUDE OF FCC Comr. Robert
F. Jones towsird the merger of
ABC with United Paramount Theatres Inc. was clearly defined in the
Ohio commissioner's heavily documented dissent in the Commission's
action denying theatre - owners
Fanchon & Marco permission to
intervene in the Paramount hearings two weeks ago [B*T, Jan 21].
Comments have been received by
Comr. Jones from some lawyers
since the 20-page document was
issued. His brother commissioners
have commented on his exhaustive
research, although he was a minority of one.
Fanchon & Marco have not decided what to do next. Request for
a court injunction if the CommisPAGE HEADS DBA
TV Survey Considered
ALLAN PAGE, KSWO Lawton,
Okla., was elected president of the
Oklahoma Broadcasters Assn. at
its meeting Jan. 23 in Stillwater.
Other officers chosen were Cy Casper, WBBZ Ponca City, vice-president and Guy Farnsworth, KCRC
Enid, secretary-treasurer.
Directors appointed were out-going President L. F. (Chub) Bellatti, KSPI Stillwater; Jimmy
Barry, KMUS Muskogee; George
Collisson, KOCY Oklahoma City;
John Esau, KTUL Tulsa; Bill
Hoover, KADA Ada, and Ed Ryan, KSIW Woodward.
William B. Way, KVOO Tulsa,
reported on the Associated Tulsa
Broadcasters' "Sell Radio" campaign. The association voted to investigate the feasibility of having
a statewide survey made on the impact of TV on radio, with Mr. Bellatti designated to contact the research departments of Oklahoma
U. and Oklahoma A. & M. about
making the study.
Mr. Page was appointed chairman and Messrs Esau, Collisson
and Barry named members of a
special committee to study possible revision of association bylaws to enlarge the scope of activities in line with other state associations.
Meeting was attended by representatives of23 stations.
Gorrie Approval Pends
TWO DAYS of grilling by the Senate Armed Services Committee
early last week delayed approval
of the nomination of Jack Gorrie
as chairman of the National Security Resources Board. The committee was scheduled to vote on his
nomination last Friday. Mr. Gorrie, an ex-newspaperman, was given
an interim appointment to the
NSRB chairmanship following the
resignation of W. Stuai't Symington last fall. NSRB is charged
with security and censorship planning for the defense mobilization
program.
Page 30
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sion approves the merger was indicated as a possible move, F&M Attorney Russell Hardy said.
Gordon Brown, WSAY Rochester, who was also turned down in a
request for intervention at the
same time, re-petitioned the Commission last week to set ABC's O&O
stations for hearing at license renewal time. Mr. Brown has been
a long-time battler against what he
considers monopolistic practices of
all the networks.
Sees Intervention Right
Gist of Comr. Jones' exhaustive
treatise is that Fanchon & Marco
have every right to intervene since
they are persons "aggrieved" and
"adversely aff'ected" under the law.
He also iterated his pi'evious view,
when the Commission first denied
the petition to intervene [B»T, Dec.
10, 1951] that the St. Louis and
Hollywood theatre owners have
something definite to off'er the
Commission in its investigation of
the merger because they are experienced in dealing with UPT and
its predecessor. Paramount Pictures
Inc.
Again he avowed that the petitioners should be permitted to have
standing in the case because the
Dept. of Justice is not intervening.
Therefore, he emphatically stated,
they should have status as "private Attorney Generals."

... It is too late to cope with the i
problem [monopoly and trade restraint]
with any degree of effectiveness after
these large corporations have advanced
any
distance along the high
road substantial
to monopoly.

Some of Comr. Jones' more pertinent comments along these lines
follow:
The Commission must in the public
interest examine the proposed merger
in the instant case which, if approved,
might precipitate the premature demise
of individual AM and FM broadcasting
stations in competition with a combination of theatre ownership and ownership of radio and television facilities
as a licensee. Moreover it must be determined if there will be a tendency
by the merged company to enter into
repressive and monopolistic contracts
with present affiliates of the applicant,
American Broadcasting Co. Inc., and
future potential affiliates holding AM,
FM and television broadcasting licenses,
or any one of them in any given area.
There are other related problems
which are particularly significant here,
such as the effect of competition by
broadcasting stations, organizations or
groups for the sources and materials of
program service, including music, talent, transcriptions, films, kinescope recordings.
In making a judgment under Sec.
310(b) sioninmustthedetermine
instant case,
the Commiswhether
or not
the past conduct of the applicants in
the operation of their movie business
will, if Commission consent is given to
the merger,
substantially
lessenin competition or tend
to monopoly
any
country.
line
of commerce in any section of the

Comr. Jones continued as follows:
The undisputed allegations of fact in
the pleadings show that petitioners operate theatres in St. Louis and Los
Angeles; that as operators of theatres
in Los Angeles ^they are about to be
evicted by the applicants; that the merger, if approved, will bring to the
broadcast industry the largest aggregation of theatres and radio facilities in
history; that the applicants will operate, in addition to radio facilities, 1,000
theatres in 400 cities; that the applicants, Paramount Pictures Inc. and
United Paramount Theatres Inc., are
acting in conjunction to restrain the
petitioners in the operation of their
theatres and in their ability to obtain
films; that their business operations
have been characterized by the Supreme Court as "having a marked proclivity to unlawful conduct," and disclose "a long catalogue of unfair and
discriminatory methods of competition,
deliberately practiced, long continued,
and widespread in application" on the
part of the applicants.
to Concluding,
say:
Comr. Jones had this

Quotes Celler
In a careful study of the legislative history of the 1950 amendment to Sec. 7 of the Clayton Act,
Comr. Jones quoted these words of
Rep. Emanuel Celler (D-N.Y.) who
introduced the bill that amended
Sec. 7:

... it would seem that under such
circumstances the Commission should
exercise greater liberality, if any is
necessary, in allowing interventions of
those persons who can be of assistance
to the Commission, and particularly
those who have had prior actual experience with the parties requesting
the Commission's approval for the proposed merger.

Severance
to Ask
ontagreement
D"M
SEFreeman,
CA
showed that Paramount II
UN
Y. Frank
Paul
MOare
PARAMOUNT
sched-TPresidents
PARAhearings
agreed to reduce its right to elect
Raiboum and Austin Keough. Also
uled to resume Feb. 4, following
three out of eight directors to zero
completion last week of the first scheduled to appear is Klaus
phase which was concerned with
Landsberg, KTLA vice president
when
held lessshares.
than half of what '
is now it560,000
Paramount Pictures "control" of and general manager.
Allen
21]. B. DuMont Labs. [B*T, Jan.
Bulk of last week's testimony
Among those interested in buy- '
was by Paramount witnesses. Mr.
ing
Du- "
Meanwhile, DuMont was preparRaibourn was on the stand for two
Mont,Paramount's
Mr. Raibourn interest
said, wasin Avco
ing to petition the FCC for severdays, followed by James P. MurManufacturing
Co., which owns ■
ance from the hearings and a quick
tagh of the New York law firm of Crosley Broadcasting Corp. (WLW
decision that it is not controlled by Simpson, Thacher & Bartlett, ParaCincinnati and TV stations WLWT
mount counsel. Also on the stand
Paramount's ownership of all 560,Cincinnati,
WLWC
Columbus, '
000 shares of Class B DuMont
was DuMont attorney Edwin A. WLWD
Dayton, all Ohio). Noth- I
stock.
Falk, of the New York law firm of ing ever came of that, Mr. Rai- ;
At issue when the hearing rebourn indicated, because it would I
Gale, Bernays, Falk & Eisner.
sumes next month will be ParaOffers
Made
to
Two
have put Avco in "control" of Du->i
mount Pictures qualifications as a
Mr. Raibourn revealed that in Mont
in the
eyes and
licensee of KTLA (TV) Los AnAvco did
not Commission's
want to be stymied
in ;'
1937 when Paramount was investigeles. Also involved in the Parafurther TV station expansion (it is
mount Pictures phase of the heargating investment in a TV coman applicant for Indianapolis).
ings are (a) license renewal for
pany,
ofi'ers
were made Paramount
to FarnsIn the event the Commission ,
worth
and
DuMont.
KTLA, (b) modification of confinds
that Paramount does not conbought into DuMont, paying $56,struction permit of WBKB (TV)
trol DuMont, Paramount will prob000 for that number of Class B
Chicago and (c) transfer of control
ably file for four more TV stations,
of KTLA to new Paramount Picshares, also lending the young elecMr. Raibourn declared.
tures Corp. and of WBKB to United
tronics company $144,000. Originally, Paramount wanted to buy
In a discussion of Hollywood feaParamount Theatres Inc., theatreowner successor to Paramount Pic50% of DuMont Labs., Mr. Raitures on TV, Mr. Raibourn extures Inc. Also involved is the
bourn said.
pressed his abhorrence of current
transfer of control of WSMB New
Agreement was drawn up in TV practice of cutting 60-minute
Orleans from Paramount Pictures
April 1950 for Paramount to sell films into 15-segments. He termed^
Inc. to UPT.
its Class B shares to its own stockthe practice "mayhem and a mas- ^
holders, inexchange for Paramount
Scheduled to appear then are
sacre." What hurt him most, he ;
stock, Mr. Raibourn said, but Dr.
Paramount Pictures President Barsaid, was the knowledge that those
DuMont backed out at the last minney Balaban, Directors Edwin
pictures were made with the ut- ;
ute.
Weisl and Stanton Griffis (retiring
most care for definite audience re- action. ]
Introduced as an exhibit, the
U. S. Ambassador to Greece), Vice
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Four
Years
With
the
Right
Medium
the
at
the
company's advertising budget.
Day
o
Radi
is
FEB. 2
plant of John Knobel &
"Those who are using radio advertising will no doubt agree that
Son, farm feed manufacturer-wholesaler inFreeport,
when you buy time to advertise
111.
feed the first thing you will want
The day marks the fourth
to know is whether the station has
anniversary on the air for this
a farmer-listening audience," Mr.
thriving midwestern company
Knobel said. "A while back a
— a 38-year-old business that
Firm's Radio
Feed
farmer told us that he had been lisA Freeport
has been
moving forward
tening to our livestock report at
rapidly since it first put a market
noon. The market seemed good to
report on WFRL Freeport back in
Reaches
the Farmer
him, and by 2:.30 that afternoon he
the winter of '48.
had sold his hogs, and had a check
In those four years John Knobel
for them. We have many com& Son estimates it has sold $500,ments about our program by
000 of farm feed because of its
farmers. So we know farmers are
listening.
broadcast programs. This $500,000 in business has developed from
a time sales cost of possibly 2%
"No doubt you would also want
received an application for a job hogs, poultry and eggs augmented
that amount.
to know whether or not the station
from the young man, then waiting
by other information.
Russell J. Knobel, president and
In June 1949 John Knobel & has time available when you can
general manager, entered radio as to be discharged from the Marines.
reasonably expect that farmers
As
qualification
for
the
job,
Mr.
Son
added a five-minute morning
a sponsor about three months after
might be listening to their radios.
informational
farm
program
based
Kadarauch
submitted
the
fact
that
WFRL went on the air, buying a
Naturally, this varies with the
on AP farm news. About a dozen
he
was
married
to
Mr.
Knobel's
program of daily noon market re- niece.
seasons. But being in the feed
special
broadcasts
are
staged
durports. This series has run without
ing the year from fairs and 4H business, you are familiar with the
"Naturally he got the job," the
interruption, but has been augshows. A daily participation in a working habits of farmers. Noonpresident adds.
mented with other WFRL time.
record program started last spring, hour radio time is expensive, but
Only trouble was the somewhat
unusual monicker. At the same
running through the summer on a we think it is worth it.
test basis. A similar campaign is
time,
the
name
Kadarauch
is
unwere
s
program
"Another point that is important
the
AT first
planned this year in cooperation
usual and likely to be remembered
handled by announcers at the
is
whether or not the program that
with three hatchery-dealers.
by listeners.
neophyte station but Mr. Knobel
precedes
or follows yours has an
Not
too
long
after
the
Knobel
A majority
of traced
Knobel'sto increased
was annoyed by mispronunciation
business
can
be
the
radio
appeal
to
farmers. Our radio proof dealers' names and lack of programs started opening with vey.
gram is followed by a program of
campaign,
the
sponsor's
president
"This
is
Bob
Kadarauch
.
.
.,"
he
familiarity with the feed business.
said on the basis of a recent sur- local, national and international
happened into a shoe repair shop
The station suggested the sponsor
where
nobody
knew
him.
After
news. We have a lot of people livhave its own voice.
The record show. Juke Box
telling the repair man about his
ing in town with no interest in the
Looking around the office Mr.
Matinee,
will
provide
a
seasonal
I Knobel quickly found the man he shoe problem, he elicited this element because of the natural tie- livestock market tell us that they
turn on the radio to get the news
response, "Are you Bob Kadaneeded. Sales Manager Robert
up between purchase of chicks and
rauch?" The voice was familiar,
Kadarauch.
Back in 1946 he had
and hear our program. I think the
wide
use
of
one
special
brand
of
and the difficult name was already
reason we have had more comknown.
feed
through
the
period
of
growth
to maturity.
ment from city people than from
CONTEST WINNER
farmers about the news program
that follows our livestock market
THAT was
one convinced
of many inciTraces Much Aid t-o Radio
dents that
Mr.
spending
is
y
compan
THE
radio,
on
year
a
$4,000
around
report, is because the radio probKnobel the program was building
ably has been on all morning on
in
spent
$1,400
the
triple
nearly
BILL McHUGH, department store
a personal feeling. "We think our
manager and sales contest winner,
program became more valuable to 1948, with radio getting over half
credits radio advertising with
us when we started making it ouri much of his success. A saturation
the farm."
selves," he explained.
spot campaign was conducted by
The first WFRL program was
SPRING
PLANS
for
hatchery-dealer
coojjeration discussed by (seated,
Mr. McHugh over KUBA in nearby
built around poultry and livestock
I to r) Mr. Kadarauch and M. Knohel. Standing, Dave Taylor, WFRL
iMarysville, Calif.
market reports. The five-minute
sales manager, and Dick Carroll, account executive.
Mr. McHugh, manager of the period had two commercials which
often included names of dealers
(Federal department store in Marysville, won a year-end sales drive
selling Knobel feed. When Mr.
conducted among 18 Federal stores.
Kadarauch took over, a tape recorder was installed in the office
As winner, he is to receive trip to
Palm Springs, Calif., all expenses
and the program was fed to the
; paid.
station via telephone.
Looking to the future, Mr. Mc"Our experience has been that
Hugh said that his spot saturation
results come slowly with radio adover KUBA will continue. Federal
vertising," Mr. Knobel said. "Peradvertising is placed by Armand
haps it is not true with other lines,
S. Lever, firm advertising director.
but we were on the air several
months before we thought we were
R. M. Gisser is president-general
manager of Federal stores.
getting results.
"Most of our radio advertising
has been about the feeds we manufacture. Last year in January we
BECAUSE of "healthy expansion" of
television operations in New England
sold over 180% of the amount of
' states — both for receiver set dealers
our own feeds that we sold in
and TV stations — Tele King Corp., 1948 when we first used radio. We
New York, TV set manufacturers, will
enlarge its operations by adding dis- know that at least part of the intributors in New Hampshire, Maine
crease is due to radio advertising."
The noon Local Markets proand Vermont and expanding distribugram
continues the original for|tion in Rhode Island, Connecticut and
rnat, with Chicago grain and hog
Massachusetts, according to Harvey
L. Pokrass, president.
prices as well as local prices for
BROADCASTING
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SPORTS
LBS

Oil Firm
AN OIL COMPANY is expected
to buy the new 52-week "All-Sports
Package" anno-unced by Liberty
Broadcasting System last week
and described by LBS officials as
unprecedented in scope and completeness.
In addition, Liberty already has
sold the package's five-minute
warm-up adjacency to a home
freezer company and is scheduled
to sell the five-minute wrap-up to
a cigarette firm.
For the first time in the history
of the network, a 52-week schedule
of some 573 major sporting events,
including day and night major
league baseball, college football,
college basketball and pro football,
will be offered to national advertisers, Paul Munroe, vice president and director of national sales,
told Broadcasting • Telecasting
last week.
to The
start"All-Sports
March 8 onPackage"
more thanis due
300
Liberty stations. The package is
available to national advertisers
for one-quarter of each game, while
the remaining three-quarters of
the game will be sold by the individual affiliates to local sponsors.
The baseball season, officials
said, will feature a single game
each weekday afternoon (with one
of the special sports programs
when no game is available), a
single game every Saturday and
a double-header on Sunday. National advertisers will be offered
a guarantee of at least six major
league clubs with the Brooklyn
Dodgers, Chicago White Sox and
Cincinnati Reds already lined up.
Gordon McLendon, president of
Liberty, will continue to announce
the sports events.
Amana Buys
A m a n a Refrigeration Inc.,
Amana, Iowa (home freezers), will
sponsor the five-minute warm-up
before the games, starting March
8. Agency is Maury, Lee & Marshall, New York.
Liberty, in addition to its sports
package, has had some further
sponsor activity, with the sale of
two quarter-hour shows, one featuring Commentator Westbrook
Van Voories and the other Franklin B. Kennedy, vocalist, to Sears
Roebuck & Co., Chicago, starting
Feb. 17 on 196 southern and
southeastern stations. J. Walter
Thompson Co., Chicago, is the
agency.
The network also has gained exclusive broadcast rights to the
Kid Gavilan-Bobby Dykes title
fight in Florida on Feb. 4 and has
offered it to advertisers, officials
reported.
KMO, KIT Appoint
KMO Tacoma and KIT Yakima,
Wash., have named the Branham
Co. as national station representative, effective Jan. 21.
Page 32

CBS ELECTION
Between IBEW and NABET
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H. LESLIE ATLASS (e), vice president in charge of CBS Central Div., accepts
citation to WBBM Chicago for "outstanding service rendered to this country
and the Naval Reserve Training Program" from Comdr. Walter Kimmel (I).
With them is Ken Craig, executive assistant to Mr. Atlass.

STATE
NARTB

ACTION

NARTB's Fellows Urges
United Stand

RESULTS of an election for technical union representation at CBSowned stations will be tabulated
next Thursday by National Labor
Relations Board. Contest is between IBEW and NABET.
IBEW has represented technicians at CBS stations since 1939
when it took over the contract of
Associated Broadcast Technicians,
which at that time defeated the
CIO American Communications Association.
Over 800 technicians are involved
in the vote. NABET and IBEW
have been actively campaigning
among the locals in New York,
Boston, Chicago, Minneapolis, St.
Louis, San Francisco and Los AnBoth IBEW and NABET have
indicated they will go after wage
geles.
increases
in case of victory,
IBEW's contract expired last May
28 and the union contends the pact
is still in effect on grounds that
neither party has rejected it. NABET is understood to argue the
contract no longer is applicable.
Should IBEW win, the union has
indicated it will seek to have increase retroactive to last May.
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and state broadcasters' associations will be molded into a protective unit to observe legislative and regulatory agencies, Harold E.
Fellows, NARTB president, told the Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters in
speech scheduled for Saturday morning delivery at Atlanta.
NBC MERCHANDISING
Industry unity is the goal of this
Three Supervisors Named
movement, which is based on the and municipal occupational taxes.
THREE additional merchandising
theory that any adverse legislation
NARTB took part in the chaldistrict supervisors for NBC were
on local level will be felt nationally
lenge by KPOA Honolulu of the
named last week, to work under {
and will set dangerous precedents.
territorial tax case in which the
N. Dodge, director of the
Mr. Fellows warned Georgia
lower court upheld the levy in part Fred
Merchandising Dept. They were:
broadcasters that present legisla[B«T, Jan. 21]. Vincent WasilewM. G. Odell, former member of;
tive trends have alarming aspects,
ski, attorney, and Neal McNaughcalling on them to join other state
American Weekly's trade ex-i
ton, engineering director, went to the
tension division and other publicagroups under the NARTB banner
Honolulu
to take part in the court
hearing.
tions, to cover Oregon, Washington,
for common protection.
Idaho,
Montana, Wyoming and part'
Indicative of NARTB's steppedof Utah; William M. Barnett Jr.,
Moore's Contention
up legislative activity is a questionNew York divisional manager of ,
naire sent broadcasters to obtain
Judge Willson C. Moore held the
their views on bills introduced in station's commercial operations
the Tex Hughes Division of Johnson & Johnson and formerly with
the Senate by Sen. William Benton
were centered in the territory and
McKesson & Robbins, who will have
(D-C'onn.). His legislation would ■therefore subject to tax, excluding
headquarters in Chicago and also
set up a citizens advisory board to income from network programs
will cover Michigan; and William
shortwaved from the mainland. The
operate between Congress and FCC
in what is viewed as a dangerous
court rejected applications of the
T. Croley,
of the
Cleveland Pressformerly
and the
American
step toward censorship.
long-standing Fishers Blend deFinal tabulation of questionnaire
cision holding radio to be interstate
Weekly, who will work out of Cleveland, covering Ohio, Indiana, and|
Kentucky.
commerce subject to federal control
results is expected to show overwhelming broadcaster - telecaster
and it ignored claims of mainland
opposition to the Benton proposals.
reception.
NARTB's board is on record
NARTB is joining in KPOA's apSSB Field Offices
against the Benton measures [B»T,
peal, Mr. Fellows said in emphasizDec. 10, 1951].
ing the importance of the case from
FIELD branches of the Office of
the standpoint of legal precedent.
Cooperation between state
The NARTB board allocated up to Salary Stabilization will be opened
groups and NARTB will speed pasin February in six cities — Boston,
sage of uniform state laws to pro$5,000 for the association's part in
tect broadcasters and telecasters
New York, Detroit, Cleveland, Denthe legal battle.
from libel in political and other
The association cannot send lawver and San Francisco, it was announced last Thursday. Eight other
ers around to fight every case that
programs, according to Mr. Feloffices will be opened soon in key
gets into court, Mr. Fellows added,
lows. At present both radio and
TV stations are in a libel dilemma
but it is using all facilities to cocities, it was said. They will work;
operate wtih local and state groups.
because of FCC prohibitions
with SSB Washington headquarters
against editing out potentially liComplete interchange of inforon regulations for overscale radiomation on what legislative bodies
belous remarks by political candiTV talent, yet to be promulgated,
are doing will provide a powerful
dates and lack of protection under
and other industries.
the laws.
weapon for local and national associations, Mr. Fellows explained.
Increased pressure by public taxThe situation will be reviewed at kansas Broadcasters Assn. at Liting agencies to slap new levies
the Feb. 11-14 meetings of NARTB
against broadcast and TV stations
tle Rock Mai'ch 17 on the legisla-i
radio and television boards and
must be combated by state and native question. The state was a hot-|
bed of tax litigation several years
tional cooperation, Mr. Fellows
board committees, which are scheduled to be held in San Antonio.
warned. He cited the Hawaiian
ago when the city of Little Rock
Mr. Fellows will address the Arimposed taxes on broadcasters.
gross receipts tax as well as state
BROADCASTING
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Little
'VOICE'
ATE
LUKEWARM
reaction
to the called for the creation of a Dept. of
SEPAR
Overseas Information within the
State Dept.'s creation of a semiBranch of the governindependent agency to operate the Executive
ment. He cited the Voice of Free
Voice of America was pointedly
Europe as an industry counterpart.
evident on Capitol Hill last week.
"There is no single, identifiable,
Suggestions that the U. S. short- united Voice, speaking with auwave radio arm be further overRep. Celler inasserted.
hauled— or at least that such a pos- result is thority,"
confusion
the minds"Theof
sibility be studied — were spelled people overseas, and the merest
out in proposals pending in both
glimmer of ideas because of the
the Senate and House.
lack of concentrated direct apThe State Dept., bowing partly
to Congressional criticism, had
The "remedy," he said, lies in the
announced earlier the establishment
enactment
proach." of his bill (HR 6130),
of the International Information
under which a secretary of cabinet
Administration to operate Voice
rank would preside. It also would
and other overseas informational
provide for an under-secretary
activities [B»T, Jan. 21].
and two assistant secretaries. The
secretary would be appointed by
Reaction was quickly forthcomthe President. The department
ing from both Sen. William Benton (D-Conn.), godfather of the would conduct all U. S. informaradio offspring and former Assistion, education and propaganda actant Secretary of State for Public
tivities, to be coordinated with the
Affairs, and from Rep. Emanuel
State Dept. Such an agency, he
i Celler (D-N. Y.).
added, could command the "highest
Hearings were strongly indicated
intelligence
and special skills" in
by a Senate Foreign Relations sub- the U. S.
committee and the House ExThe Congressman's
was
referred
to the Housemeasure
Executive
ecutive Expenditures Committee,
which hold jurisdiction over curExpenditures Committee, which inrent bills and resolutions touching
dicated hearings would be held in
on Voice operation.
February or March. The group has
requested reports from the State
President Picks Sargeant
Dept., Budget Bureau and CompMeanwhile, President Truman
troller General.
^' sent to the Senate the nomination
Sen. Benton greeted the forma' of Rowland H. Sargeant as Assistion of IIA with reservations. The
' tant Secretary of State for Public
new plan, he said, "makes even
• Affairs. He would succeed Edward
more imperative a close scrutiny
< W. Barrett, resigned [Closed Cirby
of this operation."
He the
addedSenate
:
.j CUIT, Jan. 14].

!' The Voice program also figured
• in Mr. Truman's budget calcula• tions for fiscal 1953. The Chief Ex, ecutive asked Congress for $133.2
t million for information activities,
. with $30 million earmarked for
'; radio broadcasting operations and
• an additional $36.7 million for construction of broadcast facilities.
(See budget story page 26).
Rep. Celler labeled the present
program a "Tower of Babel" and

The Department's proposal to raise

Hill Support

the status of this operation by having the Administrator report directly
to the Secretary of State appears to
be a step in the right direction. But
I cannot see that it is adequate to
the need. The Administrator is not
even to be a Presidential appointee,
cpnfirmed by the Senate. The Congress will not be satisfied until it has
assured itself that in this crucial
area of our national security we have
the best possible organization, getting support at the topmost level, and
capable of attracting into its service
the best qualified people in the nation.
Sen. Brien McMahon (D-Conn.),
chairman of the Senate Foreign
Relations subcommittee, has promised hearings "soon" on a resolution (S Res 127) co-sponsored by
Sens. Benton and Alexander Wiley
(R-Wis.). The proposal was introduced early last year.
Benton Seeks Study
Sen. Benton has pressed for a
friendly, full-scale inquiry looking
into the feasibility of divorcing
broadcasting and other operations
from the State Dept. By an ironic
twist, he is joined in this effort by
none other than Sen. Joseph McCarthy (R-Wis.), though obviously
for different reasons.
Dr. Wilson Compton, former
president of Washington State College (KWSC Pullman, Wash.) will
serve as administrator under the
new International Information Administration setup. He assumes
operational functions, reporting
directly to Secretary of State Dean
Acheson.
If Mr. Sargeant, now deputy assistant to Mr. Bai-rett, is confirmed
Hobbs, Milling Take
New Positions

DPA-NPA
POSTS
FURTHER realignment of key electronic posts within the government's
two production allocation agencies — the Defense Production Administration and the National Production Authority — was underway last week.
Appointment of Marvin Hobbs, electronic adviser to the Munitions
•
★—
Board, as a member of DPA's Electronics Production Board, was an- Inc. He formerly had been with
nounced by the Dept. of Defense.
the Dept. of Defense.
Mr. Hobbs, who has been serving
Justin R. Sypher Jr. transfers
DuMONT ASSEMBLY
as an alternate member with EPB,
from
the NPA Capacitors-Resissucceeds C. W. Middleton.
Topic of VOA Japan Program
tors Section to Military Equipment
J.
A.
Milling
assumes
duties
as
MORE than nine million Japanese
as chief. Knoland Prucknett, asof ERP and NPA's Elecsistant to the chief of the Transradios will be able to pick up the chairmantronics
Product Division beginning
former Section, is returning to
story of television production when
this
Friday.
He
succeeds
E.
T.
the Voice of America shortwaves
the Dept. of Interior. E. M. Nyhen
Morris Jr., who returns to Westis transformer chief.
a description of TV receiver as14].
inghouse
Electric Corp. [B*T, Jan.
sembly line operations at the Allen
NPA's Electronics Product DiviB. DuMont Labs, it was reported
sion has lost about 10% of its perNo successor has been named for
Tuesday.
sonnel in recent weeks. President
Mr.
Milling
in
the
End
EquipRecorded from three points along
Truman's
budget message calls for
ment
Branch
of
NPA.
A
number
the DuMont assembly line Friday,
additional funds which, if granted,
of possibilities are under conthe program will be aired from San
would not only enable the division
sideration, it was understood.
Francisco, Honolulu, and Manila.
to retain present strength but add
Until a successor is chosen from
It is to be recorded again in Japan
other personnel. This is in view
industry and assumes the position,
for rebroadcast over the Japanese
an official of the Electronics Diviof DPA's desire to expand elecBroadcasting System's 114-station
sion is expected to fill in. Mr.
tronics and other units, with stress
network. With TV expected in
Japan by fall. Voice of America
Milling is on leave from RCA Servon need for personnel to man comice Co. where he is a vice presiponents and priority activities.
programmers
prepared the proident.
gram in order to give the Asiatic
Other appointments, involving
In other changes, Delmus Fagge,
1 people an insight into the assembly
top procurement posts within DPA,
jand manufacturing processes of chief of NPA's Special Components
were announced last month [B*T,
■ video receivers in the United
Section, is joining the Washington
Dec. 31, 1951].
' States.
office of Sylvania Electric Products
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by the Senate as expected, he will
take over policy and non-operational duties. "Undivided responsibility" will rest, however, with Mr.
Acheson.
In accepting Mr. Barrett's resigwith "great
reluctance,"
PresidentnationTruman
lauded
his work
and the "indispensable part" the
"Truth Campaign" has played under his leadership the past two
years. The international overseas
program must be expanded still
further, Mr. Truman added.
Mr. Barrett, former editorial director of Newsweek magazine, told
the Chief Executive he felt "comreturn
to private
and
recalledpelled tohe
originally
had life"
planned
to stay on for two years. He
ascribed his move to "pressing personal factors that make it imperative
to adhere
schedule."
Mr. Barrett
has to
not that
announced
his
futurehe plans,
it'suntil
knownat
that
plans tothough
vacation
least March 1.
Mr. Barrett traced the progress
of the Voice of America and psychologicalcloser
warfare and
said "thereof
is now much
integration
psychological operations with
foreign that
policy the
as a Voice
whole." isHebeing
also
noted
strengthened by the advent of
"major new transmitters," including the ship-borne station [B»T,
Jan. 21; Dec. 31, 1951].
U. S. TRANSMITTER
Set for West Coast
PORT ANGELES area of Washington has been selected by the
State Dept. as the site for its proposedone
$7 million
shortwave
mitter—
of two
projectstransnow
earmarked to carry the U. S.
"Campaign of Truth" behind the
Iron Curtain and other Communist-dominated areas.
The West Coast station will be
located at Dungeness, Wash., and
when completed in mid-1953 will
give the Voice of America the
"most powerful radio signal" in
the world today, the department
said. It will transmit programs to
the Far East and across the Pacific.
A similar transmitter will be
set up on the East Coast to beam
signalsica. toTheseEurope
and Latinplus
Amertwo stations,
the
ship-borne station [B«T, Jan.
Dec. 31, 1951], will project
campaign to all corners of
earth. The Coast Guard vessel
go into operation next month.

21;
the
the
will

Polon to Mogul
DAVID D. POLON, vice president
of R. T. O'Connell Co. for radio and
TV, has joined Emil Mogul Co.,
New York, as director and business
manager of the expanding radio
and TV department. Carlo de
president of the agency's
Angelo,
subsidiary. Productions for Television, continues in charge of TV
production for all accounts.
MILES LABS, of London, England,
( Alka Seltzer") during first week of
February starts twice weekly a transcribed 15 minute Curt Massey Time
on Radio Luxemberg. Agency is
Goeffrey Wade Adv., Chicago.
January 28, 1952
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Color Tubes, Facsimile
Among AIEE Topics
ENGINEEI
ENGINEERS associated with the broadcasting industry were among
the more than 3,000 scientists to attend the five-day winter general meeting of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers which started in
New York last Monday.
Special sessions of the technical
pends upon a series of thin lines,
meeting's included talks on color
tubes for television, the mechanism
greens inserted between reds and
of communication and new tech- blues. The tube produces color
niques of facsimile, plus inspec- as well as black-and-white pictures
tion trips for AIEE members at on the normal field sequential, he
said, with registration problems
the recently completed Westinghouse Electric Corp. plant in Hills- minimized. The chromatron can
dale, N. J., the Bell Telephone Labs, be installed in present receivers, he
in Murray Hill, N. J., and the explained, with the mere addition
harbor radar installation of the of three tubes for power requirements.
Port of New York Authority,
Staten Island.
Colorimetry in television was
formulated from an engineering
Meeting on color television tubes
was held Wednesday afternoon
point of view by F. J. Bingley,
with Chairman W. R. G. Baker,
Philco Corp., who explained and
General Electric Co., first intro- verified equations for control of
luminance.
ducing H. B. Law, RCA Labs.,
who spoke on a three-gun mask
Wilson Reviews Defense
color kinescope.
Explaining that his was but one
Describing current steps in deof five tubes developed by RCA
fense production during his keyLabs., he described the theory,
note speech Monday, Charles E.
function and manufacture of the Wilson, director of defense mobilization, said the program is now
tube, designed to operate with the
in mid-career, but founded on a
dot sequential system. Production
broader base of electric power and
problems, he said, are no more
serious than those encountered in other fundamentals of industrialism than was the second world
early days of black and white tube
production, with results offering a war program.
Noting that the electrical age is
tube with "essentially very little
being superseded by the electronic
color shift."
age, he stressed that "we should
Reviews Phosphor Progress
be planning right now for the
Life expectancy of phosphorous
weapons of 1960 and 1970 . . .
colors, under test for some time,
[scientific] developments await the
was considered by A. R. Stead- skill and energy of engineers like
man, chief chemist of Allen B. yourselves." He warned conference
DuMont Labs., who said the best members that "the present job is
salt for remaining stable under
yours more than that of any gi'oup
bombardment is a manganeseof men in the United States."
activated zinc phosphate. Problems
The 1951 Edison Medal, one of
remain with red hues, however,
engineering's
awards,
Mr. Steadman said, observing, was presented outstanding
at the Monday general meeting to Charles F. Wagner,
"we've all been looking for more
effective salts than red sulphides."
consulting engineer for the WestRobert Dressier, Chromatic Teleinghouse Electric
Corp.,infor
vision Labs. Inc., presented a paper
tinguished contributions
the "disfield
at the same session on the chroof Awards
power system
engineering."
to AIEE
members for
matron, a single or multi-gun
cathode ray tube, ovitgrowth of the technical papers written during
idea developed by Dr. Ernest 0. 1951 included prizes in the communications division, with J. J.
Lawrence, U. of California [B<»T,
Sept. 24, 1951].
Gilbert, Bell Telephone Labs., New
York, and C. H. Cramer, Western
Explaining post-deflection focusing— and its resulting post-deflecUnion Telegraph Co., winning first
tion acceleration — he described a and second honors, respectively.
system by which fluorescence deThe mechanics of communica-
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tion was subject for papers by B.
M. Oliver, Bell Labs., who spoke
on exploitation of message statistics; 0. J. Drake, New York U.,
humanizing technical speech; and
E. L. McAdam Jr., New York U.,
who spoke on writing visually.
New techniques in facsimile were
discussed by H. F. Burkhard,
Signal Corps Engineering Labs.,
who presented military design requirements, and by M. Alden,
Alden Products Co., whose paper
concerned "some of the aspects of
high speed facsimile design."
TUBE

SAVINGS
Cited by R. B.

Ayer
of thoriated-tungsten filaments is credited by R. B. Ayer,
RCA tube engineer, with giving
savings in costs, increasing efficiency and assuring longer life in
high-power vacuum tubes. Previously, this application was considered impracticable, it was
pointed out.
Mr. Ayer disclosed this information in a paper delivered to the
American Institute of Electrical
Engineers at its annual winter
meeting
at New York's Hotel Statler
last Wednesday.
Paper asserted that these tubes
require 60-70% less filament power
than comparable tube types with
conventional pure-tungsten filaments. Tubes are used in broadcasting, communications and industrial electronic equipment.
Savings in transformers and associated power equipment were
claimed by Mr. Ayres because of
a substantially lower heating power
requirement. In average broadcast
station operation, it was noted by
Mr. Ayers, the low input requirement of the tubes — anproximately
one-third that of eauivslent t)uretungsten types — could effect an annual saving of thousands of dollars in operating costs.

USE

MILLER

ATTACKED

WOW
STRIKE
NABET Sanctioned Jan. 20
WOW Omaha has maintained normal broadcast and television operations, aside from loss of a few
minutes time, since an impromptu
strike of 25 technical employes, according to the station management.
The strike started Jan. 15 and was
officially sanctioned by NABET
Jan. 20.
The station contends the strike
grew out of discharge of two transmitter employes for shutting down
both radio and TV stations Jan. 11
about 20 minutes, allegedly for the
purpose of writing grievances. A
third technician was suspended and
a fourth reprimanded for their
roles in the shutdowns.
Discharged employes started to
picket WOW properties, with most
NABET members electing to respect the picket lines. The station
reports some of the NABET employes have returned to their jobs.
Crews of executive and supervisory employes quickly took over
the operations and have given uninterrupted service except for loss
of 28 minutes sustaining time.
WOW-TV recently extended its
telecast week to 114 hours. Lyle
DeMoss, assistant general manager
in charge of TV, and Soren Munkhoff, TV production head, have
kept every live studio program on
the air, including three new ones
that started Jan. 14, according to
the station.
Louis J. Favara, NABET international representative, was quoted
by news services as saying the
unions would file unfair labor practice charges against WOW Inc.
Frank Fogarty, general manager
of the Omaha stations, said the
company would enter a "complete
and convincing denial" of the
charges. He pointed out that the
company's contract with NABET
contains compulsory arbitration
and no-strike clauses. NABET, he

said,
has agreed
to arbitrate
company
will first
reinstateif the
the '
By Rep. Dondero in House
RECENT mention of the name of discharged and suspended emJudge Justin Miller NARTB board
This the company refuses to do,
chairman, as possible nominee for
he
said, but has offered to put
ployes.
the post of Attorney General [B*T,
Jan. 7] drew sharp criticism last their wages in a trustee account to
Thursday from Rep. George A. guarantee back pay if awarded by
arbitrators.
Dondero (R-Mich.). Other targets
Union officials were reported to
of Rep. Dondero were Telford Tayhave wired WOW and WOW-TV
lor, former FCC general counsel
advertisers urging them to suspend
and now Small Defense Plants Adtheir schedules during the strike.
ministrator, and Max Lowenthal.
Mr. Fogarty said the stations had
In charging on the floor of the
not received a single cancellation
House that Mr. Lowenthal was "aror request
a hiatus. their
AFM daily
muchitect of the plan to fire [Atsicians for
have continued
torney General] Howard McGrath,
programs from the studios.
not to get at corruption but to slow
down the prosecution of Comcomment." He is serving as Salary
munists," Rep. Dondero said.
Stabilization Administrator as well
"And whom had he picked for
as NARTB board chairman.
the job? Mr. Justin Miller, a New
Dealer, who was kicked upstairs
Rep. Dondero said Mr. Lowento the Court of Appeals before he
thal, whom he described as "an old
friend" of ex-Sen. Burton K. '
wrecked the Dept. of Justice where
he was given a haven of refuge
Wheeler, "continues to wield
after the exposure of his campaign
power through his stooges, some of
in North Carolina where he was
whom have gotten into high places.
moving against a venerable presi- To mention only one: Gen. Telford
Taylor succeeded Justice Jackson
dent of Duke University."
as German war crimes prosecutor.
Asked about Rep. Dondero's
statement, Judge Miller said, "No
BROADCASTING
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First of a series telling why Sponsors and Stations are SOLD

ABC
with
and

Radio

backs

effective

on ABC

sponsors

Advertising

Promotion

Both nationally and locally, ABC Radio has always done more
advertising and promotion of its sponsors' programs than any
other network: magazine and newspaper ads, complete promotion
kits, on-the-air promotion, direct mail . . . everything to build
bigger and bigger audiences for ABC programs.
The reasons whv are three:
First, because ABC believes in advertising; we're in the advertising business, and we practice what we preach.
Second, because ABC believes that a network's responsibility to
its clients begins (rather than ends) when the contract is signed.
We know that full-page ads in national magazines build audiences,
so we run a minimum of 24 of them a year (plus special campaigns
like the recent big AMERICA IS SOLD ON ABC promotion
in newspapers).
Third, because a network is only as good as the total (and the
enthusiasm) of its stations. ABC backs its own affiliated stations
with every possible dollar of national advertising support . . .
and we try to make every dollar of their advertising part of an integrated network campaign that will bring them bigger dividends.

ABC
American
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'^qt''0-TV Repots N. J. Troged
CRASH
PLANE
cut film on the air at 7:30 p.m.
WIND and obstructions impeded
at 11 p. m., with Don Goddard inthat evening, NBC showed its first tei-viewing the Elizabeth Police
on-the-scene television coverage,
Chief, Civil Defense workers, firebut radio reports flowed almost in- films 15 minutes later, while Ducessantly from Elizabeth, N. J., Mont had the first eye-witnesses
men, and citizens who helped evacuate residents from burning houses,
late Tuesday afternoon after a to report by video in front of the
where the American Airlines plane
cameras at 8 p.m.
twin-engine airliner crashed there,
had crashed.
killing at least 29 persons.
NBC radio's mobile transmitting
CBS Radio coverage, which was
Crash occurred about 3:42 p.m.,
crew, headed by Newsman Jack
EST, and most stations in the New
handled on-the-scene by Abraham
Gerber, sent back its first report
York area broadcast the news as at 4:15 p.m. and followed with on- Weston, who arrived in Elizabeth
soon as they received wire-service
the-scene bulletins at 4:45, 5, 5:30, in time to tape record his account
while wreckage and debris were
reports. WNJR Newark logged its 5:45, and 6 p.m., when a full eyewitness account was broadcast.
first bulletin at 4:09 p.m. and had
still burning, was carried on the
10 more announcements within the
NBC reported its coverage as first 4:55 p.m. news show and followed
following 50 minutes. NBC radio
up more completely on an 11 p.m.
to confirm that former Secretary
and ABC radio networks followed
of War Robert Patterson was
broadcast. Regular CBS Newscasters Allan Jackson, Lowell Thomas,
with initial reports at 4:15 p.m.,
among the victims.
and Ed Murrow broadcast reports
while CBS-TV Network led that
NBC-TV unit, sent from its in
that order.
medium with a 4:14 p.m. spot newsgarage immediately upon word of
cast.
CBS Television Network, after
the tragedy, could not get its highABC radio had an on-the-scene
its 4:14 p.m. first report, carried
frequency signal back to the Embulletin at 4:40 p.m. with NBC
uncut film report, minus sound, at
pire State Bldg. transmitter, but
the television network showed a 7:30 p.m. over Don Edwards and
radio following with news straight
The News. Film with sound and
from the crash site at 4:45 p.m.
complete film on Eleventh Hour
News over WNBT (TV) New York
CBS-TV Network rushed an unlive interviews of participating

I HANKS

to the Motion

— y Poll... to the hundreds
editors... who selected Edward
Frank Edwards

Picture Daily Sixteenth Annual
of radio -television and
Murrow,

movie

Lowell Thomas

and

as the nation s top three radio newsmen.

Sponsored By American Federation Of Labor
MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
Monday through Friday, 10 PM EST
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fireman was telecast at 11 p.m. by
Allan Jackson on WCBS-TV New
York only. The network gave a
complete crash story Wednesday,
with sound film and on-the-street
reactions of Elizabeth citizens who
were then banding to have the
Newark Airport moved to a less
crowded area.
ABC radio mobile news unit arrived on the scene within an hour
after the crash so that first bulletin presenting available facts
from the scene was broadcast at
4:15 p.m., followed by fuller on-site
reports at 4:40 and 5 p.m. William
Whitehouse, manager of radio special events. Commentator Julian
Anthony, Reporter Jules Bergman
and three engineers were required
to operate the unit's speech and
recording facilities. First eye-witness stories were reported on
Headline Edition from 7:05-7:15
p.m., including reports from Joanne Hiz, teen-age witness, and
Warren Wayson, Elizabeth Police
Chief.
ABC-TV Newsman John Daly
reported to viewers at 7 p.m. and
facilities of United Press-Movietone News Services were incorporated into an 11 p.m. telecast via
WJZ-TV New York to show the
floodlit wreckage of the plane and
dwellings and the efforts of disaster crews.
Showings Repeated
DuMont network telecast motion pictures and stills on a special newscast at 7:30 p.m. — repeated at 11 p.m. — and had two eyewitness descriptions at 8 p.m. DuMont Producer Ted Hammerstein
and a cameraman were assigned
to the accident scene.
MBS taped an immediate eyewitness report from WOR New
York Engineer John Cook and his
son, both of whom saw the accident which occurred a few blocks |
from their home, and recorded ful- I
ler explanations an hour and a half
later for broadcast on a regular
7:45 p.m. news show. Local New
York report was aired by WOR at
6 p.m., and the network was cut
in after initial bulletins had been
read.
WNJR Newark sent its mobile
unit to the crash scene with News
Editor Tom Costigan, Engineers
Hy Rubin and Will Peigelbeck, and
Newsman Art Hedges for almost
continuous reports that evening.
First on-scene reports were at 5:42
p.m., with full roundup at 6:15
p.m., and further bulletins until
7:30 p.m. when a half-hour roundup was transmitted. Phone recordwere madeandbyWFPG
same staffs
for
WBZ ingsBoston
Atlantic
City, and recordings for WFBL
Syracuse and WNYC New York.
WNYC New York carried special reports until its FM signoff
time at 3 a.m. Wednesday, start-^
ing with a telephone-recorded description from the principal of St.
Mary's High School who saw the
crash occur a block away. Same
(Contiyiued on page 38)
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MENEFEE
W6IG STRIKE
Employes Walk Qui Jan. 22
WBIG Greensboro, N. C, struck
without warning- by NABET at 10
a.m. last Tuesday, was back on the
air at 5:01 p.m. the following day
after recruiting a new staff of operators, engineers and announcers.
Gilbert M. Hutchison, president
and general manager, and Mortimer H. Freeman, Atlanta attorney,
reported that the strike developed
in the midst of negotiations with
NABET after the station had refused to permit automatic renewal
of an old contract requiring retention of five control board men
when programs were monitored at
the transmitter.
Substantial agreement had been
i-eached on increases for announcers
and operators from $70 to $80.13
per week with the station insisting
upon the layoff of the five control
"combination"
NABET
men,
men towith
be used
in the studio.
Assurances had been given, it
was said, that there would be no
strike when negotiations had concluded on Friday, Jan. 18. On Jan.
22, 14 announcers, operators and
technical men walked out. The station immediately hired replacements and notified the union that
unless the employes promptly returned, permanent replacements
would be retained.
Mr. Freeman, a former NLRB
attorney, represents a number of
radio and television stations in the
South on labor matters.
Patent Rule Date
TIME for filing comments on the
FCC's proposed rule requiring the
filing of annual patent reports
[B»T, Jan. 14, 7] was extended
for the second time last week, from
Jan. 31 to Feb. 21. Commission's
proposals have aroused a storm
of opposition, mainly from members of the National Patent Council.

WILLIAM K. BRUSMAN (I), WHK
Cleveland account- executive, shakes
hands with Dick Klein of J. A. Plain
Co., distributor of Golden Mix griddle
cake and waffle mix. The Plain Co.
has contracted for Mon.-Fri. 8:058:30 a.m.^ Bill Gordon Morning Show
on WHK.
WILD

LIKE WJLD?
Latter Files Protest

WHAT price similarity of call letWILD and
WJLD— if they're
in theterssame
market?
Petition requesting that the FCC
rescind grant of the call letters
WILD which it gave to WTNB
Birmingham, Ala., has been filed by
WJLD Bessemer, Ala. The Bessemer station, located less than 12
miles from WTNB, fears that the
similarity in calls will be "confusing to the public, to advertisers,
and detrimental to WJLD."
Conflict between the stations
apparently dates back six years.
In 1946 WJLD filed for 850 kc
with 5 kw day and 1 kw night, and
shortly afterward WTNB also
filed for those facilities. After five
years WJLD abandoned its application and the 850 kc grant was
awarded W1NB. For a few years
WJLD was a MBS affiliate, but
after WTNB came on the air in
1946 it got that network. WJLD
is now independent.
WJLD said that when it learned

Ruling Would Rescind
INITIAL DECISION released last
week by FCC Presiding Commissioner George E. Sterling proposes
that the Commission's order of May
21, 1951, revoking the amateur operator and station licenses of Henry
W. Menefee, be rescinded.
Mr. Menefee was cited by the
FCC last year for his part in building and operating an illegally-operated television station, which rebroadcast programs of KPRC-TV
Houston in order to promote the
sale of television sets in Madisonville, Texas.
Comr. Sterling found that Mr.
Menefee did admit participating in
the venture, but that he thought
the station was licensed.
The unlicensed TV station was
built under the direction of Hershel
Roberts, who was a partner in a
radio appliance store in Madisonville. It rebroadcast KPRC-TV's
programs on Channel 2, and was
equipped with a time clock which
automatically activated the station
at 3 p.m. and turned it off at midnight.
Comr. Sterling concluded that because of the good character of Mr.
Menefee, his Navy service and his
former record, the "ends of justice would not be further met by
. . . suspension of his amateur liWTNB was going to change call
letters,
it appealed to the president
ofcense."
WTNB to choose some other call,
but he refused to comply.
WJLD is on 1400 kc with 250 w
fuUtime. WTNB is now on 1490 kc
with 250 w fulltime, but expects
to be on 850 kc within a few weeks
when it plans to change its call to
WILD.
WBBM

Chicago set another longdistance record Jan. 17 when it received the following wire : "Reception
fine off Panama. Please play Lili
Marlene."

Plane Crash
(Continued from page 36)
station also carried eye-witness report by telephone recording from
Bob Everett, newscaster for WPOE
Elizabeth and reporter of the Elizabeth Daily Journal, when it cancelled its usual 6:30 p.m. musical
program.
WHLI Hempstead, Long Island,
gave attention to the New Jersey
air accident Wednesday and Thursday when it broadcast editorials
advocating that Mitchell Air Base
be moved farther out on Long Island, to the site of Suffolk Air
Base.
WTTM Trenton's Bob Fulmer,
staff announcer, contacted an Elizabeth resident to record his eyewitness account by telephone and,
within an hour after the accident,
also transcribed the account of the
crash as delivered by Mr. Everett
of WPOE. WTTM gave listeners a
full report on its regular 6 p.m.
newscast.
Page 38
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CASE

Jan. 27-31: U. S. National Commission
for UNESCO,
third national
conference, Hunter College,
New York.
Jan. 28-29: BMI Program Clinic, Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York.
Jan. 30: Senate Interstate & Foreign
Commerce Committee hearing begins
on S 2444 to prohibit distilled spirits
(hard liquor) advertising on airwaves,
10 a.m.. Caucus Room, Senate Office
Bldg., Washington.
Feb. 4: Maritime Broadcasters Assn,
meeting,
Forf Scotia.
Cumberland Hotel,
Amherst, Nova
Feb. 8: NPA-Industry
Conference, 10 a.m., newColor
GAOTV Bldg.,
Washington.
Feb. 9: N. Y. State Chapter, American
Women in Radio & Television, allday conference, Astor Hotel, New
York.
Feb. 10-12: District I, Advertising
Federation of America, Hotel Kimball, Springfield, Mass.
Feb. 11-15: NARTB Radio and TV
Boards,
Lost Valley Ranch, San
Antonio, Tex.
Feb. 11: British Columbia Assn. of
Broadcasters
meeting,
couver, Vancouver,
B. C.Hotel VanFeb. 15-16: WAAM (TV) Baltimore,
second
seminar, annual
Baltimore.regional television
WQAN

REQUEST
Examiner Would Grant
REVERSING his previous initial
decision, FCC Hearing Examiner
Hugh B. Hutchison last week proposed granting the request of
WQAN Scranton to change from
630 kc with 500 w daytime to
1450 kc with 250 w fulltime.
Original initial decision proposing to was
deny remanded
the Scranton
station
back Times'
to the
examiner on petition by WQAN
[B»T, Nov. 12, Oct. 1, 1951]. The
station alleged, and the Commisagreed, that
first sion
decision
had the
been examiner's
based on
error — in that WSCR Scranton was
considered not to be network affiliated when in fact it had become
an NBC affiliate.
Hearing was ordered because
two other applicants were applying for the same facilities, but
they withdrew their applications
when the hearings began in February 1951.

Prize Winner Sues
SUIT asking $3,500 damages was
filed Thursday in U. S. District
Court (D. C.) against NBC and
Inga Rundvoid, TV commentator,
by Mrs. Betty Lou Summers, of
Washington. According to Carl L.
Shipley,mers was
herdisappointed
attorney, Mrs.
Sumin prizes
awarded in a TV contest. The suit
contends a "mink stole" was worth
only $25
and a free
Bermuda is off-season
andtrip
the towinner
would have to bear part of the ex^
pense. The prizes were represented
on Inga's Angle, carried by WNBW
(TV) Washington, as being worth
NEWSCASTER Norman Newbitt (I) talks over his new 52-week, six weekly
$5,000, claims
it is contended. Mrs.toSummers
she
6-6:15 p.m. newscast on KMPC Hollywood with Charles H. Cowling (c) from $4,000
KMPC national sales manager, and Fred Murray, Southern California general bought 20,000 post cards and had
manager for Cadillac, his new sponsor.
16,000 out of 36,000 votes cast. !
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Don

lee

^ttdiende^

ihhn

^re

ever

Daytime

audience

14*5% bigger

Evening

audience

18*5% bigger

...and current network rates are
LOWER than they were in 1949!
Pacific Nielsen Rafings, Full network average
audience, Monday thru Friday, January thru
September 1949 vs. January thru Sept. 1951

DON

LEE

CONSISTENT
PACIFIC
PER

GIVES

LOCAL
COAST

SALES
OTHER

COMPLETE,

COVERAGE
AT

LOWEST

IMPRESSION
SALES

OF

OF

THE

COST
ANY

MEDIA

A big statement... true, and it talces a big network to accomplish it.Don Lee (and only Don Lee) has 45 stations in
45 important Pacific Coast markets. Don Lee consistently sells
your customers from their own local network station in their
own local market. You can buy Don Lee according to your
distribution pattern. There's no waste. That's real flexibility
and real value and only Don Lee can offer it.
Don

Lee consistently carries more Pacific Coast regional

business than any other network. The advertisers who
the Pacific Coast best also know

know

the best Pacific Coast ad-

vertising buy-DON LEE.
Represented Nationally by John Blair & Company

The Nation's Greatest
Regional Network

1313 North Vine Street
Hollywood 28. California

VOA

PROJECTS

Related by 'Satevepost'
REPORT
on development of
ojects which will help broaden
jeption of the Voice of America
hind the Iron Curtain is given
the current (Jan. 26) issue of
e Saturday Evening Post. They
e discussed by Richard Thrueln in an article, "The Hole in the
;>n Curtain."
^ The author describes the partial
i|success of the Russians in throtsitling U. S. broadcasts by counter-measures— viz., jamming the air||waves with static, removing shortwave bands from sets under repair
and use of a device to control selection of all programs received in a
particular area.
Despite these measures, he
writes, "chinks in the wall of
silence" being built by the Soviets
may be pierced by a combination
of three projects — Vagabond, Ring
and Baker. Vagabond is the name
of the project providing for relay
of programs by means of a vesselborne transmitter [B*T, Jan. 21;
Dec. 31, 1951]. History may be
changed by them "if words and
Ideas can ever parry the sword,"
the article says.
Baker is described as a broadbasting outlet 4,000 times more
powerful than any U. S. domestic
transmitter, with capacity for
penetrating the polar area. Ring
consists of a network of 14 short,
medium and long wave stations
spotted around the periphery of
the Soviet land mass.
A

John H. Heake Jr.
JOHN H. HEAKE Jr., 33, staff
Engineer vdth WIP Philadelphia,
died Jan. 14 as a result of injuries
suffered in an automobile accident
■nn Camden, N. J. Mr. Heake
jjoined the "WIP engineering staff
iin 1940. During World War II,
16 served as a staff sergeant with
he Signal Corps.
Survivors inlude his wife, Mrs. Martha E.
lleake, and two sons, James, 7,
nd .Jon, 3.
KWRC Aids Search
KWRC Pendleton, Ore.,
through frequent broadcasting of appeals for clues to a
missing plane, greatly assisted in locating an aircraft
which had crashed in nearby
mountains. Maj. Leonard H.
Burgess, U. S. Air Force,
wrote Ted A. Smith, KWRC
station manager: "It is indeed
a pleasure to express the
{jratitude of this organization to the entire staff of
KWRC for its heartfelt services to the public in the successful prosecution of the
search. Your frequent appeals
for search volunteers and
your impartiality in recognizing each organization engaged in the search were exI emplary of the highest standards of radio broadcasting."
JROADCASTING

WHO'S THAT? — might be what Gene Autry's pointing finger signifies.
Birthday coke, held by Bill Burch (I), producer-director of CBS Radio Gene
Autry Show, and Guy della Cioppa, vice president in charge CBS Radio Network programs, was presented cowboy singing star on occasion of his 12th
year on network.

DRAMA

LEADS

ON RADIO, TV
Executive Radio-TV Service Survey Reports

DRAMATIC shows lead all other
types on both network radio and
television networks, according to a
program-type survey released last
week by Executive Radio-TV Service, Larchmont, N. Y. The survey
also found food and food product
firms sponsor the greatest number
of offerings in both media.
Television schedules include 68
programs in the drama category,
and radio, 60. Classification is
broken down into: Mystery and
detective dramas, 26 on video, 19
on radio; situation comedies, 11 on
TV, 13 on radio; and juvenile and
western dramas, 10 on TV, 13 on
radio. Serials are listed separately
in the survey and total 7 on TV
and 33 on radio.
No major changes in programming within the last three months
are indicated by the study, al-

TRIBUTE TO RADIO
Vandenberg Lauds Medium
GEN. Hoyt S. Vandenberg, chief
of staff, U. S. Air Force, paid tribute to radio yesterday (Sunday)
in celebrating the fourth anniversary of the Air Force Hour, heard
over MBS.
Gen. Vandenberg said: "The Air
Force is grateful to the Mutual Broadcasting System and to the hundreds
of local stations who have cooperated
as a public service to make this program possible. In extending to you
my personal thanks, I am sure also
that I only echo the gratitude of the
airmen who have heard the program
at their distant stations, of the
mothers who have listened to the
sons' voices from Korean airstrips,
and of the general public which has
been able to learn in this manner
what the Air Force is doing to protect them."
• Telecasting

though straight variety shows on
TV have decreased from 19 programs in October to 14 currently
on the air, while dramatic plays
on video have increased from
18 to 21.
Sponsorship totals indicate 163
sponsors on video with 167 programs on the air, while radio has
124 sponsors for 200 programs.
Results pointed up trend toward
multiple sponsorship on single programs for video and common radio
practice of one sponsor's backing
several programs simultaneously.
Home furnishings and appliance
firms sponsor the second greatest
number of programs, the report
said.
Salary Questions
EMPLOYERS seeking general information on salary questions may
receive assistance from field offices
of the Labor Dept. Wage & HornDivision under arrangements completed and announced by the Office of Salary Stabilization last
week. Employers may obtain advice and data from any one of a
network of 80 wage and hour offices
until OSS sets up proposed field offices within the next few weeks.
Official rulings will be made available only through the salary stabilization office, however.
Radio Adv. Course
A 10-WEEK course, "Making the
Most of Your Radio Advertising
Budget," is being offered by the
Savannah Vocational School, 214
W. Bay St., Savannah, Ga. Course
instructor is Larry Shields, announcer at WFRP Savannah.

BURNETT
EXPANDS
Takes ex-WAIT Space
BROADCAST personnel of Leo
Burnett Co., Chicago, which bills
$12 million yearly in radio-TV,
will soon move into additional quarters at 360 N. Michigan Ave. Second-floor space formerly occupied
by V/AIT will include radio-TV
executive offices, audition facilities,
studios for editing and taping
recordings and viewing and editing
films and kinescopes.
One viewing room will have a
seating capacity for 70 persons, according to William L. Weddell,
vice president in charge of broadcasting. Part of the expansion program at headquarters also will be
carried out in Los Angeles and
New York branch- offices, he said.
In New York, the company will
take over the fifth floor at 743
Fifth Ave., moving from 677 Fifth
Avenue.
Burnett has eight television network clients and seven radio accounts, with broadcast billings approximating 40% of the total income. Network clients include
Bauer & Black, Brown Shoe Co.,
Durkee Famous Foods, Green Giant
Co., Kellogg Co., Mars Inc., Pillsbury Mills, Pure Oil Co. and Club
Aluminum Products.
KROD ELECTION
Roderick Sr. Is Chairman
ELECTION of KROD El Paso
President Dorrance D. Roderick as
chairman of the board, the promotion of Vice President and General
Manager Val Lawrence to succeed
Mr. Roderick as president, and the
naming of Bruce Barnard as vice
president nouncedand
a director were anlast week.
Mr. Roderick is also president of
KAVE Carlsbad, N. M., and general manager of the Southwest
Network, a regional group which
is identified with the Roderick
Broadcasting Corp., KROD licensee.
Other officers and directors of
Roderick Broadcasting Corp. were
reelected as follows: Dorrance D.
Roderick Jr., treasurer; K. B.
Clark, secretary, and T. E. Roderick, adirector. The elections were
held Jan. 14.
Media Men Elect
MEDIA MEN'S Assn. of New
York met last Wednesday at Hotel
Shelton to install newly-elected officers: Murray C. Thomas, DancerFitzgerald-Sample, president;
Peter Marron, Warwick & Legler,
first vice president; James D.
Daley Jr., Owen & Chappell, second vice president; Anthony
Machiedo, G. M. Basford Co., secretary; Max Tendrich, Weiss & Geller, treasurer, and George H.
Schiesser, Erwin, Wasey & Co.,
sergeant-at-arms. Elected to board
of directors were: Gus Rundbaken,
Rose-Martin Inc.; Robert Sill,
Albert J. Silberstein-Bert Goldsmith Inc., and David J. Wasko,
Donahue & Coe.
January 28, 1952
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NPA

APPROVALS

Two of Radio-TV
Cases Granted

COMMUNITY TV antenna projects figured heavily in decisions handed
down by the National Production Authority on applications for building materials.
In a supplemental list of grants and denials covering 1952 first-quarter
allotments, the production agency ★
gave its approval to one such pro- ville and Dennison — all in Ohio.
ject and rejected another.
In other actions, application of
NPA previously had released de- Blue Ridge Television Inc., Ashecisions covering over $13 million
ville, N. C, was turned down. EstiM^orth of radio-TV construction for
mated cost of "TV antenna" project was $25,000. The nature of
the first quarter of this year [B*T,
the construction was not known.
Dec. 24, 1951].
Receiving NPA approval last FCC records show no trace of a
bid for a TV station in Asheville
week was Eastern Pennsylvania
Relay Stations Inc., Shamokin, Pa., under that name.
for a TV antenna system on the
Another "curiosity" also arose
in the case involving Local 1408
eastern seaboard. The estimated
of the United Steelworkers (CIO)
cost of the project was $73,000.
at McKeesport, Pa. NPA allotted
Another project — that of TV
the union local materials for a
Antenna System Inc. — was denied
by the agency, with no amount spe- "union hall and radio broadcast
cified. Cities mentioned for the station" with construction valued
at $66,805.
proposed service are New PhilaAgain, FCC reports no records
delphia, Dover, Midvale, Uhrichs-

of bids for either an AM or FM
outlet
that are
citythere
under any
the existing
union's
name. inNor
facilities licensed to the CIO local
there.
' FCC has taken no concrete
action on community TV, which
is designed to feed programs
through master antenna pickups to
beyond-fringe areas as a means of
extending TV coverage.
The greatest concentration of installations thus far seems to be in
Pennsylvania, though plans are
underway for similar projects in
other states, among them Utah,
Idaho, Oregon, Washington, New
York, Ohio and some southern
states. The Pennsylvania setup
would pick up programs from Philadelphia.
These radio-TV actions were contained in a list reflecting a percentage denial of 73.4% of over
500 applications because of materials shortages. Some of the rejections covered projects "virtually" complete where the applicant

may have to apply again for copper or aluminum to finish construction. These applicants are assured of eventually completing
their building.
In the cases of Eastern Pennsylvania Relay Stations Inc. and
CIO Steelworkers Local 1408, NPA
indicated construction was at least
20% completed. Until defense
program needs are met, prospect
for new industrial (broadcasting)
and commercial construction remain virtually nil where NPA authorization isneeded.
NPA also has ruled that delivery
of controlled materials delayed
from a previous quarter would not
have to be charged against allotments for a current quarter.
The agency still is weighing a
plan whereby applicants would be
given permission to build in the
future without NPA being required to issue actual allocations
at the time of authorization.

Media Newsmen Honored
G 'OSCARS'in reportREPO
FOR RTIN
EXCELLENCE
federal employes'
news, the
AFL ing American
Federation
of
Government Employes awarded
"Oscars" to news reporters "who
have done most to strengthen the
American
The awardscivil
wereservice
made system."
on Carl
LACK

OF

COVERAGE

. . . You can't expect to keep dry with
a topless umbrella. Something vital is missing. It's lack of coverage.
The same goes with advertising. If you don't use WGN
in Chicago, something vital is missing. Again it's a case of coverage.
You wouldn't
out a cover — then don't
WGN — the station with
per week than any other

go out in the rain with an umbrella withtry to advertise in the Middle West without
the greatest coverage, reaching more homes
Chicago station.
...WGN

^

^aect

^cof

Chicago 11
Illinois
50.000 Watts
Serving the Middle West
720
MBS
On Your Dial
Chicago office for Minneapolis-St. Paul, Detroit, Cincinnati and Milwaukee
Eastern Sales Office: 220 E. 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y. for New York City, Philadelphia and Boston
Geo. P. Holllngbery Co.
Advertising Solicitors for All Other Cities
Los Angeles — 411 W. 5th Street • New York — 500 5th Avenue • Atlanta — 223 Peach Street
Chicago — 307 N. Michigan Avenue • San Francisco — -400 Montgomery Street

A Clear Channel Station . . .
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Berger's DuMont Television Network show, Your Government and
Mine.
Among recipients were Joseph
Young, WMAL-AM-FM-TV Washington and the Washington Evening Star; Rae Hargreave, Washington correspondent, Monthly Federal Employee Press, and author
of WOL-AM-FM Washington's
government employes newscasts ;
Frank Edwards, who airs the AFL
programs over MBS, and Mr.
Berger, who, in addition to his telecasts over DuMont's WTTG (TV)
Washington, broadcasts nightly
over WWDC-AM-FM there.
Mass

Media

Seminars

SEMINAR in international broadcasting and a series on "Mass
Media beandconducted
International
will
by Relations"
Dr. Arno
Huth, UN public information department, under auspices of the
New School for Social Research,
New York, beginning early in February. Other topics slated during
the spring semester include radio,
television, facsimile, role of communications and influence on foreign policy and public opinion,
films and press. UN executive officers and outstanding experts will
appear as guest speakers, with
sessions to be held Mondays and
Wednesdays at Dr. Huth's home.
NET profits of $608,000 for the quarter ending Nov. 30 and of $718,000 for
six months ending same date have
been reported by the Raytheon
Mfg. Co., Waltham, Mass. OfiBcials
reported that backlog of government
orders has increased to about $170
million.
BROADCASTING
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• what

is the

reached
today?
• How

by

radio

radio

far has

market

Do you want the real facts? Then send for the

in Detroit

new study of the Detroit market compiled by
WWJ. See factual proof of the continuing irreplaceable importance of radio to do an effective

TV cut into the

radio market?
• Has

TV

selling job in the Detroit market. See, also,

hurt the effectiveness

of radio advertising?

how you can eliminate guesswork in buying
radio time in Detroit, when you buy WWJ.
Write WWJ— The Detroit News, Detroit 31 . . .
or contact The George P. Hollingbery Company . . . today!

FIRST IN DETROIT Owned and Operated by- THE DETROIT NEWS
National Representatives: THE GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY COMPANY
Atfociafe Tc/evnion Station WWJ-TV
AM - 950 KILOCYCLES - 5000 WATTS
FM-CHANNEL 246-97.1 MEGACYCLES
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Military Ro8e Reviewed
REVOLUTIONARY applications
of electronics and communications
developments were reviewed Jan.
17 before the American Patent
Assn. in Washington by Edwin A.
Speakman, vice chairman of the
Defense Dept.'s Research & Development Board.
Mr. Speakman noted that 40%
of the cost of new American planes
is tied up in electronic equipment,
and that on one large bomber, some
1,200 vacuum tubes are utilized.
Certain type aircraft, he said, are
described as "flying electronic
laboratories."
Because of this wide application
of electronics, Mr. Speakman
stated, many new problems have
arisen, among them the development of "more reliable electron
tubes." The program is "most
urgent," he added, and industry is
offering full support.
Turning to communications, Mr.
Speakman said recent developments
by the Army Signals Corps make
it possible 'to send "almost 100
voice messages simultaneously over
one radio channel or, if needed, several television or radar presentations." The development is specially
significant, he said, because of its
value in alerting air defense centers of approaching enemy planes.
"For example, it is possible to
include certain messages in conventional broadcast signals which
can be identified and decoded only
after they are recorded and
analyzed by special equipment,"
Mr. Speakman explained.
He demonstrated a signal involving aconventional music broadcast upon which a super-audible
frequency (containing the special
code) was superimposed. The
signal was recorded and played
back at a slower rate making the
super-audible frequency more audible. This method is now envisioned by the Defense Dept. in
current planning with the FCC for
participation of broadcast stations
in the alert blueprint. It would be
used to warn community civil defense officials in the event of imminent air attack.

Leap Year Special
AFTER four years of broadcasting, KPUG Bellingham,
Wash., plans to celebrate its
first anniversary. KPUG went
on the air Feb. 29, 1948, and
had to wait until Leap Year
rolled around again before
lighting a birthday candle.
The station, 1 kw on 1170 kc,
is an affiliate of the Don Lee
Broadcasting System. It is
owned by KPUG Inc., of
which Jessica L. Longston
is president. R. E. Pollock is
general manager.
Page 44
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GIFT changes hands — from one
broadcaster to another — as Judge
John Borgan Davis (I), WIBG Philadelphia, receives congratulations
from Benedict Gimbel Jr., president
and general manager, WIP Philadelphia. Mr. Davis, vice president,
general counsel and stockholder in
WIBG, received gift from Philadelphia Radio-Television Broadcasters
Assn. as token for election to city's
Common Pleas Court No. 4 last fall
[B»T, Nov. 19, 1951]. Mr. Davis
also is president and principal owner
of WALL Middletown, N. Y., and
secretary-stockholder of WAEB Allentown, Pa. Mr. Gimbel is president of
association.
KSL

Sales Record

DESPITE the growth of television
there and a network rate cut, KSL
Salt Lake City in 1951 enjoyed its
best sales year in history, according to Eugene M. Halliday, station manager. KSL radio gross
sales outpulled 1950's by over 2%,
with national spot sales making
the best showing, he announced.
The record figure was attributed to
volume increase, Mr. Halliday said,
noting that KSL's 20% daytime
rate hike was virtually nullified
because of station's protective
policy on active accounts. Previous best year was 1950, with
March 1951 as the best month, Mr.
Halliday said. KSL is a CBS Radio affiliate. Grov/th of TV is represented by two video outlets — •
KSL-TV and KDYL-TV.

Bombay Exhibit Delayed
INTERNATIONAL Radio and
Electronics Exhibition, originally
slated to be held next month, has
been postponed until November,
it was announced last week by
Fateh Manzil, Opera House, Bombay, India.
WNJR Newark, N. J., is recording
a series of 10 minute state news
roundups to be shortwaved to U. S.
military installations by Armed
Forces Radio Service. Programs, narby Tom beamed
Costigan,to station's
editor,rated are
Europe, news
the
Caribbean, Panama, Canal Zone,
Greenland and Iceland.

► Lone Ranger this month begins its 20th year on radio. This
program was first heard over a
small group of Michigan stations.
Currently, it's on 224 ABC network
as well as many television outlets
via film. George W. Trendle, creator of the Loyie Ranger, is president of Trendle Campbell Enterprises, which directs the numerous
Lone Ranger projects.
► Floyd H. Bowman, mail department supervisor, WOR New
York, this month celebrated his
25th year with that station. Mr.
Bowman was presented an inscribed
gold watch and a 25-year service
pin by Theodore C. Streibert, president of WOR-AM-TV.
>- Westinghouse School Service
weekly radio feature. Adventures
in Research, completes its 10th year
on the air this month. Originally
on KDKA Pittsburgh, the program
now is heard on 243 commercial and
educational stations, 64 AFRS stations, and 78 member stations of
the Inter-Collegiate Broadcasting
System. Adventures in Research is
directed by Harry Gail, of Westinghouse School Service, and produced by Lionel Poulton, of
KDKA's production department.
The show is transcribed by KDKA's
Recording Service.
► Sterling V. Couch, traffic manager, WDRC Hartford, is observing his 24th anniversary at that
station.
t> Ray Clancy, WMFJ Daytona
Beach, Fla., has completed 15 years
as manager of that station.
E> WCAR Pontiac, Mich., aired
its 500th program of Pontiac High
School Radio Workshop today
(Monday). A special production.
The First Five Hundred, detailed
the grovd;h and development of the

Takes Commerce Dept. Post
APPOINTMENT of Nils A. Lennartson. Air Force public relations officer and former newspaperman, as director of public information for the Dept. of Commerce was announced by Secretary
Charles W. Sawyer last Monday.
The post is newly created.
Mr. Lennartson's appointment is
eifective Feb. 1. He has been serving as special assistant to Secretary Thomas K. Finletter of the
Air Force and as deputy director
of AF public relations. He will represent the Commerce Dept. in activities involving the National Production Authority, Bureau of
Standards,
CAA and other bureaus.
Mr. Lennartson was associated
with the Guy Gannett newspaper
chain from 1936 to 1942. Before
joining the Air Force in July 1948,
he was assistant publicity manager
of the Maine Central Railroad and
assistant public relations director
for the U. S. Steel Corp.

Workshop. City of Pontiac proclaimed today as "Pontiac High
School Radio Workshop Day." Additional tributes came from educators and civic leaders.
> Art Linkletter, m.c. of CBS \
Radio House Party, began eighth
year on air Jan. 15. For seven of
those years. House Party has been
a CBS Radio feature. John Guedel,
show originato*r, is producer.
^ CBS Radio daily quarter-hour
drama, Auyit Jenny, celebrated its
15th year on that network Jan. 18.
E»- WFIL Philadelphia's weekly
drama series. Within Our Gates,
marked its seventh anniversary
Jan. 6. Presented by WFIL in cooperation with the Philadelphia
Fellowship Commission, the program has been on the air for 364
consecutive weeks.
No Price Control
DISPLAY advertising in public
modes of transportation are exempt
from price controls, placing it in
the same category with broadcasting stations and other media, under
a ruling handed down by government price stabilization officials
Jan. 17. The Office of Price Stabilization explained the action is
consistent with exemption provided
for advertising rates charged by
radio or television and other
media. Charges for services performed by ad agencies also are excluded from price regulations.
Classroom Studios
NATIONAL weekly magazine.
Scholastic Teacher, in current issue
emphasizes value of adequate
acoustics in an article entitled
"Your Own Radio Studio — Hints
on How to Make One." The article,
written by William J. Temple,
Brooklyn College, New York, also
tells how to improvise when trying
to turn a classroom into a broadcasting studio. Among other advice Mr. Temple gives is to get
expert opinion — make friends with
technicians at your local radio
station.
Phillies Buy Spots
PHILADELPHIA Phillies,
through a radio spot schedule, are trying to run up the
score of advance sales for
reserved and box seats to
baseball games during the
upcoming season. Choice
locations for 14 night games
are held up as lure. Handling
all advertising for the
Phillies is Weightman Inc.,
Philadelphia agency. Newspapers and direct mail also
are being used.
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At long last, abc brings radio '
ABC
stars; on
now
FIGURE
FAMOUS
A
and Marlene Dietrich together — and what a combination! Dietrich . . . one of the world's most glamorous w^omen ... a name
that means box office in movie houses and theatres on three continents . . . now steps from her stage and screen triumphs into
a radio role tailor-made for her sultry talents. Sunday evenings at 9:15, E. S. T., La Dietrich becomes Mile. Madou— ownerchanteuse of the "Cafe Istanbul." It's a shadowy rendezvous
of spies and diplomats . . . where murderers trade secrets . . .
and excitement is "on the house." Great entertainment?
There's nothing like it on radio! But that's just the half of it.
For the whole story . . . the part where you come in . . . see
the back of this insert!
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-Cate Istanbul," ABC

boasts

radio's first big, new dramatic show of the year. It's got every ingredient for success. The magic of the Dietrich name
. unique atmosphere . . . top mystery-intrigue script . . . a cast of outstanding radio character actors. And it also
las one of the largest carry-over audiences in all radio, Coming right after Walter Winchell's famous Sunday
newscasts, "Cafe Istanbul" inherits his vast following.
This show, with this star and this time spot, spells a
great opportunity for the right advertiser. If you think
you are this advertiser, don't miss out — be the first to
call ABC Radio Sales for details. But call without delay!

enca is

ABC
American

Radio

Broadcasting

Company

SOU)
Ami
on ABC

S 7 739 Is Ripped

Apart

FCC BILL
By Senate Subcommittee
IT LOOKS as if the now latent proposal on Capitol Hill to give the FCC
Chairman far-reaching powers he now does not enjoy is very close to
being put to sleep for the duration of the 82d Congress.
This was disclosed last week by a move within the Senate Executive
Expenditures Committee to rip to
a Commissioner's tenure of office
pieces a bill that has been pending
would give the Commissioner a 60before it. The measure (S 1139)
day leeway after his term expired.
would give the Chairman greater
This development was coincipowers than even contemplated in
dental with a statement by Senate
the Truman plan of 1950 — modeled
Expenditures Committee Chairman John L. McClellan (D-Ark.).
after the plan of the Hoover Commission on Government ReorganHe said he has requested the Bureau of the Budget to give it an JOSEPH H. McCONNELL (I), NBC
ization [B*T, March 26, 1951].
idea how much money has been president and chairman. Salvation
However, last week an expendsaved the government via reorganiArmy's 1952 New York fund camitures subcommittee recommended
zation plans now in effect and poign for $1,250,000, and Mrs.
an amendment to S 1139 which does what savings
could be expected
Georgs
C. Lieb,
everything but denude the original should the other Hoover Commischairman,
admirewomen's
1952 committee
campaign
legislation. All that would be left
sion plans (including FCC among
poster held by Walter Moving, president. Salvation Army Assn. of New
by the subcommittee is a provi- other regulatory agencies) be efsion contained in the bill that an fectuated.
York.
FCC Commissioner could continue
; to serve in office, even though his
i{ term had expired, until his sucNETWORKS, AFM AID HEART FUND
5 cessor is appointed and "qualified"
I (confirmed by Senate) and that he
Programs and Talent to Boost 1952 Drive
can be removed from office by the
President should he betray his
MAJOR radio networks are sched- cial talent groups and fund speakj trust.
uled to join the nationwide fight
ers appearing in addition to an
If the full committee decides to against
heart disease with special AFM orchestra.
accept the subcommittee recompublic service broadcasts produced
NBC radio will present the third
t mendation, the death-knell will be in cooperation with the American
broadcast from New York at 10:35
1, sounded for FCC reorganization as Heart Assn. and the American
p.m. EST, Feb. 14. Mrs. Alben
Federation of Musicians.
Barkley, vice president of the
ijenvisioned by S 1139.
Music Performance Trust Fund
American Heart Assn., will be
Other Turnback
of the latter group will be used by keynote speaker and top NBC
It is understood that the prime AFM locals to provide orchestras
talent is scheduled for variety ap; mover in the subcommittee's deci- on four coast-to-coast broadcasts
pearances.
Vsion was the fact that the Senate
during February. First program
Final broadcast in the series will
I (81st Congress) killed off a similar is scheduled from Los Angeles by be presented by Mutual at 8 p.m.
attempt to reorganize the FCC, CBS Radio for 10:30 p.m. EST
EST, Feb. 24. The program, featuring well known concert artists,
along with other regulatory agenThursday,
eve
of the
Heart Fund's
1952
start.
James
C.
Petrillo,
AFM
will originate in Boston.
cies in government in 1950 [B*T,
i May 22, 1950]. Therefore, the sub-^ president, will speak briefly, and
\\ committee held, why bring it tip national heart campaign chairman, Bruce Barton, will talk on be- CHRISTOPHER AWARDS
..'
half of the fund.
'jagain?
To Include Radio and TV
The original bill would transfer
ABC radio network plans the
the executive and administrative
TELEVISION program and radio
, functions of the FCC to the Chair- second broadcast from Chicago
Feb. 7 at 10 p.m. EST, with spe- presentation will be added this
I'man
; place in and
his jurisdiction
year to the categories for which
appointment
assignment the
of
awards amounting to $28,000 will
j personnel in the immediate offices
NORTON TO LEAVE FRB
be offered by the Christopher
' of the Commissioners, and allow
movement, according to Father
Returns to Own Interests
the President to remove from office
James Keller, founder and director,
any member of the FCC for "in- EDWARD LEE NORTON anefficiency, neglect of duty, or malthis Monday.
year's compenounced last week that he is resign- who announced
tition in New York
feasance in office, but for no other
ing from the board of governors
Contest is open to anyone who
of the Federal Reserve System
icause," in addition to permitting
. service in office though the term
to submit a 300- to 1,600[Closed Circuit, Dec. 24, 1951]. wants
Mr. Norton is board chairman of word letter explaining what he or
'|may
have
expired,
a friend has done as a Christopher,
(j Retained provision dealing with WAPI, WAFM (FM) and WAFMor Christ-bearer, in changing the
TV Birmingham and of WMBRworld for the better. Forty-four
AM-FM-TV Jacksonville, Fla.
iGray, Casey Named
The resignation is to take effect prizes ranging from $100 to $2,000
Feb. 1. Mr. Norton has been will be awarded in such categories
jROBERT M. GRAY, advertising
as radio and TV programs, books,
Iland sales promotion manager of a member of the Federal Reserve
Esso Standard Oil Co., New York, Board for two years. His term ex- motion pictures, newspaper stories
and magazine articles. Deadline
has been named general chairman
pires Jan. 31, 1964. It is expected
for the "What One Person Can Do"
fiof Advertising Federation of that he will return to his private
interests which also include the entries is Easter Sunday.
jAmerica's 48th annual convention
tto be held June 8-11 at New York's presidency of the Coosa River
jWaldorf-Astoria. To serve as co- Newsprint Co. in Alabama.
Kintner Named
President Truman has nominated
iljchairman will be Antoinette M. CaJames L. Robertson of Nebraska to ROBERT E. KINTNER, ABC
sey, assistant to the vice president
in charge of advertising and sales succeed him. Mr. Truman also president, has accepted chairmanship of radio and TV broadcasting
promotion, Frankfort Distillers praised Mr. Norton for the "wondivision
of the 1952 Heart Fund
jporp., New York. Mr. Gray is a diderful job" he had done and ex- Drive conducted
by the New York
rector of AFA, Advertising Club
pressed hope Mr. Norton would "be
bf New York, and Assn. of Nain a position to render further pub- Heart Assn. Fund drive begins
Feb. 1.
tional Advertisers.
lic service" in the future.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

LBS EXECUTIVES
Adair, Dunnagan Named
CARLTON ADAIR, radio and advertising veteran, has been named
LBS vice president in charge of
stations relations and .John M.
Dunnagan has been promoted to
assistant to the president of LBS,
it was announced last week.
Mr. Adair, prior to joining LBS,
was West Coast program director
for MBS. He supervised all network program activities for the
Don Lee network with a department of 230 employes under his
direction. Also, he acted as western sales service manager for the
MBS West Coast Div.
Veteran of 17 years in the broadcasting industries, Mr. Adair began as an advertising executive of
the Graybar Electric Co. of Detroit
in 1935. He has been associated
with the Farmers & Manufacturers National Beet Sugar Assn.,
Saginaw, Mich.; Raymond R. Morgan Co., radio production agency,
and his own agency, Adair &
Assoc., which serviced national accounts in Texas and California.
Mr. Dunnagan, who joined LBS
in 1950, formerly was vice president of the LBS East Coast Div.
and also directed the Washington

Mr. Adair

Mr. Dunnagan

newsroom and program activities.
He
transferred
to asLBS's
Dallaswas
headquarters
in 1951
vice
president in charge of national
sales.
Before joining LBS, Mr. Dunnagan was general manager of
WBBO Forrest City, N. C. He is a
native of Winston-Salem, N. C.
WJZ-Grand Union Drive
WJZ New York plans extra drive
for its WJZ-Grand Union Caravan,
scheduled for broadcast from a different Grand Union supermarket
in New York area each day on a
Monday ' through Friday basis.
With Feb. 18 debut, program is to
feature joint station-sponsor promotion whereby week-long merchandising of participating sponsors' products will be conducted in
store where broadcast originates.
Included will be displays of products at aisle ends, check-out points
and other prominent locations, plus
window signs, streamers and display cards. Redemption coupons
will be issued on special items.
TO AID recent flood emergency in
Alviso, Calif., KEEN San Jose conceived plane-to-ground hookup with
city police short-wave system, enabling plane to circle stricken areas
routing Red Cross crews and evacuees
onto dry land.
January 28, 1952
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BROADCAST nieuium reflected
the activity of Democratic party
leaders on two fronts last week.
The Democratic National Committee set Feb. 5 for a meeting of
its executive committee to discuss
the proposed code of standards for
coverage of its convention in Chicago next July.
The executive group will receive
a fill-in on the proposed standards
governing type of sponsorship, coverage facilities, cost of installing
equipment and other problems. But
Frank McKinney, national committee chairman, will make the final
clearance.
Whether the networks should
bear the expense of installing
studio equipment at the International Amphitheatre, convention
site for both Democratic and GOP
meets, still pends as one problem.
Prospect of a joint meeting this

week with the GOP National Committee to air this topic was indicated.
Sponsorship question is not a
controversial one, at least at Democratic Committee headquarters.
Negotiations undertaken thus far
by the major radio-TV networks
for sponsorship generally have
found favor at the committee to
which the names of advertisers
have been submitted.

lights of a Saturday morning panel
on World Mobilization for Peace,
with Vice President Alben Barkley
as moderator. Program was earmarked for delayed broadcast, 55:30 p. m. EST.
An address by Sen. Robert Kerr
(D-Okla.) was scheduled for coverage by CBS Radio on Friday, 10:3011 p. m. EST, network's nationwide
facilities.

Agency Choice Pends
Also hanging in the balance for
the Administration party — though
not likely to be taken up at the
executive session — is the selection
of an advertising agency for its
convention. This will be determined independent of the executive group.
Broadcast coverage of part of the
midwest Democratic conference in
Kansas City last Friday and Saturday, scheduled by both ABC and
CBS, also found politicos active.
ABC was slated to carry high-

Nielsen

EFFECTIVE

FEBRUARY

Adds

Seven

A. C. NIELSEN Co., Chicago, last
week reported signing seven new
clients for its radio and television
index services. They are JohnsManville, Ford Motor, American
Telephone & Telegraph, Toni and
Mennen, all advertisers, and two
agencies, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample and Wallace - Ferry - Hanley.
Subscribers now represent 78% of
network radio and 55% of network
TV clients. President A. C. Nielsen
said.

1st 1952

its

FTC TRADE RULES
Industry Group Prepares
MACHINERY for promulgation of
trade practice rules for radio-TV
set manufacturers has been set in
motion again on the industry front.
An all-industry committee, with
L. B. Calamaras of National Electronic Distributors Assn. as chairman, met Jan. 17 to review rules
proposed by the Federal Trade
Commission.
Suggested revisions drafted by
the committee will be studied by
members and forwarded to FTC's
Trade
shortly.Practices Conference Bureau
It was expected that FTC would
call a third industry conference
sometime in March once bureau
members have had time to digest
industry recommendations. The
proposed rules were originally
handed down last summer prior to
the second industry conclave. Color
TV was one of the more controversial topics discussed in previous
1951].
meetings
[B«T, Oct. 1, June 25,
Attending the all-industry meeting were representatives from
Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn., Philco
Corp., National Appliance & Radio
Dealers Assn., RCA and Allen B.
DuMont Labs.
ZUCKERT

in
SPRINGFIELD^

ILLINOIS

America's TOP Network — on Springfield's TOP Station!
. . . PROVIDING CHOICE AVAILABILITIES NEVER BEFORE OFFERED NATIONAL TIME BUYERS IN ILLINOIS' SECOND MARKET!
The programs of the National Broadcasting Company in WestCentral Illinois— IN CONCENTRATED COVERAGE— for the FIRST
TIME . . . with the plus-support of WMAY's
produced shows.

outstanding locally-

... all on Springfield's Most Powerful Station, operating on Springfield's Most Desirable Frequency.
Write

or Wire

NOW

CHOSEN
To Fill AEC Post

NOMINATION of Eugene M.
Zuckert, Assistant Secretary of the
Air Force and stockholder in KPBX
Beaumont, Tex., as a member of the
Atomic Energy Commission was
sent to the Senate by President
Truman last Monday.
Mr. Zuckert was named to fill the
unexpired term of Sumner T. Pike,
resigned, ending June 30, 1954.
Hearings on the nomination were
promised "soon" by Sen. Brien
McMahon (D-Conn.), chairman of
the Joint Congressional Atomic
Energy Committee.
Mr. Zuckert holds 10,000 out of
67,862 shares of common voting
stock in KPBX of which he is a
director, or roughly 14.7 % of stock
in the station.
A native of Stamford, Conn., he
was appointed Assistant Secretary
of the Air Force in 1947. Previously,
he was an attorney for the Securities & Exchange Commission.
Donald

Dame

DONALD DAME, 34, Metropolitan Opera tenor and formerly soloist on NBC's American Album of
Familiar Music, was found dead in
a Lincoln, Neb., hotel room last
WMAY-NBC
Monday. Death was attributed to
Springfield, Illinois
a heart attack. Mr. Dame appeared
for about seven years on the network music program for Bayer
970 KILOCYCLES
500 WATTS NIGHT
DAY
1000 V/ATTS
Aspirin and was touring with the
JOHN E. PEARSON COMPANY
BY
NATIONALLY
REPRESENTED
Met production of Die Fledermaus.
A native of Titusville, Pa., Mr.
Dame is survived by his vdfe.
BROADCASTING
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KJR'j 5000 watts
is all
for
the you
rich, need
concentrated Sound market.
Our "hook" coverage
means low-cost selling.

ABERDEEN
• CENTRALIA
• CHEHALIS

PUT

ON

VOU

XH

R

LI

N

HOOK

A hook-shaped strip, 10 miles wide and 150 miles
long, bordering Puget Sound, is home for 86.9% of the
population of the entire 15-county Western Washington
market, although only 7% of its land area.
KJR's efficient 5,000 watts at 950 kilocycles covers
this tidewater market with no waste, and at low cost.
BMB proves KJR reaches all of Western Washington's 15 counties, and saturates the all-important "hook"
of Puget Sound.
Buy KJR

for efficient, low-cost, no- waste circulation!

A MARSHALL FIELD STATION - AN ABC AFFILIATE
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY AVERY- KNODEL, INC.
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MUSIC

TV
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17.2%
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Variety
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7.2%

13.3%

3.9%
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Mystery
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editorial

Happy Combination
MORE THAN ONCE in past years there has
been unfortunate occasion to remind the manufacturers of radio and television sets that they
were being short-sighted, to say the least, in
allocating unreasonably large parts of their
advertising budgets to media which compete
against the only two that make their business
possible.
It is pleasant now to take the opposite tack.
The decisions by Westinghouse, Philco and
Admiral to sponsor political coverage on CBS,
NBC and ABC — both radio and television —
are commendable on two counts.
First, of course, the substantial budgets
which these three advertisers will spend will
immeasurably improve the extent and quality
of broadcasting coverage in this most important election year. It would not be financially
possible for networks to do anything like the
job that is planned if they had to do it on a
sustaining basis.
Second, the experience ought to make it
clear to these and other manufacturers that
they have as great a responsibility in enlarging radio and television circulation as the
broadcasters have. The political conventions
will be of transcendental public interest. It is
certainly to the advantage of the set makers
to see that the conventions are presented in
acceptable detail on the air, as added inducement for the public to equip itself with receiving equipment.
Here self-mterest and nublic ser\'ica go hand
in hand. The manufacturer rceives tVi° arlvertisino- benefits inherent in sponsorship of
a show bavins' such a larp-e audience. The
broadcaster benpfit'^ financially a« we^l as from
the prestigre and public acceptance that come
from doine a thorough job of covering events
of great interpst. And the public e"ets th"
enormous benefit of observin<r the democratic
process from a vantaere point that heretofore
has b^en reserved for only a few.
These benefits, on perhaps somewhat smaller
scale, can be realized from broadcasts of other
kinds throus-hout the year. There oueht to be
further readiustments of set manufacturers'
advertisinf?- budgets to make room for larprer
investments in radio and television broadcasting, without which the set makers could not
exist.
Cracker

Barrel

WASHINGTON is the news crossroads of the
world. Much of that traffic converges at the
National Press Club, where the news elite
meet to eat, drink, read the tickers, listen to
radio and watch television.
Last Monday there was a typical luncheon
group at the Club (which one day must become
the National Press and Radio Club, or National
News Club). The morning news was being
discussed.
Spotting a few radio people in the group,
Lyle Wilson, ace Washington correspondent
and United Press bureau chief, commented:
"There's no competition any more between
newspapers and radio." He observed that it's
routine practice to monitor the forum and discussion programs over the networks, notably
during the weekends.
Luther Huston, who a few weeks ago relinquished the managership of the big Washington bureau of the New York Times to take
over a "beat," pointed to several front page
Page 54 • January 28, 1952

stories in Monday's Times, based on radio or
TV broadcasts. "Seems it's hard to get out a
good Monday morning paper without those
radio-developed stories," he observed.
The same general view was echoed by Jim
Warner, one of the top men in the HeraldTribune bureau; Larry Sullivan, who writes for
Nation's Business; GriflSng Bancroft, CBS
Washington commentator; Ted Koop, CBS
Washington news director; Howard Kany, who
heads AP radio in Washington and is president of the Washington Professional Chapter
of Sigma Delta Chi; Dick Fitzpatrick of the
State Depts.' Voice of America, and Wallace
Werble, editor of the authoritative Food-DrugCosmetic Reports.
Memory harked back to the radio-press war
of the '30s. Then radio couldn't buy, beg or
borrow news association service. So the networks, one by one, went into the spot news
business. Individual stations set up their own
bureaus. Then, as radio became a potent news
force, the press associations, one by one, began
selling their services to radio. Now, one by
one, they're entering the TV news field.
The turnabout began, actually, during the
last war. Radio, because of its speed, picked
up scoop after scoop from the fighting fronts
and the foreign offices. Networks made it a
practice to issue "full texts" for newspaper
use, saving thousands in wire tolls — and getting the credit lines.
Now, in this half-war era, the turnabout extends to the domestic front as well. Such programs as Meet the Press, American Forum of
the Air, Battle Report, The Big Question,
People's Platform and Washington Whirl,
regularly create front page news. Public
officials and political candidates save their hot
statements for their radio or TV appearances.
They want that double impact.
At the local level, there's hardly a newspaper in the nation that doesn't cover its local
stations as closely as City Hall.
So in this modern journalistic era, the broadcast media do more than report the spot news.
They make it.
Cardboard

Christmas

THE DISMISSAL a fortnight ago of mail
fraud charges against two Los Angeles promoters who peddled inferior Christmas ornaments by mail-order broadcasting may have
been ordered on sound legal grounds, but its
practical consequence will be to invite imitation by others whose ethics are similarly primitive.
The actions of Harold Cowan and Ralph
Whitmore may not have constituted punishable
fraud in the eyes of federal law, but they certainly were against the best interests of either
the stations that carried their advertising or,
more importantly, the listeners who sent in
their dollars and got back cardboard junk.
The moral of this story is one we have mentioned before. It is simply that no broadcaster
can delegate to a federal court or to anyone
else his responsibilities for the quality of the
advertising he broadcasts. Messrs. Cowan and
Whitmore would never have got their shabby
merchandise into circulation if some broadcasters had not, in their anxiety to make a
quick if questionable buck, accepted the Cowan
& Whitmore account.
As we say, Messrs. Cowan's and Whitmore's
exoneration will doubtlessly encourage others
to try to fob off miserable goods by radio or
television mail order deals. It is to be hoped
that no broadcaster will be a party to an expansion of this kind of business.

our respects to:

DAVID HARGETT

MORRIS

AS Force
A bombardier
with II,
theCapt.
U. S.
8th MorAir
in World War
Dave
ris flew in a lead craft, setting his sights ;
on targets far removed from the business of
broadcasting.
Capt. Morris flew some 30 combat missions
before his plane was forced down over the
Rhine. He made his way back, with the aid
of friendly partisans, to the comparative sancBritain.tuary of the corps' operating base in Great
Were it not for this fortunate escape, David
Hargett Morris might not have been able to
cast his sights on more peaceful pursuits —
Texan or not.
!
What followed upon his return to civilian [
life is now faithfully chronicled in the annals
of KNUZ Houston — and certainly in the
achievement records of independent radio,
which has found in Mr. Morris a hard-fighting
champion.
As general manager of KNUZ Mr. Morris
has carved for himself an enviable niche.
Under his leadership, the station has become
the top Hooperated independent outlet in the !
Houston market, with a not inconsiderable |
share of audience, and is one of the highest in- '
dependent Hooperated stations in the nation.
"We are most proud of the public acceptance of KNUZ as a part of the com- i
munity," he reflects. "KNUZ has the reputation of being a very friendly, public-minded
station, and is always available for lending a
helping hand to civic projects."
Mr. Morris' pride is natural since he helped
put KNUZ on the air in 1948, but of more
significance is his staunch faith in block programming andjockeys.
the use Friendliness
of high-caliber,
ex- "
perienced disc
and personality— these are the prime attributes of the
station's success, he feels.
Evidence of KNUZ's continuing progress
may be seen in its purchase last year of a
half -block of land upon which Mr. Morris built
the KNUZ "Radio Ranch." Several unusual
features were incorporated into the ranch, including an outdoor theatre, complete with
rustic backdrop and lanterns for footlights,
and a corral studio for square dances and other
functions.
Future plans call for developing more fresh ,
station personalities and for expansion of the
ranch into a public center for all types of
shows. Quite obviously, this is further evidence
that they do things big in Texas.
The man around whom these plans revolve
(Continued on page 6i )
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Thaw

Affiliate Rates,

Shafto

S. C. SE

Urges

DEVELOPMENT of daytime business as the broadcaster's most valuable potential v/as advocated by G. Richard Shafto, WIS Columbia, S. C,
at the fourth annual winter meeting of the South Carolina Broadcasters
Assn., held Jan. 18-19 in Columbia [B»T, Jan. 21].
Mr. Shafto is a member of the *
independent Affiliates Committee
blood continuing in office.
formed last spring when the epiExplaining operation of the NBC
demic of network radio rate cuts
rate formula in individual marwas developing. He addressed the
kets, Mr. Shafto said it is based
meeting on the overall network af- on the assumption that only 45%
filiate situation.
as many people listen in daytime
John M. Rivers, WCSC Charlesas at night. A Pulse survey in Coton, S. C, was elected president of
lumbia last autumn showed the
SCBA. Walter Brown, WORD
daytime audience actually is 73%
Spartanburg, was elected vice presof the night audience, he said, addident and T. Doug Youngblood,
ing that in application the rate was
WFIG Sumter, secretary. New
in error 63%.
board members are Joe Martin,
Networks must evolve plans to
WDSC Dillon, and Jimmy Coggins,
WKDK Newberry.
attract advertisers who want considerably less than, a full network,
Retiring officers were Melvin
he said, pointing to the competition
Purvis, WOLS Florence, president;
with national spot representatives.
C. Wallace Martin, WMSC ColumHe called for unfreezing of affiliate
bia, vice president, with Mr. Young-

rates and more frequent adjustments.
With network flexibility it is
clear that selective network rates
must be closely related to selective
spot rates, Mr. Shafto explained,
adding, "It is unthinkable that a
national spot sales representative
can sell his station to Young &
Rubicam at twice the rate which
the network asks the same agency
for the same station."
Offers Rate Plan
He proposed that networks "consider the adoption of each affiliate's
national spot rate as the sale price
for the affiliate's facilities on a
selective market network sales
plan. ... To those who would say
that the network would pay to the
affiliate a lesser portion of the total sale price I would say, that is
the network's just due so long as
the network makes important program contributions." He said representatives are taking steps to retain their competitive share of the
business "and may soon be offering

A Radio Scoop
FIRST indication that Sen.
Estes Kefauver (D-Tenn.)
was a Presidential candidate
came Jan. 20 on WWDC
Washington and MBS when
the Senator's wife, Nancy,
scooped her husband by indicating he would make a
bid for the Democratic nomination. Wire services picked
up the disclosure. Sen. Kefauver made his formal announcement last Wednesday.
It had originally been set for
Feb. 1. Mrs. Kefauver was
interviewed by Hazel Markel.
the single order-single billing convenience of the network sales deMr. Shafto urged stations to
merchandise radio, making it pay
the
advertiser so handsomely in repartment."
sults that radio "will become his
primary advertising medium just
as it is now his cheapest. Watch
carefully your programs, that you
keep them interesting enough to
resist television in its peak hours, \
supplant television in those homes
and activities not suited to tele-

every year— in retail sales alone— in

viewing." in the NBC plan
Basicvision
research
is inadequate, according to Mr.
Shafto, leading to erroneous assumptions and conclusions as to
the impact of television on radio.
He claimed no formula can contain
market-to-market variables and
still be a national formula.
The two-day meeting closed with
financial reports, discussion of
changes in the constitution, review of libel laws and committee
reports.

this

MONTGOMERY

30o,m,ooo

That's how much changes hands
bustling,

growing

market— a rich

market where wages are 32% above the
national average!

Signed
for 'Life'
Series
SIGNING
of Robert
Montgomery
for a news program on NBC radio,
10:30-10:35 p.m. EST, five times
weekly [B«T,
announced last Jan.
week 7],
by was
George

And WFDF is FIRST

in Flint* . . . First in the largest
General Motors Plant City in the
nation!

Wever,
director. Life magazine promotion
The national network of 191
NBC stations will be split in halves
with Life sponsoring Mr. Montgomery on each half in alternate
periods — six weeks on one group
of stations and seven weeks on the
other. The newscast will continue
either as a sustaining program or
under other sponsors during the
periods that are not sponsored by
the magazine.
Reason for the staggered system,
Mr. Wever explained, was to enable Life local news stand representatives and American News Co.
branch offices to concentrate their
promotion and merchandising efforts at specific times. Young &
Rubicam, New York, is agency for
Life.

See your latest Hooper

BASIC
AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY

One of America's pioneer stations,
now in our 30th year!
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Represented by the Kotz Agency
Associated v/ith WOOD & WOOD-TV,
Grand Rapids— WFBM & WFBM-TV,
Indianapolis — WEOA, Evansville.

WEOK
POUGHKEEPSiE!
REPRESENTED BY DEVNEY
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. . . with heartiest thanks to
the local, regional and national
advertisers who

have made

possible our 25th anniversary
celebration and who

have made it

possible for us to furnish our
listeners with the finest radio
programmmg.
With

25 years of successful

service to advertisers and the
public, we are dedicating
ourselves to continued leadership
in San Antonio's radio market
for music and news programming.

KONO
5000 watts
860

kc

SAN ANTONIO'S ORIGINAL
MUSIC and NEWS STATION
Fannin 5171
SERVING
SAN ANTONIO,
WITH THE FINEST IN MUSIC

•

TWX-SA-49

THE NATION'S
25th CITY,
AND NEWS
FOR 25 YEARS.
Represented Nationally
FORJOE & COMPANY
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front

office

RT MORTENSEN, account executive, Don Lee-Mutual, named national advertising manager succeeding HENRY CORSTENKORN,
resigned.
TOM GORMAN, WOR New York, to WCBS that city as account
executive.

A

WILLIAM H. DAWSON, assistant to sales manager, WGN-TV Chicago,
to CBS Television Spot Sales, same city, as account executive.

Nothing's

easy-

You can't plough your way into a big, competitive market like
Canada and expect to reap profits unless you know Canada and
her marketing problems.
Let's make no bones about it: Canada is a huge country, larger
than the U. S. by 25%. And only 38% of Canada's people live
in cities of 30,000 or over.
Spending Habits
But Canadians are not mere statistics. They are very real people
with the same buying habits as your best customers in the U. S.
Most of them live within 200 miles of the U. S. border, nearer
to you than some of your present customers. Individually, they
have more money to spend than any other people in the world,
except yourselves !

And the many Canadians who live in rural areas have much the
same standard of living as their urban cousins — possibly the
highest for rural people anyivhere.
How, then, despite geographical difficulties, are you going to reap
this worthwhile harvest without going to unreasonable expense?

Over 94% of all Canadian homes have a radio. Radio is a hardy
salesman: goes everywhere — talks to everyone in his own home.
Radio, the primary source of entertainment in Canada — in practically all the homes of Canada — puts across your sales message
with a minimum of expense and effort in a clear, persuasive voice
destined to reach receptive ears, effectii'ely.

"In Canada you sell 'em when you tell 'em !"
A message from the 103 member stations of the
Canadian Association of Broadcasters
whose voices are invited into over 3 million homes ev^.'/y day.
Association

108 Sparks St.,
Ottawa.
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Mr. Fox

DON MACLEOD, commercial manager, KATY San Luis Obispo, Calif.,
named general manager succeeding JOHN RIDER, co-owner, who becomes vice president-general manager of Vick Knight Inc., L. A.
GILL-KEEFE & PERNA, N. Y., newly formed radio-TV station repre
sentative firm [B»T, Jan. 21], will represent KGVO Missoula and KANA
Anaconda, both Mont.
JACK R. WAGNER, manager of KDB Santa Barbara, Calif., to KVON'
Vallejo, Calif., as co-manager with ELMER GIBSON
STEWART ROBINSON has been named auditor atff
ABC
Chicago, replacing FRANK COVENEY, who hasf"'
resigned.

January 28, 1952

EDWIN C. METCALFE, sales service manager, KTTV
(TV) Hollywood, named account executive. Replacing
him is VAL CONTE, L. A. sales department, Detrex
Mr. Wagner
Corp., Detroit.
SANDY WOOLF, account executive, Dean Simmons Adv., L. A., to KGFJ
Hollywood in similar capacity.
HOWARD CLAYPOOL, senior account executive, Macfarland-Aveyard:{
Agency, Chicago, to ABC Chicago radio network sales.

th e answer

Canadian

Mr. Edholm

JOE KANE, account executive, WPBC
Minneapolis, and VINCE HALLETT
appointed account executives at
WDGY Minneapolis.

GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY Co., station representative firm, appointed by KMAC and KISS San Antonio
Tex.

Geography

Radi

W. O. EDHOLM, general sales manager, KFMB and KFMB-TV San
Diego, and BILL FOX, KFMB-TV
staff, elected vice presidents of KFMBTV. Mr. Edholm will be in charge of
commercial sales and Mr. Fox will
handle TV programming.

of

Broadcasters
37 Bloor St., West.
Toronto.

OSCAR ALAGOOD, promotion manager KLRA Little Rock, Ark., promoted to local sales manager.
BURT S. WEST, sales staff, KNX Los Angeles, to
CBS Radio Sales, Chicago, on Feb. 11.
BEN HOVEL, station manager of WSAU
Wis., to sales staff of WTMJ Milwaukee.

Wausau,

CHET YOUNG, WCBS New York sales staff, to CBS
Radio Network Sales Dept. as an account executive.
WARREN E. ABRAMS, Metropolitan Life Insurance Co., to CBS-TV Spot Sales as assistant research
manager under FAY DAY, research manager.

Mr. Alagood

T. E. PAISLEY Jr., program director, WFIL Philadelphia, appointee
assistant to NORMAN R. PROUTY, station's radio sales manager.
RADIO RECEIVER sales for the first
One-Man Script Shows
eleven months of 1951 were 23%
lower than for the same period in
That tie up a Sponsor for a long
life. Well written! Low price!
1950, the Radio-Television Manufacturers Assn. of Canada reports. Sales 7 Free presentation to help you sell
•em. WRITE FOR "SAMPLE!"
totalled 498,120 units worth $45,000,MERCHANDISING DIVISION
000. Almost half the sets were sold
NATIONAL RESEAKCH BUREAU, INC.
N.R.B. BLOG.
CHICAGO 10,.|LL.
in the province of Ontario.
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.PAUL MARTIN, news editor at WCCC
sales staff.
TED SMITH, WCAU
sales staff.

Hartford, joins the station's

Philadelphia, to WTVN

(TV) Columbus, Ohio,

NORMAN BROWN, Radio Time Sales Ltd., Toronto, elected chairman
'lof newly organized Radio Station Representatives Assn. of Canada,
1.j same city.
X^at±onaU

• • •

PAUL GODOFSKY. president and general manager, WHLI-AM-FM
iHempstead, L. I., named chairman of Long Island Committee to pubo. llicize "Alert America" civil defense exhibit in Hempstead. Mr. Godofsky
(also elected to board of directors for Legal Aid Society of Nassau County.
I. . . CALVIN J. SMITH, manager, KFAC Los Angeles, named radio chair- Iman for 1952 Heart Assn. Campaign. . . . HARRY ENGEL, manager,
iKVEN Ventura, Calif., recovered from injuries received when his car
jioverturned while enroute to San Francisco during early January. . . .
JOHN G. JOHNSON, part owner, general manager and secretary-treasurer of Winston-Salem Broadcasting Co., operator of WTOB WinstonSalem, N. C, given the distinguished service award by the city's Junior
IChamber of Commerce.

^^|GENE WILKEY, general manager, WCCO Minneapolis, was host at a
icommendation dinner honoring several police officers for their "praiseworthy and efficient work as members of the force." . . . GORDON C.
:', .PENTZ, assistant manager, KWBE Beatrice, Neb., appointed editor of
f'^eatrice Kiwanis Club Bulletin. . . . JOHN D. GALE, manager of Paul
H. Raymer Co., L. A., father of a boy, John D. Jr., Jan. 21.

^•'FUNERAL services were held last
Tuesday for Richard F. Connor,
^..49, general manager
of KOWB
"Laramie,
Wyo.
and
part
owner of
KNAK Salt Lake
a-iCity, in Chapel of
:;oi<the Chimes, Inglefivood Park Metnorial Cemetery,
^^Inglewood, Calif.
^\ Mr. Connor died
iin Laramie on
(Ian. 17 following
pjlb heart attack
' [B»T, Jan. 21].
Mr. Connor
jIn radio since
sr(iBl929, he was at
llpne time manager of KMPC and
jfeRKD Los Angeles and coordinator-manager of Southern California Broadcasters Assn.
During World War II, Mr. Connor was OWI chief of station re-

To a time buyer
with a client who

Now that the smoke of the holiday parties
away, giving place to the normal, everyday
battle, let's discuss a truth that is stronger
an eternal verity of the great Midwest, the
of WMT.

lations and later assistant to the
president and station relations
manager of MBS.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs. Lucille Connor; a daughter, Mrs.
Gloria Whitney of Salt Lake City;
two sons, Richard Jr. of Fort Holabird, Md., Ned of Laramie; and a
brother, Ned Connor, general manager of KRKD.

has cleared
smoke of
than friction,
pulling power

We're not blase, understand, but we just don't get
butterflies in the stomach anymore when we find more
evidence of WMT's selling oomph. We expect it. For
example, whenever visiting firemen get the grand tour
through the station, we jusl point to Killian's Department
Store across the street and casually mention how they sold
2,200 pairs of socks with one commercial on their regular
9 a.m. news . . . and 600 men's belts with another single
shot.
Day in and day out we hear tell about folks who buy
something or do something because WMT suggested it.
We know WMT persuades — '10,000 of our Eastern Iowa
friends turned out for our annual Farm Field Day.

To Be on NBC Jan. 31

HIGHLIGHTS of Eddie Cantor's
60th birthday party, to be held
Thursday at New York's Hotel
Commodore, will be broadcast by
NBC radio, 10:35-11 p.m. EST.
Price per plate for the birthdaydinner party will be a $1,000 State
of Israel Savings Bond. Mr. Cantor
currently is one of the rotating
stars of Colgate Comedy Hour
The Nation's
(NBC-TV, Sundays, 8-9 p.m.), and
GOING WILD
also as star of his own radio show
over
(NBC, Tuesdays, 10-10:30 p.m.).
"THE
Principal speaker at the celebration will be Vice President Alben
W. Barkley. Roster of speakers will
WOR
MAG
also include notables in entertainD"
IC
ment and political fields.
Radio's
NEWEST GAME
Mr. Cantor's efforts on behalf of
A TOP SELLER
charitable and civic causes have
IN EVERY MARKET
brought him citations from U. S.
Treasury, War Dept., Heart Assn.,
For Information, Write or Wire:
National Conference of Christians
JOHN GREENE
& Jews, Jewish War Veterans, and
PRODUCTIONS
Catholic War Veterans. He is reBox 641
sponsible for coining the phrase
Rock Hill, South Carolina
"March of Dimes" in the campaign against polio.
8ROADCASTING
• Telecasting

wants lagniappe

One of our prize stories of persuasion, though, is this: Man
named Joslyn runs a store in Manchester, 40 miles up the
road. He bought a covey of spots on WMT to push a sale.
Couple days later he phoned. "Call off your announcers,
I'm cleaned out," quoth Mr. J. "What's more," he added
a bit wistfully, "we had burglars last night."
Now where else in the world can you get lagniappe like
that?

CEDAR

RAPIDS

BASIC CBS RADIO NETWORK • 5,000 WATTS • 600 KG
REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

BY THE KATZ AGENCY
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Human

Sindl'mger, Nielsen
End Litigation

Touch

RADOX
PACT
SINDLINGER & Co. and A. C. Nielsen Co. are free to operate instantaneous Radox audience measurement techniques since settlement of 21month litigation in U. S. District Court, Eastern District of Pennsylvania
[B«T, Jan. 21].
stated. The Nielsen statement
Albert E. Sindlinger, president
of the research firm, said he had added, "While the Nielsen patent
received $75,000 from A. C. Nielsen
application embraces an automaticCo. and $1 each from A. C. Nielsen, type audience measurement system
C. E. Hooper and Henry R. Rah- as well as the manually operated
mel, Nielsen engineering vice system, the license to Sindlinger
president. In addition he acquired does not include a license to operate
an automatic system. Sindlinger
personally the balance of $190,000
issued preferred and common stock will pay A. C. Nielsen Co. agreed
of Sindlinger & Co.
royalties during the term of the
Sindlinger-Radox and Nielsen
interests resolved the patent litigaMr.
Sindlinger
ing certain
of our said,
claims "By
and waivlegal
tion to permit use of Radox by license."
both parties. Sindlinger & Co. was
right of appeal, we permit Nielsen
forced to suspend business in 1950 to have his name on the Radox
patent in exchange for a license
when a cross-licensing arrangement could not be worked out.
of our choice, which fits in with
A. C. Nielsen Co. and C. E. our overall plan and use of the
Radox technique as announced last
Hooper Inc. were named defendants in an action for $2,500,000,
October.
later reduced to $1,500,000. Mr.
"The patent litigation with NielNielsen stated that settlement
sen only involved one phase of the
negotiations were instituted by Radox technique — the method of
Sindlinger attorneys following a manually or automatically 'matchdecision by a patent interference
ing signals for
identification.'
board in favor of the Nielsen claim. agreement
clearly
defines Our
this
Sindlinger interests waive all phase. The Radox-Nielsen patent
rights of appeal involving Patent
litigation did not involve the inNo. 708861.
stantaneous and automatic tabulaA. C. Nielsen Co. has granted
tor-calculator phase of the Radox
Mr. Sindlinger a limited license technique, nor the automatic-cumulativecirculation
- calculator and
under the Nielsen application to
make and use a manual type audi- the other techniques which we will
ence measurement system, it was
use in our overall plan — they are

DRIVE to "hire the physically handicapped" is no idle
slogan at KTAE Taylor,
Tex., these days. Station
has built a local Sunday news
show around Dan Jansen,
confined to a wheelchair most
of his life. The youth reports
news and human interest incidents, stressing activities
of Central Texas GIs. The
youth's sincere approach and
friendly delivery have won
KTAE a host of loyal followers and good will, station reports. Program is titled Dan
Jansen Reportiyig.
Book on Gen. Sarnoff
A FORTHCOMING book on Brig.
Gen. David SarnoflF, RCA board
chairman, is condensed in the February issue of Reader's Digest.
Written by Eugene Lyons and
titled "He Hitched His Wagon to
the Electron," the story traces Gen.
Sarnoff's early life and his rise as
a pioneer in radio and television
and sponsorship of numerous electronic inventions. Keynote of the
Digest article is Gen. Sarnoff's
"boundless faith in the possibilities of science and of human capabilities" and his belief that "anything that the human mind can
conceive can be produced ultimately."
Latest

Combined

WBNS,

Hooper

Report

Columbus,

Highest

Listeners
Regular

Hooper or Hooper Inc. to the plaintiffs' to be in error by $1."
FLORIDA Citrus Fruit Exposition has
named Richard S. Robbins Co., N. Y.,
as its radio, TV and contest prize
manager and merchandising consultant. Company will obtain prizes
for exposition's Orange Queen contest
Drug.
Feb. 18.Fair,
Contest
is heard by
on Mutual's
Ladies
sponsored
Sterling

Has

Number

of

Period!

Every

DAY

WELD

SUN.

9.5

34.2

10.1

57.8

TUE.

11.2

36.9

WED.

10.1

41.3
43.3

THURS.

9.2
9.8

CENTRAL

n

A
29.7
11.7

B

c

14.1

14.4

7.6

11.7

7.1
18.8

11.7
15.0

11.3

13.2
22.4
13.3
22.2
15.6
22.1

8.4
Sunday
1 2 Noon-6 P.M.

to

13.7
9.9
43.7
39.8

FRI.
SAT.

6

Evening

WBNS

Sets
in use

MON.

Mon. thru Fri.
8 A.M. to 1 2 Noon

and

from

in Every
Rated

Hooper issued a later statetheMr.plaintiffs."
ment Thursday: "More on my January 21, 1952 release re: Sindinger
suit settlement. It now seems that
$1 was paid in my name in exchange for a release and in lieu of
my granting a similar release. This
causes ment
my whatsoever
statementwas
that made
'no payby

Shows:

—
the

completely
our own said
and heprotected."
Mr. Sindlinger
will announce within a fortnight a plan
to use Radox in connection with
other techniques and the new instantaneous automatic calculatortabulator which will make circulation radio and TV's basic evaluator comparable with that of other
media.
C. E. Hooper Inc. issued this
statement in connection with tlie
settlement :
"In conjunction with the suit instituted by Sindlinger & Co.
against A. C. Nielsen and C. E.
Hooper interests, the settlement
of which is currently reported in
the press, C. E. Hooper announces
that no payment whatsoever was
made by Hooper or Hooper Inc. to

OHIO'S

ONLY

Others

18.1
14.2

8.9

21.3
11.6
10.2

12.7
8.4
12.3

CBS OUTLET
PLUS
AskWELD-FM
John Blair

POWER WBNS 5000 - WELD 53,000 - COLUMBUS, OHIO
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GraybaR

CONTINENTAL
If you are now planning to replace your
present equipment ... or provide for
emergency transmitting facilities, you'll
find it profitable to investigate this new
5/10 transmitter. Manufactured by the
Continental Electronics Corporation of
Dallas, Texas and distributed by
Graybar, this unit embodies many features never before available in AM transmitters — features developed through
years of experience in the fields of highpower and high-frequency transmitter
manufacture.
NEW! . . . Improved high-efficiency amplifier in output stage. For the first time

recommends

5/10

KW

AM

in any commercial transmitter, this
amplifier incorporates equipment for
matching the transmitter output to
sharply tuned loads encountered in directional arrays.
NEW! . . . Completely self-contained
(exclusive of the automatic voltage regular). No external transformers, chokes,
or blowers are required. Installation is
greatly simplified.
NEW! . . . "Transview" cabinet design
and vertical chassis construction enhance this transmitter's appearance and

the

TRANSMITTER
provide an unobstructed view of the
functional equipment.
There are other features you'll like, too.
Features such as : forced-air ventilation
of all components; use of vacuum-type
capacitors in output stage to provide
maximum stability of tuning; use of DCoperated relays to give a hum-free operation of control system; easy conversion
from 5 to 10 kw operation by simple
output tube change.
Your near-by Graybar Broadcast
Equipment Representative will be glad
to give you all the facts about Continental transmitters. Or, if you prefer,
send for a completely descriptive bulletin on this new Graybar-distributed
equipment.
Graybar has everything you need in
broadcast equipment . . . PLUS everything for wiring, ventilating, signaling,
and lighting for your entire station and
grounds! Whatever your requirements
— to get the most suitable items conveniently, call your nearest Graybar
Broadcast Equipment Representative.
Graybar Electric Company, Inc., Executive offices: Graybar Building, New
York 1 7, New York.
n^o-u

Graybar has everything you need in broadcast equipment . . .
PLUS everything for wiring, ventilating, signaling, and lighting your
entire station and grounds. Whatever your requirements, call one of
the Graybar Broadcast Equipment Representatives listed below;

ATLANTA
E. W. Stone, Cypress 1751
BOSTON
J. P. Lynch, Kenmore 6-4567
CHICAGO
E. H. Taylor, Canal 6-4100
CINCINNATI
W. H. Hansher, Main 0600
CLEVELAND
A. C. Schwager, Cherry 1-1360
DALLAS
C. C. Ross, Randolph 6454
DETROIT
P. L. Gundy, Temple 1-5500
BROADCASTING

HOUSTON
R. T. Asbury, Atwood 4571
JACKSONVILLE
W. C. Winfree,
Jacksonville 6-7611
KANSAS CITY, MO.
R. B. Uhrig, Baltimore 1644
LOS ANGELES
R. B. Thompson, Angelus 3-7283
MINNEAPOLIS
C. V/. Greer, Geneva 1621
NEW YORK
J. J. Connolly, Exeter 2-2000
• Telecasting

PHILADELPHIA
G, I. Jones, Walnut 2-5405
PITTSBURGH
R. F. Grossett, Allegheny 1-4100
RICHMOND
E. C. Toms, Richmond 7-3491
SAN FRANCISCO
K. G. Morrison, Market 1-5131
SEATTLE
D. I. Craig, Mutual 0123
ST. LOUIS
J. P. Lenkerd, Newstead 4700

IN OVER
100 PRINCIPAL CITIES

Broadcasting's Best . . . Amplifiers • Attenuators • Cabinets • Consoles
Loudspeakers and Accessories • Microphones, Stands, and Accessories
Monitors • Recorders and Accessories • Speech Input Equipment • Test
Equipment • Towers (Vertical Radiators) • Tower Lighting Equipment
Transmission Line and Accessories • Transmitters, AM and TV • Tubes
Turntables, Reproducers, and Accessories • Wiring Supplies and Devices
Manufactured
By . . Products
. Altec Lansing
• AmpexElectronics
• Blaw-Knox
• Bryant
Cannon " Communication
• Continental
• Crouse-Hinds
Daven • Fairchild • Federal • General Cable • General Electric • General
Radio • Hubbell • Hugh Lyons ® Karp Metal • Machlett • Meletron • National Electric Products • Presto • Standard Electronics • Triangle • Webster
Electric • Western Electric • Weston • Whitney Blake
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book

review;

PRINCIPLES OF RADIO, Sixth Edition,
by Keith Henney and Glen A. Richardson; published by John Wiley & Sons
Inc., 440 Fourth Ave., N. Y., 16, N. Y.
655 pp.; $5.50.
SEVEN years have elapsed since
the fifth edition of Principles of
Radio was prepared. This latest
edition will bring the reader up to
date on developments since then.
The sixth (current) edition represents acompletely rewritten edition, even in chapters where only
minor changes were necessary.
It contains a large number of
practical problems, many completely detailed examples, adequate
treatment of a-c and d-c circuits
prior to treatment of material on
vacuum tube circuits; a chapter on
electronic test equipment including
cathode ray oscillographs, vacuum

tube voltmeters, and full chapters
on frequency modulation, television, radar and wave shaping
circuits.
Honor

Nineteen Join BAB
NINETEEN stations have joined
BAB in the past 30 days, bringing
total membership to 962, BAB
President William B. Ryan announced last week. New members
are KBUC Corona, Calif.; KBUD
Athens, Tex.; KCRA Sacramento,
Calif.; KERB Kermit, Tex.; KGA
Spokane, Wash.; KSJO San Jose,
Calif.; KSPT Sandpoint, Ida.;
KVEN Ventura, Calif.; KXLA
Pasadena, Calif.; KXRN Kenton,
Wash.; WAVZ New Haven, Conn.;
WAZF Yazoo City, Miss.; WCSS
Amsterdam, N. Y.; WEKR Fayetteville, Tenn.; WHGB Harrisburg,
Pa.; WJOL Joliet, 111.; WKRG
Mobile, Ala.; WKRT Cortland,
N. Y., and WRLD West Point, Ga.

Bozell & Jacobs

CITATION for "outstanding national service in behalf of United
Red Feather Campaigns of America and their member Red Feather
Services" during 1952 has been
awarded to Bozell & Jacobs Inc.,
Omaha. Award was presented Jan.
15 by H. J. Heinz II, 1952 national
campaign chairman for the Community Chest of America and the
United Defense Fund. Morris E.
Jacobs, president of the agency,
enlisted the support of his New
York office in promoting the campaign. He also helped formulate
a key information piece. The
Omaha Story, for use by other
cities during the 1952 fall drive.

RALPH EDWARDS has found male
answer to Dagmar in Steve Reves,
former Mr. America, Mr. World, and
Mr. Universe, who appears regularly
on NBC-TV Ralph Edwards Television
Show.

Buffalo's

WGR

\

This

Reaches

Extra

Canadian

WICH

Campaign

JOHN DEME, general manager, WICH Norwich, Conn.,
is continuing his campaign
for a New England steel
mill. He telegraphed Defense Mobilizer Charles E.
Wilson urging extension of a
certificate of necessity which
would permit rapid tax
write-off for any private
company establishing in the
area. The same day, he urged
other New England broadcasters to encourage their listeners to maike a similar plea.
Otherwise, said Mr. Deme,
"plan on moving your station
south or southwest, where
billions are being spent on
new industries."
OKIA. NETWORK
Elects New Officers
BILL HOOVER, general manager,
KADA Ada and KWSH Wewoka,
has been elected president of the
Oklahoma Network, it was learned
last week.
Others elected at the Jan. 15
meeting in Oklahoma City were
Allen Page, general manager,
KSWO Lawton and KRHD Duncan, vice president, and Brown
Morris, KADA station manager,
secretary-treasurer.
Ed East

Market
WGR's

'^Duty-Free''

powerful signal knows

no

international boundary line. It penetrates the
two-billion dollar Toronto- Ontario marketing
area just as intensively as the rich industrial and
farming areas of Western New York.
So, when you "buy" Buffalo on WGR,

you get

one of the biggest "pluses" ever offered
by any broadcasting station.
CBS Radio Network
CBS Radio
Network
RAND BUILDING/ BUFFALO 3, N. Y.
National Representatives: Free & Peters, Ino.

•
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NATIONAL NIELSEN RATINGS
TOP RADIO PROGRAMS
(Total
U.
S.
Small-Town,
Farm
and Urban Area,
HomesIncludinq
and Including
Telephone
and Non-Telephone Homes) Rating
EXTRA WEEK December 9-15, 1951
EVENING, ONCE-A-WEEK
NIELSEN-RATING*
Current
Homes
Rank
Program
%
1 Lux Radio Theatre (CBS)
15.9
2 Amos 'n' Andy (CBS)
15.3
3 Jack Benny (CBS)
14.2
4 Gene Autry (CBS)
11.6
5 Charlie McCarthy Show (CBS) 11.5
6 You Bet Your Life (NBC)
11.3
7 Dragnet (NBC)
10-8
8 Godrey's Talent Scouts (CBS) 10.7
9 Walter Winchell (ABC)
10.6
10 Dr. Christian (CBS)
10.3
NOTE: Number of homes is obtained by apthe "NIELSEN-RATING"
(%) toUnited
41,903,000
—plyingthe
1951 estimate of Total
States Radio
Homes.

(*) Homes reached during all or ony port of
the
1 to program,
5 minutes.except for homes listening only
Copyright 1952 by A. C. Nielsen Co.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

leo J. ("Fifz") Fitzpafrick
I. R. ("Ike") Lounsberry
Page 62

ED EAST, 56, radio actor and
composer, died of a heart attack
at the Lambs Club in New York
on Jan. 18. Starting a vaudeville
career after World War I with
Ralph Dumke as partner, Mr. East
entered radio when broadcasting
first became popular. Well known
in Sisters of the Skillet, he subsequently teamed with his wife,
the former Pearl Smith, in Ed and
Polly, broadcast 7-7:45 a.m. on
WJZ New York. He also produced
the Blue Network's Ladies Be
Seated. Besides his wife, Mr. East
is survived by a daughter, his
mother, a sister, and two grandchildren.

Highlighting Significant Facts about Bituminous Coal

AUSTRALIA

TO DESOCIALIZE

COAL

MINES.

Australia will desocialize its coal industry— perhaps with American help. Seventy million
dollars worth of machinery and equipment will be sold to private colliery owners, and
the government hopes that $175 million more will be forthcoming from private investments. J.L. Knott, Australia's Director of Defense Production Planning, proposed asking
American coal companies to take part. He feels that this would stimulate competition
and speed development of rich coal fields which otherwise might be developed uneconomically or not at all.
INVESTMENT

ANALYSTS

SEE BRIGHT

FUTURE

FOR

COAL

INDUSTRY.

Securities of major bituminous-coal-producing companies are being regarded as excellent investments by analysts— especially for long-term stability in this inflationary era.
Coal is firmly established in growing markets such as electric utilities, industrial power
plants and coke ovens to produce the carbon for steel as well as coal chemicals. The
coal industry as a whole has made striking gains in efficiency through increased
mechanization.

NET TONS,

LONG

TONS,

METRIC

TONS -THE

"WEIGHS"

OF COAL.

The "net" ton, which is standard in the U. S., is equal to 2,000 pounds; Britain's "long"
ton equals 2,240 pounds; and Europe's "metric " ton is equivalent to 2204.6 pounds. Thus
the 222 miUion tons of coal mined in Great Britain last year amounted to 248 million tons
by U. S. standards, and Russia's 285 million tons was 305 million "net" tons. Our own
output of coal in 1951 was 574 million tons, of which 535 milUon tons were bituminous.

MOVING

COAL

FROM

MINE TO MARKET

REQUIRES

30,000

RAILROAD

CARS DAILY.

A train of 30,000 cars— long enough to extend beyond New York City from Washington,
D. C— is needed to transport bituminous coal from the mines each working day. Railroads carry 81 per cent of America's coal to market, and Class I rail lines realize an annual
freight revenue of more than one bilHon dollars from this traflfic.

BITUMINOUS
If yoii have any questions about coal or
the coal industry, your inquiry to us will
receive prompt reply.

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

COAL

INSTITUTE

A Department of National Coal Association
320 Southern Building, Washington, D. C.
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We

Pay Our Respects
(Continued from page 5h )

was born in Paris, Tex., on March
28, 1920, the son of Dr. and Mrs.
E. F. Morris.
Mr. Morris' first major venture
into the outside world was as a
page in the state senate 20 years
ago after he had moved with his
family to Austin. He was appointed to his then awe-inspiring post
by State Sen. Tom de Berry, who is
now a member of the State Board
of Control.
The youth was educated in Austin public schools. In 1935 he served
as route salesman for the American Statesman newspaper in Austin, transferring later to the advertising department. He attended the
U. of Texas, majoring in business
administration from 1937 to 1941,
while working for the Statesman.
Joins Air Corps
In 1941, Mr. Morris received his
appointment as a flying cadet in
the Air Corps, and in 1942 was
commissioned a bombardier at Midland Air Field in Texas, where he
was an instructor.
Shipped overseas to England,
Capt. Morris compiled his string
of 30 lead missions until his
plane was blasted out of the air
over Merseburg, Germany. He and
the rest of the crew rode it out,
however, landing on the Rhine.
Capt. Morris then began his perilous venture through Brussels, Belgium, back to England. He received several awards — the Distinguished Flying Cross, Presidential
Unit citation, four bronze battle
stars and five air medals.
Returned to the states, he was
assigned to Eglin Field, Fla., handling research and testing of Air
Force bombing equipment.
In 1946, Mr. Morris turned to
selling, joining KTBC Austin. Following year he was named assistant general manager of KTBS
Shreveport, La., and in January
1948 came to Houston where he
helped put KNUZ in operation.
Mr. Morris' theory on disc jockeys invites explanation. At KNUZ
CAP RESCUE
Aids Enginer and KFMV

(FM)

WHEN Buell Dalton, engineer for
KFMV (FM) Los Angeles, became
ill from food poisoning while on
duty at the station's transmitter
at Mt. Wilson, the Civil Air Patrol
came to his aid and kept the station going until additional help
arrived.
Unable to contact Chief Engineer Robert E. Brooking by telephone, Mr. Dalton radioed CAP for
help. Mr. Buell's appeal brought
Warrant Officer Frank Severy of
the Pasadena Unit, CAP, who drove
the 25 miles in 40 minutes. Officer
Severy kept the station on the air,
provided first aid and through the
CAP radio system summoned an
ambulance from nearby Glendale,

each disc jockey is a definite personality, with a large following of
his own. The disc turners also identify themselves as much as possible
with their advertisers, giving
friendly,
entations. personal commercial pres"This makes the advertising an
entertaining part of any show —
and accounts for KNUZ's ability to
do a great selling job," he explains.
Mr. Morris' platter spinners work
in no ordinary surroundings. Two
master control rooms open out toward the corral studio, and are
completely enclosed by four walls
of glass. The disc jockey thus is
visible not only from the inside and
corral studios but also from the
street and sidewalks surrounding
the station.
In addition, Mr. Morris is consistently improving the local news
coverage, and developing new program ideas with emphasis on
"wholesome, down-to-earth entertainment." Western music is an
anchor of KNUZ programming.
Station's working relations, under Mr. Morris' managership, also
have paid handsome dividends.
Working closely with jobbers, dealers and retailers, Mr. Morris has
his
stafl" follow through on any
advertising.

sors— but also in gaining respect
and good will among wholesalers
and retailers," Mr. Morris says.
Proof of KNUZ's recognition lies
partly in the awards it has gained.
It won the Alfred P. Sloan award
in 1948 for the most outstanding
public service promotion of highway safety, and the National Biscuit Co.'s trophy for both 1950-51
for its cooperation with the Society
for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals in helping to find homes
for canine waifs.
Mr. Morris also may be proud of
his "Young Man of the Year"
award in 1947 and his active participation in the civic affairs of
Shreveport when he lived in that
city. In Houston he is a member
of the Houston Variety Club, the
Optimist Club and the Junior
Chamber of Commerce. He formerly belonged to the Shreveport
Kiwanis.
Mr. Morris married the former
Alice June Burton whom he met
at the Midland Air base during the
war. His hobbies are golf and
"woodworking" — when he has the
time. His ambition: "To own a substantial interest in a number of

"Our efforts have paid off — not
only with extra sales for the spon-

KYLE MacDONNELL, who won promistations."
nence through TV, will start her first
radio program. The Kyle MacDonnell
Show, over WOR New York at 6:1.5
p.m. EST today (Monday). To be
heard Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, the 15-minute show will feature
Miss MacDonnell's playing records.

woe
1922

30 Years

Later

1952

BUSINESS BETTER THAN EVER
woe is the oldest radio station west of the Mississippi
River. Carried 1st network broadcast of a Presideritial
Inauguration west of the Mississippi — Calvin Coolidge,
March, 1925. Carried 1st network broadcast of a World
Series west of the Mississippi — Cardinals vs Yankees,
1926. It has scored many other Ists — including one of
1st stations west of the Mississippi affiliated with NBC.
Today, WOC can point to local BUSINESS
THAN EVER.

BETTER

24i2% more local advertisers bought time on this station July 1, 1950 to June 30, 1951, than in any previous
12 month period. Local advertisers spent \k ho/

TTit A'
on Ithan
more
WOC money
during for
thistime
period,
in
any
previou
12
months.
s
Get the facts about this radio station where BUSINESS
IS BETTER THAN EVER. Get them from your nearest F & P office ... or from us direct.
Col. B. J. Palmer, president
Ernest C. Sanders, manager
Davenport, Iowa
Basic NBC Affiliate
5000 W.— 1420 Kc.
Free & Peters, Inc.
Exclusive National Representatives
BROADCASTING
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TELE

What

is

the

SCOPE

of

your

television

advertising?

If you find that television is astronomical ...
not economical .. .then look into DuMont.
Television is a tool for selling — not a school for "angels."
You must ask yourself if your investment is paying off
in sales ... if the rating is worth the rate.
If not, then it's high time to re-evaluate
your television plans, to examine microscopically
the ratio of costs to results ... and look into DuMont.
Do this and you'll see that the Du Mont Television Netv/ork
is unequalled in real advertising value.
For whether it's rates, facility costs or production charges—
DuMont is the most economical buy in television today.
Check your advertising plans carefully.
And when you do, look into DuMont. You'll soon
see why dollars do more on DuMont . . .
and how Du Mont can do more for you.

62 Affiliated Stations
DuMont
TELEVISION

NETWORK

5 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y. MU. 8-2600
Division of the Allen B. Du Mont Laboratories, Inc.

SAN

Km

ANTONIO

ANNOUNCES

OFTHE

NATIONAL
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Power

Outout

1 Million

Wotts

UHF

will be'exceedingly
few. In fact, 1951], subsided under the pleas
(6) Detailed legal answers to
'WELL INTO the city-by-city
D
Rallo- O
WEmeetings
Odaily
of educators that they must be each of the 1,500 comments filed
in K
some areas, such as the Gulf
following
TV cationsP
in the three-month-long proceedings
last week, FCC is understood to Coast, VHF separations between
to "sell" their adstations on the same channels will given more time
have accepted revised rules and
ministrators and their state legis- last year are to be issued by the
Commission when it puts out its
be greater than 170 miles. That is latures.
standards for post-freeze television.
At the rate Commission work is because the Gulf area is more liable
final allocation report. The pur(4) Revision of the proposed
pose is to sew up as tightly as
progressing, it appears FCC will to tropospheric disturbances than
frequency changes to be required
meet its Feb. 15 deadline. But
other sections of the country.
possible
any chance that the final
of 31 of the presently-operating
allocations might be overturned
duplication of the mammoth end108 TV stations [B*T, Jan. 21]
UHF co-channel separations will
in a court test.
of-freeze and revised allocation re- be the 155-mile transmitter-toalso has been woi-ked out. In its
By last Thursday night, the
port is expected to take another
new
form,
stations
on
a
channel
in
transmitter separation, also origCommission had gone through, and
week, which moves the public issue
the low end of the VHF band
inally
proposed
in
the
March,
1951
date nearer to March 1.
(Channels 2-6) will be changed to approved, allocations in New Engreport.
1 After the Commission completes
land, New York, Pennsylvania,
In a change of reference works,
another frequency within those
channels. This also will be true of Ohio and Indiana. Staff recomits city -by-city considerations, it the Commission is said to have
will swing into procedural quesmendations generally were folagreed to use the U. S. Coast & those stations in the high end of lowed.
tions— including the use of the frethe VHF band (Channels 7-13).
Geodetic
Survey's
Airlme
Distances
One important eastern city, for
Between Cities in the U. S. as its
quency-by-frequency procedure for
Public Spared
processing applications, length of standard for mileages. The book is
which many parties in the prothe promised waiting period (60 or published by the Dept. of Comceedings requested an additional
Move is being made so the public
90 days) and whether there should
will not encounter any expense in VHF, is understood to have lost
merce
and
bears
subtitle
of
"Speout because its nearest co-channel
be a cutoff date, etc. [B*T, Jan.
readjusting antennas. Originally,
cial Publication No. 238." Forcity was only 164 miles away.
[21].
merly, the FCC used the U. S. it had been proposed to change
If the Commission continues to
General rules and standards,
many stations on the low end of the
Post Office route book as its guide.
which reportedly cover 99 pages
VHF
band
to
one
of
the
high
band
progress
at the same rate it went
Educational reservations
of typescript, are understood to will(3)
through last week's meetings, there
be maintained — at least for a frequencies, and vice versa. This
seems little doubt that it will meet
make these changes from the prinaroused a number of complaints
year, in line with the Commission's
its Feb. 15 deadline for finishing
ciples enunciated in the Third Nofrom
stations,
primarily
with
repledge that educators would be
tice proposals last year [B*T,
spect to the upsetting result it consideration of the staff recomgiven a "reasonable length of would have on TV set owners. Also
March 26, 1951] :
mendations.
time" to make up their minds about
(1) To provide equal coverage
Final checking and duplicating
pointed out was the substantial
getting into TV, get appropriations
in the various TV bands, it is unfrom legislatures and draw up cost to stations in transmitter and
for public release of what promderstood the Commission has apantenna changeovers involved.
ises to be a lengthy as well as vital
, proved use of 100 kw on Channels
broadcasting document is expected
Sentiment for a crackdown on
(5) Additional UHF channels
plans.
2-6 (no change), 316 kw on Chaneducational institutions which did reportedly have been allocated to to take another week.
nels 7-13 (changed from 200 kw
not offer specific comments and en- a number of cities through the
Thus, it appears pretty certain
proposal), and 1,000 kw on UHF
gineering testimony during the use of some of the 18 flexibility the report will be ready for public
announcement before March 1.
[Channels 14-83 (changed from 200 "paper" hearings [B»T, Nov. 12, channels [B*T, Nov. 5, 1951].
|kw proposal). These powers are
to be the maximums permitted,
with 500-ft. antenna heights, qualified only by interference with cochannel and adjacent channel sta- NETWORK
SAUS
tions.
Increase Three-Fold in '51
Extensive Coverage
works for the year had gross time
NETWORK television during 1951
TV were up 105.7%; NBC-TV up
101.3% from the December 1950
The Commission is assuming that achieved total time sales of $127,- sales of 188.5% more than during
989,713, nearly three times the 1950 1950. Individually, ABC-TV showed
billings. No comparison can be
these powers will provide between
made for DuMont, whose December
50 and 60 miles of coverage for total of $44,356,772, according to an increase of 180.4%. CBS-TV
1950 figures are not available.
last week by Pub- time sales were up 227. 77(. Duall stations — even though it is ad- figures released
lishers Information Bureau. The Mont's were up 116.58% and NBC's
Three radio and two television
mitted that a megawatt UHF
four radio networks in 1951 suf- up 179.2% for 1951 over 1950.
networks are included among the
operation is a long time away.
NBC had greater TV time sales
fered a combined loss in billings
(2) Criterion for separations beseven top ranking national adof 4.8%, PIB reported (See story than radio time sales last year.
tween VHF stations on the same
vertising media for 1951 as listed
on
page
27).
For
December
1951,
ABC-TV
channels will be the proposed 170
in a full-page advertisement for
Collectively, the four TV net- time sales were up 52.5% ; CBSmiles transmitter - to - transmitter
Life magazine appearing in newspapers last Wednesday. Using
[B»T, Jan. 14]. This is in line
NETWORK TELEVISION
Publishers Information Bureau
with the DuMont proposal that the
Jan. -Dec.
Jan. -Dec.
tTansmitter-to-transmitter separaDec. 1950
Dee. 1951
195C
figures, the table showed Life as
1951
tion is "more realistic." In its inithe first ranking medium, CBS
ABC
tial proposal, the Commission
Radio second, Saturday Evening
$ 1,980,145
planned to adhere to a 180-mile
$1,298,616 $ 18,585,911
$ 12,964,531
6,628,662 Post third, NBC-TV fourth, NBC
CBS
4,736,368
42,470,844
2,304,602
co-channel city-to-city separation.
DuMont
radio fifth, CBS-TV sixth and ABC
937,875
7,761,506
In rare instances, it is under3,577,887
radio seventh. Footnote carrying
21,185,692
stood, this separation will be NBC
59,171,452
6,592,673
3,274,757
through the 20 top media showed
dropped to 165 miles in order to
TOTAL
$14,247,061
$6,877,975
$127,989,713
$44,356,772
ABC-TV ranking 14th and Mutual
put an additional VHF in key cities.
radio 15th.
But, it is stressed, those instances
Figures for 1950 not available.
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VAN

COMBS,

(I), manager oj \

Ruthrauff & Ryan's Houston office, gets a detailed explanation oj
the camera functions from Pan
Huhndorff, (r), KPRC-TV chin
engineer. Bert Mitchell, static <
program director, looks on.

smoothly-geared programs, as well
as instructive ones.
Traffic Safety Division of theHouston Police Dept. was briefed
• in the same way in a three-session
clinic by Mr. Mitchell for a safety
:ed for children Sat-'
conduc1gs.
series mornin
urday

SHOWING

TO

THE

HOUSTON

are
10CAL agency personnel
s"
n't
"do
and
's"
"do
. learning
of successful television production through a series of clinics
conducted by KPRC-TV Houston.
Jack Harris, KPRC-TV general
manager, invited agency men and
women to acquaint themselves with
the facilities of the local station
and to give them benefit of experience gained through trial and error
by the station staff.
KPRC-TV believes that, through
the clinics, Houston televiewers will
enjoy smoother, more listenable announcements and more entertaining, locally produced programs.
The series was conducted by
Bert Mitchell, program director;
Paul Huhndorff, chief engineer;
and Bruno Leonardt, local sales
manager.
First of four meetings was held
Jan. 3, with an attendance of more
than 75 persons, representing every
agency in Houston.
In opening the initial session,
Mr. Harris commented, "Our purpose is to help you to use our
facilities to the fullest advantage."
"A knowledge of just what can
be done and, just as important,
what cannot be done, through the
medium of KPRC-TV will not only
help live shows, but will prevent
costly mistakes in their planning
and preparation."
Beginning with basic production
tools, Mr. Mitchell and Mr. Huhndorff explained how a television
works and "field-stripped"
camera
a camera to show component parts
and functions of each.
Pitfalls that await the inexPage 68 • January 28, 1952

t of "on-camera" clinics
Larges
held to familiarize members
was
of the Houston Ministerial Alliance
with fundamentals of performing
before the TV cameras. This instruction covered a two-week period
and was in preparation for the
Strength of the Nation series.
Other clinics have been held for'
school teachers; for lecturers or',
e
servicetedfeatur
public
the popula
unde:^
, conduc
in rAction
Nature

ROPES

AGENCIES

perienced or unwary were demonstrated on "closed circuit," and a
number of camera "don'ts" were
explained by Mitchell. Chief among
them were the causes of streaking
or glaring of on-camera copy or
products.
Use and handling of camera
stands, dollies, rear view projector
and the roll-up were shown in the
same way, with strong emphasis
of knowing funcon the importance before
indicating
tions of each
their use in scripts or commercials.
Since "balop" slides are used extensively by advertisers new to
television or on a limited schedule,
Mr. Mitchell dwelt at length on
limitations and peculiarities of both
opaque and transparent slides.
Second Session
Second session, Jan. 10, was
to camera "do's," with
devoted circuit"
"closed
demonstrations of
improvements in live commercials
which had had enough preparation
time. Mr. Mitchell stressed the
need for meeting the established
48-hour copy deadline in order to
give announcers time to fully prepare their commercials. A discussion of live studio shows and correct procedures for slide and film
copy followed.
Facilities for local film production were discussed by production
heads of four local studios. Costs
of various types of animation,
slides and film strips were compared.
Though it embraced the largest
clinic was only
group, the agencybegun
last spring
one of a series

.
under Mr. Mitchell's direction
The first was conducted for civic
and governmental representatives
on for a Civilian Dein preparati
fense series. Its purpose was to
acquaint the speakers and instructors with "on-camera" procedure, so that they could produce

ED

SULUVAN

'
m of alNatura
agri_
the Museu
for region
auspicesy; ofand
Histor
apto
led
cultural leaders schedu
V
all'swillRFD-T
Bill McDoug
be con
of clinics
Nextpear onseries
wh(
es
agenci
ducted for individual
want to go deeper into televisior
g;
production than larger meetin
will allow. These sessions wil
begin in February and will be helc
at weekly intervals.
With the beginning of the agencj
clinics, KPRC-TV extended its adi
visory service beyond the realn
of public service programs into i
new field of commercial activity.
W/7/ Take to Roac
For L-M Promotior

Toast of the Town on CBS-TV, sponsored b;
star of
Ed'sULLIVAN, cars,
will barnstorm for his sponsor in a unique sale
Lincoln-Mercury
him on flying visits to more than 10(
promotion campaign that will take the
country to introduce the new 195
through
stores
nt
departme
major
Lincoln.
Between TV shows, he will make
ad blow-ups in store wide promotion
special one-day appearances as a of the "modern living" theme.
2. Fashion shows will be staged b
feature of the "Modern Living Perspective" promotion, planned by many of the stores to show how th
Lincoln-Mercury and the Drexel
s clothinwomen'
car, furniture and the
new America
Furniture Co., wherein the car will all go together in Mr.
n wil
Sulliva
.
scheme
the
living
be shown in connection with
emcee
sible. these shows wherever pos;
firm's modern furniture.
3. Lincoln's advertising promotio
Mr. Sullivan will emcee special
"modern living" fashion shows, apDrexc
tie-ins with the
and publicity copy
mentions of th
Co. include
pear on local television and radio
in Drexel's national ac
g.
vertisin
1952 Lincoln
programs, attend civic ceremosnies
and lead "Lincoln" parade ar4. Lincoln-Mercury, in addition t
ranged by the local Lincoln-Mercury dealer.
promoting the department store
The plan, set up by Kenyon & where Mr. Sullivan will appear, wi
Eckhardt, New York, for Lincolnte copy mentions of the "peintegra
Mercury, and John Falkner Arndt
spective" theme in national adverti:
ing:
Co., Philadelphia agency, representing and in radio-TV.
stores an
department
5. The
ing Drexel, will include the followDrexel furniture dealers will promol,
1. The 1952 Lincoln will be shown
the "modern living-perspective" then
with the Drexel furniture, home ac- locally in radio-TV time spots ar
ns
fashio
cessory items and women's trend m
newspapers and will provide custon;
the "casual"
to dramat
living." Supporting this ers with names and locations
rn ize
"mode
Lincoln-Mercury dealers.
will be posters, banners, pictures and
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COLOR

ORDER

STINGING criticism of governnent policy prohibiting the produclon of color TV sets has been uneashed by Sen. Ed C. Johnson
{D-Col.), goiardian for communications on Capitol Hill.
, Basis of attack was the order
-issued by the National Production
ijVuthority which formalized the
- Agreement reached by government
.'tuthorities and industry representatives at last fall's color television conference.
Sen. Johnson branded the order
'is "just another unwarranted crip-oling blow aimed directly and speJ'ifically at color television" and an
■ittempt to regulate the end
i )roduct."
' These views were outlined in an
exchange of correspondence beween Sen. Johnson and Defense
tlobilizer Charles E. Wilson, reeased for the first time last Thurs^;iay.
y 0 The
Senator's
criticisms
generate
feverish
interest served
in the
„ orthcoming, second industry concalled isbypointed
NPA for
Feb. 8.
I•jj'erence
The meeting
to clearing
jlihe air on confusion revolving
■'uround the current order and to
■btain the advise and views of
adio-TV manufactui-ers.
|l At stake is the future of such
Drojects as color theatre TV and,
indeed, whether manufacturers may
Pie permitted to turn out even a
'- mall quantity of receivers and related equipment.
Reports Confirmed
; Sen. Johnson's remarks, at long
ast, confirmed reports that he had
..■vritten to Mr. Wilson expressng disfavor with the order. Moreover, they signified he had broken
. long silence on the color blackout
^■iince his initial statement follow-

Sen.

Johnson

quarters that the second meeting
was set on the basis of complaints
raised by these two groups, who
have questioned the ambiguity of
the regulation with respect to each
project.
Attorneys for the Eidophor-CBS
project last week also released
copies of a brief prepared on behalf of the Motion Picture Assn.
of America, of which 20th Century
is a member, and Theatre Owners
of America.
In his letter to Mr. Wilson, dated
last Dec. 14, Sen. Johnson said
that the Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee, of
which lowed
he and is
chairman,
folnursed
color "has
television
through years of deadly struggle
and will not, without protest, idly
stand by and see it delayed arbitrarily and capriciously."
"I have great hopes that you may
check ... to learn why your position (at the Oct. 25 meeting) was
abandoned and an unwarranted discriminatory policy imposed," Sen.
Johnson told Mr. Wilson. "I feel
certain this arbitrary and discriminatory action was not taken with
your
knowledge
consent." reports
Referring
to or
published
of last fall's conference, the Com-

Questions

Wilson

merce Committee Chairman felt
"it was apparent . . . that the
Chromatic Television Labs. Inc. . .
or anyone else for that matter,
could go ahead and manufacture
color equipment so long as additional materials, other than
those duly allocated, were not
NPA authorities
indicated after
required
. . ."
that conference that the action on
color sets indicated a radical new
policy — the banning of end products. The NPA order, however,
flatly prohibits any manufacture of
color TV sets or attachments.
[B*T, Nov. 26, 1951].
See Home Use Ban
Some attorneys have construed
the directive as meaning, however,
that commercial production of color
sets for home use is intended rather
than for theatre projects. NPA
never satisfactorily interpreted
the regulation.
Partial text of Sen. Johnson's
opening remarks to Mr. Wilson:
On October 19, 1951, in an exchange
of correspondence with Mr. Frank:
Stanton, President, Columbia Broadcasting System, you requested "the
Columbia Broadcasting System to suspend its plans for the manufacture

ABC-TV'S
'51
GROSS
Beverages
1,792,856
ABC-TV's gross billings in 1951
Drugs and Toilet Goods . . 1,203,458
Clothing and Dry Goods . . 1,165,359
nearly tripled that network's 1950
Jewelry and Accessories 934,302
totals, according to tabulations
Cigars, Cigarettes & Tobacco 827,787
that contain an estimated figure Religion
754,613
for last December. ABC-TV
Miscellaneous
728,327
Laundry Soap and Cleaners 721,287
grossed $18,297,589 in 1951, comConfections
517,324
pared to $6,470,916 the previous
Household Furnishings &
Acc.
415,184
Petroleum Proyear.
General Mills and Kellogg Co., Lubricants,
ducts & Fuel
194,133
Publications
76,405
with gross billings of $1,460,037
ODM-DPA-inPoliticals
30,545
October's
ing
last
and $1,032,972, respectively, were
jilustry meeting.
TOTAL
$18,297,589
the largest individual advertisers
i| At that time, the communicationon
ABC-TV.
These
two
companies
ypinded legislator's first reaction
19S1 by Advertisers
I Vas that order "is a phoney" and contributed heavily to the $4,346,llogical, and that any cessation of 396 gross billings, ascribed to the
General Mills Inc
$1,460,037
Kellogg Company
1,032,972
olor TV manufacturing "would be Food and Food Products, making
Lorillard Corp
799,455
Nash-Kebrinator
751,141
major disaster" [B«T, Oct. 29, that category ABC-TV's leading
sponsor classification.
The Goodyear
Tire
and
Rub2, 1951].
ber Co. Inc.
751,095
Automobile, Trucks & Accessory
In his reply, dated last Tuesday,
Ralsto'n Purina
689,5S8
Bendix Home Appliances . . 647,006
f')efense Chief Wilson conceded that advertisers ranked No. 2 in the
Canada Dry Ginger Ale Inc. 626,565
Schlitz Brewing Co
540,704
here has been a "misunderstandnetwork's tabulation by classificaGruen Watch Co
496,408
tion, with a gross of $2,434,113.
•Tig on the part of one company"
Admiral Corp
477,659
Philco Corp
410,782
||ind said NPA would call a second
TV Gross Network Tims Sjsles Iron
Rite Corp
405,730
1950
1951
I onference "to obtain the advice
Cluett Peabcdy
387,648
MONTH
Procter and Gamble
354,777
l^f the entire industry on whether
January
Peters
Shoes
335,977
February
$
1,285,665
yihe order (M 90) embodies the
189,968 B. T. Babbitt Co. .
$ 341,002
225,865
329,913
1,258,484
March . . .
M&M Ltd
315,090
1,526,919
f^ype of control most eff'ective and April
362,119 McKesson and Robbins
314,380
1,424,835
f]appropriate to accomplish the ob- May
357,508 Wine
Corp. of America
310,572
1,370,763
June
'iectives" stated at last October's
388,266
Packard
Motors
293,033
1,402,127
213,522
July
1,340,385
Dodge Division of Chrysler
^neeting.
August
249,846
Motors
290,055
1,448,376
476,996
September
1,614,907
' Mr. Wilson apparently alluded
People's Church of
October
1,806,863
the Air
289,398
,|o either
Paramount Pictures,
1,181,199 Young
November
277,669
1,268,088 Green Giant Company
*1,1,908,265
910,000
%hich hopes to manufacture the December
Jacques Kreisler
233,265
1,216,131
Seeman Bros
231,159
awrence tri-color tube through
TOTAL
*$18,297,589
C. A. Swanson
228,694
*Estimated
56,470,916 Warner
li'Chromatic Television Labs., or 20th
Hudnut
212,472
ipJentury Fox Film Corp., which is
Best Foods
197,311
Anthricite Institute
195,868
cooperating with CBS and General
1951 by Classifications
Arnold
Bakers
Inc
189,789
iElectric Co. on the Eidophor color Food & Food Products $ 4,346,396 Arthur Murray
177,676
Automobiles, Trucks & Acc. 2,434,113 Voice of Prophecy
170,402
;'heatre TV system,
Cory Co.
160,039
Radio, Ref., Electrical ApHudson
Motor
Car
Co
158,950
pliances 2,155,490
NPA
in
acknowledged
freely
is
It
^j^j
iROADCASTING
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skates theHigh
y claimed
Godfre
CBS-TV
Arthur
Godfrey and His Frieyids ice
show last Wedneseday night
scored "a new Trendex rating
high" — a rating of 49.0 with
share-of-audience of 7.3.7. By
comparison, network spokesmen said, next-best opposition rating was 10.7 with 16.1
share-of-audience.
of color television receivers in order
to conserve critical materials until
such time as those materials are in
sufficient supply to warrant production." Iwas keenly disappointed when
I read that letter since it meant the
public would be deprived of this phenomenal improvement in the television art for an indefinite period when
it was just within its grasp. But, of
course, the military needs must be
given priority. There can be no compromise where the genuine requirements of the military are concerned.
As you know, every conceivable
legal block
maneuver
and intechnical
roadhas been used
the past years
to delay the availability of color television to the general public. It is my
opinion that without the herculean
efforts on the part of Columbia Broadcasting System, color television would
have been years away. . . .
Referring to the agreement reported in a joint release by the Office of Defense Mobilization and
(Continued on page 98)

8 Million
Schenley Inc
153,653
Maiden Form Brassiere Inc. 147,363
Sterling Drug Co.
138,930
Seiberling Rubber Co
136,098
Brown Shoe Co
123,330
Rhodes Pharmacy
123,071
Ranger Joe Inc
118,570
Celanese Corp
115,400
Roiison Art Metal Works Inc. 113,023
Blatz Brewing Co
111,410
Masland & Sons
111,350
Masen Au Magenheimer
107,351
U. S. Air Force
105,627
Hollywood Candy Co.
94,882
American Safety Razor
91,605
Ton! Co
87,925
American Dairy Assn
86,967
Bauer & Black
85,279
Billy Graham
83,025
Gospel Broadcasting Associates 79,095
Wander Co
78,875
Bonacide
72,675
Hazel Bishop
71,940
America For Christ
65,357
Time Inc
62,138
General Shoe
59,177
Northam Warren
55,139
Word of Life Fellowship
48,720
Rosefield Packing Co
48,000
Minute Maid
47,087
American Bakeries
46,891
Kaiser-Frazer Inc
45,850
Bristol Myers
45.695
Block Drug Co
,
42,625
Sam Smith Shoe Co
42,617
Cliq Club
40,370
Fred Amen
40,050
Carter Products
39,450
Crosley Division
37,571
Sundial Shoe
37,383
Chlorox Co
36,596
American Vitamin Co
36,550
Jene Sales Corp
36,270
Edgewood Shoe Co
29,690
American Tobacco Co
28,332
Swanson
28,000
Dupont
19,210
Beatrice Foods
18,740
Lutheran Laymen's League . . 16,700
18,615
Frigidaire
Campana Sales
16,350
Cresta Blanca
10,500
Pontiac Motor Division
8,101
(Continued on page 97)
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CBS-TV SALES
Three Buy Moore Show
SALES of three weekly quarterhours of CBS-TV's Garry Moore
Show to Owens-Corning Fiberglas
Corp., Stokely-Van Camp Inc., and
O'Cedar Corp., and renewals of
some ,13 other CBS-TV contracts
were announced last week by Fred
M. Thrower, vice president in
chai'ge of network sales.
Mr. Thrower also announced that
Elgin American Div. of the Illinois
Watch Case Co. had signed to sponsor the 8-8:15 p.m. segment of the
hour-long Frank Sinatra Show
(Tuesday, 8-9 p.m. EST) on Feb.
12 [B«T, Jan. 21]. Agency for
Elgin American is Russel M. Seeds
Co., Chicago.
New sales in the . Gary Moore
Shoiv, presented 1:30-2:30 p.m.
EST Monday through Friday, were
as follows: Owens-Corning (for
Fiberglas curtains and drapes),
1:45-2 p.m. Tuesday segment for
13 weeks through Fuller & Smith;
& Ross; Stokely-Van Camp (pork
and beans), 2:15-2:30 p.m. Friday
period for 52 weeks through Calkins & Holden, Carlock, McClinton
& Smith; and O'Cedar (polishes,
waxes, mops), 2:15-2:30 p.m. Monday segment for 52 weeks through
Young & Rubicam.
Renewals announced by Mr.
Thrower included:
Electric Auto-Lite Co., Suspense
(Tuesday, 9:30-10 p.m.) for 52 weeks,
through Cecil & Presbrey.
Westinghouse Electric Corp., Studio
One (Monday, 10-11 p.m.) for 52
weeks, through McCann-Erickson.
Lever Bros., Arthur Godfrey's Talent Scouts (Monday, 8:30-9 p.m.) for
52 weeks, through Young & Rubicam.
Norwich Pharmacal Co., Sunday
News Special (Sunday, 11-11:15 p.m.)
for 52 weeks, through Benton & Bowles.
National Dairy Products Corp., Big
Top (Saturday, 12 noon-1 p.m.) for 52

CALIFORNIA'S
THIRD MARKET
SPECIALIZED
INDUSTRY

San

. . .

Diego

Yearly
Packs
MILLION
60

DOLLARS

TUNA

Wise

duyers

Buy

me

els
Chann
V
-T
MBM
A
F
K
I KFMB

II

I
"
.
C
K.
550 - Board
John A. Kennedy,
Chairman
.. Howard L Chernoff, Gen. Mgr.
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WTTy(Ty) BOOST
Approved by FCC
INCREASE in transmitter power
to 5 kw output, authorized by the
FCC last week, will put the 5,000
uv/m contour of WTTV (TV)
Bloomington, Ind., right into Indianapolis, about 40 miles away.
The power increase upped
WTTV's effective radiated power
from 10.88 kw to 27.2 kw. Station
is now transmitting from its new
antenna location on E. Hillside
Ave., 707 ft. above average terrain.
Actually, the new power puts
WTTV's uv/m contour 46 to 48
miles from the transmitter. The
lOOuv/m — still a usable signal on
most TV sets — ranges from 60 to
65 miles from the transmitter site,
encompasses such Indiana markets
as Greensburg, Shelbyville, Terre
Haute and Vincennes.
WTTV was virtually handbuilt
by its owner, Sarkes Tarzian, engineer and electronics components
and parts manufacturer. Bloomington has a population of 12,500
homes, according to the 1950 Census.

film

report

Television Recording Service Inc.,
headed by Benjamin Berg, U. S.
representative Eclair Camera Co.,
Paris, to be located at KTTV (TV)
Hollywood studios with facilities
for kinescoping live shows available
to outside producers. Producers
Service Co., Burbank, installing
equipment. Mr. Berg, formerly
technical director KTTV newsreel,
will continue to represent Eclair.
Courneya Productions, Hollywood,
has moved to 412-18 S. Robertson
Blvd., Los Angeles, taking over
under long-term lease two adjoining buildings covering more than
8,000 square feet. Remodelled
and redecorated for rental to outside producers, unit, renamed
United Producers
Studios, has
weeks, through N. W. Ayer & Son.
Lincoln-Mercury Dealers, Toast of
the Town (Sunday, 8-9 p.m.) for 52
weeks, through Kenyon &. Eckhardt.
Liggett & Myers, Stork Club (Tuesday and Thursday, 7:45-8 p.m.) for 52
weeks, through Cunningham & Walsh.
Hudson Pulp & Paper Co., Bride and
Groom. (Thursday, 2:45-3 p.m.) for 52
week, through Biow Co.
Ronson Art Metal Works, Star of the
Family (alternate Thursday, 8-8:30
p.m.) for 52 weeks (26 telecasts),
through Grey Adv.
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., the 2:152:30 p.m. Wednesday segment of Garry
Moore Shoiv for 53 weeks, through
William Esty Co.
Quaker Oats, 2:15-2:30 p.m. Thursday segment of Garry Moore Sho^v for
52
weeks, through Price, Robinson &
Frank.
Procter & Gamble, the 2-2:15 p.m.
Monday segment of Garry Moore Shoiv
for 52 weeks, through Compton Adv.
Corn Products Sales Co., the 2:152:30 p.m. Tuesday segment of Garry
Moore Show for 52 weeks through
C. L. Miller Co.

CBS-COLUMBIA EXPANSION
Axelrod Senior Engineer
EXPANSION of the engineering
department of CBS-Columbia Inc.,
manufacturing subsidiary of CBS,
was started last Tuesday with the
appointment of a new senior engineer, announced as a preliminary
step toward moving the company's
TV and radio production lines into
its new Long Island City plant.
Albert Axelrod, formerly project
engineer with Loral Electronics
Corp. for three years, was named
senior engineer in the Advanced
Development Labs, of CBS-Columbia. A graduate of the City College
of New York, Mr. Axelrod is a
member of the Institute of Radio
Engineers, American Institute of
Electrical Engineers, and Eta Kappa Nu engineering fraternity. Enlarging the engineering department under the supervision of Leopold M. Kay, vice president in
charge of engineering, was described as the first of many expansive steps to be taken before CBSColumbia moves.

three new sound stages, individual
offices and fully equipped cutting
rooms. Studio is also equipped with
16 mm and 35 mm shooting and
recording facilities with Ernie
Baumeister in charge of recording
controls.
Ben and Harry Teitlebaum, owners
of Hollywood Film Co., suppliers
of film and TV equipment, will
move to new headquarters at 946
Seward St., Hollywood, within
next 60 days. Building, now being
remodelled, will include rental offices, film vaults and cutting rooms
in addition to Hollywood Film Company.
*
* *
E s t e Productions, Hollywood,
foi'med by Arthur L. Stern and
William Trinz, acquires TV rights
to Little Orphan Annie and Gasoline Alley from Chicago TrihuneN. Y. News Syndicate. Each to be
series of 26 half-hour films with
production to start July 1.
Wynn Nathan
rejoins
Television Programs
Inc.,United
Hollywood,
as western sales manager, having
originally left to form MelcherNathan Agency, Hollywood TV
film series
Jan.
14]. packaging agency [B»T,
Herman Boxer, writer-director
Dudley Pictures Corp., Beverly
Hills, elected vice-president of firm.
He
will spend majority of time in
N. Y.

FOR
SALE
For television micro-wave
relay use — one 200 foot
"Skyline" double guyed
ing.
tower complete with required obstruction lightAlso, four reflecting
screens which permit the
mounting of micro-wave
dishes on ground.
FOR

DETAILS.

WRITE J. M. McDonald,
Assistant Director of
Engineering
Crosley Broadcasting
Corporation
Crosley Square,
Cincinnati 2, Ohio
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says:
James £. Bennetf
2909 Burnette Street, Vallejo, California

People . . . viewers . . . your potential customers . . . write interesting letters to KPIX; interesting
because so many of them reflect
the feeling of belonging which
they feel.
Mr. Bennett's is one of those many, "I feel," he writes further, "as
though lama part of the wonderful KPIX organization that brought
the miracle of Television to the Bay Area."
And that's a pretty wonderful way to have your viewers feel, quite
apart from the fact that the extent of this feeling among thousands
of San Francisco Bay Area homes represents a loyalty that has a
special sponsor-value.

San

CBS

^JROADCASTING
i
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DUMONT

Francisco's

Pioneer

TELEVISION
Represented by
THE KATZ AGENCY
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WC/

TV STABILIZING AMPLIFIER- Does a
Befier Job than any other stabilizing amplifier on the market. Some of its notable
advantages are: automatic correction of
sync and blanking, adjustable sync percentage, improved LF characteristics, automatic clipping of white spikes.

SINGLY.

UTILITY VIDEO AMPLIFIER ASSEMBLY—
Improved Band Width and Adjustable High
Cain. Provides accurate output monitoring
even when feeding telephone lines. Maintenance islow because negative feedback
eliminates peaking coils and perhiits wider
tolerance in tubes and components.

.

These

General

Electric

Studio

rack

are

units

Interchangeable
with

VIDEO PATCHING EQUIPMENT-Ou.cl^ and Convenient Adju$fment of video distribution circuits are provided by these
complete G-E units. Common grounds are avoided by isolation between jacks and shields. Dual control plugs are selfaligning. Easily installed. Exceptionally high reliabilityOxidation is avoided through the use of gold-plated contacts.

VIDEO SWITCHING RELAY CHASSIS-Saves Space yet
permits easy expansion of system inputs or outputs. Each
chassis is adaptable to preset control and you get fast
trc^f^r through a single transfer relay.

TV

any

system!

TV ELECTRONIC MIXER— iop, fode, and D/sso/ve
at constant, preset rates at the touch of a finger
at control panel. Unique bypass feature permits
you to release three channels for rehearsal use
while carrying program. It's all-electronic — operation ispractically automatic.

H.
.ere's a way to replace obsolete studio rack
equipment with new G-E units that meet all
existing RMA performance standards.

SYNC GENERATOR SWITCHING UNIT— Loca/ or
Remofe Switching Control of any sync generator
with RTMA output is easy with this unit. Handles
four sync signals and one "sync lock" signal. Automatically switches spare sync generator into system should operating sync generator power supply fail. Video relays minimize cross-talk.

Study the items shown on these pages. With
them you can modernize your sync distribution
system . . . get better performance, better handling of poor input signals . . . more flexibility
in video patching . . . smoother studio control
all around.
All General Electric studio units are designed
specifically for easy maintenance — dead front
construction, no exposed voltages. Standard
video controls are used throughout. Kits are
available to accommodate any position of rack
mounting angles.
In addition to the equipment shown here.
General Electric makes a complete line of studio
gear, including camera channels, sync generators, and projectors. The broadcast representative at the G-E ofl&ce near you will tell you
more. Call him or write: General Electric Company, Electronics Park, Syracuse, New York.

REGULATED POWER SUPPLIES— Hig/i Current
Capabilities with low ripple make these power
supplies Ideal for TV station application. Single phase input, built-in voltage and current
instrument. Time-delay start protects tubes.

HANDY LEATHERETTE ENVELOPE .. . will be sent on request to station managers
and engineers. Inside compacked with
tratedpartment
specification
sheetsilluson
G-E television
equipment.
Write: General Electric Co., ,
Sec/ion 2J0U15 Electronics I
Park, Syracuse, New York.

GENERA

ELECTRIC

NAEB Issues Results of Its
Second N. Y. Study
telesfdtus
(Report 200)

It

THE

LARGEST

TELEVISION
MARKET

. .

DALLAS

FT- WORTH
Combined Population
DALLAS and TARRANT
COUNTIES...
920,500

NOW

/X ere

are

program
variety
A andaccount
DRAM
ed for
53.3%s
together
of programming by New
Yorlt television stations during the
week of Jan. 4-10, it was indicated
Tuesday when preliminary results
of a new study by the National
Assn. of Educational Broadcasters
were released.
Monitoring of the full broadcast
week for each of the city's seven
video outlets indicated that 12 more
programs were identified with educational institutions than in 1951
when a previous study, conducted
during the same calendar week,
registered one such program. The
Johns Hopkins Science Review.
This year, six programs carrying an educational institution's
label were aired by WATV (TV)
Newark during the week, three by
WPIX (TV), two by WABD (TV),
one by WJZ-TV and one by WCBSTV, under auspices of such groups
as New York Board of Education,
Rutgers U. and Seton Hall College.
Seymour N. Siegel, NAEB president and director of WNYC New
York, municipally-owned radio station, identified the increase in educational programs as "a distinct
improvement in what commercial
broadcasters are doing."
"We're miles and miles away
from definitive criteria for what
constitutes educational broadcasting," Dr. Dallas W. Smythe, U. of
Illinois professor, explained. As

director of studies for NAEB, he
conducted the survey.
"Content analysis is undeveloped
in all media of social exchange,"
he said. "So far, we have taken
only an inventory of television with
our quantitative analysis of what
is broadcast, but that's the first
step toward ultimate critical analyPreliminary results of the second New York survey, reported
Tuesday, will be followed in April
by a later report, giving quasiqualitative consideration to the
kind and context of violence in TV
sis."
programming,
to programs standing high and low in audience acceptance according to program rating services and to filmed and live
program differences.
627 Hours, 25 Minutes
During the week studied, a total
of 627 hours and 25 minutes of
programming was presented by the
area's seven stations, an increase
of 11.3% over last year. Drama
programs rose from 33.2% of total
air time in 1951 to 42.4%- in 1952,
while variety shows, consuming
18.4% of video schedules previously, have dropped to 10.9% this
year. Together, the two program
types comprise more than half of
present schedules, however.
Listed as a sub-class of drama,
crime drama shows rose almost 5%
to total 14.57o in 1952. The second

largest sub-class, westerns, rose
0.5% to total 8.3% of 1952 telecast
time. Crime drama, intended for
children, added up to 0.2% of the
week's schedule, although Dr.
Smythe explained that monitors
were directed to take an intentionally conservative attitude in listing,
these program's in light of recent
charges against television crime
programming.
Children's programs in general
dropped from 12.5% in 1951 to
11.0% in 1952. Quiz and stunt formats, holding 6.9% last year,
dropped to 6.3%. Domestic, weather
and news programs were relatively
unchanged, with respective totals
of 10.8, 0.4 and 5.9% of the 1952
broadcast week. Information, public issue and public events programs had low totals in the postholiday week and telecasts on fine
arts were unchanged from last
year's O.lVc. Low spot was held by
classical dance programming, which
decreas
from last year's 0.1%
to zero edin 1952.
Bulk of the analysis was made
on the assumption that a program
may be classified as a single unit
on the basis of its content. Breakdowns to allow for differing segments of a single show, however,
showed increases for such categories as popular music, personalities, sports and classical music.
Advertising was divided into
(Continued on page 79 )
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Sets
130,076
Outlets on Air
Outlets on Air
Sets in Area City
Albuquerque
Louisville
WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
Motomoros
(Mexico),
Ames
KOB-TV
11,100
115,083
1 3,000
WOl-TV
Atlanta
Brownville, Tex.XELD-TV
1 65,000
WAGA-TV,
WSB-TV WLTV
73,441 Memphis
Baltimore
WMCT
102,600
WAAIW,
WBAL-TV,
WMAR-TV
358,052
Miami
WTVJ
Binghamton
WNBF-TV
50,150
305,537
Birmingham
280,200
81,100 Milwaukee
Minn. -St. Paul WTMJ-TV
WAFM-TV, WBRC-TV
125,000
Bloomington
KSTP-TV, WTCN-TV
Nashville
WTTV
Boston
847,725
WSM-TV
WBZ-TV,
WNAC-TV
224,000
247,503 New Haven
Buffalo
54,784
WBEN-TV
WNHC-TV
WBTV
122,970 New
Charlotte
WDSU-TV
New Orleans
York
Chicago
WABD,
WCBS-TV,
WJZ-TV,
WNBT
WBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBQ
WOR-TV, WPIX
1 ,056,949
Cincinnati
WATV
325,000 Newark
WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV, WLWT
78,377
Cleveland
567,692 Norfolk
2,750,000
WEWS,
WNBK,
WXEL
Columbus
97,606
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
200,000 Oklahoma City WTAR-TV
1
1
3,224
WKY-TV
114,435
Omaha
Ft. Worth
DallasPhiladelphia
KRID-TV,
WFAA-TV,
WBAP-TV
148,892
KMTV,
WOW-TV
Phoenix
WCAU-TV, WFIL-TV, WPTZ
Davenport
1,010,000
85,134 Pittsburgh
Quad Cities WOC-TV
Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline
KDHO-TV
191,000
WDTV
227,000
WHIO-TV, WLWD
Dayton
705,323 Providence
Detroit
WJAR-TV
WJBK-TV,
WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
55,100
342,30C
Richmond
WTVR
Erie
WICU
105,25?
109,000
82,765 Rochester
Ft.Dallas
WorthWHAM-TV
148,892 Rock Island
KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
Quad City
Cities WHBF-TV
Grand
Rapids WBAP-TV,
135,000 Salt Lake
Include Davenport, Moline, Rock lse.> E. Molina
WOOD-TV
Greensboro
KDYL-TV, KSL-TV
70,200
97,605 San Antonio
85,134
WFMY-TV
Houston
San
Diego
KEYL,
WOAI-TV
65,205
116,000
K PRC-TV
KFMB-TV
124,00C
HuntingtonSan Francisco KGO-TV, KPIX, KRON-TV
298,00C
Charleston
192,500
WSAZ-TV
72,649 SchenectadyAlbany-Troy
Indianapolis
WFBM-TV
WRGB
193,70C
Jacksonville
WMBR-TV
KING-TV
124,50C
52,000 Seattle
St. Louis
132,732
Johnstown
KSD-TV
363,00C
WJAC-TV
170,560
Toledo
Kalamazoo
WHEN,
WSYR-TV
152,79:
WKZO-TV
Syracuse
WSPD-TV
150,00(
Kansas City
180,775 Tulsa
WDAF-TV
KOTV
98,37;
130,804
Lancaster
Utica-Roma
Lansing
WKTV
64,00(
WCAl-TV
80,000 Washington
W JIM-TV
WMAl-TV,
WNBW,
WTOP-TV,
WHG
324,37;
Wilmington
Los Angeles
KECA-TV, KHJ-TV, KLAC-TV, KNBH
WDEl-TV
89,96^
KTLA, KTSL, KnV
1 ,334,899
Total Markets on Air 64*
*
Estimated
Sets
in
use
15,423,00(
Total Stations on A
* Includes XELD-TV Matamoros, Mexico
Editor's
Totals for
each ofmarket
raprataniaraatlimalad
area. WhereTVcoverage
areascommittaa*,
overlap sat
count*cemiKiniai
may bi
partially Note:
duplicated.
Sources
tat estimate*
based onMt«datawithin
from television
dealers, distributor*,
circulation
alactrie
and manufacturers. Since many ara compiled monthly, some may remain unchanged in (uccauiva tummoriai. Total *et« in all area* an
necessarily approximate.
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Another

public service for Atlanta

"Our World Today" is a weekly panel-type show on current events.
Participants are senior students from the High Schools of Greater Atlanta.
Moderator is Wright Bryan, editor of The Atlanta Journal.
The program v/as planned and is produced by the WSB-TV

staff in cooper-

Affiliated with The Atlanta
Journal- Constitution. Represented by Edw. Petry Co.

ation with Atlanta's city school superintendent.
As you can well imagine these programs have inspired much
favorable comment. And advertisers are given another insight on
the reason why WSB and WSB-TV

hold such enviable positions

World's tallest TV tower
50,000 watts

in the hearts and homes of the people they serve.
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STATION LIMIT
Two Support NBC

WHEN
TELEVISION

SELLS.,.,

^

IN
SYRACUSE

Jack Rubenstein, genial
owner of the Rochester
Sample Shoe Store in Syracuse, says, "These youngsters aren't the only friends
I've made for my business
since I've been on WHEN
television. The volume in all
departments — children's,
men's and women's has increased 28% as a result of
my WHEN television advertising."

TO YOUR NEAREST KATZ
AGENCY MAN AND GET THE
FACTS ON CENTRAL NEW
YORK'S
BEST
T!ME BUYS.
• FIRST with television in
Central New York
• FIRST with afternoon TV
• FIRST with morning

TV

CBS*ABC*DUMONT

WHEN
TELEVISION
SYRACm
' .L. I '.-I ' ■-.'-■l.L
A MEREDITH STATION
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View

FIRST open support for NBC's
recommendation that the FCC permit additional UHF-TV stations to
owners who already have the present limit of five stations came last
week from Fort Industry Co. and
the National Appliance & Radio
Dealers Assn. [B*T, Jan. 21,
14, 7].
Fort Industry, in a Jan. 22 letter to the Commission over President George B.that
Storer's
recommended
the signature,
limit for
single ownership be placed at seven, as it is with AM. Mr. Storer emphasized that the proposed number
of TV stations (550 VHF and 1,350
UHF) was roughly equivalent to
the 2,335 AM stations in operation
today. Therefore, he said, the ownership limitations should be equal.
No distinction should be made
between VHF and UHF holdings,
Mr. Storer said. He expressed the
belief that such a move would aid
the establishment of UHF through
encouraging large companies, networks and newcomers to move into
UHF.
Radio TV dealer Mort Farr,
president of NARDA, listed these
reasons for favoring the lifting of
the five-to-one customer limitation
as recommended by NBC: (1) It
will bring experienced telecasters
into UHF operations; (2) it will
bring substantial capital to UHF,
with better pi-ogramming than is
possible from those with limited
capital; (3) it will aid in the sales
of UHF receivers and converters,
thus building an audience more
quickly.
WAAM (TV) SEMINAR
Schools, Industry to Attend
SECOND annual regional television seminar will be held at
WAAM (TV) Baltimore Feb. 15
and 16 in cooperation with American U., Johns Hopkins U., Temple
U., U. of North Carolina and the
U. S. Office of Education.
Participants will include William I. Kaufman, casting director,
NBC-TV; Edward B. Roberts,
BBDO script editor for Circle
Theatre; John T. Madigan, ABCTV director of news and special
events; John S. Hayes, president of
WTOP-AM-TV Washington; Les
Aries Jr., assistant director of programming and production, DuMont
Television Network, and Herbert
B. Cahan, program manager of
WAAM.
Mayers Elected
ARCHIE MAYERS, president of
Unity Television, was elected
board chairman of the National
Television Film Council at the first
directors meeting last week. John
Battison, TV consultant, producer,
director and author of the book.
Movies for TV, was elected secretary. Robert Paskow, WATV(TV)
Newark, who was secretary, resigned that post to give full effort
to NTFC's TV Committee.

J. LEONARD REINSCH (I), managing direct-or of the Cdx radio and TV properties, and George C. Biggers (r), president of Atlanta Newspapers Inc.,;
licensee of WSB-AM-FM-TV Atlanta, talk politics with Sen. Richard Russell
(D-Ga.) on a WSB-TV program.
FM History Recalled
In Procedure Debate
WILL UHF television go the way of FM?
That question was being posed last week in conversational debates over
post-freeze procedures.
Particular emphasis has been placed upon the recommendations of the
*Federal Communications Bar Assn. to
Mr. Ware as of last Thursday,
that all applicants be consolidated
but
in reply to a similar letter from
into one hearing when they outnumber the available channels in S. A. Cisler, WKYW Louisville,
individual
cities [B»T, Nov. 26, taking the same viewpoint [Open
1951].
Mike, Dec. 31, 1951], Mr. Coy answered that the matter was still
Latest to take up the cudgels
under consideration.
against the FCBA recommendation is William E. Ware, owner of
KSTL St. Louis and pioneer FM
ABC-TV TO NARTB
station operator.
In a Jan. 16 letter to FCC
All Networks Belong
Chairman Wayne Coy, Mr. Ware
called attention to reports that the NARTB attained the 100% membership mark for TV network
Commission is considering conmembership last week when ABC
solidated hearings. He warned:
"With the FM debris still visible announced that it was joining the
in our industry, it behooves all of association, bringing along its five ji
owned video stations [B*T, Jan. 7]. 1
us to see to it that the same stumHarold E. Fellows, NARTB pres- [
bling blocks that thwarted that ident,
and Robert E. Kintner, ABC
medium are not placed before UHF
president, jointly announced the
. . . What possible reason could
network's decision to join NBC,
there be to delay construction and
CBS Television netoperation of uncontested UHF in- DuMontworks inand
association membership.
stallations while we are waiting out
the results of the tortuous VHF
Alexander Stronach Jr., ABC-TV
vice president, will represent the
network on the NARTB television
Number of VHF hearings might
hearings
board. The five ABC-owned TV
decrease ?"
if the Commission decided
stations are WJZ-TV New York,
not to consolidate VHF and UHF
WENR-TV Chicago, WXYZ-TV
applicants, Mi-. Ware said. "Many
Detroit, KECA-TV Los Angeles
prospective TV station operators
and KGO-TV San Francisco.
would put their initial finances
On behalf of the association, Mrj
and drive behind UHF and elevate
the medium to its proper place
Fellows said, "It is indeed gratify-j
more rapidly if they thought that ing that 100% of the televisioij
by so doing they would escape a networks and 80 of the nation's 108
television stations are now in
hearing," he observed.
NARTB television membership
If a consolidated hearing procedure is adopted by FCC, Mr. Ware
As we rapidly approach complete
said, most applicants would apply
unity in the industry, it is apparent
for "the more desirable VHF chanthat there is a recognized need for
nels safe in the thought that all coordination in meeting our comlosers can immediately reapply for
mon problems with self-examinaUHF and still get on the air totion and united action. We heartgether with their more successful
ily commend ABC for this majoj
contribution to the ultimate unifij
Chairman
Coy had not replied
VHF
opponents."
cation of American television."

SYNC-SOUND
RANGERTONE
73 WINTHROP ST.
NEWARK 4, N. J.
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gives

you

When you invest in GPL TV studio equipment, you're
buying field equipment as well. Every GPL unit provides
unparalleled flexibility, light weight, easy handling, precise
control. Let GPL engineer your station, from camera to antenna. Have The Industry's Leading Line — in quality, in design.

J4

Camera Unit
Precision-built, lightweight,
fast-handling. Push*button
turret, remote iris control,
remote focus
range selection. Easiestandto service.

Complete

Video Switcher
Full studio flexibility anywhere. Control can view,
preview, fade, dissolve, etc.
Views any of 5 inputs, 2
remotes,
outgoing line. Twin
fade
levers.

Camera Control Unit
Touch-identified controls.
8V2''' monitor tube. Split or
single headphone intercom
system.tal, CRO
vertical,views
and horizonvertical
sync block. Iris control.

Camera Power Unit
Rugged,
compact. dependable,
Matched to other units
in GPL chain. Standard relay panels swing out for
maintenance*

TV Station -Installations from Comera
T

3-2 Projector
Portable sync unit. No need
for special phasing facilities. Projects rear-screen or
"direct in." Ideal for remotelievesorigination
of film. Reload on Telecine.

Synchronizing Generator
Affords maximum circuit reliability without operator
adjustment.
and delay Binary
lines, counters
stable
master supply.
oscillator. Built-in
power

to AntennI

Professional TV Projector
Highest jector
quality
prodesigned16-mm
specifically
for TV. Delivers
footcandles
to tube.100Sharp,
steadyfilmpictures
foot
magazine.from 4000-

Remote Control Box
Providesmote revolutionary
control of camerarefocus, lens change, pan, tilt.
Styled toponentsmatch
in the GPLother
TV comline.

SEE REMOTE CONTROL IN ACTION— BOOTH 18-20 I. R. E. SHOW!
WRITE
WIRE
OR PHONE
FOR DETAILS

V.

General
Precision Laboratory
^
INCORPORATED
PLEASANTVILLE
NEW YORK
TV Camera Chains * TV Film Chains * TV Field and Studio Equipment • Theatre TV Equipment
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Most
in Evansville
like IVFBM-TV
Sayspeople
A. J. CRAIG
of CRAIG RADIO
2117 West Franklin

best'

Evansville, Indiana

IN

S
ltmU

ON

SETS

INDIANAPOLIS
WFBM-TV

V

In Paris all our
Customers

watch

Says McClelland

lA^FBM-TV

eversole

Eversole Appliances
206 West Court Street
Paris, Illinois

PARIS
ILLINOIS
"1^ Advertising really gets around when it goes out on
WFBM-TV!
Far as they are beyond the 60-mile WFBM-TV area,
the folks in sizeable communities like Evansville, In-

HLLE,

diana, and Paris, Illinois, to say nothing of thousands
of others on the farms and in smaller communities in
a wide "outside" circle, get their TV via this famous
Indianapolis station.
That's important news for your clients. It means the
cost per TV impression on WFBM-TV is one of the
biggest bargains in the nation. And there's even more
to the story. Indiana is among the top ten states of the
nation in the value of her industrial and agricultural

INDIANA
products ... all of which is another way of saying the
Hoosier family income is HIGH, and so is its standard
of living! Good television advertising can capture a fair
share of that income for your clients on Indiana's first
station— WFBM-TV!

WFBM Radio Is First in Listening, Tool
First in the morning! -k First in the afternoon!
* and a Great Big First at Night! 50% more listeners atnight than any other Indianapolis station.
■♦' Hooper Ratings, February through April, 1951.

WFBM-TV
PRESENTED

NATIONALLY

B Y

THE

K

A

T Z

AGENCY

Telestatus
TELEMETER

(Continued from page lit)

I
Trade Showing Not Sef
[no trade demonstration of TeleI jnieter pay-as-you-see subscription
' rrV equipment is contemplated before late February when Carl
iLeserman, vice president of Interinational Telemeter Corp., which
[jointly owns the device with ParaEaount Pictures Corp., returns to
he West Coast.
Mr. Leserman is in New York
Ifor several weeks of conferences
■with Paul Raibourn, vice president
bf Paramount Pictures and board
hail-man
of ITC,
tives of the
latterandfirm.other execuMeanwhile, twice-weekly field
tests in the Los Angeles area are
:-ontinuing over KTLA (TV),
owned and operated by Paramount
TV Productions [B«T, Sept. 3,
1951]. FCC granted extension of
:he experimental tests through
May 10, Mr. Leserman said. They
jriginally started last October for
'0 days during KTLA off -hours
;etween midnight and 9 a.m., with
; X receiving sets being used.
Although Palm Springs, Calif.,
; ity Council recently gave ITC apjioval to bring cables into the
nountain-ranged
community so
lat TV signals can be received
om Los Angeles [B*T, Dec. 24,
i51]. Telemeter tests in that
lesert town aren't expected to get
inder way before late fall or early
inter, it was said. It is planned
0 have around 1,000 Palm Springs
V sets equipped with the Telemeter coin receiving device when
tests get under way.
It has been pointed out that the
elemeter system is basically the
. same as other proposed subscriber
rV methods in that programs are
scrambled and require an attachment to the receiver to unscramble
he picture. Difference is in un.crambling device used, it was explained.
A coin-operated mechanism idenified as a "comparator" is attached
0 the set in the Telemeter system,
t receives a multiple of 5 cent
nec^s up to $2 and actuates the
linscrambler when the required
jiinount of money is inserted. The
■comparator" also is equipped with
li magnetic tape which records the
ode number of the program acepted by subscriber.
pAILY NBC-TV quarter-hour pro|-rain, Dave 'n' Charley, features only
■wo people, Dave Willock and Cliff
jlrquette. But, in addition to director
john B. Lyman III and three imjiediate assistants, .38 technicians are
lequired to put the two on film.

primary (when both audio and
video are interrupted for delivering
a sales message) and secondary
(when only one sense is interrupted). In the 1952 week, 3,104
primary advertisements adding up
to 51 hours and 31 minutes were
clocked, an increase of 147c' in number but a decrease of 7% in time
over 1951 figures. Primary advertisements amounted to 89!: of total
time on air as compared to 10%
a year ago. Reliability has not been
checked, but NAEB learned, during
last spring's analysis of TV program ing in the Los Angeles area,
that the monitoring technique employed misses up to 10 7r of advertising time.
First New York survey listed
percentages of program time devoted to primary advertising as
follows: WCBS-TV, 8%; WNBT
(TV), 18%; WABD (TV); 11%;
WJZ-TV, 11%; WOR-TV, 7%;
WPIX (TV), 9%; WATV (TV),
6%. The 1952 study results were:
WCBS-TV, 8.0%; WNBT (TV),
9.8%; WABD (TV), 11.3%; WJZTV, 8.7% ; WOR-TV, 6.0% ; WPIX
(TV), 7.6% ; WATV (TV), 6.6%.
The third survey to be conducted
by NAEB, the study was financed
by the Fund for Adult Education
of the Ford Foundation. Video receivers were located at the Biblical
Seminary, New York, and were
watched by 35 monitors, all graduate students in psychology and sociology at Columbia U. and New
York U., chosen after three-day
trial runs from a field of 60 candidates.
AFM DEMAND
Is Resisted by Nassers
EFFORT

of the American Federation of Musicians to force
James and George Nasser to sign
a 5% recording trust fund agreement for films released to TV will
be resisted, the Nassers declared.
Their statement followed postponement to "sometime in early
February" of the show cause petition with the Los Angeles referee
in bankruptcy.
George T. Goggin, the Nassers'
attorney, said the brothers would
not sign the AFM pact for rescoring films unless directed by the
court. AFM intervened, alleging
it had an agreement with the Nassers who in turn seek return of
four movies from United Artists.
More

fELESCRIPTIONS
ANIMATED AND
''^^
LIVE ACTION
20-5econd and 1 Minute

^823 VICTOR

BLDG,
• WASH.,
Sterling 4650
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SMISSION

LINE

for VHF
and UHF
ISION

leading, most experienced manufacturer inthe field— offers a complete series of coaxial transmibsiuh
lines for TV service at frequencies
from 54 to 890 MCS. The use of
TEFLON* insulators minimizes impedance discontinuities, increases
efficiency. To obtain optimum performance, ANDREW coaxial line is
compensated by under-cutting the
inner conductor. A complete selection of accessories for vhf and
UHF TV line is available. For additional information on these, and
on transmission line applications,
please write to the Andrew sales
department.
*TRADE-MARK FOR DU PONT TETRAFLUOROETHYLENE RESIN»

Hotel TV

NEW YORK'S 2,000-room Hotel
Commodore is the latest hostelry to
install television in guests' rooms,
with completed work announced
by Wells Television Inc. which
made the installation. Rooms are
equipped with 17-inch RCA Victor
TV sets mounted on turntables.
More than 75 hotels throughout
U. S. have installed TV through
Wells, firm said.
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^ CO RPORATION
363 EAST 75TH STREET, CHICAGO 19
ANTENNA SPECIALISTS
TRANSMISSION LINES FOR AM-FM-TV-MICROWAVE • ANTENNAS • DIRECTIONAL
ANTENNA EQUIPMENT • ANTENNA TUNING UNITS • TOWER LIGHTING EQUIPMENT:
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LOEB ca:
SAYING he had been compelled to
was unsatisfactory to him, Actor
Thursday he saw "nothing gained"
on the video program, The Goldbei
blacklisted.
It was announced Friday morning that a settlement had been
made for the more than two years
remaining in Mr. Loeb's contract
to play the role of Papa in The
Goldbergs. Mrs. Berg was reported
to have agreed paying about $40,000 to the actor, provided The
Goldbergs remains on television
during that time. Spokesman for
Mr. Loeb's counsel said, however,
that the amount is "higher than
that." Settlement was made at instigation of TV Authority.
Mr. Loeb's statement, with one
by Mrs. Gertrude Berg, author,
owner, and lead actress of the same
show, and another by George Heller, national executive secretary of

mi
Jloatina

Sees 'Nothing Gained'
In Union Censure
accept a resolution of his case that
Philip Loeb nevertheless indicated
in putting a union label of "unfair"
■gs, from which he charges he was
■
★Television Authority, was released
Thursday afternoon just as a general TVA membership meeting was
to be held in New York. Consideration of the Loeb case was listed
as special business during the meeting, according to notices sent to
members.
Mr. Loeb's statement:
Despite the fact that I believe a
grave injustice is being done to myself and others in the entertainment
industry by this "blacklisting," I appreciate Mrs. Gertrude Berg's position
throughout this situation. I see nothing gained in this particular case by
creating a situation which will interfere with the return of The Goldbergs
or which would deprive other actors
of employment on this show or dis-

Action!

BALANCED

appoint millions of viewers who have
been looking forward eagerly to its
return.
I have felt compelled to accept a
resolution of my case which is unsatisfactory to me. This does not
mean that I regard the vicious practice of blacklisting as inevitable. I
believe that the industry and unions
must and can, if the will is there,
evolve a policy and procedure by
which an actor who wishes to maintain his lawful independence of
thought and action cannot be deprived
of the opportunity to practice his profes ion. Ihave made it clear that I
feel completely free to continue the
fight against blacklisting. I will continue to press for a fair and impartial hearing of my case so that my
innocence of unlawful or subversive
conduct can be demonstrated to the
American public.
Statement by Mr. Heller read:
TVA wishes to commend Gertrude
Berg for her courageous stand during
the past one and half years against
blacklisting in broadcasting. We appreciate that her discontinuance of
Philip Loeb's services was necessitat-

for aH
TV

TV

Cameras

TRIPOD

This tripod was engineered and designed expressly to meet all video
camera requirements.
Previous concepts of gyro and friction
type design have been discarded to
achieve absolute balance, effortless
operation, super-smooth tilt and pan
action, dependability, ruggedness and
efficiency.
Below :
3 wheel portable dolly
with balanced TV Tripod mounted.

Complete 360° pan without ragged or
jerky movement is accomplished with effortless control. It is impossible to get
anything but perfectly smooth pan and
tilt action with the "BALANCED" TV Tripod.
Quick-release pan handle adjustment locks
into position desired by operator with no
"play" between pan handle and tripod
head. Tripod head mechanism is rustproof, completely enclosed, never requires
adjustments, cleaning or lubrication. Builtin spirit level. Telescoping extension pan
handle.
Write for further particulars
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ed by broad pressure beyond her control and does not constitute a reflection on Mr. Loeb. TVA is currently
meeting with important segments of
the broadcast industry to determine
upon a specific industry-wide plan to
deal with blacklisting and to avoid
the unfortunate dilemma which confronted Gertrude Berg and Philip
Loeb as individuals.
TVA deems the practice of blacklisting and the detriments necessarily
arising from such practices to innocent persons as diametrically opposed
to the time-honored American principle that an accused person has the
inherent and vested right to a just
and fair hearing and a man must be
regarded as innocent until proven
guilty.
TVA which
in'tends heto has
give requested
Mr. Loeb
the
hearing
and to which he is entitled.
Mrs. Berg said:
Philip Loeb has stated categorically
that he is not and never has been a
Communist. I believe him. No evidence has been presented to the contrary. Ibelieve in the American principle that a person is innocent until
proven guilty. In these respects, there
is no dispute between Philip Loeb
and myself.
I have had to discontinue the services of Philip Loeb because of the
failure of anyone to assure employment to persons who are merely controversial as contrasted with those
who are Communists. Since going off
the air last June I have fought to
make this distinction and continue
Mr. Loeb's services. I regret that my
efforts have been unavailing since this
is a problem which can be solved only
by the industry as a body and not by
me as an individual.

'
1
i
i

THOMAS
ELECTED
Is Holh'ngbery V. P.
EUGENE S. THOMAS has^ been
elected vice president of the George
P. Hollingbery Co. and placed in
charge of the company's expanding television
activities, it was
announced last
week.
Mr. Thomas has
just completed a
year as theof first
chairman
the
boardsionofdirectors
televiof
NARTB. He is expected to assume
Mr. Thomas
his new post to10,
day (Monday) in New York.
A pioneer telecaster, Mr. Thomas,
will head the Hollingbery nationwide sales efforts for its list of TV
stations. These stations include
WGN-TV Chicago, WHAM-TV
Rochester, WHIO-TV Dayton and
WWJ-TV Detroit.
Also, he will counsel applicants
for TV licenses as they prepare
for the FCC hearings and will give
general counsel on the planning,
construction and operation of video
stations.
Prior to entering television, Mr.
Thomas was for 10 years sales
manager of WOR New York. He
was first general manager of
WOIC (TV), now WTOP-TV
Washington, was manager of television operations of WOR-TV Nevs
York and for years has served as
TV station consultant.

BROADCASTING
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WHBF's TV tower, with
an overall height of 482 ft.,
uas mounted on a specially
constructed substructure 61
ft. high. Touer is designed
to mount station call letters
on all 4 sides, and carries
an RCA custom-built, 5section. Super Turnstile
antenna.

Here is a situation that called

license would

for initiative and foresight —

without proper antenna support. The problem was put

as well as unique designengineering.
WHBF

owns

a downtown

site on which they will erect
a five-story building when
material allocations j)ermit.
In the meantime, their TV

be in disuse

up to Blaw-Knox . . . the solution is shown above — a
permanent'^tax-paying"
base around which WHBF
will eventually

erect its

new quarters.

BLAW-KNOX DIVISION OF BLAW-KNOX COMPANY
2038 Farmers Bank Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Antenna
BLAW-KNOX

OADCA

STING
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DEXTER
CARD,
disc jockey-an i| si:
nouncer, WABI Bangor, Me., to WCAIJ
Pontiac, Mich., in same capacity
PHIL NOLAN to WJBC Bloomington||111., as staff announcer from NBC Chi j 8
cago guide staff.
k

IMPORTANT

air-casters

ANNOUNCEMENT

AGENCIES

ADVERTISING

EXECUTIVES AND
SALESMEN

ADVERTISING

We

of

have a number

radio and TV

Stations

or sale from coast to
coast —

radio

V\any of these
stations have

TV

ap-

plications which are
subject to action in the
near

future —

Prices

range from $20,000

to

$2,000,000.

For Full Particulars
write:

Harvey Malott
Bill Marriott
237 Madison
New

Pres.
V.P.
Aye.

York, N. Y.

Phone Murray Hill 6-0300
Phone Murray Hill 5-6039
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named promoDINKr INS
S manage
CHARLEtion
at WSAZ Huntington, W. Va., replacing HAL SHRIBER who will devote fulltime to promotion of WSAZ-TV.
ARTHUR GODFREY, CBS Radio and
tion Feb. 11TV star, to take vaca
March 10, reporting at Naval Air
Training Station at Pensacola for
period of active duty. JOE E. BROWNt
will substitute for him on Talen
Scouts (CBS Radio, CBS-TV, Mon.
8:30-9 p.m. EST); ROBERT Q.LEWIS,
on morning broadcasts and telecasts,
and Cast Member FRANK PARKER
on Godfrey and His Friends (CBS-TV,
Wed., 8-9 p.m. EST).
DICK POTTER, stage, radio, and
TV actor, apeditoramuseat
mentspointed
WMPS Memphis.
ment inAssigncludes
daily prohappenon
gram
ings in the city.
LY, diDAN HEA
rector of sports
and special events,
WBRK Pittsfield,
Mr. Potter
Mass., named area
scout for Brooklyn Dodgers farm
system.
of pubBRUCE WALLACE, manager
lic service and promotion, WTMJ and
a citaWTMJ-TV Milwaukee, awarded human
B'rith.tion for work in the field of
relations by city's Council of B'nai
JOHN GEMMA, instructor of theatre
arts and dramatic writing, Santa
Rosa Junior College, Calif., to
KNXT (TV) Hollywood as assistant
stage production coordinator.
MARVIN LEVEY, sales promotion
WFDF Flint, Mich., inmanagersta,l ed as member
of board of Grocery
Manufacturers Representatives of
Eastern Michigan.
WARREN KEYSER, staff announcer,
WILM Wilmington, Del., appointed
program director.
RENE MARASCHAL, WRC
Washington music
d e p t a r t m e n t,
moved to AM-TV
continuity department as assistant.
Mr. Keyser
EVERETT
SEVERE, continuity

production
department, to program
staff. JACK MAY, AM producer, to
affiliated WNBW (TV) same city as
of RICHARD
producer
news show.HARKNESS'
daily NBC-TV
ROBERT FORWARD, independent radio-TV producer, to CBS-TV Hollywood as production coordinator on
and
Jack Benny Show, George BurnsYoung
Grade Allen Show and Alan
Show.
PHILLIP C. MARKINSON appointed
program director at KDFC Sausalito,
Calif.
JOHNNY LONDON, studio manager.
Motion Picture Center, Hollywood, to
CBS-TV Hollywood Amos 'n' Andy TV
series as production supervisor.

TED W. AUSTIN, WFMY-TV Greensboro, N. C, to WFAI Fayetteville,
C,
N.
. program director and office
manageras

NORMA YOUNG, home economist
KHJ Hollywood, named radio chair
man for 1952 board of L. A. Chambe
of Commerce, Women's Division.
BOB HICKS,
announcer
at KLR.Little Rock,
Ark

LARRY LYON, announcer-disc jockey,
KNOR Norman, Okla., returned to
station after 15 months on active
duty with the U. S. Navy.
BARBARA TOBIN to WGN-TV Chicago as production assistant on the
new show. This Is Music.
MONTY MASTERS, producer, KNBC
San Francisco, to NBC Hollywood as
associate director.
MARGE McGAVREN, KMA Shenandoah, Iowa, to KWBE Beatrice, Neb.,
as continuity director.
TEL TRIPP, KHQ Spokane news director, and LYDIA SIMON, assistant
news editor, married on Jan. 12.
EDDIE CANTOR, star of NBC-TV
All Star Revue, appointed chairman
of motion
pictureSafety
and radio
committee of National
Council.
CARL BERGER, WWDC Washington
government news reporter, honored
with the annual National Civil Service
Week Award. Presentation was made
by James A. Campbell, president of
the American Federation of Government Employes.
ALAN ARMER, director, KNBH (TV)
Hollywood Harry James Show, assigned station staff director.

named
promotionstation'
man
TRUMAN SMITE
ager.
director, KTT";
(TV) toHollywooc
flying
Paragua
and will
film hig
points oftripSoutfo
American
later telecasting.
Mr. Hicks
ANAMAE BOVE, secretary to BOl
MEYER, director of press informatioi
CBS-TV Hollywood, to KNX-Colum^
bia Pacific Network as publicist.
JAMES MARKIEWICZ to the mei
chandising department of WBAL Ba
timore to contact independent reta
IRVIN E. DIERDORFF, JR., chief arj I
nouncer, WCOP-AM-FM Boston, pre
moted to program director.

ANNE HOPPER, music librariai
KEX Portland, Ore., selected one c,
two winners in the 1952 your
artists audition sponsored by tl,
Portland Symphony Society. Mi^
Hopper, a pianist, will make an aj
pearance with the symphony c
March 17.

li
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CRBERT RINDGE HANDS, WOR
II w York continuity department, and
ilrbara Frankenbery, Tuckahoe, N.
,1 announce their engagement.

New Business
(Continued from page 16)
to handle advertising for its Old Manse syrup, jams and jellies. W. H.
ALEXANDER is account executive.

FAIRBANKS, KCBS San FranijlB
ijco apprentice, and Patricia Anne
ijlkeson were married Jan. 19.
lORMAN LtJBOFF, choir director,
iSC Radio Railroad Hour, completes
lignment as vocal arranger and choir
:;(ector for Warner Bros, film. About
ijce, and starts similar duties at
|dio for She's Working Her Way
-i^ough College.
tLLIAM HILLMAN, MBS PresiI|itial reporter, has completed his
est book, Mr. President, scheduled
'i mid-March publication.
'tD McKAY, promotion manager,
likNA Charleston, W. Va., father of
f, Ted, Jan. 9.
HN RICKLES, KNBH (TV) Holly(pd announcer, father of son, Jan.
'tK GOTTLIEB, REGINALD STANROUGH and BILL YANGEMANN,
k department KNBH (TV) Holly'bd, promoted to floor managers.
^eurd • • •

!|IL ALAMPL WJZ New York farm
|]ips editor, to moderate series of
cheon panel discussions by maga|e and newspaper garden editors at
York trade show of National
Ifrden Supply Marketing Bureau,
f^. 5-7.
pK MOORE, U. S. Army Air Force
i»rmation Div., to KGO San Fran,eo as staff news writer. He suc(ds HOWARD HOLSCHUH, who
bmed to the Navy as a lieutenant.
NALD PADILLA, photo editor of
Des Moines Tribune, to news staff
WTCN and WTCN-TV Minneapolis
Feb. 1.
Y RUNNION, news chief, KMOX
Louis, to KLAC-TV Hollywood to
idle Saturday and Sunday news'ts. ED LYON continues Monday
ough Friday newscasts.
|iLTER McGOWAN appointed news
tor at WCCC Hartford.

'Ave News Coverage
IVIEW of 1951 news coverage
WAVE-AM-TV Louisville, inding news beats, special events
erage, interviews and newscasts
IS released last week. The review
1 be distributed to clients, agen3, advertisers and prospects.

ABC
WENE

tiifcOADC ASTING

^

MISSOURI PICKLE Co., L. A. (bottled pickles), appoints Factor-Breyer
Inc., L. A.
ff • • •
LOWELL MAINLAND, account executive, J. Walter Thompson Co.,
San Francisco, assigned to Raisin Advisory Board, S. F., account succeeding EVAN PETERS, resigned to travel abroad. GURDEN MOOSER.
agency account executive, assigned to Safeway Co. (Hostess division)
account.
CARL NELSON, Pacific Coast sales manager of Montgomery Ward &
Co., Oakland, Calif., to Golden State Co., S. F., as advertising manager.
KlUP

DRIVE
Seeks Weather Station

WHEN

SURFRBSE party was given by staff
members for William B. Quorton,
general manager of WMT Cedar
Rapids, Iowa. Mr. Quarton is shown
cutting cake as he marks 20th year
with the station. WMT also will celebrate a milestone this summer — 30
years on the air.
V/HOQ
TRANSFER
Lamb Assumes Control
SALE of WHOO-AM-FM Orlando,
Fla., from Orlando Seyitinel and
Star interests to Edward Lambcontrolled WHOO Inc. for $200,000
was completed last week. Sale was
approved by FCC earlier this
month [B*T, Jan. 14].
President of the new corporation,
Mr. Lamb owns WTVN (TV)
Columbus, Ohio; WICU (TV) Erie,
Pa., and WTOD and WTRT (FM)
Toledo, Ohio. Mr. Lamb also is
publisher of the Erie Dispatch.
General manager of WHOO is
Carl F. Hallberg, promoted from
local sales manager. Mr. Hallberg
also is secretary of WHOO Inc.
Other officers of the new company
are Prank Oswald, Toledo, vice
president; Cecil Heubner, Toledo,
assistant secretary and Gene E.
Moller, Orlando, auditor.
In his pledge to operate WHOO
"as a community station in the public interest," Mr. Lamb promised
every effort to bring TV to Orlando.
WHOO is a pre-freeze TV applicant there.
ABC-TV Aid Cited
CERTIFICATE of appreciation has
been extended by Veterans Administration toABC-TV "in recognition of outstanding service to the
war veterans of the United States
through the medium of television,
and for excellence in presentation
of Veterans Administration films."
Certificate was accepted on behalf
of the network by Alexander Stronach Jr., vice president of the network, which presented films
throughout 1951 to acquaint veterans of all wars with benefits
open to them through the VA.
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snow "flurries" are predicted and you get a deluge, then
it's time to do something about
the weather — or at least the forecasts.
That's exactly what R. E. (Pat)
O'Brien, manager of KIUP Durango. Col., decided after comparing
the forecast from Denver with the
snow falling outside the studios.
He urged listeners to write their
Congressmen and demand a weather forecasting station for Durango,
located in the heart of the San
Juan Basin.
Everybody hopped on the bandwagon, including the local Cham-

ber of Commerce anr^ other groups.
KIUP's news staff moved a story
on the campaign to United Press
radio. The U. S. Weather Bureau
promised action. And KIUP has
arranged with KXFJ Grand Junction, Col., for a radio hookup to
provide daily weather programs.
But Mr. O'Brien said he had also
taken the matter up with Sen. Ed
Johnson (D-Col.) in hope of obtaining aDurango weather station.
SCRIPT of
of Dr. Harold
on WGN-TV
ence will be

recent guest appearance
C. Urey, atomic scientist,
Chicago's Press
Conferdistributed
to employees

at all atomic energy installations. Dr.
Urey was questioned about plans for
the future use of atomic power. A
recording of the program will soon be
released.

WINS

NOW

50,000

WATTS

Day and NIGHT!
Now WINS offers a powerful
50,000 watts around the clock.
This means still greater coverage an even better signal —
another reason why . ; i
1010 WINS!

WINS

CROSLEY

DAY AND 50,000
NIGHT WATTS
. . . NEW YORK
BROADCASTING CORPORATION
January 28, 1952
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Conventions
(Continued from page 23)
individual networks on a time diviby the
sion set-up determined
ion proceallocat
ly
quarter
normal
dure.
Last week's developments came
on the heels of meetings of network representatives with members of the Republican Convention
Committee in San Francisco Jan.
17-19 to review radio-TV coverage
plans.
One principal difference persisted at that meeting, it was reported, and still had not been
settled last week. In a reversal
of tradition, the committee held
that the networks should pay their
own construction costs (booths,
etc.) at the convention.
Minimum Facilities In Past
In the past, the political parties
have furnished minimum facilities
to all media and network representatives maintained that radio
and TV are no more commercial
than other media and should not
be subjected to discrimination.
They pointed out that the money
the networks will receive from
sponsors will not represent a profit.
Radio-TV principals in these discussions included William R. McTV director of pubNBCw,
Andre
CBSlic affairs; Sig Mickelson, public
TV director of news and
affairs, and ABC Vice President
Thomas Velotta.
Some weeks before the meeting,
in fact, before any network had
signed a sponsor, the radio-TV

SOUTHWEST

groups had offered to reimburse
the conventions on a pro-rata basis
for each network selling its coverage, but this plan apparently was
rejected.
Other radio-TV representatives
San Francisco
participating in the John
Madigan,
meetings included
ABC-TV director of news and special events; George Mc Elrath, director of NBC radio network technical operations; R. G. Thompson, CBS-TV director of technical
operations and Art Feldman, MBS
director of special events.
Space problems are slated to be
thrashed out in a meeting with network representatives some time
next month.
During their appearance before
the convention committee, the
broadcast representatives were
questioned pointedly on a number
of subjects — on commercial sponsorship, especially, and why it was
deemed necessary in TV.
Mr. Mickelson, who outlined the
TV networks' plans, emphasized
that sponsorship assures better
coverage, due to the high costs involved, and reassured the committeemen that TV would take the responsibility of making sure its
commercials were in good taste.
He also estimated that by July
there will be at least 17.3 million
sets in use and that the conventions would have a potential audience of about 60 million persons.
By comparison, he noted, the 1948
had a potential audiconvenencetions
of 1.5 million.
Plans for Admiral to sponsor

RADIO STATION

vmGIMA'S /9<d/f^

ITS!

There's an extra punch in your advertising dollar on WDBJ! To demonstrate, look at these Promotion figures for the Fall Campaign
Dec. 31):

(Oct. 14-

25,746
Newspaper Ad Lineage
Newspaper Publicify Lineage. 5,070
Announcements and Trailers. 2,505
Downtown Display Windows. 13

Plus "Drug Briefs" and "Grocery Briefs"
monthly to the drug and grocery retailers,
dealer cards, letters and miscellaneous services
on specific special occasions!
CBS . 5000 WATTS « 960 KC
Own*d and Op*>alfd bj fhe
TIMES- WORLD CORPORATION
R O AN O K E;. y A .
_
FREE & PETERS. INC., National Representaiivei
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al conAlso see story on politic
vention planning on page 50.
ABC's radio and TV coverage of
both conventions and of election
returns were announced jointly by
John B. Huarisa, executive vice
president of Admiral, andof Robert
ABC.
E. Kintner, president
Republithe
Coverage will include
can Convention July 7-11; Democratic Convention July 21-25, and
election results on Nov. 4.
Admiral products to be advertised on the broadcasts and tele-,
casts, include television sets, radios
s. The conrefrigerators andd range
tract was place through Erwin,
Wasey & Co., New York,
ABC said Commentator John
Daly would "quarterback" its entire'radio and TV operation. Those
working with him, the network
said, will include Elmer Davis;
Drew Pearson; George Sokolsky;
Erwin D. Canham, editor of the
Christian Science Monitor; Bert
Andrews, New York Heraldo-Tribune; Paul Harvey, Chicag commentator; Martin Agronsky; Walter Kiernan; George Gallup; Mary
ret McBride and Pauline
Margaick.
Freder
At least 20 hours of broadcasting and telecasting time will be
devoted to each convention by
ABC, spokesmen said, adding that
the total probably will be "closer
to 25 hours." Twelve TV cameras
will be used— "the greatest number
ever used by the network for a
special event or program," ABC re-

Admiral
. 's Mr. Huarisa predicted
ported
e will have "a trethe TV coverag
mendous effect in familiarizing milpolions of Americans with the may
litical issues involved in what
be the most important election
."
since the founding of our acountry
leading
He said it "should be
factor in stimulating many Ameriincans to take advantage of the too
valuable voting franchise which

I
Soap Group Elects
ASSN.
of American
Soap andi
whose memProducers,
Glycerine
bers include
major advertisers in
both radio and television, elected
1952 officers at a general member-^

President
of the
association,
elected
York Tuesday.'
in New
ship meeting
to succeed Neil H. McElroy, president of Procter & Gamble, i;
Wrisley, vice presideni
George
of Allen A.B. Wrisley Co., Chicago
Other officers are Jervis J. Babb
Lever Bros., eastern vice president
E. A. Moss, Swift & Co., centra
vice president; E. M. Finehout, Loi
vic(
Angeles Soap Co., western
president; Nils Dahl, John T. StanS
a
Co., treasurer; H. F. Elberfelds
ley
assistan) a
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet,
Roy W. Peet is associaL|E
treasurer.
tion
secretary.
fe

"subject only to industry-wide re
strictions imposed by the nationa
Republican and Democratic com

Many DuMont affiliates, he saic
had requested such an arrangt
andatenations
mittees."
so
ment,
ers their
in thj,'is j!t
particip
mightlocal
advertis
[i
sponsorship.

Technicians from DuMont
The plan calls for DuMont f
provide the technical services an^
personnel and Life to supply a sta
of more than 30 editors and r<
porters in Chicago, plus addition?
direct wire connections to Washing 3r
ton and New York. Full resourcs
of Life's cameramen, their pictui
Time film f;
and March of
morgue, are
included. The resul
cilities
DuMont officials said, will be "co: tri
no other ne
in depth"
erage
e.
work will
duplicatwhich
Stations taking the DuMont co
coi
erage will be fed the full pool
vention coverage plus four or mo
special programs each day (befo
and after each convention session
be u^
s will
program
special
The the
n of tl_
directio
general
der
Life staff. Young & Rubicam, agelIII
cy for Life, will participate as pil ^

many take for granted."
Good Deed for Both
coun^ j
and producti
a taskon force
willg provide
grammin
and
on
l^
consid
personne
producti
and
writers
er
Kintn
ABC President
ered it "particularly fitting that
our two companies, which always
have enjoyed a close and friendly
business relationship, join in presenting such an important service." He said both ABC and Admiral recognize "the vital need for
informing the American public
C H N S
fully on the events which undoubt-g
edly will have the greatest bearin
The Shortest Route
on the future of our country."
To Results in
of DuMont's
The teaming up
repor
s
Life'
with
ties
This Area Is Via
network facili
torial and photographic resources
HALIFAX NOVA SCOTIA
for coverage of both conventions
was announced by Chris J. WitMaritimei Busieit Station
ting, director and general manager
Contact
of the network, and Andrew Heiskell. Life publisher.
'i
.
COYork
JOS. onWEED
Av«.,& N«w
350 Modis
Mr. Witting pointed out that the
bed
arrangements, which he descri
5000 WATTS
as "unprecedented" in radio and
tes
affilia
t
DuMon
leave
would
TV,
NOW!
free to negotiate their own arrangements for sponsorship —
BRO A DCASTING
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Contracts

(Continued from page 23)
e transitional hour at threeurths the value of the nighttime
i»ur. If, in a certain period, the
iation carried 10 nighttime hours,
f transitional hours and 10 day16 hours, the converted hours
,'buld
equalhours
22% plus
(the 10half
full-value
ghttime
the 10
.ytime hours plus three-fourths
the 10 transitional hours),
jIn the new contracts which the
jttwork is circulating, the network
As set up specific conversion schedi.;)es for each station.
;:;"When the rate relationship
)ianges," the network's letter ac: mpanying the contracts explains,
:oking to the future, "the station
lyments may be computed in the
allowing manner:
I How to Compute Payments

!l"Take the number of clock hours
rcurring in each rate card time
■riod and multiply them by the
'•oss hourly card rate for that
'n\e
period.
stained
for Add
each the
rateamounts
card timeso
sriod. The result of this calculaDn should be divided by the num;r of converted hours computed on
■e basis of the fixed conversion
hedule. . . . The result will be
'verage gross sales per converted
^^ur' to which should be applied
■ie percentages for the converted
'>urs in each bracket as stated in
?|;ction I of Schedule A."
f- Schedule A differs in many infances. It sets up the rates of
Kyment from network to station.
^ Following is full text of Mr.
kerberg's letter:
We have for some time been con(iering revising and bringing up to
iWte our standard form of affiliation
tmtract to conform it more closely
ji business practices which are deloping in the industry. As you are
sll aware, patterns have been chang-

The foremost national and local advertisers use WEVD year after
year to reach the vast
Jewisli Market
of Metropolitan New York
1. Top adult programming
2. Strong audience impact
3. Inherent listener loyalty
4. Potential buying power
Send for a copy of
"WHO'S WHO ON WEVD"
Henry Greenfield, Managing Director
I
WEVD 117-119 West 46th St.,
k
New York 19
tijilOADCASTING

ing constantly over the last three or are very similar to those in the curcentage of the stations gross nightfour years.
time hourly card rate.
rent contract form, with the exception of two points.
When the rate relationship
I am sure you have received and
read the recent statement of our
1. The convertibility of hours other
changes, the station payments may
president, Howard S. Meighan. He
than night-time to night-time
be computed in the following manhours is fixed in Section 3. This
ner: Take the number of clock
deals with the readjustment of netis in lieu of a previous clause
work rates. He points out that we at
hours occurring in each rate card
which allowed rate of convertiCBS Radio feel that it would be pretime period and multiply them by
mature at this time to attempt any
bility to fluctuate with the
the
gross hourly card rate for that
money rates included in the rate
re-valuation of rates based on what
time
period. Add the amounts so
we actually know about all the faccard.
obtained for each rate card time
tors— such as up-to-date circulation
2. Dollars payable to the station
data — which must necessarily be
for each hour in the contract
period. The result of this calculataken into account. For example, we
brackets have been converted to
tion should be divided by the number of converted hours computed
have no way of accurately evaluating
percentages, which are nothing
on the basis of the fixed conversion
more than the relation of dollars
possible changes in economic conditions during the next several months.
schedule in Section 3. The result
in Schedule A of the current conHowever, we are convinced that it
tract to the current gross nightwill be "average gross sales per
time hourly rate of the station.
is essential, as a competitive necesconverted hour" to which should
In this new contract, CBS Rasity, for CBS Radio to be in a posibe applied the percentages for the
dio is in effect agreeing to share
converted hours in each bracket as
tion to meet, intelligently and pracwith the station the gross intically, situations which are bound
stated
in Section I of Schedule A.
come received from the use of
to arise from time to time in the
This will give the amount due to
future. One of the principal areas
the station commercially to subthe station from CBS Radio.
stantially the same extent that
in which this flexibility will be most
it now shares this income with
important is the adjustment of hourly
A typical "Schedule A" with perthe station, regardless of rate
network rates of individual CBS Racentages eliminated follows:
relationship changes for hours at
dio affiliated stations. For example,
SCHEDULE
A
different
times
of
the
day.
we may be confronted with changing
V. The station shall not be credited
the hourly morning, afternoon or
The following statement may facilitate the computation of the amounts
evening rates; some upward in cerfor the first five (5) "converted hours"
tain categories, downward in others;
in any week, but for each of the next
due to a station under this new conthe rates of some stations not at all. tract:
ten (10) "converted hours" per week,
the station shall be credited with
We have given careful consideraBased on Rate Card #34, the only
tion to the method of accomplishing
change will be that due to rounding
— % of the "average gross sales per
this without changing the station's
the bracket percentages to three
converted hour"; for each of the next
percentage of gross receipts from
places, which will be nominal. In five (.5) "converted hours" per week,
network time sales. A new form of
the station shall be credited with
effect, what is termed "average
affiliation contract has been drafted
gross sales per converted hour" is — % of the "average gross sales per
and we are requesting each of our
exactly the same as the current
radio affiliates to sign it as soon as
gross night-time hourly rate card converted hour"; and for each "conpossible, irrespective of when curof the station, since the percentages
verted hour" per week in excess of
rent contracts expire. As you will
in Schedule A are computed by tak- such first twenty (20) "converted
note by comparison with the printed
ing thementstation's
payhours" per week, the station shall be
portions of your present contract, the
for each current
bracket dollar
for each
credited with — % of the "average
only changes of substance are in
payment, and expressing it as a perSection 3 of the contract and in the
gross sales per converted hour."
payment provisions of Schedule A.
These revised provisions will permit
CBS Radio to change gross network
rates in various segments of the day
a million dollars worth of talent for
from time to time without such
change affecting the percentage of
gross receipts from network sales
to $57.50 a month
which you receive under your present
contract. For your convenience, we
based on advertising rates
are enclosing a short memorandum
which we hope will be of some help
to you in applying the new form to
your own situation.
After you have gone over this new
richard
form, if you have any questions I
will appreciate your calling Bill
Schudt or me. I am sure that in this
way we will be able to expedite this
matter. When you have satisfied
yourself concerning the new contract,
jazz
classics
maltby's
we will appreciate your signing four
copies and returning them to us. The
Maltby arranges and conexecution of the new form by all
ducts for top names such as
affiliates at an early date is, as you
will appreciate, a matter of extreme
Benny Goodman, Paul Whiteman, Ethel Merman, and Vic
importance to each station as well as
Damone, and for every major
to the network as a whole, because
only in this way will CBS Radio be
network. His all-time classics
able to build strongly for the future
in jazz, with an orchestra
and meet with dispatch the changed
and chorus of 45 of the best
conditions which will inevitably occur.
men and women in the business, are yours with the many
MEMORANDUM
great
artists in the
The revision of payment terms in
the new CBS Radio Station contract
form, in essence, provides for the
continuing payment to the station
SESAC
Transcribed
Library
owner, regardless of changes in the
gross hourly rates applicable to difwhich includes Jazz, American Folk, Band, Concert, Hawaiian,
ferent times of the day, of the same
percentage of the gross rate card
Barbershop, Novelty, Religious, and Latin- American Music.
rates for the station as the percentSESAC, Inc.
475 Fifth Avenue
New York 17, N.Y.
age of such rates presently being paid
to the station. The revised terms
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HENRY GARRETT
Was Radio Pioneer in S.W.
HENRY (Dad) GARRETT, 90,
pioneer in electronics in the Southwest who built WRR Dallas,
claimed as first municipally-owned
radio station in the world, died
Jan. 16.
An inventor, Mr. Garrett was
believed locally to have been the
first man anywhere to build a radio
in his automobile. He invented a
system of traffic lights in Dallas in
1923, also said to be first in
America. He built KVP, Dallas
police broadcasting system.
Mr. Garrett was the son of the
late Episcopal Bishop Alexander
C. Garrett, who immigrated to
America from Ireland. When Mr.
Garrett built a radio in his car, an
early newspaper account compared
his vehicle to a "circus bandwagon,
with people staring and wondering
where the music came from."

allied

BERNARD L. COHN
Was Cole & Co. Executive
BERNARD L. COHN, 63, wellknown advertising executive and
one-time commercial manager of
WREC Memphis, died last Tuesday. Mr. Cohn was vice president
of Cole & Co., advertising firm
there.
Born in Memphis, he was graduated from Columbia U. and
worked for The New York Times
before returning to Memphis to
become a reporter for The News
Scimitar. In 1915, Mr. Cohn was
made business manager and publisher of the Memphis newspaper.
He retained that post until that
paper was consolidated with The
Memphis Press, forming The Press
Scimitar. Surviving Mr. Cohn are
his wife, Louise; a son, Bei'nard
Jr., and two sisters.
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA Broadcasters Assn. received 1951 Up to the
Minute Business Achievement Award
from Minute magazine at a meeting
of Los Angeles Ad Club in mid-January. A. E. Joscelyn, director of
operations, CBS Hollywood, and president SCBA, accepted miniature liourglass on an engraved plaque. He
praised work of Robert J. McAndrews,
then SCBA managing director and
now commercial-promotion manager
KBIG Avalon, Calif.

arts

ROGER BROWN, regional sales manager for south and southwest territory of Emerson Radio & Phonograph
Corp., N. Y., appointed national sales
manager.
FREDERICK
W. REYNOLDS Jr.,
Allen B. DuMont Labs., Passaic, N. J.,
to application engineering staff of
Sprague Electric Co., N. Y.
WALTER J. FITZPATRICK, district
representative for replacement tubes
and parts, General Electric Co., L. A.,
moved to Chicago as central regional
sales manager for GE replacement
tubes.
ROBERT M. GRAY, manager of advertising and sales promotion. Esse
Standard Oil Co., N. Y., elected vice
president of Advertising Club of New
York.
HERBERT F. KOETHER, manager of
radio sales section, Crosley Div. of
Avco Mfg. Corp., Cincinnati, named
manager of refrigerator sales section
NORMAN GOODWIN, assistant manager Decca Records Inc., Western
Div., Hollywood, resigns effective
Feb. 1.
BEEP ROBERTS & Assoc., publicity
and promotion firm, moved to 6335
Yucca St., Hollywood.
LOS ANGELES COUNCIL, West Coast
Electronic Manufacturers Assn., has
installed new officers for 1952. LEON
B. UNGAR, vice president-general
manager, Ungar Electric Tools Inc., is
chairman. E. P. GERTSCH, president, Gertsch Products, is vice chairman, and GEORGE CLARK, sales manager. Tetrad Co., secretary-treasurer.
Added to board of directors: DONALD
E. LARSON, advertising manager,
Hoffman Radio Corp.; PAUL TARTAR
president, Tartak-Stolle Electronics
Inc.; HUGH MOORE, president. Acme
Electronics Inc., and retiring chairman FRED W. FALCK, president. Advance Electric & Relay Co. New
officers automatically become board
members.
JAMES D. WALKER, manager of Detroit sales region for CapehartFarnsworth Corp., appointed manager
of New York sales region succeeding
W. R. McAllister, resigned.
GERALD GOTTLIEB, business manager. Publicists Guild, Hollywood, resigns to devote time to private law
practice.

In Greafer

Grand

Rapids

. . . the most ears
are WOODpecked!

Also:
WFDF — Flint
WEOA — Evansville
WFBM and WFBM-TV
Indianapolis
•
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J. CHRISTIANSON, production chief for Radio Craftsman
Inc., Chicago, to staff of R. Edward
Stemm Mfrs. Engineering Representatives, same city.
KENNETH A. HOAGLAND appointed
assistant engineering manager of
Cathode-Ray Tube Div., Allen B. DuMont Labs., Clifton, N. J. He has
been with the company for the past
11 years.
SAN FRANCISCO COUNCIL, West
Coast Electronic Manufacturers Assn.,
elected new officers for 1952: NOEL
E. PORTER, Hewlett-Packard Co.,
Palo Alto, chairman; NORMAN H.
MOORE, Litton Industries, San Carlos, vice chairman; JAMES J. HALLORAN, Electro Engineering Works,
Oakland, secretary. They also serve
as directors, along with Dr. RUSSELL
H. VARIAN, Varian Assoc., San Carlos; JOHN M. KAAR, Kaar EngineerCo., Palo Electric
Alto; WILLIAM
HEFLIN, ingLenkuTt
Co., San Carlos;
PAUL F. BYRNE, Sierra Electronic
Corp., San Carlos.
ROBERT B. McGregor, WHAS-TV
Louisville, Ky., engineer, resigns to
accept position as senior design engineer for Arvin Industries Inc., Chicago, in charge of color TV.
ROGER BROWN, Emerson Radio &
Phonograph
sales
manager in theCorp.'s
South regional
and Southwest,

JOHN BOURCIER, maintenance su
pervisor in charge of audio equip-^
ment for ABC network, to post of
New York engineering audio operations supervisor for ABC effective
Feb. 15. He succeeds GEORGE
FISHER who has resigned.
BUELL H. DALTON, studio engineer,
KFMV Los Angeles, to KBIG Avalon,
Calif., as assistant
engineer.
WILLIAM
A. HUNT,
engineer forj'
WHIZ Zanesville, Ohio, has built a
compact mobile power unit whereby
tape recordings may be made wherethere is no regular power supply, j
Unit uses 6 v dc auto battery to produce 110 V ac' current.
WALTER GODWIN, engineer, WRC
Washington,
appointed
master WIL-'
con-'
trol
room chief.
He succeeds
LIAM CHEW who died from a hearl^
attack [B«T, Jan. 7].
GENE MORRIS, engineering staff oJl
KNOR Norman, Okla., promoted tc
chief engineer.
GIRL AUTO RACER
E
WSAI Staffer Beats the Meitf
PEG SHERWOOD, who adds th(5
feminine touch to the Will Lenwi
Show daily over WSAI Cincinnati
took off her apron long enough t(
win a midget stock car race, out
distancing male competitors by twc
laps over an eight-lap course.
Only woman to compete in thi
race for non-professionals at Cin

named company's national sales manWILLIAM
FOREST CROUCH, motion
ager.
picture producer-director, to Sound
Masters Inc. (TV films and package
programs), N. Y., as executive proment. ducer of the television film departJAMES W. EVANS, Moore & Beckham
Adv., Greenwich, Conn., to community
relations staff of the General Eleccity. tric Co. Small Appliance Div., same
EMIL P. NENSEL, assistant manager
of the appliance service department
of Servel Inc., Evansville, Ind., appointed sales manager of the water
heater division.

A NEW remote control image orthicon
camera, produced for use in dangerous areas or sites inaccessible to
camera crews, has been produced by
General Precision Labs., Pleasantville, N. Y. New camera will be a
main hibitfeature
at show
the company's
exat the I.R.E.
in Grand Central Palace, N. Y., March 3-6.
THE ASTATIC Corp., Conneaut, Ohio,
announces development of a new design principle for a turnover pickup
cartridge making this type unit equal
in performance quality to the finest
single-needle cartridges. The development is composed of two complete cartridge assemblies, mounted
back to back on a common plate.
DEMONSTRATION of the lonophone,
a new invention of Dr. Siegfried
Klein, French scientist, took place recently for the first time in the U. S.
in the WOAI San Antonio studios.
The new device converts electrical
energy into sound.

smile.

j

Miss Sherwood flashes victory
cinnati Gardens, Miss Sherwooc
always feminine, wore a stree
dress and three-inch heels as he
driving uniform. Only "
at T
the urg
H
ing of professional drivers didEsh
consent to don a crash helmet an^
racing jacket. Not satisfied wit
one trophy.
Sherwooda Cir
lafweek
was to Miss
race against
cinnati newspaperman.
A Sure Shot
for YOUR
MARKET. . .
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C

Radio's most
Talked-about game
For Information, Write or Wire:
John Greene
Productions
BoxW641
OR
Rock Hill, South
Carolina
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ASLEY

13-Week

REPLY

Cites 'Envy' and 'Malice'
3BEET L. EASLEY, indicted
nsulting radio engineer charged
th using the mails to defraud
i|t*T, Jan. 21], blamed "envy and
j'tty malice" by "envious persons"
ja- the charges, in a statement isJied last week.
!"For years I have conducted an
l^ective consulting radio engineer)^ practice according to my ov^^n
!«cessful, even though somewhat
■!orthodox, methods," Mr. Easley
■5d. "The envious persons who
'jve
acted secretly
behindbusiness
scenes
promote
some simple
^agreements into criminal
arges certainly will not be al.^•ed to break up my practice in
der to satisfy their own envy
id petty malice," he said. "I am
tirely innocent of the present
arges," he declared.
.iUp to last Thursday, Mr. Easley
d not yet been sei-ved with the
-rrant, nor charged before a U.S.
rmmissioner. Conviction of the
.ar-count fraud indictment carries
[penalty of one year in jail and
iifl.OOO fine for each count, or both.
it
i\

Series to

L. A. AD AGENDA
Begin Feb. 4
SOME 35 West Coast advertising executives will contribute services to
the 8th annual Advertising Conference Series of Los Angeles Advertising Women which starts Feb. 4 for 13 weeks in May Co. Auditorium,
that city. A $200 scholarship will be awarded to the best qualified
*
student.
promotion director, NBC Western
Titled "The Advertising Story"
Network.
and open to "anyone interested in
March 31: Retail and Promotion —
advertising," series will consist of
by following representatives
weekly two-hour lectures and Detailed
of Rexall Drug Co.; Sam Zaiss, pubroundtable discussions. Conference
lications and public relations director;
topics, with dates and speakers,
John Hart, advertising director;
follow:
Arnold Keturi, advertising manager,
Rexall division; Don C. Hamilton,
Feb. 4: "Why An Advertising merchandising
manager and Ray
Agency" — Local and national agencies
to be discussed by Lee Ringer, presi- Lindquist, assistant director of production development.
dent, Ringer Assoc., and Harry W.
Witt, West Coast manager. Calkins &
April 7: Point of Sale and Indoor
Holden, Carlock, McClinton, & Smith
Advertising — Tony Whan, president.
Pacific Indoor Adv.
Inc.; "Retail Client" — Margaret Pexton, fashion co-ordinator May Co.,
April 14: Television — Roundtable
(department store).
discussion under direction of Doria
Feb. 11: "The Client and What He Balli, president, TV Ads Inc.
Expects
From His
Agency" —engineer,
Edward
April 21: Publicity and Public ReE. Beauchamp,
advertising
lations— William O'Hern, director of
Lane Wells Co.; Edv/ard F. Baumer,
publicity and public relations, Los
director of advertising, sales promoAngeles District, United Airlines, and
ton, fashion co-ordinator. May Co., Edmund McKanna, merchandising
Insurance Co. of America.
consultant.
Feb. 18: Copy — Hal Stebbins, presiApril 28: Opportunities in Advertisdent, Hal Stebbins Inc.
ing— Reviewed by J. Neal Regan,
Feb. 25: Newspapers — Charles Horn,
Hollywood manager, McCann-Erickclassified advertising manager, Los son,
and president. Advertising Assn.
Angeles Examiner; Raymond Brooks,
of the West.
\^rt Johnston
advertising and promotion manager,
Scholarship will be available to a
Southern California Assoc. of Newsregistered member of the advertisj^RT JOHNSTON,
53, founder
papers;
Charles
Arnn,
vice-president
[ Bert Johnston Productions, died and advertising director, Los Angeles
ing conference "for a course in adDaily News.
f Cincinnati Jan. 18. Mr. Johnsvertising or its allied fields at any
1 founded the firm bearing his
March 3: Production — Panel with recognized school of the winner's
me in 1946, concentrating on Ned Stirling, BBDO, as moderator,
choice," according to Nancy Grons for TV commercials and sales
bert, conference series chairman,
and participants Pat O'Hara of Litho:)motion. He also was former
graphic Div. of Rapid Blue Print Co.;
and Helen Edwards, president of
the L. A. Adv. Women.
Guy Logan, general manager of Monjvertising
manager
for
Kroger's,
tional grocery chain.
He is sen-Los Angeles Typographers; Homer
To qualify, applicants must atvived by his wife, Eleanore; a Alexander, co-owner. Brown & Caldtend every session of conference
well; D. H. Neuenburg, sales manager.
jghter, Ruth Anne; a son, Glenn,
General Printing Corp.
series and submit a typewritten
d his mother, Mrs. C. William
summary of the course through the
Johnston.
March 10: Art and Layout — Dick
Stow, art director, Foote, Cone & mails to: Conference Series 1952;
Belding and president, Art Directors
Los Angeles Advertising Women
Club;son Studio.
Roy Wilson, partner, Sass- WilInc., 1.5281/2 N. Wilcox, Los AnVERTISING
Recognition Week,
geles 28, Calif. Entries must be
ablished and sponsored by the AdMarch 17: Media and Research —
tising Assn. of the West, has been
postmarked not later than midMark L. Mulligan, media director,
night May 5.
for Feb. 17-23. Arthur E. House,
BBDO; John B. Knight, president,
lount executive. House & Leland
John
B.
Knight
Co.
Portland, Ore., agency and
March 24: Radio — Doto Edouardo,
|W senior vice-president, is chairWPTR
PROMOTION
manager NBC national spot sales;
i!,jn. Currently a western states anPact Signed With Newspapeir
event, and now on the U. S. Dept. Arnold Marquis, president, Arnold
Marquis Productions Inc.; Wilder
-Commerce schedule, Advertising
cognition Week may be expanded
Wiley, commercial writer and coWPTR Albany has signed a proionally, according to Charles W.
ordinator. Young & Rubicam Inc.;
motion pact with the Albany
Helen
Murray
Hall,
advertising
and
jlier, AAW executive vice-president.
Times-Union, the station announced
last week.
Arrangements were completed by
George B. Chelius Jr., executive
director for the Ten Eyck Hotel
and WPTR, and Fred I. Archibald,
publisher of the Hearst morning
newspaper.
Present plans call for daily originations of news programs and features from the editorial room of
the Times-Union, with the paper
building a special studio for the
remote broadcasts. Programs will
feature Times-Union personalities
and reporters at various times of
the day. First scheduled broadcast.
Fashion, Food and Frills, featurThEVoicE/z/Kansas
ing the newspaper's women's editors as guests of WPTR News Director Howard Maschmeier, makes
WIBW
//7 TOREK
A
its debut today (Monday).
OADCASTING
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HERE'S A STATION
that tunes in the listeners
- instead of the other way round
WJPG
can't be We
heardknow
on
dozens programs
of other stations.
this market — are interested in no other.
We find out what the people want —
build them their own favorite services
and entertainment.
— then merchandise, publicize; — and the
listeners throughout this rich Green
Bay market know just what and just
"PG" and
morehave
oftenmore reasons to tune
when
and DO!
McGillvra, N.Y. and Chi has facts
that'll amaze you.
Or write us for any specific things
story.
you'd like to know about this "local
station makes good" startling success

980 KILOCYCLES • 5000W id lOOOW (n)
AM-FM • ABC AFFILIATE
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Broadcasters Could Bank on Eisenhower
(Continued from page 25)
document the contents of which he
in North Africa. He did not mind
did not believe.
speculation by the armchair strategists who wrote and broadcast
During the war, the only fretfrom New York or Washington, or
ting he had about radio was the
requirement then in vogue that
any think-pieces which emanated
far away from his headquarters,
the general be on hand to broadcast at the precise minute and
but he did not want any intelligent
surmises sent home or around the
second when his voice was wanted
world by correspondents assigned
on an American network. Such rein his area because the enemy
quests frequently came through
could more accurately deduce from
the PRO and I generally handled
them. What Gen. Ike wanted was
them what was about to happen.
freedom from the necessity of beQuotes From Book
ing at a given place at a given
If I may quote something from
for a short radio talk — as
my own book (which is now out of time
important as he considered it for
print, so a plug about it will be unthe home front. He wanted to be
remunerative,) I might cite from
free to rush to the forward area
it the comment of Stephen T. Eai'ly, or wherever needed. Such radio
the late and gi-eat press secretary
commitments tied him down. Conto our also late and great Presisequently he tried to keep these
dent Roosevelt who admittedly was
commitments to a minimum. If it
a master at conducting a news
had not been for the requirements
conference. After Steve had ob- of the American networks for his
served Gen. Ike for the first time
live appearance, he would have
in a news conference^ at the Scribe
Hotel in Paris soon after the accepted many more radio invitations during the war. He liked the
Battle of the Bulge, he told me
idea
of
recording his comment at
and I entered in the diary:
his convenience.
"It was the most magnificent
He spent hours writing and reperformance of any man at a
writing even as short as a threepress conference that I have ever
minute speech in behalf of the
seen. He knows his facts, he
American Red Cross. Perhaps I, or
speaks freely and frankly, and
someone would give him an idea
he has a sense of humor, he has
and might even rough draft the
idea into words, but I have often
poise, and he has command."
I have never known Gen. Eisenseen him in bed early in the morning working over a draft with a
hower to say a thing he did not bestubby lead pencil. I know of inlieve in, or to sign his name to any

of
Fitting a Mediuen
to a Market

ACUSE
NBC
AFFILIATE

Covers

ALL

of the Rich
Central

Market

Write, Wire, Phone
or
ifUk Headley-ileed
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COVERS
HEARING
Radio Wins in Portsmouth
RIGHT of WNXT Portsmouth,
Ohio, to tape record a public hearing involving higher phone rates
was upheld by the Ohio Public
Utilities Commission in spite of
efforts of the phone company to
prevent the recording.
The Ohio Consolidated Telephone
Co. sought to prevent WNXT from
installing- the recorder.
PUC Chairman Robert Moulton
held that the station had every
right to make the recording. Mr.
Moulton based his ruling on three
factors: The hearing was jDublic;
the station was a valid news
gathering organization and the
issue was a matter of public interest.
Mr. Moulton said he could see no
reason to grant the phone company
request unless the recording interfered with proceedings.

stances where he has taken as
much as two or thi'ee hours early
in the morning to re-word and
polish a radio message that would
take only a couple of minutes on
the air.
Those of us engaged in the public opinion media have no reason
to be concerned about Gen. Ike for
he thoroughly believes in the traditional concept of free speech and
free radio. He has scores of friends
among the correspondents who covered his headquarters or his activities during the war, and I dare
say that every one of them will
attest to the substance of these
statements.

President's Budget
(Continued from page 26)
service activities, a boost of $13,771; $532,819 for applied technical
research and frequency allocation,
a rise of $79,664; $658,969 for safety and special radio services, an increase of $44,920, and a decrease of
$13,249 in a $762,249 budget for
common carrier activities.
A good amount of the increase
sought for field engineering and
monitoring is understood to be earmarked for the practical testing and
carry-through of theories obtained
via the Conelrad project. Some of
the work being done on the Conellad project is carried under "reimbursements"— i. e. funds are appropriated to other agencies which in
turn reimburse the FCC for manhours delegated to such studies.
The State Dept.'s International
Information and Educational Activities program, under which the
Voice of America operates, would
get $133,272,914 under the fiscal
1953 budget compared with the
$85 million it was appropriated
last year.
Of the amount requested, $30
million would go for radio broadcasting (Voice) [Closed Circuit,
Jan. 7]. An estimated $36,727,086
for the acquisition and construction of radio facilities is being
sought for the first time in a separate appropriation "to which it is
proposed that unexpended balances
of funds previously appropriated
for this purpose will be transFederal
ferred."

Trade

Commission,

W®K1IIE»
€OMPETITI©l\

WBS Totals 881
WORLD Broadcasting System said
last week
that the a company's
iates had reached
record totalaffilof
881 through the addition of 64 in
the U. S. and Canada during the
past three months. Officials said the
company, which produces transcribed library programs and features for affiliated stations to sell
locally, will announce shortly a
number of "important new properbers. ties" to be made available to mem-

Talent Unions
(Contijiued from page 29)
cation "with good will and in good

After study by the universities,
proposals will be presented to all
unions concerned for their consid-Jj
offices."
eration and action. It was under- j
stood that the labor relations advisers may act in a conciliatory
capacity, should their proposals
meet vnth resistance.
The July 1 deadline — in spite ol
TVA date-setting — might be extended should total merger loom as.
aWarren
not-too-di^tant
possibility, Mr
explained.
|
The UCLA professor has an ex|
tensive background in labor rela
tions and left New York last weel
to work on a labor dispute at Boyc
Aircraft in Wichita, Kan. This i;
the first time he has worked on ai,
inter-union dispute, he said, char
acterizing the merger proposals a
"quite unique" and at the sam^
time,
logical." also highl;
Dean"most
Catherwood,
regarded in labor circles, is cuij
rently a member of the New Yorl;
State fact-finding board for th
dock strike.
\
Others Attend

Tuesday's
meeting,
many
to be held
both intheNewfirst
Yoro'
and on the coast, was also attende |
by Louis Simon, executive secrf f
tary of Actors Equity; Georg
Heller, national executive secr(
tary of TVA; A. Frank Ree;
national executive secretary
AFRA; Hy Faine, national execi
five secretary of AGMA; Be
Irving, executive secretary
Chorus Equity; Jack Irving, ns
tional
administrator
of AMA\'
I. B. Kornblum,
West Coast
atto
ney for TVA; Ralph Bellamy, vi<
president of Actors Equity; Vi
ginia Payne, vice chairman <
TVA; Peggy Wood, member c
TVA board of governors ; Christii
Karner, Chorus Equity councilo
and Al Cook, Chorus Equity.
which is charged with carrying o
laws on anti-monopoly and dece
tive practices, such as false ar:
misleading advertising, would g
$4,367,000 under the budget rl
quest compared with the $4,040,4ti
received last year.
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PROOF POSITIVE

ARS ARE MOVING

AGE, slick-paper, four-coloi6-Pl
il
pchure plugging MBS's
tie-in
ith Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's tal|t source is network's latest proJition. Theme of booklet is "The
^vie stars are moving to Mutual"
|d features pictures of Bette
livis, Orson Welles, Errol Flynn,
fin Sothern and others, with name
show they are headlining. Back
frer explains the Mutual-MGM
blti-Message Plan.
•— • — •
ipHOOL DAYS ON TV
ll". LOUIS
been
Ten
a first parents
hand lookhave
at what

•'^s
children'stelecasts
class rooms,
ilf on
hourin morning
illus»ting use of TV in education
re carried by KSD-TV there,
je programs were part of a nan-wide series of educational
ecasts sponsored by Life magatii.e.
■
•— •— •
tSSUMES MUSIC SERIES
t^C Radio Network was scheduled
revive its At Home With Music
Ijies from 5:30-5:45 p.m. (EST)
iirting last Saturday with Dr.
>mund Spaeth, musicologist and
cchor, returning to discuss and
tstrate informal lessons in muappreciation. Series is pretted in cooperation with the
f tional Federation of Music
>bs.
1^
•— •— •
.
SON SELLS SILENCE
1' ON Omaha salesman, Don Perio, sold a minute of silence and
'ition reports a satisfied client
|3 many favorable comments,
yer was Heafey & Heafey Mor,|ries, Omaha, whose one-minute
}t is aired at 6:44 a.m. followjr the Sacred Heart program,
pt invites listeners "to join in
t minute of silent prayer for
"Id peace." • — • — •
NL FARM SHOW
JNL Richmond, Va., Virginia
rm Show, Mon.-Fri. 12:45 p.m.,
I. 12:15 p.m., played host to a
restock School. Over 150 beef
tie, hog and sheep producers
l:e on hand for program presentsby extension service of the state
(1 conducted by Ira Hull, WRNL
m editor. Portions of show were
led for rebroadcast to those
imers unable to attend.

programs

promotion

ON WISCONSIN
PAPER weights with a cutout of
the state of Wisconsin standing upright on a wooden block have been
distributed to some 200 station
advertisers and agencies by WISC
Madison, Wis. The gimmick, which
plugs the "Everywhere You Go
There's Radio" slogan, was designed
by Advertising Creations, a Madison screen processing firm.
-• — • — •FEATURES YOUNG ARTIST
WAAM (TV) Baltimore presented
a special UN program on Jan. 24
featuring Gerard Fremy, the first
young artist to be selected for a
trip to the United States under the
newly organized One World Talent
project. The French pianist was
seen on the show with representatives of the United Nations Youth
of Maryland.
GRANDMA CONTEST
BOB SHANNON and Bob Moon,
co-mc, KTTV (TV) Hollywood A
Date with Grandma, are looking
for California's most charming,
interesting and worthy grandmother. Letters, promoting candidates in 100 words or less, must be
in by March 31. Winner will have
two days in Hollywood as guest of
mc, radio-TV appearances, and
dates at restaurants and night
clubs.
e— • — •
LEBANON LEVITY
KGAL Lebanon, Ore., Disc Jockey
Del Olney figured in gag promotion
stunt with sponsor when he had
sponsor's place of business, a men's
clothing store, "picketed." Mr. Olney claimed sponsor was unduly
critical of the way he handled its
newscasts. "Name calling" and rebuttals on both sides were reported
in detail by KGAL. Arbitration
was effected by station's public relations man. Bob Bruce, who arranged elaborate ceremony outside
store, with treaty signed, notarized
and then torn up. Sponsor renewed
regular contract.

.'^ immediate revenue produced
fwith regional promotion
campoigns
23 years of
service to the
broadcasting industry
HOWARD

experienced sales
personnel will sell community
programs throughout
your coverage area

J. McCOLLISTER

Company

4

66 ACACIA DRIVE
ATHERTON, CALIFORNIA

PAUL

DAVENPORT 3-3061

W. McCOLLISTER,

lOADCASTING

General Manager

Telecastiri!

premiums
V.I.P. FEATURED
WTIC Hartford has introduced a
V.I.P. spot on its regular Juke Box
Jingles broadcast. MC is Disc
Jockey Ross Miller. Important citizens appear on the broadcast to
select and play their favorite songs.
Raymond E. Baldwin, associate
justice of the Connecticut Supreme
Court, was a recent guest.

AIRS AA SERIES
KNEA Jonesboro, Ark., has been
airing series of 13 broadcasts
dramatizing true stories from Alcoholics Anonymous, book published
by the Works Pub. Co., N. Y.
Shows, presented in cooperation
with local AA chapter, were adapted by Neal B. Bunn, station program director.
KIDDIES RACE
ANSWER to a mother's prayer is
Uncle Stan Widney, KRNT Des
Moines radio personality, whose
minute commercial each morning
for Anderson-Erickson Dairy takes
the form of various children's races
— dressing races, clothing pick-up
races, etc. Uncle Stan's "magic
eye" and "ticking counter" tell him
who to announce as winner.
AD PLUGS

A FOLDER bearing the "We Dare
Them All" slogan complete with a
miniature cigarette - whistle attached to the copy was the theme
of a recent promotion piece sent
out by WRFD Worthington, Ohio,
telling oftivenessthe
station's
sales
effec-in
in reaching
rural
areas
the state. Cover's bottom line announced "and we're not spoofin' —
we're PROOFIN'."
-• — • — •AMERICA VOTES
KECA-TV Hollywood America
Votes, presented as public service
Tues. 10-11 p.m. (PST), shows
straw vote in action by giving
viewers chance to approve or
disapprove controversial political
questions. Format has Nelson
Pringle moderating debate between
four panelists, two each representing major political parties. Two
guests, top personalities representing political parties, question panelists. On stage also are 19 telephone operators who accept calls
from viewers registering opinions.
Charles Stahl is executive producer,
and Larry Robertson, director.
•— • — •
PEN GIVE-AWAY
WJMO Cleveland is using novel
give-away with signing of contracts. WJMO salesman hands
client a pen following signing of
contract. "WJMO, Cleveland's
music and news station," is printed
on side of each pen presented.

SPOTS

ERNIE, the "Hamburger King,"
a constant user of radio spots over
KING-TV Seattle, believes in advertising advertising. To promote
an audience for his commercials,
he inserted a two inch ad in the
Seattle Times announcing time and
channel when "The Ernie Commercial" could be seen.
-• — •BIG RESULTS
DEAN MARTIN and Jerry Lewis,
on recent NBC-TV Colgate Comedy
Hour, appealed for aid to muscular
dystrophy sufferers, resulting in
over 10,000 individual contributions. Pair will continue appeals on
radio and TV.

FOOD

.

PRODUCTS'

REPEATS 'SURVIVAL'
IN AN EFFORT to create greater
interest in the civil defense recruiting drive, WPTZ (TV) Philadelphia is telecasting the Survival
programs produced by NBC-TV
last year. The series of seven programs is being shown each Sunday
in hopes it will build greater interest in the drive.
STUDENTS SELECT
KLAC Hollywood, Top Ten Tunes,
Mon. through Sat. 8:05-9 p.m.
(PST), features top ten tunes
selected by students from Southern
Calif, high schools. Bob McLaughlin, KLAC disc jockey, to m.c. and
interview student representative
from winning school.

MNG
WORTH
FKATIRE PROGRAMS, Inr.
n^;w.'57tli ST., NEW VORX 19,.N. r.
.r^M^vri ilalibrc Prognuis at Cecal Station Cost
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BAB NAMES
46 State Promotion Chairmen
BAB membership promotion chairmen for 46 of the 48 states were
announced last Wednesday by President William B. Ryan. He said
the appointees will participate in
a recruitment campaign being
mapped by Allen M. Woodall,
WDAK Columbus, Ga., chairman
of the membership committee of
the BAB board, with Mr. Ryan.
First meeting of the group is
slated during the national convention in Chicago the week of March
31. Kits containing all current
BAB sales aids are to be sent
shortly to the state chairmen. Campaign plans will include coordinated solicitation mailings, personal calls, and, whenever possible,
personal presentations at broadcaster meetings.
BAB station members now number 962 as a result of 41 additions
during the past 45 days, officials
reported.
Mr. Ryan said the state membership promotion chairmen had been
selected - from among those who
"have expressed a keen interest in
the activities of the BAB and who
also have an excellent working
knowledge in the field of radio
sales and promotion. Their willingness to serve in this capacity is
testimony to their realization of
the fact that the BAB is the most
economical and effective method of
promoting the increased use of raThe 46 thus far selected:
dio."
Alabama— Howard E. Pill, WSFA
Montgomery; Arizona — Charles H.
Garland, KOOL Phoenix; Arkansas —
Julian F. Haas, KARK Little Rock;
Colorado— James D. Russell, KVOR
Colorado Springs; Cornecticut — Daniel W. Kops, WAVZ New Haven; Delaware— Ewing- B. Hawkins, WILM
Wilmington; Florida — Jerry Stone,
WNDB Daytona Beach; Georgia — H.
L. Christian, WRFC Athens; IdahoFrank C. Mclntyre, KLIX Twin Falls;
Illinois— Walter J. Rothschild, WTAD
Quincy; Indiana — Daniel C. Park,
WIRE Indianapolis.
Iowa— Hal Totten, KOKX Keokuk;
Kansas— Hale Bondurant, KFBI Wichita; Kentucky F. E. Lackey, WHOP
Hopkinsville ; Louisiana — T. B. Lanford, KALB Alexandria; Maine — Edward E. Guernsey, WLBZ Bangor;

NETWORK RATINGS
Pulse Issues Nov.-Dec. Li;

JAYCEE Banquet took on a broadcasting flavor with award to Gordon
McLendoyi (r), LBS president. Members of the McLendon family, all
active in radio circles, were on hand for the ceremonies. L to r: Barton
R. McLendon, LBS board co-chairman; Mrs. B. R. McLendon; former
Gov. James A. Noe, president of WNOE New Orleans and KNOE Monroe, La.; Mrs. Gordon McLendon, who is the daughter of ex-Gov. Noe;
and Mr. McLendon.
Maryland (and Metropolitan Washington, D. C.) — Joseph L. Brechner
WGAY Silver Spring; Massachusetts
—John G. Stilli, WBZ Boston; Michigan—Lester W. Lindow, WFDF Flint;
Minnesota — Gene Wilkey, WCCO Minneapolis; Mississippi — Gene Tibbett,
WLOX Biloxi; Missouri— E. K. Hartenbower, KCMO Kansas City; Montana—J. P. Wilkins. KFBB Great
Falls; Nebraska — William J. Newens,
KOIL Omaha; Nevada— H. G. Wells,
KOLO Reno.
New Hampshire — Joseph K. Close,
WKNE Keene; New Jersey — Willard
C. Schriver, WCAM Camden; New
Mexico— Bert Arnold, KVER Albuquerque; New York — Winslow Leighton, WSNY Schnectady; North Carolina—Harold Essex, WSJS WinstonSalem; North Dakota — Orville F. Burda, KDIX Dickinson; Ohio— Robert T.
Mason, WMRN Marion; Oklahoma —
J. J. Bernard, KOMA Oklahoma City;
Oregon— J. B. Conley, KEX Portland;
Pennsylvania — Humboldt J. Greig,
WHUM Reading; Rhode Island — Mitchell F. Stanley, WWON Woonsocket;
South Carolina — C. Wallace Martin,
WMSC Columbia; South Dakota —
Robert J. Dean, KOTA Rapid City.
Tennessee — Frank Proctor, WTJS
Jackson; Utah — Arch Madsen, KOVO
Provo; Vermont — A. E. Spokes, WJOY
Burlington; Virginia — James H.
Moore, WSLS Roanoke; Washington
— Rogan Jones, KVOS Bellingham;
West Virginia — William E. Rine,
WWVA Wheeling; Wisconsin — -Ben
Laird, WDUZ Green Bay; Wyoming —
William C. Grove, KFBC Cheyenne.
carries
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JAYCEES AWARD
MsLesidon Feted at Bo!
BANQUET honoring Gordon McLendon, LBS president, and nine
others as the outstanding men of
1951 was held by the National
Junior Chamber of Commerce in
Dayton, Ohio, fortnight ago.
The Liberty executive was cited
by theforts Junior
Jayceesradio
for freedom
his "efin establishing
on a level with the press and offering financial stability to hundreds
of independent stations from coast
to coast." LBS now has over 440
affiliates in the U. S., Alaska and
Hawaii.
Congratulations included messages from Harold E. Fellows,
NARTB president, and Sen. Estes
Kefauver (D-Tenn.), former chairman of the Crime Investigating
Committee and possible Democratic
Presidential nominee.
TWO

JOIN BAB
Steinle, Peck Named
APPOINTMENT of Robert J.
Steinle as retail specialist in the
local promotion division of BAB,
and the addition of Franklin H.
Peck to the bureau's national promotion staff, were announced last
week by BAB President William B.
Mr. Peck was assistant director
Ryan.
of advertising for the Schine Hotels before resigning to take the
BAB post last week. Mr. Steinle,
advertising copy chief of J. C. Penney Co. before joining BAB, will
take over some of the bureau projects heretofore handled by Lee
Hart, retail sales and advertising
specialist, who is resigning effective Feb. 1 [B«T, Jan. 21].
Mr. Steinle has been with the
Penney company for two years. He
previously was a sales promotion
analyst for Amos Parrish & Co.,
advertising copy chief for W. T.
Grant Co. and retail copywriter
for R. H. Macy & Co.
Mr. Peck was advertising manager for Fawcett Publications, in
charge
promotion
Woman, ofbefore
taking for
the Today's
Schine
Hotels post.

TOP 10 multi-market network ri
dio programs, based on studies c
the first calendar v/eeks of Noven
ber and December, were listed
Rating lasi
week by The Pulse Inc. as followj
EVENING
Program Avera
Sepl !
11.4
Nov.
Dec.
10.3
Jack Benny (CBS)
10.2
Lux
Theatre
(CBS)
Bergen-McCarthy
(CBS)
7.7
10.5
Amos
'n' Andy (CBS)
Oct
9.1
Walter Wincheli (ABC)
9.1
9.1
Oct;
7.3
Godfrey's
Talent Life
Scouts(NBC)
(CBS) 7.3
7.?
You
Bet Your
7.7
Sep,
Bob Hope
(NBC)
7.3
7.6
Bob With
Hawk Luigi
(CBS) (CBS)
7.;
Life
Rating
Suspense (CBS)
MONDAY . FRIDAY DAYTIME 7.}
Program Avercj
7.1
Nov.
Dec.
Arthur
Godfrey(CBS)(CBS)
Aunt Jenny
9.2
7.7
Helen Trent (CBS)
7.7
7.
Our Gal Sunday (CBS)
7.3
7.7
7.
Wendy
Warren (CBS)
(CBS)
7.5
Grand Slam
7.4
Big Sister
(CBS)
7.
Mo
Perkins(CBS)
(CBS)
7.3
Rosemary
7
7.2
Young Dr. Malone (CBS)
6.8 Rating 7.:
6.
SATURDAY & SUNDAY DAYTIME 7.!;
Nov. Sef
Program
Dec. Aver"7.
Stars
Over
Hollywod
(CBS)
5.7
Theatre of Today (CBS) 5.5
Grand Central Station (CBS) 5.4
True Defective Mysteries 5.1
Oc
The Shadow (MBS)
5.0
Give & Take (CBS) 4.8
Let's Pretend (CBS)
4.6
City Hospital
4.5
Music
With the (CBS)
Girls (Sat.)
(CBS)
4.1
Arthur Godfrey's Roundtable
(Sun)
(CBS)
4.0
Martin Kane (NBC)
4.0
4!;
ARC to Compton
AMERICAN RED CROSS c
paign will be handled for the th
successive year by Compton A
New York, as volunteer ager
William Geoghegan, vice presid
and account executive of CompV
will act as supervisor in conju
tion with Edward H. Powers, di>
tor of Red Cross publicity.

600% increase in dollar turn-over
since 1939, compared to national
average of 290%.
11.3% greater than 1950.

/L

U B B 0 C i
Nationol Representative Wm. G. Rombeoj Co
Southwest Represerttotivi
Clyde Melville Co., Dollos, Te«i
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Iafety awards
To Be Given in Radio, TV

Agency Beat
(Continued from page 15)

ADIO and TV stations and netprks, as well as national and reiDnal advertisers, are eligible to
ijeive the National Safety Count's public interest awards and
13 Alfred P. Sloan awards for
g-hway safety.
Public interest certificates are
yen in six categories for "excep.^jinal
to safety",
rail andservice
television
stations with
and adTtisers among those chosen also
igible to compete for the Alfred
Sloan Foundation awards.
The Sloan awards are available
ly for radio and television conbution to highway safety and
p conferred by the Sloan Fountion although administered by
e National Safety Council, Chigo.
'iidges of the public interest awards
'ilude
Harre.Wesley
generalI.
Imager, Arthur
WCFL F.Chicago;
nn, advertising manager, Standard
of Indiana, Chicago, and coinator of the Stop Accidents camen for the Advertising Council;
jert K. Richards, director of oublic
'urs.
and Judith
Waller,
ctor NARTB,
of aublic affairs
and education,
IjC Chicago.
'dominations can be made on
i.nks obtainable from the Safety
likincil at 425 N. Michigan Ave.,
icago, before March 15.
''Jury members for the Sloan
|krd include Kenneth G. Bartlett,
in of University College and diiltor of the radio workshop, Syra*ie U.; George Jennings, director
\y radio and television, Chicago
&rd of Education, and Ned H.
;arborn, president of the Safety
imcil.

Co., S. F., named manager of copy for Lewis & Gilman Adv., Phila.

MAY

Joins NBC

J. ALLAN

HOVEY

joins the copy staff of Gray & Rogers Adv., Phila.

GEORGE W. MILLER, Neal D. Ivey Co., Phila., named advertising
director of Caloric Stove Corp., Phila., succeeding TED BARAL.
LAWRENCE J. CASEY
Weightman Inc., Phila.

appointed to public relations department of

KAY OSTRANDER, timebuyer, Dan B. Miner Co., L. A., on leave of
absence to May 1. MARGUERITE MEAGHER, accounting department,
to take over duties temporarily.
H. J. GERDTS Co., N. Y., elected to membership in American Assn.
of Advertising Agencies.
JOHN LO BUONO

Adv. moved to 212 Gross Bldg., Eureka, Calif.

ROBERT B. STRUBLE, radio-television director, Marketers Inc.,, L. A.,
to Anderson-McConnell Adv., Hollywood, as account executive.
DONALD L. HENRY, copywriter and assistant account executive,
Buchen Co., Chicago, joins Harry G. Willis & Assoc., Glendale, Calif.,
as copy chief and supervisor of account service. KENNETH ESSELSTROM, agency staff artist, elevated to art director and supervisor of
production services.
MICKEY MULLIGAN,
field & Assoc., S. F.

Emporium Dept. Store, S. F., to Sidney Gar-

THOMAS ERWIN, account executive at Russel M. Seeds Co., Chicago,
will outline "Agency New Business Methods" at meeting of Alpha Delta
Sigma, local advertising fraternity, tomorrow (Tuesday).
STEVE BOWEN to Tatham-Laird, Chicago, as media director from
Robert W. Orr & Assoc., New York.
DON STOFLE, production manager, Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, S. F., to
R. E. Hartford Co., S. F., printing and lithography firm, as production
manager.
RICHARD G. MORRIS, formerly with Philadelphia Bulletin, is now
production manager, Lohmeyer-Adleman Inc., Phila.

On All Accounts
(Continued from page H)
fray, Mr. Fisher handled his first
television show in 1947, on an afternoon program for homemakers on
NBC-TV. When the program
switched to a nighttime format, it
was the first evening show to origiQUINCY,
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AGENDA
N. Y. Chapter Sets
NEW YORK City chapter of
American Women in Radio & Television will hold its first annual allday conference on Saturday, Feb.
9, in the North Ballroom of New
York's Hotel Astor. "Forecast For
The Future" will be conference
theme, according to Chapter President Margaret Cuthbert, NBC supervisor ofpublic affairs programs.
Morning session — for members
only — begins at 10 a.m., with registration slated for 9:.30. Guests
and prospective members are invited to a 12:30 luncheon. Afternoon session is scheduled to begin
at 2:30. Included in the afternoon
program will be round table workshops featuring brief talks by experts on radio and TV production,
writing, advertising, and packaging. Following the talks, remaining time will be devoted to answering questions from delegates.
Cost for all-day conference — including luncheon and gratuities —
will be $5 for chapter members,
and $6 for non-members. Checks
should be mailed before Feb. 6 to
Registration Chairman Mary Cameron, c/o Genei-al Foods, 250 Park
Ave., New York, and made payable
to Pat Meikle, treasurer of AWRT
New York City Chapter.
WBUD Trenton, N. J., has opened new
offices at 108-114 North Broad St.
Until a new 1 kw transmitter plant
is completed, programs will continue
to originate from both Trenton and
Morrisville.
In Canada

WOLFE

•DITION of WMAY Springfield,
to NBC radio's affiliation list,
Jfective Feb. 1, was announced last
ek by Carleton D. Smith, net'tk vice president in charge of
"■'tion relations. The Springfield
cotpendent, he said, will be the
ii'iwork's 191st radio affiliate.
MAY, on 970 kc with 1 kw day
i ill 500 w night, is licensed to the
I icoln Broadcasting Co. and has
il on the air since 1950. Gordon
4n'man is president and general
i nager.

TONE, printing department, Portland Daily Journal of Commerce, and ROLLIE GABEL, salesman, Bushong & Co., printing firm,
join Don Allen & Assoc., same city, as production manager and account
executive respectively.

AVfRT

.....
TEL. 8202
. TEL. ATWOOD 8536;
METROPOLITAN 0522 ;
TEL. ATLANTIC 9441
MURRAY HILL 9-0200

• Telecasting

nate on the cable from Chicago.
Mr. Fisher spent a lot of time researching color values in the scale
of grays, brand identifications and
label corrections, to produce polished video.
A switch to Young & Rubicam,
Chicago, enabled him to work on
the agency's first TV film spot
from that office, a minute series
for Purity Bakeries. He resigned
as associate director of television
to join Gardner Adv.
At the St. Louis agency, he heads
a department of 14 persons who
work on business for 15 radio-TV
clients. They include Pet Milk Co.,
Grove Labs., Ralston-Purina and
the Lion Oil Co.
Mr. Fisher married the former
Margaret Munson, his leading lady
at Colorado U. Theatre. They live
in suburban Brentwood with their
son, Jeff. Problems of a cranky
furnace, storm windows and perennials leave them somewhat defeated
after a decade in Chicago as comfortable but cloistered "cliff dwell-

more people listen'' to
RB
CF
Toronto

regularly than to
any other station
:{cnp HE 1950 BBM figures
1 show CFRB's coverage
as 619,050 daytime and 653,860
night time— more than one-fifth
of the homes in Canada, concentrated in the market which
accounts
retail
sales.for 40% of Canada's

CFRB
Representatives:
United States — Adam J. Young Jr.
Incorporated
Cariada — All-Canada Radio
Facilities Limited
January 28, 1952
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SALE FILED
WPfO
Wm. Wore Group Buys
SALE of WPEO Peoria, 111., to
William E. Ware and associates
for $35,000 was announced last
ation
week by Mr. Wai-e. An applic
for FCC approval of the purchase
of the 1-kw daytimer on 1020 kc
has been filed.
Associated with Mr. Ware, who
will own 28% of the stock in a new
company to be called Television T.&
Radio Peoria Inc., are Robert
Hensley, St. Louis attorney, 12%;
Dr E. E. Haverstick and his son, E.
E. Haverstick Jr., 21%; E. A. Rothaus, St. Louis accountant, 25%,
and W. Dale Livingston, former Des
Moines businessman, 12%. With
Mr. Ware in the ownership of KSTL
St. Louis are Mr. Hensley, Dr.
Haverstick and Mr. Haverstick.
WPEO was established in 1950
with the call letters WMMJ. Upon
FCC approval of the sale, Mr. Ware
and associates intend to apply for
a UHF television channel in Peoria.
Authority to boost the power of
KSTL (690 kc) from 1 kw to 10 kw,
daytime, has been requested of the
FCC, Mr. Ware also announced.
Anticipating a grant, Mr. ofWare
the
said new studios at the site
transmitter are under construction
and would be completed by March 1.

CONSULTING

RADIO

&

JANSKY & BAILEY
Exs«utiv« Offices
National Press Building
^fflcM and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
fVashingten, D. C.
ADams 2414
Mtmber AFCCE *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press BIdg., Wash. 4, D. C.

'ommercial Radio Equip. Co.
: Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
NTERNATIONAL BLDG. Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

A. D. RING & CO.

Telephone District 1205
Member AFCCE *

26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Kadie
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE '
Mcintosh & Inglis

TELEVISION

A US-yewr background
—Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. i.
MOntclair
3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.

501-514 Munsey BIdg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN G. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner BIdg.
Washington 4, D. C.
Narional 7757

710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE •

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
>
ENGINEERS
:*IOND BLDG.
EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

1302 1STH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Member AFCCE •

Member AFCCE •

?

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
7 15th St., N. W.
REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

"Registered Professional Engineer"
1311 G St.. N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

JOHN

RUSSELL
1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.

P. MAY
Kellogg BIdg.
REpublic 3984

Member AFCCE •

KEAR

& KENNEDY

Member AFCCE *

GUY C. HUTCHESON
p. O. Box 32
AR 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Consulting Radio Engineers
Quarter Century Professional Experience
Radio-TelevislonElectronics-Communications
1833 M St., N. W., Wash. 6, D. C.
Executive 1230— Executive SSSl
(Niclits-holidays, Lockwood S-1819)
Member AFCCE *

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)
expired CP, which authorized new AM
station on 1050 kc, 500 w, daytime.

ROBERT L. HAMMETT
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
230 BANKERS INVESTMENT BLDG.
SAN FRANCISCO 2, CALIFORNIA
SUTTER 1-7545
nge frequency from 1320 kc to 730
change ant., etc.
i

CREUTZ

319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*
terrain, trans, and studio locations and
changes in ant. system.
License for CP
WADE-FM Wadesboro, N. C. — License for CP authorizing new FM station.
WAZL-FM Hazleton, Pa. — License for
CP,
tion. as mod., authorizing new FM staWFNC-FM
C— Li-in
cense for CP Fayetteville,
authorizing N,
changes
FM station.
Modification of CP
WSB-TV Atlanta, Ga.— Mod. CP, as
mod., authorizing new TV station, for
extension
of completion date to March
15.
CP for CP
WRAP Norfolk, Va.— CP to replace

ji nuary 22 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
TV— Ch. 4
-* VTCN-TV Minneapolis, Minn. — CP
increase ERP from 17.9 kw vis., 9 kw
lljir., to 100 kw vis., 50 kw aur.
■4
TV— Ch. 7
_-«'CPO-TV Cincinnati, Ohio— CP to
11^, T.,
urease
ERP kwfrom
kw kw
vis.,aur,12 kw
to 83,3
vis.,2141.65
(Oj FM— 105.1 me (Ch. 286)
IWARL-FM Arlington, Va. — CP to
^i&nge ERP, ant. height above average
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

GEORGE C. DAVIS

Member AFCCE •

Member AFCCE *

21 Craven, Lohnes & Culver
'!
fNUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C
0'

ENGINEERS

January 23 Decisions . . .
COMMISSION
EN BANC
License Renewal
Following stations granted renewal
of licenses for regular period:
KGKB Tyler, Tex.; KXOB Stockton,
Calif.; KBTM Jonesboro, Ark.; KADA
Ada, Okla.; WDIX Dickinson, N. D.;
KDZA Pueblo. Col.; KEVT Kerrville,
Tex.; KLAS Las Vegas, Nev.: KLIC
Monroe. La.; KLVT Levelland, Tex.;
KOSA Odessa. Tex.; KSLO Opelousas,
La.; KWTX
town,
Mont.; Waco,
WAZF Tex.;
YazooKXLO
City, LewisMiss.;
WDEC ville.
Americus.
Ga.;
WFAI
FayetteN. C; WFOM Marietta,
Ga.;
WKLK Cloquet,
Minn.;
WMMB
Melbourne, Fla.; WMMT McMinnville.
Tenn.; WOLS Florence, S. C; KALG
Alamogordo, N. M.; KOOS Coos Bay,
Ore.; WHTB Talladega. Ala.; WJBW
New Orleans; KGFJ Los Angeles;
WBPZ Lock Haven, Pa.; WCNH Quincy,Licenses
Fla.
for following stations extended on temporary basis for period
ending May 1, 1952;
WCOL Columbus, Ohio; WESX Sa-

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1 605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
4212 S. Buclcner Blvd. 4742 W. RufFner
Member AFCCE *
A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

ROBERT

M. SILLIMAN

1011 Nevi^ Hampshire Ave., N. W.
Republic 6646
Washington 7, D. C.

WILLIAM

E. BENNS, JR.

Consulting Radio Engineer
3738 Konov/ha St., N.W., Wash., D. C.
Phone ORdway 8071
Box 2468 Birmingham, Ala.
Phone 6-2924
lem, Mass.; KGON Oregon City, Ore.;
WJHP Jacksonville. Fla.; WTMC Ocala,
Fla.; KCSB San Bernardino. Calif.;
KDIA Auburn, Calif.; KFGQ Boone,
Iowa; KICO Calexico, Calif.: KIOX Bay
Citv, Tex.; KOKX Keokuk. Iowa; KRIB
Mason City. Iowa; KROP Brawley,
Calif.; KSTR Trinidad, Col.; KSWA
Graham, Tex.; KXRJ Russellville, Ark.;
WBBR Brooklyn. N. Y.; WCBA Corning. N. Y.; WDEM Providence; WEEK
Peoria; WKLV Blackstone. Va.: WKLX
Lexington. Ky.: WLYN Lynn, Mass.
(Comr. Jones voting for regular grant);
WMRO Aurora. 111.: WNDR Syracuse;
WNLK Norwalk. Conn.: WOV New
York: WPLI Jackson. Tenn.: WTNJ
Trenton, N. J.; WTTT Coral Gables.
Fla.; KEXO Grand Junction. Col.;
KPAT Pampa, Tex.; KRAI Craig, Cel.;
WAYX mond,Waycross.
Ga.; Smyrna
WJOB Beach,
HamInd.; WSBB New
Fla.; KCON Conway, Ark.: WMNB
North Adams, Mass.
Licenses for following FM stations
granted on regular basis:
KERN-FM Bakersfield, Calif.; KBTMFM Jonesboro, Ark.
WJHP-FM
Fla. — Present license forJacksonville,
FM station extended
on
temporary basis to May 1. 1952.
(FCC Roundup on page 97)
January 28, 1952
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted 20(^ per word — $2.00 minimum • Help Wanted 25^ per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 304 per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $15.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting, 870 National Press BIdg., Washington 4, D. C.
If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 extra charge for mailing. All transcriptions, photos, etc., sent
to
numbersor return.
are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for
theirboxcustody
Help Wanted
Managerial
Wanted: General manager for 250 watt
midwest Independent town of 14,000.
Absentee owner. Opportunity for right
man to acquire up to 25% ownership.
Box 21M. BROADCASTING.
Salesman
If you think sales, breathe sales, sell
sales, then you are the man for us.
Write Texas ABC station. Box 988L,
BROADCASTING.
Time sion.
salesman.
Salary
plus Box
commisGood market.
Texas.
989L,
BROADCASTING.
Time salesman — Topnotch salesman for
country area with station soon to be
increased to 1 kw. KCNI, Broken Bow,
Nebraska.
KTKT, Tucson, wants salesman with
record. Good draw against 20%. Top
music station in fastest growing market
in west.
10,000 watt clear channel station in
Honolulu wants experienced salesman.
Best salary and commission for outstanding man. Contact Adam Young
Office in Chicago (55 E. Wash. St.) or
New
York
(22 E. 40th St.) for appointment.
Announcers
Immediate opening combination man,
Georgia network affiliate near Atlanta.
Favorable salary. Excellent working
conditions. Write or wire Box 7881-.,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer for Columbia affiliate in midwest. $75 for forty hour
week. Congenial, permanent position.
Emphasis on announcing. Box 841L,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer who can also write copy for
ABC Texas station. Box 886L, BROADCASTING.
Combination man wanted. Must be
good announcer, capable of handling
varied type programs. First phone
requisite. Beautiful transmitter location, congenial organization. Guaranteed $300creases.
a month.
PeriodicEast..
pay Box
inRush full details.
898L, Broadcasting.
Station in Texas resort city needs staff
announcer with superior voice, auCASTING. thoritative delivery. Box 946L, BROADSecure future for aggressive, responsible man on staff of southern independent. Excellent working conditions.
Three years experience minimum with
console operation. Personal data and
audition with disc jockey. News and
straight commercials. With first letter.
All replies confidential. Box 936L,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer with excellent voice, highly
talented in ad lib and interviewing
techniques wanted by network station
in important Texas city. Box 945L,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted, a combo man for Rocky Mountain networkmediately.
station.
reply imSend disc Please
and particulars
Box 960L, BROADCASTING.
Wanted, Best
combo chance
man, top
pay.. Newin
station.
to advance
position and increase earnings. Finest
working
CASTING.conditions. Box 980L,, BROADEastern New York station wants reliable, experienced morning man. $6540
ING.hour week. Box 4M, BROADCASTSouthern station can use announcer1st license man. Pay $80.00, 44 hours.
Married man preferred with car^ Box
32M, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Wanted:enced andAnnouncer-engineer,
married for progressiveexperiABC
station in Washington state. Send
photo and tape with application. Box
33M, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, mature, experienced, sober.
Prefer south easterner. Excellent salary
and opportunity for advancement.
Send disc, picture and info in first
letter to Box 36M, BROADCASTING.
1000 watt network station in the southwest is looking for a good all-round
announcer for staff work and special
events. Must be top announcer. Send
audition with application. Box 64M,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer wanted February
1. North
station.
tunity to Carolina
learn radio.
BoxOppor88M,
BROADCASTING.
Help Wanted
Southern
regional
network station— with
exclusive
contract
to broadcast professional baseball
games desires topflight sports director
who can skillfully and attractively call
baseball and football. Outline experience
as to reliability.and Boxgive
92M, reference
BROADCASTING.
Florida CBS affiliate needs combo man
strong tailsonfirst announcing.
Send full man
deletter. Southeastern
preferred. Box 95M, BROADCASTING.
Triple threat
mansellwanted.
Good
nouncer who can
on the air
and anon
the street, with first class ticket and experience. Not easy to find, but neither
is this kind of a job. Top salary;
opportunity to become executive.
California network station in nonmetropolitan
city. Box lOOM, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening experienced staff
announcer for 1000 watt indie fulltime east Penna station. No board
work. Box 102M, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Good announcer with first
phone immediately. Good salary for
right man willing to work. KBTA,
Batesville, Arkansas.
Announcer with good selling, mature
voice and personality to please midwestern
audience. Send complete deIowa. tails and audition. KCOM, Sioux City,
5000 watt CBS affiliate has immediate
opening for announcer - copywriter.
Rush full information including picture, audition, salary required. KFBB,
Great Falls, Montana.
Announcer-engineer immediately, announcing. $90.00 per week. Call Cleve
Griffin, KIOX, Bay City, Texas.
Wanted. Announcer-engineer, emphasis
on announcing. Good pay with permanent position to right person. Radio
Station KLIC, Monroe, Louisiana.
Announcer, first phone. New, growing
operation interested in good production.
Good permanent opening for right man.
Disc, tape, salary, resume first letter.
KWBM, Williston, North Dakota.
Wanted — Announcer with hard punching commercial voice. Prefer south
easterner. Send audition material to
WBRM, Marion, N. C.
Staff announcer. Sportscasts, some
play-by-play and regular staff duties.
Mid February. Photo, disc, minimum
salary to PD, WENE. Endicott. N. Y.
Sportscaster, excellent opportunity for
experienced man who has sports
"knowhow."
sc=ile, plus
talent. Send Graduated
letter of pay
qiialifications,
salary expected, photo and audition to
Station WFDF, Flint, Michigan.
Combination announcer-engineer immediately. Increasing staff, good opportunity, $300 month plus extras. Rush
audition and details. WMVO, Mount
Vernon, Ohio.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Experienced, capable announcer with
engineering knack. First class ticket
or moderate
pay toforambitious
nouncer who studies
ticket in anoff
hours and qualifies in reasonable time.
WSMI, Litchfield, lUinois.
Technical
First class engineer. No experience required. Virginia network station. Box
238K, BROADCASTING.
First class engineer, looking for dependable technician, no annoimcing,
permanent,
livingstation.
conditions
able in Texas
Boxreason998L,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer-announcing or operator willing to learn announcing, above average opportunity for man who can meet
public. Box 37M, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening for first class transmitter engineer at southwest 50,000
watt station.
experience and car Minimum
necessary.5 years
Top pay
for
right
man.
Box
45M,
BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer — Virginia regional. Man
of unquestioned honesty, loyalty and
knowhow. State experience, all facts,
including salary expected. Replies
confidential. Box 55M, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer, qualifed for maintenance directional, HF operations. No
board work, emphasis on construction
and maintenance XM audio-recorders,
etc. California station with power increase, TVexperience,
in offing.
Submit full
details
references,
photo,
salary
expected.
Box
71M,
BROADCASTING.
Studio engineer with first class license.
Send complete
detailswith
including
snap-in
shot. Prefer man
relatives
Rocky Mountain area. KFEL, Albany
Hotel, Denver, Colo.
Wanted: 2 engineer-announcers. 1st
phone for 250 watt Mutual outlet, $60.00
for 40 hour week. Contact Bill Murphy,
Station KIYI. Shelby, Montana.
Sunshiny southwestern CBS station
needs man with ticket. Good salary,
regular pay
workingto conditions. raises,
Send full good
particulars
Jim
Duncan, KSIL. Silver City, N. Mex.
Needed immediately, experienced or
inexperienced first class phone man.
pref. single.
Climate
working
conditions ideal.
Write,andwire
or phone
Ted Nelson, KVER, Albuquerque.
Immediate opening, combination man.
Must
be engineer
capable
of chief's
job. Good
pay, pleasant
surroundings.
Give full details first letter. WACA,
Camden, South Carolina.
First class operator. Experience not
necessary. Prefer single man. $50.60
for 44 hour week. WEPM, Martinsburg, W. Va.
First
class engineer-operator
needed
immediately
for fulltime station.
WFAH, Alliance, Ohio.
Wantedator.
— First
phone
Directional
also transmitter
FM. Contactoper-D.
B. Trueblood, WGBR. Goldsboro, N. C.
Have immediate opening for first class
operator, studio and transmitter work.
Experience not necessary. Write WHDL,
Olean. New York, for further information.
Wanted: Engineer with first class phone.
No experience necessary. Company on
air with AM-FM-TV. Paid hospitalization and insurance. Immediate opening. Give full resume of background
and salary expected in first letter.
Write Technical Supervisor, Radio StaWJEF. Pantlind Hotel, Grand
Rapids.tionMichigan.
WLEC, Sandusky, Ohio, offers permanentcationposition
for engineer.
Fineweek.
vaplan. $60.00
per 40 hour
Air conditioned modern station in
Ohio's vacationland.

Help Wanted (Cont'd) j
Need
immediately,
engineer-announce!
with
first
class license.
WMJM, Cordelti
—
Georgia.
i
Engmeer or announcer-engineer, inr,
mediate opening, WVOS, Liberty,, N. \j
Production-Programming, Othert ;
Texas station desires male copywritei
with ideas. Some announcing. Subm i
samples. Box 885L, BROADCASTmC,
Versatile, experienced program direc [
tor for network station in Californi; i
Creative ability, showmanship an
good
Not afraid
of "radio"
Smallervoice.
friendly
community
wherehourli', ■'
ing
is
wholesome.
Good
deal
for pre' '
ducer. Box 986L, BROADCASTING.
Prolific, experienced writer of con
mercial copy that sells. Some air worl
Ability
meet community
sponsors andnetwor,
mak"
friends.to Small
station in California. Box 9871
BROADCASTING.
Wanted—
Copy chief long on experienc ^
to head continuity department. Ide;
and ability will pay off to right ma:
5 kw station in metropolitan midwe
market. Ideal working conditions. T
appUcation filed. Box 24M, BROAI
CASTING.
Experienced
- announce'
CBS station incopywriter
large Penna.
marke
Aggressive
organization.
Box 441
BROADCASTING.
Excellent opportunity. Major eastei.
city. Top independent. Prefer youn,
experienced, married man. Box 54T'
Continuity writer capable of takin '
BROADCASTING.
over copy department, writing fa
punchy
and supervising
one otht
clerical copy
assistant
in department.
E:s
perienced radio gal with lots of knov
how can get good permanent connectic
with our hard hitting midwest ind.
ING.
pendent. Write 60M, BROADCAS'

Wanted: Experienced newsman, obtai- ■
edit, deliver. 1st phone desired, n J
essential. Friendly community. Iri
mediate opening. KOMW, Omak, Was);
ington.
Television
Technical
■
f2
TV engineer
wanted
immediate!; -k
Television
desired,
license and training
experience
desiredfirst
but cla'
n
necessary.
Box
828L.
BROADCAS'
ING o TELECASTING.
Chief engineer for eastern TV netwo
station. Construction experience a:
administrative ability essential. One »
the best positions in the industi
Starting salary $8,000 to $10,000. SI 1
tion will assist in finding satisfacto P
housing.
informatic
including Send
photo. complete
Box 14M.
BROA f
CASTING • TELECASTING.
Engineer for expanding TV station
class license. Prefer TV experienti:
AM experienceand considered.
Please
st^fexperience
education.
Startif
salary $75.00. Box 70M, BROADCAS
ING • TELECASTING.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
General manager available, 18 years e
perience, sober family man, financia,
sound, top record and references. B
835L, BROADCASTING.
Over twenty years of constructive rac
background. I defy anyone to shovi
better record or better reference th
I can give. Seeks job as manager
sales manager of substantial static
45 years of age, married, will go da
place. Box 981L, BROADCASTING
General manager-chief engineer,
program director-chief engineer. .
years
present reasonable
station. Sober,
35. Available
notice. s^ttL
Tra
anywhere for right position. Box 72
BROADCASTING.
Thoroughly experienced junior exet
five in TV film administration wisl
to relocate. Excellent radio and
operations background. Too referenc
Box 79M, BROADCASTING.
Managerial position desired by yo
man 37. with 12 years in radio
salesman to salesmanaser to mana^^K
Presently employed with large bro;
casting co. but desire small marl
management in middlewest. Succe
ful sales and management backgrou
Available
Confident'
Write
Box short
86M, notice.
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Salesman
lio salesman desires job. Experied, car. married. Box 990L, BROAD:■ STING.
Announcers

■jjention: Southern New England states
New York Citj- : I want to see snow !
^ng girl, single. 3 years experience
'te announcing at large network
"iiate. Deejay, actress, women's,
tdren's programs, can sell on air,
' le own copv. Tape, disc, photo on
■-uest.
Box 807L. BROADCASTING.
L
';>rtscaster network experience doing
'V-t>y-play
baseball,
football,
basket. and boxing.
Network
references,
""csors
regarded
me
as
best
in thein
Finess. Extensive experience
'■••scasting. Married and draft exf-ot. Box 849L, BROADCASTING.
■ ^ses.
aonncer:
6 years. Veteran.
All
offers.26, Permanent.
Box 903L,
7OADCASTING.
fSrtscaster — Hea\w experience to 5kw,
:^ss
A basebaU,
HS, free
college
football,
-ketball.
Currently
lancing
New
--k. Seek year-roimd sports station,
-c 926L, BROADCASTING.
tierienced announcer. Strong news,
;:Sic.
College can
background.
Produc?.l minded,
write. Thorough
"»wledge
would like play-by-V.
Box sports,
975L, BROADCASTING.

jrirts announcer. Real promoter. Will
-spt
topnotch inposition.
Base_ mustonly
be included
job. Excellent
r,:rences. Box 992L, BROADCAST~-ant
Wisconsin.station.
Currently
3loyeda job
50 kwin southern
Ex--ent
position,
but
I'm
homesick.
:-i 35M. BROADCASTING.
-rscaster, staff announcer. 6 years
- erience. Age 26. Family man.
^sently employed as program man'r but desire
marketS75 with
-rialized
duties. larger
Minimum
per
;k. Tape and photo on request.
: 39M, BROADCASTING.

-cball, excellent and colorful cover. really know the game. Exhaus~ knowledge of jazz and pops. Keen
- rest and awareness of news and
'^■s deferred.
coverage. Program
ideas. Single,
Tape available.
Box
'• . BROADCASTING.
Mabo man with 3 years experience,
^fers location in Washington metrotan area. Box 42M, BROADCAST-

-ire initial opportunity. Married,
;•, 32. three years college. Veteran,
"rt
exempt. fairStrong
farm,music.
good
— jnercial.
news on and
- fer midwest. Will accept reason■23TING.
offer elsewhere. Box 46M, BROAD-

■'lenncer,
months player
experience
, ex
desires
__:essional 6baseball
47M, BROADBox
sports.
'-by-play
_5TING.

_5atile, experience, draft exempt anrrticer: commercial newscasts, music
iijvs. DJ work that sells, married.
B'Serences available covering 5-year
■cground. Possibly available Feb'^■y lOth. Box 48M, BROADCAST-

•:;:ne.
f.bination
announcer-engineer.
First
Strong
on DJ. Desire work
1-! in California, 1 year announcer
Gj 5 years technical experience. Mar"1.
veteran.
Available
immediately.
.iTied.
veteran.
Available
immedi.jjy.
Box
49M,
BROADCASTING.
.73
■
■JDmmerci
al DJ. midwestern
Presentlv employed
3 kw. AM-TV
network
rr.ate. Have proof of popularity.
;:jTied. Desire Chicago or New Eng. 50M,
area. BROADCASTING.
Photo and disc on request.

— atile woman's feature announcer,
writer, accoimt
servicer.
Ex;- i inuity
nt references.
Box 52M,
BROADTING.
J-^.bination man with five years ex'-■ance.
man requires
salary.Dependable
Arkansas-Louisiana
area,
p; 53M, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
News, play-by-play sports, solid commercial announcing. Thoroughlv experienced. Box 56M, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, 26. Six years. Veteran.
All phases. Chicago area. Permanent.
Box 59M. BROADCASTING.
Announcer, single. World War II vet.
no reserves. Background includes news,
sports,tion staff
at 50.000
network
stain south.
Enjoywattearly
morning
shift. Available immediately. References and disc for vour approval. Box
61M, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer-disc jockey
wants fuU or parttime shift N.Y.C.
area. Box 62M. BROADCASTING.
Excellent newscaster with warm mature
deliverv plus most original late disc
show
ING. in radio. Box 73M, BROADCASTMorning man. First phons. Entirely
sober, honest, reliable. Not character.
Desire competitive market. SlOO week.
Box 75M, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, 2 years experience, age 23,
draft
exempt,along
"single.
position
an>"\vhere
east Desires
coast, Box
midwest
staff,
DJ, news
experience.
BOM.
BROADCASTING.
Recenttion.graduate
desires
posiConsider allSRT
offers.
Preferstaffeastern
Ohio or western Pennsylvania. Box
82M, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, sports, special events, news.
Five years experience. Desires better
opportunitv. Single. WiU travel. Box
83M, BROADCASTING.
Annotmcer, experienced news, sports,
copv, production. PD. College. Draft
exempt.
CASTING.Emploved. Box 87M, BROADExperienced armotmcer, all phases, age
24, four years on topflight radio, TV
stations.
"Veteran. areas.
College grad.
fer metropolitan
Box Pre90M,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced sportscaster, 27, married,
veteran, presently employed, desires
play-by-play
Will available.
go anywhere for rightposition.
offer. Tape
Box 91M, BROADCASTING.
Recent SRT graduate desires position
staff annotmcing. Midwest preferred.
Box 93M, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, DJ, thorough knowledge of
music, all phases. Interested in news
coverage, will do leg work. Have
fresh program ideas. Vet, deferred,
single, tape available. Bob Barrett,
309 West 107th St., N. Y. C.
Experienced announcer. Board experience, available in two weeks. Call
Frank Currie. 777, Cedartown, Georgia.
Go anywhere.
Announcer, school grad. Some experience. Single veteran, 24. Contact
Edwin Lazear, 2407 Main St., Wellsburg. W. Va
Sportscaster, control board operator,
heavy on news. Limited experience.
Draft exempt. Al Martin, 1385 Willoughby Avenue, Brooklyn 37, New
York.
Announcer, graduate SRT Chicago. Excellent diction. Versatile. Single.
Veteran, draft exempt, colored. Harry
L. Moore, 5315 Drexel Blvd., Chicago.
Butterfield 8-8910.
Technical
Chief engineer, seven years experience,
presently employed, 30 years old,
family. Desires location in west. Box
31M. BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer — Over 20 years experience all phases. No anouncing. Would
like to contact progressive station any
power,
or onlyanyonecombination
operation. AM-FM-TV
Box 41M,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer, 1st phone. Experienced all
phases. Desires permanent position.
Box 43M, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, twelve years experience.
Present chief. CREI graduate. South
or
southeast. Box 51M, BROADCASTING^
Presently employed chief engineer
small station wishes position larger station. Married, draft exempt. State
salary. Box 58M. BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer, 6 years experience,
wants position as chief or engineer.
Minimum S75 week. Television training. Box 69M, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Engineer, first class ticket, two years
experience, presently working 5 kw.
Midwest. Reason for leaving financial.
Box 74M. BROADCASTING.
Veteran, married. Radio-TV grad. 1st
phone. Desires a position as operator
in or around New York. Box 76M,
BROADCASTING.
First phone license, radio-television
graduate,
professional
musician,desires
veteran. 26. married,
inexperienced,
position New York City vicinity. Box
77M, BROADCASTING.
2nd phone. Desires position offering
versatile opportunities. East. State
salary. Box 78M, BROADCASTING.
First class ticket, receiving medical discharge from Signal Corps in February.
6 months experience. Married, have
car, prefer south or west coast. Box
94M, BROADCASTING.
First phone, colored, 6 years radio.
Available. State salary, transportation
requirement. H. Allen. Route zr3. Box
128X, Laurinburg, N. C.
First phone. No commercial experience.
Single. 26. Available immediately.
State
Joseph
11 105thparticulars.
Street, Corona
68, Bonomo,
New York.342nd class licensed vet. Age 24, single.
Experienced
as a combo operator.
Contact Lee R. Sterkenburg,
324 S. Grange
Ave., Sioux Falls, S. Dak. Phone 24929.
Production-Programming, Others
News, special
man. Proven
Metropolitan marketevents
experience.
ability to produce salable newscasts.
Youthful, aggressive. Top references.
Interested only in high caliber metropolitan operation. In no hurry. Box
30M. BROADCASTING.
Copywriter, male, experience network
affiliate and independent. Looking for
progressive station in the east. Box
63M, BROADCASTING.
Program director. 9 years experience
everything but engineering. Proven
record metropolitan and small market
operation. Box 81M, BROADCASTING.
Television
Technical
TV chief engineer position desired.
3',2 years television.
experience inAdditional
all phases ex-of
network
perience in hghting and installation.
B.S. in E.E. and first phone. Presently
employed. Will consider post-freeze
opportunities.
Box 970L, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
For Sale
Danville
want my and
last FM.
60 shares
of
stock doesn't
in WBTM-AM
Cost
me $42.00 per share. Make me an offer.
Sandy Guyer, General Manager,
WMOA, Marietta, Ohio.
Stations
Successful station near Lake Erie, 1000
watts. City of between 100,000 and
ING^
200,000
population,
one ofBROADCASTnation's top
100 markets.
Box 18M,
Southwest. 1000 watts. Nets $2000
month. Asking 5130,000. Ideal opportunity in fast growing area. Box
38M, BROADCASTING.
Equipment etc.
250 watt RCA transmitter plant complete with all associated equipment and
189 ft. tower for sale at substantial saving. Excellent condition. Has had
careful maintenance. Make us an offer.
Box 84M. BROADCASTING.
For sale: RCA field intensity meter,
CASTING^
308-A,
frequency range 120-18000 kc.
Excellent condition. Box 98M, BROADFor sale. Presto RC 10-24 six months
old with type 900 amplifier S800.00.
Magnecord PT6-R amolifier with PT6AH
mechanism and PT6-M large reel
CASTING^
adapter $500.00. Box lOlM, BROADWanted: One Gates S40 or RCA 76B5
console in good condition. Write price
and Paso,
full details
to MBC, P. O. Box 442,
El
Texas.
1 Western Electric 2 channel console
complete with table. Used less than
one year. Call or write Station KCJB,
Minot, North Dakota.

For Sale (Cont'd)
General Radio modulation monitor,
model 731 A, $150. Western Electric
frequency monitor model IC, $250.
Write KFVD. Los Angeles 5, Calif.
Best offer
takes two
109A-Western
Electric
reproducer
groups;
pickups,
arms, equalizers, etc. Write Chief
Engineer, WOTW, Nashua, New Hampshire.
500 W.A.M. transmitter complete with
aU drawings and one set of new tubes.
Ohio. crystals. WOHP, Bellefontaine,
No
For sale: One RCA BTA-IL transmitter.
WRJW, Picayune, Miss. Phone 510.
250 watt high frequency broadcasting
transmitter
damaged.
F'or Adjustment,
sale "as is"
for
best offer.
Mercury
880 Bergen Avenue, Jersey City 6,
N. J. Journal Square 2-5785.
Wanted to Buy
Statiotis
Will pay ten thousand dollars for controlling interest in daytime AM within
hundred twenty five miles of PittsPenna. Will
move in as operator.burgh,
Box 85M,
BROADCASTING.
Station wanted. Small market station
in south central, preferably Tennessee.
Must
be reasonable. Box 9'7M, BROADCASTING.
Equipment etc.
Wanted: 1 kw AM transmitter. Antenna
tuning unit flasher and photoelectric
control. Box 805L, BROADCASTING.
Wanted— One 10 kw FM transmitter.
State age. price and condition. Box
956L. BROADCASTING.
Wanted: 5 KW AM transmitter. Also:
1 kw and mitters.
10 kw
shortnrice,
wave please.
transDescriDtion,
Box 57M, BROADCASTING.
Equipment for complete FM station.
Transmitter, 525 feet of coaxial cable,
AM-FM ulation
isolation
monitor, unit,
pylonfrequency-modor other FM
antenna. Box 89M, BROADCASTING.
Used 1 kw transmitter of recent design.
P. O. Box 561, Broken Bow, Nebr.
Wanted: 1 or 3 kw FM transmitter.
460 feet 1% inch transmission line,
antenna and monitors. State price and
condition. KWOA, Worthington, Minn.
Will pay cash for good one kw transmitter, modulation and frequency monitor, two turntables and record librarv.
What doham,,you
have? Street.
Write C. Gadsden,
L. Gra1145 Walnut
Alabama.
Miscellaneous
Commercial crystals and new or replacement broadcast crystals for Bliley,
Western Electric. RCA holders, etc.,
fastest service. Also monitor and fremeasuring service.
Eidson 3-3901.
Electronicquency
Co., Temple,
Texas, phone
Help Wanted
THE WESTERN SLOPE BRO.\DCASTING
ing vacanciesCOMP.\NY
to be filled.has the followKFXJ—
G rand Junction. Colorado. Staff
February Fi
announcer.
Startingrs
pay S72.80.
t.Opening

I
|
1
|I
KGLX— Gle nwood Springs, Colorado, I
Combination
Engineer- Announcer. S75.00. I[
Immediate opening.
Television
Production-Programming, others
HELP WANTED
Skilled publicity writer b3' large
midwestern radio-television organization. Give resume of
background and experience ;
state salarv required. Address
96AI." BROADCASTING
■\,»BoxTELECASTING.
jT (Continued on next page )

Confirm Reed, Canham
NOMINATIONS of Philip D. Reed,
General Electric Corp., and Erwin
D. Canham, Christian Science Monitor, to the U. S. Advisory Commission on Information were confirmed by the Senate Jan. 17. Already members of the commission,
they will continue to serve for an
additional term of three years, ending Jan. 27, 1955. The commission
serves as an advisory unit to the
State Dept. on the Voice of America and other programs.

SELENIUM

Shortage May Cause
Plant Shutdowns

WARNING that manufacturers of selenium rectifiers "may be forced"
to shut down within three weeks because of shortages was sounded last
Thursday by industry representatives.
This crisis was posed before officials of the National Production Authority by members of a selenium rec- certain members of Congress who
tifers industry advisory committee.
that civilian production had
Several plants will have to close claimed
not been cut back sufficiently and that
unless materials are made more
military program had suffered
accordingly.
readily available, NPA was told. the
Some manufacturers received no
supplies during- January and others
only 207c, representatives said.
Strictly Business
Moreover, inventories are very low.
(Continued from page 18)
Situations Wanted
NPA promised to bring the appeal before its own inter-agency
Israel, now 36, who was enthusiasAnnouncers
tic about the idea. So the brothers
advisory committee this past Friopened up their Super Cut Rate
day, when condenser manufacturers also were slated to meet in Drugs on May 1 with the small
sideline of records.
A MONEY MAKER
Washington with NPA authorities.
In 1942, they began spending
There is hope for eventual easing
FOR YOU
of the shortage through imports
$40 a week for advertising over
Available in June, a nationalfrom Germany and Italy, but not WWDC Washington, strictly on
award winning personality D.J.
in the near future [B»T, Jan. 7]. disc jockey programs.
show.
Rectifiers are needed for defense
Starting out with a radio slogan,
Talent: $500. per week or per"If you can't get it at Super, you
projects
as
well
as
the
home
radiocentage arrongement.
TV receiver industry.
can't get it," the brothers built
FOR AN UNUSUAL PROGRAM WHICH
a reputation for hard-to-get
Two government production of- up
records.
ficials also took a look at the conSPELLS
It
already had dawned on them
sumer hard goods picture last
S-A-L-E-S
week. Manly Fleischmann, De- there was a greater market for
Write or wire
fense Production Administrator,
phonograph records than for pretold the National Assn. of Home
Box 34M, BROADCASTING
scriptions and sundries.
Builders that scarcity of materials
Buying
at first wasn't
easy.
One records
major distributor
said,
will cut deeper into the civilian
For Sale
"I'll
die
before
I
put records in
supply, but consumers will feel
only scattered shortages.
a drugstore." Now even the most
Stations
Leslie P. Doidge, chief of the recalcitrant distributors have been
won over.
National
Authority's
Announcement Jams Traffic
Consumer Production
Products Division,
said
UNUSUAL OPPORTUNITY
there would be ."no shortage" of
Among the sales of particular
radio-TV sets and other appliances
good 260 watt fulltime station in
records which stand out in Irvin
growing east coast city of 16,000
this year. He based his prediccan be purchased right now at a
tion on availability and display of Feld's mind is that of an instrureial discount. Has excellent pomental, "Honeydrippers." Though
ING. tential. Box 971L, BROADCASTgoods at and
Chicago's
semi-annual
the record was very difficult to obfurniture
household
wares
tain, the brothers were able to pick
shows [B«T, Jan. 14].
up 5,000 copies
which were Over
unclaimed in Baltimore.
There also were other encouragEmployment Service
WWDC, a disc jockey played the
ing signs on materials:
• Agreement has been negotiated
record and made a brief announcement that Super had at last been
by the U. S. and United Kingdom for
EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
interchange of steel, aluminum and
able to get the record and that it
We have selected General, Comtin this year. U. S. will receive
would go on sale the following
mercial and Program Managers ; Chief
morning.
aluminum in exchange for steel.
Engineers, Disc Jockeys and other
specialists.
• The Senate Small Business Com"Without exaggeration," said
us your needsDelaj'S
today. are costly ; tell
mittee, in a report filed by Sen. John
Howard S. Frazier
"there was such a trafSparkman (D-Ala.), endorsed the Irvinfic Feld,
jam for blocks that when my
TV d- Rndio Mnnaaement Consultants
"guns
and
butter
position"
taken
by
brother and I tried to get down to
Defense Mobilizer Charles E. Wilson.
72S B(.rirl P,l.iir., Washint'fon .5, D. C.
The Defense Chief had disagreed with
open near
up the
even
get
the store,
place. weWe couldn't
had to park
our car and walk a couple of
blocks. We sold all 5,000 copies
Iladio Station and IVewspaper
that
same day."
Another
record put out under
their own label — Super Discs — had
a phenomenal sale. That record
Appraisals
was "Guitar Boogie," made in three
Tax, estate and many other personal problems create
minutes without rehearsal only to
fill out a fourth side on two records
the need for an independent appraisal. Extensive experithe Felds were having made. More
ence and a national organization enable Blackbnrn-Hamthan a million copies of that record
ilton Company to make accurate, authoritative appraisals
were sold. Arthur Godfrey, then
in minimum time.
a WTOP Washington disc jockey,
played the record four straight
Appraisals • Negotiations • Financing
times one morning.
The record manufacturing busiBLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY
ness grew to such proportions that
it was demanding too much time.
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
So now the Felds put out records
under the MGM and Decca labels.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
Lester M. Smith
James W. Blackburn
Ray
V. Hamilton
They constantly are on the lookTribune
Tower
Washington Bldg.
235 Montgomery St.
out for new talent and now have
Exbrook 2-5672
Delaware 7-2755-6
Sterling 4341-2
16 artists under contract.
Irvin and Israel Feld also have
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Slumber

Symphony

AN "experiment" in all-night
programming will be launched
by NBC-owned WNBC New
York Feb. 1 with a symphonic series titled "Music
Through
the
hours the
fromNight"
12:05 filling
to 6
a. m., it was announced last
week. Listener reaction will
determine whether this type
of musical fare will be continued indefinitely, authorities reported, but the midnight-to-davra schedule will
open with Toscanini at Midnight recordings from 12:051 a.m.,
30-minute
and followed
hour-long (in
segments)
by Masters of the Keyboard,
Boston Pops, String Time,
Meet the Artist, Musical
Americana, Music From the
Movies, Light Classics and
Symphony at Dawn.
TRUSTEE NAMED
Ross Directing BC
WILLIAM B. ROSS, head of W.
Ross & Assoc., Los Angeles adv(
tising and public relations agen'
last week was appointed fede
court trustee of Broadcasting Co
of America (KPRO Riversi
KREO Indio, KPOR Blythe, KR(
Brawley,
Calif.)
"to and
operate
stations, its
business
its p 1
perties" [B»T, Nov. 5, 1951].
Fred Carr, former newspa]
publisher,
general
m:'
ager of thewas
fournamed
stations,
reporti
to Mr.
who said on
theya will
to
put Ross,
the stations
payi ■
basis.
:
A list of creditors was to be fi'
at the weekend in Los Angeles fj,
eral court with Judge William i
Byrne. BCA last October filed a |j
tition to reorganize under \:
Federal
Bankruptcy
Act. In w '
petition financial
difficulties
ascribed to expenses accrued
prosecution of a TV grant obtai
in 1946 but later withdrawn wl
Channel 1 was deleted. BCA ass
at the time of filing were repor
as $550,874 with liabilities of $2
534.
gone into the concert busing
Famous recording artists have b
brought to entertainment-stai;
Washington and have been a h
success. The Felds have expanj
concert showings into Baltim
Richmond and Norfolk in ai
tion to Washington.
"For these concerts, we satui
these markets by buying two, tli,i
four hundred spots on a local r;i
station, beginning about tf
weeks before the event," it was
Both brothers live in Wash
plained.
ton and both are married. I
has two children, Karen, 4,
Kenneth, 2.
Already the Feld operatioi
said to be the largest sellei
phonograph records south of
York. And the fact remains
they
radio. are still growing — thank
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■ >cket Actions ...
DECISION AND ORDER
■inwood R. Horwinski, tr/as Radio
Calif.— 1. ComValley,consideration
ihoe. Tahoe
jssion
has under
(1)
)■.
e-entltled
application
Ta' for new AM station on of1240Radio
kc with
I w at Tahoe VaUey, Calif.; (2) recj| of hearing on said application; and
;| Examiner's initial decision, released
!r. 21, 1951. Initial decision looks toiiid denial of application because of
iblicant's
defaultfor infiling
prosecution
of ap-to
cation. Time
exceptions
tial decision has expired and no exjtions have been filed. 2. Commisn is of opinion that application must
necessity be denied because of apicant's default in prosecuting his
olication; that Examiner's initial deas Commisadopted
Son should
' in's
decision,be and
that application
1 >uld be denied for default. Decision
I'ri.
1 24.OPINIONS AND ORDERS
r'artmar
Corp.,
al. — ByFCC
memoranm opinion
and et order
denied
■ tion for reconsideration of Commistn action Dec. 4, 1951, denying Partr's petition to intervene in proceediptesreInc.,
applications
Paramount
Picet al., and ofABC,
et al., which
|S without prejudice to further showipbdthat
petitioner's
bewitness, participation,
will ofassist
Comssionthatin ofdetermination
issues
in
_s case. In event petitioners decide to
-ticipate in role of witnesses in ac-dance with Sec. 1.723 of FCC rules,
ler hearing consideration will be
to appropriate
requestJan.for 18.filing
\ •■en
amicus
brief. Decision
A'SAY Rochester,
N. Y. — Federal
opintstg.andSystem.
order ByFCCmemorandum
denied petition
)''-d by Gordon P. Brown to intervene
i ■iint
proceeding
applications
of ParaPicturesre Inc.,
et al., and
ABC,
al. Decision Jan. 18.
i,;hief,
FCC Best.
Bureau
— By order
C granted
petition
to amend
and
' lify issues in Paramount-ABC proCommission's
,i.'dlng
lers of setAug.forth
8 andin Aug.
27, 1951,
•11.iignating
case for hearing. Decision
18.
State Radio Council, Iowa County,
js., and
Highland Township,
Wis. —
jite
of Wisconsin.
By memorandum
, nion and order FCC granted appli"lunty,
ions 91.3
for mc
new (Ch.FM 217),
stations:
ERP 50Iowa
kw,
j cenna
height
above
average
terrain
ft.; Highland Township, 89.9
mc
lih. 210), ERP 50 kw, antenna height
,Bve average terrain 450 ft.; both stains non-commercial educational. In
;3inting CP's for these stations FCC
. iimercial
nted out that
rules governing
noneducational
FM broadcast
lions do not place limit upon num,|L of such stations to be licensed to
"igle entity or preclude licensee from
!I :ling
or more
such stations
sametwoarea.
Commission
said: serv'As stated in Section 3.502 of the
•f^ es one of the purposes sought to be
•omplished by the reservation of a
lup of FM frequencies for the exsive use ofis tonon-profit
-' r.mizations
encourage educational
the estabiment of statewide plans for non- Timercial educational FM broadcast
\ ice. A limit upon the number of
tions which might be held under
--nmon
:li this control
purpose.would
This beis inconsistent
not to say,
wever,
that
the
question
of diversi^Uion of control of FM non-commer"11
educational
stationsthere
is not perti(Ht
in applications
cases where
com;itive
for sucharestations
!, Visconsin
qualified State
educational
applicants."
Radio Council was
' ated in 1945 "to plan, construct and
■ i.elop a state system of radio broadf-ting
for the presentation
educanal, informational
and publicof service
igrams." Council operates WHA, jl-FM
Madison,(FM)WLBL
(AM) Stevens
int, WHAD
Delafield,
WHKW
M) Chilton, WHRM (FM) Rib MounPjjTi.
WHWC
(FM)
Colfax
and
.iM) Holmen. Decision Jan. 18. WHLA
•■'lOth Century-Fox Film Corp.— Com[tission denied as unnecessary and pre.Jjture petition filed by 20th Century"nk Film Corp. to enlarge issues in

ABC-TV

(Continued from 'page 69)
United Fruit
4,762
Florsheim Shoes
4,350
TOTAL
$18,297,589

fCC roundup
Wf
nts. Transfers, Changes, Applications
New Grants,
box

score
SUMMARY THROUGH JANUARY 24
„,
Cond'l Pending
Appls.Hearing
In
Ci^ss
On Air Licensed CPs Grants
AM Stations
2,335
2,303
105
321
105
FM Stations
652
562
88
*1
12
2
TV Stations
108
93
15
482
171
* On the air. (Also see Actions
of*the *FCC, page 92)
•
theatre television hearing scheduled for
Feb. 25, to include issue of whether
frequencies allocated to industrial radio
services might be assigned to theatre
television. To single out and specifically to put in issue frequencies allocated to industrial service, according
to Commission, might imply that other
frequencies which have been put into
issue by petitions filed by other parties
to proceeding are not also involved
therein or that Commission is giving
some preference to use of industrial frequencies for a theatre television service.
January 24 Decisions . . .
INITIAL DECISIONS
Henry W. Menefee, Madisonville,
Tex. — Hearing Examiner George E.
Sterling issued initial decision looking
toward rescinding and revoking Comorder of May 29,
1951, which
suspendedmission'srestricted
radiotelephone
operator permit and amateur radio operator and station (W5RAS) licenses for
remainder of their respective license
terms because of his participation in
operation of unlicensed television station at Madisonville which retransmitted programs from KPRC-TV Houston
without
Jan. 21. station's consent. Decision
WQAN Scranton, Pa. — Hearing Examiner Hugh B. Hutchison issued initial decision looking toward grant of
application of The Scranton Times to
change facilities of WQAN from 630 kc
to 1450 kc, reduce power from 500 w to
250 w and increase hours of operation
from daytime to fulltime; condition.
Decision Jan. 24.
Nosi-Docket Actions . . .
TRANSFER GRANTS
KDMS ElsignmentDorado,
asof license Ark.—
from Granted
Cotton Belt
Bcstg. Co. to KDMS Inc. No monetary
consideration. Granted Jan. 21.
KTFS Texarkana, Tex. — Granted assignment of license from Texarkana
Bcstg. Co. to Radio Station KTFS Inc.
No
monetary
consideration. Granted
Jan. 21.
KCOK Tulare, Calif. — Granted assignment of license from Herman Anderson to Geneva Anderson and Rosalie
C. Anderson, executrices of estate of
Herman Anderson, deceased. No monetary consideration. Granted Jan. 21.
WHLI-AM-FM Hempstead, N. Y. —
Granted consent to transfer of control
FM Bcstg. Corp. from Elias I. Godofsky
to Miriam N. Godofsky, executrix of
estate
Elias 21.I. Godofsky, deceased.
Grantedof Jan.
New Applications . . .
AM APPLICATIONS
Massillon, Ohio — Massillon Bcstg. Co.,
1310 kc, 1 kw day; estimated construction cost $23,950, estimated first year
operating cost $65,352, estimated first
year revenue $79,200. Principals in applicant corporation are President John
F. Weiner (50%), employed in engineering division, Goodyear Tire and

Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio, and Secretary-treasurer Le Laret (50%), owner
of Lee Laret & Assoc., home builders,
Youngstown, Ohio. Filed Jan. 21.
Roanoke Rapids, N. C— Siouan Radio
Corp., 1300 kc, 1 kw day; estimated
construction cost $38,000, estimated first
year operating cost $45,000, estimated
first year revenue $55,000. Principals
in applicant corporation are President
J. Rives Manning (79.8%), president of
National Loan & Insurance Co., Roanoke Rapids; Vice President Bernard
M. Dahney Jr. (20%), manager of life
insurance department. National Loan
& Insurance Co., and Secretary-treasurer Louise R. Moody (0.2%), secretary-treasurer of National
surance Co. Filed
Jan. 21. Loan & InCoudersport, Pa. — Farm & Home
Bcstg. Co., 600 kc, 500 w day; estimated
construction cost $7,231.61, estimated
first year operating cost $30,000, estimated first year revenue $45,000 (applicant purchased equipment of now deleted station owned by Canisteo Radio
Corp., Hornell, N. Y., which totaled
$4,731.61). Principal stockholder is Cary
H. Simpson, general manager and partner of WKBI St. Marys, Pa. There are
23
other stockholders,
interests.
Filed Jan. 21.all with minority
H. Wren
Sr.,
W.BigH.Stone
WrenGap,
Jr. Va.—
and W.Jean
B. Wren
1220 kc, 1 kw day; estimated construction cost $28,675, estimated first year
operating cost $40,000, estimated first
year revenue $45,000. Partners are W.
H. Wren Sr. (20%), chief accountant
Virginia sation
StateCommission;
Unemployment
CompenW. H. Wren
Jr.
(40%), general manager of theatres in
Coeburn, Pound and Clintwood, Va.,
and
Filed Jean
Jan. B.
22. Wren (40%), liousewife.
TRANSFER REQUESTS
KGMO-AM-FM Cape Giradeau, Mo.
— Assignment of license from Richard
C. Brandt. William C. Brandt and William M. Bryan, d/b as Cape County
Bcstg. Co., to KGMO Radio-Television
Inc., ers,
made
up ofhold
above20%,
threeplusstockholdwho each
John J.
Parker (20%), manager F. H. McGraw
Co., Paducah, Ky., who pays $3,900 for
39 shares in new corporation, and Rush
Limbaugh Jr. (20%), of the law firm of
Limbaugh
Limbaugh,
Cape Giradeau. Filed& Jan.
21.
WPAZ Pottstown, Pa. — Assignment of
licensetion; nofrom
a company
to a corporamonetary
consideration.
Filed
Jan. 21.
WTNB of
(WILD)
Transfer
controlBirmingham,
51% interestAla.from—
Thomas N. Beach to George A. Mattison for $30,600. Mr. Mattison is president and principal stockholder of

WORRIED
COMPETITION

WANTED
used

10 kw

1951 by Agencies
Young & Rubicam Inc
$ 2,050,932
Dancer-Fitzgerald- Sample
Inc
1,949,426
Kenyon & Eckhardt Inc
1,245,444
Tatham-Laird
Inc. Co.
1,116,649
William H. Weintraub
Inc
863,528
Lennen & Mitchell
799,455
Geyer, NeweU & Ganger Inc. 751,141
Ruthrauff and Ryan
713,184
Gardner Advertising Co
689,568
J. M. Mathes Inc
681,704
Brooke, Smith, French &
Dorrance Inc.
564,680
Leo Burnett Co. Inc
486,278
Erwin, Wasey & Co
477,659
Stockton, West & Burkhardt
Inc
440,000
Hutchins Advertising Co. Inc. 410,782
Henri, Hurst & McDonald
Inc
376,027
William Esty Co. Inc
315,090
J. D. Tarcher Co
314,380
Weiss & Geller Inc
310,572
J. M. Camp Co
289,398
Hirshon-Garfield Inc
233,265
Benton and Bowles Inc
227,361
Earle Ludgin & Co
197,311
J. Walter Thompson Co
195,868
Grant Advertising Inc
184,502
Turner & Dyson Inc
172,709
Western Advertising Agency 170,402
Blow Co. Inc
153,653
Meldrum & Fewsmith Inc. . . 136,098
Walter F. Bennett Co
131,745
Foote, Cone & Belding
123,365
O'Neil, & Larson,
McMahon . . . 123,071
Lamb
Keen Inc
118,570
Ellington & Co. Inc
115,400
Grey Advertising Agency . . 113,023
Anderson & Cairns Inc
111,350
Campbell-Mithun
Inc
86,967
Ted
Bates & Co. Inc
86,537
R. H. Alber Co
79,095
Gilbralter Advertising Agency
Inc
72,675
Raymond Spector Co. Inc. . . 71,940
McCann-Erickson Inc
56,407
Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli . . . 48,000
Batten,
Durstine &
Osborn Barton,
Inc
47,542
Tucker Wayne & Co
46,891
Cecil & Presbrey Inc
42,625
Frank Weston Advertising . . . 40,370
Hoag & Provandie Inc
37,383
Honig & Cooper
36,596
Schwimmer & Scott Inc. .
36,550
Sherwin, Robert, Rodgers &
Associates
36,270
Anderson, Davis & Platte Inc. 29,690
Politicals
25,783
Gotham Advertising Co. Inc. 18,615
Kastor, Farrell, Chesley &
Clifford Inc.
16,350
J. J. Weiner Advertising
10,500
MacManus,
John & Adams
Inc
8,101
Maxon Inc
4,762
Gordon Best Co
4,350
TOTAL
$18,297,589
Woodstock Slag Corp., Birmingham,
Ala., and a partner with Roy Hofheinz
in the Houston Slag & Materials Co.,
24.
Houston Tex. The other 49% of WTNB
is owned by Mr. Hofheinz. Filed Jan.
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Color Order
(Continued from page 69)
Defense Production Administration,
ventories of goods, (3) conservahe continued:
tion measures which were pressed
into effect, and (4) confusion
However, I hope you appreciate my
among some manufacturers inconsternation and surprise when,
volving request for materials to
after this understanding, the NPA
issued an order . . . prohibiting the produce component parts which
they later purchased from other
production of color TV sets or attachments designed to receive, permit or producers.
Explaining the background of
facilitate the reception of color telethe order, Mr. Wilson said he was
vision. This order is just another unwarianted crippling blow aimed di- informed that Radio - Television
rectly and specifically at color televi- Mfrs. Assn. had questioned the lesion. It is an attempt to regulate the
gality of the meeting "in connecend product. What difference is there
tion with possible anti-trust violations that might attend a voluntary
to the defense effort once you have
made the allocation of the materials
cessation or curtailment of producas to whether or not the materials are
tion of color television equipment."
used for black and white, or color?
For that reason, Mr. Wilson said,
"it was decided that the wisest
Sen. Johnson also said it was
course" would be to issue the order
his understanding that administration of the order is under the which he felt adhered to views excharge of J. A. Milling, chief of
at the
jectionpressedto it
wasmeeting.
raised by"No
any obof
NPA's End Equipment Branch
the
parties
present,"
Mr.
Wilson
(who leaves this post Feb. 1). He
noted pointedly that Mr. Milling is said, though he conceded "that the
minutes of the meeting are not en"an RCA Service Co. vice presitirely clear as to the understanddent . . . loaned on a dollar-a-year
basis" to NPA's Electronics Proding reached."
ucts Division."
Agrees on Scarcity Factor
"Mr. Milling knows of the long,
The second meeting, the Defense
hard struggle the television indusChief said, will help determine
try has experienced in developing
whether or not the order requires
color television to the point of acclarification
or amendment," indiceptability tothe FCC. I am sure
that the regulation will
he will agree with me that this is stand in cating
one form or another.
no time to start moving backward
in the television art with new road
He agreed with Sen. Johnson's
interpretation that the motivation
blocks."
The Colorado Senator also re- for the "freeze" was the "scarcity
of electronic equipment in relation
quested data on whether manufacturers have used their full alloca- to the great military demand for
tion of materials during the three
quarters prior to Dec. 14.
Question of intent on NPA's part
— whether the order is aimed only
Mr. Wilson explained that TV
at home color TV set production or
sets did not fall under the controlled materials plan until Oct. 1, meant to encompass the whole
broadit."field, including theatre TV —
1951, and that it was impossible
raised by attorneys for MPAA
to determine this, since radios, was
and TOA.
phonographs and record players
also are included. Allotments were
A brief was prepared for MPAA
by the legal firms of Welch, Mott &
made to 71 manufacturers during
Morgan, Washington, and Fly,
the third quarter for fourth quarShuebruk & Blume, New York, and
ter use. Forty-one other cases
were transferred to field offices and for TOA by Cohn & Maiits, Washington.
13 of the remaining 30 manufacturers actually returned materials
Noting that such a question has
allotted to them.
arisen, the brief advised NPA AdMr. Wilson ascribed these reministrator Henry Fowler "it is of
turns to (1) improper balance of real importance that the scientific
materials allocated, (2) large in- advance in theatre projection equip-

l/p" Hit-Published by
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ment for color television be not
The brief cited vital interest in
the
establishment of a nationwide
impeded."
system of color television, and participation inproceedings now pending before the FCC. (FCC hearing is scheduled Feb. 25.) Progress
in development and simplification
of necessary large screen projection equipment (the CBS-Eidophor20th Century Fox system) was reported in the letter.
"It is our view . . . that this
order was not intended to and does
not apply to theatre television, but
is limited to the usual home television receiver," attorneys said. An
official interpretation of the order
and ah opportunity for conferring
with NPA officials, in the event the
agency does not see fit to exclude
theatre color television, were reThe brief continued:
quested.
The order does not define the phrases
"sets designed to receive color television" and "items solely designed to
permit or facilitate the reception of
color television." However, a literal
reading of this language leads us to
believe that the order is directed
against the manufacture of home television receivers . . . for color reception and converters which would make
home black and white receivers capable
of receiving pictures in color. When
consideration is given to the millions
of home color television receivers
which could have been manufactured
and the vast amounts of critical materials which would have been used
therein, the reason for Order M-90 is
apparent. However, no such reason is
applicable to theatre TV. Language
directed at home receivers can hardly
be construed to apply to the projectors
in the theatres.
Our views in this connection are supported by the statement in the preamble to Order M-90 to the effect that
its issuance followed consultation with
industry and trade association representatives. These industry representatives were all from manufacturers of
home television receivers to which the
order clearly applies. Since no representative or spokesman for theatre television interests were invited to participate or did participate in the conference, the inclusion of theatre television must not have been considered
at the time.
We are advised that little, if any,
critical material, will be required for
color projection over and above that
now permitted for black and white theatre television. We are also informed
that the production of a color TV projector— to serve thousands of people —
will require no more critical materials
than one or two home receivers. In
view of the limited number of color
theatre TV installations which will be
made at an early date and the insignificant amounts of additional critical
materials which would be needed for
these significant installations, there
would appear to be no sound reason to
limit the development of this new industry. ...
A similar request for clarification also was filed by the legal firm
of Arnold, Fortas & Porter, Washington, for Paramount Pictures,
which seeks clear-cut authority to
use present materials for its Chromatic or Lawrence tube [B*T, Jan.
21, 7].
Experimental, defense, industrial
and hospital uses are exempted
from the NPA ban, as are research

and test programs related to fii
ther development of color vid^
systems.
The meeting will be held Feb.
at the new General Accounting 0
fice Bldg., 5th & G Sts., N. Y
Washington, with H. B. McCc
NPA administrator, expected
NPA has completed the task ■ '
preside.
sending out invitations to inte
ested parties. It was understo(
that representatives
first
conference wouldattending
be invitet'
The list presumably would cove
among others. Paramount Picture
Chromatic Television Labs., CB
RCA, DuMont Labs, and Gener
Electric — all with more than paing interest in color television. T\
representatives
from each firm mi.
attend.
Mr. Wilson's letter to Sen. Johi
son mentioned Feb. 6 as the mee
ing date. This was the origin
plan until NPA set the conferem.
back two days.
i;
ZIV

SERIES PLACED
Sales in 792 CitU
FREDERICK W. ZIV Co. reporte
last week that the first 17 days
selling on its new I Was a Cowmcji
7iist for the FBI transcribed rad
series had produced sales for loc:
sponsorship of the program in 19
cities.
In most instances, the sales wei
made directly to stations for r^'
sale to local sponsors, Ziv Execi'
tive Vice President John L. Siri
asserted. Among station sales i'
major
markets
during
pas'
week the
following
werethelistec
KHQ
Spokane; WSPB Sarsoti
Greg. WDOD
Fla.;
Chattanooga; WNOl

IE

Knoxville, and KGW Portlan'
Sales direct to sponsors hav
been made to advertisers "of e^.
ceedingly high calibre," Mr. Sin
reported.
Advertisers who hav
bought the series, he said, includ
Hereford State Bank for KPA]
Hereford, Tex.; Atlantic Greyjii
SI
hound Bus Line for WNAO Raleigl: iig
N. C; Strietmann
Biscuit Co; iey
which added Norfolk to its previou h
purchases for Charleston, W. Va liii
and Charleston, S. C, and Hecht tut
Bakery, for Kingsport, Johnsotfrst
City and Bristol, Tenn.
/ Was a Communist is a series cf^
half-hour programs, now in pre
duction in Hollywood, based on tK
experiences of Matt Cvetic, under
cover agent for the FBI, and stai
ring Dana
[B«T, Jan. th7'
Mr.
Sinn Andrews
calls it "probably
most important show in Ziv's his
tory." By
30, the
scheduleex
release
date,March
the Ziv
company
pects
will have been sold i' 11
at
leastthat400it markets.
*
Why buy 2 or more... h
do 1 big sales job
on "RADIO
Contact
EDV/ARD
PETRY. CO... .
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10PYRIGHT BILL
Goes to Hearing Today
i;ARINGS are scheduled to be■^itf. today (Monday) before a House
jfiiciary subcommittee on a bill
it is designed to smooth the way
ivard
bettering international
ijTight relations.
While complex and technical in
Mre, effect of the bill, if passed
Congress, would be to modify
manufacturing clause of the
S. law on copyright by removI the works of foreign authorp from its coverage.
The bill (HR 4059) was intro*!:ed by Judiciary Committee
ipirman Emanuel
Celler (D. Y.).
'^'Currently,
works
of a(although
foreign
hor, if printed
abroad

- the English language), are pro'-'ited for a maximum of only five
■^itrs and a limited number of
■I'lies may come into the U. S.
'ditionally, works must be rented in the U. S. within the five
ll^r period or protection is lost.
S. works, however, enjoy as
'•'<h as a 50-year protection here
:{:3 in many countries abroad,
i •'ear of such U. S. agencies as
State Dept. is that other coundjips may lean toward this prac(je and impose like restrictions
Jiinst U. S. authors, book publish|, magazine publishers, composlf„ song writers and the movie,lio-TV industries. As a conse,mce, it is pointed out, many or
, of the groups could lose their
eign markets. UNESCO, too, is
jerested as it is working for a
,» international copyright con[,jftion as a step in lifting barTs by increasing the flow of edu[ional, scientific and cultural innation among world nations.
l-TV AD DRIVE
Begun by Crosley Corp.
idbRIES of advertisements stressneed for both AM and TV ad(tising has been scheduled in
ding industry magazines by
;,l|>sley Broadcasting Corp. Cros):fi President Robert E. Dunville
id the schedule will cover the
tjf six months of 1952.
first advertisement already has
leared in several trade publicaTS, picturing an "advertising
n of 1900" tacking signs on
Jfes. Copy points out that such
ertising may have been satisj jjtory at the turn of the century,
j modern methods require use of
h TV and AM to effectively
sch the greatest possible audile for the maximum results,
-rosley
operates
WLW and
.WT (TV) Cincinnati, WLWC
/) Columbus and WLWD (TV)
Vton.

To Consider

TV

Thaw,

RTMA
MEET
Color, Production
IMPENDING TV thaw, color video and related production problems will
provide basic themes for the mid-winter conference of Radio-Television
Mfrs. Assn., to be held Feb. 5-7 at the Roosevelt Hotel, New York.
Committees, divisions and other segments of RTMA will hold group
meetings during the three-day consion of Avco Mfg. Corp.
ference, winding up with a Thursday board session. Robert C.
Report on field tests of color TV
Sprague, RTMA board chairman,
standards developed by National
will preside.
Television System Committee will
be made by W. R. G. Baker, GenThree-point theme of the agenda
eral Electric Co., chairman of
involves, beside end of the FCC
RTMA's Television Committee. He
freeze, a series of problems cenwill present findings of a special
tered around allocation of materials used in radio and TV sets
task force set up to determine what
effects lifting of the TV freeze will
as well as other electronic equiphave on the manufacturing indusment. Of special interest is the
try.
color TV situation in view of an
industry conference called by NPA
Explain New Units
to review its order prohibiting manWork of two new units in RTMA
ufacture of color equipment [B*T,
Jan. 21].
headquarters will be reviewed. William F. E. Long, director of the
The NPA session with the indusStatistical Dept., will explain the
try is scheduled Feb. 8 in Washservice under which RTMA now
ington. It was called by NPA to handles industry statistics. The dego into all angles of its autumn
partment handles member data on
order prohibiting manufacture of a confidential basis. Albert Coucolor TV equipment. NPA has been
mont, RTMA service manager, will
asked many times to clarify its discuss the long-range service proregulation (see story page 69).
gram with the committee handling
that activity.
Discuss Materials
Lee Pettit, General Electric Co.,
RTMA's three-day conference
as chairman of the Advertising
will discuss NPA's material allocaCommittee will direct plans for
tions and military production outaward of TV or radio-phonograph
look for the year and will study
receivers to each of the 50 state
availabilities for output of radio
and territorial winners of the Voice
and TV receivers. Individual RTMA
of Democracy Contest for high
groups will take up their special
school students. The contest is
problems.
operated jointly with NARTB and
Change of name for the TransU. S. Junior Chamber of Committer Division to Technical Prodmerce, with endorsement of the
ucts Division will be discussed
U. S. Office of Education.
Wednesday. The unit has been reorganized recently. A new Government Relations Section has been
Packard Sponsors
formed. It will go into the probPACKARD Motor Car Co., Detroit,
lems of doing business with the
armed forces. Officers of the divi- will start sponsorship of Rebound,
sion will hold a Wednesday dinner
Bing Crosby Enterprises series of
half-hour TV films, in 19 markets
meeting, with Chairman H. J. Hoffman, Machlett Labs., presiding.
early next month [B»T, Dec. 10,
1951], it was announced last week.
Meeting of the Set Division Executive Committee will be held
Stations include all five ABC-owned
TV outlets. Packard agencfy is
V/ednesday morning under ChairMaxon Inc.
man John W. Craig, Crosley Divi-

LLOYD CREIGHTON THOMAS,
62, owner and president, KGFW
Kearney, Neb., died last Tuesday in
that city.
A pioneering
veteran of radio,
Mr. Thomas was
associated with
the broadcast medium since 1927.
During his career,
IVERAL ELECTRIC Co., ScheMr. Thomas
|;ady, announces a new eight-page
|klet containing information on ten
served as a news•nt nuclear radiation detectors. Depaper ecutive
man, anof the
exviated GEA-.5735, the booklet covers
radiation monitor, scintillation
chamber
of
com|iter, portable radiation probe, area
Mr. Thomas
merce, as a state
.th monitor as well as other inliments designed for use in industry,
legislator 1917Ipitals, laboratories and civil de- 18, a station manager and general
commercial manager of the WestOADCASTING
• Telecasting

inghouse stations operating in
the 30s.
In 1932, Mr. Thomas was instruin settingin up
Service mental
Bureau
NewNBC's
York. Local
Born in Elwood, Neb., July 8,
1889, Mr. Thomas frequently came
to the fore in broadcast affairs. In
1938, Mr. Thomas, then with
WROK Rockford, 111., headed a
committee of non-network broadcasters concerned with the activities of the American Federation of
Musicians. The committee, first set
up as a fact collecting unit, later
turned a negotiating hand and won
agreement from AFM which set a
national pattern for contracts between the union and stations.

NFL

TV

POLICY

No policy
Change
for Na'52
TELEVISION
of the
tional Football League, considered
in the final session of the four-dayand-five-night annual meeting
which ended in New York Sunday
night, will remain unchanged this
year in spite of federal charges
that it constitutes unreasonable
restraint.
"We shall continue to televise
under the same conditions that prevailed in 1951," League Comr.
Bert Bell reported. Clubs are allowed to telecast as they see fit,
in agreement with the visiting
team, but with the provision that
the game not be telecast within 75
miles bf a city where a League
game is being played. Telecasts of
other League games also are forbidden in a city if that city's home
team is away and telecasting or
broadcasting its game back home.
Adding that "our lawyers will
defend the suit in every possible
way," Comr. Bell said: "We believe the plan to be reasonable
and will so operate in 1952." Television policy, contained in Article
10 of the League constitution,
caused the Justice Dept. to institute charges under federal antitrust legislation.

'Al PEARCE SHOW
CBS-TV Begins Feb. 11
NEW MORNING TV show starring Al Pearce, veteran radio comic, will start on CBS Television on
Feb.ll and will be offered to advertisers in units of one or more quarter hours per week, CBS TV Network Sales Vice President Fred M.
Thrower announced last Thursday.
The variety-revue series will be
scheduled 10:45-11:30 a.m. EST
Monday through Friday, originating in Hollywood.
Mr. Thrower noted that the sales
plan for the Al Pearce Show is like
that of the Garry Moore Show,
which, he noted, "has had sponsors
waiting in line to take over one of
its quarter-hour segments" (also
see story page 70). The Pearce
program will offer highlights from
the early days of the Al Pearce
"Gang," plus new features.

The Nation's
BIGGEST
MONEYMAKER
For Stations
"The Magic Word"
Radio'sand Newest

ig5ited by:
Mostf"oo"r
Exciting
Game
John Greene
Productions
Box 641
Rock Hill, South Carolina
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SHORTAGE OF MATERIALS
FOR COLOR TV CLAIMED
ction AdministraLIFTING of National Produ
tion formal ban on color TV would still limit
se of
industry to black-and-white process becaucobalt
,
as
ials
mater
such
of
age
short
acute
isHorace B. McCoy, NPA assistant admin
trator, said Friday (early story page 69).
Mr. McCoy said as far as he knew major
TV firms still are going along with freeze
agreed on at
on mass production of color sets, se
Mobilizer
Oct. 25 conference with Defen
firms
er
"small
Charles E. Wilson. One or two
r
farthe
went
order
NPA's
that
ted
have protes
than industry had anticipated, he added.

GUILD ULTIMATUM TO ROACH
HAL ROACH Jr., vice president in charge of
ood,
production at Hal Roach Studios, Hollyw
Screen
Friday was served ultimatum by compl
y
Writers Guild, giving him 30 days to
HamilRoy
Writer
pay
he
d
deman
with Guild
n picton differential between TV and motio
ture scale for work on script of Tales of Robinh
Hood. Picture was released theatrically throug
R and L Productions but was allegedly filmed
for TV.
NARTB Nominees
(Continued from page 5)
be elected in each category) are:
Seattle (ako
Large Stations— Otto Brandt, KING
WIBC Indianapolis
FM? Richard M. Fairbanks,
Morency,
W
Paul
r):
8 directo
Distric
fr^tiring
d t(also FM stations): John F. Patt,
Hartfor
WTTC
Sholis,
nd; Victor
WGAk ville-Clevela
. WHAS LouisChicago
WLS A.
Glenn Snyder,
Norpbell Arnoux, WTAR BuckMedium Stations-CamTV
r): Harry
directo
bentnd, Ore.;
(incum
VakoiN
fo^
n,
D. Colema
George
Portla
endahl
Baton
wrm Scranton Pa; Roy Dabadie, WJBO
Spokane; Robert
Route la R 6. Dunning. KHQ
KTUL
John E^au
; Essex,
apolis
Indian
WXLW
Enoch
g
WSJS WinHarola
12);
t
Distric
TnUa (also
FerW
Robert
4);
t
Distric
also
(
C
N.
ston-Salem
T. Flaherty
guson WTRF Bellaire, Ohio; Eugene
l R. Hanna, WHCU
KSCJ Sioux City, Iowa; Michae
nhaca N Y. (also FM); Rex HoweU KFXJ Grand
n^
KTAR
e Johnso
O. Lewis,
t 14):d Lesli
111.; Richar
'(also Distric
Col. Island,
Junction,Rock
WHBF
Flint, Mich ;
Phoenix Lester W. Lindow, V^^FDF
Quincy. 111.; Henry W.
WaUer RothscWld, WTAR
Sltvi^k WMC Memphis (also FM); RobertentD
FM; incumb
s (also
Orlean
' WDSU
Swezey
St Louis;
, KXOK
Thomas
L.. (Chet)
r); C. New
directo
TV
District
Idaho
Boise,
KIDO
Walter E Wagstaff, WHEC Rochester, (also
;j p
14); Gunnar O. Wiig. Falls, Mont.; A. ND. Y Willard
s KFBB Great
Wiikin
Jr.,
WGAC Augusta, Ga. (incumbent)
„^^v
Small Stations— Matthew H. Bonebrake, KOCY
Austin^
KNOW Pa._^(also
CoolcHazleton,
Louis Ra City;
OklahomVictor
WAZL
C. Diehm,
TexasFM)- Paul Fry, KBON Omaha; Simon R. Goldman,
Milton Greene(also FM);
Jamestown, N. Y. Mich.;
WJTN
William C Grove,
baum, WSAM Saginaw, (also
Oscar C.
District
Wyo.
,
KFBC Cheyenne Cairo, 111.; Bill Hoover, 14);
KADA Ada
Hirsch WKRO
Ernest
F.
Ore.;
Baker,
KBKR
Jacobs,
Okla - Lee W.
Lackey WHOP HopkinsviUe, Ky. (also FM); Ben
A, Laird, WDUZ Green Bay,R. Wis^
J. gh
R^ Liyesay,
WGAL
WLBH Mattoon, 111.; Clair TV McCoUou
director; also FM);
Lancaster, Pa.; (incumbentMankato,
Luke
M.
Minn.;
KYSM
Meagher,
John F
Meyer,
A. G. Beaver
le, Tenn.; WBVP
WHUB Cookevil
Medley' Denver;
R. Smith,
KMYR' Pa - Hugh Frank
WCOV Montgomery,
M. Smith,
Falls
on, Vt.;
Ala -'a E. Spokes, WJOY
Burlingt
WarC. Gene
Charles
Ohio;
wn,
Youngsto
Trace,ren,WBBW
WCMI Ashland, Ky.
„
(also
Seattle
KING
Brandt,
Otto
Stations—
FM
Portland,
KPOJ-FM Pa.
R. M. Brown,
stations);
large
(also
Hazelton,
WAZL
Diehm,
C.
Ore - Victor
small stations); E. J. Gluck, WSOC-FM Charlotte,
N C - Simon R. Goldman. WJTN Jamestown, N. Y.
R. Hanna,
Michael
(also 'smallY. stations);
HarriGerald WHCU
stations);
medium
(alsoSpringfield
IthacasonN WMAS-FM
, Mass.; James Hicks,
WcbS-FM Columbia. S, C; F. Ernest Lackey, WHOP
Clair R. McHopkinsviUe, Kv. (also small stations);
Pa. (also small staLancaster,
WTIC Hartford (also large
Morency,
W. WGAL
tions)- PaulCoUough
Henry W. Slavick, WMC Memphis (also
stations); stations);
Robert D. Swezey, WDSU New
medium
Orleans (also medium stations); Edward A. Wheeler,
Earl W. Winger, WDOD-FM
111.;
WEAW Evanston,
Chattanooga, Tenn.
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FROM

SPACE

TO

TIME

LACY'S, Washington chain described as
one of largest newspaper advertisers in
entire appliance field, signed Friday for
campaign of 6,760 spots on five independent stations in national capital.
Seven-store unit to spend $26,000 in 13week drive promoting home demonstrations, with 520 spots per week. Package
worked out by Irving Abramson, Lacy's
advertising manager, and Stanley House,
radio-TV director of Art Ads Agency.
Cooperating sponsors are Admiral,
Bendix, Emerson, GE (electronics). Hot
Point, Motorola, Philco, RCA-Victor,
Deepfreeze, ABC washers and Hamilton dryers. Spots bought at average cost
of $4. One-minute spots to have hillbilly
motif. Chain operates seven stores. Stations are WEAM, WGAY, WINX, WOL
and transit (WWDC-FM).
Business Briefly
(Continued from page 5)
cereals), moves Rayiger Joe western series from
ABC-TV to CBS-TV effective March 2, CBS-TV
Network Sales Vice President Fred M. Thrower
announced Friday. Time period will be unchanged: Sundays, 12 noon-12:15 p.m. EST.
Ranger Joe agency: Lamb & Keen, PhiladelESQUIRE AGENCY • Esquire Inc., Chicago
phia.
{Esquire, Coronet, and Apparel Arts publications), to Doyle, Dane, Bernbach Inc., that city.
Firm currently using radio and TV spots.
SHAVING PRODUCT # Colgate-PalmolivePeet to introduce new shaving cream product,
with radio and TV likely to be used. Agency,
Wm. Esty Co., N. Y.
CITIES SERVICE FETE • Cities Service
Co. to celebrate 25 years of unbroken network
broadcasting on NBC Feb. 18. Gala program
to originate in Carnegie Hall, New York, with
many special features.
BAKERY DRAMA # Streitman Biscuit Co.,
Cincinnati, sponsors Royal Playhouse on
WBTV (TV) Charlotte, N. C, and WSAZ-TV
Huntington, W. Va., 26 weeks. Show owned by
Bing Crosby Enterprises and sold through
United Television Programs. Harry M. Miller
Agency, Cincinnati, places account.
TOOTSIE QUIZ • Sweets Co. of America,
N. Y. (Tootsie Rolls), to sponsor quarter-hour
quiz show, Tootsie Hippodrome, starting Feb.
3, Sun. 12:15-12:30 p.m. on ABC-TV. Agency,
Moselle & Eisen, N. Y.
MORE FOR LEVER # Lever Bros., N. Y.
(Chlorodent), adding stations to list for eightweek campaign starting Feb. 4. Agency, J.
Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
CUBS EXCLUSIVE ON WGN-TV
CHICAGO CUBS home schedule of 77 games
will be telecast for fifth time by WGN-TV
Chicago, but this year for first time on an
exclusive basis. Station has carried Chicago
White Sox (American League) games exclusively for past four years. Jack Brickhouse will handle commentary. Announcement
was made jointly by Frank P. Schreiber,
treasurer and manager of WGN Inc., and
James T. Gallagher, Cubs business manager.

NATHAN
STRAUS,
president and own/
WMCA New York, appointed national trea
urer of Kefauver-for-President
Clubs. M
Straus was formerly administrator of U.
Housing Authority.
IRVING G. ROSENBERG, manager of D
Mont Labs Cathode-Ray Tube Div. since 194'
named director of operations with full respo
sibility over TV Receiver and Cathode-Rs
Tube Divisions.
EDWARD C. RYAN H-, senior account exec
tive S. R. Leon Co., N. Y., advertising, elect
vice president.
MICHAEL DAVIDSON, publicity directc'
Hirshon-Garfield, named advertising manag
and assistant to president of Charles Anto
Inc., and National Health Aids, Baltimore ail
New York. Firm's agency. Television Adv«
tising Assoc., Baltimore, has opened New Yo
office at 110 East 36th Street.
ROBERT GERNAND to George Brodsl
Agency, Chicago, as an account executive i
placing L. S. Preskill, resigned.
PETER M. SOUTTER, account executive
Walter Thompson Co., Cincinnati, to DuMo
TV Network, N. Y., sales department in sai
capacity.
COL. EDMUND C. STONER, assista
to vice president in charge of sales for Fedei
Telephone and Radio Corp., decorated wi
Order of British Empire Friday at British co
sulate in New York, for wartime work in
veloping Allied Air Force communications sj
tern in Italy.
J. S. (JERRY) HYAMS, vice president
charge of sales for Commonwealth Film &
Corp., has resigned, according to Friday
nouncement by Mort D. Sackett, president, w
will handle sales until Mr. Hyams' successor
announced within fortnight.
MOVIE EXECUTIVES TO
APPEAR AT HEARING
MOTION PICTURE executives scheduled
appear at FCC theatie-TV hearing, set to bej
Feb. 25, were listed by Motion Picture As
of American and National Exhibitors Thea1
Television Committee, in appearances filed w
FCC Friday.
Among those who will testify are:
Producers — Spyros Skouras, president, 20th C
tury-Fox; Herbert Yates, president, Repub
Barney Balaban, president. Paramount; Ned Depii
president, RKO; Jack Warner, production vice prt
dent, Warner Bros.; Alfred Daff, vice preside
Universal; Jack Cohn, executive vice preside
Columbia; Eric Johnston, president, MPAA.
Exhibitors Theatre
— S. H. Owners
Fabian, of
executive
chairman.
America;commil
Abr
Myers, chairman and general counsel. Allied Stc
Assn.; Harry Brandt. Independent Theatre Own
of America; R. V. Harvey, Western Theatre Own
Inc.; Frank Walker (former Postmaster Gener
Comerford Theatres, Pennsylvania; Mitchell Wolfs
president TOA and president TV station WT
Miami; Trueman Rembusch, president. Allied Stc
Assn.
Others: Nathan Halpern, president. Theatre T(
vision Network; Richard Condon, Broadway p
ducer; Theresa Helburn, Theatre Guild; Bro
Atkinson, New York Times theatre critic; WilL
Morris, talent agent.
WKOW
HEARING POSTPONEI
HEARING
on license renewal of WKC
Madison, Wis., scheduled for today (Mond;
[B«T, Jan. 14, 1952; Dec. 31, Nov. 12, 19^
has been postponed to March 28. FCC set
station for hearing to learn more about
management contract with Atlass Amusem
Co., headed by H. Leslie Atlass Jr., son of
CBS Central Division vice president.
BROADCASTING
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"Tippecanoe"

stands

for

bravery

The valor that Virginia born-and-bred William Henry Harrison
displayed in the famous Battle of Tippecanoe
helped bring him the presidency of the United States
and the nickname "Tippecanoe." This son
of a signer of the Declaration of Independence,
grandfather of still another president
of the United States,was from the mold that traditionally
has kept Virginia in the forefront of Southern progress.
With this rich heritage, it's no accident that WTVR
was the South's first TV station— that WCOD was

Battle of Tippecanoe

Virginia's first FM station, and that WMBG now
is celebrating its Silver Jubilee of service. These are
Havens and Martin Stations, the First Stations of Virginia.

fJVWR^

WMBG

AM

WCOD

FM

v

WTVR^

Havens & Martin Stations are the onfy
complete broadcasting institution in Richmond.
Pioneer NBC outlets for Virginia's first market.
Represented nationally by John Blair & Company

FIRST

STATIONS

OF

VIRGINIA

WGAR'S

'^Polka

cards in one

Party'' draws

week's

nearly one-quarter

million

time

Terrific is the word for the response received when our Tom Armstrong
asked listeners to send in their Xmas cards to help cheer
hospitalized children. From nine states and Canada, came the avalanche . . .
73^2 tons of mail, more than 240,000 cards within a week!
The word had been spread through "Polka Party" (6:30 — 6:45 PM), one
of the many WGAR mail-puller programs that has worked
wonders for advertisers, too! So, if you want response from Northern
Ohio . . . you want your message told over WGAR!

•ffie SPor-for

RADIO . . . AMERICA'S GREATEST
ADVERTISING MEDIUM

WGAR Cleveland • 50,000 WATTS • CBS
EASTERN OFFICE: 665 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK CITY

SPOT

RADIO

Represented Nafionally by
Edward Retry & Company

BRUARY

4, 1952

TELE

Local folks know advertising
media best. Because local advertising must pay off in immediate
results. So just read what the
president of one of Baltimore's
largest furniture stores wrote us:

(newais Strike
Program

Snag

Page 23

'Wo other advertising we have
ever done has produced such

other

sensational results as our adver-

Proves Best
Perfumers

tising on WITH."
And remember — WITH carries
the advertising of twice as many
local merchants as any other

Page 23
advertising

station in town. For just one good
reason: WITH produces fast,

Favors Freer
to Radio, TV

profitable results at low, low cost!

Page 26

Get your Forjoe man to give
illion Radios
In U. S.

lias

produced

the whole story of WITH's
commanding position in the rich
market of Baltimore.

Page 27

such

IN

BALTIMORE

ECASTING
5 on Page 59
sensational

results!"
TOM TIN5LEY, PRESIDENT— REPRESENTED BY FORJOE AND COMPANY

OF

yjffi.^

RICHARD OBERLIN, News Director
Recenth' returned from three months in Paris,
France as UNESCO's first special consultant in
the Department of Mass Communications.
Ail
EVERY

Kentuckiand
WHAS

NEWSCAST

Listens

has MORE

LISTENERS*

!
DAY AND NIGHT— EVERY DAY
KENTUCKIANA LISTENS TO WHAS NEWS
p. M.
A.
M. — PAUL CLARK
7:00-15
5:30-45 — PETE FRENCH
6:45-00 — PAUL CLARK
7:30-45 — BOB BOAZ
10:00-1 5 — PETE FRENCH
10:00-15 — (Sunday)
P. M.
-PAUL CLARK
PAUL CLARK
12:30-45-

than any

other program on the air at the same time . . . morning,
afternoon and night. Nine reporters gather, edit and write each
news program especially for the Kentuckiana audience of the hour.
Result: news leadership that has earned listener loyalty and
two NARND

awards in two years . . . another example

of quality WHAS

CBS Radio Herwon

Basic Affiliate of the

programming.

*Pulse Report, Oct.-Nov., 1951

50,000

WATTS

The

★

lA CLEAR CHANNEL

only radio
all of

station

★

serving

the rich Kentuckiana

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PETRY AND CO.

840 KILOCYCLES

and

sellinz

Market

VICTOR A. SHOLIS, Direcfor

• ASSOCIATED WITH THE

•

NEIL D. CLINE, So/es Direc(<

COURIER-JOURNAL & LOUISVILLE TIMES
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..1000
(FULL
TIME)

WKHM
JACKSON

of
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latest

THE

DIAL

PULSE!

HEADLEY-REED

MAN

Published Building,
every Monday,
with 4,Yearbook
Numbersas {53rd
issues)March
published
in January
by Broaocasiino
Publications,
Inc., 8703, National
Press
Washington
D. C. Entered
secondandclass54thmatter
14, 1933,
at Post and
OfficeFebruary
at Washington,
D. C, imder
act of March
1879.

4
50.000

TOatU

out

DALLAS-FORT

5

Senoim^
says

Exclusive

of

WORTH

Outlet

Hooper

for Top-Rated

CBS

Shows

MORE

MORNING

AUDIENCE

MORE

SUNDAY

AUDIENCE

MORE

EVENING

AUDIENCE

MORE

SATURDAY

This is why
I

1
KRLD
is your best buy

John W. Runyon, President
Clyde W. Rembert, General Manager
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Owners and Operators of
KRLD-TV

CHANNEL

4

AUDIENCE

^^^^ ^^^^^^ f^^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^-^ ^^^^-^^ frequency.
The Bronh am Company, Exclusive Representative
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atfwwwwvwwt.
CLOSED

CIRCUIT

I SEN. BENTON thinking of scrapping proIsed legislation to establish National Citizens
livisory Board for Radio and Television? It's
!.own he's urging Ford Foundation to ante up
10,000 to underwrite special "expex't" comj.ttee which would study whether new radiolegislation needed, with special emphasis
j. subscription TV. Sen. Benton reportedly
Ls about made up his mind that subscription
W is pat answer to all television ills. If Ford
Dundation sets up its own committee, Senator
raid have reasonable excuse to abandon his
,Ti government-supported board proposal.
4CK WHEN he was still hot for creating
iational Citizens Advisory Board for Radio
iid Television, Sen. Benton reportedly offered
lairmanship to Mark Ethridge, publisher of
mrier-Joumal and Louisville Times (WHASM-TV) (somewhat prematurely, since bill
jj create board isn't even near Senate floor),
jr. Ethridge, former NAB president, turned
jfn down flat.
ON'T
prospectChairman
of call toJustin
high
ideral WRITE
post forOFF
NARTB
iller. While it's open secret that Judge had
len offered Attorney-Generalship (Mrs. Miller
as enroute from California home to see him
7orn in), subsequent events caused President
ruman to change his mind on requested
signation of incumbent Attorney-General
arold McGrath. Although President made
) direct proffer of another post in long talk
ith Mr. Miller, Jan. 12 (after McGrath
dsode) , report persists in high places that
! might be asked to accept Ambassadorial
i.fst
I either in Europe or South America.
MAY mean nothing at all, but Anti-Trust
ivision operatives of Dept. of Justice are
outing around fringes of electronic manucturing preparatory to determination
hether litigation will be entered against one
• more companies. Verified is fact that subiienas covering certain records had been issued
:it this does not necessarily mean suits,
'here's suspicion that color TV lurks in pre'nainary
ation. inquiry, with RCA figuring in spec'ENTH ANNIVERSARY of Voice of Amera will be observed Feb. 25 in Washington,
ith formal dedication of new ship Courier,
irrying 150 w mobile VOA transmitter. It
ouldn't surprise insiders to see President
ruman participate in dedication because of
jis tremendous interest in "Campaign of
ruth."
LTHOUGH Edward W. Barrett relinquishes
s Assistant Secretaryship of State after two
3ar stint during its most difficult period, he
robably will be prevailed upon to remain as
jnsultant to State Dept. on psycholosjical
perations. Forty-one year old executive, who
on't announce future plans for several weeks,
as operated about 18 hours a day, 7 days
a
eek on Voice project.
OSSIBLE TREND in reducing the number of
asearch organizations in radio-TV seen in
(Continued on page 6)
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ABC PETITIONS LIFTING
LIMIT ON TV STATIONS
LIFTING of limitation on number of TV stations one company can own was urged Friday
by ABC in petition to FCC, supporting recommendations of NBC and Fort Industry Co.
[B*T, Jan. 28, 21, 14, 7].
ABCthan
urged
limitcould
be made'
seven,
not
more
five that
of which
be VHF.
In this
it takes same stand as Fort Industry. NBC
suggested that limit of five be kept on VHF
TV, vnth no limit on UHF ownership.
Argument put forth by ABC was to effect
that when FCC limited common TV ownership
to five in 1945 that represented 1% of less
than 400 channels available. In fact, said ABC,
when it and NBC got their limit of grants in
1946-47, together they represented 10% of
less than 100 stations authorized at that time.
Therefore, ABC pointed out, if 1% common
ovsmership then met with FCC approval, same
percentage for the 1750 commercial channels
in future TV service should permit seven
commonly-owned stations.
ABC also pointed out that when it applied
for VHF stations, it sought Channel 7 in all
five of its applications.
KLEE SALE TO LBS
SALE of KLEE Houston to Barton and Gordon McLendon, majority owners of Liberty
Broadcasting System, for more than $300,000
was announced Friday. Purchase of 5-kw station (on 610 kc) is from estate of late W. Albert Lee. Legal buyer is in name of Trinity
Broadcasting Corp., licensee of KLIF Dallas,
which McLendon's own. McLendon's bought
1-kw daytimer KELP El Paso (on 920 kc) last
September [B*T, Sept. 10, 1951]. In 1950
Mr. Lee sold KLEE-TV to Houston Post Co.
when its call was changed to KPRC-TV.
LBS is
by McLendon's and Houston Oilman H.owned
R. Cullen.

BUSINESS

BRIEFLY

SIX-WEEK CAMPAIGN • Emerson Drug
Co., Baltimore (Bromo Seltzer), planning sixweek campaign to start early in March in 12
southern markets, using day and night radio
spots. Agency: BBDO, N. Y.
RAZOR BLADE BUSINESS # American
Safety Razor Corp., N. Y. (Star & Treet),
through BBDO, same city, placing ten-week
radio spot schedule, starting Feb. 18 and
March 1, in 30 markets using morning minutes
and some nighttime spots.
SPOTS FOR SIMONIZ? # Simoniz Co., Chicago (Simoniz Body Guard), through Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, N. Y., reportedly contemplating radio spot campaign
to start in April.
OIL CO. SEEKS SPOTS • Continental Oil
Co. (Conoco), Ponca City, Okla., looking for
radio spot availabilities in area between Mississippi and Rockies for 39-week schedule,
starting March 10. Agency: Geyer, Newell
& Ganger, N. Y.
EX-LAX ON NBC • Ex-Lax Inc., Brooklyn
(laxative),
has NBC
ordered
sponsorship
Wife
on full
radio
network, offiveDoctor's
times
weekly, 5:45-6 p.m. to start March 3, through
Warwick & Legler, N. Y., providing all network stations will accept laxative account.
MORE

CBS

NEWS

CBS RADIO network to carry greatest number of news broadcasts ever — including war
time — when 91st program each week, World
News With Robert Trout, starts Feb. 17. Network will be airing 16 hours and 10 minutes
of news weekly, spokesman said Friday.

NBC
Spot
Sales
Realigns,
Expands
EXTENSIVE realignment and expansion of
and promotion, it was announced.
NBC National Spot Sales Dept. now underway,
Separate radio and TV heads to be named
with indications efforts eventually may be
for department's Hollywood and San Franinitiated to enlarge station representation list.
cisco offices, only ones where this divorcement
has not already been effectuated. Other offices,
Changes thus far blueprinted for departin addition to New York, are in Chicago and
ment, under continued supervision of Director
Cleveland.
James V. McConnell, include planned addition
of some 23 persons — mostly salesmen, reMessrs. Leder and Reber will report to Mr.
searchers, etc.— in New York and field offices,
McConnell as director of entire department,
plus following appointments:
who reports to James M. Gaines, vice president for O&O stations. NBC Executive Vice
Robert Leder, department's Eastern Sales
Manager for Radio, to be named to new post
Pi-esident Charles R. Denny also has been
of National Spot Sales Manager for Radio.
taking increasingly active role in spot sales
John H. Reber, sales manager of NBC's
departmental
activities.
WNBT (TV) New York, to be named National
National spot sales currently represents netSpot Sales Manager for Television, also new
work's six owned radio stations and its five
office.
owned TV stations, plus General Electric's
Sales manager for radio and one for TV to
WGY and WRGB (TV) Schenectady, Westingbe named by Mr. Leder and Mr. Reber, rehouse's WBZ-TV Boston, and Philco's WPTZ
spectively.
Richard H. Close, currently Spot Sales
(TV)dio andPhiladelphia.
department's
raTV activities Though
have been
separated for
Eastern Sales Manager for TV, to be named
some
time
at
sales
level,
they
have
been
conhead of National Spot Sales Station Relations,
ducted heretofore without separate national
another newly-created position.
Separated AM and TV units are to be set
manager for each.
up within department's promotion unit, under
for more AT DEADLINE turn page ^
manager for sales development, advertising
February 4, 1952
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(Continued from page 5)

APS TO DISTRIBUTE
BRITANNICA FILMS FOR TV
ENTRY of Associated Program Service, transcribed library firm, into television field as
TV distributor for Encyclopedia Britannica
Films Inc.'s catalog of more than 500 educational motion pictures announced Friday
[B»T, Dec. 24, 1951]. EE films, heretofore
available to educational institutions, w^ill be
offered to TV advertisers and stations on "an
intensive scale," with details of distribution
plan to be made public shortly, announcement
said.
Maurice B. Mitchell, APS vice president and
general manager, said extensive revisions being made in film catalog of EB Films — which
is under same ownership as Muzak, of which
APS is one division — to adapt for TV use.
He noted that these films originally were
made "for relatively small-screen showings
and, therefore, feature the attention to closeups and other similar details so important in
films that are to be seen on TV screens at
home." They cover wide variety of fields,
including history, travel, world affairs, economics, communications, medicine, literature,
and sciences. In addition, EB films has acquired
Films Inc. and Instructional Films, which have
extensive catalogs of film shorts and features.
Field staff working out of APS New York
headquarters will serve stations, and handling
of films will be through EB Film exchanges.
APS Sales Manager Edward Hochhauser Jr.
will continue to direct sales activities in both
radio and TV.
ANTELL DISPUTE
TAKEN TO COURT
BREACH of contract suit was filed Friday in Baltimore on behalf of Richard Lewellen who, according to suit, claims that
Charles Antell Inc., Baltimore, owes him
money. Mr. Lewellen did transci'ibed and filmed
15-30 minute radio-TV commercials for Charles
Antell Inc. products (hair preparations) in
exchange for percentage of gross sales, according to Mr. Lewellen's attorney, Irving B.
Grandberg, Baltimore. Suit asks for accounting of gross sales.
Reached in New York, Charles D. Kasher,
president, Charles Antell Inc. and National
Health Aids Inc., commented that his firm
drew up suit Monday to enjoin Mr. Lewellen from making any TV films or commercials, thus holding him to Antell exclusive contract. According to Mr. Kasher, action took
place in Supreme Court of New York and
that papers were served Thursday.
AFRA,WGN INC. TALKS
EIGHTH arbitration session takes place today (Monday) between WGN Inc. Chicago
and American Federation of Radio Artists
regarding jurisdiction over television sound
effects men. AFRA claims they are under its
jurisdiction according to AFRA contract with
WGN Inc. Station says contractual terms not
being violated. These duties being handled now
by three members of the International Alliance
of Theatrical Stage Employes. Arbitration
board includes former Cook County Circuit
Judge Julius Miner, John F. Sullivan and
Pierce Davis, professor of economics at the
Illinois Institute of Technology.
Page 6
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in this Issue—
Twenty-six TV stations put on temporary
licenses in FCC's first excursion into
TV programming. Though most will
probably have no trouble in getting
regular renewals, observers feel the
action shows that the FCC-TV broadcasters' honeymoon is over. Page 23.
The packagers of a special perfume
packet are spraying money all over
radio. They'll blow $700,000, their entire budget, on radio because radio results are "fantastic." Page 23.
In the new CBS Radio affiliates' contracts
that the network is now circulating,
there's a big hedge against futures in
TV. A section would bind the AM
affiliate to give CBS a "first refusal"
deal for affiliation of any TV station
the affiliate might eventually get.
Page 25.
Around-the-clock operation of most if not
all Class I clear channel stations is
part of the interim alert plan for civil
defense. These will be the powerful
means of spreading the emergency
word. Page 30.
There were 105.3 million radio sets in
the country Jan. 1, a gain of 9.3 million in a year. And 57.5 million of
them were secondary, portable or auto
radios — those in places that TV
doesn't reach. Page 27.
Sen. Taft is a hot campaigner on radio
and television, but what would be the
lot of the broadcaster if "Mr. Republican" got into the White House? Here's
another part of a B*T study of the
radio-TV views of leading Presidential
candidates. Page 26.
NARTB combined boards meet next week
in San Antonio to grapple with two
major problems: how to cope with the
membership battle that looms when
BAB cuts its NARTB ties next April
1, and how to apply enforcement of the
TV code which goes into effect March
1. Page 28.
FCC postpones theatre TV hearings
from Feb. 25 to March 10 as new and
knotty issues enter the picture. FCC
intends to examine the whole problem
before it's through. Page 25.
Series of pep talks for radio is given at
BMI Clinic in New York. The essence
of all of them : radio's the biggest, best,
cheapest of all media, and nobody
should be allowed to forget it. Page 32.
Upcoming
Feb. 5: House Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee resumes consideration
of S 658 (McFarland Bill) to amend the
Communications Act of 1934. Closed
session. Washington.
Feb. 5-7: Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. midwinter conference, Roosevelt Hotel, New
York.
Feb. 6: Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee hearing resumes on
S 2444 to prohibit distilled spirits (hard
liquor) on radio-TV. 10 a.m.. Caucus
Room, Senate Office BIdg., Washington.
(Other Upcomings page 38)

merger of American Research Bureau, Wash
ington, and Coffin, Cooper & Clay, Los Ange
les. Latter runs Tele-Que TV surveys, o
West Coast. Announcement, due next weel
will report ARB has taken over Tele-Que sui
veys on West Coast, with Coffin, Cooper & Cla ;
continuing in business as West Coast repr. j
sentatives of ARB, and market research pr^

MOHAWK CARPETS, N. Y. (former big T j
jects.
buyer), through Maxon Inc., N. Y., buying r&'
dio spot schedule to sta»t Feb. 18 for 15 week
in 100 markets, and TV spots, starting earl
in March in 34 markets. Firm expected to us
another series of spot schedules in mid-Septen
ber, thus appealing to spring and fall buyer;
U. S. DELEGATION, headed by Commissione
Rosel H. Hyde, NARBA Chairman, quietly lej
for Mexico City yesterday (Feb. 3) to discus
possible changes in domestic TV allocatior
within border zone established in recent T'
agreement, but not involving changes in Mex
can border assignments. Sessions, probably
take most of week, with Miguel Pereyra, D
rector General of Communications, and als
may cover understanding between Mexico an
U. S. on broadcast allocations since Mexic
withdrew from our NARBA conference of las
year. With Comr. Hyde will be Capt. Joh
Cross, State Dept., Curtis Plummer, FC
Broadcast Bureau Chief, and James E. Bar
Chief Aural Facilities Division.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati, throug
Blow Co., N. Y., buying daytime radio spots i
60 selected markets starting early in th:
month.
UPPER ECHELON of Liberty Broadcastin
System considering recommendation that toj
notch administrator, preferably one with ne
work operating experience, be hired to organiz
LBS's mushrooming network.
AT LEAST two TV applicants are ponderir
data on 2,000-foot self-supporting antenn
towers despite chance they might approac
million-dollar figure.
L. A. WAGE

DIFFERENCES

CBS Hollywood
placed on "unfair
Office
Employes International
Union list"
(AFI b|
who rejected 5% wage increase offer. Unanl
mous strike vote taken Thursday by 175 CB|
office workers. Los Angeles Central Labc
Council, failing to bring settlement, will asl
other CBS
employesdemanding
to respectsubstaij
picka^
lines.
OEIU union
reportedly
tial wage increases in 21 classifications
bring salaries in line with those of other loc^
industries.
Meanwhile,
it was reported
Friday tha''
some
25 directors
and floorlatemanagers
KNBH (TV) Hollywood, NBC affiliate, receive
$15-$35 per week salary increases retroacti^
to Dec. 1. Action followed Wage Stabilizatic
Board Reviewing Committee approving pet
tion of Radio & Television Directors GuiK
Hollywood local (AFL). RTDG contract wil;
KNBH signed June 5, 1951, few days aft^j
WSB salary freeze went into effect. PetitioT
for increases pending since. Although somj
affected station personnel shifted to NBC-Tj
they too receive back pay for 60 weeks, ij
was estimated those affected to receive up tj
$3,000 in back pay.
for more AT DEADLINE see page 94
BROADCASTING
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A dvertisement

From

where

jSy Joe

They
''Give

A

Marsh

Do

Hoot''

For

Easy

Easy Roberts finally got rid of the
noisy pigeons that used to whoop it
up under his eaves.
He must have tried a dozen ways to
scare them off. But no matter what
he did, they would be back cooing by
his window the next morning.
Then Easy thought of an old stuffed
owl he had in his attic. He propped it
on the roof so's all the pigeons could
see it. They left . . . and three hoot
owls have taken their place. Easy
swears the hooting is even worse than
the cooing of the pigeons.
From

where

I sit, quite often a

"bright idea" wUl turn out to be "not
so bright" after all. That's why we
should never be too cocksure of our
ideas and opinions — but always try to
keep an open mind. I believe a refreshing glass of beer is the best thirstquencher — you may believe differently. But who's to say one's right and
the other wrong? Let's just practice
tolerance. It'U save a lot of hootin'
and hollerin'.

Copyright, 1952, United States Brewers Foundation
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To

an

advertiser

interested

Chuck Worcester, WMT's Farm Service
Director, has a genuine respect for the Iowa
farmer. He doesn't talk down to him,
doesn't affect the bogus folksiness that
passes for rustic charm everywhere except in
the country. His talent for low-pressure visiting, fortified with first-hand knowledge of

in

farm

radio

• Air announcements for International Harvester's tractor clinic (to get farmers to have
machinery serviced in the off-season) produced "good response" among Eastern Iowa
dealers. The local dealer said he would
have been delighted to service ten tractors;
he handled eighty-five.

Iowa's complex agricultural problems, has
earned him the kind of loyal following that
means results for sponsors. For example:

The notion that farmers listen only in the
early morning and at noon is pure folklore.
Chuck's announcements on Purina's A-time
evening show brought 817 requests for

• Five minutes across the board at 5:40 a.m.
for A. Y. McDonald in one week developed

booklets— ample proof that farmers were
wide awake and listening.

298 prospects for a $1500 water system.
Cost: $10 a program or 20^ per prospect.

We don't claim that these results are typical.
We do claim— and know— that on a day-today basis WMT farm radio gets satisfying
results, and occasionally spectacular results.
Farm radio properly conceived, timed and
executed is a fertile source of advertising
results.

• A daily quarter hour farm show for Myzon
mineral supplements resulted in a standing
monthly order for $3,500 worth with eight
Sears Farm Stores.

REPRESENTED
Telecasting

NATIONALLY BY THE KATZ AGENCY
February 4, 1952
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Make

Sales

Grow

in

DOTLESTOWN..

1

Loyal Audience

in Doylestown

. . .

George Washington slept near Doylestown,
but business is wide awake in this well-fixed,
historic town. Someone is getting the benefit
of Doylestown's $14,412,000 in retail sales,
$6,236,000 in wholesale volume. That
someone can be you. One way to include
Doylestown's 5,236 inhabitants in your

Page 10
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... and the Whole

n

14-County Market

A point to remember about WFIL — it's a
strong local station not only in Philadelphia
but in Doylestown and all 147 "home
markets" outside city limits where half of
America's 3rd market lives and shops. BMB
found WFIL's 5,000 watts outpuU both
50,000 watts and local county stations in

sales reckonings is to hit 'em where they
buy the most — at home. The way to do

most of the 14-County Retail Trading Area.

it? Schedule WFIL, listened to regularly

families consistently tune WFIL in this $6

in 38 per cent of Doylestown radio-owning

billion market . . . and WFIL

households where buying habits form.

huge bonus area beyond. Schedule WFIL.

Remember,

also, two out of three radio

BROADCASTING

reaches to a

• Telecasting

d

in

All

of

America's

3rd

Market

ero

LAWRENCE F. NYCE, Farm Supplier—
Nyce's Supply
Yardsthe deal
with inBucks
farmers
who lead
nation
raisingCounty
of 13
vegetable products. Fatming employs more
than 15 per cent of the county's population.

DOROTHY BARTIETT, Antique DealerCurio huntets flock to Doylestown and
places
Mrs. merchandise
Harriett's Pennsylvania
Ctafts Co.likeGeneral
stores here
sell $1,620,000 worth of goods every year.

/'

MRS. R. O. HEIN, Housewife — Mis. Hein
typifies
budget managets
in Doylestown's
1,760 radio-owning
households.
They help
buy food worth 52,578,000, apparel worth
$723,000 and $591,000 in home furnishings.

WFIL
560 kc.

Snqiuirer Station
An ABC Affiliate
First on the Dial
In America's Third, Market

Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY':

BROADCASTING
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agency

ROBERT H. SCHMELZER, account executive, BBDO, L. A., transferred to N. Y. office to handle Trans-World Airlines account with
STANLEY G. MORTIMER Jr.

EDWARD

C. RYAN Jr., senior account executive, S. R. Leon Co., N. Y.,
elected vice president.
ALFRED J. BRENNAN and LOUIS F. OHLIGER appointed assistant merchandising directors at Needham,
Louis & Brorby, Chicago.

The

plus

GENE EDWARD, assistant production manager, WOW
Omaha, joins radio-TV department of BuchananThomas Adv., same city.

in
Mr. Ryan

St.

Louis

Radio

RALPH R. DECKER, Federal Adv. Agency, N. Y.,
to Cecil & Presbrey, same city, as specialist in
merchandising planning for food and drug accounts.

DAVID E. DIENER, copy chief, Monroe Greenthal Co., N. Y., named
creative director.
is

the

on all accounts

"St.

Loui

s

"Ballroom'

KXOK is St. Louis'
promotion station. KXOK
'
builds extra audience for the
"St. Louis Ballroom," through oilmedia promotion . . . billboards, exterior
bus and streetcar cords, interior bus and streetcar announcements on Transit Radio, newspaper display ads, promotion announcements on KXOK, special mail
promotions and personal appearances of outstanding KXOK
'■ :

personalities. It's a plus that pays off for advertisers...
mokes KXOK a bigger buy for effective selling in
the St. Louis market. Ask now about availabilities. See the John Blair man or KXOK today.

St. Louis' ABC Station, 1 2th & Delmor, CHestnut 3700
630 KC • 5000 Watts • Full Time
Represented by John Blair & Co.
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was an assistant national advertising manager.
At this point he transferred to
JWT in San Francisco as assistant
space buyer. In 1931 he rejoined
Hearst to sell space for the next
two years.
With experience on both sides of
the media buying desk, Mr. Strouse
is an enthusiastic booster for time
and space representatives.
"If a man were appointed media
buyer out of a clear
blue sky, he could
learn his business
well just by listento space andI
time ing salesmen.
sometimes think
many of the best
ideas agencies take
credit for come directlycalling
from salesmen
on
them," he says.
Out of M r.Strouse's 25 years of
media experience
have come three
strong beliefs,
mostly through the
Mr. STROUSE
influence
of JWT's
dean
of media
men,

is byyoua
man that
whatE a say
can tell
PEOPL
SOME
look at his library. If this is
so, then the office shelves of Norman Hulburt Strouse are very
revealing.
The top row, close at hand, and
giving signs of being well and
often used, is devoted to philosophy
(Plutarch and Plato), to inspirational volumes (Light From Mayiy
Lamps and Maeterlinck), and
ogy. books of business psycholomany

Just to show the
human side of this
J. Walter Thompson
Co. vice president,
manager of the Detroit office and account representative
on the multi-million
dollar Ford car account, right in the
middle of all this
important reading is
a 25<} Pocketbook
mystery.
Born Nov. 4, 1906,
at Olympia, Wash.,
Norm Strouse took
a commercial course
and went right from
high school to a
George Pearson of
position as secretary
Chicago. They are:
to the State Director of Licenses.
1. The representative is entitled
His boss was convinced that he
to
the same dignity and consideracouldn't be held by local opportunition as any important visitor to
ties, so he urged him to look for a
your office. "Where else can you
better job in a larger city.
get the information you must have
Answering a blind ad in 1925
a good
media
job?"
brought Mr. Strouse to the post of to 2.do The
media
department
is the
confidential secretary to the ad- best public relations contact an
vertising director of the Seattle
agency can have. There's no use
Post - Intelligencer. His duties soliciting new business if your
(Continued on page 58 )
broadened and four years later he
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

■ON THE

WASHINGTON

Mdkn
.3HN H. HOSCH Jr., vice president, J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.,
;.s accepted position as co-chairman of advertising division of 1952
jigal Aid Society fund-raising campaign.
\UL KURTZ, NBC Chicago, to Malcolm-Howard Adv., same city, as
m director.
DHN F. CONNORS,

Q.

WAAAL-TV

joins

variety

show

SCREEN —

liaU

new

in a

featuring—

promotion manager, KLZ Denver, to Bob Betts

jiv., same city, as account executive.
)SEPH MENDELL RUSSAKOFF, president, Vanguard Adv., N. Y., to
ach 15 week course at Hunter College, N. Y., commencing Feb. 19
11:05 to midnight

I "Introduction to Advertising."
RISWOLD-ESHLEMAN Co., Cleveland and Louisville, opens new office
in Nashville. DONALD McDONALD, Louisville manager, elevated to vice president.

Monday

thru Friday

ROSS METZGER, vice president of Ruthrauff & Ryan,
Chicago, named chairman of allied art industries division for the 1952 drive of the Chicago Heart Assn.
LEO BURNETT has moved its New York office to 677
Fifth Ave. New phone is Murray Hill 8-9480.
r. McDonald

BOZELL & JACOBS, Omaha, and ROSS Adv., St.
Louis, elected to membership in American Assn, of
Advertising Agencies.

•tETTERIDGE & Co., Detroit, opens offices in Toronto at 107 Jarvis
t. to sei-vice Gross Machinery Co., J. H. Baruch Ltd. and National
linitting Mills.

■|

i GRIFFITH RENSEL, partner in Weightman Agency, Phila., to
ifohmeyer-Adeleman Inc. as vice president and account executive.
'JHARLES a. FELD, advertising manager of White Rock Corp., N. Y.,
(sparkling water), to Cecil & Presbrey, same city, as
associate merchandising director specializing in agency
package goods accounts.
WILLIAM E. McDONALD, assistant manager of Atherton & Currier, Toronto, appointed vice president and
general manager of agency's Canadian office.
]CS it's the new Milton Q. Ford Show—

EDWIN
I Mr. Feld

S. REYNOLDS, TV program director for National Collegiate Athletic Assn.'s 1951 expei-imental
plan, joins radio-TV department of Fletcher D. Richards
Inc., N. Y.

TARSON, ROBERTS Inc., is new name of Murray, Dymock, Carson
jnc, headquartered at 8811 Alden Drive. RALPH CARSON is president
(Tid JACK ROBERTS vice president.
[OWARD ALBER appointed director of creative arts at Weightman Inc.,
'•hila.tionsLAWRENCE
CASEY has been added to agency's public relastaff.
lEEGAN ADV., Birmingham, Ala., elected to membership in American
\ssn. of Advertising Agencies.

starring Milton and his parrot,
with bits by the "Ford Frolickers" who will enact
by pantomime or dance sequences
the hit recordings that Milton Q. will play:
Film vignettes of favorite stars plus contests for
the participating audience will add
fun for the fans and SALES for YOU!
One minute participations available.

jiL MAESCHER, account executive with Oakleigh French & Assoc.,
'5t. Louis, named vice president and account executive at Olian Adv.
"o., same city.
ULES LENNARD, sales promotion manager. Block Drug Co., Jersey
jity, N. J., to Emil Mogul Co., N. Y., as director of merchandising to
oordinate agency's activities in the package goods field.
lOBBINS MILBANK, vice president and creative supervisor, McCannDrickson, S.F., takes one year leave of absence after more than 20 years
vith agency.
lOBERT WURTZ, copy chief and account executive with Rhoades &
)avis, S.F., resigns. Future plans are unannounced.
JROADCASTING
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I

a breezy, fast moving variety offering

Call or Wire

WMAL

the KATZ

AGENCY,

Inc.

WMAL-FM

TV
L-Washington,
WM
The Evening
StarA
Stations,
D. C.
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SPONSOR:

MR.

Hm's

fe//s

the

ShocuTk^t

ikl^c/ies/

New Orleans' Favorite

WHITNEY & Co., Seattle, (canned salmon), to use radio and T\
spots on
in four
markets
promote
newly Test
created
"family
brand'
label
four test
varieties
of to
canned
salmon.
cities
are Omaha
Louisville, Huntington, W. Va., and Evansville, Ind. Agency: Th(
Burke Co., Seattle.
LINCOLN-MERCURY [B«T, Jan. 27] has purchased what is believed t(
be the largest concentrated promotion in history of Providence radio. Or
der calls for 192 minute announcements in 14 days on WHIM Providence
Total billing is $1,382.40. Agency: Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y.
BRISTOL-MYERS, N. Y. (Vitalis Hair Tonic and Bufferin), to sponso
two INS Telenews sports films, This Week in Sports and Telenews Spo7-tt
Extra, in 31 TV markets. Both reels also are carried in 20 additiona
TV markets under local sponsorship. Agency: Doherty, Clilford & Shen
field, N. Y.
SEEM AN BROS., N. Y. (White Rose Tea), launches TV spot campaigi
on WNBT (TV) and WCBS-TV New York in addition to radio news pro
grams on WCBS and WNBC New York. Agency: J. D. Tarcher & Co.
N. Y.
S. C. .JOHNSON & Son, Brantford, Ont. (waxes), inaugurates spo
announcement campaign twice daily five days weekly on 14 Quebe(
French-language stations and weekly half-hour transcribed Bright Sta'i
for 26 weeks on 35 Canadian stations. Agency: Needman, Louis &
Brorby, Toronto.
IMPERIAL TOBACCO Ltd., Montreal (Players cigarettes), has startee
transcribed Bold Veiitio-e for 17 weeks on 39 Canadian stations. Agency
McKim Adv., Montreal.
A/atutotk • • •
ADMIRAL Corp., Chicago, to sponsor World News With Robert Trou
on CBS Radio, Sun., 5:30-5:55 p.m. EST, starting Feb. 17 [B»T, Jan. 14]
Broadcasts will feature reports fiom foreign and domestic correspondent:
plus interviews by Mr. Trout with one newsman to be flown to New Yorl
for that purpose. Agency: Erwin, Wasey & Co., N. Y.
HUDSON PULP & PAPER Co., N. Y., to sponsor Thurs. segment o:
Bride and Groom which moves from current afternoon time at 2:45-3
to 10:30-10:45 a.m. EST, Mon. through Fri., effective today [B»T
Jan. 28]. Agency: Duane Jones Co., N. Y. GENERAL MILLS, Minne
apolis, to sponsor program on Mon., Tues., Wed. and Fri. Agencies
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample and Knox Reeves Adv., N. Y.

.^dOrCE

SMITH

TEXAS Co., N. Y., extends sponsorship of Metropolitan Opera broadcasts each Saturday over ABC radio for 18 to 20 week period. Agency
Kudner Inc., N. Y.
■ AMERICAN CHICLE Co., Long Island City, N. Y. (Dentyne, Chiclets and'
Beeman's gum), renews sponsorship of one minute participation ir
Stop the Music over ABC radio network, Sun. 8-9 p.m. EST, for Vi
weeks. Agency: Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, N. Y.

• Never underestimate the power of "Women's Club" to
influence the feminine audience. This mid-morning show
—presided over by Joyce Smith— features guest personalities, fashion and food hints, plus other items of interest
in the world of women. It's the "perfect combination"
for Spot Participation.

nti • • •COOPERATIVE Inc., Phila., anc
ointma
■^^enc^ •^jaja
INTER-STATE
MILK
PRODUCERS
GIANT FOOD DEPT. STORES, Washington, name Lamb & Keen, Phila
OWL DRUG Co., L. A. (division of Rexall), with retail stores in five
western states, appoints Milton Weinberg Adv. Co., L. A.
ZIEHLER BROS., Phila. (Weather King batteries), names Weight
man Inc., same city.
U. S. TIME Corp., Waterbury, Conn., appoints Hirshon-Garfield, N. Y.
for Timex and Ingersoll watches.
MARLON CONFECTIONS Corp. (Milk Chocolate Teens) appoints ZloW(
Co., N. Y., for special TV and merchandising campaign. Bernard Jay
Shaw is account executive.
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AMERICAN LUGGAGE WORKS, N. Y., appoints Dowd, Redfield <S
Johnston, same city, and John C. Dowd Inc., Boston.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Ad7erUs«ment

MESSRS.

We

NIELSEN

Can't

AND

Halve

HOOPER

Our

Cake

And

Ifs time for the umpire to give radio its total count.
cidental gives us the truth.

We

want

Eat,

Too!

The coin-

nothing but the truth,

but ive want the whole truth!

In May, 1950, we first went to bat calling for one umpire behind the
plate. With two diflferent methods (coincidental and aided recall)
both supposedly doing the same thing — counting listeners — and with
these two methods providing conflicting figures, only one method,
the more accurate one, was entitled to survive.
The voice of the industry is crystal clear. Networks rely on the
coincidental. Advertisers and agencies are demanding the greatest
possible accuracy. Let me repeat, I've yet to hear from, or to talk
with one research authority who fails to support the coincidental
as the most accurate method for counting listeners.
Ratings (and don't let anyone kid us) are here to stay. This
accurate measurement has pi'ovided a standard of research
never before attained by any other medium. Those who don't
agree, or are fearful of what ratings might disclose should not
lose sight of one simple fact — Buyers of time will continue to
insist that radio provide accurate rating figures.
MESSRS. NIELSEN AND HOOPER, you've given us the right
method, but you haven't given us e)U)ugh. Here's what the folks
in every walk of advertising life — broadcasters, advertising managers, time buyers, research people, account executives, station
representatives — tell me they want:

tabulation procedures, supervision of interviewers, and to
report observations to subscribing buyers and sellers.
And we want now a correction of an injustice to radio that we
sort of overlooked while our precocious contemporary — TV — was
growing up. The Industry wants Radio and TV ratings on a
direct comparable base of total random homes, not just TV
homes. TV is being sold, and rightly so, to reach mass audience,
not just those in TV homes. Rating figures for both radio and
TV should obviously have the same base — total homes.
No longer can we halve our cake and eat it. We want you
fellows to find and report on the whole audience. Radio Stays
with people wherever they go — and people don't stay home all
the time, not by a long shot.
The above summarizes what people — important people in our
Industry — have to say. Messrs. Nielsen and Hooper, what do
you say?

Brever
1. A report on the use of every radio in the home.
2. Authentic figures on out-of-the-home listening.
a. Coincidental measurement of car audience, with each
"car rating" accompanied by estimates of number of
cars listening in surveyed area.
b. Reliable figures for each station by portable radios,
taverns, barber shops, and other listening in surveyed
area.
3. Periodic reports on who is listening — composition of audience reports on both home and out-of-the-home audience.
4. "Open house" on the part of the surveyors. An invitation
to a representative industry inspection committee to observe use of all measurement techniques — size of samples.

OADCASTING

Telecasting

KJBS

/

BROADCASTERS
1470 Pine Street

San Francisco 9, California
P.S. Want to know how we at KJBS feel about these ads we've
been running on the problem of research? It's simply this. Radio
provides us and our families with a darned good life and we owe
considerable in return. We felt the rating mess called for action —
that something had to be done. It now seems that all of you felt
pretty much the same way, for which we're grateful
P.P.S. With less confusion about who's umpire, how about someone
else carrying the ball.
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Do you want to know whether
you can take a dog into Canada
on a hunting trip? Or the cost
of a hunting license in Ohio? Or
how to cook blowfish?
Or do you want to know how to
sell more fishing tackle and
hunting equipment, or beer, or
potato chips, or soft drinks?

— King Features Syndicate Photo
HANDICAPPED students at Institute of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation,
New York U. Bellevue Medical Center, watch another lesson. Teacher has
just finished reviewing a previous video lesson and nurse stands by.
WPIX (TV) New York was in the
happy position Friday of telecasting the results of its Living Blackboard educational series: 14 handicapped high school students received their high school diplomas,
earned partly through video instruction, in a ceremony telecast
from WPIX studies — first ever on
television.
At the same time, another 14

children who received part of their
education via television but who
were unable to attend their own
commencement exercises, received
their diplomas at home from principals of high schools in their
neighborhoods.
Frederic Ernst, deputy superintendent of New York City schools,
who awarded diplomas at the stu(Continued on page 56)

If you

Want

That Counts...

If you have a product which appeals to the outdoorsman, young
or old, man or woman, "Ludlam's Lodge" can answer these
questions.

0 Ha-«
strictly

In the 5-5:30 p.m. Saturday spot
on WRC for over a year, "Ludlam's Lodge" is now available to
national advertisers. Kennedy
Ludlam solves problems in the
field of outdoor sports for all his
listeners. He's also the man who
can solve your selling problems
in the Washington market — so
why not call your nearest NBC
Spot Sales office now for details?
FIRST

in WASHINGTON

JOHN W. DAVIS
S.0OO Watts • 980 KG
Representee/ by NBC SPOT SALES
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man, TIO
vertising
JohNn adW.
A THIRD-GEN
(Jack) Davis, Chicago manager of Blair-TV Inc., has been

. . you want and need
WBRE in this unusual

business

steeped in business and finance
since he was born. His father was
western advertising manager of
the Literary Digest and his grandfather published a women's magazine. Radio and television, however, didn't enter the picture in
his frame of life until he was 26.
That was in 1941, when he replaced aPhi Kappa Psi fraternity
brother on the sales staff of Headley-Reed Co., station representative firm in Chicago.
His first sales job helped him
through commerce school at Northwestern U., from which he was
graduated in 1936. His first postcollege work was in sales promotion at an investment house en
route to becoming a broker. A
friend hand-picked him and nine
other men three years later to become specialists in an estate counsel business, in which they were
required also to attend classes in
planning futures for large estates.
"I really learned the value of a
buck, however, in radio and television," Mr. Davis admits. He
(Continued on page 5i)

500,000 population
market. Yes, other stations have more power
... but WBRE has the
programming power
that produces profits for
the advertiser.
* EARWAY

. . . means

listening power! Conlan
shows that more people
listen to WBRE more consistently than to any other station in the WilkesBarre trading area.

BROADCASTING
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TENNESSEE
#
WALTZ

fel

World- Famous

Pee

Available

on

You know Pee Wee King and his Band
(featuring Redd Stewart) as one of
the top broadcasting and recording
organizations in America.
Pee Wee is author of several recent Hit
Parade tunes — •is the biggest
audience-getter and sales-builder in the
Louisville area — is now sponsored
three hours a week on WAVE and half
an hour a week on WAVE-TV.
Maybe you saw him on Gulf Oil's big

Wee

King

WAVE

-in

Person!

TV show "We The People" on
January 4. If so, you know what an
amazing personality he is.
Well, Pee Wee and his Band are now
available for more live shows on
WAVE and WAVE-TV. There's nothing
hotter in all America — no
market that better warrants his talents.
Ask Free & Peters for time
and talent costs. But better do it fast!

WAVE
5000

WATTS

•

LOUISVILLE

Free & Peters, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives

BROADCASTING

•
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Here

we

go

again !

"March 15th, Tax Day, is around the corner
. . . and here I am, wrestling with Form
1040 again! You, too, I'll bet.
"Sure, I gripe about it every year. Who
doesn't? It's like yelling at the umpire.
Or
beefing about the weather. That's our
privilege!
"But this year's taxes really hurt. Now don't
get mea government
wrong ... I without
believe in taxes.
taxes. Can't
run
And
when it comes to our government spending
money honestly and efficiently for Defense,
Freedom or Good Government ... it can
have the shirt off my back.
"But down at the Republic plant I work
hard for my dough. And, naturally, I get
burned up when I read about a lot of
money being spent foolishly by our government. That, of course, goes for all levels of
government . . . federal, state, county and
local. They're all run on our tax money
. . . yours and mine.
"And when I say 'our' tax money, it reminds
me that companies groan about taxes, too.
They've
'living
we
do, and got
taxes
take expenses'
an even same
biggeras bite
out of their income than they do
out of ours.
"What's left of our pay, we call
savings. What's left of a company's
pay',create
is called
is profits
that
new profits.
jobs by Itimproving
and expanding industry. Without
company profits, a lot of us citizens
would lose our jobs.
"To get back to this business of spending
. . . my wife runs our home with simple,
sensible day-by-day economy. And so do
my neighbors' wives. So does any wellmanaged
business.
So why shouldn't
our
government
. . . national,
state, county
and local . . . practice that same commonsense economy, too.'' With, I repeat, our
hard-earned dough!"
REPUBLIC

STEEL

Republic Building • Cleveland 1, Ohio

Republic BECAME strong in a strong and
free America. Republic can REMAIN
strong only in an America that remains
strong and free ... an America whose vast
Railroad Industry is unsurpassed. And through
railroading, Republic serves America. Republic steel
goes fulintolocomotives
track bolts
spikes...over
and the
into tracks.
powerthatandthunder
Republic's
Stainless
Steel is found,
inside
and famed
out, onEnduro
gleaming
streamliners
that
crisscross the nation. And in roundhouses and
repair shops, tools and machines made of Republic
steel help
America's rolling stock rolling,
come
peace keep
or war.
* * *
''This
message
is
one
of a series appearing
in national
magazines, and in neii'spapers
in communities
where
Republic mills, mines and offices are located. For a
full color reprint, or permission to broadcast or telecast, write Dept. Al, Republic Steel. Cleveland 1. Ohio. J
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WLOF,

ORLANDO

HOOPER

JS

NOW

STATION

TOP

ALL

DAY

AND
ON

SATURDAYS

WLOF

ALSO

FOR

—

IS TOP

HOOPER

Monday

thru

SUNDAYS

SPOT

CONTACT:

STATION
Paul

Wftfi following

AVAILABILITIES

H.

Raymer

Company,

Inc.

Friday

quarter

hours

3:45 to 4:00 PM
4:00 to 4:15 PM
4:15 to 4:30 PM
4:30 to 4:45 PM
5:30 to 5:45 PM
5:45 to 6:00 PM
10:30

to

7:15 to
6:15 to

10:45

"FLORIDA'S

PM

7:30 AM(*)
6:30 PM

(**)

{*) First-Place Tie
(**) Strong Second Place
Hooper Study October-November, 1951
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5000 WATTS

SWEET

MUSIC

• 950 KG

ORLANDO.

• MBS

STATION"
NETWORK

FLORIDA
J. ALLEN

BROWN

VICE-PRESIDENT & GENERAL MANAGER
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Thank-You Note
EDITOR:
Please accept the thanks of another Red Feather volunteer for
the fine support you gave to the
Community Chest campaigns in
your publication last fall.
The total amount contributed
during the campaign is 15 greater than in 1950, and represents the
largest amount ever raised in the
history of the Community Chest,
exceeding even the war time
drives . . .
H. J. Heinz II,
National Chairman,
United Red Feather Campaigns ofAmerica
^ ^ ^
Nine Happy Years
EDITOR:
The story on page 24 of the Jan.
21 edition of Broadcasting • Tele-

open mike

casting pertaining to my recent
departure from the Fort Industry
Co., was, in general, technically
correct, but inferentially it cast a
shadow upon my resignation which
was somewhat uncomplimentary.
I'm quite sure that the company,
in releasing this bit of trade news,
and you, in publishing it, did not
intend to reflect upon me adversely.
Specifically, my departure was
brought about by my unwillingness to accept a revised bonus plan.
Incidentally, my leaving did not
change my feelings toward the Fort
Industry Co. George Storer and his
associates are great people to work

BUIB

for and I have nothing but the
highestspectijraise,
refor them admiration
after nine and
happy
years.

James E. Bailey,
Former Manager,
WAGA-AM-FM-TV,
Atlanta, Ga.

Meandering Mails
EDITOR:
I prize our subscription to
Broadcasting • Telecasting most
highly and depend upon it to keep
me informed of the goings on about
the television business. Of late.

however, the magazine instead of
arriving on the usual Mondays or
Tuesdays is getting here on Thursdays and even Fridays.
I wonder if the United States
mails are at fault or whether you
haven't been able to get it out in
time for its usual mailing date?
George Storer Jr.
Managing Director
KEYL (TV) San Antonio
[EDITOR'S NOTE: It's the Post Office's
fumbling,
not ours.in We
haven't missed
a press deadline
years.]
Correspondence Invited
EDITOR:
For one of my lectures here in
the "Radio and TV Continuity
Writing" course, I'm using some
information on the origin of the
use of the telephone in radio
quizzes played between the emcee
in the studio and the listener at
home.
I'm sure if you print this in your
letter column that I can get a great
deal of information from various
stations as to the date first used
on the station, kinds of quizzes,
types of prizes
first used, audience
reaction,
etc.
I'd be most interested in any information that the American broadcasting stations would care to pass
along. . . .
Larry Kurtze
Medill
Journalism
Chicago School of
Northwestern
U.
*

* *

EDITOR:
Oh,
P'shaw
. . . All of us at KNX are great
boosters of yours and we look upon
your estimable book as second in
importance around the joint only
to our rate card.
W. D. Shaw,
General Manager,
KNX Los Angeles

KFAB's News Department has made many achievements, but none
important than the satisfaction of gathering, writing and announcin
newscasts every 24 hours that — MOST-LISTENED-TO NEWSCASTS ir
Midwest Empire. Sponsors' messages profit by these DAILY ACH
,/y\ENTS of the KFAB newsroom. More facts on how you can ac
greater sales in the Midwest Empire will be mailed to you on re
Address: Harry Burke, General Manager; or contact Free & Peters.

Rebuttal
EDITOR:
As chairman of the Fair Television Practices Committee, I would
like to comment on the letter of
Ted Leitzell of the Zenith Radio
Corp. of Chicago which appeared
in your
Jan.
28. "Open Mike" column on
Mr. Leitzell's letter employs your
editorial of Jan. 14 entitled "Phone-,
visionaries" as a springboard from
which to take off in favor of subscription television.
This is neither the time nor place
to enter upon a detailed discussion
of the merits of the issue. The
importance of the question, however, makes it imperative that at
least some
of Mr.
Leitzell's fallacious reasoning
be exposed.
Mr. Leitzell says, "Poll after poll
has shown that a substantial majority of the public is willing to
pay for better programs than TV
can offer it supported by adver-'
tisers
alone.aside
. . the
." fact that polls
Putting
must be carefully scrutinized before their results can be accepted
(Continued on page 81)
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...the

ratinff

Mr. Stanley G. Breyer
1470 Pine Street
San Francisco 9, California

fuss?

the "research" department of Beetle Hill college, are selling
their medium short. And I know many timebuyers who are
now looking beyond the shallow rating story to the more
accurate yardstick of the station's selling record.

Dear Stan,

A group of our big retail, merchants and ad agencies have been
checking dollar-for-dollar results of KROW against other stations, newspapers, TV and other media.

In a BROADCASTING ad of January 14 you asked for comments regarding what you call "the rating fuss." I gather
that you are a staunch Hooper proponent, opposed to Pulse
and all other measurements.

In every test KROW has sold more merchandise per dollar than
any other medium — running as high as five to one!

I've subscribed to both Hooper and Pulse, individually and together. Both have been pretty good to KROW. Fact is, we
usually deliver more listeners per dollar than anyone around
here. So I can't be called a sorehead.
But I can't put much stock in any rating. They're interesting
for checking audience trends, but there has never been a rating
that accurately tells you how many people are listening to
your station.
Certainly I don't expect any two rating services to come up
with the same answers. With different methods, different
sample areas, different sample size and other differences, it
can't happen. One has to decide, with the evidence at hand,
which he thinks is most accurate and make a choice; or draw
conclusions from a combination of both ratings.
Take Hooper for instance. The last rating I bought from him
showed him interviewing less than one listener per '/4-hour
(per day). From that he expects me to know what 3 million
people are hearing on 11 Oakland and San Francisco stations.
Can I honestly take this "evidence" to a buyer of time as
proof that he should buy KROW?

I suggest that stations, agencies and advertisers take a closer
look at their real job — selling merchandise.
We're spending too much time bickering about "the rating fuss"
and too little time in showing advertisers how we sell more
merchandise for less money than any other medium.
As a station manager who has tried it, I can tell you that it
has accounted for a 52% increase in our business in the last 24
months and we're still climbing. I hear that this is better than
some stations which spend their time sniping at other stations
and their ratings.
In this market KROW, KCBS, KFRC, KSAN, KSFO KVSM
and KYA subscribe to Pulse. The station managers to whom
I've talked take it because they believe Pulse the most accurate
survey in this market. I have no quarrel with your subscribing
to Hooper, if you believe in it. But why take two-page ads to
grind his axe and tell the rest of us we're stupid ?
If you or anyone will come up with a rating service more
accurate than those available, I'll be glad to subscribe with
you. In the meantime I'm taking ratings for what they are —
indicative of trends but conclusive proof of nothing. And I'm
selling radio's terrific sales results, particularly KROW^'s.
Sincerely yours,

Or take Pulse. On a little lab study of the aided roster recall
method, we found a 4% margin of error. Roslow's system has
its drawbacks, but it seems to make more sense in size of sample, area covered, sensitivity to program changes and other
comparisons.

Alan L. Torbet, General Manager

I agree that one standard rating service, accepted by all parties, is preferable to the current claim and counter-claim picture. But that service would have to be far superior to either
Hooper's "coincidental" or Pulse's "roster recall" before we
could lean heavily upon it.

KROW,
Radio

Center

Inc.
Building

46419th Street
Certainly ratings are a part of the radio story, but radiomen
who base their whole case on ratings, whether Pulse, Hooper or

Serving the Oakland-San
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Oakland

Francisco

Bay Area

12, California

Since 1925
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plan

A

small

BIO

PRESENTATION

NEWS

in

spot

radio

The new GROUP STATION PLAN offers special discounts, ranging up to 20%,
to advertisers using a minimum of 7 station
breaks a week, per station, on 3 or more
Westinghouse radio stations.
This plan may be your answer to the problem of increasing coverage without increasing costs. Details are outlined in this little
folder. If you haven't a copy, we'll be glad
to send you one. Or, better still, get a full
explanation in person from a sales representative ofany Westinghouse station, or
from Free & Peters.

WESTINGHOUSE
RADIO
STATIONS
SERVING
25 MILLION
WBZ

•

WBZA

•

KYW

•

KDKA

•

WOWO

National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for WBZ-TV;
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for WBZ-TV,

Inc

• WBZ-TV
NBC

Spot Sales
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iaiLis=ie-LivM
PRQGRAMMING
QUERIES
educational broadcasting but none
FCC
Budget Bureau on drafting of apjiN ITS FIRST foray into TV proin religion. In this sphere fell WGNpropriate forms for the FCC. These
FOR FCC's official notice an^gramming, the FCC last week isTV Chicago, which made a 10% (far
nouncing renewal of license
sued temporary license renewals to forms, he pointed out, were geared
better than average) showing in
toward radio and some question
26 of 78 TV stations whose authorfor 52 TV stations and temporary extension for 26 video
may arise as to whether they are
izations were scheduled to expire
education but showed a "zero" in
outlets, see page 61.
religion. WTOP-TV Washington
Feb. 1. The 26 stations were given adequate for television.
made
no showing on religion, it
Members of the Commission emextensions temporarily until May 1.
was
learned,
though it since has
Action was announced last Thursphasized that there were no probadded religious programming. The
lems of over-commercialization in- eously announced that it planned
day— just 24 hours before expirato call a general conference on the same was understood to be true of
tion of the licenses. The Commisvolved in the Commission's con- matter of TV station operations in a number of other stations listed.
sideration of the renewals. They
sion, because of the deadline, inthe public interest. No firm date
Singled out for commendation on
terrupted its consideration of the disclaimed any intention of headwas set, however. This came at a programming in both fields were
new overall TV allocations to exing toward a "Blue Book" in TV
time when there was considerable
such stations as the Cox TV proppedite the renewal considerations
programming.
criticism of plunging necklines and
erties (WSB-TV Atlanta, and
and, in the process, issued regular
Warning To Telecasters
other purported excesses in proWHIO-TV Dayton), WWJ-TV Deone-year extensions to the remaing r a m m i ng . Subsequently the
troit and KRLD-TV Dallas. These
Nonetheless, most Washington
ing 52 licensed stations of the 108
NARTB promulgated its Standards
observers felt that the actions were
now on the air.
were specifically mentioned by one
of
Practice
to
cover
TV.
While no formal reason was given a warning to telecasters that the
member of the Commission as proAsked regarding this projected
honeymoon (with the FCC) is
for the temporary renewals, FCC
viding what appeared to be excelconference. Chairman Coy said that
lent program balance.
over, that from now on, TV manChairman Wayne Coy told BroadWhile the FCC based its actions
casting •Telecasting last Thursagement is going to have to after the conclusion of activity inon information supplied for the
volving the thawing of the TV
day that the bulk of those receiving follow more carefully the Comlimited authorizations had failed to
freeze is behind it, the Commission
composite week of 1951, it also had
mission's policies on programming
before it data on some of the stashow any educational or religious — in commercial and sustaining
may decide to hold a general contions which had operated in 1950,
ference to "talk over" what con,programming whatever in their ap- time as well as program categories.
but the notices were based on the
stitutes
the
public
interest
in
TV.
plications for renewal which covA year
ago, to
when
FCC then
issued renewals
all the
of the
1951 reports.
It was learned that among those
ered a "composite week" of prostations cited in some instances,
It was made clear that the Comgramming in 1951.
licensed TV stations for the regu(ContiMued on page 61 )
He said it was incomprehensible
there were adequate showings in
lar one-year period, it simultanto him that a station could serve
the public interest without providing some religious or educational
programming.
Using Radio Alone
PCRFUMERS
BARRAGE
Clear-Up Predicted
The firm has established eight
By FLORENCE SMALL
It was confidently predicted that
in
one day.
Usingof Buffalo's
six road units, each including its own
stations,
a record
17,000 calls
IN
a
thumping
response
to
the
Iperhaps 80 to 90% of the "tempoannouncer, producer and switchwasIn totalled
one weeks,
day." Perfume
raries" would be cleared up by cor- "fantastic" draw of radio over
the nextinfew
board supervisor, which tour the
respondence largely on a showing other attempted media. Perfume
markets as they open up to the adSales
will
start
its
"week-end
Sales
Co.
(packet
of
20
assorted
Ithat there were oversights in fillvertiser. The specially-schooled aning out the composite week forms.
perfumes made by leading per- saturation" policy in the following
nouncer does the commercials live,
markets: New Orleans, Texas, Defumers) through its agency. Rand
Spot checks with a number of statroit, Seattle, and California, in usually on transcribed musical pro'tions made by Broadcasting • Advertising, is plunging its entire the order named. Specific cities in
grams. In some instances news
Telecasting following the Combudget— $700,000 (for time alone)
Texas
and
California
are
currently
shows
are
used and a few partici•mission's action indicated that in — into a unique radio promotion
pation local shows. The special
being decided upon.
campaign.
practically every instance, stations
telephone supervisor establishes a
Alert To Criticism
have added educational or religious
Involving special "Flying Squad,"
switchboard operation with at least
saturation
kickoff
programming
Alert to the recent criticism re- 20 lines and instructs the local
iprograms since their renewal applications were filed, or that during and an intensive seven-week folported in Broadcasting • Telein the expeditious han:he particular week, they had failed
casting by stations who have suf- operators
low-up using 5, 10, and 15-minute
dling of incoming calls.
properly to identify such programs
shows in selected localities, the
fered as a result of hit-and-run
Perfume Sales last year used a
:in the public service category.
campaign will continue for the policies exercised by some agencies
few
TV test campaigns in some
Chairman Coy made the motion
next 10 months and will eventually in behalf of certain Christmas promajor
cities such as Chicago, Bosto issue the "temporaries." He felt encompass 308 stations. And "if
ducts, Mr. Alkon observed that "our
ton, New York, and Philadelphia,
'there was no stigma involved. He sales continue as successfully as client has prepaid for all radio time
but the results were negligible. As
observed that if the definitions of they have been doing," Selig Alkon,
contracted," and "that the agency
toublic service programs in these vice president and comptroller of will pay each station within 10 a result beginning with the first
of the year, the entire budget was
ategories are too narrow in the the Rand agency, told Broadcastdays
after
receipt
of of
bill."
placed in radio. The best time pulls
The
specific
details
the
Flying
ludgement of any licensees, then
ing • Telecasting last week, "the
have been early 7 to 9 a.m. on
shey should petition the FCC. He budget and coverage will definitely
Squad promotion work as follows:
The local campaign always
weekdays. From 4 to 6 p.m. Saturrecalled that six years ago, while
increased."
day and Sunday morning from 9 to
le manager the Washington Post be "The
radio results have been originates on a weekend with
11 a.m. are now proving profitable.
powerhouse concentration on Sat-adio stations, (WINX-AM-FM) he fantastic," explained Mr. Alkon.
The product itself is a packet
urday and Sunday, followed by
vas chairman of an industry com"Why, in such stations as WWDC
(Continued on page 2U)
nittee collaborating with the
Washington, we pulled 3,000 calls seven weeks of intensive followup.
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AMERICAN
Buys

WRS DISCOUNTS
Set Up for Station Breaks
WESTINGHOUSE Radio Stations
Inc. on Feb. 1 put into effect a
new "group-station" discount plan
for station-break announcements
whereby advertisers using seven or
more breaks per week on three or
more of the five Westinghouse AM
stations can earn extra discounts
up New
to 20%.
plan was described by the

RAZOR

12 Skeli^on Shows

AMERICAN Safety Razor Corp.'s
purchase of 12 broadcasts of the
Show, CBS Radio's
Skelton
Red
-or-more
one-time
sales offering,
was announced last week by John
J. Karol, network vice president in
charge of sales.
Full 52-week renewals of two
half -hour radio shows by LonginesWittnauer Watch Co. — Longines
Sijmphonette (Sun., 2-2:30 p.m.
EST) and Wittyiauer Choraliers
10:30-11 p.m. EST)— also
(Sun.,disclosed.
were
Both the American Safety Razor
Corp.'s purchase and the watch
company's renewals were first reported to sales officials at a closed
sales clinic conducted by CBS Radio and attended by top network
district sales managers in New
York the preceding Saturday (January 26) .
The razor company, on behalf of
its Blue Star and Treet Blades,
will sponsor six consecutive broadcasts of the Skelton program (Wed.
9-9:30 p.m. EST), starting Feb.
13, and then will sponsor the next
six on an alternate-week basis. Under CBS Radio's sales plan for the
Skelton program, it is offered at a
gross cost of $23,500 per show for
both time and. talent. Agency for
the razor firm is BBDO, New York.
Agency for Longines-Wittnauer
is Victor A. Bennett Co., New
York.

Drawn for Broadcasting • Telecasting by Sid Hix
"She 2vas sent by DuMont.
There's nothing like beiyig in a one-station
market with the political conventions coming up."

SUPER

SALES

PLAN

CBS Radio
Announces

company as
"re-focus
attention
on intended
the stationto break,
an
extremely important form of radio
advertising that is sometimes forgot en .. . even by companies that
have had phenomenal success with
this type as
of reminder
advertising."
Details,
set out in
a special
station break rate card, follow:
Plan applies to station breaks
on WBZ-WBZA Boston-Springfield,
KYW Philadelphia, KDKA Pittsburgh, WOWO Fort Wayne, and
KEX Portland, Ore.
Specifics of Plan
Any advertiser using a minimum
of seven station breaks per week
per station on three or more Westinghouse stations, in comparable i
time classifications on each station,d
qualifies for additional discounts
of 10% for any three stations, 15%
from any four and 20% for the
five stations.
If the number of station breaks
varies among the stations, the extra "group-station" discount will
be earned "only on the number of
breaks on each station which coincides with the minimum on any
one station." Firm contracts for a
minimum of 13 weeks are required,;
cancellable on four-week notice.
Frequency discounts on breaks
within the "group-station" plan are
not affected by the use of other an-!:
nouncements on any of the sta-'
tions involved, but station breaks,
under this plan may be added to
others in computing frequency discounts for the other services.
In announcing the new plan, E. R.
Borroff, general sales manager of
the Westinghouse stations, said:'
"With increases running from 11%'
to 13% in local and national spot'
advertising, resulting in more competition among air advertisers f or ■
public attention, our new plan
means that advertisers can now
expand their schedules — reach more
listeners and increase their impacts

MERCHANDISING offer guaranteeing featui'e displays in more than
4,200 A&P stores was circulated to grocery products advertisers last
week by CBS Radio [Closed Circuit, Jan. 28].
Known as "Super Sales Plan," the offer links merchandising displays
in the A&P stores with participations in the network's Friday night thirds of all grocery business is
Musicland USA program (Fri., 9- now done in super-markets and
10 p.m. EST). The cost: $9,400 that A&P is the largest of these.
A Friday-night program was chosper advertiser per week.
en, they said, because it precedes
Participation is limited to six
the biggest grocery-shopping day
Perfumers Barrage
non-competitive gi-ocery products
at the outset, and will be set in of the week (487'- of grocery sales
(Continued from page 23)
are made on Saturday, they remotion when as many as three have
composed of 20 vials of the prod- been signed. CBS Radio officials ported).
The plan is limited to products
said late last week they were
ucts of such leading perfume manufacturers as Elizabeth Arden, pleased with interest already indi- which "have adequate distribution
in A&P stores" and which are noncated by advertisers and agencies,
Harriet Hubbard Ayer, Renoir,
competitive with others participatTussy, Herb Farm, etc. One vial though no sales had yet been coming in the program. Further, the
contains enough for one applicaproducts advertised must be apThere was no indication what
tion. The entire packet sells for pleted.
$2.00 including taxes. The firm the A&P's remuneration would be, Radio. proved by both A&P and CBS
feels ■ that perfume appeals to the except that it will be "money."
Details of the offer were made
working girl and that radio reaches ■ The exact amount has not been
known
in a presentation and telesettled
upon
and
will
depend,
a
this segment of the population
most effectively. The advantage of network official said, upon the tisers. grams sent to agencies and adverbuying the combined packet is to number of advertisers who participate in the plan.
give the woman a chance to have
her choice of expensive perfumes
The merchandising arrangement
WINCHELL
SHOW
without buying the large regular involves all A&P stores except
bottles. After using the packet and those on the West Coast (estiAlsop to Substitute
mated at about 109). These are
discovering a favorite brand the
WALTER
WINCHELL,
whose abcustomer can then buy the large not participating primarily because
sence from his regular ABC radio
— at relatively small costs."
bottle in the regular manner. The of differences in brand names used
program Sunday was his first in 20
latter fact evidently was the basis on the West Coast, it was said.
years, was scheduled to be reupon which the Perfume Sales Co.
In its offer the network guarKBKW Joins ABC
placed in the 9-9:15 p.m. EST time
was able to sell the famous perantees to each participating ad- slot by Stewart Alsop, author-jourKBKW
Aberdeen, Wash., owned by
fumers on the use of their products.
vertiser one-half of a mass mernalist who co-authors "Matter of Archie Taft Jr. and managed by
On Aug. 30, 1951, the first radio
chandise display in the A&P stores
Fact" for Neiv York Herald-Tribtest was launched in Pittsburgh, for four full weeks in each 13-week
Don G. Bennett, joined ABC net-;
une syndication.
51st station in ABC Westnormally one of the least promising
cycle. In addition, there will be
Ordered by his physicians to take work ernasDivision
on Feb. 1.
perfume sales markets. Sales window displays "wherever it is a complete rest from all activities
soared so rapidly that within the possible," and an end-card display for a brief period, the 54-year-old
next two weeks time was bought promoting the Friday-night pro- columnist-reporter previously has
Raisin Campaign
on at least 100 radio stations.
been off the air only during summer vacations.
CALIFORNIA Raisin Advisory
About 90% of the orders placed gram.
On the program itself, each adfor the product by listeners come
The Alsop program, like Mr. Board, Fresno, through J. Walter
vertiser will get a 30-second billboard at the beginning and at the Winchell's regular broadcasts, was
by telephone and the rest by mail.
Thompson Co., San Francisco, has
planned
a regional campaign on
half-hour, plus a l-minute-15Of all orders taken, only one-half
to be sponsored by Warner-Hudthe
use
of
raisins with breakfast
of one per cent are returned in re- second commercial.
nut Inc., through Kenyon & Eck- cereals. Radio
fusals.
will be used.
hardt.
Officials pointed out that two-
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THEATRE TV hearings were postponed for two weeks to March 10
and a number of new issues were
injected into the case, the FCC announced last week.
At the same time, S. H. Fabian,
chairman of the executive commitI tee of the Theatre Owners of AmerI lea and of National Exhibitors
j Theatre Television Committee, fore' saw the birth of a ?500 million industry based on TV channels exclusively for 20,000 theatres in the
U. S. if the FCC approved frequencies for theatre TV.
Postponement from Feb. 25 is occasioned bythe heavy load the FCC
I is carrying in finishing up its TV
i allocations (see separate story
page 62). Also, a desire to permit
! the widest possible consideration
of the new issues was a compelling
factor in moving the hearings back.
! Date for filing comments and listing witnesses was also extended to
i Feb. 1.5.
I New issues cover a wide range of
topics. Some of the new questions
put into the hearing have to do with
eligibility. Essentially this is an
attempt to find out from the motion picture industry who will run
the frequencies allocated for theatre exhibitors against theatre-TV
ers ? Independent operators ?
Another new issue is the question
of maintaining competition. This
is premised on two points: (1) Are
theatre TV operators going to try
to outbid regular telecast commer' cial sponsors
grams and if so for
shouldexclusive
the FCC proaid
in that activity by assigning spectrum space, and (2) if producers
i are an integral part of theatre TV,
will they attempt to play off theatre exhibitors against theatre-TV
operators in the sale of their prod: ucts ?
Other New Issues
( Other new issues are concerned
! with the question of what bases
should be followed in rendering
. theatre TV sei-vice and what, if
, any, regulations would be required
.for the new service,
i All the new issues are tied to the
; presumption that the FCC may ap, prove the allocation of frequencies
;for theatre-TV.
i Notice released last Friday also
pointed up the involvement of
other sei-vices, in or near the frequencies requested by theatre TV
adherents — industrial services,
safety services, common carrier,
even TV assignments for such activities as studio-transmitter links,
remote pickup and intercity relay.
Original issues, listed in the 1950
order, were concerned mainly with
■he major question of why theatre
rV proponents could not use comiiion carrier frequencies instead of
needing a portion of the radio spectrum.
In various briefs filed with the
FCC during the past year, the
movie industry has made it pretty
clear that it does not consider
BROADCASTING

Will Run

It, FCC

Asks

TV
AT&T circuits good enough for the
high quality definition proposed for
theatre TV (including color). Also
emphasized is AT&T's alleged inability to link up more cities in the
immediate future than it has already tied together or is planning
to in the coming year or two. Also
stressed has been the "prohibitive" cost of using coiiimon carrier
circuits.
Among the other issues originally set down, the Commission asked
whether, if a theatre TV allocation
was approved, it should not be run
on a common carrier basis. If not,
the Commission asked, what basis
should it run on ?
Mr. Fabian's prediction of a $500
million industry was made at the
midwinter conference of the Theatre Owners of America in Los Angeles last week. He told the assembled exhibitors of the plans for
industry representation before the
FCC to obtain six 60 mc-wide, 7,000
m.c band channels for closed circuit
TV programs into theatres.
He said every segment of the
film and theatre industry was back
of the request.
Mitchell Wolfson, TOA president and operator of WTVJ (TV)
Miami, declared at the opening of
the TV discussion last Tuesday,
"The public should know that we
have no intention of taking anything away from the free home
TV." He pointed out that theatre
men are "seeking the high frequency channels which are not usable in the home."
He expressed
"by
theatre
TV we the
willbelief
makethata fine
contribution to the entertainment
and educational development that
would not otherwise be available to
the man on the street."
In outlining the needs of the
theatre industry should channels be
granted, Mr. Fabian said they include: (1) an investment ranging
from $20,-25,000 per theatre for
equipment; (2) construction by the

industry of its own broadcasting
facilities, including intercity, intracity and pickup equipment.
If theatre TV, with its exclusive
channels, becomes a reality, there
will be 500 to 1,000 installations
available for theatres in the next
few months, he added. Prices for
this equipment range from $3,500
to $20,000, Mr. Fabian said.
The theatre industry will have to
construct its own transmission facilities, Mr. Fabian explained, because present appaiatus is not
technically fitted for the proposed
In describing the possible use of
theatre TV channels, Mr. Fabian
said
they would be used simulTV bands*.
taneously "so that exhibitors would
have a choice and there would be
no monopoly."
Decrease In Sports Shows
The public is fast realizing that
home TV will lose a major portion
of its sports attractions, Mr. Fabian declared, because sport promoters need a box office.
"Theatre TV will help augment
that box office with the fees it will
pay. More theatre TV will not cripple the gate at sports events in the
same way home TV broadcasts affect it," Mr. Fabian said.
Mr. Fabian "identified" one opponent as the AT&T, during the
course of discussions on the possibility of getting FCC approval for
theatre TV channels. He also said
he anticipated opposition from
broadcasters
and advertising agencies.
In addition to the galaxy of witnesses scheduled to be called by
the Motion Picture Assn. of America and the National Exhibitors
Theatre Television Committee,
some of whom were reported last
week [At Deadline, Jan. 28],
the following appearances have
been filed:
CBS, DuMont,
NARTB, RCA,

H. W. SLAVICK, general manager,
WMC Memphis, holds silver plaque
presented by NBC in honor of the
station's 25th anniversary of NBC
affiliation [B*T, Jan. 21].
Skiatron, Paramount Television
Productions Inc., RCA, AT&T,
Western Union, U. S. Independent
Telephone Assn., Theatre Network
Television Inc., Radio-TV Directors
Guild, Authors League of America,
United Scenic Artists Local 829,
International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes, American
Federation of Labor.
United Paramount Theatres Inc.
and its subsidiaries. New England
Theatres, Balaban & Katz, Minneapolis Amusement Co., United Detroit Theatres, which originally
had filed appearances, have withdrawn. They will be represented
on NETTC, however.
Request of 20th Century-Fox last
September that the issues be enlarged to consider the use of some
of the Industrial Radio Service
bands [B®T, Sept. 17, 1951] were
turned down by the Commission on
the grounds that it was unnecessary. The Commission pointed out
that one of the issues is concerned
with the question of what frequencies should be assigned to theatre TV service. If it were to single
out the IRS bands, the Commission
said, it might give the impression
that those were the only frequencies under consideration.

tracts
TV Rights in Radio Con
LIATES
FI
AF
another
rate
cut
in
the
foreseeable
S
CB
A DRIVE to secure for CBS-TV a or ultra shortwave station, or other
future.
form of "first refusal" of the affili- station not in the regular broadation of television stations which
In television, where the rate
cast band" which the CBS Radio
trend is consistently upward, no
in the future may be acquired by affiliate may acquire.
CBS Radio affiliates was revealed
Officials said affiliate reaction to renegotiation of CBS TV affiliation
last week as part of the radio net- the overall renegotiation move, cal- agreements is anticipated, officials
work's renegotiation of its station
culated to put the network in posi- reported.
But if need for adjustment of
affiliation contracts [B»T, Jan. 28].
tion to move quickly to meet any
radio rates should arise, they said,
A provision giving CBS-TV this competitive developments that oc- the new radio contracts would leave
cur, continued to be satisfactory,
right — and similarly binding it to
them free to make whatever
give such new TV stations first with approximately 50 acceptances
changes they deemed necessary
chance at CBS-TV affiliation in received thus far out of approximately 100 stations to which the without first winning affiliate aptheir respective cities — is a standproval. In this it appeared that
new contract forms had been sent.
ard part of the new contracts
they
were
striving to remove, in
which CBS Radio is seeking to
The new affiliation contracts pro- advance, the
obstacle of affiliate
substitute for those now in existvide that CBS Radio may effec- resistance which NBC currently is
ence, officials confirmed.
tuate rate changes virtually on a
in its effort to effecThe provision applies not only to moment's notice, although officials encountering
tuate its own new radio rate forfuture TV stations which CBS
maintain both privately and pub- mula.
Radio affiliates may own or be affilSome NBC authorities, however,
licly that they consider radio's
iated with in their respective marposition improving and that conse(Continued on page 4.2)
quently they anticipate no need for
kets, but equally to any "shortwave
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"Mr. Republican" has a canny understanding
of the power of commercial broadcasting, an
aversion to too much government control. Here's
another part of a series on the attitudes of leading Presidential candidates toward radio and
television.

television have reached the Senate
floor lately, and, since Sen. Taft is
not a member of the Interstate and
Foreign Commerce Committee,
where broadcasting legislation is
preliminarily thrashed out, he has
had
no opportunity to make a speing. cial
record on this kind of lawmak-

By DAVE BERLYN
SEN. Robert Alphonso Taft, or
"Mr. Republican" as he does not
object to being called, would keep
the White House resident's nose
pretty well out of the broadcasters'
business, if, as he urgently desires,
he became the occupant of that
distinguished address.
An insight into the Senator's
views was given Broadcasting •
Telecasting last week by Sen. Taft
himself.
He chose to reveal his attitude
toward federal regulation of commercial broadcasting by commenting on the proposal that was before Congress a year ago (subsequently amended and passed) that
would have given the President the
power to take over radio broadcasting if deemed necessary to prevent
the use of radio signals as homing
devices for enemy air attack.
"My impression is," said the Senator, "that this power is already
given by existing legislation, and
that the President put all that legislation into effect when he declared a national emergency.
"I feel that the control to be exercised should not in any way interfere with the operation of ordinary
radios, and I support the position
that the President or those to
whom the powers may be given do
not in any way interfere with the
operation of commercial radio, except when it is absolutely essential.
"As far as possible, regulations
of radio and television of this kind
Page 26
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ought to be definitely written into
the law so that powers given may
not be abused."
On broad questions of federal
regulation over broadcasting, the
Senator presumably adheres to his
general position of opposition to
the concentration of goveniment
power over private industry.
Unfortunately, his recent Senate
voting record furnishes little clue
as to his attitudes toward broadcasting. Not many measures of
particular significance to radio and

He did vote against the contempt
citations of Kefauver Crime Committee witnesses who refused to
testify because the hearings were
televised.
"I voted 'no'," Sen. Taft told
Broadcasting • Telecasting last
week, "because it seemed to me that
the right to question a witness does
not extend to having his voice recorded for the public or himself
televised.
"It seems to me to subject a witness to an utterly unfair ordeal,
and to interfere seriously with his
ability to answer accurately the
questions that are asked him. I
think all of those who voted against
the contempt citation voted that
waySen.forTaft
the added
same reason."
that he thought

that in the main radio and TV
should be accorded equal privileges
with the press in covering Congressional hearings "except where
the private rights of citizens are
concerned."
Though the Senator's voting record in the Senate may not be particularly illuminating as to his
attitudes toward radio and television, his politicking record displays a canny understanding of
both.
At the Taft Washington campaign headquarters it is generally
acknowledged that it was radio
which gave the Senator his first
chance at the national spotlight —
long before "Mr. Republican" was 1
coined.
That was in 1939 when Sen. Taft, :
then a freshman Senator with two
months of service in the upper
house, bates
engaged
of de-a
with Rep.in T.a series
V. Smith,
Democrat of Illinois, on the CBS
Foundations of Democracy pro- i
gram. The debates were on the
(Continued on page Uh)

Here's the news conference at which Sen, Taft announced his Presidential candidacy.
BROADCASTING
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New Total for U. S. Reported
SETS
RADIO
N
LLIO
MI
.3
105
have shown that listening to secwould bring the number of radio
estimate included a category showRADIO SETS in the U. S. numhomes over 43,000,000.
ondary sets constitutes an imporbered 105.3 million as of Jan. 1 —
ing the number of receivers — 900,tant portion of total listening time.
COO — in institutions, dormitories
Noting that today's 105.3 million
a gain of 9.3 million for the "satu- total
All of the estimates were de- and barracks. The committee felt
is the equivalent of one set
ration" medium during a year in
this data, secured through the Cenwhich the "spectacular" growth of for every person of voting age, the
scribed as "conseiwative."
television amounted to slightly joint network committee offered
The 23.5 million figure for autorepresented a "forward
more than 5.1 million sets.
mobile receivers was based, for step susinBureau,
the following table to show the rate
clarifying the location of a
of growth by category:
The radio figures were released
segment of the listening audience
example, on surveys indicating that
Number of Radio Sets as of Jan. 1 almost 64 of the passenger cars
which represents a definite bonus
I last Tuesday by a .Joint Radio Xet1952
1951
on the road have a radio, although
I work Committee composed of reto
advertisers using radio." The
Radio houseit is generally recognized that 4.1 million other sets outside the
I search officials of ABC, CBS,
holds
42,800,000
41,900,000
home
and automobile were located
among new cars the percentage is
I MBS and NBC. They said the 9.3 Secondary and
in business establishments, offices,
I million numerical gain represented
higher
than
that.
portable sets
restaurants, and public places.
I a percentage increase of 9.7 over
Committee members explained
in homes 34,000,000 30,000,000
that the network research people
I the Jan. 1, 1951, estimate of 96 Radio-equipped
Compares Set Increases
' million.
had compiled the estimates in a
cars
23,500,000 19,100,000
In its computations the joint Sets in instituBy comparison with the Joint
joint project because there is no
Committee's estimate of a 9.3 milI committee used Sales Managetions,
dormi"central
industry
body"
which
prelion set increase for radio during
tories and
ment's preliminary estimate of 44,pares this data.
737,900 U. S. households as of
1951,
television's gain during the
Asked at a news conference why
barracks 900,000 *
Jan. 1, 1952. This base gave a Sets in Other
the networks rather than BAB did same period was approximately
Places
4,100,000 5,000,000
total of 42,800,000 radio households
5,162,000, according to week-tothe job, Hugh M. Beville Jr., NBC
as of that date.
week
records kept by Broadcastdirector
of
plans
and
research,
reTOTAL SETS 105,300,000 96,000,000
ing • Telecasting. These placed
Using
the
Census
Bureau's
ovm
plied
that
the
question
should
more
the TV total at 14,994,000 on Jan.
official estimate of 44,380,000 U. S.
properly be directed to BAB, but 7, 1952, compared to 9,834,000 on
* Included
with "Sets in Other Places"
households as of Jan. 1, 1952,
in
1951.
noted that at the moment neither
Broadcasting • Telecasting estiJan. 1, 1951.
BAB nor NARTB has a research
The number of single, secondary,
mated radio homes at 42,427,000
Members of the Joint Committee,
division.
and portable sets installed in homes
based on the bureau's radio census
which
may undertake a similar sur—
not
counting
auto
sets,
etc.
—
was
Mr.
Beville
said
the
joint
comsaturation factor (April 1950) of
vey next year if authoritative estiplaced at 76.8 million for an avermittee's estimates, which were
95.6^r [B»T, Dec. 31, 1951].
mates are not available from other
based on Census Bureau figures and
age of 1.8 receivers per radio home.
It was estimated by BroadcastCommittee members made plain
other data, have been supplied to sources, were Don Coyle, ABC reing • Telecasting that increased
search manager; Edward Reeve,
the A. C. Nielsen Co. research orfigures in all cases represaturation in the 20-month period that their
sent
radio
sets
which
are
in
worksales
and
promotion research manganization
and
will
be
used
by
it.
since the Census was taken actually
ager for CBS Radio; Henry Poster,
ing order and in the hands of the
It also was brought out that — -at Mutual research manager, and Mr.
least as of two or three years ago —
CANADA
SET SALES
Beville of NBC. Barry Rumple,
public.
The year's gain not only in radio
approximately two-thirds of the rahouseholds
but
in
secondary
and
plans
specialist in the NBC plans
dio sets produced are purchased as
TV Going Up, Radio Down
additional or new sets for the and research department, was credTELEVISION set sales are conportable sets — amounting to 4 milited with handling many of the
lion in the latter case — was continuing to rise in Canada, while
home, etc., while one-third are
sidered especially significant. The
compilations and similar work inthere has been a drop in AM radio
bought as replacements for old sets.
volved in the study.
receiver sales, according to the committee pointed out that studies
For the first time, this year's
Bureau of Statistics at Ottawa.
During the first 10 months of 1951,
TV sets totalling 28,979 valued at
815,607,000 were sold in Canada,
Hill Hearings May Be Held
mostly in the Niagara, Toronto and
POLITICAL
RADIO
Windsor areas, as compared to 19,183 sets valued at $7,890,000 sold
THE POLITICAL broadcast quesbroadcaster from "loss as a result
quests from broadcasters to extion may erupt under the Capitol
plore the issue. Because of these
in the same period of 1950.
of any civil or criminal action arisDome before the 82d Congress calls
ing in any local, state, or federal
queries, he said, he has been conThere was an added 15'"r excise
sidering
the
matter
for
hearing.
tax in the interval also, which adds
court
because of any material
it a day this election-year.
to the value of the sets. There is
This was disclosed last week by
Over in the House, where Chairbroadcast
by such
Sen. Ed C. Johnson (D-Col.), who
no TV transmitter in Canada yet.
Bond would
equal person."
the amount of
man 'Robert Crosser's (D-Ohio)
AM radio receivers sold in the told Broadcasting • Telecasting
Interstate & Foreign Commerce
one
year's
salary
of
the public of: first 10 months of 1951 totalled
Committee resumes its study of
Wednesday that he believed hearfice sought by the candidate or on
whose
behalf
the
facility
is used by
the McFarland Bill (S 658) (see
ings may be held by his Senate
-449 ,.509, valued at $40,081,000, as
compared to 583,093 sets valued at Interstate & Foreign Commerce
another
person
permitted
to do so.
story, page 73) to modernize
Another section would hold the
Committee on the problem of polit- the Communications Act, there is
' $44,486,000 sold in the same period
ical broadcasts.
licensee "liable in any civil or
' in 1950.
talk of a possibility that the pocriminal action in any local, state
The Senator admitted this shortlitical broadcast issue could crop
ly after introducing a new political
or federal court because of any maup
there.
If
the
topic
was
interbroadcast bill in the Senate. This
terial in such a broadcast only to
WORLD RADIOS
jected in the McFarland Bill, it
is the second time the Coloradan
would come as a proposed amendOver Half Are in U. S.
theOnextent
of thehand,
bondtherequired."
has entered a measure on the subthe other
Horan Bill
ment. However, there has been no
MORE THAN half the radios now
evidence
of
such
a
development.
would
not
hold
the
broadcaster liject
in
the
82d
Congress.
Howin use are located in the United
ever, he said his latest version was
able in any local, state or federal
Identical Provisions
States, according to a report on
revised to better meet the situcourt.
(The revised Horan vei'sion
10 countries in the UN Statistical
ation.
would state specifically that this
Identical provisions of the JohnYearbook. Between 1938 and 1950
son measure and the Horan Bill
should not be construed to defer
Sen.
Johnson's
new
bill
(S
2539)
the number of sets estimated to be follows the pattern of the Horan
would do the following: Denote le- the liability of the candidate, or
in use in the U. S. leaped from
Bill (HR 5470) in the House,
gally-qualified candidates as those
non-candidate
speaking on his belaws.) half, from local,
40,800,000 to 90,000,000.
state or federal
which currently is undergoing fur- "in a primary, general or other
Greatest percentage increase
ther revision with the assistance
election;" specify that an authoriover pre-war took place in lesszation to speak in behalf of a canof the NARTB [B«T, Jan. 14].
Observers are quick to point out
developed countries, such as the
didate must be in writing, and di- that S 2539's provision, denoting
FCC already has stated it favors
rect
that
the
broadcaster
would
Dominican Republic where set
the outline as presented in the
liability casterupon
part ofof the
figures jumped from 2,000 in 1938
measure authored by Rep. Walt
have no power to censor the mateto the theextent
thebroadbond
rial broadcast.
to 35,000 in 1950.
Horan (R-Wash.) [B*T, Jan. 28].
required,
might
well
run
into
the
Statistical Yearbook is available
Departure in the Johnson bill, conflict of state vs. Federal rights.
Though Sen. Johnson was unfrom Columbia U. Press, Internaable to indicate when such a hearhowever, would be a requirement
As a matter of constitutional law,
tional Documents Service, 2960
ing would be held, he noted that
that the politico post bond with the
these observers say, there is room
Broadway, New York 27.
for debate.
he has received numerous re- broadcaster for protection of the
BROADCASTING
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NARTB

NARTB RADIO BOARD members in recent shots (front
row, I to r): Jack Todd, KAKE Wichita; Edgar Kobak,
WTWA Thomson, Ga.; Harry W. Under, KWLM Willmar,
Minn.; President Harold E. Fellows; Judge Justin Miller,
chairman of board; Leonard Kapner, WCAE Pittsburgh;
H Quenton Cox, KGW Portland, Ore.
Standing: John H. DeWitt Jr., WSM Nashville; Craig
Lawrence, WCOP Boston (resigned); Merrill Lindsay,
WSOY Decatur, III.; Calvin J. Smith, KFAC Los Angeles;
Thad Holt, WAPi Birmingham; William A. Fay, WHAM
Rochester; William C. Grove, KFBC Cheyenne, Wyo.; Ben

Strouse, WWDC-FM Washington; Kenyon Brown, KWFT
Wichita Falls, Tex.; Harold Wheelahan, WSMB New
Orleans; Glenn Show, KLX Oakland; William B. Quarton,
WMT Cedar Rapids, la.; A. D. Willard Jr., WGAC
Augusta, Ga.; James D. Shouse, WLW Cincinnati; Richard M. Fairbanks, WiBC Indianapolis; Michael R. Hanna,
WHCU Ithaca, N. Y.; Hugh Terry, KLZ Denver; Robert
T. Mason, WMRN Marion, Ohio; C. E. Arney Jr., was
secretary-treasurer. Absent at the time that this photo
was taken was Harold Essex,
N. C. of WSJS Winston-Salem,

BALLOTS
To Elect Directors
FINAL ballots for election of four
NARTB district directors and four
directors-at-large were mailed Friday to the membership by C. E.
Arney Jr., secretary-treasurer.
Four district directors were
elected without opposition [B*T,
Jan. 28]. They were E. R. Vadeboncoeur, WSYR Syracuse, District 2; Harold Essex, WSJS Winston-Salem, N. C, District 4 (incumbent) ; Stanley R. Pratt,
WSOO Sault ' Ste. Marie, Mich.,
District 8; Albert D. Johnson, KOY
Phoenix, District 16. William Fay,
WHAM Rochester, present District
2 director, was renominated but declined to run.
Ballots must be returned to
NARTB headquarters by Feb. 18,
according to Mr. Arney. Final results will be announced Feb. 22 and
terms will start April 7.
The final ballot is as follows:
Director-at-Large for Large Stations:
Richard M. Fairbanks, WIBC Indianapolis; Paul W. Morency, WTIC HartCleveland;
ford, Conn.; John F. Patt, WGAR
Louisville; Victor A. Sholis, WHAS
and Glenn Snyder, WLS
Chicago.
Director-at-Large for Medium Stations: Harry Buckendahl, KOIN Portland, Ore.; George D. Coleman, WGBI
Scranton, Pa.; Roy Dabadie, WJBO
Baton Rouge, La.; Robert D. Enoch,
WXLWson, Indianapolis;
W. Fergu-T.
WTRF Bellaire, Robert
Ohio; Eugene
Flaherty, KSCJ Sioux City, la.; Rex
Howell, KFXJ Grand Junction. Col.;
Richard O. Lewis, KTAR Phoenix,
Ariz.; Lester W. Lindow, WFDF Flint,
Mich.; Walter Rothschild, WTAD
Quincy, St.
111.;Louis;
C. L.Gunnar
(Chet) O.Thomas,
KXOK
Wiig,
WHEC Rochester, N. Y.; J. P. Wilkins,
KFBB Great Falls, Mont.; and A. D.
(Jess) Willard Jr., WGAC Augusta, Ga.
Directors-at-Large for Small Stations:
Paul Fry, KBON Omaha, Neb.; Simon
Goldman,
WJTN Jamestown,
N. Y.;
Milton Greenebaum.
WSAM Saginaw,
Mich.: Oscar C. Hirsch, WKRO Cairo,
111.; Bill Hoover. KADA Ada, Okla.;
Lee W. Jacobs, KBKR Baker, Ore.: F.
Ernest Lackey, WHOP Hopkinsville,
Ky.; Ben A. Laird, WDUZ Green Bay,
Wis.; J. R. Livesay, WLBH Mattoon,
111.; John F. Meagher, KYSM Mankato,
Minn.: Tenn.:
M. LukeFrank
Medley,
ville,
R. WHUB
Smith, CookeWBVP
Beaver Falls, Pa.; Hugh M. Smith,
(Continued on page Ifh)

Issues
Face Radio Policy, Code
BOARDS
RTB
NA
and many have discussed their
MAJOR policy decisions covering
have financial aspects. This is especially true in the case of the new
problems
with NARTB headquarNARTB's service to radio and TV
TV code. Mr. Fellows was in- ters.
stations in the critical post-freeze
months ahead will be reached next
structed last December to draw up
Mr. Fellows is expected to subweek when the combined radio and
budget data covering enforcement.
mit the names of the five-man code
This
involves
the
fees
to
be
charged
television boards meet in San Anreview board which will oversee
tonio.
member and non-member TV staenforcement of the code. This
tions subscribing to the code.
While the problems are numerboard, in turn, reports to the TV
ous, they boil down to two serious
Subscription
details of board.
issues:
code
operation forms'and
will be submitted
Some TV station operators feel
to the TV board. Since the board
the code will be taken in stride and
9 Radio leadership as TV enmeetings
end
Feb.
15
there
will
be
ters an era of skyrocketing expanthey discount the fears of those
sion.
only two weeks remaining before
who contend it can seriously upset
the code goes into operation.
# Enforcement of the new TV
normal operations. Others fear the
Judging by sentiment last aucode with its disciplinary whips.
use of a code symbol will spur viewtumn
when
the
code
was
adopted
In tackling the radio side of its
ers into becoming frequent and
agenda the directorate faces a there will be overwhelming adhereloquent critics of program and
ence.
Some
groups,
including
Dumembership battle with Broadcast
advertising pi-actices, with possible
Advertising Bureau, which will be Mont TV Network, are still con(Continued on page 93)
cerned over some parts of the code
completely cut off from its NARTB
ties next April 1, bringing an increase in fees for combined
NARTB-BAB services.
The television problem confronts
directors with all the aches and
pains that will come out of the
video code when it goes into operation March 1.
Just one year from the time NAB
was transformed into NARTB to
permit operation of a joint radiotelevision service, the directors will
assemble at Lost Valley Ranch, 40
miles out of San Antonio. There
they will spend most of the week
working without the interruptions
that mar board meetings held in
cities.
The agendas for the series of
separate and joint meetings are
long and intricate but NARTB's
staff, led by President Harold E.
Fellows, will have extensive reports
and recommendations for most
problems. Mr. Fellows has kept NARTB TELEVISION BOARD (front row, I to r): Robert
TV Norfolk, Va.; Harold Hough, WBAP-TV Fort Worth;
the staff working at top speed since D. Swezey, WDSU-TV New Orleans; Harry Bannister,
George B. Storer, Fort Industry Co.; C. E. Arney Jr., secrethe December board meeting. Some
WWJ-TV Detroit; Eugene S. Thomas, chairman of TV
tary-treasurer. Absent when photo was taken: W. D.
of the matters, especially on the board, who has just resigned; Frank M. Russell, NBC-TV;
Rogers Jr., KEYL (TV) San Antonio; Clair R. McCollough,
television side, break new ground.
WGAL-TV Lancaster, Pa.; Paul Raibourn, KTLA (TV)
Chris J. Witting, DuMont TV Network. Back row, Thad
As usual most of the problems
Los Angeles.
Brown, NARTB director of TV; Campbell Arnoux, WTARPage 28
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COOPERATIVE
EFFECTIVE

WOMEN'S

MERCHANDISING,

who's
lows
A tremendously popular, afterluncheon women's program from
1:30 to 2:00 P.M., Monday thru
Friday, and 11:00 to 11:30 A.M.
on Saturday, with charming Betty
Brady chatting about foods and
fashion . . . Duane Ellett assisting
with songs, with Bill Austin at
the piano.
Every day an average of 50
women drive in from all parts of

SHOW

DOES

SEIUNG

JOB!

feature
fare
Iowa, and pay $1.25 to lunch with
Betty Brady (noon to 2 P.M.).
This live audience is limited only
by
hotel's months
facilitiesin —advance.
tickets
are our
reserved
Read the rest of the story below.
WHO'S Iowa Feature Fare is an
outstanding
women's
program,
with an enormous
home audience,
and backed chandising
by plan.a successful mer-

Carefully integrated commercials are only half the story for
participating sponsors on WHO's Iowa Feature Fare! Outstanding
merchandising and sales promotion service at hundreds of Iowa's
retail grocery stores is the other half. Here's a brief outline of
this amazing "bonus":
1* Iowa Feature Fare is backed by a merchandising staff of
five specially trained women ivho regularly call on 700 major
grocery stores in 76 of Iowa's 99 counties! Each staff member
averages six calls per day, and in each store she checks to see
if all "Feature Foods" products are stocked and are well displayed. She also improves shelf position and exposure of all
"Feature" products, corrects prices when necessary, induces
store to quote multiple prices and places point-of-sale advertising
in store. She also talks to owner or manager about "Feature
Foods" products and signs carefully selected and qualified
stores as "Headquarter Stores."
2* Every three weeks a detailed report covering the staff's
visits to 223 independent and 45 chain stores is submitted to
each Iowa Feature Fare advertiser!
3* Finally, Iowa Feature Foods stages live, "Recipe Round-Up"
store promotions in a preselected chain or independent super
market, once a iveek! These local store promotions are heavily
plugged over Iowa Feature Fare for the two preceding days,
and draw an average of 300 women in a 2 to 4-hour period!
To you who believe in merchandising and sales promotion, Iowa
Feature Fare is your dish. Write direct or ask Free & Peters!

WIHI©
+ for
Iowa
PLUS
+
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyel, Resident Manager
FREE & PETERS, INC.
National Representatives

Products,petitivepackaging,
of sale, and
activity — all rate
are discussed
with comstore
owner for report to advertiser. Most stores
run newspaper ads like that below.

24-Hr. Operation Seen
RADIO
ALERT
PLAN
WNBC New York; WMAQ Chicago;
SENTINEL operation for many of began similar operations Jan. 14. KNBC
San Francisco; WLW CincinSegment
is
occupied
by
the
Barry
nati; WOR New York; KIRO Seattle;
the nation's high power stations
WGN Chicago; WSB Atlanta; WJZ
starting this month is seen as part
Kaye Show, from 12 midnight to New
York; WBBM Chicago; KGO San
of the interim broadcast station
5 a.m.
Francisco;
WGY Fort
Schenectady;
Dallas;
WBAP
Worth; W^FAA
WCCO
At least two other 50 kw sta- Minneapolis;
alert plan mapped by the FCC.
WHAS Louisville; KOA
While the specific details of the
Denver; WWL New Orleans; WCBS
tions have planned their participaNew York; . WLS-WENR Chicago;
tion in the sentinel programming,
plan are secret, it can be revealed
WCFL Chicago; KOMO Seattle; KDKA
and others were expected to follow
Pittsburgh; WBZ Boston; WHO Des
that the procedure calls for aroundMoines;
KYW Philadelohia; KNX Los
the-clock operation for most or all suit. These are KNBC San FranAngeles; WTIC Hartford; KRLD Dallas;
cisco and WHO Des Moines.
of the Class I, 50 kw stations on
WBAL Baltimore; WTAM Cleveland;
KFAB Omaha; WBT Charlotte; KMOX
clear channels, working closely with
Begins Full Slate
St. Louis; KWKH Shreveport; WNEW
local civil defense officials.
New York; WRVA Richmond; KLS
WHO was slated to begin 24-hour
Salt Lake City; KVOO Tulsa; WWVA
The purpose is to permit 50 kw
programming last Friday (Feb. 1) Wheeling, W. Va.: WHAM Rochester;
outlets in selected areas to mainNew
WRVA Richmond; KSL
in cooperation with the local Office KEX York;
Portland; WOAI San Antonio:
tain 24-hour operation for certain
of Civilian Defense. Scheduled were
WCAU Philadelphia; WTOP Washingperiods of time, making the faciliton; KSTP St. Paul-Minneaoolis: WLAC
musical shows from 12 midnight to Nashville:
KGA Spokane; WKBW Bufties available for emergency an2 a.m.; records from 2 a.m. to 4
falo; KOMA Oklahoma City; KFBK
Sacramento;
WCKY Cincinnati
nouncements to civil defense pera.m. and musical varieties from 4
sonnel and listeners alike.
Meanwhile, Federal civil defense
a.m. to 5:30 a.m., when its regular
It is understood that this proceplanners have issued a new techniprogramming starts.
dure is being pressed into action
cal manual, Outdoor Warning DeKNBC
plans
to
launch
its
for the duration of the interim
vice Systems, but the release of a
around-the-clock schedule on Feb.
phase until such time as Operation
broad communications booklet on
11 to make its facilities available
Conelrad goes into effect. The lat- for any civilian defense needs that
broadcast and other phases is apest authoritative guess is by may arise. General Manager Lloyd
parently far from reality.
April 1.
E. Yoder has announced.
An
official
of FCDA's Warning &
Under the interim plan, all
Communications section told BroadThe spread of 50 kw stations
standard, -FM and TV stations
that many of the larger
casting • Telecasting last week
would be asked to leave the air means
cities will be involved in this phase
that,
while
the work is under prepupon request of the air defense
of the interim alert plan.
aration, a number of roadblocks
commander in the event of immiStations presumed to be involved
have delayed its completion. The
nent air attack or other emerin this plan, on the basis of the manual is intended for state and
gency.
categories
set
aside
by
FCC,
are
community civil defense directors
these:
Under plans now pending before
as a followup to President TruKFI
Los
Angeles;
WSM
Nashville;
FCC's staff, Class I-A or I-B, 50
kw stations in from two to four
cities in each of the 11 defense
areas or divisions would participate in the around-the-clock operaWOR
MERGER
EFfECm
tion. Secondary (Class II) or regional (Class III) stations are not A RESURGENCE in radio was
rately,
reiterating that under the
involved.
noted
by
officials
of
WOR
New
new ownership WOR's "home rule,"
It was said that 50 kw outlets
York last week as they held their as well as that of Mutual, will be
were selected because of the imcontinued.
annual radio sales meeting, coinciportance oftheir greater power and
dent with consummation of the
In his talks with the staff memcoverage range for civil defense
merger
of the WOR radio and telebers he gave assurance that no
needs.
vision properties with those of Gen- immediate changes in personnel
■ The stations would utilize record
eral Tire & Rubber Co. [B»T,
are in prospect and said that, alor disc shows in some instances and
Jan. 21].
though all units of the General
mere tone signals in others. About
Thomas F. O'Neil, vice presi- Tire radio and television proper50 to 60 stations would participate
ties will work closely with Mutual,
dent of General Tire — which owns
in the plan on a rotating basis with
90% of the merged properties and they will remain autonomous.
other area 50 kw outlets in conWithout saying so, he left staff
collaterally became controlling
junction with local civil defense
members with the conviction that
authorities. Such a plan, in which
stockholder of Mutual — attended
stations monitor key outlets in their
but did not actively participate in Mutual ultimately will move into
the television netwoi'k field.
area, was used during World War
the all-day Tuesday meeting. EarII.
First Meeting Due
lier, he had met with the WOR raFirst meeting of the Mutual
FCC Pushed Plan
dio and television staffs sepaThe plan was devised by the FCC
in conferences among Commission
field officers, representatives of
stations and civil defense personnel. The Federal Civil Defense Administration reportedly was watching with great interest, though it
was explained that the agency had
not taken any initiative in advocating the procedure.
It was noted that some stations
already have pressed the plan into action before mid-February,
when the Commission is expected
to make an official public announcement.
KDKA Pittsburgh has commenced 24-hour programming in
cooperation with the local CD office. It is operating continuously
except from 1-8 a.m. Sunday for
maintenance. WCAU Philadelphia
Page 30
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DISCUSSING

business report are (I to r) Messrs. Maddux, O'Neil, and
William Crawford, WOR sales manager.

man's master plan for United
States Civil Defense.
Chief among the obstacles are
these :
# Continuation
interim
phase under of
whichConelrad's
all AM,
FM and TV stations are asked to
cooperate voluntarily on the basis
of FCC instructions issued last
September.
P The
FCCand has
not yet govprescribed rules
regulations
erning operation of amateur radio
operators in the event of emergency.
# The FCC has not taken other
steps
laid out
in for
the President's
Executive
Order
emergency
control of stations, partly because
it is awaiting Congressional action
on requested funds for field engineering and monitoring, including
the Conelrad project.
Original hope was that Conelrad
plan would become effective sometime during January. It will become binding on those stations (estimated at well over 400) which
subscribe to it, permitting them to
remain on the air under certain conditions. Local CD planners have
been apprised of the Conelrad plan
[B«T, Dec. 31, 1951].
Among those requirements believed not yet fulfilled under the
Executive Order [B»T, Dec. 17,
1951], are these:
(1) Operation Conelrad must re(Continued on jmge 1,6)

Rodio

Rise

Cited

board since General Tire gained
control — it holds almost 60%
through acquisition of 19.6% which
was held by WOR — is slated for
Feb. 28 in Miami. Mr. O'Neil Is
MBS board chairman.
A highlight of the WOR radio
sales meeting was a report issued
by thement station's
departwhich showedresearch
radio listening
to be on the upgrade in New York.
With WOR-AM-FM-TV President T. C. Streibert and Sales Vice
President R. C. Maddox taking key
roles in the discussions, the session
examined sales, programing, research and advertising and promotion plans in detail.
Discussing the report on radio
listening. Research Director Robert M. Hoflfman expressed his conviction that "there is little question that non-owners [of TV sets]
will continue to listen as much as
in the past," and that "prospects
are bright for continued — if not
increased — mass audience as a result of a revival of interest in radio among
owners."
The
WORvideo
report
showed more
than 60% of the video owners in
New York listening to radio each
day and more than half of themj
listening at night. A revival of interest in radio among the TV set.
owners resulted in a 36% jump in
nighttime listening among video
families during the last quarter
of 1951 compared with the 1950
level, the station stated, noting that
(Continued on page A6)
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Second of a series telling why Sponsors and Stations are SOLD

ABC
More
than

Radio
New
ever

on ABC

has
Sponsors

before

A network is known by the company it keeps ... and ABC
Radio is currently keeping company with most of the big names
in advertising. There are the old-timers on the network like
Philco, General Mills, Swift, Equitable, Old Gold . . . it's a long
and impressive list. To it, in recent months, ABC has added
important new sponsors including :
Stokeley-Van Camp ■ General Foods • Bristol-Myers
Kellogg • Prudential • Sylvania • Lever Brothers • Sterling Drug
For these sponsors, ABC Radio offers the most efficient, economical buy in advertising. For ABC affiliates, there is great
pride, great prestige — and profit — in being the local medium important national advertisers have selected to send their goods to
market. For ABC audiences, there is exciting new entertainment:
new shows, new stars . . . new reasons why they are SOLD on ABC.

ABC
American

Radio

Broadcasting

Company

BRISTOL-MYERS COMPANY
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S 2444
DRENCH
^DRYS'
"... A next step shall be the ing alcoholic beverage advertising.
Exception is the addition of Sen.
outlawing of all kinds of beverage
alcohol advertising from radio and James P. Kem (R-Mo.) and the
subtraction of former Sen. Edward
television. That stejj shall certainly
Martin (D-Pa.).
be taken in the near future." —
It was understood that Sen. Kem
From an editorial, "The JohnsonCase Bill (S 2Uhk-)r appearing in has not yet taken a position on the
bill.
the Jan. 28 issue of The Clipsheet,
published by the Board of TemMembers Present
perance ofthe Methodist Church.
Nearly every member of the commerce committee was present at
THE "DRYS" rested their case on
one time or another during the
the Johnson-Case Bill last Thurshearings. Of the 13 members, 11
day amid indications that their tug- made their appearance. They were
of-war with the "wets" on media
Chairman Ed C. Johnson (D-C'ol.),
advertising has only begun.
co-author of S 2444; Sens. Ernest
Testimony of the proponents of W. McFarland, Arizona; Warren
S. 2444 — to prohibit the advertising
G. Magnuson, Washington; Herof distilled spirits (hard liquor) on
bert R. O'Conor, Maryland, and
radio and television — was conLester C. Hunt, Wyoming, all Demcluded Thursday morning. Oppoocrats; Charles W. Tobey, New
sition will be heard Feb. 6, 10 a.m.
Hampshire; Owen Brewster, Maine;
in the Caucus Room of the Senate
Homer E. Capehart, Indiana; John
Office Bldg.
W. Bricker, Ohio; John J. Williams,
Delaware, and Sen. Kem, all ReThei'e was an acute possibility
held out that not only will the conpublicans.
flict between the "wets" and "drys"
A large "dry" contingent, led by
continue during the hearings but Bishop
Wilbur E. Hammaker of the
that it also would lap over into the Methodist Church, appeared in supSenate Interstate & Foreign Comport of the bill. More than 25 witmerce Committee itself.
nesses, including Bishop Hammaker, testified. Before the hearIt was pointed up that the coming recessed Thursday, the committee's membership has changed
little since 1950 when it voted by
mittee squeezed in the testimony
the close margin of 7 to 6 to kill of two union leaders, both in oppooff the Langer Bill that would have
prohibited all media from carryRESERVED
TV
Bricker Backs Educators
PLUNK in the middle of the parade
of "dry" testimony last Wednesday before the Senate Interstate
and Foreign Commerce Committee,
one of its members, Sen. John W.
Bricker (R-Ohio) campaigned for
educational television channels.
Catching a witness' phraseology
that radio and television are instruments ofboth home and school,
the Senator said he has been "vitally interested in reserving some
of the channels of the television
scale for educational purposes exclusively. So far we have been unable to get very much cooperation
from the Commission [FCC]."
Wouldn't it be wise to reserve
practical bands of television for
educational purposes, "without any
commercial
Sen. Bricker aspects
asked. whatsoever?"
The witness agreed.
He went on to say that in Ohio
there is a college that is an applicant for a band (Ohio State U. at
Columbus) "that would be within a
very practicable range, and the
Commission has not seen fit — I
don't know whether it will see fit —
to give us that channel . . . because of the commercial competition. ... If we let pass by this
great medium of education . . . we
will do an irreparable damage to
the whole educational program, and
that kind of a program could not be
used exclusively without any advertisement of any sort."
The witness agreed.
Page 32
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support Floods Hearing on Hill
sition Their
to the bill.
tremendous sales impact on the
American public. Alcoholic beverAmong the organizations expected to present witnesses in opage advertising is inserted or imposition to the bill this Wednesday
plied in programs, often when the
are: NARTB— probably Harold E. listener or viewer is unaware of its
insertion.
Fellows, president; Assn. of National Advertisers (ANA) with P.
® Danger of alcoholic beverage
W. Allport slated to appear; Ameradvertising on the airwaves is
ican Assn. of Advertising Agencies
three-fold :
(AAAA); the Distilled Spirits,
(1) It places temptation before
Brewer and Wine Institutes.
the children in the home by dramFrom the volume of testimony
atizing how good beer and wine is,
delivered in perfect synchronizaand that drinlcing "is the thing to
tion the pattern of the "drys" stand
could be summed up as follows:
(2) The alcoholic, who struggles
® The "drys" support the bill to resist the "attraction" of alcoholic beverage, is further enticed
as something better than nothing.
They are shoulder-to-shoulder in by ether advertising.
favor of the exclusion of all alco(3) A number of states, some enholic beverage advertising from the
tirely "dry" by local statute, others
airwaves.
partly "dry," are bombarded by alcoholic advertising via radio or
® Some of the witnesses spe- _
cifically requested the inclusion of television. This is particularly rebeer and wine advertising in the
sented by the "drys" in the states
affected, the witnesses claimed.
bill. This would come as an amendHoward Sums Up
ment, they said.
do."
@ They feel the bill would be
Constitutional because, they said,
A particularly
articulate
"dry"
summation
was given
by Clinton
the 21st Amendment to the ConstiN. Howard, executive superintendtution (repealing the 18th Amendent. International Reform Federament which set up prohibition on
tion, who said in part:
the federal level) gave back to the
.... the bill is an act to preserve
states the right to bar alcoholic
the status quo. We are for it. It is
beverage sale by legislation.
(Continued on page 69)
® Radio and television have

^'^^
than
one O
or two T
radios, I
there O
erties,N
reported. Talking about:
M
O
VIGOROUS,
imaginative
and R
ag- more
P
O
RADI
are
20
million
automobiles
in
the
"acres of listeners," he noted:
gressive promotion of radio in the
United States also equipped with "Newspaper circulation is increasface 01 all other media was urged
ing, but they still reach only twoby leaders in the field last week in radios. "In fact, it might be noted
in passing," Mr. Morency obsei-ved, thirds of the country while radio
addresses before a two-day BMI
"that there are 5 million moi'e auprogram clinic in New York, which
tomobile radio sets than there are
is Observing
everywhere."that printed media
drew 141 representatives of 56 starest on ABC circulation figures,
sets
representing
a new medium."
tions in 23 states — largest attendSpeaking of radio-listening data
tory. ance in the clinics' four-year his- in contrast to circulation figures re- "blithely increasing rates on the
ported by printed media, he said a basis of increased production
With BMI President Carl Havercosts," Mr. Reinsch noted that new
magazine with 5 million circulalin and Vice President Roy Harlow
survey organizations for counting
tion recently reported a cumulative
radio-listening seem to spring up
at the helm, the clinic also suraudience of 65 million readers. "We
veyed methods of building and hold- take 105 million radio sets — twoevery month.
thirds
of a radio set for every man,
ing audiences, public service reSurvey Should Include
sponsibilities, various types of spe- woman, and child in the United
"There
is a lot of sense in the
cialized programming, and copyStates — and end up with an audiright questions along with the speAffiliates
Committee proposed acof 5 million," he said. "And
cifics of problems occasioned by the radio encespends
tion with the ANA Research Bumillions of dollars to
lise of television.
reau to determine what a radio
getAllfigures
these."strive for the survey should include and to conradio like
stations
Radio's Strength Reviewed
centrate on one survey method . . .
kind of institutional acceptance acPaul W. Morency of WTIC Hartcorded the New York Times, which
if we're going to provide a detailed
ford, who presided as general chair- has built its respected acceptance
rating for every radio show it
man of the meeting, initiated the on the basis of 100 years of integ- should
be required of magazines
rity, he advised. In contacts with
appraisal
with a a strong
review admonition
of radio's
and newspapers to give a detailed
strength and
everyone, including colleagues, comthat broadcasters develop and use
petitors, customers and listeners, rating of every ad," he said. "And
when we cut cuts, we are sharpenthis strength to the fullest extent broadcasters should "deserve and
ing the knife with which to cut |
possible. Among commonly over- demand recognition on the basis
radio's throat," he remarked.
that our stations are an important
looked
evidences
of
radio's
vitality
"With flexible minds and the
he cited: 105 million radio sets in part in the life of the community
the U. S., reaching into more than and of the people," he suggested.
courage to try the new, we broad- i
casters can bring to our listeners,
In the last five years, more radio
95% of the nation's 43,200,000
homes.
sets have been sold than the total old and new, greater advances in
all fields — education, music, cur- >
Radio homes in his own Hartford
circulation of all the morning and
rent events, entertainment — yes,
County, he reported, total 99.959f, evening papers in the entire couneven an insight into what is necestry, J. Leonard Reinsch, managing
and in all Connecticut, 99.9%. Be(Coiitinued on page 36)
sides the many homes containing director of the Cox radio-TV propBROADCASTING
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Two

mail

$51,592

order

programs

worth

of

sell

cattle!

Ever hear of a more unlikely mail order item than a 700 pound
steer?
WSM recently sold 232 of them, for a total of $51,592.00. and
wrote
one more amazing chapter in the history of the Central South's
boss salesmaker.
The cattle belonged to Mr. Otis Carter. 15 year sponsor of Carter's
Chick Time. His knowledge of WSM's phenomenal ability to sell baby
chicks prompted him to offer a herd of 232 feeder cattle to the
WSM audience.
Just two programs did it— cleaned out the herd, horns, hoofs, and
all! Some of the buyers came from 300 miles away, and Mr. Carter
says he could have sold twice the number he had on hand.
Was the sponsor surprised? Not at all. Says Mr. Carter "anyone
can sell a farmer anything he needs over WSM." WSM isn't soliciting mail order accounts. But a station that can move $51,592.00
worth of sirloin on the hoof with two mail order programs packs a
sales punch you can't afford to pass up.
Irving Waugh or any Retry Man can take it from here.

CLEAR CHANNEL
50,000 WATTS
IRVING WAUGH
Commercial Manager
EDWARD RETRY & CO.
National Representolive
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OPERATOR

By WILLIAM

C. GROVE
NARTB on Friday, Feb. 1, filed
a petition with the FCC asking- for two basic changes of
extreme importance to many broadcasters in the Commission's Rules
and Engineering Standards. The
first request is for authorization to
use restricted operators as well as
other classes of radiotelephone operators to stand transmitter
watches in AM and FM stations
operating omnidirectionally with
transmitter output powers of 5 kw
or less. The Commission's present
rules, of course, require that first
class operators be used at all
broadcast stations except lowpowered educational FM stations.
The second request is that the
Commission allow the remote control operation of transmitters on a
regular basis for this same group
of stations.
NARTB is convinced that radio
engineering has developed to the
point where these two advantages
can readily be made available to
broadcasters without in any way
involving a degradation of the engineering standards of any station
using them. The association also
is entirely satisfied that making
these two benefits available to
broadcasters will permit many stations, and particularly smaller stations in less densely-populated
areas, to improve and expand their

'51 SE
Production
Still
T REPO
RTGood
PRODUCTION of radio and TV
receivers, in spite of material
shortage and a severe sales slump
last spring and summer, maintained ahigh level in 1951 according to preliminary estimates released by the Radio-Television
Mfrs. Assn., Washington, D. C.
In the RTMA report, TV set
production was estimated at 5,384,798 for 1951, compared with 7,463,800 manufactured in 1950. Radio
output was estimated at 12,299,146
last year as against 14,589,900 sets
produced in 1950.
In 1951, RTMA announced, sale
of picture tubes for all purposes,
including new sets, renewals, U. S.
government and export amounted
to 5,135,799 units valued at $122,224,186. Sale of receiving tubes
in 1951 totaled 375,643,697 units
compared to 382,960,599 in the preceding year. The decrease was accounted for by a drop in sales for
new sets as increased sales were
reported for replacements, export
and government purchases.
A breakdown of the 1951 report
showed 247,855,249 tubes sold for
new sets, 94,596,563 units sold for
replacements, 24,438,351 for export
and 8,753,534 sold to government
agencies.
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RULES

CHANGES

. . . Grooe Explains NARTB's
program service and thus bring a
BILL GROVE is a man of ingenuity
very real advantage to those stations and their listeners.
and, as his article will show, he
The filing of the petition is one
doesn't let another fellow do
further step in the efl'orts of the
NARTB through its Committee on
his thinking for
Operator Licensing to bring prachim. As general
tical and necessary benefits to
manager
of KFBC
many broadcasters.
Cheyenne, Wyo.,
This committee consists of Harold Essex, WSJS Winston-Salem,
he is a good allN. C; Marshall Pengra, KGKB
around broadcaster, as much at
Tyler, Tex., and myself. The petition was prepared and filed for the
home atmittera as transNARTB under the direction of the
he is
Mr.
Grove
Committee by its special counsel,
at an office desk.
Bernard Koteen.
A favorite story
about him is how he built from
The NARTB's previous effort
through the committee to aid
war surplus materials a mobile unit
broadcasters was its request that
cost less than $100! Mr.
the Commission amend its I'ules to which
Grove is chairman of the NARTB
permit stations to use less than
first class operators for periods up Committee on Operator Licensing.
to 120 days where first class operators were not available. The Comnot over 5 kw is careful to protect
mission last May amended its rules
in the exact manner requested by the highest standards of engineering practice. The request proposes
the association.
that control and monitoring equipment be installed so as to allow the
Effort To Convince FCC
operator either at the remote conThe committee and the associatrol point or at the transmitter to
tion will now make every efi'ort to perform all of the functions now
convince the Commission that many
broadcasters and their listeners
required
by the to
Commission's
and Standards
be performedRules
by
need the very important benefits
operators
on
duty
at
the
transwhich will be derived from a grant
mitter.
of the petition just filed. While the
Filed with the petition are strong
120-day relief from the first class
supporting
statements from experioperator requirement was a step in
enced representative broadcasters.
the right direction, the real need is
These statements show the great
to eliminate that obsolete requirebenefits which broadcasters will rement entirely. The request for receive if the Commission grants the
mote control of broadcast transmitauthorizations requested. The
ters is equally important for many
statements are from such widebroadcasters, and especially operaspread parts of the country as Coltors of smaller stations in sparsely
orado, Wyoming, Texas, Minnesota,
settled areas.
New Hampshire, Massachusetts
The association's petition points
and Virginia.
out that a restricted operator can
readily learn the simple duties to be
Petition Points Out Benefits
performed in the normal course of
The NARTB's petition points out
standing a transmitter watch. For
that removal of the obsolete and
that reason, the requested rule
unnecessary first class operator rechange would authorize restricted
quirement would greatly increase
operators to place the station on or
the possibilities of a station obtainoff the air, keep the transmitter
ing a staff with the many qualificalog, make external tuning adjusttions necessary to allow it to do the
ments, make such other minor adbest
possible
job within the limited
justments as may be required as a
budget which most stations, and
result of primary power supply vaparticularly small stations in rural
riations and failures, and make reareas,
have available.
placement of only such defective
The committee feels certain that
parts as tubes, fuses and other
if the Commission grants the reitems designed for simple plug-in
quest for both the use of restricted
replacement.
operators and remote control, the
The suggested changes will require each station to employ a first stations with separate studios and
class operator to be responsible for transmitters as well as combination operations will have the full
and make all internal tuning adbenefits of the changes we are tryjustments, major repairs and ovei'ing to obtain. Each of these
hauls, and all other technical instalchanges will result in efficiency and
lations or corrections not authorimprovement in operation.
ized to be done by a lower class
One very difficult decision which
operator.
The request for authority to op- had to be made was the question
of what types of stations should be
erate non-directionally AM and FM
broadcast transmitters with powers
included in the group for whom

Petition to FCC
these benefits are being asked. We
recognize that the decision to limit
the present request to AM and FM
stations operating omnidirectionally with powers of 5 kw or less is
an arbitrary one. However, this
limit does, in general, include those
stations for 'vvhom the need for
these benefits is particularly acute.
We felt that as a practical matter
we should present the simplest case
to the Commission to be more assured of getting these benefits for
stations which needed them most.
The Commission should order
rule-making proceedings and invite
comments about the NARTB's proposal. At that time any station is
free to suggest a change in the proposed rules, including enlargement
of the types of stations which will
benefit from them.
NARTB and its Committee on
Operator Licensing hope that the
entire industry recognizes the
really important advantages that
will be derived from the requested
changes in the FCC's requirements.
We also hope that we will therefore
get broad industry support for
these changes. We would be happy
to hear directly from any station
that wants to work with us on this
project, which we sincerely consider
can bring great advantages to
broadcasters and to the people they
serve.
WESTINGHOUSE
$12 Million Budget Set
APPLIANCE division of Westinghouse Electric Corp. has earmarked
more than $12 million for advertising and promotion during 1952,
according to statements made by
divisional advertising manager, J.
R. Clemens, at a two-day meeting
in Mansfield, Ohio, last Monday.
About $3 million of the record
budget will be paid by appliance division for cooperative advertising,
it was reported, with distributors
and dealers matching the amount.
Radio and television reportedly will
share about half of this $6 milliontotal with such advertising as outdoor and counter display.
A good part of the $3 million
cost for Westinghouse sponsorship
of CBS Radio and Television coverage of Republican and Democratic conventions, plus the 13-week
get-out-and-vote campaign [B*T,
Dec. 31], will be borne by the ap-i
pliance division, Mr. Clemens explained. And an increase of $500,000 in the CBS-TV Studio One program budget has been tabbed by
the division, to bring its contribu-'
tion to the all-Westinghouse production to $1,650,000 for 1952.
Full break-down of radio and television advertising to be undertaken by the parent corporation was
not indicated.
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Radio Promotion
(Continu.ed from page 32)
sary to achieve world peace," Mr.
Reinsch explained. "Our future in
broadcasting- is a world with horizons unlimited."
Frank E. Pellegrin, vice president and secretary of H-R Representatives Inc., reported that television has reduced readership of
advertising- in newspapers and
magazines and asserted that, the
longer people own television sets,
the more they go back to radio listening.

Only ONE

Station

DOMINATES
This

Rich,

Growing

15-COUNTY
MARKET
With
1950 PER FAMILY
EFFECTIVE BUYING
INCOME
OF

$2,948.00*
*Sales Management, 1951
Survey

of Buying Power

WINSTON-SALEM
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Mr. Pellegrin insisted that radio
should raise its rates and that
newspapers and magazines should
lower theirs. Advertisers and
agencies, he suggested, should force
inch-by-inch readership data on
newspaper and magazine ads, comparable to radio's minute-by-minute figures, especially since television's advent has resulted in lower
ad readership and higher ad costs.
He suggested this program for
radio :
Every station should immediately stop purchasing pin-point audience research, used too often only
to prove how small radio audiences
are considered by advertisers.
With the millions of dollars thus
saved, the industry should launch
a nationwide campaign in every
radio city to prove how hig radio
is, how effective, and how it's
growing.
Every station should conduct the
campaign locally as a "torch of
truth" among local advertisers,
retail outlets, jobbers, and distributors. Local papers should be
challenged to produce actual readership data every day.
'Misguided, Misled' Users
"Every radio and television
salesman should remember, every
day, that this is not a death-struggle between their two broadcast
media, but rather that the real
prospects for increased broadcast
revenue lie among the misguided,
misled, uninformed, and overasserted. charged users of other media," he
"What are broadcasters really
doing to make our transmitters —
through ourselves and our communities— more responsive to the concepts of a free society?" was asked
by Michael Hanna, general manager of Cornell U.'s WHCU Ithaca,
New York, when he spoke on the
meaning of showmanship in 1952.
Since no medium of mass communication can approach radio's
provable claims, American broadcasters in 1952 are, Mr. Hanna said,
"the most blessed — and the most
challenged — people on earth." The
challenge to a skilled broadcaster,
he explained, "goes far beyond
presently accepted standards" and
lies in "an enlightened outlook on
the problems of people and an effective effort to solve those prob"To produce an effective effort
lems."
will
demand all the showmanship
at our disposal," he said. "We can
sell soup. Can we sell democracy?"
Leon Pearson, NBC
critic at

large and commentator, surveyed
foreign affairs and American
thinking in the last three years.
He noted an increase of adult fare
in programming, which he said
"indicates there's no place you can't
take an audience." And audiences,
he observed, are going back to
radio.
In a speech on copyrights, Sydney M. Kaye, vice chairman of the
BMI board, explained that whereas
contracts protect ideas and creative work, copyrights protect their
form. He advised broadcasters to
require contracts of all their performing artists, to handle all unpublished works with care — since
legal rights may become a problem,
— and, as station owners, to try to
know the origin of all their broadcast material.
Emphasis on Local Level
Frederic R. Gamble, president of
the American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies, foresaw a growing- emphasis upon local programming
and, consequently, an increase in
direct dealings by stations with advertisers and agencies.
He suggested four tests for stations to apply to agencies: (1) Are
they bona-fide? (2) Does the agency keep its commission, not rebating portions of it to advertisers?
(3) Does it have the necessary ability to serve advertisers? (4) Is it
financially sound?
Mr. Gamble urged stations to
adopt the 2'^', cash discount system
as a means of forestalling possible
credit losses.
Total advertising volume, he predicted, will increase (by about
50%) to around $9 billion, giving
radio a greater source upon which
to draw.
In other clinic addresses, Dave
Baylor, vice president and general
manager of WJMO Cleveland,
stressed importance of unity in
solving programming problems.
Edythe Meserand, assistant director of news and special features,
WOR New York and president of
American Women in Radio and Television, emphasized the value of
public service.
In a discussion of specialized programming. Vice President Charles
Baltin of WHOM New York, foreign-language outlet, told the clinic
that even though large segments of
a station audience may not speak
English, they are Americans and
potential customers.
Harold Fair, program director
of WHAS Louisville, stressed the
need for more careful programming to serve and build audiences.
Walberg Brown, vice president
and general manager, WDOK
Cleveland, urged a "new evaluation
of serious music programming,"
advising stations that examination
might show them there is a larger
audience for concert music than
they had thought.
Tom Tinsley, president of WITH
Baltimore and WLEE Richmond,
underscored
the importance of

KXYZ
EXPANSiON
Nahas Announces Promotions
THREE executive appointments at
KXYZ Houston, effective as of .Ian.
15, have been announced by Fred
Nahas, vice president and general
manager of the
Shamrock Broadcasting Co. The
promotions are
part of
plans
for KXYZ's
expansion.
Ted
Hills, a
veteran
of the
broadcasting industry for over
Mr. Hills 25 years, was
elevated fro m
program director to station manager. Ken Bagwell was named
program director and Ken Duran
succeeds
Mr. Bagwell as production manager.
Mr. Hills, who formerly managed
several southwestern
radio sta-

Mr. Bagwell

Mr. Duran

tions, joined KXYZ in 1950 as program director. Mr. Bagwell joined
the station as production manager
in 1947. He handles ABC's Saturday at the Shamrock, national network program. Mr. Duran has been
on KXYZ's engineering staff for
the past eight years. He also is a
professional musician.
BRYAN, CRUTCHFIELD
Elected by Jefferson Standard
JOSEPH M. BRYAN, president,
Jefferson Standard Broadcasting
Co. (WBT-AM-FM, WBTV (TV))
and first vice president, Jefferson
Standard Life Insurance Co., was
elected chairman of board of Pilot
Life Insurance Co., Jefferson
Standard subsidiary, at a meeting
last week.
Simultaneously Charles H.
Crutchfield, senior vice president,
and general manager of station operations, was elected executive vice
president. Mr. Crutchfield, who
recently served the State Dept. in
Europe and Middle East as advisor
on radio matters, last Thursday
conferred with RCA Chairman
David Sarnoff on over all Voice of
America activities.
trade advertising and on-the-air
and other promotion by stations.
He emphasized the necessity for
consistency.
Ted Cott, general manager of
WNBC-AM-FM and WNBT (TV)
New York, reviewed programming
as a determinant of "station per-
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JACK

THE

is moving
WXYZ

BELLBOY
to

Detroit

Yes— on Febraary 4th, Jack the Bellboy moves
to WXYZ.

And all his loyal fans mil be

moving with him. He's Detroit's number
one disc jockey— and the hottest
salesman Detroiters have heard in
a long time. For example — one of his rare pubHc
appearances drew 65,000 people to a
Detroit music store! That's the kind of response
that made local and national
advertisers buy over 10,000 spot
announcements

on his program last year.

It will sell your products too — and sell
them faster, in the rich Detroit market.
Call ABC

Spot Sales for time and rates.

DETROIT
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
LOS ANGELES
SAN FRANCISCO

woodward 3-8321
SUsqiiehanna 7-3000
ANdover 3-7800
NOrmandy 3-3311
EXbrook 2-65U

American
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AMONG THOSE attending the annual meeting of Montana Radio Stations
Inc. held in Helena Jan. 20 were (I to r): Joe Wilkins, KFBB Great Falls;
Don Treloar, KGEZ Kalispell; Art Mosby, KGVO Missoula and KANA Anaconda, and Ed Krebsbach, KGCX Sidney.

FT.

Write, Wire, Phone
or
AsIc Headley-Reed

of
Fitting a Medium
to a Market

ACUSE
NBC
WSYR AFFILIATE

Covers

ALL

of the Rich
Centrol

N.Y. Market

Write, Wire, Phone
or
./^^^ "eadley-Reecl
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INDUSTRY

Schofield Appointment
Is Announced

CREATION of a sales promotion-advertising-research department within
the Fort Industry Co. under Arthur C. Schofield as sales promotion and
advertising manager was announced last week by Lee B. Wailes, executive vice president.
Mr. Wailes' ov/n promotion to
executive vice president was re- dustry will include, apart from
ported aweek ago [Closed Circuit, preparing presentations and research market data, conferring
Jan. 28]. He had been operating
with and presenting his findings to
vice president of Fort Industry.
agencies and national advertisers.
Mr. Schofield goes to his new
post from the Paul H. Raymer Co.,
station representation firm, where
TWO
JOIN WOKE
he was director of promotion and
research. At Fort Industry he will
Quinn, Sorrell Named
have offices in the company's New
HARRY
C. WEAVER, president
York headquarters £.nd will report
and
general
manager of WOKE
directly to Tom Harker, vice presi- Oak Ridge, Tenn.,
has announced
dent and national sales director.
that two new additions have been
In announcing the appointment,
made to the station's stalf. RichMr. Wailes said:
ard S. Quinn, sales staff of WNOX
Knoxville, has been appointed
"Although v/e have long maintained a promotion-advertising de- WOKE's commercial manager. Wilpartment in each of our stations,
liam E. Sorrell, who joins WOKE
the need for greater coordination
from WKGN Knoxville, takes over
of effort has grown apparent as the as program and sports director.
Port Industry Co. widened its obMr. Quinn, prior to his career in
radio, was on the sales staff of the
jectives.
Knoxville Journal. He served in
Need For Sales Promotion
the Army Airways Communication
Service during World War II.
"With television stations WSPDTV Toledo, WAGA-TV Atlanta,
Mr. Sorrell, a graduate of MichiWJBK-TV Detroit and KEYL
gan State College, began announc(TV) San Antonio, and radio staing sports events at Michigan stations while he was completing his
tions WSPD Toledo, WAGA Atlanta, WWVA Wheeling. WJBK
Detroit, WSAI Cincinnati, WGBS
Miami and WMMN Fairmont, W.
Va., on the air, we believe the time
for aggressive sales promotion has
arrived.
"The new department will not
replace but, instead, strengthen
and supplement the promotion
activities of the individual staMr. Schofield was director of adtions."
vertising and sales promotion for
DuMont TV Network before joining the Raymer organization. Before that, he held similar positions
with WFIL and KYW PhiladelHe isphia. well known as a luncheon
and after-dinner speaker, having
addressed some 500 business and
professional organizations during
the past five years. He has won
12 national awards for sales and
audience promotion — an award, in
fact, for every entry he has submitted.
His new duties with Fort In-

Mr. Sorrell
Mr. Quinn
education. At WKGN, he specialized in play-by-play for the
Knoxville Smokies and all football
and baseball for the Knoxville High
School. He is currently doing the
play-by-play for basketball at
WGAP Maryville, Tenn., on a
parttime basis pending FCC decision on WOKE's application for
full time operation in Oak Ridge.

T. STATIONS
Elect Cooney, Nybo, Penwell
ED COONEY, KOPR Butte, Mont.,
was elected president of the Montana Radio Stations Inc. at its annual meeting Jan. 20 in Helena.
Ken Nybo, KBMY Billings, and
Norman Penwell, KBMN Bozeman,
were elected vice president and
secretary-treasurer, respectively,
for the coming year. Nineteen
member stations attended the session.
Montana Assistant Attorney General Charles IJuppe spoke to the
group on libel and slander laws as
they pertain to radio broadcasting.
Four faculty members from Montana State U. were on hand to report on a proposed operatorannouncer course at the school. It
is expected such a course will be
added to the program in the near
future.
Organization went on record as
unanimously approving the all-radio
"Get Out the Vote" campaign,
originated by Joe Wilkins, KFBB
Great Falls [B*T, Jan. 14].
Art Mosby, KGVO MissoulaKANA Anaconda, was empowered
to draft a resolution to Montana
Senators in opposition to the Bening:
ton bill in Congress.
Stations represented at the meetKGEZ Kalispell, KGVO Missoula,
KANA Anaconda, KOPR Butte, KBOW
Butte, KCAP Helena, KFBB Great
Falls, KXLJ Helena, KXLO Lewistown, KOJM Havre, KIYI Shelby,
KPRK Livingston, KBMY Billings,
KOOK Billings, KRJF Miles City,
KBMN Bozeman, KXLK Great Falls,
KXGN Glendive, KGCX Sidney.

Feb. 4-6: Maritime Broadcasters Assn.
meeting, Fort Cumberland Hotel,
Amherst, Nova Scotia.
Feb. 5: House Interstate & Foreign
Commerce sideraCommitte
resumes Bill)
contion of S 658 (McFarland
to amend the Communications Act
of 1934. Closed session. Washington.
Feb. 5-7: Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn.,
mid-winter conference, Roosevelt
Hotel, New Yorlt.
Feb. 6: Senate Interstate & Foreign
Commerce
hearing
resumes on S Committee
2444 to prohibit
distilled
spirits
(hard
liquor)
on
radio-TV.
10 a.m., Caucus Room, Senate Office
Bldg., Washington.
Feb. 7: California State Radio and
Television Broadcasters Assn. annual
membership meeting. Hollywood
Roosevelt Hotel, Hollywood, Calif.
Feb. 8: NPA-Industry
Conference, 10 a.m., newColor
GAOTV Bldg.,
Washington.
Feb. 8-9: Sixth annual Radio News
Short Course, School of Journalism,
U. of Minnesota, Minneapolis.
Feb. 9: N. Y. State Chapter, American
Women
in Radio & Television, allday
York. conference. Aster Hotel, New
Feb. 9-10: Western division, American
Women conference.
in Radio andHotel
Television,
annual
Manoi;:, first
San ,
Diego, Calif.
Feb. 10-12: District 1, Advertising
Federation of America, Hotel Kimball, Springfield. Mass.
Feb. 11: British Columbia Assn. of
Broadcasters
meeting.
couver, Vancouver,
B. C.Hotel Van-

WORC Worcester, Mass., plans to ask
FCC for change from directional to
non-directional operation daytime.
WORC is on 1310 kc with 1 kw fulltime, directional.
BROADCASTING
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COST

looking

A market

For

with

Something

money

New?

to spend--C

ASH?

In the last ten years, Canada's Gross National Product has
increased by 160%. Population has risen 22%, and Retail Sales
an astounding 290% !
As a market for you
to you about as long as
laugh at the same jokes,
important, we have the

we're a natural. We've lived next door
you've been living in America; we both
enjoy the same radio programmes. More
same shopping and buying habits.

And most of us live within 200 miles of your northern border !
Admittedly, we're spread out over a wide area and divided into
industrial and agricultural communities — but that's no obstacle
to selling in Canada. Great distances are nothing to Radio.
With a radio in 94% of all Canadian homes — but television
in relatively few — your voice is sure to be heard — by people who
want to buy your goods. And can.
Radio is Canada's most welcome salesman — he has your customer's ear right now!

"In Canada you sell 'em when you tell 'em!"
A message from the 103 member stations of the
Canadian Association of -Broadcasters
whose voices are invited into over 5 million homes every day.

Canadian

Association

108 Sparks St.,
Ottawa.
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of

Broadcasters
37 Bloor St. West,
Toronto.

ALLOWANCES

Administration
Readies Fight

A RENEWED fight for stronger economic controls was being mapped in
administration circles last week.
At the same time there were indications that President Truman had
raised the white flag of surrender in his battle to repeal the advertising-selling cost allowance formula
ceivers in most cases have— been
engineered by Sen. Homer Capehart (R-Ind.) and written into selling at below-ceiling prices.
the Defense Production Act last
Harbinger of the administrasummer.
tion's tack was seen in the appearAdministration strategy, it now
ance of retiring Price Stabilizer
appears, will be directed at fore- Michael DiSalle last Monday bestalling any moves to extend the
fore the Joint Congressional Committee on the Economic Report. He
cutoff dates on the Capehart
amendment beyond July 26, 1951.
charged that Congress "weakened
The Defense Production Act ex- controls" last year by adopting
pires June 30 but the 82d Congress the Capehart amendment and called
is expected to review the entire for a "stronger" price control law.
economic control picture before it
The administration's strategy
apparently anticipates a continued
adjourns prior to next summer's
fight by Sen. Capehart to provide
political conventions.
After little or no activity on for even higher prices beyond July
administration and OPS fronts late 26, 1951, if manufacturers can
last year, manufacturers finally show that their labor costs have
risen. The Indiana Republican ofwere given the option of computing costs for advertising, selling,
fered this proposal as an alternative to the administration plan
administration, labor and research
which, as it now pends before the
from the start of the Korean war
on June 24, 1950, to July 26, 1951, House Rules Committee, would :
(1) Allow the President to deand adding them to the final selltermine the amount of allowable
ing price. New pricing regulations
advertising and other costs on an
became effective Dec. 19, 1951.
basis, rather than
The White House position on the industry-wide
on individual cases.
Capehart battle front was indicated
Require the Chief Executive
Jan. 25 by Joseph Short, Presi- to (2)
find that additional costs are
dential radio-press secretary:
the produc"The increases under the Cape- "properly
tion and allocable"
sales of tomanufactured
hart amendment already have gone
and charges for industrial
into effect. Nothing can be done products
about them. What has been done services.
(3) Permit OPS to include only
cannot be undone."
what the President deems "a reaHold Formula Inflationary
sonable allowance" for "necessary
Mr. Truman and other adminisand unavoidable" cost increases.
tration officials have repeatedly
(4) Allow individual manufacturers to petition OPS for price
scored the formula as inflationary.
But advertising and press leaders adjustments "to the extent neceshave supported it on grounds that
sary to relieve
financial
hardships."
Under
new OPS
procedure,
which
no provision previously had been
made for advertising and other made pricing regulations mandacosts.
tory last Dec. 19 [B«T, Dec. 31,
Other critics have held that the 1951], most of these provisions are
outmoded, the administration
administration proposal — it passed now
the Senate and was bottled up in has conceded in affect.
Additionally, under the original
the House Rules Committee before
administration plan, costs in each
Congressional recess last fall —
industry would have been applied
would lay the groundwork for con- to the highest price during the base
trol of broadcast and other media
period from July 1, 1949, to June
advertising budget [B*T, Oct. 29, 24, 1950. Under current law, the
15, 8, 1, Sept. 24, 1951].
base period is Jan. 1, 1950, to June
Little action is expected by the
24, 1950.
House Rules Committee, which
comprises a coalition of Southern
Democrats and Republicans. But
KHMO Labor Vote
the issue is expected to arise in
AN ELECTION to determine
either the Senate or House Bankwhether all announcers at KHMO
ing Committees in any deliberaHannibal, Mo., shall be represented
tions on the controls law. The ad- by
IBEW Local 1272 (AFL) has
ministration reportedly is working
been ordered by the National Labor
on an alternative control plan Relations Board. The election will
be held within 30 days of the order,
touching
on the Capehart amendment.
dated Jan. 18. Two executives of
The Capehart formula has been the station — Gene Hoenes, program director, and George Allen
applied to some industries, with
manufacturers taking advantage of Jr., news and farm director — were
involved in the case. The board
its benefits. Radio-TV set manuMr. Hoenes is a superfacturers are not affected, awaiting ruled that
visor and Mr. Allen functions in
issuance from OPS of tailored
a non-supervisory capacity. Staregulations [B«T, Jan. 21]. The
tion is licensed to the Courier-Post
same holds true for phonograph
Pub. Co., publisher of the Hannibal
record producers. Radio-TV re- Courier-Post.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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CBS Affiliates
(Continued from page 25)
privately expressed the view that schedules of payments to stations,
a realignment of the CBS Radio
substitute percentage figures — percontracts was not essential to that
centages of "average gross sales
purpose. With all but 32 of its 207 per converted hour" — for the dollar terms by which these schedules
radio affiliates, they noted, CBS
are expressed in current contracts.
Radio has the right to make rate
Letters accompanying the new
changes substantially at will under
contracts, as they are sent out to
present contracts.
stations, emphasize that CBS Radio
CBS Radio network authorities
pointed out, meanwhile, that a officials feel rate adjustments now
"considerable number" of those 32 would be premature, on grounds
that no up-to-date data on radio
stations with "special" contracts
were among the affiliates which al- values is now available. The
change from dollars to percentages
ready have signed the new forms.
They also noted that, of those 32, in the schedules of payments to
affiliates, officials stressed, would
only about 25 are located in Continental U. S., the rest being in not affect the amount of payment
affiliates will receive.
Alaska and the Philippines.
At NBC, meanwhile, officials last
Another change which would be
invoked by the new contracts is a week still were trying to win over
enough key converts to its own
staggering of the anniversary
dates of the agreements. Whereas
controversial rate formula to permit an effectuation of the plan.
current contracts expire at various
Text of the section of the new
times throughout the year, most
of them would run out on March 1 CBS radio affiliation contract relating to future TV affiliations is
or April 1, and in some cases on
as follows :
Feb. 1, under the new arrangement.
7. Columbia agrees that in the event
it desires to offer television programs
Although the new forms are not
or program material or other programs
designed to change either the netor program
television, shortmaterial
wave or generally
ultra shortto wave
work rates or payments to stations,
stations, or to other stations not in the
they do, in connection with the regular broadcast band, it will offer the

IT'S

OBVIOUS,
ISH'T IT?
IT'S JUST AS OBVIOUS that KHMO is again the
most listened to station in Hannibaland* This is proved
by the June, 1951 Conlan Study of Listening Habits.
240,470 radio families live within the rich Hannibaland*
area. The majority of these families are rural . . . these are
the people who have most of the money and who buy the
most . . . these are the people who listen most to KHMO.
For proof that KHMO is your best buy in Hannibaland*
write, wire or phone KHMO or Pearson today.
* HANNIBALAND ... the rich 41 county^area surrounding
Hannibal, Mo., Quincy, 111., and Keokuk, Iowa.

KBMO
5000 watts day
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Representative
John E. Pearson Company
•
Mutual Network
Hannibal, Missouri
1000 watts at night

same to any television, short wave or
ultra short wave station, or other station not in the regular broadcast band,
located in the city in which the station
[this means AM station with whom
contract is made] is located, which may
be owned
or affiliated
tion beforeby offering
the with
same the
to staany
other such station located in the city
in which the station is located.
The station agrees that in the event
it becomes the owner of or affiliated
with any television, short wave or ultra
short wave station, or other station not
in the regular broadcast band, located
in the city in which the station is located, no arrangements shall be made
involving the supplying to such station
of television program material until
Columbia shall have been advised of
the terms of any such proposed arrangements and shall have been given
a reasonable opportunity to enter into
similar arrangements with the station
upon terms as favorable to Columbia.

CBS ELECTIONS
Technicians Choose IBEW
ABOUT 75% of engineers and
technicians at CBS stations have
voted to retain the International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers
(AFL) as their bargaining unit,
turning down representation by the
National Assn. of Broadcast Engineers and Technicians (CIO). This
was reported Thursday in Chicago
where the National Labor Relations Board counted a vote of 616
in favor of IBEW, 177 for NABET
and 14 for neither.
Two votes were void and six were
challenged, bringing the total to
815 cast out of a possible 844. Engineers and technicians involved
are employed at CBS stations in
Chicago, New York, Los Angeles,
San Francisco, Boston, Minneapolis, St. Louis and Delano, Calif.,
latter where CBS short wave transmitter is located. IBEW has represented CBS technicians since
1939 [B«T, Jan. 28].
A group of 30 professional engineers employed at CBS general engineering department in New York
voted against any union representation, with 17 for neither, 11 for
IBEW and none for NABET. The
votes
cality. were cast Jan. 24 in each loPresent at NLRB offices during
the counting were George Maher,
national executive secretary of
NABET, Albert 0. Hardy, head of
the television, radio and recording
division of IBEW, Walter Thompson, president of Chicago Local
1220, IBEW, and Freeman Hurd,
IBEW international representative.
NBC

ELEVATES TWO
Steel, Clem Take Posts
TWO NEW appointments in NBC
radio's advertising and promotion
dept. were announced Thursday
by Manager Jacob A. Evans.
Pat Steel, supervisor of audience
promotion, was named advertising
and promotion coordinator and
Clyde L. Clem, supervisor of station promotion, was appointed to
the post vacated by Mr. Steel.
Mr. Steel has been with the network since November 1947 and before that was with KPLT Paris,
Texas.
Mr. Clem, prior to joining NBC
in September 1949, served as sales
promotion
lotte, N. C.manager of WSOC Char-

DROPS MUTUAL
KOME Cites Ad Dispute
OWNER of KOME Tulsa, Dr. John
E. Brown, announced last week
that effective March 1 the affiliation of the station with the Mutual
Broadcasting System will be cancelled. Reason for the breach,
according to Dr. Brown, was inability to operate KOME consistently with its announced purpose under the Mutual contract.
The refusal of the station to carry
advertising of alcholic beverages,
particularly beer, led to the break
with the network.
"We understand that Mutual
has sold a large amount of advertising to a beer sponsor and we
have been told our affiliation would
be terminated unless we agreed to
accept this advertising. We cannot be consistent with our announced purposes for KOME as a
station of the American home . . .
and
Browncarry
said. beer advertising," Dr.
Mutual spokesman stated there
had been differences for some time
between the network and its affiliate regarding certain kinds of
advertising. According to MBS,
KOME was notified Nov. 15 that
its affiliation with the network
would be cancelled as of March 2
when KAKC will become the Mutual outlet in Tulsa. KOME will
continue operation as an independent station.
BAB

POSTS

Gil more, Pecorini Join
APPOINTMENTS of Rudolph Pecorini as research analyst and
Araby Gilmore as a presentation
writer on the staff of Broadcast
Advertising Bureau Inc. were announced Thursday by President
William B. Ryan.
In another
BAB
personnel
change, Meg Zahrt, assistant director in the local promotion division, announced she had resigned,
effective Feb. 15.
Mr. Pecorini, who reported to
BAB Tuesday, has been free-lancing in market and opinion research
for the past year and a half, having worked on projects for such
groups as Crossley Inc. and Opinion Research Corp. of Princeton.
Miss Gilmore is resigning from
CBS Radio Spot Sales to join BAB.
She joined the network in 1936 as
a program assistant.
Miss Zahrt has been with BAB
and its predecessor, Broadcast Advertising Dept. of the National
Assn. of Broadcasters, since March
tising.
1950, specializing in retail adverBaron

Operation

AMOS BARON,
general
manager,'
KECA
Hollywood,
underwent
an
amputation of his right leg Thursday in dena.
St. Surgery
Luke'swasHospital,
Pasa-as
necessary
result of a minor accident three

years ago.
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Baltimore

This is the top morning
show in the Baltimore
area. It got that way by
offering what listeners
want . . . warmth and a
friendly spirit in the
morning, plus music, news,
weather and birthdays
judiciously
throughout.

sprinkled

The audience loyalty to
this show is something to
warm the cockles of a
sponsor's heart.
Ask your John Blair man
or contact any account
executive of . . .

ABC BASIC NETWORK

SOOO WATTS (N BALTIMORE, MD
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Taft Thinks of Radio-TV
(Continued from page 26 )

New Deal, which still was a burning question in those days. Not
unexpectedly, Sen. Taft took the
negative side.
The public response to these
broadcasts, especially among constituents of similar views, was so
gratifying that Sen. Taft became a
firm believer in the power of radio
as a campaign weapon.
In 1949, confronted with a wellheeled and determined effort to
oust him from his Senate seat, Sen.
Taft began making weekly broadcasts that were recorded in the
Joint Congressional Recording Facility in the U. S. Capitol and carried by 44 Ohio stations. He thus
bombarded the electorate of his
home state for 78 consecutive
weeks.
As the campaign intensified toward the end of 1950, he opened up
with a paid weekly television show,
regularly scheduled on Wednesdays
in all Ohio TV markets. On the
eve of the election, he bought time
for 25 TV progi-ams, again statewide, in a saturation campaign that
made it easy for voters to wonder
whether "Mr. Republican" was trying to annex another title, "Mr.
Television."
According to one Taft adviser,
the whirlwind radio-TV campaigning was an important factor in Sen.
Taft's re-election over his Democratic rival, Joe Ferguson, who was
labor's choice to defeat the co-author of the Taft-Hartley Act.
"Radio and television were the
only way the Senator was able to
cut through the 'censorship' of the
labor bosses," the adviser explained
last week. By broadcasting, Sen.
Taft could reach union members in
the sanctuary of their homes, sparing them the possibly hazardous
effort of appearing in person at any
hall where he might be speaking.
Voice Improvement Noted
Sen. Taft, an admirer of prior
planning, can thank fate for its
hand in his current campaign. Last
December he had to have his tonsils
out, and since then, his advisers
happily note, his voice has improved.
As one of his devoted lieutenants
put it last week: "In his latest
broadcasts, the Senator has reached
his greatest delivery. His voice is
deep, powerful and resonant."
On TV, his campaign advisers bedead. lieve, the Senator will knock 'em
Even his most devout followers
confess that Sen. Taft is not always
treated kindly by the still camera,
but they assert that when he appears in full animation on the TV
screen, the true, real-life Taft
comes through. Indeed the candidate himself is confident that both
ladio and TV can serve him as well
as the public handsomely.
"The Senator believes radio and
television have altered the traditional methods of political campaigns," an aide said last week,
"and that they are in the public

interest in that they offer the
voters complete information on all
issues and the positions taken by
theSen.
candidates."
Taft has had his run-ins
with radio commentators — as have
countless other Presidential candidates and even Presidents.
His news-making difference was
with Frank Edwards, AFL news
commentator, who broadcasts on
MBS. Sen. Taft and his associates
were incensed by alleged continual
political attacks by Mr. Edwards
against Sen. Taft when the latter
was standing for re-election in
Ohio in the now-famous 1950 camMr. Edwards' role in that campaign.
paign came up again in a Senate
elections sub-committee probing
the 1950 campaign some weeks
past. In his appearance before the
subcommittee, Sen. Taft himself
pointed up the broadcasts by Mr.
Edwards. The investigation was
conducted into campaign expenditures of candidates Taft and FerSen. Taft has an indirect relationguson.ship to the business of broadcasting. While not himself actively
engaged
in the
business. His
Sen. second
Taft's
family has
interests.
NARTB Ballots
(Continued from page 28)
WCOV Montgomery, Ala.; A. E. Spokes,
WJOY Burlington, Vt.; Gene Trace,
WBBW Youngstown, Ohio; and Charles
C. Warren, WCMI Ashland, Ky.
Director-at-Large for FM Stations:
K. M. Brown, KPOJ-FM Portland, Ore.;
Victor C. Diehm. WAZL-FM Hazleton,
Pa.; Michael R. Hanna, WHCU-FM
Ithaca, N. ¥.; Gerald Harrison, yVMASFM Springfield, Mass.; James Hicks,
WCOS-FM Columbia, S. C; Edward A.
Wheeler, WEAW (FM) Evanston, 111.;
and Earl tanooga,
W. Tenn.Winger, WDOD-FM ChatDistrict Directors: E. R. Vadeboncoeur, WSYR Syracuse, N. Y., District
2;
Salem,Harold
N. C, Essex,
District WSJS,
4; Henry WinstonB. Clay,
KWKH Shrevepcrt, La., and F. C.
Sowell, WLAC Nashville, Tenn., District 6; Stanley R. Pratt, WSOO Sault
Ste. Marie, Mich., District 8; Frank
Fogarty, WOW KCMO
Omaha,Kansas
Neb., City,
and E.Mo.,
K.
Hartenbower,
District 10; John Esau, KTUL Tulsa,
Okla., and Jack Todd. KAKE Wichita,
Kan., District 12; William C. Grove,
KFBC Cheyenne. Wyo.. and Walter E.
Wagstaff, KIDO Boise, Ida., District 14;
and
Johnson, KOY Phoenix,
Ariz.,Albert
DistrictD. 16.
LAST CALL
1952

FOR

cousin, Hulbert Taft Jr., is vice
president of Radio Cincinnati Inc.,
operator of WKRC-AM-FM-TV
Cincinnati. The Cincinnati TimesStar has half the voting stock in
the radio properties and Sen. Taft
has a small non-voting stock holding in the newspaper. He is neither
active in the newspaper nor in operation or policy of the radio properties.

TALENT MERGERS
Proposals Under Study
SCIENTIFIC stnidy of merger proposals, raised for all members of
Associated Actors and Artists of
America and to be executed through
labor research groups at Cornell
and the U. of California at Los
Angeles, were well in progress
last week, with researchers interviewing leaders of all AAAA units
involved.
Meanwhile, constitution committee of Television Authority met its
Jan. 31 deadline for drafting a
document for merger of TVA with
the American Federation of Radio
Artists, TVA Executive Secretary
George Heller reported. Membership meetings to discuss the draft
will be called by both unions during February, he explained, with a
referendum of all radio and television artists to be conducted between March 1 and April 1. When
the July 1 deadline for merger of
all AAAA members arrives, the
two broadcasting units will, in case
total merger plans collapse, be in
a position to effect immediate
juncture.
AWRT MEETING
Coy Expected to Attend
FCC CHAIRMAN Wayne Coy is
among distinguished visitors expected at the first annual conference of the western division of
American Women in Radio and
Television Feb. 9-10 in San Diego.
Delegates from 11 western states
and Alaska and Hawaii are to attend the conference in Hotel Manor,
home of KCBQ San Diego. Conference will open Saturday with a
dinner, to be followed by a business
meeting Sunday morning.
NOMINATIONS!

SIGIUA DELTA CHI
FOR 1951 ACHIEVEMENTS

AWARDS

Deadline — February 11, 1952
Radio Newswriting • Radio-TV Reporting
Public Service in Radio Journalism
Public Service in Magazine Journalism
Public Service in Newspaper Journalism
Research About Journalism • News Picture
General Reporting • Editorial Writing
Washington Correspondence • Editorial Cartooning
Foreign Correspondence • Magazine Reporting
No Nomination Forms — Send recording, script, details
FORWARD ENTRIES TO VICTOR E. BLUEDORN
SIGI\I/I DELTA

CHI AWARDS
IN JOURIMALISIU
35 EAST WACKER DRIVE
CHICAGO 1, ILLINOIS
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TOP

COVERAGE.
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corral
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Western

sales!

No other network ... no other medium . . . gives you the mass coverage of the
rich, fast-growing West delivered by NBC Western Network!
How do you reach the most people. . . for the least money. . . in the fabulous Pacific Coast market?
There's just one answer : buying radio time on the NBC Western Network. Yes, costs per
thousand on NBC Western Network are lower than for any network serving this great market!
And the most recent figures prove that — day or night — your advertising message on NBC
Western Network reaches more radio homes than are reached by any other network.
Sell your product or service to the fast-growing, fast-buying millions in the West over the
NBC Western Network. For complete details, consult your nearest NBC Sales Office today.
WESTERN

NETWOUK

NATIONAL
BUOADCASTING
A Division of Radio Corporation of America
HOLLYWOOD • SAN FRANCISCO • CHICAGO • NEW YORK
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WOR Merger Effected
(Continued from page 30)
this indicates continued, if not increased, mass radio audiences for
New York radio for the future.
Titled "The New York Radio
Audience — Today and Tomorrow,"
the study is based on Pulse and Advertest studies, with a special Pulse
survey made for WOR last November among 2,100 radio families in
Metropolitan New York.
Findings reported by WOR as of
last November, include:
• 3,138,600 families (90.1%)
listen to the radio each week, day
or night, with 2,961,000 (85.0%)
listening in the daytime and 2,828,600 (81.2%) in the evening
hours.
% 84.5% of TV families listen to radio each week, compared

Radio
Shown

Buying
In

New

to 98.4% of radio-only homes, with
78.5% TV and 94.9% radio-only
listening in the daytime, 71.3%
of TV and 96.0% of radio-only
listening at night.
• 2,455,900 families (70.5%)
listen on an average day, day or
night, with 2,166,700 (62.2%) listening during the daytime, 2,173,700 (62.4%) at night.
• 60.6% of TV families listen during an average day, day or
night, compared to 85.1% of radioonly families listening, with 54.3%
of TV and 74.1%. of radio-only
families listening during the daytime, 52.3% TV and 77.4% radioonly homes listening at night.
9 Pulse figures for OctoberDecember 1951 showed 773,700 famAdvertisement
Trends
Study

Printers' Ink report gives media
activity of 222 key advertisers
Two HUNDRED and twenty-two
companies set the pace for radio
advertising during the past 15
years. These 222 firms alone accounted for 90 fo of all the network time bought in that period !
(And, of course, they are bluechip accounts for national spot.)
What's more, they bought
59% of all the national advertising in the six media: network
radio, network TV, newspapers,
magazines, newspaper supplements and farm publications.
These are some of the facts
revealed in a new study that we
published recently, called "How
The "Millionaires' Advertise."
(We call these 222 companies
"millionaires" because each one of
them invested a million dollars or
more in six media in one or more
of the past 15 years) .
What we did was to collect
the best available statistics and research on these big advertisers.
Next we sifted and analyzed this
information to see what trends
and facts would show up.
Then we put our findings together— in simple charts and
text — to show (for example) :
how these companies split their
budgets from 1936-1950; which
industries put the most money in
which media; how their investments vary over the years ; what
the really significant buying trends
are.
In other words, you see who

how much
•bought
— and luhere.
As far as we
know, the information in this
study has never
before been presented or interpreted this way.

Bob Kenyon

We prepared
"How as
The a'Millionaires' Advertise"
service
to our readers (the buyers of advertising) and to our customers
(the sellers of advertising) .
And since its publication,
we've had hundreds of requests
for extra copies of the issues in
which it appeared. (One radio
network bought a complete set for
every one of the Division Managers and Sales Managers of its
Radio Spot Sales Division.)
In fact, the demand has been
so great that we went out of print.
we'veseries.
prepared
of theSo,entire
It runsreprints
to 24
pages. And it sells for $1.00 (cash
with order, please) .
Don't you think that you
and your associates and your sales
staff could find a wealth of information in this study to help
you sell more time to the 222 advertising millionaires of America?
Have your secretary send us
your dollar today, so that you can
start getting the benefit of this
information right away. Ask for
"How The 'Millionaires' AdROBERT E, KENYON, JR.
vertise." ADVERTISING DIRECTOR

205 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y
Chicago • Pasadena • Atlanta • Boston » Litsdan
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ilies as the average daily radio audience in metropolitan New York,
5.3% greater than the average
audience of 734,700 families in the
like period of 1946, when there
were less than 14,000 TV sets in
the area. Increase was attributed
by WOR to a 16% increase in the
number of radio families in the
area (which the station notes is
"a factor which ratings and setsin-use statistics fail to take into
account") and to increased morning listening which in some part
offsets the drop in the evening audience.
Over the last five years, the
morning radio audience (6 a.m. to
noon) has expanded 43%, the afternoon audience (noon to 6 p.m.)
15%, while the evening audience
(6 p.m. to midnight) has dropped
17%, WOR stated. However, the
station pointed out, the dip in the
early evening hours (6-8 p.m.)
amounts to less than 3%, and,
"even with a decline of 24% between 8 p.m. and midnight. New
York radio delivers an average audience of 735,000 families in these
The General Tire radio-TV properties include, in addition to the
WOR
hours."stations, the Yankee and the
Don Lee Networks. In the merger,
R. H. Macy & Co., former owner
of WOR-AM-FM-TV, received $3,850,000 plus a 10% interest in the
newly unified broadcasting company. Further, Macy interests have
not sold WOR land, buildings or
equipment, but is leasing them to
Thomas S. Lee Enterprises Inc.,
General Tire's radio-TV subsidiary,
for 25 years at $315,000 per year.
After 25 years rental drops to $78,750 annually. Options to purchase
also are included in the agreement,
approved by FCC in mid-January
[B»T, Jan. 21].

AFA 'MAGIC KEY' FILM
Widely Shown in Oklahoma
AMERICAN Federation of Advertisers' film, "Magic Key," which
shows the force of advei'tising in
free enterprise, currently is being
shown throughout Oklahoma.
Credit for wide acceptance of the
film reportedly may be traced to
Jim Willis, vice president, Oklahoma City Adv. Club, and efforts
of the club.
In addition to showings before
schools and civic clubs, the film
was featured on a regular weekly
program over WKY-TV Oklahoma
City. Mr. Willis, local time salesman for WKY-TV, has handled
bookings of the film.
Forms

New

Units

Radio Alert Plan
(Continued from page 30)
ceive the official concurrence of the
Secretary of Defense and the
chairman of the National Security
Resources Board.
(2) The FCC (either the
Chairman or a duly designated
representative). Secretary of Defense and other government departments or agencies may issue
appropriate rules and regulations
and take other action looking toward effective operation of the
plan. The Secretary of Defense
and other agencies also may appoint designated representatives.
(3) The FCC is authorized to
appoint advisory committees to assist the Commission in the performance of its duties on the plan.
FCC has set Feb. 15 as the deadline for comments on its proposed
rules for RACES — Radio Amateur Communication Emergency
Service. Specified frequencies were
issued by the Commission in January 1951.
FCC to Watch Budget
The FCC will be keeping a
watchful eye for the ultimate fate
of a requested $3,627,035 for field
engineering and monitoring activities for fiscal 1953. A $1 millionplus increase is sought on the basis
of "defense-related needs for a
strengthened radio-monitoring and
direction-finding program, including control of electromagnetic radiation" [B»T, Jan. 28].
President Truman's original CD
blueprint, envisioning broadcasters as alert "sentinels," was issued over a year ago [B*T. Sept.
25, 1950]. FCDA late last year decided to split the communications
followup into two parts, because of
the delay on the broadcast phase.
The first of these, issued the
past fortnight, supplies data to civil
defense officials responsible for
planning, procuring and installing
public warning systems.
Because of the cost of installing
a high-intensity sound wave siren
system, FCDA said, it will be necessary for people to condition
themselves to signals of only reasonable loudness. Recognition of
these signals can be developed only
by staging practice alerts, according to the manual.
The booklet covers such topics
as location of warning devices,
maintenance, protection from sabotage,
replacements
iliaryparts
devices
and power. and
It auxmay
be obtained from the U. S. Government Printing Office for 15(i.
Nelson Heads SCBA
J. NORMAN NELSON was named
managing director of Southern
California Broadcasters Assn. at a
special board meeting Thursday
night. He succeeds Robert J. Mc- i
Andrews, who resigned in December
to become commercial and promotion manager KBIG Avalon, Calif.,
which starts operating in April.
Mr. Nelson was ABC Western Division sales promotion manager.

IN MOVE which separates ABC
Western Division sales service into
two units, Mae Dene Ellis, sales
service supervisor, has been named
sales service manager of ABC-TV.
Marion Russell, sales service assistant, elevated to sales service
manager, ABC Radio.
BROADCASTING
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SERVICE

ROBERT WASS News Director . . . Special Events
. . . fifteen years experience makes his news job
the most-listened-to in Cleveland ... 15 years
(radio news)
VITAL

TO

NORTHEASTERN

W

17 Newscasts

every day • All news

re-written & processed

Service • Police-Fire Dept. Radio • Mobile

The

5000

O.

L.

WATTS
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•

1300

CLEVELAND,

• Telecasting

MARTY WHELAN
City Hall Reporter .
local news man.

BOB WEST
Reporter . . . Feature Writer
charge of night newt

Press &

International

News

'beeper' system for on-the-air interviews.

National

Representatives

KC

OHIO
VITAL

BROADCASTING

JERRY BOWMAN
Newscaster . . . re-write
man ... 15 years
(radio news)

• Associated

unit • Telephone

Company

WAYNE JOHNSON
Newscaster . . . "voice of
the news" in Cleveland . . .
6 years (radio news)
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The emblem at the left symbolizes a
quarter-century of service . . . public service . . . which has ever been the watchword of the FORT INDUSTRY COMPANY

since

its founding in 1927.
Although FORT INDUSTRY has grown
in size and number of stations, the fundamental concept remains as purposeful today
as 25 years ago ... to serve the best interests
of the public. This has been accomplished
by plowing back nearly 75% of its earnings
to improve its radio stations and develop
television.
The response to and acceptance of
the FORT

INDUSTRY

Stations proves the

soundness of this policy. "Broadcasting in
the public interest" will always be fort
industry's number one responsibility and
greatest asset.

THE

FORT

INDUSTRY

COMPANY

Atlantca, Ga.
WSPB, Toledo, O. • WWVA, Wheeling, W. Vo. « WMMH, Fairmont, W. Va. •
O.
Cincinnati,
WSAl,
•
Mich.
WiSK, Detroit,
WGBS, Miomi, Fla. •
Tex.
WSPD-TV, Toledo, O. • WJIK-TV, Detroit, Mich. » WAGA-TV, Atlanta, Ga. • RiYi-T¥, San Antonio,
NATIONAL SALES HEADQUARTERS:
488 Madison Ave., New York 22, Eldorado S-2455 230 H. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, FRanktin
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Out

on

Bond

SEN. ED JOHNSON'S introduction of a
legislative amendment that would remove many
of the anxieties connected with political broadcasting comes at a most timely moment.
Without such a change in the existing law,
broadcasters must face the approaching political campaigns, which promise to be among the
more ferocious of recent history, in the same
be-damned-if-you-do and be-damned-if-youdon't status that they have uncomfortably occupied since 1934 when the Communications
Act was written.
As now composed, Section 315 of the act
prohibits broadcasters from censoring anything
— including libel — out of a political candidate's
broadcast, but it provides no protection at all
for whatever legal consequences ensue.
Sen. Johnson's amendment would furnish
protection by requiring candidates or their
spokesmen to post a bond and by limiting any
libel suit that might subsequently be filed
against a broadcaster to damages in the amount
of the bond. The question as to whether it is
lawfully possible to write that kind of limited
liability for a particular class of citizen, in this
case the broadcaster, is one' that attorneys may
want to argue. But in essence, we believe,
Sen. Johnson is certainly on the right track.
Every eifort must be made to bring this
legislation to hearing (which would be conducted before Sen. Johnson's own Interstate
and Foreign Commerce Committee) as soon
as possible, with the hope of correcting the law
before the full vigor of the 1952 campaigns is
developed.
The Senator deserves the broadcasters'
thanks for introducing the needed legislation,
and, more significantly, their most complete
support in pushing it through the Congress.

a Stronger 'Voice'
rd phenomena
Towa
THE
TWIN
of World War II —
for good or for evil — were the atom bomb and
psychological warfare. The atom bomb ended
hostilities. The war of words has never even
abated; it has intensified.
Our psychological warfare program is
wrapped up, broadly, in the Voice of America.
Russia's outlay for propaganda, we're told,
runs $1.5 billion — or about 15 times what
we're spending.
This propaganda activity is a rough business. Everybody's an expert. You can start a
talkathon in Congress by mere mention of it.
Just recently it has begun to take on an aura
of respect. That's because the Voice and associated activities have begun to penetrate and
irritate the Iron Curtainites.
While there's still acrimony aplenty on the
Hill, the transition from what existed just a
couple of years ago is revealing. This turn
can be attributed to the work primarily of
one man — Edward W. Barrett, who has resigned as assistant secretary of state in charge
of Voice affairs after two arduous years. His
was a heroic accomplishment. He leaves the
State Dept.'s external operations far better
than he found them. His legacy is approval
of a separation of the functions — an administrator of International Information who reports directly to the Secretary of State, and an
assistant secretary of state for public affairs.
There are those who argue for a separate
propaganda agency, responsible to the PresiPage 50 • February 4, 1952

dent, with a head of cabinet rank. Unlike the
Soviet, where all originates in the Kremlin, it
would appear impossible in our democracy to
isolate the propaganda office from the "Foreign Office" or State Dept.
What is needed is greater recognition by
Congress of the importance of psychological
activities. Atomic energy is handled by a high
level joint committee of both House and Senate. Secrets are kept. There's no bickering on
the floor about its activities, no smears that
make a mockery of our efforts in the eyes of
those we're trying to sell abroad on our sincerity and zeal for world peace.
There should be a Joint Committee of Congress for Psychological Warfare. It should be
manned by senior members of Senate and
House — those handling appropriations and
ways and means.
Then, we think, most of our internal troubles
about our external operations would end.
Knockout

Count

IT IS GRATIFYNG to observe that some people have quit counting radio out and are beginning to count it up.
It counts up to a pretty fabulous figure, as
the report of the Joint Radio Network Committee last week showed.
The committee says there are 105,300,000
radio sets in America, 9,300,000 more than
there were a year ago. These sets are distributed in some very interesting places.
Some 34,000,000 of them are secondary or
portable sets, in homes that also have primary
sets. Secondary set listening (in kitchen, bedroom, etc.) isn't affected much by television
(in those areas that have TV), and portable
set listening isn't affected at all.
Some 23,500,000 of them are in automobiles.
Television provides no competition whatever
to car radios.
The 34,000,000 secondary or portable sets
plus the 28,500,000 car radios add up to 57,500,000. Just for the hell of it, let's forget entirely about the other 47,800,000 sets that make
up the 105,300,000 total and think for a moment
about those 57,500,000 that aren't in the same
room or even in the same vicinity with television. (At this time, of course, a tremendous
number of other sets are in places beyond reach
of any
TV ofsignal,
don't know exactly
how
many
these but
thereweare.)
It's interesting to note that there are more
secondary, portable and car radios in use than
there are newspaper copies sold daily in the
entire country. Editor- & Publisher estimates
that total circulation of all U. S. dailies is
around 54,000,000. In short, you can completely dismiss almost half of all the radio sets
in the country — the half that may be considered
"primary" sets — and radio's circulation still
beats
million. the newspapers' by more than three
Now of course it is impossible to ignore those
other 47,800,000 radio sets, no matter how
hard anyone tries. About 900,000 of them were
purchased within the past year by folks who
were setting up new households. Presumably,
they bought the radios to listen to, since radio
receivers have little other purpose that we
know of.
All 47,800,000 are in working condition, a
fact which strengthens our belief that people
are not letting their radios fall into disuse.
Five million of these sets are in institutions,
dormitories, barracks and "other places," according tothe network committee, but the other
42,800,000 are the primary sets in the 95.6%
of all U. S. homes that are radio-equipped.
Anybody know what percentage of all U. S.
homes take newspapers or magazines? Anybody want to bet against our statement that
in both cases it's a lot less than 95.6%?

^

our respects lo:

NORMAN
ASHLEY
THOMAS

EARL
WILLIAM
WINGER

CHATTANOOGA
is a pointing
city of feverish
activity these days,
up the
frenzied vitality of the Tennessee Valley
Authority and the great Atomic City at nearby Oak Ridge.
But for two southern radio pioneers, TVA
conjures visions of another booming industry
sharply distinct from defense pursuits.
Looking back over 27 years of rewarding
association in the commercial radio field,
Pioneers Earl Winger and Norman Thomas
can take understandable pride in accomplishments accrued to WDOD, of which they are
co-owners.
While they are proud to be in the heart of
the TVA development, their next immediate
goal is to establish Chattanooga as the TV
center of the great valley. Like many another
restless broadcaster, Messrs. Winger and
Thomas eagerly await the lifting of the
freeze by FCC with which WDOD has filed
a television application.
The city is video-less at present, but these
two pioneers, lifelong friends since the early
1900's, predict unlimited opportunities for the
burgeoning industry there.
In looking ahead to television, they would i
like to tackle what they have already accomplished in radio — bring entertainment, in- i
formation
community. and public service to this growing
The team of Winger and Thomas did, in
fact, literally "gi-ow up" in Chattanooga
radio, with resulting profit to both, but this
is only part of the story. In the process they
schooled a host of radio executives, coast to
coast, reading like part of a broadcasting
"Who's Who."
The association of Earl William Winger ,
and Norman Ashley Thomas actually began
in Marietta, Ohio, nearly a score of years before commercial radio came to the American
scene.
Norm Thomas was born in Marietta Jan. 25,
1901, and Earl Winger in Pennsylvania May
5, 1899. The latter moved to Marietta in childhood and soon he and the other youth became
good neighbors.
It was then that the groundwork was laid
for two parallel radio careers. They experimented with wireless telegraphy, communicating with each other in their respective homes, j
Mr. Thomas received his early schooling at
Marietta College and his friendship was temporarily interrupted when Mr. Winger and
his family moved to Chattanooga, where the
(Continued on page 5i)
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Haeberle

Products
About Arle Haeberle
of WTCN

are like children:

Special Development

Is Often

To Bring Them

Needed

Out!

In the Minneapolis-St. Paul Market the ability of
Arle Haeberle to "mother" new products, to work
with Agency and the Advertiser's sales force is
unique in Radio Selling.
Personally tries everything she
sells . . . more than foods, she covers
all fields of women's interests . . .
sells civic projects to housewives
. . . from symphony ... to Legion
Auxiliary ... to dolls for poor kids
... to Red Cross ... to Hospital
Benefits ... to flower clubs ... to
all church groups ... to community
theatres ... to lunch clubs.
Over 50 groups ask her help and
get it. Their memberships get their
news from Arle. They try to make
her president of everything.
. . . And yet ... a common sense
approach to advertising problemsl

'Tftey knew his bell.

National Representatives
FREE AND PETERS

BROADCASTING

Her morning show . . . Around the Town ... on
WTCN Radio has built a list of 7000 housewives
who help Arle by trying products and "telling Arle
about them"!
More than a box-top miner . . . her interest extends beyond good delivery of a commercial. For
the advertiser who wants to pre-test a market,
Arle Haeberle delivers a whopping big bargain.
If this kind of plus sounds like what the doctor
ordered for your problem product . . . ask our man
in your reception room to come in!

his voice: and so the friendship of a voice with many people was formed^*

TCN-Radio
and WTCN-TV
M I N N E A P O L I S — S T. PAUL
Town Crier of the Northwest
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AL HORRIGAN, news editor, WBYS Canton, 111., named station manager
succeeding the late BILLY RICHARDSON who was fatally injured in an
automobile accident Dec. 10 [B«T, Dec. 24, 1951].

GEORGE

D. E. (TONY) PROVOST, vice president and general manager of Hearst
radio operations, elected director of KING AM-FM-TV Seattle. Hearst,
through the Seattle Post Intelligencer, holds 25% interest in KING
properties.

P. MOORE, director of sales, WLWT (TV) Cincinnati, to
WLTV (TV) Atlanta as general sales manager.
PHIL BALDWIN, assistant manager, CKNW New
Westminster, B. C., elected director of Vancouver Advertising Club.
EDWARD BLEIER, program and audience promotion
department, DuMont TV Network, N. Y., to local spot
sales department of WJZ-TV same city, as account
executive.

NEAL SMITH, sales manager and account e:secutive, WLW Cincinnati,
to WCOL Columbus, Ohio, as station manager.
TOM GARTEN, commercial manager, WSAZ Huntington, W. Va., appointed station manager. JAMES H.
FERGUSON, program director, moves to WSAZ-TV as
director of sales.
HUGH B. LARUE, sales manager. Aloha Network,
Hawaii, named account executive at WNBC New York.
Mr. Smith

WILLIAM KIEWEL
appointed station manager at
KROX Crookston, Minn., replacing GARY FOX, who
moves to station's sales department.

PETER M. SOUTTER appointed an account executive in sales department of DuMont Television Network, N. Y.
CLARENCE H. BRACEY, general commercial manager, WHOO
Fla., to staff of ABC Television Spot Sales.

Orlando,

CHARLES BENNETT, program director, KCSB San Bernardino, Calif.,
promoted to station manager.
HERBERT MARTIN, Jr. named sales manager, WSGN and WSGN-AM
Birmingham, Ala.; B. W. RAND A appointed manager of general sales,
and OTIS DODGE has been added to the station's sales staff.

Mr. Moore

STUART
WEISSMAN,
salesSucceeding
manager,
WOR NewV. York,
named assistant
to sales tostaff.
Mr. Weissman as sales manager's assistant is ROLLIN BOYNTON,
WQXR New York.
WILLIAM J. MARTIN, Look magazine sales representative, Phila.,
joins NBC New York network sales department.
JOSEPH L. STANLEY, timebuyer, Raymond R. Morgan Co., Hollywood,
to KFI Hollywood as account executive.
F. W. H. WELLWOOD named executive assistant to GEORGE
CHANDLER, president of CJOR Vancouver. Mr. Wellwood was formerly management consultant for a
number of internationally-known companies including
E. B. Eddy Co., Hull, Que.; Belding-Corticelli Ltd.,
Montreal; Canadian Marconi Co., Montreal; and Thomas
Nelson & Sons, New York.

C.

WILLIAM H. DAVIS, assistant to sales manager,
WGN-TV Chicago, to CBS Television Spot Sales, same
city, as account executive.
CAPT. GLENN GILBERT, formerly WGAR Cleveland
sales staff member, shipped overseas with Air Force.

Mr. Wellwood

C. MERWIN TRAVIS, Howard G. Mayer & Assoc., Hollywood, to ABC
Western Division as sales promotion manager succeeding JOHN HANSEN who moves to KECA same city, as account executive.
BERRY LONG, sales manager of WNBC New York, to KLZ Denver as
local sales manager replacing R. MAIN MORRIS who
will devote full time to post of assistant manager.
KNOX LaRUE, manager, San Francisco office, George
P. Hollingbery Co., station representative, joins KONG
Visalia, Calif., as general manager effective Feb. 15.
He also will assist in KSTN Stockton management.
GEORGE LINDMAN, manager, KPOA Honolulu, succeeds him
as George P. Hollingbery Co.'s San Francisco
manager.

to
WINSI NOW

50,000

WATTS

Day and NIGHT!

Mr.

Long

ROBERT WHITE has resigned as account executive at
MBS New York. Future plans are unannounced.

JOHN BRUBAKER, news editor, WCCC Hartford, switches to the station's sales staff. PAUL MARTIN, station manager, was incorrectly
identified as having assumed this position. [B*T, Jan. 28]

Now WINS offers a powerful
50,000 watts around the clock.
This means still greater coverage an even better signal —
another reason why . ; .

JOHN PATTISON WILLIAMS, executive vice president of WING Dayton, WIZE Springfield and WCOL Columbus, Ohio, re-elected to the board
of directors of Dayton Community Chest for three-year term.

1010 WINS!

ROGER W. CLIPP, general manager, WFIL-AM-TV Philadelphia, named
chairman of the radio-TV publicity committee for 1952 Heart Fund campaign in Philadelphia area.

l^ationaU

• • •

JOHN D. SCHEUER

wrns

CROSLEY
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50,000 WATTS
DAY AND NIGHT . . . NEW YORK
BROADCASTING CORPORATION

Jr., operations assistant to general manager of
(Continued on page 56)

WJZ New York celebrated sixth anniversary fortnight ago of its Farm
Neivs Program with Phil Alampi,
WJZ farm news editor. Mr. Alampi,
WEOK
a past president of National Assn. of
POUGHKEEPSIE
Radio Farm Directors, has missed only
one broadcast during entire period of
REPRESENTED BY D EVN E Y
Monday-through-Saturday (6-6:30 a.m.
EST) programs.
BROADCASTING
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Proof? It's all in a startling new WNEW
along with evidence of just how big New
of how fabulously big WNEW

is today —

report,

York radio is —

after four years of television.

Copies are available to advertisers and agencies upon request.

WNEW
1130
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when

you

buy

K-NUZ

you

plus

buy

values!

•k K-NUZ places a regular advertising
schedule in the HOUSTON CHRONICLE, Texas' largest daily. Four ads
weekly on radio page plug individual K-NUZ shows, personalities, and sponsors.
■*r Quarter-page ads monthly in
grocer's publication, the Checking
Counter, plugging sponsors' products. These ads have brought increasing response from food
brokers throughout lhe greater
Houston market area.
Over 90,000 people each yeor see
K-NUZ-advertised products in a
giant display at the Houston Home
Show held in April. Samples and
promotional literature on your
product can be made available.
Regular schedule of trade magazine
ads, with frequent listing of sponsors.
-ff Point-of-broadcast displays of your
products — in the showcases and on
the billboards at K-NUZ Radio
Ranch. Many hundreds of visitors
are received daily.

For Information
Call FORJOE
National Representative,
or DAVE MORRIS
General Manager
at KEystone 2581

P. O. Box 2135 T.W.X. HO 414
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for television in a city now much
in the national spotlight. Aside
We Pay Our Respects
from TVA and the Atomic City,
(Continued from page 50)
the Arnold Engineering Development Center also is very much in
latter attended Central High. After
the only FM outlet in the area with
evidence with its wind tunnels and
graduation from Baylor in 1920, network affiliation.
Norm Thomas and Earl Winger
supersonic jet machines.
Mr. Winger returned to Marietta
"What marvelous opportunities
College and then attended the U. embarked on a training program
of Chattanooga.
for personnel as the station grew
for growth await this area?" they
ask, full well knowing the
The formal schooling of the pair and progressed and assumed a both
answer.
voice
in
community
affairs.
came to an abrupt halt, however,
Among the alumni who got some
in due course. Having settled in
of
their training under Messrs.
Chattanooga, they rented a oneStrictly Business
room downtown location and set up Winger and Thomas were Gene
(Continued from page 16)
a radio shop to repair sets and sell Wilkey, WCCO Minneapolis; Arch
McDonald, Washington sportscrystal sets.
caster; Frank Lane, KRMG Tulsa;
remained at Headley-Reed until
It may be safely reported that Wayne Cameron, ABC network;
the fall of 1946, except for a year's
this fledgling enterprise made little
stint in the Army Air Force, and
Carter Parham, WDEF Chator no impression on the business
tanooga;
Bob
Sherry,
CBS
New
then
joined John Blair & Co., repor financial leaders of the city. But
resentative firm which at that
York;
J.
W.
Birdwell,
WBIR
the boys continued to stick it out.
time handled only radio stations.
Knoxville; Joe Eislein, RCA ElecThen a rather daring thought
tronics Div. Others include Allen
In February 1951, shortly after the
occurred to one of the youths (it Stout, WROL Knoxville; Bill firm established a completely sepahas never been established which
rate television company. Jack
Davies, WBLJ Dalton, Ga., and
one) : Why not put up a little Bill Corley of WBNS Columbus,
Davis became Chicago manager of
broadcasting station to run a few
Ohio.
Blair-TV.
hours a day and thus stimulate
The two owners kept pace with
He supervises sales for nine TV
the sale of radio receivers — strictly the station's growth through the stations in most of the Midwest,
as a hobby or sideline, of course.
years, taking an active part in working with two salesmen. Conbusiness and civic activities.
vinced that television long ago
Without question, the advertising potentialities of radio — and
proved it sells merchandise, he beTAB Re-elects Winger
their mutual career pattern — were
lieves the "only reason a lot of
Mr. Winger recently was re- advertisers
undreamed of by the two young
are not going into TV
elected for another term as an ofpromoters.
ficer of the Tennessee Assn. of is because they need to be eduThey soon rented a 20 by 20 ft. Broadcasters. A past president of
room to house a combination studio
Mr. Davis points to the increasthe local Rotary Club, he is a
and office, with additional space
ing number of 52-week contracts
trustee of Baylor School and U.
for a transmitter. Slim and agile of Chattanooga and a member of in TV, rare in radio, so buyers can
then, by their own admissions, they the board of the Chamber of keep their time franchise. He sees
acated."
continuing need for film spots
shinnied up the outside walls in Commerce. He also is active with
and shows because of their flexithe
manner
of
Peck's
bad
boy
and
the
YMCA
and
Boy
Scouts
of
installed a tower from instructions
America.
enablingareas.
them to "hypo"
specific
gleaned from a book.
Mr. Thomas belongs to the sales in bility,
Debuts as 50 w Outlet
A sporting enthusiast, Mr. Davis
Kiwanis Club and is interested in
an ace golfer, swimmer and
The public took the youths to agricultural development of the is
sailor and is currently teaching his
area. He also heads a housing
its heart from the outset, manifestnine-year-old daughter. Dale Ann,
ing an eager interest in the early development for Negroes and was
how to dive. Her brother, John
instrumental in making possible
operation of what was to become
Will, is seven. The Davis family
several
aviation
programs.
WDOD. Those facilities reprelives in north suburban Glenview,
Both Mr. Thomas and Mr. Winsented the "lock,
stock when
and barrel"
where Mr. Davis heads the mainger are members of the Mountain
investment
of WDOD
it took
tenance division for their ranch
Club and the Radio Pioneers
the air April 13, 1925, with 50 w, City
house and for the brook in the
Club.
the co-owners fondly recall.
backyard. His wife is the former
By strange working of fate, both
The original schedule called for
Eleanor Winter of Evanston, 111.
also
have
parallel
personal
lives.
three broadcast hours three eveEach has five children and is a
A unique suburbanite, Mr. Davis
nings per week, starting at 8:30
is actively interested in village afp.m. But listeners clamored for grandfather. Even their hobbies
with Mr. Thomas prefairs, working on zoning and politmore. Demand for receivers ex- are similar,
ical committees and attending
ferring farming and fishing and
ceeded supply. The schedule was
Mr. Winger gardening and golfing most of the village board meetings.
stepped up until day and night to
He is a member of the Chicago
supplement his fishing activities.
broadcasting
became firmly estabTelevision Council and WestmoreThey both pointed out that the
lished.
land Country Club.
Valley would hold a great potential
WDOD moved to the top floor
of the Patten Hotel in November
1925 and boosted its power to 500
QUINCY,
w. Radio fans were treated to
available local talent. Four years
ILLINOIS
GATES
later, power was jumped again,
this time to 5 kw daytime and
1 kw night. In 1930 WDOD counted
itself in among the first seven stations to affiliate with CBS.
Another power increase (to 5
kw nighttime) was granted in
THESE OFFICES
1941, making WDOD the mo^t
TO SERVE YOU
,
powerful voice in the Tennessee
Valley area. Studios were moved
to the Hamilton National Bank
QUINCY^ ILL. . . .
. TEL 8202
Bldg. and the transmitter to its
HOUSTON, TEXAS
. .
. TEL. ATWOOD 8536
present location near Baylor
WASHINGTON, D. C. . . TEL. METROPOLITAN 0522
School.
MONtREAL, QUE. . .
. . . TEL. ATLANTIC 9441
FM emerged as a reality for
NEW
YORK
CITY
.
...
TEL. MURRAY HILL 9-0200
WDOD in 1949, with location atot)
nearby Signal Mountain — today
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If you have been hearing dire predictions about the fate of radio
in general, just cast an eye at" the leading independent radio stations!
Competition
buy when

has kept them toughened

up, made

you really want profitable results. You

to get the facts. Just write to any AIMS

THESE
WCUE
WBMD
WBNY
WJMO
WVKO
KMYR
KCBC
WIKY
WCCC
WXLW
WJXN
KIMS
WKYW

ARE

THE

— Akron, Ohio
— Baltimore, Maryland
—Buffalo, New York
— Cleveland, Ohio
— Columbus, Ohio
— Denver, Colorado
— Des Moines, Iowa
— Evansville, Indiana
— Hartford, Connecticut
— Indianapolis, Indiana
— ^Jackson, Mississippi
— Lincoln, Nebraska
—Louisville, Kentucky

LEADING

astounded
Shey were
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Iwn 75

them today's best
owe

it to yourself

member

listed below.

INDEPENDENT

RADIO

-San Diego, California
-San Francisco, California
-Seattle, Washington
- -Spokane, Washington
-Springfield, Massachusetts
-Stockton, California
-Syracuse,
New York
-Tulsa, Oklahoma

WMIE —Miami, Florida
WMIL — Milwaukee, Wisconsin
WKDA —Nashville, Tennessee
WBOK — New Orleans, Louisiana
WWSW— Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
KXL
—Portland, Oregon
WXGI - — Richmond, Virginia
KSTL ■— St. Louis, Missouri
WMIN — Minneapolis-St. Paul
KNAK —Salt Lake City, Utah
KITE — San Antonio, Texas

KYA
KING
KSON
KREM
WAGE
KSTN
WOLF
KFMJ
WNEB -Worcester, Massachusetts
WBBW -Youngstown, Ohio

They are all members of AIMS — Association of Independent Metropolitan
Stations— each the outstanding independent station in a city.
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Front Office
(Cjitinued from page 52)
WFIL Philadelphia, appointed for second successive year to serve as
radio representative on the Committee on Nursing Resources to Meet
Civil and Military Nursing Needs, group sponsored by the Pennsylvania
State Nurses Assn.
DONN B. TATUM, director of television, ABC Western Division, named
volunteer TV chairman for 1952 Los Angeles Red Cross fund raising cam-

SCHILE NAMED
Elected President of UBA
FLEDGLING Utah Broadcasters
Assn. last week more firmly established its operating structure and
elected S.John Schile, vice president,
Rocky Mountain
Broadcasting
System, as president.
Operating on a
temporary basis
the past year, the
first annual meeting in Salt Lake
City last Tuesday
took s t eps t 0

paign.
ALLEN M. WOODALL, president of WDAK Columbus, Ga., elected
president of 1952 board of directors of Columbus Chamber of Commerce.
COLIN M. SELPH, vice president and general manager, KDB Santa
Barbara, Calif., appointed general publicity chairman for 1952 Red Cross
Campaign in Santa Barbara.
JOHN H. L. TRAUTFELTER, vice president and treasurer, WFBR Baltimore, elected president of Executives Assn. of Baltimore Inc. for oneyear term.
Feature of the Week
(Continued from page 16)

;

IN AUDIENCE

IIN THE

IN
PER

MORNING

COST
LISTENER

IN

LOCAL

ACCEPTANCE
Outstanding Local
Personalities Build an
Outstanding Audience

1370 KC 5000 WATTS
Carter M. Parham, President
Represented by BRANHAM
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dio graduation, paid tribute to the
"ability, persistence, and courage"
of the graduates.
Also complimenting the station
for its work, Mr. Ernst reminded
the
Friday more
TV audience,
television
friends "through
can be
present at the graduation of these
boys and girls than can be packed
into the auditorium of any high
school in the country."
WPIX first offered its facilities
to the New Yoi-k Board of Education in the fall of 1950, with an
ultimate plan for Living Blackboard
devised and inaugurated at 10:45
a.m., Oct. 15, 1951, to give lessons
to city students confined to their
homes.
The 15-25 minute series — telecast
Monday, Wednesday and Friday —
was divided into three categories,
"Science at Your Fingertips,"
"Make It Your Business" and "Adventures in Undex-standing" for
ultimate broadcast directly to classroom viewers but primarily for
pupils unable, because of illness, to
attend regular high school classes.
The video lessons were coordinated with i-egular instruction the
students received from visiting
teachers and by radio from New
York's education outlet, WNYE
(FM) with some of the same in-

structors also appearing on the telecasts.
Opening the series last October,
Superintendent of Schools Dr. William Jansen explained the delighted
educator's point of view when he
told the confined students, "through
the magic of television, we can
literally give you a picture."
Success of the series was immediate, with support coming from
sevei'al city agencies and over a
dozen business organizations in
New York. WPIX was even tuned
in by hospitalized veterans who
wanted to finish their high school
educations, and nine other cities in
the area asked to coordinate their
projects for confined students with
the TV program.
Educators visiting New York
from other states and countries appeared, to help the sick in body
grow in mind and learn adjustments
to their handicaps. Voice of America beamed audio versions of the
program to European audiences.
And today (Monday), any questions that might have been raised
about a commercial video station's
wisdom in scheduling educational
programming are overwhelmingly
answered: WPIX begins the second
semester of Living Blackboard at
12 noon.

strengthen the oranization. Of 20
stations in gUtah,
17 were represented.
The meeting completed Articles
of Incorporation which were filed
with the Secretary of State; also
drafted and approved a constitution and by-laws.
During the past few months, C.
Richard Evans, vice president and
general
manager,
KSL-AM-FM-TV
Salt Lake
City, has
been serving
Mr. Schile

as president. A new slate of officers was elected and installed. In
addition to Mr. Schile. They are:
Emerson Smith, KDYL-TV Salt
Lake City, vice president, Northern Div.; Harold Van Wagenen,
KCSU Provo, vice president, Southern Div.; Arch Webb, KVOG Ogden, bersecretary-treasurer
and Other
memof the board of directors.
board members were listed as Bob
Davies, KMUR Murray; Jack Richards KOAL Price, and Harold Tolboe, KOVO Provo.
Woolley Named
In addition, several committee
appointments were made, the most
important of which was that of the
legislative committee, headed by
Easton Woolley, KDYL.
Among resolutions passed was
an emphatic vote against the Benton Bill "as unjust censorship of
the broadcasting industry."
UBA plans to have full membership meetings twice a year and
meetings of directors as often as
"is necessary to insure complete
cooperation in solving the problems of the industry vdthin its
jurisdiction."

New York Judgeship
PRESIDENTIAL nomination of
FCC Comr. Frieda B. Hennock to a
New York federal court post last
year is now officially a past issue.
Miss Hennock's nomination was
pigeon-holed in the Senate Judiciary Committee after extensive
hearings were held. Last Wednesday, President Truman nominated
David N. Edelstein as U. S. Judge
for the Southern District of New
York, the judgeship which had been
earmarked for Miss Hennock.
Judge Edelstein received a recess
appointment last Nov. 1 after the
President announced that the reoff'ered
been she
had that
cess Hennock
appointment and
to Miss
had
declined the offer.

More people, more jobs and
more buying-power continue
to make Jackson a good market. WJDX ... the "Voice of
Mississippi" . . . offers a sure
way
to tap market.
profitably this upand-coming

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY
GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY CO.
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to catch
an
atomic

killer!

Today, there's a potential killer in labs
and factories — radioactivity!
But atom workers are safe — thanks to
the weapons of science.
Besides every precaution, workers get
daily
check-ups
with ion-chamber
"guns"
and other
radiation-detection
instruments.
They catch the killer before it strikes'.
With atomic industry booming, demand for nuclear instruments is great.

BROADCASTING
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Delivery must be certain — and it must be
That's why, when shipping these and
jast.
other precision instruments, both shipper
and receiver stamp their orders: via Air
Express !
The world's fastest shipping service
brings this vital equipment safe, sound
and soon to laboratories and defense production centers everywhere.
Whatever your business, you can profit
why:
from regular use of Air Express. Here's
it's fastest — Air Express gets top
priority of all commercial shipping services — gives the fastest, most complete
door -to -door pick -up -and -delivery service in all cities and principal towns at
no extra cost.

vides one-carrier responsibility all the way
and gets a receipt upon delivery.
it's profitable— Air Express service
costs less than you think, gives you many
profit-making opportunities.
For more facts, call Air Express Division of Railway Express Agency.
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s

GETS

THERE

FIRST

it's dependable — Air Express pro-
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All Accounts

(Continued from "page 12)
media department has already
given you a bad name throughout
the business.
3. The representative is entitled
to an honest answer as to vf)\y he
was left off a schedule, if he was.
No reasonable refusal can cause
hard feelings, but evasions can.
He is confident of radio's ability
to weather the TV impact and reassume its proper place in the
media picture, but feels that much
thinking must still go into the
problem of radio flexibility.
"Many national advertisers now
have the dilemma of wanting network radio, but of already having
heavy TV expenditures in some of
the same markets. Obviously,
some way must be found to enable
them to use all the markets they
want, without having to duplicate
in many. Right now, spot radio
seems
to be the best solution," he
observed.
"Strong, imaginative local programming is the best sales aid a
station can have. National advertisers are always interested in the
local show which has built up at-

KWK
the
radio
in

St.

best
buy
Louis!

Globe- Democrat Tower BIdg.
Saint Louis

llefineleHiatiue,
«7-4e KATZ AGENCY
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Just before the war. Norm
tention."
Strouse was account executive for
six years on the Shell Oil accounts.
He was assistant Pacific Coast
manager for the agency when he
"accepted a position" with Uncle
Sam in 1942.
Rises Through Ranks
Enlisting as a private, Mr.
Strouse went through the Medical
Administrative Corps officer school
and was commissioned in October
1942. After a few months with
the War Dept., he went to General
MacArthur's headquarters for more
than two years. His big job was
organizing and directing information and educational activities. The
end of the war found him a major
and he was awarded the Legion
of Merit and an award from the
Philippine government.
Mr. Strouse never got far from
radio even in the Southwest Pacific.
His group set up Armed Forces
Radio stations from Milne Bay to
Manila.
Returning to JWT in 1946, he
was made account executive on the
Ford account. He was made a vice
president in 1947 and Detroit manager in 1948.
An interesting sidelight on this
busy executive is his love for rare
books and fine printing. For 25
years he has been collecting books
and has a connoisseur's assemblage.
But he's not content just to gather
books of others. He prints his own.
He has a hand printing press and
over 30 fonts of type for small
books and pamphlets.
Mr Strouse is a member of the
Detroit Athletic Club, Oakland
Hills Golf Club, Bloomfield Hills
County Club and the Bloomfield
Open Hunt Club. In addition, he
also
Club. belongs to Detroit's Adcraft

Texans

RCA SALES SESSION
Promotions Are Announced
THIRTY-TWO salesmen of the
RCA Engineering Products Department were named members of
the department's Sales Leaders
Club for exceeding quotas during

Notice Weather

THEY DO things big in
Texas — even early in the
morning before the sun rises.
KFJZ Fort Worth offered a
free thermometer to listeners
of George
Dawn
Patrol
at 5:40Erwin's
one morning
and was deluged with requests from 1,057 persons.
The breakdown covered 115
towns, 48 counties and six
states. Clyde Pemberton,
KFJZ commercial manager,
said he always knew Texans
were "weather-minded" but
described the results as almost unbelievable.

1951.
Eight members were named directors of the club for 1952. They
are D. S. Newborg, chairman; J.
W. Hillegas, J. C. Fields, 0. H.
Mackley, H. T. Schrule, R. L. Cleveland, D. R. Davis and E. E. Spicer.
More than 200 sales personnel,
including men}bers of the department's Camden home office staff
and field salesmen from regional
offices throughout the country, a
fortnight
ago attended week-long
ning.
sessions devoted to 1952 sales plan-

CALIF. GROUP TO ELECT
Session Set Feb. 7
NEW OFFICERS and directors
will be elected at day-long annual
membership meeting of the California State Radio & Television
Broadcasters Assn. in Hollywood
Roosevelt Hotel next Thursday.
William B. Smullin, general
manager of KIEM Eureka, and
state broadcasters' outgoing president, is to preside. Report on past
year's activities of CSRTBA is to
be given by Paul Bartlett, association secretary-treasurer, and general manager of KFRE Fresno.

Nineteen field sales appointments, involving promotions or
additions to the field staff, were
announced as follows:
Broadcast Equipment — J. M. Barclay,
Dallas; W. G. Eberhart, Chicago; E. S.
Clammer, Camden; and R. J. Newman,
San Francisco.
Communications Equipment — C. J.
Hutcheson, Kansas City; H. R. Jones,
Cleveland; L. Morrow, Dallas; B. V.
Vick, Atlanta; R. C. Newcomb, New
York; W. L. Babcock, Los Angeles; and
J. M. Young, Atlanta.
Government
Equipment
D. L. Pearlstone
and L. J.
Singler, — Dayton,
and
J. R. Dunn, Camden.
Industrial
^R. H. Stimpert
and G. B.Equipment
Russell, —Cleveland.
Visual
Equipment
—
R.
L. Donahue,
Cleveland and E. M. Keating,
New
York.
Film Recording — J. V. Leahy, New
York.

Clebar
the stop watch
split second

of

accuracy

1/5 second timer for
general timing, 7 jewels
#650
debar
quality, nonmagnetic, 30 minute
register-start, stop and
fly-back from crown.

There

is a Clebar

stop watch

for

every precision timing purpose. Write
for new FREE catalog which illustrates more than a score of models.

CLEBAR
WATCH
AGENCY
521 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 17
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For the third month in a row, WOR-tv's nighttime audience ranks fourth in
New York . . . topping a key network station and drawing more viewers
than any other independent tv station in the city:'
WOR-tv is only a breath away from New York's third television station!
And now Channel 9 gives advertisers the best tv facilities available in any
market in any country in the world. Now Channel 9 is telecasting from its new

year

home, Television Square . .
television.

New York's first building erected especially for

Everything about Channel 9 is bigger and better than ever! Audiences are
• » • •

larger; power is greater. Studios are the best in television. Only rates have
remained the same
still the lowest in television.
"Jan. 1952— Telepulse

»• • • • • • «

•• •• •• ••• V
» • • • •
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enlighten

and

aid

In recent years, the American Business Clubs National Organization became interested in the growing problem of cerebral palsy,
or spastic paralysis. A nationwide, continuing educational campaign was undertaken at that time to stress the need for special
research and treatment. For the year 1952, an intensive campaign
was planned. The film "Search" was produced for distribution by
local American Business Clubs. To assist the Lancaster club to
get the campaign nnder way in its area the facilities of WGAL-TV
were made available. A two-program series with a dual purpose
was presented early in January of this year. First, full information
was presented regarding the film "Search" and its availability for
showing before clubs, fraternal and service groups. Second, the

WGAL-TV programs sought to alert the public to the increasing
number of victims; to explain how to detect the disease: to outline
means of patient rehabilitation, and to help solve family adjustment problems. In the Lancaster area the campaign has been a
marked success. The film has had continuous booking. WGAL-TV
is pleased to be a part of this important nationwide activity.

In the photograph — (center) ff ayne V. Strasbaugh, president Lancaster Chapter, American Business Clnhs, (left) A. H. Spinner, club member, and Dr.
James S. Martin, representing the Lancaster County Medical Society.
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LANCASTER.
Rejiresctitcd hy
R0BI;RT meeker associates
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Continued
FCC

QUERIES

mission did not appraise the reports either quantitatively or
qualitatively. The sole yardstick
was some degree of programming
in education or religion as against
none at all in either field, the latter
situation resulting invariably in
the "temporary."
There was no indication that the
Commission attempted to consider
in any manner the amount of commercialization ofTV stations but
rather was guided solely by the
stations' own statements as to program diversification.
It was recognized, moreover, that
there may be "vagaries" involved
and, whereas during the composite
week in question, no education or
religion had been telecast, the program schedules for other periods
would show otherwise.
All stations will have an opportunity to answer, Mr. Coy said, in
response to letters to be sent to
each station involved. It was evident that the sample yardstick
used by the Commission was that
of "zero" showings in education or
religion, or both, during the typical
week, or some percentage of both
types of programs, however small.
Where "goose eggs" were shown,
the temporary authorization ensued. Where there was some percentage of programming in both
categories, renewals for the oneyear period were issued.
There were certain exceptions,
however. In the case of WKRC-TV
Cincinnati, it was learned that the
Commission issued a temporary
authorization because of the pendency before the Commission of
policy for specialized FM service
operation (Transit Radio, Functional, etc.). WKRC Inc. is a Transit Radio licensee and stockholder.
Commissioner George Sterling
voted for a regular renewal.
In the case of KPHO-TV Phoenix, there is the question of clarification ofownership. KPHO (AM),
according to the records, is owned
3y a different group of stockholders
than is KPHO-TV and apparently
the Commission records never have
been corrected.
A third "temporary," departing
from the program balance issue, is
that involving KTTV (TV) Los
Angeles. It was learned that a
number of complaints had been received by the Commission pertaining to allegedly unauthorized
! BROADCASTING

use of pictures of certain individuals, probably stemming from the
panning of large groups at sporting or other events. This poses an
entirely new question and the FCC
is desirous of looking into it.
Commissioner Robert F. Jones
voted for temporary extension of
licenses in all cases on the ground
that the FCC's action, in his view,
was too hasty. He felt that the
Commission should give more detailed study to the questions involving each station rather than
place under a possible cloud those
stations which received temporary
authorizations merely because of a
percentage point here or there on
educational or religious broadcast-

ing. He expressed opposition to any
interference with programming
and felt that inquiries should have
gone to the stations in advance of
renewal action, rather than afterward.
Stations On Temporary
Among the stations put on temporary were the Crosley outlets in
Cincinnati, Dayton and Columbus,
NBC stations in New York, Chicago and Washington, and Fort Industry stations in Detroit and Toledo.
ABC stations in San Francisco,
Los Angeles, Chicago and Detroit
were among those granted regular
renewals for one year. (ABC-owned

Text of Announcement
78 Renewal
FOLLOWING

is the official announcement (Public Notice 72774)
of the Commission's action renewing for one full year the licenses
of 52 TV stations and temporarily
extending for three months the licenses of 26 TV stations:
The Commission en banc, all Commissioners present, took the following actions on January .30 with respect to applications of 78 commercial
TV stations for renewal of licenses:
Granted renewals on a regular
basis for KECA-TV Los Angeles,
Calif.; KEYL San Antonio, Tex.;
KGO-TV San Francisco, Calif.; KHJTV Los Angeles, Calif.; KMTV
Omaha, Nebr. ; KN'BH Los Angeles,
Calif.; KOTV Tulsa, Okla.; KPRCTV Houston, Texas; KSD-TV St.
Louis, Mo.; KSTP-TV St. Paul, Minn.;
WAAM Baltimore, Md.; WAFM-TV
Birmingham, Ala. WAGA-TV Atlanta, Ga. WBAP-TV Ft. Worth, Tex.;
WBEX-TV Buffalo, N. Y.; WBRC-TV
Birmingham, Ala.; WCAU-TV Philadelphia, Pa.; WCBS-TV New York,
X. Y.; WCPO-TV Cincinnati, Ohio;
WDAF-TV Kansas City, Mo.; WDSUTV New Orleans, La.; WENR-TV Chicago, 111.; WEWS Cleveland, Ohio;
WFAA-TV Dallas, Tex.; WFIL-TV
Philadelphia, Pa.; WFMY-TV Greensboro, N. C; WGAL-TV Lancaster,
Pa.; WHAS-TV Louisville, Ky.;
WHBF-TV Rock Island, 111.; WHIOTV Dayton, Ohio; WICU Erie, Pa.;
WJIM-TV Lansing, Mich.; WKY-TV
Oklahoma City, Okla.; WLTV Atlanta, Ga.; WMAL-TV Washington, D. C;
WMAR TV Baltimore, Md.; WMBRTV Jacksonville, Fla.; WMCT Mem-

• Telecasting
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phis, Tenn.; WNBF-TV Binghamton, N. Y.; WNAC-TV Boston,
Mass.; WOAI-TV San Antonio, Tex.;
WOC-TV Davenport, Iowa; WOI-TV
Ames, Iowa; WPTZ Philadelphia, Pa.;
WSAZ-TV Huntington. W. Va.;
WTCN-TV Minneapolis, Minn.;
WTMJ-TV Milwaukee, Wis.; WTVN
Columbus, Ohio; WTVR Richmond,
Va.; WWJ-TV Detroit, Mich.; WBALTV
Baltimore,
Detroit,
Mich. Md., and WXYZ-TV
Extended licenses on a temporary
basis to May 1, 1952, for KING-TV
Seattle, Wash.; KPHO-TV Phoenix,
Ariz.; KTTV Los Angeles, Calif.;
WAVE-TV Louisville, Ky.; WBNS-TV
Columbus, Ohio; WBTV Charlotte,
N. C; WDEL-TV Wilmington, Del.;
WGN-TV Chicago, III.; WJAC-TV
Johnstown, Pa.; WJAR-TV Providence, R. I.; WJBK-TV Detroit, Mich.;
WKRC-TV Cincinnati. Ohio; WKTV
Utica, N. Y.; WLWC Columbus, Ohio;
WLWD Dayton, Ohio; WLWT Cincinnati, Ohio; WNHC-TV New Haven,
Conn.; WNBQ Chicago, 111.; WNBT
New York, N. Y.; WNBW Washington, D. C; WOR-TV New York, N. Y.;
WOW-TV Omaha, Neb.; WSPD-TV
Toledo, Ohio; WTAR-TV Norfolk,
Va.; WTOP-TV Washington, D. C,
and WXEL Parma, Ohio [Cleveland].
The above actions do not in any
way prejudice any action which may
be taken by the Commission in connection with the presently pending
TV allocations proceedings (Dockets
8736 et. al.).
Commissioner Jones voted for temporary extension of licenses in all
cases; Commissioner Sterling favored
a regular renewal for WKRC-TV.

WJZ-TV New York is still a CPholder, operating commercially under an STA.) Thus, this may be
considered the Commission's answer to the petition of Gordon
Brown, WSAY Rochester, N. Y.,
that ABC's TV stations be set for
renewal hearing on the grounds
28]. ABC had damaged WSAY by
that
•>vithholding affiliation [B*T, Jan.
Some immediate feeling that the
temporaries were based on the legalities of FCC proposed changeovers required under the new allocations plans was dissipated when
it was noted that the 31 stations
involved fell in both parts of the
Commission's announcement.

STOCK REPORTS
TV Version Packaged
A THREE-TIMES daily television
report on all stocks listed by the
New York exchange is planned by
Morse Productions, New York, in
a video package idea announced
last week. It was held that Wall
St. sees the program as a method
for drawing greater investment
capital into American business.
Plan calls for alphabetical listing— of only those issues in which
there has been trading — over a
local New York television outlet
three times each business day. First
telecast would be at 10:30 a.m. for
a five-minute report on the first
half-hour of trading. Second report, for 10 minutes, would be aired
at 12:30 p.m. for a summary of
mid-day activity. Late report, at
2:15 p.m., would last for 15 minutes, finishing a half hour before
the market's close, thus giving
viewers time to contact their
brokers and close transactions.
On Saturday, when the market
closes at noon, there would be a
single program from 11:20-11:30
a.m. No listing would be given for
closing prices or for issues in which
there is no trading since these may
be obtained daily from the press.
Benjamin W. Morse, head of
Morse Productions, described the
purpose of the program as being
to help the private investor who
cannot easily follow ticker tape
jargon or catch transactions of
lesser issues on the board. All
issues would be listed, he explained,
(Continued on page 70)
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Problem

OWNERSHIP?
TV
JOINT
CAN EADIO station owners in the
One high Broadcast Bureau staffer warned that prospective TV apsame city legally combine through
a single new firm to seek a scarce
plicants thinking of using the amalTV channel there?
gamation idea better consider all
angles first.
Question stems from FCC staff
expressions to Washington radio
Another high staff official exattorneys that such a course might
pressed the belief that the Commission would certainly object to
jeopardize the licenses of the radio
stations involved.
consolidations if they were for the
Under the FCC's duopoly rule
purpose of "freezing out" a third
(Sec. 3.35), more than one station
party.
in the same market cannot be owned
Problem Long Brewing
or controlled by the same person.
Idea of competing AM station
In various decisions since the adoption of that rule, the Commission
owners joining forces for a TV
station has been brewing for some
has made it quite clear that "control" does not mean what it does in time. With imminent unfreezing
of TV, and its extension to smaller
the business world — majority stock
markets, many broadcasters who
ownership — but "actual working
fear the heavy financial burden of
control in whatever manner exerTV have thought of amalgamation.
cised." In many cases this interAlso, in the back of their minds
pretation has been invoked to deny
licenses where substantial minor- is the thought that consolidations,
may obviate the necessity of long
ity ownership in one station and
drawn-out hearings in their commajority ownership in another stamunities.
tion in the same area was involved.
The Commission itself has not
Observers who have checked with
Commission staff executives believe
had the subject up for discussion.
Nor has the staff formulated any
FCC may very well look at a comrecommendations on this problem.
bination of two or more loQal radio
station owners from this angle:
Only hope held out by those concerned with the subject is that the
The XYZ Corp., owned by two
Commission,
after it considers all
local AM operators, gets a TV
sides, may decide that consolidagrant. Subsequently, the Commistions do not conflict with the dusion holds that the XYZ Corp.,
opoly rules on a blanket basis, but
through its ownership, has two AM
stations in the same market under
should be considered on a case-bycase basis.
common control.
Only other alternative is for FCC
In a recent letter concerning
just such a proposal, the Broadcast
Bureau answered that although
there did not seem to be any objection to such a maneuver for the
purpose of getting a TV grant, it
COLOR
TV
was believed that other problems
might arise.
PART of the fog hanging over the
The other problems, it has been
government's controversial ban on
learned, are those involving the color
TV production may be lifted
status of the AM stations owned
later this week when Defense
by the owners of the potential TV
Mobilizer Charles E. Wilson meets
license.
again with representatives of the
manufacturing industry.
The conference, first since indusPROPAGATION
try received its "greetings" last
fall and color TV went off to war,
FCC Debunks New Theory
is set for Friday, 10 a.m. new GenSCARE was thrown into the TV
eral Accounting Office Bldg., 5th
allocations picture by a release
and G Sts., Washington. Actual
from the National Bureau of meeting place had not been set.
Standards last week reporting a
Mr. Wilson will meet with manunew theory of VHF propagation
facturing representatives at a
and a statement that this theory
meeting called by the National
"increasingly complicated" TV
Production Authority to "obtain
channel assignments, but it, was
additional advice" on whether:
dissipated rapidly by FCC and out# Its existing order (M-90)
side engineers.
"provides the type of control and
NBS release told of new hypoachieves the objectives" aired at
the color TV conference last Oct.
thesis accounting for greater VHF
coverage than line-of-sight limits
25 and—
usually regarded as the rule. SubO The order requires "claristance of new theory is that the
fication or amendment."
bending of VHF signals beyond the
There were recurring reports
horizon, normally considered an
last week that NPA, acting under
aberration, was so frequent and
its parent-policy agency, the Deso regular it had to be considered
fense Production Administration,
part of the rule governing VHF
might consider revocation of the
directive.
propagation and not just an exception.
H. B. McCoy, NPA assistant adTV engineers quickly pointed
ministrator, has already indicated,
out that all the data was known,
however, that formal lifting of the
and had been taken into account
color TV freeze would still imply
in making up the allocations as- for industry a limitation to manusignments.
facture of monochrome TV equipPage 62 » February 4, 1952
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to change its joint ownership rule.
Meanwhile, Commission consideration of the TV allocations was
interrupted
by two
days'
sessions on last
TV week
license
renewals
and theatre TV issues (see separate stories, page 25).
The Commission had hoped to
complete its consideration of the
600-page report last Friday. Then
it was planned to give the staff
this week for rewriting the entire
document, with the Commission
giving its final approval next week.
Another week was scheduled for
the establishment of procedures
and policies. With the necessary
days for mimeographing and collating, issuance of the document
was set for Feb. 22 or Feb. 25.
Interruption has thrown that
schedule out of kilter somewhat,
and it is acknowledged now that it
may be nearer March 1 than Feb.
25 when the report is finally issued.
Because of the mission of Comr.
Rosel H. Hyde to Mexico to consider various allocation matters
[see Closed Circuit], the FCC did
not follow the precise geographic
pattern across the country originally contemplated. It skipped
from the Mississippi Valley to the
West Coast and the border areas
and, it is understood, collided with
a number of allocations problems.
Assignments in Texas, New Mexico
and Arizona, as well as California,
were considered.

Wilson

to Discuss

U. S. BREWERS Foundation held its
76th annual convention in New
Orleans Jan. 20-24 with Sylvester L.
Weaver Jr., NBC vice president in
charge of television, appearing as
one of the speakers. Examining advertising proofs during convention
lull are (1 to r): Mr. Weaver; Carl W.
Badenhausen, president of P. Ballontine & Sons and chairman of foundation's Advertising Committee; and
Henry Stevens, vice president of J.
Walter Thompson Co.
This week, it is expected, the
FCC will double back to the Mississippi Valley area and complete its
city-by-city consideration.
TV applicants are being queried
by the Broadcast
Bureau's antenna
TV Facilities Division regarding
sites specified in applications —
some of them almost four years
old. Commission staff wants to
know whether there have been any
(Continued on page 72)

Output

ment because of the continuing
acute shortage of cobalt and other
vital materials. His statement
seemed to scotch reports of a possible order revocation.
A more plausible view was that
electronic allocation authorities
had no clear idea whether or not
such a possibility might develop.
Chief criticisms have been that
the order conflicts with understandingsisreachedambiguous
at last October's
session and
in its
application to theatre color television and other fields [B*T, Jan.
28, 21, 7].

With

Industry

hearing with the greatest of interest. Icannot predict what the
outcome of the NPA meeting will
be. But I am optimistic that the
matter will be clarified."
He said the meeting could represent a "means of progress" in this
important science in the interests
of civilian and military applica- c
tions.
Sen. Johnson said he did not feel
that production of color TV equipment, or the scientific progress in
this field, should be curtailed, in
absence ofis findings
such '
athecurtailment
necessarythat
because
of the defense effort.

Charge No Product Ban
withas Mr.
Wilson NPA
will
be Presiding
Mr. McCoy
assistant
Foremost critics have challenged
administrator, who announced the
the order on the ground that it was
not the intent of the Office of De- conference a fortnight ago. Members of NPA's
Electronic Divifense Mobilization to ban "end
sion
— probably
J. A. Milling,
diviproducts" as such and that it does
sion
chief;
Donald
S. Parris,
not spell out whether theatre color
projectors are to be included along
deputy director,
and LeonSection
Golder,'
with home receivers.
director
of the Radio-TV
—One critic. Sen. Ed C. Johnson
also will be on hand.
(D-Col.), chairman of the powerMr. Golder is formally in charge
ful Senate Interstate & Foreign of the administrative order which
Commerce Committee, branded the laid the groundwork for controversy in industry and even governedict as "just another crippling
ment quarters. Mr. Milling also
blow aimed directly and specifically
heads up duction
theBoard.DPA Electronics Proat Sen.
colorJohnson
television."
indicated that his
Virtually the same firms which
committee will maintain a watchful eye on Capitol Hill. He told sent representatives to last fall's
conference are expected to be in
Broadcasting • Telecasting:
(Continued on page 72)
"The committee is watching that
BROADCASTING
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Will
FREEZE

WHAT will thawing of FCC's tele\'ision station freeze mean to TV
' broadcasters in terms of scarce mai terials for facilities ?
! This question came to the fore
last week on the heels of FCC
Chairman Wayne Coy's prediction
jthat not over 20 new TV stations
; would be granted by the Commission this year. (See separate
story.)
In general terms, the materials
picture does not augur for optieither by the
year's Defense
end or
in themism—foreseeable
future.
Mobilizer Charles E. Wilson has
indicated that the mobilization program is being stretched from three
to four years.
Authorities conceded that this
could lengthen the shortage period
beyond mid-1953 — date estimated
earlier.
But, getting down to immediate
cases, for the 10 or 20 TV broadcasters who are fortunate enough
to obtain grants by, say, the fourth
quarter, the outlook does not shape
up too dimly.
All indications point to the probability that they will have sufficient
materials to complete construction
or add TV facilities to existing
broadcast plants. What will happen

to others who obtain grants in 1953
remains conjectural.
There's speculation that steel
will become more plentiful later
this fall, in the fourth quarter.
Copper, however, is expected to remain scarce. And aluminum is still
short, though not so critically.
There's a hidden factor here, too.
A number of prospective TV applicants have already begun construction planning and even stocked up
equipment, or will have easy access
to transmitters, towers and other
items. Some purchased products
before the pinch became a reality.
Officials of the Defense Production Administration point out that
enough transmitters are in production or inventory to accommodate
anywhere from 50 to 60 construction permits for new UHF-VHF
stations.
Certain-type towers are authorized as Class "B" products under
the National Production Authority's
Code and are available to Products
TV broadcasters.
Even
wooden structures could be used if
the situation gets really tight.
There's another "loophole" in
NPA regulations
— an who
"out"would
for
television
broadcasters

EARLY TV THAW WOULD PLEASE TRUMAN
More Stations the Better for Informing Public, He Notes
' PRESIDENT TRUMAN unofficially cast a strong vote for the
earliest possible thawing of the TV
freeze at his news conference last
Thursday.
The Chief Executive tossed video
a bouquet in answer to questions by
reporters, assembled in the old
State Dept. building adjoining the
White House.
Asked if he would like to say
when he thought the freeze would
be over, Mr. Truman said that he
could not answer that since he did
-not know.
But he asserted that, in his belief, the more television stations we
have, the greater likelihood there
would be of getting the truth over
to the people during the election
campaign.
With a smile, he commented that
this was no reflection on his predominantly-news paper man audience. This brought a laugh from
the more than 100 newsmen present.
The President denied, however,
that he had urged the radio-TV
section of the National Democratic
Committee to encourage as many
video stations as possible to be operating in September.
There was no question as to how
Mr. Truman himself felt personally
about TV. Referring to his 1948
campaign, the President said he
went before the people and that
resulted in his winning.
He commented that while he did
BROADCASTING

Materials

Thaw

Too?

LIFT

not believe television would revolutionize campaigning as we know it
today, he unqualifiedly believed it
would play a great part in any
forthcoming campaign, including
the current one.

LYthan 1010ON
NOT
MORE
or 20 TV20
station grants will be made this year,
FCC Chairman Wayne Coy told
members of the Cleveland chapter
of Sigma Delta Chi last Monday.
He also told the journalism
fraternity members that he believed the final decision on ending
the 40-month-old TV freeze would
be issued "in a month or quite
close to that," and that after a 60
or 90-day waiting period for new
applications and the amending of
old ones, the Commission could
begin processing applications between May 1 and June 1.
But TV grants will not be coming too quickly, he added, "unless
we are dramatically rescued at the
crucial moment and given reinforcements through greatly increased appropriations." The FCC
chairman pointed to limited staff —
"only seven hearing examiners for
the entire country" — as being the
crux of the Commission's TV problem [B»T, Jan. 28, 14].
TV will be the dominant broad-

• Telecasting

proceed on a minor scale. This is
the self-authorization provision,
under which, NPA authorities
freely concede, broadcasters could
get needed materials for other than
modest alterations, installations or
remodeling.
The provision enables broadcasters to write their own orders for
25 tons of steel, 2,000 pounds of
copper and 1,000 pounds of aluminum "for a single project in any one
quarter." While NPA is known to
frown on inventories, authorities
freely acknowledge that broadcasters could accumulate enough materials for major undertakings.
Outlook at NPA
NPA says flatly that new construction not already underway will
be denied in the second quarter, and
perhaps subsequent quarters. But
there's a proposal in DPA-NPA
quarters to set up a new system:
granting building permits under a
priority system with a rain check
on future supply of materials as
they become available.
Another factor involves members
of Congress. Once the freeze is
lifted, processing starts and CPs
are granted, it's a foregone conclusion that senators and representatives will make a pitch for constituents and urge NPA to allot
materials.
With respect to steel, there are
chances for foreign imports and
NPA has approved creation of a
task force to study the problem of
decontrolling certain steel products
now in fairly good supply. The big
pinch remains on copper, partly bescrap. cause of a slowup in delivery of
Copper will be limited further in

GRANTS
TV
cast medium, Mr. Coy told his
audience of newspapermen. He
forecast a nationwide system of
2,000 "or more" stations.
All events of interest to the public ought to be made available, even
if new ways to sponsor them must
be found, Mr. Coy said, obviously
referring to subscription-type TV.
Favoring the Benton Bill (S
1579), Mr. Coy told reporters that
the proposed advisory committee
could protect broadcasters by
recognizing only respectable complaints against the industry.
Perhaps 60% of the American
people will participate in the
Pi-esidential conventions this year,
Mr. Coy estimated. "During the
last campaign, TV had an impact,"
Mr. Coy said. "Imagine what that
impact will be in this fateful year
of 1952 when there are 16 million
sets in use and perhaps 60% of the
American families looking in —
seeing and hearing and understand-

entertainment and commercial construction, but no such restrictions
will apply to the industrial category under which radio-TV broadcasting now falls. Dollar limitations may be placed on industrial
projects — the sum of $100,000 is
currently under study as a value
ceiling for building equipment and
ratings.
materials
requiring so-called DO
Thetionproblems
broadcasters ofandindividual
networks staon
construction invite comparison.
NPA authorities have noted that
some networks have purchased or
leased theatre or other studio facilities for television operations.
But plans for new radio-TV centers
not yet underway appear hopeless
forThere
the "duration."
is another phase, too. Radio-TV receiver output is expected
to hold up fairly well in 1952, due
to a number of factors, including
industry conservation measures
and ingenuity.
This represents one of the more
critical aspects at a lower level in
the chain of production — manufacturing of such component parts as
rectifiers, loud-speakers, capacitors and resistors.
Film Writers

to TV

EMPLOYMENT of movie writers
in television is 80% above a year
ago, according to Screen Writers
Guild. December tabulation showed
110 screen writers employed on TV
and documentary films as compared to 61 a year ago. Although
there was a fall-off in employment
of SWG members among major
film studios and independent movie
producers, this decrease was partially compensated for by the
widened activity in TV, Screen
Writers Guild report showed.

s--"
ing more about what goes on in the
conventions than most of the spectators right inabout
the hall."
In talking
color TV, Mr.
Coy commented:
"Some people feel that this delay
in the introduction of color in television (stoppage of color TV set
production at the request of
mobilization officials) may be
turned to advantage if, as some
predict, a compatible system of
color television is ultimately shown
to be practical. Such predictions
heretofore have had a way of disappearing into the limbo when
they have served their purpose of
blocking
developments
others."
Manufacturers
shouldby engineer
TV sets so that they can be adapted
or converted to color, "quickly and
at reasonable cost," Mr. Coy said.
FM still has a future, Mr. Coy
predicted.
"The increasing crowding of the
AM band by more and more Ameri(Continued on page 72)
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Cue Device Firm Signs
With CBS Television
TELEPROMPTER
TELEPROMPTER Corp., New York, last week announced it had signed
a long term contract with CBS Television for the use of its cueing service
on TV programs, reportedly involving a guarantee of .$400,000 for the
first two years.
At the time of this announcefear of forgetting
. lines," TelePrompTer idea was. . originated
by
ment, TelePrompTer Director Irvactor
Fred
Barton,
now
an
execuing B. Kahn also reported the comtive in the company with Mr. Kahn
pany has established offices in
and Hubert Schlafly, director of
Washington and Hollywood. Marresearch.
garet (Mugs) Richardson will act
tfie dotted line .
TelePrompTer equipment was
as Washington representative. In
said
to have been used first a year
Hollywood, company will be represented by a franchised group
ago on CBS-TV, and has been emNEGOTIATIONS for 13-week sponsorship on WWJ-TV DetroiJ of Dangerous
ployed since by stars including
Assignment, starring Brian Donlevy, are completed by (I to r): Arthyr E. Wible,
known as TelePrompTer of California Inc., under direction of Arthur Godfrey, Garry Moore,
vice pres., Altes Brewing Co., Detroit; Howard H. Colby, firm pres.; Hubert R.
Steve Allen and Ed Sullivan. It
Doering, McCann-Erickson, agency; and Norman Hawkins, WWJ-TV sis. mgr.
Stanley Myers, former National
Theatres executive; Lewis J. was reported by a company spokesman that President Truman,
Blumberg, president of United
World Films; and Richard Dorso,
Secretary of State Dean Acheson
former executive vice president of and the Defense Mobilizer, Charles
E. Wilson, have made use of the
United TV Programs.
TelePrompTer system, according
to Mr. Kahn, employs a roll of system.
paper on which is printed entire
script of program — including music,
DUMONT
SALES
where necessary — in characters approximately an inch high. The
Trans. Div. Expands
paper is housed in a small cabinet
in which the roller moves at a DESIGN for superior sales and
variable speed controlled remotely
technical services has been completed by Allen B. DuMont Labs.,
by
an
operator.
On
an
"average"
program, four of these machines,
Transmitter
Div., N. J., which anelectronically synchronized are
SWITCH of Break the Bank from
CARL N. CHISPIN, pres.. Mutual
nounced Monday a comprehensive,
placed around the studio within
NBC-TV to CBS Television is made
Motorists Ins. Co., signs for 52 weeks
sight of actors but outside of three-point sales reorganization
final by Robert B. Brown, pres.. Proof Marquis Childs' weekly Washingcamera
range.
program to be undertaken shortly.
ducts Div., Bristol-Myers. Standing
ton Spotlight on WCPO-TV CincinPlan calls for (1) regrouping
(I to r): Donald K. CliffonJ, pres.,
nati. Also seated is Jules Leventhal,
Designed to "reduce the necesstation salesman. Standing: John
Doherty, Clifford & Shenfield, hanmajor
sales areas and appointment
sary hours of costly studio redling account; Bert Parks, program
A. Hoerrt-ale (I), vice pres.. Adv.
hearsal time and to eliminate the
of many new sales representatives,
m.c; Fred Thrower, CBS-TV pres. in Council Inc., and Phil Haynes, spon(2) setting up sales offices in key
charge of network sales.
sor's man on TV in Cincinnati.
cities
throughout the country, and
VIEWER
CHOICE
(3)
launching
intensified cooperaGreater In Cincinnati
tion between the division and its
field representatives in order to
COMPETITION has given Cincinnati televiewers a greater choice of provide detailed attention to current or potential station customers,
programming than is found in citJames B. Tharpe, division sales
ies many times larger, according
manager, said.
to James D. Shouse, board chairTransmitter sales areas are
man, Crosley Broadcasting Corp.
Mr. Shouse advanced this opinion
being regrouped into three main
at a meeting- of Southern Ohio, districts : eastern, central and western, each to be supervised by manNorthern Kentucky and Southeastern Indiana Educators.
agers yet to be announced. Each
district ultimately will be subdiIn no other city, declared Mr.
vided into territories, to be covered
Shouse, including New York and
from
key city offices by regular
Washington, will you find the inBUYING tickets for Jan. 6 debut of C. H. MASLAND & Sons (Beautiblend
tense competition, both business
field
representatives.
A fourth disBroddlooms) takes alternate Friday
M&M Candy Carnival on CBS Teletrict, the New York metropolitan
and audience, that is found in Cinvision from Barker Gene Crone are sponsorship of the adult science fic- cinnati.
area, will be administered directly
(I to r): Kendall Foster, vice pres. in
tion series. Tales of Tomorrow, on
charge of TV for William Esty Co., ABC-TV. Seated are Wiley Adams
The Crosley executive then re- from division headquarters.
ferred to the Xavier U. survey on
(I), ABC-TV sales; and Vic Seydel,
agency; Harry Ommerle, CBS-TV prog,
Others to Be Named
dir.; John McNamura, pres., M&M
rcdio-TV head of Anderson & Cairns,
"Television and School Children,"
Px-ogram also calls for naming
Ltd.; and Charles Vanda, vice pres.,
agency. Standing: Karl Knipe (I), and voiced hope that other and similar research be done.
WCAU-TV Philadelphia, producer of agency acct. exec, and George Foley,
foreign and industrial sales represhow originated by that station.
sentatives who will take over South
program producer.
In the Xavier U. survey, it was
American
and
overseas markets, as
found that a child's learning in
THOMAS FRENCH & Sons plans Rufflette draw-drape test campaign on
WBEN-TV Buffalo. L. to r.: Mary Jane Abeles; Eric Thorpe, sponsor pres.;
school is not aff'ected by whether he well as American manufacturers
or she has a television set at home
Norman Jones, firm publicity dir.; Seymour Abeles; and Mrs. Thorpe. The
interested in industrial television.
[B«T, Dec. 31, 1951].
Abeles conduct WBEN-TV's five mornings weekly Shoppers Guide.
Keyed to the steady growth in
"Commercial opportunities which
the
division's volume and the forthaccrue to the licensees of the telecoming lifting of the FCC station
vision stations in communities
would seem to carry with them, freeze, the expansion is being undertaken, Mr. Tharpe explained, in
equal
in this field," Mr.
Shouseobligation
said.
answer to the constantly increasXavier survey and a similar study
earlier in 1951 by the U. of Cincinnati were financed through fellowships granted by Crosley.

ing number of orders for, or inquiries about, new transmitters and
related equipment produced by the
DuMont division.

f
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9:45

M-Th
10-10:1.5
CBS News
Lever-Rinso
Godfrey
(M.Th.)
GM-Hudson
TheGroom
Bride &

10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45

Al Pearce
Show

11:
11:15
11:30

Dennis
James
Show
(Mon.)
L

In The
Park

Junior
Crossroads
R. Joe Inc. Ranger
Corp. Joe
12:00 N
Ranger
Joe L Ranger Joe
Sweets Co.
12:151 Tootsie HipTEA
podrome L
Walter H.
12:30
Johnson
Voice of
CandyLtd. Candy
Prophecy M&M
FlyingCo.
Faith For
Carnival
12:45
Today L
Tigers
11:45

1:00

Horizons
L&F

Warner
Hudnut
(M-W-F)
Lever
Bros.
12:30-1
(Tu-Th-F)
12-12:15
Langford
AniecheL
Frontier)
of Faith

Footnote)

C-P-P
(MWF)
Strike
It Rich
Egg 4 I
„ J, r
Ajner. Home
All Products
[Love of Life
P&G
Search for
Tomorrow

2:15
Bag
Mel Show
Martin
L

2:30
Rooiie
Kazootie

It's In Ike Hollywood
Candy Co.
wks.) L
L
Ir.(alt.Circus
lold'erNewt
Ernie
Kovacs
L
Show
Dave
and
Charlie
Harkness
and
News
Prtcpting.

Club
Woman's
Noontime
Sponsors
50 Club
Waller
News Haney
with \-luth LLyons'

Personal
Theatre
A ppearance
F
with
Judy
A Dale
L
Betty
General
Mills
Crocker
L

Carter Prods
Take the
J (alt.
wks.)
Break with The Bunch
Cty
Hospital
L
Don Russell
Newsstand
Theatre L
Steve
Premier
Allen
Products
Rumpus
Johnny
Room with
T.&Th.
Olsen
Steve
Allen

Whistling
The
Wizard
Brown
Shoe
Top
McConnell
Smilin'
Ed
Dairy
National
The Big

Internatl.
Shoe Co.
Company
Kids &

Cactus
Jim

2:45

3:15
3:30
4:00
3:45

Midwest
Hayride

4:15
4:30
4:45
5:00

Time
F
{b\\. Tol's
sp.)
TV
Super
Circus
(5-5:30)

5:15
5:30
5:45 PM

Peter Shoe
Canada
Dry'
5:30-6)Inc.
Mars
L

FOR

Kukla,
Fran & Ollie

Wall.Kukla.
Biscuit
Frau & Ollie

FtBRUAKY

lit

Lambert
Pharmacal
The
Sammy
Kaye Show

Your
Show
of Shows

Author Meet
the Critics

BurUngton
Mills
Continental
11:15-30 pm

CBS

DuMONT

NBC
American
Inventory
L
Battle
Report

iQuestion
Big

Bohn Alum
American
Forum
L

Alcoa
ilum. Co.
lee It Now

JohnsMan
ville
Fair
Meadows
USA
L
Hallmark
Sarah
Churchill
L

hlumbia
^orkshup

Revere
Meet the
Press

^Whal in
'he World

Minn.
Mining &
Mfg.
Jury
Juvenile

Quiz
Kids
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, Week
■amp Unto
My Feet

Oats
Quake
Zoo Parade
L
Derby Food;
Sky King
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Those
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Young
Charms
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CBS

DuMONT

NBC

ABC

CBS
DuMONT

NBC

Garry
Moore
Show

Explanation: Programs in italics, sustaining:
Time. EST. L. Live; F, film; K. kinescopic recording; E, Eastern network; M. Midwestern; NI,
non-interconnected stations; S. sustaining.
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(See

ABC — 1-1:30 p.m., Tues.. Jessie's TV Notebook
participating). Clorox & Crosley (L) ; 1-1:15
p.m..
\^'ed.,sameGa.vlord
(also Fri.,
time, Hauser,
sustaining)Minute
(L). ^laid

P&G
First 100
Years
Pillsbury
House Party
Mike
3/3 ^
Bujf Show
General
Foods
(W-F)
Bert
Parks

The Big

CBS — 1:30-2:15 p.m. Best Foods.G. E.. Hansen's,
of
Labs. P&G, Qkr. Oats, Reynolds, Standard
Brands, Stokley-Van Camp, O'Cedar. Corn
Prods. Garry Moore Sliow.
10-10:30 a.m.. Fri.. CBS News is iialf liour Instead of 15 min.
10:30-10:45 a.m., M-Tu., W, P, Gen. Mills sponsors The Bride & Groom; Hudson Paper on Th.
3:30-4 p.m., Mon. Bert Parks Sliow S.
3:30-4 p.m., Tues. & Th., Mel Torme Show, S.

Basketball

Payoff
CPP
(M-W-F)
(MWF)
Ralph
Edwards
(TuTh)
G.E.
Bill Goodwii

NBC — Mon, -Fri, , 7-9 a.m.. Today, Dave Garroway.
L, Mon, S:15-8:20 a,m., Kiplinger; 8:20-8:25.
Pure-Pac,
•Quaker Oats — Mon, & Fri,; Peter Paul— Th,
5:30-6 p.m., M-F, Firms listed sponsor Howdy
Doody in 15 min. segments.

Show*

United
Nations
in Action
(Film)
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Smith
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TBeatty
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it -breaker in action

"so I flew to the TV. . . to dress, of all
places, in the dining room! ..."
BROOKLYN, N. Y

"Enjoying firsthand news — neglecting
the wash! It's worth it! . . ."
WALLASTON, MASS.

"The pleasantest and most interesting
'waker-upper' Fve ever seen ..."
EASTON, PENNSYLVANIA

"glued to my TV set— as I have coffee
on the floor ..."

NEW YORK, N. Y.

"TODAY" IS NETWORK TELEVISION FOR A SONG
MARKETS are reached on a national scale, with 30
stations already taking the show live.
RESULTS start the day your first commercial hits
the air and is seen by the entire family,
before the shopping day begins.
PRICES start as low as $2,000 for a participating sponsor.

"we are two old folks, 7U years . . . just caretakers on a farm . . . ive'll he there each A.M."
SOUTH LINCOLN, MASS.

television
so Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, New York
A Service of Radio Corporation of America

Drys Drench S 2444
(Conti)U(ed fr om page 32)
lut a prohibition bill in any sense of advertising program for liquor on
he word. It does not prohibit any
the television and radio." It is up
egal or prevailing- alcoholic practice.
to Congress to protect homes from
. . . We are for it because we cansuch advertising, he added.
lot afiFord to be against it. . . . Also
Sen. Case, who appeared briefly
ve favor an amendment to include
Wednesday,
said such advertising
|>eer and wine of any alcoholic content. We favor this to put some
could reach the radio-TV "captive
i;eeth, some wisdom teeth, in the
audience."
proposed law.
According to Sen. Case, the probI George Riley, representing the
lem of liquor advertising on the
airwaves could not be handled by
l\FL, told the committee, however,
chat the union looked at the bill the states but must be federally
as a rearing up of prohibition. The
regulated. In radio and television
advertising,
the Senator
["ball game," he said, referring to have
a different
situationsaid,
than"wein
prohibition,
was came
"over"along.
when the
eist
Amendment
advertising in newspapers or magazines" for in the latter media, the
[
This
bill,
Mr.
Riley
continued,
"is
phe first step to get the men back
reader can "turn the page" if he
is not interested.
bn base and begin the ball game
John L. Huntington, assistant
kll over again."
; It differs from the Langer Bill deputy commissioner of the Alcohol
and Tobacco Tax Division of the
only in that instead of all alcotiolic beverage advertising, it would
Treasury Dept., told the committee
that his unit had asked members
restrict the ban to liquor only, and
rather than all channels of media,
of the distilled spirits industry "not
•pnly radio and TV would be af- to use radio or television for adverfected. Otherwise, he said, it had
tising." Otherwise it took no part
:he same purpose.
in what was a matter of Congressional interest.
Another witness, Charles A.
Sands, representing Hotel and ResAlso read into the hearing rec:aurant Employes and Bartenders
ord by Sen. Johnson was the secinternational (AFL), said his union
tion of the NARTB TV Code dealmembers were against the bill being with the "Acceptability of
?ause it would cast an "inference"
Advertisers and Products — Genagainst the business in which his
eral," particularly that subsection
450,000 membership was actively
(la) which reads: "The advertising
?ngaged.
of hard liquor should not be acSen. Magnuson pointed up durng the hearings that there is no
The day before the hearing's
cepted."
iiquor advertising on the airwaves
start,
temperance leaders from all
^t present and that the legislation
over the nation met in the Capitol
Rotunda for a worship service.
,|S "preventive" rather than "corLater a breakfast was held in a
rective." He noted that many wit'tiesses spoke in terms of liquor adSenate dining room, where Sen.
vertising now on the air.
Johnson spoke briefly.
Johnson Rebuttal
At the outset Sen. Johnson deChairman Johnson rebutted Sen.
tailed in length certain correspondence which he had with the FCC
Magnuson's comments by asserting
and Treasury Dept. concerning the
;hat Hawaii and Alaska have liquor
advertising of liquor on radio and
irm sponsorship of cei'tain protelevision.
grams
carried
there.
"Then
there
tre several stations in the United
Correspondence with FCC in
brief was: A letter, July 26, 1949,
States that are indirectly adverfrom the Senator to the FCC asi-ising distilled liquors. So while
serting that the distillers were pro.'or
the mostnevertheless
part it is preventive
legislation,
it is not
posing to advertise alcoholic beverages on American radio stations;
ijtogether preventive legislation."
an answer from FCC to the Sen! Earlier, Sen. Johnson had outator, Aug. 11, 1949, saying in effect
pined his thoughts on the bill, which
the Commission recognized the selie co-sponsored with Sen. Francis
riousness of the problems but
3ase (R-S. D.), in greater detail.
Congress should protect the pointed out limitations of its authority on the subject.
American home from an "invasion
A letter, Oct. 17, 1950, from the
,i)f whiskey salesmen" through raSenator noting the beginning of
iio and television advertisements,
liquor advertising on radio stations
Sen. Johnson said. Liquor adverin Hawaii and Alaska. Answer
:ising is getting its "toe in the
from FCC, Jan. 10, 1951, saying it
jSoor" in radio and TV. "Mixed
(Erinks" have been mentioned in had limited power and reiterated its
position that the answer to the
•estaurant advertising. He pointed
out that a distiller now advertises
problem
was Congressional legislation.
on television that a beer company
A further Johnson letter, March
•IS a subsidiary of his firm. (Underitood to be Schenley International
31, 1951, enclosing a statement by
the old Federal Radio Commission
Zorp. of which Blatz Beer is a subwhich set forth a policy against
lidiary; program said to be Amos
liquor advertising on the air, stat\n' Andy on CBS-TV, Thursday,
«:30-9 p.m.).
ing that FCC had the authority at
one time. An answer to this. May
If such advertising continues, the
Senator said, liquor firms "may get 3, 1951, that the FCC has not had
.heir whole foot, and perhaps their
this policy since the passage of the
Communications Act of 1934.
Dody in the door . . . The first thing
Still another letter, Jan. 23, 1952,
vou know, we'll have a $10 million
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

from Chairman Wayne Coy of FCC,
commenting on S. 2444, said the
majority of the Commission feels
that "this bill presents questions
of national policy and it [FCC]
does not desire to express any
opinion with respect to the merits
of the proposal. Comr. [Paul A.]
Walker desires to state that he is
strongly in favor of the enactment
of such a proposal."
WHY ONLY RADIO-TV?
Baylor Asks of Liquor Bill
IF THERE is to be a prohibition
of liquor advei'tising on radio and
TV, why not extend it to all newspapers and magazines which actually do carry such advertising at
the present time?
That's the question posed to Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee Chairman Ed C.
Johnson (D-Col.), whose group
now is holding hearings on a bill
to prohibit liquor advertising on
the airwaves. Questioner was David M. Baylor, vice president and
general manager, WJMO (Cleveland, Ohio) Broadcasting Co.
In a letter to the Senator last
week, Mr. Baylor pointed out that
if such a prohibition is to be had,
it should be all-inclusive, "otherwise, it is out and out discriminaton against radio and television,
both of which have suffered more
than their share of discrimination."
Mr. Baylor said he was in part
agreement with the "drys" in that
there has been some "poor taste
used in the advertising of beer and
wine on radio and television" due
to the fact that radio has a greater
"remembrance impact on people
than has the printed word."
WAVE-TV
TOWER
Ruled Subject to City Tax
KENTUCKY Court of Appeals in
Frankfort last week upheld a lower court's decision that the television tower of WAVE-TV Louisville is not manufacturing machinery and therefore is subject to city
tax.
The station had sought to have
the 570-ft. tower classified as manufacturing machinery, which is exempt from city tax.
Case was argued about the tower
but the court held that all WAVETV property is subject to municipal levies. No estimate was given
on the value of the WAVE television equipment.
Hubert T. Willis, attorney for
WAVE, said he would await a thorough reading of the appellate
court's
future decision
action. before deciding on
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Russell Signed
BERTRAND RUSSELL, philosopher and winner of the 1950 Nobel
Prize for literature, has signed
with NBC to make one film expressly for television. Plans call
for early spring release of a halfhour program, to be called "eighty
years of changing beliefs and unchanging hopes."

KFMB-TV
Channel 8 .,
KFMB-AM
5 50 - K.C.
John A. Kennedy, Board Chairman
Howard L. Chernoff; Gen. Mgr.
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PIED

PIPER

SYiACUSE

There's a modern Pied
Piper charming youngsters
in Central New York every
afternoon on WHEN.
He's our Bob Ehle whose
personal appearances

in-

variably draw turn-away
crowds.
You'll find Bob Ehle at
"THE BUNKHOUSE"
every weekday afternoon
at 5:00 P. M. on WHEN.

®'

]
Say

TO

YOUR

NEAREST

KATZ

AGENCY

AND

PUT

BOB

MAN
EHLE'S

" B U N K H O U S E" TO
WORK FOR YOU!

WHEM
TELEVISION
SYMCm

CBS*ABC*DUMONT
A MEREDITH TV STATION
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N. Y. State
HfARING

Bar

Assn.

Asks

CODE
sociation, Mr. Sprague asserted
photographing at judicial trials.
BROADCAST and telecast coverage of any congressional hearing that the medium should not be
Mr. Waldman conceded that "it
or court trial at which witnesses
blamed if a legislator intrudes upon
may
perhapsor bemake
good"newsreels
to telecast,of
broadcast,
appear unwillingly was denounced
a witness' personal affairs or queslast week by the New York State
UN proceedings. Congressional actions him improperly: "The remedy
tion on the floor, state legislature
Bar Assn. when it adopted resolu- is not to bar television but the
legislator who abuses his office. The meetings or even city councils, but
tions proposing a code for all Conhe considered cameras focusing on
most effective deterrent is exposure
gressional hearings.
The New York State Bar pro- of this legislator to the public it- a subpoenaed witness as the "third
posals, carried in an oral vote of
self," he said, asking, "are we, in degree." He criticized TV coverage
of the Kefauver crime hearings as
about 200 ayes to several dissents, our zeal to protect an individual,
to withhold information from the "a marvel of spectacle that put
was described as being intended
primarily to protect individual
Barnum
Bailey
in theroom
shade,'as
Resolutions Listed
describing& the
hearing
civil rights, rather than to oppose
converted "into a veritable studio
First resolution prohibited radio
the function of public media. Louis
where even a polished actor would
from Congressional
?"
Waldman, New York labor lawyer and
publictelevision
who, as chairman of the associa- or executive hearings where a witKeithhisLorenz,
lines." chairman of the
ness is compelled to testify by sub- forget
tion's Committee on Civil Rights,
poena. Congressional hearings on New York State Labor Relations
presented the resolutions, said that
the need for a code to guide Conpending legislation — where wit- Board, said, in support of the progressional hearings exists, even
posals, "television has a million
nesses appear voluntarily — were
specifically excluded, however. The eyes, and they have no right tc
where there is no radio, television
second resolution called for a uni- scrutinize a man when he's forced
or newsreel.
form code at hearings to assure
Only speaker against the resprotection for. the witness, while to The
state bar's action followed
olutions was Stuart Sprague, countestify."
the third ai'ticle urged statutory a report adopted by its committee
sel to the television industry comprohibition
of broadcasting or on Civil Rights in December oppos
mittee to negotiate with the Amering broadcasts and telecasts of
ican Society of Composers, AuCongressional or executive hearings
TV SPORTS AID
thors and Publishers, who pointed
out that the Assn. of the Bar of
while
witnesses are testifying, "ex
Is Cited by Promoters
cept at public hearings on pending
the City of New York, meeting the
THEORY that presence of tele- legislation" [B*T, Dec. 24, 1951]
previous week in the same room,
vision at sports events is harmful
had rejected a similar stand [B*T,
Jan. 21].
to gate receipts was debunked last
Stressing that television should week by spokesmen for two MetroFILM RIGHTS SUIT
politan New York boxing centers,
not be on trial before the state aswriting to WOR-TV New York.
Republic Appeal Pends
Addressing Bob O'Connor, WORStock Reports
TV sports director, Andrew J. WITH the way now cleared, notice
of appeal is expected to be filed by
(Continued from page 61 )
Kiefer, president of Ridgewood
Grove, called attention to the Republic Pictures in the U. S. Dis
trict Court decision handed dowr
in easy-to-understand abbreviaHerring-Tony Gandolfo
tions, rising vertically on the tele- Jimmy
three months ago in favor of Roy
middleweight
bout
of
Jan.
19:
vision screen, with background
Rogers, film, radio and TV singing
This
show
drew
more
people
and
music, business news, or approcowboy
star [B«T, Oct. 29, 1951]
had
greater
gate
receipts
than
any
priate interviews accompanying
The formal judgment was signec
show we have had for the past three
the picture.
years. The purpose in writing this to and entered by Federal Judge Peir
Business interest in the program
you ... is to impress upon you my son M. Hall on Jan. 26. Republic
has been immediate and impresconviction that television is not in- now can proceed with its planned
sive, it was reported, and Mr.
jurious to the attendance of boxing
appeal. No action could be taker
or to any other sport.
Morse said he hoped to announce
until Judge Hall had signed the
sponsorship of his program within
H. Jordan Lee, director of Sunformal judgment.
a week or two. A number of Wall
nyside Garden, wrote:
In his findings of fact and conSt. firms expressed interest in the
There is much to-do about televiclusions of law, covering 39 pages
project, although it seemed last
sion affecting the attendance at box- Judge Hall reiterated the view thai
week as though brokers — still
ing shows, but excellent attendance
Republic cannot sell Roy Rogers
at our shows these past few weeks
reluctant to advertise singly —
made
it evident to us that continual
old western movies to TV for commight sponsor the program collecmercial or sustaining purposes
good shows will bring out the public
tively as an institutional promo... we feel only bad weather alone maintaining that sustaining use
tion, perhaps later dividing it into
can affect our attendance.
segments for individual backing.
constitutes advertising for the station. If Republic had any rights
Further announcement of sponPlanning
Aide
the
judge
stated, it waived there
sorship depends "in
Mr.
Morse explained,
on part,"
the winter
by
permitting
the star his rights
AN APPLICATION engineer to aid to commercial tieups.
meeting of the board of governors
Washington
consulting
engineers
of the Assn. of Stock Exchange
In a precedent-setting decisior
in choosing equipment and planning
Firms, held Monday through
which
stymied several similiai
stations for TV applicants has been
deals for video by producers. Judge
Wednesday last week. The associaadded to the Washington staff of Hall last Oct. 18, after severa
tion itself is expected to announce
the GE Electronics Division. He is weeks of hearing, granted Mr. Rog
any plans it may make for becomJack H. Painter, who will serve
ing a video sponsor, however.
ers a permanent injunction re
under Robert J. Brown, manager of straining
A major asset of telecasting
Republic from carrying
market reports, it was reported, is GE Electronics Division Washingout its announced release of ths
ton
office.
films to TV.
that such a program would educate
potential investors in the lower
and middle income brackets, informing them of the advantages
REEVES
of being share-holders in AmeriSYNC-SOUND
STUDIOS,
can business. Considered an exSOUND
cellent means of attracting new
INC.
BEST FOR'tV FILMS
RANGERTONE
capital to business, such action
fANGERTONE 304 East 44th Street,
also is described as strengthening
73 WINTHROP ST,
New York 20, New York
USED BY
the capitalistic system "by bringNEWARK 4, N. J.
ing Wall St. to Main St."
BROADCASTING
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thanks

thanks to you, your family, your friends,
and your neighbors — because

Compare tTPIX's potential set coverage
and current base rate with any of the

during the months of, (Source:

other stations telecasting from atop

The Pulse), September,

the Empire State Building.

October and November

Total TV Sets in
I-hour Class A
Metropolitan area^j: base rate

combined you gave to WPIX
the third largest share of audience

WPix

2,630,000

$i,500

WABD

2,630,000

2,200

WJZ-TV

2,630,000

3,100
3,750
3,750

advertisers — and their agencies

WCBS-TV
2,630,000
WNBT
2,630,000
*Source: NBC eslimate as of 11/1/51

— for rewarding WPIX's

Advertisers and their agencies knoiv

proven sales ability with an

that once they buy time on WPIX to cover

increase this year of over

the New York market (which represents

in the New York market.
thanks to our local and national

ONE

MILLION

DOLLARS.

nearly 10% of national retail sales)
they will not be asked to release
their time to a network advertiser.

National Sales
Free & Peters, Inc.
New York City

America's

TOP

Independent

Chicago, Illinois
Detroit, Michigan
San Francisco, CaL
HoUytcood, CaL
Ft. Worth, Texas
Atlanta, Georgia
America's
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Color TV
(Continued from page 62)
attendance again — or at least were
invited — for the Feb. 8 conclave
[B*T, Jan. 21]. Each representative— a top executive of his firm —
will be permitted to bring another
member of his company (probably
a technical authority).
Trade association officials, in
line with usual government custom,
were not invited to the meeting.
NPA points out that the materials
question involves allocations to
manufacturers and not related interests.
Much of the spotlight will be
focused on representatives from
Chromatic Television Labs (halfowned subsidiary of Paramount
Pictures), which proposes to manufacture the Lawrence tri-color
tube.
Though Defense Chief Wilson
did not amplify his statement citing "misunderstanding on the part
of one company" as to the color
TV order, it's generally acknowledged that he had reference to
Chromatic.
Twentieth Century Fox Interested
Twentieth Century FOx Film
Corp. also has a stake in the proceedings with its Eidophor theatre
TV system. In the event its officials received no invitation — as
was the case in the first conference— the limelight will shift to
General Electric Co., which proposes to manufacture the Eidophor
equipment. Twentieth Century has
deferred in its action to two trade
associations — the Motion Picture
Assn. of America and Theatre
Owners of America.
Attorneys for TOA and MPAA
noted that
motion
picture
interests"the
were not
invited
to the
original conference or to the proposed conference." The firms, in a
second letter to NPA Administrator Henry Fowler, requested a
separate meeting. The statement
said :
"Against this backdrop, and in
the light of both the importance
and the separability of the subject
of color TV for theatres, we request that a separate conference
be arranged for those interested in

this subject. If possible, we would
like this prior to Feb. 8."
Previously attorneys for MPAA
and TOA held that the order as
presently written was meant to
apply wholly to home TV receivers
and not theatre color TV projectors, which would consume relatively small quantities of materials
because of their limited number.
There was no reply late Thursday on the MPAA-TOA request.
It was indicated that these organizations had given up hope for a
separate conference and would
await developments of the Feb. 8
conference before taking further
action. Possibility that the order
might be revoked or at least
clarified to exclude theatre projecJoint TV Ownership
(Continued from page 62)
changes in plans. If not, they want
to check antenna sites and tower
heights against FCC-CAA criteria
for aircraft navigation hazards.
If engineering does not meet
those criteria. Commission TV engineers intend to refer such applications over to the Air Space
Study Group of the CAA for consideration.
They recommend that new applicants — or old ones planning
changes — might find it profitable to
check antenna sites and tower
heights with local CAA field men
before establishing transmitter-antenna locations definitely.
They also emphasized that this
should not be considered processing, and that there is no idea of
giving early applicants any benefit
in the way of prior consideration.
In a statement replying to the
protests of three Illinois stations
against what they alleged was the
Joint Committee on Education
Television's plan for semi-commercialization of educational TV stations [B»T, Jan. 14, Dec. 10, 1951],
JCET last week avowed it never
had any idea of suggesting that
educational stations go commercial.
"It is crystal clear," the JCET
statement read, "that the proposal

»TVT
If your problem iso
how f
to gets
low-cost
«
film
spots
(with
audio)
to
fit
your
budget,
.
)
eywe
solve itofforsmall
you budget
just as we're
doing
for can
hundreds
advertisers
through-out the country.
Our 35 years of producing top-quality
film titles and messages for theatres
and advertisers is your assurance of I ISINUTE
the
work.
save I\ ^la^A
time best
and professional
money if you
get You'll
our prices
ilaliiJw
first.

1331 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago 5, Illinois
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tion equipment was held out in
some legal quarters.
NPA's order as it now stands
prohibits the manufacture of color
TV equipment or such equipment
as is used (adapters, converters,
etc.) to facilitate the reception of
color TV broadcasting. It permits
industrial "closed circuit" or defense applications, as well as experimental uses and research and
test programs touching on further
developments of color video systems [B»T, Nov. 26, 1951].

DRAMA
SERIES
ALA, Pincus Bros. Plan
MAJOR authors, dramatists, screen
writers, and radio writers will contribute to a new television drama
series— tentatively titled Theatre
of America — as result of an exclusive agreement between Irving
and Norman Pincus, New York
packagers, and the Authors
League of America, parent body of
four writers' guilds.
Announcement was slated for
today (Monday).
Material to be made available to
television for the first time, in what
was understood to be a big-money
agreement, specifically includes
Noel Coward's Conversation Piece,
an Ernest Hemingway short story,
and originals by Gian-Carlo Menotti and Eric Ambler. Exclusive dramatizations are also scheduled by
such authors as Vicki Baum, A. J.
Cronin,
JohnHilton,
O'Hara,
Rumer Sharp,
Godden,
James
Margery
Charles Morgan, Pearl Buck, and
Clare Booth Luce.
Among authors committed to
appear on each of the projected
shows are Tennessee Williams, J.
P. Marquand, Noel Coward, Louis
Bromfield, Dorothy Parker, Anita
Loos, John Kersey, Marc Connelly,
John Gunther, Christopher Morley,
and Robert E. Sherwood.
of the Joint Committee did not contemplate the sale of time on any
basis whatsoever. ... It would be
unthinkable . . . for an educational
TV station to be classified as a
commercial station for any purpose
simply because it broadcast program of the [political] conventions
this summer and which this year
happen to be sponsored by Westinghouse and Philco."
First opposition to NBC's proposal that the FCC revise its ownership limitation rules to permit
one company to own at least five
VHF TV stations and an unlimited
number of UHF [B«T. Jan. 21,
14, 7] came from J. Patrick Beacom, president of WWW
Fairmont, W. Va. In a Jan. 28 letter to
the FCC, Mr. Beacom urged the
Commission to protect the "homeowned" smaller applicant by maintaining the present five-to-a-customer limit. NBC has gotten support for its proposal from Fort Industry and the National Appliance
&
Radio
Jan. 28]. Dealers Assn. [B«T,

Only
10-20from
TVjmgeGrants
(Continued
63)
can stations, as well as the rapidly
increasing number of stations in
the other North American countries and the resultant interference,
work on the side of FM," he said.
Mr. Coy was bullish on facsimile.
Referring to the technological and
economics problems in electronics
that have been solved, and rising
newsprint and other production
costs, Mr. Coy stated:
"I am confident that there is a
radio newspaper in our future."
Cites Important Cases
In discussing various Commission policy actions regarding "freedom of expression," Mr. Coy highlighted (1) the network, duopoly
and ownership rules of 1941; (2)
the newspaper ownership investigation of 1941; (3) the 1945 WHKC
Columbus, Ohio, decision which
held that stations must give labor
organizations the right to buy
time to discuss controversial issues; (4) denial of the Mansfield
Journal's application for a radio
station in that Ohio city because
of the discriminatory practices of
its publisher — recently found guilty
of antitrust violations by the Supreme Court [B*T, Dec. 17, 1951];
(5) the Port Huron and WDSU
New Orleans decisions in 1948 and
1951, respectively, holding that
speeches by political candidates
cannot be censored by stations even
though libel is involved; (6) reversal in 1949 of the pre-World
War II Mayflower decision which
forbade editorializing by stations,
and (7) the outcome of the Richards case in 1950-51, which saw
the licenses of the three Goodwill
stations
renewed [B»T, Dec. 3,
1951].

'TODAY'

RATES

5.3

NBC-TV Cites ARB Report
AN AVERAGE of 1,129,000 viewers in 538.000 homes watched the
new NBC-TV morning effort,
Today, according to network
spokesmen who last week quoted
rating.
an American Research Bureau
The 5.3 rating was described as
"amazing" considering it was for
first week for a new show in a new
time segment. Cumulative rating,
also for the full 7-9 a.m. program,
was 18.0 or 1,830,000 homes
reached, which NBC-TV said "puts
early daytime TV clearly in the
big leagues."
The reported,
average viewing home, it was
spent
one hour and five minutes with the
In a variation of the Sinatraprogram.
Berle contest, CBS-TV also released
an American Research Bureau rating for its major morning enti'y,
Arthur Godfrey Time, seen 10:1510:30 a.m. Monday through Thursday. Its national rating averaged
12.4 or 2,116,500 viewers in 1,245,000Today.
homes during the week previous
to
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FORD DRIVE
Dealers Buy on WSAZ-TV

ompleting arrangements for Ford
dealer tri-state campaign on
iVSAZ-TV are (seated, I to r)
•Messrs. Rogers and Rardin while
•\standing) Messrs. Palmer and
:| Wiggert register approval. >
McFARLAND
BILL
House Group Resumes Study
iLAWMAKERS on Capitol Hill roll
i;p their sleeves once more on the
McFarland Bill (S 658) tomorrow
' (Tuesday).
This is the legislation which
would amend the Communications
Act of 1934 by re-aligning the functions of the FCC in its broadcast
activities.
li The House Interstate & Foreign
['Commerce Committee, which re'jsumes its executive session study
tomorrow by agreement of its members last week, adjourned its task
last October as the Congress, itself,
adjourned after a prolonged legislative year [B»T, Oct. 22].
' At that time, the committee
chairman. Rep. Robert Crosser (DOhio) had announced that the
group would take up the bill first
on the agenda upon resumption of
■ business this year.
The Congressmen are only a few
sections into the bill, however.
Whether there will be a speed-up
in their consideration, as has been
. predicted in the past few weeks, is
, unpredictable.
! The Senate passed the bill twice
last year, first in its original form
in February 1951 and again a month
! fater as a "rider" to the monitorj ing bill (which the McFarland Bill
j had incorporated in its provisions).

THERE'S more than one Ford in
the future of WSAZ-TV Huntington, W. Va. — thanks to one of the
largest cooperative advertising
campaigns
in that
region's
Over 20 Ford
dealers
have history.
banded
together to advertise their 1952
models on WSAZ-TV, the station
reports.
Representing the station on the
contract were Lawrence H. Rogers
II, general manager of WSAZ Inc.,
and Charles S. Palmer, station account executive.
The idea for the co-op campaign
was conceived and arranged by J.
C. Rardin, general manager of
Galigher Motor Sales Co., Huntington. It was directed and executed
by E. W. Wiggert, field manager
for the Ford Motor Co., with 23
dealers in West Virginia, Ohio and
Kentucky participating.
B&B APPOINTS
Names Kern, Potter, Selby
BENTON & BOWLES, New York,
has reorganized its media department, dividing its accounts under
the supervision of three directors
who will be responsible for all
activity of media
on those accounts,
H. H. Dobberteen,
vice president in
charge of media,
has announced.
The three directors named are
George Kern, who
Mr. Kern
has been dii'ector
of radio and TV
time buying since 1941; Dan Potter, manager of publication media
since 1948, and Herbert Selby, who
has been handling Procter & Gamble media since last year.
Under Mr. Dobberteen's overall
supervision, each of the directors
is assigned a group of specific accounts, including radio and TV
broadcasting, publication and outdoor advertising.
This is reportedly the first complete organization of a media de-

The
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ROY MAYPOLE, writer-producer-m.c.
of KTTV (TV) Hollywood In Our
Times, is to receive plaque Feb. 16
commending his special events work
and interest in juvenile problems from
Roly P. Nail, president, L. A. chapter,
Optimists International.
• Telecasting
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SUBSCRIPTION TV
Suggested for Educators
of financing "noncommercial" educational TV stations, Bernard B. Smith, New York
attorney, suggests that the FCC
grant them exclusive subscription
TV rights so they could broadcast
up to three hours per day of massappeal programs like top quality
movies.
Mr. Smith advances his proposal
in an article in Harper's magazine
for February. He estimates that
revenues from the three-hours-perday subscription telecasts would
support the entire operation of
educational stations. Without such
revenues, he believes few if any
schools will be able to afford TV.

tube
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12.5 MlHion now View
TV
FOREIGN
operation among the peoples of the
TELEVISION program service on instead of straight reporting and
world, there is no doubt that radio
a more or less regular basis is be- of motion pictures for presenting
a false picture of American life would be an instrument of great
ing offered in 17 foreign countries
abroad as well as at home. The
with an aggregate regular audience
value." Prof. Angell cited radio's
informational value as well as pocomplete absence of any criticism
of some 12.5 million viewers, actential contributions to culture.
of
radio
and
television
from
a
cording to a report prepared by
Caroll Binder, editorial editor,
Richard W. Hubbell, chief of the
group of a type that in former
Minneapolis Tribune, at the same
television unit of the International
years was avidly critical of broadcast program content led Mrs, session noted that "Restrictive
Broadcasting Division of the State
minded governments would close
Dept.
Lewis to comment that "for a replarger
areas of information to
r
e
s
e
n
t
a
t
i
v
e
o
f
radio
and
television,
Report was released Wednesday
American newsgatherers and centoday the millenium has arrived."
at a session on "Mass Media and
In a meeting with the overall
sor outgoing dispatches more seCommunity
Education" ofof the
the U.
ThirdS.
verely if they obtain UN sanction
National Conference
theme, "The Citizen and the United
for such practices. That is why it
National Commission for UNESCO
Nations," and the purpose of con- is
imperative that the United States
— United Nations Educational, Scisidering "Ways to Improve our
participate in every UN activity
Understanding of and Participaentific and Cultural Organization —
held Sunday through Thursday at
tion in World Affairs," broadcast
media naturally were discussed or
Hunter College, New York.
at least mentioned at many of the
See DuMont Feature
conference sessions.
AFM FILM PACT
Major feature of this session was
At the Monday afternoon meeta 45-minute telecast. Television:
Negofriat-ed by Petrillo
ing on "Communications in the
a Passport to Peace, prepared and
MUSICIANS reserved rights to reWorld Community," for example,
broadcast by the DuMont TV Netuse film sound tracks for subRobert C. Angell, professor of sowork primarily for the several hunciology, U. of Michigan, in discusssequent television sale and disdred representatives of educationtribution when a two-year contract
ing
"development
in
international
al and religious institutions and
communications," reported "If all was signed Jan. 19 in Miami
social and civic organizations who
those concerned were motivated by Beach, Fla., between American
watched the program on six Dua desire to bring about closer co- Federation of Musicians (AFL)
and negotiators for eight major
Mont receivers in the college auditorium. Tracing the progress of
motion picture producers.
communications from the days of SAG CONTRACTS
Television rights were not a subjungle drums and town criers to
ject of the negotiation, which
Twelve More Firms Sign resulted in a 15% wage increase
the present, the program incorporated addresses by Allen B. DuMont,
TWELVE more television film pro- for some 600-800 studio staff
president, Allen B. Dumont Labs,
musicians and for many other
duction companies signed Screen
and Thomas T. Goldsmith Jr., reparttime employes. Effective Jan.
Actors Guild union shop contracts
search director.
15, expiration date of the previous
within the past few weeks, accordFollowing the telecast, Lyman
ing to John Dales Jr., executive sec- agreement, contract sets maximum
increase at $18.50 per week, with
Bryson, professor of education at
retary. They are Allegro Pictures,
all raises subject to federal wage
Jimmie Allen Enterprises, CommoColumbia U.'s Teachers College and
dore Productions & Artists Inc., board approval. Recording sessions
a veteran of public service broadof more than six continuous hours
casting, moderated a panel on the Donlevy Development Co., Fantasy
Films, Sam Lerner Productions,
use of mass media. Panel particiwill require an extra hour's pay,
with all work after midnight drawpants were Dorothy Lewis, co- Krasne-Gross-DeWitt, Landmark
ordinator of U. S. station relations
ing time and a half.
Productions, Mark VIII Producfor United Nations Radio; Davidtions, Scripture Films, Visual DraTwo Night Sessions
ma (all Hollywood), Times Square
son Taylor, NBC general producContract was negotiated in two
tion director for TV; Sevellon
Productions (New York).
consecutive night meetings by
Brown, editor and publisher.
Other new independent film comJames
C. Petrillo, AFM president,
The Providence Journal; Arch
panies signing with SAG include and officers
and members of the
Crawford, president, National Assn.
Encore Films, Samuel Fuller Prounion's
international
executive
of Magazine Publishers; Spyros
ductions, G. H. Productions, Paul
F. Heard Inc., Walter Lantz Pro- board, convening for its annual
Skouras, president. Twentieth Cenmeeting. Amicable disductions, Mutual Pictures of Cali- mid-winter cussions,
tury-Fox Film Corp.
Mr. Petrillo was quoted
Questions from the floor were
fornia, Joseph Kaufman (all Hollyas
saying,
were
conducted "with an
largely critical of newspaper for
wood); Centaur Productions, Pali- eye on the position
in which these
sades
Productions,
and
Ted
Bald"slanting" news stories in accordmovie men find themselves — busiwin
(all
New
York).
ance with their publishers' views
ness isn't too hot. We want to keep
thePact
business
going."
was described
by Nicholas
^IN STOCK

AT ALUED!

M. Schenk, Metro-Goldvi^n-Mayer
president, as "a very equitable

in the field of freedom of information. ... It must try to prevent
the incorporation of restrictive
principles in draft conventions and
Douglas
codes.
. . ."H. Schneider, director
of UNESCO's department of mass
communications, reported that during 1951 some 600 radio stations in
74 countries used UNESCO recorded programs in 24 languages,
while scripts were sent to stations
in 58 countries, including 233 U. S.
stations — mostly educational —
which use these scripts each week.
Arno Huth, authority on international communications, speaking
from the floo?, urged the creation
under UNESCO auspices of an international radio and television
(and perhaps films as well) organization to parallel for these
media the operation of the International Press Institute, which he
stated neither includes nor intends
to include them.
GARRICK

OPENS

New Chicago TV Center
ADVERTISERS and agency personnel inspected the new Garrick
Television Center in Chicago Monday and Tuesday evenings as the
Balaban & Katz theatre chain conducted open house. The company,
which owns WBKB (TV), uses the
audience studio for its own originations and also plans to lease the
theatre to other stations and networks for a rental fee of approximately $400 for half an hour air
time, plus one hour for rehearsal.
The theatre, converted at a cost
of about $250,000 from a movie
house owned by B & K, seats 600
persons, is air-conditioned and offers complete video facilities. These
include a 92-by-49-ft. stage, three
ramps for cameras, three cameras,
orchestra pit, individual dressing
rooms, stage switchboard and direct-view control room from center
of the theatre.
CBS, if and when it acquires
WBKB under terms of the proposed merger of ABC and United
Paramount Theatres, plans network originations at the theatre.
The network is understood to be
considering use of the Garrick for
one-shot
shows when its stars are
in the city.
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Baptist Telecast
FIRST
deal." network telecast produced
by the Southern Baptist Radio
Commission was slated to be
carried over 28 NBC-TV stations
yesterday (Sunday) and to be
kinescoped over 20 different NBCTV stations next Sunday. The program, Frontiers of Faith, a halfhour presentation, is a regular
weekly feature of the network.
Dr. S. F. Lowe, commission director, hoped this telecast will mark
the beginning of active participation in TV by Southern Baptist.

D
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and THEN
you'll need ou
UNIQUE
INSURANCE
coverirvg
this hazard.
It covers
also
OR
Invasion of Privacy, Plagiarism
Piracy and Copyright. It is
ADEQUATE,
SURPRISINGLY
L
LIBE
;■ ;
INEXPENSIVE.
In use Nation-wide.
'
GET IT IN TIME!
WRITE FOR DETAILS AND RATES
EMPLOYERS REINSURANCE
CORPORATION
Insurance Eichange — Kansas City. Mo
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SPONSOR:

Detroit
and

Women

SALES

Love

Prove

"ladies

Day

it/

WJBK-TV, Detroit's best television buy, has scored
again. Their brilliant show, "Ladies Day", is capturing the hearts of women in the nation's fourth
market. The ladies go for this mid-afternoon TV participation program, and more than that, they go for
"Ladies Day" advertised products. Response and sales
are terrific! Just look at these results:

Detroit's leading department store
received more than 1000 phone
orders from only two hair curler
commercials — sold $2,400 of 2 5c
cards of curlers in one week. After
just
weeks
on a"Ladies'
with two
three
spots
week, Day,"
every

30-piece sets of stainless steel cutlery, retailing for $6.95 apiece,
sold 41 sets from the first commercial, 45 from the second. Results were so tremendous the first
week that the store ran out of
stock. We had to stop the commercials until their supply could
be replenished. Net result: threespot-a-week contract for a year.

Six spot announcements for a rug
cleaner resulted in reorders by
every department and chain store
in Detroit which stocked the product. The Sponsor contracted for
a full year.

Detroit branch of the country's two
biggest "five-and-ten"
stores
reordered from three to five
times.

Results like these can be yours, if you take advantage of the alert
programming and steady progressive leadership that has made WJBKTV tops in audience-response and sales results in the wealthy Detroit
market. WJBK-TV consistently leads in giving the audience the finest
in entertainment and the advertiser the best television buy in town.
Check your local KATZ man for all information. You'll find that
Ayour
M
WJBK-TV really delivers the goods—
goods.
——
FV
M
—T

WiBK
The

NATIONAL

BROADCASTING

SALES

DETROIT

with a Million Friends
YORK
NEW
AVENUE,
MADISON
488
HEADQUARTERS:
Represented Nationally by THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
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Tele
Bless

Program

telestatus
our

DAYTIME VARIETIES, utilizing
99 quarter hours, was the most frequently-used type of program, according to Multi-market TelePulse
ratings as released by Pulse Inc.,
New York, for week of Dec. 1-7.
Insofar as ratings were concerned,
boxing (23.6), football (21.5) and
comedy variety (21.2) proved to
be the most popular viewing fare:
Rtg.
No. of
Avg.
Quarter

little
channel/

After all, it's the only one in town.
So we dispense about everything
everybody wants to see and hear.
That "everybody"
600.00013
viewers.
They just is
sit aatvast
Channel
and capture the best from all four
television networks :
•CBS*

and

ABC

bless

(DTN
our

faithful...

TOLEDO

TV TUNERS

. . . but we don't stop there. We toss
in as bonus coverage viewers in
Northwestern Ohio and Southern
Michigan.
Our advertisers are as faithful as our
viewers. We've got 'em by the scads,
but there's always room for "just
one more." Room for you, for instance.
Just say the word

5,000 watts

. . .

NBC

WSPD
TOLEDO,
OHIO
A FORT INDUSTRY STATION
Rep. by The Katz Agency, Inc.

WSPD-TV
CHANNEL - 13
Nat. Sales Hq. 488 Madison Avenue,
New York 22, Eldorado 5-2455
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NBC
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Daytime & Varieties
Drama
Mysteries
Comedy Variety
C'Mi-!-Audience Participation
Kid
Shows
Intervisws
Musical
Variety
ferial Stories
FoctbaM
Comedy Situation
Forums, discussions
Talent
Homema king-Service
Religion
Wrestling
News
Boxing
Westerns
Educational
Feature Films
United
Nations
Fi"m shorts
Miscellaneous
Total

Hrs.
99
55
94
65
54
25
37
37
22
30
12
20
19
2110
12
8
8
7
6
4
1
6504

5.6
16.6
10.8
21.2
6.5
10.7
12.6
5.0
7.3.5
2113.1
15.2
3.5
2.8
11.8
9.0
23.6
16.7
2.9
10.0
3.4
6.3
2.5

Two-Hour Palsy Telethon
Draws 39.2 Hooperating
FIFTEEN-hour telethon on behalf
of United Cerebral Palsy carried
on WJZ-TV New York starting at
9 p.m. Dec. 8, was reported last
week as having one of highest rat-

ings ever given two-hour program
segment when TV Home Hooperatings for the month listed it at 39.2.
From 9-11 p.m., program got 51.7
share of audience, with three of
every four sets in use tuned to
WJZ-TV. Percentage of sets in
use was listed at 75.8.
KHJ-TV Issyes
Rate Card No. 2
KHJ-TV Hollywood has issued
rate card No. 2, effective March 1.
Under new rate schedule, an hour
of Class A time (7-10:30 p.m.,
nightly) is $1,000; Class B time
(5:30-7 p.m., Mon. through Fri. ;
12 noon-7 p.m., Sat. and Sun.;
10:30 p.m.-12 midnight, nightly)
$750; Class C time (1:30-5:30
p.m., Mon. through Fri.; 10:15-12
noon. Sun.) $500. One-minute spot
announcements for Class A time is
$180; Class B, $135; C, $90.
L. A. Rate Finder
Issued by The Mayers Co.
PROBLEM of quickly locating and
comparing rates on each of the
seven Los Angeles TV stations has
been simplified for timebuyers in a
bulletin titled "What Does TV AdCost?" Mayers
worked Co.,
out local
and
distributed vertising
by The
advertising agency.
On an 11 by 17 inch center
spread, all stations' rates from 60

minutes to 10 seconds, during all
periods of the day, are set forth.
Chart also lists all participating
programs on each station, with day
of telecast, time class and cost.
In addition, bulletin contains
brief factual data on costs of TV
programs, commercials, merchandising and promotion, tie-ins and
Promotion
piece also lists 63
agency
services.'
products that have been promoted
via TV by The Mayers Co. clients,
approximately one-half of which
are
the filmed
agency.commercials produced by
Weed

^ ^
& Co. Map

Gives Connection Data
TELEVISION map showing present and planned television network
connecting lines of AT&T's Long
Lines Div. has been released by
Weed & Co., radio and TV station
representative.
The map, prepared by Weed &
Co.'s TV research department, contains all network connections, including AT&T relay and cable
links and individual station relays.
Plans for 1952 show connections
for all cities where TV outlets are
operating, with the exception of
Seattle, Phoenix and Albuquerque.
AT&T added about 6,500 miles of
channel last year to bring the total
to
24,000 relays.
miles, exclusive of private
station

ruary 4, 1952 — TELECASTING Survey
Weekly Television Summary— Feb
Sets in Area
Outlets on Air
Sets in Area City
Outlets on Air
130,076
Louisville
WAVE-TV,
WHAS-TV
Albuquerque
13,000 Matamoros (Mexico), BrownsAmes
KOB-TV
11,100
WOl-TV
115,083
ville, Tex. WMCT
XELD-TV
80,607 Memphis
Atlanta
165,000
WAGA-TV, WSB-TV, WLTV
102,600
Baltimore
WAAM, WBAl-TV, WMAR
Miami
WTVJ
358,052
50,150
Binghamton
WNBF-TV
WT/WJ-TV
Birmingham
305,537
81,100 Milwaukee
WAFM-TV,
WBRC-TV
125,000
Minn.-St. Paul KSTP-TV, WTCN-TV
WTTV
Bloomington
Nashville
WSM-TV
301,500
WBZ-TV,
WNAC-TV
Boston
247,503
847,725 New Haven WNHC-TV
54,784
Buffalo
224,000
WBEN-TV
122,970 New Orleans WDSU-TV
Charlotte
WBTV
Chicago
New
York
WABD,
WCBS-TV,
WJZ-TV,
WNBT
WBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBQ
WOR-TV, WPiX
1,077,817
325,000 Newark WATV
Cincinnati
WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV, WLWT
78,377
567,692
2,750,000
Cleveland
WEWS,
WNBK,
WXEL
Norfolk
WTAR-TV
200,000 Oklahoma City WKY-TV
Columbus
97,606
WBNS-TV, WIWC, WTVN
113,224
148,892 Omaha
KMTV, WOW-TV
KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
Ft. Worth
Dallas85,134 Philadelphia WCAU-TV, WFIL-TV, WPTZ
115,664
Davenport
KDHO-TV
Quad Cities WOC-TV
Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E, Moline227,000 Phoenix
Pittsburgh WDTV
1,010,000
55,100
342,300
WHIO-TV, WLWD
Dayton
705,323
Providence
WJAR-TV
Detroit
1 91 ,000
WJBK-TV,
WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
Richmond WTVR
WICU
Erie
82,765
Rochester WHAM-TV
109,000
105,258
Ft.Dallas
WorthWBAP-TV,
148,892
Rock Quad
Island
85,134
135,000
Cities WHBF-TV
Include Davenport, Moline, Rock 1:
Grand Rapids WOOD-TV KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
*
Greensboro
KFMB-TV KSL-TV
97,605
Salt
lake City KDYL-TV,
WFMY-TV
San
Antonio
Diego
E.
Moline
Houston
116,000
San Antonio KEYL, WOAI-TV
KPRC-TV
70,200
65,793
Son Francisco KGO-TV, KPIX, KRON-TV
124,000
Huntington315,000
Charleston
WSAZ-TV
WRGB
SchenectadyAlbany-Troy
72,649
Indianapolis
212,350
WFBM-TV
KING-TV
Jacksonville
WMBR-TV
52,000 Seattle
193,700
St. Louis
132,732
KSD-TV
Johnstown
124,500
WJAC-TV
WHEN,
WSYR-TV
Tulsa
170,560
Kalamazoo
Toledo
363,000
Syracuse
WKTV
WSPD-TV
WKZO-TV
Kansas City
KOTV
160,226
150,000
WDAF-TV
180,755 Utica-Rome
130,804
Lancaster
WGAL-TV
Lansing
64,000
Washington
98,375
WMAL-TV, WNBW, WTOP-TV, WTTG
80,000 Wilmington
WJIM-TV
324,375
KECA-TV, KHJ-TV, KLAC-TV, KNBH
Los Angeles
WDEL-TV
89,982
KTLA, KTSL, KTIV
1,161,036
Estimated Sets
use 15,652,000
Total Stations on Air 109*
Total
Markets
on
Air
64*
* Includes XELD-TV Matamoros, Mexico
Editor's
Totals for
each ofmarket
representareestimated
area. Where TVcoverage
areascommittees,
overlap setelectric
countscompanies
may be
partially Note:
duplicated.
Sources
set estimates
based onsetsdatawithin
from television
dealers, distributors,
circulation
and manufacturers. Since many are compiled monthly, some may remain unchanged in successive summaries. Total sets in all areas or*
necessarily approximate.
City
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1
N Dept. of AssoTELEVISIO
ciation Films Inc., New York,
announces the availability of
documentary film about blind children, / See the Wind, free except
for transportation charges. It was
filmed at Lighthouse Nursery
School in New York by Victor
Solo>v. The two-reel, 18-minute
film, originally for Army overseas
reorientation, is being distributed
domestically due to its effective
depiction of the blind.

Personal bedside visits to GIs
wounded in Korea are being filmed
in hospitals abroad for daytime
Kate Smith Hour on NBC-TV.
Purpose of presentations is to give
American families intimate knowledge of condition and treatment of
injured relatives.
Sales . . .
Two one-hour Biblical television
films "That I May See" and "Hill
Number One," produced by Jerry
Fairbanks Productions, Hollywood,
for Family Theatre, will be released
for Easter. Both films are ofi^ered
to stations for local sponsorship,
provided the product to be advertised meets approval of the Famili/
Theatre group. Rates, percentage
of program time segment, to aid
fund for financing future presentations by religious group.
Seidlitz Paint and Varnish Co.,
Kansas City, Mo., preparing to use
TV for first time, is producing a
series of 60- and 20-second spots
with Sarra Inc., Chicago. Carter
Adv., same city, is the agency.
Sarra Inc., New York, has completed a series of films for the
Hudson Motor Car Co., Detroit,
through Brooks, Smith, French &
Dorrance, same city. Open-end
commercials will be used by local
dealers.
Kling Studios, Chicago, lists following among its current clients for
TV commercials: Wilson & Co.,
Mitchell Mfg. Co., Hollingshead
Corp., Milnot, Peter Pan Peanut
Butter, Glidden Co. and Admiral
Corp.
Peerless
Television Productions
Inc., New York, TV film distributor,
has acquired rig-hts from Joseph
Auerbach to feature film. Parade of
the Wooden Soldiers, starring
Laurel & Hardy.
The film — re-

TOP

QyALiTY
Up-to-date
completely
equipped
New York
stydios of

Video Varieties
CORPORATION
Office: 41 E. 50th St., N.Y. 22 MU 8-11^2
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Film People . . .
Bob Stack signed by William F.
Broidy Productions, Hollywood, to
star in new TV film series. Phantom
Pirate. Hugh King and Bob Bailey
to write scripts.

"^

"^

leased by MGM in 1934— formerly
was called Babes hi Toyland.
Five Star Productions, Hollywood,
to produce two TV cartoon commercial film spots for S.O.S. Co.,
Chicago (Scouring Pads) . Agency :
McCann-Erickson, S. F. Five Star
also will produce new series of TV
commercial film spots for Swift &
Co.,
Butter,Chicago
Eggs & (Swift's
Cheese). Brookfield
Agency:
McCann-Erickson Inc., Chicago. In
production is commercial film spot
for Kellogg Co., Battle Creek (Corn
Flakes). Agency: Leo Burnett
Inc., Chicago.
Production . . .
Frank Wisbar Productions, Hollywood, shooting 10 half-hour television films for Fireside Theatre
at Eagle-Lion Studios, Hollywood.
Frank Wisbar is producer-director.
First two films are Acquittal, featuring John Hoyt and Marguerite
Churchill, and No Alibi, featuring
Lisa Farraday and Craig Stevens.
William F. Broidy Productions,
Hollywood, adds 26 half-hour film
series. Case History, to 1952 television film schedule. Series, based
on case histories of doctors practicing in difl^erent fields of medicine,
replaces previously announced Consultation Room, programs. In addition to Wild Bill Hickok, Trail
Blazers and Phantom. Pirate TV
film series, two more 26 half-hour
features are planned. These are
Hawaiian Paradise, musicals based
on folk lore and history of the
Islands, and Starr Dust, built
around Hollywood columnist Jimmy
Starr.
Sphere Productions, Culver City,
Calif., starts 26 half-hour television films, titled Top Secret, at
Hal Roach Studios. Roy Maypole,
writer-producer-m.c, KTTV (TV)
Hollywood, assigned star role of
foreign correspondent. Gayle Gitterman is producer-director.
Rosamond Productions, Hollywood,
lecently organized by David Chudnow, who is president and executive
producer, will make 26 half-hour
TV films (as yet untitled) based
on case histories from the files of
French Surete, crime detection
agency. The first film will be made
in Hollywood this month. Remaining 25 programs are scheduled for
filming in Paris. Akim Tamirolf,
stage and film actor, signed to stai'
in the series. Robert Florey will
direct.
Lindsley Parsons Productions,
Hollywood, starting 13 half-hour
TV films, Jeffrey Jones, to be dis-

film

repor

t

tributed through CBS-TV Sales.
The series deals with cases from
files of detectives, portrayed by
Don Haggerty. George Blair and
Lew Landers alternate as directors,
George Bricker, Bill and Bob Raynor and Warren Douglas have been
signed as writers.
Phildan TV Productions, Hollywood, organized by Michael
Phillips, president of Demyrtha
Productions (feature films), plans
April production of three TV film
series of 39 half-hour films each.
Dan Hadzick is associate producer.
William Hadzick is executive assistant to Mr. Phillips.
Dudley Pictures Corp., Beverly
Hills, starting three industrial pictures in cooperation with the Philippine Air Lines and Philippine Development Commission, Manila.
Films, planned for U. S. television
distribution, are aimed at creating broader understanding of
Philippine industries. Leaving this
week for Manila are Arthur Pierson, director, and Herbert Greene,
production manager.
Ted Baldwin Inc., New York, announced last week that production
is in progress for 10 Copies, Please,
first of Spotlight, U.S.A. films for
video. James Gravell directs.
Telemount Pictures, Los Angeles,
starts 26 half-hour TV film series.
Safecrackers, Feb. 15. Written by
Henry Donovan, Telemount president, series deals with business investigator who tracks down safecrackers. Planned for local and regional sponsorship.
Voglin Corp., Hollywood, newly
formed by Jack Voglin, president,
J. Ross Clark II, vice-president,
Herbert G. Luft, secretary, plans 26
half-hour TV film series. Railroad,
Detective. Series, written by Robert
Joseph, based on accounts from
railroad files in cooperation with
railroads. Irving Pichel directs.
Shooting starts this month at
Goldwyn Studios, Hollywood.
Krasne, Gross & Dewitt, Hollywood, to produce TV version Big
Town series of 26 half -hour films at
General Service Studios, Hollywood. Patrick McVey plays Steve
Wilson with Jane Nigh as Lorelei.
Filmed series April 1 replaces live
version on CBS-TV N. Y., sponsored by Lever Bros. Co., through
Ruthrauff & Ryan, both New York.
Consolidated Television Sales, division of Consolidated Television
Productions, relocates at 25 Vanderbilt Ave., N. Y. Halsey V. Barrett continues as eastern sales manager.

Duke Goldstone completing directorial assignment on last six of 26
Dick Tracy, half-hour TV film series to be released by Snader Telescriptions Sales, Beverly Hills.

Sammy White to produce and star
in 38 half-hour TV film series.
Toots and Chick, for Pacific Can
Co., San Francisco. Series concerns song and dance man and will
be filmed at Hal Roach Studios,
Culver City. Raymond Gayle as- ,
signed to write
|l
* series.
*
*
|,

Knox Manning and Kurt Marteil
signed by Jerry Fairbanks Produc- ]
tions, Hollywood, to narrate TV 1
film commercials
for Oldsmobile |
(General Motors Corp.).
James C. McCormick, sales reprepresentative, Frederic W. Ziv in
So. California area, to Jack Douglas TV Productions, Hollywood, as
sales manager.
Tom Armistead, staff director,
KTTV (TV) Hollywood, to Ring
Crosby Enterprises, Culver City, as
assistant to producer Bernard Girard on Coronet Theatre, TV film
series.
Manny Wolfe, story editor. Revue
Productions, Hollywood, to Krasne,
Gross & DeWitt, Hollywood, in
similar capacity.
Winifred Shank, casting director,
Sol M. Wurtzel Productions, Hollywood, to Roland Reed Productions,
Beverly Hills, in similar capacity.
Irene Dunne, film star, at overall
salary of $84,500, signed to introduce and emcee 26 half-hour as yet
untitled TV film series to be made
by Edward Lewis Productions,
Hollywood.
Additions to the creative and production staff' at KLING STUDIOS,
Chicago, include Bob Longini, Jack
Fenimore, Norman Tolson, John
Collura and Mark Gelder.
William J. Lyons, radio and transcription producer, BBDO, N. Y..
to G-L Enterprises, N. Y., TV film
producer
and distributor, as director of sales.
No Relation
DOREMUS & Co., agency
for the Union Trust Co.,
Washington, hurriedly telegraphed WTOP-TV in that
city to shift the time of the
Union Trust spot scheduled
for 10 p.m. Sunday. The trust
company did not
its announcement towant
follow
the
CBS-TV program. Break the
Bank.
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Here is the signpost pointing to a new era — a vast challenge to creative imagination.
Hours on end each day it offers a parade of news, tragedy, comedy — life as it passes, in uninterrupted flow.
To help the creative TV producer, writer, and advertiser achieve fuller flexibility in
production and greater versatility in programming, the Eastman Kodak Cpmpany provides a full line of
motion-picture films, motion-picture cameras, projection equipment, and lenses. From its
ofFices in principal motion-picture centers is available a highly specialized staff of motion-picture
engineers and technicians ready to assist in any film problem. '
For helpful information about your problems, write or phone the Motion Picture Film Department,
Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester 4, N. Y.; East Coast Division, 342 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.;
Midwest Division, 137 North Wabash Avenue, Chicago 2, Illinois; West Coast Division,
^

6706 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, California.

BOYD LAWLOR, sales manager,
WWCA Gary, Ind., to WLOL
Minneapolis as program director and director of sales promotion.
ROBERT E. PARKER, news editor,
WSIB C r e s t o n ,
Iowa, joins staff
of South Dakota
State College,
Brooking's, S. D.,
to direct building
of a radio department. Mr. Parker
entered radio as
winner of WMT
Cedar Rapids,
Iowa, Farm Radio
Scholorship in
Mr. Parker
1948.
DAVE ALLEN joins announcing staff
of KWK St. Louis.
MYRON GOLDEN resigns from radio
production staff at Grant Adv., Chicago, to join NBC's Welcome Travelers
staff as executive producer.
GRANT VAN PATTEN, audio engineer, WHEN (TV) Syracuse, to
WRGB (TV) Schenectady as television director.
PAUL DIXON, disc jockey at WCPO
Cincinnati, to succeed DENNIS
JAMES for 11:30 a.m. to noon program on ABC-TV, Monday through
Friday, starting Feb. 18.
RUSS TROST, freelance, to CBS-TV
Hollywood as casting director.
ALICE PENTLARGE, production assistant for DuMont Network's Court
of Current Issues, named to assist program director BETTY COLCLOUGH
on America's Town Meeting on ABC
radio-TV.
JOHN FRANKENFIELD, WBAL-TV
Baltimore directing staff, father of
boy, John, Jan. 22.

There's

Niore

SELL
on

.

lURni
RICHMOND
VIRGINIA

air-casters
OTT ROUSH, production manager at
WMC and WMCF (FM) Memphis,
promoted to program director.
NELSON CASE, host of CBS-TV Ken
Murray Show and announcer for
LOWELL THOMAS, has been signed
to serve as host of Pulitzer Playhouse
on WJZ-TV New York.
BERT SHIMP, WSAZ Huntington, W.
Va., production director, appointed
program director replacing TED
EILAND who moves to WSAZ-TV in
same capacity. TOM BORDENKIRCHER named TV production manager assisted by HANK STOHL.
EILEEN BOECHER appointed TV
traffic director replacing ELIZABETH
CONATY, now siapervisor of national sales and secretary to the general manager.
BOB BENNETT to KTTV (TV) Hollywood as assistant sales service manager.
RHONA CONNERY, special events
editor of Radio Malaya, touring
U. S. under the
auspices of Natural
Rubber Bureau,
Washington, to
study radio and TV
facilities in 25
cities.
GEORGE PHILLIPS, music director, librarian and
staff announcer.
Miss Connery WSVS
Crewe, Va.,
promoted to program director.
HANK WEAVER, news and sportscaster, ABC radio-TV, Hollywood, assigned role in MGM film, "Pat and
FRANK TARLOFF, Hollywood radio
Mike." to CBS-TV Hollywood Meet
writer,
Corliss Archer as producer and CBS
Radio version as director.
DAVE WIKEN, WISN Milwaukee staff
announcer, to WKNA Charleston, W.
Va., in same capacity.
CORRINE WINQUIST, traffic manager, KLX Portland, Ore., promoted
to production manager.
WILLIAM F. LOADER, radio producer, WHAS-AM-TV Louisville,
named promotion manager. He will

910KC-5KW
ABC

^5="'^

AFFILIATE

Mr. Thompson
NATIONAL
REP —
EDWARD
PETRY
I SCO., INC.
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Mr. Loader

be assisted by ROBERT W. THOMPSON who joins stations from R. C.
Riebel Adv., same city.
BRUCE GRANT, chief announcer,
WJEF Grand Rapids, Mich., named
production supervisor. JANE ANNE
WYKOFF, KCIL Houma, La., to
WJEF as women's editor.
ARMAND LA POINTE, Hollywood radio announcer, to KLAC-TV Hollywood as staff announcer.

CECIL W. SANDERS, production staff,
TV.
WHAS
Louisville, moves to WHASJOE
music O'NEILL,
director,
KVOO Tulsa, appointed assistant
program
addition director
to hisin
other duties.
LOUISE MARTIN
joins manager.
staff as
traffic

WALTER GRAUMAN, floor manager.
KNBH
director. (TV) Hollywood, elevated to*
VINCE HOSTETLER, production staff,
WBAP-TV Fort Worth, father of s.
boy, David Vincent, Jan. 18.
MARVIN MILLER, announcer-actor,
NBC radio, Hollywood, father of £
girl, Millissa, Jan. 23.
Meurd • • •
MORT L. LINDER, news director,
WSBT South Bend, Ind., and director
of National Assn. of Radio News Directors, selected "outstanding young
man
of
1951"
^by South Bend Junior
Assn. of Commerce.
RANDY GOVER, news staff, KTTS
Springfield,
KLRA
LittleMo.,
Rock,to

CHARLES
CONNER replaces
Ark., inpacity.same
caHe replaces
JERRY REUTER,
MARGARET
Mr. Sanders
YOUNKIN in conresigned.
tinuity department. BOB GEISS joins
PHILIP N. JOHNKVOO as assistant to SAM SCHNEIDER, farm director.
director,
SON,tures
special
feaWCHS Portland,
BOB SMITH, former sports director
at WCOL Columbus, Ohio, and WIMB
Me., named news
timm
Jackson, Mich., assumes similar
editor.
Mr.
Gover
duties at WKGN Knoxville, Tenn.
T. WADE,CHARLES'
former
daily.
BOB CRAGER, program director, remain to handle news editor, will
special newscasts
WWCO Waterbury, Conn., father of
second girl, Jeri Lynn, Jan. 7.
LARRY KEATING, announcer, NBC
5
radio, Hollywood, assigned role in IRE Houston Meeting
MGM film, "Eagle on His Cap."
HELEN SIOUSSAT, director of talks FOURTH Southwestern Institute
for CBS Radio, scheduled as guest of Radio Engineers conference and
speaker at annual banquet of the radio engineering show will be held
American Assn. of University Women,
Blair County Chapter, Altoona, Pa., in Houston, May 16-17, at the Rice
Feb. 12.
Hotel, it was announced last week.
Keynote address will be delivered
HOWARD DEMERE, announcer, KSD
and KSD-TV St. Louis, returns to sta- by Donald B. Sinclair, president of
General Radio Co. and IRE presition after year's military leave.
NORM GERMANI, announcer, KXO
dent-el ct. !
El Centro, Calif., promoted to chief
announcer.
MARTY ROBERTS, farm director and
File Record Suit
hillbilly disc jockey, WDZ Decatur,
COLUMBIA RECORDS Inc. and
111., to WCKY
Cin- r
cinnati to co-star
musician Louis Armstrong instion Jamboree with
tuted court action Tuesday in New
NELSON KING,
York Supreme Court to stop unthree time ,winner
authorized use of records they proof top hillbilly disc
duced between 1925 and 1932.'
jockey title in the
Suits were filed against Paradox
U. S.
Industries
Inc. who,
and its
president,^
FREEMAN LUSK,
Dante Bolletino
the complaint,
U. S. Navy comcharges, produced "pirated" rec-;
mander and mod- I
ords under label called "Jolly
%«««
erator of KLACMr. Roberts
TV Hollywood's
Freedom
Forum, assigned role of Army
general in Paramount film, "Military Policemen."
Roger."
HOLLYWOOD BB RIGHTS
ITH 28 years . . .
KFWB Gets AM; TV Pends
W ^ ^yiomp6on
KFWB Hollywood, for undisclosed
ADIO experience
sum, last week acquired exclusive
radio rights to all Hollywood Stars
R and . . .
baseball games this year. KFWB
ates . . .
will carry home games live and recreate all out-of-town contests.
TRADE know how, operAlthough negotiations are under
way, no deal has been consummated
m u n i t y-c o n s c i o u s
for TV rights to the games, it was
. . . most comstation
said. Friendly suit instituted by
OON
ALT . . A's
. and from community
service comes community
the baseball club against Earl Gilinterest in your product.
more, ball park owner, is said to be
holding up contract signing. Mr.
Represented by Robert Meeker Associates
Gilmore is asking 75%- of monies
ABC
received from TV as against
331/3% last year.
BROADCASTING
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Open Mike
(Continued from page 20)
'and, for the sake of argument only,
assuming that all of the polls on
the issue of subscription television
have been scientifically and impartially conducted, there still remains
the fact that the polls hitherto conducted are not and cannot be indicative of the public's real attitude to subscription television
because the public has not yet been
apprised of the true nature and
overall effect of subscription television. .. . The public has not yet
been educated to what is really at
stake.
Mr. Leitzell claims that among
subscription TV advocates are "Religious, civic and educational leaders who see Phonevision as the one
method of getting minority appeal
programs on TV. . . ."
Admitting, only for the sake of
argument, that there are leaders
who hold such opinion, it must
readily be seen that they are indulging in idealistic fantasy. Is it
reasonable to expect that subscription TV will be conducted without
a view to profit? If profit will be
the moving motive, is it reasonable
to believe that subscription TV will
encourage minority appeal programs rather than mass appeal
programs? And who is to blame
the subscription people when they
gravitate to mass appeal programs
at the expense of minority appeal
programs if greater profits are to
result from such a move?
True our country needs more
minority appeal programs, but subscription TV is not the way to get
them. Subscription TV will not
give us more educational, religious
and civic programs. On the contrary, it will result in depriving
the public of what it already
has. . . .
Jerome W. Marks
Chairman
Fair Television
Practices Committee
New York
ROBERT RUSSELL BENNETT, who
has orchestrated "Oklahoma," "South
Pacific" and "The King and I," has
been signed to arrange Richard Rod, gers' symphonic score for Victory at
Sea, NBC-TV's history of the Navy
projected for next fall.
THE

GEORGIA
only

combination
.
stations
can
cover

WFAK

FORMAT

Stresses 'Good Music'
WFAK Memphis, Tenn., has gone
all out on programming devoted
to classical and semi-classical
music and is cooperating with private and public schools in presenting outstanding student musicians.
The station has been operating
with the slogan, "The Good Music
Station," since it first went on the
air last Dec. 1. WFAK operates
with 1 kw day on 1480 kc, with
Frank J. Keegan as owner-licensee.
A program of music appreciation
also is under study, with stress on
education of children in fundamentals of serious music. Station
also emphasizes news and forum
programs. Overall programming is
geared to lure those listeners who
keep their sets off much of the time,
station reports.
Mr. Keegan has been active in
radio management and engineering for almost 20 years and currently operates
Keegan's
School of
Radio and
Television
in Memphis.
Other officers include Thomas W.
Vinton, former banking official,
who is general manager, and Ben
Enochs, chief engineer.
MINUTE MAID DRIVE
Expands Spot Schedule
MINUTE MAID Corp., New York,
has started an "ask your doctor"
campaign using its two network
shows and one local TV program,
as well as adding approximately a
dozen radio markets to its present
spot schedule.
The copy asserts that the company's fresh frozen orange juice
is better for health than homesqueezed juice.
The campaign is set for a oneyear period at least and will be
backed by an increased advertising
budget, according to James Rayen,
advertising manager of Minute
Maid.
Minute Maid, through Ted Bates
Inc., New York, currently sponsors on a participation basis the
Kate Smith Show on NBC-TV and
Spade Coolie on KTLA (TV) Los
Angeles, plus its own fully sponsored Gaylord Hauser twice a week
on ABC-TV.

PURCHASE

ATLANTA

ATLANTA
SOOOw SSOke
CBS A'
^ WAG

MACON

MACON
Z
WMA
10,000w 940k«

georgia's
major
markets

CBS
THE

GEORGIA

represented
individually and
as a group by
BROADCASTING
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THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
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WTOC
SAVANNAH
SOOOw 1290kC
CBS

EXEMPTION

Conferring on WFAK policy for
'good music' programming are
^ Messrs. Enochs, Vinton and
Keegan.
EAST COAST VOICE
Picks New Site in N. C.
SECOND OF TWO projects designed to project the Voice of
America into vital areas was announced by the Dept. of State last
Monday. Site for a powerful new
transmitter to transmit programs
to Europe and Latin America has
been selected in East Arcadia, N. C.
The new station will supplement
a proposed $7 million site in the
Port Angeles area of Washington,
where facilities will be erected to
beam programs to the Far East
28].
and across the Pacific [B*T, Jan.
Contracts for the East Coast outlet have been awarded and construction will begin immediately,
with completion expected by mid1953. This also is the target date
for the Port Angeles transmitter
in Dungeness, Wash.
Radar-Radio Posts
LESLIE F. MUTER, president of
Muter Co., has been re-elected
president of the Radar-Radio Industries of Chicago at the organization's annual meeting. Paul V.
Galvin, Motorola Inc., and Raymond F. Durst, Hallicrafters, were
re-elected vice presidents. Richard
Graver, Admiral Corp., was named
to succeed Richard F. Dooley, also
of Admiral, as vice president. Reelected directors were James P.
Wray, Croname Inc., and Charles
Hofman, Belmont Radio Corp.
Robert S. Alexander was re-elected
treasurer and director; S. I. Neiman of Public Relations Affiliates
was named executive secretary and
Kenneth C. Prince, Prince &
Schoenberg, was named general
counsel.

ips
Scholarsh
RCA scholarships
RCA
for current academic year have been awarded to
11 university students from eight
states, Dr. C. B, Jolliffe, RCA vice
president and technical director,
announced last week. Undergraduate students majoring in "various
fields of pure science or in branches
of engineering" are eligible to receive grants. Students are granted
scholarships of $600 each which
continue until graduation.

FEE

Texas Stations Not Liable
RADIO stations have been held not
liable to pay a fee to be exempted
from the Texas chain store tax law.
The ruling was handed down by
State Attorney General Price
Daniel after the Texas Assn. of
Broadcasters and individual station owners had protested payment
of the fee.
The chain store tax law carries
a provision specifically exempting
radio stations from the tax. However, it required some exempt
operations to pay a $.5 fee to obtain an exemption certificate.
Attorney General Daniel ruled
that the phrase "goods, wares and
merchandise" does not embrace advertising over a radio station unless the station actually sells goods
at either wholesale or retail prices.
The decision said that to require radio stations at which no
goods are sold to pay an occupation tax "for the privilege of not
operating a store or stores, while
exempting all other classes of
business from paying an occupation tax for the privilege of not
operating a store, would be an
arbitrary
The radiodiscrimination."
exemption is provided
in a tax law passed last year
(H285, 52d Legislature). Willard
Deason, secretary-treasurer of the
Texas association, sent copies of
the decision to all of the member
stations.

Bon

Voyage!

. . . little Bismarck doesn't realize that candy and flowers
often lead to engagements
and showers. It's a clear case
of increased sales in a bright
new market when you make
a date with KFYR. Any John
Blair man will tell you why.

,

KFYR

,

/ BISMARCK, N. DAK. /
5000 WATTS-N. B.C. AFFILIATE
Rep. by John Blair
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ANTELL, Nl
To Up Budgets Five Times
CHARLES ANTELL Inc. and National Health Aids, New York and
Baltimore, plan to multiply their
advertising five times in markets
where regular distribution is becoming- effective, Michael Davidson, newly-appointed advertising
manager of the companies, told
Broadcasting • Telecasting last
"\\'8ek.
In New York, the firms have increased the budget for radio time
in the next 12 months on WMGM
to the record sum of $200,000 for
sponsorship of college, pro basketball and hockey games.
The WMGM schedule will include the New York Knickerbockers' professional basketball games
and the New York Rangers' hockey
games, both home and away. In
addition the advertisers will underwrite 24 other programs a week,
composed of their own 1.5- and 30minute shows, plus one-minute announcements preceding all the
Brooklyn Dodgers' home and away
games for the 1952 baseball season.
The two advertisers began on
WMGM with three 15-minute
shows a week using their own
transcribed programs. Booming
sales prompted the advertising
agency. Television Advertising Associates, New York, to increase the
schedule to 12 quarter-hour periods,
effective Jan. 1. Recently, the deciFOR FINEST TAPE RECORDING
K V O B
Alexandria, La.

m

IRST CHOICE
OF ENGINEERS!
Only Magnecorder offers all the flexibility, high fidelity and features you
require — at a price you want to payl
FITS EVERY PURPOSE - EVERY PURSE!
PORTABLE — LIGHTWEIGHT
Recorder in one case —
Amplifier In the other. Easy
handling — compoctl
QUICKLY RACK MOUNTED
Units can be combined for
studio operation of portable
equipment.
CONSOLE OR CONSOLETTE
Operation available by combining units
corder
cabinets.in rich Magnefor new coroiog
cofo/og —— - wrji
write;
ror
INC.
\
id,
c€/
4ie
cui
^IJl Inc.. 360 N. Michigon Ave., Chicago 1 , III
Mognseord,
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January 23 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
KGMO-FM
Capeas Girardeau,
Mo. —
License for CP,
mod., authorizing
new FM station.
WLVA-FM Lynchburg, Va. — License
for
CP, authorizing changes in FM
station.
CP for CP
WIPR Santurce, P. R. — CP to replace
CP, as mod., authorizing change in
trans, location.
Modification of CP
WAWZ Zarephath, N. J.— Mod. CP, as
mod., timeauthorizing
increase
in nightpower, new DA,
change
trans,
location,
etc.,
for
extension
of
completion date.
WISN-FM Milwaukee— Mod. CP, as
mod., authorizing new FM station,
for extension of completion date.
Application Returned
WKVM San Juan, P. R.— RETURNED
application
for special
zation to operate
on 780 service
kc withauthori25 kw,
fulltime, not to exceed present license
period or extension thereof.
January 24 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
KWTO Springfield, Mo.— Mod. CP, as
mod., authorizing power increase and
change in DA-N, for extension of completion date.
KSID Sidney, Neb. — Mod. CP, as
sion was made to increase the
schedule to the sum of $200,000 for
the spectacular array of sports
programs.
"We have made several purchases of sports time out of town,
but this venture marks our first
major step in the metropolitan
area into the more standard type
of radio programming, " Charles
Kasher, president of Charles Antell
Inc., said. "We have no intention,
however, of completely abandoning
our original advertising format,
which has been responsible for our
success. Our intention is to continue to supplement our regular
programming with sports events,
major network shows, spot campaigns, both on radio and TV."
Mr. Davidson pointed out that
this large purchase of sports program ing isprompted by the phenomenal mail order business and
dealers' sales achieved over WMGM
since the firms first started using
the station last fall.
Mr. Davidson also explained that
Boston is the next market in which
regular distribution of the products is being started and the advertising subsequently will be increased five-fold.
CKNW
Brief
CKNW New Westminster, B. C.
has filed a brief with the Dept. of
Transport, Ottawa, requesting
change in frequency from 1320 kc
to 1130. The brief, filed by William Rea Jr., CKNW president and
general manager, calls for move
to 1130 kc with present 1 kw and,
if granted, beginning of construction on a new 10 kw transmitter
on Lulu Island. Completion is set
for December 1952. Dept. of Transport must act upon request along
with Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
board of governors.

fCC

actions

JANUARY

23

THROUGH

JANUARY 31
cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod.-modification
ERP-effective radiated power N-night
trans. -transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur. -aural
unl.-unlimited hours
synch, amp. -synchronous amplifier vis. -visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
station and transfer applications.
mod., authorizing new AM station, to
change ant. system, trans., etc.
KCAR Clarksville, Tex. —Mod. CP,
authorizing new AM station, for approval of ant., trans, and main studio
locations.
KVOZ Laredo, Tex.— Mod. CP, authorizing new AM station, for approval
of
ant.,
trans,
and main studio locations.
KCBS-FM San Francisco— Mod. CP,
as mod., authorizing new FM station
for extension of completion date.
CP Amended
WARL Arlington, Va.— CP to change
trans. and main studio locations
AMENDED to make changes in ant.
system to include FM ant.
License Renewal
KGO-TV San Francisco— Renewal of
license.
Application Returned
WTAQ La Grange, 111.— RETURNED
application for assignment of license to
Russell G. Salter, Charles F. Sebastial
and William A. Murphy, d/b as The
La Grange Bcstg. Co.
January 28 Decisions . . .
BY THE SECRETARY
Granted License
KWTN
Crystal
City, 1240
Tex.—kc,Granted
license new AM station;
250 w,
fulltime.
WCPM Cumberland, Ky. — Granted
license new AM station: 1490 kc, 250 w,
fulltime.
WSOKcense newNashville,
Tenn.1470
— Granted
liAM station:
kc, 1 kw,
daytime.
WJAM Marion, Ala. — Granted license
new AM station: 1310 kc, 1 kw, daytime.
KOSY Texarkana, Ark.— Granted license new AM station: 790 kc, 1 kw
LS. 500 w DA-N; cond.
KRMD-FM Shreveport, La.— Granted
license new FM station: 101,1 mc. (Ch.
263), 11.5 kw, ant. 200 ft.
WFNC-FM Fayetteville, N. C— Granted license covering changes in FM
SERVICE

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
Lincoln 3-2705

station: 98.1 mc. (Ch. 251), 14 kw,
ant. 290 ft.
WLVA-FM Lynchburg, Va.— Granted
licensetion: covering
in kw,
FM sta97.5 mc. (Ch.changes
248), 3.7
ant.
2,060 ft.
Granted CP
WTVR (TV) Richmond, Va.— Granted
CP to change ERP from vis. 12.16 kw,
aur. 6.4 kw to vis. 2.3 kw, aur. 1.15 kw;
change trans, location and make ant.
and feet).
other equipment changes (ant.
800
WMCT
Granted CP to (TV)
make Memphis,
changes inTenn.—
ant. system
and change aur. ERP from 7 kw to
6.5 kw.
WMC Memphis, Tenn. — Granted CP
to remove FM ant. from top and mount
on side of N.W. AM tower; cond.
Extended Completion Date
WISN-FM Milwaukee — Granted mod.
8-22-52.
CP for extension of completion date to
KWTO Springfield, Mo. — Granted
mod. CP for extension of completion
date to 8-20-52; cond.
KWBW - FM Hutchinson, Kan. —
Granted mod. CP for extension of completion date to Philadelphia
6-1-52.
WHAT-FM
— Granted
mod. CP for extension of completion
date
to 8-10-52.Pontiac, Mich.— Granted
WCAR-FM
mod. CP for extension of completion
date to 6-1-52.
WAWZ Zarephath, N. J. — Granted
mod. CP for extension of completion
date to 2-21-52; cond.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Comr. Paul A. Walker
WAYS Charlotte, N. C— Dismissed as
moot petition to enlarge issues in proceeding re application of Lee County
Bcstg. Co., Bishopville. S. C, since application was amended and removed
from hearing docket.
KIRO Seattle, Wash.— Granted petition for dismissal without prejudice its
application.
Monona Bcstg. Co., Madison, Wis. —
Granted petition for continuance of

DIRECTORY
COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
Engineer on duty all night every night
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.

'
• TOWERS •
AM • FM • TV •
Complete Installations
TOWER SALES & ERECTING CO.
6100 N. E. Columbia Blvd.
Portland 11, Oregon

VACANCY

YOUR FIRM'S NAME in this "vacancy"
will be seen by 15,500 readers — station owners and managers, chief angineera and technicians— applicants
for AM, FM, Television and facsimile
facilities.
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CONSULTIN

G

RADIO

&

TELEVISION

ENGINEERS

1
JANSKY & BAILEY
Exacutiv* OfRcet
National Press Building
OAms and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
ADams 2414
Mtmber AFCCE *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press BIdg., Wash. 4, D. C.

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Sywtt L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037 JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

A. D. RING & CO.

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C
Member AFCCE *

26 Years' Engineering
Experieitee in kadio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *
Mcintosh & Inglis
710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

E . C . PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W.
REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

JOHN

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

,1 "Registered Professional Engineer"
I 1311 G St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

'I

Telephone District 1205
Member AFCCE *

ROBERT
HAMMETT
CONSULTING L.RADIO
ENGINEER

, 230 BANKERS INVESTMENT BLDG.
j SAN FRANCISCO 2, CALIFORNIA
Is
SUTTER 1-7545

Member AFCCE '

CREUTZ

319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Consulting Radio Engineers
Quarter Century Professional Experience
Radio-TelevisionElectronics-Communications
1833 M St., N. W., Wash. 6, D. C.
Executive 1230 — Executive 5SS1
(Nights-holidays, Lockwood S-1819)
Member AFCCE *

JOHN

B.

815 E. 83rd St.
Kansas

A ^S-year background
— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair
3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.
There is no substitute for experience
GLENN G. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

501-514 Munsey BIdg.— STerfing 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
'4 ember AFCCE *

GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner BIdg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Member AFCCE *
RUSSELL
1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.

P. MAY
Kellogg BIdg.
REpublic 3984

Member AFCCE *

KEAR

& KENNEDY

1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

GUY C. HUTCHESON
p. O. Box 32
AR 4-8721
1100 W. Abrom
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
4212 S. Buckner Blvd. 4742 W. Ruffner
Member AFCCE *
A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

ROBERT

M. SILLIMAN

1011 New Hampshire Ave., N. W.
Republic 6646
Washington 7, D. C.

WILLIAM

E. BENNS, JR.

Consulting Radio Engineer
3738 Kanawha St., N.W., Wash., D. C.
Phone ORdway 8071
Box 2468Phone
Birmingham,
Ala.
6-2924
ings of fact and conclusions of law in
proceeding re applications of Greater
New Castle Bcstg. Corp.. New Castle.
Pa., and that of Sanford A. Schafitz.
Farrell, Pa.

HEFFELFINGER
Hilond 7010
City, Missouri

aearing from Jan. 28 to March 28 at
Madison, Wis.
Chief,
FCC for
Broadcast
Bureauin— various
Granted request
corrections
respects to transcript of testimony in
By Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond
proceeding re application of WFEC
Miami, Fla.
Springhill Bcstg. Co. Inc., Springhill,
La.; Resort Bcstg. Co. Inc., Hot Springs,
WFEC
Miami,of Fla.
petition
for
extension
time— Granted
from Feb.
1 to
'fVrk. — Dismissed as moot amendment
March
3
to
file
proposed
findings
|0f Springhill Bcstg. Co. of Aug. 15, fact and conclusions of law re its ap-of
1951, and letter of Jan. 7, 1952, transTiitting amendment, since they relate plication.
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
.o original application which is otherWIVY Jacksonville, Fla. — Granted
'wise
amended
by
grant
of
petition
of
Tan. 15. 1952. requesting 1300 kc, 1 kw, petition for continuance of hearing
aay, in lieu of 590 kc, 1 kw, day: appli- from Feb. 1 to May 5 at Washington.
ration, as amended, removed from hearD. C., re its application.
ng docket. Further ordered tiiat apBy Hearing Examiner Leo Resnick
plication of Resort Bcstg. Co., Hot
Lee County Bcstg Co., Bishopville,
' Springs. Ark., be removed from hearS. C. — Granted petition of Jan. 15 to
jing docket.
BROADCASTING
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GEORGE C. DAVIS

Member AFCCE*
amend application to request 1380 kc.
1 kw day, in lieu of 620 kc, 1 kw day,
and application, as amended, removed
from hearing docket; dismissed as moot
petition vemberfor^9, 1951.
leave to amend, filed NoBy Hearing Examiner J. D. Cunningham
KJEF Jennings, La. — Granted motion
for continuance of hearing, scheduled
for Jan. 29 in re its application and
that of WVOW Logan, W. Va.: hearing
continued to time and place specified
by later order.
By Hearing Examiner H. B. Hutchison
Chief, FCC Broadcast Bureau — Granted petition for extension of time from
Jan. 18 to Jan. 25 to file proposed find-

January 30 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 690 kc
KSTL St. Louis, Mo. — CP to increase
power from 1 kw to 10 kw and install
DA.
AM— 1360 kc
KCLS Flagstaff, Ariz. — CP to change
frequency from 1340 kc to 1360 kc and
increase
fulltime. power from 250 w day to 5 kw
License for CP
WMIN-FM St. Paul— License for CP
authorizing changes in FM station.
Modification of CP
WWSW-FM Pittsburgh— Mod. CP,
as mod., authorizing changes in FM
station, for extension of completion
date.
(Continued on page 91)
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W/Zf
Mr. Roger Bacon
Ruthrcwff and RyanDallas, Texas
Dear Rodge:
Whin yuh wants a real market, keep
th' hometown uv WCHS in mind. Yessir, Rodge,
Charleston.,
West
Virginny,
is tops
any
way
yuh
ter look wants
at it!
Jest
latest seen
reportsth'
th' Fed'rfrom
a I 'Serve
Bank of Richn d . an'
Charlesto'ti
has
mo
th' biggest percent uv gain
in department
store sales over
what they wuz
a year ago uv
any uv th' 17
cities in Yesth'
district!
sir, they's up
nearly
30 they
percent— an'
wmn't jest hay
a year ago!
Folks
reely
spends
'roundmoney
here,
an' WCHS'll
get sage
yeracrossmester
more lisseners
in this here
area then effen yuh used
all
th'
other
four stations in' town put
tergether!
Yrs. Algy
WCHS
Charleston,

For

W.

Va

some

interesting

information

on

radio

PLEASE
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AWYER

Holdings

In Quatman

Involved

jj^g^

Suit

SCHOLARSHIPS
Given in Radio Fields

SUIT against Secretary of Commerce Charles Sawyer by minority stockTWO $100 tuition scholarships
holders of Radio Voice of Springfield Inc. (WIZE Springfield, Ohio) was
have been given to the U. of South
characterized as part of a "consistent campaign of annoyance ... to Dakota by the South Dakota
force the purchase of their stock at high prices," according to a statement
Broadcasters Assn. for high school
issued in Mr. Sawyer's name by *seniors
entering college to specialpeared. One of his representatives
Dayton attorney Hubert Esterbrook
ize in radio broadcasting and stahas characterized the complaint as
last week.
tion engineering.
His description was acThis was reported last week by
Minority stockholders, in the "picayune."
curate.
Court of Common Pleas in SpringStation WIZE is a well managed
Bryon McElligott, general manfield, Ohio, earlier last week, al- radio station. It will continue servager of KSDN Aberdeen and presiing ever increasing listeners with the
leged that the radio station made
dent of the broadcasters' group.
same standards of fidelity and public
He said basis for selection will be
improper salary payments to Mr.
service
it
has
in
the
past.
Sawyer and his wife, and asked
scholastic standing, speech activthat the court stop the practice and
ities, personality and character of
recover $112,080.
the broadcasting scholarship applicant, and science activities, perWILSON
TALK
Specifically, the minority stockholders claimed that WIZE paid
sonality and character for the enSees Longer Production
gineering student. Applicants must
Mr. Sawyer $10,000 a year for the
prove a financial need.
last seven years for services which
ELECTRONICS, now undergoing
Selected to screen applications
a revolution comparable to that of
"were negligible in amount and
are Ray Eppel, manager, KORN
cursory in nature." It is also jet aircraft, "must find the target,
Mitchell, chairman; Bill Rohn,
charged that the station paid Mrs.
direct the gun and pull the trigger"
manager,
KSOO Sioux Falls; Max
Sawyer $16,800 for the same time
under current development, DeStaley, manager, KIJV Huron, and
fense
Mobilizer
Charles
E.
Wilson
as secretary
although
she "performed no duties
and rendered
no said last Monday.
HenrydeenSchmitt,
publisher, AberAmerican News.
service of any kind whatsoever to
Mr. Wilson addressed the 1952
Applicants should write the unithe company." Stockholders also Honors Night Dinner of the Insued to recover $21,000 paid for
versity
or beKUSD
Verstitute of the Aeronautical Sciences
million. registrar
Winners will
announced
at the Hotel Astor in New York.
rent in Mr. Sawyer's Cincinnati
June 1.
law office and $4,280 paid for the
He spoke on "A Revolution in
services of a secretary there.
The Defense Chief observed that ZIV IS HONORED
Mr. Sawyer owns 52% of WIZE.
Technique."
He owns outright WING Dayton
the cost of electronic equipment
By VFW for Cvetic Series
and WOOL Columbus, both Ohio.
alone in some jet engines is more
CERTIFICATE of Merit was
than
the
entire
cost
of
two
B-29s.
Plaintiffs in Suit
awarded last week by Veterans of
Plaintiffs include George B. The mobilization program, origi- Foreign Wars to Frederic W. Ziv
nally on a three-year basis, will be
New York, radio production
Quatman, president of the inde- stretched to four years, with peak Co.,
and transcription firm, for its
pendent Lima (Ohio) Telephone
production indicated from Decem& Telegraph Co.; .his son, Lima
new series titled "I Was a Comber 1952 to July 1954, Mr. Wilson
Probate Judge Joseph B. Quatman;
munist for the FBI," starring Dana
said.
Andrews. Series, based on inciRichard B. Davis, restaurant owndents in career of Matt Cvetie
"There will be no sudden and'
er; Frank G. Kahle, retired busi- violent upswing in military pro- who, as an FBI undercover agent;
nessman; Louis Kramer of Dayduction, with a corresponding diston; Phillip L. Bradstock and Mrs.
the U.itsS. debut
Communist
Party,'
astrous downswing in the civilian joined
will make
on stations:
Simon Maier of Elyria.
economy. We are simply going to coast-to-coast in March.
Both George Quatman and Mr. maintain our production peak a
Certificate is signed by Frank C
Davis are members of the WIZE
while longer than originally
Hilton,
VFW commander-in-chief
board of directors.
and commends
the Ziv Compan
planned," the Defense Mobilizer
In addition to Mr. Sawyer, the
for "its role in making the Ameri
explained.
suit was directed against John
can people more aware of th
Pattison Williams, executive vice To
methods and goals of Communist
ress IRE
in the United States, therefor
radio
president of Mr. Sawyer's
more conscious of the menace o
properties; Charles Evans, WIZE
CHARLES E. WILSON, director
station manager; Adna Karns,
Communism to our nation."
of the Office of Defense Mobilizaassistant station manager; Charles
tion, will be banquet speaker March
Sawyer Jr. and Abe Gardner.
1952 convention of the InRep. Changes Name
Mr. Sawyer's statement is as 5 at the stitute
follows:
of Radio Engineers to be KEENAN, Hunter & Dietrich i
new name of Keenan & Eickelberg
Secretly and without previous held at the Waldorf-Astoria, New
as to York, March 3-6. In addition to West Coast station and publisher,
inquiry of the management
s, the technical papers to be pre- representative. W. Hubbard Keeprospect
,
policies
d
salaries, dividen
nan has been elected president anc
sented at discussion sessions at the
competition, etc., a group of stockholders, headed by George B. Quat- hotel, IRE is sponsoring its largest is headquartered in San Francisco
George G. Dietrich Jr. is vice pres
man bought a minority interest in
Radio Voice of Springfield Inc. The exhibit of latest developments of ident in charge of Los Angeles op I
Other officers includ(i
electronic equipment at Grand Cen- erations.
purchase was made with the specifice
tral Palace, where 356 exhibitors
John W. Banister, vice president^
intent of creating a large nuisanc
value. He persuaded others to enter have signed for 57,000 sq. ft. of
Maxwell
J.and Hunter,
secretary'
into this purchase, including two
Laura Murtaugh
floor space to show some $10 mil- treasurer,
women. Through his blandishments
assistant
secretary.
lion
worth
of
apparatus,
including
snd through a voting trust, with 25%
interest in the minority stock, he has newest in transmitting and receivobtained complete control of the
ing devices and parts for AM, FM
minority stockholders. Since Mr. and TV, both VHF and UHF.
these
d
acquire
friends
and
n
Quatma
shares, he has carried on a consistent
campaign of annoyance. New lawyers
WFAA-AM-TV Dallas-Ft. Worth will
for Mr. Quatman have moved in and
old lawyers have moved out of the sponsor a 7,000-mile farm tour through
U. S. and Canada for Southwesterners
picture with confusing regularity.
The object of all this has been to June 8-22. Murray Cox, WFAA farm
force the purchase of their stock at director, is in charge. Cost is about
a high price. No such buyer has ap- $500 each.
BROADCASTING
• Tclecastixi)

5^
! I
another
engineering

triumph

bv CcTMXLK-^^^fXoX

Here's a brand new 1,000 watt transmitter
that sets the pace in streamhned simpUcity. It's
the Type 314-2 Transmitter, engineered with up-tothe-minute features to meet the rigid requirements
of modern AM broadcasting.
Conventional high level modulation type of
circuitry is even more simplified and improved in
performance. Only three tuning controls are used.
Two of the new CONTINENTAL crystal oscillator
units are incorporated in the design of the 5 14-2.
Only two RF amplifiers, including the output stage, are
employed. These amplifiers utilize modern, high
gain tetrode type tubes that eliminate the necessity of
neutralization and require very low driving power.
A high quality push-pull audio amplifier,
utilizing fixed audio feedback, drives the
modulator, which employs the same
type of tubes used in the Power Amplifier.
Only 17 tubes of but eight types are
used in one complete set! Of these

The smart, two-toned
gray cabinet features the Transview
glass door styling used in larger CONTINENTAL
Transmitters, providing greater visibility and accessibility
^^of all tubes and parts. Unified, frameless construction permits
vertical members and partitions to serve as panels
on which the transmitter components are mounted.
This arrangement lends itself ideally to the
forced air ventilation system used.

For Equipm

eight types, four are the
inexpensive radio receiver version.
Tube costs are sharply
reduced.

and beyond the usual standards

AiVvailability dependent upon defense requirements.

GW

. . . call

HOME OF
CONTINENTAL ELECTRONICS
MANUFACTURING COMPANY

MANUFACTURING

COMPANY

producers of

421 2 S. BUCKNER BIVD.

i

DALLAS

1 0, TEXAS

PHONE EVERGREEN
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AM Transmitters
Custom-Built Phasing Equipment for Directional Arrays
Antenna Coupling Equipment
Arc-back IncJicators

•
•
•
•

Sampling Equipment
Directional
Arrays for
Isolation Coils
Radio Frequency Inductors
FM-AM Isolation Units

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted 20^ per word — $2.00 minimum * Help Wanted 25^ per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 30^ per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $15.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
APPLicvNTS : If transciiptions ri- bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing. All Iranscription.s, photos, etc. sent
to
numbersor return.
are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for
theirboxcustody
Help Wanted
Managerial
Sales manager, upstate New York, large
market, 1000 watt independent station.
Must be experienced in independent
operation and able to prove sales
ability, excellent opportunity for right
man. Give full experience, picture in
reply. Box 6M, BROADCASTING.
Successful 250 watt network station in
south midwest established six years is
looking
for amanager
good efficient
commercial
with amanagerproven
record of small station-high standard
successful and economical operation.
Want friendly, sincere family man who
is a hard worker and sold on radio
and not television, who can take hold
of a good station and make it produce
and inaintain a high standard of community service. This man must be in
his energetic thirties and must have
had at least ten years of working exCASTING..perience in radio. Box 141M, BROADPromotion manager: Young, creative,
with flair for aggressive showmanship.
Send full details, experience, salary,
etc. Leading station in important
southwestern market. Box 154M,
BROADCASTING.
Newspaper owned, modern, opening in
March. Only station in enthusiastic
$13,000,000 market needs versatile
manager and combination staff. WMFC,
Monroeville, Alabama.
Salesman
If you think sales, breathe sales, sell
sales, then you are the man for us.
Write Texas ABC station. Box 988L.
BROADCASTING.
Time sion.
salesman.
plus Box
commisGood market.Salary
Texas.
989L,
BROADCASTING.
Salesman-opportunity commercial manager, single station rich central Iowa
market. Guarantee against 157r with
percentage increase witli volume.
Grand opportunity to make real
money.Iowa.Contact Manager, KASI,
Ames.
Salesman-announcer to sell own show.
High commission with accent on sales.
The right man should do very well.
Must own car. Call Roland L.
Fowler, WGAT, Utica, N. Y.
Ayinouncers
Secure future for aggressive, responsible man on staff of southern independent. Excellent working conditions.
Three years experience minimum with
console operation. Personal data and
audition with disc jockey. News and
straight commercials. With first letter.
All replies confidential. Box 936L,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted, a combo man for Rocky Mountain network station. Please reply immediately. Send disc and particulars
Box 960L, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening experienced staff
announcer for 1000 watt indie fulltime east Penna station. No board
work. Box 102M, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer who can use typewriter, write copy, keep traffic, logs
and other related work. Small network
station Texas. Send photo, sample of
work, and data. State salary expected.
Good pay. Box 131M, BROADCASTING^
Wanted — Morning or afternoon man
with new ideas to create and sell —
good salary scale. Experience not
necessary. Box 133M, BROADCASTING^
Southwestern Mutual affiliate has immediate opening for combo man. Ideal
all-year climate. Offer variety announcing with young, congenial staff.
Prefer young married man who will
be permanent. Addiess disc, photo and
details to Box 143M. BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Immediatenouncer oropening
experienced
ancombo man.
Permanent.
Box 146M, BROADCASTING.
Combination announcer - engineer
wanted. Forty hour week on Mutual
station in southeast. Average or better
on announcing. Send letter with
qualifications and salary needed. Box
161M, BROADCASTING.
Good announcer with first phone, permanent position friendly western
Pennsylvania independent daytimer.
Seventy-five dollars for forty-four hour
week to start. Submit resume experience, photo, disc or seven one half
IPS
tape first reply. Box 167M, BROADCASTING.
5000 watt CBS affiliate has immediate
opening for announcer - copywriter.
Rush full information including picture, audition, salary required. KFBB,
Great Falls, Montana.
Chief engineer for kilowatt station in
Oregon's
Must voice
have
ticket andWillamette
excellent Valley.
announcing
for board shift. Pay is above average
and depends
upon announcing
lence and technical
knowledge.excelAir
mail audition disc, picture and experience to KGAL, Lebanon.
News man — Age: In twenties. Stress
is on reporting ability. Newspaper
background will be given preference.
We will work with you on air style.
Our preference is for man with basic
ability, desire to learn, mature, cooperative. Contact: KWKH News
Bureau, (CBS 50 Ww) P. O. Box 1387,
Shreveport, Louisiana.
Wanted — Announcer with hard punching commercial voice. Prefer south
easterner. Send audition material to
WBRM, Marion, N. C.
First phone — announcer. $80.00 44 hour
week. WCTA, Andalusia, Alabama.
Staff announcer. Sportscasts, some
play-by-play
regulardisc,staff
duties.
Mid February.andPhoto,
minimum
salary to PD, WENE, Endicott, N. Y.
Sportscaster, excellent opportunity for
experienced man who has sports
"knowhow."
scnle. plus
talent. Send Graduated
letter of pay
qualifications,
salary expected, photo and audition to
Station WFDF, Flint, Michigan.
Wanted,
CBS affiliate. announcer-engineer
WGWC, Selma, Ala., experience
not necessary. Good salary.
Erie, Pa. experienced announcer, news
or DJ for only independent. Fast
paced daytime operation. Salary
based on experience. Send references,
recording and picture to WJET, Erie,
Penna.
Immediate opening for announcer with
experience. Will consider beginner.
Send audition and full particulars in
first letter to WJMB, Brookhaven. Mississippi.
Combination man
emphasis WJMW,
on announcing.with
Radio Station
Athens, Alabama.
Combination announcer-engineer, start
immediately. Emphasis on announcing.
Wire or phone WJON. ABC in St.
Cloud. Minnesota, call 1240.
WRMN, Elgin,
Illinois
wants Immediate
good announcer with first
phone.
opening.
Announcer-engineer
1000 wattstation
da.vtime
station. A newfor modern
Just on the air. Salary $70. per week.
Car necessary. Contact Keith Moyer.
WTIM, Taylorville, Illinois.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Technical
Combination announcer - engineer
wantedtionfor
chief engineer's
by stain Hawaii.
Good, job
permanent
position for the right man. Experience
in maintenance of speech and RF gear
essential.
Preference
given toSend
experienced small
station chiefs.
full
details
plus
audition
tape
to
Box
765L,
BROADCASTING.
First class engineer, looking for dependable technician, no announcing,
permanent,
livingstation.
conditions
able in Texas
Boxreason998L.
BROADCASTING.
Engineer-announcing or operator willing to learn announcing, above average opportunity for man who can meet
pubUc. Box 37M, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, 1st phone, net affiliate,
northern Indiana. $65.00 40 hours.
Combined studio xmtr operation. Paid
liospitalization
life insurance
and vacations. Box lUM,
BROADCASTING.
Operator of stable temperament, good
character needed by station in Texas
resort
ING. city. Box 158M. BROADCASTYoung first class operator to assist chief
engineer in control room, transmitter,
installation of broadcasting equipment
and two way mobile radio units. Must
have car. be neat workman. E.xceilent
opportunity
upstate
New York. Give
draft status. Box
7M, BROADCASTING.
We have immediate opening for engineer-announcer. Opportunity to develop
announcing technique. Southwestern
network affiliate in city 300.000. Must
be young, married man for permanent
iob. Reply Box 144M, BROADCASTING.
Combination engineer-announcer, first
phone. Good voice. Ability to sell on
commission. Sixty to start. Audition
required. Midwest. Send particulars.
Box 152M. BROADCASTING.
Reliable, experienced, technically proficient chief engineer wanted by station
in important Texas city. Box 157M.
BROADCASTING.
Engineer-announcing. Above average
opportunity, south central Illinois. Box
168M, BROADCASTING.
Engineer-announcer combination, start
$57.75 forty hours, rapid raises. Will
consider man with good voice and no
announcing exoerience. Contact
Herbert Brandes, KDRO, Sedalia, Mo.
Studio engineer with first class license.
Send complete
detailswith
including
snap-in
shot. Prefer man
relatives
Rocky Mountain area. KFEL, Albany
Hotel, Denver. Colo.
Wanted: 2 engineer-announcers, 1st
phone for 250 watt Mutual outlet, $60.00
for 40 hour week. Contact Bill Murphy,
Station KIYI, Shelby, Montana.
Sunshiny southwestern CBS station
needs man with ticket. Good salary,
regular pay
workingto conditions. raises,
Send full good
particulars
Jim
Duncan, KSIL, Silver City, N. Mex.
Immediate opening, combination man.
Must
be engineer
capable
of chief's
job. Good
pay, pleasant
surroundings.
Give full details first letter. WACA,
Camden, South Carolina.
Ensineer needed. Send information to
WBIP. Booneville. Mississippi.
Engineer. First class. $240 month.
40 hour week. Time and half paid.
Raises. Excellent opportunity. Phone
ginia.wire now. WCVA, Culpeper, Viror
First class operator. Experience not
necessary. Prefer single man. $50.60
for 44 hour week. WEPM, Martinsburg, W. Va.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
First
class engineer-operator
neede'
immediately
for fulltime statior
WFAH, AlUance, Ohio.
Wanted — First phone transmitter oper
ator. Directional also FM. Contact I
B. Trueblood, WGBR, Goldsboro, N. C
Have immediate opening for first clas
operator, studio and transmitter work
Experience not necessary. Write WHDt
Olean, New York, for further informa
tion.
Engineer, first phone license, 250 wal
daytime, no experience necessarj
WJET, Erie, Penna.
Immediate opening for 1st class op
erator. Contact WIKB, Iron Rivei
Michigan, now.
First phone man who has other talent;
perhaps
you can write
record librarian.
Good copy,
positiontraffic,
for tho
man with a ticket who desires ex
perience and has ability for othe
phases of radio. Send complete in
formation, WJET, Erie, Pa.
WLEC, Sandusky, Ohio, offers perma
nent position for engineer. Fine va;Jj
cation plan, $60.00 per 40 hour week
Air
Ohio'sconditioned
vacationland.modern station i;^
Need immediately, engineer-announce
with
first class license. WMJM, Cordel(#:
Georgia.
Engineer first ohone, some announcinj
$60,00 start, 6' day week, immediaf
opening.
LBS affiliate, WNER. Liv'
Oak,
Florida.
Immediate
opening
for transmitted Z
operator.
No experience necessary
$50.00 for 44 hour week. Address repl
Radio Station WSIP. Paintsville, Ker }.-=
tuckv.
»W
First phone transmitter operate
WSYB, Rutland, Vt.
Engineer or announcer-engineer, in
mediate opening, WVOS, Liberty. N. ^5
Production-Programming, Other,
Excellent opportunity.
Major easterjr
city. Top independent. Prefer youn,.
experienced,
married man. Box 54]\ —
BROADCASTING.
Copywriter, experienced, immediai. i:;
opening in better class station. Bo; r
109M, BROADCASTING.
Impersonate voices well known celel- _
rities,
Crosby,DJ etc?patter?Do quick-witte>.
imaginative
Spontaneoi j
improviser? Ohio station. Box llOLj
BROADCASTING.
Wanted — One who writes strong con
mercial cony that really sells, has fa
production^ handle traffic, able to me-L
sponsors, make friends. Must have sts .:
tion experience, possibly radio scho;
training.
Ability counts. Pleasai,
living, working.
Complete
detail .
photo, samples, minimum salary. Mar _
agar. WLEX. Lexington, Kentucky.
Wanted: Experienced newsman, obtai:
edit, deliver,
1st phone
desired, Inn.
essential.
Friendly
community.
mediate opening. KOMW, Omak, Wasl
ington.
Program director, full charge, some a
work, musical clock, local news, clas So
ical music, community level static
Excellefuture
for dependable
man with
ide i
hard work.
Long hours,
and ability. Send comolete backgroun,
no recordings. WCRB. Waltham, Mas.
Television
Technical
Chief engineer for eastern TV netwo;
station. Construction experience ai
administrative ability essential. One A
the bestsalary
positions
industrSt|
Starting
$8,000into the
$10,000.
tion will assist in finding satisfacto
housing. Send complete informatio
including photo. Box 14M, BROAI
CASTING • TELECASTING.
Engineer for exoanding TV station ij
class license. Prefer TV experienc
AM experience considered. Please sta
experience and education, Startii
ING'« $75,00.
TELECASTING.
salary
Box 70M, BROADCAS'

Situations Wanted
Managerial
n build your station into a paying
'□position. Experienced in every
■,ase of radio, continuity, selling, proanpublic relations and
fainming, Twenty-nine
old vetjjuncing.
•an, married, one child. year
Qualifications
Id references. Box 114M, BROADjdSTING.
lioroughly qualified manager 17 years
perience seeks challenging oppornitv
with lifetime
^ed successful
smallpotential.
market Recogstation
ierator. Will consider only markets
I der 40.000. Stable. Mature. Emipved. Box 119M. BROADCASTING.
'eneral manager 13 years experience
': newspaper and all phases radio
|es, production, management and
Vnership. Married and stable. Want
rmanent future based on accomishment. Top radio and newspaper
ferences. Box 126M, BROADCAST;g.
Salesman

>dio salesman desires .iob. Experi•Lced.
car, married. Box 990L,, BROADASTING.
Kperienced
Good
les record. salesman-announcer.
Hold first ohone license,
ox 115M, BROADCASTING.
;\lesman — Five years sales, announcg production background. Midutheast preferred. Box 132M, BROAD(ASTING.
tlesman-copywriter, excellent timeles record. Imaginative. Aggresve. College graduate.
Car. Draft
^jcempt. Box 150M, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
\ '
rtoortscaster — Heavy experience to 5kw,
J, :ass A baseball, HS, college football,
, asketball. Currently free lancing New
! ork. Seek year-round sports station,
lox 926L, BROADCASTING.
Versatile, experience, draft exempt an_l3uncer; commercial newscasts, music
j lows, DJ work that sells, married.
Teferences available covering 5-year
-background. Possibly available FebL1 lary 10th. Box 48M, BROADCAST:);^G.
Cjj
j commercial DJ. Presently employed
— : 50 kw. AM-TV midwestern network
;; 'filiate.
:arried. Have
Desire proof
Chicagoofor popularity.
New Engnd area. Photo and disc on request.
: ox 50M, BROADCASTING.
; ews, play-by-play sports, solid comrcial announcing.
Thoroughly exinenced.
Box 56M, BROADCASTING.
nnouncer, 26. Six years. Veteran.
11 phases. Chicago area. Permanent,
fox 59M, BROADCASTING.
.
f
'I'lecent
graduate
desires
posil>on. Consider
allSRT
offers.
Preferstaffeastern
-hio or western Pennsylvania. Box
-»M, BROADCASTING.
ecent SRT graduate desires position
i:aff 93M,
announcing.
Midwest preferred,
(ox
BROADCASTING.
.nnouncer, veteran, college, all phases,
ilBieavy, classics, travel. Taoe available,
ox 108M, BROADCASTING.
nnouncer — Knowledge of horses, in;rested in horse racing and special
vents. Excellent ad lib. Capable of
aff announcing and DJ work. Picture
nd disc unon request. Best reference,
•ox 112M, BROADCASTING.

jop metropolitan DJ available. Curisntly haveeducated,
top "futureless"
Ixempt.
married,spot.
28,Draft
car.
J I irst phone, $100. Box 113M, BROADCASTING^
xperienced announcer desires locai:;-on in West Virginia or adjoining state,
a^liox 116M. BROADCASTING.
M^innouncer, veteran, free to travel.
.-;:)esires
n news staff
and position
DJ. Discanywhere.
available. Good
Box
^-•18M.
BROADCASTING.
4—
years announcing, 1 year PD. Desire
I table organization with future. Emtloyed.
Not fly-by-nite. Box 124M,
f 3ROADCASTING,
l^ji
ive years experience . . . top sales','pan. Strong news delivery. Presently
- 'raployed.
$500 minimum. Box 125M,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Experienced announcer desires chance
for advancement. Strong on all phases
of announcing including special events.
Box 130M. BROADCASTING.
Announcer — 24, single, vet. Experienced
all phases. College degree, board, good
voice. mum Tape,
Will travel. Mini$65. Box photo.
134M, BROADCASTING.
An excellent draft exempt announcer
with college background. 27 years old.
7 yearswork experience
netstations. Have inbeensmall
withand
present
station 2'2 years. Capable of doing any
typeferprogram
exceptionally
well. Prenetwork station
in large midwestern
city. Photo and disc on request. Must
be permanent with salary commensurate with experience and ability. Managers recommendation. Box 142M.
BROADCASTING.
Experienced, versatile announcer: draft
exempt vet. single, age 23, Desires
positionBoxin 145M.
south BROADCASTING.
or east. Tape available.
Experienced announcer, now working,
wishes to relocate, strong on DJ. comnews, operate
console, veteran. Boxmercials,
159M.
BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer. Presently employed.
Three years experience. Pleasing perExcellentDelaware,
voice. Desires
position N. Y.,sonality.
N. J.,
Phila. area.
Personal interview. Wire, Box 160M,
BROADCASTING.
Versatile announcer 12 years experience, ad lib, DJ, news, pee-dee etc.
Employed. Draft exempt, permanent.
Available anytime. Box 163M, BROADCASTING^
Announcer. Colored, with first class
ticket. Trained in all phases. Will
travel. Box 164M. BROADCASTING.
Announcer (Negro). Trained under
actual work
broadcasting
netprofessionals.conditions
Strong onby news,
commercials, narrations, some sportscasting. Original DJ presentations.
Board operation. College graduate.
Box 165M. BROADCASTING.
Morning man, nine years, draft free.
Deep voice. Available now. Telephone
705-W, Morganton, North Carolina.
Experienced announcer, 25, able to
handle local shows, news and board
assignment; copywriting. Will travel.
853 S. W. 12th St., Ft. Lauderdale,
Florida.
Announcer available — good on news,
commercials, references.
DJ, personality.
years
experience,
Bill 2',2
Bradlow,
1745 E. Cleveland, Clearwater, Florida.
Announcer unemployed. Willing to
travel anywhere. Good voice, poise,
mature. Extensive experience in public speaking. Disc and picture available. John McCarthy, 1226 N. Lincoln
St., Arlington, Virginia, Glebe 1569,
Southeast —nouncer,
3 years
Ancopywriter,experience.
engineer. Chief
1\'2
years.
James
Rodgers,
Box
135,
Oxford, Georgia.
Now see this! Conscientious, reliable
announcer available immediately.
Board work. Write or wire Rollie
Scott, 86 Debevoise Avenue. Roosevelt,
New York.
Play-by-play sports announcer desires
permanent position progressive sports
minded station. Experience range 5 kw
to 250. Pro baseball, college football,
basketball. Straight staff and news.
College grad. 26. Veteran. State
salary. Bill Wright. 243 Lenoir Ave.,
Wayne, Penna.
Technical
Experienced chief engineer, including
combo. Maintenance,
operation available soon.construction
Box 106M,
BROADCASTING.
Woman, first phone, looking for job
with future. No combo.
Box 107M,
BROADCASTING,
Chief engineer, desires combination
work, Ohio area. 3 years experience.
Box 120M, BROADCASTING,
10 years experience as operator, chief
operator of 250 kilowatts, presently
employed 5 kilowatt want combination
job. Minimum salary $350 per month.
Have done some announcing. Want
combination job. Reply Box 122M,
BROADCASTING.
1st phone, IV2 years experience studio
and transmitter, remotes, disc, tape
recording and editing. Please send
details. Box 148M, BROADCASTING.
Veteran, married. Radio-TV grad. 1st
phone.
Desires
operator
or
around
Newposition
York.as Box
149M,in
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Combination man, good engineer, fair
announcer, plenty experience both, including chief. Reliable man requires,
good salary. South or southwest only.
Box 153M, BROADCASTING,
Licensed
engineer, studio,
five years
experience transmitters,
combination,
and chief. Midwest or midsouth. Box
166M, BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, Others
Copywriter, male, experience network
affiliate and independent. Looking for
progressive station in the east. Box
63M. BROADCASTING.
Women's director! Experienced in writing,commercial
production and
air work.
ful
shows.
Have Successhad TV
training. Available immediately. Box
105M, BROADCASTING.
News reporter-writer; idea man for
special events, roundtables, investigation and preparation of special programs; all types air-work — spot tapes,
straight
and analysis,
moderating; mannews
for somebody
who sees
radio
and/or TVmunity
as expression.
another Employed.
channel of com135M, BROADCASTING. Box
Writer (specialty, humor) — performer
(self-accompaniment):
TV; newspaper; PR. College, radio;
shorthand,
type,
portfolio, young, single, vet. Box 156M,
BROADCASTING.

For Sale (Con't)
1 Western Electric 2 channel console
complete with table. Used less than
one year. Call or write Station KCJB,
Minot, North Dakota.
General Radio modulation monitor,
model 731 A, $150, Western Electric
frequency monitor model IC, $250.
Write KFVD, Los Angeles 5, Calif.
Complete RCA 5 kw model 5-C AM
transmitter, spare tubes and Western
Electric
1-C frequency
(960
kc). Excellent
condition.monitor
Will crate
for shipment. Reasonably priced.
WDBJ, Box 150, Roanoke, Va,
Western Electric 20A — 250 watt transmitter xtal 1230 kc $700, REL 518ADL
1 kw FM transmitter $750, REL 600 FM
monitor $200, REL 600 audio amp. $50,
five new 4x 500F $40 each, three 829 $6
each, four 872 $3 each, Collins 7B amp.
$10. All equipment in good working
condition and suoplied with instruction
books. WIL, Chase Hotel, St, Louis,
Mo.
For sale — One 160 foot guyed Wincharger tower, can be built to 225 feet.
Complete with guys, lighting equipment, lighting choke and conduit.
Ready to ship. You pay freight. $1500.
Contact WMGR, Bainbridge, Ga,

Television

For sale: One RCA BTA-IL transmitter
WRJW, Picayune, Miss. Phone 510.
Wanted to Buy

Salesman
Have complete 13 year background in
local and national sales for radio and
newspaper, including management with
best future based on percentage. Box
127M, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.

Equipment etc.
Wanted: 1 kw AM transmitter. Antenna
tuning unit flasher and photoelectric
control. Box 805L, BROADCASTING.

An noitncers
Television announcer. Presently employed large television station. On
camera commercials are highest reference. Style like Dennis James.
Twelve years in profession. Box 123M,
BROADCASTING > TELECASTING.
Young man wants job in TV station.
Experience
as announcer,
actor, direc-•
tor. Box 136M,
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
P)-oduction-Programming , Others
Director-operations
man, major
network TV station, wearied
of office
politics and constant turmoil, would
like to discuss
changestation.
with
smaller
Atlanticpost-freeze
or Gulf Coast
CASTING^
Box 128M, BROADCASTING • TELEExperienced TV film director desires
change. Qualified to set up complete
film department, and laboratory your
station. Best references. Box 140M,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
For Sale
For sale — Muzak wired music operation
at inventory in western territory of
500.000
ING. pop. Box 129M, BROADCASTStations
Western state. 250 watts. Well
equipped. $2500 monthly volume. $35,000. Terms. Box 121M, BROADCASTING.
For sale — broadcasting stations. Leonard
J. Schrader, 5091,^ East Green St.,
Champaign, 111. Phone 9094.
Profitable western stations. All prices.
Jack rose
L, Ave,,
Stoll
Associates,
4958 MelLos & Angeles
29, Calif.
Equipment, etc.
For sale: RCA field intensity meter,
308-A, frequency range 120-18000 kc.
Excellent
CASTING. condition. Box 98M, BROADRaytheon 250 watt AM transmitter.
Excellent condition and crated for
shipping.
$2100 cash. Box 117M.
BROADCASTING.
Gates 500 watt transmitter. Two years
old, excellent
condition,
spares, $3,000,00.
Box 138M,
BROADCASTING,
Mica transmitting condensers new and
used. Attractive prices. List on request. Box 155M, BROADCASTING.

Will buy your 1 kw transmitter. State
price,
age and condition. Box 137M,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted to buy complete 250 or 1000
watt FM equipment. Transmitter,
monitoring
equipment,
transmission
line and FM antenna.
Will buy
together
or individually. Box 162M, BROADCASTING,
Wanted: 1 or 3 kw FM transmitter.
460
feet and1% monitors.
inch transmission
antenna
State price line,
and
condition. KWOA, Worthington, Minn,
Miscellaneous
Be a combination man. Improve your
earning power and security. FCC first
phone tion.
in 6Grantham
weeks.Radio
WriteLicense
for informaSchool,
706 North Wilcox, Hollywood. Calif.
Help Wanted
Ayinouncers
DISC JOCKEY
WANTED
Must have proven success record as D.J., in a competitive
market. A real opportunity
awaits the man who can deliver. 5 kw. network station,
metropolitan
central about
market. Give full north
particulars
previous experience, salaries
earned and expected, and attach small photo. Confidential.
Box 450K, BROADCASTING
Television
Technical
HELP AVANTED
Skilled publicity writer bj- large
midwestern radio-television organization. Give resume of
background and experience ;
state salarj^ required. Address
96M, BROADCASTING y
•BoxTELECASTING.

Situations Wanted

MAHER IS CONVICTED
In Spivak Assault Case
GEORGE MAHER, executive
secretary, National Assn. of Broadcast Engineers and Technicians
(CIO), was convicted in New
York's special sessions court Monday of third degree assault on
Attorney Harold Spivak. The
NABET executive was continued
on $500 bail for sentencing Feb. 27.
Mr. Maher was accused of striking Mr. Spivak last June 8 after
a National Labor Relations Board
hearing at which the latter represented the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes
and Motion Picture Operators
(AFL). The two unions were involved in jurisdictional dispute,
contesting representation of CBS
employes, with hearings held at
that time in Los Angeles, Chicago
and New York. Elections in the
dispute were held early this month,
with lATSE having withdrawn
from ballot in favor of International Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers, also AFL.

EXPERIENCED
progeam
offers
loyaltydirector
Integrity and ability
idea man — good voice, can,
and v/iilS, do anything for a
stat-iom that pays a decent
wssge. write to Box 139M,
BROADCASTING.
Television
WANTED!— A JOB!
TELEVISION PRODUCTION
Experienced in theatre production, TV
packaging and radio operating.
LOTS TO LEARN— LOTS TO OFFER
SALARY UNIMPORTANT-NEED A
START
N. Y. C. Area preferred.
Call Box
ORegon
147M,7-6575
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING
Employment Service
EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
for competent managers, commercial managers, program
directors, chief engineers,
disc jockeys. Reliable, confidential, nation-wide service.
Send for full information today.
Howard S. Frazies
TV A Radio Management Considtantt
728 Bond Bldg., Washington 5, D. C.

WTAM SIGNAL
Improved With Amplifier
INSTALLATION of a new compression amplifier designed to improve reception of WTAM Cleveland's signal in "fringe areas" has
been announced by John McCormick, general manager of the NBC
Cleveland O&O outlet.
Developed in conjunction with
RCA engineers, the amplifier permits an increase in "effective modulated power" of WTAM's present
50 kw clear channel signal, according to S. E. Leonard, WTAM-NBC
engineer. Plans are underway for
a similar installation on WNBK
(TV), NBC's Cleveland video station.

School

NB$

GRADUATES

«e In DEMAND^
\
• \
I
NBS has more requests for trained
radio help than it can fill! Jobs are
waiting right
graduates.
Get now
your for
first NBS-trained
class license
in a few months; complete combination training in a year or less. Course
includes announcing, writing, selling,
drama, news editing, production, programming, disc jockey technique.
100% Placement of Combination Men
Housing Arranged
Write Today ior Details

"One of the Nation's Great
Radio-TV Schools"
531 S. W. 12th Ave., Portland 5, Ore.

Pacific

Northwest

250 watt fulltime independent in
diversified industrial market. Combination studio and transmitter.
Present operation profitable under
absentee ownership by persons not
in broadcasting industry. Financing can be arranged.
Appraisals

ABC Radio Hollywood personnel, occupying third floor of NBC Radio
City at 1500 N. Vine have moved to
new quarters in remodeled ABC studios, 1537-1539 N. Vine St., Hollywood.
Departments involved are programming-, production, traffic, continuity
acceptance, music rights, mimeograph
and telephone.

Controlling interest in 1000 watt
daytime station in one of the
largest metropolitan markets in the
northwest. Possibility to go fulltime with small additional investment. Financing can be arranged.

• Negotiations

• Financing

BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NBWSPAPEK BROKERS
SAN FRANCISCO
CHICAGO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Lester M. Smith
James W. Blackburn
Ray V. Hamilton
Tribune Tower
Washington Bldg.
235 Montgomery St.
Exbrook 2-5672
Delaware 7-2755-6
Sterling 4341-2
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SISTER Mary Si. Clara, B.V.M., reportedly the only nun In North America who conducts commercially sponsored weekly home economics radio
program,Shereceives
Award.
is head aof 1951
home McCall's
economics department of Clarke College,
Dubuque, Iowa. Present at ceremonies are (I to r): Frank Hogan, director of media relations, McCall's magazine; Sister Mary, and James D.
Carpenter, vice president of Dubuque
Broadcasting Co. (WKBB and WDBQ
(FM) Dubuque). Sister Mary was one
of seven women who were awarded
gold microphone for outstanding public service broadcasting [B*T, Dec.
24, 1951]. Series has been featured
for over 14 years on WKBB and
WDBQ, which received scroll on occasion.
ROYALTY RIGHTS
On ILO Geneva Agenda
EFFORT of performers unions to
promote an international treaty
giving them royalty rights on records and sound films will be taken
up at a meeting of International
Labor Organization, starting Feb.
18 in Geneva, Switzerland.
Representing American employers at the meeting will be Richard
P. Doherty, NARTB employe-employer relations director, and
George Jacoby, vice president of
General Motors. Mr. Doherty has
served as U. S. employer representative at past ILO meetings.
Performers unions tried in 1949
to persuade ILO to set up a treaty
under which all broadcasters would
have to pay royalties to performers for use of records and sound
films. In addition they sought the
right toterial.prevent
use action
of suchon maILO took no
the
matter in 1949 but unions will
again submit the matter to the
worldwide group. Union musicians
are principal backers of the move.
Claire MiSler
CLAIRE MILLER, secretary to
R. G. Winnie, sales manager of
WTMJ-AM-TV Milwaukee, and
station employee for over 16 years,
died Jan. 21, five days after being
stricken with a cerebral hemorrhage. Miss Miller had been secretary to Mr. Winnie since 1942 and
previously was radio traffic superlibrary.visor and head of the WTMJ music

CONN. STATE NETWORK
Re-elects Delaney, Baumgarl
GLOVER
DELANEY, genei
manager
of WTHT Hartfor
Conn., was re-elected president
the Connecticut State Network
the group's annual election held
fortnight ago at Hartford. Pa^
Baumgartel was re-elected execi
tive secretary of the seven-static
network.
The organization discussed po
sibilities of a state TV network (
operate in conjunction with tl
radio network once TV statior
have been ^established. The ne
work operates on a 52-week has
and carries regular commerei;
and sustaining programs. Annu:
reports indicated successful oper;
tion during 1951, it was announcei
WNHC New Haven, recent NB
addition, which also operates Coi
necticut's only TV station, is or
of the members of the networl
The others in addition to WTH
are WSTC Stamford, WNA
Bridgeport, WTOR Torringtoi
WATR Waterbury and WNL
New London.

D. C. FM Drive
A. L. AIKIN, General Electrii
Supply Co., has been named to heajjisii
the joint committee to direct th
FM promotion campaign slated t
get underway in the Washingtoi |{

Other
members
D. C, area
March with
1 [B»T,Mr.Jan.Aikii
21"
who also is chairman of the Elecj yj:
trie Institute of Washington Fl
Committee, are: Peter H. Cousins
Radio - Television Mfrs. Assnj
Everett Dillard, WASH (FM) an]
NARTB; Eugene Juster and K. B
French, WRC-FM; Cody Pfar
stiehl, WTOP-FM; Irving Lichten :j3li
stein, WWDC-FM; Irving Abram;
son,
Lacy's;
R. Mayer,
Hill, Sears
Roebuck
& Co.;S.Jack
Sim r in
son Distributing Corp.; Lou Mush
insky, Hecht Co., and William J
O'Connor, Southern Wholesalers.
NETWORK
AFFILIATE
inPenna.
pleasant
city medium sized
NEEDS
MAN
TO DO
MORNING RECORD
SHOW AND TO ASSUME
CHARGE MINGOFAND PROGRAMPROGRAM
PERSONNEL.
We want a conscientious
hard working young man,
thoroughly
schooledandin the
radio with ideas
ability to execute them. He
must be able to lead, to
get along with
people
and
command
respect
through
ideas, ability and demeanor.
Prefer man with family.
Station is excellent commercial operation with very
pleasant
working conditions
and TV plans.
Include full background,
picture,
several
references
and salary
in first
letter.
ING.
Box 151 M, BROADCAST-
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Protestants
1952 Emphasis on Radio
ADIO— not TV— in 1952 is still
!fie better medium through which
lit sow seeds of religious thought.
This was counseled by Albert
jirews, production director, Protes,knt Broadcasting and Film Comjjission,
an address
at St. Louis'
Haridge inHotel.
Mr. Crews
spoke
pfore the Synodical Radio and
Ielevision Committee and the Dept.
if Public Relations, Lutheran
jhurch, Missouri Synod.
J As of Jan. 1, Mr. Crews said,
,\L% of American homes do not
ave television, as opposed to 95%
f homes which are radio-equipped.
"There are many more car radios
jlone in the United States than
niere are television sets. These
jgures furnish the answer for us
,a 1952," Mr. Crews commented.
Program-wise, we will do nine
:adio programs for every one teleision program."
He emphasized, however, that
nis is not a static situation. "The
rend is toward television. When
18 time comes that television outtrips radio as an effective medium,
'e must be ready . . ."
Mr. Crews urged greater finanrjnal support of cooperative broadtiasting.
^EW ESU AWARDS
Four Are Set This Year

•-•:NGLISH - SPEAKING UNION,
•f^hich last year offered awards to
^/omen broadcasters and journa^'ists who, during 1950, had done
O utstanding work in developing a
reater understanding between the
Peoples of Great Britain and the
■-'Jnited States, has expanded its
''-951 awards from two to four and
'I'his
spring also
honor
a male
roadcaster
and will
a male
journalist,
'citations of honor also will be
•ranted at the discretion of the
'udges to four candidates in each
--f the four categories.
The Union is now accepting
ominations for the various awards,
vhich should be sent to the Annual
iwards Committee, English-Speaking Union, 19 E. 54th St., New
Irork 22, N. Y. Supporting ma'erial should have been broadcast
r published during 1951. Judging
••anels will consider nominations
iLpril 14-18.
Nancy Craig of ABC won the
950 radio award, with citations
■oing to Julie Benell, WFAA
Dallas; Evadna Hammersley, KOA
penver, and Mary Wilson, WTTM
"■renton.
RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
One of the leadlne and
oldest schoola of Radio
Technolo^ In America, offers Its
trained Radio and Television techdustry. nicians to the Broadcasting InAddress inquiries to
Placement Director
RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
A Service of Radio Corporation
of America
3S0 W. 4th St., New York 14, N. T.
ROADCASTING

allied

arts

JOSEPH G. DEVICO, advertising
manager. Majestic Radio & Television, division of Wilcox-Gay Corp.,
N. Y., named director of advertising
and sales promotion for the company.
HARRY R. FLORY, foreign news manager and director of international
communications of United Press, named
UP's general manager on communications. Post created as result of expansion of UP wire system, including
new coast-to-coast wire for scripts in
UP Movietone Television Service.
JOHN P. ROHRS, United Television
company
namedmanager
Chicago,
Program
. 's
l sales
midwests,regiona
DON RICHARDSON, program director, WJEF Grand Rapids, Mich., to
production staff of Radiozark Enterprises, Springfield, Mo.
CLIPPARD INSTRUMENT LAB., Cincinnati, will move April 1 to new
plant at 7350 Colerain Ave. between
Mt. Airy and Groesbeck, Ohio.
L ELECTRIC Co.'s WashingGENERA
moved to Wyatt Bldg.,
ton, D. C, office
14th and New York Ave., N. W.
DAVID HANSON, assistant production manager, KTLA (TV) Hollywood,
to Nat Goldstone Agency, Beverly
Hills, talent agency and program
packager, as production supervisor
for TV View the Clue.
JOE PARKER, producer - director,
KLAC-TV Hollywood, and CAROLINE
LEONETTI form Institute of Television Arts in conjunction with
Caroline Leonetti Ltd., Hollywood
charm school. Courses in acting,
writing, producing and directing start
March 3.
BOB RAINS, manager radio-TV promotion, Universal-International Pictures, Universal City, Calif., elected
chairman of radio-TV committee of
Assn. of Motion Picture Producers.
ROBERT MONTGOMERY, one time
commercial manager of KGKL San
Angelo and KOSA Odessa, Tex., joins
sales staff of World Broadcasting
System, N. Y.
DAN J. FORRESTAL, assistant director of advertising and public relations,
Monsanto Chemical Co., St. Louis, and
ROBERT E. HILLARD, partner,
Fleishman, Hillard & Assoc., public
relations, same city, elected president
and vice president respectively of St.
Louis chapter of Public Relations Society of America.
P. T. SCOTT Assoc., Kansas City,
announces release of Bea Jay Show, a
quarter hour transcription featuring a
woman disc jockey.
D. C. YODER, engineer at RCA Victor, Camden, N. J., to sales force of
company's L. A. office.
FRANKLIN H. GRAF, vice president,
A. C. Nielsen Co., Chicago, will speak
Feb. 5 at all-day Sacramento Marketing Conference in Senator Hotel. Session is under joint auspices of Northern California Industrial Advertisers
Assn. and local Chamber of Commerce.
AVERY YUDIN, member of New York
U.'s graduate division of School of
Education, named director of audio
education of Rec-O-Kut Co., Long Island City, N. Y.
JOHN O. DEVRIES appointed manager of General
in Asheboro,
N. C.Electric Co.'s plant

• Telecasting

PAUL GAYNOR, vice president of
Buchanan & Co., N. Y., to CBS-Columbia Inc., N. Y., as vice president in
charge of merchandising.
ALL-CANADA RADIO FACILITIES,
Toronto, has been appointed exclusive
distributor in Canada for the transcribed Ziv show / Was a Communist
for the FBI.
GLEN McDANIEL, president of
Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn., Washington, initiated as honorary member
into Phi Beta Kappa honor society
during ceremonies of George Washington U. Alpha Chapter, Washington.
STANLEY W. CHURCH, mayor of
New Rochelle, N. Y., elected an officer
and director of Sightmaster Corp.
(television sets), same city. He will
serve as vice president in charge of
public relations.
GENERAL
ELECTRIC
• Lighting
i • • Co.
^^uipnten
and Rectifier Dept., Schenectady, announces development of new line of
rectifiers which operate at current
densities up to 1,000 times greater
than existing copper oxide or selen-

the

weight

ium stacks. Models now in production are single phase, half wave ratings of 12 volts/0.4 amps; 21
volts/0.4 amps; 27 volts/0.4 amps;
and 6 volts/6 amps.
DAVEN Co., Newark, N. J., announces
production of 50 w, type OP-961, output power meter especially designed
to read power or impendance accurately at allrange.
impendances over
audio frequency
PYRAMID
INSTRUMENT Corp.,
Lynbrook, N. Y., introduces Amprobe
Model 1200,
high current
voltammeter
that ameasures
up to 1,200
amperes.
size instrument
measures Pocket
current instantly
without being
connected to conductor.
CENTURY LIGHTING Inc., N. Y., has
issued supplement to Century Catalogue #4 suggesting lighting layouts
and related information for both
30 X 50 and 50 x 75 ft. TV studios.
"Technical • • •
WILLIAM BAREHAM, chief engineer,
WBAL-AM-TV Baltimore, chosen to
represent radio and TV stations in
Maryland
on the state's Civil Defense Council.
HOLLINGSWORTH PEARCE, engineer, WBBM Chicago, transferred last
week to CBS Los Angeles.
DONALD SAUNDERS appointed engineer in charge of technical operations and WILLIAM JONES named
assistant supervisor on the technical
staff at WTOP Inc., Washington.

of a magazine

. . .

is nothing to be computed in ounces or
postage
rates.
The
true measure
is this:
"How much weight
does it carry in the
field it serves?"
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING
carries plenty of weight with readers. Consider this:
L More people associated with radioTV poy for BROADCASTING •
TELECASTING than for any other
Journal.
2. Among radio-TV advertisers and
agency people alone (the men and
women who decide where advertisers' messages shall be aired) over
5500 copies are bought each week
with at least 4 readers per copyover 25,000 impressions.

Behind your message
add the weight of

3. In 1951 -as for 20 years past—
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING
published more radio and more
television news and business features than all other industry publications combined.
No . . . the weight of a magazine can
best be determined by the intense
loyalty of its readers. That's why it
pays INGto• TELECASTING
put the weight behind
of BROADCASTyour message. Itwill carry you further, deeper,
more productively to your best cuitom<
en than any other approach.

BROA^^CASTING
TELECASTING
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SHOW designed to promote listening among stay-at-homes to
relatives and friends from Richmond who are on a Caribbean
cruise, has been prenniered by
WRVA Richmond. Daily broadcasts
from Holland American ship Ryndam are aired by the station featuring* reports of ship's activities,
weather and passenger interviews
conducted by Jack Stone and Barron Howard, station staff members
aboard. Ship to shore telephone
circuits were used to pipe program
to the station's control room.
APPEAL BRINGS RESPONSE
MORE than 6.000 men and women
in San Fj-ancisco institutions for
the aged will be the recipients of
material collected as result of a
drive conducted over KCBS by Bill
Weaver, announcer, whose appeal
for sewing material, yai-n remnants, cards and games brought enthusiastic response from listeners,
station reports. Items will be distributed for occupational therapy
and recreation purposes.
•— • — •
TEEN DISC SHOW
TEEN-AGERS have taken over a
disc show at WSTC-AM-FM Stamfoi'd, Conn., each Saturday at noon.
Charlie Kirkwood and George
Winston, who title their show,
Winsivood and Wax, are both juniors in high school. Show includes
top recordings, interviews and news
that will interest high school audience.

BEER

WINEV

Pra^rams

promotion

SPIRITUAL CLINIC
DUMONT TV Network has announced a new series of weekly half
hour telecasts featuring Bishop
Fulton J. Sheen, who will answer
listeners' questions in an infoi-mal
spiritual clinic. Program, Is Life
Worth Living? will be aired Tuesday, 8 p.m., beginning Feb. 12.
SAVINGS PAY
CHEF MILANI, star of KNBH
(TV) Hollywood Chef Milani Show,
begins an essay contest for boys
and girls, 10-15 years old, on Why
I Should Save for My Future.
Starting Feb. 11, two winners will
be announced each Monday. Prizes
will be Security First National
Bank passbooks containing ten dollar deposits in each winner's name.
TWO-WAY TV
CBS-TV The Big Hello, new
weekly half-hour public service
program scheduled to start by late
February, will use microwave relay between L. A. and N. Y. on
each program. Idea stems from
desire of people to see each other
when speaking on transcontinental
telephone calls. Typical participants are a returned overseas veteran who calls his wife in N. Y.
from West Coast and is shown his
baby for first time, or L. A. man
who calls family in N. Y. to introduce his bride-to-be.
WAY TO A VOTER'S HEART
KFH Wichita, Kan., gave a party
at the couit house to get Wichita
citizens out to register for the coming elections. Entertainers broadcast from the corridors where 3,000
people gather for the occasion. In
three hours, 1,404 persons registered, an all time record in the city
and the county. The program,
planned by Tom Bashaw, KFH program director, and Marjory Bassett, station's public service director, was produced in cooperation
with the League of Women Voters.
HOWDY DOODY HONORED
SPECIAL on-the-air festivities are
being planned when NBC-TV's
Howdy Doody presents its 1,000th
telecast Feb. 12 in what the network says is the first such anniversary in television. Program
started on radio in late 1947 with
Bob Smith conducting The Triple
Bfavorite
Ranch.characters
One of the
audience's
named
Elmer

LANG-WORTH
FKVTI RE PROGRAMS, Inc.
113 W. 57th ST., NEW YORK 19. N. Y.
, \ . / '. . rv- I
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always addressed the children with
"Howdy Doody, kids," thereby keying his own name change as well
as the title of the subsequent television show. Video series started
Dec. 27, 1947, as an hour-long show
of four segments, revised four
months later to its present halfhour format.

premiums
GOLDEN WEDDINGS
CELEBRATION for 11 couples
from Rose Hill, Kan., who were
married 50 years or more, was held
last week in Wichita and aired by
KFH same city. Program, originating in the Rose Hill school gymnasium, featured songs, poems and
readings by the elderly couples. In
addition to the main broadcast, interviews at their farm houses were
conducted with Tom Bashaw, KFH
program director, asking participants to give advice on how to
make marriages work.

TV SEWING LESSONS
If THERE is a woman in central
Iowa who isn't handy with a needle
and thread a few weeks hence, it
won't be the fault of WOI-TV
Ames. The Iowa State College station began a nine-week series of
telecasts. Make a Dress — TV, on
Feb. 1. Prior to the show's debut,
1,000 women expressed interest in
the show by mail in response to
newspaper and radio publicity.
Clothing specialists at the college
will instruct.
NEWS INTERNSHIP
WFIN Findlay, Ohio, has inaugurated aproject to enable journalism
students at Bowling Green State
U. to acquire experience while they
are still in school. A two week "internship" in radio news writing is
now underway for Henry Turek, a
college senior majoring in journalism and speech at Bowling Green.
•— • — •
LOCAL TALENT
AS PART of its program to develop local talent, CFAC Calgary
has started weekly half-hour local
talent drama shows until the end of
April. Station also has started
quarter-hour, two-narrator documentary on the week's news and a
morning children's program on Saturday. A children's theatre of the
air will be presented later this year.

PAPER NAPKINS
jlot
SERVIETTES with call letters and]
frequency of the station are being!
widely distributed by CKX Bran-I
don, Man., to teas, bazaars and*S
other functions throughout centralw'
and western Manitoba as part of its!
promotion campaign for listeners.

GET ACQUAINTED SERIES
RADIO-TV workshop meetings for
representatives of public service,
organizations will commence today"
at WTMJ-AM-TV Milwaukee anrf
continue for seven weeks. Two hoursessions will be held each Monday
night. Workshop's purpose is to
acquaint the '300 invited delegates
with the operations of radio and
TV stations. Meetings, sponsored
by the Junior League, will includ&|ei
visits to studios and control rooms
as well as lectures on various
phases of industry.
•— « — «
TALENT HUNT
Z
TALENTED government employes, ^
in Washington, D. C, are featured
on a new program over WTOP-AMFM-TV there each Saturday, 4-4:30
p.m.
Appropriately
ermnent
Talent Hunt,titled
show Governis pro-Jjn
duced in cooperation with the Federal Recreation Committee. Participants are selected by G. Larry.
Zuch, committee
chairman, and
presented by Gene Klavan, m. c. ofj0 tor.
the show. At the end of the 13(i k
week cycle, winner will be treated|J^'
to a trip to Paris.
•— • — •
REPORT TO PEOPLE
CITY OFFICIALS will report to'i
the citizens on new weekly series';

lA
starting Mayor,
Feb. 6 district
on WIP attorney,|JES
Philadel-' liiix
phia.
president of city council and cityl,
manager will rotate on tape re-j;
corded Wednesday 10:45 p.m. show.' Ie
RADIO CLASSROOM
EDUCATION via radio has been,
re-introduced over KFJZ Fort
Worth, Tex., with presentation of,
Texas School of the Air, 12 week'
series of broadcasts aired three
times weekly at 2:05 p.m. The 15-,
minute public service feature is
heard Monday, Wednesday and Friday. This is the second year KFJZ
has presented such a series. Nearly;
every school in the city is equipped
to pipe the programs to the various
classrooms, KFJZ said.

/^ immediate revenue produced
pfith regionol promotion
i
campaigns

23 years
service
to the
of
broadcasting industry
HOWARD

programs throughout
your coverage area

J. McCOLLISTER

66 ACACIA DRIVE
ATHERTON, CALIFORNIA
PAUL

experienced sales
personnel will sell community

W. McCOLLISTER,

Qompany

DAVENPORT 3-3061
General tAanage,
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IDocket Actions . . .
IXITIAL DECISION
Co.
Scranton, Pa.— ScrantonB. Radio
Hutchison
Hugh
Examiner
earinginitial
toward
looking
decision
<ued
staof application for new AMdenial
enial
vn on 1400 kc, 250 w, fulltime;
considerations,
engineering
on
;ied
cislon Jan. 28.
r^on-Docket Actions . . .
TRANSFER GRANTS
O h io —
W4iTG-AM-FM Ashland,
of liinvoluntary assignment
rranted
and Fred
ense to Robert M. ofBeer
ot
estate
the
ioehl administrator
monetary
No
deceased.
Koehl.
:dgar'
28.
Jan.
onsideration. Granted
, La.— Granted assignKTRYof Bastrop
and
Ucense to Nathanas Bolton
nent
Morehouse
d/b
ry.
McClea
. R.
stock
liquidation of ry
!cstg. Co., throughBolton
and McClea
leld by Messrs.
in firm.d
interesn.ts Grante
rship eratio
or equal partne
consid
ry
so
28.
;an. moneta

GH JANUARY 31
SUMMARY THROU
SCOFB
box
Cond'l Appls. In
Class
On Air Licensed
CPs
Grants Pending Hearing
AM Stations
2,236
2,312
96
322
105
FM Stations
654
566
84
*I
12
2
TV Stations
108
93
15
482
171
* On the alp.
(Also see Actions
of the• FCC, page 82)
*
*

g cost 8300,000 and estiyear operatin
mated first year revenue $350,000. Apmanager KCOK Tugeneral
s
i
t
n
a
c
i
l
p
lare, owns 1623Pi of K.\FY Bakersfield
'>4ew Applications . . .
and
30. 15% of KYNO Fresno. Filed Jan.
TV APPLICATIONS
Logansport, Ind.— Logansport Bcstg.
Anderson,
(192-198 mc). ERP 11.15
10 kw
Visalia, CaUf. — Sheldon
Ch. 5.57
Corp.,
aural, antenna height
visual,
kw
ERP 32.8 kw visual,
'h 3 (60-66 mc).antenna
above
height
115 ft. Estimated
terrain
aural,
above average
6 4 kw
on
8136,330.63. estimated
cost
constructi
conEstimated
ft.
979
terrain
verage
first
estimated
8150,000 and
cost
operating
year
first
5246,695,
itrnction cost
estimated first year revenue 8150,000.
licensee
Applicant
31. of WSAL Logansport. Filedis Jan.
e, Ark. — Harold L.
BlytheviU
Near
FCC Actions
Sudbury, Ch. 3 (60-66 mc). ERP 6.4 kw
312 kw aural, antenna height
visual,
above average terrain 426 ft. Estimated
(Continued from page 83)
construction cost 8100,000, estimated
operating cost 880,000 and
year first
first
lanuary 30 Decisions . . .
revenue 890,000.
year.
estimated
„ ,
Filed
Jan.
31
EN BANC
COMMISSION
^ BY AM
Peak
Colorado Springs, Col. — Pikes
License Renewals
mc), ERP
10 (192-198
Ch. 5.62
Bcstg.
11.25 kwCo.,
visual.
kw aural, antenna
Following stations granted renewal
3»f AM licenses on regular b^is: „ „,
height above average terrain 621 ft.
- WTJH East Point, Ga.; KDMS D.;El (antenna height above ground 465 ft.).
N
Estimated construction cost $163,390,
Dorado, Ark.; KGCU Mandan
Ore.; KNAK bait estimated first year operating cost
' s:MCM McMinn\-ille,Taylor.
Tex.; WGRA
'-ake City; KTAE
year reve-of
and estimated first licensee
C.; 8100. 000
^airo Ga.; WGWR Asheboro, N. umnue 8100,000. Applicant isFiled
CoWBLJ
Feb. 1.
WMSC
Ky.;
Springs.
Colorado
Louisville,
KRDO
,VLOU
Christi;
)ia S C.; KSIX Corpus DanviUe,
ION
AM
APPLICAT
Ky.;
WHIR
Ga.;
Dalton
KOSF NacogRumford, Me.— Rumford Publishing
Ky.; Spokane;
Harlan, KSPO
ATD^N Tex.;
WBHP
estimated
fulltime;
250 w,815,078,
kc, cost
loches,
Co., 1450 on
estimated first
constructi
^untsville, Ala.; WNNC Newton, N. C;
vear
operating
cost
827,500
to
832,000,
■'<MUR Murray, Utah; WAUD Auburn.
-\la • WCLO Janesville. Wis.; WIRB Enestimated first year revenue $40,000.
Mass.;
Rumford
of
Worcester,
is publisher
Ala.; WNEB Ala.;
erprise, Tuscaloosa.
• .VTBC
WBRD Ft. Applicant and
printing, sells pa- auderdale; WDHL Bradenton. Fla.; newspaper
per, etc. Filed does
Jan. 30.
TRANSFER REQUESTS
■ .VEAT Fla.;
Lake WIRK
Worth, West
Fla.; Palm
WINKBeach;
Ft.
iMvers
WUSN Charleston, S. C— Acquisition
licen:,.VJBS'
Deland, Fajardo.
Fla.; WKAT
Miami
Bcstg. Co.,Sara
Southern Hastie
'Beach; WMDD
P. R.; WNEL
of control
C.
and
see by J. Drayton pays
Fla.;
San Juan; WPLA Plant City,
estate
to
88.328
Hastie
Mr.
Hastie.
Piedras.
P. R.; WRIO Rio
Caguas.
.VRLA.
liquidate
further
to
of C. N. Hastie
. ,=> R • WSIR Winter Haven, Fla.; WTAL
estate. He is president and general
see. Fla.;
•*^rallahas
WTILP. R.;
Mayaguez
manager of station. Filed Jan. 23.
= R • WXRF
Guayama,
WAEL
Paso, Tex. — Transfer of
KTSM toElKarl
Arecibo, P. R., and control
WCMN
Mayaguez;
O. Wyler from F. W.
»\'RJN
Racine,
Wis.
terms of will. Mr.
under
Bredberg
granted extension
stations
Following
r, executive vice
of AM licenses on temporary basis until Wyler is stockholde
and direc-of
manager
generalBcstg.
president,
\Iay 1. 1952:
_ ^,
tor of Tri-State
Co., licensee
on.
Newconsiderati
WSMB
monetary
Ariz.;
No
.
KTSM.
Kingman
KGAN
Filed Jan. 23.
Orleans; KDLK Del Rio. Tex.; KOAL
■ce. Utah; WNOR Norfolk. Va.; KBIO
conof
Transfer
e—
WMAW
ley, Ida.; KBMN Bozeman, Mont.;
Rosenman. Cy Blumenthal
trol to AlexMilwauke
?nd Lou Poller from C. A. Randall,
"I Shelbv, Mont.; KRXK Rexburg,
R. E. Borchert and six others for 8235,■ KTRF'
ThiefRapids,
River N.Falls,
;bT
Roanoke
C; Minn.;
WCFV
Rosenstock. Mr.
shares
2.005hold
iton Forge, Va.; WCAT Rapid City. 000
rights and
50% of voting
man forwill
5. D.; WJBB HaleyviUe, Ala.; KWKW
Messrs. Blumenthal and Poller will
Mr. Rosen50% together.
other commercia
hold was
(Continued on page 92)
l manager
WCAU
man
carries

the weight

ni the Oregon
DAYj»r
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Marlcet

NIGHT

Philadelphia and now is executive and
major stockholder in OfiQcial Films.
Mr. Poller owns WPWA Chester, Pa.,
and in association with Mr. Blumenowns andVa.operates
WARLAM-FMthal alsoArlington,
[B«T, Jan.
21;
CLOSED
Jan.
23. CIRCUIT, Dec. 12, 1951]. Filed
WFMH-AM-FM Cullman, Ala. — Assignment of license Voice of Cullman,
licensee, to B. C. Eddins, 50%, manager
WFMH-AM-FM; W. N. Eddins, 20%,
superintendent of schools, Gadsden,
Ala.; John O. Eddins, 20%, account executive for Merrill Lynch Pierce, Fenner & Beane, Birmingham, and Lawrence E. Duffey, 10%, partner in Voice
of Cullman. Transfer effected through
Mr.
of interest
from
50% Duffey's
to 10% reduction
for which
he receives
810,600. Filed Jan. 23.
WMRC-AM-FM Greenville, S. C. —
Relinquishment of control Textile
Bcstg. Co., licensee, through amalgamation with 17 persons, none to hold
more than 2.77% of stock, for purposes
of adding capital to provide for expectapplication
Fileded Jan.
23. for television station.
WGES Chicago — Assignment of license
from old partnership to new partnership which will include all present
partners plus Martha D. Curtis, Mary
J. Emmer, Patricia D. Fort and Helen
M. Kennedy through gift of part of
interest now held by their parents, John
A. Dyer and Elizabeth M. Hinzman,
present partners.
monetary consideration. Filed Jan.No 30.
WPDQ
Jacksonville,
Fla. Boggs
— Transfer
control from Linton D.
Jr. of
to
James R. Stockman and Robert R.
Feagin through sale of 60% interest for
8182,000. Before transfer Messrs. Stockman and Feagin hold 30% and 10% interest, respectively: after transfer Mr.
Stockman will hold 75% interest (control)
Filed Jan.and Mr.
30. Feagin wiU have 25%.
WPEO
— Transfer
control fromPeoria,
WPEO 111.Inc.
to TV &ofRadio
Peoria Inc. through sale of 250 shares
of stockferee areforChairman
$35,000. Principals
in transof the Board
E. A.
Rothaus
(25%),
owner
of
CPA
firm;
President William E. Ware (28.1%),
president, general manager and 25%
owner of KSTL St. Louis; Vice President Edward
Dale Livingston
(12.5%);
Secretary
E. Haversticb
Jr. (6.3%),
general partner in Smith, Moore & Co.
(investment firm). St. Louis, and secretary-treasurer Filed
KSTL. and Jan.
two30. other
St. Louis residents.
KCHA
Charles
City.
Iowa
— Transfer
of control from Dean W. HoUingsworth
to David Beznor and Lee K. Beznor
through cancellation of a $5,000 note
held by the Messrs. Beznor for KCH.*
and executed by Mr. HoUingsworth.
and transfer of 200 of Mr. Hollingsworth's 290 shares of stock in KCHA
to licensee company. Before transfer
Mr. HoUingsworth holds 58% interest,
David Beznor holds 17.2%. L. K. Beznor holds 15.2%. G. A. Bartell holds 5%
and riair R. Miller holds 4.6%: after
transfer Mr. Hollinesworth will have
30''^ interest. David Beznor 28-4%. L. K.
Beznor 2514%. Mr. BarteU 814% and
Mr. Miller 72.4%. Filed Jan. 30.
KWNW Wenatchee. Wash. — Assignment of license from Apple-Land
Rrstrs. Inc. to Mark Sorley and Stuart
Maus. both former employes of KPO
Wenatrhee, thrnueh 10-year lease
am^untine to 8% ijer year of actual
salps receints of station un to SfiO.nnn
or JO't'- of irro";? sales recoints of station
m^er S«0.nnn. nrcirlefl th'>t for fir^t 6
7T>nTitho rental shall be .«?S0 monthly,
anri TniniiniiTn rental for *''"<;t year not
I»=s than S'SO monthly. Filed Jan. 30.
Deletions . . .
TOTAL deletions to date since Jan. 1,
19.')2: deletions:
AM 2, FM 0, TV 0.
New
WKEI Kewanee, 111.. CP, Jan. 30.
WEGG
Jan.
31. Moorefield, W. Va., license,

by

NBC
AFFILIATE
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DETROIT

Owned and Operated
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FCC Actions
(Continued from page 91)
Pasadena; KYA San Francisco; WWBZ
e;
Vineland N. J.; WITH Baltimor
,
WWDC Washington; WAIM Anderson
JackWOBS
and
Miami, Walker and Jones
S C • WFEC (Comrs.
sonviile, Fla.
voted for regular renewal for WOBb).
Continued Authority
ed
WHOL AUentown, Pa.— Continu
is pre-or
WHOL1, 1954.
under which
authority
Aug.
sently operating until
dated
until final decision in ofconsoli
AUentown
hearing on applications
ing
of Easton Publish
Corp. and
Bcstg
whichever
Co for construction permits, on
that it
is sooner, subject to conditi
ce to action that may
is without orprejudi
any decision rendered in
taken
be
dated hearing.
consoli
FM License Renewals
granted renewal
Following stations
of FM licenses on regular basis:
WTAL-FM
WJAX-FM Jacksonville;
WTSP-FM^ ,St. Peterssee and Fla.
Tallahas
burg,
.
Following stations granted extension
of FM licenses on temporary basis until
'^WGBS-FM
Miami,
(FM) Anderson,
S. C. Fla., and WCAC

January 31 Decisions . . .
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
TV License Renewals
granted renewal
Following stations
regular basis:
of TV licenses on Angeles;
KEYL San
KECA-TV Los
;
Antonio; KGO-TV San Francisco
Omaha;
KHJ-TV Los Angeles; KMTV
Tulsa;
KOTV
KNBH Los Angeles;
KPRC-TV Houston; KSD-TV St. Louis;
KSTP-TV St. Paul; WAAM Baltimore;
WAGA-TV
WAFM-TV BirmingFt.ham;
Worth; WBENWBAP-TV
Atlanta;
am;
Birmingh
V
WBRC-T
TV Buffalo;
WCBS-TV
phia; Cincinnat
V Philadel
WCAU-T
i;
V
New York; WCPO-TWDSU-TV New
Kansas VCity;Chicago; WEWS
WDAF-TV WENR-T
Orleans;
V Dallas; WFILCleveland; WFAA-T
hia; WFMY-TV GreensTV Philadelp
;
WGAL-TV
Lancaster
boro;
Island;
Louisville; WHBF-TV RockWHAS-TV
WHIO-TV Dayton; WICU Erie; WJIMTV Lansing; WKY-TV Oklahoma City;
WLTV Atlanta; WMAL-TV Washington; WMAR-TV Baltimore; WMBR-TV

In Canada
more people listen'' to

Toronto
regularly than to
any other station
:j.^T-l HE 1950 BBM figures
X show CFRB's coverage
as 619,050 daytime and 653.860
night time— more than one-fifth
of the homes in Canada, concentrated in the market which
of Canada's
accounts
retail
sales.for 40%

CFRB
Representatives:
United States — Adam J. Young Jr.
Incorporated
Canada — All-Canada Radio
Facilities Limited
Page 92
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Jacksonville; WMCT Memphis; WNBFTV Binghamton; WNAC-TV Boston;
WOAI-TV San Antonio; WOC-TV
Davenport; WOI-TV Ames; WPTZ
Philadelphia; WSAZ-TV Huntington;
WTCN-TV WTVN
Minneapolis;
WTMJ-TV
Milwaukee;
Columbus;
WTVR
Richmond; WWJ-TV Detroit; WBALTV Baltimore and WXYZ-TV Detroit.
Following stations granted extension
of TV licenses on temporary basis until
May 1, 1952:
KING-TV Seattle; KPHO-TV Phoenix; KTTV Los Angeles; WAVE-TV
Louisville; WBNS-TV Columbus;
WBTV Charlotte; WDEL-TV Wilmington; WGN-TV Chicago; WJAC-TV
Johnstown; W JAR-TV Providence;
WJBK-TV
Cincinnati; WKTVDetroit;
Utica; WKRC-TV
WLWC Columbus;
WLWD Dayton; WLWT Cincinnati;
WNHC-TV New Haven; WNBQ Chicago; WNBT New York; WNBW Washington; WOR-TV New York; WOW-TV
Omaha; WSPD-TV Toledo: WTAR-TV
Norfolk;
WTOP-TV Washington and
WXEL Parma.
Above actions do not in any way
prejudice action which may be taken
by Commission in connection with presings. ently pending TV allocations proceedComr. Jones voted for temporary
extension of licenses in all cases; Comr.
Sterling favored regular renewal for
WKRC-TV. Extend SSA
KFAR Fairbanks, Alaska — Granted
further extension of special service authorization on temporary basis for
period of 90 days ending May 1 to
operate on 660 kc with 10 kw, fulltime,
pending further study of ruling of U. S.
Circuit Court of Appeals for District
of Columbia Circuit in case of AmerJulv ican
19. Broadcasting Co. v. FCC, decided
WNYC New York- Granted further
extension of special service authorization on temporary basis for period of
90 days ending Mav 1 to operate on 830
kc with 1 kw, fulltime, nending further
studv of ruling of TJ. S. Circuit Court
of Anneals for District of Columbia
Circuit in c==p of American Broadcasting Co. v. FCC.
Extend Experimental Authority
WTSV-FM Claremont, N. H.— Granted extension of special experimental
authority to operate station by remote
control from trans, site of station
V7TSV (AM) for period ending July 10
with inal
same
grant. conditions as those of origExtend Temporary Authority
WIBK Knoxville, Tenn. — On petition,
granted extension of temporary authority to operate WIBK to April 1 or
until 30 days after entry of decision by
United States Court of Appeals for
District of Columbia on pending petitions of Commission and applicant,
whichever date is sooner.
CP to Replace CP
WRAP Norfolk, Va.— Granted CP to
replace expired CP which authorized
new AM station on 1050 kc, 500 w daytime, subject to previous condition that
applicant file, within 60 days, application for mod. CP specifying trans, site
and ant. system meeting Commission's
requirements.
Reinstate Expired CP
KWPM-FM West Plains, Mo.— Granted reinstatement of expired CP for FM
station to bear expiration date of three
months from date of grant.
WORZ-FM Orlando, Fla. — Granted
reinstatement of expired CP for FM
station to bear expiration date of three
months from date of grant.
To Remain Silent
KYBS DaUas, Tex.— Granted authority to remain silent additional 60 days
from Jan. 26 pending reorganization.
Station not to resume broadcasting
without prior Commission authorization
if
reorganization results in transfer of
control.
Edward

SPECTRUM
JTAC to Issue Its Findings
LONG, HARD look at the radio
spectrum has been taken by a subcommittee of the Joint Technical
Advisory Committee, which plans
to issue its findings in the near
future.
Study is considered to be the first
overall expression of how the radio
spectrum should be utilized to
maintain full value to all services.
Report, now a 300-page mimeograph monograph, is called "Conservation of the Radio Spectrum."
It is broken down into six parts
and traces in layman's language
the history of allocations, problems
of allocations and what could be
done in the future to conserve spectrum space. It also contains a
critique of present allocations.
Among the generalized conclusions the 25 allocations experts
came to were the following regarding broadcast services: (1) AM
should be located in the 200-1000
kc portion of the spectrum and
each station should be a clear channel outlet for maximum wide-area
coverage; (2) All local broadcasting should be FM; (3) TV should
be placed in a continuous band at
around 100 mc. Conclusion is also
reached that all shortwave broadcasting is a waste of spectrum
space and should be abolished.
Doubt It Can Be Used
It is emphasized that these conclusions are based on what should
be done if no other considerations
were involved. It is acknowledged
that it is probable that nothing like
the JTAC recommendations can
ever be accomplished among the
more well-established services.
Subcommittee which drew up the
report comprised Don Fink, editor
of Electronics magazine, chairman;
Haraden Pratt, IT&T (now Communications Advisor to the President) and Philip Siling, RCA.
They were assisted by Trevor H.
Clark, Federal Telephone & Radio
Corp.; Dr. J. H. Dellinger, consultant,
(formerly chief of the Central Radio
Propagation labs.. National Bureau
of Standards) ; Dr. G. C. Southworth,
Bell Labs.; Arthur F. Van Dyck and
Jim Veatch, RCA.
Other contributors were Austin

NATIONAL NIELSEN RATINGS I
TOP RADIO PROGRAMS
(Total U. S. Area, Including Small-Town, Farn i
and Urbanand Homes
and Including
Non-Telephone
Homes) Telephone:
REGULAR WEEK DECEMBER 16-22, 1951
NIELSEN-RATING*
Current
Rank
Programs Home
%
Ratin
EVENING, ONCE-A-WEEK (Average for
All Programs)
(7.9
1 Jack Benny (CBS)
17.4
2 Lux Radio Theater (CBS) IS.'I
3 Amos 'n' Andy (CBS) 15.3
4 People Are Funny (CBS) 13.9j
5 Charlie McCarthy Show (CBS) 13.<1
6 Our Miss Brooks (CBS) 12.7
7 Fibber McGee & Molly (NBC) 12.7
8
(CBS) 12.5
9 Arthur
You BetGodfrey's
Your LifeScouts
(NBC)
12.4
10
Suspense (CBS)
12.2
EVENING, MULTI-WEEKLY (Average for
All Programs)
(5.2)
1 Beulah (CBS)
9.3
2 One Man's Family (NBC) 8.0
3 News of the World (NBC) 7.8
WEEKDAY (Average for All Programs) (5.1)
1 Arthur Godfrey (Liggett &
Myers (CBS)
9.8
2 Romance
of Helen Trent (CBS) 9.1
3 Our Gal, Sunday (CBS) 8.7
4 Aunt Jenny (CBS)
8.4
5 Ma Perkins (CBS)
8.3
6 Wendy Warren and the
News (CBS)
8.0
7 Arthur
Big Sister
(CBS)
8
Godfrey
(Nabisco) (CBS) 7.9
7.9
9 Arthur Godfrey (Pillsbury) (CBS) 7.5
10
Road of Life (NBC)
7.5
DAY, SUNDAY, (Average for All Pro- grams) (3.9):;
1 The Shadow (MBS)
8.6
2 True Detective Mysteries (MBS) 8.5
3 Mcrtin Kane, Private Eye (NBC) 8.0'
DAY, SATURDAY
(Average for All Pro-(4.8)-'
grams)
1 Theatre of Today (CBS) 8.6r
2 Stars Over Hollywood (CBS) 7.2.
3 Grand Central Station (CBS) 6.9
NOTE: Number of homes is obtained by applying the "Nielsen-Rating" (%) to 41,903,000 '
—the
Radio 1951
Homes.estimate of Total United States
(*) Homes reached during all or any port of !
the program, except for homes listening only^
1 to 5 minutes. For 5-minute programs, Average Audience basis is used.
Copyright 1952 by A. C. Nielsen Co. A-'
Bailey, AT&T; T. L. Bartlett, RCA;
Dr. C. R. Burrows, Cornell U.; I. F.
Byrnes, Radio Marine; A. J. Costigan,
Radio Marine; W. S. Duttera, NBC; ^
H. G. Edwards, RCA; Dr. T. N.
Gautier, NBS; Dr. A. N. Goldsmith,
consultant; Raymond F. Guy, NBC;*:
John Huntoon, NBS; Dr. C. B. Jolliffe,
RCA Labs.; J. H. Muller, RCAC; D. E. ,
Noble, Motorola; Mrs. M. L. Phillips,
NBS; F. M. Ryan, AT&T; Julius
Weinberger, RCA Labs.
JACK SHAW, sportscaster for Tidewater Associated Oil Co., San Francisco, named president of San Francisco Touchdown Club.

1 I-

C. Homer

EDWARD C. HOMER, 59, electronics research engineer with Western
Union Telegraph Co., Water Mill,
Long Island, died suddenly of a
heart attack at Water Mill on Jan.
28. During World War II, secret
development of the Navy's first
night-fighter radar trainer was under Mr. Homer's direction. He also
supervised development of a portable carrier telegraph system for
the Signal Corps. Surviving are
his wife Helen, and a daughter, Mrs.
Charles Shaw.
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NARTB Boards
(Continued from page 28)
pverberations in Congress and at NARTB convention in the spring.
Le FCC.
Alexander Stronach Jr., repre[slides, films and other facilities
senting ABC, and Herbert V. Akerr display of the code symbol will berg, CBS, will attend their first
NARTB board meetings at San
^ ready for subscribing stations.
ARTB is working on plans for a Antonio. Frank M. Russell is TV
Board member for NBC while Chris
bomotion campaign built around
ie laurel wreath seal.
J. Witting is DuMont's director.
A by-laws situation has arisen in
Because the association's manthe presence of George B. Storer,
Itement is becoming so complex
fe normal budget procedure may
Fort Industry Co., and W. D. Rogers Jr., vice president of KEYL
e changed to allow more flexibility.
-|he operations have been kept in (TV), on the television board. Only
one director from a single ownerjie black under Mr. Fellows' direcship interest can serve on the board
fon.
under the recently amended by;i A number of special meetings
laws. Fort Industry purchased
ijill be held before the board seslons start Feb. 13. These include
KEYL (TV) last year.
The board will devote consider.|ie board's finance committee.
able attention to the liquor adver' The television board opens distising ban proposed in Congress
cissions Wednesday, Feb. 13. Vice
ihairman Robert D. Swezey,
(S 2444).
In the legislative field the board
;i/^DSU-TV New Orleans, is sched-led to preside following resigna- will take up such problems as the
on of Chairman Eugene S. Benton bill (S 1579) to set up a
' homas who has joined George P. citizens advisory board on radio and
TV programming. The membership
Collingbery Co., station representa[ ve firm, as television vice presi- has voiced strong objection to this
ent.
censorship idea and the board it( Both television and radio boards
self went on record against the bill
at its December meeting.
I ill meet Thursday, holding sepaOther legislative topics include
jate sessions. The combined radio
nd television boards will meet tax measures and steps to coordiuintly Friday.
nate state broadcasters' associai Two vacancies exist on the comtions with NARTB's activity [B»T,
Jan. 28].
I'ined boards at this time, in addi.^,on to the TV chairmanship of Mr.
The board will be given a mulo ifhomas. The vacant posts are those
tiple-member dues schedule next
week. Under this plan a discount
'I'f Craig Lawrence, District 1 (New
(I'ngland) director, and Patt Mc- of perhaps 20% or 30% will be
given operators of more than one
Ktonald, small stations director-atprovided all stations in the
'; irge.
Mr. McDonald
ineli- station,
ible when
he movedbecame
to WNOE
group are members. This plan
.Uew Orleans, a large station. Mr. might apply to both radio and TV
stations under one ownership.
awrence has resigned from WCOP
NARTB membership shows a dis.'jtoston.
The District 1 vacancy will be
tinct upward curve since the November board meeting. At that
. lied this winter by a special elecion in that district. The term ex- time there were 953 AM, 367 FM
and 74 TV stations, aside from net.lires in 1953. Mr. McDonald's
; acancy will not be filled since the
works, holding association membership. There were 59 associate
• erm expires next April. Election
members.
• rocesses are under way for 12
February finds AM membership
'.adio board terms expiring in April
at 970, a gain of 17 in two months.
*seeAllstory
page
28).
vacancies on the TV board
NBC and MBS are radio members,
xpire in April. Decision on elec- with CBS and ABC not belonging
ion of directors to this board and
to this wing of the association.
. successor to Mr. Thomas will be Both CBS and ABC are television
nade next week or at a TV board
members, however, having joined
aeeting
scheduled
during the recently. With NBC and DuMont

Another BMl ''Pin Up" Hit— Blue River

GOLD
Al^D
SILVER
Alan Dale-Dec 27961 ; Pee Wee
On Records:
; Jack
King— Vic. 20-4458; Billy May— Cap. 1955
Intro
ld—
ona
McD
y
Rust
Haskell— Coral 60652;
Dec*
—
hers
6040; Mills Brot
*Soon to be released.
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in TV membership, the association
has a 100% record in the TV network field. Eighty TV stations are
members out of the 108 total.
The dues structure of NARTB
radio members will be revised as
of April 1 when fees will start at
$10.50 a month for stations under
$25,000 and range upward to $450.
This scale represents a 30% reducship. tion but it will no longer entitle
radio members to BAB memberSince BAB was partially split
from NARTB two years ago its
basic dues from stations have come
via a 30% cut of NARTB's dues.
Stations not wanting BAB service
have received a 30% discount in
fees.
An anomoly of the joint NARTBBAB dues structure was the fact
that some stations could belong to
both associations for roughly the
same fee charged for BAB-only
membership. BAB dues are half
the highest hourly card rate of the
station.
Latest BAB membership statement shows 962 belonging, of which
41 had been signed since midDecember.
NARTB's two-man station relations department is headed by William L. Stubblefield, with William
K. Treynor as assistant director.
BAB started signing stations last
summer, with the April 1 NARTBBAB separation in mind. William
B. Ryan, BAB president, and staff
officers made the rounds of the
NARTB district meetings and obtained membership pledges.
New Project To Start
A new association project, "Radio on the Record," will get under
way soon under board authorization. It is a radio promotion idea
to acquaint listeners with the service off'ered by the medium. First
of the series, to appear in transcribed form, will be built around
radio news service. Well-known
commentators and public officials
will provide spots on one side of the
disc. The other will carry a program. Drexel Hines, producer of
many network shows, is in charge
of production with Columbia Recording handling the technical end.
Robert K. Richards, NARTB public
alTairs director, is in charge of the
promotion.
Report on the upcoming March
31-April 2 convention in Chicago
will be given the board by a special
committee headed by James D.
Shouse, WLW Cincinnati. The
committee is expected to meet at
San Antonio pi-ior to board sessions.
Tentative convention plans call
for a three-day meeting, if all proposed programming can be crowded
into that period.
A separate Engineering Conference will be held, running concurrently, with delegates taking part
in the two joint luncheon sessions.
All meetings will be held at the
Conrad Hilton Hotel.
Other topics on the board agendas at San Antonio next week include results of an insurance company questionnaire on tower and
business-suspension policies; test

campaign to promote FM set sales
and listening; pension for NARTB
staff ; extension of NARTB publication services to educational institutions; plans to complete staffing of
headquarters departments.
First of a series of television tax
clinics will be held in San Antonio
Feb. 12, with many of the TV board
members expected to attend. The
clinics are designed to acquaint stations with operation under latest
rulings
Bureau. of the Internal Revenue
NARTB was active in bring legislative and regulatory relief to TV
stations, avoiding an excessive tax
burden because the industry is new
in the economic pattern. The tax
burden has been equalized under
the excess profits tax law and interpretations.
John Poole, Fort Industry Co.,
NARTB's special tax counsel in the
fight to obtain relief, will take part
in the San Antonio clinic, to be held
at the Plaza Hotel. Eligible to
attend will be representatives of
TV stations in the South, Southwest, West and Midwest.
Second clinic in the series will be
held Feb. 19 in Washington at the
Mayflower Hotel. Stations in the
Seaboard area. East and Northeast
will participate.
Station operators will have a
chance to submit their individual
problems to the tax clinics.
Lowell Parker of the law firm of
Hogan & Hartson is participating
in the NARTB tax studies and may
attend one or more clinics.
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PEOPLE...

THEATRE TV ISSUES
AS RIYISED BY FCC
COMPLETE TEXT of theatre TV hearing
(see story page 25) revised Issue I and new
Issue K, issued by the FCC Friday, is as follows:
(i) To determine whether, if frequencies are to
be allocated for the purpose of providing a theater
television service, such service should be established
on a common carrier or non-common carrier basis,
and if on a non-common carrier basis, the conditions under which such service would be made available, including conditions designed to maintain competition within a theater television service, and as
between a theater television service and competitive
services.
(k) To ascertain the proposals of the parties with
respect to the standards of licensee eligibility in
any theater television service, if established, with
special reference to such questions as to whether
the public
interest in
would
served by
granting also
licenses for stations
such bea service
to persons
engaged directly or indirectly in the furnishing of
network
or otherengaged
programming
tion, to persons
directly foror broadcast
indirectly recepin the
production of motion pictures or other programs for
a theater television service, or to persons engaged
directly or indirectly in the exhibition of motion
picturesvisionorservice.
of the programs of such a theater teleEMPIRE

STATE

PANEL

AT

PUBLIC

SERVICE

UP

WHLI-AM-FM Hempstead, L. I., had 20.2 percent increase in public service broadcasting
during past year, Paul Godofsky, president and
general manager, said Friday. Regulary
scheduled community service programs totaled
897 during 1951 or 285 hours and 20 minutes
air time. WHLI reports another 100 special
events shows throughout same year. Schedules
included everything from free-time religious
broadcasts to on-spot coverage of local news
with some 905 Long Islanders appearing on
broadcasts.
WMEX
PETITION
INTERFERENCE between stations was cited
to FCC as grounds for withdrawing program
authority and setting license application of
WHIL Medford, Mass., for hearing, in petition
filed Friday by WMEX Boston. Boston station
argued that 25 millivolt contour of Medford
station interfered with the 25 millivolt contour of its 5-kw operation on 1510 kc, and is
against Commission's engineering standards
relating to stations 30 kc apart. WHIL has
grant on 1540 kc with 250 w, daytime.
AUTHORS

LEAGUE

COMPLAINT

FCC is looking into its legal authority to do
anything about the alleged black-listing of
Philip Loeb, "Poppa" of The Goldbergs [B«T,
Jan. 28], following receipt of an official complaint from Rex Stout, president of the Authors
League of America. Letter was understood
to ask the FCC to hold hearing on employment practices of networks and stations
regarding writers, actors and directors. FCC
General Counsel Benedict P. Cottone was inmatter. structed to look into FCC's jurisdiction in
Page 94
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ANNOUNCEMENT

REP. ALBERT GORE (D-Tenn.)
formally announced his candidacy for
U. S. Senate over 52 radio stations and
two TV stations in Tennessee at 9:30
p.m. Saturday. He is believed to be
first member of Congress to announce
his candidacy over both broadcast media
simultaneously. Last week Rep. Gore
tape-recorded 50-second announcement,
then mailed copies to Tennessee radio
outlets with 9:30 p.m. Saturday release. He also made minute film strip
to be shown at same time over WSMTV Nashville, and will appear in live
telecast over WMCT-TV Memphis. No
stranger to broadcast media. Rep. Gore
has been doing weekly broadcasts over
WSM for 13 years, has also given news
commentaries over WSM-TV. In his
current venture, he is aiming for the
seat
Tenn).held by Sen. Kenneth McKellar (D-

IRE

EIGHT speakers scheduled for technical
meeting of Institute of Radio Engineers in
New York Wednesday to discuss Empire State
Bldg. project. Participating will be Raymond
F. Guy, NBC; John G. Preston, ABC; Thomas
E. Howard, WPIX (TV) New York; Rodney
D. Chipp, WABD(TV) New York; John B.
Bearing, RCA; J. W. Wright, CBS; Fred
Everett, NBC, and Frank G. Kear, consultant.
WHLI

MEDIA

NBC

MERCHANDISING

HEADS

FOUR

MORE merchandising district supervisors announced by NBC Friday: Charles
Wallace, previously with Fels Naptha and
Welch Grape juice, to cover New York state,
Vermont, New Hampshire, Maine, Massachusetts, Rhode Island. Sidney L. Giles,
with Standard Brands for 18 years, to supervise New Mexico, Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi. Charles R. Garrison, with California
Fruit Growers Exchange for past 12 years, to
cover Maryland, Virginia, Carolinas. L. R.
Lee, district sales manager for household
division of Armour & Co. for several years,
to take charge of Tennessee, Alabama, Georgia,
Florida.
CHAMBER HITS LIQUOR BILL
U. S. Chamber of Commerce last week characterized as "unfair" proposed legislation to
prohibit radio-TV advertising of distilled spirits. Proposal is contained in Johnson-Case
Bill (S 2444), pending before Senate Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee (see
story, page 32). Chamber said that bill would
establish dangerous precedent, that advertiser
should be permitted free choice in selecting
advertising channels.
IN THE

RED

TELE-TONE Radio Corp., Elizabeth,
N. J., radio and television manufacturer,
first to start manufacture of adapters
for CBS color system, filed bankruptcy
petition in U. S. District Court, New
York, authorities said Friday, to "reduce unsecured claims by 50 percent."
Settlement at annual 10 percent rate
beginning one year from confirmation
was requested. Liabilities were listed
as totaling $2,136,997 with assets at $3,809,306, of which stock in trade was
$2,873,000. With Sol W. Gross as president, corporation owns and controls TeleTone National and New York Corps,
and Rico TV Corp.

(
THOMAS D. MEOLA, manager of public offices,'
and
of RCA
for paso; '
threesales
years,
electedCommunications
vice president Inc.
in charge
New York district, according to Friday an
nouncement of H. C. Ingles, president. Mr
Meola had previously been European managei
where he supervised restoration of disruptec
radio circuits after the war and where he ha(
established mobile RCA stations to accompanj
military operations in Europe. He has beei
with RCA since 1925. CHARLES A. POOLER, vice president ii
charge of research, Ben'ton & Bowles, N. Y.
appointed to newly-created post of vice presi
dent in charge of marketing. ALFRED A
WHITTAKER, B & B director of research
elected vice president charge of research (als(
see earlier story, page 73).

JOE GRATZ, CBS-TV, N. Y., to Warwick &
Legler, N. Y., as television and radio producer and director.
RUSS TROST, veteran of motion picture casting, named casting director for CBS Televi-,
sion, Hollywood.
JACK CLISSOLD, recently resigned as sales
director for Anahist Co., to Industrial Surveys
Co., N. Y.,
on special
assignment
national
drug
distribution
unit. with firm's
RUDY

BRETZ, faculty member at School oJ

Radio Jessie's
Technique,
N. Y., andon director
ABC-'i
TV's
TV Notebook,
leave of ofabsence
to Canadian Broadcasting Corp., in Toronto as
special instructor in video production.
FRED GREEN, news commentator, WDA£
Philadelphia, promoted to program director.
PRIMARY ELECTION COVERAGE
MAJOR networks getting ready to turn mikes
toward primary elections, with New Hampshire contest March 11 as starter, spokesmer
reported Friday. Mutual plans "extensive
reports" from there, with NBC Radio reportedly starting grass roots coverage from
the scene week before the vote. CBS spokesman said, "We'll cover it like a blanket" while
ABC has started plan for on-spot radio. Tele-'
vision coverage not yet worked out by any network.
NBC meanwhile was reported to have decided definitely that it vdll only sell time, not
make it available free on either radio or TV
network, for pre-convention political speeches
though it does intend >to provide for airing of
political questions via forum programs, etc.
ABC already has announced it will follow
similar course. Other networks still considering question Friday.
NEW SALES TECHNIQUE
SEEMINGLY new approach to selling of television program was registered Friday when an
unidentified agency sought co-sponsor for "top
grade half-hour limited network TV program'
by inserting 2 col. 5 in. "blind" advertisement
in Neiv York Herald-Tribune. With "neai
20" rating, program was described as followone of great TV audiences on one of TV's
best ingnights.
ROPER

ON

ELECTIONS

ELMO ROPER, public opinion analyst, to begir
Sunday series of 1952 elections over NBC
Radio Network, 3:30 p.m. EST Feb. 17. Com
mentator to start television series at later date
BROADCASTING
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YEAR

1900

In 1900, a very familiar sign among hundreds of others was this one pictured above. Yes, the metal
sign tacked to the tree and the ad painted on a barn were a major part of America's advertising
effort in 1900. And in those years it was successful advertising — it reached people!
From this form of advertising, many companies grew to be today's largest manufacturers.
Twenty-five years ago, radio had its beginning and soon had its place next to newspapers and magazines.
Radio itself built great companies and made them even greater because it gave the advertisers
a new method of reaching more people more frequently and more efficiently.
Today, television has been added and with its added impetus of sight and motion, together with
the spoken word, has already taken its place in the American "scheme of advertising." The basis of
today's successful advertising is the more modern media . . . and television is the most modern
of them all. Its full potency has not yet been determined.
In WLW-Land

we have found, however, that the combination of television and radio reaches

more people more often and more economically than any other combination of media. The technique is
as new and modern as television itself.
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Day in and day out WOR
year

requests than

does fantastic, money-saving jobs

like this for hundreds of advertisers. Like to have us do the
same for you? Just call or write

WOR
— that power-full station at 1440 Broadway, in New York

James

Monroe's

Doctrine

Although the "Monroe Doctrine" has been written indelibly
into history, James Monroe had a personal doctrine
that was just as vital to a fledgling nation. This
fifth president of the United States believed in honesty,
initiative, progress, foresight. That these qualities
are characteristic of the growth of Virginia isn't odd—
for Monroe was a Virginian, born in Westmoreland County.
Present-day Virginia follows the Monroe pattern. Havens and Martin Stations
WTVR{TV), WCOD(FM), and WMBG (The First Stations of Virginia)
get daily evidence that listeners and viewers
—and advertisers, too— find them
in tune with Virginia's tradition of progress.
Statue at Monroe's home

WMBG

AM

WCOD

FM

WTVRtv

Havens & Martin Stations ore the only
complete broadcasting institution in Richmond.
Pioneer NBC outlets for Virginia's first market.
Represented nationally by John Blair & Company

FIRST

STATIONS

OF

VIRGINIA

You time buyers hear plenty of
"fairy tales". . . but this is
a true story! Once upon
a time (just recently, in fact) . . .
an advertiser bought a
one-minute announcement

and

received 1400 replies!
Yes . . . Hoffman's Candy Kitchen,
wanting proof of listeners, offered
to send a box of candy to anyone
celebrating an anniversary.
ONE

spot announcement

started

a deluge of mail that totaled
1400 replies! (The spot cost $17.75)

MORAL: WHK is your ''sweetest"
buy in the Northeastern Ohio
Market! WHK's 5,000-watt salesmanship covers 1 7 counties and
ONE

MILLION

radio families!
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Represented by
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Headley-Reed Company

Published every Monday, with Yearbook Numbers (53rd and 54th issues) published in January and February by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 870 National Press
Building, Washington 4, D. C. Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933, at Post Office at Washington, D. C under act of March 3, 1879.

. BETTER

OBJECTIVE

LIVING

FOR

THE

FARMER

The Pennsylvania State Farm Show provides farmers
throughout Pennsylvania an opportunity to learn about
newest developments in agricultural methods. It gives them
a close-up view of latest advances in the production of crops
and livestock; time-saving home and farm equipment, and
comparison of the results of their efforts through competition.
The January 1952 Show had a record attendance of 135,000
— 30,000 more than ever before ! A significant reason for
the increase was the dual role played for the first time by
WGAL-TV. For several weeks, on TELEVISION FARMER,
weekly program, and on news shows throughout the day,
WGAL-TV presented advance Show news to many thousands of farm viewers in the wide central Pennsylvania area
served by WGAL-TV. During the Show, on-the-spot interviews were presented on TELEVISION FARMER and
various news telecasts.
Through its many continuing public service programs,
W GAL-TV seeks to bring better living to the farmer . . .
and to the thousands of vieivers in the broad mid-central
Pennsylvania area it covers. Viewer interest and loyalty thus
developed become powerful adjuncts to community organizations and advertisers.

WGAL-TV
LANCASTER,
A Sleirman Station •

PENNSYLVANIA
Clair R. McCollough, President

Represented by
WGAl
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CLOSED

CIRCUIT

!)uMONT MAY yet evolve sponsorship ariangement for political convention-elections
! foverage to replace Life deal which went down
i train by mutual consent (see story page 64).
Currently negotiating with network is Newspeek, principal competitor of Time, Life's
jister publication. One of difficulties on Life
leal was inability to clear Chicago (WGN-TV)
1 n view of Life's endorsement of Eisenhower
i ind partisan political connotations stemming
'rom it.
tlYSTERY continues to surround movements
l)f Anti-Trust Division of Dept. of Justice in
iilectronic manufacturing field. Last week a
j'grand jury authority" was issued, for a grand
jury scheduled to meet Feb. 19. Authorization,
I'liowever,
explanation.
Previously
: rCLOSED contained
CIRCUIT noFeb.
4] it had been
established that Anti-Trust operatives had procured
jlsubpoenas covering certain records of manu•"acturing companies. That inquiry covers color
'TY
and that RCA is involved has not been
lenied.
jijPCOMING FINAL TV allocations by FCC
inay resurrect allocation term "zone" which
ivent into limbo in early 30 's. Commission, in
i i'onsidering principles of TV allocations, is
i.alking in terms of two or possibly three
I'zones"
whichoccasioned
would recognize
variationsOnein
'propagation
by interference.
pne definitely will be in Gulf area, stretching
from Florida through Texas, where tropo: sphere interference is heaviest and will probHbly mean minimum separations of 220 miles
'i.ransmitter-to-transmitter. Densely populated
■'^ew England area expected to have 170 mile
separation
and minimum.
FCC's present intention is no
/ariation from
DEAL CLOSED Friday, subject to FCC apjuroval, for acquisition by Edward Lamb of
i*VIKK Erie, Pa., from publisher-broadcaster
Oon Reynolds and Keith Kiggins for $150,000.
jkr. Lamb owns WICU (TV) Erie, and Erie
I(dispatch. Other holdings include WTVN (TV)
Columbus, WTOD-AM and WTRT (FM)
! Toledo, Ohio, and WHOO-AM-FM Orlando,
F'la., latter recently acquired. Mr. Reynolds is
I oublisher of several southwestern papers and
pawner of stations in Arkansas and Oklahoma.
j|M[r. Kiggins in California, sold because of his
Niealth. WIKK, 5 kw established in 1948, oper:|ates on 1330 kc and is on ABC. Transaction
t;through Blackburn-Hamilton.
TO APPRAISE network-affiliate contractual
Relations stemming from rate adjustments of
; last year, meeting will be held late this month
jor early next of full Affiliates Committee at
itall of Chairman Paul W. (Fritz) Morency,
vVTIC Hartford. Site will be either New York
)r Chicago.
'SHORTLY to be announced: acquisition of
i vVWCO Waterbury, Conn., by three-way partlership for $75,000. Purchasers, William G.
iVells, Washington business man and owner
iVMOA Marietta, Ohio; R. Sanford Guyer,
nanager WMOA, and Marinus Kosta, Wash(Continued on page 6)
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NATIONAL

WSNNERS

NAMED

IN 'VOICE' COMPETITION
FOUR national winners in annual Voice of
Democracy broadcast script contest announced
Friday by NARTB. Scholarships and other
prizes will be given winners at awards dinner
to be held Feb. 22 at Hotel Statler, Washington. Sen. Margaret Chase Smith (R-Me.), one
of contest judges, will make presentations.
Four winners are Miss Mara Gay Massilink,
15, Burlington High School, Burlington, Iowa;
George A. Frilot 3d, Jesuit High School, New
Orleans; Thaddeus S. Zolkiewicz, Canisius
High School, Buffalo; Dwight Clark Jr., Fort
Collins, Col.
Mr. Clark, 18, is announcer at KCOL Fort
Collins. He has been on station several years,
taking up announcing in effort to cure speech ^
defect. He handled all types of programs and
has teen-ager series, A Date With Dwight.
Over million high school students entered
annual contest, sponsored by NARTB, RadioTelevision Mfrs. Assn. and U. S. Junior Chamber of Commerce. Four winners to arrive in
Washington Feb. 14 prior to weekend at Williamsburg, Va. They will be joined at Williamsburg by state winners from states which
were original 13 colonies. Following week they
will meet President Truman and other high
Washington officials.
'GAME OF DAY' START
MUTUAL's Game of Day major league baseball broadcasts, to be sponsored by Falstaff
Brewing Corp., St. Louis, will start March 8
with series of exhibition games and continue
on seven-day-week basis through April 15-Sept.
28 regular season, network announced Friday.
Minor league games to be covered on some
days when no major league contests are scheduled. Five-minute warmups and summaries to
be presented before and after each contest,
reportedly under sponsorships of Gillette and
Camels, respectively (see story page 23). Teams
to whose games MBS has acquired rights were
not listed, but network said details and full
schedule of games "will be announced shortly."

BUSINESS

BRIEFLY

82 MARKETS FOR COFFEE • Pan American Coffee, N. Y., planning spot daytime-only
schedule using 119 stations in 82 markets starting April 7. Cunningham & Walsh, N. Y., is
agency.
HILLS BROS. EXPANDING • Hills Brothers Coffee, San Francisco, currently using 75
radio markets, plus Don Lee and Inter-Mountain networks, for spot campaigns, gradually
expanding 52-week schedules each month. Five
new markets assumed in January and two more
will be added in February. Expansions of campaign, through N. W. Ayer & Son, N. Y., being
made according to distribution increases and
resultant need for extra coverage.
ATLANTIC BUYS NEWS • Atlantic Refining Co., Philadelphia, buying five-minute news
shows, morning and evening, in five radio
markets starting Feb. 11 and in three other
markets, effective Mai-ch 3. N. W. Ayer &
Son, N. Y., is agency.
RADIO CONSIDERED Q Seabrook Farms,
Bridgeton, N. J., through Hilton & Riggio,
N. Y., considering using radio — either network
or spots
— with actual decision expected middle of February.
HUDSON MAPS DRIVE • Sales drive being
mapped in Midwest by Hudson Pulp & Paper
Corp., spreading out of St. Louis and including spot radio. Blow Co. is agency.
SNUFF SPOTS 9 Brown & Williamson
Tobacco Co., Louisville (Tube Rose snuff),
through Ted Bates Inc., N. Y., understood to
be looking for daytime radio spot availabilities in 42 southern markets.
LISTERINE CAMPAIGN • Lambert Co.,
Jersey City (Listerine antiseptic), looking for
(Continued on ^mge 96)

Color
Strife
Renewed
at NPA
Parley
released by Dr. Stanton praising CBS presiCHARGE by RCA Board Chairman David
Sarnoff that CBS maneuvered NPA color TV
dent for "the courageous and unrelenting fight
you have made on behalf of color television."
production
ban
to
get
"off
the
hook"
drew
Sen. Johnson was quoted as telling Dr. Stanton
heated denial from CBS President Frank
that "every conceivable roadblock was thrown
Stanton as aftermath of agency-industry conference Friday.
across your path, but you proved beyond dispute that a better television image is now
Gen. Sarnoff told conference, called by NPA
ready
for public enjoyment." Letter was dated
to discuss color prohibition order (M-90), he
Oct. 30.
is "convinced that CBS already has learned
Gen. Sarnoff took no position on possible
that the fatal defect of incompatibility, coupled
lifting or rescinding of ban but said RCA would
with other limitations of its system, make CBS
"offer no objection" if NPA rescinds order and
color commercially impractical and not acceptCBS and other manufacturers are permitted to
able to the American public."
proceed with color TV output.
H. B. McCoy, NPA assistant administraDr. Stanton said such a charge is "to ignore
tor, called meeting in attempt to resolve
the truth" and charged that "the inaction of
the rest of the industry has put the full burden
misunderstanding surrounding color order.
on manufacturing color television receivers on
Officials emphasized that even if ban is lifted,
no additional materials would be allotted to
CBS." He said CBS sought materials but re(Continued on page 96)
quest was denied "because of the defense requirements and hence we could not go forward
for more AT DEADLINE turn page ^
with
our from
plans."Sen. Ed C. Johnson (D-Col.) was
Letter
February 11, 1952 • Page 5

Closed
Circuit
(Continued from page 5)

DuMONT
PETITIONS
SEVERANCE FROM CASE
PETITION to sever its application from the
Paramount case was submitted to FCC Friday
by Allen B. DuMont Labs. Broadcaster-manufacturer asked that Commission find it is not
controlled by Paramount Pictures and that
license be renewed for WABD New Yo'i'k and
issued for WTTG Washington and WTVD
Pittsburgh.
Forty-page document asserted Paramount
Pictures could not be considered controlling
DuMont (as FCC has held in 1946 decision and
1948 proposed decision) because: (1) Management solidly in hands of Dr. DuMont. (2)
Power of Paramount to veto corporate action
on matters requiring consent of stockholders
(amendment of charter, reduction of capital,
dissolution, merger, consolidation, etc.), have
no relation to managerial policies. (3) Paramount's right to elect three out of eight directors has no elTect on policy of company since
quorum of board is four directors and there
has never been majority of Paramount directors present at any board meeting.
NBC NEWSCASTERS ASSIGNED
FOR ELECTION COVERAGE
DEPLOYMENT of newscasters for complete
campaign-election coverage by NBC Radio
resulted in Friday announcement of several
New York staff changes: William Sprague,
formerly with KPRC Houston, to replace
Lockwood Doty on weekday World' News
Romidup while latter continues Sunday broadcasts, Mike 95 and local New York show. Mei-rill Mueller, former head of NBC London bureau, to replace George Hicks on network
news at 1:30 p.m. Monday-Friday to allow
latter to organize NBC's convention coverage.
John Gerber, news production staff, becomes
assistant editor, post held by Burroughs H.
Prince, now on Today staff. Paul Cunningham, also to Today, replaced in newsroom by
William Hill, news writer, with two more
writers to be added shoi'tly. NBC Washington staff was reorganzed in early January
when Arthur F. Barriault was named Washington director; Herbert E. Kaplow, night
news editor; and Rex R. Goad of defunct
Transradio Press, added to staff.
FAIRBANKS EXPANSION
NEW and expanded sales and service offices
are scheduled for opening in New York this
week by Jerry Fairbanks Inc. to concentrate
on distribution of producer's TV film properties, company announced Friday. Ralph Cattell, Fairbanks vice president and general sales
manager, signing new staff and is slated to
name new eastern sales manager sometime
this week. Robert Lawrence, vice president
and eastern manager for past four years, will
continue to rnanage eastern Fairbanks production through new company, Robert Lawrence
Productions Inc.
WOW

STRIKE

SETTLED

STRIKE of engineers at WOW-AM-TV
Omaha settled, according to station management, following walkout started Jan. 15
[B»T, Jan. 28]. Station said it lost only 28
minutes sustaining time on TV, no radio time.
Full staff of NABET technicians back on duty.
Strike officially sanctioned by NABET.
Page 6
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In this Issue—
In two months the big league umpires
will holler, "Batter up," and radio and
television baseball coverage will be off
to another season that promises to
equal and perhaps exceed the volume
in 1951. Page 23.
An RTMA task force comes up with
cheerful news: There'll be enough materials available to build new TV stations as they are approved by the FCC.
Page 63.
Opponents of the Johnson-Case bill to
ban liquor advertising from the air
get their inning before a Senate hearing. Their arguments make sense, but
whether they can overcome the organized "dry" pressure in an election
year is hard to say. Page 23.
Paramount Pictures Corp. has its eye
cocked at big interests in television —
station ownership, theatre TV and
subscription TV — and will rent feature
films to television when there are
enough stations to ante up the kind of
money that producers are used to getting from theatrical showings. Page 63.
In the six cities with heaviest TV concentrations, radio stations did big business in 1951. A special Broadcast Advertising Bureau study. Page 25.
"The Pear-Shaped Tone," a tongue-incheek examination of the language
spoken by radio announcers, tells how
one retired after delivering the perfect
system cue. Page 26.
The political conventions are still five
months away, but radio-television
coverage planning has reached a
feverish stage. Page 27.
There's a feud on between a radio station and three newspapers in the Lower
Rio Grande Valley, and radio seems to
be winning. Page 31.
It's a big "if" whether the FCC will meet
its "sometime in February" deadline
for thawing the TV freeze. Page 65.
Dept. of Defense announces advertising
appropriations for radio and TV.
Page 25.
Broadcasters' cooperation in the March
of Dimes is described by one National
Foundation for Infantile Paralysis
spokesman as "simply wonderful."
Roundup of what stations, networks
and advertisers contributed to the 1952
campaign is on Page 78.
Duane Jones sues ex-employes for $4.5
million, and defendants, in answer, tell
a grim story. Page k3.
Upcoming
Feb. 10-12: Districl- 1, Advertising Federation of America, Hotel Kimball, Springfield, Mass.
Feb. 11-15: NARTB Radio and TV Boards,
Lost Valley Ranch, San Antonio, Tex.
Feb. 12: NARTB regional TV tax clinic.
Plaza Hotel, San Antonio, Tex.
Feb. 16: San Francisco Chapter, Academy
of Television Arts & Sciences, annual
award dinner, Mark Hopkins Hotel, San
Francisco.
(Other Upcomings page 36)

ington CPA. Sellers, Municipal Judge
G. Meyers, his brother Nevii;on H.
attorney, and Reuben F. Aronheim,
field, Mass. businessman. Station, on
with 250 w, is MBS-Yankee affiliated
been on air since 1946. Transaction
Blackburn-Hamilton.

Mitche]
Spring
throug
Meyers
1240 k
and ha

LOGICAL successor to Max Goldman as as
sistant general counsel of FCC in charge o
litigation and administration is present assist
ant chief, Richard A. Solomon. (See stor
page 28.)
IN SEARCH for good regional and local spc
availabilities for post-convention radio tim(
Democratic National Committee is thinkin
along lines of Mutual and Liberty Network;
Both MBS and LBS will be sounded out i
non-TVpagemarkets,
it's understood. (Also se
story
27.)
ACCORDING to inside reports, it was han
mer and tongs all last week in executive se;
sions of House Interstate & Foreign Commerc
Committee on McFarland Bill (S 658) to fun(
tionally realign FCC. Understood Chairma
Grosser (D-Ohio) plumped for retention c
status quo, opposing McFarland Bill which he
passed Senate three times. On one occasion, it
learned, such Republican stalwarts as Rep
Joseph R. O'Hara, of Minnesota, and Leonai
Hall of New York, stalked out of session.
INFORMAL session in Mexico City last wet
to discuss allocations matter evolved into junic
NARBA conference with television undertone
In addition to U.S. delegation headed by FC:
Comr. Rosel H. Hyde, Canadian grovi
under direction of Cecil Brown also convergf
in Mexico City for deliberations with Mexicg
Communications
MinisterCircuit,
Miguel Feb.
Pereyra
his
staff. (See Closed
4.) ar'
LATEST COUNT from CBS on its new for
of affiliation contract, substituting percentage
for actual dollars in affiliate station compens
tion to give it flexibility to meet any rate co
tingency: Better than 40% of affiliates, i
eluding number in major markets, alreac
signed, sealed and delivered.
BOARD of Directors of Broadcast Advertisii
Bureau, scheduled to meet late this mont
will be asked by Edgar Kobak, chairman,
select his replacement, effective in March. M
Kobak, first chairman, has advised board h(
pre-occupied with private business activiti
which will preclude acceptance of another ten
JOHNSON

TO

SPEAK

SEN. Edwin C. Johnson (D-Col.), chairma
Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee, >
scheduled to speak at Second Annual Region
Television Seminar dinner, at studios
WAAM (TV) Baltimore Feb. 15 (Friday
Seminar will continue Saturday, with speci
session on "Television in Elections." Registr
tion for seminar is expected from 15 colleg
and universities.
MEN'S FEATURE
NEW WEEKLY MBS presentation to
available for local and regional sponsors!
is radio adaptation of Stag Lines, syndicat
column on men's fashions wi'itten by B<;
Bacharach. Becomes regular Mutual cofeature from 7:15-7:30 p.m. EST, Feb. 20.
for more AT DEADLINE see page 96
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Mr. W- W. McAllister,
President of San Antonio
Building and Loan Association

THE NEWSWEEKLY OF RADIO AND TELEVISION
Published Weekly by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Executive, Editorial, Advertising and Circulation Offices:
870 National Press BIdg.
Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone ME 1022
IN THIS BROADCASTING
DEPARTMENTS
Agency Beat
Aircasters
Allied Arts
Editorial
FCC Actions
^.
FCC
^
FeatureRoundup
of Week
Film Report
Front Office
New Business
On All Accounts
Open Mike
Our Respects to
Programs, Promotions, Premiums
Strictly Business
Upcoming
TELECASTING Starts on page 61

"...mentioned

by new

customers

more

than any other advertising."
That's what the Wyatt Agency of San Antonio, Texas, says
about the Fulton Lewis, Jr. program on KMAC, sponsored
by their client, the San Antonio Building & Loan Association.
Mr. W. W. McAllister, President, states that a well-coordinated advertising program has built the Association into one
of the first hundred of the nation's savings and loan institutions. Mr. McAllister earmarks a large portion of his ad
budget for sponsorship of the news analyses by Fulton Lewis,
Jr. because "of comments which are constantly received
commending this public service for San Antonio." Mr.
McAllister feels that the interest which the Fulton Lewis, Jr.
program arouses has played a substantial part in making
1951 the greatest in the history of the Association.
For network prestige and a ready-made audience, investigate
the locally-sponsored Fulton Lewis, Jr. program. Though
currently presented on more than 370 Mutual stations by 572
advertisers, there may be an opening in your locality. Check
your Mutual outlet — or the Cooperative Program Department, Mutual Broadcasting System, 1440 Broadway, NYC
18 (or Tribune Tower, Chicago 11).
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Collins

20V
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COAST!

Transmitter

The Collins 20V has taken its place in the broadcast industry as the most advanced thousand-watt transmitter in
the field. A product of intensive research and new engineering techniques, the 20V is now setting the pace in design,
performance, economy and reliability.
The 20V is entirely contained in a single, ruggedly constructed, smartly modern cabinet. The tuning and operating
controls are conveniently located on the front. Blowercooled tubes, components and terminals are quickly accessible from the rear.
Be ready for that "long run" that may be just ahead.
Equip your station with the reliable, performance-proved
Collins 20V one-kw transmitter, still available for immediate delivery. Get in touch with your nearest Collins office
for complete information.

FOR BROADCAST

COLLINS
11. W. 42nd St.
NEW YORK 18
SROADCASTING

RADIO

COMPANY,
1937 Irving Blvd.
DALLAS 2

• Telecasting

QUALITY, IT'S

Cedar

Rapids,

Iowa

2700 W. Olive Ave.
BURBANK

Dogw^ood Road, Fountain City
KNOXVILLE
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jA-s an agency or advertising man, you probably think of national spot radio as a form of
advertising which

permits you to pin-point

your radio efforts — to put added pressure on
some

markets ... to ease up on others, as

circumstances demand.
As station representatives we

comparisons,

programming

techniques and

merchandising opportunities.
• A policy of nationwide travel ... of F & P
Colonels spending hundreds

of days "out in

the field" where spot radio becomes point-ofsale reality.

go along with

• A research program that's national in scope,

that basic definition. But here at Free & Peters

to help us keep abreast of all media, of advertising trends, of significant new advertising devel-

we add other ingredients, too:

opments inevery part of the country.
• A geographically national list of stations.
• An efficient national system of offices.
• A constant national exchange of information, ideas and case histories .

. of market

This policy of "thinking big and working big"
pays off for you, for the stations we

represent

and for us, here in this pioneer group of station representatives.

Pioneer

NEW
ATLANTA
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WBZ-WBZA
WGR
KYW
KDKA
WFBL
wcsc
WDBJ
WIST
WIS

Charleston, S. C.
Charlotte
Columbia, S. C.
Norfolk-Newport News
Raleigh-Durham
Roanoke

WHO

MIDWEST, SOUTHWEST
Des
Moines
Fargo
Davenport

woe
WDSM
WDAY
WOWO

Duluth-Superior
Fort Wayne
Kansas City

INC
^elevision Station
Since 1952
CHICAGO
HOLLYWOOD

Representatives
DETROIT
SAN

FRANCISCO

Louisville
Minneapolis-St. Paul
Omaha
Peoria
St. Louis

Denver
Honolulu-Hilo
Portland, Ore.
Seattle
BROADCASTING
i

• Telecasting

KMBC-KFRM
WAVE
WTCN
KFAB
WMBD
KSD
KFDM
KRIS

Beaumont
Corpus
Christi
Ft. Worth-Dallas
^Houston
San Antonio
MOUNTAIN
AND WEST
Boise

WGH
WPTF

WBAP
KXYZ
KTSA
KDSH
KVOD
KGMB-KHBC
KIRO
KEX
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WILLIAM H. WEINTRAUB & Co., N. Y., has elected three new vice
presidents. New officers are FREDERICK C. BRUNS, vice president and account supervisor; DR. LEON ARONS, vice president in
charge of research; and JOHN BARTON MORRIS, vice president in
charge of marketing.
JOHN WEISER named manager of Detroit office of Ruthrauff & Ryan.
TED REED moves to Los Angeles as head of agency's Pacific Coast
operations. Both are agency vice presidents. '
CHARLES A. POOLER, vice president in charge of research, Benton &
Bowles, N. Y., promoted to vice president in charge of marketing.
ALFRED
A. WHITTAKER, agency's director of research, appointed
his
successor.
JOE GRATZ, CBS Television New York, to Warwick & Legler, same
city, as radio-TV producer-director.
WILLIAM G. PYLE, account executive, Hal Short & Co., Portland,
named resident manager, Edward S. Kellogg Co., that city. He succeeds' EARL HUNT now on leave of absence due to ill health.

l accounts
on al
Carter shows. He also oversaw the
ys can't
a job;
gets prohold writing of the nine daytime radio
is ahemanalwawho
CHET
serials then produced by the'
Thus did one of his colleagues
agency. In 1941 he received and
characterize the career of Chester
accepted an invitation from Pedlar
MacCracken, vice president of radio
&
Ryan, New York, to supervise
d."
mote
and television production, Doherty,
the Mr. District Attorney show. He
Clifford & Shenfield, New York.
accepted.
In the advertising field, Mr. MacIn 1944, when Doherty, Clifford
Cracken has gone on "getting promoted" for 25 years, since the day & Shenfield agency was formed,
Mr. MacCracken enlisted as a charin 1927 when he moved up from the
ter member in charge of radio protelephone and direct mail division
duction and on Jan.
of the Skelly Oil Co.
to the post of assist1, 1949, was named
vice president.
ant advertising manAmong the shows
ager of that firm.
the agency handles
Three years later
are Break the Bank
— as full manager —
on ABC radio, fivf
he left Kansas and
half -hours weekly
the oil company to
and Break the Banh
join the Scott Paper
Co. in Chester, Pa.,
on CBS-TV, botlas assistant to the
sponsored by Bristolchief of advertising
Myers;
Treasure
Men
in Action
fo]
there.
Borden's Instani
Two years
of absorbing experience
in
Coffee on NBC-TV
Chester and Mr.
one segment of NBC
MacCracken was
T V Howdy Doodt
for Welch G r a p (
ready for the "Big
Town" and the "Big
Juice;
and TV plus
spotsradii
foj
League." He became
a member of the
Mr. MacCRACKEN
Ipana, Borden
am
Vitalis.
Latter prod
copywriting corps of
J. Walter Thompson Co. in New
also sponsors
uct Si:)orts
York. A year later he moved to basis.
TV
Review aonquarter-hou"
a regiona I
Benton & Bowles in the radio copy
The MacCrackens — she is th<
department, from which job he was
elevated, in 1937, to the post of former Icy Purcell — have bee?
married for 24 years. They hav
business manager of the entire
their own home in Bronxville.
radio division. In that capacity he
Mr. MacCracken's hobbies ar^
helped set up the new Benton &
mystery and adventur
reading
Bowles' Hollywood office and superstories and growing prize roses li
vised the Gangbusters and Nick
his garden.
BROADCASTING
• Telecastin
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TWO
CBS

TOP

RADIO

TWO

STATIONS

BIG

SOUTHWEST
ONE

MARKETS

LOW

COMBINATION

RATE

Sales- winning radio schedules for
the Great Southwest just naturally
include this pair of top-producing
CBS

Radio Stations. Results prove

this ! Write, wire or phone our
representatives now for availabilities
and rates!

National Representatives
JOHN
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Weather
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•SHEPARD CHARTOC, vice president and Chicago manager of Marfree
Adv. Corp., announces formation of his own agency, Shepard Chartoc
Adv. Inc., Chicago, specializing in broadcast media accounts. WIL GIRjSON named agency's art director. FRANCES RICKEY is media director. Accounts will be handled by Mr. Chartoc and JAMES SWEENEY,
jChicago public relations man.
\V. C. WOODY, account executive. Grant Adv., Dallas, appointed vice-president in charge of television.
^'jAMES A. ROUSE Co. and GEORGE SILLER & ASSOC., L. A., combined to form partnership under name of Siller-Rouse & Assoc., with
offices at 6399 Wilshire Blvd.
IROBERT WOLFE, art director, Stamps-Conhaim-Whitehead Inc., L. A.,
>jto Ted H. Ball Co., Hollywood, in same capacity.
IROBERT H. LAHUE, Julian C. Pollock Agency, Phila., to W. S. Rob-erts Inc., same city, as director of production and media.
IWALTHER-BOLAND

ASSOC., S. F., moves to 301 Broadway, same city.

•PERRY R. THOMAS, account executive, Beaumont & Hohman, Chicago, elected vice president.
ANDREW D. CARPENTER, account executive and member of board
lof directors, Dan. B. Miner Co., L. A., elected vice
president.
iROBERT S. COLODZIN, TV production supervisor,
t Cecil & Presbrey, N. Y., and author of Your Career in
Television, to television department of Fletcher D.
Richards Inc., N. Y.
SPENCER GILL, freelance writer, joins Pacific Na) tional Adv. Agency, Portland, as copy writer.
,,JOHN P. SHELLEY, senior account executive and
secretary-treasurer, The Mayers Co., L. A., named vice
president, William W. Harvey Inc., same city.

Mr. Carpenter

ROY M. BIRD, account executive, Schultz & Assoc., Portland, Ore., forms
I his own agency, Bird Adv., with offices in Fitzpatrick Bldg., that city.
BEAUMONT & HOHMAN has discontinued Portland office, concentrating Oregon and Washington activities in Seattle office. LOUIS MARCHI,
Portland manager, is now headquartered in Seattle.
: RAYMOND W. KROHL, assistant production manager of MacManus,
I John & Adams, Detroit, to Denman & Baker, same city, as production
manager.
PEGNER & ASSOC. Adv., L. A., moved to 2925 W. Eighth St., telephone Dunkirk 7-2273. New facilities allow for expansion of TV deI partment.
HUNTER SCOTT Adv., Fresno and San Francisco, establishes offices in
Bakersfield with JAMES MOLICA as manager. CLIFF DAVIS joined
i agency's Fresno staff as production manager.
^EARL BRONSON, radio-TV director of Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago,
to Henri, Hurst & McDonald, same city, as writer-producer replacing
JACK MILLER, promoted to agency's account handling and sales promotion department.
I RICHARD KREUZER, Hoist & Cummings & Myers Ltd., S. F., to
Albert Frank-Guenther Law, same city.

Report

Radio

♦ ♦ .

Condensed and Reprinted by Permission of

Tide

Editor Reginald Clough's
"footnotes"
January 11, 1952

Just recently we visited a radio station manager
in an eastern city and, while we were talking, the
Weather Bureau called. It was 2:30 p.m. and a sleet
storm was moving in from the midwest. The stores
were supposed to stay open that night until 9'.00,
their last evening shopping day before Christmas.
But the Weather Bureau figured that the storm
would disrupt the city by late afternoon and that by
nightfall no traffic would move.
The question was whether to go on the air with
announcements of the impending storm, urge people to stay home and the stores to close early. The
Weather Bureau, the Chamber of Commerce, the
stores and the station people all realized that the
radio could close down the city in 30 minutes. They
also realized that it was the only medium, even including the telephone, that could do so in that time.
Radio — at least good radio — has become an
intrinsic part of our national living habit. There never
has been a medium, and perhaps there never will be
one, which can reach so many people so fast and, for
certain purposes, so effectively. That is not to write off,
or even to compare it with, any other medium. All of
them — newspapers, magazines, television and the
others — serve important individual purposes. But
they must be judged and appraised individually; general comparisons of the media only serve to confuse
our thinking of them all and to mix up the important
values of each.
It is sheer naivete, to put it mildly and nicely, to
believe that, because of television, radio will disintegrate or disappear. It will serve a purpose of its own
indefinitely, just as surely as phonographs and records,
books and pianos, movies and magazines (and all the
other things radio was supposed to "crowd out") are
still serving and, in many ways, more importantly
than ever.
Radio is suffering from a quaint business psychosis.
The public is buying radio sets today at a faster rate
than it is buying television sets. Yet among some business people, there is a fad against radio, as there
once was against research. The sooner the fad ends,
the better off business will be. Anybody listening.'
Sure, millions, most of the time.

HARRY J. ROGERS Jr., advertising manager, Langendorf United
Bakeries, S. F., to Richard N. Meltzer Adv., same city, as account
executive.
],SALLY NISSEN, sales promotion assistant with WCCO Minneapolis, to
' Russell, Harris & Wood, S. F., as assistant media buyer. ROMA LIPSKY,
KJBS San Francisco, to agency's copy department.
• LELAND Q. SVANE, head of his own agency, S. F., merges with GerthPacific Adv., S. F. and L. A. EDWIN P. GERTH will head., combined
organization.
'IBROADC

ASTING

• Telecasting

NBC

BASIC

BUFFALO

Represented by Petty
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Foods, Inc., with "Sky King"

peanut butter.* (And

First in homes

for getting there '^i^^f^^^''— in a

Mutual

on 525 MBS

all mystery
Detective

has the most

kid shows

sponsors

on MBS

compared

with

*N. R. I.,OCT.-NOV., 1951; P.I. B.; VARIETY "NETWORK. PROGRAM COSTS
tN. R. I., JAN.-SEPT., 1951

the average

heartily approve.

Mysteries"
mystery

sponsors

on

shows

in net-

stations for Peter
of any network.)

in network

In fact, first- in -homes -per- dollar applies to the average
programs

they consistently

all kid-show

presents the most

Co., with"True

bars! (And

Forrest. And

— in a way the old general would

per time-and-talent

work radio is Derby

record

of by the late Nathan

get there with the "mostest"
First in homes

. .

515

radio is the
MBS

stations

of any network.)

of all once -a- week

on each of the other networks.

99
. . WITH
MISTER
PLUS

Over-riding

all these "fastest" facts— and helping to explain them— is a strategic

'^Two^^^^^'' which

I The

Mutual

no other network

Broadcasting'

i stations in markets
next network's
assure

Wherever
Mutual's

your
General

System

provides

of all sizes throughout

total . . . and

a matchless

has matched
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can

a field force

marketing
are mapped
get you
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the 4S states . . . nearly
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fit to your
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for the past 12 years:
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there "tustest with

the mostest"

for 1952,
for sure.

the MUTUAL
broadcasting
550

system

affiliated stations

of

neui business

• • •
BYMART-TINTAIR Inc., N. Y., launching saturation campaign on approximately three Miami radio stations to introduce new Clo Shampoo
spot today. Campaign will be extended to other markets on both
effective
TV and radio eventually on a national scale with rate of expansion
determined by success of initial campaign. Agency: Cecil & Presbrey,
N. Y.
MYSTIK ADHESIVE PRODUCTS, Chicago, expands TV spot schedule
for new Freezer Tapes into 6 more markets from its present 29 for
remainder of the month as well as in March. Agency: George H.
Hartman, Chicago.
KELLOGG Co. of Canada, London, Ont. (Rice Krispies), has started
half -hour Wild Bill Hickok transcribed show twice weekly on 16 Canadian stations. Agency: Kenyon & Eckhardt, Toronto.
A/»ivtrotk

• • •

C. A. SWANSON & SONS, Omaha (canned and frozen poultry and:
margarine), renews alternate week sponsorship of The Name's the Same;.
on ABC-TV, Wed. 7:30-8 p.m. EST, for 52 weeks effective March 5,
Agency: Tatham-Laird Inc., Chicago.
j
R. Brandon Marshall
Managing Director
Denver Chapter
National Safety Council

'^^Every Denver
owes

motorist

KLZ

his gratitude...

R. Brandon Marshall, managing director,
Denver chapter. National Safety Council,
says "every Denver motorist owes KLZ his
gratitude."
KLZ — three-time recipient of the National
Safety Council's public interest award —
tailors its highway safety programs to the
special needs of Rocky Mountain driving.
Supporting the cause of safety is but one
more example of KLZ's continued sense of
responsibility to the people of its community.

KLZ
5000 WATTS-560
CBS RADIO

KC

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE Publishing Society, Boston, renews sponsorship
of The Christian Science Monitor Views the News on AB.C radio, Tues.
9:45-10 p.m. EST, for 52 weeks, effective Feb. 26. Agency: Walton Butterfield Adv., N. Y.
RALSTON PLTRINA Co., St. Louis, renews alternate-week sponsorship
of Space Patrol on ABC-TV, Sun. 6-6:30 p.m. EST, for 13 weeks, effective March 9. Agency: Gardner Adv., St. Louis.
CHURCH OF CHRIST, Abilene, Tex., to sponsor half hour Herald of
Tnith on 145 ABC radio stations for 52 weeks effective Feb. 10. Agency:
Ross Roy Inc., Chicago.
FLORIDA CITRUS COMMISSION buying five minute section, five days
a week for 10 weeks on NBC-TV's Today effective immediately. Program will be seen in 30 cities in U.S. Commission will spend $100,000
for total 10 week promotion in radio, trade publications and newspapers.
Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
PACKARD MOTORS, Detroit, adding five more markets to its sponsorship of Rebound, dramatic TV series handled by United Television Programs, already lined up for 19 markets [B*T, Dec. 10, Jan. 28]. Agency:
Maxon Inc., N. Y.
BURPEE CAN SEALER Co., Barrington, 111., to sponsor three five-j
minute local news inserts each day on NBC's Today. Agency: Buchanan
& Co., Chicago.
WINE CORP. of America, Chicago (Mogen David Wine), moves Charlie
Wild, Private Eye, from ABC-TV to DuMont TV March 13. Show will
be telecast Thurs. 11-11:30 p.m. Agency: Weiss & Geller, N. Y.
SCOTT-STOP MOTELS, western motel chain, signs 52-week contract
for sponsorship of Romance of the Highivays, 15 minute weekly Commander Scott series, on 45 Mutual stations. Agency: Richard N. Meltzer
Adv., S. F.

f ■^ppointmanti • • •
■^^enci
JOHN
ROBERT POWERS PRODUCTS Co., N. Y. (cosmetics), names
Cecil & Presbrey, same city, as its advertising merchandising counsel.
O'CONNELL HAT Corp., N. Y., names Curtis Adv. Co., same city, to
handle promotion of spring line of Veola Modes.
AMERICAN
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BEVERAGE

Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y., appoints Moss Assoc.,
(Continued on page 92)
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MERE^S

WHY

\Hm

IS

so

POPULAR

NIGHT AND DAY, WJBK is first
in news, music and sports . . . the
favorite station of entertainmentlovers all over Detroit.

WITHnDETROITERS..^

FOLKS HEREABOUT

THE
SHOW
Third
is a
with

LOVE TIGERS...

and WJBK, for 3 straight years, has
been the key station for the Tiger
baseball network . . . the largest ever

sponsors alike. His
tremendous following is a tribute to
his jazz and popular
platter savvy ... to
his free and easy
manner of delivering
commercials that
pack
a wallop.

built for baseball broadcasts. The enthusiasm ofthe Detroit fan club— some
2V2 million strong— and the whopping
Hoopers, prove the overwhelming popularity of WJBK . . . and the Tigers.

rf. A

ceo
DON McLEOD TIME . . . Music,
news and chatter with an appeal to the housewife — that's
"Don McLeod Time." Considered
one of Detroit's top commercial
men, Don McLeod is a natural
at blending announcements into
the general patter . . . for surefire sales results.

THE GENTILE
^^|||. AND BINGE

. Early
SHOW . . festivi^ ^ morning
ties of music and
fun as only Joe and Ralph can
dish it up. For years the chief
attraction for listeners to the
"G and B Show" has been their
unconventional — and highly
successful— rendition of commercials. "Zaniest twosome in
radio", says Liberty magazine.

BOB MURPHY
. . . "Toll Boy,
Row" Murphy
real favorite
listeners and

m

LARRY GENTILE'S
HOUSEPARTY
... The

disc jockey
pioneer
^^m^
_ r ^m/^
Detroit,
Larry
Gentile has been a
^ ^miim
perpopular sonalityradio
for 1 9 years,
doing a fabulous
selling job for a
great variety of products. The
"Houseparty", from 10 P.M. to
/7' 1 A. M., is an all-request music
ed style.
in Larry's inconduct
/ program formal,
irresistible

WJBK HEADS HOCKEY NET! Exclusive
Detroit outlet for the Red Wing hockey
games, and key station for the nation's
largest hockey network, WJBK broadcasts all home and important away
and play-ofF games for the champion
Red Wings. Al Nagler, play-by-play Red Wing announcer since
1935, is thrilling WJBK hockey fans for the 3rd consecutive year.
No wonder WJBK

The "Ralph Binge Show" and
"Ken Cline Show" are other top
WJBK programs which spell the
answer to your selling problems
in this 5-billion dollar Detroit
market. A check with your KATZ
man will show you that the way
smart advertisers spell success in
Detroit is W-J-B-K.

-AMmedium.
is considered Detroit's greatest sports
-FM
-TV

DETROIT
NATIONAL

The Station with a Million Friends
SALES HEADQUARTERS: 48 8 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK
Repretinted Nationally by THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.

22, ELDORADO

5-2455
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CLEVELAND

feature

of the lueek

WSRS
The Family

Station"

CLEVELAND'S
ONLY
NEWS
ON

IN THE WASHINGTON

24

MARKET

STATION
THE

AIR

Hours

around

daily

the

clock

WSRS

William B. Ryan, BAB president (standing), makes the BAB radio
promotion award to WSAM. Seated are (I to r) : Messrs, Greenebaum,
Dodge and Wismer.
7 A. M. NEWS
WITH
HOLLY

WRIGHT

Here is another WRC program-personality combination
doing a consistently solid selling job for over six years.
Holly Wright clearly leads the
field, Monday thru Friday at
7:00 each morning.*
This is NOT on availability.
We merely point to this record
as an example of the "salesprogramming" WRC can do
for you. Top-rated shows v/ith
selling power dominate the
programming pattern.

WEEK of Jan. 21st will be one to
remember for the staff and management of WSAM, NBC affiliate in
Saginaw, Mich.
In addition to operating the station for its full 132'hour commercial schedule, staffers squeezed
these activities into the agenda for
that week:
Moved entire studios, offices and
all equipment to a newly-construct-

strictly

IN THE NATION'S CAPITAL
YOUR BEST BUY IS
in WASHINGTON

5.000 Watts • 980 KC
Representee/ by NBC SPOT SALES
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business

, sales
psonnted
Loistran
Thomspla
nadian,
Y Robe
er Ca-&
rt Meek
A HAPPIL
man for
Assoc., station representative firm
in Chicago, has been eye-deep in
radio since 1934. That year her
boss, Harry Sedgwick, took over
management of CFRB Toronto
after leaving the Famous Players
Canadian Corp., where Miss
Thompson had been his secretary.
Working with Mr. Sedgwick on
all of his projects. Miss Thompson helped organize the Canadian
Assn. of Broadcasters and took
minutes at the first meeting. She
has been working primarily at
management and sales levels ever
since.

WRC pays out, not alone in
,top audience ratings in the
rich District, Maryland and
Virginia area — but in hard
"over-the-counter" retail sales.
•American Research Bureau

FIRST

ed building at 2435 Holland Ave.,
Saginaw.
Received a national first-place
award in Broadcast Advertising Bureau's industry-wide "Radio Gets
Results" contest.
Gave a banquet for local retail
businessmen on one night; feted
regional distributors and national
(Continued on page 92)

LOIS THOMPSON

Born in Guelph, or "the Queen's
City," a short distance from
Toronto, she worked a year before
attending the Collegiate Institute
there. Business was more appealing than academics, however, so
(Continued on j^age 88)

#"The Family Station" uses
the latest "on the spot" voice
reporting equipment to cover
all kinds of events and
local news. WSRS has more
active field reporters on their
NEWS staff than any other
station in Ohio. The WSRS
NEWS staff is on the job
around the clock. That's
why you hear it first on
"The Family Station." WSRS
makes it their business to
report the NEWS
really NEWS.

when it is

WSRS
LOCAL
NEWS
EVERY

SIXTY

MINUTES
THE

HALF

ON
HOUR

AROUND

THE

CLOCK
On
24

the

air

hours

daily

Family

Station"

"The

WSRS
CLEVELAND
NAT! REP. FORJOE & CO.
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There's

Like

ill-wind

Amarillo,
ifs

and

no

big

healthy

You mav have heard about a Panhandle
wind-gauge — a concrete block at the end
of a ten-foot chain anchored to the top of
a ten-foot iron pole. If the chain and block
are blown parallel to the ground, it's too
windy to work. There isn't much need
for paint-removers hereabouts, either. Folks
just put the woodwork outdoors, fasten it
down, and let the wind blow the paint off.

in Texas

Cotton John also has a passel of surveys which prove he and KGNC ha\e a
loyal following of farmers and ranchers.
Because he was born and raised on a
Te.xas farm and knows about 80% of the
farmers in the Panhandle by name, he is
personally familiar with their problems.
His early morning and early afternoon
farm, weather, and market broadcasts pro\ide information for farmers and ranchers
throughout Amarillo's trading area. The
programs typify the way KGNC serves its
wealthy agricultural and industrial market.
As the head of Amarillo's Atlas Welding
& Metal Works puts it, "We know what
wonderful service you are giving us, as people from as far as 300 miles away are stopping to tell us they have heard Cotton
John. And they usually buy something."
The market is well worth the attention
of an advertiser interested in business,
well covered day and night by KGNC's
10,000 watts of power. For further information, please check with our national
reps.

Citizens of Amarillo, in common with
most other Texans, have a fondness for
tall tales. Actually, the biggest wind on"
our records was a -5-mile an-hour gale.
Cotton John, KGNC's farm editor, says it
disrobed a young lady crossing Polk Street
at Sixth (our Broadway and 42nd). She
was spared embarrassment, though, because the same wind blew sand in men's
eyes, opened a store door, and sailed her
right up to the dry-goods department,
where it wrapped her in a piece of calico.
Cotton [ohn's got a piece of sand to
prove it.
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Amarillo

NBC AFFILIATE
• 710 KC • 10,000 watts
• Represented Nationally
by the O. L. Taylor Company
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I
Hundreds of the country's finest stations ^announce with pride "f/Z/S

STATION

IS

A

MEMBER

Associated Press . . . constant''290 Sponsored

AP Newscasts

per Week"

ly on the job with
• a news report of 1,000,000
words every 24 hours.

John T. Carey, Sales Manager, WIND, Chicago, Illinois

• leased news wires of 350,000
miles in the U.S. alone.

Says Sales Manager Carey: "I believe
that WIND carries more sponsored newscasts daily than any other station in the
country. We carry 42 newscasts every day
but Monday. On Monday we carry 38, for
a total of 290 per week. Our main news
sponsor is the Chicago Daily News with 164
newscasts weekly. We find The Associated
Press to be an excellent service and we

• exclusive state-by-state news
circuits.
• 100 news bureaus in the U.S.
• offices throughout the world.
• staff of 7,200 augmented by
member stations and newspapers .. . more than 100,000
daily. and women contributing
men

invariably secure renewals from news
sponsors. As a matter of fact, there's a
ting list to purchase our 5-minute AP newscasts."

2

Whether it's Chicago or San
Antonio, Associated Press news
DELIVERS-delivers RESULTS for
station and sponsor! Prompt, unbiased news coverage pyramids
volume audiences — eager audiences tuned to the news and to

"110%

Increase in Sales for Sponsor"

Bob A. Roth, Sr., Commercial Manager, KONO, San Antonio, Texas
Reports Commercial Manager Roth of
KONO: "KONO continually shows extremely
high Hooper Ratings against 4 networks
and 3 other stations. This speaks for the
quality of AP news service, supplemented
by our own local coverage. AP meets
our every need for national and regional

Hb
I

m

coverage."
Sponsor results? Says George W. Delavan, jr., General Manager of Home Appliance Distributors, Inc., biggest KONO AP

ws sponsor: "AP news on KONO has produced results from the first day
|r commercials hit the air— increased our distribution, built consumer
iceptance and confidence in our product. In one year's time our sales
lume increased 110%!"

f THE

ASSOCIATED

PRESS."

the sponsor's message.
For complete information on
how Associated Press news can
provide payoff RESULTS for YOU,
contact your AP Field Representative ... or write . . .

NORTH

CAROLINA

THE

SOUTH'S

STATE

No.

WPTFNORTH

S

CAROLINA'

SALESMAN

No.

North Carolina Rates More Firsts
In Sales Management

Survey

Than Any Other Southern State.
More North Carolinians Listen to
WPTF

Than Any Other Station.

50,000WATTS
AFFILIATE for RALEIGH, DURHAM
and Eastern North Carolina
NATIONAL
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REPRESENTATIVE

FREE

&

680kc.

PETERS,

INC.
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Sponsorship to Equal or Exceed '51
PLANNINi
BASEBALL
tion the Dodgers grant rights to
Atlantic will share sponsorship
casts before the daily ball games
SPONSORSHIP of baseball bioadthe two stations. As of Thursday
and with R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
lasts and telecasts during the 1952
with other advertisers but all negotiations have not been completed.
Co. (Camels) for five-minute posteason promises to equal or perthe Dodgers said the club hadn't
aps exceed 1951 revenue, judging
game summaries.
Atlantic is expected to have net- yet decided definitely about broadcasting and telecasting games.
works
centered
around
Boston,
liy present negotiations between
Liberty again is expected to be
llubs and advertiser-agency bid- a leading figure in the national
WPIX (TV) New York anNew York, Philadelphia and Pittsnounced Thursday it had signed a
well as smaller local
jlers.
baseball picture with its "All- projects burghinas its
contract with the Giants to telecast
marketing
territory.
With the opening game just two
Sports Package" [B«T, Jan. 28].
Daytime home games of the all home games with Chesterfield
nonths off, contract dickering is At that time the network indicated
Philadelphia Athletics and Phillies, cigarettes as sponsor. Cunningham
its package would include games
','oing on all over the nation with
& Walsh, New York, is agency.
of at least six major league clubs. with the exception of second games
uch sports stalwarts as Atlantic
WPIX also will telecast Yankee
It mentioned the Cincinnati Reds, of double-headers, will be telecast
lefining Co., Chesterfield, Gillette,
;everal breweries and other firms
from Shibe Park by WCAU-TV,
Brooklyn Dodgers and Chicago
home games under a five-year contract signed with the club last
White Sox.
n the picture.
WFIL-TV and WPTZ (TV) Philadelphia,
the
trio
covering
on
a
Already many pacts have been
year. This year's sponsor of
Final Pact Not Set
i.igned. Most of these provide prorotating schedule now near comYankee games isn't set. Last year
ection for minor league clubs
In this connection spokesmen for
Ballantine's beer was sponsor.
Yankee radio will be carried
rom concurrent broadcasts or tele- the Reds and Dodgers denied they pletion.
Thirty daytime games scheduled
by the Athletics and 28 by the again over the regional network
had concluded final negotiations
casts of major league games. This
now being lined up. It will be the
Protection is in line with the cowith Liberty. Paul Munroe, LBS
Phillies are on the agenda in addiiperative policy backed by NARTB
tion to two pre-season contests at fifth straight year Chesterfield has
vice president and director of naShibe Park between the clubs. sponsored Giants games on WPIX.
tional sales, said the network was
md Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn.
When the final lineup is ready in saying it had made an offer to Adam Scheldt Brewing Co. is ex- Russ Hodges and Ernie Harwell
will handle the games.
these clubs and they had not
\pril, 1952 sponsorship revenues
pected to co-sponsor with Atlantic.
tre expected to match the 1951
rejected. It was understood the
Liggett terfields,
& Myers,
also the
for ChesDodgers on Two Stations
will sponsor
New
otal. At the same time, many of White Sox had definitely signed
F & M Schaefer Brewing Co., York Giants for the sixth conwith Liberty.
the schedules will provide that spedal baseball network broadcasts be
secutive year on WMCA New
Atlantic Refining again will set through BBDO, again has signed
York plus a Giant baseball radio
lenied interfering stations in minor
up special baseball networks in its to cover Dodgers home games on
network. Latter network is still
WOR-TV and WMGM New York.
eague areas during the hours Eastern Seaboard territory through
(Continued on page 36)
vhen local games are in progress.
N. W. Ayer & Son. In some cases
This plan is based on the assumpA factor in the 1952 negotiations
s the constant eye of the Dept. of
fustice's Anti - Trust Division,
Afhich already has put professional
'ootball in the legal doghouse and
^"^^
las kept a close watch on the colPLASTIRED
LL
YDAVE BI
BERLYN
one witness noted, "the television
ege football control exercised by DRBy
afternoon,
but
not
before
the
"drys"
or radio set has a switch which
i^ational Collegiate Athletic Assn.
ALIGNMENT of alcoholic beverappeared
"rebuttal."
Next bigforround
will come within
Because of the anti-trust angle
turns the set on or off."
age, advertising and radio-TV in# This bill would be the first the confines of the Senate Comj ;he individual clubs are not disdustry forces opened up on the step toward including other media
:tissing their radio-TV plans with
merce group, of which Sen. John"dry" - supported Johnson - Case
and other alcoholic beverages in
son is chairman. The 13 committee
sach other. However the majors
Bill (S 2444) last week.
members must vote in closed sesare being choosy about their sponthe ban — it sets up a "prohibition
sion on whether to report the bill
5ors in an effort to avoid governChief
points
of
the
opponents'
arguments were as follows :
Tient trouble and to avert undue
to the Senate floor for action.
# If one special interest is ac# The bill is discriminatory
precedent." commodated by legislation in bar•interference with the gate at
Surprise suggestion came from
ring alegally manufactured or sold
.Ttiinor league games.
against (1) the radio-TV indusSen. Owen Brewster (R-Me.) who
product
from
the
airwaves,
what
try
as
distinguished
from
other
asked both the distillers and broadI
Dizzy Dean To Cover
and (2) the distilled spirits will hold other special interests or
casters if a plan could be set up
I Mutual network was prepared to media
minority groups from asking that
resume its Game of the Day series, industry as distinguished from
whereby the Congress could be
cigarettes, pharmaceutical and
Iwlth Dizzy Dean and Al Heifer an- other alcoholic beverage 'firms.
meat companies refrain from ad- of
9
Constitutionality
of
the
bill
given
least one year's
any atcontemplated
change"notice"
in the
nouncing. MBS would not divulge
vertising their products on radio
may be questionable because the
'how many teams had granted
industries'
respective
codes
which
and television, and even other
discourage liquor advertising on
|broadcast rights. Falstaff Beer, 21st Amendment, which repealed
media?
the airwaves.
|St. Louis, which sponsored daily the prohibition act (18th Amendment) ,gives to the states the
Among those testifying during
■games on Liberty Broadcasting
The Johnson - Case Bill — ■ "preSystem last year, is to carry daily power to control or regulate the
ventive legislation" as labeled by the two-day airing last week were :
sale and manufacture of the
its co-author Sen. Edwin C. JohnMBS games on around 125 stations
Harold E. Fellows. NARTB president;
beverages. Thus, they argue, the
son (D-Col.) — would forbid liauor P. W. Allport, secretary, Assn. of Nathough actual clearance of some
tional Advertisers (ANA); Richard L.
advertising of these products would
advertising on the airwaves. Hear'Stations and games is not definite.
Scheidker, American Assn. of Adverings were held before the Senate
MBS has followed a policy of also come within state jurisdiction,
tising
Agencies (AAAA); John Dwight
not federal.
Interstate & Foreign Commerce
avoiding interference with minor
Sullivan, general counsel, Advertising
Committee
last
Wednesday
and
Federation of America (AFA); William
league teams. The network has
# The "rights" of minority
L. Daley, National Editorial Assn.
been negotiating with Gillette groups — the "drys" — are not in- Thursday, a repeat in hearing days
Edward F. O'Brien, chairman of Disof the prior week [B»T, Feb. 4].
Safety Razor Co. through Maxon
vaded, for radio and television
(Continued on page Si)
need not be heard nor viewed. As
They were concluded mid-Thursday
Inc. for five-minute warmup broadFebruary 11, 1952 • Page 23
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SPIVAK,
Name

ROUNTREl
Don Lee in Suit

HALF-MILLION-dollar suit was
filed by Lawrence E. Spivali and
Martha Rountree last Friday
against the Don Lee Network
(Thomas S. Lee Enterprises Inc.),
charging Don Lee is broadcasting
a Reporters Roundup program that
is a misappi'opriation of their own
Meet the Press radio show.
The suit was filed in the Superior Court of California for the
County of Los Angeles. It relates
only to the Spivak-Rountree Meet
the Press radio program, which is
not now on the air, and not to the
television version, which is carried
Sundays over NBC-TV.
Spokesmen for Mr. Spivak and
Miss Rountree noted that they filed
a suit — still in litigation — in 1950
for $1,250,000 against Mutual and
WOR New York in a case involving a Reporters Roimdup program
which they charged was a misappropriation oftheir Meet the Press
show.
'Illegal Replica'
A joint statement issued by the
plaintiffs at that time was reissued
in connection with the Don Lee
suit: "We have spent six years
and large sums of money in originating and developing the format
of Meet the Press . . . We cannot,
in all conscience, stand by while a
network ruthlessly proceeds to appropriate the fruits of our labor
by cancelling a contract that had
two years to run so that they might
replace Meet the Press with an
illegal replica."
Counsel for the plaintiffs are
Stanley N. Gleis, Beverly Hills, and
Fischer, Willis & Panzer, Washington.
Wherever

You

Go . . .

LAST Wednesday morning, a
Broadcasting • Telecasting
reporter overheard a conversation between two friends
who met at the corner where
the reporter was waiting for
a trolley.
One said: "It's a shame
about King George, isn't it."
"What about him?" asked
the other.
"He's dead."
The other one opened the
late edition of the morningnewspaper he was carrying
under his arm. "I don't see
anything
about it here," he
said.
"It just happened," said the
first one. "I heard it on the
radio."
"You know, it's a funny
thing," said the other. "For
once I didn't listen to the radio this morning. I guess you
don't know what you miss
when you don't."
Page 24
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MARK FINLEY, Hollywood radiotelevision executive, has been
named to head an expanded department of advertising, research,
promotion and public relations foi
Paul H. Raymer Co., national radio and TV representatives.
Announcement, made by President Paul H. Raymer Thursday
followed the resignation of Arthui
C. Schofield as Raymer director oJ
promotion and research to becom<
head of sales promotion, advertis
ing and research department oj
Fort Industry Co. [B»T, Feb. 4].
Mr. Finley, who will assume hi<
new duties in the Raymer Nev
York office immediately, is forme'
public relations and research chie:
of Mutual-Don Lee network radii
and television enterprises on thi
West Coast. He has just complete(
a series of special production as
signments for major accounts o
the
land.D'Arcy Advertising Co., Clevef^

Oh,
what a break if I could make Dolores
make Dolores . . make Dolores

make Dolores
HELME PLANS
Ala. Radio Campaigi

Shawn To Direct AM
Station Relations

NBC
POST
FRED SHAWN, NBC director of television production service, next
week will be annovinced as NBC's director of radio station relations,
where his first major assignment presumably will be to pitch in and
help with the thus-far-slow process of selling the radio network's new
economic plan to its affiliates.
The radio stations relations post expect to issue the letters and in
some quarters it was felt effectuahas been vacant since Norman
tion of the rate plan might be deCash resigned last .November to belayed indefinitely, with rate negocome Crosley Broadcasting Corp.'s
tiations to be taken up with the
assistant general sales manasrer
stations as their respective affiliafor radio [B»T, Nov. 12, 1951]. Mr.
tion contracts expire.
Shawn, who presumably will move
Top officials still maintain, howinto his new post as soon as his
ever, that they intend to put the
successor on the television side has
plan into effect as soon as they can.
been selected, will report to CarleMr. Shawn entered radio in the
.ton Smith, NBC vice president in
early 1930s via WLW Cincinnati
charge of station relations.
as an announcer. He moved then
Project Progress Slow
to NBC's WRC Washington, advancing from announcer to assistIn attempting to persuade radio
ant station manager. In 1945 he
transferred
to NBC in New York
affiliates to accept the network's
"Basic Economic Plan" — particuas assistant to the vice president
larly its rate-adjustment features
and provisions for expansion of in charge of network programs.
Two years later he joined WMAL
morning network option time — Mr.
Shawn will join in a project in Washington, where he served until
which too network officials, in- 1949 when he returned to NBC in
New York as manager of television
cluding Executive Vice President
Charles R. Denny as well as Mr. program operations. Shortly thereafter he became director of teleSmith, have found the progress
vision production services, the post
notably slow.
he currently holds.
The original July 1 target date
for making the rate adjustments
effective anticipated early accepMortimer Elected
tance of the plan by affiliates. Letters telling the stations how they CHARLES G. MORTIMER Jr.,
would be affected by the new rate operating vice president of Genformula — most would get reduceral Foods Corp., was elected extions, but overall these would be
ecutive vice president at Wednesapproximately balanced by inday's meeting of the board of directors, according to Chairman
creases for others — had been exClarence Francis. Mr. Mortimer,
pected to go out by Jan. 1. Then
the expected date was moved to a board member since May 1950,
succeeds Edwin T. Gibson, who
Jan. 15 and finally it was reported
that resistance among key affiliates retired Jan. 1. He will supervise
was holding up. the letters for the managers of the Birds Eye, Associated Products, Igleheart Brothpresent.
There was no indication last
ers, Bireley's and the Shrimp and
Oyster Divisions of General Foods.
week as to when authorities now

GEORGE W. HELME Co., Nev
York (Tops Sweet Snuff), wil
sponsor a quarter-hour hillbill
radio show featuring Curley Wil
liams and His Crew on three Ala
bama stations, live, and on on
station transcribed, effective Feb
16. In addition the firm will us
a spot announcement campaign ii
the same area.
This marks the first time in th
past five years that the Helme Cc
has sponsored programs. The com
pany has been using a spot sched
ule on WCCO Minneapolis.
The quarter-hour program wi
originate on WHMA Annistor
and be carried live on WAP
Birmingham and WCOV Mont
gomery. Transcribed version wi:
be on" WAGE Dothan, Ala., on
week later. Spot series will b
carried on WAPI, WJJJ Monl
gomery, WHMA and a station i
Dothan, not yet selected.
Frank Best & Co., New York, i
agency.
,
Abbott

Kimball

Names

ABBOTT KIMBALL Co. Inc., Ne^
York, advertising agency, las
week appointed two new membei
to its board of directors. G. Lyn
Sumner, vice president, was name
chairman of plans board and
director, and Malcolm Andrese
also became a director. Mr. Sumne
joined Abbott Kimball last yes
after having headed his own agei
cy for 25 years. Mr. Andresen
a member of the law firm of Davi
Wagner, Hallett & Russell.
CBS Dividend
CBS board of directors last Wedne
day declared a dividend of 40 cen
per share on its class A and class
stock. Dividend is payable March
to stockholders of record at clo:
of business on Feb. 21.
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KECRUITING

,THE PENTAGON last week was
-the focal point for a series of dei^elopments of especial interest to
Ladio-TV broadcasting and other
■advertising media.
! Chief among the highlights were
xhese:
% Official announcement of an
jinterim advertising program
through Grant Adv. for U. S. Army
and Air Force recruiting to be susJtained through unexpended media
funds.
0 Allocation plans for a paid
radio spot campaign which would
give the industry a 46% share of
all funds expended since July 1,
:'1951 — or at least 18% of remaining monies.
; 0 Allotment of expenditures
,for TV film spots to bolster WAC
^enlistments and other recruiting.
5 O A broad reappraisal by the
Defense Dept. of all public information network programs, aside
from the recruiting issue.
0 Preparation of data to conIfvince Congress that it should thaw
its freeze on current 1951-52 recruiting fund uses, or at least
abandon any intent to saddle fiscal
'53 expenditures.
Media plans for the immediate
1^.
ijinterim
period ending next June 30
I were outlined last Thursday by the
j; Dept. of Defense, which announced
irthat $550,000 of unexpended 1950I 51 funds are being made available
itfor U. S. Army and Air Force ad^^•vertising for volunteers.
Leftover From Fiscal '51
i"!
This $500,000-plus represents the
..amount left over from fiscal 1951
monies after military authorities
"^cancelled elaborate plans for network programs. The cancellations
J.'were requested in deference to Con;Jgi'essional protests. Cancelled were
"programs featuring Frankie Laine,
' Bill Stern and others, with com%iitments undertaken from 1950-51
■ funds. As a result. Congress at, tached the Defense Dept.'s fiscal
" '52 advertising budget. Grant Advertising has been instructed, how:ever, to proceed with allocation
Iplans [B*T, Jan. 28].
if! Under the first phase recruitii\ment advertising will be directed at
:S women, aviation cadets and special^iiists, with provision for radio time
purchases, and space in Sunday
supplements, technical publications,
i'i professional journals, newspapers
iiand college periodicals. Radio will
a| derive 18% of monies during the
L3Coming campaign,
bringing its
ijitotal for time to $95,000.
■fl This phase will account for
about $302,500 — or 55% of the
$550,000.
The remaining funds
, (second phase) will go into point
•!0f sale literature, direct mail and
■1 sales and training aids to assist
'..Armypersonnel.
and Air Force field recruit-

fUNDS

Full

nts, and 4''A for "target"
supplemes.
magazine
But the Defense Dept. emphasized that radio's share actually
will amount to 46% on the basis of
expenditures for time since July
1, 1951, and including the new campaign. This compares to 26% for
newspapers and Sunday supplements, and 28% for magazines.
Pentagon Spot Spending
Military Personnel Procurement
authorities explained it this way :
During the period from July 1,
1951, to Oct. 18, 1951, when Congress imposed its ban, the Pentagon had spent $362,568 for spots
and national radio (four Frankie
Laine shows and the Big Inning).
An additional $54,000 was siphoned
off to local Army branches for
spots. Latter sum, plus $95,000
earmarked for the upcoming drive,
brings radio's share to $511,568 —
or 46% of a total $1,109,672 spent
or allocated since July 1, 1951.
Actually, the military paid $57,000 for the Laine programs, and
another $65,000 for WAC spots on
70 independent stations, plus $29,300 for Big Inning and sums for
other activities before the Congressional freeze.
New campaigns for the U. S.
Army and Air Force will be handled through Grant Adv., Chicago,

Budgets

Revealed

whose contract expires June 30, end
of the interim campaign.
Perhaps the most ambitious
broadcast activity is the proposed
Army spot campaign aimed at recvuiting WACs and nurses. Sum
of $65,000 is planned for national
coverage of 36 one-minute spot announcements (25 WAC, 11 nurse)
on some 500 independent stations
of the Keystone Broadcasting System, plus 13 key 50-kw outlets
[B»T, Jan. 21].
Grant estimates that production
charges will run about $1,200, covering cost of preparation of disc
recordings. All spots will be aired
in a uniform and effective manner
through this expenditure.
The Air Force program, with another $30,000 earmarked for radio,
envisions a schedule of 16 one-minute spots on a similar number of
independent KBS and other 50 kw
outlets. They would be aimed primarily at recruitment of aviation
cadets and WAF enlistments. Production costs here are placed at
roughly $800.
Grant also will prepare a 20-second TV spot to cover WAC genei'al
enlistment and, if time permits
during the commercial, a plug for
Officers Candidate School. Interested applicants would be asked in
the announcement to write the
WACs for a booklet and additional
information. This project is allo-

BAB

SIX-CITY
STUDY
in 5 to 10%- of their 1950 totals,
RESULTS of a confidential survey
of radio station managers in the BAB asserted.
six U. S. cities with heaviest TV
Virtually all of the stations were
penetration were unveiled by BAB
said to have experienced a "sublast Wednesday, coupled with a
stantially" better final quarter in
prediction by President William B. 1951 than in 1950, with many also
Ryan that "radio advertising totals forecasting a better first quarter
may reach an all-time high in this year than in 1951, on the
strength of business already on
the books.
For "many" of the radio stations
"This survey proves again that
1952." — in Boston, Chicago, Desurveyed
troit, Los Angeles, New York and radio has not been affected substantially byTV even in the areas
Philadelphia — 1951 was shown to
where there are many TV stations
have been "the best year in their
and relatively deep TV penetrahistory," BAB reported.
tion," President Ryan concluded.
The six-city findings, first of a
Radio Holds Fast
series of twice-yearly checks BAB
plans to make in key cities (TV
"The results disclose that advercities especially), were broken down
tisers began to re-invest substanas follows:
tially in radio about mid-summer.
9 55% of the respondent radio Evidence is also piling up that radio is more than holding its own
stations registered gains in billings
in 1951 as compared to 1950, with audience-wise in these six cities and
the increases ranging up to 45%. in the other cities where there are
0 30% had less business than TV stations. It appears that radio
in 1950, with the drops ranging to advertising totals may reach an
all-time high in 1952.
24%.
"As for the continuing competi015% reported no appreciable
tion of other media, it appears that
change in billings for the year (no
more than 2% gain or loss).
newspapers suffered more than radio in the six cities studied. The
It was noted that newspaper advertising lineage in five of the six Media Records lineage figures indicate that newspaper lineage was
surveyed cities was less in 1951
less
in
five of these cities in 1951
than
in
1950.
,13 On the basis of forth coming alFor the most part, stations re- than it was in 1950."
3; locations, radio's 18% compares to
In "several" instances where
' 33% for newspaper and Sunday
porting gains or declines came with,|,IB ROADCASTING
• Telecasting

JOHN A. KENNEDY, chairman of the
board, KFMB-AM-TV Son Diego, and
Mrs.
called onOffices
PresidentTrumanKennedy
at the Executive
last
Wednesday morning. Mr. Kennedy
said the call was purely of a social
nature and that politics were discussed only incidentally. He was a
Truman supporter in 1948.
cated $1,800.
The Air Force TV program is
more extensive, calling for production of a 60-second and 20-second
pilot training films, plus another
20-second aircraft observer film.
This is planned as a public service
feature, with video outlets presumably being asked to furnish
time without charge. The three
prints will cost the military about
This means that out of the $550,$7,000.
000 yet to be spent, radio will command about $95,000 for time and
an additional $2,000 which Grant
has earmarked for actual production. TV will draw $8,800, with the
(Continued on page 32)

Finds

Radio

Strong

overall revenue dips were reported
by stations, BAB said, the station
managers attributed the decline not
to competition of other media, but
to other factors, including local labor conditions and problems within
the stations' own physical plants.
The survey found no geographical pattern in gains and losses and
no pattern occasioned by depth of
TV penetration, BAB officials said.
They reported that in several cities
where some stations registered
gains. Others of equivalent standing
took losses, compared to 1950, while
gains also occurred in areas where
television's
penetration was deepest.
One pattern was observed. Independent stations showed greater
1951 gains
did network
iates in the than
six cities
studied. affilBut
it also was found that a majority
of the network affiliates which had
network revenue losses were able
to overcome them and showed overall gains for the year.
Additionally, it was pointed out,
all stations but one reported increased local business (especially
retail) and most of them enjoyed
more national spot business than
in 1950.
The survey covered stations within the corporate limits of the six
cities involved.
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The professional language of the airways is never heard
on tfie street. Where do radio announcers learn it? Fronn
other , radio announcers, of course. This account is fiction, but it's not far fronn the truth.

By WADE BARNES
NOW as I look back, perhaps
my greatest triumph was the
d in a CBS presentapart tionI ofplaye
a New York Philharmonic
Orchestra broadcast. The network
had switched to Philadelphia for
an intermission talk by a man of
great importance whose name I
forget.
Then at the end of his talk — a
tremendous moment for me — I had
the extreme honor to say, "We
take you now to New York."
I went home beaming that day,
knowing that each person I met
on the street mentally applauded
my well modulated words.
"Wonderful voice, wonderful diction, marvelous delivery," they
were saying.
It was the proper thing to do —
end my announcing career when I
did. The mistake that many great
men have made is to keep on living
after they have won a battle or
delivered a Gettysburg address.
And many a radio announcer has
made the same mistake.
Sixth Ave. in New York reeks
with the sound of broken down radio announcers who keep asking
the man on the street, "Did you
hear me when I made the station
break after war was declared?"
or ". . . that wonderful Bulova
time announcement after Joe Louis
beat Jack Whatsisname?" Yes, it
was best for my entire career that
I ended my announcing days with
the eventful words, "We take you
now to New York." Let us dwell
The author of this piece says it is
fiction, "but I did work in Philadelphia and once upon a time \ did say,
'We take you now
to
York.' "
SinceNew
his Philadelphia days (WCAU),
he has been a
salesman with NBC
Recordin9 Division,
sales manager of
RCA Recorded Program Services, account executive
with Foote, Cone &
Mr. BARNES
Belding, and last
September he opened his own agency.
Wade Barnes Co., with offices in
Houston and Dallas.
Page 26
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on this historic announcement for
a moment.
The word "we" was pronounced
in a modified American accent
which is practiced by all American
radio announcers. This accent is
gained through listening to other
radio announcers. The original announcer who invented the accent
has long been forgotten. Needless
to say, since you are very familiar
with this type of accent, you know
the word "we" was not pronounced
as "wee" which is the usual sound
of it, method
but rather
as "wheh." it
Anyis
other
of pronouncing
considered barbaric by all announcers.
Out of This World
The words "take you now to New
York" were, to coin a phrase, out
of this world. Take "take" for
instance: There is a divided opinion on the pronunciation of this
familiar word, but the official, recognized American announcer accent
pronunciation is "taeyk" as against
"tayk" which is the pronunciation
of the man on some streets.
"You" is a word hard to pronounce, but in this instance it became a syllabic symphony. I said
"youoh"
which is completely correct.

it was to add an "h" to the pronunciation whichwas
gaveanyit the
"toh"
sound. If there
weakness
at all in the entire announcement,
it might possibly be found in this
pronunciation, but as I said, there
is very little that can be done with
this word.
The highlight in the whole announcement was in the pronunciation of the word "New." In the
first place, it was strategically
placed in the sentence, coming next
to the last word. As in vaudeville
programs, the next to last act, so
to speak, is the very highest spot
in the show. So it was with "New."
The word itself lends great possibilities to both the novice and
experienced announcer, and because that is true, there have been
many arguments concerning its
sound among men of the mike.
Here again I resorted to the official
pronunciation of the "American
Announcers Guide," which seemed
to be the only safe way to play it.
Those in the profession who say
"noo" are definitely not "high
church," as one might say (and I
say it).
But then those who say "nee-oo"

are considered to be in the novice
stage and are definitely frowned
upon by announcers who have been
in their profession for longer than
six months. Those who try to play
politics feel that the only correct
way to say it is to combine these
two pronunciations
into of
"nyue,"
thus
winning the support
both
parties. I'm not one to play politics if I can help it.
Because the "American Announcers Guild" is divided on the
pronounciation of this word, I felt
that I couldn't possibly be breaking
any rules if I came fairly close to
any of the three pronounciations.
After a great deal of deliberation
and consultation with myself, I
came to the decision that the only
pronunciation I could give it and
still be able to look myself in the
eye was as follows: "Neyuo," which
is really "Nee-YUE-o" said at a
rather regretted
fast rate it.
of speed. I have
never
^
"York" was a fairly simple prob-'
lem since the "American Announcers Guide" is rather adamant
about the word. I did have a slight
(Co)ithri(('rl nil page 38)

The word "now" has a connotation with erudite listeners as being
a word that places the speaker;
that is, places him in the place
where he learned to talk. My pronunciation was not southern, western, northern, or eastern. Here
again the American announcers'
accent came into play. This was extremely difficult, because I originally came from Ohio where the
accent of the mob is one of high
shrillness.
The word "now" contains a diphthong, the thing in our speech
which is so hard for Europeans to
master. It is also hard for the
American. It is extremely difficult
for the Ohioan. But as in the previous words, I resorted to the
American announcers' accent which
gave the word the "neow" sound
with
very short emphasis on the
"ne" apart.
The word "to" is difficult to
translate into announcers' pronunciation, since it is inherently a
short wprd with only two letters.
T^he best that could be done with
BROADCASTING
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Radio-TV
CONVENTIONS

t

;pADIO-TV planning for party
dominating conventions in Chicago
Ifiext July is being geared to political fever pitch at Democratic and
QOP national committee headIjuarters.
II Officials are outspoken in their
bonviction that, with the full-blown
^jjmergence of television on a more
jiational level, the 1948 Presidenbial conventions were merely a
I'warmup" for the elaborate and
sxtensive coverage blueprinted for
liext summer's sessions.
J Despite the surge of enthusiasm
^Ifor television and its role of bringng the conventions into the telejlviewer's own parlor, radio will not
pe overlooked by either committee.
Groundwork Already Laid
The groundwork for radio and
''i?ideo sponsorship of convention
'""^overage has been laid already by
the major networks. Industry repi-^|resentatives have conferred fre*-:quently with committee officials to
plan a recommended code govern?:3iing sponsorship and other phases
t'»bf coverage.
si( Discussions on actual physical
if^ifacilities also have been explored
Hlin recent weeks on an informal
jvbasis. The time has arrived for
ctweighing actual facility requireMments of the networks and stations
Wagainst available space in the In26lternational Amphitheati'e.
tp The opening gambit on require; pnents was to have been taken at
t}^the first official meeting of commiti.,tee radio-TV publicity authorities
ijjjWith representatives of all media
j^in Chicago yesterday (Sunday).
Media plans figured in discusilisions of the executive heads of the
Democratic National Committee,
who conferred in Washington last
Tuesday. Among those issues explored were the '52 campaign budget, convention plans and reorgani|Zation and streamlining of the
(national headquarters.
! The executive committee disOLITICAL PLANS
f LBS Announces Coverage

I'COMPLETE on-the-spot coverage
Iof the Democratic and Republican
jconventions in Chicago next July
Iwill be offered by LBS to its over
1440 affiliates, James H. Foster,
Liberty executive vice president,
has announced.
I This is believed to mark the first
jitime in broadcasting" history that
[•ive major
networks sessions
will carryall highlights of political
over
the world, Mr. Foster observed.
LBS also has affiliates in Alaska
and Hawaii. LBS schedules will
include from three to five hours
j,coverage daily, he added.
LBS convention coverage plans
■are being coordinated under the
"direction of Mr. Foster, as well as
Glenn Callison, vice president in
charge of engineering, and James
Kirksmith, vice president for speKicial
ji events,
BROADCASTING
• Teleca

cussed the overall budget under
which between $1 million and $2
million is earmarked for radio and
TV time during the post-convention campaign. This will exceed
time purchases for radio and television broadcasting in 1948. Specific budget figures were not disclosed after the closed parley
though it was reported that the
committee approved a $2.8 million
budget.
Radio-TV's share will be substantially greater this year than
in '48 because of the comparatively
higher cost of TV time and greater
utilization of that medium, National Committee Chairman Frank McKinney told the executive group.
Representatives of radio, television, press, theatrical and TV
newsreel fields, and still photographers were invited to attend the
all-day media parley at the Conrad Hilton Hotel and then adjourn
for an inspection of Amphitheatre
facilities on Chicago's South Side.
It was emphasized that no concrete decisions would stem from
the meeting and that the session
was called to pave the way for
tentative estimates on how much
space each medium would require
to cover the nominating conventions. Networks and stations will

Plans

Shape

Up

be queried subsequently on their
special needs.
No problem is anticipated with
respect to apportionment of working booths among the various
media or between radio and television networks, despite some reports to the contrary. Most of the
networks are both AM and TV
broadcasters, with the exception
of DuMont TV network, LBS and
Mutual. Adequate provision will be
made for independent or local stations planning to cover the proceedings.
The International Amphitheatre
—site for the GOP convention July
7 and the Democratic conclave July
21 — is divided into four wings adjoining the area proper and in the
form of double layers of floors.
Main floor wings comprise 57,000
sq. ft. and the upper 50,000 sq. ft.
Seating capacities are 7,000 and
6,000 respectively. Arena itself
seats 12,0C0.
Press Galleries Represented
Aside from media, congressional
Standing Committee of Press Galleries will be represented. Bill
Henry, network commentator, is
coordinating another phase of planning on requirements for the radioTV correspondents on Capitol Hill,

with assistance from Harold McGrath and Robert Menough, heads
of the Senate and House radio galleries, respectively.
The GOP alignment on planning
differs from that of the Democratic
National Committee, with details
handled by radio-press and TV-motion picture subcommittees, under
Rep. Clarence Brown (R-Ohio) and
Mclntyre Faries, respectively. They
report directly to GOP Chairman
Guy Gabrielson.
The Democrats have delegated
these chores to Neale Roach, officially
appointedlast
convention
mittee chairman
Tuesday, comwho
answers directly to Chairman
Frank McKinney. Mr. Roach will
set up Democratic convention headquarters at the Conrad Hilton
Hotel today (Monday).
Slated
yesterday's
sessions fortotheattend
Democrats
were Ken
Fry, radio-TV director; Charles
Van Devander, publicity director,
and Sam Brighton, assistant publicity chief, along with Mr. Roach.
The GOP contingent was to include Mr-. Gabrielson; Edward T.
Ingle,- GOP radio-TV chief, and
William Mylander, publicity director as well as Rep. Brown, Mr.
Farries, former Rep. Carroll Reece
and Walter S. Hallanan, vice chairman of the GOP arrangements
committee.
Industry representatives were
not identified last week.
It was
(Continued on page 30)
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Iss
t. of
Labanorin- Dep
average
$74ues
for announcers.
UPa week,
AVERAGE
payAG
for fulltime
radioPA
Y crease of 13%.
averaged
$45.50
E
ER
AV
Greatest differences in averaga
and television station employes was
over .$73 for a 40-hour scheduled
The department's Bureau of weekly earnings were found in the
workweek in October 1950, $3.50 Labor Statistics found that net- three highest paid occupational
works and their operated stations,
groups. The difference was over $50
above the same period in 1949, according to statistics compiled by with about 20% of total industry
in the case of chief engineers and
the U. S. Dept. of Labor from
supervisors, staff musicians and
employment, had average scheduled
salesmen. Chief engineers and
FCC reports.
weekly earnings $17 above other
Number of hours worked did not stations with 15 or more employes.
supervisors were the highest-paid
change appreciably during the The network-owned station emgroup of radio and TV station emyear. Employment increased from
ployes, averaging $110.50 a week.
ployes averaged $90 a week com41,000 to about 47,000.
At networks and their owned stapared to $73 at other stations.
tions their average was $160 a
Both pay raises and an in- Among stations with fewer than
creased proportion of higher paid 15 employes, having around a fifth week, compared to $103.50 at other
employes accounted for the higher
stations. Salesmen and staff musiof the industry's workers, average
scheduled earnings were $55.50.
earnings, it was found. In stations
cians had weekly averages of $145
of 15 or more employes the studio
Lai-gest occupation group, staff in the networks and their owned
engineers, enjoying average 1950 announcers, averaged $92.50 a stations.
week at network-owned stations
weekly earnings of $85, increased
Scheduled hours averaged 38.5 a
around 50% in a year. The low- and $73 at other stations with 15
(Continued on page 30)
or more employes, or an overall
est-paid group, clerical employes.
AVERAGE WEEKLY SCHEDULED HOURS AND EARNINGS
Selected Occupational Groups in Radio and TV Broadcasting Stations ^
By Size of Community, October 1950
Communities Having Population of
500,000 and over 100,000 to 500,000 50,000 to 100,000 Under 50,000
Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave. „
Ave. Ave.
,Employes
"^o.
yjf^f r„„.°-»c
Wkly. Wkly.
Wkly.
Employes
p^^' fJ:,°Employes Wkly.
^^^J^
Employes Wkly.
^^^^^ Wkly.
p^^
All employes 2
10,527
38.5 $ 86.00 10,403
40.0 $ 69.50 1,849 40.5 $ 61.50 5,864 41.0 S 59.50
Building-service employes
396
400
46.50 337
40^5
36.50 48 40l
31.50 Til 39^0 33.00
Chief engineers and supervisors
4f5
40.0 126.50 477
41.0 101.00 101 41.5
84.50 353 42.0 80.50
Clerical, excluding supervisors
1,810
39.0
44.00 1,463
40.0
43.00 231 40.5
40.50 731 40.5 40.50
Salesmen
664
40.0 119.00 946
40.5
90.00 190 41.5
81.50 664 41.0 73.50
Staff announcers
1,144
39.5
96.50 1,549
41.0
70.50 354 41.5
61.00 1,164 41.5 56.50
Staff musicians
511
22.0 102.50 223
27.0
69.00 32 26.0
55.50 100 20.5 43.50
Staff news personnel
294
39.5
89.50 361
40.5
76.00 86 40.5
67.00 206 41.5 62.00
Staff writers
203
39.5
60.00 524
40.5
52.50 126 41.0
46.00 383 41.0 47.00
Studio engineers-1 St class license
1,320
39.5
90.00 842
40.0
72.50 96 40.5
64.00 231 41.0 57.50
Transmitter engineers-1 st class license
872
40.0
88.00 1,252
41.0
69.00 228 41.0
60.00 821 42.0 57.00
1 Excludes networks, owned and operated stations of the networks, and stations employing less than 15 workers.
1' Includes other station employes in addition to those listed below but excludes general officers and assistant and part-time employes.
Sting
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FCC
Statistics Issued
DO YOU know that the FCC sent
and received 1,100,000 pieces of
mail during the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1951? That there were
885,000 radio authorizations in existence at that time ? That the
FCC received 268,000 applications
of all kinds during the 1951 fiscal
year?
Details of this kind are contained in the FCC's 17th Annual
Report, for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1951, issued last week.
Although out-of-date by more
than six months, the following
were some of the data for fiscal
1951 reported by the Commission:
® AM authorizations reached
a record 2,385 — 82 more than the
previous year. One thousand AM
applications were pending, of
which 270 were for new stations,
235 for changes in facilities, the
rest renewals, for licenses, etc.
# Broadcast matters accounted for 907c> of hearings. There
were 541 cases on the hearing
docket at the end of the fiscal
year. Of these, 260 were AM, 7 FM
and 179 TV (pre-freeze hearing
cases) .
% FM authorizations decreased
by 73. There was a total of 659
FM grants outstanding. Authorizations for non-commercial FM went
up from 82 to 92. Only 17 applications for new FM stations were
filed.
9 FCC's national defense duties included: Control of electromagnetic radiations, monitoring,
serving needs of civil defense
authorities, expansion of communications circuits, experimentation
in use of radio, special technical
studies, safeguarding comunications facilities.
The report is available at the
Government Printing Office, Washington 25, D. C, at 40 cents per
copy.
L. A. Time Capsule
FOR inclusion in a time capsule to be placed in underground concrete garage in
Pershing Square, Los Angeles, Education Committee of
Southern California Broadcasters Assn. has nominated
stills of KMPC Hollywood
facade, broadcasting studio,
engineering controls, newsroom and music library; tape
recordings of KNX documentary This Side of a Million, an NBC daytime serial,
KFI Farm Reporter and
KFAC Evening Concert,
sponsored by Southern California Gas Co. Capsule's
sponsors, L. A. Downtown
Business Men's Assn., suggested including a drawing
of a playback machine. This
will insure perpetuity of
1952's auditory
habits for
citizens
of tomorrow.
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BARRY RYAN (r, foreground), president of Rufhrauff & Ryan, accepts cup
from C. R. Smith (I, foreground), president of American Airlines, commemorating Ruthrauff & Ryan's 40 years in advertising and 14 years as airline's
agency. Rear row (I to r) are T. J. Ross Jr., R&R; F. B. Ryan, R&R board
chairman; C. L. Smith, R&R vice president and account executive, and James
A. Dearborn, AA advertising director.
Boon Seen If Unattended
Operation

Is Official

TWO LEAVE FCC
Goldmon, MacClain Resign \
FCC lost two top attorneys from
the General Counsel's office last
week with resignations of Assistant \
General Counsel Max Goldman and
General Attorney George Mac- '
Clain.
Mr. Goldman, whose resignation
is effective Feb. 20, will become di- )
rector of the Office .of Industrial
Tax Exemptions of the Puerto Rico '
Insular Government. That office *
deals with tax exemptions for busi- i
nesses which (he Puerto Rican administration isseeking to encourage to locate there.
Mr. MacClain will join the National Security Resources Board
this week as assistant general
counsel.
Except for a period in 1944-45
when he was law clerk to Judge
Learned Hand, then sitting on the
U. S. Court of Appeals in Washington, Mr. Goldman has been with
the FCC since August 1941. As
chief of litigation, he represented
the Commission in all cases where
its decisions were appealed to the
courts.
Mr. MacClain has been the legal
chief of the Conelrad project since
the establishment of the radio deception system last year. He has
been with the Commission since
February 1946. Dee Pincock, assistant to the general counsel, will
take over Mr. MacClain's duties
on Conelrad.
No successor to Mr. Goldman has
been named. His two immediate
subordinates are Richard A. Solomon, assistant chief of the division, and A. Harry Becker, chief of
the Administration Branch.
Since last May, the FCC has lost
six attorneys, counting Mr. Goldman and Mr. MacClain. They were
Hearing Examiner Jack P. Blume,
who joined former FCC Chairman
James Lawrence Fly in what is now
Fly, Shuebruk & Blume; Assistant
General Counsel Harry M. Plotkin,
now with Arnold, Fortas & Porter;
Chief of Ofl^ce of Formal Hearings
Parker D. Hancock, now with Hogan & Hartson, and Renewal &
Transfer Chief Dwight Doty, now
with Haley, McKenna & Wilkinson.

HELP for hard-pressed FM station operators may be on the way if
the current FCC practice of permitting unattended operation is made
official.
At least it is believed to be one way to overcome high operating
*
reason given by Frede- (FM)
costs,F. the
Ithaca, N. Y., in June 1950.
lick
Umhey, executive secretary
It is not on the air yet, but when
of the International Ladies Garit goes into operation it will be rement Workers Union, whose showmotely controlled by its sister Rupiece WFDR (FM) New York
ceases operation Feb. 15 ( see sep- away.ral Radio Network station, WVCN
arate story on page 95).
(FM) DeRuyter, N. Y., 80 miles
Since March 1951 the FCC has
authorized eight FM stations to be
These stations have special experimental authority (under Sec.
run by remote control. In reports
3.565d
of the Rules) to operate by
Vv'hich the Commission has received
remote control:
the reliability of unattended operation seems to have been proven.
WRFL (FM) Winchester, Va.;
WGUY-FM Bangor, Me.; WTSVWGUY Bangor, Me., reported
that the reliability of the system is FM Claremont, N. H.; WHDH-FM
Boston; WHYN-FM Holyoke,
99.737f. It got special experimental authority to remotely control
Mass.; WIOD-FM Miami; WHBSFM Huntsville, Ala.; KERN-FM
its FM outlet Jan. 10, 1951.
WHYN-FM Holyoke, Mass., has Bakersfield, Calif.
been running unattended since August of last year. In November it
reported that of 1,346 hours on the AVCO REPORT
air, it had lost 68 minutes due to
Crosiey AM Rates Noted
commercial power failure, six hours
and 57 minutes due to faulty teleCONSOLIDATED net income of
phone circuit, two hours and 55 $10,089,214 for its 1951 fiscal year
minutes because of tube failure, was
reported last week for Avco
and 86 minutes when a maintenance
McFARLAND BILL
Mfg. Corp. by its president, Victor
operator failed to set the time
Emanuel,
in
announcing
the
corpoHouse Study Continues
switch from daylight to standard
ration's annual stockholders retime.
CONGRESSMEN, working on the
Basis For Authorization
McFarland Bill (S 658), were reNo breakdown of the various subported last week to be making
Remote control of FM stations
sidiaries of Avco was given in Mr.
port.
headway on the proposal which
must be authorized by the FCC for Emanuel's summary. However, a would
modify FCC procedures.
portion of the report dealt with
"good and sufficient reasons." They
The
House Interstate and Forhave been approved in several cases
Crosiey Broadcasting Corp. (WLW
eign Commerce Committee rewhen denial would have meant the and WLWT (TV) Cincinnati,
sumed its behind closed-doors conturning in of an FM authorization.
WLWD (TV) Dayton, WLWC
sideration of the bill last Tuesda;'
(TV) Columbus and WINS New
Stations, asking for unattended
[B»T,
Feb.
4]. Two days in ail
York), a wholly owned subsidiary.
operation authority, cite the savwere spent on the Senate-passed
Report noted that WLW and WINS
ings in expenses and the longer
measure and then the committee
"have been able to maintain their
hours they can operate.
recessed until this Tuesday whep^
rate structures" despite "generally
In all cases, there must be prostudy is expected to continue.
prevalent reduction of rates in the
vision for a continuous check on
According to best information,
plate voltage, antenna current, frestandard broadcasting industry."
the committee is still far from bequency and modulation monitors,
Also reported: "Fiscal 1951 marked
ing "out of the woods" but comand antenna warning lights.
the full emergence of television as
mittee members appear to be getFirst station to ask for remote
a substantially profitable operation
closer and
to anwhat
"understanding
of thetingbill
it would do. '
control permission was WVBT
for Crosiey. . . ."
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\CALAND NAMED
\As WNEW Program Director
f\'ILLIAM
KALAND's
appoint-of
ment as J.
program
director
VNEW New York as successor to
liichard Pack, who has accepted a
imilar position with WNBT (TV)
few York (see story, page 64) , was
Announced Thursday by Executive
l^ice President and General Manilger Bernice Judis.
il Mr. Kaland, recently named mani'ger of WNEW's combined script
Ind production departments, as
. umes his new duties immediately.
.'|Ie joined WNEW as continuity
hief in May 1951.
The new program director's 15
j'ears of radio experience include
lervice as radio script writer for
i'oung & and
Rubicam
on theeditor
Bordenof
iiccounts
as news
'U'HOM New York.
He also has held script and production positions with NBC, CBS.
iind local radio stations, and has
^one freelance writing. During the
j'var, he was a program director for
.he Office of War Information,
^Afterward joining the Record Guild
of America as recording and conn.inuity manager.

llEW MICH. OUTLET
WCLC Staff Announced
feTAFF of WCLC Flint, Mich., was
announced last week. WCLC is to
^•o on the air this month, according
i;o Adelaide L. Carrell, managing
>iirector and commercial manager.
Other staff members were listed
^|las Charles R. Carrell, promotion
"and publicity manager; Richard
Hallwood, program director; Cal
'Darnell, sports director; Kenneth
V^'right, local account executive, and
'James Robertson, chief engineer.
Russell P. May is engineering- con'sultant.
Il The new station is assigned 1470
j<c with 1 kw unlimited, directional
day and night. An affiliate of LBS,
l-t subscribes to SESAC Library
^and AP news service.
J Miss Carrell for 20 years oper'a.ted
PoncaCity
City,Pub.
Okla.,
iold itWBBZ
to Ponca
Co. but

Lawrence

Swift Joins Boiling
V
APPOINTMENT
WCBS-T of Craig Lawrence, former general manager of WCOP
Boston, to the general managership of WCBS-TV New York was announced last Thursday coincident with the resignation of G. Richard
Swift as head of the television station to join the Boiling Co., station
representation firm, as vice presi- of
*—
—
KRNT in the same city, he was
dent in charge of television.
Merle S. Jones, CBS Television
named commercial manager and assistant general manager of the two
vice president in charge of stations
stations, rising to a vice presidency
and general services, said Mr.
Lawrence would assume his new
along with the sales managership,
duties Feb. 18. Mr. Lawrence has and in April 1942, when Manager
been NARTB district director representing the New England area.
Mr. Swift's new appointment is
being announced by George W.
Boiling, president of the representation organization, who described
it as part of a "carefully preconceived" plan to provide top quality
service to clients in both media.
Mr. Boiling noted that it is one
of the first instances in which representative firms have reached into
Mr. Lawrence
Mr. Swift
the field of metropolitan station
entered the Army,
Luther
L.
Hill
management to acquire top-echelon
was elevated to acting manager of
TV executives.
KSO-KRNT.
Takes Over Immediately
Mr. Lawrence also has held exMr. Swift, who is slated to take
ecutive posts with WMT Cedar
over his new duties immediately,
Rapids, WNAX Yankton, S. D.,
joined CBS in 1932 shortly after
and, before it was sold by the
graduation from high school. He
Cowles interests, WHOM Jersey
started in programming, becoming
City (now WHOM New York).
director of popular music and, later,
a producer-director. He then transferred to WCBS where he served
first on the business side and then
DENNIS' POST
Cuff May Succeed
as assistant program director before he was named in 1946, after
SUCCESSOR to Walt Dennis, radio-TV director of Allied Stores
a voluntary tour of duty on the
sales staff, as assistant general
Corp., department store chain, had
not been selected at the weekend
manager and program director.
He was appointed general manbut it was believed his duties
ager of WCBS in 1949 and the folwould be assumed
lowing year assumed the same post
by Sam Cuff, TV
for WCBS-TV, serving in the dual
consultant to the
capacity until CBS effected divoicement of radio-TV operations.
corporation and
former manager
Mr. Lawrence is a veteran of 19
of WABD (TV)
years' service with the Cowles raNew York.
dio station, his last assignment
being as general manager of WCOP
Mr. Dennis refrom November 1946 until the stasigned last week
to
become sales
Mr.
Dennis
tion's recent sale.
He entered the advertising
manager of
WJIM Lansing Mich, (early story
agency field in 1926 while a student
at Iowa State College and moved to
54). radio as associate farm
Entering
KSO Des Moines when it opened its page
studios in 1932. With the founding
director and sales promotion man-

TWO-SCORE officials of Westinghouse Radio Stafions Inc. attended the
annual meeting of managers and program-sales executives, held last TuesdayWednesday at the Hotel Statler, Washington. Joseph E. Baudino, WRSI vice
president and general manager, presided.
Seated (I to r): Eldon Campbell, New York; Relda Garrett, Washington;
Mel Bailey, KEX Portland, Ore.; Edgar Kobak, consultant; J. E. Baudino, vice
president and general manager; Jones Scovern, John Cory, Free & Peters;
E. R. Borroff, sales manager; E. H. Rogers, Gray & Rogers; Gordon Davis,
KYW; Carl Vandagrift, WOWO.
BROADCASTING
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JOINS NARTB
Allert-on Succeeds Baker
RICHARD M. ALLERTON, for
many years connected with New
York agency and marketing organization as a research executive, will
join NARTB Washington headquarters as director of research.
He succeeds Dr. Kenneth H. Baker,
who resigned last summer to organize Standard Audit & Measurement Services, New York.
Mr. Allerton, 54, is a graduate of Union College, Schenectady,
class of 1921. Until 1937 he was
a bond salesman in Wall St. After
that he did market research for
Koppers Coke, Gulf Oil, First National Stores and others. During
the 1942-44 period he was a management consultant to the Quartermasters Corps, War Dept.
In 1944 he joined Crossley Inc.
as radio research director, holding
the post two years. Later he became director of marketing and
radio research at Free & Peters,
station representative, and then
Abbott Kimball Co., New York.
Acquires WBGE
SALE of WBGE-AM-FM Atlanta
for $90,000 from Mike Benton to
Edgar B. Poole and Robert N.
Pinkerton was announced last
week. Sale is subject to FCC approval. Mr. Poole is 25% owner
and ' chief engineer of KIFN
Phoenix, Ariz. Mr. Pinkerton is
a sales representative in the United
States for Mexican radio stations.
WBGE is on 1340 kc with 250 w.
Parker Heads WPAT
CHARLES W. PARKER, sales
manager of WICC Bridgeport,
Conn., for the past three years,
has been appointed general manager of WPAT Paterson, N. J.
ager of KVOO Tulsa, Mr. Dennis
joined the public relations department of NAB (NARTB predecessor)
in the toearly
NAB he andmoved
WHN '40s.
New From
York
(now WMGM) as director of special events and public relations.

Standing: W. B. McGill, adv. and sales prom, mgr.; D. N. Lewis, George
Tons, KDKA; John Steen, attorney; William Harvey, Gray & Rogers; R. N.
Harmon, engineering manager; F. P. Nelson, Washington; C. H. Masse, WBZTV; F. J. Schneider, industrial relations; R. G. Duffield, KDKA; I. C. Ruby,
auditor; C. M. Meehan, WBZ; F. A. Tooke, WOWO; J. B. Conley, KEX;
L. R. Rawlins, KYW; Gordon Hawkins, program and educational manager;
C. S. Young, WBZ; W. C. Swartley, WBZ, WBZ-TV; Gordon Swan; WBZ-TV;
John Stilli, WBZ; Lyman Weld, Feature Foods; R. H. Teter, KYW; Russell
Woodward, Free & Peters; C. L. Burrow, KEX; Paul Woodland, KYW; R. E.
White, KDKA; Avner Rakov, WBZ; Jess L. Hadsell, WOWO.
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other conditions for sponsorship of
convention coverage.
The veto power is designed to
assure
advertising consistent with
whether it is free or paid time,"
Mr. Ingle observed.
good taste and dignity and coverConforming to custom, the naage of key proceedings without interruption. It extends over the
tional committee is taking no active
part in the current campaigns of type of sponsors, frowning on beer
avowed GOP candidates and their and wine, deodorant and laxative
advertisers, and inherent in aurepresentatives or in the primaries. It merely provides service in- proval is the agreement that netformation on contacts and other
works will submit lists of commitments to committee headquarters.
aspects when candidates request it,
The burden of responsibility will
and lines up speakers for panel and
other radio-TV public interest be placed, however, on the indusshows.
try's shoulder, including indepenWHOPPING saeJfish on the left is the \
dent stations which may sell coverIn that connection, the commitproud possession of Al Epstein of the I
tee is preparing a brochure on sugage under cooperative or local arrangements. Details spelled out in Alvin Epstein Adv., Washington, D.C., 1
gested techniques for using both
media. It will be offered to all network-advertiser contracts are to proving that there are good sports- {
be worked out without committee
GOP Presidential, gubernatorial,
men in the ad field too. The S'/z-ft. J
Consrressional, state and local intervention, officials stress.
fish weighed in at 92 pounds, giving !
candidates and campaign managers.
This hands-off policy also will up the good fight after 30 minutes ;
The funds situation is not nearly
in the Pacific waters. Mr. Epstein
extend, to a certain degree, to reas acute in Democratic quarters,
made his prize catch about eight i
quirements for booths, studios and
miles out from the Bay of Acapuico,
partly because it represents the other facilities in the amphitheatre,
Mexico.
I
administration in power and also
with the committees refraining
because of the extra contributions
taking sides unless discusfrom such traditional sources as from sions
result in controversy.
Average Pay Up
1
labor groups and various indeCost
Question
Js
Issue
pendent Democratic organizations
(Continued from page 27) Question of installation costs still
throughout the country.
week for salesmen and only 22 for
hangs
fire,
though
this
is
not
a
Evidence of the difference in
musicians. In all radio stations
phase of the code itself. There's
fund recruiting is partly shown
with 15 or more employes, salesno serious issue, although presumup by the fact that the Democrats
ably
the
committees
prefer
that
men averaged $97.50 and musicians '\
maintain an advertising agency
networks sustain the cost of ineach election (Presidential and
Variations
in earnings varied
stalling studios and equipment as
Congressional) year. The commitmore by size of community than by '>.
one
of
the
prerequisites
of
approvtee is preparing to announce its
$109. type of broadcasting station,
ing the code. No such studio prob- the
it was found. As a rule, earnings :
lems exist for the press and some
agency selection for the '52 campaign shortly, with the choice now
for each occupational group in- !
other media, it's pointed out.
creased with the size of the com- 1
narrowed down to two organizaThis
factor
is
complicated
in
the
tions.
munity. At stations with 15 or i,
'52 picture by the emergence of
Radio will play .an important
television on a large scale, and more workers and not owned or ,
role in cities
the Democrats'
plans to the fact that TV networks are in operated by networks, average j
reach
and communities
weekly pay for all employes was
the profit column.
throughout the nation not along
$59.50 in communities under 50,000, ■
In
previous
Presidential
conthe coaxial cable or radio relay
ranging up to $86 in cities over j
vention campaigns, the networks
routes, according to Ken Fry, raand the major political parties split 500,000. Scheduled hours declined
dio-TV chief.
by size of area, ranging from 38.5 i
the costs. Committee authorities
Like the networks themselves,
hours in the largest group to 40-41
have
consistently
pointed
out
that
hours
in the others.
j
the committee is reappraising the
they
desire
the
complete
coverage
radio-TV audience picture in terms
In the 1949-50 period average i
radio-TV can provide while also
of coverage or "mileage for the
noting that sponsors are buying earnings of chief engineers and i
political
dollar."
supervisors rose from $105 to j
some network
radio Regional
are slatedandto network coverage and not sponsor$110.50, becoming the highest-paid i
ing the conventions as such.
play important part in pinpointNeither national committee will
ing this activity.
topped increases
the scale i':
in 1949. Musicians
Average weekly
profit from the sale of coverage to gTOup.
Committee headquarters also are
of $3 or more were recorded for
advertisers
and
radio
and
TV
negotiating with a film company to
building-service
employes, $5;
broadcasters will operate with the
handle background material for the
salesmen
and
transmitter
engi- ;
disclaimer that neither party neccampaign at grass root levels.
neers, $4, and studio engineers,
essarily
endorses
the
product
being
Clips and other materials would
$3.50. Musicians averaged $109 in
advertised.
be used by local groups to point up
each year.
Other
factors
evolve
around
the
issues rather than personalities in
Earnings in the report were comcontinuity of coverage of proceedtime for post-convention action.
ings. This raises the Question of
A manual similar to that under
puted bybydividing
sched- "ilH
number weekly
of employes,
the time element evolved for nomi- uled pay
preparation by the Republican
nating and seconding speeches and thus including premium rates for ft
committee also is planned by the
for demonstrations. There will be any regularly scheduled overtime.
Democrats.
Data do not include general officers |(
an effort on the part of both comSimple Standard of Practice
mittees to limit the time on these and assistants, non-staff program
The code question has been pretty proceedings in the knowledge that and parttime employes.
well thrashed out in a series of broadcasts or telecasts could beconferences between committee
come quite boring if continued in- adopted limitations on nominating
and industry representatives the
speeches (to 15 minutes each) and
definitely irrespective of imporseconding talks (to five minutes
past few months. The code actu- tance.
each). The Democrats are exThis policy could be adopted as
ally is a simple standard of pracpected to follow suit.
tice generally agreed upon in prin- a "convenience" to the broadcast
The consensus is, however, that
ciple by committee officials and industry, with networks given leeupon it are premised the series of
way to cut lengthy demonstrations
the resolved
question best
of studio
cut-ins
be
over the
rangewill^
of ;
sponsor commitments already con- as they see fit. But no commersummated by CBS, NBC and ABC
cials would be permitted from the future conventions, notwithstand- ,
radio and television networks.
floor nor would they be permitted
ing the good intentions of the con- j
The two national committees
to curb proto interrupt keynote speeches, bal- vention chairman
Ion p-ed demonstrations and other
have reserved the right of veto
loting and other top proceedings.
actions.
over type of sponsor and prescribed
The RepubliC;ans already have
BROADCASTING
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Conventions Radio-TV Plans
(Continued from page 27)
understood at least one representative from each medium, engineering personnel and perhaps special
events and public affairs officials
from the radio-TV networks, would
attend.
Network radio-TV sponsor agreements (Westing-house, Philco and
Admiral) and the code itself are
handled at GOP headquarters by
its Arrangements Committee under
Mr. Gabrielson. Question of local
or co-op sponsors has not been
broached in these quarters yet, it
was reported.
The code probably will be released momentarily by the Democratic and Republican National
Committees, which reportedly have
approved them in principle. It will
take the form of a joint release.
Radio-TV planning at GOP
headquarters was outlined by Mr.
Ingle. He predicted that the "biggest single audience in the world's
history" for such an event will
watch and hear the July conventions. He described the '48 campaign as a mere "warmup" on
the basis of planning for the summer parleys and cited estiniates of
60 million people expected to hear
or watch the proceedings.
Mr. Ingle held out a number of
revolutionary possibilities, among
them train back-platform appearances of candidates at key cities
along the campaign routes. Candidates may even seek to schedule
their train routes along existing
joaxial cable routes with an eye
to television, he felt.
Despite the enthusiasm for
video, Mr. Ingle stressed that GOP
politicos are not selling radio short,
in view of the lesser coverage of
TV, in the coming conventions and
followup campaigns.
Not Overlooking Radio
"We're not overlooking the importance of radio and won't be
carried away with the glamor of
television," he said. "It must not
be forgotten millions of people
won't be able to see the conventions
and other events on television."
Mr. Ingle also noted the importance of automobile radios for
projecting the issues to the voting
public.
Turning to campaign funds, Mr.
Ingle wouldn't hazard a guess on
how much the Republicans -will
spend this year for radio-TV. The
$3 million limitation on committee
campaign expenditures poses one
question in view of the expensive
nature of TV, he noted.
He offered a tentative ratio of
4-1 as between TV and radio funds,
but emphasized this was merely
guesswork. The radio budget called
for $750,000 in '48.
These details will be decided by
the GOP Finance Committee and
the picture for purchase of network time after the conventions
also is undecided. Traditionally,
the GOP chooses an advertising
agency later after the Republican
candidate is selected.
"We will welcome any step which
will present more information to
the people on the issues involved.
Page 30
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NETWORKS
Talks Await Decisions
;NETW0RK decisions about najtional uniformity and co-terminus
(dates, required by Radio Writers
Guild in future contracts covering
fstaff writers, are being requested
by the labor group before it will
bet another date for continuing negotiations, it was reported last
week.
Characterized by a guild spokesIman as "amicable," the discussions
■were stopped but not broken off
Iwhen no date was set for the usual
inieeting this week. RWG seeks unitform rates for all members in HoliljTvood, Chicago and New York
iwith contracts in each area to begin and end simultaneously. Western pact expired Oct. 31, several in
the eastern region Dec. 30 and the
Chicago contract will end with this
month, it was reported. Writers
also ask commercial fees for newsroom staffers and suggest pooling
extra pay that results from sponsored news shows for equitable distribution among all news writers
periodically.
RWG contract for freelance
writers, executed on a national basis, was agreed upon some time
ago, has been ratified by national
[membership and carries Nov. 16,
1951, effective date.

ROBINSON

WG,

IDOLCIN CLAIMS HIT
FTC Examiner Cites Adv,
CERTAIN advertising claims made
'by Dolcin Corp., New York, for its
tmedicinal
preparation (Dolcin)
would be prohibited under an initial
['ruling filed by a Federal Trade
Commission trial examiner.
I Specifically, representations that
I Dolcin is a cure and effective treatment for arthritis or rheumatism
i were challenged by Examiner Ab' ner Lipscomb. The product will give
only temporary relief for minor
aches and pains, he said. Also
branded as false are claims that
Dolcin is economical. Retail price
is $2 for 100 tablets, whereas same
jquantity of a well-known aspirin
(Sells for 59(;', Mr. Lipscomb added.
' The ruling, released last week,
would apply to broadcast and pub[lished continuities. Decision beIcomes final in 30 days unless appealed or docketed for FTC review.

BROADCASTER VS. PUBLISHER
Controversy Seeths in Rio Grande on Public Issues
FOR TWO months, Texas' Lower
Rio Grande Valley has seethed
with one of the most violent radionewspaper controversies of recent
times.
The argument has been between
two newcomers : Roy Hofheinz,
Houston station owner (KTHT)
who put the 50 kw KSOX on the
air last Dec. 1 in Harlingen, one
of the three principal cities in the
valley, and R. C. Holies, 73-yearold California newspaper publisher
who bought out the valley's three
main dailies (Harlingen Morniyig
Star, Brownsville Herald and McAllen Evening Monitor) last Oct. 1.
Mr. Holies set the stage for the
dispute when, within a few weeks
after taking over his new properties, he turned them loose on his
favorite crusade: a relentless
campaign against tax-supported
schools which he believes violate
the Ten Commandments, the Golden
Rule and the Declaration of Independence. (He also believes that
Herbert Hoover has dangerous
leftist tendencies and that all taxes
which support highways, hospitals,
post offices, armies, navies and police departments are socialistic and
immoral. )
Residents Boycott Newspapers
By the time Mr. Hofheinz got
his new station into operation, valley residents were already up in
arms over the newspaper editorials. A boycott of the McAllen
Monitor was declared by the McAllen City Council of Parents and
Teachers and within four days
1,200 subscriptions were cancelled.
But the anti-Hoiles reaction did
not reach its full proportions until
Mr. Hofheinz began broadcastingeach night a series of free-swinging editorials lambasting Mr.
Holies as a man of "medieval, barbaric philosophy" and urging citizens not to support his papers.
Last week, Messrs. Holies and
Hofheinz met face-to-face in two
debates. The first, on Tuesday
night, was held in the McAllen
High School football stadium before more than 3,500; the second
on Wednesday night in the high

CHAIRMAN John K. Herbert (with folder), NBC vice
president In charge of radio network sales, reviews plans
for April 16 Brand Names Day meeting at New York's
Waldorf-Astoria with members of his planning committee. Around the table at the Brand Names Foundation Inc. headquarters in New York are (I to r): Jacob
A. Evans, NBC mancgsr of radio advertising; James M.
Toney, public relations director, RCA Victor Div.; Harold
A. Lebair, The New York Times (representing Monroe
BROADCASTING
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school auditorium before a turnaway crowd of 1,200.
Mr. Holies took the affirmative,
Mr. Hofheinz the negative, on the
questions: "Should Public Schools
be Abolished?" the first night and
"Resolved that Tax-Supported
Schools are in Violation of and
Incompatible with the Ten Commandments, Golden Rule and Declaration
of
Independence"
on the
second meeting.
Principal points made by Mr.
Holies : If government schools are
continued, "our future and that of
our children is very, very dark."
Taxation to support them violates
the stealing and coveting Commandments. Schools supported by
taxation are socialistic because the
Communist Manifesto of Karl
Mai'x advocated government
schools.
One admission made by Mr.
Holies was that he had attended
public schools himself and had sent
his three children to them.
Mr. Hofheinz entered the obvious defense of public schooling —
that it gives more children the opportunity to learn than any other
system could.
The crowds at both debates
cheered Mr. Hofheinz, gave Mr.
Holies polite applause. That is the
way sentiment seems generally to
be running in the valley since radio
began
calling of
Mr.theHolies'
hand.EveCirculation
McAllen
ning Monitor was 15,000 in January, 1951. In January, 1952, it
was down to 10,200.
Louella Parsons

Pact

FIVE MINUTE Hollywood movieland commentary agreement has
been drawn up between Louella
Parsons and the Colgate-PalmolivePeet Co., manufacturer of Lustre
Creme shampoo. Show will begin
March 2 foi' 13 weeks with options
on NBC or CBS depending on available Sunday time. Agency is Lennen & Mitchell, New York, which
also optioned her TV pilot film
[B*T, Jan. 14] with view toward
ultimate Colgate sponsorship.

Green, Times advertising manager); Charles A. Rheinstrom, vice president, J. Walter Thompson Co.; Mr. Herbert; George W. Fotis, sales promotion manager. Business Machines & Supplies, Remington Rand Inc.; Edward
A. Gumpert, advertising manager. Biscuit Div., National
Biscuit Co.; Jack Glasser, trade relations director, Calvert
Distillers Corp., and Nathan Keats, vice president. Brand
Names Foundation.

SIGNED

By WNBC, WNBT(TV)
JACKIE ROBINSON, second baseman with the Brooklyn Dodgers,
has signed a twoy e a r contract
and
with
WWNBC
N B T NBC's
(TV)
New York to
serve at a salary
reported
cially asunoffiabout
$20,000 a year, as
a performertheplanner
title ofunder
director
Mr. Robinson
of community activities.
In an executive assignment
unique in the field of broadcasting,
Mr. Robinson will supervise overall programming for youth, with
particular stress on sports shows,
working in cooperation with city
school, Boy Scouts, YMCA, YMHA,
Police Athletic League, and the
Catholic Youth Organization. He
will also be available for speaking
engagements at community organizations, especially those concerned with child welfare.
Extent of the athlete's participation in program broadcasts is
yet to be decided, although it is
practically certain he will make
more broadcasts than his current
Batters Up (WNBC, Saturdays,
9:30-10 a.m.).
In addition to programming, Mr.
Robinson will play an important
role in WNBC's increased merchandising operation and will hold special meetings in the food and drug
field. He will, Ted Cott, station
manager, explained, "support sales
department efforts by developing
Mr. Robinson will continue playing with the Dodgers with broadpromotions."
casting labelled as second choice.
ZUCKERT CONFIRMED
Senate Approves for AEC
THE SENATE last Monday confirmed the nomination of Eugene
M. Zuckert, stockholder in KPBX
Beaumont, Tex., to be a member of
the Atomic Energy Commission
for the remainder of a four-year
term ending June 30, 1952. He
was confirmed without opposition.
Mr. Zuckert, who will fill the
post vacated by Sumner T. Pike,
was Assistant Secretary of the
Air Force until President Truman
nominated him to the AEC. A
native of Stamford, Conn., Mr.
Zuckert holds 10,000 out of 67,862
shares of common voting stock in
the Beaumont radio station, of
which he also is a director. Before
his Air Force appointment in 1947,
he was an attorney for the Securities and Exchange Commission
[B»T, Jan. 28].
LEW KING, Phoenix, Ariz., known in
the Southwest for his work with children through two radio shows, one
released nationally through Liberty
Network, has been named outstanding
youth leader for Arizona and New
Mexico and pi-esented the Fraternal
Order
Award. of Eagles Youth Guidance
February 11, 1952
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Recruiting Funds
(Continued from page 25)
greater portion going into production at the agency.
Where radio has gained $511,568
out of all funds since July 1, 1951,
newspapers and supplements are receiving $287,239 and magazines
$310,864.
Other breakdowns:
(Army) — Sunday supplements — American Weekly, $10,949; This Week, $15,120:
Parade, $7,266.70. Dally Newspapers—
$18,092.71. WAC Folders— $4,000. College Newspapers — $8,083.76. Sunday
Magazine Sections — $36,111.25. Directby-Mail Campaign — $10,000. Professional Journals — $426. Publicity — $11,250. Production — $15,000. Re-enlistment
— $51,000. Reserve and miscellaneous —
$2,400.58. Total
Joint (with
Sales Aids
$18,000.
other (Films)—
unlisted
sums): $312,000.
(Air Force) — Sunday Supplements —
$70,499. College Newspapers — $32,000.
Professional and "Target" magazines
— $3,416. Publicity — $7,500. Re-enlistment—$12,480. Sales Aids— $7,208. Preparation & Production — $14,000. Reserve
— $7,939.30. Joint Sales Aids (Films)$12,000. Total (with other unlisted
sums): $208,000.
The Army's $312,000 and Air
Force's $208,000 plus $30,000 for
joint sales aids account for the
$550,000.
The question of whether Congress will lift its ban on the use
of
1951-52fundsactivities
($3.1 million
for
all recruiting
including
$2.1 million for national advertising) is expected to be resolved in
the near future.
Military authorities explain that
the issue may be thrashed out
when Mrs. Anna Rosenberg, Defense Dept. manpower specialist,
testifies before the Senate and
Home Appropriations Committees
on the personnel procurement problems.
A Senate Appropriations subcommittee, headed by Sen. Joseph
O'Mahoney (D-Wyo.), who spearheaded the paid recruiting ban last
October, began hearings last week
on the department's fiscal '53
budget.
Whether the Pentagon is successful in convincing Congress to
thaw the freeze on '52 funds — or at
least desist from taking similar
action on '53 funds — remained conjectural last week. It was learned
that the Defense Dept. is seeking
$1,050,000 for recruiting after next
July 1. No breakdown was given.
Problem Needs Review
In the interim period since October, the Defense Dept. directionalized the $550,000 allocation, abandoning any plans for future network programs.
Part of this problem is a sweeping re-evaluation by the military
of its whole policy on use of funds
not only for recruiting but also for
its informational or "prestige" netwoi-k shows.
The need for such an analysis is
prompted by the knowledge that
Congress will want all the facts
before it takes any action on the
recruitment advertising freeze.
In that light. Pentagon authorizes under a Management Committee have initiated a review bearing
on all radio-TV programs, including a study of ratings enjoyed by
current Defense Dept. programs in
Page 32
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Whether the Pentagon's information programs would be required to conform to these standards was a matter of speculation.
The cost of producing the shows
would be measured in terms of actual audience and weighed against
the question of whether the servworth.ices are receiving their money's

DONALD W. KRAMER (c), mayor of
Binghamton, N. Y., and president of
Southern Tier Radio Service Inc.,
which operates WINR Binghamton,
flips switch putting station on new
frequency of 680 kc with a power
boost to 1 kw. Watching (I to r) are
A. A. Kelley, chief engineer, and
C. A. Bengtson, WINR general manager.
competition with commercial network fare.
At stake in the broad Defense
Dept. study is the fate of a number of Defense Dept. informational
and /or semi - documentary programs. Included are Time for Defense on ABC, Armed Forces Reviews on MBS, Defense Report on
LBS, Peyitagon, Washington on DuMont TV Network, and Big Picture, offered to individual TV stations by the Army Dept.
These programs are distinct in
character from those previously
aired by the Defense Dept. for recruiting purposes and are tailored
to keep the American public apprised of developments in Korea
and elsewhere.
Public Information Funds
The costs of producing these programs for network broadcast as
public interest sustainers are provided through funds allotted to the
department's
public information
activities.
This review of overall broadcast
activities has been in progress for
at least a month, and reportedly is
only one phase of a broad analysis
looking at the entire public information picture. It also may be recalled that the relation of public
information activities for each
service to the centralized Defense
Dept. Public Information Division
had been under scrutiny in recent
years.
There is no suggestion in any
quarter that the Defense Dept.
would cancel any of its prestige or
information programs, since the
costs involved are infinitesimal
compared to outlays set aside for
the cancelled Bill Stern, Frankie
Laine and football Game of the
Week programs.
But Pentagon authorities hope
to anticipate the extension by members of Congress of any discussions on recruiting to public information activities.
It was pointed out that since
dropping the network progi-ams
last fall, top officers of the Military
Personnel Procurement Service (recruiting) have entertained a change
in thinking — a visible switch of
emphasis from network shows to
spot radio or "directional" campaigns.

The question has arisen whether
these Defense Dept. network shows
can pull their weight ratingswise
against commercial fare aired in
similar time periods by the major
networks.
It is presumed that there is less
of a problem involved in those instances where competing commercial network programs do not enjoy
top listenership as evidenced in the
ratings compiled by such national
research organizations as The
Pulse, and A. C. Nielsen Co.
Competing Shows
According to the latest Telecasting showsheet. Time for Defense is spotted on ABC at 10:30
p.m. Monday against the Rex Allen
Show on CBS and Dangerous Assignment on NBC, among others.
The Armed Forces Review is carried by MBS at 9:30 p.m. Friday
opposite Mr. District Attorneyi on
ABC, Robert Q's Waxworks on CBS
and the sustainer Short Story on
NBC.
In television, Peyitagon, Washington on DuMont vies for televiewers each Monday at 8 p.m.,
with competition from NBC-TV's
Paul deo
Winchell
CBS-TV's Mr.
ViTheatre, Shoiv,
The Amazing
Maloyie and Mr. District Attoryiey,
which alternate
LBS'
Defense
Report onis ABC-TV.
aired Sunday,
1:15 to 1:30 p.m.
The Army Dept.'s Big Picture
film program
is based
on stafl"
reports originally
used for
training
purposes, and is offered to single
video stations for institutional
sponsorship or public interest telecasts. About 62 TV outlets, including WCBS-TV New York, are
currently carrying the feature,
which reportedly enjoys a high rating for afternoon programs.
The Army Dept.'s Radio-TV
Branch, under Col. Ed Kirby, embroiders the film with opening and
closing commentary as part of its
production activities. Feature is
sent to stations which, in turn, offfer it to sponsors of institutional
advertising. Lack of funds has hampered widespread distribution, with
actual number of film prints limited to 18 for the 60-plus stations.
Overall Army budget for PIO
activities is approximately $333,000, sum comparable to that for
the Air Force and Navy.
Asks Suspension
REQUEST for permission to suspend operation temporarily was
filed last week with the FCC by
WWXL Peoria, 111. Station, which
operates on 1590 kc with 1 kw, indicated financial difficulties. It
began operation in 1947. Joseph
Giddan is principal stockholder of
the LBS affiliate.

CONTROL
LAWS
Maybank Would Extend ,
OPENING salvo in economic control warfare was fired on Capitol
Hill tion
lastforces.week by anti-administraSen. Burnet Maybank (D-S. C),
chairman of the Senate Banking
& Currency Committee, drew a
bead on administration plans by introducing a new bill (S 2594) tf
extend the Defense Production Act
only one year beyond the present
June 30 expiration date.
The simply-drawn measure will
serve as the 'basis for an all-out
fight during committee hearings,
which Chairman Maybank promised would begin March 4. He
urged that all amendments now
under study be introduced this
month.
President Truman was expected
momentarily to send up his own
plan for stronger economic controls, including a recommendation
that the act be extended two year?
and that cutoff date on the Capehart cost allowance formula be a
retained at the July 26, 1951 level
[B»T, Feb. 4].
The proposal, offered by Sen
Maybank, a member of the South
ern Democrat and anti-Truman
bloc, does not touch on the Capehart formula and concerns itself
only with minor amendments far
afield from this radio-TV-space ad
vertising provision, written into
the production act last summer.
In sponsoring the bill. Sen. Maybank quoted Roger Putnam, Economic Stabilization Administrator
as testifying that the American
economy has achieved reasonably
good balance under the present act
Under the current Defense Production Act as amended, manufac
turers may elect to take advantag(
of the Capehart formula by increasing price ceilings on th(
strength of media advertising, sell
ing, research and administration
costs. Radio-TV set makers generally have withheld applications
for boosts, awaiting tailored regulations from OPS.
Manufacturers are permitted tc
file with OPS for price hikes or
the basis of costs for these cate
gories from June 24, 1950 — or thi
start of the Korean war — to Juh
26, 1951. Costs are applied to tht
highest price during the bas'
1950. — Jan. 1, 1950, to June 24'
period
Signs RCA Series
McCORMICK BISCUIT

Co. ha

purchased
RCA'sforsyndicated
seriesor
Doctor Paul,
sponsorship
20 Canadian radio stations, it wa:
announced last week. One of 2
syndicated programs produced bj
RCA Recorded Program Services
Doctor Paul is a five-times-weekb
serial of a young general practi
tioner and his meetings with huniar
nature in everyday life. Sale foi
the 20 stations, described as locatec
in major markets, was handlec
through
All-Canada Radio Facil
ities.
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A Baltimore

retailer of television sets

started three years ago spending
his budget
he

on television stations. Today

is spending
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of his budget
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know

he writes us:

a tip from
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more
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rOM TINSLEY, PRESIDENT • REPRESENTED BY FORJOE AND COMPANY
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best! In Balti-

more, WITH carries the advertising

"Three years ago we had only one store
in Baltimore; today we have eight. Our
on WITH

growth.^^

than

twice

chants as any

as many

other
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of

retail mer-

station
WITH

in town.
story.
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OPPOSES

S 2444

Martin Files Protest
BROADCASTERS
continued
to
voice opposition to S 2444 — to prohibit advertising of distilled spirits
on radio and television — last week
as hearings closed on Capitol Hill
(see adjacent story).

*
i
,

.
\
i

Luther
W. manager,
Martin, KTTR
Mo.,
general
wrote Rolla,
Sens. '
Ed C. Johnson (D-Col.), chairman, ■
Senate
Interstate and Foreign
Commerce Committee, and James
P. Kem (R-Mo.), a member of the
committee, to protest that the bill
would discriminate against a portion of the various advertising
media.

PLANS for public service aSlocation to assist charitable
and civic groups were reviewed by executives of newlyformed Philadelphia Radio & Television Broadcasters
Assn. with program directors from 1 2 of city's radio-TV
stations. Presiding at meeting was Benedict Gimbel Jr.,
president of association and WIP Philadelphia. Seated
(I to r): Felix Meyer and Richard Paisley, WFIL; Jack
Steck, WFIL-TV; Donald W. Thornburgh, president-gen-

eral manager, WCAU-AM-TV; Mr. Gimbel; Ruth Chilton
Burns, PRTBA executive secretary; Dorothy Wall, WFLN;
Joseph Connelly, WCAU; Rupe Werling, WIBG; Michael
Deegan, WJMJ. Standing (I to r): Doug Hibbs, president,
WTEL; Len Stevens, WhIAT; Murray Arnold and Sam
Serota, WIP; Jules Rind, WPEN; John McCiay and
Charles Vanda, WCAU-TV.

Dry Bill Plastered
(Continued from page 23)
ous governmental bodies who will
tilled Spirits
Institute's
advertising
committee;
Clinton
M. Hester,
United
have a part in the regulation of
Brewers
Foundation;
John
E.
O'Neill,
general counsel. Small Brewers Assn.;
Frank Braucher, Magazine Advertising
broadcasting."
Bureau; Edward W. Wootton, Wine
He didn't think the legislation
Conference of America and Wine Institute.
was necessary either — "voluntary
self-regulation . . . has resulted in
Statements were filed by William
a convincinganddemonstration"
of the
B. Ryan, president of Broadcast
soundness
effectiveness of
the
Advertising Bureau (BAB) and
approach.
Murray Grabhorn, managing direcAccording to Mr. Fellows, broadtor of National Assn. of Radio &
Television Station Representatives
casters agree with the "drys" on
the undesirability of liquor adver(NARTSR).
tising on broadcast media but disSen. Brewster's suggestion came
agree in the methods undertaken to
during the testimony of Mr.
achieve the result. NARTB would
O'Brien of the distillers. Mr.
use the voluntary method, the
O'Brien said he could not hold the
' drys" would write into a law "a
distillers to any such agreement
highly discriminatory piece of legisbefore they, themselves, were aclation, singling out the broadcast
quainted with it and formulated ac- media for
advertising restrictions
tion. However, he said he would
forward the Senator's proposal to not applied to other mass media."
the industry.
Sen. Johnson expressed deep interest on how binding the TV Code
Sen. Johnson also showed interwill be on future TV stations —
est
in
Sen.
Brewster's
proposal.
The Coloradan had earlier asked
"there will be more newcomers in
the field . . . and more competition
whether Congress could be "guaranteed" that liquor advertising at- for advertising."
His question: What happens
tempts on radio and TV would
not be made.
when there are many more stations; will those operators be inNeed Year's Notice
clined to accept liquor advertising
The question via Sen. Brewster
now banned under the code?
came
up again
NARTB's
In answer, Mr. Fellows stated
President
Fellowswhen
testified.
Mr.
Fellows, noting that the TV Code
flatly: "I expect this code will be
as long as there is tele(which contains a ban against li- in effect
vision and after there is no more
quor advertising on television) "is
Sen. Johnson or Mr. Fellows." He
"100% sincerity," said "there'll
countering a statement by
be better than a year's notice . . . added,
Sen. Johnson that two years ago
the code could not be changed or
"radio operators felt ready to acaltered without more than a year's
cept liquor advertising and two
notice . . ."
Among objections to the bill networks [CBS and NBC] were
raised by Mr. Fellows, were the ready to accept," that as a practical broadcaster he felt the negoprovisions which would make liquor advertising a subject to take
tiations were "pseudo" and that
actually the broadcasters did not
into consideration in the granting
make up their minds to put liquor
and renewal of licenses. "Broadon the air.
casters," he declared, "feel that advertising
He also reminded the Senator
further special conditions attached
that the contemplated advertising
[to license grants and renewals]
confuse the relative status of variwas to have been "institutional . . .
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He and
said that
"drys" contend
beer
wine the
advertising
place
temptation before the children in
the home but "so does the advertising of similar products in newsand magazines."
He addedto ;
that thepapersalcoholic
is attracted
printed media and billboard advertising of alcoholic beverages as
much as he is to radio-TV ads.
Again, he said, "dry" "states also
get newspapers and magazines [
which contain such adds.

to preach moderation ..." He said
he doubted whether the liquor advertisers would ever attempt, nor
would the broadcaster want to

Mr. Martin said he also spoke '
"as president of the Missouri Assn. I
of LBS Affiliated Stations." i

carry,
liquor advertising
such."
Explaining
further the"asbinding
aspect of the TV Code, Mr. Fellows cited Chairman Wayne Coy of
FCC who "told us it was up to
the 108 stations to set the pace and
form
pattern
newwas
stations."
That the
theory,
he for
said,
tested
successfully from 1936, date of the
radio code adoption, on to the

Mr. Wootton (Wine Institute): —
"It is our firm belief that this bill is
based on a wrong principle and that
it represents a backward step rather
than a forward step in the connection
of the federal government with the
field of industry public relations."
Referring to the wine code on advertising that his industry has set up.
Mr. Wooten said: "The television
broadcasters in adopting their own
code have done the same thing, not
only in the alcoholic beverage field,
but in many other fields of advertis-

present.
Highpoints follow:
Bishop Wilbur E. Hammaker, executive vice president of the Methodist
Church's Temperance Board (in rebutting the "wets" Thursday:— "I am
glad that thus far the self-imposed
restraints of distillers and broadcasters have evidenced due regard for the
ancient and revered principle that
'a man's home is his castle.' What
we want is that same kind of sensitivity on the part of the rest of the
members of the family. . . . All advertisements for intoxicating beverages are intruders in the average
American home and should have the
good
stay out."
Mr. taste
Ryan to(BAB):—
The bill would
make use of "improper" exercise of
Congressional
. . . "If which
there
are
factors of powers.
public interest
necessitate that the advertising of
intoxicating beverages should be prohibited, then, all advertising of intoxicating beverages by all possible
means of communication should be
prohibited." He labeled bill as grantFCC the "power
of censorship"
and ing tothought
it unconstitutional.
Measure is an "attempt by a minority
to impose its views . . . upon the
entire
the U.with
S." dismay
"This people
Bureauof views
any proposed legislation which purports to censor or in any way regulate the contents or subject matter
of broadcast advertising." He said
the bill was an "entering wedge" for
the "drys" and that the industry
should be permitted to take voluntary
measures before "stringent legislation as the Johnson-Case Bill is en-

Mr. Grabhorn
. .
broadcasting
and (NARTSR):—".
television stations
. . . [with J exception of an extremely
small fractional minority, have themselves, through pure self-regulation,
rejected and refused to accept the
broadcasting and telecasting of all
distilled spirits . . . therefore ... no
needing."
for the introduction of such legislation. .. ." But the bill could set
"precedent for the encouragement of
various pressure groups to attempt
through legislation, to broaden the
base to include many other prod- :
ucts. . . ." But more important there
are discriminatory phases apparent ir
the bill, he asserted. While permitting a legally manufactured or pro>
duced product to advertise on othei
media, the bill would prohibit th<
advertising
on broadcast media, Mr
Grabhorn noted.
Mr. Hester (Brewers Foundation)
— Beer industry brings in an exces:
of $700 million annually in excis(
taxes alone for the U. S. Treasury
He hit back at the "drys" attack oi
the
during the
hearing.
will brewers
... be obvious
to all
memberi"I
of this committee . . . that S 244discriminates against the alcoholi
beverage industry by applying to.i
a more stringent or rather prohibitivi
system of advertising laws than, fd
example, it applies to the cigarett
or peanut industry, and in so doini
it violates the due process clause o
the Fifth Amendment." He said brew
ers sponsor "educational, entertain
(Continued on page 36)
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Third of a series telling why sponsors and stations are SOLD

ABC

Radio's
programming

daytime
pays

on ABC

off!

The programs on this page (and many of their sponsors) are new
on ABC Radio. They're part of the network's exciting new pattern of daytime programming ... a plan that is paying off for
sponsors, for stations, for listeners. First, ABC scheduled a series
of daytime dramas on weekday mornings. The shows were given
the best production possible (Elaine Carrington, Hector Chevigney
and the Hummerts are magic names in radio drama) . . . and they
were programmed in a block to attract and hold audiences.
The results: affiliates are delighted because all the shows are sold;
sponsors are delighted because housewives are tuning in.
The same success in the morning is now being repeated in the
afternoon: another block of dramatic programs with low budgets
and top production. Already two of the new shows are sponsored. . . with more new shows (and sponsors) on the way.

ABC
American

Radio

Broadcasting

Company

When a Girl Marries
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Bosebail Planning
(Continued from page 23)
tween the two baseball clubs, with
being- put together. Chesterfield
also will sponsor the Chicago Cubs
each receiving $75,000, it was said.
This is the first time in Southern
for the second year on WIND Chicago and on a Midwest baseball
California TV that a single station has acquired the complete
network, which may extend from
home schedule of both clubs.
25 to 50 stations. The cigarette
Deal was negotiated by Ward
firm is considering TV sponsorship
of the Cubs.
Ingrim, executive vice president of
In addition to this schedule,
Don Lee, with Don Stewart, presiChesterfield will add to its baseball
dent of Los Angeles Angels and
Robert Cobb, vice president of
coverage by sponsoring on television and radio the Boston Red
Hollywood Stars.
Sox for the first time. Broadcasts
KFWB Hollywood has exclusive
will be carried on WHDH Boston
radio rights to Hollywood Stars
and fed to 30 New England stations
games. KMPC holds similar rights
to all Los Angeles Angels home
and will be shared by Atlantic Recontests.
fining Co. (through N. W. Ayer),
and Narragansett Brewing Co.
George Whitney, Don Lee vice
(through Cunningham & Walsh,
president in charge of TV sales,
was offering national advertisers
New York, also agency for Chesterfield).
and agencies in eastern key cities
FalstaflJ' beer for the second year a 180-game baseball package includwill sponsor the St. Louis Browns
ing KHJ-TV Los Angeles time and
on a regional radio network in St. pickup charges of $425,000 for
Louis, Illinois, Iowa and Missisgames of either or both Los Angeles area teams, or fractional consippi. Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample,
tracts.
New York, is agency for Falstaff.
Gulf Oil, through Young & Rubicam. New York, is still contemplating sponsorship of one-quarter
Dry Bill Plastered
of the sports package, including
(Continued from page 3U)
baseball games, being ofi^ered by
Liberty.
ment and sports programs." (Sen.
Tobey noted that the boxing matches
Ballentine To Continue
he watches on television are sponsored by a razor blade company.)
• P. Ballantine & Sons through J.
Mr. O'Brien (Distilled Spirits InWalter Thompson Co., New York,
stitute):— If the drys succeeded, he
will continue to sponsor the Netsaid, vegetarians would be justified in
work of Champions on a regional
asking for a ban on meat advertising.
radio basis in upstate New York.
While distillers do not use radio and
TV advertising, he said, they have the
Ballantine is cutting its radio
sports budget somewhat to put right to do so.
more into television. Confirming
Mr. Sullivan (AFA):-— AFA "stands
for the principle that any product
the latter point, the firm announced
this week that it had renewed its which can be lawfully made and sold
should be allowed to advertise. The
contract to sponsor the half-hour
believes that if this right
TV advenure series Foreign In- federation
to advertise is limited by express
trigue in 11 cities in the East from
statutory prohibition directed to a
Boston to Miami.
particular product or a particular
At cost of .$150,000 Don Lee medium, then this limitation can be
Broadcasting System, Hollywood,
extended to other products and other
last week acquired exclusive television rights to all Hollywood Stars
Mr. Scheidker (AAAA): — Asserted
media."
and Los Angeles Angels home
that opposition by the 4A's is not
baseball games for KHJ-TV start- taken "with any idea of using radio
and television advertising for distilled
ing April 1. Total of 180 games
will be telecast.
spirits." Measure is not warranted,
penalize both distilled spirMoney derived is to be split be- it would
its and broadcasting industries in
working for voluntary self-regulation,
would set a dangerous precedent, and
AFA LETTER
would be needless breach of a fundaOpposes Johnson Bill mejital principle.
ADVERTISING Federation of
Mr. Allport ( ANA) :— Similarly, bill
America has addressed legislative
chairmen and club presidents with
Libby Leaves WIS
a letter opposing the Johnson-Case
Bill on liquor advertising.
STEVE LIBBY, promotion-pubAdmitting the bill could have no
licity manager at
practical results in terms of presWIS Columbia,
ent broadcasting practices, the
S. C, for six
AFA said: "But we stand on the
years,
has regeneral principle that anything
signed to join the
which can be legally made and
publicity
- promosold should be allowed to advertion -advertising
tise. Once that principle is legally
stafi' of ■ Fred
broken . . . the prohibition will be
Waring's Pennurged on advertising of other prodsylvanians. Now
on leave - of - abucts."
sence from WIS
Warning that an even stronger
Mr. Libby
while on tour
bill was defeated by only one vote
last year, the AFA urged local with Waring organization, Mr.
committees and club members to Libby becomes a permanent Waring
staff member about March 1.
assert their individual opposition.
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would "discourage other individuals
and industries from regulating their
own conduct and lead to unwholesome
reliance on government supervision."
Self-regulation has kept such advertising off the airwaves, he declared.
Mr. Braucher (Magazine Adv. Bureau):— "We [12 leading national
magazines] believe it would represent
a dangerous public policy, and set an
unthinkable precedent, for the Congress to enact any law that differentiated between the advertising of one
class of legitimate product as against
Mr. Daley (Editorial Assn.): — ". . .
another."
nothing
would be achieved by this
proposed legislation other than a
statutory prohibition against distilled
spirits advertising thus creating a
precedent for the extension of federal control over other media."
Other opponents of the bill
echoed these sentiments. A U. S.
Chamber of Commerce protest
statement was filed [B»T, Feb. 4].
At one point during the hearings. Sen. Johnson asserted he
wanted "to help them [distilled
spirits and broadcast industries]
enforce their code" via legislation.
Mr. O'Brien told the committee
the distillers "have no intention of
using radio or television" to advertise their product.
As one observer noted as the
hearings closed. Sen. Johnson
wants to stop the distiller from
"getting his foot in the door of
the home" by stopping his potential advertising via radio and television; the bill's opponents want to
deter Congressional action in getting a"foot in the door" in barring
legitimate product advertising from
all media.

'FAIR TRADE' ACT
House Hearings Begun
A SECOND committee in Washington is delving into the "fair
trade" practices picture.
The House Interstate & Foreign
Commerce Committee has begun
hearings on a bill by Rep. John
A. McGuire (D-Conn.) to override
last year's Supreme Court decision
which threw fair trade laws out of
the state. If the legislation was
passed it would permit a manufacturer to sign contracts with retailers fixing the minimum resale
prices on their products.
Another group, the House Judiciary Committee, begins hearings
on a similar measure this Wednesday [B«T, Jan. 21]. The McGuire bill would amend Federal
Trade laws; the Celler bill (Rep.
Emanuel Celler, D-N.Y.) would
amend anti-trust laws. The Commerce group is understood to be
more favorable toward such
measures.

Feb. 10-12: District 1, Advertising
Federation of America, Hotel Kimball, Springfield. Mass.
Feb. 11: British Columbia Assn. of
Broadcasters
meeting,
couver, Vancouver,
B. C. Hotel VanFeb. 11-15: NARTB Radio and TV
Boards, Tex.
Lost Valley Ranch, San
Antonio,
Feb. 12: NARTB regional TV tax
clinic. Plaza Hotel. San Antonio, Tex.
Feb. 15-16: WAAM (TV) Baltimore,
second annual
seminar,
Baltimore.regional television
Feb. 16: San Francisco Chapter. Academy of Television Arts & Sciences,
annual award dinner, Mark Hopkins
Hotel, San Francisco.
Feb. 18: Academy of Television Arts
and Sciences, installation and awards
dinner. Ambassador Hotel, Los AnFeb. 19: NARTB regional TV tax clinic,
Mayflower
Hotel, Washington.
geles.
Feb.
22: Illinois Broadcasters Assn. annual spring meeting, Leland Hotel,
Springfield, 111.
Feb. 24: Georgia Press Institute, 24th
annual lanta,session,
U. of Georgia, AtGa.
Feb. 24-26: New England Newspaper
Advertising Executives Assn. and Advertising Managers Bureau of the
New York State Dailies, joint meeting, Stratfield Hotel, Bridgeport,
Conn.
Feb.
Oregon
State Eugene
Broadcasters
Assn.28-29:
annual
meeting,
Hotel,
Eugene, Ore.
Feb. 29-Mar. 1: Western Radio and
Television Conference, 5th annual
meeting,
Stanford U., Palo Alto,
Calif.
Mar. 3-6: Institute of Radio Engineers
national convention, Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel and Grand Central Palace, New
York.
Mar. 10: FCC-Theatre Television hearing, Washington.
Mar. 17-20: National Premium Buyers
19th
annual
Exposition, Conrad Hilton
Hotel, Chicago.
Mar. 19-21 : Assn. of National Advertisers,
spring meeting.
stead,
Hot Spring.
Va. The HomeMar. 21-22: Third annual Advertising
Institute, Emory U. and the Atlanta
Advertising Club, Atlanta, Ga.
Mar.
6: Chicago
International
Trade22-April
Fair, Navy
Pier, Chicago.
Mar. 24-27:castersCanadian
Assn.Royal
of Broadannual ineeting.
York
Hotel, Toronto.
Mar. 26-28: American Assn. of Industrial Editors, first national concinnati. vention,
Netherland Plaza Hotel, CinMar,
30-April 2:Conrad
NARTB Hilton
30th Annual
Convention,
Hotel,
Chicago.
April 3-5:
Assn.meeting.
of AdvertisingAmerican
Agencies, spring
The
Greenbrier, White Sulphur Springs,
W. Va.
April
16 :Names
Brand Day"
Names
Foundation's
"Brand
conference,
Wal-'
dorf
-Astoria,
New York.
April 17-20: Ohio State U. Institute for
Education by Radio-Television, 22d
annualColumbus,
meeting, Ohio.
Deshler - Wallick
Hotel,
April 19: Cincinnati section. Institute
of Radio Engineers, Spring technical
conference, Cincinnati.
April 20: Los Angeles Advertising
Women Inc., in cooperation with
Advertising Assn. of the West, 6th
annual Frances Holmes achievement
awards. Ambassador Hotel, Los An-

April 20-23: American Newspaper Pub- I
lishers Assn., annual convention.
geles.
Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
April 25-27: Advertising Federation oi
America, Fourth (Florida) district
Casablanca Hotel, Miami Beach, Fla
May
16-17: Fourth
Southwestern
IRE
conference
and radio
engineering
show. Rice Hotel, Houston, Tex.
June 8-11: Adv. Federation of America
46th Annual Convention and Exhibit,
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York.
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SAMUEL GOMPERS Trade School in
San Francisco, operator of KALW
(FM), opened new classes in radio
and television last week. Technical
operators, combination men and announcers are trained without cost.
Every member of last year's class
was placed in radio-TV work on completion of course, school reported.

1927

CITIES

SERVICE

CELEBRATES

YEARS

ON 2
NETWORK
$
Silver Anniversary

RADIO!

Program

Highwdys in Melody
At Carnegie
FORD

BONO...

"Mr .Words"— announcing the Cities
Service program for 22 years.

Monday,
9:30

Hall

Feb. 18th

to 10:30

P. M., NBC

Next week, Cities Service celebrates its Silver Anniversary on
radio . . . 1927 to 1952 — 25 years of the finest in musical
entertainment on Radio NBC.

CITIES SERVICE GREEN
AND WHITE QUARTET..
the four great voices, under the
direction of Ken Christie, teamed
with the Cities Service Band of
America.

At this time, Cities Service would like to salute . . . and thank
... all the people who have made this 25th Anniversary a happy
reality. Messrs. Goldman, Bourdon, Black, Lavalle,
MacNamee, Bond, Dumont, Haupt, Misses Dragonette
and Manners, et al . . . from conductor, director, announcer
to page boy . . . our thanks.
1952

PAUL LAVALLE...
"Mr. Music — conducting
for Cities Service for the
past eight years.

CITIES SERVICE BAND

OF AMERICA...

with
a following
legion.
.longfinest
renowned
as THE
Band ofthat's
America
. . ..the
band
group ever assembled on one stand.
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The Pear Shaped Tone
(Continued from page 26)
amount of trouble, however, because the Ohio pronunciation definitely stresses the "r" while the
New York and Georgia pronunciation omit it entirely.
You must remember, too, that
the woi'd was followed by a period
which meant that the listener
would have time to cogitate on
what he heard.
The very correct pronunciation
was necessary to give the entire
announcement a finished sound. It
was also necessary, because it was
on this word that the men at AT&T
depended for their switching cue.
There was really no deliberation
necessary since the "American Announcers Guide" gave no alternatives. Obviously then, in keeping
with their recommendations, I mod-

ified the "r" just a bit so that the
word came out "YOrK."
As I look back on this great performance, Ifeel proud that I had
the courage to stop literally at the
zenith of a great announcing career. There have been many temptation: The sound of the NBC
chimes, the dulcet tones of a CBS
cue, the screams of an ABC mystery and the clearing of a Mutual

commentators' throat — all have
asked me at times to return to my
first love, the microphone.
So far I have not succumbed, because truthfully, deep down in my
heart I know that I could never
better the performance of that immortal Sunday.
I want the world to remember me
as the greatest voice who ever said,
"We take you now to New York,"
or as it sounded that day, "Wheh
taeyk youoh neow toh Nee-YUE-o

YOrK."

Hill Group
May

Study

A SENATE subcommittee
may soon IIA
begin a wide study of the State
DEPT.'S
STATE
Dept.'s new International Information Administration, under which the
Voice of America now functions, it was learned Friday.
The inquiry is headed for a Senate Foreign Relations subcommittee
Advertisement headed by Sen. Brien McMahon
(D-Conn.). Last Friday, it cleared
the nomination of Rowland Sargeant to be Assistant Secretary of
State for Public Affairs for the full
Radio
Campaign
Produces
committee.
Chairman McMahon and four
$8
Million
In Sales
other subcommittee members were
briefed on the new operating procedure for the U. S. information
Details of Perfume Sales Co.
program under the realignment announced by the State Dept. last
success told in Printers' Ink
month [B»T, Jan. 28, 21].
Mr. Sargeant was nominated to
The hottest thing in radio today that will boost
succeed Edward W. Barrett, who
their sales.
resigned to return to private life
is a mail-phone perfume offer by
after two years in the public afthe Perfume Sales Company that
We publish
fairs post. He is expected to be
has the whole broadcast industry Printers' Ink every
returned, however, as a consultant
week for the adtalking.
[Closed Circuit, Feb. 4]. Mr. Barvertising, m a nrett has agreed to stay on until
In a little more than 5 months,
agement, sales
the Senate confirms Mr. Sargeant,
four million people have each put and agency execu- ^.^
who appeared Friday on his own
tives who make
behalf. Confirmation by the upper
up $2.00 to buy the company's
the important media decisions. In
24-bottle package of perfumes.
chamber was expected.
Hearing testimony from Mr.
And — this $8,000,000 worth of our 23,475 net paid circulation
Sargeant in closed session last
sales was produced almost exclu- you will find the executives who
Friday, in addition to Chairman
OK a large part of the national,
sively by radio advertising!
McMahon, were Sens. Theodore
regional and local radio advertisGreen (D-R. I.), William Fulbright
So far, about 350 stations' in
ing bought today.
(D-Ark.), Henry Cabot Lodge (Rmost
major sales
markets
Mass.) and Owen Brewster (Rhave of
beenAmerica's
used. And
are
Me.).
That's why the Perfume Sales
Company story was a natural for
still going strong.
Full Scale Inquiry
us to publish.
Sen. William Benton (D-Conn.)
You'll get the details of this
radio advertising success story on
has asked for a full-scale inquiry
You'll probably want to have a
copy of this success story in your
into VOA operations. Desirability
page 29 of your copy of the Februof the new IIA setup in preference
ary 8 Printers' Ink. It gives actual sales kit. So, if you're not now a
to full divorcement of the shortsales figures, the marketing strat- Printers' Ink subscriber (or if
wave radio ar-m from the State
somebody's snatched your copy),
egy, the plans for the future —
Dept. has been raised in some Conask your secretary to send us 25
gressional quarters. The McMahon
straight
from the advertiser's
subcommittee discussed the issue
mouth.
cents in stamps or coin today, and
Friday but deferred the setting of
The Perfume Sales Company
a date for an inquiry to begin.
we'll rush your copy of our February 8 issue back to you by return
story is one of the best, current exIn taking notice of Mr. Barrett's
resignation and establishment of
amples of how radio can do a real mail.
IIA, Sen. Benton told his Senate
selling job for advertisers.
'With it we'll include a list of
colleagues on the floor that the
government "is now losing one of
it'sattention
a currentourexample
articles we've published within the
of As
the such
kind of
editors
last 12 months of direct interest to
its most valuable servants," and
recommended Mr, Sargeant as a
give to radio activity through- your customers (our readers) —
"splendid choice" to succeed him.
out the year. That's because our and to you.
But Sen. Benton, a former Asreaders are directly concerned
ROBERT E. KENYON, JR.
sistant Secretary of State for PubADVERTISING DIRECTOR
with choosing markets and media
lic Affairs and Senatorial guardian
of the Voice which he helped
launch, has some reservations.
205 East 42nd Street, New York 17, K. Y.
Specifically, he noted that the administrator of IIA (Dr. Wilson
Chicago • Pasadena • Atlanta • Boston ♦ London
Printers' Ink
Compton) is not a Presidential ap-
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GATHINGS

BILL

Asks 'Offensive' Program Probe
CALL for a study of radio and TV
programming was made in the
House last Thursday by Rep. E. C.
Gathings (D-Ark.), with introduction of a House Resolution to create a select committee.
The resolution (H Res 520)
would mittee—setfour
up from
a 15-man
select com-&
the Interstate
Foreign Commerce Committee, a
like number from the Judiciary
Committee and also from the Civil
Service Committee and three members serving "at large."
Special group would make an investigation and study
"extent with which
radiointo
andthetelevision programs currently available
contain immoral or otherwise offensive matter or place an improper
emphasis on crime, violence and
corruption." Also studied would
be content of pocket-sized books.
Study
be made
to "determine thewould
adequacy
of existing
law
to eliminate offensive and undesirable radio and TV programs and
to promote high standards of such
programs."
Committee
would
report results of
the inquiry
to the
House with recommendations for
legislation if found needed.
The committee, which would
make use of the three standing
committees' staff, would have the
power of subpoena. Rep. Gathings, who has introduced similar
legislation in the past, said he has
been "working on this matter for
years".
resolution
put before theThe
House
Rules was
Committee.
pointee, subject to Senate confirmation.
The reorganization of information activities got underway
modestly last week with physical
transfer of some Washington State
Dept. personnel. Two of Mr. Barrett's special assistants — Joseph
Sitrick and Ben Crosby — moved the
seat of their operations from the
new State Dept. Bldg to 1778
Pennsylvania Ave., N. W., where
Dr. Compton will headquarter.
Functional operations of International Broadcasting Division will
remain in new State, subject to
Dr. Compton's jurisdiction.
Messrs. Sitrick and Crosby thus
will handle radio-press relations
for Dr. Compton, who is taking over the offices of Thurman
Barnard, former general manager
of information activities. Other
changes were expected.
Dr. Compton, former president
of Washington State College
(KWSC sumes
Pullman,
Wash.)
who asoperational
responsibility
for VOA, is expected to hold a
news conference in the next fortnight, probably announcing key
appointments for IIA. He has been
active the past week in appropriations hearings on Capitol Hill.
Sen. Benton said Friday he was
"glad" that Mr. Sargeant's nomination was quickly approved by the
subcommittee. He added, however,
that he expected Sen. McMahon
would soon order the inquiry of the
entire Voice operation.
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NEW STUDIO CONSOLETTE, TYPE BC-2B
"Color-coded" controls tie related functions together. 30 sloping front and top provide maximum studio visibility. Zero-rearclearance feature makes it practicable to install the BC-2B tight
against a studio window. Less operating space required. Type
BC-2B is six inches shorter than previous models! See next page.

Color

Cam - opera
"leaf- type" interlocking pushbutton switch .

coded

for

"error-

proof"

designs. It provides for complete

BC-2B provides all the
essential audio facili-

control of all studio operations. The
BC-2B

gives your station "deluxe"

many extra operating advantages not

features at a "standard" price.
Read the list of exclusive "extra"
features the new BC-2B offers you.

previously available in a standard

Then ask your RCA

consolette. It speeds up switching

Representative for complete details.
His service is as near as your phone.

AM,

FM,

and TV

stations — plus

operations substantially over previous

control

11 extra

The new consolette

ties needed by most

mm

consolBtte

DESIGN

NEW

RADIO
CORPORATtON
eNGIME£RIMG PRODUCTS DEPARTMEMT

of

Broadcast Sales

AMERICA
CAMDBN N.J.

features!

"Color-coded" controls quickly identify and tie related junctions together.
New, leaf-type cam-operated interlockpush-button
New ing,hinged
frontswitches.
panel for easy access
to switches, gain controls, and contacts.
Amplifierschassismounted
on "swing-up"
frame;
easy to remove.
New 30° sloping top panel for maximum
studio
compatible with
modern visibility
AM and— styling
TV practice.
New compact amplifiers use low-noise,
long-life, miniature tubes.
Improved,
faster-operating
speaker
relays
eliminate key
clicks and audio
feedback.
Lamp dimmer for VU meter (ideal for
TV service).
8 high-level mixing channels, separate
gain controls for network and remote.
Turntable mixers with "built-in" cueing
switches.
No
clearance
requiredwalls
at rear — cothrot
can be
installed
up against
room tvindows.
Uses less deskand
space, too.

FM
ALLOTMENTS
Clarifications Reported
LOTMENT of materials for a
l^jadcast facility project involvan application of the United
|elworkers (CIO) at McKees|t, Pa., has been partly clarified
officials of the National Produc1 Authority.
ved
eation's ofLocal
i'h
ials recei
allocunion
mater1408
for the
t quarter of 1952 covering a
, ion hall and radio broadcast
Ition" with construction valued
)6,805 [EOT, Jan. 28].
S^PA explained that materials
re allotted because a studio faty was listed as 35% complete,
iicials said that WEDO, licensed
Tri-City Broadcasting Co., premably rents facilities to the
elworkers' union. The station
s listed under the name of Mcesport Broadcasting Co. in the
ion application filed with NPA.
WEDO has been on the ir smce
46, operating with 1 kw day on
'I kc. President and general maner is Edward J. Hirshberg.
tiAnother case upon which NPA
ed some light involves Blue
dge Television Inc., Asheville,
C. Its bid for a "TV antenna"
eject, with estimated cost of
5,000, was rejected for first-quarmaterials.
Blue Ridge is the name of a firm
iiich proposes to set up a TV annna "distribution system." NPA
id the application was denied beiise construction was not yet
i lerway, though requested ma1 ials were not large (three and a
ilf tons of steel and 1,500 pounds
|icopper).
|;The applicant also filed for the
cond quarter, but denial was anjpipated by NPA authorities betuse of severe allotments cuts and
16 fact Blue Ridge had not begun
nstruction.

DISPLAY THEME of joint FM promotion campaign in North Carolina,
Washington and Wisconsin is built
around this poster, exhibited by Jacquelyn McCrary, receptionist of RadioTelevision Mfrs. Assn.
STANFORD
MEET
Scheduled Feb. 29-Mar. 1
FIFTH annual meeting of the
Western Radio and Television Conference will be held at Stanford U.
Feb. 29-Mar. 1.
The conference is a non-profit
organization of broadcasters, educators, religious leaders and others
interested in broadcasting to discuss industry problems and recommend ways of improving use of
the air in the public interest.
Scheduled for discussion at the
Stanford meeting are topics covering
the
industry's
TV code;
western
leaders
are doing
about what
TV channels
reserved for education, unique program services to communities and
schools from western FM stations;
international broadcasting, government and private; training for radio
and TV; campus activities in radio;
audience measurements; radio and TV
projects of the Ford Foundation; how
schools use radio and TV.
Among the speakers scheduled
to address the conference are Judge
Justin Miller, chairman of
NARTB and President Wallace
Sterling of Stanford.

LAWS
BHTMulls
COPYRI
Hill
Modification
SUPPORT
for
a
bill
designed to
jep. Patman Cites 'Post' Story
ETICLE on Telford Taylor, for- smooth the way toward bettering
er FCC general counsel and now
international copyright relations
mall Defense Plants Adminishas been voiced on Capitol Hill by
ator, printed in the Dec. 23 New
BMI, the Author's League of
ork Post, was placed before the America, ASCAP, and other library
and governmental organizations
ouse Jan. 31 by Rep. Wright Patan (D-Tex.).
[B»T, Jan. 28].
Rep. Patman is chairman of the
Testifying last week and on Jan.
ouse Small Business Committee,
30 in support of the bill (HR 4059)
before a House Judiciary subcomjrticle points up Administrator
mittee were Sidney Kaye of BMI;
aylor's background, which in- Novelists
Rex Stout and John
luded his FCC stint in the period
j»40-42, as associate counsel of the Marquand and Composer Oscar
Hammerstein II, all for ALA; HerI'nate Interstate and Foreign
ommerce Committee, 1935-39, and
man Finkelstein, for ASCAP; Hara top assistant to Robert Jackold F. Linder, Assistant Deputy
jn, chief prosecutor of the NuremSecretary of State for Economic
Affairs, and members of library
i-rg war crimes trials. Mr. Taylor
Jso was actively in support of eduand educational groups. Some book
itional TV channels.
manufacturers have opposed the
measure.
The plaudit by Rep. Patman
ame two weeks after an attack on
The bill, introduced by House
administrator Taylor and Judge
Judiciary Chairman Emanuel Celustin Miller of NARTB by Rep.
ler (D-N. Y.), would modify the
teorge A. Dondero (R-Mich.)
manufacturing clause in the CopyB»T, Jan. 28].
right Act.
IROADCASTING
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ELFORD TAYLOR LAUDED

AUDIENCE

KITE-FM Cites Rapid Growth
RAPID growth of the FM audience
in San Antonio is claimed by KITEFM, still several months away from
its first anniversary. The station
took the air last June, catering to
better-income brackets.
A survey made last August
among 10,000 better class homes
showed 45% having radios equipped
for FM reception. Listening surveys since that time have shown
the nighttime audience moving upward at a rapid rate.
Charles W. Balthrope, presidentgeneral manager of KITE-FM, said
40,000 homes in San Antonio have
FM reception. He said a "select
but fat-pocketed audience" not covered by any other medium can be
reached at low cost. The August
survey of higher income homes
showed 84% would consider a radio
with FM the next time they bought
a radio set.
Mr. Balthrope said KITE gained
more AM listeners "by advertising
on TV."
SEVEN SIGN ABS SPDTS
Two Take Program Series
ALASKA Broadcasting System,
through its representative, Alaska
Radio Sales, New York, last week
announced signing of seven advertisers for one-minute spots on the
six ABS stations during 1952, effective immediately.
New advertisers are: Miller
Brewing Co., through Mathisson &
Assoc., both Milwaukee; Block
Drug Co., Jersey City, for Amm-ident tooth paste and powder
through Cecil & Presbrey, New
York; Lincoln-Mercury Div. of
Ford Motor Co., Detroit, through
Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y.; Pillsbury Mills Inc., Minneapolis,
through Leo Burnett Co., Chicago;
Borden Co., through Young & Rubicam, both New York; Union Oil
Co. of Calif., Los Angeles, through
Foote, Cone & Belding, same city,
and Superior Biscuit Co. of Seattle.
ABS also announced Carnation Co.
sponsorship of Stars Over Hollywood, Sunday, heard in the U. S.
on Saturday afternoon on CBS
Radio through Erwin, Wasey &
Co., Los Angeles, and Philip Morris Co., New York, through Blow
Co., same city, for The Sports
Newspaper of the Air, Saturday.
Latter two shows have been heard
on Alaska stations since the end
of December.
NBC

For ears that pay attention
To products that you mention

4

Ears that listen closely as they should.
Pick a station with variety

Where selling's steady-diety . . .
In Greater Grand Rapids, it's WOODI

Why is WOOD 0 sensation?
Ask Katz for information.
In Greater Grand Rapids . . . the
most ears are WOODpecked
• WOOD appeals lo
Greater
Grand Rapids'
most diversified
audience
Covers
Michigan's
est inland
market largGives you lowest cost
per thousand
Gives
you best local
motion
programming and proIs Greater Grand Rapids' only 5000 waft
station
for the best earful in
Greater Grand Rapids •*•

Subscribes

NBC, already a subscriber to the
Nielsen Radio Index, has also subscribed to the Nielsen Television
Index and to the company's marketing service, providing special
use of the Nielsen food and drug
market data, it was announced
last week by Edward D. Madden,
NBC vice president in charge of
TV network operations and sales.

5000 WATTS ' NSC AFFIUATe
and WOOD-TV
GRAND RAPIDS.
MICHIGAN
•
Also WFDF — Flint, Micli., WEOA — Evonsville,
Ind.,\
WFMB
end/
WFMB-TV, Indionopolis, Ind.
2
National Representatives
Koti Agency, 488 Modison Ave., New York, N.Y.
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BINGHAMTON,

Hooper Urges Media Raters
CALLING for'T
an "end
to racketCKS'
STOPeering" in the RI
broadcast rating
field, C. E. Hooper of C. E. Hooper
Inc., New York, Jan. 30 described
research tricks which "make shoddy merchandise
and
charged
broadcast look
buyersgood"
are being
"defrauded" because of rating
services which make "radio look
stronger than it is, weak ratings
look stronger and small stations

N.

'
7

lookSpeaking
bigger." at a closed session to
more than 100/ agency and advertiser representatives at the Hotel
Sherman in Chicago, Mr. Hooper
for two and one-half hours asked
their cooperation in "reversing the
trend" of the industry to substitute
total radio circulation for individual ratings.

f
w

///

with
the

COMPLETE
Southern

Pennsylvania

New

* Day time . . .
500 Watts nights

coverage
York

trading

—

area

of

Northern
• • •
HERKIMER

He urged them to set "individual
policies," and
insisting,
first, accompany
that "each
station
network
each local or time availability with
local proof of audience for both radio and television" and secondly, ^,
that the buyer group transfer the
"burden of report costs" to the stations, "where it rightfully belongs
and where it was five years ago."
Today, Mr. Hooper said, agencies
are paying two-thirds of ratings
costs.
Immediate Action Needed
"Traditionally, media has paid
for its own research," he said,
warning buyers costs will go up
300 per cent "if you don't take steps
nowLambasting
to protect the
yourself."
proposed sale of
radio on total circulation figures,
the research firm head said circulation is no substitute for ratings,
"which show exactly what you are
paying for. This system is being
discarded by the industry in terms
of this active movement toward total circulation."
Charging
station men want ratings which make them look good,
and asking the advertiser to pay
for any research he wants, Mr,
Hooper said 1948 was the last year "
"before accurate measurement of '
radio became distasteful to stations
in television cities".
FARM RECRUITING
Tobin Commends Radio Aid

the Triple Cities
if BINGHAMTON
^ JOHNSON CITY
if: ENDICOTT
NBC

AFFILIATE

George
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IN

P. Hollingbery,

THE

SOUTHERN

National

TIER

Representative

RADIO advertising played a prominent part in the recruiting of farm
workers last year, according to
Secretary of Labor Maurice J.
Tobin. Local offices of state employment services made a million
more agricultural job placements
last year than were reported for
1950, he said.
Secretary Tobin said the Farm
Placement Service reported state
units filled 8,776,000 job openings,
in the year. He listed radio advertising with day-haul projects,
youth recruitment plans, newspaper and door-to-door as most effective means of placing workers.
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Charges
JONES

Slander

In N. Y. Suit

SPLIT

FOLLOWING his initial complaint
Scheideler to destroy the plaintiff's
made in November, Duane Jones, business." Besides enlisting the
head of the agency that bears his other Jones employes as participants, defendants Burke and
name, has filed suit for $4.5 million
Scheideler were accused of forcing
in damages from 12 defendants,
Mr. Jones to sacrifice his stock in
many of whom are former execuhis agency.
tives in his agency.
Slander, directed at him perLegal action, instituted in Susonally, was used to fortify the
jireme Court of New York County,
attacks
upon his business, Mr.
also asked the impressment of capital stock in Scheideler, Beck & Jones plead, stating, "The defendpublicized numerous rumors
Werner with a trust in Mr. Jones' and ants
false statements that the
favor. Latter agency was formed
plaintiff lacked stability and would
Dec. 10 by the Jones associates
near future, be in a posiafter the agency split became pub- not, intionthe
to service its accounts and
lie [B*T, Nov. 5, 1951].
spread false and malicious rumors
Mr. Jones' complaint was accomthrough the advertising trade that
panied by an answer from the defendants. Suit was filed only after a large number of the plaintiff's
in the process of disa motion by the defendants to dis- clients were continuing
business relations with
miss the complaint had been denied, however.
theIn plaintiff."
filing an answer to the comIn four causes for action, the
plaint, the 12 defendants said they
law firm of Boyle & Reeves, at- had been forced to "devise ways
torneys for Mr. Jones, asked damand means of preserving the plainages of $1.5 million, $1.5 million,
tiff's business for stockholders . . .
$1 million and $500,000 for slander
and as a livelihood for themselves
against the ad executive, against
. . . but by reason of Mr. Jones'
the stability of his business, against
complete domination and control,
his ability to handle large ac- the defendants were powerless to
counts, and for loss of employes,
restrain or influence his conduct
which added up to the accusation
that the several defendants had and had to abandon said effort."
Specifically, they answered that
"reviled and defamed Mr. Jones by Mr. Jones began around October
false and scurrilous statements
1947 to "drink to such excess that
concerning his integrity and per- he was regularly intoxicated dursonal habits."
ing business hours and created
Former Jones Account
scenes in public," costing the business loss of prestige and clients.
Two of the defendants were
In
addition
to "gross neglect" of
Frank G. Burke Jr., and the combusiness by Mr. Jones, they charged
pany of which he is vice president,
Manhattan Soap Co., allegedly initiators of a "conspiracy to destroy ABC AFFILIATES
Mr. Jones' business." Manhattan
Five Added; Total Is 315
Soap was a former Jones client
with billings of some $3 million
recruitment of affiper annum. Other defendants as ABC radio's
liates continued last week, with
they are listed in the litigation are the addition of five stations anJoseph Scheideler, Paul Werner,
nounced Wednesday by William
Joseph Beck, Robert Hayes, Donald
Wylie, director of radio stations.
Gill, Philip Brooks, Lawrence HubThe five new affiliates, which
bard, Eugene Hulshizer, Robert
will make 26 added since last
Hughes, and new agency to which
August and bring the network total
most of them transferred, Scheideto 315, were listed as :
ler, Beck & Werner.
WMGW Meadville, Pa. (1490
Complaining that the defendants
kc, 250 w), owned by Meadville
Broadcasting Service Inc. with
attempted "unjust financial enrichment at the expense of the plain- Robert Trace as general manager,
tiff," Mr. Jones' suit lists accounts
joins Feb. 16.
lost directly to Scheideler, Beck
WDSC Dillon, S. C. (800 kc, 1
& Werner as Manhattan Soap, kw daytime), owned by Border
G. H. Heublein & Bros., InternaBroadcasting Co. with Joseph
tional Salt, Wesson Oil & SnowMartin as general manager, also
drift Sales, C. F. Mueller Co., joins Feb. 16.
Borden Co., Marlin Fire Arms and
WLOH Princeton, W. Va. (1490
Mellhenny Co. He also charged
kc, 250 w), owned by Mountain
that his agency, as a result of the Broadcasting Service Inc. with
so-called conspiracy, lost to other
competitors the accounts of the Melvin Barnett as general manager, joins March 1.
Mennen Co., Pharmco Co., Joseph
KWSH Holdenville - Seminole Tetley, Hudson Pulp & Paper and
Wewaka, Okla. (1260 kc, 1 kw),
the Kiwi Co.
owned by KADA Broadcasting Inc.
Mr. Jones stated that the "con- with Bill Hoover as general manspiracy" dates back to November
ager, joins March 1.
1949 when, he claimed, Mr. Burke
KBKW Aberdeen, Wash. (1450
"made unusual and irregular finan- kc, 250 w), owned by KBKW Inc.
cial demands on the plaintiff" and with Don Bennett as general manthrough the Manhattan Soap Co.
ager, joined the network on Feb. 1
[B»T, Feb. 4].
"conspired with the defendant
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

that he paid out "large sums of
money,
under
to
two sisters
and fictitious
a brother,names"
plus four
others, for services when "in truth
no such services were rendered."
They also counterfiled the accusation that the plaintiff — in addition to his $100,00 per year salary
— had an expense account totalling
about $40,000 a year, "for which he
either gave no accounting at all or
only fictitious and highly questionvouchers."
Theabledefendants
also explained
they
had in
offered
buy Mr.first
Jones'
interest
the to
agency,
for
$500,000 plus $200,000 to be paid as
an annual $25,000 salary for the
next eight years. In addition, it
was understood that Mr. Jones
could lend the purchasers $100,000
or $150,000 at 8%.
Their second offer, they said, was
to pay $700,000 in installments over
a five-year period, with the primary
$200,000 due in January 1952. The
agency president was also to have
received half of 1% commission
for five years — about $45,000 per
year — and a quarter of 1% commission for the succeeding five
years — about $22,500 annually, it
was claimed.

KWK

measures
as

the

radio

u/£

best
buy

in

St. Louis!

-S3

KWK delivers listeners^
in the St. Louis area at
the lowest cost per
thousand!

Trip to Europe
They said he had accepted the
first offer July 6, announced his
departure to the office staff and
had given the news to the press,
saying that, after a European trip,
he would study international trade
in relation to the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization. The plaintiff
was said to have repudiated his acceptance July 10, however, and subsequent negotiations resulted in the
final $700,000 offer, which he refused.
"The plaintiff thereupon resigned the accounts," they said,
adding, "our clients had no contract with plaintiff and on their
own volition and influenced to do
so solely by Mr. Jones' conduct and
behavior, transferred their business to other agencies."
The inti-a-agency difficulty, Mr.
Jones' suit said, occurred chiefly
between
Jan. 2, 1951, and July 3,
1951.

'MRS. AMERICA'
Grand Finals on Sept. 7
EXCLUSIVE franchises for local
promotion of 1952 "Mrs. America"
contests are being offered department stores throughout the country,
according
New York. to Mrs. America Inc.,
Radio and TV stations in the
past have conducted "Mrs. America" preliminaries exclusively in
their territories, it was pointed out.
Information can be obtained from
the Mrs. America Contest Committee, 152 W. 42d St., New York 18.
Grand finals of the 14th annual
contest will be held at Convention
Hall, Asbury Park, N. J., Sept. 7.

KWK

has more locally

produced quarter-hours
than any other St. Louisi
network station!

KWK

serves more local

sponsors than any other
St. Louis network
station !
'PULSE, INC., NOV. -DEC, 1951

G/obe- Democrat Tower BIdg.
Saint Louis

HftAeieMtativ
KATZ
AGENCY
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WBT

APPOINTMENT
Crutchfield Commended

ELECTION of Charles H. Crutchfield as executive vice president of
Jefferson Standard Broadcasting
Co., WBTV
operating
WBT-FM
and
(TV) WBT,
Charlotte,
N. C,
"is an expression of appreciation
of the effective job he has done for
the stations since becoming manager of WBT in 1945," according
to Joseph M. Bryan, president of
the
company [B*T,
Feb. broadcasting
4].
buy!

Mr. Bryan was elected chairman
of the board of Pilot Life Insurance Co. In addition he is first
vice president of Jefferson Standard Life Insurance Co. of Greensboro. He commended Mr. Crutchfield's service as a special representative of the State Dept. in
Europe and the Middle East. At
present Mr. Crutchfield is serving
in an advisory capacity with U. S.
information programs.
In the Jefferson Standard broadcast realignment, Larry Walker
was made vice president, secretary

Mr. Bryan

This market data indicates the tremendous
potential of WJR, The Great Voice of the Great
Lakes. Don't forget . . . M/tl/ONS USTEN . . .
miuom Buy wjr-advertised products!

Population
Radio Horrres
Retail Sales
Food Sales
Drug Soles
Filling Stotion Soles
Passenger Car Registrations

he

GREAT

Total
% of Notional
1 2,601,300
8.3
3,784,170
9.3
$13,613,431,000
8.1
9.4
$ 3,266,766,000
10.3
$ 464,447,000
10.1
$ 739,614,000
4,116,934 10.2

VOICE

GREAT

of

LAKES

CBS RADIO
NETWORK
50,000 WATTS
CLEAR CHANNEL
WJR DETROIT,
THE GOODWILL STATION
Radio — America s Greatest Advertising Medium
Represented Nalionolly by Edward Pelry & Company
WJR Eastern Sales Office: 645 Fillh Avenue, New York
February 11, 1952

Mr. Crutchfield

and treasurer. J. Robert Covington and Kenneth I. Tredwell Jr.
were named assistant vice presidents. Mr. Crutchfield is general
manager of the three stations.
Mr. Bryan is well - known
throughout the Carolinas and the
nation. He is a member of the
Joint Committee of U. S. life insurance companies on federal income taxation; member of Radio
Executives Club of New York;
Shriner and past potentate of
Oasis Temple; member, board of
governors of Shriners' Hospitals
for crippled children and vice
president of Southeastern Shrine
Assn.

SCRANTON REQUEST
FCC Examiner Would Deny
APPLICATION of the Scranton
Radio Co. for a new station on 1400
kc with 250 w fulltime at Scranton,
Pa., was proposed to be denied in an
initial decision released fortnight
ago by FCC Hearing Examiner
Hugh B. Hutchison. The 1400 kc
frequency is now used by WARM,
same city, which soon is moving to
590 kc.

Signs Five Years
A FIVE-YEAR contract for
sponsorship of the Gordon
Kibby Anything Goes morning record show on WFUR
Grand Rapids by the Hub
Clothing Co., Grand Rapids,
was announced last week by
the station, whose spokesmen said it is "the first [contract] of its kind in Western
Michigan radio history." Mr.
Kibby, formerly with WWJ
Detroit, also is heard on
Mutual and, locally, on both
radio and television.

N. Y. AWRT MEET
Hears Saudek and Schechter
SPEAKERS for luncheon and discussion sessions at the first allday conference of New York Chapter of American Women in Radio
and Television, scheduled for last
Saturday at the Astor Hotel [B*T,
Jan. 28], were as follows:
At the luncheon session — Robert
Saudek, director of Television and
Radio Worlishop, Ford Foundation,
on "Widening Horizons for Adult
Education"; A. A. (Abe) Schechter,
general executive, NBC television, on
"The Social Impact of TV News";
Anne Seymour, radio and TV actress,
on "Why is TV such an ulcer-forming
habit
for the leaders
performer?"
Discussion
at the workshop
session were to include Gilbert Seldes,
author of The Great Audience; Harry
W. Junkin, radio and TV writer;
Albert McCleery, NBC-TV producer;
Carol Irwin, independent TV packager;
Louise
NBC'sRupprecht
only woman
engineer,Fogarty,
and Martha
and
Martha Lesser of CBS-TV.
WTNB
ANSWER
Denies Call Confusion
WTNB theBirmingham,
think
call lettersAla.,
WILDdoesn't
and
WJLD are a bit confusing. It made
that observation in a statement
filed with FCC in answer to a petition from WJLD Bessemer, Ala.,
which asked the FCC to rescind a
grant of the WILD call letters to
WTNB [B»T, Jan. 28].
WTNB and WJLD are 12 miles,
apart and in the same metropolitan
area. After WJLD heard that its
neighbor was going to use a new
call— WILD— when WTNB moves

to
850 kc, ittorequested
the station's
president
chose another
call.
When he refused, WJLD filed the
petition with the FCC on the
grounds that the similarity of the
calls would be confusing to listeners.
WTNB said the two calls will be
In his proposed decision. Examiner Hutchison found that engin- far apart on the dial (850 kc and
eering rules — which require a sta1400 kc), and that there are lots of,
tion's interference free contour covcities with stations that have similar call letters. It cited Oklahoma
er 90% of a metropolitan area —
would not be met. The proposed
City, with its KTOK and KTOW,
station could cover only 43.5% of San Francisco's KCBS and KJBS.
that
Los Angeles' KFAC and KLAC,
said. area at night, the examiner
and Toledo's WTOL and WTOD.
BROADCASTING
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COVERAGE

NCCJ AWARDS
I Radio-TV Winners Announced

j WINNERS of the National Conferj ence of Christians and Jews' radio
i and television awards for "outj standing contributions during the
past year to mutual understanding
and and
respect"
among
religious,
ra:j cial
national
groups
were anj nounced last Wednesday by Dr.
I Everett R. Clinchy, conference
! president.
The winners:
Radio network series — "Life With
Luigi" and CBS Radio, which carries
the series.
I Television network Series — "Paul
I Whiteman TV Teen Club" and ABCTV, which carries it.
Radio network single program —
"Should More People Read the Bible?" and Mutual, which presented it.
Television network single program
— "The Lottery" and NBC radio,
which presented the program on
"Fireside Theatre."
Individual radio-TV personality —
I Ted Mack of "The Original Amateur
Hour" (on ABC radio and NBC-TV).
Individual television personality —
Nancy Craig, ABC-TV personality.
Individual radio stations — KNBC
San Francisco, for consistent broadcasting of programs dealing with
human relations, and KOIN Portland,
Ore., for a program, "Who Killed Dr.
Drew?," telling the story of the Negro scientist who pioneered in blood
plasma research.
Individual
television
station —
WAAM
(TV) Baltimore for day-in,
j day-out compaigning for brotherhood.
Presentations Next Week
Dr. Clinchy said the winners will
' receive their awards during Brotherhood Week, Feb. 17-24, except in
the case of the Paul Whiteman TV
\\ Teen Club, which received its
|i award in Detroit last Wednesday.
Radio and TV networks, stations
and writers were commended generally by Dr. Clinchy for increasing
:i use of ideas and materials that
1 contribute to improved group retail tions.
iiAwards

to RCA

ALONE

ISN'T

ENOUGH

s
WLAC InNashville'
copy dofbooklet.
FIRSTillustrate
the Pubnew
lic Interest, is presented to Gov.
Gordon Browning (r) of Tennessee by
F. C. Sowell, station's general manager. Volume is fourth in series and
recalls WLAC public interest activities in 1951. The 50-page booklet
also pays tribute to long-standing
WLAC advertisers.
ANN

SOTHERN

CBS Negotiating
ALTHOUGH Ann Sothern, film
and stage actress, reportedly is
holding out for a capital gains
agreement, negotiations are under
way whereby she would be put
under exclusive long-term CBS Radio and Television contract. Contract would be similar to one negotiated with Ginger Rogers some
months ago.
CBS and Cass Daley, comedienne, worked out a long-term
contract this past week committing
her exclusively to the network for
radio and TV. Contract was negotiated by Hubbell Robinson Jr.
and Harry Ackerman, CBS-TV
vice presidents in charge of network programming, with William
Morris Agency representing the
comedienne.
With Phil Harris' current contract expiring at season's end,
NBC is negotiating for his continued services on a long-term exclusive basis. Besides radio, deal
would include TV guest appearances for his first year.
Joan Davis, comedienne having
been signed by NBC-TV, a situation comedy series will be built
around her. Lyn Murray has been
signed as musical director for the
pilot film that will be made. Norman McLeod, one of the top motion
picture comedy directors is being
negotiated to direct as well as
write story lines for the series.

jj^TWO AWARDS were presented
Ij RCA Victor last week by leading
Ij American Red Cross and Defense
i Dept. officials for outstanding conjj- ributions made last year to the
ji blood donor program by employes
ii of the firm's Camden plant and
jj offices. Awards were accepted by
- E. Dorsey Foster, vice president
\ and director of planning for RCA
i Victor. "Industry of the Year
Salutes Eddie Cantor
' Award," signed by President Tru1 man and E. Roland Harriman, na"THIS little dynamo of energy
I tional Red Cross chairman, was
bottled up in the human container
so well known throughout the world
presented by Maj. Gen. David
5 N. W. Grant, M.D., USA (ret.), di- as Eddie Cantor" was the way Rep.
; rector of the nation-wide Red Cross
John D. Dingell (R-Mich.) referred
j blood program. Guest speaker was
to the radio and television comeBrig. Gen. A. Robert Ginsburgh,
dian on his 60th birthday celebraJ special assistant to Defense Secretion held a fortnight ago. The
■ tary Robert A. Lovett. Gen. GinsCongressman's remarks were
■ burgh presented a plaque honoring
in the Jan. 31 Congr-es^ the company for its efforts on be- printed
sional Record.
I half of the blood program.
• Telecasting
( BROADCASTING
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lote in Passing
EDITOR:
... As I leave this spot, I . . .
want to thank you for what . . .
Broadcasting ® Telecasting has
done to try to help make Americans realize the tremendous job to
be done on the psychological front
and the great efforts that are going into it. I know you will continue to give your help, support
and advice on this front, and I
know my successors will greatly
appreciate it.
Edtvard W. Barrett
Asst. Secretary of State
Washington, D. C.
Forever Amber
EDITOR:
We were very interested in your
story in the Jan. 21 issue regarding our PI offer for Amber Liquid.
We are in our fourth year of
buying straight time on WIBW
[Topeka, Kan.] and also have
bought time on six other stations.

Change Dates — Gamble Speaks at

open

mike

Radio has done a terrific job for
us. As a matter of fact, we are now
using nothing but radio. We love
it and have spent many thousands
of dollars.
Unfortunately, last summer we
bought time on a large, expensive
station with absolutely no results
or cooperation. Our client decided
it was impossible to run such expensive tests to find out the stations which could produce results;
hence, the 100% PI. From it we
have found several productive stations which, of course, we will stay
with on and on . . .
We just wanted you to know that
this is not a flash-in-the-pan on
just another PI mail order offer.
Twenty - five wholesalers stock
Amber Liquid and thousands of

retail druggists. Our only aim is
to find productive radio stations
throughout the country without
spending a fortune which our client
does not have.
Can you blame us?
George F. Anderson
Radio Sales & Adv. Agency
Topeka, Kan.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Despite Mr. Anderson's one unfortunate experience, most
of the really productive stations in the
V. S. reject Pis. His system of finding
productive ones strikes us as a poor
substitute for discriminating timebuyWho Said That?
EDITOR:
Re your article on page 28 of
your Jan. 28 issue headed "Rate

The article is correct, but I think
it gives an unfair impression.
NAEA": it in the third paragraph
Putting
where it is, and as it is, makes it
look as if Gamble made the recommendations that newspapers use
television's "weaknesses" to regain
lineage lost to the broadcast medium. It takes very careful reading, indeed, to see that that ties in
with paragraph 10 and was said by
Mr. Cochrane.
I am afraid it is going to lose me
some friends in the broadcasting
business which I am loath to have
happen.
But J don't
know
that
there is anything
that can
be done
about it now except, perhaps, to
take special precautions to prevent
this sort of thing from occurring
again. Do you agree?
Frederic R. Gamble
President
American Assn. of AdvertisNew York
ing Agencies
[EDITOR'S
NOTE:the B«T
intention of putting
wordshad ofnoThomas
J. Cochrane, advertising director of the
story].
New York News, in Mr. Gamble's
mouth, sulted
regrets
confusion that
refrom theanyconstruction
of the

Comparisons
EDITOR:

WE

START

EM YOUNG

Jimmy here is one of a huge new generation of boys and girls who will grow
up into 100% loyal WIBW listeners because we'll be helping Jimmy all the rest
of his life.
We start helping Jimmy during his
school days and carry on through his 4-H
Club and Future Farmer activities. The
time soon comes when Jimmy — like his
parents and grandparents — depends on
WIBW for weather, markets, news of new
developments, and advanced farming
practices.
WIBW's state-wide preference among
the present buying generation* gives you
IMMEDIATE RESULTS and lays a solid
foundation for future sales.

■'Kansas Radio Audience, 1951

WIBW
Seivlng oad Selting
"THE MAGIC CIRCLE"
it«p.: Capper Peblicarions, faic. • BiN LUDY, Gen. N^r. • WISW • KCKN
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Are Odious

May I comment on two articles
which have appeared in Broadcasting • Telecasting since you published (Dec. 17, 1951) the excellent
summary of parts I and II of my
report to C. E. Hooper on comparison of ratings.
In the Dec. 24, 1951, issue of
Broadcasting • Telecasting, there
appeared "Correlations," a report
of Dr. Roslow's "answer" to my
reportclearly
to Hooper.
This "answer"
was
and obviously
penned
before Dr. Roslow read the report.
It contained a hysterical charge
that I had used "a cute psychological trick" with the correlation
technique.
take
lightly. This charge I do not
I assumed that Dr. Roslow would
read my report subsequently and
publish a retraction. None has appeared so I would like to take this
opportunity to correct an impression he may have made.
The facts are these: I correlated
the whole range of coincidental and
roster ratings and found them
fairly menthigh.
Dr. not
Roslow's
that I did
do thisstateis a
sheer fabrication. Because of the
peculiarities I found in the distribution of the ratings plotted on
what is sometimes called a scattergram, it became obvious that separate correlations on three parts of
the scattergram might be made to
great advantage. Dr. Roslow seems
to be contending that I had no right
to make correlations which revealed existing differences. It is
axiomatic in science that breakdowns may show facts hidden in
the analyzed total.
Dr. Roslow is also reported in
this article as taking exception to

my use of the term "quota sample"
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

the past couple of months.
effort, by NARTB, to get the
in connection with his roster. Both bers of the Test Survey Committee.
As we follow the trend in radio, FCC to amend the rule so that
in this article and in his Pulse re- May I suggest that the funds which
Class A time turning into other than men with first class liports, Dr. Roslow states that he might have been used in the San with
Class C time and vice versa, plus
cense could be employed, NARTB
exan
for
used
-clusbe
sampling
study
lity
Francisco
uses a "probabi
the
impact
of
television,
we
believe
periment designed to test my hy- that this kind of service to the pointed to a shortage of operators.
ter design." I feel sure that in
However, there was not at that
6: That the roster may
pothesis
samlity
"probabi
uses
he
stating
time,
nor is there at this time, a
industry
is
mighty
valuable.
of
minds
the
in
confusion
produce
Dr. Roslow
design," leading
pling-cluster
n of
shortage of first class operators.
the respondents which results in inhas no intentio
Mai Hansen
There is a shortage of men who
flation of roster ratings for low
Farm Service Director
uninitiated to believe that his
will work for the starvation wages
WOW-AM-TV Omaha
roster ratings are based on a prob- rating programs and deflation for
* * ^
those of high rating programs.
ability sample of homes. However,
being offered by these same stawithout some clarification of the
tions who cry "shortage." . . .
I have consulted Mr. Hooper on
Will
Dis-employ
60%
to
willing
is
he
and
matter
lity
this
George E. Webb
"probabi
phrase
the
of
meaning
Greenville, N. C.
bear his share of the cost. Since
design," readers
EDITOR:
-cluster
sampling
* * *
of the article and of his reports
interested
Mr. Breyer is so deeply
Your article in the Feb. 4 issue
may be mildly confused.
in this subject, perhaps he, too, of Broadcasting • Telecasting by Labor Troubled
What Dr. Roslow says when he will contribute a third.
William C. Grove was read here
uses this phrase is that he has
Matthew N. Chappell
EDITOR:
great interest. Your descripwith tion
drawn up a group of areas into
For the past seven years I have
of Mr. Grove as a man of
Head of Dept. of Psychology
which he sends his interviewers
Hofstra College
thrilled
to the excellency of reportcomhardly
and that he had chosen these areas
ingenuity, however, is
Hempstead, L. I., N. Y.
by Broadcasting
ing achieved, magazine
using the probability theory. Such
; therefore•
Mr. Grove and the NARTB, if Telecasting
a method of selecting areas in
I was shocked at your false report
successful, will put 60% of the of
which to collect interviews has no
plete.
Back to the Farm
the current WBIG [Greensboro,
licensed
first
class
operators
out
of
bearing on my statement that he EDITOR:
N.
Ci] labor dispute. . . .
is just another move to
jobs. This
employs a "quota" sample. I used
the broadcasters to get out
In your report of the WBIG
the term to indicate the kind of
Those of us in farm radio ap- enable
cheaper.
strike on page 38 in the issue of
sample where the interviewer gets
preciate the stress that you have
(Continued on page A8)
In the previously successful
a certain number of interviews,
put on farm broadcasting within
makes no call-backs of homes
where no one is found at home on
the first visit and throws out of the
sample all dwelling units in which
no one is home.
So long as Dr. Roslow does not
try to crawl under the blanket of
samples of known probability, I
won't argue about the name he
gives his alleged sampling procedure.
in
The second item on which I wish
Station
r
e
h
t
o
n
A
to comment is the two-page adver1^
tisement which appeared in the
.Jan. 14, 1952 issue of Broadcasting • Telecasting signed by Stanley G. Breyer of radio station
KJBS. I object to this advertisement for the following reasons:
i 1. My "great capacity and integrity" cannot be established by
advertising, nor do they require
such support.
2. The advertisement states,
among other things, that I demonstrate that the big reason for differences between roster and coincidental ratings is confusion caused
^
To
provide
the
enjoyable
music
^
by presenting in the roster many
. names of programs not heard by
the respondent. I did not demonstrate this. Rather I developed
'such anstrate that
hypothesis.
To demonthe hypothesis
is true
or false requires certain experiments which I also outlined in the
^ 2^
report.
3. There appeared at the bottom
of the advertisement, the names of
all the members of the Test Survey Committee. This may have
confused some readers. I should
like to make it clear in that case
that I had no knowledge of this
advertisement until after it appeared in your magazine.
In closing may I suggest that instead of a trial-by-press of how I
was appointed to the Test Survey
, Committee and defenses of my report by advertising, we follow the
suggestions made in the report and
do some experiments.
Roslow and Hooper both committed themselves at one time to
a research test in the San Francisco area. I objected to that test
as inadequate, as did other memBROADCASTING
• T-feffeiasting
1
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Open Mike
(Continued from page 47)
Jan. 28 Broadcasting • Telecasting stated that NABET struck
"without
warning-."
This notified
statement is false.
NABET
management 170 days ago that it
was prepared to strike, but that no
strike was planned or contemplated
"at that time." And in compliance
with law, NABET issued a notice
to the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service and the North
Carolina State Conciliation Service
in August 1951 that a serious dispute existed. Such notice authorized the union to strike 60 days
thereafter if the dispute had not
been settled. We negotiated 150
days before striking.
B*T reported . . . that "substantial agreement had been
reached on increases." This statement is false. No idea even resembling an agreement has been
reached. Wages for most of the

employes have not been raised one
penny since 1945.
The WBIG dispute developed
when Mr. [Mortimer H.] Freeman
[Atlanta attorney representing the
station] . asked the announcers to
assume the extra duties of a control board operator, transmitter
technician, evening receptionist,
local news reporter, traffic manager and copy writer — all operations to be performed simultaneously. Also the announcers were
ordered to handle the recording
and control board operations and
announce while recording two programs for future programming
and running one program live — all
operations to be performed by one
announcer at the same instant.
Such an operation began driving us stark, raving mad. . . .
These are facts which prove that
NABET issued ample notice of a

strike potential, contrary to the
WBIG report. Also it should be
clear that no agreement about any
wage increase ever was reached,
equally contrary to the WBIG reporFrank
t. . . .
M. Lokey Jr.
Announcer-Disc Jockey
WBIG Greensboro, N. C.
Burned
EDITOR:

Out, Burned

Up

. . .On Friday afternoon, Jan.
25, WARA Attleboro, Mass., had
a regional scoop in their hands
but couldn't get rid of it. Minutes
after a $3,500 holdup, the story
was reported as an initial bulletin,
but it died right there.
The news editor went to the
scene of the holdup and sent back
a blow by blow report of the police
chase of the gunmen. He reported
also to the UP wire in Boston
which immediately sent it out as a

regional bulletin.
What the editor didn't know was
that back at the studios everyone
was pulling their hair watching
their story come in over the UP
wire. They were unable to do anything about it. A burned out condenser in the transmitter had put
the station off the air for an hour
and a half . . . while every other
station in the area scooped WARA
on its own story. Who invented
condensers anyhow?
Henry J. Ottmar
WARA Attleboro, Mass.
Brotherly Love
EDITOR:
This is the first time I have
written a fan letter to Broadcasting • Telecasting because of an
advertisement. It is a very encouraging sign to us FM-only broadcasters to see an AM station buy
a full page ad [B»T, Jan. 28, page
3] for the purpose of telling the
virtues of their FM affiliate.
I would like to congratulate
WSGN and WSGN-FM in Birmingham for recognizing the value
of their duplicating FM station.
Those of us only in FM have
some wonderful audience response
and sales success stories, too, but
an FM success story always sounds
a little bit more impressive coming from an AM station.
Edward A. Wheeler
President
WEIII.AW (FM) Evanston,
^
Required
EDITOR:

In the rush of winter quarter
duties, I have neglected to tell you
how much I appreciated . . . the
Nov. 19 article, "Kow To Stay

/
THIS

RICH

MARKET

up 8.0 and evening up 4.4. Television is still

article has been most helpOutThis
fulofin myJail."
Laws of Communication
class which I teach here at the U.
of Georgia. . . .
Tyus Butler
Associate
Professor
Henry W. Grady
School of Journalism
U. of Georgia
* * *

insignificant here because no consistently sat-

Tain't

isfactory TV signal reaches South Bend. Don't
sell this rich market short. Wrap it up with
WSBT radio.

EDITOR:
Radio is not on its last legs by
a long shot, that's for sure. Then
so many
radio
"luminaries"
—whyanddo their
writers
— insist
on biting the mike that feeds them?
I refer to remarks such as "Our
guest star next week will be Miss
Superhet Decibel, if radio lasts that
long." Crosby, Hope, Marx and
others have been guilty. If people
hear such "jokes" often enough,
they soon stop laughing and start
believing. If entertainers persist'
in such prattle, they're likely to
talk themselves right out of a

Radio delivers MORE

sets-in-use in the South

Bend market than before TV ! . . . Hooper Serveys for Oct. -Nov. 1951 compared with Oct.Nov. 1945 prove it. Morning up 6.8, afternoon

30

AUI,
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Years

COMPANY

on

the

Air

NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIV

Funny

Don Anderson
job. ...
Special Program Writer
WOI-AM-FM Ames, Iowa
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how
consumer
markets
THE MARKET
can help you sell
more

national

DATA BOOK
OF THE YEAR

advertising

this is the place your prospects look when they want
Jacts about your market.
The facts about your market are in CONSUMER markets.
Every day, all year 'round, they help busy men make important market and media decisions—
Advertising managers with campaigns to make out, or
revise.
Account executives drafting original proposals ... or defending recommendations.
Research directors making comparative market studies.
Media directors with lists to plan and prepare.
Sales managers with market development plans to work
out.
The data in CONSUMER MARKETS tell what your market is.
Population. Retail sales. Income.
To connect these facts with your station, you can take
space next to your market data to talk coverage ... to show
how your station serves the trading area, why it does a job
in its market.
CONSUMER MARKETS users call these advertisements
Service-Ads, when they serve the ultimate aim of the users
—which is to pick the stations that best cover the people who
can buy their products.
Your market story is already in CONSUMER MARKETS.

Here's how advertisers USE it.
Owner of Advertising Agency Service: "We
always start with CONSUMER markets; and most
of our work is analyzing markets and organizing marketing plans which, to us, means detailing management of soles, soles promotion
and distribution."
Research Manager: "A great deal of information packed into one place, ready to use,
and a good map right there to go with it."
Assistant Director of Research: "We are
constantly developing new yardsticks of measuring soles and performance and advertising
performance. CONSUMER markets helps in what
we call market diagnosis."
Agency Vice President: "A magnificent collection of data to gladden the heart of any
researcher interested in gathering market facts.
Your data and mops most helpful."
Assistant Research Director: "We tend to go
first to the data book that has the more comprehensive data, and we find that CONSUMER
MARKETS does, in fact, supply the most complete

Isn't that the natural place for your coverage story, too?
More than 450 station managers and publishers placed
Service-Ads in the 1951-52 edition.

consumer markets
The comprehensive single source of
authoritative market data
PUBLrSHED BY STANDARD RATE a DATA SERVICE. INC.
WALTER E. BOTTHOF. PUBLISHER
1740 Ridge Avenue, Evanslon, lllinoit
New York ■ Chicago ■ Lot Angelet

BROADCASTING
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an important
data." fact — CONSUMER MARKETS is used
almost continuously by men seeking market information . . . but it is never used without an underlying
purpose — the purpose of finding the best way to reach
the right people in the markets selected.
Your Service-Ad can serve the consumer MARKETS
user by helping him see how your audience represents
the people he wants in your locality. This is truly pointof-purchase advertising.
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editorial

*^

TV's 'A-Day'
THE TV traffic in Washington these days is
terrific. The FCC is the focal point, via the
lawyers and engineers plying in the legitimate
TV trade. Then there are the politicians and
a sprinkling of influence peddlers dealing in
TV blue-sky, of which there is an excess.
And this is only the beginning. The attraction is A-Day — that momentous occasion when
the FCC hands down its "final" allocations.
Unveiled will be the new mosaic of TV assignments—600 VHF and 1350 UHF station locales, probably more than less — to provide a
"truly nation-wide competitive service."
Those making the Washington pilgrimages
are seekers of information. They hunger for
the tiniest morsel.
The pilgrims are a mixture. There are many
broadcasters, who regard TV as a must in
their future. There are many educators, sniffing around the fringes for their coveted "reservations" and most of them with little more
than the urge and a prayer to back them up.
There are newcomers by the score, who want
in on the TV "bonanza" — business men, oil
tycoons, advertisers, agency men, publishers
and, as always, the inevitable promoters.
The engineers and lawyers are operating
on a scale reminiscent of the post World
War II era, when everybody wanted to barge
into AM and FM and almost everybody did,
to the chagrin of many. The practitioners are
preparing applications in anticipation of the
thaw and of the 60 to 90 day "waiting period"
during which applications can be filed in consonance with the new allocations.
The FCC is doing its utmost to plug up
every legalistic hole — even to the extent of
writing separate "decisions" to cover each of
the some 1,500 pleadings filed in these prodigious proceedings. The Commission is turning deaf ears to all entreaties, political or
otherwise.
The members of the FCC know this job is
fraught with more potential controversy than
anything they have ever tackled. It could make
the color fight look like a side show. Literally
billions in public investment in receivers and
in transmitting plants are involved.
A-Day is just the first phase. It covers the
allocations pattern and the rules of the game.
In the competitive hearings there will arise the
vexatious issues of public policy. Are motion
picture owners qualified in the light of past
anti-trust litigation? What about the newspaper applicant against the non-newspaper
(the FCC already is on record in favor of the
non-newspaper, all other things equal)? How
about the newcomer? The absentee? The interrelated question of theatre television? Can
applicants in the same community owning
competing radio stations merge their TV interests without committing duopoly?
What the FCC has before it, aside from the
technical task, is the molding of a national
policy for TV. Realizing the magnitude of the
task, it is asking for additional money from
an always economy-bent Congress. We have
consistently questioned the need for more money
for the FCC, holding that internal reorganization and cutting of red tape could achieve
needed economies. This time, however, we are
disposed to agree it has a valid case.
It would be sheer folly if large areas were
deprived of desired service because of a mere
$200,000 more for broadcast activities.
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Intoxicat-ed
Politics
MOST
BUSINESS men, by
including
broadcasters, appear to be oblivious of the cruel fact
that their very business freedom is on the
line in Congress.
The vehicle is the Johnson-Case Bill (S 2444)
to prohibit the advertising of hard liquor on
the air. Because the substance of the bill is
so narrow, hitting only distilled beverages
and only advertising on the air at that, it Is
being given but fleeting attention.
There is even ominous caution from the
trade association areas. Either they do not
recognize the lethal charge behind this loaded
bill, or they are unwilling to risk the ire of
its authors at this stage.
There's apathy and inertia in the ranks of
broadcasters, who may seem to think that
it's the same old story of the blue-nosers in
quest
We of
wisha will-o'-the-wisp.
that were so. The stark truth is
that American broadcasting is confronted today with the most dangerous legislative assault
upon its sanctity in many years. And all other
media as well as many advertisers are directly in line for similar treatment.
The reasons for alarm are several. First, this
is an election year. Whether Republican or
Democrat, the politician thinks in terms of
the vote next November. Second, the drys are
organized. They are swarming over the Capitol ringing doorbells, filing petitions, threatening, cajoling, entreating. Third, the opposition
hasn't even gotten off the ground.
Any informed observer, who knows the
political ropes, will tell you that there are
ample votes on the Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee to report the Johnson-Case Bill favorably, as things stand today.
The drys have served notice that this is only
the beginning. They want to ban all alcoholic
beverage advertising from all media. More
than that, they want to ban all alcoholic
beverages. In a word — prohibition.
One has but to read the testimony before
the Johnson committee to get the drift. It is
directed almost entirely against beer, since liquor advertising is non-existent.
If the battle is lost in committee, the drys
will be well on their way toward winning the
war. Less than two years ago, a vastly stronger
bill — to ban all alcoholic advertising in all media— was defeated in committee by the narrowest of margins, seven votes to six.
Here the approach is to single out radio and
TV as the easy marks and to ban liquor from
the air only. The strategy is about as opaque
as a plate glass window.
If the reformers succeed. Congress then
would be in the position of picking the pockets
of broadcasters to the tune of an estimated $25
million.
a bagatelle
as against
hundredsButof that's
millions
that would
be lost the
to
other media when the ban is extended. And if
the prohibitionists should achieve their ultimate goal. Uncle Sam's exchequer would be
robbed of billions in taxes and state ti-easuries
would suffer in ratio.
A frontal attack at this late date and in an
election year appears to be the only way to
convince the Senate Committee that it is playing with dynamite. A prosaic presentation on
the merits can't possibly lick the drys.
Every broadcaster, publisher, advertiser
and agency should exert every effort to defeat
the discriminatory Johnson-Case Bill in committee. The demand must be for an open ballot
(no secret or sub-rosa vote) in committee.
If you are concerned about freedom of the
media of information, if you are interested in
preserving free enterprise, if you value the
future welfare of your own business, you will
call the Senator you know best NOW. And
you'll write, wire or button-hole all others.

our respects to:

PAUL DOBIN
IF ofANYONE
is to be considered
the architect
the nation-wide
TV allocation
system
soon to be announced, it is Paul Dobin, chief
of the Rules and Standards Division of the
FCC's Broadcast Bureau.
An ordinary man might buckle under the
combined weight of Mr. Dobin 's title and the
monstrous paper work entailed in preparing
the allocations plan, but Mr. Dobin, who weighs
230 pounds and is 6 feet, IV2 inches tall, walks
easily beneath his burdens.
During the height of last fall's "paper" TV
allocations hearing — when legal briefs were
flooding into the FCC — the hulking Mr. Dobin
was seen one evening in the halls of the New
Post Office Bldg. (where the FCC has its
offices). He was on his way home, carrying
a bulging brief case and an armful of brightjacketed mystery novels.
Two of his colleagues saw him encumbered
this way. One turned to the other.
"There goes Dobin," he said, "vdth a case
full of TV papers. And, after he's through
with those, he'll probably sit up half the night
reading
those now,
books."
For weeks
Mr. Dobin and his staff of
lawyers-engineers-accountants have been working nights and weekends, pushing to get the
Sixth, and final, TV report out — before
March 1.
He's been driving himself. And, he's been
driving his men.
That's bound to make him, if not disliked,
not exactly loved.
And, because he's the kind of a guy he is,
he doesn't give a hoot. It's the job that counts.
In his brief 34 years — he'll reach that age
Feb. 20 — it has always been the job that
counted.
Scholastically, he rang the bell when he
attended the only public preparatory school
in the U. S. — Townsend Harris High School
in New York City. In scholastic circles, Townsend Harris (which is no longer in existence)
was considered the equivalent of such top level
secondary schools as Boston Latin, for example.
In 1938, Mr. Dobin got his B.A. from New
York's City College and in 1941 his law
degi-ee from Harvard Law School. He was
graduated from both cum laude. And Phi
Beta Kappa, of course.
At City College, he won honors in government. At Harvard, he was note editor of the
Harvard Law Review.
In 1941, he was admitted to the New York
Bar. He was ready to begin as most young
(Continued on page 8A)
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The
in

Food

the

St

Philo

The track's clear for food advertisers interested in tht
delphia market-area. Route vour advertising dollars through KYW. .
open the throttle. . and vou'll soon arrive at the results you want!
Plenty of conductors— unt/? a punch that's frovedl To make
sure of a safe arrival, vou can count on the experience of
favorites like Ruth Welles (9:30 AM and 1 :30 PM, Monday
through Fridav), or Anne Lee (whose "Notebook" attracts a
growing audience from 1 : 00 to 1 :30 PM), or several others on the
talent-list of this dominant Philadelphia medium.
You travel in good company.

More than a hundred

leading food advertisers make KYW^ their regular ticket in the
Philadelphia area. Like you, they're interested in a gorgeous hunk
of scenery.. $1,832,000,000 in food sales, within the counties
from which mail is regularly received by KYW!
Make reservations now at KYW^ or through Free & Peters.
The signal is in your favor all the way!

PHILADELPHIA
50,000
KYW

NBC

WATTS

AFFILIATE

Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc
WBZ • WBZA
• KDKA • WOWO
• KEX • KYW • WBZ-TV
National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for WBZ-TV; for WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales
R AD
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R \ C A' S

GREAT

ADVERTISING

MEDIUM
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NPA
MATERIALS

AM-FM-TV

The

new

ALTEC

220A

This new portable mixer has been designed
specifically to fulfill all the requirements and

Broadcast Quality

desires for the ideal broadcast mixer for field

Low Cost

use. Wonderfully compact (no larger than a

*

portable radio) the 220A has four microphone

Compact

preamplifier mixer channels, a master volume

(23" X 12" X 6")
*-

control and a large illuminated VU meter. The
black luggage case has provision for the stor-

Light Weight
(less than 27 lbs.)

age of headphones and cables and a rack for
a complete set of spare tubes. No other portable mixer incorporates all the features of the

AC or DC
(can be operated from battery supply)
*

ALTEC 220A, yet no other portable mixer gives
as much for the money as the ALTEC 220A.

Output impedances
150 or 600 ohms
(switch controlled)

LTEC
LANSING

CO/fPO»ATION

9356 Santa Monica Blvd., Beverly Hills, Calif.
1B1 Sixth Avenue, New York 13. Nev^ York
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Issues Report
Project Actior^s

RADIO-TV station and related projects valued at $13,103,721 and covering 28 applications seeking building materials for the first quarter of
1952 were filed with NPA through mid-December last year.
Of the 28 applications, five were approved, five were ruled exempt
from NPA control and 18 others ★
were denied, according to the agenor "minor capital addicy's first official compilation of the project
two tons of carbon steel
construction
action released last and 200 tions,"
Friday.
pounds of copper may be
obtained on priority.
The $13 million-plus figure conThe NPA compilation listed
firmed unofficial estimates re- radio and TV projects in the social
and recreational building category.
ported in previous issues of Broadcasting • Telecasting in which
The five apprpved cases involved
the grants and denials were listed estimated construction cost of $9,[B«T, Jan. 28; Dec. 24, 1951]. 961,805; five exempt, $172,500, and
Community TV antenna projects the 18 denials, $2,969,416.
were included. (Also see separate
In the 28 radio-TV applications
story page 41.)
filed, requirements called for 4,216
The breakdown noted that 77.4%
tons of carbon steel and 1,954 tons
of all construction bids were denied
of
structural steel, used in broadfor the first quarter compared to
cast towers. Total copper sought
63% for the last quarter of 1951. amounted to 80,780 pounds. Other
At the same time NPA authorities
said that broadcasters and other allotment figures for "radio-TV:
Fivetons
approvals
— Total
carbon 1.849;
steel,
firms receiving allotments in this 3,522
including
structural,
copper, 26,500 pounds.
quarter would be given sufficient
Eighteen denials — Total carbon steel,
materials to complete projects
694 tons including structural, 105 tons;
already underway, provided copper,
copper, 54,280; aluminum (rejected),
aluminum and steel are available
3,600 pounds.
after fulfilment of military needs.
Copper
down
into
brass category
mill, wirewas
mill broken
and foundry
Allotments now are being made
products.
Overall,
the
Construction
Controls Division allotted 26,283 tons
on project rather than quarterly of
carbon steel, including 7,522 tons of
structural,
and 1,076,282 pounds of j
use basis. Thus, when a broadcaster
copper.
indicates his requirements for each
There were other developments
quarter, he will be given advance
quotas for succeeding periods, with last week on the materials front
delivery in that quarter for which
involving applications by radio-TV
set manufacturers for controlled
allotment is made.
materials. NPA said it would mail
Hardship Only Exception
out CMP-4B forms for use during !
In other instances, where con- the third quarter of 1952. Manu- !
struction, remodeling or altera- facturers may file for materials to |
tion requiring NPA approval had make radio-TV receivers, transmitters and other broadcast equipnot started and was not "either
ment with the office from which I
directly or indirectly involved in
obtained
second - quarter i
the defense effort," authorization they
was withheld. Sole exceptions were
hardship cases where a facility
Like
broadcasters,
manufac- !
had been destroyed by fire, flood turers
quotas. also may
self -authorize
or other disaster.
limited quantities of steel, copper \
Firms have been j
Despite this factor of construc- and aluminum.
tion not yet commenced, early slow to take advantage of this '
recipients of TV station grants, provision, however, for two major
once FCC lifts the freeze this reasons: (1) The small amounts,
year, are expected to face no dif- which they could order and (2)
ficulty in starting construction or
the
in theproduction-inventory
receiver industry. situation '
obtaining equipment preparatory
to going on the air [B»T, Feb. 4].
Manufacturers are not permitted '.
Of particular significance in the to receive more than their respective average quarterly use during
NPA breakdown is the observation that no aluminum was
1950 to take advantage of selfallocated in the approved quotas. authorization procedures, or if theyJ
Many of the 28 applications re- do not compute on the 1950 basis,
are limited still further on materials.
quested this metal.
The oflScial construction breakForms must be filed not later
down for January-April is based
than
Mai'ch 1, NPA emphasized.
on
applications Controls
submitted toDivision,
NPA's
Construction
which retains jurisdiction over
radio and television cases as a
New Coastal Studios
housekeeping measure. Broadcasting is lumped with commercial,
COASTAL RECORDING Co., New I
religious, entertainment and comYork, has rebuilt its studios and
munity fields, though the industry
actually is classified as industrial.
conti-ol room, designed expressly'
This entitles broadcasters to for use of advertising agencies and?
radio producers. An independent
write their own orders for smaller
quantities of materials — 25 tons work bench and "talk back" for
directors and their staff has been |
of steel, 2,000 pounds of copper
and 1,000 pounds of aluminum in established plus additional accoustical treatment. Arthur Shaer isJ
any one quarter. In cases involving lack of a component to complete
managing dii-ector of the company.]
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HERE'S A

^0-^
SAMPLE
SCRIPT:

WOMAN

BROADCASTER:
(local)

At a swish Washington dinner
the other night, Senator James
Duff was asked: "If the Republicans lose in 1952, will THAT be
the
end
of the Republican
The Pennsylvania
RepublicanParty?"
(who
is convinced General Eisenhower
will be both NOMINATED and
ELECTED) answered . . . with
a grin . . . "No, but it's the last
call for dinner."
Three other Senators had a lot
to say at that same dinner.
The Republican Senator from
Maine, Owen Brewster, a "Taft
man," said
: "I don'ttothink
hower is qualified
be a Eisengood
President any more than I think
Senator Taft would make a good
Chief of Staff."
A Democratic Senator from Connecticut .. . Brien McMahon . . .
was
asked
: "Is 20party
yearsto too
for one political
staylongin
power?" The answer came quickly
. . . "THAT depends on whether
you are
'in' are
or 'out'.
. . The Amer-in
ican voters
like .stockholders
a corporation and if their Board of
Directors is doing a good job, they
keep it . . . and, at least, before
making a change, they take a look
at the awful alternative."
Senator Paul Douglas of Illinois
was put on the spot as a Democratfor-Eisenhower by the question ;
"Do Generals make good Presidents?'' He said
. . "It
on the man.
. . . .One
of depends
the big
problems in politics is getting discordant elements to work together
and Eisenhower has proven himself
a genius at THAT."
* * *
The French Foreign Minister . . .
Robert Schuman . . . can talk hu. . whenSchuman
he's not Plan.
discussingmorhisously .famous
A bachelor, he had an answer
when someone in Washington dared
ask: "Why aren't you married?"
He said . . . "When I was
young I decided NOT to get married UNTIL I found the ideal
woman. Then I found her. Regretfully, however, she was looking
for the ideal man !"
(IF you write "The Duchess" —
Esther Van Wagoner Tufty — for
her five minute, five days, five dollars— weekly script service.)
Esther Van Wagoner Tufty
NEWS BUREAU
NATIONAL PRESS BUILDING
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
NATIONAL 3335
Covering Washington Since 1934
BROADCASTING
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AMON CARTER Jr. elected president of Carter Publications Inc., Fort
Worth, owner of WBAP-AM-FM-TV same city. He succeeds his
" father, AMON CARTER Sr., who was elected chairman of the board
and continu'es as publisher of The Fort Worth Star-Telegram.
WALTER DENNIS, radio-TV director of Allied Stores Corp., N. Y., to
WJIM Lansing, Mich., as sales manager replacing ROGER UNDERHILL,
sales manager for WJIM-AM-TV, who will devote full time to the television station in same capacity.

wrote you a letter this week
about her $i-a-script service that
gives the smart woman on your
staff spritely, exclusive copy to lure
sponsors, and keep them sold.
See sample script—

BILL LARIMER, account executive, KECA Hollywood, promoted to
manager of national spot sales, ABC Hollywood.
H-R REPRESENTATIVES Inc., N. Y., named by WOR-AM-TV same
city to represent the two outlets on the West Coast. HAROLD LINDLEY and JAMES ALSPAUGH of H-R Reps.' Hollywood and San Francisco offices, respectively, will act as representatives.
RICHARD R. LEVY, sales staff, KXL Portland, Ore., to KEX same city
as account executive.
KENNETH COOPER, WDRC Hartford, Conn., to WORC
Mass., as commercial manager.

Worcester,

WARREN STOUT, sales manager, KSEK Pittsburg, Kan., appointed
sales manager at KRES St. Joseph, Mo. CHUCK QUILLIAN, KHMO
Hannibal, Mo., to KRES sales staff.

gives your radio station a
noted Washington news correspondent of your very own . . . dubbed
"the Duchess" by TIME, Inc.
See sample script—

ROBERT J. RICH, commercial' manager, WREX Duluth, Minn., named
general manager and W. H. LOUNSBERRY appointed assistant treasurer.
NATIONAL TIME SALES, N. Y., appointed by WARL
as station representative.

Arlington, Va.,

H. P. NESBITT, general manager and director of engineering, WNAVAM-FM Annapolis, Md., has resigned. Future plans have not been
announced.
DON D. CAMPBELL, sales manager of WBRC-AM-TV Birmingham,
Ala., resigns after 17 years with organization. Future plans were not
announced.
S. L. ADLER, account executive with WLW Cincinnati and former
representative of Frederic W. Ziv Co., and WALTER C. NEWTON Jr.,
account executive, WMGM New York, to WOR-TV New York as account
executives.
FREE & PETERS, N. Y., appointed national representative for WIRE
Indianapolis, effective March 1.
JOSEPH M. WEISENBERG

writes BIG news for women —
Politics ... a million more eli
gible women voters than men.
Taxes . . . Family budget.
Korea . . . her son.
Inflation . . . thrift at home.
writes ^
the LITTLE news, too
4
. . . Anecdotes . . . about front
page personalities — (the Duchess
calls 'em by their first names.)
See sample script—

to spot sales staff, ABC O&O radio stations.

DICK CARTER, Detroit TV disc jockey, named general manager of
WAJL (FM) Flint, Mich.
DAVID GROSS, DuMont Network account executive, to CBS Television
Film Sales,
Y., in similar capacity.
B
DANIEL RUGGLES III, WCCM Lawrence, Mass., account representative, named commercial manager. JOHN O'LEARY will assume the
representative position.

has sponsor-tested "The Duchess Series" in three markets and it's
called "a lot for a buck in q minutes." Send $215.00 for 2^ daily
scripts.

McINTOSH & INGLIS, consulting radio engineers, announce removal
of their offices to the Wyatt Bldg., Washington.

See sample script—
4^

ERIK PAIGE, WCAV
as account executive.

Esther Van Wagoner Tufty
NEWS BUREAU
NATIONAL PRESS BUILDING
WASHINGTON 4, D. 0.
NATIONAL 3335

Norfolk, Va., announcer, transfers to sales force

RALPH GLAZER, assistant sales service manager, KNX Hollywood
and Columbia Pacific Network, named manager replacing DICK JOLLIFFE, who becomes account executive.
ROBERT
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L. OWENS, commercial manager of KVOX Moorhead, Minn.,
(Continued on page 86)

See sample script —
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WCFM (FM) CHANGES
Loeb Succeeds Bernstein
RESIGNATION of George A.
Bernstein as general manager of
WCFM (FM) Washington and appointment of Leon Loeb as his successor was announced last week.
Ray Wilson, of the sales and program department of WGMS-AMFM Washington, was named
WCFM commercial manager.
Mr. Bernstein, WCFM manager
since April 1949, has accepted the
post of assistant to the vice president and general manager of Peoples Broadcasting Corp., licensee
of WRFD Worthington, Ohio, and
WOL Washington. He will continue to manage the WCFM Recording Corp., producer of longplaying classical discs, which is
affiliated with the station.
Mr. Loeb owns and manages
Sound Studios Inc., Washington.
Wallace J. Campbell, president
of the Cooperative Broadcasting
Corp., licensee of WCFM, said that
joint use of facilities and personnel
by WCFM and Sound Studios Inc.
will permit WCFM to operate at
approximately $1,000 less a month
than it now does.

air-casters

operr of phia,
manage
FELIX MEYER,
Philadel
ations, WFIL-TV
.
named WFIL program manager
BILL KALAND, script editor, WNEW
New York, named manager of scripts
and production. HERMAN ARBEIT,
script staff, becomes script editor.
MEL MOSS, writer-producer of TV
agency shows in Detroit, to WAJL
(FM) Flint, Mich., as promotion manager and program director.
PAT STEEL named advertising and
promotion co-ordinator, NBC radio,
New York, and CLYDE L. CLEM apmotion. pointed to supervise audience proHARRIET CROUSE, MBS West Coast
publicity director, on extended leave
of absence.
FRANCES PILLSBURY, Stanford U.
graduate, to KGO-TV San Francisco
as assistant on Let's Look at Books
program.
BUD SHERMAN, sports announcer,
WBAP Fort Worth, certified a football official in the Southwest Football Officials Assn.
FRANK QUATTROCCHI, publicity
staff of American Red Cross blood program, Los Angeles, and ACKLEY
(Jack) SCHUYLER, publicity staff of
Trans World Airlines, New York, to
NBC Hollywood in similar capacities.

NEW STUDIOS for CBW Winnipeg
and Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
regional headquarters at Winnipeg
are being prepared in a building at
Portage and Young Sts., recently
purchased by CBC. Present lease in
Manitoba Telephone Bldg. expires in
June 1953 and CBC then will move
into its own Winnipeg building.

a million

dollars

worth

of talent

for

to $57.50 a month
based on advertising rates

the
IB
i^lvH

honey
dreamers
A singing
eted intogroup
i-adiothat's
and rockTV
skies. They're featured on
hit shows Hke Cavalcade of
Stars, Stop the Music, W onderfiil Tozvii, and the Bill
Goodzvin Shozv. The Honey
Dreamers are the latest
stars to join the many great
artists in the

SESAC

Transcribed

Library

including Jazz, American Folk, Concert, Hawaiian, Novelty, Band,
Barbershop, Polka, Religious, and Latin-American Music.
SESAC, Inc.
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SANDY DAVIS, WICA Ashtabula,
Ohio, to WHHH Warren, Ohio, as staff
announcer replacing JOHN FRITZ
who moves to WFJM Youngston in
same capacity.
MEL LEEDS, music library staff, and
MURRAY CRUMMINS, continuity director, WARC Rochester, added to
station's production staff.
LEE RICE, KWB Hutchinson, Kan.,
to announcing staff of WIBW Topeka.
JACK HARVEY, HOWARD BLAKE
and CARL GASS have been signed to
write CBS-TV Hollywood Al Pearce
and His Gang show.
ED JENKINS, KOEL Oelwein, Iowa
salesman, promoted to program director. DORIS RUBSAM added to the
station's staff as head of the bookkeeping department.
LARRY PICUS, disc jockey, WCCP
Savannah,ductionGa.,
manager.named promotion-proBOB IRVING, announcer-disc jockey,
WMAY Springfield, 111., appointed
chief announcer at KRES St. Joseph,
Mo.
LEE CARRAU, KGO-TV San Francisco director-producer, to KTTV
(TV) Los Angeles in same capacity.
WALTER E. WOLAVER, advertising
manager, Gallaher Drug Co., Dayton,
Ohio, to WHIO-AM-TV same city, as
merchandising director and supervisor
of commercial continuity.
MACK THOMAS, announcer, CKFH
Toronto, to CKEY Toronto in same
capacity.
JANE STANFIELD, star of WMPS
Memphis Coffee With Jane, awarded
certificate of merit from Memphis
American Legion Post #1 for outservice to the Legion's
Americanismstanding
program.
RICHARD BENNETT, stage manager,
NBC-TV Hollywood, father of a girl,
Maura Elizabeth, Jan. 30. Mrs. Bennett is CHARLENE HAWKES, NBC
Hollywood singer.
RUTH DAMON, promotion department, Atlanta Journal, to publicity and
city.
promotion staff of WSB-AM-TV, same
GEORGE WILSON, announcer, CHML
Hamilton, to CKFH Toronto.
MEL VENTER, KFRC San Francisco
program director, named radio man
of the year by the San Francisco Examiner and DEAN MADDUX'S Sidewalk Reporter, aired on same station
won newspaper's favorits program
MARY ELY, School of Radio Technique, N. Y., to WTWN St. Johnsbury,
poll.
Vt., as continuity writer.
ROY STOREY, sports director, KBOX
Modesto, Calif., will broadcast all
games for Modesto Reds, California
State League, for 1952.
TOMMY GUMINA, accordionist on
KNBH (TV) Hollywood Harry James
Show,
Pictures.signed to contract by Columbia
BARTLETT ROBINSON, N. Y. stage
and radio actor, assigned leading role
of Jim DonnoUy on ABC Radio Valiant Lady, daytime series.

WIP ROBINSON III, program director, KNUJ New Ulm, Minn., named
to the Civic and Commerce Committee on National Affairs.
ADDLEY VADEN, WHIG Dayton,
Ohio, to WVSC Somerset, Pa., as
women's editor.
FRED CLARK, who portrays Harry
Morton on CBS-TV George Burns and
Gracie Allen Show, assigned role in
Twentieth Century-Fox film. Dream
Boat.
JOE CAMPBELL, announcer, WTON
Staunton, Va.,
joins WMAL-AM-TV
Washington
in similar
capacity.
PEGGY SAMH, San Francisco Advertising Checking Bureau, to KCBS San
Francisco accounting department.
PATRICIA MacINNIS, operations
department, WJBK-TV Detroit, named
station's director of promotion and
publicity.
SYLVIA DOBLE, CBS Television, New
York, and ARTHUR C. STRINGER
Jr., promotion and publicity manager,
WFMY-TV Greensboro, N. C, are to
be married in June.
ED STEVENS, promotion director,
WERE Cleveland, father of a girl,
Nancy, Jan. 22.
GEORGE WANN, promotion director,
KOIN Portland, Ore., father of a boy,
Mark Edward, Jan. 31.
ARTHUR E. PATERSON Jr., director
of public affairs, WHLI Hempstead,
L. I., father of girl, Jan. 30.
JIM GIBBONS, sports director,
WMAL-AM-TV Washington, father of
boy, Thomas Mills, his fifth child.
A/avt± • • •
JERRY FREDERICKSON, KING
Seattle, to WHHH Warren, Ohio, as
night news editor.
STAN RONALD, news editor, WLPM
Suffolk, Va., to KOEL Oelwein, Iowa,
in same capacity.
JOHN R. FAHEY, KGA Spokane,
Wash., news editor, and CAPT. PATRICK J. CULLEN, on military leave
from station as head of the news room
staff, will instruct city's first class in
public relations commencing Feb. 12.
KEN KAJVTOR, assistant editor, publicity department, NBC New York,
transfers to NBC Hollywood as wire
service contact.
JANET TIGHE, secretary to LES
RADDITZ, manager of NBC Western
Division publicity department, to
NBC radio, Hollywood, as news editor.
FRED CONKART named news editor
at WMBI Chicago. He has been with
WMBI for five years.
JACK RYAN, manager of press de-.
partment, NBC Chicago, elected second
vice president of the Headline Club,
Chicago chapter of the professional
journalism fraternity, Sigma Delta
Chi. Directors include GEORGE
HERRO, publicity manager, MBS; ,
FORD WORTHING, Young & Rubicam; SAM SARANTOPOLOUS, news
writer, NBC and ELLIOT HENRY,
press manager, ABC.
MARKE RAINES, staff announcer at
CKMO Vancouver, B. C, to CKNW
New Westminster, B. C, news de-^
partment.
WNEW New York has introduced
singing weather reports Monday
through ernoon
Saturday
in morningof and
aftunder sponsorship
Taysteej
Bread. Agency: Young & Rubicam,^
Chicago.
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HOOK
APPOINTED
Leaves KGLO for Lee Paper

'BEL
LBOY
' SU
Court
Hears
WJBK
IT Plea
HERBERT R. OHRT, executive
LEGAL battle for right to use the
vice president of the Lee Stations,
KGLO-AM-FM Mason City, Iowa,
titlefederal
"Jack court
the Bellboy"
waged
in
last weekwasbetween
and WTAD-AM-FM Quincy, 111.,
WJBK and WXYZ Detroit. The
will reassume management of
title is used by Edmund T. McKenKGLO to replace Henry B. Hook,
zie, disc jockey, who left WJBK in
who has accepted appointment as
January after Richard Jones republisher
of theeffective
Davenport
crat & Leader
Feb. Demo25.
signed as general manager, moving
the program to WXYZ.
Mr. Hook, who served as manThird court session was scheduled
ager of KGLO for three years, reFriday before Federal Judge Arthur
turns to the newspaper field with
Lederle, with WJBK asking a perwhich he was actively associated
manent injunction to restrain Mr.
prior to joining KGLO. The apFIFTEENTH anniversary of KGLO Mason City, Iowa, also was the occasion
McKenzie from using the name
pointment was announced by Lee P.
for two new additions to station's 10 Year Club, Jan. 17. New members are Loomis, president of Lee News"Jack the Bellboy." Mr. McKenzie
Glenn
A.
Wright
(I),
studio
engineer,
and
Herbert
R.
Ohrt
(r),
executive
vice
started broadcasting on WXYZ
Mr. Hook succeeds L. M.
president of Lee Stations (KGLO; WTAD-AM-FM Quincy, III.). L to r: Mr. Turnbull, papers.
resigned.
Feb. 4 in the 4-6 p.m. period,
Wright;
Roger
Sawyer,
chief
engineer;
Henry
B.
Hook,
KGLO
manager
who
Monday through Friday, with a 15KGLO is licensed to Lee Radio
resigns Feb. 25 to become publisher of Lee Newspapers' Davenport Democrat
minute extension quickly added.
& Leader (see adjacent story); Carl Olson, engineer, and Mr. Ohrt. Messrs.
Inc. with Mr. Loomis as president.
Other extensions plus a weekend
Wright and Ohrt received wrist watches to commemorate initiation into Lee Newspaper enterprises, inperiod are planned.
the 10 Year Club.
WJBK claims it owns the title
cludes the Democrat & Leader,
Mason City Globe-Gazette and oth"Jack the Bellboy" and spent 1100,Electronic Brain
BENTON
PLAN HIT
000 in promoting it. Mr. McKenzie
er papers. Mr. Hook originally
says the title actually is a corporaA NEW electronic brain, designed
NBA Votes Opposition
joined KGLO from the Globe-Gation owned by himself; Mrs. Mcand constructed by RCA for the
zette, which then owned and operMEMBERS of the Nebraska BroadKenzie; Richard A. Connell, Detroit
ated that station.
U. S. Navy, will be installed at the
casters
Assn.
have
unanimously
opauto dealer; James F. Hopkins
Mr. Hook plans to retain stock
posed enactment of the Benton leg- Naval Air Development Center,
(who owned WJBK before selling
Johnsville, Pa., it was announced
islation (S 1579), according to Bob
interests in KGLO and WTAD.
the station to Fort Industry Co.)
Thomas, WJAG Norfolk, NBA sec- Jan. 25. Device is designed to Latter is licensed to Lee Broadcastand Mrs. Hopkins.
compute test flights of guided misretary-treasurer.
ing. Co. The Democrat & Leader
Judge Lederle denied WJBK's
siles before they are actually built.
The association took the position
also owns a few shares in WOC
first request for a temporary in- that
the Benton measure, including
Christened "The Typhoon," the
junction which would have prohibcomputer has been operated the Davenport, Iowa.
ited WXYZ from advertising Mr. an 11-man citizen program board,
"would have the effect of further
past year at the David Sarnoff ReMr. Ohrt praised Mr. Hook's sucMcKenzie as "Jack the Bellboy." A regulating program content and
search Center, Princeton, N. J., by
cess in Mason City during a 15second petition of a similar nature,
would involve government censorRCA and naval personnel. It has year period in which both had been
designed to restrain WXYZ from
ship and would, in fact, violate the
associated in radio and newspaper
using the name on the air, also was
tabulated more than 2,000 "test work.
First Amendment to the Constitudenied.
runs" of new missiles.
WJBK told the court Mr. McCopies of the resolution were
Kenzie's pay had risen from his sent to all Nebraska Representation."
$6,500 salary as an engineer in 1945
tives and Senators as well as Interto $69,000 in 1950 and $64,000 in
state & Foreign Commerce Com1951 when he was station vice
mv/0
R^Acmmm,
mittees, to presidents of broadpresident. Most of the income came
caster associations in neighboring
from a per-spot announcement ar- states and
to NARTB officials.
rangement. Last year "Bellboy" is
reported to have brought in $500,000 to the station.
CALIF. CIVIL DEFENSE
WXYZ argued that George B.
Takes Over Mt. Lee Site
Storer, Fort Industry president,
STATE Office of Civil Defense, on
had been told at the time he bought
WJBK in 1947 that "Jack the Bell- yearly leasing arrangement made
with Don Lee Broadcasting Sysboy" was a separate corporation
and not included in the purchase.
tem, has taken over the old television studio and transmitter buildWJBK contended Mr. Storer had
been told the corporation had been
ing atop 1,800 ft. high Mt. Lee overlooking Hollywood.
formed six months before the deal
The structure is being remodelled
was closed when actually it was
as a regional center of defense
formed during the negotiation
period.
operations headquarters. Transmitter tower will be the sending
WJBK last week used other disc
jockeys to fill in time vacated by point for Los Angeles and Orange
county defense messages.
the "bellboy."
The mountain top on May 31,
1931, became site of what is claimed
WTWN St. Johnsbury, Vt., runs hour
THE NASHVILLE MARKET (53 COUNTIES IN
long program, The Carnival of Hits, the nation's first experimental TV
W6XA0, owned and opeMIDDLE TENNESSEE AND SOUTHERN KENTUCKY;
from the city's high school dance each station.
rated by Don Lee Network, transSaturday featuring top tunes of the
IS
COMERED BV WSIX. SEE LATEST
mitted at that time its first TV
week. Musical introductions are made
BMB REPORT
^'y the teenagers attending the dance. image and eight months later inaugurated regularly scheduled proCelebrating A Quarter- Century of Service
grams. When W6XA0 went commercial and became KTSL (TV),
Mt. Lee continued as transmitter
site. With CBS acquiring KTSL,
WEOK
operations continued from that site
POUGHKEEPSIE
Buax
until last Oct. 28. Simultaneously
NATIONAL
REPRESENTATIVE:
iet
Bet
with change of call letters to
GEO.
P.
HOLLINCBERRY
CO.
^-^^
REPRESENTED BY DEVNEY
KNXT, transmitter was moved to
Mt. Wilson over-looking Pasadena.
ABC AfflLIATf -5000 WATTS-980 KC^ WSIX FM %°°m^
February 11, 1952
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S. D. CONLEY, sales and engineeringdepartment RCA Victor, Camden, N.
J., appointed merchandise manager of
the company's new air conditioner deMITTELHAUSER
and R. M. partment,
REED'h. M.named
sales representatives for RCA air conditioners in
eastern and southern regions.
F. F. DUGGAN, general sales manager, Avco American Kitchens Div.,
Connersville, Ohio, appointed assistant general manager of Crosley
Div., Avco Mfg. Corp., Cincinnati.
CHARLES K. CLARKE, assistant
general sales manager in charge of
field sales for American Kitchens,
named to succeed Mr. Duggan.

Mr. Clarke
Mr. Duggan
CAPITOL RECORDS Inc. and Capitol
Records Distributing Corp., N. Y.,
moved executive offices to 1730 Broadway, N. Y. 19. Phone: Plaza 7-7470.
AL MOREY„ Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago, has opened his own writing and
production offices at 203 Wabash
Ave.
FRITZ P. RICE, assistant manager,
cathode-ray tube division, Allen B.
DuMont Labs., named manager of division, effective immediately.
WILLIAM E. FERRAGHER, Arthur
Towell Agency, Milwaukee, to Magnecord Inc., Chicago, as assistant advertising manager.

relay mally
andopen. microphone circuits nor"Tteknic
al •

allied

arts

LOS ANGELES COUNCIL, West
Coast Electronic Manufacturers'
Assn., has gained six new members
bringing local membership to 69. They
include Electro-Cap Inc., Dielectric
Labs Inc., Pacific Electricord Co., all
Y.,
Los Angeles; Hopkin Engineering Co.,
Altadena; Perkin Engineering Corp.,
El Segundo, and Rytel Electronics
Mfg. Co., Inglewood.
EMERSON WEST COAST Corp., San
Francisco, subsidiary of Emerson
dio and Phonograph Corp., N.
formed as northern California
tributor of all Emerson products.
DAVID J. HOPKINS, West Coast factory sales manager, adds duties of
president.
HUGH P. McTEIGUE, manager ofRadistraining for RCA Service Co., Camden, N. J., appointed to direct company's accelerated military electronics
training program.
HAL SECOR, scriptwriter at Chicago
Film Labs., Chicago, to Atlas Film
Corp., Oak Park, 111., on creative staff.
RCA TUBE Dept., Camden, N. J., announces it soon will put into production two newly developed ultra-high
frequency sweep generators, WR40A, designed for engineers developing UHF circuitry for home TVreceivers, and WR-41A, intended for
use as test equipment in factory production of UHF equipment.
PLUS!

GENERAL
ELECTRIC
Tube Dept.,
Schenectady, announces manufacture
of new tube, type number 6BX7-GT.
Tube is a twin triode designed for the
vertical output stage of television receivers as a combined vertical deflection amplifier and vertical oscillator.
WARD PRODUCTS Corp., division of
Gabriel Co., Cleveland, issues new catalog on auto aerials giving complete
description of Ward line including "8ball,"
aerials. "Phantom" and "Air-King"
WORKSHOP ASSOC., division of
Gabriel Co., Cleveland, announces design of fully pressurized feed for its
2000 mc parabolic antennas. New feed
is designed to mate with % inch Teflon
flexible copper air line, having 0.045
inch wall and 11/32 inch conductor.
METER & INSTRUMENT Dept., General Electric Co., Schenectady, announces 1952 edition of guide book
containing basic information on the
complete
formers. line of GE instrument transHERLEC Corp., subsidiary of Sprague
Electric Co., Milwaukee, announces
production of new Type AOS ceramic
trimmer capacitor for use in circuit
applications where maximum stability of capacitor characteristics is
important.
RAYTHEON MFG. Co., Waltham,
Mass., announces demonstration of new
"handie talkie", a 6Mi-lb. unit held in
the palm of the hand. The one package
transmitter, receiver, battery power
source and antenna was developed
with the Signal Corps Engineering
Labs, in 1948 and is said to be first
communication equipment to use subminature tubes on a mass production
basis.
ERCONA CAMERA Corp., N. Y., announces availability on American market of new line of lenses for TV cameras made by Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany. Lenses are made to fit RCA
cameras only but mounts to fit others
soon will be put into production.
ASTATIC CORP., Conneaut, Ohio,
announces manufacture of single button carbon microphone of high sensitivity, model 10M5. Designed for
convenient hand use, new unit has a
double pole, single throw switch, with

CHARLES WALTERS, substation operator for Knoxville Utilities Board,
Knoxville, Tenn., to engineering staff
of WSB Atlanta.
DONALD HAM, KAFP Petaluma,
Calif., engineer, joins WCBS San
Francisco in same capacity.
HERBERT H. ECKSTEIN, chief engineer, WAMS Wilmington, Del., joins
the Poller Stations, WPAW Chester,
Pa., and WARL Arlington, Va., in
similar capacity.
Godfrey
WHEN

on Air in Air
inclement weather

delayed
flight fromArthur
Florida, Godfrey's
the CBS
radio and television star
broadcast from the airplane,
4,000 ft up. TV viewers heard
his voice but saw only his
headphones in New York City
studios. The in-the-air onthe-air feat was described
proudly
"thea first
time thatbyanCBS
houras and
half
commercial radio broadcast
originated under such unusual-conditions." Mr. Godfrey, of course, enjoyed the
whole operation. He sang
"Candy and Cake" and received vocal and instrumental
accompaniment from the
studio.
WBAL FOOD SHOW
Lunchtime Program Popular
WBAL Baltimore's Kitchen Karnival has completed its first year,
with 14 advertisers currently using
29 spots a week on the lunch hour
food show. With participation offered in 13-week cycles, the recordj
shows that 75% of advertisers renewed for one cycle and 40% renewed for two cycles.
Kitchen Karnival is heard 12:30-j
1 p.m. Monday through Friday. It!
is especially popular among areal
women who flock to see the show,
presented at various locations'
throughout the city, WBAL reports.
Sponsor's products are displayed
at the show's point of origination.

The DETROIT Area's Greater Buy!
— at the lowest rate of any major
station in this region!
CKLW with 50,000 watt power is hitting an audience
of 17,000,000 people in a 5 state region. This mighty
power, coupled with the LOWEST RATE OF ANY
MAJOR STATION IN THIS REGION means that you
get more for every dollar you spend in this area when
you use CKLW — plan your schedule on CKLW now!
Adam J. Young, Jr., Inc.
National Rep.
•
J. E. Campeau
President
•
Guardian Buildinf
Detroit 26
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CKLUJ

Baltimore women enjoy seeing Kitchen Karnival so much that during
transit strike they came on bicycles.
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Truscon

Engineers

have

HOW

the

answer,,.

STRONG

HOW

SOON

AM-FM-TV-MICROWAVE

Get the advice of men who know . . .
men who have practicable working knowledge in tower
design . . . when planning your new or expanded tower needs.
Truscon engineers have designed and built radio
towers for all types of duty throughout the world.
They have a background of information
and skill that is unexcelled in the industry.
Truscon Engineers can design towers to meet every kind of
topographical and meteorological conditions.
They can assure tower strength for every contingency.
Delivery schedules are set to meet your needs (dependent,
of course, upon governmental regulations).
Guyed or self-supporting towers . . . tapered or uniform
in cross-section . . . for Microwave, AM, FM, or TV transmissions.
Your phone call or letter to any convenient Truscon
district office, or to our home office in Youngstown,
will bring you immediate, capable engineering assistance.
Call or write today. Truscon® Steel Company,
1074 Albert Street, Youngstown 1, Ohio,
Subsidiary of Republic Steel Corporation.

THUS

TRUSCON
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CD

a name

you can bUlId on
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RURAL MARKETS
Merit Attention — Dunville
ADVERTISERS were urged to pay
greater attention to rural and
small town markets by Robert E.
Dunville, president, Crosley Broadcasting Corp. Mr. Dunville released
a series of reports showing that a
greater percentage of small town
and rural residents are in the market for products than are city
dwellers.
For example, Mr. Dunville cited
figures showing that 95% of farm
families purchase gasoline as
against 84% of urban families. The
Crosley survey showed also that the
rural-small town market was a
good field for prepared cake mix,
smoking tobacco, dog food, home
permanent wave kits, headache
remedies, soaps, cleaners, baby
foods and frozen foods.
Scrap Drive Aid
NATIONAL Production Authority, through its local agent, has
credited WMPS Memphis with
supplying "even more help than
we'd
for" has
in until
NPA'sthescrap
drive. hoped
The drive
end
of February to show final results,
the station reports. Another NPA
official — Director Edward W. Greb,
of the Salvage Division — told the
station his national board of directors requested that the WMPS
series be shipped to them for rebroadcast in their respective areas.

FTC
CAMELS

CASE

corporation."
The second modification, relating
to Camel testimonials, also represents adeparture. The Commission originally required Reynolds
to stop using in any advertising
media certain testimonials of smokers "or purported smokers." These
are testimonials which contain any
of the "misrepresentations" prohibited by the cease-and-desist order, "or which are not factually
true in all respects." This phrase

Winding

Clocks
time

keep

witit

Model 3715
Sweep Seconds

WOR'TV
The same clocks that keep time for major networks and stations all over the country . . . now insure dependable, split
second accuracy in New York's "Television Square". Available
with or without Western Union synchronization . . . one clock
or a complete system ... for your own timing requirements.
Write for full particulars.
Self Winding Clock Co. 205 wiiioughby Ave. Brooklyn 5, n.y.
Manufacturers of Standard and Specially Designed Clocks and Clock Systems for Over W Yeors
•
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Cease-Desist

Earlier
Order

CEASE and desist order prohibiting certain advertising claims by R. J.
Reynolds Tobacco Co. (Camel cigarettes) has been modified by the Federal Trade Commission and affirmed by a decree of the U. S. Court of
Appeals for the Seventh Circuit.
is omitted from the order.
The FTC order was affirmed with
two reservations:
As modified, the order, announced by FTC fortnight ago,
(1) The order is now directed at
the tobacco company and does not prohibits various false and misleading representations concerning
cite, as parties to the order, the
Camel cigarettes, including the con"officers, agents, representatives
tent of nicotine. The claims were
made in broadcasts and published
and employes."
(2) Provision that Camel testi- continuities.
monials be forbidden to contain
any representations cited as factually untrue in the original FTC
BASKET BALLCASTS
order is deleted.
Station Levy Attacked
The Circuit Court ruled that the
Commission has no authority to NEW MEXICO High School Athcite unnamed individuals in its orletic Assn. plans to charge radio
der, handed down nearly two years
stations $25 each to broadcast an
ago absence
[BeT, April
1950],other
"in upcoming state basketball tournathe
of any 10,finding
ment encouraged at least one New
than those directed solely at the Mexico broadcaster to put up a

Self
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Modifies

fight.
Ernest W. Thwaites, presidentgeneral manager. Southwest Broadcasters Inc., licensee of KFUN
Las Vegas and KRTN Raton, has
attacked the plan as discriminatory, a breach of the principle of
free access to news sources and an
interference with communications
in interstate commerce.
In a letter to the athletic association, Mr. Thwaites asked, ". . .,
please advise what comparable
charge you make to newspapers
for covering the same event.
". . . it is highly questionable
whether you have the legal authority to bar or penalize representatives of the public, reporting the
activities of public school students,
in a public owned building.
"In other words," declared Mr.
Thwaites, "we believe your action
is highly ill-considered, and equally
indefensible under the law, and we
herewith enter formal protest."
Copies of this letter were sent
to all radio stations in the state,
to members of the press and to the
State Board of Education.
Mr. Thwaites also would like to
know, "If this small group of men
(the association) can arbitrarily
set a price as to how much they
will charge for a public commodity
which they administer (but don't
own), then what is to prevent them
from deciding next year that the
price, instead of $25, will be $125,
or any ridiculous figure?"

STIPULATION has been signed
ion Life InsurStipulat
^"^^
by
American
Family
ance Co., San Antonio, with Federal Trade Commission that it will
cease certain "unqualified representations" inradio broadcast and
circular copy. Firm had claimed
that a preliminary medical examination is not required for issuance
of certain insurance policies. The
policies are sold by mail order and
were advertised by radio in Del
Rio, Tex., Tampico, Mexico and
in Panama, according to FTC.

Thrown

Off Scent

THAT I Love a Mystery program broadcast on MBS
10:15 p.m., Mon.-Fri., created
an
"mystery"
for
Northunsolved
Texas fans.
KFJZ Fort
Worth program director, Hal
Thompson, sent a letter posthaste to MBS in New York
for the outcome of the program on the day a power
failure temporarily knocked
the station off the air leaving
the outcome of the whodunnit a mystery to listeners.
Fans bludgeoned the station
with countless letters, post
cards and telephone calls.

PHILIP

MORRIS

To Appeal to FTC
INITIAL decision by an FTC hearing examiner questioning certain
advertising claims made by Philip
Morris & Co., New York, for its
cigarettes will be appealed to the
Federal Trade Commission, the
firm announced last week.
The tobacco company challenged
the decision as unsupported by the
evidence and charged that substantially all of the adverse testimony given before Examiner Earl
J. Kolb was subsidized by competing tobacco firms.
The decision, handed down last
Tuesday, cited advertising claims
that Philip Morris cigarettes are
"non-irritating or less irritating
than other brands." Some nine
representations were listed as
"false and deceptive" in Examiner
Kolb's decision, which would ban
such claims in broadcast or published continuities.
Smoke from all cigarettes is an
irritant, Mr. Kolb ruled. The extent of irritation depends upon the
individual smoker's tolerance, frequency and rapidity with which
cigarettes are smoked, length to
which they are smoked and the
degree smoke is inhaled, he held.
Claim that the "superiority of
Philip Morris cigarettes is recognized by eminent medical authorities" also was scored.
Philip Morris claimed that the
examiner "did not consider or have
before him any independent research undertaken or supervised
by the commission to substantiate
the complaint or to support the
evidence supplied by our commercial competitors."
Philipresults
Morris also noted
it had offered
of "thousands of experiments and
tests conducted by leading scientists" to back up its claims.
"Substantially all the adverse
testimony . . . was subsidized by
competing tobacco firms or the
American Assn. of Soap and Glycerine Producers Inc., whose product is extensively used by other
cigarette companies, but not by
Philip Morris," the statement said.
The initial decision also would
dismiss other charges cited in the
original complaint against Dunhil]
cigarettes and Revelation pipe
tobacco.
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topits own

star *'announcer-personalities."
When these announcers speak,
audiences

have confidence in what

3 5.8
they say. They get results!
D5.4
KTLA Studios • 5451 Marathon St., Los Angeles 38 • HOIIywood 9-6363
Eastern Offices • 1501 Broadway, New York 1 8 • BRyant 9-8700
PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY • NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE

Get this... he wants
priced

show

Hollywood
What

shall

with

real big-time

production

values.^'

I say?

Say yes... then
and ask them

a'^reasonably

call Consolidated

to airmail us a print

of ''The Best Things

in Life.''

Right! "The Best Things in Life" does
have the distinction of being a realistically
priced telefilm series with major- studio
quality.
And why not! Scripts are by Bill Roberts
... a motion picture writer with two
Academy Award nominations to his credit.
Direction, casting and camera work are all
supervised by top Hollywood craftsmen.
Story line? Emotional conflicts that sidetrack our pursuit of happiness. Adult
drama to keep your viewers - or customers
-at rapt attention from beginning to end.
"The Best Things in Life," a New World
Productions release, is available as a 15 or
30 minute show . . . with a complete story
in either case. An audition print and full
information may be had by calling
Consolidated Television Sales
A division of Consolidated Television Productions, Inc.
Sunset &Van Ness, Holly wood 28, HO 9-6369
25 Vanderbilt Ave. ,New York 17, MU 6-7543
612 Michigan Ave., Chicago 11, MI 2-5231
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MOUN
PARAPictures
PAEAMOUXT
is interp,
jested in YV station ownershi
I
cripttion TV,
|:heati-ye TV and
subs
jBarne Balaban, presiden of the
JH ollywood producing company,
Ijiade known dui-ing four days on
the witness stand during last week's
FCC hearings on Pai-amount's
qualifications to hold broadcast liEienses.
Mr. Balaban also declared that
".is company will rent its feature
- :.s to TV stations when there
i enough outlets to afford the
i of money such films usually
r:am to the producing firm.
He was exhaustively cross-examined by FCC Counsel Frederick
Ford and DuMont Counsel Wiljam A. Roberts.
Mr. Balaban was the first witless in the Paramount Pictures
phase of the FCC hearings which
also are to determine whether to
approve the merger of ABC with
Cnited Paramount Theatres Inc.
First phase, which ran for two
weeks in mid-January, was conlemed with Paramount Pictures'
•control" of DuMont [B«T, Jan.
2i. 21].
1
GrifBs Is Witness
J Only other witness last week was
i Stanton Griffis, retiring Ambassador to Spain, chaii-man of Para^ :ee.
rount Pictures' executive commitHearing resumes today with Mr.
Balaban back on the stand. He will
J-: followed by Paul Eaibourn, Para: nount Pictures vice president in
:harge of TV activities.
: With many important issues still
; to be covered, attorneys feel the
learings will take at least another
f'ur weeks.
Some are estimating that study
hi the record, which is bound to
I be voluminous, will take Hearing
Examiner Leo Resnick at least a

11, 1952

Hearings
ro/c/ by Balaban at FCC
AIMS
TV
freed both companies to apply for stations as $35-^50,000 per pic- and wife — "they don't talk to each
additional stations. Paramount Picture. That doesn't even begin to
tures, which now has KTLA Los
approach the returns Paramount
He pointed
that York
the Paramount Theatreout
in New
used
gets from reissuing films that have
Angeles, could have four more
to
show
nothing
but
Paramount
completed their original runs — •
under the Commission's five-to-a-5125-750,000 per picture, he said. pictures.
company limitation.
During the last six
other." it has
months
not shown one, he
Subscription TV was a coming
However, Mr. Balaban acknowledged that he was ready to talk said.
force in the art, Mr. Balaban deIn answer to a question, Mr.
business with anyone who had
clared. "The future of television
enough money.
Balaban said that Paramount had
mav depend on a subscription form
no plans for making pictures for
"I assure you," he said, "that
of HeTV,"saidhe hesaid.
came to that decision
nothing would please me more than
the merged ABC-UPT broadcastafter hearing sponsors complain to see the day when we can begin
ing company. Merger is also one
of the issues in the FCC hearings.
of the high cost of TV programs.
to Place
liquidate
our
inventory."
of motion pictures in TV
Several times during cross examThe type of progi-am for each
ination of Mr. Balaban, opposing
system of TV, he said, would de- was discussed by Mr. Balaban
counsel clashed. At one point, Paul
pend on the economics of the busi- along these lines: (1) Features are
A. Porter, Paramount counsel and
ness. "What the audience will pay made for large screen theatre
and what the sponsor will pay will showings. They are not right for former FCC chairman, accused
FCC counsel Frederick W. Ford of
"small-tube" TV reception. (2)
decide," he said.
Pressed for a more concrete an- Perhaps Paramount will make spe- having an "unsophisticated" view
of anti-trust violations.
cial films for TV. He did not know,
swer, hemight
guessed
that "aii;"
pic- he said.
tures
be telecast
for home
Mr. Balaban's views of anti-trust
Old Shorts Dropped
violations were that certain pracconsumption, while public service
events might go to home TV and
tices grew up with the motion picOffer to buy up all of Parature business and when they were
theatre TV. Big feature films, he mount's old shorts was made by a
gi-oup he did not identify, but the declared illegal the movie compathought, would be for "pav-as-younies stopped using them.
deal fell through when the wouldAt
another point, Mr. Porter and
be
purchasers
could
not
raise
the
Paramount
owns
50
"il:
of
InterTV."
see
DuMont counsel William A. Robnational Telemeter Corp., developer money, Mr. Balaban revealed.
erts wrangled when the latter
Color TV will give a boost to
of a coin-meter system of subscription TV.
sought
delve into Paramounttoday's
lagging
TV
set
sales,
Mr.
DuMont torelationships.
Paramount is not releasing its Balaban declared. Paramount owns
50 -V- of Chromatic Television Labfeature films to TV, Mr. Balaban
Among spectators during last
oratories Inc., which is making the week's sessions were Leonard Goldsaid, because not enough stations
are on the air yet to make it profit- Lawrence color TV tube.
enson,ban and
Robert
John BalaDavid O'Brien,
Walleostein,
UPT
able.
Referring to the divorcement of
Paramount-o%TOed theatres from
executives; Edward Noble and RoThe average cost of a Paramount
Grade A feature, he said, in 1950- the producing company, Mr. Balabei-t Hinckley, ABC executives; Edban said that Paramount Pictures
win Weisl, Austin Keough and
51 was -81,400,000. Mr. Balaban
estimated the return that can be and United Paramount Theatres
Louis Novins, Paramount Pictures
executives.
Inc. were like a divorced husband
expected from the present 108 TV

Plenty
ENT
PM
QUI
VHF — will go on the air, all but
DEFENSE E
production
restrictions will not delay expansion of one in cities currently without teleTV into new areas when FCC
vision, while the forecast for 1953
was for 171 new stations — 107 VHF
finallj'
lifts
its
long-standing
television license freeze, a special and 64 UHF — to commerce operajpear.
Decision will have vital signifirance for motion picture com"task force" of the RTMA Televi- tions.
sion Committee reported to the
The task force's findings and
'panies" future in TV station ownership, as well as for their interests
association's board of directors last predictions were submitted near
in theatre TV, it is felt.
Thursday
after a three-month
the end of RTMA's three-day midstudy.
-s^-inter conference, during which
The Paramount Pictures president saw no conflict with FCC
Dr. W. R. G. Baker, General ElecThe group's report said that on
tric Co., chairman of the Television
rules or anti-trust laws in one
a "realistic schedule" FCC would
Committee, reported that a series
company having interests in sta- issue grants for 140 new TV staof full-dress field tests of the Nations by the end of this year and
tions, theatre TV and subscription TV. He said he could not now
tional Television System Commitfor 190 others next year, ■with the
tell how many stations Paramount
tee's "composite" system of compermits divided half-and-half between VHF and UHF.
patible color TV would get under
would file for — if the Commission
By the end of this year, the group
-'' and that DuMont was not conway Feb. 12-21, with an "official"
: ..led by Paramount and thus predicted, 22 new stations — all showing for the FCC on Feb. 16 and
;jBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Seen for Expansion
another "official" demonsti-ation
Feb. 21.
The Feb. 12-21 tests will be held
in Philadelphia under the direction
of the Philco Corp. and wiU be
followed on Feb. 25 with tests to
be staged in New York through the
cooperation of RCA, Allen B. Dumont Labs, and Hazeltine Coi-p.
One or two weeks later, similar
tests will be held in Syracuse under
the direction of General Electric,
according to Dr. Baker, who was
described
sults thus as
far "encouraged"
and satisfied by
thatre-a
compatible color system is practical.
Other developments during the
(Continued on page 9U)
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lIF
E'-DuMPlans
ONT Dropped
Convention
PLANS

for Life magazine's collaboration with the DuMont Television Network in covering the
Republican and Democratic national conventions [B«T, Jan. 28]
were cancelled last week on
grounds that DuMont had not been
able to clear enough stations to
make it feasible in view of the
financial expenditures required of
both Life and the network.
As a result, DuMont withdrew
its ofi'er to provide Li/e-assisted
coverage for local sale by stations.
Prior Commitments
Prior commitments to other networks were found by DuMont to
have been made in many one-station markets — NBC-TV claims a
clear lead over all other networks
in this area^and in addition a
number of stations reportedly
objected to Life's participation because the magazine has endorsed
Gen. Dwight Eisenhower. Life's
support of the General also was
blamed for previous delay in getting the two national political committees' approval of the DuMontLife coverage plan.
With cancellation of the jointcoverage arrangements, James L.
Caddigan, DuMont's director of
programming and production, was
scheduled to make a weekend visit
to Chicago, where the conventions
will be held in July, to work out
new plans for DuMont coverage.
(See separate story, page 27.)
Late last week, it was uncertain
that one of DuMont's three owned
stations — WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh— would carry DuMont's convention programming. The station was getting strong local pressure to carry Westinghouse-sponsored coverage on CBS-TV, and
spokesmen said no decision had yet
been reached.
DuMont in the meantime did,
however, sign up another one-time
political broadcast. The Stassenfor-President Committee, which
sponsored its candidate on the same
network the preceding Saturday
evening, bought the 11:0.3-11:18
p.m. EST spot between wrestling
matches for last Saturday night.
Fifteen stations were to carry the
broadcast live and five by delayed
telecast.
Informally Discussed
A spokesman for the GOP Nat^'onal Committee said that, while
DuMont had informally discussed
details of the proposed coverage
plan with committee officials, the
network had not submitted the
completed arrangement to GOP
headquarters for approval. Additional y, it was pointed out that
under the proposed plan, Life
would not participate as a sponsor
but in a reportorial capacity.
Democratic headquarters declined comment on the coverage
plan.
Page 64
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CHATTING at The Cottage, Hampshire House, New York, after premiere
presentation of Royal Showcase Jan. 13 over NBC TV Network an (I to r)
Sylvester L. Weaver Jr., NBC vice president in charge of TV; NiSes Trammell,
NBC board chairman; E. M. White, vice president and director, U. S. Rubber
Co., and Fletcher D. Richards, president, Fletcher D. Richards Inc., ad agency.

PRESIDENTIAL ASPIRANTS
Set for 'Author Meets Critics'
THREE leading candidates for the
Presidential nomination will appear in person and the views of a
fourth will be discussed on successive weeks of the same television program — reportedly for the
first time in broadcasting history
— in scheduling arranged for the
DuMont Network's Author Meets
the Critics.
What Eisenhower Thinks, a collection of the general's papers,
speeches and comments edited by
Allan Taylor of The New York
Times, was discussed from 10-10:30
p.m. EST Thursday by Mr. Taylor.
Harold E. Stassen, president of the
U. of Pennsylvania, will be the
program's defending author this
week, with Sen. Robert A. Taft
(R-Ohio) to discuss his new book,
A Foreign Policy, Feb. 21. The
last to appear will be Sen. Estes
Kefauver (D-Tenn.), who is scheduled for DuMont's program Feb. 28.

LEE TO WFAA-TV
Becomes Sales Manager
TERRY HAMILTON LEE has
joined WFAA-TV Dallas in the
newly-created position of sales
manager of that
station. For the
past year, Mr.
Lee had been
with Young &
Rubicam, Chicago,
as radio and TV
supervisor of several large national accounts. Previously, he was
Mr. Lee
with KPRC-TV
Houston as assistant station manager for a year,
following two and a half years
with KXYZ Houston as vice-president and commercial manager.
In World War II, he supervised
several Armed Forces radio stations, while serving as a captain
in Air Force public relations in
the China-Burma-India Theatre.

to tv
news
Five Stations Scheduled
ESSO STANDARD OIL Co.,
which has been sponsoring Your
Esso Reportei- in radio for more
than 16 years, will sponsor a TV
version of the program on five staMarch tions3. in as many cities startingUn 'er the radio foi-mula, the
headline news is assembled and
presented by the station without
bias and without comment. The
same formula is being carried over
into television. News services will
be selected by the station.
"The public has demonstrated its
interest in headline news," said
R. M. Gray, advertising and sales
promotion manager of Esso Standard Oil Co. "It is logical that the
Your Esso Reporter formula be
carried over into television. As
always, our company will maintain a strict 'hands-off' policy on
the news. We intend that Your
Esso Reporter, as a public service, shall be a worthy example of
American free press — in action."
The TV news show will be carried on the five stations in accordance with the following schedules:
WPIX (TV) New York, Monday
through Friday, 7-7:15 p.m.;
WBAL - TV Baltimore, Monday
through Friday, 6:45-7 p.m.;
WTOP-TV Washing-ton, Monday
through Fiiday, 6:45-7 p.m.;
WTVR (TV) Richmond, Monday,
Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday,
6:45-7 p.m., and WDSU-TV New
Orleans, Monday, Wednesday and
Friday, 6-6:15 p.m.
Marschalk & Pratt Co., New
York, is Esso's radio and TV
agency.
KSO

K-F Buys Segment
KAISER-FRAZER Sales Corp.,
Willow Run, Mich., will pick up
10:00-10:30 p.m. EST, sponsorship
of Your Show of Shows on NBCTV on alternate Saturdays startin o- Feb. 16. Tphn & Fink Products will continue its sponsorship
of the same time on the other
weeks. William H. Weintraub &
Co., New York, is agency for K-F.

CBS-TV FILM
Distribution Unit Formed
FORMATION of a separate unit to
handle the film-distribution activities of CBS-TV [B«T, Dec. 24,
1951] was announced last week by
Merle S. Jones, CBS-TV vice president in charge of stations and general services.
The unit will be known as CBS
Television Film Sales and "will
represent all film series formerly
represented by CBS' Radio Sales
and, more recently, by CBS Television Spot Sales," Mr. Jones reFred J. Mahlstedt has been in
charge of these activities.
ported.'
CBS Television
Film Sales will
maintain selling offices at its New
York headquarters, 485 Madison
Ave., and at 410 North Michigan
Ave., Chicago; Columbia Square,
Hollywood; Palace Hotel, San Francisco; 63 South Main St., Memphis,
Tenn.
As the new organization takes
shape,
Jones
reported, "further
additionsMr. will
undoubtedly
be made
— new personnel, new offices, and
new .film series."
PACK

NAMED

To WNBT (TV) Program Post
APPOINTMENT of Richard Pack,
program director of WNEW New
York, to a similar post at NBC's
WNBT (TV) New York was nouncedan-last
week by WNBCWNBT
General
Manager Ted
Cott. The apfective pointment
March is ef10.
Mr. Pack has
been with WNEW
for the past five
years, serving
first as director
Mr. Pack
of publicity and
special events and advancing to
the program directorship when
Mr. Cott left that post to move to
the NBC stations. Before joining
WNEW, Mr. Pack served seven
years with WOR New York,
where he was director of publicity
and a member of the operating
and program boards.
In his new assignment he will
succeed Ivan Reiner, who becomes
supervisor of TV production.
Mr. Pack, now 36, entered radio
20 years agoterviewer.as
an actor
and first
inHe moved
into his
executive position as director of
publicity and continuity at WNYC
New York. There he wrote and
produced some of the first docu- .
mentaries broadcast in the United
States. He also is the creator of
the annual American Music Festival, has written two college text-^
books. Opportunities In Television
and Opportunities in Radio, and
served for three years on the
faculty of New York U., teaching
at its Radio and TV Center.
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Checking, Interruptions
Put March 1 in Doubt

FCC COMMISSIONERS, who took a breather last week, did not resume TV allocations study until Thursday. On Friday they continued
all day sessions.
Reason for break in almost continuous meeting for the past two
weeks was to give the staff time to
cheek back on separation criteria
determined by the Commission, the
to make sure they jibed with extra
Club strongly urged that the ComVHF allocations in several cities.
mission process applications for
Interruptions during the past cities without TV service before
two weeks — tw'o days the week be- those which request additional stations in TV-served markets.
fore and three days last week —
Point was made that defense
■|have begun to put in the doubt the
iFebruary target date for the is- needs might keep new TV station
corstruction to a minimum, and
isuance of the final report.
cities without TV should have first
! Staff is pushing hard, but one
ijnow hears more of getting out a crack at scarce matei'ipls.
Priority in TV hearings in vari'"good" document than of beating
ous cities should be given to appli[the February 29 deadline.
cants who were involved in hear•I However, possibility that Comings before the freeze, WFPG
jmission might break through deijtailed studies and surge to final
Atlantic City petitioned the Commission last week.
.approval in matter of a week or
WFPG is one of three applicants
•two is not discounted by some FCC
!officials.
who went through a hearing for a
single VHF channel in that resort
i Although there has been much
city before the freeeze was im.[discussion
at
staff
level
of
procejdures to be followed after the
posed. Commission proposed to put
two UHF channels there in its
40-month-old TV freeze is lifted.
Third Report.
j|the Commission itself has had no
Idiscussions on the subject,
j Procedural methods will be forth70 ADVISE SSB
jcoming at the same time as the
Talent Pay Group Named
'final
TV report,
it was
learned.
Most likely
bet is that
channel-bySPECIAL TV talent pay problems
channel processing will be selected
involved in federal salary regulaas the most fair and expeditious
tion will be discussed Wednesday
jformula to follow [B«T, Jan. 21].
by a committee comprising six iniAlso to be determined are length
dustry members. The group, named
waiting period for new applications
by Justin Miller in his capacity as
and revisions of pending ones — 60
chairman of the Salary Stabilizaor 90 days — and whether there
tion Board, will meet at CBS headshould be a cut off date to permit
quarters. New York.
ithe FCC to process applications
After naming the committee fol■ without constant revisions when
lowing recommendation of industry
new ones come in.
figures, Judge Miller said he was
I
Want Limit Lifted
disqualifying- himself in the talent
question because of his NARTB
i| Not due for consideration until
board chairmanship.
after the final TV report is issued
Industry members of the group
is the Comniission's attitude toward
are Omar Elder, ABC; Gustav G.
lifting the present five-to-a-cusMargraf, NBC; Clair R. McColtomer limit on TV station ownerlough, WGAL-TV Lancaster, Pa.;
ship. NBC, ABC and Fort IndusHenry White, CBS; Donald W.
try have recommended
that the
Thcrnburgh,
WCAU-TV PhiladelI limit be lifted to permit additional
phia; Harry Freedman, DuMont
' UHF station ownership, with only
TV network.
; WWW Fairmont, W. Va., opposing
The group will elect its own
j IB»T, Feb. 4, Jan. 21, 14, 7].
chairman
and conduct its own pro! Press & Radio Club of MontgomI ery, Ala., in a Feb. 4 letter to FCC
I Chairman Wayne Coy, urged that
post-freeze TV grants go first to
, cities and towns not now TVserved, rather than add addi' tional stations to communities now
I with TV service.
In much
the same vein
\'vious
communications
fromas S.preA.

UHF-YHF

SEMINAR

Set by RCA Feb. 13-14
LATEST plans for UHF station
equipment will be revealed this
week by RCA which is holding a
seminar on the subject Feb. 13-14
in Washington's Hotel Statler.
FCC staff and Commissioners,
Washington consulting engineers
and attorneys have been invited.
Keynote of the meeting will be
a paper on UHF propagation by
Dr. George H. Brown of the RCA
Princeton Labs. Dr. Brown will
discuss the latest information
available on UHF characteristics
based on NBC-RCA's three-year
experience operating their Bridgeport experimental UHF station.
Other topics will include discussion of RCA's equipment plans by
M. A. Trainer, manager, Broadcast Equipment Section ; description of UHF transmitters, antennas, transmission lines, etc., by
Transmitter Engineering manager
J. E. Young; and a description of
UHF TV receivers by Allen Mills,
merchandise manager, Home Instruments Dept.
On the agenda Feb. 14 is a discussion of VHF station equipment, to be led by Mr. Young. On
that day also, the subject of "basic
buy" equipment, live studio plants
and switching systems will be presented by H. Duszak, manager of
video products.
ceedings. It is expected to serve
in an advisory capacity to supply
SSB with data on management
problems involved in talent salaries.
SSB officials explained the new TV
industry presents special questions
because of its particular practices.
An inquiry into talent pay was
conducted last autumn by a special
SSB panel headed by Roy Hendrickson. The panel recommended
some of the pay problems be referred back to the industry for recommendations.
SSB is endeavoring to bring all
sections of the economy under
salary stabilization controls and
recognizes that some industries require special attention. Industry
committees are named from time
to time to advise the board.
NARTB is not represented on
the TV committee.

j Cisler, WKYW Louisville [Open
I Mike, Dec. 31, 1951] and William
jJan.
E. Ware,
St. Louis
[B*T,
28], theKSTL
Alabama
organization
i opposed the one pot hearing recom' mendation made by the Federal
■ Communications
Bar Assn. last
■ No'i-ember [B'T, Nov. 26, 1951].
. Instead, it suggested that appliNEW STUDIOS for KSFO and KPIX (TV) San Francisco were completed last
'l cations be processed on a freweek. TKrse story buildimg, specifically designed for television, wos conquency-by-frequency basis, thus
permitting Quicker grants in many
structed ot a cost of more than a half million dollars. Three TV st-jdios
occi!j>y the first floor. A roof terrace is equipped for outdoor TV programs.
instances and encouraging applicaTechnical area is centrally located in the main structure extending upword
' tions for UHF.
from the basement to the third floor.
Regardless of the method finally
Telecasting
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TV

PRODUCERS

CBS, NBC Switch Talenf
NBC and CBS television networks,
not unfamiliar with inviting rival
talent into their houses, maneulast week
into a vered
seemingly
unintentional exchange of proWorthington
CBS-TV's
Minerducers:joined
NBC-TV, whose
Charlesmoved
Fried-to
man
Mr. Miner

CBS-TV.
Mr. Miner, one

best known producers
and curof television's
rently
in
charge
of
CBS-TV's
Studio One, signed a long-term
contract with NBC, effective in
April, with his first major assignment to be a one-hour dramatic
show for telecast in the fall.
The next day, CBS-TV officials
announced that Charles Friedman,
producer-director-writer who had
been in charge of NBC video shows
of Eddie Cantor, Fred Allen and
Abbott & Costello, had been signed
as staff director-producer.
Donald Davis, executive producer
of CBS-TV dramatic programs,
was named to succeed Mr. Miner
on Studio One when he leaves in
April. Mr. Davis' wife, the former
Dorothy Mathews, who was co-prowith her Prudential
husband on Family
Actors'
Studioducer and
Playhouse, will again assist her
husband on Studio One.
Mr. Miner, who has directed
some 30 Broadway plays, including
"Both Your Houses," for which
he won a Pulitzer prize, has been
closely associated with television
s'nce he first entered the field in
1939. He developed and produced
the previous TV version of The
Goldbergs, the early Toast of the
Towu productions and Mr. I. Maginatiott as well as Studio One.
Mv. Friedman',^: first Broadway
production
was union
"Pins and
Needles,"
the garment
revue
which
ran for four years. Besides conceiving, producing, directing and,
in part, writing that show, he
directed such productions as "Carmen Jones," "Sing Out the News"
and "Street Scene." In Hollywood,
he supervised musical sequences in
films made by Betty Grable, Rita
Hayworth, the Marx Brothers and
others.

GE Mulls 'Information'
GENERAL ELECTRIC Co., Syracuse, sponsor of Fred Waring
Show on CBS-TV, Sunday, 9-9:30
p m., was reported last week to be
planning to buy the television
version of Information Please as
a summer replacement. Latter
program had been on radio for
about 15 years. If summer session
is successful, it is understood that
the client may continue to sponsor
it duiing the following fall season.
BBDO, New York, is agency.
February 11, 1952
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WSVA's

CALIFORNIA'S
THIRD MARKET
. in San

Diego

BUSINESS
iS
BUSINESS!
700,000 Tourists
in 1951
spent
$64,000,000.
in
SAN

Wise

DIEGO

Buy

ets

fMWl

KFMB-TY
Channels
KFMB- AM
5 50 - K. C.
John A. Kennedy, Board Chairman
Howard L. Chernoff, Gen. Mgr.
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WIRED'
FIRST
radio broadcaster TV
to go
into community TV, bringing television to a non-served market, will
be Frederick Allman, owner of
WSVA Harrisonburg, Va.
Mr. Allman plans to install a
high-gain master TV antenna some
miles outside Harrisonburg and
feed signals from Washington and
Richmond TV stations via coaxial
cable to individual subscribers in
the Shenandoah Valley city.
Harrisonburg (11,000 pop.) is
120 miles from both Washington
and Richmond.
Although there are a number of
TV set owners in the city getting
signals via elaborate receiving arrays, the pictures are considered
below normal service area quality.
Basically, Mr. Allman feels that
it is to his interest to help build
up a TV audience in his station's
area for the day when Harrisonburg will have its own TV station.
He is planning to spend $100,000
on the community TV system.
Mr. Allman doesn't think he will
lose his investment once Harrisonburg has its own TV station
(FCC's
proposed
plan locates one
UHF channel
there).
"Even though set owners will be
able to pick up the local station's
telecasts directly, they will still
want a choice of programs, therefore, will want to continue the connection to our master system," he
said.
Neither does he see any conflict
with his radio station interests
(WSVA serves close to 300,000
people with 1 kw on 550 kc). First,
because he intends only to serve
COMMUNITY
TV
Economics Are Disclosed
ECONOMICS of community TV
systems were revealed last week by
Martin F. Malarkey Jr., president
of Trans-Video Corp., Pottsville,
Pa., pioneer in the business of
bringing TV signals to fringe area
cities and towns.
Trans- Video began planning for
community TV in October 1950,
started construction in December
and linked up its first customer in
early February 1951. Its master
antenna is located on Sharp Mt.,
south of Pottsville, and is tuned to
Philadelphia Channels 3, 6 and 10
(WPTZ, WFIL-TV and WCAUTV, respectively). Philadelphia is
about 75 miles from Pottsville
(pop.,
Some24,000).
64 miles of coaxial cable
carry the TV signals down the
mountain side to 1,200 customers.
The first customer is half a mile
from the antenna site, the most
distant, five and a half miles.
Each customer paid $135 as an
initial installation charge and pays
$3.75 a month for service and maintenance. That works out to $162,000 income on installation charges
and $4,500 income per month. Construction ofthe system
000, Mr. Malarkey
said. costs
He did$200,not '
reveal the operating costs.

Allman

the population in the city proper
with TV. Secondly, because he feels
that TV viewing will not decrease
his radio audience — except for the
first
effectfewis months
high. when its "novelty"
In WSVA's service area, the
Commission's proposed allocations
include assignment of one UHF
channel each to Lexington, Staunton and Winchester in addition to
Harrisonburg.
Meanwhile, the board of directors
of the newly-formed Community
Television Assn. — national trade
group organized several weeks ago
under the leadership of Martin F.
Malarkey Jr., president of TransVideo Corp., Pottsville — met last
Monday to prepare to fight a
Federal Bureau of Internal Revenue ruling that subscribers of community TV systems are liable to
an 8% tax on their charges. This
is based on the assumption that
community TV systems are the
same as "leased" wires.
Face Other Problems
Among other problems faced by
community TV operators, according to Mr. Malarkey, are material
shortages and technical improvements.
The former is a real problem,
Mr. Malarkey said, although it is
not considered an insurmountable
one. In a report on first quarter
1952 allotments for building materials, NPA listed only one community TV approval — for Eastern
Pennsylvania Relay Stations, Inc.,
Shamokin, Pa.
The same list showed denials for
TV Antenna Systems Inc., for the
Ohio cities of New Philadelphia,
Dover, Midvale, Uhrichsville and
Dennison; and for Blue Ridge Television Inc., Asheville, N. C. [B«T,
Jan. 28].
Community Television Assn. was
organized last November, held its
first meeting Jan. 3 and elected officers and board of directors Jan.
16. It counts 40 members (out of
the 100-plus such entrepreneurs
believed in operation or in the
planning stage).
Officers of the organization are:
Mr. Malarkey, president; C. E.

Plans

Project

Reinhard, TV Signal Corp., Palmerton. Pa., vice president; G. H.
Bright, Panther Valley TV Co.,
Lansford, Pa., secretary; M. L.
Boyer, Tamaqua TV Co., Tamaqua,
Pa.,Directors
treas. are the officers plus J.
Holland Rannells, Potomac Valley
TV Co., Romney, W. Va.; Clyde
Davis, TeleService Co. of Wyoming
Valley, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.; Bruckner Chase, Southern TV Systems
Inc., Memphis, Tenn. ; Harold
Griffith, Perfect TV Inc., Harrisburg, Pa.; Gerard B. Henderson,
Alarm Corp., Carmel, Calif; K. A.
Chapman, K. A. Chapman Co.,
Honesdale, Pa.; A. J. Malin, Community TV Corp., Laconia, N. H.
/ND.

EXPERIMENT
Will Aid Gate Policy

TELEVISING of Indiana U.'s
basketball game with Illinois in
Bloomington, Ind., on Feb. 18 will
be handled as an experiment by
WTTV (TV) Bloomington to determine the effect of live TV on gate
attendance.
To correctly determine the effect
of the coverage, the university has
offered to refund all unwanted
non-student tickets. WTTV will
assume financial responsibility.
Game has been a sell-out for more
than a month. Outcome will help
the school formulate a policy regarding TV coverage of Indiana
home games.
FILM CONTRACTS
WBAL-TV to Exceed $100,000
WBAL-TV Baltimore announced
last week that it has completed
film contracts for a total of 162
features, 92 western, 240 serial
episodes and 100 cartoons for use
this year.
Leslie H. Peard, Jr., station manager, said that WBAL-TV would
spend in excess of $100,000 on its
1952 film schedule. Thirty-nine
British films, in addition to other
features, were obtained from the
Atlas Television Corp. Other films
vision Corp.
were obtained
from Unity Tele-

WANTED!
TV

WRITER-PRODUCER
By

Detroit

Agency

Agency with top TV ])illing in the market wants
experienced writer-producer for all types of commercial. Expanding staff offers steady employment, excellent opportunity. Private projection
and screening room. Give full details, references,
salary required.
Broadcasting • Telecasting, Box No. 234M
casting
BROADCASTING

Tel,

This
(WBAP-TV

Week

InTe^os

Newsreel)|i^^^'''j|r
Produced Half Hour State-Wide
LUBBOCK

EL PASO

NOTHER
EPOCH

TELEVISION
IN

TEXAS

A half hour state-wide newsreel, "This Week in Texas," has
been contracted for with WBAP-TV, Fort Worth, by Humble
Oil and Refining Company of Houston, through Wilkinson,
Schiwetz & Tips, Inc. of Houston.
This tremendous undertaking, the biggest television news operation in the South, will be
handled by WBAP-TV's 22-man newsroom staff. Camera crews and stringers will cover the entire Lone Star State.
"This Week in Texas" will run in Fort Worth, Dallas, Houston and San Antonio on Monday nights. The half hour package, produced entirely by WBAP-TV personnel and
equipment, will be sound-on-film . . . complete with commercials.
This operation is just another reason why WBAP-TV, the pioneer television station
in the Southwest, is the top TV news station in Fort Worth-Dallas, the South's
No. 1 market.
1I
AM-FM-TV

WBAP

570
- 820
Channel

-T
WB
THE AP
STAB TELEGRAM
STATIONV

STAR-TELEGRAM STATION
FORI WORTH, TEXAS
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

FREE & PETERS INC.

AMON

^VeprlVeMa'^vef
AFFIUATED ^with HAROLD
ABC
• NBC

CARTER, President

HOUGH, Director

GEORGE CRANSTON.

Manager

ROY BACUS, CommerciaJ Mgr.
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A peculiar summer, last summer.

Hard to

see how anybody got a sun-tan. Judging by
statistics, most people spent the summer
indoors, looking at television, just as they'd
spent the winter, and autumn, and spring.
on

television

We know you can do almost anything, with
television, but the fact is that nobody ever
got a tan from a cathode tube.

But it's just as true that summer

sponsors

didn't get burned, either.
Most CBS Television advertisers who kept
their names and products selling all last
summer

(and most of them did) found* that

. . . they were reaching big audiences— often
larger than their October -April average
. . . they reached those big audiences at a
low cost per thousand— frequently loiver
than their October-April average.
*lf you'd like a detailed analysis of the summer television
advertising opportunity, ask CBS Television Sales for the
recent publication 'It Takes Four Quarters To Make A Dollar."

Summer's

going to be hot again this year—

in CBS Television. And the people who are
going to stay coolest and most collected
—and

collect most— are the advertisers who

see to it they stay in that picture.

CBS

I

TELEVISION

RATING

MERGER

Tele-Que, ARB Fuse Reports
MERGER of American Research
Bureau and Tele-Que monthly television reports on the West Coast,
effective Feb. 1, was announced
last week [Closed Circuit, Feb. 4].
The Los Angeles and San Francisco reports of both services will
be combined. Field work and tabulation of the information will be
handled by ARB.
Coffin, Cooper & Clay, originator
of the Tele-Que service in Los Angeles and San Francisco, will distribute the combined ratings on the
West Coast. They £ilso will offer
clients in the area the other ARB
city reports and national services.
The two firms will, however, continue market research and special
reports activities separately. It
was emphasized that the merger
pertains only to the regular
monthly rating service.
ARB initiated its television rat-

ings for San Francisco and Los
Angeles last fall. The monthly
service covers ratings, audience
composition and viewers per set for
all stations in both cities. In addition, itprovides cumulative ratingfigures on daytime programs.
The Tele-Que report offered
nearly identical service and both
organizations used personal viewerdiaries as the basis for their statistics.

WFIL-TV 'University'
ELEVEN diversified courses, prepared by faculty members of colleges and universities in Pennsylvania, New Jersey and Delaware, are being offered by WFILTV Philadelphia for the second
consecutive year. WFIL-TV University of the Air, which began
Feb. 4, will continue through the
middle of May, and will be telecast weekdays from 11:30 a.m.12 noon.

WTMJ-TV
SERIES
10 Colleges Cooperating
WTMJ-TV Milwaukee is carrying
out its most ambitious series of
educational television programs.
The series is being presented in
cooperation with 10 colleges and
universities in Wisconsin.
Titled Education on Parade, the
series covers a wide variety of subjects. Programs are telecast 2-2:30
p.m. Saturday.
Programs are prepared, produced and presented by the schools.
Rehearsals are held on the campus
of each school with a WTMJ-TV
staff director attending the final
dress rehearsal.
Schools participating are Marquette U., Milwaukee Downer College, Wisconsin State College in
Milwaukee, Mount Mary College,
the U. of Wisconsin in Madison,
Carroll College, Milwaukee School
of Engineering, Lawrence College,
the U. of Wisconsin Extension in
Milwaukee and Beloit College.

RESULTS.
Most result stories come after the advertiser has
been on the air.
Here's a WGN-TV advertiser's result story that
happened before he went on the air:
A salesman for a Chicago food broker, who had
already been given an order for one of his products by
a grocery buyer, mentioned that the product was to be
advertised on a WGN-TV daytime program.
When the buyer heard of this, he ordered an
additional 100 cases of the product.
We've shown you direct proof of the pulling
power with viewers . . . and here's proof of WGN-TV's
acceptance with buyers.

If you

want

results . . . you need

WGN-TV

'(E'ife Chicago tErifaunc tKelcbision Station
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in Chicago

CHICAGO CODE
NTRB Hopes for Local Use
CODE of television standards was
released last week by the National
Television Review Board, Chicago,
which hopes the industry locally
will use it as a guide. The board,
comprised of persons outside the
TV industry, cited 12 instances of
programming
it considers
"objectionable"— "completely
harmful
or offensive, or sufficiently harmful or offensive as to dominate the
program
theme."
Rejecting
the idea of "absolute
censorship," the board believes
"the dynamic and tremendous influence of television should be
directed toward information and
education as well as entertainment.
We believe that laughter and fun
are necessary to the enjoyment of
life, and we prefer a sense of
responsibility on the part of those
who present TV programs."
Termedmoral, lewd
objectionable
werewords
(1) and
imand suggestive
actions, as well as indecency in dress;
(2) a deliberate presentation of vulgar
and sordid situations; (3) irreverence
toward religion or patriotic symbols
where it is not essential to a dramatic
situation; (4) excessive bad taste in
words and actions, deliberately projected
their concerning
own effect;
(5) excessivefor frivolity
established
traditions of family authority and customs; (6) malicious derision of racial
or national
groups;and(7)undesirables;
undue glorification of criminals
(8)
excessive violence, bloodshed and
cruelty; (9) excessive noise, confusion
and tumult
to asituations;
point where(10)it any
disrupts
i.ormal
family
idea
situations or presentations that essentially injure the dignity of God and
mankind and the inalienable right of
human integrity; (11) shows which
tend to glamorize false values, and
(12) disloyal or subversive sentiments
which might injure the U. S.
O&O SEPARATION
ABC -TV Effects on Coast
IN LINE with long-range overall
policy of separating ABC owned
TV stations from ABC-TV network, Robert Kintner, president,
announced that KECA-TV Hollywood has been set up as an independent unit. Phil Hoffman, station manager, reports directly to
William Phillipson, director of
ABC Western Division. Donn B.
Tatum, director of TV for Western
Division, continues in that capacity.
KECA-TV will have its own
sales manager, allowing Robert
Laws, KECA-TV and division TV
sales manager, to concentrate efforts in the division.
Plans for additional construction
of office and technical facilities
space at ABC Television Center
also were disclosed by Mr. Kintner.

NARTB TV's 81
TELEVISION membership of
NARTB will comprise 81 of the 108
operating TV stations when the TV
Board meets Wednesday in San
Antonio. Latest to apply for membership is WPTZ (TV) Philadelphia. The application was signed
by Ernest B. Loveman, vice president-general manager of the Philco
outlet.
BROADCASTING
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Now

H,,000,000

In the short time television has been
on the road, it has come a long way.
Only six years ago, intercity broadcasting was in the experimental stages.
\^Tien the 1945 Army-Navy game was
sent to New York from Philadelphia
through 95 miles of coaxial cable, it
was the first time in history more than
one city could watch the same event
at the same time with today's method
of telecasting.

slBROADCASTING

families

can

watch

Today 94 television stations in 54
cities — representing more than half
the country's population — can present
the same show . . . and coast-to-coast
transmission is accomplished with
great success.
Broadcasting facilities, provided by
the Long Lines Department of the
American Telephone and Telegraph
Company, and the Bell Telephone
Companies, total 24,000 channel miles.

BELL

the

show

Planning and providing these facilities isa big job. It takes special equipment and personnel, made possible
only by large investments. The present
value of coaxial cable and ^a</eo
^e/trt^ facilities used by the Bell
System for television is $85,000,000.
Yet the cost of the service is low.
The Telephone Company's total network charges average about 10 cents
a mile for a half-hour program.

TELEPHONE

SYSTEM

li

PROVIDING TRANSMISSION CHANNELS FOR THE RADIO AND TELEVISION INDUSTRIES TODAY AND TOMORROW
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nists throughout the country make
"Emmy" nominations, "ATAS has
gone far afield of its original

.iHi
"^
T of the
OTES
PROTESTING
the newPR
"national"
structure
Academy
oft'
TeleAWARDS
vision Arts and Sciences, in its annual "Emmy" awards, five of the
seven Los Angeles TV stations Wednesday night withdrew "support
and/or membership" and announced they will give "full support" to the
So- *
Hollywood
newly-organized
ciety
for Television Achievement.
be given "Emmy" Awards are on
those networks. Both stations,
Resigning as both "individuals
however, are fully associated with
and station managers" were Don
HSTA.
Fedderson, vice-president and genHal Roach, vice-president, Hal
eral manager, KL AC-TV; Richard
Roach Studios and newly elected
A. Moore, vice-president and genATAS president, expressing regret
eral manager, KTTV; Klaus
over the resignations of managers
Landsberg, vice-president and general manager, KTLA ; Donn
whom he considers "leaders in their
field," reminded that "television is
Tatum, ABC Western Division Dia national business now." He felt
rector of TV (KECA-TV) Ward
the resignations were a result of
Ingrim, executive vice-president
"misunderstanding."
Don Lee (KHJ-TV). Mr. Fed"If the local stations want to get
derson also resigned as first vicepresident ATAS. He was to be in- together and give each other
stalled at awards dinner next Monawards. That's all right with us,"
he said. However, he hoped they
day (Feb. 18).
will not forbid station employes
New Group More Local
belonging to ATAS "because
In a joint statement they said from
that would be un-American."
The managers pointed out that
ATAS "is no longer primarily
concerned with the progress of te- ATAS was formed originally to
levision in Hollywood, as distin"promote Hollywood Television"
guished from television in other
but in having TV editors-columareas" whereas the newly organized HSTA will be devoted excluBros.,
sively to "the achievements of all Sign Easter Parade
PEPSODENT Div. of Lever
programs released from Hollywood,
New
whether of independent or net- through McCann-Erickson,
Work, will sponsor first half-hour
work origin."
KNXT (CBS-TV) and KNBH
of NBC-TV's New York Easter
Parade coverage April 13, with
(NBC-TV) executives will conGeneral Tire and Rubber Co., via
tinue their ATAS membership for
the time being at least. Majority
D'Arcy Adv. Co., Cleveland, slated
of programs and personalities to as second-half sponsor.

WASHII\IGTOI\l
WATCHES

ews

1 1 p.m. News
with
RAY MICHAEL
Now Available Monday and Thursday
Nightly except Sunday, Ray Michael
airs a concise five-minute news summary, in a choice spot following toprated network shows and preceding
"Cinema Playhouse," a feature film
program.

WATCH
WASHII\IGTOIM
Add to the District of Columbia nine Virginia counties, six
in Maryland, one in West Virginia . . . and you have the
V/NBW coverage area, with a population of 1,717,200,
an effective buying income of two and a half million
dollars, and TV set ownership of 324,375 ... an area that
bears watching.
NBC Television in Washington
wnbw
Channel 4
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Represented by NBC Spot Sales

Despite withdrawal of the five
stations' support, Mr. Roach said
the
awards dinner will be held.
intent."
This year, with the awards structure expanded from a local to a
national basis, some 150 TV editors
and columnists will vote. The ballots will cover 1951 achievements
in six categories. Nominations will
be for the best dramatic, comedy
and variety show, and best actor,
actress, comedian or comedienne.
In addition, special achievement awards will be presented to
the person or organization who
during 1951 contributed most to
the advancement of television.
The new HSTA membership is
limited to "persons actively engaged in television production" or
those who have "made or are making a significant contribution to
the progress of TV" in the Hollywood area — whether locally or on
a network basis.
HSTA plans to set up a system
of purely local originated awards
for next year.

'/^OV IE QUICK QUIT
Sold in 14 Markets
PACKAGE program, Movie Quick
Quiz, Walter Schwimmer Productions' TV version of TeUo-Tcst,
has been sold in 14 markets in the
10 days it has been on the market,
with three stations signing for
five-year runs, Aaron Beckwith,
sales director for United TV Programs Inc., announced last week.
Five-year contracts have been
signed by WTVN (TV) Columbus,
Ohio, wicU (TV) Erie. Pa., and
KHJ-TV Los Angeles. WFIL-TV
Philadelphia signed for 52 weeks.
The 26-week minimum package has
been purchased by WGN-TV Chicago, KING-TV Seattle, WOW-TV
Omaha, KSTP-TV St. Paul,
WMAL-TV Washington. WXYZTV Detroit, WAAM-TV Baltimore,
WLTV (TV) Atlanta, WHAM-TV
Rochester and WJAR-TV Providence.
THESPIANS VOTE

TV

AT

HEARINGS

Sen. Neely Cites Benefit :
TELECASTING of public hearprovides the
effectua
of all ings
existing
means"most
of informing
the public of the devastating man
ner in which organized and un
organized criminals are imperiling
the people and impoverishing the
nation," according to Sen. Matthev ,
M. Neely (D-W. Va.), chairman ol
the
Senate District Crime Subcommittee.
Sen. Neely^ made his comments
following receipt of a letter from
a Silver Spring, Md., architect.
Katherine Cutler Ficken. Mrs.
Ficken commended the chairman
for conduct of the hearings and
praised TV coverage.
"Far from being a show, as some
Senators and others shortsightedly
consider it, television is thought
provoking and revealing of the
true character of the individuals
and questions involved v/hen it is
conducted in the unrehearsed,
forthright manner in which you
have conducted these hearings. In
my opinion the Senators and legal
groups who have opposed television
coverage of such hearings are as
backward and ignorant as those
who jeered while viewing FultonV
steamboat from the banks of the
Sen. Neely replied that these
observations "are more than encouraging to me for the reason
Hudson."
that some of my 'brethern' of the
legal profession of which I have
long been a member are violently
opposed to the use" of TV. He
added that he hopes the proceedings will be televised when hearings resume in March.
Two articles on the hearing telecasts that appeared in the Jan. 21
issue of Broadcastng • Telecasting were inserted in the Congressional Record last week by Sen.
Neeley: They were a news story,
"Is TV Winning Fight for Equality?" and an editorial, "TV Acof Others Sins."
Both dealt
with TV quittedcoverage
of Congressional
hearings,
particularly the D. C.
crime
hearings.

For TV Aut'horii'y
TELEVISION actors and actresses
in New York voted Television
Authority (AFL) as their collective bargaining agent in national
labor relations board elections, held
the last three days in January.
Ballots of the 4,700 eligible
voters, counted Wednesday, showed
1,236 for TVA representation, 6
against it, and 244 ballots whose
legality was questioned. Since
the 244 votes would not influence
results, no attempt will be made to
establish the eligibility of those
people, NLRB spokesman said.

SHRIBER, promotion manager, WSAZ-TV Huntington, W.
Va., has been declared winner
of the Alan Young Promotion Contest sponsored by
the Ralph H.

Makes TV Offer
JOAN CRAWFORD, film star, is
submitting a five-year TV proposal
to major networks in which she is
asking $200,000 per year for 26
half-hour TV films yearly plus 50<;/f
ownership of properties.

First prize injn Hollywood.
Mr.
cluded an all-expenses paid week
Shriber, native of
Boston, has been with WSAZ-TV
as promotion manager since May
1951.

ALAN YOUNG CONTEST
WSAZ-TV's Shriber Is Winner
HAL

Jones Co.cinnatioffor CBS
Cintelevision s t a
tions carrying the
^

Alan
Show.

Young

Mr. Shriber
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STABIL

For

a

better

minimize

IZING

AMPLIFIER

picture-

now

jitter,

roll,

customer— the viewer— deserves a received picture that's
sharp, stable, free of the ailments that
go with a poor incoming signal. The
new G-E type TV-16-B, different from
all other stabilizing amplifiers, will
do much to eliminate these nuisances.
YOUR

Your

6-E

broacicast

Yes

Feedback Output Stage
Direct Monitoring of
Output Signals
Local Blanking Input
(with sync lock)
Video "Clip-Fade"
Wtiite Clipper
Bridging Input Level
Control

i

No

No

Yes

No

No
No

Yes
Yes

No

Yes, remote
control
Yes
Yes

:

No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No

tearing,

can

humbars!

New General Electric circuitry wipes
out hum. Old sync is taken off, reshaped
and reinserted in the proper amount to
assure a standard signal and to diminish
jitter, roll, and tearing. Examine the
comparison chart at lower left. It tells
the complete story.

representative

• • •

. . > is loaded with information on the
new General Electric television station

Performance chart- -you check the difference 1
MANUFACTURER
CHARACTERISTIC
G-E TV-16-B MANUFACTURER
A
B
Uniform to Uniform to
Uniform
to
Fidelity response
5.5 mc
7 mc
7 mc
Output level adjustment

you

equipment line. A phone call to the G-E
office near you will get quick action; or
write General Electric Company, Section
222-1 1, Electronics Park, Syracuse, N. Y.

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

Station

TV

Is Growing

Around

the World

telestatus
(Report 202)
NUMBER of foreign countries offering regular TV service increased
from five in 1950 to 16 last year
and Mrill increase to an estimated 24
for 1952, 28 by 1953 and 42 by the
end of 1955, it is calculated by Richard W. Hubbell, chief of the TV
unit
of State Dept.'s International
Division.

Dallas

★

,

SERVES THE LARGEST
TELEVISION
MARKET...

DALUSand
FORT

WORTH

More than a Million
urban population in the
50-mile area
More than TWO MILLION

Estimated TV sets in use abroad
vi'ere less than 500,000 in 1950, rose
to 1,680,000 in October 1951 and
will hit the 2.5 million Inark next
October, Mr. Hubbell reported in
an analysis of the foreign TV situation distributed a fortnight ago at
the third national conference of the
U. S. National Commission for
UNESCO [B«T, Feb. 4].
Estimated regular TV viewing
audience abroad was two million
in December 1950, 12 million last
October and will reach 24 million
by next October, Mr. Hubbell reported.
In a country-by-country breakdown, the report names England
as having "the largest foreign television service now in operation,
with over one million sets in use."
Situation in other countries is as
follows:
Argentina— Began Oct. 17, 1951. 3,500
sets in use. Six more stations planned.
Brazil — Three
40,000
receivers
in use.stations
Seven on
moreair.stations
under construction.
Canada — 74,000 receivers In use (receive programs from U. S. stations).

Two stations under construction. More
planned.
Cubations—on air.
30,000Network
sets inofuse.
stafour Three
more stations under construction. More planned.
Denmark — Service began Oct. 1, 1951.
All television sets in Copenhagen stores
sold out the day after announcement
of beginning
of servicereports.
was made,
cording to newspaper
3,500 ac-to
5.000 sets in use.
France — Two stations on air in Paris
and Lille, with two under construction
and six more planned. 55,000 sets in
use.Mexico — Three stations on the air.
20
use. to 22 more planned. 30,000 sets in
Netherlands — Service began Oct. 2,
1951. received with tremendous enthuReliableNetherlands
report states may
that be"story
of TV siasm.
in the
the
U. S. story all over again ... in spite
of Dutch government caution the Dutch
people will buy TV sets as fast as they
can afford them." Sets in use, 5,0006,000.
Television also is going on an experimental orlimited basis in: Germany (two stations), Italy (two
stations), Spain (two stations),
Sweden (one experimental transmitter— no real service), Switzertion). land (one station), Japan (one staIn the USSR there are two or
more stations. It is estimated that
21,500 sets are in use in Moscow
and Leningrad. A third station reportedly is now operating in Kiev.
In Czechoslovakia (Prague)
there reportedly is an experimental
TV transmitter.
American and European — Dutch,
British, French — manufacturers
have also demonstrated
TV in

in the 100-mile area ...
City

TELEVISION

HOMES

V'S
IN KRLD-T
EFFECTIVE
COVERAGE
AREA
EXCLUSIVE CBS
TELEVISION OUTLET FOR
DALUS-FORT

WORTH

AREAS

This is tfh/
KRLD-TV
is your best buy
Channel 4 . . . Represented by

The BRANHAM
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Albuquerque
Ames
Atlanta
Baltimore
Binghamlon
Birmingham
Bloomington
Boston
Buffalo
Charlotte
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
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Weekly Television Summary —

many European and Latin American countries to large audiences.
Berlin demonstrations staged by
CBS and RCA were viewed by 1.5
million to 2 million persons, Mr.
Hubbell estimates.
He lists the following countries
as expected to begin TV service
within the next year or two: Chile,
Colombia, Dominican Republic, Peru, Uruguay, Venezuela, Belgium,
Cyprus, Australia, India, Morocco,
Nigeria, Tanganyika.
* :}: ^
CBC-TV Toronto Plans
Are Given in Detail
NEW Toronto Television Center,
being built by the Canadian Broadcasting Corp., 354 Jarvis St., will
be three stories high, and contain
transmitter room in basement,
with two main studios on street
floor, as well as full facilities for
all TV production projects. The
two studios will each be 27 feet
high. The smaller will be sei-ved
by ^ ti^o cameras and the larger
with three camera chains. Full
facilities for making all production sets will be in the building as
well as ample storage space. There
will be kinescope recording rooms,
projection rooms, dark rooms, announcer studios, dressing rooms
and even a sewing room for cos(Continued on page 81 )
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Sets ' in Area
V'TVJOn Air
Outlets
1 30,076
WAVE-TV,
WHAS-TV
Louisville
11,100
105,000
Bf^wnsville,
Te
Motamoros
(Mexico)Miami
118,000
Memphis
WMCT
X. XELD-TV
Milwaukee
305,537
WTMJ-TV
Minn.-";!. Paul
KSTP-TV, WTCN-TV
301,500
Nashville
54,784
WSM-TV
224,000
New
Haven
New Orleans
WNHC-TV
WDSU-TV
New York
WABD,
WOR-TV,WCBS-TV,
WPIX WJZ-TV, WNBT
WATV
Newark
78,377
2,750,000
Norfolk
WTAR-TV
Oklahoma City
WKY-TV
Omaha
113,224
Philadelphia
101,833
KMTV,
WOW-TV
55,100.
WCAU-TV,
WFIL-TV, WPTZ
117,064
Phoenix
Pittsburgh
1,010,000
KPHO-TV
WDTV
Providence
342,300
WTVR
191,000
Richmond
WJAR-TV
105,258
Rochester
WHAM-TV
Rock Island
109,000
WHBF-TV
Cities include
Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E Moline85,134
Salt Quad
Lake City
KDYL-TV,
KSl-TV
70,200
Son
Antonio
San Diego
KEYl, WOAI-TV
66,518
124,000
San Francisco
KFMB-TV KPIX, KRON-TV
315,000
WRGB
KGO-TV,
SchenectactyA!bany-Troy
193,700
124,500
Seattle
KING-TV
St. Louis
KSD-TV
363,000
160,226
Toledo
Syracuse
WHEN,
KOTV WSYR-TV
Tulsa
150,000
U'ica-Rome
WSPD-TV
WKTV
Washington
98,375
Wilmington
WMAL-TV,
67,000
WDEL-TV WNBW, WTOP-TV, WTTG
324,375
93,014
Stations on Air 109*
Estimated Sets in use 15,690,394

Outlets On Air
Sets in 13,000
Area
KOB-TV
WOl-TV
180,607
65,000
WAGA-TV,
WSB-TV, WITV
358,052
WAAM, WBAl-TV, WMAR-TV
50.150
WNBF-TV
WAFM-TV, WBRC-TV
81,100
WTTV
125,000
WBZ-TV, WNAC-TV
247,503
WBEN-TV
847,725
122,970
WBTV
WBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBQ
WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV, WIWT
329,000
1,077,817
567,692
WEWS, WNBK, WXEl
WBNS-TV, WIWC, WTVN
210,000
154,228
KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
WOC-TV
include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline85,134
227,000
WHIO-TV, WLWD
705,323
WJBK-TV,
WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
WICU
82,765
154,223
WB4P-TV, KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
135,000
WOOD-TV
. 116,000
WFMY-TV
97,605
KPRC-TV
WSAZ-TV
73,500
212,350
WFBM-TV
WMBR-TV
52,000
132,732
WJAC-TV
170,560
WKZO-TV
180,755
WDAF-TV
135,576
WGAl-TV
WJIM-TV
80,000
KECA-TV, KFI-TV, KLAC-TV, KNBH
1,161,036
KNXT, KTLA, KTTV

Total Markets on Air 64*
* Includes XELD-TV Motamoros, Mexico.
Editor's Note: Totals for each market represent estimated sets within television area. Where coverage areas overlap set counts may be
partially duplicated. Sourjces of set estimates are based on data from dealers, distributors, TV circulation committees, electric companies
and manufacturers. Since many are compiled monthly, some may remoin unchanged in successive summaries. Total sets in all areas are
necessarily approximate.
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Smokey

on

WHIO-TV

Smokey Ward's a fiddler man
— He's a hill-type billy —
And folks tune in from near and far.
You think this claim is silly?
Five Sunday morns, at 10 a.m. —
A time, they say, when viewers ain't —
Smokey's Gang got off one plug
About a local merchant's paint.
How many gallons would you say
A pitch like this would move?
Best you let us tell you first —
TEN THOUSAND we can prove!
Hillbillys, yet! On Sunday morn!
No other sales publicity!
And product sales like this racked up!
Not claims — real authenticity!
Come on along and make your sales
On WHIO-TV!

When it comes to figures, sales figures
talk loudest. See National Representative
George P. Hollinghery for full information.
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ON of humor, phiCOMBINATIlosophy
and a sales pitch are
included in the format of 52
five-minute television films to be
produced for Contour Chair Lounge.
Holidaj' of Dreams Inc., Hollywood,
has been formed to produce the
films.
National distribution in 57 markets is planned.
The . new series, Holiday of
Dreams, deals humorously and
philosophically with the realization
of dreams. Each film features an
artist, a charcoal drawing and narration concerning- stream-of-consciousness interpretation of drawing.
Officers of the new production
firm are Marie LeDoux, president;
Nicholas Volpe, vice president and
producer-star, and Victor LeDoux,
secretary treasurer. Robert S.
Scott is director.
Fowler-Towne Enterprises, Hollywood radio, television and motion
picture production company, has
been organized by Gene Fowler,
author - biographer, and Gene
Towne, television and screen writer.
Tay Garnett joins the organization
as field director. Gene Fowler Jr.
is editor.
Principals in the corporation
pooled their literary efi'orts and acquired many new properties. They
plan immediate production of a
half-hour Famous Personalities TV
films. Mr. Fowler will narrate, and
Red Skelton, Jimmy Durante, Jack
Dempsey,
Hedda
Hopper and

FOR
SALE
For television micro-wave
relay use — one 200 fool
"Skyline" double guyed
tower complete with required obstruction lighting.
Also, four reflecting
screens which permit the
mounting of micro-wave
dishes on ground.
FOII

UETAILS.

WHITE

-

J. M. McDonald,
Assistant Director of
Engineering
Crosley Broadcasting
Corporation
Crosley Square,
Cincinnati 2, Ohio
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film
Grantland Rice will be among the
guest stars.
Television rights to "Little Orphan
Annie" and "Gasoline Alley" have
been acquired by Este Television
Productions Inc., Hollywood, from
the Chicago Tribune-New York
News Syndicate Inc.
Este is a recently-organized company headed by Arthur L. Stern
and William Trinz.
The television production company will transform each of the
strips into at least 26 half-hour
films, using a live cast. Production
is planned to start about July 1.
Mr. Stern has been in show business since 1927. He operated a
chain of Chicago motion picture
houses for many years and said he
is one of the first film exhibitors
to enter television production. Mr.
Trinz, also a veteran showman, is
said to have "discovered" Judy
Garland, Mary Martin and Deanna
Durban. He produced the first
trans-continental TV series for
ABC to emanate from the West
Coast.
Sales . . .
Kling Studios, Chicago, has sold the
Old American Barn Dance in 28
markets, including Pittsburgh, Toledo, St. Louis, Oklahoma City,
Tulsa, Bloomington and Ames.
Series of "TV Disc Jockey Toons,"
a Screen Gems Inc. package, is now
a weekly feature of WBKB (TV)
Chicago, Sunday, noon-12:30, as
part of Hal Tate's TV Disc Jockey
Show. The first package of 40 TV
Toons was released to stations and
advertising agencies fortnight ago,
with ten new film-record combinations scheduled for shipment each
month.
* * *
Recent television film commercials
for the following organizations
have been completed by Alexander
Film Co., Colorado Springs, Col.:
Eastern Wine Corp., New York,
one 60-second film through Ben B.
Bliss & Co. Union Pacific Railroad,
Omaha, one 60-second and one 20second film through The Caples Co.
The Coleman Co., Wichita, seven
46-second and seven 13-second films
featuring Coleman water heaters.
Genesee Brewing Co., Rochester,
N. Y., one 60-second and three 30second films through Rogers & Porter. La Fendrich Inc., Evansville,
Ind., one 60-second film featuring
La Fendrich cigars through Saas &
Co.

rector KTTV (TV) Hollywood, tc
Manhattan Films International
Angeles, as manager of Televisiori
Div. John Leo, district sales manager Eagle-Lion Studios, San Francisco, to Manhattan's
San Francisco
office as
district exchange
manager.

report

John A. Ettinger is Goldstone TV
head.
Product-ion . . .
Herman Swarttz, attorney for
Paramount Pictures Corp., Hollywood, goes to Motion Picture Center, same city, as general counsel.
Co-producing with Walter Doniger,
writer, Mr. Swarttz plans 26 hilfhour television films, Duffy of San
Quentin. The films, based on the
life and experiences of Warden
Duffy, starts March 1. More than
15,000 ft. of prison stock film shots
are available to the producers. Paul
Kelly, stage and film actor, has
been signed for the role of Duffy.
Screen Gems Inc., Hollywood, subsidiary of Columbia Pictures Corp.,
is making three half-hour television films for The Christophers,
Catholic study group. The first
film, already completed, Televisioyi
Is What You Make It, stars Ruth
Hussey and Walter Abel. The
second, Government Is Your Business, is written by Cyril Hume.
The third, written by Charles Haas,
deals with atomic energy. The
films are based on books written
by Father James Keller, who is in
charge of group.
Andre Chariot, English producer of
Chariot's Revue, has obtained
rights to all titles, properties, music and lyrics to the Revues' complete library. He will produce a
series of hour-long television films
in Hollywood with Syd Cassyd as
co-producer.
Film People ...
Henry Youngman has been signed
by Stephen Slesinger Productions
to star in 13 half-hour TV films,
Henny
Youngman's
Playground.
Films will
feature old
and new
names in vaudeville. Lewis Allen
will direct.
❖ * ❖
Howard Bretherton signed by Roland Reed Productions, Culver City,
Calif., to a year's contract. He is
assigned to Trouble With Father
and Mystery Theatre, half-hour
television films now on ABC-TV.
Frank Wisbar, executive producer
for Frank Wisbar Productions,
Hollywood, starts "Sound in the
Night" this week, his 100th halfhour TV film for Fireside Theatre
series.
Pete Johnson, assistant to film di-

Kirby Grant, film actor-singer,
signed by Jack Chertok Productions, Hollywood, for leading role
in Sky King, 26 half-hour TV film
series sponsored by Derby Foods
Inc. Series, starting on NBC-TV
about April 1, is in production at
31].
General Service Studio [B»T, Dec.
Ralph Cattell, vice-president and
general sales manager Jerry Fairbanks Productions, Hollywood, in
Atlanta
to establish branch office
for company.
Anne Whitfield, Baby Alice on NBC
Radio Hollywood Phil Harris-Alice y
Fayener Show,
assigned
role inofWarBros, film.
The Miracle
Our
Lady of Fatima.
Paul Stewart, star of ABC Radio
Rogue's Gallery, assigned role in
R-K-0 film. Loan Shark.
L. G. Caldwell, advertising execufive, Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.,
Akron, Ohio, in Hollywood to supervise filming half-hour commercial film at Jerry Fairbanks Productions. Derwin Abbe signed to
direct film.

'GOLDBERGS' STATUS
Three Sponsors Listed
AFTER an in-again, out-again interlude. The Goldbergs got started
on NBC-TV last week (Mon., Wed.,
Fri., 7:15-7:30 p.m. EST) with
sponsors lined up for all three
weekly periods [B»T, Jan. 14].
American Vitamin Corp. apparently had no hesitancy about its
sponsorship of the Monday shows,
but Ecko Products developed
qualms about the number of stations the network could deliver and
decided against sponsorship of the
Wednesday segment, while Necchi
Sewing Machines Sales Corp. appeared to v/aver in its original
decision to back the Friday night

i»
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orstill
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At the last minute, however,
Ecko reconsidered and started its
period.
sponsorship last Wednesday as
scheduled, explaining through
spokesmen that it had decided to
go along with the present station ill
lineup and add new outlets as they
become available. Necchi, mean- tfi
Ui
while, was reported to have reaf- I
firmed its sponsorship of the Friday period, beginning March 7

Nat C. Goldstone Agency's film
television package. View the Clue,
now on KTTV Los Angeles Tuesday at 10 p.m. Keith Hetherington m.c.'s the program for Rheem
Mfg. in cooperation with three
local dealers through Tullis Agency.

SYNC-SOUND
RANGERTONE
73 WINTHROP ST.
NEWARK 4, N. J.
BROADCASTING
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TV CITY
pBS First
Phase Set Oct. 1

IX-STOEY engineering building
nd four studio unit of CBS Teleision City in Los Angeles will be
j(eady for occupancy by Oct. 1, Jack
Van Volkenburg, the CBS TV
)l(l)iresident, announced last Monday.
This is the initial unit of the
"ijenter, now under construction and
'aore than dO% complete at Beverly
plvd. and Fairfax Ave.
! Mr. Van Volkenburg revealed dejails for the first time at a HollyJvood news conference. Among the
ietails: Cost of the initial plant
Reportedly will be $8 million unequip ed; itwill cover 15 acres of
\ 35 acre tract; each studio will
laeasure 12,100 square feet with
.two equipped for audiences of 350
jach; walls separating audience
'[.nd
non-audience
will be
iexible
to permit studios
conversion
to

iny size to meet progi-amming de:^ands.
■I The entire project, when com(bleted, will be the first of its
kind ever built for television and
mil represent an investment of
Wiore than |35 million. The CBS
.television City will cover 25 acres
md include a 13-story permanent
idministration building of 600,000
quare feet.
Administration building of the
(initial plant will have 35,000
square feet of floor space with conference rooms for writers, direc;ors, producers and other craftsnen. Adding to spacious dressing
rooms, there will be three reliearsal halls, measuring 4,550
square feet each. The new-type
'sandwich loaf" structure of the
nitial unit was blueprinted after
pore than 50 attempts by architectural engineers William Pereira
ind Charles Luckman, to come up
/nth a Television City design acleptable to network executives, it
j^^as pointed out.
The stress on flexibility, accordng to Mr. Van Volkenburg, is to
permit expansion or change along
ijj icvith the "growth and development
y )f television without even losing its
J. advantage of rapid, economic proiitjl liuction."
EFFECT
i

ON

PUPILS

Ills Often Parents' Fault

Karl Van Meter (I), executive director. United Cerebral Palsy
Assn., presents Col. Mitchell Wolfson, WTVJ president, with trophy
in recognition of telethon's aid.
CEREBRAL PALSY AID
WTVJ (TV) Stages Telethon
CASH and pledges aggregating
more than $58,811 were chalked up
for cerebral palsy victims in the
Greater Miami area in a 15%hour telethon over the facilities of
WTVJ (TV) Miami on Jan. 19-20,
the United Cerebral Palsy Assn.
has reported.
The telethon, described by UCP
as the South's first, was staged in
the Miami Beach Auditorium and
featured name entertainers including Jack Carter, Martha Raye,
Benny Davis, Sid Franklin, Nancy
Donavan, the Vagabonds, Paul
Bruun and George Hopkins.
Scheduled to run from 10:30 p.m.
Saturday to 12:30 p.m. Sunday, it
was extended to 2 p.m. Sunday
because of "overwhelming response
from TV viewers," UCP reported.
LEO DUROCHER

SERIES

Acquired by United Television
UNITED TELEVISION Programs
Inc. has acquired a new feature
series. Double Play, with Leo
Durocher and Laraine Day, to be
released for local and regional
sponsorship just as spring baseball
practice begins, President Gerald
King said last week.
Format centers around the
Durochers who interview and
argue with major sports personalities. Some 26 of the 15-minute
telecasts will be filmed this spring,
with Mr. Durocher under contract
to do a total of 104. Now being
produced in Hollywood, the first
six completed shows feature such
sports guests as Casey Stengel,
Chuck Dressen, Bob Lemon, Ralph
Kiner and Nancy Chaffee. Next
group in series is scheduled for
production
at the Giants training
camp.

AFTER the novelty of television
las worn off, some children choose
programs more carefully and turn
:o other pursuits.
This was brought out by Ed
Weston, program director of
WCPO-TV Cincinnati, in a talk Okla. GOP Convention
before Ohio professors.
WKY-TV Oklahoma City will tele' Speaking on the subject, "The
cast the Oklahoma State RepubliEffect of Television on School
can convention direct from the
Children," Mr. Weston emphasized
city's Municipal Auditorium today
:hat parents are to blame for many
(Monday). Station will telecast
^f the ills being placed on televi- debates and the voting on any resolution endorsing a particular
jsion. Video is only "something to
Presidential candidate if such a
jsee; it's not a way of bringing up resolution is introduced.
children," he said.
BROADCASTING
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STANDARD
CAPITAL
Forms New TV Subsidiary
FORMERLY concerned with financing of theatrical motion pictures only. Standard Capital is expanding operations to include television through a wholly owned subsidiary. Standard Television, with
headquarters at 307 S. Hill St.,
Los Angeles.
Nate Wallach, parent company
president, said that besides distributing its product, the firm has
initially earmarked $1 million to
finance TV film production. Under
the new plan. Standard Capital
will put up the first money on suit-

able TV deals. Company in the past
has made only secondary financing
on movie deals.
Marcus Loew II, grandson of
Marcus
Loew,
founderTelevision
of Loew's
Inc., heads
Standard
as
president and currently is setting
up representatives
in key cities to
handle
company product.
Standard Capital has sold 50%
financial interest in Quality Films
and withdrawn 14 movies from
that firm for release under the new
setup, according to Wallach. W.
E. (Billy) Chaikin, Standard Capital director. Mr. Wallach also
resigned from Quality's board.

can *'see" the
you
on WBNS-TV
difference
There's no question about the quality of telecasts on Channel 10. Better technical facilities make for better programs
and commercials. WBNS-TV is one of the most modern television centers in the country, providin"; advertisers with complete facilities, equipment, and technical skills for highest
quality production.
Compare facilities and you'll see why Central Ohio viewers prefer WBNS-TV* and why it offers more sales impact
for your money.

Ed. Sullivan introduces McGregor sports wear
Utilizingcilitiesthe
production
the F. excellent
& R. Lazarus
Companyfahave developed a unique but highly
successful merchandise show.

Complete 16 MM Film Production and
laboratory facilities.
•TelePuUe Decembei, 1951, WBNS-TV carries 8
out of 10 lop once a week shows, 6 out of 10
fop multi-weekly shows, three of which are
locally produced.

COLUMBUS, OHIO
CHANNEL 10
CBS-TV NETWORK • Affilioted with Columbus Dispatch and
WBNS-AM • General Sales Office: 33 North High Street
uibns-tv
February 11, 1952
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rcaVictor

Good program ideas and top talent
deserve RCA Victor transcription
quality and service. Your material —
spot announcements to full-length
shows— should get the benefit of
RCA's
research. technical experience and
Your order, large or small, is
recorded, processed and pressed in
the country's best-equipped studios
and plants . . . receives world-famous
RCA Victor engineering. Complete
transcribed radio production and
script-writing facilities are available.
Contact an RCA Victor Custotn Record office today:
630 Fifth Avenue
Dept. B-20, NEW YORK 20
JUdson 2-5011
44.5 North Lake Shore Drive
Dept. B-20. CHICAGO 11
WHitehall 4-3215
1016 North Sycamore Avenue
Dept. B-20,
HOLLYWOOD
38
HILLside
5171
Write now for our fact-filled
Custom Record Brochure!
custom
record
sales
^
RADIO CORPORATION
OF AMERICA
RCA VICTOR DIVISION
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there was a program that didn't give us time."
That is the report on radio and
television participation in the 1952
March of Dimes campaign as made
by one spokesman for the National
Foundation for Infantile Paralysis
in New York.
"Networks, stations and sponsors gave us the most gratifying
cooperation," another worker added. "Broadcasting people were
simply wonderful."
Results of radio spots and station break announcements were
most evident in the final day
of the month-long drive, when
the Mother's March was held in
many metropolitan areas. Women
in New York seeking last-minute,
door-to-door contributions were
surprised to be greeted with, "Oh
yes, we're expecting you," it was
reported.
Radio and television were credited, in particular, with laying a
solid groundwork for the ultimate
welcome given fund workers. Financial reports will not be completed for some time, it was said,
but the value of the "welcome
groundwork" was heavily emphasized by foundation officials.
Network Efforts
Major radio broadcasts given
exclusively on behalf of the foundation— with time and program contributed by the networks — started
on ABC Jan. 2 when Basil O'Connor, foundation president, inaugurated the 1952 campaign. Gov. Earl
Warren of Calif, and his daughter,
Nina, herself a polio victim, were
principal speakers.
CBS Radio produced My Beat
Five Minutes for the March of
Dimes as a 55-minute, late evening benefit on Jan. 19. With Helen
Hayes as m.c, stars of the legitimate theater — such as Alfred Lunt
and Lynn Fontanne, Judy Garland and Gertrude Lawrence — gave
what they considered their outstanding material, performances on
which their dramatic reputations
are founded.
Mutual carried The Girl in the
Queen Elizabeth, a drama of a girl
in an iron lung, from 10:30-11 p.m.
EST Jan. 30 on all stations except WOR New York. Film Actress Teresa Wright contributed
her performance to the foundation.

Completing a sentence, "Why I
should contribute . . ." was also
asked of audience for ABC's Stoj)
the Music, with best entries scheduled for participation in the giveaway series during February. The
mail response totalled some 80,000
pieces.
Ralph Edwards, NBC Radio-TV
star of The Ralph Edwards Show,
inaugurated another mystery contest. His mystery man was known
as "Mr. Dimes," and the guesser
of his identity won a new Cadillac.
All-Star March of Dimes From

ks, Stations Help
Networ
DIMES
Telecasting
last week were the
following:
Hollywood was broadcast by NBC
radio Jan. 31, with major broadcastWTIC-Hartford Courant "Mile
ing personalities including Alice
0' Dimes" ended on February 1
Faye and Phil Harris, Bob Hope,
Dennis Day and Fibber McGee and with a high record of contributions.
This was the 12th annual fundMolly appearing on behalf of the raising
campaign.
drive by the station and
Total of nearly $676,Although there were no special, newspaper.
000 was raised in previous 11
national television shows for the drives.
March of Dimes, announcements
WDRC Hartford during January
and pleas were carried on virtually
devoted all available day and night
all major regular programs somedrive.
station breaks and spots to the
time during the month. The Robert
Montgomery presents show on
At WKNE Keene, N. H., Discs
NBC-TV Feb. 4 was "Rise Up and
For
Dollars telephone marathon for
Walk," a drama about infantile
March of Dimes was conducted by
paralysis
adapted
from
the
BookDisc Jockey Don Roberts, resulting
of-the-Month Club selection.
If cooperation offered by local
in pledges "almost double that of
1951." Listeners pledging money
New York stations and sponsors
was an indication of national ef- by telephone were granted record
requests with album or records gofort, the broadcasting of appeals
ing to the highest contributor.
was a magnificent success, officials
WTWN St. Johnsbury, Vt.,
said.
"They just about cleared all pub- through varied efforts, raised
about $400 for the MOD drive.
lic service time for us," one camFor the sixth year, WAGE Chiexplained. the
"I couldn't
temptpaigner
to estimate
number atof copee, Mass., exchanged musical
requests for pledges on its Musical
spots and station breaks we had."
The final day of the campaign, he Grab Bag, 2-4 p.m. $4,600 has come
added, provoked almost total ef- in with contributions still mounting even though station announced
fort, with words about the March
end of its drive. Last year WAGE
of Dimes being broadcast at least raised
more than $3,200.
every 15 minutes on some station
Shirley Matson and Pen Brown,
within the city.
led that staTranscriptions of programs dedi- WTAG tion'sWorcester,
drive. On their Shirley and
cated to the March of Dimes were
Pen show, they asked listeners to
heard throughout the world. It was
send in their names, phone numestimated that 41,902,700 radio
bers and a contribution. Two winhomes in the U. S. were reached,
ners will receive an expense-paid
plus over 850,000 set owners and
trip to the Laurentian Mountains.
their families in the U. S. terriMondays during January on
tories and 90 million servicemen
Domestic Diary with Polly Huse
and civilians reached by Armed
over WBZ-TV Boston were devoted
Forces Radio Service.
to the drive.
Special TV films in which noted
March of Dimes got a boost from
persons appeared were sent to all 15 Boston U. students. With a
108 TV stations in the U. S. and
limited radio budget, MOD officials
selected films were sent to armed
went to the school for an assist.
forces overseas.
In less than a month, the students
Station Drives
produced 150 announcements which
Individual stations spared no were aired by Boston stations, controuble or expense in supporting
ducted remote pick-ups and interviews. Especially helpful, said
the campaign. Among individual
efforts reported to Broadcasting • university officials, was the local
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Wisconsin ...
EFFECTIVE
COVERAGE
DEMANDS
WKTY
Ask
Weed and Company

Viave tieeii wKTV has
. entire app'
11
when >

onths ago,

„ 1 a Crosse,.(ul wouU < be a
.to open n„e« charge acc
580 kc
successlv
been years!
204% in two
oi time.
that '
1,000 >w
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Women.
ABC
started

J

ijapter of Alpha Epsilon Rho, naipiial honorary radio fraternity.
[Jerry Gaines, chief announcer,
HAT - AM - FM
Philadelphia,
■ ked listeners to send in a dime
•pitribution. This would entitle
tern to receive a phone call from
)lfr. Gaines during his morning or
rternoon show. Mr. Gaines would
fllin a "mystery" voice. If the
tener could identify the voice,
or she would receive prizes,
nated by sponsors.
WWPA,
WEAK
and WLYC
illiamsport. Pa., cooperated in a
i^hly effective stunt to boost camign contributions. Station trio
^[nultaneously aired the weighing
! dime donations in a remote
loadcast from the window of a
'jwntown department store. On
'|.nd for the Saturday broadcasts
^s a 10-year-old victim of polio
ho was interviewed over the air.
''Lowell
Cartwright, WRUN
tica, N. Y., invited sports per■inalities to participate in a panel'kener sports quiz. Listener or
Lnel, whichever failed question,
puld have to make a contribution,
ibother
WRUN
staffer. Disc
>ckey Carl Swanson, raised $3,200
iring an 18i2-hour marathon.
Roger Clipp, general manager
!; WFIL-AM-FM-TV Philadelphia
jkd chairman of the 1952 March of
imes Campaign in that city, said
js expected the total of contribuipns resulting from telecasts by
'•■FIL-TV, WCAU-TV and WPTZ
rV) there to reach $20,000.
WDTV
(TV) Pittsburgh prenpted commercial time Jan. 31
present a special show, March

kdv. Bibliography
(tXTH Edition of 100 Books on
(Ivertising, annotated bibliograpy, has been published. The 25ige booklet was compiled by
iOnald H. Jones, professor of
urnalism, U. of Missouri. Prof,
mes aimed at selecting books to
ve a general coverage of the adl;rtising field and the booklet
i)vers radio, TV, and newspaper
.3vertising, public relation, public|y and research. Single copies are
/ailable vdthout cost upon request
the School of Journalism, U. of
issouri, Columbia, Mo.
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Featured Baltimore radio-TV personalities appearing on joint Mothers
March Marathon on WAAM (TV) included (I to r) : Bill Dyer, sponsored on WCAO and WAAM programs byi Arrow Beer; Nick Campofreda, WAAM, m.c. of marathon; Bailey Goss, sponsored on WMAR
(TV) by National Beer, and Chuck Thompson, sponsored on WITH by
Gunther Beer.
of Stars, which brought in pledges
of $47,508.
WPIC Sharon, Pa., did a special
show from Sharon General Hospital. The donations.
show's dramatic impact
stimulated
WARD Johntown, Pa.'s Larry
(Turtle) Welch raised $5,000— approximately $50 an hour — in a 100hour marathon from a window of
a downtown store.
WEST Easton, Pa., put on
an accelerated 10-day drive and
brought pledges totalling $10,000
and some 2,725 phone calls.
In a special
Mothers'
Marathon
which ran
until 5March
a.m.
Sunday, Jan. 27, WAAM (TV)
Baltimore raised more than $7,500
cash and solicited 360 volunteers
for the "March" held Jan. 30.
Personalities from nearly all of
the Baltimore radio and television
stations went to the WAAM studios to participate in the marathon. WAAM's Nick Campofreda
was m.c. of the show during its
entire nine hours.
In addition to WAAM, other Baltimore stations participating in
the marathon included WCAO-AMFM, WFBR, WSID, WBMD,
WITH-AM-FM, WMAR (TV) and
WCBM.
In Nation's Capital
Donations received through the
Mother's March in the nation's
capital were counted over Milton
Q. Ford's late program over
WMAL-TV Washington. WWDC
also reported strong support for
the March.
WWDC conducted a contest in
which Disc Jockeys Ford, Art
Brown, Willis Conover, Jon Massey
and Felix Grant competed to see
who could raise the greatest
amount. The station planned to
contribute $50 in the name of the
winner. Carl Berger, WWDC
government news reporter, not to
be outdone, had collected more than
$1,000 in dimes.
On Jan. 18, WTVR (TV) Richmond, Va., featured young polio
victims to point up the need for expensive equipment.
WDVA Danville, Va., conducted
a contest designed to raise money
for the campaign. Listeners were
asked to write in 50 words or
fewer why they like a particular
program. Winner received a $100
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savings bond. Campaign contributions were submitted with entries.
WTON Staunton, Va., raised
over $4,000 in a concentrated 10day drive, put on largely by Fulton
King, WTON program director,
and Bob Sterrett, announcer.
WESC-AM-FM Greenville, S. C,
LBS affiliate, on Jan. 12 fed the
450-station network the story of
an Air Force mercy flight in connection with the polio fight.
Alfred Vaden, sales staffer at
WEIR Weirton, W. Va., pushed a
wheelbarrow carrying a replica of
an iron lung across the state of

West Virginia. The trek, from the
Pennsylvania border to the Ohio
border amounted to only seven
miles but Mr. Vaden's stunt
spurred contributions.
WSFC Somerset, Ky., along with
i;he "Rotary "Club of Somerset,
raised $6,000 through auctioning
goods contributed by local merchants and private citizens.
WROL Knoxville spurred contributions with a popularity contest
between Archie (Grandpappy)
Campbell of Country Playhouse
program and Bill Johnson, disc
jockey. Both men urged listeners
to "vote" for them by sending a
dime to local March of Dimes headquarters. Climax came Jan. 31
when winner (Mr. Johnson) in a
new convertible led loser on a mule
down Knoxville's main street in
a civic parade.
WCOV Montgomery, Ala.'s disc
jockey, Ray Hardin, got into the
iron lung on display in downtown
Montgomery, told his listeners he
would remain there until $1,000
had been donated. He was released
the same day.
WLWT (TV) Cincinnati, raised
about $27,000 for the fund during
a three-hour telecast of the finals
of the local Golden Gloves Tournament on Jan. 24.
WLWD (TV) Dayton, during a
wrestling telethon Jan. 17, drew
$19,227.45 in pledges. For the
telethon, 300 tickets were given
(Continued on page 82)
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WATTS
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Day and NIGHT!
Now WINS offers a powerful
50,000 watts around the clock.
This means still greater coverage an even better signal —
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NSRB

Readies

Plan

For Capitol Hill

DISPERSION

PROBLEM of dispersal vs. decentralization of government agencies has
been projected in sharper focus by federal security planners the past
fortnight.
The issue is posed anew in the continuing conflict of views between
the White House — President Tru- *
man and the National Security
least 20 miles from city centers
[B»T, Nov. 19, 1951].
Resources Board — on the one hand,
Radio-TV electronic manufacand members of Congress, on the
other.
turers, along with other type companies, are encouraged to estabAs presently envisioned, howlish new or expanding plants withever, the FCC does not appear to
in reasonable proximity to supplyfigure either in plans for dising industries in present marketpersal— moving of certain employes
ing areas. Existing manufacturing
to nearby Maryland or Virginia —
facilities are not affected.
or decentralization, which would
Radio-TV broadcasters are not
involve the transfer of offices to
directly involved in the current
other cities.
The Senate has approved legis- controversy beyond the implied
suggestion that they set up emerlation providing for decentralizagency
power facilities
on the with
outtion of some 50,000 federal bureau
skirts of cities
in connection
employes to other cities. But the
the FCC-Defense Dept. Conelrad
administration, acting through
alert plan.
NSRB, is prepared to ask the
In his budget message, the Chief
upper chamber to sidetrack the
Executive
told Congress he is conproposal in favor of its dispersal
that "any program which
plan. NSRB is charged with dis- fails to vinced
place primary emphasis on
persal, manpower, censorship and
dispersal
to
nearby areas would
other security planning.
not be in the interest of security,
A House Executive Expenditures
efficient administration or good
subcommittee has set hearings on
the controversial suggestions for area
Any planning."
ultimate dispersal plan, if
Feb. 14-15.
it is adopted, would have to take
Over 30 industrial areas in the into account FCC's vital liaison
U. S. already have launched dis- with the Defense Dept. and the
persion programs in line with
Federal Civil Defense AdministraPresident Truman's recommendation, it was pointed out. Moretions last August. Under this plan,
over, many of the Commission's
new plants would be constructed at
JOSIAH

" —

r
YOU CAN'T TELL
OUR ADVERTISERS

Music!

Sports!
Giving more people, more
reasons, to listen more often!
Our time is our own, and we can
take our listeners to places they'cJ
like to be,— things they'd like to hear
we can feature on-the-spot
coverage! Because our listeners know
this, WJPG is the NATURAL station
to tune to keep on top of everything
that's going on.
There's an "intimacy" between this
rich, populous, good-living market and
WJPG. That's
to our BAY
advertisers,important
because the GREEN
MARKET HAS A GREATER PER CAPITA
SPENDABLE INCOME THAN THE NATIONAL OR WISCONSIN AVERAGE.
Or write us for any specific things
you'd like to know about this "local
station
story. makes good" startling success
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Walsh Gets '51 Leadership Award

PRESENTATION of the Josiah
Marvel Cup has been officially made
made to J. Gorman Walsh, general manager of WDEL-AM-FMTV Wilmington, Del., for his
leadership in a variety of community affairs during 1951.
The award was presented at the
115th annual meeting of the Delaware Chamber of Commerce by
Judge Daniel L. Hei'rman of the
Superior Court of the state. Mr.
Walsh was the unanimous choice
of the board of judges for the
award, presented annually to the
Delawarean who has rendered outstanding service to the state, community and his fellow citizens.
Mr. Walsh, who assumed managerial duties at the Wilmington
outlet in 1934, was cited for a number of community activities, eliciting warm praise from the local
Journal-Every Evening and Wilmington business leaders upon receiving the cup.
The award is presented in honor
of the Hon. Josiah Marvel, first
president of the Delaware Chamber
of Commerce and late father of
the former ambassador to Denmark, Josiah Marvel Jr. First
presentation was made in 1950.
Among the activities in which
Mr. Walsh participated last year
were the United Community Fund,
CARE, American Heart Assn.,
National Foundation for Infantile
Paralysis, United Negro College

JOEL W. STOVAIL
WKRC Executive Die
JOEL
W. STOVALL,
48, Iocs
sales manager for WKRC Cinciii
nati, died last week at his horn
after an illness of several months
Mr. Stovall wa
recovering fro; i
a serious opera ■
tion but had bee;
back at his job :{
month whe
stricken.
Prior to join *
ing WKRC eigh
years
Mii |
Stovall ago,
was mu
Mr. Stovall
sical director a
KMOX St. Louis
In eight years with WKRC, he
served as program director, promou a
tion director and had taken ove'p
the local sales managership abou
18 months ago. Surviving are hi
widow, a son and a daughter.
'LULU'

Signs Stipulation
STIPULATION has been signed by
Cleveland Institute of Radio Electronics, Cleveland, agreeing to
cease representations that persons
comjDleting its correspondence
course are assured of obtaining an
FCC commercial radio telephone operator's license. Stipulation was
signed with the Federal Trade
day.
Commission and announced Thurs-

CUP

WDEL's

we're wrong
doing things differently
Emphasizing the LOCAL

News!

MARVEL

activities, particularly monitoring,
are already dispersed.
There is virtually no possibility
that the FCC, FCDA or Pentagon
would come under any blueprint
for decentralization to other cities.
Some of the lesser agencies might
decentralized, however, authorities
concede. Identity of these agencies
has never been confirmed.
NSRB planners hold that dispersion would remove key government
units out of enemy bombing range
in Washington and still permit
efficient government operation.
Widely scattered units envisioned
under decentralization, they point
out, would impair essential military operations and also be costly.
The administration originally
submitted dispersion legislation
last year, but Congress rejected
the proposal. Mr. Truman issued
an Executive Order last August,
laying the groundwork for planned
dispersal of industry.

Mr. Walsh (r) receives the 1951
Josiah Marvel Cup from Judge
Herrman.
Fund, Delaware Safety Council
and the
Delaware Anti-Tuberculosis Society.
This Cwas
second
of C actually
award inMr.
eightWalsh's
years.
In 1944 he was chosen "Young
Man tonofJunior
the Chamber
Year" by of
theCommerce.
WilmingWilmington Journal said Mr.
Walsh has demonstrated "truly extraordinary qualities of good citizenship and a wholly unselfish dethe public welfare."
The
WDEL votion toexecutive,
the editorial

AWARDS

Set tor Coast Ady
SIXTH ANNUAL Frances Holme
achievements awards of Los An;
geles Advertising Women Inc. wil
be presented April 20 at Los An^
geles, Ambassador Hotel.
Awards in the form of gol(_
trophies called "Lulu" will be givei] j,
in 15 different advertising cate,.1 I!
gories. In addition a grand awar<
will be made for the most outstand
ing entry of all, regardless of thi
fact that winner may have earliei

"Lulu."
been
presented a in
Classifications
which awardi
will be given include: radio spo
commercial cam.paign, sponsore<
radio program series, televisioi
spot commercial campaign, spon f I:
sored TV program series, com
mercial film, copy, layout, mechani
cal production,
research complet(f
project'
direct
mail campaign,
campaign, finished art, publicitjf
campaign, public relations cam £ 33
paign and any unique method of ;
advertising not falling into the
usual classifications.
Offered with cooperation of Ad'
vertising Assn. of the West, con- „
test is open to any woman in thtjp

advertising
fields,
living profession
and workingor inalliec'
iho «
area serviced by AAW. It in.eludes Washington, Oregon, California, Arizona, Colorado, Idaho
Montana, Nevada, New Mexico
Utah, Wyoming and British Columbia. Closing date of contest entries is March 20. Norma Jear
Wright is the awards competitior
co-ordinating director with Heler 10
Edwards, president of LAAW Inc

said, "has been the living personification of radio and television— 'in the public interest.' "
KIN'
IS KLIC
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

!

Telestatus

j (Continued from page 7h)
;iinie changes. Offices will occupy
third floor.
^
I 500-ft steel tower for Channel
Iwill stand in front of the CBCy building. Immediately below
•^e TV antenna will be an FM
ijitenna for CdBL-FM when thte
sition is move from its presen
tion in the Canadian Bank of
^f^ipame
bm rce Bldg. Platforms will be
vels
4i[ilt at the 200 and 300 foot leav
ji the TV tower for microw e
.'Oil ifay equipment. The tower will
'thstand 95 miles per hour winds,
i jf.d willt. be fitted with de-icing
iviipmen
jThat CBC expects independent
1*^ stations will be licensed is seen
ijthe fact that facilities have been
eluded in the new TV building at
vtaronto to record on kinescope all
«!|jBC productions so that indeundent stations will be able to use
|e films.
IWhile CBC has railed against
ie types of programs coming from
|. S. TV stations, facilities have
en included in the new building
pick up U. S. programs by way
Bell Telephone microwave relay
^j&tions from Buffalo, N. Y. Also,
3C-TV officials have toured most
rS. TV stations for ideas now
'
.tiling
incorporated in their new
lilding.
>ol fi
★— *— *
i^lon-Televiewers
ive TV Preferences
]( )EWS, special events, sports and
-ncerts are preferred TV program
i^.re among families in non-televiDn areas, according to a survey
nducted by Scott Radio Labs.,
^licago.
The company tabulated answers
questionnaires from 168 families
lected at random in Denver, Fort
i'ayne,
Portland,
n, all at
least 100Tampa
miles and
from Tucthe
arest television outlet. Answerwhat kind of programming
ould interest them most when TV
!Comes available, 52 '^/c of the fames said news and current events,
ith sports favored by 48'/. Courts appealed to 43%. Other proam preferences, in order, were
iblic affairs, comedy, variety, draatic and education.
Fifty-one percent of the families

PURCHASE of Frederic W. Ziv Co.'s / V/os o Qommumsi tor the FBI, transcribed open-end radio series, by KSD St. Louis was formalized at a ceremony
attended by (I to r) Hank Luhrman, Ziv account executive; George M. Burbach, KSD general manager, and Harold O. Grams, KSD program director.
believe television will help their
children to become better informed
on science, history and current
events, while 44% believe TV could
help them form better opinions of
candidates and political issues in
the upcoming elections. Television
will help establish closer family
ties, in the opinion of 36%.
★— ★ — *
WFIL-TV Issues
Rate Card No. 10
WFIL-TV Philadelphia last week
issued rate card No. 10, effective
Feb. 15. Class A time was delineated as 7-10:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 1-10:30 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday; Class B
time, 5-7 p.m. Monday-Friday and
10:30-11 p.m. Monday - Sunday,
and Class C time, all other times.
One time rates were given as follows: One hour — Class A, $1,500;
Class B, $1,125, and Class C, $750.
Half-hour— Class A, $900; Class B,
$675, and Class C, $450. One-minute
announcement (film or side) — Class
A, $300; Class B, $210, and Class
C, $135.

★— ★ — *
Skelton Tops Berle
In January Nielsen
EED SKELTON, star of his own

JOHNSTOWN'S OUTSTANDING
PERSONALITY SALESMAN
... is ready to sell your products and services weekday mornings 7:00 to 9:00 A. M.
Mr. Cavanough received the Pennsylvania
Jaycee Service Award and the Johnstown
Jaycee Award as its most outstanding citizen in 1951.
JOE CAVANAUGH

*I'sY
AND ONLY
MORNING
PERSONALITY

CBS RADIO NETWORK
WEED & CO., Representative

jj[ROADC ASTING
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MARKET IN
WESTERN
2nd
PENNSYLVANIA

NBC-TV show, nudged Milton
Berle, also NBC-TV, out of firstplace in the national Nielsen ratings for the top 10 TV programs
in a report covering the two weeks
ending Jan. 12. Mr. Berle has consistently held first place in ratings
heretofore. "Uncle Miltie" captui'ed second place in the number
of TV homes reached but was third,
behind Arthur Godfrey's Talent
Scouts, in the percentage-wise ratings. The Nielsen report for the
two weeks ending Jan. 12 follows:
NUMBER OF TV HOMES REACHED
Homes
Program
(000)
Rank
7,745
1 Red Skelton (NBC)
2 Texaco Star Theatre (NBC) 7,362
3 You Bet Your Life (NBC) 7,038
4 Colgate Comedy Hour (NBC) 6,999
5 Arthur Godfrey & Friends 6,751
(Liggett & Myers Tobacco) (CBS)
I love Lucy (CBS)
6,724
Your Show of Shows
6,617
(Reynolds, R. J., Tobacco (NBC)
Your(Participating)
Show of Shows
6,588
(NBC)
6,564
9 Fireside Theatre (NBC)
10 Rose Bowl Football Game (NBC) 6,076
PER CENT OF TV HOMES REACHED
IN PROGRAM STATION AREAS
Homes
Rank Program
%
1 Red Skelton (NBC)
55.4
23 Arthur
Scouts
(CBS) 49.7
Texaco Godfrey's
Star Theatre
(NBC)
49.6
4 I Love Lucy (CBS)
48.9
5 Arthur Godfrey & Friends 48.8
(Liggett & Myers Tobacco (CBS)
6 Colgate Comedy Hour (NBC) 48.5
7 Your(Participating)
Show of Shows
47.9
(NBC)
8 You Bet Your Life (NBC)
47.4
9 Your Show of Shows
46.4
(Reynolds, R. J., Tobacco (NBC)
10 Fireside Theatre (NBC)
44.6
Copyright 1552 by A. C. Nielsen Co.
Dunton

Gives TV

SCHO
INSIDE
Expands
toOLS'
20 Cities
LOCALLY - produced TV series
inaugurated by Life magazine,
titled Inside Our Schools, will be
extended to the top 20 video markets as a result of its three-day
tryout in St. Louis Jan. 24-26 on
KSD-TV, it was announced last
week.
Dick Krolik, March of Time TV
producer-director who handled the
St. Louis project, will work fulltime on the remaining cities. He
left New York last week to make
arrangements i n Washington,
Philadelphia, Boston and Baltimore. Cleveland, Cincinnati, Columbus and Indianapolis are to be
contacted simultaneously by his assistant, Dave Ruley, technical director for March of Time television. All 20 of the top markets
are to be contacted by the end of
the month so that local series can
be produced
tions in June. before school vacaInside Our Schools operates as
a sustaining, public service series
of programs over a period of a
week or more, using live TV
remotes to report on the state of
local education to parents and taxpayers. Life magazine contributes
l^romotional
blanketing of the station's audience.
Series was first tested via
WRGB (TV) Schenectady, followed by 28-hours of programming
by WHAS-TV Louisville, during
National Education Week.

Fitting a Medium
of
.0
to S
a Market

ACUSE
NBC
AFFILIATE

View

LITTLE

likelihood for any privately-owned Canadian station to
have a TV outlet was expressed
fortnight ago at Vancouver by A.
D. Dunton, chairman of government's Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. He stated at Vancouver that
CBC plans to start a TV station
at Vancouver soon but that requests of CKNW New Westminster
and other private stations for TV
outlets will not be granted until
the CBC system is completed. There
is to be no link for CBC-TV Vancouver with Seattle or other U. S.
TV cities, Mr. Dunton intimated.

of the Rich
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March of Dimes
(Continued fr om page 79)
Contributions
exceeded goal of
out to contributors of $10 or more.
From a series of tliree amateur
$400,000 and amounted to more
than $100,000 over donations last
contests over WNXT Portsmouth,
Ohio, 36,258 votes at 10 cents each
were contributed to the county
WBBM Chicago presented a speyear.
cial show Jan. 27 in collaboration
campaign fund.
Listen to the record playing, with the Mother's March.
WOOD-TV Grand Rapids gave
then name the band. That was the
the western Michigan campaign a
way to play Tele-Band, musical
$2,000 boost Jan. 26 through a spequiz game brought by the March
cial 2% -hour show.
of Dimes campaign to viewers of
WLDY Ladysmith, Wis., netted
WTVN (TV) Columbus, Ohio. Jim
the polio fund $2,800 after; a
Lawler, Tele-Band m.c, awarded
marathon
auction of 269 items,
$1,000 in prizes. Idea was origdonated by local merchants. Jeff
inated by Bill Ellis, WTVN staffer.
Evans, WLDY staffer, talked for
Program, seen five nights weekly
5% hours during the marathon.
for three weeks, stimulated camWDOR and WOKW Sturgeon
paign donations.
WCSI-AM-FM Columbus, Ind., Bay, Wis., ordinarily stiff competitors, buried the hatchet and comjoined foi'ces with a local newspaforces to spur March of
per to meet the local city police in Dimes bined
contributions. Stations cola basketball game. The contest was
lected 14% of the county quota.
played Jan. 30 in the high school
Dean Landfear, disc jockey for
gymnasium before a capacity WMT Cedar Rapids, was named
crowd, with proceeds going to the National Disc Jockey for the March
March of Dimes. Advance interest
was built up by WCSI staffers who
appeared at downtown meetings
dressed as Arab sheiks.
An unusual Valentine contest
was conducted by WHBC Canton,
Ohio. Valentines had to be hand
made and accompanied by a contribution to the March of Dimes
fund.
Cleveland's i-adio and video stations were credited with 99% of
Mr. Landfear
Mr. Cummins
the success of that city's Mother's
March" by the drive chairman.
of Dimes. Mr. Landfear aimed to
better the $30,000 raised last year
by Tait Cummins; WMT sportscaster. Enthusiastic listeners not
only sent
equalled
Mr. Cummins' record
but
in $30,235.34.

"Thanks

to our

'US' Electric

Plant
_ • 111
air!
we're on the
In choosing a
stand-by electric plant,
more and
more stations
are turning to
"U. S." units
because of
their reputation for dependability. U. S. specializes in standby power. We'll gladly send
you information on U. S. electric plants suitable to your needs.
UNITED STATES
MOTORS CORP.
354 Nebraska Sf.
Oshkosh, Wis.

_
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For the very young, KRNT-AMFM Des Moines had a "Polio Parade of Pennies." Bill Riley, KRNT
m.c, launched the drive which
brought 88,477 pennies. This made
up
tions.one of the city's largest donaKJFJ Webster City, Iowa, raised
$354 through a special program.
Music by Demand, Jan. 20. Station staff members and civic officials contributed their musical talents.
Prominent civic officials read
nursery rhymes over KOVC Valley
City, N. D., to raise contributions.
WIBW Topeka, Kan., gave the
campaign a boost by setting up a
booth named "Dimes Square" on
a busy downtown corner. Art
Holbrook, WIBW studio manager,
recorded on-the-spot interviews
for broadcast later.
WEMP Milwaukee's Ole Night
Owl program brought in $1,536.70
to the MOD campaign in that city.
Joe Dorsey, WEMP disc jockey,
played requests for every listener
who pledged $1 or more.
WMT Cedar Rapids had nearly
$10,000 in contributions channeled
through the studio this year, boosting a four-year total to nearly
$60,000.
of this year's
total came Some
from $2,020
3,500 Collins
Radio
employes.
KFH-AM-FM Wichita, Kan.,
raised more than $1,300 through a

benefit show in the fading hours
of the campaign.
KGLO-AM-FM Mason City,
Iowa, attracted $1,542.50 from
nearly 800 persons who phoned in
pledges during a 4% hour show.
KODY N. Platte, Neb., used interviews and personal appeals of
polio patients to promote the campaign and was instrumental in the
citys' reaching its $27,000 goal.
Jack Hunt on KARK Little Rock,
Ark., aired a special two-week appeal. He offered a picture of himself and his Rhythm Ranch Hands
to listeners who sent in their request with a dime.
KVSO Ardmore, Okla., in cooperation with the Ardmore Kiwanis Club, conducted a highly
successful radio auction for the
MOD fund.
KERB Kermit, Tex., raised $460
for the county drive through its
own month-long fund-raising drive.
The campaign fund received
$5,000 and the Infantile Paralysis
Chapter of Fort Worth received
one day's secretarial services from
Marie Wilson, star of CBS RadioTV Mij Friend, Irma. This resulted from the Coca Cola Bottling Co.,
Ft. Worth branch, donating 50,000
dimes.
KDSX Denison, Tex., through
its third annual March of Dimes
Fun Shoiv, raised $1,209.57.
Len Allen, KLO Ogden, Utah, on
his morning disc jockey show offered to shovel snow for the person
making the highest contribution.
His offer was taken up by personnel at the Hill Air Force Base near
Ogden. The base has 180 miles of
runway. After Mr. Allen pushed
through the first drift, officials relented and brought out help. Base
officers sent him a $100 check.
Mike Roy, star of KLAC-TV Los
Angeles' Mike Roy's Kitchen, had
a fifty-cent lunch Jan. 17 for KLAC
staffers and asked them to donate
the difference between fifty cents
and the usual cost of their lunch.
KNBC and KRON-TV San Francisco joined forces last Thursday
night to climax efforts on behalf of
the drive. Plans were to have both
stations continue the promotion as
long as contributions kept rolling
in by sonal
telephone,
telegraph or perdelivery.

AAAA

Scheduled April 3-;
AMERICAN
ASSN.
ing
Agencies will
hold ofits Advertis
34th ai ',
nual meeting April 3-5 at tin
Greenbrier Hotel, White Sulphe
Tuesday.
Springs, W. Va., it was announce
Limited by facilities availabL
at the hotel, this year's registry
tion again will be restricted to m
more than 375 persons, it wai
pointed out by the operations com
mittee. Because of this ceiling oi
attendance, the decision as U
whether media and advertise i
guests can be invited is being hel'
up to await reservations made b
people
from AAAA member agen
cies.
AAAA council and chaptei
governors will meet at the Green
brier April 2, before the genera
membership meeting starts the next
day. Annual dinner this year i;
scheduled April 4.
Plans and arrangements for the if
annual meeting are being managec
through the operations committe<
of the AAAA board of directorand are under chairmanship o
Louis N. Brockway, Young 6
Rubicam, New York.

i
WCCO
Business
BUSINESS activity continues tc
bear
prospects
a bright
'52iUgpj
first up
quarter,
it hasforbeen
reportedi
by
WCCOBakeries
Minneapolis-St.
Purities
Corp. Jan.Paul4e«i
2S
marked its 13th year of sponsor-^I'M
ship of Cedric Adams' Nighttime:, ij,
News, thrice weekly, 10-10:15 p.mjfet
Other new business included Min
neapolis Brewing Co. (Grain Belt
Beer), which renewed Bob De
Haven's Friendly Time, half-hou:
disc show, thrice weekly, with Twi
City Federal Savings & Loan picking up three other nights; "Twi;
City Ford
Dealers
Assn., whic'
bought
coverage
of Minnesota
Stati
high school basketball tournamenti
March 19-21; Northwestern Bel
Telephone, which bought six an
nouncements
perDaniels
week Midland
throug'
1952, and Archer
which increased schedule of Rolf
Hertsgaard's five-minute newscast^p
from three to four per week.

GATES

THESE
TO

MEETING

^

QUINCY,

I

ILLINOIS

OFFICES

SERVE

YOU

QUINCY, ILL.
TEL. 8202
HOUSTON, TEXAS
TEL. ATWOOD 8536
WASHINGTON, D. C. . , . TEL. METROPOLITAN 0522
MONTREAL, QUE.. ......
TEL. ATLANTIC 9441
NEW YORK CITY
TEL. MURRAY HILL 9-0200
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'Silent' Spots

O^n

tite dotted

line . . .

HORTHWEST Equipment Inc., Fargo, N. D., signs contract for MBS's Fulton
aji!i.ewis jr. news commentary, which started on KVOX that city Feb. 4. Stand^g (I) is R. L. Owens, KVOX assistant manager. Others, all from Northwest
tdqSquipment, include N. O. Jones (seated), gen. mgr.; S. F. Laskey (2d I), pres.,
and C. C. Putnam, adv. mgr.
jj

tOUR DAILY newscasts on WQAN,
Scranton (Pa.) Times station, are
Ordered by Megargee Bros., largest
et:>aper distributor in northeastern
iS ii'ennsylvania. Seated (I to r): James
W'. O'Connor, firm's sales mgr.; Cecil
iVoodland, WQAN gen. mgr.; standit ing, Bernard Swartz, station's account
ilsixecutive; Jack Hawkins, field representative for firm.

52-WEEK contract for Pauline Fredercks Reports and announcement
campaign taken on WGFG Kalamazoo,
Mich., by Harding Markets, major
food outlet. At signing are (I to r):
Seated, Herb A. Corum, v. p., and
Melvin R. Harding, pres., Harding
Markets; standing, Edwin Phelps,
salesman, and L. Joe Bolles, gen.
mgr., WGFG.

VOAI San Antonio's library facilities
ire enhanced with signature of Arden
C. Pangborn (I), gen. mgr., to conract with World Broadcasting Sysem, producer of library programs and
eatures. World sales representative
Hugh Grauel witnesses signing.
iEORGE HUNT, Mohawk Chevrolet,
or Tri-State Adv. Co., signs for newsasts on WGY-WRGB (TV) Schenecady. (L to r) are Ted Baughn, WRGB
>rog. dir.; Gulian V. Smith, v. p.,
.ivermore Chevrolet; Mr. Hunt; Robert F. Reid, station sis. sup.

RENEWAL of Calso Sports Round-up
on WWON Woonsocket, R. I., is consummated by WWON sports announcer Gene O'Neill (I), signer
Oiindo Galluccio, pres. of Preferred
Oil Co., andsales
Gene director.
Mailloux, station's

n

E3

ERNEST D. WALEN, v. p.. Pacific
Mills'
worsted
appliesLawrence,
ink to
contract
with div.,
WLAW
Mass., for fifth straight year sponsorship of Tfji's
Thur. 6:30
p.m., IsasYour
Davd Community,
M. Kimel,
account executive, approves.

WNYC
OPPOSED
Use of City Funds Hit
THE MAYOR of New York was
urged last week by Thomas J.
Miley, executive vice president of
the Commerce and Industry Assn.,
to shut down the "costly operation"
of municipal station WNYC.
"I think the answer to it," Seymour N. Siegel, director of WNYC,
said, "is that the Board of Estimate will consider a resolution authorizing us to apply for a television license when the freeze is
lifted." Forwarded to the board
by Robert F. Wagner Jr., borough
president of Manhattan, the quesday. tion was due to be liaised ThursAttacks by would-be economizers
upon the local station have been
recurrent enough to be considered
routine, Mr. Siegel explained, saying that when the city's first billion-dollar budget was proposed
about five years ago, the Citizens
Budget Committee could suggest
only one deletion: Operation of
WNYC, then budgeted at $165,000.
The station operates on $310,000 a
year at present.
Request for expanding from AM
to FM to television as well, Mr.
Siegel said, may be ill-timed in
light of the city's request for more
MUSIC AWARD
WNYC Cited by Foundation
FIRST AWARD for "public service in music" will be presented tomorrow (Tuesday) to WNYC New
York by the Koussevitzky Music
Foundation — organized in 1942 by
the late Boston Symphony conductor— during opening concert of
WNYC's 13th Annual American
Music Festival at Town Hall, New
York. Award will be presented to
Mayor Vincent R. Impellitteri by
Mrs. Serge Koussevitzky, Foundation's president and widow of the
conductor.
Authorized in a resolution passed
by the foundation's board of directors, the scroll cites WNYC's
"distinguished service to American
composers and its outstanding contribution to the cause of contemporary music." Station's Music
Festival will run Feb. 12-22.
Pentagon Meeting
ELECTRONICS manufacturers
conferred with representatives of
the U. S. Air Force and Navy on
current production problems at a
meeting held in the Pentagon Jan.
30. Discussions evolved around
aircraft problems, including those
involving flow of component parts,
as they apply to the field of areonautical electronics equipment in
the Air Force and Navy. Existing production bottlenecks were explored. The meeting was called
by R. L. Gilpatric, Under Secretary
of the Air Force, and John F. Floberg,
Navy. Assistant Secretary of the

IN ORDER to sell time, most
station sales executives develop and deliver tested
formula to buck the competition. But this was clearly
unnecessary in one instance
for Fransisco King, ownermanager of XEAA Mexicali,
Mexico, who sold 14 spots
without efi'ort. Sale occurred
when Dick Sampson, general
manager of KXO El Centro,
Calif., couldn't take accurate
field intensity tests because
of XEAA interference. Result: he bought 14 silent
spots from Mr. King.
state funds, but the imminence of
lifting the TV freeze has made it
necessary. Not anticipating any
other objections from the board,
Mr. Siegel is "hopeful" of receiving the permission.
Also under fire last week was
the film-television unit at WNYC,
whose legality was questioned in
Mr. Miley's same letter to the
mayor,
public
mention"
has been since
made "no
of the
activity.
The
eight-man section has been operating for three years, Mr. Siegel
pointed out, to produce city government films, training films and even
some public service spots for use
on commercial stations.
As for the station's service to
its municipality, Mr. Siegel explained Tuesday that when the City
Finance Committee met the previous week, only one outlet in New
York broadcast the session: WNYC.

OMAHA
COUNTIES
ROOM BUIR
280-INSURANCE
BUILDING
JOHN
&Ca.. REPRESENTATIVE
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Our Respects To
(Continued from page 52)
work was the routine bits and
lawyers do — as a law clerk.
pieces a young attorney handles
But Japan bombed Pearl Harbor
in the litigation and administrathat December and Mr. Dobin had
tion division of the Law Dept.
the unique experience of "clerking"
But, for the broadcasting indusfor four years with the U. S. Army.
Literally.
try, his early experience has meaning. He was Mr. Plotkin's asAfter going through the basic
sistant at the Washington TV aptraining mill, he wound up eventuplication hearings in 1946, the
ally a master sergeant in the office first postwar
TV hearings held.
of the Judge Advocate General at
During
those
first years, Mr.
Aberdeen Proving Grounds, in Dobin also got his
fingers in the
Maryland. His work involved re- Churchill Tabernacle case, the
viewing claims against the governdaytime skywave imbroglio, and,
ment and decisions of Army boards.
as part of his job of processingHe became, without half trying, complaints
against stations, the
indoctrinated with Army rules and Richards case.
regulations. [And now, six years
Churchill Tabernacle, a religious
later, rules and regulations are his group, had owned WKBW Buffalo,
forte.]
N. Y. When it sold the station to
As World War II came to a its present owners, it had reserved
close, Mr. Dobin began to spend time for itself under the terms of
the sale contract. This, the FCC
pass-time in the nation's capital —
considered a delegation of licensee
an hour's bus trip from Aberdeen.
Through friends at Justice responsibilities, and as such unDept., he was steered to the FCC.
lawful. The case was straightened
Late in December 1945, he ran
out when the present WKBW owners revised the contract to elimithe interview gamut at the Commission. He saw then General
nate this special tie-in deal.
Counsel Rosel H. Hyde (now a
As to daytime skywave, the Commission never officially recognized
Commissioner) , Assistant General
Counsel Harry Plotkin, then in that there is any such thing. Therefore, it had been granting stations
charge of litigation and adminison clear channels for daytime
tration, and Assistant General
Counsel Vernon Wilkinson, then in operation.
Encroachment Charged
^charge of broadcasting. Both
JMessrs. Plotkin and Wilkinson are
To the powerful clears, this was
now in private practice.
an out-and-out case of encroachIn January 1946, Mr. Dobin
ment, particularly in the hours bestarted with the FCC. His first
fore sundown and before sunup,
when, it was claimed, the daytime
stations' signals -fouled up the
transmissions of the clear chanIn Canada
nel stations — in their own backyard, so to speak.
At one time there were 10 appeals to the U. S. Circuit Court of
more people listen* to
Appeals to stop the Commission
from granting daytime stations on
Class I wavelengths without proCFRB
tection to the dominant stations.
Mr. Dobin assisted in the preparaToronto
tion of those cases.
The situation was resolved by
the Supreme Court in the landregularly than to
mark WJR Detroit decision, which
found in part for the Commission
any other station
and in part for the clears.
In the Richards case, Mr. Dobin's
part was purely fortuitous. He
^^-p HE 1950 BBM figures
was responsible for checking all
X show CFRB's coverage
complaints about stations and it
as 619,050 daytime and 653.860
was through his hands that the
night time— more than one-fifth
initial charges of the Hollywood
of the homes in Canada, conRadio News Club passed.
centrated in the market which
There's a side to Mr. Dobin that,
to the uninitiated, is likely to be
accounts
for
40%
of
Canada's
put down to brashness, but actually
retail sales.
reflects his love of a job.
In 1949 Mr. Dobin was Commission counsel in the hearings on the
license renewal of WTUX Wilmington, Del. That station was accused
by the FCC of overdoing its horserace broadcasts.
CFRB
Several times before the hearing
Mr. Dobin spent a day or two at
Representafives:
a time in Wilmington. He enjoyed
United States — Adam J. Young Jr.
himself hugely — "playing the
Incorporated
horses." When the FCC hearing
began, astounded Wilmington bookCa.'iada — Al!-Ccnada Radio
ies found themselves subpeonaed to
Facilities Limited
tell what use they made of racePage 84
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REALIG^SMENT of duties brought smiles to these Don Lee Broadcastinc
System executives. Standing (I to r) are Joe Parsons, new radio accoun'
executive; Art Mortensen, new national soles manager, Don Lee-Radio;
Marion Harris, new radio account executive. Seated (I to r) are Jack
Jennings, KHJ-TV Los Angeles account executive; John Bradley, new national
sales manager, Don Lee-TV, and John Reynolds, new KHJ-TV sales manager.
casts from WTUX in running their
hand-books.
There have been other cases
which bore the mark of Mr. Dobin's
thoroughness in preparation.
It was Comr. Robert F. Jones,
during the 1950 TV hearings, who
needled such giants of the broadcasting world as Brig. Gen. David
SarnofT and Dr. Allen B. DuMont
with references to views and recommendations on dual standards
and color they had expressed in
1941 when the first TV standards
hearing was held.
But, it was Mr. Dobin who had,
in conjunction with the Ohio commissioner, dug up their testimony
from old, dusty transcripts of that
hearing nine years before.
In May 1949, Mr. Dobin was
named legal assistant to Comr.
Jones. He thus won a niche for
himself in the FCC's legal history
by becoming
the first legal assistant to a commissioner.
Comr. Jones' admiration for Mr.
Dobin is high. When Comr. Jones
appeared before the Senate Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee last year, testifying in favor
of the McFarland Bill to reorganize
the Commission, he used his association with Mr. Dobin to point up
the practical benefits of a staff
assistant. At the same time, he
cited their association to emphasize
how the Commission can work together in the public interest — referring to his Republican Party
affiliation
andleanings.
Mr. Dobin's Democratic Party

Had normal, oral hearings beer]
held before the Commissioners, it is
his view that they would have rurj
at least 18 months — instead of the
three months they actually did.
Come March 1, when Mr. Dobir
hopes to be able to wash his hands
TV allocations,
facedissues
wit!
aof number
of other he's
critical

As head of the rules and standards division, he will be concernec
with the clear channels, daytimt
skywave, transit radio, functional
music, subscription TV, multipk
ownership, duopoly, network rules
NARBA, theatre-TV and all legislation affecting broadcasting.
Mr. Dobin is a heavy reader of
non-fiction. (Those mystery books
his associates saw him carrying
last fall were en route to his wife.)j
But lately he has discovered the
stories of F. Scott Fitzgerald ant^f!
he will start a dissertation on the, ^
"lost
hat. generation" at the drop of £°
He is
married
to the
Edith
Mazer
of New
Yorkformei'
City
When 4% -year-old Kenneth gets
on answer
the phone
these
he's likel
to
a call
for days,
his father
with
"Daddy's still at the office. He
working
hard."
To keeplittle
Kenny
there':
another
Dobincompany,
on the way.
fact, a inrace
Mr. toDobin's
mindwilil
hasIn been
see which
be first — the new Dobin or the T\
allocations cleanup.
Both are due "any day."

In July of last year Mr. Dobin
Sales, Prbgiralrning & Continuity
was made chief of the rule-making
division of the Broadcast Bureau.
N.R.B. produces an all-purpos<
He was immediately submerged in Service. Used by over 700 stations
the TV allocations proceedings.
Write for 10-Day FREE Examination.
It was he who was responsible
MERCHANDISING DIVISION
BUREAU,lO, INC.
RESEARCH CHICAGO
NATIONAL
for the idea of a "paper" hearing.
N.R.B.
BLDG.
ILL.
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lURCHASE WDGY
Hagman Group Acquires
OUP of four Twin Cities busissmen, headed by Clarence T.
Ilwanee) Hagman, last week purased WDGY Minneapolis from
e Stuart Investment Co., Linn, Neb., for an estimated halflion dollars. Mr. Hagman, an
ecutive in broadcasting since
84, left WLOL Minneapolis Friy, where he was general manner five years.
The stock transfer of Twin City
roadcasting Co., which operates
DGY, is subject to FCC approval,
ae four new owners, who would
are the stock equally, include
Hagman,
who will act as
neral manager;
George Lau,
0 owns a chain of restaurants
St. Paul and Minneapolis; Glance W. Levi, proprietor of furnie stores in both cities, and a
urth person whose identity was
t revealed. He was described as
local manufacturer.
New to Radio
0 None of the quartet except Mr.
«k!;agman has been in radio previ'« Hsly, but members of the group
ive been friends for 20 years. Mr.
agman, before joining WLOL,
as general manager of the ABC
_ sntral Division and was at one
^^;me vice president and general
janager of WTCN Minneapolis.
^ WDGY, which took the air in
♦23 and is assigned 50 kw day,
i» kw night on 1130 kc directional,
il; owned by James Stuart, Stuart
Lvestment Co., Lincoln. Other
':uart radio properties are KFOR
'Lincoln
Omaha. direct.
Negoations andwereKOILhandled
'DGY is affiliated with LBS.
If the transfer is approved, the
^;w owners will participate acvely in its management as board
embers of the Twin City firm.
Management of WLOL is exacted to be taken over temporarily
jV- Marvin L. Rosene, general man]?er of KIOA Des Moines. Both
^'ations are owned by Independent
|roadcasting Co., of which Ralph
tlass is president. Mr. Atlass is
eneral manager of WIND Chiigo.

Sharp Business
IF YOU have in your possession a safety razor with
an oddly shaped head. Archdale J. Jones, radio detective
and star of an all night show
on WBAL Baltimore, would
like to hear from you. Mr.
Jones, who built his reputation by locating missing
persons, has other talents
too. One time he patented
and marketed a new device
called the "Archdale Razor."
Last week, curiosity triumphed and Mr. Jones asked
listeners if any were still in
existence. Two days later he
received a letter from a man
in East Braintree, Mass., who
offered to send his Archdale.
WCCO
DINNER
Congress Gfoup Honored
WCCO Minneapolis-St. Paul last
Wednesday held its annual dinner
in honor of the Minnesota Congressional delegation at Washington's
Mayflower Hotel.
Among those WCCO officials attending were Gene Wilkey, general
manager; Jim Bormann, director of
news and public affairs and president of the National Assn. of Radio
News Directors, and Larry Haeg,
farm director. Other broadcasters
included Earl Gammons, CBS Inc.
vice president in Washington, and
Carl Burkland, director of CBS Radio O&O stations.
The Congressmen and broadcasters recorded an hour of roundtable
discussion which will be edited to
a half-hour for use on WCCO.
Illness Halts Talks
NEGOTIATIONS between CBS
Hollywood and the Publicists Guild
have come to an abrupt halt. Ned
Marr, chief counsel, CBS, and
Lloyd Brownfield, director of the
network's press information bureau in Hollywood, are both victims of the flu. Eugene Purver,
labor relations attorney, has been
hospitalized and surgery may be
necessary.

0iily One Sfafion gives you

KCMO reaches eleven radio homes
for every ten reached by the next

closest Kansas City station. That's
a bonus that adds up. Get proof: r
get the faas on Mid-America radio
coverage from the Conlan "Study
of Listening Habits" in the MidAmerica area. Parts 1 and 2 of the
3-part continuing study are ready.
Write on your letterhead to
in Mid-America

KCMO
5 0,0 00 WATTS
125 E. 3l5t St. • Kansas City, Mo.
or THE KATZ AGENCY
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MANPOWER
ORDER
Stirs Hill Dispute
IN A MOVE to alleviate the pinch
in certain areas hard hit by curtailment of consumer durable goods
and resulting unemployment, Defense Mobilizer Charles E. Wilson
last Tuesday issued a new manpower order designed to spread
defense contracts more evenly.
Known as Defense Manpower
Policy No. 4, the order would lay
the groundwork for placement of
additional government contracts in
existing or potential areas of excess
labor supply. The Dept. of Defense
and General Services Administration would be instructed to give
preference to such areas — Detroit,
New England and others.
The new policy was explained
to members of the Joint Committee on Defense Production in open
hearing last Wednesday. Officials
of the Office Defense Mobilization
testified on the plan which would
allow placement of such contracts
at higher cost than the bid or
negotiated price.
The price provision promptly
evoked protests on Capitol Hill,
particularly among southern congressmen who contend it would
help northern cities at the expense
of the South. Sen. Burnet Maybank (D-S. C), chairman of the
Senate Banking and Currency Committee called on ODM to "correct"
the order. ODM officials promised
to "re-examine" it.

WMOR(FM)

FM

PROMOTION
Wis. Drive Underway

SECOND series of FM promotion
campaigns under N A R T B and
Radio-Television M f r s. Assn.
auspices was set in motion last
week in Wisconsin. First of the
joint station-manufacturer-distrib21].
uter-dealer promotions started Jan.
21 in North Carolina [B»T, Jan.
Gov. Walter J. Kohler of Wisconsin was featured speaker last Sunday on a statevvide FM hookup. He
praised FM broadcasting for its
static-free reception and said many
areas in Wisconsin depend on FM
for their
nals at only
night.interference-free sigMadison Stations Originate
The kickoff program originated
of WHA-FM and WIBA-FM Madison. After the joint program each
station followed with its own program reviewing progress of FM
service in communities. A similar
p r 0 g r a m is planned later this
month.
Third of the three test drives
opens March 1 in District of
Columbia. The test promotions are
expected to demonstrate that teamwork by broadcasters, distributors
manufacturers and dealers can increase the sale of FM receivers and
stimulate FM listening as well as
to increase public interest in the
medium.

SILENCE

Questioned by Stockholders
MINORITY stockholders of WMOR
(FM) Chicago are planning a
meeting of inquiry into the reasons for the station being taken
from the air a fortnight ago.
Operated by the Metropolitan Radio Corp. of Chicago, the station was reportedly taken off the
air "temporarily" by Abraham
Teitelbaum, attoi-ney who owns
49% of the stock.
Legality of such a move without
stockholders consent is being questioned by several principals who
are attempting to get proxies from
out of state stockholders in an effort to settle the matter. Mr. Teitelbaum, unavailable for comment,
is understood to have purchased the
stock of restaurant-owner Dario
Toffenetti after a policy split at
the station. WMOR went on the
air in March 1949 and was founded
by a group of young veterans.
KLAC Signs Norman
GENE NORMAN, disc m.c. at
KFWB Hollywood for five years,
changes
to KLAC
on a longterm contract
\viththere
a $25,000
per
year guarantee plus percentage on
participating spots. Beginning Feb.
18, he will handle a four-hour show
six nights a week at KLAC, both
live and recorded. He will continue
four shows weekly on KNBH (TV)
Hollywood.

ST in
CHATTANOOGA
in the morning

ND in
CHATTANOOGA
in the evening

Source: March, April, May— Hooper
WDEF
CHATTANOOGA
1370 KC • 5000 WATTS
Carter M. Porham, President
Represenfed by BRANHAM
February 11, 1952
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CAB MEETING
Sales and TV Top Agenda
SELLING and TV are major
topics on the agenda of the annual
meeting of the Canadian Assn. of
Broadcasters to be held at the
Royal York Hotel, Toronto, March
24-27. American broadcasting industry representatives are well represented in the list of speakers
for the convention, the first to be
held in Toronto in more than a
decade.
Opening day's program includes
morning session devoted to talk
by J. Sheridan, Canadian Chamber
of Commerce, Montreal, on "The
Value of Trade Association," followed by "An Ideal Radio Presentation" by Hugh Horler, radio director, MacLaren's Adv. Co., Toronto,
and a discussion on "How to Increase Local Sales" by Ken Sobel,
CHML Hamilton, and W. T. Cruickshank, CKNX Wingham.
Afternoon of opening day will
have a panel discussion led by
Adam J. Young Jr., Adam J.
Young Inc., New York, on "Where
and How to Look for New Business," followed by "Making Salesmen More Effective" by Wallace
Parr, Manufacturers Life Assurance Co., Toronto, and Maurice
Mitchell, Associated Program
Service, New York.
Tuesday morning will be devoted
to association business, with
Maurice Mitchell as luncheon
speaker at a joint session with the
Toronto Advertising and Sales
Club. Tuesday afternoon Horace
Schwerin, Schwerin Research Institute, New York, will talk on
"Increasing Effectiveness of Radio
Commercials," followed by Ernest
de la Ossa, NBC New York, and
King Whitney, Personnel Labs.,
New York, on "Personnel Selection."
Wednesday
morning
will be

Front Office
(Continued from page 55)
appointed assistant manager. HOWARD GURNEY, KLPM Minot, N. D.,
succeeds Mr. Owens as KVOX commercial manager.
JOHN ROY WOLFE, WINZ Hollywood, Fla., and MARTIN MUSKET,
WAEB Allentown, Pa., to WMBM Miami Beach as account executives.

JIM MAYNES, manager of WFAI Fayetteville, N. C, awarded plaque
by city's USO, Center for the station's outstanding cooperation with that
organization. . . . FRANK H. ALTDOERFFER, owner and general
manager of WLAN Lancaster, Pa., cited for patriotic activities by the
city's American Legionj, . . .MURRAY T. BROWN, manager of CFPL
London, Ont., elected director for two years of London Advertising and
Sales Club. . . . SAM ROSS, assistant manager, CKWX Vancouver,
elected vice president of Vancouver Advertising and Sales Bureau. . . .
R. B. WESTERGAARD, vice president of Scripps-Howard Radio and
general manager of WNOX Knoxville, Tenn., appointed general chairman of the East Tennessee Heart Assn. Fund Drive. . . . WALLY
SEIDLER, manager, KPMO Pomona, Calif., father of girl, Barbara
Jean, born Jan. 19. . . . LT. COL. LESTER W. LINDOW, general
manager, WFDF Flint, Mich., will serve as state chairman of National
Defense Week Feb. 12-22. . . . DONALD W. THORNBURGH, president
of WCAU Philadelphia, to serve as general chairman for 1952 Easter
Seal Campaign which opens March 13.
RAYMOND W. BAKER, vice president and general manager, WARL
Arlington, Va., elected president of Arlington Chamber of Commerce.
. . . EDWIN S. FRIENDLY Jr., national director of TV sales, ABC
New York, and Natalie C. Brooks were married Jan. .31. . . . FRANK
STANTON, CBS president, will be guest speaker at the San Francisco
Press and Union League Club's dinner Feb. 15. Host at the meeting
will be ARTHUR HULL HAYES, CBS vice president and general manager of KCBS San Francisco. . . . LOUIS HAUSMAN, administrative
vice president of CBS Radio, is taking a three week holiday in Mexico.
. . . R. J. ROCKWELL, vice pi'esident in charge of engineering, Crosley
Broadcasting Corp., Cincinnati, to discuss TV problems before the Gallipolis (Ohio) Kiwanis Club March 18. . . . L. O. FITZGIBBONS, general
manager of WBEL Beloit, Wis., recuperating from ailment at Beloit
Municipal Hospital. He will be away from station for indefinite period.
devoted to cost controls, with E. B.
Chown of J. D. Woods & Gordon,
Toronto, and Joseph A. McDonald
of NBC New York, followed by a
report of the Bureau of Broadcast
Measurement committee on program rating research. Afternoon
session will be devoted to CAB
business on sales problems.
Thursday sessions will be on
CAB business, except for session
on "How to Televise Profitably,"
by W. E. Walbridge, WWJ-TV
Detroit.
'REMOTIN'ESr
WPFB Claims Unusual Title

■ ^4 Reasons Why
The foremost notional and local advertisers use WEVD year after
year to reach the vast
1
Jewish Market
^0 of Metropolitan New York
1. Top adult programming
^^^m
2. Strong audience impact
3. Inherent
I'S listener loyalty
^^^0
4. Potential buying power
^^^^^
Send for a copy of
Henry Greenfield, Managing Director
WEVD 117-119 West 46th St..
New Yori( 19
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WPFB Middletown, Ohio, 1 kw
day, 100 w night on 910 kc, claims
to be the "remotin'est" station in
the nation. Station reported that
a conservative estimate of 1951
WPFB remote broadcasts would be
about 7,000.
In presenting an average of more
than 18 remote broadcasts per day,
WPFB is giving coverage to small
towns and rural areas of the Miami
Valley.
A typical
remotes
from day's
such log
areawould
towns show
and
cities as Vandalia, Leesburg, Cincinnati, Eaton, Germantown, Oxford and Middletown, all in Ohio,
plus other broadcasts from Richmond, Ind., and Butler, Pa.

Teachers'
AFREC
FEDERAL
Radio List
Education
Committee teachers' list of selected
network radio programs for student listening was released last
week. The list was prepared by
Mrs. Gertrude G. Broderick, radio
education specialist, Office of Education, and FREC secretary. Selections were made, the announcement
explained, on a broad educational
basis, involving three major considerations. Programs had to measure up on educational significance,
quality of overall presentation and
instructional adaptability.

VIEWERS' CHOICE!
Top Programs Honore'
FIRST annual awards selection '
best
and was
TV network
gramsradio
in 1951
reported pr
la '
week by National Assn. for Bett
Radio and Television (NAFBRAT
The award certificates, a
nounced by NAFBRAT Preside
Mrs. Clara S. Logan of Los A:
geles, are said to be the first pn
sented
by a national listener-viewe
association.
Winners were selected in 10 teli
vision and 12 radio program cati
gories. Special citation was ii
eluded to the National Assn. c
Educational Broadcasters for 11
monitoring
New York studies.
and Los Angeles T'
Winning
TV programs ai
ence) :
(listed by category, not prefe:
(1) CBS-TV Studio One, drama; C
ABC -TV The Ruggles, family situatioi
(3) Dumont TV Hopkins Science R(
view, education and information;
CBS-TV 1 Love Lucy, comedy; (r
NBC-TV Show of Shows, variety; ('
CBS-TV See It Now, reporting and nev
interpretation; (7) CBS-TV Fred Wc
ing Show, music; (8) CBS-TV Unite
Nations, public service; (9) NBC-T
Zoo Parade,
program;
(1(
ABC-TV
Date children's
With Judy,
teen-agers|j

Best network radio shows an
program.
their
categories according
NAFBRAT selections are:
(1) NBC Theater Guild, drama; (5
ABC Ozzie & Harriett, family situ
tion; (3) NBC Hails of Ivy, corned
drama;
Jack (5)Benny
Sh.otj|^comedy (4)
and CBS
variety;
Edward
I
Murrow, reporting and interpretatio
of
news;
(6)
NBC
Chicago
Round
Tabh
education and information; (7) CB :
New York Philharmonic, music; (8
CBS Invitation to Learning, literatur
and/or
philosophy;
(9) (10)
CBS NBC
Let's Min
Pre
tend, children's
show;
Your
(111 NBCManners,
National teen-agers'
Farm & Homeprogran
Horn I i,
- ,« K '
agricultural;
ABC Metropolita
Opira, public (12)
service.

Plumb to H&H
WILLIAM T. PLUMB Jr., formerl;
assistant head, Civil Division, Offic
of the Chief Counsel, Bureau of In^ ,;;
ternal Revenue, is now associate),
with the radio law firm of Hogai
& Hartson, Colorado Bldg., Wash
ington. Mr. Piumb will specializv
in tax matters.
;

carries
KGW

the weight

in the Oregon
DA'Lor

Market

NIGHT
•^'^J^'*'' B50.0S0

Stalien Su
B rv. ey
• • ,95_470
SlotionC . . • ,-2 630
TOTAL BMB
FAMILIES
rron.1949 BMB

KGW

PORTLAND, OREGON
on the efficient 620 frequency
AFFILIATED WITH NBC Stotlon 0 . • •
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PITRY A CO,
NIGHTTIME
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

■nOOD selling campaign termed
I -'Operation Chain Action" will
«l aired by WBAL Baltimore in colOfi ^eration with 217 American, A & P
id Food Fair stores in the city,
addition to on-the-air selling of
;ir products, sponsors will be
ranteed feature displays in all
iticipating gi'ocery stores for a
1 week during the 13-week cycle.
SOGRAM PLANS
kxAILED outline of 1952 plans
Ir broadcasting was sent by
'AVE Louisville, Ky., to all clis, prospects, agencies and naaal representatives. Presentaon of both tentative and definite
rogramming covered public servle, promotion plans, news and
'fecial events, sports coverage
id farm broadcasts as well as
? ©men's programs and disc shows.
'•-'Ilccent was placed on fact that
''AVE's local programming is denned to suit the community where
is located.
n
THE-SPOT EDUCATION

EXVER's first classroom on the
has been inaugurated with
r EL-FM broadcasting a U. of
s^-'enver course featuring faculty
delivering student-attend31 J,3Lembei'S
lectures. Class activities — onle-spot — will continue to provide
ae format of the program. The
Recasts, designed to aid the university's adult education program,
•ave been arranged by R. Russell
jOrter, chairman of the radio de:'ijiartment, for pi-esentation Monday
-hrough Friday, 12:45 to 1:15 p.m.
■^tudent Dick Thompson is engieer-producer for the broadcasts.

.^'lOOTBALL BANQUET
URKEY dinner was served to 220
uests at the first annual collegiate
Dotball honor roll banquet sponored by WTHI Terre Haute, Ind.,
D honor 33 outstanding football
'layers. Players and their families,
^'s well as civic, educational and
'''.usiness leaders in the community,
!aw a film presentation of the 1952
';ose Bowl game and heard tran-^cribed greetings from several col';ge coaches. Dave Martin, sports(aster at WTHI was m.c.

programs

promotion

premiuins

TABLES TURN
DISC jockey contest originated by
Mai'k Sheeler, comic on the Blues
Chaser Club, aired daily on KSJO
San Jose, Calif., gave the fellow
on the other side of the mike a
chance. Ten contestants were selected from applications sent in by
listeners. These contestants acted as
disc jockeys in a two week promotion of the Blues Chaser Club.
Listeners voted for their favorite
by mail. Winner got $100 in merchandise from• —show's
• — •sponsors.
THUMBNAIL SKETCH
TELEVISION progi-am news in
form of a television column of the
air is presented by KYA San Francisco on new daily entitled
Natioyial TV News and sponsored
by the National TV stores of San
Francisco. Program reports what
is doing on TV each night and gives
story outlines, behind the scene
sketches, biographical material on
TV stars and similar news.
•— • — •
GUEST STATION BREAKS
PERSONALIZED station breaks
have been programmed by WHAY
New Britain, Conn. Instead of
having the announcer on duty give
the call letters and station slogan,
local business men, city officials
and state figures deliver the identification and mention their favorite program aired on the station.
Breaks are all tape recorded in
advance of the announcement.
LUNCHEON

NEWS

PROMOTION tie-up between Hotel Brunswick and WLAN Lancaster, Pa., was executed fortnight
ago when the station began supplying the hotel with copies of its
news bulletin. Releases are placed
on the luncheon tables. Hotel
management also places WLAN's
weekly program log in its guest
rooms, all of which are equipped
with radios.

immediate revenue produced
iHi regioitol promotion
compoigns
23 years of
service to the
broadcasting industry
HOWARD

J. McCOLLISTER

66 ACACIA DRIVE
ATHERTON, CALIFORNIA
PAUL

Qompany

DAVENPORT 3-3061

W. McCOLLISTER,

JROADCASTING

experienced sales
personnel will sell community
programs throughout
your coverage area

General Manager

Tel e c a s 1 1 n g

'MEET THE TROOPS'
NEW Army TV show, Meet the
Troops, premiered over WTOP-TV
Washington Feb. 3. The 13-week
series is designed to give the public
a close-up view of Army life. Each
Sunday show will feature film footage of troops in training and combat, in work and recreation, as
well as in schools and on the job.
Film will be supplemented by an
interview with a soldier whose
Army career parallels that shown
on film.
RADIO TEACHES MUSIC
MUSIC LESSONS by radio for the
rural school children of Saskatchewan are aired weekly on CKCK
Regina and five other independent
stations in that province to reach
boys and girls from the CanadianAmerican border to the Northwest
Territories. Simple instruction
booklets are mailed to the 70,000
pupils in rural schools to supplement the radio music lessons for
such instruments as rhythm instruments, tonettes, flutophones and
autoharps.
•— •— •
~
'WOMAN OF THE YEAR'
KNBC San Francisco promotes the
daily Judy Deane Show with a reprint of radio columnist's plug
naming Miss Deane "Woman of
the Year" in San Francisco radio
and TV. Single, glossy sheet
mailed to trade declares: "San
Francisco's number 1 critic confirms
the selection of America's number
1 advertisers." Long list of participating sponsors on Judy Deane
Shoiv are listed along with invitation to join sponsorship.
PRACTICAL

EVENTS IN EUROPE
CITIZENS of New Ulm, Minn.,
will get a glimpse of goings-on in
Europe through Walter K. Mickelson, owner of KNUJ there. Interviews are being tape recorded by
Mr. Mickelson on his trip to Norway, Finland, Sweden, England and
Germany. He airmails three quartercasthour
tapes
weekly for broadon the
station.
•— • — •
TIME SIGNALS ON TV
TELEVIEWING public of Salt
Lake City now looks to KSL-TV
for the correct time. The station has
inaugurated the use of Western
Union time signals. Every hour on
the hour the "beep tone" familiar
to most radio listeners gives viewers an accurate time check.
•— • — •
BLOTTER PROMOTION
IN AN EFFORT to increase the
time sales on WSIC-AM-FM
Statesville, N. C, station's promotion staff has attracted attention of potential customers with a
mike-shaped desk blotter. Copy
gives call letters, Mutual affiliation
and location on the dial. Accompanying the blotter is a fact sheet
telling how and why WSIC gets
results.
—
•— •— •
COLLEGE FM EXPANDS
LIVE broadcasts have replaced
tapes and transcriptions at WITJ
(FM) Ithaca, N. Y., the Ithaca College outlet. All phases of programming are handled by the students.

CIVICS

PRACTICAL lessons in city government and court procedure are
being broadcast by WBYS Canton,
111., as they originate in the Canton High School auditorium for 900
students. Principal Alvin Felts and
Mayor W. Paul Woods are cooperating in the series, which includes
a regular city council session. Station News Editor Al Horrigan handles arrangements for the station
and currently is planning a session with the police magistrate, Don
MacPhee.
PHILA. NEGRO

SOFT

'-

DRINKS

MARKET

BOOKLET giving detailed information on the purchasing power of
the Philadelphia Negro population
has been issued by WDAS there,
promoting effectiveness of station
as an advertising medium. Statistical breakdown of products purchased is based on findings of the
Associated Publishers Inc., N. Y.,
and a Philadelphia Chamber of
Commei-ce survey.

lANG-WORTH
FEATURE PROGRAMS, hir.
113 W. 57th ST.. NEW YORK 19, N. Y.
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Strictly Business
(Continued from page 18)
she became secretary to Mr. Sedgwick.
At CF.RB, as a contrast to her
main duties, she broadcast Beautiftil Lady for Nu-Back foundation
garments ("They will not and cannot ride up!") with a variety of
sentimental records, which probably pegs her as the first girl disc
jockey in Canada. Her most loyal
listener was her mother, who kept
a check on her daughter's health
by the sound of her voice.
Coming to the U.S. in 1937 (she
is now a citizen). Miss Thompson
was Chicago office manager for
Joseph Hershey McGillvra Inc.,
which represented CFRB and other
Canadian stations. Later, at
Howard H. Wilson Co., representative firm, she handled sales assignments via telephone until 1947
when she joined Meeker as a fulltime salesman.
"My worst sales job was selling
myself on Mr. Meeker's offer — I
was plain scared," she recalls.
Europe or Hawaii Next
Just back from a three-week flying trip to Mexico, where she lost
"several blouses" betting on the
bull fights, she hopes next year to
see Europe or Hawaii. In the
meantime, she will make selling
trips to Milwaukee, St. Louis and
Kansas City for three TV and 30
AM stations. She is believed to be
FOR

FINEST

TAPt RECORDING

the only women spot salesman in
Chicago.
Miss Thompson has an apartment on the North Side, a large
collection of records and a panti'y
stocked with ingredients for Yorkshire pudding — a favorite dish
with roast beef. She is a muchcounted-on regular at Radio Management Club and Television Council meetings.
BARRETT
SPEECH
Set for Atlanta Feb. 20
MAJOR address will be delivered
by Edward W. Barrett, resigning
Assistant Secretary of State for
Public Affairs, before the 24th
annual session of the Georgia Press
Institute at the U. of Georgia Feb.
20-23.
Mr. Barrett, whose resignation
was accepted by President Truman
last month, will appear as guest of
the Atlanta Constitutioyi and Journal, licensee of the Cox stations
(WSB-AM-FM-TV). Announcement was made by Dean John E.
Drewry, Henry W. Grady School
of Journalism, and Stanley Parkman, Carroll County Georgian.
The institute, of which Mr. Parkman is chairman, is a regular feature of the U. of Georgia's winter
program, co-sponsored by the Grady
School of Georgia Press Assn.
Georgia newspaper editors and
wiiters are expected to attend.
Mr. Barrett is scheduled to speak
on progress of the U. S. information and educational exchange program, including the Voice of America operation, with which he has
been largely credited the past two
Other speakers will include Wilyears.
liam T. Miller, national director of
the U. S. Chamber of Commerce
and prominent Columbus, Ga. businessman and civic leader. He will
speak at a luncheon sponsored by
the Columbus Ledger and Enquirer
newspapers (WGBA-AM-FM). Mr.
Miller also is president
of theAssn.
city's
Americanism
Information
BOTTLE APPEAL
WFCB Aids Milk Dealers

OF ENGINEERS!
Only Magnecorder offers all the flexibility, high fidelity and features you
require — at a price you want to pay!
FITS EVERY PURPOSE - EVERY PURSE!
PORTABLE ~ LIGHTWEIGHT
Recorder in one case —
AmpI ifier in the other. Easy
handling — compact!
QUICKLY RACK MOUNTED
Units can be combined for
studio operation of portable
equipment.
CONSOLE OR CONSOIETTE
Operotion ovailabt© by combining cabinets.
units in rich Magnecorder
for new catalog — wriie:

Magnocord, Inc., 360 N. Michigan Ave., ChKogo 1 , HI.
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A CRITICAL shortage of milk bottles, because
failure
to return
themof tocustomers'
dealers, laid
the
groundwork for a paid spot campaign on WFCB Dunkirk, N. Y.,
and another example of radio's
pulling power.
When dairies in Dunkirk, Fredonia and Silver Creek, N. Y., were
confronted with the shortage of
bottles and no prospect of fresh
supplies, they called on WFCB to
appeal to listenerss.
At the outset the station aired
three paid spots each day for a
week. Dealers reported such an
amazing increase in the number of
empties returned to routemen and
stores after one week that the
campaign was curtailed. The spots
were simple reminders and requests for returns and no high
pressure copy was used, the station reports.

fCC

actions

FEBRUARY

1 THROUGH

FEBRUARY 7
cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod.-modification
ERP-effective radiated power N-night
trans. -transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur. -aural
unl.-unlimited houi
synch, amp. -synchronous amplifier vis. -visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfc.
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of ne
station and transfer applications.
Febi-uary 4 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 690 kc
KSTL
St.
Louis,
— CPkw,to new
increase
power
from 1 kw Mo.
to 10
DA,
etc.
AM— 1360 kc
KCLS Flagstaff, Ariz.— CP to change
frequencycreasefrom
1340 kc
inpower from
250 tow 1360
to kc,
5 kw,
change operating hours from fulltime
to daytime, change ant,, etc.
License for CP
WTIM
Taylorville,
111, — License
for
CP which authorized new
AM station.
Modification of CP
Mich— frequency
Mod. CP.
as WDMJ
mod., Marquette,
which authorized
METER CALIBRATION
Booklet Is Issued by NBS
STANDARDS and methods used
in the calibration of certain types
of radio field-strength meters in
the 10 kc-100 mc frequency range
are described in a new publication
by Frank
M. of
Greene
of the National Bureau
Standards.
Calibration consists in measuring the overall linearity of the instrument at one or more frequencies and radio-frequency levels, as
well as the internal attenuator ratios and the antenna coeificient or
correlation factor relating field
strength to the output meter reading under specified conditions.
The circular, titled Calibration of
Commercial Radio Field-Strength
Meters at the National Bureau of
Stayidards, is No. 517 comprising
five pages and is available for 10^
from the U. S. Government Printing Ofl[ice, Washington 25, D. C.
SERVICE

change, location,
power increase,
chani
trans,
etc., for DA-N.
extension
completion date.
WCMY Ottawa,
Mod. for
CP extei^^whii
authorized
new AMHI.-station
sion of completion date.
License Renewal
Acosta, Mayaguez, P. :,
— WAEL
RenewalMarie
of license.
Application
WN.A.C-TV
Boston—Dismissed
Dismissed app
cation for CP to make equipme
changes.
February 6 Decisions ...
COMMISSION EN BANC
To Remain Silent
KPAS Banning, Calif.— Granted ai
thority to remain silent addition
thirty days from Jan. 22 pending
organization. without
Stationprior
not Commissiq
to resun i |0K
broadcasting
authorization if reorganization resul
in transfer of control.

February
6 Applications
ACCEPTED
FOR FILING . .■ —
License for CP
Licensenewfor norC]
asKUOW
mod., (FM)
which Seattle—
authorized
commercial educational FM station.
License Renewal
Following stations request renew;
of license: WGAD Gadsden, Ala., WTB It
Troy, Ala., WATL Atlanta, Ga., WSO!
Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.. WMAZ-FlJL.
Macon, Ga., WSAV-FM Savannah, Gal]
and WCHA-FM Chambersburg, Pa. h

February 5 Decisions ... j'
BY THE SECRETARY
License Extended
WPRA Mayaguez, P. R. — License e>
tended on temporary basis to May :
1952.
WSOO Sault Ste. Marie, Mich. License extended on temporary bas'f—
to May 1, 1952.
Granted License
WBAP Fort Worth— Granted licens

DIRECTORY
KV

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
Lincoln 3-2705

• TOWERS •
AM • FM • TV •
Complete Inslallations
TOWER SALES & ERECTING CO.
6100 N. E. Columbia Blvd.
Portland 11, Oregon

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
Engineer on duty all night every night
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.

DAVID & BARBEAU
TELEVISION PROJECT CONSULTANTS
STATION PLANNING and OVER-ALL GUIDANCE
P O BOX 996 3ii
SCHEMSCtAOY, NEW YOeK

BROADCASTING

Telecastinj

St

ICONSULTING

JANSKY & BAILEY
'»»> r|
BiMHliv* OfRces
I
National Press Building
9^leM and laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Va«hington7 D. C.
ADams 2414
Member AFCCE *
>ommercial Radio Equip. Co.
Sverett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
f. O. BOX 7037 JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

RADIO

&

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press BIdg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 1205
Member AFCCE *
A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

TELEVISION

A US-year background
—Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair
3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.
There is no substitute for experience
GLENN G. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Mcintosh & Inglis
WYATT BLDG. (777 14th St., N. W.)
Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

RUSSELL P. MAY
1422 F St., N. W. KaHegg BIdg.
Washington, D. C.
REpublic 3984

Member AFCCE'

Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE •

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
iBOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avonui
WASHINGTON «, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE*

,]927 15th St., N. W. REpublie 3883
I
WASHINGTON, D. C.

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

"Registered Professional Engineer"
EX. 8073
^ 1311 G St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

mi
-f

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT U15
WASHINGTON 4, D. C

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.

ROBERT

JOHN

CREUTZ

319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Consulting Radio Engineers
Quarter Ceittury Professional Exferienee
Radio-TeleviiionElectronics-Communications
1833 M St., N. W., Wash. 6, D. C.
Executive 1230 — Executive 5SS1
(Niehts-holidays, Lockwood S-1819)
Member AFCCE *

KEAR

& KENNEDY

GUY C. HUTCHESON
p. O. Box 32
AR 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

L. HAMMETT

CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
230 BANKERS INVESTMENT BLDG.
SAN FRANCISCO 2, CALIFORNIA
SUTTER 1-7545

JOHN

B. HEFFELFINGER

815 E. 83rd St.

Hlland 7010

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

Irovering
from location;
DA-N to cond.
DA-DN
WWSW-FM Pittsburgh — Granted
md changechange
in trans,
mod. CP for extension of completion
date to 8-22-52.
j WFAA
Dallas
ing change
from— Granted
DA-N tolicense
DA-DNcoverand
Granted Authority
rhange in trans, location; cond.
KMPC Los Angeles — Granted authorWADE-FM
Wadesboro,
N.
C—
Grantity to rebroadcast between 7:30 and
ed license for FM broadcast station:
7:45 p.m., Jan. 28, the tape recordings
4,15.9 mc. (Ch. 240) 285 w, ant. 440 ft.
made
communications of
amateurof emergency
station W6PLY.
'
To Change Name
Dismissed Application
KYA San Francisco — Granted mod. of
icense to change name to KYA Inc.
WRHI-FM Rock Hill, S. C— Dismissed
application for CP to reduce power of
Extend Completion Date
Station WRHI-FM for lack of prosecution.
WDMJ Marquette, Mich. — Granted
'nod. CP for extension of completion
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
tate to 3-31-52; cond.
By Comr. Rosel H. Hyde
KCBS-FM San Francisco — Granted
Eastland County Bcstg. Co., Eastland,
I -lod. CP for extension of completion
■^-ate to 9-1-52.
Tex. — Granted petition insofar as it
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

GEORGE C. DAVIS
501-514 Munsey BIdg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *
GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner BIdg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Member AFCCE •

as 5^
IP.

ENGINEERS

requests dismissal of its application and
denied insofar as it requests that application be dismissed without prejudice.
By Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond
KGBSmotion
Harlingen,
Texas— hearing
Granted onin
Dart
for further
Feb. 6 re its application; application
assigned for hearing at Washington on
Feb. 25.
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
WALT Tampa, Florida — Granted petition to amend application to change
ant. site.
February 5 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of License
KOAK Lake Charles, La.— Mod. li-

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Sealtl*, Wash.
4212 S. Buckner Blvd. 4742 W. Ruffner
Member AFCCE *
A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

ROBERT

M. SILLIMAN

1011 New Hampshire Ave., N. W.
Republic 6646
Washington 7, D. C.

WILLIAM

E. BENNS, JR.

Consulting Radio Engineer
3738 Kanawha St., N.W., Wash., D. C.
Phone ORdway 8071
Box 2468 Birmingham, Ala.
Phone 6-2924
cense to change name of licensee from
KWSL Inc. to KOAK Inc.
Amend TV Application
Chattanooga, Tenn.— WOOD Bcstg.
Corp. application
TV 27.7
station
amended
to changeforERPnewfrom
kw
vis., 13.9 kw aur., to ICO kw vis., 50 kw
aur.. change ant. height, etc.
Experimental TV Renewal
KA2XBD
Kansas
State Coll. ofManhattan,
AgricultureKan.& — AppUed
Science. Experimental TV best, license
renewal.
KG2XCV Philadelphia— Philco Corp.
Experimental TV best, license renewal.
Applications Returned
WSWN Belle Glade, Fla.— Returned
application
for relinquishment
of control, Seminole
Bcstg. Co., licensee,
through sale of 310 shares common
stock (51.7^r) to Dr. C. Harvard. Mrs.
MaryradFoy,
Clemans.Dr. Ralph Pipes and ConWLBE Leesburg, Fla. — Returned application for transfer of control WLBE
Inc., licensee, through sale of 900
shares of stock to Paul A. Husebo and
Wendell Husebo.
(Continued on page 93)
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted 204 per word — $2.00 minimum • Help Wanted 25^ per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 30^ per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $15.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
BROADCASTmc, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing. All transcriptions, photos, etc. tent
to boxcustody
numbers
are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for
their
or return.
Help Wanted
Managerial
Sales manager, upstate New York, large
market, 1000 watt independent station.
Must be experienced in independent
operation and able to prove sales
ability, excellent opportunity for right
man. Give full experience, picture in
reply. Box 6M, BROADCASTING.
Successful 250 watt network station in
south midwest established six years is
looking
for "amanager
good efficient
commercial
with amanagerproven
record of small station-high standard
successful and economical operation.
Want friendly, sincere family man who
is a hard worker and sold on radio
and not television, who can take hold
of a good station and make it produce
and maintain
a high
com-in
munity service.
Thiss standard
man mustof be
his energetic thirties and must have
had at least ten years of working exCASTING.perience in radio. Box 141M, BROADSalesman
Salesman, hard hitting, aggressive, for
high Hooperated station half million
market. Car
Top figure
compensation. Ournecessary.
men earn five
incomes. Box 193M, BROADCASTING.
Salesman, experienced, with ideas.
Large ket.
independent
marCommission station,
with good
guarantee.
Complete experience, picture, references, first letter. Box 200M, BROADCASTING.
Salesman-announcer to sell own show.
High commission with accent on sales.
The right man should do very well.
Must own car. Call Roland L.
Fowler, WGAT, Utica, N. Y.
Immediate
for reliable
salesman capableopening
of becoming
salesmanager.
Splendid opportunity. Contact Bill
Tedrick, Manager, WOKZ, Alton, IlliWe'll
pay 5wellkwfor ABC.
proven Full
time details
selling
ability.
please, WRUN, Utica, N. Y.
Announcers
$80.00 per week for good announcer at
m.idsouth station. Good market. TV
future. Replies confidential. Box 936L,
BROADCASTING.
Immediatenouncer oropening
experienced
ancombo man.
Permanent.
Box 146M, BROADCASTING.
Good announcer with first phone, permanent position friendly western
Permsylvania independent daytimer.
Seventy-five dollars for forty-four hour
week to start. Submit resume experience, photo, disc or seven one half
IPS
tape first reply. Box 167M, BROADCASTING.
Key job forperienced
better
exannouncerthan
withaverage
first class
ticket. west.
Pleasant
small
city
upper
midLong established net affiliate.
Low turnover. $75.00 and raises. Send
audition
and
facts Box 183M, BROADCASTING.
WOWO, Fort Wayne, needs good experienced staff man. Should be outstanding with disc shows and enthusiastic, friendly
commercial
Interested men forward
vitalstyle.
statistics,
photo, disc or tape, station manager
references. Starting salary commensurate with ability. Box 201M, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Three announcers with first
phones. $350.00 per month, 45 hour
week. Box 202M, BROADCASTING.
KCBS hired our last two men. Need
announcer with firit class ticket immediately. KAFP. Petaluma, Calif.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
South Texas fulltime independent has
opening for staff announcer. Permanent
position.
Full KCTT,
details Gonzales,
and references, first
letter.
Texas.
Experienced announcer able to handle
own controls KGHL, Billings, Montana.
Dependablemediatelyannouncer
needed
imfor 5 kw midwest
station.
Must be able to handle console. Expanding market. Address replies to
KLPM, Minot, North Dakota.
Boomtown, U. S. A.! We have fruit, oil,
gas, uranium ore and a new broadcast
station
New
Mexico.located
What inwe■ northwestern
need is another
good
combination
announcer-engineer.
Opportunity
and salary
open for a good
reliable man. Housing available.
Please send disc or tape along with
letter giving previous experience to
KVBC, Farmington, N. M.
News man — Age: In twenties. Stress
is on reporting ability. Newspaper
background will be given preference.
We will work with you on air style.
Our preference is for man with basic
ability, desireoperative.
to Contact:
learn,KWKH
mature,News
coBureau, (CBS 50 kw) P. O. Box 1387,
Shreveport, Louisiana.
First phone — announcer. $80.00 44 hour
week. WCTA, Andalusia, Alabama.
Sportscaster, excellent opportunity for
experienced man who has sports
"knowhow."
scile. plus
talent. Send Graduated
letter of pay
qualifications,
salary expected, photo and audition to
Station WFDF, Flint,. Michigan.
Newsman, emphasis local newscasting
with necessary paper cooperation.
Must type. Good voice and delivery
necessary. Send disc or tape and full
details WGEM, Quincy, 111.
Combination announcer-engineer, start
imm.ediatelv. Emphasis on announcing.
Wire or phone WJON, ABC in St.
Cloud, Minnesota, call 1240.
Cleveland's
best, WSRS,
needs newsmen, hard working,
experienced.
Must
understand bigquirements.city
news bureau
Field reporting
plus reair
work. Send newscast audition, give
employment record, character references, educational and family background. Must own automobile. All
replies honored in strictest confidence
for protection of all applicants. Write
Operations
dio Center, Manager,
Cleveland WSRS,
18, Ohio.Inc., RaQualified announcer with first phone.
Sixty dollars forty hours. WTRR,
Sanford, Florida.
Farm director-announcer. $75-$90 weekly depending on man. Send letter,
disc, photo. WVOT, Wilson, N. C.
Technical
First class engineer. No experience required. Virginia network station. Box
238K, BROADCASTING.
Combination announcer-engineer
wanted tionfor
chief engineer's
by stain Hawaii.
Good, job
permanent
position for the right man. Experience
in maintenance of speech and RP gear
essential.
Preference
given toSend
experienced small
station chiefs..
full
details plus audition tape to Box 765L,
BROADCASTING.
Keliable, experienced, technically proficient chief engineer wanted by station
in important Texas city. Box 157M,
BROADCASTING.
Young first class operator to assist chief
engineer in control room, transmitter,
installation of broadcasting equipment
and two way mobile radio units. Must
have car, be neat workman. Excellent
opportunity upstate New York. Give
draft status. Box 7M, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Engineer, 1st phone, net affiliate,
northern Indiana. $65.00 40 hours.
Combined st'adio xmtr operation. Paid
hospitalization,
life BROADCASTING.
insurance and vacations. Box lllM,
Combination engineer-announcer, first
phone. Good voice. Ability to sell on
commission. Sixty to start. Audition
required. Midwest. Send particulars.
Box 152M, BROADCASTING.
Operator of stable temperament, good
character needed by station in Texas
ING. city. Box 158M, BROADCASTresort
First class
engineer-announcer,
town
in Kentucky,
$60 per weeksmallto
start, opportunity to earn more. Write
190M, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Engineer with first class license. Immediate opening. Car necessary. $1.35 Wisconsin.
per hour, 40-hour
Northern
Box week.
205M,
BROADCASTING.
First phone operator, Baltimore area.
Experience not necessary. Complete
personal information first letter. Box
210M, BROADCASTING.
Engineer radio broadcasting, first class
license required. Must do announcing.
Start $57.75 for 40 hours. Rapid raises
begin in six months to $82.50 in two
years. Contact Herbert Brandes,
KDRO, Sedalia, Mo.
Engineer, first class license with or
without experience. Established network affiliate city 25.000. Average living conditions
condition. and
Top many
salary,benefits.
best working
Ken
Marsh, KWNO, Winonu, Minnesota.
Wanted: Transmitter engineer for permanent position with regional station.
Salary and full details first letter. Car
required. WGAC, Augusta, Ga.
Wantedator.
— First
phone
Directional
also transmitter
FM. Contactoper-D.
B. Trueblood, WGBR, Goldsboro, N. C.
Have Immediate opening for first class
operator, studio and transmitter work.
Experience not necessary. Write WHDL,
Olean, New York, for further information.
Immediateerator.opening
for 1stIron
classRiver,
opContact WIKB,
Michigan, now.
WLEC, Sandusky, Ohio, offers permanentcationposition
for engineer.
Fineweek.
vaplan. $60.00
per 40 hour
Air conditioned modern station in
Ohio's vacationland.
Need
immediately,
engineer-announcer
with first
class license.
WMJM, Cordele,
Georgia.
Engineer first ohone. some announcing,
$60,00
start,LBS6' day
week,WNER,
immediate
opening.
affiliate,
Live
Oak, Florida.
Announcer with 1st phone, opportunity
to do some selling too. Salary dependent on abilitv and experience.
WPLA. Plant City. Florida.
Immediate opening for transmitter
operator. No experience necessary.
$50.00 for 44 hour week. Address reply
Radio
tuckv. Station WSIP, Paintsville, KenCleveland's best, WSRS. needs engineers, first class every respect for permanent job at Cleveland's popular "All
American
Family Station."
full
details including
first classGive
license
number, character references, employment record and recent photo. Must
own automobile. All replies honored
in strictest confidence for protection
of all applicants. Write Operations
Manager,
Inc. Radio Center,
Cleveland WSRS,
18, Ohio.
Immediate opening for first class licensee. No experience required. 1000
watt
daytime.
Coshocton,
Ohio.Chief Engineer, WTNS,

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Engineer or announcer-engineer. In
mediate opening, WVOS, Liberty, N, Y
Production-Programming, Oth*r(
Impersonate voices well known celeb
rities,
Crosby,DJ etc?
Do quick-witted
imaginative
patter?
Spontaneou
improviser? Ohio station. Box llOM
BROADCASTING.
I
Wanted
—
Radio,
commercial
directs
and time salesman for Pennsylvan
station inGood
unusually
interesting
teritory.
opportunity
for rigii
man. Write to Box 176M, BROAD
CASTING.
Iowa station, wants good all-rouncc
copywriter.
Give complete
detail: i
and when available. Salary in line
with ability. Air work desirable bu i
not essential.' Box 199M, BROAD
CASTING.
Need
promotion-merchandis
ing manfulltime
for medium
station, mediun
market. Applicant must possess work ]
ing knowledge of radio, newspaper, out i
door and stunt promotional media
Some merchandising ideas if not exrequired. State
par- i
ticulars. perience
References,
salaryfull
require!
ments first letter. WORZ, Orlando
Florida.
Wanted:
Copywriter-announcer.
Send
audition tape,
sample copy and photc
to
Adrian
White,
KPOC,
Pocahontas
Arkansas.
Opening near future for qualified pro :
gram director-chief announcer. MusH
ministrative
have proof ofcompetence.
programmingGoodand voicead-'
requisite. No desk man need apply:
Forward full specifications and references first letter. State salary require-t
ments. WORZ, Orlando, Florida. _j:ii
Television

Salesman
Topflight salesman for television sta-f-'
tion in important
eastern
market.
Outstanding opportunity
for man
of proven
sales record,
administrative
and
executive ability to move up to bigger
job astion first
timeletter,
warrants.
Full and
informacharacter
busi
ness references. Box 224M, BROAD :lba
CASTING • TELECASTING.
Technical
ail:
Engineer
for expanding
station IstJ-!
class
license.
Prefer TVTV experience,
AM experience considered. Please state
experience and education. Starting
salary
Box 70M. BROADCAST-lJ
ING • $75.00.
TELECASTING.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Successful manager available. Widely
known manager
offersin 11
yearsregional
management experience
local,
and
50
kw
stations.
Capable
adminis-t
trator with proven record of profitable,
operation in major markets. Thoroughly .
grounded all phases — commercial, mer-, ! [
chandising,
promotion.
age
CA
IN
44.
FullST
information
upon Married,
request and^;^
interview arranged. Box G.
170M, BROADi,;;,!
I haveence I would
over 10like
years
of radio
experito put
to work
for
you. Have had experience in every
phase of radio. Proven sales record.
If your station
in need ofof producing
a general . :
manager
who isis capable
as well as inspiring others to producer
lets my
get together.
am married,
family,
in
thirties. IPresently
employed.
Would
prefer
salary important
and overide.
Se-'
curity
and future
factors.
BROADCASTING.
Replies
Confidential. Box 181M,
Vice president and general manager)!
having sold his interests seeks man-*
agership
or executive
in radio,
TV
or allied
business.position
Must have
op- ",
portunity to earn commensurate with j
ability.
Twenty-fivesales
years
in
administration,
and experience
talent or ji
major
stations
and
markets.
Finest
references. Box 182M. BROADCASTING.
Not a magician. Just a good business
man looking for station which can use
better management and better returns i
BRO
ADC
AST
ING
. 19lMj,
on
capital.
Prefer
situation
with
in- '
vestment
possibilities.
Write
Box
Management-programming team: husband, wife;
ten years
position
midwest
small radio.
marketSeekstation:
capable tions.
setting
up,
directing
all
operaSober, responsible; want to
build home
in small station.
community.
Employed metropolitan
Box 195M,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
ager, twelve years bottom-to-top
^ground
all phases
radioannouncing,
from copy
rnanagement
including
Auction, sales. Modest budget ope)n
experience. Box 203M, BROADiTING.
fiager-sales manager, strong sales
dership and direction, presently sales
jiager very successful independent
nighlv cornpetitive. major TV marIn;tiveKnows
must AM be answer
big. toBoxTV.207M,
DADCASTING.
leral manager, successful backund all phases competitive inendent and affiliate station operais. also regional network sales and
Tagement.
Strong selling,
on sound
promming, aggressive
thorough
motion and merchandising. 40
:rs old; sober family man; 15 years
:radio. Not interested in just any
nection but looking for a sound
Iiposition where ability, experience
I
hardbutwork
will pay
em-ved
available
for off.
rightNow
opening
en
desired.
Box
208M.
BROADSTING.
neral, commercial manager. 8 years
'>erience radio, salesman, sales manr, general maanger. Best recomndations. Very strong programig, sales, profits. Competition no
lect. Available March. Would coner
buying in. Box 219M, BROADSTING.
Tunercial manager must sacrifice
id job because climate adversely
;cts health of his family. Doctor
'ommends return to southern loca- Ji.
15 years
in adminiation,
sales,experience
programming.
Box
M, BROADCASTING.
Salesman
i; slrtsleeve executive with extensive
:io sales experience, creative abihty,
■ able of independent judgment, well
sed in sales tools and knowledge of
- -ional markets, looking for position
salesmanager-manager of progrese radio station in south or south. ^Bt.toward
Personala interview
lookpermanentdesired,
connection
t has a verifiable potential with incased income as potential is deijoped.
Presentlyof employed
acmt executive
agency inas deep
th. Formerly manager two radio
jtions,Stations,
assistant trade
to manager
Key Net:!k
magazine
and
Jvspaper. College graduate, married,
Osschildren,
own
car,
debt
free.
AdBox 197M, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
.tsatile,
experience,
exemptmusic
anijncer; commercial draft
newscasts,
^>ws, DJ work that sells, married,
.jferences available
5-year
™l,;kground.
Possibly covering
available March
"* ortscaster
Box 48M,veryBROADCASTING.
strong on all sports,
y-by-play baseball, basketball, and
itball, also boxing blow-by-blow,
a sell. Would like baseball play-by_ .y this spring. Excellent references.
ii lailable
March
Any offer conered. Box
171M,1.BROADCASTING.
=i|-rning
man, presently
employedreloca5000
^tt network
affiliate seeking
iti with progressive network station
I/where. Good background and exJ ience for radio or TV. Let my tape
'i photo prove I sell with my per•'•fjiality. College, vet. Exempt, Box
" nouncer
M, BROADCASTING.
TV experience plus 15 years
I seeks permanent position. Married,
i child. Will go anywhere. All regs
answered. Box 175M, BROADSTING.
omnia! Experienced deejay wants
work from midnight on. Comes with
without own show.
Box 179M,
OADCASTING.

nouncer-engineer,
4 years
experi:e.
Excellent voice,
authoritative
le. All types music. Graduate,
ding announcing school. Young
lily man. Give full details. Box
M, BROADCASTING.
Drts and staff. Six sponsor-pleasing
irs top baseball play-by-play, plus
ly personalized sportscast on highly
•cessful
net affiliatestation
in medium
size
rket. Presently
manager,
e 33, college grad. married. Desire
J>rida
or Gulf Coast. Box 187M,
OADCASTING.
:>rtscaster, experienced all sports.
;vy on baseball, also strong on ad
. news, sales. 29, married, veteran,
mt good year-round sports town,
■manent.quality
Now employed.
.•notch
job. Let Guarantee
me show
"T Disc, details on request. Box
■yi. BROADCASTING.
':iouncer-newscaster.
Three
years
id experience. University
graduate,
teran. Top references. Photo, disc
; request. Box 192M, BROADCAST-

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Newscaster, network experience; top
agency references. Maintaining higher
Hooper than all other newscasters combined, in state's largest city. Box
194M, BROADCASTING.
Experienced sportscaster, 29, single,
desires play-by-play position. Will go
anywhere
rightBROADCASTING.
offer. Tape available. Boxfor
198M,
Newscaster. Washington trained. Curfeatured References.
regional net.BoxReasonablerently
minimum.
204M,
BROADCASTING.
Talented, versatile announcer. Harvard
University grad. Big voice. Strong
on commercials, news, sports and DJ.
Experienced. Studying for 1st ticket.
Married;
CASTING. new car. Box 212M, BROADAnnouncer - control board operator.
Trained all branches radio. Limited
experience. Desire chance to develop
abilities. Family man. Draft exempt.
Will travel. Disc available. Box 213M,
BROADCASTING.
Sportcaster:
Network
caliberfullplay-byplay all sports,
desires
sports
schedule. Ex pro ball player, married,
draft
exempt.
Box
214M,
BROADCASTING.
Mr. and Mrs. combination available
for radio not stereotyped, we have
fresh approach — ad lib start to finish
with
and good
earth songs
commercials
thatpiano,
really down-tosell! A
complete
package
with
woman
listening appeal, a neighborly visit backed
by years of proven commercial results.
Thorough knowledge all phases radio —
pictures
show-busihess
not medium
"knowit-alls" — —just
plain folks. yet
Prefer
sized midwest city where we can establish permanent home. Money not primary consideration. Presently employed large western
NewMarch
York First.
station— resignation
effective
Box 215M. BROADCASTING.
Major league sportscaster available
immediately.
Background
includes
radio and TV handling
of major
league
baseball (3 years), pro football AM &
TV one year. 6 years of major college football.
Plusbasketball,
special AM-TV
baseball,
football,
boxing
and wrestling.
Can
conduct
sports and
reviews on radio and TV, write
produce as well as voice. Excellent
references.
Write
Box G.
222M, BROADCAST
IN
Publicity-promotion gal. Fresh ideas,
good erly
execution,
solid knowhow.
Formpublicity director
of top network
major market affiliate. Conscientious,
capable, stable (stable all right — weighs
about
200.) Box 223M, BROADCASTING^
Announcer, college graduate, mid
twenties, veteran, experience 250 to
5 kw, all phases, available immediately.
Box 225M, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer available. First
class inglicense,
experience since
'47. Sellquality, dependable
worker.
Last
position
one
year.
No
draft
vet,
ried, 32, car, best references. TV, marAM.
Frank Berry, Athens, Ohio.
Technical
Chief engineer who can announce needs
$75.00 a week or better. Box 178M,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer,ence.
1stAM-FM-TV.
phone, IVz
yearsnortheast
experiPrefer
Union
station. Box 218M, BROADCASTING.
First phone: IV2 years experience,
broadcasting and communications.
Graduate radio-TV school, single,
draft exempt, available immediately.
Box 226M. BROADCASTING.
Engineer, 1st phone, experienced, California station only. Box 227M, BROADCASTING^
Chief engineer seeks position with employer who expects top performance
and willing to pay for same. 17 years
experience. Best references. Box
228M, BROADCASTING.
Engineer,
phases AMFM.
One experienced
year chief.all Married,
26.
Presently employed northeast. Available
two
weeks.
Box
229M,
BROADCASTING^
Experienced combination man available. Have worked in all departments.
Handle all phases. Minimum salary
$75.00 tails
forfirstforty
week.BoxFull233M,
deletterhour
please.
BROADCASTING.
First phone license. Radio, television
graduate 2200 hours. Theory-practical
work. Dependable, married, draft
exempt.
Prefer100 east
Clarence Williams,
West coast.
139th Street,
New York City. AU 3-0122.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Program
director-announcer-salesman
for
five kilowatt
radio or television
station. College graduate, 28, eleven
years experience.
record. now
Excellent references.Prefer
Southerner
with CBS 5 kw. Contact Box 217M,
BROADCASTING.
Top local newsman in major market
desires advancement. Experienced,
ING.
ambitious.
Box 188M, BROADCASTProgram
director, newscaster.
Topnotch authoritative
voice. Excellent
knowledge of music, smooth programs.
Three years experience. Young, draft
exempt, college degree. Employed.
Box 196M, BROADCASTING.
Girl copywriter experienced and roughly trained, good commercial copy. Can
handle
women's,
and dramatic shows.
Collegechildren's
grad. Sample
copy
and
disc
available.
Box
206M,
BROADCASTING.
Prefer active participation to passive
demonstration.
Former university
instructor, BS (theatre),
MA (radio),
desires TV writing, producing position.
Wide background: radio writing, professional theatre, acting - directing.
Writer of one-act plays, over seventy
radio dramatic scripts, four successful
stage revues. Imaginative, thorough,
persuasive director. Extensive knowledge stage make-up, scenery, costumlighting.
Single 28, draft-exempt.
Box ing,
220M,
BROADCASTING.
Program-sports director. Knowledge
entire station operation. Conscientious,
married, veteran. Box 230M, BROADCASTING.
Television
Announcers
Young man wants job in TV station.
Experience
as announcer,
actor, direc-•
tor. Box 136M,
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
TV stations — attention! Give a guy a
break, will ya? Have been in radio
four years, announcing, acting, producing, programming.
Lots of23 years
stage old.
experience. Single, veteran,
Presently employed as chief announcer
with CBS kilowatt. All replies will be
answered. Please ???. Box 216M,
BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING.
Technical
Techician, one year experience at
WSYR-TV. Masters Degree in television from Syracuse University. Operate all equipment. Veteran. Box
ING.
232M, BROADCASTING • TELECASTProduction-Programming , Others
I have 18 years experience N.Y. stage,
Hollywood screen and TV as actor. Interested in TV production-programming. Will relocate. Salary secondary.
CASTING^
Box 211M, BROADCASTING. • TELEFor Sale
For sale — Muzak wired music operation
at inventory in western territory of
500,000 pop. Box 129M, BROADCASTING.
Stations
250 watts, fulltime. Western state.
Earns $1500 month. Excellent equipment. $37,500 mostly cash.. Box 172M,
BROADCASTING.
Southern station, weekly newspaper.
$14,000 net, both, $75,000. Box 231M,
BROADCASTING.
Equipment, etc.
For sale: RCA field intensity meter,
S08-A,
frequency range 120-18000 kc.
CASTING^
Excellent condition. Box 98M, BROADFor sale. Magnecord PT6-P amplifier
and PT6-A recorder in portable cases.
Now in use but available immediately.
Box 184M, BROADCASTING.
General Radio 916-A radio frequency
bridge
and standard resistor. Brand
CASTING.
new. Make offer. Box 186M, BROADComplete 250 watt equipment. Tower
to records. Includes 251 foot Truscon
tower. RCA BTA-250L transmitter,
monitors and limiter, RCA consolette
7P-B4. Pickering arms and reproducers,
office equipment. First reasonable offer
accepted.
Gerald O'Grady, North
Adams, Massachusetts.

(Cont'd) monitor,
General For
RadioSalemodulation
model 731 A, $150. Western Electric
frequency monitor model 10, $250.
Write KFVD, Los Angeles 5, Calif.
Complete RCA 5 kw model 5-C AM
transmitter, spare tubes and Western
Electric 1-C frequency monitor (960
kc).. Excellent condition. Will crate
for shipment. Reasonably priced.
WDBJ, Box 150, Roanoke, Va.
Complete 10lesskwantenna.
BTF-lOB
RCA dual
FM
transmitter
Includes
exciters with change-over panel,
Hewlett Packard or General Electric
frequency and modulation monitor,
transmission line monitor, harmonic
filter, external
blower
and powerandtransformer, 2Collins
6P preamps
one
6M Collins program amplifier. Complete cluded.
blueprints
tube This
records
inLots of and
spares.
equipment
used
less
than
two
years.
Contact William C. Ellis, WFAA, 1122
Jackson Street, Dallas, Texas.
For sale — One 160 foot guyed Wincharger tower, can be built to 225 feet.
Complete with guys, lighting equiplightingYouchoke
and conduit.
Ready toment,ship.
pay freight.
$1500.
Contact WMGR, Bainbridge, Ga.
Will sell famous classical library originally assembled
by Washington
Post
when owners
of WINX
at a cost of over
$30,000. Includes many rare collectors
items. Write
or call
Broadcasting Company,
8th United
& I, N.
W.,
Washington, D. C, Republic 8000.
Wanted to Buy
Equipment etc.
Wanted: 5 KW AM transmitter. Also:
1 kw andmitters.
10 kw
shortprice,
wave please.
transDescription,
Box 57M. BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Old radio broadcasting equipment, pre 1930 microphones, amplifiers,
speakers, receivers, etc. What have
you? Send lists and prices to Box 185M,
BROADCASTING.
Will pay cash for General Electric 250
watt FM transmitter and monitor.
WJOC, Jamestown, New York.
Help Wanted
Announcers
DISC JOCKEY
WANTED
Must have proven success record as D.J., in a competitive
market. A real opportunity
awaits the man who can deliver. 5 kwi. network station,
metropolitan north central market. Give full particulars about
previous experience, salaries
earned and expected, and attach small photo. Confidential.
Box 450K, BROADCASTING

♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
J
WANTED
J
oO.OOO-Watt
... a
♦ only
Immediately
for theIndependent
Pacific Northwest's
♦ TOP
NOTCHwho morning
Must A.
be a man
knows howdisctojockey!
run a morn♦ show.
ing show!
Must manwantwilltobe doestablished
morning
The right
personality!
Send airbestcheck,
♦ Ing
as the
NORTHWEST'S
earlycomplete
morn- ^
♦ Hal
background,
photo andDirector.
references to . . .
Daris, Program
♦ KING — SEATTLE 4
^AFFILIATED WITH KING-TV &^
^SEATTLE POST-INTELLIGENCER ^

New Business
(Continued from page 16)

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
WANTED
EXPERIENCED NEWSCASTER
Mustair.gather,
write, edit wire, deliver
on
Contact
RADIO STATION KSTT
Davenport, Iowa

same city, to handle Dr. Brown's Gel-ray, True-Fruit and Sehultz's BeV
erages accounts.
SARDEAU Inc., N. Y. (Suspicion Perfume), names Wexton Co., samijit
city.
j

Productioyi-Programming, Others
NEEDED

IMMEDIATELY

By 50,000 watt network outlet in
major market a radio personality
with thorough MC experience to
handle LIVE TALENT & RECORD
PROGRAMS. Must be experienced. Send photo, biography,
references, expected salary and
tape or disc to Box 235M,
BROADCASTING.

SERIES of concerts by the Seattle
Symphony Orchestra has been purchased by Frederick & Nelson, department store, for airing on KJR Seattle
during the current season. Discussing broadcasts are (I to r): Arthur E.
Gerbe! Jr., assistant general manager
of KJR, which has scheduled seven of
the eight concerts; Arthur Fiedler,
giiest conductor of the Seattle Symphony, and Alexander Hull, radio director of Frederick & Nelson and
announcer for the series. One broadcast will be heard on another station
because of conflict in time schedules.
School

Television
Produc tio n-Programmin g , Others
HELP WANTED
Skilled publicity writer by large
midwestern radio-television organization. Give resume of
background and experience ;
state salary required. Addreas
Box 96M, BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING.
jSituations Wanted
Announcers

SRT- Radio
AMERICA'S OLDEST BROAOCASTIKG SCHOOL
Intemive full or part time
COURSES
%

D.J. or LIVE
(informal style)
Metropolitan success story. Disc, photo,
references. Stable. Prefer N. Y., Cfigo..
L. A.. Mpls.. or similar markets.
Box 209M, BROADCASTING

ANNOUNCING • ACTING ^
SCRIPT WRITING • ADVERTISING
Outstanding faculty of
Network Professionals
Co- Educational • Day or Evening
Small Classes
Approved for Veterans
Write for Prospectus
DEPT. H
School of Radio Technique
RKO BIdg , Radio City, New York 20, N. Y.
228 Soulh Wabash Ave., Chicago 4, Illinois-

For Sale

Employment Service

PERSONALITY

AVAILABLE

Equipment etc.
FOR SALE
5 kw AM model 355-E-1 Western
Electric Transmitter in good operating condition.
KHQ
Spokane
Washington

EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
We have
selected Managers;
General, Commercial and Program
Chief
Engineers, Disc Jockeys and other
specialists. Delays are costly; tell
us your needs today.
Howard S. Frazier
TV d- Radio Management Consultants
728 Bontl RI.Ik-. Washmfrton 5, D. C.
I ■ ■ ■ !■ 1 ■ ■ iTi ■■■■■■■■■■■■■■umiii,

Major
With

Market
Favorable

Opportunities
TV Potentials

California

IVew England

A very successful and well
established network station located in one of California's most
desirable larger markets. Ideal
living conditions.

Controlling interest in a splendid 5,000 watt network facility
located in one of the first fifty
markets in America. Showing
consistent increase with unusual
TV situation.

Appraisals

• Negotiations

• Financing

BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NeWSPAPER BROKERS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
Lester
M. Smith
James W. Blackburn
Ray
V. Hamilton
Tribune
Tower
Washington Bldg.
235 Montgomery St.
Exbrook 2-5672
Delaware 7-2755-6
Sterling 4341-2
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ROBERTS, JOHNSON & RAND DIV. of International Shoe Co., s]'^
Louis, names Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Chicago, to handle entire lir
replacingshoes only. contract with same agency to handle children's and men
MOTOROLA Inc., New York (television, home, portable and automobij
radios), appoints Getschal & Richards, same city.
city.
HOUSE OF MAPLE, S. F. (furniture), appoints Lee Wenger Co., san
DIANOL SALES Corp., AUentown, Pa. (paint, insecticide products)
names Marfree Adv., N. Y., to handle radio campaign.
i,
THE FURNITURE FOUR, Portland, cooperative buying and promotio
organization
of retail furniture stores, appoints Jack Clenaghen Adv
same city.

F. S. HARMON Co., Tacoma, Wash, (furniture manufacturers), name^k
The Condon Co., that city, to direct advertising and public relations. W
SCIENTIFIC BRAKE SERVICE LABS, and HOLWIN Corp. (electronim
ics, refrigerator defrosters), both Chicago, name Schoenfeld, Huber (ijfj
Green, same city.
HOFFMAN RADIO Corp., L. A., appoints Wolcott & Assoc., same cit^,
MILES LABS., Toronto, names Robert Otto & Co. to handle its extensiv
campaign for Alka-Seltzer and One-A-Day multiple vitamin capsules,

EDWIN W. EBEL, director of sales and advertising for Post Cereals ri
named advertising director of General Foods Corp., N. Y.

JOHN MOORE, former partner of Aubrey, Moore & Wallace, ChicagcjoD
has started 17-week free evening course in advertising at Pasaden;i II
(Calif.) City College.
W. D. HOGUE to Procter & Gamble Co. of Canada, Toronto as advertis,
ing director and member board of directors.
Feature of Week
(Continued from page 18)
brand representatives the following night.
Played host to Fred Dodge, head
of the NBC Merchandising Dept.,
who was accompanied by Matt Barnett, Chicago office manager for
NBC Merchandising Dept.
Filmed and narrated a 20-minute
sales promotion movie, complete
with color and sound.
Showed new station facilities to
Sterling Beeson, vice president of
Headley-Reed Co., New York; Harold Barrett, Headley-Reed Co., Detroit; Fred Knorr, president-general manager, WKMH Dearborn;
John Wismer, president-general
manager, WHLS Port Huron; William Porter, attorney and ex-president. Federal Communications Bar
Assn., Washington, D. C.
Held a staff dinner party for
those WSAM employes "still able
to Promotion
navigate." was planned by Milton
Greenebaum, president, Saginaw
Broadcasting Co., and Jack Parker,
WSAM vice president-general manager.
FIFTH year as organist on WSPB
Sarasota, Fla., has been started by
Bob Swain, featured Men. through
Sat. 5-5:45 p.m. Show still retains
three of its original sponsors.

WPPA

in Promotioi
& Unite
'JOURNAL'

w
WPPA Pottsville, Pa., and ThAu
Pottsville Journal are cooperatinjjiepr.S
in a joint promotion venture tiite
bring listeners up-to-the-minut'
local news.
Monday through Friday, a newsH:
paperman is heard over WPPA a
4 p.m. in a five-minute local new
summary. Voice recordings o!j
newspapermen are heard all moriv
ing, promoting the afternoon news
cast.
Ed Romance, WPPA progran

director,
tion
is a believes
forward that
stepsuch
for coopera
the sta fK'
tion. He said, "We have been i^'

operation
almost
six years.
al''^^^'
that
time the
newspapers
wereIncole,
in their relations with this ne^
medium. However, we never die
antagonize them figuring that w<^^j^
are all in the same boat, and ai
long as people advertised, w<
should be happy. Our theory is thai'
all media should be used, whenever
possible in advertising. We hopf
that our arrangement with th«'
newspaper sets an example in al!
markets where newspapers try tc :t'6

shove radio or vice versa."
BROADCASTING
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FCC Actions
(Continued from page 89)
jtbruary 7 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 810 kc
San Juan. P. R. — SSA for 810
kw--D. 10 kvv-N, DA.
on of CP
ES MiMochdiigfiancatiCit
y, Ind.— Mod. CP,
mod., which authorized power inratn ingof hou
rsleti
e,teope
w e.DA-N,
;^ !-^asex
andon nedat
nsio
comp
s,
WF
.
er
WS
Ft. My
Fla — Mod. CP,
tLch authorized new AM station, for
al trans., ant. and main studio
J^jrov
nations.
IVRSW Warsaw, Ind.— Mod. CP, as
od., which authorized new AM staa [in, for extension of completion date.
RTVICF (FM) Memphis, Tenn. — Mod.
•, which authorized changes in FM
ition to change ERP and ant. height.
License Renewal
e"ollowing
stations request renewal of
ease:
~j. ivVTNB Birmingham. Ala., WRAG
-,xroUton, Ala., WFMH Cullman, Ala.,
HBS HuntsviUe, Ala.. WMGR Bainidge, Ga., WMOG Brunswick, Ga.,
. MJM Cordele, Ga., WWNS States■3Sro, Ga., WACL Waycross, Ga., and
PRA Mayaguez, P. R.
Application Returned
Fla. — REmJrWPDQ
JRNED Jacksonville,
application for acquisition of
ntrol by James R. Stockton through
tirement to treasury of 18 shares
mmon stock (60%) by Linton D.
^Jliggs Jr.
TREIBERT COMMENDED
By Macy's Straus
,j|pIXCIDEXT vAth completion of
.e merger of R. H. Macy & Co.'s
OR New York radio and televi•on properties with those of Gen•al Tire & Rubber Co. [B«T, Feb.
Jan. 21], Macy's president, Jack
Straus, sent a letter to WOR
resident Theodore C. Streibert
•mmending him and "each indi'dual in your organization" for
'ill your effort and accomplishment
-er the years of Macy ownership."
ed last week,
\» ( The letter, releas
Id Mr. Streibert that "your or'mization may well take great
'itisfaction and pride in achieving
18 position of prominence in your
■ dustry which is enjoyed by WOR.
jven more important, you have
30 established WOR in the hearts
id minds of the vast population
hich you serve as a faithful friend
id important influence in their
es."
Under the merger, General Tire
'.^-ns 90% and the Macy company
)9c of the newly-unified radio-TV
Deration, which includes the Yan,;e and Don Lee networks and alost 60% of the stock of Mutual,
addition to the WOR stations.
; r. Streibert, president of the WOR
ations under Macy ownership,
bntinues in that capacity under
lie merger.
\

fCC

roundup

New Grants, Transfers. Changes, Applications

SUMMARY THROUGH FEBRUARY 7
SCOTB
box
Cond'l Appls. In
Class
On Air Licensed
CPs
Grants Pending Hearing
™
2,236
2,312
105
FM
Stations
654
566
8496 *1 323
12
2
TV Stations
108
93
15
486
171
* On the air.
(Also see Actiojis of the FCC, page 88)
Docket Actions . . .
FINAL DECISION
Oklahoma City, Okla. — Johnnie Weston Crabtree. FCC adopted decision
denying for default application for
new AMcisionstation,
Feb. 1. 1590 kc, 300 w-D. DeINITL4L DECISION
Freeport, Tex. — Brazosport Bcstg. Co.
FCC Hearing Examiner issued initial
decision looking toward grant of apfor 1460 kc,Feb.5005. w, daytime;
condition. plicationDecision
Emporia, Va. — Stone Bcstg. Corp.
FCC Hearing
Hugh B. looking
Hutchinson issuedExaminer
initial decision
toward grant of application for 1400
kc, 250
w, 7.fulltime; conditions. Decision Feb.
ORDER
WTUX Co.Wilmington,
Del. —authority
Port Frereto
Bcstg.
FCC granted
continue temporary operation until
April 10 pending action of petition for
relief filed by WTUX directed against
FCC decision of Oct. 12, 1950, denying
renewal of license. Decision Feb. 1.
Non-Docket Actions . . .
TRANSFER GRANT
KBUC Corona,
Calif.from
— Granted
assignment of license
American
Pacific Radio Bcstg. Co., a limited partnership, to Radion Bcstg. Co., a corformed to consideration.
reduce indebtedness. Noporation
monetary

New Applications ...
TV APPLICATIONS
Lubbock, Tex. — Plains Radio Bcstg.
Co., Ch. 5 (76-82 mc), ERP 59.2 kw
visual, 29.6 kw aural, antenna height
above average terrain 500 ft. Estimated construction
Applicant is licenseecostof S404.558.63.
KFYO Lubbock.
Filed Feb. 4.
Port Arthur, Tex. — Port Arthur College, Ch. 4 (66-72 mc), ERP 100 kw
visual, 50 kw aural, antenna height
above average terrain 498 ft. Estimated
construction cost $280,721. Applicant is
licensee of KPAC Port Arthur. Filed
Feb. 5.
Austin, Minn.— Cedar Valley Bcstg.
Co., ual,Ch.8.5 kw6 (82-88
ERPheight
17 kwabove
visaural, mc),
antenna
average terrain
425
ft.
Estimated
construction cost 8118,920, estimated first
year operating cost 890,000, estimated
first year revenue 8100,000. .A.pplicant
is licensee KAUS Austin. Filed Feb. 7.
Fort Smith, Ark. — ^American Television Co., Ch. 5 (76-82 mc), ERP 61.7 kw
visual, 30.8 kw aural, antenna height
above average terrain 393 ft. Estimated
construction cost 8334,600, estimated
first year operating cost $300,000, estimated first year revenue $300,000. Principals are President H. S. Nakimen
(331^%),
525 out
1,500
shares of owner
stock inofKWHN
FortofSmith,
Secretary-Treasurer (Mrs.) Fern Rice
(331;,%), secretary for Fort Smith attorney's oflice, and Vice President Dick
AlUs (331-3%), partner in Dick Allis &
Co., food
broker, Fort Smith. Filed
Feb.
8.
AM APPLICATION
Punxsutawney, Pa. — Jefferson Bcstg.
Co., 1290 kc, cost
1 kw,$7,055,
daytime;
estimated
construction
estimated
first
year
operating
cost
840,000,
estimated
VKRC Improves Signal
first year revenue $60,000. Applicant is
C. H. Simpson,
lo owner
general
/KRC Cincinnati has installed a manager
of WKBI
Saint and
Marys,
Pa.
FUed
Feb.
1.
J jBW type limiting amplifier on its
TRANSFER REQUESTS
^ :-ansmitter to assure its listeners
Mich. —Bcstg.
Assignment
,rtter reception. A clearer signal of WLEW
license Bad
fromAxe,
Saginaw
Co. to
ad minimum of static and inter- Harmon LeRoy Stevens and Hermon
LeRoy
Stevens,
d/b
as
Port
Huron
;rence comes from the increase in Bcstg. Co., for consideration of $37,500.
The Messrs. Stevens own WHLS Port
);odulation percentage, WKRC
Huron, Mich. Filed Feb. 1.
[anager Herman Fast explained.
WTAQ La Grange, HI.— Assignment
ROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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of license from old partnership consisting of RusseU G. Salter and Charles F.
Sebastian to new partnership consisting of Messrs. Salter and Sebastian
plus WilUam A. Murphy, through cancel ation of note for $2,800 held against
Messrs. Salter and Sebastian by Mr.
Murphy for 20% interest in company
as limited partner. Filed Feb. 1.
KCKN Kansas City, Kan., and WIBW
Topeka, Kan. — Involuntary transfer of
control The KCKN Bcstg. Co. and Topeka Bcstg. Assn. Inc., respectively, to
H. S. Blake, executor of estate of Arthur Capper, deceased.
consideration.
Filed Feb. No1. monetary
WSWNment of Belle
Fla.— RelinquishcontrolGlade,
Seminole
Bcstg. Co.,
licensee, by J. Tom Watson Jr., Samuel
L.
Looney
Jr.,
Douglas
Silver
G.
Nelson from Tom Watson Jr. and
who R. has
entered missionary service in Japan
and
choseFiled
to relinquish
station.
Feb. 1. his interest in
WTIK Durham, N. C— Acquisition of
negative control by J. Floyd Fletcher
and Mildred M. Fletcher. Durham
Bcstg. Co. is indebted to Mr. Fletcher
for $14,200 and also owns 2,998 shares
of stock of Durham Bcstg. Enterprises
Inc., WTIK licensee, which will be
transferred to Mr. Fletcher in sufficient number of shares to be worth
total of $14,200. Filed Feb. 1.
Minn.—Bcstg.
Assignment
of WSHB
license Stillwater,
from St. Croix
Co., a
partnership, to St. Croix Bcstg. Co.,
a corporation, with partners to hold
same percentage of stock as they now
hold percentage
of interest.
No 4.monetary consideration.
Filed Feb.
WTTT Coral Gables, Fla. — Assignment of license from E. H. Spach, trustee in bankruptcy of Atlantic Shores
Bcstg. Inc., to Progressive Bcstg. Co.
for $9,300. Principals in assignee are
President S. A. Shikany (331/^%), building construction and Investments; Vice
President R. B. Martin (331^%), sportscaster WMIE Miami, and SecretaryTreasurer WTTT.
C. M. Dailey
(3313%),
manager
Filed Feb.
4. sales
Va. — Assignment
ofWKLV
license Blackstone,
from Nottoway
Bcstg. Co.
Inc. to Blackstone Bcstg. Corp. for
$12,000. Principal in assignee is Maxey
E. Stone (85% ownership), owner of
jewelry store in Blackstone, former
manager of WSVS Crewe, Va., and
stockholder and ofiicer of WEVA-FM
Emporia, Va. Filed Feb. 6.
KXLOment of license
Lewistown,
from Mont.
William— G.AssignKelly
to William
G.
Kelly
and
Centralthrough
Montana Bcstg. Co., a partnership,
sale of 20% of station for 87,000 plus

stock interest of 26.67%, and Mr. Kelly
wUl eventually also receive $4,000 from
stock earnings of Marlin F. Obie, secretary-treasurer of Central Montana
Bcstg. Co. Filed Feb. 6.
KCRT
Trinidad,
Col. —M.Assignment
license from Earnest
Cooper andof
Rembery O. Coyle, tr/as Mel-Bert
Bcstg. Co., to Harvey R. Malott for
$20,000.
MalottMo. is newspaper
in KansasMr. City,
Filed Feb. broker
6.
Deletions . . .
TOTAL deletions to date since Jan. 1:
AM 3, FM 2, TV 0. New deletions:
Bridgeport,
5 WLIZ
(effective
Jan. 24).Conn., license, Feb.
KFTW
(FM)
Fort Worth, CP, Feb. 5
(effective Jan. 29).
KBON-FM Omaha, license, Feb. 5.

'PIRATING' SUIT
Armstrong Gets Damages
PIRATING charges in the record
industry filed recently by Columbia Records Inc. and trumpeter
Louis Armstrong resulted in the
musician being granted $1,000
damages and a consent injunction
from the defendant in New York
Supreme Court Wednesday.
Paradox Industries and its president, Dante Bollettino, agreed not
to duplicate or copy any of the
trumpeter's records, recorded originally by Columbia Records. The
latter company voluntarily waived
its demand for damages and an
accounting of Paradox profits. Columbia took court action after
learning that at least 30 different
records with their label had been
re-recorded in whole or in part for
sale by other companies, and filed
suit only about 10 days previously.
Irony of the particular case was
that the pirated records were marketed as a series named Jolly
Roger.

Heads, KROD, KAVE
VAL LAWRENCE, newly elected
president of KROD El Paso, Tex.,
is also president of KAVE Carlsbad, N. M. In the news story at
that time [B»T, Jan. 28], Dorrance D. Roderick Sr., past president of KROD and now chairman
of the board, was incorrectly identified as head of KAVE. Mr.
Lawrence is also vice president and
general
manager
of the Southwest Network.
Mr. Roderick
serves
that organization as president.

Hityr dBMlby "Pin
the
Ano
& Barr
Weiss Vp"
ishe
Publ
PLEASE,

MR.

SrN

y
On Records: Johnnie Ray—Col. 39636; Tomm
20— \ic.
Edwards— MGM 11134; Perry Como
ie Auld—
Georg
;
27946
Dec.
y—
Kenn
4453; BiU ; Les Baxter— Cap. 1966.
Coral 60647
ard.
On Transcriptions: Jo .4iin Greer— Stand
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TV Equipment
(Contimied from page 63)
three-day conference, attended by half of next, as a result of the
an estimated 100 manufacturers
anticipated freeze-lifting. It was
felt increased demand could be met,
and held Tuesday through Thursday
in New York were:
though perhaps not completely satisfied by the current rate of pro9 A resurgence of faith in
duction and consumption of critical
radio's future was noted by observmaterials.
ers, and plans to issue a report covThe investigating group said that
ering 1951 and part of 1952 radio
set shipments according to area,
"national policy gives recognition
similar to those issued on TV sets, to the essentiality of a complete
national communications system
were reported by officials.
% The board approved a plan to . . . that television potentially
establish a system of honorary di- is the most powerful system of
rectorships, togive recognition to communication yet devised .
that implementation of the national
former directors and to companies
policy on preparation for defense is
not represented on the active board.
to develop all components essential
9 The Trade Practice Conference Committee was reported vir- to defense as rapidly as is consisttually ready to submit to the
ent with availability of materials."
Lists Materials
Federal Trade Commission's final
recommendation on trade practice
The report included detailed
standards, consisting of some 34 analyses of amounts of such maproposed rules described as having
terials as carbon steel, alloy steel,
general industry support.
stainless steel, copper and brass
products and aluminum needed for
9 The board approved a proconstruction of transmitters, studio
posal that RTMA join the Institute
of Radio Engineers in financing
equipment and antennas. Though
steel for antenna towers is a critipublication of a book-length report
cal item, the committee felt needs
prepared by the Joint Technical Advisory Committee (JTAC) dealing could be reduced by placing antenwith conservation of the frequency
nas atop existing buildings.
spectrum.
Members of the task-force group
9 The board approved the issu- are William H. Chaffee, Philco
Corp., chairman; Keeton Arnett,
ance of an annual award to be preDuMont Labs; Admiral Edwin D.
sented during RTMA conventions,
to the individual or company ad- Foster, RCA, and C. W. Michaels,
General Electric.
judged to have made the year's
outstanding contribution to the
In other activities during the conindustry.
ference, the name of the recently
reorganized Transmitter Division
# H. J. Hoffman, Machlett
was changed to Technical Products
Labs., Springdale, Conn., was
elected an RTMA vice president for Division and it was reported that
the Transmitter Division to succeed
an intricate government relations
W. J. Barkley, Collins Radio Corp., unit, designed to ease the complexiwho had resigned for personal
ties of doing business with the govreasons.
ernment, isin process of formation
[B»T, Jan. 28].
Report On Prospects
The Advertising Committee exThe Television Committee's task
plored the question of a broad, longforce report on the prospects for range public relations program on
TV expansion following the freeze behalf of the manufacturing indusheld that present inventories and
try and also reported "very encourcurrent allocations of materials are
aging" preliminary results from
sufficient to meet the material requirements for transmitters, studio the FM-promotion test campaigns
being conducted with NARTB in
equipment and antennas through
the middle of 1953. The report North Carolina and Wisconsin and
slated to start in Washington, D. C,
showed 28 TV transmitters already
in
March. Possibility of extending
delivered to prospective broadthe FM campaign into other areas
casters, 20 in stock, and 154 in procwas foreseen.
ess of manufacture with the necessary materials assured.
It also was pointed out that
Use of existing structures, the manufacturers had agreed to donate
report continued, should reduce the
TV sets or radio-phonograph comdemands for construction materials
binations to be awarded to state
to a point where they can be met
winners of the Voice of Democracy
under existing NPA regulations.
contests, also sponsored by RTMA
It was felt, however, that the and
NARTB.
anticipated post-freeze demand for
Los Angeles was designated as
new TV sets may exceed currently
site for the 1958 joint meeting of
programmed production, though
RTMA and its Canadian countercontinuation of first-quarter NPA
allotments would make possible expart (this year's is to be held in
Canada) and spokesmen said varitension of TV service to "more
ous other locations throughout the
persons
country would be picked for other
reported. in more areas," spokesmen
meetings.
"Optimistic" and "pessimistic"
RTMA officials at the conference
projections advanced by the group
estimated that consumer demand
were led by Robert C. Sprague,
for TV sets would be boosted by Sprague Electric Co., RTMA board
750,000 to 1,660,000 sets in the sec- chairman, and Glen McDaniel,
ond half of this year and the first president.
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WHDH Boston, said to be the first major independent in the country to b[
signed for extensive promotion of RCA Victor's 45 rpm phonographs, getf '
underway with its program. Swing to 45. Promotion is via an across-thc
board record show and additional spotting of the discs at 45 minutes pas
the hour. Checking operation are (I to r, standing): George Prutting, Nel
England record representative, RCA Victor; George Perkins, WHDH program
manager; J. F. Rafferty, sales manager. Record Div., Eastern Co. (distributorV^ji
and William McGrath, WHDH managing director. At turntable is Danie
Leary, member of station staff.
OVERSEAS

JUNKET FOR NEWSMEN
To Include Approximately 25 Broadcast-er

PLANS now are complete for an
overseas flying trip which will take
some 50 newsmen, including about
25 broadcasters, to approximately
11 countries of Europe and the
Near East.
Trip is being organized by James
L. Wick, newspaper publisher with
offices in New York, who explained
that every time he has returned
from abroad, he
has had newsmen
say toknow
him, "Let
me
next
time, so that I can
Entire journey
will be made via
Pan
American
go along."
World
Airways.
The group will
gather iningtonWashFeb. 28
for a briefing by the State Dept.
and reportedly
dent Truman. a chat with PresiMr. Wick will be host at a
party in New York Feb. 29. On
March 1, the newsmen will take
off for Frankfurt, Germany.
Itinerary includes Berlin, Vienna,
Belgrade, Athens, Istanbul, Ankara, Tel Aviv, Jerusalem, Teheran,
Rome, Paris and London. The group
is slated to return about April 1,
although members of the party can
make main
private
arrangements to reabroad longer.
Mr. Embry

aboard is R. C. (Jake) Embry, vie
president of WITH Baltimore. Mi
Embry will send daily tape-recordjjjj
ed reports and interviews to WITI
for
use in the station's overall new
coverage.

Mr. Embry said Mrs. Embry wa kj
accompanying him on the trip an(t
that she will tape-record th'
"women's
angle" for use ove:
WITH. He added that he and hi; F!
wife plan to remain in Europe
little longer than April 1 and tenjjg:t!i
tatively plan to visit Switzerland
Among other broadcasters making
the trip will be Mr. & Mrs. Frederict
L. Allman, WSVA Harrisonburg, Va, ter
Sheldon Anderson,
KCOK Tulare
Calif.; Hugh Boyd, WDHN NeW
Brunswick,
N. J.; John Tim
F. Corcoran'f'M
WFIL
Philadelphia;
Elliot ;. a r
WCUE Akron; Mr. & Mrs. John El
Fetzer, WKZO-AM-TV Kalamazootij : t
Mich.; James E. Graham, WWGS,;
Tifton, Ga. ; Rebecca
F. Gross
WBPZ Lock Haven, Pa.; Mrs. Eloise JIa
H. Hanna, WBRC-TV Birmingham;,
Mrs. Jerene A. Harnish, KOCS On
tario, Calif.; Fred Hartman, KREL
Baytown,
Mrs. WFAH
Alice C.Alliance,
Hoilea'
Mrs.
ArthurTex.,Holies,
Ohio;
lington, David
Vt.; W.
Mr. Howe,
& Mrs.WJOY
ElmerBur-'S.

(fpts
Hubbell,
Conn.;'\t
Paul A. WGNX
Jenkins, Middletown,
KXO El Centre/.
Calif.; William H. Kreuger, KDALt
Duluth; Mr. & Mrs. Richard Field
Lewis Jr., WINC Winchester, Va.;
h
Harold McWhorter, WHAW Weston,"
W. Va.; Jack Neil, KTRM Beaumont,= .
Tex.; Roy Palmateer, KCOG Cen-$zl
terville, la.; Mr. & Mrs. John R. Pep-'ffit
per, WDIA Memphis; Mr. & Mrs. Dan-!
iel H. Ridder. WTCN-AM-TV Minneapolis; Mr. & Mrs. V. J. Steele,!
WVJS Owensboro, Ky.; Ronald fi.]
Woodyard, WONE Dayton, Ohio. .
to
KLRA Little Rock, Ark., to focus at^tention on dangers of highway accidents, interruptsinprograms
traffi " fpt'^l'ties
the state.to report'

Interviews already have been arranged with Marshall Tito, Mossadegh, Adenauer, Anthony Eden,
John McCloy, Pope Pius XII, Gen.
Dwight D. Eisenhower, U. S. ambassadors, ECA officials and other
dignitaries.
For expenses other than meals,
the cost per person is reportedly
$1,500-$1,600.
Among the broadcasters to be
BROADCASTING
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lash

me
's
mn
utHT minutes
after the
death family and describing the traditions of the British monarchy.
King George VI of England was
ported at Sandringham Castle
The next day, all major networks
.45 a.m. EST), the news was
were
Winston
eulogycarrying
to the King
at 4 Churchill's
p.m. EST,
hetined throughout the United
with
recordings
and
rebroadcasts
ptes by radio, with WCBS New
scheduled throughout the evening
irk reporting the first clocked
by local outlets.
nouncement at 5:53 a.m. WedEday. Television audiences saw
NBC radio first bi'oadcast the
news at 6:10 a.m. with Romney
tl heard the first reports on NBCWheeler speaking from London,
's Today at 7 a.m.
plus a man-in-the-street reaction
Proadcast pickup of the unexdirect from the British capital on
t;ted death was immediate, with
major networks as well as sta- the 8 a.m. World News Roundup.
The network followed with an
ins giving spot announcements
jthe start of their broadcast days
obituary at 1 p.m. with Leon Pearson narrating the special program
d interrupting programs to add
tails as they became available.
composed of the King's speeches
evening, American audiences
and taped private interviews.
i-e hearing special programs dedPickups from Buckingham Pal.ted to the King and the royal
ace; Paris — where Mrs. Roosevelt
mourned the monarch — Ottawa,
Tokyo, Korea and back to New
York, were carried by NBC radio
m
(FM) QUITS
on Morgan Beatty's two evening
programs. A 25-minute eulogy,
^\ Cii-es High Operating Cost Memorial to the King was broadcast at 10:35 p.m.
FDE (FM) New York will cease
stations Friday (Feb. 15) because
After breaking the news at 5:53
a.m., CBS Radio followed with
'operating costs so high that we
special bulletins throughout the
a't go on," Frederick F. Umhey,
next two hours, with reports diecutive secretary of the Internanal Ladies Garment Workers
rectly from London — including a
and president of WFDR
record of the original BBC announcement— on the 8 a.m. World
oadcasting Corp., said last week.
Although ending its broadcasts News Roundup and the 9 a.m. CBS
Radio News of America. By 4 p.m.,
der ILGWU ownership, WFDR
s not surrendered its license but CBS Radio correspondents in
capitals around the world were
s asked the FCC for permission
suspend operations pending the giving global reaction to the King's
in a special 15-minute broad2{^loration of several sales possi- death
cast.
ities, a station official said. ReABC radio listed its first buli-t that WLIB New York might
letin at "approximately" 5:54 a.m.
'^^'xchase
WFDR
for
operations
as
Mi FM associate was denied by but had London Correspondent
Frederick
in front of the
irry Novik, general manager of mike for aOpper
7:45 a.m. report from
LIB, who said that he had dis- the scene, followed by excerpts of
^■^fssed the idea with Mr. Umhey
BBC descriptions of the crowds at
iiif't they had been unable to agree
Buckingham Palace, the birthday
terms of purchase.
speech of then-Princess Elizabeth
and a recorded statement from
WFDR's operating deficit had
en running at the rate of $10,500
Secretary of State Dean Acheson.
A special dramatization of the
|-nonth up to the end of last year,
t had been cut to $7,.300 a month
King's life. The People's King, was
Ith the beginning of 1952. On prepared
in time for a half-hour
,ioi|) b. 1 the union notified station em- broadcast at 10:30 p.m. Wednesi3yes that their employment would
day evening. Another special event
™4^:minate Feb. 15, coincident with Royal Occasion, an hour-long doc3 closing of the station.
When WFDR began broadcasting
TRANSITCASTING
['sMay
(its official
June1949
16 that
year) itinaugural
was the
Argument's Set March 3
Xird of a projected national series
ARGUMENTS on the constitutiongj, 1 FM stations planned by ILGWU,
ality of transitcasting will be heard
■ ; ^lich the previous year had opened
^VUN
(FM)
Chattanooga and by the Supreme Court March 3, it
was announced last week. At stake
MV (FM) Los Angeles, WVUN
will be the 18 operations by FM sta^ ]'t the air in April 1951 and in
tions associated with Transit Ra4lptember, KFMV, which had raddio Inc. in as many cities.
lUy curtailed operations in July,
The case before the Supreme
IS sold by the union to Harry
aizlish.
Court involves WWDC-FM Wash;^XWith the suspension of WFDR,
ington, Capital Transit Co., Wash(ly one union FM station remains
ington, and the District of Columbia Public Utilities Commission.
the air, WDET (FM) Detroit,
Last June the U. S. Court of Aperl4'' ned by the United Auto Workers
peals held that commercial transit;I0). The second UAW-CIO stain, WCUO (FM) Cleveland, casts were illegal in that they deased operations last summer.
prived objecting passengers of Capital Transit vehicles of liberty
During 1951, 66 FM stations
without due process [B*T, June
"JJased
So far
'0 FM operations.
stations gave
up. this year, 18, 11, 1951].
iai),« OADCASTING

• Telecasting

News

to

U.

S.

umentary on Elizabeth II, was
scheduled the following evening.
Mutual's Norman Michie shortwaved stories of British and international developments, resulting
from the King's death, starting at
9 a.m. and continuing throughout
the day, with special attention
given to Queen Elizabeth II's return Thursday morning. A kaleidoscopicaired
radio-picture
the King's
life was
earlyof Wednesday
evening via MBS.
Voice of America, currently
scheduling 50 hours a day in 46
languages, transmitted the initial
news, then commentaries and finally press quotes in every tongue,
shifting into the story immediate
as
part of In
VOA's
around-the-clock
activity.
English,
Raymond
Swing, one-time U. S. interpreter
for the BBC, gave a combined
Anglo-American report.
Local Stations Air News
Local stations, without the advantage of their own overseas correspondents, emphasized straight
news reports
Although slower in initial delivery, television networks were
alert to the event, gathering special films of the late King's reign,
news stills of his last public appearance and pictures of Elizabeth
II to provide visual as well as audio
reports.
Video beat was achieved by the
early morning Today on NBC-TV
with Romney Wheeler reporting
from London a few minutes after
M.C. Dave Garroway made first
announcement of the news at 7
a.m. Coverage included telecasts
from New York and Washington,
remotes from Paris and London
and special films, arranged in an
hour's time.
Other films from BBC were
shown on NBC-TV at 11:45 a.m.,
including last pictures of the King
before his death. Two special video
obituaries, produced by Francis C.
McCall, director of news and special events, were on the air at 6
and 11:15 p.m. the same day.
CBS-TV telecast a special biography of the late monarch from
10-10:15 a.m. and the Douglas Edwards program at 7:30 p.m. featured pictures of Queen Elizabeth
II in Kenya, background shots of
the King's life and rule and Dean
Acheson's statement of American
HOLLYWOOD PROBE
Pomerance Declines Answer
HOUSE Un-American Activities
Committee skirted the broadcasting
business last week in its current
probe of alleged communist activity in Hollywood.
Mr. William Pomerance, identified as a former executive of the
Hollywood Screen Writers Guild,
refused to say whether he ever has
been a member of the Communist
Party in his appearance before the
committee last week. Mr. Pomerence said he now sells television
commercials in New York City.

WJ lb Spots
WJLB, Detroit independent,
aired the following promotion
announcement between all its
foreign, Negro and English
hours eight times a day
through
9: "Again
and WJLBFeb.scores
with radio
news
of the death of King George
VI, hours ahead of any newsregrets. Coverage was given greater detail on WCBS-TV New York.
WJZ-TV, ABC's key TV outlet
in New York, carried a full report
of thepaper."
death with still pictures and
commentai-y at 10:30 a.m. Station arranged for steady coverage
from UP-Fox Movietone News,
ABC news bureaus around the
world, graphic arts aids and still
pictures on the John Daly news
show at 7 p.m.
Announcing the King's passing
as soon as the broadcast day started at 10:15 a.m., the DuMont network gave another four minutes to
details during its 12:15 p.m. news
roundup. Special documentary.
Heir to the Throne, was prepared
for showing that evening, when
Lady Crossfield, close friend of the
royal family, was interviewed by
en's Club.
Julanne Caffrey of DuMont's WomWPIX (TV), Daily News TV
station in New York, carried 90
seconds on the news at its 11:42
a.m. sign-on with 10 minutes of
details on the 12:20 p.m. Matinee
Neivsreel. Roundups of further developments were carried for five
minutes at 3 and 4 p.m., plus other
coverage on regular news shows.
Canadian stations cancelled all
commercial programs the day King
George VI died and plan to cancel
all sponsored shows the day of his
funeral, now set for Feb. 18. This
policytions applies
staas well as to
the individual
networks. Stations aired special musical programs, news commentaries and reviews of the King's life. Pickups
of various BBC and U. S. network programs also were aired.
Duncan

to MBS

WALTER DUNCAN, in radio sales
for more than 25 years, has been
named an account executive with
Mutual Broadcasting System, Sales
Vice President Adolf H. Hult anlast week.
Mr. Duncan's
career innounced
radio,
starting
in 1926,
includes eight years as an account
executive with the NBC network
sales department; 10 years with
WNEW New York, where he rose
from sales executive to vice president in charge of sales and was
credited with helping in the development of the station's block
programming f o r m ul a. Leaving
WNEW in 1948, he became radio
consultant for WSNY Schenectady,
then returned to New York in 1950
as sales manager of WPIX (TV),
which he left last year to become
assistant to the president of Paul
H. Raymer Co., station representation firm.
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NPA Color Parley
(Continued from page 5)
manufacturers. NPA made no commitment that
non-home color TV receivers, and said clariit will revoke ban, which stirred protests of
fication is needed governing non-broadcast use
theatre color TV interests and others.
and for question of "facilitating future recepPredominant view of industry representation of color."
tives was that regulation should be retained to
Sen. Johnson, who attended as obsei-ver, said
he was satisfied with meeting but would not
prevent diversion of skilled technicians. A few
manufacturers held out for revocation on
comment on outcome. He said "every congrounds no substantial amount of materials or
ceivable viewpoint" was thrashed out, and
manpower would be saved. Others suggested
hailed meeting as "significant."
middle course — amending order to limit prohiBarney Balaban, president of Paramount
bition to home color receiver production only.
Pictures Corp., appearing on behalf of ChroThis would open way for theatre and other
matic Television Labs (Paramount subsidiary
applications.
for Lawrence tube) stated "there is no deGen. Sarnoff's 10-page statement listed CBS
fensible position" for order, and declared it
"promises" for its color TV service and equip"penalizes efforts made to advance the elecment and then described performance this way:
tronic art under a system of free competition."
CBS did put its color sets on the market. But
Moreover, he added, it "needlessly frustrates
instead of offering them for about $300, CBS offered
color sets with a 10-inch picture tube to the public
at a price of more than $600 for the set including
progress
in TV." end products and bars manuOrder regulates
installation, warranty and taxes. In a television
facturers from making set capable of receiving
set market in which prices were dropping rapidly
and in which CBS cut prices of its own black and
color in addition to black and white even if
white sets by 20%, CBS more than doubled the
such a set were to use less material than
price of its mechanical color television sets.
As for adapters which the CBS promised, it
monochrome, he said. Chromatic Lawrence tube
never put any of them on the market, at any price.
now developed to a point where set having
Instead of converters selling at $110 to $150 as it
promised the FCC, CBS announced in July of 1951
tube can produce monochrome picture and yet
that it intended to put slave converters on the
not use more materials.
market which would sell for about $250. These
converters, likewise never reached the market. . . .
Attorneys at Welch, Mott & Morgan, repreCBS committed itself to the FCC and to the pubsenting Motion Picture Assn. of America and
lic on the number of hours weekly it would broadcast its incompatible color programs. President
Theatre Owners of America, said NPA has
Stanton of CBS promised that within a matter of
agreed to call separate conference for theatre
days after its system was adopted exclusively CBS
would begin color broadcasts from New York and
interests if results of Friday meeting and
that such broadcasts would immediately be available for networking.
ultimate NPA-DPA decision are not "satisMr. Stanton also promised that, as a minimum,
factory." 20th Century-Fox deferred to MPAA
within three months after the FCC permission, CBS
and TOA on action involving its proposed Eidowould expand its network color broadcasting
schedule to at least 20 hours a week and that these
phor color theatre TV system, to be manufac20 hours would include half-an-hour a day. five
tured by General Electric. Attorneys said NPA
days a week between the choice broadcasting hours
of 6:00 and 8 p.m.
informed them that M-90 does apply to theatre
How do these promises compare with the performcolor TV at present.
ance?regular
CBS never
broadcast
even half
of its
promised
schedule
of 20 hours
of color
a week
James B. Carey, lUE (CIO), cautioned
by Sept. 25, the end of the three month period.
What little color CBS did broadcast was confined
against changing order, holding consumer, pubalmost entirely to New York City and, in so far as
lic and industry interests would not be best
I know, CBS never did broadcast any schedule of
served. He said injection of color TV in video
color programs during the choice hours from 6 to 8
p.m.
picture would bring these results: (1) declines
Partial text Dr. Stanton's rebuttal to Gen.
in sales, with public putting off purchase of
black and white sets until rival color TV claims
Sarnoff's statement follows:
Everybody knows that CBS has been the leader
are
settled; (2) consumption of more materials,
in the long and difficult struggle to bring color
with fewer sets from same materials; (3)
television positito
the
public,
despite
the
persistent
opon of Mr. Sarnoff. The contributions which
monochrome TV set prices would decrease
CBS has made to the advancement of color cannot
further and color TV sets would become more
be obscured by unprincipled attacks. . . .
. . . RCA has been promising various compatible
color systems for six years. In fact, the date has
expensive.
long since passed which RCA has promised as the
time when its system would be ready and perfected.
EDUCATION SERIES
If Mr. Sarnoff really believes that the RCA color
system is now ready to be adopted, he well knows
EXTENDED BY SLOAN
that the FCC, and not the NPA, is the place to go.
He himself has repeatedly pointed out that the FCC
has left the door open for reconsideration of his
ALFRED P. SLOAN foundation has apsystem.turers,Inand broadcasters,
the interest let
of him
the public,
once andmanufacfor all
propriated $140,000 to extend for 39 weeks its
put an end to the doubts and confusion which he has
adult education series, American Invejitory,
engendered. If he, or anyone else thinks that new
color
televisionin standards
should
be adopted
— and
presented in conjunction with NBC-TV at 1:30
if he believes
his case — let
him take
these issues
before the FCC where they can be resolved by
p.m., EST, Sundays, Raymond P. Sloan, foundatestimony under oath and by actual demonstration
tion vice president, said Friday.
of performance. ...
Innovation in format will be block booking
Dr. Stanton, in his first statement, told NPA
with two or more telecasts presented succesearlier his understanding of October agreesively on single theme to emphasize, among
ment was that "provided a manufacturer did
not require additional allocations to make
other things, panels with a difference. Schedule calls for 10 programs on economics, 10 on
color receivers, he was free to make (them)."
While order effectively carries out agreepublic issues, four on special events, and five
each on humanities and social science, science
ment to suspend mass colOr TV production, "it
is nevertheless improper because it goes beyond
and technology, and public sei-vice. First
the conservation of materials," Dr. Stanton
show in new cycle, Feb. 17, vnll feature Kukla,
said, adding that no more materials are saved
Fran:
and Ollie in economic story shoAving
by order than through refusal of NPA to
issue greater allocations.
value,,
savihfes. especially to nation's productivity, of
Dr. Stanton also questioned application to
Pagfe:96
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ROBERT LILIEN, radio-TV departmenj
Procter & Gamble, Cincinnati, understood ll
be joining Whitehall Pharmacal Co. in execi
tive advertising capacity.
CHARLES H. WOLFE, radio-television cof
director for McCann-Erickson, N. Y., bein
transferred to agency's Los Angeles office. K
will serve in dual capacity there, working hot
for West Coast office and radio-television di
partment of New York bureau. Succeedin
Mr. Wolfe in New York will be RALP:
KOSER, copy group head and agency vice pre;
ident, who will be in charge of all radio-T
commercials, effective immediately.
DESMOND F. MARQUETTE named direct(
of film production at Foote,.Cone & Beldinf
Chicago, starting March 1. Just returned froi
India where he handled a directorial assigi
ment for the State Dept. PERRY THOMAIj
sales training director at Bell & HoweJ
Chicago, since 1947, joins FC&B as technic!
and administrative assistant in broadcast o]
erations.
ROBERT E. HARRIS, editor of former Teh
riser magazine and director of promotion arl
publicity for TV Workshop in New York, joir
BAB's local promotion department, efTecti-\
today (Monday), to assist in production ar
publicity and handle writing assignments c
specific BAB sales-aid publications.
Business Briefly
(Continued from page 5)
availabilities for 13-week spot radio campaig'
in nine west coast markets, starting earl
March. Lambert & Feasley, N. Y., is agenc;
SHOE FIRM INCREASES • Friedmai
Shelby Division of International Shoes, S
Louis, increasing
27 Kids
DuMont
T'
stations,
effective from
March13 1,to for
& Cc
Saturdays, 11-11:30 a.m., produced by Wyai
& Schuebel, N. Y. D'Arcy Adv., St. Louis, i
agency.
INTRODUCE NEW PRODUCT • Venic
Maid
Co., Vineland,
J., usesChili
radioMacandmeaT'
to
introduce
its new N.
product.
macaroni and bean sauce. Campaign begir
shortly in Chicago and will expand into oth(J
markets as distribution increases. Agency- 1
Schoenfeld, Huber & Green, Chicago.
HOWDY DOODY SOLD # Bauer & Blac!
Chicago, will sponsor the 5:30-5:45 p.m. We
portion of Howdy Doody (Mon.-Fri., 5:3(
6 p.m.) on NBC-TV, effective April 16, throug
Leo Burnett Co., Chicago. Three previous]
reported renewals by Howdy Doody sponsoi
also announced. Mars, Kellogg Co., and Intel
'
national Shoe Co.
CANNON
BUYS
TV
#
Cannon
Mills,
N.
"i'
will sponsor television version of Give an
Take starting March 20, 3:30-4 p.m. on CBS
TV. Advertiser has been underwriting the ri
dio version heard on CBS Radio Saturday
11:30-12 noon for past five years. Young
Rubicam, N. Y., is agency.
HOLMES & EDWARDS BUYS • Holmes
Edwards, division of International Silver Col
Meriden,
Conn., through Cunningham
Walsh, N. Y., placing four-week radio sp(
campaign in 120 major radio markets. \
BASEBALL RECOMMENDED # BBDC
New York, agency for Lucky Strike cigarette
has recommended firm co-sponsor with Schaeft
Brewing, the Brooklyn Dodger home games 0
WOR-TV New York (see story page 23j
Another advertiser interested in sponsoriri
local baseball broadcasts is Pal Razor Blades
N. Y., through Al Paul Lefton Co., same cit{
B R 6 D C A S T I N G • T e Ie c a s tin
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KF
Team

am

COMPLETE

. . . EFFECTIVE

The KMBC-KFRM Team is still
making broadcast history in the
Heart of America. According to

programming combined with the
finest of facilities, has built for

the 1951 survey of 2,672 interviews with rural and urban
listeners from 141 counties in

The Team a more-than-average
share of the radio audience in
the Heart of America. It is this

the area
made at
Missouri
American

loyal audience that insures Team

served by The Team,
the State Fairs in
and Kansas, and the
Royal in Kansas City,

KMBC-KFRM
farm program

personalities and
services remain at

the top— and by a wide margin.
Year after year, survey after survey turns up the same story—
KMBC-KFRM superiority in all

71 V

OWNED

. . . CONSISTENT!

AND

' ^f?^^

TO SELL THE WHOLE

categories. The

best in radio

advertisers day in, day out, complete, effective and consistent
coverage of the great Kansas
City primary trade area. Now,
With KFRM An Affiliate of the
CBS

Radio Network, Audiences Will Be Greater Than

Ever

Before— As Will Sales of

Team

Advertisers*

HEART OF AMERICA

Products!

WHOLEHEARTEDLY,

IT'S

kKMBC-KFR
m
|BS FOR THE HEART OF AMERICA
[LTea
OPERATED
BY
MIDLAND
BROADCASTING
COMPANY

Detroiters are as accessible to advertisers in their cars as thev are in
their homes . . . through S01,900 auto radios.
That's the bonus audience delivered by WWJ, Detroit's most-listenedto station. Add that to the 1,262,500 radio homes in the WWJ primarycoverage area — 728,000 of which are radio OA^L 7 homes— and yoirU reahze
■why W^t'J sells so effectivel) . And so economically, also . . . because
WWJ's average cost-per-thousand listeners in the Detroit market is 14.5%
less than the average cost-per-thousand for radio time in Detroit.

FIRST IN DETROIT

Owned and Operattd by THE DETROIT NEWS

National ReprettMativet: THE GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY COMPANY
Afiocia«« Televhion Staihn WWJ-TV
AM-950 KllOCYClES-5000 WATTS
rwi-CHANNEL 246-97.1 MEGACYCLES

NBRUARY
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1951 Iowa Radio Audience Survey* discloses that radio-set ownership in Iowa is at a
startling all-time high. Multiple-set homes are
now in the tnajority in Iowa, whereas in 1940
less than one home in five had two or more sets!
The following chart graphically illustrates why
it is no longer valid to assume a single, "family
radio" within the house — a premise on which
much radio audience research has heretofore
been based.
INCREASE IN NUMBER OF USABLE SETS
PER IOWA HOME
(Top figures based on all homes interviewed;
other figures based on radio homes only.)
1940 1945
SURVEY SURVEY
PERCENTAGE OF HOMES OWNING:
1 or more radios....
91.4% 97.9%
2 or more radios....
18.2% 38.5%
3 or more radios
4.4% 9.1%

1951
SURVEY
98.9%
50.3%
15.0%

In addition, the 1951 Survey shows that 88.2%
of all Iowa families own automobiles, of which
62.7% have radios. lowans also own thousands
of other "non-home sets" — in barns (14.6% of
Iowa barn owners have barn radios) and in
trucks (9.7% of all Iowa's family-owned trucks
have radios, according to the 1949 Survey).
Radio-set ownership is only one of many important topics covered by the 1951 Iowa Radio
Audience Survey. Its 78 pages of reliable, helpful
information make it "required reading" for every

advertising, sales or marketing man who is interested inradio in general, and the Iowa market
fo Incidentally, the 1951 Survey again
in particular.
reveals that WHO with its Clear Channel and
50,000-watt voice is by all odds Iowa's niost
listened-to station, W rite for your free copy today!

+ /or
Iowa
PLUS
4Des Moines ... 50,000 Walts ^
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
FREE & PETERS, INC.
INational Representatives
*The 1951 Iowa Radio Audience Survey is the fourteenth annual study of
radio listening habits in Iowa. It
was conducted by Dr. F. L. Whan of
Wichita University and his staff. It
is based on personal interviews during
March and April, 195 1 . with 9.180 Iowa
families — all scientifically selected from
Iowa's cities, towns, villages and
farms, to present a true and accurate
picture of the radio audience in Iowa.

has

the

ear

of most

of

Kentuckiana's

womenfolk?

, of course . . . morning, afternoon and night.*
And a good part of the WHAS

popularity

is due to Bud Abbott, head MAN

of
MONDAY

LADIES

DAYl

FRIDAY

ABBOTT,

the area's top platter spinner, (Radio Best, 1949)

sings, plays drums, jokes, cues records ... to 25%
afternoon listenership! And

of the

those same wonderful

women

hear Johnny Schrader

as he jumps from organ to celeste
to piano . . on LADIES

DAY.

Yes, MORE Kentuckiana womenfolk tune to WHAS and
LADIES

DAY

regularly to hea

^'^/^^nC*^ spots before their ears in
the Abbott manner.
ESPECIALLY

•Pulse report, Nov. -Dec, 1951
more morning, affernoon, and
night listeners than to any
other station.

FOR
PARTICIPATING

SPONSORS

Sas/c Affiliate of t/ie

50,000

WATTS

The

*

lA CLEAR CHANNEL

only radio
all of the

station

*

serving

rich Kentuckiana

840 KILOCYCLES

and

selling

Market
VICTOR A. SHOLIS, Direcfor

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PETRY AND CO.

CBS Radio Hetwo

•

ASSOCIATED WITH THE

NEIL D. CLINE, Sa/es Direc

COURIER-JOURNAL & LOUISVILLE TIMES

TBE

LEGEND

OF

"Sleepy" Hollow was a good time buyer. But he
lost his head and bought wrong in the Albany, Troy,
Schenectady market.

"SIEEPT"

HOLLOW

WTRY delivers the Albany, Troy, Schenectady market and 8 bonus counties as well for one half the No. 2
station's rates.

He didn't buy WTRY-No. 1 station in the market. Paid
twice as much for the No. 2 station. But the No. 2

It is said that when a low pressure area hits Scars-

station fails to deliver the market. It offers outside

dale, "Sleepy" Hollow rides down route 9 carrying his
head, the one he lost when he missed buying WTRY

coverage, in secondary markets where 21 other radio
stations divide the audience.

the lowest cost-per-thousand buy in the nation's 27th
market.

980 KC

WTRT
THE CBS RADIO NETWORK

5000 W

Represented by Headley-Reed

Jblished every Monday, with Yearbook Numbers (53rd and 54th issues) published in January and February by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 870 National Press
Building, Washington 4, D. C. Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933, at Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 1879.

Junior League representative, Mrs. T. Leigh
Williams, with a group of school children
discuss with Captain Thomas Leach their
recent visit to the Wilmington Fire Department.

WDEL-TV

interprets

through

the

eyes

the

community

of

Delaware's

children

The Wilmington, Delaware Junior League recently inaugurated
a weekly series of educational programs called TV TOURS,
which are designed to give Delaware children a better understanding ofthe functions of essential community services. Each
week, under the guidance of a Junior League chairman, a group
of school children are taken on an actual, behind-the-scenes tour
of one of the community's essential services such as the police
and fire department, the weather station, the telephone exchange,
the daily newspaper, and so forth. Following each trip, the
children appear before the WDEL-TV cameras to discuss their
experiences with a representative of the service just inspected.
Through its public service programs, WDEL-TV seeks to raise the
level of community understanding for all the people in the broad area
which it serves. This station has thus developed a strong viewer
loyally which is of real importance to community organizations
and its advertisers.

WDEL-TV
WILMINGTON,
Represented by
ROBERT MEEKER

Page 4
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CLOSED

CIRCUIT

OSE TWENTY-SIX TV stations which were
Ijced on temporary license a fortnight ago
Ifenly because of blank showings on education
I religious programming during composite
Bk may not receive letters from FCC for
16 days yet — due to shortage of clerical help
1 preoccupation with TV allocations consid(ition. At FCC staff level (confirmed by memlis of FCC) view is that nine out of ten
es will be cleared up without further ado
1 that remaining two or three may be subI,ted to further scrutiny but with nothing
'kstic in sight.
STOEIC opposition of networks to easing
FCC rule on transcription identification is
.L disappearing as networks themselves use
:ording technique more and more. Only CBS
i|posed NARTB board resolution seeking FCC
ief.
FCC handling of Conelrad operation alert
m case of left hand not knowing what right
iid is doing? Reports have trickled through
I some protests from broadcasters that FCC
Id oflfices are "demanding" equipment changes
fn though frequency-modification plan is
untary.
ATCH for next step in Detroit United Radio
ilmmittee campaign to promote medium. Comttee promises worthy follow up this spring
their "Wherever You Go There's Radio"'
)gan that was picked up by stations throught U.S.
ip;ERE'S little likelihood that DPA-NPA will
J.iscind its order (M 90) banning mass produclOn of color TV equipment. Basic criterion is
ichnical engineer shortage and, of course,
arcity of materials. NPA feeling is that
inendment to exclude other than home-type
iceivers or equipment would take agency off
]e hook. Another indication: Defense Chief
Pilson's emphasis on "mass production." This
nould free engineers from vital defense priorJy projects for less essential consumer pur1.;i||its. (See story page 74.)
jlP-OFF on size of job facing new Television
ode Review Board is backlog of 76 questions
(«eking interpretation of language.
'I

jCONEY angle on use of broadcast media by
"Ser and wine industries should be upcoming
bon in records of Senate Interstate Foreign
jommerce Committee. Chairman Ed Johnson
ID-Col.) asked for updated figures during
earings on his co-sponsored "dry" bill to proibit liquor advertising from airwaves. Both
eer and wine industries were to comply to
equest.
.^TIILE there's been no announcement, it's
Bamed that American delegation which met in
Mexico City week of Feb. 4 with Mexican Teleommunications officials, reached agreement on
rV border allocations and made progress on
rertain AM problems related to NARBA. TV
assignments, however, did not involve inter(Continued on page 6)
•broadcasting

• Telecasting

AT&T RUSHING CABLES
TO MEET CONVENTION DATES
AT&T Friday reported special efforts of its
Long Lines Dept. to provide live network TV
coverage of political conventions to viewers in
Miami, New Orleans, Houston, Dallas, Fort
Worth and Oklahoma City.
Extension of television network facilities to
these cities was originally scheduled for completion during last half of 1952, but is now
being rushed so that service may be available
by early July, AT&T reported. Further extension to Tulsa and San Antonio "will not be
feasible until later this year," however, telephone company said.
AT&T emphasized that priority of construction for national defense plus possible material shortages might make it impossible to
meet advanced dates.
Work involved, AT&T said, includes addition of video equipment to existing Jacksonville-Miami coaxial cable; completion of Jackson-New Orleans cable; equipping coaxials
between Jackson and Dallas, Dallas and Houston; adding microwave facilities from Dallas
to Fort Worth and Oklahoma City.
Plan calls for one TV channel into each new
city by July. Later in year, as per original
schedule, two channels will be provided for each
Texas city now having two TV stations in
operation.
TURNER HEADS NEW
FCC FIELD BUREAU
WITH appointment of George S. Turner as
chief of new Field Engineering & Monitoring
Bureau, plus various other shifts, FCC Friday
completed reorganization of its staff which
commenced more than two years ago.
New Field bureau, recommended last month
in McKinsey & Co. final report [B»T, Jan. 21],
encompasses present Field Engineering & Monitoring Div. of Chief Eng-ineer's Office, plus
Antenna Survey, Commercial Operator and
Conelrad branches. It is due to start functioning March 2, will have four divisions — engineering, inspection and examination, monitoring and field operating.
Among other organizational changes announced Friday: (1) General Counsel's office
divided into Litigation Div. and Legislation,
Treaties and Rules Div. Los Angeles field office
abolished; (2) Chief Engineer's office divided
into frequency allocation and treaty, technical
research and laboratory; (3) broadcast license
functions transferred from Secretary's office
to Broadcast Bureau; (4) service, mail and files,
messenger and record keeping transferred from
Secretary's office to Office of Administration.
TRUMAN
RED CROSS PLEA
PRESIDENT TRUMAN, speaking from
the White House, will open American
Red Cross 1952 Fund Appeal Feb. 28,
as climax of dramatic program narrated
by Jessica Tandy. Entire production directed by Dick Depew, ABC. Phil Cohan,
of CBS is producing. Kickoff beinj kinescopsd for TV and transcribed for radio
to enable nine networks to cai ry program between 8-11 p.m.

BUSINESS

BRIEFLY

ANOTHER SPRING CAMPAIGN • Another spring advertiser, Kellogg Variety
Package (also see story page 23), will start
annual radio spot announcement campaign on
100 stations in non-TV markets April 1.
Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y., placing varied 13and 26-week contracts.
ALTERNATE SPONSORSHIP # Hazel
Bishop Lipstick understood to be willing to
sign for alternate sponsorship of Cameo Theatre (Sunday, 10:30-11 p.m., NBC-TV), currently sponsored weekly by Regent cigarettes.
Later account through its advertising agency,
Brooke, Smith, French & Dorrance, fortnight
ago had run blind ad in New York HeraldTribune seeking to co-sponsor for half-hour
TV show [B»T, Feb. 4],
KIPLINGER DOUBLES SPOTS • Kiplinger Washington Agency Inc, through Albert
Frank-Guenther Law, New York, doubling its
spot announcement campaign starting Feb. 18
in East and Feb. 25 on West Coast for one week
using 120 stations, compared to 60 used last
month, as result of radio's pull for Kiplinger
Newsletter.
EASTCO TO BUY RADIO • Eastco Inc.
(Clear-a-Fil, skin ointment for teen-agers),
N. Y., through Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y., preparing to use about 200 radio and TV stations for 52-week campaign. Spots will be
used mostly(Continued
on disc jockey
shows106)
in late afteron page
SEN. JOHNSON CRITICIZES
NETWORK POLITICS POLICY
SEN. Ed C. Johnson (D-Col.) chairman of
powerful Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee, Friday criticized networks
for adopting policy of "treating all candidates
for office as clients" rather than granting them
time as public service. Senator, whose committee handles legislation governing broadcasting, said networks' announced political
policy would bar candidates who were unable
to afford broadcasting costs and thus open
door to well-heeled special interests and pressure groups.
Sen. Johnson, whose criticism was made during speech at Second Annual Regional Television Seminar at WAAM (TV) Baltimore studios, treated these other topics: Educational TV
— number of universities-colleges capable of
supporting non-commercial educational stations
"scarce as hen's teeth," reiterated proposal
FCC impose condition on all TV licensees that
certain time be made available for educational
pui poses as sustaining feature. TV Code —
"if telecasters follow concept religiously and
faithfully this new and exciting medium will
prove to be the greatest influence for clear
thinking and clean living" since Ten Commandments given to man. Programming —
must have family appeal but must also be
clean and wholesome, requiring of telecaster
"alertness, tact, good taste and unusual understanding."
for mors AT DEADLINE turn page
February 18, 1952
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Closed
Circuit
(Continued from page 5)

NBC MERCHANDISING
APPOINTMENTS MADE
FOUR

NEW appointments to NBC Merchandising Dept. announced Friday: Brown Stafford Mantz named assistant to Gordon Lane
in material unit; James C. Sandner named
merchandising district supervisor for California, Nevada, Arizona and part of Utah,
w^ith headquarters in Los Angeles; H. John
Roepke to be similar supervisor for Minnesota,
North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Iowa
and Wisconsin, and Stewart Carr, for Missouri, Arkansas, Kansas, Oklahoma and part
of Illinois.
EXTEND CMA-TV SERVICE
PLANS for extending service of Radiotelevision el Mundo's CMA-TV Havana, now
under construction, to three other provinces
via microwave relays announced Friday. Satellite stations to be set up in Pinar Del Rio,
Matanzas and Las Villas provinces to rebroadcast CMA-TV programs delivered by what
was said to be probably first TV microwave
system scheduled for operation outside U. S.
Designed and equipped by RCA, CMA-TV will
operate on Channel 2. It is headed by Angel
Cambo, Cuban radio pioneer.
THREE TV APPLICANTS
THREE TV applications were filed Friday
with FCC, making total of seven submitted
this week (for others, see FCC Roundup, page
103). WCYB Bristol, Va., filed for Channel 5,
with 100 kw, proposed to spend $314,530 on
construction. WBLK Clarksburg, W. Va.,
asked for Channel 12, with 50.6 kw, proposed
to spend $253,283 on construction. WSAU
Wasau, Wis., asked for Channel 7, with 200
kw, proposed to spend $270,169 on construction.
DENY

ATLASS

INTERVENTION

REQUEST by Atlass Amusement Co. to intervene in license renewal hearing for WKOW
Madison, Wis., was denied by FCC Friday.
Commission acted on petition asking review of
Motion Comr. Walker's denial of plea for intervention last month [B«T, Jan. 28, 14; Dec.
31, Nov. 12, 1951]. It held that management
company, which is headed by H. Leslie Atlass
Jr., son of CBS Central Div. vice president,
could protect itself as regular witness in hearings scheduled for March 28 in Madison.
Commission has questioned whether management contract between station and Atlass company indicates delegation of control of station.
ABC SIGNS THREE
SIGNING of three new radio affiliates announced by ABC Friday, pushing network
total to 318 stations. KCLV Clovis, N. M.
(1240 kc, with power to go from 100 w to 250 w
next Monday), owned by New-Tex Broadcasting
with Don Boles as general manager, was to
join yesterday (Sunday); WKBV Richmond,
Ind. (1490 kc, 250 w), owned by Central Broadcasting Corp. and managed by Lester G.
Spencer, to affiliate March 1, and WSKI Montpelier, Vt. (1240 kc, 250 w), owned by Montpelier-Barre Broadcasting Co. and managed
by Charles W. Grinnell, was to join Saturday.
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In $31
this
Some
million Issue—
worth of business has
been signed by three major radio networks since the first of the year. Renewals and new accounts are reported
in quantities that make network executives optimistic. Page 23.
A B*T survey finds that spring and
summer seasonal advertisers are already at work on big campaigns for
radio and television. The planning
has started unusually early. Page 23.
NARTB boards appoint five-member TV
code committee, make annual convention plans, work out new membership
dues structure, grapple with agenda
full of other problems at Texas hideaway. Stories on board action begin
on Pages 2A-25.
Mark March 15 in your datebook as the
day the FCC may announce its Sixth
Report and Order thawing the television freeze. The Commission is taking extra time to make the document as
lawyer-proof as possible. Page 73.
1951 network advertising is summarized
in PIB reports. Procter & Gamble
spent more than anyone else on both
radio and TV networks. Page 27.
The Katz Agency, at conference with its
19 TV station clients, urges that a
calculated policy on spot vs. network
television be undertaken. TV must
avoid the "mistakes" of radio, Katz
executives say. Page 75.
Paul Raibourn, Paramount Pictures vice
president, thinks highly of both subscription and color TV, tells FCC his
company wants to thoroughly explore
both. Page 75.
Despite some shortcomings it has at its
present stage of development, UHF
will emerge as a dependable means of
television. At a two-day seminar in
Washington, RCA explains technical
aspects of UHF and reveals complete
line of VHF and UHF transmitting and
receiving equipment. Page 73.
President Truman wants Congress to repeal a Defense Production Act provision— the Capehart amendment — that
sets up a formula for including advertising expenses in costs upon which
price ceilings are based. If Mr. Truman's wishes were followed, it would
have a noticeable effect on U. S. advertising. Page 30.
The government will probably continue
its ban against color television, but
with modifications, if hints dropped by
NPA sources can be accepted as an accurate report of NPA's plans. Page 7h.
Upcoming
Feb. 19: NARTB regional TV tax clinic,
Mayflower Hotel, Washington.
Feb. 20-23: Georgia Press Institute, 24th
annual session, U. of Georgia, Atlanta.
Fab. 22: Illinois Broadcasters Assn. annual
spring meeting, Leiand Hotel, Springfield, I I.
Feb. 22: Voice of Democracy Awards Luncheon and Presentations, 12:30 p.m., Statler Hotel, Washington.
(Other Upcomings pegs 38)

change of until
channels
conclusions ofcan't
announced
FCC but
consideration
alloc
tions is completed. AM problems were )■
solved, except as to use of 1550 kc. Possibili
of further session in Washington.
WATCH for effort in House by Rep. Wa|
Horan (R-Wash.) to prod House Interstt
and Foreign Commerce Committee action |J
political broadcasts. Revised Horan bill — i
sion of NARTB-FCC thinking— definitely
works, will be introduced, possibly within ne
two weeks. Question, however, will be hf
strong pitch to committee by Rep. Horan.
WORKING diligently while FCC grapples wi
freeze thaw, Washington engineers and atto
neys believe they already have in their sho.
practically all applications that will be filt
during 60 or 90 day waiting period FCC w
authorize for filing of new bids for facilitii
and amendment of pending ones. Numbei
Roughly 500.
WHAT MAY be record-breaker in acceptani
of public service feature has been response
"Your Voice of America" transcription serie
offered by Associated Broadcasters, throug
Wesley I. Dumm, less than eight weeks agi
Moi e than 800 stations already have schedule
cycle of transcriptions condensed from Vou
broadcasts for benefit of U. S. audiences.
J. N. (BILL) BAILEY, Washington new;
paperman and former director of FM Associj
tion, soon will be named Public Affairs Office
of Richmond area branch of Fedei-al Civ
Defense Administration.
IN EFFORT to avoid pitfalls that befell radi
research, an independently owned TV statio
has activated survey to be conducted by leadin
university on "Out of Home TV." Breakdow
will show in this major market what an est
mated 25% of set-owners do when they ar
not watching TV at home. Results expected t
be available in about two months.
WHILE FCC's slow-down on consideration o
final TV allocations report stems largely froi
adjustment of conflicts in voluminous documen
and desire to sit back and reflect, it's no secre
that Comr. Frieda B. Hennock, educators' Joa
of Arc, has belabored virtually every city-by
city situation that involves educational assign
ment. It's more question of holding on to orig
inal "10%" theoretical reservation than c
adding additional channels for educators.
RESIGNATION of H. B. McCoy, NPA assist
ant administrator, may be announced shortlj
Mr. McCoy is member of NPA top hierarch
on policy, as well as chief of textile and leathe
goods division,
and has
on color T'^
issue.
He presided
at been
recentactive
agency-industr
conference looking toward clarification of regu
lation. No replacement indicated.
OMISSION of electronics manufacturei
from list of firms due to receive reserv(
controlled materials now released may causf
some concern in industry quarters. Manj
manufacturers have received necessary cer
tificates of necessity permitting tax write-offs
on new or expanded projects.
PLANS afoot for third closed circuit, theatr(
TV test by Federal Civil Defense Administra
tion
along Should
Atlanticdemonstration
seaboai'd. There's
on(
loadblock:
be designee
as training-orientation or public informatioi
experiment? FCDA is compiling survey o
second test reaction among CD trainees, t(
be released in fortnight.
for more AT DEADLINE see page 106
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To a radio advertiser
who

never hears "Dateline Marengo'

THE NEWSWEEKLY OF RADIO AND TELEVISION
Published Weekly by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Executive, Editorial, Advertising and Circulation Office*:
870 National Press BIdg.
Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone ME 1022
IN THIS BROADCASTING
DEPARTMENTS

In WMTland all the news that's fit to air includes a
minimum of bistro battles, a maximum of alfalfa
' intelligence. What we lack in V-neck verbiage is offset
by thorough coverage of the Eastern lovfa scene. Take
Marengo, pop. 2,000. It's the county seat of blacksoiled Iowa County, a community typical of our market,
where about half the retail and wholesale business takes
place in towns under 10,000. WMT's special correspondents inMarengo and 37 other Eastern Iowa towns
provide local news on a 24-hour basis. Combined with
AP, UP, and INS they help supply the news fodder
which is edited down to 12,000 words by daily newscasts.

WMT advertisers find news programs powerful sales
makers. Killian's Department Store has sponsored
the 9 a.m. edition since 1935. Other long-run news
sponsors: Iowa Electric, since 1942; Oelwein Chemical,
since 1943; Western Grocer, since 1944.
Outstanding news coverage is just part of the WMT
story. Add farm service, sports, entertainment, and
exclusive CBS programming, and you get the kind of
audience interest which maintains WMT's position as the
highest Hooperated CBS station in the nation.

CEDAR

RAPIDS

BASIC CBS RADIO NETWORK • 5,000 WATTS • 600 KC
REPRESENTED
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Agency Beat
Aircasters
Allied Arts
Editorial
FCC Actions
FCC Roundup
Feature of Week
Film Report
Front Office
New Business
On All Accounts
Open Mike
Our Respects to
;
Programs, Promotions, Premiums
Strictly Business
Upcoming
TELECASTING Starts on page 71
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WASHINGTON HEADQUARTERS
SOL TAISHOFF, Editor and Publisher
EDITORIAL: ART KING, Managing Editor; EDWIN H.
JAMES, Senior Editor; J. Frank Beatty, Earl B.
Abrams, Associate Editors; Fred Fitzgerald, Assistant
Managing Editor; Dave Berlyn, Assignment Editor;
Lawrence Christopher, Technical Editor. STAFF:
John H. Kearney, Patricia Kielty, John Osbon,
Keith
Trantow.
EDITORIALJeanASSISTANTS:'
Pat
Kowalczyk,
Don Mortimer,
D. Statz, Hilda
Toler; Gladys L. Hall, Secretary to the Publisher.
BUSINESS:
MAURY
LONG,
Business Manager;
Manager;George
Winfield
R. Levi,
Assistant
Advertising
L. Dant, Adv. Production Manager; Harry Stevena,
Classified Advertising Manager; Eleanor Schadl,
Doris Kelly, Betty Krebs; B. T. Talshoff, Treasurer:
Irving C. Miller, Auditor and Office Manager; Eunice
Weston, Assistant Auditor.
CIRCULATION AND READERS' SERVICE: JOHN P.
COSGROVE, Manager; Doris J. Buschling, Ruth W.
Davis, Grace Schorm, Elwood M. Slee, Clyde Baker.
NEW YORk'^ BUREAU
488 Madison Ave., Zone 23,
Plaza 5-8355; EDITORIAL:
Rufus Crater, New
York Editor; Florence Small, Agency Editor; Dorothy Munster, William Ruchti, Liz Thackston.
Bruce Robertson, Senior Associate Editor.
ADVERTISING: S. J. PAUL, Advertising Director;
Eleanor rector;
R. Kenneth
Manning,
to Advertising
DiCowan,Assistant
Advertising
Representative.
CHICAGO BUREAU 360 N. Michigan Ave., Zone 1,
CEntral 6-4115; William H. Shaw, Midwest Advertising Representative; Jane Pinkerton, News Editor.
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU
Taft Building, Hollywood
and Vine, Zone 28, HEmpstead 8181; David Glickman, West Coast Manager; Marjorie Ann Thomas.
TORONTO:
417 Harbour Commission, EMpire 4-0775
James
Montagnes.
Broadcasting • Magazine was foimded in 1931 by
Broadcasting Publications Inc., using the title:
Broadcasting • — The News Magazine of the Fifth
Estate
BroadcastReporter
Advertising
• was acquired in 1932
and Broadcast
in 1933.
•Reg. U. S. Patent Office
Copyright 1952 by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Annual subscription for 52 weekly issues $7.00.
Annual subscription including BROADCASTING Yearbook (53rd issue) $9.00, or TELECASTING Yearbook
(54th issue) $9.00.
Annual subscription to BROADCASTING • TELECASTING including 54 issues $11.00.
Add $1.00 per year for Canadian and foreign postage.
Regular issue 35^ per copy; 53rd and 54th isewoe $5.00
per copy.
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agency

A. LEO BOWMAN, Pacific Coast manager of Free & Peters, S. F., to
Abbott Kimball Co., S. F., as director of radio and television.

MERRITT WILLEY, vice president, Guild Bascom & Bonfigli Inc., S. F.,
to Telso Norman Adv., same city, as assistant to Mr! Iji;
Norman and general manager in charge of operations
. J lo

ARTHUR GARDNER, production executive King Bros.,ij H
independent film producers, joins' Ruthrauff & Ryan t«
Inc., Hollywood, as supervisor of filmed TV programs

NORTON B. JACKSON named director of merchandis- '^^ '*
ing for Schleideler, Beck & Werner, N. Y.
i

PAUL EDWARD
MARTIN,
agency radio-TV producer and director, to N. W. Ayer & Son, N. Y., as
production supervisor and ANDREW MITTELBRUNN
joms agency's Phila. office as art director.
Mr. Willey

ROBERT
assistant
to national
sales
manager,
Mclllhenny
Co., N. Y., LEHMAN,
to William H.
Weintraub,
same city,
in the
marketing
depart- '^^
ment. GEORGE R. CHRISTIE Jr., vice president and general manager
of Robert Ensco Inc., also joins agency's marketing staff.

on all accounts

the New York Radio and TV director for the Pittsburgh agency.
ing to theandcynics,
is accordan in"song
dance,"
valuable part of the makeup
Walker Downing Co. During his
of any successful advertising man.
term with that organization, he suBut without dwelling too long
pervised the following grams network
proCounter
:
Spy,
on the philosophy of
Fishing and Hunting
the cynic, "song and
Club, Still Horizons,
dance" is not a deMother and Dad and
scription of the executive tactics of
the Miary Small
Junior Miss shows.
Victor Seydel, director of radio and tele—
vision for Anderson
in Five
1949years
— he later
joined
& Cairns, New York.
Anderson, Davis &
Rather, it is a
Platte as director of
radio and TV, a
biographical fact.
Born in New York
position he still
City in 1909 but
holds vdth the rebrought up in Grand
cently merged
Rapids, Mich., Mr.
agency now listed as
Seydel began h i s
Anderson & Cairns.
career of music and
He currently
terpsichore during a
summer vacation
handles radio and
Mr. SEYDEL
TV for the following
from school and
never did return to
accounts:
H. Masland & SonC. (carpets
the U. of Michigan.
He started as a juvenile dancer
and sportswear), which sponsors
in vaudeville, progressed to proTales of Tomorrow on ABC-TV;
duction and from 1932 to 1934
Rootes Motors, a radio and TV spot
produced vaudeville acts, movie
advertiser; Du Maurier Cigarettes
shorts, nightclub shows and served
(radio spots) ; National Home
as an m. c. in a number of his own
Furnishing (radio spots) ; Sunbeam Talbot Cars (radio), and
productions.
Then RKO sent him to New
Rolls Razor (radio and TV spots).
York. In the big city, for a period
The Seydels — she is the former
of six years, he produced shows
Harriet Hamm — have been married
for fund-raising purposes for vari- for 12 years. They have two chilous organizations.
dren, Gregg, 7%, and Victoria,
In 1940, he joined the then Blue
4%. They live in their own home
in
Huntington,
L. I.
Network as a statf director, remaining with the company when it
His hobbies are fishing, the legitibecame ABC. In 1944, he became
mate theatre and historical novels.
THE

Ordinarily a capricious little fellow, Shish
Kabab

is eyeing the Oklahoma

City Market

with a serious eye. Rightly so, for, cute as
he is, he'll soon be some secretary's Mouton
coat, somebody else's lamb chops, or a flaming sword dinner. And let that be a lesson.

In examining

the

Oklahoma

City

Market, don't let fancy trim or capricious
claims divert you. Have a talk with your
Avery-Knodel man about the station that
can prove results, KOMA
. . . the only
50 thousand watt CBS outlet in Oklahoma
. . . the merchandising
Oklahoma

minded

station in

City.

KOMA
50,000
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OHN L. VAN ZANT named director of public relations staff at J. Waler Thompson Co., Chicago, where he has been account executive. He
ucceeds C. STUART SIEBERT, who has resigned to study in Europe.

msTAmm

# # #

^OHN F. CONNORS, production and promotion staff, KLZ Denver, to
Ipob Betts Adv., that city, as account executive.
jiJEORGE BRYAN CURRAN, sales psychology and research counsellor,
ilnoved office from New York to 1221 California St., Denver.
William J. HENNIG to Paul J. Steffen Co.,
and
research director.
I
:l
DAVID W. ARCHIBALD, research and sales
Kaumagraph Co., Wilmington,
Phila., as assistant research

Chicago, as copy chief
analysis department of
Del., to Gray & Rogers,
director.

EDWARD B. ROSS has purchased interest of WILLIAM W. SCHWEIT in the Ross, Gardner & White
Adv.
Agency,
L. A., the
and same.
is now the sole owner. Agency's
name will remain
ROBERT S. BECKHAM, vice president of Moore &
Beckham Inc., N. Y., to Richard La Fond Adv. Inc.
same city, as account executive.

fMr. Archibald
,
JEAN WHERLAND,
iBascom & Bonfigli, S. F.

Rhoades & Davis, S. F., to Guild

Largest
ry
ti
sr
lldl'es
DWio

SIDNEY GARFIELD, president, Sidney Garfield & Assoc., S. F., and
IRALPH G. CAHN, head of Ralph G. Cahn Adv., S. F., announce conIsolidation of their agencies. Name of combined agency will be Sidney
Garfield & Assoc. All personnel of both agencies are retained.

Fills

LUCIEN BROUILLETTE elected vice president of Marsteller, Gebhardt
& Reed, Chicago, where he has been an account executive since 1950.

5,000,000th

ICHERIE LEE, assistant radio-TV director at W. B. Doner & Co., Detroit,
promoted to director of the department.
ROBERT M. GARRICK, advertising manager, Farmers' Market, L. A., to Factor-Breyer Inc., L. A., as
[publicity director.

BURTON A. NEUBERGER, Marfree Adv., Chicago,
named general manager of that office succeeding
SHEPARD CHARTOC who resigned to open own
agency [B«T, Feb. 11].

Rich
Miss Lee

BETSY ROSS MARTIN, merchandising director of Today's Woman,
to Earle Ludgin, Chicago, as manager of new merchandising department.
CHARLES J. WEIGERT, Benton & Bowles, N. Y., to Foote, Cone &
Belding, same city, as space buyer.
JERE BAYARD, account executive, Walter McCreery Inc., Beverly Hills,
I to McNeill & McCleery Adv., Hollywood, as vice president and account
I executive.
I
i EUGENE PILZ and VERNON EWING, account executives, named partners in Arthur G. Rippey & Co., Denver.
EARL R. DUGAN, assistant account executive, Erwin, Wasey & Co.,
L. A., to Foote, Cone & Belding, same city, to work on Hughes Aircraft
account.

PEORIA

History was made recently at Hiram Walker 8C Sons, Inc.
when the five millionth barrel was filled with Walker whiskey
by General Superintendent Ralph Claassen (left) and President Howard R. Walton (right). No other distillery has
ever reached this mark . . . the world's largest distillery sets
the pace.

WMBDl

AYLIN Adv., Houston, Tex., elected to membership in
the American Assn. of Advertising Agencies.

Barrel -in

Dominates
Peoriarea

the

Market

The people of WMBD also set the pace . . . they fill more
Peoriarea homes with advertisers' messages than the next
two stations combined! Top PROGRAMMING backs the
nation's No. 1 network with top rated local shows . . . volume
SALES result from such programming . . . vigorous PROMOTION merchandises advertisers' programs . . . unmatched FACILITIES AND POWER blanket prosperous
Peoriarea.
WMBD— The No. 1 Station in the Midwest's No. 1 Test
Market!
CHARLES C. CAIEY, President
Manager and General
DON D. KYNASTON, Director of Sales
See free & Peters

HENRY B. GRANDIN JR., American President Lines, S. F., to Richard
N. Meltzer Adv., S. F.
GARRETT HOLLIHAN, radio and television director of Brisacher,
Wheeler & Staff, S. F., to Foote, Cone & Belding, S. F., as account
executive.
ROY A. WASHBURN and ELDEN ROXBURGH to Chicago office of
C. L. Miller Co. Mr. Washburn, account executive, is former Chicago
(Continued on page U6)
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From
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It Isn't the
It's the

where

Joe

I sit

Marsh

HeatHide!

Big discussion after the Grange
meeting Friday night. Tik Anderson
said that hogs were more affected by
the hot weather than cattle. Skeeter
Morgan declared that it wasn't so —
that he never saw any hogs bothered
by the hot sun like his cows were.
/ was glad when Rusty Robinson
stepped in.
"Boys," he says, "don't get so rUed
up. It all depends on what color the
livestock are. Hogs or cattle, those
with light-colored coats absorb less
heat from the sun than animals with
dark coats. You're both right!"
From

where I sit, a great many

useless arguments could be avoided if
a person would simply remember

he

doesn't always have all the right on
his side. Reminds me of folks who insist that coffee, for instance, is the
only thing to drink, forgetting that
other people have a right to a glass of
beer now and then. If we wouldn't get
so ''het up'' about our prejudices —
we'd all be better off!

Copyright, 1952, United States Brewers Foundation
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Elusive Spot
EDITOR:
. . . We, like so many other
researchers, are always most anxious to include radio and television spot expenditures in our media
analyses. However, to my knowledge, such figures are non-existent.
I would greatly appreciate it if
you would inform me where we
could obtain, on a monthly basis,
dollar expenditures for spot radio
and spot television, together with
a breakdown by advertiser and
product advertised. . . .
Nathalie D. Frank
Librarian
Geyer, Newell & Ganger
New York
[EDITOR'S NOTE: There is no source
supplying the statistics Miss Frank
wants on a monthly basis. However,
yearly totals are available. The most
up-to-date (for 1951)
are those now
in thein
BROADCASTING
YEARBOOK,
the hands of subscribers, and TELECASTING YEARBOOK, which goes in
the
end ofarethis
month.by OIHcial mails
annual thefigures
compiled
the
FCC, but usually are released about
a year later.]
Ante Up
EDITOR:
I am writing in reply ... to Dr.
Chappell's
that in Mr.
the
interest ofsuggestion
the industry
Hooper, Mr. Roslow and KJBS
should share equally the cost of
demonstrating the truth or fallacy
of the hypothesis:
That the big reason for differences
between roster and coincidental ratings is confusion caused by presenting in the roster many names of programs not heard by the respondent
. . . with resulting inflation of roster
ratings for low rating programs and
deflation for those of high rating programs.
Our answer is YES. We welcome the opportunity of contributing our third and do so with no
qualifications, no strings, no conditions.
Stanley G. Breyer
Commercial Manager
KJBS San Francisco
[EDITOR'S
Chappell's
suggestion wasNOTE:
made inDr.a letter
in OPEN
MIKE Feb.
11.]

it would probably allow the average station to fire as many as three
first class engineers . . .
I urge all engineers, all combination men, everybody with a first
class ticket whose livelihood this
vicious proposal fostered by Mr.
Grove and th6 NARTB threatens,
to make known their objections to
the FCC, the U. S. Dept. of Labor
and to their Congressmen . . .
Paul Coburn
Logan, * Utah
* «
EDITOR:
. . . Mr. Grove . . . stated that
he didn't see any possible degradation of engineering standards if
the rules changes are in effect. I
wonder if Mr. Grove has given any
thought to the possible degradation of the first class operator, both
mentally and financially. . . .
If there is anything that the
radio stations need at this time,
it is rigid qualifications for the
station managers. I have nothing
against station managers, but
after all, the success of the station is on their shoulders, and if
the stations were in good financial
standing, then they could pay the
operators a fair salary.
I would like to see all the first
class operators throughout the
country follow this fight up with
the FCC. ...
George C. Shurden
WJMB Brookhaven, Miss.
^ ^ ^
EDITOR:
Mr. Webb's letter in the Feb. 4
issue B*T concerning Mr. Grove's
and NARTB's proposal to reduce
operator requirements for low
power broadcast stations fails to
take into account the fact that
broadcasting has progressed a long
way from the day when the engineer assembled the transmitter
at sign-on time every day and
operating the 250 w transmitter
required more adjustments and
controls than the 50 kw of today.
Operating
the low
broadcast transmitter
has power
been reduced
in complexity to a point where the
controls to be adjusted actually
number less than on some electric
cook stoves, but the FCC license
requirements have advanced to
such a state that the 250 w transmitter operator must know how
many interlaced scanning lines
cross the mosaic of a TV camera
tube, or how many microseconds
long a blanking pulse or sync'

First Class Furor
EDITOR:
I should like to point out some
of the dangers embraced in the
petition of the NARTB explained
in an article by William C. Grove
in the Jan. 28 issue. In the first
place has the NARTB considered
how much unemployment of radio
engineers and combination men
pulse
We is.
can agree
Mr. Webb'sof
statement
about with
the shortage
will result? . . .
men
who
can
afford
to
work
for the,
Secondly, it will surely result in
wages that the small station canj
lower engineering standards . . .
pay, (Continued
but we also onbelieve
If the FCC accepts this money
page heH)would
saving petition by the NARTB . . .
BROADCASTING
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Open Mike
(Continued from page 12)
find a shortage of graduate electrical engineers who would be willing to work for a household cook's
salary should the government rule
that such skill is necessary to
operate an electric range.
It is possible that some operators
will lose their jobs, but a man
who will sit and read comic books
for eight hours a day doing transmitter watch while all that vast
knowledge in his head deteriorates
for lack of activity isn't very ambitious anyway and we believe a
man who knows something and how
to use it can always find a place
to use it and get paid for it without getting under the wing of the
FCC.
T. K. Vassy
General Manager
Chessley Hooper
Chief Engineer
WLBB Carrollton, Ga.

Suggestion Box
EDITOR:
An idea if you please: Why not
a "National Radio Write-in Week"
with plenty of publicity?
I suggest the last week in
February with spot announcements
across the country.
Is it worthy of a yearly promotion?
Lee
Hollingsworth
President
WKBS Oyster Bay, N. Y.
* * *
Quick Look Misleading
EDITOR:
Was nettled by the heading on
a small story in the Feb. 4 issue
dealing with sales of radio and
television sets in Canada. To one
taking a quick look at the story
headed "TV Going Up, Radio
Down'' it would appear that radio
was losing out to television in
Canada.

"To what radio station does your family listen
most?" As part of an independent survey
made by students at North Dakota Agricultural
College, this question was asked of 3,969 farm
families in 22 prosperous coimties within 90
miles of Fargo. 74.6% of the families named
WDAY; 4.4% said Station "B", 2.3% Station
"C", 2.1% Station "D", and so on.
WDAY was a 17'to-l choice over the next
station . . . a SYz-to-l favorite over all other
WDAY

•
FREE
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NBC

•

970

& PETERS,

Nothing could be farther from
reality.
In the first 10 months of 1951
less than 29,000 TV sets were sold.
In the same time nearly 450,000
AM radio sets were sold. . . . AM
radio is still going to be the most
potent sales medium in Canada for
a long time to come.
A. A. McDermott
Radio
Inc. & Television Sales
Toronto
[EDITOR'S
storyweresaidbigger
that
TV
set sales NOTE:
in 1951 The
(28,979)
than in 1950 (19,183) and that, conversely, radio set sales in the same 10
months of 1951 (449,509) were less than
in the similar period of 1950 (583,093).
Though this publication joins with
Mr. McDermott in believing radio is
here
the headline accurately
stated tothestay,
facts.]
* * *
Another
EDITOR:

Viewpoint

Why doesn't
Broadcasting
Telecasting
do factual
reporting•
and get both sides of the story?

stations combined!
In Fargo's home county, WDAY was the
first choice of 87.2% of the families, as against
5.8% for Station "B". Here WDAY was a 15to-1 choice over the next station . . . a 6y2-to-l
favorite over all other stations combined!
BMB figures, Hoopers and mail-order returns all tell the same amazing story on WDAY
and the rich Red River Valley. Get all the
fads. Write us direct, or ask Free 8C Peters!
KILOCYCLES

•

5000

WATTS

INC., Exclusive National Representatives

Feb. 11— "WOW Strike Settled''
WOW, WOW-TV lost 23 minul'
on
both stations,
and it was Al;|
co '
mercial,
not "sustaining."
12 NABET
technicians
are operat.
withe '
jobs;
the station
is being
by strike breakers and only a h,
NABET men— not "a full staff
NABET technicians." i
D.
Roy W Glanton
Ex-WO
Engineer !j
(After 23 years)
;
Omaha
\
FEDITOR'S NOTE: The item to wh;
Mr. Glanton refers was plainly labe;
as
side that
of theB»T
story.had1
newsmanagement's
arrived so late
go to press with it without solicit!
NABET's viewpoint.
are glad
* * We
publish Mr. Glanton's
version.]
Lips That Touch

:
\
li
:
i

Liquoi i

EDITOR:
:
In the interest of getting t |
record straight on the KOME-Ml
difficulty which you covered
your issue of Feb. 4, here is t
rest of the story:
Before we purchased KOME, li
after the FCC had approved o
application for such permission,
went to New York and discuss
the whole situation with the st
tion's relations people. We arriv
at what we thought to be a mod
Vivendi, but the whole thing w
knocked into a cocked hat by t
sale of the Game of the Day
Falstaff and the need for a Tul
outlet which we did not feel ^
could provide because of our ownc
ship by a school organization.
As to the sequence of events,
is true that Mutual put us und
a protective cancellation. It
significant that the cancellatii
was dated Nov. 2, which was befoi
my trip to New York and befoj
our discussion for the purpose
clarifying questions as to our st
tion's policy. At the time of n
visit, which was advised by Mutus
I was told about the cancellati<
but
assured
that itofwas
routii'i
and for
the purpose
making
of us clarify the question.
On Monday, Jan. 28, 195
Mutual still told us that if \
would reconsider our ban on bee
they
would like to do busine
with us.
While technically the cancel!,
tion was by Mutual, our fin
refusal to carry the Falstaff pr
cipitated the action and caus(
them to carry through the ca:
cellation which was only protecti;;
at the time notice was given.
Incidentally, I wonder about tl
equity of the clause under whl(
this thing was done. After pu
chasing the station, our netwoi
contract has been on a 30-day cai
cellation notice by the networ
From our side, however, v
couldn't get out under two year
That's a standard clause in tl
contract.
Storm Whaley
Vice President
KOME Tulsa

fEDITOR'S
Mr. Whaley's
adds
detailsNOTE:
to a story
that wasleti'a
curately reported in B»T Feb. 4. E
fective March 2, KAKC Tulsa becom
the Mutual afflUate because KOME
policies against alcoholic beverage ai
vertising would prevent MBS fro
getting"Game
into Tulsa
its KOME
beer-spoih
sored
of thewith
Day."
joined Liberty (see story this issue)
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LA

CARTE

TELEVISION

Television, sponsors say, can be satisfying fare.

picture quality for your programs. And when you

And Spot Program television lets you choose any
item on the menu, cooks it to your taste and serves
it exactly where you want it. Yet it costs no more than

get the bill, you'll find the savings in station rates
are enough to pay for your film prints, their distribution and other costs, if any.

BUY TV BY SPOT and order only the markets you want.

To discover how nourishing Spot Program television
can be for your sales curve, just call the salesman
at the Katz office and see what he can prepare for

Forget "must" cities, "must" stations or minimum
network requirements. You'll get top service from
the stations you choose . . . uniform and pleasing

you. If you're like an increasing number of national
advertisers, you'll go for it.
YOU CAN DO BETTER WITH SPOT. . . MUCH BETTER.

the regular "no substitutions permitted" dinner.

AT

TABLE

D'HOTE

PRICES

THE
KATZ
AGENCY,
INC • NATIONAL ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVES
488 MADISON AVENUE . NEW YORK 22, NEW YORK • CHICAGO . LOS ANGELES . SAN FRANCISCO . ATLANTA . DALLAS . KANSAS CITY • DETROIT
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neu) business

• • •
LAMOUR HAIR PRODUCTS Inc., N. Y. (Color Comb and ShampPads), effective tomorrow will launch advertising and promotion cai
paign using both radio and TV participations primarily on womei
shows. Company, whose overall yearly advertising budget will rea
$150,000, will begin its program on metropolitan New York stations, e
panding to Philadelphia, San Francisco, and Los Angeles within ne
three months. Agency: Kenneth Rader Co., N. y.

mo

ILLINOIS MEAT Co., Chicago, will sponsor The Johnson Family in thr
markets effective today. Stations carrying the 45 minute morning str
are WCBS New York, WTAM Cleveland and WXYZ Detroit. Agenc
Arthur Meyerhoff, Chicago.
CLINTON CLOTHING Co., L. A., begins sponsorship of Madison Squa\
Garden, half hour TV film series on KTTV (TV) Hollywood todi
and KFMB-TV San Diego March 7. Both contracts call for a series
13 weeks. Agency: Milton Weinberg Adv., L. A.
WESTON BISCUIT Co., Burbank, Calif., using TV film spot announc
ments in six different languages over western stations for new fo
wrapped line of cookies. Agency: McNeill & McCleery, Hollywood.
A^tiurotk • • •
BAUER & BLACK, Chicago (medical supplies), will sponsor a quarte
hour of Hoivdy Doody on NBC-TV for six weeks from April 16. Agenc
Leo Burnett, same city. B&B segment is aired Wed. 4:30-4:45 p.m. CS
Clients renewing portions of the show include MARS Inc., Chica]
(candy), through Leo Burnett Co., Mon. 4:45-5 p.m. for 13 weeks fro
March 3 and Wed. 4:30-4:45 p.m. for six weeks from March 5. KE:
LOGG Co., Battle Creek (cereals), renews through Leo Burnett Co. t
Tues. and Thurs. 4:30-4:45 p.m. segments for 13 weeks from March ]
while INTERNATIONAL SHOE Co., St. Louis, through Henri, Hurst
McDonald, Chicago, renews alternate Wed. 4:45-5 p.m. portion fro
Feb. 22 for 52 weeks.

IMA

KELLOGG Co. (Corn Pops, Rice Krispies, Corn Flakes), Battle Cree
Mich., renews Wild Bill Hickok on 516 MBS stations, thrice week]
5:30-5:55 p.m. (each local time zone), for 13 weeks from March ?
Agency: Leo Burnett Co., L. A.
CALIF. SPRAY CHEMICAL Corp., Richmond, Calif, (garden chemicals
signs 26-week contract for sponsorship of Ortho Garden Guide wi
Norvell Gillespie, thrice-weekly show on 25 Don Lee Network station
Agency: McCann-Erickson, S. F.
CHEMICALS Inc., Oakland, Calif. (Vano products), signs 52-week ca
tract for sponsorship of Mel Venter's Breakfast Gang, half-hour Mondi
through Saturday variety program, on full 45 station Don Lee Netwoi
Agency: Sidney Garfield & Assoc., S. F.
GREEN GIANT Co. (Corn and Peas), Le Sueur, Minn., starts Life Wi
Lhikletter on ABC-TV on weekly basis, Fri., 7:30-8 p.m. (PST), f
13 weeks from March 14. Show currently seen alternate weeks. Agenc
Leo Burnett Co., L. A.

|
■^^enctf •^japotntmenti • • •
MOTOROLA-NEW YORK Inc., names Getschal & Richard Inc., same cit
DOMINATES

RADIO AS IT HAS FOR 26 YEARS

For Proof See Hooper, BMB, and Record of Performance
KVOO
(^/^^^^W^WiTc^^^
TULSA
50,000 WATTS
1170 KC
NBC AFFILIATE
National Representatives — Edward Petry & Co., Inc.
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ADAM HATS, N. Y., appoints Hirshon-Garfield Inc., same city, f
advertising of wholesale, retail and Adam Hat Agency division.
REHRIG MFG. Co. (Whitehouse dressing, mayonnaise), L. A., nam
Davis & Co., L. A.
WORSTED DIV. of Pacific Mills, N. Y., appoints Foote, Cone & Bel
ing, same city, effective March 1.
HANSCOM BROS. Inc. (bakers), Phila., reappoints Buckley Organiz
tion, same city.
ATLANTIC PRODUCTS Corp., Trenton, N. J. (luggage), names Ande
son & Cairns, N. Y.
SAV-ON DRUG Co., L. A., names Ruthrauff & Ryan, Hollywood. Loc
(Continued on page 52)
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ANY

Time

Is

GOOD

DES

TIME

MOINES!

Onljiii

iMrlr

BOX

SCORE
KRKT

MORNING

— 22 first (1 tie) out

of 22 rated periods.
AFTERNOON

— 21 firsts and 3

seconds out of 24 rated periods.
EVENING

— 47 firsts, 16 seconds

out of 70 rated periods.

Every KRNT

personality show and news

period out-Hoopers every competing show
in Des Moines! These ratings are proof
conclusive that KRNT
—

never was better

never a better buy! By every standard

of comparison, KRNT

is one of the great

stations in the nation. We're big and
growing bigger in a big market . . . FAST.
tm
Very THAI
highly
Hooperated,
Sales results
premeditatei).
CBS afliliated
Station in
Des Moines!

THE
REGISTER
tND
TRIBUNE
STtTION

. . . FIRST

in morning audience!
KRNT's audience (42.3% share) is
114.7% greater than the No. 2 station,
and is 19.8% larger than the combined
total of the No. 3, 4, 5 and 6 rated stations ... is 24.8% greater than No. 2
and 3 stations combined.
KRNT
. . . FIRST
in afternoon audience!

KRNT's audience (46.2%) is 90.9%
greater than the No. 2 station, and is
larger than the combined total of No.
2, 3, and 4 rated stations.
KRNT

• . . FIRST

in evening audience!
KRNT's audience (36.5%) is 39.8%
greater than the No. 2 station. . . is
112.2% greater than the No. 3 station
... is larger than the combined total
of No. 3, 4, 5, and 6 rated stations.
KRNT

. . . FIRST

in total rated time periods!
KRNT's audience (40.5%) is 73.1%
greater than the No. 2 station, and is
greater by 17.7% than the total of No.
3, 4, 5, and 6 stations combined.

STATION
WITH THE
FABULOUS PERSONALITIES AND
ASTRONOMICAL
HOOPERS

Represenfed by THE KATZ AGENCY . . . SOURCE: C. E. HOOPER DES MOINES AUDIENCE INDEX, OCTOBER-NOVEMBER. 1951
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h d's
"wit
O was Clev
ALSWHK
elan
ITthat
Promotion Manager L. C. Oswald received the following letter
from David B. Sankey, sales manager, The Charles A. Peterson Co.,
processors of nut meats:
"It is with pleasure that we advise you that our sales volume increased 20% in November and December 1951 over the year of 1950
for the same period. We conservatively attribute this increase to the
very fine job of selling that both
your station and Bill Gordon have

(pDUd

of Scd£ ...

■

In addition to regular H
coverage of agencies and H
time buyers, may we remind you that WRC Sales
Manager Mai Glascock has
a busy telephone
these
days.
Clients know that
WRC can produce.
An
WRC

H
H
H
H
H
H

The letter goes on to commend
the
done."station, concluding that the
"service and attention enabled us
to break an all-time record for the
month
of December."
Mr. Oswald
explained that the
Peterson company used WHK and
The Bill Gordon Show for a holiday campaign which relied only
upon radio. The firm purchased
eight spots weekly for seven weeks,
Nov. 5 to Dec. 21. Five spots were
placed on the show 8:05-8:20 a.m.,
Monday through Friday, and three
additional spots at 6:15 p.m., Mon-

of the lueek

STED
RE'RE
IN
YOU
IF TE
IN SPRING...

"It's the nuts," concludes Mr. Gordon (r), in receiving good news
from Mr. Sankey.
^ illi ^
day, Wednesday and Friday.
The firm is a saturation announcement user of experience. In
1950, the Charles A. Peterson Co.
bought a package on the same
show for the month of December.
Then, Mr. Gordon delivered a $1,200
order with one spot announcement
plus a 25% increase in counter
trade with an average of four to
six telephone orders per day, Mr.
Oswald notes.

strictly

Washington enjoys ex- H
cellent position in the first H
ten major markets in the
H
H
H
H

IN THE NATION'S CAPITAL I
I

in WASHINGTON
HOWARD

WRC

5,000 Watts > 980 KC
Iteprezentecf by NBC SPOT SALES
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To-

tal Retail Sales Rank
Among the Highest
in the Nation.
I
I

WISN's
Plus

Big
Listener-Confidence As-

Spot Sales or WRC, wher- H
ever you are.
H

FIRST

Market — Where

Audience

convenient as your tele- H
phone. Call either National H

YOUR BEST BUY IS

paign Should Include
the Great Milwaukee

1nd

inquiry regarding H
availabilities is as H

country . . . you'll
fmd
WRC's results are a telling
reason in these years of
hard selling.

OUT Spring Cam-

B. MEYERS

e year
bicarbonat
is the which
THIS
is currently
for radio,
relieving itself of indigestion
and heartburn caused by the fear
of television.
So says Howard (Howdy) Benton
Meyers, Chicago manager of the
O. L. Taylor Co., who sees a healthier glow in radio now that the TV-

sures You of Real

business

flush has gone, replaced by clear
thinking and basic planning.
Mr. Meyers, who sells radio by
not under-selling television, knows
the merits and demerits of any
product with which he deals, as
well as those of the competition.
He learned this type of comparative salesmanship in high school
days on Chicago's South Side, when
he moved up from potato boy (filling little bags from big ones) to
delivery truck driver, topping his
grocer apprenticeship by learning
how to chop up and form a crown
roast. His business inclinations
ran counter to the more conventional approach of his father, a
professor of geology at the U. of
Chicago, and his mother, who had
been a grammar school principal.
On his first fulltime job ($25 a
week in 1931), he checked ad lineage for Stack-Goble Agency, where
he also learned a bit about radio
merchandising before studying production and printing at a photoengraving plant. A switch to the
Moe Annenberg organization (Racing Form, Screen Guide, Radio
Guide, Action Detective) handling
editorial promotion for Radio Guide
resulted in half a dozen "permanent" moves to Philadelphia from
(Continued on page 68)

Results in' Milwaukee. Call Your Katz
Man Today!

ou'll Like Doing
BusinessWithWISN.
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power
for
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power
nduslry

i

On January 22, 1952, WBT's Director of News and
Special Events — Jack Knell — celebrated his tenth year as
the radio voice of the Carolinas' mammoth and ever-growing
Duke Power Company. Jack's 69% Share of Audience at
12:35 P. M. is closely rivaled by his 61% at 6 P. M.—
two significant examples of the power of WBT local
personalities — and WBT
COLOSSUS

itself.

OF THE CAROLINAS

CHARLOTTE,
Jefferson

NORTH

CAROLINA

Standard

Broadcasting

Company

Represented Nationally by CBS Radio Spot Sales
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'Q) I

New

radio-musical
I— Wl

extravaganza!

0

H|'''c) 1

\\s\er

^-

-A^-'

U^leO

"K

WK

H

for

coffee

lumber^^

and

Says
Q. T. HARDTNER,
President, Ocean Coffee Co. and Hardtner Lumber
IMPORTANT

LOUISIANA

JR.
Co.

MERCHANDISER

As the owner of both a highly successful coffee company and an equally successful lumber operation, Mr.
Q. T. Hardtner, Jr. is doubly qualified to judge KWKH's
selling power in the important Louisiana-ArkansasTexas area. This is what he recently wrote us:

V^bviously
removed from

builders and housewives are vastly
each other in their buying habits;

however, I have for the past four years used KWKHbuilt programs to successfully promote both Ocean
Coffee and Hardtner' s Urania Lumber and have enjoyed considerable sales success with both. I am
convinced

that KWKH

is Ark-La-Tex's

as well as

KWKH DAYTIME BMB MAP
Study No. 2— Spring 1949
KWKH's daytime BMB circulation is 303,230 families,
daytime, in 87 Louisiana, Arkansas and Texas counties.
227,701 or 75.0% of these families are "average daily
listeners". (Nighttime BMB Map shows 268,590 families in
112 Louisiana, Arkansas, Texas, New Mexico, Mississippi
and Oklahoma counties.)

Shreveport's favorite radio station. In addition to
my regular KWKH
programs, 1 have also used
KWKH*s Louisiana Hayride on Saturday nights and
especially recommend it to reach the big Ark-LaTex market.
(Signed) Q. T. Hardtner, Jr,

KWKH
A Shreveport Times Station

50,000

Watts

•

CBS

SHREVEPORT
The Branham Company
Representatives

f

LOUISIANA
Arkansas

Henry Clay, General Manager

Networks Off to $31
SALES
UP
His Taleyit Scouts; and Lever Bros, for
Salutes; General Motors for two oneHEALTHY upsurge in radio nettime broadcasts of Peggy Lee Show;
Lux Radio Theatre.
|ork business was noted last week,
the Kellogg Co. for Carl Smith.
Other renewals included Longinesith three networks reporting that
Wittnauer Watch Co. for Symphonette
Gillette Safety Razor, for the Orange
Bowl
game;
Lever
Bros,
for
Big
Town;
and Choraliers;
Metropolitan
Inready this year they have sold
surance Co. for Allan
.Jackson Life
and thi
Pepperell Mfg. Co. for a one-shot of
$w time and renewed existing
Red Skelton Show; Philip Morris for News; and on the Pacific Coast. Mennen
Philip Morris Playhouse on Broadway;
bntracts representing annual
Co.
Frank Goss
Wander Co. for 15 minutes of Arthur
NorthforAmerican
Van News'
Lines program;
ior Fa7i
Godfrey
Time
on
alternate
days;
Ad^oss
billings
substantially
in
exMail;
and
Peter
Paul
Inc.,
Dave Vaile —
ess of $31 million.
miral Corp. for World News With RobNews.
ert Trout; and American Safety Razor
Procter & Gamble Co. renewed Rose: In what was taken as further
Corp.
for
12
programs
of
the
Red
mary. Big Sister, Ma Perkins, Young
Skelton Show.
/idence of an increasing adverDr. Malone, Guiding Light, and Brighter
Day;
Sterling Drug Co., Pursuit;
Program
renewals
were
made
by
ising swing back to radio, the to- Campana Sales Co. for Bill Shadsl and
Toni Co., Grand Central Station; and
il estimate of network billings reWm. Wrigley Jr. Co. Gene Autry Show
the News; General Foods Corp for Renlected in sales and renewals thus
fro Valley; Thomas J. Lipton Div. of and Life With Luigi.
Lever Bros, for Arthur Godfrey and
ar in the young new year was
Mutual, which said its $9.5 milfiported as follows:
: # CBS Eadio — Almost $15.5
TV Allocations Supplement
lillion.
,1 # MBS — Approximately $9.5
jiillion.
# ABC radio — Approximately
!(6.5 million.
# NBC radio, though it did
lot enumerate either its renewals
>r its new contracts as signed to
iate in 1952, early in January had
•eported renewals of eight eveling shows representing $5,798,000
n annual gross billings [B*T,
Iran. 7]. It also was known that
,5ome of NBC radio's major conbracts do not come up for renewal
antil June.
In a statement announcing CBS
Radio's new and renewed business,
John J. Karol, vice president in
|:harge of network sales, asserted:
outstanding
report
for"This
CBS Radio
for the sales
first month
:if 1952 is further evidence that
advertisers, in their re-evaluation
of all advertising media, are more
and more convinced that radio still
is their best buy in terms of cost,
circulation and audiences delivered."
Overcoming Resistance
Officials of other networks also
regarded 1952's activity in network time sales as further progress in overcoming the resistance
which many advertisers were exhibting toward radio last spring.
CBS Radio's total new sales and
renewals thus far this year covered 12 sponsors who bought new
time for a total of 13 shows, plus
12 sponsors who renewed 20 existing shows.
The contracts placed by CBS
Radio were listed as follows:
New business since the first of the
year includes Campana Sales Co. for
Sunday Neius Special; Ferry-Morse
Seed Co. for Garden Gate; General
Foods for Mr. Chameleon and Sanka
BROADCASTING

AS A service to subscribers, and in keeping with our "full
text" policy on all innportant news events, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING will publish in complete text
the FINAL TELEVISION ALLOCATIONS REPORT
pronnptly upon its release by the FCC.
The ALLOCATIONS REPORT will be delivered WITHOUT CHARGE to the 16,000 subscribers as a supplement to the regular weekly BROADCASTING * TELECASTING. Extra copies of the PRINTED text will be
available as long as the supply lasts, at $3 each.

SEASOHAL

By FLORENCE SMALL
SURPRISINGLY early and with
record-promising outlays, spring
and summer seasonal advertisers
are feverishly lining up their campaigns, with a major part of the
allocations slated for radio.
Those were the significant results
of a survey conducted by Broadcasting • Telecasting last week.
Park & Tilford (Tintex dye).
New York, for one, will be expanding by almost double its last
spring's campaign when it launches
a radio spot schedule from coast
to coast in mid-February in more
than 175 markets. Contracts range
from 10 to 13 weeks. Storm &
Klein, New York, places the spring
and fall schedules for the product.
Ice cream accounts are also beginning actively to plan their summer campaigns. Eskimo Pie (ice
cream bars) which used 50 radio
cities last year, will use this year
at least that many markets -and
perhaps more than that number,
W. W. Wade, advertising manager
of Eskimo Pie Corp., told Broad• Telecasting

Million

Start

in '52

lion estimate represented only the
number of weeks involved in each
contact, reported the following new
business :
Kraft Foods Co. for half of Bobby
Benson Show (for 26 weeks), and for
increase from two to three days a week
of Queen for a Day (also 26 weeks);
Kellogg Co. for Cori Smith (50 weeks);
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. for Ken
Carson Show (52 weeks); Murine Co.
Gabriel Heatter News; Benjamin Moore
Co. for Your Home Beautiful; S. C.
Johnson & Son for Headline News, fiveminute morning strip; Capitol Commentary, 10-minute strip; Headline
News, five-m.inute afternoon strip;
Cecil Brown Commentary, five-minute
strip, and four Saturday news shows
(52 weeks).
Sterling Drug for John J. Anthony
Hour (52 weeks). CUNA Mutual Insurance Society, for Gabriel Heatter
(52 weeks); American Protam Co. for
Health Quiz and three Sunday shows
(total 52 weeks); Olsen Rug Co. for
Gabriel Heatter (6 weeks); Falstaff
Brewing Co., for Game of the Day
29 2/7 weeks); Buick Motors for Fulton
Lewis and Mutual Newsreel (1 time).
Mutual renewals were listed as
follows
:
American
Federation of Labor for
Frank Edwards — News (52 weeks), P.
Lorillard Co. for part of Queen for a
Day
(52 weeks);
Pal ofBlade
Co. for
Rod and
Gun Club
the Air
(52
weeks); Johns Manville for Bill Henry
(Continued on page 38)
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The spots over last year — is the Fred Fear
will start in some markets in late
Co., Brooklyn, makers of Easter
March and in others in April, with
This season the allocavarying contracts from four to egg dye.
tion will go into short-term neteight weeks. Television spots also
work buys. Two programs already
contracted for are Stop The Music
will be employed in about 10 markets. Buchanan & Co., New York, on ABC radio and Under Arrest
is the agency.
on MBS, with a third network
show still being contemplated. Last
Another iced confection account,
Joe Lowe Inc. (popsicle), Chicago,
year the advertiser used spot
radio. Campaign starts two weeks
is planning to start sponsorship
to Easter. Hilton & Riggio,
of a quarter-hour radio show fea- prior
New York, is the agency.
turing Buster Crabbe, effective
For the 24th successive year,
early in June, for 13 weeks. BlaineThompson, New York, is the Benjamin Moore & Co. (paints),
New York, will turn to radio to
agency.
promote its products, starting
Frostee Schedules
March 1 on Mutual network with
Lipton's Frostee, New York, its Your Home Beautiful (Saturprobably will use a radio onedays, 11-11:15 a.m.). St. George
minute schedule of transcriptions
& Keyes, New York, is the agency.
starting June 16 and extending
Another perennial seasonal
through Aug. 1, using more than client, the Ferry-Morse Seed Co.,
225 stations in 120 radio markets.
Detroit, is using CBS Radio for
Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York, is the eighth consecutive year during
the agency. Television is under
the pre-planting season. Firm
consideration too.
sponsors Garden Gate on CBS
Radio for 14 weeks effective Feb.
Another seasonal advertiser —
one, in this case, whose budget
16 (Saturdays,
(Continued 9:45-10
on pagea.m.).
38) Mac
will be increased by about 30%
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NBC
Improvements
in Television Film Reproduction
By: V. J. Duke and K. W. Mullenger,
A New Television Camera
By: John Roe, RCA
A Synchro-Lite Powered J6MM Film
Projector for Television
By: R. E. Putnam, GE
Methods of Controlling and Improving
Video Signals
By: R. Betts. Allen B. DuMont Labs
TUESDAY, APRIL 1, 1952
Morning Session 9:45 a.m.
Presiding: Frank Marx, Vice President
in Charge of Engineering, ABC
Dynamic Measurement of Base and
Circuit
Operating
Directional
Array Impedances in a
By: Walter F. Kean, Consulting EnMechanical and Electrical Design Conn in ' Speech Input Systems
ofgineer
Highest sideratioFidelity
By: Norbert L. Jochem, Chief Audio
Frequency
Engineer, Gates Radio
Co.
New 5 kw and 10 kw Transmitters
By: L. K.opmentFindley,
Broadcast
DevelEngineer, Collins
Radio
Co.
New
Audio
Consoles
for AM-FM-TV
By:
John
Hllliard,
Chief
Engineer,
Altec Lansing Corp.

Engineering Part Set
CONVENTION
NARTB
A VARIETY of subjects ranging
stal ation ofArgentina's first video
town. Pa.; R. A. Isberg, KRONTV San Francisco (tentative), and
from UHF television to problems of outlet.
Antenna characteristics, UHF
small TV station operations emerge
J. E. Mathiot, WGAL-TV Lancaspropagation and studio equipment
as highlights on the tentative agenter, Pa.
Tentative engineering agenda
da planned for the sixth annual en- planning will be under study in the
Wednesday morning conclave under
gineering conference to be held conlows:the convention in Chicago folchairmanship of Raymond F. Guy, for
currently with the NARTB convention in Chicago March 31-April 2. NBC radio and allocation engineerMONDAY, MARCH 31, 1952
ing manager. Once again engineerTopics were arranged by Neal
Morning Session 9:45 a.m.
ing
delegates
will
break
to
join
in
McNaughten, NARTB engineering
Presiding:dent inJ,Charge
R. Poppele,
Vice Presithe
joint
luncheon.
of Engineering,
director, with engineering-manageWOR-TV New York
Plan
UHF
Session
ment registration slated for SunTelevision Control Room Layouts
day, March 30 at Exhibition Hall
The
afternoon
period
will
be
deBy: Rodney Chipp, Director of Engiin the Conrad Hilton Hotel.
neering, DuMont Television Netvoted to UHF TV, with Stuart
work
An elaborate cross-section of ra- Bailey, Jansky & Bailey, consultUHF Transmitters and Antennas
dio-TV broadcasting subjects has
By: John E. Young, Manager, Broading engineers, as chairman. Repcast
been blueprinted, with delegates of
resentatives of Westinghouse Ration, RCATransmitter Engineering Secdio Stations Inc., RCA, General
both the engineering and manageTelevision
Signal Switchboard
for Studio and Master
Control
ment conferences taking part in the Electric Co. and Allen B. DuMont
two luncheon sessions. Television
By: H. Thoinas,
Federal
TelecommuLabs are expected to participate.
nication Labs
will dominate the engineering meet,
Convention banquet in the Grand
Television Camera Switching
12:30 p.m. — Joint Luncheon in Grand
Ballroom
with full promise of extensive ex- Ballroom Wednesday evening will
By: Allen A. Walsh, NBC
be
highlighted
with
the
symposium
hibits by leading electronic manuSpeaker:
Harold
E. Fellows, President,
12:00 Noon —Exhibition
Roaring Twenties
Buffet
facturers. Emphasis will be on on "Small Television Operations."
Hall
NAHTB
Col. John H. DeWitt, president of
Afternoon Session 2 p.m.
Special Feature: "The First Thirty
"heavy" exhibits. Arthur Stringer,
Years Are Session
the Easiest"
Presiding: Orrin Towner, Technical
NARTB, is again coordinating con- WSM-AM-TV Nashville, Tenn., will
Afternoon
2 p.m.
Director,
WHAS, WHAS-TV
Louisville,
Ky.
vention planning.
Presiding:
William
B.
Lodge.
Vice
preside.
Design in Television Equipment
Top luncheon speaker at the joint
Participating will be Frank P. Advances
President in Charge of EngineerBremmer, WATV (TV) Newark;
management-engineering , luncheon
(Continued oning, CBSpage AO)
By: L. sion
L. Laboratory
Pourciau. General Precion Tuesday will be NARTB Presi- Nevin Straub, WJAC-TV Johnsdent Harold E. Fellows. FCC
Chairman Wayne Coy is tentative
Wednesday luncheon speaker. The
small TV operations symposium
will highlight the Wednesday eveDrop Rule— NARTB
ning banquet session.
ET
IDENT
F CAT
ON
Three-day engineering sessions
of Michael R. Hanna, WHCU
will be kicked off on Monday, March
directors felt the present requireELIMINATION of the FCC regument is not in line with progress
Ithaca, N. Y. It was unanimously
31, with a TV panel on control room
lation, calling for use of announceof the broadcasting arts.
layouts, UHF transmitters, master
ments identifying recorded proadopted by the radio directors.
In the news field, the directors
control and camera switching. J. R.
grams and spots was advocated
Only exception would be in the adopted
a resolution calling on
Poppele, vice president in charge of Thursday by the NARTB radio
case of news and commentary prowire
services
to reappraise their
engineering, WOR-TV New York, board meeting at Bandera, Tex.
grams. The board felt that news
In view of the extensive use of programs should be identified by an
will preside.
"Hold for Release" practices. National Assn. for Radio News Direcrecording techniques and broadwordor such
as "delayed"
'Roaring Twenties' Luncheon
casting, the board felt stations and appropriate
tors recently adopted a resolution
if the newscast
commentaries
are
to this effect and the NARTB
Delegates will then break up for networks should no longer be re- transcribed.
board endorsed it, feeling some
quired to use the cumbersome ana "Roaring Twenties" buffet lunchRule Eased Some
eon in Exhibition Hall.
nouncements specifying that propresent release practices discriminate against radio. Harold Essex,
The transcription announcement
grams are electrically-transcribed.
Orrin Towner, technical director
Resolution
calling
for
this
board
rule
has
been
eased
somewhat
durWSJS Winston Salem, N. C, introof WHAS-AM-TV Louisville, Ky.,
duced the wire service resolution.
action was taken at the suggestion
ing the last two decades but the
will preside over the afternoon
Removal
of FCC discrimination
meeting touching on advances in
against
smaller
broadcast stations,,
equipment design, improvements in
as proposed by a special committee
TV film reproduction, 16 mm film
headed by William C. Grove, KFBC^
projectors and methods of controlling and improving video signals.
Cheyenne,
Wyo., was
by'
the
radio board.
Mr. favored
Grove reMore technical aspects will be
viewed
progress
of
his
committee
in
broached in the Tuesday morning
working with the FCC on the subsession under Frank Marx, vice
ject. He said no other class of stapresident in charge of engineering
tion, including aeronautic beacons,
for ABC. During this period new
must have a first class operator on:
5 kw and 10 kw transmitters and
duty at the transmitter.
audio consoles will be discussed.
Original Request in 1950
Engineering delegates will join
in the luncheon session to be held
Originally, temporary suspension,
of the FCC requirement had been
in the Grand Ballroom, with
asked in 1950 at the time of the
NARTB President Fellows as
speaker. A special feature will be
Korean outbreak, similar to the section 91C policy during World War
"The First 30 Years are the EasII. Now, however, the board is
iest."
seeking permanent change.
William B. Lodge, CBS vice presExtension from 30 to 120 days
ident for engineering, will serve as
chairman for the afternoon enginand cases requiring temporary reeering session. Slated for discusleasemittee
was granted
suggestion. in 1950 at com: sions are such topics as TV lightMr. Grove said it was possible
I ing, broad band transmission research, construction and operathat an FCC hearing would be held
Drawn for Broadcasting • Telecasting by Sid Hix
within the next six months unless
tional economics of TV broadcast(Continued on page UO)
ing, and a talk on planning and in"I wonder if perhaps we're not carrying this code to extremes."
BROADCASTING
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Approved
CODE

REVIEW

By J. FRANK BEATTY
OPERATION of the NARTB Telealvision Code, setting up one of the
trongest self disciplining weapons
n American Industry, will be
guided by a five member committee
Df practical telecasters.
Membership of the code review
board, which takes office March 1
simultaneously with operation of
the code itself, was approved last
jlweek by the NARTB combined radio and television board at their
Ji ijoint meeting held at Lost Valley
Ranch, Bandera, Tex.
(see TV
board of directors story page 36).
The new board is co-ed, consisttj ing of four men and one woman.
,jThe appointment of a woman, the
jnaother of three children, was an
tI
obvious gesture to
bring into the
code's operation
the family and
home viewpoint,
giving balance to
the structure.
The members
of the review
board are as follows :
John E. Fetzer,
Mr. Fetzer
owner of WKZOjlrV Kalamazoo, chairman.
J. Leonard Reinsch, vice president of WSB-TV Atlanta and general manager of the Cox Radio-TV
broperties, vice chairman.
Mrs. A. Scott Bullitt, owner of
s|i5ING-TV Seattle.
Walter J. Damm, vice president
^■ind general manager of WTMJ-TV
'Alilwaukee.
Ewell K. Jett, vice president and
fgeneral manager of WMAR (TV)
^iBaltimore.
* Geographically, this committee is
.•epresentative of all parts of the
'■ounty — North, West Coast, East,
"Southeast, and South.
Wide Experience Cited

top board has the job of administering penalties.
Three of the five review board
members — Messrs. Fetzer, Reinsch
and Damm — have served on the association board of directors in past
years. Mr. Damm is a former NAB

Mr. Damm

Mr. Jett

president (1930-1931). Mr. Jett
served as an FCC commissioner
before taking over management of
WMAR (TV) Baltimore.
Approval of the code review
board membership was only one of
a series of actions taken by the
combined radio and TV board. Isolated on a ranch far in the desert
hills northwest of San Antonio, the
directors met without the interruptions that mark meetings held in
major cities. They caucused and
huddled at meal time and into the
night, working out industry policy
and problems.
The combined boards showed
their appreciation of Judge Justin
Miller's services to the association

DUES

by NARTB

PLAN

and to broadcasting and television
in general. When he joined NARTB
in 1945 Judge Miller gave up a lifetime post on the federal bench, with
its remunerations. He served until
last June at $50,000 a year. At this
time his salary became $35,000 under a downward escalator pattern,
with his title changed to chairman
of the board and general counsel.
The plan adopted a year ago provided that he would receive $25,000
in his third year of a three-year
contract ending in June 1954.
While details have not been
worked out, the directors agreed
some form of pension should be set
up. Judge Miller is serving as part
time chairman of the Salary Stabilization Board in Washington and
has been mentioned actively as a
Presidential appointee to the Attorney GeneTalship or a prominent
diplomatic post.
Merit Increases
C. E. Arney Jr., NARTB secretary-treasurer, was elected for
another year. President Fellows'
proposals for general staff merit
increases at all levels were endorsed by the finance committee
and unanimously approved by the
board.
The combined board took a step
designed to restrict some of the association's benefits and services to
the paying membership. It was decided that only NARTB members
Seen Aiding Increase
In Membership

APPROVAL of a combination dues plan for NARTB membership, providing substantial discounts for operators of more than one radio and /or
television station, is expected to bring the association's rollcall to the
highest level in recent years, board members felt last week as they wound
up a three
*—
Bandera,
Tex.day joint meeting at was
appointed by President FelAM membership is already hovlows to direct the continuing drive
ering around the 1,000 mark, with
for members. H. Quenton Cox,
another 375 or so FM stations and
KGW Portland, Ore., was named
86 organizations (including four chairman. Radio members of the
J Then, too, the review board comand 59 firms serving- committee are Thad Holt, WAPI
')rises extensive experience in both networks)
•adio and television operation. The broadcasters and telecasters, bringBirmingham; Richard M. Fairing the overall membership around
Jnembership comprises persons who
banks, WIBC Indianapolis; Kenyon
lave been active in all phases of the 1,500 mark.
Brown,
KWFP Wichita Falls, Tex.;
This marks a sharp upturn in
•adio-TV operation. They know sta- membership, during the month since
Calvin J. Smith, KFAC Los Anion operating problems and they
geles; Jack Todd, KAKE Wichita.
Harold E. Fellows assumed the
•epresent knowledge of industry NARTB presidency. The job of re- TV members are Clair R. McColI"problems
their relation to the
cruiting new members is in the lough, WGAL-TV Lancaster, Pa.,
lation as and
a whole.
charge of William T. Stubblefield, and Paul Raibourn, KTLA Los AnHarold E. Fellows, NARTB pres- director of the Station Relations
dent, selected the review board
Dept., and William K. Treynor,
A special committee will be
nembership and the board gave its assistant director. Both have been geles.
pproval Thursday afternoon. All on the road since the first of the named in connection with combination dues. This group will reive are first choices since no turnview cases where ownership status
lowns were received when the ap- year.
The new combination dues plan is in doubt to determine whether
)ointees were contacted.
carries discounts ranging from
joint fees should be paid.
To this board falls the job of ,10% to 25%, provided all units
Monthly radio dues from memmatching operation of the TV code, owned and/or operated by the same
ber stations run over $39,000. Unts members receive no compensacompany are members. The plan
der this combination dues plan,
ion. They will hold at least five does not apply to network dues.
possibly
$1,400 a month would be
aeetings a year and study careOperators of two stations would
cut from this sum, or a total of
ully the way TV subscribing sta- receive a 10% discount on their around $38,000.
ions adhere to the code. They will total bill; three units, 15% disMonthly television income from
creen complaints from the public
count; four units, 20%, five units
present members
is estimated
nd draw up recommendations for or more, 25%.
he TV board of directors. This
(Continued on page 32)
A new Membership Committee
iROADCASTING
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at Lost

Volley

BOARD
may attend the NARTB portion of
conventions
and district meetings
in 1952.
. This was interpreted to mean
that broadcasters and telecasters
attending the Chicago convention
and the summer-fall district meetings would be permitted to attend
meetings programmed by BAB, for
example, but would not be eligible
to attend other sessions.
It was decided to permit only
NARTB members, including associates, to exhibit at the annual convention.
The combined board gave final
approval to the new combination
dues structure (see separate story).
An annual budget for the fiscal
year April 1, 1952-March 31, 1953,
was approved. As now estimated
the budget will now total around

Mrs. Bullitt

Mr. Reinsch

$540,000. The association was felt
to be in sound financial shape after
nine months of administration by
President Fellows.
Program for the March 31-April
2 convention in Chicago calls for a
TV business meeting on the morning of March 31 with parallel FM
business session.
The annual show of equipment
will be opened with a bang in the
Exposition Hall of the Conrad Hilton Hotel, featured by a "roaring
twenties buffet" (see story on engineeding convention plans, page 24).
In the afternoon the convention
will be called to order by James D.
Shouse, chairman of the convention
committee. President Fellows will
take over the business meeting and
after brief ceremonies BAB will
start its program, occupying the
entire afternoon.
Tuesday's program calls for general session on "Signs of the
Times", covering legislation, critical materials and related problems.
President Fellows will address the
Tuesday luncheon on the topic, "The
First 30 Years Are the Easiest,"
symbolical of the thirtieth anniversary theme that will mark the convention. Tuesday afternoon will be
devoted to work shop session on
rates, management, politics and audience promotion.
The annual Radio Pioneers Dinner will be held Tuesday night.
Wednesday opens with a general
session with a discussion theme.
A panel of "veteran" telecasters
will tell all about operating problems, sales, wages, promotion, programming, rates and construction
(Continued on page 36)
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RTMA EXPANDS
Govt. Relations Section
CREATION of a new section to
consult with government on the
expanded electronics program and
other
problems was announced by
Friday.
Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. last

ZIV SAIES SI, .
To 317 for 'GommyiTsisf' Series
LARGEST individual sale of the
Fredei '
' Co.'s transcribedsyndicE- : -: - as a Communist for
the FBI series was completed last
week when the Jacob Schmidt
Brewery of St. Paul, Minn., bought
the show for broadcast in 50 marExecuted through Ruthrauff &
Ryan's Chicago offices, the sale includes every radio market in Minnesota Avith the exception of Duluth, a total of 33 stations. Also
included are five markets in North
Dakota: Fargo, Grand Forks, Bismarck, Minot and Williston; foui'
in South Dakota: Aberdeen, Watertown, Pierre and Mitchell; and
eight in Iowa: Dubuque, Mason
City, Waterloo, Carroll, Oelwein,
Spencer, Ft. Dodge and Estherville.
Sales for 63 new markets were
totalled during the week raising to
317 the number of cities for which
the anti-communist series is scheduled. Sales goal set by the Ziv
Co. is 400 markets by March 30,
release date of the first program.
Other sponsors signed' throughout the week for broadcasts over
WEOA Evansville, Ind., WKWF
Key West, Fla., WTAX Springfield,
111., WKHM Jackson, Mich., and
WHBF Benton Harbor, Mich. Station purchasers included WINZ
Miami, KYAK Yakima, Wash.,
KARK Little Rock, and KENI Anchorage, Alaska.
In the previous fortnight the Ziv
company had announced sales to the
McClatchy stations — KFBK Sacramento, KWG Stocliton, KMJ Fresno
and KERN Baltersfield, Calif.
Rubel Baking Co., through Leonard
Sive Agency, also purchased the program for Cincinnati, home city of
the Ziv company. Station purchasers
included WRNL Richmond, Va., and
WHBF Rock Island, 111.
Program also has been lined up by
Ballou, Johnson & Nichols Co. for
WEAN Providence, Missouri Radio
Center over WRHC Jacksonville, Fla.,
E. J. Gustafson Co. over KCOM Sioux
City, Iowa, KSOO Sioux Falls. S. D.,
and KIJV Huron, S. D., and Gas and
Electric Sales Co. over WDZ Decatur,
III.
Residents Take Over
RADIO DAY accenting the
industry's place in the community, was celebrated a
fortnight ago by WHLB Virginia, Minn., in cooperation
with the Chamber of Commerce. Local businessmen
and women took over announcing duties at the station from 7:15 a.m. until 11
p.m. on Feb. 7. Residents of
Virginia heard 85 fellow citizens make station breaks,
read commercials, deliver
news reports and spin records on disc shows. So successful was the outcome that
Harold Parise, station manager, predicts the Radio Day
will become an annual event.
Page 26
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THE JOSEPH KATZ Co., New York and Baltimore, announced change ond
odditioTis to its executive staff. Nat C. Wildirsan (T, vice president for 14
years, has been promoted to senior vice president in charge of New York
office. Perry Schofield (c), formerly with Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York, has
joined the agency as creative director and executive vice president in charge
of the New York office. Lloyd G. Whitebrook (r), former executive vice
president and director, Ben Sackheim Inc., becomes vice president in charge
of service.

POLITICAL

CAMPAIGN EXPENDITURES
Senate Unit Watches WPLA Court Action

A SENATE committee is keeping
close tabs on a unique court case
involving WPLA Plant City, Fla.,
that centers about the Constitutional light of the station during
election campaigns, it was disclosed
in Washington last week.
Titled WPLA v. Irvin (Florida's
attorney general, Richard W. Irvin), the suit was filed in Hillsboro
Coimty in a circuit court bv W. A.
Smith, WPLA owner-operator, last
Jan. 3. It asks for a declaratory
judgment, which in non-legal terms
means a declaration of rights.
Florida has a strict campaign
expenditures law which in effect
makes it a crime for anyone except officially designated campaign
treasurers or their deputies to
make any campaign expenditure on
behalf of a political candidate.
Violators are liable to six months
in jail and a $1,000 fine.
In practice, it is pointed out, a
candidate could refuse permission
for a person to make a campaign
expenditure although it may not be
in the candidate's behalf.
Station May Be Liable
WPLA argues that the law thus
prohibits the citizen from buying
station time to express his views
on the air, unless he can clear the
expenditure through a candidate's
exchequer. The station also feels
that it could be held liable in any
action resulting from this prohibition in the law, if it sold time for
which payment was not formally
approved.
This, the station holds, is a restraint on the station owner's free
exercise of his right to employ the
"normal avenvies of trade in his
relationship with the citizens of
Additionally, WPLA asserts that
Florida."
Mr. Smith may attempt to purchase time on other radio stations
in Florida to express his own opinions as an elector on behalf of a
candidate or non-candidate and
paid for "as a free American citizen." This argument brings in

abridgement
free speech
— W^.
A.
Smith, as an ofelector,
has the
right
to express his own opinion.
Motion to dismiss was filed by the
state's attorney general Feb. 8.
The Senate Elections Committee
is giving the case a thorough study
and is watching the outcome because of its relationship to the fedtures.eral problem of campaign expendiThe Capitol Hill group has been
studying campaign expenditures by
candidates, leading to its investigation of the Taft vs. Ferguson contest in Ohio and the Butler vs. Tydings battle in Maryland, both
Senatorial elections in 1950.
Florida Statute
What it likes about the Florida
statute is that the candidate or any
other person making a campaign
adveyfishtg expenditure must account for the payment, according to
state law, thereby permitting the
state to know how much is spent
and where it has come from. A
similar reconTmendation for federal
law has been made before the committee.
However, staff members are interested in the progress of the
WPLA suit in how the constitutionality question is handled — also
in a similar newspaper suit in Florida, in order that Senators can be
informed of what they might face
in any contemplated draft of legislation.
New BAB Service
BAB announced last week that it
has launched a new mai'keting information service for its members,
to consist of eight one-page product fact sheets a month. Each
fact sheet will be devoted to a
specificcovers
product.
The first month's
group
air conditioners,
beer,
clothes dryers, hair shampoos, mechanical refrigerators, prepared
baking mixes, toilet soaps, and
watches.

The new unit, to be known as
the Government Relations Section,
will comprise five task committees
and operate within the framework
of RTMA's Transmitter Division.
Ben Edelman, Western Electric Co.,
is chairman.
Plans are also underway for
changing the name of the Transmitter section ,to Technical Products Division. RTMA board has
approved the plan for the division.
The Edelman group is designed
to offer industry members a forum
for airing their problems to government officials and to meet the
government's growing electronic
procurement program.
Military electronics is now better than a $1.5 billion industry,
with every indication for a rise
to $2.5 billion by mid-'52 and $3.5
billion annually by year's end.
The Government Relations Section consists of task units on patents and copyrights with A. L. B.
Richardson, Sylvania Electric Products, as chairman; accounting and
cost principles, headed by G. T
Scharffenberger, Federal Telephone
& Radio Corp.; termination and
renegotiation, Valentine Deal, RCA
Victor Division; facilities and government property, Ernest Leathem
Raytheon Mfg. Co., and a general
group under L. A. Connelly, RCA
Victor Division.
Also proposed is a General Com
munications Section with subsec
tions covering microwave, lane
mobile, aviation,
andJames marine
communications.
D. McLean
Philco Corp., is section chairman.
FIVE

JOIN LBS
Affiliates Number 44i

FIVELiberty
stationsBroadcasting
have been added
to"
the
System,,
Carlton Adair, vice president iv
charge of station relations, an
nounced last week, increasing LBS
affiliates to 448 including outlets in
Alaska and Hawaii.
New group signed by LBS are
KOME Tulsa, KUOA Siloam
Springs, Ark., both formerly affili^
ated with MBS [B«T, Feb. 4]
WPEO Peoria, 111., KTFY Brownfield,
Tex. Tex. and KBOP Pleasanton
Riley Gibson is manager of
KOME; Storm Whaley is vice pres-|
ident of both KOME and KUOA;
Roger Livingston manages WPOE:
Dave Whorley
is manager
KTFY,
and Ben Parker,
of KBOPoJ"
Dunton Term Extended
A. D. Dunton, chairman of th:
board of governors, Canadiar
Broadcasting Corp., Ottawa, has
had his term of office extended foi
10 years,
Ministei
Tuesday.
Louis
St. Canada's
Laurent Prime
announced
lasi
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P&G's $18 Millions
First in Radio
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co.,
top user of radio network time
month after month, year after
year, during 1951 purchased
$18,159,695 worth of time from the
nationwide radio network (at gross
rates), an inci'ease of 16.79c over
the P & G network time purchases
during 1950, according to the records of Publishers Information Bureau.
Of the top ten radio network
TABLE I
Top Ten Radio Network Advertisers,
1951
1. Procter & Gamble
Co
$18,159,695
2. Sterling Drug Inc. . 6,908,641
3. General Foods Corp. 6,869,503
4. Miles Labs
6,849,371
5. Lever Brothers Co.. 6,615,646
6. General Mills .... 6,490,270
7. American Home
Products
5,677,715
8. Liggett & Myers
Tobacco Co. ... 5,337,327
9. Campbell Soup Co. 5,055,179
10. Colgate-PalmolivePeet Co
4,736,688
TABLE II
Top Ten Radio Network Advertisers,
Dec. 1951
1. Procter & Gamble
Co
$1,360,105
2. Lever Brothers Co.. . 661,446
3. General Foods Corp.. 632,502
4. Miles Labs
569,809
5. Sterling Drug
568,370
6. General Mills
461,562
7. Liggett & Myers
Tobacco Co
441,202
8. Philip Morris Co. . . . 406,553
9. American Home
Products Co. ... 396,946
10. Campbell Soup Co.. . 395,820

'51
NETWORK
GROSS
clients during 1951 (Table I), howTABLE I
ever, only three — P & G, American
TOP TV NETWORK ADVERTISERS
Home Products and Colgate-Palniolive-Peet Co. — increased their netDURING 1951
1. Procter & Gamble
work time purchases over the preCo
$7,579,587
vious year [B«T, Feb. 26, 1951].
2. General Foods Corp. 5,730,773
For the month of December,
3. R. J. Reynolds
comparison with 1950 is even less
Tobacco Co
4,888,665
encouraging. Only one of the top
4.
Colgote-Paimoliveten network clients (Table II) —
Peet Co
4,489,886
Miles Labs — spent more money for
5.
Liggett
&
Myers
network time in December 1951
Tobacco Co
3,529,136
than in the same month of 1950.
6. P. Lorillard Co
3,065,135
7. Ford Motor Co
3,023,703
Explanation for the decline in
8. American Tobacco
radio network billings is largely the
Co
2,975,957
10^, cut in gross rates instituted
9. Lever Bros. Co
2,788,71 1
by CBS and NBC last summer.
10. Kellogg Co
2,314,310
ABC and MBS reductions to advertisers, framed as additional disTABLE II
counts and not as changes in the
basic rate structure, are not re- TOP TV NETWORK ADVERTISERS
DURING DECEMBER 1951
flected in PIB figures, which for
1. Procter & Gamble
comparative purposes report exCo
$1,001,315
penditures of advertisers for net2. General Foods Corp.. 665,345
work time at the one-time rate, be3. R. J. Reynolds
fore any discounts have been taken.
Tobacco Co
536,385
Top advertiser during December
4. Colgate-Palmolivein each of the various product
Peet Co
488,170
classes of radio network advertis5.
Liggett
&
Myers
ers is shown in Table III. Table IV
Tobacco Co
379,980
shows total amount (gross) spent
6. American Tobacco
Co
377,325
for radio network time by all ad7. Lever Bros. Co
349,080
vertisers in each class, in Decem8. General Electric Co. 345,530
ber and the full year of 1951, com9. P. Lorillard Co
294,075
pared with the month and year of 10.
Gillette Safety
Razor Co
271,944
1950. Of
the 28more
typesforof"network
advertisers, 14 spent
time and 14 less, as groups, in 1951
than in 1950.
gasoline and motor oil, miscellaneFood advertisers brought more
ous, automotive and insurance. The
1950 list is the same and in the
radio network time during 1951
than any other group, followed by same order for the first nine classes,
but instead of insurance, the 1950
advertisers of toilet goods, drugs,
smoking supplies, soaps and
network client class list puts household equipment in tenth place.
cleansers, candy and soft drinks.

TABLE III
DECEMBER 1951 TOP RADIO NETWORK ADVERTISERS
Allis-Chalmers
$ 38,036
Industrial Materials
Agriculture & Farming
17,557 Insurance
Apparel, Footwear & Acces. Brown Shoe Co.
Jewelry, Optical Goods
Automotive, Automotive
142,493 & Cameras
General Motors
Acces. & Equip.
Pabst
Beer, Wine & Liquor
61,524
OfTice Equip., Writing Supplies & Stationery
Building
Fixtures Material Equip. &
Johns-Manville
101,083
Publishing & Media
172,355
Radio,
TV
Sets, Phonographs
Coca-Cola
Co.
' Confectionery & Soft Drinks
Consumer Services
Electric Co. Adv. Program
80,035
Musical
Inst.
& Access.
Miles Labs.
Drugs & Remedies
569,809
Retail
Stores
Food & Food Products
General Foods Corp.
632,502
SmokingPolishes
Material& Cleaners
Soaps,
Gasoline,
Fuels Lubricants & Other S. O. Co. of N. Y.
103,353
Toiletries & Toilet Goods
Transportation, Travel &
Household Equipment &
Phiico Corp.
Supplies
129,225 Resorts
Armstrong Cork
41,420 Miscellaneous
Household Furnishings

Dec. 1951
Agriculture & Farming
68,811
Apparel, Footwear, Acces. 34,672
Automotive, Automotive
464,144
Acces. & Equipment
Beer, Wine & Liquor
167,243
Building
Materials,
Equip.
& Fixtures
109,553
Confectionery, Soft Drinks 607,801
Consumer Services 206,003
Drugs & Remedies 1,725,303
Entertainment, Amusements
Food & Food Products 3,481,723
Gasoline, Lubricants &
Other Fuels
512,189
Horticulture
Household Equipment
299,399
& Supplies
Household Furnishings
105,274
Industrial Materials
257,465
Insurance
309,027
BROADCASTING
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U. S. Steel Corp.
120,600
Prudential Ins. Co.
123,591
Longines-Wittnauer 114,225
Hall Bros.
64,716
1st Church Christ Scientist 10,632
RCA
133,845
Dr. Hiss Bros,
1,185
Liggett & Myers
441,202
Procter & Gamble
900,009
Procter & Gamble
355,762
Assn. of American Railroads 76,307
AFL
96,269

TABLE IV
TOP RADIO NETWORK ADVERTISERS BY PRODUCT GROUPS
DECEMBER AND YEAR, 1951 AND 1950
Year 1951 Dec. 1950 Yeor1950
Jewelry, Optical Goods 137,132
664,490
73,401 972,781
& Cameras
1,193,275
Office
Equipment, Writing
601 ,070 146,090 1,508,237
Supplies, Stationery
664,011
64,716
398,889 5,009,076 Political
4,292,975
361,451
17,921
3,177,634
296,491 2,774,866 Publishing & Medio
Phono112,991 1 ,322,279 Radios, TV graphs,Sets,
1 ,394,065
& Acces. Musical Inst. 221,251 2,747,135
409,216 6,147,725
6,264,183
Retail Stores
164,733 1,896,271
2,687,243
1,185 20,610,365
31 ,367
Smoking Materials
22,131,627 2,004,412 24,433,274
1 ,794,490
17,948,730
Soaps,
Polishes,
Cleaners
1,432,030
5,723
5,619
42,485,936 3,831,238 44,861 ,425 Sporting Goods & Toys
Toiletries & Toilet Goods 2,025,457 25,787,368
Transportation,
Travel & 126,114
5,721,984
563,339 5,508,767
Resorts
105,696
1 ,261 ,023
96,451
Miscellaneous 450,145 4,955,510
215,669 3,085,968
3,159,742
132,804 600,557 TOTALS
14,619,048 174,718,594
1 ,004,877
2,186,090
202,091 2,146,246
Source:
Publishers
Information
Bureau.
250,994
2,852,728
3,284,269
Telecasting

201 ,205
71,052
1 7,246

1,167,309
1 ,282,246
281,513
663,147

224,713
1 ,232,294
46,136
8,204 22,488,587
1 ,796,967
1 ,831 ,430 20,700,173
29,614
2,272,835 25,783,015
870,332
67,660
539,461
5,293,156
15,833,131 183,519,037

Growth

In Year's

Reflected
Billings

PROCTER & GAMBLE Co.,
in 1951 purchased more than
$7.5 million worth of TV network time at gross rates to
make the soap company the leading
video network client of the year.
Figures reflect a change of advertising policy regarding TV on P &
G's part. In 1950 it spent less
than $700,000 for TV network time,
not even
into the medium's
list
of topgetting
10 advertisers
for that
Growth of the pace of TV advertising isreflected in the gross
network
time purchases of top adyear.
vertisers during 1951 (Table I),
particularly when they are compared to the 1950 TV network time
purchases of the same companies
in 1950 [B»T, Feb. 26, 1951]. Ford
Motor Co. headed the 1950 list with
time purchases of $1,837,057, about
60% of the $3,023,703 this company spent for TV network time
in 1951, when it ranked seventh.
General Foods Corp. upped its network time volume from $1,128,606
in 1950, when it ranked fifth, to
$5,730,773 last year, when it rose
to second place.
New to Top Ten
Three soap companies, ColgatePalmolive-Peet Co. and Lever Bros.
Co. as well as P & G, made the
1951 top 10 without having been
in that select group the year before, as did Kellogg Co., National
Dairy Products Corp., General
Motors Corp., Anchor-Hocking
Glass Corp. and Phiico Corp., also
among the 1950 leaders but not in
the 1951 top 10.
In December 1951 (Table II)
the top five TV network clients
were the same as for the whole
year, and
in the Co.
same and
order.Gillette
General Electric
Safety Razor Co. were among the
month's toppers but not the year's.
Top advertiser of each product
group is shown in Table III.
Total TV network time purchased by all advertisers in each
product category is detailed in
Table IV, which analyzes time purchases of each group for December and for the full 12 months of
both 1951 and 1950. Dollar comparisons between the years are
not exact, as DuMont TV Network time sales were not reported
to PIB in 1950 but w^ere in 1951.
In both years, food and tobacco
advertising ranked one-two among
TV network client groups. Automotive advertising ranked third
in 1950, fourth in 1951, with advertising of toiletries concurrently
moving up from fourth to third.
Radio and TV set advertising,
ranking fifth in 1950, dropped to
eighth position last year, when
soaps and cleansers, which did not
even make the 1950 first 10, ranked
(Continued on page i8)
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ULATION
NEXT Saturday marks the 25th
anniversary of unified radio regulation in tlie United States.
On Feb. 23, 1927, the Federal
Radio Commission was created.
Before that time, different phases
of regulation were performed by
the Commerce Dept., the Post Offi:ce Dept., the Interstate Commerce
Commission and, to some extent,
by the State Dept.
Although there were some earlier Congressional acts dealing with
land telegraph matters, it was not
until 1910 that a law was enacted
to cover "wireless" telegraph,
mostly for marine use.
The Radio Act of 1912 was the
first law for domestic control of
radio communication in general.
It did not anticipate or provide for
radio broadcasting, however.
After World War I, the rapid
development of broadcasting and
a great increase in the number of

CHICAGO SPACE
Media Apprise Setup
SPACE requirements of coverage
for the national political conven-tions next July were placed before
the Democratic and Republican National Committees in Chicago Feb.
10-11 by representatives from the
different media [B«T, Feb. 11].
The two committees will weigh
the requests for space and facilities
against availabilities in the International Amphitheatre, and reach
a decision within the next month.
At stake are such aspects as accommodations for TV interview
booths, television newsreel placement, space for radio broadcasting
and seating for the delegates.
Following a joint meeting of committee members and industry representatives, the group visited the
amphitheatre to inspect facilities.
Industry Representatives
Representing industry were Sig
Mickelson, CBS public affairs,
speaking for television; Thomas
Velotta, ABC vice president, for
news and special events for radio;
William McAndrew, NBC, for TV
newsreels; and Ray Lahr, United
Press, for the press. Radio-TV representatives also were accompanied
by engineering personnel.
Also on hand were Bill Henry,
commentator, who is coordinating
planning for radio-TV correspondents on Capitol Hill; D. Harold McGrath, superintendent of the Senate Radio Gallery, and members of
the Congressional Periodical Gallery and still photographers. Ted
Genock, Paramount Pictures, represented the theatre newsreels.
They met with members of the
Democratic and GOP national committees, including Kenneth Fry and
Edward T. Ingle, radio-TV directors, of each committee, respectively. Meeting was held at the
Conrad Hilton Hotel in Chicago.
Page 28
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stations, caused serious interference among stations.
Court decisions held that the Secretary of Commerce could not deal
with the situation because the 1912
act gave him no such authority.
Many broadcasters changed frequencies, increased their power and
operating time, regardless of the
effect on other stations. This
caused bedlam on the air.
To remedy the situation, Congress passed the Dill-White Radio
Act. The act was signed Feb. 23,
1927.

ing with television.
By June 1933, the number of stations had dropped to 599, the FRC
reported, but there were 46,114
other types of radio stations and
30,000 licensed operators, of which
about 21,000 were amateurs.
Because the 1927 act did not give
the FRC jurisdiction over common
carriers, the Communications Act
of 1934 was passed which coordinated in the FCC all the broadcasting and common carrier regulations which had been "farmed

Five Member Commission
The act created the five-member
Federal Radio Commission, but
the Commission could only assign
frequencies, control power and issue licenses. The Secretary of Commerce assigned the call letters, inspected the stations and examined and licensed operators. In
1932, these duties were absorbed
by the FRC.
Much of the earlier activities of
the FRC were devoted to eliminating chaos in the broadcast band.
It was impossible for the FRC to
provide channels for the 732 stations operating in March of 1927.
New rules caused many of them to
surrender their licenses. By July
1, 1927, there were 682 stations
on the air.
The FRC reported in 1928 that
"a few" stations were experiment-

KWJJ, WFDF
SALES
Are Approved by FCC
FCC last week approved the sales
of KWJJ Portland, Ore., and WFDF
Flint, Mich.
The Portland station was sold for
$200,000 by Wilbur J. Jerman to
Rodney F. Johnson. Mr. Johnson,
an engineer at KWJJ, is owner of
the Rex Recording Co., Portland.
WFDF was owned by Arthur R.
Treanor and WFBM Inc., each holding 1,500 out of 3,000 shares of
stock. Mr. Treanor sold his halfinterest in WFDF for $150,000 to
WFBM Inc. so that he could go into
another business. WFBM Inc. is
licensee of WFBM-AM-TV Indianapolis.
The FCC also approved~-ll other
transfers
(see FCC Roundup, page
103).

out" to other government agencies.
Only one of the original commissioners— Paul A. Walker — is still
serving the FCC.
The number of radio authorizations of all kinds on the FCC books
is now approaching 900,000. There
are about 4,700 broadcast stations
(including auxiliaries) and nearly
200,000 authorizations in nonbroadcast radio services. There are
about 700,000 authorizations to operate radio transmitters, including 500,000 different classes of
commercial radio operators and
100,000 amateurs.
There are 60 different classes of
radio stations ^operating, with 450,000 fixed and associated portable
and mobile units.
SPORTS PROBE BENCHED

;

By House
Rules
Committ'eei
HOUSE
Rules
Committee
has
blocked the way in Congress for a
sweeping probe of sports activities
as proposed by Reps. Emanuel
Celler (D-N. Y.) and L. Gary
Clemente (D-N. Y.).
Such an investigation. If given
a green light, could probe the position of sports promoters in relation to the broadcasts and telecasts of boxing matches, football,
basketball, horse racing and other
events. Primary purpose would
be to check into illegal fixing of
games and other attempts to corrupt athletic contests. The Rules
Committee, after listening to the
Congressmen's
pleas last week,
side-lined the issue.

Realigns for Expansion
NBC
SPOT
SALES
San Francisco offices where, unlike
REALIGNMENT and expansion of
the Chicago and Cleveland offices,
the NBC National Spot Sales Dept.
-^m^,
one man currently handles both
[B*T, Feb. 4] was announced last
functions. Regional radio and
week by Director James V. Mcvideo sales offices also will report
Connell, who attributed the move to
to the newly appointed national
increased spot activity in both radio
sales managers.
and television.
Separate radio and television
The reorganization, which inunits are also to be created under
cludes a separation of the departthe manager of sales development,
ment's radio and television sales
promotion, and advertising.
managerships, centers around four
Mr. Reber
key executive posts.
Leder
Mr. Leder joined NBC as a salesman in the National Spot Sales
"This expansion of our staff and
The
three
new
positions
are:
NaDept. in August 1950, and was
the structural revision of the detional spot manager for radio, to named eastern sales manager in
partment will enable us to give our
be held by Robert Leder, formerly
clients and advertisers and their
September 1951. Prior to his affiliaeastern sales manager for radio;
tion with the network, he served
agencies the finest kind of close,
national
spot
manager
for
telefor
two
years as sales manager of
personal attention," Mr. McConnell
vision, assigned to John H. Reber,
National Television Assn.
explained in announcing the resales manager of WNBT (TV)
Mr. Reber joined NBC television
alignment. "It will enable us to New York; and national manager
carry out, beginning at once, our
in 1946 as a program assistant and
for represented stations, to be filled was appointed assistant to the
plans for more intensive sales camby Richard H. Close, who has been
director of television in March of '
paigns in both radio Built
and television."
eastern spot sales manager for
upon four
1948. The following November he
cornerstone posi- television. The fourth key posi- was named program manager of
tion, manager of sales development,
tions within the
WNBT, set up at that time to
promotion, and advertising, is curoperate autonomously. In August
departmen
t—
rently held by H. Norman Neubert.
three
of them
1950 he was promoted to that station's sales managership.
All four of the managers will renewly created —
port
directly
to
Mr.
McConnell.
Mr.
Close joined NBC as a page
the expansion rein 1933 and has been active in the
In addition, a new eastern sales
quires 26 staff
additions, mostly
manager for radio and one for TV
spot sales department for the past
in sales personnel,
will be appointed, to report to 15 years. He had served as an
of whom 18 will tively.
Messrs. Leder and Reber, respecaccount executive in the departbe in New York
Mr. Close
ment, and as manager of the deand the remainder
Separate radio and television
partment prior to his appointment
sales representatives will be named
as eastern sales manager for telein the department's other offices
vision in November 1950.
throughout the country.
for the department's Hollywood and
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A Baltimore advertising agency executive writes: "Our client got
ijgreater response on WITH than any other station in town. We are very
! gratified with the results."
Local advertisers must get fast, low-cost results. That's why WITH
carries so many local accounts — more than twice as many as any other
• station in Baltimore!
I WITH

deHvers a huge, responsive audience at low, low cost. You get

i more Hsteners-per-dollar from WITH
station in town.
; WITH

than from any other radio or TV

will do a BIG job for you in Baltimore for a SMALL

priation. Get all the facts from your Forjoe man today.
Telecasting

appro-

¥HTH
IN

BALTIMORE

TOM TINSLBY, PRESIDENT • REPRESENTED BY FORJOE AND COMPANY
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Truman Scores Capehgrt Plan
£A^VS
THE TRUMAN administration last week fired its opening volley on amended last summer. Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. and other groups
-the economic control battlefront — one which, if pressed into law, would
1951].
certainly be heard around the advertising world.
protested
the terms [B*T, June 11,
Scotching earlier reports that he would abandon strategy involving
the Capehart amendment. President
Sen. Homer Capehart (R, Ind.), a
Truman asked Congress to repeal of current purchase terms. Automember of the Senate Banking
the controversial advertising cost
mobiles and household appliances
Committee who authored the allowwould be affected.
allowance provision of the Defense
ance cost formula and supported
Production Act.
Credit restrictions were relaxed
eased credit restrictions, was quick
The Chief Executive also took a last year by Congress in amending
critical view of consumer credit the Defense Production Act and by to challenge Mr. Truman's stand.
controls over radio-TV set install- the Federal Reserve Board which
President 'Not Careful'
ment and other purchases and administers Regulation W. Current
He said the President was "not
called on Congress to "close this requirements specify that the Board
careful of his facts" and pointed
inflationary loophole by restoring
may not call for down payments of out that the administration through
more than 15% and less than 18 OPS has authority to deny price
full authority for flexible adminismonths maturity for remaining
increases if they are based on costs
tration."
payments. These terms are now
that are "unreasonable or excesThe President's proposals were
incorporated into companion bills used and apply to phonographs,
sive." He was joined in rebuttal
dropped in the Congressional hop- radio and TV receivers among other by other GOP members, including
per early last week. The measures
Sen. Styles Bridges (R-N. H.).
goods, except automobiles.
(S 2645 and HR 6546) were drawn
Sen. Blair Moody (D-Mich.) supConsumers formerly were reup along administration lines and
ported Mr. Truman regarding the
quired to lay 25% down with 15
introduced by Sen. Burnet Maybank
Capehart amendment.
months
to
pay
the
remainder
—
(D-S. C.) and Rep. Brent Spence before the production act was
Sen. Capehart earlier had asked
(D-Ky.), who head the Senate and
House Banking and Currency Committees, respectively.
The administration bills would
Three Boys, Girl
extend the current production law
Take Top Place
beyond its present June 30 expira- VOD WINNERS
tion date to mid-1954, and amend
WINNERS of the fifth annual Voice of Democracy contest are off on
other provisions of the act. Cona whirlwind tour of the nation's capital which culminates next Friday
gressional consensus was that the in
the official awards presentation at the Statler Hotel in Washington.
administration would secure a oneComplete schedule for Awards Week honoring the four co-equal
year extension.
student winners of the 1951-52 VOD
Mr. Truman branded the Cape- contest was announced last Thursand
Thaddeus S. Zolkiewicz, Buf*
hart amendment as "by far the
day by Robert K. Richards, NARTB
falo, N. Y. — won the nationwide
worst and most damaging provision
contest for writing and voicing the
public affairs director. NARTB
in the present law" and predicted
annual event in conbest speeches on "I Speak for
that its effects "will continue to be sponsors the with
Radio-Television
Democracy" in competition with a
felt ail through the economy for a junction
Mfrs. Assn. and the tJ. S. Junior
million high school students and
long time to come." He asked out- Chamber of Commerce. Mr. with the blessing of the U. S. Offiright appeal of the amendment,
ce of Education, Federal Security
Richards headed the contest comunder which manufacturers may in- mittee.
Agency.
clude advertising, selling and other
lap of the eight-day tour
Tuesday's activities will include
costs from June 24, 1950, to July forFirst
the four high school students
an appointment with FBI Director
26, 1951, in current ceiling prices.
was a jaunt to Williamsburg, Va., J. Edgar Hoover and tour of the
While Congressional observers at
FBI; meeting with Gen. Hoyt S.
this stage see little prospect for last weekend for "Democracy
Vandenberg, Chief of Staff, U. S.
Workshop"
sessions.
Tour
of
the
repeal of the Capehart amendment,
House of Burgesses was one of Air Force, and a tour of the Pentathe administration bills along with the highlights.
gon, and an appointment with Howother suggested changes will be
This week's activities lead off land Sargeant, newly-nominated
considered by the Senate Banking
today (Monday) with a tour of Assistant Secretai-y for Public
Committee during hearings slated Washington,
Affairs, State Dept.
a visit to Senate and
to start March 4.
Visits with President Truman
House galleries, conference with
Two Main Points
Supreme Court Justice Tom Clark
and two Presidential aspirants —
and a recording session.
Sens. Estes Kefauver (D-Tenn.)
All segments of American indusThe awards luncheon Friday will and Robert Taft (R-Ohio)— will
try will watch committee develophighlight the Wednesday agenda.
Week, with presentaments with more than passing in- cap Awards
tions to winners by Sen. Margaret
Meeting with the Chief .Executive
terest, since repeal of the adveris
slated for 12:45 p. m. Also
Chase
Smith
(R-Me.).
Proceedings
tising formula doubtless would lead
slated
are a visit with Sen. Henry
will
be
carried
by
MBS
1:15-1:30
to renewed misgivings on two
p. m. and recorded by the Voice of Cabot Lodge (R-Mass.), lunch with
scores:
America.
the Illinois Methodists Ministers
(1) There would be no adequate
Washington Seminar group, a tour
The four winners — Dwight Clark
provision for computing the cost of Jr., Fort Collins, Col.; Mara Gay
of Mt. Vernon and Alexandria and
advertising, selling, administration
Masselink, Burlington, Iowa;
a play at Catholic U. On Thursday,
and other factors in final ceiling George A. Frilot III, New Orleans,
a tour of the Mexican Embassy is
prices.
(2) Government price stabilization officials would be vested with
power to curb advertising budgets
in radio, television and printed media— subject to the President's discretion.
Mr. Truman also recommended
curbing consumer credit purchases
involving radio-TV sets, but no specific terms were spelled out in
either administration measure. He
wants credit tightened by deletion
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Mr. Zolkiewicz

Mr. Clark

md^
Miss Masselink

Mr. Frilot
„
^

Defense Mobilizer Charles E. Wil
son to channel more materials int
civilian production as a means o
stemming unemployment. Thi:
would not interfere with the de
fense program since more material
are being allocated to the militar
than can be absorbed, he said.
President Truman told C'ongres:
in part:
. . .a Costs
and prices
obviously
have
relationship
to one
anotheidi
Price increases are sometimes neces
sary itto iscompensate
for cost increases
But
absurd to conclude
. . . tha
every cost increase has to be tran
slated in its entirety into increaseprices,
needed. regardless of whether they ar
. . . Our stabilization agencies hav
long since ad6pted the principle tha
if
rising
are eatinj
too anfarindustry's
into profits
the costs
industry
is en
titled to reasonable price relief. Bu
there is no reason whatever why ther
should be an automatic pass-throug]
of costs so long as sellers are makin;
ample profits . . .
Prompt action by Congres
"would enable us to prevent th'
spread of Capehart increase^ t(
additional areas where they are no
needed" and the longer such actioi
is delayed, "the more completel;
and irrevocably our whole pric^
structure
will be Capehartized,'
the
Chief Executive
asserted.
"A great deal of damage ha
already been done. Much of it cai
(Continued on -page 38)
slated along with a windup of the
Washington tour.
One of the students to be honored
Mr. Clark, is an old hand at radic
announcing. He won honors for th(
distinction during the 1951 annua
tournament of the National Foren
sic League in Los Angeles. KMPC
Los Angeles also gave him a trophy
Young Clark has been an announcer at KCOL Fort Collins sinci
he was 14 — in 1948. He handle.'
all types of broancasting and ha;
his own program, A Date With
Dwight, aired each weekday anc
beamed to teenagers. He also wa;
cited on a KOA Denver progran
and won first place in an essay contest on Americanism.
30,000 Schools Enter Students
VOD competition was launchec
last October in high schools of th(
U. S., Alaska and Puerto Rico ir
conjunction with National Radic
and Television Week. Students
from 30,000 schools entered the con
test. Eliminations were held at the
community and state levels.
Winners of the 13 original state;
(colonies) took part in the "De
mocracy Workshop" session, alonj
with representatives of the Car
negie Endowment for Internationa
Peace, at Williamsburg the pas
weekend.
National judges who chose th(
four winners in the final judging
follow:
Joseph B. Chaplin, president, Na
tional Assn. of Secondary School Prin
cipals;
Coy, Angus
chairman,
The
RightWayne
Reverend
Dun, FCC
bish
op. Episcopal Diocese of Washingtoji
D.
C;
Harold
E.
Fellows,
president
NARTB; Sen. James W. Fulbright (D
Ark.);
Geister, contest;
winner, 194'?
48 VoiceMissof Jan
Democracy
Mrs
Hiram Cole Houghton, president, Gen
eral
Federation
of
Women's
Clubs
Glen McDaniel, president, RTMA
Philip Murray, president CIO; Seymon
N.
Siegel, president.
NationalSen.
Assn.Maro
Educational
Broadcasters;
garet
Chase
Smith
(R-Me.);
Gen.
Hoy
Air
Force.
S. Vandenberg,
Chief of Staff, U. S
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Fourth of a series telling why Sponsors and Stations are SOLD

ABC
offers

18

on ABC

Radio
stations

Great

and

Co-op

245 out of 311 ABC

advertisers

Programs!

Radio affiliates are MAKING

on ABC Co-op shows!
ofTered its affihates and
shows. Currently, ABC
(nearly 18 hours a week)

MONEY

For the past 9 years, ABC has always
advertisers a full roster of great Co-op
is broadcasting 18 Co-op programs
of every type: news, commentary, music,

public forums, sports, drama, children's shows —
Big Jon and Sparkle
Mary Margaret McBride
Headline Edidon
Marriage for Two
Paul Harvey
America's Town Meeting
Piano Playhouse
Rogue's Gallery
George Sokolsky
Harry Wismer
Bert Andrews
Mr. President
Pauline Frederick
Martin Agronsky
Elmer Davis
Ted Malone
Bob Garred
No School Today
ABC Co-op shows pay off for stations . . . they pay off, too, for
852 sponsors in every field of business: banks, bakeries, dairies,
department stores, music stores, appliance stores and in the
automotive field. Co-operative programing is one of the most
flexible, most efficient, most economical forms of advertising . . .
and America's FIRST network for Radio Co-ops is ABC.

ABC
American
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SALARY
PANEL
Asks Wider Membership
SIX-MEMBER industry panel,
named recently by the Salary Stabilization Board to give management-side advice on talent salary
problems, decided last week at its
first meeting held in New York,
that
the group should be more representative.

BILL SHADEL, CBS commentai'or, and retiring president and chairman of the
executive committee, Radio-TV Correspondents Assn., receives gavel from
Bob Menaugh (I), superintendent of House Radio Gallery in Washington. At
right is D. Harold McGrath, superintendent of Senate Radio Gallery. Occasion
was first formal luncheon meeting of the new executive committee held in
a private Senate dining room in the U. S. Capitol.
Dues Plan
(Continued from page 25)
around $15,000, with $1,224 lost burg, Mass.; WEKR Fayetteville,
under the combination dues, or just Tenn.; WFHG Bristol, Va.; WIEL
town, Ky.; WIST-AM-FM
short of $14,000. This would cut Elizabeth
Charlotte, N. C; WJAM Marion, Ala.;
the monthly NARTB income from
station dues from $54,000 to WJXN Jackson, Miss.; WKPT-AM-FM
Kingsport, Tenn; WLCK Campbells$51,500.
ville, Ky.; WOPI-AM-FM Bristol,
However, if all companies now in Tenn.; WPIK Alexandria, Va.; WPRC
either radio or TV membership put Lincoln, 111.; WPRS Paris, 111.; WPRC
all their radio and TV stations in Roxboro, N. C; WVCN-FM DeRuyter, N. Y.; WWON-AM-FM Woonmembership, radio income would
socket, R. I.; KBYR Anchorage, Alasrise to $42,000 a month and TV
ka; KXEL-AM-FM Waterloo, la.;
income to $14,500, or a total po- KSEL Lubbock; KTNM Tucumcari,
tential income of $56,500. In addi- N. M.; KWAK Stuttgart, Ark.; WOOF
tion, the combination plan might
Dothan, Ala.; WLOK Lima, Ohio.
attract companies not now represented in membership, with a possible $2,300 from radio stations
and $950 from TV stations, or a REPORT TO NARTB
total potential of $3,250 to be added
All-Affiliates Group Plans
$56,500, or nearly $60,000.
MEMBERS of the 13-man all-radio
The net monthly gain in NARTB
Affiliates Committee were being
income might run to around $5,500
polled last week on a site and exact
under the combination plan.
date for a meeting to be held in adNARTB dues starting April 1
vance of, and probably to prepare
will be 30% lower for members
a report to, the NARTB convention.
Authorities said the meeting
now receiving Broadcast Advertising Bureau membership under the probably would be held Feb. 26-27
joint NARTB-BAB plan set up in or March 11-12 in New York or
1950. Stations wanting to belong
Chicago [Closed Circuit, Feb. 4],
to BAB after April 1 will pay that
depending upon the outcome of the
bureau half the highest hourly
poll. The polling is being concard rate.
ductd by Committee Chairman Paul
W. Morency of WTIC Hartford.
Two networks, ABC-TV and
CBS-TV, were admitted to memOne of the subjects for discusbership last week, bringing all four
sion is expected to be CBS Radio's
TV networks into that group. Sta- current affiliation contract renegotions admitted were KECA-TV Los
tiation project, designed in part
to obtain for the network a clear
Angeles; KGO-TV San Francisco;
KNXT (TV) Los Angeles; WCBSright with all its affiliates to adjust
TV New York; WENR-TV Chi- rates quickly in the event competitive developments made such moves
cago; W.JZ-TV New York; WTTV
(TV) Bloomington, Ind.; WXYZappear wise [B*T, Feb. 4, Jan. 28].
Another likely agenda topic, it
TV Detroit; WEWS (TV) Cleveland and WPTZ (TV) Philadelwas understood, is the renewed aggressiveness exhibited in recent
phia.
Forty-one stations admitted to ramonths on radio's behalf. Committee leaders described themselves as
dio membership were KBIG Avalon,
Calif.; KBIS and KMAR (FM) Baheartened by the various special
kersfield, Calif.; KCNA Tucson, Ariz.;
campaigns being undertaken to
KIFN Phoenix, Ariz.; KMMO Marboost
radio's selling power, and
shall, Mo.; KNEW Spokane, Wash.;
expressed a desire to canvass the
KOTA, KOZY (FM) Rapid City, S. D.;
possibilities and see how the comWAIN Columbia, Ky.; WBLT Bedmittee itself can best contribute to
ford, Va.; WOPM Cumberland, Ky.;
these activities.
WEBJ Brewton, Ala.; WEIM FitchPage 32 • February 18, 1952

The group of station representatives urged SSB member Joseph
Cooper, who presided, to ask membership for other people associated
with talent salaries, such as advertising agencies, independent
radio and TV producers, and talent
itself, through non-union representatives. Since all other discussion
at the introductory session would
depend on the membership question,
no other business — including the
scheduled election of a chairmanwas conducted. Mr. Cooper is to
call the next meeting as soon as the
panel composition question is settled
in Washington, presumably within a week or two.
Panel members, thus far, named
by SSB Chairman Justin Miller
[B*T, Feb. 11], are Omar Elder,
ABC; Gustav G. Margraf, NBC;
Clair R. McCollough, WGAL-TV
Lancaster, Pa.; Henry White, CBS;
Donald W. Thornburgh, WCAUTV, Philadelphia; and Harry
Freedman, DuMont TV Network.
All were present at the "amiable
. . . routine" session except Mr.
McCollough who was attending
NARTB board meetings.
BATH

TUB

BLUES

Hang Heavy at WWDC
NEWS

broadcast reporting a humorous incident in President Truman's personally-conducted tour
for correspondents through the
White House precipitated a mild
storm
Feb. 6. at WWDC Washington on
Passing the site of the old Presidential bathroom, Mr. Truman remarked that the tub once fell partly
through the floor. He said he asked
Mrs. Truman what would have happened if it had fallen through to
the Red Room, with him in it, while
she was entertaining the Daughters
of the American Revolution.
Coincidentally, WWDC carried a
special DAR public interest program that evening, 10:15-10:30 p.m.
After the program, the ladies were
abashed to hear a followup news
program via loudspeaker on which
Newscaster Fred Fiske reported the
correspondents' tour incident.
The DAR promptly besieged Program Director Norman Reed with
protests, charging that the report
violated good taste. WWDC explained that the report was based
on news service stories carried earlier and that Mr. Fiske was only
reporting the news.
WINS New York will open a new
phase of its Tuesday Career Clinic
series by allotting first program each
month to a study of advertising, with
Dr. Robert A. Love of City College
Midtown Business Center, which conducts the program, as moderator.

BELLBOY SUIT
Is Heard in Detro
I
THE HEARING to decide wh,
owns the title "Jack the Bellboy
took an unexpected turn in D
troit's Federal Court Feb. 8 whe
Fort Industry Co., owner of WJBl
there, began a suit for $650,0(i
against Edward McKenzie.
Mr. McKenzie, the $65,000-a-ye&
disc jockey who is Jack the Bel
boy, left WJBK Jan. 18 and bega
broadcasting on WXYZ Detro:
Feb. 4.
The suit ^was filed before Fee
eral Judge Arthur F. Lederle i
the form of an amendment to a r(
quest for a permanent injunctio
against Mr. McKenzie's use of th
"Bellboy" tag at his new station.
Others named in the suit wei
ABC and WXYZ as well as .James 1
Hopkins and Richard A. Connel
stockholders in WJBK before it
sale to Fort Industry in 1947.
At the hearing. Attorney Joh
Littel for WJBK and Attorne
George Trendle Jr. for Mr. Mc
Kenzie presented a series of wi1
nesses in support of their argi
ments.
Mr. McKenzie testified that h
gained possession of the nam
throughona "gentleman's
based
the fact thatagreement
he coine
the title.
Messrs. Hopkins and Connell, th
complaint contends, entered into a
agreement with Mr. McKenzi
while the sale was in progress. I
is claimed that they wrongly agree
to Mr. McKenzie's using the titl
in violation of the terms of th
sale.
Previously Judge Lederle refuse
to grant two requests for tem
porary
injunctions
that would
restrained
WYZ from
using hav
th
title "Jack the Bellboy" over th
air or from using the title in ad
vertising.
Last Thursday both sides wer
to make their final arguments.
In the meantime. Jack the Bell
boy continues over WXYZ, usini
the same program format and man;
of the same sponsors.

Magazine '51 Gross
LAST YEAR was "by all odds, th
biggest year in magazine history,.
Magazine Advertising B u r e a i
stated last week. Gross advertisini
revenue of the 94 general and farii
magazines measured by Publisher
Information Bureau totaled $511.;
million
in 1951,gross
up for
12'^r1950,
fromMAI
th
$458.5 million
reported. Advertising in Janu
ary 1952 was up 6.7^13 dollarwisi
and 7.6% in pages of advertisinj
compared with January 1951, de
spite the fact that three leadinj
weekly magazines had one les
issue in the first month of thi
year than last, MAB also reportec
Announcement also revealed tha
Sunday newspaper magazine del
lar volume was 17.8% less in Jan
January.
uary 1952, compared to previoui
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WHEN

HOUSTON

WANTS

THE

"THE

NEWS..

YEAR

PAT FLAHERTY,
News Director,
11:00 A.M., 12 Noon,
5:45 P.M.
BILL BOLTON
12 Noon, 6:15 P.M.

OF

DECISION"
BRUCE LAYER,

Hard-hitting news coverage is more vital

Sports Director,
5:35 P.M., 10:30 P. M

this year than ever before. KPRC's nationally recognized nev/s staff is TOPS in the Southwest ... in numbers, in sponsored hours, in accurate on-the-spot coverage.

HARRY AROUH,
Weather Chief,
5:30 P.M. Weathercost
10:00 P.M. News

Each man combines the duties of newscaster, news writer,
and news reporter, under the able direction of Pat
Flaherty, the South's most respected newscaster.
Nowadays,

NEWS

comes FIRST . . . and

KPRC is FIRST with the NEWS!

BOB GRAY,
On Military Leave,
Serving as Marine Corps
Correspondent in Korea

Houston's Only Complete
Radio News Staff

RAY MILLER,
On Military Leave,
On duty with the
Submarine Service
TOM FOX
6:15 A.M., 8:00 A.M.,
12 Noon
NBC and TQN on the Gulf Coast
Jack Harris, General Manager
Nationally represented by
Edward Petry and Co.
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DON HEATH
7:15 A.M., 8:55 A.M.,
12 Noon
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ADVERTISING

AND

GOVERNMENT

NARTB's

Hardy Speaks at D. C. Ad Session

GOVERNMENT initially manifested a "tardy interest" in the
"stellar role" advertising has
played in contributing to the common good but gradually has evolved
its own techniques for selling programs to the American public,
Ralph W. Hardy, NARTB government relations director, declared
last week.
Mr. Hardy addressed a luncheon
session of the Women's Advertising
Club of Washington at the Washington Hotel last Wednesday.
Among the guests were Sen. Ed C.
Johnson (D-Col.), chairman of the
Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee, and FCC Comr.
George Sterling.
Government Interest
Speaking on "Advertising and
Government Relations," Mr. Hardy
said government interest in advertising has been generated in a
number of fields. He cited these
"interest" factors:
(1) Advertising as a function and
institution has proved itself "indispensable" in contributions to the
public welfare.
(2) Advertising is a key to the
study of production, with government spending dwarfing normal
business operations in recent years.
(3) Serious question has been
posed as to the allowability of advertising costs for tax and price
control purposes.
(4) Advertising is related to the
whole price-wage control structure.
(5) There has been increased enthusiasm for "idea" as distinguished from product advertising,
spilling over into merchandising
and other techniques.
Mr. Hardy also cited four problems in advertising relations with
government. Initially, he said,
there has been an "inadequate understanding" of its economic role,
principally at the lower decisionmaking stratas of government
agencies. This has been reflected
Hardy Talk Lauded
SENATORIAL plum was
handed out to Ralph W.
Hardy, NARTB government
relations director, following
his speech before Women's
Advertising Club of Washington last Wednesday. Sen.
Ed .Johnson (D-Col.) termed
Mr. Hardy's address on "Advertising and Government
Relations" as a "learned and
thought-provoking speech,"
adding that he "liked his
presentation and thinking on
the subject." Sen. Johnson,
a guest at the luncheon, was
accompanied by Nick Zapple,
professional staff member of
Senate Interstate & Foreign
Commerce Committee, which
the Colorado Senator heads.
Page 34
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RELATIONS

in agency presentations to Congress during appropriations hearings, he explained, adding that
agency and department heads are
cognizant of advertising's force.
There must be a more effective
system for directing vital advertising selling points down through
channels, Mr. Hardy suggested. It
is advertising's obligation to present its arguments to government
officials and Congress in the light
of its relation to restraints governing all media and the public welfare, he said.
Noting that he is a registered
lobbyist on Capitol Hill, Mr. Hardy
said that industry has a "legitimate
interest" in presenting its case to
Congress. He added that the
Buchanan Committee took no notice of advertising's role during
hearings on the lobbying issue in
1950.
Mr. Hardy also singled out hearing last year before Senate and
House Appropriations Committees.
He said military authorities had
made inadequate presentations on
recruiting and were ill-equipped to
parry questions thrown out by Sen.
Joseph O'Mahoney (D-Wyo.) as to
the advisability of alloting funds
for this activity.
The function of advertising was
not explained, Mr. Hardy continued,
nor was it pointed out that specialists could be obtained by the Defense Dept. through media expenditures for an "infinitesimal cost."
Hardy Cited Charges
Mr. Hardy also cited charges
raised that advertising constitutes
an "economic waste" and that costs
should not be allowable for tax
computation purposes.
Top government officials familiar
with advertising's role now create
their own techniques for devising
programs aimed at the American
public, Mr. Hardy observed. He
cited White House liaison with the
Advertising Council for various
projects.
One such example of government-industry cooperation and advertising power was the recent
blood bank drive. Through the efforts of all media, a dangerous
blood shortage was averted within
17 days after the campaign got
underway.

Talk in 'Record'
Coy
FCC dress
Chairman
WayneProfessional
Coy's adto the Cleveland
Chapter of Sigma Delta Chi at the
Carter Hotel Jan. 28 on "The Intelligent Newspaperman's Guide
to Some Broadcasting Problems"
in which he predicted not more
than 10 or 20 TV station grants
will be made this year, appears in
the Feb. 7 Congressional Record
[B*T, Feb. 4]. Copy of speech was
introduced by Rep. Oren Harris
(D-Ark.)

HAROLD A. PETIT (I), Charleston,
S. C, president. National Exchange
Club, sponsor of National Crime Prevention Week (Feb. 17-23), discusses
with Bill Fineshriber, MBS executive
vice president, Mutual's participation
in campaign. MBS mystery programs
for three months will promote theme,
"Crime Does Not Pay."
KING'S FUNERAL
CBC Limits Operation
ALL CANADIAN stations can. celled commercial programs Feb.
15, day of the funeral in London of
King George VI. Suitable music
as well as eye-witness accounts of
the funeral from the British Broadcasting Corp. by shortwave were
carried by most stations.
During the 10 days following the
king's death, programs were completely rescheduled for most Canadian stations. Practically all sporting events and comedy programs
were postponed.
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. stations on Feb. 15 closed down practically all day. All CBC stations
carried the full funeral broadcast
from London from 4:45-9:30 a.m.,
EST, then closed down until 2 p.m.
for the funeral service fro m
Ottawa. There was a half-hour of
music preceding the funeral service, which lasted 2:30-3:30 p.m.,
then stations closed down again.
This was followed by a brief newscast and musical program at 6
p.m. local time.
CBC last Tuesday sent two observers to London to cover the
funeral. Picked were war correspondent veterans Gerard Arthur of
CBC International News Service,
Montreal, and Capt. Wes Briggs,
CBC regional representative at
Halifax.
NABET Petitions Ottawa
NABET (CIO) has applied with
the Canadian Labor Relations
Board in Ottawa for certification
as bargaining agent for technical
employes of CBC's 19 stations for
which it claims a majority of membership. The application culminates
a six-week organizing campaign
undertaken by NABET at the invitation of CBC operators, according to Tim J. O'Sullivan, NABET
international representative.

WHIL-WMEX
TIFF
FCC Hears Overlap Charges
ORAL ARGUMENT on whether
the FCC should revoke the program
test authority it granted WHIL
Medford, Mass., was heard last
week by the Commission en banc.
Protest was made by WMEX Boston, which also petitioned the U. S.
Court of Appeals for a preliminary
stay and an injunction against the
program test authority.
Gist of Boston station's complaint is that 25 mv/m contours of
both stations overlap and they are
less than 40 kc apart in wavelengths. WMEX is on 1510 kc with
5 kw; WHIL on 1540 kc with 250 w
daytime. FCC rules forbid stations
to operate less than 40 kc apart if
their 25 mv/m contour overlap.
At oral argument last week,
WHIL claimed that 25 mv/m contours of the stations do not overlap, although it emphasized it had
taken measurements along only one
radial. It also pointed out that its
grant was made in February 1951
and WMEX did not contest the
Commission's action then and therefore it should not be penalized now.
The
Medford
station declared
that '
if the
Commission
felt dubious
about the overlap, it would be willing to be moved to 1550 kc temporarily.
Questions FCC Authority
The WMEX petition to the U. S.
Court of Appeals claimed that
WHIL is operating illegally because the station does not have a
license. It thus called into question
the legal authority of FCC to issue
program test authority.
also stated from
that listeners
it has received
50 Itcomplaints
in its
service area that their reception is
being interfered with by WHIL
transmissions. WHIL in its opposition to WMEX's petition declared
that it was willing to put wave-

^
j

'

'

,

traps
ceivers.in complaining listeners' reThe Boston station asked that '
the court order the FCC to withdraw its program test authority to
WHIL. It also asked that the Court
issue a temporary stay order, for- ,
bidding
broadcast.WHIL from continuing to'
WMEX on Feb. 8 went to court, }•
which ordered the FCC to act expeditiously on the station's petition,
for withdrawal of WHIL's program
authority. Next day, the Boston
station asked the Court for an injunction, but the Court held that
it was in the nature of a petition
for a new action and denied it under
its interpretation of the Judicial
Review Act of 1950. Opinion of
Chief Justice Harold M. Stephens
of the U. S. Court of Appeals in
Washington is considered of technical significance to attorneys. He
held that the Act applied only to
cases asking the court to review
the action of an administrative
agency.

EFFECTIVE Feb. 11, WBAP-TV Fort
Worth, Tex., added a half hour, starting programming
at 9:50
a.m. aStation
is now
on air some
95 hours
week.
BROADCASTING
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In any industry, the leader is always the target. That's true whether you're
Imaking shoes, toys ... or turning out research reports. '..^
] Pulse, Inc. is turning out research reports . . . the best in the industry.
J That's why more stations subscribe to Pulse . . . more agencies use Pulse,

silk

hat

j. . . than the competitive reports turned out by any other rating service! '
j Pulse's number one position means that it's the target for a lot of
If snowballs." But they're easy to melt. As a matter of fact, let's melt a
Ifew of them now.

nominated by Sydney Roslow" to serve on the
"^^°PP®"
*^
Special Test Survey Committee.
Excerpt of a letter from Ken Baker, chairman of the committee,
Ip/^CJ
1
to Sydney Roslow: "/ stepped to the phone and invited . . . both
I
Larry Deckinger and Matt Chappell . . ."
ISnOwboll ^'^°PP®" qualified for the post . . . according to Pulse,
As an impartial member of the committee, he was acceptable,
i p^^Y
i
But as a paid hireling for C. E. Hooper, Inc., he was not unbiased—
I
witness his errors of commission and omission.*
" charges Chappell, "uses a quota-type sample. Inter\Snowboll
I
viewers select the homes they visit."
Pulse uses a probability sample which permits the greatest degree
jp^CT
of scientific accuracy. Interviewers have no choice in the selection
of homes.
ISnOwholl

s

t
the
ge

(now defunct) and national Nielsen showed
'^oop6''°*'"9
Snowballclose ^'correlation
in ratings of network programs in 1949. Hooperating and Pulse correlation was not close."
national ratings and Pulse's Multi-market ratings for
Nielsen
py^^Y
March-April, 1951, showed a correlation of . . . daytime: 82%;
nighttime: 83%. If Pulse had been national, rather than Multimarket, the correlation would have been even higher. (If you
would like more information on the current picture— or the picture
three years ago— ask Pulse to send it to you.)
"Accompanying a Pulse interviewer," Mr. Breyer quotes A. C.
Nielsen, "is a revelation. I recommend that you try it."
p^^J
A group of southern stations recently tried it . . . and concluded:
"This type of survey is more accurate than the coincidental method.
If all surveys are carried out as efficiently as this, all of us can
utilize surveys as they are intended . . . without reservation."
Survey Committee approved and endorsed Chappell report
Snowball
. . . implied a recent ad. •
p^^ J
No member of Committee (except Chappell) approved or endorsed
Chappell report. In fact, all members resented use of their names
in the ad.
Snowball

Anybody who wants to know the facts about his show and the audience
that's hearing or watching it, can find out by contacting
PULSE
of research
and

THE

the number
men

television

who

1 choice
use radio

ratings.

PULSE, INC. • 15 West 46th Street, New

York, N. Y.

*Ask Pulse fo send you its analysis of Cboppell's report.
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CEDRIC ADAMS (1), newscaster for
WCCO Minneapolis-St. Paul and CBS
Radio personality, joins with Joe
Tombers, Purity Bakeries Corp., in
blowing out an improvised birthday
cake, celebrating 13 years of the
bakery's sponsorship over WCCO.
Firm sponsors Mr.
Adams' Nighttime
News.
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Code Review Board
(Continued from page 25)
all for the benefit of "curious radiomen."
Address
by FCC Chairman
Wayne Coy will feature the Wednesday luncheon. More workshop
meetings are due in the afternoon
covering the television code and
featuring members of the board of
review. A discussion of "public
hearing" is scheduled in the afternoon. The annual banquet winds
up its proceedings Wednesday
night.
The combined NARTB boards
voted approval of a radio board action calling on the FCC to abandon
the old regulation calling for identification ofelectrically transcribed
programs and announcements, except for newscasts (see radio board
story, page 24).
Frank M. Paissell was appointed
NARTB representative at the U.
S. Chamber of Commerce. H Quenton Cox, KGW Portland, Ore., reported on behalf of the new membership committee (see membership story page 25 ) .
List of new associate members
was approved, including Century
Lighting Inc. New York; Continental Electronics Manufacturing Co.,
Dallas; Gray Research and Development Co., Hartford, Conn.;
Screen Gems TV Dept., New York;
Standard Audio and Measurement
Service, New York research organization.
Approval was given the FM promotion project after hearing a report from Ben Strouse, WWDC-FM
Washington, FM committee chairman (see radio board story, page
24).
Robert K. Richards, NARTB,
public affairs director, reported on
a plan to make some of NARTB
Bulletin and Reports available to
educational institutions at a fee of
$15 a year. The plan was approved.
Mr. Richards reported on the Voice
of Democracy contest.
Legislative reports were submitted, with the combined boards
informed of the status of the Benton Bill and other proposed measures.
Two interpretations by Judge
Miller, clarifying the status of
board members under the new bylaws were endorsed.
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Mechanics
CODE
S
UfS'
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scribing tothe code will be $520 per
THE
NATION'S
telecasting stations and networks, at least that year if 65 stations subscribe. Stations belonging to NARTB will get
portion
coming Code,
under will
NARTB's
new Television
start a credit of $250 toward the station
operating March 1 under a set of dues, making the actual payment
commercial and program standards
$270 per year for code subscription.
designed to halt public and official
Non-members will pay $520 for
criticism of the visual medium.
code subscription.
Format for opei'ation under the
code was set up last week by the
NARTB Television board, which
met Wednesday and Thursday at
Lost Valley Ranch, Bandera, Texas.
The board met separately for two
days and then joined with the
NARTB Radio Board for a combined session Friday (see story
page 25).
Less than two weeks remain for
NARTB's staff to handle the huge
job of signing subscribers to the
video code and getting them adjusted to the stiff terms of the selfdisciplining document. Even before
the code goes into operation, there
are signs that legislators and other
groups are looking for elimination
of practices they deem objectionable.
At the same time the TV industry
will find itself under close surveillance from organized interests
as well as the millions of listeners
who are to be told by every available promotion means about the
code and its provisions. They will
be constantly reminded of the code
by means of a copyright seal.
NARTB has prepared film, slides
and
similar means' of displaying
the seal.
$40,000 Budget Set
The board set up the $40,000
budget for the first year of operation under the code, which was
originally promulgated last December. It set up details of subscription and approved makeup of
the Television Code review board
which will review programs, handle
complaints, interpret the document
and make recommendations to the
television board.
Action implementing the new
code was one of the many decisions
reached by the video directors. Another important step was to set up
nomination procedure since the
nine elective board terms expire at
the NARTB convention in Chicago
March 31-April 2.
Four directors representing each
of the four TV networks, are appointed by the network themselves.
With 82 of the 108 operating
TV stations as NARTB members,
plus the networks, the chances for
code adherence by most of those
belonging to the association were
considered bright. There were signs,
too, that many non-members were
planning to subscribe.
The plan for code financing provides that the networks each pay
$1,500 a year for code subscription,
it was understood. The special plan
was adopted at suggestion of networks themselves. All TV networks
belong to NARTB.
Basic payment by stations sub-

A sliding scale was set up by
which cost of station subscriptions
will drop as the number of station
subscribers increase. A sliding
scale specifies that when the number of subscribing stations reaches
90 the fee will be $405 per station.
NARTB-TV members will still
get the $250 credit under this
scale.
Five meetings are to be held annually by the Television Code review board. In addition, the $40,000
code budget, proposed by President
Harold E. Fellows, provides for
special meetings of the television
board itself in connection with administration ofthe code. The directors have the right to impose penalties for violation of code terms, including lifting of the seal or suspension of the right to display it.
Budget Covers Staff
The budget also covers staff personnel for code administration as
well as travel and other expenses
along with overhead and seal costs.
The TV board unanimously approved aplan to conduct election of
TV board members during the Chicago convention. Five two-year
terms will be filled along with four
one-year terms. Nominations will
be made from the floor at the Chicago convention. First the TV delegates will vote for five two-year
TV board members. Of these, four
will be combination radio-TV station operators and one a televisiononly operator. After these five have
been elected, those remaining on
the list of nominees will be eligible
for election to the four one-year
terms. Three of the terms will be
filled by radio-TV operators and one
by a TV-only operator.
Annual budget for the TV segment of NARTB's
activity
submitted by Robert
D. was
Swezey,
WDSU-TV New Orleans, on behalf
of the TV finance committee of
which he is chairman. Mr. Swezey
presided at the TV board meeting
in his capacity as board vice-chairman. Eugene S. Thomas, ex-board
chairman, resigned the post when
he left WOR-TV New York to join
George B. Hollingbei-y Co. On the
finance group with Mr. Swezey are
Campbell Arnoux, WTAR-TV Norfolk, Va., and George B. Storer,
Fort Industry Co.

Set at San Antonio!
ship dues for firms or organizations
owning more than one outlet, pro- <
vided all stations of the group are
association members. This plan
promises substantial savings for
multiple station membership, it was
explained.
A balance of over $18,000 was reported tothe board membership and
finance committee. Operation of the
TV section is in charge of Thad
Brown, NARTB-TV director.
The April 1,. 1951-March 31, 1952
TV budget of $150,000 includes a
flat payment of $50,000 to NARTB
for overhead expenses. Salaries in
the budget run around $65,000 with
the remainder covering printing,
contingent items, board expenses,,
travel and related items. It appeared TV expenditures would increase now that the code administration is getting underway.
The new fiscal budget envisions
an income of $185,700 from membership dues plus $16,800 or a total
of $202,500. The dues discount likely
would cut income around $14,600 or
an adjusted income of around $187,-
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812.The payment to NARTB rises
from $50,000 to $65,125 under the
new budget and the salary item
rises
to $34,940.
;
Representing the four TV networks at the Texas board meeting
were Alexander Stronach Jr., ABC
vice president; Herbert Akerberg,
CBS vice president; Chris Witting,
DuMont TV Network general manager, and Frank M. Russell, NBC
vice president. They serve on the
TV board as network appointed directors.
. Others Attending
Others attending the TV board
meeting besides those mentioned
above were Harold Hough, WBAPTV Fort Worth; Clair R. McCollough, WGAL-TV Lancaster, Pa.;
W. D. Rogers Jr., KEYL (TV) San
Antonio; Judge Justin Miller, chairman of the combined NARTB
board; C. E. Arney Jr., NARTB
secretary-treasurer; and Robert K.
Richards, NARTB director of public
affairs.
Absent were Harry Bannister,
WWJ-TV Detroit; Paul Raibourn,
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KTLA (TV)
Los ill.
Angeles, and Mr.":'
Storer,
who was
Blake-Sparks Nuptials
FORMAL ANNOUNCEMENT will
be made this week of the marriage
of John Blake, owner of KSNY
Snyder, Tex., to Miss Minnie
Sparks, confidential assistant to
FCC Commissioner Rosel H. Hyde.
They eloped and were married on
Nov. 9 at West Memphis, Ark., by 'M
a justice of the peace. Mrs. Blake i'
has been on leave from her FCC '
post since November.

Next Year's Money
For the next fiscal year, starting April 1, the board approved a
budget of $136,140.80, subject to
action at the joint board meeting
last Friday. The full board was
NEWS programs by NBC radio total
given a full NARTB budget plan
119 shows each week, an aggregate of
20 hours and 55 minutes.
calling for a discount in memberBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

In December^ 1951, ''Farm Opinion Research" conducted a mail
survey among dairymen of Oregon and Washington. Nine hundred
questionnaires were mailed to determine farm radio Hstening preferences and early morning work schedules. A return of over 16%
was received. Here are the results:
#
#
#
#

Over
Over
60%
Over

#

KEX RECEIVED MORE VOTES FOR MORNING
THAN ANY OTHER INDIVIDUAL STATION!

/■ /^^.-i

90% of the dairymen are up before 6:30 a.m.
70% do their milking before 6:30 a.m.
have radios in their barns.
half of the farm radios are in use before 7 a.m.
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LISTENING

following figures show KEK preference:
24%
KEX
Portland station "A"
12%
Portland station "B"
20%
Portland station "C"
14%
All other stations
27%
No preference
3%

''OREGON FARM
HOUR'' TAPS RICH MARKET
Pacific Coast farm income is the nation's highest! Average income per
farm in Pacific Coast states in 1950 was $9,483... or $3,644 MORE than
the national average of $5,839.
Sell your products to the 130,000 farms in Oregon and Washington with
the "OREGON FARM HOUR"- (NEWS, MUSIC, PRICES, and
WEATHER, for the Pacific Northwest's great agricultural industry).
CONSULT KEX SALES OR FREE & PETERS FOR COMPLETE DETAILS.

Oregon's
50,000 Watt Station
ABC
AFFILIATE
IN PORTLAND
WESTINGHOUSE

RADIO

STATIONS

KYW • KDKA • WBZ • WBZA • WOW

INC

• KEX • WBZ-TV

National Representatives. Free £ Peters, except for WBZ-TV; for WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales '

Seoson Campaigns
(Continued from page 23)
ture Tartan lotion and credit in
Manus, John & Adams, Detroit, national advertising.
is the agency.
Tartan plans a summer saturaA comprehensive advertising and
tion job in spot radio, employing
merchandising program, geared to
support "an increasing sales trend short, fast copy. These "Sun-infor Mounds and Ahnond Joy coco- Safety" spots, correlated with
bars," was also an- weather reports, will be launched
nut candy
nounced last week by John H. in 45 major cities in the country —
Tatigian, president of Peter Paul an increase of at least 15 markets
over last year — starting May 3
Inc. Local and regional radio news
programs have been scheduled by and continuing through mid-July.
the advertiser in about 100 key
In New York alone, Tartan plans
markets from coast to coast, using to schedule more than 2,000 an10 and 15-minute shows. In some
nouncements throughout the sun
larger cities where additional
season. Backing up the spot camradio activity is required, other
paign will be participation in programs of top radio personalities,
types of local program availabiled.
ities are being consider
Maxon
along with television spots in
Inc., New York, is the agency for selected areas.
Mounds.
In addition to the advertising
schedule, Tartan will feature a
Mounds Campaign
This year's radio campaign for full-scale publicity program, with
Mounds marks a shift from net- numerous tie-in promotions and
publicity stunts scheduled for the
work to local and regional news
summer season. J. D. Tarcher &
f»rograms. Last year, the company
Co., New York, is the agency.
sponsored Ed Murrow on a splitAmerican Chicle Co., New York
western-half of the CBS Radio
(Clorets), currently carrying a
network. Featured among the merchandising material this year for heavy spot schedule, is understood
to have a sizable increase for
Mounds will be color streamers,
shelf talkers and a display deco- soring expansion under consideration. Definite decision will be forthrated in a South Sea Island motif.
coming next week through DancerMcKesson & Robbins (Tartan
Fitzgerald-Sample.
suntan lotion), is giving its 1952
Holmes and Edwards, division of
advertising campaign a record
International Silver Co., Meriden,
budget and will feature the radio
Conn., is buying a four-week spring
and TV family of Tex and Jinx campaign for its silverware in 120
McCrary in a concentrated all- major radio cities [B*T, Feb. 11]
through Cunningham & Walsh.
media drive this spring and summer. Prominent in Tartan plans,
Pepsi-Cola, which sponsors a TV
as well, is an expansion of the network show featuring Faye Emerson, and which used a spot schedsuccessful tie-ins of past seasons.
ule on 60 markets during the threeTartan has already arranged a
month 1951 summer season, is still
joint advertising and merchandisin the throes of preparing its suming program with Cole of Calimer budget allocation. Blow Co.,
fornia, McGregor sportswear and New York, is the agency.
Bates fabric, all of whom will feaChampagne Velvet (beer) and
Standard Brands (iced tea), perennial summer spot users, are also
Radio Sales Up
planning their summer allocations.
(Continued from page 23)
— News (52 weeks) ; State Farm Mutual Automobile Assn. for Cecil Brown
Control Laws
(13 weeks).
(Continued from page 30)
ABC radio recorded one of its
major sales of the new year early never be undone,", Mr. Truman
this month, when General Mills remarked.
There was other activity on the
ordered participation sponsorship
of three programs under the net- price front last week: (1) Approval
work's Pyramid Plan. On behalf by the Senate Banking Committee
of its Kix, General Mills will par- of Ellis Arnall as price stabilizer,
to succeed Michael DiSalle, who
ticipate in Top Guy starting
Wednesday; Defense Attorney
resigned to seek the Senate Democratic nomination in Ohio; (2)
starting Thursday, and part of
Stop the Music, starting next Sunby OPS of possible "deconday. Others new business thus far study trol"
in certain industries. Mr.
Arnall favored as much decontrol
this year:
Stokely-Van
for John
Conte
as possible but held out for
Show;
ChurchesCamp
of Christ
of Abilene.
strengthening of the law.
Tex. for Herald of Truth; Greystone
Press for two Magic of Believing shows
One of Mr. DiSalle's final acts
and one Sidney Walton News program;
National lievingOptics
one Walton
Magic ofNews;
Be- was to appoint a decontrol study
and one for
Sidney
Gillette Safety Eazor Co. for Sugar committee. OPS spokesmen said
Bowl eral
football
game;oneBuick
of Genceiling prices of differMotors for
Big Div.
Hand,
one that,entwhile
industries constitute one factor,
Top Guy,house;and
one
Hollywood
Star
PlayFred Fear & Co. for one Stop it is unlikely that radio-TV manufacturers will be decontrolled in
the Music; American Chicle for participations in ABC's three program
the foreseeable future.
Pyramid Plan.
Basic criterion is the relative
as:ABC radio's renewals were listed
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., for importance of the products to the
Greatest Story Ever Told; Christian
economy and the paperwork that
Science
Publishing
for The
would be saved under decontrol.
tian Science
MonitorCo.,Views
the ChrisNews.
Page 38
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Feb. 18: Academy of Television Arts
and Sciences, installation and awards
dinner. Ambassador Hotel, Los AnFeb.
19: NARTB regional TV tax clinic.
geles.
Mayflower
Hotel, Washington.
Feb. 20-23: Georgia Press Institute, 24th
annual lanta,session,
U. of Georgia, AtGa.
Feb. 22: Illinois Broadcasters Assn. annual spring meeting, Leland Hotel,
Springfield, 111.
Feb. 22: Voice of Democracy Awards
Luncheon and Presentations, 12:30
p.m..
AmericanD. C.Room, Statler
Hotel, South
Washington,
Feb. 24-26: New England Newspaper

ELIZABETH,

Advertising Executives Assn. and A3
vertising
Bureau
New
York Managers
State Dailies,
joint ofmeetti
ing,
Stratfield
Hotel,
BridgepoConn.
Feb.
28-28:
Oregon
State
Broadcast*!
Assn. annual meeting, Eugene Hoto
Eugene, Ore.
Feb. 29-Mar. 1: Western Radio ar
Television Conference, 5th annus
Calil.
meeting,
Stanford U., Palo Alt:
Mar. 3-6: Institute of Radio Enginee:
national convention, Waldorf-Astoil
Hotel
York. and Grand Central Palace, Ne\
Mar. 10: FCC-Theatre Television hea:
ing, Washington.
Mar. 17-20: National Premium Buyer
19th annual
Exposition, Conrad Hiltc
Hotel,
Chicago.
Mar. 19-21: Assn. of National Advei
tisers, Hot
spring
meeting,
stead.
Spring,
Va. The Home
Mar. 21-22: Third annual Advertisin
Institute, Emory U. and the Atlant
Advertising Club, Atlanta, Ga.

N.J., CRASH
Radio and TV Again on Job to Cove

THIRD PLANE crash in Eliza- Whitehouse, manager of specia
beth, N. J., within three months
events, and Gordon Fraser. Afte
was blanketed by broadcasting re- the first 12:55 a.m. bulletin, ABC
porters with first radio bulletins
radio carried further report'
being announced almost immedi- throughout
the night on WJZ Ne-v
ately and with first television pic- York's all-night music show. Nex
tures transmitted at 7 a.m. the day, J ulian Anthony recorded reac
following morning.
tions of Elizabeth citizens and net
Occurring at about 12:30 a.m. work also angled for reactions o
New Jersey Congressmen in Wash
Monday, the crash was bulletined
on wire services at 12:45 a.m. and ington. ABC television (via WJZ
on the air over NBC and ABC
TV New York) first bulletin wa
radio at 12:55 a.m. while CBS, at 10:30 a.m. the next day, witl
through WCBS New York, stayed first comprehensive graphic cover
on the air until 1:30 a.m. to give
coming at
via7 film
"live
commentary
p.m. and
Tuesday.
wreck details to New York audi- age
DuMont sent Cameraman Do:
ences. Television scoop was pulled,
Trevor to the crash scene at 2 a.n
for the second time over NBC-TV
by Today, which had similarly where he shot film used on the nex
scored in announcing the death of noon news program at 12:15 p.n
King George.
WPIX (TV) New York showe.
NBC radio reporter C h e t the burning plane just after i
pancaked to a schoolyard landing
Hagan went to scene early Monthanks to an amateur photogra
day morning to give on-scene coverage at 6:15 a.m., after the net- pher. Bob Schumaker, shop fore
work had opened at 5:30 a.m. with man of an automobile agency, wh
bulletin reports of the crash.
as soon16mm
as hepictures
arrived ofon the
the eras'
seen
Graham Grove assisted in the eye- took
witness spot-news reports from from his home, eight blocks awaj
Off the air at the time of th
Elizabeth at 7, 7:30 and 8 a.m.,
crash, WNJR Newark had staf
with wrap-up coverage broadcast
by NBC in a special 15-minute pro- working to collect first-hand re
gram at 1 :45 p.m. EST.
ports for broadcast at 7 a.m. Mon
NBC-TV mobile unit was dis- day and later aired interviews witl
patched to Elizabeth at 12:45 House subcommittee members visit
a.m. — even before the news was
ing Elizabeth to hear the con
broadcast — and took film of the troversy about the airport's loca
event until a direct video pickup tion. Station also got fresh repor
could be made, abetted at the scene from the closed airport Monda;
by eye-witness accounts and Don noon in a half-hour roundup o
crash news.
Goddard's news stories.
CBS Radio special events departWATV (TV) Newark, usuall
ment sent Abram Weston and signing off at 1 a. m., stayed o
Ralph Paskman to Elizabeth for the air until 3:25 a.m. giving re
first-hand coverage while WCBS
including an eye-witnes
remained on air an extra 25 min- ports,
account made by a WATV engineei
utes. Network news programs gave
Gil Lynn, who resid;es in Nei
full details the next morning at Jersey. All special events covei
7:45, 8, and 9 a.m. while CBS-TV
age — including a Monday after
carried the event on all regular noon forum among six state annews programs.
local officials about the airpor
The wreck — which took 32 lives —
location
— was handled by Na |
Shoehalter.
was covered for ABC
by Bill
WMTR Morristown, N. J., sen
newsmen Merrill Morris, Jo
This
would
apply
largely
to
"soft"
Slavin and Frank Fellmer to th
goods. Radio-TV set producers,
many of whom are selling at belowceiling levels, are currently awaiting issuance of tailored price regulations to guide their industry.

crash site to tape interviewers
Taped hourly news broadcast
were aired as a public service by
local clothing store.

BROADCASTING

• Telecastin

ET Ideofificatioti
(Continued from page 2h)
the FCC freeze upsets the schedule.
Final decision within a year is possible. Bernard Koteen is special
counsel for the committee. Other
members of the group are Mr. Essex and Marshall Pengra, KGKB
Tyler, Tex. The board praised Mr.
Grove for the progress made.
The board, in acting on the
Grove committee's report, adopted
a suggestion by Mr. Hanna that no
wattage discrimination apply in the
case of FM.
Ben Strouse, WWDC-FM Washington, said the current three-section drive to promote FM set sales
and listening is producing results.
Both distributor and dealer interests are showing more interest in
FM as a result of the North Carolina and Wisconsin drives [B*T,
Feb. 11].
said "it sales
is quite
evident that He
increased
results
may be expected to follow for several months after the close of FM
Month." He said the Washington,
D. C. FM campaign starts in March
[see story, page 48].
"It is. the broadcaster's program
that sells the sets except in places
where FM is genuinely needed for
decent reception," Mr. Strouse said.
He explained dealers should be advised to pay more attention to instal ation of FM sets. Among results of the campaign, beside FM
set sales, are increased FM listening and development of FM's prestige among local merchants and
advertising agencies, he said.
Ask Drive Extension
Requests to extend the drive beyond the three areas now active
have been received from upper
New York, Alabama, Philadelphia,
New York City, West VirginiaOhio; Quincy, 111., Tri-State Area;
Massachusetts, Virginia, Northern
Illinois, San Antonio and others.
President Harold E. Fellows was
authorized by the board to name
a special committee to handle radio
copyright matters especially in the
music field.
A fund of $10,000 was appropriated to provide for improvements
to the NARTB headquarters building in Washington. Resignation of
Craig Lawrence, formerly with
WCOP Boston, as District 1 director, was accepted. Mr. Lawrence
has joined CBS in New York. A
special election will be held to fill
the post.
Four members of the radio board
were unable to attend and were excused. They were John H. DeWitt Jr., WSM Nashville; James D.
Shouse, WLW Cincinnati; A. D.
Willard Jr., WGAC Augusta, Ga.
Frank White, MBS.
DAILY trans-Atlantic reports on the
Olympic Winter Games were scheduled
to be broadcast directly from Norefjell, Norway, by NBC starting last
Thursday and continuing though the
finals, Feb. 25. William Fitzgerald,
program manager of the Armed Forces
Network in Germany, will act as special NBC correspondent.
Page 40
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Ambassador Rogers
MEMBERS of the NARTB
combined board last week accepted W. D. Rogers Jr.,
KEYL (TV) San Antiono, as
ambassador extraordinary
representing the Republic of
Bandera, Tex. He was granted
this privilege for his services
to NARTB board at the annual winter meeting held at
Lost Valley Ranch, Bandera.
The board thanked Director
Rogers for hospitality far beyond the call of duty.

BMI

CLINICS
Two Week Schedule Set

FOLLOWING last year's successful BMI field clinics, held in 37
states with an average attendance
of 82 broadcasters per clinic, BMI
will stage a new series in the twoweek period April 28-May 12, when
the industry-owned music licensing
organization has scheduled 40 program clinics to be held in 36 states
and four Canadian provinces.
General format will comprise
three speakers traveling with each
BMI clinic troupe and three speakers from the state in which the
clinic is held. Talks on the major
phases of programming, station operation and management will be
followed at each clinic by an open
forum in which every one present
is encouraged to take part. These
"bull sessions" were highly popular
during the 1951 clinics, BMI stated.
W. Emmett Brooks, chairman,
Committee of Presidents of State
Broadcasters Assn., in a letter to
BMI President Carl Haverlin said,
"I'm sure stations have found it
highly pi-ofitable to send several
staff workers from all departments
to broaden them in all facets of
radio operations through clinic
talks and discussions, since these
one-day refresher courses are a
great idea exchange for all of us."
BMI program clinics so far confirmed as to state, city and date
are :
Alabama (Montgomery) May 8; Arkansas (Little Rock) May 2; Arizona
(Phoenix) April 28; No California (San
Francisco) May 9; Colorado (Denver)
May 2; Florida (Gainesville) May 6;
Georgia (Athens) May 10; Illinois (Chicago) May 9; Idaho (Boise) May 2;
Indiana (site undetermined) April 28;
Kentucky (Owensboro) April 28; Louisiana (Alexandria)
determined) May 12;May 5; Maine (unMichigan (Battle Creek) April 30;
Minnesota (Minneapolis) May 7; Mississippi (Jackson) May 3; Missouri (St.
Louis) May 6; Montana (Missoula)
April 28; Nebraska (Omaha) May 1;
New Jersey (Atlantic City) May 6;
North Carolina (undetermined) May 2;
Oklahoma (Oklahoma City) May 7;
Oregon (Portland) May 7; So. Carolina
(Columbia) May 5; So. Dakota (Sioux
Falls) April 30; Texas San Antonio)
May 9; Tennessee (Nashville) April 29;
Utah (Salt Lake City) May 1; Virginia
(undetermined) May 1; West Virginia
(Charleston) April 29; Wisconsin (Milwaukee) May 5; Upstate New York
(Syracuse) May 8.
Dates tentatively set include: Maryland (Baltimore) May 5; Washington
(Seattle) May 6; Ohio (city to be determined) May 2; Massachusetts (BosMay 9; and
Viiood)ton) April
29. So. California (HoUy-

NARTB

Engineering Convention Agenda
(Continued from page 2U )
Afternoon Session 2 p.m.
"Lighting ducedfor
A Film Proby theTelevision"
Columbia — Broadcasting
Symposium: Television
Ultra-High Frequenc
System
To
be introduced by William B. Presiding: Stuart Bailey, Jansky a
Lodge, CBS
Bailey, Engineers,
Consulting Washington
Radio and Te
Research in Broad Band Transmission
- vision
By: Dr. W. H. Doherty, Director of
Panel:
Research in Electrical Communications, Bell Telephone Labs
Ralph N. Harmon, Engineering Me
ager, Westinghouse
Construction
and Operational
Washington,
D. C. Radio Static
ics of Television
BroadcastingEconomBy: Robin Compton, Associate,
James McNary, Consulting Radio a
Television
Engineer, Washingt
George vision
C. Davis,
and TeleD.
C.
Consulting Radio
Engineers
A 35 kw Television Amnlifler for Chanton Battison, Director of Educati^
John
National Radio Institute, Washit
nels 2-6 J. Bias, GE
By: F.
Planning and Installation of the First
John Young, Manager, Broadc
Television Station in Argentina
Transmitter Engineering Secti
By: M. Silver,
Federal
Telecommunication Labs (Tentative)
Robert
RCA P. Wakeman, Research En
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 2, 1952
neer, Allen B. DuMont Labs, P
saic, N. J.
Morning Session 9:45 a.m.
Participant from General Electric
President: Raymond F. Guy, Manager,
be announced.
Radio and Allocation Engineering, NBC
High
Gain Loop Antenna for Television
7:00 p.m. — Convention Banquet
Broadcasting
Grand Ballroom
By: A. Kandoian,
munication Labs Federal TelecomSymposium: Small Television
UHF Propagation
By: Dr. George Brown, Research
Presiding: Col.Operations
John H. DeWitt, Pre i
Engineer, RCA
dent, WSM, WSM-TV Nashville
Television Studio Equipment Planning
By: C. A. Rackey, NBC
Frank P. Bremmer, Vice Presidi
A Gray Scale Generator
and Chief Engineer, WATV New;!
Nevin
By: G. E. Hamilton, Eastern Division
Pane I.- Straub, Technical Direct
Television Engineering, ABC
WJAC
Johnstown,
Pa. (TentatiR.
A. Isberg,
Chief Engineer,
KRO
12:30 p.m. — Joint
Luncheon in Grand
Ballroom
TV San Francisco (Tentative)
J. E. Mathiot, Technical Direct
Speaker:man (tentative)
Wayne Coy, FCC chairWGAL-TV Lancaster, Pa.

CANADA'S

RADIO AUDIENCE
Tune to Commercial Shows by 2 to 1 Ral

MOST CANADIAN radio listeners
prefer to tune to privately-owned
stations rather than to the government -sponsored Canadian Broadcasting Corp., according to a report
issued last week by the Canadian
Assn. of Broadcasters.
The CAB report, based on a study
by Elliott Haynes Ltd., pioneer
Canadian radio research company,
said that on the average only 18.5%
of Canadian sets-in-use are tuned
to CBC-produced programs. The
rest of the radio audience is listening to non-government broadcasting, which, like that in the U. S.,
is
supported
by advertising revenue.
CBC is supported by an annual
government subsidy from tax funds
of $6,250,000 plus $5,500,000 a year
from license fees. It also carries
some commercially sponsored programming, about $2.5 million worth
a year.
Significantly, the commercial
shows on CBC, though occupying
only 10.2% of CBC schedules, rate
far bigger audiences than the noncommercial domestic programming,
which takes up 72% of CBC time.
(The other 17.8% of CBC's schedules is made up of programs originating outside Canada and was not
treated in this study.)
Canadian commercials get an
average of 39.9% of all sets-in-use.
The sustaining features, including
news and special events, get only
16.5%.

and include rural and urban au
ences and time periods between
a.m. and 10 p.m. weekdays and
p.m. to 10 p.m. Sundays.
The CAB report, commenting
the subsidized nature of CE
pointed
out that
"more than
of Canadians
voluntarily
tune8C
the programs of the independt
or non-government stations who
not share in any way either of t
subsidies (taxes and license fees
"In fact," the report added, "th
exist solely from their commerc
revenue, as do all other forms
publication. In fact, the private
owned stations, in addition to pj
ing taxes which the CBC does n
are required yearly to pay appro
mately $160,000 themselves to 1
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. :
what is known as a transmitter
cense fee."
WAVZ Educators

Pane

NEED for close cooperation 1
tween educators and broadcast(
was emphasized in a meeting
New Haven, Conn., school prin
pals last Monday in WAVZ N
Haven's auditorium. Panel spe£
ers included Franklin Dunha
radio-TV chief, U. S. Office of Ec

cation; Daniel W. Kops, WA'
vice president and general mans
er; James Frost, audio-visual c(
sultant, Connecticut state Dept.
The CBC sets-in-use averages
Education; Prof. Edward C. Co|
who teaches television at Yale
quoted by CAB were for the year
from Nov. 1, 1950, to Oct. 31, 1951, drama school.
BROADCASTING
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'•m-, San Salvador
...
Bangkok, Thailand

.

CMCU , Havana, Cuba.
7?^:
:S.S3n Salvador
]-,^^
Embassy
of Pakistan.. \ ~ ^fZ

uoPn
In Bangkok and Sioux City, Johannesburg and
Muskegon, broadcasters have discovered that, in any
language, the name GATES stands for dependability
— low cost operation!
Yes, acceptance of GATES 5/10 KW transmitters
is world wide, and for matjy good reasons.
Tor example: Whether for standard broadcast or
short wave telephone or telegraph service, there is a
GATES 3/10 KW transmitter exactly suited for the
job to be done. With twelve models to choose from,
there is no necessity for making costly adaptations —
no need for compromises that cost in efficiency as
well as dollars.
LOW INITIAL COST - LOW OPERATING

2700'Polk Avenue, Houston, Texas
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Calif.
KFXD
KUTA.
Salt Lake City, Utah
Minn.
P^"'. Texas
^""l"^*KTRM
"ItI
.Beaumont,
Charlotte,
N. C.
E^icT

KPOL.Los Angeles, Calif.
WKNK... Muskegon, Mich.
^EN£ Charleston,
Endicott N Y
wtHb.
W.Va.
Eo^>^,«"iettsv,lle,S.C.

COST

Another prime reason for GATES popularity, everywhere, is
that while maintaining the highest standards of quality, GATES
5/10 KW transmitters always cost less to buy and install — and
equally important, cost less to operate.
Because over 80% of GATES production is that of radio transmitting equipment, production efficiencies are possible that result
in substantial savings of up to several thousands of dollars
compared to competitive makes of equal caliber.
Savings, too, are provided by the use of the popular new
3X2500F3 tubes as both power amplifiers and modulators. This
proved tube, on excellent performer at both medium and short
waves, operates at lower plate voltage which means greater
safety factor and better circuit constants.
Operating costs are lower since power consumption and tube
replacement costs are less. One broadcaster reported actual
savings of $100.00 monthly in power bill after installing new
GATES 5 KW equipment. Because every GATES transmitter is
straightforward design, maintenance is easier and replacement
components standard throughout the world.

GATES

Ala.

Wherever you are — whatever your transmitter requirements
— why not write today for descriptive literature and engineering data on these modern GATES 5/10 KW transmitters? Sec
for yourself why GATES transmitters are the first choice of so
many — the world around!

RADIO
COMPANY,
Q U I N C Y, ILLINOIS, U.S.A.
MANUFACTURING ENGINEERS SINCE 1922
Warner Building, Washington, D. C. • International Division, 13 E. 40tfi St., New York City
Canadian Marconi Compony, Montreol, Quebec
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WWJ INCIDENT
Station Dismisses D. J,
SERVICES of Bill Silbert, disc
jockey, have been dropped by WWJ
Detroit for allegedly repeated violations of a station rule involving
discussion of controversial subweek. jects, aWWJ spokesman said last

the

CHECKING final plans for State College Farm Forum, IS-minute farm and
home information program which is aired daily from South Dakota State
College, Brookings, S. D., are these broadcasters. Seated (I to r) are David
Kempkes, manager, KIHO Sioux Falls; H. M. Crothers, vice president, SDSC;
John Headley, president, SDSC; Byron McElligott, manager, KSDN Aberdeen;
Max Staley, manager, KIJV Huron; standing (I to r): Robert Parker, radio
director, SDSC; George Phillips, head, journalism department, SDSC; Raymond
Eppel, manager, KORN Mitchell; George Gilbertson, extension service director, SDSC; Marvin Magnuson, U. S. Weather Bureau, Huron; I. B. Johnson, experiment station director, SDSC; Ross Case, manoger, KWAT Watertown,
and Fred Schweikher, program director, KIHO. Program is carried on State
College Network, made up of KWAT Watertown, KORN, KIHO, KIJV and
KSDN.

RELIGIOUS

KCMC
KCMC-FM
TEXARKANA,
ABC-TSN

TEXAS

Put your sales message on the
station that serves this fourstate area of prosperous, buying people. Income from oil,
lumber, agriculture, livestock
and manufacturing.

RADIO-TV PROGRAM
Nat-ional Council of Churches Reporfs Wide Use

SOME 442 network radio programs
and 161 network television productions— plus 455 other broadcastingevents — were presented last year
by the Broadcasting- and Film Commission of the National Council of
the Churches of Christ in America.
Year-end report has been issued
by the Rev. Truman B. Douglass,
executive chairman of the board
of managers,
who emphasized,

PROMOTIOM
Credited to Rodio, TV
USE OF RADIO and television
to promote church attendance has
increased steadily since 1949, according to spokesman for religion
in American Life Movement. As
reported by the Advertising Council,
national network radio messages,
239,330
in terms of listener impressions,
were 235 in 1949, 238 in 1950 and
PEOPLE
256 in 1951. Television network
LIVE WITHIN KCMC
messages were not used during
AM-FM .05M V/M AREA
1949 and 1950, but totaled 55 last
year after a TV kit, including two
Frank O. Myers, Mgr.
Represented by O. L. TAYLOR CO.
films, had been sent to every Amerivideo outlet. Messages were broadcast on both sustaining and commercial programs, with such companies as General Mills, Lever
Bros, and Procter & Gamble contributing radio time, while LincolnMercury and Kraft cheese gave
TV messages. The religious move^ L is the P'^o^^^ervios
ment, representing Protestants,
Catholics and Jews, and headed
committee
under
DeSacbUa 2r^,r..e 1-^^^^^^ sta- by layman's
fense Mobilizer
Charles E.
Wilson,

Page

CHURCH

is particularly interested in broadcast media, the spokesman said,
since "radio and TV reach homes
where newspapers are never read."
•
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"many of our radio and television
programs go through doors that
ordinarily are closed to the church."
By broadcasting to people with no
church background at all, the council, he said, "tries to make such
persons persuasively aware of the
church close by." The total of
1,058 radio and television programs
resulted in the council's sending
over a half-million pieces of mail
to listeners, he reported.
Network radio programs included
182 on ABC. 156 on Mutual and 104 on
NBC for a total of 442. WOR New
York, with its Radio Chapel, also
broadcast 33 programs locally.
Network TV activity included 156
programs on DuMont and five on NBCTV.Four radio transcriptions were prepared by the commission for a total
of 49 programs. Seven television films
were provided broadcasters, six 15minute presentations — of which five
were in color — and a 30-minute film.
The rest of the broadcasts were made
of special
14 programs
for national events:
radio networks,
prepared
by
the commission; 81 network commercial radio shows, and 25 local commercial radio programs. In addition,
there were seven network TV programs,on; 46completely
built by the comnetwork
televisionmis ishows,
and 20 commercial
local commercial
TV programs. Sustaining programs
numbered 159 for radio networks and
six for local radio stations; two for
network television and six for local
video outlets.
New areas for 1952 programming by the commission will emphasize low-cost, high-interest
films for television, which will be
produced in quantity for high
school and college-age people, Ronald Bridges, executive director of
the
said.
"We that
planwilla
new commission,
dramatic radio
series

Mr. Silbert conducted a nightly
two-hour broadcast from Detroit's
Wonder Bar, spinning records and
chatting informally with celebrities.
A broadcast conversation with accordionist Dick Contino, who served
a term for draft evasion climaxed
a series of 'such violations, the
spokesman said. WWJ does not
oppose controversial discussions
but feels they should be aired only
by competent authorities, it was
explained.
WWJ had asked Mr. Silbert to
talk less and play more records,
according to the spokesman. After
the Contino incident, which evoked
a protest from one listener, the
station gave him two weeks notice.

SHAWN PROMOTION
Made Official by NBC
FRED SHAWN'S promotion from
director of NBC-TV production
services to directortion
of radio
starelations
[B»T, Feb. 11]
was officially
announced last week
by Carleton D.
Smith, NBC vice
president
charge of stationin
relations. I
Mr. Shawn
"His long careeri
in the broadcast
field and his accomplishments during that career have qualified him
well for the position he is assumMr. Smith
observed. in "His
broad ing,"
range
of experience
the
problems peculiar to local station!
and network operations makes him
eminently suited to the requirements of the job."
WXELto the NARTB-TV
WXEL (TV) Cleveland filed membership application at NARTB Feb.
8. Station becomes the 82nd TV sta
tion to join association. Four TV
networks also belong. The WXEL
application was submitted by
Franklin Snyder, vice presidentgeneral manager.

SPECIAL ten-station • New Jersey
state network was set up last weeli
by WPAT Paterson for an address
by John Dressier, president of Ne-w
Jersey Gasoline Dealers' Assn., about
the current state-wide price war on
gasoline. Outlets carrying the transcribed address included WTTM Trenton, WWBZ Vineland, WOND Pleasantville, WJLK Asbury Park, WFPG
Atlantic City, WSNJ Bridgeton
highlight Protestantism's contribution to the very bases of our naWCAM Camden, WCTC New Brunstion's life," he added.
wick, WNJR Newark and WPAT.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

WBAL's

Mighty

Advertising -Merchandising

twice at your customer

witli WBAL'S

unique OPERATION
CHAIN- ACTION
-at
kome witk radio commercials, anJ, at tke point
of sale. Food

Plan!

youR
PRODUCT

advertisers guaranteed powerful

point of sale promotion

in over 213 leading

ckain food stores coupled witk tke unequalled
power of radio advertising for mass selling. Give
your product's advertising tkat needed, doubledharrelled impact witk C H A I N - AC T I O N .
Complete

details on request.

50,000

WATTS

WBAL
NBC

BROADCASTING
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MARYLAND

NATIONALLY

REPRESENTED

EDWARD

PETRY

BY

<& CO.
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Proposal Readied
For Pratt

$14

HMMjLi^jM

GAIN*
IN

WISL
Primary

Area

RETAIL

SALES

TOTAL
RETAIL

SALES

$161,194,000

FOOD
$42,984,000

GEN'L.

MDSE.

$15,628,000

APPAREL
$12,611,000
DRUG
$4,085,000

Serving

the Largest

Concentrated
area

Market

between

Harrishurg

and

Wilkes-Barre,

Penna.

WlSL
Shamokin,

Pa.

1000 WATTS— FULL TIME
A Mutual Affiliate
*Soarce: Standard Rata *nd Dtts Strviet
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overall
national interest."
The committee
recommended that
users of fixed service frequencies be
permitted to use new fixed in-band
frequencies as rapidly as authorized, with the understanding that
the assignments are temporary.
They could be cancelled if they
cause "harmful interference to existing operations, and subject to
redistribution "when necessary in
theThenational
interest."
executive
committee has undertaken a study of EARC commitments and concludes that present U. S. philosophy "is not compatible with an expeditious and adequate
solution
lems arise
in 'totheproblems."
4 mc-27.5Probme
band in view of growing international broadcasting needs.
Citing traditional policy whereby

FREQUENCY
POLICY
A POLICY governing the use of radio spectrum frequencies by all
U. S. agencies — and the right of tr ansfer from one user to another in
the "national interest" — has been evolved for the consideration of
Haraden Pratt, telecommunications advisor to the President.
The policy was drawn up by the
Executive Committee of the Techni★
FCC
and dissemination "as United
States Government policy upon
cal Policy Steering Committee,
comprising representatives of FCC
conclusion of agreement with the
and the Interdepartment Radio Advisory Committee for the military,
The most immediate application
State Dept. and other government
of this policy, the executive comspectrum users. Mr. Pratt is chairmittee said, exists in the fixed servman of the steering committee.
ices where the Atlantic City table
FCC."
Executive unit is a working group
of frequency
allocations"
has produced the greatest
Constriction
and
charged with implementing commitwhere it will be necessary ... in
ments reached by the recent Extraordinary Administrative Radio
order to get this service in hand,
Conference.
that all assignments remain subThe committee recommended that
agencies try to justify their freject to "basic
later assignments."
concept" as laid down
its "frequency management" policy forThe
quency needs, the committee noted:
the
utilization
of
frequencies
of
be approved and forwarded to Mr.
. . . Thecations of tills
rapidly
expanding
the entire radio spectrum by U. S.
country
and of communitlie world
Pratt for reaching agreement with
in gentral lias caused most of the
radio operating agencies was this:
impact to fall on the shoulders of persons concerned
man"Any rights of any agencies of
agement. That a with
changefrequency
in philosophy
the United States to operate on any
toward international management has
YANKEE GAMES
radio frequencies are considered to been recognized ... is quite evident.
With regard to the fixed services, the
be a vital national resource. Such
Sponsors Take 23 Stations
stated needs so far exceeded the availrights shall therefore be regarded
able spectrum space that the frequency
TWENTY-THREE radio stations
priority concept was abandoned and
as rights held by the United States
surrounding New York will comthe
usage
or onoperating
tuted. Based
problems right
now substifacing
as a whole, and they may be transprise the "Home of Champions
the United States, a similar change in
ferred by this government from one
Network" to carry New York
management
philosophy is essenuser to another, as required in the
tial. . . .
Yankees' 1952 baseball games under sponsorship of Ballantine Beer
and White Owl Cigars, it was announced Thursday.
MRS. BASEBALL FAN
Some 111 day games will be carIs Talked Up With Figures by WMCA Study
ried on the full network (with Ballantine as sponsor), while White
THE COMMON belief that only to others in the at-home baseball
Owl will back the complete Yankee
men are interested in baseball and
audience holds true day or night,
schedule over WINS New York,
the
WMCA study shows. Women
that
the
sponsors
of
baseball
broada participating station, according
account for 34% of the daytime
casts should give their commercials
to Arthur E. (Red) Patterson, puba strong masculine appeal is bat- audience and 32% at night; teenlicity director of the ball club, who
ted out of the box by WMCA New
agers make up 10% of the afterset up the network.
noon and 9% of the evening baseContracts, prepared by the Boil- York in a new study, "The Forball
listeners; children account for
gottenday
Fifty Per
ing Co., New York, station represhows that
in andCent,"
day outwhich
half
6% of the daytime and 9% of the
sentative firm, went out about two
of the baseball audience is made of evening ballgame audience.
weeks ago, Secretary E. A. Panwomen, teenagers and children.
The total at-home daytime ballcoast Jr., explained, to form a reBased on a special survey made
game audience averaged 163 listengional network in New York, Pennby The Pulse Inc. of the audience
ers per 100 homes, the masculine
sylvania, Connecticut, and Massato WMCA's broadcasts of the audience of 82 per 100 homes bechusetts.
ing 300% more than the average of
games of the New York Giants durStations besides WINS include
ing the entire 1951 season, the all afternoon men tuners (26 per
WGNY Newburgh, WKIP Poughstudy shows that adult males (over
100 homes). Evening baseball
keepsie, WROW Albany, WALL
broadcasts attracted 209 listeners
18 years old) account for exactly
Middletown, WKOP Binghamton,
50% of the total at-home baseball
per 100 homes, 28% better than
WKRT Cortland, WCLI Corning,
audience. Women make up 33%
the daytime total.
WWHG Hornell, WVET Rochesof
the total,
Out-of-home baseball listening —
ter, WNDR Syracuse, WRUN
children
7%. teen-agers 10% and such
as in automobiles and at
Utica, WATN Watertown, WSLB
"The 'discovery' of this long- beaches — comprises 21% of the
Ogdensburg, WICY M a 1 o n e,
total ballgame broadcast audience,
WEAV Plattsburg, and WNBZ
existing
high-potential
fers a tremendous
new market
source ofof the survey revealed. Men comprise,
Saranac Lake, all New York. Also
sales to the food, fashion and sta- a larger part of this group than
W L Y C Williamsport, WATS
of the at-home listeners to the naple advertisers seeking such a marSayre, WQAN Scranton, and
ket for 24 weeks of virtually guarWVPO Stroudsburg, all Pennsyltional pastime broadcasts — -62% —
with women adding 24%, teenvania. WAVZ New Haven, WKNB
anteed consistent listenership,"
agers 9% and children 5%.
New Britain, both Connecticut, and
Howard Klarman, WMCA promoComparing the feminine baseball
WACE Chicopee (Springfield),
tion director, points out in a foreword to the report.
audience to the top-rated local
Mass., complete the list.
New stations on the network are
Noting that an estimated 1,000 woman's program (Dorothy and
WEAV, WNBZ and WACE, al- U. S. radio stations carry Major
Dick on WOR New York) as "the
though the same or neighboring
League games throughout the best measure of the women's audimarkets have been incorporated in spring-summer baseball season, Mr.
ence to baseball," WMCA reports
Klarman observed that the findings
previous listings. WXRA Buffalo,
that in September, "for every 100
formerly a network member, is not of the Giants study "should be ap- women listening to this woman's
on the list this year.
plicable to any market and to the show, 70 women listened to Giants,
Full network will carry 111 advertisers supporting game broadgames, but day games only, it was
casts adjacent programs." WMCA
KSL
Salt Lake City, Utah, reports
baseball."
explained, while WINS broadcasts
is making its full findings availthat
January
national spot and local
the full 154-game schedule.
able to any other station or to any
sales ran ahead of the same period in
Announcers will be Mel Allen, advertiser on request, he said.
1951. tion's
Lasthistory.year was best in the staBill Crowley and Art Gleeson.
The 50-50 ratio of male listeners
BROADCASTING
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Agency Beat
(Continued from page 11)
manager of Calkins & Holden, Carlock, McClinton & Smith. Mr. Roxburgli worlved for Fawcett Pub., same city.
JACK REEVES, account executive, KPDQ Portland, joins James Emmett Adv., that city, as radio director.
FRANCIS

L. CONGDON, director of advertising and merchandising
for the Altes Brewing Co., Detroit and San Diego, to
Griswold-Eshleman Co., Cleveland, as an account executive.
ALBERT E. PACINI, senior account executive, Melamed-Hobbs Inc., Minneapolis, to Bruce B. Brewer &
Co., same city, in same capacity.
RICHARD BLAND NALL, named manager of Richmond
offices, Courtland D. Ferguson Inc., succeeding H. P.
MARTIN who died suddenly several weeks ago.

Mr. Congdon LESTER SABER, Gerstchal & Richard Inc., N. Y., to
Ray Austrian & Assoc., same city, as production manager replacing
HARRY ZEE who moves to Creative Productions for Printographic
Offset Corp., N. Y., as director.
VINCENT BENEDICT, associate art director of Gray & Rogers, Phila.,
named head of the agency's art department. He succeeds GUY FRY, a
partner of Gray & Rogers, who resigns to open his own advertising
and art consultant agency.
ROBERT S. BECKHAM. Erwin, Wasey & Co., N. Y., to Richard La Fond
Adv., that city, as account executive. Mr. Beckham was formerly with
J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
REGGIE SCHUEBEL, partner in Wyatt & Sc.huebel, N. Y., to represent
radio and TV on education and public relations committee. New York
City Cancer Committee.
D'ARCY Adv. Co. moves from Hollywood to 3450 Wilshire Blvd., Los
Angeles. Telephone is Dunkirk 8-3462. VERN EASTMAN, copy writer
and account executive, Dan B. Miner Co., L. A., joins D'Arcy in same
capacity. J. REEVES ESPY is agency general manager.

It's As Simple As This ....
AIM
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SELLING
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WITH

PROVED

Power!

Radio has:

An Audience Which Spends 1 BILLION Annually
All Twenty Top-Rated Progroms
Central Ohio's Only CBS Outlet
Proved Pulling Power (4,663 replies to
just 3 one-minute local spots]
Local Personalities with Loyal Listeners
Valuable Time Locations Currently Available
Contact Your John Blair Representative
ASK

JOHN

BLAIR

POWER
WBNS — 5,000
WELD-FM— 53,000
COLUMBUS. OHIO
CENTRAL
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ONLY

OUTLET

NATIONAL NIELSEN RATINGS
TOP RADIO PROGRAMS
(Total U. S. Area, Including Small-Town, Farm
and Urban Homes and including Telephone
and Non-Telephone Homes)
EXTRA WEEK
December 30, 1951 -January 5, 1952Rating
EVENING ONCE-A-WEEK
Current
NIEISON-RATING*
Current
%
Homes
Program
Rank1 Jack Benny (CBS)
16.9
2 Amos 'n' Andy (CBS)
16.2
3 Charlie McCarthy Show (CBS)
13.6
13.0
4 Dragnet (NBC)
13.0
5 You Bet Your Life (NBC)
6 Walter Winchell (ABC)
12.5
7 Mr. Keen, Tracer of Lost Persons
(NBC;
12.0
3 tux R-dio Theatre (CBS) 12.0
9 Our Miss Brooks (CBS)
11.4
10 Mr. and Mrs. North (CBS) 11.2
NOTE: Number of homes is obtained by apply"NIELSEN-RATING"
to 41,903,000
—the ing the1951
estimate of Total(%) United
States
Radio Honr.es.
(*) Homes reached during all or any part of
the program, except for homes listening only
1 to 5 minutes.
Cop, iv... i9:2 b/ A. C. Nielsen Co.
CANADIAN

RATINGS
Lead by McCarthy
FOUR Canadian programs were
among- the first ten of 22 evening
network shows aired in Canada
during January, according to a
national rating report of ElliottHaynes Ltd., Toronto. The ten
leaders were Charlie McCarthy,
rating 31.6,
Amos29.7,
'n' Andy
30.2,
Radio
Theatre
Our Miss
Brooks 28, Ford Theatre (Canadian) 22.9, Great Gildersleeve 20.4,
Suspense 20.4, Treasure Trail 19.8
(Canadian), Your Host (Canadian) 19.6, and Share the Wealth
(Canadian) 19.3.
Five leading daytime shows out
of 17, were Big Sister 18.4, Ma
Perkins
18.2,
Young's
Family 16.5,
Road Pepper
of Life 16.1,
and
Laura Limited 15.6.
Out of 24 French-language evening shows, the leading five were
C7we Homme et Son Peche 41,
Metropole 28.4, Radio Carabin 27.9,
Theatre Ford 24.4, and Jouez
Double 23.5. Out of 17 daytime
French programs leading five were
Jeunesse Doree 29.6, Rue Principale 29.5, Les Joye^ix Troubadours 24.9, Tante Lucie 24.8, and
Grand Soeur 24.2.

WRS
POLICIES
Meeting Sets New Pla
SEVERAL program policies we
adopted at the annual manag
ment meeting of Westinghou
Radio Stations Inc. in Washin
ton, D. C, quarters last week.
Among them were inaugurati
of 24-hour operation at most
the stations ; extension of opei
tion
of theDrug"
"Feature
Food" a:
"Feature
programs
KYW Philadelphia and WBZ Be
ton to other stations in the grou
completion of plans for new educ
tional series on WBZ-TV Bosto
decision to make a detailed stu
of surveys, research data, marl
and other factors for applicati
of the findings to both sales a
program operations, and comp
tion of plans for a sales campai
to begin soon on the theme of "co
munity and
relations"
use ofin indi
trial
serviceforfirms
ea
station's area.
In the round-the-clock operatii
it was explained KDKA Pittsbur
has started the service and Wl
will begin soon with KYW a
WOWO Fort Wayne, Ind., to f>
low. KEX Portland, Ore., is stuc
ing program needs of the Nort
west and plans a later start.
J. E. Baudino, vice preside
and general manager of WE
said the decision to extend the fo:
and drug programs was made as
result of studies by sales grou]
The educational series on WBZ-1
will highlight developments
science, agriculture, the soc:
sciences, safety and music.
Attending the two-day meeti.
in addition to WRS headquarte
staff and station management p(
sonnel were representatives of Ft
ture Foods Inc. ; Gray & Rog^
Adv. and the WRS national repi
sentative. Free & Peters.

EMERSON STOCK PLAN
Voted at Annual Meetii
KEY OFFICIALS of Emerson E
dio & Phonograph Corp. may su
scribe to a total of 100,000 shai
of authorized but unissued stoc
par value $5 per share, over a 1
year option period, as a result
TOST' STOCK OFFER
the annual stockholders meeti;
Three at WTOP Are Eligible held
in New York Feb. 6.
EXECUTIVES of The Washington
President Benjamin Abrams se
Post and WTOP Inc. (subsidiary
the stock would be parcelled o
of the Washington Post Co. and
among scores of employes, but th
owner of WTOP-AM-FM-TV Washonly one director, Dorman D. Isra
ington) are being given the
would be eligible to subscribe. PI
opportunity to buy Class B comis to be made available "to su
officers and employes of the cc
mon stock of the company, according to Philip L. Graham, president.
poration as may be determin
WTOP Inc. executives acquiring
from time to time," and stock is
be puichased at the prevailii
shares are John S. Hayes, presimarket price.
dent; George F. Hartford, vice
Stockholders also re-elected five i
president in charge of sales, and
Clyde M. Hunt, vice president in rectors,
In addition
to Messrs.
Abraj'
and Israel.
They are:
Louis AbraA
president
Emerson-New
charge of engineering and operadistributor;of Max
Abrams, York
treasuiIn
tions. Including both the newsand secretary; F. Eberstadt, preside
of F. Eberstadt & Co., investme
paper and the radio-TV holdings
bankers; Richard C. Hunt, member
of the firm, 18 executives in all are
firm of and
Chadbourne,
Jaecl-'fc
&law Brown,
George H.Hunt,
Saylor,
eligible for the stock acquisition,
mer vice president of Chase Natior
Mr, Graham announced.
Bank, now retired.
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FM DRIVE IN D. C.
Stations, Dealers Get Ready
ALL RETAIL and wholesale merchandisers of radio and television
sets will take part in the Washington, D. C, area FM Month campaign starting March 1 and running
through the entire month.
Final plans for dealer participation were discussed Friday at a
joint meeting of disti-ibution and
manufacturing representatives,
held at the Electric Institute headquarters in the Potomac Electric
Power Co. building. The institute
is directing the Washington campaign. William G. Hills, executive
director of the institute, is directing its participation. Everett L.
Dillard, WASH (FM) Washington,
is chairman of the broadcasters
committee.
Dealers showed interest in a
mock FM dial on which call letters
are shown. These dials will be
placed on all FM sets displayed by
dealers and will be distributed to
customers and others who want
them for home use. They can be
slipped over dial controls. Fourteen stations are shown, by frequencies,. 12 of them in the immediate Washington area and the
others at Winchester, Va., and
Harrisonburg, Va.
FM stations will carry spot announcements calling attention to
the programs and service offered
by the medium.
Quantity lots of a bulletin titled
"FM Sales Slants" will be delivered

with
the

COMPLETE
Southern

Pennsylvania

New

'51 Network Gross
(Continued from page 27)
fifth. Household equipment advertising was in sixth place both
Household furnishings were
years.
seventh in 1950, ninth in 1951,
when beer and wine took seventh
place. Confectionery was eighth
in 1950, tenth in 1951. Gasoline
was ninth and industrial materials
tenth among TV network classes
of advertisers in 1950; neither was
among the top 10 classes in 1951.
to wholesalers and dealers Feb. 22.
Follow-up bulletins will be sent out
each week, giving ideas and suggestions to help salesmen close FM
sales. Other promotion material
will be used by dealers, following
the pattern at the FM promotion
campaigns in North Carolina and
Wisconsin.
The FM promotion idea was set
in motion last fall by NARTB and
Radio-Television M f r s. Assn.
NARTB President Harold E. Fellows and Glen McDaniel, RTMA
president, will address the Washington Ad Club March 4. John H.
Smith Jr., director of NARTB's
FM Dept., is coordinating the three
separate promotion drives.
FOSTER, Miller & Bierly Inc., Philadelphia, for its ninth year, has renewed
its Monday-through-Saturday evening
newscast on WFIL Philadelphia. Cahill
Adv. Agency handles account.

coverage
York

trading

of

— Northern

area

• • •

TABLE III
TOP TV NETWORK

ADVERTISERS BY PRODUCT GROUPS
DECEMBER 1951

FOR

88,70
Apparel, Footwear & Access. . . . Ini-ernationa! Shoe Co
$
Automotive, Automotive Equip.
143,40
& Access.
Ford Motor Co
Beer & Wine
Joseph Schlitz Brewing Co
64,89
Building Materials
Johns-Manville Corp
251,271
Confectionery & Soft Drinks . . .Pepsi-Cola Co
16,29
Consumer Services
.Arthur
Murray School of
129,36
Dancing
93.87!
Drugs & Remedies
American Home Products
665,34
Food & Food Products
General Foods Corp
143,90
Gasoline, Lubricants & Other
345,53
Fuels
Texas Co
Household Equipment
General Electric Co
72,96
Household Furnishings
Armstrong Corp Co
87,76
Industrial Materials
Revere Copper & Brass Inc
35,38
Insurance
Mutual Benefit & Acc'nt Assn..
Jewelry, Optical Goods &
93,33
Cameras
Speidel Corp
Office Equip., Stationery &
75,5£
Writing Supplies
Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co. .
Publishing & Media
Curtis Publishing Co.
31,4^
Radios, TV Sets, Phonographs,
146,6(
Musicol Instruments & Access. .RCA
Retail Stores
Drugstore Television Productions 536,3{
Smoking Materials
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. . . . 827,8!
165,74.
Soaps, Cleansers & Polishes Procter & Gamble Co
84,3<
Miscellaneous
Quaker Oats Co

TABLE IV
GROSS TV NETWORK TIME SALES FOR DECEMBER AND FULL YEA
1951 COMPARED TO 1950
Year 195(
Year 1951
Dec. 1951
Agriculture
Apparel,
Footwear &
900,9;
Acces.
Dec. 1950*
$3,141,422
$316,250
$137,245
Automotive, Automo9,9(
11,050,501
748,146
1,220,854
tive Acces.& & Liquor.
Equip.'
288,308
Beer, Wine
5,755,686
609,972
1,600,9(
125,320
Building Materials . .
5,325,464,890
Confectionery & Soft
297,860
471,888
Drinks
1,838,8:
391,8
3,410,763
19,950
Consumer Services . .
248,7;
402,307
16,290
l,li
Drugs & Remedies . .
477,727
2,799,894
Food & Food Products 2,635,229
25,839,983
88,800
1,290,337
6,602,0:
Gasoline, Lubricants
198,953
& Other Fuels . . .
329,160
2,925,134
l,515,6i
Horticulture
91,2<
492,6 1
Household Equip. . . .
505,545
8,528,403
294,258
Household Furnishings 1,003,122
234,572
2,090,0:
1,248,8
3,555,518
279,336
Industrial Materials.
293,553
2,719,452
391,370
Insurance
35,380
18,900
2,652,6'
Jewelry, Optical Goods
62,8
154,316
203,272
& Cameras
1,992,914
152,4
Office Equip., Stat. &
918,065
217,265
Writing Supplies . .
19,075
Publishing & Media . .
39,510
864,094
Radios, TV Sets, Pho83,5
nographs, Mus. Inst.
& Acces
496,669
433,940
4,660,996
3,357,7
Retail Stores
146,600
18,060
2,049,256
863,3
Smoking Materials . . 1,989,050
17,993,092
6,250,1
108,379,4
817,347
Soaps, Cleansers &
435,^
Polishers
241,940
11,037,695
1,375,435
Sporting Goods & Toys
29,890
Toiletries & Toilet
Goods
766,214
16,455,364
1,950,417
4,183.1
Miscellaneous
182,685
131,246
1,372,484
TOTAL
$14,247,061 $127,989,713 $6,842,395 $40,611,9
Source: Publishers Information Bureau.
* 1950 figures do not include time soles of DuMont TV Network.

Ihe Triple Cities
iK BINGHAMTON
iK JOHNSON CITY
^ ENDICOTT
NBC AFFILIATE IN THE SOUTHERN TIER
George P. Hollingbery, National Representative
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WINX SALE PROTEST
FCC Denies IBEW Petition
PETITION filed last year by
IBEW, requesting that FCC rescind its grant for sale of WINX
Washington by Banks Independent
Broadcasting Co. to United Broadeasting Co., was denied last week
by the FCC.
The union claimed it had a contract with WINX which still had 51/2

months to run, but that the m
ownership had replaced some of t
old employes with engineers frf
another United station. The uni
asserted this was in violation
"the public interest, convenier
and necessity" clause because t
old employes wei'e part of t
public [B»T, Dec. 3, 1951].
In its order, the Commissi
said it had considered the lat
agreement when it was consideri
the transfer application.

ou

liiil^^
^Weather report on radio
Just recently we visited a radio station manager
in an eastern city and, while we were talking, the
Weather Bureau called. It was 2:30 p.m. and a
sleet storm was moving in from the midwest. The
stores were supposed to stay open that night until
9:00, their last evening shopping day before Christmas. But the Weather Bureau figured that the
storm would disrupt the city by late afternoon and
that by nightfall no traffic would move.
The question was whether to go on the air with
announcements of the impending storm, urge people to stay home and the stores to close early. The
Weather Bureau, the Chamber of Commerce, the
stores and the station people all realized that the
radio could close down the city in 30 minutes. They
also realized that it was the only medium, even
including the telephone, that could do so in that
time.
Radio— at least good radio— has become an intrinsic part of our national living habit. There never
has been a medium, and perhaps there never will
be one, which can reach so many people so fast
and, for certain purposes, so efiFectively. That is
not to write oflF, or even to compare it with, any
other medium. All of them— newspapers, magazines, television and the others— serve important
individual purposes. But they must be judged and
appraised individually; general comparisons of the
media only serve to confuse our thinking of them
all and to mix up the important values of each.
The good local radio station is as indispensable
a part of its community life as the newspapers, the
schools, churches, transportation systems, or whatever. People turn to it for different purposes, of
course. But the purpose is no less necessary or
laudable than the purpose for which people turn
to other channels of commutiication, information,
entertainment or inspiration.
It is sheer naivete, to put it mildly and nicely,
to believe that, because of television, radio will
disintegrate or disappear. It will serve a purpose
of its own indefinitely, just as surely as phonographs
and records, books and pianos, movies and magazines (and all the other things radio was supposed
to "crowd out") are still serving and, in many ways,
more importantly than ever.

Why, in the light of our repeated experience^
and our irrefutable evidence with such things, does
radio continue to suffer from its widespread inferiority? Perhaps it is because we Americans,
possibly more than any other people anywhere,
seldom do things half-heartedly. When we buy,
we go overboard. When we reject, we do so completely. When our public opinion polls fail to
predict a national election, our first instinct is to
junk them, once and forever. Four years later we
embrace research quietly but a little more faithfully than ever.
Radio is suffering from a quaint business psychosis. The public is buying radio sets today at
a faster rate than it is buying television sets. Yet
among some business people, there is a fad against
radio, as there once was against research. The
sooner the fad ends, the better off business will be.
Anybody listening? Sure, millions, most of the
time.

* REGINALD CLOUGH EDITORIAL
TIDE — January 11, 1952
(Reprinted By Special Permission)
Your Editorial, "Weather Report on Radio," is a fine summation of Radio's true value— the answer to needless fears.
Since 1927, the American people have bought almost a
quarter of a BILLION radio sets. And, still, there's a remarkable story for Radio in the set sale totals for 1951:
RADIO
TELEVISION
Yes, Radio
KFPW have
sales exceed
true of any

12,544,539
5,251,154

is still the greatest buy of all. KTUL and
a larger share of audience than ever before—
those of any previous period. We think that's
ALERT station.

Thanks
FEEL THATagain,
WAY, Mr.TOO.Clough, for your faith in Radio— WE

KTUL-KFPW
FORT SMITH, ARK.
TULSA, OKLA.
JOHN ESAU — Vice President-General Manager
• AVERY-KNODEL,

Affiliated, Under

BROADCASTING
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the CBS

Radio

Network

Inc., Nat'l Representative

Banner, with KOMA,

Oklahoma

City
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Fitting a Medium
to a Market

ACUSE
NBC
WSYR AFFILIAm

Covers

ALL

of the Rich
Central

REPORT on his recent assignment overseas for State Dept. was given
by Charles Crutchfield, vice president and general nnanager of WBT-AM-FM
WBTV (TV) Charlotte, N. C, before Rotary Club of Spartanburg, S. C.
Seated (I to r): Walter J. Brown, WORD Spartanburg president and general
manager; Mr. Crutchfield, and his brother, Ralph Crutchfield, president of
Rotary Club and Crutchfield's Sporting Goods Co. Charles Crutchfield began
his broadcasting career with WORD.

NXHarket
RADIO

Write, Wire, Phone
or
Asic Headley-Reed

30

of
Fitting a Medium
to a Market

ACUSE
NBC
AFFILIATE

Covers

ALL

of the Rich
Central

NX

Market

Write, Wire, Phone
or
, Ask Headley-Reed
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HOLDS

0

hAcQray Tells
AWRT

ALTHOUGH television has a "terrific impact," it hasn't by any means
taken over radio to the amount claimed by TV enthusiasts.
So declared Thomas C. McCray, western division director, NBC Radio,
as guest speaker at the first annual conference of the newly-formea
■*•
American automobiles
of Television.
Western indivision
are sold or how many
Women
Radio and
people
are
listening,
but they are
SessionsHotel
were Feb.
held 10.
in San Diego's
Manor
wonderful to determine program
Radio will go through some
popularity, he said.
"The radio business was started
major changes, he admitted, but it
to sell merchandise. We have been
will never go "out of the picture
trapped into the line of least resistentirely." Thei^e is a place for
ance pnd sold on ratings. That is
both mediums, Mr. McCray said.
"Magazines and newspapers
oneMore
thingthan
that59 isdelegates
wrong." from all
didn't go out when radio came in, parts
of
California,
representing
although there was fear that they
radio
and
television
stations,
admight"
he to
continued.
"Radio has
vertising agencies and allied fields,
done more
create a demand
for
participated in the conference.
good music than any other medium
Izetta Jewel, KCBQ San Diego,
we have today."
western vice-president of AWRT,
Mr. McCraycomrsetition
referred to
stimulating
to TV's
the presided.
movies, adding "Maybe radio needs
Radio-TV Safety
television to create better radio."
Armed with facts and figures to
FOR the first time, a special sesprove his points, Mr. McCray
sion devoted entirely to safety
pointed out that there is a definite
problems associated with radio and
upswing in the affirmative thinking
television will be held this year
and action on the successful use
of radio by advertisers; the gloom
on the final day of New York's
22nd annual Safety Convention and
that was so prevalent a year ago
Exposition, to be held April 1-4,
is gone; radio business is good.
Hotel. Other sesMr. McCray said that a recent at thesions Statler
will be held for broadcasters
survey made on radio listening
and theatre-owners on building
shows that (1) 51% of listening
management, disaster control,
is done outside the living room;
home
safety, fire prevention, in(2) radio-TV homes have more
spection problems, and laborradio sets than radio-only homes;
management cooperation.
(3) the average person listens
to radio more than he reads newsMEMBERS of Associated Press will
papers or magazines; (4) when TV
hear an address by Gen. Alfred M.
first comes into a home everybody
Gruenther, chief of staff at Supreme
watches; (5) the longer TV re- Headquarters of Allied Powers in Eumains, the more selective the lisrope, when they hold their annual
tener becomes; (6) there is more
meeting in New York April 21. Gen.
listening to radio the second year in Gruenther was one of the planners of
TV homes than the first year.
North African campaign and became
chief
of staff for plans and operaRating services don't tell you how
tions after World War II.
many bars of soap or how many

FCC SCORED
At Calif. Broadcasters Meet
CALLING for a constitutional
amendment that will include a
"freedom of the press" guarantee
to radio and television stations,
State Senator Jack B. Tenney
blasted FCC when he spoke at the
annual business meeting and election of the California State Radio
and Television Broadcasters Assn.
Mr. Tenney declared at the Feb.
8 sessions in Hollywood that the
short period for which a radio
or television station is licensed
permits the FCC to "continually
intimidate" broadcasters.
"The Commission may arbitrarily
refuse to renew a license," he said.
"It is under no obligation to state
a reason, except under broad terms
of the act which have to do with
'public interest, convenience and
Citing the case of the late G. A.
(Dick) holderRichards,
principal stock"
Hollywood,
WJR
necessity.'of KMPC
Detroit and WGAR Cleveland, as
an outstanding example of governmental "persecution and censorship," Mr. Tenney urged the
CSRTBA to immediately launch a
campaign for enactment of a constitutional amendment.
California broadcasters at their
annual meeting elected Paul R.
Bartlett, president KFRE Fresno,
president of CSRTBA. He succeeds
William B. Smullin, president and
manager KIEM Eureka. Mr. Bartlett for past year served as
CSRTBA secretary- treasurer.
Lloyd E. Yoder, general manager
KNBC San Francisco was made
vice president for North California
area, with Robert 0. Reynolds, vicepresident and general manager of
KMPC Hollywood, elected vicepresident to represent Southern
California. Leo A. Schamblin,
general manager KPMC Bakersfield,
treasurer.was elected secretaryNew CSRTBA officers become board
of director members along with Ewing
(Gene)agerC.KCRAKelly,
president William
and man-J.
Sacramento;
Beaton,
vice president
manager
KWKW Pasadena;
John and
A. Kennedy,
chairman
KFMB-AM-TV
San Diego;of the
Art board
Westlund,
president
and manager KRE Berkeley; Les
Hacker,
president
KPRL
Paso
Robles
and manager KVEC San Luis Obispo.
WJPD

Shares

Honor

FIRST place in 5,000-10,000 population category of "Clean-Up,
Paint-Up,
Campaign"Mich.,
has
been won Fix-Up
by Ishpeming,
with WJPD that city sharing in
accolade. Station took leadership
in drive, with James P. Deegan,
WJPD president, serving as chairman for local Chamber of Commerce. City won out in Class 7
on basis of excellent exhibit, completenes ofpresentation, effectiveness of publicity, and special meetings and accomplishments, according to AP's Howard Kany, who
lauded station's role in project.
Drive was sponsored by National
Clean-Up, Paint-Up, Fix-Up Bureau, Washington, D. C.
BROADCASTING
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,i

Vic

PRom

Viehifi

Says:

Presidential

Timber
I

SoliLSouHd and

PRESDDENT . . . Harry L. Magce of
WHLM, that powerful 1,000 Watt
daytime station in Bloomsburg, Pa. is
also President of the nationally famous Magee Carpet Company. He is
reverently referred to by the people
of this prosperous community as "Mr.
Bloomsburg". WHLM is an affiliate
of Liberty Network, and you can depend on good results from your advertising message.

BLOOMSBURG, PA. LIBERTY
(Owned and Operated by Hairy L Magee).,
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

PRESIDENT . . . Henry Bauman of
WHOL in Allentown, Pa. is also
Postmaster of this prosperous, progressive, fast growing, industrial and
agricultural community of sturdy
Pennsylvania Dutch. Henry Bauman
is a quiet fellow with a lot of grey hair
which covers a head full of common
sense grey
matter.
That's one
the
many
reasons
why WHOL
is a ofswell
buy to swell your sales.

Saks

Wisef

PRESIDENT ... Vic Diehm of
W^AZL in Hazleton, Pa. is one of
those genuine genial gems that contains a rare sparkle of sales-wise wisdom, sound business ability and a
sense of humor equaled only by the
professional wit. Vic is the subject of
outstanding
articles in both
"Coronet" and "Pathfinder"
magazines.
He'll send you a free copy with each
new contract for time on WAZL.

WHOL
WAZL
ALLENTOWN, PA. CBS
HAZLETON, PA. NBC-MBS
(Represented by Robeit Meeker Associates).
February 18, 1952
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SCOTUS

To Hear

Case March 3
is JRANSITC
ASTS
LEGALITY of transit radio was argued in briefs filed last week with
the U. S. Supreme Court in preparation for oral argument scheduled to
be heard March 3 [B»T, Feb. 4].
Arguing that the U. S. Court of Appeals erred last year when it
found that transitcasting of commercials and announcements is than six minutes of commercials
unconstitutional [B«T, June 18, 11, are permitted per hour.
Attorneys Pollak and Martin
1951] were Washington Transit
claimed that the Court of Appeals
Radio Inc. (WWDC-FM), District
of Columbia Public Utilities Comthem "less than full relief"
mission and the Capital Transit Co., gave
when it decided against only commercials and announcements. They
Washington Transit Company.
claimed all transitcasting is illegal
Opponents of transitcasting,
Washington attorneys Franklin S. — music, speeches, commercials,
Pollak and Guy Martin, also filed even public service announcements.
a brief. It was concerned solely
"If forced listening to 'commerwith the question of including
cials' and 'announcements' is therefore an invasion of constitutionally
music and non-music programs in
the
ban
as
decided
by
the
Court
of
protected liberty, forced listening
in Baltimore
Appeals. Additional brief of Messrs.
to a speech, a sermon, a roundPollak and Martin is scheduled to table
discussion or an interview
be filed the end of this month.
would be equally bad," they said.
They claimed that music, as well
Held Lower Court Erred
as
words, interferes with the "free
;0»
'1 Transitcasting proponents held
use of one's faculties" and
that the lower court was mistaken
"amounts to 'jamming' of the comwhen it found that the broadcasting
munications which objecting riders
wish to make to each other or wish
of commercials and announcements
to street car and bus riders is an
to receive from books, magazines or
infringement of personal liberties
newspapers which they are reading
and counter to the due process
or attempting to read."
clause of the Fifth Amendment.
"The court below failed to recognize the existence in the instant
This is the top morning
'Times-Star' Buys
case of interests, including the right CINCY
'ENQUIRER'
show in the Baltimore
to listen, in conflict with those of
CINCINNATI Times-Star bought
the respondents and improperly
area. It got that way by
the 111-year-old morning Cincinappropriated to itself the [Public
nati Enquirer last week for $7.5
offering what listeners
Utilities] Commission's function of million. Purchase was made from
determining on the. basis of evi- the American Security & Trust Co.,
want . . . warmth and a
dence before isit consistent
whether Transit's
radio service
with the Washington, trustee under the will
friendly spirit in the
public convenience, comfort and of the late John R. McLean. Mr.
McLean was former publisher of
morning, plus music, news,
safety," petitioners argued.
the Enquirer. Terms of the sale
They also claimed that the prot- are $1,250,000 in Government
weather and birthdays
estants have no rights "constitubonds on the closing date of the
tional or otherwise" to use the
judiciously sprinkled
sale, plus 12-year, 41/2% notes on
"private
property"
Capital
Transit. Since
Transit ofRadio
and the remaining $6,250,000. Sale
throughout.
must be approved by the U. S. DisCapital Transit are private comtrict Court in Washington, is
panies, the Fifth Amendment can- believed to be three to six months
The audience loyalty to
not be applied, they claimed.
off. Papers were signed by Hulthis show is something to
Petitioners also objected to the bert Taft, publisher of the Times"dramatized" account of transit- Star. The Times-Star owns Radio
warm the cockles of a
Cincinnati Inc., licensee of WKRCcasting ("captive audience," "forced
AM-FM-TV there. Hulbert Taft
listening," etc.) used by its opposponsor's heart.
nents, asserted that it was unobJr., president of the radio stations,
is also Chairman of the Board
trusive, that commercials run about
Ask your John Blair man
35 seconds at a time and no more
of Transit Radio Inc.
or contact any account
New Business
executive of . . .
(Continued from page 16)

Why

WFBR

spot radio campaign planned. PAYTON
ABC BASIC NETWORK

5C0C WATTS IN BALTIMORE, MD,
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CARROLL

is account executive.

PULSE

REBUTTAL
Gives 21 -Page Answer
SYDNEY ROSLOW, president, The
Pulse Inc., last week fired a 21-page
rebuttal at Media Agencies Clients,
Los Angeles weekly advertising
publication which in its Jan. 7th
issue commented unfavorably on
The
14]. Pulse as an instrument of audience measurement [B*T, Jan.
A survey conducted for MAC by
Tele-Que showed that Pulse ratings
differed from other rating services
and indicated that The Pulse was
less accurate than the other services, according to the MAC article.
Dr. Roslow said that "The share
of audience presented showed that
Pulse differed significantly from the
average of the remaining four services (Tele-Que, Hooper, Videodex
and the American Research Bureau), but that Tele-Que agreed
closely with the average of the
same four (Tele-Que included as
one of the four)." Pulse was not
averaged in but, nevertheless, compared with the other four services.
Dr. Roslow pointed out.

OPERATOR
RULE
Haines Opposes Relaxation
OBJECTION to relaxation of FCC
operator rules, as requested by
NARTB [B«T, Feb. 4] was voiced
by a station owner last week.
In a Feb. 7 letter to the FCC,
Homer H. Haines, part owner of
WNAE Warren, Pa., said that the
primary reason for the request to
relax broadcast station operator
requirements is that "it will intheir net the
income."
Aftercreaseciting
work done by
broadcast engineers, Mr. Haines,
who is also chief engineer of his
station, recommended that technical regulations be stiffened if operator relaxation is permitted. For
example, Mr. Haines said, permission to use lesser grade operators
should be revoked if a station is
cited for technical violations. He
also suggested monthly proof of
performance tests to ensure that
stations are operating on frequency.
Complain to FCC
The FCC has already begun hearing from operators about the proposed use of lesser-grade operators,
as recommended by NARTB. FCC's
general counsel is handling the
issue.)
request.
(For other comments, see
Open Mike, Feb. 11 and this

NARTB petition stressed that
technical calibre of equipment is
such that it is no longer necessary
NEW YORK YANKEES BASEBALL CLUB names Hirshon-Garfield
to have a first class radiotelephone
Inc., N. Y.
operator in attendance at each
transmitter. It asked that the
rules be changed to permit AM or
FM stations operating omnidirecLEON A. MILLER, assistant to general manager of General Foods'
tionally with 5 kw or less to use
Post Cereals Division, Battle Creek, Mich., appointed director of sales restricted licensed operators or to
and advertising effective March 1 succeeding E. W. EBEL who will operate their transmitters by remote control.
become company's advertising director.
Last summer, the FCC relaxed its
CHARLES A. WIGGINS, sales and advertising manager for Calumet
operator rules to permit stations to
Division of General Foods also will assume simdar duties for Minute
run 120 days without a first class
Rice and Minute Tapioca.
operator at the transmitter.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting
G. G. Inc., L. A. (home permanent set), names Erwin, Wasey & Co., L. A.

... to pay $3,000 for a 1914 automobile. Yet once upon a
time some models did cost that much . . . and they were
worth it — then!
Radio time buying, too, is a new science today — at
least in Milwaukee. Rates have changed and audiences,
too. Be sure you are getting a modern
kee market. Buy WEMP!

value in the Milwau-

For $50, $75, $100, $150 or more you can buy
2 times the audience of Network Station #1
2V2 times the audience

of Network

Station

COST PER WEEK

NUMBER
WEMP

14 100-Word Spots

Net Station #1

5 100- Word Spots

Net Station #2

5 100-Word Spots

Join other shrewd

$108.00

#2

TOT. WEEKLY HOOPER
57.3
33.0
24.0

$122.50
$116.20

national advertisers using high-

rated, low cost saturation schedules on one of the nation's
strongest independent stations!
'Based on best rated periods. 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.,
according to Oct.-Feb., 1951, Hooper Comprehensive.

WW

E

1340

m

^MILWAUKEE

ON

YOUR

WEMP-FM
BROADCASTING

DIAL

CHANNEL
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24

HOURS

OF MUSIC,

Hugh Boice, Gen. Mgr.
23

NEWS

HEADLEY

AND

SPORTS

REED, Nat. Rep.

1
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you ask of the cash that you carry is to carry you through the day . . .
But on CBS

Eadio, the pocket money

of the average businessman

($30.15*) can do

much more. It delivers advertising to 27,400 actual listeners— 8,400 more than
on any other network. (Based on average CBS
Among

Radio program, NRI, Nov. 4-10, 1951.)

costs of doing business today, the low cost of radio is in a column by itself . . .

and among networks, so is the low cost of CBS
The cost-per-thousand listeners on CBS
any other network. And

whether

Radio.

Radio — $1.10 — is 30% less than on

you compare

it with Medium

"B"

(a certain daily)

or Medium "C" (a certain weekly) or with any other through Medium "Z" —
CBS Radio delivers more circulation for the money aiid more advertising attention.
Let your advertising talk where your customers
The

^According to a survey o£ 16,000 businessmen.

listen most— on

CBS
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25 Dizzy, Busy Years
ON FEBRUARY 23, FCC notes, the silver
anniversary
"unified
occur. The ofdate
marks radio
the regulation"
creation of will
the
Federal Radio Commission, which was set up
as a temporary trouble-shooting outfit by Congress to "bring order out of chaos" in radio.
Before the Dill-White Bill creating the five
man FRC was enacted in 1927, there was no
licensing control. The break-down in the Law
of 1912 had occurred in 1926. Stations, which
had mushroomed following the first World
War, wave-jumped, stepped up their power
and operated catch-as-catch can. That was the
"chaos" that had to be rooted out.
So the FRC was authorized to operate for
a year. Its mission was to get broadcasting
back on the track. The infrequent news stories
called it the "traffic cop of the ether." It was
to regulate assignments, power and hours. The
watch-word was "electrical interference."
The FRC was continued temporarily with
borrowed space, clerical help and accoutrements
for a couple of years with the thought that the
regulatory or "traffic cop" functions would revert to the Department of Commerce. Instead,
the FRC was made permanent and it absorbed
the Radio Division of the Department of Commerce. Then in 1934, the FCC was created
and it, in turn, absorbed the communications
functions of the Interstate Commerce Commission, State Dept. and Post Office Dept.
Throughout those 25 years, the fundamental
law, as it pertains to the radio broadcasting
services as distinguished from the common
carriers, has remained virtually unchanged in
its substantive provisions. This demonstrated
the vision of such legislators as Wallace White,
then chairman of the House Merchant Marine,
Radio & Fisheries Committee (subsequently a
Senator), and of Clarence C. Dill, who as a
freshman Senator took over the radio legislation because no one else wanted the job.
This exciting quarter-century has made millionaires of a sizable number of venturesome
pioneers in radio and in advertising. TV will
make others. It has opened new vistas in law
and engineering. The multi-billion dollar
electronics field owes its existence to the
audion tube. In that span hundreds of "bureaucrats" have for
been worse.
trained, more of them for
better than
Throughout, one fundamental law has subsisted without important revision.
Today there are on the statute books no
fewer than 250 pages of FCC rules and regulations pertaining to the broadcast services.
Over the quarter-century literally thousands
of pages of regulations were written. They
related to every conceivable type of station
function, including the location of rest rooms
at transmitters. There have been blue books
on programming and rainbow volumes on color
TV; Mae West incidents and men from Mars
episodes; commands that stations give atheists equal time with men of the cloth; ransacking of station files without subpoenas in
the newspaper ownership inquii'y; regulation
by the lifted eyebrow and by the tilted crowbar; investigations of Communists during wartime, and of homos in peace-time; regulation
by coercion and forcing of FM by threat.
It has been a busy, dizzy, wonderful, disgusting quarter century.
All this — and incredibly more — under a law
that established a temporary regulatory
agency as a "traffic cop" to control "electrical
interference."
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Circulation

Hits Its All-Time High
THAT WAS a typical headline in almost any
newspaper you happened to pick up a few
days ago. The press association wires carried
it — a time-honored custom even before the
advent of the radio wires.
Another frequent headline reads: "Newspaper Lineage Up." That blossoms monthly,
or whenever some outfit gets out an opus or
totes up a few one-time projections. Yet
another perennial is "Newspapers Join Ad
Council in New Public Service Aid."
These ai-e 18-karat examples of how an advertising medium helps itself. It is done in
the news columns. It's legitimate news too.
Never a line when circulation of advertising
volume goes dojvn. Always it's onward and
upward; nothing succeeds like success, and to
the victor goes the spoils.
Now about radio. Did any station or network bother to tell its audience that there
are 105,300,000 radio sets in America — as
against the 54,000,000 total circulation of
dailies? Or that 95.6 '^4 of all U. S. homes are
radio-equipped ? Or that radio business was
up
in 1951, which was heralded as a bad
year? And what about the TV boom being
told over TV stations? How about those
umpteen billion "listener impressions" through
the Advertising Council in "public service
programming"
If it's news to? publicize the business of newspapers in print, it's certainly just as legitimate
news to publicize the business of radio and
television on the air.
The Vidiots
TODAY let us take up the lesson of the wise
men and the vidiots.
It is -well known that when television came
along, a cry went up — and sometimes it may
still be heard — that radio was as good as
dead. A few radio men even joined in the funeral planning. The most, fortunately, went
about their business, which is the business
of building and selling radio.
Let us look at some of the things that have
happened to this medium in its death throes.
In 1951, thus far the year of television's big
surge, the deterioration of radio's condition
was evidenced by a gain of almost $32 million
in time sales, which reached the record total
of $485.4 million [B*T, Jan. 21]. In the same
year this doomed medium trudged nearer to
the grave by picking up 9.3 million receivers
to go with the 96 million it already had.
We find it hard to detect death rattles in
the recitation of such statistics.
Further evidence of radio's resurgence came
last week from the networks. A survey, reported elsewhere in this journal, showed they
are off to a healthy start in the new year,
with new and renewed business already well
up in the eight-figure millions. The fact that
much of this business is in renewals demonstrates that advertisers, despite their efforts
to depress rates, are still convinced that radio
brings a good return. Local business continues
to stride forward and national spot still moves
ahead. Another story in these pages shows
how seasonal advertisers are relying — again —
on both network and spot radio.
These facts pay tribute not alone to a good
medium, but also to the men who operate
it, building and selling radio with faith in
their medium and its ability to stand on its
own feet alongside any other medium. It is
such woi-k that in the long run will make the
vidiots — doom-callers not to be confused with
televisionaries, who see radio and television as
strong, complementary media — wish they had
held their tongues.

jf - our respects to:

WALTER

ESDRAS BENOIT

WHEN
Walter about
Benoit himself.
tells a funny story,
it is usually
One of his favorite stories is about
the time his lost shoes delayed a Chicago
train in Fort Wayne, Ind., for 10 minutes.
Mr. Benoit is manager of the new Westinghouse Air-Arm Division, only recently transferring from his post as general manager of
Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc. Joseph E.
Baudino succeeded Mr. Benoit as head of the
station group.
In his WRS capacity, Mr. Benoit visited
the several Westinghouse stations. The shoe
story concerns a trip to WOWO-AM-FM Fort
Wayne.
The train had chugged into Fort Wayne.
As usual, it planned to stop only long enough
to take on and discharge passengers.
The delay in departure was caused by the
disappearance of Mr. Benoit's shoes. The night
before he had carefully placed them in the
shoe compartment of his roomette, but in the
morning the shoes were nowhere in sight.
Passengers were impatient to reach Chicago, but Mr. Benoit, usually an amenable
man, was not going to leave the train in his
stocking-feet.
After what seemed like much longer than
10 minutes, it was discovered that the bottom
of the shoe compartment had dropped between
the wall panels. A workman with a screwdriver soon retrieved Mr. Benoit's shoes.
Today at 58, Mr. Benoit reflects on a very
pleasant career with Westinghouse which began 36 years ago.
Born in Ludlow, Mass., July 21, 1894, Mr.
Benoit joined Westinghouse after being graduated from Ludlow High School. His first job
was in the accounting, department of the
Chicopee
house Co. Falls (Mass.) plant of the WestingA year later he responded to a World War I
bugle call and spent two years in the Army
Air Corps. Mustered out in 1919, he became
an auditor and accountant with the Bureau
of Internal Revenue of the U. S. Treasury
Dept., with headquarters in Boston.
Mr. Benoit's radio experience dates from
1922 when he rejoined Westinghouse as radio
department cost accountant in the East Springfield (Mass.) works.
In 1928, six years later, radio production
lequirements outgrew East Springfield facilities and these activities were transferred to
Chicopee Falls. Mr. Benoit was made supersion. visor of works accounting for the new diviIn 1934 he became division auditor. In this
capacity, he was responsible for transferring
(Continued on page 58)
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When you buy time on WGBI,

honus

you get a preponderance of the Scranton market (61.1%

in the morning, 53.6% in the afternoon, 71.6% in the evening)*. . .plus a very neat shoe of
the Wilkes-Barre-Hazleton audience. Actually, WGBI has a larger percentage of Wilkes -BarreHazleton listeners than any other radio station in the 1:00 to 2:00 p.m. period, and has exceptionally high Wilkes-Barre-Hazleton ratings between 10:00 a.m. and 12:30 p.m. and consistently good ratings in the other time segments.**
Although WGBI heads all CBS stations in the morning, afternoon and evening . . although WGBI is by far the favorite station among Scranton-Wilkes-Barre's 694,000 people . . .
although WGBI offers an impressive bonus in Wilkes-Barre-Hazleton . . . still, time costs are
low. Low enough, in fact, to make it worth your while to call your John Blair man today !
*Figures from Scranton Hooper Radio Audience Index, March-April 1951.
**Figures from the Pulse of Wilkes-Barre-Hazleton, November 12-16, 1951; 7 a.m. to 7 p.m.
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Our Respects To
(Continued from page 56)
all accounting- activities when the
radio division was moved from
Chicopee Falls to Baltimore in
1938.
Shortly thereafter he planned
and installed accounting operations
to accommodate a spectacular wartime expansion which saw production in the division soar to more
than 80 times its pre-war volume.
In June 1944, he was appointed
assistant to the vice president for
the Radio (now Industrial Electronics), & X-Ray Divisions. In
December that same year, he was
elected a vice president of the
broadcasting- subsidiary, Westinghouse Electric Corp. In 1947, he was
made a member of the WRS board
of
directors, a position he retains
today.

Q _»

CO

4- -c

Accepting a temporary assignment in April 1947, Mr. Benoit
spent one year in Mexico City. He
served during the organization of
Industria Electrica de Mexico, returning to the radio station headquarters in Philadelphia in 1948.
Washington Move
Under his direction, plans were
completed to move the stations'
headquarters office and staff to
Washington. This was completed
in 1951.
In addition to WOWO, Westinghouse stations include WBZ-AMFM-TV Boston; WBOS Boston, international short wave outlet;
WBZA-AM-FM Springfield, Mass.;
KYW-AM-FM Philadelphia;
KDKA-AM-FM Pittsburgh, and
KEX-AM-FM Portland, Ore.
In his new post, Mr. Benoit is
responsible for the design, manufacture and sale of specialized military products of an electronics nature. Plant of the Air-Arm Division will embrace 400,000 sq. ft. of
manufacturing space and is now
being built at Baltimore's Friendship Airport.
Scheduled completion date for
the new plant is July 1. It is hoped
that production for the Navy and
Air Force of automatic computers
to direct gun and rocket fire, radar
and autopilots for fighter planes
and guided missiles and complete
airborne armament systems will be
underway before the end of the
year.
Although Mr. Benoit may be considered afoundation stone of the
Westiaghouse expansion, he is by
nature an unobstrusive man.
His mild manner of speaking
matches his quiet taste in clothes.
He is not given to small talk, yet
his associates do not consider him
uncommunicative. He is an excellent listener and, as one associate
said of him, when he does say
something, he usually has the right
answer.
Mr. Benoit doesn't play golf.
His hobbies include movie photography in which he excels. He also
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admits he considers himself a
pretty fair cook.
Association with Mr. Benoit engenders deep admiration. One
Westinghouse secretary commented that one of the things that impressed her most about him was
the fact that his door was always
open when fellow employes had a
problem, personal or otherwise.
"He always had the time to listen
and he was the kind of a man that
you weren't afraid to approach,"
she added.
Mr. Benoit has a son, Army Lt.
Walter Edward Benoit, now stationed at Fort Belvoir, Va. The
first Mrs. Benoit, Edward's mother,
died 2% years ago. Last October
Mr. Benoit married the former
Eugenia Hoppenstadt, whom he
met in Mexico.
Not a "joiner," Mr. Benoit
has few associations outside of
Westinghouse. He is a Roman
Catholic. In the broad field of
knowledge, his interests are centered in economics and accounting,
as the books on his office shelves
attest. It has become a ritual with
him to read the Wall Street Journal each morning.
One of his very few weaknesses
is Dijon mustard dabbed on sharp
cheese. But when eating this mustard, Mr. Benoit advises friends to
keep a glass of water handy.

FLOOD

COVERAGE

AMERICAN TOBACCO
Dollar Volume Increase
OPERATIONS of the America
Tobacco Co. during 1951 were re
viewed Wednesday by Presider
Paul M. Hahn, who reported the
cigarette sales in units as well a
in dollar volume reached a ne^
peak during the year.
Asserting that the company's in
creased output of cigarettes is be
lieved to be equal to two-thirds th
combined increase of all other com
panies, Mr. Hahn said dollar vol
ume was increased by $70,930,90
to reach a total of $942,552,03-!
Income before taxes increased $3
686,166 to reach a new high fo
the company, $80,410,505. Due
higher taxes, higher costs, an
frozen manufacturers' prices hew
ever,
American $8,623,047
Tobacco's last
netyeair
come decreased
to $33,109,669.
"Signifieant progress" was mad
during the year he said, towar
reversing the do-wnward sales curv
of Lucky Strike cigarettes, wit
sales during 1951 approximate!
twice as large as for prewar 194i
Sales of Pall Mall and Herbe:
Tareyton cigarettes continued 1
increase at rates "far above tl
industry average", Mr. Hahn
ported, with the former holding b
a wide margin its position of b(
ing the largest-selling king-si2
cigarette in America and the la;
ter, the second largest.

ACROSS

THE

U. S.

SfotSons Give Aid t-o Deluged Communiti^
SWOLLEN RIVERS overflowed
banks and swept through towns
and cities causing untold damage
as broadcasters proved again that
for providing emergency service
there is no adequate substitute for
radio.

WHIZ engineer.
WTIP strong,
Charleston,
W. Va., pr
vided listeners with "beep-recon
ed" accounts when nearby Whec;
ing felt the impact of the swolle
Ohio.
WLWT (TV) Cincinnati ke;
viewers informed when for sever
days that city was threatened. St:
tion also fed the NBC-TV netwoi
and NBC-TV's program. Today.
Pittsburgh's business district, tl
Golden Triangle, narrowly escap(
serious flood damage when tv
inches of rain fell within 48 houi
The rain caused the Monongahe
and Allegheny to overflow the
banks. WWSW there aired hour

Amongtivitiesreports
of station's
acwhich reached
Broadcasting • Telecasting last week were
the follovnng:
WMOA Marietta, Ohio, remained
on the air 66 consecutive hours to
broadcast bulletins and instructions
and serve as liaison in rescue operations.
The relentless waters forced
WMOA to move its operations from
reports ofthethe
rising perio
wate"
throughout
emergency
the
ground floor
of Marietta's
Lafayette.
At the
height ofHotel
the
Heavy rains gave KDB San
flood, the hotel was in the middle
Barbara, Calif., what is describi
of the rampaging Ohio River.
as the "biggest local news in ■
To combat the near-zero weather,
years.
. . ."
KDB relief,
staffersmeals
worb
staffmen had two electric heaters
for
hours
without
but, otherwise, all heat was off in
dry clothes to keep listeners up-t
the hotel. Once the waters had the-minute
on critical areas, scho
receded, listeners flooded the sta- closings, road conditions and reli
tion with heartfelt gratitude.
agency locations. Coverage w
WHIZ in neighboring Zanesville,
made direct from the field via tel
Ohio, gave the nation a first-hand
phone and KDB mobile unit.
account of the errant Ohio River's
As reports persisted of flood de
coursings. Allan Land, WHIZ
astation in southern Califomi
newscaster, was heard over the
NBC radio network and gave re- Gene Emerald, disc jockey, KR^
Des Moines, made arrangemen
ports twice over Dave Garroway's
for Bill Bendix, movie personalit
TV program. Today. Assisting Mr.
Land were Bob Malley, WHIZ
to give a recorded account of t,
scenes of disaster.
ArmJack
and
program director,
Telecastir
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GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY
tive for WQXI Atlanta, Ga.

Co., N. Y., appointed station represente

HOWARD CLAYPOOLE to ABC Chicago network radio sales fror
MacFarland-Aveyard agency, same city, where he was senior account
executive.
EUGENE D. HILL, general manager of WORZ Orlando, Fla., elected
vice president of the station and named to the board of directors of
the Central Florida Broadcasting Co. at their annual meeting in Orlando
Feb. 11.
LT. HARRY RENFRO returns to his position as executive assistant to
the general manager of KXOK St. Louis after serving 18 months with
the Marine Corps.
ALBERT F. SCHNEIDER, New York radio salesman, to WBNS
bus, Ohio, on the station's national sales staff.

Colum-

STANLEY GORDONI, account executive at WTVJ (TV) Miami, appointed assistant sales manager at the station. MARY FORD, account
executive, named local sales manager.
C. W. GREEN appointed general manager of WHKK Akron, Ohio,
effective March 1. He will replace RUSSELL W. RICHMOND who has
been made executive director of United Defense Fund.
GENE SPRY appointed station manager at WKAI Macomb, 111., and
GENE LARSEN, assumes duties of commercial manager at the station.
HARRISON M. DUNHAM, formerly counsel for the Los Angeles Times
and general manager of KTTV (TV) announces his association with law
firm of EDWARD M. RASKIN and MAURICE J. HINDIN in L. A. Firm
deals with motion picture industry, radio and television.
ISABELLE McCLUNG appointed manager of KVOR Colorado Springs,
Colo., replacing JAMES B. RUSSELL, president and general manager,
who 'will devote full time to preparations for television.
RAYMOND W. BAKER, vice president and general manager of WARL
Arlington, Va., to WSAL Logansport, Ind., as general manager.

DONN SCHNEIDER joins sales staff of WENR
in the same capacity at WNMP Evanston, 111.

Chicago after working

EVERETT-McKINNEY Inc., N. Y., appointed station representative
for KUNO Corpus Christi, Tex.
ED NEIBLING, night news editor, KTUL Tulsa, Okla., transferred tc
sales staff.
PHIL S. BRADFORD, program director, WCOL Columbus, Ohio, moves
to station's sales department as an account executive.
PHILIP M. BAKER, Washington broadcast attorney, has moved his
office from 1411 Pennsylvania Ave. N.W. to Suite 700, Woodward Bldg
effective Feb. 15. Telephone: Republic 8040.
THE FORJOE Co., N. Y., appointed by WLOU Louisville, Ky., as its
station representative. DORO CLAYTON AGENCY, Atlanta, Ga., will
represent the station in the south.
EDWARD McMAHON, WGTR (FM) Worcester, Mass., to WKOX Farmington, Mass., as an account executive.
'
CHUCK JOHNSON, sales staff, KVSM San Mateo, Calif., and DICK
NASON, Detroit radio salesman, to KROW Oakland, Calif., as account
executives.
JOHN BLAIR & Co. and Blair TV, national radio and video station representatives, move New York offices to Chrysler Bldg., 150 E. 43rd St
ROBERT KOCAB to WGAR
secretary-treasurer.

Cleveland as assistant to ELMER KRAUSE,

FRANK DOUGHERTY, radio and television manager of Keenan, Hunter
& Dietrich, L. A., to Harrington, Righter & Parsons, national television
station representative, as West Coast manager with offices in the Russ
Bldg., S. F.
JOHN C. MOLER and BILL STRAIN to WKY Oklahoma City as radio
time salesmen.
CHARLES W. PARKER, sales manager of WICC Bridgeport, Conn.j
has been named business manager of WPAT Paterson, N. J., not general manager as erroneously reported [B*T, Feb. 11].
JOSEPH WOLFMAN,

WINS

NOW

50,000

WATTS

Day and NIGHT!
Now WINS offers a powerful
50,000 watts around the clock.
This means still greater coverage an even better signal —
another reason why . ; i
1010 WINS!

WINS

CROSLEY
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DAY AND 50,000
NIGHT WATTS
. . . NEW YORK
BROADCASTING CORPORATION

A«i»/i«Zf

WOKY

Milwaukee, named station's sales manager

• • •

BENEDICT GIMBEL Jr., president and general manager of WIP Philadelphia, appointed to serve on the committee of Price Stabilization.
. . . ROBERT SCHMID, vice president of MBS, vacationing in Puerto
Rico for a month. . . . HARRY C. KOPF, NBC vice president and general manager of the network's Chicago stations, named local chairman
for radio and TV activities for National Brotherhood Week, Feb. 17-24.
. . . S. CARL MARK, general manager, WTTM Trenton, N. J., father
of girl, Feb. 4. . . . FRANK PARRISH, salesman at WIRE Indianapolis,
has received a certificate of appreciation from the Leader Dog League
for the Blind for his work in rehabilitation of blind persons and in
training dogs. . . . JAMES E. STANTON, general manager of KFLD
Floydada, Tex., elected vice president of the city's Chamber of Commerce.
L. E. RICHARDS, station manager of KIWW San Antonio, Tex., and
BILL MICHAELS, manager of KABC same city, commended by TracyLocke Adv., Dallas and Houston, for cooperation in recent Maryland
Club Coffee spot campaign held in the Southwest. . . . JACK GROSS,
former owner of KFMB-AM-TV San Diego, has acquired 40% interest
in San Diego Padres, Pacific Coast League baseball team. . . . FRED
PABST, former general manager of KFRC San Francisco, named by
Gov. Earl Warren of California to State Horse Racing Commission,'
and his son, WILLIAM D. PABST, vice president of Don Lee Networlj
and general manager of KFRC San Francisco, has been named executive
secretary for the Salvation Army, S. F., for second consecutive year.
. . . ROBERT D. SWEZEY, general manager of WDSU-AM-TV New
Orleans, will address members of the Chicago Television Council at the
Hotel Sheraton, Chicago, Feb. 20.
BROADCASTING
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WKZO-WJEF in radio and WKZO-TV in television
— that's the unbeatable Fetzer line-up for Western
Michigan advertising!
RADIO — WKZO, Kalamazoo, and WJEF, Grand
Rapids, offer sure-fire radio coverage of Western
Michigan. Each is consistently top station in its
home city; and bought in combination, they deliver about 57% more listeners for 20% less
money than the next-best two-station choice in
Kalamazoo and Grand Rapids! WKZO-WJEF also
get big circulation outside Kalamazoo and Grand
Rapids. BMB Report No. 2 credits WKZO-WJEF
with tremendous increases since 1946 in their unduplicated rural audiences — up 46.7% in the daytime and 52.9% at night. In the Grand Rapids
area alone, WKZO-WJEF have an unduplicated
coverage, day and night, of more than 60,000
families !

TELEVISION— WKZO-TV is the official Basic CBS
Television Outlet for Kalamazoo and Grand Rapids. WKZO-TV's area includes five metropolitan
cities representing a net effective buying income of
more than two billion dollars. A new 24-county
Videodex Diary Study made by the Jay & Graham Research Corporation proves that WKZO-TV
delivers 54.7% more of this area's 178^576 television homes than Station "B"/
Yes, AM or TV, the Fetzer stations are Western
Michigan's
facts,
today!greatest advertising values. Get all the

* In 1926 Laurie Mitchell got one this long, weighing 976 pounds, in Bay of Islands, New Zealand.
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Ceremony Feb.VOICE
24 in D. C.
FLOATING
VOICE of America's first ship' . borne transmitter was unveiled
■ Feb. 8, with the commissioning of
%the U. S. Coast Guard Courier at
-'Hoboken, N. J., before members of
► Congress and other dignitaries.
The Courier's transmitter, de, signed to lend mobility to VGA
J' broadcasts in the European area,
;.rwill be pressed into action after a
;4' shakedown cruise in the Caribbean
':' and thorough testing of equipment.
: Ceremonies were limited to com;f missioning, with a full-dress dediI'i
24 in Washingii,: cation
ton, D.slated
C, Feb.
in connection
with
it VGA's 10th anniversary the fol;i! lowing day. It is expected that
J, President Truman will speak at
C; the ceremonies, addressing his remarks to the importance of the
;tu. S. Campaign of Truth [Closed
■'Circuit, Feb. 4].
For this occasion, additional
? members of Congress and various
{'government agencies and departments, including the State and
:i Treasury Depts., will be invited
Ixto attend and inspect the ship's
A facilities. Site has not been deli,: finitely set.
p| Dr. Wilson Compton, chief of the
I'^
International
Ad;|t new
ministration,
underInformation
which VGA
•■^•now operates, said that the Courier
t,is "designed to provide another
^'electronic weapon for combatting
Soviet jamming and to enable the
Voice of America to cover areas
beyond the reach of present broadcasts."
Transmitting equipment is the
most powerful of its kind ever
installed on a ship, according to
the State Dept. It comprises one
150 kw medium wave and two 35
' ' kw short wave transmitters, plus
supporting communications facilities, which will pick up VGA stateside broadcasts and transmit them
to target areas. It will not
originate programs under normal
conditions.
Commanding the 338-ft. vessel
• is Capt. Gscar C. B. Wev (USCG),
i' under whom will be a crew of 80,
' including ten ofiicers trained in
radio. VGA engineers will supervise transmitting operations.
The floating transmitter is
known as "Gperation Vagabond,"
a project approved by the President and Joint Chiefs of Staff and
announced by the State Dept. last
April. Congress has been asked
to authorize funds for similar
projects.
Mae MacNair Wiggin
MAE MacNAIR WIGGIN, veteran
^BS Radio Network employe and
:he widow of Lewis Wiggin, died
Tuesday in Roosevelt Hospital,
NTew York, after a long illness.
Mrs. Wiggin joined the network
13 years ago and subsequently became assistant casting director.
5he remained with CBS Radio until
;he became ill last Gctober.
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LEO BURNETT (r) checks blueprints with some of his executives preparatory
to moving broadcast division of Leo Burnett Inc., Chicago, into floor space
occupied previously by WAIT [B*T, Jan. 28]. L to r are David Dole and
Lee Bland, radio staff; R. N. Heath, executive vice president; Ross Gamble,
vice president and treasurer, and William L. Weddell (behind Mr. Burnett),
vice president in charge of broadcasting operations.

milestones
► WRGL Knoxville, Tenn., celebrated 25 years on the air last
Tuesday, having broadcast its first
program Feb. 12, 1927, under the
call letters WNBJ. First owned by
the Lonsdale Baptist .Church, the
station was built by S. E. Adcock,
who purchased it from the church
in 1930, the year the call letters
were changed to WRGL. Current
owner is Mountcastle Broadcasting Co. The NBC affiliate scheduled a special celebration involving
network stars as well as local personalities, throughout its silver anniversary day.
► In January 1932 Murray Arnold
auditioned for and won a parttime
announcing post at WIP Philadelphia. Mr.

'
^Hp ^^Ih

nigh
ger,
manancer,
chieft annou

direcon ity
Mr. Arnold producti
tor, public
director, assistant program
director
ly
ent
and final to his pres
post of
program director. Mr. Arnold,
well-known in the industry for his
efforts on behalf of BMI, was presented a gift by WIP President
Benedict Gimbel Jr. at a dinner in
his honor.

^ "Uncle Nate" m.c. of the KEX
Portland, Gre., Stars of Tomorrow,
begins his 25th year on the show
this season. During his quarter
century of developing young talent,
"Uncle Nate" has built many stars

.

.

.

of national prominence, among
them Johnny Ray, current leader
among popular male vocalists.
► Gfficial tribute has been given
to Herbie Mintz, WNBQ-TV television personality who celebrated his
30th anniversary in broadcasting
last Tuesday, by the Chicago City
Council, which set aside the week
unofficially as Herbie Mintz Week.
The measure was introduced by
Alderman Robert E. Merriam, who
congratulated Mr. Mintz for Chicagoans on his show. Gther program guests last week were Jules
Herbuveaux, NBC Chicago television manager, who gave Mr.
Mintz an early radio microphone
trophy, and A. W. Kaney, NBC
Chicago supervisor of production
services and a Chicago radio veteran who was chief announcer at
KYW when Mr. Mintz made his
first radio appearance.
► Manny Marget, vice presidentgeneral manager, KVGX Moorhead, Minn., is entering his 21st
year as sportscaster-broadcaster.
Very active in the industry, Mr.
Marget is president of the Great
Northern Broadcasting System, of
which KVGX is a member, and
is secretary-treasurer of the Minnesota Broadcasters Assn. Mr.
Marget's commercial radio career
begin Jan. 1, 1931, at WDAY
Fargo, N. D., where he was an
announcer. After a record of well
over 2,000 sportscasts, Mr. Marget
is still one of the most active members of the KVGX staff.
► KWGS Jefferson City, Mo., on
Jan. 30 celebrated 15 years of operation. Among observances was
an hour-long documentary tracing
BROADC

Seeks More Engineers
VOICE DRIVE
VGICE of America is campaigning for additional engineers on the
strength of newly acquired Congressional authorization for construction of new overseas bases
and increased programming.
Voice is currently programming
over 50 hours daily in 45 languages,
with a number of high-power
medium wave and short wave overseas relay bases already in operation. Five additional very high
power plants,
underin construction, will benow
launched
the
next few months.
A typical base comprises at least
one very high power (300 kw plus)
transmitter, two high power short
wave transmitters, communications
transmitters, high gain transmitting and receiving antenna systems, modern triple diversity receiving units and Diesel-powered
generating equipment.
Some 60 vacancies now exist —
and 125 more are expected over
the next few months — for engineers who can operate either radio
or Diesel power installations. FCC
radio telephone first class licenses
are required for all except Diesel
positions. They would be used for
regular operation and maintenance
at these typical base installations.
Salaries for New York positions
range from $4,207 to $7,040 annually and overseas pay from $4,719
to $9,230 per year, with additional
sums ranging from $600 to $5,300
for quarters and post allowances.
Transportation would be furnished
overseas for engineers, their families and household effects. Provision also is made for retirement
and vacation plans.
Details of the campaign were
spelled out in a letter from James
F. Thompson, Chief, Division of
Radio Facilities Operations, Dept.
of State, to NARTB Engineering
Director Neal McNaughten.
Construction and other phases of
Voice expansion have been under
continued study by the Voice of
America Radio Advisory Committee, headed by Theodore Streibert,
president of WGR-AM-FM-TV
New York, one of the industry consultants to the State Dept.
news highlights since Jan. 30, 1937.
In 1948, KWGS-FM was added,
and the station has made application to FCC for a TV station. Miss
Catherine Roer is general man►ager.
Bob Prince, sportscaster and
commentator for WJAS Pittsburgh, on Feb. 4 chalked up a
double anniversary. He began his
ninth consecutive year at the station and under the same sponsorship, the Fort Pitt Brewing Co.,
Pittsburgh.
► Third birthday celebration was
held fortnight ago for National
Amateur Time, seen each Saturday
on WMAR (TV) Baltimore and
starringsoredBailey
Goss. Brewing
Show is sponby National
Co.,
Baltimore
ASTINti
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Serves a daily audience three times greater than that of any other station in
the Capital District of New York State. (Albany, Troy and Schenectady)
Over 1/3 greater than the combined audience of the area's next ten toprated stations.
WGY

is the only NBC station in the area and the WGY

audience rating for

NBC programs is impressively larger than the national average.
THE CAPITAL OF THE 17TH STATE: Only WGY covers all 54 counties
in eastern New York and western New England — a substantial market
area including 22 cities where more people live than in 32 other states
and where more goods are purchased than in 34 other states.
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Speaker Rebutted
AWRT
HERE
ILL
TELEVISION dominated the first
(7-9 a.m. EST and CST, Mon.performer to avoid "forming
Fri.), pointed out that first radio TV
all-day conference of the New
ulcers" is to take each live show
and now television has succeeded
York Chapter of American Women
as it comes, and so familiarize
in Radio and Television, but radio
in changing the nation's social himself with it.
habits.
got a rousing defense when one
Moderated by Doris Corwith,
speaker forecast that TV will put
"At first," he observed, ^'nobody
NBC
supervisor of talks and reit into eclipse.
could sell radio before 10 or 11
ligious programs and national vice
Albert McCleery, NBC-TV ex- a.m." Then came the disc jockey, president of AWRT, the afternoon
ecutive producer, touched off the and early morning programs be- workshop session included speeches
controversy when he declared flatly
came subjects of competitive bid- by Mr. McCleery; Harry Junkin,
free-lance radio and TV writer ;
ding from prospective sponsors.
that in the future "there will be
The same thing can be done with
Philip Cohen, vice president of
nothing else but television" — especially when color TV comes into TV on a large scale, Mr. Sehechter
Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayplay — and that "there will be no asserted, if those in charge of tele- les, New York; Carol Irwin, indevision programming will give the
pendent packager; Jean Harrison,
room for anything else."
His predictions were vigorously
people "anything that will interest producer-director for Frederic W.
Ziv Co.; Gloria Lesser, assistant to
challenged from the floor during
a subsequent question-answer sesIt is possible, Mr. Sehechter ob- supervisor of film procurement,
them."
sion.
served, to educate people by CBS; Martha Rupprecht, supervisor of television recording disAnother theory advanced by Mr. tagging a program "educational"
tribution, CBS; Helen Parkhurst,
and
trusting
it
to
sell
itself.
But
McCleery — that "cost means
NBC-TV
has
chosen
"the
other
nothing as long as you put your
permanent
panelistCaroline
on NBC-TV's
It's
a Problem.;
Burke,
way" with Today, Mr. Sehechter
ideas across" — also drew considerNBC-TV producer-director; and
stated.
He
said
education
leaders
able argument, with a large poralready have reported that younger
Mary Jane Jesse, radio-TV pubtion of the gathering dissenting.
licity. Young & Rubicam. The
The meeting, held Feb. 9 at the children are better versed in current events since they started
panelists spoke on "New TechHotel Astor, was attended by 109
watching Today. The prevailing
niques in Radio and Television,"
members and guests and included
dealing with his partireceived by the net- each one
a morning business session, a tone ofworkletters
cular
field. The talks were followed
indicates a lasting interest
luncheon and an afternoon workshop.
on the part of Today's listeners, he by a question-and-answer period.
asserted, concluding that if a
Speaking on the cost of televiEdythe Meserand, assistant di- single program can make such a
sion material, talent and time,
rector of special events for WORmass impression, the social impact Mr. Cohen observed that radio
TV New York and national presi- of the industry as a whole is un- and television now lack but one
dent of AWRT, opened the lunch- limited.
thing: "Something which hurls
eon session with a brief address
the sponsor's product out of the
urging women to assert and assure
'Ulcer-Forming Habit'
receiver — in color." The client's
their positions as individuals.
problems basically are two, Mr.
Speaking
on "Why Is Television
Robert Saudek, director of the Such an Ulcer-Forming
Habit for Cohen asserted: "Selection of the
Radio and Television Workshop of
best vehicle and atmosphere for
Performer?", actress Anne
the Ford Foundation, in a speech the
Seymour compared the TV per- his product, and the cost." How to
former to the swimmer who braves
on "How Wide Are Television's
control costs — especially talent
Horizons?", compared TV with the high diving board for the first costs — remains something of a
"South Pacific" as an example of time: when nobody is watching the mystery, he added, claiming that
dive is often perfect, but when
television's
fast-spreading
national
"the ceiling has yet to be reached."
influence. In
order to reach
the
there
is an audience the diver's If a program or series of shows
same number of people reached by
effort usually results in a "belly- has "heart, continuity and sima single 15-minute television show
However, in overcoming the
plicity," he concluded, the probwith a 5 rating seen on a 63-sta- flop."
lem of finding a sponsor can be,
trend toward "ulcers," Miss Seytion
network,
he
said,
the
stage
mour held that the filmed show —
and is, minimized.
t
0 show "would have to run steadily like its cousin, the taped radio pro"Women in public service and engram— is of less value in the long
c for 11 years."
tertainment fields in the broadcastrun
for
the
actor
because
the
In a speech on "The Social Iming
industry
look for the 'better'
Television News," A. A. sense of security if offers makes
things," asserted Miss Burke. She
i' pact ofSehechter,
for an over-relaxed performance
(Abe)
general execuher work with NBC-TV's
tive for NBC-TV and currently in and a lack of vitality. She con- reviewed
"Operation Frontal Lobes," pointcluded
that
the
best
way
for
the
charge of the network's Today
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JOHN J. McSWEENEY's apappointment
sales manager as
of
W M C A New
York was announced WednesM.
F 1 e i day
s cbyh M.
1, vice
president and
general manager,
who also said that
Howard Klarman
will succeed Mr. Mr. McSweeney
McSweeney
as ac- Prior to joining
count executive.
WMCA

5000 WATTS • NBC AFFILIATE
AND WOOD-TV
GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN

McSweeney

three years ago, Mr. McSweeney was associated with Pedlar & Ryan, New York agency, and
John E. Pearson Co., station representative, while Mr. Klarman has
been director of WMCA promotion
for nine years.

ing out that network officials suggest sponsoring programs for
which they have had repeated requests. If the sponsor desires, the
network assembles a program for
one time period and shows it to
the advertiser for approval.
Gloria Lesser described the
growing uses which television has
found for film. CBS-TV, Miss
Lesser explained, maintains a complete film library stocked with film
footage for use with documentary
programs, short subjects, dramatic
sequences, and strips for title backKinescopes and their uses were
grounds.
discussed by Miss Rupprecht, who
noted that 40% of all TV shows
use kinescopes or film in one form
or another. To illustrate the rising
trend, she reported that in 1951,
4,576,000 feet of film were used
by CBS Television, as opposed to
3,023,000 feet used by Hollywood
studios in the same year.
In a summary of the all-day session, Pauline Frederick, ABC radio
news commentator, warned that
"television's greatest power [its
influence on the public] is also its
Miss Frederick
greatest
threat." felt that while
the all-day meeting had emphasized
television's bright future, it certainly had not sealed radio's doom.
"In spite of what Mr. McCleery
says," Miss Frederick pointed out,
"there are still, and will continue
to be," great numbers of people
employed in keeping radio at its
present height.
NEGRO
SERVICE
WLIB Offers Disc Series
STEPS which may lead to the formation of a Negro program transcription network were taken last
week by WLIB New York. Station, which devotes a substantial
part of its schedule to programming for the Negro audience, made
three of its top Negro-appeal series
available, by open-end transcription on a straight cost basis, to 54
other U. S. stations which progi-am
to the Negro market.
The programs are Poppy Cannon Presents, a food and nutrition
program with Poppy Cannon (Mrs.
Walter White, wife of the head of
the National Assn. for the Advancement of Colored People) ;
Charlotte Hubbard's Washington
By-line, an interview program featuring the daughter of Booker T.
Washington's successor as president of Tuskegee Institute, and The
Ruth EUingtoyi James Shoxv, presenting the sister of band leader
Duke Ellington. The Poppy Cannon program is being offered as a
half-hour or 15-minute weekly
show; the Charlotte Hubbard program as a quarter-hour weekly,
and the Ruth Ellington James
Show as a quarter-hour once or five
times a week.
Harry Novik, general manager
of WLIB, originated the programs.
M. S. Novik, radio consultant and
president of the station, will handle
their syndication.
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In one city, folks prefer hill-billy ... in another, the choice is long-hair. IndeB

pendent Radio programming caters to "home town" tastes . . . gives the folks
just what they like . . . not whatever the network happens to supply. Result:
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Independent Radio builds listener loyalty . . . which, in turn, becomes product
loyalty for Independent advertisers. It will pay you to schedule the leading
Independent Radio Stations. Write to any AIMS

THE

LEADING
INDEPENDENT
WMIE
- — Miami, Florida
Akron, Ohio
WMIL
— Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Baltimore, Maryland
WKDA
— Nashville, Tennessee
Buffalo, New York
WBOK
■— New Orleans, Louisiana
Cleveland, Ohio
WWSW
— Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Columbus, Ohio
KXL
— Portland, Oregon
Denver, Colorado
WXGI
— Richmond, Virginia
Des Moines, Iowa
KSTL
— St. Louis, Missouri
Evansville, Indiana
WMIN
— Minneapolis — St. Paul
Hartford, Connecticut
KITE
KNAK
—Salt Lake City, Utah
Indianapolis, Indiana
— San Antonio, Texas
Jackson, Mississippi
Lincoln, Nebraska
Louisville, Kentucky

RADIO

station for all the facts.

STATIONS:

KSON —San Diego, California
KYA —San Francisco, California
KING —Seattle, Washington
KREM —Spokane, Washington
WAGE —Springfield, Massachusetts
KSTN —Stockton, California
WOLF —Syracuse, New York
KFAAJ -Tulsa, Oklahoma
WNEB —Worcester, Massachusetts
WBBW— Youngstown, Ohio

They are all members of AIMS— Association of Independent Metropolitan Stations— each
the outstanding independent station in a city.
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WKAQ

ELECTION
!$ Ordered by NLRB
ELECTION has been ordered by
the National Labor Relations
Board to determine the bargaining representative for certain
talent employed at WKAQ San
Juan, Puerto Rico. The union involved is the Gremio de Prensa,
Radio y Teatro de Puerto Rico.
WKAQ is licensed to El Mundo
Broadcasting Corp.
The board set aside a unit comprising all radio artists, actors and
actresses, sound men, comedians,
narrators and commentators employed by WKAQ, as well as talent
appearing on programs produced
by EI Mundo Broadcasting Corp.
The unit excludes, however, talent
on programs produced by sponsors
or independent producers and
broadcast under a leased time
arrangement.
Among sponsors leasing WKAQ
time are Procter & Gamble Commercial Co., Colgate-PalmolivePeet Co. and Pet Milk-Zerbe-Penn,
the ruling said, El Mundo sought
to exclude talent appearing on all
sponsored programs.
Also omitted from the unit, under
the NLRB directive, are all vocalists, musicians, script writers,
transmitter operators and supervisors. Employes within the unit
are eligible to vote if they can
claim two or more days or 16 hours
of employment the past 12 months.
TALENT SEARCH
WCKY Contest Is Tri-State
A TALENT Opportunity Tournament, sponsored by 30 newspapers
in Ohio, Kentucky and Indiana in
cooperation with WCKY Cincinnati, is to get underway this
month.
Any amateur or amateur group
such as a high school band, glee
club, church choir, hillbilly unit
may enter the contest. Eliminations will be held in 30 communities of the three states. Local winners will compete in finals.
Grand prize winner will receive
$500 cash, an all-expense weekend
in Cincinnati, a radio appearance
on WCKY, and a contract to record
for King Records Inc.

'CITIES SERVICE
MarksBAND
Silver OF
RadioAMERICA'
Jubilee on NBC
RADIO'S oldest continuously sponsored series will complete 25 broadcast years when the Cities Service
Band of America presents its silver
radio jubilee over NBC at 9:30
p.m. EST Feb. 18.
The 1,301st Cities Service program in the series — broadcast
without missing a week since
Feb. 18, 1927— will be a special
full-hour program originating from
Carnegie Hall, New York, with
Paul Lavalle directing the 48piece "Band of America" from the
same podium that Edwin Franko
Goldman used during the first
Cities Service concert a quarter of
a century ago. Former stars of the
series — names familiar to a whole
generation of radio listeners
throughout the nation — will return
for the silver anniversary concert.
The Green and White Male Quartet and Announcer Ford Bond,
rrogram regulars, also will be on
hand.
NBC radio scheduled a preliminary observance of the anniversary with a special program,
Salute to Cities Service, at 11:15
p.m. EST Saturday. Mr. Bond
offered first-hand memories of
program highlights and featured
personalities as he recalls them
from the 25 years of Band of
America concerts.
Expanded From 16 Stations
Originally carried by 16 NBC
affiliates, the program has expanded until it is now heard over
107 stations. Network officials point
out that the series was the first
sponsorship contract signed by
NBC's first president, M. H. Aylesworth, who still serves as broadcasting consultant to the Cities
Service organization.
The program started with Mr.
Goldman's band in February 1927,
with format being changed to a 33piece concert orchestra conducted
by Rosario Bourdon a few months
later. The Cavaliers Quartet, with
piano accompaniment, was an
added attraction, setting the now
long-standing practice of having
carries
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Feb. 18

a featured vocal group.
Soprano Jessica Dragonette and
Mr. Bond joined the program Jan.
3, 1930,tion ofwith
the Herbert
singer's presentaVictor
melodies
topping the list of some 5,000 different selections presented during
the succeeding eight years. Soprano
Lucille Manners replaced Miss
Dragonette Feb. 7, 1937, but continued the Cities Service tradition
of
"music years.
with a melody"
for singing
the following
The now-famous Revelers Quartet, which starred such male
singers as James Melton and Frank
Parker, first appeared on the program Nov. 17, 1933, with their
immediate popularity assuring
them of a five-year run. During
tVis period, sportsman Grantland
Rice was a frequent intermission
speaker with comments on sports
headlines and Col. Louis McHenry
Howe, secretary to then-President
Franklin D. Roosevelt, occasionally
spoke briefly on major national
issues.
After more than a decade as
conductor of Cities Service Concerts, Mr. Bourdon transferred his
baton to Dr. Frank Black early
in 1936 who directed the increased
orchestra. Miss Manners, Baritone
Ross Graham and a chorus led by
Ken Christie for the next eight
On Oct. 27, 1944, Mr. Lavalle
years.
became conductor of the program,
leading a 36-piece string orchestra in a new format called Highways in Melody. Operatic singers
wer£ presented on a rotating basis
at that time with such people as
Vivian della Chiesa, Annamary
Dickey, Dorothy Kirsten, Robert
Merrill, Thomas L. Thomas, Earl
Wrightson and Conrad Thibault
becoming
regulars.
Two years
PLANE HITS CBW TOWER
Crash Results in Six Deaths
SIX MEN died as the result of an
airplane crash into a guy wire of
the 570 ft. transmitter tower of
CBW Winnipeg at Cai-man, Manitoba. Three airmen flying a Royal
Canadian Air Force Beechcraft
trainer struck the tower Feb. 4 and
were killed in the fall and burning
of the plane. The next day, three
repairmen of Dominion Bridge Co.
were killed when they were working
near the top of the tower and a
high wind struck the tower and sent
it crashing to earth, killing the
three repairmen and narrowly missing the transmitter building.
The crash of the aircraft had bent
the top 80 feet of the tower so that
it swayed as much as 30 feet off
center. Two repairmen were working in this section under the glare
of powerful searchlights when the
wind struck. The bent section was
hurtled to the ground. The rest of
the tower wavered, girders snapped
and it crashed to earth.

later on Oct. 25, 1946, barito'
Mac Morgan replaced the gue
stars.
In June 1948, Cities Servi(
sought a summer program to sul
stitute for Highways in Melon
and decided to return to its ori
inal format, a brass band. Use
that "basic American institutioi
proved so popular that the idc
was retained during the winti
broadcasts, surviving as very su
Mr. Lavalle
remained
as ban
cessful
program
fare ever
sine'
master and Mr. Christie's chori
was renamed the Green and Whi
Quartet, featuring tenor Floj
Sherman, second tenor Edwar
Hayes, baritone Leonard Stoki
and bass J. Alden Edkins.
The half-hour program todt
reaches listeners in most regie
of the country from 9:30-10 n.
EST as a major part of NBf
"Monday Night of Music." F
several months late in 1949, t
Band of America also was simi
cast on TV.

WRIGHT SPEAKS
At AAM Session in N/
IDENTIFYING advertising as
"strategic industry," Frank
Wright Jr., director of public i
lations. National Committee for
Free Europe, called upon adm
to give freely of their ideas in t
i
"hot war for men's minds."
Speaking before the Assn. of A
vertising Men, New York, IV
Wright explained that repetiti
of basic themes, catchy phras
and
jinglesadvertising
— all trademarks
American
techniques i
are constantly used by Radio Fr
Europe to sell Democracy and dei
ocratic ideas to people behind t
Iron Curtain. The broadcasts ha
been so efl'ective, he reported, th
some satellite
have ma'
official
demandsnations
that Radio
Fij
Europe be silenced by the U.N. J
one time, Mr. Wright said, it w
r.umored that termination of Rac
Free Europe broadcasts was t
random asked for freeing impr
oned William Oatis.
Cite John Gambling
JOHN B. GAMBLING, familiar
radio listeners as the "hum;
alarm clock" heard on WOR Nf
York (7:15-8 a.m., weekdays),
scheduled to be honored by the V<
eran Wireless Operators Assn. at
27th annual meeting in New Yo^
Saturday. Starting with radio
aNavy
wireless
the Briti'
duringoperator
the firstin World
W
Mr. Gambling, along with Ca]
Henrik Kurt Carlson of the Flyi
Enterprise, will be presented t
Marconi Memorial Medal of Sei
ice, given to people who have be
wireless operators and who ha
contributed much to radio.

KFAC Los Angeles, issuing new rj
card No. 19 on Feb. 15, increasi
station rates an average of abc
15 Tr. according to Calvin J. Smi
president and general manager.
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Sound track for bi-weekly
TV film is recorded on tape
for greater fidelity

NcI obody wants to miss a word when
George Burns and Gracie Allen put on
their hilarious CBS-TV network show.
And thanks to "Scotch" Sound Recording Tape every word, every inflection
comes through with lifelike fidelity.
The sound track is recorded on standard J4 " magnetic tape synchronized with
the cameras; after editing, dubbing and
other operations are completed, the
finished dialogue is transferred to the
optical sound track. This results in far
greater fidelity of reproduction since
there is hardly any loss of quality during
repeated re-recordings. Considerable
savings result, too, because the same
tape can be re-used any number of times.

CBS TECHNICIAN Bob Kelsey (left) prepares to
thread a reel of "Scotch" Sound Recording Tape
into a synchronous tape recorder, while C. K.
Wood (right) lifts a 3000-foot magazine of 35mm
film to the TV recording camera. Tape captures
every sound faultlessly.

DON SYKES, CBS tape-film editor, adjusts controls on synchronous tape recorder hooked up
with framing device and Moviola editing machine
as he checks synchronization of "Scotch" Sound
Recording Tape with film of the George BurnsGracie Allen show.

HERE'S WHY RECORDING ENGINEERS USE
MORE "SCOTCH" SOUND RECORDING TAPE
THAN ALL OTHER BRANDS COMBINED
• Lower noise level than any other tape
• Greater output sensitivity than any
other tape
e other
Better tope
reei-to-reel uniformity than any
• Erases cleaner than any other tape
• No curling or cupping — always lies flat
EIGHTY 3M SOUND ENGINEERS in the fieldIMPORTANT: There's more than one brand of
on head
jacked by 20 technical experts in the 3M Laborasound
recording
tape. tape
Insistthat
on the
brand,
the lubricated
gives"SCOTCH"
matchless
tories— offer free technical assistance with any
• Lubricated for longer tape life
fidelity,
clarity
of
reproduction,
freedom from
■ecording problem you may have. Call your local
distortion. Used by all major networks and for
3M Service Representative, or write direct: Dept.
master recording by leading record companies.
pT-22,Minn. Mining & Mfg. Co., St. Paul 6, Minn.
The term "SCOTCH" and the plaid design are registered trademarks for Sound Recording Tape made in U.S.A. by MINNESOTA MINING & MFG. CO., St. Paul 6, Minn. — also makers
ofGeneral
"Scotch"
BrandMinn.
Pressure-sensitive
Tapes,
Coating,
Abrasives,
"3M" Adhesives.
Export:
Mining & Mfg.
Co., "Underseal"
InternationalRubberized
Division, 270
Park "Scotchlite"
Avenue, NewReflective
York 17,Sheeting,
N. Y. In "Safety-Walk"
Canada: Minn.Non-Slip
Mining Surfacing,
& Mfg. of"3M"
Canada,
Ltd., London,
Canada.
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Strictly Business
(Continued from 'page 18)
Chicago. Relinquishing the former, by plane, skiing in the Bavarian
"a cemetery with lights," he re- Alps, swimming in Italy and counting fiords of Norway.
turned to Chicago and joined WGN
as public relations and special
Divorced from the Army in 1946,
events man.
he was married a week later to
The events became more special- Lucia Perrigo, currently press
ized as he took leave to handle
agent for the Ambassadors East
I'adio activities for the Office of and West Hotels. During their
Civilian Defense in 1942. He ended
Nantucket honeymoon, Mr. Meyers
up virriting scripts and political leceived a wire asking him to join
speeches for then Mayor Ed Kelly. NBC Chicago as assistant news
Inasmuch as young Howard had and special events director.
never seen duty as a patrol boy in
A series of verbal presentations
grammar school, it was logical the from the head of spot sales some
Army would enlist him as a military time later moved his name into the
policeman in 1945. Taking a dim business column of radio. In December of 1950, he became general
view of this. Pvt. Meyers' disgruntlement abated somewhat when
manager
of NBC's 0 and 0 outlet,
he was elevated to the rank of WMAQ Chicago,
at the age of 37.
corporal because his was the only
He
went
to
the
Taylor Co. stavoice in the platoon which could be
heard in a high wind. He used it in uary. tion representative firm last Janhigh winds of other kinds when
A devotee of polo for many years,
transferred to a special services
Mr. Meyer has given it up in favor
motion picture unit with such artis- of domesticity and suburban living
tic temperaments as William Saro- although he and his wife still are
yan and Michael O'Shea.
members of the North Shore Polo
The next couple of years were a and Hunt Club.
checkerboard of travel, "all I ever
They live in a 10-room, threedreamed of and anyplace I wanted
story house in Evanston, where
to go." Commissioned a' lieutenant they moved last summer, and are
in the field, he took over managestill in the throes of choosing a
ment of special events for the name for it. Leading the field are
Armed Forces Network in Paris
Stonybroke, Financial Bluff and El
after the armistice, covering troop Rancho Escrow.
activities throughout Europe. He
The Meyers hope to go to Banff
whipped around in his own jeep or and Lake Louise this year, a thricepostponed ambition. Last year it
was superseded by a free trip to
Bermuda, which Mr. Meyers won
during a Travelers Aid Raffle at
which he was the raffler — for the
third year. The job has not been
tendered again, as — coincidentally
— he managed to win something in
the raffle during each of the three
years he was m.c.
He is president of the Chicago
Radio Management Club and a
charter member of the Chicago
Television Council.

McNAUGHTEN NAMED
Hecsds New Sfandards Umtf
Blue

Skies

. . . don't fool little Bismarck.
He knows it doesn't take long
for a few grey clouds to
change the picture. In your
cose, KFYR can be the key to
rich new markets which help
you weather changing conditions. Any John Blair man will
tell you How and Why.

KFm
mmkm/i, n. dak.
L
5000 WATTS-N. B.C. AFFILIATE
Rep. by John Blair
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NEAL McNAUGHTEN, NARTB
engineering director, was named
head of the Sound Recording Committee of the American Standards
Assn. at a meeting held in New
York last Wednesday.
Committee was reactivated on
the basis of the need for domestic
or U. S. coordination of requirements in international standardization. This work is being carried
out by the International Radio
Consultative Committee (CCIR)
through its broadcasting study
gi'oup, of which Mr. McNaughten
also is chairman. The committee
has been sponsored by the Audio
Engineering Society since its reactivation. Previously it functioned
under the joint auspices of the Institute of Radio Engineers and the
Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers.

Billion dollar market is explained to KFMB-TV
(I) and Mr. Keen.
OPS

RADIO

SERIES

To Fight Inflation
SERVICES of name talent in the
radio, TV, motion picture and recording fields have been enlisted
by the Office of Price Stabilization
for a series of radio programs designed "to help inform the public
about
Titledinflation."
Stars for Defense, the programs will be made available
through OPS regional and district
offices to stations "that wish to
. . . broadcast the programs as a
"OPSservice."
does not pay for radio
public
time," the agency said in its announcement last Thursday. The
series is part of its public information program, it added. OPS will
furnish transcriptions of the 15minute shows "without charge."
Thirteen nationally known celebrities have volunteered their talent
as "a public service." The musical
portions of each program are built
around a central message from the
guest star, exhorting the American
citizen to help hold prices down.
OPS embarked on the anti-inflation drive last fall when plans were
revealed for radio spot announcements, TV slides and transcribed
radio programs. At that time, OPS
denied charges it was spending
lavish funds "to convince the public
with its own money that price congood."areProduction
radiotrol isshows
borne by costs
OPS, forit
was revealed [B«T, Nov. 26, 1951].
The 15-minute radio series. Stars
for Defense, supplements a series of
10- and 20-second spots, eight television slides, transcriptions distributed by local agency offices and
a newsreel series.
GE's Winne

audience by Mr. Cherno

BILUON DOLLAR MARKET
KFMB Gets Facts, Promote
KFMB-AM-TV San Diego, Calif
engaged in a promotion "ran:
page" when it learned the city i
which it is located is now a billio
dollar market. Publicity of the new
found fact stirred inquiries froi
all over the nation, the station as
serts.
Billion dollar figure (after in
come taxes) was delivered by Di
J. M. Gould, managing director c
Market Statistics, in answer to
query of John A. Kennedy, th
station's chairman of the boarc
Mr. Kennedy and General Manag
er Howard L. Chernoff designs
full page ads announcing this ir
formation in such newspapers a
the New York Times (U. S. an
foreign editions). New York Hei
aid Tribune, Wall Street Joiirnc
and the Los Ayigeles Time
Mr. Chernoff appeared on KFME
TV's People in the News wit
"editor" Harold Keen and ex
plained the story to San Diegans
Tear sheets of the New Yor
Times' foreign edition were maile
to agencies, media and busines
leaders.
Opens Law Office
STANLEY BAITZ, formerly ir
formation officer with the Offic
of Defense Mobilization and Ns
tional Security Resources Boar<
has announced the opening of la^
offices in Washington, D. C. Mi
Baitz, who served as assistant t
ODM Public Information Directo
Andrew Berding, will engage in th
general practice of law with Mi
ford F. Schwartz. Office is i
Suite 1105, Investment Bldg., 151
K St., N. W., Washington 5. Teh
phone: Sterling 1515.

Named

HARRY A. WINNE, vice president in charge of engineering
policy, General Electric Co., was
appointed last Thursday a member of the Committee on Atomic
Energy, Research and Development Board, Dept. of Defense, by
Dr. Robert F. Bacher, committee
chairman.
BROADCASTING
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STEEL

SALESMEN

WORLD'S

BIGGEST

I ■■

AT WORK
SCRAP

i;;;;;;

IN

HUNT

I ■ TO KEEP the constantly growing steel mills
supplied with scrap, 334 local task forces have
been organized by the makers and distributors
of steel. They help persuade industry, farmers
and local government people to part with
obsolete machines, structures and equipment.
341/2 million gross tons of purchased scrap
were needed in 1951. Even more will be needed
this year.

"A YEAR without earning its keep should put any
machine on the scrap list," a member of a local Scrap
Hunt Committee tells plant engineer (above) . . . One
plant cleared 10,000 feet of valuable space b;/ organizing to get rid of "doubtful value" equipment.
2■ MILES OF STREETS, thousands of factories,
shops, farms and storage yards are being covered regularly by approximately 9,000 steel
salesmen, in their campaign to feed their
growing mills. Machines, structures and.
equipment of doubtful value (that can be
scrapped) are their goal.

BROADCASTING

Telecasting

4. YOU CAN SCRAP HUNT, TOO. If you own, or
manage a farm, shop or factory and want to organize
a scrap appraisal plan, your local Scrap Mobilization
Committee will help you. Your local Chamber of Commerce will put you in touch with the committee.
American Iron and Steel Institute, 350 Fifth Ave.,
New York 1, N. Y.
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RADIO

SELLS

TV IN CHICAGO
Tele-Tronics Cites Success Via Three Stations

RADIO has sold television so successfully for a Chicago appliance
retailer that the company has added a schedule of 286 quarter-hour
shows, bringing the weekly total
to 48 quarters weekly over a 13week period.
Tele-Tronics, comprised of four
retail outlets spotted throughout
the city, is spending about $3,500
weekly on time alone for programming on three local stations,
WCFL, WIND and WJJD. The
new series of 286 quarter hours will
cost about $80,000 for the 13 weeks,
including time, talent and production.
Although consistent use of radio
and television programming has
paid off in telephone requests for
a television set demonstration within the hour, as well as in sales and
in store traffic, Wright & Assoc.,
agency for Tele-Tronics, devised a
new format which it believes will
bring an even greater response.
It contracted with Johnnie Ray,
the 25-year-old singing sensation
who hit the top in popularity with
recordings of "Cry" and "The Little
White Cloud That Cried," for a
star disc m.c. series. Segments for
all 286 shows were recorded with
Announcer Howard Miller interviewing other leading song stylists,
and with Singer Ray handling introductions and closes and also
singing some 60 standard tunes and
several of his own.
Capitalizing on the rising tide
of Johnnie Ray fandom, the Chicago retailer introduced its radio
series with a one-shot television
show on WGN-TV starring Mr.
Ray. Three hours before show
time the scheduled half-hour was
expanded to 45 minutes. Although
the program was designed only to
promote the new Ray series on radio, Tele-Tronics received enough
requests for TV home demonstrations that it sold more than $10,000 worth of receivers.
On the air since Jan. 21, 1951,
when four programs were aired on
the same three stations, Tele-Tronics now has four shows a day
on WCFL, three on WIND and

one on WJJD, all independent outlets. It also has a half-hour show
on WIND Saturday mornings.
The Chicago area Zenith distributor is sharing costs for sponsorship and production of the Johnnie Ray programs. Costs of the
other programs are shared cooperatively by Tele-Tronics with local distributors for Admiral, Sentinel, General Electric and Motorola.
All planning for the programs,
however, is done by Roy Rodde,
Tele-Tronics president, and Bill
Wright, president of Wright &
Assoc.
Tele-Tronics grew to a four-store
chain in three years, working with
a four-year-old agency. Two of the
outlets sell only television sets, but
these are leading items in the other
two general appliance stores. Sets
in all broadcast copy are promoted
directly, with an offer of a free
home demonstration of any set
within an hour.
Radio has been more successful
than television for the client because it spreads the appeal farther, according to Mr. Wright. Because the client wants direct and
immediate response by telephone,
calls can be taken over a greater
period of time in response to radio shows and representatives can
be in homes within an hour.
On television, the response is so
concentrated within a short time
that the company ' has difficulty
meeting the one-hour time limit.
Radio is also "considerably cheaper," Mr. Wright said.
Radio-TV Internship
OPPORTUNITIES for internship
in radio and TV stations will be
available to college and university
teachers this summer, Robert K.
Richards, secretary of Council on
Radio-TV Journalism, has announced. Applicants can obtain
further information from Mr.
Richards, who also is NARTB director of public affairs, 1771 N St.,
N.W., Washington 6, D. C.

ThEVDice./Kan5as
//7
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Plans for the new Tele-Tronics radio series are blueprinted by (I to r)
Don Campbell and Mr. Wright of Wright & Assoc., Singer Johnnie
Ray and Tele-Tronics President Rodde.
WHLrs Popular Number
TELEPHONE officials have
asked WHLI Hempstead, L.
I., to use the
theoutlet
word identifies
"radio"
whenever
its 1100 kc frequency, as a
result of a recent snow
and ice storm. Explanation:
WHLI frequently broadcasts
storm information for Long
Island commuters. Recently,
during what amounted to
the winter's first big snowfall,
many listeners called the station for information. The City
of Hempstead was only recently equipped with dial telephones, however, so many
callers
mistook
the station's
announced location
on the
radio dial — 1100 — for its position on the telephone dial,
and placed calls for Hempstead 7-1100. Latter number was held by a housewife
who, after frantically answering many calls that
weren't for her, had to leave
her telephone off the hook
all night. She got her number
changed the next day.
DATES & CUSTOMS
Research Arts Will Help
TECHNICAL advice and factual
research on dates, customs, superstitions and related subjects will
be provided by Research Arts,
New York organization founded
by Dr. Paul Ilton, archeologist.
Recognizing the lack of any central agency for supplying authentications, Dr. Ilton said he established Research Arts, of which he
will act as director, to service television and radio programs, sponsors, advertising agencies and film
studios.
The archeologist, described as the
owner of a million-dollar collection of antiquities which he excavated himself, has served as research consultant for the radio
and television versions of Believe
It or Not after the death of Robert
Ripley. An occasional technical
director for motion pictures, his
latest Hollywood project was on
the filming of George Bernard
Shaw's "Androcles and the Lion,"
soon to be released by RKO.

WTMJ WORKSHOP
Underway for Civic Groups
VARIOUS community groups are
familiarizing themselves with the
history and operation of broadcast
media at the Radio-Television
Workshop launched fortnight ago
by the Junior League of Wisconsin
in cooperation with WTMJ-AM-TV,
the Milwaukee Journal stations.
More than 300 delegates representing 39 civic, religious, educational and other public service
organizations in the state attended
opening sessions Feb. 4. Russell G.
Winnie, manager of WTMJ and
WTMJ-TV recounted the history of
radio and TV. Other station staffmen are covering various operational phases. Curriculum includes
organization of station, radio sales,
the FCC, programming, production
and public service features.
Purposes of the workshop, according to the Junior League, is
to acquaint civic groups with station operation "so they can make
more intelligent use of these media
in the Milwaukee area."
WHIM, WORC Business
JANUARY billings of both WHIM
Providence, R. I., and WORC
Worcester, Mass., show substantial
increases percentage-wise over
January 1951 billings, the InterCity Broadcasting Co. announced
last week. Bob Engles, WHIM
general manager, reported business
up 35% % and national spot billings
up 25%. George Taylor, president
of Radio Worcester Inc., said that
WORC billings show an increase of ,
20%.
ANNUAL Western Electronics Show
and Convention will be held in Long
Beach (Calif.) Municipal Auditorium
Aug. 27-29 inclusive. Formerly operated as the Pacific Electronics Exhibit,
show is held jointly by Western Electronic Manufacturers Assn. and Institute of Radio Engineers regional
convention.

WEOK
POUGHKEEPSIE
REPRESENTED BY DEVNEY
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FASHIONS,
FEMALES

AND

PHOTO-ELECTRONS*

Target Dat^
low March 15
Page 73

This spring's fashion parade will be on the TV screen
. . . sponsored by the department stores and
specialty shops of America.
For each year since TV's arrival as an advertising medium,
hundreds more retailers have found it the most effective way
to sell apparel to women.

They buy local daytime TV

in particular. Its unbeatable combination

of sight-and-sound

selling, high-housewife audience, and impact through
demonstration makes it the greatest sales medium there is.
Kofesf Set Coui
By Markets^
Page 80

That combination

makes Spot TV the best
J .as wellII—
.u products
J of* other
.thousands
for
,
J
•success
likely, the one whose advertising

salesman
I J•including,
very
•is .
J
in your Lhands.

WSB-TV
WBAL-TV
WFAA-TV

Atlanta
Baltimore
Dallas

Houston
KPRC-TV
KHJ-TV ...... Los Angeles
WHAS-TV
Louisville
KSTP-TV . . .M'pTs-St. Paul

""'Electrically charged particles which transmit images."

WSM-TV
WTAR-TV

Nashville
Norfolk

KPHO-TV

.Phoenix

WOAI-TV ... .San Antonio
KOTV
REPRESENTED

EDWARD

PETRY
NEW YORK • CHICAGO

&

CO.,

INC.

• LOS ANGELES

DETROIT • ST. LOUIS • SAN FRANCISCO

• DALLAS

Tulsa
BY

The program: "Community Auditions," a
talent-hunt show deftly built with an eye to
the special interests of metropolitan Boston.
The sponsor: Community Opticians, experienced advertisers who recognize the
influence of the station which introduced television to New England.
The agency: Lasker-Riseman, Inc. Writes
Mr. Riseman: "We have just tabulated the
unprecedented return of 67,852 pieces of mail
in response to our 67th program."
The station : WBZ-TV, of course. Who else?
WESTINGHOUSE
KDKA • WOWO
Sales
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WBZTV
BOSTON
Represented

STATIONS

for

the

Radio

by

NBC

4

Spot Sales

Inc

• KEX • KYW • WBZ • WBZA

Representatives

CHANNEL

• WBZ-TV

Stations,

Free

& Peters
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FEBRUARY

U

SEMINAR

Kith in UHF

was expressed

j-RCA last week when it held a
TO-day seminar in Washington's
ptel Statler and also announced
complete line of VHF and UHF
ption equipment, home converters
kd receivers.
lAt the same time, RCA Labs.'
dentists frankly discussed prob|ms in the way of optimum UHF
inge and coverage, held out hope
tat future experiments would
ow methods of overcoming prest shortcomings.
Timed for the lifting of the 40jonth-old TV freeze, RCA played
ist to more than 200 Washingm consulting engineers, attorneys
|id FCC technicians,
f Highlight of the sessions was a
[Ik on UHF propagation by Dr.
i ieorge H. Brown, chief of an'mna-transmitter research at the
jrinceton Labs.
jDr. Brown's talk added up, in
ijte minds of his audience, to this:
I (1) UHF stations may someI'ky equal VHF stations in range
Ind coverage, given enough power
|hd height.
I (2) Through the use of beamllting and directional antenna
; laments, early UHF stations
jaould be able to render decent
iprvice to markets that are not
'0 large in area.
1 3) Cities in hilly terrain will
nd UHF operation spotty. This
([ because all tests so far indicate
fat the 470-890 mc signal does
Ot get behind hills and down into
alleys.
In experiments at NBC's Bridge64 RCA Cameras
TOTAL of 764 RCA cameras
are now in use it was disclosed at the RCA seminar
last week in Washington.
Disclosure was made when
dinner guests were asked to
guess the number, those nearest to correct figure at each
table receiving a personal
radio as a prize. Cameras sell
for $15,300 each, which adds
up to an $11,689,200 investment by 108 U.S. stations in
that item alone. It was also
revealed, unofficially, that
RCA sold more TV equipment— mainly studio gear —
during the TV freeze than
AM equipment, including
transmitters and antennas.
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VHF-UHF

port experimental UHF station.
Dr. Brown said, it was found that
tilting the radiator about 1.3
degrees downward gave a significant increase in signal strength
out to about five miles. It also however, cut down the range of good
reception. This, Dr. Brown suggested, might be a good thing
since it would cut down areas of interference and permit closer station
spacing for UHF stations. The
Bridgeport station has an effective radiated power of from 60 to
70 kw on 500 mc.
Use of Directional Antennas
As a corralary to beam tilting.
Dr. Brown told of his success in
increasing UHF signal intensity by
using a directional antenna.
He pointed out that a beam 60-70
degrees wide covered almost 80%

Equipment

Detailed

of the Bridgeport population and
increased signal intensities to a
considerable degree.
For stations with antenna sites
away from the main part of their
populated
centers,
might
be the
answer "sectoring"
to usable
signals over a substantial range.
Dr. Brown said.
For omnidirectional radiation,
four such elements could be used,
he explained.
Next major tests on UHF propagation, Dr. Brown announced, will
be (1) additional checks on beam
tilting and beam shaping; (2)
tropospheric recordings on the
high end of the UHF band; (3)
measurements of differences in
range and coverage due to antenna
heights.
As of the present. Dr. Brown

Target
REPORT
THorAW
sires respecting existing stations,
OMEN
no, it looks like March
it would have to reopen the record
15 before TV's Sixth Report and
Order is issued by the FCC.
and permit new comments to be
Most references to the Ides of filed on its new proposals.
Educational reservations are
March aren't happy ones, but to
TV applicants the date may turn
shaping up to a point where the
iiumber of noncommercial channels
out to have more joyous meaning.
may be increased over the 209 proFCC staff spent all last week
posed to be reserved in the "Third
working up the draft of final decision. Commission itself did not check Report" last March.
But the increase will be mainly
allocations proposals, although it
in the UHF frequencies. In fact,
was expected to do so on Friday.
Last go-round is expected to begin in order to give commercial applicants more of a choice in the
in earnest sometime this week Since
FCC Chairman Wayne Coy will be VHF channels, a number of reserved VHF channels will be dein Indiana the early part of this asterisked.
week, it is believed that the Commission won't get to allocations
Power-Height Relationship
until the middle of this week.
Many observers feel that two
weeks more or less, after a threeyear-wait, isn't important; that it
is better to have a legal-proof document than a bad final report that
may tie up TV expansion in court
actions.
Due to legal niceties, FCC staff
found that it would be unable to
carry out its desires to change all
the 31 existing stations which have
to be shifted to frequencies within
the same part of the VHF band
[B«T, Jan. 28].
A number of such shifts will be
made, but it has been found that
most such moves would conflict
with comments on file. If the Commission was to follow out its de-
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Increases in permissible maximum powers [B*T, Jan. 28], will
be tied to new antenna heights, it
was learned last week.
Essentially, the new antenna
heights will relate to maximum radiated powers to ensure singlemarket coverage by all classes of
stations.
Concern lest final report leave
any loose ends unfinished was
quashed by FCC staff men. They
emphasized the report, when issued, will include all matters relating to ending the TV freeze. This
would include, they said, action on
all petitions still pending, procedures, legal opinions on all 1500odd comments and oppositions, etc.

at D.C.

Meet

said, best knowledge of UHF indicates that there will always be
a difference between VHF coverage and UHF coverage.
As he put
"It is
difference
that it:exists
in the
AM. same
We
all know that 550 kc is better than
Equipment in Production
1500 kc."
Station
is in pi-oduction
and equipment
on some items
already
being stored, T. A. Smith, assistant
manager of the Engineering Products Dept., declared.
RCA is prepared to meet estimated demand for station equipment, he said. His estimates are
based on the report of the RTMA
task force which two weeks ago
predicted that the FCC could grant
(Continued on page 105)

Date Now March 15
It is the host of these matters
that are at the root of the change
of target date from the end of
February to March 15. It is believed that the extra two weeks
will permit certainty that nothing
has been overlooked.
Meanwhile, Allen B. DuMont
Labs, filed a petition favoring the
lifting of the five-to-a-single-company limitation on TV station ownership. DuMont recommended that
the Commission revise its rules to
permit ownership of eight TV stations by the same person. It recommended that a single owner be
permitted not more than five VHF
stations and three UHF.
DuMont claimed that eight TV
stations "would both simplify and
strengthen the conduct of national
television
network operations."
NBC, the first to recommend
that the limitation be lifted to permit common ownership of more
than five TV stations, asked that
no limit be placed on UHF station
ownership, and that the present
five limit be continued for VHF
stations alone. ABC and Fort Industry joined with NBC, although
both suggested a limit of seven in
overall ownership, with not more
than five VHF owned by same persons. Only opposition has come
from WWW Fairmont, W. Va.
[B»T, Feb. 4, Jan. 28, 21, 14, 7].
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COLOR
HINTS that government allocation
authorities will retain but modify
the manufacturing ban on color TV
equipment— and inklings of the
reasoning that would lead to such
a decision — were evidenced by the
National Production Authority last
week.
Officially, NPA is saying little or
nothing about what course it will
take on the suggestions offered by
industry representatives at the recent joint meeting with agency
officials.
But authorities acknowledged
last week that the shortage of
skilled technicians holds the key to
future action of the order (M 90) —
probably some form of modification.
Three possibilities were held out
at the industry-NFA conference in
which the whole RCA-CBS color
TV issue flared again [B*T, Feb.
11].
There were two indications that
engineers held the key to NPA's
future decision, expected within the
next fortnight.
# NPA has asked the Dept. of
Defense for data on outstanding
military orders which are delayed
because of the lack of available
engineers.
# An NPA official said that the
ban may be lifted if the agency is
assured that skilled technicians
would not be diverted from toppriority defense projects to consumer color TV production.
Board Awaits Data
When sufficient data is accumlated and prepared by the Defense
Dept., it was indicated, the Electronic Production Board will analyze it and make appropriate recom endations toNPA's top echelon, presumably Administrator
Henry Fowler.
It was Mr. Fowler who, at a
news conference last Wednesday,
told reporters that engineers would
serve as a major factor for a decision on whether to lift the ban. He
predicted the agency would act
"soon."
The three alternatives held out
by industry representatives are
these :
NPA

(1) Complete lifting of the prohibition against manufacture of
color TV equipment for "mass production" purposes. Manufacture
of equipment for developmental
uses is now permitted.
(2) Amendment of the order to
exclude other than home-type receivers viz., projection equipment
for theatre color television and use
of materials for the mounting of
special tubes in existing black and
white receivers.
(3) Continue the regulation as
it now stands, with a ban on theatre TV and other uses.
Predominant industry view was
for retention of the order, NPA
said. Others claimed no substantial amount of materials or manPage 74
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BAN
power would be saved. At present
most firms have only a few technicians engaged in color television
research, some of it to military applications. Revocation would force
industry, for competitive reasons,
to expand preparations for mass
production which Defense Mobilizer
Charles E. Wilson had asked be
forestalled, some manufacturers
pointed out. That being so, they
reasoned, the ban should be retained in some form.
Both RCA Board Chairman
David Sarnoff and CBS President
Frank Stanton, who renewed the
color TV issue as an aftermath of
the meeting Feb. 8, questioned the
propriety of M-90, specifically regulation of the end product, when
shortage of materials would indirectly serve the same purpose.
NPA authorities cited variance
of industry estimates on labor drain
since last October's meeting. One
firm, which then reported 4% of
engineers engaged in color TV development work, reported it would

have to devote about 15% of engineers to handle mass production
and competition if commercial color
TV equipment output is permitted.
Another company said it had removed 40 to 50 engineers from color video and reassigned them to
other work, including defense projects. Some firms urged NPA to
set policy on use of engineers for
mass color TV production or direct
defense projects.
Chief criticisms leveled at order,
NPA told manufacturers, is that it
is inconsistent with NPA's general
policy of giving them flexibility in
producing consumer goods; is unnecessarily i-estrictive on competitive developments in color TV industry, and that conservation of
materials and labor can be achieved
by other methods. Some representatives urged NPA to let companies
use metals for either monochrome
or color equipment.
The question of color TV tube
production and developmental uses
involving black-and-white receivers
Aimed

at Cost

Fallacies
CBS-TV
PITCH
"TELEVISION comes in all sizes" — for advertisers with budgets of all
sizes — is the argument advanced in a new sales presentation distributed
to agencies and sponsors by the CBS Television Network last week.
Emphasizing that television, though often thought of as a luxury
requiring multi-million- *
medium
dollar expenditures, can be fitted and efficiently build with," the
into modest-scale promotion, CBSpresentation states.
Net time costs for a half hour
TV explained that package shows
are available for less than $4,500 on the 21 basic stations are $11,972.25 for Class A time, $8,979.18
per week and some cost less than
for Class B, and $5,986.12 for
$2,000. Circulation costs on CBSTV, it was pointed out, are getting Class C. Figures include 15%
lower each year, and for further
agency commission; station hour
accessibility, some shows can be and annual discounts have been
sponsored on a one-time basis for deducted.
special sales drives.
Suggested one-weekly buys for
the CBS-TV basic network, includOne nighttime hour on the coming agency commission, included
plete CBS-TV Network, including the following:
time, talent, cable charges when
necessary, and agency commission,
DAYTIME
was reported as costing $46,950,
Talent Time Total
an average of $3.91 per thousand
The
Egg
and
I
$3,475 $4,108.12 $ 7,583.12
viewers.
Steve Allen
Show
2,150 4.108.12
Sponsors can utilize the CBSBride & Groom 3,000 4,108.12 7,108.12
6,258.12
TV basic network — 21 stations —
& Buff 1,150 4,108.12 5,258.12
and still reach 67% of the total Mike
Mel Torme
U. S. television homes at a more
Show
1,850 4,108.12
moderate cost, it was said.
In the Park 3.250 5,986.12 9,236.12
5,958.12
The 21-city basic network covers
CLASS
A
TIME
top markets, it was asserted, where
All Around
the Town
two of every three homes are video$2,000 $8,216.25 $10,216.25
equipped: Atlanta, Baltimore, Bir- UpMinute
to
the
2,075 8,216.25 10,291.25
mingham, Boston, Charlotte, ChiWhat
in the
World
cago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Colum2,850 11,972.25 14,822.25
Man of the
bus, Dayton, Detroit, Greensboro,
Week
Indianapolis, Jacksonville, Kala- Frank Sinatra 4,100 11,972.25 16,072.25
mazoo-Grand Rapids, Los Angeles,
Show
11,000 9,390.00 20,390.00
Louisville, New York, Philadelphia,
As the presentation was being
Syracuse and Washington.
Apart from the maximum ef- prepared, CBS-TV sales representatives placed Bride and Groom
ficient coverage provided through
these cities, advertisers can also on a four-times weekly basis for
General Mills sponsorship, while
recruit and hold a potential audiHudson Pulp and Paper continued
ence via these outlets, it was
its fifth broadcast of the series.
argued. "Along with the 'giant- Tuesday and Thursday programs
economy' sizes we have the modest
dimensions that you can effectively of The Egg and I also became

TELEVISION Producer Worthingt,
C. (Tony) Miner (seated) chats wi
Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver Jr. (I), NE
vice president in charge of televisio
after signing a long-term contra
with the network [B»T, Feb. 11
Looking on are Gustav B. Margr
(rear), NBC vice president and attc
ney, and Ted Ashley, Mr. Mine
representative. Mr. Miner has be'
succeeded as producer of CBS-1
Studio One by Donald Davis.
also cropped up at the Feb. 8 mee
ing. Industry members stressi
the great extent of development
work in the industry. Such wo
is permitted under the present o
der, it was explained.
Barney Balaban, president
Paramount Pictures Corp. who
Chromatic
Television Labs, pr,
poses to make the Lawrence tub
noted that the order prevents
manufacturer from producing a r
ceiver capable of receiving boi
monochrome and color even if th:
receiver does not use extra mat
rials.
As a result, he said, a manufa
turer could make a set containii
the Lawrence tube as long as on
a black and white picture was pr
duced. Firm also could build a se
arate chassis with circuitry capab
of receiving both, and build tl
tube, yet be unable to mount tl
tube in the chassis and offer tl
complete unit to the public.
Some authorities felt that NP
would modify its present order
apply to home color TV sets, thV
removing restrictions on theat^
color TV as exemplified by the 20i
Century Fox Corp.-Eidophor uni
20th Century is a member of tl
Motion Picture Assn. of Americ
whose attorneys are Welch, Mo
& Morgan, Washington, and Fl
Shuebruck
& Blume,of New
York."ai
Theatre Owners
America
National Exhibitors Theatre Tel
vision Committee, which also a
pealed to NPA for clarification, a
represented by the law firm
Cohn erroneously
& Marks, listed
Washington.
was
as being TO'
re
resented by Welch, Mott & Morg;
[B«T, Feb. 11].
sponsored
Just23).
as
page
zines may
insertion,

at week's end (see stor
newspapers and mag
be bought by the sing
so television may 1

bought on a one-time basis to solspecial sales and merchandisii
problems,
continued. the CBS-TV brochu
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Theme

'POr
1^1
WO
and to devise
an entirely new
RK
! CALL for a "calculated,
in-NHsure
approach to renegotiation of netktry policy" on spot television
work contracts in order to secure
kipetition with network telerion was to be sounded by officials
(1) modification of TV network
The Katz Agency, station repoption time clauses to assure advertisers more freedom of choice;
fentation firm, in a meeting with
ir 19 TV station clients in Chi(2) protection of TV stations
o over the v/eekend.
against network unilateral rate
old that the time to act is
decisions."
He called upon stations to en^ '* 'bw" and that positive and
dorse the principle that TV outDrapt decision by them could
lets should be able to clear and
""t ijjed formulation of "a long-range,
times for spot adver' *j[ustry point of view," the sta- guarantee
tisers on a basis competitive with
" '^n executives also were slated to
times cleared and guaranteed to
network sponsors, and to "go on
ontni^ An appeal for TV stations
record as established, public policy
'■" Iestablish spot rates competitive
that you will clear, and guarantee
'"J Ith network rates, to achieve and
against pre-emption, time up to 52
"*'%intain ability to clear prime
weeks within the limits of your
^'Kajoe for spot advertisers, and to commitments current when any
s be jjarantee such station-time clearacceptable non-network advertiser
''5-1 "ices
against pre-emption by the
'IS'
tworks.
is ready to buy."
-i^ A plea for a single rate for
Representative's Part
meiijjth local and national spot adThe spot vs. network competition
rtsf jrtising.
was brought into focus also by
A hint that TV stations may
Executive Vice President Eugene
ifujl^ant" to go to FCC, if necessary,
Katz in raising the question of the
■,t(), avoid having "the old AM optionpart which a representation firm
ee pattern carried over into TV."
should play in film distribution. In
„ l# Emphasis
on spot TV's
a speech to be delivered Saturday,
^'ixibility,
its higher
to stams and lower
cost toreturn
advertisers.
Mr. Katz noted that "film will aff'ect
your network relations," and said:
^ J ^ A review of the importance
"As networks depend more and
,', film, coupled with a report on
more on film for the conduct of
"■ihe
Katz
Agency's
own
new
TV
Jim directory and a request for routine network hookups, you will
jj^ation views on the extent to
^inich they would like the firm to
j active in the film field.
^lj"With
relatively
TV stajjjbns in being
today few
and additions
J^layed by the 'freeze,' now is the
3ji(inie for TV station owners to
J(j:tablish and sustain long-range
j(|olicies and standards of practice
voiding radio's mistakes and as-iring television
station independence
and
prosperity,"
George
K Brett, Katz vice president
and

.j„ rector of sales policy, said in a
* oeech
delivery
at the
eekendprepared
sessions,forslated
Saturday
id Sunday at the Edgewater
jeach Hotel in Chicago,
j" Spot, Network Competion
tjj
"Continuing
competition
iitiot
and network
televisionbetween
should

[(pi calculated, industry policy," he
rpid.this "Much
canstations
be accomplished
group of
alone. In
j^ddition, your positive, prompt de■/.sions could accelerate action by
U other TV stations towards
jLrystallization of a long-range, inrustry point of view."
1ijxiblic
j While interest
"networksareoperated
essentialin the
for

PARAMOUNT
HIGH HOPES for subscription
TV were expressed by Paul Raibourn. Paramount Pictures vice
president in charge of television
activities, during a three-day stint
on the witness stand during the
second week of FCC hearings on
Paramount's qualifications to hold
broadcast licenses [B»T, Feb. 11].
At the same time, he predicted
that the next advance in TV will
be in color.
Mr. Raibourn followed Paramount President Barney Balaban
on the stand. Mr. Balaban was in
the witness chair for four days.
On Thursday, Edwin Weisl,
one of the three Paramount directors on the board of Allen B. DuMont Labs., testified. Most of his
testimony dealt with the motion
picture anti-trust suit and trade
practices. He is a member of the
New York law firm of Simpson,
Thacher & Bartlett, Paramount
Pictures counsel.
Following Mr. Weisl will be Y.
Frank Freeman, in charge of
Hollywood production for Paramount; Austin Keough, general
counsel of Paramount Pictures, and
Klaus Landsberg, vice president
and general manager of KTLA
(TV) Los Angeles.
Paramount invested $300,000 in a
half interest in International Telemeter Corp., Mr. Raibourn revealed. This is how Telemeter works:
When the home user wants to un-

Revision's
complete development,"
(llr. Brett maintained
that:
J "The networks are endeavoring
p establish in television a pattern
f option times and 'free' hours
similar to the precedents of their
contracts with radio affiliates. The
ine hours daily TV option time
jillowed by the FCC as network
. fidximum is exploited by networks
,!£ minimum."
He said "TV stations are now in
jr position to resist network pres8ROADCASTING
• Telecasting

of

Katz

Meet

have more and more reason to question their use of your option time
to obtain a competitive advantage
in the sale of your station for a
30 9r yield to you.
"TV station owners will not want
the old AM option time pattern
carried over into TV just because
the FCC has not yet altered a 1944
radio regulation to fit TV. You
will not want to be requii'ed to give
networks pre-emption rights on
nine hours per day for less than a
third of your rate to enable them
to outsell the other time you have
for sale, when that time can produce twice as much income."
In another speech Mr. Brett
stressed the advantage of stations
having one rate for both local and
national spot.
He said "it is clear millions of
advertising dollars may be gained
or lost to television according to
the television pattern now in the
Scott Donahue Jr., Katz TV sales
making."
manager, in a prepared speech on
"new opportunities in TV selling,"
noted that newspapers and magazines, as well as networks, are
"major" competitors of TV spot.
Stressing the need for "broadening the base of television advertising prospects," he said the Katz
firm is "enthusiastic" in its support
of shared sponsorship of programs,

but "vigorously" opposed to shared
announcements. In the case of
shared programs, however, he advocated (1) that the combined commercial time of all co-sponsors be
kept within the limits specified by
the NARTB Television Code; (2)
that each sharing sponsor agree to
complete an adequate minimum
schedule and pay his pro-rata share
of the cost at his separately earned
frequency, and (3) that all advertisers and brands be identified in
accordance with FCC rules and the
4A's standard advertising contract.
Katz arguments on behalf of spot
TV were summarized in a presentation, "A Better Approach to Television Advertising," which was prepared for advertisers and agencies
and was slated to be detailed at the
weekend meeting by Robert H.
Salk.
To Attend Katz Meeting
Station officials scheduled to
attend the Katz meeting included:
Stanton P. Kettler and Claude
Frazier, WAGA-TV Atlanta; E. K.
Jett and Earnest A. Lang, WMAR-TV
Baltimore; U. A. Latham and Kenneth
W. Church, WKRC-TV Cincinnati;
F, C. Snyder, R. C. Wright, and Herbert Mayer, WXEL Cleveland; Willard Schroeder, WOOD-TV Grand
Rapids; L. H. Rogers and Walker
Long, WSAZ-TV Huntington; Harry
M. Bitner Jr. and William F. Kiley
Jr., WFBM-TV Indianapolis; Alvin
D. Schrott and J. W. McGough, WJACTV Johnstown.
David E. Lundy and Don J. Fed(Continued on page lOU)

Subscription
scramble the distorted picture being
sent by the subscription TV station,
he must insert the required amount
in a coin box. This in turn activates
ature.
device which cleans up the picSubscription TV will be on a
common carrier basis, was Mr.
Raibourn's opinion. He foresaw
little competion between home TV
and subscription TV, but he admitted that there might be competition between theatre TV and
pay-as-you-see TV. He also said he
looked for all types of material to
be broadcast on subscription TV,
not only movies.
Letters Introduced
As part of the background on
subscription TV, Paramount introduced arecord of correspondence
between Mr. Balaban and Eugene
F. McDonald, president of Zenith
Radio Corp. and prime mover of
Phonevision type of subscription
TV. In this method, the home user
would call the telephone operator
to send the clarifying signal to
clear up the distorted picture.
Charges would be included on
monthly telephone bills.
Correspondence covered the period beginning in April 1950 until
the end of November of the same
year. Subject of the correspondence
was the use of films for the Phonevision tests Mr. McDonald's com-

TV

Hopes

Cited

pany was planning for Chicago and
which took place early in 1951.
In June 1950, Mr. Balaban, after
number of fulminating letters
from Mr. McDonald, lashed back.
In the course of this six-page letter,
Mr. Balaban said:
For years you have preached the
theme that commercial television was
impractical and hopeless unless its
economy was based on some device
like Phonevision. Over and over again
you
have ridiculed
commercial
televisiontheandpossibilities
labeled thoseof
who
had
faith
in
its
future
as "televisionaries." Needless to say your
predictions about the economic future of
television have been completely exploded by the history of the past few
years. Despite
obstruction,your
commercialopposition
television and
is now
awithout
nation-wide
functioning
reality
—
Phonevision!
Yes, we admit
"televisionaries"
from tothehaving
very been
beginning.
In the day of the Nickelodeon we were
called motion picture visionaries as
well. And we are visionary enough today to believe that motion pictures and
television can each give to the other
a stimulus that will benefit both of
them immeasurably — and I am not talka "shotgun" marriage of the
two ingbyaboutPhonevision.
Paramount has invested $500,000
in Chromatic Television Labs, the
company developing the Lawrenceinvented tri-color tube, Mr. Raibourn revealed. After stating that
it was the intent of the company
to make tubes and receivers, Mr.
Raibourn estimated that it could
make 5,000-10,000 the first year,
about 50,000 a year thereafter.
That presupposes permission from
(Continued on page lOi)
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TV

Committee
NORC

WHEN
TELEVISION
iiLLS..v

I

IN
SYRACUSE

Meet Dorothy Kelley Carr,
newest WHEN personality. Mrs. Carr, long active
in Syracuse civic and social affairs, is seen on
"YOUR TOWN/' daily at
1 0:45 A.M. Her ready access to unlimited sources
of valuable program material has made "YOUR
TOWN/' a viewing must
for Central New Yorkers.

TO YOUR NEAREST
KATZ AGENCY MAN
AND MAKE "YOUR
TOWN" YOUR CHOICE
IN SYRACUSE.

WHEM
TELEVISION
SYUmSE

BS*ABC*DUMONT
A MEREDITH TV STATION
Page 76
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Studies

Addenda

PRELIMINARY and unannounced plans for telecasts of college football
2
this
year
were IN
made in'5
Chicago
last week by the new television comAA
NC
mittee of the National Collegiate Athletic Assn. A similar two-day
session of the executive council of the NCAA took place Monday and
Tuesday, also at the LaSalle Hotel,
Mr. Bushnell and members of the
during which the group selected
Asa N. Bushnell of the Eastern
steering committee, still to be
College Athletic Conference as selected, will meet within a fortdirector of the entire television
night with television industry and
advertising representatives in New
program. Mr. Bushnell is a memYork. Substance of their discusber at large on the new TV comsion will be reported back to the
mittee, and was selected as director
by a mail vote among the 17- full TV committee late in March.
member executive council. He reBudget matters, one of three
places Edwin Reynolds, New York
major items taken up by the execuspecialist hired by the NCAA last
tive council, were outlined for all
year to direct its 1951 program of phases of the television program,
controlled telecasting.
but NCAA declined to release any
For two days, the TV committee
figures. Discussions concerned
considered addenda to the survey
appropriations for Mr. Bushnell,
the TV committee and the steering
conducted last fall by the National
Opinion Research Center on the
group.
effects of TV on gate attendance
Robert A. Hall of Yale, head of
of football games. Although it the TV committee, conducted the
was understood the committee will television sessions. He admitted
give more serious thought to teleNCAA made "honest mistakes" in
casting of games locally and
its controlled black-out program
regionally this year, no specifics
last year, saying these would be
were revealed.
corrected'
this year with a more
Action of the full membership
will follow recommendations of the
TV group, and is not expected until
April when the complete report of
the NORC will have been made.

FOREIGN TV
Glenn McCarthy Expands
EXPANSION of TV to two more
Latin American countries was made
known last week when Texas oil
baron Glenn McCarthy announced
that he had received assurances
from the government of Guatemala
approving his offer to set up three
TV stations there.
It was also learned that Mr. McCarthy, who owns KXYZ Houston,
also has made the same bid to the
government of Venezuela.
In Guatemala, Mr. McCarthy proposes to build a 50-kw TV station
in Guatemala City on Channel 6
(82-88 mc), a 10-kw station in Coban on Channel 2 (54-60 mc), and
a 10-kw station in Quezaltenango
on Channel 4 (66-72) mc). Mr. McCarthy said he proposes to spend
$1,500,000 building the stations and
hoped to have the first station on
the air in eight months.
The Guatemalan grant, Mr. McCarthy said, covers not only construction of stations, but also selling of TV receivers and the production of shows.
In Venezuela, Mr. McCarthy is
seeking three 50-kw stations — in
Caracas on Channel 2 (54-60 mc),
in Valencia on Channel 6 (82-88
mc) and in Barquisimeto on Channel 4 (66-72 mc).
In both countries, Mr. McCarthy
plans to network the stations from
the principal city. Relays will be
accomplished off the air, it is understood.
Mr. McCarthy, who is owner of
the Shamrock Hotel in Houston, is
also a TV applicant for Houston.

BIGGEST
follows

flexible schedule. He said memb ;
ship would vote on TV proposals 1
mail in April, with passage of ai
recommendations requiring tv
thirds.
The TV plan for 1952 will !
organized by Mr. Hall and the 1
man television committee, as wj
as 16 consultants, two from ea(
NCAA district.
The TV committee includes, in ad(
tion to Mr. Hall from Dist. 1, the f(
lowing members — Shober Barr, Fran
lin and Marshall, Dist. 2; Jeff Colema
U. of Alabama, Dist. 3; K. L. Wilso
Big 10 Conference, Dist. 4; Reaves
Peters, Big Seven Conference, Dist.
Howard Grubbs, Southwest Conferenc
Dist. 6; E. L. Romney, Mountain Stat
Conference, Dist. 7; W. O. Hunter,
of Southern California, Dist. 8.
members
at rkrge are Mr. Bushnell ai
rector. Byers,
Walter
NCAA
executive c
Consultants, two from each ar
serving as advisers to their distri
representative, include — Dist. 1, E
ward Parsons, Northeastern TJ., ai
Eugene Flynn, Holy Cross Colleg
Dist. 2. Robert Kane, Cornell U., ai
Earl Yeomans, Temple U.; Dist.
Max Farrington, George Washingti
U., and E. M. Cameron, Duke U.; Dii
4, Edward Krause, Notre Dame U., aj
David E. Reese, Mid-American Co
ference; Dist. 5, Blair Gullion, Was
ington U., and Louis E. Menze, lev
State College; Dist. 6, D. X. Bibl
U. of Texas, and J. F. McHale, U.
Arizona; Dist. 7, E. E. Wieman, U.
Denver, and Juan Reid, Colorado Cc
lege; Dist. 8, Earl R. Jackson, Colle
of
Pacific,
Stanford
U. and Alfred R. Mastei

SELLING
first

DAY

telecast

"Smiling Irishman" Joe Craine, owner of Craine Furniture Company, began sponsorship of "Wrestling From
Hollywood," Nov. 9, 1951. Scheduled immediately following NBC "Cavalcade of Sports," this wrestling film
series has long been a favorite with local viewers and
"live" Craine commercials were integrated into telecast.
Saturday, Nov. 10 — day following first telecast —
was BIGGEST SELLING DAY in Craine history.
Close check on Craine customers during ensuing weeks
showed that 70% mentioned wrestling series, and so
sold on woe-TV's ability to SELL is the "Smiling
Irishman" that on Dec. 12, he began sponsorship of a
feature film telecast each Tuesday night to become
station's largest local purchaser of time.
WOC-TV Sells.' And it has a host of success
stories like the above to prove it sells/ Get the
facts from direct.
your nearest F & P office — or from
WOC-TV
Free & Peters, Inc.
Exclusive National Representatives

Channel 51
WOC-TV

The Quint Cities
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
Ernest C. Sanders, Resident Manager
Davenport, Iowa
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Of

Powerful
California
the

finest

Los

Angeles...

THE

S

SPOT

yOUR

^'
COm
THAT
KNBH
blankets the vast Southern
market... puts
TV

your

spots

in

company!

It's over 200 miles from Santa Barbara to San Diego, Here lives
America's second largest buying population. And here NBC station KNBH is doing one of the most terrific coverage jobs in the
short history of TV. In the primary Los Angeles market alone there
are now more than 1,100,000 TV sets. Thousands more are in the
so-called "fringe area!' And with its array of top-talent transcontinental shows, KNBH

is now reaching a huge percentage of this

audience. For choice spot time, contact KNBH,
your nearest NBC

Hollywood, or

Spot Sales office today.

NBC HOLLYWOOD

TO SELL THE BUYING
IN AMERICA'S

ROADCASTING

2ND
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MILLIONS
LARGEST

TV MARKET
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Camera Directions and Script Outline for Mr. Television

Page 78

Establish shot on Camera 1 : Berle reiterating
fact that television is today the most profitable
medium for advertising ever evolved.

Move in for close-up:'or one super example
in the automotive field . . .

Hold on close-up: Texaco gained a 94%
customer increose with viewers of "that show"
it sponsors.

Cut to close-up, Camera 2: And in today's
daytime TV, there's a great new opportunity
for advertisers who want those extra customers
— at a low, low budget.

Zoom on Camera 1: It's "TODAY"
— the startling morning operation that's
revolutionizing television's daytime position.

9 February 18, 1952
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Hold on close-up: That dollar for dollar
it delivers more audience . . . more customers
. . . and more results than any other means
of advertising.

Move in on Camera 2: Another fact?
There are one-third more TV viewers reached
per dollar today than a year ago.

Dissolve to Camera 3: Take the
37% sales increase among viev/ers for al
TV-advertised packaged goods —

Fade to Camera 3: Today, TV delivers
18.6 extra customers per dollar in the evening
—1 8.7 in daytime.

The soles facts noted here are taken from "Television Today,'
the remarkable study which will influence your advertising
plans for years to come. Copies available from
NBC-TV Sales.
Poses by Mr. Television.
Photography by Philippe Halsman.
Sponsorship opportunities on "TODAY" and a
few more shows, program segments, and time periods
ore now available. Contact NBC-TV Sales.
NBC

Cut to long shot: And of course, it's on
NBC — where advertisers get the biggest
stars on the biggest shows . . . the biggest
audiences to the biggest network . . . for the
biggest results.
DCASTING
• Telecasting

The network where success is a habit
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} 00 ,000 Jobs in Televisic

YESTERDAY

By 7962, NARTB Report
(Report 203)

telestatus

in
Central

Indiana

WFBM-TV

• Yesterday

....

On May 30, 1949 there
were 2500 Sets in WFBMTV's coverage area.

Today
there

....
are

212,350
Sets in use
in WFBM-TV's
coverage area
In planning your TV coverage remember to TAKE
A CLOSE LOOK at the
Central Indiana Market —
COMPLETELY
COVERED by WFBM-TV.
Represented nationally by
The Katz Agency Inc.

WFBM-TV
Channel
6
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inary
E yprelim
NSIVsurve
REHE
COMPemplo
ed
yment
prepar
by NARTB was released at
the first meeting of the Second Annual Regional Seminar at WAAM
(TV) Baltimore Feb. 15-16.
The survey states that there may
be 100,000 persons employed in TV
by 1962.
On Jan. 15, 1952, the 108 TV
stations in operation in the U. S.
had a total employment of 7,000.
It was estimated that in 10 years
2,500 stations will be in operation.
Regarding employment in the industry, the survey stated "the road
to the top is through successful
specialization." Small TV stations,
as in the case of radio, will serve
as the training ground for those
who aspire to a career in television.
Network production depends on experienced specialists. Again, as in
radio, jobs fall into four major
categories : programming, engineering, sales and general management.
Television will be a boon to announcers, the study predicts. "The
big bulk of new opportunities in
TV anouncing will come from the
new TV stations which will go on
the air during the next five years
. . . there will also be some openings for people without prior broadexperience."
Thecastactor,
unlike the announcer,
will not, in most cases, be able to
serve his television apprenticeship
in a local station, since most live

network programs requiring dramatic talent originate in New
cessity.
York and experience is a vital ne"In New York, it is estimated
that at least 10,000 actors or
would-be actors are trying to get
dramatic roles in television every
week. At most, there are probably
no more than 800 jobs in any given
week," the report noted.
There are openings in small TV
station for directors. The largest
stations may have six or eight on
the staff, but typical stations employ between two and five. Most
of these openings are filled by promotion from within. In cases
where a director is hired, it is essential that he have previous experience in TV, legitimate theatre
or in motion pictures.
Behind-the-Scenes Jobs
Behind-the-scenes personnel such
as floor managers, production assistants, stage hands and artists
also must learn their trade at a
local level, the report said. Specialization inany one of these fields
is required by a network. Concerning openings:
largest TV stations
. . "Even
. have the
no more
than one or two openings a year.
This number will be increased as
the more experienced personnel are
absorbed by new television stations
coming
on the
air."engineering field
Openings
in the
City

are gauged largely by union B'
tivity in a station. Experience
personnel is required on the st;
tion's technical staff. The emplo;
ment possibility will expand whe
more TV stations go on the ai
the NARTB study said.
Salesmen at the largest TV st;
tions usually number from four 1
six. A typical small station ma
have two. Inexperienced salesma
may break in at local station lev^
but networks require men exper
enced, if not in radio, in agenc
selling or a similarly allied fieL
Jobs for women do exist in T
although they are still limited, tl
report noted. The industry ca
utilize their talents as actresse
writers and as directors of women
and children's programs. Large:
stations will hire only experience
women
to do on-the-air
work thewhi'O]
ing.
small stations
afford women
portunity to break into broadcas
Role of "Television in Elections
topped the agenda Saturday for tl
second annual seminar.
Short talks on TV's expected ro
this election year were schedule
for Kenneth D. Fry and Edward '
Ingle, radio-TV directors of tl
Democratic and Republican N;
tional Committees respectivel
WAAM scheduled the telecast Sa
urday, starting at 1:30 p.m.
Invited to appear with Messr
(Continued on page 86)
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Weekly Television Summary—
Outlets On Air
Outlets On Air
Sets in Area
Sets in An
WAVE-TV,
WHAS-TV
Louisville
Albuquerque
13,000 Matamoros (Mexico)KOB-TV
Ames
130,0:
WOl-TV
165,000
WMCT
Brov/nsvifle, Tex. XELD-TV
Atlanta
WAGA-TV, WSB-TV, WLTV
Memphis
80,607
Miami
WTVJ
Baltimore
WAAM, WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
118,01
358,052
50,150
Binghamton
105,01
WNBF-TV
Milwaukee
Birmingham
305,5:
WAFM-TV,
WBRC-TV
81,100
125,000
Minn.-St. Paul WTMJ-TV
WTTV
Bloomington
KSTP-TV,
WTCN-TV
11,11
301,51
Nashville
Boston
WBZ-TV, WNAC-TV
New Haven
847,725
WSM-TV
BufFolo
WBEN-TV
54,71
WNHC-TV
253,536
WBTV
Charlotte
122,970 New York
224,01
Chicago
WDSU-TVWCBS-TV, WJZ-TV, WNBT
WBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBQ
New Orleans " WABD,
78,3:
WOR-TV, WPIX
Cincinnati
1,077,817
WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV, WLWT
Newark
329,000
WATV
Cleveland
567,692
WEWS, WNBK, WXEL
2,750,01
101,8:
Norfolk
210,000 Oklahoma
Columbus
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
113,2:
City WTAR-TV
WKY-TV
154,000
Ft. Worth
Omaha
Dallas-.
KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
Davenport
Philadelphia
KMTV,
WOW-TV
WCAU-TV,
WFIl-TV, WPTZ
WOC-TV
88,598 Phoenix
118,41
Quad
Cities
Include
Davenport,
Moline,
Rock
Ise.,
E.
Moline
KPHO-TV
WDTV
227,000
Pittsburgh
1,010,01
Dayton
WHIO-TV,
WLWD
Detroit
342,21
Providence
705,323
WJBK-TV,
WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
191,01
WJAR-TV
55,11
WICU
Erie
WTVR
Richmond
105,2:
82,765 Rochester
Ft.Dallas
WorthRock
Ise.,
WHAM-TV
109,01
154,228 Rock Island
WBAP-TV, KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
135,000 Salt Lake
Quad City
Cities WHBF-TV
Include Davenport, Moline,
E. Moline
Grand Rapids- WOOD-TV
Greensboro
KDYL-TV,
KSL-TV
WFMY-TV
101,111
116,000
San
Antonio
Houston
San Diego
KPRC-TV
KEYL, WOAI-TV
HuntingtonCharleston
San
Francisco KGO-TV,
KFMB-TV KPIX, KRON-TV
SchenectadyWSAZ-TV
73,31
73,500
Indianapolis
124,01
Albany-Troy
212,350
WFBM-TV
315,01
Jacksonville
52,000 Seattle
WRGB
WMBR-TV
Johnstown
132,732
170,560 St. Louis
WJAC-TV
KING-TV
Kalamazoo67,0'
Kansas
City
WKZO-TV
198,61
189,161
KSD-TV
372,01
160,2:
WDAF-TV
Toledo
93,e
Lancaster
WHEN, WSYR-TV
Lansing
Syracuse
135,576
WGAl-TV
80,000 Tulsa
WSPD-TV
WKTV
KOTV
124,51
150,01
Utica-Rome
WJIM-TV KFI-TV, KIAC-TV, KNBH
Los Angeles
335,7
KECA-TV,
Washington
WMAL-TV, WNBW, WTOP-TV, WTTG
KNXT, KTIA, KTTV
1,161,036 Wilmington
88,5'
Stations
98,3!
WDEl-TV
67,0(
Estimated Sets in
Total Markets
on Air 109*
on Matamoros,
Air 64* Mexico
* Includes XELD-TV
use 15,736,8.'
Editor's
Note:
Totals
for
each
market
represent
estimated
sets
within
Where TVcoverage
areascommittees,
overlap, sets
countscompani
may I
partially duplicated. Sources of set estimates are based on data from television
dealers, area.
distributors,
circulation
electric
and manufacturers. Since many are compiled monthly, some may remain unchanged in successive summaries. Total sets in oJI areas a
necessarily approximate.
City
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Oman

s
Angli

lt*s
a
SAL
angle
Next to meals
prepared
atES
home, nothing

too

seems more real than food prepared on television. Sometimes you can almost taste it; you
can always seem to catch its fragrance. Daily
on "The Woman's Angle," Ann Mar concocts
tempting dishes using your products. The most
powerful visual medium in the world works
to get your food label into many of the more
than 390,000 Baltimore kitchens.
Thafs why we say, "The Woman's
is your best Sales Angle.

Angle"

Ann Mar

WMAR'TV
CHANNEL 2 ir BALTIMORE, MD.
Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY,

INC. New york • Detroit • Kansas city • san fxancisco

CHICAGO • ATLANTA • DALLAS • LOS ANGCLCS ^ TELEVISION AFFILIATE OF THE COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM

ii:«OADC ASTING
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HE

OUTBUFFALOES

BUFFALO

The Range Rider, in fact, outscouts 'em allBuffalo Bill, Dan'l Boone, Kit Carson, any of the
other heroes of the early American frontier.
Fringed buckskin, moccasins and all, he's as ready
with his wits as with his six-guns and fists.
This six-foot-four-inch pioneer is just the man
to bring down your television cost-per-thousand
... to give you a top-dollar viewing audience
at a cost in nickels.

The Range Rider's first series of half-hour films
for TV has been sure-fire, (We'd be pleased
to show you the score to date in 21 of the
nation's major television markets.)
Now a total of 52 films is available to advertisers,
all of them made especially for television
by the same production unit responsible for
Gene Autry's topflight TV series.

•

If you act quickly, your competitors' chances
aren't worth a plugged nickel. First-run rights
are still available in many of your best television
markets. Just ask your CBS Television Film Sales

representative about The Range Rider today.

CBS

TELEVISION

FILM

SALES

ALSO AVAILABLE: The Gene Autry Show, Strange Adventure,
Cases of Eddie Drake, Holiday in Paris. Barber of Seville,
Betsy and the Magic Key. Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra,
Hollywood on the Line, and World's Immortal Operas.

CALIFORNIA'S
THIRD MARKET

_4 vocadod
are

A MULTI-MILLION
DOLLAR INDUSTRY
and
San

Diego

County
is
THE
Avocado
Capital
of
The World!

Wise

Buy

ers

Buy

FILM PAYMENT
SAG, IMPPA Make Pact
FOLLOWING several months
negotiations, Screen Actors Guild
and Independent Motion Pictures
Producers Assn. last week worked
out agreement providing for additional salary payment to actors in
70 Monogram theatrical movies
later shown on television.
Covering these specific films only,
agreement runs for seven years and
provides that none of the films in
question shall be released to television until at least three years
after their first showing in theatres.
Each actor under agreement is
to receive additional payment of
12%% of his total original theatrical film salary earned in movie
in question. Percentage is predicated on selling price to TV of
less than $20,000 per film, should
producer receive $20,000 or more
per film. Actor will receive 15%
of original earnings in movie.
Films involved have been made
since Aug. 1, 1948 "cutoff date" in
SAG's basic agreement with all
movie producers.
WELI UHF SEMINAR
Is Held in Carolinas
ADVANTAGES of UHF television
were discussed in a two-day
seminar conducted at Hendersonville, N. C., by Fred King, chief
engineer of WELI New Haven,
Conn., and Rudy Frank, WELI
promotion manager.
Before some 200 men attending
the meeting, Mr. Frank pointed up
the many advantages of the UHF
spectrum; the absence of manmade interference; stability of
transmission and the relatively low
cost of getting into operation in
smaller markets.
Mr. King discussed propagation
characteristics, antennas, converter
performance, availability of UHF
converters and combination UHFVHF receivers after the freeze is
lifted.
Mr. Frank explained that the
seminar was conducted for prospective UHF TV applicants in
North and South Carolina and for
servicemen, technicians and engineers of the two states. It is the
first of a series of seminars which
WELI plans to conduct in various
parts of the country, Mr. Frank
added. Seminar was arranged by
B. M. Middleton, president, WHKP
Hendersonville.

CBS-TV Studio 62
CBS-TV announced acquisition of
its 16th New York studio with the
leasing, last week, of the Biltmore
Theatre on West 47th St. To be
known as CBS-TV Studio 62, the
I theatre will be originating point
I KFMB-AM
" for the afternoon Bert Parks Show
.
K.CChairman
5 50 - Board
John A. Kennedy,
and the new Thursday daytime
Howard L. Chernoff, Gen. Mgr.
program, Give and Take.
Page 84
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lATSE WALKOUT
Faces TV Film Producers
FACED with the penalty of a
walk-out by union workers, Hollywood TV film producers who have
failed to cooperate haVe been given
until today (Monday) to sign the
new lATSE increased scale and
working conditions agreement covering members of various studio
crafts as recently signed by the
major motion picture producers.
Hollywood AFL Film Council,
after approximately four months
negotiations with Alliance of TV
Film Producers, last week unanimously voted to withhold workers
from services to those TV producers who have not agreed by
today to pay the same wage scale
now prevailing in major studios.
Alliance maintained that members were unable to comply with
wage demands which also include
provisions for health and welfare
fund and holiday pay for daily
workers. A spokesman pointed out
that the TV industry is not in position to pay such increases which
"amount to 17 % with fringe benefits." Alliance ofTei-ed 5% increase,
effective next Oct. 26, with another
5% increase a year later, but with
no fringe benefits.
Coy Speaks Today
FCC CHAIRMAN Wayne Coy will
address the Fort Wayne, Ind.,
Rotary Club at a luncheon and
the Muncie, Ind., Junior Chamber
of Commerce at a dinner today
(Monday) . He will talk about television. Last Wednesday, Mr. Coy
spent the morning before a House
Appropriations Subcommittee on
Independent Offices justifying the
President's request for $8,075,000
for FCC. He was accompanied
by Joseph M. Kittner, assistant
chief. Broadcast Bureau; Edward
W. Allen Jr., chief engineer; Dee W.
Pincock, assistant to general counsel; Edwin L. White, chief of Safety
& Special Radio Services Bureau;
Jack Werner, chief of Common
Carrier Bureau; William J. Norfleet, chief accountant; George S.
Turner, chief of Field Division;
W. K. Holl, executive officer, and
Robert W. Cox, assistant executive officer.

CONVENTIONS
Westinghouse Adds 4 Outio
(Also see conveyition story page £
WESTINGHOUSE Electric Coi
last week added a four-station D
Mont TV Network hookup to i
previously contracted - for CJ
Radio and Television Network fac
ities to cover the national politi<:
conventions in July and the eh;
tion night coverage Nov. 4. T
DuMont stations will also join CI
in broadcasting the Westinghou
"get out the vote" series of
weekly programs starting Aug. ]
Announcement, made jointly i
Westinghouse and DuMont, sa
that the arrangement "was made
an effort to secure maximum ii
pact for Westinghouse coverage
all major political events up
andStations
includingscheduled
the election."
to carry t
Westinghouse political telecas
under the arrangement with D
Mont are WARD (TV) New Yor
WTTG (TV) Washington, WDT
(TV) Pittsburgh and WGN-1
Chicago. First three are owned 1
DuMont. WGN-TV is the Chica<
Tribune video outlet.

Admiral Buys News, Spor
DROPS 'LIGHTS OUT'
ADMIRAL Corp., Chicago, w
drop Lights Out on NBC-TV, whi(
it has sponsored for more th£
two
"sometime"
befo:e:
March years,
24, when
the contract
pires. Advertising Manager Se,
mour Mintz last week notified tl
network it wants to cancel tl
show "as soon as possible." A
though no specific reasons we:
given, it was understood the sho
has aroused negative commen
among viewers.
The company has scheduled
heavy special events lineup f(
1952. This includes a 25-minu
news show on CBS which startt
yesterday (Sunday), national polit
cal convention coverage and ele
tion night results Nov. 4 on AB(
TV and 315 ABC stations, and e:
elusive coverage of the Golde
Gloves Boxing Tournament on Mi
tual and DuMont. The All-StE
Football Game Aug. 15 will t
sponsored on Mutual and DuMon
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Advertising!

iiTTeleVision

It's NEW

hat is the personalized

selHng technique

p

for 20-second

station-breaks which Station WNBQ, Chicago's television
leader, developed for the industry, thus making the greatest
advertising
advertisers.
No more

medium

yet devised

costly films. No more

of this new

to MORE

slides! Here is program

sorship privilege at station-break
Because

available

spon-

rates !

service, a product now

can be sold by an

announcer appearing "on camera" while showing or demonstrating the object of his commercial message. All of the intimate visual selling efifectiveness of television at less cost.
And it brings real scheduling
first time!
Products

and messages

now

flexibility to television for the

can be changed

from

day to day

— or even from hour to hour if desired — without waiting for
films or slides or other heretofore necessary materials to be
produced.
It all adds up to genuine television selling in a new
WNBQ

or NBC

Spot salesman

area. Your

will be glad to tell you the com-

plete story NOW.

NBC

TELEVISION

IN

CHICAGO
CHANNEL
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Telestatus
(Continued from page 80)
Fry and Ingle were Sens. Herbert
R. O'Conor (D-Md.) and John Butler (R-Md.) and Rep. Richard
Boiling (D-Mo.) and Harold C.
Ostertag (R-N. Y.). Question and
answer session among students and
educators followed the talks.
Sen. Ed. C. Johnson was scheduled to address the seminar dinner
Friday night.
Seminar is sponsored by WAAM,
American U., Johns Hopkins, Temple U. and the U. of North Carolina. Some 100 students and teachers attended.

The

that

tube
wears

Skelton Tops ARB
January Listing
MOST popular TV program
thoughout the nation last January
was the Red Skelton Show, but
Milton Berle's Star Theatre topped
the list for number of homes
reached, according to data compiled by American Research
Bureau. Rating week was Jan. 7-13.
The Skelton program drew a 49.5
rating, jumping from third place
in December. The Berle program
came up with a 46.2 rating. In
terms
reached,
StarTheatre ofwashomes
seen on
7.2 million
sets and Mr. Skelton on 7.15 million.
Diffez'ence is listings lies in the
fact that the Berle show is seen on
61 stations and Skelton on 54, ARB
Director James W. Seller pointed
out.
Rating
Following are ARB ratings:
NBC
Program
Network
49.5
Red Skelton
CBS
47.2
Talent Scouts
NBC
46.2
Star Theatre
NBC
(Georgie Price)
44.9
Shows
1Show
Love ofLucy
CBS
44.0
40.5
My
NBC
CBS
Blue Friend
RibbonIrmoBouts
CBS
40.3
Comedy Hour
(Abbott & Costello)
40.0
NBC
NBC
Cavalcade of Sports
39.7
Kraft TV Theatre
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TUBES

of AMERICA

HARRISON.

N.J.

38.0 Program
1. Star Theatre
(Georgie Price)
2. Red Skelton
3.4. Show
Shows
I Love ofLucy
5. Comedy Hour
(Abbott & Costello)
6. Cavalcade of Sports
7. Fireside Theatre
8. Godfrey & Friends
9. Talent Scouts
10. You Bet Your Life

Homes
Network (Add
000)
NBC
NBC
NBC
7,200
CBS
7,150
6,700
NBC
6,500
6,080
NBC
NBC
5,550
NBC
5,520
CBS
CBS
5,500
5,500
5,500

the time and type of telecast. Rei
port is supplemental to the mai
Rorabaugh TV Report whii;
covers
television
of .na'.
tional and
regionalactivities
advertisers
o\
network and spot, the compan ;
explained.
Morning Shows Boost
Daytime Share of TV
DAYTIME share of all televisio :
time is up to 47% since the add
tion
sevej-al early
morning
ne' :
work ofprograms,
according
to Mult
pulse TV program trends, release,
last week, based on the week cj
Jan. 2-8. Top ten television pre;
Rt
gram
types
in
the
Multi-Marks
TelePulse:
Av
Boxing
Comedy- Variety
Westerns
Comedy Situation
Drama & Mysteries
Talent
Musical Variety
Basketball
Kid Shows
Wrestling
* ❖ *

22
21
18
ll
16If
15;
IC
1(
U

Shipment of Sets
Is Under Estimate
TV SET shipments to dealers du
ing 1951 reached 5,095,563— ovs j
1.5 million short of the 1950 mai;
— Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. n;
ported last week in releasing
breakdown by states.
This figure falls short of t?
5,384,798 TV sets previously esti
mated for industry production
1951 because of the delay in dii
tribution of receivers by manufai
turers, RTMA pointed out.
During December, shipmeni
reached 680,141 compared to 409 :
681 for the previous month. Tl
Tol,;
December 1950 figure was 691,00 :
Number of TV set shipments i:
1951 by states:
State
Total
State
.776,4;
4,2|
Ala.
Ark.
15,8,
Nev. H.
41,938
N.
Ariz.
J.
12,561
M.
Calif.
Y.
Col.
437,172
C.
8,681
122,815
D.
Del.
Conn.
15,796
475,0^
D.
C.
59,561
Ohio
Ga.
Okla.
51,30564
237,1'
Pa.
Fla.
Ida.
65,828
38,2
R.
Ore.I.
18,3
350,643
Ind.
22,6
47,99
S. C.
Ky.
160,176
Kans.
123,9
La.
III.
Iowa
Tenn.
S.
D.
85,70252
Tex.
30,31
55,4
24,513
61,284
71,9
Maine
Vt.
Utah
Va.
80,1".
Md.
27,715
Mass.
5,019
95,492
3,0
231,755
Wash.
W.
Minn.
Mich.
86,6
Wis. Va.
123
281,515
Miss.
540,4'
Mo.
78,094
151,188
Wyo.
Mont.
TOTAL 5,095,5j
6,525
45,301
Neb.

Rorabaugh Supplement
On TV Ads Issued
"REPORT on Television Advertising" for the fourth quarter of
1951 has been released by N. C.
Rorabaugh Co. of New York.
The report lists all of 5,162 localretail advei'tisers active on 103 TV
Dann Promoted
stations during the weeks of Oct.
7-13, Nov. 4-10 and Dec. 2-8. AcMICHAEL DANN, coordinator ■
counts are listed in the report
alphabetically and by individual
program package sales for NB'
has been promoted to supervi&'i
TV markets.
of special broadcasts for the NBi
Listings give the name of the TV network, Frederic W. Wile J;
day.
advertiser, of the product or de- vice
president in charge of NB'
scription of service, number of TV production, announced Thur
telecasts weekly per station and
BROADCASTING
• Telecastin

PROJECTION
TV
Seen in deForest Device
>IEW IDEA believed to have posibilities for reviving the popularty of projection TV sets — as well
iis for theatre TV — was disclosed
(ast week by Dr. Lee deForest.
Principle involved is the use of
H small cathode ray tube, with
ihe picture magnified and thrown
'l»n a large light-sensitive screen,
j.he brightness of which can be
i-ontrolled electronically.
Application for a patent on this
i;ystem has been filed by Dr. de'?orest and Dr. William Khodes, a
Phoenix, Ariz., inventor.
Advantages of the new system
ivere described as (1) low cost of
imall tube, (2) use of low-powered
:;leetrostatic focusing in tube in
jlace of more expensive high voltige electromagnetic focusing, (3)
:;turdiness of smaller tube.
Brightness and contrast of the
imagnified picture were said to be
!ontrolled by varying the voltages
licross the light-sensitive screen.
;No details were given.
WEINBACH NAMED
To ABC-TV Post
MORT WEINBACH, business
Tianager of ABC radio program
lepartment, was named last week
jds national director of television
operations for ABC-TV, effective
Feb. 15.
In his new capacity, Mr. Weinijaeh will report directly to Harold
1. Morgan Jr., vice president of
bhe ABC television program department and last person to hold
:he post of television operations
director, which is being reactivated
A'ith Mr. Weinbach's assignment.
Prior to joining ABC in January
1951, Mr. Weinbach served primarily in legal capacities for the
government, having been a member of the general counsel's offices
mth such Washington agencies as
;he Securities and Exchange Comnission and the Civil Aeronautics
Board. Subsequent to his government service, he was associated
.vith the legal department of Music
Corp. of America from 1945 to
L,950, and then joined CBS as
;alent and program negotiator, a
jposition he left in moving to ABC.

ii !

TV DEBUT of America's Town Meeting over coast-t'o-coast ABC-TV network Jan. 27 brings smiles to (I to r)
Sen. Wayne Morse (R-Ore.), guest
speaker; George V. Denny Jr., moderator, and Henry H. Reichhold,
founder-board chairman of Reichhold
Chemicals Inc., program sponsor.
JOINT

TOWER

USE

O' Fallon Suggests Plan
GENE O'FALLON, manager,
KFEL-AM-FM Denver, has suggested to area TV applicants the
advisability of all local TV stations
locating their towers atop nearby
Lookout Mountain.
KFEL, Mr. O'Fallon explained,
is developing a TV transmitter site
on Lookout Mountain, more than
2,000 feet above, and 13 miles west
of Denver. Mr. O'Fallon says he
hopes "all the Denver TV stations
will see the wisdom of locating their
transmitters in this area."
Advantages were listed by Mr.
O'Fallon as:
e Coverage of not only Denver, but
the outlying rural area and smaller
cities as distant in most directions as
73 miles;
• Lessened opposition from the Civil
Aeronautic Administration from tall
towers
hazards; becoming aircraft navigational
• Utilization of a single tower for
all antennas in a given community
would be consistent with our military
preparedness program;
• nas
By mounted
havingon aUa transmitting
single tower anten(or in
a common stallation
location),
home antenna inwould be simplified;
• Easy access over two year-around,
paved, county-maintained highways;
• All utilities are available — water,
abundant electric power and telephones;
and,
• Living facilities available nearby,
• It would be a tourist attraction,
resulting
relations. in good publicity and public
Mr. O'Fallon cited success of
certain operating TV stations already operating from one central
community transmitting point.

If your problem is how to get low-cost TV
film spots (with audio) to fit your budget,
we can solve it for you just as we're doing
for hundreds of small budget advertisers
through-out the country.
Our 35 years of producing top-quality
film titles and messages for theatres
and advertisers is your assurance of
the best professional work. You'll save
time and money if you get our prices
first.
FiZmaeJk
SfiiJic^
1331 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago 5, Illinois
ROADCASTING
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W>V>VM FELLOWSHIP
Set Up at Johns Hopkins
A FELLOWSHIP fund set up by
WAAM (TV) Baltimore for postgraduate study at John Hopkins U.
of a professional person engaged in
television activity was announced
last Friday by Dr. Detlev W.
Bronk, president of the university.
WAAM-TV board of directors
have pledged themselves to support the fellowship for the next
five years. The fund is in addition to a $10,000 grant to the university announced earlier by
WAAM-TV for the purpose of
developing television activities at
Johns Hopkins.
The newly-announced grant will
be known as the WAAM Fellowship. It will offer nine months of
study free from professional duties
of the person selected. Any professional person engaged in the
pursuits of television can apply.
Dr. Bronk said no advanced degree
will be awarded and no credits
given and no requirements made
except that the fellow must be
"diligent in carrying out his individual pursuit of knowledge in a
chosen field." Fellowship will carry
a stipend of $4,500-$6,000 for the
nine months period.
Applications may be obtained
from the WAAM Fellowship Committee, The Johns Hopkins U.,
Baltimore 18.

HAROLD LLOYD SUES
NBC and KTTV Hollywood
NAMING NBC and KTTV (TV)
Hollywood defendants and asking
$300,000 for statutory and general
damages, Harold Lloyd, former
movie star, last week filed a suit
in the Federal Court of Los
Angeles charging copyright infringement through unauthorized
telecasting of portions of his
Safety Last motion picture, made
in 1929. The two separate suits
were filed by Hai'old Lloyd Corp.
NBC, through its owned and
operated KNBH (TV), is being
sued for $250,000 for allegedly
telecasting eight minutes of the
film in early February. Named also
in suit is Film Classic Exchange
from which KNBH reportedly
rented the old movie for $20.
KTTV, charged with telecasting
portions of the movie last June, is
being sued for $50,000. Clip was
reportedly telecast on a You Asked
for It program packaged by Oxarart & Steffner Inc., Hollywood.

WAVE-TV

in KENTUCKY

(According to scientific survey
made by Dr. Raymond A. Kemper,
Head of the Psychological Services
Center, University of Louisville,
in WAVE-TV area, June, 1951)

WAVE-TV
CHkHHll 5
NBC

Film Copyright List
LIBRARY of Congress has issued
a 1,256-page catalog listing more
than 50,000 motion pictures registered in the Copyright Office
from 1912 through 1939. Entitled
Motion Pictures, 1912-1939, the
catalog supplies information heretofore available only after prolonged research. The volume
is for sale by the Copyright Office,
Library of Congress, Washington
25, D. C, for $18 a copy.

• ABC

LOUISVILLE,

• DUMONT
KENTUCKY

FREE & PETERS, Inc.
Exclusive National Representatives
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LUTHERAN FILMS
ANTENNAS

$750,000 Series Approved

NPA Hears Needs for '52
SLOW public acceptance of antennas made from substitute materials has placed some manufacturers on an unequal competitive
footing- in the drive to meet 1952
TV industry demands, the National Production Authority was
told last Tuesday.
Total '52 demand for antennas
is placed at between 8 and 11 million antennas, counting from six
to eight million new units and at
least another two million for replacement of antennas installed before 1952.
These estimates were placed before NPA by the Antenna Manufacturers Industry Advisory Committee which met with government
allocation authorities last Tuesday.
The industry group told officials
that a competitive disadvantage
will continue unless NPA issues a
conservation order imposing limitations upon industry. NPA held
out no such prospect. Agency
authorities noted present conservation progress and said that if TV
dealers buy antennas made from
substitute materials, the goal can
be reached.
The demand for antennas is due
partly to the growing popularity
of television in fringe areas where
reception requires the use of two
to five bays for good images. Com-

PLANS offorThe
a $750,000
project
Lutheran televisioi'
ChurchI
Missouri Synod have been approvei'
by
the church's
directors'
Approval
came board
after ofthe
boar
viewed two pilot films produce

PLANS for construction of a new television center have been announced
by KING-AM-FM-TV Seattle. Work on the new structure pictured above will
begin March 1 and will be ready for occupancy early next fall, providing
KING-TV with modern studios and the latest technical equipment. Upper
right: Picture of the original KING-TV studio building when it went on the
air in 1948.
mittee members noted a trend in
such communities away from allband antennas to bay antennas
tuned to specific TV channels.
NPA authorities feel that at
least three to four million TV receivers can be produced out of
anticipated 1952 allotments — an
estimate more conservative than the
industry forecasts of the demand
for new antenna.

Washington
ows

Watches

A KID AND

A DOG"

3:30 p.m. — Saturday
Dog expert Jack Hawley and sports
announcer Steve Douglas present
a half-hour program on canine
care for dog-lovers young and otd.
NOW AVAILABLE FOR SPONSORSHIP

Watch
Washington
Among all cities of over 50,000 population, Washington
ranks seventh in total retail sales, sixth in drug store sal.es,
eighth in apparel, tenth in food store and tenth in eating
and drinking place sales . . . and you know how much
the kids can influence these purchases.
NBC Television in Washington
wnow
Represented by NBC Spot Sales
Channel 4
Page 88
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Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. has
been seeking assurance from NPA
that sufficient controlled materials
(aluminum and copper) will be allocated this year to meet expected
video set output. Committee members said antenna production is
three or four months behind set
output.
NPA came up with a set of statistics showing that of all TV antenna production, 60 % is built for
outdoor installation, 30% for indoor use and the remaining 109!: for
incorporation within receiving sets.
Production figures of the past two
years were recited by J. A. Milling,
chief of NPA's Electronics Products Div. and the Electronics Production Board.
The public has been slow to accept such functional substitutes as
wood masts and cross bars, plastics,
fibre glass rods and steel, NPA
was advised. Thus, some manufacturers are at a disadvantage.
Industry was praised for showing ingenuity in finding alternatives for aluminum and copper and
members were told that aluminum
will remain scarce through 1952.
Other possible conservation measures were discussed.
Agency authorities conceded that
lifting of FCC's ban on new TV
station construction would increase
the antenna demand in new areas.
Industry advisory meeting was
presided over by Leon Colder of
NPA's
Product Diviing. sion,^Electronics
with Mr. Milling also attendThere were echoes of the materials shortage on other fronts.
Some firms have failed to file 1952
requirements for nickel and selenium, which threatens to hamper
their allocations. Both materials
are under allocations. Manufacturers of radio communications
equipment, also faced with shortages, plan to meet with NPA this
week.

by
Production;
the Luthern
church's Television
agency which
will pre
duce and distribute the program.
Twenty
six programs
of 30
minutes length will be filmed, usin;
a family setting designed to poi
tray "typical Christianity in a
average
A/nerican
th
church body
announcedhome,"
last weel
Series, called This Is the Life, ha
an executive producer Ian R
Smith, Beverly Hills, Calif., foi
merly in charge of institutions
advertising for the Ford Motor Cc
Additional personnel to staff th
Lutheran agency will be obtaine
as a first step toward productio
and disti'ibution.
lATSE

DRIVE

'
'

,
;

|

Wants Insignia Show
CONCENTRATED campaign ha
been started by lATSE HoUywoo
studio locals to require TV film anj
commercial movie production uni^
to carry the lATSE insignia on th
main title of all product. ;
Besides aiding in unionizing eii
tire television field, purpose
move is to require hiring of lATS
members in out-of-the-country filu
production
increased assignments
during the which
past ha\'
fe
years.
<
Herb Aller, business represent;
tive of International Photogr;
phers Local 659, has been mac :
chairman of the label committc
that is policing the various studic
to make certain that crews used c
all production are 100% lATSE.
As a further step, members (
lATSE Lab. Technicians Local 6S
who are employed in commerci;
process laboratories will be notifiei
as to films failing to qualify fc]
an lATSE label. lATSE proje.
tionists throughout the countr:
also will be kept advised througS
their international and local unioiH
it was said.

Adds

TV

Award

|J

RECOGNITION
of television si
a news medium has come fro:
the Overseas Press Club, whic
announced
that, for the fir '
time, its annual awards this ye;,
will include one for "best consistei [
television presentation of foreigf
affairs."
Television — hither [

lumped
together with
— "
now a full-fledged
newsradio
mediu
and the time has come for the ch
to extend its accolades to it as >
separate
medium,"chairman
John ofBail]
ham
of Coronet,
til
club's awards committee, explainel
One of seven honors the club wl
bestow at its annual dinner I
April, the TV award will replaj
that for "best war reporting." I
BROADCASTING
• Telecastir

EARING

RIGHTS

'N-i Gossett Gives Opinion
ISHTS of the litigant are paracunt to the rights of the public
. telecasting Congressional com::tee hearings or criminal trials,
ording to William T. Gossett,
e president and general counsel
: Ford Motor Co., Detroit.
It is the right of the litigant
a public trial which makes
als public, not the right of the
:ilic at large to attend," he said.
T his concept is firmly grounded in
law; to protect defendants
^ainst overt miscarriage of justice
Triy the public presence, particularly
"''^at of their family and friends.
In Congressional hearings ordilily, the defendant is not in-ormed in advance of the charges
— gainst him. he is unable to crossxamine witnesses against him, he
: unable to compel witnesses to
rear for him, and he is some-ics prohibited from testifying
pimediately in his own defense."
jrional
Mr. Gossett
conceded
Congresprobes into
questions
of
iroad public policy, such as the St.
^awrence Waterway or Economic
""Aid to Europe, could well be telejjj^-ised because it is unlikely that
^v jiights of individuals, as guaranteed
sr-B the BiU of Rights, would be ims^jjDaired.

LACK

OF

TELEVISION
Citizens Protests to FCC, Congress

FEATURE FILMS
WCBS-TV Leases More
WCBS-TV New York has exclusive
lease on two groups of Hollywoodproduced motion pictures for showing on video.
One package, leased to the CBS
key station by Television Exploitation Inc., includes 10 films, some of
which were initially financed by
Chemical Bank and Trust Co., New
York, but obtained directly from
the Hollywood producers, according to a Television Exploitation
spokesman. Video release of the
properties was construed as recognition by banking authorities
that television can be an added
source of motion picture revenue.
The second package includes 26
Edward Small films. Appearing in
the collective features are such film
personalities as Robert Donat,
John Payne, June Havoc, Madeleine Carroll, George Raft and
Victor McLaglen.
Deal marks second time in a
month that WCBS-TV has acquired newer feature films. The
station acquired 16 Alexander Korda films plus one produced in the
United States — 10 of which had
not been released to movie exhibitors— in a contract announced
Dec. 24.

PROTESTS against the 40-month-old television freeze, which have filled
bwo heavy volumes attached to FCC Docket 87.36, on TV allocations,
finally have been heard in the halls of Congress.
FCC has received more than 150 letters, telegi-ams and petitions protesting or asking about the freeze,
but it was two advertisements in freeze be partially lifted in their
Kansas newspapers, addressed to immediate area, the Commission
Senators and Representatives, that explained that the table of assignbrought about the Congressional
ments must be considered on a naconcern. The ads rapped legislation-wide basis. It pointed out that
tors for having "done nothing to crystalization of channel assignprovide television for your own
ments prior to completion of the
state and the people you repre- current proceedings would remove
the element of flexibility needed by
Last December full-page adver- FCC in adopting assignment tables
tisements appeared in various based on sound engineering prinsent." newspapers,
Kansas
according to
Sen.
Andrew
F.
Sclioeppel
(R- ciples.
Several petitions were submitted
Kan.).
to the Commission, signed by a
total of about 2,000 people. Two
The first, headlined "Kansas
Gets the Brush - Off Again," of the petitions, with more than
claimed: "There has never been a 800 names on each, were from Allogical explanation from Wayne
bany, N. Y., and Salt Lake City,
Coy and members of the Federal
Both asked for an additionCommunications Commission as to Utah.
al TV channel for their cities.
why Kansas has been pushed aside
in its efforts to have television. . . ." REVERSING the trend, WGN ChiThe ad continued, "The FCC has cago and Mutual are translating the
managed its affairs in such a way DuMont-WGN-TV feature Down You
that Kansans have been denied the Go into a radio format. Show is
aired Sat. 6:30-6:55 p.m. GST.
rights which have been granted
practically the entire nation."
The second ad alleged that mem*^ORE natedthan
TV Murray
sets willFoundabe doby the 500
Arthur
bers of FCC and Congress all had
^on, N. Y., in the next few weeks
TV sets in Washington but didn't
there
- ; 99Newvoluntary
and city hospitals in care what happened to TV in KanYork area.
sas. It closed with the reminder,
"Buy your television set now! It
will cost you more in 1952." Both
ads were signed by "Citizens of
isn
Wichita and Kansas" and otherwise unidentified.
The advertisements induced Sen.
Schoeppel to question FCC Chairtime
man WajTie Coy about the lack of
Kansas television and last Monday
the Senator read to Congress the
Chairman's answer.
to
read
FCC's table of TV assignments
must be considered on a nationying
69^'' in Buyi
■wide basis to retain "an element
ng Power
among Sales Management's
of flexibility," Chairman Coy said.
162 Metropolitan County
He outlined the interference probthem
all
Areas
lems leading to the freeze and
brought the Senator up to date by
repeating the speculation that the
ng a TV
you're
Ircampa
ignplanni
to cover
the
thaw would come "in the early part
first 100 markets accordLet's not kid ourselves. No advertiser, account man or
ing to Buying Power —
of this year."
then over 234,000 Quadagency time buyer has the hours or physical stamina
Schoeppel's
Belief
Citians are equipped in
to read all the trade press.
Sen. Schoeppel told the Senators
the pocket book to respond.
he
was
sure
the
FCC
is
attempting
With a parentage in comto make a "very careful analysis"
munications over 100 years
In radio-TV they concentrate on one — BROADCASTINGof a "technical situation" and critold. WHBF-TV is equipTELECASTING.
(We've a hat-full of statistics to prove it.)
ped by heritage and reicized the newspaper ads' efforts to
sources to be a leader in
It doesn't take five, three or even two publications to
"place
responsibility
upon
MemTV communication.
woo the attention of the people who really count. One
bers of Congress."
Chairman
Coy's
letter
to
Sen.
does
it — BROADCASTING.
Les Johnson. V.P. and Manager
Schoeppel was similar to most of
the other letters that the Commission has written to people asking
They may not read the others (and paid circulation
about the freeze. Sen. Schoeppel
figures show they don't).
was not the first Congressman to
write FCC, however. About a
third of the letters in the FCC file
are from Senators and Representatives.
In answering the letters, FCC
AI^ASTING
BRO
but they always read
TELECASTING
was careful not to reveal when the
WHBF;:
TEICO lUllDING, ROCK ISLAND, ILLINOIS
freeze might thaw and when applications might be granted.
Hepresented by Ayery-Knoilel, Inc.
To persons who asked that the
I
^BROADCASTING
• Telec
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TELEVISION commercials,
package video programs and
industrial motion pictures will
be the primary products of Lalley
and Love Inc., new motion picture
firm founded in New York last week
by James A. Love and John B.
Lalley, president and secretarytreasurer, respectively.
In the motion picture field for
more than 14 years, Mr. Love was
production director for Cinefifects
Productions, chief film editor for
Princeton Film Center, and with
Warner Bros, studios for three
years. Mr. Lalley has served as
sales manager at Cineffects Productions, sales and publicity director at the Princeton Film Center
and was associated for seven years
with RCA. The Lalley-Love offices
will be located at 3 East 57th St.,
New York 22.

Alta Loma Pictures Inc., Hollywood, formed by Harold Nebenzal,
son of film producer Seymour
Nebenzal, for production of TV
films.
% ^ ^
Long-term contract for exclusive
TV film rights has been signed by
WGN-TV Chicago and the Chicago
Zoological Park in nearby Brookfield. Closeup action films will be
shot on location, with WGN-TV
integrating the segments into
syndicated programs for release to
other video stations throughout the
country.
Two test films will be shot within
a week, according to Frank P.
Schreiber, manager and treasurer
of WGN Inc. In December, the
zoo housed 2,391 animals, mammals and reptiles in habitats similar
to their natural ones. J. E. Faraghan, station program director, will
handle production on the new series,
working with Robert Bean, zoo
director.'
S}= %
Name actors will not be used by
Este Productions Inc. to head-up
the TV film casts of "Orphan
Annie" and "Gasoline Alley,"
which company will bring before
television cameras on July 1. Instead, Este reported that it will
expend "considerable cash in advertising and publicity, building up
our own TV series stars as a means
of selling our product to the public."
Veteran radio, TV and film writer
Erna Lazarus has been signed to
script the "Gasoline Alley" series.
The company has appointed Na-
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(mayonnaise and margarin
Hi * * Inc., Chica
Agency: Leo Burnett

film
tional Film Distributors, headed by
Bruce Eells, as its national sales
representative.
Radio and television stations, as
well as printed media, museums
and the American Motion Picture
Industry, were invited last week
to use the new Bureau of Information on Italian Films, establishment
of which was announced in New
York by Italian Film Exports, 1501
Broadway. The bureau will be
supervised by Dr. Leandro Forno,
Italian film publicist and journalist
whose experience with Italian films
ranges from production through
distribution and exhibition.
* * *
Frank Wisbar Productions, Hollywood, TV film series, Fireside
Theatre, seen on NBC-TV, received award of National Conference of Christians and Jews "for
outstanding contributions during
the past year to mutual understanding and respect among American
religious, racial and national
Production . . .
groups."
Voglin Corp., Hollywood, to produce TV version of Mr. District
Attorney. Planned are nine halfhour films to be shot at Goldvkryn
Studios, Hollywood. Filmed series
will be summer replacement for
live version on ABC-TV New York,
sponsored by Bristol-Myers Co.
(Sal Hepatica), through Young &
Rubicam Inc., both New York. Second series. Railroad Detective
[B«T, Feb. 4], production postponed until April.
* * *
Rene Williams, president Williams
Productions, Hollywood, to produce
feature film titled Romance, taken
from one of his quarter-hour TV
film series. Invitation Playhouse.
Production planned for early summer at Goldwyn Studios.
* * *
Phildan TV Productions, Hollywood [B»T, Feb. 4], planning its
first 13 half-hour TV film series,
will base films on stories written
by Ernest Haycox, Western author.
Production on first two films, Toll
Bridge and Wild Jack Rett, starts
in late April. Company has acquired rights to more than 100 Haycox story properties. Michael Phillips produces. Career for Cathy,
13 half-hour TV film series starting in June, is family comedy with
music. Dan Hadzick produces.
* * *
Falcon Films, Phoenix, newly
formed to produce 15 half-hour TV
film series, Boothill Series, to be
distributed by Snader Telescriptions Sales, Inc., Beverly Hills.
Series dramatizes incidents con-

report

cerning deaths of famous Western
bad men. Bill Burton, manager
KPHO-AM-TV Phoenix, is producer-director.
Flying A Pictures, Hollywood,
started production of third series of
26 half -hour TV films for The Gene
Autry Show and The Ranger Rider
series. Newly acquired Annie
Oakley TV film series being readied
for production.
Adventures of Ozzie and Harriet on
ABC-Radio will also go on film for
ABC-TV this fall maintaining
similar format. The Nelsons, including sons David and Ricky,
signed 10-year contract with ABC
in 1949 which provides for both
radio and TV. Ozzie Nelson will
supervise film production.
Sales . . .
Jerry Fairbanks Productions, Hollywood, to produce five new series of
TV commercial film spots. Accounts include General Cigar Co.,
New York (White Owl), through
Young & Rubicam Inc., New York;
R. J. Reynolds Co., Winston-Salem,
N. C. (Camel Cigarettes), through
William Esty Co., New York;
Stephen F. Whitman & Son, Philadelphia (Chocolates), through
Ward Wheelock Co., New York;
Lehn & Fink Products Corp., New
York (Lysol), through Lennen &
Mitchell Inc., New York; Simoniz
Co., Chicago (all products), through
Sullivan, Stauflfer, Colwell & Bayles. New York.
Fairbanks will also produce a
half-hour TV film. The McGurk
Way, for Fruehauf Trailer Co., Detroit, dramatizing development of
American transportation. Leo S.
Rosencrans is writer.
Screen Gems Inc., Hollywood, subsidiary Columbia Pictures Corp.,
to produce half-hour TV film for
Studebaker Corp., South Bend
Ind., dramatizing
company's
activities for its 100th
anniversary.
Agency: Hill & Knowlton Inc.,
New York.
Company will also produce halfhour TV film for American Petroleum Institute, New York
Five Star Productions, Hollywood,
producing 13 TV film spots for
Durkee Famous Foods, Cleveland

BESTNG
FOR'tV
FILMS
NE
ERIO
fA
iW'' USED BY

.

i--------^-

For setting up new New Yo
sales and service offices, Jerry Fa
banks Inc., Hollywood, has leas i
entire 36th floor of Fred F. Fren '
Bldg., 551 Fifth Ave. New offir
will concentrate on distribution a i
sales of company's TV film pro
erties and industry-sponsored p.
tures. New staff' to be announc
soon, by Ralph CatteP, compai i
vice president and general sal
manager. Robert Lawrence, cor
pany vice president and easte !
manager, continues in same capa *
ity with headquarters at 418
54th St., N. Y.
In Hollywood, the company r'
newed lease for additional soui
stage space and office facilities .
Rockett Studios, 6063 Sunset Blvl
Company also moved newly e:
panded sales and distribution c
visions to 6000 Sunset Blvd., whi(
already houses accounting, audi'
ing and scenario departments.
* * *
,
Screen Gems, New York, subsic
ary of Columbia Pictures Cor]
established West Coast office
1302 N. Gower St. for productic
of TV films and commercials.
McAlpin Productions, TV film di\
sion Cal-Pictures Inc., has movi
to 4063 Radford
Ave., Nor,
Hollywood.
!
Film People ...
Sam Lake, most recently producer :
representative for Cisco Kid, joii
Screen Gems Inc., New York pr
ducer, in new post of general bus
ness manager.
Heading distribi
tion, sales and production oper;
tions, Mr. Lake previously handli!
35mm distribution of Pattern f>
Survival, atomic bomb film, and b
fore that had been associated wii
Edward
Small Productions, tl
SelznickPictures.
organization, and Par '
mount
Diana Lynn, film star and piani
to play title role in proposed T
film series based on life of Cham
nade, French composer. Righ
were
acquired
by agent.
Wynn Rocamor'
Hollywood
talent
Mr. Roc;
mora also plans TV film serif
starring Dorothy Kirsten, Metr
politan Opera star, plus situatioil
comedy
package
Floremj
Bates and
Ellen starring
Corby, stage
ai;
film actresses.
* * *
Vincent Price, stage and film sta
signed by William Kayden ai
Arnold Belgard, film and TV write
to star in half -hour TV film serie
Tales of Edgar Allan Poe. M
Kayden will produce and Mr. Be
gard will be writer-director.

GENERAL
PICTURES
PRODUCTIONS
621 Sixth Avenue
Des Moines 9, Iowa

SYNC-SOUNI}
RANGERTONE
V
ST,
NEWARK 4, N. J.
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TV

FILMS

AJVD

FEATURES
J

Specialty Television Films, Inc.
1501 BROADWAY
NEW YORK CITY
LU 2-471 7-LO 4-5592
JULES B. WEILL, PRES.

NEW TV FIRSTS . . . Hollywood
features with well known stars
are now available/ CAGED
FURY, FEAR IN THE NIGHT,
SHAGGY, TAKE IT BIG, SWAMP
FIRE, TORNADO, WRECKING
CREW, WILDCAT , FOLLOW
THAT WOMAN. Other available
features are MAN IN BLACK,
ROOM TO LET, WHAT THE BUTLER SAW, CONGORILLA,
BORNEO, BABOONA, I MARRIED ADVENTURE.

Screen Gems, Inc.
729
SEVENTH AVENUE
NEW
YORK
19, N. Y.
CIRCLE 5-5044
Write • Wire • Telephone
For Audition Prints

WORLD'S GREATEST MUSIC: A
series of 13 symphonic films
with a fidelity of sound track
that is amazingly realistic. Features the best-known compositions of TSCHAIKOWSKY •
BEETHOVEN • SCHUBERT •
WAGNER « MENDELSSOHN •
• GRIEG. See and hear these
masterpieces filmed with rhythmic beauty. Priced to suit
every TV station's film budget.

Telecast Films, Inc.
112 W. 48th Street
New York 36, New York
JUdson 6-5480

A SERIES of 25 mystery and
crime detection features, starring such names as Dean Jogger in "Revolt of the Zombies,"
Ginger Rogers in "Shriek in
the Night," Melvyn Douglas in
"Vampire Bat" plus other titles
with Lyie Talbot, Donald Cook,
Ralph Graves, Paul Lukas &
Dorothy Stone.

Screen Gems, Inc.
729
SEVENTH AVENUE
NEW
YORK
19, N. Y.
CIRCLE 5-5044
Write • Wire • Telephone
For Audition Prints

TV DISC JOCKEY TOONS: Now
it is possible for television stations to make use of radio's
most profitable format: the record show! TV DISC JOCKEY
TOONS are films that can be
used with top current records
of RCA VICTOR • DECCA •
COLUMBIA • CAPITOL • MERCURY. A perfect library service for TV broadcasters everywhere!

FOR YOUR TV VIEWERS
• THRILLS
• EXCITEMENT
• ADVENTURE
Explorers Pictures Corp.
1501
NEW BROADWAY
YORK CITY
LOngacre
JULES
8. WEILL,4-5592
PRES.

In 26-new jungle films "The
Big Game Hunt" top rated and
sponsored in all markets now
playing.

BASHFUL BACHELOR ... another of the 6 BIG FEATURES

Post Pictures Corp.
115 W. 45TH STREET
NEW YORK 19, N. Y.
Luxemburg 2-4870

in
our success-tested
LUM 'N'
ABNER
series! 17 years
of
radio roars means your TV
audience is all set for a frolic.
Zazu
Pitts supports
this goes
funand-romance
film that
from a phony accident to a
genuine
situationthatto
a horse kidnapping
race to a climax
hits the top of comedy thrills.

For more information please write direct to the distributors.
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ood public"
Hollywted
NS, appoin
COLLI
COPP
ns man,
by MBS
relatio
West Coast representative for
network's press and information department.
BILL , BELANEY, production manair-casters
ager of WCOL Columbus, Ohio, promoted to program director.
MARISE CHASTAIN, KRRV Denison,
Tex., to KTUL Tulsa, Okla., on the
HAZEL MARKEL, MBS and WWDC
continuity staff.
Washington woman's commentator, apRICHARD A. SCHLEGEL, assistant
pointed to the Citizens Committee to
operations manager, WCAU-TV Phila- welcome Her Majesty Juliana, Queen
delphia, promoted to operations manof the Netherlands, and Bernhard,
ager.
Prince of the Netherlands, as guests
ALEC GREEVES, KTOW Oklahoma
of the U. S. Government when they
arrive in Washington April 2.
City, to staff of WKY same city.
HAPPY ISON Jr., WPDX Clarksburg,
JOSH BARRY, assistant sports direcW. Va., to WVOW Logan as hillbilly
tor at WNOR Norfolk, Va., promoted
m.c. and disc jockey.
to sports director.
JOHN SULLIVAN, assistant radio pro- STEVE SHEPARD, KWKH Shreveport, La., to WIBA Madison, Wis., as
duction director, WBAP Fort Worth,
Tex., named director of continuity for announcer.
JOE KLARKE, program director,
station's AM, FM and TV outlets.
JOHN GILLIES, WHFC Chicago, to WATH Athens, Ohio, called to active
in the armed service and is to
WOAI-AM-TV San Antonio, Tex., as duty
be inducted Feb. 20.
staff announcer, and BARCLAY RUSJIM BAKER, KLAC-TV Hollywood
SELL, KABC San Antonio, to WOAITV in same capacity.
studio supervisor and director, to
KGO-TV San Francisco as director.
BOB McVAY, sportscaster-announcer
at KFJI Klamath Falls, Ore., appointed VIOLET HEMING, WCFM (FM)
promotion manager in addition to other Washington is appearing in "Dear
duties.
Barbarians" at Royale Theatre, N. Y.
BETTY ANN HUDSON, publicity de- NORMAN LENHARDT, announcer at
partment,. Oxarart & Steffner Inc., WXYZ and WWJ, both Detroit, to
Hollywood program packager, to WJBK same city, in similar capacity.
KLAC Hollywood as executive secre- BOB CRAWFORD, staff musician,
tary to LARRY BUSKETT, sales manWBAP Fort Worth,
ager.
Tex., named staRUTH CRANE, WMAL Washington,
tion'sduction
assistant
directorprofor
selected by the Chesapeake & Potomac
'
radio.
Telephone Companies of D. C, Vir1
ED SIMMONS and
ginia and Maryland to make tranNORMAN LEAR,
scriptions to be used country-wide
writers of NBC
urging young women to make a career
radio - TV Dean
of telephone work.
Martin and Jerry
RALPH FAUCHER, WMRO Aurora,
f
Lewis
Show, named
111., sports director, to WTAQ La
Grange, 111., as disc jockey and staff
of the
Mr. Crawford gag
year writers
by National
announcer.
Assn. of Gag Writers.
BOB LEONARD, WLOG Logan, W.
CODY PFANSTIEHL, director of press
Va., to announcing staff of WEAV
information and audience promotion,
Plattsburg, N. Y. JACK WILSON
"'
WTOP Washington, to head publicity
named station's musical director.
If
committee for the 1952 Advertising
BOB FALCON, WGMS Washington,
Club of Washington Jamboree to be
appointed chief announcer replacing
held May 24.
RAY WILSON who moves to WCFM
EDGAR J. LEAMAN, TV consultant
(FM) same city as commercial manager.
to board of directors of Screen Directors Guild, starts weekly UCLA extenPHILIP BOOTH, senior director,
sion course, "Survey and Workshop."
KECA-TV Hollywood, resigns to devote full time to several film packages
LYDA FLANDERS, chef on WTAG
he is developing.
Worcester, Mass., Modern Kitchen program, elected to the National American
HAROLD K. DEUTSCH, WINS New
Heart Assn.
York, named sales promotion manager
of the station.
LAMONT JOHNSON, Hollywood radio

PROTECT

YOURSELF, your STMF, your CLIENTS
from the daily hazard of

LIBEL, SLANDER, INFRINGEMENT OF
COPYRIGHT, INVASION OF PRIVACY
Arising from Editorializing, Speeches, Newscasts, Ad libs, Financial
Comment, Mystery Plots, Gossipy Announcements, Man-on-the-street
Interviews.
Hundreds of Broadcasters and Newspapers guard this continuous hazard with our special, tailored-to-the-risk Insurance.
USE CAUTION -LADY LUCK IS A DESERTER!
IT COSTS SO LITTLE TO BE SURE WITH INSURANCE.
For details, write to the Pioneer in this line.
EMPLOYERS REINSURAIVCE CORPORATIOIV
Insurance Exchange BIdg.
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Kansas City, Mo.

TAX

actor, assigned role in Universal-International film, "Sally and Saint
PEDE WORTH, KCBS San Francisco
producer,
will run
suburban Daly
City.for councilman in
RAY GILL, garden authority, presenting a series of 13
Ann."
quarter-hour broadcasts on KEX Portland, Ore., and 16
other stations in
Oregon,
Washington, California
and
Idaho.
BILL WIRGES,
former rectormusical
difor Al Jolson
and Hildegarde, to
Mr. Gill
DuMont Television
Network, New York, in similar capacity on Johnny Olsen's Show.
AL HELFER, sportscaster, assigned
to broadcast the Game of the Day
baseball8. series on Mutual beginning
March
NINA BARA, actress on ABC-TV
Space Patrol, officiates at Academy of
TV Arts and Sciences awards banquet
tonight as "Miss Emmy." LUCILLE
BALL, star of CBS-TV / Love Lucy,
Is official hostess.
JAIME del VALLE, director CBS Radio Line-Up and Johnny Dollar, adds
ABC radio Richard Diamond.
BILL MANNS announcer, WIP Philadelphia, father of a girl, Kari Kindred,
and DAN CURTIS, station disc jockey,
father of boy, Lawrence, his second
son.
BOB WORTLEY, assistant music director at KTUL Tulsa, Okla., father
of a girl, Jan. 15.
BAILEY GOSS, WMAR (TV) Baltimore, recuperating from an operation
that will keep him away from studio
for two weeks. MATT THOMAS, his
assistant, replaces him on his daily
show. The National Review.
FRANCIS W. SCOTT, assistant to the
program operations manager at NBCTV Chicago, and Eleanor Ruggio are
to be married Feb. 23.
GUY BOWMAN, announcer, WJBK
Detroit,
Elizabeth. father of a girl, Michelle
AL VARE, announcer at WIRE Indianapolis, and Norma Jean Glockson
were married Feb. 14.
A^eurd • • •
LOUIS CIOFFL CBS Radio network
night news editor, Washington, assigned to Tokyo-Korea area to relieve
JACK WALTERS who returns to New
York CBS Radio news staff. STEPHEN
W. GUSHING, recently added to CBS
Radio news staff in New York, assigned to Washington as news writer
and broadcaster.
DICK LEONARD, news director at
KMYR Denver, to KNBC San Francisco as assistant manager of news
and special events replacing JERRY
GORDON,
transferred
New York news
staff. to NBC-TV's
BERT FRANK, news department of
KDYL Salt Lake City, to NBC radio,
Hollywood, in similar capacity.

CLINICS
First Held at San Antonei
FIRST of a series of nationwic
clinics covering application of ne^
tax laws and Internal Revenul
Bureau rulings to television sts:
tions was held Tuesday at the Plaz
Hotel, San Antonio, under auspic
of the all-industry TelevisicBroadcasters Tax Committe
Second clinic will be held tomorro
(Tuesday) at the Mayflower Hote
Washington, for eastern station
George B. Storer, president c
the Fort Industry stations, ar
nounced he was resigning as con
mittee chaii-man now that th
clinics are underway. He said th
committee's studies already ha\
made possible substantial saving
on 1950 tax returns. He recon
mended that the committee's wor
be carried on so further savings ca
be made, explaining the advantage
of a united front in working out ta
procedure and in contacting goverr
ment officials and legislators. Th
relatively new television industr
has been spared some of the ta
said.
hardships
originally proposed, h
John Poole, counsel for the con
mittee as well as Fort Industry ta
counsel, reviewed tax problems ir
volved in the relief amendmer
(Sec. 459d, Internal Revenue Code
He recalled the original Treasur
belief that a tax formula for radi
could be applied to television. Cru
of the whole problem, he said,
interpretation of Section 5b.
Kenneth W. Hoehn, CBS chi(
tax attorney, discussed the relit
amendment in detail, going int
reconstruction of radio income an
apportionment of assets. Job
Costelloe, RCA tax director, ej
plained applications of Section 5
in adjustments.
C. Rudolph Peterson, of th
Washington law firm of Le
Toomey & Kent, covered Treasur
regulations and filing of returns b
television stations. Lovell I
Parkei', legislative counsel for tl
all-industry committee, outline
prospects for further legislati\
relief.
Among others taking part in tl
clinic were: Thad Brown, NARTB Teli
vision Director; Thad Holt, WAFM-T
Birmingham, NABTB board membe
George C. Beaury, Howard R. Branc
WOAI-TV San Antonio; G. E. Killia
WKY-TV Oklahoma City; C. F. Reii
hardt, KFMB-TV San Diego; C. )
Cadenhcad, C. V. Upton, KRLD-T
Dallas;
"Dall;
News"; Harold
C. H. Pressley
Draper,Jr.,KPRC-I
Houston;
John
C.
Mullins,
KPHO-T
Phoenix, Ariz.; William W. Wagne
WOC-TV Davenport, la.; G. S. Coflfi
WBAP-TV Fort Worth; H. Quent(
Cox, KGW Portland, Ore., NARl
board member; W. D. Rogers J]
KEYL (TV) San Antonio; Robert Ricl
ter,
Frank M. RusseU,
NBC-T^
Clair RCA;
R. McCoUough,
WGAL-TV.
RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
On* of tfca leadlnc and
oldaat acbools of Itkdio
ToehBolocr
la Amarloa. offors ita
duatrr.
tralnad Radio and TeloTlalon taehBieiana to tka BroadcaatinK InlAdtfrMS
PfaKcmcntinoutriM
Directorto
BC*. nnTITITTaB, inc
A SarvfM of RaMo Corporation
Stt W. 4tt at..
Naw Terk 14. N. T.
of America
m
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more

for

busy

Publishers

help

media

and station operators
of media

You who use Standard Rate and CONSUMER
MARKETS as tools of your trade are thoroughly
familiar with the standard listings of media statistics and market data.

show

buyers

increasing awareness

buyers' problems

representatives' contacts. Thus they keep wanted
information instantly available— on the spot— to
help the busy media buyer buy.

But do you realize the extent to which publishers and station operators supplement the
standardized data with additional media information—in the form of Service-Ads?

IWROCKFORDI

DATA
DIGEST
HOUSE
SILLS BOTHBUUTirUl
SIDES
01 IH[ COUHIEII

They are realistically aware of your need for
information about things that make each station
or publication different from its contemporaries
—information that you cannot expect to find in
the standard listings.
They know, too, that you don't always have
the time you need to call in all of the media under consideration to get answers to all the questions that arise in the course of selection.
So, last year, approximately 1,050 publications, radio and TV stations used space in SRDS
publications. They supplemented the information
in their listings in Standard Rate (or their markets'
listings in CONSUMER MARKETS) with Service-Ads
that reminded buyers of the important differences about their media values that they've been
registering through their promotion and their

In the course of your
daily use of SRDS
monthly publications
and CONSUMER MARKETS
don't forget
-in Service-Ads like
these there is more
good help for busy
medio buyers.

MODERN PLASTICS

STANDARD

RATE & DATA
SERVICE, INC.
Waller E. Botthof, Publisher
the national authority serving the media-buying function
1740 RIDGE AVENUE • EVANSTON, ILLINOIS
SALES OFFICES:
NEW YORK
• CHICAGO
• LOSANGELES
publishers of consumer magazine rales and data • business publication rates and doto • national networic rodlo and television
service • radio rates and data • television rates and data • newspaper rates ond doto • transportation advertising
rates end data • A. B.C. weekly newspaper rotes and data • consumer markets, serving the marlei-medio selection fmctior

NOTE:

To

Station

Managers

Service-Ads have become such a valuable part of
SRDS publications that we want all advertising executives to know more about them. That's the story behind the advertisement reproduced here; appearing
currently in Advertising Agency and Printers' Ink.
The information found in the srds monthly books
and CONSUMER markets is often the last word
about your station and your market . . . the last word
seen by agency men when they're under pressure;
building a list or defending a list.
To help you make it the last word in effectiveness,

SRDS has interviewed research and media men, accoimt executives, time buyers, advertising managers.
An analysis of their viewpoints, practices and needs
is available in the "Spot Radio Promotion Handbook"
(at cost: $1.00). Then, to help you convert these viewpoints into Service-Ads that will really "sell by helping buyers buy," we have condensed this information
into another handy booklet, "Copy Organizer for Service-AdsinRadioRates&Data."Ava\\ah\e at cost, $ 1.00.

WALTER E. BOTTHOF. Publisher

J. B. OGDEN, field sales manager for
RCA Service Co., Camden, N. J.,
named field sales representative for
the RCA air conditioners in the Central and West Central regions headquartered in Chicago.
RAYMOND W, SAXON appointed general sales manager
of Home Instrument Dept., RCA
Victor, Camden,
N. J., succeeding
ALLAN B. MILLS
who becomes manager of merchanI dising division of
^^^^w the department.
4, ^fW^ MALLARD
VISION Inc.,TELEfilm
buying service for
Mr. Saxon
TV stations, opens
new offices at 120 Wall St., N. Y.
ROBERT
E. CHAFFEE,
CBS San
Francisco salesman, and JOHN R.
MAYER, Foote, Cone & Belding, same
city, form Chaffee Testing Service,
new firm to test popularity and effectivenes of radio and TV commercials. Offices are located at 68 Post
St., San Francisco.
MATTHEW D. BURNS appointed general manager of Sylvania Electric
Products Inc., N. Y.
RICHARD CARLTON, assistant advertising director of National Screen
Service, N.. Y., to Sterling Television
Co., same city, to organize and develope film library which will become
the company's stock shot division.
CAPPER PUBLICATIONS
Inc. has
opened new Cleveland offices at 609
Union Commerce Bldg.
S. D. CONLEY named merchandise
manager of air conditioner department, RCA, Camden, N. J.
Mr. John Horz'ath
William Esty and Co.
New York City
Dear Johnny :
How'd yuh like ter advertise in a
market whur wages is arunnin'
six an'
a half milyuns
a quarter
ahead Orof whur
las'
year?
eiglit thousand
more peepul is
aatworkin'
then
this time
a year ago f
Or whur peeso puld isa abuyin'
nged
thet
ta.x
manysalesthin's
collections is
r\innvn' two
milynn dollars
ahead uv Well,
las'
year?
Johnny, look
no futher! Th'
hometown
uv
IVCHS gives
yuh all these
here thin's an'
more too!
Hit's
th'
durndest
market a fellet
ever seen! Jest
th' kinda place
y ' o r t a be
spendin' lotsa
advertizin' dol'member,
lars in! An'
Johnny. Yu h
gits more lisseners in Charleston an' vacinity on
WCHS
then
effen
yuh
all th'
other four stations in town bought
put tergether!
Yrs.
Algy
WCHS
Charleston,
Page 94
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INSTRUMENT DIVISION, Allen B.
DuMont Labs, announces the following promotions to new posts within
the division effective immediately: DR.
P. S. CHRISTALDL engineering manager, named assistant division manager; G. ROBERT MEZGER, technical sales manager, named engineering manager to succeed Dr. Christaldi,
with EMIL G. NICHOLS, assistant
technical sales manager, to be technical
sales manager; MELVIN B. KLINE,
head of special projects section of instrument engineering dept., and WILLIAM G. FOCKLER, head of development section of same department, both
named assistant engineering managers.
SCOTT RADIO Labs., Chicago, elected
to membership in the Brand Names
Foundation, N. Y.
JOHN H. HARLEY, electrical design
engineer at El Segundo, Calif., division of Douglas Aircraft Co., to application engineering laboratories of
Sprague Electric Co., Culver City,
Calif.
DON BRIESE, account executive, Edwards Adv., L. A:,
to Gabriel Moulin
Studios,cisco
Sanphotography
Franstudio, as assistant
motion picture director in new TV
department.
GEORGE A.NETHERCUT appointed
advertising manager of Monsanto
Mr. Briese
Chemical Co.'s
Western Div., St. Louis.
PAUL DEFUR, radio TV producer, J.
Walter Thompson Co's Ford account,
to Transfilm Inc., N. Y. (commercial
film producer), as manager of TV
sales.
CHARLES H. WIRTH, sales engineer
for Rangertone Inc. (tape recording
equipment), to Audio & Video Products Corp., N. Y., as engineering representative.
COVINGTON DISTRIBUTING Corp.,
Houston, Tex., appointed the Admiral
distributor in that city in charge of
handling sales and service for complete
line of Admiral products.
ALEXANDER G. EVANS named assistant national sales manager for
Receiver Sales Division, Allen B. DuMont Labs.
In Public Infreresf
ON THEORY that Whittaker Chambers' series running in Saturday Evening
Post is of tremendous importance, WCCC Hartford,
Conn., ran several free announcements daily calling
public attention to it. Paul
Martin, WCCC manager, said
free spots were carried because "of our declared pledge
to operate a radio station in
the public interest, convenience and necessity." He added the magazine had made
no request of any kind for
the announcements.

SANFORD M. CORDY appointed
general manager of New York distributing branch of Majestic radio
and TV division of Wilcox-Gay Corp.
ROBERT K. DAKER, March of Time
Forum Films, N. Y.
to Seminar Films,
same city, as executive vice president.
EDWARD C. COTTER named midwest manager of
Storecast Corp. of
America replacing
B. KENDALL PITKIN, vice president
chandising.
charge of merMr. Dakar
LESLIE E. WOODS, director of industrial relations for Raytheon Mfg. Co.,
Waltham, Mass., appointed a member
of the New England Regional LaborManagement Committee for Defense
Manpower.

t • • •
4L(f^mpmQnTELEVISION,
AMERICAN
Chicago
(set manufacturing firm), introduces
new "telemagic eye" which will control
automatically the contrast and light
levels on the screen in proportion to
the amount
of light
room.
vice is included
in allin 21theinch
sets. DeTELECHROME Inc., Amityville, L. I.,
announces availability of new universal color picture generator. Instrument uses flying spot principle and is
obtainable as a video signal source for
all color TV systems. Company also
announces development of super fineline television picture scanner which
produces pictures with clarity exceeding that obtainable on 16 mm film, according to company officials.
RCA TUBE Div., Camden, N. J., announces new 7 inch direct view kinescope designed for monitor service in
conjunction with theatre and industrial television as well as portable teleWHOl SALES UP
No TV Affect, Diehm Says
PROOF
that "TV
penetration"
a misnomer
is claimed
by Vicis
Diehm, vice president and sales
consultant of WHOL Allentown,
Pa., who reports that the CBS affiliate showed a 35% increase in gross
sales in 1951 as compared with
1950. Allentown, he said, is 50
miles from Philadelphia and 75
miles from New York — getting TV
service from both markets. In addition, the 250 w outlet competes with
three regionals and an FM station
in the immediate market and a
daytimer in nearby Bethlehem, he
noted.
Mr. Diehm attributed the 1951
sales record to local programming
and publicmediate
service
the imdirection under
of James
F.
Chambers, station manager. Mr.
Diehm, who owns and operates
WAZL Hazleton, was elected a director and vice president of WHOL
in December 1949.

casting equipment. Kinescope, termeij
ECA-7TP4,
provides a 5% x 4 inch picture.
NAT C. GOLDSTONE PRODUCTIONS
Inc. (program packager), Beverl_,
Hills, Calif., announces production oi
monitor for use in combined live ani
filmed audience participation TV programs. Device measures time al
lotted to live portion of the program
RCA, Camden, N. J., announces al
purpose, all electronic voltmeter, WV
87A Master Volt Ohmyst, designed t(
provide radio service dealers, TV receiver manufacturers and industria
labs, with a test and measurement in
strument
tronic tests.capable of performing elec

"Technical • • •
WALLY SCHWENTSER appointed as
sistant chief engineer at KMTV (TV
Omaha. FRANK BUKACEK, JIIV^
ASHER, MILTON KBOGSTAD anc
JOE PALANDRI added to the sta
tion's engineering staff.
VERN WILEMAN named chief engi
neer at CKNW New Westminster
B. C, replacing BILL COLLINS whc
is away from the station because oJ
illness. Mr. Wileman will be replacec
by HAL McINNES.
PAUL McCASLIN, engineer at KTUI
Tulsa Okla., to KFPW Fort Smith as
chief engineer.
'Danny Wilson' Winner
TED STANFORD, 26-year-old for
mer Navy radio man, was declared
winner last week of nationwide
contest to find a potential male
singing star. Search was conductec
through disc jockeys throughout
the United States in cooperation
with Universal-International Pic
tures. Mr. Stanford won the local
contest, conducted by Charles
Clary on
Spinners'
Sanctum
oi
KRLD
Dallas.
As sponsor
of the
national winner, Mr. Clary will ac
company his discovery to Los Angeles, where Mr. Stanford — under
the professional name of Danny
Wilson — will appear on the Frank
Sinatra TV program tomorrow
(Tuesday).
MORE than 200 participations and
spot announcements on regular weekly
schedule basis were sold on KNBH
(TV) Hollywood, during first week oi
February, according to Don Norman
sales manager. Accounts include General Foods Corp., Philip Morris Co.,
Procter & Gamble Co. and Safeway
Stores Inc.
GREENVILLE
is
SOUTH CAROLINA'S LARGEST
METROPOLITAN AREA . .
In GASOLINE SALES
Greenville
42,572,781
Columbia
31,404,179
Charleston
27,837,066
S. C. Stats Treasurer Figures in gallons for Ypor endina June 30, 1951.
MAKE !T YOURS WITH
^
The News-Piedmont Station, Greenville, S. C
NBC affiliate for the
WATTS
F B C
Greenville- AndersonSpartanburg Markets
Represented by Avery-Knodel
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TOU CAN GET REPRJNTS OF THIS ADVERTISEMENT, AT NO COST, BY WRITING TO THIS MAGAZINE

government
How
"big"
should
Lincoln was President at a time when the federal
government had to take away from its citizens more
rights and responsibilities than ever before.
But he didn't like it. He believed, with the writers
of the Constitution and the Declaration, that our
government should protect people's independence,
not push people around.
"In all that the people can individually do as well
for
themselves,
Lincoln
once said.government ought not to interfere,"
Lincoln never let Americans forget that. He kept
reminding the nation that the government's vast
wartime powers must be only temporary.
He made powerful enemies. For there are always
those who want to see government run things — and
run people — permanently.
We have them today. They think up all kinds of
reasons why the federal government should take over
this or that business, industry or service. They never
say they want socialism. Maybe they don't even
realize it. But that's actually what they propose.

ROADCASTING

• Telecasting

be?

Most Americans don't want socialism any more
than you do. The job is to recognize it — and halt it
— no matter what disguise it wears.
The people who plan and work for a socialistic U. S. A.
know that permanent control of a few key industries and
services will give government the power to take over just about
everything. One of the key industries that they're trying to
take over is electric light and power. That's why this warning is brought to you by America's business-managed, taxpaying Electric Light and Power Companies.*
4:Nanies on request from this magazine
I
1
I
Electric power is the key to U. S. production strength. I
We need more and more of it to produce more steel,
[ aluminum and other materials, and to make them into |
I more planes, ships, tanks and guns.
'
I
America's electric light and power companies have i
I planned ahead to have enough electricity ready on time '
I to meet foreseeable demands.
|
'
They'll have it ready . . . // their suppliers can get the j
I steel and other materials they need to finish the new |
I power plants, lines and equipment they've started. I
1
I
."MEET CORLISS ARCHER"-CBS-Sundays, 9 P.M., Eastern Time.
. Look for "THE ELECTRIC THEATRE" on Television.
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75 Radio-TV Newsmen
At Minn. U.

NEWS
SESSION
SELECTION of KYSM Mankato, Minn., as winner of an award for excellence in community service by a radio newsroom was one of the highlights of the Sixth Annual Radio News Short Course held at the U. of
Minnesota's School of Journalism Feb. 8-9.
Some 75 radio and TV newsmen ★
KDAL Duluth, Minn., was named vice
from Minnesota, the Dakotas, Iowa
president, and Allen Febes, WCCO
and Wisconsin attended the twoMinneapolis, secretary - treasurer.
day sessions, with discussions cenMichael Griffin, WBAY Green Bay,
tering on television news, conJack Swenson, KFYR Bistroversial subjects, aggressive re- Wis., and
marck, N. D. were elected directors.
porting and problems arising from
General TV news session was led
broadcast coverage of court and
by Charles McCuen WTCN-AM-TV
legislative proceedings.
Minneapolis. He told newsmen that
Friendliness and support for TV
write TV news off as being only
news were emphasized during the a"to feature
medium is to show
discussions. Radio newsmen were
abysmal
ignorance
of what it has
implored not to make the same
already achieved, and what it can
mistake with regard to television
do." Mr. Hoshal asked newsmen
as newspapers did on radio's news
not to "laugh off" TV news.
coverage in the mid-30's.
Judge Victor H. Johnson, head
The trophy for excellence in
community service was given to of a Minnesota Bar Assn. committee, urged radio and press reKYSM by the Northwest Radio
ports to impose self-discipline in
News Assn. for its round-the-clock
reporting court news. His comcoverage of the 1951 flood disaster
mittee, he said seeks no censorship
and other achievements.
or legislative restraints. Problems
Second and third place awards
of telecasting legislative hearings
were made to KROX Crookston,
and laws of privacy were outlined
Minn., for a daily half-hour of by
Prof. Monrad Paulsen, U. of
news broadcast by weekly news
Minnesota law school.
editors in its area, and to KNUJ
New Ulm, Minn., for a series of
Improved Rating
notable special events programs.
Emphasis on need of radio for
Julian Hoshal, KSTP-AM-TV Min- better reporting was broached by
neapolis-St. Paul news editor, was
Michael Griffin of WBAY and Wilelected NRNA president for 1952, suc1am Steven, assistant executive
ceeding Glenn Flint, WDAY Fargo, editor, Minneapolis Star & Tribune.
N. D., as retiring head. Dick Anthony,
View that more aggressive newsgathering by radio-TV would aid
newspapers in opening up closed
news avenues also was offered.
Vigorous discussion of improving
What
a Buy!
local and regional news service was
weighed by Earl Henton of WEBC
Duluth, Orrin Melton of KSOO
Sioux Falls, S. D. and Art Smith
N
of WNAX Yankton-Sioux City.
News roundup programs and tailoring of news for different audiences
ABC
were debated.
Attending news course were:
Amick,
Bob. KYSM Mankato; AnderC
son, James V. WCAL Northfield;
Anthony,
Duluth; Arnott,
Bob, KNUJDickNewKDAL
Ulm; Bailey, James.
PROGRAMS
WMNE Menominie, Wis.; Bedsaul
Clare KUSD Vermillion, S D.; Bormann, Jam WCCO Minneapolis; Brant,
Ed
UP Minneapolis; Brune, Rey; UP
For ''Minutes*'
Minneapolis: Casey, Ralph D. School
of Journalism; Charnley, Mitchell V.
<& Chain Breaks
School of Journalism; Cheverton Dick
WMT Cedar Rapids, Iowa; Cohen,
Jerry
WDGY Minneapolis; Dibben
IN
Darrell KUSD Vermillion. S. D •
Donaldson,
Frank KSTP Twin Cities;
Dunn, Jack WDAY Fargo,
N. D.; Eaton
Arthur, WPBC Minneapolis; Engebretson.
John
D.
WCAL
NorthfieldYOUNGSTOWN, 0.
Erin, William KLER Rochester;
Flint,
Glenn WDAY Fargo, N. D.; Fobes
Allen WCCO Minneapolis.
George, Abner KOTA Rapid City,
S. D.; Gereau, Rick KUSD Vermillion,
5000
Rapids;
KBZY Grand
Bud Omaha;
Germ, AP,
p.; Jerry
S.
Gill,
Gorham,
KILO Grand Forks,
WATTS
N. D.; GreenwooJeff
Dorothy KUOM Minneapolis; Haacked
Lauren KDIX Dickinson, N. D •
Bismarck, N. D •
Hagerty, ,Jack
Hardman
BenUP,WCCO
Mineapolis;
Serving America's
Haskins, Jack School of Journalis
m;
Heffron,
Norman
KOTA Rapid City,
34th Market
S. D.; Henderson, Brooks KSTP Twin
Cities; Henry, Al WEAU Eau Claire,
Wis.; Henton, Earl WEBC Duluth;
Hoshal, Julian KSTP Twin Cities;
WFMJ
Jensen',
TwinofCities;
Ingram, Bill
William
P. KSTP
School
Journalis
m;
Kaplan, Howard AP. Minneapolis;
REPRESENTATIVES
Knutson, Ken KLPM Minot, N. D ■
Langland, Stanley WTCN MinneapolisHeadley-Reed Co.
Leslie, John WDGY Minneapolis.
McCuen, Charles, WTCN MinneapolisPage 96 • February 18, 1952

Media Tribute
TRIBUTE to the broadcast
media has been paid by
H. J. Heinz II, national
chairman, United Red
Feather Campaigns of America. Said Mr. Heinz, "In behalf of the nation's 1,500
Community Chests and the
United Defense Fund I want
to express appreciation to the
network and the local radio
and TV stations of the country who helped make a success of the Red Feather Campaign last fall. The support
given by broadcasters, independent producers, writers,
actors, engineers, musicians
and others in the radio and
TV industry as well as the
sponsors and their advertising agencies helped make
possible the record total of
approximately $250 million
raised for the 15,000 Red
Feather health and welfare
McGivern, William KSTP Twin Cities;
McGovern, James, WDGY Minneapolis;
Mickley, Doug WMNE Menominie, Wis.;
Miller. Roger KUSD Vermillion, S. D.;
MiUer, Sandy National Association of
Manufacturers. Minneapolis; Monroe,
Ken KIJV, Huron, S. D.; Morgan,
Howard AP, Minneapolis; Moses,
George AP, Minneapolis; Padilla, Don
WTCN Minneapolis; Paulsen, Monrad
G. Law School, U. of Minnesota;
Paynter, Loren WREX Duluth; Prosser,
Marie KATE Albert Lea; Ranheim, Jim
WCAL Northfield; Rian, Cliff, WTCN
Minneapolis; Riley, Rikk KILO Grand
Forks, N. D.
Robbins, Francis KDHL Faribault;
Sarjeant, Charles WCCO Minneapolis;
Schroder, Norman WDAY Fargo, N. D.;
Schwartz, Jim WOI Ames, Iowa;
Seehafer, Gene School of Journalism;
Severson, Richard KDIX Dickinson,
N. D.; Shelley, Jack WHO Des Moines,
Iowa; Simon, Mayo Fund for Adult
Education, WOI Ames, Iowa; Smith,
Art, WNAX Sioux City, Iowa; Steensland, Tom KAUS Austin; Steeves,
Edmund UP, Chicago; Stougaard, Ray
KSUM Fairmont; Swenson, Jack KFYR
Bismarck, N. D.; Taylor, Gene KOTA
Rapid City, S. D.; Thornton, Cal UP,
Minneapolis; Tweet, Roald D. WCAL
Northfield;
Van Dyke, Russ KRTN Des
Moines.

INDUSTRIAL LEADERS
Henle to Interview Five
RAY HENLE, editor-in-chief,
Three-Star Extra, will interview
five of the
nation's
leading
trialists over
NBC radio
this indusweek.
Guest today (Monday) will be Benjamin F. Fairless, president, U. S.
Steel Corp.
Other special guests, to be interviewed on successive nights, are
Philip D. Reed, board chairman.
General Electric Co.; Cravk^ford H.
Greenewalt, president, duPont &
Co.; Milton Fairman, of The Borden Co., and past president of the
Public Relations Society of America, and H. E. Humphreys Jr.,
president, U. S. Rubber Co. Mr.
Henle believes that never before
has anyone brought in such quick
succession such a group of topflight industrial leaders to the
microphone.

LEE

HART NAMED
Joins Standard Radii
LEE HART, former retail salei
and advertising specialist for BAB
has been appointed sales and ad
vertising consultant
Standar(itii
Radiofor Transcrip
tion Services Inc. ii
it
was announceiif:
last
week b;:

Gus Hagenah ani
Lewis TeeGarder.
managing direc;
tors of Standard.
Miss Hart rei
signed last montll
from BAB afte
Miss Hart
an eight year as
sociation wit
that organization and its predei
cessor, Broadcast Advertising Dep''
of NAB [B»T, Jan. 21]. She waresponsible for many of BAB'
plans
retailers,
famed for
Joske's
studyconducting
and the th
r( '[
cent report on radio's effectivenes
"Count Your Customers."
In her new post. Miss Hart vn

be
in charge of the
firm's
ne^
Sponsored-Tailored
Copy
Forms
Service. Standard explains th
service ofis a tonewspaper
be the "radio
equ"|'
valent
mat servid
and is one part of a four-way pla
designed to help subscribers seJ B
Sponsored-Tailored programs are t
advertising campaigns that ai;
productive for the advertisers."
Content Returns
EDWARD J. CONTENT, acou;
tical and radio engineering coi
sultant, returned to the Unite
States last week after serving £
senior engineer on broadcastir
installations
the Arabian
gO'
ernment at for
Jeddah
and Mecc
Currently under contract to Inte
national Standard Electric Corj
Mr. Content was assistant chii
engineer for WOR New York pric
to establishing his own consultj
tion business in 1946. He plann(
acoustics for the UN buildings e
Lake Success and Flushing, N. Y
including basic designs for broai
systems.
casting and TV sound pick-i I

MAGIC

The new Quiz Program-Game
with mystery
S "
ERsuspense!
NUMBand
Nothing to print!
Easy to produce!
Exclusive ^
rights! $50
$300 a inmonth!
fine prizes — ,'

Ray & Berger
i
"Best in the West!" ^ |
1471 H. Tamarind Avenue
•
Hollywood 28, California
O
Hudson 24202
C
!

BROADCASTING

• Telecastin

'ENTH anniversary issue of the
KVOO Tulsa, Okla., farm department magazine has been
^ sd to all people concerned with
broadcasting. Magazine cona history of the station's inft in farm activities and of its
\ project programs in addition
seller's guide map of the
a KVOO audience buys in
ion to the area the station inees.
•— •— •
E-SPOT REPORTS
IjCIAL events director of WJPS
tisville, Ind., Verne Paule, has
'i assigned by the station to
fi a shipment of blood to Korea
i its donation point in Evansi in an effort to make townstie more conscious of the need
uilding the nation's blood bank,
began Feb. 4 when Mr. Paule
rviewed the donor, Mrs. Leslie
erland. Reports will be made
Mr. Paule on each important
lening on the journey and
dcast every day on station
5 programs.
•— • — •
no MUSIC LESSONS
OND term home study course
ymphonic music conducted by
)klyn College and aired by
i ijXR New York, began Feb. 15
a; ii will run through May 9 every
a itay evening. Students in the
j» audience are required to listo 13 broadcasts and complete
written assignments. Encourig response to the first term
ri listeners in 15 states prompted
program's continuation.
]
EXHIBIT
TEST in TV equipment will be
ibited by WHEN (TV) Syraat the 1952 Automobile show
aj) hat city from Feb. 19 through
"See Your Self on Television"
onstration will be a highlight
he exhibit.
•— • — •
r AR BOOKLET
W OVERALL station presenta. has been prepared by WGAR
Iceland. The 25-page booklet now
^ig distributed to agencies and
^ertisers contains data on the
rket, general station informa1 and result stories on available
grams.

programs

promotion

TAXES SIMPLIFIED
PHILADELPHIANS will find
radio at their disposal for the
fourth consecutive year now that
it's time to file incpme tax forms
again. WFIL of that city, will present a series of three broadcasts,
dealing with the complex procedure
titled Yoiir Income Tax. The program, produced in cooperation with
the Philadelphia Chapter of the
National Assn. of Cost Accountants, will be aired on consecutive
Thursdays beginning Feb. 28.
COFFEE CLATCH
WASHINGTON, D. C, residents,
whose extra 40 winks each morning
deprive them of breakfast at home,
have a solution to their of whereshall-we-go-f or-coffee ? problem.
Mike Hunicutt, WOL morning
man, opens studio doors to everyone for free doughnuts and coffee
each day from 6 to 9:30 a.m. Guests
may drop in for java, listen to
Mike's piano playing and chat with
him in between commercials. Wilkins Co. supplies the coffee and the
doughnuts are with compliments of
Miller's Jewelers Exchange, Washington.
•— •— •
THOROUGH COVERAGE
MARKET data and merchandising
coverage analyzed in a recent brochure provide a selling point for
the Intermountain Network with
headquarters in Salt Lake City,
Utah. The network, represented by
stations in eight states, is the second largest regional in the U. S.,
according to network officials, and
covers the intermountain area from
border to border.
RADIO DRAMA
FORMATION of a drama department has been announced at CFAC
Calgary, Alberta, to further develop
Canadian talent. Clarence Mack,
station announcer, will direct the
new group which will produce a

^immeciiote revenue produced
rith regional promof ion
^ campaigns
23 years of
service to the
broadcasting industry
A

HOWARD

J. McCOLLISTER

66 kCkQ\k DRIVE
ATHERTON, CALIFORNIA

PAUL W. McCOLLISTER,
OADCASTING

experienced sales
personnel will sell community
programs throughout
your coverage area
Company

DAVENPORT 3-3061

General Manager

• Telecasting

premiums
half hour show each week. Canadian radio writers are supplying
the scripts for the radio dramas.
•— • — •
REGISTRATION REMINDER

QUARTER-HOUR programs are
being dedicated to civic minded
citizens by WHIM Providence in
their campaign to get Rhode Island
residents out to register for the
coming elections. Several phone
calls are made each day to people
picked at random. Those who have
registered are mentioned by the
station on the air and those who
have not are reminded that the
campaign's not far away. Between
now and registration deadline,
WHIM hopes to complete 1,000
such calls.
-• — • — •BUSINESS IS FINE
MUSIC business has doubled in
four months time for Henning J.
Hansen, owner of The Joplin Piano
Co., Joplin, Mo., and the super
salesman has been radio. On Oct.
15, he signed KFSB Joplin and Sam
Babcock, station disc jockey, to do
a show from his music store five
days a week. Studio for the production has been the store's front
window which has proven an effective way of attracting customers.
-• — • — •OWL'S BEST BUY

SELF PROMOTION
USING radio to further the interests of radio has been inaugurated
by WTAG Worcester, Mass. Station airs seven promotion programs a week on its own behalf.
Let's Listen, heard Monday
through
lists the evening's
features Friday,
with recorded
excerpts
from the previous week's shows.
On Sunday morning station presents Hear Todo.y with accent on
musical, cultural and educational
shows to be heard.
•— •— •
ECONOMICAL ADVERTISING
FIRST RATE card of the new
three-station sales package known
as the Texas Plains Stations, involving KPAN Hereford, KFLD
Floydada and KVMC Colorado City,
has been sent to advertising managers and agency timebuyers. Promotion explains economic value of
using the TP stations because of
20% lower rate than the sum of
the three individual rates.
DOUBLY HELPFUL
KDYL Salt Lake City succeeded in
killing two birds with one stone
during the last month. Station in
cooperation with Federal Reserve
Bank officials helped alleviate an
acute copper penny shortage and
contributed to the polio fund at the
same time. For a week, announcers
suggested listeners send in copper
pennies to be turned over to the
drive. 13,150 were received and exchanged for currency to help the
March of Dimes [B»T, Feb. 11].

MAILING piece showing that night
owling pays off has been issued by
WBAL Baltimore promoting Key
to the Missing, show scheduled
daily from 1:30-4:45 a.m. featuring Archdale Jones, tracer of missing persons. Copy is supplemented
with cartoon illustrations explaining how the program operates, the
audience it reaches, and a price
list on available time for prospective advertisers.
DANCE FESTIVAL
SQUARE DANCE festival backed
by WNAX Yankton-Sioux City,
Iowa, fortnight ago drew 3,600 midwesterners to the Sioux City Municipal Auditorium, some from 200
miles away. Santa Fe Trailers,
WNAX broadcast group, put 1,100
costumed dancers through their
paces for spectators to watch. Comments were favorable enough to
encourage the station to make the
festival a semi-annual affair.
SUCCESSFUL SHOWING
RADIO and the automobile industry got together in Louisville, Ky.,
fortnight ago when WHAS-AMTV there combined with Greater
Louisville Foi-d Dealers to put on
a three-hour show at Jefferson
County Armory. Western and hillbilly music was featured on the
program and Ford unveiled its new
cars to an approximate crowd of
8,200.

SELL

Vl

JtVJELR

LANG-WORTH
FK\Tl KE PROGRAMS, In.-.
113 W. 57th ST.. NEW YORK 19. N Y
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FREE MEDIA
Is Theme of UNESCO Review
ALL MEDIA — radio, television,
motion picture and press — "must
enjoy the freedom and demonstrate
the responsibility, which will enable
these potential links between peoples to serve peace and international understanding."
This conviction highlights World
Communications, a review of these
various media throughout the world
compiled by UNESCO (United
Nations Educational, Scientific &
Cultural Organization).
The publication offers another
view in TV service in foreign
countries as released during the
national conference of the U. S.
National Commission for UNESCO
held late last month [B*T, Feb. 11,
According to World Communications, 187 million radio sets and
some 15 million TV receivers offer
daily news and information to
peoples throughout the world. The
report points out that half the
world's 2.4 billion people are still
illiterate, "and that countries where
illiteracy is high, are poor in communications facilities."
Topping the list among continents for radio set ownership is
North America with 447 receivers
per thousand people, with Oceania
(Australia, New Zealand South Pacific Islands) leading in newspaper
circulation. Oceania ranks second
FOR FINEST TAPE RECORDING
KWFC
Hot Springs, Ark.

February 1 1 Decisions . . .
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond
WOOK Washington — Granted petition to amend application to delate request
of main oftrans,
location,for change
change location
proposed
synch,enceamp.
and
incorporate
by
refercertain engineering data.
Gulf Beaches Bcstg. Co., St. Petersburg
Beach, Fla.
— Grantedfrom
petition
continuance
of hearing
Feb. for11
to March 3 in Washington.
WOL Washington — Denied petition
for continuance of hearing for about
10 days only
as it requests
continuance to ainsofar
day certain,
but petition
for continuance, being construed upon
Commission's
own motion,continuance
to constituteis
request for indefinite
granted;
hearing
scheduled
to have
been commenced on Feb. 7 continued
to date to be fixed by further order to
Allocat-ions Supplement
Broadcasting o Telecasting will publish in complete
text the FINAL TELEVISION ALLOCATIONS REPORT. Subscribers will receive the supplement without
charge. Extra copies will be
available, as long as the
supply lasts, at $3 each.
in set ownership.
"The United States . . . owns half
of the world's radio transmitters
and 90% of the television sets,"
the survey reports. "Television . . .
is now operated in 10 other countries— The United Kingdom, Soviet
Union, France, Denmark, Netherlands, Norway, Cuba, Mexico,
Brazil and Japan — and is being
developed
eight
UNESCO in has
beenothers."
continuously
surveying facilities for mass communications since its establishment, as part of a campaign to help
greater numbers of people to obtain
an easier access to information.
World Communications, UNESCO
Publication 942, 1951, can be obtained from the International
Documents Service, Columbia University Press, New York. Aforementioned data was contained in
the February review of Economic
and Social Problems in the United
Nations, published by the State
Dept's Office of Public Affairs.
WNYC

-FIRST CHOICE
OF ENGINEERS!
Only Magnecorder offers all the flexibility, high fidelity and features you
require — at a price you want to pay!
FITS EVERY PURPOSE - EVERY PURSE!
PORTABLE — LIGHTWEIGHT
Recorder inin theoneother.
case Eosy
—
Amplifier
handling — compactt
QUICKLY RACK MOUNTED
Units can be combined for
studio operation of portable
equipment.
CONSOLE OR CONSOLETTE
Operotion ovoilabl© by combining units in rich Mognecorder cabinets.
For new coM/og — wrife.Mo3ii(!tor<i, Int.. 360 N. Michigon Ave., Chicago 1, 111.
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ANSWER

Siege/ Upholds Station
DISTINCT cultural contribution to
New York was claimed for municipally-owned WNYC last week
by Seymour N. Siegel, director of
radio communications for New
York and head of WNYC, in answer to charges by Thomas J. Miley, executive vice president of
Commerce & Industry Assoc. of
New York, that operation of the
station was a needless burden to
taxpayers [B»T, Feb. 11].
Asserting that the station provides "adult, literate and mature"
programs, Mr. Siegel pointed out
a few: A city food guide, public
health program series, a lawyers'
program, civil defense programs
and audio-visual aids for educational use throughout the city.
Since everyone benefits from the
local station, everyone should bear
the cost, Mr. Siegel argued, citing
letters to support his stand.

fCC

actions

FEBRUARY

8 THROUGH

FEBRUARY 14
cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod.-modificatioi
ERP-effective radiated power N-night
trans.-transmitte.
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
unl.-unlimited he
synch, amp. -synchronous amplifier vis. -visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and trans
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of
station and transfer applications.
give applicant ample time to complete
and present planned amendment to
application.
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
WHUN Huntingdon, Pa.— Granted
petition to amend application to delate
requested changes in frequency, power
and hours of operation but in lieu
thereof, to specify top loading of present ant. system for purpose of improving signal
strength over
area it
now serves;
application,
as amended,
removed from hearing docket.
By Hearing Examiner Leo Resnick
Chief, for
FCC continuance
Best. Bureau—
petition
of Granted
further
hearing in proceeding re application
of West Side Radio, Tracy, Calif., from
Feb. 11 to March 17.
ByElizabeth
Hearing C.Examiner
Smith
WVOP Vidalia, Ga.— Granted petition
for additional corrections in various respects to transcript of testimony in
proceeding re its application.
February 11 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED
FOR kcFILING
AM— 1350
KDKD Clinton, Mo.— CP to change
frequency from 1280 kc to 1350 kc.
Amend Application
WLIN Merrill, Wis.— CP requesting
power increase from 1 kw-D to 5 kw-D,
1 kw-N, and change from DA-N to
JANUARY

DA-DN, AMENDED to change p
to 5 kw-unl., and change trans,
studio location
Wausau,
Wis. from MerriU, Wis'
License for CP
1
WTAD Quincy, 111.— License for
authorizing daytime power increaP
License Renewal
Following station request ren
of license:
KVCV Redding, Calif., KOJM H;
Mont., KMAC San Antonio and Wl
Wilmington, N. C.
Modification of CP
Mod.
CP, as mod.,
KFVS-FM
Cape authorizing
Girardeau,newIV"
station,
for extension of complf
date.
TENDERED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
WBAM
Ala. — locat
Mod
to change Montgomery,
trans, and studio
APPLICATION RETURNED
WLBE Leesburg, Fla.— RETUR i
application requesting transfer of
trol fromandEleanor
to PauHusebo
WendellHunter
F. Husebo.
February 12 Decisions . .
BY Granted
THE SECRETARY
'
License
WOHP Bellefontaine, Ohio— Gra
BOX

TV

SCORE

STATUS
follows:

of broadcast station authorizations at the FCC on Jam
AM
108
648
Total authorized
2406
108
635
Total on the air
2331
93
569
Licensed (all on air)
2313
FM
Construction permits
93
592
203
Total applications pending
931
182
8
Total applications in hearing
203
488
7
Requests (or new stations
311
16
Requests to change existing facilities 208
0
Deletion of licensed stations in January 1
7921
IS0
Deletion of construction permits
3

SERVICE

DIRECTORY

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
Lincoln 3-2705

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY,
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMEI
Engineer on duty all night every nig
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037 Kansas City,

• TOWERS •
AM • FM • TV •
Compfefe Installationt
TOWER SALES & ERECTING CO.
6100 N. E. Columbia Blvd.
Portland 11, Oregon

VACANCY
YOUR FIRM'S NAME in this "vacanc;
will owners
be seen and
by 15,500
reodort
tion
managers,
chiof— •!•
gineen and technicians— ap|ilic«n
for
AM, FM, Television and facwn:
facilities.

BROADCASTING
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■

lONSULTING

JANSKY & BAILEY
i cwtiv* Offices
National Press Building
•cas and Laboratories
I
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
ishington, D. C.
ADams 2414
I
Member AFCCE *

RADIO

&

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press BIdg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 1205
Member AFCCE'
A. D. RING

& CO.

mmercial Radio Equip. Co.
..jFrerett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
tIeRNATIONAL BiDG. Dl. 1319
I
WASHINGTON, D. C.
p. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
{
KANSAS CITY, MO.

26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

raven, Lohnes & Culver
UNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C
Member AFCCE*

Mcintosh & Inglis
WYATT BLDG. (777 14th St., N. W.)
Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

if

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
ND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Mtmber AFCCB •

' WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton A Foss, Inc.
r 15th St., N. W.
REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

urn

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

^gistered Professional Engineer"
|i1 G St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

SROBERT

L HAMMEn

•jicONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
-TBO BANKERS INVESTMENT BLDG.
AN FRANCISCO 2, CALIFORNIA
SUTTER 1-7545
se for new AM station: 1390 kc,
'NilI y-D; cond.
" j'ET
Pa.— Granted
for
Kill
AM^Erie,
station:
1570 kc, license
250 w-D;
iFM
Ala. — 99.5
Granted
Se forBirmingham,
new FM station:
mc.
258), 53 kw, ant. 820 ft.
— f»»»D Spartanburg, S. C— Granted
se covering facilities change, DAmounting FM ant. on side of N. W.
tower and change of trans, loca910 kc, 1 kw fulltime, DA-2.
I
Granted CP
, PC Spokane— Granted CP to
ij»ige trans, and main studio locaBB Carrollton, Ga. — Granted CP
DADCASTING
• Tele

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261
Member AFCCE'

JOHN

CREUTZ

319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE'

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Consulting Radio Engineers
Quarter Century^
Prafetsiontl Experience
Radio-TelevitionElectrenics-Communicationi
1833 M St., N. W., Wash. 6, D. C.
Ejeee%%ive 1230—Esteutive Slil
(Nichts-holtdays, Lockwood 5-1819)
Member AFCCE'

JOHN

TELEVISION

A US-year background
— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair
3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.
There is no substitute for experience
GILLETT & BERGQUIST
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

RUSSELL
1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.

P. MAY
Kellogg BIdg.
REpublic 3984

Member AFCCE '

KEAR

& KENNEDY

1302 18TH ST.. N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE'

GUY C. HUTCHESON
p. O. Box 32
AR 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Rood — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

Hilond 7010

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI
Member AFCCE'
to change ant., trans, and main studio
locations; cond.
. Granted Modification
KVOZ Laredo, Tex.— Granted mod.
CP for approval of ant., trans, and
main studio locations.
KXLR North Little Rock, Ark
Granted mod. CP to change trans,
location; cond.
FCC CORRECTION
TV License Renewals
The Commission in announcing . that
Comr. Jones
voted for
temporary
tension of licenses
in case
of all exTV
stations should have noted that he did
so in order to give FCC more time to
consider all renewal applications on
a case-to-case basis.
casting

GEORGE C. DAVIS
501t514 Munsey BIdg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
'Aember AFCCE *

GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner BIdg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Member AFCCE '

B. HEFFELFINGER

815 E. 83rd St.

ENGINEERS

February 13 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
TV— Ch. 12
The Metropolis Co., Jacksonville, Fla.
—AMENDED application for new TV
station to change from Ch. 6 (82-88 mc)
to Ch. 12 (204-210 mc).
Modification of CP
KSBR (FM) San Bruno, Calif.— Mod.
CP, astion, mod.,
authorizing
new FM date.
stafor extension
of completion
WGMS-FM Washington— Mod. CP, as
mod., authorizing new FM station, to
change name from Radio Station
WQQWtion Inc.,
Inc.andto specify
The Good
Music
Stastudio
location
as 1125 Vermont Ave. N. W., Washington.
WUNC (FM) Chapel Hill, N. C— Mod.

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
4212 S. Buckner Blvd. 4742 W. RufFnor
Member AFCCE '
A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

ROBERT

M. SILLIMAN

1011 New Hampshire Ave., N. W.
Republic 6646
Washington 7, D. C.

WILLIAM

E. BENNS, JR.

Consulting Radio Engineer
3738 Kanawha St., N.W., Wash., D. C.
Phone ORdway 8071
Box 2468 Birmingham, Ala.
Phons 6-2924
CP,
authorizing
non-commercial
educational
FM new
station,
to change
operating power from 250 w to 1 kw.
Amend Application
KGLN Glenwood Springs, Col.— CP
to change from 1340 kc, 250 w, to 970
kc, 1 kw-D, 500 w-N, change ant., etc.,
AMENDED to change name of applicant to R. G. Howell, individually
and as executor of estate of Charles
Howell, deceased, d/b as Western Slope
Bcstg. Co.
License Renewal
WGST-FM Atlanta, Ga.— Renewal of
license.
KC2XAK Stratford, Conn. (NBC experimental TV station) — Renewal of
license.
TENDERED
FOR kcFILING
AM— 1370
kc.WMOD Moundsville, W. Va.— CP to
change frequency from 1470 kc to 1370
APPLICATION RETURNED
WKLJ Sparta,
Wis.— RETURNED
application for assignment
of license
from Victor J. Tresco to Sparta-Tomah
Bcstg. Co.
(Continued on page 103)
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted 20^ per word — $2.00 minimum • Help Wanted 25^ per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 30^ per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $15.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
.4PPLICANTS: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing. All transcriptions, photos, etc. sent
to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly . repudiates any liability or responsibility for
their custody or return.
Help Wanted
A Phoenix, Arizona station is expanding several departments. Applications
invited from experienced personnel,
living near enough for interview:
news reporters,
tinuity. Send full announcers,
details, disc conand
salary requirements. Confidential. Box
240M, BROADCASTING.
Managerial
Successful 250 watt network station In
south midwest established six years is
looking
for amanager
good efficient
commercial
with amanagerproven
record of small station-high standard
successful and economical operation.
Want friendly, sincere family man who
is a hard worker and sold on radio
and not television, who can take hold
of a good station and make it produce
and maintain a high standard of community service. This man must be in
his energetic thirties and must have
had at least ten years of working exCASTING.perience in radio. Box 141M, BROADGeneral manager for major eastern
market independent station. Guarantee
plus incentive plan. Send complete
details first letter. Box 256M, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Sales manager experienced.
Furnish complete reference. Contact
Sam W. Anderson, KFFA, Helena,
Arkansas.
Salesmen
Salesman, hard hitting, aggressive, for
high Hooperated station half million
market. Car necessary. Top compensation. Our men earn five figure
incomes. Box 193M, BROADCASTING.
Major network station in large middlewestern market has immediate opening for an experienced time salesman.
Permanent position for right man.
Salary plus commission. Reply Box
254M, BROADCASTING.
We'll
pay 5wellkwfor ABC.
proven Full
time details
selling
ability.
please, WKUN, Utica, N. Y.
Announcers
$80.00
per station.
week for Good
good announcer
midsouth
market. TVat
future. Replies confidential. Box 936L,
BROADCASTING.
Good announcer with first phone, permanent position friendly western
Pennsylvania independent daytimer.
Seventy-five dollars for forty-four hour
week to start. Submit resume experience, photo, disc or seven one half
IPS
tape first reply. Box 167M, BROADCASTING.
Key job for better than average experienced announcer with first class
ticket. west.
Pleasant
small citynet
upper
midLong established
affiliate.
Low turnover. $75.00 and raises. Send
audition
CASTING.and facts Box 183M, BROADWanted: Three announcers with first
phones. $350.00 per month, 45 hour
week. Box 202M, BROADCASTING.
Play-by-play sports. — Top sports station
in metropolitan market, broadcasting
both major and minor league baseball,
will add second play-by-play man. Both
live and reconstruction. TFirst phone
preferred, but all applicants considered.
For this unusual opportunity with
station whose sports reputation is outstanding, rush audition and full particulars. Box 261M, BROADCASTING.
Wanted, experienced announcer-engineer for progressive southeastern
city. Announcing ability-permanency
most important. $70.00 per week and
talent shows. Send photograph and
disc
first reply. Box 296M, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Wanted: Newsman by Illinois CBS 5
kw affiliate with successful news operation. Opportunity for man who knows
reporting anddelivery.
news-writing
microphone
Job mayas well
involveas
development
of
news-type
documentaries on local level. Write Box 270M,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Combination announcers-engisalary $100.00
per station.
week— North
Central neers,major
network
Box
271M, BROADCASTING.
Wanted, eastern Kentucky daytime
station wants experienced announcer
emphasis viewing.
on Also,news,
sports man
and strong
intercombination
on commercials. Permanent position
30 to 40 hour week, top pay based on
experience. Send audition and comCA
pleteST
information.
Box G.
273M, BROADIN
Established
ABC will
regional
southeastern resort area
have inopening
for
hillbilly DJ personality with ability
to build present high-rated shows.
Send tape or disc plus references. Good
salary plus talent, congenial staff,
excellent working and living conditions.
Box 281M, BROADCASTING.
We need a good staff announcer. 1
kilowatt southwest independent. Will
consider beginner. Combo men may
apply.287M.
Disc BROADCASTING.
and particulars first letter.
Box
Announcer, experienced, good on commercials and deejay, 50-60 dollars. Send
completed data and disc immediately
to Box 288M, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-ticket for Minnesota network station. Good pay, low living
costs. Box 291M; BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Announcer-salesman
for progressive ABC affiliate in expanding
market in the Rockies. Send tape or
disc, photo, references all in first letter.
Box 295M, BROADCASTING.
Local news editor. Gather, write and
broadcast local news. Forty hour
week. ately.
$250.00KCOW,monthly.
immediAlliance, S'tart
Nebraska.
South Texas fulltime independent has
opening for staff announcer. Permanent
position.
Full KCTI,
details Gonzales,
and references, first
letter.
Texas.
Announcer. Sixty-five or seventy
dollars weekly depending experience
and ability. Established network station
with separate studios and transmitter.
Apply
Manager, KTNM, Tucumcari,
New Mexico.
Combination announcer-e n g i n e e r
needed immediately. $70 for 48 hours.
Wire KVBC, Farmington, N. Mex.
News man — Age: In twenties. Stress
is on reporting ability. Newspaper
background will be given preference.
We will work with you on air style.
Our preference Is for man with basic
ability, desire to learn, mature, cooperative. Contact: KWKH News
Bureau, (CBS 50 kw) P. O. Box 1387,
Shreveport, Louisiana.
Opening for announcer. Progressive
network affiliate. Two weeks vacation.
Excellent employer-employee relations.
Low living cost area. First class ticket
asset butsuratenot
required.andPayexperience.
commenwith ability
Outline qualifications and minimum
starting salary. KXAR, Hope, Ark.
Sportscaster, excellent opportunity for
experienced man who has sports
"knowhow."
scale, plus
talent. Send Graduated
letter of pay
qualifications,
salary expected, photo and audition to
Station WFDF, Flint, Michigan.
Wanted: Experienced announcer or
combo. WICY, Malone, N. Y.
Combination announcer-e n g in e e r
wanted by 1000 watt NBC affiliated
located in heart of Florida Citrus Belt.
Must be experienced in announcing
and hold first class license. William
P. Lee, Radio Station WLAK, Lakeland,
Florida.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Combination man with emphasis on
announcing. Hours 6:00 AM to 1:00 PM
— 44 hour week, good pay, best working
conditions, 500 watt daytime. Send
complete data. H. Webster Taylor,
WMIK, Middlesboro, Kentucky.
NBC aflSIiate has opening for aboveaverage, thoroughly
experienced
announcer. Good opportunity
for soUd,
draft exempt man seeking permanent
connection with leading station. Send
disc, snapshot,
complete
qualifications including
past outline
and expected
earnings WSAV, Savannah.
Experienced staff announcer, board
work necessary.
vision work. ResumePossibility
and disc of
to C.tele-T.
Garten, Radio Station WSAZ, Hunting, West Virginia.
Farm director-announcer. $75-$90 weekly depending on man. Send letter,
disc, photo. WVOT, Wilson, N. C.
Technical
Engineer, 1st phone, net affiliate,
northern Indiana.
$65.00 40 hours.
Combined studio xmtr operation. Paid
hospitalization,
life BROADCASTING.
insurance and vacations. Box lllM,
First class engineer-announcer, small
town in Kentucky, $60 per week to
start, opportunity to earn more. Write
190M, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Engineer with first class license. Immediate opening. Car necessary. $1.35 Wisconsin.
per hour, 40-hour
Northern
Box week.
205M,
BROADCASTING.
First phone operator, Baltimore area.
Experience not necessary. Complete
personal information first letter. Box
21 OM, BROADCASTING.
Vet. Married. 1st phone. Radio and
TV school grad. Desires position as
operator in Florida. Box 244M, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer, northern Pennsylvania.
Honest with knowhow. AM-FM. State
experience, salary expected, details.
Box 255M, BROADCASTING. Immediate opening for first class operator. Experience not necessary but
desirable. Good postion for man or
woman who desires experience. Must
be sober and dependable. Excellent
working conditions. Forty hour week
plus watt
time fulltime
and one-half
for overtime.
250
independent
station.
Send application with references to
Chief Engineer, Radio Station WJER,
Dover, Ohio.
KPET Lamesa, Texas has immediate
opening for combination man. All
replies considered.
Operator with first class license needed.
No experience necessary. KTAE,
Taylor, Texas.
Engineer. Must have at least five
years experience and capable becoming
chief engineer
able handle
construction newand
broadcast
operations.
New 20V transmitter and other Allied,
Collins equipment. Will pay eight to
eighty-five
more at overtime rate of weekly
pay whenandconstruction
new
stations begins. Apply Manager, KTFY,
Brownfield, Texas.
Engineer, first class license with or
without experience. Established network affiliate city 25,000. Average living
conditions.andTopmany
salary,
best working conditions
benefits.
Ken
Marsh, KWNO, Winonu, Minnesota.
Engineer needed. Send information to
WBIP, BooneviUe, Mississippi.
Immediate opening, first phone operator. Experience not necessary. Good
working conditions. Daytime station.
Send complete details first letter.
WCNX, Middletown, Connecticut.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Engineer-announcer
first class.
month.
40 hour week.
Time ar$:;
half paid. Raises. Excellent op
tunity. Phone or wire now. WC
Culpeper, Virginia.
Combination
south Alabama engineer-announcer
network station. Ac
must be on announcing. Send audi
and references. $65.00 for 40 hr.
Only
man Brewton,
need aj;
bama. experienced
Radio
Station WEBJ,
Chief engineer, 250 watt AM, three
FM.
Give experience and salar^
first
bama. letter. WHBS, HuntsviUe,
Have immediate opening for first
operator, studio and transmitter v.
Experience not necessary. Write Wt
Olean, New York, for further infoi
Wanted: 1st class operator who
announce. WICY, Malone, N. Y.
Announcer
tion. 'with 1st phone, opportu
to do some selling too. Salary
pendent on ability and experie
WPLA, Plant City, Florida.
First class phone transmitter oper
Experience not necessary. W;
Petersburg, Virginia.
Immediate opening for first clas:
censee. No experience required,
watt daytime. Chief Engineer, wr
Coshocton, Ohio.
Wanted: One chief engineer, $75 we
salary, also one first class engineer
transmitter. Contract James Mc^
Manager, Radio Station WTSB, L
berton, N. C.
Engineer or announcer-engineer,
mediate opening, WVOS, Liberty, I'
Production-Programming, 0th
Wanted — Radio, commercial dirt
and time salesman for Pennsylv
station in unusually interesting
ritory. Good opportunity for i
man. Write to Box 176M, BRC
CASTING.
Continuity writer for midwestern
time network station. Excellent op
tunity for writer who can produce
that brings customer results,
particulars with somple copy to
282M, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Woman for program dire
bookkeeper and copywriter. Netw
250 watt. Good salary, nice frie
town. Send particulars KBIO, Bu
Idaho.
Wanted:
Copywriter-armouncer.
audition tape,
sample copy and p
to
Adrian
Arkansas. White, KPOC, Pocaho
Need
promotion-merchai
ing manfulltime
for medium
station, mec
market. Applicant must possess w
ing knowledge of radio, newspaper,
door and
stunt promotional
Some
merchandising
ideas if notm^
perience
required.
State
ticulars. References, salaryfullreqt
ments first letter. WORZ, Orla
Florida.
Program director with ideas, wr,
ability and a voice, who can ha
console. Radio Station WBYS, Car
111.
Experienced woman copywriter neair
work as also.
Excellent
as soon
possible.
Must besalary,
capab'v
tion plan. Send sample commerc
photo, experience details. WLEC, ;
dusky, Ohio.
Opening; near future for qualified
gram proof
director-chief
announcer.and 1
have
of programming
ministrative competence. Good
requisite. No desk man need a]
Forward full specifications and n
ences first letter. State salary reqi
ments. WORZ, Orlando, Florida.
Television
Technical
Engineer,
experienced inability,
radio, Rese
lice
and
with construction
Department
Salt Lake
Work will be KUTA,
constructing,
testing i
assembling TV equipment. Coi
Frank Carman.

Situations Wanted

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Professional schooling, Hollywood. Disc
Managerial
shows, newscasting, staff announcing.
immediately. Box 241M,
iccessful manager available. Widely Available
BROADCASTING.
10 wn manager offers 11 years manement experience in local, regional Experienced sportscaster, newsman,
~ 3clor50 with
kw stations.
Capable
adminis- staff announcer. 24, single, draft exproven record
of profitable
empt, college
( ration in major markets. Thoroughly
east
networkgraduate.
affiliate.Prefer
Box north242M,
cunded
phases — commercial,
Lndising,all promotion.
Married, merage BROADCASTING.
. Full information upon request and Experienced sports announcer and top
II *^terview
morning
mindedIf you
staSTING. arranged. Box 170M, BROADtion withmaneye wants
to thesports
future.
want
a
man
presently
employed,
cone^ ce president and general manager
station
;:i ving sold his Interests seeks manmost, why scientious,
not withdrop
me always
a line? foreBox
j ,ership or executive position in radio, 247M, BROADCASTING.
j
\/
or
allied
business.
Must
have
op-in>rtunity to earn commensurate with College grad, 25, seeks first announcing
■ 1 ility.
Twenty-fivesales
years
Courses announcing, writing.
administration,
and experience
talent or job. on
experience. Long on ability,
ajor stations and markets. Finest ref- Short
ideas.
Disc.
— ences. Box 182M, BROADCASTING.
CASTING. Photo. Box 251M, BROAD.>neral, commercial
manager.sales8 years
Versatility is my selling point! Outperience
radio, salesman,
manstanding experience in staff, play-byer, general maanger. Best recomplay, DJ. Middle and northeastern
_ endations. Very strong programstates
preferred.
Box 252M, BROAD. ing, sales, profits. Competition no CASTING.
— iect. Available March. Would con3er buying in. Box 219M, BROADAnnouncer-disc jockey, control board
■ = ^STING.
operator, newscaster with sales appeal.
Reliable, married, draft free. Settle
~»nimercial
manager
must
sacrifice
community. Resume, disc on
si'od job because climate adversely small
"J'fects health of his family. Doctor request. Box 262M, BROADCASTING.
sommends return to southern loca- News specialist. Long experienced, en— an. 15 year s experience in adminisreporter - writer.authority.
Voices
BUation. sales, programming. Box 221M, news with terprising,
exceptional
L 1 ^OADCASTING.
Highly professional special events,
n.
forums, public appearances. Seeking
»rd worker? Look! 100,000 market. one-man
newsroom operation or place
—fife Idstations.
3-man
staff.
Personally
credit to your station and
locally $9500 in December, $8860 on staff. A Mature
family man, presie;.; November, $8250 in October. Will community.
ently
employed.
Excellent references.
c;):sume complete charge station: sell, Box 274M, BROADCASTING.
mmounce, program. Prefer to work
f t part ownership. 28. married, col- Prove that it pays to advertise. In_Lge graduate, non-reserve veteran,
quire of announcer with three years
(j px 248M, BROADCASTING.
experience. It may prove interesting.
Disc,
photo
and details upon request.
JJ^anager
background, Desire
prov- Box 277M, BROADCASTING.
. ability,— Successful
excellent references.
ange to southern market. Stable, Announcer-PD, employed, 26, veteran,
—wASTING.
mily man. Write Box 257M, BROADcollege graduate, radio background,
■—
desires
relocate
as announcer
sive station,
preferably
television,progreswarm
{j'liccessful
sales
manager,
ready
to
adclimate.
Pleasant,
mature,
versatile
1 nee to station manager. Over six
singer, actor. Experienced all
IX ars experience same job. Know all voice:
lases station operation. Twenty phases. No sports. Finest references.
— ars newspaper experience including Box 278M, BROADCASTING.
- 1 anagement. South coastal area pre- Announcer, strong on news. Degree in
■rrred. Best references. Box 259M, speech. Can write copy. Limited
J , ^OADCASTING.
experience. Ambitious. Box 284M,
BROADCASTING.
, ! pneral
manager
looking offorsales
advanceent. Can
bring — wealth
ideas,
College graduate, 23 years old, two
actical experience. Capable of sound
.. ofitable ooeration. Write 258M, years commercial experience, desires
permanent position as newscaster or
;.!i;^OADCASTING.
staff announcer in east, midwest or
England. Reply Box 285M,
J^ation manager. Strong on sales, New
^"r'atured; experienced. Prefer central BROADCASTING.
_ates. Box 275M, BROADCASTING.
Sportscaster network experience doing
play-by-play baseball, football and
Jw *neral,
commercial
manager.
Ten
basketball.
Network references. Marars experience with ideas that have
ried and draft exempt. Box 292M,
"••ilt
audiences
and
increased
sales.
BROADCASTING.
3w employed but available soon. Box
— DM, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, veteran, free to travel.
—
staff position anywhere. Good
itiunager, salesman: Desire good poten- Desires
on
news and DJ. Disc available. Box
and right percentage agreement,
293M.
BROADCASTING.
'ngenial, hard-hitting team that can Combo man, seven years experience,
'take you money. Box 263M, BROADnow employed Phoenix station as
n:;- A STING.
Have held PD-chief -straight
„! anager-sales manager, strong sales combo.
combo.reliable.
Single, willing
Wire toortravel.
writeSober
Joe
;i||Jdership and direction, presently and
Brandt,
P.
O.
Box
37,
Glendale,
Ari-^'ies
verycompetitive,
successful maior
inde- zona^
i ndentmanager
in highly
T/ market. Knows AM answer to TV.
announcer, staff announc"pcentive must be big. Box 266M, Experienced
ing, disc jockey, newscasting, sports.
Professional schooling also. Winston
■j' ^OADCASTING.
1518 West Twentieth Street,
itured,
experienced
radio timeas sales—■ '.an
interested
in position
sales Hoehner,
Angeles 7, California.
.ftanager for station rep. Box 276M, Los
Announcer, some experience. Good
r.|;^OADCASTING.
news, DJ and board man. Single.
t ation manager-salesman, with proven Graduate, Pathfinder Radio School,
sfiiord.
Top
references.
Over
13
years
Kansas
City. Junior college graduate.
perience all phases of broadcasting,
offers considered. Colored. Edward
year TV. Excellent announcer. 38, All
Love. 2505 Morton, Parsons, Kansas.
arried.midwest
Preferor nonsouthwest.
- metropolitan
with initiative specializing
jarket
Box Announcer
sports, dee jay, familiar control board
DM, BROADCASTING.
operation. Desirous of moving out of
Salesman
limited experience class. Single, draft
exempt veteran, stable and responsible,
Jve
years
experience
.
.
.
top
sales■
looking
for opportunity for affiliation
;ian. Strong news delivery. Presentlv with progressive
station. Disc and
iployed.
$500
minimum.
Box
125M,
resume available. J. D. Ross, Box
tOADCASTING.
#75.
New
York
33,
N. Y.
Announcers
Cultivated bass voice. Excellent diction.
Single,
good
appearance. Will
rsatile, experience, draft exempt anUniversity B.A. Need start.
runcer; commercial newscasts, music travel.
Disc
available.
Jim
Scanlan, 2831
Dws. DJ work that sells, married,
ferences available covering 5-year Lexington, Chicago, Illinois.
ckground. Possibly available March
Technical
3 ■• Box 48M, BROADCASTING.
Chief
engineer
seeks position with em'ency
wscaster,
network
experience;
top
references. Maintaining higher
ployer who expects top performance
oper than all other newscasters comand willing to pay for same. 17 years
experience. Best references. Box
led, BROADCASTING.
in state's largest city. Box 228M,
tM,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Engineer,manent(N.
Y. good
state),staff
desires
perchief or
position.
Seven years experience six stations.
Veteran, 27, single, licensed, car. Box
272M, BROADCASTING.
First phone, two years experience
transmitter, studio, remotes, tape recordings. Box 279M. BROADCASTING.
Engineer, 1stscientious,class,
conover 25 single,
years sober,
experience,
wants employment where maintenance,
initiative and ability is appreciated.
Wallace V. Rockefeller, Wood River,
Nebraska.
First phone license. Radio, television
graduate Dependable,
2200 hours. Theory-practical
work.
married, draft
exempt.
Prefer
Clarence Williams,
100 east
West coast.
139th Street,
New York City. AU 3-0122.
Production-Programming, Others
Shirtsleeve executive with extensive
radio sales experience, creative ability,
capable of independent judgment, well
versed in sales tools and knowledge of
national markets, looking for position
as salesmanager-manager of progressive radio station in south ot southwest. Personal interview desired, looking toward a permanent connection
that has a verifiable potential with increased income as potential is dePresently
account veloped.
executive
of employed
agency inas deep
south. Formerly manager two radio
stations, assistant to manager Key Network Stations, trade magazine and
newspaper. College graduate, married,
two children,
car, debt free. Address Box 197M,ownBROADCASTING.
Program-sports director. Knowledge
entire station operation. Conscientious,
married,
CASTING. veteran. Box 230M, BROADTrafiSc girl or stenographer, 4 years experience. Detroit area. Box 264M,
BROADCASTING or call Detroit, WA
48460.
Continuity,employed.
traffic, women's
Presently
Excellent shows.
references. Southwest preferred.
Box
289M, BROADCASTING.
Television
Announcers
TV stations — attention! Give a guy a
break, will ya? Have been in radio
four years, announcing, acting, producing, programming.
Lots of
stage old.
experience. Single, veteran,
23 years
Presently employed as chief announcer
with CBS kilowatt. All replies will be
answered. Please ???. Box 216M,
BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING.
Technical
Technician, young man, veteran, wants
job in televison station. One year experience at WSYR-TV. Excellent floor
manager. Box 249M, BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING.
Engineer, first phone license. 1 and 5
kw. AM transmitter experience. Graduate SRT-TV New York. Single. Will
travel. Victor Fiorentino, 5915 Lexington Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif.
Production-Programming, Others
Fifteen thousand a year man desires
position as program manager. Employed at basic network television station, largest and oldest in midwest. Net
radio experience and my over 3 years
with this strictly television operation
as an announcer producer assures you
of the experience you need in your
future televison plans. Florida preferred, health of wife. Top local, national, client, agency references at your
desposal as well as a proven record
with local and net television. Salary
commensurate with experience and
ability
and contractual security deTELE
sired. BoxCA
253M,ST
BROADCASTING
•
ING.
Exceptional young woman managing
editor highly successful daily newspaper wants to switch creative talents
to TV, Los Angeles area. Immediate
asset news or continuity staff. Radio
broadcasting, scriptwriting experience.
Attractive;erences.personality.
Excellent refBox 267M, BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING.
Topnotchdesires
girl copywriter,
alert TV
to TV's
future,
on-job training
advertising. 8 years experience newspaper, 1year radio, copy layout, sales,
promotion,
Best refer-•
ences. Box supervision.
268M, BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.

For Sale
Stations
1000 watts. Rich and rapid growing
California area. Well equipped. Earns
$50,000.
$250,000 with terms. Box
250M,
BROADCASTING.
Profitable western stations. All prices.
Independents and affiliates. Jack L.
StoU Angeles
& Associates.
Los
29, Calif.4958 Melrose Ave.,
Equipment, etc.
Six Western Electric 618A microphones.
Factory rebuilt, excellent condition.
$100.00
ING. each. Box 243M, BROADCASTBargain. Three used sure dynamic low
impedance
less cable,
two recentlymikes,
returned factory
overhauled.
Sell highest bidder. Box 265M, BROADCASTING.
Priced to sell: 300 foot Andrews guid
tower, lighting; ground system, 48,000
feet
G. E. model-BTlAl
type copper
BTIA FMwire;
transmitter,
BMIA type
monitor: Parmetal transmitter cabinet,
84 by 30 by 20; consolette, KGKB,
Tyler, Texas.
Complete RCA 5 kw model 5-C AM
transmitter, spare tubes and Western
Electric 1-C frequency monitor (960
kc). Excellent condition. Will crate
for shipment. Reasonably priced.
WDBJ, Box 150, Roanoke, Va.
Complete 10lesskwantenna.
BTF-lOB
RCA dual
FM
transmitter
Includes
exciters
with
change-over
panel,
Hewlett Packard or General Electric
frequency and modulation monitor,
transmission line monitor, harmonic
filter, external
blower
and powerandtransformer, 2Collins
6P preamps
one
6M Collins program amplifier. Complete cluded.
blueprints
tube This
records
inLots of and
spares.
equipment
used
less
than
two
years.
Contact William C. Ellis, WFAA, 1122
Jackson Street, Dallas, Texas.
For sale — One 160 foot guyed Wincharger tower, can be built to 225 feet.
Complete with guys, lighting equipment, lighting choke and conduit.
Ready to ship. You pay freight. $1500.
Contact WMGR, Bainbridge, Ga.
R.E.L. 950.5 mc. Link equipment, model
694 transmitter model 704 receiver with
2 dish type antennas, 2 complete RCACT-IA and CR-IA radio telephone sets
with antennas, both sets used only
838 hours,
coax. First
Furnished
— original value no
$9050.00.
come,
first
served dence,
at $2500.00.
F.O.B.
East
ProviCarroll Philbrook, 115 Eastern
Avenue, East Providence, R. I., Telephone East Providence 1-1172.
Wanted to Buy
Equipment, etc.
Wanted: 1 kw AM transmitter. Antenna
tuning unit, flasher and photoelectric
control. Box 805L. BROADCASTING.
Will pay cash for General Electric 250
watt FM transmitter and monitor.
WJOC, Jamestown, New York.
Studio console, Gates turntable and
RCA 70DGa.turntable complete. WRFC,
Athens,
Miscellaneous
Attention program packagers, TV and
AM. Well known radio station manager interested
west coast
distributor.
Lotsin ofbeing
contacts.
Box
290M, BROADCASTING.
Have CP for one thousand watt daytime station in Albuquerque, New
Mexico. Haxe other business interests
and would consider working partner
with adequate
Or might
sider sale of CP.capital.
Send replies
to P.con-O.
Box 688, Albuquerque, N. M.
Be a combination
man. Improve your
Sale
earning power l''
andor security.
FCC first
phone tion.
in 6Grantham
weeks.Radio
WriteLicense
for informaSchool,
706 North Wilcox, Hollywood, Calif.
FOR SALE
5 kw AM model 355-E-l Western
Electric Transmitter in good operatKHQ
ing condition.
Washington
Spokane

For Sale (Cont'd)

Help Wanted (Cont'd)

For Sale — ^All New
5 KW AM

ENGINEERING
10 KW

Three — 200' towers and complete coax
BOX 283M, BROADCASTING
Help Wanted
Announcers

Must have proven success record OS D.J., in a competitive
market. A real opportunity
awaits the man who can deliver. 5 lew. network station,
metropolitan north central market. Give full particulars about
previous experience, salaries
earned and expected, and attach small photo. Confidential.
Box 450K, BROADCASTING

Must have extensive transmitter and
studio experience. Live in Avalon.
Population 1800, on Catafina Island,
30 minutes by air from Los Angeles.
Salary commensurate with metropoliton L. A. 10 KW scales. Air mail
full details

Situations Wanted
Managerial
STATION

New York, Chicago, Philly,
Boston or Los Angeles
Present your clients with a new name,
face and selling voice.
If you are in the market for an intelligent AIR SALESMAN instead of
just a disc-jockey, contact me at once.
Available April 1, 1952. Minimum
$17,500 a year. Box 245M, BROADCASTING.

MORNING
MAN
CBS AfTiliate in midwest metropolitan
area of one quarter
million people offers
above average opportunity for above
average man. Salary
and talent arrangement will enable
good man to make
$600 - $650 monthly.
BOX 246M,
BROADCASTING

Eastern
$35^000.00

EXECUTIVE

Outstanding successful manager of small
market station is seeking greater opportunity. Constructed present station and
made
it
dominant insales
it's community
and
state. Imaginative
and programming built this station to present success.
Have good job . . . only interested in
real opportunity. College graduate, 14
years radio and advertising, age 34. In
present position six years. Some knowledge TV. Able to accept complete
responsibility of operation. For details
contact Box 286M, BROADCASTING.

ATTENTION

Please send full
particulars and
sample of work
on
ing. tape record-

• 740 KC

KB O It^ , 6540
Sunset28, Boulevard,
Hollywood
California

DISC JOCKEY
WANTED

TOP

SUPERVISOR

Wanted to Buy
Stations
I'm a bargain hunter!
Want about
a lowprevious
power station
care
success cheap.
or lack Don't
of it.
South or sidered.
east Whatpreferred.
conhave you Anywhere
got for cash?
All replies answered quiet and quick.
Individual. Box 294M, BROADCASTING.
Employment Service
EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
for competent managers, commercial managers, program
directors, chief engineers,
disc jockeys. Reliable, confidential, nation-wide service.
Send for full information today.
Howard S. Fraziis
TV <t Radio Management Cmitultantt
728 Bond Bldg., WMhineton 5, D. C.

Major

Market

Bawn

Payment

Due to favorable circumstances an unusual tax saving plan of
financing can be worked out in connection with the purchase of this
regional facility.

Located in one of the East's top markets.

Appraisals

• Negotiations

• Financing

BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STAJIOH AND NEWSPAPEK BROKERS
WASHINGTON,
D. C.
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
Lester
M. Smitb
James W. Blackburn
Ray
V. Hamilton
Tribune
Tower
Washington Bldg.
235 Montgomery St.
Exbrook
2-5672
Delaware
7-2755-6
SterUng 4341-2
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WGY

HOLDS

BIRTHDAY OPEN HOUSE
Pioneer Stafion This Week Marks 30th Yet

IT WAS 30 years ago this week
that one of the nation's first ten
commercial radio stations took the
air and began broadcasting to some
300 amateur radio operators.
The time was 7:47 p.m. on Feb.
20, 1922. Two days later the pioneer
outlet originated its first remote
broadcast from the gymnasium of
Union College in Schenectady.
Later, that summer. Senator
Marconi delivered a special address
using a Pallophotophone pickup —
a microphone development by General Electric Co.
That was 30 years ago.
Today (Monday) WGY Schenectady, the GE station, will open its
doors and throw out the welcome
mat for loyal listeners and numerous celebrities in a week-long open
house to commemorate the 30th
anniversary.
Thousands of residents of Eastern New York and Western New
England are expected to inspect
the station and its ultra-modern
architectural Little Radio City.
The actual anniversary date will
be Wednesday — mid point in open
house week ceremonies. Special
programs, free door prizes, special
exhibits and displays will mark the
festivities.
Provision has been made for
origination of most live broadcasts in WGY's auditorium Studio
A, assuring seating capacity for
guests. The lobby will feature a
broadcast equipment exhibit. And
displays
will
up the WGY
celebrities who
havepoint
entertained
audiences over the years. A special anniversary program will be
day.
aired each evening through Fri-

Garden, April 10, 1924.
Technical "firsts": use of 50 pi
in antenna in 1925; two-way coj
munication between the U. S. a
Sydney, Australia, in 1928; thrt
way radio talks involving Ai
tralia, Java and Schenectady,
1928; and transmission of the voi
of
GE's C. D. Wagoner around t
world.
WHDH
BASEBALL
Draws $140,000 in Accoun
IN CONNECTION with the airi
by WHDH Boston of the comple!
1952 schedule of Boston Red S
baseball games, the station a
nounced last week that it had ccj
tracts with a total billing of mc
than $140,000 with firms which w ,
use adjacencies and associat i
sportscasts.
WHDH reported that this is t
earliest date on which all prograi
and availabilities pertinent to ba:
ballcasts have been contracted i
and that it considers it an indi<
tion that summer radio advert \
ing could be headed for an all-til^
high in 1952. WHDH listed
counts as:
Announcements preceding and f l
lowing ball games have been sold
the
Co., Corp.;
men's do
ing; Croston
Koolvent& Carr
Awning
Ka
nof's Model Bakery, and Wym
Nurseries. A five-minute spo
roundup has been sold to the A
Rug Co. and T. Noonan Sons, toile
manufacturers, the station reporti
Announcements following the spo!
roundup have been sold to the Bosr
& Main Railroad. Other accou
signed for related programs or
nouncements include Community <
ticians, the F. B. Washburn Cai
Corp., Weather Master Window Sa
Co., White Rock Bottling Co. i
America, Supreme Wine Co., Hi
Food Co., First National Bank of B
ton, Chevrolet dealers, Paparella Bi
Inc., E.Packing
E. Hanlon,
Essem
Ca Men's Shoes i

All-Out Promotion
WGY has taken promotional
pains to assure fitting celebration
of the occasion, utilizing nearly
every available advertising media —
spot announcements, outdoor, newspaper, invitations, and mayoralty
proclamations.
On-the-air advance promotion
included transcribed salutes from
KVWO ON AIR
NBC network stars, local spots and
Kemp Heads New Out^
a mention on NBC's Big Show
yesterday (Sunday). Newspaper
KVWO affiliated
Cheyenne,withWyo.,
outlet
MBS newand 1 '
advertisements in Schenectady
Intermountain Network, was sch
newspapers were inserted last week
and will continue through open
uled to begin operation officia
house festivities.
last Thursday. President and gi;
The mayors of at least six nearby
eral managed is William T. Ker
cities lent their cooperation as formerly associated with KV
open house drew near. The sta- Albuquerque, N. M.
tion sent out invitations to perFrank Toomey, formerly mi
sonalities and celebrities throughager of KOVE Lander, Wyo.,
out the WGY coverage area.
Visitors to the studios will re- the station's assistant managi
licensed on
to 1370
Great kc,W^
ceive gifts and mementos. A spe- KVWO,
Co. for fulltime
cial edition of the house organ,
located on West Lincoln Highv
Mike and Camera, recounting sta- 30. Station is represented
tion's progress, has been printed.
tionally by Avery-Knodel Inc.
Among
"firsts" ofclaimed
by
WGY are the
broadcast
the first
OFFER of $200,000 by Texas cat
radio drama, The Wolf, as a reguman for purchase of Trigger was
lar feature, on Aug. 3, 1922; in- jeeted by horse's owner, Roy Rog'
star of NBC radio-TV Roy Rog
augural ceremonies of Gov. Alfred
Smith of New York, on Jan. 1, Show. Protesting letters showed t
Trigger also belonged to fans.
1923; circus from Madison Square
BROADCASTING
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struction cost $201,083.57, estimated first
FCC Actions
year year
operating
$88,000,Applicant
estimatedis
first
revenuecost$86,000.
Feb. 11. of WJHL Johnson City. Filed
licensee
(Continued from page 99)
ibruary 14 Decisions . . .
Ky. (192-198
— Owensboro
On The
AirOwensboro,
Inc., Ch. 10
mc), ERP
200
fCC roundup
BY COMMISSION
EN BANC
kw visual, 100 kw aural, antenna height
above
average
terrain
367
ft.
Estimated
Granted CP
New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applications
construction cost $322,577.21, estimated
liPKSR Pulaski, Tenn. — Granted CP
first year
cost $242,000,
change from 730 kc, 250 w-D, to 1420
mated firstoperating
year revenue
$315,000. estiAp1 kw fulltime, DA-N; cond.
plicant
is
licensee
of
WVJS-AM-FM
Owensboro.
Filed
Feb.
12.
'tllPMIT (FM) Clingman's Peak, N. C.
SUMMARY THROUGH FEBRUARY 14
ri^Eranted
St. sionPaul,
Minn. — Corp.,
Minnesota
n to 325 CP
kw. to change ERP from 300 box score
Public Service
Ch. 11Televi(198Hearing
204
mc),
ERP
200
kw
visual,
100 kw
Pending
|;hJ-FM Hollywood— Granted CP to
In182
7915
aural,
antenna
height
above
average
Licensed
inge ERP from 4.8 kw to 16.8 kw;
On Air
93
CPs
terrain 569 ft. Estimated construction
from 870 ft. to 2,950 ft.
Appls.
93
203
316
cost $560,075,
estimated
first year
FM Stations
,WVA-FM Wheeling, W. Va.— Grant637
570
9
ating cost $200,000,
estimated
first operyear
8
CP to change ERP from 15.3 kw to TV Stations
2,331
108
492
revenue $400,000.
Applicant
is
cor2,315
kw; ant. from 555 ft. to 470 ft.;
poration, with 69% of its stock aowned
Id.
(Also see Actions of the FCC, page 98)
by
Robert
Butler,
former
U.
S.
Ambassador to Australia and Cuba, president
IptVB Coldwater, Mich. — Upon petin, removed from hearing docket and
of Walter Butler Co., Walter Butler
nted application to change from
Building
WalterButler
ButlerShipbuilders
Construc» kc. 1 kw daytime, to 1590 kc, 5 Dockef Actions . . .
tion Co.,Co.,
Walter
Bakersfield,
and, later,
Fresno. Granted
Feb. 14.managed KMJ
Inc. and Builders Trust Co. Remaining
1-D, 500 w-N, fulltime, DA-2; cond.
INITIAL DECISION
WFDF Flint, Mich.— Granted consent businessmen.
31% of stock Filed
held Feb.
by 16
11. Minnesota
j Granted Modification of CP
to WFBM Inc. to acquire positive conKCIJ
Shreveport,
La. — Southland
trol
by
purchase
of
50%
or
1,500
shares
^yCLV
Clevis,
N.
M.
—
Granted
mod.
AM
APPLICATIONS
Bcstg. Co. FCC Hearing Examiner is- from Arthur R. Treanor; consideration
' as mod., which authorized new AM
sued initial decision looking toward
Ji tion), to increase power from 100 w
WFBM Inc. is licensee of
Kansas City, Mo. — David M. Segal,
grant of license to cover CP for 980 kc, $150,000.
WFBM - AM
j„ 250 w on 1240 kc, fulltime.
estimated conGranted
Feb. - FM
14. Indianapolis, Ind. 1280 kc, 500structionw costdaytime;
5
kw,
daytime. Decision Feb. 8.
$18,500, estimated
first
VSAI-FM Cincinnati — Granted mod.
KVEN
Ventura,
Calif.
—
Granted
year
operating
cost
$42,000,
estimatedis
to change trans, site and operate
transfer
of
control
from
Charles
E.
first
year
revenue
$60,000.
Applicant
MO-h 14.7 kw on 102.7 mc. (Ch. 274);
Non-Dockef Actions . . .
Stuart, et al., executor of estate of licensee of KTFS Texarkana, Tex.,
550 ft.; and granted special experiTRANSFER GRANTS
Jenne Dodge, deceased, to Caroll R. KDMS El Dorado, Ark., and WGVM
'
ntal
authority
to
operate
station
by
Hauser, R. M. Werner, Dana Marble,
Greenville, Miss. Filed Feb. 11.
I'C.note control from trans, site of
KGSF (FM) San Francisco, Calif. —
Columbia, Mo.— KMMJ Inc., 950 kc,
and Harry Engle; con;ai (AM) without licensed operator
of FM station li- Margaret Marble $34,400
for 52.1% interest.
5 kw daytime; estimated construction
attendance at WSAI-FM trans, for Grantedcense toassignment
Electronic Service Corp., a Transferee,sideration
now
owner
of
2,633"^
estimated
first year
-iod ending Aug. 13. 1952; cond.
Kentucky corporation; consideration
is buying
2,866% cost $61,582,
ating cost $97,000,
estimated
first operyear
$30,000. Principals in Electronic Serv- shares,
shares. Granted
Feb.additional
14.
aj IDSX Denison, Tex. — Granted mod.
revenue
$90,000.
Applicant
is
licensee
ice Corp. are S. A. Cisler and Howard
authorizing minor changes in DAof
KMMJ
Grand
Island,
Neb.,
and
WPAC
Patchogue,
N.
Y.
—
Granted
A. Shuman, licensees of WXLW In- assignment of license to Patchogue
*|^| cond.
KXXX Colby, Kan. Filed Feb. 11.
dianapolis, partial owners of WKYW
Denied Petition
Bcstg.
Co.,
new
corporation
composed
Oakdale,
La.
—
Cyril
W.
Reddoch
and
Louisville, and new owners of KSMO
Klien Evans, d/b as Louisiana Bcstg.
of five persons,
threenewof additions
present stockSan Mateo. Granted Feb. 14.
nternational Brotherhood of Elecholders with two
who
Service, 900 kc, 250 w daytime; estirt-:al Workers (A F of L) and WINX
WCRB Waltham, Mass. — Granted
are
presently
creditors
of
partnership.
cost $11,550,
estic .shington — By order, denied petition transfer
of control from Richard C. Granted Feb. 14.
matedmated
first construction
year operating
cost $24,000,
IBEW asking for reconsideration of O'Hare, Deuel Richardson and Theoestimated first year revenue $30,000.
KGMO-AM-FM
Cape
Girardeau,
Mo.
3 mmission's
action for
of assignment
Nov. 7, 1951,of
dore Jones, to Theodore Jones and — Granted assignment of CPs to KGMO
Applicant is partnership of Messrs.
inting application
Stephen Paine (a newcomer). TransacReddoch and Evans; Mr. Reddoch owns
inse for station WINX from Banks
tion involves $28,500 so Jones and Radio-Television
tion. Granted Feb.Inc.;
14. stock transac50% interest in KDLA De Ridder, La.,
fllependent Bcstg. Co. to United
Payne each will own half interest. Mr.
KTSM El Paso, Tex.— Granted conand they each have 25% interest in apJones
will
be
president
and
general
Co.
plication of Dixieland Bcstg. Co. Filed
sent to Karl O. Wyler to acquire posilijiptg. Reallocated
manager. Granted Feb. 14.
tive control; he presently owns 25% of Feb. 12.
felJi
FM Channel
KWJJ
Portland,
Ore.
—
Granted
aslicensee's
stock
as
individual
and
is
AUiance,
Ohio — The Review Publishiab'^CC finalized its proposed rule-maksignment of license to Rodney F. Johnacquiring 59.8% pursuant to will of
ing Co., 1310 kc, 1 kw daytime; , esti, • order
of Dec. allocation
5, 1951, to amend
reFrances
W.
Bredberg
(deceased).
son;
consideration
$200,000.
Mr.
Johned tentative
plan for
cost $55,200,
' estison is technician for KWJJ and also Granted Feb. 14.
matedmated
first construction
year operating
cost $120,000
P'"i iss B FM stations, and reallocated
owns
RexFeb.Recording
Co., Portland.
(includes present FM operation plus
k\l. 274 from Florence, S. C, to OrangeWUSN
Charleston,
S.
C.
—
Granted
Granted
14.
consent to J. D. Hastie and Sara C. expected AM cost), estimated first year
g, S, C, effective March 23, 1952.
revenue $120,000 (includes present FM
WIGM Medford, Wis.— Granted as- Hastie (son and mother) to acquire conrevenue plus expected AM income).
signment of license to Radio Station
,,it:j Granted Waiver of Sec. 3.31
trol from Citizens & Southern National
is licensee
Bank of South Carolina, executor of Applicant
WIGM Inc., newly organized corporapctkxEL Waterloo, Iowa — Granted
Alliance. Filed
Feb. 13.of WFAH (FM)
tion; consideration $30,000. Principals
estate
of
C.
N.
Hastie,
deceased.
Mother
,,j,iver
of
Sec.
3.31
of
rules
and
granted
d. of license to change main studio
Idabel, Okla.— Winston O. Ward, d/b
include Harold R. Murphy (467^%), and son will then own 58.16%. Granted Feb. 14.
as Idabel Bcstg. Co., 1240 kc, 250 w
"i^ation just outside city limits of president Northshore Pub. Co., Milfulltime; estimated construction cost
waukee, and Charles Nelson (33i/5%),
• \ liter loo.
WSKB McComb,
Miss.—
Granted
insalesman
for
WNAM
Marinette,
Wis.,
voluntary assignment of license to H. $9,100, estimated first year operating
f') Granted Special Authority
and manager of WBEV Beaver Dam,
Bee
Wood,
trustee
in
bankruptcy
of
cost $25,000,
year reve-of
Wis., and WIGN Madison, Wis., and
$28,000. estimated
Applicant first
is licensee
'MlVEAU-FM
Eau Claire, Wis.— Granted
McComb Bcstg. Corp. Granted Feb. 14. KIMP nueMt.
Pleasant, Tex. Filed Feb. 14.
to op- two edother
Feb. 14. Wisconsin residents. Grant,Saaecial
te FMexperimental
station by authority
remote control
FM APPLICATIONS
„.m trans, of WEAU (AM) without
New Applications
KDON Santa Cruz, Calif.— Granted
Ki|i;nsed
operator
in
atttendance
at
assignment
of
CP
and
license
to
Charles
Pocahontas,
Ark. — Pocahontas Radio
B8CAU-FM trans., for period ending
TV APPLICATIONS
Inc., 97.7 mc (Ch. 249), ERP 374 w;
Blackwood
Grant;
consideration
$80,-in
M rch 1, 1952; cond.
estimated
construction
cost $3,000, no
000.
Mr.
Grant
is
real
estate
broker
Oakland, Calif. — Tribune Building
TSAI-FM Cincinnati — Same (see Carmel, Calif. Granted Feb. 14.
cost of operation in addition to that
Co.,
Ch.
2
(56-60
mc),
ERP
100
kw
vis•anted Modification of CP' above).
ual, 50 kw aural, antenna height above
KRIS and KMAR (FM) Bakersfield,
of presently
licensed
AM (for
station,
estimated first year
revenue
proposed
Azalea and WSMB Applications
Calif.— Granted assignment of license average terrain
1,340 ft. Estimated
struction cost $613,118.02,
estimated confirst FM seestation)
$5,000.
Applicant
is
licenjlzalea Bcstg. Co. Mobile, Ala., and to new partnership of same name comof KPOC Pocahontas. Filed Feb. 8.
year operating cost $997,628, estimated
SMB New Orleans — Severed Azalea
posedcomer,
of same
and one
first year revenue $918,850. Applicant
Harold partners
Brown, who
will newpay
Philadelphia
— Temple
non-complication from consolidated proceedis
licensee
of
KLX-AM-FM
Oakland.
mercial educational
FM U.,
station,
fre$38,250
for
51%
interest.
Mr.
Brown
is
,: with application of WSMB; ordered
Filed Feb. 11.
former general manager of KERN
alea application remain in hearing
quency (channel) to be assigned at
Commission's
discretion,
10
w;
estimatM|||itus and amended issues upon which
Johnson City, Tenn. — WJHL Inc., Ch.
iwill be heard; further ordered hearedtionconstruction
cost John
$'57,513.
11 (198-204 mc), ERP 123 kw visual,
filed by Prof.
B. ApplicaRoberts,
on application of WSMB continued
61.5
kw aural, antenna height above
Va.;
WTOA
Trenton;
WWDC-FM
director
of
radio,
on
behalf
of Temple
jhhout
date
to
await
final
decision
in
Washington.
average
terrain
716
ft.
Estimated
conU.
Filed
Feb.
4.
1 1 iceedings in Paramount case or to
Granted further temporary exten.Ufiait such other order as Commission
sions of from
licenses
;,.y subsequently
adopt.station
(Azalea
aptions
March of1 following
to June 1,FM1952:staCttBcation
for new AM
on 1340
KDKA-FM Pittsburgh; KYW-FM
,i, 250 w., fulltime; WSMB, on 1350
WBZ-FM Boston; WBZA'"^^im 5 DA-N
kw, fulltime,
to DA-2.) wants to change Philadelphia;
FM Springfield; WOWO-FM Fort
Wayne.
AM Licenses Extended
Designated for Hearing
3ranted
further AMtemporary
extenns of following
station licenses
Liberty
Bcstg. Co., Liberty, Tex., and
ml.m March 1 to June 1, 1952:
KTHT Houston, Tex. — Designated for
, j<;DKA Pittsburgh; KEX Portland;
ished by Duchess
hearing inplicationconsolidated
apAnot^^er BMI ^Pin t/p" Hit- Publ
of Liberty Bcstg.proceeding
Co. for new
■
Philadelphia; WGY WBZ
Boston;
:aSi3ZA
Springfield;
Schenectady;
AM station on 1050 kc, 250 w, daytime,
and that of KTHT for mod. CP to
fl.pWO Fort Wayne.
FM Licenses Extended
LAST
change from 790 kc, 5 kw, DA-2, to 1030
AT
LAST!
AT
kc, 50 kw, DA-N; made KOB Albu■vrajSranted
temporary
extensions
of
liquerque
party
to
proceeding,
and
furI nses of following FM stations from
ther ordered that application of KTHT
: 5 irch 1 to June 1, 1952 (Comr. Sterling has been
included in this proceeding
ting for regular grants):
on condition that if, as result of proce ding, it appears that, were it not
(CCMO-FM Kansas City; KFXD-FM
tin.-MGM; Sidney TorchIa;lYa'
— King
^^T
SternM^r
l; Enii
Cora„rb
for
Clear
Channel
hearing
and
Com■TOpa,
Idaho;
KRKD
Los
Angeles;
tSOK-FM St. Louis; WAJL Flint,
mission's announcement of Aug. 9, 1946,
iich.; WEAW Evanston, 111.; WEHS
pertaining thereto, public interest
On Transcriptions: M.n Holmes-As^ocia^-d^^
icago; WFMF Chicago; WGHF New
would best be served by grant of apBeneke
'rk; WGTR
Paxton, Mass.; WKJF
then application
reHenry Jerome— Langworth; Tex
turned toplication,
pending
file untilwill
afterbe said
tsburgh;
WKRC-FM
Cincinnati;
saurus.
Clear
Channel
decision
has
been
issued,
^DM Oak Park, Mich,; WRLD Miami
at which time it will be considered in
:ach; WLYN-FM
Lynn, Mass.;
MMW-FM
Meriden, Conn.; WMOR
(Continued on page lOU)
iicago; WPLH-FM
Huntington, W.
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Actions

(Continued from page 103)
connection with other 1030 kc applications and with any other pending apin conflict. plications with which it might then be
Fenn Jersey Bcstg. Co., Bristol, Pa.,
Atlantic City Bcstg. Co., Atlantic City,
N. J., Garden State Bcstg. Co., Atlantic
City, N. J., and Press-Union Pub. Co.,
Atlantic City, N. J.— Designated for
iiearing in pliconsolidated
proceeding
apcations of Atlantic City
Bcstg. Co.,
Garden State Bcstg. Co. and PressUnion Pub. Co., all seeking new stations on 1490 kc, 250 w, fuUtime, in
Atlantic City; and application of Penn
Jersey Bcstg. Co., for same facilities in
Bristol, Pa.: made WGAL, Lancaster,
Pa., party to proceeding with respect
to application of Penn Jersey Co. only.
Radio Norwich Inc., Norwich, N. Y.,
The Montrose Bcstg. Corp., Montrose,
Pa.,
and WATS Sayrc,
for consolidated
hearingPa.—at Designated
time and
place to be specified by subsequent order,
following
applications:
Radio
wich Inc. for new AM station onNor970
kc, 500 w daytime; The Montrose Bcstg.
Corp., for new AM station on 960 kc,
1 kw.to daytime,
and Thompson
K. Cassel
change station
WATS from
1470
kc, 1 kw day, to 960 kc, 1 kw, day.
John Blake and Charles K. Wolfe,
Killeen, Tex., and High Lite Bcstg. Co.,
Killeen, Tex.— Designated for hearing
in consolidated proceeding application
of Blake & Wolfe with that of High
Lite Bcstg., each requesting new AM
station 1050 kc, 250 w, daytime, at
Killeen, Tex.
Mid-State Bcstg. Co., ChehaUs, Wash.,
and Leroy E. Parsons, Chehalis, Wash.
—Designated for hearing in consoliapplication for Middated proceeding
State and
that of Parsons, each requesting new AM station on 1420 kc,
1 kw, daytime.
February 14 Applications .
ACCEPTED FOB FILING
Amend Applications
WHUN
Huntingdon,
Pa. — CP to
change frequency from 1400 to 1010 kc,
increase power from 250 w to 1 kw
and
operating
hours from
fulltime change
to daytime
AMENDED
to delete
request for frequency change, power
increase and operating hours and in
lieu thereof to specify top loading ant,
system.
Lean,station
San Antonio,
CPManuel
for newD. AM
on 990 kc,Tex.
1 kw—
daytime, AMENDED to change frequency from 990 kc to 1250 kc, reduce
power from 1 kw to 500 w and change
ant. system.
KDYL-TV Salt Lake City— CP for
power change AMENDED to reduce
ERP from 10 w vis., 5 w aur., to 4 w
vis., 2 w aur.
Modification of CP
WERL East Rainelle, W. Va.— Mod.
CP, astion, mod.,
authorizing
new AM date.
stafor extension
of completion
WESS Coram, L. I.. New York— Mod.
CP, as mod. and reinstated, authorizing
new FM station, for extension of completion date.
License for CP
WAGA-FM Atlanta— License for CP,
as mod., authorizing new FM station.
KRNT-FM Des Moines — License for

J. R. POPPELE, vice president in
charge of engineering, WOR New
York, is celebrating his 30th anniversary with the station. Top picture
shows him as chief engineer in 1922
at WOR Newark, N. J., shortly after
station had received its charter. Lower
photo is a 1952 picture of Mr. Poppele in the WOR control room.
CP, as mod., authorizing new FM station.
License Renewals
Following
stations request renewal of
license
:
KOY Phoenix, KNGS Hanford, Calif.,
KECA Los Angeles, KDLP Panama
City, Fla., WCAO Baltimore, KFRM
Kansas City, WDAF Kansas City.
KMAC San Antonio, KHQ Spokane,
WJLS Beckley, W. Va., WNAC-TV Boston, KG2XAZ (experimental TV licensed to Associated Bcstrs. Inc.) Easton, Pa., and KS2XBR and KS2XBS
(experimental TVs licensed to Zenith
Radio Corp.) Chicago.
Spot vs. Network
(Continued from page 75 )
derson, KLAC-TV Los Angeles; Aldo
Dedominicis, WNHC-TV New Haven;
P. A. Sugg and Hoyt Andres, WKYTV Oklahoma City; Owen Saddler
and Howard 0. Peterson, KMTV
Omaha; Roger W. Clipp and Kenneth
W. Stowman, WFIL-TV Philadelphia;
George B. Storer Jr. and William E.
Kelley, KEYL San Antonio; Philip
G. Lasky and Lou Simon, KPIX San
Francisco; Paul Adanti, Payson Hall
and William H. Bell, WHEN Syracuse; Allen L. Haid, WSPD-TV
Toledo; Kenneth Berkeley and Ben
B. Baylor Jr., WMAL-TV Washington; Tom Harker, Lee B. Wailes, and
Robert C. Wood, Fort Industry Co.
Katz personnel slated to be on
hand included, in addition to Messrs.
Katz, Brett,
following
: Donahue, and Salk, the
Edward Codel, Margaret Alcott,
Daniel Denenholz, Oliver T. Black-

Paramount Case
(Continued from page 75 )
NPA, which has banned all color to sanction New York consum
TV production except a mite for tests. Its recent tests over WO >
experimental purposes [B«T, Feb. TV have been under experimenf
11]. Paramount owns 50% of FCC authority and were run aft
Chromatic.
the
regular WOR-TV program d
ended.
Mr. Raibourn was asked about
Nor has Skiatron yet gone to t
Paramount's interest in BritishDept. of Justice. There have be
owned Scophony Corp. He replied
that during World War II, reports to that effect, but they ha
no basis in fact, it was learned.
Scophony set up an American
Mr. Raibourn spent a good ps
branch half owned by the British
of
his time on the stand answeri
company with Paramount and GenFCC counsel Frederick W. Fore
eral Precision Laboratory Inc. each
inferences , about the Paramou
owning- 25%. Through agreement.
Paramount and GPL shared the Television Network.
Western Hemisphere market for
Kinescope Syndication
the Skiatron system — with Paramount responsible for home TV
This is a kinescope syndicati
developments and GPL large screen
of programs produced at KTL
theatre TV. British company held Paramount advertising has be
rights to Eastern Hemisphere.
referring to it under the netwo
term and also calling stations whi,
Scophony system used magnification principle to get large TV pic- bought the series "affiliates."
tures. It used what was called a
Mr. Ford's purpose seemed to
"supersonic" light valve, with
to get Mr. Raibourn to indicE
magnification gained by putting that Paramount intended going ir
the beam through a liquid-filled the TV network field — in oppo
tion to DuMont and the propos
tube.
ABC-UPT company.
Agreement between the American companies and British owners
Thatin Paramount
selling
was dissolved in 1946 under con- kines
"blocks" waswasalso
brougt'
sent decree entered into with the into the
questioning. Tie betwe
Dept. of Justice. Justice Dept. this practice and the now illeg|
sued Scophony under the anti- practice of "block booking" of nr ,
trust laws.
tion pictures to exhibitors was aj
Uses Coded Cards
Successor company in U. S. is
Skiatron Corp., which has been
testing a system of subscription TV
based on coded cards. Tests have
been run over WOR-TV New York
and the company has asked motion
picture firms to furnish it with
film product so it can run a test
similar to the one Zenith ran on
Phonevision in Chicago early last
year. So far it has received favorable replies from Paramount and
RKO, conditional approvals from
United Artists and Republic. Only
definite turndown was from MGM.
Other
answered.big pi-oducers have not
Skiatron has not yet asked FCC
well, Ralph Dennis, Robert J. Kochenthal, T. E. Kruglak, Bernard H. Pelzer
Jr., and Robert S. Wilson, all from
New York office; Gerald H. Gunst,
William Condon, James R. Hoel,
Lewis J. Johnson and Ray Peritz from
the Chicago office; Ralph Bateman
and Charles D. Fritz from Detroit;
Harry M. Harkins, Atlanta; Thomas
J. Flanagan, Kansas City; David
Rutledg-e, Dallas; Donald C. Staley,
San Francisco; and Stanley J. Reul31,
man, Los Angeles.

DECEMBER BOX SCORE
STATUS of broadcast station authorizations at the FCC on Dec.
1951, follows:
TV
AM
FM
Total authorized
650
108
2408
Total on the air
2331
93
Licensed (alt on air)
2300
103
Construction permits
637
10815
629
564
988
Total applications pending
102
7
182
220
Total applications in hearing
171
2152
Requests
for
new
stati^^ns
45
3616
Requests to change existing facilities
0
0
Deletion of licensed stations in December
20505
3
0
Deletion of construction permits
Page 104
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parently Mi*. Ford's aim.
Dutch Royal Visit
MORE THAN 600 radio statio
are to be serviced with a series
programs in connection with t
April visit to Washington of Que
Juliana and Prince Bernhard
The Netherlands, it was announc
last week. The four programs
the series include a feature abo
the royal family, a dramatizati
of the struggle the Dutch wa
with the sea and two music pi
grams.
Reportedly planning i
carry programs are MBS, AB
CBS and NBC in addition to
elusive broadcasts by WNYC ar
WQXR
Newmay York."
formation
be hadFurther
from A-\,
Buurman, radio officer, DomesBroadcasting
Div., The Neth(lands
Information Service,
Rockefeller Plaza, New York, 2t
RCA's

UHF

Ad

IN A FULL page advertiseme
in the Washington Post 1
Wednesday, RCA said UHF, t
opening
of whichmore
will TV
mean statio
"mc
TV channels,
and more TV programs" to t
present or prospective view
"added opportunities" to exte
"TV coverage and increase au
ences" for the broadcaster; woi
cause "creation of vast new m;
kets" to manufacturers; and wo;
"bring to fruition" laboratc
experiments, production des^gni
and field tests by scientists and (
gineers of RCA. Firm announc
it will tuner
have an
RCA "inexpensi-\
UHF
available
for sets.

BROADCASTING

Telecast!

I

THE RCA seminar in Woshirsgton last week. Dr. George H. Brown (I),
lector of antenna and transmitter research, RCA Labs., and Dr. C. B.
liffe, vice president and technical director, RCA, examine the newly deleft is a "butterfly" directional UHF receivoped UHF antenna. To their
I antenna, one of several types recommended for consumers when the new
470-890 mc wavelengths are put into TV service.

APPROX. PRICES OF VERY SIMPLIFIED TV STATIONS
LARGE CITY
SMALL CITY MEDIUM CITY
(750,000 and higher)
(below
100,000 UHF
pop.) (100,000
UHF
VHF
VHFto 750,000)
UHF VHF
(100/
Radiated Power = (10 kw) (20 kw)
(50 kw) i(200 kw)
200 kw) i(200 kw)
(a) Simplest Station Film and
Network
Facilities
only
—
no live cameras
$137,500 $145,000
$170,000 $230,500
$260,000 $230,500
(b) available
Tower for locally
above (if not
31,000
31,000
44,000
31,000
64,000 31,000
TOTAL $168,500 $176,000 $214,000 $261,500 $324,000 $261,500
(c) Iflocalit isstudio
desiredequipment,
to have
odd
70,000 70,000 70,000
70,000 70,000 70,000
(For two cameras and
simple lighting in one
studio)
TOTAL $238,500 $246,000 $284,000 $331,500 $394,000 $331,500
(d) with
For Remote
Pickup
relay, addTruck
24,700 24,700 24,700
24,700 24,700 24,700
(Does tional
notlive cameras)
include addiTOTAL $263,200 $270,700 $303,700 $356,200 $418,700 $356,200
1 UHF Stations in cities under 1,000,000 pop- -100 kw on Channels 2 to 6 and 200 kw on
uiation may start at 20 kw radiated power Channels 7 to 13 VHF. Large cities may
(at costs given for small city) and then add start at 50 kw (costs for medium city) ond
amplifier
later to increase power to 200 then add amplifier later,
kw radiated.
watt-hour and tube life of from
5,000 to 7,000 hours.
New in the station transmitting
equipment line were the 1 and 10
kw UHF transmitters and high
gain antennas with which stations
can get 200-kw effective radiated

RCA Seminar
(Continued from page 73)
Also shown was a new image
orthicon camera which was said to
power.
stations this year and 190 next use temporary expedients.
give better picture quality than
In discussing costs of VHF
r and that materials for buildthose now in use. Also new is a
the stations would be avail- operation, C. D. Kentner,
master monitor, built for simple,
mitter engineering group manager,
le [B«T, Feb. 11].
transrevealed the following figures:
small-scale station operation but
'MCA line ranges from 500-w low
capable of handling the addition
A 2-kw transmitter for Channd VHF transmitters to 10-kw
of film, live and remote operations.
nels 2-6 costs 22 cents per hour
'SF transmitters. Included are
An improved film camera, which
to
operate;
on
Channels
7-13,
34
ftennas, transmission lines, moni- cents. A 10-kw transmitter costs RCA has been testing at Phila■cs, control apparatus, etc. Comdelphia TV stations for the past
88 cents per hour for low band
ete line of studio, film and reseveral months, was also reported.
operation,
$1
for
high
band
operabte equipment is also available
Ready by late August or early
tion. A 20/25 kw costs $1.85 per
io|oior transmitter costs, see table). hour to operate on all VHF chanSeptember will be three types of
nels. A 50-kw transmitter costs
{Mr. Smith foresaw some probconverters for present TV sets, Allen Mills, merchandise manager.
Utns in constructing full-scale sta- $4.70 per hour to operate on all
M^ms due to defense claims on VHF bands.
Home Instruments Dept., an^rce materials but he thought
nounced. Also available when needFigures were calculated on a
ed, will be a combination 16-posi"'pat stations would find ways to power cost of 1.5 cents per kiloTYPICAL EQUIPMENT COSTS IN THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS FOR VARIOUS RADIATED POWERS FOR FIL.M
NETWORK OPERATION ONLY. AND NOT INCLUDING LAND, BUILDINGS, OR SUPPORTING TOWER FOR ANTENNA
EQUIPMENT
Channels 1483
Channels 2-3
Channels l-S-b
Channels 7-13
Radiated Power
2onKW 200KW
IKW lOKW 50 KW lOOKW IKW lOKW 50 KW lOOKW lOOKW 2KW lOKW 50 KW
20KW 200KW
lOOKW
27.5
32.5
IVHFf 500 Wall Transmiller 27.5
44.2
44.2 79.
49.2
IVHFj 2 KW Transmintr
79.
79.
84.
84.
(VHFl 10 KW Transmiller
155.5
155.5
iVHFi 20 KW Transmiller
225.5
160.5
<VHF} 50 KW Transmiller
64.7
(UHFl 1 KW Transmiller
(UHFl 10 KW Transmiller
150.
15.
14.5
I'Serlion Superlurnslile
33. 33.
28. 28.
5'Serlion Superlurnslile
33.7
18.9
31.
S'Sertion Superlurnslile
18.9 18.9 18.9
39.5
89.5
l2.Serlion Superlurnslile
39.5
19.
lUHFl Anlenna
19.
9.2
6.6
6.6
1100' IVg" Trans. Line
9.2
10.
9.2
9.2
9.2
9.2 10.
9.2
9.2
9.2
9.2 9.2
9.2
nob' 31/e" Trans. Line
66
Frequency
and
Modulalion
2.9
3.3
2.9
2.9
2.9
2.9
2.9
2.9
2.9
2.9
2.9
2.9
Monitors
2.9
2.9
Film equipmenl, including 2 28.9
2.9
28.9
28.9
28.9 28.9 28.9
28.9
4.
28.9 28.9 28.9
projerlors and film camera
3.3
28.9 28.9
and fonlrol equipment
28.9
28.9 28.9 28.9
28.9
Audio-Video equipment, in- 15.3 15.3 15J 15.3 15.3 15.3 15.3 15.3 15.3 15.3 15.3 15.3 15.3
15.3
15.3
2.<r
4.
gen. amplifiers,cludingpowersync.supplies,
etc.
15.3t.
15.3
4.
4.
4.
4.
4. 4.
4.
4.
4.
4.
Test and Measuri)*Lg Equip.
260J
4.
167.3
253.5
100.2
304.7 145.2 230.5
TOTALS
137.5 172.3
99.7
183.8
228.8
132.5
163.2
4. ies.4. Fo 128.4
ill
be
s
0
ft. run of
Note 1 : Transmissior 1 line (or VH F is dual 550 [l. run and cost inc! odes 4.all accesso
r UHF, line w
special low loss li le.
mgle 5
246.8 ■ 1,09.1
Nole 2: For Channels 2 and 4 the transmission line run for full 10 KW and SO KW radiated power is limited to 250 ft. of V/s" line.
(tVii" line mast be used for longer runs or the 5-section Superturnslile replaced with the 6-flection antenna to obtain full ERP.
Nole 3: For
Complete etc^
2>Camera
equipped studio, including switching facilities, monitors, etc^ bot not including items such as lighting, air
conditioning,
add $65,585.00.
Note i: To use above cameras on remotes, add $27,765 for microwave and mobile unit.
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tion VHF-UHF

receiver, he re-

Three types of converters are:
(1)
Single-station converter, costported.
ing about $10; (2) two-station converter, self -powered, costing about
$20-25; (3) full 70 channel UHF
converter, self-powered, costing
about $50. Single station converter
will have to be installed by a serviceman, Mr. Mills explained; set
owner will be able to install the
other two, he said.
Development of the 16-position
tuner, adaptable to present RCA
set ciicuits, will permit continued
production of VHF sets and, when
UHF markets open, the production of combination sets, Mr. Mills
said. Each of the sets using the
new tuner will be "tailored" locally
for each market, he said.
VHF-UHF receivers will be
"slightly more expensive" than
VHF-only sets, he said.
When UHF signals start coming
over the air, it will generally be
necessary for set owners to have
special antennas, C. M. Sinnett, advance development manager. Home
Instruments Dept., declared. In
some few instances present VHF
antennas may turn out to be satisfactory, he said.
The critical aspect of receiving
antenna positioning was emphasized by both Mr. Sinnett and Dr.
D. W. Petersen of the antennatransmitter research group, Princeton Labs. They both pointed out
that moving the receiving antenna
only a few feet may make the difference between no signal and an
excellent one. Dr. Petersen addressed the audience on UHF
measuring techniques.
NIGHT AND

DAY

ABC
WENE

BINGHAMTON,

N.Y. MARKET

5000
NOW
CALL RADIO REPRESENTATIVES, INC.
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HERBERT
BULL to Needham, Louis a
Brorby, Chicago, as TV
art .
director
' al
PLE.New
O
PE
working
at
McCann-Erickson,
York,
similar
capacity.
WOULD
LEAVE INFORMATION
PROGRAM AT STATE DEPT.
U. S. INFORMATION Advisory Commission
Friday asked Congress to keep this nation's
global information program within State
Dept. Commission is headed by Erwin Canham,
editor, Christian Science Monitor. Other members are Justin Miller, NARTB board chairman; Phillip Reed, board chairman. General
Electric Co.; Mark A. May, Yale U., Ben
Hibbs, editor, Saturday Evening Post. Commission feels arguments for a separate agency
(as Sen. William Benton (D-Conn.) proposed)
are outweighed by "desirability of retaining
a close connection between foreign policy formulation and the administration of the information program."
WHGB
REHEARING DENIED
NO CONFLICT exists between its decision in
Harrisburg-Lemoyne, Pa., case and Lubbock,
Tex., case, FCC announced Friday in denying
petition for rehearing filed last October by
WHGB Harrisburg [B*T, Nov. 12, 1951].
WHGB had alleged "arbitrary and capricious action" by the FCC, when it granted
WCMB Lemoyne, Pa., permission to change to
1460 kc with 5 kw directional fulltime, and
had denied Harrisburg station same facilities.
FCC's decision emphasized that WCMB was
independent station, promised more local programming than did ABC-affiliated WHGB.
Ten days later, FCC granted ABC-affiliated
KFYO Lubbock, Tex., authority to change to
790 kc with 5 kw day, 1 kw night directional,
and denied new applicant Lubbock County
Broadcasting Co. same facilities. Since two
decisions apparently conflicted, WHGB asked
for rehearing in light of Texas decision.
Commission, in opinion last Frday, declared
that Lubbock decision was based on "preferred
standing of an existing station, with a history
of meritorious service to the community. ..."
It also pointed out that Pennsylvania case was
decided on "superior" programming of WCMB.
"Each decision is grounded on its facts, and
theii rulings do not . . . conflict with each
other," the Commission said. Chairman Coy
and Comr. Jones did not participate.
ABC FIRINGS PROTESTED
RADIO Writers Guild, protesting firing of two
ABC Hollywood newsroom writers, last Thursday wired ABC President Robert Kintner that
it would file unfair labor practices charges
with NLRB unless writers remain on job. Firings occurred Feb. 5. Guild charges layoff's
was reprisal against union now in contract
negotiations. ABC executives, admit only "informal negotiations," adding that dismissals
are simply departmental revisions in O&O
stations.
WGN-TV SIGNS FOR SOX
EXCLUSIVE contract for daytime home games
of White Sox during 1952 season signed last
week by WGN-TV Chicago. Station also will
carry Cubs' games on exclusive basis. This is
fifth consecutive season for White Sox games,
first for Cubs.
PEARSON FOR WXLW
WXLW INDIANAPOLIS has named John E.
Pearson Co. as its station representative.
Page 106
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BROTHERHOOD WEEK
FULL BROADCASTING participation
by both radio and television in Brotherhood Week, sponsored by National Conference of Christians and Jews, and
scheduled for Feb. 17-24 observance this
year, was assured Friday by Joseph H.
McConnell, NBC president and chairman of radio-TV committee for Brotherhood Week. All major networks plan
brotherhood tributes on many regular
and special programs throughout week.
In addition, Mr. McConnell said each
network will carry 20, 30, 40, 50 and 55second spots to influence public opinion
towards good will and understanding
among Protestants, Catholics and Jews.
Business Briefly
(Continued from page 5)
noon, early evening time. In television only
50 major stations will be used. '
GENERAL MILLS BUYS ABC • General
Mills, Minneapolis, through Knox-Reeves Inc.,
same city, to sponsor Whispering Streets,
drama, from 10:25-10:45 a.m. EST, ABC
radio, starting March 3. On same date General Mills' Betty Crocker Magazine of the Air
moves from 10:30-10:45 a.m. time slot to
4-4:15 p.m., still on ABC radio.
MARFREE NAMED # Allied Home Products, Beloit, Wis., last week named Marfree
Adv., Chicago, to handle advertising for its
cosmetics line which is distributed nationally
in supermarkets. Radio will be used. Burton
Neuberger, Chicago manager of agency, is
account executive.
FCC

ON

BLACKLISTING

PROTEST by Authors' League of America to
FCC about broadcasters who use "political
screening" of talent was answered — at least
temporarily — in exchange of letters released
Friday. Parent union of all writers' guilds
had instructed its president. Rex Stout, to ask
for FCC hearings on blacklisting, insisting
that this practice is contrary to public interest
under which licenses are granted. ALA action
[B*T, Jan. 28] was part of turmoil surrounding disinissal of Philip Loeb from The Goldbergs television program.
In reply, FCC Chairman Wayne Coy wrote,
Feb. 8, that question was "not properly the
subject for a general hearing- of the commission" since judgment of talent by station
operators falls into scope of day-to-day operaAct. tions, ceded to licensees by Communications
UCP LAUDS RADIO, TV
RADIO, TV industries were lauded by
United Cerebral Palsy for aid given in
UCP's 1951 fund campaign. Telethons
credited with raising $972,105, since first
such effort over WBKB (TV) Chicago
in May 1950. Other stations which conducted UCP telethons listed as WJZ-TV
New York; WFIL-TV Philadelphia:
KGO-TV San Francisco and WLWT
(TV), WKRC-TV and WCPO-TV Cincinnati, which staged "pooled" telethon.

GORDON HUGHES, manager of market
search for General Mills, will discuss "attitu
measurements and the memory factor" at t
meeting of the American Marketing Ass
Chicago chapter, Feb. 27. Luncheon sess:
is scheduled for noon in the English room
Marshall Field & Co.
MELVIN A. SINGER,, Blow Co., N. Y., to Gi
Adv., N. Y., on account executive staff'.
ALEXANDER KLEIN, Caravel Films, to J.
Tarcher & Co., N. Y., as director of televisi
and motion pictures.
FRANK

KLEIN, formerly on publicity a

public
staff at WFDR(FM)'
York, torelations
Hoover Manufacturing
and Sales N.C
N. Y. (Hoover uniforms), as assistant dire
tor of sales promotion.
JAMES WEBB YOUNG, consultant on m;
media to the Ford Foundation and J. Walt
Thompson Co., will speak on "Thoughts
Your Future in Radio and Television" Thu]
day at luncheon meeting of the Radio Exec
tives
Hotel. Club of New York at the Waldorf-Astoi
FRANCES O. FOX, King Features, to T
Bates & Co., N. Y., in press department.
WMEX vs. WHIL PETITION
PETITION for revocation of program authc
ity to WHIL Medford, Mass., filed by WME
Boston two weeks ago [see story, page 34
was denied by FCC Friday. It also deni
request for hearing on WHIL's license applic
tion. Commission held that no proof was pi
sented that 25 mv/m contours of both statio
overlap, as alleged by Boston station. At sai
time. Commission pointed out that no proteE
were made in 1949 when WHIL was grant
CP for 1540 kc with 250 w, daytime, nor f(
lowing two years when amendments were fil
and granted. WMEX (on 1510 with 5 kv
claimed that WHIL transmissions were inte
fering with its broadcasts, that FCC rul
prohibit two stations less than 40 kc apart
25 mv/m contours overlap. It has pending
U.S. Court of Appeals petition for review ai
an injunction against the Commission's gra
of program test authority to WHIL. Court h
set case for hearing Feb. 21. Comrs. Hennoi
and Jones dissented from FCC's decisio
claimed that program grant should be wit
drawTi until question of overlap determine
Comr. Hyde dissented in part, held that hea
ing should be given on license renewal.
ADDITIONAL WITNESSES
ADDITIONAL witnesses in the theatre T
hearing, scheduled for March 10, were su
mitted to the FCC Friday by the Motion Pi
ture Assn. of America and the National E
hibitors Theatre Television Committee. Amoi
new nam.es (for previous list, see At Dea
LINE, Jan. 28) are: Gael Sullivan, Th
atre Owners of America executive directo
Arthur Mayer, Council of Motion Pictu
Organizations executive v.p.; Cecil B. DeMill
independent producer; Darryl Zanuck, 20
Century production chief; Frank Freema
Paramount Pictures production chief; Rona
Reagan, actor and president of Screen Acto
Guild; SAG.
George Murphy, actor and past pres
dent,
BROADCASTING
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PRODUCTIO

COSTS

GOT

YOU

DOWN?

If you're alarmed at the high cost of
network productions ... If you're looking for
top talent, lou budget productions that can
compete with the best on the networks — see what
\VL\\'-Television can do for you.
Out of the "high-rent"' districts of TV production
centers, WL\V-Tele\'ision has a larger talent
roster than any other independent TV operation.
Here the combined production facilities, personnel
and know-how of three television stations — WLVV-T,
WLW-D, and WLW-C can produce your network
show at considerable savings.
Last Summer WLW-TV

originated two programs

for NBC-TV — "Strawhat Matinee", a daily hourlong afternoon show, and "Midwestern Hayride",
a Saturday evening hour. Both shows outranked
their network competition.
Currently WLW-TV

produces six hours of network

programming weekly — Ruth Lyons' "50 Club" and
the "Breakfast Party", daily, plus the Saturday
noontime "Midwestern Hayride".
Perhaps WLW-Television has the answer
to your problem of high production costs.
Why not investigate?

WLW
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New York's youngest telecaster, WOR-tv, continues to pull the city's
fourth largest nighttime audiences ... topping a key network station
and drawing more viewers than any other independent tv station
in New

York.*

One channel 9 show, "Trapped" — a low-cost, live, mystery drama —
draws more New York audience than 46 sponsored nighttime shows
aired on 4 network stations! And 28 of these shows are carried nationally. (Telepulse— Jan. 1952)
Everything about channel 9 is bigger and better than ever. Audiences
are bigger . . . power is greater . . . studios are the best in television.
Only rates have remained the same — still the lowest in television.
'Telepulse — Jan. 1952. Bojed on channel 9's nighttime operating hours.

CHiei^

WLS

TODAY

FOR

News — stepped up by two giant political conventions coming up,

by a lingering war situation — is more in demand

And in the WLS-blanketed

results in larger and larger WLS

than ever before!

Chicago-Midwest, that demand

listening audiences— in two tnore

news broadcasts added to the already fast-selling WLS

schedule.
Larry McDonald

Check today on availabilities adjacent to or within one or more of these

WLS

newcasts. Some are sold but you'll find a profitable opening for
your product somewhere in these eight great sales opportunities:

Al Tiffany
NEWS

ON

WLS

AT
4 top men — Midwesttrained for Midwest
listeners — deliver
these

eight

newscasts

%mm

GROCER

on WLS.

The
PRAIRIE
FARMER
STATION

1952
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J. Gorman Walsh (right), mana.'
ger of WDEL, receives Marvel
Cup Av/ord from Associate Judge
of the Supreme Court of Dela.
ware Daniel L. Herrmann, chairman of the board of judges for
this year's avv'ard.

Steinman

ELfm
WD
Wilmington,
Delaware

ALfm
WG
Lancaster,
Pennsylvania
WKBO
Harrisburg,
Pennsylvania
WRAW
Reading,
Pennsylvania
WORK
York,
Pennsylvania
WEST
Easton,
Pennsylvania

Represented by
ROBERT MEEKER
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Stations
proudly
salute,,,
J. Gorman Walsh, manager of WDEL, Wilmington,
Delaware, winner of the Chamber of Commerce, Delaware, 1951 Josiah Marvel Cup Award

The Marvel Cup is presented annually to the citizen of Delaware
"who has, by selection of his fellow citizens, given outstanding service
to the state, the community, society, or his fellow man and has performed something worthy to be remembered."
We are proud of this tribute to our associate, Gorman Walsh. A
quotation from the Column of William Penn Frank in the February
4, 1952 issue of the Wilmington Morning News expresses the feelings
of all his associates. . . . the guy is always working in and for the
public interest . . . There is something very honest about his approach
to community problems and his integrity is a shining example for us . . .
He has given both his radio and television station a policy that these
media are more than commercial ventures but rather are dedicated to
the good and the welfare of the people in the area."
Clair R. McCollough
Gerieral Manager
STEINMAN STATIONS
ASSOCIATES

Chicago

Los Angeles

San Francisco

New York
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CIRCUIT

>JG-EANGE prognosis: When FCC finally
ds down its TV allocation (target date
mid-March), line-up could well be 4-2.
lected to dissent: Comr. Robert F. Jones,
I has favored complete flexibility on legal
jnds (i.e., no city-by-city allocations) and
feibly Frieda B. Hennock, now violently
testing "inadequate" VHF educational
krvations. Acting Chairman Paul A.
Iker would concur with majority, but might
jress chagrin over educational allotments.
I
W's Electronics Production Board has reimended that NPA color TV equipment
jjze be retained because of technical man[er shortage. Retention of ban was urged
military, it's learned. NPA will issue decii within fortnight.
tXT major move in unsettled radio ret-ch field may be launching of NBC-Nielsen
\f/OTck audience study, possibly paralleling
fe-Standard Audit & Measurement Services
I Ject.
^PORTED
ACTIVELY
urging appointat of acting Chairman Paul A. Walker to
manent FCC Chairmanship is Sen. Robert
<err (D-Okla.) his close friend and fellow
mer. Sen. Kerr is owner of KRMG Tulsa,
j ! has application pending for acquisition of
I'trol of horse
KTOK inOklahoma
City. Presidential
Sen. Kerr
[dark
Democratic
ijepstakes, if Truman does not run.
!|)ELIGHT in Coy resignation is upsetting
N'ARTB convention agenda, with ex-Chair1|i now otf Wednesday luncheon billing.
ilRTB hopes to book new Chairman for spot.
! nifieant tip that Mr. Coy will be in broad:ing field is fact that he advised an NARTB
jtial he probably would attend convention
li, if called upon, would make few remarks.
RTSR beginning to schedule group shows' of its new presentation on advantages of
fonal spot broadcasting — radio and teleton — as an advertising medium, to adver|rs and agencies. Preview to some 25 stall representatives in New York last week
[prtedly evoked enthusiastic approval of
feentation.
if
^jlEN NEW NARTB TV Review Board holds
jlorganization meeting here next Thursday,
of topics may be proposed revision of
p in relation to hard liquor advertisting.
order to assure Congress, notably Sen.
mson's Interstate & Foreign Commerce
nmittee, that there will be no quick change
mitting liquor advertising, Review Board
'7 recommend stipulation that no change be
'9e in that provision unless ample notice—
|Bibly six months — is given. Presumably this
jild assuage fears and soften attitude of
ators on Johnson-Case Bill, which would
liquor advertising on radio and TV.
|N. ED C. JOHNSON (D-Col.), chairman,
i :ate Interstate and Foreign Commerce Com(Continued on page 6)
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RCA SEES VAST FUTURE
FOR NEW TRANSJSTOR
NEW transistor was scheduled for unveiling
today (Monday) by RCA, first disclosure company had been working on tiny germanium
amplifier. Greater reliability and ruggedness
are claimed for RCA's version of transistor.
Dr. E. W. Engstrom, vice president in
charge of RCA Labs Div. said, "As the
vacuum tube made possible the modern miracles
of radio, television and radar, so will this new
tool open vast new horizons in the electronics
art." He said RCA does not expect transistor
to supplant electron tube, predicting market
for tubes will increase under full impact of
commercial transistors.
He added that transistor will allow development of entirely electronic devices, many of
them also requiring tubes. RCA embeds elements of transistor in resin to provide protective case. The RCA point-contact transistor
resembles corn kernel. Transistors harness
electrons in piece of solid matter whereas tube
filaments boil off" electrons in vacuum.
BETTER PICTURE TUBES
IMPROVED performance from TV picture
tube screens, due principally to development
of screen materials with better balanced chemical properties, announced Friday by Radio-TV
Picture Tube Div., Sylvania Electric Products
Inc. Process being used in all picture tubes
produced by Sylvania, to bring greater brightness and to eliminate discoloration during entire tube life. Screens are said to be especially effective when operated with anode
voltages lower than 14,000 volts.

BUSINESS

BRIEFLY

L&M PICKS UP OPTION « Liggett &
Myers (Fatima cigarettes) understood to have
picked up option on NBC radio recorded symphony— midnight to 6 a.m. — being considered
by network for all six of its O&O stations.
Agency: Cunningham & Walsh, N. Y.
CHAIN BREAKS FOR NABISCO • Nabisco
Shredded Wheat contemplating schedule of
chain breaks on CBS Radio stations following
its portion of Arthur Godfrey show (Mon.
through
Fri., 10:45-11 a.m.). McCann-Erickson is agency.
SPOTS FOR LEVER #
Dust) planning radio spot
April with 13 and 26-week
Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell

Lever Bros. (Silver
schedule to start in
contracts. Agency,
& Bayles, N. Y.

ALAN YOUNG SHOW • Lever Brothers
(Pepsodent), N. Y., through McCann-Erickson,
N. Y., reportedly interested in Alan Young
Show, on CBS-TV but being dropped by present sponsor (Esso). Additionally, Pepsodent
said to be considering possible radio-TV spot
announcement campaign for this spring in
about 150 markets.
AMERICAN TOBACCO OPTION # American Tobacco Co., through BBDO, N. Y., understood to have optioned Wednesday 9:30-10
p.m. period on CBS-TV for next season. Advertiser probably would shift its This Is Show
Business into that spot from Sunday 7 :30-8
p. m. and put Jack Benny program in Sunday segment, provided comedian willing to do
weekly show.

WGN-TV RATE BOOST
WGN-TV Chicago ups its basic rates 20%
March 1, increasing its Class A hour rate from
$1,000 to $1,200. Current rates were effective
one year. Station estimates city has 60% TV
circulation.

SATURATION CAMPAIGN # For second
year Baltimore DeSoto dealers bought saturation campaign, on WBAL Baltimore Feb. 15,
to announce 1952 models. Success last year
induced dealers to spend 65% of total budget
(Contimied on page 106)

Exhibitors
to Unveil
NEWEST developments in broadcast and TV
transmitting, studio and antenna equipment,
including recently perfected UHF gear; to be
shown for first time at NARTB convention in
Chicago March 30-April 2.
Manufacturers planning to exhibit many
heavy items, including cameras, transmitters
and radiators. Show will include Exposition
Hall in lower lobby of Conrad Hilton Hotel
(ex-Stevens) plus entire fifth floor area.
Feature of 1952 show will be joint NARTBBroadcast Music Inc. display of Americana.
Historical musical documents and signatures
of signers of Declaration of Independence and
Constitution are included in valuable collection, which will be protected day and night by
armed guards. Arrangements for feature made
by Carl Haverlin, BMI president, and Robert
K. Richards, NARTB public affairs director.
Group of manuscripts will include reproduction of original "Star Spangled Banner."
Arrangements for equipment displays are
nearly complete, according to Arthur C.
Stringer, retained by NARTB as exposition

New
UHF
Gear
manager. Convention delegates will attend
buffet luncheon in Exposition Hall March 31,
opening day of formal proceedings.
Representatives and other industry groups
will have suites at hotel. List of NARTB associate members who have signed for convention participation follows:
Equipment Manufacturers — Andrew Corp.;
Collins Radio Co.; Dresser-Stacy Co. (Ideco
Div.) ; Allen B. DuMont Labs, Television
Transmitter Div. ; Federal Telecommunication
Labs; Federal Telephone & Radio Corp.; Gates
Radio Co.; General Electric Co., Broadcast. &
Television Div.; General Precision Lab; Graybar Electric Co.; Kliegl Bros., Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co.; Gray Research & Development Co.; Magnecord Inc.; Musicolor
Inc.; Presto Recording Corp.; RCA Victor
Div. ; Wincharger Corp.
Transcription
Co.'s, Program
(Continued
on page 6)& Film Serv-

for more AT DEADLINE turn page
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Closed
Circuit
(Continued from page 5)

POPPELE NAMED TO HEAD
WOrS
20-YEAR CLUB
WOR New York instituted 20-Year Club on
occasion of station's 30th anniversary Friday,
according to President Theodore C. Streibert,
who designated J. R. Poppele, vice president in
charge of engineering for WOR and WOR-TV,
as president of new organization (see anniversary story page 96).
About 5% of AM and TV personnel will be
eligible to join new organization, Mr. Streibert
said, adding that 23% of WOR employes already belong to station's 10- Year Club, which
Mr. Poppele also serves as president.
Employes eligible for 20- Year Club include
Joe Bier, Robert Bower, Floyd Bowman, Giff
Campbell, Richard Davis, Harold L. Hadden,
Philip B. Harkins, Theodore Kasna, Herman
Maxwell, Aired W. Nilson, Harold Oliver, Raymond O'Neill, James M. Reid, Cyrus Samuelson, Ralph Schlegel, Charles Singer, James
Thibodeaux, David V. Walker and Mr. Poppele.
CONVENTION
COVERAGE
PLANS EXPLAINED BY A. P.
RADIO coverage of upcoming Presidential
nominating conventions will be most extensive
in history, John Aspinwall, Associated Press
radio news editor, told Chesapeake A. P. Radio
Assn. at annual meeting, held at Annapolis,
Md. R. C. (Jake) Embry, WITH Baltimore,
presided as president of group, which included
representatives of stations in Maryland, District of Columbia, northern Virginia and eastern West Virginia.
Chesapeake group will judge annual entries
for awards in radio newscast contest staged by
Virginia A. P. Broadcasters Assn.
SNADER L.A. SALES
$200,000 GROSS CITED
SNADER Telescription Sales, Beverly Hills,
will gi'oss in excess of $200,000 in 1952 from
TV film rentals in Los Angeles mai-ket alone.
Figure is based on contracts now in existence which include a package of 1951 Korda
motion pictures leased to KLAC-TV, a group
of pre-World War II Korda films sold to KHJTV, and library of 200 telescription 31/2 minute
musicals shared jointly by KNBH and KHJ-TV.
In latter deal, consummated last week, KHJTV and KNBH share cost on a 50-50 basis at
estimated $75,000 for entire library over a
one year period, effective March 1. KNBH has
teen telecasting Telescriptions exclusively up
to now.
Other shows included in sales total are
Washington Spotlight, a 15 minute program
filmed in Washington, on KNXT; Dick Tracy,
which started Feb. 7 on KNBH and This is
the Story, twice weekly documentary on
KECA-TV.
JEWISH APPEAL FILM
TV STATIONS throughout the country to be
offered 12 film spots, made in Hollywood recently by prominent film personalities, on behalf of 1952 United Jewish Appeal. The 20second spots, on 16mm film with sound to meet
TV network requirements, publicize $151 million goal in drive to aid settlers in Israel and
U. S., distressed- Jews in Europe and Near
East. Films prepared through Los Angeles
United Jewish welfare fund.
Page 6
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In this Issue—
Appointment of permanent successor to
Wayne Coy, who quit FCC chairmanship last Thursday then took job with
Time Inc., is up in the air. Vice Chairman Paul A. Walker will take over
for time being, but whether he or
someone else will get the permanent
appointment isn't settled. If Mr.
Walker is moved up, chances are that
Robert T. Bartley, nephew of Speaker
of the House Sam Rayburn, will be
named to the Commissionership that
would be vacant. If not, the choice of
permanent chairman may lie among
three men well known to industry:
Philip G. Loucks, attorney and onetime managing director of NAB; Neville Miller, attorney and onetime
president of NAB, and J. Leonard
Reinsch, managing director of Cox stations. Pages 23, 2U, SO, 32.
Two of radio's biggest clients have begun
new assaults on radio rates. P&G,
the biggest, wants CBS Radio to cut
its nighttime rates to daytime levels.
General Mills is working up a spot
proposal to pay stations half their
one-time daytime rates for nighttime
spots. Page 25.
Advertisers bought $217 million worth
of television time in 1951 — 140% more
than in 1950. A preview of an article
that will appear in the Telecasting
• Yearbook for 1952, out the end of
this month. Page 71.
Liberty Broadcasting System claims it
was spiked, sues 13 of 16 big-league
baseball teams for $12 million damages
for violating anti-trust laws. Page 27.
CBS and NBC have revived the big-name
talent proselyting of several years ago.
The names are the same: Jack Benny,
Phil Harris and Red Skelton. In Mr.
Harris' case, NBC v/on out, but
Messrs. Benny and Skelton still are
being wooed violently by both networks. Page 29.
Industrialists are finding it pays off to
solicit the good will of the communities
in which their plants are situated.
And radio is the instrument that does
that job best. Page 26.
When TV comes in the house, does radio
go out the window? Definitely not,
according to a survey by WSYR-AMTV Syracuse. TV owners average
better than three hours a day listening to radio. Page 25.
Upcoming
Feb. 28-29: Oregon State Broadcasters
Assn. annual meeting, Eugene Hotel,
Eugene, Ore.
Feb. 29-Mar. 1 : Western Radio & Television Conference, 5th annual meeting,
Stanford U., San Francisco.
Mar. 3-6: Institute of Radio Engineers national convention, Waldorf-Astoria Hotel
and Grand Central Palace, New York.
Mar. 10: FCC-Theatre Television hearing,
Washington.
(Other Upcomings page 34)

mittee, wants that hearing on political br*
casts held. Problem is current crowding;
committee calendar. However, should Sen
get his way soon enough, one thing which
come up is network policy of demanding ]
time by candidates. His speech fortnight
which criticized networks is tip-off.
NBC'S WNBC and WNBT (TV) New 1
planning expansion which will focus on
merchandising manager position and incl
addition of two persons each to local radio
TV sales staffs.
PILOT reel, designed to show stations
proach Associated Press will use in its plan
television news service, is in final stages. I
for preview is expected to be set soon.
EXPECT National Television System C
mittee to ask FCC, in about month, for pen
sion to run public tests on compatible, all-e
tronic color TV system. Purpose is to esi
lish evidence against day (April or even lat
NTSC seeks FCC consideration. NTSC
gineers are determined to run tests long eno
to iron out all bugs.
CONCLUSIVE proof TV has not serioi
hurt entertainment industries, except dui
"novelty" period when set is new in home
be shown in extensive study covering last t\
years. Jerry Jordan, Philadelphia researcl
is author of nearly-complete analysis covei
all industries involved, including newspai
and magazines.
DON'T write finis on Hadacol. Several \
posals to bring back proprietary product
big way, with radio as main promotion medi
understood to be in works.
AFRA WINS WGN CASE
ARBITRATION board decided in favor
AFRA last week in the long-standing disp
with WGN Inc. about jurisdiction over
sound effects men. According to AFRA-|
agreement, sound effects men at dual AMoperations hold AFRA cards. AFRA char
after its last contract negotiation with W(
TV that station delegated TV sound effect;
members of lATSE.
Exhibitors
(Continued from page 5)
ices — Associated Program Service Div. ; C
itol Records Inc.; Broadcast Div.; Harry
Goodman Productions; Lang-Worth Feat
Programs Inc.; C. P. MacGregor Electr
Transcriptions; RCA Recorded Program S(
ices of RCA Victor Div.; SESAC Inc.; Sna
Telescriptions Sales Inc.; Standai'd Re
Transcription Services Inc.; World Broadc:
ing System Inc.; Frederic W. Ziv Co.; Scr
Gems Inc.; Television Dept.
Service Organizations — Keystone Broadc;
ing System; Standard Rate & Data Serv
Broadcast Advertising Bureau; NARTB i
tion Relations Dept.; Broadcast Music Inc.
Station Representatives — John Blair (
The Branham Co.; George P. Hollingbery (
Edward Petry & Co.; The Katz Agency; F
H. Raymer Co.; Robert Meeker Assocs.; W
& Co.
Market Research Organizations — C.
Hooper Inc.; The Pulse Inc.; Standard Ai
& Measurement Services.
News Service — Associated Press.
for more AT DEADLINE see page 106
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Published Weekly by Broadcasting Publications, In
Executive, Editorial, Advertising and Circulation Officei
870 National Press BIdg.
Washington 4, D. C.
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Agency Beat
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Allied Arts
Editorial
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FCC Roundup
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Film Report
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Programs, Promotions, Premiums
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WASHINGTON HEADQUARTERS

Here's part of the crowd that turned out for the
Indiana Mechanical Corn Picking Contest which
WIBC conducted at Rushville on October 13th . . .
35,000 people, representing all of Indiana's 92
counties and every adjoining state!
Representatives of every major farm equipment
manufacturer were there, too. Said one: "We talked
to more prospects in one day than we usually do
during a ten-day fair. Sold more merchandise, too!"
Here again is proof that Indiana's first and only
50 KW radio station enjoys top place in the affections of the 1,077,356 radio families in its 0.5 MV
contour area, a loyalty won through intelligent programing and a friendly interest in farm affairs.
That's why one minute announcement at 6 A.M.
(Nov. 13, 1951) drew
915 pieces of mail for
one advertiser. That's
why WIBC can help
1070 KC
you, too. See your
WIBC
John Blair man immediately!
The Friendly
Voice of Indiana
JOHN BLAIR & CO.
National Representatives
WIBC, Inc. • 30 West Washington Street • Indianapolis 6, Indiana
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Official government figures* show that over
the years people have put down on the counter for meat a remarkably constant percentage
of the money they have to spend. The average
for meat is around 5^ per cent of the total.
In the boom year of 1929 consumers spent,
out of each dollar of spendable income, 5^
cents for meat. In the depression year of 1933
Do

Meat

Packers'

year for which figures are available, it was SVi
cents.
During this time, of course, meat prices
fluctuated widely . . . but well in tempo with
changes in the level of general prosperity of
the country.

Profits

The answer is . . . they do not. Again, official
government figures* (plus a recent Dun and
Bradstreet survey) show that out of the average 53^ cents spent at the store for meat, the
retailer uses 1 cent to cover all overhead costs
and a modest profit, and pays 4/^ cents to the
packer for meat.
Of this cents, the packer pays out 3^
cents for livestock, 19/20ths of a cent for all
of his costs of doing business . . . labor, freight,
taxes and many other expenses . . . and earns
AMERICAN

this fisfure was SVs cents. In the prewar year
of 1939 it w as 5Vio cents. In 1950, the latest

Influence

Prices?

1 / 20lh of a cent as profit. This may be paid to
investors for use of their money, or for improvements, orboth. The figures include the
value of by-products as well as meat.
The profit obtained by meat packers is so
small that it has virtually no effect on the
price of meat at retail.
As a matter of fact, if packers made no
profit at all, consumers would be unable to see
any difference in the cost of living ^— either in
good times or bad.
*U. S. Depts. of Commerce, Agriculture, and Labor.

MEAT

INSTITUTE

Headquarters, Chicago • Members throughout the U, S.
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SPOT

WBEKI
WGAR

KSO
WJR

Goat

who

• • •

sure footing wherever

he goes — is sure-

footed Spot radio.

Do you, as an advertiser, want to watch
your footwork

in certain markets? Want

to skip some open crevices, want to scale
some

craggy peaks? Easy. Just pick out

where you want to go with SPOT

RADIO.

And, it's easiest of all when you start
your picking on peak stations like these.

WTMJ

Los Angeles
Louisville
Milwaukee

KSTP

I Minneapolis /

MADISON

NEW

YORK
MU

lKROADCASTING

CITY

8-0200

• Telecasting

AVE.
22

CBS
NBC

St. Paul i
Nashville
New Orleans

WSM
WSMB
WTAR

Norfolk
Omaha
Philadelphia

KOIL
WIP
KPHO

Phoenix
Portland, Ore.
Richmond
San Antonio
Seattle
Shreveport

KGW
WRNL
WOAI
KOMO
KTBS
KGA
WMAS
KVOO
KFH
TEXAS

488

Houston
Lincoln
Little Rock

KARK
KFI
WHAS

leaps from crag to crag, who finds

NBC
ABC
ABC
CBS
ABC
NBC
ABC
NBC
NBC

Des Moines
Detroit
Fresno

KARM
KPRC
KFOR

Mountain

NBC
NBC
CBS
NBC

Cleveland
( Dallas o'
Buffal
/ Ft. Worth

WFAA
the

LIST

Atlanta
Baltimore

WSB
WBAL

Like

RADIO

Spokane
Springfield
Tulsa
Wichita
QUALITY

CHICAGO

• LOS

NBC
NBC
ABC
NBC
ABC
MBS
ABC
NBC
ABC
NBC
NBC
NBC
ABC
CBS
NBC
CBS

NETWORK

ANGELES

DETROIT • ST. LOUIS • DALLAS
SAN FRANCISCO
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HARRY W. BENNETT Jr., account executive, Compton Adv., N. Y., 1
Sherman & Marquette, that city, as vice president and supervisor i
charge of Colgate-Palmolive-Peet account.
CHARLES W. HOYT Co., N. Y., announces following staff change:
R. H. DINGWELL named assistant to president succeeding A.
FARGO Jr., elected vice president. F. J. BECKER elected treasure
ROBERT S. AITCHISON, editor of Industrial Marketing magazine, Chicago, has purchased an interest in
Shrout Assoc., Chicago agency.

ALEX COLEMAN elected vice president of R. J. Potts,
Calkins & Holden, Kansas City, vk'here he is account
executive.
EVERETT H. WOODWARD, partner in Woodward &
Co., Binghamton, N. Y., has joined the staff of AitkinKynett Adv., Phila.
GERTRUDE VAN HOOYDONCK of J. M. Mathes Inc.
to the copy department of N. W. Ayer & Sons, Phila.
Mr. Aitchisoi
M. PATRICK COYLE, director of product and style research at Opinio
Research Corp., Princeton, N. J., to Campbell-Ewald Co., N. Y., as vici
president' in charge of merchandising, research and marketing.
_
_ _ _
m
ill

on all accounts

WE'VE
BLAZED

THE

TRAIL

TO

150,000
NORTHWESTERN

OHIO

HOMES!
FACTS PROVE— over 90% of the 1 50,000 TV
set owners in Toledo and a 10 County area
prefer V/SPD-TV. This was established by the
Research Department of Toledo University in a
recent comprehensive area survey. -And, 98%
of the total sets are in use every evening . . .
50% in the afternoon . . . almost 20% in the
morning after only 5 weeks of morning operation. YOU CAN BUY TIME NOV/ to reach THIS
CAPTIVE AUDIENCE in a market over One Billion
Dollar Buying Potential. FACTS PROVE— YOUR
BEST BUY FOR SPEEDY SALES in Northwestern
Ohio is V/SPD-TV . . . The Trail Blazer For Your
Product.

AMTV
Represented Nationally
by KATZ
Page 12
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man at WJSV, working under A
is D. Willard Jr., sales manager an'
thatr radio
in theS axiom
er
believ
firme
no
RE'
THEthe best advertising medium,
later general manager of the the;
CBS-owned outlet. Along in th
from a standpoint of cost-perthousand contacts and resultsearly '30s, WJSV hired Arthu
per-dollar spent, than William D. Godfrey and put him on instead o
Bob
Trout as a sunrise disc jockej
of the WashMurdock, operator
ington advertising agency bearing
moving Mr. Trout into newscast
his name.
ing. The idea clicked and Mr. Mm
dock had no trouble peddling God,
He believes this so firmly that
he handles nothing but radio and
frey spots at $5 per, soon sellin;
television business and has risen
him out. He handled all of th
rapidly to a commanding position
Godfrey selling until the CBS sta
left for New York.
in the
dio field.Capital's raWhen Mr. Wil
Mr. Murdock
comes naturally by
general managew
lard
Mr. became
MurdockWJS'f
sue
his electronic convictions, having sold
ceeded him as saleradio and TV time
manager and assist
in Washington for
ant general managl^n
er. After 12 years a
two decades prior to
W J S V-WTOP h
his entry in the
joined
WOL Wash
agency side
of justad-a
vertising
ington under th
Cowles
regime a
year-and-a-half ago.
One of that rare
sales manager an'
breed of native
assistant genera
Washing'tonians
manage
r. Abou
that
time Bamberg
(born June 5, 1906) ,
er interests w e r
he has never left
the city for any
preparing to launci
WOIC (TV) Wash
length of time and
ington, later give)
wants to stay there.
Mr. MURDOCK
the call letter
After graduation
WTOP-TV when the station wa
from Southeastern U. — in Washington, of course — he went into purchased by the Washington Pos
the banking business, standing in and CBS.
a teller's cage. In this capacity he
Mr. Murdock's television debu
at WOIC offered a challenge to hi
came to know one of the bank's
clients, Harry Butcher, then gensales prowess, the station beinj
eral manager of WJSV (now
the
fourth and last to open in thi
WTOP) Washington.
(Continued on page 42)
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jtNARD C. DUFFY, president of BBDO, N. Y., appointed chairman
;ihe Greater New York Chapter of the President's Committee of the
of Notre Dame to act as counsel and advisor to the president of
^e Dame.
ji.NK LeCOCQ, advertising manager of Pacific Northwest Co., Seattle,
tluthrauff & Ryan, same city, as account executive.
inARD SAUNDERS and THOMAS FORD join Young & Rubicam,
y., as producer-director. Mr. Saunders joins agency from CBS Tele:on where he w^as a director. Prior to his Y&R assignment, Mr. Ford
; a director at ABC-TV.

CURRENT

on

FACTS

Western

New

York

radio-ratings

;:HARD H. BELKNAP, Lamb & Keen, Phila., appointed sales and
Ijiertising manager of Burton, Parsons & Co., Washington.
LL\M E. SURGNER, former contact man with Geare-Marston Inc.,
'la., to Gray & Rogers, same city, in similar capacity.
m'ARD D. CUMMINGS, J. Walter Thompson Co.,
jJiY., to Robert W. Orr & Assoc., same city, as media
isctor.
BERT A. SHIELD, Hawaiian Islands broadcaster,
Woodrum, Carney & Staff, Honolulu, as a director
the company.
BERT F. GERBER elected vice president of H. E.
stmoreland Inc., which has re-located at 326 W.
Mr. Surgner
rhigan St., Duluth, Minn. WILLIAM R. DAVIS
as the agency as manager of media and promotion departments.
ORGE SELGRAT to Casler, Hempstead & Hanford, Chicago, as pubrelations representative.
UCE K. STABELFELDT, sales promotion and advertising manager
'Edward Valves Inc., East Chicago, Ind., to Waldie & Briggs, Chi-o, as member of creative staff.

OF

THE

there are more
counties

TIME

listeners, in 16

(including

'G
HARRIS,
Constantine
Gardner, andS. F.,
to Guild,
Bonfigli,
S. F.,Botsford,
as assistant
account &executive
media
head. Bascom

tuned

to WHAM

•RTON B. JACKSON named director of merchandising for Scheideler,
k & Werner, N. Y.

other radio station.*

Monroe)

than

to any

^L STARR, general manager, KFGR Forest Grove, Ore., joins Hal
i'jvt & Co., Portland, as account executive.
\li
ONARD KENT to Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago, as chief statislan, same post he had at Alderson & Sessions, Phila.
M JONATHAN RIKLIN, account executive with Pitluk Adv., San
tonio, Tex., named one of city's outstanding young men in 1951 by
^amber of Commerce.
ZED H. FIDLER, vice president and Pacific Coast manager of J. Wal• Thompson Co., was speaker at San Francisco Fashion Group meetlast week on "Television in the Fashion Field."

iN MARQUAND, actress and manager of her radio-TV package firm,
'.'William H. Weintraub & Co., N. Y., as production assistant for radio
^ jd television. JOE SACCO joins agency as copywriter.
CHARD L CLARK, research director, Brisacher, Wheeler & Staff,
• 1 F., promoted to radio-TV buyer. Mr. Clark replaces GARRETT HOL'JiHAN,
resigned.director.
CHARLES H. ROACH, assistant director of research.
Tried research
ILLIAM A. FOXEN, Benton & Bowles, N. Y., named associate account
"ecutive.
RRY SEAMAN, radio executive at Bert S. Gittins Adv., Milwaukee,
5fives March 2 for month-long tour of 14 Latin American countries,
will help record interviews for Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.'s National
[trm and Home Hour on NBC.
'EIGHTMAN
has Chestnut
announced St.removal to new offices on the
iirth and fifth Inc.,
floorsPhila.,
of 1619
P. OADCASTING
1
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That means

just one thing—

more

advertising impact . . .

more

sales ... on

WHAM!

Consult HOLLINGBERY regarding availabilities.

'^SOURCE: Pulse, Inc., Area Survey of
Oct.-Nov. 1951.
The
WHAM

Sfromberg-Carlson
Station
Rochester, N. Y.

Basic NBC — 50,000 watts — clear channel — 1180 kc
GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY COMPANY, NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
February 25, 1952
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ica'

Amer

THEY'RE
promoting

the

advertiser's

TOPS

farm

radio

products

America's
important

Merchandising

to

most

consumer
THE

in

. . .

FARMER.
the farm radio

advertiser's product to rural consumers
requires special "KNOW HOW."
These winning stations in Ralston
Purina's Farm Radio Promotion

Farm editor Bob Nance, center, interviewing Purina
feeding advisor Johnny De Busk, left, and Purina store
manager Walter Korba in Russiaville, Indiana. Station
manager John Jeffrey shown in inset,
WlOU, Kokomo, Indiana
FIRST PRIZE WINNER...

Contest

have this know-how. They give the
farm advertiser skillful promotion on
and off the air . . . the kind that builds
sales . . . and makes the cash register ring
. . . for the advertiser . . . and the station!
THE

PURINA

FARM

PROMOTION

RADIO

CONTEST

was open to all stations broadcasting a
Purina Chows program. Prizes are
awarded to stations that did the
most consistent, effective and original
promotion on Purina radio programs
between October 1 and
December
RALSTON
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15, 1951.

PURINA COMPANY
ST. LOUIS 2, MO.

Farm Editor Harry Martin
WFBM, Indianapolis, Indiana
TIED

FOR

SECOND

February 25, 1952

PRIZE.

Manager Howard Stanley
WEAM, Arlington, Virginia
TIED FOR

SECOND

BROADCASTING

PRIZE.

•Telecastii

ir

lest

Farm

^BZ — Vineland, New Jersey
Fred Wood, General Manager

Radio

Merchandisers

WDZ — Decatur, Illinois
Frank Schroeder, General Manager

KDET — Center, Texas
Tom E. Foster, Manager

HONORABLE
KOLT .
WIBW .
KFAB .
WJAG
WRAG
WJAY.
KSFA .
Because of
entries, the
The judges
many other

KTUC — Tucson, Arizona
Lee Little, Manager

hPING
ND

RURAL

LIVE

JOADCASTING

BETTER

AMERICA
. . . SINCE

• Telecasting

MENTIONS:

ScoHsbluff, Nebraska
. . Topeka, Kansas
. Omaha, Nebraska
. Norfolk, Nebraska
Carrollton, Alabama
. Mullins, Alabama
Nacogdoches, Texas
the exceptional quality of ali
judges' decision was not easy.
ask that we congratulate the
stations entered in the contest.

WAVU — Albertville, Alabama
Jesse Culp, Farm Agent

PRODUCE

MORE

. . .

1894

February 25, 1952
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SHELL CHEMICAL Co., N. Y., scheduling radio campaign in tob:
area to launch new tobacco plant insecticide. Agency: J. Walter The
son Co., N. Y.
CORO FASHION JEWELRY, N. Y., starting TV spot test effec
today (Monday) on Dallas and Ft. Worth stations for 13 weeks,
three video outlets in the market will be used, KRLD-TV, WFAA
and WBAP-TV. Agency: Wyatt & Schuebel, N. Y.
THOM McAN (shoes) planning saturation campaign March 30-Apri
in southern markets. Agency: Neff-Rogow, N. Y.
CUNARD STEAMSHIP LINES, N. Y., looking for spot radio a^
abilities in major markets only. Agency: Cecil & Presbrey, N. Y.
LOG CABIN BREAD Co., L. A. (Mell-O-Bran bread), started first p>
of concentrated radio-TV spot announcement campaign with 222 s]
on KHJ Hollywood and KVOE Santa Ana and 35 spots on KNXT ('
Hollywood. Agency: Dan B. Miner Co., L. A.
uon

AMERICAN OIL Co., Baltimore, looking for radio spots for tenta
campaign extending from Maine to Florida. Agency: Joseph Katz
Baltimore.
DRAKE AMERICAN Corp., N.Y. (Dairy Box Chocolates), has stai
spring campaign by purchasing participation time in five different
shows in N. Y. market. Agency: Abbott Kimball Co., N. Y.

ma6
of tke (Varolii
GREENSBORO,

NORTH

CAROLINA

Look at part of WBIG's potential out-ofhome audience! In addition to 186,870
radio homes

in WBIG's

Sixteen County

Market,* there were 279,436 cars Sept.
30, 1951. t The composite result of 4 spot
checks** in Greensboro
N. C., covering
64.74%

and High Point,

6,474 cars revealed

equipped with radios.

* BMB Study No. 2
tN. C. Dept. of Motor Vehicles
V«. Dept. of Highways
** Greensboro & High Point Police Depts.
Member, High Point Fire Dept.
Hege, Middleton & Neal

Represented by Hollingbery

Warn

SPANDY Inc., West Orange, N. J., starting March 5 will use a TV i
campaign in Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington. Agency: Le
Williams & Saylor Inc.

PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati, will sponsor Tues. and Th
segment of The Egg ayid I on CBS Television, 12-12:15 p.m. EST, ef
tive Feb. 26. Agency: Compton Adv., N. Y.
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET Co. to replace Kiiigs Row on NBC r:
Mon. through Fri., 11:30-11:45 a.m. EST, with Bob and Ray. Effec
date not announced. Agency: William Esty Co., N. Y.
SEARS-ROEBUCK Co., Chicago, sponsoring two shows daily on L
March of Time, a news broadcast originating from New York, an
program featuring singer Franklin Kennedy, aired from Dallas. Agei
J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago.
COLUMBIA RECORDS Inc., N. Y., to sponsor Tues. and Thurs. s
ment of CBS Television News, 7:30-7:45 p.m. EST on CBS Televis
Agency: McCann-Erickson, N. Y.
AMERICAJ^ BAKERS Assn., Chicago, began sponsorship of HoUyu
Star Plaijhouse on NBC radio. Sun., 5-5:30 p.m. EST, effective Feb.Agency: Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago.
AMANA REFRIGERATION Inc., Amana, Iowa, to sponsor five mil
programs preceding Liberty Broadcasting System's 1952 major lea
baseball on full network. Agency: Rutledge & Shideler, Long Be;
Calif.

SOURCES:

5000

QUALITY IMPORTERS announces completion of spring campaign p]
for Welch's Wine involving a half million dollars. Agency: Al I
Lefton Co., N. Y.

CBS
Affiliate

LEMON PRODUCTS Advisory Board, consisting of lemon process
of California, and with advertising appropriation reported as aro
$300,000 annually, name McCann-Erickson Inc., L. A.
HORLACHER BREWING Co., Allentown, Pa., names W. Wallace
Inc., Phila., effective March 1.
SPRECKELS RUSSELL Dairy Co., S. F., appoints Emil Reinhardt A
Oakland, Calif.
,
INTERNATIONAL
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Shoe Co., St. Louis, names Henri, Hurst & McDon
(Continued on page 93)
BROADCASTING
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the

station

greatest
coverage
7

The

Arkansas

state

Farm

RICH

with

the

daytime
in

the

of ARKANSAS.

Market

and

is

GROWING!

For the first ten months of 1951 Arkansas farmers received $72,440,000.00 MORE from crops and
livestock than they did in 1950. The comparative figures shov/: For livestock, $172,000,000.00
in 1951 against $139,000,000.00 in 1950; for crops, $241 ,000,000.00 as against $202,000,000.00.
This responsive market — able and v/illing to buy — is best reached by KLRA . . . the radio station
with the greatest daytime coverage!

SELLS

Jj^

THESE

PRODUCTS

the

10,000
5,000
1010

Complete

WATTS
WATTS
KC

• CBS

ARKANSAS

KLRA

Story

Ask

any

0.

L.

Telecasting

Taylor

Office

DAYTIME
NIGHT
RADIO

LITTLE
^OADCASTING

FARMERS

KREY PACKING COMPANY
MAGNOLIA PETROLEUM COMPANY
MATHIESON CHEMICAL COMPANY
MID-STATE TRACTOR COMPANY
MILES LABORATORIES
PAT'S SUPER-MARKET
PHILLIPS PETROLEUM COMPANY
RALSTON-PURINA COMPANY
SAFEWAY STORES, INC.
STALEY MILLING COMPANY
SWIFT & CO.-ALL-SWEET MARGARINE
WRIGHT SERVICE COMPANY

ADKINS-PHELPS SEED COMPANY
ALBERS MILLING COMPANY
ARMOUR & CO.-CLOVERBLOOM 99
ASSOCIATED AUTO COMPANY
BALLARD & BALLARD
CAMERON FEED MILLS
DUTCH O'NEAL MOTORS
ESSO-STANDARD OIL COMPANY
FARMERS INSURANCE GROUP
FARMERS MUTUAL INSURANCE CO.
GOFF WHOLESALE GROCERY COMPANY
HARRIS BUTANE GAS COMPANY

For

TO

ROCK
February 25, 1952
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feature

of the meek

WHEN "Pirate Jose Gasper and
his Krewe" sailed into Tampa port,
staffmen of WFLA-AM-FM Tampa
joined the invaders to give that
city the most extensive radio coverage of any special event in Tampa's
history.
Six announcers, working with
remote control equipiTient, mobile
transmitters and handie talkies
covered every important point of
the "invasion" and the entire Gasparilla Carnival held in connection
with the Florida West Coast pageant.
Listeners heard Announcer Gordon Solie, dressed as a pirate of
yore, talk above the shouts and
gunshots of businessmen-turnedpirates as he clung, sometimes precariously, from rigging of one of
the pirate ships.
George W. Harvey, WFLA general manager, supervised the sta-

1,000,000
PER

DAY

Mr.

Solie with handie talkie
used aboard pirate ship.

he

tion's planning, production and
operations for the event.

WRC audience surveys H
mean something more than H
passive listeners. Daily and H
strictly

suits over the counter for Hj
advertisers.
H
Morning, noon and
night, Washington area
people tune to the continuing editions of WRC-NBC. H
Combined total listening H
goes well over nine digits
... a tremendous audience
H

The entire WRC schedule H
represents a range of pro- H
gramming to fit any sales Wl
requirement.
■i
IN THE NATION'S CAPITAL I
YOUR BEST BUY IS
I
FIRST

In WASHINGTON

S.8W Watts » 980 KC
R.epresented by NBC Spot Saiss
Page 18
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Iavannah
LOOK
AT

No.l

THE

Sunday "circulation" is also
measured in terms of re- H

for your commercial message.

AT

ARTHUR

BAGGE

hit rin
been hard
has hold
RADIO
of Arthu
the house
Bagge in suburban Wilmette,
ni. That's because Mr. Bagge, a
top salesman at Free & Peters'
Chicago office, persists in his electi'ical hobby, and has blown every
fuse in the place for the past four
weekends.
Nevertheless loyal to the medium
which betrayed him, domestically,
he sees a bright future for radio
even without rose-colored glasses.
In his opinion, rising television
costs have shown AM as the most
economical rtiethod of reaching
masses of people, the "sell radio"
campaign is starting to pay off,
and stations' local programming

business

has been materially strengthened.
He attributes a large part of increased 'spot billings to advertisers
who used TV exclusively last year
and are now going back into radio
with a good portion of their
budgets.
Radio, briefly, "has nothing in
common with Old Man Mose."
Mr. Bagge has been studying
broadcasting's competition professionally for two decades. Before
that, as a commercially-minded
Delta Sigma Pi at Northwestern U.,
he majored in commerce and advertising and was business-manager of the Daily Northivestern.
One of two students to be chosen
after graduation in 1931 by the
Dictaphone Co., he took an intensive sales training course at
Bridgeport headquarters and returned to Chicago as a salesman,
becoming South Chicago district
manager before leaving 2% years
later.
Then A. C. Nielsen beckoned
Mr. Bagge to sell his food and
drug index, and he beat a path
from Cumberland, Md., to Denver
and from Minnesota to the Gulf
for two years, later working
directly with Mr. Nielsen in New
York as service executive to national advertiser clients. He next
joined the Hearst organization,
handling the southwest sales territory for the American Weekly,
where he stayed 11 years until
joining Free & Peters in 1948.
Although he was hired as co(Continued on page 90)

$tation!
MORE SPOT ADVERTISERS
OSE

becauseiT"
WTOC'r'to'
WHERE IT COUNTS...
wtoc
DOES THE BEST JOB
a. IN SAVANNAH
b. IN CHATHAM COUNTY
c. WITHIN A 50-MILE
RADIUS OF THE CITY.

WTOC
SAVANNAH,
5000 W

GEORGIA

1290 KC

Represented
The

CBS
by

Katz Agency,

Incj

Be

on

the

Bee

line

L

Cereal or soap, the Avay to sell in inland California and western
Nevada is ... on the BEELINE ! It's the five-station radio combination that gives you
THE MOST ILESTi^SERS More audience than the eleven other
leading local stations needed to cover inland California and western
Nevada.
(BMB state Area Report)
LOWEST COST PER THOUSAND More audience plus favorable
Beeline combination rates naturally means lowest cost per thousand
listeners.
(BMB and standard Rate & Data)
Ask Raymer for the full story on this 3-billion-dollar market — inland
California and western Nevada.

cClatchy
Broadcasting
Company
Sacramento, California
Paul H. Raymer, National Representative
Affiliated with inland California's 3 Leading Papers
THE SACRAMENTO BEE • THE MODESTO BEE • THE FRESNO BEE
KOH
KFBK
Reno (NBC)
Sacramento (ABC)
50,000 wotts 1530 kc.
5000 watts, day; 1000
watts, night 630 kc

liROADCASTING

Telecasting
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hatf

the

size...

better

Again, RCA Broadcast Engineering sets the pace—
with a superior "1-kw" that takes less floor space than
any 1 -kw AM model now available. Operation is reduced
virtually to "switching on" and "switching off." Running expense is next to nothing.
Unlike "warmed over" versions of conventional
broadcast transmitters, Type BTA-IM is totally new—
from input to output. For example: New type horizontal sliding doors that never extend beyond the cabinet,
New, easy-fo-reach vertical control panel. Just slide
front door to left 4 inches (to aotomotic stop point).
Transmitter interior not accessible until door is moved
further left beyond this stop position— when interlocks
and grounding switches function.

performance

front or rear— save more than 121/2 square feet of operating floor space • One tuning control for the entire transmitter •One power output control • Only 15 tubes
used throughout (just 4 types to stock) • The one and
only 1-kw AM with an all-aluminum cabinet (transmitter weighs less than half as much as other modern
1-kw's).
Type BTA-IM is ready for immediate shipment. Ask
your RCA Sales Representative for complete details!

Matching cabinet(s) are available to house antenna
phasing and branching equipment — if your station
operates with a directional array.

Rear sliding door design gives operator more
elbow room.

emphaiic
A Baltimore

distributor of home

WITH

announcers

selling

appliances writes: "The

product is attributed to a concentrated

ITH's

W

mor
Bouque

brisk movement

series of dealer-sponsored

!

of our

spots on WITH.

come in for bouquets for their emphatic selling!"

Yes, local folks know

advertising media

best. And

remember,

WITH

carries the

advertising of more than twice as many local accounts as any other station in town! That's
because WITH produces low-cost results.
WITH

can do it for you too. Let your Forjoe man

give you the whole WITH

story.

IN BALTIMORE
WfFH

TOM
Page 22
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Bartley
ALKER

FILLS

By SOL TAISHOFF
CERTAINTY, unrest and near
indemonium pervaded broadcast
il-cles last weekend with the sud|n resignation of FCC Chairman
jayne Coy, effective with the close
j business last Thursday.
)The resignation came as the FCC
ks on the last lap of thawing the
,j-month-old
freeze, to and
estab-a
ih nationwideTV allocations
|.tional policy for television. There
^s fear that the resignation of
lie Commission's "strong man"
t)uld result in further delays in
locessing of the allocations which
jbuld bring repercussions from
iembers of Congress, goaded by
tievision-hungry constituencies.
Mr. Coy's sudden action was
ken to permit him to become a
lee agent" in negotiating his
turn to private industry. He left
ashington Thursday afternoon —
ithin four hours of his visit with
resident Truman — for New York,
.here on Friday he contracted to
:;come the television consultant
'! Time, Inc. (see adjacent box).
He was accompanied by Philip
Loucks, Washington attorney,
imer managing director of the
AB and personal friend.
Interim chairmanship of the
ommission immediately fell to
iptuagenarian Vice Chairman
lul A. Walker. It was thought
ssible that he would be named
(r. Coy's successor and that a
appointee would be named to
e Commission body. The only
(her Democrat on the FCC, with
X.
is CommisonerCoy's
Friedadeparture,
B. Hennock.
It was

IN

FOR

Appointee

COY

ANNOUNCEMENT
will beInc.;
made Remain
soon that sformer
FCC Agent'
Chairman
'Free
Coy Joins Time,
Wayne Coy has been retained by Time, Inc. as television consultant effective April 1. It is understood the retainer is approximately $25,000.
Mr. Coy will continue to live in Washington and will shuttle
between his home and New York.
The arrangement does not preclude his engaging in other
activities. It is expected he will acquire an interest in a newspaper in Indiana, his home state, and may also enter other consulting activities.
While no announcement was made, it was learned that Time, Inc.
(Time, Life, Fortune) intends filing applications for the maximum
number of five television stations in strategic markets. Time, Inc.
also may seek to purchase existing broadcast properties. This, presumably, will be Mr. Coy's principal activity. Mr. Coy is a UHF
booster and that may be the Time, Inc. pitch. The Washington law
firm of Pierson and Ball has been retained by Time, Inc. to handle
its communications affairs.
Mr. Coy, long desirous of re-entering the newspaper field at a
partnership or ownership level, is known to be considering a possible connection with the Lafayette (Ind.) Journal & Courier,
owned by the family of Henry W. Marshall Jr. This newspaper,
with 41,000 circulation, is in Mr. Coy's home state, where he worked
on newspapers and held public office. Mr. Coy also might negotiate
for acquisition of an interest in broadcast properties, it is thought.
Mr. Coy did not enter into negotiations with Time, Inc. until
Friday morning — following his surprise resignation of the
preceding day. He left for New York Thursday afternoon with
Philip G. Loucks, Washington attorney and friend. A number of
proposals had been under consideration by Mr. Coy, it is
understood.
seeks 2b'A as against the roughly
10 Vr earmarked by the FCC), it is
believed, would inveigh against her
appointment.

Likely

Strongly backed for the Coy vacancy to fill a term as Commissioner which runs until June 30,
1958, is Robert T. Bartley, execu-

tive assistant to his uncle, House
Speaker Sam Rayburn. Mr. Bartley, who knows the radio ropes, is
in his 43rd year. He served with
the FCC in 1934-1937 as director
of its then Telegraph Division.
Afterward he became a vice president of the Yankee Network and,
in 1943, joined NAB as director
of war activities, leaving in 1947
after serving as FM department
director. In 1945 he was an unsuccessful applicant for a station in
Houston.
Mr. Bartley has been mentioned
for Democratic vacancies on the
FCC for several years with the
strong endorsement of his distinguished uncle. He has also rallied
considerable Congressional and
broadcaster support.
Other Names Considered
But there were other names before the President. These were for
the chairmanship, however, particularly in the light of Mr. Walker's
eligibility for retirement after continuous service on the FCC since
its creation in 1934. This list is
understood to include:
Mr. Loucks, 52, who served as
NAB managing director from 1930
until 1935 and since has been in
Washing-ton law practice.
Neville Miller, 58, Washington
attorney, close friend and protege
of Vice President Alben Barkley;
former mayor of Louisville, and
(Continued on loage 2U)

'ubted whether Mr. Coy recom,ended her appointment — in fact
le opposite was believed likely —
Ijcause of differences of philosoay. Miss Hennock's strong advojicy of generous reservations of
levision facilities for non-comercial educational stations (she
Iso See ...
Editoria! — Pogs 24
Capitol Hill Lauds Coy — page 30
Thursday — When The Seat Wore
Through — page 30
Text of President's Acceptance of
Resignation — page 32
Highlights of Mr. Coy's Government Service — page 32
Biography of Interim Chairman
Walker — page 32
<ROADCASTING
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• Telecasting

COY. . . resigns as
chairman

PAUL A. WALKER .
chairman

interim

ROBERT

T. BARTLEY . . . new
Commissioner?
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Walker Fills In
(Continued from page 23)
first paid president of NAB (19381944)-. Understood to have been
offered a commissionership, Mr.
Miller several months ago expressed an interest in the chairmanship.
J. Leonard Reinsch, 43, managingdirector of the Cox radio and television stations; close personal
friend of President Truman; radio
director of the Democratic National
Committee in the 1944 campaign;
radio advisor to the President upon
his assumption of office in 1945.
Speculation arose in this regard
three weeks ago when Mr. Reinsch
had a long visit with the Chief
Executive.
Another name discussed at the
White House, it was learned, was
that of Telford Taylor, former general counsel of the FCC (1940-42)
who recently became head of the
Small Defense Plants Administration. Brig. Gen. Taylor served as
chief prosecutor of the Nuremberg
trials, and two years ago went into
private law practice in New York
and Washington. It is understood
the President wants to keep him at
SDPA, and that Mr. Taylor, who has
retained his law office, intends returning to private practice.
There was talk of the possibility of NARTB Board Chairman
and General Counsel Justin Miller
being called to the post. This,
however, was regarded as a "long
shot." Mr. Miller, whose plan for
eventual retirement from NARTB
was evolved at the Bandera, Tex.,
board meeting a fortnight ago, had
been offered the Attorney-Generalship by President Truman, only
to see the project abandoned.
Another constantly recurring
name was that of former Senator
Frank Graham, North Carolina
New Dealer, and former president
of the U. of N. C. This also fell

THE

IRONIC

STORY

Mr. REINSCH

Mr. LOUCKS

Mr. MILLER

Names of these three men are understood to he on the President's desk for consideration as "permanent
chairman of the FCC.
Presumably any appointment would be upon the later retirement of the interii
chairman, Paul A. Walker.
in the "dark horse" area.
Mr. Coy's summary resignation
— unusual in government annals —
was regarded as in keeping with his
strict sense of ethics. He told
Broadcasting • Telecasting that
he asked for forthwith acceptance
of his resignation to permit him to
negotiate as a "free agent." He
said the "public interest and the
private
interest
might conflict."
This led to
the speculation
that his
planned new employment would
place him in the present or potential licensee class and that his desire was to leave the FCC before
final approval had been given to
the highly controverted TV allocations. It was evident that he did
not wish to be confronted later
with the charge that there had
been any "tailoring" of the allocaOF

WAYNE COY'S resignation as chairman of
the FCC was typical of the man. He wanted
to be a free agent to negotiate for a position in
private business without the involvements of
holding public office. So he resigned "immediately"— a resignation accepted by President Truman with great reluctance, but with the
realization that he could no longer ask Mr. Coy
to continue in office at great personal sacrifice.
The FCC was and is in the throes of winding
up a 41-month freeze in TV. Wayne Coy declined to talk terms, while holding office, with
any organization or group having a licensee
status or potential. It was, therefore, a deed
of courage, to leave without a definite commitment— something almost without precedent in
our government. Such is his sense of ethics
and fairness.
Mr. Coy joins Time, Inc. as consultant — a
transaction closed Friday. Time, Inc. has designs on TV operation and, in the last few
years, has made unsuccessful passes at network acquisition. He may also satisfy his ambition and become associated in the ownership
of a newspaper in his home state of Indiana,
some day returning to Federal politics. His
Time, Inc. arrangement does not preclude this.
There is concern that Mr. Coy's resignation
may further delay the lifting of the TV freeze.
That isn't necessarily so. Whoever his successor as chairman' (and the logical move
would be the temporary elevation of Vice ChairPage 24 • February 25, 1952

tions in anticipation of his future
employment.
In terminating his four years as
FCC chairman, Mr. Coy told President Truman that his meager resources "are much too near the
vanishing point for comfort." The
President, in his "Dear Wayne" response, cited the "ironic story" of
inadequacy of government salaries
and paid to Mr. Coy highest tribute for his stewardship on a job
which "required the patience of
.Job and the wisdom of Solomon, as
well as judicial balance, tact, discretion, integrity and common
sense." He acclaimed him for a
job "well done." (See text page 32).
It has been an open secret that
Mr. Coy contemplated relinquishing the FCC post because of his inability, with a $15,000 salary, to

COY
man Paul A. Walker), it should have little
bearing on the final allocations. It would take
an unusual man, indeed, who, at this late date,
would attempt to vote on the allocation, after
many months of FCC consideration.
The FCC staff has been working diligently
toward a March 15 deadline. It will continue
to do so. The Commission has thus far sidestepped political thrusts. It can continue to
do so.
Most of the freeze-end job has been done.
The final vote hasn't been taken, however. And
that is the vote that Mr. Coy felt impelled to
avoid before talking private business to private
people.
Mr. Coy's TVdeparture
gives
succor
the
educational
zealots. He
feltnothere
was tomerit
to their cause — to the extent perhaps of 10 'Xr ,
if they could make the final showing. We think
he was wrong, but it was his mature judgment.
There's no doubt that Mr. Coy was a stabilizing influence, particularly during consideration of the TV allocations. He kept things
moving., He gave the staff direction. The
groundwork is laid. There's little likelihood
of undoing that which has been done.
Mr. Walker's successorship to the chairmanship can be regarded as both automatic and
temporary. At 71, he cannot be expected to
cope with the rigors of that office for long. He
has passed retirement age. It can be expected
that he, of his own will, will step aside for a

adequately provide for his famih
He has one son at Amherst an \
another in prep school.
Mr. theCoy,
protagonist
of ha'
T'^
from
starta of
the medium,
been apiDroached several times re
garding possible connection wit|
that field through NARTB TV. A|
recently as a fortnight ago, th|
question was discussed in prelim:
nary
by theAction
NARTB
Board fashion
of Directors.
was T'
nctaken, however, because of the al*
sence from the session of Georg!
B. Storer, president of the Foi!
Industry
who, as chairman
an informalCo.,committee,
was to hav'c'
discussed the matter with th;
board. Mr. Storer was in San Ar
tonio at the time of the nearb
Bandera meeting (Feb. 13-14), bt
(Continued on page 30)

m
mmm
younger man before many months elapse.
If Robert Bartley, Sam Rayburn's nephev
receives the appointment to the Commissio
it will be well received. He does not aspire t
the chairmanship. His background equips hii
for a commissionership. He is young, exper
enced and bright. He knows radio and Y
knows government.
Those names mentioned for the "permanent
chairmanship
meet general
Neville
Miller would
or Leonard
Reinsch acclain'
or Ph
Loucks. They are experienced hands in broac
casting. They know the regulatory frontfrom the other side of the fence. They are m;
ture. Any one of them would be a ten-strik
Mr. Coy left the FCC with Presidential an
Congressional acclaim accorded few men. Pre:
ident Truman lamented the inadequacy of go^
ernment salaries for key men. He called hii
an "ideal" public servant. He characterize
his administration as memorable for efficienc
and protection of the public interest.
Hard-bitten Sen. Ed Johnson, chairman c
the Senate Committee which sits as the FC
watch-dog, regretted the resignation. He spol
of Mr. Coy's "forthrightness, his great couragi
his refusal to bow to all sorts of pressures.
He knew of his frail health and his obligatio
to earn more for his family needs.
Those are the words ringing in the ears c
former Chairman Coy. Unusual words eve
for a job well done.
BROADCASTING
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NEW

RATE

IsSAULTS
on radio's
radio's rates
rates at
LSSAULTS on
oth the national spot and network
!vels were being- mounted last
'eek by two of radio's heaviest
penders — Procter & Gamble and
General Mills.
While No. 1 timebuyer Procter
: Gamble sought to push CBS Raiio's nighttime rates down to dayiime level, General Mills was pitchjig a national spot campaign which,
liough surpassing $250,000 in agjregate, offers stations one-half
iieir one-time daytime rates as
layment for nighttime spots.
The success or failure of the
irives could not be foretold late
ast week. The only thing on which
there appeared to be substantial
.igreement among observers was
hat if these demands for special
pncessions are successful, radio
nates generally face another downj/ard spiral. There could be no
ioubt, it was felt, that all adverjjiisers would level equivalent and
erhaps greater demands.
*i The all-radio Affiliates Commitijifie under Paul W. Morency of
ijV^TIC Hartford, formed almost a
:H ear ago under the impact of imTj ending network rate cuts, presumi' bly will consider closely the impli-i ations of both the P&G and Gena|iral Mills proposals at its next
rtineeting. This was set last week,
J independently of news of the two
()30ves, for March 10-11 in New
ivtork [B«T, Feb. 18].
til Resisting P&G Bid
^'ji CBS
Radio
meanwhile was
"taown to be resisting the Procter
tu'lfe Gamble bid, which involves threercross-the-board nighttime shows
— hat last year represented gross
j illing exceeding $3.5 million for
lihe network.
P&G's chief arguy lent was that the shows — Lowell
Thomas (6:45-7 p.m.). The Beulah
!lhow (7-7:15 p.m.), and The Tide
:how (7:15-7:30 p.m.) — have ratings comparable to P&G's daytime
j'trips on CBS Radio and that conjjj'/equently
the time should be priced
.1-<juivalently.

by

P

&

G, General

Mills

ATTACK
discount.
Briefly, the
plan was
discount.
said
to workBriefly,
thus: the pi
For a period of 13 to 17 weeks.
General Mills would buy five spots
a day, on perhaps five or six days
weekly, with four of the spots to
fall in Class A time and the other
to be placed at a time when entire
families might be expected to be
listening. Though four of the five
would be in Class A time, stations
would receive one-half their onetime daytime rates for each spot.
For example, it was said, on a
station having regular rates of $30
for a nighttime spot and $15 for
a daytime spot — with minimum
discount price of $22.50 and $11.50
respectively — an order of this
volume normally would produce
around $101 per day after all
regular rate-card discounts. Under
the General Mills plan, it was estimated, the yield would be nearer
$37.50 per day.
What success the firm has had
in its preliminary approaches to
stations could not be ascertained.
It is reported to have met with
some turn-downs.
But the real drive apparently is
just getting under way. KnoxReeves Adv., of Minneapolis, reportedly was preparing to put a
timebuyer on the road to take the
proposition to stations on behalf
of its client, which plans the campaign to promote Wheaties.
Presumably this spot campaign
would replace the whirlwind summertime network radio drives
which General Mills initiated in
1950
[B*T, March
27, 1950].
Lowry Crites, director of radio
and TV programming for the company, said plans call for use of
probably 40 to 50 markets, with ap-

proximately 900 spots per week per
market over a period ranging
from about May 4 to Aug. 15. In
some cases more than one station per market will be used.
As in the case of its big network
summer campaigns, the plan has
for stations the attraction of coming in a period when schedules
normally are slack and revenues
down. But veterans felt stations
should be reluctant to entertain it,
remembering leaner days when
some outlets yielded to the lure of
business at cut prices and found
themselves faced with similar concession demands from their other
advertisers.
Bids For Reduced Rates
Procter & Gamble's bid for reductions in the rates of its nighttime shows on CBS Radio was
made in conferences of advertiser
and agency officials with President
Howard S. Meighan and other key
network executives. CBS President
Frank Stanton sat in parttime.
Apparently none of the other
radio networks has been approached by P&G with similar demands. The company's only nighttime shows are the three on CBS
Radio.
With reference to their ratings,
advance Nielsen ratings for the
week Jan. 6-12 gave Lowell Thomas
an average weekly rating of 6.5;
The Beulah Show 8.4, and The Tide
Show 7.2.
By comparison — and it is comability of these
with those parof
P&G shows'
daytime ratings
strips
that is among the company's arguments for comparable time charges
— P&G's daytime programs on CBS
Radio had the following ratings:
Rosemary (ll:45-noon) 5.2; in

the 1-2 p.m. block, Big Sister had
6.6, Ma Perkins 7.0, Young Dr.
Malone 5.8, and Guiding Light 7.0;
while Perry Mason (2:15-2:30
p.m.) recorded a 7.2 and Brighter
Day (2:45-3 p.m.) a 6.2.
Agencies on the evening strips
are Compton Adv. on Lowell Thomas; and
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
Beulah
Benton & Bowles on
on
The Tide Show.
Presumably by coincidence, P&G's
and General Mills' moves came only a little less than a year from the
time tionslast
year's radio
roundtimeof charges
reducin network
— averaging about 10% — was
touched off nouncement
by that CBS
Radio's
anit would
cut rates
by that much.
It was not known to what extent,
if any, P&G may have been influenced in its present bid by networkaffiliate negotiations currently being conducted by NBC radio and
CBS Radio — NBC's as yet unsuccessful effort to adjust the network
rates of its affiliates according to
its basic economic plan, and CBS
Radio's renegotiation of affiliation
contracts to secure rights to adjust
rates ticeonif competitive
virtually a moment's
nodevelopments
dictate.
While NBC is known to be experiencing difficulty in securing acceptance of its proposed adjustments, CBS Radio officials say they
are making satisfactory progress.
Procter & Gamble, year in and
year out the top buyer of radio network time, purchased $18,159,695
worth (at gross rates) during 1951,
while General Mills was sixth
among the top radio network users
with purchases totaling $6,490,270
(also at gross rates).

Reaffirms Radio's Position
SYRACUSl
SURVEY
TV homes that radio listening has
"While these gentlemen have
RADIO listening continues to play
been letting the fat of long, easy
a prominent role in the daily life dropped only 30% in television
radio profits rush to their heads,
of TV set owners, averaging 3.07 homes, a proportion vastly differinstead of having a good, blubbery
ent from the claims of many adhours per day per home, according
spare tire around their middles;
to
two
separate
surveys
conducted
vertisers,
agencies
and
printed
me"Though the preliminary discusdia. A second survey confirmed
while they've been trying to bury
sjjliions were understood to have in- by WSYR-AM-TV Syracuse.
results of the first.
luded at least a tacit threat by
a 'corpse' which actually has more
only one activity in the
These additional results came out
&G to let the three shows drop at TVThere's
home that consumes more of
living guts and fibre than some
of those it fattened so well; while
of the surveys:
jjjhe end of current contracts, CBS
the household's time — viewing TV
they've
been going through the
an
average
of
4.52
hours
per
day,
0
Combined
average
attention
-j^'ladio authorities took the view that
large part the demands consti- it was found.
to radio and TV in TV homes is same old stupid mouthings as those
once indulged in by the people
The continued importance of ra- 7.59 hours per day, indicating TV
.jyl'uted jockeying for the best terms
who,
a couple of decades ago were
^•jjossible, rather than an outright
dio listening was found by con- is supplementing rather than re- wailing
that radio was going to
tacting
a
random
sample
until
a
^jj^hreat.
As
businessmen,
P&G
offiplacing
radio
as
a
source
of
inforU. ials as well as other advertisers
kill newspapers and phonograph
mation and entertainment.
thousand TV homes had supplied
records; while they have been too
# There are more radio sets per
'^Ijire
dicker,
the information on radio and TV lisase inclined
of P&G tohave
doneandso intradipreoccupied with wailing because
TV
home
than
non-TV
home
—
2.4
tening habits.
it looks as though they may have
ionally, it was understood.
E. R. Vadeboncoeur, WSYR vice sets to 2.1.
O Two out of three homes in to take their chair and basket
; Since present contracts extend
president and general manager as
away from beneath the transom
10 June 30, it was pointed out, net- well as NARTB director-elect, de- Syracuse have a TV set.
and walk down the street to pick
JiOTk and client have at least until
cided to make the study to see if
9 Average length of time of TV
[lilay 1 to come to terms.
up a little business . . . while all
competitive sales arguments of set ownership in a three-year-old
TV market is 15.2 months.
other media had any foundation.
this has been going on, it looks as
The General Mills plan, described
Because radio and TV actually are
"This analysis demonstrates once
S.s an unprecedented mass venture
though the poor, unenlightened
again that the only funeral in raAjin summertime
spot advertising
competitors at WSYR, he underdio
that
will
occur
as
a
result
of
which isn't as razor-keen as
nd said to have been developing
took a documented analysis de- television will be the funeral of public
some of our broadcasters, has been
signed to show the listening picver a period of several weeks, regoing on his way, cheerfully enradio's premature pallbearers," Mr.
fVi^»ortedly would give the client the
ture in the city's 67,000 homes.
(Continued on page 38)
He found after contacting 500 Vadeboncoeur said.
ifquivalent of approximately a 60%
February 25, 1952 • Page 25
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HOW

INDUSTRY

MAKES

at WCCM we are doing something that is benefitting the station, local industry and the community at large.
We have also opened up a new
source of revenue for our 1 kw
independent.
We are inducing Lawrence industry to utilize the facilities of
the local radio station to cement
a closer bond of understanding and
good will between itself and the
people of the community.
In other words, we sell a community's respect for industry.
We know that many nationally
known organizations spend millions
annually in pursuit of that intangible known as good will. But
only recently has industry become
interested in the task of securing
the respect and recognition of the
local community in which manufacturing plants are located.
And those industries which are
using the facilities of WCCM to
get their good will message across
to the public are enthusiastic over
the results.
Here's what A. L. Bolton Jr.,
treasurer of John W. Bolton &
Sons Inc., which makes industrial
knives and other machinery for
industry, says about the program
it sponsors on WCCM:
". . . Our seven days a week
sports program has repaid us many
Page 26 • February 25, 1952
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times in favorable, friendly comment from the people in Greater
Lawrence. We don't sell goods to
the local consumer; in fact, it is
the other way around. We are buying from him his good will for us,
through our modest program on
WCCM. And that community good
will is something that ranks high
with
management
at Bolton."
ThetheMerrimac
Paper
Co., a

as well as WLAW Lawrence for
several years. On ours. Pacific
sponsors a half -hour of choir music
Sunday afternoons. Emil J. DesRoches,tions Pacific
Mills' director,
public relaand personnel
has
said :
"We think a great deal of the
community where our plant is
located, and in sponsoring this
church choir program we believe
we are making a distinct contribution to the educational and cultural values existing in every community. For this modest effort we
have won a favorable response.
WeLocated
like localin community
radio."for
a city which
years has been described as the
"Textile Center of the World,"
WCCM is cognizant of the respon-

maker of craft paper for industrial users, presents two newscasts daily on our station. Walter
West, assistant to the president of
that company, said the other day :
"We are an old established firm
in Lawrence, and are proud of the
many employes who have been with
us for years. We are known to
many in our city as a long estabblished industry, but we must
remember there are growing generations who don't know anything
about Merrimac Paper.
"We don't have anything material to sell the listeners on
WCCM. What we seek to do is to
retain their respect and their good
will and to let them know that this
industry in their midst is happy
to be a part of Lawrence and happy
to be an employer of Lawrence
labor.
"We like to think that listeners
to our WCCM news say, 'Merrimac
Paper is a wonderful concern'."
Pacific Mills, one of the East's
largest textile manufacturing
plants, has been using our station

ONE of WCCM's industrial sponsors is Pacific Mills Inc., whoss psrsonnel
director, Emil J. DesRoches, is shown signing 52-week renewal cont-ract. At
left is Walter West, assistant to the president, Merrimac Paper Co., who
signed a similar renewal just before picture was made. Others in picture are
Daniel B. Ruggles III, WCCM commercial manager (second from I), and
George H. Jaspert, WCCM president.

Modern management no longer thinks It wise not to give a hoot
what folks think about the industries in their neighborhoods. In
Lawrence, Mass., some enlightened industrialists are using radio
to build good will and are finding it pays off in many ways.
By GEO. H. JASPERT
PRESIDENT, WCCM LAWRENCE,
MASS.

FRIENDS

sibility ithas toward management,
labor
and the industrial community
at large.
Our concern — and we might say,
also, our pride — in our community
was responsible for our launching
early last fall a WCCM public
service program which is proving
an immense good will builder for
large.
the station and the community at
The program is titled Greater
Lawrence at Work. Presented as
a quarter hour Monday through
Saturday, this program seeks to ,]
keep the people of this industrial
community fully informed on the
current industrial and employment
picture, as well as the trends for
the future. We seek to sift fact
(Continued on page SU)
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SUIT
BASEBALL
BUIT for $12 million — triple the New York Yankees, Philadelphia
business damage allegedly suffered Athletics, St. Louis Browns, Clevelihrough loss of the Game of the Day
land Indians and Washington Senators of the American League and
jn-oadcasts — was filed Thursday
igainst 13 of the 16 major league William Harridge, American
League president.
)aseball teams by Liberty BroadAlbert B. Chandler, former Basei-asting System, President Gordon
McLendon announced in New York
ball Commissioner, and George N.
,;he same day.
Trautman, president of the Na, Filed in U. S. District Court,
tional Association of Minor League
(STorthern District of Illinois, East- Teams, were listed as co-conspirators but not as defendants.
ern Division, Chicago, the comAsserting that Liberty revenues
plaint charged violations of anti;rust laws by the defendants, who, "are obtained in large part" from
its Game of the Day, a feature it
;.t was complained, "promulgate
rules and regulations to which each
has specialized in since 1948, Mr.
McLendon said his network is being
and all of them agree, regulating,
forced to discontinue that program.controlling and suppressing comjetition in the interstate broadming by the 50-mile rule, which he
pasting of play-by-play descriptions
considers an "illegal conspiracy"
among the defendants.
bf professional baseball games
both in the major and minor
i
'Own Private Monopoly'
lileagues."
Coincidentally, Mutual on ThursCompromise with baseball execuday announced that it had acquired
tives, whom he charged have their
ji-ights from nine major league clubs
"own private monopoly" on Amerfor its own Game of the Day (story
ica's pastime, is like "taking aspirin
this page).
to cure cancer," the Liberty president stormed, "and our suit is the
Second Largest Network
answer to their unacceptable prelit
Built on successful sports promise that the public's right to
-gramming to the point where it pleasure belongs to them."
Examples of what he considered
ddentifies itself as the second largest radio station network in the baseball control cited by Mr. McLendon included his inability, after
'icountry. Liberty will "try to broadseveral seasons' effort, to broadcast
-f^cast" its regular baseball schedule
a "game of the night" every night
' again this year, Mr. McLendon
^said. Only three major league
and his being restricted, this seateams have been signed for the
son, to "only the pitifully inadequate afternoon games authorized
"Liberty coverage, with Mr. McLendon refusing to list them "for by the conspiring dictators of baselegal reasons." However, the only
Leagues have refused to allow
imajor league teams not named defendants are Cincinnati Reds, competing broadcasts of World
Brooklyn Dodgers
and Chicago
Series
ball." and All-Star Games, he
White Sox.
claimed, and have stopped him
Name defendants are the Boston
from rebroadcasting Sei'ies games
at night.
Braves, Chicago Cubs, New York
Fans on the West Coast and in
Giants, Philadelphia Phillies, Pittscites like Memphis, Kansas City
burgh Pirates and St. Louis Cardinals of the National League as and New Orleans were deprived of
baseball broadcasts until 1950, Mr.
well as Warren C. Giles, league
McLendon said, while listeners in
president, and Ford C. Frick, Com; missioner of Baseball. Also the the Northeast and Midwest are
Boston Red Sox, Detroit Tigers, currently "illegally deprived" of
hearing either a game of the day
or a game of the night in such
DODGERS' GAMES
WOR-TV, WMGM to Carry
BROOKLYN Dodgers Baseball
Club last week officially announced
that its home games this year will
be telecast by WOR-TV New York
and both home and away games
broadcast by WMGM New York.
Both stations have carried the
Dodgers' play for the past several
seasons.
F & M Schaefer Brewing Co.,
through BBDO, New York, has
signed for co-sponsorship of coverage by both stations, it was added
[B»T, Feb. 11]. American Tobacco
Co. had indicated intention of
picking up other half of the twostation deal for Lucky Strike
cigarettes, but contract was not
to be signed, it was said, until
early this week. BBDO is also
agency for American Tobacco.
BROADCASTING

on

Asks

$12

Million

cities as New York, Boston, Pittsburgh, Philadelphia and Chicago.
Major league clubs and officials
even censor what announcers can
say and what organizations can be
accepted as sponsors of baseball
broadcasts, he added.
Final listing in his eight-point
"pai'tial catalogue of misdoings"
was that baseball executives make
their decisions in "star-chamber,
secret
meetings."
Charging
that Liberty has been
unable to sell Game of the Day
broadcasts or to obtain stations for
its network within league territory
— roughly the northeastern states
as cut by the Mason-Dixon Line
and the Mississippi River — the
complaint states : "Liberty has been
ready, willing and able to pay more
money for broadcasting rights than
any other broadcasting system, station or stations have paid . . . but
the defendants have repeatedly
refused to negotiate with the
Its loss of good will business
and
patronage from sponsors, adplaintiff."
vertisers and various radio stations
is evaluated at $4 million, but the
network is allowed legally to enter
claims for triple the damage. Filed
in Chicago on the basis of Liberty
offices and a member station —
WCFL — located there, the suit is
being handled by Thomas C. McConnell of McConnell, Lutkin &
Van Hook, Chicago. Liberty home
offices are in Dallas, Tex.
WORD to NBC
WORD Spartanburg, S. C, has
been signed as an NBC affiliate but
will carry ABC as well as NBC
shows until completion of its current agreement with ABC on Sept.
1, network sources reported last
week. The station, operating with
1 kw on 910 kc, is headed by Walter
J. Brown, president of Spartan
Radiocasting Co., the licensee company. John W. Kirkpatrick is
general manager.

HOME of Champions Network for regional broodcast-s of 1952 New York
Yankees baseball games was arranged by (I to r) George Weiss.. Yankees
general manager; Ed Pancoast, The Boiling Co.; Harry L. Goldman, general
manager, WROW Albany; George Boiling, head station representative firm;
Dan Topping, Yankees president; Arthur E. Patterson, Yankees promotion
chief, and Andrew Jarema, president-general manager, WKOP Binghamton.
Coverage will be sponsored by Ballentine
Feb. 18].Beer and White Owl Cigars [B*T,
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Beer Boosts Religion
BROTHERHOOD week gave
stations WTJN - AM - FM
Jamestown, N. Y., an opportunity to prove beer sponsors
public service minded last
week when a priest, a rabbi
and a minister were given the
time usually occupied by
The Stars Sing, across the
board 6:45-7 p.m., show sponsored by Simon Pure beer.
Approached
by WTJN
General Manager
Si Goldman
with the proposal that the
time be given for this purpose, both the William Simon
Brewing Co., Buffalo, and the
local distributor, Cheplo Co.,
enthusiastically agreed. Don
Ross, program m.c, introduced the program with a
short credit to the sponsor,
then interviewed Rev. George
Tolley of the Jamestown First
Baptist Church, Rabbi Sidney
Goldstein of the Hebrew congregation and Father Toulman of the Lady of Loretta
Church on successive nights.
At the close of the program
the sponsor was again credited. While the current interest in the Johnson-Case
(S 2444) dry bill was not
mentioned, the WTJN management feels that the program helped build favorable
sentiment for present policies on beer advertising.

'GAME
MBS OF
Signs DAY'
Nine Teams
NINE major league ball clubs have
signed contracts for participation
in Mutual's Game of the Day
broadcasts throughout the April
15-Sept. 28 season, according to a
network
Thursday. announcement made
Contracts have been completed,
MBS spokesmen said, with Chicago
White Sox, Cleveland Indians, Detroit Tigers and St. Louis Browns
in the American League and the
Boston Braves, Brooklyn Dodgers,
Chicago Cubs, Cincinnati Reds and
Philadelphia
tional League.Phillies in the NaMutual's statement said negotiations are still in progress with other major league clubs so that the
present list "would probably be expanded" before the season opens.
Minor leagues, too, will be involved in the seven-times weekly
broadcasts, with their games aired
by Mutual on days when there are
no major league contests.
Game of the Day is being sponsored over a large list of MBS stations by Falstaff Brewing Corp.,
St. Louis, and also will be presented as a co-op feature by many
additional Mutual affiliates in the
baseball area [B*T, Feb. 11]. Fiveminute warm-up before and a fiveminute summary after each game
broadcast have reportedly been reserved for Gillette and Camels, respectively, although no official word
had been released by Mutual at
week's end.
February 25, 1952
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TAYLOR Fl
Venard, Taylor to Top Posts
ELEVATION of Lloyd George
Venard to the presidency of the
0. L. Taylor Co., radio station representation firm, is being announced today (Monday) by 0. L.
(Ted) Taylor, who advances from
the presidency to the chairmanship
of the board of directors.
Mr. Venard has been vice president in the company's New York
office for the past two years.
Describing the moves as part of
a long-term expansion program,
Mr. Taylor expressed the view that
"under the intensively competitive
situation in radio today, and with
the lifting of the freeze sometime
soon for TV, it is necessary to
expand and intensify our activities."
He said that "the progress we
have made in the past two years
leads us to believe that we are on
the threshhold of greater radio
volume and that in order to attain
that goal radio has to be sold on an
aggressive basis. The expansion of
TV, of course, has also been borne
in mind in this reinforcement of
executive personnel."
As recent instances of company
expansion, Mr. Taylor noted the
appointment of Howard B. (Howdee) Meyers, former WMAQ Chicago sales manager, as western
sales manager in the Chicago office
and the additions of Michael
Sweeney and Winston Kirby to the
sales staff in New York.

Mr. Venard

Taylor

Mr. Venard, whose experience includes both radio and television
sales, entered radio via WGAR
Cleveland, where he served first as
a salesman and later as promotion
manager. After two years with
WCKY Cincinnati, he joined the
Edward Petry & Co., representation
organization in New York, in 1939
as an account executive. In 1949,
when the company was setting up
a separate television department,
he was named TV account executive. He joined the Taylor company as New York vice president in
February 1950.
Arkansas Meet Set
ARKANSAS Broadcasters Assn.
will hear an address by NARTB
President Harold E. Feliows at its
annual spring meeting in Little
Rock, March 17-18. Fred Stevenson, KGRH Fayetteville, will preside over the sessions at the Marion
Hotel. Julian Haas, KARK Little
Rock, is in charge of meeting arrangements.
Page 28
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McFARLAND
BILL
Passage Prospect Brighten
CAPITOL HILL authorities on th
McFarland Bill (S 658) have taken
on an optimistic note in the past
week which points to early action
on the legislation, perhaps this
week or next.
A spot check on
by Broadcasting
Telecasting
the McFarland•
Bill's progress — the bill would realign the functions of the FCC by
amending the Communications Act
— found these indications:
# Chairman Robert Grosser (DOhio), of the House Interstate and
Foreign Commerce Committee,
which is holding executive sessions
on the bill, expects action by the
committee "within a few days."
# The committee has become
acquainted vdth nearly every section of the bill.
9 Further legislative scheduling by the committee necessitates
attention to other legislation on the
group's agenda by March 3.
From the various speculative re-|
ports taken from Hill sources, hen
is the way potential action on th
McFarland Bill shapes up:
"Miss Sherwood, WHO

TWO

RADIOS

SOLD THAT

PER

SPOT?"

HOME

A NATIONAL average of two radio sets per U. S. home was reported
Monday by John F. Hardesty, director of local promotion of BAB, in
a talk at a dinner given by WTTM Trenton, N. J.
Quoting statistics from a national study which has not yet been
released, Mr. Hardesty said that
generally
homeThree
in two
has ina 000 new radio sets, compared with
set
in the "one
kitchen.
homes
5,162,000 TV sets. And he noted in
four have a set in the living room.
passing that the United States contains more than 12 million homes
Three in five have a set in the bedroom, and one home in four has which lack bathtubs but have
a set in another room. Of all sets radios.
in these rooms, 95% are in work"The blackest picture I have ever
ing order." He said that the comseen painted," he said, "still shows
plete study will be released in about that
radio gets at least two hours
three weeks.
of listening in homes that have
television. Four hours are devoted
Dinner Honors WTTM
Occasion for the dinner was to to radio listening in homes without
celebrate the winning by WTTM of television. Dinner proceedings
awards and honorable mentions in were tape recorded and broadcast
the BAB "Radio Gets Results" con- by WTTM later the same evening.
test in more categories than any
other station entered in the competition. Guests of honor were the CREDIT MEETING
sponsors of award winning WTTM
Radio-TV to Be Represented
campaigns. S. Carl Mark, general
manager and executive vice presi- RADIO and television will be represented at the 56th Annual Credit
dent of the station, presented
plaques to the Trenton Beverage
Congress of the National Assn. of
Co. for first prize in the food and
Credit Men, May 11-15, in Houston.
drug category and to the Hotel
An all-day workshop meeting will
Hildebrecht for third prize in the be
held by the Adv. Media Credit
specialized service category.
Group, NACM, of which Arthur E.
Mayor Donal J. Connolly of TrenGerecke, credit manager, KSD-AMton lauded WTTM for its leaderTV St. Louis, is chairman.
ship in this "challenging period" of
Among other credit managers
the city's growth. "You at WTTM
representing the broadcast media
have shown the way" he declared.
Principal speaker at the dinner, will be Thomas McFarland, WTMJAM-TV Milwaukee; Paul F. BenMr. Hardesty warned his audience
against taking too seriously reton, KMO Tacoma and KIT Yaports that radio is dying. He
kima; Harry E. Hull, WWJ-AMpointed out that during 1951 the TV Detroit, and C. D. Scherer,
American public purchased 9,300,- KPRC-AM-TV Houston.

# The bill is expected to be reported out of committee this week
or perhaps next week.
# It will not be the same McFarland Bill as passed in the
Senate. It will be amended and as
such will require, after House passage, a Senate call for joint conference— assuming the Senate will
not accept the House version. It
will be necessary for the conferees
to thrash the matter out in conference. Of course, if agreement!
cannot be reached, the bill can lie
on the shelf indefinitely.
The deliberations of the Housed
committee on the McFarland Bill
have consumed much of the time
of the Congressional unit, beginning
a year ago. Study was called off
by the committee last October as
Congress adjourned for the year
but was resumed only a few weeks
This in
is the
which hasby been'
ago.
passed
swiftbillrepetition
the^
Senate, twice last year alone.
There was speculation as to how
the resignation of Wayne Coy as,
Chairman of the FCC (see story ^
page 23)mittee
maydeliberations.
affect theThe
House
comcommittee, it was understood, was working with the opinions of Mr. Coy
in mind. In fact, the members
called upon Mr. Coy and fellow
Commissioners at least once inttheir 1951 study to explain aspects,
of the Communications Act and
the changes
Farland Bill. contained in the McThere are three controversial
issues which have served to delay
immediate action by the House
committee. These are the sections
on renewals, anti-trust, and relationship of staff to the Commission-,!
ers.
Thus far, numerous shades of
opinion have been registered during the closed sessions. But the
consensus is that the committee

members
are now ready to "buy"
a bill.
Telecasting
BROADCASTING

12

RADIO
BOARD
'fa MRTB
•jw^ELVE directors will start new
Biographical sketches of seven
iirms on the NARTB Radio Board
new radio directors will be carried
?.t the annual association convenin NARTB convention issue of
4»n to be held March 31-April 2 at March 31.
Chicago,
fieConrad Hilton Hotel,
ive of these directors are currentyear terms ending in 1954 were:
ly' members and were re-elected at
District 2 (N. Y., N. J.)— E. R.
(le elections that closed last Tues- Vadeboncoeur,
WSYR Syracuse,
unopposed.
He
succeeds William
Twelve directors continue in ofA.
Fay,
WHAM
Rochester,
who deijce, their terms ending with the
clined to accept nomination to suc1953 convention.
ceed himself.
Dj(| One vacancy exists on the radio
District 4 (D. C, N. C, S. C,
joard, the directorship for New
Va.,
Md. in part) — Harold Essex,
sjngland (District 1). This vacanWSJS Winston-Salem, N. C, uny arose recently when Craig^ Lawopposed for second term.
■JS!: lenee resigned from WCOP Boston
District 6 (Ark., La., Miss.,
p join CBS. Nominating proced- Tenn.)— Henry B. Clay, KWKH
ire to fill the post was set in moShreveport, La., elected in field of
iion last week by C. E. Arney Jr., two
candidates to succeed Harold
lecretary-treasurer, with mailing
Wheelahan, WSMB New Orleans.
j'cf
forms to New England member
Pratt Replaces Fairbanks
itations.
The 12 directors elected to twoDistrict 8 (Ind., Mich.) — Stanley R. Pratt, WSOO Sault Ste. Marie, Mich., unopposed, succeeds
Richard M. Fairbanks, WIBC Indianapolis.
ICA
GETS LOAN
District 10 (la., Mo., Neb.)— E.
$50 Million Acquired
K. Hartenbower, KCMO Kansas
*-|lADIO CORP. of AMERICA has City, elected in field of three to succeed William B. Quarton, WMT
* million
(ompletedloanarrangements
for a $50
from investment
in- Cedar Rapids, la., ineligible to run
•titutions, according to Brig. Gen. again because he has served two
~"^David Sainoff, RCA chairman of consecutive terms.
'^,he board, who announced the
^''[^jransaction Thursday.
The money will be used for work-

'jXing
capital heandsaid,
general
coi-porate
purposes,
including
the
■ riinancing of RCA's "substantially
; ^expanded" defense work.
'yj
call forto $50
TDf Arrangements
promissory notes
be million
issued
..Jjp^e institutional investors by RCA
on or before June 30, 1953, to bear

j-.nterest at % ''"c per year and to
r'^-nature May 1, 1977. Contrary to
"ijmost
loans,
repayment
^*vill notindustrial
start until
21 years
after
"'i'the effective date of the loan, to
...i.De completed within 25 years on
""'the May 1 date. It was underjstood that the sum would be drawn
, jby RCA in segments between June
|19§2 and June 1953.
RCA's long-term loan accom., j'modations, upon the issuance of the
^iS50 million, will total $150 million,
ji^ijof which $100 million of 39f notes
;jj_ds due May 1, 1974. Arrange' ments for the new loan were han.^'dled
for
by Lahman Brothers,
■■i/New
YorkRCAinvestme
nt bankers.
n'\
»1
'AT&T Financing

" IIN ORDER to build large additions
' fto existing telephone facilities, diIrectors of American Telephone &
,;jTelegraph Co. voted Wednesday to
I recommend that the organization
'^j^seek new capital by issuing con* ■ vertible debentures not to exceed
' ' .$550 million. Proposal would in• crease authorized stock from 45
I million to 60 million shares and
. will be presented to current stockholders at the company's annual
meeting April 16. The AT&T board

.'^also declared a quarterly dividend
*j,
$2.25
per share,
payable14. April
j, of
15 to
holders
as of March
BROADCASTING

Directors

to Start

District 12 (Kan., Okla.)— Jack
Todd, KAKE Wichita, Kan., elected from field of two to succeed himself, enters second term.
District 14 (Col., Ida., Utah,
Wyo., Mont., N. M., S. D. in part)
—William C. Grove, KFBC Cheyenne, Wyo., re-elected in field of
two.
District 16 (Ariz., So. Calif.) —
Albert D. Johnson, KOY Phoenix,
Ariz., unopposed to succeed Calvin
J. Smith, KFAC Los Angeles, ineligible after two successive terms.
Director-at-large, large stations
—Paul W. Morency, WTIC Hartford, elected in field of five to succeed James D. Shouse, WLW Cincinnati, ineligible to run.
Director-at-large, medium stations—A. D. Willard Jr., WGAC
Augusta, Ga., elected from field of
14 to succeed himself, starting second term.
Director-at-large, small stations
—Lee W. Jacobs, KBKR Baker,
Ore., elected from field of 16 to post
vacated by Patt McDonald, resigned.
Director-at-large, FM stations —
Michael R. Hanna, WHCU-FM
Ithaca, N. Y., elected from field of
seven. He had been elected last
year to fill unexpired term of
Frank U. Fletcher, then of WARL-

NBC
Signs
TALENT
WAR
STRUGGLE between networks for talent supremacy flared into the open
again last week in developments reminiscent of the name raids of over
two years ago.
The key protagonists were Phil Harris, Jack Benny and Red Skelton.
NBC outmaneuvered CBS in the *
latter's bid for the services of Phil were not divulged, it was assumed
Harris by signing him to a long- that he would retain the writerteam of Ray Singer and Dick
term NBC radio and television conChevillat (each paid $1,000 per
tract on Thursday. The contract
calls for the continuation of the week) for both radio and TV
NBC Phil Harris-Alice Faye Shoiv formats.
on radio, with the comedian-band
Signing of Mr. Harris thus ended speculation that he would switch
leader making NBC-TV guest apto CBS under a long-term radiopearances periodically before commencing his own TV show. Money
TV pact.
The band
dian had conferred
withleader-comeCBS Board
involved was not revealed.
Chairman
William
Paley
and other
NBC also is reported to be contop CBS executives. In the end it
tinuing its efforts to court Jack
was the counter-proposals of Mr.
Benny, offering him various induceMcConnell and other network execments to lure him away from CBS
Radio for TV.
utives that kept Mr. Harris in the
NBC fold.
In addition, NBC, which has Red
Skelton, Meighan Confer
Skelton on TV, is making open
advances to return him to that
In the Skelton negotiations, Mr.
network for radio as well. The
Meighan conferred with the carrotbattle for Mr. Skelton's radio-TV
topped comedian and A. N. Halversei'vices heightened last Wednesstadt, manager of Procter & Gamday with the sudden appearance in
ble's radio and media division and
Hollywood of Howard Meighan,
assistant to Howard J. Morgans,
CBS Radio president.
vice president in charge of P&G
advertising. Mr. Meighan spoke
The contract for Mr. Harris'
for both CBS Radio and for J. L.
radio-TV services were concluded
by Joseph H. McConnell, NBC pres- Van Volkenburg, CBS TV presiident, and John W. Findlater, execdent. Talks lasted through Thursutive representing Mr. Harris. As
day. P&G sponsors Mr. Skelton on
NBC television. Russel M. Seeds
part of a $17,500-per-week package
Mr. Harris and his wife, the former
Co., Chicago, is the agency.
Although the comedian and P&G
Alice Faye, end their current twoyear NBC pact with the close of are happy with results of the video
this season.
show, Mr. Skelton is said to be conWhile details of the contract
cerned because CBS Radio has

• Telecasting

New

Terms

FM Arlington, Va.
Several of the directors starting
new terms have extensive association experience. Mr. Morency, for
example, has served many terms as
a board member of the former
NAB. Mr. Hanna had served on
the board before his election to the
FM post last year. Mr. Willard
for several years was NAB executive vice president.
TV Board Terms End
Terms of all members of the
NARTB Television Board expire
during the upcoming Chicago convention. At the mid-February board
meeting in Bandera, Tex., the TV
directors decided to conduct election of board members during the
convention. Five two-year terms
will be filled along with four oneyear terms. Nominations are to be
made from the floor at the convention. The delegates will vote first
for five two-year directors. Four
of these must be combination radioTV station operators and one a
TV-only operator.
Those remaining on the list of
nominees will be eligible for election to the four one-year terms, of
which three must be filled by radioTV operators and one by a TV-only
operator.
Harris;

Others

Vie

failed to sell his Wednesday night
show on a solid contract to an
individual sponsor. Other advertisers have contracted for weekly
Feb.
18]. of the radio series [B*T,
segments
Mr. McConnell and Sylvester
(Pat) Weaver, NBC vice president
in charge of network television,
also have discussed the situation
with Mr. Skelton and Freeman
Keys, packager of the Red Skelton
Show, just prior to Mr. McConnell's scheduled return to New York
last Friday.
NBC also reportedly has the welcome mat out for Edgar Bergen
and Charlie McCarthy, should the
ventriloquist lean anew to that network, as well as Jack Benny.
Although Mr. Benny has repeatedly claimed to be "very happy
whei-e I am," he has been listening
to NBC offers to return for TV.
Executives of that network are confident he eventually will move.
Despite his capital gains deal
with CBS, and although it is denied by CBS, it is understood that
Mr. Benny retains rights to make
his own personal commitments.
When he sold Amusement Enterprises Inc. to CBS, the report was
current that it did not include his
own personal services.
Regardless of any move, Mr.
Benny is expected to do more TV
next season, an idea which he likes.
But at the moment he is at an
impasse with CBS and his sponsor.
Lucky Strike, on future radio plans.
February 25, 1952 • Page 29

Walker Fills In
(Continued from page 2Jf)
was stricken with a virus infection
and ordered to his Miami home.
While reports of what transpired
are meager, it is understood that
there was discussed informally a
proposal whereby Mr. Coy might
have been retained under a 22-year
agreement, 12 years of which would
be at full pay (presumably $35-50,000 a year) in the top TV post, with
the remaining 10 years to be on a
consulting basis. The TV board,
however, consultation.
deferred action, pendingfurther
What effect the resignation will
have on the processing of the TV
allocation plan was conjectural in
view of the suddenness of Mr.
Coy's action. The Commission had
reached virtually the final stage of
the 800-odd page document, dealing with procedures and principles.
It had completed the city-by-city
task, having checked all major
cities and had established separation standards so that the remaining task on allocations was largely
automatic.
It was doubted whether the successor to Mr. Coy as a commissioner would participate in this final
phase of the allocations, leaving the
task to the six remaining members.
Promptly following Mr. Coy's
visit, the President embarked for
a holiday weekend cruise on the

Williamsburg. Hence it was
thought that appointment of Mr.
Coy's successor as chairman and
nomination of a new commissioner
would come sometime this week or
even later.
Neville Miller left Washington
Thursday — within an hour of the
White House announcement — to return this mid-week. His office said
the date had been prearranged. He
could not be reached.
So far as is known, Mr. Miller
had not been contacted directly by
the White House. Doubt also was
expressed that he would accept a
commissionership, though he might
be enticed into the chairmanship.
On the other hand, he has many
commitments to clients. But, as

UDS
LEADERS
Congress
were
HIVL inLA
shocked at Thursday's surprise
resignation of FCC Chairman
Wayne Coy. When the news sunk
in, however, there were words of
pi-aise for Mr. Coy and his accomplishments.
Much of the laudatory talk centered about Mr. Coy's record compiled while he piloted the Commission through a stormy period for
the broadcast industry. But at the
same time, those closely associated

THURSDAY— WHEN THE SEAT WORE THROUGH
Informal Request to HST Precedes Coy Surprise
RADIO history was made at breakfast Thursday morning.
While President Harry Truman
and FCC Chairman Wayne Coy
were dining with several hundred
fellow members of the Masonic order, the chairman told the Chief
Executive he'd like an appointment
later in the day.
It was that informal, the step
that led a short time later to the
resignation of the FCC's directing
head. Chairman Coy was seated at
the head table as the President relaxed at an annual aff'air that has
seen considerable letting down of
the Presidential hair.
The breakfast followed normal
pattern as Mr. Truman commented
on the rigors of government office
holding, the same rigors that had
convinced Chairman Coy he should
be free to look for a job in private
industry because the $15,000 FCC
salary didn't go very far these
days.
In a mellow mood, the President
told his lodge brethren in the
Statler Hotel that it is the duty of
government and military officials
to see that the business of government is carried on in a manner
that will get the best results — an
all-day and nearly all-night job.
Scarcely an hour later — 11:15
a.m. by the secret White House list
of unlisted Presidential appointments— W ayne Coy slipped into the
Executive Offices by a side door, a
trick he learned during World War
II while serving as Franklin D.
Page 30
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Roosevelt's special assistant.
A lone reporter — representing
Broadcasting • Telecasting —
maintained a vigil just outside the
roped-off entrance to the President's private offices. At 11:40 a.m.
Chairman Coy emerged from the
inner sanctum, leaving this time
via the route normally used by visitors on the publicly-announced
White House appointment list.
The chairman was flagged just
as he was going through the vestibule. Two press association watchdogs joined the conference.
"Are you going to resigTi?"
Chairman Coy was asked.
"Yes, I'm resigning as of the
close of business tonight," he said,
after a running patter of queries.
"T thought it would be a good
"Why?"
thing."
"Well, a lot of licensees think
they are getting a license to declaim against the Commission. I
brought my letter of resignation
tod^v. I handed it to the President.
"You can quote me on this — the
seat in my pants is out. I resigned
to negotiate
for aI job.
nomic reasons.
want It's
to for
be ecofree
to negotiate in industry."
"Do you know where you're going, Mr. Chairman?" he was asked.
"I may have a good idea. I can't
afford to continue in the government. It costs money to educate
kids. I have a boy in college and
one in prep school. People in government have a hard time."

has happened in so many cases, a
call by the Chief Executive to a
government post is difficult for any
citizen to reject.
The same situation holds in the
case of Mr. Loucks, who is believed
to have had the endorsement of
Mr. Coy. A Pennsylvania Democrat, Mr. Loucks has practiced law
in Washington continuously since
his resignation from the NAB in
1935. As managing director, he
was directing head of the association during its formative years.
The presidency then was an honorary post filled by active broadcastMr.ers year-to-year.
Reinsch, who headquarters
in Atlanta, directs the operations
of WSB-AM-FM-TV there, WHIO-

AM-FM-TV Dayton and WIOI
AM-FM Miami. He is also a direi,
tor of Atlanta Newspapers In'
and is a member of the BMI boan
Appointment of any one of thesj
individuals, it is believed, woul]
win spontaneous support from botj
the broadcasting and telecastir i
fields.
;
Among the reports which becan: !
rampant was one that Mr. Coy r(
signed out of pique and because c
controversies on the Commission i|
connection
the TV
allocationb< '
This was with
quickly
dissipated
cause Mr. Coy has a record of mee
ing a fight head-on. There ha\
been harsh words spoken in the e:
ecutive sessions, it is known, bi
they have been taken in stride.

Following Resignation New
CO
with
theYFCC and the White House
were speculating, with little con- dent on the subject and — "othei
I decline ofcomment."
Nomination
a person to sui
sistency, as to who will fill the sud- wise,
denly-created vacancy on the Comceed Mr. Coy on the Commissio
mission.
must be submitted to the Senat
Several names were mentioned
for confirmation. Committee whic '
freely by those most interested in is charged with FCC nomination
the future of the regulatory body. is the Senate Interstate and Foi
Robert T. Bartley, nephew of in- eign Commerce Committee, (
fluential House Speaker Sam Ray- which Sen. Ed C. Johnson (D-Col.
is chairman.
burn (D-Tex.) and his executive
When Sen. Johnson heard c
assistant, was prominent in speculation (see story page 23).
Chairman Coy's resignation, h
Mr. Bartley was about set for a took the floor of the Senate earl
Commission post only last year Thursday afternoon to pay hii
tribute. While the Senator an
when it looked as if Comr. Frieda
Chairman Coy often were at th
B. Hennock would leave the Commission to take a judgeship in a opposite sides of the fence in thei
federal district court in New York. viewpoints in broadcast matters
each held the other in high regarc
But Miss Hennock's nomination
The Senator said:
was tied up in the Senate Judiciary
"I hope this report [that Mr. Co}
Committee and she chose to remain
was leaving] may prove not to bi
on the Commission.
true. Mr. Coy has made a ver;
Questioned about his nephew last wonderful chairman of the Com
week by BROADCASTING • Telemission, in a most difficult time.
casting, Speaker Rayburn said:
"His forthrightness, his grea
"I don't know what the Presicourage, his refusal to bow to al
dent has in mind. As far as I am
sorts of pressures which have beei
concerned, my recommendation for brought
to bear, the fine leadershi]
he has displayed, have been of sucl
Bartley
still
stands."
Speaker Rayburn said, however,
an unusual character that it wil
that he realized the situation has be truly a very great loss to thi
country to have Mr. Coy give up hi;
changed since Miss Hennock's nomination and that it was the chair- position as chairman of the Com
man of the FCC who now has re- mission, which deals with al
problems having to do with tele
signed. Speaker Rayburn added
that he had not talked to the Presi- and
graph,
telephone,
all other
similartelevision,
means of radic
com
munication.
"I know that for a good mam
THEODORE FISHER
months Mr. Coy has been consider
Was P&R Executive
ing retiring from his position be
THEODORE FISHER, 44, vice cause of poor health, and becausi
of what he feels is his obligatioi
president and account executive of to
earn more money for his grow
Pedlar & Ryan, New York, died
ing
family. So I am not in an\
suddenly of a heart attack early
Thursday morning at his home in way censuring him. He remained
at his post through the thick o1
Massapequa Park, L. I.
Mr. Fisher had been in the radio the battle, for a long time, and h>
fought a good
fight."
and television field for the past hasChairman
Robert
Crosser (D
quarter of a century. He had been
Ohio)
of
the
House
Interstate
associated with Pedlar & Ryan for Foreign Commerce Committee, ami
in
five years. Prior to that, he was
head time buyer of Ruthrauff & formed by Broadcasting • Telecasting of Mr. Coy's announceRyan, New York, for some 12 years.
ment, said he was "sorry to hear
Survivors are his wife, Selma
Peterson Fisher; a son, Peter, a
Rep. Crosser said Mr. Coy was
daughter, Mary Lou, and his par- the news."
(Continued on page 32)
ents, Mr. & Mrs. Fred E. Fisher.
BROADCASTING
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Fifth of a series telling why Sponsors and Stations are SOLD

ABC
all

Radio

sides

of

on ABC

gives
the

news

On this page are just a few of ABC Radio's celebrated corps
of news commentators and reporters. None of these men
look alike, and none of them sound alike. They are all sizes
and shapes, and they come from all over. Some are softspoken, others outspoken. Yet whatever they say, the opin*ions they express are their own. They interpret the news on
ABC as they see it. Their varied ideas, varied backgrounds,
varied approaches to the headlines give listeners a completely
balanced — and completely honest — coverage of the news.
You see, there are so many more than just two sides to
e^'erything. There are more like one hundred and fifty million and two — because there are as many sides to today's
news as there are ways of looking at it. Thus, ABC does not
censor its newscasters and commentators; instead, the network strives (without bias) to help the public make up its
own mind. For the public, this is a very healthy thing.

tlii

And because the public likes it (and tunes in), it is also a
very healthy thing for ABC sponsors and affiliated stations.

ABC
American

Radio

Broadcasting

Company

George E. Sokolsky
lOADCASTING
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WHEN

Albert Wayne Coy was appointed to the Chairmanship of the
FCC on Dec. 29, 1947, he was acclaimed as the first Commission
chairman with practical broadcasting experience.
Mr. Coy went to the FCC chairmanship from the post of radio
director of the Washmgton Post's
WINX-AM-FM. Before that, he
was assistant to Eugene Meyer,
then publisher, now chairman of
the board of the newspaper.
A native of Indiana, Mr. Coy was
appointed to fill the remaining
four years of the term of former
Chairman Charles R. Denny Jr.,
now NBC executive vice president.
Mr. Coy was reappointed to a full

seven year term last year.
Television was the big activity
of
FCC during
Coy's intenure
as the
Chairman.
Most Mr.notable
that
time : The freeze was imposed Sept.
30, 1948, and the CBS field sequential color system was adopted as
official. When Mr. Coy began his
duties, there were 17 TV stations
on the air, 77 construction permit
holders and 66 applications. As of
now, there are 108 stations on the
air, no CPs and close to 500 applications pending.
Mr. Coy repeated time after time
that he considered that TV would
be the dominant medium in broadcasting. During the four years he
was Chairman, the Commission es-

Coy; 'Meager Resources'; Truman: 'Well Done'
[TEXT OF WHITE HOUSE ANNOUNCEMENT]
The President has today sent the following letter to the Honorable
Wayne Coy, accepting his resignation as Member and Chairman of the
Federal Communicatons Commission:
Dear Wayne:
Yours is the ironic story of so many key civil servants whose abilities and special skills must be lost to government because of the inadequacy of government salaries.
I have read, therefore, with a sense of genuine regret the letter
which you handed me this morning. In justice to you I have no alternative. With utmost reluctance I must comply with your request.
And because of the special circumstances which you mention I accept,
effective at the close of business today, your resignation as Member
and Chairman of the Federal Communications Commission.
It will not be easy to fill your place. You are one of those ideal
government servants who place the public interest above every other
consideration. You had had a career of distinction in many fields of
public work before I called you to the Federal Communications Commission more than four years ago. You brought to that service varied
experience gained in posts of high responsibility under appointment
of the late President Roosevelt.
The duties which you are now relinquishing were onerous and exacting. They required the patience of Job and the wisdom of Solomon,
as well as judicial balance, tact, discretion, integrity and common
sense. All these you have exercised in such a way as to make your
administration memorable for efficiency and protection of the public
interest.
To you I say as you leave oflnce, well done. You have earned the
acclaim which faithful performance of duty merits. With every good
wish.
Very sincerely yours,
HARRY S. TRUMAN.
Following is the text of Mr. Coy's letter to the President:
Dear Mr. President:
You will recall that I returned to the government in December
1947 at your request. The past four years have been exciting and
rewarding ones to me. I hope that future developments in the various
communications fields will support my present belief that the Federal
Communications Commission has rendered a constructive service in
these past four years.
I have indicated to you from time to time that it was necessary for
me to leave the government for private employment. My meager resources are much too near the vanishing point for comfort. I now find
it necessary to ask that you accept my resignation as a Member and
Chairman of the Federal Communications Commission effective immediately in order that I may be free to make arrangements for my
future employment.
I cannot write this letter of resignation without including in it a
personal note of regret. My association with you for many years
and particularly through your appointment of me to membership on
the Communications Commission are high marks in my public career.
I have valued your friendship beyond measure and I treasure above
all else the support which you have given me and the Communications
Commission in those instances when our decisions have been challenged.
Please be assured of my very great esteem.
Respectfully yours,
WAYNE COY.
Page 32
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tablished temporary intercity microwave bands for TV stations, established minimum operating
hours and forced AT&T to delete a
provision in its intercity TV rate
tariff banning the interconnection
of its lines with privately-owned
relays.
Among other FCC highlights
during Mr. Coy's service as Chairman were: (1) Reorganization of
the Commission into bureaus, (2)
renewal of Richards' stations, (3)
new NARBA treaty, (4) reversal
of the Mayflower decisions prohibiting editorializing, (5) establishment of a policy of case-by-case
consideration for applicants who
violated anti-trust laws, (6) renewal of the license of WBAL
Baltimore, the famous Blue Book
case, (7) repeal of the Avco rule
which opened sale of stations to
all comers, (8) enunciation of a
ban on giveaways, suspended pending court decisions, still awaited.
Mr. Coy has been in government
service since 1933 when he served
as aide to Indiana Gov. Paul V.
McNutt and also on several state
commissions.
When Gov. McNutt was appointed High Commissioner to
the Philippines in 1937, Mr. Coy
accompanied him as his assistant.
Mr. Coy was assistant administrator of the Federal Security
Agency in Washington under Gov.
McNutt from 1939 to 1941. He was
one
of
President Roosevelt's

THE

"anonymous" assistants from 194
to 1943 and also served as assis
ant director of the Bureau of th
Budget from 1942 to 1944. H
joined the Washington Post in thj
Before getting into governmer
service, Mr. Coy served as reporte
year.
editor and publisher of severj
Indiana newspapers.
During his broadcasting day;
Mr. Coy served on the board of FI
Broadcasters Inc. He was als
small stations director on th
board of NAB (now NARTB).
He is married to the forme
Grace Elizabeth Cady. They hav
two sons, Stephen Cady and Alber
Wavne Jr.
Hill Lauds

Coy

(Continued from page 30)
a "faithful public servant" and .
"conscientious
worker."
Radio-T"*
informed
spokesmen
on Capitol
Hi!
agreed with President Truma;
that Mr. Coy would be difficult t
replace, particularly "at this time.
Mr. Coy was re-nominated by th
President for the chairmanship las
May [B«T, May 28, 1951] and wa
confirmed
a month later [B*T
June
18, 1951].
It was pointed up that Congres
has no jurisdiction of who is ti
Chairman the FCC. That choice i
left up to the President. The Con
gress — through the Senate's righ
to confirm — has its primary in
terest in the nominee himself
rather than the rank the nominet
will hold on the Commission.

INTERIM CHAIRMAN
Paul A. Walker Has Served Since FCC Inceptior

PAUL ATLEE WALKER is the
mittee on Cooperation with th
Interstate Commerce Commissioi
dean of the FCC in point of years
served. He was first appointed for of the National Assn. of Railroac
a five year term on July 11, 1934 and Utilities Comissioners froni
— upon creation of the FCC — and
1925 to 1934. He was also a member of the executive committee anc
has been reappointed three times
thereafter.
of the committee on legislation.
Mr. Walker served as chairmar
Only last year, he was officially
of the Telephone Division of th(
exempted from the government's
FCC before World War II. During
compulsory retirement requirethat time, he conducted the Comments by Presidential direction.
Mr. Walker is 71.
mission's investigation into long
distance telephone rates, which reMr. Walker was graduated from
sulted in a reduction of charges
the U. of Chicago in 1909 and the
He has been Vice Chairman of thf
U. of Oklahoma law school in 1912.
After private practice in Shawnee,
Commission
years,
elected during
to thatthepostlast
by few'
his
Okla., he was appointed in 1915 to fellow
Commissioners.
the State Corporation Commission.
Mr. Walker is married to the
He served on the Commission for
former
Myra Evelyn Williams. He
15 years, as counsel, Commissioner
has four children, Myra Julie, Virand finally as Chairman.
ginia Jane, Paul Atlee Jr. and
During his years with the ComRobert Williams.
mission, he represented the State
of Oklahoma in rate litigation and
proceedings which brought about a Names Schullinger
reorganization of Oklahoma rates
on grain, livestock, petroleum and KARL SCHULLINGER, manager
other important commodities.
of TV-radio production and teleWhile chairman of the Commisvision supervisor, Young & Rubi-i
sion, Mr. Walker initiated public cam, New York, will join American
Tobacco Co., that city, on March 3
utility investigations concerning
natural gas, electric light and in a newly created position in|
power, telephone and cotton gin charge of television and radio ac-'
rates.
tivities in the advertising department, headed by Albert R. Stevens.
He was Chairman of the ComBROADCASTING
• Telecasting I
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How

Industry Makes Friends by Radio
(Continued from page 26)

from rumor and, wherever possible,
dispel pessimism and replace it
with optimism. To many people
who tune in daily, Greater Lawrence at Work has become the
barometer of the Lawrence present and the Lawrence future.
Shortly after its inauguration
on the air, with William F. Mitten,
news editor, as commentator,
Greater Lawrence at Work was
successful in being the first to
break the big news that a new industry— Western Electric — was to
locate in Lawrence, employing a
thousand persons.
When a segment of the local
press published with banner headlines a story that Lawrence was
in a bad way industrially, Mr.
Mitten went on the air with facts
and figures to disprove the statement, to show, to the contrary,
that the future could really be
bright for this community of
nearly 100,000 persons.
Selling Good Will
Aside from Greater Lawrence
at Work which is sponsored by
public - spirited retail merchants,
with no "plugs" in the show other
than a public service mention,
WCCM has been presenting for
some time now regular and special programs by leading manufacturers in the Greater Lawrence
area, firms which have nothing to
sell locally save the sometimes unpurchasable product of good will.
Industrial concerns which used
WCCM for public relations broadcasts during 1951 were American
Woolen Co., the Boltaflex Co.,
Champion-International Co., Emerson Manufacturing Co., Tyer
Rubber Co., U. S. Bobbin & Shuttle
Co., and Watts Regulator Co., in
addition to the three already mentioned, John W. Bolton & Sons,
Merrimac Paper and Pacific Mills.
On Christmas day, many of our
industrial clients joined together
in the presentation of special
Christmas programs of fine music
and story.
The types of program material
selected by industrial time buyers
on WCCM vary. Examples are the
Pacific Mills sponsorship of choir
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music; Merrimac Paper's presentation of news broadcasts, and the
John W. Bolton Co.'s sponsorship
of the station's sports commentator, Ernie Labranche, in a seven
days per week program aimed to
promote the cause of schoolboy
sports.
Commercial copy on all these
programs is designed to build community good will by describing the
operations of the plants of the clients and the place these companies
strive to fill in the local community.
All commercials are delivered in
informal , n e ig h b o r-t o-n e i g h b o r
style.
We sincerely believe that what
we are doing here at WCCM in relation to use of local radio by manufacturers is something that can
be duplicated by any other wide
awake station in the country.
Personally, I have always been a
strong believer that good or bad
community attitudes toward a company in its midst have been in direct proportion to that company's
participation in community aff'airs
and its conduct of a good community relations program.
I have also believed that there
has never been, in the past, a sufficient stress on the importance of
public relations through use of
local radio by local companies.
I believe such use has a double
purpose. It not only betters the
standing of the company in the
community,
adding revenue
for the local while'
radio station,
such as
WCCM, whose own future is closely allied with the industrial health
of the community, but it also informs local people of the problems
of management, its aims and its
troubles. Thus, employes, neighbors and friends, yes the whole
community, share the spirit of going forward.
I have on my desk a creed in
which we at WCCM like to believe,
and which, many times, I have also
pointed out to prospective industrial executives in our territory, for
it also applies to them. It is the
sentiment of Louis Lundberg, vice

president of the Bank of America.
It is this:
"Those who identify themselves
with the community; who show
their concern for the community's
welfare; who make all their actions conform with the community
interest; who show their friendly
interest in the people of the community; who give a hand on community problems and try to make
a positive contribution to community welfare — those will tend over a
period of time to reap the rewards
and benefits which the community
has to offer.
Community Awareness
"Those who fail to make themselves a part of the community;
who fail to give a hand on community problems; who take something out of a community and put
nothing back; who show a lack of
concern — or worse, show contempt
— for the well-being of the community or the people of the community; who have no regard for
the attitude of the community and
furnish grounds for unfavorable
gossip; who violate, oppose or ignore the community interest as determined by the majority in that
community — those will tend, over
a period
of time,
ties at the
handsto ofsuff"er
that penalcomLawrence, in the past, has had
munity."
its share of labor unrest. However, in the years ahead, with the
community moving forward toward
a program of diversified industry,
and retention of its basic textile
industry, WCCM hopes to play,
with industry, a major role in the
building up and the strengthening
of the bond between industrial
management and the community.
We earnestly believe that the informative public relations eff'ort of
local industry and WCCM will
achieve the goal our community
aims for.

KWTO FIRE
Loss Over $20,000
FIRE of undetermined origin
burned down the transmitter house
with total loss of transmitter and
associated eauipment of KWTO
Snring'field, Mo., in the early hours
of the morning of Feb. 21. Station
immediately got FCC permission to
go back on the air with reduced
Dower and was scheduled to do so
Feb. 22. KWTO operates on 560
kc with 5 kw and a directional antenna. It was planning to use a 1
kw transmitter borrowed from the
Missouri State Highway Commission.
A new 5 kw transmitter has been
ordered from RCA and shipment
was promised in a matter of days.
Loss will cost the station between
.S20,000 and $30,000, according to
Lester E. Cox, owner of the station,
who was in Washington last week.
Actual loss was higher, but part
covered by insurance reduced the
cost to the station to that figure,
he said.

RADIO SURVEY
Baker Mailing Balk
BALLOTS for the first nationwi I
station audience measurement sii;
1949 will be put into the mails 1
tween now and March 1 by Stanl
ard Audit & Measurement Servi(
Inc., President Kenneth H. Bak
reported last week.
He pointed out that his servi
is meeting exactly the schedi
announced follov/ing its formatii
last year and said "we have eve
intention of meeting our Novemb
The ballc/ts
now being prepare
publication
date."
for mailing total 670,000 and w
go to urban, village and farm coi
ponents of every county in tl
U. S. Aside from mailings
farmers in 3,000 U. S. countie,
the ballots are going to some V;
000 villages and 1,700 cities ai
towns. Dr. Baker pointed out.
Standard's basic list contai
approximately 25,000 more nam
than that of the Broadcast Mea
urement Bureau, w'nich conduct i
the last national study of statii
audience. The new study con
approximately 200 more tov
andDr.
cities
than BMB's.
Baker,
who resigned ;
NARTB research director to sJ
up the new service last Septembej
[B«T, Sept. 10, 1951], said L
expected returns from the ballo I
ing to be early and heavy.
Standard's subscribers current!
number almost 400 stations an
one network — CBS Radio. D
Baker said he expected to have t
least "another hundred or so" sfc
tions and perhaps additional ne
works on the client list by the tirr
the report is published this fall. |

Feb. 24-26: New England Newspapj
Advertising Executives Assn. and Ac
vertising Managers Bureau of t?
New York State Dailies, joint meei
ing, Stratfield Hotel, Bridgepoi
Conn.
Feb.
Oregon
State Eugene
Broadcastei
Assn.28-29:
annual
meeting,
Hote
Eugene, Ore.
Feb. 29: Financial Public Relatior
Assn., eastern regional conferenc
Statler Hotel, New York.
Feb. 29-Mar. 1: Western Radio an
Television Conference. 5th annu;
meeting, Stanford U.. San Francisc(
Mar. 3-6: Institute of Radio Engineei
national
Waldorf-Astor:
Hotel
and convention,
Grand Central
Palace, Nc
York.
Mar. 10: FCC-Theatre Television heai
ing, 17Washington.
Mar.
- 18: Arkansas Broadcaste:
Assn., annual spring meeting, Mario
Hotel, Little Rock.
Mar. 17-20: National Premium Buyei
19th annual
Exposition, Conrad Hilto
Hotel,
Chicago.
Mar. 19-21 : Assn. of National Advei
tisers,
spring
meeting.
stead. Hot
Springs,
Va. The Home
Mar. 21-22: Third annual Advertisln
Institute, Emory U. and the Atlant
Advertising Club, Atlanta. Ga.
Mar.
6: Chicago
Internationj
Trade22- April
Fair, Navy
Pier, Chicago.
Mar. 24-27: Canadian Assn. of Broad
casters annual meeting. Royal Yor
Hotel, Toronto.
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.AND

EVERY

DAY

QUINCY,

WATTS

IN

A

ILLINOIS

(NON-DmCTIONAL)

RADIO-AGIVE

AREA

You reach 'em by radio when you go
after buyers in this rich midwestern market. Especially when you use WTAD —
No. 1 Hooper-rated station* in the
Quincy- Keokuk- Hannibal area. Now,
WTAD offers you a daytime coverage
greater than ever before! By stepping
up its daytime (non-directional) frequency to 5000 watts, WTAD reaches
an area where there are twice as many
radios . . . and twice the number of
retail sales.

Market

Statistics

DAYTIME SERVICE AREA
WTAD, QUINCY, ILLINOIS
0.5 MILLIVOLT CONTOUR
1000 WATT
OPERATION

5000 WATT
OPERATION
POPULATION
RADIO
* LATEST
HOOPER RADIO AUDIENCE INDEX
NOV.-DEC. 1951
Quincy-Keokuk-Hannibal
WTAD SHARE OF AUDIENCE
MON. thru FRI. — 8 AM - 12 NOON — 59.7
12 NOON -6 PM — 52.1
SUN. thru SAT. EVE — 4 P M - 10:30 P M — 61.4

SIAIIDHS

ASTING

• Telecasting

FARM

1.180,820

566,100

370.785

178.150

95.645

49.950

$1,060,383,000

$494,870,000

HOMES

RADIO

HOMES

RETAIL SALES

WTAD,
Quincy, Illinois
930 KC . . . 5000 Watts Daytime CBS •
affi/iated wif/i KGLO, Mason City, /owa
1300 KC . . . 5000 Watts . . . CBS

1000 Watts Night CBS

For availabilities write or call Vtfalter J. Rothschild, Nat'l Sales Mgr., Lee Stations, Quincy, III.
Represenfed by Weed & Company
February 25, 1952
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Any system of interconnected lines,
spread out in the right places,
can serve as a net. The bigger it is,
and the stronger its mesh,
the better a net works.
Of all the nets serving U.S.
advertisers, the biggest and strongest
is the radio one called Mutual.
Here are 550 connection-points
in 48 states (nearly double
any other net's) and at each
of these points are local-level
experts unmatched m ability at
catching and holding listeners.
Measured by listeners, the Mutual
net is catching a steadily larger
share of radio audience than
a year ago — day and night, all
week long. (N.R.I., Jan.-Nov.,'50 vs.
Jan.-Nov., '51 — latest available.)
Measured by advertisers, the Mutual net
is the only one to win a gain in
radio billings — up 12%, '51 over '50.
Measured by competitors, the Mutual
pattern is now inspiring imitative
efforts by all other radio nets.
Measured any way you please, the
Mutual net is ready to help you haul in
new profits for '52. Come aboard with
Mister PLUS . . . and learn how
this net can work for you.

the

MUTUAL

of

550

net

affiliates

4.5,
Syracuse Survey
(Continued from jMge 25)
joying his radio set and, unseen
but decisive, pumping life into the
old boy faster than the mourners
could wail it away.
"When we find that, in our areas,
radio listening in television homes
averages 3.07 hours a day (day
and night, at that) against 4.52
hours of television viewing, it looks
as though the wake was put on a
little early by radio's mourning
sad sacks. When we find that combined I'adio listening and television viewing adds up to 7.59 hours
a day in homes with both television
and radio, it looks as though some
other time-consuming recreation or
occupation is suffering at the hands
of television, not just radio alone.
"One of the wisest utterances
I've
on the was
subject
radioever
andheard
television
madeof
nearly two years ago by one of the

TV,
Comparison of radio listening as against television viewin'
in TV homes based on length of ownership of TV sets accordin
to the Syracuse Survey.
Combined
Results
Months
Average
Results
SurvPvc 1 4.51
TV set
Survey No. 2TV
TV
Survey
No.
1
owned
Average hours
Average hours
Radio
2.8
houri
4.3
Radio
4.6
Radio
4.8
and 1
2.52
3.0
7-12
0-6
4.49
4.8
3.0
4.8
"This survey seems to indicate
3.07
4.6
2.8
3.8
4.9
tested.'
3.04
13-18
that Bill knew what he was talk3.76
3.3
5.27
4.5
4.87
19-24
25
and up 2.6
4.5
3.2
5.3
4.74
4.76
In ingnon-TV
about." homes Survey No. 1 AVERAGE:
3.09
2.9
3.2
4.?:
showed that in the 270 homes there
3.1
3.24
3.07
were 2.1 radio sets on an average,
was called. The calls were place
ports the other.
between 6 p.m. and 8:30 p.m. t
with
tening.4.2 hours of daily radio lisIn conducting two separate surinsure greatest number of home
veys, under direction of WSYRbeing reached with the first cal
AM-TV Promotion Manager Caley
In Survey No. 2, 211 non-TV
homes were contacted. They averIn all, 1,467 calls were complete'
E.
Augustine,
the
stations
comincluding 986 TV homes.
aged 2.11 radio sets and 4.7 hours
pleted calls to 763 homes (501 TV
Calls were made starting on
of radio listening.
homes) in October, 1951, and 704
Monday night and continuin
The monthly check of Niagarahomes
(506
TV
homes)
in
DecemMohawk Power Co. in Central New
through Friday until all numbei
ber, 1951. In the October study,
York shows a 71% TV saturation.
of the sample were called. In th
the first residence at top of column
Weighted against the 67% figure on each page of the telephone di- first study, eight refused to answe
questions. In the second, 13 rt
of telephone homes having TV sets,
rectory was phoned. In the second,
fused to answer. Basically bot
the bottom name of each column
WSYR found that each figure supquestionnaires were the same excef
that in the second case interviewer
were asked to note the sex of th
person giving information as we
as the address called. One othe
question was added in the secon
study to show what period of th
dav the listener tuned in the radi(
The survey data deal only wit
telephone homes in the city o,
TAILORED...
Syracuse, a city with 80% teki
phone saturation (53,000 out o
67,000 homes).
to the
wisest old heads in the broadcasting industry, William S. Hedges,
NBC vice president. He said, almost exactly this: 'Television will
not replace radio. The capacity of
the American public to absorb new
and additional things which they
really desire has never been fully

CALDWELL
FLINT

MARKET!

A bustling, dynamic market is the
rich Flint Market — fashioned from the
buying power of record wages; reinforced by300,824,000 retail dollars
spent last year in this greatest of GM
Plant Cities. Cut from the same cloth
is influential, forceful, WFDF, Flint's
First Station* — first, too, with over 600
local merchants. Sell your product for
sure- over WFDF.

FLINT
MICH.

i
BASIC AMERICAN

BROADCASTING

COMPANY

One of America's Pioneer Stations — now
in our 30th year. Associated with WOOD and
WOOD TV Grand Rapids — WFBM and WFBM TV
Indianapolis — WEOA Evansville.
*SEE YOUR LATEST HOOPER

REPRESENTED
Page 38
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BY THE KATZ

AGENCY

MEMORIAL

FCBA Commit't-ee Nomei
ESTABLISHMENT of a niemoria
honoring the late Louis G. Caldwel
will be arranged by a special com
mittee of the Federal Communica
tions Bar Assn., named Thursda;
by President Arthur W. Scharfeld
Mr. Caldwell was a founder an(
first president of the association
Appointment of the committei
was
authorized
11 atM.FCBA'
annual
meeting.Jan.Paul
Segal
formerly assistant general counse;
of the old Federal Radio Commis.
sion, was named chairman. Othe>j
members are Bethuel M. Webstei^;
New York, and Duke M. Patrick
Washington, both former FR(:
general counsels. The committee U
to report recommendations at aif
early date.
REC, ATS Merger Eyed
ADVISABILITY of a merger o;
the Radio Executives Club of Nev
York and American Television SO'
ciety is being studied by committee;
of both organizations, appointed bj
the presidents of the two groups
ATS committee includes Carolint
Burke, NBC; David Hale Halpern
Owen & Chappell; Don McClure
McCann-Erickson ; Jay Bonafield
RKO-Pathe Inc.; Glen Gundell, National Dairy Products Corp. RE^
committee is composed of William
S. Hedges, NBC; Thomas K.
Lynch, WMCA New York; Franli
Pellegrin, H-R Representatives;
Elizabeth Black, Joseph Katz Co.;
C.
H. Cottington, advertising consultant.
BROADCASTING
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ICUTBACKS
FURTHER cutbacks in the allocation of copper and aluminum for
radio-TV set manufacturers beginning April 1 were announced by
the government last week.
Curtailment of these two vital
scarce materials was revealed at a
news conference presided over last
Wednesday by Henry H. Fowler,
National Production Authority administrator.
Mr. Fowler cited a "greater uniformity" in allotments among all
consumer goods producers, which
he said will minimize the danger
of disrupted production and provide "a fairer share" to each industry.
On the basis of second-quarter
allotments, household radio and
television receivers retain their
status as essential products in the
Qass "A" and "B" priorities listings previously announced by NPA.
These cutbacks in copper and
aluminum — steel allocations will
remain substantially the same as
during the present quarter — also
"reflect the ability of producers
. . to maintain output levels on
smaller amounts . . . through conservation or substitution measures," NPA explained. The extent
of substitution is indicated by the
cutbacks, it was said.
Thus, the goal of four million
monochrome TV receivers set by
manufacturers for 1952 should be
reached with substitutions for copper and aluminum, the agency implied. NPA also had in mind inventories as another factor within
the industry.
Allotments for Sets
Household radio receivers and
TV sets will receive 307^, 35% and
12.5% of base period usage for
5 J copper, brass, copper wire and copper foundry allocations during the
second quarter. The base period
is either the last half of 1949 or
the first half of 1950. Aluminum
If i will be cut to 30% of base. These
percentages reflect a 5% drop for
, copper brass and wire products and
for aluminum off first quarter quotas. Similar second-quarter quotas
were set aside for phonograph
needles and cutting styli, TV and
automobile antennas (excluding
replacements) and commercial recording discs.
Key to this principle of equality
is seen in other figures which show
that thousands of other manufacturers, who were cut to between
10% and 20% of base usage during the first quarter, were raised
to the maximum for copper. Even
so, they still will derive less aluminum than radio-TV because they
are classified as "less essential or
replaceable."
Radio-TV receivers won't be curtailed any further for additional
cuts in carbon and alloy steel. NPA
has allotted 50% for each of base
usage, pointing up reports that
steel is becoming more plentiful.
The factor of essential and less

Copper,

Aluminum

essential categories is extremely
important, NPA pointed out. To
have placed all civilian-type products in the same classification
"would have required a still deeper cut in allotments of aluminum
and copper to many highly essential industries which have already
gone very far in stretching materials," Mr. Fowler explained, alluding to radio-TV set makers and
other manufacturers.
Moreover, such a course of action would have given some industries an excess of these two materials, in proportion to their steel
allotments and available supplies
of components, in which the electronics industry is playing a large
role.
Allowances will be made, of
course, for "exceptional hardships"

Quotas

Reduced

among producers where shortages
of essential consumer items may
develop at retail or distributive
levels.
Lewis Allen Weiss, former board
chairman of MBS and former
president of Don Lee Network, is
making continuing studies of
threatening shortages at these
levels as assistant administrator
in charge of NPA's Office of Civilian Requirements. Measures are
being mapped to avert serious
shortages should they develop this
spring or summer, Mr. Fowler explained.Provision to Be Asked
As such situations materialize,
Mr. Weiss' office will request NPA
industry divisions to set aside
larger allotments on an individual

footing for each industry,
NPA's equitable distribution
policy is designed to "maintain
stability
ness and of
meetemployment
consumer and
needsbusifor
'essential
products',"
Mr.
Fowler
asserted.
Earlier, the Defense Production
Administration earmarked amounts
of vital controlled materials previously held in reserve for the
April — June quarter. No quotas
were tabbed for set manufacturers, despite
the reported
cation of aluminum
to over-allothe military [Closed Circuit, Feb. 18].
Supplemental allotments were
made in structural steel for industrial construction and brass and
aluminum for consumer goods. The
automobile industry was given a
million pounds of aluminum. Failure to allow quotas for radio-TV
set producers was indicated when
NPA's Electronics Division failed
to receive extra allocations, either
for defense or civilian needs.

EARS

OF

Ed. C. Johnson
U.S. Senator from Colorado
...public

service

'
at its best!'
KLZ's "Let's Talk It Over" series
has won many plaudits. But it remained for
Senator Ed. C. Johnson, as quoted in the

Congressional Record, to call it "public
service at its best."
Designed to keep listeners informed ofAM, FM, and TV news and to provide aforum for the discussion of radio station operation, "Let's Talk It Ovei*" is a
weekly report by the KLZ manager and department heads. The series is typical of the
station's efforts to create new and unusual
ways of serving its listeners.

KLZ
5000 WATTS-560
CBS RADIO

KC

iitlii^^
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Commends Radio, TV
Public Service

SERVICE

COMR.
WALKER
STRONG CASE for the public service record of radio and television
broadcasters was made by FCC Comr. Paul A. Walker and John F. Patt,
president, Goodwill Stations, last week in talks before the Temple Men's
Club of Cleveland.
"By and large it must be said
that radio and television stations
church, of social and economic welfare, of state and nation, of dedo
a good
in this
Comr.
Walkerjobsaid
in hiscountry,"
speech,
mocracy and foreign ideologies —
matters vitally affecting the entitled "Broadcasting and Human
tire world and its survival."
Action of WHAS-TV Louisville
"It is easy to point the finger of
Relations."
criticism and scorn at broadcastin putting 14 hours of educational
ers. While, of course, they must
activities on camera during last
accept their share of the responsiyear's American Education Week
was commended by Comr. Walker.
bility, it is unfair and over-simplifies the problem to put all the
He also pointed to the effectiveblame on them for inferior proness of TV's coverage of the Japanese Peace Treaty and the Kesaid. referred to
Comr.gram service,"
Walkerhe also
fauver Crime Hearings. He held
many letters received by the Comout high hopes for the soon-to-bemission objecting to crime and
inaugurated NARTB TV code. .
horror programs. He also spoke
But,
it was service
Comr. Walker's
rosof the lack of religious and eduter of public
network procational programs found in checkgrams that made up the bulk of
ing TV station license renewal ap- his speech. These are the proplications. The latter was the
grams which the networks listed
reason why the FCC put 26 TV
for
him
and which he called atstations on temporary license early
tention to:
this month [B»T, Feb. 4].
Church of the Air (CBS), Faith in
Mr. Patt, in his remarks, deOur Time (MBC), U. of Chicago Round
scribed radio as part of the social
Table (NBC), Town Meeting of the
cement that binds people together,
Air (ABC), People's Platform (CBS),
and said it has enabled one part
American Forum (NBC), Northwestern U. Reviewing Stand (MBS), Meet
of the country and one part of the
the Press (NBC-TV), American Youth
population to understand others,
Forum (NBC-TV), Invitation to
and "now TV will let them see each
Learning (CBS), You and the World
(CBS), Art of Living (NBC), National
Whereas, Mr. Patt said that raFarm & Ho?ne Hour (NBC), College
dio and television were primarily
Choral Series (MBS), Negro College
instruments
of entertainment, he Choir (ABC), Johns Hopkins Science
other."
Review (DuMont).
praised serious discussion programs
through which knowledge and culture accrue to the listener.
Speaking of serious programs,
N. y. NEWSMEN
he said that "These programs of
Form New Organization
talk and discussion deal seriously
and directly with most of our
RADIO-TV newsmen in New York
human relations questions — not took first steps Tuesday toward
merely of race and religion, but
ultimate establishment of a nationthose of family, of school and
wide professional association with
election of temporary officers for
the new Radio and Television WorkWFBR
SHOW
ing Press Assn. of New York Inc.
1951 Mail Count Up 2,167%
Chester P. X. Burger of CBS
Television news was made temporary chairman at the organizational
meeting. Other temporary officers
are Fred Dieterich, Telenews Productions, vice chairman; Jack Fern,
MBS, secretary; and David B. Tullen, CBS-TV news, treasurer.
Although organized only in New
Yox-k so far, the group is preparing
for similar units in other major
cities where important radio-TV
news bureaus operate. Patterned
along the lines of other professional
associations and fraternities, the
newsmen's group lists its major
puipose as promoting and protecting the interest and welfare of radio newsmen, television newsmen
and photographers.
A similar group, the Radio-TV
Correspondents Assn., has been operating successfully in Washington
for some years, being responsible
for providing broadcast reporters
with the same privileges granted
newspaper reporters.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

WFBR Baltimore asks those who
would bury radio to take a look
at the record of its program. Every
Wome7i's Hour, which boasts a
mail count for 1951 of 18,386 as
against a mail count of 811 in 1950.
Program features Don Hamilton
and Helen Brooks. The show had
been a traditional-type home
economics program. Part of the
rise in listener response was
credited to the addition of Mr.
Hamilton,
who gives
a man's
view
of
such things
as home
economics
and fashion. But, WFBR adds, a
major portion of the credit must go
to Miss Brooks "who had put hard
work, thought and careful preparation into each program."
Good programming has included
sewing contests, Christmas cookiebaking contests, imaginative quiz
programs and the selection of
representative guests such as appearance of an employe of Armour
& Co., who talked about meat selection and how to cook various cuts.

The

BIG

NEWS

in

Southern

California

radio

is

NEW

K-BIG has radio and advertising people talking because it's the
new 10,000-watt station with 50,000-watt coverage.*
THERE'S

A

REASON!

Tests of K-BIG's service area prove something broadcasters have
long known but seldom put to practice ... salt water speeds radio
waves undiminished over amazingly long distances. Santa Catalina
Island, lying 22 miles off the center of Southern California's populous coast, was selected as the transmitter site for K-BIG because
it offers a salt water route to the Southland's greatest population
centers from Santa Barbara to San Diego.
There's another reason for K-BIG's terrific coverage. The BIG
NEW station employs a costly antenna system which acts as a giant
reflector, focusing the signal in the direction that counts .. .WHERE
THE PEOPLE LIVE! This is why K-BIG saturates Los Angeles and
penetrates inland to the last outposts of population on the Mojave
Desert more than 125 miles to the east.
Add to this sensational coverage a dial position between two
major network stations (740 k.c), and a rate card that is really
down-to-earth. It totals up to one of the most outstanding buys in
radio today! Write, wire or phone K-BIG for full details.
General Offices:
6540

Sunset
STUDIOS

Blvd., Hollywood

28, Calif

in Avalon and Hollywood
^Source on request
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On All Accounts
(Continued from page 12)
Washington market. As sales manager he worked under Eugene S.
Thomas, now with George P. Hollingbery
Co., national representative.

ATLANTIC Refining Co. signs for two five-minute news strips daily on WBT
Charlotte. Seated is Tom Calhoun, N. W. Ayer & Son, N. Y. Standing (I
to r): Cliff Owen, Atlantic Adv. Dept., Philadelphia; Keith Byerly, WBT gen.
sis. mgr.; Paul McNeely, Atlantic district mgr., Charlotte; Jim Patterson,
WBT announcer.

C. H. STERBENS signs for Jenkins
Music KFH
Co. toWichita.
sponsor E.Looking
J.'s Notebook
over
on are
Bryce Benedict, KFH sis. rep., and
Ethel Jane King, show star.

FRANK FORD Jr., com'l. mgr., KENT
Shreveport, La., watches Byron Cann,
pres., Davis Drug Co., sign to sponsor
A Man and His Magic thrice weekly.

JACK CURRAN (c), Sinclair Refining Co., signs one year pact for three
daily five-minute sportscasts over
WXYZ Detroit. Watching are Don
Wattrick (I) WXYZ sports dir., and
James G. Riddell, pres., WXYZ inc.

J. FRED JONES, pres.. National
Health & Life Insurance Co., signs
13-week pact for early morning show
over WBAP-820 Fort Worth. L to r
are Frank J. Vicino, gen. agent; A. G.
McDaniel, WBAP sales rep.; Jack
Holmes, McBride & Holmes, agency.

BOB ST. CLAIR (seated, r), Baltimore Muntz TV mgr., signs for WBAL Baltimore time. Witnesses are (I to r) Al Ross, WBAL disc m. c; Jim Kennedy,
WBAL radio sis. mgr., and Al Burk, WBAL sales rep.

With sale of WOIC, Mr. Murdock contemplated chances to work
in New York and Chicago but decided to remain in Washington and
open his own agency following conversations vdth George Burrus,
president, and C. R. Sanders, advertising director, of Peoples Drug
Stores Inc., fourth largest of the
national drug chains.
With the Peoples radio-TV account as a foundation he entered
the competitive Washington agency
field. The chain had always placed
all its advertising direct and still
places its own white space. Peoples
had used very little radio in more
than a decade but under the Murdock guidance the chain is constantly increasing its broadcast
time because of the results produced.
In Washington the chain buys
a heavy package of radio news,
along with a growing amount of
television, for the 75 stores in the
area. Elsewhere the chain buys
spots to promote its prescription
service. Last year Peoples filled
over 2^/2 million prescriptions —
a lot of prescriptions — with the
aid of radio promotion.
Close Relationship
Mr. Murdock keeps in close touch
with the chain's business, constantly visiting stores in the marketing area extending as far west
as Akron. He knows every Peoples
manager in the 75 Washington
area stores. Right now Peoples is
the largest radio and TV user in
Washington, he notes.
Other accounts serviced by the
agency include Curtis Bros., large
Washington furniture store; Crusty Pie Co., steak
large bakery;
famed
house; Cannon's,
Randall
Motors; Anacostia Bank, and
Washington Garage Properties,
operating 15 garages, parking lots
and bowling alleys.
Mr. Murdock married Ethel
Coulter June 5, 1928, which incidentally was his birthday. The
Murdocks have one son, Mike, aged
13.
Transistors

Exhibit A
ON A TWO-PENNY postal
card, WSAT Salisbury, N. C,
points
out that
"post card
advertising
has doubled
in
price." Rates for many other
forms of advertising have
risen, too, WSAT adds. But,
despite WSAT's growth, the
stations underscores that
"Our rates are still the

HILL
same!" DEBATES
Broadcast' Procedure Asked
SEN. MARGARET
CHASE
SMITH (R-Me.), only woman in
the U. S. Senate, last Wednesday
demanded a Senate Rules subcommittee, of which she is a member,
schedule "early" hearings on a
proposal that Congressional proceedings be broadcast and telecast.
In urging the hearing, Mrs.
Smith reminded the chairman of
the subcommittee. Sen. Carl Hayden (D-Ariz.) that "should the
Republicans be fortunate enough
to win control of the Senate next
year," she will assume the subcommittee's chairmanship "and it
will be my purpose to press for
action by the subcommittee on
these matters through their introduction and reassignment to the
subcommittee on rules."
Other legislation mentioned by
Mrs. Smith was concurrent resolutions to establish rules of procedure
in congressional investigations, and
to setup procedure where a member
of Congress makes derogatory remarks in debate about a citizen.
The measure on broadcasts-telecasts (S Res 106) was introduced
by Sen. Alexander Wiley (R-Wis.).
In the industry, meanwhile, Dr.
W. R. G. Baker, General Electric
Co.'s vice president and general
manager of the Electronics Div.,
called for the removal of restriction
on telecasts and broadcasts of
legislative proceedings.
His statement was made on the
GE Scieyice Foruyn on WGY
Schenectady's 30th anniversary[B«T, Feb. 18]. Mr. Baker said,
"Our electronic age, which broadcast radio ushered in, now has
created a means by which the
American public may be an interested and informed participant in

Used
self-government. "
SUBSTITUTION of transistors
for vacuum tubes has proved an
important step in development of Press, Radio Forum
WASHINGTON Professional Chap
small, light military communications equipment, the Dept. of the
ter of Sigma Delta Chi will present
Army announced. Transistors per- a forum on "The Press and Radio's
form many of the functions of
tubes, but require no power for Responsibility for Crime and Corheating filaments and thus use less ruption" in the National Press Club
current. Additionally, use of Auditorium on Feb. 27. Speakers
transistors in miniature converters
will be Wallace Werble, editor of
F-D-C Reports; Ben McKelway,
last much longer than vacuum
editor of Washington
Evening
tubes, the Army reported. The
Army Signal Corps is responsible
Star; GrifRng Bancroft, CBS comfor production of transistors, used
mentator, and Rep. Kenneth B.
Keating (R-N. Y.), member of the
by the military with its radio-teleHouse Judiciary Committee.
typewriter equipment.
BROADCASTING
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SUPERMARKETS
Unprecedented

bonus offered

to participating sponsors
on the WJZ Caravan
NEW YORK.— A new radio show on
WJZ offers participating sponsors one
of tiie most remarkable bonuses in radio
history: guaranteed, concentrated merchandising for their products in Grand
Union supermarkets.
The program, the WJZ Caravan
(Monday through Friday, 12:30 to
1 p.m., EST) is a housewife-slanted audience participation show starring John
Reed King. A daily half hour of games,
quizzes, give-aways and surprises, it is
produced in a different Grand Union
supermarket in the metropolitan New
York-New Jersey area each day.
Strongest selling point for the WJZ
Caravan is the joint promotional agreement between WJZ and the Grand
Union Company. Intensive week-long
merchandising promotions of the sponparticipants'
products
are conducted
eachsor week
in the
five Grand
Union
stores from which the program originates during that week.
These
promotions willspecial
consist merchandising
of:

GUARANTEED PROMOTION includes window display like the one above. Also
product streamers, point-of-sale cards, and check out, island and dump displays. John
Reed King, one of radio's best-known quiz-masters, emcees the daily half-hour interviews and entertainment.

a) a feature display of each sponsoring
product ;
b) posting of display material;
c) promotion of the program in Grand
Union's newspaper advertising.
The program will be further promoted
via WJZ's newspaper advertising and
on-the-air promotion. ABC stars will
appear at new store openings and other
special events.
For complete details, contact your
ABC representative immediately.
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ABC—John8:35-9
Comea.m.,
ShowM-P,
(295).Stoltely-Van Camp, The
2:30-2:33
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John (49).
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5:15-3:30
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Henry.
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Foods Co.of Bobby Benson
9-9:03 p.m., M-F, Johns-Manrille Corp. Bill
NBC—Chicle,
*0T Liggett
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Tandem. WhitehaU Amer.
8-8:15 a.m., Skelly Oil, M-F, Xews (2S); Sat.,
This Farming Bus.
10:45-11
a.m. HymnMan"Time.Programs.
Gen. MiUs, (10).
* MM — "Minute
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KEC
Famous

A
stars appear

on

The A! Jarvis Show

LOS ANGELES. America's Number
One disc jockey, Al Jarvis, is now on
KECA with his popular program, every
weekday afternoon, 1-2 pm., and every
weekday evening 10:30-11 pm. In his
19 years as a disc jockey, Jarvis has collected afabulous library of 15,000 recordings, every possible type of modern
music.
In addition to musical variety and in
addition to Jarvis himself, there are
famous stars of the entertainment world
in frequent guest appearances on "The
Al Jarvis Show." Jarvis is constantly probeen instrumoting new talent andg has
mental in furtherin the careers of
Benny Goodman, Nat King Cole,
Stan Kenton, Frankie Laine and other
his own commerdehvers
He sold
top stars.
almost every type of
cials and has
product or service in his own unique,
persuasive style. For complete _details
about the hottest salesman in Los
tive today.
contact your ABC representaAngeles,

to ABC
SELLINGEST MAN in Los Angeles Radio, platter man Al Jarvis. has moved
anm20th
his
e
celebrat
Jarvis. radio's pioneer disc jockey, will soon
station KECA.
on the air.
versary

BULLETIN TO
EASTERN ADVERTISERS
anABC key station in New York hasteedcedenonteditsguaran
an unpre
nounceding
WJZ
new
bonus
merchandis
Caravan. For further facts, turn to the
front page of this insert.

!a HARD-HITTING, well-rounded
promotion campaign,
amply
JW
"(which
CONTEST
llALST
goal of increasing store traffic — and sales — for Purina
in itsON
Succeeded
[dealers, has had the further result of winning for WIOU Kokomo, Ind.,
Promotion Contest" sponsored last fall by
Radio
"Farm of
in the
ftop
tthe place
Chows
Division
Ralston
IPurina Co. Nearly 500 radio staItions currently broadcast Purino
Ichows programs.
j Second place honors are shared
[by WFBM , Indianapolis and WEAM
lArlington Va. Other awards for
icontest excellence go to WWBZ
jVineland, N. J.; WDZ Decatur, 111.;
IKDET Center, Tex.; KTUC Tucjson and WAVU Albertville, Ala.
Honorable mentions are awarded
Mr. Nance
Mr. Martin
ito KOLT Scottsbluff, Neb.; KFAB
Omaha; WJAG Norfolk, Neb.;
WFBM each weekday, 12:30-12:45
iWRAG
Carrollton, Ala.; WJAY
Mullins, Ala., and KSFA NacogBuilt around Purina's recorded
p.m. Arnold Show on WEAM each
Idoches, Tex.
Eddy
j Awards, announced today by Saturday, 8:30-9 p.m., this station's
promotion featured an amateur
Gardner Adv., Purina agency, were
singing contest — "Can You Sing
I given for "the most consistent,
effective and original promotion
Like Eddy
Arnold?"
the
winner
offered
a WEAM— with
contract.
jcampaign on a Purina Chows radio
! program to attract farm listeners
Contest and other WEAM promotions were used to focus attention
'.and to increase the selling power
on green-yolk egg demonstrations
I of the program during the period
of Purina dealers, showing the effItbetween Oct. 1 and Dec. 15, 1951."
fect of feeding egg content, and
I
WIOU Planning
succeeded in bringing new customers to Purina dealers.
WIOU began its prize-winning
campaign at a meeting of John
Eight prizes were offered to stations competing in the contest: A
Jeffrey, station manager, and Bob
station wagon for the first place
I Nance, farm director, with Purina
winner, Ampex console tape re; salesmen and dealers to plan procorders for the two second placers
motion and merchandising strategy.
and Ekotape recorders to the next
Resulting promotion schedule was
designed to create interest in the five. Actual prizes, however, are
being changed to fit the winners'
I "Mike and Ike" demonstrations —
preferences and to give them prizes
, two pigs fed in the store to show
I how Purina Chows add pounds to "they can use" as "decided by the
stations themselves," the agency
pigs and profits for their raisers —
and the "body and egg" plan for explained.
I building sturdier, more productive
Contest Judges
hens through proper feeding.
Contest judges were Gordon PhilTo get farm families into the pott,
vice president in charge of
i stores to see these demonstrations,
advertising, Ralston Purina Co.;
WIOU staged a drive that included
Sol Taishoff, publisher. Broadcast-.
frequent mailings to dealers and iNG
• Telecasting; Phil Alampi,
their customers and prospects, pub- farm director, WJZ New York and
t| licity in local newspapers, dealerpast president of the National
feeder radio interviews, personal
Assn. of Radio Farm Directors;
appearances
at Purina outlets, Norman Glenn, publisher, Spotisor.
counter cards for dealers' stores,
Maury Malin, Purina advertising
contests and parades, all centered
manager, and Jack Leach, Purina
on Bob Nance's lOU Farm Service
account executive of Gardner Adv.,
broadcasts,
sponsored Mondaywere judging coordinators.
through-Friday, 12:30-12:45 p.m.,
Discussing the contest, Mr. Malin
by Purina.
commented: "The biggest thing to
Letter Contest of WFBM
come out of the contest is the proof
we now have of the tremendous
Harry Martin, farm editor of
WFBM, added a third dimension to plus-power there is in farm radio
when the radio station, our salesthe "Mike and Ike" demonstrations
men and retail dealers all work
by originating a "Checkerboard
together at the local level. Some of
Sue" contest in which a registered
the ideas from these contest entries
Poland China gilt was given to the will be incorporated in our fall 1952
writer of the best letter explaining
why he should get the pig. (The promotion plans."
name ties in with the checkerboard
designages ofthat
dominates'
the Radio
pack- Mrs. J. J. Porter
Purina
products.)
and TV appearances, newspaper ads MRS. J. J. PORTER, 88, mother of
Paul A. Porter, former FCC chairand special mailings made "Checkman and now member of Washingerboard Sue" a porcine celebrity
ton law firm of Arnold, Fortas &
whose personal appearances in Porter, died Feb. 17 in her home
dealers' stores boosted store traffic at Winchester, Ky. Funeral servand sales. Purina sponsors Harry
ices were held Feb. 19 in WinMartin's Hoosier Farm Circle on chester.
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WKBV
RICHMOND,

Announces

the

Effective

M'KltV

INDIANA

affiliation

March

with

1st

programs are beamed for the
Richmond area listeners.

reaches and sells the majority
of the Richmond area listeners.

WKBV

serves the Richmond area with
its own staflF of local news reporters.
is represented nationally by
Robert Meeker Associates,
Inc., with offices in New York,

Chicago, Los Angeles and San Francisco.
M'KBV

RICHMOND,
INDIANA
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Radio-TV Assured
Of Ad Monies

RECRUI I m
THERE will be no discrimination against radio and television in future
disbursement of advertising monies for recruiting programs, NARTB
was reassured last Monday at a meeting with Defense Dept. officials.
The conference was called by officials of the Military Personnel Procurement Service, who explained
allocations for the current interim
announcements
[B*T, Feb.
11].
spot
program which they announced a
Share will be siphoned off from
fortnight ago.
$550,000 previously held in reserve
At the same time, MPPS officials
promised a review of the U. S. from 1950-51 funds. Media plans
for 1951-52, for which Congress
Army and Air Force recruitment
advertising program, which will be has attached funds, also are under
study by Grant Adv., which
distributed to the nation's radio-TV
handles the Army and Air Force
broadcasters by NARTB. The reaccounts. A third allotment now
view will be prepared by Col. William Berkeley, chief of the MPPS
pends on Capitol Hill for 1952-53.
Heading the NARTB delegation
publicity branch.
last Monday was Ralph W. Hardy,
Radio is earmarked for 46% —
government relations director;
or $511,568— out of a total of $1,Howard Bell, television depart109,672 spent or allocated for rement; Vincent Wasilewski, legal
cruitment since July 1, 1951. About
department,
and Robert K. Rich18%, or $95,000, is slated to be
ards, public affairs director.
spent before July 1 on time for a
Noting the 46% tabbed for radio
series of Air Force and Avmv radio
from the leftover reserve, Mr.

RATINGS

a«

Hardy explained that the actual
expenditures represent only a "very
small percentage" of total radio-TV
advertising. He pointed out that
both media contribute gratuitously
for such programs. NARTB has
requested a breakdown of monies
spent in network and spot for
46%.
fiscal '51 and '52 amounting to
NARTB had requested the meeting, one of a series held at the
Pentagon, because of legislation
adopted by Congress last fall containing aban on use of radio and
TV. Drive for this prohibition
was spearheaded by Sen. Joseph
O'Mahoney (D-Wyo.), chairman of
a Senate Appropriations subcommittee, who later disclaimed any
enmity to both media.
Also attending Monday's meeting, along with NARTB representatives and Col. Berkeley, were Edward Lewis, head of Grant Advertising's Washington office, and
John Ball and John Holt, Grant account executives for the Air Force
and Army, respectively; Maj. Frank

RESULTS?

Undoubtedly you are a person who uses both — BUT we both know
there are too many people who buy time on ratings alone.
According to BMB, WGN

reaches 2,850,000 radio homes per week

during the daytime. That's 260,100 more homes than the next station .. . and the majority of these homes are located in five states.
No rating service gives a picture of five state coverage. Since no
station comes close to WGN's coverage, you can't compare other
stations with WGN on the basis of ratings.
All we ask is that you test WGN's pulling power as other advertisers have done. One advertiser wrote: "From time to time, we
have used all the basic network stations in Chicago. WGN has
consistently out-pulled these stations at a ratio of better than
five to one."

★

★

★

Radio reaches and sells more people per dollar spent than any other medium,
and WGN reaches and sells more people than any other Chicago station.

A Clear Channel Station . . .
Serving the Middle West
MBS

Chicago 11
Illinois
5«.*0* Watta
720

On Your Dial
Chicago office for Minneapoiis-St. Paul, Detroit. Cincinnati and Miiwaultee
Eastern Salei Office: 220 E. 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y. for New York City, Ptiiiadeiphia and Bo<ton
Geo. P. Holllngbery Co.
Advertising Solicitors for All Otiier Cities
Los Angeles— 411 W. 5th Street • New York— 500 5th Avenue • Atlanta — 223 Peach Street
Chicago — 307 N. Michigan Avenue • San Francisco — 400 Montgomery Street
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Fashion Show Benefit
JUNIOR Women's Adv. Club
of Chicago will sponsor two
showings March 13 of "Comspring fash-of
ionplete
show,Coverage,"
in auditorium
Foote, ident
Cone
& Belding.
Pres-J.
Jane Ellen
Murray,
Walter Thompson Co., says
showings will raise funds for
scholarship awards granted
yearly to woman majoring in
advertising at U. of Illinois.
McWalters, Maj. Karl Zipf and
Capt. Robert Dall'Aqua, aides of
the MPPS deputy chief. Col. James
H. Banville. /
It also was learned last week
that military personnel procurement authorities plan to revive the
recruitment advertising issue on
Capitol Hill this Thursday. They
are scheduled to appear before a
House Appropriations subcommittee in connection with fiscal '53
monies. Col. Banville will appear.
Another move was afoot to thaw
the Congressional freeze on '52 expenditures, perhaps in the form of
a deficiency appropriation request
calling for the rescinding of lanbanning it
usewas
of radio-TV
current guage
funds,
learned. for
The original budget called for
$3.1 million for recruiting activities
including national and local promotion. A sum of $2.1 million had
been tabbed for national advertising, with some $400,000 already
spent before the freeze was imposed. A part of this amount was
used for radio spot and TV production, itwas explained.
Media allocation for remaining
$1.7 million of '52 funds has not
yet materialized at Grant Adv.
pending Congressional action on
the ban. But it was indicated that
radio would derive its share, probably for spot broadcasting. Use
of network radio will hinge on the
tack taken by Congress. TV spots
may be utilized, too, but a difficulty
here is said to be the lack of availcies. able prime time periods adjacenThe status of the Defense Dept.'s
information or "prestige" programs, which were broadly reappraised in light of the recruitment
issue and overall Defense Dept.
radio-TV policy, also may be
brought up in future budget hearings. Public information activities have been limited to $10.5 milunder a proviso
to'
budgetlion legislation
last attached
year.
New England AFA
FIRST district — New England — of
Advertising Federation of America
has elected Leonard H. Marcus,
president of the Leonard H. Marcus
display printing firm in Springfield.
Mass., as governor. Other officers"
Raymond C. Strawbridge, DickieRaymond Inc., Boston, fii'st lieutenant governor; J. Frank Bean, NaBiscuit Co., governor;
Hamden, Conn.,'
second tional
lieutenant
Betty
Gunning, WJAR Providence, treasurer; and Stanley J. Woods, also of
the Marcus Co., secretary.
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COMMUNITY

THE

RELATIONS:

DISTAFF

SIDE

Industry must make friends within the family circle. Radio helps!

When a company makes friends of employees,
suppliers, union leaders, and local government
officials, it makes an effective start at good community relations.
But only a start!
It's vital to make friends with families. Wives,
especially. Mothers. Fathers. Sisters. Brothers,
children.

90 percent of homes radio-equipped, in almost
any given community.
In the Boston, Springfield, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Fort Wayne and Portland (Ore.) areas,
Westinghouse stations offer 32 years' experience
in helping industry make friends with its neighbors. Their skill and facilities are at the call of
industrial management, advertising agencies and
public relations counselors.

It's vital, for example, that the families of
a company's employees understand its aims,
policies, problems.
And the way to reach the most families at the
lowest cost . . in community relations as in sales
relations . . is via radio. Radio is the longestreaching of local media. The most flexible. And
it has the largest audience — with more than

BROADCASTING
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WESTINGHOUSE RADIO STATIONS Inc
WBZ • WBZA • KYW • KDKA • WOWO • KEX • WBZ-TV
National Representatives, Free & Peters, except
for WBZ-TV; for WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales
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WJMO

EDITORIALIZES ON MEDIA ISSOE
Dave Baylor Counterattacks ANPA Campaign

DAVE BAYLOR, vice president
and general manager of WJMO
Cleveland, has begun an editorial
counterattack against an American
Newspapers Publishers Assn. ad
campaign designed to show the superiority of newspapers over radio.
At the outset of the air editorial,
an announcer introduced Mr. Baylor after this preface:
"WJMO, as is the case with most
radio stations in the United States,
is committed to a policy of neutrality
in controversial issues. You as
listeners are of course familiar with
the stock
goes:
views
of thephrase
speakerwhich
are his
own 'The
and
do not represent the opinions of this
MEMPHIS
RECENT ADDITION OF 83 SQ.
bows

to

MILES AND 100,000 PEOPLE
ENABLES ATLANTA TO NOSE OUT

ATLANTA

MEMPHIS AS LARGEST CITY IN
VITAL INSIDE U.S.A.-REA.

We are sorry, Atlanta, that we reported Memphis as the largest city in the Vital
Inside U.S.A. -rea (shown below), in our ads last
month.
We were, then, you know! But since you moved
so fast and took all these neighboring folks into
your corporate city limits, we at Memphis are
happy to accord you the position due you.

Memphis
SECOND
city

is now
largesf

in this

of over

area

31,000,000

peopie
Memphis, which has shown a population of 410,725
since the 1950 census, is now second to your 428,299.
We are giving you advance notice, however, Atlanta: By May 1, 1952, estimates for the metropolitan area of Memphis indicate a population of
500,000.
NBC
M

E

WM

M

5000

WATTS
— 790
Nalionai RepresenlativeSf The Branham Company

P

C F

—

Simultaneously Duplicating AM Schedule

WMCT
f'"^^ TV Station in Memphis and the Mid-South
Owned and Operated by The Contmerciql Appeal
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"WJMO today makes a departure
from
that policy, for this is a matter
station.'
which concerns radio itself. This
is a defense of the medium of radio,
which is now under direct attack by
other media. We feel it is now time
to rise to our own defense. So the
views of the following do represent
the opinion of this station."
Mr. Baylor
called ad
listeners'
attention to an ANPA
which implied that newspaper readers lose
sleep waiting for the next edition
of a newspaper when things of
great news or emotional value are
happening.
The ad ignored the fact that
newspaper readers also are radio
listeners and could simply turn on
the radio at their elbow to keep
abreast with news developments.
With logic as his scalpel, Mr.
Baylor dissected the ad. In one
paragraph,
the spend
ANPA more
asked:of "Why
do advertisers
their
money in newspapers than in any
other form of advertising? Simply
because everybody reads the newspapers everyday. So why advertise
to only fractions of the people."
To that Mr. Baylor commented,
"Well . . . first of all, last year, advertisers did not spend more money
in newspapers than in any other
form of advertising. They spent
more in radio and television. . . .
But this business of advertising to
only fractions of the people . . .
certainly everybody who reads the
newspaper doesn't have 12% hours

to do it, and I don't think anybody
has. Then it logically follows that
nobody reads all the paper. So if
nobody
reads allstand
the paper,
the
advertiser
a prettydoesn't
good
chance that only a few people will
read his ad? Isn't that advertising
to Alluding
fractions toof circulation,
the people?"Mr. Baylor said, "I'm not sure that many
homes read or subscribe to all
Cleveland papers, but I do know,
and can prove that 98.7% of them
can be reached by any one of eight
radio stations in Cleveland."
Newspaper 'First' Claims
The ANPA ad stated flatly that
only newspapers are first with the
most news. Mr. Baylor asked when
listeners first heard of the death of
King George ? He pointed out that
if his listeners didn't hear about it
over the
didn't get
the
story
untilair,thethey
afternoon
papers
came out, some six hours after the
death occurred.
In closing, Mr. Baylor observed,
"Nowadays when a big event occurs people don't gather in groups
and anxiously await the coming
of the newspaper. They go to the
nearest radio, which can't be more
than a few steps away, and listen
while
ness. they go on about their busi"I don't think that any of us have
lost any sleep lately, at least in the
last few years, chewing our nails
waiting for the newspaper to come
out to find out what's going on in
the world. People just don't live
like that anymore, no matter what
the American Newspaper Publishers Assn. may want us to believe
announcer concluded the
to The
the contrary."
broadcast by repeating that Mr.
Baylor's talk was an editorial and
that in the future when such talks
are given, they will be so labeled.
"This action has been taken by
this station," the announcer said,
"in the defense of the radio industry in an issue where the effectiveness and influence of radio
broadcasting has been brought under what we consider as unjustified
criticism."

OIV SUNDAY
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FREEDOM AWARDS
duPont, WPIX (TV) Honored
E. I. duPONT de NEMOURS Co.,
Wilmington, won first prize in the
radio class and WPIX (TV) New
York took top honors in the television category in the Freedoms
Foundation Awards announced
Friday.
Dr. Robert A. Millikan, physicist,
announced the annual award winnersday
in special
Washington's
Birthceremonies
at Foundation
headquarters at Valley Forge, Pa.
More than 600 American individuals, schools and organizations
named in the awards are to share
$100,000 for outstanding contributions to freedom during 1951.
The duPont Co. was honored for
its Cavalcade of America, documentary-type program aired over
NBC, Tuesday 8-8:30 p.m. EST.
WPIX was honored for its special series, Brimdage Crime Report, telecast Wednesday, 8:30-9

How

that

seedling

Radio Honor Medal winners
were:
p.m.
FutureAmeriInc.,
New(National)
York, for America's
its LBS program.
cans.
Speak
Up;
America's
Town
Meeting of tlie Air, New York, for its ABC
program of tlie same name; Bank of
America, Los Angeles, Top of the
Morning. CBS Radio; Bill of Rights
Commemorative Societv, New York,
Our Bill of Rights, ABC; Committee to
Proclaim Liberty, Los Angeles, Freedom Under God, CBS Radio; Hallmark
Greeting Card Co., Kansas City, Mo.,
Hallmark Playhouse, CBS Radio; NBC,
for its The Truth About Narcotics;
George Sokolsky, New York, Youth
Asks You, ABC; Twentieth Century
Fund and Ford Foundation, The People
Act, NBC.
(Local) WPTR Albany and the Junior
Leagues of New York State, The Price
of Liberty; WBEN BufTalo and the U.
of Buffalo, University of Buffalo Round
Table; John Franklin, KYW Philadelphia, What We Must Do; Mike Hanna,
\VH(iU Ithaca, Friendship Programs;
KSVC Richfield, Utah, Background for
Peace and War; WCAU Philadelphia,
Freedom Revisited; WGAR Cleveland,
My Share In. America; WJR Detroit,
Know Your America; WLS Chicago,
Adventures in Freedom; WNAR Norristown. Pa., Seeds of Independence.
of Foreign
of (Special)
the UnitedVeterans
States, Kansas
City, Wars
Mo.,
Medal of Honor Program; Kiwanis InChicago, It'sConference
Fun to Liveof
in America; ternational,
National
Christians and Jews, New York, Operations
Brotherhood;
Pathfinder
Magazine,
New York,
Breath
of Freedom;
Spiritual
Mobilization,
Los
Angeles,
The Freedom Story.

grew!

From 7,000 watts to 50,000!
From the world's first batteryless radio station
to the first most powerful independent station in
the British Commonwealth! From a handful of
Hsteners in 1927 to Canada's No. 1 Station in
Canada's No. 1 market . . . with the only CBS
affiliation in that market!
We are proud of this record. We are
grateful to all our friends
who have helped us make it!
Advertisers and public
alike! And on this our twentyfifth anniversary, we pledge
to keep CFRB "Canada's
No. 1 Station" . . . first for
service, information and
entertainment !

CELEBRATING
RTER

CENTURY

OF

A

BROADCASTING
«
«

CFRB
TORONTO
Representatives :
United States: Adam J. Young Jr., Incorporated
Canada: Aii-Canada Radio Facilities Limited
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AUTO license plate numbers of Charlie Bohn (I), KWK St. Louis staff
"ham's"
to his
license obtained
as part
of the
Miscorresponds
engineer,
souri civil defense programs. Hearing
explanation of number is Gil Newsome, KWK performer. Auto plate
will easily identify amateur radio
operators who have emergency-needed
two-way radios.
Electric Co. Lamp Div., Cleveland,
for its brochure presentation of expressions on the American way of
life. Also in the general category,
honor medal awards were won by
Charles and Eugene Jones, NBC
television cameramen, for their
written, photographed and telecast
programs on the Korean front, and
hy the Advertising Council, New
York.

lERT

ENTRIES

500 Shows Seek Awards
ALMOST 500 shows have been entered by stations and networks in
the 16th annual American Exhibition of Educational Radio and Television Programs, which will take
place during the annual meeting of
the Institute for Education by Radio and Television April 17-20.
Awards of merit, given annually
to exhibitors of "outstanding broadcasts for the purpose of stimulating the broadcasting of significant
educational programs," will be presented April 14 before the institute
convenes at Columbus, Ohio.
Sponsored by Ohio State U., the
exhibition features broadcasts from
Canadian and U. S. stations and
networks and this year for the first
time will include local and regional
television shows.
Among the entries are 193 programs submitted by individual exhibitors, 90 by commercial stations
and networks, 62 by educational
institutions and 41 by national and
local organizations, according to
Dr. I. Keith Tyler of Ohio State U.
Of these, 68 are "cultural" broadcasts, covering art, science, literature and music; 61 concern personal and social problems; 59 are

TVners : Honor Medal Awards winCrusade fcr Freedom, New York,
That Men May Know (Teleproduced
by NBC with A. P. Sloan Foundation);
Electric
Co., New York,
The TrainAuto-Light
From Czechoslovakia;
Esso
Standard Oil Co., New York, Your Esso
Reporter; Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.,
Akron, Flight to Freedom on NBC-TV;
The Johns Hopkiyis Science Review,
Baltimore,
"StoryLongines
of a Parchment,"
over
DuMont;
Wittnauer
Watch Co., New York, Longines Chronoscope on CBS-TV; March of Time,
New York, Flight Plan for Freedom;
Nash-Kelvinator Corp., Detroit. Paul
Wh'iteman
TV ofTeen
Club, ABC; New
National Asfn.
Manufacturers,
York, Industry on Parade; NBC, New
York, American Inventory (in cooperation with A. P. Sloan Foundation); Revere Copper & Brass Co., New York,
Meet the Press, NBC; WGN-TV Chi- shows concerning public issues, and*
cago, Press
Conference;
52 are "one-time shots."
Rochester,
Court
of PublicWHAM-TV
Opinion;
Cooperative judging centers
WWJ-TV Detroit and the U. of Michigan, Detroit, Educating Young America
throughout the country will aid in
by Television.
evaluation of the radio entries,
In the general category, a sec- while all video shows will be graded
ond prize was won by the General
by a committee in Columbus.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

/PV

smart

VERETT
time

DMA

buyers

don't

want

MPIA
• CENTRALIA
• CHEHALIS
off
KJR's 5000 watfs is all you need
for the rich, concentrated Sound marlfet.
Our "hook" coverage means low-cost selling.

"the

hook"!

^

A hook-shaped strip, 10 miles wide and 150 miles
long, bordering Puget Sound, is home for 86.9% of the
population of the entire 15-county Western Washington
market, although only 7% of its land area.
KJR's efficient 5,000 watts at 950 kilocycles covers
this tidewater market with no waste, and at low cost.
BMB

proves

ton's 15 counties,
of Puget Sound.
Buy

KJR

KJR

reaches

and

saturates

all of Western

the all-important

for efficient, low-cost, no- waste

SEATTLE

• Telecasting

"hook"

circulation!

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY AVERY- KNODEL, INC.

A MARSHALL FIELD STATION - AN ABC AFFILIATE

ROADCASTING

Washing-

5000 WATTS
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CALL COLLECT: Tom Welstead
Eastern Sales Manager
53 E. Slst St., New York City
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IT IS entirely possible that the relative positions of spot and network advertising in television will differ appreciably from those that
have obtained in radio.
Indeed it may be possible that television
has already arrived at a point where not even
the names "spot" and "network" can be used
definitively to describe techniques and operations. In many ways the networks, i.e., ABCTV, CBS Television, DuMont and NBC-TV, are
engaged in activities that could, within the
common meaning of the term, be called spot.
And many companies that regai-d themselves
as being in the spot business are actually doing
things the networks do.
The differences between radio and television
are the more sharply seen in the fact that
television networks are establishing film syndication operations, the equivalent of which in
radio would be transcription syndication enterprises.
It would be confusing even if the problem
were no more involved than straightening out
the meaning of names. But it goes beyond that.
It goes straight to the foundations of television advertising, which is getting off to a
far different start from that of radio. Possibly
the most important difference is that when
radio was beginning, nobody thought anything
but a "live" show amounted to much. In television, the filmed program corresponding to the
radio transcription has been standard from the
beginning, and promises to occupy even a
greater share of program time than it does
now.
Another unique thing about TV is that its
financial resources grew much faster than its
physical facilities, which were limited by the
FCC freeze. Even today there are only four
markets that have as many stations as there
are networks; only eight three-station markets,
11 two-station markets, and 41 that have only
one station each.
Naturally, the companies that are primarily
interested in spot advertising (station representatives, for instance) make much of the fact
that "there is no such animal" as simultaneous
national coverage in TV. No one network can
dependably clear enough stations to provide
complete coverage in the markets where TV
exists, and, of course, in quite a few parts of
the nation there is no TV at all.
These matters were thoroughly discussed by
The Katz Agency the weekend of Feb. 16-17
[B«T, Feb. 18] at a meeting of the 19 TV stations Katz represents. There are imponderables
in the questions raised by the Katz executives,
but there is no doubt that the spot-network relationship intelevision needs to be fully examined right now so that both spot and network
business may develop soundly — and side by
side.
They must not, however, be planned on the
basis of the current physical limitations of
television. When TV can expand into new
localities and multiply in those it now serves,
the structure of the medium will not, as at
present, cramp its business practices. Networks will be able to develop their very essential role of supplying vital program service.
The opportunities for vast enlargement of spot
availabilities will also be provided.
There will be freer interplay of competition,
and with it the spot-network relationship will
be resolved.
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IT WAS an act of impeccable judgment
that the commercial radio stations of
Canada cancelled all adiwrtising on the
days that King George VI died and was
entombed. To do otherwise would have
been to cheapen a nation's mourning.
One cannot find the same good taste displayed among the newspapers of that dominion. The press not only carried the
usual volume of advertising but also unhesitatingly accepted quantities of space
from commercial firms that bought advertisements ofcondolence. To find radio
according the sad event the projier treatment, and the press indulging in activities which, for vulgarity, would not be
outdone by the hawking of black arm
bands outside St. George's Chapel, raises anew the question as to tvhich of the
mass media is characteristically guilty
of excess. Let newspapermen who quarrel with radio's commercal practices look
first to their oxvn medium for criticism.

^

our respects to:

HARVEY
Tough Job; Tough Board
IT'S ONE thing to produce a code; quite another to enforce it.
Three months ago the NARTB TV board
ratified the document that, effective March 1,
is to guide the destinies and the morality of
those individual telecasters who subscribe to it.
The final step — designation of a Code Review
B«ard — was taken 10 days ago.
If the NARTB TV board had deliberated
three years instead of three months, it couldn't
have emerged with a more representative group
of
the exemplarily
run-down : qualified individuals. Here's
John E. Fetzer, chairman. Owner of WKZOTV Kalamazoo, who built both his AM and TV
properties from scratch. War-time assistant
of censorship under Byron Price.
J. Leonard Reinsch, vice chairman. Managing director of the Cox radio-TV properties,
who came through the ranks. Former radio
director of the Democratic National Commitman. tee. Former radio advisor to President TruMrs. A. Scott Bullitt, owner of KING-TV
Seattle. Mother of three children; business
woman, philanthropist. Selected in 1945 as
Seattle's "First Woman of the Year."
Walter J. Damm, vice president and general
manager of WTMJ-TV Milwaukee. Former
president of NAB (1930-19.31). Sagacious
businessman, leader in industry affairs from
its early days. Reputation for being hardbitten, practical.
Ewell K. Jett, vice president and general
manager of WMAR (TV), Baltimore Sunpapers. Naval officer, engineer, administrator.
Former chief engineer of FCC and member
of Commission (1944-47). Served as interim
chairman of FCC.
It was significant that these persons were
all first choices. They accepted in the realization that this job, though arduous and thankless, has to be done. They get down to work
next week.
This is a tough board. It has a tough job.
It may be too difficult for a voluntary group
of individuals, dispersed geographically. Later,
it may be necessary to retain a high level
executive to function as "code authority," with
broad powers to enforce the code's provisions.
There are those (including ourselves) who
are not in full sympathy with the code, feeling
that it goes too far in particularizing the "do's"
and "don'ts." But there can be none who doubt
the need of self-regulation. And we venture
that if there had been further delay — say
until after the lifting of the freeze and the
licensing of additional stations — there would
have been no voluntary code at all. One would
have been crammed down the throats of telecasters by force of Congressional mandate or
FCC direction.

JAMES

STRUTHERS

always in the cards for Harwas Struthers.
BOSTONvey James
General manager of WEEI, Columbia's
owned and operated staton in the Hub, Mr.
Struthers was headed first for Boston and
vicinity almost a dozen years ago — as a student. Born and reared in the Midwest, he was
preparing to attend the Harvard School of
Business Administration when a nonchalant
remark by a friend threw him headfirst into
radio in Minneapolis.
Mr. Struthers' friend had been offered a job
in the sales department of WCCO Minneapolis
by Carl Burkland, sales manager of the station, who is now director of station administration for CBS Radio in New York, and Earl
Gammons, WCCO general manager, now CBS
vice president in charge of its Washington,
D. C, office.
But the friend was unable to accept the
job and was asked if he knew anyone else
who might qualify. "Yes, I know a nice guy,"
he replied. "He doesn't say a lot so he must
be all right. Anyway, you might be able to
make something of him."
Harvey Struthers got the job. But although
the job was to postpone his introduction to
Boston for more than 10 years, it nevertheless
led him there in the end.
Last April Mr. Struthers was named by CBS
to the managerial post at WEEI, replacing
Harold E. Fellows who was leaving to become
president of the NARTB.
In the long-way-around to New England's
competitive capital, Mr. Struthers' ability as
a sales and administrative strategist had been
well tested in the CBS mill. At 34, he had'
already chalked up a decade of sales and administrative successes, a background admirably suited for the radio know-how required in
one of the strongest TV markets.
Success is an old story to Mr. Struthers.
Born in Minneapolis April 8, 1917, he attended
John Marshall High School there, where he
became president of the senior class. Interested in athletics, he joined the football and
basketball teams. In the sports category, too,
he reached the top spot when he was selected
for the all-city football team.
Radio was a far cry from his thoughts when
he entered the U. of Minnesota. There his first
years of study were in the traditional "science,
literature and the arts." Specializing in law
in his last two years, Mr. Struthers graduated
(Continued on page 62)
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KEITH W. HORTON, commercial manager at WKRT-AM-PM Cort-j
land, N. Y., named assistant sales manager at WENY Elmira, N. Y, '
FRANK
G. KING, sales manager, KTTV
(TV) Hollywood, joins'
KECA-TV
Los
Angeles
in
similar
capacity
effective
March 1.

front office
ROY W. HALL and BOB McKINSEY appointed assistant general manager and production manager respectively at WCCO Minneapolis. Mr. Hall
has been with the station as an account
executive and Mr. McKinsey has been
producer and director at WCCO.
STANLEY BAITZ, formerly information officer with the Office of Defense
Mobilization and the National Security Resources Board, announces opening of offices to practice law in association with MILFORD F. SCHWARTZ,
Suite 1105, Investment Bldg., WashMr. Hall
Mr. McKinsey
ington.
RICHARD C. ELPERS, Los Angeles manager CBS Radio and TV spot
sales and TV film sales, to KFAC that city, as account executive.
He succeeds STANLEY SPERO who shifts to KMPC Hollywood in
similar capacity.

CLEM LOWDEN, account executive with WBBM Chicago, to sales staff of WCBS New York in same
capacity.
JOHN BURNS, former salesman at WGN Chicago,
joins ABC same city as network radio salesman.
JIM ROHRS, salesman with John E. Pearson Co., ChiMr. King
cago, to Harrington, Righter & Parsons, same city as
account executive.
MIDNIGHT SUN BROADCASTING Co., Anchorage, Alaska, owner and
operator of KFAR Fairbanks and KENI Anchorag'e, opens its own sales
offices in New York at 60 W. 46th St. JAMES C. FLETCHER, eastern
sales manager for the company, will head the office and will handle sale
for the stations in all states east of the Mississippi.
FRED R. STUBBINS, account executive, KSDO San Diego, Calif., shifts
to newly established Los Angeles office as resident manager in Subwaj
Terminal Bldg.
AMBROSE DOSKOW and SEYMOUR D. LEWIS of the law firm oj
(Continued on page 102)

TaN

COVERAGE
Three Stations Added

TEXAS Quality Network announced last week that the addition oi
three more stations affords "holeproof" coverage of the Lone Stai
State.
New stations were listed as
WBAP Forth Worth; KGNC
Amarillo and KRGV Weslaco,
Other TQN stations are WFAA
Dallas; WOAI San Antonio;
KPRC Houston and KRIS Corpus
Christi. All are NBC affiliates.
TQN programs reportedly are
heard regularly also in parts oi
Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisiana
and New Mexico.
FIRESTONE RENEWS

If a Tony Wons were to ask that question
over a WGR

microphone today, he'd have an

audience far bigger than the "good old days."
One day recently, ONE

offer of a sample jar

of skin cream brought 3,000 requests
flooding in from Buffalo, western New York
and Pennsylvania and from our Canadian
listeners across the river.
Yes, WGR

means We

Get Results!

CBS Radio
Network
RAND BUILDING, BUFFALO 3, N. Y.
National Representatives: Free & Peters, Inc.
teo J. ("Fifz") Fitzpatrick
I. R. ("Ike") Lounsberry
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Signs Again With NBC
FIRESTONE Tire & Rubber Co,
Akron, through Sweeney & James,
Cleveland, has renewed sponsorship
of Voice of Firestone simulcast series on NBC radio and TV, Monday, 8:30-9 p.m. EST, for 52 weeks
Program made its debut on NBC
radio on Dec. 3, 1928, and has
been heard on the same night and
time since then. Series has been a
network simulcast feature since
Sept. 5, 1949.
With signing of the renewals
Charles B. Ryan, Firestone advertising manager, stated: ". .
signing these 52-week contracts is
heightened by the fact that I air
thus able to belief
reaffirm
demonstrated
in Firestone's
the powei
and scope of network radio and th(
force and impact of network television. This is particularly pertinent to our sponsorship of the
Voice of Firestone on NBC radio
and television during the summer
months. It has been our experience
that the programs have definitelj
helped maintain our sales at a high
level during that period and that
they also have improved the level
of listening and vievnng to oui

programs in the •fall."
BROADCASTING
Telecasting

FOR

YOUR

INFORMATION:

Modern oilmen have become quite adept in the fine art of wresting crude oil ,
from the subterranean depths where it has lain secreted in the sands since the
'
days of the dinosaurs.
Make no mistake about it, it is^ a fine art, for if oilmen were to depend
upon natural forces alone we'd never have the abundance of petroleum products and
petroleum power that we have today.
In the early years of petroleum history,
oilmen produced oil the only way they could - by letting natural underground
forces push the oil through the sands to the well bottom, where either the pressure
or pumps brought it to the surface.
When these underground forces were exhausted,
production dropped off to a mere trickle, and many of the wells were abandoned.
Recovery of oil ranged from 15 to 25 per cent as a rule ; occasionally it went as
high as 50 per cent.
Today, as much as 80 per cent of the crude oil is being recovered in some
fields, and research to boost this percentage higher and higher is going on
constantly.
Even bacteria are being studied as possible helpers in the constant
battle to coax every drop possible from each oil field, old and new.
Oilmen are
acutely aware of the increasing importance of petroleum in our oil-powered
economy, and of the razor-sharp competition within their industry for supplies
and markets.
How is this high rate of productivity being accomplished?
One method is
re-pressuring.
Some of the natural gas (which comes up with the oil) is reinjected
into the ground to maintain the subterranean pressure . Another is water-flooding,
which has brought many old wells back to life and is adding millions of barrels of
oil to our reserves and our annual production.
In this type of operation, water
is pumped into the oil-bearing formations, and this in turn pushes the oil into
the well-bottom.
In the last 25 years, more than 1^4 billion barrels of oil have been recovered
through application of secondary recovery techniques.
It has been estimated that
there are billions of barrels more in old fields which re-pressuring or methods
still to be discovered may make available in the future.
This, of course, is in
addition to our current proved reserves of roughly 30 billion barrels of liquid
petroleum, and new fields yet to be discovered.
No where else in the v/orld is there anything really comparable to the
American oil industry.
Private management and competitive enterprise made it
possible.
So long as they continue, we can all rest assured that we'll have an
abundance of liquid fuels.
For further information about the oil industry
or its operations, write to:

H. B. Miller, Executive Director
Oil Industry Information Committee
American Petroleum Institute
50 West 50th Street, New York 20, N. Y.f.
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You

Don't

Know

the

Have

to

Language

Blend the King's English and Quebec French and you'll have
some idea of the so-called "language problem" in Canada.
But, whereas it might have been a problem fifty years ago,
today it is not.

DOLCIN
REPLY
Hits FTC Initial Ruling
DOLCIN Corp., New York, radio
and TV spot advertisers for its
medicinal preparation, Dolcin, last
week struck back at a Federal
Trade Commission examiner's initial ruling against certain Dolcin
advertising claims [B«T, Feb. 11]
by announcing that "there will be
no let-up in Dolcin's continuing,
national advertising."
The company, noting it already
had appealed the ruling to the full
commission and asserting it would
go from there to the courts if
necessary, branded the examiner's
ruling as "characteristic of that
type of order frequently issued in
proceedings of this character. It
is based altogether on testimony —
only opinion testimony — of the
government's witnesses in answering questions put to them by government counsel. It ignores entirely
the respondent's evidence and even
ignores some of the significant answers, favorable to Dolcin, given
by government witnesses to questions put to them on cross-examina-

1 out of 4 Canadians speak French. And most of the Frenchspeaking Canadian^ live in the Province of Quebec — one of
Canada's most lucrative markets.
National advertisers take the language difference in stride.
Les Canadiens have their own culture, their own literature and
their own radio stations paralleling the English. Every advertising agency in Canada, every French radio station, employs the
services of experts to translate advertising messages, YOUR
messages, from English into French.

Dolcin also asserted it was "denied full opportunity to present
its principal evidence" on certain
pertinent issues and said it will
tion."
ask
that the record be reopened.
"Dolcin will continue to be
marketed as an outstanding drug
for relieving arthritic and rheumatic pains and discomfort because its value in this respect has
been amply demonstrated," the
company said in its announcement.

But these experts are not mere translators. Their business is
to take your message and turn it into colloquial, every-day,
idiomatic, SELLING French Canadian. This requires a knowledge not only of the language, but an intimate knowledge of
the market. And this sort of translating is being done mccessjully every day over every French Canadian Radio Station.

AFA Tour
ADVERTISING Federation of
America has arranged post-convention vacation trip to Bermuda for
delegates to its 48th annual convention to be held in New York
June 8-11, C. James Proud, assistant to AFA president, announced.
First of its kind since AFA began
annual meetings in New York 21
years ago, all-expense tour is available to convention delegates in any
of eightnations"package
ranging from plan"
six-daycombitrips

Language differences are no problem to Canadians — nor is
media. It's true to say that the average French Canadian family
is Canada's largest; and an overwhelming number own radios.
(94% of all Canadian homes have a radio).
Radio is Quebec's most welcome salesman. Radio, whether it
has a French or English accent, SELLS to Canadians, because

for $160 to $339 for 12 days. William P. Rolfe Organization, travel
agency, 500 Fifth Ave., New York,
will handle reservations.

TEXANS

VOTE
'Ike' Tops KGBS P:!

SOUTH TEXAS citizens fav
Gen. Dwight Eisenhower as a Pre
idential candidate, according to
poll conducted by KGBS Harli
gen,
in area.
that state's R
GrandeTex.,
Valley
KGBS tabulated post card ba
lots from three counties in the loi
er Rio Grande, whose citizens a
mostly alien to Texas and fro
just about every state in the unio
station reported. Such a po
KGBS felt, might more truly r
fleet national opinion than could 1
gained in any such area anywhei
Lower Rio Grande is normally
Democratic stronghold, KGBS o
served.
Final results showed Gen. Else
hower with 60% of the votes, Se
Robert Taft (R-Ohio) with 17<3
President Truman and Sen. Est
Kefauver (D-Tenn.) with 6% eac
Harold Stassen with 5% and Go
Earl Warren of California, 4%.
CHICAGO DIRECTORS
Fishburn Is Re-Elect<
ALAN M. FISHBURN, freelan
director, has been re-elected pre;
dent of the Chicago local of tl
Radio and Television Directo
Guild (AFL) for a two-year ten
Serving with him are Dan Schul'
man, WENR-TV, as vice presider
and Louie Perkins, WENR,
secretary-treasurer.
Board members, and the group th
represent, include Hooper White, CE
network radio: Bill Joyce. WLS, i
dependent AM; Dave Brown, NB
network TV; Scott Young. WBB,
(TV), independent TV; James Jew<
Jewell Radio and TV Productions, fr
lance, and Phil Bowman, radio ai
television director of Young & Rul
cam, agency.
National board members are IVl
Fishburn and Grover Allen, WENR-T
The Chicago local has contracts
effect
with and
NBC-AM-TV,
ABC-AM-T
CBS, WLS
MTEKB. Renegotiatio,
for four radio and one television co
tract will begin shortly as they a
due to expire, Mr. Fishburn said.
EDDIE ANDERSON, who portra
Rochester on CBS Radio Jack BenProgram, elected chairman of L
Angeles Negro Shriner benefit show
be held April 21, proceeds of which
to Shrine associated charities.

"In Canada you sell 'em when you tell 'em!"

A message jroni the 103 member stations of the
Canadian Association of Broadcasters
whose voices are invited into over 3 million homes every day.

Canadian

Association

108 Sparks St.,
Ottawa.

of

Broadcasters

37 Bloor St. West,
Toronto.
WIBW
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recommends

{Graybar
ADVANCED

SERIES

400

AMPEX

TAPE

RECORDERS

M a.
^lere are the newest additions to the
kell-known line of Ampex magnetic tape
Recording and playback machines :

Model 400-A
—with half-track head

Model 401 -A
—with full-track head
l&raybar-distributed Ampex units are
cl|iiavailable in both portable styles or for
iPtudio rack-mounted installations. Popuiilarly priced, yet providing complete electronic control of all operations, they offer
!new highs in both fidelity and economy
»of operation.
Here are some of the more outstanding
Ifeatures of the new Series 400:
if

'I
I '

<isin*
I,
PUSH BUTTON OPERATION - solenoid-operated
mechanisms for all mechanical motions.
FULL REMOTE CONTROL
SIMULTANEOUS ERASE RECORD PLAYBACK
* • 4 TO 1 SAVINGS IN TAPE COST
•If
UNIFORM RESPONSE - up to 15,000 cycles per
second.
SELECTIVE TAPE SPEEDS - 15 and 71/2 ips with
conveniently -located motor -speed change
and equalization switches.

Now, one reel of tape does the work of four! Ampex Advanced Series UOO recorders
offer remarkable tape-saving economies. In the photograph above, you see only four
tape reels now needed to record the identical program contained in the sixteen rolls
shown on the table — a saving of 75%. Thanks to 15,000 cycle performance at 71/2 ips
on but half the tape width, only Ampex recorders permit such a drastic reduction
in tape consumption.
• LOW NOISE DISTORTION LEVELS - signal-to-noise
ratio over 55 db at either tape speed.
• INSTANTANEOUS STARTING
• INTERCHANGEABLE TAPES - Ampex-recorded
tapes can be played back on any other
Ampex (of like speed) without sacrifice
Onof
yo
fidelity or timing.
GET ALL THE FACTS
on the new Ampex Series 400 recorders
Ask your near-by Graybar Broadcast Equip-

tltCTRICAl

ment Representative
for up-to-the-minute
information on the
Series iOO Ampex
Magnetic Tape Recorders. Or, send for
Bulletin A-211 which
gives complete specifications and performance data — write: Graybar Electric Company, Inc. Executive offices: Graybar Building,
New York 17, N.Y.
237-1-

TO
U

Graybar has everything you need in broadcast equipment . . .
PLUS everything for wiring, ventilating, signaling, and lighting your
entire station and grounds. Whatever your requirements, call your nearest Graybar Broadcast Equipment Representative. Graybar's nation-wide
network of more than 100 offices and warehouses assures you of convenient service wherever you are. The 19 Graybar Broadcast Equipment
Representatives are located in the following cities:
ATLANTA
E. W. Stone, Cypress 1751
BOSTON
J. P. Lynch, Kenmore 6-4567
CHICAGO
E. H. Taylor, Canal 6-4100
CINCINNATI
W. H. Hansher, Main 0600
CLEVELAND
A. C. Schwager, Cherry 1-1360
DALLAS
C. C. Ross, Randolph 6454
DETROIT
P. L. Gundy, Temple 1-5500
BROADCASTING

HOUSTON
R. T. Asbury, Atwood 4571
JACKSONVILLE
W. C. Winfree,
Jacksonville 6-7611
KANSAS CITY, MO.
R. B. Uhrig, Baltimore 1644
LOS ANGELES
R. B. Thompson, Angelus 3-7283
MINNEAPOLIS
C. W. Greer, Geneva 1621
NEW YORK
J. J. Connolly, Exeter 2-2000
• Telecasting

PHILADELPHIA
G. I. Jones, Walnut 2-5405
PITTSBURGH
R. F. Grosseft, Allegheny 1-4100
RICHMOND
E. C. Toms, Richmond 7-3491
SAN FRANCISCO
K. G. Morrison, Market 1-5131
SEATTLE
D. I. Craig, Mutual 0123
ST. LOUIS
J. P. Lenkerd, Newstead 4700

IN OVER
100 PRINCIPAL CITIES

Broadcasting's Best . . . Amplifiers * Attenuators ■ Cabinets • Consoles
Loudspeakers and Accessories * Microphones, Stands, and Accessories
Monitors • Recorders and Accessories • Speech Input Equipment • Test
Equipment • Towers (Vertical Radiators) • Tower Lighting Equipment
Transmission Line and Accessories • Transmitters, AM ancJ TV • Tubes
Turntables, Reproducers, and Accessories • Wiring Supplies and Devices
Manufactured By . . . Altec Lansing • Ampex • Blaw-Knox • Bryant
Cannon • Communication Products • Continental Electronics • Crouse-Hinds
Daven • Fairchild • Federal • General Coble • General Electric • General
Radio • Hubbell • Hugh Lyons • Karp Metal • Machlett • Meletron • Notional
Electric Products • Presto • Standard Electronics • Triangle • Webster Electric
Western Electric • Weston • Whitney Blake
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constantly on the experimental
trail. He developed his own
strategy, based on thorough study
and knowledge of each advertiser's
product and needs, and individualized programming.
Able to talk the language of his
immediate prospect, armed with
facts, prepared with concrete
ideas for turning the client's
potential customers into real ones,
Mr. Struthers' personalized approach paid dividends with advertisers.
Among the programs he developed and sold was WCCO's Open
House, a Saturday morning halfhour audience participation show.
One of the first programs of the
Gold Seal Co. (Glass Wax), it
proved so successful that its president, Harold Schafer, subsequently
turned to wider radio coverage via
the
CBS network with Arthur
Godfrey.

Our Respects to
(Continued from, -page 56)
be aired in that market.
with a BS degree in law in 1939.
In the next two years, Mr.
It was at this point that he was
making plans for graduate work at Struthers' law training served him
well as he proceeded to make a file
Harvard, when his friend's chance
words changed his future. The of advertising "cases" which invariably turned into station clients.
sudden opportunity to enter the
radio field and learn it under an New and renewed accounts climbed
and in 1942 Mr. Struthers was apEarl Gammons and a Carl Burkpointed acting sales manager of
land was too appealing, and in
January 1940 Mr. Struthers cast WCCO.
But two years later, a temhis lot with the broadcasting inporary halt came to his radio
dustry.
career. He went into the Navy
Quickly Proved Worth
as an ensign in the communicaA novice, he quickly proved his
tions division, serving in Pacific
worth in selling power that paid waters aboard the USS Joseph M.
off in dollars and cents. Shortly Auman.
after joining the WCCO sales staff,
Returning to WCCO in April
he astonished Mr. Gammons by
asking if the station would accept 1946, Mr. Struthers soon picked
up where he had left off in the job
a night-time half-hour transcribed
show. The program, Skippy Holly- of building sales. It was a talent
that came naturally to him but,
wood Theatre, sponsored by Skippy
Peanut Butter, was one of the not content with traditional apfirst 30-minute recorded shows to
proaches, his ever-active mind was

NOW

Moves to Chicago
In May 1948, Mr. Struthers
transferred to CBS Radio Spot

. . .

WATTS

5000
IN

LANSING

20 TIMES

MORE

POWERFUL
SECOND

THAN

THE

STATION

THE

NEW

AND

INDEPENDENT
WILS
NEARLY
THE

TWICE

POPULATION

COVERAGE

SEE RAMBEAU
New York — Chicago —
Los Angeles —
Impact Radio Sales,
Detroit
1000 WATTS
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Sales in Chicago where he stayed
until August 1950 when he was
called to New York as an account
executive with CBS Television
Spot Sales.
(
His stay in New York was shortlived, though, for in January of
last year he headed for Boston as
assistant general manager of
WEEI. He replaced Wilbur S.
Edwards, who had been named director of KNX and Columbia
Pacific Network operations.
Six months later, when Mr.
Fellows took over the presidency
of NARTB, Mr. Struthers was at
the helm of the station.
In the months since then, the
characteristids that brought him
to the top of the sales ladder in
the Midwest have earned for him
the same high esteem in the management field in New England.
His personalized approach to all
with whom he comes in contactstaff, client, agency executive oi
civic official — fosters a quick response to his own interest, understanding and sincerity.
A successful radio formula
Mr. Struthers believes, dependi;
upon goodwill, good programming
friendliness, hard selling, civi<
consciousness and the developmeni
of well-established personalities
His record, past and present, bear
him out, while his own personalitj
— expressed in a warm handclasi
and ever-ready smile — carries oi
the WEEI tradition of "th<
friendly
Boston. voice of CBS Radio" ii
Mr. Struthers married th
former Helen Gould. They havi
three children: Harvey Jr., 10
Thomas, 8, and Mary, 6. Betweei
his job, family and civic respon
sibilities, "there's not much tim
left for hobbies these days," h
says.
He is a member of Chi Psi fra'
ternity and active in the Radi
Executives Club of New England
the Ad Club and the Chamber o
Commerce.
WILLIAM
A. AYRES
Was Member of FT(
FUNERAL services were held las
Monday in Washington for Wil
liam A. Ayres, 84, Federal Trad
Commissioner for the past 1
years. Mr. Ayres died of coronar
thrombosis in New York Feb. 11
Burial was in Wichita, Kan.
Mr. Ayres served as chairmtf
of the FTC in 1937, 1942 and i
1946. He joined the commissio
in 1934 after serving 17 years i
Congress as a Democratic Repr(
sentative for the fifth Congres
sional district of Kansas from 191
to 1921 and from 1923 to 193'
Previously, he had practiced law i
Wichita. In 1928 he was anion
those nominated for the Pres
dency but was defeated by the lal
Gov. Alfred E. Smith of New Yorl
The death of Mr. Ayres leay*
the FTC with four functionift
members — Chairman James Mea
and Comrs. John Carson, Lowell 1
Mason and Stephen Spingarn. N
successor was immediately ai
nounced.
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Editorial Endorsement
EDITOR:

open

we do keep
hammering

away-

mike

'Yearbook' Readers
EDITOR:
There would be no reason for
your knowing the priceless fact
that twice in the time I've spent
in our favorite business, many
hours of eye-tiring effort was deto studying
annualsvoted in
several trade
of the organs'
better
equipped public libraries.
You may be surprise — maybe
you won't be — to hear that our industry is blessed with the better
efforts, the general trend being to
(1) put in endless figures, often
of little value; and (2) louse up
the
make-up with ill-placed advertising.
Fortunately, the Yearbook is not
guilty on either count. Your advertising linage is high but extremely well-spaced and not oppressive.
Broadcasting • Telecasting
can be proud of itself. My humble
congratulations.
Lambert B. Beeitwkes
General Manager
WHEE Boston

KWK's average cost per
1000 radio homes delivered inthe St. Louis Market
is the lowest* for 15 out of
the 18 hours of the broadcast day!

Your Katz man
complete

EDITOR:
Now that my thumb prints are
on practically every page of the
new Broadcasting Yearbook, I am
convinced that it is the best annual
put together by you and yours.
Those of us who must keep
abreast of the many facets of the
broadcasting- industry are gratified
that we have such a comprehensive
reference book always at our fingertips.
Congratulations.
Francis X. Zuzulo
Manager
of Press Information
MBS

G/obe- Democrat Tower BIdg.
Saint Louis

Naked Facts
EDITOR:
We have received your 1952
Yearbook and would like to make
the comment that we are disappointed about the cover of this
book.
For the first time in many, many
years your book has a soft instead
of hard cover, and ours is already
torn to pieces.
Egmont Soyiderling
Mayiager
WOP A Oak Park, III.
[EDITOR'S
coatedwasstock
used as the NOTE:
YearbookThecover
the
heaviest we could find in a paper-short
market.]

AOEXCY
Mr. Sloan's Other Job
EDITOR:
We were glad to see on page 490
of the 1952 edition of Broadcast-

•

[EDITOR'S
is unavoidable
in
compilingNOTE:
such aAs vast
volume of
facts as the YEARBOOK, some slips
occurred. A list of errata will be published in BROADCASTING • TELECASTING within a few weeks.]

a million

dollars

Go Roll Your
EDITOR:

Hooper

Hooper's
sessioi(;
talkC. toE. the
ad men "closed
in Chicago
reported page 42, Feb. 11 B*l
may have been planned to garn^
some support of his views in tl
current rating controversies fro
among the agency people, but
seriously doubt that it will add ai
(Continued on page 66)

worth

of talent

for

$40 to $57.50 a month
based on advertising rotes

New Yo7-k

*The Pulse, Inc., Nov.-Dec, 1951.
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Washington, D. C.

gram. Edward
. . .
W. Barrett
Assistant Secretary of Sta
Washington, D. C.

has the

story!

mum

ing Yearbook a listing of the
Alfred P. Sloan Awards for Highway Safety. These awards are
sponsored by the Alfred P. Sloan
Foundation and under an arrangement completed last year are administered bythe National Safety
Council. Mr. Sloan is, of course,
president of the Alfred P. Sloan
Foundation, and it is in that
capacity, rather than as chairman
of General Motors Corp., that he
awards the coveted plaques each
year for outstanding public service
in highway safety by radio and
television stations and networks.
Would greatly appreciate your
filing this information against the
time when the next Yearbook is
prepared, so that the listing may
be brought up to date.
John W. Gibbons
Director, Public Relations
Automotive
Safety Foundation

I found your Feb. 4 editor!;
"Toward
Stronger
" coi
structive aand
sound.'Voice'
I think
would be well worthwhile to have
joint committee of Congress f(
psychological warfare which wou
know all the latest developmen
and would be in a position to judj
the efforts of the program and i
criticize whenever is necessary. A
you know, the Foreign Relatioi
and Foreign Affairs Committei
have consultative groups set up
examine various aspects of foreig
policy including the informatic
program. These members of Coi
gress, however, have many oth(
commitments and responsibilitii
and cannot be expected to devo
a great deal of time to one pr
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barbershop

The boys
risen Mr.
to stardom with who
MihonhaveBerle,
TV
himself.
They're
week as the
Texacofeatured
Men onevery
the
top-rating Texaco Star Theatre.
These experts in handlebar harmony are yours with the many,
great artists in the

SESAC
Transcribed
Library
which includes Jazz, American Folk, Band. Concert. Hawaiian,
Novelty, Polka, Religious, and Latin-American Music.
SESAC, Inc.
475 Fifth Avenue
New York 17, N.Y.
BROADCASTING
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FOR
ALL
FREQUiNCIES
Mycalex, the ideal insulation, offers low loss and high dielectric
strength. It is impervious to oil or water, free from carbonization,
withstands high temperature and humidity. Mycalex remains dimensionally stable permanently and possesses excellent mechanical
characteristics. In its present high state of development, Mycalex
combines every important insulating advantage — including economy. Mycalex is available in sheets and rods, can be injection or
compression molded to close tolerance, is readily machineable, can
be tapped, drilled, threaded and ground.
INJECTION
MYCALEX

MOLDED

410

Mycalex 410 is apPower Factor, 1 megacycle
0.0015
proved fully as
Dielectric Constant, 1 megacycle _9.2
Grade L-4B under
Lo,, p^for^ ] megacyde
0.014
National Military
pj^ig^j^jj jj^g^gj,,^ volts/mil
__.400
Establishment Specmcation JAN -I -10 y^^^^^
,, , ,Resistiv
« ity,
/. ohm, cm o, _ _ 1 xl 0' ^
350
Max. Safe Operatmg Temp., C.
"Insulating Materials. Ceramics, Ra- Water Absorption, % in 24 hours nil
dio. Class L."
Tensile Strength, psi _ .._ 6000

MYCALEX 410X
Power Factor, 1 megacyde
„ 0.012 Mycalex 41 OX can
Dielectric Constant, 1 megacyde 6.9 be injection molded,
or v/ithout
0.084
Loss factor, 1 megacycle
inserts, to
400
Dielectric Strength, volts/mil
5x10'" e^f^emely close
Volume Resistivity, ohm -cm
Water
Absorption,
%
in
24
hours
nil
fo'^rances.
350
"C
Max. Safe Operating Temp.,
Tensile Strength, psi
_ 6000

M A C H I N E A B L E
MYCALEX

400

Mycalex 400 is approved fully as
Grade L-4A under
National Military
Establishment Spec-

Power Factor, 1 megacycle _ 0.001 8
Dielectric Constant, 1 megacyde
7.4
Loss Factor, 1 megacycle _ _ _ 0.013
Dielectric Strength, volts/mil
500
y^iu^g Resistivity, ohm-cm
2x10' ^
^nsulaKin Materf
als,'
CeZics,"
RaJ'*- Absorption,
0P^.^°*'"9% ^.^'"P;
370
in 24 hours - _.nil
L."
dio Class
Tensile Strength, psi
_
6000
L O W -L.O S $
.iv-WRITE TODAY ON
YOUR LETTERHEAD
FOR ILLUSTRATED
LITERATURE, OR
SEND BLUEPRINTS
FOR ESTIMATES NO OBLIGATION

isiROADCASTING

GRADES

GRADES

MYCALEX
Dielectric Constant, 1 megacyde _ 10.6
Q Factor, 1 megacycle
300
Loss Factor, 1 megacycle 0.034
Dielectric Strength, volts/mil
(0.10 in. thickness) _
_ 270
Fractional Decrease of Capacitance
with Temperature Change _ 0.0056
Fractional Increase of Capadtance
with Temperature Change 0.0076

M IN IA T U R E

TUBE

Mycalex
conforms fullyK-10
to Grade
HIC5H4 under National Military Establishment Specification JAN-l-12.

SOCKETS

ECONOMICAL — Comparative in cost to ordinary phenolic sockets,
but far superior electrically. Dimensional accuracy unexcelled.
AVAILABLE IN TWO GRADES — Mycalex 410 fully approved as
Grade L-4B under N.M.E.S. JAN-1-10 ''Insulating Materials, CeraRadio, Class
L." Mycalex
410Xgeneral
offers purpose
lower cost
with insulatingmics,properties
exceeding
those of
phenolics.
Both
Mycalex 410 and 410X Tube Sockets are supplied in 7 pin, 9 pin
and subminiature. All are precision molded for highest accuracy.

Mycalex
Corporation
of America
Owners of 'MYCALEX' Patents and Trade-Marks
EitcytlH Oltlcis: 30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA, NEW YORK 20 - Plant & General Ottices: CLIFTON, N.J.

• Telecasting

K-10

MYCALEX K
embraces an entire series
of copaclfor dielectrics^
eoch with These
specificcanchor-be
octeristics.
supplied on special ordof
in sheets I4"x18" in area
thickness,
and
from olso
'/«" available
to 1" in
in rods. MYCALEX K con
be
mochined
to
toleronce or molded.close
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Open Mike
(Continued from page 6i)
which some agencies make media
comparisons. The unquestioning
acceptance of gross circulation
figures of newspapers and other
printed media by these agencies,
while at the same time demanding
a highly definitive type of data
from radio (based on program
popularity ratings) has been most
unfair to radio.
As to the costs, I take issue with
his statement that "traditionally
media has paid for its own research." Radio has alone faced up
to its responsibilities in this
respect. How may newspapers in
the nation will furnish a readership study for their clients? Most
such studies have been obtained
at the advertiser's expense, when
the client began to wonder how
AdvertisemenI

friends or influence any people
favorably among broadcasters in
the industry which accounts for a
great share of Mr. Hooper's worldy
goods today.
In challenging- I'adio's tendency
to "i-everse the trend and substitute total circulation for individual ratings" and in urging agency men to "transfer the burden of
report costs to the stations, where
it rightfully belongs," Mr. Hooper
makes it quite clear that he has
joined forces with those who insist on a totally unfair evaluation
of radio in comparison to other
media.
Mr. Hooper should know that the
"reversal of trend" he so deplores
has been brought about by the
utterly incongruous methods by

Advertisers
Printers^

Ink

Buy

Article

Check-list for salesmen
gets wide distribution
Ever since we published our December 28 issue, we've been getting hundreds of requests from
national, regional and local radio
advertisers for reprints of our article, "100 Checking Points for
Salesmen." (In fact, as of today,
more than 9,000 reprints have already been bought — and the orders are still coming in!)
Many radio executives, who read
Printers' Ink regularly to get the
advertiser's viewpoint, have also
purchased copies of this article.
There are two reasons for this:
One is that "100 Checking Points
for Salesmen" is a marketing classic. It was first produced some
23 years ago by the late Mike Wilson of the then Blackman Company (now Compton Advertising
Agency) . Since then, thousands
of reprints have been distributed
and hundreds of companies have
made it the subject of sales conventions and round-table discustoday. sions. And it's just as valuable
The other reason is that 1952
seems to be a year of bare-handed
selling for radio, as well as for
your advertisers.
As you make your sales plans for
the months ahead, you will find it
worthwhile to have this check-list

interslnk
Page 66
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handy both for
yourself and for
your associates. It
packs a sense
lot of
common
in
remarkably small
space. And it
sells for just 25^- Bob Kenyon
(Cash with order,
please) .
Our editors publish material like
this throughout the year, because
our readers — advertising, management, sales and agency executives
— are keenly interested in everything that will help them advertise and sell better.
That's why everything we publish is from the advertiser's viewmakes
point. (Which
Ink, we think,
a good
placePrinters'
to sell
radio advertising.)
Suggestion: Have your secretary
send us your 25^ today. We will
rush your copy of "100 Checking
Points for Salesmen" to you by
return mail. This will do two
things for you: it will give you
information that you can use
throughout the year; and it will
give you a sample of the kind of
material Printers' Ink publishes
that radio advertisers tell us they
want.
Robert E. Kenyon, Jr.
Advertising Director

205 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.
Chicago • Pasadena • Atlanta • Boston • London
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many people
saw how
his. advertisement,really
rather than
many
copies of the paper were delivered
on the day in question.
The ratings services have been
useful instruments and radio has
repeatedly proved its worth by this
method (while earning a tidy sum
for Mr. Hooper in the process).
However, it's high time that radio
either insists on the same qualitative analysis of its competitors or
else goes to the admittedly rough
appraisal of the quantitative or
gross circulation type of measurement, which seems to be acceptable
from competing media.
The most that can be said for our
use of the ratings method is that
we have forged a beautiful set of
weapons with which to cut each
other's throats within the industry. Should we not drop our intramural battles long enough to
recognize that our real competition,
the printed media, is handing us
a drubbing, while we prove that
we have more listeners than stations A, B, Q and Y combined?
And they are using our own figures
to do it.
"Just think how little you
actually
in radio
the seller get
of black
and circulation,"
white space
tells the buyer. "Why even the
top programs of the nation are
heard by fewer than 25% of the
people. The broadcasters admit
What he fails to say is the readership studies of metropolitan
newspapers show many sizable ads
with
that."readership so low as to be
impossible to measure. Or that
a 25% readership rating is also
considered to be very high . . .
Rex Howell
President
KFXJ ifc
Grand ^Junction, Col.
Hot Copy
EDITOR:
I ingalways
knew that
• TELECASTING
was Broadcastthe hottest
thing in trade papers, but until my
copy of Feb. 18 arrived "smoldering" and burnt through in thx-ee
spots I never had actual proof. . . .
I can't get the entire gist of all the
stories so please send me another
copy. . . .
Hil F. Best
Radio Station Representative
Detroit
[EDITOR'S NOTE:• As
pages of
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING
come off the presses, they pass across
open, flames to dry the ink. The three
scorched
pagestooin long
Mr. Best's
have
paused
on the copy
fire.]must

tion field took similar steps . .
Newspapers exploited the pass:;
of the King by simply selling mo
advertising to all their customs
and some who are not regular cc
tomers, expressing condolences, s:
thereby profit from His Majesty
death.
The way the broadcast indust
behaved deserves notice and coi
mendation. All stations cancell
all commercials and regular pi
grams for at least a 24-hour peri
following the announcement. A
propriate dignified music was su
stituted and many stations carri
this policy on for 48 hours. On t
day of the, funeral, which was
day of national mourning, all st
tions again cancelled their coi
mercial and regular programs f
a period running between 12 a:
24 hours, depending upon local c:
cumstances.
T.
J. Allard
General
Manager
casters Assn. of Broa
Canadian
Ottawa
* * ^
Protest Protested
EDITOR:
This is in reply to your Feb.
article contributed by one of o
ex-employes. It is not our int(
tion or desire to try our a
through the press, suffice it to s
that the article is far from factu
If you know where any coml
men can be found who can pi
form the duties outlined in 1
third from the last paragra
(page 48) the radio industry c
certainly use them. Common set
rejects
such ludicrous ravings. ('
article).
next to last paragraph of Feb.
Gilbert M. Hutchison
General Manager
WBIG Greensboro, N. C.
[EDITOR'S
NOTE: Theobjects
"article"
which
Mr. Hutchison
was
letter in OPEN MIKE from Frank
Lokey Jr., who described himself i
a WBIG announcer-disc jockey. ]
Lokey protested an earlier story
station.]
BoT regarding a labor dispute at
* * *
Dimes March On
EDITOR:
The 1952 March of Dimes ca
paign in Lexington, Ky., exceec
its goal of $48,000 by $17,136,
more than 35%.
This happy result was made p
sible only because of the who
hearted cooperation of the ra
stations of Lexington, WL.^
WKLX, WLEX and WVLK. Her
Allin, program director of WL.^
was the chairman of our radio >
partment and much of the succ;
of our radio effort is due to h;
The stations here contribm
most of their public service s]
time to the March of Dimes. C;
particular feature of our

Radio's Good Manners
EDITOR:
There is no question but that
broadcasting stations [in Canada]
handled the announcement of the paign, the solicitation and sale'
18,628 pounds of tobacco, wb
death of His Majesty with extreme
was contributed by over 5,(:
good taste, dignity and respect.
farmers and which sold for ?
I am quite certain we will find 567.40, would not have been pi
no other organization in the dis(Continued on page 88)
semination of news and informaBROADCASTING
• Telecast!

A
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REPORT

TO

EDITORS

Highlighting Significant Facts about Bituminous Coal

COAL

PRODUCTION

INCREASE

OF 24 MILLION

TONS

- FORECAST

FOR

'52.

Secretary of the Interior Oscar L. Chapman recently forecast that 1952's coal production
will reach 600 million tons— up 24 million tons from 1951's output. Major markets with
expanding needs that require the increase are: exports, steel, and electric utihties.

SINCE 1900 -TWENTY-THREE

BILLION

TONS

OF BITUMINOUS

COAL!

America's bituminous coal industry recently produced its 23rd billionth ton of coal since
1900. This tonnage, produced in 52 years, is greater tlian the total all-time production of
Great Britain— and Great Britain is now in her seventh century of coal mining! This production represents less than 5% of America's known recoverable coal reserves.

A BILLION

TONS

OF COAL

PER YEAR

BY 1975?

The nation's energy load has increased four-fold in the past 50 years— and is likely to at
least double within the next 25. New industries will be created, present ones expanded.
To meet such a demand would call for production of a biUion tons of coal a year. In that
case, the coal industry will require some 600 million tons of new capacity within the next
25 years. This will involve the commitment of several billions of dollars of new venture
capital. More billions will be invested in the development of an important new fuels
industry, the production of synthetic liquid fuels from coal.

SHOW

TO FEATURE

MINING

MACHINERY

WORTH

MILLIONS

OF DOLLARS.

Many of the tools that contribute to America's superiority in the production of coal will
be on display May 14th, 15th and 16th in Bluefield, W. Va., during the Southern
Appalachian Industrial Exhibit. This show will featm-e millions of dollars worth of
mining equipment which, coupled with the engineering genius of the bituminous coal
industry, has given tliis country a per-man-day production capacity three times greater
than that of any other nation.

BITUMINOUS

If you have any questions about coal or
the coal industry, your inquiry to us will
receive prompt reply.

'BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

COAL

INSTITUTE

A Department of National Coal Association
320 Southern Building, Washington, D. C»
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EY, producer-direcJUDSONtor ofBAIL
many CBS-TV sports
broadcasts since last summer
and member of CBS sports staff,
named director of sports for TV network. JOHN DERR named CBS Radio sports editor late last year [B*T,
Dec. 1951]. WALTER (RED) BARBER, formerly CBS sports director
for both radio and television, continues to serve both networks as CBS
counsellor for sports.
WILLIAM OSBORNE, KWGB Goodland, Kan., named program director at
KVWO Cheyenne. Wyo.
BOB BALDWIN to KNBH (TV) Hollywood as assistant to BOB SMITH,
manager of production facilities.
MARTIN WERNER, NBC New York
presentation staff, and BARBARA
KING, MBS, same city, to writing staff
of CBS tation
Radio
division Network's sales presenLANNY PIKE, supervisor of TV operations at WJBK-TV Detroit, appointed vice president of radio and
television for the American Federation of Authors and Publishers. Appointment will not interfere with Mr.
Pike's duties at WJBK-TV.
BILL WELSH, sportscaster and special events reporter, KTTV (TV) Hollywood, named to advisory board of
Southern- California Baseball Assn.
PAUL B. MARION, recently returned
from active duty with the U.S. Air
Force, appointed promotion supervisor
for WBT-AM-FM and WBTV (TV)
Charlotte, N. C.

HOW
THE

TO

GET

air-casters
BURROUGHS PRINCE and PAUL
CUNNINGHAM, staff members of
NBC-TV's Todau, promoted to editorial
supervisor and overseas editor respectively.
NORMAN FRANK, producer for CBS
Television's Star of the Family and
Arthur Murray Show, signed by CBS
Radio
ments. as producer on special assignJIM NEWMAN, announcer-newscaster,
KFAL Fulton, Mo.,
promoted to assistant program director.
NORMA JEAN
NILSSON, who
plays Kathy in
NBC radio Father
Knows Best, assigned roleBros.
in Warner
film,
"Miracle of Our
Mr. Newman
Lady of Fatima."
PRISCILLA PALMER to the copy staff
of WAVZ New Haven, Conn.
DEAN CRAIG, assistant professor with
U. S. Army, ROTC department at
UCLA, returns to KNBH (TV) Hollywood as director.

OFF

"STRANGER
IN THE

LIST"

BETTENDORF
AND
DAVENPORT
IN IOWA
ROCKMOLINE
ISLAI
ANO INEAST
MOLINE
ILLINOIS

Quint - City Area
Bendix Aviation Corporation opened its pioneer Central plant in Davenport, December 4, 1950. Eight
months later, Bendix began series of two 1-minute
announcements daily on WOC . . . object — to get neio
employees. Announcements are tape recorded stateby firm's employees
find in mentsworking
for Bendix.who tell of advantages they
Even in this area of 52,000 industrial employees,
the schedule played a part in helping increase Bendix
employment from 250 in December 1950 to 1,100 in
December 1951. It is doing an even bigger job — an
outstanding public relations job — IN ACQUAINTING
PEOPLE OF THE QUINT-CITY AREA WITH THIS
NEWCOMER TO AREA'S BIG INDUSTRIAL FAMILY.
Says John J. Sullivan, plant director of industrial
relations, "Thanks to WOC schedule, this locality
quickly learned of our work and workers. The WOC
announcements took us off the stranger list in a minimum of time . . . and they continue to build prestige
for us as a respected member of the community."
If your product or service is a stranger to Quint-City
area — nation's 71st largest retail market — WOC can
give it a quick and profitable introduction. Get the
facts from your F& P man — or get in touch with us direct.
Col. B. J. Palmer, president
Ernest C. Sanders, manager
Davenport, Iowa
Basic NBC Affiliate
5000 W.— 1420 Kc.
FREE & PETERS, INC.
Exclusive National Reps.
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DICK BINGHAM, baseball play-byplay announcer, has joined the Liberty
Broadcasting System, Dallas, Tex., and
will handle major league games for
the network as assistant to BOB
ELSON, Chicago American League
play-by-play announcer.
EDGAR D. TALBERT, program director at WTYC Rock Hill, S. C, appointed radio-TV instructor at the U.
of Miami.
BILL WALKER, announcer at CKRC
Winnipeg, won the best actor award
of the Manitoba Regional Drama
Festival.
DICK SINCLAIR, disc m.c, KIEV
Glendale, Calif., to KFI Hollywood as
staff announcer.
MILLY COURY to WBBM Chicago as
staff vocalist.
ED MARCHAL, sales force of WADC
Akron, Ohio, appointed traffic manager
replacing JOE JOLLIFF, retired.
LARRY MILLER named head of continuity department at WSRS Cleveland.
CONWAY ROBINSON, Maryland
newspaperman, farmer and sportsman,
named farm program director at
WBAL-TV Baltimore. VINCE BAGLI
added to sports staff of WBAL.
AL DENT joins announcing
staff of
KLRA
Ark. Little Rock,
BERT
LEE Jr.,
WMGM New York
sportscaster, is in
boot training with
the Marine Corps
at Parris Island,
S. C.
MARY HEALY and
PETER LIND
HAYES,
stars of
Mr. Dent CBS-TV
Star of
the Family, assigned roles in Stanley
Kramer Productions feature film, "The
5,000 Fingers of Dr. T."
ED SLUSARCZYK, farm program director, WIBX Utica, N. Y., named
"Man of the Year" by the New York
State Jaycees.
BETTY ANN HORSTMAN, director of
women's activities at WING Dayton,
Ohio, married Feb. 23 to JAMES
ERWIN VENABLE of Kircher, Helton
& Collett, ad agency there.
LARRY KEATING, announcer on ABC
radio This Is Yonr FBI, assigned role
in M-G-M feature film, "Eagle on His
CAROLYN DEWEY, new to radio, to
KEEN San Jose, Calif., traffic department.

LEO ALLEN and DAVE LESTi
both graduates of Northwest Brc;
casting School, Portland, Ore., la
been placed in radio positions. J
Allen joins KGOS Torrington, W;,
as announcer-operator and Mr. Les'
will perform similar duties at KW 1
Pendleton, Ore.
JOHN MANTLEY, director at WO
TV New York, and ANGELA CA
ROLL, actress at same station, rr,;
ried Feb. 9.
JOHN D. WILSON, production me
ager, KIXL Dallas, Feb. 2 manPeggy Louise Jones, art editor
Dallas Morning Star.
DAVE MOSS, program director
WESC Greenville, S. C, father of
boy, Howard Jay, on Feb. 5.
BARBARA
JEAN TURNER, tra
manager
of WCBT Roanoke Rapi(
Bradley.
N. C, is to be married Feb. 29 to Hen
FRED CLARK, who portrays Har
Morton on CBS-TV George Burns a
Grade Allen Show, married Ben
Venuta, singer-actress, Feb. 15.
BOB MURPHY, co-m.c. of Boh o
Kay at ABC-TV Chicago, father of
boy, Thomas,
seventh
child. born Feb. 8. This is 1
BOB WOOLSEN, radio producer, Al
Chicago, father of a girl, born Feb.
Mrs. Woolsen is the former PJ
MAIER of ABC Chicago.
JEAN SLACK, KIST Santa Barbai
Calif., married to John A. Hay.
JACK TAYLOR, WBBM Chicago a
nouncer, father of a girl. Sherry, bo
Feb. 12.
CLIFF JOHNSON, star of The John.Family, five-a-week transcribed ;
live feature in Chicago, father ol
son, Clifford T., born Feb 19. T
Johnsons have four daughers.
A/euri • • «
JOHN CORCORAN, WFIL Philad
phia news commentator, leaves Mar
1 for an overseas flying trip which vv
take him to 12 countries in Europe a
the Near East for talks with wo
leaders. He expects to remain abro
for five weeks.
BILL CANADY,
WJMO Clevela
news staff, to WSRS same city
newsman.
DAVID NEGEL to KTHT Houst
Tex., as assistant news editor and
nouncer.
RUSS GUNDERSEN to WBBM C
cago as newswriter, where he wor
1940-1945. He recently sold a De
field, Wis., newspaper which he edi
and published.
EARL WINKEL joins news staff
WTMJ-AM-TV
Milwaukee, replac
HAL PREY who will do public re
tions work for Wisconsin Telephc?
Co.
SHARP upswing in regional and
tional business has been reported
WICH Norwich, Conn. Eight agenc
have placed spot campaigns during t
past month in the one station mark
of Eastern Connecticut.

BILL LANE, disc jockey, to WJR Detroit for Swingiiiff Down the Lane,
Cap." 3:30-4:30 p.m.
Saturday
ROY BATTLES, farm program director, WLW Cincinnati, re-elected secretary-treasurer ofthe Ohio Natural
Resources Commisrion.
STAN HAGAN joins announcing staff
of KFH-AM-FM Wichita, Kan.
JACK RIORDAN, KSTL St. Louis, to
announcing staff of WMAY Springfield, 111. PAT FREDERICKS has been
named continuity director at WMAY.
ROSEMARY DeCAMP, who portrays
nurse Judy Price in CBS Radio Dr.
Christian, assigned role in Columbia
Pictures' "Scandal Sheet."
BROADCASTING
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See how the Du Mont Teievision Network
will stretch your television budget
— and your sales — further than
ht possible.
Valuoble in Se
Television

515 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y., MU 8-2600 • A Division of the Alien B. Du Mont Laboratories, Inc.

Anyone

for

football...?

Everyone is for football. That's why football is definitely for anyone
with anything to sell . . , and, this is definitely the time to do something about it. ^ So get set now to make your play for faster sales,
bigger audiences with All American Game of the Week. . .
exclusive films of 1952 games between standout teams like these:
Army, Michigan, Notre Dame, Navy, Ohio State, Illinois, California,
U.S.C., Washington, Alabama, Tulane, Kentucky, Texas, S.M.U.,
Baylor, Indiana, Michigan State, Northwestern, Oklahoma,
Nebraska, Stanford, U. C.L.A., Columbia, Yale, and others.
Exclusive ? Absolutely. Only Sportsvision can film these games for
you. 30-minute wrap-ups of the greatest inter-collegiate football

contests for 1952 .. . every play covered by four cameras to catch all \
of the color, all of the rock-and-sock action with close-up intensity.
Here is the package All American Game of the Week
will deliver to you with hot-off-the-gridiron speed . . . next season's,
eleven top football games plus the Season's Highlights in Review,
and a Rose Bowl Preview. 13 solid weeks to sell solidly for you
'k For full information on All American Game of the Week,^
including a print of a typical All American film by Sportsvision,^
write, wire or call our nearest sales office: Sunset at Van Ness,
Hollywood 28, HO 9-6369. 25 Vanderbilt Avenue, New York 17,'
MU 6-7543. 612 Michigan Avenue, Chicago 11, MI 2-5231.

Consolidated

Television

Sales

a division of Consolidated Television Productions, Inc.
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$217
MILLION
IN TV
TIME
in '51
J.S. ADVERTISERS spent $217
TELEVISION
NET
TIME
SALES—
1949-1951
([lillion on television time in 1951,
Increase Over
Increase
Increase Over
Increase Over
. whopping gain of nearly 140%
Previous Year
Previous Year
National
Previous Year
Previous Year
Total
%
i.ver their TV time buying in 1950. Year
%
Network
Non-network %
Local %
i The 1951 estimates of television
1949
$ 7,275,013
$ 9,459,608
224.6
$ 35,044,000
10,795,512
$ 90,463,000
27,530,133
1950
25,034,000 244.1 30,385,000 221.2
^ime sales will appear in the 1952
228.6
101,111,000
58,234,000
132.6
57,701,000 90.0
189.5
217,046,000 139.9
iTelecasting Yearbook, the first
* 1951 figures estimated.
.iich basic source woi-k published
;)y Broadcasting Publications Inc. 1951*
virtually all of them, save a few
ing Yearbook, now in the hands
shown by the chart on this page.
lixclusively for television. The
Telecasting Yearbook will go into Volume has shot from $27.5 mil- of subscribers, local advertisers
in the big, multiple-station marlion in 1949 to $90.4 million in are radio's biggest customers, spot
„he mails late this month.
kets, got into the black.
According to unofficial reports
to $217 million in 1951.
buyers are second in volume and
I Time sales estimates that will 1950
network advertisers third.
Where is the money coming
at the FCC, the 1951 record will
06 published in the Yearbook are
With the vast increase in total show that in general the pioneer
based on a formula which has been from ?
television stations are faring best.
By far the biggest part in 1951
used with marked accuracy for 14
business in 1951, most TV operations were believed to have shown
In 1950 eight stations reported
years in computing annual figures came from network advertisers
who spent $101,111,000, a 189.5%
for radio and television,
a profit. Although official statistics
profits of dications
$400,000
or number
more. Inare that the
of
i These figures represent receipts increase over network expenditures
on this subject are not yet availin
1950.
able for 1951, it was learned by operators in this lush category in(from sale of time after deductions
creased in 1951.
Broadcasting • Telecasting last
for frequency or promotional disSpots Run Second
The distribution of advertising
week that a preliminary screening
counts but before deductions of
Next biggest spenders were na- of financial reports for 1951 at the in the three major TV business
commissions for agencies or naFCC indicated that very few TV
tional sales representatives. They
tional and regional spot advercategories — network, spot and local
stations lost money.
— has varied in the three years
tisers who anted up $58.2 million
do not include the enormous, but
that records are available.
The 1951 record on profit and
immeasurable, amounts spent for in 1951, 132.6%. over 1950 spot
levels.
loss was a distinct improvement
From the beginning, network
(television talent and production,
Local advertisers were third, over 1950. That year, when 106 business has been the biggest of the
-which, if added on, would probably
make the total TV advertising bill with $57.7 million expenditures, a stations were splitting up the three, but spot and local have
imore than double the time sales 90% increase over the year before.
total pot of $90.4 million, 53 of changed places. (See table this
volume.
them made profits and the other
At this stage of TV development
page.) In 1949 and 1950 local volume was ahead of spot, and not
j The fantastic growth of tele- the patterns of spending differ 53 suffered losses.
sharply
from
those
obtaining
in
the
T^ision in the past three years is
In 1951, with 108 stations divid- very far behind network. But in
1951 local failed to keep pace with
older, more stable medium — radio.
ing the $217 million business — only
As shown in the 1952 Broadcasttwo more stations than in 1950 —
the tremendous upswing in network
(which came about because of exTelevision Advertising
panded interconnection facilities
Katz Agency Meets
plus organization development) or
With TV Outlets
with the advance of spot (which
SPOT
PROBLEMS
1949-'51
.
was being pushed aggressively by
ENCOURAGEMENT of dual program sponsorship and guards against
national sales companies as well as
Millions of Dollars
preemption of spot time and rate changes for advertisers were recomprogram package firms).
mended unanimously at the recent two-day meeting of the 19 television
In addition to the detailed restations represented by The Katz Agency.
ports on television time sales, the
Katz, which represents more TV
Telecasting Yearbook will conoutlets than any other firm in the
sponsorship of programs". Station
tain nearly 300 pages of basic inmen thought this would tend to
country, called together top manformation on the television medium.
draw
into the television fold more
agement of its stations for a ChiIt
will include complete listing
advertisers
with
medium
and
small
cago meeting concerned with overof executives, technical descriptions
all spot problems and for the budgets. They did not, however,
and rate information for every
condone
the
proposed
practice
of
debut of its "all-industry" pres- double sponsorship on commercials.
television station on the air and
entation favoring spot TV profor all networks. Full lists of adThe system of shared sponsorship
gramming over network shows
vertisers, agencies, program prowhich they approved would, for
[B«T, Feb. 19].
duction firms, film producers and
Formal discussion meetings Feb.
example, permit two national cli- distributors, and all services per16 and 17 were closed to the press
ents to split costs on a half-hour
show, or to share it on an alternate
and detailed opinions of individual
sented. taining to television, will be prebasis.
station representatives or of genFor the use of those aspiring to
Katz spokesmen denied reports
eral discussions were not availastation
ownership or management,
SPOT
ble. Katz spokesmen, however,
circulated pi-ior to the meeting
there will be a presentation of the
that
there
would
be
a
flare-up
of
said there was no "sharp disagreeFCC rules and a special article,
ment" on any issue, although sev- dispute about double-spotting, saying the subject was not even intro- "How to Apply for a TV Station."
eral points on the agenda are conThe Telecasting Yearbook is
sidered controversial in the trade.
duced.
Protection
for the advertiser on expected to become the same sort
The first of two unanimous recof basic reference work for TV
ommendations was "that the great- time slots and rate changes was
1950
1951
1949
that the Broadcasting Yearbook
er flexibility of spot advertising be sought by the group on the recom(Continued on page 86)
has been for radio, for 18 years.
extended by encouraging the dual
IBROADC
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CATHOLIC TV VIEW
Positive Approach Urged
"IT IS EASY to tell what is wrong
with the world in general and with
TV in particular," the Rev. Edwin
B. Broderick, director of radio and
TV communications, Archdiocese of
New York, told church members
last week, stressing, "in TV we
Catholics are swift to protest but
reluctant to praise."
He suggested that when viewers see "a decent, wholesome program" they drop appreciative notes
to the sponsor, the artists and the
producing agent. Examples of
worthwhile productions, listed by
the priest in his message in The
Catholic News, include the Goodyear Tire Co.'s Greatest Story Ever
Told, Fred Waring's Columbus Day
and Christmas programs, Gian
Carlo Minotti's NBC-TV opera
Christmas Eve and Christmas telecasts— including high mass from
St. Patrick's Cathedral — via DuMont, ABC-TV, and NBC-TV. Of
the estimated million persons who
saw the latter. Father Broderick
grieved that only 10 wrote letters
of appreciation.
Regretting that chul'ch members fail to commend as often as
they condemn, he warned, "This
negative monitoring will rapidly
create the impression, particularly
in the trade, that such a protesting
attitude is the Catholic contribution to television."
Because the turnover of video
programs is too rapid, the Church
has not been able to draw up a
list as it has for the movies, he
explained,
adding, 1 "we
expectantlyof
await the March
enforcement
the industry's new code when any
objectionable material becomes inexcusable on any score." Admitting
that "it requires neither creative
imagination nor literary artistry
to describe colorfully the immorality depicted on television," Father
Broderick anticipated the DuMont
telecasts of Bishop Fulton J.
Sheen's Is Life Worth Living as
"a spiritual airwick to the video
atmosphere."
TV

FILM SERIES
Is Revealed by CIO
NATIONAL headquarters of the
CIO is collaborating with its Political Action Committee on a series
of 13 TV films, pointing up current
issues, for use by local video stations in key cities.
The films, now in preparation,
will be sold to local CIO councils,
which in turn will offer them to stations as public service features, or
buy time for telecasting the programs.
No starting date has been set
for opening of the 15-minute programs, which will deal with economic and social benefits for labor,
and pose issues during the coming
election campaign. Henry J. Kaufman & Assoc., Washington advertising agency, is handling the account.
Page 72
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NCAA PLANS
Industry Meeting to Heo]
TENTATIVE
plans of the Na,
tional Collegiate Athletic Assn.' •
TV Committee
for "controlled
telecasts of college football game
next fall will be made known Tues
day at a meeting of the Committe i
with representatives of the tele
vision industry.

SCENE of this get-together is a KTLA (TV) Hollywood sales luncheon in
New York attended by executives of Paramount Television Productions Inc.
(KTLA) and Paul H. Raymer Co., KTLA representative. L to r: Ralph McKinnie, TV director of Raymer; Paul Raymer, president of national representative firm; Paul Roibourn, president of Paramount Television Productions;
Klaus Landsberg, head of KTLA Hollywood operations, and Fred Brokaw,
Raymer executive vice president.
AFRA-TVA
MERGER
Referendum Being Taken
NEW CONSTITUTION for proposed merger of Television Authority and American Federation
of Radio Artists was being submitted for membership vote of both
unions in a national referendum
last week.
The new organization would be
known as the American Federation
of Television & Radio Artists —
AFTRA.
Constitution already has been
formalized by TVA-AFRA committees in Hollywood, Chicago and
New York. July 1 was set as the
deadline for any five-branch merger, as proposed at the TVA convention [B»T, Dec. 17, 1951], of
Actors Equity, Chorus Equity,
AFRA, American Guild of Variety
Artists and American Guild of Music Artists.
Claude McCue, AFRA western
regional director, said that creation
of AFTRA would in no way jeopardize the five branch merger.

EDUCATIONAL NETWORK
Demos. Urge Endorsement
AN APPEAL to the New York
State legislature to endorse the
State Board of Regents' proposal
for a state-wide network of 11 educational television stations was issued last week by leaders of the
Party.
legislature's minority Democratic
The attitude of some Republican
leaders — that action should await
a final FCC decision on the reservation of channels for educational,
noncommercial stations — left doubt
that the legislative body would act
promptly, however.
KLAC-TV Leases Films
KLAC-TV Hollywood has leased 30
feature films from Motion Pictures
for Television Corp. for $85,000
with permission to show each film
eight times over a one-year period.
Nine William Wilder productions
are included in the deal.

The industry group's own view;
and suggestions for handling th'
limited TV football coverage dur
ing the second year of the NCA/
experiment ^Iso will be presented i
Officials of all four TV networks
some advertiser and agency repre
sentatives and representatives o ,
the film field are expected to attent:
the session, to be held in New Yorl i
at the Biltmore Hotel starting ^ I
10 a.m.
Afterward, the NCAA group wil
meet with the TV representative: ;
individually, to listen to specific
proposals and offers.
Westinghouse Electric Corp.
which sponsored the NCAA foot
ball telecasts via NBC-TV last fall
is expected to be among the adver
tisers represented at the meeting
along with representatives o
ABC-TV, CBS-TV, DuMont anc
NBC-TV.
1
NCAA's TV Committee iheaded
Robert A. Hall, Yale U'
athletic bydirector.
The TV Committee's tentativi
plans were formulated during ses
sions in Chicago a fortnight ag<
[B*T, Feb. 18].
Orders Rate Increases
RATE increases for four of its fivi
owned-and-operated television sta
tions were ordered last week b^
A hourly
rates March
of WJZ-TV
Nev
ABC.
Effective
1, the Clas"
York will go from $4,000 to $4,250
WXYZ-TV Detroit, from $1,350 t('
$1,500; WENR-TV Chicago, fron
$2,000 to $2,200, and KGO-TV Sai
Francisco from $850 to $1,000
Charges will go up proportionately
in other time periods. On the othe:
ABC-owned station, KECA-TV Lo;
Angeles,
unchanged'
For Class rates
A time,remain
the rate
is $2,00(

LIVE SPOTS ARE WNBQ (TV) INNOVATION
Special 'Five for Price of One' Introduction Used
LIVE television spots went on the smaller products. An automobile,
for example, would be shown on a
air Monday at NBC's WNBQ (TV)
slide with cuts to a live announcer.
Chicago and almost half the availabilities were sold in the first two
The 20-second spot cost $72.50, but
days.
is not available in the speciallyper hour.
priced package.
The station, in a unique scheduling venture, is airing live 20 and
Harry Kopf, vice president and Seeks 'Smith'
Segment |
10-second station breaks from sign- general manager of the NBC Central Division, said the system may
on until 5 p.m. five days weekly.
ANSON Inc., New York (men's
be extended later to other time pe- jewelry)
Twenty-second spots are spotted
, through Grey Advertis
from sign-on until 1 p.m., followed
ing,
same city, is negotiating witl
riods.
The
objective
is
to
"personalize the sales message and the NBC-TV for possible sponsorshij
by 10-second commercials until 5
station alike, two highly desirable of the 8:30-9 p.m. segment of NBC
To introduce the new technique,
goals not always achieved by the TV's Wednesday evening Kati
slide or film method. The value to Smith Hour, which is being droppec
p.m.
the station is offering until April
1 a special rate of "five for the clients of a visual, personalized by Noi'ge refrigerators.
price of one." The rate card price product demonstration cannot be
of $145 for one station break will underestimated," he said.
Names Schooler
The plan, developed in only one
buy for the advertiser a five-a-week
spot strip. Twelve of the 26 po- week, was based on a suggestion of DAVID SCHOOLER, formerly oj
tential spot strips had been sold by TV Program Manager George
Heinemann. Details were agreed DuMont TV Network, has heet
late Tuesday afternoon, with PepsiCola the first buyer.
upon during a conference with named to the new post of TV salej
Charles R. Denny, executive vice manager of Producers RepresenA sponsor, buying the station
break at 8 a.m., gets the strip at president of NBC, and James
tatives, film distribution firm head-j
ed by Sol and Irv Lesser. Before
that time each day. The live spot Gaines, vice president of the NBC
can handle from .35 to 40 words in owned and operated stations de- his DuMont association, Mr. Schooler was with Warner Bros.
20 seconds, and is adaptable to only
partment.
BROADCASTING
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Heo tONSTRUCTION

^:"N.VERAGE cost of building a TV
"J^ jpation in 11 repi-esentative TV
^■^'riarkets was $540,000, according to
ll^M' study made by the Washington
^^'"'•jjngineering
Kearon &reports
Ken;?l*edy. Study firm
was of
based
' *'i-om 15 stations on FCC License
iform 302, which require book fig"'eit^res.
J ftijj Where stations did not construct
■^Wii|ieir own buildings, or had no exfensive alteration costs, the aver-K>jge cost comes down to $430,000.
'Mfci! The engineering firm made the
'fPKjltudy to have figures on hand for
■j «o|lients who labored under the imfjiression that construction costs
^M'bfould be as low as most applica-?ajnons estimate.
I Figures from the license files
iwil[i|ncluded costs on the following
tiwsltems: Transmitter (all 5 kw), ansii'Cjenna, monitors, studio equipment,
land, building, miscellaneous.
orp(i
Stations Are Itemized
Stations itemized from license
^^f^iiles were I
'^«f!| WTAR-TV Norfolk; WBAL-TV
^ind
WAAM
(TV) Baltimore:
WMAL-TV and WTOP-TV Wash^"'ffngton; WOC-TV Davenport, Iowa;
;)fl^HBF-TV
Rock
Island, 111.;
WBNS-TV Columbus, Ohio; KMTV
|tV)
and
WOW-TV Omaha;
|V^DAF-TV Kansas City; WMBR3T^irV Jacksonville; WOI-TV Ames
2!(Des Moines); WFBM-TV Indianj^polis; KOTV Tulsa (see Table I).
I In working up the study, the
engineering firm also made up a
jlist of estimates on construction
Icosts made by 15 applicants in
eight representative markets (TV
and non-TV
served). Based on
33figures in applications, average
0/1 construction costs come out to
i;iii$365,000. Average where stations
ev|riere not planning to construct their
01/
Two Carry On
CORPORAL'S GUARD carIK
ried on FCC activities last
ie(! week, as Commissioners' comings and goings were topped
Si
by resignation of Chairman
Coy at close of business
Thursday. Mr. Coy made
two speeches in Indiana last
Monday, returned to Washington late Tuesday. Comr.
Walker made a speech in
Cleveland on Wednesday, returned to Washington the
following day. Comr. Sterling left Tuesday to attend
the funeral of his uncle in
Maine, was not due back in
D. C. until early this week.
Comr. Webster left Wednesday to attend Canadian-U. S.
Great Lakes shipping treaty
in Ottawa, went on to New
York for Saturday night's
dinner of the Veteran Wireless Operators Assn. Comr.
Jones was out ill Wednesday
and Thursday. Comrs. Hyde
and Hennock were on deck
during the week.
BROADCASTING

COSTS

Actual

Figures

Exceed

Estimates

Television Co. with leased land and
figures it can build a noncommercial
TV station without any land costs
building). In comparable Jacksonfor $247,000. It cost the Columbus
vile, WMBR-TV spent $206,522.95,
Dispatch $956,500 to build its even though it owned its own land.
WBNS-TV. Columbus ranks No.
Oklahoma City ranks 53d and Jack32 in the list of U. S. metropolitan
sonville 56th in metropolitan disdistricts, according to the Census
tricts.
Bureau's 1951 report.
Fort Worth applicant estimates
Applicants for Oklahoma City building costs will be $373,500 with
estimate construction costs between
land leased. KMTV Omaha cost
$1,350,000 (for Oklahoma TV
$340,633.60 to build, also on leased
land. Forth Worth is 46th in rank;
Corp., with a 1,500-ft. antenna)
Omaha, 45th.
to a low of $159,500 (for Mid-South
FCC FILES
LICENSED STATIONS— FROM
Buildings
Location &
Studio
Ant. Transmitter TABLEAntenna
Transmitter Height
Land
Station
Total
Leased
Power
Leased
Monitors
Cost
Other
Cost
WTAR Norfolk
5 kw
81,410.12
WBAL Baltimore
S 103,186.20
83,845.77
5 kw
$ 173,858.46
79,037.86 $318,210.60
1,300.00
15,949.72
WAAM Baltimore 5 kw
85,068.47
530,450.06
70,003.95 $ 2,300.00
11,130.04
122,122.12
95,123.06 $ 72,616.85
$ 231,092.92
80,061.26 138,739.77 639,339.97
WMAL Washington 5 kw
Leased
Equip't.
38,656.52
171,688.98
131,243.47
2,475.54
462,940.92
37,973.08
68,007.79
247,619.00
WTOP Washington 5 kw
150,553.00
48,712.60
135,108.00
123,951.00
5,315.00
None
44,836.00
72,280.00
799,571.00
165,978.00
None
woe Davenport
2,370.00
103,384.00
5
kw
39,571.00 354,614.00
WBNS Columbus
44,156.00
158,500.00
85,000.00
1,625.00
96,500.00
Leased 455,000.00
75,000.00 956,500.00
82,500.00
KMTV Omaha
3 kw
4,000.00
57,077.41
93,245.84
90,083.87
340,633.60
WDAF Kansas City 5 kw
149,857.78
28,879.34
68,862.14
20,526.83
Leased
2,485.00
205,505.44
94,707.43 129,859.60
37,064.67
5 kw
WOW Omaha
Leased
496.06
232,074.64
2,523.50
58,881.10
Previously
Owned
24,689.74 640,045.25
WMBR Jacksonville 5 kw
48,656.14
24,147,79
366,776.62
'
2,475.00
19,224.04
331102,206.28
21,769.80
38,678.98
WOl Ames
206,522.95
69,319.47
185,394.43
80,384.02
'
2
Acquired
WFBM Indianapolis 55 kw
kw
7
2,266.98
9,452.00
3
'
24,007.46
172,300.00
5
48,000.00
354267'' 87,500.00
35,000.00
WHBF Rock Island 5 kw
55,568.32
None
1,800.00
2
67,302.40
All
108,652.91
237,721
.23
KOTV Tulsa
None
5
kw
6,197.60
Av'g.
of
102,958.85
bulding
Noner Renovations
None 265,988.43
29,802.77
1 Antenna on existing 1143' 229'89,506.72
Av'g. with BId'gs. 32,882.51
and/o
8,758.21
2,079.37
.
.
540,000.00
$430,000.00
47459'5'
FCC FILES
TABLE II APPLICATIONS FROM Studio
Location
Cost
Land
Transmitter Ant, 39Tran=;mitter
Antenna
5'5'
4
6
Other
Power Height 4255''
BIdgs.
& Applicant
Monitors
3
5 Cost
Oklahoma City
Total
16' $175,000.00
Okla. TV Corp. 20 kw
$267,500.00
$ 5,000.00
350' 69,500.00 $600,000.00
Leased
$300,000.00
Mid-South
5 kw
65,000.00
Leased
Leased
Trans.
10,000.00 $1,350,000.00
15,000.00 $ In2,500.00
70,214.00 $ 75,000.00
Okla.-City TV Co. 5 kw
106,185.00
159,500.00
51,130.00
None
10,000.00
26,127.00
4,505.00
DW Reynolds
5 kw
241,034.00
20,000.00
40,163.00
89,863.00
22,500.00
Equip't
247,052.00
40,000.00
None
KOMA, Inc.
5 kw
61,225.00
95,600.00
8,405.00
208,925.00
38,000.00
10,000.00
4,100.00
1270'
Fargo, N. D.
Owned
WDAY, Inc.
90,000.00
'
80,000.00
00
91,000.00
15
10
kw
319,000.00
Red River Vol. 10 kw 1180'
50,000.00
3,000.00
None
None
81,000.00
82,000.00
5,000.00
5,000.00
29,000.00
199,000.00
Lincoln,
2,000.00
Inland Neb.
On
Hand
On Hand
'
42,000.00
0.5
kw
8
8
102,000.00
2
16,000.00
30,000.00
=
Cornbelt
5 kw
7,500.00
6,500.00
490' 88,698.32
37,438.88
26,183.00
None
199,661.85
20,000.00
24,422.50
Columbus, O.
2,928.15
Ohio St. U.
A'
5 kw =320' 500'82,000.00
None
69,000.00
54,000.00
15,000.00A'vgvg.. 25,000.00
247,000.00
Waco,
Tex.
2,630.00
Texas Telenet
5 kw
None
69,500.00
28,000.00
KWTX
129,550.00
22,500.00
In
Trans.
5,000.00
4,500.00
Owned
15,000.00
415'55,041.43
41,756.00
2 kw
30,000.00
10,752.07
76,925.17
Lansing, Mich.
229,474.67
Booth
154,350.00
20 kw
331,176.00
17,500.00
64,040.00
7,500.00
Ft. Worth
86,786.00
1,000.00
Tarrant County 10 kw
Leased
40,000.00
287'150,000.00
373,500.00
140,200.00
30,000.00
10,000.00
Waterloo
3,300.00
Block Hawk
5 kw
None
None
None
00'69,000.00
53uilding
50,180.00
38,779.00
2,885.00
160,844.00
All
1 Antenna located on existing
existing 1 00'
$295,000.00
3AM Tower
- Antenna located on
. . $365,000.00
84 1'
With BIdg's
500'
own buildings comes out to $295,000.
Construction estimates were obtained from applications for: Oklahoma City; Fargo, N. D.; Lincoln,
Neb.; Columbus, Ohio; Waco, Tex.;
Lansing, Mich.; Fort Worth, Tex.;
Waterloo, Iowa (see Table II).
Comparions of the estimates and
actual construction costs between
loughly comparable cities show the
divergence between them.
For example, Ohio State U.

200'
500'

POST
W
PROCEDURES-THA
to be followed
after the TV freeze is ended are
scheduled to be taken up by the
FCC this week, when it meets to
consider last major problem in ending three-and-a-half-year-old TV
freeze. FCC did not meet on TV
allocations last week (see box).
Major procedural policies that
the Commission must establish include (1) how to handle applications— frequency-by-frequency, all
together if for the same city, or
separately by VHF and UHF; (2)
how long the "grace" period should
be following the end-of-freeze decision for filing of new applications
and the revision of those now pending 60 or 90 days; (3) whether it
should be a hard-and-fast rule to
start processing applications for
cities with no TV service first, then
those with no TV stations of their
own and finally those with one station, then two, three, etc.
Handling of TV applications on
a frequency-by-frequency basis is
Telecasting

FCC

POLI
CYregarded by
believed
to be highly
most of FCC staff and Commissioners. However, proponents of
"all in one pot" idea, which bears
blessing of Federal Communications Bar Assn., has considerable
following.
Whether Commission will choose
60 or 90 days for waiting period
after final decision is issued cannot
be ascertained. Consulting engineers and many attorneys are
pressing for a 90-day stretch before
FCC begins processing applications.
Most everyone expects that the
Commission will adopt a policy of
making grants in uncontested markets without too much stress on
whether city has TV service or not.
However, in establishing a schedule
for hearings, sentiment has always
seemed to be to favor the non-TV
areas before those now TV-served.
Commission has concluded its
review of the city-by-city allocations, it was learned, although it
did not take up each individual city

to Mull

This

Week

of the close to 1,250 communities
for which channels are being assigned. Every major city was
checked, however, and the pattern
for the country established thereafter.
Report runs 800 mimeographed
pages, it was rumored, but staff is
trying ards
to andprune
it. Rules,
allocations
willstandrun
about 75 pages, it was said, with
the remainder of the 725 pages devoted to the FCC's "case" for the
decision and legal answers to those
of the 1,500-odd comments filed during the "paper" hearings last fall
whose recommendations are not being followed.
Fears that lack of Commission
meetings on the allocations during
last week foreshadowed delay in
getting out final report were depreciated by commissioners and
staff members alike. Hiatus in
meetings actually gave staff more
time to work uninterrupted on the
report, it was pointed out.
February 25, 1952
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THE COMMISSION
ANTEIi DISPUTE
Staiion Position Noted
STATION owners were wedged between opposing- parties in the
Richard Lewellen-Charles Antell
Inc. suits [B»T, Feb. 4] filed in
Baltimore when Mr. Lewellen, primary radio-TV pitchman for the
Antell Products, wrote stations infoi"ming them of the contractual
suit and reportedly asserting that
he would go "to the full extent of
theProblem
law" to for
protect
his rights.
stations
is what
would happen to them as users of
transcriptions with Mr. Lewellen's
voice or TV films in which he appeared if the courts decide the
Antell contract is void. Would they,
station managers asked, also be
liable for damage charges?
Charles D. Kasher, president of
TV Advertising Assoc. and head of
Antell, advised stations he had full
contract for exclusive services from
Mr. Lewell en and that his own
suit against him was designed to
maintain that pact. "Our programs," he told Broadcasting •
Telecasti-ng, "are still on all the
stations we were using." Total of
radio and TV outlets carrying the
Antell billings was estimated at
300-350 last week.
Courts Must Decide
George Graif, manager for Mr.
Lewellen for the past few months,
as well as his lawyers last week
were unwilling to discuss their communication with station owners,
taking the position that their suit
against the Antell organization
states their case, which will have
to be decided by the courts.
Mr. Lewellen, who was the only
salesman on the Antell programs
until two more were added several
months ago, is suing for an amount
in excess of $150,000, charging that
he has not been paid the just
amount due him: 1% of the gross
mail order and direct sales made
by the whole company and 0.5%
of over-the-counter sales.
Until it is decided whether Mr.
Lewellen is under contract to the
Antell group, he is not doing any
other work, although he recently
made a guest appearance on the
Barry Gray program in New York.
Easter Telecast
SUSQUEHANNA Waist Co., New
York (Ship 'n Shore
through Mervin & JesseBlouses),
Levine,
that city, is first advertiser to sign
for sponsorship of CBS-TV's coverage of New York's Easter parade. Susquehanna will sponsor
first half-hour of program which
will be seen on network 1-2 p.m
EST, April 13.

EMPLOYMENT of Screen Writer
Guild members in TV and documentary
fields have increased approximately
90% over that of a year ago, according
to tabulation released in mid-February.
Figures show that 110 writers were
employed in those fields on Jan. 15
last compared with 61 as of Dec 4
■ '
1950.
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TV

Office of Secretary

CUTBACKS
Sponsors Make Change
NEW EVIDENCE of a tren
toward advertiser cutbacks i
network TV sponsorships vi.
shortened programs or moves t
alternate-week sponsorship — gen
erally attributed to rising time an
talent costs — was seen in change
reported last week.
Schlitz Brewing Co., eff"ectiv
April 4, will cut back its hour-Ion;
Schlitz Playhouse o f Stars on CBS

Docket Division
Minute Division
Library Division
Technicalance Division
Assist-

TV to a half -hour, 9-9:30 p.n"
The open h^lf-hour from 9:30-1
p.m. will be taken over by Genera
Foods with It's News to Me, whicl
moves from its Monday, 9:30-1'

Che
Office of Administration
Budget & Fiscal Division
Organization
& Methods
Division
Personnel Division
Administrative Services
Division

Office of Chief
Engineer
f-requencytion &AllocaDivision Treaty
Technical Research
Division
Laboratory Div.

Common Carrier
Bureau
Office of Field
Coordinator
International
Division
Te'egraph Division
Telephone
Statistical Division
Branch
License Branch

Office of Chief
Accountant
Accounting Systems Division
Economics
Division

Safety & Special
Radio Services
Enforcement Unit
Aviation Division
IndustryBureau
& Division
Commerce
Public Safety &
Amateur Division
Authorization
Analysis
Division
Marine Division

Office of

Office of
Information

Opinions
Review
and

Office of General
Counsel
Litigation Division
Legislation,
visionties & RulesTreaDi-

Broadcast Bureau
Aural Facilities
Division
Television
Facilities Division
Renewalfer Division
& TransHearing Division
Rules and
Standards Division
License Division

Hearingof
Office
Examiners

Field
Engineering
& Monitoring
Bureau
Engineering
Divison
Inspection
&
Examination
Division
Monitoring
Division
Field Operating
Division

THIS IS how the FCC will be set up beginning March 2, when the fourth and
final bureau (Field Engineering & Monitoring) is established [B*T, Feb. 18].
Reportij^g dsrectly to the chasrmjgrs is the CJffice cf Administration. All other
Offices and Bureaus report to the Commission as a whole, with the Bureaus
exercising a great deal of autonomy in connection with their activities.

TV

CODE

WTMJ-TV

Apply

p.m. period.
To Transfer
'Claudia'
General
Foods will
switch it
Claudia show on March 31 fron
NBC-TV to the Monday, 9:30-1'
p.m. time on CBS-TV. Young d
Rubicam, New York, handles botl
Schlitz and General Foods.
Meanwhile, another Young (*
Rubicam account, Cluett, Peabod;
(Arrow shirts), is dropping it:
sponsorship of the Herb Shrine
Show on ABC-TV because, it i;
understood, Mr. Shriner objectei_.
to being sponsored by more tharri
one advertiser. The agency stil
has an option on the show and i;
expected to try to sell the packagf
to another client.
The time — Thursday, 9-9 :3(
p.m. — has been taken by Sterling
Drug, which switches its Mysteri
Theatre
from Friday,
8-8:30
p.m'
to
the Thursday
period.
Dancer
Fitzgerald-Sample, New York, is
agency for Sterling Drug.

FIRST subscriptions to the NARTB Television Code started coming to
the association's headquarters last week shortly after forms had been
mailed to the nation's 108 TV outlets. The code goes into operation
Plans Pearson on TV
|
*
March 1.
No person at NARTB would say
port
would
"reflect
finally
the
deCARTER
Products,
New
Yorki
what station was the first to subtermination ofthe television broadwhich sponsors Drew Pearson or
scribe. As of Thursday afternoon
casters to be their own housekeepradio, Sunday, 6-6:15 p.m
it appeared the honor rested with
ers, an attitude which already has ABC
EST, is planning to underwrite a
WWJ-TV Detroit, managed by been hailed widely by the news
television version of the commentaHarry Bannister, a NARTB TV
media, by civic and church leaders,
tor show on ABC-TV. Time and
director; WDSU-TV New Orleans,
by educators and government offi- starting date are undecided, alheaded by Robert D. Swezey,
though itwill be one quarter hour
cials and bythe
the subscription
public."
NARTB TV Board vice chairman,
Under
plan a week. Ted Bates Inc., New York^
and Walter J. Damm, WTMJ-TV
adopted a fortnight ago by the TV is agency.
I
Milwaukee, who also had been
board
[B»T, Feb. 18], stations will
active in the code-writing job.
pay $520 a year as code subscripKING-TV Seattle was a possible
slide in station breaks oi'
tion fee. NARTB TV member sta- straight
other spots; split-screen slide comfourth candidate for the honor.
tions will get a $250 credit toward
bined with station identification;
WWJ-TV First to Write
the fee with non-members paying reduced medallion in station identhe full amount. Networks pay
First written subscription came
tification; asfilm. Subscribers are'
$1,500 a year flat fee. This fee urged to use the seal on the air ai
from WWJ-TV. Messrs. Swezey
scale is based on 79 subscriptions
and Damm phoned their intentions.
sign-on and sign-off points and
Otto Brandt, KING-TV, wired for and will be reduced from $520 to within participating shows underi
word on availability of slides show$440 a year if more than 79 sub- terms specified by the board.
scribe and $405 if more than 90
Must Pay One Month
ing the code's seal.
subscribe.
Thad Brown, NARTB TV direcSubscriptions
must be accom-ii 5
Specific rules covering use of the
tor, was in New York Thursday
conferring with network officials
seal on the air as well as in promopaniedpromotion
by one month's
fee. for
In sta-i
tion
material
the
tion were issued over the signature
on their code obsei"vance.
press, the board specifies, stories
of
the
Television
Code
Review
Subscription letter was sent out
Board. Subscribers are urged to must not imply that the seal wasiFeb. 19 by NARTB President
granted because of a given proHarold E. Fellows. Noting that the make full use of the public relagram or series of programs, but;
tions
value
of
the
seal.
They
are
need for a code, and its acceptance,
to be provided, upon subscribing,
only because of overall program-'
is shown by the "swiftness with
which it has been conceived, en- with 100 copies of the code; six ming
The standards.
fact that a network has sub- '\
prints of the seal; 20-second,
scribe to the seal does not give a;
dorsed and promulgated," he said glossy
that all the code needs now "is 10-second and 8-second films; standnon-subscriber the right to display}
ard
audio
copies;
glazed
proofs
of
unanimous support of the inthe seal on a local basis though itl
line reproductions.
may be shown as part of network
The seal may be used as a programming.
Mr. Fellows said unanimous supdustry."
Telecasting
BROADCASTING

See

Initial Ruling

in August

ARAMOUNT

'-5f)j[0ST OPTIMISTIC g-uess for an
jjiitial decision in the current h,ear\gs on the question of Paramount
-26 |ictures' qualifications to hold
Iroadcast licenses and approval of
itie ABC merger with United Paralount Theatres is Aug. 20.
j That was the consensus of atin-neys in the case after a huddle
ist Thursday to discuss the lineup
jf witnesses following week's tes■^stmony by Y. Frank Freeman, chief
'f Hollywood production, and Aus■|in Keough, vice president and gen'ral counsel of the motion picture
tpmpany.
Most attorneys privately admited that the schedule looked too
! ood; they were more inclined to
ee the initial decision sometime in
he fall.
Highlight of the week's testiOOtJ lony was that of Mr. Freeman
/ho has been in the motion picture
lusiness since 1916. Mr. Freeman
iltarted in exhibition in his native
^Seorgia, was head of Paramount
I'ictures theatre division from 1934
io 19.38, after which he was asjigned to Hollywood. He has been
fTARS' Paramount
TV RIGHTS
Explains
OST Paramount stars may apjiear on TV except during movie
■■5'fproduction, Y. Frank Freeman,
paramount vice president in charge

on the West Coast since that time.
Bulk of Mr. Freeman's testimony
added up to the fact that Paramount has no policy on the production of films for TV as far as the
Hollywood studios are concerned.
He said that the New York office
handled that end of TV, and that
as far as he was concerned, his job
was to make films for theatre exhibition.
Paramount has no basic policy
about keeping its stars from appearing on TV, he said. Most have
TV rights.
However,— players
under "term"
contract
inexperienced,
young
players being groomed for stellar
roles — are forbidden to appear on
TV without Paramount permission,
he said. That is because he doesn't
think TV production and facilities
are technically on a par with those
of the motion picture capital, he
said.
"In Hollywood, we spend thousands of dollars on these young men
and women," he pointed out.
"When we use them in a film,
every care is taken that they appear at best advantage — we have
world renowned makeup artists,
hair-dressers, wardrobe artists,
cameramen, lighting experts.
"When a person appears on TV,
he goes on camera, the picture
goes out over the air and it's gone.
No one can do anything to correct
any flaws that show up. A camera,
film or TV, is merciless; it brings
out any defects," he said.
[For list of Paramount star and
contract players and their TV
rights, see story this page.]
Mr. Freeman said he did not
know of any great demand for film

contract players for TV. But he
offered this bit of advice to TV
producers
"Go out : into the woods and bypaths, into the high schools and
the little theatres, and find these
people. Put them under contract,
like we do, and build your own
Neither does Paramount have
any policy restricting its story
properties,
Mr. Freeman declared.
stars."
It does not have TV rights to all
stories, he said, but where it does
and TV offers the right price he
would recommend that they be sold
for TV usage.
He qualified that statement by
stating he would have to study the
economics of the situation before
deciding what he would recommend regarding those stoiies already made into motion pictures.
Among the obstacles to free use
of motion picture features in TV
are union contracts which have
special repayment provisions in
them
Hollywood
shown ifover
the air, "product"
he said. Heis
referred to the 1946 contract with
the American Federation of Musicians, which was renewed earlier
this year, and to negotiations now
underway with the Screen Actors
Guild, which contains similar provisions.
All the Hollywood guilds, he said,
are trying to get repayment rights
incorporated in labor contracts
with the producers, he said.
There is no policy against letting film technicians work for TV
stations, he said, but none of the
top workers want to. TV's scale of
wages is too low, he said. He
pointed out that a Hollywood mo-

'■''I'lif Hollywood production, revealed
luring last week's FCC hearing
';»n Paramount's qualifications to
ififiold broadcast licenses. Others
pave varying degrees of freedom to
Ijippear on TV.
11' However, "term" contract playtrs — new, young performers being
rijj^roomed for star roles — have no
oQfights to appear in any entertain[Tient medium without express perission of Paramount executives.
Free to appear on TV are the f olutjjJowing stars:
j j Bing Crosby and Bob Hope, "with
(not Fleming,
defined); Joan
Rosemary
; 'limitations"
Clooney, Rhonda
Fon^ taine, Paulette Goddard, Van Heflin,
Charlton Heston, except during motion
picture production; Anna Maria Al—Uberghetti, except during motion picture
(production and limited to certain types
'■ of programs; Yul Brynner, limited to
jl..'"guest shots"; Audrey Hepburn, sub^ ject to Paramount's approval if during
'■.. during
production;
Williamand Holden,
production
only if a except
movie
in which he has appeared is released to
-'^TV;
Keith Jr.,subiect
in New
York
a : only; Robert
Mary Martin,
to Paramount
approval;
Ray
Milland,
subject
to Paramount consent.
Donald
O'Connor
Alan onYoung
have
unlimited
rights and
to appear
TV.
Eleanor Parker, Suzanne Cloutier and
Don Taylor have no TV rights. Mary
Sinclair, who is under contract to CBS,
; has TV rights, limited in number of
appearances.
Following artists, under exclusive "term" contracts, have no TV
li^jrights :
,.. Judith Ames, Peter Baldwin, Gene
Barry, Lyle Bettger, Pierre Cressoy,
' Laura Elliot, Nancy Gates, Nancy Hale,
FROM the artist's drawing-board is design of WTMJ-TV Milwaukee's outdoor,
!•. Virginia Hall, Peter Hanson, Patricia
Ann Harding, Betty Hutton, Carolyn
year-round studio, earmarked for this summer's completion at a cost of $20,Jones, Alan Ladd, Irene Martin,
000-$25,000. It will coincide with WTMJ's 25th anniversary and WTMJi- Michael Moore, Susan Morrow, Tommy
TV's fifth. In background is WTMJ's Radio City. Main area of outdoor
Morton, Mary Murphy, Nancy Olson,
studio will be 80 x 165 ft., which can be expanded to accommodate larger
Ann Robinson, Marion Ross, Barbara
activities. Among attractions expected to be telecast from this fresh-air
y '• Rush,
Jan
Sterling
and
Joan
Taylor.
Contracts of Messrs. Cressoy, Hanson, Ladd and the Misses Hutton and
location are sports activities, women's shows, children at play, nature studies,
summer fashions and even gardening demonstrations.
Rush expire during 1952.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

tion picture cameraman gets a
minimum of $425 per week, while
TV's minimum scale is $140 per
week.
Among other points made by
Mr. Freeman were the following:
(1) Average
a Paramount
feature
in 1951cost
wasof $1,350,000.
(2)
Movie goers are today more selective than ever before, therefore
Paramount is not making any more
"B" pictures. (3) Schedule for 1952
is 24 "A" pictures, of which 14
will be in color. (4) Paramount
paid ASCAP $115,000 in 1950-51
Bulk of Mr. Keough's testimony
dealt with the history of Paramount Pictures, its organization,
trade
practices,
contracts and antiyear. trust suits. His
testimony was
considered significant because he is
senior official (except for Board
Chairman Adolph Zukor) in terms
of years with Paramount Pictures.
He has been in an executive position since 1919.
Part of his exhaustive testimony
concerned law suits against Paramount Pictures over the years. As
of the end of 1951, there were 141
cases pending against the company, he said, with damages
claimed of $292,842,834.
On Thursday, FCC associate
counsel Max D. Paglin began crossexamining Mr. Keough.
DuMont's Merger Positions
Subsidiary issue came up last
week to plague attorneys in the
case. Question arose whether DuMont should be permitted to participate in the ABC-UPT merger
portion of the hearings. Attorneys
argued that the merger was a separate hearing and that DuMont
was not listed as a party. DuMont
argued that it was a party to the
merger proceedings. FCC Hearing
Examiner Leo Resnick called for
DuMont to file briefs by Feb. 26
defining its interests in the merger.
Opposing attorneys will submit
rebuttals.
Earlier in the week, the FCC
Broadcast Bureau filed an opposition to the DuMont petition asking that it be severed from the
Paramount hearing [At Deadline,
Feb. 11]. Broadcast Bureau said
that the record was not yet complete on three out of the eight Dumont directors (the Paramount directors), that here was no necessity
for immediate action, and that the
Commission counsel could not prepare proposed findings on the
Paramount-DuMont control question unless the rest of the hearing
was halted — "neither logical nor
desirable."
Sylvania
SYLVANIA Awards
Television Awards for
creative technique and public sei-vice, instituted last year, will be presented again in 1952, Don Mitchell,
president of Sylvania Electric Products, announced Tuesday. Deems
Taylor,
of last
committeechairman
of judges,
will year's
again
head a group representing the fields
of education, sports, public affaii-s,
entertainment, child welfare and
arts and sciences.
February 25, 1952
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TIME,

EXPANDABLE

STANDARD'S exclusive ADD-A-UNIT feature enables you to start operation at minimum cost and later ADD-A-UNIT to increase your power.
These high power ADD-A-UNIT Amplifiers can also be added to existing station equipment regardless of type.
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Transmitter

5KW Transmitter
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Transmrtter

Transmitter

The basic unit in the S-E ADD-A-UNIT transmitter is a 500 watt Qvisuale
aural unit. This is a complete, self-contained transmitter. Additional
amplifiers are available as shown in the diagram to provide complete
transmitters of 5, 10 or 20 KW output. These amplifiers may be installed
initially or at such time as increased power is granted by the FCC.
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ing amplification to the basic 500 watt transmitter for power outputs to 20 KW
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# Greater Flexibility
ADD-A-UNIT design offers additional advantage in
adapting the transmitter, which is completely self-contained, to any station layout whether in a straight line
"L" or "U" arrangement .
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Tube

Costs

In addition to lower installation, operating and maintenance costs, additional savings are realized in tube replacement. Aging tubes, incapable of supplying adequate
power in the visual section are interchangeable to the
aural section where power requirements are considerably less. This similarity in the tube line-up also reduces
your investment in spares to meet FCC requirements.
COMPARATIVE ADVANTAGES OF THE NEW STANDARD
TV TRANSMITTER BASED ON 5 KW OUTPUT

Completely air-cooled
Entirely self-contained
Full length tempered glass front doors
All vacuum tubes
visible during operation
Covering the entire
VHF-TV band
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Station
Mi/wou/cee Preferences
Are Analyzed

ratings
al Skel
IT
DESP
ed ion
ton
ch Eplacnat
Red
whi
and Milton Berle at the top
of TV ratings, a greater percentage
of Milwaukee televiewers turned
their dials to Fireside Theatre and
to Yo2i Bet Your Life, starring
Groucho Marx.
This tabulation applies to the
week of Feb. 1-7 during which
WTMJ-TV Milwaukee made an extensive coincidental telephone survey.

Dallas

SERVES THE LARGEST

Fireside Theatre drew a rating
of 72.8 and Groucho Marx a rating
of 70.2. Milton Berle on Texaco
Star Theatre was a magnet for a

TELEVISION

65.3 ingrating
Red Skelton rata listingwith
of '63.5.
Walter J. Damm, vice president
and general manager of The Journal Co., licensee of WTMJ-AM-TV,
said that, "With only one television
station in Wisconsin, we really
didn't have to spend $5,000 to
make this survey.
Like Shooting Duck
"It's something like the lone
hunter faced with a flock of sitting
ducks : 'What's to be got — he gets'."
Nevertheless, Mr. Damm commented, "We wanted to find out
really is."
'bag' made.
our was
how
just
Thus, the big
survey
In Milwaukee County served by
WTMJ-TV, the total TV set installations as of Feb. 1 was shown
to be 207,640 (out of 267,100
homes). Outside Milwaukee Coun-

MARKET..;

DALLAS
FORT

and

WORTH

More than a Million ; ;
urban population in the
50-mile area
More than TWO MILLION
in the 100-mile area ...
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V'S
inKRLD-T
EFFECTIVE
COVERAGE
AREA

EXCLUSIVE CBS
TELEVISION OUTLET FOR
DALLAS-FORT WORTH
AREAS
This is why — V.

'

O
^KRLD-TY
^
buybest
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is
^
Channel 4 . . . Represented by
The BRANHAM
Page 78
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(Report 204)

ty, there are an additional 105,744
sets dependent upon WTMJ-TV
for service.
A total of 41,886 phone calls
were attempted and 30,546 completed. It seemed logical to WTMJ
surveyors that of those persons
phoned but not reached, many
might be viewing a set outside
their home.
"The mistake made in radio surveys," Mr. Damm
said,
which
it is assumed
that if
the "in
telephone
was not answered that a family
was not listening to the radio, must
not be made in television. Everyone
recognizes
mistake intoday
connection
with radio's
automobile
radios and other out-of-home radio
listening. So far as is known, no
survey has ever been made to measure the size of the television audience outside the home and WTMJTV is seriously considering a study
of this kind in the near futui-e."
Mr. Damm stated, "I am going
to send a copy to every television
station in the country with the
suggestion that they consider doing what the newspapers are doing in connection with the Consumer Analysis which The Journal
Co. originated many years ago.
"For the past several years,"
Mr. Damm continued, "an increasing number of newspapers have
made this survey based on mutually
agreed-upon questionnaires and
they have then gotten
City out a con-

solidated issue covering all tovims
"Maybe t'ne time has come," hi
observed, "when the television sta
tions ought to take the bull by thi
horns and do their own job of re

Talent Scouts' Tops
search."
February
Trendex
HEADING the list of top 1(
Trendex ratings for sponsored net
work TV shows for month of Feb
ruary
Full listis isCBS-TV's
as follows:Taleyit Scouts
1 Talent Scouts
44.9 CBS-T
23 Star
I LoveTheatre
Lucy
43.3
CBS-T'
(Berle)
4 Red Ske'ton Show 40.4
38.6 NBC-T\
NBC-T\ #
56 Your
Godfrey's
CBS-F '
Show Friends
of Shows 38.1
35.5 NBCr
7 Fireside Theatre 34.7 NBC-T\
89 Man
Againt
CBS-T^
You Bet
YourCrime
Life 33.7
32.9 NBC-T\
10 Robert Montgomery 31.9 NBC-T^
These rating are based on the one liv
broadcast during *the *week* Feb. 1-7.
Camera

Process May

Alter Movie Technique
NEW camera process which maj
change the movie photographi<
technique has been developed bj
Camera Vision Productions, Bev
erlyIt Hills.
utilizes the conventional cam
era in conjunction with an elec
tronic camera similar to that use<
in TV, according to Arthur Lyons
company president. Combinatiot
(Continued on page 105)
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Weekly Television Summary—
Sets in Are^
Outlets On Air
Sets in Area
Outlets On Air
Louisville
WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
Albuquerque
130,07i
Matamoros (Mexico)KOB-TV
Ames
13,000 Brownsville,
WOl-TV
WMCT
80,607
Tex. XELD-TV
185,000
Memphis
Atlanta
WAGA-TV, WSB-TV, WLTV
358,052 Miami
Baltimore
WAAM, WBAl-TV, WMAR-TV
WTVJ
118,601
50,150 Milwaukee
WNBF-TV
11,101
Binghamton
313,38
105,001
81,100
WAFM-TV,
WBRC-TV
Birmingham
Minn.-St.
Pool
WTMJ-TV
WTTV
125,000
KSTP-TV,
WTCN-TV
Bloomington
Nashville
861,653
WBZ-TV, WNAC-TV
Boston
Haven
253,536 New
WSM-TV
WBEN-TV
Buffalo
New Orleans WNHC-TV
62,33:
WBTV
122,970
224,00(
New
York
WDSU-TV
Charlotte
WNBT
Chicago
301 ,501
WABD,
WCBS-TV,
WJZ-TV,
WBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBQ
1,077,817
329,000
WOR-TV, WPIX
WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV, WIWT
Cincinnati
Newark
WATV
567,692
WEWS, WNBK, WXEl
Cleveland
210,000 Norfolk
WBNS-TV, WIWC, WTVN
Columbus
Oklahoma City WTAR-TV
101,83:
116,68:
WKY-TV
DallasOmaha
154,228
Ft. Worth
81 ,76'
KRID-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
KMTV,
WOW-TV
2,800,001
Philadelphia
119,37
WCAU-TV,
WFIL-TV, WPTZ
Davenport
WOC-TV
Phoenix
88,598
Quad Citi > Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline227,000
KPHO-TV
Pittsburgh
WDTV
WHIO-TV, WIWD
Dayton
750,000 Providence
Detroit
WJAR-TV
WJBK-TV,
WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
82,765
WICU
WTVR
Erie
Richmond
342,201
1,010,00'
WHAM-TV
Rochester
191,001
Ft.Dallas
WorthRock Ise.,
154,228
55,10(
Rock
Island
108,87:
WHBF-TV
WBAP-TV, KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
128,00(
Quad
Cities
Include
Davenport,
Moline,
135,000
Salt
Lake
City
Grand Rapids- WOOD-TV
E.
Moline
KDYL-TV,
KSL-TV
Greensboro
San
Antonio
101,111
WFMY-TV
116,000
88,59f
San Diego
Houston
67,68;
KEYL, WOAI-TV
KPRC-TV
San
Francisco
73,500
73,30(
KFMB-TV
HuntingtonSchenectady126,001
Charleston
KGO-TV,
KPIX,
KRON-TV
Albany-Troy
WSAZ-TV
315,00(
Indianapolis
212,350 Seattle
WRGB
WFBM-TV
52,000
Jacksonville
138,454
WMBR-TV
Johnstown
170,560 St. Louis
KING-TV
198,601
WJAC-TV
372,001
KSD-TV
189,161
KalamazooToledo
WKZO-TV
Kansos City
Syracuse
166,021
WHEN,
WSYR-TV
Tulsa
WSPD-TV
WDAF-TV
135.576
Lansing
150,00(
Lancaster
108,26.
WGAl-TV
82,000 Utica-Rome
WKTV
KOTV
Washington
WJIM-TV
124,50'
Los Angeles
Wilmington
KECA-TV, KFI-TV, KLAC-TV, KNBH
67,00(;
WMAL-TV, WNBW, WTOP-TV, WHG
335,71
1,161,036
93,01
KNXT, KTLA, KTTV
WDEL-TV
Stations
Estimated Sets in
use 15,917,82'
Total Markets
on Air 109*
s, Mexico
XEID-TVon Matamoro
IncludesNote•Ed'tor's
coverage areas overlap, sets counts may bt
TotalsAirfor64*each market represent estimated sets within television area. Where
t'allv duplicated. Sources of set estimates are based on data from dealers, distributors, TV circulation committees, electric companie;
and ' manufacturers. Since many are compiled monthly, some may remain unchanged in successive summaries. Total sets in all areas art
necessarily approximate.
BROADCASTING
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City

TELEVISION

1

50,000 watts of radiated power from
a 1,062-foot tower over channel 2

this

produced
remarkable

coverage

pattern for WSB-TV

Four programs produced 7,346 pieces of unsolicited
mail from the shaded counties in December.
This does not represent the total mail pull for that
month. These thousands came for Peachtree
Coivboys, Come Into the Kitchen. Santa Claus and
Strictly for the Girls, each a WSB staff-produced
show. We do not know the actual "count" on the
entire WSB-TV audience. We do know that
it is BIG — and growing BIGGER by the minute.
Today, WSB-TV offers you the biggest dollar's worth
in Southern television history.

W

ib-tv
Atlanta, Georgia

AFFILIATED

Broadcasting

WITH

• Telecasting

THE ATLANTA

JOURNAL

AND

World's tallest TV tower
50,000 watts, channel 2.
Represented by Petry

THE ATLANTA

CONSTITUTION
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CALIFORNIA'S
THIRD MARKET

San

<2)i

...NOW

h

liuon
'oiiaf
2),
MARKET!
... "I can say that in the past,
we have considerably understated
the San Diego market, but we now
credit it with a billion dollar
income (after income taxes)."
Cordially yours,
J. M. GOULD,
Managing Director,
Market Statistics, Inc.

Wise

Buyers

BUY

KFMB-TV

Channel 8 '
KFMBAM
5 50 - K.C. .
John A. Kennedy, Board Chairman
H owq rd L; (Zhe rnof f, G en: M'g r.
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televingsionto film
TWO
are planni
shoot produc
seriesersof
television film programs in the
Scandinavian countries this summer and fall.
Scandinavian - American Television Co., Beverly Hills, will film a
half-hour series, Hans Christiayi
Andersen Tales, in Denmark. Malvin Wald, writer, has gained the
cooperation of the Royal Danish
Government, Andersen Society and
Museum, and will incorporate the
Royal Danish Theatre, Ballet and
Symphony Orchestra in the films.
Arthur Pierson, ScandinavianAmerican film director, will direct
the programs. Karl E. Moseby,
company vice president and executive producer, plans completion of
the first 13 films by July.
Crown Film Productions, Beverly
Hills, plans September production
of 13 half-hour television films,
Sen-et Assignment, to be shot in
Stockholm. Producer-director Thor
Brooks leaves for Europe upon
completion of directional duties for
Telemount Pictures, Hollywood.
Trans - Video
Productions, Inc.,
Hollywood, has been formed by
John Van Geldern as president and
executive producer and Sam Manchel as vice president and secretary. The first television film series,
to be filmed in color, is Let's Take
a Closer Look, 13 five-minute programs based on the fact that objects are not always what they
seem to be at first glance. The
company is signing and developing
its own group of stock players
from which to .draw for future
series.
Hal Roach Productions, Culver
City, starting first of projected 13
half-hour film series. My Little
Margie, next week. Charles Farrell
and Mona Freeman will star as
father and daughter in the domestic
comedy format. Frank Fox is the
writer.
On the 1952 schedule is The
Dramatic Hour, 13 half-hour films
divided into four separate parts
and similar in format to Children's
Hour. Mr. Roach is negotiating
with film stars Barbara Stanwyck
and Montgomery Clift for leading
roles.
Snader Productions Inc., Beverly
Hills, with Robert Snader and Bernard Brodie in charge of production, form new department to produce and finance half-hour television films. The primary interest is
in dramatic and adventure series
and packages with names. Three
series are planned.
Pathescope Productions, New York,
television, industrial, educational
and government film producers,
opening Midwest office at 2536
Euclid Ave., Cleveland, to be headed
by Robert Polatsek, formerly associate film and TV producer at Fuller
& Smith & Ross advertising
agency. New York.
^ ^:
Sales

film

Invitation Playhouse leased to six
more stations. Now being telecast
on KLAC-TV Hollywood, added
stations and sponsors are KFMBTV San Diego, Borrego Springs
Realty Co., San Diego; KRON-TV
San Francisco, Spreckles-Russell
Dairy, San Francisco; WDTV (TV)
Pittsburgh, Oswald & Hess Co.
(meat packers), Pittsburgh;
WAAM (TV) Baltimore and
WMAL-TV Washington, Gunther
Brewing Co., Baltimore; WTMJTV Milwaukee, Ennis Motors, Milwaukee. Maurice Greshman, sales
manager of Syndicated Television
Productions, affiliate of KLAC-TV,
handled the negotiations.
CBS Television Film Sales, distributors of The Cases of Eddie
Drake and The Files of Jeffrey
Jones, announced sale last week of
both Hollywood-filmed features to
Crawford Clothes Inc., New York,
via AI Paul Lefton Co., New York.
Thirteen weeks of Eddie Drake and
26 weeks of Jeffrey Jones will be
seen on the DuMont New York
outlet, WABD (TV), starting
March 6. Screen actor Don Haggerty stars in both features.
Sarra Inc., Chicago, is producing
atelevision
series of films
"springforis Cargill
on the way"
Inc.,
Minneapolis, and Green Treated
Cargill lawn seed through Bruce B.
Brewer & Co., Kansas City.
Sarra also is handling the filming of Poof commercials for Jules
Montenier Inc., Chicago, through
Earle Ludgin agency, Chicago.
They are used on What's My Line,
CBS-TV, with Stopette deodorant
spots.
Gabriel Moulin Studios, San Francisco, opens special television film
creative department to assist
Northern California advertising
agencies in production of commercials. Don Briese, formerly with
Edwards Agency, Los Angeles, and
Charles E. Sayers, motion picture
director for Gabriel Moulin, will
head the department.
Southwest
Film Productions, in
collaboration with the Advertising
Art Studios and Aylin Advertising
Agency, all of Houston, completed
Houston's first animated sound-onfilm television spot fortnight ago.
Spot was done for Weldon Cafe-

report

teria, Houston, and is scheduled (
KPRC-TV.
Art Directors Club of Los Angel
during its seventh annual exhil:
tion of West Coast advertising ai
for the first time presented a med
award for the best television cor
mercial film. Winner was Ti
Parmelee, art director for TV coi
mercial film produced by Uniti
Television Productions of Ameri^
for U. S. Navy. Trio also won Ce
tificate of Merit award.
Olio Video Television Productioi
Inc., New York, has released thr
of its recently acquired films f'
use on TV: Great Guy with Jam
Cagney, Knickerbocker Holidi
with Nelson Eddy and Shelly Wi
ters, and Man Who Lost Himse
with Brian Aherne and Kay Fra
eis. Olio Video also has completi
editing 29 feature films and ;
westerns to meet half -hour TV pr
gram requirements.
M. & A. Alexander Productior
Hollywood, acquire world TV ai
theatrical distribution rights
RKO-released feature film, The 7
lain Still Pursued Her.
People
George Ellis, general
ager of Ziv Radio-TV
joins Jerry Fairbanks
New York, as manager
expanded sales office.

sales ma
Productioi
Productioi
of recentl

Arnie Kaplan, account executive f
KFI Hollywood, to Screen Gei
Inc. Hollywood, as Western sal
representative.
Jerry Abbott joins the sales st;
in the TV department of Klii
Studios, Chicago.
*
^
William J. Dolley joins Acader
Film Productions, Chicago, as
rector of sales. He has been a rac
and television salesman for
Phildan
TV Productions, Hoi)
years.
wood, signs Jo Graham, dialog
and test director; Edward Ilou, pi
duction designer; Ray Scott, pi
duction and construction supervis
and Alfred DeGaetano, supervisi
editor, for 13 half-hour TV fi
series based on Ernest Hayc
stories.

PRECISION
BEST FOR'TV FILMS
fANGERTONE

FILM LABS.
221 West 46th Street,
New York, New York

Rene Williams Productions, Hollywood, 26 half-hour television films,
BROADCASTING

SYNC-SOUND
RANGERTONE
73 WINTHROP ST
NEWARK 4, N. J, \
• Telecast!

More

people

watch

than

WPTZ

any

other

Philadelphia

TV

station*

*H Not our estimate but ARB

figures

for the entire year of 1951

WPTZ
NBC

TV-AFFILIATE

Write 1600 Architects Building, Phila. 3, Pa.
Phone LOcust 4-2244 or NBC

OADCASTING
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House Group Warns TV Industry
■
rwil IKr
Kr 1 1
I llUULl
IfLU
wood motion pictures for visual,
dent and general manager, KTLA
TELEVISION'S camera world
dramatic presentation. It must be
may become the future stamping
(TV) Los Angeles (Paramount
realized that moving pictures have a
emotional effect upon the
Television Productions Inc.). Mr. tremendous
gi-ounds of Congressional investiaudience which views them.
Landsberg noted that the very nagators, much in the way the HollyThe same is true of television shows.
wood movie studio has become the
ture of the industry acts as a safe- Because of the vast new potentialities
of television it seems logical that Holconcern of the House Un-American
guard against infiltration.
lywood motion pictures will some time
Activities Committee.
the future be presented on a large
While pin-pointing the TV in- in
scale
to
television audiences.
dustry as possibly the next avenue
This was the implication given
The committee
hopes that
its in-a
for
Comm.unist
infiltration,
the
vestigation of Hollywood
will have
in the committee's annual report
released Feb. 17 and in subsequent
committee sharply scolded the Hol- far-reaching effect and prevent a
large-scale
Communist
lywood movie industry, charging
clarification to Broadcasting •
tion of the future
television
industry.infiltraIt is
Telecasting by a committee staif that it has failed to rid itself of logical to assume that the Communists
will
endeavor
to
infiltrate
television
on
Communists. The report stated :
investigator.
because it is rapidly beThe committee had assumed that a large scale
What the committee fears most,
coming an important entertainment
in the United States. The
its 1947mize hearings
to mini- medium
according to both the report and
committee realizes that the vast mathe power had
of served
the Communist
jority of entertainers and workers in
Party among the devotees of the silver the entertainment
the spokesman, is a large-scale
field are patriotic
screen. However, it was found during
exodus of Communists and fellow
and loyal Americans, but the flow of
the
course
of
the
1951
hearings
that
travelers from the motion picture
to Communist coffers which
actually the 1947 hearings had not money
comes befrom
those who are disloyal
lessened the extent of Communist in- must
industry to television.
stopped.
filtration in Hollywood and had not
prevented
the
flow
of
money
from
The warning to television moThe report contained the first
Communists and fellow travelers emguls was received with a polite and
ployed
in the
to the ofComstudied quiet with the exception of
munist
Party. industry
The influence
the exclusive reference to the TV incomment from two West Coast TV
party in the Screen Writers Guild,
dustryon Capitol
since the committee's
forhowever, was severly curtailed as a
mation
Hill.
executives.
result of the hearings held by the
The first Hollywood probe began
committee
during
the
year
1947.
Harry S. Ackerman, vice presi1945 with subsequent hearings
dent in charge of network proPortion of the report aimed at in
in
Hollywood and in Washington
grams, -CBS Television, Hollywood,
creating awareness in the TV in- in 1947 and in 1951. The commitsaid the industry is "as clean as a
dustry, as a committee staff memtee indicated it did not consider
ber phrased it, follows:
whistle." He pointed out that the
the
Hollywood
investigation at an
network has a loyalty questionIt must be remembered . . . that the end.
naire which prospective employes
American public also has an investment in Hollywood for, prior to the
It was emphasized that radio was
are required to sign. Also quoted
advent of television, the American
was Klaus Landsberg, vice presi- public relied almost solely upon Holly- not ignored in the committee's
deliberation, but that television
was cited because of its adjacency
in providing entertainment, hiring
of talent, writers, producers and
even technicians. The word of
VJashmgton
caution holds for the radio industry
as well, the committee spokesman
Watches
said.
The report drew strong criticism
from Eric Johnston, president of
CINEMA PLAYHOUSE
the Motion Picture Assn. of America, who said it did not contain a
1 1 :05 p.m.-Midnight
"shred of evidence that ComNightly except Saturday
munists ever succeeded in influencFeaturing varied film fare,
ing
the
content
of a single motion
"Cinema Playhouse" is the highest-rated late evening TV movie
picture made by any of our members. . . . The committee knows
program in Washington (average
nightly
rating—
6.7,
ARB,
that
leaders
of the industry volunJan., 1952).
tarily agreed in a statement of
SPOT PARTICIPATIONS
policy in 1947 that they would not
AVAILABLE
knowingly employ Communists.
This policy has been adhered to
unswervingly."
Accusing the committee of making a "misleading and unfair" report on Communst influence in
Hollywood, Mr. Johnston said by
failing to mention movie industry
policing, "the committee has done
tremendous disservice" to the movie
industry.
Watch
Washington
One of the outstanding features of the Washington Metropolitan Area market is its stability, Washington has a
stable source of employment in the federal government,
with nearly half of the workers in the area — 278,500 —
employed by Uncle Sam. These employees pour a monthly
payroll of $102,300,000 into the market. Stability of federal employment means stability of employment in private
business.
NBC Television in Washington
nbw
Channel 4
Page 82
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Represented by NBC Spot Sales

Rita Halle Wile
RITA HALLE WILE, wife of
Frederic William Wile Jr., vice
president and director of NBC-TV
network production, died last
Wednesday night in New York
Hospital after a short illness. She
was a native of New York. Survivors include Mr. Wile; a son,
Frederic W. Wile 3d; a daughter.
Miss Halle Wile; her mother, Mrs.
Rita S. Kleeman of New York,
and two brothers, Louis J. Halle
Jr. of Washington and Roger Halle
of New York.

AD COST PLAN HI
DiSa
Succeeds
Arnalltime
MARKING
until Congrs
takes up economic controls leg
lation March 4, the administrati
last week leveled a broadside at t
author of the controversial formi
for advertising cost allowances.
At the same time, Ellis G. Am
was sworn in as new price s<
bilizer, succeeding Michael DiSal
who resigned to campaign for t
Senate Democratic nomination
Ohio. The Senate confirmed ]\
Arnall, foi^mer governor of Gei
gia, without dissent last Mondi
Swearing-in ceremonies were h(
in Atlanta Thursday.
The Democrats turned their :
tack on Sen. Homer Capehart (
Ind.), who spearheaded the origiii
drive for legislation to permit j
vertising and other computatio
in The Democrat, official newspaj
of the party published by the De
ocratic National Committee,
stated:
"The word 'Capehart,' wh;
once came close to becoming
common noun synonymous w
'juke-box,' has now come to be
synonym for unjustified inflatic
ary price boosts.
'Cost Plus Program'
"T h e Capehart amendm(
makes the Defense Production I
a cost plus program for manuf;
turers, and thus makes our defer
The newspaper
urged prompt ;
program
more expensive."
tion by Congress in support
President Truman's plea for rep
of the amendment [B*T, Feb. 1
Under the Capehart formula, m;
ufacturers may compute cert;
costs for advertising, selling, ;
ministrator and other factors fr
the start of the Korean war
July 26, 1951.
The President's request for
peal of Capehart formula — and :
curbing consumer credit on rad
TV set installment purchases — i
contained in two bills dropped
the Congressional hopper the p
fortnight. The Senate Banking
Currency Committee had set he,
ings to start March 4. The pr
ent Defense Production Act
pires June 30.
RCA TV CLINIC
Draws 70 Engine
MORE than 70 broadcast engine
have enrolled for a five-day tra
ing course at the RCA Victor pla
Camden, N. J., in theory, desi
operation and maintenance of Ul
and VHF television equipme
The training clinic, tenth in
series sponsored by the RCA 1
gineering Products Dept., will
gin today (Monday).
Leading engineers at the cc
pany will conduct lecture clas
employing the latest techniques
audio-visual instruction. The p
gram will terminate with a t(
through the David Sarnoff J
search Center, Princeton, N.
on Feb. 29.
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KPIX,

for

its overpowering

effort

to

please!

writes Mrs. Donald D. PoflF,
425 Franklin Street
San Francisco, California

The "effort to please" has been characteristic
of KPIX, San Francisco's pioneer television
station, from its very first day.
It's a successful efFort, tool Speaking for
thousands and thousands of viewers, Mrs. PofF
v/rites, "in staying close to Channel 5, I see
great humor, great drama, great stars, great
shows. As a housewife, I particularly enjoy the
variety of your daytime programs. In the evening, the rest of my family joins me on Channel
5. KPIX is tops!"
Such viewer-loyalty offers a special sponsorvalue worth looking into with your Katz man.

CBS
Represented

IROADCASTING

• Telecasting

by

the

and
Katz

DUMONT
Agency
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'EMM
Y'
NBC-TV

AW
Gets AR
FiveDS
of Six
ies
personalit
and
NBC-TV shows
"Emmy"
six
■won five out of the
awards with KNBH (TV), its owned and operated Hollywood station,
receiving one of the three special
achievement awards at fourth annual Academy of Television Arts
& Sciences Awards dinner held in
Los Angeles Ambassador Hotel last
Monday night
Red Skelton was presented two
awards. One was for his NBC-TV
Sunday show and the other for being the best comedian on TV. Sid
Caesar was named best actor and
Imogene Coca best actress. Their
co-starring program Your Shoiv of
Shows was named best variety
show on TV.
CBS-TV Studio One took honors
as the best dramatic show.
Academy's board of directors in
addition voted three special
achievement awards. Sen. Estes
Kefauver (D-Tenn.) was honored
for what was described as an outstanding contribution to TV
through his telecasts of the crime
investigation hearings. American
Telephone & Telegraph Co. was
cited for its completion of the

BAY

AREA

AWARDS

Academy Picks K RON -TV
SAN FRANCISCO Academy of
Television Arts and Sciences in
voting at its annual award banquet
Feb. 16 selected KRON-TV as the
outstanding Bay Area station for
1951.
The Station Achievement Award
was presented by San Francisco
Mayor Elmer Robinson to Charles
Thieriot, KRON-TV manager. The
award is a silver statuette of a
lady dubbed the "Emmy"
winged
by the Academy.
Selected as outstanding male and
female personalities in Bay Area
television were Lee Giroux and
Marjorie Trubull, both freelance
stars with shows on both KRON-TV
and KPIX (TV). Runners-up,
receiving honorable mention scrolls
in the competition, were Del Courtney of KPIX and Evangeline Baker
of KGO-TV.
Award winners in other categories and the honorable mention
runners-up were:
Best Live Show: Science in Action
(KGO-TV); Looking at Fashion (KGOTV). Best
Children's
Program:Captain
Cartoon Circus
(KRON-TV);
Fortune mercial:
(KPIX).
Best
Live
ComGolden State Milk; Chevrolet
Motors. Best Film Commercial: Golden
State Milk; Belfast Root Beer. Best
Live Sports Coverage: Calif .-Stanford
Big Game (KGO-TV): Calif .-Stanford
basketball
games Program
(KGO-TV).for Adults:
Best Daytime
Exclusively Yours (KRON-TV); DelCourtney
Show (KPIX).
Educa-in
tional or Cultural
Program:Best
Science
Action (KGO-TV); KMA-438 (KPIX).
Best Public Service Program: Cerebral
Palsy
Celebrity
(KGO-TV);
Saints and
Sinners Parade
Milk Drive
(KPIX).
Best Special Event (one time only):
Kefauver Hearings (KGO-TV); Midnight Mass from
St. Mary's
(KGO-TV).
Best News
Program:
William
Winter
(KPIX);
Al
Constant's
Shell
News
(KRON-TV). Best Film Program:
Behind These Walls (KRON-TV);
Teletri-ps (KPIX). Engineering Award:
Georgemer (Palmer
Mathiesen
Lab.). (KPIX); W. A. PalPage 84
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coast-to-coast microwave system.
Jack Burrell, KNBH engineer,
was presented an "Emmy" for perfecting amobile camera unit which
can operate for distances up to a
quarter-mile from a remote truck
without use of cables or wires of
any kind.
Out-of-town "Emmy" winners
expressed appreciation to ATAS
via long-distance telephone, with
conversation being picked up by
KECA-TV which telecast the evening's event locally.
More than 600 persons attended
the awards dinner. Mike Stokey,
ATAS president, presided. At conclusion of the awards presentation,
he formally turned over the gavel
to Hal Roach Jr., film producer,
installing him as president for
1952.

From Bob to Harry
GIVE President Truman
"my
Sen.
Robertvery
Taftbesttoldlove,"
the four
Voice of Democracy winners
last Tuesday just before their
White House visit. The students drew straws, with
Dwight Clark Jr., Fort Collins, Col., the lucky one to
repeat tothetheGOP
candidate's
words
President.
He
drew this reply, "Oh, Bob
Taft and I get along all right.
I call him Bob and he calls
me Harry. He's a fine man,
but he's on the v/rong side
of
fence."
(See main
89).
VODthestory
and photo
page

No
COLOR

RESEARCH

Engineer

FREEZE

END

{

Mid-March, Says Ci'
HOPE that the TV freeze will
ended by "around the middle I
next
month" was
FCC Chairman
Wayneexpressed
Coy in t^'
speeches last week prior to h
resignation. Mr. Coy address^
the Fort Wayne Rotary Club ai
the Muncie Junior Chamber
Commerce on Feb. 18. He ga
almost identical talks on the su
ject of TV to both groups.
Following mid-March freeze-e
[B«T, Feb. 18], Chairman Coy es
mated thafr the Commission coi;
start processing TV applicatio
around May 15 or June 15 and th
there might be from 10 to 20 n(
TV stations on the air this ye;
He included a 60 to 90-day waiti
period after the freeze ends for ti
filing of new applications and t
revision of the old ones in his es
mate.
In discussing color, Mr. C
pointed out that the CBS field ;
quential system "was not limited
the use of the disc." He said tl;
present work on the developme
of a tri-color tube was "particula:
significant" since it could be us
by the CBS system and thus
away with its mechanical aspect.
Since no successful compatil
color system was demonstrat
during the hearing, Mr. Coy sa
although everyone agreed it v
most desirable to have a compatil
color
Commission
that system,
it was "the
not fair
to deprif

Problem — GE
ALTHOUGH the government has banned commercial color TV production. General Electric Corp. has encountered no problem involving transfer
of engineers from color research to defense and civilian projects.
This was revealed by GE officials following a news conference held
by the company
in Washington
*
\
with monochrome television relast Tuesday on the role of subcontracting inthe defense effort.
search as well as with military apGE officials estimated that about
plications of black and white television.
60% of the firm's engineering personnel had been utilized on miliGeneral Electric has another interest in the color TV ban — that
tary programs before the ban. Since
of a manufacturer which has conthen, perhaps another 15% have
been diverted to defense work. This
tracted to produce 20th Centurycontrasts with reports that at least
Fox Corp.'s Eidophor theatre TV
one company reassigned 40 or 50 unit. But here again color is only
one phase.
engineers from color TV to other
work.
First units of Eidophor, described
40,000,000 American families of t
opportunity to have color simj
The question was posed in conas a projection theatre TV sysbecause the owners of the 7,00
tem, are due from Switzerland this
nection with the possibility that the
000 or 8,000,000 at that time mig
National Production Authority may
spring and scheduled for demonhave to spend some money
stration in New York. Eidophore
lift its color television equipment
may be adopted to color (through
ban if manpower and materials
the CBS color system) or used for adapting their receivers."
problems can be resolved to the
UHF IN PHILA,
I
ordinary theatre television.
government's
satisfaction
[B»T,
Feb. 18].
GE officials claim they have the
Asked by Westinghou
necessary research and developGE officials noted that a great
ment
facilities
to
perfect
the
sysFIRST
application
a UHF
te,,
bulk of the firm's engineering pervision station
in a for
major
city by^
tem. GE engineers will work on
sonnel has been involved in defense
research and development projects
Thursdaybroadcaster
with the FCC.
it
notwithstanding
NPA'sto color
ban major
was filed _la^
once
it is submitted
the firm
for the past five or six years. The
NPA freeze did not divert any ap- for development.
Westinghouse Radio Static
preciable number of technicians,
Inc. filed for UHF Ch. 17 in Phil
they said. Color TV research and
TV CRITICISM
200 kwoutvisu"
development is not prohibited by
with ERP of
delphia
The application
pointed
th
the order.
there are now more than one m
Should Be Heeded — Young
lion VHF receivers in Philadelph
Some engineers have continued
CRITICISM of television's proExpenses for the first year
on color video research in connecgramming should not be ignored or
operation were estimated at $45i
tion with the company's work on the shrugged off by TV broadcasters
RCA and National Television Sys- and sponsors, James Webb Young,
000.
tem Committee systems, it was
Westinghouse listed construct?
senior consultant to J. Walter
pointed out. If NPA were to lift Thompson Co. and consultant on cost of the 200-kw station at $46!
the prohibition, General Electric
000.WRS is the licensee of KDK.
mass media to the Ford Foundawould, of course, be forced to contion,
told
Thursday's
luncheon
AM-FM Pittsburgh, KYW-AM-F
centrate more heavily on color re- meeting of the Radio Executives
search for competitive reasons. The Club of New York.
WBZ-AM-FM-1
Philadelphia,
same situation would obtain in the
WBZA-AM-FM
Springfie;
This criticism, Mr. Young point- Boston,
KEX-AM-FM Portland, Ore., ai
event that color equipment is massed out,stinctrises
the "sound
in- WOWO-AM-FM Fort Wayne. It
that in from
the homes
of Amerproduced.
ica television could become the an applicant for VHF TV statio
One factor in the engineering
in Pittsburgh, Portland, Ore., ai
question lies not only in the shortgreatest single medium in determining their informational level, Fort Wayne. Westinghouse al
ageneersof asso-called
such but "project"
in the lackengiof their cultural and taste level and operates an international broa
casting station, WBOS Boston.
trained personnel to instruct other the level of unconscious behavior
Last week a total of five tele^
technical help in all TV developpatternsthings,
set before
theirarechildren."
sion applications were received 1
ment.
These
he said,
matters
the FCC (see FCC Roundup, pa,
Much of the engineering per- of concern not only to professional
sonnel which has concentrated on educators but to millions of earnest
103). the
Thenumber
Westinghouse
fill)'
brings
of UHF app
color TV also has interchanged
cations to almost 30.
parents.
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The Alan Young Show
CBS Television Network
Starring Alan Young with
guests William Periberg and
George Seaton of Paramount Pictures, producers of
"Aaron Slick from Pumpkin
Creek."
Color by Technicolor.

"fn 98%

ofallU.S.Tel i

There are many good reasons why Houston-Fearless
television camera pedestals and dollies are standard
equipment in a vast majority of television stations. They
are skillfully designed to give complete mobility to the
camera, engineered to withstand constant usage, and built
to give dependable performance at all times.
They embody 26 years of leadership in manufacturing
camera and film processing equipment for the motion
picture studios of Hollywood and throughout the World.
You can rely on Houston-Fearless
dependability.

for quality and

Write for catalog on television equipment.
Me
HOUSTON

DEVELOPING AAACHINES • COLOR PRINTERS • FRICTION HEADS
COLOR DEVELOPERS • DOLLIES •TRIPODS • PRINTERS • CRANES

iFEARLESS
11801 W. OLYMPIC
"WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER

OF MOTION

BLVD

• LOS ANGELES 64, CALIF.

PICTURE PROCESSING

EQUIPMENT"

FROM front, bottom, clockwise: Daniel Denenholz, Kafz, New Yor'c Tom
Marker, Fort Industry Co. ond WAGA-TV Atlanta: P. A. Si;gg, WKY-TV
Oklahomo City; Harry Lipson, WJBK-TV Detroit; Allen L. Hoid, W£PD-TV
Toledo; Thomas J. Flanagan, Katz, Kansas City; Hoyt Andres, WKY-TV;
Gerald H. Gunst, Katz, Chicago, and Walker Long, WSAZ-TV Huntington.
Spot Problems
(Continued f)-om page 71)
mendation of The Katz Agency. It
was agreed, also unanimously,
"that, consistent with current contractual obligations, all advertisers
should have equal opportunity to
the use of their facilities and that
national spot advertisers be protected against preemption up to 52
weeks."
Katz men recommended that as
far as possible, stations try to protect advertisers against rate
changes for a 12-month period, the
custom in radio, instead of for six
months as practiced in TV.
Rate Changes Protested
Agencies and their clients have
long protested the frequent rate
changes in TV because they upset
scheduled budget allocations. Most
stations, however, have upped their
rates with consistent increases in
circulation. The plan to offer a set
rate for a firm 52-week contract
would be more feasible for stations with "levelled off" circulation
where set penetration is about 50
per cent. This condition applies to
about 11 of the Katz stations.
Because of the "multiplicity of
rating services and the great variation in their findings," the station

RADIO and TV STATIONS
Profits Depend on
Efficient Personnel
Our Graduates are
Checked for . . .
Ability and Enthusiasm
Appearance and Personality
Integrity and Showmanship
Trained bv . . .
Network Professionals
Trained to . . .
Do more than one job well
Understand your operational
Trained problems
with . . ,
Complete TV and Radio
Commercial Equipment
Trained under . . .
Actual Broadcast Conditions
For Promot Free Service
Call, Write, or Wire
DEPT. H
Personnel Division
SCHOOL of RADIO TECHNIQUE
316 West 57 St.. N. Y. • PLaza 7-3212
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men recommended adoption of some
method which would establish "a
universally acceptable yardstick of
audience measurement."
recommended that The KatzThey
Agency
propose

organization

of a study

FROM the front (I), counterclockwise: V/illiam
anapolis; Willard Schroeder, WOOD-TV Grand
WFSM-TV Indionapolis; Paul Adanti, WHEN
WFIL-TV Philadelphia; William Condon, Katz,
New York; Lewis Johnson, Katz, Chicago; L.
ington; Ray Peritz, Katz,
committee in letters to the NARTB,
the ANA, AAAA and the National Assn of Radio and Television Station Representatives.
The meeting began officially Saturday with a morning session, al-

F. Kiley Jr., WFBM-TV Indi
Rapids; Harry M. Bitner Jr
Syracuse; Roger W. Clipp
Chicago; Robert Salk, Katz
H. Rogers, WSAZ-TV Hunt
Chicago.

though early-comers attended
cocktail party Friday evenin;.
Saturday agenda of luncheon, din
ner and talks was followed by
Sunday morning business meetin
and luncheon. The conference too
place at the Edgewater Beac
Hotel.

Cited in OSU Surve
TELEVISION
advertising
ENCE' has
AD 'INFLU
"marked influence" on the pui
chase of specific commodities by a
income groups, and advertisei
should sponsor more research t
discover the local impact of thei
sales messages.
These conclusions were reache
by an Ohio State U. faculty men
ber on the basis of a survey cor
ducted in the Columbus area.
Dr. Kenneth Dameron, OSU com

FROM the back (I), clockwise: Philip G. Lasky, KPIX (TV) San Francisco;
Margaret Alcott, Katz, New York; George W. Brett, Katz, New York; Ernest
A. Lang, WMAR (TV) Baltimore; Edward Codel, Katz, New York; Lou Simon,
KPIX San Francisco; David Lundy, KLAC-TV Los Angeles.

merce college faculty staff'mai
claims that TV is a factor "in ir
fluencing the purchase of consume
goods
and especially
products
ne's
and diff"erent
to a given
family.
He recorded a 76.89f among T
families which conceded they wer
influenced by video advertising.
The for
percentages
variedincom
froi"
lOOVc
upper middle
groups to IS.SVc for families in thl
low income strata.
Other factors brought out in th
study touched on (1) location c
TV sets in the home and relation c
set location to daytime viewing
(2) housework carried on whili
viewing daytime fare, and (3) pos
sible increase in daytime viewin
in relation to type of program an;
influence on evening televiewing. -

FROM extreme left, clockwise: Robert S. Wilson, Katz, New York; William
H. Bell, WHEN-TV Syracuse; T. E. Kruglak, Katz, New York; Ewell K. Jett,
WMAR (TV) Baltimore; Don J. Fedderson, KLAC-TV Los Angeles; Scott
Donahue, Katz, New York; David Rutledge, Katz, Dallas; Arthur J. Underwood, Katz, Detroit; U. A. Latham and Kenneth W. Church, WKRC-TV
Cincinnati.
BROADCASTING
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N.Y. COLOR TESTS
Set March 24, Include UHF
rOLOR television in the UHF as
veil as the VHF bands will be
i|iemonstrated as part of the next
' ormal test of the "composite" com,»atible color TV system being
the National
, iieveloped through Committee,
it
Television System
vas learned last week.
This test is tentatively schediled for the week of March 24 in
^ew York, using the experimental
i/HF color facilities of RCA-NBC's
PS'NBT (TV) New York and a UHF
-.est transmitter of Allen B. Duj »Iont Labs.
' ' Plans for the dual compatible
'color tests were disclosed last week,
■ ollowing preliminary field tests of
Ihe NTSC-developed color system
»n Philco Corp's VHF facilities in
i'hiladelphia (WPTZ) the week bei'ore.
' The Philadelphia tests, it was resorted, led to a postponement of
jtpproximately one month in the
Xew York VHF tests which had
oeen scheduled earlier for this week
lB*T, Feb. 11]. The delay, it was
said, was designed to permit further work to clear up certain equip(nent defects.
Overall, the Philadelphia tests
were said to have been satisfactory.
^"TSC members said their prior
'm'ork had shown definitely the t>-pe
: jpf transmitted signal desired for
4 compatible color, but that in the
r'hiladelphia tests they lacked the
. T^onitoring scheme which would
fshow definitely that the signal be:j;.ng transmitted was precisely the
Vpne desired. They expect to de..t.'elop a sure-fire monitoring plan
.vithin the next few weeks.
A number of different makes of
receivers were used in the Phila...-jdelphia transmissions and commit~;-eemen reported that a majority re-jeived the color signal so satisfac.Ttorily that there was no doubt that

approved the CBS non-compatible
system over RCA's compatible technique, was invited to witness the
tests in Philadelphia but decided,
in view of its current workload, to
wait for more formal tests at which
data are collected "for the record,"
according to NTSC representatives.
In addition to VHF color transmissions via WNBT's experimental
facilities, the tests of the composite
system during the week of March
24 will include color transmissions
via experimental facilities which
DuMont set up at 515 Madison Ave.,
New York, following the transfer
of the DuMont- WABD (TV) New
York operations from that site to
the Empire State Bldg. tower.
This UHF operation is at 708-714
mc and the color tests have been
conducted by DuMont and the
Hazeltine Electronics Corp. for approximately five hours a day, five
days a week, since late last year.
Results thus far have been described as "good."

Jtoatina

f>vsr-wfsr relay
More Channels Planned
AUTHORITY to increase the video
transmission facilities between Chicago and San Francisco to provide
a total of five full-time TV channels— three westbound, two eastbound — was requested Tuesday by
the Long Lines Dept. of AT&T in
an application filed with the FCC.
Present facilities include two
channels, one in each direction, between Chicago and San Francisco,
with an additional west-bound
channel in service between Chicago
and Omaha. One of the three projected new channels, for westbound
program transmission from Chicago to San Francisco, is planned
to begin operating late this year
(but not in time for the political
conventions in July. These will be
sent from Chicago to the West
Coast over a single TV channel,
pooled to the video networks).
The other two channels — one
westbound
from Omaha
to San

IBROADCASTING

New Boiling Show
A NEW television show is being
packaged by the George Boiling
Co., New York, station representatives, called Pulitzer Prize Winners
Panel and featuring a group of
Pulitzer journalists discussing special and news events with guests, it
was reported last week. The program is priced at $5,500 per week
for the half-hour. It is being offered
to advertisers and agencies.

for oH

Action!

BALANCED"

TV

TV

Cameras

TRIPOD

This tripod was engineered and designed expressly to meet ail video
camera requirements.
Previous concepts of gyro and friction
fype design hove been discarded to
ochieve absolute balance, effortless
operation, super-smooth tilt and pan
oction,
dependability, ruggedness and
efFiciency.
/--V

'^zhe
compatible
color sys-i^tem composite,
would prove
successful,
year ago
a
than
more
which
jj^ FCC,

JIV'S 'THE
UNEXPECTED'
Is Sold
in 43 Markets
NEWEST film series produced by
Ziv Television
Programs Inc.,
-i^T/ie Unexpected, had been sold in
:43 markets, including New York
t'and Los Angeles, by its national
iSrelease date Wednesday, Ziv spokes-l^ttien said last week.
Featuring film actor Herbert
^fMarshall as m.c. -narrator, the halfi^chour dramas with unexpected endjings have a different cast of well
and are
known actors each week
S
ed,
Ziv spokesmen inbeing produc
dicated, at a cost of S23,500 per
film. Shooting is being done in the
Ziv West Coast studios from scripts
by Jerry Lawrence and Robert E.
Lee, Peabody award winners in
1950-51.
New York sponsor of the openend programs is Liebmann Breweiies Inc. (Rheingold beer), with
telecasts scheduled to start at
10:30 p.m., March 5, over WNBT
! (TV) there.

Francisco, the other eastbound
from San Francisco to Chicago —
are scheduled for service starting
next year. The projected additions
to the present intercity video program transmission facilities will
involve some 6,000 channel miles
of radio relay connections, the telephone company said, noting that
its TV service has grown from 476
channel miles in 1946 to about
24,000 miles at present, of which
roughly 10,000 miles are coaxial
cable, 14,000 radio relay.

8 whefi po)-tal)le fluUy
with balanced TV TriP'ld mounted.

Complete 360° pan without ragged or
jerky movement is accomplished with effortless control. It is impossible to get
anything but perfectly smooth pan and
tilt action with the "BALANCED" TV Tripod.
Quick-release pan handle adjustment locks
into position desired by operator with no
"ploy" between pan handle and tripod
head. Tripod head mechanism is rustproof, completely enclosed, never requires
adjustments, cleaning or lubrication. Builtin spirit level. Telescoping extension pan
handle.
Write fur further particulars
FRANK C. ZUCKER

(7flni€Rfl€ouipm€nT(^.
1600 BROHDUiHa \ n€lU BORK CITa
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Open Mike
(Continued from page 66)
sible without the promotion supplied by our four stations. Our
tobacco sale, which featured the
12 leading tobacco auctioneers of
the world and every major manufacturer, was broadcast on a joint
hookup by all four of these stations.
We think that you will agree
that the public service rendered by
the Lexington radio stations merits
the attention of Broadcasting •
Telecasting.
James M. Molloy, Chairman
Fayette County Chapter
National Foundation for
Infantile Paralysis
(The March of Dimes)
Lexington, Ky.
EDITOR:
. . . Through conducting a March
of Dimes auction during the month
of January KVCV [Redding, Calif.]
and its FM affiliate [KVRE] raised
a total of $18,500, every penny of
which went directly to the March
of Dimes. Inasmuch as our county
population is about 38,000, this represents a contribution of almost
$1.25 per head. We feel that few
areas can equal this record. ...
Jack Mayne
Secre tary-Manag e r
Chamber of Commerce
Redding, Calif.

Flawless
EDITOR:
. . . Our engineers and announcers make daily discrepancy
WGBS

DISCREPANCY

REPORT

reports which generally are quite
routine. The other day I noticed
one by Don Barber which speaks
for itself. . . .
M. N. Babcock
Commercial Manager
WGBS Miami, Fla.

EDITOR:
Say You 'Heard' It
As the manager of a daytimer,
I have an opportunity to shop the
dial. But regardless of the network or the syndicated producer
of drama programs, they have a
sin in common.
Invariably their characters read
their news out of 'the newspapers.
We're doing a very good job of
selling our competition. I hope
some of the writers, directors and
producers of our good, nighttime
shows read this. Perhaps some of
their characters will "hear" the
news instead of waiting till the
next day to "read" it.
Arden Booth
KLWN Lawrence, Kan.

of
Pitting a Medium
to a Market

ACUSE
NBC
AFFILIATE

Covers

ALL

of the Rich
Central

HX

Market

Write, Wire, Phone
or
Ask Headley-Reed
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Plenty to Say
EDITOR:
Many thanks from all of us for
the fact-upon-fact stories and the
hard-hitting editorials about radio
circulation.
As to your fine editorial in the
Feb. 18 issue which asks the question: "Now about radio. Did any
station or network bother to tell
its audience that there are 105,300,000 radio sets in America — as
against the 54,000,000 total circulation of the dailies?"
You can bet that WERI had
plenty to say about it. . . . WERI
used the information in a news
story on regular newscasts, for it
certainly is legitimate news, and
good news. We also are using the
figures as the basis for a series of
hard - hitting promotional spots
which are scheduled in top time
spots. . . .
Briid Warreyi .
Promotion Director
WERI Westerly, R. I.

allied

arts

FRITZ P. RICE, assistant manager of
Cathode Ray Tube Div., Allen B. DuMont Labs., Clifton, N. J., promoted
to manager.
ED KEMBLE, account executive, KFI
Los Angeles, to Wolcott & Assoc., same
city, public relations firm.
ROBERT M. MACRAE, appointed
manager of new RCA regional office
in Boston. Office will serve as a central location for the marketing of
RCA
products in New England and
City.
eastern New York north of New York
CECIL G. DUNN, FRANKLIN W.
DANIELS and MICHAEL J. BOLTON,
engineers associated with General
Electric Co.'s Laboratory Engineering
Dept., Pittsfleld, Mass., awarded the
Mathewson Gold Medal for outstanding achievement in the field of metallurgy. Citations were presented by
the American Institute of Mining and
Metallurgical Engineers at the annual
banquet held last Wednesday at the
Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y.
DIANE GREENE, former head of
Diane Greene Assoc., N. Y., and
ZENITH GROSS, press division director of Institute for Education by
Radio, Ohio U., form Greene & Gross,
New York public relations firm.
EDWARD GREENHILL, copy chief of
Sterling Television Co., N.Y., named
advertising manager succeeding
RICHARD CARLTON who becomes
head of new stock shot division.
•lERRY HORWIN, editor of story department, CBS-TV New York, to Nat
Goldstone Co., Beverly Hills, talent
agency and 'program packager.
JACK RUSSELL, vice president of
Mutual Entertainment Agency, Chicago, resigned last week to devote all
his time to radio and television.
Exact plans are unannounced.
WALTER T. SELSTED, assistant chief
engineer of Ampex Electric Corp., is
scheduled
guest speaker
"Systems for as
Synchronous
Soundon Track
Recording with Unsprocketed Magnetic Tape," for the February meeting of Society of Motion Picture and
Television Engineers, to be held in
New York Wednesday.
.lAMES SAUTER, president of USO
Camp Shows Inc., named radio-TV
chairman of New York City's Red
Cross campaign in March.

BERNETT SCHWARTZ, formerly as
sociated with Mayflower Industrie;
and Weiss & Besserman Co., botl t
New York, to sales staff of New Yorl
distributing branch, Majestic Radio am
Television Div. of Wilcox-Gay Corp
RCA TUBE
DEPT.,• •Camden,
N. J
•
ent
^i^uijamproduction
announces
of a beam powe
tube designed to handle 60 watts Opower input at 175 mc. New tube,
RCA-6146 provides large output wit!
small driving power and relativel;
low plate voltage. Department als'
announces the RCA-17LP4 and th
RCA-17QP4, two new 17-inch all glas
rectangular
TV picture
signed to improve
picture tubes
contrasde' (
and reduce reflections.
DAVEN Co., Newark, N. J., introduce •
new series of small resistors wit
values from 20,000 ohms to 2 megohm;
INSTRUMENT DIV. of Allen B. Di: i
Mont Labs., Clifton, N. J., announce
new Type 322 duel beam oscillograp
engineered for general purpose labor;
tory and industrial applications.
RCA Victor, Camden, N. J., announce
new 45-rpm table phonograph featui
ing an 8-inch electro-dynamic speaker
and continuouly variable tone coi
ing. Termed Model 45EY4, intrumer
trol.
plays up to 14 records without chan;. !
SUPERIOR ELECTRIC Co., Bristo
Conn., has released booklet (D851N
featuring complete line of standai
non-interlocking types of Powerst;
dimmers.
"Technical • • •
GEORGE SHERMAN, chief engine,
at WBBM Chicago, has transferred
CBS Radio, New York, where he w: |
manage tape operations.
RALPH E. BROWN, engineering staj
WKNE
Keene, N. IL, promoted
chief engineer.
WILLIS N. GREEN, engineer, KWI
Kennewick, Wash., to KEEN San Jos;
Calif., as chief engineer.
H. E. SANTOS, acting assistant trari
mission and development engineer
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. at en^
neering
head-office,
Montreal, nam^i
transmission
and development
eng
neer.
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Feted

WINNERS

)UR young- Americans, selected
)ra more than a million high
lool students as winners of the
ice of Democracy Contest, relived national acclaim plus
[kolarships and console receivers
I' the annual awards luncheon
i(iday.
FCC
Commissioner
Paul A.
jalker presided at the luncheon,
trended by prominent government
d industry officials. Awards
itre presented by Sen. Margaret
'tUse Smith (R-Me.), one of the
intest judges. Joint hosts were
k three organizations sponsoring
^ annual drive — NARTB, Radioi-levision Mfrs. Assn. and U. S.
i nior Chamber of Commerce.
iTributes were paid the winners
I the floor of the Senate last
pnday, while the four were seated
I the gallery. Sen. Ed Johnson
b-CoL), chairman of the Intera*-e & Foreign Commerce Comittee, opened the discussion and
id, "Today we have four visitors
■'fjno, in my opinion, have never been
^fltranked by any of the visitors
■'1*10 have honored us by their presjce."Johnson reminded that the
jiSen.
ur contestants represent 30,000
iblic and parochial schools. He
;serted in the Congressional Re(|rd the winning scripts voiced
i' Dwight Clark Jr., 18, Fort Colms, Col.; Thaddeus Stanislaus
f-?blkiewicz, 17, Canisius High
^''^hoo\, Buffalo; George A. Frilot
jl, 17, Jesuits' High School, New
jrleans; Mara Gay Masselink, 15,
lurlington, Iowa.
^,Mr. Clark has been an announc> at KCOL Fort Collins several
jfears, doing all types of programs,
jje has his own teen-ager series,
Date With Dwight. Detailed
lographies of the winners were
j.ven on the floor by Sens. Allen
i' Ellender (D-La.) ; Bourke B.
jickenlooper (R-Ia.), and Irving
"i.
Ives (R-N. Y.) as well as Sen.
ohnson.
. Friday's luncheon was high spot
•'ji^uded
a week-long
ina weekendprogram
visit to that
colonial
■"illiamsburg,
with broadcasts
and
Recasts.
The luncheon
ceremonies

In -4
Wisconsin1
. .^
.
You Can't
Complete Your
Coverage Without

WKTY
sk
i Aand
Weed
Company

FOUR NATIONAL winners of Voice of Democracy Contest received scholarships and prizes at Washington luncheon Friday. In week-long WashingtonWilliamsburg tour they visited Sen. Ed Johnson (D-Col.), chairman of Senate
Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee. Winners were (I to r): George
Frilot III, New Orleans; Mara Gay Masselink, Burlington, la.; Dwight Clark
Jr., Fort Collins, Thaddeus Zolkiewicz, Buffalo.
were broadcast by MBS and Voice
of America.
During a visit with President
Truman at the Executive Offices
Wednesday, Miss Masselink presented the President with an engraved plaque bearing the legend :
To Harry S. Truman, President of
the United States, in appreciation of
his devotion to the youth of the nation who have spoken for Democracy,
gratefully presented by the winners
of the Fifth Annual Voice of Democracy Competition.
Following the White House meeting, the winners delivered their
winning broadcast scripts before
the Illinois Methodist Ministers
1952 Seminar.
Tom C. Clark, Associate Justice,
Supreme Court of the United
States, served as national honorary
chairman of the contest.
Robert K. Richards, NARTB
public affairs director, is chairman
of the Voice of Democracy Committee.

11 •» • *
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Wisconsin in two years!
204%
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in D.C., Williamsburg

Telecasting

\.A CROSSE,
>NIS.
580 kc
1,000 \M

ABC
A LEplEos
Radio
Station

National judges of the fifth annual
contest ident,
were:National
Joseph
Chaplin,
presAssn.B. of
Secondary
School Principals; Wayne Coy, Chairman, FCC; The Right Reverend Angus
Dun, bishop, Episcopal Diocese of
Washington; Harold E. Fellows, NARTB
president; Sen. James W. Fulbrlght
(D-Ark.); Jan Geister, winner, 1947-48
Voice of Democracy Contest; Mrs. Hiram Cole Houghton, president. General Federation of Women's Clubs;
Glen McDaniel,
president,
Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn.;
Philip
Murray,
president, Congress of Industrial Organizations;
Seymour N.of Siegel,
president. National
Assn.
Educational
Broadcasters; Gen. Hoyt S. Vandenberg.
Chief of Staff, U. S. Air Force;
Sen. Smith.
Students were adjudged winners
for voicing the best speeches on
the subject "I Speak for Democracy," in a competition throughout
the United States, District of
Columbia, Alaska and Puerto Rico.
The contest carries endorsement of
the U. S. Office of Education.
Eliminations were held at the community level, followed by selection
of state winners, with final judging resulting in the four national
winners.
BIRDS EYE CAMPAIGN
To Promote Fish in Lent
A MAJOR campaign is now under
way to promote the sales of Birds
Eye fish during Lent. The bigMarch drive, which will include
plugs on the Bert Parks CBS-TV
show and on selected local participation radio programs, will be
timed to coincide with the normally
heavy buying of fish products durson. ing the height of the Lenten seaBesides Birds Eye cod, haddock
and ocean perch, Birds Eye
French-fried potatoes will come in
for special advertising support during the campaign. Birds Eye peas
and lima beans also will figure in
the drive. Young & Rubicam, N. Y.,
is the agency.

ADS

Fewer Complaints Cited
IMPROVED standards in preChristmas radio and television advertising were noticed by the Better
Business Bureau of New York City
in its annual report last week.
The report considered consumer
complaints caused by questionable
commercials.
In previous years, complaints of
misrepresentation, delayed or
damaged delivery and inability to
obtain cash refunds were reported
to
the radio
bureauand
"by television
the hundreds"
after
commercials had made special preChristmas offers, primarily for
tree ornaments and toys.
To prevent a repetition of possibly fraudulent Christmas advertising during 1951, the bureau
alerted station owners and worked
with them to provide information
on business backgrounds and reputations of prospective advertisers.
Shopping services, designed to investigate special off'ers, also were
provided to station managers who
questioned proposed advertising.
Results, according to the BBB
yearly report, were that consumer
complaints were "greatly reduced."
Whereas numerous advertisers
each had provoked scores of complaints the previous year, during
1951 there was only one radio-TV
sponsor against whom as many as
10 complaints were received, it was
reported.
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TAX RELIEF
DPA Modifies Provisions
A REVISED procedui-e governingrapid tax writeoffs for new or expanded plant construction contemplated by electronics and other
manufacturers has been laid down
by the government.
Regulations for issuance of tax
certificates have been modified by
the Defense Production Administration to require manufacturers to
obtain construction clearance before they start building or expansion. Certain "pre-certification"
provisions will apply to all construction started after March 1.
The electronics industry, as one
of the bulwarks of defense production, registered $165 million worth
of tax writeoffs up to last Dec. 1.
For those who took advantage of
this amortization, the revised regulation will mean new procedures to
follow. For others who expanded
their facilities without benefit of
certificates, clearance on future
construction will be necessary.
Tax regulations have no tangible
effect on radio-TV broadcasters
who intend to build or remodel facilities. They are not eligible for
benefits.
"The increasingly tight supply of
critical materials," according to
James F. King, DPA deputy administrator, "has necessitated making a much closer examination of
new industrial expansions by DPA,
particularly where accelerated tax
NORTHEASTERN
PENNSYLVANIA'S

your Best ftadh Buy ^

PENNSYLVANIA'S
3^ LARGEST
MARKET
980 Kilocycles • AM-FM
5000W (d) 1000W (n)
ABC Affi/iafe
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
AVERY-KHODEL, INC.
608 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 20, N. y:
Page 90
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amortization is requested. Furthermore, examination of these expansion projects before construction
begins is the surest method by
which the tax amortization program can be properly used to carry out plant dispersion manpower
and anti-monopoly policies."
Under new regulations DPA will
make certaiin predeterminations as
to (1) the shortage of facilities and
(2) essentiality of the product involved.
These predeterminations, DPA
said, will mean decisions prior to
the beginning of certain construction or installations costing $100,000 after March 1. Commencement
of any projects before issuance of
tax writeoffs will bar a manufacturer from receiving the benefits.
Projects under $100,000 may be
started without DPA clearance.
Other factors to be taken into
consideration include type of business, amount of materials, product
involved, extent of risk assumed
and compliance with dispersion and
manpower
policies of the government.
Newsprint Aid
OVER 800 of the nearly 10,000
county newspaper weeklies in the
U. S. will be able to continue publication this year because of the
efforts of 15 large dailies, NPA reported. Larger publishers were
induced by the agency to divert
amounts of newsprint to smaller
publications to avert suspension of
their operations. NPA's action in
this crisis was praised by the National Editorial - Assn. of weekly
newspapers.
NATIONAL NIELSEN RATINGS
TOP RADIO PROGRAMS
(Total U. S. Area, Including Small-Town,
Farm and Urban Homes and Including
Telephone and Non-Telephone Homes)
REGULAR WEEK, JANUARY 6-12, 1952
Rating
NIELSEN-RATING*
Current
Current
Homes
Rank
Program
%
Evening, Once-a-Week
(Average
for
all
P'-oarams)
(7.6)
'n' Andy
17.0
21 Amos
Jack Benny
(CBS)(CBS)
16.2
3 Lux Radio Theatre (CBS)
15.0
4 Charlie McCarthy Show (CBS)
12.8
5 Walter Winchell (ABC)
14.7
6 Our Miss Brooks (CBS)
11.8
11.5
78 Mr.
and
Mrs.
North
(CBS)
11.3
Suspense (CBS)
9 People Are Funny (CBS)
11.1
10 Dragnet (NBC)
11.0
Evening, Multi-Weekly
(Average(CBS)
for all Programs)
7.7
(4.9)
1 Beulah
7,3
2 Lone Ranger (ABC)
8.4
3 One Man's Family (NBC)
Weekday (Average for all Programs)
8.8
1 Arthur Godfrey
(4.6)
(Liggett & Myers) (CBS)
2 Romance of Helen Trent (CBS)
8.4
7.2
3 Our Gal, Sunday (CBS)
7.6
4 Perry Mason (CBS)
5 Arthur Godfrey (Nabisco) (CBS) 7.0
7.1
6 Aunt Jenny (CBS)
7.1
7.0
7 Guiding Light (CBS)
7.0
8 Ma Perkins (CBS)
7.0
9 Arthur Godfrey (Pillsbury] (CBS)
10 Pepper
Day,
Sunday Young's
(AverageFamily
for all(NBC)
Programs) 7.6
8.4
1 True Detective Mysteries (MBS)
(3.2)
2 The Shadow (MBS)
3 Martin Kane, Private Eye (NBC)
Day, Saturday
6.2
(Average for all Programs) (4.0)
1 Grand Central Station (CBS) 7.5
2 Theatre of Today (CBS)
7.0
3 It Happens Every Day (CBS) 6.9
NOTE: Number of homes is obtained by ap"Nielsen-Rating"
to 42,800,000-the plying the1952
estimate of (%)Total
United
States Radio Homes.
(*)theHomes
reached
during
all
or
any
part
program, except for homes listeningof
only 1 to 5 minutes. For 5-minute programs. Average Audience Basis is used.
Copyright 1952 by A. C. Nielsen Co.

SfR/fS H/T
GOP Complains on Bill
SEGMENTS of OPS' anti-infiation
campaign involving the services of
radio, TV and other talent enlisted
for a series of radio programs
were under GOP fire on Capitol
Hill last week.
The attack was led by Sen. Styles
Bridges (R-N. H.), Senate minority leader, and Sen. Homer Ferguson (R-Mich.), who questioned
the propriety of such a campaign
on the grounds that it would constitute advocacy of price controls.
Current control law expires June
30, it was noted.
The radio series was announced
by OPS a fortnight ago. The programs. Stars for Defense, will be
made available without charge to
radio stations throughout the coundesiring to use them [B*T,
Feb. try
18].

Strictly Business
(Continued from page 18)

OPS

Citing the nation's inflated
budget. Sen. , Bridges described
these plans as "a new low in the
activities of OPS" and charged
that the agency is utilizing "the
services of movie stars from Hollywood and fan dancers to popularize
the OPS." He promised to take
the matter up in OPS budget hearings and with Price Stabilizer Ellis
Arnall.
The Senate Minority Leader also
quoted on the floor a newspaper
account of the proposed radio
series. A Chicago Tribune article
noted that "because the FCC regulations required the nation's radio
stations to devote a certain percentage of their broadcast period
to public service programs, the
OPS propaganda shows have been
widely used so far by radio stations . . . The theme, 'Fight inflation with price controls,' has
been interpreted as a public-service topicFerguson
..."
Sen.
told Senate colleagues he felt it "improper for
any bureau to use federal funds
for the re-enactment of any Act,
whether
it be goodvigorously
or bad." denied
OPS oiTicials
that any fan dancers were involved
in the anti-inflation media program. They pointed out that some
Hollywood and New York radio
celebrities have donated their service for transcriptions to explain
the need for controls.

ordinator of television and rai
in Chicago, Mr. Bagge and
services were allocated to
when the division split took ph
about two years ago. He r\'
handles seven top agencies in C
cago as well as the agencies
Kansas City and St. Louis.
He and his wife, the forn
Harriet
Anderson
of Chicaj;
spend much time in their flov
garden.
16 years, Bri!
th'
have threeMarried
sons, 12-year-old
and 7-year^old twins, Kendall a
Keith. For reasons unknown ev ;
to their Norwegian parents, t|
children bear Scotch names.
Mr. Bagge, in addition to bio;
ing fuses, spends much time
his workshop on various proje^
including repairing antique gu
He has a large collection in
den and among the oldest is
ladies' derringer, circa 1780, w
a swing barrel.
He is a member of the Nwegian Club, Northwestern
Club of Chicago, the Press CI
and the Radio Management Cli.,

Lane Appointed
THOMAS H. LANE, vice preside
in charge of radio and televisiMcCann-Erickson, New York, 1
been named chairman of natioi;
radio and television committee ;
the American Cancer Society's Vt,
cancer crusade.
Stanford U. Meet
FIFTH annual meeting will
held by Western Radio and Te|
vision Conference in San Francis
at Stanford U., Feb. 28, 29 a;
March 1. Lectures and discussid^
will concern relationship of racj
and TV with education.
BOARD of directors of Magnovox (
Fort Wayne, Ind., has declared qu
terly dividend of 37%^ a share
company's common stock and regu.
quarterly dividend of 25^ a share
Class A preferred stock.
QUINCY,
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ONVENTIONS
Final Details Studied
'sT factor involving the instalijn of certain working facilities
J the radio-TV networks at the
[■onal conventions this summer
( I be thrashed out at an industry
jtting this Wednesday.
She question of whether the netks should shoulder the burden
osts as recommended by the
iiocratic and Republican Nalal Committees emerges as perSt. >s the only stumbling block to
aplete agreement between the
(adcast industry and political
ity officials.
Pespite the present impasse, the
jsensus in industry and political
°''*eles was that an understanding
laid be reached to the satisfaction
'i'^fboth sides. The national party
""^tups have hinged acceptance of
" ' [nsored coverage of the two con-litions on the principle that the
T|Works should sustain installah costs.
X iK code
prescribing certain
jnda.rds of practice which the netQ'irks must meet also hangs fire,
CjWgh the cost issue is not a direct
:tor here [B»T, Feb. 11].
This year's conventions pose new
jj)blems, it is conceded. In prelius campaigns the parties suped and constructed working
ice and studio facilities for
padcasters on a comparable basis
'.T(th other media.
'"I'Both committees take the stand
'I at networks stand to profit by
'riling coverage and printed media
ler no comparable problems relatk to studio facilities.
SFrom a practical standpoint, instry does not contest this argu. |3nt. Most of the radio-TV net1 , arks figure to sell coverage. But
''!ie networks
point out that,
■'•'eoretically at least, this would
.'^ork a hardship for any network
■''tiich failed to sell its coverage
^i'lid had to carry convention proedings
sustaining
as public
rvice.

contennetworks
is the space
also since
^pt that
-ibn
and ' facilities
given to press associations,
•jliwspapers and other groups like

m
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Western Union they should be
made available free to radio and
TV broadcasters.
The national committees reportedly reject this argument
throughout. Other costs for competing media are nominal, they explain, and printed copy is not followed with paid advertisements.
Both committees are now weighing network space requirements
against available footage in the
International Amphitheatre, Chicago— convention site for the Republicans beginning July 7 and
the Democrats July 21. They will
consult with networks shortly.
Network facility planning is being
coordinated by Thomas Velotta,
ABC vice president in charge of
public events.
RWG GETS STRIKE RIGHT
But Not Considering Action
AN "enabling motion" to strike
when ready was granted Radio
Writers Guild by its parent body.
Authors League of America, at
last council meeting of latter
group, should RWG need to employ
it in current attempts to negotiate
new contracts for staff' writers with
major networks.
RWG seeks parity for writers in
Los Angeles and Chicago, who, they
contend, are doing same work as
New Yorkers but getting less pay
for it. Union also seeks national
contracts, rather than the purely
local pacts previously signed with
broadcasters, and commercial pools
to benefit writers on non-sponsored
news programs. Negotiations with
the networks recently were stopped
but not broken off, when broadcasters refused to recognize the union
requests.
It was understood late last week
that RWG, even though equipped
with the enabling motion, is not
seriously considering a strike.

N.

y. DEFENSE
Stations Expand Time
SKYWAVE monitoring system, in
which at least one major station in
each defense area has been asked
to stay on air all night, caused
some schedule reshuffling in New
York last week as more stations
announced plans to meet aroundthe-clock needs for civilian defense.
Monitoring system, requested
by FCC of 50 kw stations [B*T,
Feb. 4], had already been met by
WNEW, which has broadcast music
and news 24 hours daily for years.
WOR joined the all-night lineup
Monday
Jack O'Reilly
Show, a bydiscairing
jockeyTheprogram,
from
1-5 :30 a.m. Mondays only, thus filling New York airwaves at only time
WNBC's recently instituted allnight classical music series is not
broadcast. WJZ, usually silent between 4-5:45 a.m., also announced
last week that 24-hour broadcasting would begin March 7. WCBS,
at week's end, was still operating
with a 1:05 a.m. signoff. No other
New York stations were affected
by the FCC suggestion.
Although civilian defense officials, during an emergency, can
order all stations off the air and
designate one to continue broadcasting directives to the populace,
skywave monitoring was identified
as a necessary precaution to assure that at least one major station would always be in operation
and available for emergency use.

Burn Returns
COL. WALTER P. BURN, cartographer for the broadcast industry,
has returned from a tour of West
European capitals. Col. Burn is
well known for his work on the annual Broadcasting • Telecasting
map and for the creation of over
400 individual station maps and
numerous network and market
studies. His tour included visits to
Paris, Amsterdam, Brussels, Frankfort, Heidelberg, Zurich Venice and
Trieste.
Miss Schaefer Promoted
WINIFRED SCHAEFER, supervisor of publicity for WNBC-AMFM New York, has been promoted
to advertising and promotion department of the station. General
Manager Ted Cott announced
Thursday. Assuming her new position today (Monday), Miss Schaefer will be in charge of audience
promotion and also will be assigned
to special projects. She is being
succeeded as supervisor of publicity by Philip Dean, who has been
handling exploitation for the NBC
Network Press Dept.

• Telecasting

ABC

SESSION
Set Before NARTB Meet
A MEETING of ABC's Stations
Advisory Committee with top officials of the network will be held in
Chicago on March 30 preceding the
opening of the annual convention
of
NARTB, officials announced last
week.
ABC President Robert E. Kintner
will
headthe the
network'sanddelegation
at both
convention
the SAC
meeting. The latter will be held
at the Ambassador East Hotel.
ABC's convention headquarters
will be in the Hotel Conrad Hilton,
convention site.
Network officials slated to be on
hand for the SAC session include
Ernest Lee Jahncke Jr., vice president for the radio network, and
William Wylie, director of the radio
stations department. SAC members scheduled to attend :
Roger W. Clipp, WFIL Philadelphia,
representing Dist. 1; J. P. Williams,
WING Dayton, Dist. 2: Verl Bratton,
WKTY La Crosse, Wis.. Dist. 3; T. B.
Lanford, KRMD Shreveport, Dist. 4;
Harold V. Hough, WBAP Fort Worth,
Dist. 5; Frank C. Carman, KUTA Salt
Lake City, Dist 6; J. Archie Morton,
KJR Seattle, Dist. 7; and James W.
Hicks, WCOS Columbia, S. C, Dist. 8.
For the March 31-April 3 NARTB
convention,
ABC executives
slated to attendother
are Alexander
Stronach
Jr., vice president for the television
network;
Leonard
Reeg,programs,
vice president in charge
of radio
and
Richard B. Rawls, manager of the
television stations department. ABC
also will be represented by James A.
Mahoney, Ralph Hatcher and Earl
Mullin, radio station department; and
Joseph Merkle, Donald S. Shaw Jr.
and Matthew
tions department.Boylan, television sta-
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Country
Country
RADIO

TOTALS

IN OTHER COUNTRIES
U.S. Is Shown as Leading Set Supplier

GREAT BRITAIN has a total of
12.6 million radio receivers compared to 13.5 million households,
while France has a total of 8.8
million sets and 12.5 million households, according to a study of
foreign radio set ownership and set
exports compiled by the National
Production Authority. The U.S. is
leading exporter of receivers, the
report indicated.
Only a very few countries indicated more sets in use than households. These included: Canada, 3.6
million sets, 3.35 million households; Denmark, 1.3 million sets,
1.2 million households; Noi-way,
951,000 sets, 850,000 households;
Tangier, 40-50,000 sets, 35-40,000
households; Union of South Africa,
600,000 sets, 597,000 households;
Australia, 2.3 million sets, 2 million
households, and New Zealand, 507,000 sets, 495,000 households.
Exports of radio receiving sets
from the United States from
January-September 1951 amounted
to $41,339,095, approximately a
103% increase over the $20,406,183
reported for the first nine months
of 1950.
These figures were released in
a foreign radio survey by Mrs. E.
S. Little of the Foreign Section,
Electronics Div. of NPA. The survey covered 96 countries and re-

SOUTHWEST

portedly includes the latest information on sets in use in relation
to the number of households.
The U. S. was indicated more
frequently than any other country
as the principal source of supply
(57 countries supplied this information), the report stated,
adding that the U. S. is chief
supplies for 39 countries.
Second in supplying sets (home,
auto and portable) is the United
Kingdom, which was listed as chief
supplier in 14 countries. Others
were listed as. The Netherlands, 9;
France, 5, and Belgium-Luxembourg, 1.
The following table gives set
totals as compared to number of
households as of 1951 or 1950 except for Peru, Spain and Burma
where 1949 figures are listed, and
China, where the latest tabulation
is for 1948.
WESTERN
HEMISPHERE
Number of
Number of
Country
Sets in use
households
3.000,000
5,000,000
Argentina
Bahamas
20,000
4,540
T
500 UL
4,040
Bermuda
n.a.
15,900
Bolivia
n.a.
65,000
Brazil
n.a.
3,500,000
Br. Guiana
n.a.
20,085 T
10,085
L
1
0,000
U
Br, Honduras
17,780
B. W.
1., Trinidad
77,500
1,354 T
18,602
& Tobago
17,102
1,500 UL
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Canada
Chile
ColombiaRica Rep.
Costa
Cuba
Dominican
Ecuador
El Salvador
Fr. West Indies
Guatemala
Haiti

Number of
Sets in use
550,000
3,600,000
450,000
575,000
34,550
35,000
45,000
25,000
7,758
5,358
612,400
,200
31,150
30,050

T
L
UT
UI

9,683 T
3,683 UI
6,000
Honduras
10,550
42,000
Iceland
Mexico
10,127
Jamaica
1,325,000
Netherlands
Antilles
26,087 T
115,286
6,300
Nicaragua
9,787 UL
Paraguay
Panama
85,900
150,000
Uruguay
36,500
Peru
300,000
200,000
Venezuela
EUROPE
Austria
50-70,000
1,378,350
Belgium
1,754,441
Bulgaria
Czechoslovakia
2,360,000
Denmark
1,326,570 T
1,206,570
1 20,000 UL
Eire
323,042
314,042 TL
9,000 U
Finland
794,715 T
744,715
50,000 UL
France
8,753,976 T
7,003,976 L
German Fed Rep. 1, 750,000 U
9,703,321 T
9,628,321
75,000 UL
Gibraltar
Hungary
Italy
Greece
205,000
4,406
702,000 T
700,000 L
2,000 U
Luxembourg
3,509,320
66,112 T
60,612 L
5,500 U
Malta & Gozo
12,550
Netherlands
1,721,650 T
Norvt/ay
1,571,650 L
1 50,000 U
950,851 T
805,851
1 45,000 UL
Poland
1,000,000
374,035 T
249,035
1 25,000 UL
Portugal*
Rumanio
382,000 T
381,000 L
1,000 U
1,205,000
555,00OU L
Spain
650,000 T
Sweden
3,187,170 T
2,187,170 L
1,000,000 U
Switzerland
1,146,710 T
United Kingdom 12,603,036
11,603,036 L
294,900 U
1,000,000
Yugoslavia
AFRICA
241,000 T
Algeria
210,000 L
31,000U
Angola
Belgian Congo
11,308 T
15,028

Number
Householdsof
3,351,900
n.a.
1,066,580
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
145,000
448,126 I
518,000

Aden
Afghanistan
Au$f ra 1ia
Burma

China

n.a.
35,000
n.a.
5,242,000
31,900
n.a.

Fr. Indo-China
Cyprus
Hong Kong
y.on
India

196,686
n.a.
n.a.
588,800

1 ndonesio
Fed.
Iraq Malaya

1,000,000
1,950,000
3,000,000
n.a.
1,217,354
700,000
1 ,580,000
12,500,000

Janan
K
Leba non
N
Zealand
Pakistan
Philippines

15,300,000
1,525,000
2,250,000
5,000
11,000,000
80,242
85,058
2,250,000
850,000
n.a.
1,811,645
4,218,667

n.a.
1,250,000
13,500,000
3,250,000
2,200,000
n.a.
16,000

Saudi Arabia
Singapore
Turkey
Thailand
Syria
L— Licensed
UT_Total
— Unlicensed

20
Number of
SetsASIAin use
on1 Ann
376 tT
776 L
600 U
XU,UUU 1
1on91 000
000 UiiL
nnn
0 0*in 'i'i.A T
35 500 T
25
000 L
10 500
45 1 01 T
42o nnn
101 1L1
7wUfo,uuu
UUU u
oc15 305
nno II
41 356
QAfi
nnn T
1 6 356 L
52 663 T
42 663 L
5741 rt Ann
210 1 1
1 50- "^nA
AAA
131 050
51 620 T
465 000
620 UL

Househ
Numbfti

2,000,
1 1 o.
1 ,400,
215,
11o
975,
400,
70 nnn

AA AAA T
OAdA AAA II1
99 519
494,
OAA
AAA
219 549
549 1TL1
OUUf uuu u
0^^ AAA T
1 7A AAA
A07
dAA 1
75OXJf AAA
UUw II
A A AAA
SA7 ,*fUU
Ann T1
3\ti
15,294,
10,000 U
195,
71,360 T
3,770,
829 UL
70,531
21 1,694 T
158,771 L
52,923 U
5,000
30,623 T
27,623 L
3,000 UT
41,500
33,000 L
3,845,
1,871,
8,000
UT
*414,000
—79,882
Includes
410,000 L
4,000
n.a. —U Not Dvaila
AAadeiro
Azores.

FARM RESEARCH
KEX Surveys Dairymf
OVER 57% of dairymen polled j
western Oregon and Washingt
have radios in their barns and o^^
half the house radios on farms £
in use before 7 a.m., according
a "Farm Opinion Research" sv
vey conducted by KEX Portland
Questionnaires were mailed
900 dairymen requesting inforn;
tion on radio listening and faf
work habits. Station received 1(
return covering every county
western Oregon and five coun
in western Washington over a 4
mile area.
Other results: (1) Over 90%
the dairymen are up before 61
a.m.; (2) 70% of the farms stj
milking before 6:30 a.m.; (3) 2'
tune to KEX for morning listenili
ARE YOU
^

6,028 UL
9,000
12,290
n.a.
30,000
275,147 T
4,000,000
215,147
n.a. L
Ethiopia
60,000 U
n.a.
n.a.
French Morocco 165-170,000
Fr. West Africa
65,000
29,000 T
8,000 UL
21,000
Gold Coast
n.a.
Br. W. Africa
2,214
TL
2,014
200 U
... '^N NE
BROADCASTING■Ao.<5^
Madagascar
10,500
n.a.
Mozambique
24,060
9,798 T (Non-native)
n.a.
7,498 I
SCRII
2,300 U
Nigeria
Southern
24,274
145UT
yi^i^^
"just
a
dollar"
38,000
3,751
Rhodesia
35-40,000
40-50,000
TUFTY NEWS BUREAU
24,129 L (Non-native)
Tangier
National Press Building
Tunisia
380,000
597,157
70,196
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Union of So. Africa 600,000
BROADCASTING
Tel,

Canary Islands
Egypt

New
EE

ESTATE
Legal Fees Requested
UTHORITY to pay $260,288 in
ixtraordinary legal fees from $12 ¥2
■'M i lillion estate left by the late
'homas S. Lee was requested by
OS Angeles Public Administrator
len H. Brown when he filed his
Jhird accounting of stewardship in
uperior Court last Monday.
In charge of the estate followijng death of the former owner of
ipon Lee Broadcasting System on
[an. 13, 1950, Mr. Brown asked
''*f|uthority to pay his own legal
l-dvisors, headed by County Counsel Harold W. Kennedy, $40,000,
Ihis to go into the county treasury.
175,1
|^.nother fee of $45,000 was reiuested for Walter L. Nossaman
«0i. (jind Joseph D. Brady, associated
Krith the county counsel's office in
ijegal
problems arising from adninistration.
A $50,563 fee is asked for Raynond G. Wright, Seattle attorney.
[3e represented R. D. Merrill,
'"''Seattle lumberman and uncle-byinarriage of Tommy Lee, who re•teived the entire $12% million
^state under a 1934 will to divide
.(as he saw fit.
Mr. Brown further requested
Permission to pay two law firms,
JsiiRobert P. Jennings & Frank B.
|Belcher and Alfred Wright & LeJJRoy A. Garrett, a total of $124,'j725.
Messers.
Wright and
originally
represented
Mrs.Garrett
Nora
'(A. Patee, maternal aunt of Mr.
'Lee, in her contest of the will
Iwhich was recently settled.
ileja Permission also was asked by Mr.
'^IBrown to take $40,000 for his own
* !toffice in extraordinary fees. This
sum is to go into the county treasury. Request for authority to pay
$30,500 to several auditors, tax
mid counselors and investment counijselors employed by estate is made.
Accounting disclosed that the
?^rpublic administrator still has in his
possession for later distribution
if ,$6,329,203, mostly in cash.
s'^'KBIG Avalon, Calif., is incorporating
:j _ policy of 2% cash discount for immediate payment of bills into rate structure, recommended by both American
nniAssn. of Advertising Agencies and
■jijSouthern California Adv. Agencies
j^lAssn. Station is fourth in Los An||)geles County to adopt policy.

(Continued from page 16)
Chicago, to handle advertising for its Trim Tred women's line, product
of Roberts, Johnson & Rand Div.

THEY

SUNDAY
LISTEN
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TO

La CROSSE BREWERIES,
Chicago.
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TWO
AWARDS

FOR OUTSTANDING
SPONSOR PROMOTION
AND MERCHANDISING.

La Crosse, Wis., names H. M. Gross Adv.,

LIQUID
Corp.,"
Y., appoints
Ellis Adv.,
city
to
directVENEER
advertising
of Buffalo,
its new N. product,
Kleensweet,
a same
household
deodorizer, and Little Pete, a dispenser attachment. MAXWELL E.
ELLIS is the account executive.
NUCLEAR
same city.

RESEARCH

Corp., Phila., has appointed Lavenson Bureau,

KEYSTONE PRODUCTS Co.. Union City, N. J., has appointed W. H.
Watt Adv., Upper Darby, Pa.
GENERAL COPPER & BRASS Co., Phila., to Ullman Organization.
J. MACK NEVERGOLE, vice president of Ullman, will handle account.
FLOATING
YOA
Ceremonies Postponed
CEREMONIES planned for the
dedication of the Coast Guard
Courier as America's first seagoing
radio-armed vessel yesterday (Sunday) were postponed because of
technical difficulties.
The dedication was to have been
held in Washington, D. C., in connection with the Voice of America's
lOth anniversary today (Monday).
President Truman and members of
Congress and various government
agencies and departments were to
have attended (B»T, Feb. 18).
A technical disruption, requiring
leplacement of a major piece of
equipment in the transmitter-laden
vessel, led to the postponement.
The trouble arose after the Courier
was commissioned Feb. 8. Thus,
the ship was unable to proceed to
Washington on schedule. Ceremonies will be rescheduled sometime after March 1, it was explained by the State Dept.
Attending the commissioning exercises, along with members of Congress,
were Howland
Sargeant, ofnewly-appointed Assistant Secretary
State for
Public Affairs; Edward W. Barrett,

tmCI]\I^ATI
NEWS

ON THE AIR EVERYWHERE

SELLING

El Paso

WINS

MILADY FOODS Co., Brooklyn, N. Y. (frozen foods), appoints Kastor,
Farrell, Chesley & Clifford, N. Y.
TUMBLE-TWIST MILLS Inc., Easley, S. C. (cotton floor covering),
appoints Henderson Adv., Greenville, S. C.

See Centerspread

50,000

KROD,

LIQUINET Corp., Chicago (hair preparation), names Arthur R. Mogge
Agency same city. EDWARD J. LUNDIS is account executive.

1
OX

Business

&

MUSIC

This Issue
24 HOURS

WATTS
OF
POWER
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A DAY

)iul)ieita AWARD
KROD won the first Nutrena Mail Pull
Contest in competition with top stations
everywhere.

who retired from that post; Dr. Wilson
Compton, administrator. International
Information Administration; and
George
Voice ofHerrick,
America.chief engineer for the
The ship, to be equipped with-Coy
150 kw medium wave and 35 kw
short wave transmitters, will depart on a shakedown cruise after
the Washington ceremonies.
BLACKLISTING
Not FCC's ProvinceALTHOUGH FCC Chairman
Wayne Coy told the Authors
League of America that an FCC
hearing on the blacklisting of pei-formers and writers was "not
properly the subject for a general
hearing of the Commission " [B*T,
Feb. 18] he formation
did which
invite
inmight"specific
establish
that a licensee has surrendered responsibility for the operation of his
station.

stations carrying the "Red" Foley Show
for Jewel Shortening. The prize was
awarded for the best job of promotion.
These awards prove that KROD "gets
the job done." It can do it for YOU too.

"You may therefore desire," he
concluded his Feb. 8 letter to Rex
Stout, ALA president, "to bring
any fact which you may have relating to specific stations and licensees to the attention of the Commission, so that it can be ascertained whether any matters within
the jurisdiction of the Commission
are involved." These would be considered at station license renewal
time, he indicated.
Mr. Coy's response was to a request from the ALA for a hearing
on the subject of blacklisting [B*T,
Feb. 4]. It followed the dropping
of Philip Loeb from the cast of
The Goldbergs television program
said
28]. to stem from Mr. Loeb's listing in Red Channels [B*T, Jan.

CBS RADIO NETWORK IN EL PASO

BUILDING has started for one-story
transmitter house for new 1 kw
French-language station at Saskatoon,
owned by Radio-Prairies-Nord Ltd.
Building will cost about $40,000.

AWARD
KROD also won first prize among the 50

KROD

USES

THESE

DEALER-AIDS
Billboards
Dealer letters
Courtesy announcements
Newspaper ads
Dealer calls
Posters
Car and bus cards

600 KC
5,000 WATTS
a II ITT
RODERICK BROADCASTING Corp.
DORRANCE D. RODERICK
Chairman of che Board
VAL LAWRENCE
President and Gen. Mgr.
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY
THE O. L. TAYLOR COMPANY
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NEW WBS
SERIES
Raymond Massey Signed
WORLD Broadcasting System,
New York, producer of transcribed
library features, last week announced signing of actor Raymond
Massey to star in World's devotional radio services, Chapel by the
Side of the Road.
Series, which will be released
March 24 as a 15-minute daily
series for local sponsorship, will
feature a Bible reading and
"thought for the day" by Mr.
Massey, as well as hymns by the
Chapei Singers and organ solos by
Wilson Ames and James Peterson.
Before the release date. World's
875 affiliates will be supplied with
complete client presentation kits
including promotional material and
auditon discs. Series will be furnished to stations as part of their
regular weekly service. Signing of
Mr. Massey follows World's recent
announcement that transcribed Goto-Chiirch messages by 10 of the nation's leading spiritual
leaders
have
been distributed
to WBS
affiliated
stations.
Kittrell to Katz
DAVID KITTRELL, director of
media research for Crook Adv.,
Dallas, for SVz years, has joined
The Katz Agency, national station
representative, as a member of the
sales staff of the Dallas office.

with
the

COMPLETE
Southern

Pennsylvania

New

1876

Jfrebericb

WGY
FORMER FCC Comr. Frederick
Ingate Thompson, 76, died last
week in Mobile, Ala., after a longillness. He served on the FCC from
April 1939 to June 1941, being
appointed by the late President
Roosevelt to succeed Comr. Eugene
0. Sykes who resigned.
Mr. Thompson
was publisher

coverage
York

trading

off

— Northern

area

• • •

NBC AFFILIATE IN THE SOUTHERN TIER
George P. Hollingbery, National Representative
•

February 25, 1952

1952

and owner of the Mobile Register
from 1909 to 1932, publisher of the
old Birjningham Age-Herald and
the Montgomery Journal. He was
a director of the Associated Press
for 10 years. Before his appointment to the FCC, Mr. Thompson
was a member of the Alabama
State Docks Commission, the U. S.
Advisory Board of Public Works,
and during the 1920s a commissioner of the U. S. Shipping Board.
During his newspaper publishing days, Mr. Thompson gained
national attention as a fighter
against the Ku Klux Klan, then in
its heyday. He also fought against
the use of convicts for private gain.
He campaigned vigorously for the
construction of port facilities for
Mobile. Mr. Thompson retired from
the newspaper business about 10
years ago.

the Triple Cities
BINGHAMTON
•k JOHNSON CITY
ir ENDICOTT
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OPEN HOUSE
Sets Off Celebration

WGY Schenectady started a weeklong celebration of its 30th anniversary last Monday with a station
open house [B»T, Feb. 18].
In spite of a 16-inch snowfall
which had closed schools in the
area, 20 guests were waiting at the
doors when WGY opened at 5:45
a.m. and about 500 more visitors
arrived within the next several
hours, officials reported.
One couple among the early arrivals brought along the radio set
they had used to receive the first
WGY broadcast, Feb. 20, 1922.
They said that during the debut
program, they had put the earphones of their radio to the mouthpiece of their telephone so the local
telephone operator could plug in
every phone in the local exchange,
thus transmitting the program to
all village residents via a party
line. The radio-telephone hookup
made, the visitors contended, the
first WGY program a network
broadcast.

to C-E
MovesCOYLE,
Coyle
M.
PATRICK
director of
product and style research, Opinion Research Corp., Princeton, N.J.,
has joined Campbell-Ewald, Detroit, as vice president in charge
of
research marketing and merchandising.
Four Join NARTB
FOUR radio stations applied last
week for active membership in
NARTB. They were KCRS Midland,
Tex.; KXOA Sacramento, Calif.;
WKTY LaCrosse, Wis., and WVOK
Birmingham, Ala. William L.
Stubblefield, NARTB station relations director, and William K.
Treynor, assistant director, returned last week to NARTB headquarters after tours through the
West, Southwest and South. AM
membership of NARTB is now
around the 970 mark. [B*T, Feb.
18, 4].

STORM
SERVICE I
Radio Gives Coverage
RADIO went all out in its effort
to cover the news and render serv
ice during the snow storm which
swept the New England area Feb
17-18, according to reports receiver
by Broadcasting • Telecasting
WLAM Lewiston, Me., broadcast .
the Blizzard Baste)- Specia
throughout its 18-hour scheduk
with emergency announcements anc
news of the 25 inch snowfall there
Station's public service achieve
ment was appreciated most by oldei
listeners wh,o drew comparisonj .
from radio-less days of 1921 anc
1888, the last blizzard years in th(
area.
Commercial
net'
work
programsandas sustaining
well as thost
produced locally were cancelled b^
WCOU-AM-FM Lewiston, Me., tc
devote the full broadcast day t(
assisting in the emergency. Ap
proximately 2,500 calls for helj
were reportedly received at the sta
tion. Remote broadcasts from th(
city's police and fire department:
kept the public informed on storn
happenings.
Through its affiliate, WOCB Hy
annis, Mass., the Yankee Network
in New England aired an exclusive
broadcast of on-the-spot interview:
with survivors of the crew fron :
the tanker Pejidleton, one of tw(
ships broken in two off Chatham
Mass., during the blizzard. Pro
gram was broadcast 4:30-5 p.m j
Feb. 19 shortly after the rescu<
had taken place.
News of the sea tragedy was re
ported by WLYN Lynn, Mass.
throughout the afternoon of Febj
18 beginning with the announcejl
ment Fort
of a Mercer,
distress which
signal from
thi'
SS
Clarencf
Burnham, station engineer, picke(
up on his own set. Mr. Burnhan
also was able to pick up Coas
Guard reports on rescue operation:!
which he immediately relayed fo;
broadcast.
NBC radio The Halls of Ivy salute
college president each week as meanJ
of public appreciation for work don
by these men and women. Prograr
deals with the problems facing a col
leg professor.

/LUBBOCK/
National Representolive: Wm. G. Rambeou Co.
ClydeSouthwest
Melville RepresentaTiver
Co.. OoWay Texo*

BROADCASTING
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100,000 Since 1939
FOR sponsoring over 100,000
radio and TV news programs
and for other civic contributions, Nate S. Shapero, president-board chairman, Cunningham's Drug Stores Inc.,
has been presented a testimonial resolution by the Detroit Common Council. Since
1939, over 100,000 Cunningham news programs have
been broadcast over WXYZ
Detroit and, in the past fewyears, the company has sponsored additional newscasts
over WJBK - TV Detroit.
Simons-Michelson Co. handles account.

^
eti|^
tmOVER
PLAN
Hopes Fade for Use
iOOVER reorganization of the
;t;^CC faded further in the backa.;lound as a near-future possibility
:eiist week as the Senate Executive
rjilxpenditures Committee voted to
nnpcept "in principle" recommenda[ons of a subcommittee.
Those recommendations involved
)ri^!|ie following :
1. Strip from S 1139 the provi'■'lions which would have given the
"^iCC Chairman far-reaching powers
''-'jot now in his grasp [B*T, Jan.

™''| 2.Commissioners
Leave in the bill
proposal
to
staya in
office af^^%r
theiris terms
until a sucbssor
named expire
and confirmed
by
he Senate. It would also favor a
^|'jiO-day limit on the extra time they
'ce;i
iould serve.
The bill, as now composed, must
,j.,ie again re-written, however, to
.j,,<ilear up legal entanglements. Then,
jjjhe committee is expected to ap.j|;irove the bill and bring it up in the
)j,(Jenate for a vote,
foiii

The foremost national and local advertisers use WEVD year after
year to reach the vast
Jewish Market
of >>letropolitan New York
■ 1. Top adult programming
I
2. Strong audience impact
■
3. Inherent listener loyalty
M
4. Potential buying power
Send for a copy of

Favors S 2444; Cites

TOBEY
VIEWS
'Temporary Easing' Cited
'Public Interest'
NEWSPRINT figured in a series of
BROADCASTERS better watch it If they shout loud enough against
collateral developments at governthe anti-liquor advertising-over-the airwaves bill, they may find Congress
ment level last week, with the
going after beer advertising, too!
usual
ominous
overtones for printed
That's Sen. Charles W. Tobey (R -N. H.) talking. It is the Sen. Tobey
media advertising budget.
who pointed the finger at many a
An NPA official told a House
*
wilting witness before the Kef auver
of
the public attend an open hearInterstate & Foreign Commerce
Crime Committee and who delivered
subcommitte investigating the
That's bunk."
The ing?author
of the recently pubsermons at the committee's bench
newsprint shortage that there has
which made him, along with Sen.
lished book. The Return to Moralbeencal ascarcities
"temporary
critiEstes Kef auver (D-Tenn.), a
ity, the Senator has no knowledge
but thateasing"
world of
demand
household TV star throughout the of immorality in the FCC. He
will
exceed
supply
for
at
least
country.
said he does not know of any imanother year. The prediction was
proper influence having been
Sen. Tobey, in an exclusive intergiven by J. Noel Macy, director of
view with Broadcasting • Telebrought
to
bear within the agency's
offices.
NPA's Printing & Publishing divicasting last week, let his hair down
sion, last Monday.
But, he reminds, the appointment
on the pending liquor advertising
Following
day, Rep. Emanuel
of Newbold Morris by President
measure
et seq.]. (S 2444) [B*T, Jan. 21, Truman to head a corruption-bustCeller (D-N. Y.), chairman of the
House Judiciary Committee, reAt the mention of the liquor bill,
ing lent.
squadTheinSenator
Washington
excelvealed that another price boost on
said heis knows
the Senator's ire, which has helped
newsprint
in imminent. This reMr.
Morris
and
expected
to
confer
to give him the lustre of a camport has been widely circulated
with him quite soon.
paigning Congressman on Capitol
among U. S. newspaper publishers.
Hill, came to the surface.
Chairman Celler also asked AttorSen. Tobey in no uncertain terms
ney General J. Howard McGrath
said he was for the bill, wanted to
Radio Agreement
to probe practices of newsprint
see it pass and would vote for it
producers at the plant level.
AN AGREEMENT between the
in committee.
Officials of the Justice Dept.
U.
S.
and
Canada
for
promotion
of
In other radio-TV matters, Sen.
countered Wednesday that the U. S.
safety on the Great Lakes by means
Tobey was less certain. But of one
government is without authority to
of radio was signed for this country
thing he is sure, he said. As rankat
Ottawa
last
Thursday
by
FCC
launch an "eff'ective" anti-trust
ing Republican member of the
inquiry. About 90 7o of newsprint
Comr. E. M. Webster and Stanley
Senate Interstate & Foreign Comused in the U. S. is produced in
merce Committee, Sen. Tobey is a Woodward, American ambassador
Canada, out of the American govzealot for the public interest. In to Canada. Agreement provides
ernment's jurisdictional realm.
fact, he said, his Senate record is for authorized use of radioteleMr. Macy said newsprint supplies
phony as a means of communicatpointed that way — in the interest
ing distress signals for Great
will be larger this year for pubof the public.
lishers, but spot shortages will
Lakes shipping on 2182 kc and concontinue.
tinuance of other frequencies.
Top Minority Member
Sen. Tobey is not only the top
minority member of the Senate
committee which concerns itself
a ''servant of the people
with the legislative wheel spinning
TO QUOTE THE STATE MEDICAL SOCIETY OF WISCONSIN
for-or-against the radio-television
industry, but is also the logical
successor to the chairmanship of
the powerful committee, should the
Senate have a Republican majority
after the November elections.
Dopesters on Capital Hill and in
the columnist-commentator circle
find it difficult to believe the Senate
will go GOP. But anything can
happen in Congress.
Thus, said Sen. Tobey, should the
Senate come into the Republican
fold, he would direct the committee agenda "in the public interest."
The New Hampshire legislator
has his ideas about witnesses who
shy before the TV camera and the
radio microphone. To the recalcitrants' objections to the broadcast
media on grounds of incrimination
or violation of Constitutional
rights. Sen. Tobey has this to say,
in the tradition of Henry Ford I's
few-word description:
The March of
"It's the bunk !"
Medicine is only one of
Sen. Tobey said, "Why can't all of
dozens of public service programs developed and tailored to the
needs of the Madison area by WIBA.
The going
matteron ofnowbeing
"servant
has been
for amore
than of
25 the
years.people"

"WHO'S WHO ON WEVD"
Henry Greenfield, Managing Director
WEVD 117-119 West 46th St.,
New York 19
°*IBROADC ASTING

NEWSPRINT
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AM
FM

WIBA
BADGER BROADCASTING CO., MADISON,
Represented by AVERY-KNODEL,

- 1310
- 101.5
WISCONSIN
Inc.
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WOR'S
30th
BIRTHDAY
CELEBRATION
Annivee'sary
Theme
Injected Throughout
Feb. 22 Schedule
WOR New York, 50-kw clear channel station which started as a 250w outlet in Newark, N. J., and took
a full-page newspaper ad when it
learned its signal was reaching
State Island, observed its 30th anniversary last Friday with the
birthday theme featured on a number of its programs.
Aside from salutes by programs
of MBS, which WOR helped to
organize in 1935, the station devoted much of its regular programming to reminiscence, starting at
sign-on with the playing of the
record WOR used to commence
operations on Feb. 22, 1922— Al
Jolson signing "April Showers."
In one of the morning features.
Vice President J. R. Poppele, who
observed his own 30th anniversary
with WOR on Feb. 15 [B»T, Feb.
18], appeai-ed on the John B.
Gambling Musical Clock program
to broadcast an open letter of
thanks to listeners in some 14
states for loyalty to the station.
Later, during the Barbara Welles
Show, the first microphone used
by WOR was put into use for a
few seconds.
A newscast prepared as though
the date were Feb. 22, 1922, was
presented by Dan McCullough.
WOR described itself as the first

ADVERTISERS

we

(^(xSj3yy^

LISTENERS
We have very little turnover in either.
Our advertisers stay on and on, because they have the proof that our
listeners do the same — and you knov/
what they say about repetition.
Ask AAcGILLVRA
(Chi. or N. Y.)
To Show You Some of These Proofs
Or Let Us!

THE RADID SERVICE QF THE
Orffn Bay Press-Gazette
GREEN
Page 96

•

BAY, WIS.
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station to present regularly schedLyleincluded
Van's
News uledoilnewsthebroadcasts.
Human Side
a short history of the station.
WOR started with a staff of
five in a makeshift studio behind
the sport goods and radio parts
department of Bamberger & Co.'s
department store in Newark. During 1927 its power was boosted to
5 kw; in the same year, it began
a two-year tenure as New York
key station of the new CBS network. The boost to its present 50
kw power came in 1935. Only a
few weeks ago, R, H. Macy & Co. —
owner of the station for 22 years —
merged its WOR radio and TV interests with those of General Tire
6 Rubber Co.
WOR received its first grant for
a TV station in 1941. Though the
war prevented construction, the
station did produce TV programs
on a regular schedule over WABD
CANADIAN
MEET
Probes Rating Disparity
CIVIL DEFENSE, rating polls and
a number of internal problems were
main subjects on the agenda of the
annual meeting of the British Columbia Assn. of Broadcasters, held
at the Hotel Vancouver, Vancouver,
Feb. 10-11. F. H. Elphicke, manager
of CKWX Vancouver, was re-elected president of the BCAB.
The association asked national
rating organizations to discuss with
the Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters
the disparity of ratings for the
province oftBritish Columbia.
The disparity arose in ratings
released by the Penn McLeod &
Assoc. Ltd., and Elliott Haynes
Ltd., Canadian survey organizations. According to reports, contradictory facts are being published
by the two companies which tend
to weaken the confidence of advertising executives and timebuyers in
ratings.
George C. Chandler, manager of
CJOR Vancouver, submitted a request to Jim Allard, general manager of the Canadian Assn. of
Broadcasters, suggesting letters be
sent to Penn McLeod & Assoc. as
well as Elliott Haynes Ltd. explaining quest
the will
broadcasters'
stand.
A rebe made of the
companies
to make available work sheets used
in the compilation of their ratings
and information on the methods
used in selecting samples.
On civil defense, plans on
progress for the Pacific coast radio
industry were discussed at a closed
session, and a resolution was passed
urging the Canadian government to
let broadcasters know what part
they are to play in the civil defense picture. BCAB members
heard reports from Mr. Allard and
Pat Freeman of the CAB on copyright problems and radio sales promotion plans.

1

Mr. Poppele ( r) explains
to Miss Welles
as the
Mr. station's
Seebach first
looksmicrophone
on.
(TV) New York starting in 1943
and over WRGB (TV) Schenectady
starting in 1945. A new grant for
WOR-TV was issued in 1947, and
operations commenced October 11,
1949. A month ago, WOR-TV
opened its Television Square, which
it describes as "the first building
to be constructed from the ground
up exclusively for television purCoincident with its anniversary
observance, WOR made a study
of its sponsors through the years
and found that the food industry
hasposes."
been the foremost user of its
commercial time, according to Sales
Vice President R. C. Maddux. Other
top users, in order: pharmaceuticals, toilet goods, confections and
beverages. Oldest sponsor is Dugan
Bros, of New Jersey, a foodstuffs
company which has been a consistent WOR advertiser for 26
years and which, incidentally,
furnished the cake used to mark
Vice President
Poppele's
30th anniversary 10 days
ago.
As part of the tribute to Mr.
Poppele on his own anniversary,
he was presented a silver plate
and a letter from top officials asserting: ". . . WOR's success has
been based on the best engineering
in the country under your direction, and now WOR-TV has started
in the finest studio building in the
country constructed under your
direction . . ." The letter was
signed by Thomas F. O'Neil,
chairman of Mutual and president

of Thomas S. Lee Enterprises
which
controls
and WOR-T'^
under the
recentWOR
merger;
by Presi
dent Theodore C. Streibert, by Sale
Vice President Maddux and Pro
gram Vice President Julius T
Seebach Jr., and by Controlle
Curt Heuser.
Meanwhile, in connection wit
the station's anniversary, WO]
spokesmen announced they wer
"on the search" for three person
they would like to include amon
those being honored : Carl Eggi
WOR's first manager; Jessi
Koenig Brown, "Radio's first won
an announcer," and Chalmei
Greenly, who headed Bamberge
& Co.'s radio receiver departmer
when the station was establishe
to promote set sales.
Commends

MBS

Show

MBS's True Detective Mysterit
was cited last week by FBI Chii
J. Edgar Hoover as directly respoi
sible for the capture of one of tl
nation's "most wanted" criminal
The line-up feature of the Jan.
program (Sunday, 5:30-6 p.m. ESI
described Harry Burton, wanted '
Los Angeles for armed robbery '
which
personWyo..
was suggested
killed. A tl,
li ■
tener inoneCody,
looked-for man might be workir
there as an automobile salesma'
which led to Mr. Burton's arrest :
Cody person
shortly apprehended
after. He was
sixth
as a tl'
r
suit of the radio series.
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^AGE presentations were used
when 1952 Norge and RCA Vicproducts were introduced to Nejska and Iowa dealers gathered
Des Moines for the Sidles Co.
Iler meetings. Sidles, distributor
the products in the area, clijced presentation with a skit by
oliance Division General Manr Clarence Helgesen and Harold
f1l of Anderson & Roll Adv.,
laha. So effective was the theat! 1 venture that the 'actors' were
on KSO Des Moines for a per^ nance and each was awarded
i|j'''Oscar" — a huge hunk of beef.

■nNIES to EUROPE
I
"ND
raising campaign is being
:.j,pched in observance of 1,000th
|C-TV program. Howdy Doody.
_ ney collected will be turned
it j[r to youngsters in Eui-ope
.]• '^ugh Kids' CARE being handled
0! j! ooperation with the Cooperative
aif.jerican Remittance to Europe.
Jt(j;ildren in the TV audience will be
l[ved to send in pennies, nickels
dimes which will be used to
ichase junior size CARE packfit t,(s.
■0(1
4 DER FIRE COVERAGE
"^'iLLET-by-bullet coverage was
j^'fen a mock maneuver at Fort
?? 57ens. Mass, by WEIM Fitchburg.
Wi. Levinson, station newsman, did
'T|jO-minute remote broadcast from
field where GIs were being put
'?|''<)ugh their training paces. Pur**''e of the show was to give listen■4 first hand information on methof training American soldiers.

[ImEDY TEAM 'DISCOVERED'
■'DIENCES enjoy a laugh — parUfilarly at the performer's exase, according to Kay Russell,
M.ir of Ladies' Day over WSYR-TV
j^jiracuse. Miss Russell is a domes, ) expert except when it comes to
jrj-king a good pie. But she atjjapted
one day
on Ladies'
crustit was
a total
failure Day.
and
day's experiment was climaxed
en Jim McDonald, announcer on
: show, dropped the entire projon the floor. The tragedy resultin a flood of mail which proidmed Kay and Jim the best
ledy team on the air.

immediate

programs

promotion
premiums

SHARP ADVERTISING
KRINKLE cut cake and cheese
slicers have been distributed by
WIBW Topeka, Kan., to encourage
advertisers ''to get a larger portion
of the wealthy Kansas market" by
using the station as an advertising
medium. Copy on the folder cites
examples of WIBW's selling power.
VOTERS GET PREVIEW
CANDIDATES for important city,
county and state offices will be
presented by WTMJ-TV Milwaukee
in a series of five Voters' Guide
programs. Shows will aff'ord the
voting public an opportunity to see
its future leaders. Time will be
divided equally among all participants.
•— • — •
COMIC PROMOTION
ACCORDION promotion piece plugging "Zanies From Boston," better
known as Bob and Ray, participants
in a disc show of the same name,
has been sent out to advertisers.
Copy consists of favorable comments made on the comic team by
John Crosby, New York HeraldTrihune radio-TV critic. Appropriate pictures of Bob and Ray are
matched with the copy. Large lettering on the reverse side instructs
the interested buyer to contact an
NBC-TV sales representative for
sponsorship details.
FREE' PARKING TICKETS
PARKING tickets with no fines involved are being distributed by
WIMA Lima, Ohio. Idea was originated to promote the Easter Straker program heard daily over the
station and sponsored by a local
supermarket.
"Parking
tickets"
were
tagged to
cars using
the
store's parking lot, during a two
week period, suggesting the shopper tune in the show.
•— • — •
KIDS TAKE OVER
CHILDREN were let loose in the
kitchen when Kiddies Kitchen was
premiered over WBAL-TV Balti-

revenve

producecl

rith regional promotion
campoigns
23 years of
service to the
broadcasting industry
HOWARD

J. McCOLLISTER

66 ACACIA DRIVE
ATHERTON, CALIFORNIA
PAUL W. McCOLLISTER,
i«OADCASTING

experienced sales
personnel will sell community
programs throughout
your coverage area
Qompany

DAVENPORT 3-3061
General Managei

• Telecasting

more on Feb. 16. Show features
two youngsters from 4 to 12
equipped with pint sized cooking
utensils who prepare simple dishes
such as breakfast for mother or an
afternoon snack. Mary Landis, star
of the station's In the Kitchen, instructs and interviews the junior
chefs.
FULL HOUSE
SELL OUT on time availability
has been announced by WOV New
York in current piece of promotion.
Copy relates that every second of
allotted commercial time from 6
a.m. till midnight is being sponsored. Station's growing audience
is reported 2>2% above what it was
two years ago.
•— • — •
RADIO'S PULL
PEOPLE still listen to radio, according to Lincoln-Rochester Trust
Co., Rochester, N. Y., which offered
a free booklet, 1,000 Household
Hints, on a regular broadcast aired
over WHAM there. The offer was
repeated on two subsequent programs and then hastily withdrawn.
24,000 people streamed into the
bank in a three day period and
walked off
with the bank's complete
booklet
supply.
■
•— •— •
AFFILIATION PLUGGED
STREET banners flew in the entire
business section of Springfield, 111.,
announcing the affiliation of WMAY
there with NBC on Feb. 1. In addition to the thoroughfare promotion,
movie trailers were shown in three
city theatres to announce the NBC
service. The Ulinois State Journal
and the Register devoted six pages
to the station on the occasion.
«— e — •
DON'T PUT IT OFF
LEFT-OVER 1951 calendars are
utilized in promotion stunt by
KCBS San Francisco. Calendars
were mailed to trade with accompanying letter from Arthur Hull
Hayes, KCBS general manager, informing recipient: "This free calendar is for all of those would-be
advertisers who intended to do
something 'a little later on' in 1951.
While they were waiting, 1,000,000
families in the San Francisco Area:

BOOST LOCAL SHOPPING
BUSINESS men in Worcester,
Mass., are enthusiastic about the
response to WTAG's "Shop in
Worcester" campaign. All station
personalities
cut 20-second for
and oneminute
announcements
use
throughout the day plugging their
city as the shopping and fashion
center for the Central New England area. Copy is tailored to the
personality. Retailers help the station by keeping writers informed
on commercial problems and projects.
ON THEIR TOES
ALERT coverage of a Feb. 7 gun
battle by WBAP-TV Ft. Worth,
Tex., newsmen turned a local story
into one of national significance.
Station photographers arrived at
the scene of the shooting and filmed
the story. Motion picture footage
was flown to NBC New York for
use the following day on NBC-TV
Camel News Caravan.
FAIR EXCHANGE
AS A special service to its advertisers, WFIL Philadelphia has
eff'ected a merchandising exchange
with Food Fair Stores providing
for point-of-sales displays of sponsors' products in retail outlets serving more than 500,000 customers
per week. Under terms of the pact,
the food chain agrees to provide
weekly shelf extender displays for
products of WFIL advertisers in
35 Food Fair stores in the station's
coverage area.

S!

OBltE

AUTOM

Ate, Drank, Smoked, Shaved . . ."
Letter concludes that it's too late
to do anything in 1951 but those
million families are still being
reached in 1952 by KCBS.
NOT the same news . . .|
different . . .
intimate ...»
^
$1 scripl.
TUFTY NEWS BUREAU
National Press Building
WASHINGTON, D. C.

LAM
WORTH
FEAilRK PROGRAMS, Inc.
113 W. 57th ST., NEW YORK 19, N. Y.
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VISITS U.S.
TOWERS
To Discuss Program Plans
HARRY ALAN TOWERS, head
of Towers of London, England,
which is said to sell 90% of all
American transcribed radio programs outside of the U. S., is in
New York to negotiate with the
four networks for his Noel Coward
Show and with Official Films on
a "television deal."
In addition, Mr. Towers, whose
company is the sole distributor of
the MGM Theatre series outside of
the U. S., is meeting with the
American executives of the company. Latter series has been sold
to General Motors in Australia.
Mr. Towers originally came to
America about six years ago to
acquire "American-know-how" of
transcribed radio programs and to
apply it to the international field,
he said. After a successful study
of American methods he returned
to England to start Towers of
London. Currently, his list of
sponsored shows reads like a
"Who's Who" of American advertisers.
On Radio Luxembourg, Lever
Bros, sponsors the half-hour Grade
Fields Show, a Towers package,
and Carter's Pills sponsors Reflections. In South Africa, General
Foods underwrites a children's
show, Dan Dare, transcribed by
Towers, and in Australia, Wrigley
chewing gum sponsors the Gracie
Fields program. General Motors
has bought the MGM Theatre seFOR FINEST TAPE RECORDING

tions
y 18 Applica
Februar
ACCEPTED
TV— FOR
Ch. 3FILING
KTAR Bcstg. Co., Phoenix, Ariz. —
Request cationchange
in frequency
on applifor new TV
station from
Ch. 4
(66-72 mc) to Ch. 3 (60-66 mc) and
change power from ERP 15.3 kw vis.,
7.65 kw aur., to 100 kw vis., 50 kw aur.,
change ant., etc.
AM— 1350 kc
KDKD Clinton, Mc— Request CP to
change
1350 kc. frequency from 1280 kc to
Amend Application
WLAG-FM La Grange, Ga.— Request
change in ERP on application for
changes in FM station from 1.3 kw to
4.45 kw,
rain fromant.120 lieight
ft. to above
154 ft.,average
to ERP ter2.4
kw, ant, height above average terrain
1401/2 ft., etc.
License for CP
KABR Aberdeen, S. D. — License for
■ CP,
tion. as mod., authorizing new AM staN. Y.frequency
— License
forWINK
CP, asBinghamton,
mod., authorizing
change,
power
increase,
new
change trans, location, etc. DA-DN,
WHK Cleveland— License for CP authorizing changes in DA-N and utilize
new
FM supporting
tower for nondirectional
daytime operation.
Modification of CP
WBAM Montgomery, Ala.— Mod. CP,
as mod., authorizing new AM station,
ries and Hoover Co. (electric cleaners) sponsors Bold Venture. Latter
is a Frederic W. Ziv Co. package
but represented internationally by
Towers.
"Radio has crossed international
frontiers and become, for the first
time, international, not only in the
terms of politics and propaganda,
but
in hard
Mr. also
Towers
said.dollars and cents,"
In addition to conferring with
network executives on the musical
Noel Coward Show, Mr. Towers
also is presenting a new disc
jockey show featuring Margot
Fonteyn,
Sadler's
Wells ballerina,
to American
stations.
All-Canada Brochure
ALL-CANADA Radio Facilities
Ltd. Yearbook has been published,
giving reports on 1951 activities
and including photographs of personnel of the 10 All-Canada mutually operated stations. Stations
include CJVI Victoria, CKWX Vancouver, CJAT Trail, CFGP Grande
Prairie, CJCA Edmonton, CFAC
Calgary, CJOC Lethbridge, CKCK
Regina, CKRC Winnipeg and CKOC
Hamilton.

OF ENGINEERS!
Only Magnecorder offers all the flexibility, high fidelity and features you
require — at a price you want to pay!
FITS EVERY PURPOSE - EVERY PURSE!
PORTABLE — LIGHTWEIGHT
Recorder in one case —
Amplifier in the other. Easy
handling — compact!
QUICKLY RACK MOUNTED
Units con be cornbined for
studio operation of portable
e<?uipment.
CONSOLE OR CONSOLETTE
Operotion ovatfabte by combining cabinets.
units in rich Magnecorder

Mosnecord, Inc., 360 N. Mithigon Ave., Chicago 1, 111,
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NO GAG
Price Controls, That Is

PRICE CONTROLS have been
placed on comic writers by the National Assn. of Gagwriters, New
York, in an effort to help new
comics find people to write their
material at reasonable rates.
Writers will be scaled as AAA, AA,
A, BBB, B, C, D, N for no rating
and U for unlisted. Scaling will
be determined by background, not
necessarily by the aptitude of the
writer.
The comic interested in new material will pay for it according to
scale price. Each January, there
will be a new listing of approximately 100 writers from coast to
coast. The rating system will be
maintained by reports from people
in the entertainment world.

t

fCC

actions s^Jk

FEBRUARY

15 THROUGH

FEBRUARY 21
cond. -conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod.-modification
ERP-efifective radiated power N-night
trans. -transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur. -aural
unl.-unlimited hot-i
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
STA-special temporary authorization
Grants authorizing neiv stations, changes in facilities, and transf'\
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a rou7idup of ?([,
station and transfer applications. (See page 103.)
to change trans, and main studio locations.
WBRY Waterbury, Conn.— Mod. CP,
authorizing changes in DA, etc., for
extension of completion date.
WCAM Camden,
J,— Mod,
CP, authorizing change inN,trans,
location,
for
extension of completion date.
WATV Newark, N. J.— Mod, CP, as
mod., authorizing new TV station, for
extension
of completion date to October 9, 1952.
License Renewal
WAFM-TV
Birmingham — Renewal of
license.
Application Returned
City of St. Petersburg, St. Petersburg,
Fla.— RETURNED
application
"to
reproposed
channel
or such
other quest
VHFpresent
channel
as may
be allocated
to St. Petersburg, Fla., area" because
of Sec. 1.304 of FCC rules ("Contents
of applications. — Each application, unless otherwise directed, shall be specific with regard to frequency , . .").
Application Dismissed
WINX Washington— DISMISSED CP
to change establish
mainsynch,trans,
and Eye
reamp. location
at 8th and

Sts., N,W,, Washington, and to abam
synch, amp, in Rock Creek Park, Ws
ington,
February 19 Decisions . .
BY THE SECRETARY
Granted License
WDLA Walton, N. Y.— Granted
cense new AM station: 1270 kc, 1 '
daytime,
KGW-FM Portland— Granted lice
new FM station: 100,3 mc (Ch. 262)
kw, ant. 960 ft.
KUOW Seattle—
Granted license
noncommercial
educational
FM stat: i
90.5 mc (Ch. 213), 3.4 kw, ant, 100
WMIN-FM St. Paul, Minn.— Grar
licensemc covering
changes
in FM stat'
99,5
(Ch, Granted
258),
16 kw,
CP ant. 320

WHLI Series to India
SCRIPTS for the series, Atomic
Energy — 1950, originally broadcast
by WHLI-AM-FM Hempstead, L. I.,
are en route to Calcutta, India, for
radio presentation there, it was indicated last week by spokesmen for
Voice of America. Undertaking a
series of educational broadcasts on
atomic energy development, broadcasting officials in India sought program information from VOA, which
forwarded the request to the Atomic
Energy Commission. AEC, recalling the WHLI broadcasts presented
in cooperation with the Brookhaven
National Labs., suggested the 1950
series be used as basis for Indian
programs on peacetime applications
of atomic energy.

"
p.m. Sign Off
to KAOK 6Inc.
KSIB Creston, Iowa — Granted
thority
to
sign
off
at
6
p,m,
CST
(
ing months of March through Sept
ber 1952,
Extend Completion Date
Following granted mod, CP for ex
sion of completion dates:
WLFH Little Falls. N, Y.. to ;
months and eight months from dat
grant, also to change ant,, trans,, co
WSB-TV Atlanta to March 15: WB
TV Baltimore to May 21: KSBR
Bruno, Calif,, to August 15: WC
Ottawa, 111,, to April 21, cond.; WI
Warsaw, Ind., to March 31, cond.. '
WIMS
Michigan City, Ind,, to Jun I
cond,
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Comr, Rosel H. Hyde
Chief, petition
FCC
Broadcast
Granted
for
extensionBure.
of
to Feb. 20, to file exceptions to rev
initial decision re application of W(
Scranton, Pa.
WCAW forCharleston,
petition
extension W.of Va.—
time Gra
to

SERVICE

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S, RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
Lincoln 3-2705

• TOWERS •
AM • FM • TV •
Comp/efe InslallaHons
TOWER SALES & ERECTING CO.
6100 N. E. Columbia Blvd.
Portland 11, Oregon

KVAS Astoria, Ore. — Granted Ci
change trans, location.
Granted Modification
KCAR Clarksville, Tex. Grar
mod. CP for approval ant., trans,
main studio locations.
To Change Name
KAOK Lake Charles, La.— KWSL
granted mod. of license to change n;.

DIRECTORY
COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMEP
Engineer on duty all night every nig.
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037 Kansas City, i

DAVID

& BARBEA

TELEVISION PROJECT CDNSULTAN
STATION PLANNING and OVStt ALL GUIDAN;
P, O. BOX 996 iid SCHEN^IvDY, NEW YC

BROADCASTING

Telecast

JANSKY & BAILEY
^cutive Offices
National Press Building
fices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Bthington, D. C.
ADams 2414
I
Member AFCCE *

Dmmercial Radio Equip. Co.
ifverett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
[TERNATIONAL BIDG. Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
- -i O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C
Member AFCCE *

E . C . PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
JpND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.

^ ^ Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
127 ISth St., N. W.
REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

"Registered Professional Engineer"
j)311 G St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

ROBERT L. HAMMETT
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
' 230 BANKERS INVESTMENT BLDG.
SAN FRANCISCO 2, CALIFORNIA
SUTTER 1-7545
to file exceptions to initial decision
i its application and that of WGKV
harleston, W. Va.
By Hearing Examiner Leo Resnick
[TiVJDX Jackson, Miss. — Granted petion for continuance of hearing from
larch 17 to April 21 re its application
ad that of WGGA Gainesville, Ga.,
.id for continuance of taking of depo.tions to March 27, authorized for
:arkville. Miss., March 29, for Rayond, Miss., and March 31, for Jack/•n. Miss.
T Hearing Examiner Fanney N. Litvin
The Toledo Blade Co., Toledo, Ohioranted petition for an extension of
'ir.e
Feb.all18 parties
to close toof file
business
farchfrom
3 for
pro3sed findings of fact and conclusions
i its application.
ROADCASTING

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press BIdg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 1205
Member AFCCE *

A JfS-year background
— Estahlished 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair
3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.

A. D. RING & CO.

There is no substitute for experience

26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE '

GILLETT & BERGQUIST
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Mcintosh & Inglis
WYATT BLDG. (777 14th St., N. W.)
Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261
Member AFCCE *

JOHN

CREUTZ

319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 215f
WASHINGTON, D. C
Member AFCCE *

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Consulting Radio Engineers
Quarter Century Profession^ Experitnce
Radlo-TelevlslonElectronics-Communlcotions
1833 M St., N. W., Wash. 6, D. C.
Executive 1230 — Executive itSl
(Niehts-holidays, Lockwood S-1819)
Member AFCCE *

JOHN

RUSSELL
1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.

P. MAY
Kellogg BIdg.
REpublic 3984

Member AFCCE »

KEAR

& KENNEDY

1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE '

GUY C. HUTCHESON
p. O. Box 32
AR 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Rood — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

Hilond 7010

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI
February 20 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILLING
TV— Ch. 13
WAFM-TV Birmingham — CP to increase ERP from 26 kw vis., 13 kw aur.,
to 200 kw vis., 100 kw aur., change
ant., etc.
AM— 1370 kc
WMOD Moundsville, W. Va.— CP to
kc.
change frequency from 1470 kc to 1370
License for CP
WTVJ (TV) Miami— License for CP,
as mod., authorizing new TV station,
as well as changes proposed in pending applications.
KVWO Cheyenne, Wyo. — License for
CP, as mod., authorizing new AM station.

• Telecasting

501-514 Munsey BIdg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *
GAUTNEY

& RAY

CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner BIdg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Member AFCCE *

B. HEFFELFINGER

815 E. 83rd St.

GEORGE C. DAVIS

WSGN-FM Birmingham — License for
CP as mod., authorizing new FM station.
WCMB Lemoyne, Pa. — License for
CP, as mod., authorizing frequency
change, power increase. operating
hours, new DA-DN, etc.
Modification of CP
WTVJ (TV)
CP, ant.
authorizing new TVMiami—
station,Mod.
to make
changes, etc.
KABI Ketchikan, Alaska— Mod. CP,
authorizing
new AM station,
for extension of completion
data.
WINZ Hollywood-Miami, Fla.— Mod.
CP, authorizing power increase,
changes in DA, moving of main studio
location, etc., for extension of completion date.
WEEK Peoria, 111.— Mod. CP, as mod.,
authorizing
changes indate.
DA, for extension of completion

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
4212 S. Buckner Blvd. 4742 W. Ruffner
Member AFCCE "
A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

ROBERT

M. SILLIMAN

1011 New Hampshire Ave., N. W.
Republic 6646
Washington 7, D. C.

WILLIAM

E. BENNS, JR.

Consulting Radio Engineer
3738 Kanawha St., N.W., Wash., D. C.
Phone ORdway 8071
Box 2468Phone
Birmingham,
Ala.
6-2924
WWOC Manitowoc, Wis.— Mod. CP,
as mod., authorizing new AM station,
for extension of completion date.
Modification of License
WGMS Washington — Mod. license to
change
name
from Radio Station
WQQWtion Inc. Inc. to The Good Music StaAmend Application
WIOD
Miami
— Application
CP to
change DA AMENDED
to makefor change
in DA-N. License Renewal
WTBC Tuscaloosa. Ala. — Renewal of
license.
WIOD Miami — Renewal of license.
TENDERED FOR FILING
AM— 1170 kc
KCBQ San toDiego
Service
Authorization
use —DASpecial
night only.
Modification of CP
WCEN Mt. Pleasant, Mich.— Mod. CP
to change max. expected oper. value.
TV APPLICATION DISMISSED
Waco Television Co., Waco, Tex. —
ApplicationMISSED at for
new ofTV attorney.
station DISrequest
(Continued on page 103)
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted 20^ per word — $2.00 fninimum • Help Wanted 25^ per word — $2.00 minifnum
All other classifications 30^ per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $15.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing. All transcriptions, photos, etc. sent
to box custody
numbers orarereturn.
sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting e.xpressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for
their
Help Wanted
A Phoenix. Arizona station is expanding several departments. Applications
invited from experienced personnel,
living near enough for interview:
news reporters, announcers, continuity. Send full details, disc and
salary requirements. Confidential. Box
240M', BROADCASTING.
Managerial
General manager for major eastern
market independent station. Guarantee
plus incentive plan. Send complete
details
first letter. Box 256M, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Sales manager experienced.
Furnish complete reference. Contact
Sam W. Anderson, KFFA, Helena,
Arkansas.
Salesmen
Major network station in large middlewestern market has immediate opening for an experienced time salesman.
Permanent position for right man.
Salary plus commission. Reply Box
254M, BROADCASTING.
Salesman. Excellent opportunity for
good salesman around 30 for 5 kw independent midwest station. Guarantee
during initial period. Good potential.
Box 333M, BROADCASTING.
Excellent opportunity for aggressive,
experienced salesman or saleslady in
New Orleans. Must own car, be solvent
and have at least 5 year proven sales
record.
not apply market
if you and
can'twant
sell
in highly Docompetitive
permanent position. Send resume and
picture to Box 338M, BROADCASTING.
Experienced radio salesman qualified
to be sales manager at a thousand watt
independent station in southern New
England,
opportunity
man
withexcellent
executive
as well for
as good
sales
ability. Box 341M, BROADCASTING.
If you are a salesman interested in $,
contact Bob Leming, KCAP, Helena,
Montana.
Enjoy selling? Then live gloriously,
friendly community, single station
market, salary, commission, hunting,
fishing. Air mail details KPRK, Livingston, Montana.
Commercial salesman 250 watt daytime
station. Good opportunity for right
man. Write fully experience, references. WEAB, Greer, S. C.
Salesman or saleswoman, combination
program director; 20% commission on
all sales plus salary. Can easily earn
$85.00 man,
to Alabama.
$100.00 weekly. WKUL, CullAnnouncers
$80.00 per week for good announcer at
midsouth station. Good market. TV
future. Replies confidential. Box 936L,
BROADCASTING.
Good announcer with first phone, permanent position friendly western
Pennsylvania independent daytimer.
Seventy-five doUars for forty-four hour
week to start. Submit resume exgerience, photo, disc or seven one half
?S tape first reply. Box 167M, BROADCASTING.
Key job for better than average experienced announcer with first class
ticket. west.
Pleasant
small citynet
upper
midLong established
affiliate.
Low turnover. $75.00 and raises. Send
audition and facts Box 183M, BROADCASTING.
Play-by-play sports. — Top sports station
in metropolitan market, broadcasting
both major and minor league baseball,
will add second play-by-play man. Both
live
and reconstruction.
phone
preferred,
but all applicants F'irst
considered.
For this unusual opportunity with
station whose sports reputation is outstanding, rush audition and full particulars. Box 261M, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Wanted: Announcer-salesman for progressive ABC affiliate in expanding
market in the Rockies. Send tape or
disc, photo, references all in first letter.
Box 295M, BROADCASTING.
Wanted,gineerexperienced
for progressiveannouncer-ensoutheastern
city. Announcing ability-permanency
most important. $70.00 per week and
talent shows. Send photograph and
disc
first reply. Box 296M, BROADCASTING.
Combination announcer/engineer licensed. Michigan fulltime. $60 week.
Box 308M. BROADCASTING.
Midwest CBS affiliate looking for announcer with disc show experience who
can also handle five minute newscasts
(not reporting). Must have at least
six months experience. Starting salary
depends on experience and ability.
Send vital statistics plus references to
Box 330M, BROADCASTING.
Need experienced staff announcer. $1.25
per hour
44 hours.
SendAtlanta,
completeTexas.
details first letter.
KALT,
Need one announcer with ticket and
one without at KCAP, Helena, Montana. Audition, details, please.
Local news editor. Gather, write and
broadcast local news. Forty hour
week. $250.00 monthly. Start immediately. KCOW, Alliance, Nebraska.
Announcer-engineer by Idaho panhandle station. Send complete information to Norm Bauer, KSPT, Sandpoint, Idaho.
Announcer. Sixty-five or seventy
dollars weekly depending experience
and ability. Established network station
with separate studios and transmitter.
Apply
Manager, KTNM, Tucumcari,
New Mexico.
Will
$80.00Announcer-lst
— 44 hour weeklicense
to good
combopayman.
required. WCTA, Andalusia, Alabama.
Staff announcer experienced, strong on
news and sports, good salary, talent.
Send audition and photo with application to Station WFDF, Flint, Michigan.
Wanted — Announcer; also combination
engineer-announcer. WKEU, Griffin.
Ga.
Combination armouncer-e n g in e e r
wanted by 1000 watt NBC affiliated
located in heart of Florida Citrus Belt.
Must be experienced in announcing
and hold first class license. William
P. Lee, Radio Station WLAK, Lakeland,
Florida.
Combination man with emphasis on
announcing. Hours 6:00 AM to 1:00 PM
— 44 hour week, good pay, best working
conditions, 500 watt daytime. Send
complete data. H. Webster Taylor,
WMIK, Middlesboro, Kentucky.
Announcer-engineer first class ticket,
emphasis on announcing preferred.
Starting salary commensurate with
qualifications. WNVA, Norton, Va.
Versatile announcer for progressive one
kw station. Contact WRIC, Program
Director, Lindy Seamon, phone 450,
Richlands, Virginia.
Wanted: Another aimouncer-lst class
engineer to work with two congenial
first ticket men for 1000 watt daytime
station. A new modern station just
on the air. Salary $70 per week. Call
collect Keith Moyer, WTIM, Taylorville, Illinois.
Technical
First class engineer. No experience required. Virginia network station. Box
238K, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
First class engineer-announcer, small
town in Kentucky, $60 per week to
start, opportunity to earn more. Write
190M, BROADCASTING.
First phone operator, Baltimore area.
Experience not necessary. Complete
personal information first letter. Box
210M, BROADCASTING.
First class engineer with or without
experience
for progressive
Iowa 305M,
station. Congenial
staff. Box
BROADCASTING.
Engineer, first phone, salesman, combo,
salary plus
commission.
New York
network. Consistent
improvement
capable
man. Box 306M. BROADCASTING.
Immediate opportunity for first phone
engineer. An NBC-ABC affiliate in
Michigan. 40-hour, 5-day week, with
salary advances every six months, by
contract.
Send background
ence information
first letter. and
Box refer317M
BROADCASTING.
5000 watt Wisconsin NBC affiliate needs
first phone man, no experience reQuired. Also qualified man willing to
work studio control while studying for
license. Box 325M, BROADCASTING.
Transmitter-recording engineer. Permanent position with progressive Kansas
5 kw. Experience desirable but not
required.
CASTING. Write Box 351M, BROADImmediate opening for first class operator. Experience not necessary but
desirable. Good postion for man or
woman who desires experience. Must
be sober and dependable. Excellent
working conditions. Forty hour week
plus time and one-half for overtime.
250 watt fulltime independent station.
Send application with references to
Chief Engineer, Radio Station WJER,
Dover, Ohio.
Chief engineer, combo work. Send references and experience information to
KSYC, Yreka, California.
Operator with first class license needed.
No experience necessary. KTAE,
Taylor, Texas.
Engineer. Must have at least five
years experience and capable becoming
chief engineer and able handle construction new broadcast operations.
New 20V transmitter and other Allied,
Collins equipment. Will pay eight to
eighty-five
more at overtime rate of weekly
pay whenandconstruction
new
stations begins. Apply Manager, KTFY,
Brownfield, Texas.
Wanted, first class license experienced
or
inexperienced
for man.
AM-FMReply
operation.
Sober,
conscientious
WBUY
Lexington, N. C.
Need combo or 1st phone willing to
learn announcing. Good pay; working
conditions. WCRA, Effingham, Illinois.
Progressive station in friendly community has openings in engineering, announcing, and copy departments. Send
full
information
Americus, Georgia. first letter. WDEC,
Have immediate opening for first class
operator, studio and transmitter work.
Experience
not necessary. Write WHDL,
tion.
Olean, New York, for further inform.aChief engineer with good announcing
ability, wire or phone, 1240 WJON, ABC
in St. Cloud, Minnesota.
Engineer, first class control operator,
immediately, experience unnecessary,
on Lake
Champlain, WJOY, Burlington, Vermont.
Wanted— Man with first phone ticket.
Some announcing. New station. Write
or wire Hal Benson, WMPA, Aberdeen,
Mississippi.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Engineer, 1st phone, experience unnu..
essary, permanent, $50.00 forty hou overtime, car required. WPAG
A '"
Engineer or announcer-engineer,' i
mediate
opening, WVOS, Liberty, N.
Arbor, Michigan.
Wanted, first phone holder who is .
announcer or wants to learn announ
ing with good voice to work comi
nation
Excelle
working announcer-engineer.
conditions, good pay,
war, ;
to
work
in
southwest.
Unless
a\
sober and honest, do not apply. you
A goi
position for the right man. Apply |
Manager of Great Plains Broadcast];
Company, Perryton. Texas.
Production-Programming, Othei
Continuity writer for midwestern fu
time network station. Excellent oppo
tunity for writer who can produce coi
that
bringswith
customer,
particulars
somple results.
copy to Fi
282M, BROADCASTING.
CBS afifiliate needs continuity writi
Opportunity
to workColorado
up to continui
director. KVOR,
Sprini
Colorado.
Program director with ideas, writi
ability and a voice, who can banc
console. Radio Station WBYS, Cantc
111.
Program director-salesman; man
woman; 20% commission on all sali
plus salary
drawing.
Can WKU
easearn
$85.00 toand$100.00
weekly.
Cullman, Alabama.
Experienced woman copywriter need-J
as soon
possible. Must be capable 1
air
work as also.
Excellent salary, vac,,
tion plan. Send sample commercia4
photo, experience details. WLEC, Sa f
dusky, Ohio.
Television

Salesmen
Wanted: Salesman for one of Ohicfs
leading
Prefer salt
m jlwho
has television
had radio stations.
or newspaper
training. Unlimited opportunity a:;!):
good financial arrangements. Send . ;
inquiries to Box 304M, BROADCASi
ING o TELECASTING.
Technical
TV station has opening for technicia
operator. Knowledge TV fundament!
essential. Experience not necessai
Write Box 334M, BROADCASTING
TELECASTING, enclosing photo, sts
minimum salary requirement. B
334M, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, experienced in radio, licens
and with construction ability, Resear
Department KUTA, Salt Lake Ci1
Work will be constructing, testing a
assembling
TV equipment. Contj
Frank Carman.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Commercial manager must sacrifi
good
because
affects job
health
of hisclimate
family.adversf
Doci
recommends return to southern loc
tion. 15 years experience in admii
stration, sales, programming. B
221M, BROADCASTING.
General manager — looking for advans
ment. Can bring wealth of sales ide
practical experience. Capable of sou
profitable operation. Write 258
BROADCASTING.
Manager-sales, program, econoi
minded. Managing highly success^medium size station, midwest. '
years present location. Desire mans
ership station, any size, good potenti
good community. Well respected in i
dustry and community. Married, a
42. Available on 30 days notice. I
tails to interested parties. Box 324BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Salesman, Old Dominion area preferi
Sales plus extensive announcing, pi
gramming experience. Box 312
BROADCASTING.
Okla. & Texas stations attention. Eni
neer, announcer, salesman. Not tc
in announcing but good dependal
worker. Married, 27, draft exem
Looking for permanent position. Pit
ently 327M,
employed.
State all first conta
Box
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcers
nouncer-salesman for radio or teleion station. College graduate, 28,
venExcellent
years experience.
reca.
references. Perfect
Southerner
Iw announcing for CBS 5 kw. Draft
Bmpt. Contact Box 335M, BROAD.STING.
iDfessional schooling, Hollywood. Disc
5WS, newscasting, staff announcing,
failable immediately. Box 241M,
tOADCASTING.
liege grad, 25, seeks first announcing
p. Courses announcing, writing,
ort on experience. Long on ability,
:as. Disc. Photo. Box 251M, BROADLSTING.
iiortscaster network experience doing
iy-by-play baseball, football and
•sketball. Network references. Mar, d and draft exempt.
Box 292M,
tOADCASTING.
Itanouncer-operator. First phone. ExiTienced. Can do baseball play-byuy. Box 300M, BROADCASTING.
jlrmer professional baseball player
mailable now for play-by-play this
iBson. Twelve years radio experience
phases. Good football, basketball.
I) anywhere. Draft exempt. Box
IM, BROADCASTING.
forts announcer — 10 successful seasons
toadcasting
A baseball,
foot11, boxing, Double
wrestlinp.
horse racing,
nnis, outboard motorboat races, spe-al events. Record and references exyllent. Box 309M, BROADCASTING.
>ortscaster, play-by-play. All sports.
years experience. Also newscasting
,id special events. Married, family,
.aft exempt. Employed sports direcjr east. Air checks hockey, basket]M. Salary plus talent. Box 313M,
FtOADCASTING.
>pflight, versatile announcer. 7 years
-metropolitan experience. College and
o play-by-play. Excellent newscaster,
apes, references available. Family.
)x 315M, BROADCASTING.
•ortscaster, fine voice, highly talented
lib sports, horse racing, special
rents. Draft exempt, single, desires
s-rmanent position. Picture and disc
ill request.
Best references. Box
CM, BROADCASTING.
30d, steady announcer, dependable,
nscientious and experienced. Do
!ws and commercials well. Box 321M,
ROADCASTING.
hoa! You can stop right here and get
>ur man! Six years professional in
dio, theatre, television and film; ex!rienced all phases theatrical produc3n, strong
announcing
and DJ.M.A.
dieting,onacting.
B.A. Cornell:
esire position radio station with TV
;ense or application. Perfect backound for AM-TV.
32, Box
vet.
eferences.
All offers Married,
considered.
^8M, BROADCASTING.
idio school graduate.
First phone.
D professional experience but ambi'Dus,
dependable.
FamilyBROADCASTman. Prefer
uthwest.
Box 329M,
IG.
nnouncer - DJ. Young man (23)
ammed with college radio theory
j-eorge Washington, D. C.) headed
lidio
workshop,
writes,
l.g, acting.
Assisted
local news
DJ allreportnight
liows, interviews. What I lack in
l<perience, I guarantee to make up in
Dice quality, sincerity, promotable
eas. A letter will prove it's a good
jsiness
ASTING. swap. Box 332M, BROAD-

1'

:asebaU wanted. Sports station only,
ive years top play-by-play all sports,
'1<
phases. Box 336M, BROADCASTG.
portscaster,
3 years
experience
inudes baseball,
football,
basketball,
Dxing and hockey. Will sell sports
nd sponsors product to audience. Exsllent references. College background.
.urrently employed, but desire more
lay-by-play.
Will
avel for rightMarried,
position. veteran.
Box 339M,
BROADCASTING.
nnouncer, married, draft exempt,
xperienced all phases. Have good
osition but no future. Relocate mid■est. Box 340M, BROADCASTING. ,
nnouncer, veteran 30, married. 5
ears experience. Strong on comlericals. Newscaster, 3 years proramming. Now morning man. Availble April 1. Box 342M, BROADCASTN"G.
xperienced announcer-newsman, comlercials, disc jockey, personality, vetran. Tape references. Box 343M,
.ROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Five years experience — music, news,
sports, etc. Outstanding DJ. College
grad. 26, work only 150 miles of New
York City. Box 344M, BROADCASTING.
DJ with originality and sell available
April. encedWake-up,
latework,
night.promotion,
Experiall phases air
production, programming indie, net.
Age
30, best references. Box 345M,
BROADCASTING.
Disc jockey-announcer. Over ten years
successful programming. Family man,
stable,ninghigh
rated record
morningandor top
late artist
eveman. Has
contacts. Now employed. Need minimum salary $85-95 weekly. Box
348M, BROADCASTING.
Baseba.'l announcer available for coming season. Outstanding record. Tops
in other sports, staff work. 6 years
experience. Highest references, sponsors, present employer, others. College graduate, married, family, vet,
draft exempt. Air checks available.
Write 352M, BROADCASTING.
Mature, deep-voiced.
News, manon-street.
Veteran. DJ,
College
grad.
CASTING^
Draft
exempt. Box 353M, BROADAnnouncer, excellent voice, newscasting and commercial. Capable of DJ
work. Draft exempt, single. Picture
and disc on request. Finest references.
Box 319M, BROADCASTING.
Four years experience announcing,
copywriting, and selling. Third class
engineer's
license,
20 years old,
draft working
exempt. for
Box first.
764,
Kosciusko, Mississippi.
News commentator-announcer. Chicago experienced. Available March.
Avers,
3915 Grenshaw,
Chicago. Vanburen 61919
.
Good all-round staff man. Strong on
DJ. Write, wire or phone Larry Burke.
411 B St.,40
N.E., Washington, D. C,
Atlantic
62.
Experienced announcer, staff announcing, disc jockey, newscasting, sports.
Professional schooling also. Winston
Hoehner, 1518 West Twentieth Street,
Los Angeles 7, California.
Musician thoroughly acquainted with
Bach to Bop wishes disc jockey position in Florida or Georgia. Native
Floridian. Sufficiently acquainted with
English. Can talk. Well informed.
Be in Florida during March, April and
May. C
Franki
Kelly,
169 St., New
York
t625
yW..
Announcer, board operator. Strong on
news, music,
commercials.
uate. Will travel.
Photo, SRT
disc, graddata
available.ic
Harryag
Ladas, 10132 Ewing,
Ch
o.
Combination announcer-engineer. RCA
grad, 25, first phone. Vet. single, no
experience.
Paul Landers, 1656 East
19th Street, Brooklyn 29. N. Y.
Announcer, graduate SRT Chicago.
Proficient in DJ. news and commercials.
Single. Draft exempt. Middlewest
preferred. Johnny Nahan, 210 N. Kolin
Ave. Chicago, Austin 7-5924.
Technical
Vet. Married. 1st phone. Radio and
TV school grad. Desires position as
operator in Florida. Box 244M, BROADCASTING^
Engineer, (N. Y. state), desires permanent chief or good staff position.
Seven years experience six stations.
Veteran, 27. single, licensed, car. Box
272M, BROADCASTING.
First phone, no experience, radio-TV
grad. desire combination position. Box
302M, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, available March First. Can
announce fair. $65.00 starting. South!
Box 303M, BROADCASTING.
Girl wants job, control operator, network station. One year experience.
College
graduate. Box 307M, BROADCASTING^
Transmitter engineer, 4V2 years experience, wants permanent position.
Ham over 20 years. Box 316M, BROADCASTING^
1st phone,
4V2 yearswith
announcing,
looking for position
advancement.
State salary, opportunities. Tape on
request. Box 318M. BROADCASTING.
Combination man, good engineer, fair
announcer,
both the
including plenty
chief. Youexperience
can eliminate
expense curredof eachtelegrams
and
overtime
intime you hire a new man
if you can pay $80.00 to a permanent,
reliable man. South or southwest only.
Consider small, clean agriculture town.
Excellent references. Box 331M,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Production-Programndng , Others
Writer, currently with top 50,000 watt
station. Ten years top network shows:
variety, documentary, music, comedy,
some TV. Vet, 33, married, college
graduate with above average earnings.
Can spark your set-up with more
listenershittingand
sales,
with new
ideas from
executive
level. hardBox
326M, BROADCASTING.
Program
director. College
Excellentgraduate.
sportsnews announcer.
Midwest
only.
Box
337M,
BROADCASTING.
PD with proven record available April.
Experienced major markets all phases
indie, net. Wake-up, late night air
work. Box 346M, BROADCASTING.
Television
Salesmen
Technician, young man, veteran, one
year with WSYR-TV. Wants job in TV
sales, production. Excellent references.
Box
310M, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Technical
Engineer, first phone license. 1 and 5
kw. AM transmitter experience. Graduate SRT-TV New York. Single. Will
travel.
Fiorentino,
5915 Lexington Ave.,Victor
Hollywood
38, Calif.
Production-Programming , Others
Exceptional young woman managing
editor paper
highly
daily talents
newswants to successful
switch creative
to TV, Los Angeles area. Immediate
asset news or continuity staff. Radio
broadcasting, scriptwriting experience.
Attractive;erences.personality.
Excellent refBox 267M, BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING.
'ropnotchdesires
girl copywriter,
alert TV
to TV's
future,
oji-job training
adv
e
r
t
i
s
i
n
g
.
8
years
experience
paper, 1year radio, copy layout, newssales,
promotion,
Best refer-•
ences. Box supervision.
268M, BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.

L RADIO STATION

For Sale
Stations
Southwest. Language station. Earns
$5000
$150,000 with terms. Box
311M, month.
BROADCASTING.
Midwesttion.regional
staMedium size daytime
market. network
Controlling
interest for sale. Original investment
is the asking price. Box 349M, BROADCASTING.
Equipment, etc.
Bargain. Three used sure dynamic low
impedance
mikes,
less cable,
two recently
returned factory
overhauled.
CASTING
.
Sell highest bidder. Box 265M, BROADFor sale: One RCA 50 kw transmitter
type 5A-50 B, Has been modified to
keep pace with the rigid requirements
of the FCC
the present
broadcastinginstandards.
Is stilldayoperating
20 hours per day. If in need of well
maintained, high power radio transmitter, this is your chance to get a bargain. Your inspection solicited. Box
347M, BROADCASTING.
Complete FM station, including transmitter,elements,
monitor, transmission
antenna
Iso coupler,line,studio
equipment and 158 FM bus receivers
with speakers
antennas.
further particulars,and contact
Dick ForWelna,
KBON, Omaha, Nebraska.
Priced to sell: 300 foot Andrews guid
tower, lighting; ground system, 48,000
feet
G. E. model-BTlAl
type copper
BTIA FMwire;
transmitter,
BMIA type
monitor;
Parmetal
transmitter cabinet,
s. KGKB,
84Tyler,
by Te
30 by xa
20; consolette,
For sale one Presto tape play-back,
both
and all accessories.
Never
beenC. speeds
used. $100.00.
WBUY, Lexington,
N.
Wanted to Buy
Stations
Wanted,
profitable
locateda year.
midwest doing
minimumstation
$75,000.00
Prefer single station market. Box 314M,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted to buy. Potentially good radio
station. Details, approximate price
first letter. Confidential. Box 322M,
BROADCASTING.

ANNOUNCES
THE APPOINTMENT

u ADVERTISING AGENCY
ION
j|TELEVISION STAT

AS
(CHECK ONE)

ITS-

OF

John Moore Dough
PRESIDENT
□
VEEP

□

GENERAL MANAGER

□

PROGRAM

DUCER-DIRECTOR □

PRO-

ABLE ASSISTANT
BIG BROOM

□
□

CHIEF CHEESE

□

ETC.-ETC.-ETC.

□

YOU COULD BE THE LUKY RADIO OR TELEVISION STATION
OR ADVERTISING
AGENCY TO MAKE SUCH AN ANNOUNCEMENT— AND WHILE
Yes —NAME ISN'T JOHN MOORE DOUGH— SUCH AN ANNOUNCEMENT
OUR
HERO'S
WOULD MEAN JUST THAT AND MANY MOORE THINGS TO YOUR ORGANIZATION.
COME MARCH 15 (better make it APRIL 1) THIS GENIAL GENIUS WILL
BE READY TO CONSIDER ANY AND ALL OFFERS AND PROPOSITIONS FOR HIS
SERVICES. HURRIEDLY
HIS HISTORY:
YEARS YOUNG—
ANCESTRY-RED HAIR-22 HEREWITH
YEARS BACKGROUND
AND 45EXPERIENCE
IN ALLIRISHPHASES
OF THE BROADCASTING-TELEVISION INDUSTRY-10 YEARS WITH NATIONAL NETWORK IN NEW YORK-EXCELLENT CONTACTS WITH AD AGENCY-RADIO-TELEVISION-RECORDING-PUBLIC SERVICE-AND GOVERNMENT EXECUTIVES THRUOUT THE NATION. PRESENTLY VERY BUSY-UP TO HERE IN WORK-BUT, WITH
SENSIBLE REASONS FOR WANTING TO MAKE A CHANGE. THIS IS STRICTLY
HONEST, LEGITIMATE, BONAFIDE, ON THE UP AND UP. (PLEASE) ONLY REPLY
ON THIS SAME BASIS. WILL BE DELIGHTED TO DISCUSS ANY SINCERE OFFER.
SO— RUN DON'T WALK TO YOUR NEAREST METHOD OF COMMUNICATION.
ADDRESS: BOX 400M, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING

Wanted to Buy (Cont'd)
Equiponent, etc.
Wanted: 1 kw AM transmitter. Antenna
tuning unit, flasher and photoelectric
control. Box 805L, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: 5 KW AM transmitter. Also:
1 kw and 10 kw short wave transmitters. Description, price, please.
Box 57M, BROADCASTING.
Wanted
— Approximately
feet 1%"
transmission
line. 52 ohm.700 Communications products type 505 preferred.
State age, condition and price. Glen
Klein, KAUS, Austin, Minnesota.
Will pay
for GeneralandElectric
250
watt
FM cashtransmitter
monitor.
WJOC, Jamestown, New York.
Miscellaneous
Attention program packagers, TV and
AM. Well known radio station manager interested in being west coast
distributor. Lots of contacts. Box
290M, BROADCASTING.
interested in joining television package
agency. Can contribute some capital,
television and motion picture cameras
and equipment for scenery shop and
lighting. Have stage and television
background. Box 350M, BROADCASTING^
Commercial crystals and new or replacement broadcast crystals for Bliley,
Western Electric, RCA holders, etc.,
fastest service. Also monitor and frequency measuring service. Eidson Electronic Co., Temple, Texas, phone 3-3901.
Announcers
Managerial
EXECUTIVE ABILITYIS years management network regional stations
20-year successful
industry reputation
Currently employed but ambitious for greater potential
WILL BE AT NARTB CONVENTION
Suggestions welcome
Replies confidential
Box 323M, BROADCASTING
Kor Sale
Equipment, etc.
FOR SALE
5 kw AM model 355-E-l Western
Electric Transmitter in good operating condition.
Spokane
KHQ
Washington

California

(Continued from page 58)
EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
We have selected General, Commercial and Program Managers ; Chief
Engineers, Disc Jockeys and other
specialists. Delays are costly ; tell
us your needs today.
How.uiD S. FRAZrER
TV & Radio Management Consultants
728 Bond Bldg., Washington 5, D. C.

Appraisals

3
PERSONNEL ORDERS
are for
ENGINEERS
(First Phone I
Write for Placement Forms
Eihvard C. Lobdell Associates
17 East 48th St.. New York 17, N. Y.

ARMORY
SHOW
WHAS Turns Away Crowds
V/HAS-AM-TV Louisville turned
away more people than it entertained in the Jefferson County
Armory fortnight ago in proving
that radio can do a good job of
promoting itself — and television as
well.
The station attracted 18,500 people to the armory, but only 8,500
got in to see WHAS' Old Kentucky
Barn
Dance,
Hayloft
Hoedown
and WHAS-TV's
a new line of
Ford
automobiles which were on display.
It was the largest gathering since
the Hadacol show.
Entertainers spent an hour during the Ford display signing autographs of an audience that began
thronging to the armory long before opening time.
Crowds continued to gather even
after the radio show ended. As s
result, several members of the radio
cast, along with Vice President Vic
Sholis and Sales Director Neil
Cline, had difficulty regaining
entrance.

East

A fulltime network station
operating very profitably with
no local competition. City retail
sales in excess of $20,000,000.00.
Favorable financing arranged.

• IVcgotiations • Financing

February 25, 1952

HARRY KLATT, Howard McCoUister Agency, L. A.
to WMAY Springfield, 111., sales staff.
^^^^

Mr. Flvnn

'

H. D. NEUWIRTH, sales and advertising manager o;
Self Winding Clock Co., N. Y., to sales staff of WMGM
New York.

FRED A. PALMER, radio consultant, Worthington, Ohio, will conduct
a radio sales training clinic today (Monday) for salesmen from fouC ;
western states at the Los Angeles' Biltmore Hotel.
TONY MOE, sales promotion manager for KNXT (TV) Los Angeles
appointed account executive.
ROBERT L. HAMMETT, partner in the firm of A.
EARL CULLUM Jr., Dallas, Tex., announces opening
of his office as consulting radio engineer at 230 Bankers
Investment Bldg., San Francisco.
LEN ADAMS, advertising department of the Cleveland
Neivs and SALLY PRICE, Sun Press, Shaker Heights,
Ohio, to WSRS Cleveland as account executives.
RALPH KLEIN, WICC Bridgeport, Conn., and GRAEME DAWSON o
the West Hartford Netvs, to WDRC Hartford, Conn., as account exec
utives.
Mr. Moe '
J^etionaLi • • •
KEN CARTER, general manager of WAAM (TV) Baltimore, presents
with a special award for the station's "humanitarian service to com
munity and nation" on behalf of 1952 March of Dimes. Citation wa
presented by George L. Radcliffe, Maryland state chairman for the drive
. . . ELIAS I. GODOFSKY, late president and general manager of WHL
Hempstead, L. I., honored with a posthumous brotherhood award Feb. 1
by the Brotherhood Committee of Hempstead. . . . WALTER HAASI
station manager of WDRC Hartford, Conn., named head of speaker;
bureau for the city's 1952 Red Cross drive. . . . BOB BLUM, sale
manager of KEEN San Jose, Calif., elected president San Jose Littl
League Baseball. . . . WORTH KRAMER, vice president of WJR De
troit, directed radio activity for the city's Brotherhood Week Feb. 17-2
sponsored by the Detroit Round Table of the National Conference o.
Christians and Jews. . . . GEORGE COMTE, assistant to the statio
manager, WTMJ-AM-TV Milwaukee, placed on active duty for two week
as a major in the Army Reserve to attend an economic mobilizatio
course in Milwaukee. ...
;
FINLAY MacDONALD, manager of CJCH Halifax, elected president c
Maritime Assn. of Broadcasters at annual meeting.

Central

BLACKBURN -HAMILTON COMPANY
l?AO/0 STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
SAN FRANCISCO
CHICAGO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Lester M. Smith
James W. Blackburn
Ray V. Hamilton
Tribune Tower
Washington Bldg.
235 Montgomery St.
Exbrook 2-5672
Delaware 7-27S5-6
Sterling 4341-2
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Rosenman, Goldmark, Colin & Kaye, N. Y., named partners in the firmj'
ROY M. FLYNN, director of technical and engineering developments
at KRLD-AM-FM-TV Dallas, appointed station manager of KRLD-TV.
RICHARD WALSH, director of sales-publicity-sports
^
'L.'
KGER Long
Beach, Calif., to KFI Los Angeles as
account
executive.

2
of every

&20.000.00
All attractive small city operation that offers ideal living and
working conditions. Located in
a rich agricultural and lumbering area. Most of fixed assets
are rented.

Front Office

Employment Service

Mich. CD Network
MICHIGAN civil defense officials
are working on a plan to enlarge
the
Dept.'s
radioMichigan
network Conservation
to be used to
disseminate air raid warnings instead
of the state police network, which
would be overloaded in the event
of a disaster. Brig. Gen. Lester J.
Maitland, defense director, said
$112,783 would be spent on the
project. The finance committee of
the State Administrative Board recommended turning over to Gen.
Maitland $56,391 of a $170,000 appropriation to match an equal
amount of federal funds to improve
the network.

Italian Coverage

WOV New York, bi-lingual indf
pendent, has announced it wi
again have on-spot translatior
into Italian of U. S. Presidenti;
conventions. Station, which plar
broadcasts as public service fc
Italian-speaking New Yorkers, it
vited fellow broadcasters in Fo
eign Language Quality Network tj^
share in coverage for commercit
broadcast if they choose. \
FIRST annual winter festival spoj
sored by WGAR Cleveland last we(
attracted 1,500 youngsters and collecti
donationsShow
for the
city's Heart
Fund.
consisted
of 25 Sociej
silv^
skates
races
and
seven
figure
skatiii
acts.

BROADCASTING

» Telecastin

pn-Docket Actions ...
AM GRANT
ortage Bcstg. Co., Portage. Wis.—
inted 1350 kc, 1 kw, daytime; engiring conditions. Estimated construcri cost 529,440. Principals are W. T.
tnstock (president and 92<^c owner),
ijority stockholder m Comstock Publing Co.; Stanley Buckles (secreb-treasurer
and ;.7'"c
reIrter for Portage
Daily interest),
Register, and
jrold Sommers (vice president and
!r interest), owner of Coast-to-Coast
lire in Portage. Granted Feb. 15.
FM GRANTS
I
ni.— Grantijlney
92.9 mcBcstg.
(Ch. Co.,
225), Olney,
18.38 kw, antenna
I ft.; engineering conditions. Estiiited construction cost 89,315, estimatflrst year
cost $4,800,$12,000.
estii.ted
firstoperating
year revenue
lantee is licensee of WVLN Olney.
anted Feb. 15.
■:oasUl Plains Bcstg. Co., Tarboro,
C— Granted 104.3 mc (Ch. 282), 2.95
antenna 300 ft.; engineering condi<iis. Estimated construction cost $16,.25, estimated first year operating
it S6,0OO, estimated first year revenue
;.00O. Grantee is licensee of WCPS
rboro. Granted Feb. 15.
k\ SLN Delaware, Ohio — Granted 91.1
: (Ch. 216),Grantee
10 w, isnon-commercial
ncational.
Ohio Wesleyan
Granted Feb. 15.

fCC

roundup
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box

score

AM Stations
FM Stations
TV Stations

SUMMARY
On Air
108
2,333
639

Licensed

CPs15
92
77

FEBRUARY 21
Pending Hearing
In
203
317
497
Appls.
9
8
182

2,316
57293
(Also see Actions of the FCC, page 98)

station WBOS Boston; WRS has filed for
TV stations in Pittsburgh, Portland and
Fort Wayne. Filed Feb. 21.
Wausau, Wis.— WSAU Inc., Ch. 7
(174-180 mc), ERP 200 kw visual, 100
kw aural, antenna height above averagetionterrain
436 ft. estimated
Estimated first
construccost $270,169,
year
operating cost 8200,000, estimated first
year revenue
$200,000.
Applicant
is
license of WSAU Wausau. Filed Feb. 15.
Clarksburg, W. Va. — Ohio Valley
Bcstg.kw Corp.,
(204-210
ERP
50.6
visual,Ch.25.312 kw
aural,mc),
antenna
ew Applications . . .
height
above
average
terrain
741
ft.
TV APPLICATIONS
Estimated construction cost $253,283.36,
j^oanoke, Va. — Roanoke Bcstg. Corp., estimated first year operating cost
L. 10 (192-198 mc). ERP 200 kw visual, 8200,000, estimated first year revenue
I kw aural, antenna height above
8250,000. Applicant is licensee of WBLK
Clarksburg. Filed Feb. 15.
erage
1,973 ft. Estimated
uctionterrain
cost $308,000,
estimated confirst
Bristol, Va. — Appalachian Bcstg.
operating
cost 8120,000,
first yearis Corp.,
5 (76-82
ERP 100
kw
.arenue
not estimated.
Applicant
visual, Ch.
50 kw
aural,mc),antenna
height
enandoah Life Insurance Co., licen- above average terrain 1,964 ft. Esti» of WSLS-AM-FM Roanoke. Filed
mated construction cost $314,530, estib. 21.
mated first year operating cost $259,000,
estimated first year revenue $415,552.
^Philadelphia, Pa.— Westinghouse Ra- Applicant
} Stations Inc.. UHF Ch. 17 (518-524 FUed Feb. is15.licensee of WCYB Bristol.
:), ERP 200 kw visual, 100 kw aural,
tenna height above average terrain
AM APPLICATION
tS ft. Estimated construction cost
Mountain Home, Ark. — Mountain
iS.OOO, estimated first year operating
Home Bcstg. Corp., 1490 kc, 250 w, full>^Bt 8450,000,
first year operation
ex- time.
ited to be conducted
at substantial
Estimated construction cost 813,362.75,
estimated first year operating
iS. Applicant is licensee of KDKAcost 825,000,
reve•I-FM Pittsburgh, WBZ-AM-FM-TV
nue 832,500. estimated
Principalsfirst
are year
President
•ston, WBZA-AM-FM Springfield,
5X-AM-FM Portland. WOWO-AM-FM
R. S. Wheeler Jr. (25%), general manrt Wayne and international bcstg.
ager and
ownerBetty
of KHOZ
Harrison,
Ark.,6210%
Director
Lou Wheeler
(25%), wife of Mr. Wheeler and 1214%
owner of KHOZ, Secretary-Treasurer
Bruce C. Washburn (25%), program diFCC Actions
rector of KHOZ, and Director Elexene
Washburn, wife of Mr. Washburn and
(Continued from page 99)
former teacher at Lakin High School,
Lakin, Kans. Filed Feb. 21.
TRANSFER REQUESTS
'^bbruary 21 Applications . . .
J
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
KCRT Trinidad, Col. — Assignment of
license from Ernest M. Cooper and
.
License for CP
Rembert O. Coyle to Harvey R. Malott
?f WLAN-FM Lancaster, Pa. — License for $20,000. Mr. Malott is newspaper
CP, as mod., authorizing new FM
broker
Feb. 7. in Kansas City, Mo. Filed
y^ation. Modification of CP
KMO Tacoma, Wash. — Assignment of
from Carl E. Haymond to KMO
WCEN
Mich.—authorizing
Mod. CP, license
Inc. Change from individual to corpomod. Mt.andPleasant,
reinstated,
ration only;7.no monetary consideration.
. iwer increase, DA-N. change in oper- Filed Feb.
"1 ing
hours,
etc., tooper.
makevalue
changes
e max.
expected
and forIn
KIT Yakima, Wash. — Assignment of
rtension of completion date.
license from Carl E. Haymond to KIT
WSPE (FM) Springville, N. Y.— Mod. Inc. Change from individual to corporation only; no monetary consideration.
:,,?, as mod., authorizing new non■ Irtenslon
immercial ofeducational
station,from
for Filed Feb. 7.
completionFM date
WKLJ from
Sparta,Victor
Wis. — J.
Assignment
of
;?b. 20 to Feb. 28.
license
Tedesco to
Sparta-Tomah Bcstg. Co. Change from
individual to corporation only; no
monetary consideration. Filed Feb. 7.
- Allocations Supplement
KLX-AM-FM Oakland, Calif.— Transfer of control from Tribune Building
Co. to Joseph R. Knowland, J. Russell
Broadcasting • TelecastKnowland
Jr. and William F. Knowii ING will publish in complete
land, as voting trustees. No actual
change of ownership or control; no
text the FINAL TELEVImonetary consideration. Filed Feb. 11.
SION ALLOCATIONS REWERLment of CP
Eastfrom
Ranielle,
W. Va.
— AssignSam W.
Caudill
tr/as
" PORT. Subscribers will reGreenbrier Bcstg. Co. to Marvin I.
ceive the supplement without
Thompson for $1,015 and assumption
charge. Extra copies will be
of certain expenses involved in conavailable, as long as the
struction
structionof coststation
$8,830, (estimated
estimated confirst
supply lasts, at $3 each.
year operating cost $40,000, estimated
first year revenue $48,000). Mr. Thompson owns 50% of WIBK Knoxville,
Tenn. Filed Feb. 11.
KPRLment ofPaso
Robles,
— Assignlicense
from Calif.
Leslie
Henry
Hacker to Dale J. Schwartz and Bernard Schwartz d/b as Radio Station
KPRL for $25,000. Dale J. Schwartz
WEOK
is chief engineer and manager of KPRL
and chief engineer of KVEC San Luis
POUGHKEEPSIE
Obispo, and Bernard Schwartz is radio,
television
free-lance
REPRESENTED BY DEVNEY
writer. FiledandFeb.magazine
13.
WAUX Waukesha, Wis.— Transfer of
5ROADCASTING
• Telecasting
1

THROUGH

control W-A-U-K Bcstg. Co., licensee,
to Charles E. Williams and Norman E.
Schley. There will be a reduction of
stock outstanding by 85 shares and 124
shares will be transferred to Messrs.
Williams and Schley. Mr. Williams is
sales manager of WAUX and Mr.
Schley is a CPA in Waukesha. Filed
Feb. 13.
KYOR Blythe, KROP Brawley, KREO
Indio and KPRO-AM-FM Riverside, all
in California — Involuntary assignment
of license from Bcstg. Corp of America
to William B. Ross, trustee in bankFiled Feb.ruptcy.14.No monetary consideration.
WLBE WLBE
Leesburg,
control
Inc. toFla.—
PaulTransfer
A. Huseboof
(50%) and Wendell F. Husebo (50%)
for $79,000. Paul A. Husebo is general
office sale
manager
wholehardware for
firm.a Minneapolis
William F. Husebo
isFiled
manager
of
WTRF
Thief
River
Falls.
Feb. 14.
WINX Rockville, Md. — Assignment of
CP and license from United Bcstg. Co.
to Montgomery County Bcstg. Co.
Transfer to subsidiary corporation and
no change of ownership or control; no
monetary consideration. Filed Feb. 14.
Defiance,
— Assignment
of WONW
license from
R. W. Ohio
Crowell,
Lloyd P.
Basil, Ed W. Kuns, Robert S. Burke
and Carl N. Fox, d/b as Defiance Bryan
Paulding Bcstg. Co., to Tri-State Bcstg.
Co. Change from partnership to cor-

poration; no monetary consideration.
Filed Feb. 14.
WHLI-AM-FM Hempstead, N. Y. —
Relinquishment of control through sale
of 10% interest (20 shares of stock)
now heldecutrix ofbyestate
Miriam
N. Godofsky,
exof Elias
N. Godofsky,
deceased, to Paul Godofsky for $6,500.
After transfer Mrs. Godofsky will hold
45% interest (90 shares). Filed Feb. 20.
WPLH-AM-FM
Va.—
Transfer
of controlHuntington,
from Flem W.
J. Evans
and tonCharlene
Evans
to
William
J.
Newfor $5,500 will
for cancel
125 shares
of stock.
Mr. Newton
demand
note
given to him by Mr. Evans amounting
to $12,400, together with cancellation of
personal obligations. Filed Feb. 21.
KMLW Marlin, Tex. — Assignment of
CP from W. L. Pennington tr/as Falls
County Public Service to Hugh M. McBeath and Charles E. Regan, partneras Falls
County Public
Service,shipfor d/b$2,000.
Mr. McBeath
is employed
in
graphic
arts
division,
Fairchild
Camera & Instrument Corp., Jamaica,
N. Y., and Mr. Regan is an attorney.
Estimated construction cost $179.50,
estimated first year operating cost $33,600,
600. estimated
Filed Feb. first
21. year revenue $45,HAMER

HONORED
Given Silver Medal

SILVER medal "for service of unusual value to the Dept. of Commerce" was presented Tuesday by
Secretary of Commerce Charles
Sawyer to Robert C. Hamer, chief
of the Quality & Equipment Statistics Section of the Census
Bureau's
Division. Population & Housing
The award was based on "very
valuable contributions to the technical aspects of the 1950 Census
of Population Housing and outstanding leadership in the field
training census."

So
oever

you
knew

WASHIIVGTON
had

hayseed?

If you have never heard of Eddy Arnold,
Cactus Matt, Pete Cassell, Lily and Curley, Don
Owens, or Zeb Turner, you have been living
on Madison Avenue too long! These Westernhillbilly recording stars have made WEAM the
most popular independent station for miles
around the Nation's Capital. Thank you,
Purina, for proving our point with your
award.*
Advertisers
interested in hitching a profitable
ride on our haywagon, call Don Cooke or us.

WEAM
THE WASHINGTON AREA'S MOST POWERFUL INDEPENDENT
■ See the RALSTON PURINA spread on pages 14-15, this issue.
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Powell Crosley Jr., WLW founder,
re-enacts first broadcast. He held
microphone near home phonograph
as "The Sojig of India" played.
Studio was * Crosley
room.
* living
*

Red Barber, now sports counsellor
to CBS Radio and Television, i

This was "mobile unit" from which WLW broadcast Cincinnati air
races in 192i. A mike was rigged on a stake-body truck that could
as well have been used for hauling hay. It was a sporty occasion, so
the announcer wore knickers.

one start
of many
of today's
wh
got
at WLW.
Here stars
he broad
casts 1936 game of Cincinnati Redi

Birthday

Celebration:

CRO
'S
FROM 50 SUY
w to 50,000;
from a 30
YEA
RS
to national
prominence
are Rosesqueaky radio station in its foundmary Clooney and Doris Day. Before them were such entertainers
er's living room to a mammoth layout of radio-television operations.
as the Mills Brothers, Fats Waller,
the Ink Spots,
That's the 30-year record that
Crosley Broadcasting Corp. will
Smilin' Ed Mccelebrate beginning March 1.
Connell, Jane
Froman and Jack
It will be the 30th birthday of
Berch.
WLW Cincinnati and the fourth
anniversary of its sister station,
Ed Byron, who
WLWT (TV).
produces
Mr.Attorney
District
The events will be inarked by
special broadcasts and other fealearned radio at
tures, touched off by a simulcast
WLW. So did
March 1 over which Dave GarroJack Zoller, diway will preside as master of cererector of NBC'sof
Mr. Dunville
Cavalcade
monies. Some of the many stars
who got their starts at WLW will America, Harry Holcomb producer,
be on hand to share the celebraand Burt Farer, musical director,
tion.
of NBC's Ctirtain Time, Norman'
It may be as a preparatory
Corwin headed WLW's newsroom
school for radio's big-time that in
1936 before he became one of
WLW is most outstanding. WLW
graduates today are at work at the most noted writers in radio.
major networks and advertising
For 15 of WLW's 30 years,
Crosley Broadcasting has been in
agencies. Some are star talent;
the administrative hands of James
others are production executives.
D. Shouse, now chairman of the
The latest to jump from WLW

president.
Both are industry leaders and
have pioneered in many developments of profound influence in
broadcasting.
Aside from its reputation as a
"cradle of the stars," the station
has figured prominently in the development of both business and
technical progress. Its merchandising system, among the most vigorous in radio, was evolved before
most radio stations paid much attention to that activity, its technical advances have taken it into
the area of super-power, where it
operated until the FCC cut out such
facilities in 1939.
WLW went on the air March 2,
1922. A few months later, the station went to 500 w.
In 1925 it began operating with a
5 kw transmitter and with that became the most powerful regularly
operated station in the world at
that time.
In October, 1928, the medium-

WLW broadcast with super-power of 500 kw from
Mr. Crosley breaks ground for the 831-ft. tower
threw this awesome signal. After tower was built,
pushed button that put new facilities

In 1937 WLW established Everybody's Farm. James D. Shouse, Crosl€',\
Broadcasting Corp. board chairmayi (second from r), was interviewed
on prograyn dedicating farm, from which nearly h,000 broadcasts hav\^
now been made.
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193 ^ to 1939. Here
from which station
President Roosevelt
on air.

board, and Robert E. Dunville, now

wave WLW began 50 kw transmis
sions on the 700 kc clear chaniM
that meanwhile had been granteby the Federal Radio Commission.
It was five and a half years late
—May 2, 1934— that the statio:
went on the air with 500 kw, broad
casting from an antenna tower 83
feet tall.
Super-power was discontinued i:;
1939, and the station went back t j
its present
50 kw. three
In the 40's,
Crof
ley
constructed
shortwavi
transmitters at Bethany, Ohi(J
with a forest of 80 antenna poles
biggest layout of its kind. Thes|
facilities now are used by the go\|3
ernment in its world-wide broac j
casting.
Crosleyname
Corp.,had
to which
conpany's
been the
change
from Crosley Radio Corp. in 193i
became a subsidiary of Avco Mf^
Co. in 1945. The next year th^J'
broadcasting division became
separate Corp.
entity, the Crosley Broac ^
casting
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KECC

lO-AM-TV POSTS
Francis, McCarthy Named
uW station managers were named
t week for KGO and KGO-TV
z Francisco.
/incent Francis, sales manager
KGO-TV, was promoted to stall manager for the television
?ration, and C. L. McCarthy,
mer vice president and general
nager of KQW (now KCBS)
in Francisco, was appointed man^r of the AM operation,
payle Grubb, recently named an
IC vice president, will remain as
beral manager of the combined
kl-TV operations.
David Sacks, local sales repreitative for KGO-TV, was prolited to San Francisco manager of
Dt sales for ABC-TV.
The appointments were ananced Thursday by William
illipson, director of ABC's
stern division. The appoint;nts, he said, ai'e in line with
3C's policy of placing greater
d individual emphasis on AM
d TV.
Telestatus
J (Continued from page 78)
the two permits a large screen
3w of the action on a set and a
ange of focus of the camera
■lile in operation.
■The system of continuous focusjg- is designed to eliminate halts
production to change focal setng of a camera. The large screen
sewing is to aid in lighting and
I pick out flaws in the picture
;nile it is being photographed,
r. Lyons said.
Two complete mobile units have
'.en readied and will be available
studios within a few weeks on
rental basis, it was said. They
ere constructed under the supersion of Jack Strauss, vice presi;nt and chief engineer.

STRIKE
Dispute Settled Quickly
KECC Pittsburg, Calif., was put
off the air for several hours last
week by a strike of its three-man
engineering staff. The engineers
walked out in a dispute over union
recognition.
The men walked out shortly before noon last Tuesday but by evening the station was broadcasting

ANA MEETING
Radio Rates Nof Involved
ASSN. of National Advertisers'
spring meeting will be held March
19-21 at the Homestead, Hot
Springs, Va., ANA President Paul
B. West announced last week.
The program, being drawn up by
a committee under E. G. Gei'bic,
vice president of Johnson & Johnson, does not at this point incliide
plans for formal discussion of the
controversial radio rate question,
spokesmen said. They deemed it
unlikely that this issue — which
ANA touched off and has helped to
keep
aflame bythat
issuance
"studies"
maintaining
radio of
time
values
have been reduced by the growth of
TV — would occupy a major spot on
the agenda.
ANA's Radio-TV Committee, currently headed by Walter Lantz of
Bristol-Myers Co., has not undertaken another extensive review of
radio time costs since the issuance
of the last study several months
ago, spokesmen reported.

again with management personnel
in the engineer jobs. The following
morning management agreed to
recognize the union as bargaining
agent and the strike was called off.
IBEW, meanwhile, settled four
other contract negotiations peacefully in San Francisco-Oakland
last week. Contracts for wage increases were signed by KYA and
KJBS San Francisco and KROW
and KLX Oakland.
At KJBS the engineer-combination men won $10 weekly raises,
bringing their scale to $115. KYA
and KROW won $7.50 weekly
raises, bringing the KYA scale (for
5 kw station) to $112.50 and the
KROW scale (1 kw station) to
$105. KLX engineers also got a
$7.50 weekly increase and management agreed that when the station
goes from its present 1 kw to 5 kw
power,
as planned,
the engineers'
scale would
automatically
be raised
to the prevailing level for that
However, the increases at all
power. will not be granted in lump
stations
sum but must come as cost-of-living raises based on bi-yearly Bureau of Labor Statistics index.
Thus the engineers will receive less
than half of their increase immediately. The current index allows
them only a 2.9% increase, which
is retroactive to November 1. On
May 1 they will be eligible for a
second increase, equal to the cost
of living rise but not exceeding the
total of the wage increases agreed
to in negotiations. The union also
won health and welfare insurance
benefits, the premium to be paid
by the stations.
Senate

Approves

Nomination
ROWLAND H. SARGEANT wasK.
confirmed by the Senate last WednesNT ofO.
day asRG
Assistant
State for'D
Public Affairs, succeeding Edward
EASecretary
SA
W.
Barrett,
with
policy
responsibility
for America's shortwave radio
arm abroad.

Mr. Sargeant will concentrate
solely on top-level decisions involvlodfrey Takes Top Spot*
ing the Voice of America and other
n Nielsen January Report
activities of the newly-created InRTHUR GODFREY, star of CBS
ternational Information Administion.
adio and CBS Television, took
ip three places in percentage ratDr. Wilson Compton, former
gs of the Nielsen national report
president of Washington State Col>r the two weeks ending Jan. 26.
lege (KWSC Pullman, Wash.), alNIELSEN-TV-RATING *
ready has assumed responsibility
PERCENT OF TV HOMES REACHED
for operational functions. Foy D.
IN PROGRAM STATION AREAS
Homes
Kohler, chief. International Broadank
Program
casting Division (VOA), becomes
1 Godfrey's Scouts (CBS)
58.0 assistant administrator for Inter2 Godfrey & Friends (Toni-Gillette
56.5
Razor Co.) (CBS)
national Broadcasting Services,
3 Godfrey
& Friends (Liggett &
newly designated, reporting to Dr.
55.2
Myers
Tobacco)
(CBS)
4 Texaco Star Theatre (NBC)
52.6 Compton.
5 Red Skelton (NBC)
51.5
6 1 Love Lucy (CBS)
Dr. Compton is expected to make
7 Show of Sliows (Reynolds, R. J., 51.0 other appointments when he returns
48.8 from an overseas tour which has
Tobacco)
(NBC)
8 Colgate Comedy Hour (NBC)
48.6
9 Fireside Theotre (NBC)
47.9 taken him to U. S. information
10 Show
of Shows
46.8 centers in Europe.
(Participating) (NBC)
' Average
Audience
Basis.
The establishment of II A [B*T,
Copyright 1952 by A. C. Nielsen Co.
Jan. 28, 21] conforms substantially
to recommendations offered by the
One-Man Script Shows
U. S. Advisory Commission on Information, which favors a semiThat tie up a Sponsor for a long
autonomous agency functioning
life. Well written! Low price!
under an administrator.
Free presentation to help you sell
7'em. WRITE FOR "SAMPLE!"
In its latest report submitted to
MERCHANDISING DIVISION
Congress Feb. 15, the commission
NATIONAL RESEARCH BUREAU, INC.
H.R.B. BLDG.
CHICAGO 10,' ILL.
recognized also "that there are
{ROADCASTING
• Telecasting

*
powerful arguments in favor of
taking the program out of the
State Dept. altogether." But these
arguments,
the group
"have
not seemed decisive
... held,
as against
the desirability of retaining a close
connection between foreign policy
formulation and the administration
of the information program."

'READERSHIP' AD
BAB Issues Soles Guide
RADIO time salesmen — who daily
are faced with the necessity of
explaining to confused clients the
difference between the total circulation figures so glibly tossed
about by space salesmen and the
individual program ratings by
which radio audiences are measured— are this week joining in an
industrywide chorus of thanks to
Broadcast Advertising Bureau.
In an attractive, easy-to-understand book of only 15 pages, titled
"A Guide for Radio Salesmen to
Newspaper Advertising Readership," BAB presents a dramatic
comparison between what radio
talks about — "The net audience it
delivers to advertisers, the audience of a specific program or the
number of families tuned to a specific advertising message as measured by Pulse, Nielsen, Hooper,
ARB, Conlan, etc." — and what
newspapers talk about — "gross
audience, their ABC circulation."
Very rarely, BAB points out, do
newspapers mention "their only
approximation
of radio's
net audience figures — the
readership
percentages developed by the Continuing Study of Newspaper Reading and the Starch Reports."
These surveys, BAB reports in
a series of red and gray pie charts,
show that "among admitted 'readers' of newspapers an average of
46% of men and 42% of women
'readers' do not see any national
advertising; 56% of men and 52%
of women 'readers' do not see any
classified advertising; 56% of men
and 12% of women 'readers' do
not see any department store advertising; 58% of men and 43%
of women 'readers' do not see any
amusement advertising.
"Half or nearly half of the
'readers' of newspapers do not see
a single headline, illustration,
caption or word of many of these
major
advertising classifications,"
BAB declares.
Final page of the book is a
seven-point check list for radio
salesmen, detailing the ways in
which they can most effectively
make use of this information in
their own sales presentations.

by Goday
Another BMl ^Pin t/p" Hit-Published

A
BERMUD
20-4422;
On Records: The Bell Sisters— Vic.
Cap. 1956; Roberta Lee-Dec.
Ray Anthony27893; Jimmy Palmer— Mer. 5774.
iated ;
On Transcriptions: Man Holmes— Assoc
Henry Jerome — Langworth.
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PEOPLE..!

IRE CELEBRATES
40TH ANNIVERSARY
CELEBRATING completion of 40 years since
its founding in 1912, Institute of Radio Engineers has chosen "Forty Years Sets the Pace,
1912 to 1952" as theme of annual convention,
to be held in New York next week (March
3-6). Some 27,500 engineers from all parts of
the world expected to attend the 42 technical
sessions and to view the newest developments
in electronics equipment and components of
256 exhibitors, filling four floors of Grand Central Palace. Technical sessions will be held in
Waldorf-Astoria and Belmont Plaza hotels as
well as in Grand Central Palace.
Covering full range of recent radio engineering developments in every field from medical electronics to digital computers, the more
than 200 technical papers and 14 symposia
offer much of interest to broadcast engineers.
Agenda includes, for example, six sessions devoted to television, including Tuesday evening
panel discussion of NTSC color standards and
Tuesday afternoon session on problems of
constructing TV stations and converting theatres to use as TV studios. Also scheduled are
two sessions on UHF receivers and one on
small UHF electron tubes.
Social events of four-day meeting include
"get together" cocktail party Monday, President's luncheon Tuesday and annual banquet
on Wednesday. Dr. W. R. G. Baker, Genei'al
Electric Co. vice president, will be guest
speaker at Tuesday luncheon. Charles E.
Wilson, U. S. Director of Defense Mobilization,
will speak on In Strength Is Peace at banquet.
BRIEF ARGUES TRANSITCASTS
ARE UNCONSTITUTIONAL
TRANSITCASTING conflicts with First and
Fifth Amendments, is therefore unconstitutional, anti-transit radio crusaders Franklin
S. Pollak and Guy Martin argue in 56-page
brief filed with Supreme Court today. Supreme Court is scheduled to hear oral argument March' 3. Decision is expected to have
far-reaching eff'ects on specialized forms of
FM broadcasting.
'■ Single ultimate question raised by case is,
according to brief, whether District of Columbia Public Utilities Commission may approve and uphold requirement of monopoly
transit company in Washington that all bus
and street car passengers be subjected to
broadcasts of one radio station?
Question's
by W.
Washington attorneysraised
Paul inM. brief,
Segal,filed
John
Willis
and Charles L. Black Jr., are these: (1) Do
broadcasts deprive objecting riders of free use
of their faculties and of their time and attention in violation of Fifth Amendment; (2) Do
broadcasts violate First Amendment by forcing objecting riders to listen to speech they do
not want to hear, make them unable to listen
to speech they wish to hear or words they wish
to read, make it difficult or impossible for objecting riders to speak to others.
Among more cogent phrases in citation-full
brief are following:
By depriving them [objecting riders] of the freedom to use their faculties as they choose, it [the
broadcasts] deprives them of liberty. By taking
their attention and the full use of their time, it
takes property. There are no countervailing rights
which maypassengers.
be weighed 'against the- rights of the
objecting
Capital Transit and Transit Radio have done more
than insert a foot in the door; with the aid of the
Government, they have effectively pinned the rider
down and forced him to listen.
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SUCCESS STORY
TIP TO ADVERTISERS who want red
carpet rolled out for them: Keep your
program on the air for 25 years. NBC
last Monday not only added half-hour
at its own expense to 30 minutes regularly sponsored by Cities Service Co., but
also tendered sponsor a lavish post-broadparty innetwork
New York's
Rainbow
Room
for cast
which
picked
up $10,000
check.
Business Briefly
(Continued from page 5)
on radio this year. All eight DeSoto dealers
in Baltimore area took part in spots which
occupied all available time during day.
N. Y. CENTRAL ADDS 9 New York Central
railroad, through Foote, Cone & Belding, N. Y.,
effective March 3 will add four markets to its
schedule of early-morning 10 and 15-minute
local breakfast programs. Contracts for 52
weeks.
AGENCY NAMED • John I. Edwards &
Assoc., L. A., appointed to handle advertising
for Fire Detector Co., L. A. (firm alarm system); Mel Burns Inc., Long Beach, Calif.
(Ford dealer) and Burns Ford Inc., Downey,
Calif. Radio and/or TV used for all accounts.
FRENCH CAMPAIGN # French Government Tourist Office and Air France will sponsor for 52 weeks new series. To France With
Music, featuring Madame Angele Levesque,
director of information center of French Government office in New York, Tues. and Thurs.,
7:05-7:30 p.m. on WQXR New York. Agency,
Benton & Bowles, N. Y.
RCA NY-HELSINKI LINK
H. C. INGLES, president, RCA Communications Inc., N. Y. announced opening yesterday
(Sunday) of direct two-way radiophoto circuit
between New York and Helsinki. New circuit
provides for rapid transmission-reception of
all types of pictorial material. With Helsinki
addition, RCA Communications now operates
radiophoto circuits between U. S. and 28 foreign countries.
STASSEN ON DuMONT
STASSEN for President Committee purchased
11-11:15 p.m. EST slot on 15 DuMont TV stations last Saturday for speech by their Presidential candidate, marking third purchase on
DuMont in four weeks.
SIX SIGN TV CODE
SIX TV stations had subscribed at weekend to NARTB Television Code (early
story page 74). Subscription forms were
mailed last Tuesday. List comprises
WDSU-TV New Orleans; WWJ-TV
Detroit; WJ AC-TV Johnstown, Pa.;
WNBF-TV Binghamton, N. Y.; WTMJTV Milwaukee; KING-TV Seattle.
Robert D. Swezey, WDSU-TV, chairman
of Code-drafting group, wired this comment in connection with subscription :
"Appreciate zeal and enthusiasm of my
conferees on Code committee but believe
it is my duty to take first plunge."

SARKES TARZIAN, owner of WTTS ai|
WTTV (TV) Bloomington, Ind., will be gues
speaker at meeting of the Chicago Radio Man
agement
club in Sheraton
Hotel's Boulevari
Room at luncheon
Wednesday.
R. C. FORCE, general manager of WFR(
Fremont, Ohio, has joined WKNK Muskegori
Mich., as general manager.
WILLIAM F. TUCKER, commercial managei
KIRO Seattle, elected vice president of boar
of trustees, Queen City Broadcasting Co
operating KIRO. Officers re-elected were Sau
Haas, president; Harold N. Graves, vice presi
dent and secretary-treasurer, and Abe Fortas
vice president.
THAD McCARTY, for past three years witl
J. Walter Thompson Co., in Rio De Janeiro
joins New York staff, effective immediately.
THOMAS J. ELLIS, Cecil & Presbrey, to Gran
Adv., N. Y., as media director.
SELL RADIO HARD, ILLINOIS
BROADCASTERS ADVISED
BROADCASTERS must sell radio seven day
a week 365 days a year, and use their owj
facilities to promote medium, Illinois Broad
casters Assn. was told Friday at Springfield
111., meeting. Walter Rothschild, WTAI
Quincy, IBA board member, criticized net
works for "throat-cutting" tactics and claime
they are "unconcerned" about welfare o
medium.
Mr. Rothschild criticized broadcasters fo
their
attitude
and as
urged
rene-s
their passive
own faith
in radio
the them
most toeffectiv
sales medium with lowest cost. He spoke a
chairman of IBA's Sales Committee. Othe
members
are W.Cook,
Kenneth
Pekin; Charles
WJPF Patterson,
Herrin, andWSI'^
La
Verne Flambo, WQUA Moline.
IBA elected Charles C. Caley, WMBl
Peoria, as new president, succeeding Ray Live
say, WLBH Mattoon. Leslie C. Johnsoi
WHBF Rock Island, was elected vice presiden
and Mr. Cook was elected secretary-treasurei
Oscar C. Hirsch, WKRO Cairo, was elected t
three-year board term and William Holn
WLPO LaSalle, to a one-year term. Ex-pres;
dent Livesay automatically joins board.
Strong stand against plans of U. of lUinoi
to enter television was taken by IBA, affirn
ing previous opposition. New legislative con
mittee will be named by President Caley an
analyst will be appointed to watch for legis
lation affecting IBA members. Next meetin
will be held in summer.
i
Baseball and basketball discussion was le
by panel comprising Robert Burow, WD A3
Danville; Merrill Lindsay, WSOY Decatu:
and Mr. Cook. Problems of political advertif
ing and billing, including libel responsibilit; [
considered in panel led by Mr. Flambo.
Burt Squires and Glenn Dalberg, Broadcas
Music
Inc., ofspoke
BMI's Legislative
composer contes
and series
sales onclinics.
repoi
made by committee comprising 0. J. Kelle
WTAX Springfield, chairman; Walter Eme:
son, WENR Chicago; William Holm, WLPi
LaSalle; Frank Schroeder, WDZ Decatur, an
Paul F. McRoy, WCIL Carbondale. ProposJ
to seek right for broadcasters to report directl
from legislative halls was approved by a^
sociation.
Illinois Assn. of A. P. Broadcasters at pr(
convention meeting elected Robert W. Eel
meyer, WTAD Quincy news editor, as chai],
man, and Bert DeBarr, WVLN Olney, a;
sistant chairman.
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STONEWALL

JACKSON

: strategist

As long as Stonewall Jackson is remembered stories will
be told of his amazing exploits. For example, how
he outfoxed and defeated 50,000 troops with
one-third that number in the Shenandoah Valley of
Virginia; how he saved Richmond from capture; how
he mofde a bonfire of General Pope's two mile
supply train that was seen all the way to Washington.

Battle of Shenandoah Valley

WMBGam

Stonewall Jackson, Virginian and strategist, would
have enjoyed the opportunity of capturing whole
populations of Virginia in another way.
Havens & Martin Stations, First Stations of Virginia,
command a hold on viewers and listeners of the Dominion
State that is readily capturable by you, Mr. National
Advertiser. John Blair & Company will tell you how.

WCOD'm

v

WTYRt

Havens & Martin Stations are the only
complete broadcasting institution in Richmond.
Pioneer NBC outlets for Virginia's first market.
Represented nationally by John Blair & Company

FIRST

STATIONS

OF

VIRGINIA

millions

millions

listen

buy!

Each radio home in WJR's coverage
area spends almost 1,000 dollars a year
on food !
% ofTotal
National
8.3
12,601,300
Population
Radio Homes
8.1
3,784,170
Food Sales
$3,266,766,000
9.4
Get your share of the tremendous food
sales in the Michigan-Great Lakes area.
Pre-sell these radio families on your
products .by using WJR, the station
with the greatest coverage in this area.
For specific success stories in this large
food market, write WJR or see your
Edward Petry representative today.
Remember . . . millions buy
WJR-advertised products!

the

GREAT

VOICE

of the

GREAT
LAKES

WJR TheDelroil
Goodwill

-(r

Clearwalls
Channel

CBS Radio
Network
Radio — America's Greatest Advertising Medium
Represented nationally by Edward Petry & Company
WJR Eatlern Sales Office: 665 Fifth Ave., New York
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We

like

to talk

to PENNY

PINCHERS!

Time buyers who watch every penny are the ones for WITH!

Because on WITH

WITH's rates are low — and WITH's audience is big. That's a
every penny counts!
combination
that produces loiv cost results.
an Blasted
Radio-TV
Page 23
er Heads

Here's proof: local advertisers must get immediate, profitable results from any
advertising medium. And WITH regularly carries the advertising of more than twice
as many Baltimore merchants as any other station in town!
Get the whole exciting story about WITH from your For joe man. Do it today!

FCC;

rtiey Named
TIMORE

Page 25

Time May Buy
OB AM-TV
Page 25
jfacfurers Face^
i-Trust Probe

7
age 2
^ P
hiers' Budgets
>r Local Radio
Page 27

■Rasting
ll
on Page 63

year

TOM TINSLEY, PRESIDENT

•

REPRESENTED BY FORJOE AND COMPANY

COPY

]

fl^^

jimli

of QUALITY

of WHAS

PROGRAMMING

. .

18,500

to

JAMMING THE LOUISVILLE ARMORY! TURNING AWAY
10,000*! THE OLD KENTUCKY BARN DANCE MAKES HISTORY!
Farmers moved their milking schedules ahead . . . Traffic outside
the Jefferson County Armory was backed up for three blocks . . .
Even the cast had to fight their way in . . . for this history-making
event. I And what was the magnet? The finest collection of local
talent ever heard in the Kentuckiana area, "The Old Kentucky
Barn Dance." This popular show is a regular Friday night feature
on WHAS (7 to 8). Act now, availabilities won't last long.
•Official police estimate 8,500 capacity, 10,000 turned away.
jArmory Manager says biggest "building" crowd in Louisville history.

50,000

WATTS

The

^

1A CLEAR CHANNEL

only radio
all of

the

station

i(

Armory.

Mobbed in the best Hollywood tradition for autogrophs,
(I. to r.) Tom "Cactus" Brooks and Randy Atcher sign as
thousands peer. Featured with them in the three hour "Old
Kentucky
Born Dance"Bobextravaganza
WHASthe stars
as
Janie Workman,
Fischer, The were
House such
Sisters,
Red
River Ramblers, the Bell Family and Maggie Mae. All preprogram publicity was via WHAS.
Basic Affiliate of the

CBS Radio Hetwon

840 KILOCYCLES

serving

rich Kentuckiana

ASSOCIATED WITH

Louisville's

peoph

THE

and

selling

Market

VICTOR A. SHOLIS, Director

COURIER-JOURNAL & LOUISVILLE TIMES

NEIL D. CLINE, Sa/es D/recK

JUST READ WHAT
THESE INDEPENDEHT
"STHINKERS
ales overall SAY:
far

lO
program
on t-u^
-To Radio
Station
^oungstown,

Ohi,
ner
"^o^suic
ngsCtoomwpnany
Mus

Do Some

Independent

Thinking

About

Radio

• • • we scheduled advertising
on your station to run
through
'"days
In exactly half thatblast had been so effectiv
that our Denver wareho e
use
was almost entirely sold out
."
KMYR,
—To Radio Station
Denver, Colorado

Today

—From Bernstein Bro
Pueblo, Colorado thers

People who care about their money are doing some hard thinking about
radio today . . . some independent thinking. In fact, many national advertisers
who formerly bought network radio are finding they get better results when
they use the leading independent radio stations. Don't take our word for
it— make us prove it. Write to any AIMS station listed below for all the facts.

THESE

ARE

THE

WCUE —Akron, Ohio
WBMD — Baltimore, Maryland
WBNY —Buffalo, New York
WJMO— Cleveland, Ohio
WVKO— Columbus, Ohio
KMYR — Denver, Colorado
KCBC — Des Moines, Iowa
WIKY — Evansville, Indiana
WCCC —Hartford, Connecticut
WXLW — Indianapolis, Indiana
WJXN — Jackson, Mississippi
KLMS — Lincoln, Nebraska

LEADING

INDEPENDENT

RADIO

WKYW —Louisville, Kentucky
WMIE —Miami, Florida
WMIL —Milwaukee, Wisconsin
WKDA —Nashville, Tennessee
WBOK — New Orleans, Louisiana
WWSW— Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
KXL
—Portland, Oregon
WXGI —Richmond, Virginia
KSTL
—St. Louis, Missouri
WMIN — Minneapolis-St. Paul ■
KNAK —Salt Lake City, Utah
KITE
— San Antonio, Texas

KSON KYA KING KREM WAGE KSTN WOLF KFMJ WNEB WBBW-

STATIONS:

-San Diego, California
-San Francisco, California
-Seattle, Washington
-Spokane, Washington
-Springfield,
Massachusetts
-Stockton, California
-Syracuse, New York
-Tulsa, Oklahoma
-Worcester, Massachusetts
-Youngstown, Ohio

They are all members of AIMS — Association of Independent Metropolitan
Stations — each the outstanding 'mdepe)?de}2t station in a city

Aim

for

BULL'S-EYE

results, ..with

the

AIMS

GROUP

tbliahed every Monday, with Yearbook Numbers (53rd and 54th issues) published in January and February by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 870 National Press
Building, Washington 4, D. C. Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933, at Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 1879.

Bon
d
"if.

Off,,

10S2

KRLD-TV

Every week,
by
word !
or
'em
s
get
letters from KRLD-TV ad-

-■'^^v'^'''* or B

"tar,

vertisers, overwhelming
and

conclusive

PROar

Owners

PILES

th^.
J
—''it"OJ,,
;

UP!

and Operators
of
KRLD

IV,

This is why

50,000 Watts
Serving Dallas — Fort Worth
and the Great Southwest
John W. Runyon, President
Clyde W. Rembert, Managing Director

KRLD-TV
CHANNEL

EXCLUSIVE

TEXAS'
SOUTH'S
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lBEN will network business situation
tbilize — now that big accounts are entering
jjond round in drive for rate concessions?
•st guess is that, despite welter of evidence
radio's unapproached circulation, stability
)n't come until fall of 1953, when there will
more TV stations in more markets, and
jsults thereby can be gauged.
jGEESSIVE steps to meet radio rate-cutting
[tempts head-on expected to come out of unralded meeting of NARTB's AM Commit9 today (Monday), with more to be heard
plans at Chicago convention.
ESULTS of confidential survey — still being
j:ld back — discloses that radio is must medium
T dime-to-dollar consumer products (cigaIttes, soaps, toothpastes, etc.) while TV pays
? it best for big non-repeats, like automobiles,
1■f rigerators, carpeting, etc.
, HY'S THERE so much talk about netv\jrk
j.te-talent deals, and nothing at all about
'inted media — notably magazines. Answer:
'hen deal is made by account with magazine,
. '•pecial discounts, merchandising including
tchen sink, etc.) only two people know it.
\ network radio, 'tis argued, network first
Ijiust get clearance of affiliates, then everybody
r inows about it.
NNOUNCEMENT shortly will be made of
opointment of Gayle Grubb, ABC vice presient in San Francisco (KGO-AM-FM-TV) as
lice president and director. Fort Industry Co.
. charge of Detroit operations (WJBK-AM(M-TV). He succeeds Richard E. (Dick)
ones, who resigned two months ago, but has
ot announced plans.
RESIDENTIAL Telecommunications Advisor
araden Pratt won't get around to U. S.
omestic frequency problems — needs of government departments vs. private users — for an;her six months. While discussions with FCC
Ind IRAC (Interdepartment Radio Advisory
iommittee) are held periodically, Mr. Pratt
Ind his aides currently are mired in interna•onal broadcasting question and specifically
, mc-27.5 mc band. Pressing need is to imlement ITU Atlantic City agreement governing fixed service frequencies.
liE proposed "frequency management" policy
rafted by executive unit of the Technical
'olicy Steering Committee fortnight ago, FCC
ieportedly has given its assent. Policy recogizes need for transfer of frequency rights
mong all users "as required in the national
nterest." Practical application of policy,
•hen eff'ected in due course, could mean greater
hare of spectrum space for radio-TV broadasting and other private users through FCC,
I IRAC (Defense, State, other departments)
relinquishes frequencies.
SIGNS of interest in TV network station perormance under new video code already aplarent, with more than one group recording
(Continued on page 6)
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McCANN-ERICKSON
ANNOUNCES
PROMOTIONS
PROMOTIONS for seven executives of McCann-Erickson, N. Y., announced by Marion
Harper Jr., agency president.
Thomas H. Lane, vice president in charge
of radio and TV, elected to board of directors
and will assume new duties as senior service
division manager, reporting to president.
Alfred J. Scalpone, vice president, becomes
general executive coordinating radio and TV
activities in domestic and overseas office.
Leonard F. Erickson becomes head of radioTV department in New York office in addition
to his other duties. Hendrik Booraem named
vice president and manager of new program
development in radio and TV. J. Neil Reagan,
manager of Hollywood office, named to vice
presidency. William C. Dekker named vice
president in charge of media in New York
office coojdinating all media activity. John J.
Flanagan vice president, becomes manager of
combined media department.
82 STATIONS, 4 NETWORKS
SUBSCRIBE TO TV CODE
TOTAL number of subscribers to NARTB
Television Code was 82 stations Friday afternoon, eve of March 1 eff"ective date. Four TV
networks are subscribers (early code story
page 65).
Added to list of 77 station subscribers previouslv announced were WAT V (TV) Newark;
WXPO-TV Cincinnati; WFAA-TV Dallas;
WOC-TV Davenport, Iowa; WOR-TV New
York.
GRABHORN

RESIGNS

NARTSR

NARTSR board of directors, at special meeting Friday afternoon called by Vice President
Eugene Katz in absence of President J. J.
Weed, accepted resignation of Murray Grabhorn, general manager, who is joining Edward
Petry & Co. March 15 (see earlier story, page
29). No successor to Mr. Grabhorn was named.
MBS

30

PerCent

CLEAR

BUSINESS

P&G SWITCH • Procter & Gamble's Cheer,
through Young & Rubicam, N. Y., understood
to be planning to switch its spot radio budget
into network by sharing sponsorship of Pepper
Young's Family on NBC radio, five times
weekly, with P & G's Camay soap.
CLORETS SPOT CAMPAIGN • American
Chicle Co., N. Y. (Clorets), through DancerFitzgerald-Sample, N. Y., breaking another
spot campaign starting March 17 in 15 radio
markets.
TEXAS SATURATION DRIVE • General
Foods, N. Y., is starting saturation spot campaign in Texas for its instant Maxwell House
coffee, effective today (Monday) for two weeks.
Live copy with booklet offer will be used.
SHOE POLISH LATE • Griffin Mfg. Co.,
Brooklyn (Griffin shoe polish), launches its
annual spot campaign this year two months
later than usual, starting early this month on
about 175 stations throughout U. S. Berminghan, Castleman & Pierce, N. Y., is agency.
S. E. P. RENEWS • Curtis Pub. Co. (Saturday Evening Post) renews Keep Posted on DuMont network. Agency: BBDO, N. Y.
LUSTRE COLOR EXPANDING # ColgatePalmolive-Peet, Jersey City, through Lennen
& Mitchell, N. Y., presently using small sixweek radio spot test for its Lustre Color, will
expand in 29 top markets if test is successful.
ADAM HATS EXPANDS • Adam Hats,
N. Y., through Hirshon-Garfield, expanding
radio spot schedule, effective March 17 for
four weeks.
SWITCH PROGRAM • Electric Companies
Advertising Program, New York, switches its
Meet Corliss Archer show from CBS Radio to
ABC Radio, Sunday, 9:15-45 p.m. effective
(Continued on page 9S)

Stock

VOTING control of Mutual Broadcasting System assumed by General Tire &
Rubber Co. after half-day session in which
representatives of all MBS shareholders approved elimination of by-laws ban on any
single entity voting more than 30% of stock.
Through acquisition of Don Lee Broadcasting
System and more recent merger of its own
radio-TV interests with those of WOR-AMFM-TV New York, General Tire owns almost
60% of MBS stock.
Action to remove by-laws' stock voting restrictions was taken at MBS board meeting in
Miami Thursday and was described as unanimous. Thomas F. O'Neil, Mutual chairman
and General Tire vice president, presided.
Question of change in Mutual's type of operation, which has long been subject of speculation, was not discussed at meeting, it was re-

BRIEFLY

Rule

Eliminated

ported. All present board members continuing
to serve.
Annual meeting of stockholders, when officers and directors are elected, set for April
24 in New York. At that time renewal of
President Frank White's contract also will be
decided; his present three-year pact expires
April 30.
Miami meeting was described as "wholly
harmonious," with what had been expected to
be a two-day agenda dispatched in one long
half-day session. MBS board members, in
addition to Messrs. O'Neil and White, are
Elbert M. Antrim, WGN Chicago; Willet H.
Brown, Don Lee network; H. K. Carpenter
WHK Cleveland; Benedict Gimbel Jr., WIP
Philadelphia; J. R. Poppele, WOR New York;
Frank Schreiber, WGN; Theodore C. Streibert,
WOR; Linus Travers, Yankee network; James
E. Wallen, MBS.

for more AT DEADLINE turn page
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(Continued from page 5 )

NEW RADIO-TV SERVICE
STARTED BY NIELSEN
NATIONWIDE measurement service covering weekly and monthly audience coverage of
radio and TV stations and networks now placed
in operation by A. C. Nielsen Co. Service purchased by NBC under contract calling "for
largest single survey ever made by the research firm."
John K. Churchill, Benton & Bowles media
research director, joins Nielsen firm in New
York today (Monday) as vice president. Duties
include direction of new service.
Six-point project said to include weekly audience for each station and network for entire
U. S. and separately for each county or other
economic area, showing v/ithin few hours unduplicated coverage of any proposed station
or network group; composition of weekly audience by frequency of listening and economic
status, family size and composition, TV ownership, car ownership, race, farm ownership;
monthly audience of each station and network;
homes reached per minute by each network
affiliated radio station, by morning, afternoon,
evening; out-of-home radio listening; ownership of multiple radio sets, car radios and
TV sets.
THIRD FM PROMOTION DRIVE
STARTS IN WASHINGTON
THOUSAND of announcements calling attention to District of Columbia "FM Month" campaign being broadcast by AM and FM stations
in Washington and surrounding area. Drive
started Saturday. It is third conducted under
NARTB and Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn.
auspices, with cooperation of dealers and distributors, as means of stimulating FM set sales
and listening.
Sales of FM sets rose sharply in North
Carolina as result of campaign in that state,
first of series, according to John Smith, NARTB
FM director,
TV APPLICANTS
FOR REVISIONS

ASK

BELIEVED to be first of pre-freeze TV applicants to revise application to meet expected
changes in allocations, WEMP Milwaukee Friday filed amendments for 100 kw on Channel
6 with 1,021 ft. antenna height above average
terrain. New transmitter site on northside of
Milwaukee is 170 miles from nearest co-channel
transmitter, WOC-TV Davenport. Milwaukee
station, 45% owned by WTCN-AM-FM-TV
Minneapolis, went through part of hearing before 1948 freeze was imposed. In revised application, WEMP also updated cost figures,
estimated $900,000 construction costs (vs.
$258,000 in old application); $916,000 cost of
first year's operations (vs. $116,000). FCC
proposed to delete Channel 6 from Milwaukee
in "Third Notice" last year. That was based
on 180-mile minimum city-by-city separation
factor.
TITO INTERVIEW
UNITED PRESS Movietone Television Films
announced Friday release of exclusive interview with Marshall Tito of Yugoslavia who,
in English, sent personal message to American
people asking for sympathy with his efforts to
"Create a happy new strong Yugoslavia."
March 3, 1952
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In this Issue—
For first time Congress begins to face
the question of what privileges to accord radio and television in covering
Congress. It's forced to face it by a
summary ruling of Speaker Sam Rayburn ousting radio-TV from all hearings. A show-down battle is indicated.
Page 23.
Big retail clothing chains are planning
radio budget expansions. Page 27.
As predicted. Vice Chairman Walker becomes chairman of FCC and Robert T.
Bartley, Sam Rayburn's nephew, moves
into Commission vacancy. Page 25.
CBS is hungry for television stations.
It has several deals in the works to
pick up the maximum of five owned
outlets — either by purchase, trade or
partnership. Page 23.
Wayne Coy has another deal on the fire
with Time Inc. He and Time may
jointly buy KOB-AM-TV Albuquerque.
Page 25.
The government is sniffing at what could
become one of the biggest anti-trust
investigations in years — that of the
whole radio and television manufacturing industry. It will be up to a federal
grand jury to decide such questions as
whether FM was stifled by an industry
conspiracy and whether another conspiracy exists in the case of color TV
— and if so whether anti-trust laws
have been violated. Page 27.
NBC's combined radio and television
sales in 1951 were $137 million, a
48% gain over the previous year. All
the increase came from television.
Page 29.
Zenith Radio Corp. seeks FCC OK of
Phonevision, wants a rule-making
hearing at which it will demonstrate
various techniques of subscription television. Page 82.
Though nothing is certain about it, there
are indications that government restrictions of radio-TV construction
may be relaxed this year. If so, it
would be news of special interest to
prospective TV station builders. Page
28.
Forecast now is for a later spring around
the FCC, where the wise money is
being placed on March 22 as the
earliest date the thaw of the TV freeze
can be expected. Page 65.
National Production Authority is expected to exempt theatrical colorcasting from the color television manufacturing ban. Page 66.
Addenda to 1952 BROADCASTING YEARBOOK appears on Page U6.
Upcoming
Mar. 3-6: Institute of Radio Engineers national convention, Waldorf-Astoria Hotel
and Grand Central Palace, New York.
Mar. 3: NARTB AM Committee, NARTB
Hdqtrs., Washington.
Mar. 5: NARTB FM Committee, NARTB
Hdqtrs., Washington.
(Other Upcomings page 34)

commercials out of curiosity to see how th'
match terms of document. Heavy demand f
copies of code, incidentally, from advertisii
agencies.
APPOINTMENT of parent company executi
to coordinate its radio-TV operations short
may be made by General Tire & Rubber C
which controls (58%) Mutual and owns Yank
Network, Don Lee and General Telera
(WOR-AM-FM-TV). Thomas F. O'Neil, o
erating head of radio-TV properties for Ge
eral Tire, expected to designate new offic
who would headquarter in New York.
TO AVOID any implications of favoritis
J. A. Milling, Electronics Production Boa
chairman and NPA Electronics Div. chief, h
divorced himself from top-level agency disci
sions on revised color TV equipment ban. S<
Ed Johnson (D-Col.) had noted Mr. Millinf
association with RCA Service Co. in letter
Jan.
28]. Mobilizer Charles E. Wilson [B*
Defense
WASHINGTON attorneys and others are ]
ceiving inquiries about pitch being made
"Economic Education Fund," St. Louis, i
support of project to^ amend Communicatic
Act for permanent station licenses after fi
years of operation. Pamphlet, which allej:
FCC suppresses free speech, has America Fi
connotations. It supports candidacy of W
Ham R. Schneider, St. Louis attorney, j
President on Republican ticket. Latter is <
tered in New Hampshire primaries. Co
plaints to FCC last year over refusal of si
eral St. Louis stations to accept broadca
are recited in pamphlet titled, "Survival
Communist-Socialist Gold Brick World."
I
INTERNATIONAL TELEMETEF
PLANS SEPTEMBER TEST
PUBLIC TEST of coin-box subscription
in September was announced last week
International Telemeter Corp., half-owned
Paramount Pictures. Tests will take place
California desert resort of Palm Springs, \
consist of (1) community antenna system s
(2) scrambled picture service.
I
Plans made public at Los Angeles demonst
tion (over KTLA) of ITC "pay-as-you-lo(
subscription method. ITC will erect $100,<
master receiving antenna on mountain w
of Palm Springs, 90 miles from Mt. Wil.
where all seven Los Angeles TV stations :
located.
Subscribers to community anter
service will pay $150 up for installation,
per month for service. ITC has also made •
rangements with three Palm Springs thc;i
owners to feed feature films in scrambled f< i
over the system which subscribers can cl- r
up through coin-box payments.
Fee will
regular theatre admission price, with I
keeping only small percentage; remainder
ing to theatre owners. Subscription ser^
will use
will progra
not infere
with Channel
reception6 (82-88
of Los mc),
Angeles
ITC also hoping to acquire block of Paramo
features for future Palm Springs closed cir(
tests.
During demonstrations last week, follow
movie industry leaders were in audience : Cj
DeMille, Charles P. Skouras, Walter Wanj
Hal Wallis, Sol Lesser, Y. Frank Freen
Steve Broidy, William Thomas, William l ie
and Sam Briskin. Also present was John \
West, NBC Western Div. vice president.

for more AT DEADLINE see page 98 ^
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THERE'S

NOTHING

BETTER

THAN...

msrnAce!

Hooper - Omaha - Council Bluffs,
December, 1951
KOWH
MORNING
8 A.M. - 12 Noon
Mon. - Friday

33.5

AFTERNOON
12 Noon - 6 P.M.
Mon. - Friday

47.8

SATURDAY
8 A.M. - 6 P.M.

41.9

8 A.M.
6 P.M.
TOTA- L*
Mon. - Saturday

42.1

COST
PER POINT
basedtimeon one
station's
one
min.
rote.

Sto. "A"

Sta. "B"

Sta. "C"

13.3

25.4

13.4

23.8

10.4

1 1.4

Sta. "D"
10.0

Sta. "E"
1.3

2.0
8.1

14.5

16.1

10.5

18.8

16.4

1 1.9

3.7

9.1
2.1
82c

88c

30<

10.4

$1.60

$1.67

$3.33

Every rated hour shown above given equal weight
Largest total audience of any Omaha station in
every time period, weekday morning, weekday
afternoon, all day Saturday — and Sunday!
Largest share-oj-audience, in any individual time
period, of any independent station in all Amer-

' Based on the latest available
Hooper share of audience for
unaffiliated stations including
the Omaha and Council Bluffs
Market (Oct.-Nov., 1951) ...
12 noon through 6 P. M.

ica!*

Represented Nationally By
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Have

with

you

the

Canadian

caught

up

new

census?

It happens every ten years. The new figures now show
Canada to be a market of over 14,000,000.

IN THIS BROADCASTING
DEPARTMENTS
Agency Beat
Aircasters
Allied Arts
Editorial
FCC Actions
FCC Roundup
Feature of Week
Film Report
Front Office
In Review
New Business
On All Accounts
Open Mike
Our Respects to
Programs, Promotions, Premiums
Strictly Business
Telerama
Upcoming
TELECASTING Starts on page 63

12
5g
go
52
90
95
ig
34
54
gj
16
12
14
52
89
18
80
34

WASHINGTON HEADQUARTERS

Some live here — some there — from Gander, Newfoundland, to Port Alberni, Vancouver Island.

Not much in common, either. But two things that should
interest you.

First, their standard of living is phenomenally high. Secondly, radio in Canada reaches 95% of all homes.
Something else you should know is that radio in Canada
really sells them. We have no TV stations and there are
many places where other media coverage is absent or
spotty.

But not radio. "In Canada you sell 'em when you tell
'em!"
For any radio information you want about this rich market,
ask any of our independent member stations from coast
to coast or write to us.

A message from the 103 member stations of the
Canadian Association of Broadcasters
whose voices are invited into over 3 million homes every day.
Canadian
108 Sparks St.,
Ottawa.
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Association

of

Broadcasters
37 Bloor St., West
Toronto.

SOI TAISHOFF, Editor and Publisher
EDITORIAL: ART KING, Managing Editor; EDWIN H.
JAMES, Senior Editor; J. Frank Beatty, Earl B.
Abrams, Associate Editors; Fred Fitzgerald, Assistant
Managing Editor; Dave Berlyn, Assignment Editor;
Lawrence Christopher, Technical Editor. STAFF:
John H. Kearney, Patricia Kielty, John Osbon,
Keith
Trantow.
EDITORIAL.JeanASSISTANTS:'
Pat
Kowalczyk,
Don Mortimer,
D. Statz, Hilda
Toler; Gladys L. Hall, Secretary to the Publisher.
BUSINESS:
MAURY
LONG,
BusinessManager;
Manager;George
Winfield
R. Levi,
Assistant
Advertising
L. Dant, Adv. Production Manager; Harry Stevens,
Classified Advertising Manager; Eleanor Schadi,
Doris Kelly, Betty Krebs; B. T. TaishofI, Treasurer:
Irving C. Miller, Auditor and Office Manager; Eunice
Weston, Assistant Auditor.
CIRCULATION AND READERS' SERVICE: JOHN P.
COSGROVE, Manager; Doris J. Buschling, Ruth W.
Davis, Grace Schorm, Elwood M. Slee, Clyde Baker.
NEW YORK BUREAU
488 Madison Ave., Zone 22,
Plaza 5-8355; EDITORIAL:
Rufus Crater, New
York Editor; Florence Small, Agency Editor; Dorothy Munster, William Ruchti, Liz Thackston.
Bruce Robertson, Senior Associate Editor.
ADVERTISING: S. J. PAUL, Advertising Director;
Eleanor R. Manning, Assistant to Advertising Director; Kenneth Cowan, Advertising Representative.
CHICAGO BUREAU 360 N. Michigan Ave., Zone 1
CEntral 6-4115; William H. Shaw, Midwest Advertising Representative; Jane Pinkerton, News Editor.
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU
Taft Building, Holljnpirood
and Vine, Zone 28, HEmpstead 8181; David Glickman, West Coast Manager; Marjorie Ann Thomas.
TORONTO:
417 Harbour Commission, EMpire 4-0775
James
Montagnes.
Annual subscription for 52 weekly issues $7.00.
Annual subscription including BROADCASTING Yearbook (53rd issue) $9.00, or TELECASTING Yearbook
(54th issue) $9.00.
Annual subscription to BROADCASTING • TELECASTING including 54 issues $11.00.
Add $1.00 per year for Canadian and foreign postage.
Regular issue 350 per copy; 53rd and 54th issues $5.00
per copy.
Broadcasting * Magazine was founded in 1931 by
Broadcasting Publications Inc., using the title
Broadcasting '—The News Magazine of the Fifth
EstateBroadcast
BroadcastRep>orter
Advertising
* was acquired in 1932
and
in 1933.
• Reg. U. S. Patent Office
Copyright 1952 by Broadcasting Publications, In«.
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What does he do? He cuts replacement time from days to hours. He gets

Many of the parts needed in factory
production are mighty small. But these
parts can loom up mighty /^zrge— when
they're missing!
For tiny as they are, their absence can
halt an entire production line— can cost
a manufacturer thousands of dollars
every day while he waits for replacements to arrive.

needed
the world's fastest way —
via
Air parts
Express!
The money saved by Air Express
speed is figured in millions— but its cost
is counted in pennies. Whether you
need steel bolts or bolts of cloth, you
can profit from regular use of Air Express. Here's why:
it's fastest — Air Express gets top
priority of all commercial shipping services—gives the fastest, most complete
door-to-door pick-up and delivery service in all cities and principal towns at
110 extra cost.

And the sources of supply are often
hundreds of miles from his factory!

it's dependable— Air Express provides one-carrier responsibility all the

jBROADCASTING

• Telecasting

way, gets a receipt upon delivery.
it's profitable — Air Express service costs less than you think, gives you
many profit-making opportunities.
New parcel post regulation affect you?
Call your local agent of Railway Express,
Air Express Division.

A/fi fxpm
GETS

THERE

FIRST

March 3, 1952
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It pays

to

buy

the

giant

WBBM

than

the

economy

size'

had

next

stations

^Projections based on 1951 averages. Pulse of Chicago.

WBBM

Phone

Chicago's

WHitehall

CBS

Radio

5/i02i;manship

4-6OOO5

Spot

Chicago— or

Sales

Station

any

office—for

availabihties.

#

#

#
agency

WIND

THOMAS J. ELLIS, Cecil & Presbrey, N. Y., appointed media directoi
of Grant Adv., same city.
THAD McCarthy, Rio de Janeiro office of J. Walter Thompson Co.;
joins agency's New York staff.
ROY L. DERRICK to Mann-Ellis Adv., N. Y., as account executive.
DAVID D. BROWN, manager Kastor, Farrell, Chesley & Clifford
Chicago, to contact staff, Tatham-Laird, that city.
WILLIAM P. HENDRICKS elected a vice president Casler, Hemp
stead & Hanford, Chicago, where he is account executive.
H. D. ROACH, account executive. Young & Rubicam Ltd., Toronto, ha;
rejoined McKim Advertising Ltd., Toronto, as vice president and direc
tor in charge of marketing and research.
CARL CHESTER WICKSTROM, account executive, Lee Ringer Advl
L. A., elected vice president.
JACK SHEFRIN, former program director of WOAK (FM) Chicag.;
[now WFMT (FM)], and WMID Atlantic City, N. J., joins John Kayi
Agency, Kansas City, as head of radio-TV production.

BEST

CHICAGO

BUY

ENTIRE

7 DAVS

A

YEAR

WEEK-

NET A

27.6%

NET B

15.7%

WIND

1951

6 A.M.-MIDNIGHT

SHARE OF AUDIENCE

BASE "A" HR. RATE
$1100
^25
0
$900

13.0%

NET C

10.2%

NET D

9.5%

$900

IND B

8.1%

$900

IND C

5.9%

$338

IND D

3.0%

$300
$240

SOURCES: PULSE OF CHICAGO, 1951; SRDS
"The Most Homes Per Dollar Station"
•
400 N. MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO 11, ILLINOIS
AM RADIO SALES CO., REPRESENTATIVE
ROBT. MEEKER & ASSOC.
West Coast Representatives
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JM. HICKERSON, president of Albert Frank-Guenther Law, N. Y.,;
• resigns. He is expected to announce formation of his own agency
shortly.

on all accounts

TV director of the Richard A.
FRANK KNIGHT, radio and
Foley Adv. Agency, Philadelphia, claims to have written and
produced more singing commercials
than anyone in Philadelphia. He
has written for approximately 40
different products and services,
both national and local.
At the age of 16, Mr. Knight
decided he wanted to make advertising his career. At that time he
was attending the Friends Central
School in Overbrook.
He went to see
Wilfred W. Fry,
president of N. W.
Ayer & Son, who
advised him to attend the U. of PennSchool to sylvania's
get Wharton
the

and promotion department. At thi
time he began writing and produc
ing radio and TV singing com
mercials on a freelance basis.
In 1949 he became the radio ani
TV director of J. Cunningham Co:
Adv. One year later he joined th
Foley director.
agency as radio and tele
vision
At Foley, Mr. Knight originate
a time buying form which simplifie
the purchase of spot radio and tele
vision and has since been adoptei
by many other
ac
vertising
agencie
1951].
[B«T,
Oct. 2S
Some of the radi
and TV accounts o
Foley are the Bait
more & Ohio Rai

road, French's Pt
Supplies Product:
necessary b a c king.
Abbotts
Dairie.
Delaware Park Racj
ground for advertisWhile he attended
Track,
Meali
and KlixBurk's
Dog Candj
Penn, where he
The Benefici£
majored in adverSaving Fund sinf
tising, he helped to
write and produce
ing
the Mask and Wig
which commercia
was writte
shows and also lead
by Mr. Knight, hfii
been on the air fc
the 110-piece uniMr. KNIGHT
versity band for 2
six years with tl
same tune and lyrii
years. He graduated
from the U. of Pennsylvania in and is still being aired about S
1941.
times a week. Frank's Esslingt
Beer jingle has averaged about
The Campbell Soup Co. selected
Mr. Knight for their marketing
per week in PhilV'
delphia inairings
one year.
training program of advertising hundred
while he was still in college. With
Mr. Knight believes "that t?j
the war came brief duty as a Coast most successful commercials ai
Guard bandsman. In 1945 he joined those that drive home produ'
the WFIL Philadelphia advertising
(Continued on page 62)
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ICHAEL LEVIN, Ward Wheelock Co., N. Y., to Erwin, Wasey & Co.,
lat city, as director of radio-TV creative productions.

KVOO

IS

YOUR

BEST

11

iEON RONNEL, account executive, Dan B. Miner, L. A., to Lee Ringer
Idv., same city, in similar capacity.
ALVERT & PERRY Adv., Hollywood, organized by J. RUSSELL CALERT and NORMA PERRY, formerly known as Food Adv. Co., same city.

BUY

ERRY B. HOOPES, Leo Burnett Adv., Chicago, to C. Wendel Muench
Co., that city, as art director.

NO.

Mr. Wells

EDGAR W. CLARK, merchandising manager of tire
division of Dayton Rubber Co., Dayton, to Kenyon &
Eckhardt, N. Y., as sales promotion director in promotion and publicity department.

j/IRGIL B. LOCKWOOD, copy department of Beaumont & Hohman,
I Seattle, added to copy writing staff of The Condon Co., Takoma, Wash.
'pHN H. RIORDAN

Co., L. A., relocates at 3670 Wilshire Blvd., that city.

'pOROTHY SEELEY, production manager, Louis Bass Co., L. A., to
pestern Adv., same city, in similar capacity.
lAMES L. EGOLF, Beck Engraving Co. of Philadelphia, has joined
l^roduction department of Gray & Rogers, that city.
kRGUS Adv., headed by CLARENCE B. HOROWITZ, opens Los Angeles
iDffices at 303 S. New Hampshire St. Telephone is Dunkirk 8-6187.
!1J0HN I. EDWARDS

& Assoc., Los Angeles, moves to 1520 N. Gower

ji||St., Hollywood, in mid-March.
^(ijuON BLACK, assistant account executive, Edward S. Kellogg Co., L. A.,
jiiresigns to enter U. S. Navy.
iii'
Mi'WELSH-HOLLANDER, Los Angeles advertising agency, announces
!ti(opening of new offices at 350 S. Alvarado St., that city, effective March 1.
lii
's|ROBERT D. SLATE, San Francisco News, to Gilman, Nicoll & Ruthtsman, S. F.
i\i
ic|»,JULIAN W. PEARSON, Gray & Rogers, Phila., has joined Robert S.
"*(JKampmann Jr. Adv., same city.

1

OKLAHOMA'S

MARKET

AREA

-November, 1951

AND ADV., N. Y., opens new offices in Hollywood at 6399 Wilshire
|lvd. SELIG J. ALKON is vice president in charge.
I
(AMES G. WELLS, Buffalo advertising executive, announces formation of James G. J. Wells Inc., Hotel Statler, Buffalo,
of which he is president. GENE NOVAK, producer,
appointed radio-TV director and KENNETH KAPLAN
named account executive.
VIRGIL A. WARREN Adv., Spokane, and ATHERTON
ADV. AGENCY, Los Angeles, elected to American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies.

IN

KVOO
8 to
12 a.m

28.8

12 to
43.8
6 p.m
6 to
10:30 p.m.. .41.3
6 to
8 a.m
( Indicative!

43.2

1 2 to —6 p.m. . 24.4
Sunday
* Daytime only
** Signs on at 7 o rn.

"B"
22.9
26.0
30.8
24.2
20.8

"C"
7.5
20.1

"D"

"E"

4.4

14.5
15.1

7.3
6.6
2.5

"F"
7.1
2.7
4.8

13.4
19.4

6,8
9.9

12.0

21.0

13.6

// yo//r advertising dollar needs to
do its best possible job (and ivhose
advertising dollar doesn't?) You'll
measure it on a cost per listener
basis. When you do that you'll
choose KVOO, Oklahoma's Greatest Station,

1

ill MRS. JOSEPHINE H. HOOVEN of United Features Syndicate has
't' joined the copy staff of N. W. Ayer & Son, Phila., in educational de»|partment.
fi JOSEPH D. KNAP Jr., Badger & Browning & Hersey Inc., N. Y., to Wesley Assoc., that city, as media director.

i|i JEAN WADE RINDLAUB, vice president of Batten, Barton, Durstine &
X Osborne Inc., N. Y., named honorary vice president of the Gamma Alpha
;*! Chi, professional advertising fraternity for women.
i|JOSEPH G. MASON, copy executive with Geare-Marston Inc., Phila.,
to copy staff of Buckley Organization, that city.

£ RICHARD CRISP, research director at Tatham-Laird, Chicago, to dis.jij:cuss copy testing at American Marketing Assn. workshop session there
jj!Wednesday at De Paul U.
'jBROADCASTING
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KVOO

50,000 WAtTS

1170 KC

NBC

AFFILIATE

TULSA, OKLAHOMA
National Representatives — Edward Petry & Co., Inc.
March 3, 1952
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Hyphen
EDITOR:
open mik
e

NCAA, Please Copy
EDITOR:
This is an unusual greeting to
come from the promoters of a
football event; yet the board of
directors of the National Milk
Bowl, annual football classic for
small-fry elevens, do welcome
[radio-TV] coverage of that bowl.
It is a little early perhaps to
start talking about bowl coverage;
there is a possibility, however,
that advertisers or television-radio
executives may want to list something in their "future book."
The 1951 National Milk Bowl,
held in Marlin, Tex., was listed by
the Associated Press as one of the
15 leading bowl classics along with

^

the Cotton Bowl and the Rose
Bowl . . . There are a score or
more of satellite inter-county
bowls in Texas from which a Texas
representative is chosen to meet a
team from out of state . . .
Joe Moore, for 10 years a leadoff man for the New York Giants
baseball team, is president of the
Milk Bowl Inc., a non-profit Texas
corporation which distributes bowl
profits to needy youth without administrative charge . . .
Eugene C. Weaver
The Allen Military Academy
Bryan, Tex.
[EDITOR'S
NOTE:not Players
Bowl
teams must
be more onthanMilk15
years old and must weigh less than
100 pounds.]

CHICAGO©

Trouble

Your hyphen in today's issue
[Feb. 25] hurts. I am not sure how
much damage it will do ultimately.
Our forthcoming study is not a
"CBS-Standard project." It is not
fair to our clients who are affiliates
of the other networks to call this
job a "CBS-Standard project." . . .
Perhaps it would help you to remove the hyphen if you were to
consider the following:
1. Although 88 of our clients are
CBS affiliates, 225 belong to other
networks.
2. Seventy-five of our clients are
not affiliated with any network.
3. When I last ran up the dollar
figures, more revenue was coming
from NBC affiliates than from
those of any other network. . . .
I do not mean to gripe and I
certainly do not object to being
associated with CBS in any industry-wide effort, but this is one in
which we have tried to keep the

DETROIT

NiW YORK

O SAN FRANCISCO
ST. LOUIS o
MEMPHIS

CHARLOTTE
Q

LOS ANGELES

O

O
ATLANTA

o
DALLAS

Branham offices representing Radio and Television Stations

base as broad as possible and I
would appreciate your cooperating
with us to the extent you can.
Kenneth H. Baker
President
Standard Audit & Measure-]
ment Services Inc.
New York
[EDITOR'S choice
NOTE: ofB»T
regrets an inun e ?
fortunate
terminology
Closed Circuit where accuracy suffered
in the interest of terseness.]
^
^
Industrial Good Will
EDITOR:
Could I possibly impose on you
again and ask you to send me a
half-dozen or so copies of the Lawrence, Mass., story ["How Industry'
Makes Friends by Radio"] that youi
published on pages 26 and 34 of
Broadcasting
Feb.
25 issue? • Telecasting's
Woonsocket is faced with the
same problem and perhaps I can
start something with this idea.
Eugene A. Mailloux
Sales Manager
WHOM Woonsocket, R. I.
Got Out the Vote
EDITOR:
It isn't that WOOD-TV in Grand
Rapids, Mich., wants to grab off
any credit, but the fact remains
that balloting in the Feb. 18 primary election reached an unprecedented high this year. And this
was WOOD-TV'S first chance to
promote elections on its new opera
tion.
The public service announce
ments, which emphasized the material benefits to be derived from
voting, rather than stressing such
abstructions as "duty," "good citizenships," etc., were planned and
prepared by John Corbett, produce
at the station.
Willard Schroeder
General Manager
WOOD-TV, Grand Rapids,
Mich.
Boiled in Oil
EDITOR:
There appears in the [Jan. 28]
issue of B»T a full page adver-,
tisement for the oil industry.

"newsof this on
one-third
Fully letter"
makes a comparis
between the newspaper business and
the business of oil. . . .
I'd like to point out that a great
number of industries even at this
late date do not break down and
separate their ads, public relations
reports them
and into
"newsletters"
and
channel
proper media
fields.

THE
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Mr. [H. B.] Miller [executive!
director, Oil Industry Information
Committee] could very well have
written and made a comparison between radio and his oil business
Jack Davis
WPDQ Jacksonville, Fla.
(Continued on page 20)
BROADCASTING
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COVERAGE

...to

lead

your

Get in step with I\BC Pacific Coast Network. ISBC reaches 83.5% of all radio
homes in the Far West. That means a
bigger part of Americans fastest growing market for you!
Are you getting your full share of the golden
stream flowing from the Pacific Coast? Day or
night NBC Pacific Network takes your sales
message into more homes than any other network servins; this area.

Western

sales

parade!

And 987o of all Pacific Coast families have
radios in their homes!
More than 11% of the national buying income is on the Pacific Coast . . . and it's getting
bigger. Get your sales story to the greatest
number of these potential customers over NBC
Pacific Coast Network.
ISBC costs per thousand are loiver than those
of any other network serving the Far W^est!
For complete details consult your nearest
NBC Sales Office today.

WESTERN
NETWORK
NATIONAL
BROADCASTING
COMPANY
A Division of Radio Corporation of America
(
HOLLYWOOD
IBROADCASTING

• Telecasting

• SAN FRANCISCO * CHICAGO • NEW YORK
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neuj business

HOUSE OF WESTMORE Inc., Hollywood, beginning spot radio-Tl
campaign in major markets for Tru-Glo liquid make-up. Compan;
advertising appropriations have doubled that of last spring. Agency
Harry B. Cohen Inc., N. Y.
PIEL'S BEER to sponsor NBC package. Dangerous Assignment, o:
WCAU-TV Philadelphia and WNBT (TV) New York starting mid-Marct
Agency: Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y.
TIDY HOUSE PRODUCTS Co., Shenandoah, Iowa, has expanded radi
activity in the Midwest. Kitchen Club, 15 minute program, will be aire
five times weekly on nine additional stations and Haden Family Prograi
has been placed on four additional stations five times weekly. Agency
Buchanan-Thomas Adv., Omaha.
//eturotk • • •
LEWIS HOWE Co., St. Louis (Tums), to sponsor Barrie Craig, Conf
dential Investigator on NBC Tues., 8:30-9 p.m. EST, effective March 1
replacing Turns Hollywood Theatre. Agency: Dancer-Fitzgerald-San
pie, N. Y.
TIME Inc., N. Y., to sponsor Thurs. 8:20-8:25 a.m. portion of NBC-TV^
Today program seen Mon. through Fri., 7-9 a.m. EST and CST. Cor
tract is for 13 weeks. Agency: Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO Co., N. Y. (Chesterfield cigarettes
starting TV film version Gangbnsters on NBC-TV, alternating Thurs
9-9:30 p.m. (EST), March 20. Series alternates with Dragnet for con
pany's Fatima cigarettes. Agency: Cunningham & Walsh Inc., N. 1
BU-TAY PRODUCTS Ltd., L. A. (Rain Drops water softener), star1
Lucky U Ranch series on 25 ABC western stations, Tues. and Thurs
12:30-1 p.m. (PST), for 13 weeks from March 4. Agency: Dan I
Miner Co., L. A.
J
HOFFMAN RADIO Corp., L. A. (radio, TV sets), starts second quartei
hour segment of CBS News Room, Sunday Desk on 11 Columbia Pacif
Network stations. Sun., 5:30-6 p.m. (PST), for 52 weeks from March :
Agency: Foote, Cone & Belding, L. A.

ANGELIQUE & Co., Wilton, Conn., names Duane Jones Co., N. Y., 1
handle Black Satin, White Satin and Gold Satin perfumes, cologne
and bath powders.
WHISTLE
that city. & VESS BEVERAGES Inc., St. Louis, appoints Olian Ad\
M. JACKSON & SONS, L. A. (men's clothing), appoints McNeill
McCleery, Hollywood. JERE BAYNARD is account executive.
HEMET PACKING Co., Hemet, Calif, (fruits and vegetables), appoin
Glasser-Gailey Inc., L. A.
^Here's another sales-scoring "plus" for WDSU
sponsors. The latest PULSE and HOOPER both show

GRANDMA'S CAKES
Agency, that city.

AND

COOKIES, Oakland, Calif., names Jew

"Top Twenty At 1280" the most-listened-to late afternoon radio show in the New Orleans area. Put

HUCK-GERHARDT Co., Phila. (Wel-Bilt door manufacturer), appoin
Gray & Rogers, same city.

your sales message on WDSU— and you'll reach
the vast "Billion Dollar New Orleans Market"!

SUSAN'S BABY STUDIOS, L. A. (portrait studios), appoints Walt
McCreery Inc., Beverly Hills.
KARL SCHULLINGER, manager of radio-TV production, Young
Rubicam, N. Y., to American Tobacco Co. in charge of radio-TV activitie

Write. Wire
or Phone Your
JOHN BLAIR Man!
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LANDON J. SMITH, manager of chain store sales, Eversharp Inc., N. T
promoted to eastern regional manager.
WILLIAM H. BAKER, executive, Raymond L. Sines & Assoc., S. 1
and RALPH H. EICHER Jr., Brookings Register, Brookings, S. D., a
pointed to advertising staff. Tidewater Associated Oil Co., S. F. ;
EDWARD R. McDonald, Ruthrauff & Ryan, S. F., joins Henry
Kaiser Co., Oakland, as advertising and sales promotion assistant.
BROADCASTING
• Telecastir

At

WTCN

we

!

JOHN FORD
Dean of local newscasters.
Morning news twelve
years for same sponsor.
No pundit . . . just fresh
Othernatural
news at"folksy"
1 2:00 style.
noon
and 6:00 P.M.

ou.
for andYStaff
The Equipment
to cover it:

The Audience

to hear it:

• • . and the Newscasters

to deliver it!

This year . . . and this month . . . Politics is News! From
the red fire preamble to the morning of November 5, election
news is creating a bonus for news sponsors.
If! the MinneapoHs-St. Paul market WTCN-Radio has
built listener loyalty for their news programs with this formula :
To Network news ... acfcf Local news
Well Covered, Written, and Told
To our listeners local news, color, names are top news items.
A staff of thirty-three works on news from radio cars, mobile
transmitters, la our news room, and from surrounding towns.
Costs money . . . and builds audience.
No "Rip and Read" boys

CHARLES McCUEN
Crisp, .authoritative
delivery
. , formerly
KRNT Des Moines news
chief.manHeads
up
thirty-three
news staff.
Heard
week nights, 9:00 P.M.

"They knew his bell.

Nafional Represenfafives
FREE AND PETERS

OADCASTING

• Telecasting

Good leg men, expert re-write staff, careful editing by trained
editors! Radio news on WTCN is colorful and complete,
well-written, pre- viewed by the newscaster . . . then well
told.
The friendly voices Northwest folks know
WTCN newscasters . . . not announcers . . . know how to
deliver news. They are part of the life of folks out here.
News . . . carefully built and expertly delivered . . . has
made WTCN a dependable source of news and therefore a
sound medium for your advertising.

his voice: and so the friendship of a voice with many people was formed''''

TCN-Radio
and WTCN-TV
M I N N E A P O L I S — S T. PAUL
Town Crier of the Northwest

March 3, 1952
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feature

of the meek

We
OEimmstniohousc

WOOPS

!!

Ju$t to catch your eye, Mr. Timebuyer — Here at WRC, we feel
that our sales story is something
more thati marks on paper. The
statistics live, breathe and tell
the wonderful success of WRCs
dominant position in this rich,
always-growing market.

WRC

listening is up — way up.
Some very choice availabilities
in spots and programs are keyed
to the listening tastes of the capital city. You see, we know this
market, and we know what we

ACTION at Oklahoma State GOP convention was explained by newscaster Rogers for WKY-TV Oklahoma City viewers. Pickup was made
by one of two cameras located on right side of stage in municipal auditorium. A second was placed at left side of stage and still another
in forefront of delegation. Floor camera picked up speaker's table to
Mr. Rogers' right and swung around for closeups of delegates. Stage
units panned the convention scene. Interviews were handled by a second
newscaster, John Fields. Scoreboard points up sponsor of TV coverage.

TV
WKYienceis ofany
experCity
THE oma
IF Oklah
guidepost, telecasters who contemplate coverage of state political
conventions had better discard any
notion of following a rigid schedule.
That's the word from Bob Olson,
WKY-TV program manager, and
newscaster Mack Rogers after telecasts of the GOP Oklahoma state
convention from the Oklahoma City
municipal auditorium.
The station carried the highlights
of the first political convention ever
telecast in Oklahoma. The coverage was sponsored by Westinghouse Electric Corp., which also has

agreed to underwrite CBS Radio
and Television broadcasts of the
two national party conclaves next
summer.
Reporting on the turmoil which
perhaps will be compounded a
thousandfold next summer, Mr.
Rogers covered
saidthat political
WKY-TV parties
"soon make
disup the rules as they go along and
the highlights of the convention
may come at any time." Mr. Rogers
handled the commentary and Mr.
Olson directed the telecast.
"This utter unpredictability of
the convention itself was our main
problem,"
Mr. Olson
reported.
(Co7iti7iued
on page
61) "We

business

The latest American Research

In WASHIN6T0N

SJOO Watts ♦ 9»0 KC
Represented by NBC Spot Sales
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Management
story i s f a r
than

last

year. Your quality of
market index is now
strictly

FIRST

Quote From Sales

stronger

We've been here a long time,
growing with our audiences.

IN THE NATION'S CAPITAL
YOUR BEST BUY IS

That Counts..

"Your

can accomplish for a product.

Bureau report tells the story.
We'll stand oh that!

If you

LATE twenties, Arthur
IN A.THE
(Arche) Mayers, now president of Unity Television Corp.,
New York, left the family radio
business to go into film work "because Iwanted something new."
All this in spite of — and perhaps
because of — his family's having
been in radio for some time. They
were, it is said, producers of the
first electric radio set, in the days
of battery receivers. Mr. Mayers
had joined them, after a public
school education, in their Argos
Electric Co., but he now finds himself going full cycle with a business
that distributes films for the newer
form of broadcasting — television.
He left the family business, however, to become general manager of
Colorfilm Corp., helping while there
(Continued on page 9U )

28%

above

average; 24%

U. S.
above

Pennsylvania. You
have topped $6,000
per annual family income . . . $1,102
above U. S. average."

Mr. MAYERS
BROADCASTING

• Telecastir

Bates effecUve June I. 1951. (Cud No.
Card received Ma; 15. 1951.
OwD«d
tlona, and
Ine. operated b; American Broadcaatlns BtaBusiness Office and Studios — 5tb floor Paramount
Theatre Bldji., Cedar Baplds. Iowa, telephone 6127.
Transmitter—
KfaTlon, 1-1/2
lotra. miles east and 1-1/2 miles nortli
Waveof— Power^Tlnie
Operating
nmrgn
fi flfld. mj*"
500 meters C.a00kllocyclei^
Time.
/ full Ctme. Operates on CenUal
Licensed to uiwflte
Daylight Savings Time not observed.
Operating sebfdule: Week days 5:00 a.m. to 1:00
a.m.; Sundayy 6:30 t.in. to 1:00 <.m.
Agency
15% toCommlulon
reoocnlzed isendei on ftatlon time ool;; no
cash
loivlnKdiscoum.
nkmtli. Bllla due and payable 10th <£ fdlGeneral
Mvartldnt
For prfmblnatloD rates see CBS Badlo Network (Basic
N6t<(ork).
bites Include muslo oopyrl^t fees. BUI. ASCAP
nd SESAC llceneea.
Programs and announcemeota cannot be combined for
the purpose of earnlnc larger discounts.
Announcements
adjaeent
tlona
will be run
charged
at tothehtgber
rate time
of theclasslficahigher,
classification.
Advertising of alcoholic beverage* other than beer
and
wine not
acceptable
afteraccepted;
8:00 p.m.beer and wine programs onl;
Length of conunerelal copy:
Progxanu
— NewsEvening
Eve
5 minutes 1:30Daymln. 1:15
min. Day
1:15& mln.
10
minutes
2:15
mln.
2:00
mln.
2:00
mlii.
15 mlnutea—
8:00 mln. 2:30 mln.
2:30 mln.
25 minutes
minutes 4:15
4.00 mln
SO
mln. 2:45
3:00 mln.
mln.
45 mlnutea 5:80 mln. 4:80 mln.
60 mlnutea 7:00 mln 6:00 mln.
When practicable management lucgests eocij be held
below the muTimni]^ ^'Btf^ above.
hr. to 10:00
6:00 p.m.
3J4 "A'»
hr. hr. CLASS
80.00
1 i»r. 250.00
2001.
237.50 140.00
133.00 76.00
2 tl. 225.00 126.00 72.00
104
156 tl.
U. 212.50
200.00 119.00
112.00 68.00
64.00
60.00
260
tl.
812 tl.187.50 105.00
600 U.

1/2 10:15p.m.
p.m.)and 10:00 p.m. to
tl.(12:00 noon to 1:00
1
1/4
hr. CLASS
hr. "B"
175.00 105.00
26 tl. 166.25
860
1041 II. 157.50 99.75 70.00
66.50
15652 tl. hr. 94.50 63.00
tl. 148.75
59.50
140.00 89.25 52,50
56.00
GOO tl. 131.25 84.00
78.75
812 tl.
tl.
00 a.m.
16,00
1
tl.
26 tl. 140.00
133.00
52 tl. 126.00
15.20
14.40
104
119.00
156 ti.
tl.
112.00
13,60
p.m.
260
tl.
105.00
12,80
312 tl
12,00
11.60
10.80
500 tl _
30 p.m.)
(Before 67.50
7:00 a.m. and after 10:
22.50
1 tl.
112.50
42.75 33.75
32.05 21.40 17.10 12.00
45.00
26
ti,
106.90
30.40 20.25 18.00 10.80
52 tl. 101.25 64.15
40,50
54.00
15.30 11.40
38.25SS 28.70
60.75 CLA
104
ti.
95.60
57.50
"D" 19.15 14.40
36.00
27.00
16.20 10.20
156
ti.
90.00
9.00
260 tl.
33.75 25,30 16.90
18,00 13.50 9.60
312 tl. 84.40 50.65
500 tl
_
18.05
(•) Station break.
12.15 8.70
8.10
y>____SPEClAI-EEAaj.'BES
minutes.
iNews Servici— urTAP. INS.X
dally
>imn
5.00 net.ntr-itia rhurgr i1i'l hZir
Strip Rates—
periods
minutes)
beforeSix 6:30
a.m. perand week
after (approilmately
10:45 p.m. 13
except Sunday:
Per wk. 1 wk. 13 wks. 26 wks. 39 wks. 52 wks,
6 times 140.00 133.00 126.00 119,00 112.00
3 times 84.00
79.80 75.60 71.40 67.20
through
The Sunrise Hour — Farm program, Monday
Saturday. 5:00 a.m. to 7:00 a m. Available strips
includementafromgeneral
program
of
news
and
live
entertain5:00 a.m, to 6:00 a.m.: news strip. 6:15
a.m, to 6:30 a,m, ; transcribed musical feature, 6:30
a,m, toRates
6:45 on
a,m,:leQuest,
"Farm Forum." 6:45 a,m. to 7:00
a.m.
Sports —castsSponsorship
of Talt
sportsperbroadavailableonon request.
two.
ttu-ee,Cummin's
five or six
week
basis. Rates
"Midnlgtit Serenade"— 12 :0U midnight to 1:00 a.m..
6<:ven days per week, sold on a daiL>' rotating spot
airouncement
participation
1/2 discounts
Class "D"as
Fpot announcement
rate, withbasis,
frequency
earned.
POLITICAL
Ooie time rates apply; payable In advance. Copy of
political
speeches
or Interviews
must be submitted
24 hours
In advance
left as permanent
TALENT
AND andREMOTE
CONTROL record,
Rates and details on request,
TRANSCRIPTIONS
Vertical and lateral.
Transcriptions accepted at regular rates
I^ionograph records accented at all hoiir«.
Library Service reference
— Lang-Worth, Thesaurus.
Instantaneous
audltiona
and program changesrecordings:
fumUhed Original
without charge.
Additional transcriptions, 1/4 hour 5.00 plus shipping charge, SERVICE FACILITIES
Additional
madeoutside
when ofspecial
are
assigned to charge
programs
their announcers
regular sblfu
Closing
Time
All
program
content
and Inadvertising
received
at least
48 hours
advance. copy must be
Personnel
General Manager — W. B. Quartoo.
Commercial Manager — Lewis Van Nostrand.
/I —Representatives
I'f^ui. <.M_»l(!'P(.liMadislng Mgr.— Leo F. Cole.
V The Katz Agency,

OK
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Open Mike
(Continued from page H)

Technicians'
Tizzy
EDITOR:
. . . I . . . doubt that any of
these creditable broadcasters would
particularly care to see the first
phone requirements dropped because they are wise enough to
recognize the fact that they must
entrust the care, use, and uninterrupted operation of costly
equipment to somebody, and certainly better to men who are interested enough in it to have invested
their time and money in study to
justify that trust. . . .
James P. Rogers
First Pho7ie Man
WFPM Ft. Valley, Ga.

Everywhereness
EDITOR:
You can put in your book that
John S. Hayes, president of WTOP
Inc., was quick to jump at your
excellent editorial concerning the
promotion of radio by radio [B«T,
Feb. 18].
WTOP, AM and FM, are now lining up a multitude of spot announcements plugging the local
"radio is everywhere" angle. In
addition, John Hayes is giving over
one or more sustaining half hours
to be "sponsored by radio."
These will have "commercials"
plugging the everywhereness of radio in the Washington metropolitan area.
Cody Pfanstiehl
Promotion Manager
V
WTOP-AM-FM-TV
Washington, D. C.

EDITOR:
... I read with much interest
the article by William C. Grove in
the Feb. 4 issue, "Operator Rules
Changes." . . .
Recently our "engineers" began
showing up at the last minute for

work in the morning and in order
to save our tubes a little (warmup,
you know) our 68-year-old janitor
now flips all the switches and
pushes all buttons except the plate
current button when he comes in
to clean up each morning. By
rights he ought to be called an enname. .gineer,
. .but he can't even write his
I warmed a comfortable chair
in front a transmitter for a good,
long time before I somehow became
ensnared in this madhouse end of
the business called management. I
utter a silent prayer each night
that Mr. Groves' proposals be accepted by the FCC.
Edwin J. Powell
V. P., General Manager
WMTE Manistee, Mich.
EDITOR:
... I should like to congratulate
those men who are so adequately
expressing their opposition to this
vicious petition which, if accepted.

will certainly prove detrimental i
the radio broadcast industry an
disemploy a large number of mei
who have studied and sacrificed anc
earned their first class license. . .1
William Manley
Columbia,
Ky. Estes j
EDITOR:
... I for one hope the Com
mission doesn't fall for that trip^
about the shortage [of first clas
operators] . . .
I have worked
wasn'
another
capable where
man there
on the
jo
and I've had to be called back fror
a vacation to tune the driver stag
of a 250 w rig. You are afraii
for your chief to go out of tow:
in a case like that, or take anothe
job, and he never gets a chance t
take aanyone
vacation,
since youon wouldn'
have
to depend
in cas
of trouble, and they haven't mad
even the 250's failure-proof yet.
So, you tightwads, loosen th
purse strings and divide the fruit
properly,
then you
have occet
sion to ask
the won't
Commission
destroy a profession to satisfy you
Earl Hodges
Chief Engineer
greed. KRLW
Walnut Ridge, Ar)

WLOF
NOW

ORLANDO,
HAS

FLORIDA

EDITOR:
My heart bleeds for Mr. Web
and the 60% of the first clas
operators he says will be out of
job if the FCC operator rules ai
changed. I also feel deep concer

THE

for the who
hundreds
livery stab'
owners
lost theirof business
whe
the horseless carriage hit t\
market. ...
In our own case, a change in tl
rule will make no difference in tl
operating expense of this static
It will enable me to staff the static
on a practical,
sensibleJr.
basis. ... j
J. B. McNutt

RD
HIGHEST
RANKING

Gen. Mgr. -Chief Engineer j
KBUD Athens, Tex. |
Vanishing

HOOPER
NETWORK

RATING

(*) OF

AFFILIATES

ALL

IN

THE

MUTUAL
NATION

FOR SPOT AVAILABILITIES CONTACT:
SOME OF WLOF'S DAILY
QUARTER-HOUR SHOWS
ATTAIN A HOOPER
SHARE OF AUDIENCE OF

PAUL

H. RAYMER

COMPANY,

INC.

WLOF

IN A FOUR NETWOeK'STATIIlN CITY
(*) Monday thru Sunday
12:00 Noon to 6;00 PM
Ocf.-Nov., 1951 Study
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"FLORIDA'S SWEET MUSIC STATION"
5000 WATTS
• 950 KC
• MBS NETWORK
ORLANDO,

FLORIDA

J. ALLEN BROWN
Vice President & General Manager

Tapes

EDITOR:
I certainly wish that those pe
sons that subscribe to and use tl
services of Broadcasting • Teli
CASTING would live up to the goc
name that the publication has.
I wouldn't know how widespref
the practice is or how many ha^
been the victims, but I for one a
a-cussin' those stations that rv
an ad for help asking for an aud
tion tape and then never retui
same. Personally I have lost se
eral tapes in this manner and b
cause it's a blind ad a guy doesn
know to what station he shou
send an inquiry. . . .
Tapes, regardless of size, arer
cheap and so long as a mailii
label and [return] postage are i
eluded when the tape is sent ox
there is no reason why they car
be returned . . .
Needless to say, many static:
are prompt in the return of i
material that is sent to them. Thi
make
this job of locking for wo: |
much easier.
Edward R. Nix
Ex-Program Director
Riverside, Calif.

BROADCASTING

• Telccastic

CUSTOM-BUILT

TELEVISION

Television, A. D. 1952, has been engineered into a
fabulously efficient advertising vehicle.

enough to cover film prints, their distribution and
other costs, if any.

And Spot Program television uses all the standard

These are only a few of the basic advantages of
Spot Program television. If you are planning any
sort of road test of this great vehicle, it will pay

parts which make TV effective... and adds a custombuilt, one-of-a-kind, special body.
BUY TV BY SPOT and your station-list is shaped to
your own marketing specifications. No unwanted

you to examine all^the advantages of special-body
TV, designed to your needs.

"must" cities nor "must" stations to pay for; a red
carpet in the cities you do want. Film programs

There are experienced TV salesmen in the Katz
office nearest you, who can demonstrate in detail
why more and more advertisers are saying:
YOU CAN DO BETTER WITH SPOT. . . MUCH BETTER.

assure audience-holding picture clarity in all your
markets. Plus. .. savings in station rates which are

AT

ASSEMBLY-LINE

PRICES

THE
KATZ
AGENCY/
INC • national advertising representatives
488 MADISON AVENUE . NEW YORK 22, NEW YORK . CHICAGO • LOS ANGELES . SAN FRANCISCO . ATLANTA . DALLAS . KANSAS CITY . DETROIT

ROADCASTING
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Don't think for a moment that it's too early to get excited about football.
Real fans of the sport are making plans right now. . just as discerning
advertisers are planning to take advantage of the sports programs that
attract and influence the most fans!
Speaking of influence, put this down on your score card. Last season,
Leo Egan (WBZ

Sports Director) challenged his listeners to beat him

at predicting football scores. No prizes offered. . just a ''football prognosticator's certificate." Of the thousands and thousands of listeners,
more than 10,000 xvrote in to match wits with the expert. . a tough assignment indeed! Mail came regularly from 45 counties., more than twothirds of all the counties in New

England! Better get a play-by-play

account of Leo Egan's two programs, at 6:15 PM and 11:05 PM. Both
enjoy top ratings throughout the Boston area. Check WBZ or Free & Peters.

BOSTON
WBZ

50,000 WAT T S
NBC AFFILIATE

WESTINGHOUSE

RADIO

STATIONS

Inc

KDKA • WOWO
• KEX • KYW
• WBZ
• WBZA
• WBZ-TY
National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for WBZ-TV; for WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales

RADIO
Page 22
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- AMERICA'S

GREAT

ADVERTISING
BROADCASTING

MEDIUM
• Telecasting
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VOL. 42, No. 9

LOCKED

OUT

By DAVE BERLYN
locked out of ConSuddenly
gressional procedures to which the
press has unfettered access, radio
ind television last week began an
aphill fight to obtain recognition
as responsible news reporting meaia.
Ij As Broadcasting • Telecasting
ikvent to press, the Congress itself
fwas in a furore over the ruling of
|House Speaker Sam Rayburn barjtring radio and television from covering public hearings of House
committees.
In essence, Speaker Rayburn (DTex.) had said:
The House rules, which the
iHouse Speaker administers, do not
|give authority to the committees or
'isubcommittees of the House to perImit broadcasts or telecasts. The
'(broadcast media are not mentioned,
jaccording to Speaker Rayburn, and
jin the absence of authority, under
jHouse rules, the Speaker can initerpret them. His interpretation:
''No radio, no television, no recordings, no film, no newsreels.
A ground-swell of indignation
li poured into the Speaker's office in
||the House side of the Capitol foli!lowing his announcement at his
' morning news conference.
House Minority Leader Joseph
W. Martin (R-Mass.) told BroadI CASTING • Telecasting he thought
! the issue would come up at a GOP
policy meeting scheduled for today
(Monday) or tomorrow.
"The only thing we can do is
to change the rule and make it
definite,"
said.andThere
should nor
be
no ban on heradio
television

3, 1952

Woy

Sought

to End

House

Meanwhile, radio commentators,
newscasters and leaders of the
radio-TV industry jumped into the
fray. Nation-wide editorial opinion
was varied.
There were a combination of
factors leading to the Rayburn
ruling.
Here is a boiled down

changed. For NARTB at the conference were President Harold E.
Fellows; Thad Brown, TV director;
Robert K. Richards, public affairs
director, and Gilmore Nunn, WLAP
Lexington, Ky., former NARTB
board member and active in association affairs.

RADIO-TV Correspondents Assn. meel-s in executive session to consider Speaker Sam Rayburn's stand on radio and TV at House committes hearings. At
luncheon last Tuesday in Washington's National Press Club (I to r): Howard
L. Kany, AP radio, member-at-large; Richard Harkness, NBC radio, treasurer;
Martin Agronsky, ABC, vice president; Hollis M. Seovey, MBS, president;
Charles E. Shutt, Telenews Productions Inc., mitmber-at-largs, and Rudolph
Block, representing independent radio stations, member-at-large. Joseph C.
Harsch, LBS-WOL Washington, secretary, was not present when picture was
taken. Newsmen Harkness and Seavey read protest sent Speaker Rayburn
by the National Assn. of Radio News Directors.

CBS

DICKERS

IN ITS quest for owned and operated television stations which
would place it on a parity with
should the Speaker assume this au- competitive networks, CBS last
thority, Rep. Martin indicated.
week was negotiating on a number
"What the Speaker says is that of fronts looking toward purchases,
in the absence of authority, he, trades or partnerships.
the Speaker, takes it. I believe
While no formal verification of
that the authority rests with the
pending transactions was forthcomcommittees of the House."
Concrete moves already are uning from CBS executives, it was asderway in the House. Resolutions
certained that conversations have
have been introduced to amend the been going on for several months
rules, which authorities concede are to crystalize projects that might
perhaps the only way to lift the give it the present maximum of five
iron curtain dropped on the broad- TV stations in as many key
cast industry.
markets.
A delegation representing
President Frank Stanton was in
NARTB conferred Tuesday afternoon with Speaker Rayburn, ex- Washington last Thursday and
plaining the industry's feeling that talked informally with members
fundamental rights of free speech of the FCC. He was on hand to
are on the block. The Speaker congratulate Paul A. Walker upon
told the delegation his interpreta- his assumption of the FCC chairtion would stand until the rules are
manship within minutes of PresiBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

FOR

TV

dent Truman's announcement of the
CBS now owns 2.45 television
appointment.
stations.
Its ' owned stations are
WCBS-TV New York and KNXT
(TV) Los Angeles. It also owns
45% of WTOP Inc., Washington, which includes WTOP-AMFM-TV there. In addition, CBS has
a contract for acquisition of WBKB
(TV) Chicago from Balaban &
Katz, contingent upon approval by
FCC of the now-in-hearing proposed merger of ABC and UnitedParamount, involving a $25.5 million stock transaction. CBS would
pay ord
$6 price
million
WBKBfacility
— a rec-in
for aforsingle
radio or television.
While CBS officials were noncommittal on the areas of negotiation, it was not denied that conversations are in progress in Boston
looking toward disposition or exchange of the network's WEEI

Ban

on

Radio-TV

version of what happened last Monday and ensuing days with addition of background information:
O
The Activities
action: The
House UnAmerican
Committee
had
scheduled a hearing in Detroit last
Monday to probe subversive influence in the auto industry. TV
cameras and microphones were
ready. Chairman John Wood (DGa.) and three other members
arrived but announced radio-TV
would be barred and cited Speaker
Rayburn's feeling on the matter.
® Shifting to Washington:
Newsmen questioned Speaker Rayburn at his daily news session.
The Speaker admitted he had intervened. He added that he had
stopped broadcasts and telecasts in
the past when he had learned of
them and was following that policy
as long as House rules explicity
gave him authority to do so.
# That afternoon in the House:
Speaker Rayburn repeated his
stand when asked to rule on a
parliamentary inquiry. Interrogator Martin said he interpreted the
rules differently.
9 House Judiciary Committee
Chairman Emanuel Celler (DN. Y.) introduced a resolution calling for creation of a special joint
(Continued on page 30)

Wants

Five

VHFs

there for another property. Among
those understood to be interested
in this facility is Tim Mclnerney,
Washingtonsentativemanufacturers'
repre-to
and former assistant
Supreme Court Justice Tom Clark
when he was Attorney-General. His
backing is said to include Joseph
P.
Boston industi-ialist
and Kennedy,
former Ambassador
to the
Court of St. James.
But aside from this discussion, it
was learned that talks are underway which would involve exchange
of WEEI for a combination AMTV facility in another market.
Overtures have been made, it
was understood, for possible sale of
control of its KMOX St. Louis to
the St. Louis Post Disjmtch under
a transaction whereby CBS would
acquire 45<~'r of the corporate entity
which would included KMOX and
KSD-TV there, now owned by the
newspaper.
March 3, 1952
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FCC HONORS COY
Colleagues Commend Service
LETTER paying tribute to former
FCC Chairman Wayne Coy was
unanimously adopted by his colleagues Feb. 25 at the first Commission meeting following Mr.
Coy's resignation the week before
[B*T, Feb. 25].
Expression of regret at his leaving paid
honor
career has
of
service
with
the toFCC"a which
been marked by the highest conception of duty, by tireless industry
andTheby letter
conspicuous
leadership."
continued:
During your term as Chairman the
Commission has been confronted by
some of the most complex technical
and policy problems of its entire histhose problemstory.youIn the
havesolution
made of
a contribution
that will forever reflect credit upon
your competence and devotion to the
public interest.
By the distinguished performance of
your duties you have emphasized the
opportunities, the responsibilities and
the contribution to our nation of gifted
men
ment. in the service of their governWe honor you for your abilities, for
your great qualities of mind and heart
and for your unfailing courage. We
shall always recall with pleasure your
helpfulness, understanding, tact and
humor in many difficult situations. We
are particularly appreciative of the
encouragement which you have lent
to expressions
of and and
tolerance
for individual viewpoints
philosophies
on the part of all of us.
While we deeply regret the end of
our association on the Commission,
we give you our best wishes for all
success in your future undertakings.
You are richly deserving of further
honors and rewards that we are sure
the future holds for you.
A copy of this letter is being entered
on the"permanent Minutes of the Commission.
'NO

CARLSEN, HE'
Rep. Ayres Says of Coy
POLITICAL whirligig in Congress
swept up the resignation of Wayne
Coy as FCC chairman [BeT, Feb.
25] in its rapid, changing motion
last week.
Rep. William H. Ayres (R-Ohio)
in a statement said of Mr. Coy,
"No Carlsen, he," implying that
Mr. Coy had decided not to stick
with the political weathers of the
administration but to "jump while
the jumping is good, particularly
when Mr. Coy's living habits are
such, as he says, that he cannot
skimp along forever on a mere
$15,000 a year — enough, incidentally, to maintain three ordinary
American families for that time.
"I must confess though, that it
is disillusioning to see such a fervent administration supporter as
Mr. Coy abandon ship, so many
months before the election."
Wage Scale Approved
WAGE Stabilization Board approved contract pay provisions negotiated by Radio and TV Directors Guild with ABC radio, retroactive to Jan. 16, 1951. New scale
provides base pay of $110 weekly
on hiring and $120 weekly after
first year. Contract includes schedule of commercial fees and severance pay, but board has not issued
ruling on these features.
Page 24
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STATEMENT

OF CHAIRMAN

PAUL

A. WALKER

I HAVE just been advised of my appointment by President Truman
as chairman of the FCC. This appointment I accept with the full
realization of the scope of the task to be accomplished and the
importance to the public of how it is done.
Our most urgent public mission, at this time, is to complete our
task in the field of television allocations. The Commission now is
actively considering its final allocations report and it hopes to
complete that assignment with greatest possible dispatch. But
aside from this project, the Commission is confronted with myriad
activities about which the public knows little.
We have large responsibilities in fields other than radio and
television broadcasting. These have to do with the various common carrier activities and the safety and special radio services, so
important to our nation's well-being. We also have entrusted to
us important functions having to do with the national defense.
Our course of activity is well charted. With the appointment of
Robert T. Bartley to the vacancy created by the resignation of
Wayne Coy as a commissioner, the Commission will have its full
strength. Our activities are constantly expanding. Our great need
is manpower. We are hopeful that Congress will acquiesce in the
recommendations of the Budget Bureau to enable us to acquire
the personnel essential for the optimum job required of us.

HST

DISCLOSES

FCC Appointments
OFFICIAL disclosure that the FCC
vacancies had been filled came at
Thursday morning's
radio-press
conference
at the White
House.
President Truman opened the 10:30
a.m. session with announcement
that he had asked Comr. Paul
Walker to be chairman of the FCC
and was sending the name of Robert T. Bartley to the Senate for
the unexpired term of Wayne Coy.
A reporter's query about Mr.
Bartley led another reporter to say,
"He's Rayburn's son-in-law." The
President agreed, but was met with
the disclosure that the proposed

new commissioner is Speaker Rayburn's nephew and a Texan.
The new chairman was a White
House caller Tuesday afternoon but
refusedtionstoabout
answer
reporters'
his status
whenqueshe
emerged from the Executive Office.

WING, WIZE Name H-R
WING Dayton and WIZE Springfield, Ohio, both owned by Secretary of Commerce Charles Sawyer,
has named H-R Representatives
Inc. as national representatives,
effective last Saturday. Both affiliated with ABC, WING operates on
1410 kc with 5 kw and WIZE on
1340 kc with 250 w.

The Crucible
an moRiAi
PRESIDENT TRUMAN did what came naturally when he named
Paul A. Walker chairman of the FCC in his own right. He likewise did the obvious when he appointed Robert T. Bartley to the
vacancy on the Commission created by the sudden resignation
of Wayne Coy.
The real test comes in the weeks ahead. The big bonanza is
television. It is a political year. The politicians know the value
of a franchise, as measured in votes.
The Democrats are in control. They intend to keep it. They
will use every device and means available. (The Republicans
would do the same if they were in power.)
Chairman Walker is tossed into this crucible at the twilight
of a career in public office. He has been near the throne but
never on it, as now. He will get the pressures from good party
workers on the Hill, at the Democratic National Committee, and
even
the White House. There's ample precedent in this and
other from
administrations.
Neither Chairman Walker, nor any other chairman, should be
subjected to pleas for favoritism that go beyond the record. The
Commission, in recent years, has avoided capitulation to political
pressures. It is also true that in recent years (the freeze has
been on in TV since September, 1948) there haven't been many
pitches.
But times and values have changed. It will take a strong,
stolid Commission to withstand the inevitable. Chairman Walker
and his six colleagues know it.
It will be only a matter of weeks before the FCC begins its
evaluation of TV applications. The first authorization that stems
from political suasion could: (1) threaten the whole licensing
process with litigation, or (2) result in an influence-peddling
melee that would put the whole allocation up for political grabs.

ROBT. BARTLEY |
Know-How Is Boon to All |

ROBERT TAYLOR BARTLEY's
record speaks for itself in the
broadcast industry. He has been 'f
in the business, was an ex-staffer
of FCC, of NAB, and is well-versed
in the affairs of government and
Congress.
The latter knowledge he has

picked up to
with his
ease uncle,
as executive
assistant
House ,'
Speaker Sam Rayburn (D-Tex.).
He will be 43 on May 28.
Born in Ladonia, Tex., Mr. Bartley spent his first 23 years in the
Lone Star State, leaving Southern
Methodist U. after two years of
study to run a filling station and
later to sell appliances for a gas J
company.
I
During the depression, Mr. Bartley came to Washington, and became executive secretary of the :
Public Utility Holding Co. inquiry,
conducted by the House, serving!
under Dr. Walter W. M. Splawn.i
whom he accompanied to the Inter --i
state & Foreign
Commerce
mission
when Dr.
Splawn Comwas -i'
named to the agency.
I
In 1934, he became director of'
the Telegraph Div. of the FCC, and'!
when
abolished
later, it
Mr.wasBartley
was three
made years
a Se- '
curities & Exchange Commission !
examiner.
]
Broadcast experience was gained i
as executive secretary to the late
John Shepard 3d, president of the
Yankee Network. He subsequently
became a vice president. He also
was secretary-treasurer of the
American Network, a projected
hookup of FM stations, and FM
Broadcasters Inc. This New England background encompassed the
years 1939 to 1943.
In 1943, Mr. Bartley joined NAB;
as Director of War Activities. Later '
he became Director of Government
Relations and headed the FM Dept.
through its merger with FMBI with
NAB. He left NAB in 1947. He
also had been an applicant for a
Houston station and was president
and treasurer of KHTN Corp. in
1945.
[Editors Note: For review of FCC
BaT,
Feb. Paul
25].
Chairman
A. Walker's career, see j
Kratokvil Named
FRANK M. KRATOKVIL was
named assistant chief of the new
Field Engineering & Monitoring^
Bureau of the FCC, it was an-(
nounced last week. Mr. Kratokvilalso was named chief of the FieldOperating Division of the bureau, a
post in which he will supervise the:
operations of 24 district offices, six
sub-offices, three ship offices and 19
monitoring stations. Mr. Kratokvil was previously assistant chief
of the Field Engineering & Momitoring Division of the Office of
the Chief Engineer and before that
was chief of its monitoring branch.
He started as a radio inspector
with the Commerce Dept in 1928.
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And

Comr.

Bartley,

as Advertised
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7, Feb. 25)

Nomination of Mr. Bartley was
By SOL TAISHOFF
IT'
.a newWALKER
highly praised by Sen. Edwin C.
i)N EVENSkeelCHM
again with
Johnson (D-Col.) last Thursday,
hairman and a new commissioner,
the day before his Senate commitiie FCC this week resumes its
tee scheduled the hearing.
onsideration of the final TV alloations — its first order of business
Questioned by Broadcasting •
Telecasting about the President's
I— with the hope of completing the
choice of Mr. Bartley to fill the
lob "with greatest possible disvacancy said
on the
Commission, Sen.
Johnson
:
jbatch."
The quote is from Paul A. Walk"From what I know of this chap
\iv, who last Thursday assumed the
chairmanship in his own right by
[Bartley], it is a very good appointment. The President made an
uppointment of President Truman.
exceptionally good choice. Bartley
Be expects to have his seventh
has good judgment and is cool
Commissioner — Robert T. Bartley
headed. I think he will prove to be
■jf Texas — on the job this week.
a very valuable commissioner on
But Mr. Bartley probably won't
oarticipate in the vote on TV allocations, now ready for final reNeither the Walker nor the Bai-tthe
ley FCC."
appointments came as a suripew after a 41-month solid freeze.
Mr. Walker, who climaxes his
prise [B*T, Feb. 25]. The Walker
NEW
FCC
CHAIRMAN,
Paul
Walker
(I),
and
new
Commissioner-Nominee
more than 17 years with the FCC
appointment, however, while in the
RobertT.
Bartley
met
informally
Thursday
afternoon
at
FCC
just
after
"permanent" category, must be
oy acquiring the coveted chairmanPresident Truman announced the appointments.
viewed in the light of his eligibility
ship, inherits this Herculean assignment from Wayne Coy, who told Broadcasting • Telecasting
for retirement. Logically, it is exa "dark horse" in the Democratic
resigned Feb. 21 to become Time
pected that he will serve through
last Thursday that he had sent a Presidential race, should President
November or possibly the end of
Truman decline to run.
Inc.'s consultant on radio-TV (see formal letter to the President enthe year.
4istory this page). This appointIt also was learned authoritadorsing Mr. Walker's elevation to
ment, announced by the President
the chairmanship [Closed Circuit,
In November he will have comtively
that
the
women's
division
of
(last Thursday, coincident with the Feb. 25]. Senator Kerr said the the Democratic Committee, headed
pleted his 18th year with the FCC,
nomination of 43-year-old Bob
recommendation was the climax of by India Edwards, vice chairman,
having been appointed to the orig.Bartley, is for the "permanent"
inal Commission in 1934. The end
supported the Walker candidacy.
a "life long friendship of a fellow
;chairmanship.
Mr. Walker, like Comr. Frieda B.
Oklahoman." Senator Kerr owns
of the year is regarded as the log|j Serves Until Elections
KRMG Tulsa and has an applicaHennock, has advocated reservaical time for his retirement in the
tion pending for control of KTOK
1 Mr. Walker, who has been elition of TV chaimels for noncom(Continued on page Uh)
mercial
educational
stations.
Oklahoma
City.
He
is
regarded
as
;|g-ible for retirement for more than
■a year (he is 71), is expected to
serve at least until after the No(vember Presidential election. His
Iterm as a commissioner (the President appoints the chairman from
among the members) does not exHe would continue, however,
as
SEQUEL to retention
of Wayne
owned
by BUY
Publisher T. M.KOB?
Pepperumi-LS^
TO
pire until June 30, 1953.
'TIME'
COY,
day
of
the
Albuquerque
Journal,
Time
consultant
and,
under
the
arCoy
by
Time
Inc.
as
its
consultant
Senate confirmation of the Bartrangement with Time Inc., would
would be purchased for between
on radio-TV matters might develop
shortly with the acquisition by the
[,''ley appointment
to
fill
the
unexpai'ticipate
in any other station
$1,000,000
and
$1,100,000.
pired Coy term, which runs until
properties acquired by corporation.
corporation
and
Mr.
Coy
of
KOBMr.
Coy,
who
resigned
as
chair!(jiJune 30, 1958, is expected without
Closure of the transaction, it was
man of the FCC on Feb. 21, would
AM-TV Albuquerque on a 50-50
""r difficulty. An old hand on Capitol
partnership basis.
become president and operating
reported, is dependent upon workNegotiations were in progress
head of the Albuquerque properties,
ing out of financial and tax mat'1 Hill where he has served for the
|V;past five years as top assistant
ters. Mr. Pepperday, who has been
moving to the New Mexico city
last
week,
it
was
learned
authori,\, to his uncle, Speaker Sam Rayin frail health, is understood to be
tatively,
whereby
the
properties,
upon
FCC
approval
of
the
transfer.
; f burn, Mr. Bartley may well receive
desirous of disposing of his radio'ft the "Senatorial courtesy" accorded
TV holdings "to the right people,"
'n members of Congress which
but plans to continue operation of
'f- amounts to confirmation by achis newspaper properties in the
southwest. He will not sell to ab'^l'clamation.
IJ He testified Friday before the
sentee owners, it is understood.
While no formal statement was
[3 Senate Interstate & Foreign Comforthcoming from Time Inc., it is
!j merce Committee in open session.
I They made short shrift of it and
understood
Mr. Coy's arrangement
reported the nomination favorably
contemplates a salary of about
to the Senate the same day (see
$25,000 as consultant, plus like
ji story page 6).
amount
for operation of AlbuquerWhat Chairman Walker means
que stations upon acquisition.
by "greatest possible dispatch" was
The Albuquerque transaction
problematical as it pertains to the
would involve purchase of the capilong-awaited and potentially explotal stock of Albuquerque Broadsive TV allocations. FCC first shot
casting Co. KOB, established in
for a mid-February deadline. Now
1921,
operates
it looks hopefully toward midice authorizationunder
on 770special
kc withserv50
March. But because of the infinite
kw local sunset, 25 kw night. It is
f amount of detail and paper work
affiliated with NBC.
^ involved (maybe 800 pages, mimeoKOB-TV, which began operation
[i graphed), it could well be toward
in 1948 and is the only TV station
p the end of March before eager apin New Mexico, operates on Chanp plicants and prospective applicants
nel 4. It takes service from all four
get their first look at a mosaic proTV networks by kinescope.
viding for 2,000 stations, along
Details of the transaction preI with the ground rules governing
sumably will not be released until
J procedures.
(Continued on page hU)
Sen. Robert S. Kerr (D.-Okla.)
Drawn for Broadcasting • Telecasting by Sid Hix
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Stations in Hearing
STATIONS cited for horse
race news programs, with
consolidated hearings to be
held in the various cities, are
as follows :
New York — WJZ-TV, WPIX
(TV)
and
WBNX.— KJBS, KSAN
Francisco
andSanKYA.
Los Angeles — KWKW and
KLAC-TV.
Miami— WMIE and WWPB-FM.
Also these on an individual
basis
:
KVSM
San Mateo, Calif.;
WWBZ Vineland, N. J.; WRIB
Providence,
I.; WGPA
Bethlehem, Pa.;R. WITH
Baltimore,
Md.; WAAF-FM Chicago.
All seek license renewals
except WMIE and the three
TV stations which are operating on program tests or
other special authority and
have applications for licenses
pending.

Hearing
FCC cites 16 outlets for
NEWS
RACING
the broadcast operations of
station had not overemphasized carefully
AFTER nearly four years of con. . . applicants for renewal of license
track results so that its program
who offer such programs. For, quite
sideration, FCC plans to resolve
apart from the question whether the
the whole issue of horse-racing
structure was out of balance [B*T,
broadcasting
horse racing
informa-of
broadcasts once and for all. Last
Feb. 2, 9, 1948].
tion during ofsubstantial
segments
afternoon broadcast time may result in
week it set for hearing the licenses
Most recent action was the Coman overall program imbalance inconmission denial of license renewal
of 16 stations, using this means
sistent
operation
the public
interest, wewithbelieve
it isin clear
that the
to bring the entire issue into the for WTUX Wilmington, Del. broadcasting
of information pertaining
to horse racing or any other sporting
[B»T, Oct. 16, 1950]. Commisopen on what is in effect a "show
event in a manner making it particusion declared that station's horse
cause" proceeding.
susceptible of use as an aid to
Some 25 additional stations are
race program was being used by illegallarlygambling
presents a serious
question whether the station involved
due to be tagged when their license
gamblers in Wilmington. Station
is
being
operated
in
public inter-of
is on temporary license pending
applications come up for renewal
est. The fact that thethebroadcasting
in the next few months. They, too, Commission's decision on its peti- such information makes it particularly
susceptible of use in the furtherance of
tion for reconsideration on the unlawful
are under an FCC cloud for runactivities is enough, in itself,
to place a heavy burden upon a stagrounds it dropped horserace news
ning horse race information protion
to
justify
its operation in terms of
early in 1950.
grams.
the public interest.
In the renewals for WANN and
Nub of the Commission's posiTechnicalities Barred Step
tion is that afternoon-long track
WMEX, the FCC made these salient
At
one time it was believed that
programs— giving odds, scratches,
the Commission would come out
points:
track conditions, prices paid, etc. —
Although the dissemination of horse
aid gamblers.
racing information
sta- with a policy statement on the
takes a varietybyof broadcast
forms, review
Included in the 16 stations cited of alltionsthe
when and how much of horserace
responses received to our
last week were three TV stations.
In the limelight was WMIE Miami,
horse racing questionnaire reveals a programs. It was understood that
significant pattern — stations that emAll are alleged to have regular
legal
technicalities
barred
the
use
then
applying for a transfer of
phasize horse racing offer their inforcontrol to Arthur B. McBride and
weekday bangtail programs, which
mationgenerally
during the afternoon
while Itflat-is of such a step. One of the reasons,
racing
is
in
progress.
the FCC obviously considers against
deduced by some sources, is that Daniel Sherby. The transfer was
common knowledge that bookmakers,
the public interest.
whose activities are in most states il- the dissemination of race track in- finally approved last September
legal, operate too during the afternoon
In actions the same day, the FCC
formation is not illegal in many
[B*T, Sept. 10, 1951]. Station
while racing is in progress. The ease
renewed for the regular period the with which the afternoon dissemination
states. Such information is carried
was
later sold to ex-Gov. E. D.
1951].
of horse racing information through
licenses of WANN Annapolis and the
Rivers of Georgia [B*T, Nov. 26,
as a matter of course in newsfacilities
of
broadcast
stations
can
WMEX Boston. Both stations had
be of aid in illegal gambling activities
has become evident, and there is good
been on temporary license since reason
Following issues were listed for
to believe that the possible use
Feeling among most observers is
of such information is not avoided by that
early last year while the Commisthe
hearings of the 16 stations:
papers.
virtually
all
the
stations
cited
such alleged safeguards as delays in will cease horse race programs and
sion considered how to deal with
1. To determine whether, to what exannouncing
results
for
a
fixed
period
racing programs. Both stations
tent, and the manner in which the subof time, such as, for example, ten minlicense renewals when they
utes. Accordingly, the Commission has win
ject station has broadcast, is currently
have since discontinued such pro- been gravely
so advise the Commission. It is
concerned in considering
and information
proposes to relating
broadgrams.
applications for renewal of station li- dubious, they say, that any station broadcasting
cast the following
to horse racing: (a) Entries; (b)
censes from licensees who as a reguRefers to Questionnaire
will
fight
to
retain
its
right
to
lar practice engage in the broadcasting
scratches; (c) probable jockeys; (d)
of horse racing information during the broadcast such programs.
Commission decision in both cases
jockey changes; (e) winning jockey;
afternoon when such information would
Matter of horse race broadcasts
referred to the questionnaire on apparently be of particular value to
(f) weights;
selections;
(h)track
offtime;
(i) next(g)post
time; (j)
gambling activities.
conditions;
(k)
weather
conditions;
gained
wide
audience
during
last
horseracing programs sent to sta- illegal
In view of the foregoing, the Com(1) time of race; (m) mutuels or prices
tions early last year, said it had
mission was prompted to scrutinize
year's Kefauver Crime Hearings.
paid; (n) results of race; (o) results
in
code; (p) post positions; (q) running
"acquired considerably greater inodds.
account of race; (r) pre-race betting
formation on the extent to which
horse racing information is being
2. To determine the manner in which
P&G Expects CBS Radio
broadcast and the nature of the
the
tion. station obtains the above informaRATES
service being thereby rendered"
Adjustments Soon
3. Tocast ofdetermine
whether
the broadsince it expressed its views in 1948
horse racing
information
by
PROCTER
&
GAMBLE,
engaged
in
a
drive
to secure nighttime radio this station appears likely to be of
on the WWDC Washington case.
substantial
use
to,
or
is
used
by
perrates more nearly on a par with daytime charges [B«T, Feb. 25], expects
In 1948, the Commission renewed
sons engaged in illegal gambling
to start final deliberations over its new advertising appropriations for activities.
the license of WWDC after lengthy
4.
To
determine (a) the sponsorship,
consideration on the chief ground
all its products about mid-March, a company official told Broadcasting •
if any, of programs offering horse
*
that horserace information pro- Telecasting last week.
information,
(b) the arrangebetween the sponsors
and the
By that time it presumably will an exact figure on the amount of racing ments
grams were not illegal in themlicensee
for
the
handling
of the broadselves and that the Washington
reduction
desired.
It
has
been
the
have from CBS Radio, which carcasts of horse racing information,
and
(c) whether and
to been
what orextent
these
ries all three of its nighttime proposition of other network authoriarrangements
have
are
being
grams, adefinite answer on its bids
ties that the company's bid has carried out.
FAIR TO B & J
for lower rates on the three shows.
5. To determine the arrangements,
been more in the nature of a busicommitments, if any, entered into
The P&G official said the use of
To Head N. Y. Office
nessman's effort to secure the best or
by this station with persons engaged
TV advertising made it necessary
in illegal gambling activities for the
possible,
HAROLD CLEMENTS FAIR, proor-else
demand.rather than an either- broadcast of horse racing information,
to strike a new balance within the buy
and the extent to which those com-j
gram director of WHAS-AM-TV
The three shows involved, all mitments
or arrangements are being!
met.
Louisville, is rejoining Bozell & overall advertising budget in order
that
the
company
can
be
able
to
Monday - through - Friday, are
Jacobs — two decades later, this
6.
To
ascertain
whether the licensee
use all the media it desires to use.
Lowell Thomas (6:45-7 p.m.),
time in the New
in this proceeding has had discussion
or dealings with any other broadcast
through Compton Adv. ; The Beulah
York office, in P&G traditionally is the nation's
station, with respect to the manner in
heaviest radio spender.
which
broadcasts
of horse
racing
Shoiv (7-7:15 p.m.) through Dancharge of radio
formation
should be
handled,
and in-,
to
cer -Fitzgerald - Sample, and The
and television for
The official reiterated the suggesdetermine
the
outcome
of
such
discus-Tide
Show
(7:15-7:30
p.m.),
tion—
which
spokesmen
for
P&G
the agency — ef- had advanced to CBS Radio officials
sions
dealings.
7. Toor determine
what instructions/ '
fective March 15.
through Benton & Bowles.
if
any,
have
been
given
by the the
liPrior to his
in negotiations a fortnight ago — •
censee
to
its
employees
concerning
One of the major arguments adthat
unless
the
nighttime
rates
are
manner
in
which
horse
racing
informa-,
vanced
by
representatives
of
P&G
tion is to be handled.
Louisville position Mr. Fair was
trimmed, some or all of the three
in the negotiations with the net8. To determine what steps, if any.«
director of the shows may be dropped. He rebeen taken, and the manner in
works is that the ratings of these have
which
such steps were taken by the
jected, however, reports that P&G
program
departshows
are
comparable
to
those
of
licensee
tointerests
ascertainbeing
the served
nature by
of the'
ment of NAB in was asking that the nighttime rates
listening
th^
Mr. Fair
of horse racing informatiof,
be cut back to a point where they P&G's daytime shows and that ac- broadcasts
Washington. Be9.
To
determine
the
effect
of
the
cordingly the time charges should
fore that he was program director
equal daytime rates.
broadcasts of horse racing informatior
be more nearly equivalent.
of WHO Des Moines and in the
His statement was confirmed,
upon the station's overall programming10. To determine, on the basis of th<
early thirties was with Bozell & meanwhile, by CBS Radio officials
The three programs represented
evidence adduced pursuant to the foreJacobs in its Omaha office as head
who said that the advertiser, while
gross billings in excess of $3.5 mil- above -going
issues, whether
a grant
of tht
entitled
renewal
applicatioi
of the radio department.
seeking lower rates, had not given
lion for CBS Radio last year.
would be in the public interest.
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'Industry-Wide

, Soys Justice

MRS.
ANTI-TRUST
PROBE
By RUFUS CRATER
quested encompasses the color tele- comment. RTMA President Glen
mation among domestic manufacturers of vacuum or cathode ray
vision
battle
which
raged
a
year
McDaniel said the association "has
TART of a far-reaching grand
ago and still flares up; the older
been served
and we will
comply."to tubes with respect to computation
liry probe for signs of anti-trust
Officials
of Hazeltine
declined
violations in the radio and
charge of Dr. Edwin H. Armstrong
of tube prices; any restrictions on
say whether that company had been
that FM was stifled; the question
types or quantities of TV, AM or
television manufacturing industry
served.
FM receivers (including parts and
of concerted action for or against
[Closed Circuit, Feb. 11, 4] was
The scope of the information
components) to be produced by doFCC-proposed TV standards or the
ll>nfirmed late last week.
production of color TV equipment,
mestic manufacturers, and coopercalled for by the Justice Dept. was
I Officials of the Anti-Trust Divisuch that it was regarded as (1)
ation with other radio or TV comalong with a wide range of other
jion of the Justice Dept. acknowlsubjects including patents, patent
a certainty that the Justice Dept.
panies with respect to standardizai|iged Thursday that an investigaton of products or research.
lon of the electronics field was on
litigations, production and sales fig- and grand jury would have enough
Documents
of this sort dating
ures, royalties paid and royalties
material at hand to take its exDot and said it was "industryback
to
Jan.
1,
1939, are called for
ploration
into
virtually
any
nook
collected, exchange of technical iniide."
if they bear on manufacture or
formation and expenditures for re- and cranny of industry operations
[ Beyond this disclosure they would
search and development in the radio
bt comment, but it was known that
and (2) an uncertainty that they non-manufacture of (1) the fieldsequential (CBS type) color TV
would be in position to get started
iibpoenas have been issued in or television and related electronics manufacturing fields.
on the scheduled May 12 opening
system, and (2) all-electronic sys•■hich substantially all of the nadate.
ion's major manufacturers of AM,
tems (such as RCA's).
Exploratory Investigations
Data on "activities by your comThe subpoenas — subpoenas duces
''M or television transmitting and
Legal
authorities
emphasized
tecum, calling for production of
pany to delay, hinder or prevent
^ceiving equipment are named.
that grand jury investigations are
the manufacture for commercial
documents — are directed at corpo] The subpoenas — some of which
rate bodies rather than individual
exploratory — to determine whether
use of FM transmission and receivjre yet to be served, apparently
an indictment of any sort appears
^all for fnountainous quantities
officials, and, in the standard opening equipment" is sought, along
justified — and do not imply that
||f company records, correspondence
ing form of such subpoenas, "comwith records relating to "withholddefinite
charges
have
been
or
necmand you" to appear at specified
'ind other documents to be delivered
ing of any products from the maressarily will be filed.
efore a grand jury of the U. S.
time and place "to testify and give
The list of manufacturers known
ket, going
subsequentback
to Jan.
1, 1939."
Sourt for the Southern District of
evidence in regard to an alleged
Also
to Jan.
1, 1939,
to have been subpoenaed — or previolation of the federal anti-trust
the
Justice
Dept.
asked
for any
'ffew York on May 12, at 10 a.m.
sumed
to
be
scheduled
for
service,
li Room 513 in the U. S. Courtdocuments relating to "dominance,
since the investigation was characijouse, Foley Square, Manhattan.
law. . . ."Data Called For
control or influence" of RCA over
terized as "industry-wide" — inJi Nature of the material being reassociation or group of radioThe range of the data called for any
cluded RCA, whose activities were
TV manufacturers.
extends from documents — on some
singled out as a specific subject
Records since Jan. 1, 1936, are
subjects, all available since Jan. 1,
upon which certain information was
flENRY JOINS ORR
1934
—
which
have
been
exchanged
demanded,
and
CBS,
General
ElecNamed Vice President
requested
deal withjoint
"proposals for,ifandtheyconcerted,
or
between companies, between comtric, Westinghouse, Philco, HazijlAMUEL J. HENRY Jr, director
eltine Corp., International Teleaction"
between
repany and "any association of ra- agreed-upon
spondent company and (1) any TV
phone & Telegraph Co., Zenith and
dion, television or electronics man'|f advertising media. Trans World
manufacturers' association; (2)
DuMont.
r-j-^irlines, joined Robert W. Orr
ufacturers,"
between
company
and
LSSOC. New York, March 1. He has
any TV manufacturer, either in
Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn.,
radio-TV patent licensers or ownbeen named vice whose membership represents more
ers, and between officials within a support of or in opposition to FCCproposed TV standards or to the
president and ac- than 85 % of the country's radiocount executive of TV output, also was served with a company — on such subjects as re- production of any kind of color TV
spondent
company's
"refusals"
to
the agency.
purchase patents or patent rights
subpoena.
MostofMr.
For the period since Jan. 1, 1949,
from others, or to grant licenses to equipment.
Among the companies which were
reached for comment, CBS and
others; any refusals by RCA to the Justice Dept. also seeks records
Henry's
business
career has been
Westinghouse acknowledged they grant patent licenses to respondent
of company policy determinations
(Continued on page i8)
had been served but declined to company; any exchange of infordevoted to broadcasting, advertising and aviation.
After three years
with Eastern Air
Henry
Local Radio to Gain
Lines and LudCLOTHING
BUDGETS
l-jmgton Airline in the early 30's, he
million annually in radio and TV, burgh, and McKeesport, Pa.
By FLORENCE SMALL
;j!Jioined CBS as assistant to the
IflTianager, Radio Sales. A year later
will expand its present coverage of
Another leader in the field,
iie went to World Broadcasting
FIVE AMONG the nation's lead- over 150 radio stations, coast to
Crawford Clothes, which is undering retail clothing chains, as well coast, to more than 180 stations
j|3ystem as advertising and sales
stood to spend approximately $500,as the largest local clothing adver- under the terms of the new budget.
ij promotion manager.
000 annually, through its agency,
tiser in New York, will greet the
As
part
of
its
new
promotion,
Al Paul Lefton Co., New York,
*jdirector
In 1939,of the
Mr. NAB
Henry(now
became
first spring and pre-Easter promotional
N ARTE)
Robert Hall will salute the openalso has increased its radio apseason
with
generally
increased
Bureau of Radio Advertising. He
18 new "super salesrooms"
propriation over last year.
in which local radio will in 11ing ofcities,
Hwas commissioned a lieutenant, j.g., budgets
increasing the numIn
addition,
this advertiser alshare
heaviest,
with
television
also
ber
of
Hall
stores
to
130
across
l:in the Navy in 1942, serving with
ready has started a television
for augmentation though on the country.
tjiNaval Air Transport Service in the aslated
schedule
for
the
first year in its
more limited basis.
A keystone of the Robert Hall
history. Crawford currently is
' ■'South Pacific and rising to the rank
Keynoting the attitude of the policy is on-the-spot analysis of
pf lieutenant commander.
approximately 93 programs
clothing chains in respect to radio, cities and station coverage. Mr. using
weekly on five New York stations:
J| He was named advertising manJerry Bess, vice president of Frank
Bess plans personally to tour the WMGM, WMCA, WLIB, WQXR,
.'.jager
TWA's
transcontinental
di- B. Sawdon Inc., the agency han- areas where Robert Hall is in- WINS.
■ visionof in
November
1945. Since
dling the radio and TV advertising
augurating salesrooms or expandThe chain, which consists of 70
" 1949, he has been advertising-media
of Robert Hall Clothes, said to be
ing its present operation in order stores located in the eastern U. S.,
'director of TWA, responsible for
the country's leading user of radio to direct the buying and scheduling
sponsors They Stand. Ace7(sed on
"jthe firm's extensive radio, TV,
spot announcements, told Broad- of radio-TV advertising for the WABD (TV) New York and
^ newspaper, magazine and outdoor
WCAU-TV
Philadelphia, Sunday,
casting • Telecasting that "we pre-Easter periods as well as for
^', advertising
in countries.
the United HeStates
and 18 other
has have found that radio is still a the remainder of the year.
10-11 p.m.; plus the film series,
New Robert Hall markets are
The Cases of Eddie Drake and the
r served as chairman of the Air very potent force in mass media
advei'tising even in those cities the following: Detroit; Perth Ammain boxing event at St. Nicholas
'jTransport Assn. Advertising Sub- which today are considered pri- boy, N. J.; Long Island City, N. Y.
Arena,
■ member
committee offortheAir European
Express and
is a
TV New Monday
York. nights on WORmarily TV markets by most na- Stamford, Conn.; Chelsea, Mass.
Travel
A
third
firm. Bond Stores, has
Commission Coordination ComJoliet,
111.;
Youngstown,
Ohio
tional advertisers."
(Continued on page 56)
mittee.
The firm, which spends over $1 Atlanta; Milwaukee (two) ; Pitts
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Relaxation
EASE

BUIIDING

By JOHN OSBON
THERE were straws in the wind
last week that the government may
relax restrictions on radio-TV and
other construction during 1952.
First inkling came from Secretary of Commerce Charles Sawyer,
who noted that the National Production Authority has started to
issue authorizations which "will
allow the resumption of construction on every partially-constructed
building in the United States for
which application to continue work
has been filed with the NPA."
Actually, this enunciation of
previously-announced NPA policy
has, in itself, little practical effect
on radio and television station construction or remodeling projects.
But it appeared to be symptomatic
of NPA feeling that controls on
controlled materials may be eased
slightly in subsequent months.
The principal reasons, it was
understood, are (1) acceleration of
America's production efforts, (2)
lengthening of the military preparedness program over a greater
stretch and (3) the prospect for
growing availability of steel and
other materials.
There were these harbingers of
things to come:
• Transfer of jurisdiction over
broadcast construction applications
from NPA's Construction Controls
Division to the Industrial Section,
with the latter division prescribing
less stringent conditions for building.
• Announcement by NPA of grants
for religious, municipal, institutional
and community projects entailing a
go-ahead for "immediate commencement" of construction.
• Liberalization of NPA's revised
construction regulations allowing
greater allotments of steel to be selfauthorized for non-industrial, public
and commercial projects other than
housing- and recreational.
• Secretary Sawyer said that "we
are approaching the point where our
capacity to produce will permit us
to reduce controls." De-controls
will "accelerate as the months go
on," he predicted, in an address before the Tallahassee, Fla., Chamber
of Commerce.
Similar Easing Ahead
This relaxation for community,
commercial and other non-industrial work could well mean a
similar easing for radio-TV broadcasters in the months ahead, it was
felt. Broadcasters are classified as
industrial, with permission to selfauthorize greater quantities of matrials than commercial applicants.
The ban on recreational and amusement building now underway continues.
There is no immediate change in
policy involving station construction, although shifting of jurisdiction to the Industrial Division the
past fortnight in itself may prove
significant. This division, it is
known, sets far less severe restrictions on building than the Construction Controls Section to which
broadcast applications previously
had been referred.
For the radio-television industry,
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the criteria will still be that projects (1) must already be underway and (2) be vital to the defense
effort. For projects already commenced, applicants are assured of
continued materials to complete
construction. Remodeling or alteration work not requiring NPA approval— those needing less than 25
tons of steel, 2,000 pounds of copper
and 1,000 pounds of aluminum — are
not affected, of course.
May Start Building
The fact that religious, community, institutional and community projects may start building
and that NPA promised materials
for the third and fourth quarters
of 1952 and the first three months
of 1953 was adjudged as significant
in some NPA quarters. It was felt
that this system of granting building permits with a rain check on
future materials may be extended
to broadcasters who have not yet
commenced construction. NPA has

SELENIUM

had such a policy under study in
recent months [B«T, Feb. 4].
Fruition of this policy could have
a favorable effect on future UHFVHF TV station permits by the
FCC after the freeze is lifted and
once the Commission is well embarked on its allocations work, it
v/as conceded.
It would mean that, while materials might not be readily available, television applicants could
proceed with their station planning
with construction authorization assured of steel, copper and aluminum.
Transfer of work on broadcast
applications
to NPA's toIndustrial
Division is expected
mean a
closer liaison between the allocation agency and the FCC. Community TV applicants will also
apply to this division, since NPA
properly regards this phase as industrial, not community, activity.
Radio-TV
applicants generally

SUPPLY THREAT ALLAYED
National Production Authority Averts Disruption

THREAT of disruption in the
selenium rectifier industry was
temporarily averted by government
allocation authorities last week.
The National Production Authority assured manufacturers they
would receive a substantial allotment of selenium in March — at
least two-thirds greater than they
received during Febi'uary.
Specter of extensive shut-downs
throughout the rectifier producing
industry has hung over suppliers
for TV receivers and small radio
sets since early this year when an
industry advisory group first
sounded the warning to NPA
[B«T, Jan. 28].
Aside from these uses, selenium
also performs functions in power
tubes and is utilized in amplifiers,
radar, telephone and telegraphic
equipment and other electronic devices.
Permanent magnet producers
also figured in developments involving cobalt, which is used in
alnico magnet speaTters of radioTV sets. An industry group reported scrap materials are being
re-smelted for further use or sent
to processors for reclaiming critical metals such as nickel and cobalt.
At the same time, NPA Administrator Henry Fowler announced
that many consumer goods manufacturers will receive about 10%
more sheet steel due to a surplus of
about 250,000 tons. Consumer goods
manufacturers (not set-makers)
may
use quantities
they don't
need more
copper andif aluminum.
Defense Production Administrator Manly Fleischmann told a Congressional subcommittee that steel
controls may be substantially eased
toward the end of the year. Such
a policy, if pressed into effect.

would relax material restrictions oh
radio-TV receivers, component
parts and towers for construction
purposes (see story this page).
Cutbacks in copper and aluminum for the second quarter beginning April 1 previously were announced by NPA, with radio-TV
sets and other consumer dui'ables
earmarked for 5% cuts from this
quarter [B«T, Feb. 25].
Strip Inventories
In the case of selenium, NPA
notified manufacturers they had
to strip inventories to provide
emergency allocations for rectifiers and gave no assurance of similar treatment in subsequent quarters. A similar emergency allotment also was given in February,
NPA revealed. The agency urged
producers to take advantage of imports and scrap plates.
The March quota — 25,000 pounds
— represents 15% of overall supply, with the remainder going to
the military. The industry group
questioned whether the monthly
allocation system should be continued or whether NPA should
adopt an order limiting use to a
percentage of base period utilization in end products.
NPA pointed out that while selenium is limited by copper shortage, the supply has increased
greatly since World War II with
the growth of electronics.
Prospect of easing restrictions
on controlled materials had the
odor of politics to Sen. Homer
Ferguson (R-Mich.), who charged
the administration was using them
for "unauthorized and socialistic
purposes." He claimed NPA is doing "somersaults" on materials and
predicted controls would be eased
further before the elections.

have fared well on their bids fori
construction or alteration ma-\
terials during the past two quar-.
ters, with projects valued at oversi
$13 million approved [B»T, Feb.
11]. NPA indicated last month
that allotments for construction
already started would be meted out
on a project rather than quarterly
basis.

EMPLOYMENT
Up in Radio-TV Plants
EMPLOYMENT in plants producing radio-TV receivers and other
consumer goods has steadily increased since December and is expected to show a 4% rise through
the first quarter of 1952, according to a survey prepared by the
Bureau of Labor Statistics.
The study was compiled for the
National Production Authority and
covered about 11,000 companies
employing about 85% of the labor
force in some 110 metal-working
industries. Purpose was to ascertain the effect of metal cutbacks on
civilian output this quarter compared to October-December 1951
and to aid NPA in reviewing allot
ments for the third quarter.
Employment in consumer durable goods, generally hit the hardest by cutbacks, is higher than dur
ing any period since the spring of
1951, it was announced by Henry H
Fowler, NPA administrator. The
employment picture is steadily im-ji
proving, he added.
Aside from radio-TV plants,
employment increases ranged from
0.7% for electrical appliances to
8.9% for refrigeration machinery.
Decreases were shown only for
motorcycles and bicycles, cutlery
and sewing machines. Consumer
goods industry is expected to reflect
a 15% employment jump over preKorean levels. It was up almost
as high as 18% over June 1950
levels in early 1951 and down to
10% by mid-1950.

'
SETS
JANUARY
Totals
Down
From
'SI
RADIO manufacturers turned out

632,455despite
broadcast
receivers
in Jan-'l
uary
limitations
on supplies
of materials, according to the first
1952 monthly report of Radio-Tele;
vision Mfrs. Assn. The weekly
average cember
output
Deand 47% was
under7% theunder
average
of January 1951.
Output of TV receivers in January was estimated at 404,933 sets
compared to 468,927 in December, a
five-week month, but the weekly'
average was up 8% over Decembei
and down 36% from January 1951
Of the 632,455 radios turned out
in January, 288,723 were home
sets, 68,433 portables, 195,147 auto
sets and 80,152 clock radios. RTMA
data cover all industry manufacturers. Radio set output totaleJ
851,195 in December.
Radio sets with FM tuning facilities totaled 39,754 in January. Another 9,376 TV sets contained FM
tuning circuits.
• Telecasting
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AM-TV
" 'InBC's radio and television sales
^ivolume registered a 48% gain in
'l951, reaching a record $137,156,000
i|in the network's silver anniversary
[year.
'] This was revealed last week in
[the 32d annual report of the parjent RCA, whose total gross income
ifrom the sale of its varied products
,!and services attained an all-time
'high of $598,955,000 compared to
i$586,393,000 in 1950.
The annual
report, released
{Wednesday by Brig. Gen. David
Sarnoff, chairman of the board,
jplaced RCA's net profits at $31,'193,000 as against $46,250,000 in
';|1950, with the decline attributed
jlargely to a levelling-off of conisumer demand
following 1950's
'iwave of scare buying.
'! All of NBC's 48% boost in sales
°' - volume was attributed to television.
'^IThe total represented 22.9% of
'IRCA's total gross income, whereas
'NBC's $92,373,000 in sales in 1950
amounted to 15.8% of the RCA
'f total that year.
'* The report showed 49.2% of NBC
radio network programs and 75.1%
'^'of the TV shows were sponsored.
'while 50.8% of the radio shows and
(','24.9% of the TV programs were
jjcarried sustaining.
Gen. Sarnoff and RCA President
Frank M. Folsom said in a joint
statement that expansions of RCA
manufacturing plants during 1951
WRABHORN
NAMED
To New Petty Post

f'MURRAY
GRABHORN, veteran
'4'broadcast business executive, currently director of the National
fff-Assn. of Radio & Television Sta•tion Representatives, on March 15
"will join Edward Petry & Co. as
director of business development,
a specially created new position.
In announcing Mr. Grabhorn's
appointment, Edward Petry, president of the station representative
firm, said:
"Among Mr. Grabhorn's major
duties will be that of attracting
new advertisers to spot. He will
, present the story of spot to leading national advertisers all over
,ithe country with special emphasis
on advertisers who either have not
J used spot or who have used it only
las a supplementary medium.
The establishment of this new
i department," Mr. Petry said, "will
]\assist materially in building business not only for the stations we
represent, but also for the industry as a whole."
Starting in radio in 1928 with
the Don Lee Network
on the
! Pacific Coast, Mr. Grabhorn moved
! to New York in 1935. After sev' eral
general
manager
Hearstyears
Radioas and
as sales
managerof
of WFIL Philadelphia, he joined
ABC and for nine years was vice
president in charge of the ABC
owned and operated stations. He
joined NARTSR last summer.
BROADCASTING

to meet military and civilian demands, plus previous additions,
"provide RCA with the greatest
production potential of its 32-year
history."
They also noted:
"Television, now operating on a
nation-wide basis, has established
itself as a vital force in the life of
America. As the most efl'ective
means of mass communication ever
devised, it exerts a widespread impact on the home, on entertainment,
education, politics, advertising,
news and sports.
"With four TV networks and 108
stations on the air, television surpassed network radio in revenue
for the first time in 1951. Today
there are more than 16 million TV
sets in the U. S. Whether the nation is at peace or at war, or in a
state of national emergency, television is destined to have an everincreasing influence in national and
international affairs."
But, tions
they
... iscontinued,
only one "communicafacet of the
future of electronics" and "limitless possibilities are foreseen for
invention in new and broader fields,
especially home appliances. But
more important, the science of electronics is a vital source of America's national strength. Radar is a
major example. Research and industry comprise a partnership for
progress in the development of such
inventions.
"Now the same momentum of science that advanced all forms of
radio communication spearheads
every phase of electronics and television, the golden age of which is
still ahead."
Looking
financial
affairs
for back
1951, attheRCA's
report
noted
that the year's $31,193,000 net
profits were the equivalent of $2.02
per share of common stock, whereas 1950 earnings equaled $3.10 per
share.
RCA's taxes in 1951 totaled $62,-

Up

mo

in '51— RCA

389,000 — more than twice the
amount of net profits.
Dividends amounted to $3.50 a
share on preferred stock ($3,153,000 total) and $1 a share on common stock ($13,857,000 total).
Total current assets at the end
of 1951 were placed at $255,993,000,
compared to $209,959,000 at the end
of 1950. Additions to plant and
equipment during 1951 totaled $26,069,000, or $5,619,000 more than in
the preceding year.
Over the past 10 years, the report
noted, RCA has had annual averages of $358,871,000 in gross income; $42,094,000 in profit before
federal income taxes and $19,714,000 in net profit after income taxes.
The RCA parent company divisions— RCA Victor, RCA Labs and
RCA International — and related
RCA service and distribution activities reported sales of $440,135,000
in 1951, representing 73.5% of the
overall RCA gross, as against
$476,091,000 (or 81.2% of the total)
in 1950.
Other Sales Figures
In addition to the parent company divisions and NBC, RCA
Communications had 1951 sales of
$17,438,000 compared with $14,929,000 the preceding year; Radiomarine Corp. of America, $9,120,000 compared with $7,279,000 in
1950; and RCA Institutes, $817,000
as against $910,000 in 1950.
The report said RCA Victor's
"backlog of government orders for
radio-electronic equipment at the
end of 1951 was about seven times
greater than at the beginning of
the year. Deliveries against government contracts were more than
21/2 times those of 1950 and higher
than in any other year since World
In addition, RCA in the cjvilian
II." 1951 "maintained relafield
War during
tively high levels of production of
television receivers, radio sets,
electron tubes, phonographs and
records as well as engineering and

MEMBERS of Chesapsake Associated Press Radio Ss-airioEis go over draft of
a news survey prior to annual winter meeting Feb. 21. L to r: Frank M.
Stearns, AP field representative, Washington; John Alderson, news editor,
WFBR Baltimore; John A. Aspinwoll, AP radio nev/s editor. New York; R. C.
(Jake) Embry, general manager, WITH Baltimore, and president of AP station group; Max Fullerton, AP bureau chief, Baltimore, and Charles J. Truitt,
general manager, WBOC Salisbury, Md., and vice president of Md.-D. C.
Radio and Television Broadcasters Assn.

• Telecasting

technical products, including broadcast and communications equipment," the report showed.
Among the year's highlights cited in the report were further developments in RCA's compatible
color TV system, including development of a 21-inch color tube, proof color and
TV aonseries
a 9-by-12-ft.
theatre jection
screen
of tests
of the RCA color system, plus the
sending of a color signal 8,000
miles (across the U. S. and back).
Another work
highlight
RCA's
continued
on UHF,wascentering
around the RCA-NBC experimental
UHF station at Bridgeport, Conn.
Cost of UHF experimental work
to date was reported as more than
$2.5Other
million.
highlights reported include
the following:
9 Sales of engineering products, including theatre TV equipment— of which more than 50 units
were in operation or being installed
at the end of 1950 — reached a new
high. Among other items "showing
promise,"
report
listed
communitythe
television
antenna
systems,
a magnetic film recorder-projector
and master TV antenna systems
for hotels and apartment buildings.
9 Foreign sales of all major
productvisionlines
telecontinuedincreased
to expandandabroad,
especially in Latin America. RCA
sold to TV stations in the Dominican Republic, Brazil and Mexico,
and made "substantial sales" of TV
receivers in Mexico, Brazil, Cuba
and Argentina, while the volume of
RCA radio set sales throughout
(Continued on page 32)
L&M

FOR

SCHLITZ

To Handle Radio-TV
SCHLITZ Brewing Co., Milwaukee,
has appointed Lennen & Mitchell,
New York, to handle its radio and
television budget, effective in 90
days. Leo Burnett, Chicago, takes
over the print allocation of the advertising budget. Firm bills over
$6 million annually with the majority going to printed media.
Radio-TV is believed to get nearly
$3 Young
million. & Rubicam, Chicago,
which had handled the entire advertising budget, loses the account,
almost on the heels of the advertiser's decision to cut its hour-long
Schlitz Playhouse of Stars on CBSTV to a half-hour. Lennen & Mitchell will take over the half-hour
version, which will be on film.
Move to L & M also involves the
Schlitz radio show. Halls of Ivy, an
NBC package program, which will
remain on that network Wednesdays, 8-8:30 p.m.
Meanwhile, Young & Rubicam
will also lose the billing of the
half -hour General Foods shows, Mr.
Bobbin (NBC-TV, Sundays, 7:30-8
p.m.), which will be dropped at the
end of its present cycle. Both the
network and General Foods reportedly have been dissatisfied with the
rating of the show, since it replaced
Henry Aldrich last year.
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in favor of "televising these and all
Congressional hearings. I then went
to the office of the Detroit News,
on which I was employed 28 years,
and gave the city editor a similar

Locked Out
(Continued from page 23)
Senate-House committee to study
the 1946 Congressional Reorganization Act. "The work of improving Congress cannot stand still.
Such problems as televising Congressional hearings, radio broadcasts of such hearings, as well as
recording . . . now merit considerable thought," he said. The longer
such problems — also that of the
witnesses' rights — are delayed, the
"longer the confusion will remain,"
he added.
Said Rep. Martin: "Television
and broadcasting are here to stay
and will probably increase in popularity as the days go by. . . ."
Policy on the media, he declared,
"is a twilight zone which has not
been clearly defined. . . ."
Two crys went up immediately:
(1) that the so-called "gag" on radio-TV was imposed because the
Administration wanted to whitewash investigations into scandals
and in Communism, and (2) that
the Administration "did not want
to make a Kefauver out of Rep.
Charles E. Potter," who is a Michigan Republican and who is said to
be a logical candidate for the Senate against Sen. Blair Moody (DMich.). Rep. Potter is a member of
the Un-American Activities group.
Sen. Moody, himself, entered the
battle last Thursday.
President Truman told his Thursday morning radio-press coirference
he was conferring with Speaker
Rayburn Monday when Sen. Moody
placed an emergency call for the
Speaker. While the President listened, he said, the Speaker told
Sen. Moody radio and TV pickups

Speaker Rayburn . . . he slammed
the gavel on radio-TV.
of the Detroit hearing would violate the House rules, adding that he
could not permit either broadcast
or telecast facilities in the hearing
room.
The President said he merely listened and had no comment on the
interpretation. Pressed by reporters, he said he felt the matter was
the business of Congress and not
his affair. He said he always felt
government officials should comply
with requests of Congressional committees that they testify.
An explanation was quickly
forthcoming from the Senator. The
Michigan legislator, a former radiopress newsman on Capitol Hill, said
he was asked by the Detroit Times
on Monday morning what his views
were
ruling.
He on
saidSpeaker
he told Rayburn's
the Times he
was

With two assistant city editors
statement."
standing by. Sen. Moody said he
called Speaker Rayburn, then attending the White House meeting
"and urged him to allow the televising of the House committee hearings ... to rescind the ban. . . .
The Speaker said he appreciated
my suggestion but could not agree
with me that the hearings should
be broadcast.
"I still feel that the hearings, and
all others which are open to the
public, should be open to the television camera and the microphone."
Broadcasting • Telecasting
subsequently learned on unimpeachable authority that the call by Sen.
Moody went to the White House
before Speaker Rayburn's news
confei'ence.
His Position Clear
Speaker Rayburn told newsmen
that he thought he had made his
position clear a fortnight ago when
some television company representatives (either WWJ-TV Detroit
which had set up cameras or TV
and wire news representatives who
had conferred with the Speaker on
the TV blackout on the King subcommittee hearings on tax scandals
in government) had talked to him
about the hearings.
While there was a welter of political acrimony, there were actual
legislative moves:
9 Appeal to a not-too-receptive
House by Rep. Jacob Javits (DN.Y.) that members sign his discharge petition. The latter pro-

Mn Mietrospcct .
• Radio was permitted to cover Cor.'
gressional committee proceedings im;
mediately after World War II.
• Television coverage grew up witl
the expansion of the industry itself
• Housebarred
Un-American
mittee
television Activities
and then Com
radir ■
after it had allowed coverage of it
famous hearings on communism in Hoi
lywood held in Washington.
• Kefauver Crime Committee hearing
made the nation conscious of botl
media as it never had before in al r
broadcast history. It also made Con f
gress aware of their potentialities. L
• Same day as Speaker Rayburn orlj
dered a ban on all media except thi '
press
and stillwasphotographs,
a Housi
subcommittee
permitting TV
at it iIn
investigation in the Elizabeth, N. s/p
plane crash. Following his policy axL.\i
nouncement, telecasts were stopped. T
cedure, if 218 names are gained
is a method by which legislationbottled within the House Rule
Committee, can be pried loose. 3
Rep. Javits' measure (H Res. 62 li
goes far. Not only would it permi
the broadcast and telecast of com'
mittee proceedings in the lowe
chamber but it also would allow th
important House debates to be cov
ered by the broadcast media.
# Two House resolutions (I
Res 538 and 540) were dropped i,
the hopper Wednesday by Reps
Patrick J. Hillings (R-Calif.) an^
tively.
George Meader (R-Mich.) respec
Both would amend the Hous
rules. They would invest the rigli
to decide on broadcast and telecas
coverage of committee proceeding
in the comittees of the House (se
editorial below). That is th
pattern followed in the Senate.
Senate Majority Leader Ernes
W. McFarland (D-Ariz.), whei
asked about the development in th
House, said there was no compar
able ban against radio, televisio:
or newsreels at Senate committe

AN

It's
Mr.
THOUGH 195
it was2,
at woi'st
a bald
excursion
Ray
burn House rules, or, to speak more precisely, an
expansion of the rules to accommodate radio
into censorship in violation of broadcasters'
and television coverage.
rights under the First Amendment and at best
an ultra-conservative interpretation of House
Indeed a change in rules is absolutely necessary. Speaker Rayburn, who is among the least
rules, Speaker Rayburn's ban against radio
and television last week may accidentally have
vacillating men in Washington, may be exbeen the best turn that events could take at
pected to adhere to his present interpretation
this moment.
as long as the present rules are in effect.
The problem, then, resolves itself into that of
A grave injury has been done to fundamental
freedoms, but fortunately it is not irreparable.
determining how great a change can be made.
At this moment, we venture to suggest, the
Logic compels us to believe that the Speaker's
most that can be hoped for would be a rule
ruling will at last bring to a head the whole
giving House committees the authority to dequestion of broadcasting's place in the news
gathering family, a place that needs desperately
cide for themselves whether to permit broadcasting. These decisions should be made by
to be defined to some Congressmen and lawyers.
It is well that this happens early in a Presimajority vote within the committees, a procedure that would be founded on precedent in
dential election year, for politicians will not be
other matters.
disposed to put off a consideration of the quesThough such an arrangement would not
tion. Too many of them want to use radio and
represent an attainment of full equality for
television for campaigning and will wish their
radio and television among the news media, it
status clarified before mid-summer, when the
campaigns begin to take serious shape.
would be a very definite short-term gain and
one deserving of the best efforts to get it.
Campaigning, it must be added, is done in
The great goal of the future, of course, must
many ways — including performances at House
be the admission of radio and television to all
committee sessions. It is reasonable to assume
public meetings of the Congress, on a basis of
that not even Mr. Rayburn will want indefiequal access with the press. What this would
nitely to deprive Congressmen, particularly
those of his own party, of the opportunity to
mean would be, in the truest sense, the admission of the public to public meetings, on a scale
be seen and heard at work, especially if the
work might commend them to voters in the
made possible only by the miracles of radio and
radio and television audience.
television.
In the heated debate over the remaking of
It seems to us that the stage here is favorably set for a consideration of a change in the
the House rules one may expect to hear rePage 30 • March 3, 1952
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peated many of the shopworn arguments abou
television's violation of witness' rights and it
mechanical obtrusiveness.
Within the past month the New York Stat:
Bar Assn. and the policy makers of the Amer
can Bar Assn. have adopted anti-televisio:
resolutions making much of these points.
In both cases the voices of uninformed conservatism drowned out the voices of enlightene.
progressiveness. The same thing could happe:
in Congress if and when it comes to grips wit;
the probelm of establishing broadcasting rights
Already Rep. John Rankin (D-Miss.), pos
sibly the least advanced thinker on the Hill ha
announced his opposition to broadcasting. Oth
ers of like persuasion may be expected t
follow suit.
Fortunately, radio and television have mor
friendly representatives in Congress. The
should be encouraged to state their views an
provided with information to support them.
Mr. Rayburn's ban has focused attention o:,
a dispute that has not heretofore commande j'
enough interest to warrant full-scale considers
tion by the Congress. This is an opportunit
for broadcasters to state their case before ^
interested audience and if the case is stated a
skillfully as it merits, radio and televisio:
stand to get recognition as 20th century instru
ments that a 20th century public can use to in
spect the work of Congressmen, including thos
of 17th century attitudes.
BROADCASTING
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Barings. His personal opinion,
? said, was that radio, TV, as well
s still photographs while witnesses
re testifying, should be prohibited,
ut, he added, there is no plan for
bar in the upper chamber.
Other comments came thick and
»st. Some, like Reps. Paul W. Sha;r (R-Mich.), Leslie C. Arends
R-Ill.) and Sen. Homer Ferguson
R-Mich.) charged politics, blam|ig the Administration for the
roadcast blackout.
1 Others, like Rep. John Rankin
^D-Miss.), upheld Rep. Rayburn.
he Southerner said: "The chair is
itirely right; the rules don't per,dt it (broadcasts) and I hope the
ale will never be changed."
Rep. Rayburn said he was opercing under the rules of the House,
asing his interpretation on the
pillowing:
' "The rules of the House are hereby made the rules of its standing
3mmittees so far as applicable."
' Rep. Martin pointed out another
'ale says: "It is for the committee
,5 determine, in its discretion,
-hether the proceedings of the comlittee shall be open or not."
^ However, there were few who
y'ould contest Speaker Rayburn on
"le technicality of the rules, an
,iea in which the Texan is an ex,ert.
i Immediate effect of the ban was
bar coverage by broadcast media
)f at least six investigations: Un.merican Activities Detroit probe;
Jays & Means subcommittee
tjoking into Internal Revenue scanals (King subcommittee). Armed
■ ervices group looking into waste
a military procui-ement; Judiciary
) jbcommittee preparing for a probe
if the Justice Dept.; Interstate &
'oreign Commerce subcommittee
tudying the plane crashes in Elizaeth, N. J.; an Armed Services subjDmmittee investigating the Ka,'n massacres.
Hearings Not Degraded
' Judicial rejection of claims that
le Senate Crime Investigating
I ommittee's competence
in last
spring's hearings was degraded by
j;s telecasts came almost simulmeously with announcement of
iPeaker Rayburn 's radio-TV ban.
1 Denying an appeal by James J.
jloran, former first Deputy Fire
Commissioner of New York City,
.'ho had been convicted of lying to
le Senate Committee, the U. S.
curt of Appeals in New York on
• 'uesday dismissed all five claims
'hich Mr. Moran
advanced as
rounds for reversal of his perjury
onviction. One of the points Mr.
|Ioran had made related to teleasts of the hearing. The court's
pinion held :

SIR GLADWIN FOR TV
Though Speaker Rayburn Isn
TELEVISION coverage of hig
halls of debate, irrespective of tl
U. S.'s House Speaker Rayburn
now-you-do, now-you-don't, has b
come part of the diplomat's la:
guage in the United Nations S
curity Council. Sir Gladwin Jeb
Great Britain's delegate, rose i
the Security Council meeting i
Paris to counter a Soviet attack o
Frank P. Graham, former U. !
Senator and former president c
the U. of North Carolina.
Sir Gladwin
said, inlook
part:like". .
Does
Mr. Graham
secret agent? I can only say thi
I am sorry that the absence c
television cameras prevented th
public from forming its own cor
elusion on this important point.
Sir Jebb's observations, in vie''
of
Soviet heDelegate
Malik's
attaco
in which
accused Mr.
Graham
being "a secret agent of the Penta
gon" in Kashmir (Mr. Graham wa
UN mediator there), were note
by a Greensboro, N. C, paper an
presented in the Senate last wee
by Sen. Wayne Morse (R-Ore.).
that the tribunal was incompetent.
Edward R. Murrow, CBS Radi
and TV newsman, leveled guns oi
the ban in his Tuesday eveninj
radio broadcast. He found "n^
legal doubt as to the Speaker'
right to make such a ruling," bu
felt it should be appealed to th'
whole House.
If allowed to stand and "if car
ried to its ridiculous conclusion,'
he asserted, the ban on all com
munications media except "re
porters using pencil and paper'
might require "that newspapers g(
back to setting all type by hand, oi
that reporters should arrive in thf
committee room equipped with s
slab of stone, a chisel and a mallet
as the essential tools of theii
trade."
In the scheduled
meantime, Speaker
DuMont RayT'V
Network
burn's ruling as the subject for discussion on its Keep Posted program
tomorrow (Tuesday) night (8:309 p.m.)
Producers of program have invited CBS President Frank Stanton, NBC President Joseph H. McConnell, ABC President Robert
Kintner and Mutual President
Frank White to participate in the
program as members of the "citizens panel." It was understood
that other industry representatives,
including trade journal publishers,
also were invited to appear.
Shortly after Rep. Rayburn's ban
was disclosed, ABC's News of Tomorrow program on Monday presented Rep. Martin, House Minority Leader, with his views: "The
authority of Speaker Rayburn to
ban television and radio broadcasting of committee hearings is questionable. It is what I call a twilight zone case. I believe the jurisdiction rests with the committee involved and its chairman."
CBS Radio's Peoples Platform
meanwhile planned to air the issue

was because
the hearing
lacking
1j "Nor
decorum
of the sotelevision
ameras and photographers that it
annot be regarded as a competent
ribunal. Opinions may differ as
3 whether such procedure is better
alculated to achieve publicity for
he investigators than to promote
heir investigation. But on the
ecord before us no facts have been
■roved which would justify holding
tROADCASTING
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;" contest. WTTM received honors
station in the country [B*T, Dec.
Hubert F. Johnson, Johnson Agency,
ntion, special products); Vic Bodine,
nention, department store); John F.
I guest speaker; Fred L. Bernstein,
i, pres., Trenton Beverage Co. (1st
Connolly of Trenton; S. Car! Mark,
lotors (honorable mentior!, ajjtomoiver Co. (honorable mention, home
•viee).
'a\ Shoes Stores (honorable mention,
hiotel Hildebrecht (third prize, spe-
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Broadcast Adv. Bureau was made to
lent, George B. Pitts Co., Jamestown,
won first place in the home products
5 Results" contest. Firm was chosen
r are Simon Goldman, general man'itts; Walter Carlson, Pitts account
lith, Pitts advertising manager.
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NBC Sales
(Continued from page 29 )
the world increased. Among ot\
activities abroad: Sale of a me
um-wave broadcast transmitter
the Voice of America for use
the USS Courier; completion oi
1,000-mile communication syst
for the trans-Arabian pipelir
sale of "a large number" of co
plete mobile transmitting and
ceiving stations to the Indonesi
government.
# Record sales increased, a|
"long-range success of the 45-r
is now
# Inassured."
addition to developme
of such devices as a 50-pou
"walkie-lookie" portable TV trai
mitter, an electron microscope a
a super-electronic computer bu
in cooperation with the Navy, R(
engineered transistors — tiny g(
manium
devices
"which
eventuallycrystal
replace
certain
typesw
electron tubes" — in preparation i
"pilot plant" production.
Added Ten Stations
The that
report
on NBC's
activit
noted
the radio
network
add
10 affiliates in 1951, bringing t
total to 190 stations including
owned by NBC, while NBC-TV h
64 affiliates (one in every T
market)
counting five netwoi
owned TV stations. NBC also ow
six FM stations. New studio sp?
was acquired in both New York a
on the West Coast in 1951 and
acres of land were purchased
Burbank, Calif., for future use.
In a review of NBC progra
ming in the fields of news, spor
symphonic and other music, edm
tion and religion, it was broug
out that President Truman wf
heard 22 times on NBC radio a[
seen 12 times on NBC-TV in 191

Additionally,
eightandCabinet
me'
bers,
59 Senators
67 membt
of the House of Representati^
used NBC radio facilities, while
Cabinet members, 44 Senators &
18 Representatives appeared i
NBC-TV.
NBC not only put into effect
own revised standards of progrt
practices, but also subscribed
the code adopted subsequently
NARTB
and instituted "a pi
gram Tandem
of rigorous
Planselfa -discipline.''
Success
In the sales field, it was no^,
that NBC's radio Tandem Plan,,
multiple sponsorship "proved .
success," while two new sales cc,
cepts — the Guaranteed Attenti
Plan and the Market-Basket Mh
chandising Plan — were announce;
and the Minute Man Plan of alia
ing affiliates to sell local announ
ments on certain network sho
was inaugurated. Additional
NBC set up a nation-wide m,
chandising service.
'
NBC personnel reached a toi
L Tulsa to Clarke's Good Clothes for of more than 4,000 regular e:
>een renewed for the 15th consecuployes in 1951 — a gain of 500 di;
entation are (i to r): George Ketcham,
ing
the year —attained
while RCA's
. Clarke's advertising manager; hiarry employment
a total over
of 5;
657 at the end of 1951.
'scaster Ed Neibling, who airs show.
Telecast!
BROADCASTING
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PROMOTIONS
DuBois, Others Named
f -liPPOINTMENT of Russell C.
lei'iubois Jr. as sales manager for
r jCA mobile and microwave com, 1
munications
equipment was
one of several
announced last
week by A. R.
Hopkins, general
sales manager of
n^MH
RCA Engineering Products
K^|H
Dept.
"^^^^ Four communication field repreIMr. Dubois
sentatives also
^^"lere promoted to be district super"^■'lisors: H. G. Boyle, for the eastern
^f^gion; 0. H. Mackley, southwestsi Irn region; F. C. Gusler, central
itrbgion; and S. J. Coombs, western
If.egion.
jf;! Two communications field sales
estern
southwto
in the erred
the
wereves transf
fegionsentati
,^'j;pre
.
VDme offices in Camden D. B. Medley, also southern supervisor of
iicrowave equipment, was named
eld sales coordinator for microitiiave equipment, and A. Fischer
jfji as assigned to coordinate field
f ,iles for mobile communications
j.guipment.
jj.ilMr. Dubois has been field sales
'jWrdinator for mobile communicaj^,jons since 1950 and, in his new
,,4!)sition, succeeds Dana Pratt, who
j,.as become product m.anager for
jiviCA broadcast transmitters. Pre; |,iously, Mr. Dubois served as a
fort RCA
engineer
[ 'f.\es
the RCA
and broadcast
equipmen
lid TV
ibe department, having joined the
^'■ompany in 1946 after serving as a
"Peutenant in the Navy.

CALIF. VALLEY
Station Group Forms
FORMATION of California Valley
Broadcasters Assn. was announced
last week. New organization is composed of KCVR Lodi, KTUR Turlock, KRDU Dinuba and KWSO
Wasco, all Calif.
A Egon Hofer, KRDU manager,
^ was elected president. H. A. McMillen, KTUR manager, was
named secretary. Group is represented by Luther G. Baker, San
Francisco. Stations are located in
the
San Joaquin and Sacramento
Valleys.
FAIR

Completing CVBA organization are (seated, I to r) T. G. Heinrichs,
KWSO general manager; Messrs. Hofer and McMillen; standing (I to r)
are Mr. Baker and Herbert Brown, KCVR manager.
Wants 'Teeth' Put
In Cease Orders
FTC REPORT
MARKED dissatisfaction with lack of authority inherent in its cease
and desist procedure for advertising misrepresentations was voiced to
Congress last week by the Federal Trade Commission.
In its annual report to Capitol Hill, the commission asked Congress
to amend Sec. 11 of the Clayton
Anti-Trust
Actcommensurate
and "put teeth"
years
before iteff'ective
enforcement
in
such orders
with
is obtained,
was pointed
out.
the "finality" and penalty provisions for other orders under the
FTC Act.
60 Day Limit
FTC urged that cease and desist
directives become "final" 60 days
after being served on the respondent unless court review is sought
within that time. In case of review, FTC held the order should
become final after affirmance by a
U. S. Court of Appeals or Supreme
Court.
Under present procedure, it was
explained, the commission must
prove one violation before it can
issue an order, another before it
can secure a court order and still
another before it can subject the
violator to penalty. Thus, inquiries
and hearings may drag on for

iAPEHART
PLAN
Hearings
Set
March 4
d
lebtEARINGS on extension of the
'oe;iefense Production Act, containiAgg the controversial Capehart cost
e illowance amendment, will begin
aWarch 4.
I The Senate Banking & Currency
ommittee agreed unanimously to
: :iold the hearings through March
1 and report a bill to the Senate
oor by March 31. Officials of the
office of Price Stabilization, includPrice Chief Ellis Arnall, will
heard first,
ij President Truman has requested
epeal of the cost formula, authored
% Sen. Homer Capehart (R-Ind.),
Jaime Yankelevich
" I'hich provides that manufacturers
'^I'la.y compute additional costs for JAIME YANKELEVICH, 58, pioneer Argentine broadcaster, died
'Advertising, selling, administration
'''Ind research incurred from the Feb. 25 in Buenos Aires after a
-'fcrt of the Korean war to July long illness. He was noted for
5" 3, 1951. Mr. Truman also has having given Sefiora Evita Peron
her first chance as a radio singer.
'I'lsked Congress to curb consumer
He became director of all Argen''';:-edit on radio-TV set installment
»;'urchases [B»T, Feb. 18].
tina's broadcasting facilities after
While Congress marked time on
Senor Peron came to power. Last
■"P-onomic controls, Mr. Arnall
October, the Argentina TV station
l^romised to lift ceilings on some
(LR3-TV) went on the air under
ttf'rft goods (not radio-TV receivhis direction. One other TV station
d)fs) "as fast as it can be done"
diiTectively. No widespread de- is under construction in Buenos
ai!3ntrol action is planned in the Aires, while four others are pro:s!iiear future, Mr. Arnall stated on
posed— in Buenos Aires, Rosario,
Cordoba and Mendoza.
fBC-TV's Feb. 24 Meet the Press.
[i Broadcasting
Telecasting

"The glaring defect in the present law is that a Clayton Act order
of the commission has no force or
eflFect without subsequent court
enforcement," FTC held. "To make
matters worse, the statute limits
the commission's right to seek such
enforcement."
While the commission made no
official mention in the annual report, it was presumed that it had
in mind a number of cases involving cease and desist orders served
on medicinal, tobacco and other
firms for alleged false claims in
broadcast and published advertising. In some instances, the alleged
violations were continued pending
the outcome of court appeals and
the finality of FTC's decision.
As FTC put it: ". . . If the respondent still persists in flouting
the law, and a third violation is
proved, he becomes subject to a
penalty for the first time."
The report, which covered the
fiscal year ended June 30, 1951,
also included a compilation of complaints on advertising lodged with
FTC's Division of Investigation.
Its Bureau of Antideceptive Practices disposed of 2,324 out of 2,524
complaints alleging false advertising or other unfair practices.
The bureau's staff examined
344,522 commercial radio and 31,174 TV continuities during the year
ended last June. Of these, 9,869
broadcast and 1,323 telecast ad-

TRADE LAWS
Restoration Sought
A MOVEMENT for restoration of
"fair trade" laws in 45 states permitting manufacturers and retailers
to fix minimum prices on "name
brand" goods was gathering momentum in Congress last week.
Legislation was approved by the
House Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee and a House Judiciary subcommittee to lay the
groimd work for repeal of a Supreme Court decision of May 1951.
If passed by Congress, it would
mean that contracts would be binding on non-signers of such agreements.
Basis for Congressional concern
was the epidemic of price wars in
New York and other large cities
last year involving sale of a number of consumer appliances in department stores.
The House Commerce Committee
reportedly was "heavily in favor"
of the legislation, while the Judiciary subcommittee vote was not
revealed. Rep. Emanuel Celler (DN. Y.) heads up both the subcommittee and full committee.
During hearings on the bills (HR
4592, 5767), the Justice and Commerce Depts., registered opposing
views of proposed fair trade laws.
Commerce officials testified the laws
are needed to protect the retailers
and small business. The Justice
Dept. claimed, price-fixing, as envisioned in bills reported out by
the House groups, would open the
door to conspiracies and boost consumer prices.
vertisements were "marked as containing possibly false representations," FTC said.
By comparison, the staff set
aside for further study 17,326 published advertisements out of 323,120 newspaper and magazine ads
examined in the continuous survey.
The commission received 12 peti- .
tions for review of cease and desist orders which went to the courts
and 10 of the decisions were favorable to FTC. Of the 10, one
petition was dismissed, five others
affii-med without change and four ti
affirmed with modification.
March 3, 1952
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FOR KWTO
Fire Brings Help Offers
KWTO Springfield, Mo., resumed
operation only six days after fire
gutted its transmitting plant [B»T,
Feb. 25] and Ralph D. Foster,
president-general manager, credits
the "marvelous cooperation of employes and fellow broadcasters."
A new RCA transmitter has been
ordered. Meanwhile, KWTO is
operating with a plant obtained
from the State of Missouri. Temporary building was begun the day
after the fire and a permanent
structure is planned soon.
Mr. Foster said it was heartening for so many broadcasters to
offer help. Among first to send
messages were Joe Hartenbower,
KCMO Kansas City, Mo.; Robert
Neathery, KWPM West Plains,
Mo.; Storm Whaley, KUOA Siloam
Springs, Ark.; Wayne Cribb,
KHMO Hannibal, Mo.; L. C. McKenny and Richard Hainline, KICK
Springfield, Mo., and Pearson Ward,
KTTS Springfield, Mo. KICK and
KTTS offered air facilities for
KWTO's use in addition to other
assistance.

KILA RETURNS TO AIR
After Flames Raze Station
KILA Hilo, Hawaii, returned to the
air Feb. 26, only 10 days after a
fire which destroyed everything
from transmitter to transcriptions,
leaving
intact. only the station's tower
Fin Hollinger, manager, InterIsland Network, gave credit for the
station's rapid return to the air
to John Sanders, Inter-Island Network chief engineer; John D. Keating, owner, and James Jaeger,
KILA manager.
Also of major assistance, said
Mr. Hollinger, was the neighborly
offer of an AM applicant, the
Windward Oahu Broadcasting Co.,
which helped out with a 1-kw transmitter on a 90-day rental basis,
and Hilo's CBS affiliate, KHBC,
which carried KILA's MBS programs without interruption during the 10-day period.

IVOR KENWAY FORMED
Sales Development Firm
FORMATION of Ivor Kenway Associates, new company to specialize
in sales development for manufacturers located in Connecticut and
Western Massachusetts, was announced by Mr. Kenway last week.
Mr. Kenway simultaneously announced his resignation from Grey
Adv. Agency, New York, to have
been effective last Saturday.
Prior to his association with Grey
Adv., he was a vice president of
ABC, and, before that, advertising
manager of Devoe & Raynolds
Paint Co.
Ivor Kenway Assoc. will maintain offices at 62 West Putnam
Ave., Greenwich, Conn.
Page 34
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WMAL-AM-FM-TV
Creates Separate Sales Staff
SEPARATION of sales staff at
WMAL-AM-FM-TV Washington,
with appointment of sales managers for radio and television, was
announced last Thursday by Kenneth H. Berkeley, general manager
of The Evening Star station.
Mr. Berkeley announced the appointment of William Decker and
George Griesbauer as sales manager of TV and radio, respectively.
Both will report to Ben B. Baylor
Jr., assistant general manager and
director of sales for WMAL-AMFM-TV. Mr. Griesbauer joins The
Evening Star radio outlet from the
sales department of WNBW (TV)
NBC Washington.
Mr. Decker will be assisted in
TV sales by Robert Livingston.
Serving under Mr. Griesbauer in
radio sales vdll be Charles Tappy
and Jack Neff. A similar split already has been effected for WMAL
radio and TV program operations.

SALARY
PAYMENTS
Advisory Panel Expands
INDUSTRY panel, named to advise
the Salary Stabilization Board in
its consideration of over-scale talent payments, has been increased
to include non-broadcasting interests which also deal with high salaried performers, producers and
directors, it was indicated in New
York last week after the expanded
group
day. held its first meeting MonNew members attending the
meeting were Adrian McCalman,
representing the Agents and Managers Guild, Irving Sulz of the National Society of Television Producers, August Nelson of the American Assn. of Advertising Agencies, Ed Wilson of J. Walter Thompson Co., and David Wood, assistant
to Joseph Cooper, SSB executive director.
Panel had previously been named
by SSB Chairman Justin Miller
[B«T, Feb. 11] to include representatives of NBC, CBS, ABC,
Du Mont, WGAL-TV Lancaster,
Pa., and WCAU-TV Philadelphia.
At their first meeting, these members sought a more representative
panel and suggested it include
agents, agencies and non-union
talent representatives [B»T, Feb.
18]. Clair McCollough, WGAL-TV,
who was absent from the first sesing. sion, attended last Monday's meetNext meeting of the group, at
which specific salary control suggestions will be considered, is
scheduled for New York, March 18.

Plan Movie

Version

CBS RADIO Correspondent Eric
Sevareid's account of a trek
through the Burma jungle in 1943,
after he and 19 other men bailed
out of a plane, will be the basis of
a motion picture which 20th Century-Fox Film Corp. plans to start
filming in November, it was announced last week. The group's
jungle march was reported by Mr.
Sevareid at the time via broadcasts picked up by a plane overhead and relayed to CBS Radio
and later was recounted in a chapter of his wartime book. Not So
Wild a Dream, which will provide
the basis of the motion picture
story to be called Naga Headhunters.

OFFENSIVE SHOWS
Rees Seeks Probe
A SECOND resolution calling for
a House select committee to investigate "offensive and undesirable
books and radio and television programs" has been introduced in the
lower chamber.
H Res 541, which would set up
a nine-man committee appointed by
the Speaker, was dropped in the
hopper last Wednesday by Rep.
Edward H. Rees (R-Kans).
It followed by a few weeks similar legislation introduced by Rep.
E. C.11].Gathings (D-Ark.) [B»T,
Feb.
Portion of bill dealing with
broadcast media points out the
probe would determine "the adequacy of existing law to eliminate
offensive and undesirable radio and
television programs and promote
higher standards for such proIt was referred to the House
Rules Committee.
grams. . . ."

Mar. 3-6: Institute of Radio Englneen,
national
Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel
and convention,
Grand Central
Palace, New
York.
Mar. 15: West Virginia Broadcasters,
Assn.
meeting,
Bluefield.
W. Va.West Virginian Hotel,
Mar. 17-18: Arkansas Broadcasters
Assn., annual spring meeting, MarioiJ
Hotel, Little Rock.
I
Mar. 17-20: National Premium Buyerj
19th annual
Exposition, Conrad HiltoiB
Hotel,
Chicago.
Mar. 19-21: Assn. of National Advertisers,
spring meeting.
stead,
Hot Springs,
Va. The HomeMar. 21-22: Third annual Advertising
Institute, Emory
and theGa.
Atlant«lI
Advertising
Club, U.Atlanta,
ALL PREVIOUS sales records for
Mar.
Broadcasting'
Corp.,21-22:
Board Canadian
of Governors
national spot business during FebCBC
headquarters,
Toronto. meeting.
ruary were broken last month at
6: Chicago
Internatioiul
WHIM Providence, R. I. Sales depart- Mar.
Trade22-April
Fair, Navy
Pier, Chicago.
ment reported extraordinary activity
Mar. 24-27:castersCanadian
Assn.Royal
of Broadin the automobile and appliance
fields.
annual meeting.
York
Hotel, Toronto.
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New Nielsen Subscribers
A. C. NIELSEN Co. Chicago, last
week reported five new subscribers
to its radio and TV index services.
They are Ford Foundation, for both
radio and TV ratings; ABC-TV
marketing service-WJZ-TV New
York, New York TV ratings;
Arthur Meyerhoff Agency, Chicago,
radio ratings, and Carter Products,
complete television index service.

ft

Have

you

seen

our

If he had told his story over WAVE,

ad

in this

issue?

he would probably have gotten

her — and 999 other impressions, too — for only 57 i!

People hear WAVE

radio in the kitchen, the bedroom, the automobile — -

in many places you can't see either television or
newspapers. Want complete statistics?
Facts above are from scientific, authoritative survey
made by Dr. Raymond A. Kemper (head of the
Psychological Services Center, University of Louisville)
in WAVE area, July, 1951. Copy on request.
5000

WATTS

NBC

WAVE
LOUISVILLE

Free & Peters, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives
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HOFFMAN

For ears that cuddle closer
And folks who can't toy "no tir". . .

PLAN

Requires Applicant Bond
A CONGRESSMAN-station owner
and operator is out to help the
"little fellow" in the broadcast
business. And Rep. Richard W.
Hoffman (R-Ill.), owner-operator
of WHFC WEHS (FM) Cicero,
111., is in a position to make his
proposal stick.
The legislator is a member of the
House Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee. That group is
currently approaching the stage
where it can clear for House action
the Senate-passed McFarland Bill
(S 658) [B»T, Feb. 25]. Measure
would re-align the procedures of
the FCC bymunicationsamending
the ComAct.

At the same time, it was learned
last week that the committee has
reached a tentative agreement to
Programs that really do you good;
hold daily sessions on the bill until
Pick a station thafs a honey
the measure is approved.
Rep.ment toHoffman's
the bill hasproposed
not comeamendup in
committee yet. But he assured
Broadcasting • Telecasting last
week it will.
This is what the amendment
would provide: Posting of bond
with FCC by an applicant for a
construction permit for frequency
already in use by a licensee. In
event the application is denied, dismissed or withdrawn, the applicant
And you'll make a lot more moneyl
In Greater Grand Rapids, ift WOOOl
would be required to pay all "reasonable expenses" including attorney and engineer fees incurred by
the licensee of that frequency.
Should the applicant contesting
the licensee prove he can do a
better job in the public interest, he
would not be required to pay costs
of the licensee. Procedure would
be similar to that of a court case
where the plaintiff incurs court
costs when he loses a suit but does
not pay costs when he wins a suit.
Is WOOD a real buy?
Rep. Hoffman explains that such
Call Katz and *•• whyl
a provision would help deplete
"99% of broadcaster complaints"
In Greater Grand Rapids . . ; the which Congressmen receive.
most ears are WOODpecked
♦ WOOD appeals to
KIEE ASSIGNMENT
Greater
Grand Rapids'
most diversified
audiAsked of FCC
ence
APPLICATION for assignment of
♦ Covers
Michigan's
est inland
market larg- license of KLEE Houston, Tex.,
♦ Gives you lowest cost from executors of the estate of the
late W. Albert Lee to Trinity
S per thousand
Corp (KLIF), Dallas
♦ Gives you best loeol Broadcasting
was filed last week with the FCC
programming and promotion
[B»T, Feb. 4].
Trinity (owned by Barton R.
♦ Is Greater Grand Rapids' only 5000 watt and Gordon McLendon, owners of
the Liberty Broadcasting System)
station
takes control of the station under
For the best earful in
a lease-option agreement if FCC
Greater Grand Rapids •••
approves sale. The McLendons also
own KELP El Paso.
Terms are a lease of $30,000 a
year for property rental with an
option to buy the station at the end
of five years for $110,000.
Assets of Trinity were listed as
5000 WATTS • NBC AFFILIATe
$188,035.72, with a surplus of $18,and WOOD-TV
515.77. Net income after taxes for
GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN
•
1951 were given as $22,519.54.
Alio WFOF — Flint, Mich., WEOA — Evoruville,
Executors of Mr. Lee's estate
Ind., WFMB ond WFMB-TV, Indionapolil, Ind.
are Mrs. Hallie Lee, Mrs. Mary
Nofionol Representatives
Koll Agency, 488 Modison Ave., New York, N.Y. Alice Rosenberg, Lester E. Rosenberg and Lowell C. Clark.
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NATIONAL NIELSEN RATINGS
TOP RADIO PROGRAMS
(Total
U.
Area, Homes
Including
Farm and S. Urban
and Small-Town,
including
Telephone and Non-Telephone Homes)
REGULAR WEEK, JANUARY 20-26, Rating
1952
NIELSEN-RATING*
Current
Current
Homes
Rank
Program
%
Evening,
Once-a-Week
(Average for all Programs) (7.4)
1 Jack Benny (CBS)
15.8
23 Amos
'n' Andy
Lux Radio
Theatre(CBS)
(CBS) 14.9
14.8
4 Charlie McCarthy Show (CBS) 13.1
5 People Are Funny (CBS) 13.0
6 Suspense (CBS)
12.0
7 Our Miss Brooks (CBS)
11.3
89 Arthur
Godfrey's
Scouts
(CBS)
10.9
Bob Hawk (CBS)
10.8
10 Fibber McGee & Molly (NBC) 10.7
Evening, Multi-Weekly
(Average for all Programs) (4.8)
1 Beulah (CBS)
7.6
.32 One
News Man's
of theFamily
World (NBC)
(NBC) 7.5
7.4
Weekday (Average for all Programs) (4.9)
. 1 Arthur Godfrey
(Liggett
Myers) (CBS)
2 Our
Gal,& Sunday
(CBS) 10.2
8.8
3 Arthur Godfrey (Nabisco) (CBS) 8.8
4 Romance of Helen Trent (CBS) 8.3
5 Arthur Godfrey (Pillsbury) (CBS) 8.1
6 Ma Perkins (CBS)
8.0
7 Aunt Jenny (CBS)
7.8
8 Big Sister (CBS)
7.8
9 Wendy Warren and the News (CBS) 7.7
10 Perry Mason (CBS)
7.3
Day, Sunday (Average for all Programs) (3.0)
1 True Detective Mysteries (MBS) 7.2
2 Shadow, The (MBS)
6.5
3 Martin Kane, Private Eye (NBC) 4.8
Day, (Average
Saturday for all Programs) (3.9)
1 Grand Central Station (CBS) 7.9
2 Theatre of Today (CBS)
7.8
3 It Happens Every Day (CBS) 7.2
(*) Homes reached during all or any part of
the program, except for homes listening
only 1 to 5 minutes. For 5-mtnute programs. Average Audience basis is used.
Copyright 1952 by A. C. Nielsen Co.

Tarzian Tells Chicago Group
RADIO 'BEST BUY'
RADIO is still the best buy costwise of any advertising medium
and its recent problems have been
caused by industry management
"not charging a fair price and not
This good
was the
assertion of Sarkes
giving
service."
Tarzian, owner of WTTS and
WTTV (TV) Bloomington, Ind.,
as he spoke Wednesday to members of the Chicago Radio Management Club and the Chicago Television Council.
Mr. Tarzian, decrying the
"Macy-Gimbel approach" of the
radio industry, asked management
to stop
deteriorating
radio's services and
making a short-sighted
policy.
"We shouldn't hand out bargains
and should start handing out the
services which no other medium
can give today. We would all be
better off," he said.
Contrasting results in his own
city of 30,000, he said the 5-kw
WTTS covers 15 counties and is
operated by 20 persons. The local
newspaper, he said, serves one
county and employs 80 persons.
In addition to the cost factor,
people listen to radio a "lot longer"
than they read the paper. He refuted charges of too much commercial time on the air, saying
total sponsored time averages
from 6 to 10%, contrasted with
more than 60% for papers.

ABC NAMES
TWO
McDaniel, McCarthy Promoted
ABC Radio appointments of William K. McDaniel as sales manager
for the Western Division and C. L.
McCarthy as manager of the network-owned KGO San Francisco
[B«T, Feb 25], were announced in
New York last week [see also ABC
Spot Sales appointment story, page
66].
Mr. McDaniel, whose appointment was to be effective Saturday,
has been assistant to the TV sales
manager of the network's Western
Division after joining ABC Hollywood in 1949. A graduate of DukU., he first became associated witli
broadcasting as an NBC page in
1939, joining Scripps-Howard Radio
shortly thereafter as a salesman.
Next associated with the sales department of KMPC Hollywood, ht
was in military service for five
years during World War II before
returning to that station in 1946
remaining there until he joined
ABC three years later.
Mr. McCarthy has been in broad !
casting since 1927 and is identifiec
by his network as one of the West
Coast's leading radio executives foj
over 20 years. He served as vic(
president and general manager oi
KQW (now KCBS) San Franciscc
for 15 years prior to the station's
purchase by CBS. The new man
ager of KGO, whose appointmen
is effective immediately, also servec
for a brief time on NBC's statioi
relations staff in New York.
COVINGTON OOTLETS
Three Transfers Sought
APPLICATIONS for the transfei
of the Covington radio station;
from the estate of G. W. (Bill)
Covington to his heirs is to h
filed today with the FCC, it wa;
announced by Hugh M. Smith
general manager of the three Ala
bama stations. Mr. Covington diet
1949].
in
Chicago in 1949 ([B»T, July 18
Stations are being transferred t(
three separate corporations, eacl
of which have the same officers
Oscar Covington, Montgomery am
Birmingham shoe merchant, presi
dent; Miss Clara Covington, vict
president; Hugh M. Smith, secre
tary-treasurer. Mr. Smith has pur
chased stock in the corporation
and will continue as general man
ager of the group.
The three stations are WCOV
AM-FM Montgomery, CBS affiliate
1240 kc with 250 w, to be owned b;
Capital Brodcasting Co.; WGW(
Selma, CBS affiliate on 1340 k
with 250 w, to be owned by Dalla:
Broadcasters Inc., and WGWI
Gadsden, LBS affiliate on 570 k
with 1 kw, daytime, to be owned b;
Etowah Broadcasters Inc. Tb
Montgomery station is also a
applicant for that city.
,
AIR FRANCE announces purchase o
more than a half-million dollars i
airborne radio equipment from Collin
Radio
Co. for
UHF navigation an^
instrument
landing.
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WHO
THE

HAS
SCRAP?

1. STEEL MILLS ARE GROWING SO FAST
they will need many millions of extra
tons of scrap this year. There are
more than 250 companies in the steel
industry and practically all of them
are expanding. A plentiful supply of
steel is important to everybody. Steel
for fighting can save lives . . . Steel for
living can mean more homes and
home appliances, cars and hundreds
of other products that help us live
better. Here's how to find scrap:

2. IN SHOPS AND FACTORIES there are
millions of tons of obsolete machinery,
equipment and structures. In this picture an old lathe is being broken up for
scrap. Motor will be salvaged . . . Remebr•— any machine or structure
that hasn't paid its way for a year
probably should be scrapped.
3. FARM OWNERS , alone, could snow us
under with old steel. In every county,
on nearly every farm, old machinery
stands useless . . . Cash and a great
service to your country are the rewards
for selling farm scrap.

4. COUNTIES AND STATES hoard old bridges (the
one left spans Brandywine Creek), road machinery, street car tracks and other rusting junk. Now
is the time to cut red tape and sell old steel to
make new. Ask your county, town or state officials to start a scrap hunt.
5. HOW YOU CAN HELP: If you work in a shop,
a factory or on a farm, please help the steel
industry increase its scrap supply. Expert advice on best ways of locating and salvaging
industrial, farm and government scrap is available from representatives of the Steel Industry Scrap Mobilization Committee located
throughout the country. Send for interesting
description of the national scrap-hunt. Write
to American Iron and Steel Institute, 350 Fifth
Avenue, New York 1, New York and ask for
reprint from Steelways Magazine titled,
"Clearing the Industrial Attic". . . Factual, excellent for schools and discussion groups as
well as industrial use.
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REGIONAL
Advertisement

From
A'

where
Joe

Marsh

It's Slim's
For

An

"Honest"

Meal

Slim trusts them to pay for as much
as they eat — you simply tell Sally, his
cashier, the amount of your bill. It
works, too. Take the other day when
Buck Harris went and told Sally his
bill was 35^.
Now I was right there with Buck
and I knew all he had was coffee and
pie which comes to a quarter. "How
come thirty-five cents?" I asked Buck.
"Had an extra cup of java the other
day, Joe, and forgot all about it— 'til
now," he says.
From where I sit, most people are
basically honest — and that goes for
their opinions, too, even though they
may be different than our own. I like
a glass of beer with my dinner; you
may prefer something else . . . but we
all ought to be allowed to "figure it
ouf ourselves.

Copyright, 1952, United States Brewers Foundation
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Wyo. Network Formed
WILLIAM GROVE, president and
general manager of KFBC Cheyenne, Wyo., has announced the formation of the Wyoming Cowboy
Network, a new seven-station
regional network assuring low-cost
almost complete radio coverage for
Wyoming. Stations are: KFBC
Cheyenne, KRAL Rawlins, KGOS
Torrington, KWRL R i v er t o n,
KWOR Worland,
I ^
(Sii--- -

D
.,
Wyoney, and b.KSI
d
e
i
S
N
All
stations are ABC

I
^,
k^y^-^K*!

affiliates.
Joseph Hershey
McGillvra
will representInc.
the

Stafion Saves Day
ARMY

brass paid its respects to radio in Henderson,
Ky., after WSON there came
to the aid of the 101st Airborne Division stationed at
Camp Breckenridge. The
Army called for hurried assistance in locating a box of
poisonous insscticide which
dropped off an Army truck.
Max Cockley of WSON aired
the announcement immediately and within an hour the
box was found. Maj. Gen.
Ray E. Porter, commander at
the post, expressed his gratitude to themanner
station in"forwhich
the
excellent
this
emergency
handled,"
adding
that hewascould
only
hazard a guess as to what
might have happened if the
poisonous grain had been
mistaken for feed and given
to livestock.

F 1 y n n ofFrank
the
network.
KFBC staff will
serve
as sales
manager of the new group. According to Mr. Flynn, the network
EXECUTIVES
CLUB
will enable advertisers to reach
Officers Are Announced
a rich and untapped market in the
ll
coverage area economically and
, a
HOLLYWOOD
Executives Club,
as one complete package buy.
ody
C
limiting membership to 55 from
Another advantage the new I
recording and advertisgroup claims, Mr. Flynn stated, D
is radio,ingTV,
agencies and recently organO
"since all stations in the group
ized, will hold its first semi-monthly
K are
ABC line-connected,
IWyoming
meeting at the Vine St. Brown
Cowboy Network spot and program
availabilities are uniform and are Derby next Thursday noon.
John K. West, NBC Western Dicleared for the same time with the
vision vice president, is club presisame adjacencies over the entire
dent. Willet H. Brown, president
of Don Lee Broadcasting System;
net and are fed out of Cheyenne."
Cost of a one minute or chainbreak announcement over the entire Glenn Wallichs, president of Capitol Records Inc., and Neil Reagan,
seven station hookup starts at $12
Hollywood manager of McCannfor daytime and $18 for nighttime
Erickson Inc. are vice presidents.
announcements, less frequency disother officers include George Hussey
counts.
head of agency bearing his name
secretary; Cy Pearson, manager, Hollywood branch, California Bank, treasurer; Martin Gang, partner in law firn:
of Gang, Kopp & Tyre, counsel, anc
Jack Hellman, Variety, historian.
STAY ORDER DENIED
Board of directors include Harry S
Ackerman, CBS-TV Hollywood vice
Court Refuses WMEX Request
president inWaltercharge
network
proBunker,of vice
president
STAY ORDER, requested by Young &grams;Rubicam;
Sam
Fuller,
NBCnetwork producer; Tom McCray
WMEX Boston against FCC pro- TV
NBC Western Division director of radic
network
operations;
Hal Maag,
westgram test authority to WHIL Medern division
vice president,
RCA Victor
ford, Mass., was refused by the
Harry
Maizlish,
president-general
manager, KFWB; Frank Mullen, Henrj
U. S. Court of Appeals in Washington Feb. 21. The Court said it Ginsberg sultants;
andEd Nassour,
Sidney Strotz,
TV
convice president
found that no "irreparable injury" Nassour Productions; William Phillip
director, ABC Western Divisior
was being done to the Boston sta- son,
operations; Robert O. Reynolds, vict
tion by the continuance of WHIL
president and general manager, KMPC
transmissions.
Joe Rines, TV producer; Fran!
Samuels,
manager,
The Court also ordered that ment,
William
Morrisradio-TV
Agency; depart
Rober
Wolfe, vice president Kenyon &
briefs arguing for an injunction be D.
Eckhardt.
filed with it by March 10. Oral arFunction of club is exchange oJ;
gument will be set after that.
ideas
and information by leader: j
Court action last week was out- of membership
industries.
growth of the complaint by WMEX
on 1510 kc with 5 kw that the 25
mv/ra contour of WHIL on 1540
kc with 250 w daytime overlaps its FM Station Expands
25 mv/m contour and thus is conNEW program schedule was begui
trary to the FCC rule prohibiting
such overlap when stations are less March 1 by WOOD (FM) Rich
than 40 kc apart. The conflict was
mond, Va., the city's original FA
argued before the FCC en banc
station. Full day of broadcastinj
two weeks ago with WHIL averwill feature music, sports and serv
ring that no overlap has occurred.
ice programs. Complete new stai
The Commission refused WMEX's
has been employed by the static;
petition for revocation of the prowhich will devote a large part oj
gram authority and for a hearing
the daily schedule to educations '
on WHIL's application for a license
[At Deadline, Feb. 18].
programs.
i
BROADCASTING
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Mr. Flynn

Most people thought Slim Benson
would probably go broke when he first
started his system of letting customers
figure out their own checks over at his
big diner on the highway.
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I sit

GROUP

ELECTED!

Again

this

year

WJBK

Key

Station

DETROIT

BASEBALL

NATIONAL

TIGERS

NETWORK

WJBK-DETROIT
Tops in News — Music — Sports
^^^F
SALES HEADQUARTERS: 488 MADISON
AVENUE, NEW YORK 22, ELDORADO

5-2455

Represented Nationolly by THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
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THIS

AD

IS

with an expanding

And if you're an advertiser with something
to sell the public . . an advertising agency
executive

whose

job is to help your clients

do that selling . . or the owner

or manager

of a radio or television station doing busi-

economy

never traveled before,
know CAN hurt you!

following paths

what

you

DON^T

There's an awful lot to know, too — about
media trends and ratio of expenditures by

ness with advertisers and agencies — well,
that one person automatically becomes
YOU!

the biggest advertisers in recent years, about

Why?

there's a great deal to be forecast with an

Because

this ad concerns

certain fundamental
in any

of those

WHAT'S
Those

itself with a

that endangers

three

big,

imposing

ever, will attempt

to answer

WHAT'S

bled on the changing

questions.
how-

Even

around

can be as important

meeting

table

it meets — and far more

valu-

that help answer
are

covers

1952

trends

Is television over-priced
under-priced

in media

?

>

continue

What

the top 100

are the trends among

advertisers on their allocation of budgets
to various media?

to

expected to play in it?

and magazine

Can the nation support large numbers

of

seriously impairing

Do

effect has TV

had

on

results show

that some

products

are

better suited to radio than TV advertising ?
What

What

have on set manufacturing?

do the best-qualified leaders in ad-

newspaper

linage?

present radio facilities?
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Is radio

of all media

What

stations without

today?

Will there be a realignment
rates soon?

expand, and what part can advertising be

TV

•

economy

us is interest-

of BROAD-

appropriations?
Will the national

every

say about the future?

CASTING-TELECASTING you'll find facts
such basic questions as —

the

man,

vertising, marketing, radio and television

to any

as the conference

able. Between the two

the kind

EVERYBODY

31 issue of BROADCASTING-

which

What

FOR

II.

wants and needs for intelli-

is vital!

plans board

#

of forecasts every advertising

ing. But what's ahead

HERE

War

them

ment by top advertisers during the fast-mov-

TELECASTING

#

its findings and develop from

station operator

facts yet assem-

a

valuable, this issue will analyze

behind

This March

#

more

gent planning. What's

ARE

sig-

HAPPEN?

invest-

ANSWERS

#

TO

ing years since the end of World

them — for you

picture of media

on other media,

nificance ofspot and local radio gains. Also,

GOING

— in a Review & Preview Issue to be published on March 31, an issue presenting the
most authoritative, complete

results, effects of TV

accuracy that will give today's decisions
fighting chance of being right tomorrow.

categories. Today,

HAPPENED?

are

anyone

BROADCASTING^TELECASTING,
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DIRECTED

influence

will defense
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AT

These

JUST

(and many

more)

ONE

PERSON

are typical of the puzzlers that

hundreds of plans boards all over America will be trying to think through during the year ahead. The Review
& Preview Issue of BROADCASTING-TELECASTING

TYPICAL..
of the highlight features to
appear in the March 31
issue of BROADCASTINGTELECASTING are these:

can help make their task far easier because of the essential facts it has uniquely gathered together.
FACTS

THAT

ARE

VITAL

TO

YOU,

TOO

Comparison of advertising
expenditures in all media
since World War II.

Whether you're an advertiser, agency man, or station
operator — the contents of the March 31 issue demand
your attention because of their practical usefulness.
And

it takes no particular prophet

such an issue will be kept, thumbed

through, read and

re-read by advertising's decision-makers
study of the material it contains.
If you are the owner

or manager

tion anywhere in America,

How the hundred leading
advertisers have distributed
their expenditures among
the various media from
1946 through 1951.

to point out that

for the fullest

of a radio or TV

sta-

that holds considerable

sig-

Trends in spot radio and television over the past three
years, illustrated with charts
and graphs.

nificance for you. This issue of BROADCASTINGTELECASTING would be an excellent place to tell your
story as well . . to run your station's message, directed
just as accurately as the March 31 issue itself will be, to

Trends in local radio and
television over the past three

the attention of advertisers and agencies planning now
what they'll do in the future.

years.
NOT

MUCH

TIME

LEFT

(There's a big bonus with this issue, incidentally. It
will be published on the opening day of the 1952

BROAD

NARTB Convention in Chicago (March 31-April 3) —
thus commanding the additional attention of everyone
at the Convention

deadline

for all advertising is March

the importance

of this Review

BROADCASTING-TELECASTING,

&

17. Despite

Preview

important

Issue of

there is no increase

in rates. If you want your station represented
and whenever

E>^C#A

I N

G

STING

as well as every advertiser and agency

executive who has his eye on the events of this year's
NARTB Convention schedule.)
The

TEL

C^^T

wherever

advertisers are making

plans

Executive Headquarters
870

NATIONAL PRESS BUILDING
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Telephone: Metropolitan 1022

New York, N. Y.
488 Madison Avenue

Chicago, III.
360 N. Michigan Avenue

Telephone: Plaza 5-8355

— today (and not tomorrow) is the time to send us your
space reservation. Wire or phone our nearest office if

Hollywood, Cal.
Taft Building

Telephone: Central 6-4115
Toronto, Ont.
417 Harbour Commission

you prefer. But — just don't wait until it's too late!

Telephone: Hempstead 8181

Telephone: Elgin 0775
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1
Coy, Time to Buy KOB?
(Continued fro m page 25)
that any transaction evolved will
formal application for voluntary
make provision for retention of
assignment is filed with the FCC.
Time Inc. is represented by Cra- these key executives and of staff.
Consummation of this sale, it is
vath, Swaine & Moore, New York
believed, would commit 100 of
law firm, with Philip G. Loucks,
Washington attorney, representing
former Chairman Coy's time to the
both Time Inc., and Mr. Coy in the Time Inc. organization. The comKOB negotiations. Legal counsel
pany aspires to acquire additional
TV properties and possibly also
for Mr. Pepperday is W. Theodore
Pierson of the Washington law
radio properties, either through
firm of Pierson & Ball. F. Clevepurchase or through direct applicaland Hedrick, tax expert of the tion.
Pierson firm, has recently returned
Because Mr. Coy is a vigorous
from Albuquerque where financial
advocate of UHF, it would not
aspects of the transaction were de- surprise observers to see the corpoveloped. The corporation, it is
ration file applications for UHF
understood, has a substantial
stations in a number of markets —
amount of funds in quick assets
not necessarily in basic areas. Mr.
and the net transaction might be Coy repeatedly has stated that he
in the neighborhood of $500,000 to feels eventually the primary TV
$600,000.
service on a nationwide basis will
be provided by UHF rather than
Meyerson Is Manager
VHF.
KOB is managed by J. I. Meyerson, former sales and promotion
Two years ago Mr. Coy advocated desertion of the VHF band
manager of the Oklahoma Publishat
some
future date, at which time
ing Co. and its radio-TV properties.
there would be a complete shift to
KOB-TV is headed by Mr. Pepperday, with George S. Johnson as UHF. His fellow commissioners,
however, did not support this view
commercial manager, chief engineer
and film buyer. It is understood
and it received virtually no en-

In

HANNIBALAND

THEY

to

have

money

spend!
H^Y*Hn^\.^HTi -the large 41 county
area surrounding Hannibal, Mo.,
Quincy, III., and Keokuk, Iowa.

The population of the rich Hannibaland area is mostly
rural. These are the folks who have the money to spend
to buy your products. To sell 'em use the station they
listen to most— KHMO.
KHMO reaches and sells the buying power of the
240,470 radio families who live in this large, 41 county
area.
Make your selling job easy in the middle-west in
Hannibaland — buy KHMO. Write, wire or phone
KHMO or Pearson today for availabilities.

EHMO
5000 watts day
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Representative
John E. Pearson Company
•
Mutual Network
Hannibal, Missouri
1000 watts at night

dorsement from industry ranks on
the ground that both public and
broadcaster investment in VHF was
too well entrenched to warrant a
possible economic upheaval.
Mr. Coy also has in mind ultimate acquisition of a newspaper
property, with or without broadcast adjuncts, in his home state of
Indiana. His efforts to buy an interest in the Lafayette (Ind.)
Journal & Courier [B®T, Feb. 25]
thus far have been unavailing. It
is understood that he has other
possible "leads" in Indiana.
It's Chm. Walker
(Continued from page 25)
light of federal service retirement
provisions.
In 1948 salaries of members of
the FCC were increased from $10,000 to $15,000 per annum. By completing three years at $15,000, his
retirement will be based on an average of $13,000 per year for the
five-year maximum salary bracket
on which such retirements are
based. His retirement pay thus
would be somewhat higher than it
was a year ago, when he first
reached eligibility. It should run
in the neighborhood of $3,500 per
year by November.
The new chairman has been an
expert in common carrier matters
rather than broadcast. He originally came to the FCC from the
Oklahoma State Corporation Commission and was the acknowledged
expert
on
telephone regulatory matters.
But he has rubbed elbows with
broadcast operations over the years
and has a working knowledge of
regulatory phases of that part of
the Commission's activity which
has consumed perhaps 90% of its
time.
Speculation Was Rife
Even with the Walker appointment, there was considerable speculation as to who ultimately would
succeed him as chairman. That, of
course, will depend upon the outcome of the November elections.
A Republican victory would inevitably result in a change in chairmanship, whether or not Mr.
Walker elected to remain until his
term expires in June 1953.
A Taft victory, it is presumed,
would mean the appointment of
Robert F. Jones, a native of Ohio,
and a 10-year veteran in Congress
prior to his appointment to the
FCC in 1947.
Other mission
Republicans
on the
Comare Comr. Rosel
H. Hyde,
whose present term expires next
June but whose renomination is
confidently expected with both Republican and Democratic support,
and George E. Sterling, of Maine,
whose term runs until 1957.
Return of the Truman administration (should he choose to run)
would
bring
a number of possibilities.

WLW
Anniversary
WLW Cincinnati observed its 30th
year of service and companion
WLWT (TV) its fourth anniversary last Saturday at special broadcasts which touched off a monthlong celebration [B«T, Feb. 25].
Messages already have been received from the governors of Ohio,
Kentucky and Indiana.
dent and practicing Washington
attorney; Philip G. Loucks, former
NAB managing director and Washington attorney; Telford Taylor,
former FCC general counsel, now
director of Small Defense Plants
Administration ; NARTB Board
Chairman and General Counsel
Justin Miller, and former Sen.
Frank Graham of North Carolina.
Prior to the
President'sother
announcements last Thursday,
names crept into speculation. These
included Capt. John Cross of the
State Dept. Telecommunications
Division, which has been identified
with NARBA negotiations, and
Thomas J. Lynch, general counsel
of the Treasury Dept.
Supported by Rayburn
Mr. Bartley, supported by
Speaker Rayburn for vacancies on
the FCC during the past several
years, almost made it last fall as
successor to Comr. Frieda B. Hennock, who had been nominated by
the President for a federal district
judgeship in New York. When the
Senate recessed without confirming
her, however, Miss Hennock asked
that her nomination be withdrawn
and advised the President she
would not accept a recess appointment.
Mr. Bartley, it was learned, con^
ferred with the President Wednesday afteroon, entering and leaving
the White House unseen. He made
no comment and expressed surprise
that anyone knew of his visit.
Mr. Bartley (see sketch page 24)
is regarded as a middle-of-the-road
Democrat. Although a native of
Texas, he has lived in the East
most of his adult life. He is no
stranger to communications or to
broadcasting. His acquaintance
with Chairman Walker goes back
to creation of the FCC in 1934,
when Mr. Bartley, then a stripling
of 25, became the first director of
the then existing telegraph divi^
sion.
In 1937, when Frank R. McNinch
became chairman, the division system of operation was abolished and
the directorships with them. Mr.
Bartley thereafter became secretary and then vice president of the
Yankee Network. He remained
there until 1943, when he joined
the NAB staff as director of war
activities, leaving in 1947 after
serving as head of the FM Dept.
He has been through the FCC
mill, having been the principal applicant for a station in Houston,
The successful applicant was the
late W. Albert Lee.

Known to have been mentioned
in the White House conversations
at the time of Mr. Coy's resignation were such figures as J. Leonard
DIRECTORS of WJR Detroit have
Reinsch, managing director of the voted dividend of 10c per share to be
Cox radio and television stations;
paid March 11 to shareholders of
Neville Miller, former NAB presi- record at close of business March 4.
BROADCASTING
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"No

mud

our

on

Pulpit !

"No . . . not in our little church!

"But something the Pastor said reminded me
of a service I'll never forget. Later, Helen told
me I'd said 'Mud!' out loud. That's why she
dug me in the ribs and said 'John, tvake up!'
""I guess I was wool-gathering. I was back overseas, listening to a Chaplain who'd found a
spot of beauty in a grove of trees for his
services . . . right smack in the middle of a
made a church-like
war! The green branchesthrough
the branches
arch. The sun filtered
like through our church windows.
"The Chaplain's pulpit? Just the hood of a
homely Army Jeep . . . splattered ivith mud.
No organ music . . . just the booming of big
guns far off. No pews, either . . . just mud to
sit in. But I felt just as close to God then as
I did last Sunday in our Maple Street Church.

1^

IF.
11

Where men of the cloth are jailed. Where
churches are closed or burned. And where
God is disowned. I gave thanks that here we
respect all churches.
"Freedom of worship is ene of our precious
rights. Other Freedoms include our right to
vote as we please . . . and without anyone
knowing whom we vote for. To get rip-roaring mad when we see our taxes wasted by
wild spending . . . and when we read about
charges of corruption against public officials.
To choose our own jobs, like I did when I
applied for one at Republic. To own our own
homes. To drive our own car across state lines
with nobody to push a gate down in our faces.
"I said an extra prayer last Sunday: M-ay our
Reverend Johnsons, Father Kellys and Rabbi
Cohens always ha ve that sacred Freed oni to preach
their gospel from unmuddied pulpits. Amen."
REPUBLIC

STEEL

Republic Building • Cleveland 1,Ohio

Republic BECAME strong in a strong and
free America. Republic can REMAIN
strong only in an America that remains
strong and free ... an America whose aircraft streak to all corners of the free world on
missions of commerce, mercy and peace. Through
the Aircraft Industry, too. Republic serves
America. Republic furnaces and mills produce
aircraft-quality steels . . . steels for the tools to
shape the parts . . . steels for the instruments
that guide the way . . . for sheltering hangars . . .
for the reinforcing that makes safer runways.
Republic is proud of the part it plays in supplying so much of the ground-based production
power that keeps America powerful aloft.
This message is one oj a series appearing in national
magazines, and in newspapers in communities where
Republic mills, mines and offices are located. For a
full cast,
colorwrite reprint,
permission
broadcast 1or, Ohio.
teleDept. M, orRepublic
Steel,to Cleveland

I
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1952

Only ONE

Station

DOMINATES
This

Rich,

Growing

15-COUNTY
MARKET
With
1950

Farm

Income

of

$98,695,000*
*Sales Management, 1951
Survey

of Buying Power
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ADDENDA

Reeser, central sales rep. .
( Chicago ) ; Robert Fender,
southwestern
rep. mgr.,
(Dal- ■
las), Walter R.sales
Seifert,
sales service: Donald D. Axt,
mgr., commercial research.
Services: Thesaurus (musical program service); RCA
Syndicated
(recordedPrograms
dramatic, variety,
musical shows).
4-3530.
Studio & Regional Offices;
Chicago 11—445 N. Lake
Shore Dr.; Tel.: Whitehall

CHANGES and additions received after the 1952 Broadcasting Yearbook went to press are included in the following list which will also serve
to correct some eri'ors made in compiling the vast volume. For convenience, the information is arranged numerically by YEARBOOK page number. Personnel abbreviations may
be found on page 6 in the 1952 Page 222— WAND Canton, Ohio, insert
Hollywood 38 — 1016 N.
Broadcasting Yearbook.
McGillvra asresentanational
repSycamore
tive; P. C. Wilson,
side 5171. Ave.; Tel.: HillPage 40 — Under Jos. A. Hardy & Co.
p & cm, James Wilson, grn,
Atlanta 3—522 Forsythe
Jim
Russell,
pd
&
sd,
Phil
Ltd., add listing of CKNB
Bldg.;
Walnut McKirmey
5948.
Flad, pmm, Rudy Cehak, ce;
DallasTel.:
— 1907
i
Campbellton, N. B.
Page 68— WFMH
L-W
and
Thes.
as
transcripCullman, Ala., B. C.
Ave.;
Tel.:
Riverside
1371.
tion
library;
GE
as
transEddins is partner as well as
mitter make.
Page 354 — Geyer, Newell & Ganger
mgr. John Delano, cm;
Inc.,
A. C. DePierro
Page 232— KWHW
Altus,
Okla., delete
connection
with the has
Radiono
Kathy
Martin,
wd;
Raytheon
name
of
Roy Judge.
transmitter.
Page
Dept., isdlingmedia
director,media.
hanPage 256— WUSN
Charleston,
C,
only printed
68— Change WULA Eufaula,
correct spelling
of g S.
& cm,
Listing of Radio
Dept. should
Ala., staf¥ to read: E. B.
J. Drayton Hastie.
be: F. A. Long, director of
Fussell,
gm; Hugh G. Chasradio and TV; George J.
Lenoir City, Tenn.,
lis.
tian, ce. Delete Lee S. Bul- Page 263— WLIL
Phillip C. Melone, sm & ce;
Zachary, associate director
delete Otis Parker.
of Radio and TV; Elizabeth
Page 79— KARK Little Rock, Ark., Page 266— Add; WSOK Nashville, 1 kw,
Powell,
timebuyer; William
change
power
to
5
kw-D,
5
1470 kc, established in 1951,
Franchey, copy chief; Paul
kw-N
Martin, art director; Arthur
tenna. with directional anNashvillecensee,Bcstg.
Co.
Inc.,
liJ. Daly and Herbert Horton,
419 Fourth Ave. N.,
executive producers.
Page 82— KBMX Coalinga, Calif., deTel. 42-7943. H. Cal Young
lete John H. Thatcher. CorRadio Div.Accounts:
Nash •
Jr.,
p
&
gm;
Norman
Motors
and Kelvinator
rect
personnel
listings
should
Stewart,
cm
&
pmm;
Larry
read: Rea B. Bowman &
Dean Faulkner, pd; Charles
Div.
of
Nash
Kelvinator
'
Benjamin
M. Bowman,
Gordon, sd; Arthur Viaches,
Corp.; Embassy Cigarettes ?
Rea B. Bowman,
gm; co-o;
Faye
ce.
Collins
equipment.
INS.
(P.
Lorillard
Co.),
ConM. Bowman, pd, slm, wd;
tinental Oil Chemical
Co.. Co.,
U. S.Zippo
Industrial
Page 282— KECK
Odessa,
Tex.,replacing
George
Alexjandro Medina, Spanish
Cerboskas
is ce,
Manufacturing Co., United
pd, slm, and D. I. Daniels,
Ray A. Worsham Jr.
ce.
Mills.
Aircraft Corp., and Chicopee
Page 290— WKEY rectCovington,
Va., corPage 113— WJNO West Palm Beach,
year of estabhshment
Page 360— Olian Adv.. add Chicago
should read 1941.
Fla.,
J. replaces
Stanley S.O'Neill,
vp
& gm,Warren
P. Willis.
office, 35 E. Wacker Dr., ChiAdd
Spencer,
ce.
Page 298— KMO ardTacoma,
Wash.,
Richcago, 1. Tel: State 2-3381. j
Weeks
is
pd
replacing
Kay
Page 116— WGIGvise Brunswick,
Ga.,Fred
reand Kennelly,
timebuyer. media director
Ted Knightlinger.
personnel to read:
Page 303— WGEZ Beloit, Wis., change Page 365 — Insert:
Smith, p; Hugh K. ToUison,
Jackson &William
Delaney, Warren,
45 W. 'j
evp & gm; John Lane, cm;
power to 100 w (250 w ap45th St., New York, 19. Tel.:
John Harmon,
pd
&
sd;
Herplied
for).
man Lange, ce; Marvin
Judson 6-0350. Harry Solow
Page 326— Add: CKVM Ville-Marie, 1
Massey, nd, and Caroline
Jr., radio director; Stevens.
kw, 710 kc. O&O Inc.,
by RadioStuckey, traffic m. Add
Temiscamingue
P. O.
P. Jackson, TV director;
brary.
William
Solow, Jack Wilson,
Box
40,
Ville-Marie,
Que.
Capitol as transcription liAffiliated with Radio Groupe
Conrad
Mikorenda,
Jack :
Trans-Quebec.
Represented
Bucholtz,
Harry Solow Jr.
Page 123— WROY
Carmi,
change
staff to read
Dick111.,
Berry,
pd;
and
Mr.
Jackson,
account
by Jos. A. Hardy & Co. Ltd..
executives.
Garnet Williams, slm., Guy
Montreal,
ToRadio Accounts: Sachs
ronto, andQuebec
Adam J.andYoung
Parish.
Studios. mgr., Fairfield
Jr. Inc., New York and ChiQuality
Warren
cago.
Library
service,
UTS.
Page 128— WLEY (FM) Elmwood Park,
nolly.Stores,
Ritzand
-Thrift
Shop.ofConRelaxacizor
Linens
the !I
111.. ing
JimJamesWeiss
is ce replac- Page 326— Add; CKLD Thetford-Mines,
Week,
all
of
New
York.
:
P. Rodgers.
250 w 1230 kc. O&O by RaTelevision Accounts; See^
Page 129— WKAI Macomb, 111., delete
dio Thetford Ltee, BouleTelecasting
Yearbook.
LBS. Revise personnel to
vard Labbe, Thetford-Mines,
read William E. Schons. p &
directory
Co. Megantic, P. Q. Affiliated Page 444 — Insert
Canadianunder
Stations
by Callof
with CBC and Radio Groupe
gm; Gene Spry, sm & pd,
Letters
the
listing
of
Gene Larsen, cm.
Trans-Quebec. Represented
Thetford-Mines. Que. CKLD
by Joseph A. Hardy & Co.
Page 130— WCMY
Ottawa,
Ltd., Montreal, Quebec and Page 459— Under Office of the Chief
H. Holden,
cm 111., add Jere
Toronto, and by Adam J.
Engineer, FCC, add Albert L.
Page 130— WMBD
Peoria, Hult,
change
staff
Young Jr. Inc.. New York
to read Marvin
regional
Kreis to Coordinating Enand Chicago. Henri Lagueux,
slm.; Hal Phillips, retail slm;
gineers.should
AssistantbeChief
Engm; Gaston Bilocq. prod. ce.
gineer
spelled
Robert Riley, pmm.
Library service: UTS.
John
A.
Willoughby.
SecrePage 131— bana,
WKID 111.,
and insert
WKID-FM
tary to Virgil R. Simpson
Transcription ServJoseph UrR. Page 343 — Insert
ices:
should read Mary E. Nails.
Swingle as ce.
RCA Victor Div. (RCA
Holaday.
Change misspelling
CoVictor Record Dept.) 630
ordinating Engineer of
Donald
Page 140 — KXIC rectIowa
spelUng City,
of gmIowa,
& ndcor-is
Fifth Ave., New York 20;
Gene Claussen; Kenneth M.
Tel.; Judson 2-5011; Paul A. Page 470 — After FCB Member listing of
Barkmeier, vice president
Bailey replaces Herb Olson
Guilford Jameson, insert
and
general manager.
as
pd;
delete
Tom
Pettit
as
sd.
firm son,
name.
RCA Victor Custom Record
Walker Smith
Bldg., &734Jame15th
Sales Div.: James P. Davis,
Page 148— WLEX Lexington, Ky., add
St. N. W., Washington.
manager;
Herbert
H.
Wood,
Forjoe tive;
& Co.,
as
representaPage
471
—
Delete
extra
listing
under
revise personnel to
artist ager;
andBennettrepertoire
FCB Members the name of
read: J. D. Gay Jr., p; H. G.
S. Rosner, manadv.
William Montgomery Smith,
and
prom,
manager.
Bell,
secy.-treas.;
J.
L.
which
appears
twice.
Brownell Sr., gm; Jim
Custom
Record
Sales
SecWilliam
P. Smith,
of Insert
Smith
tion: James P. Davis, acting
Brownell,
pd,
and
Wallace
&
Jameson,
Walker
Bldg., ,
Roach, ce.
manager;
A.
E.
Hindle,
Chi734 15th St, N. W., Washingcago
manager;
Richard
C.
Page 154 — KENT Shreveport, La., MichBucholz,
manael A. Roppolo is pd, replacPage 481 — ton.
Insert in regional networks:
ager; Hollywood
Richard E. Bylandt,
ing Joe Monroe.
N. Y. manager orders &
WESTERN
SLOPE KFXJ
NETWORK — Comprising
service;
Ralph
C.
Williams,
Page 173— WCAR Pontiac, Mich., H. Y.
N. Y. sales rep. (phonograph
Grand Junction; KGLN
Levinson is p as well as gm.
Glenwood Springs and KIUP.
Add; Wayne N. Cook, vp &
records); Majorie B. Tahatech.
d;
(Mrs.)
Clara
McDurango,
all Colorado. All
ney,
N.
Y.
sales
rep.
(slideGrath, exec, secy.; Frank F.
film); James R. Cunnison.
MBS affiliates. CombinaFirnschild, pd, and (Mrs.)
N.
Y.
sales
rep.
(transcription
rates
available. The
Nations); Geoffrey B. Bennett,
Clo Pipe, natl. sis. d. RCA
tional Representative:
transmitter.
Chicago sales rep.
Hal
Holman
Co.,
New
YorkServices; Recording, proChicago.
Business
office:
Page 175— KMHL Marshall, Minn.,
Grand
Junction.
Personnel:
cessing, pressing of all types
change network affiliation
to ABC-MBS.
of phonographscriptions,
records,
tranRex Howell,
general manslidefilms
and
ager, and Station
E. Anson
Thomas,Managers
KFXJ;
Page 182— KFAL
revise
promotion records;
shipping
personnelFulton,
to readMo.,
Orpha
G.
and
handling.
Jerry
Fitch,KIUP.
KGLN, and
Nickles, wd; L. Reed Holt,
Pat
O'Brien,
RCA
Recorded
Program
sis m; James A. Newman,
Services: A. B, Sambrook,
Sloai
asst. pd; Forrest M. Wallace,
Awards: Alfred
In additionP.to being
sales manager; William F. Page 490 — Insert
sup.
sd, and J. J. Patterson, tech.
Generalman, Mr.Motors
chairReilly,agercentral
(Chicago); sales
Williamman-C.
Sloan board
is president
Page 184— KRES sertSt.Warren
Joseph,
Mo,,
inGartland,
western
sales
manof
the
Alfred
P.
Sloan
FounStout
as
local
ager (Hollywood); George
sm.
dation. Also,
National
SafeField, northeastern sales rep.
Council
should
be
Page 188— KFBB
Great
Falls,
Mont.,
as tyadministrator
of listed
the
(New
York);
Gilcorrect spelling of gm is J. P.
lespie, Henry
southeasternA. sales
awards,
instead
of Automorep.
(Atlanta);
Gregory
tive
Safety
Foundation.
Wilkins.BROADCASTING
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Westinghouse
CONSUMER

PROFESSIONAL or amateur, they're
iradio men. These broadcast execuitives got together atop 1,500-ft. Mt.
Tom in western Massachusetts to
take part in the 1952 International
DX contest of amateur radio stations. "Hams" by hobby, the three
(I to r)— Dick Dorrance, MBS director
«f public relations and press information; Bill Leonard, m. c. of This is
New York on WCBS New York, and
Charles N. DeRose, WHYN-AM-FM
Holyoke, Mass., general manager —
loperated in round-the-clock shifts for
>48 hours from WHYN-FM's transmit!iter building to establish two-way radiophone contact with several hundred other "ham" stations located in
40 countries on every continent on
the globe.

EX-LAX SIGNS NBC
To Sponsor M-F Serial
/EX- LAX Inc., Brooklyn, for years
l a major spot radio user, today
(Monday) starts a new daytime ra' dio series. The Doctor's Wife, on
NBC radio, Monday through Fri:day, 5:45-6 p.m. [B«T, Feb. 4],
it was announced last week.
Sponsorship of the program rep4 resents the largest radio advertising campaign ever undertaken by
• Ex-Lax, according to Irvin A. Edleman, vice president in charge of
advertising.
Last year the account spent approximately $650,000 in spots,
■using mostly major markets. It
iwas understood that although most
of the spot activity has been cancel ed, afew markets may be used
to supplement the network cover, age. Account is now being handled
«by Warwick & Legler, New York.
I
Ib&b lecture course
To Cover Agency Operation
iBENTON & BOWLES, New York,
has established an intensive lecture
course to cover all phases of the
lagency operation for its employe
itraining program.
In announcing the new project,
ERobert Lusk, executive vice president, pointed out that there has
been a growing need for comprehensive on-the-job training in the
advertising field ever since the
termination of the GI training
plans set up to meet the requirements of returning veterans after
World War II.
To meet this need, the agency
has set up a strong executive team
headed by Brown Bolte, vice president, and William A. Foxen, ac,count executive.
BROADCASTING

ADS

About

Budget

$T8 Million

A IS-lSTc increase in its consumer advertising budget, a record for
total sales billed in 1951, and a $300 million expansion program were
cited by officials of Westinghouse Electric Corp. in New York last Monday as evidences of a good business trend generally. They predicted
*during the past year.
the upward curve would continue industries
even
after
industry's
fulfillment
of
current defense needs.
A previous expansion budgeted at
$150 million several years ago
The 15-18'^f increase in consumer
advertising will bring the total turned out, he reported, to have
been "on the conservative side in
Westinghouse advertising budget
to about $18 million during 1952,
demand."on Selling
according to President Gwilym A. terms ofEmphasis
While the electrical equipment
Price. More than 20</o of the
amount will be spent for radio and industry booms, Westinghouse extelevision broadcasts, including
pects "a good, tough, competitive"
Westinghouse sponsorship of the year for
consumer goods, with emphasis upon selling rather than
$3 million "get out the vote" political coverage on CBS Radio and production during 1952, John M.
CBS Television this summer [B»T,
McKibbin, vice president in charge
of consumer products, reported.
Dec. 31, 1951], and Studio One on
the same video network.
The inventory picture at the first
The company's $300 million ex- of the year was "a healthy one,"
pansion program, designed for im- he said, and was specifically low
mediate use in defense production
for TV receivers, although there
but to be converted ultimately for had been "a limited production facivilian purposes, will be carried
cility" on some consumer goods
out within the next three years.
since the war. Anticipating a holdPresent business trend — based on
back, perhaps, in radio-TV receiver
production this year, the company
the past thirty years and extending
will nevertheless try to equal if not
to 1965 — indicates great expansion
for the entire electrical equipment
better their 1951 mark, he exand installations industry, Mr.
plained. Consumer goods account
Price reported, which he said had
for only 26% of total Westinghouse
a growth three times that of other
production and will receive a simiCHAS. BARNHAUT
Was WMBD Prog. Dir.
FUNERAL services were conducted last Tuesday for Charles E.
(Chuck) Barnhart, 36, program director at WMBD Peoria, 111. Mr.
Barnhart died
Feb. 23 about 12
hours after sustaining critical
injuries cident
in aninvolving
acan automobile he
was driving.
Mr. Barnhart,
who was prominent in Peoria civic
Mr. Barnhart
affairs, joined
WMBD
as continuity director in 1942 and later
was named
production director.
Following year he moved to KMOX
St. Louis in a similar capacity.
Mr. Barnhart spent nearly two
years in the Navy during World
War II and returned to WMBD in
March 1947 as program director.
Mr. Barnhart authored, directed
and produced Lest We Forget,
dramatic series aired by WMBD
and later used by Office of War
Information. More recently he conducted the Chuck Barnhart Show
on WMBD, Monday through Friday. In 1949 he received the distinguished service award of the
Junior Chamber of Commerce.
Surviving are his wife, Mildred,
who escaped from auto accident
with only slight injuries, and three
children, Judith Ann, Rickie and
Scott. Mr. Barnhart was critically
injured when thrown from the car
as it skidded on an icy street.

• Telecasting

lar apportionment of the $300 million expansion fund.
In spite of copper and aluminum
shortages, radio and television production during the first quarter of
this year is proving to be equal to
that for the comparable period last
year,
McKibbin
"As a
result Mr.
of strong
demand,said.
production
is going directly into distribution
channels," he noted, "so that factory inventory of radio and television is non-existent." Output
during the normally heaviest third
and fourth quarters depends on
material availabilities, but aside
from that qualification, Westinghouse "hopes" to meet the goal of
matching 1951 production.
Total sales billed by all divisions
of Westinghouse reached $1,240,801,000, a record total that rose
22% above the previous high established in 1950. Net income for 1951
was $64,578,000 as compared to
$77,922,000 for the previous year,
however, with the difference attributed to increased taxes which
rose from $77 million in 1950 to
$104 million in 1951.
SERIES of eight Lenten programs on
NBC Radio Voice of the Cathedral are
being presented in cooperation with
Angelica Lutheran Church of Los Angeles. An NBC star will be heard
each week telling what church attendance means to him.

NOW
5000'
WATTS
IN LANSING

20 TIMES

MORE

POWERFUL
SECOND

THAN

THE

STATION
f

THE NEW
AND INDEPENDENT
W I LS
NEARLY TWICE THE
POPULATION
COVERAGE
SEE RAMBEAU
New York — Chicago —
Los Angeles —
Impact Radio Sales,
Detroit
* 1000 WATTS NIGHT

WILS
5000 DAY
LANSING,

• 1000 NIGHT
MICHIGAN
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Mfrs. Anti-Trust Probe
(Co7itinued f rom page 27)
or inventions in radio, TV
and expressions regarding- "a po- censes,
or related electronic equipment
sition to be taken before any government agency, with respect to the since Jan. 1, 1940
Data on quantities of vacuum
production or non-production of
color television equipment of any
tubes purchased by respondent company during 1951 is requested, with
kind."
Records also are sought for cal- the information to be shown in
endar 1939 and for the period since units and dollars, and segregated by
serial number and manufacturer.
Jan. 1, 1947, showing (1) by major
product groups, all radio, TV and
The government also wants to
related electronic products manuknow
the company's respective exfactured by respondent company
penditures, for specified years, in
and (2) for each calendar year, the research and development in the
company's production and sales of radio and television manufacturing
AM sets, FM sets, AM transmitfields; plus their relative positions
ting equipment, FM transmitting
"in terms of producton, sales, reequipment, black-and-white TV
search, technology, patents, patent
sets, black-and-white TV transmitting equipment, color TV sets, rights, know-how, financial resources, earnings, plant capacities,
color TV transmitting equipment,
distribution facilities or promovacuum tubes, black-and-white TV
tional efl'orts" in those fields.
picture tubes and color TV picture
Copies of current agreements
tubes, with separate breakdowns
securing domestic patent license
for domestic and export producrights, agreements securing rights
tion and sales.
from foreign companies, and agreeMore Figures Requested
ments relating to the transmission
Figures on amounts of royalties
of engineering information, bluecollected in each calendar year
prints, know-how or other radio-TV
manufacturing- data to other U. S.
from each of respondent's licensees
in each of these fields also is re- companies or the receipt of such inquested.
formation from them — this type of
Further, the Justice Dept. wants
data also is requested, along with
to know how much royalties were
copies of annual company reports
to stockholders since Jan. 1, 1934,
paid in these calendar years to various other manufacturers individand names, addresses, and terms of
ually, plus details on all acquisioffice of company officers and directors since Jan. 1, 1939.
tions of patents, exclusive patent li-

^VVS

yon

ON...

BUY!

"The Yanks are coming" over WINS — starting with the Spring
games. WINS travels with the team!
That puts this station in the spotlight as the best spot buy — or
any buy!
Let WINS go to bat for you, through spots or programs.
Whatever you have to sell, you can seU more at lower cost
We'll be glad to give you the facts, and the figures.
Buy wins..
it Sells!

.

Call your WINS representative
. . . see him when he calls!
CROSLEY BROADCASTING
CORPORATION
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BRONZE Star Medal was awarded to
Sgt. George J. Hoffman (I), formerly
with WSRS Cleveland, Ohio, before
he left Korea for U. S. on rotation.
Sgt. Hoffman receives medal from
Capt. George Easterling for meritorious service with information and education section of 3d Division Hdqtrs.
from May 20, 1951, to Jan. 14, 1952.
WKIP

ACQUIRED
By Bingham Group
GROUP of station executives have
bought WKIP Poughkeepsie, N. Y.,
from Poughkeepsie Newspapers
Inc., it was announced last week.
Sale is subject to FCC approval.
Officers of the new company.
Duchess County Broadcasting
Corp., are George W. Bingham,
general manager of the station,
president; Marvin S. Seimes, chief
engineer, vice president for engineering; Richard A. Dwelley, commercial manager, vice president
for sales; John J. Kuhn, vice president for programs, and Mabel
Shroyer Meurer, secretary-treasurer.
Messrs. Bingham and Seimes and
Mrs. Meurer have been with the
radio division of the Speidel newspapers (which owns the Poughkeepsie New Yorker) for more
than 10 years, having been associated first with WGNY Newburgh,
N. Y., before going to Poughkeepsie in 1944. Mr. Kuhn has been a
member of the program department of WKIP since 1945 and Mr.
Dwelley went to the station in
1949.
WKIP is an ABC affiliate. It
operates on 1450 kc with 250 w.
FM adjunct of WKIP, WHVA
(FM), remains in the hands of the
Poughkeepsie newspaper. It is an
affiliate of Rural Radio Network.
Also remaining under Speidel ownership is WGNY. Recently sold
were Speidel-owned KDON Santa
Cruz, Calif., and KWRN Reno, Nev.

IMN Denver Office
INTERMOUNTAIN Network has
opened a branch office in Denver,
Col., Lynn L. Meyer, vice president
in charge of sales, announced last
week. The new office, 1735 Stout
St., will be headed by Ken Palmer,
former manager of KVER Albuquerque. Central IMN headquarters is in Salt Lake City. Denver
office is to serve IMN stations and
accounts east of the Continental
Divide.

NUNNS SELL KFDil
To Cagle Group; $240,00C
SALE of KFDA-AM-FM Amarillo
Tex., for $240,000 from Nunn station ownership to a foursome of
Texas broadcasters and a publisher was announced last week.
Application will be filed soon for
FCC approval.
Buyers comprise Gene L. Cagle,
president and general manager of
the Texas State Network; Charles
Jordan, vice president of TSN;
Wendell Mayes, owner of KBWD
Brownwood and KNOW Austin,
and C. C. Woodson, oilman and
publisher of several Texas newsNew company will be known as
Amarillo Broadcasting Co. Except
papers.
for the association of Messrs. Cagle and Jordan, the new company
has no connection with TSN. KFDA
operates on 1440 kc with 5 kw day,
1 kw night. It is affiliated with
ABC.
Preparing for TV
Consolidation in order to get
ready for TV was the reason given
by Gilmore N. Nunn, president of
Nunn properties, for the sale of
the Amarillo stations. Several
years
Mobile. ago, the Nunns sold WMOB
Nunn stations, minus the Amarillo outlets, now comprise WLAPAM-FM Lexington, Ky.; WCMIAM-FM Ashland, Ky.-Huntington,
W. Va.; WBIR-AM-FM Knoxville,
Tenn.
Mr. Paul Phillips
Knox-Reeves Advertising , Inc.
Chicago, III.
Dear Paul:
Whin drap
ytih down
finds ter
life th'
dullhometown
an' unintercstin',
uv
whut
a
real
WCHS an' see
boom looks
like.
uStores
V p e is
e p full
H I;
aworkin'
plants . full
is
tilt; banks is
checks
thin more
yuh
aclearin'
kin shake a
durnedbody
nearis
ever'
stick at; an'
house
er sumpaplannin'
a new
thin' ! Now
thet
thin',means
Pali!. Hit
jest
one
means
thet
Charleston,
Virginny
isWest
a mitey
fine
durned
market good
— a
place
Algy ter be
advertisin'
in !
An'
don't
ferijitl WCHS
is W est VirMedium —ginity's so,
Greatestyuhwants
Advertisin'
whin
ter reach
these
zvell-off
peepul,
use WCHS!
Yrs.

WCHS
Charleston,
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Advertisement
Baseball
LIBERTY

Suits Countered

By WOPA

Complaint

LIBERTY Broadcasting System's legal entanglements became more
involved last week as it pressed its damage suit against 13 Major League
baseball teams and readied a defense to contract violation charges
brought by WOPA Oak Park, 111.
Both cases are being presented
arrangements for the station to
jin the U. S. District Court for
:Northern Illinois, Eastern Divicarry the Chicago White Sox Amersion, in Chicago. The first, filed
ican League games acquired on an
Feb. 21, seeks triple damages of exclusive basis.
1$12 million from Major League
WOPA charges that, according
teams which
denied broadcast
to contract terms, it has first-call
i rights to Liberty for its Game of on any Liberty network program:<the Day series [B*T, Feb. 25].
ming. If it turns dovin a program
Early last week, summons for feature, Liberty can schedule it
the ball team officials and copies v.'ith another station. WOPA
of the complaint were mailed to claims, however, that Liberty repthe U. S. Marshals attached to fedresentatives instatement to WOPA
eral district courts in areas where management said the network did
the 13 team headquarters are
intend to furnish "any White
located.
These were expected to not
Sox or any other baseball game
\ be delivered by hand by the end of broadcasts" to WOPA.
.'the week, at which time each reEgmont Sonderling, general mancipient would be given 20 days
ager of WOPA, wired James
\ in which to file a formal answer
Foster, Liberty executive vice
vnth the court.
president,
on February
22: "Weto
These maneuverings vvill take at have
instructed
our attorneys
least a month, at which time other institute appropriate legal predelaying actions will probably be ceedings immediately . . . Inasmuch
taken in court. One Chicago at- as we have been verbally informed
torney guessed that each team
that WCFL will carry the White
defendant will retain its own counSox games, which under the terms
of the contract we are entitled to
jisel,
hiring
who rather
would than
act for
all. one attoi-ney first call, injunctive relief will also
.
LBS Counsel
be asked against that station."
WOPA, according to its atThomas C. McConnell of the Chitorneys, has exclusive Liberty
cago law firm of McConnell, Lutkin
broadcast rights in Oak Park only.
Van Hook, is representing Li- WCFL, on the other hand, reberty. He is known for his victory
portedly has a contractual clause
in a similar case against combined
providing exclusive Liberty broad'theatre interests before the U. S.
casts in the station's primary
Supreme Court in 1936. Represignal area.
WCFL's
senting an independent motion pic- blankets
Oak Park,
a westsignal
side
ture theatre on Chicago's South
suburb eight miles from Chicago's
Side, he charged conspiracy of Loop.
theatre interests resulting in a
financial loss of his client. The
action is believed to be one of the
BASEBALL RIGHTS
first involving anti-trust and conspiracy charges.
Set by WHBC, WKBV
Liberty representatives were
BROADCAST
rights to baseball
scheduled to meet Friday afternoon
games involving the Cleveland
with attorneys of WOPA, in- Indians
and Cincinnati Reds have
dependent outlet, to discuss with
Master in Chancery David Silbert been negotiated separately by two
stations outside the territory of
the station charge. His recomboth Ohio ball clubs.
mendation will be referred to FedWHBC-AM-FM Canton, Ohio,
eral Judge Philip Sullivan for a
for the fourth consecutive year will
ruling.
WOPA Tuesday afternoon filed carry play-by-play broadcasts of
a complaint and request for a temall Indians' contests during 1952.
Standard Brewing Co., Cleveland
porary restraining order against
(Erwin Brew), will sponsor the
U'CFL,
independent,
with
coverage.
;he
latterChicago
move blocked
temporarily
Dy filing of a verified complaint by
WKBV Richmond, Ind., has contracted to air all night games (25
Liberty the next day.
at home and 30 out of town) of the
WOPA charges Liberty violated
Redlegs, WEBV General Manager
ts three-year affiliation contract
Lester G. Spencer has announced.
ii^-hich was signed March 14, 1951,
Affiliation of WKBV with ABC also
and went into effect three days
was
announced [B*T, Feb. 18],
.ater. Initially a one-year agreement, the contract stipulated terms with station carrying both ABC
and MBS programs this spring and
t\'ould be renewed for two years
more if there was no notification
summer.
Df cancellation by either party 120
days before the expiration date.
CFCF Moves
WOPA, through McCarthy,
Toomey & Reynolds, Chicago,
CFCF Montreal has moved to new
;harges such notice was never
offices and studios at 4824 Cote des
jiven. Last August 22, Liberty
iigned an affiliation contract with
Neiges Road, Montreal 26. TeleiWCFL, a 50 kw outlet, and made
phone is Exdale 1184.
BROADCASTING
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THE

NEEDLE!

Vice-PfBS. Gen'l. Mgr.
Associated Program Service 151 W. 48tfi, M.Y. 19

Renewing Contracts
We got a lot of response to an
item in the January issue of our
subscriber newsletter ("The
Needle") on contract renewals
with local advertisers. Some stations say we have given them an
important change in their local
time contracts; others say we're
'way off. The problem was this:
how to avoid losing those 52-week
contract advertisers who, when
asked to sign a renewal, drop out
instead. It's a common problem
and an irritating one. Our solution
is too long for this short column;
if you're interested write for a
free
. . .
while copy
they of
last."The
Then Needle"
tell us what
you think!
Surprise!
We think our upcoming announcement will be the biggest
and most exciting in radio library
history. Watch for it — and do
nothing convention!
'till you see us at the
NARTB
New Calendar Pages
Second-quarter sheets for the
APS Merchandising-Programming
Calendar (April-May- June) will
be released shortly to all APS
subscribers and others who requested them. If you're a nonsubscriber, haven't written already, and are using the firstquarter pages, drop us a line and
we'll send you the next batch.
Printed in quarters this is probably most current calendar available.
Apologies to Sponsor
. . . for lifting an item right out
of its own pages for this column.
Bob Foreman wi'ote this in a review of the Mario Lanza — CocaCola Show in Sponsor for January
28:
"After watching two secondrate fighters swing at each
other through eight rounds, a
fitting climax to a dull evening
of TV-ing, it was a rare pleasure to be able to hear the pictureless charm of the Coca-Cola
show featuring Mario Lanza.
"In fact, it's often quite a relief
not to have to glue your eyes to
that small glass-fronted box,
and when you get good music in
return for shutting the infernal
machine off, you are doubly rewarded. Which is why it's my
bet that pleasant music will
always be a drawing card on

radio — long after TV has run
radio drama, and radio comedy,
as we know it, pretty much into
the ground. Commercially, CocaCola's approach is that of a
leader who doesn't deign to get
into the ring with competitors.
No bounce, no energy story, no
nothing up till the middle break
which was a tone-poem of no
more than 30-seconds plugging
the drugstore soda fountain as
a good port these stormy days
plus a short plug for the Cokes
on tap there. The closing announcementembarrassedly
couldn't have run
25 seconds and
made the point that Coca-Cola
was everywhere.
"For a package product of low
cost and great frequency (of
purchase), Coca-Cola sure goes
in the opposite direction of most
advertisers. Since no one comes
near the product in sales and
few half hours on radio could be
any more enjoyable than the
Lanza stanza (especially for
TV-refugees such as I), I'd give
'em A all around."
More and more folks in the industry— and in the audience — are
reflecting this attitude. Music
alone seems to have the ability to
override even the fascination of
the picture. From good music
comes sheer enjoyment that needs
no complement
. . . and
wise
program manager
who it's
keepsa
his schedule filled with the purest
sounds of all — this very music.
You can't find it all in that pile
of free
phonograph records,
either!
Speaking of Phonograph
Records
. . . did
know lands
that pay
broad-a
casters inyou
foreign
royalty for every phonograph
record they play? It averages
about 25c per play . . . which is
why APS
is such ina well-liked
feature at stations
South Africa,
Hong Kong and other spots
around the globe.
Suppose you had to pony up 25c
for every phonograph record you
played . . . every single time you
played it ? How many of .the
discs you spun today would you
have paid for at that rate? Considering that no such problem
confronts a library user . . . and
remembering that the average
APS subscriber has unlimited use
of our 16-inch transcriptions for
less than 17e per month, what
would vou do ?

ASSOCIATED
PROGRAM
SERVICE
151 W. 46th Street, New York
PLaza 7-7710
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M/ne

to

remember

500 years ago, Johannes

Gutenberg

invented

the first

practical use of movable

type and the mechanical

art

of typecasting. It is to his credit and everlasting fame
that the Bible was
succeeded

his first printed work.

in producing

this book

has stood the criticism— and
later ages. Gutenberg's

invention

munication tothe world
Few

other men

won

have made

through

by a process which
the admiration— of
brought

mass

com-

the printed word.

such a valuable contribution

to the progress of civilization. Gutenberg
a name

Gutenberg

is, indeed,

to remember.

25 years ago, THE
founded

FORT

INDUSTRY

COMPANY

on the principle of programming

was

and broad-

casting inthe public interest. In the intervening quartercentury

all the FORT

INDUSTRY

stations, wherever

they are located, have upheld this public trust. For this
reason, wide-awake
INDUSTRY

when

sponsors remember
they want

the name

FORT

the greatest response and

the best sales results.

THE

FORT

INDUSTRY

COMPANY

WSPD, Toledo, O. • WWVA, Wheeling, W. Va. • WMMN, Fairmont, W. Va. • WAGA, Atlanta, Ga.
WGBS, Miami, Fla. •
WJBK, Detroit, Mich. •
WSAI, Cincinnati, O.
WSPD-TV, Toledo, O. • WJBK-TV, Detroit, Mich. • WAGA-TV, Atlanta, Ga. • KEYL-TV, San Antonio, Tex.
NATIONAL SALES HEADQUARTERS:
488 Madison Ave., New York 22, Eldorado 5-2455
• 230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, FRanklin 2-6498
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Pacing the Ponies
AFTER MONTHS of deliberation, the FCC
has issued what amounts to a "show cause"
order against 16 stations which have been
broadcasting horse-racing results. Caught in
the publicity rip-tide of the Kefauver Crime
Committee, which recommended that it assume
the role of continental cop in eradicating use
of communications facilities for gambling, the
FCC has decided to take a look on its own
before embarking upon a positive course.
Hence, the FCC hasn't issued a summary
ban or even a requirement that stations, at this
stage, delay the broadcast of results which
might enable bookies to conduct their clandestine operations. To that extent— its unwillingness to capitulate to an arbitrary
directive of the Senate Committee — the FCC
deserves commendation. It wants to ferret
out the facts first.
In these columns we have contended in the
past that as long as it's lawful to run horse
races, it's lawful to "publish" the results —
whether this be by radio or by the printed
word. But here there is introduced a new
equation. The very spontaneity of radio, which
"publishes" with the speed of light and sound,
may be the reason that radio (and TV) should
not engage in transmitting race horse results
as they occur. It is worthy of note, moreover,
the the FCC's hearing orders emphasize afternoon bioadcasts as those that "may be of aid
to illegal gambling activities."
Newspapers must traverse the cumbersome
processes of reporting the results, setting them
in type, running them, on the presses and
then distributing the printed papers by newsboy or via newsstand. It is very old hat by
the time the "customer" gets the information.
Radio, on the other hand, publishes instantly.
Radio doesn't want to aid and abet the bookies.
It doesn't want to foster gambling. Yet if
racing results constitute legitimate news, the
broadcaster is within his rights supplying it.
The paradox here is that radio's prime
attribute — speed — could mitigate against the
"public interest" when handling the transmission of horse-racing results.
The FCC obviously is in a dilemma. So are
many broadcasters. Out of the upcoming
hearings must come the answer.
Critique
THE REV. Edwin B. Broderick, director of
radio ar,d TV communications of the Archdiocese of New York, has given Catholics some
fundamental advice that ought to be read and
heeded by all groups who pretend to be intelligently critical of television programming.
Father Broderick has pointed out that criticism, in its correct usage, can be both favorable and adverse. The dual nature of criticism
too often is ignored by the organized groups
who never say a word about television unless
it is bad.
He warned against a continuation of "negative monitoring." Catholics, he said, should be
as quick to applaud as to condemn. His is a
rational approach that has been all too rare
among not only Catholics, but all the Legions
of This and Leagues of That which have set
themselves up as judges of television.
To be a successful judge does not imply a
requirement never to issue any decision but a
conviction. Indeed the wise judge is as content to exonerate a defendant as to jail him,
if the facts show that he should go free.
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IN READING 12 full-page ads in Advertising Age last week, we kept feeling that
something was missing. The ads were in
behalf of 12 newspapers to show how
vastly larger a percentage of homes in
each of the 12 communities is reached by
the papers thayi by three leading magazines. What was missing, of course, was
a comparison with radio. That wouldn't
have looked so good, from, the newspapers' point of view. The U. S. Census
says radio reaches 95.6% of all homes
in the nation. What newspaper, or indeed group of them, can make as sweeping a statement as that?
Get

Out

our respects to:

the Vote

THE RECENT report that there are now 105.3
million radio sets in the nation — one for every
American of voting age — was greeted by many
(ourselves included) as proof of radio's very
great commercial power.
We've had a second thought about the
meaning of this figure. It has to do with the
coincidence that there are as many radios as
potential voters.
There's no question that those 105.3 million
sets perform every day a remarkable function. The ability of radio advertising to make
people go out and buy things, to. contribute
money to good causes, in short to act has
been demonstrated so many times that by
now it is accepted as basic.
What if those 105.3 million sets were put
to work to make people go out and vote ?
We think it would make a tremendous improvement in this country's voting record
which is, to state it nicely, deplorable.
In the 1948 Presidential elections less than
half the people of voting age voted. That is
not the kind of citizenship which keeps great
republics great.
Unwillingness to make the efl^ort to go to
the polls is becoming a very serious disease
in this nation. It is permitting governments to
be placed in power by a minority of the citizens, or, to be precise, a majority of a
minority.
In 1948 it was actually a minority of the
minority that elected Mr. Truman. He got
less than half the total popular vote, which
itself represented less than half the potential
voters. Now whether you are for or against
Mr. Truman as President, you can hardly deny
that the selection of a President by such a
fractional representation of the public is unfortunate.
What can be done about it? Well, what do
you do to make housewives buy a specific
brand of soap or make all kinds of people chip
in their money to, say, the March of Dimes ?
What can be done about it is this: Let
the radio broadcasters and their advertisers
put those 105.3 million sets to work on getting out the vote in the same way they have
so successfully worked on other projects. Add
to radio's nation-wide power of persuasion
the less widespread but enormous impact of
television, and we venture that the percentage
of voters appearing at the polls next November will far exceed that of 1948.
Some broadcasters and their clients already
are planning such activities. Specifically, CBS
and Westinghouse are scheduling a get-outthe-vote series as part of their political coverage. J. P. Wilkins, general manager of KFBB
Great Falls, Mont., has started a one-man
crusade to get all broadcasters to undertake
the campaign. It is something that every one
in this business ought to do.
No greater public service could be performed by radio and television than to help
the public help itself by participating in a
basic part of the democratic process.

JAMES

CALVIN MORGAN

managing
and turing
producingladies
daily gloves
radio andto
manufac
FROM
television shows sounds like a long step.
James Calvin Morgan, vice president in
charge of radio and television for Raymond R.
Morgan Co., Hollywood (and no relation), made
it with success in but a few years.
Recently acclaimed "man of the year" by
the Hollywood Advertising Club because of his
industry-wide cooperation and civic mindedness, Mr. Morgan has many accomplishments
to his credit. In fact he has telescoped some
five successful business careers into his 42
His present occupation, however, is the one
years.
he likes best. His responsibility includes supervision of about 45 local, regional and transcontinental network shows per week. And he
jumps on emergency to do a bit of writing
as well as producing.
In radio-television approximately 18 years,
Mr. Morgan says mistakes he has made have
been "big ones." His most amazing one related was when, as packager, he sold a local
client a program series. Having misquoted the
package price, he found he was actually paying
the advertiser to keep the program on the air.
Mr. Morgan enjoys reminiscing on the "good
old days" when he worked in radio with many
who are today top stars in both radio and
television.
His major chore today is that of managerproducer of five-weekly half-hour Queen for a
Day, packaged by his agency and co-sponsored
on 540 MBS stations by P. Lorillard Co. (Old
Gold cigarettes) and Kraft Foods Co. (dairy
products). He has similar responsibility for
the daily simulcast TV version of that show on
KHJ-TV Hollywood, also sponsored by Old.
Gold cigarettes.
Supervisory activity also includes heavy regional radio-TV programming of such accounts as Folger Coffee Co., Los Angeles Soap
Co. (White King), Institute of Religious Science, Victory Packing Co. (dog food) and locally, Nehi Corp. (beverages).
Native of Toledo, Ohio, Jim Morgan was
born Oct. 28, 1910. He was schooled in Ohio,
Indiana and California. However, he didn't
receive his degree from the U. of California
at Berkeley until 16 years after he was graduated from Culver (Ind.) Military Academy in
1929.
Joining his parents in San Francisco after
leaving the military academy, he went to work
as stockboy for Hale Bros. Department Store.
He was made salesman and finally buyer of
(Continued on page 59)
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E, at WOAI, have had a 50,000 watt
clear channel voice for a long time. We can
say, with considerable pride, that WOAI is the
Southwest's most powerful advertising influence,
and prove it. Now, that voice hasn't changed
much in years, but the audience we talk to has
increased tremendously! Since 1942, radio
families in WOAI's influence have increased

CHECK BMB — CHECK
HOOPER — CHECK
RESULTSWOAI
— YOU'LL
FIND
IS A
BETTER THAN EVER
BUY!

nearly 120% — from 349,000 in '42 to 767,000
in '51. WOAI's rate has increased only 13%
in the same period. There are about 53,000 TV
sets in the San Antonio area. If those homes
never listened to WOAI (and we know they still
do) WOAI still has more than doubled its
audience in the last nine years.

NBC-TQN

IBROADCASTING

Represented Nationally by
EDWARD
PETRY
& COMPANY, INC.
NEW YORK . CHICAGO . LOS ANGELES . ST. LOUIS
DALLAS . SAN FRANCISCO . DETROIT
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PROOF/
POSITIVE

THAT
K-NUZ
BRINGS
RESULTS

Loma

Linda

Vitamins
Speal(s

out

for K-NUZ
Pull Power
Here is a letter K-NUZ received
from Bob Hahn, Allied Advertising Agency, Houston, on behalf of his client, Loma Linda
Soles.
Gentlemen:
Just a few moments ago I finished a report for our client. The
Lome Linda Sales Company. A part
of this report will probably interest you, and in excerpt it reads:
"The radio spots, and portions
of the program devoted to the gift
supply of Loma Linda, broadcast
on K-NUZ proved to be the least
expensive media used in the test
campaign. In fact, the cost per
return was less than half that of
the next best medium used."
This confirms my original belief
that K-NUZ would pull for us as it
always has.
The client has asked that I pass
on his thanks for your excellent
cooperation, and his acknowledgement of a job well done.
Best regards,
R. G. Hahn

Vo^o ^'"fi 5.5.30 ed-.-

V/ed.
scV.edu\e.
Call FORJOE, National Representative or DAVE MORRIS,
General Manager at
KEystone 2581

HOUSTON'S LEADING INDEPENDENT
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AWRT
MEETING
Sef for Detroit April 4-6
SECOND national convention of
American Women in Radio & Television will be held April 4-6 at the
Statler Hotel, Detroit. Arrangements for three-day session are
under direction of convention chairman Edythe Fern Melrose, pi'esident of Detroit's "House 0' Chai-m"
from which women's programs are
broadcast daily over WXYZ and
WXYZ-TV Detroit.
Attendance at convention — which
will be presided over by Edythe
Meserand of WOR New York, national AWRT president — is expected to reach 700. Election balloting will take place April 5, with
results to be announced the following day.
Among features of the conference will be panel and workshop
sessions for AWRT members. One
will be devoted to discussion of
sales problems and selling tips for
broadcasters. Agencies will take
over a full half-day session. Also
featured will be results of surveys
reporting on what women like and
don't like in radio and television;
the McCall Mike Awards for outstanding public service, to be presented at the banquet April 5, and
appearances by the 10 women in
the industry who have been voted
outstanding in their fields.
Included in the roster of prominent associations and . firms
scheduled to act as host for one
event each at the convention are:
Grocery Manufacturers' Assn., Tea
Bureau, Kellogg Co., Ford Motor
Co., Lever Bros. Co., National
Greeting Card Publishers Assn.,
the Shoe Guild, Cleanliness Bureau
and others.
AWRT membership has grown
"by leaps and bounds" since the
April 1951 convention when membership stood at 358, spokesmen
stated. By Nov. 1 it had grown
to 573, and since then new chapters have been added "all over the
country," including the recentlyformed New York chapter.
AD HALL OF FAME
Nominations Are Solicited
NOMINATIONS are open for addition of two names to the Advertising Hall of Fame, located in the
Advertising Club of New York,
Gilbert T. Hodges of the Wall
Street Journal, chairman of the
nominating committee, announced
Thursday.
Nominations deadline is April 15,
with those elected to be named at
the June convention of Advertising
Federation of America, founder
and sponsor of the hall. Actual
election will be made by a judges
council on basis of special achievement and service in the advancement of social and economic values
of advertising. Nominees for the
Hall of Fame plaque, which provides for 52 names by 2,000 A.D.,
must have been deceased at least
two years prior to the June convention.

front

office

WILLIAM K. McDANIEL, assistant to BOB LAWS, sales manage)
ABC-TV Western Division, Hollywood, shifts to ABC Radio Western Division as sales manager.
EDWARD J. HIRSHBERG, president and general manager of WEDO
McKeesport, Pa., and general manager of WACB Kittanning, Pa., appointed general manager of WEIR Weirton, W. Va., in addition to othei
positions.
IRA
WBKBcapacity.
(TV) Chicago account executive, to WOR-T"V
New MORTON,
York in similar
MARVIN

L. ROSENE, general manager KIOA Des Moines, la., namec
general manager WLOL Minneapolis-St. Paul.
ROLLY

FORD, former manager CHUM Toronto, appointed national advertising manager CKNW NeM
Westminster, B. C, replacing JIM SCOTT who is ill
GEORGE FUERST, salesman, KJBS San Francisco
moves to KGO-TV that city.
^
Mr. Rosene

J

JOHN CRANDELL,
space salesman with Maloney
Regan & Schmitt, N. Y., newspaper representative firm
to WCBS New York as account executive. y

CHARLES D. FRITZ, radio-TV account executive. The Katz Agency
Detroit, to John Blair & Co. as head of Detroit office.
TED ARBER, vice president of Community Service Broadcasting Corp.
operator of WCSS Amsterdam, N. Y., elected president. CHARLES A.
PARSONS, president of Parsons Inc., that city, named vice president
WILLIAM H. SCHNAUDT, station manager, named director.
JACKSON FLEMING, program director at KXL Portland, Ore., promoted to station's sales staff.
HILDA LeBLANC CHASE, sales staff of WFAA-AM-TV Dallas, Tex.,
appointed station's sales service director in addition to other duties.
RICHARD GREY, production operations manager, KTTV (TV) Hollywood, resigns.
GRAYCE McDonald, manager of contact department of central division of CBS Radio Spot Sales, Chicago, to New York office in same
capacity.
BUS GOODYEAR, WFBC Greenville, S. C, and DON PETERSON
sales staff of WESC Greenville.
JOSEPH

WOLFMAN,

WOKY

join

Milwaukee, appointed sales manager.

BOB JOHN, sales staff of Standard Brands, Knoxville, Tenn., and EDi
DODSON join sales staff of WNOX that city.
EVERETT-McKINNEY Inc., N. Y., appointed national representative for
WABI Bangor, Me., effective March 1.

WJDX can be one of your
important "salesmen" in
the big, responsive, ready-to
buy Jackson market. The
sooner you put it to work
the better.

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY
GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY CO.
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EDWARD LAMB, o^er and president of WTVN (TV) Columbus, Ohio,
Bvrarded certificate of distinguished service from United Appeals Comaiitxee of Columbus in appreciation for all night show given by station
□n behalf of drive. . . . HARRY B. SHAW, sales manager of WSJS
Winston-Salem, X. C, and Margaret Adams Lund married Jan. 12. . . .
; JORY XODLUXD. WMAQ Chicago salesman, father of girl, Cynthia,
Feb. 17. . . . ERNEST FELIX, assistant treasurer, ABC HoUy^'ood,
vacationing in Mexico. . . . GIL JOHNSTON, sales manager of WBBM
Chicago, and his "svife are vacationing in South for three weeks. . . .
WILLIAM A. BANKS, president of WHAT Philadelphia, celebrated his
leap year birthday on Feb. 29. . . . CHARLES M. UNDERHILL, national director of T\ programming for ABC, elected member of board
of directors of Save the Children Federation, N. Y". . . . DANIEL W.
- KOPS, vice president and general manager of WAVZ New Haven, reelected director for three year term of L'nited Fund for Greater New
Haven area.
BARRY RENFRO, executive assistant to C. L. THOMAS, general manager KXOX St. Louis, appointed publicity chairman for Marine Corps
Citizens Committee for St. Louis. Mr. Thomas will serve as general
cnairman 16th annual Gridiron dinner presented by city's Advertising
Club March 6. . . . HORACE W. SCOTT, WGBS Miami account executive, named lieutenant governor Advertising Federation of America's
fourth district succeeding Don Lynskey who moves to Memphis from
Aliami. . . . CHARLES HOLDEN, assistant national director T\"
jrogram production for ABC-TV New York, to address CBC TV Clinic,
Toronto, on methods of T\ production developed by ABC-T^'.
AicC/MRY ON LEAW^
To Campaign for Ike
TEX McCRARY. commentator on
NBC's WN'BC and WNBT (T\')
New York, gives up his broadcast
cuties effective today (Monday) under a leave of absence requested in
order to devote full time to campaigning for the nomination of
General of the Army Dwight D.
Eisenhower for President.
He said he felt the campaign
work is my "obligation and duty as
an American citizen" and that in
'his absence his wife, Jinx Falkenterg McCrary, would carry on their
Tex and Jinx radio and TV shows.
He indicated he would return
' later this year."
His move came on the heels of
an appearance
on show
DuMont's
Author
Meets
the Critics
in which
he
was accused of calling Sen. Robert
A. Taft (R-Ohio), an opponent of
Gen. Eisenhower for the Republican
3|] nomination, a " liar." Mr. McCrary
denied the charge. He said on one
of his own broadcasts on WNBC
rthat he had characterized Sen.
Taft's book as '"careless with facts

and distortion" and that he would
not withdraw the criticism. WNBC
then offered Sen. Taft five minutes
of free time in which to reply, but
Sen. Taft rejected the offer.
Mr. McCrary also has served as
m.c. of an earlier Madison Square
Garden rally for Gen. Eisenhower.
Station spokesmen emphasized
that his decision to take a leave of
absence was "absolutely voluntary
on his part."
MBS

Show

Commended

CITATION commending Mutual's
Man on the Farm (Saturday, 1212:30 p.m. local time) has been inserted in the Congressional Record
by Rep. Charles Melvin Price (D111. ) . Rep. Price's commendatory
remarks also marked program's
14th cast
birthday
celebration.
"Broadfrom a converted
hen-house
on
an experimental farm in Libertyville, 111.," Rep. Price stated, "These
broadcasts interest city and farm
folk alike and help keep alive the
spirit of rural America." Series
is sponsored on MBS by Quaker
Oats Co.

has absorbed the facilities of
(*J

WJSW to give you greater coverage in the
rich Central Pennsylvania Market with the
best CBS netv^-ork and local programs. May
we go to work for you?

jirst with the finest
DAY AND SIGHT
Weed & Co. representatives
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CBS
ALTOOM^

RADIO MANUAL
NARTB Aids Politicos
REVISED edition of NARTB's political primer, "Is Your Hat in the
Ring," has been published for guidance of candidates for public office.
Later a primer giving instructions
on use of TV in political campaigns
will be issued by NARTB, according to Robert K. Richards, public
affairs director.

It's

\ot

^lagic

radio
"is
to Purpose
help men ofin the
public
life booklet
to present
their
views by of
radio
convincingly."
As a handbook
helpful
hints it is
designed tosentationbring
"clearin preof public about
questions
the
American
home
by
radio."
Candidates are reminded that
Americans regard the public interest in political life as "freedom
of opportunitv for both sides to be
Chapters cover "The Radio Talk,"
"with suggestion that a friendly,
heard."
persuasive technique be used because the candidate actually is addres ing alarge number of small
groups listening in their homes.
Tips are given on arousing interest
in a chapter titled "A Thought BeWriting
Your reminds
Talk." that
The
chapterfore on
writing
simple, picture words and short
sentences are most effective. Tips
on timing are given in the final
chapter.
Appendices include excerpts from
the Communications Act and FCC
rules, concluding with a tabulation
of total Presidential votes since
radio came into public use in 1920.
Total ballots have increased from
26,705,346 in 1920 to 48,833,680 in
1948.
Copies of the booklet are available at the NARTB Public Affairs
Dept., 1771 N St., N. W., Washington 6,D. C.
'AMERICA SPEAKS'
Gallup Show for Radio, TV
SERIES, Ayn erica Speaks, a 15minute weekly on TV also to be
produced for radio, starring Dr.
George Gallup and his public
opinion analyses, is being offered to
agencies and sponsors by George F.
Foley, president of Folej' & Gordon
Inc., for a 26-week pre-election
run, it has been announced.
Series will feature opinion trends
on political candidates, parties and
issues, attitudes on foreign and domestic policy, sm-veys on living
cost, family life and national
habits, with actor Rex Marshall
and an unannounced actress posing
as a typical American couple, discussing the topics with Dr. Gallup.
Format -will remain essentially the
same as the 1948 version of program, also produced by Mr. Foley,
sponsored on CBS-TV at that time
by Merrill, Lynch, Pierce, Fenner
& Beane, brokerage firm.
STAFF party was held at WAVZ New
Haven, Conn., to celebrate 1009o increase in its fan mail count over January 1951. Event was planned as
thank
you to station's
and administrative
staff. air personnel

• • • •Just
Plain
KWK

Facts!

delivers listeners in

the St. Louis area at the
lowest average cost per
thousand'^ for 15 out of
the 18 hours of the broadcasting day!

It's also a fact that KWK
serves more local sponsors than any other St.
Louis network station!
Your nearest Katz man
has the complete story!
*The Pulse, Inc., Nov.-Dec 1951
Globe-Democrat Tower B/dg.
Saint Louis

KATZ AGENCY
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Clothing Budgets
(Continued from imge '27)
been using mostly morning and
late evening quarter-hour radio
news programs in about 30 cities.
The company also is about • to
launch a television operation with
sponsorship of one hour, alternate
weeks, on KRON-TV San Francisco and a quarter-hour program
on KPRC-TV Houston early this
month. A 45-minute program,
once a week, has been running for
the past few weeks on KRLD-TV
Dallas.
Neff-Rogow, New York, handles
the Bond Stores advertising.
Ripley Clothes, through the
Bobley Co., New York, spends, approximately $100,000 a year on its
radio and television campaign and
currently is sponsoring Martin
Block on WNEW New York.
The Ripley Stores — 25, located
in the eastern section of the U. S. —
now are also sponsoring 15 time
signals a week on WFIL-TV Philadelphia and are planning to start
a similar test of time signals on
WCBS-TV New York early this
month.
The agency and advertiser are
currently revising the budget and
are expected to have fifrther radio
news within a couple of weeks.
Howard Clothes, New York, a
radio veteran of 25 years, is currently conferring with its advertising agency, Peck Adv., New
York, in regard to the spring budget. Details are expected within

What

a Buy!

N
ABC
C
PROGRAMS
For ''Minutes"
& Chain Breaks
IN
YOUNGSTOWN,

0.

5000

a fortnight. The firm had been
using spot radio in five markets
until last week.
The Howard Stores comprise 56
outlets extending as far west as
Minneapolis. The customary annual radio-TV budget for Howard
has been in the neighborhood of
$300,000.
Howard continues to sponsor
The Jimmy Powers Sjiorts Shoiv,
quarter - hour strip, five times
weekly, on WPIX (TV) New York.
Barney's Clothes, one of the largest
local clothing firms in New York,
has increased its radio budget 20%
over last year. Barney's is said
to spend about a quarter of a million dollars annually in radio.
Barney's sponsors, currently on
a 52-week contract, several hundred spots a week on three New
York stations: WNEW, WMCA
and WINS. Additional radio
plans are expected to be revealed
shortly.
Agency for Barney's is Emil
Mogul Co., New York.
CROSLEY
SALES
Two Staffs Are Formed
CREATION of two separate sales
organizations for the Crosley Division has been announced by John
W. Craig, vice president of Avco
Mfg. Corp., Cincinnati, and general manager of Avco's Crosley
Division. Change has been made
to take care of the broad expanley. sion of products now sold by CrosOne sales force will handle
refrigerators and appliances while
the other will deal in radio and
TV sales. W. A. Blees, vice president of Avco in charge of Crosley
sales, will head both sales groups.
L. F. Cramer, assistant general
manager, will coordinate all radioTV functions and Inwood Smith,
assistant general sales manager,
will assist the general manager on
special assignments.
In the refrigerator and general
appliance division, F. F. Duggan
has been appointed general sales
manager and E. W. Gaughan will
serve the radio-TV sales force in
that capacity. Both men have been
associated with the sales department of the company.
Mr. Blees has appointed M. R.
Rodger western divisional sales
manager and T. H. Mason eastern
divisional sales manager in the
appliance division. H. E. McCullough will serve as field sales manager for TV and radio.

WATTS
Serving America's
34th Market

WFM
J
REPRESENTATIVES

Headley-Reed
Page 56
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Benjamin G. Kaplan
BENJAMIN G. KAPLAN, 63, died
Feb. 25 in Philadelphia. Mr.
Kaplan was president of the Hancock Payne Adv. Organization in
Philadelphia. He also was advertising counsellor for a number of
federal savings and loan associations. Surviving are his wife,
Jennie; two sons, Herbert and
Eugene; a daughter, Mrs. Hortense Goodritz, and two sisters.

40 of 220 Paper.
Relate to TV

IRE MEETIN
TELEVISION, with the accent on UHF and color, is the major attrac- (
tion of this year's annual convention of the Institute of Radio Engineers, j
starting today (Monday) in New York. More than 40 papers, roughly
20% of the 220 scheduled for delivery during the four-day meeting, |
deal with some phase of video
afternoon with Raymond F. Guy,
engineering.
NBC, as chairman. J. R. Poppele,
More than 25,000 engineers from
almost every country in the world WOR-TV New York; J. G. Leitch,
except Russia are expected to at- WCAU-TV Philadelphia, and C. L.
tend one or more of the 43 tech- Dodd, WFAA-TV Dallas, will prenical sessions or to visit the four
sent papers on their studio and
floors of exhibits of latest develop- transmitter buildings. The theatre
ments in all types of electronic conversion problems of three TV
networks will be discussed by A.
equipment facturers
displayed
by 356 Central
manuat the Grand
A. Walsh, NBC; A. B. ChamberPalace. Technical sessions will be ABC. lain, CBS, and J. M. Middlebrooks,
held at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel,
Audio and video systems for TV
convention headquarters, and at
the Belmont-Plaza and in the broadcasting will be discussed in
five papers at a Tuesday morning
Palace.
Director of Defense Mobilization,
symposium chairmanned by W. B.
Charles E. Wilson, will make the Lodge of CBS. Three other technical sessions on TV problems of
main address at the Wednesday
night banquet at which William L. various natures are scheduled.
Transistors, tiny substitutes for
Everitt of the U. of Illinois, past
vacuum tubes in many fields of
IRE president, will be toastmaster.
At the banquet W. R. G. Baker, electronics, will be discussed at a
General Electric vice president, Monday afternoon symposium on
transistor circuits.
will receive the institute's 1952
R. P. Moore, RCA, at this session
Medal of Honor for his "outstanding direction of scientific and en- will describe a simplified method
gineering projects; for his states- for analyzing transistor circuits in
manship in reconciling conflicting a paper dealing with the use of
transistors in band-pass amplifier
viewpoints and obtaining cooperative eff'ort and for his services to circuits, based on RCA's experimental studies which show juncthe Institute."
tion-type transistors of help in
Will Receive Prize
H. W. Welch Jr. will receive the solving noise problems in amplifier
Morris Liebmann Memorial Prize circuits, particularly at low frefor an engineering paper on
Noting that RCA has been devotquencies.
magnetrons. The Harry Diamond
ing a great deal of study to the
Memorial Award will be presented
use of the transistor in amplificato Newburn Smith for "fundation, where it "promises to have
mental work on radio wave propacertain advantages over the vagation." The IRE Editor's Award
cuum tube," Mr. Moore's paper
will go to Jerome Freedman for a
analyzes several types of circuits
paper on "Resolution in Radar Sys- employing transistors and gives in
dications of their potentialities.
B. D. Loughlin of Hazeltine ElecCareful Design
tronics Corp. will be awarded the
Vladimir K. Zworykin Television
"The circuits shown are all practems."for outstanding technical contical circuits," Mr. Moore explains
Prize
tributions in the field of electronic
"However, practical experience has
shown
that they should be carefully
TV during the past year. Also at
designed,
since they depend to a
the banquet session, 45 IRE members will be given fellowship
large extent upon the character-,
istics of the transistor which at,
awards for outstanding contributhis stage of the art are not too
tions to radio engineering — largest
uniform. To minimize this difficulty
group ever to be so honored.
Dr. D. B. Sinclair, General Radio
it has been found desirable to operate the transistor in such a way
Co., new IRE president for 1952,
that the input impedance is very
officially will take office Tuesday
noon at the Presidents' Luncheon,
high
but also
still ispositive."
There
scheduled a symat which Ivan S. Coggeshall, Western Union Co., will preside.
posium on management of reDr. Baker will describe the comsearch and development. Two sessions, Tuesday afternoon and
position and activities of the National Television System CommitWednesday morning, will be devoted to UHF receiver design.
tee, of which he is chairman, towards perfecting standards for Cathode ray tubes will be the suba compatible system of color TV
ject of a Thursday afternoon technical session, third of a series on
at a Tuesday evening special
symposium on the present status electron tubes which will also inof NTSC standards, with A. G.
clude sessions on power output gas'
Jensen of Bell Telephone Labs, as tubes on Wednesday afternoon and
chairman. A. V. Loughren, Hazel- on small high-frequency tubes on
j
tine Electronics Corp.; E. W. Thursday morning.
Engstrom, RCA, and D. B. Smith,
Convention will open this mornPhilco Corp., also will participate
ing (Monday) with the annual
in the NTSC session.
IRE
meeting
whichV. Alfred
N.'
and atJohn
L. Hogan
Another TV symposium on sta- Goldsmith
history.
tion construction and theatre con- will
review the institute's 40-year
version is scheduled for Tuesday
BROADCASTING
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advertise new products and services, thus educating the public in
ways to use creatively the fruits
of our productive economy in leisure time. There will be a great
emphasis on 'do it yourself in
products and advertising.
"The next 20 years will see the
re-emergence of the family unit as
the core of our social system," he
predicted. "More persons will participate in buying decisions, thus
requiring family appeal both in
media and copy. There will be a
greater emphasis on products and
services for the home and the

M FCC
'BEPolicy
EP' Seen
MUSEased
IC
IfeOFTENING of FCC's attitude tovard the functional music operaions of FM stations is believed
jlmplied in Commission action last
Week renewing the license of
ivKRC-TV Cincinnati.
The Cincinnati TV station was
put on temporary license some
inonths ago because its FM affiliate
Ivas engaged in special "beep" operations. Itis customary with FCC
CO place all operations of a licensee on temporary license when one
bf them is under scrutiny.
According to Cincinnati TimesStar officials, the functional music
operations consist of five experimental installations. None has ever
oeen put on a commercial basis.
Since the Commission renewed a
number of other licenses where FM
stations were engaged in functional broadcasting, WKRC-TV
executives requested that their TV
station be considered in the same
light. Last week's action was the
result.
FCC has been studying the implications of specialized FM services since last May. At that time
'lit questioned the legality of such
'operations on the ground that it
tended toward abdication of the li'icensee's responsibility. Correspond' ence with a number of such FM
stations last year culminated in a
• joint petition by 13 stations de' what
nying functional
the FCC's music
interpretation
operationsof
threatened and asking for a rule' making hearing to formalize these
■inew operations [B»T, May 31, 21,
' 7, April 16, 1951]. From time to
' time, reports have indicated that
the Commission finally was going
to issue a report, but to date none
has been made public.
According to one report of last
week's Commission meeting, the
Commissioners have swung away
from the legalistic interpretation
* of the rules in sympathy for the
^ plight
FM operators.
specializedofservices
which FMOther
stations
' are engaged in are storecasting
' and transit radio.
Constitutionality of transit radio
I is scheduled to be argued bej fore the Supreme Court today.

Altoona, Pa.
Twenty-eight years radio experience and Roy Thompson's life dedicated to the community has made
WRTA Altoona's friendliest station.
People like to do business with
friends. Of course, WRTA — advertised products — sell!
^Lompion
Represented by
Robert Meeker Associates

BROADCASTING

PLAQUE of accomplishment was awarded by New York Advertising Club to
Howard G. Stokes (second from I), advertising pioneer at AT&T and one of
originators of Bell System's radio program. The Telephone Hour. L to r: James
G. Hanna, vice president in charge of radio-TV, N. W. Ayer & Son; Mr.
Stokes, who retired from AT&T in 1948; Wallace Magill, producer of The
Telephone Hour; John B. Hunter, vice president of N. W. Ayer, and Will
Whitmore, radio advertising manager, AT&T. Mr. Stokes, credited with
originating familiar phrase, "The Voice With a Smile Wins," took part in
Telephone Hour broadcast in early February from Carnegie Hall in a special
anniversary program.

Harper Tells
AMA

"Advertising will bear a bigger
burden of building consumer franfamily."chises because of the increased impersonal nature of the retail outlet," required by greatly increased
production facilities and a broadened base of purchasing power, he
said. Hence, "the function of
research,
planning
strategy will
become and'
one market
of the
most important services of the
advertising agency."
Mr. Harper also predicted increasing use of paid time and space
for public relations purposes.

Names Taylor
TELEVISION will be the number one medium2 for the large advertiser
'7
IN
G
IN
IS
RT
VE
AD
in
1972, when all homes in the country "will be television homes just as WLAW Lawrence, Mass., ABC outlet for Greater Boston area, has
today all homes are radio homes," Marion Harper Jr., president of McCann-Erickson, said Thursday.
Prediction was included in an address
named O. L. Taylor Co. as its exclusive national representative, efon "Advertising in 1972" delivered
fective Saturday (March 1). Stabefore the New York Chapter of advanced medical knowledge will
tion is on 680 kc with 50 kw.
give advertising an opportunity to
the American Marketing Assn.
bet!
For the small local advertisers,
Mr. Harper said, "we will see the
development of insertions in TV
programs similar to the way that
Good
Morning
• • • you
insertions are purchased in print
media today." He predicted that
magazines and newspapers will
"undergo significant changes in
their editorial presentation" and
that they will be supplemented by
"facsimile presentation in the better-able-to-buy homes."
Twenty years hence, when threedimensional TV and subscription
TV have joined color television as
"realities," radio will still be with
us but it "may become a medium
devoted almost exclusively to music
and news," the agency president
stated.
In 1972 there will be a total advertising volume of approximately
$11 billion, Mr. Harper prophesized,
adding that he was assuming on
March, April, May, 1951
the basis of 1952 dollars and that
Hooper in Chattanooga
his prediction should be adjusted
upwards for any future decline in
2.3
Monday thru Friday
Station
Station
Station
E
WDEF
D
C
2.8
B
Station
the dollar's purchasing power. He
11.0
1.0
2.0
7:30 to 8:00 A.M.
foresaw leading advertising agen2.1
1.4
8:00 to 8:15
2.8
2.8
13.0
cies becoming "increasingly mar3.2
keting agencies, integrating into
8:15 to 8:30
3.3
11.0
general business counsel all of the
3.1
SHARE OF RADIO AUDIENCE
factors that go into the movement
3.0
D
E
C
B
WDEF
of consumer and
goods."
Distribution
costsindustrial
will remain
on
22.3
12.2
8:00 A.M.— 12:00 Noon 9.3
33.5%
about their present level, he said,
21.1
although "the share of advertising
in the total costs of distribution
1370 KC
will be further reduced."
5000 WATTS
Mr.
Harper
stated
that
"the
abundance of leisure time resulting
WDEF
Carter M. Parham, President
CHATTANOOGA
from advanced technology and the
trends toward shorter work weeks,
REPRESENTED
BY
BRANHAM
paid vacations, old age pensions and
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ELMER

WILLIAM DOZIER, head of CBS,
TV's story department and director of network's search for new
talent named CBS-TV executive producer in charge of dramatic programs
succeeding DONALD DAVIS, promoted to producer of Studio One
[B»T, Feb. 11].
GEORGE REEVES, publicity, promotion and merchandising department
of WBAP-TV Fort Worth, Tex., left
for U. S. Army Feb. 20. He has been
replaced by AUDREY WEBER, formerly with Hollywood office of J.
Walter Thompson Co.
GEORGE HEINEMANN, TV program
manager at NBC Chicago, named director of television for American
Cancer Society fund drive there.
BYRON R. KELLEY, resident director, Laguna, Calif., Summer Theatre,
to CBS-TV New York in similar capacity.
DON DAUER, Kansas announcer, to
WSYR Syracuse announcing staff.
FRANK PARIS, editing department,
CBS Radio, Hollywood, named an assistant director. Succeeding him is
PERRY CHAPMAN, script department.
MASON WEAVER returns to WXYZTV Detroit as floor manager after
year and half service with Medical
Corps in Korea.
SYD DAVIDSON, announcer, CBI
Sydney, N. S., to CBH Halifax, and
LEN COSH, CBI announcer, to CBC
International Service, Montreal.
BILL NEAL, WCAV Norfolk, Va., disc
jockey, honored by Muntz TV at banquet in Washington for his work for
company. Muntz sponsors 90 minutes
of his show daily.

air-casters
DON THOMPSON, program operations supervisor, KNBH (TV) Hollywood, shifts to NBC-TV Hollywood
as program operations manager.
Succeeding him is JAMES G. DAMON,
his assistant.
LOU RIEPENHOFF, WMAW Milwaukee, to WEMP that city as public
service director.
PHIL WILSON, formerly announcer
at WLEE Richmond, Va., to WMALAM-TV Washington in same capacity.
GEORGE ANTHONY, announcer at
KXL Portland, Ore., named station's
program director.
CHARLES A. HENDERSON, manager
of Atwater Kent Foundation, Hollywood, joins NBC-TV motion picture
staff to work on forthcoming Victory
at Sea television series.
PATTY lANNONE, TV actress, assigned role in Pai'amount Pictures
film. War of Worlds.
ROBERT M. WHITEHEAD, program
director at WHWL Nanticoke, Pa.,
appointed assistant program director
at WBAX Wilkes Barre.
RUTH TALLEY, WIP Philadelphia
record librarian, who recently married, is leaving station. She will be
replaced by GEORGE SMITH, former
record librarian for WIP'S Dawn Patrol. BILL PORTER joins staff as
record librarian replacing George
Smith on Dawn Patrol.

The Dominant Station Covering the Rich Industrial
and Agricultural Area of SOUTHERN
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LOU GOLSON appointed chief announcer at WANN Annapolis, Md.,
replacing ARCH HARRISON who
joins production staff of WBAL-TV
Baltimore. MAC LEONARD, WRCN
Shreveport, La., and JOE BELAIR to
WANN's announcer-disc jockey staff.
BOB FULMER, WTTM Trenton, N. J.,
joins
announcing staff of WMAL-AMTV Washington.
JOHN GALE, WTAO Cambridge,
Mass., sportscaster and disc jockey,
to WINN Louisville, Ky.
ROSS McLEAN, talks producer of
CBU Vancouver, to CBC-TV Toronto.
DARLEEN BRUNS, KSUM Fairmont,
Minn., to KIST Santa Barbara, Calif.
MIKE KELLIN, New York TV actor,
assigned role in Paramount Pictures
feature film. Hurricane Smith.
RAY WILSON, program director at
KSBW Salinas, Calif., to KFMB-AMTV San Diego announcing staff.
GLENN McCarthy firm
Equitable Life Takes Over
RADIO and TV activities of Texas
oil producer Glenn McCarthy are
not involved in the transfer of control of McCarthy Oil & Gas Co. to
the Equitable Life Assurance Co.,
it was announced last w^eek.
Both KXYZ-AM-FM Houston and
TV station concessions in Guatemala and Venezuela, which Mr.
McCarthy announced he had received from those Latin American
governments [B«T, Feb. 18], are
held individually and are not part
of the oil and gas company's holdings. KXYZ is a TV applicant for
Houston.
In addition to the oil and gas
company, Equitable also took over
control of the Shamrock Hotel,
Houston
McCarthy. showplace built by Mr.
The insurance company moved in
to protect a $34,100,000 debt owed
by the McCarthy company, it announced. Itsaid that although Mr.
McCarthy's company had been paying interest, it had not amortized
the principal during the last few

F
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SAM SEROTA, WIP Philadelphia director of special events and educational broadcasts, will conduct classes
for radio workshop of The Junto,
Philadelphia adult education series.
MARGARET M. KEARNEY, co-ordinator of radio-TV activities for
Diocesan School System, Phila., appointed educational director of
WCAU-AM-FM-TV Philadelphia.
ANN SLATER, secretary to ROBERT
PELGRAM, press manager KNBH
(TV) Hollywood, elevated to press
department assistant.
SHERRY NELSON, CBH Halifax, announcer, to CBM Montreal.
BRETAin GRIEM,
conductor
What's
New
the Kitchen
seen ofdaily
on
WTMJ-TV Milwaukee, selected for
fifth year to serve as superintendent
of food service for all state operated
concessions at 1952 Wisconsin State
Fair.

MUSCHANY, program director, KXOK St. Louis, appointed to
board of directors of Missouri Broadcasters Assn. as member of committee
to work with BMI Young Composers
Radio Award Contest.
GLORIA GORDON, who portrays
Mrs. O'Reilly on CBS Radio-TV My
Friend Irma, ordered by doctor to
take year's rest from TV version.
RICHARD HILL, program director,
WTSV Claremont,
named
outstanding
man N.ofH.,the
yearcity's
by
Junior Chamber of Commerce for
community service programs he
originated.
GUNNAR RUHEIMER, producer of
CBC International Service, Montreal,
to CBC-TV Toronto.
HIRAM SILK, announcer-operator of
CBT Grand Falls, Newfoundland,
awarded third prize in annual Peabody Institute of Music competition
for organ composition.
ANDREW ALLAN, producer of CBL
Toronto, on leave for past year in
England, returns to CBC program
headquarters, Toronto.
BOB BELL, announcer - operator,
CKRM Regina, to CBX Edmonton.
KONNIE KUPKA, WMT Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, to KVWO Cheyenne,
Wyo., as women's program director.
BILL ESTEP, staff announcer at
WESC Greenville, S. C, father of boy,
Douglas Sherril, Feb. 11.
LEW KLEIN, WPIL-TV Philadelphia
producer, married Janet Surmon on
Feb. 24.
HILLIARD MARKS, producer, CBS
Radio-TV Jack Benny Show, father
of girl, Victoria Jessica, Feb. 23.
BILL OSTBERG, announcer at WTAG
Worcester, Mass., father of girl,
Nancy Ellen, Feb. 19.
STEVE PAIETTA, member of musical group on Columbia Pacific Network Jack Owens Show, married Kay
McKenna Feb. 23.
MONROE BENTON, director of news
and publicity for WNYC New York,
to marry Myrna M. Altman March 8.
BOB HENRY, WXYZ Detroit, announcer, father of boy, Robert Jr.,
Feb. 14.
EDWARD SANCHEZ, production man-'
ager, WXYZ-TV Detroit, father ofboy, David, Feb. 1.
j

MALCOLM ALLEN and FREDERICK
SHEEHAN, newswriters, ABC NeW|
York promoted to news editors.
STEPHEN W. GUSHING joins CBS
Radio news staff, Washington, re-|
placing LOUIS CIOFFI assigned to
CBS Radio
Korea
area. news team covering Tokyo-]
RAY GIRARDIN joins CKLW De-|
troit as newscaster in addition to
reporting
assignments at Detroi\
Times.

&
years.
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(Continued f rom page 52)
noys wear for that firm in a two
pear period.
' Then he joined a women's readyiio-wear company
as traveling
Salesman for about a year. Upon
•etuming to San Francisco in 1932,
Voung Mr. Morgan set himself up
m business as representative for
I 7 manufacturers of ladies apparel,
f It was just about then that the
Enterprising young man got an idea
'or a new style in women's gloves.
(3e became a manufacturer. Startng out with two rented sewing machines and a staif of eight persons
■ n a one room loft, he soon was occupying the entire floor of that San
^ij'rancisco building and had 50 employes on the payroll.
Meanwhile, Mr. Morgan was tin'■Kering with radio. A ham operator
■ -rom childhood days, he was in.;erested in writing and production
is well as the technical side of medium. He sold his glove manufacturing business in early 1934 for
a handsome profit and became a
program packager under the name
of Morgan Production Co.
He took over several unused re.'i.Tiote radio studios in the Bellevue
Hotel and originated a variety of
dramatic shows for various stations
and advertisers in the area from
'::hat
spot. Philip G. Lasky, general
When
'manager of then KTAB San Fran';isco,
for a he
program
directorwasin looking
March 1935,
chose
,3Mr. Morgan for the assignment.
''Morgan
Production Co. went out
pf business.
Jl Shortly after, KTAB became
KSFO and the CBS San Francisco
■affiliate. For the next five years,
in addition to station duties, Mr.
■Morgan directed various CBS network programs that originated
■from that area. Responsibility
:also included supervision of all CBS
■iprograms originating from Golden
Gate International Exposition on
, Treasure Island during 1939 and
40.
jl9Ralph
Edwards, for many years
m.c. and star of Truth or Consemiences on NBC and CBS and with
{the Ralph Edwards Show now on
INBC-TV,
was a KTAB part-

time announcer and U. of California student when Mr. Morgan
first went to work at that station.
He further recalls that Art Linkletter, star of NBC People are
Funny, CBS House Party and
ABC-TV Life with Linkletter,
had a daily CBS Toast to the
Town with sponsor Roma Wine Co.
from San Francisco "in those days"
(1940). Renzo Cesana, now of The
Contineyital on CBS-TV, was then
Roma advertising manager. Mr.
Morgan supervised production.
Interest in education prompted
the KSFO program directoi- to
inaugurate a series of programs
for students of various ages in the
area. When text books on radio
were needed for teachers, he turned
out two. He wrote Encyclopedia of
Rad'o Broadcasting and An Outline of Radio Broadcasting which
still are being used.
So impressed was the San Francisco Board of Education with his
efforts they made him director of
KALW (FM) there in 1940.
Mr. Morgan put into action a
system of education by radio that
is still followed by the school department of that city.
Further Schooling
It was during this time that Mr.
Morgan decided to complete his
education. For the next five years
he took various extension and correspondence courses and attended
summer sessions as well. He graduated as teacher in vocational education from UC at Berkeley in the
spring of 1945. He has a life certificate as teacher in California,
too.
With the United Nations Conference in San Francisco, Mr. Morgan
in the spring of 1945 was called
upon to coordinate broadcast activities for all the independent stations
covering the six weeks' event. It
brought him nation-wide attention
in the industry.
Packing bag and baggage, Mr.
Morgan in August 1945 went looking for greener fields and moved
to Los Angeles.
The similarity in names prompted
Jim Morgan to call upon Raymond

TheVoicE^/Kansas
WIBW
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R. Morgan. He went to work for
that agency man on Oct. 1, 1945,
as dramatic producer of MBS
is
WFBR
Mystery is My Hobby, then spon- Why
sored by The Knox Co.
Five months later, he was named
manager of Queen for a Daip, taking on added responsibility of program producer almost a year to
the day he joined the agency. He
was elected vice-president in charge
of radio and television on June 1
of last year.
Mr. Morgan's enthusiasm is infectious in work and play. An
excellent listener, associates declare
he usually comes up with a good
answer.
Despite his busy schedule, Mr.
Morgan finds time to serve on industry committees and he always
follows through, never leaving assignments for others to pick up.
in Baltimore
With TV his avocation as well
as part of his vocation, he has keen
interest in film production. Mr.
Morgan is an expert photographer
and considers it his major hobby.
He has carried it out to extent
of having built a professional sound
stage for his TV film experimental
work. It is located on the 3 1/2 acre
estate in exculsive Northridge some
25 miles from Hollywood, where he
and Mrs. Morgan, the former
iff
Mildren Andrews, make their home.
Second choice in hobbies is breeding of St. Bernard dogs, but he
This is the top morning
also goes in for pedigreed game
foul. The prolific Mr. Morgan is
show in the Baltimore
an accomplished musician, too.
area. It got that way by
Besides violin and string base, he
plays the guitar.
offering what listeners
First vice president of Hollywant . . . warmth and a
wood Ad Club, Mr. Morgan is a
Mason, Shriner and member of Los
Angeles Saints & Sinners and San
friendly spirit in the
Francisco Press Club.
morning, plus music, news,
Mr. Morgan claims no particular
weather and birthdays
philisophy but believes in doing the
best he can and keeping an open
mind at all times, thus giving the
judiciously sprinkled
other fellow a chance.
throughout.
SEATTLE AD WEEK
Committee Is Announced
JAMES McLaughlin, Seattle
manager of the John Keating Co.,
has been named chairman of the
Advertising and Sales Club of
Seattle's I'adio-TV committee for
Advertising Recognition Week.
Overall chairman for the program
of focusing public attention on advertising's role in American life is
Jerry Crollard, Ruthraufl" & Ryan,
Seattle.
Serving with Mr. McLaughlin are
Arthur E. Gerbel Jr., KJR: Archie
Taft Jr.. KOL; Kenneth Yeend. KIRO;
Lincoln W. Miller, KXA; George Dean
KOMO; Harry Long, KVI; Robert
Kilpatrick, KING; Al Hunter, KINGTV; Ted Bell, KRSC; Elwood Lippincott. KISW (FM), all Seattle; and Mac
McKenzie, KMO Tacoma. Ralph Combs,
Bnzell & Jacobs, Seattle, is agency
representative.
Radio coverage via all Seattle
stations features 15-second, 25-second and one-minute spots, all with
the tagline: "Remember — Advertising saves you money." For television, the committee has provided
20-S2cond and one-minute spots,
plus a 20-minute film, "The Magic

The audience loyalty to
this show is something to
warm

the cockles of a

sponsor's heart.

Ask your John Blair man
or contact any account
executive of . . .

ABC BASIC NETWORK

5000 WATTS IN BALTIMORE. MD.
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AN, general counJOHN selC.for HOLAH
Foley & Gordon, N. Y.,
radio-TV production and management
firm, elected vice president. He will
continue as general counsel.
THEODORE W. RUNDELL, chief refrigeration engineer for Philco Corp.,
named vice president in charge of
engineering of Servel Inc.
MAX GRAFF, senior partner in Townsend, GralT & Co., New York brokerappointed to board of diage firm,
rectors of Audio & Video Products
Corp., N. Y.
THOMAS ADAMS, sales staff of
Zenith Radio Corp. of Canada Ltd.,
Windsor,
Ontario, named company's
sales manager.

allied

COMDR. T. A. M. CRAVEN, Craven,
Lohnes & Culver, consulting engineers, Washington, will address
Fourth Southwestern IRE Conference
and Radio Engineering Show, to be
held in Houston, Tex., May 16-17.
DONALD MORSE, assistant sales
manager of Tape Recorder Division
of Eicor Inc., Chicago, named division's sales manager. ROBERT S.
SAICHEK, technical data director for
Eieor's Rotary Division, appointed
advertising and public relations director for entire company.

LOUIS GOLDSTEIN, managing director for Columbia Pictures International in Germany, to Hygo Television
Films Inc., N. Y., as vice president.
BARRY T. LEITHEAD, president of
Cluett, Peabody & Co., N. Y., elected
director of B. F. Goodrich Co., same
city.
JACK McDonald, formerly of York
Dispatch, York, Pa., and Washington
Star, Washington, to Associated
Press's Washington office on radio
staff.
DOROTHY DeMAYO appointed studio
manager of United Producers Studios, L. A., in charge of future distribution of Courneya Productions.
MORTON LEE joins British Industries Corp., N. Y., as sales engineer.
ROBERT L. TAYLOR joins Hill &
Knowlton, N. Y. public relations firm,
as vice president.
ALLAN STONE, merchandising director of Kagran Corp., N. Y., elected
vice president.
LARRY SCHWARTZ, president of
Wexton Co., N. Y., re-appointed lecturer in School of Business, City
College of New York.
4663
3

REPLIES

One-Minute

to

Mr. Saichek
Mr. Morse
AL PETKER & Assoc., Hollywood
promotion and program packager, preparing transcribed five-a-week quarter-hour disc m.c. radio show. Tops in
Hollywood, to be given away to radio
stations. Program will feature contests
involving products of Mr. Petker's
clients.
MEL ANGLE, news editor, KGIL
Sherman Oaks, Calif., to Studio Recording Services Division of Capitol
Records Inc., Hollywood, sales promotion department.
Just

Spots

I

Direct YOUR Sales Message
to a Responding Audience
WBNS OFFERS YOU:
o An Audience Spending 1 BILLION Annually
o All Twenty Top-Rated Programs
o Central Ohio's Only CBS Outlet
o Proved Pulling Power
o Local Personalities with Loyal Listeners
Valuable Time Locations Currently Available
ASK JOHN BLAIR
POWER
WBNS — 5,000
WELD-FM— 53.000
COLUMBUS, OHIO
CENTRAL
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SCHWERIN RESEARCH Corp., N. Y.,
announces promotion of three executives. WILLIAM KALAN, company's
sales manager, elected vice president in charge of client relations;
RAYMOND K. MANEVAL, director of
production, elected vice president in
charge of production, and DONALD
H. McCOLLUM, assistant sales manager, named sales manager replacing
Mr. Kalan.
ROBERT A. STREET, ABC radio network account executive, to Henry F.
Budde Publications, San Francisco,
as general advertising manager.
WALLACE MIDDLETON, co-partner,
Donaldson-Middleton Inc., Hollywood
talent agency, to Wynn Rocamora
Agency, same city.
LEON G. POLLARD appointed electronics research engineer in charge
of Water Mill, L. I., laboratory of
Western Union Telegraph Co. He is
replaced by WILLIAM D. BUCKINGHAM, now assistant electronics research engineer.

TELEVISION
TRANSMITTER Div.,
Allen B. DuMont Labs., Clifton, N. J.,
announces production of DuMont
Mobil-Mount Dolly featuring easy,
VOA HITS MARK
Barrett Tells Go. Editors
THE VOICE of America is overcoming Russian jamming at least
100% better than two years ago
and under the U. S. "Campaign
of Truth" America has substantially strengthened its radio network, Edward W. Barrett, former
Assistant Secretary of State for
Public Affairs, told Georgia editors
Feb. 23.
Mr. Barrett, who resigned his
State Dept. post to re-enter private
industry, addressed the 24th annual
Georgia Press Institute at a meeting on" the U. of Georgia campus.
He was a guest of the Atlanta
Constitution (WSB-AM-FM-TV) .
All evidence tends to disprove the
attitude "that the free world is
losing
the battleasserted.
for men's He
minds,"
Mr. Barrett
also

quick camera manipulation. Singh
small one hand steering lever turni
all four wheels simultaneously to s(
direction for "dolly shot."
CORNING GLASS WORKS, Cornin
N. Y., announces manufacture of
inch rectangular all-glass bulb ft
use in production of TV pictui
tubes. New bulb offers 375 sq. ii
picture which is approximately .50'
larger
May.
than present 21 inch siz
Volume production is scheduled ff
DAVIS ELECTRONICS, Los Angele
announces production of new TV ai
tenna known as Davis Super-Visio
Antenna which reduces or eliminatt
ghost problems due to excellent pa
tern, produces clearer pictures up 1
125 miles away from station, min
mizes
interferenceline.
and utilizes on'
one transmission
TECHNICAL
APPLIANCE Cori
Sherburne, N. Y., announces mam
facture of new channel separatoi
for use with its Tacoplex Master Ai
tenna Distribution System in con
munity installation. New unit
available as two-channel model de;
ignated as Catalog No. 1512 or thrt
channel model designated as Catalo
No.
1513.
"Ttc
hnical •
i
ANDREW L. HAMMERSCHMIDT, si
pervisor of technical operations t
WNBK
(TV) HeCleveland,
to NBC-T.fcj
New York.
will be replaced
WILLIAM A. supervisor.
HOWARD, station's T
maintenance
ED McLEOD to WCBT Roanoke R<
pids, N. C, as chief engineer anj|
early morning man.
BUD SPENLEN, WCKY Cincinna
engineer, father of boy, Stephen, Fel
2, and GEORGE HANNA, engineer
WCKY
transmitter, father of bo}
Phillip James, Feb. 16.
W. A. DUFFIELD named assistar
operations engineer of CBC Montrea
GORDON SADLER, operator at CHF
Edmonton and formerly chief eng
neer of CFGP Grande Prairie, A
berta, and WES HARRISON, opei
ator of CKY Winnipeg, to technic;
staff of CBX Edmonton.
HARRY HANDFIELD appointed chid
engineer at WOTW Nashua, N. H
and JOHN BUTLER joins station;,
engineering staff.
Night

Listening Up

NIGHTTIME
listening
increas'
ing in the Westerly,
R. I.,is area,
ac
cording to survey by Robert
Conlan &
Assoc., reported
Kansas Citj'
WERI
Westerly
tha
33.2% ofis the
potential
nighttim'
audience
listening
to radio.
Thi
is said to be a gain of a full pe
cent over 1951. Hourly nighttim

noted that Communist Party membership has dropped off in every percentages reach 39.8% of the po'
tential, it was added. Total of 6,32
free nation the last four years.
basic calls were made from Jan. 2?
The role of advertising, newspapers and automobiles in building through Feb. 1 for the survej'
democracy was dissected at another
NOT the same news
session by Norman Strouse, Detroit
different
advertising executive. "Without
intimate .. . . » ^
advertising, the enormous mai'ket
for industrial products, without
which mass production and a high
standard of living would not have
been possible, could not have come
TUFTY NEWS BUREAU
into being," Mr. Strouse told ediNational Press Building
tors, noting they are the keystone
to leisure and communications
WASHINGTON, D. C.
under democracy.
BROADCASTING
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KNiGHTS
FIRM
Buys DooSittle FM Dir.
ACQUISITION of the FM Monitor
Division of Doolittle Radio Inc. by
the James Knights Co., Sandwich,
111., has been announced by Leon
Faber, president of the Knights
firm, which manufactures electronic equipment.
James Knights Co. has begun

ILANDER SUIT
Reaches Across Border

'HEN an alleged slander about
,n Ontario resident has been broadlast from a radio station in the
S., the trial for damages should
e heard in Ontario where the
laintiff lives, Chief Justice Mcuer of Ontario ruled at Toronto
L Feb. 19. The action sets a preE"
dent.
Clifford Jenner, a Toronto
oker-dealer, is seeking damages
'"rlirom Sun Oil Co. Ltd., a Canadian
Jpm, Sun Oil Co. Ltd. of New
pflersey, and also from Ray Henle
yi|,|ind Ned Brooks, American radio
ijijcinnouncers and WBEN Buffalo.
11 Mr. Jenner claims that defamaorprjory statements v/ere made about
ajiliim in broadcasts on an NBC net:ojr|vork broadcast last March 12, 13
tjind 14, and these were heard by
'Q)ntario residents. An application
! "or a writ of summons for servmg out of Ontario on the U. S.
lef endants was issued last July.
' Jhief Justice McRuer on Feb. 19
Jismissed an application to have
his order set aside.
The writs have already been
iterved, but since this is not a
priminal action there can be no
-I'ljsxtradition. In civil cases where
' \mericans are defendants, judg^'ments can be collected only if there
|ire assets in Canada. It is underE^jstood that there will be an appeal
*Wrom the decision.
If Chief Justice McRuer stated that
■aii^the matter to be decided is of
■tj'p-eat importance not only to those
"'feoncerned in radio broadcasting but
^to everyone within Ontario who
Uishes to protect his good name
4:rom attacks made from abroad by
-''Tieans of radio broadcasting ... I
T;-aave come to the conclusion that
^r;here are fundamental and com•■ '■non sense principles which govern
-":he present case. Radio broadcasts
^are made for the purpose of being
jpeard. The program here in ques'■'ption was put on the air for adverTpismg purposes.
'"f' He stated he considered it a
I[startling proposition to say that a
person could "utter defamatory
matter which is heard in a Cana^,|dian province and not be said to
^.jhave published a slander in the
ajprovince in which it is heard and
j,'|ynderstood."
ElSBMI Honors WNYC
WNYC, municipal station of New

jj'^York
City, Music
has Inc.
been "for
citedservby
Broadcast
;.|,ice in music to the community" in
'ijpresenting its annual American
^'.JMusic
Festival andin for
"outstandjing achievement
fostering
and
presenting the music of American
composers." ^

WEOK
POliGHKEEPSliE^
REPRESENTED BY
EVERETT McKiNNEY, INC
BROADCASTING

EXCHANGING congratulations are (1
to r): Robert J. McAndrews, who has
been named commercial rr^anager,
KBIG Avalon, Calif., and J. Norman
Nelson, newly appointed managing
director. Southern California Broadcasters Assn. Mr. Nelson succeeded
Mr. McAndrews in the SCBA post.
FCDA

CHANGES
Two Ate Promoted

TWO

appointments and one promotion within the Audio-Visual Division of the Federal Civil Defense
Administration were revealed last
week by Jesse Butcher, division
chief.
Steve McCormick, former presidential announcer for MBS, was
appointed deputy assistant to Mr.
Butcher. Mr. McCormick had been
serving as chief of FCDA's radio
section. He was succeeded by Chester Spurgeon, formerly with National Production Authority and
the Dept. of Defense.
Second appointment was that of
Rodney B. Radford, formerly film
director and assistant to the president of Byron Inc., film production
firm. He becomes assistant chief of
FCDA's motion picture section under Howard Johnson. Mr. Radford
has been active with government
agencies.
Mr. Spurgeon joins FCDA from
NPA's radio-TV section and before
that was a consultant for the radio-TV branch of the Defense
Dept.'s Office of Public Information. Previously he was a radio producer for CBS on the West Coast
and assistant to Fletcher Wiley,
Housewives Protective League.
PULSE INC. EXPANSION
Six New City Reports Due
A TOTAL of 65 markets will be
served by The Pulse Inc. when that
organization releases audience reports shortly for six additional
cities: Baltimore, Pittsburgh, Milwaukee, Toledo, Providence and
San Diego.
Announcing its expansion plans
Tuesday, Pulse also claimed more
station subscribers than any competitive service in the markets it
covers, with a total of 236 radio or
television stations purchasing the
service during 1951.

• Telecasting

productionwithof manufacturing
the Doolittle "JK"
monitor,
addition now known as the Electronics
Product Division. E. H. Aberdeen,
vice president of Knights, was
named sales director. Sales policies of Doolittle will be pursued in
monitor sales and distribution, he
announced.
Manufacturing equipment and
sales department, located at Doolittle's Chicago plant, is being
moved to the Knights plant at
Sandwich, 50 miles west of
Chicago.
Anthony F. Walberg
FUNERAL services were conducted
Thursday in Cincinnati for Anthony
F. (Tony) Walberg, 33, pianist,
accordionist and arranger at WLS
Chicago who was killed the previous
Sunday in a head-on automobile
collision near Berwyn, 111. A member of the Captain Stubby and the
Buccaneers team, Mr. Walberg
starred on the National Barn
Dance. Survivors includes his
wife. Ruby; a son, William, 11, and
a daughter, Antonette, 8.

with
the

COMPLETE
Southern

Pennsylvania

New

Feature

of Week

(Contiimed from page 18)
could be in the midst of some dull,
routine business and be considering
switching back to the studio programs when a delegate in the back
of row would stand up, make a
motion, and throw the convention
was as well equipped
intoWKY-TV
a tui'moil."
as could be expected to cope with
technical problems. It used a
mobile unit and staff of 11 — director, audio and video engineers,
three cameramen, two newscasters,
a production assistant and relay
tower engineer.
Although the convention was an
all-day affair, early business was
routine until 1 p.m. when WKY-TV
picked up the proceedings for a
brief moment. More extensive coverage was telecast from 2:30-3:30
p.m.,
3:45-4:40
5:30-5:45
p.m. p.m. and concluded
WKY-TV recommends to other
stations considering similar state
convention coverage that they make
sure delegations are seated alphabetically. This will save "considerable effort" in locating speakers
during roll call votes, WKY-TV
says.
Considerable interest in the
Oklahoriia GOP state convention
impelled WKY-TV to telecast the
proceedings, though the expected
fight between Taft and Eisenhower
supporters never really materialized, Mr. Rogers commented.

coverage
York

trading

of

— Northern

area

• HERKIMER
• •

theBINOHAMTON
Triple Cities
•k
•k JOHNSON CITY
k ENDICOTT
NBC AFFILIATE IN THE SOUTHERN TIER
George P. Hollingbery, National Representative
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On All Accounts
(Continued from page 12)
conciousness.
Imbed the bran
name in the listener's mind througi
usage of dramatics inherent t
radio and television and you can

PATENT RULE
Four More Advise FCC

Advertisers
Believe in
STANDARD

Ihc Register
Contains
* Address,
The Advertiser,
" Capitalization
Products with
Trade Names
" Corporate
Executives
* Advertising
Manager
"* Sales
PrintingManager
Buyer
* Advertising
Agency
Handling
Account
" Account
Executives
" Advertising
Media Used
* Advertising
Appropriations
" Character,
Extent of
Distribution

ts —
WHEN
want to
you coun
and time
know the brand name of a
product — what company
■ makes it — the names of
the ofiBcers (especially the
Advertising Manager, the
—
Advertising Agency)
where they advertise and
how much they spend —
the
whyERreal
you'
RDize ADV
STAllNDA
TISING REGISTER belongs on your desk.
Better get the facts. Just
drop us a line on your company letterhead and
we'll do the rest.
THE AGENCY LIST
Standard source of mformation
about 3,000 U.S. and Canadian advertising agencies with data on
their
recognition,
and
over 30,000
clients.personnel,
Issued three
limes a year - the AGENCY LIST
isservice
part ofor STANDARD'S
complete
may be purchased
separately,
f tfii^ Write for colored
^ * * full
W**information
illustratedabout
booklet
giving
the
STANDARD
ADVERTISING
REGISTER and Supplementary Services. It's yours for the asking.
NATIONAL REGISTER PUBLISHING CO., INC.
130 West 42nd Street 333 N. Michigon Avenue
New York 36, N. Y. Chicago 1. Illinois
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AT FCC's deadline for filing comments to the proposed new patent
rule on Feb. 21 [B*T, Jan 14, 7,
1952; Dec. 3, 1951], seven more observations were received by the
Commission.
The American Telephone & Telegraph Co., noting that it has always
informed the FCC of its communications developments in the past,
suggested amendments to three
subdivisions of the proposed rule.
AT&T asks that one portion of
the rule be revised, that which
would require the numerical listing
of all the unexpired patents used in
any service regulated by the FCC,
the classification numbers, and
filing and expiration dates.
Subdivisions 2 and 3 should be
amended to make clear that licenses
and agreements need not be reported if they involve no licenses
for equipment or operations used
or useful in the services regulated
by the FCC, AT&T asserted.
Armstrong's Viewpoint
Edwin H. Armstrong, inventor of
FM, questioned the patent rule only
insofar as it requires experimenters
to file. He feels that those engaged
in experimental broadcasting should
be specifically exempted from filing.
Sylvania Electric Products Corp.
agreed with both AT&T and Dr.
Armstrong. Sylvania said that apparently as the proposed rule now
stands, it would be exempted. However, the company stated that if it
would be covered, it would object
to the rule because it is "too vague,
indefinite and general" and seeks
to get material indirectly that it
cannot obtain directly. Sylvania
said the proposal is ill-advised, impracticable and unnecessary because the U. S. Patent Office already
provides adequate public information.
The Patent Law Assn. for its
1,400 members, claimed the rule
would be outside the scope of authority delegated to the FCC. Like
Sylvania, PLA thought the rule
too vague and confusing.
The Central Committee on Radio
Facilities of the American Petroleum Institute said it thought the
rule did not make clear whether it
was applicable to its type and class
of service. But if the rule is, it
wishes to object to it.
Shortly after the proposed rule
was announced, a host of protests
poured into the FCC from irate
patent attorneys and manufacturers who were alerted by the
National Patent Council, Gary, Ind.
The FCC then issued a release
pointing out that the proposal applied only to communications or
broadcast patent holders who also
are rendering a communications or
broadcast service under jurisdiction
of the FCC.
Including the earlier comments,
many of which were held to have
misunderstood the proposal, more
than 100 comments were filed with
the Commission.

WSIC Sfotesville, N. C, contest held
to acquoint stiidents with the workings of a radio station was won by
Bob fi-Se^idrick (c) of Mitchell College.
Biliy Hoke (1), senior class president
and WS!C ofino'jncer, nnd Charles
Melton (r), station manager, give the
winner sonne pointers.
Alabama Meet
WAYNE COY, recently resigned
FCC Chairman, and Lloyd Venard,
0. L. Taylor Co., New York, are
scheduled to address the annual
spring meeting of the Alabama
Broadcasters Assn. in Biloxi, Miss.,
March 20-21. ABA President
Emmett Brooks, WEBJ Brewton,
Ala., announced plans for the meeting, which will be held at the Buena
Vista Hotel. Agenda calls for discussion of programming, sales and
administrative problems and election of officers for 1952-53. Two
luncheons, a seafood jamboree,
cocktail party and banquet will
comprise entertainment.

Mr. Knight is married to forme
Jean Fretz. They have two son;
Frank III, 4 years, and Douglas
age 1. They make their home ii
Haddonfield, N. J.
His hobbies include golf (in thi
middle
miss." 80s). He plays four instru
ments: Piano, drums, saxophoii'
and violin, and has had a numbe
of songs recorded. He is a mem
ber of the Merchantville Coun
try Club, the Beta Theta Pi fratei
nity and the Television Assn. o
Philadelphia.
i
Board to Meet
SHARE transfers and changes i
incorporation of licensees will b
the main business of the Marc
meeting of board of governors o
Canadian Broadcasting Corp
Share transfers are being re
quested by CKBW Bridgewatei
CKOX Woodstock, CKRS Jo
quierre, CKRM Regina, and CKOI
Penticton. Recapitalization
CKOK Penticton also is requeste
and license transfers from indiv
dual owners to incorporated com
panies are being asked by CHMI
Hamilton and CFRN Edmonton
broadcast pick-up license is sough
bv CJON St. John's.

raeung Sweep Seconds

the
second
around

the

red
hand

clock..

Columbia Broadcasting System and other major networks
and stations throughout the country rely on Self Winding
Clocks for dependable, split second timekeeping accuracy.
We'll be pleased to supply a free estimate for recommended installation to meet your requirements . . . one clock
or a complete system . . . Western Union synchronization
optional. j i i
i i,
. .
Ask for full particulars.
SELF WINDING CLOCK COMPANY, INC.
Manufacturers of Standard and Specially Designed Clocks and Clock Systems for Over 60 Yeors
205 Willoughby Avenue Brooklyn 5, New York
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"Trapped" — the show that sold more for a sponsor in one week than his
entire campaign, aired on a New York network station, did in eleven weeks
—

in

our

7

is available on channel 9.

It's the show that the sponsor chose after he analyzed 35 programs available
on 7 New York stations. "Trapped"
shows offered by the other stations

is priced from 50 to 75%

below similar

It's the show that accounted for 35% of the sponsor's consumer sales in the
New York area . . . produced more sales at less cost than all other advertising media combined.'

year

It's the show that's available now. Call WOR-tv

WOR-tv

Channel

9

Sales, LOngacre

4-8000.

1440 Broadway, New York

presents its problems frankly and intelligently before
the WDEL-TV

cameras. This weekly half-hour
i»♦
series, dedicated to teen-agers, is presented in cooperation with the Wilmington, Delaware Council of
Churches. The programs have no direct relation to
any one church, include members of all faiths. The
young people in a friendly and informal fashion
discuss any and all of their problems and evaluate
them

against a background of spiritual values.

"Youth Speaks Up" is one of many public service
program series presented by WDEL-TV in an effort
to serve all the viewers in its wide coverage area, to
increase viewer interest and loyalty — important adjuncts to community ivelfare.

WDEL-TV
WILMINGTON,

DELAWARE

In the photograph, the Rev.
Philip Dunning, Chairman of
Program for the Wilmington
Council of Churches, talks with
Leslie Werner, Jr., Patricia
Werner and Edward Ballbach.

WDEL
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Represented by
ROBERT MEEKER

ASSOCIATES

. Chicago . San Francisco . New York . Los Angeles
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CODE

IN

By J. FRANK BEATTY
TELEVISION stations started operation Saturday under the stiff
terms of a self-enforcing code specijfying what can and cannot be said
(or shown on the air.
I NARTB's disciplinary document
jreceived the last-minute blessing
of several high government officials
s the new Code Review Board held
!its first meeting in Washington
"Thursday. By nightfall 77 TV staftions and all four TV networks
lhad subscribed to the code and
Imore were expected Friday.
What can happen when 100 million viewers sit in judgment as
iself-appointed censors and code initerpreters was anybody's guess.
jiNARTB and the review board were
jnot worried as they looked over the
'structure set up by the association
!'Under TV board and membership
mandate.
The association was heartened
Thursday by observations of the
new FCC Chairman, Paul Walker,
as well as Sen. Edwin C. Johnson
(D-Col.), chairman of the Senate
Interstate and Foreign Commerce
jCommittee, and Sen. Ernest W. McijFarland (D-Ariz.), ranking majjority member as well as Senate
Majority Leader.
Wide Industry Acceptance
Chairman Walker told the Re'jview Board at luncheon Thursday
r he was delighted that the code is
meeting wide industry acceptance,
jliHe has been looking forward to
[• said,
self-regulation
industry,
he
adding he by
was the
happy
so many
' have indicated their intention to
I subscribe. It was the Chairman's
]' first
industry
group meeting
followingwithhis an
appointment
!' Thursday morning by President
Truman.
Chairman Johnson pointed out
the need for patience on the part
of telecasters, viewers and all
others involved, recognizing the
difficulty of living under a selfregulatory document and the new
problems that must be faced. He
voiced pleasure that so many stations had subscribed in the eightday period following first mailing
of subscription forms from NARTB
headquarters.
Sen. McFarland said he recognized the difficulty of programming TV stations to meet the demands of all people and felt certain telecasters are conscious of
their responsibility. He, too, was
glad telecasters did the job before
BROADCASTING

4 Networks

Sign

EFFECT

AT first meeting of NARTB Television Code Review Board Thursday in Washington were (seated, I to r): Walter J. Damm, WTMJ-TV Milwaukee; Mrs.
Scott Bullitt, KING-TV Seattle; J. Leonard Reinsch, WSB-TV Atlanta, vice
chairman; E. K. Jett, WMAR (TV) Baltimore. Standing, C. E. Arney Jr., NARTB
secretary-treasurer; Thad Brown, NARTB-TV director; Harold E. Fellows,
NARTB president.
someone else did it for them.
Sen. McFarland is chairman of
the Senate Commerce subcommittee considering the Benton legislation proposing creation of a citizens advisory board to scan radio
and TV programming.
If anyone expected a programming or advertising millenium over
the weekend, he was due for disappointment. Conformity of necessity will be gradual, in the case of
many programs. The code calls for
the earliest possible cancellation or

TIONS
CAABRAMS
ALLO
By EARL

FINAL "go-round" on TV allocations was scheduled to start today
(March 3) after the second successive week, during which the FCC
did not have the post-freeze decision on its agenda.
Staff work on final drafting continued apace, however, and there
was feeling that the absence of discussions with commissioners could
be chalked up to the asset side of
the time table — in that staff hewed
to writing chores without interruptions.
March 15 target date is still hope
of some of staff and of some commissioners, but book is being made
that it will be nearer April 1 when
decision is issued.
Appointment of Comr. Paul A.
• Telecasting

revision of advertising contracts in
violation of the code. However, it
allows a maximum of 52 weeks for
contract revision, dating from the
time of code subscription.
The five-member NARTB Review Board met with J. Leonard
Reinsch, WSB-TV Atlanta, presiding as vice chairman in the absence from the country of Chairman John E. Fetzer, WKZO-TV
Kalamazoo, Mich. Other members
present were Walter J. Damm,
WTMJ-TV Milwaukee; Mrs. Scott

Bullitt, KING-TV Seattle, and E.
K. Jett, WMAR (TV) Baltimore.
The board took these steps:
# Adopted a plan to issue a
newsletter report on board and
staff code activities. This letter
will be issued at least once a month
for use of code subscribers.
# Authorized President Harold
E. Fellows to name a staff executive in the TV department to aid
the board. He will report directly
to Thad H. Brown Jr., TV director.
% Decided to issue regular reports to the public on progress of
code administration.
During early days of code life
all staff interpretations are to be
confirmed by the review board.
This policy will apply until there
is enough precedent to make many
interpretations of code language
automatic. Each telecaster should
adopt his own method of interpreting the code, it was felt.
The review board decided to meet
March 31 in Chicago during the
NARTB Convention at the Conrad
Hilton Hotel. First complaints
will be reviewed and experiences
discussed.
NARTB TV station membership
stood at 86 out of 108 operating
stations as the code went into
operation. Three stations subscribing to the code applied for association membership — WMBR-TV
Jacksonville, Fla.; WMAL - TV
Washington and WNHC-TV New
(Contimied on page 97)

now seen N earer April 1
Repp^
Walker as chairman
is considered
those comments, oppositions and
on plus side of time schedule in
pleadingslastfiled
"paper"
that continuity of consideration
hearings
year,during
which will
not
will be maintained.
be incorporated in the final decision— there were more than 1,500
If Commission goes through revised TV rules, standards and allo- briefs filed in the four-month long
cations all this week (considered
hearings; (3) complete reprinting
of revised rules, including allocatoo optimistic), there's still procedures and week-long mechanical
tions table; (4) complete revision
job: mimeographing, collating and of engineering standards.
It was also learned that virtually
binding 600-800 page document.
Best bet now is March 22.
none of the big, northeastern cities
Document when complete will are to get extra VHF channels.
Some of the smaller markets in the
comprise four major parts: (1)
Discussion of various facets of country picked up an additional
VHF, but some of these were acissues — separations, powers, ancomplished by transferring the
tenna heights, educational reserva"asterisk" from a VHF
tions, changes necessary in existing reservation
channel to a UHF channel.
stations, intermixture, offset-carBest information indicates that
rier, priorities, directional an(Continued on page 96)
tenna, etc.; (2) legal replies to
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color and monochrome TV as longj
as no additional materials are in- i
volved
would alsoLabs.
satisfy
matic Television
But ChroNPA, '
is making no promise in this in-

e TV
seen Exempting Theatr
ON
SI
VI
RE
90
Hiis expected this week to hand
The factor that inveighs most With the imposition of the manuNPA
against any general relief
down a revised regulation exempt- heavily
facturing ban, some firms transIt is Chromatic's interpretation,!stance. 'I
for color TV manufacturers at this
ferred design and development
ing theatre colorcasting equipment
time is one of manpower as well as engineers off color TV work, retain- at present that a manufacturer i
from the controversial color TV
may build a separate chassis with ,
materials. Basis for the new order
manufacturing ban.
ing technical manpower for color circuitry capable of receiving both •
A modified version of the original is the recommendation of the DPA
research as permitted by NPA.
types and also construct the tube,
Electronics Production Board that
order (M 90) will exclude theatre
NPA's feeling apparently is that yet is unable to mount the tube
the
ban
be
retained.
ERP
gathered
projection equipment but retain
manpower and materials are so in the chassis and sell it to the
the overall freeze on color TV prod- data from military electronic
closely entertwined in the case of
authorities tending to bolster argu- color TV that it would be better public as a complete unit.
ucts, including home-type receivers,
ments that the defense program
adapters, converters and other reto retain the freeze, notwithstandwould be disrupted if engineers
lated items, it was understood.
ing charges that the order is tanand other technical personnel were
The National Production Authortamount to a ban on mass producTV SALES FUTURE
permitted
to
shift
back
to
color
tion of color TV end products. In
ity is keeping the lid on so-called
Previewed by Judge Millei
TV
projects
[Closed
Circuit,
Feb.
any event, Mr. McCoy already has
"mass production" of color equip- 25].
WITHIN
10 years the manufacturindicated that no additional mament in compliance with the imterials would be allotted for color
J. A. Milling, chairman of the
ing side of television will rival i
plied intent of the Office of Defense
that of automotive business in
Mobilization and the Defense Proboard and chief of NPA's Electro- TV equipment even if the freeze
duction Administration to conserve
sales volume — that was the prenics Division, told Broadcasting • is lifted.
diction ofJustin Miller, board chairTelecasting last week that lifting
vital technical skills for the miliNPA hopes that its new order
man of NARTB, when he spoke at
tary program.
of the ban would "throw a tre- will strike a happy compromise.
mendous load on the availability It hopes to sustain majority indus- the "Salute to Television" staged j
The new order will be promultry view that the order should be Feb. 21 by Los Angeles Junioi
gated after top-flight discussions
of engineers" for defense work. It
Chamber of Commerce in Biltmorc
among DPA Administrator Manly
would drain ofl' engineers at a time retained prohibiting mass production of color TV equipment; to Hotel Bowl, that city.
when military electronics is at a
Fleischmann, NPA Administrator
Henry Fowler and NPA Assistant
He told business executives as-;
going rate of $1 billion, with ex- •satisfy the military by assuring
sembled that Los Angeles ranks
pectancy of reaching $3 billion by continued availability of engineers
Administrator H. B. McCoy. DPAthe end of 1952.
already committed for defense
NPA last week was accumulating
closestations
to the top
in number
work; and to mollify the minority
a wealth of data to support its
TV
and both
number
of receiv-ol'
Some Engineers Shifted
ultimate decision.
ers, i
view of theatre TV interests by exThis would not have been necesNPA also is expected to delineate
cluding other than home-type re"Los Angeles has the same num-l
ceivers [Closed Circuit, Feb. 18]. ber of TV stations as New York— i
sarily the case last fall shortly
its regulation with a clear inter- after Defense
Mobilizer Charles E.
A clearer definition permitting a seven — and is right behind thai
pretation as to whether manufacWilson called on manufacturers to manufacturer to produce a returers may . produce receivers
city in the number of sets, somecease mass color TV production.
ceiver capable of receiving both
capable of receiving both monohe said.thing over a million for each city,'
chrome and color with chassiscircuitry changes.
Calling attention to the fact thai,
Implied in the latter instance is
there are only 108 TV station;
the fate of a request by Paramount
currently in the United States ;
Pictures Corp., which proposes to ABC-TV
SPOT
SALES
fra
FORMATION of an independent spot sales organizing for ABC ownedJudge Miller said the FCC is "talk- :
manufacture the Lawrence tube
and-operated TV stations was announced last week by Slocum Chapin, ing of opening the freeze on a
through its subsidiary. Chromatic
ABC-TV vice president in charge of owned stations. The change went number of stations."
Television Labs.
It would be difficult to use teleinto effect Saturday (March 1).
Tipoff on the course of action
vision for in-classroom education
Don L. Kearney, eastern spot
NPA will pursue has been given
sales
manager
for
television,
was
low
the
ABC
plan
to
set
up
parallel
Judge
Miller
felt. "Anything thai
on another front — that involving
operations in television and radio, it could do for formal classroom
named national manager of ABCsuch protagonists as 20th Century
he said. An independent TV Spot education can be better done
Fox Corp., Motion Picture Assn. of TV Spot Sales. Additional appointments
in
other
Sales organization not only clears through existing means, such a«America, Theatre Owners of Amercities where the the way for new developments by extension courses and motion pic
ica and the National Exhibitors
network owns
ABC-owned television stations, he
Theatre Television Committee.
He termed the television codi
stations are:
MPAA, TOA and NETTC had
explained, but also allows for "the which went into effect March 1 as
servicing
of
spot
advertisers
on
a
asked NPA for a separate meeting
Roylin, who
McLaughlocal basis in a far more concenbecomes
a "pretty severe code, administerec
on the grounds theatre interests
by a national board with powei
trated form than the network was
manager for
were not represented at either of
tures."
ABC-TV Spot
the two government-industry color
previouslytionally,equipped
to do."
Addito
impose are
penalties."
Sales
in
Chicago.
he
noted,
the
separation
"There
some who say tha'
TV conferences — in October 1951
Joe Henry,
gives owned stations greater local this will make for more intelligent
and early last month. These groups
and more valuable development o
identity and individuality.
hedged their request for a separate
manager of ABCTV," he said. "Others claim i
TV
Spot
Sales
in
Mr.
Kearney
conference- with the qualification
Started at Fordham
will limit the medium, particularl
Detroit.
that NPA-DPA may not see fit to
with respect to adult appreciation.
exclude theatre color television.
Mr. Kearney, who joined ABC
Bill Laramie, manager for ABClast July as manager of TV Spot
California's Lt. Gov. Goodwin
TV Spot Sales in Los Angeles.
Meeting Not Necessary
Knight as second speaker predicte
Sales, received his first experience
Assistant Administrator McCoy
Dave Sacks, manager for ABCthat Los Angeles is destined to b(
has notified attorneys for MPAA
in broadcasting as an undergradTV Spot Sales in San Francisco.
uate at Fordham U. where he was
the television capital of the world |
Coincidentally with these changes
that such a meeting prior to issuan observer and writer on sports just as Hollywood is the motioi
ance of the revised order would not Mr. Chapin also announced new
be necessary and indicated the new
events for Bill Stern. After grad- picture capital.
positions for Joe Fisher, who moves
uation he was a sports announcer
"Television is unparalleled in it;
regulation will spell out applica- from the Spot Sales staff in Chion various New York stations and, effect on our social and economic!
bility of the ban to theatre TV incago to the post of sales manager
terests.
in 1941, went to Syracuse where he habits since the advent of th^
for WENR-TV Chicago; Frank
was successively sports announcer,
King, formerly WTTV (TV)
Twentieth Century had deferred
automobile," Mr. Knight said. "Foi
one thing, television is bringing th<
action to MPAA, of which it is a Bloomington, Ind., to be TV sales producer and salesman for WAGE.
After service in World War II, Mr. family closer together again." ;
member. It seeks the exclusion of manager for KECA-TV Los Angeles, and Vince Francis, who is Kearney joined The Katz Agency,
theatre color TV (specifically its
A plaque saluting the TV indus
proposed Eidophor projection theanamed manager of KGO-TV San station representation firm, and try entertainment-education wise
tre television system) from the Francisco and will also be in charge then went to Mutual as sales manwas presented to Tom McFaddea
ager of cooperative programs. He general manager, KNBH (TV)
manufacturing ban. General Elecof
spot
television
sales
for
the
stareturned to the Katz company in who accepted on behalf of all loca
tric Co. would manufacture the tion.
unit, which its advocates claim will
The appointments, stressed by 1948 as assistant television sales television stations.
Another award was given to Hoff ,
be adaptable for either color or Mr. Chapin as conforming with the manager, becoming television promonochrome TV reception in thea- network's policy to promote from
gram manager before he left to man Radio Corp. on behalf o:
manufacturers in the TV industry
tres [B»T, Feb. 25].
within the organization, also fol- join ABC.
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t
Para
wed theby
objections
ofmoun
the FCC
QTIQES
ger. It based its argument onRevie
the swered
flE
WEEK-LONG
testimony PRA
on organMO\
Broadcast Bureau to its petition for
ization, ti'ade practices and anti- following reasons:
trust litigation by Austin Keogh,
(1) DuMont's stock transfer by severance from the Paramount case
Paramount Pictures Inc. is inter- and a decision that it is not conParamount Pictures vice president
trolled by Paramount [B»T, 25,
woven with all the transfers in- 11].
and general counsel, came to an
volved in the case. When Paraend last Friday in the fifth week of
Broadcast Bureau claimed that
mount Pictures Corp. split up, it
the FCC'scationsinquiry
into thetoqualifiof Paramount
hold filed with the Commission applica- FCC should not grant the DuMont
tions for transfers of licenses for request for severance because (1)
broadcasting licenses [B»T, Jan.
the TV stations it owned (KTLA
15 et seq.].
the record wasn't complete, (2)
there was no necessity for an early
Paramount Pictures' case will Los Angeles and WBKB Chicago)
and also for the DuMont stations
come to a close this week with
decision, (3) Commission counsel
could not — without asking for a
(WABD New York, WTTG Washthe appearance of Klaus Landsington, WDTV Pittsburgh). The hiatus in the hearing — work up
berg, vice president of Paramount
Commission has held that DuMont
Television Productions Inc. and
proposed findings.
general manager of KTLA (TV)
DuMont's answers to these obis controlled by Paramount Picjections were that (1) the record,
tures through ownership of all class
Los Angeles, beginning today
B stock and some A stock — all as far as the Paramount directors
(March 3).
amounting to about 29% ownership.
on DuMont's board were concerned,
After additional testimony conwas complete; (2) uncertain license
cerning the transfer of broadcast
More Reasons
state of DuMont stations worked
licenses when parent Paramount
(2) Qualifications of the Para- against them commercially and
Pictures split up into producing
mount directors on the board of imminent lifting of freeze meant
company and theatre company, in
DuMont
be linked to future
that DuMont must be able to file
line with 1949 Supreme Court de- plans and may
policies of the individuals
applications for additional stations
cision, merger of American Broadbefore channels in desirable cities
in the proposed new ABC-Paracasting Co. and United Paramount
mount
Theatres
company.
Theatres Inc. in new ABC-Parawere all spoken for; (3) Commission counsel has assistants who
(3) As a competitor of ABC, Dumount Theatres Inc. — considered
Mont said it was entitled to par- could prepare proposed findings
most significant part of the hearticipate in a study of monopoly
without the need for any postponeings— is due to be heard (see table
trends in TV networking.
ment in the current hearings.
for estimated schedule).
(4) DuMont was named a party
Side issue — right of DuMont to
to the proceedings by the FCC, and
participate in the merger issues
no qualifications were imposed on
— was left for later by FCC HearRCA TV CLINIC
its participation.
ing Examiner Leo Resnick.
70 Aft-end 10th Session
Mr. Resnick has asked the other
DuMont filed a memorandum with
RADIO networks and independent
the hearing examiner asserting its parties to answer the DuMont
contentions.
stations throughout the U.S. were
right to participate in all phases
Meanwhile,
DuMont
also an- represented by more than 70 broadof the hearing, including the mercast engineers at RCA's 10th technical television training procrram
held last week at the RCA Victor
plant, Camden, N. J. Five-day
clinic was designed to give instruction in operation and maintenance
of new UHF and VHF television
Television Station
equipment.
Program included several tours,
■MANAGER
For UHF

TV

WANTED

Station in New

Jersey

We need a man familiar with all phases of a TV
station operation— technical, sales and production—
to carry the station from blueprints to operation, and
then manage it. No arm-chair executive, but a man
who can roll up his sleeves and do the job.
A WONDERFUL

OPPORTUNITY

Moderate salary at start, but with opportunity to
acquire an interest in company. Station ownership
well organized and adequately financed.
Applicant must be a Resident Of New Jersey Or
Willing To Move to New Jersey.
Write Box 41 4M, Broadcasting. No applicant will
be considered without full resume of background and
experience. Furnish references and state minimum
salary.
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includirig
trips throup-h
nlant
and the David
Sarnoff the
Research
Center, Princeton. N. J. WCAUTV Philadelphia nlayed host to the
groun on Tuesday and Wednesday
Those attending the training proevenins'.
gram included:
Raymond B. Hurley, WALA Mobile,
Ala.; R. H. Holsclaw, KVOA Tucson,
Ariz.; John CuUen and T. G. Morrlssey,
KFEL Denver, Col.; Gerald J. Morey,
WNLC New London, Conn.; Don E.
Compton, WHOO Orlando; James C.
Smith, WEAR Pensacola, both Fla.;
H. G. Cole, WSBT South Bend; Edward
Lockwood, WXLW Indianapolis; Harold
Rothrock.
ford, all Ind.Consulting Engineer, BedEldon Kanago, KICD Spencer; Robert
Moore, KBOE Oskaloosa, both Iowa;
K. W. Pyle, KFBI Wichita; G. Voiles,
WIBW Topeka, both Kan.; Steve Cisler,
WKYW Louisville, Ky.; Don Allen,
WAFB Baton Rouge; William Bland,
KFLY Lafayette; Patrick Weathersby,
WJBO Baton Rouge, all La.; Merle
Towle, WCSH Portland, Me.; William
Bareham, Harrison Brooks, Ray Brunner, John Wilner, and Louis Wagner,
all of WBAL Baltimore, Md.; Ross
Beville, WWDC Washington, D. C;
George Mclntyre, WJEJ Hagerstown;
B. F. Sparks and Jack Ward, WBOC
Salisbury, both Md.
W. T. Ayer, WBEC Pittsfield; George
Jaspert, Consultant, Lawrence: Leonard
Lavendol, WBRK Pittsfield; Vernon P.
Wilson, WNEB Worcester, all Mass.;
Elwood Brown, WABJ Adrian; Edward
Clark, WGRD
WJLB Detroit;
Richard Groenevelt,
Grand Rapids;
Munson
Robinson, WHFB Benton Harbor;
Marion J. Stoner, WTTH Port Huron;
Stanford Wolf, WWJ-TV Detroit, all
Mich.
Kenneth Hildenbrand and Harold

CONSENSUS of attorneys
in Paramount case is that
'^^corsENsus^^r!
under optimum conditions
this is the way the hearings
will run:
March 3 — Testimony
and crossexamination
of Klaus Landsberg,
vice
president
of
Paramount
Television Productions Inc. and
general manager of KTLA (TV)
Los Angeles.
Marchcense of WBKB
4-11 — Renewal
of li(TV) Chicago.
March 12 — Transfer of licenses
of KTLA and WBKB from former
Paramount Pictures Inc. to Paramount Pictures Corp. and United
Paramount Theatres Inc., respectively.
March 13-23 — ABC - UPT
merger.
March 24-25 — CBS purchase of
WBKB.
March 26 — License renewal of
WSMB New Orleans.
March 27-May 27 — Proposed
findings by all parties.
May 28-Aug. 28 — Initial decision.
BUITONI SIGNS Dl MAGGIO
Sponsors NBC-TV Progmn
BUITONI MACARONI Corp., Jer
sey City, will sponsor Joe DiMag
gio's
starring
forme;
YankeeDugout,
outfielder,
on histhefirst
tele
vision program since retiring fron
baseball, on NBC-TV Sun., 11:4
a.m. -12 noon starting April 6. Th
contract is for 26 weeks.
The program will present a pane
of sandlot "experts" composed o
youngsters who will be called upoi
to answer questions concerninj
some of the intricacies of the game
Mr. DiMaggio will explain am
show "tricks of the game" as prac
ticed by today's leading players.
Show will be produced for tele
vision by Wyatt & Schuebel, Ne\
York. Agency is Albert Franls
Guenther Law, New York.
Theatre TV Hearing
THEATRE TV hearing was post
poned to May 5 by FCC last wee
due to press of other work, it wa
announced. This is the third pos1
ponement of the hearing on the rt
quest of the motion picture ir
dustry for exclusive channels fo
theatre TV.
Kopler, St. Louis; Oscar C. Hirsc)
KSVS Cape Girardeau; Karl Troeglei
KCMO Kansas City, all Mo.; Howar
A.
Shuman,
Lincoln,Sundei
Neb
Theodore
KilmerKLMS
and Chester
land, WTTM Trenton, N. J.
William Dacosta, WOR-TV New Yoi
City; George
Heuther,
Devices
Center,
Sands Naval
Point, Speci
L. I
Elmer F. Koehler, WPIX New Yoi
City; J. W. Dean and C. Howard Sug
WPTF Raleigh; William H. Hamricl
WWNC Asheville; Elmer Troutmai
WIRC Hickory, all N. C.
Frank Barnato and Donald Rowle;
WICA Ashtabula; George T. Cowe,
WTRF Bellaire; J. P. Gill, WTV
Columbus; Charles Shepherd, WST
Steubenville, all Ohio; Anthony Hog
WHLN Bloomsburg; Elwood Tito, WA5
Hazelton, both Pa.; Herbert Eidspi
WIS Columbia; W. E. Garrison, WFB
Greenville, both S. C.
Edward Erase, WMCT Memphi
Thomas PhilUps, WKPT Kingspor
Wilson Raney, WREC Memphis, a
Tenn.; J. T. Allen, KXOX Sweetwate
Hudson Collins, KGKB Tyler; Be
Hughes, KTRM Beaumont; Kennei
R. Hyman, KCOR San Antonio, a
Tex.; Richard Lindell, WTAR Norfoi
Va.
Harry R. Bowen, WGKV Charlesto
R. D. Hough, WPDX Clarksburg, boi
W. Va.; Joseph Baisch, R. R. Funde
burg,
and C. Ewing,
Enterprise
Milwaukee;
VincentGranVanderheide
WKOW
Madison;
Donald
WISN Milwaukee, all Wis. A. Welle
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SHOWSHEET
ABC
(alt. sp.)
6:00 PM' Patrol
Space
L
6:15
Reichhold
Chemicals
Town
Meeting
L& F
6:45

7:15
7:30
7:45

8:15
8:30
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SUNDAY
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Autry
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L
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Murray
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Electric
^>ed
Waring
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Goodyear
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(alt.
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Phiico

NBC
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Video
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Ironrite
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L
TBA
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L
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News
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F
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ledShow
Skelton That
Way
Hour of
Celebrity
Decision
Time
L
Crawford
L&F
F
Clothes
Westinghouse
Yourif:
Studio
They
Stand
Jules
Accused
Films of
One
egent
Cigs.
Montenier
Church
Cameo
People's
Interest
Theatre
Youth
un
the March
L
MyWhat's
Line
F
Li )n;^ines
INorvvicli
Sunday
scope
News Spec.
</.hr<:»no-

Co-op
Wrestling
Dennis
with
James

On Trial
Johnson
L
Wax
alt. withCo.
'obacco
Atnerican
Film
Robert
'lontgomery
(except
WJZ-TV)
Co-op
Chicago
WhoThatSaid
L

Symphony
WJZ-TV)
(Except
L

11:151

CBS

DuMONT

NBC

ABC
NBC

Space L
Cadet

Bristol
MI5reak
yers
tlie Hank

ABC

TUESDAY
CBS
DuMONT

CBS

Kellogg

Kellogg

I. S. Rubber
Royal
Showcase
L
General
Young
Foods
Mr. Bobbin

American
TBA L* ThisTobacco
Is Show
Business

Croxaruads
King's
F

NBC
General
Foods
Roy Rogers
F

MONDAY
CBS DuMONT

ABC

CBS

NBC
DuMONT

ABC

Columbia
Records
News
Fatima
Stork
Club
Frank
Sinatra
Show

Living
Bishop
ife is Worth
Fullon J.
Sheen
Publishing
Curtis
Co.
Ceep Posted

Schick
Inc.
Crime
Syndicated
Drug
Electric
Lite
Suspense
AutoBlock
Danger

Serutan
Battle
the Agesof

the
Drawon.
Ouick
with
BohCo-op
Dunn
Destiny
Hands

Kukla,
] 'Jatl.
li'ran
&Biscuit
OUie
Bob 4 Bay

Cadet L
Space

WED^

Shcnv
TTm^ !
Chevrolet
Bendix
Swanson
Dinah Shore (alt.
wks.) I'erry Com
L
"he Name's 1 Oldsmobile^
Zhesterfiel
News
Camel
The Same
News
L
Caravan L
Texas
Oil Co.
Texaco
Star
Theatre

P&G
Fireside
Theatre
Armstrong
P.
Circle
Theatre
L
Lorillard
Original
Amateur
Hour
L

R. J.
Irma
the ofStory
Reynolds
Vith
Walter
Kiernan
My Friend
Considine
ofMutual
Omaha
11:1.5-11:30)
Burlington
What's
Mills
Continental

Paul Dixon
L

Pillsburv
Toni
(alt )
Godfrey Ov
iis Friend
(Jodfrey
&Liggett
Myers &
Via Friend

The Buggies
F

Colgate
ItStrike
Rich

TBA

The
P.
Lorillard
Web

Corp.
Celanese

PabstCo.
Sales
Pabst
Celanese
Blue
alt.Theatre
wks.) L Ribbon
Bouts
Frigidaire
Pulitzer
Prize
Plavhouse
General
Co-op
Cigar
Sports
scopeSp'
Longmes
Wrestling
L
ChronoAB

CBS
DuMONT

9:00 AM

NBC

1:30 PM
1:45
2:00

9:15
9:30
9:45

10:30

M-Th
10-10:1.5
CBS News
Lever-Riiiso
Godfrey
(M.Th.)
Gen.
Mills
Hudson

10:45

Jride & Gr'm

11:00

Al Pearce
Show

10:00
10:15

11:15
11:30

In The
Park

Junior
Crossroads
Sweets Co.
12:15 PM Tootsie Hippodrome L
12:30
Voice of
Prophecy
Faith For
12:45
Today L
12:00 N

1:00
1:15

Horizons
L&F

Paul LDixon

Ranger
Corp. Joe
Ranger Joe
Junior
Hi-Jinx

Warner
Hudnut
(M-W-F)
Lever
Bros.
12:30-1
12-12:15
(Tu-Th-F)
Langford
AmecheL

Walter H.
Johnson
M&M
CandyLtd. Candy
FlyingCo
Carnival
Tigers
Frontiers
of Faith
L

Footnote)
(See

C-P-P
(MWF)
Strike
It Rich
Egg 4 I
t>&GHome
Kmei.
Ml Products
Love of Life
Search for
Tomorrow

2:15
Boo
Mel Show
Martin
L
It's In the

Ernie

Rooiie
Kazootie
(alt.TBAwks.)
lold'erNewt
L

2:30
2:45
3:00

The
Whistling

Personal
Theatre
L
Appearance
F
Show
Wizard
Dave
and
Brown
Shoe
Charlie
Kovacs '
Harkness
Top
McConnell
Betty
News
TBA
and
Smilin' Ed
Prtcpting.
Dairy
General
Mills
Club
Sponsors
Noontime
50 Club
Woman's
Crocker
The Big
News
with
L
L
National
\uth
Lyons'
Walter Bane\'
Take with
the The Bunch Zarter Prods
Break
Hospital
J^ty(alt.
wks.)
L
Don Russell
Newsstand
Theatre L
Prenoier
Products
Rumpus
Johnnywith
Room
Olsen

Internatl.
Shoe Co.
Company
Kids &

Cactus
Jim

3:15
3:30
4:00
3:45

Midwest
Hayride

4:15
4:30
TV To
Time
4:45
b:UU
b:ia
5:30
mnr

(alt. sp
iuper Ci
!Zanada
(5-5 :3(SI
Peter
MarsL I

i N G
DAY
JuMONT

NBC

ABC

THURSDAY
CBS DuMONT

NBC

ABC

FRIDAY
CBS DuMONT

NBC

Champ
Amend
Hail theCo.

Kellogg
Cadet
Space L
■eneral
"oods
Capt.
-Video

Kukla,

— mr
Kukla.
Fran & OUi(
Ekco Prod.
Goldbergs
L —
Those Two
L
Camel
Caravan
Nevv-B L

Columbia
General
Records
Alills
News
Lone
Ranger
ork
St
F
Club
Toni.
Carnation
Fatima"
H. Bishop Burns
(alt.)Allen
(alt.)
Reynolds
Stop
MusicThe Ronson-Star
Metals
of Family
L
B.T. Babbit!
Norge
Stop
Lorillard
Blatz
Kate
Brewing
Smith
Andy
The
Music
L
Amos 'n

il

amous
Jury
Trials

Krafts
Foods
Television
Theatre
L
R. J.
Reynolds
Pantomime
L
Quiz
TV Recital
Hall

CBS

IVueUum
Big
Oaiz
Kids
►Alcoa
ium. Co.
5 It Now

DuMONT

NBC
American
Inventory
L

CBS

Bohn Alum
American
Forum
L

P&G100
First
Years
House Party
Pillsbury
House Party
Mike 4

JohnsMan
ville
FsSi
Meadows
USA
L
Hallmark
Sarah
Churchill
L

W'nal in
'« World

Minn.
Mining
Mfg. &
Juvenile
Jury
Quaker
Oats
Zoo Parade
L
Derby Food
Sky King
Thtr., F
alternate
Lees
Carpets
Meet
the
Masters

DuMONT

NBC

ABC

Saddle Pal
Club
F

Kelvinator
Whiteman
TVNashTeen
Club
L
Review
Sports
F

Drug
Store
TV Prod.
Cavalcade
of Stars

Collegiate
Basketball
Inter-

CBS

DuMONT

Buff Show
General
Foods
Bert Parks
CannonMiUi
Give&Take

The Big
Payoff
CPP
(M-W-F)
(MWF)
Ralph
Edwards
(TuTh)
G.E.
Bill Goodwii

Corliss
Archer
Lambert
Pharmacal
The
Sammy

Shop

Pel

Kaye Show
Beat
Sylvania
The
Clock

NBC

Mr. Wizard
L
Soap
Your
Here's to
Health
Manhattan
(alt.
with)
Family
Miles
Lab.
Kellogg
Snow Man's
Crop
One
Pet Milk

Anheuser
Busch
Budweiser
Murray
Ken

All
Star
Revue
Ubby,
Libby
Reynolds
S.O.S.
Benrus
Co-op
Songs

McNeill &
Lehn & Fink
Frazer

Wrestling
from
Chicago

KaiserYour
Show
of Shows

Jack
Brickhouse

American
Tobacco
Your
ParadeHit

Word of Life
Song LTime

NBC

195/

6:00 Pfil

For Sale

Cavalcade
of
Sports
Chesebrough
Greatest
Fights

FOR MARCH
V JRDAY
CBS DuMONT

Faye
Pepsi-Cola
Emerson

Gillette

TBA
Pearson
Pharmacal
Hollywood
Opening
Night
Longines
scope
Chrono-

L
Anthracite
Int.
Better
Home Show
L

Garry
Moore
Show
footnote)
(See

Revere
Meet the
Press

* mp
Unia
Ify Peei

ABC

Battle
Report

iolumbia
Workshop

ancfthe
■ Week

Natl.Kukla.
Biscuil
General
General FranSewing
& Ollie
Foods
Foods Fran & Olli(
Bob
4
Hay
Capt.
Capt.
Necchi
Video
Video
Goldbergs L
Show
Chevrolet
— uw- —
PEGTwo
Those
Green
Oldsmobile
Dinah Shor<
Perry
L
L
Giant
News
Camel
Camel
Linklettcr Chesterfield
News
News
Drug
K
Caravan L Sterling
Como
Caravan L
General
Foods
Mennen
Twenty
Marwell
RCA
Victor
Mystery
DeSotoThis Is Plymouth
Co.
Groucho
House
Music
Coffee
Theatre
Marx
Big
Mama
Show
F
F
Questions
R. J.
Borden in
Headline
Tydol
Gulf Oil
General
MilU
T-Men
Clues
Not
For
Broadway
Action
Stu Krvvin ManReynolds
People
Against Publication We,
The
to
Crime
L
F
Hollywood
Gruen
Story
American
Packard
OldDown
Gold Cig.
Watch Co. Fatima
Rebound
& Cig.
Gruen
Cigarettes
Schlitz
Dragnet
stations)
You
(5
owned
Playhouse
C5o
Shadow
F
Schlitz
F
of the Cloak
Kreisler,
Playhouse
(alt. wks.)
of Slars
Ford
Campbell
Masland
(alt. sp.)
Family
Ford
Aldrich
Festival
Tedes of
Tomorrow
L

Peabody
Cluett- AlanEsso
Youn;
Herb
Show
Shriner
L
Big
American
Lever
Tobacco
Rinso
Meet
Champthe
Town
Philip
U.S.
Alorris .4(/W»or Meet, Tobacco
Martin
Racket
the Critics
Kcuie
Squad
Carter
Standard
King
Toni
(alt.)
Oil
Crime
Wayne
Photographer
Burlington
TV Opera
Mills
month;a
(once
Continental
L
11:13-30 pm

ABC

6:15
6:30
6:45

7:15
7:30
7:45
8:00
8:15
8:30
8:45
9:[
9:15
9:30
9:45

TOT
itf!4r
1t
ll:15PM

Explanation: Programs in italics, sustaining;
Time, EST. L, Live: F, film: K, kinescopic recording: E, Eastern networlt; M. Midwestern: NI,
non-interconnected stations; S, sustaining.
ABC — 1-1:30 p.m.. Tues.. Jessie's TV Notebook
participating).
Clorox &Hauser,
CrosleyMinute
(L) ; 1-1:15
p.m..
Wed.. Gaylord
Maid
(also Fri., same time, sustaining) (L).
7-7:30 p.m.. Sun., Mar. 23, Goodjear to sponsor
"Greatest Story Ever Told" (F) in place ot
"Paul Whiteman Revue."
t (Except WJZ-TV)
CBS — 1:30-2:15 p.m. Best Foods, G. E., P&G,
Qkr. Oats. Reynolds. Standard Brands. Stokley
Van-Camp.
O'Cedar, Corn Prods. Garry Moore
Show.
10-10:30 steada.m.,
Fri., CBS News is half hour inof 15 min.
10:30-10:45
a.m., &M-Tu.,
F. Gen.Paper
Millsonsponsors The Bride
Groom:W, Hudson
Th.

Basketball

3:30-4
3:30-4
3:30-4
3:30-4

op.m.,
f Mon, Bert Parks Show S.
p.m., W&F Gen. Poods, Bert Parks Show.
p.m., Thurs. Cannon Mills — Give ■& Take.
p.m., Tues., Mel Torme Show, S.

NBC— Mon. thru Pri. "Today" 7-9 a.m.. EST &
CST. Citrus,
7:15-20 7:50-55
Wed.— Fri.
Fla.— Citrus,
Fla.
Anahist.7:45-50
8:15-20Mon.—
Mon.
— KipUnger, Tue.— Fla. Citrus. Thu.— Fla. Citrus,
8:20-25
Mon.
—
Pure
Pak,
Wed.
—
Kenwlll.
Pri. — Fla. Citrus.

Participating Smith
Sponsor*
KateHour

•Quaker Oats — Mon. & Fri,; Peter Paul — Ih.
5:30-6 p.m., M-F, Firms listed sponsor Howdy
Doody in 15 min. segments.
Gabby
Hwkns.'rallf
(MWF)
Welch,
Klog,
Mars,
C-P-I
Hayes*
Int.
Shoe
Wander
Howdy Ddy
L

Youth
Wants to
Know
Nature
TBeaUy
hings
Morgan
News

BROA
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odle ond Ttl«vi>M*
ASTING
Copyright 1952,

Jim Deline has been an outstandingly popular radio
personality in Central New York for more than 14
years. The Jim Deline Gang has been one of the
top shows in tlie area.
Now, in response to a mounting clamor, Jim
Deline and his gang are on television — on WSYRTV every morning from 11 to 11 :30, Monday
through Friday.
Time is available in this exceptional daytime participating show in either one-minute or ten-minute
segments. Rates for time and talent are attractive.
with
Write, W/re, Phone
or ask Head ley-Reed

Sensational

Results

During the first two weeks of the Jim Deline show, 4512
entries to Jim's mystery package contest came flooding in
from 118 communities in Upstate New York. It proves
that a lot of Central New Yorkers (who have lots of money
to spend) are watching the Jim Deline show. Here's the kind
of selling spot YOU are looking for. Get it while the getting's
a;ood.

hannel
NBC Affiliate — WSYR-AM-FM-TV
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—

the Only Complete

5

Bs-oadcast Institution in Central New York
Telecast!
BROADCASTING

FCC
ni RENEWALS

Grants 4 of 26

Put on Temporary

f:CENSES of four of the 26 TV stations placed on temporary license
ist month because of the absence of religious and/or educational pro■ams [B«T, Feb. 4] were renewed by FCC last week for the regular
:ie-year period.
The four stations are WBNS-TV
spurred NARTB into establishing
a TV code committee to draw up
olumbus, Ohio; WJ AC-TV Johns^vn, Pa.; WJBK-TV Detroit and
programming standards for telecasters. That code was adopted by
SPD-TV Toledo.
All four showed the FCC that the NARTB board last December
[B*T, Dec. 10, 1951]. It went into
ther the "composite" 1951 week
effect March 1 (see separate story
;ed in determining program couon page 65).
nt did not truly reflect the pro■ams the station was using or
at such programs had been put
FREE TV TIME
1 the air or were planned since
e renewal forms were mailed.
Suggested for Politicos
At the time the Commission reised regular license renewals to SEN. EDWIN C. JOHNSON
(D-Col.) suggested free time for
e 26 stations, it was generally
political candidates in a talk berreed that almost all of them
fore the Second Annual Regional
,ould be given regular renewals
Television Seminar at WAAM
hen they showed the Commission
(TV) Baltimore [B«T, Feb. 18].
at they were using or planning
In two of four seminar sessions,
use religious and educational
television and its relation to the
•ograms.
It can be expected that most of political scene was the principal
le remaining 22 stations still on topic.
At a second session devoted to
mporary for "programming im- TV and politics, a panel agreed
ilance" will be granted regular li- that television will be a potent facinses in the next few weeks when
tor in the forthcoming' national
leir replies to the Commission's
elections. The panel, moderated by
bquest for information on the subLynn
Poole, Johns Hopkins U., was
let are digested. The Commission
made up of Kenneth D. Fry, radio• IS written all these stations.
TV director. Democratic National
Committee; Edward T. Ingle,
|.
Footnotes Explained
radio-TV director. Republican National Committee; Rep. Richard
'!According to reports, the Com,ission's action was taken sudBoiling (D-Mo.) and Rep. Harold
enly when it was noted that many
C. Ostertag (R-N. Y.).
cations carried no religious
rid/or educational programs. All
t the 26 stations whose licenses
DuMONT RENEWALS
ere held up showed a zero in one
■ both of those categories.
Summer TV Shows Planned
In fact several stations, noting
SIX
renewals were announced last
leir poor showing in religious and
ducational time, incorporated foot week by DuMont Television Net-'
work, with new contracts calling
'otes in the composite week list- for
runs from 13 weeks to a full
igs explaining that they were
year.
Most of these intend to stay
arrying such programs — but on
ays other than those called for on the air throughout the summer.
Renewing
■were:
Downthrough
You Lennen
Go, P.
,)i the renewal form. One examLorillard
for Old
Golds,
&
Mitchell;
The
Plainclothesman,
Larus
WashWTOP-TV
that ofcalled
jle was which
jigton,
attention to & Brother Co. for Holiday cigarettes
le lack of religious programs on and Edgeworth tobacco, Warwick &
Battle of The Ages, Serutan Co.,
,s composite week listing, but Legler;
Franklin Bruck Adv; Twenty Quesbinted out that the station was
tions, Mennen Co., by Kenyon & Eckarrying such a program weekly.
hardt; Rocky King, Detective, American
It also was understood that the Chicle Co., Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample;
and Rumpus Room, Francis H. Legget
Ction in holding up the license
& Co. for Premier Foods, by Peck Adv.
fenewals of the 26 stations was
,aken without any implications of
iver-commercialization, which led Bloomberg Named
[o the issuance in 1946 of the radio HERBERT BLOOMBERG, central
district sales manager for Allen B.
[(Blue Book."Washington observers
■Most
DuMont Labs. Television Transjgreed, however, that the action
mitter Division,
jiarked the end of the TV honeyhas been named to
laoon with the FCC. They felt that
supervise the di^■om now on stations were going to
vision's sales acfive to hew more closely to the
tivities in a reCC program category line than
aligned and exhey have been doing in the past.
panded central
' When the FCC renewed the lisales territory
Isnses of all TV stations in 1950,
now covering 15
midwest states.
ip warned that the program baltoce of some TV stations seemed
He will retain
1 question and that a conference
Mr.
Bloomberg
present
title. Enf all TV stations would be held
largement of his
discuss that subject. The conresponsibilities, part of the diviference was never held.
sion's 1952 expansion program, is
warnmg last
The FCC warning
effective immediately.
year
Tclecastin;
iiR O A D C A S T I N G

She's

lovely

She's

engaged!

(looking

and

WMCT

front

listening
7 am

to

to midnight

daily)

She's a member of one of tfie many families who
make up the 120,000* TV homes in the Memphis
market area.
She'finds entertainment, information and education,
looking and listening to the pioneer TV station in
this two billion dollar market.

it's the
go further
Did weThe say
in the —Memphis
station
The onlyWeTV will
one!pioneer?
first!
area!
'According to latest Memphis distribulors'figures.

M\m\ Repressntatives The Branham Zmmi
CHANNEL 4 • MEMPHIS
AFFIliATED
WITH NBC
Owned and Bp«ri»»i by
THE COMMERCIAL APPEAL
Also affliiaied with GBS« ABC mi DUMONT

Memphis
ONLY
TV Station
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GENERAL

TV

ELECTRIC

PIONEER

'FIRSTS

TRANSMITTER

AND

Complete 1952 Line of Broadcast
Equipment Sliows Startling Advance
in Electronic Science

December 16, 1926, when Dr. E. F. W.
Alexanderson, famed General Electric
scientist, first demonstrated a system for transmitting pictures by radio, The New York
Times hailed the event as a major achievement
in electronic science.

ON

This prolific inventor, who was issued a
patent on an average of every 7 weeks during
his 45-year active tenure with the company,
established the tradition of bold, challenging
television research that sparks the efforts of
G-E engineers today. The first home receiver,
the first remote pickup, the first theatre projection of TV— all were developed in Alexanderson's laboratory. He and his associates have
kept up the pace for 25 years.

yU-it Theatre television. In May, 1930, Dr. Alexanderif. !>f»duted o pic«ure 7 feet square on a screen in
?rocior't Theater, $cher)ectady. Receiver used a light
ceil developed by Dr. August Korolus,

First Television "Transmitter" is demonstrated
by its inventor. Each of the 24 mirrors mounted
on a wheel of the machine was set at a different
angle to televise an image before 7 photocells.

First Remote Pickup. Pioneer G-E equipment at
Albany, 15 miles from Schenectady, picked up
the image and voice of Governor Alfred E. Smith
CKcepling Democratic pretidenlioi neminoHon.

PAN

QUARTER

ECEIVER

TO

CENTURY

UTEST

UHF

FROM

EQUIPMENT

Today, with the greatest new industry in
America on the threshold of unprecedented
expansion— with UHF channels soon to be
claimed by scores of applicants— G.E.'s latest
television developments deserve your attention. Complete studio units for VHF and
UHF operation, television transmitters ranging in power from 100 watts to 50 kw, and
antenna systems with effective power gains up
to 25 times— are available to existing stations
and prospective broadcasters.
In an expensive business, it pays to examine
carefully your investment in basic station
equipment. Here at Electronics Park we believe we have the most modern television factory in the world. We'd like you to see it
before you make any equipment decisions.
Your General Electric Broadcast Man will be
glad to make the arrangements.

er. Tiffir fzTw unit oTferj a onfqoe Ui(y control lyilem. One cryital oscillator controls both the visual and the aural carriers,
them together with a fixed separation of 4.5 mc. A number of broadcasters hove already
orders for this UHF transmitter.

Higti-Power UHF Klystron Tube. A successful solution to the difficult problem of high power at UHF. Designed and built to G-E
specifications, this tube's remarkable amplification and extreme
stability actually make high-power UHF television a reality.

Children's Viewini
Is Analyzed
telestatus
(Report 205)

the first
from
EN eigh
LDR
CHIthro
ugh
th grades in
three Evanston, 111., schools
spend an average of 19 hours
weekly watching TV, two hours less
than the 21-hour average for the
same group in 1950.
This was reported last week by
Dr. Paul Witty of the School of
Education at Northwestern U., located in Evanston, who has completed his second survey on the
interest evinced by youngsters in
television.
Other conclusions based on questionnaires returned by 1,400 school
children,
their
parents and teachers:
One-third of the pupils said TV
helps them in some of their school
classes, but others said the temptation of TV to take them from their
studies was "a detriment."
Most children seem to look at
video between 6:30 and 8:30 p.m.,
a predominant time for adult
rather
than youthful entertainment.
Children said they read less than
they did before having television,
but admitted they read as many
comic books as they used to. They
also see fewer movies, as reported
similarly in the 1950 survey, but
still pass the boxoffice about once
weekly.
Of the 1,400 children, 68% said
they had TV sets in 1951, contrasted with 43% in 1950. Last

IN THE
TOLEDO
98%

PREFER

WSPD-TV
Toledo's only TV station
An NBC television affiliate with
only the best from CBS, ABC, DTN

NBC AFFILIATE
A FORT INDUSTRY STATION
Rep. by The Katz Agency, Inc.

WSPD-TV
CHANNEL 13
OHIO

f

Not. Sales Hq. 488 Madison Avenue,
New Yofk 22. ELdorodo 5-2455
Page 76
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Children, Dr. Witty says, "do
not accept television programs indiscriminately." He said parents
turned thumbs down on mysteries,
cowboy movies and futuristic
science-fiction, preferring more
musical shows, good current event
programs and "high grade" children's shows for their youngsters.
Teachers seek more good dramatic
programming,
news and current

events,
how-to-doshows andhobby
scienceand
features.
Dr. Witty presented the survi
conclusions at a meeting of tl
American Educational Resean
Assn. conference Feb. 25 in S
Louis.
Indignant

Mothers

Monitor Children's TV
EIGHT MEMBERS of the Laf
yette Mothers Committee on Ma
Communications in San Francis
cooked dinners early and put
four hours of televiewing to fii
out what their children
- were se
t
ing as daily TV fare.
According toItheir report, murde
and assorted killings numbered
during the four hours. Other crinn
depicted were: Sluggings. 14: kidne
pings,
6; hold-ups,
5; explosions
dynamitings,
3; blackmail
and extca:
tions,
3;
thieveries,
3;
armed
2: arson cases, 2; lynchings, robberii
1; tortu
scenes, 1; induced miscarriages, 1.
The committee asks: "To wh
depths has our civilization sui
when we permit the businessm
who use our publicly-owned a
waves free of charge, to offer su
marijuana to babes in the nam
of cereals. . . ." The committ
reported it planned to send its i
port to FCC. Mothers group w
described as an offshoot of the L
fayette School's experimental cla
in teaching youngsters to discrii
inate among movies, comics, rac
and TV.

City

MARKET

TOLEDO,

year 26% of their teachers had
sets, watching an average of 12%
hours weekly.
The amount of viewing time for
youngsters drops 12% during the
first year, about 2% the second,
Dr. Witty reported.
Western movies are preferred by
the tots, first grade through third,
and decline in popularity with the
increasing age of the child, the survey concludes. Seventh and eighth
graders prefer Comedy Hour to
western, and want to see more
"up to date" movies, current events
(especially about government),
musicals and scientific shows.
Fourth to sixth graders favored
Crusader Rabbit and Paul Whiteman Revue, asking for more pictures about pioneers and movies
concerning foreign lands and people. First through third graders
like Howdy Doody best, and want
to see more children's plays and
hobby or crafts programs.
Children Discriminate

Area City
Outlets On Air
Outlets On Air
Sets 13,000 Louisville WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
KOB-TV
Matamoros
(Mexico)WOl-TV
185,000
82,631 Brownsville, Tex. XELD-TV
WAGA-TV, WSB-TV, WLTV
367,435 Memphis WMCT
WAAM, WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
WTVJ
50,150 Miami
WNBF-TV
WTMJ-TV
WAFM-TV,
WBRC-TV
1 90,000
30,000 Milwaukee
WTTV
Minn.-St.
Paul
KSTP-TV, WTCN-TV
861,653
WSM-TV
WBZ-TV, WNAC-TV
253,535 Nashville
WBEN-TV
New Haven WNHC-TV
132,333
New
Orleans
WDSU-TV
WBTV
WBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBQ
New York WABD,
73,
1,077,817
WOR-TV,WCBS-TV,
WPIX WJZ-TV, WNBT
329,000
WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV, WLWT
567,692 Nework VMTV
WEWS, WNBK, WXEl
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
210,000 Norfolk WTAR-TV
KRLD-TV,
City WKY-TV
67,
WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
154,228 Oklahoma
Omaha
KMTV, WOW-TV
WOC-TV
Philadelphia
WCAU-TV,
WFIL-TV,
WPTZ
88,598
Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline227,000 Phoenix KPHO-TV
WHIO-TV, WLWD
WDTV
750,000 Pittsburgh
WJBK-TV, WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
Providence
WICU
Richmond WJAR-TV
WTVR
126,
82,765
WBAP-TV,
Rochester
WHAM-TV
154,228
KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
Rock
Island
WHBF-TV
192,690
WOOD-TV
101,111 Salt Lake City
WFMY-TV
KDYL-TV, KSl-TV
116,000 San
Son Diego
Antonio
KPRC-TV
KEYL, WOAI-TV
166^
76,000
San
Francisco
WSAZ-TV
KFMB-TV
KGO-TV,
KPIX, KRON-TV
WFBM-TV
198
216,000
SchenectactyWRGB
53,003 Albany-Trey
WMBR-TV
129
329
138,454 Seattle
WJAC-TV
372
KING-TV
170,560
St. Louh
WKZO-TV
150
189,161 Syracuse
KSD-TV
WDAF-TV
108
WHEN,
135,576 Toledo
WGAL-TV
KOTV WSYR-TV
WSPD-TV
Wilmington
^
82,000 Tulsa
WKTV
WJIM-TV KHJ-TV, KLAC-TV, KNBH
Utica-Roms
33f
KECA-TV,
1,161,036 Washington
93
KNXT, KTLA, KTTV
WMAL-TV, WNBW, WTOP-TV, WTTG
WDEL-TV
Estimated Sets in use 16,093
Stations on Air 109* ^
Total
Markets
on Matamoros,
Air 64* Mexico
* Includes
XELD-TV
67
J""^^
sets within television area. Where coverage areas overlap
Editor's Note: Totals for each market represent estimated
«',"*"f,
circulation
TV
butors,
distr
dealers,
from
data
on
based
are
estimates
par1?ally duplicated. Sources of set
Since many are compiled monthly, some may remain unchanged in successive summaries. Total sets in all areas
manufacturers.
Snd
approximate.
necessarily

Albuquerque
Ames
Atlanta
Baltimore
Binghamton
Birmingham
Bloomington
Boston
Buffalo
Charlotte
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Columbus
DallasFt. Worth
Davenport
Quad Cities
Dayton
Detroit
Erie
Ft.Dallas
WorthGrand
RapidsGreensboro
Houston
HuntingtonCharleston
Indianapolis
Jacksonville
Johnstown
KolamazooKansas
City
Lansing
Lancaster
Los Angeles
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125,000

kitchens

Wheels whir in Carolina kitchens when WBTV's
Suzie Mclntyre "mans" the mixer. Professionals praise her
pies, amateurs write for her recipes, ailing executives,
viewing out of curiosity, call her about her cakes.*
Nine jatnous foods are now participating in Suzie' s
popularity and poiver. The tenth will close the door
on competition and open the door to new sales
in 35 Carolina counties.
*Actual Incident.
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Jefferson

Standard

Broadcasting

Company

Represented Nationally by CBS Television Spot Sales
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*Mr. Tarzian is head of Sarkes Tarzian, Inc. and in
manuaddition to operating Stations WTTV-WTTS,
factures: TV Tuners, Selenium Rectifiers, Air Trimmers,
Cathode Ray and Receiving Tubes.
5fs* Indiana Business Review.
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BLOOMINGTON,
Now
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INDIANA

reaching out to over T/2 million Hoosiers with our NEW

Transmitting Equipment ... HIGHER

Tower

... MORE

Power!
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INDIANAPOLIS
TERRE
HAUTE
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WTTV
BLOOMINGTON

VINCENNES
SCOTTSBURG.

je're happy about the stacks of mail we've been getting. Primarily, we're
prested in serving the southern and central parts of Indiana. That, we know
're doing! As far as distance is concerned, we have heard from points
far north as Garrett, Indiana, as well as from viewers in Kentucky, Ohio,
Illinois.

jTATION WTTV
(channel 10) and WTTS
(5000 watts)
ned and operated by SARKES TARZIAN in Bloomington

You'll be downright amozed

when you hear

the whole Bloomington story. It's fantastic I
Coll Bob Lemon, Station WTTV
Bloomington, Indiana
Your nearest or
MEEKER ofFice
NEW YORK • PHILADELPHIA • CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO • LOS ANGELES
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1951].
its games [B»T, Jan. 14; Oct. 1

AT PREMIERE of Super Circus for Mars Candy Co. via ABC-TV were (I to r)
DeWitt O'Kieffe, v. p.-TV creative dir., Leo Burnett Co.; William Weddell,
Burnett V. p. for radio-TV; Mary Hartline, TV star; Ben A. Bouchard, Mars
gen. sis. mgr.; Ralph Ellis, Burnett v. p.-acct. exec; Gerald Vermori, ABC-TV
Central Div sis. mgr. Pact for second half of show was effective Feb. 3
for 52 wks.

FOOTBALL
REPLY
NPFL Denies Anti-Trust
NATIONAL Professional Football
League declared Feb. 23 that it is
not engaged in interstate commerce
or trade as defined in the Sherman
Anti-Trust Act.
Therefore, the league said, it is
not violating the act by restricting
radio broadcasts and telecasts of

The league, in an answer
government charges that the la'
is being violated, said its princip
business is staging football gamci
Anything else, such as TV or broa
casts, is incidental, the answ
states.
The government filed its char
last fall, accusing the league
violating the Sherman Act
"blacking out" telecasts of loc

46 Miles of UN
FOLLOWING close of the
UN General Assembly in
Paris, Paramount Television
reported that its coverage of
the three-month proceedings
totaled 244,820 feet — or more
than 46 miles — of 35 mm film
which have been seen by
vievi^ers of CBS-TV's daily

The league petitioned the fedei
games. in Philadelphia to throw t
court
case out, but Judge Allen Gri;
after hearing argument Jan.
ordered a hearing. He gave t
league 45 days to reply to t
government charge.
Judge Grim expressed hope tl:
the case could be heard withe i
undue delay because of its impo^
ance. The government has in
cated that if it wins this test ce;
it will bring charges to end restr
tions on the telecasting of otl
sports including college football.

UN program
ABC-TV's
weekly
United and
or Not.
Some
recordings also were used by
BBC and by French and
Spanish TV interests and by
UN officials for theatre showings. Total footage was
described as equivalent to 35
full-length Hollywood feature films.
DISCUSSING TV and oranges at
Hollywood luncheon are (I to r) Russell Eller, adv. mgr., Calif. Fruit
Growers Exchange, and Edward Madden, NBC who is V. p. for sales, N. Y.

SYMBOL of circus is presented by
Glenn Gundell (I), dir. of adv. & sis.
prom.. National Dairy Products Corp.,
M. Y., sponsor of Big Top, to Charles
Vanda, v. p., WCAU-TV Philadelphia, producer of show.

SARRA Inc., New York, is using pi;
lets to visualize how "nice things h;
pen
to people series
who use
Bristol-Myers
of Ipana"
15-secondin co
mercials. Agency is Doherty, CliflFi
& Shenfield, New York.

Washington
Watches

Qffomens

Sk

ows

"NANCY'S
9-9:30NOTEBOOK'
a.m.
Tuesday through Friday
Nancy Osgood, who has been
nine radio audience
since 1944,
charming
Washington's
fenr»iis equolly
ot home
sion viewers
. . .with
ond televifour
times a week she goes into
their homes, with the lotest in
foods, foshions, news ond entertainment.
SPOT PARTICIPAHONS
AVAILABLE
LEE TRACY (I), star of Tfie Amazing
JEAN
SLADDEN,
dir.,
WDTV (TV)
Pittsburgh,women's
waves thanks
Mr. Malone, ABC-TV mystery show,
visits J. P. Seiberling, president of to TV fans who answered her call
sponsor, Seiberling Rubber Co., to for Christmas cards for cerebral palsy
victims.
get first-hand product data.
CBS-TV trio visiting Dallas is welcomed by Clyde W. Rembert (seated), managing dir., KRLD-AM-FM-TV. Standing (I to r) are C. A. Snyder, CBS-TV
sta. rel.; A. B. Chamberlain, CBS-TV engineer, and Bob Wood, CBS-TV sta. rel.

M

^ Watch

Washington
Did you know that Washingtonians, on the whole, I'
better than the rest of the nation? Demanding the b
in foods and meats, they get it, for District Inspection lo
see to that. Washingtonians also are among the be
dressed people In the United States. They buy more cloti
than residents of other cities, because the nation's capi
is a "white collar" town. With Its extraordinary per-farr
income watching.
of over $6,000, Washington is a QUALITY MARK
worth
NBC Television in Washington
wn
Ihunnel 4

Represented by NBC Spot Sales

NEW

CHANNELS

FOR

IMAGINATION

• With each new channel added, or increase
in station power, the number of people in front of
television screens goes up. • With each increase in the use
of film pick-up — together with the acceptance of new
technics, materials, and equipment — the number becomes
more solidly sold. • For film programming opens new channels
for imagination. Shows no longer are limited by the four walls
of a studio, nor held within the time zone of a particular
show's origination. Creatively . . . geographically . . .
the sky's the limit. • Complete technical information
concerning film selection and processing is available . . .
together with details concerning^pecial Eastman
services, equipment, and materials. Address:
Motion Picture Film Department
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,
Midwest Division
East Const Division
137 North Wabash Avenue
342 Madison Avenue
New York 17, New Yorl< Chicago 2, Illinois

Rochester 4, N. Y.
West Coost Division
6706 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 38, California

Zenith
f

^mm

Chc!itnel'*8

CALIFORNIA'S
THIRD MARKET

San Diego
Department

Store

Dollar Volume
in 1951 . . . was
UP
OVER

6%
1950!

This Percentage
Gain Was

The National
Average

Wise

diiyers

KFMB-TV
C h a n'n e 18
KFMB-AM
55 0 " K.C.
Johr A. Ken; &d , . Boa. d Chdirmdn
Ho ward I. CHsrhoff; ^Gen, Mgr.
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Asks

FCC

Hearing

PHONEVISION
subscribers telephone a special op- stages of development. Paramount
WHETHER "pay-as-you-see TV"
I
should be officially recognized as a
erator with an order for the servPictures
Corp.
owns
a
half
interest,'
in
International
Telemeter
Corp..
regular commercial method of
ice. The operator sends the missing
broadcasting was put up to the pulse, which flows into the TV re- which has under development a
FCC last week when Zenith Radio
ceiver at home through a special coin-operated pay-TV system. It is
Phonevision device. This brings the now being tested on a limited basis
Corp. petitioned for a rule-making
hearing to authorize its Phoneviin Palm Springs, Calif. Skiatron
picture into focus.
Charges for the service would be Corp. recently completed technical
sion system of subscription television.
included in the subscriber's regular tests of its Subscriber- Vision TV
Petition asked that hearings be telephone bill. Zenith said.
system in conjunction with WORheld so that Zenith can offer testiTV New York. It uses coded cards
In comments on the recommendation that telephone lines and op- to clarify the distorted picture.
mony supporting its long-held conerators be used for Phonevision,
When Zenith first asked for pertention that "television broadcastmission to run an experimental
Bell system officials publicly stated
ing would render a maximum service in the public interest if means
that they were against that part Phonevision operation in Chicago
were provided whereby the recipi- of the idea. Their objections were
in 1949, the Commission set the apents of television programs could
plication for a hearing. Among the
based on the use of telephone cirissues announced there by the FCC
pay directly, as well as indirectly, tions. cuits for other than communicawere:
forImplicit
programs
provided
to them."
in the
petition
is the
(1) Whether
shouldor b<s
1951 Experiment
classified
as a Phonevision
common carrier
fact that Zenith intends to demonbroadcast service.
strate various methods of decoding
Early in 1951, Zenith ran a pub(2) Relationship
of Zenith
with Television Entertainment
Co. TECO
wa;
the Phonevision picture. Up to
lic test of its fee-TV system. Three
set
up
by
Zenith
to
handle
the
now, Zenith has always described
hundred Chicago families particicensing of Phonevision transmittingliPhonevision as working in conjuncequipment,
arrange Zenith
fees and
propated in the 90-day experiment.
grams for theto service.
retainer
tion with telephone lines.
Programs consisted of feature mofor itself the right to manufacture the
In the opinion of some observers,
devices.
stockholderf.
tion picture films, mostly 19,48 re- receiving
were
ZenithFirst
officials.
the phrasing of the petition was
leases. Zenith got the films after of (3)TECO
Relationship of Zenith and/oi
also taken to mean that Comdr.
motion picture producers were
TECO tovision,
stations
Phonesubscribers,transmitting
program supplier!
Eugene F. McDonald Jr., president
prodded into cooperating by the and telephone
companies.
of the radio-TV manufacturing
Dept. of Justice. Each family was
company, has receded from his
TV CABLE GRANTS
charged
$1 for each program "ororiginal premise that TV could not
dered." A leased telephone circuit,
pay for itself from advertising
manned
by special operators, was
Made by FCC to AT&l
used.
revenues alone.
EXTENSION of TV intercity con
Results of the test. Zenith pro- nections to Miami, New Orleans
Adaptable for Color
claimed, were beyond expectations.
Dallas, Fort Worth, Houston anc
Phonevision requires only a "rel- Average "admission fee" per famOklahoma City was among th(
atively few and minor changes" in
ily was $1.73 per week. Zenith re- grants made by the FCC last weel
TV engineering standards, Zenith
to Bell System companies for a $6(
ported, withper
average
said in the petition. It not only 2.1 movies
week "attendance"
during the million construction program thii
vdll function with black-and-white
first month of the test, 1.5 the sec- year. Telephone company is trying
ond month and 1.6 the third month.
TV, the petition read, but is adaptto tie these cities into the nationa
able for all types of color TV.
For
the Bing Crosby-Barry FitzTV hookup in time for the Novem
Zenith said that it would offer
gerald "Welcome Stranger" pro- ber elections [B»T, Feb. 18]. Late
evidence at a hearing to prove that
gram, 180 of the 300 families "or- in the year, AT&T plans to extenits method of subscription TV
the southwest interconnections
dered," Zenith estimated.
would :
Zenith never has announced the Tulsa and San Antonio.
(1) Generally encourage the larger results of a comprehensive survey
Major telephone communication
and more effective use of radio in of the 300 test families made by construction
involves the laying o
the public interest.
the National Opinion Research
a new coaxial cable between Or
(2) Provide the American public
Centre of the U. of Chicago. Pre- lando and Tampa, Fla.; Knoxvill
a needed and desirable service supsumably, NORC results will be and Chattanooga, Tenn. ; Memphi
plementary to existing services.
made public at the public hearing
Tenn., and Little Rock, Ark. Al'
(3) Otherwise be in the public in- requested by Zenith.
though it is feasible to adapt th
terest, convenience and necessity
Phonevision is one of three sub- coaxial cable for TV circuits
since Phonevision, with its great
AT&T has no such present plans
scription TV systems in various
flexibility, offers desirable and
feasible methods of providing a subscription television service.
At such a hearing. Zenith offered
to demonstrate various forms of
Need
a Good
Film
Spot*.
Phonevision, "including a variety
AT
A
MODERATE
PRICE
TO
FIT
A
LOW
BUDGET?
I
of coding techniques and methods
of disseminating decoding inforFILMACK
can
make
it,
as
mation to subscriber receivers with
they're doing for hundreds of
particular emphasis on the feasiadvertisers the country over.
FILM
with
bility of concurrently using a vaFor 35 years FILMACK has
riety of methods of distributing the
SPOTS
produced top-quality film titles
decoding information for a particand messages for theatres and
ular program to meet the exigenV AUDIO
agencies. Experience counts. Our
cies of local conditions."
staff,
complete
lab,
sound
studio
During the past years, the
8ASSec.
LOW$50AS
andtimecamera
equipment can save you
and money.
Phonevision system was described
20 Sec. $80
by its proponents as working like
Send in your copy for estimate.
1 Minute $150
this:
Our low prices will surprise you.
A TV station sends out a regular video picture with one element
of the signal missing. This results
in a distorted picture on the viewing screen.
In order to clear up the picture.

Filmack
Studios
133 SOUTH WABASH AVENUE •CHICAGO 5, ILLINOIS
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CRAFT TELEVISION THEATRE, with no fuss, feathers or
anfare beyond a simple mention
jf the fact in the opening anouncement on Feb. 20 presented
250th weekly hour-long drariatic production on NBC-TV,
Inhere it began on May 7, 1947.
Vehicle for this milestone telejiast
video's
weeklyofseries
was oldest
Hubert regular
Henry
Oavies' "The Mollusc," comedy
!rama concerning a woman who,
ike the sea animal which gave the
•lay its name, devotes her energy
'k) "sticking instead of moving"
;i.nd, by her extravagant helpless'kess, dominates her household.
Che plot revolves around the efforts
i|f her visiting brother to free her
iusband and, particularly, the
'oung and attractive governess
^!rom their thralldom and to retore his sister to her former state
.s a noi-mally active wife and
5«other.
4{ Dortha Duckworth, as the domileering Dulcy, and Ernest Truex,
It its her long-suffering husband, gave
*f he production better performances
han its hackneyed script deserved.
> I Catherine McLeod and John NewH and carried off their roles as imSfprisoned maiden
and rescuing
jfnight with professional smooth'^f^iess. The suburban home settings
°^fn-ovided a realistically comfortable background for the players.
\s a whole the production was on
high level of technical compet*pnce, although the unchanging
r^motional level of the action
hroughout the drama gave it a
^?ertain monotony which was not
tefetonducive to holding the home
I iriewers in rapt attention. The teleijpast's soporific tendencies should
orobably be attributed to the
"^fiuthor rather than the producer,
tirector or players.
To this reviewer, who has seen
ji fair number of Kraft dramas
i;(Jluring the past five years, the
thjj:50th telecast was somewhat below
itithe average for the series. By and
liiarge, the Kraft Television Theatre
! las provided a video counterpart
T

Program:
tre; Kraft
NBC-TV, Television
Wed. 9-10 Theap.m.
Sponsor: Kraft Foods Co.
Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co.
Producer-Director:
Maury Holland.
Announcer: Ed Herlihy
Cast: Dortha Duckworth, "Mrs.
Baxter"; Ernest
Truex,
"Mr.
Baxter";
Catherine
McLeod,
"Miss Roberts"; John Newland, "Tom."
of the stories in the mass circulation magazines. The aim is not at
great art or intense emotion but
rather at giving viewers a weekly
hour of pleasant entertainment,
which can be enjoyed without disturbing the relaxed attitude appropriate to the first hour after
dinner. In this, Kraft has been
eminently successful.
The sponsor and its agency deserve special mention for the high
quality of the commercials which
are inserted into the between-theacts intermission periods in such a
way as not to interrupt the action
of the play nor disturb the mood
of the audience. Recipes are naturally stressed and the imminence
of the Lenten season gave last
week's telecast an opportunity for
presenting attractive meatless
main dishes which was fully exploited. To arouse interest in food
so soon after dinner is no small
accomplishment and the Kraft
commercials do it tastefully and
well.

EDUCATIONAL
TV
Program Seminar Planned
A FIVE-DAY seminar on educational TV programming for some
60 college presidents and other
school officials has been announced.
The seminar, entitled Educational Television Programs Institute, will be held April 21-26 at
Pennsylvania State College.
Plans for the institute were announced by Dr. Arthur S. Adams,
president of the American Council „
on Education, Washington.
Commenting on the seminar. Dr.
Adams said it should serve to identify steps necessary for the most
effective use by educational organizations of the TV channels FCC
has proposed to reserve for educaSOONER
or LATER
tional non-commercial operation.
some
aggrieved listener
Institute will be directed by Dr.
accuses
you of
Carroll V. Newsom, associate commissioner for higher education in
the New York State Education
P
Dept. President Milton S. EisenELO
AN
hower of Pennsylvania State ColLB
SJ
DER
lege is chairman of the Institute
and THEN you'll need our
Committee, a policy group which
UNIQUE INSURANCE
will guide the project.
covering this hazard. It covers also
Invasion of Privacy, Plagiarism,
It is expected that the staff in
Piracy and Copyright. It is
addition to Dr. Newsom will inADEQUATE. SURPRISINGLY
mEXPENSIVE.
clude an expert in television proIn use Nation-wide.
gramming and consultants in techGET IT IN TIME!
nical, financial and other aspects of
.WRITE FOR D i. T A I L 5 AND RATES
television operations.
Financial support to underwrite
EMPLOYERS REINSURANCE
the institute and its staff has been
CORPORATION
provided by the Fund for Adult
ns:jrance fichanijc
K.ipsas City. Mo.
Education of the Ford Foundation.
ecasting
Tel
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WXYZ-TV

WHEN
TELEVISION
SELLS

. . .

FOOD
RODUC

TS

IN
YRACU
P & C Food Markets Adverfisirtg Manager, Holland Gregg,
reports, "We have been so
delighted with the results of
our afternoon "V-l-D-E-0"
show that we wish to renew for
another twenty-six weeks. From
the very beginning the audience reaction was unbeliYeabSe.
There is no doubt in my misid
that WHEN Television has a
very important place in our
merchandising and we expect
to continue it as long as there
is time available."

TO YOUR NEAREST KATZ
AGENCY MAN AND GET THE
FACTS ON CENTRAL NEW
YORK'S
BEST TIME BUYS.
•FIRST with television in
Central New York
• FIRST with afternoon TV
• FIRST with

morning

TV

CBS«ABC»DUMONT

WHEM
TELEVISION
SYMCm
A MEREDITH
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FILM

BUY

Acquires 1,200 Movies
TWELVE HUNDRED motion picture films have been purchased for
exhibition on WXYZ-TV Detroit,
James G. Riddell, president, announced last week.
It is the largest single purchase
of films in Detroit TV history and
represents an investment of more
than $250,000, he explained.
In announcing the transaction,
Mr. Riddell said the net result will
be to provide the more than 700,000
television homes in the Detroit area
with featuie film entertainment of
outstanding quality. Motion Picture Academy, a twice-a-week show
over WXYZ-TV sponsored by the
Rose Jewelry Co., will exhibit many
of the most important movies, he
said.
Some of the 1,200 films are "The
Story of G.I. Joe," "Open City,"
"Street Scene," "The Chase,"
"Rain," "As You Like It." "Desert
Victory," "Turnabout," "The Iron
Duke" and the "Topper" series.
CHICAGO FILM PURCHASE
Nash Dealer on WNBQ (TV)
PAUL (BUD) HAUSER, Chicago,
owner of Nash Motor Sales, has
bought a $63,000 film package of
39 new British movies for telecasting on WNBQ (TV). Mr.
Hauser three months ago paid
$150,000 for a series of Edward
Small productions. The new British
films will be shown in this country for the first time by Hauser
Nash, which has a 11/2 year TV
exclusive.
Mr. Hauser now buys eight hours
weekly on the station, sponsoring
films from 11 p.m.-l a.m. Monday,
Wednesday and Friday and on
Saturday from 10 p.m. -midnight.
His Saturday feature, which reportedly attracts a million viewers,
is responsible for such Sunday
crowds that "customers think other
buyers arearesalesmen!"
Full-length
features
shown on each
of the
Grand Marquee programs.
WDTV (TV) Basketball
WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh reported the first basketballcast in that city between undefeated teams of Duquesne
and St. Bonaventure drew the
biggest district audience in
the station's three-year history. All seats for the game
had been sold a month in
advance. Twenty thousand
mail orders for tickets had to
be returned. Westinghouse
arranged for the telecast. The
survey showed, WDTV reported, that 72.7% of the TV
homes in the area were dialed
in. Of the sets in use in the
tri-state area covered by
WDTV, 99.6% were viewing
the game. Average number of
viewers per set was reported
at 3.3.

^
atoryof relief
foringdeclar
ASKING
conbreach
and charg
tract, P. K. Palmer, Hollywood producer of the early Dick
Tracy TV film series, has filed suit
in Santa Monica (Calif.) Superior
Court against Snader Telescriptions Sales, Beverly Hills.
Mr. Palmer alleges he entered
into a financing and distribution
deal with Snader Sales last summer and that the firm never paid
him under terms of agreement and
has in addition tried to take over
production of the TV series. He
also asks for an accounting, injunction and appointment of a
receiver by the court.
Snader two months ago filed a
similar declaratory and accounting
suit against Mr. Palmer, but it is
still pending. Snader Sales owns
a half interest in the TV series,
and reportedly has tried unsuccessfully to make out-of-court
settlement with the producer for
take-over of the entire show.
Sales . . .
Screen Gems Inc., Hollywood,
starting five half-hour television
films for duPont Co., Wilmington,
Del., for NBC-TV Cavalcade of
America series. Two films, previously shot experimentally by the
company, have been accepted for
the same series. Agency is BBDO,
New York.
Bing Crosby Enterprises, Culver
City, Calif., starting two more
films for the Rebound series. They
are titled "Honeymoon" and "The
Guest" and are being shot for the
Packard Motor Car Co., Detroit.
Bernard
Girard is producer-director.
Frank Wisbar Productions, Hollywood, continues Fireside Theatre,
half-hour television film series, for
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati
(Ivory soap, Crisco, Duz), with the
signing of the 1952-53 contract.
Agency is Compton Adv. Inc., New
York.
TeeVee Film Co., Beverly Hills,
Calif., has sold two series of its 26
five-minute television films. Little
Theatre, in 22 national markets.
Company is starting a third series,
financed by California Bank,
Beverly
Hillsas branch,
with William Ashcr
the director
and
Sherman Harris as executive producer.

USED BY

^
BEST FOR'TV FILMS
pNGERIONE

port
lm re
fiRoach
Hal
Studios, Culver Cit
filming 50 lead-in commercials f
Liebmann Breweries Inc., Broo
lyn (Rheingold beer), featurii
Herbert Marshall, stage and fil
star, as Rheingold host. Ja^
Reynolds is the director. Agen
is Foote, Cone & Belding, Nt
York.
Dudley Pictures Corp., Beverl
Hills, is filming five commercia
for CBS-TV / Love Lucy sponsore
by Philip Morris & Co., New Yor
Two are animated and three i
tegrate animation with live actic
by show's stars, Lucille Ball ar
Dezi Arnaz. Agency is Biow Cc
New York.
WATV (TV) Newark has pu
chased from Republic Pictures I
western feature films "never b
fore shown on television," accori
ing to Robert Paskow, WATV fil
director. Films will be shown du
ing the next 18 months. Each pi'
ture has been cut to 53 minutt
running time and the films ha^
been arranged in four series.
KECA-TV Hollywood has edited ^
feature mystery films, recent]
leased from Republic Pictures, 1
53 minutes each. The films will 1
offered as package programs. The
were originally released betwec
Snader Transcription Sales In(
1945."announces release (
1939 andHills,
Beverly
first 1952 acquisition. It is K
Magic,
quarter-hour films.
Alai
din TV39 Productions,
Hollywoo
produced the series which sta:
Frank
Scannell, Kay Kuter ar
David Kasday.
Production . . .
Jack Teagarden, jazz musicia
signed by Snader Telescriptioi
Corp.,
Hills,
thre^c
minute Beverly
television
filmsforas14first
1952 production schedule. Serie
directed by Duke Goldstone, is pa
of second library
* *of *Telescription
Jerry
Courneya Production
Beverly Hills, starting 26 quarte
hour adventure film series, Clos
Up, with Noah Beery Jr., film acto
to star.
Produced by Courneya, and reac
for distribution by United TV Pr(
grams,(Continued
is Curtis Nagel's
on page Worlds
86) <

CRAWLEY FILMS,
LTD.
19 Fairmont Avenue,
Ottawa, Canada.
BROADCASTING

SYNC-SOUND,
RANGERTONE
73 WINTHROP ST.
NEWARK 4, N. J.
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TiLEVISION

A-WEEK
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-
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TV

"TEi.i.O-TEST"-

IT'S

CALLED...

On the market only a few days, it's already
been snapped up by the following stations:
WGN-TV, Chicago
WFIL-TV, Philadelphia
WNAC-TV, Boston
WMAL-TV, Washington, D.C.
WXYZ-TV, Detroit
KHJ-TV, Los Angeles
WTVN-TV, Columbus
WICU-TV, Erie
KING-TV, Seattle
KSTP-TV, Minneapolis
WOW-TV, Omaha
WLTV, Atlanta
WHAM-TV, Rochester
WJAR-TV, Providence
WAAM, Baltimore
WDSU-TV, New Orleans
By the time this ad is printed most likely
we'll have five more under our belt.

MOVIE QUICK QUIZ has all the guts of "Tello-Test"
plus a terrific visual feature — plus those
wonderful U.S. Savings Bonds for awards
furnished as part of the package.

HERE

FRANCHISES

OF

GIVE

*MOVIE

THE

VALUABLE
AVAIL-

MARKI

PRAISE

QUICK

MOST

IN TV. IF IT'S STILL

ABLE IN YOUR
AND

Phone, write or wire the UTP office nearest you
for availabilities, prices and complete information.

IS ONE

QUIZ

UNTO

ALLAH!

is produced by

Walter Schwimmer who also gave you America's
most popular radio quiz TELLO-TEST

360 N. MICHIGAN AVENUE • CHICAGO • CEntral 6-0041
444 MADISON AVENUE • NEW YORK • PLaza 3-4620
140 N. lA BREA AVENUE • HOLLYWOOD • WEbster 8-9181
Also—distribufors for Bing Crosby Enterprises, Inc.,
Kling-United Studios, Marion Parsonnet Studios, and others.
ROADCASTING
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Film Report
This

week—

read

(Continued from page Si)
Adventure. Package contains 13 hour TV film series Case Histo
[B»T, Feb. 4].
quarter-hour
television
films on
i}:
*
travel.
Citation Productions, Hollywood,
recently formed by Ed Woodworth
to produce 13 half-hour television
film series, Date With Destiny. Mr.
Woodworth, formerly production
supervisor for Commodore Productions, also plans International
Theatre, an hour-long TV film
series.
* * *

TTelecasting

Yearbook

Read it and join the 2500 advertising agencies, 3000

Imppro Inc., Culver City, headed
by President Herbert Strock, formerly associate producer Mark
VII Productions for NBC-TV
Dragnet film series, starting preproduction on four 13 half-hour
TV film series. Prowl Car, dealing
with uniformed policemen who ride
prowl cars; Deadline, telling how
reporters get their stories; The
Doctor, written by Jim Moser,
writer NBC radio Dragnet, and
based on actual Los Angeles County
medical cases, and untitled anthology series of separate stories
which may be used as pilot films for
later series to be developed.

national and regional advertisers— more than 5000 of
the most influential hovers of television time.

It takes a book like this first Telecasting Yearbook
to sum up the business of telecasting, underscore its
economic and programming aspects.

In fact, and in

short, only the Telecasting Yearbook gives buyers everything basic about the business of television.

This

54th

tsstte ...

OOK

B

on

lion to

•
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M. & A. Alexander Productions,
Hollywood, acquires TV production
and distribution rights to Renfrew
of the Mounted, based on Laurie
York Erskine novels, which will
become 13 half-hour TV film series.
Rights to stories handled by
Douglas Shorer Co., N. Y.
Nuclear Productions Inc., Hollywood formed by Leon Chooluck,
executive producer, Joseph Sternbach, secretary - treasurer, and
Edna Chooluck, vice president, to
produce TV adventure film series.
Athena Productions Inc., Hollywood, newly formed to produce TV
film series with Clifford Sanforth,
president, J. E. Taylor, vice-president, and Alfred Westen, secretarytreasurer.

$9
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Interstate Television Corp., Hollywood, starting 13 half-hour TV
film series, Buffalo Bill, starring
Jimmy Ellison, film actor. Lewis
Collins is director and Vincent M.
Fennelly, producer.

Lou Lilly, editor scenario department Jerry Fairbanks Productions,
Hollywood, adds duties of a production supervisor of company and
head of TV film creative department. Leo S. Rosencrans, formerly
14 years executive writer Wilding
Pictures, Detroit, and with company for past year as writer, named
head of TV film commercial creative department.

Scotty
Beckett,
actor, sigi'
by
Roland
Reed film
Productions,
C
ver City, for featured role in Ro
ries. Space Ranger, TV film
Jones,
■c » *
Joseph Moncure March, film w
er, signed by Screen Gems Ii
Hollywood,
subsidiary Colum
Pictures Corp., to write half-h(
TV film for American Petrole
Institute, New York, in conn
tion with National Oil Week. Tal
Jennings, film writer, signed
Screen Gems to write half-hour
film for Studebaker Corp. 100th
niversary.
» * *
i
William C. Park, KNBH (TV) B
lywood newsreel editor to Sol L
ser Productions as writer, produ
and editor of feature film adv
ture series. He will also funct,,
as adviser to Mr. Lesser on 1^
ter's television programs.
* * «
,i
Kenneth Michael, producer-direc
KFI Hollywood, to Frank Wis!
Productions, Hollywood, as assi
ant director on Fireside Thea
TV film series.
DAVID

KEES

Was With CBSDAVID KEES, 30, CBS-TV dir
tor of special events, died Feb.
in Norwalk (Conn.) General H
pital, following a lengthy illnt
He had entered the hospital
week earlier.
Mr. Kees joined CBS-TV 1
December, after serving as te
nical director and production m:
ager of KPIX (TV) San Fr;
Cisco since 1948. He directed I
pooled telecasts of the Japan
Peace Treaty ceremonies wh
launched coast-to-coast telecast.)
last September.
Before joining KPIX, he h
served for six years as engin
in charge of special events .
KSFO San Francisco.
Kees was China,
born July
2, 19'|
inMr.Shanghai,
where
father was engaged in YM
work. During the war he serj
in the Army Air Force.
He leaves his wife, Virginia,
a daughter, Margaret, 7.

UTY,
QUAUp-to-dal
e qCT
u Uf
1 p ^^
p e
completel
Pi
MOTiON
Since 1932
New Y o r
studios <;
TOP

Video Varieties
Regis Toomey, stage and film actor,
CORPORATION
signed by William Broidy ProducOffice; A\ E. 50th St., N.Y. 22 MU 8-H
tions, Hollywood, to star in 26 halfBROADCASTING
• Telecast

same stations that broadcast the upto-minute hurricane news 24 hours a
day whenever the emergency warrants.
These stations broadcast news bulletins for rare-blood donations when
someone is lingering near-death at a
local hospital. These are the same
four radio stations that back "The
Mothers' March on Polio" campaign
with unlimited time, facilities and
effort.
These are the same four radio stations that give complete cooperation
and
promotionChest
in behalf
of Orlando's
Community
campaign.
This is
one charity drive that suffers each
year from lack of complete newspaper
promotion.
The big, full-page ad in today's
"Orlando Sunday Sentinel- Star" that
attempted to belittle radio, could easily
have been devoted to promoting Orlando's recent Community Chest drive.
This would have helped to make the
drive more successful than it was.
No: The advertising boys at the
"Orlando Sentinel" couldn't devote
their precious advertising newsprint
to a successful, worthy cause. They
want
to pickstations.
a fight Why
with Orlando's
four radio
do these
boys want to start a fight among local
advertising media? Why? . . . Why?
Do you know the answer?

lESS-RADIO FEUD
Rages in Orlando, Fla.
t>GING by what happened in
tndo, Fla., Sunday (Feb. 24),
Orlando Sunday SeJitinel-Star
didn't know, what
it was getting into when it ran a
full-page ad titled
"Why Scatter
Your Shot?"
"Nobody can listen to all four radio stations at
one time," the ad
said, concluding
with
a family
r. Brown
sketch showing
persons draped around various
Sons of a Sunday paper,
'hen J. Allen Brown, executive
president and general manL" of WLOF Orlando, saw the ad
X returning from church, he
1 Ifche ceiling — and then the type1 3 er.
ifiortly after 1 p.m. WLOF caran announcement, the first of
hat upset the quiet of Orlando's
day and flooded
kept with
the calls.
station's
ichboard
At
t 99% of the callers took sides
;» the station, it was reported,
r. Brown said the first an^ncement brought a call from
of the newspaper's
editors,in
announcements
were written
orial fashion and carried on a
a-ation spot formula, or one
y quarter-hour.
They were
•jped at the end of the day. The
tndo Sentinel and Star daily
ions and Sunday Sentinel-Star
'published by Martin Anderson,
"es recently
sold his radio
— WHOO-AM-FM
— topropEd'id Lamb of Toledo,
ere is a typical editorial an1 icement carried by WLOF dur-

ANPA

AMERICAN Newspapers Publishers Assn. campaign boosting newspapers as the best advertising medium has stirred an active counterattack from another broadcaster
[B«T, Feb. 25].
James M. Caldwell, radio program director, WAVE Louisville,
commented that the ANPA ads
"take a direct stab at radio and
TV, taking the stand that only a
fraction of a potential audience is
listening at any given time.
"Since the ANPA has started
this hassle, we do not intend to take
it
lying down," Mr. Caldwell declared.
In an inter-office memo, Mr. Caldwell urged WAVE staff members,
"As soon as possible, let us get
into effect a new intensified program of spot announcements promoting radio as a medium.
"In it, we will not make any
direct derogatory remarks about
newspapers; we will promote radio
in a positive manner." During the
campaign, Mr. Caldwell will be
aming toward promoting radio as
a medium and WAVE as a station,
in that order, it was said.

^'the day:
■[{•[■dies and Gentlemen, there's a
,'!I full-page
in today's
edition of
"Orlando adSunday
Sentinel-Star"
iir attempts to belittle Orlando's four
.hy stations. Yes, the "Orlando Sun"f
Sentinel-Star"
(or at stoops
least their
?il rtising
department)
low
', gh
to
cast
reflection
on
radio stations. These are Orlando's
the same
J ons that operate around the clock
^Ijaever any emergency arises,
e "Orlando
Sentinel"
1j page
ad in today's
paperdevotes
to belit-a
Orlando's
four,
public-service
. Lied radio stations. These are the
nmediate
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WAVE Promotes Radio
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That's

Digging
WTAG Worcester, Mass., is
always digging for business
but it hardly expected to sell
time to a well-digger. Yet
that's exactly what happened.
Salesman J i m McKnight
signed C. E. Chapman for
three spots a week on the
morning John Woods Show.
The well-digger rejected a
modest suggestion to buy a
mere 13 weeks — despite the
fact there's a limited market
for wells these days. "All
right," said Mr. Chapman,
"then let's try it for a year."

WEISS RESIGNS
Returns to Hughes Post
LEWIS ALLEN WEISS, former
Don Lee chaii-man, will resign
effective March 31 as assistant
administrator of National Production Authority and director of its
Office of Civilian Requirements.
Following a four-month European trip with
Mrs. Weiss,
he
will return to Los
Angeles as management advisor
to Gen. Ira
C.
Eaker, executive
vice president of
the Hughes Industries.
Mr. Weiss, it is
Mr. Weiss
expected, will be
succeeded by his
present deputy, Walter J. Curry,
former European representative of
Avco and of Standard Brands. Mr.
Weiss also was a member of the
requirements committee of the Defense Production Administration.
Mr. Weiss entered the government service 14 months ago — shortly after the sale of Don Lee to
General Tire & Rubber. At that
time he had been retained by the
Hughes organization, but immediately was loaned to the government on a no-pay basis. A quartercentury veteran of radio and television, Mr. Weiss also had served
as chairman of the board of
Mutual.
The Weisses will sail on the
American Export Liner Excanibion
for Naples, and will celebrate their
30th wedding anniversary April 22
aboard ship. They recently became
grand-parents for the first time.
Following the cruise, they will tour
Europe for three months — satisfying a "30-year dream."
Easley Trial Set
TRIAL of Robert L. Easley, radio
consulting engineer indicted on
charge of using the mails to defraud [B«T, Jan. 28, 21], has been
set for March 18 in U. S. District
Court in Washington. Mr. Easley
pleaded not guilty at his arraignment earlier this month. Conviction
of the four-count indictment carries a penalty of one year in jail
or a .$1,000 fine for each count, or
both. Mr. Easley, in a statement
issued the week after his indictment, blamed his predicament on
"envy and petty malice."

ANPA

HITS S 2444
Bad Precedent Cited
THERE were only a few scattered
shots last week on S 2444, the
Johnson-Case bill to bar liquor
advertising on the airwaves.
Senate Interstate & Foreign
Commerce Committee, chairmanned
by the bill's co-sponsor. Sen. Ed C.
Johnson (D-Col.), did not take the
bill up
in thelastcommittee's
tive session
Wednesday.execuThe
committee meets again March 12.
Full round was fired by the
American Newspaper Publishers
Assn. on Feb. 22. The organization said the bill was discriminatory
because it would prevent the advertising of a legally made and
sold product. The publishers noted
that the legislation would be directed against "one segment of admedia only."
If S 2444vertising
were
enacted, the publishers continued. Congress might
then take the position that it had
the right to legislate against any
other product in some other medium
or "to eliminate all advertising at
their whim." The protest was contained in a letter sent by Cranston
Williams, general manager of
newspaper group, to Sen. Johnson.
Sen. Harley M. Kilgore (D-W.
Va.), meanwhile,
a statement in which hereleased
said that
now
that hearings on the liquor bill
have been concluded [B*T, Feb.
11], he was re-issuing a letter he
had received two years ago when a
similar bill was being considered
by the committee (the Langer bill).
Letter, supporting
"dry"
legislation,
was bypassage
Judge ofHarlan
M. Calhoun of West Virginia's
Twenty-Second Circuit Court.

JOB

OMAHA

Room 280
Insurance Building
JOHN BLAIR & CO., Representatives
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EARNING DATA
FCC Reports Plan Hit
TWO comments received by the
FCC on the Commission's plan
to change the annual report on
employment and earnings, required
annually, stress that the new
form doesn't look very simple and
that there is doubt as to whether
the FCC is authorized to demand
the information to be submitted
under the new form [B»T, Jan.
14].
NBC objected to the form, and
statedtion that
thereauthorization
is a "serious ofquesas to the
the
FCC to require licensees to furnish
the detailed information . . ." but
NBC's comments did not deal with
the legal question.
Information to be furnished the
FCC would not aid the Commission
in determining the financial qualifications of an applicant or licensee,
the network said. "The FCC can
look to the balance sheet and the
profit and loss statements to ascertain whether [the station] can sustain the operation."
"The amount a broadcaster pays
his announcers, engineers, salesmen, etc., has no bearing upon the
Commission's functions under the
Communications Act," NBC
claimed.
NBC has more than 4,000 employes, the petition revealed, and it
was thought 75% of them would
have
to be "reported" under the
new form.
"Before the FCC undertakes to

*S THE BO""

82'' in Population
among Sales Management's
162 Metropolitan Counties

campaign
yourdes radio
IF inclu
100
the first
markets according to Population then over 2 34,000
Quad-Citians are among
your targets.
WHBF enjoys the respect
and good will of the QuadCity area — a progressive
community which it has
supported and served for
over 2 5 years.
Les Johnson, V.P. and Manager

W
H B F ;
TELCO BUILDING, ROCK ISLAND, ILLINOIS
liepreseii;ted by Avery-Kiiodel, Inc.
Page 88
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EXAMINING results of rural Pulse su rvey are (I to r) Owen Saddler, executive vice president-general manager, KMA Shenandoah, Iowa; Edward W.
May, KMA president, and Dr. Sydney Roslow, president of Pulse Inc. Trio
is pictured at KMA "Coffee advertisi
Klatch' ' In Omaha, attended by 85 Omaha
ng men.
require this expenditure of time,
effort and money by its licensees to FIELD TEST COMPLETED
collect and compile this data, careSeattle Outlets Study Report
ful consideration should be given
THE TV transmitter site tests conto the value of such a study when
ducted jointly under the auspices
completed," NBC said.
Congress should authorize the of KING-TV, KIRO, KJR and
KOMO Seattle [B«T, Nov. 19,
rule-making proposed, the network
felt.
1951] have been concluded and the
report
is being studied by engiNARTB also objected to the new
neers at the four stations.
form.
The report, a confidential docuThe association said the FCC is
ment, was prepared by Prof. Myron
not authorized to "require the di- Swarm of the U. of Washington
vulgence by licensees of the infor- Electrical Engineering Dept. It
mation to be elicited by the pro- was based on field tests comparing
the relative effectiveness of two
posed form." It is not consistent
with the present annual report secpossible sites for television transtion of the FCC Rules, NARTB
mitters — Queen Anne Hill in
said.
Seattle and Squawk Mountain,
The new form is not a simplifi- south of the city.
cation but a complication of the
presently required reports, the association asserted.
WPRS-FM on Air
The public need for the additionWPRS-FM Paris, 111., has taken
al information has not been shown,
the petition said, and furthermore
the air, programming independently of WPRS which commenced
"the Bureau of Labor Statistics
in May 1951. FM operahas no authorization to get the in- operation
tion was launched with broadcast
formation." NARTB objects to of state basketball tournament.
BLS's efforts to .get the informaBuilding has been expanded and
tion "indirectly" and "circuitously" when it cannot get it directly. staff will be increased for FM, according to Carl Sunkel, WPRS proThe principal purpose of the proposed revision, as announced by the on 98.3grammc.director. WPRS-FM operates
FCC, is "to obtain specific television occupational data which heretofore have not been readily avail-

New York area station offici
were guests of the Red Cross Rai
and TV Committee, headed
James Sauter, at a plans lunche
last Wednesday. The national g'
is $85 million; New York Cit
$6.7 million.
!
Woodland Stricken I
CECIL WOODLAND, general m;
ager of WQAN-AM-FM Scrant
a heart D.attack
route
to Washington,
C, fc'' •
Pa., suffered
night ago. He is recuperating
St. Mary's Hospital, Amsterdgi
N. Y., the city where his wife \j
visiting when he was stricken
carries

The proposed form would require each broadcaster, for a samable."
ple week, to:
(1) Classify each full-time employe
by occupational title (station title) ;
(2) State whether employed in radio or television operations, or both;
(.3) Assign each employe one of 34
occupational code numbers according
to detailed Bureau of Labor Statistics job descriptions;
(4) State each employe's sex;
(5) State
weekly
hourseachandemploye's
scheduledscheduled
weekly
compensation.
COLUMBIA Workshop, Hollywood has
started series of 20 radio-TV lectures
presented
by CBS Radio's Hollywood
staff.

CROSS m
Radio, TV to Prom(
THE ANNUAL radio and tele
sion campaign for the national &
greater New York fund drives
the American
Red Cross v
launched Feb. 23 and will ri|
through March.
For the Red Cross Sabbath (St
urday) and Red Cross Sund L
(yesterday), special appeals we
sent to program directors on \,
stations located in New York f
use on or around religious p]
grams on those dates.
For Radio-TV Day next Frids
when the drive gets into full swi;
— spots and brief features a
being distributed to all statiof
to be followed
in Marchinterest
with sp'
feature
and human
n^ '
terial which will be distributed
commentators each week. ]
President Truman is slated
launch the campaign officially
Thursday night with a speech to
carried on both radio and TV n
works [B»T, Feb. 18].
Among the special aids to be d
tributed to radio stations will
recorded programs by Bing Crosl
Bob Hope, Alice Faye and P
Harris and The Railroad HoA
Also available to stations will :
a brief appeal recorded by
Roland Harriman, president
ARC; Robert A. Lovett, Secretai;
of Defense; Lee Price, preside
of U. S. Junior Chaniber of Co
merce; George Meany, secreta]
treasurer, AFL; Philip Murr
CIO ; Donald R. Wilson, natioi
commander,
American Legion, a
others.
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OUNG ladies of Saranac Lake,
N. Y., got a fund of Leap Year
[Duragement from WNBZ when
station sponsored a post card
j to determine the most popular
Jielor in the area. Of 1,700 anrs, 457 votes were cast for Aril- Fortune, 35 year old service1 for a local bottled gas comy, who was named "Mr. Bacheof 1952." Mr. Fortune collected
eral prizes contributed by inted businessmen as well as
=e that are still unclaimed: a
marriage ceremony, wedding
and honeymoon if he marries
in the next year.
•— • — •
ST HAND INFORMATION
bo WILL tour is made each Satjay into several of the 82 coun:i covered by KWTO Springfield,
L, by farm service director Lloyd
kns and public relations director
1 Bailey. Purpose of the jaunt
to visit with the people in surjnding towns and gather opinis on how the station may better
ye the area.

OPPING CAN BE FUN
'ITROIT Supermarket shoppers
l|y get a chance at some fun and
zes from now on when they go
iirketing. Good Luck to You has
in introduced over WJR. Show,
llturing Ralph Freeman as quiz
■ister, will originate at different
k'e each day. Quiz contestants
|1 be selected from the store
uBience.
ut
•— •— •
■
i'ltjD BUDDIES
ITION picture theatre-TV stafi promotion tie-up was successiy executed in Washington, D.C.,
't week. Principals involved were
rOP-TV
and
RKO Keith's
eatre. "Pick Temple Day," feaing- appearances of Pick Temple,
irOP-TV personality, at show's of "Bend of the River" tripled
ratre business, according to film
icials. Mr. Temple gave two
Dws lasting 15 minutes each.
jri|th the station and the theatre
; I Operated in promoting the event
filjeverybody's satisfaction.
ORTS EXCLUSIVE
j ]WS of the Olympic games in
'Vlo, Norway were reported exJsively to WFIL Philadelphia by
I zabeth Parkinson Speck, author
li member of the U. S. Figure
ating Assn. who was engaged
j the station as a special corre, indent. When Mrs. Speck returns
'/eral
this country,
programs sheat will
the appear
station onto
, Jjount her experiences at the
Inter games.
lAVE YOU
HEARD ABOUT
$1 scripts?
TUFTY NEWS BUREAU.
National Press Building
WASHINGTON, D, C.
iOADCASTING

programs

promotion

ECONOMY PLUS
FOREST greenery decorates a promotion piece put out by KCKN
Kansas City, instructing potential
advertisers "to saw off a bigger
chunk of sales" in the area by using
the station as an advertising medium. Promotion plugs low-cost sales
booster packages such as the 26 50word spot announcements for $180
which are aired at times the sponsor specifies during any calendar
month.
•— • — •
NOTHING TO SELL
ANTI-COMMERCIAL radio listeners in Westerly, R. I., have had
their prayers answered by a local
manufacturer. The company sponsoring six Westerly High School
athletic contests on WERI as a
public service instructed station
officials not to give commercials
at any time during the broadcasts
because of their public service nature. Company's name, however, is
mentioned at the opening and close
of each program.
o— • — •
RECEPTION IS THE THING
BEST proof of TV coverage is
home reception, according to promotion released by WFIL-TV Philadelphia. Copy cites survey statistics showing that the station covers
5,869,284 potential customers. Figure break-down plus map illustrations of the actual area covered by
the station are directed at the advertiser reminding him that "the
WFIL-TV audience goes to market
with you in mind."
•— • — •
RADIO SALUTE
CANADIAN independent stations
are planning a live talent salute
from the industry to Queen Elizabeth II. Idea came from Phil Lalonde, manager of CKAC Montreal,
and arrangements have been completed with the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. A special network
will be established to allow all privately-owned Canadian stations to
participate in the program. Leading talent, both French and English,
will be used. Stations unable to
carry the program at the time of
the network will be able to carry it
on tape or disc later.
•— • — •
SIGN NON-ADVERTISER
NEW feather has appeared in the
cap of WWJ-TV Detroit for signing Stanley Home Products of that
city to 13-week contract. The nonadvertising firm which long claimed
selling was a matter of personal
contact with customers has succumbed to the lure of the TV screen
with its sponsorship of a half-hour
weekly audience participation show.
Company's products are awarded as
prizes. Walt Kose and Marge
Rogers, both of station's staff, are
writing and producing show.

• Telecasting

premiums
NO RIVALRY HERE
CURRENT top tunes and classical
music go hand in hand at KWK St.
Louis. A seven-program series has
been set up by station disc jockeys
who dedicate popular songs to all
those who make telephone pledges
to help the St. Louis Symphony
Society for
theBroadcasts
orchestra'shandled
maintenance fund.
by Ed Wilson, Gil Newsome and
Tom Dailey are running for two
weeks.
•— • — •
TV VALENTINE
MOTHERS of servicemen who are
serving on the cruiser St. Paul in
Korea got a special Valentine from
KSTP-TV St. Paul - Minneapolis.
Last November, the station sent
film to the ship with instructions
to take shots of the men, all of
whom are from the Minnesota area.
When the film was returned, 30
phone calls were made informing
mothers what time to turn on the
TV set on Feb. 14.
-• — • — •DISC SWITCH

NBC Chicago started its "swing to
45" promotion last week with onthe-air mentions by disc jockeys
and conversion of many of its
35,000 records to the 45 rpm discs.
Swing to ^.5, a recorded show, will
be aired weekly during the six-week
campaign, backed by a schedule of
station breaks, one-minute spots
and dealer tie-ins.
-• — • — •PROGRAM EXPANSION
TRI-LINGUAL policy covering
Italian, English and French will
be inaugurated today by WOV New
York, bi-lingual independent, with
the initial broadcast of France on
Review, planned for Mondaythrough - Saturday airing from
7:30-8 p.m. EST. Program will follow the station's Italian language
programming and will feature news
on Paris fashions, interviews with
prominent French officials, popular
music and French ojiera.

imitiediafe

ON THE ALERT
ANNOUNCEMENT aired recently
over Columbus, Ohio stations was
proof positive that "wherever you
go, there's radio." Broadcasters
were asked to deliver a brief message test alerting 90 some members
of one of the Air National Guard
units at nearby Lockbourne Air
Force Base. Result was, within a
half hour, 3,500 of the base personnel had reported in person or by
•— • — • ^
phone.
SCHOOL DAY SAFETY
SCHOOL children are being heard
in a safety campaign over WOL
Washington in cooperation with the
American Automobile Assn. urging
listeners to drive carefully en route
to and from work. Members of the
school boy safety patrol ai'e taking
part in the transcribed series aired
each day in the morning, at midday and late in the afternoon.
KIDS PLUG PARENTS
LIKE father, like son — or daughter
— as the case may be at WDRC
Hartford, Conn. Children of station personalities are being heard
over
the air
as part ofSusy
the Smith,
station's4,
program
promotion.
is plugging
father Sheehan,
Jack Smith's
disc
show. Kathy
3%,
urges
newscastlisteners
nightly toandhearRolfherandpapa's
Neil
Olson, 10 and 5 respectively, put in
anews
goodprogram.
word for their father's a.m.
WAY TO A MAN'S HEART
SUPPLY of the sponsor's product
is sent to TV columnists by KGOTV
San Francisco
to promote Baker
Let's
Go Shopping,
the Evangeline
show sponsored by Remar Bread
Co., Oakland. Note accompanying
bakery products tells recipient to
enjoy not only the content but the
TV show as well.
CHILDREN'S DEFENSE SHOW
SCHOOL children got a taste of the
meaning of civil defense through
the facilities of KFAL Fulton, Mo.,
last week in a special 15 minute
broadcast heard in all city schools
at 10:30 a.m. Radios were installed
in each class room.

revenue

produced

'ith regioitcii promotion
campoigns

23
serviceyears
to the
of
broadcasting industry
HOWARD

experienced sales
personnel will sell community
programs throughout
your coverage area

J. McCOLl ISTE R Cpmpony

66 ACACIA DRIVE
ATHERTON, CALIFORNIA

DAVENPORT 3-3061
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February 21 Applications . . .
License Renewal
Following stations request renewal of
license:
KFXM San Bernardino, Calif., KLZ
Denver, KMVI Wailuku, Hawaii, KFXD
Nampa, Idaho, WIBW Topeka, WLAP
Lexington, Ky., WGAN Portland, Me.,
KWTO Springfield. Mo., KMON Great
Falls. Mont., WGR Buffalo, WEAN
Providence, R. I.. WSYR Syracuse,
N. y., WIS Columbia, S. C, WNAX
Yankton, S. D., WREC Memphis, WCAX
Burlington, Vt., WLVA Lynchburg,
Va., WSLS Roanoke, Va., KVOS Bellingham, Wash., and WMAM Marinette,
Wis.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
Geneva County Reaper, Geneva, Ala.
— RETURNED application for CP new
AM station on 1150 kc, 1 kw daytime.
KFDR Grand Coulee, Wash. — RETURNED application for assignment of
license from Carl F. Knierim to W.
Richard Carlson Jr. and Norah B. Carlson, d/b as Grand Coulee Bcstg. Co.
February 25 Decisions . . .
BY THE SECRETARY
Granted License
WMIT
(FM)
C—
Granted license Yancey
new FMCounty,
station:N. 106.9
mc (Ch. 295) 325 kw ant. 3300 ft.
WTAD Quincy,
Granted license
covering
increase 111.
in— daytime
power,
etc.:
930
kc,
5
kw-LS,
1 kw-N, DA-N,
fulltime.
Granted CP
KPOC
Pocahontas,
CP
to mount FM ant. on Ark.—
side of Granted
AM tower;
cond.
Granted Modifications
KSID Sidney, Neb.— Granted mod.
CP
cond.to change ant. system and trans.;
Ft. Myers, ofFla.—
CPWSWF
for approval
ant.,Granted
trans, mod.
and
main studio locations.
KDON
Santaextension
Cruz, Calif.Granted
mod
CP for
of completion
date to 8-18-52.
WFSS coram,
LongforIsland,
N. Y.—of
Granted
mod. CP
extension
completion date to 9-13-52.
FOR FINEST TAPE RECORDING
K

X

L F

Butte, Mont.

m

Only Magnecorder offers all the flexibility, high fidelity and features you
require — at a price you want to pay!
FITS EVERY PURPOSE - EVERY PURSEl
PORTABLE — LIGHTWEIGHT
Recorder in one case —
Amplifier in the other. Easy
handling — compact!
QUICKLY RACK MOUNTED
Units can be combined for
studio operation of portable
equ ipment,
CONSOLE OR CONSOLETTE
Operotion available by combining units in rich Mognecorder cabinets.
For new caraiog
catalog — wri
write:
ror
INC.
M<J9n«cord, Inc., 360 N. Michigon Ave, Chicago 1, 111.
Page 90
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February 27 Decisions . . .
COMMISSION EN BANC
AM License Renewals
Following
AM stations
granted
newal of licenses
for regular
periocrrij"

actions

FEBRUARY

KEXO
Keokuk,
WNLK
Smyrna
Calif.

21 THROUGH

FEBRUARY 28
cond. -conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod. -modification
ERP-efifective radiated power N-night
trans. -transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
unl.-unlimited hours
synch, amp. -synchronous amplifier vis. -visual
STA-special temporary authorization
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
station and transfer applications. (See page 95.)
February 26 Decisions . . .
COMMISSION EN BANC
To Increase Power
KWHP
Cushlng,
Okla.—from
Granted
CP to Increase power
500 wmod.to
1 kw, daytime, on 1600 kc.
To Remain Silent
WNAW North Adams, Mass. — Granted authority to remain silent additional
60 days from Feb. 7 pending financial
reorganization. Station not to resume
broadcasting
withoutif prior
Commission authorization
reorganization
results in transfer of control.
WWXLthority to Peoria,
111.— Granted
auremain silent
for 60 days
from Feb, 14 organization.
pending
financial
reStation not to resume
broadcasting
without
prior
Commission authorization if reorganization
results in transfer of control.
To Specify Move
WCEN Mt. Pleasant, Mich.— Granted
mod. CP to specify max, expected oper.
values under authorization to increase
power from 500 w day to 1 kw-LS, 500
wcond.night on 1150 kc, DA-N fulltime;
Granted Authority
WPAM-FM Pottsville, Pa.— Granted
specialate station
experimental
authority
to operby remote
control
from
AM trans, without licensed operator
in attendance at WPAM-FM trans, for
period ending Aug, 25, 1952; cond.
WGST-FM Atlanta, Ga.— Granted
special experimental authority to
operate station by remote control from
AM trans, for period ending April 1,
1952, without licensed operator in attendance at WGST-FM trans.; cond.
License Renewals
Following stations granted renewal
of license for regular period:
WBNS-TV Columbus, Ohio, WJBKTV Detroit, WJAC-TV Johnstown, Pa„
WSPD-TV Toledo, WKRC-TV Cincinnati, WBBB-FM Burlington, N. C,
WGCM-FM
Gulfport,
Miss.,
WIMAFM Lima, Ohio,
and WJOB
Hammond,
Ind.
License Extended
Following stations granted temporary
extension of license for period ending
June 1 :
WSMB-FM New Orleans, WSYB
Ruthland, Vt., KPRO Riverside, Calif.,
KREO Indio, Calif., KYOR Blythe,
Calif., KVVC Ventura, Calif., KHBR
Hillsboro,
Tex., and WLOA Braddock,
Pa.
Febru£sry 26 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— H70 kc
KCBQ
San Diego, Calif.— Special
service authorization to operate dayAllocations Supplement
Broadcasting • Telecasting will publish in complete
text the FINAL TELEVISION ALLOCATIONS REPORT. Subscribers will receive theExtra
supplement
charge.
copies w^ithout
will be
available, as long as the
supply lasts, at $3 each.

time employing non-directional ant.
for period of 6 months.
Licensee for CP
KTAC Tacoma. Wash.— License for
CP, as mod., which authorized frequency change, power increase, hours
of
trans,operation,
location. DA-N and change in
CP for CP
WKEI Kewanee, 111. — CP to replace
expired CP which authorized new AM
station on 1450 kc with 100 w, fulltime.
Modification of CP
WNEW New York— Mod. CP, as mod.,
which authorized power increase,
change
fromfor DA-DN
new
date. etc.,
trans,
extensionto ofDA-N,
completion
KMLW Marlin, Tex.— Mod. CP, as
mod., authorizing new AM station, for
extension of completion date.
WHFC (FM) Chicago— Mod. CP, as
mod., tion,authorizing
in FM date.
stafor extension changes
of completion
WARD (TV) New York— Mod. CP,
authorizing changes in TV station, for
extension of completion date to Sept.
13, 1952,
License Renewal
Following
of license: stations request renewal
KSTP-TV St. Paul, KE2XHZ Nutley,
N. J. (experimental TV bcstg. station),
WUSV (FM)
mercialScranton,
educational Pa.
FM (non-comstation),
WDBO Orlando, Fla,, WGRA Cairo, Ga„
WSAV Savannah, Ga., KGMB Honolulu, Hawaii, KIDO Boise, Idaho,
KXXX Colby, Kan., KXOK St. Louis,
KOPR Butte. Mont.. WDNC Durham,
N. C, WPRO Providence, R. I., KTSA
San Antonio, Tex., KTBB Tyler Tex.,
and KPQ Wenatchee, Wash,
TENDERED FOR FILING
AM— 1030 kc
KWBU Corpus Christi, Tex.— Extension of special service authorization to operate on 1030 kc with 50 kw,
with non-directional ant. from LS at
Boston to LS at Corpus Christi, for
period not to exceed 12 months beginning March 15.

SERVICE

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
Lincoln 3-2705

• TOWERS •
AM • FM • TV •
Comp/efe Installations
TOWER SALES & ERECTING CO.
6100 N. E. Columbia Blvd.
Portkind 11, Oregon

Grand
Junction,Waycross,
Col.; KOK-]Iowa; WAYZ
Ga
Norwalk, Conn.; WSBB Ne
Beach, Fla.; KBUC Coror
AM Licenses Extended

porary
extensions
of licenses
to Jui
AM stations
granted
ten' i
1, Following
1952:
Williamston,
N. C;
WWW'
RioWIAM
Piedras,
P, R.; KALA
Sitka,
Ala !
ka: KBMW
Breckenridge,
Minr 'i
KBOK
Waterloo.
Iowa;
KBYR
Ancho
age.
KHIT Lampasas,
Te> ■],
KIND Alaska;
Independence,
Kans.; KLF.j^,
Oklahoma City, Okla.; KRKL Kir;'^
land.
WACR Wash,;
Columbus,KXA Miss,;Seattle,
WIBG WaslPhil f
delphia; WREX Duluth, Minn,; WMG,;
KCSJYork.
Pueblo, Col.— Granted furth ';
New
temporary
extension of license im I
final action in hearing on its renew
or until April 1, 1953, whichever r
earlier.
■*
WOW1, Omaha,
Neb.— Same, but un f)!5
June
1953.
KSVCOct.Richfield,
until
1, 1953. Utah — Same, b
KTXCOct.Big1, 1953.
Springs, Tex.— Same
until
KXLA
Pasadena,
until June 1, 1953. Calif. — Same,
tilWELS
Dec. 1,Kinston,
1954. N. C— Same, but u
WJVA South Bend, Ind.— Same, b
until Aug. 1, 1952.
WKOWDec. Madison,
until
1, 1952. Wis. — Same, b
WOL temporary
Washington,extension
D. C. — ofGrant
further
Iicen
for synch, amp, only, until final acti
in the hearing re engineering issui
etc., earlier.
or until Oct. 1, 1954, whichever
the
FM License Renewals
Following FM stations granted i
newal of licenses on regular basis:
WRJN-FM Racine, Wis.; KCRK-Jj
Cedar
Angeles; Rapids,
KFSD-FMIowa;San KECA-FM
Diego; KGDl,L
FM Stockton, Calif.; KNX-FM Holl
wood;
KRIC-FM
Beaumont. Te:
KRLD-FM Dallas; KTTS-FM Sprin i
field. Mo.; KTUL-FM Tulsa; KXYZ-B ^
Houston: WAAT-FM Newark, N.
WBBO-FM Forest City, N. C; WBI ;
FM Knoxville; WCAL-FM Northfie .
Minn.:
WCNT-FM
Centralia, lii
WCOL-FM Columbus, Ohio; WCOU-I
Lewiston, Maine; WCOV-FM Montgo]
ery, Ala.; WCSI-FM Columbus. In«
WCTA-FM Andalusia, Ala.: WDRC-Bl|Hartford, Conn,; WEEU-FM Readii
Pa.;
WENR-FM
WERC-I'
Erie, Pa.:
WESC-FMChicago;
Greenville,
S. (
WFJL (FM) Chicago; WFLA-FM Tail
pa.
Fla.;
WFNS-FM
Burlington,
N,
WFRS
(FM) Grand Rapids. Mic! (
WHBC-FM Canton. Ohio; WHDH-I
Boston; WHLD-FM
Niagara
Fal i
WHYN-FM Holyoke, Mass.: WIBM-I-,
Jackson,
Mich.;
WIP-FM
Philadelph
WIS-FM Columbia, S, C; WJIZ (F),
Hammond. Ind.; WJPB (FM) Fairmo:
W. Va.: WJTN-FM Jamestown, N.
WKBN-FM
Ohio; WKO'
FM Sunbury,Youngstown,
Pa.; WLAW-FM
La
Mass.:
Macon, Ga.;
WMB
rence, WMAZ-FM
Mass.; WMAS-FM
Springfie"!"
FM Peoria, 111,; WMFD-FM Wilmir

DIRECTORY
COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT
Engineer an duty all night every night
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037 Kansas City, M)

'

VACANCY

YOUR FIRM'S NAME in this "vacancy"
will be seen by 15,500 readers— station owners and managers, chief engineers and technicians— applicants
for AM, FM, Television and facsimile
facilities.

BROADCASTING

• Telecastir

K

JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
^fRces and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
I/Vashington, D. C.
ADams 2414
Member AFCCE *
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
1 Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
NTERNATIONAL BLDG. Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
ii>. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C
Member AFCCE *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press BIdg., Wash. =4, D. C.
Telephone District 1205
Member AFCCE *

26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *
Mcintosh & Inglis
WYATT BLDG. (777 14th St., N. W.)
Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

JOHN

ROBERT L. HAMMETT
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
230 BANKERS INVESTMENT BLDG.
SAN FRANCISCO 2, CALIFORNIA
SUTTER 1-7545

Upper Montclair, N. J. MO. 3-3000
Member AFCCE*

GILLETT & BERGQUIST
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
m 15th St., N. W.
REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

'Registered Professional Engineer"
11311 G St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

—Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.

There is no substitute for experience

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

C. SMEBY

V loiiJ. LN

A. D. RING & CO.

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
OND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

LYNNE

1 JbjLJb

Member AFCCE *

CREUTZ

319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Consulting Radio Engineers
Quarter Century Professional Experience
Radio-TelevlsionElectronics-Communications
1833 M St., N. W., Wash. 6, D. C.
Executive 1230 — Executive 58 51
(Nights-holidays, Lockwood 5-1819)
Member AFCCE *

JOHN

B. HEFFELFINGER

815 E. 83rd St.

Hiland 7010

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

FM Licenses Extended
J i>n, N. C; WMIX-FM Mt. Vernon, 111.;
' KNYC-FM New York; WOAY-FM Oak
Following FM stations granted temllfjill, W. Va.; WPTF-FM Raleigh. N. C;
porary extensions of licenses to June
'QAN-FM Scranton, Pa.; WRC-FM
1,
1952;
'ashington;
WRFL
(FM)
Winchester,
a.; WRFM Hattiesburg, Miss.; WRRN
WNDB-FM Daytona Beach, Fla.;
'arren.
Pa.; Atlanta;
WRVB (FM)
KMJ-FM Fresno,
Calif.;(FM)
WOMI-FM
a.; WSB-FM
WTRT Richmond,
(FM) To- Owensboro,
Ky.; KOZY
Rapid
do, Ohio; WVKO
(FM) Columbus,
City,
S.
D.;
KISW
(FM)
Seattle;
KSWIhio; WWSW-FM Pittsburgh; WJBKFM
Council
Bluffs,
Iowa;
WAIR-FM
,M Detroit, Mich.; KFMV (FM) Holly- Winston-Salem, N. C; WEMP-FM Milood, Calif.; KMFM (FM) Hollywood;
waukee; WHNC-FM Henderson, N. C;
SPI (FM) Stillwater, Okla.; WKYC
KARM-FM Fresno, Calif.; KMUS-FM
ym.) Paducah, Ky.; AATFLY (FM) Troy, Muskogee, Okla.; WAVU-FM AlbertY.; WGWR-FM Asheboro, N. C;
ville, Ala.; WDEM-FM Providence;
WFMN (FM) Alpine, N. J.; WIMS-FM
»KSYR-FM
Syracuse, N. Y.; WWIN
Michigan City, Ind.; WKFM (FM) (for'?M) Baltimore; WIBG-FM Philadelmerly WCBT-FM) Roanoke Rapids,
'hia; WPRO-FM Providence; KOKXN.
C; WNDR-FM Syracuse, N. Y.;
M Keokuk, Iowa; WEAU-FM Eau WMGM-FM
New York; WEQR (FM)
laire, Wis.; WGUY-FM Bangor, Maine;
Goldsboro, N. C; WBNY-FM Buffalo,
N. Y.; WMLL (FM) Evansville, Ind.;
(/CMI-FM Ashland, Ky.
ROADCASTING
• Telecasting

JblM

iariiN JbJbKa)

GEORGE C. DAVIS
501-514 Munsey BIdg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *
GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner BIdg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Member AFCCE *
RUSSELL
1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.

P. MAY
Kellogg BIdg.
REpublic 3984

Member AFCCE *

KEAR

& KENNEDY

1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

GUY C. HUTCHESON
p. O. Box 32
AR 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, IH.
(A Chicago suburb)

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
4212 S. Buckner Blvd. 4742 W. RufFner
Member AFCCE *
A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

ROBERT

M. SILLIMAN

1011 New Hampshire Ave., N. W.
Republic 6646
Washington 7, D. C.

WILLIAM

E. BENNS, JR.

Consulting Radio Engineer
3738 Kanawha St., N.W., Wash., D. C.
Phone ORdway 8071
Box 2468 Birmingham, Ala.
Phone 6-2924

GRANT R. WRATHALL
Aptos, California
San Appointments
Francisco Seattlearranged
Salt Lakefor City
Los Angeles
Portland Phoenix
Box 260
APTOS— 3352
Member AFCCE"
WNAV-FM Annapolis, Md. (Comr.
Sterling dissented on last three).
TV Licenses Extended
Following commercial and experimental TV stations granted further
temporary extensions of licenses to
June 1, 1952:
WBKB (TV) Chicago; WABD (TV)
New York; KE2XDN KE2XDR near
New York; WRGB (TV) Schenectady;
KE2XCV Schenectady; KPIX (TV) San
Francisco; KM2XBB Los Angeles.
February 27 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 1050 kc
Prosperity Land Bcstg. Co., Lovington, N. M.— Application for CP new

AM EDstation,
1250 frequency
kc, 1 kw D,to AMENDto change
1050 kc,
change power
to 250forw,CP etc.
License
WRJW Picayune, Miss. — License for
CP, as mod., which authorized power
increase, Modiflcation
ant. changes, ofetc.CP
WHIZ Zanesville, Ohio — Mod. CP,
which authorized change in trans, and
studio
in ant. locations, etc., to make changes
WPAAauthorized
Mayaguez,
Mod. for
CP
which
new P.AMR.—station,
approval of ant. and trans, location and
specify
studioWash.—
location.
KALE main
Richland,
Mod. CP, as
mod., which authorized frequency
change, DA-N, ant., change in operat(Continued on page 95)
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted 204 per word — $2.00 minimum • Help Wanted 254 per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 30^ per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $15.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting, 870 National Press BIdg., Washington 4, D. C.
applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing. All transcriptions, photos, etc. sent
to box custody
numbers orarereturn.
sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for
their
Help Wanted
Managerial
General manager and some selling.
Experienced. Contact Robert F. Wolfe,
WFRO, Fremont, Ohio.
Salesmen
Salesman. Excellent opportunity for
good salesman around 30 for 5 kw independent midwest station. Guarantee
during initial period. Good potential.
Box 333M. BROADCASTING.
Salesman, experienced in top market;
salary $75.00 and 15%. Capable of becoming sales manager. Must be enerin his experience.
30's and withSend
at least
years getic,
radio
picture10
and
references
in
reply.
Box
366M,
BROADCASTING.
Are you the man for us? Independent
station in midwest Great Lakes area
has immediate opening for experienced
salesman. Active market with top
agencies and accounts ready to contact.
Permanent position for right man with
sales ability. Box 373M, BROADCASTING.
Network station in active central Kentucky market has immediate position
for experienced time salesman. Liberal
commission or salary plus for proven
ability. Box 382M, BROADCASTING.
Salesman or announcer-salesman. 250
watt east central network affiliate.
Rush references, full information. Box
385M, BROADCASTING.
500 watt, Minnesota outlet wants salesman. 15% commission with adequate
monthly draw. Send details. Station
KASM, Albany, Minnesota.
Wanted: Man capable of real selling
job in wide open market, 250 watt Mutual, no competition. Contact station
KHBG, Okmulgee, Okla. Giving full
particulars.
Enjoy selling? Then live gloriously,
friendly community, single station
market, salary, commission, hunting,
fishing. Air mail details KPRK, Livingston, Montana.
Territory open for experienced time
salesman on aggressive network station
now in 26th year. Soon 5000 watts on
850 kc.
Located Air
in playground
ern Michigan.
mail resume,of westsnapshot, etc. to General Manager, WKBZ,
Muskegon.
Salesman or saleswoman, combination
program director; 20% commission on
all sales plus salary. Can easily earn
$85.00 man,
to Alabama.
$100.00 weekly. WKUL, CullUnusual opportunity for experienced
radio estsalesmen
in the southeast's
fastgrowing market.
10,000 watts.
Drawing account. 15% commission.
Send full details to Jim Maori, WMIE,
Miami, Florida.
Salesman - announcer $75.00 a week
guaranteed sixty days. Announcing
shift 24 hours, $36.00. Sales @ 15%.
Your list now $1000 monthly billing.
WRNO, Orangeburg, S. C.
Announcers
$80.00 per week for good announcer at
midsouth sation. Good market. TV
future. Replies confidential. Box 936L,
BROADCASTING.
Good announcer with first phone, permanent position friendly western
Pennsylvania Independent daytimer.
Seventy-five dollars for forty-four hour
week to start. Submit resume experience, photo, disc or seven one half
IPS
tape first reply. Box 167M, BROADCASTING.
Combination announcer/engineer licensed. Michigan fulltime. $60 week.
Box 308M, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Key job forperienced
better
exannouncerthan
withaverage
first class
ticket. Pleasant small city upper midwest. Long established net affiliate.
Low turnover. $75.00 and raises. Send
audition
CASTING.and facts Box 183M, BROADWanted — Combination announcers-engisalary $100.00
per station.
week — North
Central neers,major
network
Box
271M. BROADCASTING.
Wanted, experienced announce-engineer for progressive southeastern
city. Announcing ability-permanency
most important. $70.00 per week and
talent shows. Send photograph and
disc
first reply. Box 296M, BROADCASTING.
News editor-reporter to compile and
broadcast local newscasts. Half million market. Prefer experienced man
ready to move to larger market. Box
370M. BROADCASTING.
Combination man. Strong on announcing. Send disc and full particulars first
letter. Advancement opportunities.
Southern Maine network affiliate. Box
388M, BROADCASTING.
Number - One southeast independent
needs announcer - copywriter. Good
voice, smooth board work, good detail
man required. Salary commensurate
with
ability. Box 392M, BROADCASTING^
Need solid staff man. Sports desired
but not absolute. Reliability paramount. Send disc or tape and references. Starting $225, 40 hour per week,
advancement.
Network station. Box
396M, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer by Rocky
Mountain area. Network station. Send
full particulars, audition record and
salary requirement first letter. Box
399M. BROADCASTING.
Announcer: Progressive NBC affiliate.
Midwest. $55.00 week start. Can earn
considerably more through talent fees
if capable. No operating. Rush disc,
photo,
personal AST
details.ING
Box 404M,
BROADC
.
Wanted: Experienced news and special
events man by an outstanding upper
midwest independent. Must be good
announcer and have program ideas.
Top wages to qualified man. Send full
information
and photo. Box 409M,
BROADCASTING.
Good all-roimd staff announcer. Someone with ability and ambition. Opportunity toticulars
advance.
SendNorthern
disc and New
parfirst letter.
England
network
affiliate.
Box
387M,
BROADCASTING.
Need experienced staff announcer. $1.25
per
44 hours.
SendAtlanta.
completeTexas.
details hour
first letter.
KALT,
Wanted: Two announcer - engineers,
stress announcing, permanent, good
place toTexas.
live. Radio Station KVOU,
Uvalde,
Will pay $80.00 — 44 hour week to good
combo man. Announcer-lst license required. WCTA, Andalusia, Alabama.
Topnotch announcer mature, reliable
and versatile, NBC affiliate TV applicant.andEvery
benefit
including
ment
profit
sharing
plan. retireSend
details and disc. Production Manager,
WENY, Elmira, N. Y.
Staff announcer experienced, strong on
news and sports, good salary, talent.
Send audition and photo with application to Station WFDF, Flint, Michigan.
Wanted — Announcer; also combination
engineer-announcer.
Ga.WKEU, Griffin,
Announcer-engineer, network station
making good profits, congenial small
staff, ovmer-manager, excellent living
conditions. $65 to start. Selling not
required, but will pay 20% commission
on all sales. WKUL, Cullman, Ala.
Announcerrience.with
console
expePart time
sales board
if desired.
Regional ABC and newspaper affiliate.
WKTY, Lacrosse, Wis.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer-salesman, network station
making good profits, congenial small
staff, owner-manager; excellent living
conditions;
plusAla.20% commission, WKUL,$65.00
Cullman.
Combination _announcer-e n g i n e e r
wanted by 1000 watt NBC affiliate
located in heart of Florida Citrus Belt.
Must be experienced in announcing
and hold first class license. William
P.
Lee, Radio Station WLAK, Lakeland,
Florida.
Combination announcer - engineer
wanted by fulltime Mutual affiliate in
ideal western N. C. city. 44 hours, top
pay, good N.working
conditions. WPNF,
Brevard,
C.
Versatile announcer for progressive one
kw station. Contact WRIC, Program
Director, Lindy Seamon, phone 450,
Richlands, Virginia.
Technical
First phone operator, Baltimore area.
Experience not necessary. Complete
personal information first letter. Box
210M, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, first phone, salesman, combo,
salary plus commission. New York network. Consistent improvement capable
man. Box 306M, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opportunity for first phone
engineer. An NBC-ABC affiliate in
Michigan, 40-hour, 5-day week, with
salary advances every six months, by
contract.
Send background
ence information
first letter. and
Box refer317M
BROADCASTING.
Transmitter-recording engineer. Permanent position with progressive Kansas
5 kw. Experience desirable but not
required.
CASTING. Write Box 351M, BROADFirst phone operator needed at 5 kw
north central station. No experience
required. Send photo and details first
letter. Box 362M, BROADCASTING.
Combo. Engineer-announcer for station
located 40 miles of Atlanta. Box 376M,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Engineer-announcer at 250
watt east central network affiliate.
Announcing experience desirable but
not
essential. Box 384M, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening for first class operator. Experience not necessary but
desirable. Good position for man or
woman who desires experience. Must
be sober and dependable. Excellent
working conditions. Forty hour week
plus time and one-half for overtime.
250 watt fulltime independent station.
Send application with references to
Chief Engineer, Radio Station WJER.
Dover, Ohio.
Combo: for
Firstcombination
class engineer-announcer
wanted
job at KCOW,
Alliance. Nebraska. Salary depends on
experience and ability. Send audition.
Need radio transmitter operator with
first class license. Permanent position.
KFRO, Longview, Texas.
Help wanted: Engineer, first phone, immediate opening KFTM, Fort Morgan,
Colo.
50,000 watt RCA transmitter engineer
needed for operation and maintenance.
KRVN, Lexington, Nebraska.
Engineer-combo for 1000 watt network
outlet. tions.
GoodImmediate
salary,opening.
working KSUM,
condiFairmont, Minnesota.
Engineer needed. Send information to
WBIP, Booneville, Mississippi.
Need transmitter operator, 1st phone.
Experience
not necessary.
Best working conditions,
Connersville,
Ind. good pay. WCNB,

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Beautiful Virginia — Engineer-annoud ^
ing first class. $240 a month. 40 hd f
week. Time and a half paid. Raia i
Excellent opportunity. Phone or wi '
now. WCVA, Culpeper, Virginia. i S
Progressive station in friendly comnnity has openings in engineering, g i
nouncing, and copy departments. Sa
full information first letter. WDl Americus, Georgia. _. !i
First class engineer-operator neec
immediately for fulltime stati
WFAH, Alliance, Ohio.
Wanted immediately, transmitter op.
ator with first class phone licen
Write or phone Roland Fowler, Rai
Station WGAT, Utica, N. Y.
Have immediate opening for first cl f^
operator, studio and transmitter wo
Experience not necessary. Write WHI t
Olean, New York, for further inforn
tion.
First N.
classC. engineer. WHIP, Moor'
ville,
Engineer with
with first
class license,
imn'
diately;
or without
experieni
250 watt independent dajrtime static
40 hour week; send application a
references to WJEH, Gallipolis, Oh

Engineer, 1st phone, experience unn
essary, permanent,
$50.00 WPAG,
forty houJL
overtime,
car required.
A:
Arbor, Michigan.
\.1 0

Washington,
D. C.first
area.
Needandtrai-c* -li
mitter
engineer,
phone
dria, Virginia.preferred. WPIK, AlexS* '■
Experience
Engineer or announcer-engineer, i;,
mediate opening, WVOS, Liberty, N.';
Production-Programming, Othe
CBS affiliate needs continuity writ
Opportunity
to workColorado
up to continu
director. KVOR,
Sprin
Colorado.

Program
director-salesman;
mansal "J
woman; 20%
commission on all
plus
salary
and
drawing.
Can
eas
earn $85.00 to $100.00 weekly. WKl
Cullman, Alabama.
Television
Technical
TV station has opening for technici;
operator.
essential. Knowledge
ExperienceTVnotfundament
necessa
Write Box 334M, BROADCASTING
TELECASTING, enclosing photo, st
minimum salary requirement.
Old established AM and TV stat
requires
TV, AMexpecmicro-waveengineers
relay. for
Television
ence desired. First class phone lice?
required.
also open
sup
visor
for Position
TV intercity
relayas syste
Box
369M,
BROADCASTING
•
TEI
CASTING.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Manager — Successful background, pn
en ability, excellent references. Des
change man.
to southern
Stal
family
Write Box market.
257M, BRO/.
CASTING.
General-commercial manager, ma
metropolitan independent, regional i
perience. Excellent sales and sf
management
Top administ
tor. Box 363M,record.
BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Sportscaster, play-by-play. All spc
5 years experience. Also newscast
and
Married,
draft special
exempt.events.
Employed
sports fam
dir
tor east. Air checks hockey, basK
ball.
Salary plus talent. Box 311
BROADCASTING.
Baseball wanted. Sports station oi
Five
years top play-by-play all spc
ING.
all phases. Box 336M, BROADCA!

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
>rtscaster,
3 years
experience
iniJes baseball,
football,
basketball,
ling and hockey. Will sell sports
■.ent
sponsors
productCollege
to audience.
Exreferences.
background.
■rently employed, but desire more
y-by-plav. Married, veteran. Will
el for right position. Box 339M,
DADCASTING.
years experience — music, news,
irts, etc. Outstanding DJ. College
■d, 26. work only 150 miles of New
|;;k City. Box 344M, BROADCASTe fire two man deejay team. Also
Is»roach
play-by-play,
to local special
needs. events.
Salary Novel
open.
K 368M, BROADCASTING.
oerienced, hard working sportster. Not cliche expert. Style guar■ees sales. College, high school, prosional play-by-play, reconstruction,
erview, own show. Presently emyed. Draft exempt. Box 371M,
- -OADCASTING.
tiouncer, experienced in all staff
rk on indie and net stations. Look. for opening on a permanent basis
;lh northeastern station. Veteran. 25,
presently employed in southeast,
ic available. Not a floater. Box
M. BROADCASTING.
bention
all metropolitan
stations!
5ven announcer
with N.Y.C.
and
ila. station experience. Strong ad
4* e abilitv.
excellentAvailable
news, outstanding
creasoon. Box 379M,
-OADCASTING.
ascientious announcer, nine years ex-:ij:-ience
in production
and announcing.
mprehensive
knowledge
of music
-3 its programming.
Ad libbing a
pcialty. Intelligent rendition of news.
■Bcial events, interviews and tele'one quizzes.
Married,
draftold.
deferred,
,WJ.e
diversity
27 years
now graduate,
for audition
interviewAvailand
-irk. Box 383M. BROADCASTING.
Wsman. In third year midwest kilo'At. Affirmative deliverv. Thorough
'oorting. Box 389M. BROADCASTnouncer-newscaster. Three years ex,-lence. Veteran. College. Top re'ences. Photo.
Disc on request.
-X 390M. BROADCASTING.
ortscaster at saturation here. Am
_l-.Jig up- Will move for hundred per
ek and reasonable guarantee years
jI Sketball.
rk. Play-by-play
baseball, football,
News, commercials.
Box
T,M. BROADCASTING.
ture top commercial announcer, 5
— ars versatile experience. Superior
-,,-ce. technique. Competent all phases,
^/'ers? Box 393M. BROADCASTING.
34;tention Indiana, combo man. 1st
'Ghss ticket. 3 years radio school. 2
sf ars music school, I.U.. 2 years experij 26 emphasis production, news, disc
-4-3WS. remotes, desire permanent locain,STING.
S70.00 weekly. Box 394M. BROAD1. rge stations. Versatile DJ wants to
::'3
r.sferto exceptional
,:4;:cess
metropolitan smaller
station. market
Long,
r;hven record. Making S650 monthly.
i::x 395M. BROADCASTING.
serve-opportunity for a sports stacovering baseball, to obtain April
a colorful competent sportscaster.
(irried. 26, draft exempt. Box 397M,
TIOADCASTING.
nouncer. Concentrated and varied
-".perience. Now employed. Box 398M,
::)i:OADCASTING.
^':inouncer,
seven three
yearsyears
experience.
All
.-vases
including
as Musical
-TDck Emcee. Desire to get into teleposition
as a station.
morning Northman,
-r[ lion,
staff awith
a reliable
> ;t. Box 406M. BROADCASTING.
t. 26, ambitious, looking for first anuacing job. Anywhere. 10 years in
[T.v biz, singer, previous radio work,
tensive music repertoire. Good for
'■.
news. Disc or tape. Box 4HM,
tOADCASTING.
inouncer-engineer, 4 years experience
th good selling voice, sober, reliable
, :d available. Married. 32, car, best
;-f5.erence. Frank Berry. Athens. Ohio.
'uiouncer,
graduate
Chicago,
/oficient
in D.J,
news andSRT
commercials.
;igle. Draft exempt. Middlewest
eferred. Johnny Hagan, 210 N. Kolin
Chicago. Austin 7-5924.
rnbi nation announcer-engineer. RCA
; :ad,
25, firstPaul
phone.Landers.
Vet, single,
no
perience.
1656 East
';h
Street,
Brooklyn
29,
N.
Y.,
phone
Ightlngale 5-7839.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Technical
Chief engineer
seeks position
with employer who expects
top performance
and willing to pay for same. 17 years
experience.
Best references. Box
228M. BROADCASTING.
Girl wants job, control operator, network station. One year experience.
College graduate. Box 307M, BROADCASTING^
California, 1st phone, experienced. DesiresADC
permanent position. Box 365M,
BRO
ASTING.
Engineer. 1st phone license. Employed
in Pennsylvania. Prefers something in
or around New York. Will consider
elsewhere. Box 380M, BROADCASTING^
First phone license. Radio-television
grad. Professional musician. Veteran.
26. married. No commercial experience. Desires position New York City
vicinity. Box 381M, BROADCASTING.
First phone. Radio-TV communications
grad. Some college. Desires position
with opportunity to learn announcing.
Adaptability, interest, will compensate
for lack of experience. Prefer northeast N.Y.C. area. Details. Box 412M,
BRO
ADCASTING.
1st phone. perienced
Drafttransmitter,
exempt
veteran.
Exremotes,
control
room, etc. Want same on permanent
basis only. No announcing. Prefer
south. All replies considered. Box
232. Jacksonville Beach. Florida.
Production-Programming, Others
Attention, west, northwest. Experienced staff man, continuity and news
director, PD, sales, promotion. Proven
air record, administrative, executive
ability.tion Want
good permanent
with incentive.
Currentlyconnecnews
director
top
1
kw
midwest
ent. 35. married, commercial independminded.
Prompt ADC
reply all queries. Box 361M,
BRO
ASTING.
Curious PH.D., with 15 years commercial and educational, radio-television
experience, all phases, wonders if there
is a station, business, agency, or school
that could use his diversified talents
in a challenging job. Available any
time for the right opportunity. Complete information on request. Box
367M. BROADCASTING.
Florida or Gulf Coast. 5 years all
phases of air work. Want permanent
position with compatible station as
PD or opportunity to work into PD.
Offer assiduous zeal and varied talent
for fair remuneration. 26, family, draft
exempt. If vou are sincere, write Box
4n7M. BROADCASTING.
Announcer to general manager in five
years. Sales and good will experience.
Recalled by Navy last year but available March 12. Consideration given
any promising
offer. Specialist,
Larry Green,
radio and Television
Public
Information
Office,
NATTC,
Jacksonville. Florida.
Available, account executive, public
relations,tional
special
man.KCOH.
Naexperienceevents
WSGN,
KAIA (American Institute of the Air).
Steller Productions and KTTV (Bonus
Bids Show), newspaper promotionals.
Non drinker. Have dance band library and equipment. Warren (BiUy)
Wilson. 1207 3rd Avenue, North Columbus, Mississippi.
Television
Managerial
Applicants: 3 years television: all
phases; interested management-program director. Box 364M, BROADCASTING^
15 years experience all phases. Last
2I2 TV likewise. Seeking solid TV spot.
No immediacy, may we talk? Reply
Box
405M, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING^
Production-Programming , Others
Director-art director, handled all
phases of production on over 1000 hours
of TV shows. Designer 7 years. Professional education in design and TV.
Demonstrable, salable, visual ideas.
Veteran. Box 402M, BROADCASTING
e TELECASTING. ■
TV commercial
producer,
retail,copy,
national, mail order
experience,
staging,
over 500
commercials,production
programming agency
background.
Box
413M, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING^
For Sale
Stations
Profitable western station 1000 W Mutual. Owner wants to retire. $80,000
with
ING. terms. Box 375M, BROADCAST-

For Sale (Cont'd)
For sale — broadcasting stations. Leonard J. Schrader. 509^^ East Green St.,
Champaign, 111. Phone 9094.
Western stations. Independents and
affiliates. All prices. Jack L. StoU &
Associates,
4958 Melrose
Ave., Los Angeles
29. Cal
if.
Independent, 1 kilowatt, fulltime radio
station, well established in Illinois,
second largest market. Must be sold
at early date to meet demands of
creditors. For further information contact William H. Young. Receiver in
Bankruptcy, 1225 Jefferson Building,
Peoria, Illinois, phone 3-3807.
Equipment, etc.
Bargain. Three used sure dynamic low
impedance
less cable,
two recentlymikes,
returned factorv
overhauled.
CA
ST
IN
Sell
highest
bidder.
Box G.
265M, BROADFor sale: One RCA 50 kw transmitter
type 5A-50 B. Has been modified to
keep pace with the rigid requirements
of the FCC
the present
broadcastinginstandards.
Is stilldayoperating
20 hours per day. If in need of well
maintained, high power radio transmitter, thisYouris inspection
your chance solicited.
to get a bargain.
Box
347M. BROADCASTING.
Audio transformers, patch cords, jack
strip. 633A microphone, microphone
stands, tables,
attenuators,
etc. Send forrecording
complete turnlist.
Box 278M. BROADCASTING.
For sale: 1 studio consolette tvpe RCA
76-B4. Been in use since Dec. 1949.
Almost like new. If interested make
us a price in the form of a bid letter.
Highest bidder
will receive.
Box.386M,
BROA
DCAS
TING
For sale: Western Electric 353E-1, 1 kw
transmitter; now operating: $2500 includes spare tubes; delivery 60 days.
KARE. Atchison. Kansas.
Complete FM station, including transmitter,elements,
monitor, transmission
antenna
Iso coupler,line,studio
equipment and 158 FM bus receivers
with ther
speakers
and contact
antennas.
furparticulars,
DickForWelna,
ICBON, Omaha, Nebraska.
Priced to sell: 300 foot Andrews guide
tower, lighting; ground system. 48.000
feet cooper wire; G. E. model-BTlAl
type BT lA FM transmitter. BMIA type
monitor; Parmetal transmitter cabinet,
84 by 30 by 20; consolette, KGKB
Tyler, Texas.
L RADIO STATION
!! TELEVISION

Y ADVERTISING
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For Sale (Cont'd)
For Sale: Composite 206 feet triangular uniform cross-section guyed tower
with ilarguys
and lighting
Simto Wincharger
type conduit.
300. Contact
WORD, Spartanburg, South Carolina.
Wanted to Buy
Stations
Wanted to buy all or part ownership
of station.
Answers
strictly confidential. Box 360M,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted, station 250 up to 1000 watts.
Prefer southeast. Give full details first
letter. Box 403M, BROADCASTING.
Equipment, etc.
Wanted: 1 kw AM transmitter. Antenna
tuning unit, flasher and photoelectric
control. Box 805L, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Presto 6N. Rek-O-Kut master-pro disc and Ekotape 105, Magnecord or Concertone 1401 tape recorders.
Box 372M. BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Used standard make 100/250
watt broadcast transmitter. On reply
list available monitoring, speech equipment, etc. CFBC. Saint John, N. B.
Wanted — Approximately
700 Communifeet 1%"
transmission
line. 52 ohm.
cations Products type 505 preferred.
State age, condition and price. Glen
Klein, KAUS, Austin, Minnesota.
Progar amplifier (Langevin), state
price, condition and number months
used. KFEL, Albany Hotel, Denver.
Wanted, RCA attenuator and measuring panel 89-C
use 68B
with oscillator.
RCA 69C
distortion
meterfor and
WWPA. Williamsport, Pa.
Wanted: One low-power educational
FM broadcasting plant. Interested in
package
dealmodel,
or anycondition
part thereof.
Advise make,
and price.
Radio Club, Presbyterian Junior College, Maxton, North Carolina.
Miscellaneous
Be a combination man. Improve your
earning power and security. FCC first
phone tion.
in 6Grantham
weeks.Radio
WriteLicense
for informaSchool,
706 North Wilcox, Hollywood, Calif.

ANNOUNCES
THE APPOINTMENT

OF

John Moore Dough
PRESIDENT
□
VEEP

□

GENERAL MANAGER

□

PROGRAM

DUCER-DIRECTOR □

PRO-

ABLE ASSISTANT
BIG BROOM

□
□

CHIEF CHEESE

□

ETC.-ETC.-ETC.

□

YOU COULD BE THE LUKY RADIO OR TELEVISION STATION
OR ADVERTISING AGENCY TO MAKE SUCH AN ANNOUNCEMENT— AND WHILE
OUR
NAME
ISN'TANDJOHNMANYMOORE
AN ANNOUNCEMENT
es—
YMEAN
V^OULDHERO'S
JUST THAT
MOOREDOUGH—
THINGS SUCH
TO YOUR
ORGANIZATION.
COME MARCH 15 (better make it APRIL 1) THIS GENIAL GENIUS WILL
BE READY TO CONSIDER ANY AND ALL OFFERS AND PROPOSITIONS FOR HIS
SERVICES. HURRIEDLY HEREWITH HIS HISTORY: 45 YEARS YOUNG— IRISH ANCESTRY-RED HAIR-22 YEARS BACKGROUND AND EXPERIENCE IN ALL PHASES
OF THE BROADCASTING-TELEVISION INDUSTRY-10 YEARS WITH NATIONAL NETWORK IN NEW YORK-EXCELLENT CONTACTS WITH AD AGENCY-RADIO-TELEVISION—RECORDING-PUBLIC SERVICE-AND GOVERNMENT EXECUTIVES THRUOUT THE NATION.
VERY TO
BUSY-UP
HERE IN WORK-BUT,
WITH
SENSIBLE
REASONS PRESENTLY
FOR WANTING
MAKE TO
A CHANGE.
THIS IS STRICTLY
HONEST, LEGITIMATE, BONAFIDE, ON THE UP AND UP. (PLEASE) ONLY REPLY
ON THIS SAME BASIS. WILL BE DELIGHTED TO DISCUSS ANY SINCERE OFFER.
SO— RUN DON'T WALK TO YOUR NEAREST METHOD OF COMMUNICATION.
ADDRESS: BOX 400M, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING

Situations Wanted
Salesmen

Help Wanted
FEW POSITIONS STILL OPEN
INCLUDING

RESIDENT
MANAGER

Must have extensive experience.
Live in Avalon, Population 1800,
on Catalina Island, 30 minutes by
air from Los Angeles.
10 KW— 740 KC
6540 SUNSET BOULEVARD
KBIG HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA

STATION RELATIONSSALES
TOPNOTCH

MAN

Proven sales record in service
sales. Thoroughly acquainted with all
stations east of the Mississippi. Outstanding background.
Box 410M,
BROADCASTING

Announcers
School
WANTED
to work at
250 LIBERTY FULLTIME AFFILIATE IN
FLORIDA,
combo man (first phone, emphasis
on announcing, with experience in
board and network operation) 40
hours, ^75.00 per week. Must be
experienced, sober and dependable
— no accents. Send disc, photo
and all qualifications in first letter
to BOX 408M, BROADCASTING.
Technical
WANTED

EXPERIENCED
ENGINEER

for Midwest 50,000 watt station. For
details write Box 401M, BROADCASTING.

We

Pay

NBS

GRADUATISi

^elnDEMANK
\
I
1
NBS has rrore requests for trained
radio help than it can fill! Jobs are
waiting right
graduates.
Get now
your for
first NBS-trained
class license
in a tion
fewtraining
months;
complete
in a year or less.combinaCourse
includes announcing, writing, selling, |
drama, news editing, production, programming, disc jockey technique.
100% Placement of Combination Men
Housing Arranged
Write Today /or Details
NORTHWEST
BROADCASTING
SCHOOL
"One of the Notion's Great
531 S. W. Radio-TV
12th Ave.,Schoo/s"
Portland 5, Ore.

Announcers

Strictly Business
(Continued front page 18)
to establish the present Cinecolor
Co. Next step for Mr. Mayers was
sales managership of Atlas Cinephone, which had studios in Long
Island City, before he joined World
Pictures Corp. as sales manager,
remaining with the latter company
for the succeeding 12 years. In
1942, he became assistant to Jules
Levy, president of Mayfair Productions (released through United
Artists), an'd in 1950 joined Unity
in his present capacity. In all, Mr.
Mayers has film experience totalling 22 years.
Immediately after joining Unity,
Mr. Mayers set out to visit almost
all existing television stations to
promote further use of film on
video. He ended ujj by being, he
believes, the first to introduce
package or bulk film sales as a replacement for the then-common
spot booking procedure.
Next expansive step for film distributors, he reports, was to sell
complete libraries so that station
owners, with prints on hand, could
program from their own selections
and
sell time through prepared auditioning.
About 90% of existing films will
be in the hands of some television
interest by 1954, according to Mr.
Mayers, who gives that as his company's reason for anticipating production of its o-wn half-hour video
programs, both here and in Europe,
within the near future.
"The film business looks very
good to us," he explained, "because
stations and sponsors have indicated that film is easier to handle
mechanically and less expensive
from a production point of view."
Stressing that a good film can be
Employment Service

qQQ

oo ^

week-and

We have a place on our announcing staff for a man with experience, good judgment, and pleasing personality, who can talk
"with"
He
will people,
be able not
to ad"at"lib them.
from
notes or copy in a warm friendly
manner that will surely win
friends
people. and
Somedefinitely
might "influence"
call him a
disk- jockey, but he will be far
more than that. He will know
how to select music for his own
program that's "right down the
middle"
no jazza —keen
no symphonic.
He
will — have
desire to
please his listeners, and a
wholesome respect for the advertiser's dollar. and
He will
loyal
to the station
to be
himself.
He can look forward to television in the not-too-distant future, and will be able to contribute something of value to
this new medium. He will "know
how" as well as "know when".
He will think in this order — the
listener, the sponsor, the station, himself. He will be the
kind of person the staff will like
to work with, daily. He will
know how to cooperate. He will
appreciate freedom he has experienced in no other job. He
will be willing to take suggestions and feel free to make them.

more

We aresanda watthighly
successful (thank
thouindependent,
goodness) located in the middle
West in a prosperous city of 200,000 population, with a million
potential listeners. Last year.
Hooper placed us well up in the
top ten of all independents in
the nation. National agencies
and station
managers
country over call
our the
operation
"unique"
—
and
it
is!
—
entirely
different than any other station
you are acquainted with. No
one hereeryone is "yeses"
the toboss.
Evencouraged
discuss
station policy, copy, new ideas,
and everything else that will imrelations with
ers,proveadvertisers
and our
staff.listenWe
consider people not as employees, butportant
as business
partners
in this imof broadcasting.
We guarantee and get results,
not in 13 or 26 weeks, but in ONE
DAY. We really CARE about
our clients, local and national,
large and
small.
We put that
"inand have
when wecome" lastthink
just offound
listeners
and advertisers,
"income"
takes
care
of itself. Can
you picture
yourself in such a set-up, where
effort and ability are truly appreciatedplease
and rewarded?
If interested,
give COMPLETE
history of yourself including
photograph.
is important to us.Every
Our detail
staff knows
about encethis
ad. All correspondis confidential.

Address Box 377M, Broadcasting
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EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
We have selected General, Commercial and Program Managers; Chief
Engineers, Disc Jockeys and other
specialists. Delays are costly ; tell
us your needs today.
How.uiD S. Frazier
TV & Radio Management Consultants
728 Bond Bldg., Washington 5, D. C.

Hockj

Moimtain

provided
"muchmajor
less" progra:
than b
the
cost for
of live,
Mr. Mayers'
organization
dis",
butes
such packages
as 75 xeaitheatrically-unreleased J. Art/
Rank features, the Zane Grey }
tures and Laurel & Hardy coi.
dies.
;
When live shows take time
for
the summer,
television
business
will gettheeven
better, f-:^

says, remembering that his pructs replaced the Milton Berle sh
in 1950 and the bulk of the Bi
weiser programming and part i
mer. Schlitz productions last si '
the
A native New Yorker, born P
19, 1902, Mr. Mayers is marr
to the former Lillian Masini
They reside in Brooklyn with tli
son, Bruce, 21, a senior in i
Wharton School of Business, U.'jf"
Pennsylvania, and a daugh'^i
Dale, 13, who attends Walt Wl
man Junior High.
For hobbies, he lists basebal
even to the point of playing, as
did until recently, with local c(
pany teams — and motion pictui
In extra time, he attends meeti
of the American Television
ciety, the Assn. of Motion Pict;
Advertisers or the National T
vision Film Council, for which
is
chairman of the board of
rectors.
I3
DuMont

Sales Meet

SEMI-ANNUAL national s:
conference of Allen B. DuM
Labs. Instrument Division, 1
last Thursday and Friday at D
sion headquarters, Clifton, N. 5;
featured two-day seminar on n
est electronic precision instrumei.i
according to Emil G. Nichols,
tional sales manager of instrum
division. From "all over the U
and Canada" more than 35 divis
sales engineering representati
gathered to study newest uses
electronic instruments developec
DuMont during past year, and £
to study new instruments and i
duction methods of other DuM
divisions. In addition, represei
fives studied new Empire St
Bldg. transmitter installaton WABD (TV) New York, DuM:
kev station.
Southeast
S275.000.00

Profitable independent
operation in a very desirable one station market.
Liberal financing.

Appraisals

A very profitable network property located in
an excellent southeast major market. Financing arranged.

• I\egotiations • Financing

BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
Lester M. Smitb
James W. Blackburn
Ray
V.
Hamilton
Tribune Tower
235 Montgomery St.
Washington Bldg.
Exbrook 2-5672
Delaware 7-2755-6
sterling 4341-2
BROADCASTING
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FCC Actions
(Continued from page 91)
' hours,
ition
date.etc., for extension of comLicense Renewal
following
stations request renewal of
;nse:
VAVU AlbertviUe, Ala.; WJMW
liens, Ala.; WNPT Northport, Ala.;
RC San Francisco; WAG A Atlanta;
:»AL Duluth, Minn.; WVNJ Newark,
J.; ■WTVNY Watertown, N. Y.; WIRC
I'kory. N. C; KOAC Corvallis, Ore.;
ItBN Youngstown, Ohio; KUGN Euiie. Ore.; WHJB Greensburg, Pa.;
I'lC Sharon, Pa., and WKTY La
osse. Wis.
|bruary 28 Decisions . . .
j COMMISSION EN BANC
Designated for Hearing
uaFollette Bcstg. Co., LaFollette,
an. — Designated for hearing at time
- :ia place
to beAMspecified
applicafor new
stationlater
on 1450
kc,
'an.,
w, party
unl.; made
WCRK
Morristown,
to proceeding,
■ndian River Bcstg. Co., Vero Beach,
.., and WEAT Lake Worth, Fla. —
signated for hearing in consolidated
^i jceeding at time and place to be
"Cified later Indian River application
new AM station on 1490 kc, 100 w,
I.; and Meacham application for CP
move WEAT (1490 kc, 250 w, unl.)
m Lake Worth to Palm Beach; made
vIOG Brunswick, Ga., party to proiding with respect to Indian River
3lication only.
iharles D. McNamee and Frances
'.erson McNamee, New Orleans, La.,
!
i
WIHL Hammond,
La. — Designated
:rr hearing
in consolidated
proceeding
-f- time and place to be specified later
'ibn• Namee
application
for
new
AM staon 1400 kc, 250 w, unl. (contingent
-•)■ cessation of station, WLCS Baton
■ I (uge
1400 kc),
HL toon change
fromand730application
kc, 250 w D,of
: 1400 kc, 250 w, unl; made WFOR
i ttiesburg. Miss., party to proceeding
I WIHL application only, and made
; =CF
Fla., party
with
:pect Panama
to New City,
Orleans
application
.,.iy•"■>TiIliam C. Grove, Wheatland, Wyo. —
lV{!iice
signated
hearing
time and
to be for
specified
laterat application
f- reinstatement
Itition
to operate of
on CP
800 for
kc, new
1 kw AMD.
\'!^ Amended Order
XwSOC Charlotte, N. C. — Amended
Jmmission's application
order of Dec.
27, 1950,
-"^signating
of WSOC
for
: 1 aring in consolidated proceeding with
' dio Sumter, to delete word "legal"
-|-'>m first issue of order. WSOC re[," ests CP to install new vertical ant.
fjj; To Remain Silent
.(ijB^SKB
Miss. — additional
Granted au-90
yority toMcComb,
remain silent
3( ys from Feb. 25 pending sale by trus.1 ; in bankruptcy. Station not to rewithoutassignment
prior Com-of
:j me
ssionbroadcasting
authority after
; T ense.
■riVSRK (FM) Shelbyville, Ind.— Grantio authority to remain silent additional
days pending financial reorganiza; jin. Station not to resume broadcastiJig without Commission approval if
■ ntrol of station is transferred.
V R'FDR
New silent
York— additional
Granted au-60
ority to(FM)
remain
ys from Feb. 25 pending financial
--risiderations. Station not to resume
(Continued on page 96)
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score

SUMMARY

THROUGH

Licensed
CPs
On Air
95
AM Stations
2,333
FM Stations
639
76
573
15
TV Stations
108
2,31693
(Also see Actions of the FCC, page 90)

Docket Actions . . .
FINAL DECISIONS
Dallas, Tex. — Lakewood Bcstg. Co.
Final decision granting new AM station, 1480 kc, 1 kw-LS, 500 w-N, DADN; cond. Co-partnership: Eldridge C.
Harrell, owner Gaston Avenue PharDelbert general
Davison,manager
executivemacy,
vice Dallas;
president,
and 50% owner Gillette Motor Freight
Transportation Co., Dallas. Estimated
construction cost $68,160, estimated first
year operating cost $115,800, estimated
first
revenue $144,000. Decision
Feb. year
15.
Saratoga Springs, N. Y. — Spa Bcstrs.
Inc. and Saratoga Bcstg. Co. Final decision granting Spa new AM station,
900 kc, 250 w, daytime, and denying
Saratoga same facilities for default.
Principals in Spa are President John
A. Woods (25%), trans, engineer for
WWSC Glens Falls N. Y.; Vice President Joseph F. Donohue (25%), U. S.
Government supply officer, Brooklyn,
N. Y., and Secretary-Treasurer Richard ager,
O'Connor
(50%), N.dairyY. farm
manMiddletown,
Estimated
construction cost $9,250, estimated first
year operating cost $39,984, estimated
first
year revenue $47,000. Decision
Feb. 15.
KTHS Hot Sorings and Little Rock,
Ark. — Radio Bcstg. Inc. Granted license renewal with present facilities —
1090 kc, 10 kw-LS, 1 kw-N— pending
move of station. Granted authority to
move to Little Rock as Class 1-B on
1090 kc,sions 50Feb. kw
26. unl. DA-N; cond. DeciBuffalo, N. Y.— Erie Bcstg. Co. FCC
denied application for 1230 kc, 250 w,
fulltime. Decision affirms initial decision of Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond.
Decision Feb. 28.
DECISION AND ORDER
Madisonville,
Tex. —decision
Henry W.
fee (W5RAS). Final
and Meneorder
rescinding
and
revoking
Commission's
order of May 29, 1951, which suspended
restricted radiotelephone operator permit and amateur radio operator license
of Mr. Menefee for remainder of their
respective
and which
revoked histerms
amateur
station also
license
(W5RAS). Decision Feb. 26.
OPINIONS AND ORDERS
WHGB Harrisburg, Pa. — Harrisburg
Bcstg. Co. Memorandum opinion and
order denying petition for rehearing,
requesting reconsideration of FCC Oct.
9 decision denying WHGB facilities
change and granting WCMB Lemoyne,
Pa., application. Order Feb. 15.
Tracy, Calif. — West Side Radio. Upon
request of Chief, FCC Best. Bureau,
FCC directed examiner to close record
without taking testimony on englneerine issues and prepare initial decision
only with respect to good faith of applicant, denying application outright if
decision unfavorable or returning application to pending file if favorable.
f Mutually exclusive application of Western Bcstg.
Assoc.,
Modesto,Dec.Calif.,
dismissed without
prejudice
14, 1951.
Order Feb. 15.
WKOW Madison, Wis. — Monona
Bcstg. Co. Denied petition of Atlass
Amusement Co. for ruling review of
motions comr. Jan. 11, 1952, denying
Atlass intervention in license renewal
proceeding of WKOW.
Order Feb. 15.
ORDERS
In actions on stations broadcasting
horse racing information, FCC:
Adopted memorandum opinion granting license renewal for WANN Annapolis,broadcasts;
Md., which voluntarily discontinued
Granted
license"Boston,
renewalwhich
on regular
basis
fortinued
WMEX
disconbroadcasts;
Designated for consolidated hearing
applications for initial or renewal of
• Telecasting

FEBRUARY 28
Hearing
Pending
In
318
Appls.
182
203
402
11
8

licenses for following stations:
KJBS San Francisco, KSAN San
Francisco, KYA San Francisco, KWKW
Pasadena, KLAC-TV Los Angeles,
WMIENewMiami,
WWPB-FM
TV
York,York;
WPIX (TV)Miami,
New WJZYork,
WBNX
New
Designated for individual hearings
applications
for renewal of licenses for
following stations:
KVSM San Mateo, WWBZ Vineland,
N. J., WRIB Providence, WGPA BethPa., WITH Baltimore and
WAAF-FMlehem, Chicago.
ing;
Stations WMIE KLAC-TV WJZ-TV
and WPIX (TV) operating on program
tests or other special authority and
have initial license applications pendFollowing stations granted further
temporary extensions of licenses until
June 1, 1952: KJBS KSAN KVSM
WBNX WGPA WRIB WWPB-FM and
WAAF-FM.
Non-Docket Actions . . .
AM GRANT
Tuskegee, Ala. — Radio Tuskegee Inc.
Granted 580 kc, 500 w, daytime. Estimated construction cost $22,500, estimated first year operating cost $36,000,
estimated first year revenue $48,000.
President and 1.25% owner is J. L.
Youngblood, 50% owner Tuskegee Oil
& Fertilizer Co. Vice president and
13.75% owner is WiUiam C. Woodall
Jr., 50% owner WDWD Dawson, Ga.,
Va owner WGRA Cairo, Ga., and 25%
owner WFPM Fort Valley, Ga.; he is
brother of Allen M. Woodall, who has
Va interest in WDAK Columbus, Ga.,
25% interest in WCOS Columbia, S. C,
and 20% interest in WRDW Augusta,
Ga. Secretary and 13.75% owner is
William E. Morris, 4% owner Stevens
Industries Inc., Dawson, Ga. Treasurer
and 13.75% owner is Ed J. Young, 7%
owner Stevens Industries, 1%% owner
WGRA,
ownerof WFPM.
Directors and 16%%
each owner
13.75% interest:
E. D. Stevens, chairman of board and
20% owner of Stevens Industries, 16%%
interest in WGRA and WFPM; R. Geise
Dozier Jr., vice nresident and 7%
owner of Stevens Industries, 16%%
interest in WFPM and 3i^% interest
in WGRA; C. M. Cruickshank Jr., 7%
owner of Stevens Industries. Directors
and each owner of 1.25% interest:
Frank H. Carr, mayor of Tuskegee,
and Floyd Forman, owner of Dradeford 28.Insurance Agency. Granted
Feb.
TRANSFER GRANTS
WMFT Florence, Ala.— Granted as-

of licenseBcstg.
fromCo.Tri-Cities
Best. Co. to signment
DayUght
through
sale of 100% stock for $10,000 cash and
$6,000
payable
$100 monthly
for Richard
5 years.
Principals
in Daylight
include
B. Biddle, former manager of WLAY
Sheffield, Ala., and WJRD Tuscaloosa,
Ala. (33i/i%),
and
seven businessmen.
other Pennsylvania and26.
Alabama
Granted Feb.
WFMF-AM-FM CuUman, Ala. —
Granted assignment of license to new
partnership composed of two assignor
partners, L. E. Duftey and B. C. Eddins,
and
Mr. and
Eddins'
Eddins
JohntwoO. brothers
Eddins.— W.
B. N.C.
Eddins retains his 50% interest, but
Mr. Duffey sells 40% of his 50% interest in equal portions to newcomers
for $10,600.
W. N. Gadsden,
Eddins is Ala.,
superintendent of schools,
and
John O. Eddins is account executive for
Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Beane,
Birmingham. Granted Feb. 26.
KWTX Waco,
Tex.—control
Granted
relinquishment ofnegative
by Mabel
B. Jester, executrix of estate of Beauford H.ance atJuster,
deceased,
through
issupar value
of 220
additional
shares of holders,
voting
stock
to
present
stockand restoring voting rights to
30 shares of outstanding non-voting
stock; Mrs. Jester's interest will be reFeb. 26.duced from 50% to 33Va%. Granted
WELR Roanoke,
assignment of license Ala.
to J.— Granted
W. Buttram,
d/b as The Roanoke Bcstg. Co., through
transfer by E. L. Roberts of his 50%
interest in partnership to remaining
partner,
assumes allNoliabilities
licensee who
partnership.
monetaryof
consideration. Granted Feb. 26.
New Applications . . .
TV APPLICATIONS
Laurens, S. C— WLBG Inc., UHF
Ch. 45, ERP 18 kw visual, 9 kw aural,
antenna height above average terrain
SlOVz ft. Estimated construction cost
$101,000, estimated first year operating
cost $25,000,
first licensee
year rev-of
$25,000.estimated
Applicant
WLBG enueLaurens.
Filed Feb.is 26.
Tucson, Ariz. — Arizona Bcstg. Co.,
Ch. 4 (60-72 mc), ERP 10.6 kw visual,
5.3 kw aural, antenna height above
average terrain
ft. Estimated
construction cost224
$249,032.74,
estimated
first year operating cost $180,000, estimated first year revenue $180,000. Aplicensee of KVOA Tucson.
Filed Feb.plicant is 26.
Alexandria, La. — Alexandria Bcstg.
Co., Ch. 11 (198-204 mc), ERP 53 kw
visual, 26.5 kw aural, antenna height
above average terrain 548 ft. Estimated
construction cost $203,448.84, estimated
first year
cost $150,000.
$150,000, estimated firstoperating
year revenue
Applicant is licensee
of 27.
KALB-AM-FM
Alexandria.
Filed Feb.
Jackson, Miss. — Jackson Bcstg. Co.,
Ch. 12 (204-210 mc), ERP 27 kw visual,
13.5 kw aural, antenna height above
average terrain
510 ft. Estimated
struction cost $197,914,
estimated confirst
year operating cost $240,000, estimated
first year revenue $280,000. Applicant is
licensee
Feb. 27. of WJXN Jackson. Filed
Watertown, N. Y. — The Brockway
Co., Ch. 11 (198-204 mc), ERP 118 kw
visual, 59 kw aural, antenna height
above average terrain 570 ft. Estimated
construction cost $300,000, estimated
first year operating cost $150,000, esti(Continiied on page 96)
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FCC Roundup
(Continued from page 95)
applicant for new FM station in
mated first year revenue $150,000. Ap- and
Stamford, Conn. Filed Feb. 21.
of WWNY-AM-FM
Watertown.plicant is licensee
Filed Feb.
29.
TRANSFER REQUESTS
FM APPLICATIONS
KGFW ofKearney,
— Involuntary
transfer
control Neb.
Central
Nebraska
Florence, Ala. — Florence Bcstg. Co.,
Bcstg. Corp., licensee, from Lloyd C.
98.3 me (Ch. 252), ERP 250 \v, antenna
Thomas
to
Belle
M.
Thomas,
J. Carl
height above average terrain 66 ft.
Estimated construction cost $2,850, esti- Thomas and Kenneth H. Dryden as
mated first year operating cost $3,000, executors of estate of Mr. Thomas, deestimated first year revenue $3,000. Filed Feb. ceased.21.No monetary consideration.
Applicant is licensee of WJOI Florence.
KMBLment of license
Junctionfrom
City,Callan
Tex. — Graham
AssignStamford,
Inc.,
97.9 mcConn.
(Ch.— Key
250),Bcstg.
ERP System
250 w,
and James E. Calhoun, d/b as Kimble
antenna and
transmitter
site
to
be
selected. Estimated construction cost County Bcstg. Co., to Farrell M. Brooks
and Norma Sue Brooks for $8,000. Mr.
$3,700, estimated first year operating
Brooks is employed by KMBL and owns
cost $15,000, estimated first year revenue $25,000. Applicant is licensee of 20% interest in KEVA Shamrock, Tex.
Mrs. Brooks, his wife, is a housewife.
WKBS Oyster Bay, New York.
Filed Feb. 21.
AM APPLICATIONS
WOBT Oneida
Rhlnelander,
Transfer toof
Bayshore, N. Y. — Key Bcstg. System
control
Bcstg. Wis.
Co.,— licensee,
Inc., 1300 kc, 250 w, daytime. Estimated
C. A. Richards, N. Folke Becker,
construction cost $13,000, estimated first Dr.
Clyde Estabrook and James Cleary for
year operating cost $50,000, estimated
$53,333.33.
Richards
retired
phyfirst year revenue $50,000. Applicant
and Dr.
surgeon
and isvice
president
is licensee of WKBS Oyster Bay, N. Y., of FirstsicianNational
Bank of Rhlnelander;
Mr. Estabrook is owner of North Wisconsin Insurance Agency and Estabrook
Swanson Insurance Agency; Mr. Becker
is president of Rhinelander Paper Co.,
Allocations
and Mr. Cleary is president of Oneida
Milk & Ice Cream Co., Rhinelander.
(Continued from page 65)
Filed Feb. 21.
KBNZ La Junta, Col.— Transfer of
report shapes up along these lines : control
Otero Bcstg. Co., licensee, from
William
W. Shepherd, Hortense D.
(1) Mileage separations of 170
Shepherd and Charles E. Zimmerman
miles transmitter - to - transmitter
to R. D. Gerken, Myron S. Morrison
and A. B. Crichton Jr. through sale of
for North Altantic, North Central
18,000 shares of stock (100% interest)
states, for stations on the same
for $30,000.
Mr. Gerken
is general
ager of WCRO
Johnstown,
Pa.;manMr.
channels. In the more troublesome
Morrison is manager. Sears, Roebuck &
Co., Johnstown, president and 50%
Gulf area, 220 miles. For the reowner of Pyle Motor Co., Rome, N. Y.,
mainder of the U. S., 190 miles and
president and 50% stockholder of
[B«T, Jan. 14].
Copper City Realty Co., Lititz, Pa., and
Mr.
Crichton
vice president
of Johns-of
(2) Maximum powers as foltown Coal &is Coke
Co., secretary
The Crichton Co. (coal mining and minlows: Channels 2-6, 100 kw.
ing equipment), Johnstown, director of
Channels 7-13, 316 kw. Channels
Super Service Motor Freight Co., Nashville, Tenn., and director of Penvir
14-83, 1,000 kw [B»T, Jan. 28].
Realty Co., Johnstown. Filed Feb. 25.
(3) Revision of existing powerKVRC
Arkadelphia,
Ark. — Assignantenna height relationships, with
possibility that 2,000 ft. may be
tions which have to change wavenew maximum [B*T, Jan. 28].
lengths on the same portion of the
(4) Use of some of the 18 "flexi- band they now operate on, legal
bility" channels to add more fre- technicalities have stymied that. If
quencies in some markets in order
Commission were to make such
to take care of heavy application moves, it would run counter to some
filings [B*T, Nov. 5, 1951].
comments on file, would make it
(4) Slight increase in the numnecessary to reopen hearing to
ber of educational reservations as permit additional comments to be
against those proposed last March
filed [B*T, Feb. 18].
—209 [B«T, Feb. 18]. Newly ap(6) Other factors are expected to
pointed Chairman Walker is known
remain much the same as proposed
to be in sympathy with aims of in the "Third Report" last March.
educational proponents, may even
involve ofuseUHF
of off'set
carrier,in
lend his weight to Comr. Frieda B. These
intermixture
and VHF
the same cities, prohibition against
Hennock's
campaign for greater
number
of reservations.
the use of directional antennas,
(5) Although at one time the continuance of Stratovision and
Commission thought it might be Polycasting on experimental basis,
able to keep those 31 existing sta- etc.
QUINCY,
GATES

ILLINOIS
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ment of license, Arkadelphia Bcstg.
Co., licensee, from Cecil W. Cupp,
proprietor, to himself, John M. Moore
and Cecil W. Cupp Jr. for $30,624.52
(more or less) in exchange for like
amount of par value of transferees
stock. Mr. Cupp, who will receive
50.2% of the stock, also holds 75% capital stock of Cupp Theatres Inc., Arkadelphia, and capital stock of Citizens
National Bank, Arkadelphia; Mr.
Moore is manager of KVRC, and Mr.
Cupp Jr. is vice president and cashier.
Citizens National Bank. Filed Feb. 26.
WWXL from
Peoria,
111. — Assignment
license
Central
Illinois Radioof
Corp. to WilUam H. Young and Carl B.
Horlne, receivers in bankruptcy. No
monetary consideration. Filed Feb. 26.
WORX
(FM) from
Madison,
Ind.—
ment of license
Charles
N. AssignCutler,
Glenroie L. Danner and William M.
Poland to Mr. Cutler, who merely retains his lis interest, and Frances
Knight (Breckenridge), who will hold
2fi interest, for $11,000. Miss Knight
(Breckenridge) is manager of WORX
(FM) and Mr. Cutler is chief engineer.
Filed Feb. 27.
Conn.—
Transfer
of WWCO
control. Waterbury,
The Mattatuck
Bcstg.
Co.,
licensee, from Mitchell G. Meyers, Milton H. Meyers and Ruben E. Aronheim
to William G. Wells, Marinus Koster
and R. Sanford Guyer for $75,000. Mr.
Wells is owner of WMOA Marietta,
Ohio: Mr. Koster is a CPA, Washington,
D. C, and partner with his wife in
Koster Advertising Agency, Washington, and Mr. Guyer is manager of

Allocations Supplement
Broadcasting • Telecasting will publish in complete
text the FINAL TELEVISION ALLOCATIONS REPORT. Subscribers will receive the supplement without
charge. Extra copies will be
available, as long as the
supply lasts, at $3 each.

WMOA Marietta. Filed Feb. 27.
WWCO Waterbury — Transfer of ca
trol, The Mattatuck Bcstg. Co., fr(
corporation to partnership composed 4'
prospective owners (see above),
actual
change consideration.
of ownership or
contr" J'
no
monetary
Continge;
on grant of transfer application frc 5
present
stockholders
to
new
grov 1
Filed Feb. 27.
KLEE from
Houston,
Tex. — Lee,
Assignment
license
Mrs. Hallie
Mrs. Ma !j
Alice
Rosenberg,
Lester
E.
and Lowell C. Clark, executorsRosenbt
of est; '
of W. Albert Lee, deceased, to Trin
Bcstg. and
Corp.,KELP
Dallas,
of KI i
Dallas
El licensee
Paso. Terms
five year lease at $30,000 per year, w
option to buy for $110,000 at expii
tion of lease agreement. Filed Feb.

Actions of the FCC
(Continued from page 95)

tition for dismissal without prejud
broadcasting without Commission ap- its application.
proval if- control of station is transferred.
By Hearing Examiner Leo Resnicl,
FM Remote Control
West Side Radio, Tracy, Calif. — Cj
dered
record in proceeding be closfc
KERN-FM Bakersfield, Calif.— Grantand
applicant shall file proposed fir
ed authority
to
operate
station
by
reings
and
conclusions re issue eif
mote control from trans, of AM station within 20 days.
KERN for period ending Sept. 1, 1952,
with same conditions as those of origBy Hearing Examiner
Smith Elizabeth t
inal grant.
WGUY-FM Bangor, Maine— Granted
KXO
El
Centre,
Calif.— Granted pe
extension of special experimental au- tion for continuance
of hearing fn
thority to operate station by remote
March 3 to May 5 at Washington
control from studios in Bangor for pe- application of Desert Radio and Te
riod ending Sept. 1, 1952, with same
casting Co., Palm Springs, Calif.
conditions as those of original grant,
By HearingCunningham
Examiner James D.
WHYN-FM Holyoke, Mass.— Granted
extensionthority of
special station
experimental
auto operate
by remote
KURV Edinburg, Tex.— Ordered th
control from trans, site of AM station in accordance with Commission's ore
WHYN for period ending Sept. 1, 1952, of
Dec. 18, 1951, remanding proceedi
examiner, further hearing will co
with same conditions as those of orig- to
mence on March 13 at Washington,
inal grant.
Delta Bcstrs. Inc., Thibodaux, L
WRFL
(FM) of
Winchester,
Va.— Grantand KCIL Houma, La. — Ordered th
ed extension
special experimental
authority to operate station by remote
in accordance
with Commission's
of
Feb. 13 remanding
proceedingore
control from its studios at Winchester
further hearing will co
for period ending Sept. 1, 1952, with examiner,
same conditions as those of original mence on March 6, 1952, at Washingtc
By Hearing Examiner J. D. Bone
WHDH-FM Boston, Mass, — Granted
WOL Washington,
C. — new
Granta
grant.
petition
to amend and D.specify
extensionthority toofoperate
special station
experimental
auby remote
hearing.
different ant. site and for removal frc
control from its studios for period ending Sept. of
1, 1952,
with grant.
same conditions
John C. Pomeroy, Pontiac, Mich.
as those
original
Granted petition to designate its £
plication
and that of Oakland Bcs
Designated for Hearing
Co., Pontiac, Mich., for hearing at ear
date: applications assigned for hearit
KSRT (FM)
Calif, for—
Designated
for Beverly
hearing Hills,
application
at Washington, March 24.
mod. CP to change class of station from
By T. J. Slowie, Secretary
A to erly
B Hills
andto change
location
from
BevJoint Industry Committee on Hi
Los Angeles.
Frequency Stabilized Arc Welding
Granted CPs
Granted motion for extension to Maif
17 Part
for filing
re amendme'
WMCF Memnhis, Tenn. — Granted CP of
18 of comments
Rules.
to change ERP from 320 kw to 330 kw,
By Comr. Rosel H. Hyde
and ant, height from 520 ft, to 430 ft.
W»RL-FM Arlington, Va.— Granted
of California — Granted petiti
CP to change ERP from 2.9 kw to 2.05 forState
leave to intervene in matter of ri
kw, and ant. from 270 ft. to 500 ft, classifications,
regulations and practii,
of Western Union Telegraph Co.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
connection with use of interstate ai
foreign
leased orfacilities
for dissemirBy Comr, Rosel H. Hyde
tion of horse
dog racing
news.
Chief, FCC Bcstg. Bureau— Granted
By
Hearing
Examiner
Fanney
N, Lit*
petition for extension of time to March
of California
— Granted
petiti
24 to file exceptions to initial decision forState
continuance
of
hearing
from
Mai
re application of KCIJ Shreveport, La. 3 to April 1 at Washington,
Scranton Radio Corp,, Scranton, Pa.
— Denied petition to intervene in proLooking for Radio &
ce ding re application of WQAN ScranI
ton, Pa.
Television Technicians?
WLEA Hornell, N. Y.— Granted petiRCA Institutes, Inc., graduates students;
tion for continuance of hearing from
at regular intervols, as technicians;
March 11 to March 26 in proceeding re
operators and laboratory aids. Our
its application and that of WWHG
Hornell, New York.
men
graduate
with Call
a frrst
Telephone
License.
on class
us forRadioyour
KSOXtition forHarlingen,
Tex.time
— Granted
extension of
to Feb. pe-28
technical
persr>nnpl
npe^ts.
Write to: PLACEMENT MANAGER
to
file opposition
McClatchy
Bcstg. Co. to
to petition
designate ofKSOX
application for hearing.
W. A. Pomeroy,
Kalamazoo,
A350$«rvic«
of RadioStr««1.
Corporotten
Amoric^
RCA
INSTITUTES,
INC
Granted
petition for
dismissal Mich.
without—
We»t Fourth
New Verb«( 14,
N. \
prejudice its application.
KWSH Wewoka, Okla.— Granted peBROADCASTING
• Telccasti

TV Code in Effect
(Continued from page 65)
ven, Conn.
Subscribing stations are (as of
ursday night) :
irBAL-TV Baltimore: WBAP-TV
rt Worth; WBNS-TV Columbus:
iBS-TV New York; KECA-TV HoUyijd; KEYL (TV) San Antonio;
iMB-TV San Diego; KGO-TV San
incisco: KING-TV Seattle; KNBH
') HoUywood; KNXT (TV) Los An-+|es;
KPHO-TV Phoenix;
(TV)
t Francisco;
KPRC-TVKPIX
Houston;
'PL,D-TV Dallas; KRON-TV San Franito; KSD-TV St. Louis; KSL-TV Salt
■J:e City: KTLA (TV) Los Angeles.
;AAM (TV) Baltimore; WABD (TV)
!>.■ York; WAFM (TV) Birmingham;
c ITV (TV) Charlotte: WCAU-TV PhilIphia: WDAF-TV Kansas City;
►EL-TV Wilmington; WDSU-TV New
leans; WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh;
;NR-TV Chicago; WEWS (TV) Cleved; WFBM-TV Indianapolis; WFILo.Philadelphia; WFMY-TV Greensf GAL-TV Lancaster; WHAS-TV
lisville; WHBF-TV
Rock Island;
J IIO-TV Dayton: WJAC-TV Johnsn; WJ.4R-TV Providence; WJBKI, Detroit; WJZ-TV New York; WKYCity; WKZO-TV
;Oklahoma
WLWC
(TV)
Columbus; KalamaWLWD
-Ll/) Dayton; WLWT (TV) Cincinnati.
rMAL-TV Washington, D. C: WMAR
t') Baltimore: WMBR-TV Jacksone; WMCT (TV) Memphis; WNBFBlnghamton; WNBK (TV) Cleved; WNBQ
(TV) Chicago; WNBT
i) New York; WNBW (TV) Wash's ton, D. C; WNHC-TV New Haven.
rOOD-TV Grand Rapids; WOW-TV
laha; WPTZ
(TV) Philadelphia;
^■,\Z-TV Huntington; WSB-TV At-ta; WSM-TV Nashville; WSPD-TV
tledo; WSYR-TV Syracuse; WTAR. Norfolk; WTMJ-TV Milwaukee;
riG (TV) Washington, D. C.
TTTV
(TV) Bloomington; WTVJ
i i ) Miami; WTVN (TV) Columbus;
' t CVR (TV) Richmond; WWJ-TV DeI iit; WXEL (TV) Cleveland; WXYZ:ii Detroit; WAGA-TV Atlanta;
ijlVE-TV
:! ngham. Louisville; WBRC-TV Bir■fThe fee plan for code subscripn, based on 79 subscribers, called
r annual payments of $520 a year
•ijlth NARTB TV member stations
^tting a .$250 credit. The rate falls
i $440 a year with more than 79
[jbscribers, or $405 if more than
stations subscribe [B*T, Feb.
Networks pay $1,500 a year.
xliBC-TV arranged a code program
■V the weekend, including shots
**' the review board.
-^Subscribers have been supplied
irpies of the official code seal in the
rm of photos, films, etc.
4 A special memorandum explains
status of affiliates not subscribing to the code but taking programs
om a subscribing network. The
B-lI.emorandum follows:
If )ta. a situation where a local affiliate
v-|s not subscribed to the code and its
:j.-twork
such subscription
to the
de by has,
the network
and use of
the
al by the network does not give a
n-subscriber the right to display the
dial on a local basis. The seal may be
-^iplayed as part of the network proamming in such instances; however,
ution must be exercised by such net: irk to the end that seal usage is
J- limited aurally and/or visually to
1 entiflcation with that network. Bejii
of practicalities,
sta1 onusewould
not be requiredtheto local
cut away
djDm network announcements using
- l e seal.

Grandma Bullitt
VIEWPOINT of mother and
grandmother is represented
on the NARTB Code Review
Board by one of its most active members — Mrs. Scott
Bullitt, KING-TV Seattle.
Mrs. Bullitt said she has
three married children, adding they have six grandchildren "all under five."
WNOE CHANGES
Gordon Again Gen. Mgr.
JAMES A. NOE, owner of WNOE
New Orleans, La., last week anounced that James E. Gordon, station president, has resumed his
former position as general manager of WNOE. At the same time
he announced the resignations of
Patt McDonald as vice president
and
Lilly. general manager and of Don
The announcement was made at
a staff meeting presided over by
Mr. Noe, a former governor of
Louisiana. WNOE also will commence a new sales and promotion
campaign, Mr. Gordon announced.
WKBB TO BE WDBQ
Out-let to Change March 15
ONE of the oldest call letters in
the Middle West will be history
March 15 when WKBB Dubuque,
Iowa, officially changes to WDBQ.
Station was first licensed in
Joliet, 111., in the mid '20s and
moved to its present location in
19.3.3. Change is being made to eliminate confusion, according to James
D. Carpenter, owner-manager, because the station's FM outlet call
letters are WDBQ. When the
change becomes eff'ective, the stations, affiliated with ABC network,
will be WDBQ-AM-FM.
WGAR

MEETS

Nets to Pay Installation
RADIO-TV networks agreed to
pay their own political convention
installation costs for the first time,
when an industry meeting was held
in New York Wednesday with
representatives of both political
parties to consider coverage of the
Presidential nominating conventions in Chicago in July.
Not unexpected agreement [B*T,
Feb. 25] was the result of the political parties' argument that, also
for the first time, networks this
year were permitted to seek sponsorship of their broadcasts and
that accordingly costs of installing
boothes, etc., could be deducted
from charges of advertisers. Networks had initially parried that installation costs just added to their
overhead, if they did not acquire
sponsors. Well before the Wednesday meeting, advertisers had
signed for sponsorship, however, so
the point was not argued.
Question had been raised about
the
effect which
on the DuMontagreement's
TV Network,
had
abandoned its initial co-coverage
arrangement with Life magazine.
But following Westinghouse's sponsorship on four stations of the DuMont netwoi'k for the conventions,
plus its 13-week "Get Out the
Vote" series, DuMont spokesmen
said Thursday the network will
assume its "full share of the Chicago pool as agreed."
There's

More

SELL
on

•

MERCHANDISING PUN
New Package Will Ring Cash Registers

Cleveland is offering a merchandising package plan which
shows promise of ringing cash
registers both in cooperating food
stores and at WGAR.
Principals with WGAR in this
point-of-purchase display plan are
national chain outlets and all qualifying WGAR advertisers. Major
northern Ohio supermarkets, those
of Krogers and the A & P, are cooperating bygiving prominent display space to products advertised
on the station.
Advertisers qualify to receive instore promotions for one week in
each of 197 cooperating stores by
RE YOU
/^-VXJU^
ROADCASTING . . • ^^^^tC
fulfilling requirements that the advertiser :
>^<y*S^
NEWS
• Stocks the product in food stores.
^
SCRIPT?
• Has distribution in Cleveland
area stores participating in the plan.
• Has the product accepted for
"jusi a dollar"
display by those retail food dealers.
• Contracts for a minimum net
J TUFTY NEWS BUREAU
I
Notional Press Building
expenditure to support point-of-purchase displays with on-the-air coverI
WASHINGTON, D. C.
age.
ROADCASTING
• Telecasting

1

WGAR

POLITICAL
RECEIVER SALES
Buffalo Meet Optimistic
A WIDENING and deepening
market for television receivers was
foreseen by FCC Comr. George E.
Sterling and industry executives
at the Second Annual Town Meeting of Television Dealers in Buffalo.
Speaking by wire from Washington, Comr. Sterling told the audience of some 2,800 dealers that with
the lifting of the TV freeze, the
mai-ket for video sets would mount
appreciably even before new stations get on the air.
Comr. Sterling referred to the
higher powers that existing stations would be permitted which, he
said, should improve signals and
encompass a greater audience. And,
he added, after the freeze is lifted,
additional VHF and UHF stations
would mean more business in new
sets and converters.
A note of caution was introduced
by J. B. Elliott, RCA Victor vice
president in charge of consumer
products, who warned that the TV
industry must maintain high quality if it is to keep the confidence
of the public.
Mr. Elliott, however, foresaw a
bright outlook for set sales. He
opined that popular interest in the
forthcoming Presidential election
will sell more TV sets than the Kef auver crime hearings did last year.
Dealers were urged to do spade
work in the "replacement market"
by Richard A. Graver, Admiral
Corp. vice president for TV. Mr.
Graver pointed out that half the
sets now in use have tubes 12 inches
or smaller.
Dr. Lyman R. Fink, chief engineer, General Electric's TV Dept.,
advised
the to
public
slow"local
in
converting
UHFto "go
before
channels become available because
of rapidly advancing technical
knowledge.

The plan calls for a minimum
expenditure over WGAR of an
average of $250 per week for 13
weeks or of $200 per week for 26
weeks. In other words, explained
WGAR Sales Manager John B.
Garfield, an advertiser must spend
$3,250 net over a 13-week period or
$5,200 net in 26 weeks on a single
product to qualify for point-ofpurchase displays.
To enhance the value of the plan
and to assure maximum results
for all concerned, WGAR personalities will make personal appearances for special product promotions. WGAR will call attention to
these point - of - purchase displays
with "on-the-air" around-the-clock

uj•Rni
RICHMOND
VIRGINIA
910KC-5KW
ABC
AFFILIATE

NATIONAL
EDWARD

promotion.
BOB HOPE, star of NBC radio Bob
Hope Show, is inaugurating Hope
scholarship fund at Harvard U. for
students in Los Angeles area.

PETRY
& CO.,
INC.
REP.March 3, 1952
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LEGISLATORS DIVIDED
ON RAYBURN BAN
THOUGH three Senators agreed in opposing
SpeakerMeets
Rayburn's
radio-TV
during
Author
the Critics
telecast ban
on DuMont
TV Network, two Representatives were divided
on CBS Radio Network's People's Platform.
Rep. Leslie C. Arends (R-Hl.) felt banning
of broadcast and TV from Congressional hearings is to degree encroaching on freedom of
speech and press, pointing to beneiits of informed public opinion. Rep. Richard Boiling
(D-Mo.) opposed such pickups as interfering
with understanding of what goes on in Congress.
Sen. Estes Kefauver (D-Tenn.), Sen. Homer
E. Capehart (R-Ind.), and Sen. Blair Moody
(D-Mich.) joined in opposing Speaker Rayburn's ban. Under proper conditions, three
Senators felt, radio and TV would be valuable
to national welfare by increasing public knowledge of conditions being investigated.
TWO MORE TV APPLICANTS
TWO more TV applications were filed with
FCC Friday, making number filed this week
seven (see FCC Roundup, page 95). Applicants were WCOA Pensacola, Fla., and
WDBO Orlando, Fla.
Commission also Friday granted authority
to WROW Albany, N. Y., and KICD Spencer,
Iowa, to make site tests for UHF channels.
WROW is planning to use Channel 21 (512518 mc), using former GE New York-Schenectady relay tower in Helderberg Mts. ; KICD,
Channel 42 (638-644 mc> at present AM tower
site. WROW is already a TV applicant.
WCOA is seeking Channel 3 with 17.1 kw
power, 364 ft. antenna height, plans to spend
$163,000 building station, $120,000 first year
of operation. WDBO is asking for Channel
6, with 26.4 kw, 550 ft. antenna height, will
spend $219,000 on construction, $120,000 first
year of operation.
First joining up of TV antenna sites in San
Francisco became known Friday when KPIX
asked FCC for approval to move from famed
Mark Hopkins Hotel to Sutro Mt. where KGOTV has its antenna. KPIX move made necessary because lease for "Top of the Mark"
is due to expire soon.
WFTC

PETITION

FREQUENCY change and boost in power proposed for WFTC Kinston, N. C, in initial decision released Friday by FCC Hearing
Examiner Basil P. Cooper. Station would move
from 1230 kc, 250 w fulltime, to 960 kc, 5 w
daytime, 1 kw night, with DA-N. Operating
as proposed, station would serve 338,100 persons daytime, nearly 40,000 at night (instead
of present 64,790 daytime and 24,810 nighttime). Change would cost station about $52,000.
Gross income expected to rise from $22,453 to
$98,000, profits from $5,250 to $14,000, with
new frequency, power. WELS Kinston applied
for same facilities late 1950; later withdrew
request.
MAGAZINE

CIRCULATION

IN LINE with its function of providing member stations with information on competitive
media, BAB is distributing county-by-county
circulation breakdowns of ten leading magazines. 96-page report also includes 1950 census
occupied dwelling unit figure for each county.
Page 98
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DONALD H. McGANNON, Norwalk, Conn
attorney, joining DuMont Television Netwoil
as administrative assistant to Chris J. Wittini
director and general manager.
HENNOCK

HOSTESS

HONORING its own, FCC commissioners
and staff executives feted newly appointed Chairman Paul A. Walker and
new Comr. Robert T. Bartley at luncheon
Friday. Party was given by Comr.
Freida B. Hennock, was held in her offices, buffet style. Guests numbered 75,
included in addition to Commissioners,
all examiners. Division and Office chiefs,
women attorneys and section chiefs.
Business Briefly
(Continued from page 5)
April 6. N. W. Ayer & Son, New York, is
agency.
RUPPERT'S SPOTS O Ruppert's Beer,
through Biow Co., N. Y., placing spot announcement radio campaign for 26 weeks
starting this month in seven major markets.
PERRY MASON RENEWED • Procter &
Gamble (Tide) renewing Perry Mason on CBS
Radio (Mon. through Fri., 2:15-2:30 p.m.),
effective March 31 for 52 weeks. Agency:
Benton & Bowles, N. Y.
SEABROOK USES NETWORK • Seabrook
Farms Inc. (frozen fruits and vegetables),
Bridgeton, N. J., in first use of network radio
signs for sponsorship of Private Files of
Matthew Bell on Mutual (Sun., 4:30-4:55 p.m.)
starting March 16 [B«T, Feb. 11]. Agency:
Hilton & Riggio, N. Y.
NBC

SUMMER

TV

PITCH

NBC to unveil new, 65-page presentation on
"NBC-TV Presents Summer TV," prepared
with cooperation of Hof stra College psychology
department, at news conference Thursday in
New York. Third "Hofstra Study" of NBC,
it will point up to advertisers and agencies
advantages of summer TV sponsorship, both
as part of year-round television advertising
program and for special campaigns.
Senate

Committee

NOMINATION of Robert T. Bartley as FCC
Commissioner approved unanimously (13-0)
Friday following hearing of Mr. Bartley by
Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee (see story page 25). Chairman Ed C.
Johnson (D-Col.) said: (1) FCC has been
hung up on some controversial aspects of TV
allocations problems and (2) understood freeze
lift target date now set for March 25.
Sen. Johnson said he had talked with FCC
Chairman Paul A. Walker who noted 3-3 split
on Commission on allocations' issues, which
Senator did not amplify, and that he had urged
immediate confirmation of Mr. Bartley in
order to break deadlock.
[Check with FCC sources revealed that Commission had tied in several instances, but
that matters were resolved next day or two.
At present time, sources said. Commission is
not
hung up on any portion of TV freeze-end
decision.]
Questioning touched on possible hard liquor

HERBERT M. STEIN, assistant advertisin
director Ronson Art Metal Works Inc., Newar
named assistant general sales manager.
HAROLD H. BUTTNER, International Tel(l
phone & Telegraph vice president, elected pres
dent of Federal Telecommunications Lab
IT&T Research Unit, Nutley, N. J., accordin
to Friday announcement. He succeeds Ma
Gen. Roger B. Colton (USA, Ret.) who hs
been appointed IT&T deputy technical directo
JERRY ARTHUR, former program managf
for various New England stations and moi
recently in naval service, to Charles Michelso i
Inc., New York radio-TV transcribed prograij
sales firm, as TV program sales manager. |
Blow NEEDS SPORTS MAN
Blow Co., N. Y., looking for sports ai
nouncers to do radio and television broadcast
of Baltimore Orioles on WITH Baltimon
sponsored by Gunther's Beer. Jim Beach, si
pervisor of Biow's radio and television deparl
ment, is contact man.
FILM

DISTRIBUTOR

ROBERT
PIK,announces
president formation
of Interworld
Film'
Inc., N. Y.,
of Regen
Pictures Inc., which will exclusively handl
world-wide television distribution of film:
New firm will be located at 729 Seventh Ave
New York 19. Thus far, company has ac
quived 46 feature films and is contemplatin
production of half-hour dramatic show, ac
cording to Mr. Pik, who will continue as intei
world president.

EMERSON STATEMENT
EMERSON RADIO & Phonograph Corp. re
ported Friday that consolidated net profit fo
13-week period ending Feb. 2, before taxes wa '
$1,006,759, as compared with $4,367,186 fo
comparable 1951 span.
After taxes, profi I
amounted to $351,859 or $.18 per share oi j
1,935,187 shares outstanding stock. Net profi j
after taxes for 13 weeks ending Feb. 3, 1951 I
was $1,518,856, equal to $.78 per share on samamount of stock.

OK's
Bartley
13-0
advertising on airwaves, expediting cases be
fore FCC, need for more examiners, McFar
land Bill, newspaper ownership of stations
and relationship of Commissioners to then
staffs. Speaker Rayburn's ban on broadcas'
media in House committees came up momentar
ily but Mr. Bartley deferred since problen
was for Congress to resolve not FCC (see Ray
burn ban story, page 23).
Senate Majority Leader Ernest W. McFar
land (D-Ariz.) said he understood his spon
sored and Senate-passed S 658 was near fina
stage in House committee. Bill would expedit<
disposition of cases, he and Sens. Charles W
Tobey (R-N. H.) and Warren Magnuson (DWash.) agreed. Other questioning went intc
need of freeze lift. Sen. John W. Bricker (ROhio) also warned that failing in FCC is ovei
reliance of Commissioners on their staffs
rather than other way around.
BROADCASTING

• Telecastin

There's

been

a ehanf

e. . .

Since the turn of the century great changes have taken place in America —
changes in living — changes in advertising.
The metal sign in this once typical scene was then a major medium of advertising
About this same time the purveyors of nostrums were being crowded from the pages of
newspapers and magazines by legitimate advertisers. Publications grew in stature as advertising media.
Then came radio. In this mass communication media advertisers found a new way to talk to more people
i

more often. Radio demonstrated that people sell better than paper.
Today, the impact of television — newest medium of all — has changed the living habits of millions
of people and the advertising technique of thousands of businesses.
In WLW-Land,

radio and television together form an unparalleled advertising combination

To reach more people more often and more economically in WLW-Land

WLW
1922* 1952

— 1/lOth of America —

the change is to this new combination.

WLW

Television

THE

NATION'S

STATION

AND

ITS

TV

SERVICE
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A program is; known by the product it sells,
Channel 9^$ "Merry Mailman" was selling HofFman
beverages . . . and selling them so fast that
Hoffman was the Number 1 soft drink bought
by families watching the show!
"Merry Mailman's" audience . . . when compared
with non-viewers , . . showed almost 2 to 1
preference for Hoffman.*
"Merry Mailman" makes sales sparkle, too,
for people who don't make soft drinks. A few
months ago, he cleaned New York's
200 Woolworth stores out of Zoomeray toys.
Anybody with anything to sell can do it better
by getting the "Merry Mailman" to deliver
the message to America's richest market on ^
New York's lowest cost tv station.

WORtv
CHANNEL
* Survey by Pulse, Inc. Ask WOR-fv fo send you the
sates impacf study. Call LOngacre 4-8000: ask for Sales.

9

Virginia:

state

of

presidents

What does leadership spring from? It's hard to sayyet it's safe to link that unique quality to alertness,
ingenuity, practical idealism, and a pioneering spirit.
Virginia is aptly termed the State of Presidents.

Mount Vernon— Home of Washington

WMBG

AM

Among the nation's leaders, Washington, Jefferson,
Madison, Tyler, Taylor, Monroe, William Harrison,
and Wilson all called the Old Dominion home.
Is it coincidence that the State of Presidents
led the way when the revolutionary air duo,
radio and television, first dawned on the horizon?
Is it coincidence that WMBG, WCOD (FM) and WTVR.
First Stations of Virginia, lead sponsors
right into the hearts of their vast audiences?

WCOD

WTVR
Havens & Martin Stations are the only
complete broadcasting institution in Richmond.
Pioneer NBC outlets for Virginia's first market.
Represented nationally by John Blair & Company

FIRST

STATIONS

OF

VIRGINIA

TV

what

just

doctor

the

ordered

In Albany-Troy- Schenectady
WTRY
audience
and

has

the

greatest

morning,

evening,

for the

cost-per- thousand

Advertising

costs need

afternoon
lowest

families

reached.

not

be too rich for your blood

u

in Albany-Troy- Schenectady.
WTRY
and

is your spring
make

tonic

that budget

to boost

sales

go farther.

ALBANY-TROY-

represented

by

SCHENECTADY

H e a d 1e y - R e e d

blished every Monday, with Yearbook Numbers (53rd and 54th issues) published in January and February by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 870 National Press
Building, Washington 4, D. C. Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933, at Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 1879.

YOUR

INCOME

TAX

With March 15 at hand, WDEL-TV

is presenting a series

of programs on Income Tax. The telecasts are designed to aid
the average citizen when preparing annual income tax
reports. In addition to a discussion of the routine involved
in filling out tax forms, the programs also answer many
specialized questions concerning points confusing to the many
taxpayers.

Staff men from the Delaware Internal Revenue
offices, were called upon by WDEL-TV

to lead

the discussions and answer questions.
YOUR

INCOME

TAX is one of many WDEL-TV

public service

programs designed to serve both listeners and
advertisers in its broad coverage area.

WDEL-TV
WILMINGTON,
DELAWARE

Represented by
WOEL

Page 4
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ROBERT

MEEKER

ASSOCIATES

• Chicago

• San Frdncisco

New York

• Los Angeles
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CLOSED

CIRCUIT

lRRING unforeseen developments, FCC will
z only promulgate new TV allocations prior
IApril 1 but will also move toward licensing
Iadditional stations in blank and one-station
Lrkets before July. Heat is on to get more
f coverage prior to election and FCC Chairin Paul A. Walker has been so advised by
nite House.
\JOB. STATION representatives are atiapting to discourage stations from accepti package deals from key accounts during
pimer amounting to sale of evening radio
Ee at daytime rates or less. Argument is
t such a deal made with one advertiser will
|)ke prompt demands for equivalent terms
Im other major clients with ultimate breakWn of present radio station rate structure,
ipresentatives privately admit fears that
iiny stations will accept tempting offers of
Ijge summertime contracts, even at cut rates,
^ noted that if national spot deals aren't
jjde, networks will presumably sell on that
l^is, at least for owned and opei-ated stations,
s whatever others they may align.
L-INDUSTRY Affiliates Committee, formed
iintaneously at least year's NARTB convena during network rate-cut crisis, may be
Iking for new chairman at or after this
fr's NARTB conclave (March 31-April 2).
jpl W. (Fritz) Morency, WTIC Hartford, who
p shepherded committee through past year's
ivities, reportedly feels he should be rejj^ed of chairmanship so he can concentrate
jstation-management duties.
jllTE OFF prospect that FCC will hold that
ilsolidation of AM licenses for single TV
i|struction permit will be construed legally
'duopoly. It won't be. Therefore expect
istantial number of "marriages" of applitts,
notably
in "scarcity" markets once alations
are formalized.
HERE'S undercurrent of interest at FCC in
y broadcasters handle per inquiry business
^ type of advertisers who buy time that way.
llPE-AIRING huddle of NBC video affiliates
Ito- develop during NARTB Chicago conveniji. Project now in talking stage would be
jjow-up to rump meeting held by affiliates
jfc October just before industrywide television
'jlesession in same city.
jTERNATIONAL HARVESTER, through
jCann-Erickson, Chicago, has turned down
the second time a pitch for network radio
llerage of the national political conventions.
iC's was first, followed by Mutual, which
fgested an institutional campaign in rural
as for about half a million dollars.
fIZENS COMMITTEE for Eisenhower for
fsident, whose radio and TV publicity and
(motion are being handled by Young &
bicam, N. Y., has been looking for availlities on spot basis in radio and TV in some
(Continued on page 6)
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S. C. ENACTS LIBEL LAW;
ASSEMBLY TV STUDIED
EXEMPTION from libel liability in speeches
by political candidates granted broadcasters
and telecasters under South Carolina bill
signed into law by Gov. James F. Byrnes.
South Carolina General Assembly is cooperating with potential telecasters in state in
study of plans to telecast some of its public
proceedings. Both Senate and House adopted
proposal of WIS Columbia that policies be
investigated. Legislators commended FCC on
progress being made to bring local TV service
into state.
Libel bill was introduced in Assembly by
House Judiciary Committee at request of South
Carolina Broadcasters Assn.
WSAZ STOCK SALE
BRINGS $500,000
SALE of minority 48% interest in WSAZ Inc.,
license- of WSAZ-AM-TV Huntington, W. Va.,
for $500,000 was consummated Friday. Previous 529.'^ stockholder Huntington Publishing
Co. (Huntingion Herald-Dispatch and Advertiser) now owns 897r, and Mrs. Eugene Katz,
wife
11%. of Katz Agencv executive vice president,
Minority interest was bought from Kennedy
Broadcasting Co. (John A. Kennedy-KFMBAM-TV San Diego).
The Katz Agency has represented Huntington newspaper company since 1917, WSAZ
since 1929 when newspaper bought it.
Since there is no transfer of control, FCC
approval is not required. Huntington Publishing Co. is controlled by Col. J. H. Long and
family. Stations are run by Lawrence H.
(Buddy) Rogers.

BUSINESS

BRIEFLY

SPOTS FOR SALT • General Foods, N. Y.,
for its diamond crystal "Weather-Pruf " Salt,
placing spot radio and TV announcement campaign, effective April 1 for 13 weeks, in 20
radio and 15 TV markets, principally in South.
Benton & Bowles, N. Y., is agency.
BEER ACCOUNT # Keeley Brewing Co.,
Chicago (beer and ale), names Presba, Fellers
& Presba, same city, to handle its account
effective immediately. Radio and TV are used.
William Presba is account executive.
16 MARKETS FOR STARCH # General
Foods, N. Y. (Satina starch), through Foote,
Cone & Belding, N. Y., conducting three-week
spot campaign this month in 16 radio markets.
NEW AAAA MEMBER # BurlingameGrossman Adv., Chicago, elected to membership in American Assn. of Advertising Agencies.
ARGENTINE AGENCY # Sudynor-S.R.L.,
Buenos Aires, has named McCann-Erickson's
office there to handle Argentine advertising of
its Clorofil tablets.
COTT

NBC

V. P.

TED
COTT, general
manager
of NBC's
WNBC-AM-FM
and WNBT
(TV) New
York,
elected to NBC vice presidency at board of
directors meeting Friday, President Joseph H.
McConnell announced. Mr. Cott joined NBC
as manager of its New York stations in April
1950 after serving WNEW New York since
1944, first as director of programming and
later as program vice president.

Anti-Trust
Suit Urged
Against
Boxing
Co.'s Blue Ribbon Bouts on CBS Radio and
FEDERAL anti-trust suit to end "restraints
CBS-TV on Wednesdays, and Gillette Razor
of trade in promotion and broadcasting of
Co.'s Cavalcade of Sports on NBC-TV and
championship professional boxing bouts" was
ABC radio on Fridays.
recommended by federal grand jury in New
York Friday.
Overall, first speculation following grand
Recommendation was made by grand jury
jui-y's recommendation was that, if suit is
which has been investigating boxing practices
instituted, boxing's promotion practices cover
such broad field that testimony on that subject
nationally since last October.
probably would outweigh considerably, in
Ring practices with respect to telecasts and
volume, portions relating to practices with
theatre TV coverage of fights presumably
respect to broadcasting rights.
would be involved as well as radio broadcast
No specific organizations were named in
coverage. Grand jury's use of word "chamgrand menjury's
terse recommendation,
but spokespionship" would appear to limit scope of
for International
Boxing Club,
one of
potential effect, however, observers felt.
dominant
figures
in
fight
field,
were
quoted as
To what extent radio and television broadsaying IBC officials and presumably reprecasters might themselves figure in trial of suit,
sentatives of all major boxing promoters had
if one is filed, could not be ascertained. Nor
appeared before grand jury.
was there any immediate indication of what
It was estimated IBC has radio and TV
Justice
would be.Dept.'s decision on recommendation
contracts valued at more than $1 million for
Wednesday night and Friday night fights.
There has been sharp rivalry between broadcasting networks and theatre TV interests
Text of grand jury's recommendation, presented to Federal Judge William Bondy:
for rights to number of major bouts — not
"After hearing the evidence in this matter,
always "championship" bouts — and opponents
this grand jury recommends that the Attorney
of theatre television, including some in ConGeneral of the U.S. consider filing a civil action
gress, have challenged both legality and prounder the antitrust laws to eliminate restraints
priety of boxing promoters selling exclusive
of trade in the promotion and broadcasting of
rights which make fightcasts unavailable to
home audiences.
championship professional boxing bouts."
In addition to major championship fights,
for more AT DEADLINE turn page ^
regularly sponsored series include Pabst Sales
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Closed
Circuit
(Continued from page 5)

RAYBURN COMMENDED
BY NEW YORK BAR GROUP
RULING of Speaker Sam Rayburn banning
broadcast and telecast pickups from House
hearings commended by Civil Rights Committee of New York Bar Assn. (see story page
25). Committee is headed by Louis Waldman,
New York City attorney.
Problem of protecting rights of witnesses
before legislative committees not solved by
ban, however, according to committee. It urged
Congress to adopt comprehensive, uniform
code of procedure previously proposed by association.
HILL TELECASTS URGED
BY REP. CHARLES HOWELL
TELECASTING of Congress proceedings advocated by Rep. Charles R. Howell (D-N. J.), in
weekly newsletter to constituents. Commenting
on parliamentary steps taken to kill Universal
Military Training legislation, he said House
action last Tuesday "makes a rather good case
for televising at least occasional important
session of Congress.
"If the public could have been let in on and
understood the strange and assorted activities
of many members on this and other occasions,
I have no doubt that our legislative deliberations would be constructively improved."
ELECTRONICS WEEK
SLATED FOR MAY 18
WEEK

of May 18 has been designated as Electronics Week by Chicago Mayor Martin H.
Kennely in recognition of eight electronics
groups which will meet there that week for
the parts show and Audio Fair.
Parts show is sponsored by RTMA, National
Electronic Distributors Assn., Assn. of Electronic Parts & Equipment Mfrs. and West Coast
Electronic Mfrs. Assn. and Sales Managers
Club, Eastern Div. Parts manufacturers and
sales managers will meet during show. Audio
Fair is sponsored by Audio Engineering Society.
PARTY COVERAGE WARNING
BROADCAST and telecast groups desiring
work space at Presidential nominating conventions inChicago notified Friday they should
apply at once to Standing Committee of Correspondents at Senate Press Gallery, Washington, D. C. Space supplied by national committees. Chicago hotel work space can be obtained from two national committees headquartering in Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago. Deadline for work space applications is May 1.
RAYTHEON DIVIDEND
BOARD OF DIRECTORS of Raytheon Mfg.
Co., Waltham, Mass., has declared regular
quarterly dividend of 60 cents per share of
$2.40 cumulative preferred stock. Payment
will be made on April 1 to holders of record
at close of business March 15.
AGENCY

CLOSES

OFFICE

KNOX REEVES ADV. Inc., headquartering in
Minneapolis, will close its San Francisco
branch office effective April 1.
March 10, 1952
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In this Issue—
CBS makes two moves in its jockeying
to gain TV outlets. A merger in
Minneapolis-St. Paul will give the
network a 47% interest in WTCN-TV
and WCCO, and in Pittsburgh, the
network has bought 45% of KQV, an
applicant for television. Page 23.
National Assn. of Radio and Television
Station Representatives warns against
yielding to General Mills cut-rate deal
for summer spots. It would only open
the gate for another race to rate cutting. Page 30.
Networks took in more money from television than from radio in 1951, according to FCC report. TV network
revenue was $132.2 million. Radio network revenue was $100.4 million.
Page 61.
There isn't much hope that Speaker Rayburn's ban against radio and television
coverage of House hearings will be
upset, particularly if broadcasters
don't take more interest in advancing
their cause. Meanwhile, radio gets a
break from the executive branch — admission to Dean Acheson's news conference. Page 25.
Truck drivers may not seem to constitute a very big audience, but at
KOY Phoenix an all-night show directed principally to them is proving
to be a money-maker for its producers
and its sponsors. Page 28.
How profitable is a television station?
Plenty, if the detailed financial reports
of two put in evidence at the Paramount hearing before the FCC can be
taken as typical. Page 63.
To NBC, talent competition and the allocation of construction materials are
an interlocking problem. The network tells the National Production
Authority that unless it gets material
to improve its Hollywood facilities, it
could lose out to other networks in the
television talent war. Page 29.
What if Sen. Kefauver won the Presidency? He says he'd try to give radio
and television equal access to news
covei-age with the press; he'd change
the present "security" system to provide maximum flow of news from government. Page H.
Television and transistors are topics that
steal the show at the annual convention of the Institute of Radio Engineers. Page 27.
In the look-ahead businesses of radio and
television, networks are already shaping up their plans foz; summer selling.
Page 23.
Upcoming
Mar. 12: WKAR-Michigan State College
7ih annual Radio-TV Conference, Kellogg Center, Michigan State College,
East Lansing, Mich.
Mar. 15: West Virginia Broadcasters Assn.
meeting. West Virginian Hotel, Bluefield, W. Va.
Mar. 30-April 2: NARTB 30th annua! convention, Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago.
(Other Upcomings page 38)

states. Whether campaign will actually
placed probably will depend on whether f
money can be accumulated by fund for Else
hower. Committee had tentatively order
NBC-TV quarter-hour for Feb. 28, March
13, and 20 but cancelled after Feb. 28 tel
cast, reportedly for reasons of cost.
MEMBERS of Grosser Commerce Committ
in House pulling oars on McFarland B
(S 658). Announcement that committee
ready to consider bill for reporting is imminei
TV SERVICEMEN'S battle under way in r
tion's capital, with major firms raising fu
for all-media drive to combat newspaper a
of $1.98-$2.98 operators on ground many vie
ers are being fleeced out of large fees. Cla
made bargain outfits often charge big fc
for routine repairs.
EFFECTIVE APRIL 1, R. J. Reynolds 1
bacco Co. (Camel and Cavalier Cigarette
is expected to switch network time periods
CBS-TV, drop its Wednesday half-hour
10:30 p.m. time on NBC-TV. Cavaliers v
forsake the CBS-TV Tuesday 10:30-11 p
time, switching My Friend Irma, from tl
spot to Friday 8:30-9 p.m., and Camel \
move Ma)t Agamst Crime, currently on Frid
to its newest buy, Thursday 9-9:30 p.m
CBS-TV, former Alan Young Show time,
addition Camel expects to renew its Cai
Neivs Caravan on NBC-TV, 7:45-8 p.m. 1
times weekly, and early in June will expt
program throughout West on live basis. P
tomime Quiz, being dropped from NBC-T
probably be resumed by Camel in fall on r
work
not yet selected. William Esty Co., N.
is
agency.
WESTERN UNION REPORT
WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH Co. I
day reported gross operating revenue of $:
643,547 for January 1952, an increase of 7.
over January 1951. Decreased net income
$282,558 after taxes for January 1952 c(
pared to $609,832 for same period 1951, 1
result of higher federal income taxes and
creased wages not fully offset by telegr;
rate revisions, officials said.
RADIO

DOCUMENTARY

HISTORY of advertising — from known si
3,000 years ago to present day — was to h
been subject of half-hour documentary i
gram over ABC radio, Saturday, 7 :30-8 i
EST, featuring talk by Theodore Repplier,
vertising Council president. Mr. Repplier ^ \
to discuss work of advertisers, agencies and
media in utilizing each phase of advertit
art.
FLORIDA

POLITICAL

LAW

FLORIDA'S new law requiring treasure!
each political candidate to handle all camp;
funds was argued last week in a cir
court at Lakeland. Counsel for W. A. Sn
president, WPLA Plant City, attacked
claiming it abridges right of free speed
applied to purchase of radio time. State
torney general argued law is aimed onlj
curbing corruption of elections, does not c
any constitutional rights. Circuit Judge '
man
study. withheld ruling, observed that "it
difficult question" and would require fur
for more AT DEADLINE see page 94
BROADCASTING
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WREC

Represented by
Affiliated witli CBS RADIO
600 Kc. 5,000 WATTS
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the KATZ AGENCY
Memphis

No.

I Station]
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THE NEWSWEEKLY OF RADIO AND TELEVISION
Published Weekly by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Executive, Editorial, Advertising and Circulation OfRces:
870 National Press Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone ME 1022
IN THIS BROADCASTING
DEPARTMENTS
Agency Beat .
Aircasters
Allied Arts
Editorial
FCC Actions
FCC Roundup
Feature of Week
Film Report
Front Office
New Business
On All Accounts
On the Dotted Line
Open Mike
Our Respects to
Programs, Promotion, Premiums
Strictly Business
Upcoming
TELECASTING Starts on page 59
Proof positive of the powerful
ing popularity of this 50,000
one month CKLW came near
other stations combined with

impact and listenwatt station. This
to outpuUing four
this unique sales

gimmick, identical on all stations, at a "lead"
cost of approximately one third the next ranking station. Proof again that in the Detroit Area
you can't miss when you schedule CKLW. Plan
your schedule now! Put this 50,000 watt power
to work for you at less cost . . . for greater
response !

HERE ARE THE FACTS

CKLW
Station B

Leads

ture
Expendi-

PerCost
Lead

10,448

$4057.00
3800.00

38.8 cents

3,943

Station C
Station D

2,609
992

3800.00

Station E

3,863

3600.00

In The

Adam J. Young,
Inc.
National Rep.

Detroit

93.8 cents
$1.46

1300.00

Area

$1.31 cents
93.2
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WASHINGTON HEADQUARTERS
SOL TAISHOFF, Editor and Publisher
EDITORIAL: ART KING, Managing Editor; EDWIN H.
JAJMES, Senior Editor; J. Frank Beatty, Earl B.
Abrams, Associate Editors; Fred Fitzgerald, Assistant
Managing Editor; Dave Berlyn, Assignment Editor;
Lawrence Christopher, Technical Editor. STAFF:
John H. Kearney, Patricia Klelty, John Osbon,
Pat
EDITORIAl.JeanASSISTANTS:'
K«lth Trantow.
Kowalczyk,
Don Mortimer,
D. Statz, Hilda
Toler; Gladys L. Hall, Secretary to the Publisher.
BUSINESS:
MAURY
LONG,
Business Manager;
Manager;George
Winfleld
R. Levi,
Assistant
Advertising
L. Dant, Adv. Production Manager; Harry Stevens,
Classified Advertising Manager; Eleanor Schadi,
Betty Krebs; B. T. Taishoff. Treasurer;
Doris Kelly,
Irving
C. Miller, Auditor and Office Manager; Eunice
Weston, Assistant Aitditor.
SERVICE: JOHN P.
AND READERS'
CIRCULATION Manager;
Doris J. Buschling, Ruth W.
COSGROVE,
Slee, Clyde Baker.
M.
Davis, Grace Schorm, Elwood
488 Madison Ave., Zone 22.
IvIEVy YORK
Plaza
5-8355;BUREAU*
EDITORIAL: Rufus Crater, New
York Editor; Florence Small, Agency Editor; Dorothy Mimster, William Ruchtl, Liz Thackston.
Bruce Robertson, Senior Associate Editor.
ADVERTISING: S. J. PAUL, Advertising Director;
Assistant to Advertising DiEleanor R. Manning,
rector; Kenneth Cowan, Advertising Representative.
CHICAGO BUREAU
360 N. Michigan Ave., Zone 1,
AdvertisCEntral 6-4115; William H. Shaw, Midwest
ing Representative; Jane Pinkerton, News Editor.
HOitY^VVQOD BUREAU.,
Taft Building, Hollywood
and Vine, Zone 28, HEmpstead S181; David Glickman, West Coast Manager; Marjorie Ann Thomas.
TORONTO:
417 Harbour Commission, EMpire 4-0775
James
Montagnes.
Annual subscription for 52 weekly issues $7.00.
Annual subscription including BROADCASTING Yearbook (53rd issue) $9.00, or TELECASTING Yearbook
(54th issue) $9.00.
subscription
BROADCASTING • TELECASTINGAnnual
including
54 issuesto $11.00.
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Guardian Bldg.
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54
57
50
86
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52
16
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45
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38

Add $1.00 per year for Canadian and foreign postage.
Regular issue 35^ per copy; 53rd and 54th issues $5.00
per copy.
Broadcasting * Magazine was founded in 1931 by
Broadcasting Publications Inc., using the title:
Broadcasting '—The News Magazine of the Fifth
Estate
BroadcastReporter
Advertising
* was acquired in 1932
and Broadcast
in 1933.
•Reg. U. S. Patent Office
Copyright 1952 by Broadcasting Publications, Ine.
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. . . the

new.

IBM

SERVICE

BUREAU

WAY

This tested method reduces the burden of
Advantages
Frees valuable personnel from
tedious clerical work.
^\ Helps you provide better service
to program sponsors.
Expedites billing for first-of-month
mailing.
Provides you with clear, accurate
up-to-date operating records.
Makes available comprehensive
sales analysis by any classification desired.

logging, posting, and billing.
The local IBM Service Bureau handles
the operation on IBM machines . . . accurately, swiftly. All you do is provide basic
information about each sponsor and program. No need for log typing or manual
account posting. At billing time invoices
are ready for the mail . . . completely itemized
for the sponsor. In addition, you can have
important sales analyses whenever you want
them.
IBM Service Bureaus offer this quick,
confidential service at low cost.
^Meets FCC requirements

For full information, call
the local IBM Service Bureau
or mail the coupon below.

IBM, Dept. BT
590 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.
Please send me a copy of
' Program Logging and Billing."
Name
Title

Station

City
Street
IBM

INTERNATIONAL

BUSINESS

MACHINES

State

It's

all

the

same

to

us

•

•

The seasons are all great in sunny
Southern California. During June, July
and August, for example . . .
RETAIL SALES

ARE HUGE. More than %

of the year's retail business is done
during the three Summer months. Summer
sales alone amount to almost 2 billion
dollars — more than the total annual retail
sales of Ft. Worth, Nashville, Providence,
Omaha,
TOURIST

Tampa
TRADE

and Tacoma

comhined.

IS TERRIFIC. Last year,

more than 3 million free-spending outof-state tourists rolled into Southern
California. . . 39.2% of them in the Summer.

RADIO'S TERRIFIC TOO! Winter and
Summer, radio attracts the same
big audience in Southern California.
(Sets-in-use show only a slight difference
—20.9 March-April, 20.8 July- August, 21.7
November-December.)

And season

after season, it's KNX that attracts the
biggest audience, with a Summer
average share of audience of 21.1 in
Los Angeles— o?t% 6/10 of one point below
November and December.
You can sell as well in Southern California
during the Summer

as you do any

other season of the year. Just use . . .

KNX
Los Angeles— "The All-Year Market"
50,000 watts • CBS Owned • Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales

Sources: Calif. State Board of Equalization
Sales Management Survey of Buying Power,
Los Angeles All Year Club, Pulse of Los Angeles.

I

|

and

summer!

m

m

m-

agency

CHARLES PUMPIAN, manager of media department, Henri, Hurst &
McDonald, Chicago, elected vice president in charge of media.
DANIEL W. FOSTER and MARTIN ZITZ, agency account executives,
also elected vice presidents.
DONALD E. TOMKINS, Campbell-Ewrald, N. Y., resigns as director of
radio-TV program procurement to open own consultant service.
PETER SCHAEFFER, account executive, Robert Orr & Assoc., N. Y., tc
McCann-Erickson, same city, as senior account executive assigned tc
drug accounts.
LARRY WHERRY elected vice president of Sherman & Marquett, Chicago.
JOHN HEVERLY, account executive, Botsford, C'onstantine & Gardner
Seattle, elevated to vice president.
MAX F. SCHMITT, J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y., to Foote, Cone <S
Belding there as account executive.
JAMES McEDWARDS, sales staff, NBC Chicago, to Tatham-Laird, thai
city, as account executive on Toni Co. products.

TWO
CBS

TOP

RADIO

TWO

STATIONS

BIG

SOUTHWEST
ONE

MARKETS

LOW

COMBINATION

RATE

Smith AMS,
rector,
Taylor TV
& JendiILLI
MacW
TOM
kins, Pittsburgh, began his
career as a producer at the age of
eight
His. mother knew where to look
if her best bed sheets were not in
their customary place. Chances
were she would find them in the
back yard.
It took only a boy's imagination
and a clothesline prop to convert
the sheets into a "big top" good
circus.
enough for a kids'
With neighborhood
children, he rounded
up stray cats and
other animals for

the "menagerie."
Young Tom Mac Wilter.
liams was ringmasHis first contact
with radio came with
writing about it for
newspapers and
trade magazines.
Then in 1928, he
worked for six

Sales-winning radio schedules for
the Great Southwest just naturally
include this pair of top- producing
CBS

Radio Stations. Results prove

this ! Write, wire or phone our
representatives now for availabilities
and rates!

National Representatives
JOHN
Page 12
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BLAIR

&

CO.

months
with Smilin'
Ed McConnell,
heard
regularly over WSM
Nashville, writing

with others, he operated Broadcas]
Features Service Syndicate, a serv
ice designed to supply scripts o
a nationally syndicated basis.
In 1936 when WSIX began opera
tion in Nashville, he joined the sta;
tion as continuity and script writei
He remained at WSIX for seve
years, becoming continuity directo
and later branching into his ol
love, producing. He also foun
time
whilefirst
at WSIX
set up th"
station's
music to
library.
In 1943, Mr. Ma(
Williams joined th
radio department c
Smith, Taylor /
Jenkins and a yea
later became head c
the agency's radi;
department.
From radio to v
deo was a logic
step for of
the this
creativ
talents
ve
eran producer. A
early as 1944 he ui
dertook serious pn
paration
- ente:
ing the newforindustr;
Mr. MacWillian
visited the few st;
tions then in open

Mr. MacWILLIAMS
tion, sitting
on r^
hearsals
and inprodtn
special material.
Mr. MacWilliams was associated tion preparation. He was presei/
at all national gatherings held 1
with Lou and Janet Zoeller, writing lyrics for theme songs and
study television.
His greatest thrill, Mr. MacWi
jingles used on the then famous
lianis recalls, was when he cross(
Sunshine Club for children. These
the imaginary line which separati
programs were heard successively
those with notebooks in the aud
on WTNT Nashville, WTIC Hartford and WSB Atlanta.
ence from the "experts" on tl
(Continued on -page 82)
In the early '30s, in association
BROADCASTING
• Telecastin

I^LAN M. WARD, vice president in charge of BBDO's Buffalo office,
Hected to agency's board of directors.
I'ETER SCHAEFFER, Robert W. Orr & Assoc., N. Y., to McCanniZrickson Inc., that city, as senior account executive.
i'^ERRY R. THOMAS, account executive, Beaumont & Hohman, Chicago,
i'lected a vice president.
r,:YRIL J. MULLEN, copy director, Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago,
0 Tatham-Laird, that city, as group copy director.
IICHARD E. GOODMAN, assistant advertising manager, Krich-Radisco
inc., New Jersey appliance distributor, to copy staff of Hicks & Greist
nc, N. Y.
CHARLES
executive.

L. BABCOCK

rejoins Babcock & Wells, N. Y., as account

■ Breakfast
the broadcasts
Lenox" castwithcelebrates
thirdintact.
anniversary — overat800
original show's
cast still
Left
to right are Producer Gene Brook. Organist Nelson Selby,
Emcee Ed Dinsmore, Baritone Harry Schad, Announcer
John Corbett and Tom Brown, Hotel Lenox manager.

i'■^AY SINATRA Jr. to Blow Co., Hollywood, radio-TV production staff.
aAROLD A. LIGHTMAN, formerly with William H. Weintraub & Co.
md Grant Adv., to Robert Otto & Co., N. Y., as account executive.
'^LOYD HOLM, manager of Hollywood office of Compton Adv., named
agency supervisor on Frank Wisbar Productions Fireside Theatre, halflour TV film series.
=iOY S. DURSTINE Inc., L. A., relocates at 3440 Wilshire Blvd., same
;ity. Telephone is Dunkirk 8-3411.
'MARGERY A. FINCH, formerly of Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago, and MRS.
STEPHEN G. GRAHAM, Weiss & Geller, that city, to copy staff of
.Chicago office of Needham, Louis & Brorby.
*LEO BURNETT
.in mid-March.

Co., Los Angeles, moves to 1680 N. Vine St., Hollywood

TOHN MOWBRAY, account executive, KJBS San Francisco, to Jim
/Diamond Adv., that city, as vice president.
'f. R. PERSHALL Co., Chicago, and CONLEY, BALTZER, PETTLER &
'5TEWARD, S. F., elected to membership in American Assn. of Adv.
^Agencies.

piece
at

yourself

of

a

business

breakfast

.

.

.

Yes, a ten-minute slice of "Breakfast at the Lenox" will
cut you in on a big share of the prosperous Niagara Frontier market. You'll sell your product in a big way telling
your story two, three or five times a week on this popular
program — rated tops over all local and network radio in
Buffalo from nine-fifteen to ten A. M.

['

W- C. ANDERSON, Foote, Cone & Belding, S. F., to Emil Reinhardt Adv.,
'Oakland, Calif, as account executive.
HAROLD KIRSCH Co., St. Louis, moves to 8147 Delmar Blvd. March 15.

ut

MARKET TV Assoc., L. A., moves to 1680 N. Vine St., Hollywood. Telelohone is Hempstead 3251.
r
■HERBERT D. FRIED, Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago, named account
executive of grocery trade division of Armour & Co., same city,
PAVIA AGENCY, S. F., moves to Phelan Bldg., 760 Market St., and antr
'nounces
plans to open office in Rome, Italy, this summer.
TO
;:HARRY SPEARS, Ward Wheelock Co., Hollywood, supervisor of NBC
I ^iradio Double Or Nothing, father of boy, Feb. 27.
pM
ijj^JIM DIAMOND Adv., S. F., moves to larger quarters at 812 Market St.
, ijNICK KEESLEY, vice president in charge of radio and television, Lennen
^'Ji& Mitchell, New York, in Hollywood this week to look over properties
• for newest client, Schlitz Brewing Co. [B*T, March 3]. Schlitz will
sponsor half-hour film show on CBS-TV at least until June 1, when
L & M takes over.

"Breakfast at the Lenox" is a fast-moving audienceparticipation show with plenty of human interest and live
talent. An indication of its great following is the capacity
crowd that packs the Sepia Room of the Hotel Lenox
every morning. So far, more than 55,000 women have
personally attended to enjoy the music, songs, refreshments, prizes and interviews with outstanding personalities from public life and the entertainment world.

Call Petry today to find out how you can sell with this
low-cost, big-audience show.

LEE RICK, media director, William H. Weintraub & Co., N. Y., to Benton
& Bowles, N. Y., in media department as print supervisor.
* Virgil a. warren Adv., Spokane, and ATHERTON Adv., L. A.,
'elected to membership in American Assn. of Adv. Agencies.

BUFFALO
NBC BASIC
Represented Nationally by Petry

^JmUTER, CULINER, FRANKFURTER & GOULD, Toronto, has moved
to 1121 Bay St. New phone is Princess 3778.
BROADCASTING
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Hundreds of the country's finest stations announce with pride "THIS
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Associated Press . . . constantly on the job with
• a news report of 1,000,000
words every 24 hours.
• leased news wires of 350,000
miles in the U.S. alone.
• exclusive state-by-state news
circuits.
• 100 news bureaus in the U.S.
• offices throughout the world.
• staff of 7,200 augmented by
member stations and newspapers ., , more than 100,000
daily.
men and women contributing

Says WSAV President and General Manager Daniel:
"The superior coverage
Press on international,
together with the efforts
unquestioned leadership

we get from The Associated
national and regional news,
of our own staff, has given us
in the broadcasting of news,

and an important source of revenue."
From Joseph H. Harrison, Vice President of Citizens
and Southern National Bank, WSAV's biggest AP news
sponsor: "AP news has been eminently successful as a
proper vehicle for our theme — 'building a greater
industrial South.' It attracts a maximum audience for
our advertising message. It also helps us to advance
the business and civic life of this area."

PRODUCTIVITY talks-PRODUCTIVITY is the test-PRODUCTIVITY
in leadership and peak audience
listenership! Complete, comprehensive AP news coverage produces results in SALES ... for
the station and for the sponsor.
For information on how you can
gain extra prestige and sales with
AP news, contact your Associated
Press Field Representative, or . . .
WRITE

Reports WKBH President and General Manager Dahl:
"Our fifteen minute AP news shows have an average of
52.7% of the La Crosse listening audience for ALL
weekday broadcasts from 8:00 AM to 10:00 PM . . . a
phenomenal figure! AP spot coverage is fast, AP features
are bright, and AP prestige is important to listeners
and sponsors alike."
And from Harold H. Grupp, Advertising Manager of
Nelson Clothing Co., largest AP news sponsor on WKBH:

RADIO

THE

DIVISION

ASSOCIATED

PRESS

50 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N. Y.

"Time and again we have demonstrated by test sales
that our AP newscasts on WKBH bring more response
per advertising dollar than any other type of program
we can use!"'

Of

THE

ASSOCIATED

Broadcasting
I

• Telecasting

PRESS/'
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VAN CAMP SEA FOOD Co., Terminal Island, Calif., through Brisacher
Wheeler & Staff, S. F.; WESSON OIL Co., New Orleans, through Kenyoi
& Eckhardt, N. Y., and Fitzgerald Adv., New Orleans, and GENERAI
MILLS, Minneapolis, through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N. Y., star
concentrated three-way tie-in Lenten campaign. Advertising media in
elude 8,691 commercial spot announcements on 662 radio stations an(
428 on 87 TV stations. '
CALGON Inc., Pittsburgh (water conditioner), to launch TV spot cam
paign in key market areas. Agency: Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove, Pitts
burgh.
AMERICAN
sponsor
Dodger
homeon games
WOR-T'\
New York andTOBACCO
both homeCo.andto out
of town
games
WMGMon that
city
Co-sponsor for two station coverage is Schaefer Brewing Co. [B*T, Fet
11]. Agency for both advertisers: BBDO, N. Y.

COVERAGE

In Atlanta

ALONE

ISN'T

ENOUGH

don't hide your sales message

the bushes — let WGST

in

put it out in front

of the eager buyers in the bustling market.
Capitalize on WGST's
ABC

programs;

coverage;

top rated local and

WGST's

WGST's

complete

front line merchandis-

ing support to wholesalers
We've

market

and

retailers.

A/atwotk • • •
ELECTRIC COMPANIES ADV. PROGRAM, N. Y., starts Meet Corlis
Archer on ABC radio. Sun., 9:15-9:45 p.m. (EST), for 26 weeks fron
April 6. Agency: N. W. Ayer & Son, Hollywood.
HOFFMAN RADIO Corp., L. A. (radio, TV sets), starts Bob Garred any\
the News on 10 ABC Pacific Coast stations, Tues. and Thurs., 7:30-7:4i;
a.m. PST, for 52 weeks from March 11. Agency: Foote, Cone & Beldingi
Hollywood.
INTERNATIONAL SHOE Co., St. Louis, to sponsor first 15-minut;
segment of NBC radio's Howdyi Doody, Sat., 9-10 a.m. EST, effectiv I
March 22. Agency: Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Chicago.
i
FRED JORDAN Inc., L. A. (religious group), starts The Church in th\
Home on 28 ABC Pacific and Mountain x-adio stations. Sun. 12:30-1 p.n;
PST, for 52 weeks effective yesterday. Agency: Arthur V. Jones, L. A
ARTHUR MURRAY Inc., N. Y., renews The Arthur Murray Party, Sun
day, 9-9:30 p.m. EST over ABC-TV, effective immediately. Agency
Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.

been successfully selling in this mar-

ket for 28 years, so take advantage

of the

''know how" we offer for your product.
complete
contact

GRAND UNION Co., N. Y., extends sponsorship of Sharing the Editor.
to WNBF-TV Binghamton, N. Y. Show currently runs on WABD (TV
New York and WBZ-TV Boston. Agency: Bagder, Browning & Hersey
N. Y. .

market

WGST

and

For

station information

or our national reps.

• • •
■^fapol
■O^ancif B.
CHARLES
KNOX nimenti
GELATINE Co., Johnstown, N. Y., names Williar
H. Weintraub & Co., N. Y., as agency for television advertising.
DE COURSEY CREAMERY Co., Kansas City, names Merritt Owens Adv
that city. EARL ALLVINE is account executive.
GRANDMA'S
Calif.

CAKES & COOKIES, L. A., names Jewell Adv., Oaklanc

M. J. MERKIN PAINT Co., N. Y., names Reiss Adv., that city, for com
pany's Velvet Flow paint.
BURLINGTON MILLS Corp., N. Y., names Donahue & Coe, that city, fo
Bur-Mil Cameo hosiery.
GOLDEN DIPT Div., Meletio Sea Food Co., St. Louis, appoints Olia
Adv., that city, to handle Golden Dipt Ready-Mixed Breading account.
■^dfaeople • • •
HENRY SCHACHTE, national advertising manager, Bordon Co., an
VERNON C. MYERS, publisher of Look, elected to board of director.'
Advertising Research Foundation.
C. T. KRUG, Cluett Peabody & Co., N. Y., named advertising manage!
for McGregor Sportswear-, manufactured by David D. Doniger & Co., N. 1
TOM HOUGH, staff advertising assistant, Kraft Foods Co., appointe
company's product advertising manager in charge of Phenix Pabst-et
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TEXAS

an

TT'LYING across the unfenced sky, or looking from the windows of transcontinental
trains, you miss the up-and-downness of the
Panhandle's picturesque barrancas. Back in
the days when a mile still had meaning,
land-hungr}' settlers bought countless acres
cheap— and unseen. One such stopped in
the Land Office, so a story goes, to get directions to his newly-acquired property. He got
back a month later, was recognized by the
clerk, who asked if he had located his land
without too much trouble.

BENT

elevating

dissertation^

KGNC's 10,000 watts of power climb over,
under, around and through the tamed territor}' of Texas, New Mexico, Kansas, Oklahoma, and Colorado which makes up our
market— 83 counties in all— of oil-, gas-,
cotton-, wheat- and cattle-rich country.
Amarillo is the wholesale and shopping
center for this enormous area. If you want
to "lean up against" about two million prosperous people via radio we'll be mighty
glad to help you.

"Yes," the settler said, "I found it, but I
couldn't get over it. All I could do was lean
up against it."
Amarillo

MO
710 KC

"tROADCASTING

•

10,000 WATTS

• Telecasting

•

AFFILIATE

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE O. L. TAYLOR COMPANY
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CLEVELAND
OvmlaJbk!

FOR

THE

FIRST

TIME

^

IN

OVER FIVE YEARS, "DUTCH"
BERGMAN'S SPORTS SHOW,
ON WRC, IS AVAILABLE FOR
SPONSORSHIP.
6:35 p.m. — Monday through Friday

When Arthur J. "Dutch"
Bergman takes to the air for
his nightly sports show on
WRC, he brings with him a
background rich in athletic
experience. Before joining the
WRC sports staff eight years
ago, "Dutch" had chalked up
several years as head coach
and scout for the Washington
Redskins and ten years as
athletic director and head football coach at Catholic University.

^

|*f
feature of the meek
NON-COMMERCIAL
AFTER thumbing through the staCHANTICLEEB BROADCASTING COMPANY
tion's "noncommercial conti-acts,"
officials of WCTC New Brunswick,
N. J., have calculated that in 1951
the independent outlet had picked
up the tab for $46,629 worth of
broadcast time donated to more
than 100 central New Jersey organizations, health and welfare groups
and government agencies.
By using the noncommercial contract forms, which it instituted two
years ago, WCTC not only was able
to keep easy account of its public
service broadcasting record but
also impressed upon public service
organizations the value of the time
they were given. The contract sets
forth times and charges and states
that:
Portion of WCTC's
"non-commercial"
contract
"Inasmuch as the client represents,
or is, a non-profit group or organizatracts in triplicate. One is kept by
tion serving the public welfare and
WCTC,
one goes to the client, and
interest without discrimination as to
one is filed with FCC. Officials
race, creed or color, radio station
WCTC will absorb the costs of the maintain 1951's bill of $46,629
broadcast times and facilities set represented clear profit. During
forth above. No payment is to be the year, they explained, surveys
made by the client."
showed WCTC gained audience "at
The station makes out the contwice the rate" of other stations.

^

strictly

The flavor of Bergman's bigleague contacts with sports
luminaries across the country
and down to the average fan
provides a tightly edited ten
minutes of radio sports reporting. Bergman's sports show is
the highest-rated of its kind
in the early evening hours.
This aYailability can't last
long, so get on the phone right
away and call your nearest
NBC Spot Sales office or the
WRC Sales Department, REpuhlic 4000.
IN THE NATION'S CAPITAL
YOUR BEST BUY IS
FIRST

in WASHINGTON

5,000 Watts > 980 KC
Represented by NBC Spot Sales
Page 18
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FRED C. BROKAW
;|: *
*
n is
eoner
sayswhehe
happierwhothan
somneve
A MAN
is listening to him is Fred
C. Brokaw, executive vice president of Paul H. Raymer Co., national station representation firm.
And when he talks, one of his
favorite subjects is the War Between the States. An English
major at Cornell, class of '24, he
still considers reading a primary
hobby, especially political and mili-

business

tary biographies, and has focused
particular attention on Civil War
history. The diplomatic businessman names two favorite generals:
the North's Sherman and the
South 's Longstreet.
Born in Philadelphia in 1903
where his father, John A. Brokaw,
was a railroad executive, the Raymer vice president was educated in
the public schools there until the
seventh grade, when his family
moved to Westfield, N. J. After
attending high school there, he
entered Cornell.
Immediately after his student
days, Mr. Brokaw went into space
sales for a quality group of magazines and remained to handle such
periodicals as Harpers and Scribners for the following nine years.
Deciding that the magazine field
was over expanded, he switched
to radio, joining the Raymer organization in 1933 and becoming a
partner the following year.
He has had his offices in New
York except for a period from September 1950 until January of this
year, when he was located in Chicago. This January, the Raymer
Co. separated radio from television
sales in New York and he returned
to Manhattan to take direct charge
of AM.
Although he believes the radio(Continued on qmge 55)

WSRSi
"The Family Station"

CLEVELAND'S
ONLY
NEWS
ON
24

STATION
THE

AIR

Hours

around

daily

the

clock

WSRS
#"The Family Station" uses
the latest "on the spot" voice
reporting equipment to cover
all kinds of events and
local news. WSRS has more
active field reporters on their
NEWS staff than any other
station in Ohio. The WSRS
NEWS staff is on the job
around the clock. That's
why you hear it first on
"The Family Station." WSRS
makes it their business to
report the NEWS
really NEWS.

when it is

WSRS
LOCAL

NEWS

EVERY

SIXTY

MINUTES
THE

HALF

ON
HOUl

AROUND

THE

CLOCK
On
24

the

air

hours

daily

*'The Family

Station"

WSRS
CLEVELAND
NAT'L REP. FORJOE & CO.
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BUYS,.,

RADIO

DIAL

THE

ON

AND

NIGHT!

OR

DAY

WATTS

5,000

910

BEST

ENGLAND'S

NEW

OF

ONE

ITS

CONNECTICUT'S

INFLUENTIAL

MOST

INDEPENDENT!

WITH STUDIOS AND BUSINESS OFFICES
INDEPENDENT STATION THAT VIRTUALLY

IN NEW
DELIVERS

BRITAIN, HERE'S
THE ENTIRE STATE

AN
. . .

ITS "MUSIC AND NEWS" PROGRAM
FORMAT CAPTURES AND HOLDS
THE THOUSANDS OF RADIO HOMES THAT PREFER THIS TYPE OF PROGRAMMING AGAINST NETWORK OFFERINGS.
IF YOUR
MARKETS

SCHEDULE
LIKE

WATERBURY,
YOU

CAN

JUST

CHECK

THE

FOR

HARTFORD,

ETC.

EVEN

CALLS

YOU

CAN

JUSTIFY
RATE

NEW

WHAY

CONNECTICUT
BRITAIN,

JUSTIFY

AND

MERIDEN,

WHAY.

AGAINST

TV!

CARD!

NEW

BRITAIN

CONNECTICUT

WHAY

REPRESENTED
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BY

ADAM

YOUNG
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Bank on B^T
EDITOR:

Radio's on the Radio
EDITOR:

I wonder if you'd be good enough
to send us any articles that have
run in the last year covering
"bank" advertising? . . .
Franklin T. Cox
J. Cunningham Cox Inc. Adv.
Philadelphia
[EDITOR'S NOTE: En route to Mr.
Cox are "TV Puts Money in the Bank"
(B«T, Aug. 27, 1951); "Clients Came in
Droves" (B*T, July 30, 1951); "Businesswise Bankers" (B#T, June 11,
1951),
(B»T, and
Dec. "Showing
11, 1950.] Bank Services"
* * *

Answering your question . . .
"Did any station . . . tell its audience that there are 105,300,000 radio sets
America?"
[B»T editorial,in
Feb. 18]
:
But of course.
On all WJAG
newscasts for a solid day. We included info with jumbo postal mailing to all local-regional advertisers
and potential advertisers. We dis
cussed the data (we even credited
networks) on our Class A noontim
quarter hour Voice of the People . .
Bob
Thomas
Manager

Not Responsible for . . .
EDITOR:
... I recently had an employe
who left me, merely saying he was
going into another business in the
Middlewest or East. That was
some two months ago. Today I
received a call from the Los
Angeles Better Business Bureau as
to niy placing time for a "freezer"

open

mike

deal on midwestern and eastern TV
outlets, under insertion orders
from my agency.
Will you pass along to the trade
— -TV especially — that if they are
accepting insertion orders (now
known to have disappeared from
our files) and not bearing my
signature with mailing address
from this agency, that they are
doing so at their own risk. . . .
Jack Vaughn
Jack Vaughn Adv. Agency
Burbank, Calif.
EDITOR:
"How Industry Makes Friends
by Radio" by George H. Jaspert

in the Feb. 25 Broadcasting •
Telecasting is the most constructive article I have ever read in
your magazine and I have read
every page and clipped hundreds
of them for my permanent files
since your first issue.
Industry always has a problem
of public and personnel relations.
Far too often this problem is ignored and allowed to fester until
it breaks out in labor disputes, discriminatory taxation, or other difficulties which cost industry money,
productive time and friends. . . .
George Logan Price
George Logan Price Inc.
Malibu, Calif.

4,

.§5
mis

RICH

Radio delivers MORE

MARKET
sets-in-use in die South

veys for Oct. -Nov. 1951 compared with Oct.Nov. 1945 prove it. Morning up 6.8, afternoon
up 8.0 and evening up 4.4. Television is still
insignificant here because no consistently satisfactory TV signal reaches South Bend. Don't
sell this rich market short. Wrap it up with
WSBT radio.
Years

on

❖

Norfolk, Neb.
❖ ^

Misquoted
EDITOR:
I have just finished reading the
story on page 106 of the Feb. 25
issue of Broadcasting regarding
my talk at the Illinois [Broadcasters Assn.] meeting in Springfield
My remarks regarding the networks were misquoted in your story
What I actually said was that ir
1951 "throat cutting" tacting wert
prevailent not only among the net
works, but among competitive stations as well. It was my opinioi
that the industry would be bettei,
served by a more positive approacl-i
on the parts of stations and netJ
works to sell radio as a medium)
consistently and realistically. |
In addition, I in no way assertedi
nor did I imply, that the networks!
were "un-coneerned"
about th('
welfare
of radio as a medium.
Walter J. Rothschild
General Manager
WTAD Quincy, III.
[EDITOR'S
NOTE: B«T regrets th(
misquotation
record straight.]and is glad to set thi {
*
*
*
Auctions
EDITOR:
Have just noticed in the Feb. 21
issue of Broadcasting • Telecast
ing a letter written by Jack Maym
of the Chamber of Commerce o:
Redding, Calif., commenting on th(
$18,500 raised through a radi<
auction for the March of Dimes
He said he felt that few area;
could equal this record.
No doubt he will be interested ii
knowing that we here in Bowlinj,'
Green this year with our auctioi
raised $21,600 net, and the popula
tion of Bowling Green is 22,500 o
42,000
in the county o
Warren.population
....

Bend market than before TV ! . . . Hooper Ser-

30

WJAG

tfie A/r

I believe that if Mr. Mayne wil
check the records, he will find th
per capita computation here i
greaterfigure
than in
his area. Iasdon'hj
quite
mathematics
does. Basing his $18,500 on a pop
ulation of 28,000 for the county j
he says that would be almost $1.2 j
per head. Unless I'm badly off limy figures, it seems that it woul
figure some 48 cents per capita. . . •
Ken D. Given
V A U L
Page 20
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850 HOUSEWIVES responded to Kay West's appeal for volun
teers to promote, test and sample the products advertised on her
"At Home With Kay West" program! Representing a large part
of Oregon and Washington, these women form an important
cross section of the RICH northwest market. Advertisers are invited to make use of this panel for market surveys, studies of buying habits, checking distribution and displays or for gathering
other vital merchandising information. The services of these 850
extra salesmen and goodwill ambassadors are available to Kay
West advertisers at no extra cost.

A PERFORMANCE-PROVEN

PROGRAM

!

''At Home With Kay West" has twice been voted the outstanding
women's radio program in the nation by the Grocery Manufac-,
turers of America. It is broadcast Monday through Friday from
1:00 to 2:00 p.m. Consult KEX
plete details.

Sales or Free & Peters for com- ^

Oregon's
50,000 Watt Station
ABC
AFFILIATE
IN PORTLAND
WESTINCHOUSE
KDKA.WBZ.WBZA*

RADIO

STATIONS

WOWCKEX.

Inc

KYW. WBZ-TV

National Representatives, Free i Peters, except for WBZ-TV; for WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales
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NORTH

CAROLINA

IS

THE

SOUTH'S

NUMBER

ONE

STATE

North Carolina rates more firsts
in recognized market surveys than
any other Southern state. More
North Carolinians, according to
BMB

NORTH

study, listen to WPTF

than

to any other station.

CAROLINA'S

er

Safes,

50,000
NBC

AFFILIATE

FOR

FREE
R. H. MASON.

GENERAL

WATTS

•

RALEIGH-DURHAM

& PETERS,

MANAGER

680

KG.

& EASTERN

NATIONAL

NORTH

GAKOLINA

REPRESENTATIVE

6US YOUNGSTEADT,

SALES MANAGER
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CBS

WIDENS

iBS's jockeying for strengthened
iosition in the field of television
fcation ownership [B»T, March 3]
ast week moved it two steps nearer
quality with competitive networks
n that score.
# Subject to FCC approval, it
leached agreement Thursday which
1 effect will merge its WCCO Mineapolis-St. Paul with WTCN-TV
1 the same market and give CBS
7% ownership interest in the dual
peration.
9 Earlier in the week it conrmed that it had acquired 45%
iterest in KQV Pittsburgh, a
ioneer radio station which also is
a TV license".
pplying
In the for
Minneapolis pact, which
ras understood to involve no exchange of money, a new company
nil be formed to take over the as;2ts of CBS's WCCO and Mid-Connent Radio - Television Inc.'s
A^TCN-TV, a Ridder Newspaperslinnesota Tribune Co. property.
lid-Continent will own 53% of
le new company and CBS the
emaining 47%.
Mid-Continent, which currently
wns WTCN as well as WTCNV, will dispose of the radio outlet
pon completion of the transaction,
nder the plan, in conformity with
CC's duopoly rules. Mid-Contient officials said no negotiations
ad yet been started for its sale,
he station is an ABC affiliate
perating on 1280 kc with power
f 5 kw day and 1 kw night.
Interest in KQV
CBS's cash commitment for the
5% interest in KQV, more than
1 years old and owned by Alleheny Broadcasting Corp., could
ot be ascertained immediately. The
.greement reportedly stipulated
echnical assistance by CBS, as well
te CBS assistance in the bid for a
jV grant, as part of the considerai-on.

10, 1952
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ship interest in the Washington
Post's WTOP-AM-FM-TV, both the
WCCO-WTCN-TV and the KQV
contracts provide CBS no voice in
station management. Its KQV
stock is non-voting, it was pointed
out, while its 47% of the stock of
the proposed new WCCO-WTCNTV licensee would be represented
by voting trust certificates — not
voted by CBS. In the case of its
WTOP stock, the Washington Post,
which owns 55%, actually votes
100%.
These minority, non-voting ownership provisions thus would leave
CBS still short of equality with
NBC and ABC in their outright
ownership of five TV stations each.
CBS currently owns two outright — ■
WCBS-TV New York, KNXT (TV)
Los Angeles — plus the 45% share
of WTOP-TV and the proposed
47% of WTCN-TV. Additonally,
CBS has a contract to buy Balaban
& Katz' WBKB (TV) Chicago for a
record |6 million if the ABC-United
Paramount Theatres merger wins
FCC approval.
By virtue of the minority-pro-

In

KQV,

WTCN-TV

visions arrangements, however,
CBS presumably avoids any need
to dispose of any radio outlet to
comply with FCC's policy of holding a single entity's AM holdings
to ownership of seven stations.
Before the KQV transaction, CBS
owned seven AM stations outright
and had 45% interest in another.
With the KQV deal already effectuated, completion of the Minneapolis
transaction will change the lineup
to outright ownership of six AMs
and minority, non-voting interests
in three others. Thus CBS gives
up control of one and gains minority
interests in two.
FCC Consent Not Needed
Whereas the Minneapolis plan
requires FCC's approval before it
can be consummated, the purchase
of the KQV stock, not affecting control of the station, does not need
FCC's consent, it was pointed out.
All that is required is that KQV
report to FCC the fact that the
transaction has been made. It was
understood that FCC authorities
had been briefed on the plan in

Minority

Pacts

advance.
The Minneapolis transaction was
announced Thursday in a statement
issued jointly by William J. McNally, chairman of the board of
Mid-Continent, and Joseph H.
Ream, CBS executive vice president, who reportedly were principal
figures in the negotiations. They
said no changes were contemplated
in the WCCO or WTCN-TV staffs.
Text of the joint statement:
"Subject to the approval of the
Federal Communications Commission, arrangements have been completed for the acquisition by MidContinent Radio-Television Inc. of
53% interest in radio station
WCCO, and for the acquisition by
Columbia Broadcasting System of
47% interest in television station
WTCN-TV. Both WCCO and
WTCN-TV are located in Minneapolis-St. Paul.
"Both stations will be owned by
a new corporation to be organized
in which Mid-Continent will own
53% of the stock and Columbia will
own 47% of the stock, to be repre(Continiied on page 38)

Networks Seek to Stem Lags
PLANS
ER
MM
SU
count for year-round sponsorship.
THEIR spring projects generally
The Pimpernel, which will be proIf this saving is applied to the
out of the way, the networks last
duced in London; a new mystery
eight summer weeks, it is the
week were contemplating summer
program
called The Chase, and reequivalent of buying that time at
vival of NBC Summer Theatre.
schedules, with at least four developments emerging at this early 42 cents on the dollar. NBC-TV
CBS Radio announced:
stage :
also is offering "special induce^ Advertisers are beginning to
ments" toonly.
advertisers wishing sumDoris star,
Day,hasthebeenWarner
mer time
singing
signed Bros.'
for a
get special TV network rate "innetwork
show
to
start
about April
CBS Radio, meanwhile, has
ducements" for summertime.
1. A show titled That Hammer
9 At least one radio network
evolved a special "summer saturaGuy, based on the Mickey Spillane
has worked out a summer saturation" offer for spot announcements
paper-cover action stories, is being
tion offer for spot announcements
on its owned-and-operated stations.
prepared. Frank Fontaine is to be
The offer contains the usual dis- featured
on its owned-and-operated stations.
in a new comedy series.
counts on one-minute announce9 New programs are being deThe network also is negotiating
veloped for the hot-weather season.
ments, plus a 16y2% discount if the with Actor John Wayne.
9 Most advertisers at this point advertiser uses as many as 500 anAnother radio situation comedy
nouncements per station during the show featuring Spring Byington
apparently are expecting to retain
their network time, substituting
summer. This special offer is available to all advertisers, but for the called Autumn Bride, a show from
less expensive shows during the
Mike Romanoff's restaurant called
summer period.
0 & 0 stations only.
Meet Me at Mike's, and another
CBS-TV, it was understood, last
series based on Mr. Carp character
New Programs Due
week offered to its advertisers a
and
featuring Richard Haydn are
NBC radio this summer once
plan whereby, if they sign by April
on CBS Radio tap for summer
1, taking no eight-week hiatus,
again plans to plunge into a de- takeoff. Sound tracks of two CBSvelopmental schedule to build proagreeing to a firm 13 weeks following the usual hiatus time (July 6
TV shows
Lovebeing
Lucy examined
and What'sto
grams for fall sale, Charles (Bud)
My
Line — /are
through Aug. 30) and by not dropBarry, vice president in charge of see if they may be used on radio.
ping any stations, they will be al- programming for NBC radio, told
Although it is still too early to
lowed an extra 10% discount on
Broadcasting • Telecasting.
predict how many advertisers will
time charges and a 25% credit
Among the new programs that take evening time off during this
toward the talent cost.
(Continued on page 24)
NBC-TV is offering a 10% dis- will be created are a period piece,

i Headed by President Earl F.
[eed, KQV currently is a Mutual
'ffiliate and operates with 5 kw
ower fulltime on 1410 kc. CBS
ladio's present affiliate in Pittsjurgh is WJAS, on 1320 kc with 5
w fulltime
KQV was purchased in August
)44 by William S. Walker, Irwin
lolf, Earl P. Reed and Charles
:,. Campbell from Hugh .J. Brennen
|)r approximately $575,000. At
resent, the principal stockholders
re Irwin D. Wolf and Earl F.
iteed.
' As in the case of its 45% ownerIROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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SUMMER

WNHC-AM-TV New Haven, Conn., announces appointment of four vice
presidents. They are (standing I to r): David K. Harris, producer-director for
station, named vice president in charge of television production; Edward D.
Taddei, certified public accountant, appointed executive vice president to act
as director of finance and control, and assistant to president and secretarytreasurer on corporate and FCC matters; Vincent DeLaurentis, chief engineer,
named vice president in charge of radio and television engineering; and Vince
Callanan, sales manager, named vice president in charge of radio and television sales. The new vice presidents are pictured with (seated I to r) Aldo
DeDominicis, secretary-treasurer and general manager of Elm City Broadcasting Corp., licensee, and Patrick J. Goode, president.

SPOT

DRIVES
Buying Is Picking Up
ACTIVITY looking toward spring
and summer spot campaigns in
both radio and television was evidenced in a spot check made by
Broadcasting • Telecasting last
week.
Maxon Inc., New York, for example, is preparing radio and television spots to be used in a campaign— the extent of which will be
determined within a fortnight —
starting early in April, for Peter
Paul Candy Co. Meanwhile the advertiser has bought a spot in NBCTV's Today in Pittsburgh only.
Mohawk Carpets, also through
Maxon Inc., is in a similar situation
with production of TV and AM
spots currently in progress. Actual
list of stations and markets is not
expected to be revealed for another
10 days.
Kellogg Company Set
Kellogg Co., Battle Creek,
through Kenyon & Eckhardt, New
York, on March 31 will start its
spot announcement radio drive in
about 100 markets. Contracts are
for 26 weeks. The spring drive is
in addition to its part-sponsorship
of the NBC television show, All
Star Revue, on Saturdays.
Another advertiser, said to be
spending approximately $20,000 a
week in spots, is Pro Tarn Corp.,
a reducing agent. The firm, which
is handled by Dowd, Redfield &
Johnstone, New York, places its
■quarter-hour transcribed show.
Health Quiz, and one-minute announcements on stations throughout the country. Most of the contracts are placed on a mail-order
basis, -John Andre, president of
Pro Tam, explained.
"We are national advertisers and
have been using radio spots suche said. cessfully for the past four years,"
Page 24
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Summer Plans
(Continued from page 23)
summer, more than two dozen are
understood to have indicated to
NBC-TV that they will continue
for summer audiences. Among
them are Procter & Gamble, Benrus
Watch Co., Camel cigarettes,
Crosley Corp., Speidel watch bands,
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.,
American Tobacco, S. C. Johnson,
Old Gold cigarettes, Kraft Foods,
De Soto-Plymouth cars, Liggett &
Myers, Ford Motor Co., RCA, Pall
Mall cigarettes. Gulf Oil Co.,
Chesebrough Mfg. Co., Revere
Copper Ware, General Foods,
Philco Corp., Goodyear and U. S.
Tobacco.
Newest Survey
To convince other advertisers of
the value of summer television,
NBC-TV meanwhile unveiled results of its newest survey: "Summer Television — Hotter Than
NBC radio reported that its
daytime
sponsored schedule will
July."
probably
remain intact. Only one
evening cancellation was known
late last week: Father Knows Best,
sponsored by Crosley Div. of Avco
Mfg. Corp. Thursdays, 8-8:30 p.m.
Mutual expects that only its advertisers appealing to the children's audience will take off for a
13-week hiatus as has been done
in the past, officials said. Other
advertisers are expected to remain
through the summer.
Spokesmen for ABC radio and
TV reported their own planning
and negotiations to be still in their
early stages.
Signs Simulcasts
REYNOLDS METAL CO., N. Y.,
will sponsor two Arturo Toscanini
concerts on simulcasts, March 15
and 22, on NBC radio and TV, 6:30
p.m. Buchanan & Co., New York,
is agency.

USTENING IN SO. CAUF.
KMX Promotion Campaign

USING the theme that radio listeners are as numerous in the summer as any other time of the year,
KNX Los Angeles last week started
its annual summer campaign for
advertisers.
Salesmen of the CBS owned outlet are armed with a brochure full
of statistical information on Southern California as a summer market.
Titled "This Summer Sell the Most
Where the Most is Sold," it was
compiled by Sherril Taylor, KNX
and Columbia Pacific Network sales
promotion manager.
The brochure shows that 27.1%
of 1950's total retail sales made in
Southern California were during
the third quarter and radio listening is at almost exactly the same
high level in summer as any other
time of the year.
KNX points out that sales of gasoline, auto accessories, household
furnishings and appliances are
greater during the summer than
at any other season there.
Basing its statement on The
Pulse's July-August 1951 survey,
the station points out that in Los
Angeles and Orange Counties,
which comprise 76% of the Southern California market, KNX has a
summer share of audience 20.7%
greater than the second station and
52% greater than the fourth
station.
60% Stay Home
Utilizing All- Year Club official
figures, KNX points out that in
summer 60% of Southern Calif ornians stay at home during their
vacations and are joined by tourists
who make the area their playground during those months.
This is amplified by a further
statement that for the 12 months
period ending Aug. 12, 1951, more
than 3 million out-of-state tourists
visited Southern California, with
39.2% of them visiting during summer months. During 1951 these
WBS TALENT BUDGET
Is Largest in History
A TALENT budget of $270,000 for
the next 12 months has been drawn
up by World Broadcasting System,
producer of transcribed library
programs and features. Vice President Herbert Gordon announced
Thursday.
The largest talent budget in the
company's
history said,
was by
made
possible, Mr. Gordon
a large
increase in station subscribers during the past year. Nearly 900
stations are affiliated with the service, it was reported. The $270,000
will be used not only for such artists as Robert Montgomery, David
Rose and Bob Haymes, currently
under World contract, but also to
sign new entertainment personalities and to give greater attention
than ever before to production
music.

Gets Underway

tourists spent 11.7% more than the !
previous year for a total $473,957,- 1
365 worth of purchases. |
KNX also tells its advertisers
that food and drug store summer
sales closely approximate the other
seasons, citing figures supplied by^
the California State Board of

Equalization.
"An advertiser," the KNX bro- i
chure states, "can't afford to let'!
up in summer advertising." 1
Armed with the statistical in- '
formation, Alan Axtell, assistant
sales manager and national sales
manager of KNX and Columbia
Pacific Network, will visit variou;
major eastern markets to contact
agency executives and advertisers
Trade paper advertising anc
mailing pieces are being used tc
reach advertisers.
To stimulate summer audiences j
on - the - air - promotion, progran |
trailers in Pacific drive-in theatre,' r
throughout Southern Calif ornii it
and full page ads in Hollyw^oo( jStars baseball program will h
utilized.
.
1
WFBR PROMOTES MASLIN
Is Named Vice Presiden
ROBERT S. MASLIN Jr., public
ity director and secretary, WFEi^j
Baltimore, has been appointed t
the newly-create
post
pres Ci
dent ofin vice
charge
advertising, pre
motion and me;
chandising, it
week. Mr. Ma;
1 i n ' s assistaij
announced
1 a s'
will be Willia:!
B. Roche,
who hi.;
f(
four
years
Mr. Maslin

been sales proni' i
tion manager at the station. jAccording to John E. Surricr
WFBR vice president and gener
manager, "a larger departmer
with additional employes, has bei
created in order to increase tl
scope of the activities in tho
three fields ofimportant
operation towhich
increasingly
the sta'
tion itself and its clients."
NBC

Summer

Survey

NBC's first field survey of sui
mer
viewing habits
and theduri)
sal'
effectiveness
of television
the summer months will be o\
lined to agency guests in Chica
tomorrow (Tuesday) at a lunche
in the Merchants and Manufj
turers Club. The study was shoi
to the industry in New Yo
Wednesday. Eugene M. Hoge, NI
TV central division sales manag
will be host.

BROADCASTING
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RAYBURN

BAN

'HERE was little optimism exlessed on Capitol Hill last week
lat House Speaker Sam Ray.irn's (D-Tex.)
stand against
idio-TV coverage of House comttee hearings would be upset
n [B«T, March 3].
An unusual remark that "broad1 iters don't seem to be interested
. it is remarkable how little we
lave had from either the industry
the public" was given BroadA.3TING • Telecasting by House
Minority Leader Joseph W. Martin
R-Mass.).
The veteran Congressman deared, "We can't win it unless we
tet some outside aid," explaining
lat
is' what gets
lingspublic
done indemand
Congress.
But peppering the long-range
aestion of whether radio and TV
ill have free access as does the
ress to open hearings of comattees were these highlights :
# Sen. Harry Cain (R-Mich.),
sae of those in the upper chamber
I ho has attacked radio and television presence in Senate committee
earings, admitted he would favor
roadcast coverage if first, a code
ould be established for committee
rocedure.
9 Spokesman in the District
ttorney's ofBce in Washington,
. C, indicated there may be grand
ivy action this week on the Senate
mtempt citations of Clevelanders
ouis Rothkopf and Morris Klein'lan. They refused to appear before
icrophones and TV cameras durig the Kefauver Crime Hearings
Closed Circuit, Jan. 14].
# Wide study and distribution
f a report by the American Bar
ssn., which criticized radio-TV

Little Hope

on

coverage of congressional committees.
9 A disclosure that the Senate
Rules Committee staff has been
working on the problem "unofficially."
While the GOP policy committee
in the House may be expected to
discuss the issue at an early date,
Rep. Martin indicated that an expected wave of protest from an
angry public and an angry radioTV industry had not made itself
heard in GOP offices.
Immediate protests which were
stirred by the Speakers' rules interpretation against radio, TV,
recordings and film, washed into
Mr. Rayburn's office. Rep. Martin,
on the other hand, said he was
unable to judge that flow of protests but could only measure what
he and other GOP leaders in the
House had received.

of the House Un-American Activities subcommittee Detroit hearing
Feb. 28 was not a precedent, according to the Speaker. Rep. Rayburn noted that last fall he had
instructed the King subcommittee
probing tax scandals not to allow
TV into the hearing room, and that
there have been other instances in
which he applied the House rules
to ban both radio and TV coverage
of House committee proceedings.
Congress must adopt a code of
procedures for committees to give
witnesses the same protection demanded for the Congressman before radio and TV ought to be
permitted to cover committee hearings. Sen. Cain told Broadcasting • Telecasting.
Thus, he said, he would favor
radio-TV at certain hearings providing there was no distraction to
witnesses.

Change Could Open Door
It is generally acknowledged by
Congressmen studying the issue
that a change in the House rules,
which do not cover radio or television coverage of committee proceedings, could open the committee
door to radio and TV once more.
Meanwhile, Speaker Rayburn
further clarified his stand. He told
newsmen that President Truman
had nothing to do with his decision
to outlaw the broadcast media. He
said he had never discussed his ban
with the President "at any time in
my life," but based it on his own
interpretation of the House rules.
The decision. Speaker Rayburn
declared, will stand "unless the
House changes the rules."
His refusal to permit telecasts

"No matter what is done," Sen.
Cain said, "I would give the witness the right to determine whether
he will be comfortable with or with-

Acheson

Conference

Is Tape Recorded
«IEWS RIGHTS
ADIO last Wednesday won equal recognition as a news reporter on at
^^ast one government front — the Dept. of State — in its continuing fight
br parity vdth the press.
Washington broadcasters convinced the State Dept. of the workability
if a plan to tape-record authorized
authorities and delete any portions
;^ortions of Secretary Dean Achenot so authorized.
hn's weekly news conference,
Mr. McDermott told Broadcasti CBS, leading off a proposed
ing • Telecasting that broadcast[iDund of pool coverage, recorded
le entire Acheson conference
ers had requested permission to
Wednesday. Radio newsmen sub- record the conferences and said the
litted it to State Dept. officials for plan will continue "on a trial basis."
This represents a departure in de'pproval on the basis of a previous
partment procedure, he said.
greement evolved with Michael
IcDermott,
public information
Noting that Mr. Acheson, like
ifficer.
President Truman, does not speak
for quotation by press save with
Access To Tapes
specific authorization, Mr. McDermott cited the problems inJ J Each radio network will have
volved in such coverage. Mr. Achejiccess to the weekly tapes, taking
son showed willingness to test the
^"s turn in recording the proceedngs. CBS Wednesday used (about idea, he added, when assured of
'0 minutes were authorized)
broadcasters' cooperation.
'VTOP-TV Washington's Esso news
He also compared the Secretary's
,S,'how with Walter Cronkite at 6:45 news conferences to White House
• .m. It also was scheduled for CBS
sessions held by the Chief Execu:tadio's News On the Record Saturtive. Quoted excerpts of the Presiay and perhaps other programs.
dent's remarks also have been used
The agreement provides that the on radio when directly authorized
and made available to the press, he
etwork covering the conference
observed.
nil submit the tape to State Dept.
i'.ROADCASTING

Is Seen

• Telecasting

Hill for Quick

Upset

colleagues in the upper chamber
that would
re-align
committee procedures
(see entire
page 44).

out television."
Sen.
Cain's views were given in
amplification of his remarks made
on DuMont Television Network's
Keep Posted last Tuesday, 8:30-9

Sen. Cain referred to a statement made late last month by Sen.
Margaret Chase Smith (R-Me.),
urging a Senate Rules subcommittee of which she is ranking
GOP member to hold "early hearings" on S Res 106 and other legislation before it [B*T, Feb. 25].
Other measures referred to by
Sen. Smith was a concurrent resolution to establish rules of procedure in congressional investigations, and to set up procedure
where a member of Congress makes
derogatory remarks in debate about
a citizen.
Rules Committee Studying
An informal study of the broadcast question is being conducted by
the Rules Committee staff, it was
learned, in order to be prepared
should the committee decide to take
it up. This staff action has not
been noted in broadcast circles or
by Sen.
the press.
Cain also was concerned
with the cases of Messrs. Kleinman
and Rothkopf when moves to cite
them
20]. for contempt came up in the
Senate last summer [B»T, Aug.

Sen. Cain, as he did on the DuMont program, pointed out there is
legislation pending before the
p.m.
Senate Rules Committee which
would direct studies of these queshe noted.tions. "The machinery is there."
Upon checking with the Rules
Committee, Broadcasting • Telecasting learned there are a few
resolutions pending, one of which,
S Res 106, introduced by Sen. Alexander Wiley (R-Wis.), would direct
a study of telecasting and broadcasting of committee proceedings.
Another is a measure sponsored by
Sen. Estes Kefauver (D-Tenn.) in
conjunction with a number of his

At that time, the Senator asked
the chamber to vote on whether to
send the citations back to committee. His move was defeated.
The District Attorney's office in
Washington, D. C, revealed Thursday to Broadcasting • Telecasting that the grand jury may take
some action on the Clevelanders'
case today or tomorrow. This could
be in the form of an indictment.
This case has been considered as
a probable court test as to whether
radio and TV at congressional committee hearings violate witnesses'
rights.
A discussion of witnesses' rights
(Continued on page 8i )

Drawn for Broadcasting • Telecasting by Sid Hix
"Speaker Rayburn couldn't find any rule to cover the use of electricity."
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Swomln Last Thursday
ARTLEY
ROBT.man B
M.
CO
mer Ruth Adams of Washington),Wayne Coy, which runs to and Exchange Commission, became
ROBERT T. BARTLEY was sworn
June 30, 1958.
a vice president of Yankee Network,
in as an FCC Commissioner last
and their three children, Robert T. '
At one time Mr. Bartley was di- was director of war activities and Jr., 15; Jane, 11 and Thomas Ray-,
Thursday at ceremonies attended by
rector of the Telegraph Division of later of government relations of
leading Texas and Capitol Hill
burn,
5.
luminaries.
NAB, became secretary-treasurer
the FCC, shortly after the formaAmong
those attending the cere-i '
of FM Broadcasters Inc. and when
tion
of
the
agency.
He
thus
joins
The oath of office was administhree other members of the FCC
FMBI was merged with NAB, di- monies
Speakerwere:
of the House of Representa- '
tered before the entire FCC and a
who were staff members of the
tives Sam Rayburn, Associate Supremf
rector of NAB's FM Dept.
large audience by Chief Judge MarCourt
Justice
Tom C. Clark, Democrati<
Since 1948, Mr. Bartley has been
Commission before their appointvin Jones of the U. S. Court of
Sen. Ernest W. McFarland (Ariz.) anc
administrative assistant to Speaker Lyndon
ments: Comrs. Rosel H. Hyde,
B. Johnson (Tex.), Reps. Johi
Claims. The ceremony was precedGeorge E. Sterling and Edward M. of the House Sam Rayburn (D- W. McCormack (Mass.), John J. Demp.
ed by a welcoming address by the
Webster.
scy (N. M.), James W. Trimbel (Ark.;
Tex.), his uncle.
FCC Chairman, Paul A. Walker.
the following members of th(
Following his FCC years, Mr.
Present at the swearing-in cere- and
Texas delegation to the House (al
Mr. Bartley assumes the remainBartley served with the Securities
monies were Mrs. Bartley (the for- Democrats): Wright Patman, Alber
der of the term of former ChairThomas, Wingate H. Lucas, J. Franl
*
* *
Wilson, Paul J. Kilday, Walter Rogers
John E. Lyle Jr., Lloyd M. Bentsen Jr.
Hon. Walter M. W. Splawn, Interstat(
Commerce Commission member; Judg
Eugene Worley, Court of Customs ani
Patent Appeals; Comr. Wilson Cowcd
Court of Claims; U. S. Asst. Attorne:
General WiUiam Amory UnderhilJ
GRUBB APPOINTED
House Parllmentarian Lewis Deschler
former NAB Presidents Neville Mille
Is Fort Industry V. P.
and Justin Miller (with whom Mi
Bartley
was associated when he wa ,
APPOINTMENT of Gayle V.
employed there).
Grubb, ABC vice president in
Comr. Bartley was confirm&'
charge of the San Francisco divispeedily by the Senate late Tues
sion, as vice president and managday afternoon. His nomination t
ing director of Fort Industry Co.'s
succeed Mr. Coy was unaminousl i
WJBK-AM-FM-TV Detroit [Closed
approved
by the Senate Interstat
Circuit, March 3] was announced
& Foreign Commerce Committe
last week by Lee B. Wailes, execuFeb. 28 [B«T, March 3].
tive vice president of Fort Industry.
When Comr. Bartley's nomine
Coincidentally, the appointment
tion was brought up on the floe
it
evoked comment on the currer
of Glenn Jackson as managing diTV
freeze by Sen. James P. Kei
rector of the company's WAGAAM-FM-TV Atlanta was announced
(R-Mo.), a member of the Coni
by Stanton P. Kettler, Fort Inmerce committee.
'
dustry regional vice president in ADMINISTERING oath to new FCC Comr. Robert T. Bartley (r) at swearSen. Kem, noting he supporte'
charge of the southern district.
ing-in ceremonies at the Commission was Chief Judge Marvin Jones of U. S. the nomination of Comr. Bartle;'
outlined, as he had during the com
Mr. Jackson was managing di- Court of Claims. Mr. Bartley took the place of recently-resigned Chairman
rector of WMMN Fairmont, W. Va.
(Continued on page 81 ) ■
Wayne Coy, whose term of office would have expired June 30, 1958.
Mr. Grubb, a veteran of 28 years
in radio, will assume his duties
with the Detroit station on April
1. He succeeds Richard E. Jones,
who resigned about two months
Connolly, Oberfelder, Materne Promoter
ago.
ABC
POSTS
Started at KFAB
Mr. Oberfelder has been wi1:
experience in both radio and the
Mr. Grubb has been in radio PROMOTION of James H. Con- ABC organization.
ABC since February 1945. In Juii
nolly
to
be
vice
president
of
ABC
since 1924, when he entered the
1946 he was named assistant c;
Connolly joined the network
in charge of its San Francisco di- as Mr.
rector of advertising and prom
field as manager of KFAB Lincoln,
a
member
of
the
station
relations
vision and advancements for Ted
Neb. In 1928 he moved to WKY
tion and in December 1947 he a
department in July 1944 after some
Oberfelder
and William M. Materne
vanced to the directorship. He b
Oklahoma City as manager, re18 years' experience in the agency
came general manager of WJZ |
maining with that station until he in the subsequent realignment were
field, first with N. W. Ayer & Son
announced last Wednesday by ABC
joined ABC in 1945 as general manand then with the Branham Co. November 1950.
ager of KGO San Francisco. His President Robert E. Kintner.
Mr. Materne joined ABC in 195
He opened ABC's station relations
duties were expanded to include
office in Chicago in 1946, later re- serving until September 1941, whi
Mr. Connolly, who has been ABC
managership of KGO-TV in May
he entered the Navy. Released fro i
turning to New York headquarters
1949 and he was elected a vice vice president for owned radio sta- where he became vice president in naval service with the rank of lie
tions, was named to the San Franpresident of the network in Novemtenant, he joined the sales staff
charge of station relations in Jancisco post as successor to Gayle
ber 1951.
uary 1951. In February 1951, he Mutual in 1945, then rejoined t
Grubb, who is joining the Fort In- was appointed vice president in ABC radio network's sales orgaif
Mr. Jackson, moving from
dustry Co. [Closed Circuit, March
WMMN to the WAGA properties,
zation in 1949.
charge of owned radio stations.
t
3]; (also see story this page).
succeeds James E. Bailey, who
*
resigned early this year.
Changes Effective March 15
Mr. Jackson was program direcMr.
Oberfelder, general manager
tor of WSPD and WSPD-TV Toledo
for eight years before he went to of ABC's WJZ New York, was appointed director of owned radio
WMMN.
stations for the network.
Mr. Materne, account executive
in the radio Network's sales department, was named general
manager of WJZ.
The changes become effective
Saturday (March 15).
Mr. Kintner noted that the promotions are in line with ABC's
policy of advancing executives
from within the organization. All
Mr. Jackson
Mr. Grubb
three appointees have had extensive
Page 26 • March 10, 1952
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By BRUCE ROBERTSON
Respite the official slogan of
'Forty Years Sets the Pace, 19121952," last week's convention of the
[institute of Radio Engineers will
Jbe better remembered as the "Two
iilT" convention where television and
[transistors were the top topics of
Idiscussion in technical sessions and
^[the major points of interest in the
(accompanying Radio Engineering
Show.
Held in New York, with conventtion headquarters at the WaldorfiiAstoria Hotel and the show, where
356 manufacturing companies displayed 110,000,000 worth of their
newest products, at Grand Central
j|Palace, the IRE meetings set a new
fjattendance record of 30,000. They
provided large and attentive audiences for the more than 200 papers
presented at some 40 technical sessions and packed the product exhibition floors to give the palace the
. atmosphere of a department store
at the peak of the Christmas rush.
Speaking at the annual banquet
on Wednesday, Charles E. Wilson,
Director of Defense Mobilization,
assured the 2,000 IRE members and
guests that controls will be lifted
and materials returned to the open
market wherever and whenever pos!jsible.
He cited rubber, chrome, stainless
steel, lead, plastics, nylon, hides
, and skins as demonstrating the government's willingness to remove or
relax controls as shortages ease.
"We are not interested in controls for controls' sake — quite the
contrary," he declared.
Crediting the engineers and scientists of radio and related fields
with having "changed the whole
aspect of our civilization, ministerIiji ing to the education and delight of
human beings all over the earth,
jji as well as to the destructive power
of new weapons,"
Mr. Wilson
If! charged them with contributing to
the astronomical costs of modern
war.
"Fantastic new weapons are fantastically expensive," he stated.
Military Costs Rising
Mr. Wilson said that present military expenditures of $2 billions a
month will reach a level of $3.5
billions by next January and will
stay on that plateau for the succeeding 18 months, until the national defense objectives are obtained.
Long lines forming at the industrial color TV exhibition of CBS
Labs Division and Remington Rand
in advance of each demonstration
proved that radio engineers are as
curious about color TV as anyone
else (story on page 62). The fullto-capacity grand ballroom of the
Waldorf for a Tuesday evening special session at which National Television System Committee members
reported on the progress of this industry-wide group towards achieving basic standards for a commercially practicable system of color
BROADCASTING

TRANSISTORS,
TV gave further proof that the interest of the engineers in color
includes a serious professional attitude as well as personal curiosity
(see page 62 for NTSC story).
Ultra high frequency TV was another focal point on the program,
with interest sparked by the knowledge that the majority of the new
video stations that will come into
being following the end of the
freeze will be of the UHF variety.
Predicts 3,000 Stations
Raymond F. Guy, NBC manager
of radio and allocations engineering, who has headed the network's
operation of RCA's experimental
UHF station at Bridgeport, told a
Monday morning UHF news session
that
with thousand
the end ofnew
the TV
freeze
"two
to three
stations
will soon be in the planning stage —
2,000 certainly, 3,000 if the economy will sustain them. If there are
limitations they will be economic,
not engineering."
Richard W. Davis, general manager of WELI New Haven, which
has participated with RCA-NBC
in UHF reception tests during the
past two years, said that UHF is
the long-sought answer not only
for the home viewer who wants
clear, sharp pictures from his local
station rather than noisy ones from
a VHF station 50 or moi-e miles
away, but also for the radio station
operator who wants to get into TV
on a sound economic basis. The
maximum power proposed by the
FCC for UHF, Mr. Davis said, insures average reception distances
of 40 to 50 miles, not the five or
six miles first announced by cautious engineers.
Broadcasters visiting WELI and
seeing UHF reception up to 20
miles from a comparatively lowpowered transmitter "went home
relieved and much happier," he
reported.
With UHF,terference
Mr.between
Davis
said, "Instations
will
disappear ... no more Venetian
blinds' on the screen. Our observation has clearly shown that manmade interference disappears in
UHF. The UHF signal is entirely
free of auto ignition noise and

LEFT to right are the germanium core
of a transistor, the transistor itself
and the subminiature tube the transistor replaces.
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N. Y. Sessions

TV

D. D. GRIEG, Federal Telecommunications Labs., and a model display
two wave guides designed to perform
the same functions. One on left,
utilizing printed circuit, weighs a few
ounces and costs but a few cents;
one on right weighs 15 pounds and
costs several hundred dollars.
picture breakup, diathermy lines.
X-ray and other similar interferWELI, he said, has secured a
site and a tower and has a contingent order for the rest of the
ence."
equipment
it will need when it gets
commission authorization to proceed with UHF.
First public demonstration of
UHF reception in New York City
was staged at the meeting by Allen
B. DuMont Labs, with a new 17inch table model DuMont VHFUHF receiver bringing in programs
telecast mental
by UHFthe
company's
experistation
there. DuMont
also displayed a UHF converter,
said to make the full UHF band
receivable by any VHF set presently on the market, and a UHF diplexer for station use in combining
audio and video signals for broadcast from a single transmitting
antenna.
Tube Makes Debut
Meeting also marked the debut of
the new General Electric 1-kw aircooled UHF transmitting tube, companion piece to its 1-kw watercooled UHF tube announced a year
ago, and of the 5-kw UHF Klystron
transmitting tube of Eitel-McCullough.
Latter is used in the new DuMont
5-kw UHF transmitter, announced
later in the week as available for
shipment early in 1953 at the same
price as a Standard 5-kw VHF
transmitter: $69,450.
In announcing the new 5-kw
UHF transmitter, Herbert E. Taylor, manager of the DuMont Transmitter Division, said that it has
been designed around the new
EIMAC tube. The transmitter is
unique, he stated, in that the Klystron cavities are an integral part
of the transmitter — entirely divorced from the tube. Eliminating the former disadvantages of
the Klystron, the new external cavities permit simple operation and

retain the Klystron advantages of
long life and low cost, among
others, he said.
Mr. Taylor stressed the simplicity
of the 5-kw UHF transmitter,
which he said has only three basic
elements — a Klystron amplifier, a
low power (50 w) modulated amplifier or "driver" and a combined
visual and aural frequency control
or "exciter." He compared the
cost of this 5-kw transmitter, which
he said can provide an effective
radiated power of 100-kw or
greater,
with "typical"
1-kw UHF
transmitters
using conventional
tubes and priced at $60,000 to $65,000 although offering only half the
coverage.
Power Increase
DuMont engineers also pointed
out that if the UHF station owner
wants to increase power at some
future date, with the DuMont transmitter he need only replace the
power amplifier, retaining the original driver and exciter to be used
with the new higher power amplifier. He thus protects his original
investment, they noted.
In announcing its new air-cooled
1-kw UHF tube, GE's sales manager for industrial and transmitting tubes, John E. Nelson, revealed
that GE also has a 5-kw watercooled UHF tube under development as well as a 25-kw air-cooled
VHF tetrode and a 150-w air-cooled
UHF tetrode, plus a super high frequency tube and some tubes for military use. He pointed out that the
new GE tubes are cased in ceramic
and metal envelopes and predicted
a trend toward wide use of ceramic
tubes, asserting that "a limit has
been reached in power and frequency where glass for tube envelopes is no longer adequate."
An experimental model of a 5-kw
UHF triode power tube now under
development by RCA was described
in a paper presented by P. T. Smith
of RCA's David Sarnoff Research
Center, who reported good results
from laboratory tests at 576 mc,
near the lower end of the UHF
band, and at 864 mc, near the upper
end. Dr. Smith also described advances in the technique of sealing
metal tube parts to ceramic materials, substituted for glass as insulators.
Two symposiums on UHF receivers included nine papers on
tuners, tubes, antennas and other
receiving equipment and a roundtable discussion on relative aspects
of the various methods of UHF
tuning. A UHF amplifier tube for
TV tuners was described at an electron tube session on small highfrequency tubes.
UHF equipment displayed at the
Monday morning' news meeting, in
addition to items previously mentioned, included: Amperes Electronic Corp. — UHF triode tubes for
750 to 1250 mc; General Electric Co.
— all-band converter and helical
transmitting antenna; General Radio
Co. — Admittance meter and oscillator
(Continued on page 32)
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SPECIAL
How TO program after-midnight hours profitably has always been a problem for radio stations. Most advertisers are inclined
to believe that no one is awake at
those times except lobster-trick
workers, insomniacs and drunks.
Out in Phoenix, Ariz., a radio
program these early mornings has
been proving that the after-midnight hours can be put to good use.
It's the Gear Jammers Jamboree
on KOY Phoenix. Its special appeal
is to truck drivers who are at work
when other folks are sleeping.
The skeptical program director
might well wonder how a show
primarily directed at such a relatively small audience could possibly
pull its own financial weight. Gear

HE'S the hero of the truck drivers.
Boh Capps conducts the Gear Jammers Jamboree /j'owi midnight to 6
a.m. every day but Sunday.
Page 28
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cial bulletin boards in about 50 Messrs. Voorhis and Morris are deJammers Jamboree would confound
the skeptic. In some way it has
important truck stops within the voting their full time to the show,
listening area of the station, and which they hope to expand into
been too successful as an advertisurgent messages are posted on the other markets. They feel it would j
ing vehicle.
go over as well in other communi- |
boards after they have been anLast week
the aprogram's
pronounced on the air. Even if a ties
truckers and motorists j■
ducers received
letter from
drive where
at night.
driver happens to miss hearing the
Clyde Martin's auto and truck re- message, he will be apt to see it the
And in Phoenix, it's doing phe- I
pair shop: "We really are sorry to next time he pulls in for fuel or nomenally
well. Recently the pro- \
write and ask you to cancel our
food.
contract . . . We have had so much
ducers received a letter from 'I
business we are going to have to
Gladys Miller, who runs the PhoeAlthough the program emphaTruck Brokerage which handles
discontinue the ad until we are
sizes information of particular in- trucknix loadings
of all kinds.
terest to truck drivers, its reports
able to build a building and can
on road conditions as well as
use more mechanics. It was almost
Wrote
Miss Miller:
is amazing the results
it (the"Itprogram)
impossible to believe your Gear
weather have received commendaJammers Jamboree could throw so
has
brought.
I
ask
for
Texas
tion from other listeners — motorists
who
are
aboard
at
those
hours
much work to us boys at the shop."
trucks; Bob gets me Texas trucks'^!
'til I have to scream for stuff to and people at home.
Another advertiser on the program, the All Fuels service staput
in them . . . I've had trucking Sheriff's Praise
tion, recently had this to say:
companies call me from as far east ^
Sheriff L. C. Boies of Maricopa
"Truckers who have never before
as Tulsa to back-load their equip- '
pulled into our station are doing
County recently wrote to the pro- ment. At least four different ship- '
pers
here in Phoenix have heard,,,
so now . . . this new business has
gram: "While this program is denot been all truck business either.
signed to aid truckers and the inquired, and given me business, k
We had an appreciable number of trucking industry, it is also provSo I can truthfully say I've had^
motorists come in and comment on
ing to be a splendid service to the excellent returns on my invest- .!
ment.
I signed up originally for i
the program and say that the protwo weeks. Now, two months later,
general public. . . ."
R. Wayne Morris, traffic engram brought them to us."
gineer of the city of Phoenix, said:
The Gear Jammer's Jamboree is
I wouldn't think of canceling out." ',,
a one-man show. The man is Bob
"I have analyzed thousands of acciAmong members of the truckdents
and
found
most
accidents
in
Capps, who plays records, gives
in Arizona
the KOY
show ingisindustry
regarded
as a public
rela- ~
periodic summaries of road condi- Arizona are caused by two things —
tions windfall.
drink and fatigue. Due to our long
tions, supplies weather reports and
distances between towns in Ariconducts a general clearing house
An article in the Arizona. Road- .
zona, drivers get tired and sleepy,
for information of use to truck
runner, official publication of the
drivers.
but now here (the Gear Jammers
Jamboree) is something to keep Arizona Motor Transport Assn., '
The 'program acts as a relay our minds on driving during the praised the program for giving the
point for emergency calls to drivers
trucking industry "its first — and
who are on the road. Families or
very deserved — break in publiclong
hours."
friends of drivers may call a special
Gearmorning
Jammers
Jamboree is pro- relations with the average listener
who daily enjoys the fruits of the !
duced by Voorhis-Morris Producphone number in Phoenix maintained for just that purpose and
tions Inc., of Phoenix, whose prin- industry's unfailing labors and \
devotion to duty, but knows so little
cipals are R. H. Voorhis, former
Mr. Capps will put their message
general manager of KRUX Phoeon the air. Additionally, the proof the fine story of the men-behind- |
nix, and Charlie Morris. Both
gram producers have placed spethe-wheel."
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for studios; and 800 pounds of
aluminum, including 400 pounds
for studios. It estimated that
it would save no materials by converting existing theatre facilities
to TV.
Turning to the NBC-CBS talent
tussle, NBC stated:
. . . This wide disparity in network
studio most
facilities
put NBC inposition.
an aluntenablewill
competitive
Plans are already being made by sponsors and their advertising agencies for
the 1952-1953 broadcast season. The
pattern of the industry is for these
plans totweenbenow made
final sometime The
beand mid-summer.
broadcasttember andseason
begins
in
late
Sepends in June. Once plans
have been
it is almost
impossible to getmade,
a sponsor
to switch
his
program
from
the
network
originally
selected.
A principal factor in the planning for
a network television program for the
1952-1953 season will be whether or not
it can be originated from Hollywood.
Many of the stars of the entertainment industry who live in the Hollywood area insist upon program originations from there. Advertisers who desire to sponsor programs featuring
those stars will do business with a
network which can provide adequate
Hollywood facilities. NBC has already
been in one negotiation for next fall
involving an outstanding program now
on NBC in which
of the key studio
considerations was theoneHollywood
to be used for the program. Unless
NBC is able to obtain additional facilities which will be ready in the fall
of 1952 it will be up against an extremely difficult problem.
A denial
NBC's economic
application loss
wouldto
result
in
aof severe
NBC.

NBC Puts Before NPA
-WAR
Or
GTU
T
H
U
TA
NBC
last Thursday carried its talsion. T. M. Boyd presided as chair- another two; ABC television has
man of the three-man appeals five and NBC only two — thus placent tussle with CBS Eadio and Telvantage.
ing NBC at a competitive disadevision to the government alloca- board.
Mr. Heffernan was accompanied
tions front — before the National
He made plain that he was not
Production Authority which doles by 0. B. Hanson, NBC vice president in charge of engineering;
out critical materials for station
disparaging
CBS' reception of the
Thomas E. Ervin, Legal Dept., and
recent grant, adding that "the
construction and alteration proj- James Greeley, member of the need
and importance of the medium
ects.
Washington law firm of Cahill, we serve in is such that CBS should
Joseph V. Heffernan, NBC finan- Gordon, Zachry & Reindel, which
be
given authorization."
But by
he
cial vice president, told an NPA
compared
materials requested
represents NBC.
CBS with those by NBC, and said
appeals board that NBC would sufMr. Weiss delivered a compelling
fer a "severe economic loss" if it argument for the essentiality of ra- the latter should be granted an
were forced out of competition with
dio-TV broadcasting — and also for equity for scaling down its estiNBC. The former MBS-Don Lee stated :mates to conserve materials. NBC
other TV networks in the Los Angeles area for lack of materials to board chairman was asked to comment as assistant administrator in
It is goingperfectly
plain from ofthecritical
forebuild two studio projects at Burthathasthebeen
conservation
the keystone of the
charge of NPA's Office of Civilian materials
bank, Calif.
NBC plan. It is equally plain that the
Requirements.
CBS project
has been
permitted
"If we lose talent because of the
continue
on almost
the same
scale asto
lack of studios to other networks,
Audience Space Needed
if there had been no national emerit could result in a swing from
Mr. Weiss pointed out that stu- gency.
To allow CBS to continue on this
NBC, which has pioneered in netdios needed for TV broadcasting basis and to deny NBC the right to
build
facilities carefully designed to
work television," Mr. Heffernan de- stations normally require seating satisfy the objectives of NPA tends to
clared.
space for audiences since talent is frustrate the purpose of the NPA proconducive to audience response.
The network executive told NPA
It penalizes NBC for having taken
This influence on talent is impor- gram.
that its failure to authorize comthe ecttime
and patience
its projto conform
with the toNPAplandirectives.
tant
not
only
to
networks
but
also
mencement of construction and alThe fortuitous circumstances of an
lot materials for the second and is a "persuasive" factor to adver- earlier start by CBS does not furnish
tising agencies which buy pro- a sufficient reason for allowing its
elaborate Television City to proceed
third quarters would "put NBC
grams for their clients. He said while
The immediate tangible loss arises
prohibiting the start of the NBC
from the fact that a million dollars is
I back a year" and may mean scrapthe economic impact of losing tal- studios which have been stripped to ess
e
n
t
i
a
l
s
t
o
conserve
critical
materials.
ping of plans for Hollywood TV
tied up in a project which is not yieldent is very measurable.
If this earlier start is relied upon as
ingceed
any unless
returnauthorization
and which is
cannot
pronetwork originations for the comobtained.
the
basis
for
grant
of
the
CBS
project
Commenting on NBC's applicaing fall season.
Even
more
significant
however
is
the
and
denial
of
NBC's,
the
result
is
that
tion, Mr. Weiss said that "in my
a company which started sooner but intangible but very formidable risk of
judgment, considerations to this ap- did not heed the call to conserve maPublic Interest Appeal
loss
to
NBC
in
case
the
unbalanced
terials is adjudged to have a greater
plication have to be given outside
than one which did heed that facilities situation is not corrected.
I Mr. Heffernan appeared along of the area of ordinary concepts equity
CBS not only has more studios in
call. We submit that, on balance,
with other NBC engineering and which motivate consideration of these equities are at least equal.
Hollywood; it is able to offer talent
and sponsors new and elaborate studios
\ legal department officials to appeal
NBC's Request
designed specifically for television
other
projects."
Mr. manufacturing
Heffernan noted
that CBS
NPA's denial of the network's apbroadcasting. Because of this advanNBC requested 211 tons of steel,
tage it may be able to persuade talent
I, plication for materials during the Television presently has three TV
and sponsors to switch top-rated NBC
including
105
tons
for
studio;
19,quarter starting April 1. NBC prostudios in operation and received
(Continued on page 92)
poses to build the studios, at an es- enough copper recently to construct 979 pounds of copper with 9,900
, timated cost of $2.7 million, on 30
acres of land at Burbank, Calif.
I NBC based its appeal on the
grounds that the grant would serve
Tentative Agenda Set
the public interest; that the denial
. is discriminatory in view of similar
NARTB
MEET
grants to CBS for two studio projhandling business arrangements for on Radio Journalism; copyright
TWO TOP government officials —
ects and imposes an "unreasonable
committee; NARTB Television
the meeting. Robert K. Richards,
FCC
Chairman
Paul
A.
Walker
and exceptional hardship" on NBC
Code Review Board; BMI field men;
public affairs director, is handling
,^not imposed on other networks in and NPA Administrator Henry
BMI luncheon for state association
program arrangements. Mr. Arney
H. Fowler — will be key speakers
the industry; and that Los Angeles
and his assistant, Ella Nelson, are presidents; Radio Pioneers Dinner
at the 30th annual NARTB conhas been designated a "critical"
night);
Engineering
vention March 30-April 2, to be already at the Conrad Hilton set- (Tuesday ference
Jabor area beset with unemployreception,
Monday, Con5:30
ting up advance plans.
held at the Conrad Hilton Hotel
iment.
Chairman Walker will deliver
(formerly the Stevens), Chicago.
p.m.; Wednesday
dustry banquet. night's annual inNBC's presentation was highly
The new FCC chairman will ad- the annual address to the con^ flavored with comparisons pointing
vention
on
behalf
of
the
FCC.
dress the April 2 joint luncheon,
. up the competitive rivalry with
dinner
for events
broadcasters
Sunday
include who
the toured
"VIP"
Originally, ex-Chairman Wayne
CBS and, to a lesser degree, the with broadcast-television delegates
Coy
had
been
booked
but
with
his
Europe
shortly
after
the
war;
inand engineering delegates attendMother television networks. Running
formal meetings of other industry
resignation a fortnight ago the
ing.
Mr.
Fowler
will
speak
at
the
throughout were undertones of
groups. MBS is not expected to
was extended to ChairApril morning session on the topic, invitation
NBC's bid to match CBS Television
man Walker as his successor. Mr. hold its usual Sunday affiliates
in the squabble for talent for Hol- "What's Ahead in Critical MaCoy has been invited to address
meeting but the network's new
jlywood network originations [B*
affiliates' committee will meet.
delegates during the convention.
The
double-wing
convention
is
It, Feb. 25].
terials?"
The equipment exposition opens
—
Expect Top Figures
broken into three major divisions
Sunday, March 30, at 10 a.m. in
radio-TV meetings, engineering
With
the
convention
taking
place
the lower lobby of the Conrad
Others in Attendance
1
in a Presidential campaign year, Hilton
meetings and equipment-service
i Top government and industry exHotel. Sunday also will be
will
exposition
The
exposition.
it is expected the two major parties registration day, with delegates
ecutives attended. Also present
30, with conMarch
were Frank M. (Scoop) Russell,
open Sunday,business
registering in the exposition hall.
meetings starting will send top radio-TV executives.
NBC vice president in charge of Monday vention
They are to take part in a TuesThe annual equipment show is armorning.
day afternoon workshop session.
Washington operations, and Lewis
ranged by Artliur C. Stringer, who
Convention arrangements are
NARTB is crowding a long list has handled the event for more
Allen Weiss, NPA assistant adminof of events into the three meeting
istrator (who resigns March 31), as progressing under direction
James D. Shouse, WLW Cincinan observer.
days. These include a joint than a decade. New types of
studio lighting equipment, UHF
memboard
NARTB
nati, retiring
NARTB-BMI board meeting MonI NPA officials were Henry Heytransmitters and antennas and a
ber and chairman of the convention committee. C. E. Arney Jr.,
day evening; Clear Channel Broad(Continued on page 38)
|iman, general counsel's office and
casting Service meeting; Council
Bernard Joseph, Electronics Divi- NARTB
secretary-treasurer, is
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KOB
SALE
OfficialAM-TV
Announcement
Mad(j
wcm^NAE™
OmR
T
CU
TE
RA
CT
JE
RE
RADIO stations were admonished
disclose in a few weeks, included
ing led the network radio rate re- ACQUISITION of KOB-AM-TV.
some ABC owned stations.
duction parade, now for its O&O
by the National Assn. of Radio and
N. M., by Time Inc '
stations,
grabs the General Mills, Albuquerque,
Television Station Representatives
and recently resigned FCC Chair-ij
The General Mills plan is expected to be one of the subjects of Wheaties, Knox Reeves cut rate an- man Wayne Coy [B*T, March 3|
last week to reject General Mills'
was announced last week by T.I
summertime spot announcement
the meeting of the all-radio Affilinouncement deal."
Mr. Grabhorn
continued:
ates Committee in New York today
saturation offer [B*T, Feb. 25] or
M. Pepperday, president of Albuquerque Broadcasting Co., licensee
(Monday) and Tuesday. Another
risk demands "for more and bigger
"Fifty percent of the one time
of the two New Mexico stations,
cuts" in radio rates.
is Procter & Gamble's drive for announcement day rate for a schedNARTSR Managing Director
lower rates on three of its nightule requiring 807c of the sports in Mr. Pepperday is also publisher of
time strips on CBS Radio [B*T,
Murray Grabhorn said in a teleClass A time is another serious at- the Albuquerque Journal.
Feb. 25], which is understood to be
Stock of the licensee will be
tack on radio's rate structure. To
gram that the General Mills "rate
accept is to beg for more and
cut announcement deal" — a mass
bought by Time Inc. for $600,OOC
resisting the advertiser's efforts
spot advertising plan offering sta- and may be represented at the bigger cuts from other sources.
plus quick net assets amounting tc
tions one-half their one-time day- Affiliates Committee's session. The
about $300,000. A series of stock
"What
happens
to
other
advercommittee, under Paul W. Morency
reorganizations will culminate in
time rates per spot for five antisers
guarantee
under
a
specific
of WTIC Hartford, also expects to clause in the standard 4-A advernouncements aday, four of which
the sale of the physical properties
appraise in some detail the present
would fall in Class A time — was
tising contract as low a rate as of the stations to a subsidiary of
state of the radio industry, with
Time Inc. At that point, Mr. Coy
being
"grabbed"
granted any other comfortable ad- will exercise his rights to buy into
its owned
stations.by CBS Radio for special emphasis on research, and
vertiser? To evade the spirit of
to consider plans for a full report
the licensee as half-owner. This
such contracts through technical
Officials Queried
on its activities to the NARTB
cost Mr. Coy about $75,000, it
quibbles will not satisfy the night will
was learned.
convention in Chicago March 31- or daytime announcement adverQueries to officials of CBS Radio
and of General Mills developed
April 2.
Contract Terms Not Set
tisers paying full card rates.
some uncertainty as to the exact
"No competitive media could
Mr.
Grabhorn's
telegram
on
bestatus of the offer, however.
half of NARTSR urged stations to ever harm radio as much as certain
the sale, '
Mr.Upon
Coy FCC
will approval
make hisof residence
A CBS Radio official said Gen"uphold radio's increasing value by elements of the industry, who
in
Albuquerque
to
manage
the two
maintaining their rate card rate in should be regarded as leaders of stations. Terms of his management
eral Mills had been given a counterthe
face
of
the
newest
large
scale
contract with the Albuquerque
sounder policy, have and are conoffer in the form of CBS Radio's
Broadcasting Co. have not yet been
own "summer saturation" plan attempt to break it down. CBS havtinuing
to
debase
radio
itself."
available to all advertisers who
worked out, but it is assumed they
want to use the owned stations.
will bring Mr. Coy about $25,000
This involves the regular discounts
March 19-21 Sessions
a year.
on one-minute announcements, plus
On April 1, Mr. Coy begins his
Omit
Radio
Rates
ANA
MEET
a special 161/2% discount for a
work as radio-TV consultant for
minimum of 500 spots per station
Time Inc. His job, it has been
MAJOR advertisers will concentrate on television's place in their media
during the summer.
learned, is to lay out a broad plan
programs at the annual spring meeting of the Assn., of National AdverA General Mills executive, howfor Time Inc. to follow in radiotisers,
to
be
held
March
19-21
at
The
Homestead,
Hot
Springs,
Va.
ever, reported that he had not
Whereas ANA focused a year ago on efforts to adjust radio rates in TV^ — including but not solely ownheard of this counter-offer and said
ing stations. Time has been active
contracts based on the GM offer view of TV's audience impact, the" *
in both the radio and TV field as a
1952
spring
session
will
not
devote
were awaiting signature at CBS
Market Strategy in 1952" will open
much time to broadcast advertising.
(mainly by its magazines
the convention March 19. It will be sponsor
Radio. He declined to identify staTime and Life), and as a producer
A
five-point
program
at
the
ANA
built around a study by J. Walter
of March of Time radio and TV
tions that have accepted the offer,
meeting, one of a series of media
shows — the Crusade in Europe and
but said the group, which he would
Thompson
Co.,
depicted
in
a
film.
discussions, is based on the theme,
A. S. Dempewolff, Celanese Corp. Crusade in Pacific series for TV,
"Television's Place in Your Present of
America advertising and sales
Mr. Coy's consulting fee is reported
MUSIC
FEBS
and Future Planing." Chairman
promotion
director, will preside.
at about $25,000. He is also underwill be Leslie T. Harris, radio-TV
stood to have a verbal agreement
Speakers
include
William
H.
Howdirector
of
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
ASCAP After 'Beepers'
that he can join in the ownership
FIRST attempt of ASCAP to levy Co. The program is the final feaard, Young & Rubicam vice presi- of other radio-TV properties which
dent; Edward Gottlieb, publicist;
ture of the three-day meeting.
copyright fees against subscribers
Time Inc. might buy, if he desires.
C. K. Woodbridge, Dictaphone
Trends in radio and television
and operators has developed with
Thirty-one-year-old KOB operaudiences will be analyzed by C. G. Corp. president; David W. Tibbott,
filing of suits against Philadelphia
ates with special authority on 770
and Detroit firms for failure to pay Shaw, vice president of A. C. Niel- advertising director of New Engkc,
with
kw day, 25 kw night.
land Mutual Life Insurance Co., It is an 50NBC
affiliate. KOB-TV
public performance fees. "Beep"
sen Co., whose topic is "Plotting a and Ruth West, Compton Adv.
services supply public places with Course Through the Audio-Video
began operating in 1948, is on
Channel 4, and is affiliated with
background music, using special Smog." An agency executive, whose
Fred B. Manchee, BBDO executive vice president and chairman of all four TV networks via film.
signals to trip receiver switches.
name has not been announced, will
show the effect of television on the Projects Committee, AdvertisThe ASCAP actions were taken
Retain StationofHeads
in U. S. District Courts in Michigan
printed media.
ing Research Foundation, will disAnnouncement
the sale- '
cuss plans of the reconstituted
and Pennsylvania. Feist, Harms
Krings Slated to Speak
stressed that the present executive
foundation.
management of both stations would
Inc., New World and Remick pubGoing into TV's success in sellbe retained. KOB is managed by
lishing houses filed in Philadelphia
ing goods as well as in keeping disMeans of implementing advertisJ.
I. Meyerson, formerly of the
tribution channels aroused will be
against Restaurants Inc., subscribing by follow-through steps such
Oklahoma Publishing Co. (WKYer, and Musitone Inc., operator.
R. E. Krings, Anheuser-Busch di- as demonstrations, dealer cooperaAM-TV). Mr. Pepperday runs
rector of advertising. Another topic
The suit seeks an injunction and
tion, research and other measures
KOB-TV, with George S. Johnson
damages for violation of copyright will be, "Television, the Shape of will be taken up the second day. as commercial manager and chief
by public performance (Case Things to Come." This discussion
ANA's spring meeting dinner will engineer.
13266).
is designed to give advertisers an be held that evening.
Representing Time Inc. in the
In Detroit the suit was filed by idea about TV's future coverage
Otto Kleppner, president of transaction is Cravath, Swaine &
and
costs.
Chappel & Co. and Santly-Joy Inc.
Moore, New York, and Philip G.
Kleppner Co., will speak at a mornagainst Sam Horan and Lawrence
Victor Borge, musician-comedian,
Loucks
of the Washington law firm
ing session March 21 on "A New
H. Ronson, co-partners operating as will speak on the subject, "SponApproach to Meeting the Criti- of Loucks, Zias, Young & Jansky.
Brothers Delicatessen and Restausors Are a Necessary Evil." His
cisms of Advertising." Mr. KleppMr. Loucks is also Mr. Coy's perrant, subscribing to Background
ner has been analyzing criticism
sonal attorney. Representing Mr.
talk, while billed as amusing, is deMusic Inc. service. The latter also
signed to show the problems per- of advertising and will urge adverPepperday is W. Theodore Pierson
tisers to abandon their defensive
formers have with sponsors.
is a defendant. Injunction and damof the Washington law firm of
ages are sought (Case 11348).
Pierson & Ball.
A session on "Advertising and position.
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Demos,
POLITICAL

CODE

and GOP

Unveil Rules

LONG-AWAITED code governing conditions of sponsorship for radio-TV
network coverage of the political conventions this summer was unveiled
by the Democratic and Republican National Committees last week.
Terms under which both parties agreed to commercial sponsorship
were announced in separate re- MBS
*— —
and NBC.
leases from committee headquarters. They conform substantially to
Acceptance of networks' request
those reported exclusively in de- for permission to Sell broadcast
coverage rights was hinged on the
tail earlier [B»T, Feb. 11].
The standards of practice cover agreement that they would finance
sponsor approval, times for airing the construction and installation of
booths, studios and control rooms
commercial messages, standards
in the International Ampitheatre
for commercials, and disclaimers
Irobert M. LAMBE ( seated, 3d from I), commercial manager, WTAR Nor- by each party as to endorsement of and adjoining Exhibition Hall
[B«T, March 3, Feb. 25].
any advertised product.
folk, discusses with Norfolk advertising men the BAB radio study, "Count
The
code
was
worked
out
by
repAt the outset, this point threatYour Customers." In the WTAR clients' lounge are (seated, I to r) Waddy
ened to emerge as an issue but was
resentatives of both committees
{Ferguson and Gil Kennerly of Ferguson-Kennerly; Mr. Lambe; John MacLaughand the radio-TV networks and ac- resolved when advertisers agreed
fjSin, Stanley Gross and Al Jacobson, all of agencies of their same names. Standcepted by ABC, CBS, DuMont, LBS, to buy coverage over virtually all
ing (I to r) are Ira Davidoff and Dan Goldman, Cavalier Adv.
the networks. Cost will be deducted
from charges to advertisers where
coverage is sold and be absorbed
WORK
STOPPAGES
BROADCAST CREWS FLOCK TO N.H.
as public service expense in any
Protest WSB Delays
cases where sponsorship is not set.
To Set Up Coverage of Primary Elections
^LANTS of the General Electric
The networks requested permismd Westinghouse companies, the
sion for sponsored coverage on the
Granite State. Day-long coverage
NEW HAMPSHIRE primary elecbasis of increased programming
lation's two largest electrical protions
Tuesday,
first
measurable
test
Tuesday
will
feature
first
vote
staducers, in at least a dozen cities
tistics during a special 4:45 p.m. and engineering costs. None of
of party strength for the major
vere aifected Tuesday when thousthe commercial revenue will be paid
1952 Presidential candidates, were
mds of demonstrating workers
program.
CBS Radio will have Griffing to the national committees, which
slated for heavy reporting by radio
;iuit work early or caused temare forbidden by law to accept it.
Bancroft and Bill Downs in New
and television — perhaps including
(jorary stoppages.
Hampshire for on-spot reports, The agreement on bearing of inlive
as
well
as
film
TV
—
starting
stallation expense was pushed by
Protests were aimed at the Wage
with Charles Ashley providing local
over the past weekend.
the
committees
on grounds that
^stabilization Board delay in grantangles to the network programs.
NBC sent a combined radio-TV
Dallas Townsend will handle taped networks are well heeled with
ing a 2V2% wage increase — based
group to the New England state for
. n productivity increases. Late
revenue to pay such costs.
interviews and technical matters.
grass roots interviews of local
r?hursday, however, the board ap- voters as well as word and film pic- They were scheduled to be heard
The agreement was approved for
firoved about a four-cents per hour
in special preliminary reports at the GOP committee by Chairman
tures
of
the
initial
primary
elec[lay hike covering some 320,000
5:30 p.m. Sunday and at 8 and Guy Gabrielson; Rep. Clarence
tion. Its first radio report from
•vorkers of GE and Westinghouse
Concord, the state capital, was to 9 a.m. today (Monday). On Brown (R-Ohio), chairman of its
-s well as Sylvania Electric Prodprimary day, the team will again Radio - Press subcommittee ; and
be at 10 p.m. EST Sunday, with
[icts.
Mclntyre Faries, chairman of the
report
coverage to increase until election
the
day.on 8 programs throughout
TV-Motion Picture subcommittee.
Walkouts and stoppages were
day when every regularly schedule
Organized separately by two rival NBC newscast will feature a direct
First CBS Radio broadcast per- Approval for the Democratic Committee was given by Chairman
) nions, International Union of pickup from the state. Television
taining to the vote was to be yesFrank
McKinney,
on the basis of
films
of
vote
preparations,
balloting
'Electrical Workers
(CIO) and
terday's People's Platform, when
ief'iJnited Electrial Workers (inde- and final results will be featured on
"Will New Hampshire Pick the arrangements worked out by
endent), which claim a collective
such shows as Today, Camel News
GOP Candidate?" was slated for Charles Van Devander, publicity
arisdiction over some 195,000
Caravan, Eleventh Hour News and
broadcast from WFEA, CBS affili- chief, and Kenneth Fry, radio-TV
director.
ate in Manchester.
I'orkers, it was reported.
Richard Harkness' Washington
Text of the code :
telecasts.
CBS-TV camera crews started
The two major political parties
Three NBC reporters slated to last Wednesday accompanying all
have no objections to sponsorship of
candidates or their spokesmen
give on-scene reports were George
Hicks, Leon Pearson and W. W.
jlBC POLITICAL SALES
throughout state tours with their the networks' television and radio
Myers Heads Unit Chaplin, with Arthur Wakelee of film reports slated for network tele- coverage of the 1952 political conventions, under the following conditions:
the New York newsroom coordicasts from Friday through Tuesnating.
A.
The
type of sponsor shall be
nj'OLITICAL
sales
unit
to
handle
day. Initial returns and analyses
Ire-convention time sales for both
approved by the political parties.
The network will attempt direct
'ti ladio and television to Presidential
of primary day were being schedB. Commercial messages may be
uled by CBS-TV for a special pro- made only during recesses or during
(andidates and to be directed by TV coverage via a specially ingram at 11:30 p.m. EST Tuesday,
stalled microwave relay, with selfperiods of long pauses during the
y^alter E. Myers, veteran of radio
antennas to be set up at to be supervised, like all the net- actual
convention proceedings.
jetwork sales department, was an- powered
Manchester and Nashua, N. H.,
work's TV coverage, by Sig MickelC. Commercial messages must meet
51 jounced by NBC last week,
and Arlington, Mass., to connect
son, CBS-TV director of news and the highest standards of dignity, good
illi Network asserted that the unit with the network through WBZtaste and length.
public affairs.
ABC radio had no plans by
0! ^ as designed solely for the sale of TV Boston. Heavy snows and
D. No commercial announcements
me to candidates and is in no way
storms had hindered installations,
week's end for sending special may be made from the floor of the
)nnected with NBC radio and TV
but engineers were assigned to crews to the primary, but was ar- convention.
work until the last possible moE. There shall be a disclaimer
ranging for broadcast of taped inpverage of conventions, to be sponment. If system is installed in
terviews made on the scene. The
made at the beginning and end of
M-ed by Philco Corp.
time for live telecasts, NBC will ABC television network planned
each broadcast period. This disclaimer
Unit has been operating since
shall make perfectly clear two points:
send two of its most powerful mofilms of the balloting, to be made
jjrst of last month, it was said, and
(1) that the client is sponsoring the
bile units to originate the proby
20th
Century-Fox
news
teams,
jill continue to function until the
network's coverage of the event; (2)
for transmission on regular news
grams.
ovember elections.
that sponsorship by
Company
Mutual is dispatching a fourprograms. Direct reports from
man team to the cities of Concord
network's coverage does
i Mr. Myers, who will be assisted
New Hampshire are slated for of the
in any manner an endorseand Manchester: Hollis Seavey,
7 and 10 p.m. Tuesday, ABC radio, not imply
17,V Craig Ramsey of TV network
ment of the product by the political
Lester
Smith,
Everett
Holies,
and
by
Tom
Power
and
Gus
Bernier
of
ales, joined NBC in 1935 after havparty. All commercial announcements
Leland Bickford. First MBS broadWMUR Manchester, ABC affiliate shall be written, programmed and deig been manager of WBZ Boston
cast from the state is scheduled
livered in such a way as to be clearly
network also was preynd has worked in sales capacity in for 7 p.m. on election eve, to be there. The
paring to interrupt all programs
and completely separated from con3/ery political convention since followed at 10:30 p.m. by intervention proceedings, political parties,
Tuesday night for special bulletins
'936.
views with political leaders of the on the vote.
issues and personalities.
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of the transient response of TV
IRE Meet
transmitter-receiver systems. J. G.
(Continued from page 27)
Preston, ABC, described the advantages and drawbacks of measuring
for UHF impedance measurements;
radio and TV engineering departTV field intensities by helicopter.
Kay Electric Co. — Mega sweep genement, who told the group of some
J. J. Werner of Eitel McCullough
rator; Kingston Products Corp. —
of the problems involved in transCompact UHF tuner; P. R. Mallory
discussed the new 5-kw UHF
forming
the
little
theatre
into
a
& Co. — Continuous tuner for VHP
Klystron tube developed by his
network TV studio.
and UHF receivers; Polytechnic Recompany. E. G. McCall and T. P.
An
idea
of
some
of
the
problems
search & Development Co. — WideTissot of RCA described a 1-kw
band VHF-UHF sweep generator (35- may be gleaned from this paraUHF TV transmitter.
90 mc) for laboratory use; RCA —
Chamberlain's
talk:
Interest in color problems may
When grapha of Mr.
decision
has been reached
Variety of typical UHF receiving
that an additional studio Is necessary,
be
gauged by the fact that nine of ALBERT JOHNSON (I), manager ol
antennas, one-channel converter, twothe operations, the construction and
KOY Phoenix, accepts an award in
the 14 papers presented at three
channel converter, UHF all-channel
the engineering departments resurvey
technical sessions on television were
tlie Manhattan area seeking facilities
converter, UHF antenna lead-in wires,
recognitionDon ofEpperson
the station's
public
that
will
be
satisfactory.
When
a
6161 UHF power triode transmitting
devoted to some phase of color.
service.
(c), president,
is chosen,
leasepower
neOf the remaining five, one, prepared
tube; Standard Coil Products — 82- potential location
Phoenix Junior Chamber of Comgotiations commence
and the
and telephone companies are alerted.
channel turret tuner; Sylvania Elecby W. H, Hannahs and Norman
merce, presents the award. Jack
In the meantime, the construction and
tric Products — UHF tubes and gerStein of Sylvania Electric Products,
Williams (r), KOY program director,
tlie
engineering departments prepare
manium diodes; Telechrome — Microplans covering all necessary building
described the combined use of etchbeams pride.
alterations.
wave generator for checking performing and silk-screening to produce a
These plans must be filed with the
ance of microwave and UHF reCity fore
Building
for approval
becompletely "printed" TV receiver
ceivers; Workshop Associates — UHF
constructionDept.
begins.
Cost analyses
unit assembly assembled by solder- pounds of ordinary equipment and
slotted transmitting antenna; Zenith
are made and budget requests submitted.
dripping and interconnected with uses only about IV2 the current
Radio Corp. — all-channel turret tuner.
During this same period, preliminary
other stages without wire. The
supplied by dry cell batteries connegotiations
conducted
with conAn NBC-RCA sound film, "Suctrasted to the 175 needed by standtractors,are
equipment
manufacturers
and
three-by-four-inch plates were said
ard converters, supplied by heavj
the power and telephone companies
cess Hill," depicting the history of so
to
be
usable
for
most
of
the
stages
that all phases of the project can
their experimental UHF station
and expensive generators in mobile
in present receivers, so this paper
go forward with the receipt of all necesK2CXAK Bridgeport, was shown.
units.
sary permits and budget approvals. The
pointed the way to appreciable
engineering
department
work
includes
TV station construction and theLife of the type of transistor eni'
saving of critical materials.
of the audio, interatre conversion were discussed in systemcom anddesigned
video facilities.
ployed in the new converter ii
Newest
Electronic
Miracle
estimated at about seven years if i1
six papers at a Tuesday afternoon
Lighting TV programs is much
Transistors, newest miracle of is used 24 hours a day, much longei
symposium. The new WOR-TV stu- more difficult than lighting motion
dios in New York were described
pictures, Emero Fiorentino, light electronic science, got a double spot than vacuum tube life, he said.
The transistors used in the Signa
by Newland F. Smith, engineer in director of WJZ-TV New York, told on the IRE convention agenda
Corps converter were developed bj
charge of overall TV operations;
a Tuesday morning symposium on when the Monday afternoon symposium on transistor circuits did a Bell Telephone Labs. Being solids
J. G. Leitch, vice president and di- audio and video problems of telecasting. In the movies, he said, standing-room-only business, with they withstand vibration and shod
rector of engineering for WCAU
better than vacuum tubes, Capt
close-ups are lighted one way, long so many would-be attendees turned
Philadelphia's AM, FM and TV
away that the session was repeated
shots another and usually lights
operations, described the suburban
Epstein
in a larger room on Thursday.
are set for one camera at a time.
Severalstated.
types of circuits employ
video-radio building now under conBased
on
a
germanium
crystal
In TV, camera changes are more
ing transistors were analyzed b
struction, and C. L. Dodd, technical
R. P, Moore of RCA at the sami
supervisor of WFAA-TV Dallas, frequent than light changes and that can amplify any alternating
current including radio waves, the session. He noted^hat such circuit
the lights must usually be arranged
told of that station's plant and
so as to work satisfactorily for transistor can perform many funcoperations.
must be carefully designed ti
tions of the vacuum tube, but is comply with characteristics of tb
both long and close shots and must
Horizontal' Construction
always be arranged so as not to infinitely smaller and requires no transistor which are not "too uni
power for heating filaments and so form" as yet.
All three TV studio buildings are
block any proposed camera moves,
uses much less current.
he
said.
The
real
tragedy
of
a
TV
of horizontal construction with pront
Shea Discusses Operation
One of the first practical applilight man, he noted, is that when a
visions for delivery of scenery and
:1b
Stabilization
of
operating
point
cations of transistors in an actual
props directly to the studios withgood, clear, well-lighted picture
out size limitations imposed by ele- leaves the control room and goes on
working machine outside the lab- in transistor operation was dis
oratories was reported by Capt. cussed by R. F. Shea of Genera
the air it is at the mercy of the
vators in vertical studio arrangedial turner in the home who can
Electric Co., who concluded tha
G. S. Epstein of the Army Signal
ments.
the
price of good stabilization i)
Corps
Engineering
Labs,
in
a
Mr. Dodd described elaborate pre- ruin the best efi'ect by inept use of
the relationship between collecto
cautions taken at WFAA-TV to in- the brightness and contrast dials paper prepared by him together
his set. The movie lighter, on
with J. A. Bush and B. S. Shell- current at desired operating poin
sure film projection continuing de- on
and at zero emitter current is los
hom.
the
other
hand,
knows
that
when
spite all conceivable video breakof
power efficiency.
He
described
and
displayed
a
his
work
is
released,
the
public
downs, explaining that when 80%
Two other GE engineers, V. I
transistorized converter used with
to 90% of the programming is on sees it as he put it out.
Also at this session, J. Huston
military radio-teletypewriter equip- Mathis and J. S. Schaffner, re
film such precautions do not seem
ment. The new unit weighs only 10 ported on transistor paramete.
of
DuMont
reported
on
the
results
extreme. He also reported an ap- of an experimental investigation
pounds compared with about 100 measurement and transistor osci!'
preciable saving in manpower
lators, respectively.
through standardization on a single
J. A. Morton, Bell Telephon
size of slide for printed announceLabs., discussed equivalent circuit
ments.
for transistors and J. H. Felkei
Mr. Leitch said that the WCAUalso of Bell Labs., presented
TV control room equipment inpaper
on transistor pulse circuitii
cludes a 17-inch monitor screen to
Danger signals for the new all(
assist the director to compose and
cations in the UHF were voice1r.ii
frame his pictures for home viewWednesday by Kenneth Bullingi
ing.
ton of Bell Labs, in a paper o;
The problem of theatre conver"Radio Transmission Beyond th
sion, primarily one for the TV netHorizon in the 40-4,000 mc Band
works, was described by A. A.
Reporting on more than tw
Walsh, NBC audio-video engineer,
years of tests by Bell Labs., Mj|rj
who reported on the conversion of
Bullington said that UHF signa;
the Center Theatre, with a stage
beyond the horizon were found 1
so large that a low-power public
be "much stronger and much moi
address system is employed to let
reliable" than the current theoric
actors on one side of the stage
of UHF propagation had led ei
PICTURED here ore five broadcast engineers who attended 10th technical
know what's going on on the other
gineers to expect.
Voice transmissions from NBC
side; by A. B. Chamberlain, CBS
television training program at RCA Victor plant, Camden, N. J. [B*T, March
chief engineer, who described reexperimental
UHF TV station i
5]. L to r: Gerald J. Morey, WNLC New London, Conn.; Anthony Hogg,
making amotion picture house over
Bridgeport on 535 mc were regi
for TV, and by Clure Owen, ad- WHLN Bloomsburg, Pa.; Leonard W. Haeseler, RCA Victor; Elwood Tite, larly received at Bar Harbor, M< J*
(Continued on page Si)
WAZL Hazleton, Pa., and Theodore Kilmer, WTTM Trenton, N. J.
ministrative assistant in ABC's
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LABOR CASES
NLRB Issues Rulings
[NTRICATE labor relations picture
jkt Los Angeles stations KHJ-TV
bind KTTV (TV) cleared somewhat
last week as agreements were
reached in several jm-isdictional
pisputes.
Interests of lighting employes at
-CHJ-TV are "more closely allied"
vith those of program personnel
han with technical-engineering
■mployes at the station and should
le included in a unit of the former
.s proposed by the International
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes (AFL), concluded the Naional Labor Relations Board in a
. lecision involving KHJ-AM-TV and
hree unions— lATSE, NABET and
BEW. The board ordered elections
it the Don Lee radio and TV outets.
NLRB Election
NLRB directed that engineers
md technicians at KHJ and KHJ:'V choose between the CIO's Naional Assn. of Broadcast Engineers
'k Technicians and the AFL's Interlational Brotherhood of Electrical
[JYorkers, or neither. Balloting
l^ilso will be held among lighting
'nen,
and
cenic stage
artists, hands,
prop menmakeup
and others
tt KHJ-TV to select lATSE or
"JABET, or neither. Elections will
■ )e held within 30 days.
li The decision represented a minor
'ictory for lATSE which, along
•vith Don Lee Broadcasting System,
avored inclusion of lighting men
IfH a progi-am unit. Both NABET
md IBEW held they belong with
echnicians and engineering personnel. Lighting functions until re^! ently were handled by the engi^leering department but transferred
0 programming for more effective
iperation.
In a similar case involving KTTV
TV), NLRB included lighting employes in the engineering unit on
grounds that they worked as part
d an engineering crew and under
1^1 technical director. Bargaining
listory also favored this decision,
^ILRB noted.
Also at KTTV, two unions scored
nctories as collective bargaining
Jigencies in an NLRB election for
employes of KTTV.
1| lATSE won representation for
Jrvorkers in the program and proJl'luction
division by
of 22 to
ivhile NABET
wasvote
selected
bar-7,

:?aining representative for engileers, defeating IBEW by a vote
:>f 40 to 34.
In the Don Lee case, the board
•verruled
NABET's customary
irguments for inclusion of light-Jiiig men with engineers. NABET
i| las maintained that TV lighting is
'intrinsically an engineering func'ion best performed by employes
J'vith technical skills" and noted
.tt has been performed in the past
' ^^oy technical help represented by
XABET and that, even now, enjrineering employes participate in
his operation.
SROADCASTING

RADIO

MURRAY ARNOLD, WIP Philadelphia program director, is feted for 20-year
service with the station at a dinner party given by WIP's president and genral manager, Benedict Gimbel Jr. [B«T, Feb. 18]. Executive of station's staff
attended. They were (I to r) Reginald Harris, chief engineer; Clyde Spitzner,
local commercial manager; Ralf Brent, director of sales; Mr. Arnold; Jack
Faber, Kitchen Kapers sales director; Mr. Gimbel; Vomer Paulsen, assistant
program director; Sam Serota, special events and educational director; Clifford Harris, technical supervisor, and Edward Wallis, sales promotion director.
Revision Proposals
Heard on Hill
CAPEHART
PLAN
THE CAPEHART cost allowance formula for advertising and installment credit controls dominated the first round of Congressional hearings
last week on legislation to extend the Defense Production Act.
The sessions got underway Tuesday, with top government agency
heads getting in first licks for *
by Mr. Truman. His suggested
stronger economic controls before
amendment also calls for price
the Senate Banking & Currency
Committee. Sen. Burnet Maydecontrol of certain "soft" goods
and he urged the administration
bank
man. (D-S. C.) presided as chair- to devise a formula. Mr. Wilson
said some decontrol is under study
Plea for repeal of the Capehart
and felt it should be left up to
amendment and for stronger credit
OPS. Radio-TV receivers are not
controls was delivered by Defense
Mobilizer Charles E. Wilson. Wil- within this category.
Mr. Wilson also told the group
liam McChesny Martin Jr., chair- that:
man, Federal Reserve Board, also
(1) The bulk of increases under the
testified.
Capehart amendment are still forthAs stalking horse for the adcoming and will be "very costly" and
ministration, Mr. Wilson backed
urged hikes.
Congress to "shut off" further
price
(2) Weakening of present economic
President Truman's demand [B*T,
Feb. 18] for outright repeal of controls "will hurt the entire stabiliza(3) tionTheeffort."threat of inflation still exists
the formula permitting manufacturers to compute certain costs for and "the
threat of war is by no means
advertising, selling, administraThe
committee
hopes to conclude
tion and research, and add them
hearings by March 21 and report
to the final selling price.
aended."
bill to the floor by March 31.
In a rather surprising move.
Sessions last Tuesday and ThursSen. Homer Capehart (R-Ind.),
author of the controversial forday were based on Sen. Maybank's
mula, indicated he may not fight original bill (S 2645) to extend the
controls act. A companion measagainst its repeal. The amendure (HR 6546) pends before the
ment, he reasoned, has served a
House Banking & Currency Comsalutary purpose by stabilizing
mittee, with no action slated as yet.
prices. Moreover, he pointed out,
the cutoff date for taking advantage of these benefits was July 26,
NIT Cage Coverage
1951.
FRB Chairman Martin told the
NATIONAL Invitation Tournacommittee that, even if Congress
ment Basketball, being held for 13th
annual time, March 8, 10, 11, 13
should repeal the provision easing
credit restrictions, he would not
and 15, will be telecast from Madifavor any measurable tightening
son Square Garden by WPIX (TV)
of installment purchases. Under
New York as part of its winter
the present law, the board may not
sports coverage. The Daily News
require more than 15% down paystation has arranged to feed perment and less than 18 months to
tinent coverage to WHIG (TV)
pay, compared to 25% down payDayton and WDTV (TV) Pittsment and 15 months maturity beburgh, home cities of Dayton U.
fore Congress eased regulations.
and Duquesne, tournament particiChairman Maybank introduced
pants, and other feedouts may include WHAS (TV) Louisville for
legislation calling for a one-year
extension of the act from July 1, the Louisville U. games. Tournament finals are March 15.
instead of tv/o years as favored

• Telecasting

SCHOOLS

Report Hits VA Policy
CHUNKY report of a House Select Committee, which investigated
the educational and training programs administered under the GI
Bill of Rights by the Veterans Administration, sharply raps VA policy on broadcast schools.
The report (H Report 1375),
which was being prepared for
months [B»T, Oct. 15, 1951], has
been released.
A hassle within the VA on definition of radio broadcasting training— whether "vocational" or "avocational" — is pointed up by the report as one of the examples of the
VA's record allegedly "replete with
administrative failures and malfunctioning."
Holding
committee's
top VA
attention wasthea reversal
by the
of its classification of broadcast
schools. Where formally they were
classified "vocational," an order of
February 1951 by the VA in Washington ruled all radio broadcasting
courses were to be considered "avocational" in nature.
This classified radio broadcasting in the same category as "bartending, fishing, dancing, etc.," the
report said. Under the law, if listed courses are presumed to be avocational or recreational in nature,
a veteran is prohibited from taking
the course unless he submits complete justification that the courses
will contribute to his vocational or
occupational advancement.
CBS-TV GROUP
Set for NARTB Meet
PRESIDENT J. L. Van Volkenburg
will head the CBS Television network's delegation to the 1952 convention of NARTB in Chicago the
end of this month, it was announced last week.
At CBS-TV headquarters in the
Conrad Hilton Hotel, other network representatives will be Herbert V. Akerberg, vice president
in charge of station relations;
Merle S. Jones, vice president in
charge of stations and general services, and William B. Lodge, vice
president in charge of engineering, who will be chairman of the
convention's panel on engineering.
Others are C. A. (Fritz) Snyder,
national director of station relations, and Bob Wood and Bert
Lown of the station relations department; Robert Jamieson, sales
service manager, network sales;
Thomas Dawson, general manager
of spot sales; Craig Lawrence, general manager of WCBS-TV New
York, and Wilbur Edwards, general
manager of KNXT (TV) Hollywood.
CBS-TV film sales will be represented by Fred J. Mahlstedt, director of operations; Walter ScanIon, head of exploitation and merchandising, and Charles Reeves and
George Lyons, Chicago representatives. This unit will have a special
room at the network hotel headquarters for a display of its films.
March 10, 1952
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National
FM

EXTENSION of the FM promotion campaign to all active FM
areas of the nation looms as a
result of the three winter campaigns staged by NARTB, RadioTelevision Mfrs. Assn., distributors
and dealers.
Success of the drives in stimulating set sales and the listening audience has brought requests from
many parts of the country for similar promotions. Campaigns have
been completed in North Carolina
and Wisconsin and a third is under
way in the District of Columbia.
Already 11 more areas have
made bids for FM promotion, it
was learned at NARTB last week
as the association's FM Committee
reviewed progress of the winter's
developments. The committee met
Wednesday under chairmanship of
Ben Strouse, WWDC-FM Washington, an NARTB board member
for FM.
These requests will be discussed
during the FM portion of the
NARTB convention in Chicago
March 31-April 2. A special FM
meeting will be held Monday morning, the opening day (see convention story page 29). A proposed
list of city and regional promotions
will be submitted to the RTMA
FM Committee, scheduled to meet
in April.
Campaign Areas Listed
Among areas in which campaigns have been suggested are
Upper New York State, New York
City, Alabama, Illinois-Missourilowa tri-state area, Pittsburgh,
Florida, Chicago and Northern
Illinois, Philadelphia, San Antonio,
Eastern Ohio-Western West Virgina, Boston and Massachusetts,
and San Francisco.
Other areas to be considered are
Columbus, Dayton, Detroit, Toledo
and Richmond, Va.
May 1 was set by the NARTB
committee as tentative date for
kickoff of the campaign in Upper
New York State.
Attending the Wednesday meeting in Washington, besides Chairman Strouse, were John H. Smith
Jr., NARTB FM director; Raymond G. Green, WFLN (FM)
Philadelphia; Edward A. Wheeler,
WE AW (FM) Evanston, 111.;
Michael R. Hanna, WHCU-FM
Ithaca, N. Y.; James D. Secrest,
RTMA general manager-secretary;
C. E. Arney Jr., NARTB secretarytreasurer.
The Washington Ad Club had a
chance to know FM better at its
Tuesday luncheon, devoted entirely
to the D. C. promotion campaign.
Speakers were Mr. Secrest and
Harold E. Fellows, NARTB president.
Mr. Strouse introduced the
speakers. He recalled FM's rugged
postwar history and the development of a united station-manufacturer front after Mr. Fellows assumed the presidency last summer.
Mr. Secrest denied the oft-heard
Page 34
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charge that manufacturers had
formed a "dark conspiracy to
throttle FM in its infancy," explaining competition was so fierce
that no two firms would ever agree

to suppressing any product that
could be sold.
He blamed postwar FM difficulties on the shift of the FM band
to 88-108 mc; difficulty of manu-

A SECOND LOOK at this Washington Ad Club luncheon photo will show the
letters "FM" in front of the folks in the back row. The symbol was framed
in honor of the District of Columbia's FM month. Front row (I to r): Jack
Mehr, Simon Distributing Corp.; Ben Strouse, WWDC-FM Washington, NARTB
director and FM Committee chairman; Arthur Aiken, General Electric Supply
Co. Back row: James D. Secrest, Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. general manager; John H. Smith Jr., NARTB FM director; Edward A. Wheeler, WEAW
(FM) Evanston, III.; Harold E. Fellows, NARTB president; Tom Griffin, club
president; M. Robert Rogers, WGMS-FM Washington; Everett L. Dillard,
WASH (FM) Washington; William G. Hills, Electric Institute.
IRE Meet
(Continued from page 32)
some 325 miles distant, Mr. Bullington said. He reported similar
long distance reception of pulse
signals on 3,700 mc from a Bell
Labs, station at Whippany, N. J.,
in various New England locations
as far as 285 miles away. These
and other tests proved, he said,
that contrary to theory, neither
frequency nor weather affected
post-horizon UHF reception.
While stressing the positive
value of these first experimental
facts about UHF reception beyond
the horizon, the Bell Labs, engineer
admitted that they indicate the
possibility of interference between
co-channel TV UHF stations at
distances far beyond those which
the theories of UHF propagation
would lead one to expect.
"The one sure thing is that we
don't now have all the facts about
propagation," he stated.
TV May Help Radar
How TV may help to make radar
more usable by the substitution of
video picture tubes which may be
watched under normal lighting
conditions for radar screens which
must be hooded was explained by
R. T. Petruzzelli of DuMont Labs,
on Wednesday. His paper described
a radar-TV apparatus now being
built under a CAA contract which
will be installed in June in the
Indianapolis municipal airport for

extensive field-testing. Daylight
viewing will permit the installation
of radar equipment in an airport
operating room where it can be
watched by the personnel on duty,
saving space and manpower.
The use of color TV to aid
biologists in gaining more information about microscopic specimens
was described in a paper by three
RCA scientists — Dr. V. K. Zworykin, L. Flory and R. E. Shrader — during the session on medical
electronics. Hooking a tricolor picture tube to a new ultraviolet vidicon camera which is mounted over
a microscope trained on the specimen permits electronic coloring of
the tissues, which differ in their
absorption of ultraviolet light. This
supplants the old method of staining the tissues.
The use of an electron lens of
improved geometry, making possible the mass production of selffocusing TV cathode ray tubes,
was described by A. Y. Bentley,
K. A. Hoagland and H. W. Grossbohlin of the DuMont Labs, during
a technical session on cathode ray
tubes. The design, it was explained,
permits picture tubes to be prefocused at the factory so that the
focus cannot be disturbed at the
time of installation or servicing.
The set-owner is relieved of focusing and the elimination of focusing

facturing sets and the advent of
television. He placed Washington
radio-TV penetration at 97% for
AM, 80% for TV and 35% for FM,
adding that sales of radio sets continue to exceed sales of TV receivers. Radio will always excel
in certain types of programming,
he Mr.
predicted.
Fellows reminded that FM
received little attention until the
FCC gave it a war and postwar
boost that brought hundreds of
station applications and along with
them some subsequent disillusionment.
With over 8^/2 million FM sets,
he said, it has been established
that radio and television can function side-by-side. Radio is holding
and in some cases increasing its
audience listenership as TV continues to grow, he said, with FM
multiplying radio's service by filling
holes in AM coverage and creating
specific markets.
New Frequency Test
USING a new technique developed
by amateurs, it will be possible to
state definitely, following a momentary test, whether two-way radio
communications at a given radio
frequency to any location within
several thousand miles will be
strong, weak or impossible. The
experiment which confirmed this
technique was conceived and made
by Oswald G. Villard Jr. and Allen
M. Peterson, Stanford, Calif., both
amateur radio operators. American Radio Relay League, West
Hartford, Conn., said that should
this "scatter sounding" technique
prove continually reliable, its use
in both commercial and amateui
radio will possibly revolutionize
present day propagation methods.
Story of test appears in current
issue of QST, unit ARRL journal

unit results in a less costly set. J
The Stephens radio link, a id
ounce microphone-transmitter, ball
tery-powered, with a range of 12E
ft., was demonstrated. Device car
be carried in an actor's breasi
pocket enabling him to move freelj
while speaking. Signal is reprO'
duced at broadcast quality and th(
receiver can be plugged directlj
into the audio mixer, it was stated
Five frequencies are available foi
use with this link, selling at $1,500
Application of printed circuH
techniques to microwave transmis
sion systems, effecting great sav
ings in cost, weight and critica
materials, was described in a papei
by D. D. Grieg and H. Engelmani
of Federal Telecommunication!
Labs. One unit displayed by Dr
Grieg which weighed only a frac
tion of an ounce and can be madt
for a few cents can replace, hi
said, a 15-pound piece of equip
ment costing from $400 to $500
Usable in place of coaxial cabl<
for studio-to-transmitter links an(
for microwave relays, the system
described utilizes a single win
supported above a ground plam
in place of the coaxial line or wave
guide, the image of the wire ii
the ground plane giving the effec
of a parallel wire system.
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WHO
RADIO

ACCLAIMED
NEWS

NATION'S

BEST

OPERATION
IN
1951!
wire services do not clear this type of
mformation until too late for a 7:30 a.m.
NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION
OF RADIO
— or even an 8:45 a.m. — newscast.
Telephone checks also minimize the possibility ofloss of news when events take
NEWS
DIRECTORS
MAKE
AWARD
AT
place in remote areas, distant from a
news service reporter.
ANNUAL
CONVENTION
IN CHICAGO
STAFF WORKS TWO SHIFTS
The WHO News Bureau maintains a
morning and a night shift. There is a certain amount of specialization within each
Shelley and Veteran Staff Praised
shift in that one man may be assigned
Washington and foreign news, another
Iowa news, and a third miscellaneous
human-interest stories. Whatever the
assignment, the reporter stays on it for an
indefinite period, building up a background for that specific job, and becoming
a specialized reporter on that shift. Each
shift writes its news copy especially for
the men who will be airing it.
$100,000 ANNUAL BUDGET
To operate its award-winning News
Bureau and to provide Iowa-Plus listeners with unexcelled news coverage,
WHO spends more than $100,000 annually. This figure is believed to be one of
the highest figures in the Nation.
PUBLIC SERVICE EXTRAS
In addition to its regular news services, the WHO News Bureau provides
its listeners with a variety of publicservice extras. These include free announcements regarding public and private
meetings during periods of extreme
weather conditions, up-to-the-minute
Des Moines, Iowa (Nov. 18) — This
machines are "radio" wires — the other
reports on road and weather conditions
five bring in detailed stories known as
city's
famous
50,000-watt
Station
WHO,
and emergency calls on newscasts to
has been awarded one of the broadcasting
"press" wire service. Press wire service
locate families or members of families
gives
lengthy
accounts
and
the
three
industry's
most Achievement
coveted prizes Award
— the 1951
who are traveling or are visiting away
news services bring in three different
Distinguished
for
from home, etc. The News Bureau has
versions of the big stories around the
Radio News, sponsored by the National
also developed a system whereby a copy
Association of Radio News Directors.
world. This necessitates constant boiling
of each newscast mentioning an Iowa
The presentation was made on November
down, rewriting and sifting of details,
serviceman is sent to the next of kin.
17
at
the
NARND's
Annual
Convention
playing
up
news
of
local
interest
—
all
This service has required the cooperation
in Chicago.
tailored to fit a split-second time period.
of local postmasters in many cases beIn making the award, Baskett Mosse,
NINE VETERAN REPORTERS
cause of the lack of a street address or
EDIT
AND
BROADCAST
NEWS
chairman
of
the
judges'
committee,
said
the
name
of the next of kin. Management
. .we are happy to announce tonight that
at WHO considers the public service
The WHO News Bureau is headed by
radio station WHO, Des Moines, Iowa,
veteran Jack Shelley, and includes eight
was selected as the outstanding radio news
aspect
. . . the
"little things"
that WHO
doesmany
for extra
its listening
public
other full-time men and a secretary. Eight
operation in the United States for 1951.
...
to
be
the
difference
between
a routine
. . . The committee felt that special
of the men are college-trained reporters,
news operation and one that is contributrewriters and broadcasters, all of whom
recognition should be given to News Diing to the welfare of the community. This
are heard on the air. The ninth man is
rector Jack Shelley and his very fine and
— then — is the difference between a good
a specialist in political reporting. The
veteran news staff".
news operation and the "Best Radio News
ten people on the staff represent a total
BEST E9UIPMENT. VETERAN
Operation in the United States".
of
85 years'
Five
STAFF, BIG BUDGET
of the
News experience
Bureau staffwith
haveWHO.
been with
BETTER NEWS — BETTER AUDIENCES
WHO ten or more years.
The WHO News Bureau has an imThevice isleadership
News why
SerIn addition to the regular full-time staff,
only one of
of WHO's
many reasons
pressive physical plant: seven leased-wire
the WHO News Bureau maintains a staff
machines; a portable battery-operated
WHO is loivcis greatest advertising
tape recorder; a telephone recorder; three
value. The 1951 Iowa Radio Audience
of 75 correspondents — or part-time reshort-wave monitors for state and city
porters — throughout Iowa and in SouthSurvey, accepted by leading advertisers
ern
Minnesota
and
Northern
Missouri,
police and fire department broadcasts;
and
agencies as a completely authoritaheavy WHO listening areas.
a number of subscription services; and
tive analysis of listening habits in this
a library which includes several specialstate, shows that WHO is by far the
TELEPHONE
USED
EXTENSIVELY
ized news encyclopedia.
"most-listened-to" station in Iowa. Write
The WHO News Bureau uses the local
The seven leased-wire machines include
for your copy, or ask Free & Peters.
and long-distance telephone extensively
two Associated Press, two United Press
to supplement and verify the regular news
and three International News Service
+ WHO for Iowa Plus! +
machines. This is by far the greatest numDES MOINES .... 50,000 WATTS
services' coverage. Staff members check
directly with peace officers and hospitals
ber of leased-wire machines servicing any
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
each morning to get accident reports and
radio station in this section of the counP. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
try, and exceeds the leased-wire service
accident victims' conditions which may
FREE & PETERS, INC.
have changed since the late night news
available to many of the country's leading
National Representatives
daily newspapers. Only two of the seven
reports. In many instances, the leased-

ESSO Standard Oil Co. has celebrated its 13th anniversary on WSYR Syracuse.
V. S. Norton (I), oil company district manager, accepts transcription of special
half hour news show from E. R. Vadeboncoeur (third from left), vice president-general manager of WSYR. Looking on are Floyd Ottoway (second from
left), staff announcer, and William V. Rothrum (r), program director. Company sponsors Your Esso Reporter over WSYR thrice daily. Transcription was
recording of "The Thirteen Years," a roundup of top news events broadcast
by Esso-sponsored news programs since 1939.
AUTO

LISTENING CHECe
BY WXLW
Indianapolis Independent Notes Plus Audience

MEASUREMENT of the car radio
audience in Indianapolis and its
presentation as a plus for advertisers has had "more effect than
any other sales weapon" for
WXLW, 1 kw independent daytime
there.
The car radio audience, "heretofore unknown and unmeasured," is
offered as a bonus to prospective
buyers of WXLW time, backed by
a companion study which reveals
accurate statistical data on the
time Indianapolis residents go to
and return from work. Both surveys were conducted by the station
staff under direction of General
Manager Robert D. Enoch.
Bonus Audience
Advertisers, without additional
cost, get the bonus audience traveling in cars, and, in the opinion of
Mr. Enoch, "can now influence immediate sales and promotional effectivenes bysetting radio schedules, timed to catch the automobile
listening audience, while it is in
motion, on its way to shop."
The initial study of radio as a
"driving force" points out that radio "too long has been considered
and measured as an in-home occupation."
Mr. Enoch and his staff, to get a
sampling of radio listening in Indianapolis, correlated factual population statistics with specific tuning
habits. In the county, for example,
there are 551,777 residents in 158,235 homes, of which 97.5% are
equipped with radio. More than
143,249 pleasure cars are registered
for Marion County, where the city
is located.
Putting researchers to work on a
Page 36
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sampling of 1,400 cars in the county, it was found that 77.2% of the
pleasure cars had radios.
Results were compiled from personal research conducted at a garage in downtown Indianapolis for
six days, not including Sunday.
Cars were checked easily, as keys
were left in them, and percentage
of tune-ins to each station were
recorded by turning on the radio.
The garage was chosen because it
was new and therefore "less subject to driving and parking
habits;" it was located near the
downtown area, and the garage was
patronized primarily by shoppers.
Of the 1,400 cars surveyed during the six-day period, 10.5% were
out-of-state; 22.8% did not have
radios; 18.4% did not have radios
tuned in; of 8.5% the radios were
out of order, and 55.2% were tuned
to Indianapolis stations.
The corollary study released by
WXLW, entitled "Operations
Breadwinner," traced the work and
travel habits of most residents. It
disclosed that 68% of the working
people in the industralized market
reported to work by 8 a.m., awakening at 6:30 a.m. Of the 305,000
employed persons in the area, 87,400 use the Indianapolis Street
Railway System transportation
with the remainder, some 217,600
persons, driving. An average of at
least 30 minutes en route to and
from work each day was found.
DENVER Ad Club presented KOA that
city with an "ad of the year" award
for transit advertising promoting the
Public Service Co. of Colorado musical
show heard over the station.

ilPRIL 1 QUOTAS
Less Steel, More Copper
LOWER quotas of steel and aluminum and larger quota of copper to
be allocated to radio-TV set manufacturers starting April 1 were announced by the National Production Authority last Wednesday.
The allotments are based on percentage rates announced by the
agency last month. They provide
for 30%, 35% and 12.5% of base
period usage for copper brass,
copper wire and copper foundry
materials, respectively, plus 50%
for both alloy and carbon steel
[B«T, Feb. 25].
The quotas reflect cutbacks in
steel and aluminum for the second
quarter. They apply to producers
of household radio receivers, TV
sets, commercial recording discs,
phonograph equipment and autoinobile antennas.
At the same time NPA Administrator Henry B. Fowler told a
news conference that additional
residual supplies of copper and
aluminum will be made available to
firms desiring to apply for them.
Similar provision was made fortnight ago in the case of sheet steel.
Manufacturers may take advantage of these materials now with
removal of the restriction on steel
that permitted its use only where
no additional supplies of copper
and aluminum were needed.
The aluminum shortage was seen
as easing with announcement by
Defense Production Administrator
Manly Fleischmann that an agreement with Canada is under study.
The pact would clear the way for
an annual import of 300,000 tons
over a five-year period.
Here is the breakdown on controlled materials for second-quarter radio-TV set allocations compared to January-March :
Carbon steel — 16,855 tons compared
to 19,285 tons in first quarter; alloy
steel — 14 tons a.k against 34 tons; copper
brass — 412,150 pounds compared to 359,410
pounds;
copper pounds;
wire — 1,206,597
pounds
to 1,105,414
copper
foundry — 10,000 pounds to 8,236; and
aluminum—
398,226
pounds
to
464,209.
Radio hardware (castings, knobs, etc.)
received larger quotas.
In the case of materials cutbacks, NPA pointed out, manufacturers of radio and television receivers and other consumer goods
have shown an ability to maintain
an output through conservation
and substitution measures.

CHUB MANAGEMENT
r,
Sister, Brother Operating^'

Mrs. Hassell

Mr. Rudd

WEALTH of many years of experience in Canadian radio is the proud
claim of a sister-brother team now
operating CHUB Nanaimo, B. C.
Mrs. Sheila Hassell, for seven
years with CKNW New Westminster, and her brother, Charles J.
Rudd, former partner-manager of
CJAV Port Alberni, assumed managership March 1.
Mr. Rudd is manager while his
sister is in charge of national sales
and public relations.
CHUB, 1 kw on 1570, has been
operating since 1949. It is located
on Vancouver Island, 2% hours by
boat from the city of Vancouver on
the mainland.
"Today, for the first time since
we both began radio, we are realizing a dream of many years standing," said Mrs. Hassell.
AUDIO & VIDEO NAMED
Agent for M. B. Paul Co. Sets
AUDIO & VIDEO PRODUCTS
Corp., N. Y., has been appointed
exclusive agent in the area east of
the Mississippi for M. B. Paul CCj
creator of one-piece translucent
backdrops, Russell 0. Hudson, Auj
dio & Video vice president, has an.
nounced.
Backdrops are described as largi
"photo
enlargements processd
through a patented technique onti
a . . . sturdy, seamless material
and suspended in wheel-mounte(
aluminum frames." They are pig
mented on the back surface so tha
when lighted from the front they
photograph
black-and-white and
with rear lighting they become full '
color "sets." M. B. Paul backgrounds have been used by leading}':
motion
picture
companies
for sev4'
eral years
and are
now offering
thq
same service to television.

BNF Spot Book
Langfitf- Cited
MORE
than 1,800 radio stations in,
KMA Shenandoah, Iowa's farm
service director, Merrill J. Lang- the United States and Canada are
fitt, got a boost on the Senate floor to receive a new book of 35 insti-t
last Monday. Sen. Andrew F. tutional spot announcements on the
Schoeppel (R-Ark.) cited Mr. values of brand names and broad-i'
Langfitt for sending an appeal to casting freedom, prepared on be-^
Gen. Lewis B. Hershey, director of half of all sponsors by Brand
Names Foundation Inc., New York,
Selective Service, on an acute
and
mailed by the major networks.
shortage of farm labor — "we frequently assist in placing farm labor
Broadcast Advertising Bureau an<i
at our radio station, but there is Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters,!
The new book — one of four put out
none to place now." The Senator
said he hoped that Gen. Hershey
annually
the foundation
containsbyannouncements
from —seven
"may see his way clear to permit
a greater flexibility in regard to seconds to one minute in length, all
on institutional themes.
the deferment of farm laborers."
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Let's
hear
the
eagle scream!
We like to talk to advertisers who squeeze every dollar till the
eagle screams! Because on WITH
to produce low cost results.

every dollar you spend works hard

And you don't need many dollars to do a BIG job! WITH's rates
are low — and WITH's audience is big — big and responsive.
A small appropriation goes a long way on WITH.
Here's proof : local advertisers must get immediate, profitable
results from any advertising medium.
And WITH regularly carries
the advertising of more than twice as many Baltimore merchants as
any other station in town.
Just ask your Forjoe man to give you the whole WITH
BROADCASTING
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story.

IN

BALTIMORE

TOM TINSLEY, PRESIDENT— REPRESENTED BY FORJOE AND COMPANY
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NARTB Meeting Agenda
(Continued from 'page 29)
new high-efficiency UHF transing will center around the FM promitting tube are among the equipmotion campaign (see FM story
ment items.
page
34). Ben Strouse,
WWDC-as
In addressing the convention on
FM Washington,
will preside
behalf of NPA, Administrator
chairman of the NARTB FM Committee.
Fowler replaces Lewis Allen Weiss,
who is resigning his post as asBroadcasters representing the
sistant administrator in charge of
three
FM promotion areas — North
the NPA Office of Civilian RequireCarolina, Wisconsin and District of
ments.
Columbia — will tell what they
The convention business agenda
stay «p till inidni^fif
learned during their month-long
opens Monday morning with simulvdnter campaigns. Representatives
taneous TV and FM meetings. TV
from Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn.
members will elect an entirely new
"
'
n
will explain benefits fi'om the manuTV board of directors. A noon
ni
facturer side, with figures on the
liste
"Roaring Twenties Buffet" lun- number of sets sold in the areas.
cheon will be held in the exposiRTMA has a special FM Committion hall with a special entertaintee cooperating in the joint
ment program in the making. The
NARTB-RTMA promotion.
afternoon includes a call to order
A spokesman for distributors and
by Chairman Shouse, remarks by another
for dealers will give their
President Harold E. Fellows and
side of the story. Then will come
a full afternoon of Broadcast Adproposals to extend the campaign
vei'tising Bureau programming.
into other areas.
Only NARTB members may atJohn H. Smith Jr., NARTB FM
tend convention meetings, aside
from the BAB session which is director, will give the department's
annual report. Final item on the
open to all broadcasters. The
exhibits and reception rooms of FM agenda will be a general discussion period.
service and related firms are
The
tentative
convention agenda :
limited to NARTB associate members. These restrictions were orMONDAY, MARCH 31
dered by the NARTB board at its
9:30 sion,
a.m.including:
— Television Business SesFebruary meeting.
1.
Election
of Board members
Tuesday includes the "Signs of
2. Report by Television Director
the Times" meeting in the morn3. Discussion of Management problems
ing; luncheon address by President
Fellows; afternoon series of workcluding:
panel).
9:30(a a.m.
— FM Business Session, inshop, sessions on merchandising,
1. Report on FM Promotion
politics and management.
Wednesday is television day, with 2. Plans for future
3. Report by FM Director.
TV operators staging a "Confes12 noon — Roaring Twenties Buffet
sion Session" for the benefit of (Exhibition
Hall).
broadcasters. Chairman Walker's
1:45
p.m.
—
Convention
JamesCall-to-Order
D. Shouse,
luncheon talk will be followed by (Grand Ballroom).
Mt. Pleasant, Michigan
WLW
Cincinnati,
chairman,
Convention
afternoon meetings on the TV code Committee; i^resident Harold
E. Fellows, NARTB.
and the problem of radio-TV coverage
of
public
hearings.
Final
2 p.m. — Broadcast Advertising BuNOW FULLTIME
event of the convention will be the reau.
TUESDAY, APRIL 1
no-speech Wednesday night ban1000 watts day
9:30
a.m.
— General Session, "Signs of
quet. Carl Haverlin, BMI presi500 watts night
dent, is chairman of the banquet
9:40
a.m.
—
Business?
the Times." Address: What's Ahead In
entertainment committee.
covering 57,300 radio
a.m. — Address: What's Ahead
The Monday morning FM meet- In 10:10
Legislation?
homes and 211, 000
10:40
a.m.
— Address:Speaker:
What's Henry
Ahead H.
In
Critical Materials?
CBS Widens Holdings
Fowler,
Administrator,
National
Pro(Continued from page 23 )
duction Authority.
people
11:10 a.m. — Floor Discussion.
in Central Michigan
sented by voting trust certificates.
12 noon — Adjournment.
Upon completion of the transaction,
12:30 p.m.— Luncheon (Grand Ballroom).
Mid-Continent will dispose of its
the power-full
1:30
p.m.—
Address:
present radio station, WTCN.
lows,
President,
NARTB.Harold E. Feltime station
"Both WCCO and WTCN-TV are
Workshop Sessions
highly successful operations and
2:30-2:45 p.m. — To be announced.
outstanding in their service to lis2:45-4 p.m. — Merchandising Methods
teners and viewers in the north(a panel).
west. No changes are contemplated
2:30-4
in '52.— Is Yours
4-5:30 p.m.—
p.m. — Politics
Management
Good?
in the staffs who have contributed
Paul Brandt-, Owner
4-5:30 p.m. — To be announced.
so largely to the success of these
Stephen Cole, Station Mgr.
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 2
stations, and they will continue
to be operated in accordance with
9:30 a.m. — General Session (Grand
Ballroom). "Confession Session." A
their
panel of "veteran" telecasters tell about
Therepast
was policies."
no official statement on operating
problems — sales, promotion,
the KQV stock purchase, though it rates, wages, programming, construcwas promptly confirmed by both tion.
12 noon — Adjournment.
CBS and stations officials.
12:30 p.m. — Luncheon (Grand Ballroom).
WTCN-TV operates on Channel
1:30 p.m. — Special Feature: 1951-52
4 with effective radiated power of Voice of Democracy Winner.
1:35 p.m. — Address by Hon. Paul A.
17.9 kw visual and 9.2 kw aural. Walker,
Chairman, FCC.
It is an affiliate of ABC-TV, CBSWorkshop Sessions
TV, and DuMont TV, with hours of
2:30-4 p.m. — Television Code. A disoperation from 9 a.m. to 1 a.m.
Board. cus ion— featuring the TV Code Review
KQV's TV application, one of
4-5:30 p.m. — Public Hearings — Are
on file from Pittsiliafe Warch f^t seven currently
they television?
"open to the public" through radio
and
burgh, is for Channel 8.
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Mar. 12: WKAR-Michigan State College Seventh Kellogg
annual Radio-Television
Conference,
Center, MichiMich. gan State College, East Lansing
Mar. 15: West Virginia Broadcasters
Assn. meeting, West Virginian Hotel.
Bluefield, W. Va.
Mar. 17-18: Arkansas Broadcasters
Assn., annual spring meeting, Marion
Hotel, Little Rock.
Mar. 17-20: National Premium Buyers
19th annual
Exposition. Conrad Hilton
Hotel,
Chicago.
Mar. 19: NARTB-sponsored Business
Trends New
Committee,
Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel,
York.
Mar. 19-21: Assn. of National Advertisers,
spring meeting,
stead,
Hot Springs,
Va. The HomeMar. 20-21 : Alabama Broadcasters Assn.
annual spring meeting, Buena Vista
Hotel, Biloxi, Miss.
Mar. 21-22: Third annual Advertising
Institute, Emory U. and the Atlanta
Advertising Club, Atlanta, Ga.
Mar. 21-22: Canadian Broadcasting
Corp.. Board of Governors meeting,
CBC headquarters, Toronto.
Mar. 22-April 6: Chicago Internatlon»l
Trade Fair, Navy Pier, Chicago.
Mar. 24-27:castersCanadian
Assn.Royal
of Broadannual meeting.
York
Hotel, Toronto.
Mar. 26-28: American Assn. of Industrial Editors, first national concinnati. vention, Netherland Plaza Hotel, CinMar. 30-April 2: NARTB 30th Annual
Convention, Conrad Hilton Hotel,
Chicago.
April
1-4: Twenty-second
annual Statler
Safety
Convention
and Exposition,
Hotel, New York.

'RACING'

RULII

FCC Asked to Reconside
REQUESTS for reconsideration of
the FCC's action setting hearings
on license renewals for 16 stations
cited because they broadcast horse
race information [B»T, March 3]
have begun to come in, it was
learned last week.
Both WJZ-TV New York and
KLAC-AM-TV Los Angeles informed the Commission that they
had dropped such programs some
time ago. WPIX (TV) New York
suspended its horserace news program Feb. 29, the day after the
Commission's action was announced.
Station officials and attorneys
have been in contact with the FCC
all last week getting clarification
of the Commission's action.
In Philadelphia, a spokesman for
WDAS, which gives race results
from 1:15 to 5:45 p.m. with a
resume at 6:15 to 6:30 p.m., said
the FCC stand was news to him.
The station was not mentioned in
the FCC action, presumably because its license was not up for
renewal at this time.
"We changed our policy about
nine months age," he said, "whem
we realized that we might be giving aid to bookmakers. We discontinued giving late scratches,
jockeys and odds. I don't know how
the FCC action will affect our fu-

BROADCASTING
ture policy."
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FROM
guyed

TRUSCON

or self-supporting .. .tapered or uniform in cross-section,
steel towers for every broadcasting purpose

Take advantage of the great fund of experience which Truscon
has acquired in the steel tower field for every broadcasting purpose.
Truscon engineering has encountered and solved
many types of problems in tower design and construction.
Truscon manufacturing facilities are precise and
efl&cient, assuring economical installation.
Your phone call or letter to any convenient Truscon
district office, or to our home office in Youngstown,
will bring you immediate, capable engineering
assistance. Call or write today.
Truscon® Steel Company, 1074 Albert St.
Youngstown 1, Ohio
Subsidiary of Republic Steel Corp.

Truscon Type H-30 Selt-Sopporting
Tower, operated by WEXL-FM,
Detroit,
Mich., supports
an S-bay
General Electric
FM antenna
and
risesto an overallheiEht of 42.^ feet.
5ROADCASTING
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Truscon Guy edRadioTower.
Okla.,of
isWKY.
0.56 Oklahoma
feet antenna.
high City.
to top
FM

WUS J-FMSelf, Lockport
. N . Y . This 240 foot Truscon Tower,
Truscon
- Supporting
operated by WTCH,Shawano,
Tower, 135 feet high and
Wisconsin,
has 52x4S
Trusconan
Ground Screen
to assure
supporting
FM
antenna 42 afeetGE4-bay
high. Overexcellent signal.
all height 177 feet.
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THIS

AD

IS

And if you're an advertiser with something
to sell the pubhc . . an advertising agency
executive

whose

job is to help your clients

do that selling . . or the owner

or manager

of a radio or television station doing busi-

DIRECTED

with an expanding

economy

never traveled before,
know CA1S hurt you!

following paths

what

you

DOiV'T

There's an awful lot to know, too — about
media trends and ratio of expenditures by

ness with advertisers and agencies — well,
that one person automatically becomes
you:

the biggest advertisers in recent years, about

Why

there's a great deal to be forecast with an

? Because

this ad concerns

certain fundamental
in any

of those

WHAT'S
Those

itself with a

that endangers

three

categories. Today,

HAPPENED?

are

big,

anyone

WHAT'S

imposing

questions.

BROADCASTING-TELECASTING,
ever, will attempt

to answer

how-

them — for you

— in a Review & Preview Issue to be published on March 31, an issue presenting the
most authoritative, complete
bled on the changing

ARE

HERE

can be as important

meeting

are

to any
table

it meets — and far more

valu-

1952

trends

in media

of forecasts every advertising
station operator

economy

continue

every

wants and needs for intellius is interest-

vertising, marketing, radio and television
say about the future?
Is television over-priced
under-priced

today?

Is radio

?

Will there be a realignment
rates soon?

of all media

What

the top 100

are the trends among

Can the nation support large numbers
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are typical of the puzzlers that

of plans boards

all over America
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ing to think through during the year ahead. The Review
& Preview Issue of BROADCASTING-TELECASTING
can help make

their task far easier because

tial facts it has uniquely
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ARE

of the highlight features to
appear in the March 31
issue of BROADCASTINGTELECASTING are these:

of the essen-

gathered together.
VITAL

TO

YOU,

TOO

Comparison of advertising
expenditures in all media
since World War II,

Whether you're an advertiser, agency man, or station
operator — the contents of the March 31 issue demand
your attention because of their practical usefulness.
And

it takes no particular prophet

such an issue will be kept, thumbed

through, read and

re-read by advertising's decision-makers
study of the material it contains.
If you are the owner

or manager

tion anywhere in America,

How the hundred leading
advertisers have distributed
their expenditures among
the various media from
1946 through 1951.

to point out that

for the fullest

of a radio or TV

sta-

that holds considerable

sig-

Trends in spot radio and television over the past three
years, illustrated with charts
and graphs.

nificance for you. This issue of BROADCASTINGTELECASTING would be an excellent place to tell your
story as well . . to run your station's message, directed
just as accurately as the March 31 issue itself will be, to

Trends in local radio and
television over the past three

the attention of advertisers and agencies planning now
what they'll do in the future.

years.
NOT

MUCH

TIME

LEFT

(There's a big bonus with this issue, incidentally. It
will be published on the opening day of the 1952
NARTB Convention in Chicago (March 31- April 3) —
thus commanding the additional attention of everyone
at the Convention
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M/CH. MEETING
Lamb to Be Top Speaker

Mr. Paul A. Heisig,
President,
Elite Laundry, Cleaners,
El Paso, Texas

EDWARD LAMB, owner of
WTOD Toledo, WTVN (TV) Columbus, Ohio, and WICU (TV)
Erie, Pa., is to be principal speaker
at the seventh annual Michigan
Radio-TV Conference to be held
March 12 at Michigan State College, Lansing.
Overall theme of the conference
is to be "Radio and Television in a
Competitive Market," according to
Prof. Joe A. Callaway, conference
chairman.
Impact of TV and the joint responsibilities ofbroadcasting and
education are to be discussed in
the panel topics, "Radio and Television Competition" and "Broadcasting Serving Local Listeners
speakers include Worth
andOther
Viewers."
Kramer, general manager, WJR
Detroit, and Dr. Hugh Masters,
director of education, Kellogg
Foundation.
In addition to educators, panelists listed include Lester W. Lindow, general manager, WFDF
Flint; Willard Schroeder, general
manager, WOOD-TV Grand
Rapids; Jacob P. Scherer, WHFB
Benton Harbor, and Dan E. Jayne,
general manager, WELL Battle
Creek.

Radio

Program

''A Great

Many

Brings Sponsor
New

Customers"

That's what Mr. Paul A. Heisig, President of Elite
Laundry, Cleaners, says about sponsorship of the
Fulton Lewis, Jr. program on KSET. Elite, one of
the oldest and largest organizations of its type in the
Southwest, employs over 180 people and serves
35,000 families in El Paso's metropolitan area.
"When we first decided to try radio, we knew that
we wanted a prestige program with universal
appeal." states Mr. Heisig. "Our search was long
and thorough. But when Fulton Lewis, Jr. was
presented to us, we knew our search had ended."
That was three years ago. During the ensuing years
Fulton Lewis, Jr. has been an integral part of Elite^s
growth. As Mr. Heisig puts it, "His nightly broadcasts, our primary advertising medium, have brought
a great many new customers to this company that
we could attribute directly to him."
The Fulton Lewis, Jr. commentary is a Mutual Co-op
Program available for sale to local advertisers in
individual cities at low, pro-rated talent cost. Among
the 623 sponsors of the program on 370 Mutual
stations, there are 17 laundries. Since there are
more than 500 MBS stations, there may be an opening in your locality. For a proved and tested means
of reaching customers, check your local Mutual
outlet — or the Cooperative Program Department,
Mul-ual Broadcasting System, 1440 Broadway,
New York City 18, or Tribune Tower, Chicago 11.
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GOSCH SUIT SETTLED
Gets $30,000 Damages
OUT-OF-COURT settlement, with
payment
a "satisfactory
sum"
has been of
made
in the $1 million
damage suit of Martin A. Gosch,
New York theatrical-radio-television producer, against Mrs. Lelia
Rogers, mother of Ginger Rogers,
film star.
Mr. Gosch charged in his suit
that he had been injured personally
and professionally by Mrs. Rogers
in an ABC Town Hall debate on
"Is There Really a Communist
Threat in Hollywood?" in 1947. He
was awarded damages of $30,000
[B*T, Oct. 8, 1951].
He alleged that Mrs. Rogers at
the time had smeared the name of
Emmett Lavery by charging the
playwright-screen writer with Communist sympathies. Prior to the
debate, Mr. Gosch had contracted
to produce the writer's play, "A
Gentleman from Athens" on Broadway. It's short life he blamed on
Mrs. Rogers' nationwide broadcast,
charging it materially damaged the
Mr. Lavery sued Mrs. Rogers
play.
and others involved in the debate.

CAAB ELECTS
Lounsberry Again Chairman
RE-ELECTION of I. R. Lounsberry
WGR Buffalo, as chairman of the
Columbia Affiliates Advisory Board
was announced
last week by William A. Schudi
Jr., national
rector of stationsdi- I
for CBS Radio J
along with othei
final results of
balloting rectorsforof the
dieven - numbered I
Mr. Lounsberry

In addition tc
CAAB districts. '
Mr. director
Lounsberry,
who was
as
of District
2 asreturnee
well as '
re-elected CAAB
chairman, Mr
Schudt said Glenn Marshall Jr. of
WMBR Jacksonville was re-electec
director of District 4 while the fol-;:
lowing new dii-ectors were named: I
Hulbert
Taft6, Jr.,
WKRC Richarc
Cincin-j'
nati,
District
succeeding
Borel of WBNS Columbus, Ohio
and J. J. Bernard, KOMA Oklahoma City, District 8, succeeding
Clyde Rembert of KRLD Dallas.
The elections were for two-yeai
terms.
Directors of uneven numbered districts, chosen last year, are: ArnoU
Schoen, WPRO Providence, District 1
C. T. Lucy, WRVA Richmond, Distric
3; Howard Sumerville, WWL New Or
leans. District 5; Harry Burke, KFAI
Omaha,
District 7, and
Clyde9. Coombs i
KROY Sacramento,
District
The CAAB, set up to conside; j
mutual problems of affiliates an(
the network, was formed in 1943
The stations in each of the nim
districts name their own repre
sentative.
PHONE
BOOK
BUYi
Uses Radio in New Yor
NEW YORK Classified Telephor
Directory has begun a local part
cipation program campaign, bu^
ing all four New York network ou
lets in 13-week cycles. In additio;
a nine-week campaign will 1:
placed during April and May o
four other radio participation pro
The Classified Directory also ha
included
with subscribers
its past month's
bil
grams.
to
telephone
a promd
tion piece advising that there ai^
"2,800,000 radio listeners" and tha
"radio spots on the major Ne\
York stations will tell the famil;
about the advantages of shoppin;
via the Yellow Pages — the easy
convenient, time-and-energy-sav

Currently, through BBDO, Ne^
York, the Classified Directory spon
ing-way."
sors a part of The Fitzgeralds oi
WJZ New York. It also will bu;
Sawyer Names Aide
the Dorothy and Dick Show oi
APPOINTMENT of Ludwig CamWOR, Margaret Arlen on WCB;
and Kate Smith on WNBC in subse
inita Jr. as special public relations
consultant was announced by Secquent 13-week cycles.
The nine-week promotion durin
retary of Commerce Charles SawApril and May will include the Bo
yer Feb. 29. Mr. Caminita, Washand Ray Shoiv on WNBC, Her
ington, D. C. public relations counsel with 10 years with various
Sheldon on WJZ, John Gamblin
on WOR and Jack Sterling o
government agencies, will report
WCBS.
directly to Mr. Sawyer's office.
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EVER

OF

DREAM

SPENDING

A

MILLION

DOLLARS?

Then consider this:
If you had started on January 1 in the year 1236-two hundred fiftysix years before Columbus discovered America -and spent one million
DOLLARS EVERY DAY throughout that year ...
. . . and if you had continued to spend ONE million dollars every day
of every year in the 716 years that have elapsed since that time . . .
... it would still take you until May 8, 1953, to spend as much money as the
U. S. Government has collected in taxes since World War II ended.
That's what the 262 billion tax dollars -which your Federal Government
has collected and spent in the period from August, 1945, to January, 1952amounts to.
That's why $1,00 out of every $5.00 you've earned in the last 6M years has
gone for Federal taxes. *
That's why $1.00 out of every $4.00 you'll earn this year is earmarked for
Federal taxes. *
*Thi$ is in addition to the State, County and Local taxes you pay— including your State gasoline tax.
I
UNION
!

OIL

COMPANY

OF

CALIFORNIA

Manufacturers of Royal Triton, the amazing purple motor oil

Write Office of the President, Union Oil Bldg., Los Angeles 17, California
March 10, 1952 •
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KEFAUVER'S

ON

POLICIES

RADIO-TELEVISION

Equal access with the press
Maximum

flow of news

from government

Regulation by JefFersonian principles

By DAVE BERLYN
SEN. ESTES KEFAUVER believes
the flow of government information
to the public should be screened by
an independently created board
which would include representatives
of the radio-TV industry and the
pi'ess.
The Senator thus openly challenged President Truman's security
order on information, in an exclusive report to Broadcasting •
Telecasting last week.
Sen. Kefauver, now in the midst
of campaigning for the highest office in the land, divides this flow of
information from the government
into two parts: That which directly
affects the security of the U. S.,
and that which can be placed in a
"secondary" position.
With this, he said, is the problem of (1) preventing "information
which would be of significant value
to an enemy or potential enemy
from reaching his hands," and (2)
keeping "our own citizens fully informed."
In times of war, Sen. Kefauver
explains, "we resolve this conflict
in favor of security," in times of
peace, "in favor of keeping our cit-

Whistle-Stop Campaign in Your Own Parlor?
izens fully informed. But in a
twilight era between war and peace
such as the present, some compromise is a necessity."
While necessary to have a "certain amount" of censorship of essential military information, the
Senator said information of "secondary value should be screened by
an independent and objective agency— perhaps a board consisting of
representatives of the press, radio,
TV and perhaps the military agencies, and non-military departments
of the executive branch.
"I believe that if the press and
radio were adequately represented
on the suggested board, they would
accept a voluntary censorship system on the order of that which
worked so well during the last
war," the Senator noted.
In addition to giving security to
information of interest to the enemy, it also "would eliminate any
possibility of government agencies
censoring information which would
be merely embarrassing to themselves and would not result in any
significant limitation of freedom of
speech and freedom of the press."

SEN. KEFAUVER (r) as he conducted crime inquiry in New York into
gambling operations. Frank Costello (I) refused to have his face telecast.
March 10, 1952
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— Berryman in Washington Evening Star
Applying this formula to FCC,
Sen. Kefauver believes the agency
could be concerned only if certain
information of its proceedings is
judged of interest to the enemy.
The board in turn would be responsible for its
or itsand
beingwithheld
fromclearance
news media
to
the public.
"In other words, the actual decision on whether non-military information should be withheld from
the American public would be made
by an impartial agency and not by
the bureaus, department, or commission itself," the Senator exThe
latter
statement clashes
plained.
against
President
tive which
in eflFect Truman's
would leavedirecthe
broadcast media and the press with
no avenue of appeal or a means by
which they could evaluate censorship action by government bureaus
or bureaucrats.
He's Hep to Broadcasting
Estes Kefauver, the junior Senator from Tennessee, who has spent
less than four years in the upper
chamber and whose coonskin is in
the Presidential ring largely because its wearer chairmanned the
Senate Crime Committee uncovering corruption in low and high
places, is highly conscious of the
broadcast media.
There can be little doubt that he
is aware that television is eff^ective
not only in bringing to light the
rotten apple in a bushel but also in
enhancing the popularity of aspiring Presidential candidates.
The Senator, like Sen. Robert
A. Taft (R-Ohio), contender for
the GOP nomination whose views
on radio and television were outlined previously in this publication
[B»T, Feb. 4], has not been active
in the Senate on matters of federal regulation of the broadcast industry. He resorts to his personal

convictions to explain how he
stands
ment: on this subject. His comThe function of Government, according to our American philosophy
as first stated by Jefferson, is first to
prevent people from injuring one another and secondly to insure a certain
degree of equality of opportunity in
enjoying the basic rights granted to
the people of the nation by the Constitution among them, of course, freedom of speech and freedom of th(
The regulation of the TV and radic
industry should be based on these twc
press.
considerations, and the additional fao
tor that a uniformity of technica
standards is clearly in the public in
terest.
Sen. Kefauver, who headed th
crime committee from May 3, 195
to the summer of 1951, trod an un
usually enlightened path when cov
fronted with critics — both wit
nesses themselves and members o
the legal profession — who blamec
TV primarily and radio, incidental
ly, for violating the rights of thosi
who testified.
The Senator then defended th|
media as channels of news dis
semination for the public. Of thi
stand taken in his early experienci
with the media, the Senator says
"It is unchanged. I still think TV i
entitled to the same treatment ac
corded other means of communica
Last August, as a result of tb
Big TV Debate in Congress and ii
lawyers' circles. Sen. Kefauve
joined in the introduction of a reso
lution in the Senate to give Con
gress a "Code of Conduct" for it
committees.
Perhaps it has take)
tion."
on additional significance in vies
of the ban on broadcast media ii
House committees by Speaker Sar
Rayburn (D-Tex.).
Sen. Kefauver, who identifie
himself as chief sponsor of tha
(Continued on page 85)
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In Milwaukee and %

-r IVtecons/n'* RIch—t MarM

want

to meet

more

national

advertisers?

... of the time they
are considering your
marl<et and how best
to cover it?

All year 'round thousands of national advertisers consult
CONSUMER MARKETS. Here is a busy traffic point where you
can "meet more national advertisers." Here your Service-Ad
can interpret the facts about your market; tell how your
station serves your trading area.
Look at it this way— nobody, except perhaps an occasional
college professor, ever opens a copy of consumer markets
just for the sake of assembling statistics. Nearly everybody
who uses CM is interested in markets for a specific product;
and has an interest in how best to cover each market.
Your Service-Ad next to the data on your market encounters:
Sales Managers working up market plans • Advertising
Managers originating or revising campaigns •Account Executives drafting
proposals or defending those they
have already made • Research Directors making comparative market studies • Media men planning and preparing lists.
More than 450 separate media placed
THE MARKET
Service-Ads in the 1951-52 edition of
DATA BOOK
CM
to help their prospects make better
Of THE YEAR
use of the market facts it contains.

A Service-Ad like this lakes advantage of an important fact-CONSUMER MARKETS is used continuously by men seeking market information . . . and
ji'i purpose of finding the best
always with the underlying
way to reach the right people in the markets they select.
how national advertisers use CM
Assistant Research Director, Lorge Advertising
Agency: "I would soy that the principal use we make
of CONSUMER MARKETS is in connection with our test
morket work, of which we do o good deal. An important stoge in these tests is the determination of
typlcol towns in which the tests will be conducted;
ond olso to define the areas that we would wont to
use or would consider using from a research point

Account Executive, Large Advertising Agency:
ofCONSUMER
view." MARKETS is O terrific book. I was in the
Medio Department before I became on account
executive, and I used it constantly. It combines all
the informotlon about a market, in capsule form,
thot I would normally have to go to several sources
for It is o wonderful handbook to have around."
Media Buyer, Medium-to-Large Advertisirig Agency:
"I hove found the maps in CONSUMER aaarkets extremely useful; it is the only source I know of where
the maps ore set up in so helpful a form."
Market Research Analyst. Medium Sized Advertising Agency; "Our clients expect us to spend their
money where it does the most good, so we concentrate the Advertising in those regions which hove a
good potential We use CONSUMER MARKETS for the
breakdown of markets for the retail sales potentials,
ond if the client asks us to justify our selection of
regions, we refer him to the statistical information
that CM gives us.'

The comprehensive single source of authoritative market data
consumer markets
PUBLISHED Bt STANDARD RATE a DATA SERVICE. INC » WALTER E BOTTHOF. PUBLISHER
1740 Ridge Avenue, Evansten, Illinois • New York > Chicago • Los Angeles
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Bert Nevins, managing director of
Mrs. America Inc., New York.
Franchises carry sponsor tie-ins
and promotion matter for local publicity over a 13 or 26-week campaign prior to the national competition. If sold to local or national
sponsor, franchise fee is one-quarter the station's time rate. If the
station uses package as a sustainer,
it may receive franchise for $100
covering cost of scripts and other
material.
Stations desiring to apply for an
exclusive franchise should contact
Mrs. America Inc., 152 W. 42d St.,
New York. If a station takes package as sustainer and later sells to
a sponsor, it will be billed for
franchise according to rate charged
the sponsor. Usual 10-day option
will not be given this year, Mr.
Nevins said.

Leap Year Test
NORTH DAKOTA Broadcasting Co. celebrated Leap Year
Day Feb. 29 by turning over
staff and management positions on KSJB Jamestown
and KCJB Minot to women.
As distaff became staff, the
CBS affiliates reported their
gesture as a test of women's
oft-repeated claim: "Anything he can do, I can do
better."
'MRS. AMERICA'
Local Franchises Are Open
AVAILABILITY of local franchises
for radio-TV promotion of the 14th
annual "Mrs. America" contest, to
be held at Asbury Park, N. J., Sept.
7, 1952, has been announced by

JACK GIBBS, northern Ohio sis. prom, mgr., Westinghouse, signs 13-week
pact for 10 half-hours weekly on WSRS Cleveland. Reflecting pleasure are
(I to r) Sally Price, WSRS acct. exec; Jack Kelly, WSRS sis. mgr., and
Leonard Axelband, pres., Axelband & Brown & Gardner Adv., Cleveland. |^

Adyerlhement
Short
New

Cut

To

Radio

Finding

Advertisers?

Yes, if your sales staff is
given a little assistance.
You AND 2,407 other AM stations and 650 FM stations know
that a whale of a lot of money
comes to your cash register from
so-called "Small Fellows" and regional advertisers.
What you may not know is that
the one, two, or five men who
make the final decision to continue
their present schedules with you,
or who may be debating whether
to use your station now or later,
are readers of Printers' Ink. They
are part of our 23,475 paid subscribers. They read Printers' Ink
every week, they file it, they use
it to check their own ideas before
they decide about any schedule or
selection of media.
Recently one of our friends asked
us for a breakdown of the "big
ones,"
thoseor who
spendontens
of
thousands
millions
radio.
Here is what we discovered. About
200 advertisers account for 46%
of the dollars spent in the national field. And another 2,000
account for 56% of the total
dollars spent.
Now in this latter group are hundreds of prospects for your station— regular readers and subscribers ofPrinters' Ink. Your own
representatives can easily handle
the 200 group, but some times the
small fellows and regional advertisers have to figure things out by
themselves.

And that's where
Printers'
Ink provides a short
cut
to getting your
story to them
right in their own
office or home.
(Naturally we go Bob Kenyon
to those 200, too.)
Like you, we know the value of
continuity. So, this recommendation isoffered. Take a good look at
your promotion budget. Then set
aside, a modest appropriation for
Printers' Ink, 1/6 of a page each
week or a full page if you like.

Tell our 23,475 subscribers what's
going on in YOUR MARKET.
Give them the highlights of some
successful local or regional campaign that has run, or is now in
its 5th or 10th year. Point out to
our readers the reason why you
believe that your station can and
will deliver two definite things:
(A) the holding of their present
customers, and (B) the opportunity to extend their distribution in
YOUR MARKET. Pin it
right
down to your own operation
If put to a vote, we believe your
salesmen will O.K. this suggestion.
How can we help you ? Wire, write
or phone and one of our staff will
be ready to go to work with you.
Robert E. Kenyon, Jr.
Advertising Director

205
42nd Street,
York 17,
N. 't.
ChicagoEast• Pasadena
• AtlantaNew• Boston
• London
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ROBERT O. THOMAS, W. A. Sheaffer
Pen Co. public relations dir., signs
52-week pact for newscasts over
KXGI Fort Madison, Iowa. Greg Rouleau, KXGI gen. mgr., is witness.

MARK BELTAIRE (at mike>, airs news
over WXYZ Detroit from Detroit Free
Press city room. Watching are (I to r)
hiarry Betteridge, pres., Betteridge &
Co., agency; John Shikany, pres., DeSoto-Plymouth Dealers Assn. of Metropolitan Detroit, newscast sponsor;
Hal Neal, WXYZ asst. radio sis. mgr.
Program began Feb. 11.

MARVIN LOHMAN (c), Arizona mgr.
HARRY PERCHAN (r), pres., Perchan
for Arden Farms, signs 52-week pact
Co., distributor of Pak-A-Way home
KOOL Phoenix for Mon.-Fri. 251
freezers for northern Ohio, signs 26- with
minute show. KOOL executives presi
week pact for Sunday half-hour disc ent
are
Charles Garland (I), gen. mgr./
show over WHK Cleveland. William
K. Brusman, WHK acct. exec, ex- and George Agnew, com'l mgr. Show,
Arden-Airs, features concert music.
plains sales point.
C. D. LEON (seated), pres., Leon Drive-ln Theatres, Texas chain, signs for.;
half-hour show thrice weekly over KRLD Dallas.
Standing (I to r) are
Harold Goodman, theatres' adv. -public relation dir. and program m. c;
W. A. Roberts, KRLD asst. gen. mgr.; G. S. Hill, theatres' gen. mgr.; Gerald'
Cullinan, Mooney-Cullinan agency, and Tom Gibson, KRLD sis. rep.

EPORT TO CAB
Allard Reviews Progress
t'UBLIC relations, civil defense,
opyright and future plans features the annual report of J. T.
j|!^.llard, general manager of the
ibanadian Assn. of Broadcasters to
ihe membership. The report was
•eleased to CAB members prior to
annual CAB meeting to be held at
the Royal York Hotel, Toronto,
March 24-27.
In discussing the case for pri'jate broadcasting, Mr. Allard
ptated privately owned broadcasting and advertising will always be
jpen to attack, particularly by unnformed groups or groups with
lieertain specific purposes in mind,
"ke reviewed the work of the CAB
|n the past year in answering such
^ttacks.
A large number of booklets and
pamphlets were distributed by the
TAB to daily and weekly newspapers, public and university lib-aries, professional people and club
eaders throughout Canada, as well
13 members of provincial and federal parliaments, municipal bodies,
'arm and labor groups, he said.
Freedom of Speech

casts in the event of hostilities or
other emergency.
He reported that CAB's radio
bureau at Ottawa "is the best and
most effective public service and
public relations device ever conceived by privately owned broadcasting anywhere. Enthusiasm for
it among members of Parliament
is constantly increasing and public
acceptance is growing. During the
year a new recording technique
was devised which has enabled us
to reduce costs and improve quality.
During 1952 a new inter-session
technique will be experimented
Mr. Allard with
reported
on the CAB's
cooperation
Broadcast
Music
with."
Inc. plan to encourage interest in
books and reading, particularly
among teen-agers. He also explained CAB's scholarships to the
Ryerson Institute of Technology at
Toronto and the Canadian Radio
Awards Committee.
In connection with unattended
transmitter operation, he announced ameeting with the Dept.
of Transport at Ottawa on March
28 at which CAB will present its
views. George Chandler, CJOR
Vancouver, chairman of the CAB
technical committee, will represent
the association.
Future projects announced include plans for appointments of a
standard accounting committee, a
procedures manual committee, committees to work on personnel selection and standard forms. CAB
financial report showed revenues
almost equal to expenditures despite unexpected outlays on copyright and Parliamentary Radio
Committee hearings.

Mr. Allard reported that "a disussion on the basic issues of freelom of speech with the Dept. of
External Affairs in Ottawa proluced widespread
comment in
;'anadian, U. S. and overseas
(lublications. This single point did
[nore to dramatize the need for
asic guarantees of freedom of
peech to Canadian broadcasting
ihan any other single incident in
Canadian history.
CANADIAN RESEARCH
"Broadcasting is now dealing
CAB to Consider Reports
v-ith the real and fundamental
3sue that broadcasting is publicaSPARKED by a resolution at the
lon. Some publications are pro- recent annual meeting of the Brituced by a mechanical press;
ish Columbia Assn. of Broadcastroadcasting is an electronic press,
ers, the subject of national program ratings is expected to be a
""he
same ofguarantees
libertyinand
reedom
speech mustof apply
all major topic at closed business sesases. Broadcasting must have
sions of the forthcoming 28th anberty to operate with equitable
nual meeting of the Canadian Assn.
enure under and within the frameof Broadcasters at Toronto, March
work of the law of the land, just as 24-27.
The BCAB resolution asked the
11 forms of publication do."
Mr. Allard reviewed CAB fi- various rating services to show the
broadcasters their background maances and reported that memberterial which has resulted in such
hip at Dec. 31, 1951, numbered 102
lembers and 28 associated memvaried rating reports in the Vancouver area. It is understood that
ers. Since then membership has
een increased by five new asso- Penn, McLeod & Assoc., Toronto,
iate members. Membership is now
already has offered to make available its work sheets and other data.
*~'5%
of all Canadian
Meanwhile, a committee has been
roadcasting
stations. independent
He reported in detail on the named to judge the entries for the
AB presentation to the Parlia- John J. Gillin Jr. Memorial Award
lentary Radio Committee and the to be presented to the Canadian
station which has done the best
anadian Copyright Appeal Board,
service job in 1951. Presenhe latter report is still to be public tation
is to be made at the annual
anded down. He gave a list of a
dinner
March 26 at the Royal York
irge number of Canadian associaHotel. Members of the committee,
on meetings at which the CAB
ad representatives or gave pre- all from Ottawa, are Jean Richard,
member of Canadian Parliamenntations.
tary Radio Committee and Liberal
In connection vdth civil defense
Member of Parliament for Ottawa
e reported every effort has been East; Gordon Gowling Ottawa
iiade by the CAB to have the lawyer, and Mrs. Bernard Alexanianadian government announce a
der, president of Ottawa Women's
ear-cut policy for handling broad- Canadian Club.
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Lt. Col,
John Y. Erickson
Divisional Commander
The Salvation Army
^^Thank

Heaven

for people

like

KLZ!"

Lt. Col. John Y. Erickson of Denver's
Salvation Army says, "Thank Heaven for people like KLZ. The weekly KLZ Salvation Army
broadcasts are a blessing in helping carry out
KLZ contributes time every Sunday for
our work."
the Salvation Army programs. In addition, all
faiths participate in the station's full hour Sunday morning church hour series. By withholding such times from sale, KLZ insures complete
religious public service programming for its
listeners.

KLZ
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editorial
Let

Voters

Decide

MORE AND MORE it becomes apparent that
the rational legislators who oppose the broad, casting of legislative hearings are not really
s objecting to radio and television at all.
What they ai-e objecting to — and with cause
— is the behavior of their colleagues.
They object to the Roman circus-Spanish
Inquisition incidents that have occasionally
arisen in committee hearings. They do not
wish either to encourage an increase in such
incidents or enlarge the audiences that can
witness them. In their view, broadcasting will
do both.
While we certainly cannot quarrel with their
admirable purpose of eliminating, or, to be
more realistic, reducing the offensive acts of
intemperate legislators, we must say that the
way the anti-broadcasting members of Congress are going about it guarantees no immediate achievement. Indeed, their choice of
method may only delay indefinitely either the
correction of Congressmen's bad conduct or the
admission of two qualified media of information into places where they have every fundamental right to go.
In shutting off radio and television, those
who seek the needed procedural reforms in
House and Senate hearings are arbitrarily
eliminating two of the most useful tools they
could have for their work.
Television particularly could create a public
reaction against demagoguery in Congress, especial y ifit were employed frequently enough
so that the novelty factor, which obtained during the Kefauver telecasts, wore off and the
audience became more sophisticated.
The reforms which some legislators are trying to achieve within the Congress would then
be taken care of automatically at the polls.
Much of the misbehavior would be corrected
by an elimination of those who misbehaved.
In the process, the composition of Congress
would be improved and the public additionally
enlightened.

'
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Cigarette Taste
THOUGH it now may be only a ripple, there
is reason to believe that a sizable wave of protest against cigarette advertising on the air is
being formed.
Unfortunately, it must be admitted, there is
justification for some objection to excesses in
cigarette advertising on television.
The matter of its greater impact is one that
television must consider in deciding which advertising messages it will accept and which it
will reject. A printed advertisement in which
an actress' testimonial appears in static type
certainly does not carry the conviction that it
is present when the actress appears in full
animation on the television screen and says
what she is quoted as saying in the printed ad.
What she says must be judged more critically by the telecaster than by the publisher.
It would seem that telecasters would be
well advised to make a very thorough inspection of the cigarette commercials they are
carrying, with a view to toning down those
which seem to be getting somewhat out of
hand, before the public indignation reaches
unmanageable proportions.
If opposition to cigarette advertising is
allowed to develop significantly, it could easily
spread to other kinds of advertising as well.

Biting the Hand
ANOTHER P. I. offer came to our attention
the other day. This one was sure fire, according to the agency that was soliciting stations
to carry it, because the product sold for less
by mail order than it did in retail stores.
The agency thought broadcasters would grab
at that angle. Think of the enormous power
of a commercial that would say: "The same
product will cost you more at your corner store
than it will if you send us your money."
In its solicitation letter, the agency swore
that a couple of hundred stations were taking
the business. If that is so, a couple of hundred
stations are pretty short-sighted indeed.
In 1951 the revenue from local advertisers
(most of them retailers of one kind or another)
was $227.4 million, the revenue from national
spot (which is probably the category in which
P. I. stations report that sort of thing) was
$134.2 million, the revenue from network business was $116.6 million.
P. I. volume is impossible to measure, but we
doubt that it amounts to very much, especially
when matched against the $227.4 million that
legitimate local advertisers paid to radio for
time last year.
Wonder how the retail advertiser feels about
a radio station in his town that is hawking by
mail the same product he has on his shelves,
and hawking it at a lower price?
Tower

Sites

A PROBLEM that is bound to crop up in many
communities when the television freeze is
thawed and new stations granted is that concerning the placement of antenna towers,
particularly the high ones that the FCC will
authorize for some VHF and many UHF
installations.
As every broadcaster knows, airplane pilots
look upon antenna towers as flies look upon a
spider web. The Civil Aeronautics Authority
must approve the height and location of every
new tower higher than 500 feet.
It is likely that in some communities destined
to receive new or expanded television service
the sites that would be best for TV transmission would be hazardous to existing air traffic
lanes. In those situations broadcasters will
have to try to encourage a rearrangement of
airplane traffic.
We bring up this matter now because the recharting of an air traffic system around a city
cannot be done overnight. It is not a moment
too soon for broadcasters to begin working on
the problem.
How can that be done?
The obvious plan is for all TV applicants
in any community to work together on the
problem, even though they may be in competition with one another for facilities.
A cooperating group of broadcasters could
work with local air control authorities, representatives of the CAA and military aviation.
The reconciling of antenna sites and air traffic
patterns could be well on its way before the
FCC hearing of competitive station applications were held.
The out-of-pocket expense involved in such
negotiations would be negligible, since station
applicants must have engineering data to present with their petitions to the FCC.
The virtue of clearing up the tower question
with air authorities in advance of what in
many instances promises to be protracted FCC
procedures is that it will hasten the day new
stations go on the air. To wait is only to delay
further the spread of television throughout the
country.

jf - our respects to:

JAMES

HOWARD

CONNOLLY

IN JIM dentCONNOLLY,
vice presiin charge of itsbrand-new
San Francisco
division, ABC possesses an executive who,
aside from business acumen, can offer somewhat unusual titular attainments. Mr. Connolly is an Indian admiral.
As an honorary chief of the Kiowa Tribe in
Oklahoma, he is entitled to sign his letters
with the name Goom-Tau-Ta-Ke-Ah, though he
rarely does.
It is no slur on his recollective faculties that
he felt it advisable to consult his records before repeating the name. Indeed, at the tribal
ceremonies in which he acquired it, the daughter of the full-fledged chief, who did the honors,
herself was compelled to consult her father
before venturing to say it out loud. It means
"He Who Gives Word From Air" and was conferred in March 1950 on the recommendation
of a group of Oklahoma ABC affiliates for his
contributions to the advancement of commercial radio in the U. S.
Mr. Connolly came by his commission as an
admiral — in the Great Navy of the State of
Nebraska — in much the same way, through the
thoughtfulness of Nebraska affiliates. His commission, signed by the state's governor, shares
wall space in his New York offices with a radio
map and a certificate of more serious professional significance — that of a member of the
national panel of arbiters of the American
Arbitration Assn.
Unlike his titles of admiral and chief, Mr.
Connolly's ABC jobs have imposed a number of
demanding responsibilities.
As vice president in charge of owned radio
stations, the post he is now leaving after serving in it since its creation in February 1951,
he has been in charge of ABC's five ownedand-operated radio stations and also Spot
Sales, Cooperative Program Sales and local
and spot sales service. Now he is moving into
the San Francisco vice presidency, succeeding
Gayle Grubb, who resigned to join Fort Industry Co. [B«T, March 3].
Jim Connolly comes to this job through the
ranks, having served ABC since July 1, 1941,
in a series of progressively responsible positions— most of them considerably more mobile
than his new one or the one he is leaving. Working in the station relations department from
that date until his duties were expanded by
appointment as owned radio stations vice president in 1951, he spent much time trekking from
station to station across the country.
Those were years of expansion in the ABC
(Continued on page 53)
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Serves a daily audience three times greater than that of any other station in
the Capital District of New York State. (Albany, Troy and Schenectady)
Over 1/3 greater than the combined audience of the area's next ten toprated stations.
WGY

is the only NBC station in the area and the WGY

audience rating for

NBC programs is impressively larger than the national average.
THE CAPITAL OF THE 17TH STATE: Only WGY covers all 54 counties
in eastern Nevy York and western New England — a substantial market
area including 22 cities where more people live than in 32 other states
and where more goods are purchased than in 34 other states.
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ROBERT D. WOOD, account executive, KTTV (TV) Hollywood, to KNXT
(TV) in similar capacity.
JOSEPH P. HENRY, radio-TV timebuyer, MacManus, John & Adams,
Detroit,
that
city.named ABC Radio Spot Sales representative in

front office
UELLEN L. STEARNS, CBS Television Spot Sales, named eastern
division sales manager for TV in NBC National Spot Sales Dept.
elfective March 15.
RICHARD A. CLEAR Y, special sales representative, KTTV (TV) Hollywood, elevated to account executive.
WILLIAM R. KELLEY, WCAE Pittsburgh, joins sales staff of WDTV
(TV) that city.
EDWARD C. OBRIST, New York radio consultant, named manager of
station operations, WNHC-TV New Haven, Conn.
RUTH DORR, KOVE Lander, Wyo., to KVWO
as commercial manager.

LEON GORE, WGAL-TV Lancaster, Pa., to sales staff
of WOAI-TV San Antonio, Tex.
ROBERT J. CONWAY, sales representative, WBEN
Buffalo, appointed assistant radio sales manager.
HERBERT RESNICK, commercial manager of KBUR
Burlington, Iowa, joins WBEN's radio sales staff.
FRANK H. ELPHICKE, manager of CKWX Vancouver, elected vice
president and general manager of Western Broadcasting Co. Ltd., station
licensee.

Cheyenne

H-R REPRESENTATIVES Inc., station representative firm, moves to
larger quarters in Chrysler Bldg., 405 Lexington Ave., N. Y.

EARL L. BOYLES, general manager of WWGP Sanford, N. C, to WNAV-AM-FM Annapolis, Md., in same
capacity.

HAMILTON YOUNG, NBC operations analyst, named network's budget
director to succeed acting budget director LESLIE VAUGHN.

ROGER HAGADONE named station manager at KEYY
Pocatello Ida., replacing CLAYTON HALE, who has
retired due to ill health.

Mr. Obrist

AL LARSON, sales staff of WOW-AM-TV Omaha,
Neb., appointed regional sales manager for TV sales.

EVERETT-McKINNEY Inc., N. Y., appointed station representative for
WEOK Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
JAMES F. HOFFMAN, advertising staff, Los Angeles Mirror, to KNXT
(TV) Hollywood as national advertising representative in L. A.
GEORGE TALLON, General Outdoor Adv., Minneapolis, to sales staff of
WTCN-AM-TV that city.
WILLIAM G. RAMBEAU Co. appointed station representative for KWHN
Fort Smith, Ark.

ROBERT MEEKER Assoc., New York, named sales representative for
KBIG Avalon, Calif.
RICHARD O'CONNELL, Everett-McKinney, N. Y., to KCOR San Antonio,
Tex., as assistant commercial manager and public relations director.
WILLIAM K. McDANIEL, assistant television sales
manager, ABC Western Division, named ABC radio
network sales manager for division.
JOHN MOWBRAY, account executive, KJBS San
Francisco, joins Jim Diamond Adv., that city, as vice
president.
NATALIE S. MacDONALD, Dan River Mills Inc., N. Y.,
to WTOP-AM-FM-TV Washington as director of sales
promotion under GEORGE HARTFORD, vice president in charge of sales.
Mr. O'Connell

WYLIE ADAMS, ABC-TV New York, to CBS-TV that city as account
executive.
X^etd^fUi^ • • •
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HERKIMER

WILLIAM V. ALFORD, commercial sales manager, WSYR-AM-TV Syracuse, vacationing for two weeks in Bermuda. . . . NAYLOR ROGERS, executive vice president. Keystone Broadcasting System, Chicago, vacationing for month in California. . . . DON SCHARDT, WSYR Syracuse
salesman, father of twins, David and Anne, Feb. 27. . . . LAWRENCE
W. LOWMAN, CBS vice president and general executive, named radioTV chairman by New York City Cancer Committee for April fund raising
drive. . . .
KEN KILMER, general manager, KBOE Oskaloosa, Iowa, served as m.c.
for three-day observance to mark naming of Oskaloosa as "America's
Freedom City" by Freedom Foundation of America.

OFFERS SAFETY DISCS
Commentators Featured

the Triple Cities
if BINGHAMTON
-k JOHNSON CITY
•k ENDICOTT
NBC AFFILIATE IN THE SOUTHERN TIER
George P. Hollingbery, National Kepresentative
Page 52
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TEN radio and television news
commentators will discuss the importance of individual cooperation
with the National Safety Council's
accident prevention activities in a
new transcribed radio series. The
They include Dougfor Life.Cedric
Fight
las Edwards,
Foster, Pauline
Frederick, Taylor Grant, Gabriel
Heatter, Bill Henry, George Hicks,
Don Hollenbeck, Lowell Thomas
and Clifton Utley.

director of the council, in cooperation with John W. Pacey, ABC public affairs director; William A.
Whitehouse, ABC manager of special events for radio; E. A. Chester,
CBS director of news and public
affairs; Ted Bell, Procter & Gamble; J. Carlisle MacDonald, U. S.
Steel Co.; William P. Fineshriber,
Mutual vice president, and Milton
Burgh, MBS news director.
Free copies of the recording, with
90 seconds of commentary by each
person, will be released to any station for use as public interest sustaining spots, Mr. Thompson said.
Inquiries should be directed to
Paul Jones, director of public information, atcouncil headquarters,
425 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago.

Services of each were contributed by the network or sponsor for
which they work. Series was arranged by Dan Thompson, radio
BROADCASTING
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Our Respects to
(Continued from page 50)
radio network. Conservative estimates indicate that Mr. Connolly
had a large hand in adding 75
affiliates to the network in a single
two-year period.
A native of Baltimore, James
Howard Connolly was born Jan. 4,
1906, the son of James Patrick and
Miriam R. Connolly. He attended
Baltimore schools and McDonogh
Military School, a nearby preparatory institution. By that time he
had picked out his career and he
moved on to the U. of Pennsylvania
to study advertising and merchandising.
This two-year course behind him,
he joined the N. W. Ayer & Son
agency in Philadelphia in 1926.
Serving officially as an assistant
space buyer, he added radio to his
duties about 1928, working on the
New Haven Watch Co. and National Carbon Co. accounts, among
others. In November 1935, Ayer
dispatched him to its New York
office, where he was engaged 100%
in timebuying. He left Ayer on
April 1, 1936 — 10 years to the day
after joining the company in Philadelphia.
Next stop was the Branham Co.,
basically a newspaper representative, for which he opened and directed its New York radio representation office when the company
entered that field. He remained
with Branham, where he was elevated to a vice presidency in 1942,
until his move to ABC in mid-1944.
In the network's station relations department he worked out of
New York for approximately two
years, then was sent to Chicago in
1946 to open a station relations
office there. He returned to New
York and resumed operations from
the station relations headquarters
base at the end of that year.
In January 1951, Mr. Connolly
was elected station relations vice
president and a month later, when
ABC reorganized itself into separate radio and TV functions, was
named vice president in charge of
owned radio stations.
His San Francisco assignment,

PROGRAM highlight of WGY Schenectady's Anniversary
Week [B*T, Feb. 18] was 40-minute documentary covering main events in station's 30-year history. This was
followed by a panel discussion including eight men who
have been with WGY since its beginning. Nine panel
members were (I to r) Kolin Hager, first announcer, only
partly visible; A. O. Coggeshall, music supervisor; William
announced last week, becomes effective March 15.
As might be expected of a man
who has spent much time in station
relations, Mr. Connolly is an affable extrovert. Having associated
closely with radio for most of his
business career, he has full confidence in it and its future. He discounts the notion that television is
a bugaboo for radio.
In his view, television has had
a chance to show what it may reasonably be expected
to "do"
the
aural medium,
while
radioto has
shown that it can adapt itself to
meet the competition and, in fact,
is currently experiencing a strong
come-back.
Mr. Connolly married Florence
Egan of Philadelphia on June 17,
1936. They have two children —
Carol Ann, 12, and Sandra Marie,
8 — and, until his new appointment,
lived in Bayside Hills, L. I.
He is a member of the Roman
Catholic Church but describes himself as "not a joiner" socially. He
likes outdoor sports, especially
baseball, and, although he classihis golf
toys fieswith
the game
hope as
of ""mediocre,"
attaining a

RCA

Fay, vice president of Stromberg Carlson and manager of
WHAM Rochester; Chester H. Lang, vice president of
General Electric Co.; Howard Tupper, staff announcer and
moderator; Dr. W. R. G. Baker, vice president and general
manager of GE's Electronics Div.; Wlllard J. Purcell, WGY
managing engineer; William T. Meenam, newsroom supervisor, and C. D. Wagoner, GE news bureau, partly shown.

INSTITUTES
787 Are Graduated
RCA INSTITUTES Inc., one of the
oldest radio technical training
schools in the U. S., graduated 181
students Feb. 26 at commencement
exercises in New York.
Four students were presented
special awards by Maj. Gen. George
L. Van Deusen, U.S.A. (ret.), president of RCA Institutes, for outstanding achievement in their respective courses: Lynn I. Decker,
Tabor, Iowa, advanced technology;
Raymond Mills, Brooklyn, radio
and television broadcasting; Walter
Viveiros, Ozone Park, L. I., radio
and television servicing; and Johannes P. Richter, Flushing, L. I.,
radio and television servicing, eve-

ning class. Fourteen other graduates were announced as having attained honor grades.
New alumni of RCA Institutes
included residents of 12 states, students from France, Italy and Puerto Rico, and, in the radio and television broadcasting course, one
woman. About 60% of the class
were veterans of World War II.
NLRB

Elections

ELECTIONS to determine whether
the International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers (AFL) shall
represent engineers and technicians at WJPS Evansville, Ind.,
and WBSR Pensacola, Fla., have
been directed by the National Labor Relations Board.

respectable handicap in the immediately foreseeable future.
He also is a reasonably truthful
fisherman, attributable perhaps to
the fact that his daughters are his
favorite fishing companions.

^^^^^

National Advertisers
When Shopping for BIG RETURNS in
the Maritimes, your best "MARKET
BASKET" is CHNS ... Ask
JOS. WEED & CO.
350 Madison Ave., New York
They also know about our new
5000-WAff TRANSMITTER
HALIFAX
NOVA SCOTIA
CHNS
HALIFAX
BROADCASTING

NOVA SCOTIA

SOUTHWEST IRE MEET
Speakers Are Announced
ATTENDANCE of 1,000 is expected for the Fourth Southwestern
Institute of Radio Engineers Conference and Radio Engineering
Show, scheduled for Houston, May
16-17, G. K. Miller of Schlumberger Inc., conference chairman,
announced last week.
Among leading speakers slated
are Dr. Donald B. Sinclair, IRE
president and chief engineer of
General Radio Corp.; Comdr. T.
A. M. Craven, Craven, Lohnes &
Culver, Washington, D. C. ; A. Earl
C u 1 1 u m, consulting engineer,
Dallas; John Reinartz, Eitel McCullough Inc., and Col. Edwin
White, FCC.

• Telecasting

* 53 BMB Counties in Middle
Tennessee and Southern Kentucky
are COI/ERED by WSIX ALONf.
Sell this BILLION $$$ market...
-Celebrating a Quarter Century of Service!

BetterBiii
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE: M
GEO. P. tlOLLINGBERRY CO.

ABC AfflLIATE-5000 WATTS-980

KC^ WSIX FM"^7°?°m^
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NBC HolCAP, former
JACK LIGHTlywood
sportscaster, to WINS
New York as sports director to
handle pre- and post-Yankee sportsr
casts and nightly quarter-hour show.
BESSA BISSON, Burnett & Logan, Chicago, to WMAQ (AM)-WNBQ (TV)
same city, as advertising and promotion
writer.
HARVEY OLSON, program manager
at WDRC Hartford, to teach course
at Hillyer College, same city, on "Radio Announcing and Speaking."
DAVE
LOYE, program director at
KOCY Oklahoma City, to WKY-AM-TV
that city, on continuity staff.
STEVE HARRIS to KCOW Alliance,
Neb., as announcer-operator. FRANCES FAGERBERG rejoins staff as
traffic secretary.
GEORGE HEINEMANN, NBC Chicago
TV program manager, named TV representative on Citizens Traffic Safety
committee.
MARK SCOTT, baseball play-by-play
announcer, WCAV Norfolk, Va., to
KFWB Hollywood on home games of
Hollywood Stars starting April 1.
MICHAEL DONN RANDOM, staff
producer, KLX Oakland, Calif., appointed director of music.
OTTO BREMERS, promotion staff at
WMAQ Chicago, has won photographic
award from Freedom Foundation for
second year.
PEGGY WARFEL, receptionist at
WLAN Lancaster, Pa., promoted to
traffic manager and VALERIE
SCHEYING assigned to air The
Women's Page, station's daily women's
program.
DARLEEN BRUNS, KSUM Fairmont,
Minn., to KIST Santa Barbara, Calif.
JEAN PAXSON, WBBM Chicago billing department, to CBS Radio Spot

Temper,

Temper!

. . . Easy little Bismarck — just
tie a string around that sore
finger and remember next
time that KFYR, in agriculturally wealthy North Dakota,
will build an active market
for you. Remember Bismarck,
KFYR!

/ BISMARCK. N. DAK. /
5000 WATTS-N, B.C. AFFILIATE
Rep. by John Blair
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RALPH WILLIAMS, announcer-actor,
WEW St. Louis, father of boy, Mark
Allen, March 1.
MILT PARLOW, executive assistant
to LES comeLEAR,
WelTravelers,manager
father ofof NBC's
girl, Jana
Lee, Feb. 21.

air-casters
Sales, that city, as assistant contract
manager.
SANDRA SPENCE, timekeeper on
NBC-TV Pantomime Quiz, assigned
role in Universal-International film,
Ma and Pa Kettle Go to Waikiki.
BOB GRANT, WBBM Chicago anannouncer, serving on active duty with
Navy for two weeks as communications
officer.
CARL CARUSO, MBS announcer on
Gabby Hayes Shoiv
and Your Home
Beautiful, elected
chairman of radioTV committee of
Long Island Parent-Teachers Assn.,
formed to promote
better understanding between
radioTV and
schools.
JACK S T E C K,
Mr. Caruso manager of programs and production, WFIL-TV Philadelphia, to serve
as TV advisor at Music Educators National Conference, Phila., March 21-26.
BOB SEITZER, publicity director,
KMTV (TV) Omaha, Neb., to WOWTV that city as promotion manager.
NEOMI ALEX appointed traffic-continuity director at KCBQ San Diego,
Calif., replacing NANCY READ who
resigns to be married. HARRY
MITCHELL, disc jockey, named staff
announcer-producer. He is replaced
by
show.JIM O'LEARY on all night disc
PAT WILKINS, announcer, KOOS Coos
Bay, Ore., to KXL Portland in same
capacity.
DON CLARK, Hollywood directorwriter, to CBS Radio Stars Over Hollyivood as director.
JOE ADAMS, Negro disc m.c, KOWL
Santa Monica, Calif., receives award
from Color magazine and begins fifth
year with station this month.
DON L. PIERCE, program director,
WRRF Washington, N. C, will speak
on "The Library and Radio in the
Changing ofCommunity"
at March
meeting
Librarians and
Trustees,22
Chapel Hill, N. C.
Proetz Award
PLANS for the 1952 Erma Proetz
Award competition, designed to
honor women's outstanding creative
work in radio, TV and other phases
of advertising, were announced Feb.
29 by the Women's Advertising
Club of St. Louis, contest sponsor
for the eighth year. Three $100
cash prizes and honorable mentions
will be awarded on the basis of
work from March 1, 1951, to March
1, 1952. Competition is open to all
women in the U. S. Canada, Cuba
or Mexico and entries must be postmarked not later than April 10.
Awards will be presented at a
dinner meeting to be held in conjunction with the St. Louis Exhibit
of Advertising, Hotel Statler, St.
Louis, May 12-14. Entry blanks
may be obtained from Mrs. Blossom Streeter, chairman, St. Louis
Women's Advertising Club, 706
Chestnut St., St. Louis 1.

SHERMAN

BOOEN returns to announcer-disc jockey position at WTCNAM-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul, after
serving in Korea as Marine captain.
CHUCK DULANE, director of Farm
Family Hour, WGAY Silver Spring,
Md., presented honorary membership
in Montgomery County 4-H Clubs for
service rendered to farm community.
JOHN BERRY Jr., correspondent for
Evansville (Ind.) Coifcter, to announcing staff of WGBF Evansville.
MILTON CANTER joins WAAM (TV)
Baltimore as projectionist. ART HELMER and ROYALL PARKER to station's announcing staff.
TOM MOOREHEAD, WFIL Philadelphia sports director, to serve as m.c.
at three report luncheons scheduled in
connection
American Red
Cross fund with
raisingcity's
campaign.
ISABELL HOYT, promotion manager,
KPOJ Portland, Ore., elevated to merchandising manager.
VIRGINIA HURWITZ joins promotion
department of KMTV (TV) Omaha,
Neb.
JOSEPH
CARLETON
BEAL to
WDSU-TV New Orleans as program
consultant.
JAMES GRAHAM DAMON, program
operations manager, KNBH (TV)
Hollywood, and TESSIE ANN BEATON, NBC Western Division continuity acceptance department, married March 2. Mrs. Damon is daughter
of WILLIAM J. BEATON, vice president and general manager, KWKW
Pasadena.
PAUL WESTON, musical conductorstar of CBS Radio Paul Weston Show,
married JO STAFFORD, singer, Feb.
26. HANLON, publicity and public
JIM
relations director, WGN-AM-TV Chicago, father of son, Sean Robert, Feb.
29.
JOHN KETTERER, announcer and
music director, WSOY Decatur, 111.,
father of girl, Patricia Ann, March 1.
GLENN LORANG, farm director,
KHQ Spokane, father of boy, John
Christopher, Feb. 28.
JACK IHRIE, chief announcer, WEXL
and WOMC-FM Royal Oak, Mich.,
father of boy, Kenneth James, Feb. 27.
DAY

'WHIZ

has

AN

A/awi • • •
RODERICK MacLEISH, former radio
writer, director, producer and commentator on staff of then Gov. Chester
Bowles of Connecticut, to WLAW
Lawrence, Mass., as news director.
JOE WEEKS, CBS Radio staff announcer, to KCSJ Pueblo, Col., as
news editor.
MILT BERKOWITZ, news editor,
WONS Hartford, Conn., joins NBC
New York news and special events department.
HENRY J. CASSIDY, director of news,
NBC, to speak at annual Red Cross
banquet in Syracuse, March 28.
DICK SALYERS named local news editor at KCOW Alliance, Neb.
CHARLES DAY, WGAR Cleveland
news editor, elected to city's graduate
chapter of Sigma Delta Chi, national
journalism fraternity.
JOHN HALVORSON, Duluth, Minn.,
joins KCBQ San Diego, Calif., as news
chief.
FRANK QUATTROCCHL press representative, NBC Hollywood, father of
girl, Beatrice, Feb. 23.
HARRY L. COHOON Jr., news editor,
WORC Worcester, Mass., has married
Barbara H. Farnsworth.
Three to ARF

Committee

THREE

new appointments to Advertising Research Foundation's
Technical Committee were announced, last week by B. H. Geyer,
chairman of the board. Appointees
are Edward Battey, vice president
and director of research, Compton
Adv.; Lyndon 0. Brown, vice president and director of media, merchandising and research for
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample; and G.
Maxwell Ule, vice president and
research director of Kenyon &
Eckhardt, all of New York. Other
members of ARF's Technical Committee are:
Committee
Chairman
Arno Co.;
H. Johnson, J. Walter
Thompson
John
Caples, BBDO; Roger Humphries,
Procter & Gamble Co.; David E.
Robinson,
& Frank,
and KennethPrice,
StuartRobinson
of Eastman
Kodak
Co.
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TRANSIT

RADIO

FATE of transit radio operations —
one of the more profitable FM station enterprises — now is in the
hands of the Supreme Court.
Oral argument on whether transitcasting to street cars and busses
is constitutional took place last
Monday. Decision is not expected
until May.
Decision hinges on whether the
justices believe government action
was involved when the District of
Columbia Public Utilities Commission approved the installation of
single-channel FM receivers and
loudspeakers in the vehicles of
Washington's Capital Transit Co.
The U. S. Court of Appeals, in a
decision last year, said transit
broadcasts deprived objecting riders
of their liberty without due process
of law [B*T, June 18, 11, 1951].
Waggish comments by the justices had the august Supreme Court
chamber echoing to the laughter of
the bench and spectators. Justices
Felix Frankfurter and Hugo L.
Black were outspoken against what
they termed "this invasion of a
rider's
rightM. toVinson
privacy."
Chief
Justice Fred
and Justices
Stanley F. Reed and Sherman Minton were more concerned with the
legalities of the case. All nine
justices were present.
Attorney for pro-transit petitioners was W. Theodore Pierson of
the Washington law firm of Pierson
& Ball. Arguing for the protesting
riders was Paul M. Segal of the
Washington law firm of Segal,
Smith & Hennessey. Mr. Pierson
represented the District of Columbia Public Utilities Commission,
Capital Transit Co. and Transit
Radio Inc. (WWDC-FM). Mr.
Segal represented Franklin S. Pollak and Guy Martin, Washington
attorneys who brought the action
three years ago.
Private Matter
Mr. Pierson outlined the history
of the case and argued that transit
radio was a private matter between
the transit company and Transit
Radio Inc. Rights of the majority
installations over-ride the minority
of riders who voted in favor of
broadcasts in survey made before
of objecting passengers, Mr. Pierson said. He also emphasized that
the
termin "forced
was
untrue
the senselistening"
that transit
riders were forced to listen to
broadcasts — most people can close
their ears to broadcasts, he said.
Mr. Segal argued that Capital
Transit Co. was set up as a public
utility monopoly by act of Congress, that Public Utilities Commission refused to take into account

WEOK
POUGHKEEPSIE,
REPRESENTED BY
EVERETT McKINNEY, INC.
BROADCASTING

SCOTUS

the constitutional issues involved in
the establishment of transitcasting
and that freedom of speech has
adverse implications — freedom
from "forced listening."
Comments from the justices were
revealing of personal attitudes
toward transit radio, but, in opinion
of observers, not of their legal
leanings.
Justice Frankfurter's comments
were most barbed. On learning that
a "scientific" sample of 2,500 riders
out of more than one million fares
per day was polled, he exclaimed :
" 'Scientific' — that's the most injured of all words in the English
language."
When Mr. Pierson explained that^
broadcasters must be fair and impartial in their news broadcasts,
Mr. Frankfurter taunted: "You
say these broadcasters are pure,
epicene purveyors of news? That's
a rather romantic view, isn't it, Mr.
Pierson?"
Argument that riders don't hear
broadcasts unless they actively
wish to listen brought this comment from Justice Black: "In other
words, it's not as bad as it sounds."
Both Chief Justice Vinson and
Justice Black mentioned the use of
Strictly Business
(Continued from page 18)
television competition is potentially
stronger than the radio-newspaper
contest
was,AM.he sees a "very good"
future for
With respect to TV, he says,
"lifting the freeze in itself doesn't
mean an awful lot. The question is
when will TV get going full sway
throughout the country?"
He has noticed a definite resurgence of interest in radio
among national advertisers all
over the country and identifies it as
the return of the pendulum. January sales for Raymer, he reports,
have been the greatest in the history of the company.
Describing himself as clumsy at
sports, he was even more astonished than his friends were, Mr.
Brokaw says, to foster a son who
was named by The New York
Times last year to an all-city football team. His son, Robert, is now
following the father more closely,
however, as a freshman at Cornell.
Mr. Brokaw's daughter, Cynthia, a
graduate last year of Radcliffe, is
proving her relationship by looking
toward a career as a magazine
writer.
Mr. Brokaw himself boasts a
1.000 batting average editorially.
He wrote and sold one article defending the radio industry for
Forum magazine after an initial
feature had blasted AM. And this
only three months after he entered
the business.
Mrs. Brokaw, the former Janet
Ensign of Harrisburg, Pa., evidently bears the evolvements in
listening
Manhattansilence
home. from the family's
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Hears

Arguments

car cards in ti'ansit vehicles.
When Mr. Segal answered that
riders were under no compulsion to
view them, Justice Douglas remarked: "Oh, I don't know, some
of those advertisements. . . ." This
brought the greatest outburst of
laughter in the court.
The Transit Radio case began
when Messrs. Pollak and Martin
asked PUC to force Capital Transit Co. to discontinue transitcasts
in streetcars and busses. PUC
turned them down. They appealed
to the U. S. District Court, which
also dismissed the complaint. Further appeal to the U. S. Court of
Appeals claredbrought
which are
dethat transitopinion
broadcasts
illegal and remanded the case back
to PUC with instructions to forbid
transit radio installations in transit vehicles.
WHAY
Baseball
COMPLETE schedule of Boston
Red Sox American League baseball games will be broadcast by
WHAY New Britain, Conn., it was
announced Feb. 29 by Station Manager Leo Borin. Schedule will include home and road day and night
contests, with Curt Gowdy and Bob
Delaney handling coverage. Broadcasts were started March 8 with
spring training games.

Stop

Addict Teiis story
PERSONAL history of a 45year-old drug addict who got
his first shot of heroin when
he was 17 years old was
started on WCBS New York
by Bill Leonard on his This
Is New York program, WCBS
New York, 9-9:30 a.m., Monday through Saturday. After
hearing a discussion of narcotics on the program a few
weeks ago, the addict — called
"Robert Adams" for broadcast purposes — called Mr.
Leonard to volunteer the rahistory.
dio-tel ing of his own case

Submitted for NLRB
NOMINATION of Ivar H. Peterson, former NAB employe-employer relations specialist, to be a
member of the National Labor
Relations Board was submitted to
the Senate by President Truman
last Tuesday.
Mr. Peterson, administrative aide
to Sen. Wayne Morse (R-Ore.)
since 1948 and former NLRB general counsel, would succeed James
J. Reynolds, resigned, for the unexpired term ending Aug. 26, 1956.
The President's action confirmed
reports that Mr. Peterson was
under consideration for the vacancy [B*T, Jan. 7].

(is If VouVe

Heard

Before

It's about the Traveling Salesman
who put up for the night at... You've
heard that one.? Well, here's one
that bears repeating! In Greater
Miami (Dade County), WIOD has an
enviable record of more than a
quarter of a century of community
service and first-rate performance.
[And, as salesmen... we're tops with
the local boys — the boys who can
see the results day by day! For the
details and the job we can do for
Rep .—
call our
you, too...
Company
Boiling
The just

JAMES M. LeGATE, General Manager
5,000 WATTS • 610 KG • NBC
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POLITICAL TIME
OSBA Seeks Clarification
OREGON State Broadcasters
Assn. resolved to request Capitol
Hill hearings on the broadcasterpolitical candidate relationship at
its annual meeting in Eugene,
Ore., weekend of March 1. In election of officers, H. J. Chandler,
KFLW Klamath Falls, was named
president.
Stressing the importance of
clarifying- legislation on political
broadcasts, the Oregon broadcastSection
315 ers
of declared,
the 1934"The
FCC present
Act leaves
all
of us in a dilemma regarding libel
laws in reference to politics and
political campaigns."
The meeting, looking toward upcoming national elections, voted to
request the U. S. Senate and the
House of Representatives to hold
hearings on legislation pertaining
to the relationship between political candidates and broadcasters.
In another action, OSBA unanimously called for changes in the
Communications Act. The group
urged the House to approve the
McFarland Bill, which, they said,
would "expedite FCC hearings and
procedure."
Other officers elected were S. W.
McCready, KUGN Eugene, vice
president; Joe Schertler, KEX
Portland (re-elected) secretarytreasurer. Named to board were
Dick Brown, KPOJ Portland, and
almost
unbelievable
ds s and
carter
A r\'tI 1I let
from
2

announcements
on Sunday P. M.

Here's what the man
said
"In seven years in
this business, I've
never seen such a
tremendous response
from radio.
We received over 4,000
written replies from
75 towns from two announcements. It ' s almost unbelievable. "
GRAND RAPIDS STADIUM
Signed,
Jack Stover, Mgr.
Listeners, and lots of
them make this station
the best buy in Western
Michigan.
WGRD
"The People's Station"
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Page 56
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Tom Becker, KNPT Newport, for
two-year terms, and Gordon Capps,
KSPV Ontario, and Chet Wheeler,
KWIL Albany, for one-year terms.
Ted Cooke, KOIN Portland, retiring president, automatically becomes a board member for a year.
A proposal was made that OSBA
establish a full-time association
office on the U. of Oregon campus
in Eugene and to employ an executive secretary who also would teach
radio courses there.
The OSBA proposal will be made
to the university and will be subject to approval of the university
and the State Board of Higher
Education. If approved, this would
be the first time that such a cooperative arrangement has been
made between a broadcasting association and a state university,
OSBA reported.
Close cooperation with Oregon
State College will continue, the
meeting voted, particularly in the
engineering and extension fields,
and with KOAC Corvallis, the state
college station.
Concerning specific problems, the
OSBA voted against any immediate
campaign against Oregon's law
which prohibits any radio advertising of liquor before 8 p.m.

'PIRATING'
ENGINEER
OSS Plans
investigation
REPORTS of job-hopping and
worker pirating among engineering
firms have prompted the Office of
Salary Stabilization to launch a nationwide inquiry into their hiring
practices. The investigation was
announced by Joseph D. Cooper, executive director of the office. All
industrial employers of engineers
are affected, with more relevance
to manufacturers than broadcasters.
Companies are being asked to
furnish hiring rates from 1950 to
1952, number of engineers employed and salary increases granted, as well as other data. Findings
will be used as a basis for regulatory and enforcement action.
"We are aware that the shortages of engineers has plagued industry for months but piracy (one
employer luring away engineers
from another), which ignores stabilization ceilings and normal practices, is not the answer," Mr.
Cooper asserted.
Defense Shows
PLANS for salute during the sesquicentennial of the U. S. Military
Academy at West Point, N. Y.,
have been announced by Charles
Dillon, chief of the Radio-TV
Branch, Office of Public Information, Dept. of Defense. Two special programs — ABC's Time for
Defense and DuMont TV Network's
Pentagon - Washington — will be
aired before a cadet audience in
the next three months. Former
program will be tape recorded
March 16 for broadcast the following evening while plans for the
latter telecast are being mapped
for sometime in May.

'OLLIE' TO

TEN years with the same sponsor —
that's the anniversary chalked up by
Jack Knell (r), news and special
events director of WBT Charlotte,
N. C. To celebrate occasion, John
Paul Lucas Jr., public relations director of Duke Power Co., which
sponsors News Digest Tuesday and
Thursday, pays Newscaster Knell a
special visit. Mr. Lucas commended
Mr. Knell for "excellence in newscasting, in public service, and in
PHILA.

citizenship."
FORUM

Networks, Stations Cover
NETWORKS and local standard
and FM stations joined forces last
week to cover the Philadelphia
Bulletin's sixth annual forum which
included addresses and panel discussions by civic leaders.
Portions of the two-day sessions,
which opened Monday at the Academy of Music, Philadelphia, were
carried by over 20 area AM stations in Philadelphia, Camden, Harrisburg, Atlantic City, WilkesBarre, Vineland, Morrisville, Chester, Coatesville and Norristown.
They devoted 33% hours of broadcast time to the forum. Additionally, 17 FM outlets carried portions.
Network broadcast time by CBS,
NBC and MBS amounted to 2
hours, 45 minutes, with approximately 400 other stations taking
the programs coast to coast. Entire
proceedings were recorded by the
Voice of America, according to Foy
D. Kohler, assistant administrator
of
the State Service.
Dept.'s International
Broadcasting

SPEAK

Is lERT Banquet Feature
OLIVER J. DRAGON, star of Burr
Tillstrom's Kukla, Fran and Ollie
on NBC-TV, will be the banquet
speaker April 19 at the 22d annual
Institute for Education by RadioTelevision in Columbus, Ohio. Dr.
I. Keith Tyler of Ohio State U.,
institute director, said Mr. Dragon
will discuss "The Cultural and Educational Possibilities of Television"
at the Deshler-Wallick Hotel.
The institute, scheduled from
April 17-20 [B»T, Feb. 25], will
have more than 30 special-interest
and work-study sessions. Dr. Tyler
said. Television, for the second
year, will be emphasized on all
levels — school, college and adult — •
and a seminar on education through
commercial TV stations will be
directed by Arnold L. Wilkes,
WBAL-TV Baltimore.
Edward Stasheff, WNYC New
York television supervisor, will lead
discussion on simple TV techniques
for educators, while James Bormann, WCCO Minneapolis and
president of the National Assn. of
Radio News Directors, will lead a
panel on news in radio and TV.
Three special-interest sessions
new this year are one on broadcasting to foreign countries, which will
by led by Gerald Kean, acting
director for United Nations Radio;
and two on broadcasting in public
relations, with the college level
group headed by Lynn Poole, public
relations director, Johns Hopkins
U., and the public school section
supervised by Allen H. Wetter, associate superintendent of Philadelphia
schools.
Allen public
Miller,
manager of KWSG
Pullman, Wash., will discuss how
to build and hold audiences. Charles
R. Sterritt, chief of the audio-visual
division of the American National
Red Cross, will direct group discussion on broadcasting by national
organizations.
Gordon Hawkins, program and
education director for Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc., will outline education through use of commercial radio stations.
More rural and small-town homes
are tuned in to KCMO than to

The

BIGGEST

any other station in the area— according to the newly -completed

rural and small town

Conlan "Study of Listening Habits"
in Mid-America. Your message on
KCMO reaches them through

AUPIENCE

programming planned to fit their
needs. It's a big, prosperous, loyal
audience — and you can reach it
best with KCMO.

in Mid-America

KCMO
50,000 WATTS • 810 KC.
125 E. 31st St., Kansas City, Mo.
or THE KATZ AGENCY
BROADCASTING
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IBAB BUDGET
Expansion Is Assured
BROADCAST Advertising Bureau
already has commitments from stations and networks assuring it an
estimated budget of more than
j$430,000 for fiscal 1952-53 and exjpects to surpass the half-million
imark by April 1 when the current
BAB-NARTB dues relationship is
terminated.
This was revealed last week by
iBAB President William B. Ryan,
who predicted that "radio will be
jpromoted as an advertising medium
more aggressively in 1952 than
iever before in its history." The
$430,000 figure, he said, compares
with less than $345,000 allocated
to BAB for the year which ends
April 1.
The report said 386 stations aljready have signed up for 1952-53.
Counting the radio networks and
Iconsidering the higher dues which
stations pay directly to BAB, it
iwas noted, BAB is guaranteed
more revenue in 1952-53 than it reeived in 1951-52.
Mr. Ryan said 60 stations signed
new contracts during February and
that "by April 1 we expect at least
200 additional stations to sign,
which will give us a budget of
over $500,000."
BAB, which functioned as an
NARTB department for some eight
years, was set up as an independent corporation in April 1951.
During the past year, its basic
financial support has been derived
from NARTB members who allocated 30% of their NARTB dues
to the bureau's operation.
Under this financial arrangement, which terminates April 1,
BAB currently has approximately
802 members which also are
NARTB members. In addition,
ABC, CBS, Mutual, and NBC are
active BAB members and 126 nonNARTB members are BAB members, BAB reported.
Of the 60 stations which signed
jnew contracts in February, it was
^noted, 51 are currently combination
BAB-NARTB members, while nine
are not members of NARTB. These
nine were identified as KCNO Alturas, Calif.; KSST Sulphur
Springs, Tex.; KTFI Twin Falls,
Ida.; KVWO Cheyenne; WFRX
.West Frankfort, 111.; WGGH
Marion, 111.; WGRO Bay City,
Mich. ; WIND Chicago, and WLAU
Laurel, Miss.
Officials said BAB would give "a
full-dress review" of its activities
jand plans at an open BAB meeting
in Chicago on the afternoon of
March 31, launching the annual
NARTB convention.
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Camden, N. J.,
elected alumni member of Milwaukee School of Engineering.
JOSEPH MARESCA, manager of sales
order department, Insuline Corp., of
America, Long Island City, N. Y., appointed assistant to BERNARD L.
CAHN, general sales manager.
J. DONALD JOHNSON, advertising
ion manager for hearingand promoted
aids produc by Zenith Radio Corp.,
Chicago, named advertising- manager of
company's hearing aid division.
WILLIAM KELLEY, general sales
manager, Motorola Inc., Chicago, and
E. A. HOLSTEN, company's merchandising manager, named vice president
in charge of sales and general merchandising manager respectively.

Mr. Kelley Mr. Holsten
WILLIAM J. DOYLE, general sales
manager. Astatic Corp., Conneaut,
Ohio, named vice president in charge
of sales.
D. B. BLATZ, business management
and time finance representative, Crosley Division, Avco Mfg. Corp., Cincinnati, named manager of business
management replacing L. M. SALISBURY, tributing
no-w controller
of Crosley DisCorp.
JACK WOOLLEY, sales staff KMPC
Hollywood, to Penny-Owsley Music
Co., L. A., as advertising manager.
JOHN C. HELIES, manager of manufacturing for vacuum cleaner and fan
department
of Division,
General Bridgeport,
Electric's
Small Appliance
Conn., named general manager of GE
Appliance Control Dept., Morrison, 111.
HERBERT LIEBERMAN, advertising
sales promotion manager for Mort Co.,
Phila., to Trilling & Montague, that
city (appliance distributor), in same
capacity.
JIM McKIBBEN, program director,
KIDO Boise, Ida., joins Standard Radio
Transcription Services, L. A., as continuity editor for company's script
service and publicity-promotion man
for
Standard's
Tailored
Service. Four-Way SponsorASSOCIATED
DISTRIBUTING Co.,
Columbia, S. C, appointed distributor
for Admiral Corp. products in territory
covering 37 South Carolina counties.
MARTHA JEAN SMITH, New York
TV production executive, appointed
Baltimore sales representative of
United Artists Television.
GENERAL ELECTRIC Co.'s Meter and
Instrument Div. Lynn, Mass., announces following changes: DONALD
E. CRAIG, manager of marketing,
named manager of Somersworth, N. H.,
plant; JOHN C. GARRETT appointed
acting manager of marketing for department assisted by LEO P. HANNAWAY; JEREMIAH E. McQUILLAN
named manager of marketing serv-
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CAYWOOD C. COOLEY, chief field
engineer, Jerrold Electronics Corp.
Phila., named company sales manager
assisted by CARL W. SCHMELZLE,
Jerrold engineer.
ROBERT C. WALLACE appointed
merchandise mandioagerCorp.,
Chicago,
for Zenith
Rain addition
to
present duties on war
contracts.
JAMES W. FROST,
promotion manager,
KPOJ Portland,
Ore., moves to San
Francisco Chronicle
as assistant
promotion manager.
Mr. Wallace
FRANCES A. O'DRISCOLL named to
sales staff of Prockter Syndications
International Inc., N. Y. (TV film productions), covering East Coast.
MAGNECORD Inc., Chicago, announces production of extension arms
to adapt standard Magnecorder for use
with 10% -inch reels making possible
complete record playback, high speed
forward, rewind and stop. Company
also announces production of continuous tape player which plays two hours
of recorded tape at 7% inches per
second from one side of standard %
inch recording tape, then automatically
reverses and plays other track.

INSULINE Corp. of America, Long Island City, N. Y., announces production
of molded phenolic television lightning
arresters, models No. 6113 and 6114,
designed to withstand all extremes of
weather. Unit can be installed quickly
without cutting TV lead-in.
NEO-LITE Mfg. Co., Rockford, 111.,
introduces pocket size circuit tester
for appliances or lines from 90 to 550
volts AC-DC. New unit is called
Dandy-Lite.
TAPEMASTER Inc., Chicago, announces production of Model PT-121
portable tape recorder designed for
operation
user's Unit
own operates
audio am-at
plifier andwith
speaker.
standard tape speed of 7.5 inches per
second.
"Taeknical • • •
JAMES L. MIDDLEBROOKS, chief
facilities engineer,
ABC New York, to
KING-AM-FM-TV
Seattle as director
of engineering. Mr.
Middlebrooks was
formerly engineering director of
NAB, now NARTB
Washington, D. C.
before going to
to asMr. Middlebrooks New
sume York
his network
Honor

ROBERT MONTGOMERY,
post. directorNBCTV executive producer,
and
commentator, has been awarded
a citation by the Order of DeMolay, international youth organization sponsored by the Ma-

vVV8
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ON...

BUT!

"The Yanks are coming" over WINS — starting with the Spring
games. WINS travels with the team!
That puts this station in the spotlight as the best spot buy
any buy!
Let WINS go to bat for you, through spots or programs.
Whatever you have to sell, you can sell more at lower cost
We'll be glad to give you the facts, and the figures.
Buy wins
ft Sells!

. . .

Call your WINS representative
. . . see him when he calls!

WINS
50KW
New York

CROSLEY BROADCASntM
CORPORATION
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'VOICE OF THE
SOUTH' 30th Anniversary This Week
WSB Celebrates

best radio programming service
that we are capable of delivering
and expressed
confidence
"that evei
th
future
will reward
us all with
greater treasures from the magica
voice
of radio."
Program
Director Ellis adde.
similar sentiments, and came u;
with a new slogan: "WSB — Ameri
ca's Radio-Active Station."
NARBA

rcaVictor

Good program ideas and top talent
deserve RCA Victor transcription
quality and service. Your materialspot announcements to full-length
shows— should get the benefit of
RCA's technical experience and
research.
Your order, large or small, is
recorded, processed and pressed in
the country's best-equipped studios
and plants . . . receives world-famous
RCA Victor engineering. Complete
transcribed radio production and
script-writing facilities are available.
Contact an RCA Victor Custom Record office today:
630 Fifth Avenue
Dept. B-30, NEW YORK 20
JUdson 2-5011
445 North Lake Shore Drive
Dept. B-30, CHICAGO 11
WHitehall 4-3215
1016 North Sycamore Avenue
Dept. B-30, HOLLYWOOD 38
HILLside 5171
Write now for our fact-filled
Custom Record Brochure!
custom
record
sales
^
RADIO CORPORATION
OF AMERICA
RCA VICTOR DIVISION
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THIS IS a throwback 30 years ago when automobile magnate Henry Ford
(seated, with headphones) attended the inaugural of WSB Atlanta as the
South's pioneer radio station. The scene is the old Atlanta Journal building.
Time: March 16, 1922. Standing by are Ford Motor Co. officials and local
civic dignitaries, not identified. Other notables who visited the station, aside
from Mr. Ford, were opera stars Rosa Ponselle and Alma Gluck. WSB has
come a long way since it debuted as the "Voice of the South" and the nation's
second newspaper-owned radio outlet to take the air. Station logs then listed
Walter Tison as operator and Georga A. Her as engineer. WSB Anniversary
Week climaxes with official observances next Sunday.
IT WAS 30 years ago that the nation's foremost automobile pioneer
paid homage to the South's radio
pioneer and, with an eye on the
now familiar slogan, "Welcome
South, Brother," inspected the facilities of the then 100-w voice from
the old Atlanta Journal building.
The automobile pioneer was
Henry Ford. The station was
WSB.
The day: March 16, 1922.
In commemoration of its 30th
anniversary, the Atlanta Newspapers Inc.'s "Voice of the South"
this week is holding a week-long
celebration which started yesterday (Sunday) and culminates next
Sunday with official observances.
Anniversary Week will be
marked by many salutes from NBC
network programs, according to J.
Leonard Reinsch, managing director of the Cox radio and TV
properties, which include WSBAM-PM-TV.
Many 'Firsts'
The celebration
is laid against
athebackdrop
of
many
"firsts" in radio
both
national and southern
picture. A number of special features are planned, including congratulatory messages from WSB
alumni, contests, exhibits and
WSB's own dramatized version of
its history.
scheduled
by NBC's
TinSalutes
Pan are
Valley,
The Big
Show,
Grand Ole Opry, Meredith Willson's Music Room, Bill Stem's
Portraits in Sports, the Adventures
of Archie Andrews and such alumni
personalities as Douglas Edwards,

Smilin' Ed McConnell and Lyle
Van.

CHANGES

Are Reported to FCC
MEXICO, Cuba and the Dominican Republic have reported change:
in station facilities and list nev.
outlets soon to go on the air. Thr
notification is under terms of th.
1941 North American Regiona
Broadcasting Agreement.
The changes and additions (witl
probable commencement dates ir
parentheses) MEXICO
are:
XEFO Chihuahua, Chihuahua, new
Class timeII (April
station,
1). 680 kc, 500 w, dayXEGI Gomez Palacio, Durango, nev
Class II station, 700 kc, 1 kw, daytlms
(June 30).
XEBA Guadalajara, Jalisco, new
Class II station, 840 kc, 1 kw, daytime
(April 1).
XEGN Oaxaca, Oaxaca, new Class
station,
1460 30).
kc, 500 w-B, 250 w-N, full
time (June
XEDI Queretaro, Queretaro, 1570 kc
change to Class II station, 770 kc. 1 kw
daytime (April 2).
XEPR Poza Rica, Veracruz, 1480 kc
change
in call letters from XEFO (no^
in
operation).

CUBA
CMAL Pinar del
Rio, Pinar del Rio
new Class IV station, 1340 kc, 250
fuUtime (June 1952).
CMHP Sancti Spiritus, Las Villas
Class IV station, 1250 kc, 250 w, fulltime, moved from Cabaiguan, La;
Villas (now in operation).
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC j
H14B Santiago de los Caballeros
Class III station, 1330 kc, 500 w, fuH !
time, moved from San Pedro de Macori;
and changed call from H13J (now
operation).
H14C San Francisco de Macori
Class III-IV station, 1250 kc, 1 kw-D
100
w-N, (now
fulltime,
moved from L
Romana
in operation).

Local program features include
a special contest offering radios
as prizes for best entries on the
theme, "What I Want From Radio."
Another will offer strings of pearls
based on the 30th anniversary being
traditionally that of pearls.
Series of station breaks, prepared by Program Director Elmo
Ellis, will point up that "It's Happy
Birthday Week at the Voice of the
South . . . Celebrating its 30th
year of service . . . Your grandparents, your parents, you and
your children — four generations
have enjoyed WSB-radio . . .
Thanks to your loyal listening the
Voice of the South is this week
celebrating its 30th anniversary."
A traveling exhibit will tour the
city, displaying a contrast of early
and modern engineering equipment.
In addition, a dramatized history of
the station will be aired, and the m 4 Reasons Whj
Atlanta Journal-Constitution will
The foremost national and local adcarry a special anniversary article
vertisers use WEVD year after
in its Sunday magazine section.
year to reach the vast
Among the "firsts" claimed by
Jewish Market
WSB are these: First on-the-spot
broadcast of a news event, a hotel
of Metropolitan New Yorl^
\. Top adult programming
fire; filming of one of the first
movies depicting a radio concert in
2. Strong ouciience impact
progress; first station in the South
Inherent
listener loyalty
to offer regular daily farm news ^^^B
IIM^ 3. 4.Send
Potential
for a buying
copy ofpower
broadcasts and market and weather B^^^
information; first radio wedding on
"WHO'S WHO ON WEVD"
the air; first outlet to present an
HeRry Greenfitid, Maaagiog Director
unedited, complete church service.
WEVD 117-119 West 46th St.,
Taking stock of the past 30 years,
John M. Outler Jr., WSB general
New York 19
manager, promised to "give the
BROADCASTING
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1 Station— 1 Channel— 1 Dial Setting — and ONE
BIG AUDIENCE that's held captive with the best in all

network entertainment. It's yours on Northwestern Ohio's
Pioneer TV station— WSPD-TV, Toledo. Speedy, the Pioneer
offers you the best possible time buy — an 89% saturation at an amazingly low rate. In 1 951 "SPEEDY" carried 8 of the TOP TEN shows. 10 of
the Nation's Radio-TV Editors' favorites— and between every show
was a SELLING Commercial. Here's the answer to results — direct your
impact to a captive audience. Inquire, compare, analyze — then buy your
results on Northwestern Ohio's Pioneer Station — WSPDtTV, Toledo.

AM-TV
Represented Nationally

FEDERAL'S

lANGULAR
LOOP

1

TV

ANTENNA
FTL-23A

High

band

antennas
2

to

VHF
from

16 hays

w/ffi
as

power
high

as

gains
17

This outstanding VHF high band, high gain antenna
combines high electrical efficiency with unusual
mechanical features.
Supplied in any even number of bays, the FTL-23A
power gain varies from 2.0 for a two bay antenna to
17 for a 16 bay antenna. A unique arrangement
of three folded dipoles symmetrically arranged
around a supporting structure results in high
electrical efficiency and mechanical
superiority.
A single transmission line is used to
feed the combined aural and
visual signals from the diplexer
to a distributor which in turn
feeds each loop with
equal lengths of solid
dielectric cable.

Low cost
High power gain
Low standing wave ratio
Can handle over 200 KW. ERP

Single transmission line feed

Federal
itii
.It

Telecommunication
Laboratories,
an associate of the International Telephone and Telegraph Corp
500 Washington Ave.
Nutley, N. J

Domestic Distributors: Graybar Electric Co., Inc.
•
Offices in 108 cities
Export Distributors: international Standard Electric Corp., 67 Broad St., N. Y.
iCanadian Distributors: Federal Electric Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Montreal, P. Q

Inc.

Further
TURNING POINT in the broadTV'S
SI
casting industry RI
occurred
in NG
1951,
when networks took in more money,
made more profits from TV than
from AM.
According to preliminary 1951
financial data submitted to the FCC
TABLE 1
Broadcast Revenues, Expenses, and
Income of All TV Networks and
Stations
1949-1951
I
i
1951 19501 19492
!
(Estimated)
(Millions)
Broadcast Revenues
4 networks (incl. 15
owned and operated stations)
§132.2 §55.5 $19.3
93 television
stations 107.3 50.4 15.0
Industry total
$239.5 $105.9 $34.3
Broadcast Expenses
4 networks (incl. 15
owned and operated stations)
$119.8 $65.5 $31.4
93 television
stations 76.1 49.6 28.2
Industry total
$195.9 $115.1 $59.6
Broadcast Income
(Before Federal
Income Tax)
4 networks (incl. 15
owned and operated stations) $12.4 ($10.0) ($12.1)
93 television
stations 31.2
.8 (13.2)
Industry total $43.6 ($9.2) ($25.3)
:( ) Denotes loss.
1 1950 data covers 4 networks including tions
theirand1493 owned
and operated staTV stations.
- 1949 data covers 4 networks includ; ing their
and operated stations and 14
84 owned
TV stations.

by all TV stations and networks,
network
from all sources
INrevenue
COME
totaled $132.2 million, expenses
$119.8 million, income $12.4 million before Federal taxes.
Preliminary AM network figures
show $100.4 million in revenues,
$90.0 million in expenses, $10.4
million in income — also before Federal taxes.
Total revenues of all TV stations
and networks amounted to $239.5
million in 1951, the FCC reported
last week. This was more than
double 1950 revenues, $105.9 million; seven times 1949 gross, $34.3
million. In 1948 the TV industry
took in $8.7 million; in 1947 $1.9
and in 1946 $500,000.
Income hit $43.6 million in 1951,
the FCC announced. This compared with loss of $9.2 million in
1950, and $25.3 million in 1949.
Only 13 TV stations reported
losses in 1951, the FCC report indicated. Seven of the 13 reported
losses of $200,000 or less, while
two reported losses in excess of
3,000. Eight of the 13 losing

Reflected

TABLE 3
TV Stations Classified by Income
1950
1950-1951 ^
Groupings
1951
Income (Before Fed 10
eral Income Tax) of 18
10
5
$1,500,000
and over
121
8
1,000,000-1,500,000
3
13
600,000-1,000,000
4
400.000- 600,000
200,000- 400,000
17(lEst.)"100,000- 200,000
23
Less than 100,000
9322
53
Total Stations
Median income
Loss of:
$350,000
$129,200
Less than $100,000
3
30
4
12
100,000-200,000
2
6
200,000-400,000
2
4
400,000-800,000
1
2
800,000
over
13
53
Totalandstations
Median loss
1 Includes
network
ownedavailable
and $88,300
operated stations.
Data not
for
one
1951. station in 1950 and two stations in
loss notof computed
because
of- Median
small number
stations involved.
stations were located in either New
York or Los Angeles, both sevenstation markets.
Of the 96 stations in operation for

in FCC

Report

TABLE 4
Changes in Income Between 1950 and
1951 of 96 TV Stations in Operation
for Full Year During 1950
and 1951
Number of
Stations Reporting:
Increased
loss in 1951 Stations
4
Decreased Income in 1951
2
Income in 1950 and loss in 1951 0
Decreased loss in 1951
7
Loss in 1950 and Income in 1951 33
Increased Income in 1951
50
Total
961
iData not available for two stations.
the full years 1950 and 1951, 90
reported improved financial positions in 1951 compared with 1950,
four reported heavier losses, two
reported decreased income.
Only one station in the 40 located
in single-station markets reported
a loss in 1951, the FCC data showed.
Network TV income of $12.4 million in 1951 compared to losses in
all previous years: $10 million in
1950, $12.1 million in 1949, $14.9
million in 1948.
Networks' AM income of $10.4
(Continued on page 72)

FCC
POSJ-mW
ADHERENTS of the frequency-byfrequency method of processing TV
applications after the freeze is
thawed appear to have won out at
the Commission's first consideration of the problem of procedures
last week.
Staff has been instructed to work
out details of the frequency-byfrequency method for further submission to the Commissioners.
Basic premise for choosing same
system used in AM application processing is legal, it was learned.
Also weighing heavily in favor of
processing applications solely on
the basis of the channel they apply
for is the acknowledged fact that
it will mean more uncontested
grants — particularly in UHF. And
the Commission is strongly behind
all methods to get UHF going
quickly.
Although the Federal Communications Bar Assn. recommended
one consolidated hearing in all cities where the number of applicants
exceed the available channels [B»T,
Nov. 26, 1951], a number of attorneys and station operators have

TABLE 2
Nation-wide Networks Including Owned
and Operated Stations
Comparative Data for AM and TV
($ Millions)
1950
1951
1949
(Estimated)
Broadcast Revenues
AM
$100.4
$106.0
TV
55.5
19.3
132.4
$105.3
Total
$232.6
$161.5
$124.6
Broadcast Expenses
AM
$90.0
$87.3
119.8
TV
31.4
65.5
$86.8
Total
$209.8
$152.8
$118.2
Broadcast Income (Before
Federal
Tax)
Income
AM
$10.4
TV
$18.7
12.4
(10.0)
(12.1)
$18.5
Total
$22.8
( ) Denotes loss.
$8.7
$6.4
NOTE: The 4 nation-wide AM networks (ABC, CBS. MBS and NBC)
owned and operated a total of 18 AM
(Stations in 1949, 1950 and 1951. The 4
ITV networks (ABC, CBS, DuMont and
IfBC) owned and operated a total of
14 TV stations in 1949 and 1950 and 15
in 1951. One network indicated that
expense allocations between AM and
TV operations were not complete to the
extent that certain indirect operating
jexpenses of TV were included under
JAM operations.
BROADCASTING
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Plans

PROCEDURl
protested the "one pot" idea [B*T,
Feb. 11, Jan. 28, Dec. 31, 1951].
Stafl^, meanwhile, is continuing
writing up its final report. Submission to Commission for official,
final votes may be looked for this
week, it was reported.
Since there are understood to be
no conflicts threatening the final
approval of the report, it might be
expected to be issued in a fortnight.
Before April 1
This would bring it out before

Situation worrying FCC is that
TV owners would also, individually
perhaps, own two AM stations in
same market. That is prohibited
by FCC's duopoly rules.
Commission's only official work
on subject was in a letter some
time ago to two applicants which
asked Commission's attitude. FCC
reply
raisedwhat"problems,"
but didsaid
not idea
elucidate
they are.

Officially, the Commission has
not taken up the subject, might not
until case is officially presented to
April
Some1. reports that the Commisit by such an applicant or a call
sion was reconsidering its attitude
for declaratory ruling is made.
toward the amalgamation of radio
Plea was made for permission to
interests for TV [B*T, Feb. 4]
have been rumored. Confirmation
file a late comment by WJR Detroit, last week. Goodwill Station
of
these reports could not be ob- *
tained.
said it had found site which would
General attitude at both staff and place Channel 6 173 miles from
Columbus.
Commission level was that of sympathy for the idea — as a boon to
Objections were immediately filed
money-short prospective applicants
and also as a means of reducing the by WTVN (TV) Columbus and
WJIM-TV Lansing. Both claimed
number of contested applications.
But concern with the problem of it was too late for WJR to file comduopoly following the grant of TV
ments and that the Detroit station's
to such a merged company was still petition was not adequately supuppermost.
ported. March 10, 1952
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TEM
YS
SSystem
NTSC Television
ards has been amply demonstrated,
NATIONAL
Committee has no immediate plans
it was pointed out, by the purchase
of some 16 million TV receivers by
for asking- the FCC to authorize
the American public.
commercial operation of the NTSC
At the time of the monochrome
proposed system of compatible
color television.
hearing-. Dr. Baker said, several
experimental transmitters were
Four NTSC members, reporting
providing TV service to several
to the Institute of Radio Engineers
on the committee's progress to- hundred TV sets. There was little,
wards its goal of setting standards
if any, question as to the industry's
for a color telecasting system that ability to provide a commercial
service. The public had made no
will advance the use of color without loss of the present audience of investment in sets. The disagreement centered on standards.
some 16 million homes equipped
The comparable situation on
with monochrome TV receivers,
color, he stated, was as follows:
agreed that no request for acceptThere was no extensive experimental
ance of their proposed standards
broadcasting of color television as was
will be made until the completion
the case with monochrome television.
of exhaustive field test now in There were very few color television
receivers viewing such color television
progress.
broadcasting. A real question existed
Present outlook is that the tests as to the ability of the industry to
produce color television equipment
will wind up "by late summer or capable of rendering a commercial
service. While there had been some
early fall," W. R. G. Baker, Genexposure of color television programs
eral Electric Co. vice president
to
public, as
it was
any sense
as the
extensive
was notthein case
with
and NTSC chairman, said. Until
monochrome.
that time, he explained, the comThe public was confronted with the
mittee will not attempt to set up possibility of the investment it had
monochrome television rea time table for appealing to the made in ceivers
being obsoleted. Assuming
Commission, the industry and the that means could be found to prevent
complete
obsolescence
public.
vision receivers in the of
handstheof telethe
"Then," he declared, "we will be public, past experience indicated the
dealing with proven facts and not
difficulty of attempting such obsolescence.
There has been some experience in
speculation."
the case of FM with the mass obThe NTSC progress reports were
solescence of products in the hands of
made Tuesday evening at a special
consumers and it was difficult to look
with favor on the repetition of this
symposium on color television
problem. The entire problem can be
presented by the IRE in the grand
summed up in the position taken with
ballroom of New York's WaldorfAstoria Hotel, headquarters for
the IRE's annual convention (see
story page 27) .
Reviewing the history of NTSC,
Dr. Baker explained that the comCBS last
Monday
made
the R
first
LO
CO
CBS
mittee was authorized by the board
public
demonstration
of
an
allof the Radio-Television Mfrs.
electronic color TV receiver operating with the CBS color TV system.
Assn., that its members are "representatives of organizations vitally
An RCA color tube was used in
interested in research and developthe experimental receiver, which
contained no moving parts.
ment of television" as well as
qualified individuals, and the
Demonstration, made in the inNTSC has been "charged with the
dustrial exhibit of color TV equiptask of assembling technical data
ment displayed jointly by CBS
on the allocation of channels in Labs Div.
and Remington Rand
the UHF band, on procedures enat the Radio Engineering Show
abling the FCC to lift the freeze
in New York's Grand Central
on VHF allocation and on basic
was repeated hourly durstandards for the development of Palace,
ing the week for the benefit of the
a commercially practicable system
more than 30,000 radio engineers
of color television."
who came to New York to see the
exhibitors of new products and
Divergence On System Standards
processes and to attend the techIn 1940, Dr. Baker recalled,
nical and social sessions of the
"there was no g-reat difference of annual IRE convention [see story
opinion in the industry with respect to the frequency assignpage 27].
Successful color reception via the
ments for TV. However, it was
CBS system by the set equipped
clearly apparent that in the inwith the RCA tube and lacking the
dustry there was wide divergence
spinning color disc or drum which
of opinion concerning the system
adds color to the images in the
standards. Furthermore, there
other CBS sets, was hailed by
was every indication that unless
Adrian Murphy, president of CBS
and until these divergent ideas
could be reconciled, progress toLabs Div, as showing "the complete flexibility of the CBS color
ward a national system of television was practically at a standtelevision system."
still."
Mr. Murphy observed that "alThe first NTSC was formed and,
though the all-electronic color receiver today uses the RCA tube,
Dr. Baker stated, "14 months later
the CBS system can use any type
full commercial operation of monochrome television began with the
of color tube yet conceived, inapproval of the Commission." The
cluding the so-called 'Lawrence'
success of the monochrome standtube." [This tube, conceived by
Page 62 • March 10, 1952

Approval Now
respect to the idea of compatibility
with which you are familiar.
There
was certainly
and justifi-of
able concern
as to thereal
availability
the tools necessary to commercialize
color television. Right or wrong, and
personally I think it was right, many
engineers
felt laid
that toinsufficient
foundation had been
warrant selection
of a system of color television.
These facts led to the formation
of the second NTSC, Dr. Baker reported. Quoting from a letter he
wrote in March 1950 to Sen. Edwin
C. Johnson (D-Col.), chairman of
the Senate Committee on Interstate & Foreign Commerce, he said:
"We do not believe that a public
hearing is the most conducive place
for an exchange of information and
technical opinion. Engineers and
scientists tend to forget their price
in their own idea or research when
they are joined in a conference
with many others whose technical
competence they respect.
"That," said Dr. Baker, "has been
proven and demonstrated many
times. It is the basic reason for
the success of the first NTSC . . .
it is fundamental to the eventual
success Eliminates
of the second
NTSC."
the Waste

A. V. Loughren, vice president,
Hazeltine Electronic Corp., chairman of the NTSC panel on video
color standards, said that a new
form of color TV signal, developed
by NTSC and now being tested,
eliminates the waste of nearly half

of the TV channel which is inherent in present TV standards and
thus provides more information to
the receiver.
The new signal also, he said,
will transmit the information in
a way "to conform to the needs of
the viewer's eye so that the information may be fully employed."
These studies. Dr. Loughren,
stated, led to a further and "most
fortunate" result. They showed
"that no advantage for color television could be gained by making
it incompatible with the existing
black-and-white television; the
NTSC signal has, therefore, been
made
E. compatible."
W. Engstrom, RCA vice
president and NTSC vice chairman, reported on the progress of
the testing program, both in the
laboratory and in the field. These
tests, he said, are designed to determine the ability of the signal to
deliver the desired information, (
the ability of the apparatus to
deliver the desired signal, the
ability of the manufacturers to
deliver the desired apparatus and
in general to determine the engineering conditions necessary for
a national color TV service. .;
D. B. Smith, vice president, :
Philco Corp., and NTSC vice chair-.;
man, discussing "NTSC and the ,
Publicthree
Interest,"
saidrequirements
that there';
are
essential
of the new system : It must be usable within the 6 mc channels ;
allotted
to commercial
broad- ;;
(Continued
on pageTV65)

Electronlc Receiver
s MI-compatible,
use
W
HO
SNobel
the
Prize-winning
scientist.
that is, its color telecasts cannot be received by existDr. Ernest 0. Lawrence, and developed by Chromatic Television
ing monochrome sets "without an
Labs, a Paramount Pictures Corp.
extraRCA
gadget
an he
adapter."
The
colorcalled
system,
noted,
subsidiary, has been described as
able to function in any known sysis "completely compatible."
tem of color TV.]
The demonstration of Vericolor'
industrial color television equipRCA might have been flattered
ment— a quarter-hour showing —
that its tube was chosen by CBS
for the latter's first showing of was picked up by the CBS-Rem-,
ington Rand color camera on ther
its color system functioning in an
all-electronic set. But RCA chosei ground floor of the exhibition buildto take the demonstration as a
ing and reproduced on a battery ofcolor receivers on the third floor.,!
challenge instead of a compliThese color sets ranged in size:
ment.
from a miniature monitor with a,
Before the day of the first demviewing screen less than seven
onstration was out, RCA had released a statement by Dr. C. B. inches wide to a projected color,;
image 30 inches high by 40 inches I
wide.
Jollifi'e, vice president and technical director, who testily declared
This proves, Mr. Murphy com-,
that CBS's use of the RCA trimented, "that CBS color pictures
color tube proved only "what RCA
are not limited as to size. As a
has been saying for years — that
the mechanical disc is outmoded
matter of fact, even the 3O-by-40|
inch projected picture shown today
is small compared with the CBS-,
Proves RCA
and Demonstration
obsolete."
Eidophor color TV pictures of full
The demonstration also proves.
movie screen size which were suecesssfully demonstrated in Zurich
Dr. Jolliife continued, "what RCA
said from the beginning of the
Switzerland, last fall, and whick
color controversy — that a tricolor
will be shown in this countrj
tube can be used with any color
The basic camera chain for i
system and that there was no justification for imposing a spinning
disc with all its limitations and
CBS-Remington
Rand
Industrie'
shortly."
color
TV system, Mr.
Murphy
said
disadvantages upon the American
is priced at $29,500, with extra re
ceivers ranging from $500 to $2,00( "
He went on to point out that
each depending on size and con-i •
even with the tricolor tube instead
struction. This equipment is no-w *i
of the disc, the CBS system is in- available, he said.
public."
BROADCASTING
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TV

Financial

Data

Disclosed

PARAMOUm
SIZE of profits made by WBKB
Chicago and KTLA Los Angeles
were put into the public record last
week.
WBKB, owned by United Paramount Theatres' subsidiary, Balaban & Katz, made $652,621.71 on
$1,738,023.05 revenues (after discounts) in 1950, and $1,227,100.90
on $2,283,601.37 revenues in 1951.
Balaban & Katz poured $3,172,801.28 into the station, it was also
revealed.
KTLA, owned by Paramount
Pictures Corp., suffered a loss of
$373,534.74 in 1950, but made a
profit of $122,389.45 in 1951.
All figures are before federal
taxes.
Financial data for both stations
were put into record as the Paramount hearing continued through
its sixth week.
Appearing for Balaban & Katz
were Elmer C. Upton, secretarytreasurer; Arthur A. Goldberg,
vice president and general counsel
and David B. Wallerstein, vice president.
Scheduled to appear are John
Balaban, president of B&K, and
John H. Mitchell, general manager
of WBKB.
At issue in this part of the hearings is the license renewal of
WBKB and its transfer to United
Paramount Theatres Inc. — the
theatre holding company formed
LOEWS, MGM
SIGN
Take WOR-TV Program
SPONSORSHIP of a continuous
television program by a leading
theatre circuit and a major motion
picture producer, reportedly for
the first time, was finalized last
week when Loew's Theatres and
MGM Pictures signed for Happy
Felton's
Gang on WORTV New Knot-Hole
York.
Featuring sandlot baseball players in addition to Mr. Felton, the
half-hour program will originate
from Ebbets Field, Brooklyn, and
will precede every Brooklyn
Dodgers home game carried on
WOR-TV. Paced with the 77-game
home season of the Dodgers, which
opens April 18, the Knot-Hole
Gang is scheduled for 1 p.m. before^
afternoon games, 8 p.m. preceding
night play, and at 1 :30 p.m. Sundays. The show will receive special promotion before the season
opens through a TV newsreel now
being shot at Vero Beach, Fla.
Loew's Theatres, a spokesman
said, will use the WOR-TV program to promote its shows and
film houses, aiming messages at
children via the Knot-Hole Gang
tie-in. Various houses will stage
movie meetings for children Saturday mornings, with Mr. Felton and
big league ball players featured,
and the theatre circuit hopes to
intensify cooperation vnth its good
sportsmanship promotion through
such community groups as Police
Athletic League, Boy Scouts and
sandlot organizations.
BROADCASTING

Frederick W. Ford that the hearings finally began to take on the
character of a comparative broadcast hearing.
Some of the highlights of Mr.
Landsberg's answers were as
follows:

SPECTATORS
at FCC Paramount
hearing, now in its seventh week in
Washington, were (I to r): Robert H.
Hinckley, Washington vice president,
ABC, and Leonard H. Goldenson, president. United Paramount Theatres
Inc. One issue of hearing is whether
FCC should approve merger of ABC
with UPT.
*
*
*
when Paramount Pictures Inc. was
forced to divest itself of theatre
ownership.
KTLA figures were submitted by
Klaus Landsberg, vice president
and general manager of the Hollywood station. He was the last witness for Paramount Pictures Corp.
At issue is the grant of a license
to KTLA, as well as transfer of
control to new Paramount Pictures
Coip.
In a list of tangible property
values of WBKB and WBIK (FM),
owned by Balaban & Katz, it was
shown that original cost was $817,215.56, depreciated cost $426,137.21,
replacement value $985,196.95.
Balaban & Katz was involved in
70 of the anti-trust suits filed
against Paramount Pictures, Mr.
Goldberg testified. He also said
that B&K had 10 anti-trust suits
filed against it since Dec. 27, 1951.
Before 1944, B&K was involved in
12 anti-trust cases, two of them
part of Paramount Pictures litigation, he declared. After 1944,
B&K was involved in 66 such cases,
he said.
It was in the cross-examination
of Mr. Landsberg by FCC counsel

(1) KTLA has a fund of $437,791.66 set up for a two-year period
to pay for film rentals. Station
uses 30-40 features a week, recently
bought a block of 460.
(2) Connection with Paramount
Pictures is ownership only. Paramount has not released any of
its features for station use, nor does
the station use any Paramount
talent, technicians of facilities —
although it is located on the Paramount lot in Hollywood; Station
has no tie-in with International
Telemeter Corp. or Chromatic Television Laboratories Inc., both of
which are half-owned by Paramount Pictures Corp.
(3) Composite
week
showed0.3%,
following percentages:
Religion,
education and agriculture, none.
Religion actually should be 1.8%,
but composite week prevented listing of more than 0.3%. Station has
standing ofi'er of 30 minutes weekly
to Los Angeles Board of Education, not taken up because board
"doesn't seem to know what to do
with it." No great demand for
agriculture programs, and station
furnishes citrus crop reports,
weather warnings, etc. in news
programs or as part of other programs. Cites Recent Action
Recent FCC action placing 26
TV stations on temporary license
due to lack of religious and /or educational programs [B*T, March 3,
Feb. 4] was referred to by Mr.
Ford.
(4) Picture of KTLA's commercial practices were shown by listing of the number of commercial
spots in quarter hour programs
during the composite week. There
were 78 quarter hours with no
commercials, 83 with one, 31 with
two, 25 with three, 15 with four.

BALABAN & KATZ officials are shown as they conferred last week at FCC
Paramount hearing in Washington. L to r: John Balaban, presideint; Arthur
A. Goldberg, vice president and general counsel; David B. Wallerstein, vice
president; Elmer C. Upton, secretary-treasurer; Duke M. Patrick, Hogan &
Hartson, Washington, attorney for B&K and United Paramount Theatres.

• Telecasting

Theatre TV Costs
THEATRE TV cost Balaban
& Katz $50,323.88 in losses,
it was revealed by David B.
Wallerstein, vice president of
the theatre company in testimony last week in the FCC
Paramount hearings.
Company spent $128,696.63
equipping
its theatres
with
theatrefiveTVof installations
— all RCA instantaneous systems except for one Paramount intermediate system.
Almost 50 diff'erent programs
have been shown since the
summer of 1949, mainly boxing and football. Few brought
in
any
vealed. profit, the details reEquipment
in State-Lake
Theatre
in downtown
Chicago
has depreciation value of $13,000 yearly;
four
theatres, those
$5,000.in other
In addition to the StateLake, theatre TV apparatus
is installed in Tivoli, Uptown,
Marbro and Paramount theaInd.). tres (latter is in Hammond,
and 11 with five or more. Fair relation of sustaining to commercial
time in the 6-11 p.m. period would
be about 10% sustaining, 90% commercial, Mr. Landsberg said.
Meanwhile, briefs objecting to
DuMont's participation in the ABCUPT merger poi'tion of the case
were filed by ABC, CBS, and UPT.
Essence of their argument was that
the merger issues have nothing to
do with DuMont, that the Commission actually set up two cases — one
regarding
Paramount
Pictures'
trol of DuMont
and the
other conthe
merger — and that it was only later
that it merged the cases in the interests of economy.
PAT HE TV CORP.
Sets $6V4 Millions Budget
FORMATION of Pathe TV Coi-p.,
with a budget of $6,250,000 for
television production, was announced in New York Wednesday
by Pathe Industries, Inc.
The subsidiary will finance and
distribute syndicated film programs
for television to be made by various
established producers with the budget allowing for expenditures in
excess of $3 million per year for
the first two years of operation.
Offices will be maintained at Eagle
Lion Studios on the West Coast, a
Pathe Industries property, and at
the Pathe Labs, in New York.
The new unit will be headed by
Bruce Eells, former Young & Rubicam
executive and head of his own transcription firm for the past five years.
Besides Mr. Eells, board members will
include William C. MacMillen Jr., Pathe
Industries president; Henry Briggs, a
director of the Alleghany Corp.; Livingston Goddard, also of the Alleghany
Corp.;dent and
James ofWolcott,
vice presiand director
Pathe Labs.
The new company was incorporated in Delaware last month, according to Mr. Goddard, who said
the Pathe Corp. name would be retained although there is another,
unrelated organization by that
name also located in New York.
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Hooper
HOOPERADE

Establishes

Monthly

TV

New

Service

"HOOPERADE of TV Stars" was announced last week by C. E. Hooper
Inc. as a new monthly feature which will consider major network TV
programming in the six primary television markets.
"Hooperade" will consider 16 programs per city, but a sample of the
service, based on January and distributed last week, indicated that Philadelphia, Boston, and Detroit.
ratings are to be given for over 50 The feature will be issued on the
different video shows.
10th day of the month following
Primary features of the new
that for which the survey was
service were described as:
made, it was explained, since measAll major TV talent, including
urement of some programs will still
performers who appear only once
be in progress during the fourth
monthly and those with programs
week of the subject month.
every other week, will be rated.
Video stars appearing on less
than a dnce-weekly schedule will be
so designated.
Performers competing against TV CODE BEGINS
Dual Spot Opposed
other top-rating talent (those who
have a rating of 15.0 and over) will
be so credited.
THE FIRST week of television's
life under the new NARTB TV Code
Favorable effect of a program's
brought no surprises, unless it was
having an early time slot will be the
lack of exciting developments.
apparent. Sample emphasized the
Main incident was proposal by
listing of The Red Skelton Show
in Chicago and Los Angeles and National Assn. of Radio & Television Station Representatives that
What's My Line and Your Hit
Parade in Chicago, as examples of NARTB outlaw dual or multiplesponsored TV station announcethe time advantage.
ments on the ground they constiAbsence of any market-to-market
tute over-commercialism and bad
pattern will be evident, it was said,
both in terms of top programs and taste.
The number of TV Code station
in terms of the top six TV cities,
which collectively contain almost subscribers rose from 82 at the pre50% of television sets in the U. S.
vious weekend [B*T, March 3] to
Necessity for the advertiser to 85 as of Thursday night. New
study his program locally, spokes- subscribers are WHAM-TV Rochesmen said, will become evident. The
ter; WJIM-TV Lansing, Mich., and
Hooper organization suggested that KLAC-TV Los Angeles. The four
TV networks also are subscribers.
the study be in terms of number
of TV stations in the city and the
Murray Grabhorn, managing dieffect on rating size, of competitive
rector of NARTSR, in a letter to
programs, of local program tastes, Robert D. Swezey, WDSU-TV New
of time of broadcast, of the preced- Orleans, chairman of the committee
ing program, and of the succeeding which drafted the TV code, points
program.
out that advertisers have recently
The sample Hooperade, based on offered stations "announcements of
January audiences, indicated that one minute or less on a dual spononly three programs were included
sorship basis, presumably for prodamong the first fifteen in all six of
ucts with related appeal.
the surveyed cities: I Love Lucy,
"The acceptance of dual or multiple
sponsored announcements, in our opinTexaco Star Theatre (with Milton
ion, would be detrimental to the best
Berle absent on vacation), and interest of television," Mr. Grabhorn
states.
Your Show of Sho^vs.
it canit would
be considered
Cities to be covered monthly are bad"Wetastethink
because
be inclinedin
to encourage intolerance on the part of
New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, the
TV viewer for these short commercials, which mean so much from
the standpoint
of revenue
the believe
operation
of
TV
stations.
We inalso
SUICIDE ATTEMPT
it would be bad for television because
it is bound to dilute the effectiveness
of the announcement to each of the
Gets Video Coverage
two or more sponsors and therefore
give them a sense of diminished imTELEVISION cameras of two
serve. pact which the medium does not deCincinnati stations, WLWT (TV)
"Clauses in the NARTB TV code
and WCOP-TV, were rushed to a indicate generally that overcommercialization is in bad taste and in our
city office building on March 4 to opinion
this particular phase of overcover a threatened leap of a 26commercialization could well be spelled
out
for
the
guidance of all TV stations
year-old Army veteran from the
under
the code."
47th floor of the Carew Tower. The
NARTSR
feels oppositely regarding
programs
of notes.
a half-hour or longer,
would-be suicide, a mental patient,
Mr.
Grabhorn
clung to a ledge for two hours de"These units provide the viewer with
termined to take his life before he therefore
paid-for entertainment,"
he states,
can carry without
viewer "and
rewas persuaded from making the
sentment dual advertiser cross-commercial
references,
as
well
as
dual
adverleap by members of his family and
tiser full cross-commercials and altera Catholic priest.
nating sponsorships, in order to assist
in carrying the cost load of television
Cameras were trained from
without
interference with the entertower windows and from the obtainment value of the program to
sei-vation platform to bring the the viewer."
drama into the homes of TV viewLetter concludes with NARTSR's
ers. People as far away as Dayton
suggestion that a provision "resistand Columbus watched the rescue
ing the dual sponsorship of TV anon WLWD (TV) and WLWC (TV),
nouncements ofone minute or less"
respectively, both Crosley stations.
be incorporated into the code.
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Fast Film Work
WHAS-TV Louisville news
director, Dick Oberlin, claims
a speed record for news filming last week after station
technicians took pictures of
the surrender of a murder
suspect at 5:20 p.m. and the
films were shown on a 6:30
newscast. The station was
tipped off by an attorney that
an AWOL Fort Knox soldier,
Leonard Tarrance, was going
to surrender in the disappearance of another Louisville attorney, Francis McCormmack. Cameramen were
rushed to the courthouse
where the suspect gave up
to authorities at 5 :20. Films
were shot of Tarrance with
police, with the attorney who
notified the station, R. Davis
McAfee, and with WHAS-TV
Reporter Cy Smith. The undeveloped film was rushed to
the station seven blocks away
by 5:40, was in the developer
by 5:50 and by 6:20 was
ready for the 6:30 show.
WHAS-TV viewers watched
and listened to the soldier
deny that he had any part in
Mr. McCormmack's disappearance. The attorney is
still missing.

'fOOD/N/'

SERIES

Acquired by Prockter Firm
PRODUCTION, syndication, distribution and commercial sales and
exploitation rights to Foodini the
Great have been acquired from
Morey and Hope Bunin, creators
and producers of the half-hour
puppettions
show,
by Prockter
SyndicaInternational
Inc., according
to Paul White, PSI president.
First 26 half-hour films of the
children's program are available
immediately, it was added, for local
TV stations and advertising agencies, and have been designed for
conversion to 15-minute programming where desired. Additional
programs are underway at Fletcher
Smith Studios, New York.

STANFORD
MEET
NARTB Code is Criticized
NARTB TV Code was criticized as
"ridiculous" at the Western Radio
and TV Conference at Stanford U.,
Feb. 28-March 1.
Exchange of opinion took place
between Frank Orme, editor, TV
Newsmagazine, Hollywood trade
publication, who condemned the
code, and Judge Justin Miller,
NARTB board chairman, who defended it.
Criticism by Mr. Orme coincided
with the official starting date of
the code, March 1.
Mr. Orme said he considered the
code to be an ineffectual means of
control over a medium of mass
entertainment which is "teaching
our youngsters that the forces of
law and order are weak and inadequate and that they will win
out in the end only because some
slow-witted, brawny hero with a
quick
trigger
fingertoand
pile-driver
fists has
the luck
arrive
in the
nick
Oneofoftime."
Mr. Orme's main points
was that the NARTB allows subscribers 52 weeks to adjust programming to meet code standards.
"By the time the year is up, the
whole
thinghe will
be the
forgotten."
Meanwhile,
added,
stations
will be permitted to ffash the "good
behavior"
seal. the review board as
He attacked
"a censorship jury . . . composed
entirely of men who are directly
concerned financially with the prothey will
In comparing thegramsTV
codejudge."
with that
of the
motion picture industry, he pointed
out that films are censored by a
board composed of men not employed by any film studio.
Miller's Answer
In his rebuttal. Judge Miller
commented, "Editors are remarkably good at writing indictments
which have no positive suggestions.
All of these points have been debated in committee hearings. I
assure you, the code is a perfectly
sincere
Amongdocument."
others who participated
in the three-day conference were
William Hollenbeck, producer-director, KGO-TV San Francisco;
James Day, Radio Free Asia; William Ladd, KWSC Pullman, Wash.;.
Lewis Hill, KPFA (FM) Berkeley,
Calif.; Kenneth Dragoo, KALW
(FM) San Francisco; Floyd Farr,
general manager, KEEN San Jose,
Calif., and William B. Smullin,
KIEM Eureka, Calif.

NPA COLOR BAN
Revision Still Expected
MODIFIED regulations governing
the manufacture of color TV equipment failed to materialize at the
National Production Authority last
week as planned.
The agency is expected to clarify
its order which now bans production of colorcasting equipment for
mass use as well as for the theatre
TV [B*T, March 3].
NPA Administrator Henry
Joins Retry Staff
Fowler and Assistant Administrator H. B. McCoy still were gatherADDITION of John Owen as spe-'
cial presentation writer to TV proing pertinent data late Thursday
motion department of Edward Petry
looking toward revision of the con& Co., station representative, wa^
troversial prohibition. An amended
order is expected momentarily.
announced in New York last week.'
It will retain the overall ban He reports to Robert L. Hutton Jr.,
on such color TV equipment as department head. Mr. Owen for five
home-type receivers, adapters and years has been with Whitney Publications Inc., most recently as sales
converters but exclude projection
promotion manager.
equipment for theatre TV.
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!F&P CHANGES
Griffin Heads All TV
JaPPOINTMENT of Partner and
Vice President Lloyd Griffin to take
jjcharge of all television activities
■lof Free & Peters Inc., station rej;presentation firm, was announced
IThursday by President H. Pres,'ton Peters, coincident with the
■[resignation of I. E. (Chick) Show'jernian as national TV sales man:|ager.
I The appointment was effective
!immediately.
[ Mr. Griffin, with Free.& Peters
■isince 1945, originally served in the
firm's Chicago office, where he be: came manager
of all midwest
':;operations. During the past year
!he has directed sales and promotion activities from the New York
: office and also has played a major
- part in development of the TV de! i partment, it was pointed out.
i i In addition to being a partner
I J,and vice president, he is a director

; of the company. Before joining
; Free & Peters, he served with the
- Office of War Information in India
. for two years and for several
p. . years was radio director of Knox
J Reeves Adv.
^ J Mr. Showerman, who resigned
. c effective March 1 and has not anj. . nounced his future plans, had been
with Free & Peters since December 1950. Prior to that time he
' was with NBC for some 22 years,
3 1 rising to the vice presidency for
i- -. the central division in 1947.
5 2 He joined NBC as a salesman in
■ : Chicago in 1928 and served sucr-! cessively as salesman, central divi! II sion sales manager, eastern sales
i; !j manager, general manager of the
central division and central divis j|sion vice president. He currently
s it is president of Radio Executives
1 j Club of New York.

DuMONT
CANCELS
Five Network Shows Dropped

AMONG those attending TV interference meet were (I to r) : Robert
Bameiser, ytianager of Sayi Francisco office, RCA Service Co.; F. V.
Sloan, engineer in charge, FCC San Francisco office; Al Towne, engineering director of KSFO-KPIX (TV) San Francisco ; Al Danielson,
field engineer, Admiral Corp.; Fred Weingarten, service manager of
McCormack & Co. and chairman of Distributors Service Managers Television Interference Action Committee.
TV INTERFERENCE
Discussed by Calif. Group
INTERFERENCE problems relating to TV receiver reception were
thrashed out by the Northern California Television Interference
Committee at its first meeting held
under the auspices of FCC in San
Francisco Feb. 29. Local representatives of 30 TV manufacturing firms promised industry cooperation.
Meeting was called to set up a
liaison among TV manufacturers,
amateur radio operators and such
local investigative groups as FCC
and the Northern California Electrical Bureau. Kenneth G. Clark,
FCC South Pacific Region representative, presided over the meeting.
Mr. Clark stressed that FCC appropriations are not sufficient to
handle the interference problem
and suggested it could be remedied
by manufacturers by installing a
filter. "Unless something is done
to control it, everyone will suffer —
broadcasters, ham operators and
utilities alike," Mr. Clark said.

YHF-UHF
TUNER
Needs No Adjustments
STANDARD Coil Products Co. announced last week a new television
tuner applicable to both UHF and
''NEW KORDA FI
VHF, which it says will cover all
S
i • Gunther Airs onLMWMAR
(TV)
82 prospective TV channels without need of adjustment by repair^" ^ Korda
SERIES feature
of 18filmsnewwas Alexander
launched
men.
The single, compact unit will be
' ^ by WMAR (TV) Baltimore March
^ ; 1 on its Saturday evening Gunther
supplied with all channels "preI Premium Playhouse. It marks the tuned" at the factory, so that dealers or servicemen will not be rej first showing of these English moI tion pictures in the Baltimore area,
quired to make the station adjust1 station reports.
ments necessary for other tuners,
company officials said.
' Thirteen of the films originally
■f ; were released in 1950 or 1951.
Selecting dial of "The New
« , Among
those being shown are
Standard Tuner" consists of three
superimposed knobs. To get the sta■r - "Bonnie Prince Charlie," "The
tion desired, the viewer turns one
;i i Wooden
Horse,"
"Flesh and
knob for the tens digit, another
i] i Blood," "Seven Days to Noon" and
■ "The Hideout." Program is tele- for the units digit and a third knob
for fine tuning, the number of the
; cast 10:30-12 midnight, Saturday,
j I Agency for Gunther Brewing Co., selected station appearing in the
dial window.
;( ; which has sponsored series for several months, is the Biow Co.
Described as the first tuner cap• Telecasting
,1 BROADCASTING

RCA

UHF PACKAGE
Offered to Permittees
IN A MOVE to assist broadcasters
to get on the air with UHF television programs soon after the
FCC grants construction permits
for UHF channels, RCA Engineering Products Department has announced a packaged equipment
combination which will provide all
the fundamental equipment needed
by new UHF broadcasting stations.
The same package with VHF
transmitter, transmission line and
antenna will be available for use
by new VHF broadcasters when
the present freeze is lifted by FCC.
The "Basic Buy" package will
include the following station facilities: (1) transmitter and antenna ;
(2) monitoring equipment; (3)
film and slide equipment; (4)
monoscope camera for reproducing
a test pattern of known quality;
(5) a control console that will enable one man to run the station
during many "on-air" periods.
Catalogue
entitled "Television Basic sheets
Buy Equipment
Layout" can be obtained by addressing the Broadcast Equipment Section, RCA, Camden, N. J.
able of receiving both VHF and
UHF without repairman's adjustments, the new instrument incorporates the "spot" or "detent" principle as well as the "fine-tuning"
principle incorporated in its predecessor, the company's Standard
VHF Tuner.
Frequency stability and selectivity in the new tuner also are
comparable to the old, according
to Standard Coil President Glen E.
Swanson, who said that public
favor of the older device prompted
company engineers to follow a similar design. The noise factor, he
added, has been reduced to the
point where the new tuner, in conjunction with a proper receiving
antenna, gives a UHF service area
comparable to that of present VHF
stations.
CBS Television Network on March 9
changed title of The Big Question to
Where Do You Stand? Show originates
in Washington.

CANCELLATION of three sustaining and two commercial shows
on the DuMont Television Network
has been announced by James L.
Caddigan, director of programming
and production, who said that rescheduling, intended to strengthen
the entire programming set-up,
was still incomplete.
Commercial cancellations are :
Flying Tigers (12:30-1 p.m., Sundays) to have been replaced by Kiddie Kollege yesterday f Sunday) unShoes.der sponsorship of Dr. A. Posner
Eloise Salutes the Stars cancelled
as of Friday by Doeskin Products Inc.
No replacement yet set.
Sustaining programs cancelled are:
Famous Jury Trials, slated to conclude with its 9-9:30 p.m. telecast
Wednesday.
No replacement announced.
Stage Entrance (7-7:30 p.m., Sundays), discontinued March 2 and to
have been replaced Sunday by Georgetown University Forum, previously at
6:30 p.m. the same day.
Date on Broadway (7:30-8 p.m.,
Monday-Thursday), which was to
have gone off at the end of last week,
to be replaced starting today (Monday) by Serial Theatre.
Another change in the DuMont
schedule was shifting Author
Meets the Critics to 10:30-11 p.m.
Thursday, with its former time
slot, 10-10:30 p.m. the same day,
to be occupied by Charlie Wild,
Detective under sponsorship of
Wine Corp. of America starting
March 13.
NTSC from
System
(Continued
page 62)
casting; it must be technically
sound; it must be economically
sound and able to grow under the
American system of broadcasting.
Programming, Mr. Smith said,
is the first consideration, as without good programs to watch the
public will not buy receivers. But
without economic incentive the
broadcaster will not be spurred to
provide such a program service.
Therefore, he concluded, compatibility is essential as it provides color service without impairing reception by the present
families with monochrome sets.
This condition, he noted, will
encourage sponsors to present
their programs in color for the
new color audience without fear of
losing their present monochrome
viewers. The desire of the sponsors for color will encourage more
colorcasting by TV stations and
that in turn will stimulate the
sale of color receivers, he pointed
out.
All speakers emphasized that
although the work so far indicates
that the NTSC theories are sound,
no attempt will be made toward
their official adoption as the basis
for a national color TV ser\ice
until they have been established
beyond
tests. question by exhaustive field
NBC radio-TV Dragnet was honored
by International Assn. of Chiefs of
Police in two-page resolution describing merits of programs.
March 10, 1952
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Station
Housewives' Viewing
Is Analyzed
telestafus
1

ion and the
of isolat
LING
FEEconse
quent
need for social
stimulation motivates the
"middle majority" housewife to
watch daytime television. This was
concluded last week by Dr. Burleigh B. Gardner, executive director of Social Research Inc., Chicago,
in the company's fourth report on
TV.

Dallas

SERVES THE LARGEST
TELEVISION
MARKET...

DALLAS
FORT

and

WORTH

More than a Million
urban population iri the
50-mile area
More than TWO MILLION
in the 100-mile area . . .
NOW

Titled "Daytime TV— the Acid
Test," the study defines the test as
"appealing' to and holding" this
middle majority group. Most of
the group, however, watch daytime
television regularly because of improved programming, the survey
shows.
The housewife in this group
watches one or two shows daily,
having made room in her schedule
to watch shows which a year ago
she was too busy to view.
These women, however, do not
view all shov/s equally: "They
cluster around a few programs."
Most "attractive" are the Kate
Smith Shoiv, the Bert Parks Show
and the Francois Pope cooking
school, the last telecast locally in
Chicago.
The "isolated" housewife from
the middle majority wants identification with the program personality and "relief" from the
isolation of working with no one
around to appreciate her. Dr.
Gardner concludes. The sponsor,
therefore, needs a program "which
offers something besides informative material."

Shows with the most personality
and dramatic appeal get the greatest middle majority attention because housewives in this group
"have a firm sense of duty and
cannot allow themselves the easy
indulgence of seeing all daytime
attitude toward commercials,
TVHershows."
however, is the same at 11 a.m. as
at 11 p.m. "It often has a sort of
watchful - waiting quality; she
doesn't want to miss anything that
is really good, but at the same time
she expects to be largely bored,"
the report said.
Should Be Sincere
Commercials, to appeal to the
middle majority housewife, should
be sincere, eliminate much familiarity or repetition "which is apt to
kill interest," have a lively, colorful and attractive rhythm to hold
attention while she is working and
have commercial elements which
are not only informative but add
to the woman's knowledge, skill or
judgment.
A "valuable" TV device is an
integrated commercial, but the
middle majority housewife may
overlook it entirely if it is too
subtle. The upper middle class
wife, in contrast, "may admire
that subtlety and accept the recommendations." She also differs in
her daily schedule, which includes
bridge and avocational clubs, community activities and visiting, the
survey noted.

Weekly Television Summary—

TELEVISION

HOMES

V'S
IN KRLD-T
EFFECTIVE
COVERAGE
AREA

EXCLUSIVE CBS
TELEVISION OUTLET FOR
DALUS-FORT WORTH
AREAS I
This Is ^

KRLD-TY
Is your best buy
Channel 4 . . . Represented by
The BRANHAM
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(Report 206)
68% Have Television
In Pittsburgh
GUIDE-POST Research survey of
2,000 representative Pittsburgh
area families reveals that 68% of
the homes have television sets. The
survey was made during the first
two weeks of February.
C. F. Ackenheil, survey director,
estimated there now are 289,000
TV-equipped homes in Allegheny
County, with upwards of 100,000
telehomes in surrounding counties.
Only two-tenths of a percent of
the homes have more than one
video set, it was reported.
Master Antenna

System

Readied on Long Island
WORK on master television antenna system to service receivers
in 628 dwellings of Mitchel Manor
housing development, Hempstead,
L. I., is nearly completed, Bell Television Inc., New York, electrical
engineering and installation company, announced last week.
Purpose of project, developed
after more than a year and a half
of study, is to eliminate use of
antennas on roofs of houses. They
will be serviced instead by a master
antenna set up in a "remote location." More than four miles of
(Continued on page 73)
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Sets in Area City
Outlets On Air
Sets in Area
City
Outlets On Air
13,000 Louisville
WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
141,063
Albuquerque
KOB-TV
82,631
Motamoros (Mexico)Ames
WOl-TV
185,000 BrowntvllU, Tm. XELD-TV
11,100
Atlanta WAGA-TV, WSB-TV, WLTV
367,436 Memphli
WMCT
122,700
Baltimore WAAM, WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
50,150 Miami
WTVJ
105,000
Binghamton WNBF-TV
90,000 Milwaukee
WTMJ-TV
313,384
Birmingham WAFM-TV, WBRC-TV
Bloomington WTTV
130,000 Minn.-St. Paul KSTP-TV, WTCN-TV
310,300
861,653
NashvilU
WSM-TV
62,335
Boston WBZ-TV, WNAC-TV
253,536
New
Haven
WNHC-TV
224,000
Buffalo
WBEN-TV
Charlotte WBTV
132,338 New Orleans
WDSU-TV
81,764
1,095,185 New York WABD, WCBS-TV, WJZ-TV, WNBT
Chicago WBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBQ
329,000
WOR-TV, WPIX
2,850,000
Cincinnati WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV, WIWT
567,692
Newark
WATV
Cleveland WEWS, WNBK, WXEl
210,000 Norfolk
WTAR-TV
101,833
Columbus WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
Oklahoma City WKY-TV
116,685
Dallos157,868 Omaha
KMTV, WOW-TV
121,777
Ft. Worth KRID-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
88,598 Philadelphia
WCAU-TV, WFIl-TV, WPTZ
1,010,000
Davenport
KPHO-TV
55,100
Quad Cities WOC-TV
Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline Phoenix
227,000
Pittsburgh
WDTV
342,200
WHIO-TV,
WLWD
Dayton
Detroit
75fl,«)0
Providence
WJAH-TV
191,000
WJBK-TV,
WWJ-TV,
WXYZ-TV
WICU
Erie
82,765 Richmond
WTVR
108,878
Rochester
WHAM-TV
132,000
Ft.Dallas
Worth157,868 Rock Island WHBF-TV
88,598
WBAP-TV, KRlD-TV, WFAA-TV
192,690
Quad Cities Include Davenport, Moline, Rock is*., E. Moline
WOOD-TV
Grand Rapids- WFMY-TV
Greensboro
101,111 Salt Antonio
Lake City KDYL-TV, KSL-TV
73,300
Houston
116,000 San
Antonio
KEYL, WOAI-TV
69,476
KPRC-TV
San Diego
126,000
76,000 San
Francisc* KFMB-TV
HuntingtonCharleston
WSAZ-TV
KGO-TV, KPIX, KRON-TV
329,250
2153,000
6,0310 SchenedatfyWFBM-TV
Indianapolis
Albany-Tr«r WRGB
198,60C
WMBR-TV
138,454 Seante
Jacksonville
KING-TV
129,300
Johnstown
WJAC-TV
170,560
St.
Louh
KSD-TV
372,O0C
Kalamazoo
WKZO-TV
189,161 Syracuse
Kansas City
WHEN, WSYR-TV
166,021
135,576 Toledo
WDAF-TV
WSPD-TV
150,000
Lansing
Lancaster
82,000 Tulsa
WGAl-TV
KOTV
108,265
WJIM-TV
Utica-Romo
WKTV
67,00r
Los Angeles
KECA-TV, KHJ-TV, KLAC-TV, KNBH
1
,232,000
Washington
Wilmington
WMAL-TV,
WNBW,
WTOP-TV,
WTTG
335,715
KNXT, KTLA, KTTV
WDEL-TV
93,01-!
Estimated Sets in use 16,184,846
Stations on Air 109*
Total
Markets
on
Air
64*
* Includes XELD-TV Motamoros, Mexico
Editor's Note: Totals for each market represent estimated sets within television area. Where coverage areas overlap, tots counts may be
of set estimate* or* based en data from dealers, distributors, TV circulation comiaittoot, electric companies
Sources
duplicated. Since
partially
and
manufacturers.
many ore compiled monthly, soma may remain unchanged in successive summariot. Total *ato fai all areas are
necessarily approximate.
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CHANNEL
Wifh apologies to you-know-who, but with
no apologies for a great (typical) sales
success story. We got listener ratings, too
—Pulse gives us 7 out of top 10 weekly
shows in Jan. For full details, see Nat'l.
Rep. George P. Hollingbery Co. now.
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has

moved

to

Ws New

its

new

home

York's first building erected especially

for television. WOR-tv

designed and built

it to give advertisers the best tv facilities available
in any city in any country in the world.
Channel

9's spacious new home

67th Street and Broadway

is at

in New

the world's richest market!
This, Gentlemen,

is our home

. . .

York —

ELEVisiON SQUARE is o sleek, modern, 2-story structure whose 48,000 square feel
dominate an entire city block.
WOR-tv's

three main studios stretch over 14,000 square feet of expertly engi-

neered floor area.
At any moment,

as many as five cameras

ditioned studios. Microphone

'

g
may be used in each of these spacious, air-con^

outlets, to pick up the audio, have been ingeniously placed^

Into each studio is unleashed 200,000
than 200 average homes at a time.

watts of electric power — enough to light more

Studios climb to a height of 35 feet. The maze of counterweighted

light battens may be

raised or lowered quickly to give sets perfect lighting. Scenery may be ''flown" easily
from set to set. Each studio is equipped with full kitchen facilities . . . gas, electricity,
hot and cold running water.
A 6,000 square feet prop area runs completely through the building. Trucks can drive
from the street through the prop area into any studio! It's easy to drive new automobiles
(or refrigerators or pianos) into any studio and use them for live commercials.
Television Square's film vaults — storing 3,000,000 feet of film — 8 cutting rooms an<
4 examining rooms are the most complete of any station in America . . . for the editing,
cutting, previewing and handling of film with projection facilities for 16 mm, 35 mm,
transparent slides, opaque

cards, scrolls, news tape.

This is how a show moves through channel 9's Televisio
Square from rehearsal hall ... to make-up

room

. .

Adjoining

each

studio

\^rS!t[ virtually

control

a

room

another

room

large

picture

where

is a

studio,

efficient

window

guest

cluster

nerve

of

observe

and

center

facing

booth

every

are

. . . announcer's
just a

few

steps

booth .^^j^^^ Four

away

from

the

fully

of

through

comfortable
tv

program-

star

dressing

star

dres

studios.

PLUS,

well-mirrored,

near

to studios ...
^neering) ...

by,

the

to control room

well-lighted

most

modern

(for direction, engi-

to the richest market

in America!

dressing

make-up

rooms

Across

the
more

hall

equipped

studio

^^^^

phase

^EFour
ming

. . . rehearsal

compact

. . . client's

may

rooms

rooms

room

hall

-

• . .

in

television!

Channel-S

CALIFORNIA'S
THIRD MARKET

One

of San

Diego's

great

its HARBOR!
VALUE

OF TOTAL

SHIPMENTS

TABLE 5
Number of TV Stations Within Specified Broadcast Revenue Groups Showing
Number Reporting Income or Loss Within Each Group and Average
Revenues, Expenses and1951Income^
of All Stations in Group
(Estimated)
Number of Stations Broadcast
Broadca
Average
per Station
Broadcast
Reporting Reporting
Income
Revenues
(5)
Bro3(ic3.st RcvGHUGs Total Income
Loss
Expenses
(6)
(2)
(3)12
(1)
(7)
(4)3
167
($ Thousands)
4
1
Less than $250,000
449
16
616
16
14
2
390
593
314
76
12
250,000-500,000
16
1
($49)
500,000-750,000
10
537
0
251
750,000-1,000,000
462
1217
0
791
321
1,000,000-1,250.000
844
10
0
836
1,250,000-1,500,000
1,112
$194
$145
11
9
2
1,500.000-2,000,000
1,373
1,728
1,266
8
6
2
655
2,000,000-2,500,000
7
5
2
639
1,590
2,500,000-3,000,000
2,245
2,797
7
1
6
4,136
3,000,000 and over
2,158
93
13
TOTAL
1,243
( ) Denotes Loss
2,893
^ Before Federal income tax
$1,345
- Data for two stations not available
106 2
TABLE 6
$964
$381
Number of TV Stations Classified by Size of Metropolitan Area Showing Number
Reporting Income or Loss within Each Group and Average Revenues,
Expenses and Income
- for All Stations in Group
1951 (Estimated)
Number of Stations Average per Station
Broadcast Broadcast Broadcast
TotalReporting
Loss
Income Reporting
Revenues Expanses Income
Population i (1)
(3)
(6)
(7)
(2)
(4)
(5)
($ Thousands)
Under 250,000
12
1
$283
24
1
762
533 $183
229
250,000-500,000
26
23
3
659
292
500,000-1,000,000
13
14
14
0
925
474
1,000,000-2,000,000
52
951
1,426
20
8
$466
2,000,000 and over
1,954
645
964
$381
93
13
TOTAL
2,599
28
1 Population of metropolitan areas — 1950 Census.
$1,345
- Before Federal Income Tax.
3 Data for two stations not available.
TABLE 7
1063
TV Stations Classified by Number of Stations in Community Showing Number
Reporting Income or Loss and Average Revenues, Expenses and
Income ^ For All Stations in Each Group
1951 (Estimated)
Number of Stations Broadcast
Average
per Station
Broadcast
Reporting Reporting
Loss
Broadcast
Item
Income
Revenues Expenses Income
(3)
(6) 77
(1)
(2)
876 ($ Thousands)
(5)
1
40 One station communities 39
(4)
3
11 Two station communities 19
1
965
514
8 Three station communities 23
1,479
0
2 Four station communities 8
619
$385
8
1,287
2 Seven
station
communities
4
2,051
Four stations reporting income
764
(538)
257
3,466
$955
2,765
$570
Eight stations reporting loss
2,688
13
964
1,307
Total
93
2,159
2,952
2,952
1,345
) Denotes
loss. income tax.
381
1( Before
Federal
2 Data for two stations not available.

INCREASED
26.3%
Over

Wise

1950

duyers

Buy

\M

me

9
KFMB-TV
Channel 8
KFMB-AM
5 50 - K.c. :
John A. Kennedy, Board Chairman
Howard I. CHernoff, Gen. Mgr.
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FILM RIGHTS SUIT
UA to Appeal Ruling
UNITED ARTISTS will appeal the
Feb. 29 decision of U. S. Refereein-Bankruptcy Benno M. Brink
which gave TV distribution rights
of four feature movies back to
James and George Nasser, producers.
In returning TV rights to the
brothers, Mr. Brink held that according to the contract between
United Artists and the Nassers,
when TV becomes a commercial
factor it was an obligation on the
part of UA to distribute the movies
to the new medium.
He held that UA had no intention of doing so until other major
distributors did, adding that "television as a commercial practice does
not begin when other majors enter
the field." He further stated that
UA had forfeited its rights in the
contract by not distributing the
pictures to television.
The Nasser brothers had filed a
test suit in Los Angeles Federal
Court last December asking return
of the films for the purpose of releasing them to TV [B*T, Jan. 7].
UA releases them theatrically.
Appeal to the Federal Court in

Los Angeles is expected to be filed
within the next two weeks by
Herschel B. Green, UA attorney,
after findings in the case have been
entered by Mr. Brink.
Charles Weintraub, president of
Quality Films, as a qualified expert
said he would pay the Nassers
$200,000 within 30 days for TV
rights to the four movies for seven
years. In addition, an agreement
would be worked out whereby they
would receive additional money on
a sliding scale based over a certain
amount, he said.
Tom Corradine, film directorbuyer for KTTV (TV) Hollywood,
who said he buys about 600 movies
a year for that station, estimated
a top feature motion picture could
easily tional
earndistribution.
$50,000 in TV on na-

TV's Rising Income
(Continued from page 61 )
million compared to $18.7 million
in 1950.
Overall network income from
both AM and TV operations totaled
$22.8 million in 1951, compared with
$8.7 million in 1950.
Excluding the 15 network 0 & 0
stations, remaining 93 TV stations
reported total revenues of $107.3
million, compared with previous
year's $50.4 million. Station income was reported at $31.2 million
compared to $800,000 in 1950.
Preliminary estimates on AM
and FM operations are being processed by FCC economists and are
expected to be reported about
April 1, 1952.
MOV/f
RIGHTS
Republic Files Appeal
ANTICIPATED appeal by Republic Pictures of a court ruling which
prevents
of Roy
old
movies torelease
TV was
filedRogers'
last week
in the U. S. Ninth District Court
of Appeals, Los Angeles [B*T,
Feb. 4; Oct. 29, 1951].
Republic contended that Federal
Judge Pierson M. Hall, who earlier
ruled in favor of the singing cowboy star, had erred in his interpretation of Republic's contract with
Mr. Rogers. The judge ruled the
studio could not sell or lease the old
films to TV.
The appeal charged there was not
sufficient evidence and disputed
Judge Hall's ruling that Mr. Rogers' commercial tie-up clause gives
him control of TV rights to his
films produced by Republic.
The movie firm will be in fed
eral court Tuesday to fight a sim
ilar permanent injunction suit b
Gene Autry, cowboy star, filed last
year [B»T, Oct. 29, 1951]. Mr
Autry charges unfair competition
and seeks to prevent Republic from
releasing about 65 of his old movies
to television.

FUM STUDIO PLANNED
Brooklyn Property Acquired
PURCHASE of the former Brooklyn clubhouse of the Benevolent and
Paternal Order of Elks, 144 Oxford
St., by Chase Construction Corp.,
general contracting firm headed by
Sidney Fetner, for conversion into
television and film production
studios, was announced last week by
Dwight-Helmsley Inc., New York
brokerage house which sold the
property for A. B. Schneider.
Plans for altering the building
into seven films studios have been
AFM entered a show-cause peti- filed by Architect Samuel L. Malkind, with construction operations
tion seeking to restrain the Nassers from leasing films to TV until to be undertaken by the Chase Corp.
under Mr. Fetner's direction. Nethey signed
union's
5% regotiations are pending for leasing
cording fundthe
contract
established
the studios to a major television
for motion pictures to television.
Hearing was scheduled last Fri- network, a Dwight-Helmsley
spokesman stated.
day [B»T, March 3].
SCOTT Radio Labs, Chicago reports
KGO-TV San Francisco Science in about one-half of the TV-radio-phonograph combinations it sells now have
Action,
Mateo Times'
blonde cabinets contrasted to 15% a
award forreceived
the mostSanoutstanding
local
year ago.
program.
BROADCASTING
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Telestatus
(Continued from page 66)
difference, disproved to their own
oaxial cable placed underground
idll connect individual receivers
satisfaction the argument that
16mm, which is 2% times smaller
pvith the master antenna.
than 35mm, does not reproduce
System was developed by Bell
Television in cooperation with U. S. sound as faithfully, according to
r^ir Force engineers and is said Louis Snader, president.
Snader and Peerless will continue
o be suitable for large building
to record on magnetic tape from
rojects of two or three-story
Minnesota Mining and Milling and
ipartments or housing developwill transfer to a 35mm sound
nents which are spread over large
ireas. Bell utilizes products of negative, which gives steadiness
various manufacturers.
of double perforation with no roller
Under the new installation sysabrasions, and then transfer ditem, the television set owner will
rectly to 16mm release prints.
Besides
giving better quality,
[pay an initial fee of $7.50 for conlection, plus a maintenance charge
this will eliminate necessity of re)f $2 per month.
recording on all Snader TV films,
it was said.
Snader Announces
Advertesf Gives Data
Sound Purification
SIMPLIFICATION of sound re- On Early Evening TV
'lording process involving sound
A REPORT on "early evening telepurification
in reduction from
viewing," based on 757 personal
;^r'35mm to 16mm has resulted from
interviews in TV homes throughIf experiments conducted for Snader
out the New York reception area,
■^{|Telescriptions Corp., Beverly Hills, has been released by Advertest Re^■|;by
Vic Krupa,
and
search as part of its continuing
technical
directorvice
of president
Peerless Film
study
of
"The Television Audience
[Processing Corp., Hollywood, and
of Summary
Today." of some major find^I'Sound Services, that city.
'Y The experiment, using a preings by Advertest revealed that
'amplifier booster, linked a 16mm
between 5 p.m. and 8 p.m.:
^■■jBound track through large speak(1) Set usage is 68% greater among
'I'ers. Then a 35mm print and a families with children than it is
■flQmm print of the same subject
among childless households.
''■^ll^vere run olf with the sound track,
(2) Nearly 70% of all children in
video homes watch television in that
it was explained.
three-hour period, compared to 32%
' Participants, unable to tell any

Take

a good

This is the coverage

look

of women and 29% of men.
(3) Viewing reaches its peak around
7:45 p.m. or 8 p.m.
(4) Average TV set usage between
5 p.m. and 8 p.m. is 1.84 hours, compared to 0.48 hours for radio usage.
Interviews were conducted during the period Feb. 4-14, covering
Monday through Friday programs
on the seven New York TV stations.
KNXT (TV) Revises
Times Rate Periods
REVISION of time classifications
applicable to its rate card No. 1,
effective Feb. 10, have been announced by KNXT (TV) Los
Angeles. Rates remain the same,
however, according to James T.
Aubrey Jr., sales manager of the
CBS owned outlet.
Under revised station time. list, Class
A is Sunday through Saturday, 6:30
p.m.
to 10:30
Classto B 6:30
— Monday
through
Friday,p.m.;
5 p.m.
p.m.;
Saturday and Sunday. 3 p.m. to 6:30
p.m., and Sunday through Saturday,
10:30 to 11 p.m.; and Class C, all other
times.
For announcements. Class A is Sunday through Saturday, 6:29 p.m. to
10:30 p.m.; Class B— Monday through
Friday,
p.m. 2:59
to 6:29
day and 4:59
Sunday,
p.m. p.m.;
to 6:29Saturp.m.,
and Sunday through Saturday, 10:30
p.m. to 11 p.m.; Class C, all other times.
New Rate Card
Issued by WDTV (TV)
WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh last week
released Rate Card No. 7, to become effective April 1. New rates
for Class A time will be $1,000 per

hour; $600 per half hour, and $150
per minute spot. Rates for Class
B periods of the same length will
be $750, $450 and $125 and for Class
* *$100.*
C $650, $390 and
Godfrey;
'Lucy'
Lead
Feb. Nielsen
Ratings
ARTHUR
GODFREY'S
Scouts
and the
show, / Love Talent
Lucy,
starring Lucille Ball and Desi
Arnaz, share top honors in Nielsen
national ratings for the top 10 TV
shows during the two weeks endlow: ing Feb. 9. Complete ratings folHomes
Rank
Program
(000)
1 I love Lucy (CBS)
8,481
2 Texaco Star Theatre (NBC) 8,235
3 Red Skelton (NBC)
7,760
4 Arthur Godfrey & Friends 7,677
(Liggett & Myers Tobacco) (CBS)
5 Fireside Theatre (NBC)
7,298
6 Your Show of Shows
7,129
(Reynolds, R. J., Tobacco) (NBC)
7 Arthur
Godfrey
&
Friends
7,108
(Toni-Gillette Razor Co.) (CBS)
8 You Bet Your Life (NBC)
7,100
9 Your
Show of Shows
6,730
(Participating)
(NBC)
10 Arthur
Godfrey
6,680
(Pillsbury
Mills,& Friends
Inc.) (CBS)
Homes
%
Rank
Program
21 Arthur
I Love Godfrey's
Lucy (CBS) Scouts (CBS)
56.5
3 Arthur Godfrey & Friends
62.0
(Liggett & Myers Tobacco) (CBS) 53.7
4 Texaco Star Theatre (NBC)
53.4
5 Red Skelton (NBC)
52.2
6 Arthur
Godfrey Razor
& Friends
49.4
(Toni-Gillette
Co.) (CBS)
7 Your Show of Shows
48.4
(Reynolds, R. J., Tobacco) (NBC)
8 Arthur
Godfrey
&
Friends
47.7
(Pillsbury Mills, Inc.) (CBS)
9 Fireside Theatre (NBC)
47.6
10 Your
Show of Shows
47.1
(Participating)
(NBC)
Copyright 1952 by A. C. Nielsen Co.
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mNISHINQ

AIHERICAN?

Any salesman is a friend of ours.
We're particularly drawn to those who go directly to the
home to sell, because that's the kind of thing we do.
But you don't see so many of them at people's front doors
as you used to. In fact they've even had the door slammed
in their faces by law in some 400 localities.
We hate to think we helped to make things tougher for them
But while they were standing outside punching away at
the doorbell, we were already in the livijiu
room, selling on the television screen.
Today, we make as many as four million

s

home demonstrations an hour in sixty-two
major markets. We call by invitation as
often as five times a week. And the lady

l

\k

of the house gives us her attention ... not for just a hurried
moment or two, but for two full selling hours each day.
We would be happy to demonstrate how effectively we can
sell your products via Daytime Television. But better hurry.
There aren't too many hours left in the day.

SWG, SAG Talks
Are Scheduled
TV FILM LABOR
ALLIANCE of Television Film Pro ducers, beset by labor disputes and
strike threats for many months, has agreed to open discussions this week
with Screen Writers Guild on wages and working conditions for writers
on TV films.
*
Similar talks by ATFP are sched- following
meetings between Goruled to start with the Screen Actors
don Stulberg, guild counsel, and
Guild for actors in TV films on Maurice Unger, ATFP president.
March 19.
This followed an exchange of
The threatened SWG strike actelegrams
between Mary McCall Jr.,
tion, scheduled to start today (MonSWG president, and Mr. Unger.
day) against ATFP member comThe telegrams apparently cleared
panies, was called off last Tuesday,

you

can

see
on

the
WBNS-TV

A staff of 28 engineers are required to maintain and produce the top
quality programs sent out over WBNS-TV.
The most modern control room equipment and facilities throughout, plus careful installation and maintenance, guarantee the clearest
picture and best quality on WBNS-TV.
The skillful operation of all equipment has an important bearing
on the fine quality of pictures transmitted by WBNS-TV, where each
program is carefully monitored, and previewed before it goes on
the air.
Yes, you can SEE the difference on WBNS-TV.

The excellent control and engineering
facilities of WBNS-TV permit the daily
Hob Nob show to make the most of
their large cast and varied sets, producing ahigh interest and high sales
vehicle.

WBNS-TV Control Room ... the nerve
center of operations and control point
through which all local programs are
originated and network programs monitored before going to the transmitter
for broadcast.

COLUMBUS, OHIO
CHANNEL 10

e p r e s
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up "misunderstandings" which had
precipitated the strike vote.
ATFP maintained that confusion
over the extent of SWG's authority
to bargain for writers in TV film
had prompted it to hold off on negotiations. The guild agreed to bring
proper certification at the first
meeting scheduled "between March
10 Meanwhile,
and March negotiations
15."
between
the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes and ATFP
was progi'essing in an effort to
reach final agreement before the
March 19 deadline set by lATSE.
ATFP's recommendation is for a
four-year contract, starting with a
10% wage increase for the first
year. The second year, to begin
Oct. 25, 1952, will automatically increase another 2%% over base pay
with the third and fourth years to
remain at that figure.
Also offered by ATFP was 4%
vacation pay with a suggestion that
the crafts establish rates for producers who guarantee term employment, either 50 out of 52 weeks,
39 out of 45 weeks, 26 out of 30
weeks or 13 out of 17 weeks.
SAG negotiations with ATFP will
be focused on SAG's principle that
when actors sell their services for
video films, it is for one time showing only in each viewing area. For
each additional showing they must
get additional compensation, it is
understood.
With Republic Pictures having
started production on its first TV
film series, Commando Cody — Sky
Marshal of the Universe, the Assn.
of Motion Picture Producers has
asked SAG to open discussions on
a minimum basic pay agreement
covering actors in films for TV for
major
aries. companies or their subsidiDiscussions Deferred
Under terms of an negotiated
agreement between SAG and
AMPP covering actors in theatrical
movies, discussions on those appearing in TV films made by majors or their subsidiaries were deferred temporarily.
In addition to Republic Pictures,
which has Hollywood Television
Service Inc. as a subsidiary, also
scheduled to go into immediate TV
film production are Universal-International, through United World
Films; Columbia Pictures, and
Screen Gems Inc.
SAG, upon working out a TV contract with AMPP, will hold discussions with the Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers and
the Independent Motion Pictures
Assn. for theatrical films.
With emphasis on television release of pictures made originally
for theatres, IMPP last week began negotiations for a new basic
agreement for member independent
producers with the American Federation of Musicians.
SAG's agreement with AMPP
covering theatrical films became effective Feb. 25 and is retroactive to
January 1. Its provisions run to
June 1, 1958, according to an announcement bySAG Executive Secretary John Dales Jr. and AMPP

Wage Ruling Reversed
APPEALS division of the Wag.
Stabilization Board in Chicago ha ,
reversed a WSB decision involvinji
contractual negotiations agreed upl
on by the International Brother
hood of Electrical Workers, Locai
1220, and WBKB
(TV) Chicagc!
Terms of the contract had beei
approved in the main by WSB, bi
the board denied reduction of th
escalator clause from four to 3'
years and payment of top scale fee
to supervisors immediately instea '
of after a year. Contract wa
negotiated
by Elmer
treas '
urer of Balaban
and Upton,
Katz, whic
owns the station, and Waltc
Thompson, Local 1220 president.
IBEW

Elected

ENGINEERS and technicians ci
KRON-TV San Francisco chos
the International Brotherhood
Electrical Workers to represeij
them in an election held Feb. 2
under the supervision of the N;
tional
Relations
Vol'
was 16Labor
to 6.
IBEW Boai-d.
has repr,
sented the technicians since bi.
fore the station took the air i
November 1949.
Vice President Charles Boren. Tl
pact calls for pay boosts rangir
from 8% to 80%.
SAG retains the right to cane
its contract if any movie stud
sells theatrical films made aft
Aug. 1, 1958, to television witho
first
negotiating additional pay f^j
talent.
Both groups have the right i
re-open the contract on wage rat
and working conditions on June
1954, and June 1, 1956. All sala:
increases are subject to Wage St
bilization Board approval.
New contract calls for:
Day player minimum up from J]
to $70; weekly free lance from $175
$250; stunt man daily minimum frcj
$55 to $70 multiple
with same
$300 play^J
weePs
minimum;
picture
from $175 to $250 a week.
Singers were boosted from $55
$70 daily;
choral vocalists
$45 for
hour
to pisf c j
back session;
up from singers
$25 to mouthing
$45.
Airplane pilots were increased frd
$90 todaily
$100 on
a daylocation;
at studioterm
and contrL
$120 "
$130
beginner
was raised frril\
$60 to $75 minimum
a week.
Separate bargaining is to be held
separate
contractforfortelevision.
actors in fil"|
made
especially
Hov/ an ace TV writer
turned a real murder
into a TV show . . . and
became Suspect No. 1
SPIN

THE

GLASS
WEB
A Sealed* Novel of Suspense^
by MAX EHRLICH
James
NBC-TV,
says "I163hadto II
to breakNelson,
the seal*
on page
get the solution of this suspensefcll
story. It has a relentless pull."
* Your money refunded if you can ft
stop reading at page 163.
$2.50 at all bookstores
Harper & Brothers N. Y. 161
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SBY UNIT
lEW CRO
brmarks
$4 Millions for Film
jTTH $4 million earmarked for
toduction of TV film programs,
iancer Productions has been organied as a subsidiary of Bing Crosby
nterprises.
Group plans to produce four
parate series consisting of total
' 208 half hour TV film programs,
ith two scheduled to start immediately.
BCE will handle financing, disi|i|ibution and make available its
'-eduction facilities at RKO-Pathe
tudios in Culver City, Calif.,
here the new unit will be headlartered.
Heading Lancer Productions are
asil Grille, executive vice-presi;nt in charge of production for
CE; Bernard Girard, BCE projcer-director of the Rebound
^ ries for Packard Motor Co. and
ick Dorso, producer of the Perry
'ason series.
"i Carrying Lancer label, each of
'in|.e four series will have a com■^lete
run of Regular
weekly term
subcts, ityear's
was stated.
■ntracts are to be given actor and
-"-riter talent. This is to assure
1: Vailability to the same actors and
j^j: continuous flow of material for
j^e four series.
KijjNow being prepared for filming
Mre Those Were The Days, story
rie format with a small town
cale, and Trauma, a psychological
jl.spense series. Two additional
ries, Corny Johnson, comedy■ama stories of a Broadway charliter, and an untitled dramatic
sj-athology, are scheduled to go into
poduction within 60 to 90 days.
If

(tv) remote
wmar
Special Salute to Goss
BAILEY GOSS, WMAR (TV)
Baltimore sportscaster, was absent
from his post for a couple of weeks,
recuperating from an operation.
The public missed him. Because
Mr. Goss couldn't come to the TV
cameras, WMAR (TV) took the
cameras to his home.
Mr. Goss lives in a Baltimore
suburb, located in a valley, and
the mechanical difficulties taxed
the ingenuity of technicians. But,
reported WMAR (TV), it was well
worth the effort. Televiewers and
visitors to the Goss home enjoyed
a heart-warming experience. Mrs.
Goss and the Goss children,
Rochelle and Roger, were on hand,
proud of the public tribute being
paid to Mr. Goss.
While the Feb. 23 afternoon telecast was preponderantly sentimental, it had its humorous mo-

jiLESRAGIARISMSUIT
Pctor Names Sfar, NBC, C-P-P
|4-LAGIARISM suit for $50,000 has
■' 'en filed in Los Angeles Superior
s.'..)urt against Donald O'Connor,
Ijlm and TV star, Colgate-Palmj|ive-Peet Inc. and NBC by Edgar
3'jedley, vaudeville actor.
SSuitcharges that the exploding
lonograph dance routine perjrmed Feb. 3 by Mr. O'Connor on
;iBC-TV Colgate Comedy Hour
s been Mr. Medley's vaudeville
"l^t for 30 years.
;ipMr. Medley, prior to telecast, resed request for permission to
|,€ the act, according to his attorys.

AMONG well-wishers who crowded onto backyard lawn of the Goss
home were (I to r) Earl Gammons (light hat)., vice president of CBS
Washington; J. L. Van Volkenburg, president, CBS Television Network;
E. K. Jett, vice president and director of TV at WMAR (TV), and Mr.
Goss (with microphone).
ments. CBS star, Garry Moore, a
visitor, drew Jerrold C. Hoffberger,
Mr. Goss' sponsor, aside and whis-

"This Bailey Goss can't last forever, you know. Now, I might be
available if you're in the mar-

pered :
ket . . ."

BEFORE

F^^f

TELEVISION

. . . Look for the station w^ith the most
local-retail accounts. Local-retail advertisers
buy where

they get the most

for their money

. . . they buy the station that delivers results.
WGN-TV
accounts

not only has more

. . . but more

local-retail

national spot business

than any other television station in Chicago.
Follow
...

the lead of advertisers who

buy WGN-TV

know

in Chicago.

|ootball Hearing
jljDVERNMENT's
suit
Diiainst
the Nationalanti-trust
Professional
IS ' )otball League for blacking out
ecasts of local games will be
ard in April [B»T, March 3].
lis was announced in PhilaIphia by a spokesman for the
iti-trust Division of the Justice
'Pt. after Federal Judge Grim
rved notice that if the case isn't
ard in April or May he won't
able to hear it for a year, bemuse of a crowded docket.
lOADCASTING
• Telecasting
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NEW companies which
Two
will specialize in television
film production and distribution have been formed in New York
within the past fortnight.
Robert Larence Productions Inc.,
which will concentrate on television
film production, will be located at
418 West 54th St. George Justin
has been appointed production manager-director and Louis Mucciolo
will be studio manager for output
of package shows and spot commercials.
Formation of Joseph S. Salzburg
Motion Picture Editing Service to
serve producers and distributors of
films for television was announced
by Mr. Salzburg. The address is
33 West 60th St. Mr. Salzburg
resigned his position as production
manager of Motion Pictures for
Television to form the new organization. He previously had been
associated with Associated Artists
Productions and Pictorial Films.
The Committee for Free Asia has
begun distribution of a new colorsound documentary film to television stations and networks throughout the United States.
Titled Truth Shall Make Men
Free, the film outlines the social
and economic problems of Asia.
The film was produced by Alfred T.
Palmer Studios, San Francisco, and
is the first motion picture produced
for the Committee. It is 13 minutes
long.
Educational films are now being
offered to television outlets by Film
Publishers Inc., distributor of motion pictures to the educational
field.
First release is the United Specialists production Out of the
Heart. It depicts what a boy can
learn when given the responsibility
of owning a dog. Kenneth A. Silver
is president of the company, located
at 25 Broad St., New York.
Negotiations for the sale of Big

SRT-TV
INTENSIVE PROFESSIONAL
COURSES
inTELEVISION
BROADCASTING
Instruction
by top-ranking
als under actual
broadcast professionconditions
Complete TV Station Equipment
Co-Educatlonal • Day or Evening
Approved for Veterans
Send tor free prospectus
^''Careers in Television'^
DEPT. H
(Schoo! of
SRT/.; Radio Technique)
TEIEVISION STUDIOS
America's Oldest Broadcosling School
316 West 57 St., New York 19, N. Y.
Plozo 7-3212
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t
film repor
Town films were completed by
Lever Bros., Ruthrauff & Ryan,
Gross - Krasne Productions and
United Television Programs.
Lever Bros., which sponsored
programs live for two years, converts CBS-TV feature to film April
3 when Jack Gross and Phil Krasne,
owners of the production firm bearing their names, will film the series.
Lever will continue Big Town,
meanwhile, on the network.
Terms of the agreement, reported by Willson Tuttle, vice president
in charge of radio and television
for Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York,
provide that United Television Programs sell the series on a first-run
basis in 29 cities not used by Lever.
If local sponsors wish, the show
can be carried in these markets on
the same day and date as the network program. Also, the title Big
Town can be used.
Second runs will be available in
all markets next October, UTP
President Gerald King said.
Sales . . .
Fotovox Inc., Memphis, Tenn., has
just delivered a series of one-minute
and 20-second spot announcements
prepared for Plough Inc. (St. Joseph Aspirin and St. Joseph Aspirin
for Children), through Lake, Spire,
Shurman, agency. Commercials involve live action and animation.
Western Adventure Productions
Inc., Charlotte, N. C, has completed
a pilot film of Sahu in "Law of the
Jungle." It is being presented by
William Morris Agency for network
sponsorship. The Sahu series will
be jungle adventure stories designed for 30-minute programs.
Western Adventure is currently
offering its television film series,
Tales of Famous Outlaws, in various markets.
Howco Productions, affiliated with
Western Adventure, has finished a
feature picture in color for Lippert
Pictures release. It's called Outlaw
Women and stars Marie Windsor,
Richard Rober, Carla Balenda,
Allan Noxon and Jackie Coogan.
Producer was Ron Ormond, and
film was shot on KTTV (TV) Los
Angeles stages.
Mr. Ormond, executive producer
for Howco Productions, has moved
his Hollywood office to 5746 Sunset
Blvd., in the KTTV Studio Bldg.
Sterling Television Co., New York,
releasing Greenwich Village for
national distribution. It is first in
a series of TV film featurettes, and
stars Walter Cross, songwriter, and
Virginia Phillips, vocalist. Film was
produced by Medallion Productions,
Hollywood.
Prockter Syndications International
Inc., New York, now has ready for

release A^nerican Sport Show, a
15-minute television color-film
series, Paul White PSI president,
announced last week. Thirteen
films have been completed.
The series — which stars Richard
Arlen, Hollywood film actor, as narrator— will "run the gamut" of
favorite American sports.
* * *
Frank Wisbar Productions, Hollywood, plans to release Fireside
Theatre half-hour TV film series,
for third run showings. New title
is Crest Theatre.
H:
^.
M. & A. Alexander Productions,
Hollywood, has acquired television
rights to "A Medal for the General," British National Pictures
film. It will release the film under
the original book title, "Old Soldiers
Never Die."
Procter
& Gamble Co., Cincinnati,
starts Craig Kennedy Criminologist
on WCAU-TV Philadelphia for 13
weeks. The half -hour films are produced by Adrian Weiss Productions,
Los Angeles, and distributed by
Louis Weiss & Co., also Los
Angeles.
❖ * *
John Sutherland Productions, Los
Angeles, starting one 45-minute
color film for National Carbon Co.,
New York, and one half-hour color
film for Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Co., San Francisco. Both films
will be for TV release and are contions. cerned with industrial public relaCompany is now doing final editing on 12-minute animated color
film, What Makes Us Tick, for New
York Stock Exchange.
Initial sale of Televideo Theatre,
half-hour television films produced
by Screen Televideo Productions,
Beverly Hills,
to Sicks'
Seattle
Brewing
& Malting
Co., Seattle
(Rainier Beer), concluded by Stuart
Reynolds Productions, Beverly
Hills. Series, identical with Electric Theatre, sponsored by electric
companies in 35 national markets,
is sold in markets where electric
companies do not have members.
Contract is for 52 weeks on KINGTV Seattle. Agency is Miller &
Co., also Seattle.
Sarra Inc., New York, has filmed
series of eight 20-second television
film spots for Chase National Bank,
New York, through Hewitt Ogilvy,
Benson & Mather, same city. Narrators are Hugh James, Milton
Cross and Dan Seymour. Agency
supervisors were Clin A. Saunders,
Dean Coords and William Shallow.
Screen Gems Inc., Hollywood,
starting seven film commercials for

BEST FOR'TV FILMS
pNGERIONE
,\
USED BY 77^

UTP'S WINDFALL
Collier's Features Durocheil
FIRST-PAGE color spread in
national magazine promoting ill
TV film series. Double Play Wit
Durocher and Day, was the bom;
reaped by United Television Pre
grams last week when Collier
magazine featured a color portra:
of the Leo Durocher family on i1
March 8 cover.
Magazine followed up the cove
shot with further illustrations ii
side the issue plus a feature art
cle: "Laraine Taught Leo: Nic
Guys Finish First by Collie Smal
much to the pleasure of UTP off
cials who knew nothing of the mag
azine's plans until the issue aj
peared on newsstands.
By the end of last week, the
were trying to arrange for 5,0C
copies ofto the
Collier's
mailing
stations
and cover
agencief(
but were impeded in their work 1:
the calls and letters pouring inl
UTP offices seeking information c
the TV show.
The quarter-hour TV film serie
with first program scheduled f(
March 14 release, had a boo
week last week: Clark Super Ga
through the Arthur Meyerho
Agency, Chicago, purchased tl
Durocher-Day program for sho^
ing on WTCN-TV Minneapoli
KSD-TV St. Louis, and WTMJ-T
Milwaukee, Aaron Beckwith, Ul
sales director, said Wednesda
The Red Top Brewing Co. of Ci
cinnati also purchased the progra
for showing on three Crosley st
tions: WLWT Cincinnati, WLW
Dayton, and WLWC Columbr
Sales were also announced f
Buffalo, - Schenectady and Kal
mazoo.
The film program, which has
manager
of therange,
New York
Giant'.\|
$75-$775 price
features
and his actress wife, Laraine Da
in an informal interview forms,
centered upon sports personalitif
Available to national, region;
and local sponsors, 26 programs
Double Play are to be complet
this spring, viath some films sh
in Phoenix, Ariz., spring trainii
headquarters for the Giants. T
Durochers are both under contra
to United Television Programs f
104 films.
General Tire & Rubber Co., Akr
Ohio. The agency is D'Arcy Ac
Co., New York. Jules Bricken w
produce and Fred Sears to dire
Kling Studies, Chicago, prepari
commercials for Dormeyer, <
Henry, Admiral Corp. drama
sequences for Marshall Field & Cc
Pace of Chicago show and featui
for Mitchell Air Conditioners.

SOUTHWEST FILM
LAB., INC.
2015 Young Street,
Dallas, Texas
BROADCASTING
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Following custom, we will publish the full text of the Final
Television Allocations Report of the FCC as a service to subscribers.
This report, slated for release next month, will be a supplement
to the regular Monday issue of BROADCASTING • TELECASTING. By arrangement with the FCC, it will be in your hands
coincident with its release. The FCC hasn't the funds to print
this 600-odd page report (probably equivalent to 200 of our type
pages) or even to mimeograph it in sufficient quantities to meet
the demand.
As a subscriber, you will receive as many of these supplements as
your office has subscriptions to BROADCASTING • TELECASTING without additional charge. Extra copies will be available
at $3.00 each. There will be an over-run to accommodate subscriber needs.
By reserving your additional copies today, your report will be
mailed instantly upon the FCC release.
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WNBC-WNBT
POST
Promotions Announced
STAFF changes resulting from a
new expansion program undertaken
by WNBC {AM)-WNBT (TV) New
York, key stations of the NBC networks, were announced by Ted Cott,
general manager of the stations,
last Thursday. They are:
Charles Phillips, former assistant general manager, appointed
sales manager and general administrator of WNBT.
William Rich, former sales manager, named to newly created position of merchandising manager.
Jay Smolin, formerly with Amos
Parrish & Co., New York advertising agency, appointed advertising
and promotion manager of WNBC
and WNBT, to be assisted by Len
Wanles as promotion director for
the television station and by Winifred Schaeffer, who will hold the
corresponding position for WNBC.
Phil Dean, formerly in charge of exploitation for NBC, succeeds Miss
Schaeffer as WNBC-WNBT publicity director [B»T, Feb. 25].
James Hirsch, former advertising and promotion manager, was
named special account executive in
charge of developing new business
for WNBT, and George Wallach,
formerly director of new and special events, becomes production
manager for the video outlet.
Norman Chester, timebuyer for

is-fhe.best-

c/o //a r - fo r

//a c^fouy^
Louis
St
in
I \\
'

KWK's average cost
I
\
per 1000 radio
homes is the *lowest
for 15 out of the
/
\
18 hours of the\

BBDO, and John Barry of The New
York Daily News, have been added
to the WNBC-WNBT sales staff.
Merchandising operations, around
which the appointments center
[Closed Circuit, Feb. 25], will be
supervised by a special executive
board including Messrs. Phillips,
Smolin, Wallach and Dean.
MITCHELL PACT
Announced by ABC
ABC will have first chance at the
services of veteran actor Thomas
Mitchell as player, consultant, producer, and director as result of
a recently-signed agreement announced Tuesday by Charles Underbill, national TV program director
for the network.
Under the contract, effective
March 1, Mr. Mitchell may produce
two new television series, one of
which would also be a starring
vehicle for him as an actor. Plans
had not been completed for either
series by the end of last week, however.
While ABC will fill the primary
position on Mr. Mitchell's television
schedule, the actor was understood
to be free, under the contract, for
other television, radio, stage or
screen commitments.

'FEES'
FCC
Proposal
Is Opposed
FEES for processing FCC applications and licenses were frowned
on by the Commission in a letter
last week to the Bureau of the
Budget. The letter was an expression of the Commission's attitude
toward service charges, as provided
in the 1952 Independent Offices Appropriation Act.
Citing the myriad number of
applications, grants, authorizations and licenses filed and processed by the Commission, FCC
pointed out that the bookkeeping
problem seemed insurmountable.
Also the Commission said, the
bulk of the paper work involved
those least able to afford stiff
fees — amateurs, police and fire departments. Citizen's Radio Service
users, etc. If charges were set high
enough to bring in substantial
revenue, the Commission said, that
would discriminate against the
great number of individual and
municipal operators of radio systems.
NO

BAILEY

NAMED
ToFCDA

Post

J. N. (Bill) BAILEY, former
executive director of FM Assn. and
before that an associate editor of
Broadcasting, has been named
public
affairs
officer of
Region
2,
Federal Adm.,
Civil
Defense
head quartering
at Richmond, Va.
Feb.
18]. Circuit,
[Closed
A graduate of
the FCDA Staff
College at Olney,
Mr. Bailey
Md., Mr. Bailey
reported
to Richmond last week. He will serve
as
consultant to civil defense public
affairs offi'cers in Region 2 (Pa.,
Del., Md., Va., W. Va., N. C, D. C.) .
During World War II he was chief
of the news section, Radio Branch,
Bureau of Public Relations, War
Dept, under Col. E. M. Kirby.
Mr. Bailey has operated a consulting business in Washington
since 1949. Before the war he was
a newspaperman and entered radio
in the mid-'30s at WLW Cincinnati.

'I WAS COMMUNIST'
Market Scales Seen
SALES in 389 cities— with a 400market goal by its March 30 release date — were totaled near the
end of last week for / Was a Communist for the FBI, transcribed
radio series produced by the Frederic W. Ziv Co., and Executive Vice
President John L. Sinn reported
the sales objective as practically
"cinched."
Largest individual category of
buyers have been radio stations,
both affiliated and independent.
Sponsors who purchased the openend series directly for later placement on local stations were led by
brewers, followed in sequence by
bakers, furniture dealers, appliance dealers and industrial concerns. An "interesting" phase of
the sales, Mr. Sinn related, was
its purchase for public service
broadcasts by several chambers of
commerce and veterans organizations.

WEEK-KTOK
SWAI
FCC Orders Hearin:
OVERLAP and question of "tra:
ficking in licenses" were two
the issues in FCC's action last wee
setting for hearing the exchan
of WEEK Peoria, 111., for KTO:
Oklahoma City, owned by Sei'
Robert S. Kerr (D-Okla.)-Dean Mf
Gee interests and 0. L. Taylor rff
spectively [B»T, Dec. 31, 17, Nof
12, 1951].
In setting the transfers for heaf^
ing, the FCC drew the issues ?
(1) overlap between KTOK an
KRMG Tulsa, (2) traflftcking in 1
censes as respects WEEK, and (?
public interest, convenience an
necessity involved in the requeste
transfers.
Oklahoma City and Tulsa are 9
air miles apart. KTOK operate
on 1000 kc with 5 kw day and 1 k\
night, directional, holds CP for
kw fulltime with directional ar
tenna at night. KRMG operate
on 740 kc with 50 kw day, 25 k'
night,
directional.
If WEEK-th
KTOK transfer
was approved,
Senator Kerr-Dean McGee prir
cipals would own both stations
Upon FCC approval of th
WEEK-KTOK swap, Mr. Tayk
intends to sell the Peoria static
(on 1350 kc with 1 kw) to Fred I
Vance and family for $225,00(.
Mr. Vance is a native of Peori;
and is manager of the Dallas offic
of the 0. L. Taylor Co., statio
representative.
Part of the agreement pledge
the Kerr-McGee group to maintai
a 30% interest in a separate coi
poration
appliedbinds
for Mi
T'
in Peoria.which
Samehaspledge
Taylor to 15%
interest asinowner
the T'c
applicant.
Mr. Vance,
WEEK, would maintain a 55% ir
terest.
Transfer of KTOK to the Ken
McGee interest and subsequen
sale of WEEK would reduce Mi
Taylor's radio holdings to KAN
Wichita and KRGX Weslaco, Te?
Objection to the proposed trans
fer was submitted to the FCC las
week by Carmon C. Harris, Okla
homa City attorney. He cited th,
overlap situation, called attentio
also to Sen. Kerr's 45% ownershi
of the Enid (OMa.) Events.

/broadcast day
"faojed on I-f/me. h minute announcements, on
The Putse, Inc., Nov.. Dec, 1951, and on S. R. D., Ion.. 1952
G/obe-Democrot Tower BIdg.
Saint Louis

<JU KATZ AGENCY
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Sargeanf- Takes Oath
ROWLAND H. SARGEANT was
sworn in as Assistant Secretary of
State for Public Affairs last
Thursday. He serves as an adviser to the Secretary of State,
Dean Acheson, on information and
psychological matters in the field
of foreign policy. Mr. Sargeant
will concentrate on top-level decisions involving Voice of America
and other activities of the newlycreated International Information
Administration.

"Peachy Music for Peachy People" rings the
bell and touches the hearts of Johnstowners to
the
of over
in theof Dimes.
"Turtles" 100
hour tune
marathon
for $5000
the March
P.S. He does a big job for
participating sponsors, too!
3:45-5:45 p.m.
Larry Welch

AND ONLY
AFTERNOON
PERSONALITY
1st

CBS RADIO NETWORK
WEED & CO., Representative

MARKET IN
WESTERN
PENNSYLVANIA
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TALO A, MARTINO
Was WDRC Chief Engineer
UALO A. MARTINO, vice presifent-chief engineer of WDRC
artford and one of ConnectiHt'satearliest
engineers, died March
his home
n Woodbridge,
lonn., after a
rief illness.
Mr. Martino had
?en with WDRC
Ince 1923, a year
fter the station
las founded by
iiranklin M. Doobtle, president,
Mr. Martino
jessrs. Martino
fid D o o 1 i 1 1 1 e
Jprked for many years with Maj.
Viwin H. Armstrong in the de,;lopment of FM. Facilities of
/DRC were used in many FM exjiiriments.
Well known throughout the injistry, Mr. Martino was consulted
engineers from all parts of the
lUntry and served on numerous

RADIO

boards leaves
and commissions.
-j'dustry
Mr. Martino
his wife, two
ns and a daughter.
Funeral services were held Wed^[Ipsday at the Church of the Asjj.mption in Woodbridge.
itbj'
3$ SUITS
WOPA Discussion March 1 1
REACH of contract charges
ought against Liberty Broadcastg System by WOPA Oak Park,
;., will be discussed again tomorw (Tuesday) in the offices of
jiaster in Chancery David Silbert
5»T, March 3]. He continued the
aring from a similar session last
lursday afternoon.
There were no developments durg the week on the Liberty suit for
2 million damages against 13
ajor league baseball teams, in
lich it charges conspiracy and
eferred anti-trust charges.
Liberty, in another move to bolj3r its heavy sports programming,
j5t week hired Chuck Comiskey,
•dely-known former vice president
" the Chicago White Sox, as vice
esident in charge of sports. He
gins work today at Dallas headarters.

IMPACT

NARTB's Allerton
Plans Studies

SERIES of studies designed to show radio's impact on the nation and
its effectiveness as an advertising, entertainment and educational medium
will be undertaken by NARTB under the direction of Richard H. Allerton, in charge of the association's research department.
Plans of this sort have been con- ★
sidered at the association for sevtown, N. Y. Absent were John
eral years but they have never gone
Esau, KTUL Tulsa, and Harry W.
beyond the discussion stage. First
Linder, KWLM Willmar, Minn.
action was taken last Monday at a
Representing NARTB were Harold E. Fellows, president; C. E.
meeting of the NARTB AM Committee, headed by Glenn Shaw,
Arney Jr., secretary-treasurer;
KLX Oakland.
William T. Stubblefield, station reThe idea had its first impetus
lations director; Robert K. Richards, director of public affairs, and
during the 1950 NARTB district
Mr. Allerton.
meeting when William B. Ryan was
general manager. Mr. Ryan is now
president of Broadcast Advertising Bureau. Many NARTB disComr. Robt. Bartley
trict meetings endorsed the idea
(Continued from page 26 )
in 1950 but it ran into opposition
mittee
hearing, the effect of the TV
and finally indifference.
In the last year, BAB and the all- freeze on Missouri. He pointed out
to his colleagues that the state has
industry Affiliates Committee have
only two
TV stations, and conmade studies of radio's effectivetinued :
ness and have rounded up con"When former FCC Chairman
siderable material. NARTB isn't
definite yet on the exact type of Wayne Coy appeared before the
Senate Committee on Interstate
job to be done by Mr. Allerton but
& Foreign Commerce on July 18,
he is already doing preliminary
1951, he led the committee to bework and will report to the comlieve that the situation might be
mittee at its next meeting in May.
brought to a head by September
The committee's meeting last 1951. Later he wrote the chairweek reviewed the ban on broadman a letter saying in effect that
casting of public hearings, espe- he thought
he had been a little
cially in light of Speaker Sam Ray- brash
about this date. He indicated
burn's anti-radio ruling a fortnight then that the situation could be
ago. A touchy subject, stabliza- corrected by the first of the year.
tion of rate structures, was dis- That deadline, too, is past, and
cussed at length. Committee memstill there is no official word from
bers agreed there is a lot of rate- the Commission as to when people
cutting going on in the industry
expect any measure of relief
but didn't come up with any definite may
from the freeze order.
way of combating the trend. Other
"During the committee hearing
topics included the proposed campaign to get out the vote; state on Mr. Bartley's nomination, Mr.
Bartley assured our committee that,
laws relieving broadcasters of . if
confirmed as a member of the
liability for statements by candi- FCC, he will work for an extension
dates in political broadcasts; sta- of television as rapidly as postion relationships within the comsible. .. .
munity.
"It
was intimated in the hearAttending the meeting, in addiing before our committee, that the
tion to Chairman Shaw, were WilFCC is now split 3 to 3 on some imliam C. Grove, KFBC Cheyenne,
questions [B*T, March 3].
Wyo., NARTB board member; Lee I voted inportant
favor of the confirmation
Little, KTUC Tucson, Ariz.; John
of Mr. Bartley's
nomination
F. Patt, WGAR Cleveland; G. Richcommittee
and shall
vote forinitthe
in
ard Shafto, WIS Columbia, S. C;
the
Senate
upon
his
express
asF. C. Sowell, WLAC Nashville;
surance that he will do what he can
Simon R. Goldman, WJTN Jamesto end the television freeze without
further
delay."
The nomination
was confirmed
without objection.

TheVoice^/Kansas
WIBW

//7

TOPEKA

• Telecasting

WJZ on All Night
WJZ New York, key station of
ABC network, was scheduled to
start all-night broadcasting Saturday with inception of three-hour,
late-night session of popular music
from 3-6 a.m. seven times weekly.
Previously silent between 4-5:45
a.m., the station announced 24hour broadcasting plans after FCC
requested 50 kw outlets to stay on
air as part of civilian defense skywave monitoring [B*T, Feb. 25].
New program is to be called The
Birdland Show for sponsorship by
Birdland Restaurant, New York
night spot.

KENNETH H. BAKER, president.
Standard Audit & Measurement Services, examines mailbags containing
ballots for first nationwide station
audience measurement since 1949
[B«T, Feb. 25].
WKBW
Engineers
WKBW Buffalo, N. Y., has been
directed by the National Labor
Relations Board to bargain collectively with the National Assn. of
Broadcast Engineers & Technicians
(CIO). The union claims exclusive
representation of all radio engineers and technicians at the ABC
affiliate. Decision was signed by
board members John M. Houston,
Abe Murdock and Paul L. Styles
and effectuates a settlement stipulation agreed upon by WKBW, the
union and NLRB general counsel.
AMONGTHINGS
THE MANY
ABOUT BUSINESS
AND SALES AND RADIO
IN GREEN BAY
McGSLLVRA
(N. Y. and Chi.)
WANTS TO TELL YOU
"Per capita spendable
income is way above
the national, regional
and

state averages"

YOU CAN COVER
THIS GREEN BAY
MARKET

THE RADIO SERVICE OF THE'
GriEEN Bay Press Gazette
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NATIONAL NIELSEN RATINGS
TOP RADIO PROGRAMS
(Total U. S. Area, Including Small-Town,
Form and Urban Homes — and Including Telephone and Non-Telephone Homes)
EXTRA-WEEK
January 27-February 2, 1952
EVENING, ONCE-A-WEEK
NIELSEN-RATING*
Current
Rating
Current
Homes
%
Rank
Program
16.2
1 Lux Radio Theatre (CBS)
2 Jack Benny (CBS)
16.1
15.2
34 Amos
People 'n'AreAndy
Funny(CBS)
(CBS)
14.1
12.6
5 Our Miss Brooks (CBS)
11.8
6 Charlie McCarthy (CBS)
7 Fibber McGee and Molly (NBC)
11.5
8 Bob Hawk (CBS)
11.3
11.2
9 You Bet Your Life (NBC)
10.9
10 Walter Winchell (ABC)
NOTE: Number of homes is obtained by ap"Nielsen-Rating"
to 42,800,OOO^theplying the1952
estimate of(%)Total
United
States Radio Homes.
(*) Homes
reachedexcept
duringforallhomes
or any listening
part of
the
program,
only 1 to 5 minutes.
Copyright 1952 by A. C. Nielsen Co.
Equipment Procurement
RADIO communication equipment
industry has had little difficulty in
obtaining materials under allocation controls but great trouble in
secui'ing some component parts,
the National Production Authority
has been told. Occasion was
NPA meeting with Radio Communication Equipment Manufacturers Industry Advisory Committee. Among scarce component
parts are tubes, transformers, connectors, crystals, plugs, sockets and
relays. Most industry production
is for military programs, with
orders for receivers, transmitters,
mobile radios and radar equipment.

of
Fitting a Medium
to a Market

ACUSE
NBC
WSYR AFFILIATE

Covers

ALL

of the Rich
Centrol

N.Y. Market

Write, Wire, Phone
or
Ask Headley-Reecl
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Baker, Five Others

^lWN

Birthday

Given Top Honors
novel promotion gimmick :
IRE AWARDS
was
used by KLWN LawSIX AWARDS for outstanding contributions to radio engineering progrence, Kan., on its first birthress during the past year were awarded Wednesday at the annual banquet
day anniversary. Station Manof the Institute of Radio Engineers. IRE also presented 45 fellow awards.
ager Arden Booth asked lisThe banquet was the top social event of the IRE convention at New
teners to pledge a dollar or
York's Waldorf-Astoria Hotel (see
less. Goal of $150 was set to
main IRE meeting story, this His paper was entitled "Effects of
be turned over to Lawrence
issue).
Space Charge on Frequency CharMemorial
Hospital for purW. R. G. Baker, vice president
acteristics of Magnetrons."
chase of a much-needed incuNewbern Smith, National Buof General Electric Co. and chairreau of Standards, was given the
bator.mendous"
Response
was "treman of the industry-wide National
and far-reaching,
Television System Committee, re- Harry Diamond Memorial Award
Mr.
Booth
reported,
with
for the outstanding contribution to
ceived the Institute Medal of Honor
pledges received by telephone
the
radio
or
electronics
field
by
a
"in recognition of his outstanding
from 11 cities in surrounding
person in government service for
direction of scientific and engineerhis "fundamental work during a
ing projects; for his statesmanship
in reconciling conflicting view- period of many years on radio
apolis; J. K. Hilliard, Altec Lansin
points and obtaining cooperative ef- wave propagation, this work being
Corp., Beverly Hills, Calif.; R. S
fort; and for his service to the the basis for the practical use of Holmes, RCA Labs., Princeton, N. J. t
C. N. Kimball, Midwest Research In,|
ionospheric observations in the stitute,
Kansas City, Mo.; W. E. Koclf
Bell
Tel. Labs., Murray HiU, N. J i
Institute."
William Shockley of Bell Tele- operation of world-wide communiH.
B.
Law,
Louis Malter, RCA Labs |r
phone Labs was awarded the
N. J.; W. S. Mark Jr
cation systems."
Jerome
Freedman, Griffin Air Princeton,
Morris Liebmann Memorial Prize
Coles Signal Lab., Fort Monmoutt f
N. J.; W. W. Mumford, BeU Tel. Labs i
Force Base, Rome, N. Y., received
for his "contributions to the creaRed Bank, N. J.; L. S. Nergaard, RCiJ
the Editor's Award for an out- Labs., Princeton, N. J.; Harry Nyquisi 1tion and development of the tranBell
Tel. Labs., New York.
i
standing paper submitted to IRE
J. A. Ouimet, Canadian Broadcastin !
from the standpoint of good preH. W. Welch Jr., of Michigan,
Corp., Montreal, Canada; H. W. Parke' i
sentation ingeneral for a paper en- Sylvania Electric Products, Baysidc
sistor."the Browder J. Thompson
won
N.
D. W. Pugsley, General Electri
titled "Resolution in Radar Sys- Co.,Y.;Syracuse,
Memorial Award for the outstandN. Y.; L. R. Quarle;
Oak
Ridge
National Lab., Oak Ridgi
ing paper submitted to the IRE
Tenn.;
J.
D.
Ryder,
U. of Illinois, Uj
by an author under 30 years of age.
D. B. Loughlin, Hazeltine Elec- bana. 111.; Bernard Salzberg,
Naval Re
tronic Corp., was presented with search Lab., Washington, D. C; H. V ■.Scott,
Hermon
Hosmer
Scott
Inc.,
Cam
the Vladimir K. Zworykin Tele- bridge, Mass.; W. G. Shepherd, U.
cl;
On All Accounts
tems." vision Prize Award for important
Minnesota,
Minneapolis;
Nerber
f
Smith,
National
Bureau
of
Standard:
(Co7itinued from page 12)
contributions to electronic televi- Washington, D. C; P. H. Smith, Be ]L
Tel. Labs., Whippany, N. J.; C. S|
sion for "his outstanding contribuSzegho, Rauland Corp., Chicago. |
speaker's platform.
tion to the theory, the understandMore and more, interest in the
L. C. Van Atta, Hughes Aircraft Co j
City, Calif.; R. H. Variai f
ing and the practice of color tele- Culver
new medium claimed Mr. MacWilStanford U., Stanford, Calif.; J. B
liams' attention. In the fall of 1951,
Whinnery, Hughes Aircraft Co., Culve i
Fellow awards went to the fol- City, Calif.; J. B. Wiesner, MIT, Can I
when his agency was setting up a lowing:
bridge,
Mass.; C.
E. Williams,
Pug(|:I
separate TV department, he beSound Naval
Shipyard,
Bremertoi
vision."
John L. Barnes, U. of California, Los Wash.
came its director.
Begun, Brush
In addition to producing two Angeles; Semi
:4
velopment Co.,J.Cleveland;
Ralph DeD.
Bennett,
U.
S.
Naval
Ordnance
Lab.,
large scale music-variety shows on Silver Spring, Md.; Leo L. Beranek,
WCRO Moves Studio
WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh each week, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Cambridge, Mass.; Hendrik W. Bode,
Mr. MacWilliams now supervises
Bell Telephone Labs., Murray Hill, WCRO Johnstown, Pa., opened ne
spot and program schedules over N. J.; Leon N. Brillouin, New York.
studios and offices in the Hotel Foi
stations in Pittsburgh, Johnstown,
Marvin Camras, Armour Research
Stanwix March 1. Stewart V
Foundation,
Chicago;
C.
W.
Carnahan,
Erie, Columbus, Cleveland and
Sandia
Base,
Albuquerque,
N.
M.;
P.
S.
Phillips,
vice president-gener;
Philadelphia.
Christaldi, Allen B. DuMont Labs., manager, said
the occasion als
Clifton, N. J.; L. J. Chu, MIT, CamWhile current duties combine
would honor R. Dennis Gerkii
bridge,
Mass.;
H.
P.
Corwith,
Western
both creative and administrative
Union ford,Tel.
Co., Labs,
New York;
A. B. CrawBell Tel.
Red Bank,
N. J.; former WCRO general manage
duties, his first love continues to
who has purchased KNBZ La Junt;
L. A. DeRosa, Federal Telecommunicabe
tions
Labs., Nutley,
N. Co.,
J.; L.Syracuse,
T. DeCol. In conjunction with the moi
tion.program planning and producVore,
General
Electric
N. Y.
ing, Mr. Stewart explained th^
Although Mr. MacWilliams is
RCA Labs., Princeton,
many new on-the-air personaliti«X,
now almost wholly absorbed in TV, N.D.J.;W. L.Epstein,
M. Field, Stanford U., Stanand programs are being added I
1
ford,
Calif.;
L.
B.
Hallman
Jr.,
Wrighthe still believes in radio's future
Patterson Air Force Base, Dayton,
the schedule. WCRO is represente
and thinks there is nothing wrong
Inc.
Ohio;dioR.Stations
N. Harmon,
WestinghouseD. RaInc., Washington,
C; nationally by Radio Representative
with radio that better programH. E. Hartig, U. of Minnesota, Minneming won't cure. But he believes
that station operators themselves
can "kill" radio by indifl'erent and
unimaginative programming, lack
of merchandising and lack of
Dontjnis^sjUiJB-^oat!
proper promotion.
This native of Nashville, who
married the former Louise Gentry
of that city, still finds time to be
active outside the agency. He is
national secretary of Sigma Tau
Phi, an office he has held for over
20 years. He was a founder and
first president of the Pittsburgh
Radio and Television Club. Also,
he is a member of the Pittsburgh
Advertising Club, the Radio ExSee COLLINS
RADIO
COMPANY'S
ecutives Club of New York, Acadannouncement
ad in
emy of Radio and Television Arts
& Sciences and the Exchange Club.
Broadcasting-Telecasting March 24
As if that were not enough, Mr.
MacWilliams writes songs — 21 of
them published to date.
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IUSIC with accent on the classics is being aired in late hours
WDAS Philadelphia in coopera*n with Muntz TV. All Night
tis^ic Festival, broadcast 1-6 a.m.
lily, is divided into segments coving almost every field of fine
usic. Muntz TV was the first
onsor to buy time on the show
lich features Brad Thomas and
bbert Morris as commentators.
LUSTRATED FORECASTS
DPULAR demand has brought
!ck Louis Allen, Navy Dejvt. meSrologist, to WTOP-TV Washing1 after several months absence,
ren prediction of rain, listeners
el, doesn't seem so bad when Mr.
"len appears for five minute daily
--ecast with his "Woodle" drawls, stick figure sketches illustratf weather for the following day.
-• — • — •ETWORK PROMOTION
"Mr. Plus" promotion folder
'^encies,
3 issuedstations
last week
MBS to
and by
timebuyers.
py, featuring network's cartoon
nscot as a cavalry general on
^rseback, tells "how to get there
i^test with the mostest" via the
'=3S route.
J
•— •— •
JR EARLY BIRDS
RLY-MORNING Sunday listenhip warrants a 6 a.m. sign-on
* WLS Chicago, the station rented last week. A special offer on
irs on Parade, aired from 6:05
6:45 a.m. Sunday, was broad5t on two successive weeks,
•re than 1,800 persons wrote
for "enough Georgia cotton
ds for a border along your walk
other spot you want to pretty
RSATILE LADIES
)VERTISERS on KDKA Pittsgh are being reminded via
der promotion of the bonus af•ded them by two of the Stan's leading personalities. Janet
5S, director of daily Shopping
cle, and Evelyn Gardiner of
rue Forum are writing food and
hion columns for more than 60
vspapers. Promotion points out
journalistic venture greatly
lances the value for advertisers
ng these two programs.

ImRiediote

programs

promotion

DETERMINATION PLUS
WHERE there's a will there's a
way was aptly demonstrated by
news staff of WGAR Cleveland
during a recent murder trial in the
city. Night news editor. Jack
Dooley, barred from the courtroom
with tape recorder, induced defense and prosecuting attorneys
to repeat final statements to the
jury for radio listeners. Arrangements also were made for the judge
to tape record sentence to send
Charles Ross to the electric chair
for the murder of a Cleveland
policeman.
TRAINING BROADCASTS
SNEAK preview of how things are
going with eight major teams now
in training in Clearwater, Fla.,
will be available to fans over WIP
Philadelphia. Jim Leaming, sports
director, is at training camps to
tape record interviews with players
for 18 days. Personalized spots
recorded by a number of players
are being aired by the station to
promote the special sports feature
sponsored by local Household
Finance Corp.

WDOR
Sturgeon Bay, Wis., is atLISTENING IN* *
bto ve listen
proty
. ' Par
ioners
lems of tempting
anysoldimens
Line, aired daily for 15 minutes,
sometime extends to a half hour
because of the phone calls received.
Announcer takes calls, relates the
ounsceuest be cti
caller'sment ofreq
it onan orannnew
a civic fun
of
ing
someth
to sell.
CELEBRITIES' FAVORITES
SERIES of celebrity disc jockey
shows was begun last week on
WGMS Washington with Clifton
Fadiman playing his favorites in
classical music. Famous personalities from many fields including
politics, theatre, sports and literature will try their hand at a new
occupation on the shows scheduled
for half hour presentation each
Saturday at 3 p.m.

revenue

produced

'itli regional promotion
<'c^ campoigns
23 years of
service to the
; broadcasting industry
HOWARD

experienced sales
personnel will sell community
programs throughout
your coverage area

J. McCOLLISTER

Company

i
66 ACACIA DRIVE
ATHERTON, CALIFORNIA
ffAUL W. McCOLLISTER,
OADCASTING

DAVENPORT 3-3061
General Manager

• Telecasting

premiums
BOXING BOUTS
STUDIO staged amateur boxing
bouts will be telecast by KNXT
(TV) Hollywood every Thursday
commencing March 13. Tom Harmon, station's sports director, will
announce the contests produced under AAU regulations.

LENTEN

TELECASTS

LENTEN

programs featuring interviews and messages from Protestant clergymen are being telecast by WPTZ (TV) Philadelphia
every Wednesday afternoon. Speakers, who are in the city to participate in special mid-week services at Old Christ Church, are interviewed by station newsmen before delivering Lenten talks.

CITES MAIL COUNT
MAIL count of over 65,000 pieces
last year is claimed by Melody
Market, program built around the
idea of a musical market where
Howard Rudolph, show's m.c, ties
in food products with his musical
selection. Broadcast is aired daily
by WITH Baltimore and features
mystery tune contests and daily
poetry readings.
-• — • — •RESCUE COVERAGE
RADIO newsmen from WOCB-AMFM West Yarmouth, Mass., were
on the spot to tape record interviews with men rescued in the sea
disaster off Cape Cod when they
were brought ashore by Coast
Guardsmen. Remote broadcast was
handled by Ed Semprini, news editor, in the Coast Guard station
where the 15 survivors were landed. After being aii'ed on WOCB,
the tape was rebroadcast by
Yankee network.
-• — • — •MUSIC SAGA
WEEK long salute, Miisicana
U. S. A., is being aired over
WHDH Boston telling the story of
the country in song. Seven hours
of program time are devoted to the
series each day. Original records
and scripts are being used to spotlight great
and pei-formers
from 1915
to hits
the present
day. Saga
is being plugged with heavy promotional material and daily news•— • — •
paper ads.
TALK IT OVER
INTERNATIONAL relations at
the personal level are being
stressed in a new telecast on WOCTV Davenport, Iowa. Produced by
Iowa State U.'s department of
speech and dramatic arts in cooperation with the School of Journalism and the students' International Club, the series is based on
the college bull-session concept of
discussion over a cup of coffee.
Prof. John R. Winnie is producerdirector.

MOOD SCENES
MUSIC is something to see as well
as hear at WTCN-TV MinneapolisSt. Paul. Moving and still pictures
that interpret music to the eye in
the same way the orchestra does
to the ear have been added to
weekly symphony telecasts at the
station. Landscape and city scenes
filmed to match the mood of the
music are used to replace shots of
the orchestra.
-• — • — •BROCHURE OFFERED
BROCHURE prepared by The Katz
Agency outlining various audience
promotion and merchandising services available to WWL New Orleans advertisers is being offered
upon request
to the station's
promotion merchandising
department.
AD RATE PROMOTION
ONE thousand rural homes can be
reached by advertisers using
WDGY Minneapolis for as little as
83(/-, according to promotion piece
released by the station. Station,
covering eight areas, compares
prices with four competitive stations in the coverage area, and
concludes dollar-wise that WDGY
is the advertiser's best buy.
TELEPHONE*
VOTES Presidential
SPECIAL telephone
poll was inaugurated last week by
KOWH Omaha. Ten special telephone lines were installed and over
100 operators were assigned to
handle "votes" phoned in by listeners. Results were broadcast
every hour.

• ♦ • yo"

\ \ ///.
bet !

nirxj

QoodMor

HOOPER IN CHATTANOOGA
March, April, May 1951
Mon. thru Fri. Sto. Sfa. WDEF Sta. Sta.
ft C
D E
7:30 to
8:00 a.m. 3.2 2.0 11.0 2.3 1.0
8:00 to 8:15 2.8 2.8 13.0 3.1 2.8
8:15 to 8:30
2.1 1.4 11.0 3.3 3.0
SHARE OF RADIO AUDIENCE
B C WDEF D E
12.00 a.m.noon 9.3 12.2 33.5% 21.1 22.3
8:00
]370 KC • 5000 WATTS

Carter M. Parham, President
Represenfed by BRANHAM
March 10, 1952
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Rayburn Ban
(Continued from jJage 25)
and what Congress should do about
them so far as broadcasting or
telecasting are concerned is contained in the American Bar Assn.'s
report. Since its release a fortnight ago, it has been given wide
circulation. A copy is to be sent to
each legislator on Capitol Hill.
The ABA house of delegates, the
policy-making body of the law
group, adopted the report and
recommended resolutions prepared
by a committee for the board of
governors.
ABA condemned "the practice
of televising or broadcasting the
testimony of witnesses when called
before investigating committees of
Congress and recommends that appropriate action be taken to restrict or prevent it."
Would Amend Canons
Also attacked was the "practice
of televising or broadcasting judicial proceedings," coupled with a
suggestion that the canons of judicial ethics should be so amended.
In its report, ABA's committee
"notes with approval the pending
efforts in Congress to frame a code
of procedure for congressional investigating committees which will
obviate some past criticisms."
Pointed up in the report was
"some feeling of embarrassment"
by witnesses who approach the
stand in either the congressional
or court proceeding. "Their psy-
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chological discomfort is inevitably
increased," the report found, when
they are made aware that "they
are at one and the same time appearing before and being heard
by an audience numbering millions. .. ." that it [television
"Granted
camera] greatly enhances the
public interest in current events, it
can also circulate with great speed
baseless accusations which may be
to the irreparable injury of the
persons
tinued. accused," the report conHowever, ABA also felt that TV
has been defended before committees as "making for better informed citizenry and for more
efficient servants," and a vehicle by
which the "public conscience may
be These
reached."ends are "undoubtedly
laudable," the association noted.
"When they can be pursued without impinging on the rights of
private citizens, no one could obBrief excerpts from the report,
follow :
On congressional committees— [We
are] not prepared to say televising or
ject."
broadcasting
of an unwilling witness
is such an infraction of his right to privacy as to be unlawful; yet even when
the consent of the witness is involved
tliere would seem to be an element of
unfairness in putting upon him the
burden of consent or protest. His very
unwillingness to consent might be
treated in favorable
certain
symptom. quarters as an unThese unfavorable aspects become all
the more true where the television or
broadcasting is concentrated only on
selected witnesses or incidents not
calculated or intended to represent the
proceedings as a whole.
To thetoaccused
a On
trialcourt
is anproceedings
ordeal in— itself
which
he is commanded by society to submit.
There is no necessity for imposing the
additional hardship of requiring that
the accused, at a time of great emotional distress, must submit to a telecast. There is no need that his humiliation be intensified by compulsory submis ion to a photographic portrayal for
publicity purposes.
The requirement of a public trial in
criminal prosecutions is for the benefit
of the accused. It is intended to insure
that he is fairly dealt with and not
unjustly condemned. This requirement
of a public trial was created and satisfied long before television or broadcasting came into being. Public trials
would not be less public in the constitutional sense today if these devices
were never granted admission to the
courts.
Other developments during the
week were:
A coupon printed by the Detroit
News (WWJ-AM-FM-TV) for
readers to fill out and send to their
Congressmen urging that the public
"has a right to see and hear on
television the public hearings" of
the Un-American Activities Committee. Additional hearings in
Detroit are scheduled by the committee today (Monday). Newspaper declared in its front-page
editorial March 2 that "a televised
hearing is no more than a projection of the public's business to the
public at large" and that efi'ect of
the ban "was to deprive the general public of full access to the
proceeding."
Rep. George Meader (R-Mich.),
. who has introduced a resolution to
permit committees to allow radio
and TV at hearings, urged the
House Rules Committee to begin

"immediate consideration" of H
Res 540. He said the ban had
"aroused the press and citizens of
Michigan." He was joined by Rep.
Paul W. Shafer (R-Mich.) in stressing rules be clarified.
Last radio coverage of a House
committee investigation was the
King subcommittee probe of tax
scandals in San Francisco, it was
reported. ABC's KGO there placed
five microphones in the hearing
room and recorded the entire proce ding. Afour-hour uninterrupted
broadcast was programmed on the
station Feb. 18.
Handling arrangements was Vic
Reed, KGO news and special events
department. Richard Parks, in
charge of engineering. Radio City,
San Francisco, directed recording
facilities. Equipment was manned
by engineer George Shoemaker and
newsman-producer Sherman Bazell.
WTTN Files Protest
An individual station protest
against the ban was sent Rep. Glenn
Davis (R-Wis.) by WTTN Watertown, Wis., 250 w on 1580 kc. Letter urged Congressman Davis to
work for the ban's lift, as it "is
unnecessary censorship and supWitnesses
and their counsel for
pression of news."
and against telecasting congressional investigating committees are
scheduled
appear
on ABC-TV's
On Trial to
series
tomorrow
(Tuesday) and March 18. They are slated to include Rep. Jacob K. Javits
(R-N. Y.), author of a resolution
(H Res 62) favoring congressional
TV, and his counsel, James M. Landis, former Dean of the Harvard
Law School, on tomorrow's broadcast. Opposing counsel will be Justice Ferdinand Pecora, formerly of
the New York Supreme Court. Next
week's witness against video hearings will be Sen. John C. Stennis
(D-Miss.), a member of the Armed
Services Committee, with the same
lawyers maintaining their same
stands.
CONCERT conducted by Leopold
Stokowski and presenting first performances of works by two American
composers will highlight the seventh
Columbia U. Festival of Contemporary
Music, to be held in New York Saturday and Sunday, April 26-27, and
broadcast by CBS Radio.

Wisconsin. .\i
WKTY
IS A
MUST .
TO COMPLETE
YOURAskcoverage!
Weed and Company

ATHEIST SCOTT
j
Asks Penalty for AB(i
A PROFESSED atheist asked tb
FCC last week to penalize thi]
American Broadcasting Co. b;
closing down temporarily its ovrae*
and operated stations.
Robert Harold Scott, who pre
cipitated the so-called "Scott De
cision" by the FCC in 1946, in !
formal petition last week allege!
that ABC had refused him tinxj
to answer what he termed ant:
atheistic propaganda in a pla;
called Blasphemy presented ove.'
KGO San Francisco and the AB j
network in November 1951. if
The play, he said, depicted ttj:
principal character, an avowejatheist, in an unfavorable light ar'
was
"anas outright
atheism
a point attack
of view upcar '

upon
a class."
ABCatheists
refused ashim
time to answi
the alleged controversial issue, 1
said, on the grounds that the plj
was entertainment only.
In his petition, Mr. Scott al
asked the FCC to force ABC
give him equivalent time to answ
what he considers the pro-God me.
sage of the play.
The FCC Scott Decision in ID jj
held that station licensees must
that all sides of controversial queji
tions are given a fair hearing
the air — repugnant as they may
to themselves or their listene;
However, the Commission said, n
every controversy is of general i
terest and stations must exerci
their judgment as to what is
sufficient interest to warrant givi:
both sides time on the air [B"
July 22, 1946].
CBS Employes to Vote
WITH UNION demands for thijn
weeks vacation with pay for the
employed five years or more a
double pay on holidays grantl^i
CBS Hollywood's final offer of
15% wage increase will be accepi'
or rejected by the Office Emploj
International Union (AFL) torn
row night (March 11). OEIU
demanding substantial wage :
creases for 175 CBS office work
in 21 classifications.

Kefauver's Policies
(Contiyiued from page kk)
asure, points to the section
ich reads:
'Subject to physical limitation of
( hearing room and with conjeration for the physical comt to the witness, equal accessifty for coverage of the hearings
ill be provided to the various
ians of communication, includ3 newspapers, magazines, radio,
vsreel and television. It sh^ll be
responsibility of the Committee
airman to see that the various
iimunication devices and instructs do not unduly distract or
ffhten the witness and interfere
h his presentation."
The history of the TV-aspect of
\ Senate Crime Committee hear■3 is lengthy. First sign of obtion from witnesses came on
b. 21, 1951, when James J. Car1, the St. Louis "betting commisner," refused to appear before
TV camera. As early as that
.e, Sen. Kefauver said "Televin is a well recognized medium of
dHc information like radio and
vspapers. . . . There is no showhere that it will do any damage
your health. You just don't like,
oarently, to have your picture
in while you are testifying."
jater, when the question came
again in Washington, the comitee which had a division among
members on it, decided that
'.nesses who objected to telecasts
uld be respected. Thus, in varied
ms, such as the telecasts in New
^rk of Frank Costello's hands
y and not his face, the commitattempted to resolve the is\ without interfering with the
hts of media in bringing the
•ceedings to the public,
lince that time. Sen. Kefauver
i repeatedly taken the stand that
:i|i5vision as a "great means of
)lic communication" should have
"same rights granted to movie
[t|neras and the ladies and gentlej in of the press or other means
;jCommunication" as long as the
its "are not obtrusive . . . the
,.t . . . not obnoxious . . . the
[[[■ysical condition of the witness is
going to be injured."
,ij|t was Sen. Kefauver's committhat made it plain that TV

DEMOCRATIC Candidate Estes Kefauver was elected +0 the
Senate Nov. 2, 1948, following a 10-year service in the House.
hHe was chairman of the Senate Crime Investigating Committee from May 3, 1950 to the summer of 1951. Radio and television covered extensively its hearings held throughout the
country. Sen. Kefauver was born in Chattanooga, Tenn., received his AB degree at the U. of Tennessee, his law degree
at Yale U. He practiced law in his home city and was a
member of the law firm, Kefauver, Duggan & Miller. He served
as a commissioner of finance and taxation for the state for
four months in 1939 before coming to Congress.
could still function even though
Kleig lights were eliminated from
hearings, since the lights were for
the use of newsreel cameras, not
TV, which can operate without
them.
Sen. Kefauver is noted as an
independent, aggressive campaigner. His great feat in the political
arena was the defeat of the Crump
machine in Tennessee. To break
the back of the organization aligned
against him, the Senator stumped
every back hamlet of the state, a
procedure which he is applying nationally in his big gamble for the
greatest chip of them all.
TV was a non-entity in Tennessee
when Sen. Kefauver met the state
machine in a head-on, drag-out
fight in 1948. Then, he was Rep.
Estes Kefauver, who had served a
decade in the House.
But radio was an instrument
which Sen. Kefauver used with
imagination and typical understanding of how it can shore up a candidate's campaign.
Radio Role Termed 'Key'
He used state-wide radio at times,
bolstered with repeated use of individual stations in strategically
placed political markets. Sen.
Kefauver's organization notes :
"Radio was involved in what many
politicians consider today to have
been the key maneuver of his camActually the maneuver was simple, although it took a little daring,
paign."
which comes rather natural to the
man from Tennessee who has dared
the wrath of the Democratic Party
by
choicechallenging
to head the the
ticket,President's
should he
carries

the weight

in the Oregon
DA^or

Maricet
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TOTAL BMB
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FASurvey
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choose to do so before this summer.
Sen. Kefauver, when in the
House, had compiled a record that
had some leaky parts to it— or so
it seemed to his opposition. To
countermand this, the Senator
opened up state-wide by radio in a
talk, entitled, "Mistakes I Have
Made," noting those sins with which
his opposition wanted to make
whoopee.
This radio campaign, according to
the Senator's associates, took the
wind from the enemy's sails, "for
the simple reason that when opponents mentioned them subsequently, radio listeners remembered
that 'EK' had himself told about
The Senator believes there can
"never be an adequate substitute
for
actual face-to-face meetings of
them.'
candidates and voters." And, he
says, "because television comes
closest to approximate the personal
appearance, it is very effective and
for that reason cannot help becoming a most important factor in
anyNoting
political
also campaign."
that radio exerts a
"tremendous influence on political
campaigns," for indeed both media
"provide a more intimate degree of
communication," Sen. Kefauver,
who after all has reason to presume,
concludes:
"This is the first Presidential
election in which TV will have a
really national audience and therefore a really national effect. Every
candidate, including myself, is conscious of this and it will be interesting to see just what the result will
CELANESE SHOW
Rice Rejoins Plceyraghf'S
ASSERTING he had been "completely satisfied" that blacklists are
not used in casting performers on
Celanese Theatre, Elmer Rice has
be." that he has rejoined
announced
Television Playwrights Co., dramatists' group formed to provide
plays for the television series.
The Pulitzer Prize winner had
withdrawn from the group last November, charging he had not been
consulted as his contract required
about casting his Broadway play,
"Counsellor-at-Law," when it was
produced on Celanese Theatre at
that time. He further charged that
blacklists were used in castingactors in the series and that performers he suggested for the lead
role — played originally by Paul
Muni — were rejected on political
grounds.

Truman Dedicates Ship
PRESIDENT Truman was chief
'COURIER'
VGA Tuesday
speaker
at ceremonies dedfirst seagoing the
radio armicating
andAmerica's
commemorating
10th anniversary of the Voice of
America.
Ceremonies were held at Municipal Pier 4 in southwest Washington, D. C, with Cabinet officers,
military and other government authorities and members of Congress
inspecting facilities. The event,
originally scheduled for Feb. 24,
was postponed when the broadcastequipped Coast Guard vessel, the
Courier, was detained in New Jersey [B»T, Feb. 25, 18].
Among those dignitaries present
were FCC Chairman Paul A. Walker and Sens. Karl Mundt (R-S. D.)
and Theodore Green (D-R. I.).
The Chief Executive spoke on
importance of the mobile radio station relay in the current U, S.
"Campaign of Truth." His address
was broadcast by the Voice of
America. Secretary of State Dean
Acheson also spoke briefly.
Dr. Wilson Compton, new chief
of the International Information
Administration under which VOA
now operates, also attended. Public
inspected ship Wednesday.
Over 100 invitations were sent
out to government and Congresdignitaries.
The byPresident's
messagesionalwas
covered
37 VOA
transmitters in 45 languages to
Europe, Latin America and the
Far East. Ceremonies got underat 10:30 a.m.
Theway Courier
will leave New York
for a shakedown cruise in the Caribbean before beginning operation.

i
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February 29 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
TV— Ch. 5
KPIX (TV) San Francisco — CP to
change ERP from 29.9 kw vis., 15.4 kw
aur.. to 5 kw vis., 2.5 kw aur., change
trans, location from Mark Hopkins
Hotel to Mt. Sutro, Calif, (site of KGOTV), change trans., ant., etc.
License for CP
WMPA Aberdeen, Miss. — License for
CP, as mod., which authorized new AM
station.
WPEN-FM Philadelphia— License for
CP which authorized changes in FM
station.
Modification of CP
WGBF Evansville, Ind.— Mod. CP, as
mod., which authorized power increase,
change in DA-N, etc.. for extension of
completion date.
WHWDauthorized
Hollywood,
Mod. CP,
which
new Fla.
AM —station,
for
approval main studio, trans, and ant.
locations.
KGDE Fergus Falls, Minn.— Mod. CP,
as mod^, which authorized frequency
change, power Increase, new trans., for
extension of completion date.
(TV)which
Syracuse,
N. Y.—
CP,WHEN
as mod.,
authorized
newMod.
TV
station, to change ERP from 15 kw vis.,
7.5 kw aur., to 1.18 kw vis., 0.59 kw aur.,
change trans, location, change ant., etc.
Ant. height above average terrain
928 ft.
Amend Applications
Memphremagog Bcstg. Co., Newport,
Va.— CP new AM station, 1490 kc, 250
Marine Corps Citation
WJNC Jacksonville, N. C, has been
awarded a Marine Corps Certificate
of Appreciation for consistently
giving "first priority to the interest of Camp Lejeune, N. C, in
scheduling its broadcasts, since it
vi^ent on the air more than six years
ago." Lester L. Gould, president,
Onslow Broadcasting Co., licensee
of WJNC, accepted award in behalf
of station staff".
FOR FINEST TAPE RECORDING
K

X

L K

Great Falls, Mont.

Only Magnecorder offers all the flexibility, high fidelity and features you
require — at a price you want to pay!
FITS EVERY PURPOSE - EVERY PURSE!
PORTABIE — LIGHTWEIGHT
Recorder in one case —
Amplifier in the other. Easy
hondling -— compact!
QUICKLY RACK MOUNTED
Units can be combined for
studio operation of portable
equipment.
CONSOLE OR CONSOLETTE
Operation ovoJIable by combining units
corder
cabinets.in rich Magnefor new catalog — wrife:
Mognecord, Inc., 360 N. Michlgon Ave,. Chicago I, III.
Page 86
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completion
from
date ofdates
grant.to 2 mo. and 8 m,
Followingof were
granteddates
mod.as CP's
extension
completion
show!fi
WWOC Manitowoc, Wis., to 6-1-5
KABI Ketchikan, Alaska, to 7-15-5
WSPE Springville. N. Y., to 3-28-5;
WCEN Mt. Pleasant, Mich, to 4-15(cond.); WEEK Peoria, 111., to 6-15-11-52
to
5-1-52(cond.).
(cond.);Hollywood-Miami,
WSBA York, Pa.,Fl;'
(cond.);
WINZ

actions
FEBRUARY

29 THROUGH

MARCH 6
cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod. -modification
ERP-effective radiated power N-night
trans. -transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
unl.-unlimited hours
synch, amp. -synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
STA-special temporary authorization
Grants anthoriziyig new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
statio7i ayid transfer applications. (See page 91.)
w,
unl., AMENDED to change stockholders.
KGMO-FM Cape Girardeau, Mo.— Limod., AMENDED
which author-to
izedcensenewfor CP.
FM asstation,
change name from Cape County Bcstg.
Co. to KGMO Radio-Television Inc.
Extend SSA
KWBU
Corpus
Christi,
Tex.— Exten-to
sion of special service
authorization
operate on 1030 kc, 50 kw, from local
sunrise Boston to local sunset at Corpus Christi, for period not to exceed
12 months beginning March 15.
Programs to Canada
Mutual
System, New
York to
—
Authority Bcstg.
to transmit
programs
CKLW Windsor, Ont., Canada, stations
owned and operated by Canadian Bcstg.
Corp. dian
andMinister
stations
licensed by Canaof Transport.
To Change Antenna
WOW-TV Omaha — CP to change type
of ant., etc.
To Change Name
The Metropolis Co., Jacksonville, Fla.
— Change name of applicant to The
Jacksonville Journal Co.
License Renewal
Following request renewal of liWSGN Birmingham, Ala.; WRLD
Lanett,cense '. Ala.; KTAR Phoenix, Ariz.;
KYUM Yuma, Ariz.; KFSD San Diego;
WPDQ Jacksonville,
WTOCWGRC
Savannah. Ga.; WIND Fla.;
Chicago;
Louisville; KALB Alexandria; WLBZ
Bangor, Me.; WTAG Worcester, Mass.;
WVMI Biloxi, Miss.; KSD St. Louis;
KGHL Billings. Mont.; WROW Albany,
N. Y.: WMCA New York; WTNC
Thomasville, N. C; WGTM Wilson,
N. C; KFYR Bismarck, N. D.; WHKC
Columbus. Ohio; WMC Memphis, Tenn.;
WHBB Selma, Ark., and WEQR (FM)
Goldsboro, N. C.
TENDERED FOR FILING
AM— 1010 kc
KPOO San Francisco — Mod. CP to increase power from 1 kw to 10 kw,
install DA, change trans, and studio
locations from San Francisco to Richmond, Calif.
APPLICATIONS DISMISSED
NBC, Stratford, Conn.— DISMISSED.
at request of applicant, application for
new experimental TV station.
March 3 Decisions . . .
By COMMISSION EN BANC
Denied Petition
WJLD Bessemer, Ala. — Denied petition requesting
assignment of call reconsideration
letters WILD toofPilot
Bcstg. Corp., Birmingham, Ala., in lieu
of call letters WTNB.

Allocations SupplementBroadcasting • Telecasting will publish in complete
text the FINAL TELEVISION ALLOCATIONS REPORT. Subscribers will receive the supplement without
charge. Extra copies will be
available, as long as the
supply lasts, at $3 each.

Extend SSA
KOB Albuquerque, N. M. — Granted
application for an extension of special
service authorization to operate KOB
on 770 kc with 25 kw-N, 50 kw-LS, 50
kw, unl., for six months beginning
March 1; this grant to be without prejudice to any action Commission might
take during this period to comply with
the decision of U. S. Court of Appeals
for District of Columbia Circuit.
BY THE SECRETARY
Granted License
KSRV Ontario, Ore. — Granted license
covering facilities change and installation of DA-N; 1380 kc, 1 kw, unl.
To Change Name
WGMS-AM-FM
Washington—
Granted mod. license of WGMS
and mod.
CP
of
WGMS-FM
to
change
name
to
The
Good Music Station Inc.
To Change Location
WARL Arlington, Va.— Granted CP to
change trans, location, change main
studio location, make changes in ant.
system to include FM ant. and change
type trans.Programs to Canada
Mutual authority
Bcstg. System,
New programs
York —
Granted
to transmit
to CKLW
Windsor,
Ont.,
Canada,
stations owned and operated by Canadian
Bcstg. Corp. and stations licensed by
Canadian Minister of Transport for
period ending February 28, 1953.
To Increase Power
WUNC
(FM) CPChapel
Hill, operating
N. C—
Granted mod.
to change
power of noncommercial educational
FM station from 250 w to 1 kw and
change type trans.
Extended Completion Dates
KALE Richland, Wash. — Granted
mod. CP for extension of completion
date to 5-1-52 (cond.).
WATV Newark, N. J.— Granted mod.
of CP for extension of completion date
to 10-9-52.
WABD (TV) New York, N. Y.— Grantedtionmod.date CP
for extension
to 9-13-52
(cond.) of compleKCNI Broken Bow, Neb. — Granted
mod. CP to change type of trans, and
for extension of commencement and
SERVICE

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
Lincoln 3-2705

• TOWERS •
AM • FM • TV •
Complafe baldlethm
TOWER SALES & ERECTING CO.
4100 N. E. Columbia Blvd.
Ponlond 11, Oregon

March 4 Decisions . . .
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Comr. Paul A. Walker
KTXC Big Springs, Tex. — Granti
petition
extension
time tofro-Feb.
28 toforMarch
10 in ofwhich
fi :
proposed findings of fact re its appa
cation for renewal of license and rev
Tex.
cation of CP of KFST Fort Stockto[
By Comr. Rosel H. Hyde
WQAN Scranton, Pa. — Granted pe
tion for extension of time to March
to file reply to exceptions of chit
FCC Best. Bureau, to revised initi ,
decision of Hearing Examiner Hugh
Hutchison.
ByRadio
Hearing
Fanney
N. Litv-1Corp.Examiner
of Toledo,
Toledo,
Oh
— Granted petition for extension
time from March 3 to March 10 to f
proposed
findings of fact and concl
sions of law.

By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth CJi
WSAM Saginaw, Mich. — Granted i
formal request for extension to Mar
10 in which counsel
in proceeding "''
Smith
application of Frank
D. Tefft Jr., I
Rapids, Mich., may advise hearing e
aminer
to whether
tion andas further
hearingcross-examir)"
will be ]

By HearingCunningham
Examiner James D.
quired.
KURV Edinburg, Tex. — Granted pe
tions for leave to take depositions a
for admission of Rogers Kelley to pr;
tice before Commission pro hac vi l
157
in proceeding re its application.
March 4 Applications . .
ACCEPTED
AM— FOR
1010 kcFILING

KPOO San Francisco— Mod. CP, {
mod.,
authorized
tion, towhich
increase
D power new
from AM
1 kws'
10
change
and tostudio
tionskw,from
San trans,
Francisco
Richmo;loi
Calif., install AM—
DA, 1150
etc. kc
KSJV Sanger, Calif.— CP to char
frequency from 900 kc to 1150 1
change etc.,
hoursusing
from D to unl., ins'
DA-N,
AM— 1960kw-N.
kc
KOVO Provo, Utah— CP to incre AC
D power from 1 kw to 5 kw.
License for CP
WTOC-FM Savaimah, Ga. — Lice: • s
for CP, as mod., which authorized n
FM station.
Modification of CP
WVOW-AM-FM Logan, W. Va.— M
CP, as mod., which authorized new
station,
for extension of complet
date.
WWVA-FM WheeUng, W. Va.— M
CP, as mod., which authorized new

DIRECTORY
COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION
MEASUREMEN'
Enginter onFREQUENCY
duty all night
every nigh,
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Bex 7037
Kansas City, Mi.%

DAVID & BARBEAl
STATION PLAtg
TELEVISIOIf||ROJECT CONSULTANT
NG and OVER-ALL GUIOANC
P O BOX 996 m
5CH£Ni|e|ADY, NEW tO«

BROADCASTING

• Tclecastt

CONSULTING

JANSKY & BAILEY
xeeutive Offices
National Press Building
bffices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
yoshington, D. C.
ADams 2414
Member AFCCE *
^ Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Ererett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
(INTERNATIONAL BLDG. Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C
Member AFCCE *

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
OND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
' Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
•27 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
1
WASHINGTON, D. C.

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

"Registered Professional Engineer"
311 G St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

ROBERT L. HAMMETT
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
230 BANKERS INVESTMENT BLDG.
SAN FRANCISCO 2, CALIFORNIA
SUTTER 1-7545
Ijtion,
for extension of completion
te.
I
License Renewal
(* following
stations request renewal of
lense :
iVAGF Dothan, Ala.; WIRE Enterise, Ala.; WELR Roanoke, Ala.;
..AC Los Angeles; WMAL Washingi; KWAL Wallace, Ida.; KSAC Man'ttan,
Kan.; WKYBKy.; Paducah,
Ky.;
/LK Versailles,
WMUR Man[Bster, N. H.; WHYN Holyoke, Mass.;
j5GM Albuquerque, N. M.; WWNC
.heville, N, C; WETB Johnson City,
'nn.; KLEE Houston, Tex.; KWIE
nnewick. Wash.; WCHS Charleston,
I Va., and KANW (FM) Albuquerque

RADIO

&

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press BIdg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 1205
Member AFCCE *
A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

MclNTOSH & INGLIS
1216 WYATT BLDG.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Metropolitan 4477
Member AFCCE *

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261
Member AFCCE *

JOHN

CREUTZ

319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Consulting Radio Engineers
Quarter Century Professional Experience
Radio-TelevisionElectronics-Cammunlcations
1833 M St., N. W., Wash. 6, D. C.
Executive 1230 — Executive 5S51
(Nights-holidays, Lockwood 5-1819)
Member AFCCE *

JOHN

B. HEFFELFINGER

815 E. 83rd St.

Hiland 7010

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

for CP, as mod., which authorized new
AM station.
Mountain Home Bestg. Co., Mountain Home, Ark.— RETURNED application for CP new AM station on 1490
kc. 250 w, unl.
APPLICATION DISMISSED
WETO Gadsden, Ala. — DISMISSED
application for CP to change hours from
D to unl. with 1 kw-LS, 100 w-N.
March 5 Decisions . . .
By COMMISSION EN BANC
Designated for Hearing
\ APPLICATIONS RETURNED
KTOK
Oklahoma City, Okla., and
^'CHO
Washington
Court House,
Ohio WEEK, et al., Peoria, 111.— Designated
EETirRNED
application
for license
aOADCASTING
• Telecasting

TELEVISION

ENGINEERS

—Established 1926—

GEORGE C. DAVIS

PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J. MO. 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.

501-514 Munsey BIdg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE*
There is no substitute for experience
GILLETT & BERGQUIST
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner BIdg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Member AFCCE *
RUSSELL
1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.

P. MAY
Kellogg BIdg.
REpublic 3984

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
4212 S. Buckner Blvd. 4742 W. RufFner

Member AFCCE *

KEAR

& KENNEDY

1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

GUY C. HUTCHESON
p. O. Box 32
AR 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

Member AFCCE *
A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

ROBERT

M. SILLIMAN

1011 New Hampshire Ave., N. W.
Republic 7,
6646D. C.
Washington

WILLIAM

E. BENNS, JR.

Consulting Radio Engineer
3738 Kanawha St., N.W., Wash., D. C.
Phone ORdway 8071
Box 2468 Birmingham, Ala.
Phone 6-2924

GRANT R. WRATHALL
Aptos, California
San Appointments
Francisco Seattlearranged
Salt Lakefor City
Los Angeles
Portland Phoenix
Box 260
APTOS— 3352
Member AFCCE*
for hearing in consolidated proceeding
at Washington on April 30 application
for consent to assignment of license of
KTOW from O. L. Taylor to West Central Bcstg. Co.; application for assignment of license and CP of WEEK from
West Central Bcstg. Co. to O. L. Taylor
and application to assign license and
CP of WEEK from O. L. Taylor to
Radio Station WEEK Inc.
Dismissed Petition
KSLM, KOCO and KGAE Salem, Ore.
— Dismissed joint petition of KSLM and
KOCO to designate for hearing application of W. Gordon Allen, John B.
Truhan and Justin H. Clark, for mod.
CP to specify trans, site and ant. sys-

tem, as provided in their original grant
of Sept. 19, 1951, for new station
(KGAE) at Salem Ore., on 1430 kc, 1
kw D. However, Commission by separate order designated for hearing before mentioned application of KGAE
at time and place to be specified later.
Extended SEA
WEAU-FM Eau Claire, Wis.— Granted extension of special experimental
authority to operate FM station by remote control from WEAU's AM trans,
for period ending Sept. 1, 1952, with
same conditions as those of original
grant.

(Continued on page 91)
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted 20^ per word — $2.00 minimum • Help Wanted 254 per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 30<f per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $15.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, SI. 00 charge for mailing. All transcriptions, photos, etc. sent
to
numbers orarereturn.
sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for
theirbox custody
Help Wanted
Wanted: Complete staff for new 500
watter. Box 101, Manitowoc, Wisconsin.
Managerial
Top time salesman. Opportunity for
real result producing, fairly experienced. Average earnings here now
better than $200 weekly. Prosperous
central Kentucky market. Only reliable man with proven record considered. Box 449M, BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING.
General manager and some selling.
Experienced. Contact Robert F. Wolfe,
WFRO, Fremont, Ohio.
Salesman
Advertising
Small station
established North salesman
Carolina —network
needs experienced salesman with small
market knowhow. Must have car. Excellent opportunity for man who can
really sell and keep accounts sold.
Write full information concerning experience and salary requirements to
Box
433M, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
TV-AM time salesman: Medium size,
mid-western
Compensation,
both radio andmarket.
television,
commission
basis. Prefer young man with good
education, reasonable sales experience.
Box
434M, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Enjoy selling? Then live gloriously,
friendly community, single station
market, salary, commission, hunting,
fishing. Air mail details KPRK, Livingston, Montana.
Eager beaver service and salesman.
Right man will be sales manager in 60
days. Good market, good salary plus
commission. WDAD, Indiana, Penna.
You can get a running start in a
guaranteed market selling for a newspaper owned independent that provides you with a thousand sales pitches.
You'll like WUSJ, Lockport, N. Y.
Announcers
Good all-round staff announcer. Someone with ability and ambition. Opportunity toticulars
advance.
SendNorthern
disc and New
parfirst letter.
England network affiliate. Box 387M,
BROADCASTING e TELECASTING.
Key job for better than average experienced announcer with fii-st class
ticket. Pleasant small city upper midwest. Long established net affiliate.
Low turnover. $75.00 and raises. Send
audition andCASTING e TELECASTING.
facts Box 183M, BROADWanted, experienced announce-engineer for progressive southeastern
city. Announcing ability-permanency
most important. $70.00 per week and
talent shows. Send photogranh and
disc first replv. Box 2f)fiM, BROADCASTING e TELECASTING.
Combination announcer/engineer licensed. Michigan fulltime. $60 week.
Box
308M, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Combination man. Strong on announcing. Send disc and full particulars first
letter. Advancement opportunities.
Southern Maine network affiliate. Box
388M,
ING. BROADCASTING » TELECASTNeed solid staff man. Sports desired
but not absolute. Reliability paramount. Send disc or tape and references. Starting $225, 40 hour per week,
advancement. Network station. Box
396M,
ING. BROADCASTING e TELECAST-

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Experienced announcer by Rocky
Mountain area. Network station. Send
full particulars, audition record and
salary requirement first letter. Box
399M,
ING. BROADCASTING • TELECAST-

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Technical
First class engineer. No experience required. Virginia network station. Box
238K,
ING. BROADCASTING • TELECAST-

Wanted: Experienced news and special
events man by an outstanding upper
midwest independent. Must be good
announcer and have program ideas.
Top wages to qualified man. Send full
information and photo. Box 409M,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.

Immediate opportunity for first phone
engineer. An NBC-ABC affiliate in
Michigan, 40-hour, 5-day week, with
salary advances every six months, by
contract.
Send background
ence information
first letter. and
Box refer317M
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
5 kw NBC affiliate needs capable young
man to operate studio controls while
studying for license. Box 420M,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Immediate opening for three engineers.
Experience desired but not necessary.
Box 469M, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
First phone engineer, central Penna.
network affiliate. Combined studio
transmitter operation, remote, tape and
disc recordings. Start fifty-five for
forty and get periodic raises. Box
483M. BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.

Good staff voice needed by 5 kw southern clear. Large metropolitan center
in excellent climate. Base plus talent
opportunities. Also needed is a gal
who can double as receptionist-copy.
Possibility
woman's show, TV
plans.
Box
424M, ofBROADCASTING
• TELECASTING.
Sports announcer, with experience in
doing all types of sports, on large
Pacific Coast 5000 watt independent
station. Guaranteed salary, plus good
commission for all sporting events.
Fine opportunity for permanent position with long established station. Send
all details plus salary expectation immediately. Box 432M, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Kilowatt daytime independent in the
Chicago mercial
area announcer
needs forexperienced
regular 40 comhour
shift. Must be able to read good news
and commercial copy. Station has national reputation for promotion, employs larger than average staff and
wants only professional radio people.
We will call you if your application is
complete and you have a tape or disc
ready to ship or can come for audition.
Our offer will be based on your present
earnings.
Box 445M, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Newshawk — a man who knows value of
local news, knows how to get it and
how to read it on the air. For progressive
Michigan independent. Box southeastern
484M, BROADCASTING
« TELECASTING.
Immediate opening for experienced
staff announcer. Send disc and references. WBCK, Battle Creek, Michigan.
Staff annoimcer experienced, strong on
news and sports, good salary, talent.
Send audition and photo with application to Station WFDF, Flint, Michigan.
Announcerrience.with
console
expePart time
sales board
if desired.
Regional ABC and newspaper affiliate.
WKTY, LaCrosse, Wis.
Combination announcer - engineer
wanted by 1000 watt NBC affiliate
located in heart of Florida Citrus Belt.
Must be experienced in announcing
and hold first class license. William
P.
Lee, Radio Station WLAK, Lakeland,
Florida.
Here is an opportunity for a capable
combination announcer-operator with
emphasis on announcing, or an announcer-salesman, who is now doing a
good job in radio but would like to
enter or complete his college work and
at the same time earn more than
enough to pay his way. Radio Station
WOMI has an opening for a night announcer and will give preference to
one who
with can
a first
license,
or
do class
sales operators'
work in addition
to announcing, Kentucky Wesley an,
an old established four-year college, is
moving its campus directly across from
WOMI. If you are interested in this
opportunity or can qualify and do not
want to attend college, write Hugh
Potter, WOMI, Owensboro, Kentucky,
giving full background information,
references
tion tape oranddisc.send picture and audi-

Licensed engineers — With and without
experience. See Lobdell Associates
ad page 90.
Wanted,cense,operator
with first class
experience unnecessary,
KALT,liAtlanta, Texas.
Combo: for
Firstcombination
class engineer-announcer
wanted
job at KCOW,
Alliance, Nebraska. Salary depends on
experience and ability. Send audition.
Need radio transmitter operator with
first class license. Permanent position.
KFRO, Longview, Texas.
California kilowatt in metropolitan
market accepting applications from
topnotch combo men with first phone.
Announcing
ability information,
prime consideration. Send personal
photo
and audition to KGMS. Sacramento.
Transmitter engineer at KOPR, Butte.
Cooney.
Montana.
Car necessary. Contact Ed
50,000 watt RCA transmitter engineer
needed for operation and maintenance.
KRVN, Lexington, Nebraska.
Wanted — Transmitter engineer first
phone,
progressive
wage affiliate.
increases.KTRI,
5000
watt midwest
network
Sioux City, Iowa.
Need transmitter operator, 1st phone.
Experience
not necessary.
Best WCNB,
working conditions,
good pay.
Connersville, Ind.
Progressive station in friendly community has openings
indepartments.
engineering, Send
announcing, and copyfirst
full information
letter. WDEC,
Americus, Georgia.
First
class engineer-operator
needed
immediately
for fulltime station.
WFAH, Alliance, Ohio.
Wanted immediately, transmitter operator with first class phone license.
Write or phone Roland Fowler, Radio
Station WGAT, Utica, N. Y.
Engineer mediate
or announcer-engineer
imopening. WGCD, Chester,
S. C.
Immediate opening for engineer with
first
N. C. class license. WGNI, Wilmington,
Wanted, nouncercombination
engineerSelma,
- anCBS affiliate. WGWC,
Alabama, experience not necessary.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Engineers — First and second phone, U
terested in relocating or in beginnl
commercial careers in broadcastii
See Lobdell Associates ad page 90.
Have immediate opening for first cj
operator, studio and transmitter wor
Experience not necessary. Write WHXOlean, New York, for further infonrl
tion.
Engineer, first class. Permanent
ployment
where All
you new
will enjoy
livi'
and working.
equipme:
Good salary. Write for details. Hf
dio Station WJER, Box 471. Dovi
Ohio.
Wanted : Opening for first class operat
at WJMS. Ironwood, Michigan. Stf
salary desired.
Experienced engineer with announci .
ability. $75.00 weekly to start for rigj^
man.
Job
open now.
Forward f-JI
details
to Lester
Jacksonville,
N. C. L. Gould, WJN
First class operator: No experier
necessary. Salary $240.00 per moni
opportunity to make up to $150.00 r
tra per month servicing TV and ra
sets during and after hours. No ;^
nouncing or remotes. Immediate ope,_
ing. Contact WKBI, St. Marys, PenrK
First class engineer-announcer wanltr;
immediately in Muscle Shoals ari .
Wonderful opportunities for advancll
ment. Reply Chief Engineer, WMIi
Florence, Alabama.
First class engineer.
No experier
required. ABC network station. WNI |
Saranac Lake, New York.
Engineer, 1st phone, experience unn( j
essary, permanent, $50.00 forty houlo
overtime, car required. WPAG, A-j
Arbor, Michigan.
Washington, D. C. area. Need trafi
mitter engineer, first phone and cj
Experience
dria, Virginia.preferred. WPIK, Alex£-j

First class engineer-announcer, sm' v
town. WPKY, Princeton, Kentucky, j Immediate opening for first phcX
operator.
pleasant. N' '.1,
combination Permanent,
work.
Western
York's newest and most modern pla
WUSJ, Lockport, N. Y.
Engineer
or announcer-engineer,
mediate opening,
WVOS, Liberty, N. i
Wanted immediately, licensed en .
neer-announcer.
WWNS, Statesbo'F
Georgia.

Engineers — Positions open now for s \i
Lobdell throughout
Associates adthepage nation.
90.
tions
''
Produ ctio n-Programming , Othe

Creative,promotion
experienced
man i 'iitt
sales
and idea
merchandisi
job, central Michigan network statii
Fine opportunity.
Give experien
salary required, references, photo, fi
letter. Box 425M, BROADCASTING: y
TELECASTING.
Experienced writer for midwest rad
TV station's
AF'
minimum
$3700copyfirstdepartment.
year; $4300 secc
ING.
year. Three weeks vacation. Fj
428M, BROADCASTING • TELECAI
Girl copywriter. Experience pref
ably. Daytime independent. S(
photo and samples and salary expect
Box 444M, BROADCASTING • TEI
CASTING.
Wanted by 22 year old, ABC affili
station continuity director — man
woman
edge of with
sales wide
and experience,
promotion.kno-Sc
Chai-les
Price,complete
KMLB, Monroe,
Lou »' nb
photo and
background
Television
Technical
TV station has opening for technici
operator. Knowledge TV fundamen
essential.
not necessc
Write
Box Experience
334M, BROADCASTING
TELECASTING,
enclosing
photo, S'
minimum salary requirement.

Situations Wanted
Managerial
mmcrcial manager must sacrifice
bd job because climate adversely
ects health of his family. Doctor
commends return to southern locan.
year'sprogramming.
experience inBoxadministion.15sales,
221M,
iOADCASTING • TELECASTING.
neral manager, available, 18 years
perience, sober family man, top rec1. will invest.
Box 440M, BROADLSTESTG
• TELECASTING.
Drking manager twelve years experice wants job in city under 50,000.
efer new or run-down station. Show
Dfit in six months or resign. Expect
be paid for ability and results. Will
for interview.
•ivel
ckholders
interfere Don't
with answer
manage-if
-nt. Box 473M, BROADCASTING •
JLECASTING.
Salesmen
uiouncer-salesman, four years ex;rience. Details bv return mail. Box
-;M,
,G; BROADCASTING • TELECAST-

tention Oklahoma, Texas, New
xico, salesman-announcer. Prestly employed. 7 years experience,
~ ' yne
married, 2 children. Veteran. Write
ima. Griffin. Box 952, Enid, OklaAnnouncers

ortscaster, play-by-play. All sports
Jf/ears experience. Also newscasting
5 special events. Married, family,
ift exempt. Employed sports direc~ " east. Air checks hockey, basketffi|n:l. Salary plus talent. Box 313M,
OADCASTING • TELECASTING.
seball wanted. Sports station only,
re years top play-by-play all sports,
U phases. Box 336M, BROADCASTIG • TELECASTING.
with originality and sell available
_.ril. Wakeup, late night. Experi:ed all phases air work, promotion,
iduction. programming indie, net.
e 30, best references. Box 345M,
.OADCASTING • TELECASTING.
. nouncer, experienced in all stafi
'rk on indie and net stations. Lookf for opening on a permanent basis
ch northeastern station. 'Veteran, 25,
'•, presently
in southeast.
,i!c
available.employed
Not a floater.
Box
S_L.jr.
IM, BROADCASTING • TELECAST-

vJiture
top commercial
announcer,
, iTS versatile
experience.
Superior5
ce, technique. Competent all phases.
" " LECASTING.
ers? Box 393M. BROADCASTING •
nouncer. Concentrated and varied
jerience. Now employed. Box 398M,
OADCASTING • TELECASTING.
|W available, highly competent sports,
y-by-play,
news, disc. Twenty
ht, college, managerial, sports dii2|i?Itor
experience.
Major toleague
jt
Need
opportunity
provecaliit.
at[|XSTING.
423M, BROADCASTING • TELEp! New England states? New York?
is former Marine had the whole
ific Theatre for his late evening
■M sic and news. Back to institution
\Ii31ucational) for BS degree in speech,
ciiLmatic arts. Wrote, produced, di'•ted audio aid now used at univeri^k.
26, single. Strong
newscast. commercials,
writing on(published),
Iting, work. Available for interview
M photo and disc on request. Box
flM, BROADCASTING • TELECASTX !-announcer proven success, 5 years
jerience, news, audience, dramatics,
"rations,
employed,
de3S greater presently
opportunity,
28, married,
ponsible and conscientious. Box
M, BROADCASTING • TELECASTimbo, experienced, 4 years same staoiLa,
immediately,
south pre-•
xed.available
Box 436M,
BROADCASTING
LECASTING.
aibo man, 1 year experience, would
2 position in Michigan. 25, vet, deired, experience in play-by-play in
;eball and football. Available May
Box 439M, BROADCASTING •
LECASTING.
■:ention eastern stations. Announcer
^.h three years experience in news^^ts, sports and disc jockey programs.
'( hay
the one
are looking for.
luire.be Box
441M,you BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd.)
Experienced announcer with highly
diversified abilities, college educated,
23, draft exempt, family, successful
radio/literary background, AM/TV
caliber, references. Minimum $5000
annually. Prefer southeast: consider
all offers. Box 448M, BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING.
Experienced announcer, 29 years old,
member Alcoholics Anonymous. Box
451M,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING^
E.xperlenccd sportscaster, announcer,
MC and salesman. 3 years play-byplay, network. Family man, 27 years.
Consider good position anywhere.
Photo and air checks. Box 453M,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Announcer, 3 years radio, 6 months
television, large metropolitan markets,
desires newscasting position either
medium. Prefer northeast. 25, college
graduate, family.
Disc photo on re-•
Box 455M, BROADCASTING
TELquest.
ECA
STING.
Announcer-engineer: Experienced, good
disc show and newsman. Play-byplay baseball. Worth $100.00 per week.
Employed. Box 457M. BROADCASTING » TELECASTING.
Annoimcer; first-class license. Draft
exempt veteran. Graduate leading radio
school. Over two years experience.
Proven versatility. Informal style.
Conscientious. Top references. Emphasis on announcing. Box 465M,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Announcer: Over one year experience,
all phases, remotes, news, disc shows.
Sport color, 26 years old. Available
immediately. Phone call wiU clinch the
deal. Prefer night turn. Tape available, if wanted. Box 466M, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Newscaster seeks station pay living
wage for 3 solid years news gathering,
writing, editing. Supply incentive
newsman become fixture. Working
NYC. Box 467M, BROADCASTING.
Sports announcer
salesman.
available
in time —for
baseball Can
season.be
Box
475M,
BROADCASTING
•
TELECASTING.
Stop complaining about business! Do
something about it! My comic disc
show has enjoyed 8 successful years.
Have first class ticket, can run own
controls. Married, exempt, employed.
Contact me if you are ready to present
a brightly different local show in any
time slot. Show will acquire a large
foUowing.
Box 477M, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Sportscaster,
baseball,
football.
Boxing a speciality.
2 years
experience.
Single. Box 478M, BROADCASTING •
TELECASTING.
Recent SRT graduate desires staff position. Midwest preferred. Box 479M,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Announcer, experienced all phases.
Copywriter, board operator. Sports,
deejay, news. Prefer east. Married,
veteran. Box 480M, BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING.
Experience, six years all phases announcing. POD and hillbilly iockev,
action baseball. Box 481M, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Versatile combination announcer-engineer available for west coast stations.
10 years experience.
Box 482M,
BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING.
College graduate, 23, two years experience, desires permanent position as
newscaster or staff announcer in east,
midwest, or New England. Norman
Morris,
5829 Woodbine Avenue, Phila.,
Pa.
All-round announcer-newscaster. New
York station experience, available now,
prefer west, midwest. R. Porterfield,
11100 West Colfax, Denver, Colorado.
Technical
Chief engineer seeks position with employer who expects top performance
and willing to pay for same. 17 years
experience. Best references. Box
228M,
ING. BROADCASTING • TELECASTChief engineer, 20 years experience,
7 as chief,
three stations 1 to 50construction
kw, six yearsof experience
in directionals. prefer west half of U. S.
Box
422M, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Chief engineer, twenty years experience including construction three new
stations. References, family. Box 430M,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd.)
First phone experienced AM, FM, and
TV. Now employed TV. Southeast
only. Box 435M, BROADCASTING •
TELECASTING.
Studioried,engineer,
young veteran,
one year experience.
New marYork
area INGonly.
Box
459M,
BROADCAST• TELECASTING.
Engineer,
announcer,
Desires location
radius experienced.
100 miles New
York INGCity.
Box
462M,
BROADCAST• TELECASTING.
Production-Programming, Others
PD with proven record available April.
Experienced major markets all phases
indie,
Wake-up,
late night air•
work. net.
Box 346M,
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Attention,
northwest.andExperienced staff west,
man, continuity
news
director, PD, sales, promotion. Proven
air record, administrative, executive
ability.tion Want
good permanent
with incentive.
Currentlyconnecnews
director
top
1
kw
midwest
ent. 35, married, commercial independminded.
Prompt reply all •queries.
Box 361M,
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Program director-announcer, 6 years
background, strong on record shows,
news, MC work, programming and
sports color. Desire position with TV
possibilities
of advancing. Discand
and opportunity
photo upon request.
Box
443M,
BROADCASTING
•
TELECASTING.
Attractive woman commentator, editor,
copy and continuity writer, 15 years
experience radio-TV Chicago, New
York, tion
Losanywhere.
Angeles,Details
desiresonlike
posirequest.
Box
446M,
BROADCASTING
•
TELECASTING.
Program
director-chiefin announcer
vailable immediately
east. 8 yearsaradio experience. Built 37% Hooper on
new station in 2 years. Capable all
type air work
including
recorders.
Contact
Harold console
Hennig, and
126
S. Cherrv St., Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
Phone 5772.
Television
Managerial
Applicants: 3 years television: all
phases; interested management-program director.
Box 364M, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Production-Programming , Others
Sparkplug for your TV station or agency, present or post freeze?? I am just
your man. 28 years, married, veteran,
willing to go anywhere, anytime.
Graduate TV workshop productions
Washington, D. C. Theory and experience in directing, flooring, script writing and continuity. Loads of ambition
and good ideas. How about it. Box
456M, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.

T E

Situations Wanted (Cont'd.)
AM and AM-TV stations: Intelligence,
taste andgroundsincerity
supplement
backof announcing,
writinga script
and copy, news, sports, music, programming and stage. Any capacity offering
and future considered.responsibility
Box 460M, BROADCASTING
o TELECASTING.
For Sale
Stations
250 watt.
station. Fine $18,000
earnings. NeedsWestern
good management.
cash. Box 421M, BROADCASTING •
TELECASTING.
Michigan radio station in excellent
large city now earning at rate of
$60,000
per year.
on terms.
Also Attractive
1000 W inproposition
midwest
metropolitan market. Highly profitable.
Good price and terms. Harvey Malott
Company, 237 Madison Avenue, New
York City, New York.
Independent, 1 kilowatt, fuUtime radio
station, well established in Illinois,
second largest market. Must be sold
at early date to meet demands of
creditors.
For H.
further
information
tact William
Young,
Receivercon-in
Bankruptcy, 1225 Jefferson Building,
Peoria, Illinois, phone 3-3807.
Equipment, etc.
For sale: One RCA 50 kw transmitter
type 5A-50 B. Has been modified to
keep pace with the rigid requirements
of the FCC
the present
broadcastinginstandards.
Is stilldayoperating
20 hours per day. If in need of well
maintained, high power radio transmitter, thisYouris inspection
your chance solicited.
to get a bargain.
Box
347M, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
For sale: 1 studio consolette type RCA
76-B4. Been in use since Dec. 1949.
Almost like new. If interested make
us a price in the form of a bid letter.
Highest bidder will receive. Box 386M,
BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING.
General Radio 916-A R.F. bridge. Used
to set up one directional antenna
system
only. Like new. $300. Box
ING. BROADCASTING
431M,
• TELECASTNew sparkle for your DJ show with
special daily material. Complete set:
$5.
Box 454M, BROADCASTING •
TELECASTING.
Gates 250 watt transmitter, new 1949.
KCNI, Broken Bow, Nebraska.
R. G. modulation monitor as is $75.00.
2 W.E. pickup hook arms and filters,
good shape; make offer. WGCM, Gulfport, Miss.
For larSale:
206 feet
imiformComposite
cross-section
guyedtriangutower
with ilarguys
and
lighting
conduit.
Simto Wincharger type 300. Contact
WORD,(Continued
Spartanburg,
South
Carolina.
on page 90)

e e V e

Regional network stations serving important Western maricet needs
man familiar with all phases of commercial Radio selling. Should
have outstanding record as creative salesman and unquestioned
ability to handle men. His past record should prove he has earned
$10,000 or better and capable of earning considerably more. Man
we want is now salesmanager, assistant SM, or even a stymied No. 1
"Independent." We won't overlook a
top-flight
Stafr man
capable
man onwhoa has
learned the hard way on a network station.
Our billing is No. 1 in a 4-Station market, with no TV trouble in
sight for at least two years. We offer no fancy promises for the
future, but a good solid man can earn a substantial place for himself
in a company whose ownership is well organized and ably financed
for Television.
We are not interested in the minimum salary you will accept, but
we do want you to tell us frankly, what you think you can earn as
Salesmanager of a good Radio Station in one of the fastest growing
US Markets. (Retail Sales nudging the 300 Million mark)
Looking forward to a personal interview, we would like to learn
of your business history, a personal background resume, and any
references or pertinent information you care to give. All correspondence will be confidential. Please wire or write to
Box 485M, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.

Situations Wanted

Wanted to Buy
Equipment, etc.
Wanted: 1 kw AM transmitter. Anterma
tuning unit, flasher and photoelectric
control. Box 805L, BROADCASTING •
TELECASTING.
Wanted: 5 KW AM transmitter. Also:
1 kw and 10 kw short wave transmitters Description. price please.
Box
57M, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
RCA turntable model 70-C or 70-D.
Please state price and type pickup and
filter. Box 461M, BROADCASTING •
TELECASTING.
Wanted, complete 1 kw equipment.
Need everything from mikes to tower.
What have you? Address Box 468M,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Wanted — Approximately
700 Communifeet IVn"
transmission
line. 52 ohm.
cations Products type 505 preferred.
State age, condition and price. Glen
Klein, KAUS, Austin, Minnesota.
Progar amplifier (Langevin), state
price, condition and number months
used. ICFEL, Albany Hotel, Denver.
Miscellaneous
5000 watt station taking on mail order
business and contracts. All interested
parties and agencies please send copy
and samples and contracts to Box
450M, BROADCASTING « TELECASTING. All inquiries answered.
Help Wanted
Announcers

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)

Managerial
SALES PROMOTION

MAN

. . . widely recognized -for his
particularly successful grass rools
approach to national and local
sales problenns . . . wishes to contact radio station owner, agency
head, or national advertiser. Interested in position oi station manager, merchandising man, radio
station sales manager, or any assignment requiring sales increases
in limited time or on equally limited budget. Write Box 429M,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
WE HATE TO LOSE HIM . . .
but this young man has decided to return
to radio after nearly a year as AE in our
advertising agency in the Deep South. He
is 35 — aggressive, personable and capable.
doesn't needexperienced,
my recommendation
asHe hereally
is thoroughly
with the
necessary know-how to spark a prolific
number of saleable ideas and had proven
himself in radio sales and management
prior to joining us! Location in the South
or Southwest preferred. He's interested in
a job as manager or sales manager — sales
if the situation presents a real opportunity— and a personal interview would be
necessary.
Replies will be received by his present
employer and will be treated confidentially
if requested on the envelope. Box 447M,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.

YOUNG EXECUTIVE LOOKING UP!
• education from books!
• experience from years!
• KNOWMANSHIP from
EFFORTS!
My aim
is a creative
administrative job with
TV, Agency,
Radio,
ferably.
or Film Studio in Chicago preShell-hardened and tempered
from 11 -years of live studio and
front office service in local, network, syndication broadcasting
and motion pictures.
Have been announcer-public
speaker, writer-director, produceraccount man. Now employed —
available by arrangement. Details on request — Minimum $10,000 year.
Write Box 470M,
BROADCASTING ©
TELECASTING

TV

Miscellaneous (Cont'd)
APPLICANTS!

Substantial financing can be ar- \
ranged
new ranging
VHP andfromUHF50,000
sta- \
tions in for
markets
to
250,000. Box
Write464M,
full details first j
letter.
BROADCASTING

• TELECASTING

Employment Service

EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
We havemercial and Program
selected Managers;
General, ComChief ,
Engineers, Disc Jockeys and other
specialists.
Delays
are
costly;
tell
us your needs today.
Howard S. Frazier
TV & Radio Management Consultant!
728 Bond Bldg., Washington 5, D. C. .^
2
of every
3

Salesman
SALESMAN— SALES EXECUTIVE
HEADED FOR SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
Well
of radioTV adknown
agencysalesin producer
midwest disposing
and iieaded
for a
climate
better
suited
to
my
son's
health.
Exhead of N. -Y. rep office with top contacts among
liundreds
agenciesrecord
and asstation
able, ofoutstanding
sales operators.
manager forProv-50
KW Eastern Independent and CBS outlet in midwest. My 16 ofyears
know-how
the disposal
RADIOof broadcasting
or TV STATION
or TTat
FILM
PRODUCER
Box 472IV1. BROADCASTING « TELECASTING

PERSONNEL ORDERS
are for
ENGINEERS
(First and Second Phone)
Write for Placement Forms
Edward C.Lobdell Associated
17 East 48th St., New York 17, N.

Television
NBC AFFILIATE
Has an opening for an exceptional
personality announcer for radio>
and, eventually, TV. We want a
morning man who is an intelligent,
likeable person of varied talents
and sound judgement. The announcer for this position is a man
with creative ability who can entertain, handle commercial copy
deftly, and present newscasts
with authority. This is an important position that pays well to
start and will pay more when increases are merited. Send background, references, photo, and
disc or tape recording to
VERNON

A. NOLTE, MGR.
WHIZ
ZANESVILLE, OHIO

Managerial
AVAILABLE
Having sold his interest, vice president and general manager of network affiliate seeks interest in radio or television. Twenty five
years experience in administration, sales and talent on major
networks, stations and markets.
Finest references. Salary and opportunity to earn commensurate
with ability. Box 458M, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.

TELEVISION
Former Technical Supervisor/Director
fifteen years major network, over
twenty years radio TV e.xperience.
PresentlytractAsst.
to VP and
Headleading
ConAdministration
Dept.
electronic manent
manufacturer.
Desire
peraffiliation TV broadcasting
where demonstrated administrative
ability required.
Box 438M, BROADCASTING o TELECASTING.
Wanted to Buy
Eqitipmeyit, etc.
CASH FOR ALL
OR ANY PART

Towers,
Studiofortransmi
Equip.,
Etc.
ft.TlJJf
tter,Input,
AM
tl
e 130
Rushkwdetails
Immediat
Reply;
Box 471M
BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING
Miscellaneous

Midwest

Sonth

Carol Ann

moo^ooo.oo
The only station in a city of
more than 40,000 population.
Always profitable under absentee ownership this property
offers one of the best radio opportunities in the middlewest.
Financing arranged.
Appraisals

A profitable fuUtime independent located in a growing
southern market. Plant and
equipment is above average and
valuable real estate is included.
Financing arranged.

• Negotiations

and telephone divisions of the co^^'
pany, founded in 1894, had the b(
year in their history, he addi
"The television market is son
what improved at present," B
Tait said, "and the lifting of t
freeze on new stations — both VI
and UHF — plus the political c(
ventions this summer and natioif"
elections next fall, should stimuli
demand
televisioncontinue
receivers.'
Defenseforcontracts
to gfc
under way in all Strombetl^l
Carlson divisions, it was added, a
will account for an estimated 4C
of 1952 billings, to be increased
50% the following year. Defei
and
"shoi 1
make civilian
total salesproduction
volume in 1952
largest
the company's histor
Mr. Taitin predicted.
Toscanini

and Her Daddy

• Financing

BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
SAN FRANCISCO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
CHICAGO
Lester M. Smith
James W. Blackburn
Ray
V.
Hamilton
Tribime lower
Washington Bldg.
235 Montgomery St.
Exbrook 2-5672
Dela\rare 7-2755-6
Sterling 4341-2

REPORT
Stromberg-Carlson Issu
NET EARNINGS for all divisiord
including broadcasting (WHAl
AM-TV Rochester), of Stromberfi
Carlson Co. were reported by Pr«
ident R. C. Tait last week as 1
tailing
$685,777 for
1951. equipme
Broadcasting,
sound

OF THEIR SHOW ON RADIO
• NEW TYPE VARIETY
FOR STATION
•• TALENTS
LOCAL RADIO
• BOX
442M,
BROADCASTING •
TELECASTING

Series

ARTURO TOSCANINI vdll reti
to the NBC Symphony Orches
for a final series of four conce
for the 1951-52 season, it has bi
announced, with the first progi
aired Saturday, March 8 (N
radio, 6:30-7:30 p.m. EST). T
concerts will close the 15th sue
sive season of the NBC Sympho
Mr. Toscanini, who directed
opening concert in 1937, has b
associated with the group
musical director for 14 years.

ocket- Actions . . .
INITIAL DECISIONS
U'HOB
Gardner,
Mass., H.and
City
5tg.
Nashua,
— issued
FCC
aringCorp.,
Examiner
J. D.N. Bond
rial decision looking toward grant
VVHOB request to change from 1490
to 1340 kc, 250 w, fulltime, and
iiytng City Bcstg. 1340 kc, 250 w,
lltlme. Decision March 4.
AVFTC Kinston, N. C— FCC Hearing
:aminer Basil P. Cooper issued ini.1 decision looking toward grant of
quest to change from 1230 kc, 250 w,
jlltime,conditions.
to 960 kc, 5Decision
kw-LS, Feb.
1 kw-N,
J\-N;
29.
i OPINION AND ORDER
iKURV Edinburg, Tex. — Upon re( est of Chief, FCC Best. Bureau,
rc remanded KURV proceeding to
•aring nceexaminer
be receivedso that
with further
regard evi-to
ecified engineering issues including
lendment filed to avoid interference
XEONOrder
Tuxtla
Chia.,
exico.
MarchGuierrez,
5.
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Applications
New Grants, Transfers, Changes,
*
'^'^
m
1
DOX

score

summary through march e
Appls.
In
On Air
Licensed
CPs Pending Hearing
2,334 2,316 95
321 203
640
573 76
11
8
108
93
15
409 182

wah Bcstrs. Inc. and percentage of
ownership
in Capitolas that
wouldwhich
be they
substantially equivalent
Gadsden,
WGWD
(see
Etowah
l^o'd
above), no monetary consideration,
4. FirstAla.—
Filed
WGWCMarch
Selma,
Assignment
license
from
National
Bank of
Montgomery and Margaret covington
Milwee, executors of estate of G, W.
CovingtonInc. Jr.,Principals
deceased,of Dallas
to Dallas
Bcstrs.
are
same as principals of Etowah Bcstrs.

ruar^oSiTreniUlnt^^^^^^
lent as that which they hold in Etowah
(see WGWD
Gadsden, above). No
monetary consideration. Filed March 4.
AM Stations
KPRS Olathe, Kans.— Assignment of
FM Stations
license from Johnson County Bcstg.
TV Stations
Co. to Twin City Adv., Kansas City,
Mo., for $37,500 (100%). Principals in
(Also see Actions of'
the FCC, . ipage
Twin (28%),
city arepresident
Presidentof Edward
H.
y 86.)
/
pjjjg
Twin City
■^^.■^■^■^■^■...^■^•^.^^.■^■^.^■..•^^■^■..■^^.■^^■^■^■•■^■^■•■^^.•^■^■^■^^■^■..■^■^.•^■^■^
Adv.: Vice President Andrew R. Carter
(28%), vice president of Twin City
Adv.; Secretary-Treasurer Eugenia L.
age of stock as they now hold percent- of Weatherford, and Gilbert Webb, em- Pate (28%), secretary-treasurer of Twin
age of interest. No monetary consid- ploye of KCOR Mineral Wells, Tex. City Adv., and four others holding
on-Docket Actions . . .
eration. Granted March 3.
Filed March 5.
minority interest. Filed March 5.
?
TRANSFER GRANTS
^
,.
,
, Alton, 111.— William R. Tedrick, 1370
wMFS Chattanooga, Tenn. — AssignNew Applications . . .
kc, l kw daytime. Estimated construe^ent of license from Lookout Bcstg.
tVGES Chicago — Granted assignent of license from old partnership
t'on
,^,c^Ln*^^'^^^'
^"L/nnJ
^J^""^'^^
Co.
$30,000. B.
Prin-F.
TV APPLICATIONS cost $36,000 revenue $60,000^ Mr. Tedpipalsto inW.M.F.S.
W.M.F.S.Inc.areforPresident
new partnership which will include
present partners plus Martha D.
Fla. - Orlando Bcstg. Co., '^a'r'ch 6""^""
'.i^J'T^
°r'J ?Jr.'^l ^i?* °'
istis, Mary J. Enuner, Patricia D. Ch.Orlando.
mc),antenna
ERP 26.4
kw visual
"^''"'^ '""''^
JOOO
sharesowner
of stock
1,200
out ofDoug601 WDMG
of of
las, Ga.,
TRANSFER REQUESTS
above
height
aural,
■rt and Helen M. Kennedy through
13.2 6kw(82-88
Et of 7.5% interest now held by their
average
terrain
550 nnnft. firct
Estimated
con- wiDE
Biddeford
Maine—
Transfer
of
J^^res^j^^of Owner
stock of
of WGAAof WLBS
(:edartown,
stnirtinn
nnsf
«91Q
i7Anr
nnpr
vv
iuii
Diuueiuru,
iMdllie
±
rdlisier
VI
Birstruction
cost
$-:i9,ooo, nrst year oper- control Biddeford Bcstg. Corp., been- minVham Ala ■ virp PrPsiHent Riaino
[rents,
John A.
Dyer partners.
and Elizabeth
Hinzman,
present
No
ating cost $120,000, revenue $120,000. see to Victor C Diehm E H Witnev mmgnam, Ala^ Vice President Blaine
Dnetary consideration. Granted
Buattorney with Sec(25%) Chattanooga,
Buchanan
De?sroth
mida
WDBO-AmIfM
is licensee
Applicant fHea
orlanrio
Filed
Feb of?q
i? for
*M $45,000
nni. for
t and^ew
^ ofVstock
chanan Treasnrpr
& Grant,
arch 5.
Urianao.
teO.dy.
„, „ nell
175 ^shares
retarv
Tillman Orantand attnr
attorWPDQ
Jacksonville,
Fla.—
Granted
Grant,
liuman
reiary-lreasurer
nresident
is
r2'i%)
Diehm
Mr
rioo%)
3
Ch.
Inc.,
WCOA
Fla.—
Pensacola,
nsent to Linton D. Baggs Jr. to
ERP 17.1 kw visual, 8.55 kw ienerai maAager^d holds 25% int^^^^^ "'^^ Buchanan & Grant. Assignee
(60-66 mc),
msfer 60% control to licensee corpoantenna height above average fst m W^ZL Ha^to^ Pa and vice v''P^i;^^„^;'''*'"'^ operating expenses to
tion for $182,000. This increases in- aural,
*°
out ^„^„ „*o'o '"'FiltS''Ma??h''5
owner o? 84Mrs.
aTd Allentown;
di«c"or
construction pfesiSe.l^,
Estimated
364 ft.^first
terrain
rest of James R. Stockton to 75% and
March 5.Miss. — Assignof WHOL
336 shares
year operating
cost $163,000,
terest of Robert R. Feagin to 25%
Greenwood,
WABG ^'l^d
holds ^^O-"""is a housewife
(25%)
Deisroth
is Sf
Applicantcost
revenue $120,000.
$120,000,
istead of 30% and 10% interest held
licensee of WCOA Pensacola. Filed 25% interest in WAZL and owns 84 ment of license from Greenwood Bcstg.
Messrs. Stockton and Feagin, reshares of WHOL; Mr. Chisnell (25%) Co. to Greenwood Bcstg. Co. Inc. PresFeb. 29.
iectively,
Pensacola, Fla. — Gulfport Bcstg. Co., js president and owner of Chisnell Inc. ^"t licensee will have 100% of stock of
.irch 5. before transfer). Granted
Ch. 3 (60-66 mc), ERP 53.6 kw visual, (auto accessories and electric service), newly organized corporation; no mone26.8 kw aural, antenna height above president and owner of Chisnell Coai tary consideration. Filed March 6.
KLX-AM-FM
Calif.—Tribune
Granttransfer of Oakland,
control from
average terrain 434 ft. Estimated con- co., president and owner of Humboldt WIKK Erie, Pa.— Assignment of listruction
$378,120, first year oper- stores Inc. (general merchandise), 40% cense from Community Service Bcstg.
'lilding
to JosephandR. William
Knowland,F. ating costcost$300,000,
RussellCo.Knowland
revenue $420,000. owner of Lattimer Coal Corp., holds
to (Erie) Dispatch Inc. for $100,000
lowland as voting trustees, acting as Apphcant IS licensee of WEAR Pensa- 25% interest in WAZL and owns 84 Co.
(for 300 shares or 100% interest). Dislit. No actual change of ownership
cola. Filed March 4.
„ . „
shares of WHOL; Mr. Witney (25%) is patch
is licensee of WICU (TV) Erie,
control; no monetary consideration.
r^c'^'i^feflJ'
T^^^Vi
1' president
and president
owner of Kingston
Conand
owners
ofLamb.
Dispatch
Mr. 5.and
■anted March 5.
.^'"''''^
^r^^
46.18
kw
visual,
tracting
Co.,
and
owner
of
Mrs.
Edward
Filed are
March
23.09 kw aural, antenna height above Hydrotated Anthracite Fuel Inc., holds
WGLC
Centreville, Miss.— Granted
average terrain 500 ft. Estimated con- 25% interest in
signment of license from Southand owns 84
;stern Bcstg. Co. of Mississippi to struction cost $298,188, first year oper- shares of WHOL. WAZL
Filed Feb. 29.
ating
cost
$200,000,
revenue
$175,000.
wGWD
uthern Bcstg. Co. Inc., new corpoGadsden,
Ala.
Assignment
Applicant IS licensee of KCOM Sioux „j ^^^^^^^ ^^^^^ pj^^^. National
tion composed of Alvin Sansing,
Bank of
'ivid Thornhill, Carl Treppendahl
Tax Writeoffs
Ch Montgomery and Margaret Covington
.D plus.
and Maxwell
Bramlett,
for
$16,Co
firsts
KOVO
lltah—
p^ovo
Granted March 5.
W.
G.
of
estate
of
executors
RAPID tax writeoffs for electronic
mcT ERP 6^2 kw visu^^^^ 32 1 Milwee.
9 Tise ?92n^ennTh
»VSHB Stillwater,
as- U'auJaU
e*g\t"abovT'averi g^s^fi^c ' p'rinciralllf EtowahTre
i:nment
of license Minn.—
from Granted
St. Croix
manufacturers desiring to expand
:stg. Co., a partnership, to St. Croix
of the^'esVVe^f
benffi'ciaries
r^ President
%^\l^^'r,TnJf,l,'9l■. ^rliTe^a'
stg. Co., a corporation, with William
ft-^f'.°„'if''«A*nfn*'^£?»r.?/'«Q^
n^^^^ "^a""
Oscar
P. Covington Sec^asldl
(13.8%), facilities or build new plants were
^vL^^J°'c
*?^^p?."jp«^„f
"^r?t^^^^
owner
of
Oscar
Covington
Foot
Health
Johns Jr. and Penrose H. Johns,
S^'^^^ir'^
^^^^
Provo.
Shop,
Montgomery,
DiLuxe
Shoe
Fix- contained in a list announced by the
esent partners, to hold same percentDefense Production Administration
Thursday.
Ch.Ande^soTs'
58 (734-740 c.-Wilton
E.200Hall,
UHF
l^'^'es'^C'^Srm
ERP
Vham'l^a^
kw
vis•
S
covin^ton
\l3
83^
)
owAer
of
f«m
at
ual, 100
kw aural,mc),
antenna height above caSof
N C • SecT^ttrv-Trel^rer
FCC Actions
average terrain 378 ft. Estimated con- Hueh M Smith (3 19^) malLeeJ^ of
Among those firms listed were Raystruction cost $401,443.77, first year op- wco^V Montgomery ^°akd f^^^^
theon Mfg.tubesCo.,
Mass.for (elecand Waltham,
equipment),
$62,crating
cost
$150,000,
revenue
$138,000.
JJ^usewives
elch
(Continued from page 87)
Applicant is owner of WAIM and WC AC n sll'^ ciiVa R Covington
of ' whSm Ethel
will Covho"d 390, andtronicBendix
Aviation
Corp., Towson
Md.
(electronic
equipment),
for
(FM) Anderson. Filed March 5.
fnS
'
Margaret
C
$133,485. Others were Gabriel Co.,
Neenah,
Wis. — Neenah - Menasha i?/r,to; fnd Hayel r Mil^^^^
larch 5 Applications . . .
na^^^
Needham, Mass., for $264,236; Electric
Bcstg. CO., UHF Ch. 42 (668-674 mc), t "v cons?der^tfon ^inc^^^^^^^
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
ERP 16.4 kw visual, 8.2 kw aural,
Regulator Co., Norwalk, Conn., $195,J^e?elv carrv out te?ms of ^^^^^^^
tenna height above average terrain an027; Carl W.N. Schutter
Mfg. Co.,
LinTV— Ch. 6
305 co^fn^ton Jr deceas^ Fil^
March
Y., $160,870;
Atlantic
Estimated construction cost $144,- J,
' ,^
»
'"arcn 4'
4. denhurst
Electronics
Corp.,
Port
Washington,
WBRC-TV
Birmingham — CP to ft.
Ala
Montgomery,
^ WCOV-AM-FM
cost $75,000, Assignment
year operating
650, first $70,000.
jange from Ch. 4 (66-72 mc| to Ch. 6 revenue
NaFirst Marof license from and
is licensee
N. Y.,ton, $3,690;
G. H.Allied
LeiandAircraft
Inc., DayApplicant
12-88 mc), increase ERF from 12.2 kw
Bank of Montgomery
Ohio,Hollywood,
$11,194;
Co.,
Filed ^^onal
Neenah.
FM
AM
1
WNAM
of
of North
executors
Milwee, Jr.,
Covington
garet
Calif., $50,000.
March 6
j;.,
6.1
kw
aur.,
to
28.8
kw
vis.,
14.4
estate
of
G.
W.
Covington
deceased,
i' aur., change ant., etc. Ant. height
AM APPLICATIONS
Certificates
for
tax
amortization
were
to Capitol Bcstg. Co. Principals of issued for 214 projects covering
jove average terrain 908 ft.
Tallassee, Ala. — Tallassee Bcstg. Co., Capitol are same as principals of EtoLicense Renewal
proposed investment of $328,856,000.
910 kc, 1 kw, daytime. Estimated construction cost $13,900, first year operat•J-Tollowing
stations request renewal of
ense:
ing cost $24,000, revenue $30,000. Owner
.VGWD Gadsden, Ala.; WEBB JackTallassee
Bcstg.WTBC
is Bertram
Bank, Ala.,
onen, Ala.; WMLS Sylacauga, Ala.; KENI
third
owner
Tuscaloosa,
o;l|ichorage, Ala.; KMJ Fresno, Calif.;
and one-third owner of Ozark Bcstg.
/OD Denver; WICC Bridgeport,
Corp.,station).
Ozark, Filed
Ala. (applicant
AM
March 4. for new
inn.; WQXI Atlanta, Ga.; WJBF Austa. Ga.; WMT Cedar Rapids, Iowa;
Weatherford, Tex. — Sports Kingdom,
EEI Boston; KOH Reno: WAGE Syra1220 kc, 250 w, daytime. Estimated conise, N. Y.; WGAI Elizabeth City,
blished by
struction cost $17,475, first year operatAnother BMI "Pin Vp" Hit-Pu
C; KFGO Fargo, N. D.; WHP Haring
cost
$30,000,
revenue
$40,000.
Coowners
are
James
C.
Wright
Jr.,
mayor
Iburg, Pa.; WDEV Waterbury, Vt.;
BMI
Mil^1 tSVA
lukee,Harrisonburg,
Wis.; KFCA Va.;
(FM)WTMJ
Phoenix,
A RHAPSODY
AR
HE
•iz.;
KSDB-FM
Manhattan,
Kan.;
I
; Ray
Col.
HA-FM Madison. Wis.; WHLA (FM)
atra—^r'
Sinn,;
s:
'^^
Si
Z rd' DicU Fra
rcn-Ki
y^CO
adison and WHAD
(FM) Delafield,
Bronk
Allocation Supplement
OnonRp
ll
^
^^
;
^'
t._Lc.
Helen ^^-^-'^^
Broadcasting • TelecastTrio— Vic; Dennis Day— Vic-, "ja"^ ^^^^^
ing will publish in complete
text the FINAL TELEVIales. Programing & Continuity
SION ALLOCATIONS REMGM; Norman Kaye — C ap.; Hal Singer— Coral.
.R.B. produces an ail-purpose
PORT. Subscribers will reOn Transcriptions: r..^
oci
Ass
rus
sau
R^..,pke
—h;llThe—
ut.ceive the supplement without
ervice. Used by over 700 stations.
oan
Coc
ortche
Lang-WMit
Sophisticates — Guy
The
d:
ate
charge. Extra copies will be
'rite for 10-Day FREE Examination!
available, as long as the
MERCHANDISING DIVISION
BROADCAST MUSIC INC. Ifi^lfJAVi'^SV
NATIONAL RESEARCH BUREAU, INC.
supply lasts, at $3 each.
CHICAGO 10, ILL.
NIW TOBK ^ CHICASO • HOLLYWOOD XUKIV 19, n. I.
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Talent Tug-O-War
(Coyitinued f rom jMge 29)
television programs to CBS. Tlie result of such a switch might comthe competitive
tion inpletely
the reverse
industry
and cause situaNBC
to lose its current position of leadership.
NBC does not ask that NPA grant
to it all the critical materials it has
given CBS. NBC does ask that NPA
allow it to build just enough facilities
to keep it from being exposed to competitive attacks based upon NBC's present inability to deliver adequate Hollywood originations. A denial of this
limited request would work an unreasonable hardship on NBC and in
view of the grants already made to
CBS, would be manifestly unjust.
Speaking for NPA, Mr. Heynian
cited essentiality as a criterion, and
noted that policy has been to withhold grants for projects not underway. The materials shortage may
ease for industrial construction
later this year, he added.
NBC was rejected, Mr. Heyman
said, because it had not begun construction prior to Aug. 3, 1951, but
may get allotments for the third
and fourth quarters. The test of
essentiality will still govern, however, he said.
"NBC will have to compete then
with such new vital projects as
chemical plants and the textile industry," Mr. Heyman explained.
He added that the network could
obtain imported foreign steel provided it did not use more than
self-authorized amounts for copper
and aluminum — 25 tons of steel,
2,000 pounds of copper and 1,000
pounds of aluminum.
Chairman Boyd promised the
board will give "careful review"
to the appeal and issue a decision
as soon as practicable. Normally
appeal decisions are issued within
30 days.
NBC was the first network to appeal an NPA decision involving
construction. It previously was
successful in receiving exemptions
and grants for other studio projects in New York and Chicago, but
unsuccessful in obtaining materials
for others [B»T, Dec. 24, Sept.
24, 1951].
The picture for radio-TV broadcasters— NBC and others — continued to brighten last week. A

Exceptional Opportunity
for Traveling
Time - Space Buyer
and Media Contact Man
Man we seek must know the "ins and
outs" of radio and television time
buying, must know how to "case" a
station right on the ground, be able
to separate "the slieep from the
goats,"
able "A
to find
buys"
and knowbe from
to Z""good
the factors
that determine them. This traveling
representative must also know how to
evaluate newspaper coverage, costs,
positions, co-operation and how to
apply it to the specific problems of
the products to he sold. This position
requires practically full time "in the
field."
Salary experience
fully commen.surate
with
background,
and performance. All replies strictly confidential.
Give full personal data in first reply.
Address Box 437M, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Page 92
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TOP TEN MAGAZINES — RATES AND CIRCULATIONS
PRATT REPORT
I
FUll PAGE BLACK AND WHITE RATE AVERAGE CIRCULATION
Is Given to Trumai]
Publisher's InterimCO Statements
c ._
— 1% PROGRESS report on U. S. "fre
— 1%
quency management" policy wa'
submitted last Monday to Presi'
ilS
dent
Truman by Haraden Pratt, hi
o
iZS
—2% telecommunications advisor.
-1-19%
Mr. Pratt called on Mr. Trumail
ko
-1-22%
£6
— 1% in a White House visit to report o:|
-1-29%
Life
-1-17%
Mar. 3. 52
developments in the field of inter [
-1-10% 5,298,334 5,351,630
$16,100
9,200
Saturday
Evening Post
11,200 -1-25%
national and U. S. domestic specj
Look
3,976,505 4,036,246
3,710 Apr. 5, '52
3,238,450 3,178,343
trum problems since he was api
1,440 July 1, '52
8,850
0,100
3,136,019 3,136,013
10,000
2,500
Collier's
4,033,728
pointed to office about six monthr
July
12,
'52
3,817,188
Ladies'
Home
Journal
8,600
McCall'sHousekeeping
12,255 -1-11%
-1-27% 4,444,613 4,543,856
Good
3,510 lAav '52
7,500
+2%
Woman's Home
8,500 Jan. -52
ago.The telecommunications advisO
Companion
Jan. '52
10,250 + 13% 4,028,409 4,060,614 +6%
Woman's Day
2,880
apprised
the Chief Executive of th
Better Homes & Gardens 0,500 Aug. SO
3,010,883* +2%
3,081,960* 3,472,538
9,800
3,561,095
'52
0,900 Mar.
8,250
Jan. '52
creation
of a Technical Polic'
3,756,938*
* Average
September
30th Interim
Steering Committee, and the prci
3,866,062*
Statementscirculation
published. for first six months of 1951 and 1950. No
Prepared by Broadcast Advertising Bureau, Inc.
+3%
posed
policy rights
governing
of frequency
amongutilizatio'
goverr
+3%
BAB, in its function of providing member stations with information on com- ment agencies and domestic user
petitive media, mode a survey of rates and circulation of 1 0 of the country's as
drafted
cutive
unit. by the committee's ex(
leading magazines [B*T, March 3]. The table was compiled in connection
Z!"
with BAB's 96-page report on county-by-county circulation of the above
Work on the International
Tel^'
communications
Union Atlanti
magazines.
City
fixe'
serviceagreement
frequenciesrelating
for to
internsj
tion is Lower Marion Township,
number of applications are on file
tional broadcasting and round c
and construction began Oct. 26.
with NPA's Industrial Expansion
discussions on domestic spectrur'
Division for projects already under
ABC San Francisco got secondway. They will continue to receive
quarter materials Feb. 7 after be- problems involving the FCC anj"^
materials to finish the work. Later,
ing denied in January-March 1952 visory
Committee alsoRadio
were Ac'"
re]
the Interdepartment
NPA may further ease restrictions
for radio-TV studios.
ported on by the advisor
President's
tekl
to permit commencement of conAnother case hanging fire in- communications
[Closet
volve? KTHS Hot Springs, Ark., Circuit, March 3].
f
struction [B*T, March 3].
Among these applications are which proposes to move its transmitter and studios to Little Rock.
DuMont Labs., WCAU Inc. (WCAU
1
AM-FM-TV Philadelphia), and It seeks change from 1 kw night
ABC San Francisco.
and 10 kw day to 50 kw day and WCBS BILLING UP
I'l
.
DuMont Labs was rejected for a night, and needs steel and other
$1,750,000 TV studio project at its materials. It was indicated that
26% Above
February
's'
BILLINGS
for WCBS
New Yor
WABD (TV) New York in the NPA would grant KTHS' application because of an ease in matein February were 26% over thos
fourth quarter, but was given materials for this quarter. WCAU
rials supply and because the re- of a comparable period in 195:.
Inc. is better than 60% along on
quest does not involve a new sta- Carl Ward, general manager c
tion as such. John D. Ewing is the key station for the CBS Radf
its new building "to better serve
the Philadelphia area" with a proj- president of KTHS as well as network, announced last week.
KWKH Shreveport, La.
ect estimated at $2,740,000. LocaMore sponsors are using the sU
tion break commercial announc*,
ment today than a year ago,
said, and the sale of afternoo
AMA Hears
station breaks has gained impetuj
AUDIENCE
BREAKDOWN
He declared that "radio commerci;|!^^
Seller
volume appears to be on a very d
AUDIENCE composition and cumulative data, especially for progressive results in their spot announcement campaigns, are the subjects of
upswing."
Another
factor in the highe
greatest interest among advertisers, James W. Seller, president of the finite
American Research Bureau, said Thursday.
billings is the new Joan Edivarc^
Show which before its premiere c,
Speaking on audience research
March 3 was 50% sold out I
to the radio-TV luncheon group of
parison of diaries with telephone
El
the American Marketing Assn., surveys has indicated their high
Mr. Seller outlined the needs for accuracy, he added.
participations, he noted.
'
audience measurement and the
Audience analysts may be forced
methods and their effectiveness for into exclusive use of diary surveys,
PHIL RIZZUTO PROGRAM
collecting data. Asserting that re- Mr. Seller predicted, when UHF,
VHF and color TV all become a
search conducted while a program
Radio City Productions Offeif '
is in progress is the most satisfacreality, thus requiring varied de- STARRING the New Yoi
signs, wider installation, and Yankees' shortstop, Phil Rizznto,
tory, he considered telephone surveys as excellent, but limited in costlier meters. Anticipating lower
Sports Caravan was announced la
future incomes for radio and re- week as a new transcribed rad
non-metropolitan areas by the number of homes not equipped with tele- sultingly lower future ratings, he show, produced and distributed I
emphasized that accurate surveys
phones. Meters, while being more
Radio City Productions, New Yor^
precise, are expensive to install, of radio audiences will become
The 15-minute feature, prepar*
result in a fixed sample unless more difficult and more expensive,
for
twice-weekly broadcast, h
moved to other sets for every study, even in non-TV markets where
been sold in 20 major markets ai
and do not indicate audience comtelephone surveys often must be another
40 smaller cities by tl
conducted long-distance.
position, he said.
end of last week, it was reporte
Problems
of
diary
surveys,
he
Diaries, kept by individual auKeyed to the opening of the 19i
said, are that the audience sample
dience members, have proved most
must be changed for each study to baseball season, premier releai
effective for advertising studies
conducted by his organization, he avoid inaccurate noting by listeners
date of Spo7-ts Caravan is sche'
uled for the week of April 13-1
reported, and have an added ad- who consider their reports routine,
vantage of indicating, not what is and to retain good interviewers to First 26-week cycle carries tl
prepare the diary-keepers for their program through the date of tl
broadcast, but only what the audience member has observed. Comwork.
World Series, it was pointed oi
BROADCASTING
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llAYFLOWER EDICT
ACLU Would Reinstate

IEINSTATEMENT of the MayDwer decision prohibiting stations
cm editorializing was urged last
feek.
The American Civil Liberties
mien, in a letter to the FCC, said
tempts by stations to editorialize
id proved confusing and unworkile.
The Mayflower decision, handed
M[wn in 1941, prohibited editorialng by radio stations. Mayflower
(kjroadcasting Co. was applying for
[jle same facilities used by WAAB
i)ston, which had been cited by
e FCC for partisanship. After
3eks of testimony, the FCC retwed WAAB's license (denying
e Mayflower application), but
arned that stations could not take
". ies
any question
had to
sure on unbiased
newsandreporting

-5«T, Jan. 20, 1941].
^^In 1949 the prohibition was over^led, but the FCC emphasized that
was sanctioning editorializing
when it was "fair" and that
i^jjB station must seek out and eny.^urage the rebuttal of persons or
ji.oups holding views different from
,l;|Ose of the station [B»T, .June 6,
^49]. At that time the ACLU
posed abandonment of the policy.
The reason for ACLU's latest
mplaint was the FCC's censure
WLIB New York last year for
king an editorial stand in favor
'5( national fair employment prac, les legislation without also airopposing views [B*T, March
^Jan. 30, 1951].
""The ACLU's letter to the FCC
^iterates its 1949 arguments.
I!
Intent Not Enough

^Patrick Murphy Malin, executive
"*!:retary of ACLU, wrote that in
?rogating the Mayflower decision,
•"[b FCC was "motivated by the
^^sling that open partisan state'°^!mts are healthier in a free soty than the subtle editorializing
Icovert propagandists."
'"me said that the ACLU was sym"*!thetic to the Commission's pur^ f se, but added :
' ' ''We submit that good intent
; BS not automatically make for
I and practice. There has been no
;Bh on the part of the stations to
i.srcise this new freedom. And in
5 case of WLIB the rule has been
fell
confusing as to impair the effect
103 editorialization.
'""But over and above these conil^'^ierations, the Commission's policy
the ultimate result of disj liraging all types of opinion on
''■I'-'iio stations. This is due to the
■Mht that . . . most stations will lean
hilBr backwards to eliminate all
;a33oes of editorial comment and,
• flas, avoid any question being
M sed."
■/'''Mr. Malin continued:
what lengths must a station of
ed resources go to 'seek out, aid
.ingencourage'
broadcasting
views? theWhat
standardsof opare
tijTe by which to determine whether a
. w'ed
.(jtion andhas encouraged'
sufficiently the'sought
out,
•; oaJiopposition
views before itexpression
may be
tit*jHOADCASTING

SIMULTANEOUSLY celebrating fifth anniversary and improving facilities,
WILS Lansing, Mich., on Feb. 19 boosted power on its assigned 1320 kc to
5 kw day and 1 kw night, with different directional patterns day and night.
WILS previously was using 1 kw fulltime, directional night. WILS dropped
MBS affiliation the same date and now claims to be Michigan's largest independent. Checking details just prior to power boost are (I to r) Bernard
Ressler, engineer; W. A. Pomeroy, president-general manager, and his brother,
John Pomeroy, secretary-treasurer and chief engineer.
allowed to editorialize? What area
must be covered, how many organizations and speakers canvassed, how
much money must be spent, how many
employes assigned in the task?
We believe that, from the point of
view of the FCC, enforcement of the
new rule is practically impossible.
The Commission's
investigatory
staff
would
be pressed into
far more than
studying termine
each whether
caseevery
exhaustively
to
destation taking
an editorial position had fulfilled its
'afBrmative duty.' It would have to set
up standards
so specific
every possible contingency
could bethatcovered,
and
yet so broad that these standards would
not have to be revised to fit each new
case. In short, a consistent, coherent
policy
might be well-nigh Impossible
of achievement.
WJID VERSUS WILD
FCC Denies Protest
WILD and WJLD are not so much
alike that stations using those call
letters are likely to be confused,
according to the FCC.
Last week the Commission denied
a petition from WJLD Bessemer,
Ala., which asked the FCC to
rescind grant of the call letters
WILD to WTNB Birmingham,
Ala. [B»T, Feb. 11, Jan. 28].
WJLD was afraid that the two
stations — both in the same market
— might be confused. Bessemer is
12 miles from Birmingham.
But in its letter to WJLD, the
FCC wrote:
"There is not sufficient likelihood of
confusion arising from the use of the
call letters WJLD in Bessemer and
WILD Birmingham to warrant departure from the
Commission's
practice
permitting
licensees
to use the
call of
of
their choice if it is available and in
good taste."
Colgate Renews
COLGATE - PALMOLIVE - PEET
has renewed Mr: and Mrs. North
effective April 1, Tuesday, 8:30-9
p.m., on CBS Radio. Show is currently being taped to allow Producer John W. Loveton to complete plans for a television version, slated for fall. Sherman &
Marquette, New York, is the
agency.

• Telecasting

INFO,

BUDGETS
Rep. Hebert Attacks
REP. F. EDWARD HEBERT
(D-La.), chairman of a House subcommittee investigating waste in
the Pentagon, last Thursday turned
his guns on public information
specialists of the Defense Dept.
and in the three military services.
He charged that the Pentagon
spends over $1 million annually
putting out "propaganda" through
"press agents, ghost writers and
praise-makers." Simultaneously he
disclosed a list of salaries for
officers and civilians assigned to
press relations as submitted by the
Defense Dept.
"A hurried examination of the
list indicates that in excess of $1
million is being spent by the Pentagon for the spreading of its propaganda by habitual distortionicts. . . ." Rep. Hebert said.
Topping the civilian salary list
were Clayton Fritchey, public information director for the Dept. of
Defense, while Maj. Gen. Floyd L.
Parks, Army Dept. press chief,
topped a military listing.

THESE
TO

CHAMBER MEETING
Legislation Reviewed
COMMITTEE on Advertising for
the U. S. Chamber of Commerce
gave close attention to television
when it met in New York last
Wednesday. Harold E. Fellows,
NARTB president, gave an offthe-record report on radio-TV legislation pending in Washington and
its potential effects on the American businessman.
Although details of his talk were
not released, it was understood that
Mr. Fellows explained the formation and backing of such legislation
as the Benton Bill and urged that
businessmen let their opinions be
known in Washington while legislation is pending and before it is
enacted.
The Chamber of Commerce had
previously branded as unfair the
Case-Johnson Bill proposing to prohibit the advertising of distilled
spirits over radio and TV [B*T,
Feb. 11] as the first step toward
further restrictive legislation covering the entire advertising industry, a move explained briefly at the
Wednesday meeting by Paul H.
Good, secretary of the Committee
on Advertising.
To Oflfer 'Magic Key'
Committee also heard progress
report and promotion plans for
"The Magic Key," 20-minute color
film on advertising, and at the suggestion of Roger W. Clipp, general
manager of WFIL Philadelphia,
will offer it to all television stations
throughout the country. The film
was shown recently on WMCT (TV)
Memphis, thereby doubling the estimated audience of 150,000 persons
who had seen the film at meetings
of advertising committees, trade associations and advertising and public relations groups, according to
Kenneth Chernin, committee staff
member, who made the report.
Other business during the daylong meeting included a talk by
Otto Kleppner, Kleppner Co., on
meeting common criticisms of advertising, reconsideration of the
committee's formal statement of
advertising policy and a report on
the Advisory Commitee to the
Dept. of Defense.
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DuMONT MAY PARTICIPATE
IN ALL PHASES OF HEARING
DuMONT MAY participate in all phases of
the Paramount hearing, FCC Hearing Examiner Leo Resnick ruled Friday. Mr. Resnick ruled after other parties — ABC, CBS and
United Paramount Theatres — argued that DuMont had no interest in merger of ABC and
UPT and therefore should not be permitted
to cross-examine, etc. (see earlier story on
page 63).
Hearings on Friday saw beginning of testimony of John Balaban, president of Balaban
& Katz theatre chain. Completed were the
testimony of David B. Wallerstein, vice president of B&K, and of John H. Mitchell, general
manager of WBKB (TV) Chicago. Mr. Balaban was recounting his early Chicago years
when hearings were adjourned. In the course
of Mr. Mitchell's examination, he revealed
that WBKB used 25 feature pictures per week.
WEMP

AMENDMENT

OPPOSED

OPPOSITION to permitting WEMP Milwaukee to amend its TV application [B*T,
March 3] was filed with FCC Friday by WFOX
same city. Hearst-owned WFOX claimed that
WEMP amendment is new application and
should not be accepted since FCC rules forbid
acceptance of new applications filed after 20
days before start of hearings. Milwaukee TV
hearings began July 1948, WFOX pointed out.
In discussing WEMP amendment, WFOX
claimed amendment involves "new parties, new
financing, new programming, new staffing and
a completely new engineering proposal." It
pointed to 40% ownership of WEMP by Mid
Continent Radio-Television Inc. (WTCN-AMFM-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul) to bolster its
contention that WEMP was new corporation.
WTCN purchase of 40% interest in WEMP
took place last year.
WEATHER

SNAGS

PLANS

ABANDONMENT of NBC plans for live telecasts of New Hampshire primaries announced
in New York Friday. Decision reached after
two-hour technical conference at NBC's affiliate, WBZ-TV Boston, which had been scheduled to feed NBC-TV remote pickups to network (see story page 31). Filmed coverage —
provided by 15 men and two camera crews —
will be flown to New York hourly, while radio
reports originate from vote scene. Plans to
build three-step microwave facilities for direct
TV cancelled by New England weather and
additional six-inch snowfall.
CAMPAIGN

COVERAGE

MORE than $500,000 worth of NBC air time
will be devoted to advertising network's political coverage in intensive promotion campaign
scheduled to have started Sunday and to last
through election eve, according to Friday announcement byJacob A. Evans, NBC radio advertising and promotion department manager.
Keyed to slogan, "Follow the Campaign of the
Next President on NBC," promotion will use
station breaks, signoff's, regularly scheduled
newscasts, recorded announcements by top
NBC newscasters — including, for first time,
director of NBC radio news, Henry Cassidy —
local station announcements, slogan posters,
station and newspaper advertisements.
Page 94
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HYDE VICE CHAIRMAN
FCC COMR. Rosel H. Hyde was elected
FCC Vice Chairman Thursday at first
meeting following seating of new Comr.
Robert T. Bartley. He succeeds to position vacated by Chairman Paul A.
Walker, who was Vice Chairman from
1945 until his elevation to Chairmanship
two weeks ago. Mr. Hyde was appointed
in 1946 to fill unexpired term of late
William H. Wills. Before that he was
general counsel of the FCC. He is a
Republican.
WIKK SALE
APPLICATION

FILED

APPLICATION for approval of sale of WIKK
Erie, Pa., from Keith Kiggins and Donald
Reynolds to Edward Lamb's Dispatch Inc.
iWlCV-Erie Dispatch) for $150,000 [AT
DEADLINE, Feb. 11] was filed with FCC last
week.
Application showed WIKK current assets as
$40,561.47, liabilities $18,578.50. Dispatch Inc.
showed current assets as $376,674.78, liabilities
of $400,204.83.
Approval would give Mr. Lamb the following radio-TV properties in addition to WIKK
and WICU (TV) : WTOD and WTRT (FM)
Toledo, WTVN (TV) Columbus, WHOO-AMFM Orlando, Fla. Mr. Kiggins is residing in
California for reasons of health. Mr. Reynolds
owns a number of newspapers in the Southwest and also KSFA-AM-FM Fort Smith,
Ark.;
KBRS KAKE
Springdale,
Ark.; Kans.,
KHBG KWRN
Okmul-'
gee, Okla.;
Wichita,
Reno, Nev.
THREE

TV

SERIES

THREE MAJOR TV series are planned in
contract, announced Friday, between NBC and
Dougfair Corp., with Douglas Fairbanks Jr.,
head of Dougfair, to supervise production of
all and appear as host and occasional performer in one. Series are International
Theatre, in which Mr. Fairbanks will appear
and for which he will recruit dramatic talent
in Europe after March 15; Foreign Legion,
adventure drama set in North Africa, and
The Silent
radio
show. Men, based on Mr. Fairbanks' NBC
RCA

DIVIDEND

DIVIDEND of 871/2 cents per share on outstanding RCA $3.50 cumulative first preferred
stock, payable April 1 to holders of record at
close of business March 17, announced by
Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, RCA board chairman, following board meeting Friday. Dividend is for period Jan. 1 to March 31.

DURANTE WINNER
ANNUAL Page One Awards of New
York Newspaper Guild announced Friday
with Jimmy Durante named radio-TV
winner for his numerous and pace-setting
video appearances.

C. L. DOTY, former manager of ABC's WJ5
AM-FM-TV New York, to radio sales staff c'
Edward Petry & Co., N. Y., station represents
five firm. Mr. Doty joined ABC in 1942 £
member of newly-formed spot sales divisioi
After three years naval service in World We
II, he returned as assistant sales manager ar
later station manager of WJZ-AM-FM-TV. |

PAUL A. HILTON, controller and assistai
general manager of Crosley Distributing Cor
of New York, appointed controller of Audio \
Video Products Corp., that city, where he w'
coordinate activities of the parent compar
and its three subsidiaries: Audio-Video R ;j
cording Co., A-V Tape Libraries, and Magn:j|
Crest Corp.
tI!
HERBERT BLOOMBERG, DuMont Transmi 1
ter Div. central district sales manager, namcji
to supervise sales in expanded central an i
covering 15 midwestern states.
j
JEAN RICHTER, William H. Weintraub C<
N. Y., promoted to assistant producer in radij
TV department.
COL. EDWARD F. BROWN and GLENN GUI
DELL, assistant to the president, and direct
of advertising and sales promotion, respe
tively, of National Dairy Products Corp., N.
named vice presidents. Both will retain the
current positions.
PROSPECTIVE APPLICANTS
MAKE TV PLANS

i
|

TV PLANS for three prospective applican
were announced last week.
In Colorado, KVOR Colorado Springs, ai
KGHF Pueblo, formed new corporation 1
build
Cheyen'
Mt. In200-kw
Iowa, station
KVPD atop
Fort 9,000-ft.
Dodge and
lod
businessmen formed the Northwest Televisii
Co. with $100,000 capitalization to file applic
tion for byTVEdward
in that Breen,
city. The
new company'
headed
president
of KVF
In Washington, D. C, independent WGM
specializing
"good to
music,"
had
hired an inengineer
prepareannounced
applicati
for
one
of
two
extra
UHF
channels propos
for city.
Colorado company was formed by James
Russell, president and general manager
KVOR; Gifford Phillips, president of KGH:
Robert Ellis, general manager, KGHF; Bef
Z. Russell, Colorado Springs; H. G. Harmc
Colorado Springs businessman and Harry
Schnibbe, Denver businessman. Main studi
of TV station would be at Broadmoor Hot
Colorado Springs, with a second studio
Pueblo.
GIRL SCOUT ANNIVERSARY
SOME 100 radio and TV programs have
dicated intentions of observing 40th anniv'
sary of Girl Scouts of America this we'
Among major opening broadcasts slated vs
dramatization of life of Juliette Gordon Lc
GSA
on NBC-TV's
of Famefounder,
yesterday
(Sunday). Hallmark H
HORSERACE

RESULTS

WBNX New York announced late Friday tl
beginning March 17 it will discontinue bro:
casting horserace results except for an evensummary. (Also see story, page 38) .
i
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MILLION

"HANDS

service to the outstanding local programming of KFRM by KMBC of
Kansas City that has made KFRM
the favorite of the people of Kansas.
It means a host of new listeners are
joining the thousands who daily ride
the wagon drawn by The KMBCKFRM Team. In this step. The

Measurement, in equestrian vernacular, is expressed in "hands." By these
standards the KMBC-KFRM Team is
well on its way to IVo million "hands
high." Why
million? Because
that is the number of hands on the
million people living within the
half millivolt contour of The Team —
and those are the hands which daily
take the measure of The KMBCKFRM Team and which have applauded and lifted The Team to the
number one spot in the Heart of
America !

KMBC-KFRM

rS FOR
OWNED

AND

OPERATED

BY

Team becomes "CBS

for the Heart of America" and in doing so brings about a greater sales
potential for KMBC-KFRM advertisers, for those same measuring
"hands" also hold the purse strings
in the Heart of America! Write, wire
or phone KMBC-KFRM, Kansas City,
Missouri, or your nearest Free &
Peters Colonel!

The tremendous lead of The Team is
now being increased by the affiliation
of KFRM with the CBS Radio Network. That means the addition of CBS

TO SELL THE WHOLE

HIGH"...

HEART OF AMERICA

THE

HEART

MIDLAND

OF

WHOLEHEARTEDLY,

IT'S

AMERICA
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J
COMPANY

KEY^ONE

STATIONS

p
THE NATION
/
lhan one reason why national advertisers consistently
There's more-'X

renew their Kjey^one time. They knoyi of Keystone's more than
•SGO^ "affiliates dotting the nation p,ricl that all or only the number they
need may be purchased in a pack^^€— M;jf/i one time saving order.
However, they al^er'fealize that the prosperous people living in Keystone's
rich Hometg:w*r'airid Rural America are beyond effective television and they
listen more often and longer to their local level KBS radio station than
they do to the distant metropolitan stations.* Investigate the
sales potential of Keystone's Market — and the ability of Keystone to produce it!
*BMB REPORT
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WINS

ACCLAIM!

• Voted "Best New Program Created During
Year" by Chicago Federated Advertising Club.
• Heralded an "example of the effective use
of radio as a teaching tool" by Variety
Magazine.
# Being re-broadcast by 35 affiliated stations
of Notional Association of Educational Broadcasters.
# Permission requested by Department of State
for use of series in its foreign educational
broadcasts.
For the second year, as part of the award-winning
"WLS School Time" broadcasts — a five-time-aweek sustaining program for in-school listening,
now in its I6th year — WLS is bringing to the
Midwest an exciting series based on the drama of
the atom.
Each program translates into understandable
and dramatic terms the meaning and significance
of this new world of Atomic Energy. Written in
cooperation with the Argonne National Laboratories, these programs have the enthusiastic support of the Federal Security Agency, which has
requested scripts for its permanent library.

»s on Page 75
I Serving the people of the Midwest has been a WLS project for over a quarter
of a century. Particularly in this new era the responsibility of radio cannot
be overemphasized.
As radio serves, so can it sell . . . for through consistent services accrues
listener loyalty and belief — the basic ingredients of advertising results.
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17

has

now

A

become

few months

ago WSM

24

pointed with

pardonable pride to the seventeen network originations which came out of its
studios weekly.
The

other

day the man

in charge

of

studios, statistics and guitar strings came
up with the astonishing information

that

seventeen had now become twenty-four.
In the rush of regular business, nobody
else had even

noticed that the Central

South's star salesmaker was
seven more network shows!
This

is added

evidence

producing

that no other

single station in America

can match

WSM's production know-how, nor offer
talent (more than 200 people) of network
quality in network quantity. And it explains, better than statistics and surveys
which

confirm

the fact, that you cannot

really sell the full potential

of the

Central South without WSM.

WSM

Nashville . . . 650

CLEAR CHANNEL - 50,000 WATTS
IRVING WAUGH, Commercial Manager
EDWARD RETRY, No/iona/ Represenfative

ished BuUding,
every Monday,
with 4,Yearbook
Numbersas (53rd
issues)March
published
in January
by Broadcasting
Publications,
Inc., 8703, National
Press
Washington
D. C. Entered
secondandclass54thmatter
14, 1933,
at Post and
OfficeFebruary
at Washington,
D. C, under
act of March
1879.

LIVE

WITH

YOUR

HEART

Heart disease, the nation's No. 1 cause of death is the
subject of an eight-week television series presented
jointly by the Delaware Heart Association andWDEL-TV.
Heart specialists discuss the many factors contributing
to heart diseases, and interview patients who have successfully undergone surgery and other specialized
treatment. Thus the public obtains the latest information
concerning heart diseases and

is encouraged to

enjoy life more fully by learning how to "Live with
Your Heart." The Heart Series is one of many continuing
public service programs which WDEL-TV

presents to

serve its many thousands of viewers and its advertisers.

W
D
E
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CLOSED

CIRCUIT

lOUGH it's seemingly on shelf now, NBC
y be expected to revive radio affiliates' rate
ustment question when it gets returns from
laustive analysis of broadcast audiences beconducted by A. C. Nielsen Co. [B»T,
rch 3]. One of affiliates' chief complaints
iinst proposed rate changes was that
mula employed out-dated audience informan. New Nielsen project, to which NBC subibed under contract calling for "largest
gle survey ever made by the research firm,"
sumably will eliminate that objection,
suits of study expected in few months.
.ECUTIVE CHANGES at NBC may not
1 with that substitution of WWJ Detroit's
iTj' Bannister for Vice President Carleton
ith in top station relations post, with Mr.
ith probably moving into O&O Stations Div.
ory page 25). Other realignments re•tedly simmering. Regarded as rising star
ise days: Joseph V. Heffernan, financial vice
^sident.
HEDGE anywill
betsbeyou've
made that
CTTER
TV Allocations
out before
end
month. Past week's work by staff and com;sioners covered fewer than 90 pages.
■VERTISING COUNCIL asking ANA and
-AA co-operation in drive to make servicejp
in Korea
feel proud
he is of"needed"
and
make
his family
part he there
is playing
nation's defense. Campaign urged by Dese Dept. which feels morale is being underled by increasing criticism that Korean
r is "useless."
»VE is in making to interest American Bar
in plan
to write
"reasonable
Vi^sn.
radio
coverage
of judicial
trialscode"
and coverlegisj.ve hearings. Idea originated in National
gn. of Radio News Directors, shocked by
>A's
^rage.recent adoption of resolution to curtail
;i spring program clinics will be compressed
j two week period from April 28 through
y 9 with eleven teams of speakers to be anmced soon by President Carl Haverlin.
LLION DOLLAR network radio advertiser
liously considering expanding budget to
Inch television campaign. Only hitch at
»sent is decision as to whether spot or nettk TV would be most effective. Radio
pat ■will remain unchanged.
ME AMONG 16 stations cited for horseing programs [B*T, March 10, 3] will get
Tilar license renewals this week. All have
ified the Commission that they had either
^pped horserace broadcasts before the Com•sion's order for license renewal hearings
■shortly thereafter. Among those filing such
'urances most recently are: WBNX, WPIX
/), WJZ-TV New York; KLAC-TV Los
geles; WRIB Providence, R. I.; WITH
timore.
ERE'S definite indication NPA will show
(Continued on page 6)
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KELO SIOUX FALLS
SOLD FOR $280,000
SALE of KELO Sioux Falls, S. D., to local
partnership controlled by motion picture theatre owners was announced Friday by S. Fantle
Jr., owner-president of station. Price is $280,000 for the 15-year-old station (on 1320 kc
%vith 5 kw) . Application for FCC approval
will be filed shortly.
New owners of KELO will be Joseph L.
Floyd, theatre operator and originator of
radio-TV program Blind Date; Edmund R.
Ruben, 18-house chain theatre operator in
South Dakota and Minnesota (he's former U.
of Minnesota football star), and L. T. Bentson, who has stock interest in WMIN St. Paul.
Each will own one-third.
SINATRA DROPPED
SCIENCE-FICTION show Out There expected
to replace Frank Sinatra show, which is being dropped by CBS-TV, efl'ective April 1,
Tuesdays, 8-9 p.m. Show has been sustaining
since expiration of Ecko products contract
early part of year.
FORT GETS 1,057 FT. TOWER
GRANT for new 1,057-foot tower for Fort
Industry Co.'s WJBK-TV Detroit has been
issued by FCC, station spokesmen reported
Friday, saying construction -wdll be started "at
the earliest possible date." Station currently
operating with 500-foot tower. Notice of
grant, described by WJBK-TV officials as first
for 1,000-foot tower in Midwest, was received
from FCC Thursday by Lee B. Wailes, Fort
Industry executive vice president.
KFWB TO BRANHAM
KFWB Los Angeles has appointed Branham
Co. as national sales representatives effective
today (March 17), according to Harry Maizlish, president and general manager of station.

BUSINESS

BRIEFLY

B. & W. ADDS STATIONS • Brown & Williamson Tobacco Co., Louisville (Kool cigarettes), adding 30 new radio stations and increasing its schedules on 60 stations starting
this week through Ted Bates Inc., N. Y.
SPOTS IN 50 MARKETS • Sinclair Refining Co., N. Y., buying radio and TV spots in
about 50 markets for 13-week campaign, startN. Y.,ingisTuesday.
agency Morey, Humm & Johnstone,
CRANBERRY RADIO CAMPAIGN • National Cranberry Assn. (Ocean Spray cranberries), using a few selected radio markets,
mostly for women's participation programs for
one-week promotion through Harry M. Frost
Co., Boston, starting April 7.
P & G in CANADA # Procter & Gamble's
Spic and Span placing radio spot campaign in
all provinces of Canada, starting March 24 and
31 for 13 weeks, through Blow Co., N. Y.
MOUTH WASH TEST # Purepac Corp.,
N. Y., through Leonard Wolf & Assoc., same
city, introducing new Chloramint mouth wash.
Test campaign — probably using TV spots — to
begin shortly in New York area with expansion contemplated if test is successful.
PARSONS SPONSOR • Colgate-PalmolivePeet (Lustre Cream shampoo) to sponsor
Louella Parsons on CBS Radio (Tues., 9:309:35 p.m.) starting April 1. Agency: Lennen
& Mitchell, N. Y.
PEARSON TO SPONSOR • Pearson Pharmacal Co., N. Y. (Ennds Chlorophyll deodorant
tablets and Eye-Gene eye drops), to sponsor
Police Story, on CBS-TV, 10-10:30 p.m., beginning April 4. Agency: Harry B. Cohan
Adv., N. Y.

FCC
Budget
Slashed
$1,966,540
essential functions with the funds provided in
IN STINGING initial setback in its quest for
additional funds for fiscal year 1953, FCC was
Big chunks of funds turned down by House
told Friday to do housekeeping job and cut
corners, with nearly $2 million less than its
group
concerned moneys for additional monitorthe bill."
ing stations. FCC had asked for an increase
budget request [B»T, Jan. 28, see FCC moneys
story, page 29].
of $1,142,041 for field engineering and monitoring. Actually, Commission also had asked for
House Appropriations Committee approved
$202,303 more for operation of broadcast activiits Subcommittee on Independent Offices'
ties. Therefore, at quick glance, it looked Frirecommendation that FCC get $6,108,460 for
its 1953 fiscal operation, sum that is $1,966,540
day a? if House's nearly $52,000 concession for
processing of TV applications was far cry from
less than President Truman's request. It also
FCC request.
falls $7,190 under what FCC is operating on
in fiscal 1952.
House committee's approval of quarter-million dollars for monitoring stations is for new
Economy-minded House, however, added
equipment for existing stations.
$51,810 "for new positions in connection with
In report. House committee said in effect
FCC would have to economize down line in
TV applicant processing" and also "$125,000
for the acquisition of new equipment at existall its activities and absorb pay increases
ing [monitoring] stations." Report also said:
granted last year, but which ordinarily would
"The committee appreciates the heavy workmount FCC's pay bill for 1953. At same time
load presently being carried by this CommisHouse Friday passed Third Supplemental Apsion. However, under existing economic conpropriation which means nearly half-million
dollars which FCC went into red in order to
ditions, funds can not be provided to increase
pay for 1952 increases will go off the books.
appropriations for any peace-time agency, and
it requests the Commission to regulate its work
for more AT DEADLINE turn page ^
in such manner as will permit performance of
March 17, 1952
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Closed
Circuit
(Continued from page 5)

NBC

SPAC

N. Y. EDUCATIONAL TV
COMMISSION PROPOSED
TEMPORARY commission to protect and
develop
state's
in educational
TV
allocations
was interests
introduced
in New York
legislature Thursday night, Dr. Lewis A.
Wilson, commissioner of education, said Friday (see story page 77).
Commission would be "authorized and empowered to make and sign any agreements and
perform any acts" necessary to fulfill its function: "to develop such plans or arrangements
as may be desirable or appropriate for the
allocation, operation, management, control,
and use of television facilities for educational
and cultural purposes."
Introduced by assembly rules committee
with backing of Dewey administration, bill is
expected to be passed before legislature adjourns this week, thus providing agency to act
immediately when an anticipated FCC allocation of educational TV channels is made.
Legislation was worked out "very harmoniously," Dr. Wilson said. "We exeited no pressure, but just suggested what we considered
a protective move."
With an appropriation of $25,000 to cover
staff expenses, the 15-member commission
would be composed of legislative leaders, a
member each of the board of regents and board
of trustees of State U., state budget director,
commerce commissioner, plus seven other appointees.
Commission would be required to report by
Feb. 10, 1953, on study of proposed uses of
educational TV, desirability of government
operation of outlets, feasability of private
institution operation, and financing of station
construction and operation.
WORLD WEEK
WORLD broadcasting system. New York, last
week produced 12 new selections by Eddy
Howard, 16 by Ray Bloch, 10 by David Rose,
and picked up options on the Fontane Sisters
for 30 selections during year.
Page 6
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considerate attitude toward new TV grantJ
when they plan construction projects. [
Bernard Joseph, head of NPA broadcast uil
to give major policy talk at NARTB Engine|
ing Conference in Chicago.

COMMITTEE

WITH OUTCOME of voting on radio representative from District 3 still undecided, annual
elections of NBC's Stations Planning and Advisory Committee have returned five committeemen from 1951 SPAC and named six new
members for 1952. First meeting of 1952
committee, when officers will be chosen, expected in New York after middle of April.
Re-elected SPAC members representing radio
affiliates: Richard O. Dunning, KHQ Spokane;
Ralph Evans, WHO Des Moines and WOC
Davenport; B. T. Whitmire, WFBC Greenville, S. C.
New members for radio: Robert B. Hanna
Jr., WGY Schenectady; P. A. Sugg, WKY Oklahoma City; Allen M. Woodall, WDAK Columbus, Ga.; Ed Yocum, KGHL Billings, Mont.
Re-elected for TV: Martin Campbell, WFAATV Dallas; E. R. Vadeboncoeur, WSYR-TV
Syracuse.
New membei's for TV: Stanley Hubbard,
KSTP-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul; Lee Wailes,
Fort Industry Co.'s WSPD-TV Toledo.
Members may serve no more than two consecutive years.
District 3 has been through two run-off ballotings, is entering its third. District consists
of Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky, Michigan, western Pennsylvania.
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In this Issue—
The McFarland Bill at last is reported
out by the House Interstate & Foreign
Commerce Committee, but not quite in
the same form it went in. The first
major piece of broadcasting legislation
since passage of the present Communications Act in 1934, the bill may have
to survive conferences between House
and Senate committees before it gets to
a vote on the floor. Page 23.
All-radio Affiliates Committee, preparing
its "final" report for presentation at
full committee meeting in Chicago
March 31, condemns "dangerous practice of permitting major advertisers
to set our rates for us," urges affiliates
to maintain strong bargaining position in i-elations with their networks.
Page 25.
Nine big sponsors are revising radio and
television network plans, and additionally three major agency switches
are in the works. Page 23.
Some big jobs changed hands last week.
Adrian Murphy, president of CBS
Labs, became president of CBS Radio,
replacing Howard S. Meighan who returned to general executive group of
overall CBS corporation. Harry Bannister, general manager of WWJ-AMFM-TV Detroit, joined NBC— probably as station relations chief replacing Carleton D. Smith who is expected
to move into the NBC owned and
operated station set-up. Page 25.
Ernie, the Hamburger King, sells 1,200
of his overstuffed 'burgers per day.
He gives radio advertising most of the
credit for his volume. Page 26.
"Peer Gynt," telecast in three parts on
NBC-TV, adds up to an interesting
experiment and prodigious production
job, buttionsB*T's
about thereviewer
choice has
of reservavehicle.
Page 50.
One of several problems holding up comFCC's
TV allocations
is concernpletion ofofthesome
Commissioners
that
large area coverage of VHF stations
might make those channels so desirable nobody would want UHF. Page
77.
Prospective TV broadcasters so far are
finding regional airspace committees — composed of CAA, military and civilian
pilot organizations and private flying
groups — cooperative in figuring out
where to place high television towers.
Page 77.
A House subcommittee intends this week
to look into the military recruiting
advertising plans. Page 3U.
Upcoming
Mar. 17-20: Annual Electronics Parts Show,
Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago.
Mar. 19: NARTB-sponsored Business Trends
Committee, Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
Mar. 19-21: Assn. of National Advertisers,
The Homestead, Hot Springs, Va.
Mar. 20-21: Alabama Broadcasters Assn.
Buena Vista Hotel, Biloxi, Miss.
Mar. 30-April 2: NARTB 30th annual convention, Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago.
(Other Upcomings page 36)

DESPITE chronic sniping on Capitol
Voice of America and other U. S. informati
activities may fare better on '53 budget tl
last year. At least, House Appropriations s
committee is set to recommend more funds
report to full committee shortly. Progr
drew $94 million in '51, asks $133,272;
after July 1, with $30 million for radio bro
casting and $36 million-plus for new facilit
IF VOA money boost materializes, credit w
large assists: (1) Congressional look-see
USCG Courier, first seagoing radio relay
tion, and (2) reorganization of U. S. ope
tions under new International Informat
Administration. Latter served to answer sc
Hill clamor for stronger Voice in psychologi
warfare.
MOVE underfoot in Bryson Judiciary subcc
mittee that could raise price of cost of ma
factured records. While House group
been concerned mostly with juke box revei
problem, newly injected request for incree
in composer return from manufacturer ter
tively slated for hearing March 21. Auth(
ties say if proposals click in Congress
become law, radio-TV industry could be
indirectly with higher costs.
CBS, IBEW NEGOTIATING
TECHNICIAN CONTRACT
NEGOTIATIONS started last week by
and IBEW looking toward new contract co^0
ing technical personnel of network and
radio and television stations. Employes
operating on basis of expired 1950 contr
Negotiations had been held up by NLRB e
tion last January which gave IBEW vict
over NABET, 616 to 177, according to IBE
New wage proposals include increase ra
ing up to $40. Union also asking changes
working conditions to spell' out on paper n
conferred (Wt-v
covering
last week TVandactivity.
resume Parties
this afternoon
day). William Fitts, CBS attorney, heads
work's conferees. Appearing for union
Albert 0. Hardy, international representa
in charge of broadcasting and recording;
sell D. Lighty, international representat
and representatives of all locals involved.
NASSER BRIEF
GEORGE and James Nasser, film produc
brief
Angeles
in Los
last S.Friday
tcy filed
n-bankrup
gov -C
asking
referee-i
U.
n
Federatio
ment relief from American
Musicians' demands for 5% of grosses real
from old theatrical movies sold to TV and
product also must be completely rescc
Nassers, contesting legality of AFM dema
asked court to reject executory dema
Brothers plan to release four feature
to TV which were returned to them by Un
Artists through court order [B»T, March
UA plans to appeal court decision. AFM
tered show-cause petition seeking to rest
Nassers from releasing those films to TV v
recording fund cont
they sign union 5% to
TV. Hearing
established movies
Nasser brief
when
Friday
last
docketed
filed.

for more AT DEADLINE see page 110
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THE NEWSWEEKLY OF RADIO AND TELEVISION
Published Weekly by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Executive, Editorial, Advertising and Circulation OfFicet:
870 National Press BIdg.
Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone ME 1022
IN-THIS eROApCASTING
DEPARTMENTS

BOXSCORP

J 6 A.M. — 12 Noon
I Mon. thru Fri.

WPRO's share of audience (36.8%) is 69.6%
greater than the second-place station, and is
20.7% larger than the COMBINED audience
of the No. 3 and 4 stations.
12 Noon — 6 P.M.
Mon. thru Fri.

AFTERNOON

WPRO's share of audience (38.3%) is 33.0%
greater than the second-place station, and is
9.1% larger than the COMBINED audience of
the No. 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 stations.

EVENING

6 P.M.— 10:30 P.M.
Sun. thru Sat.

WPRO's share of audience (31.0%) is in a
photo-finish with station B (31.1%) . . . 67.6%
greater than station No. 3 and 98.7% greater
than station No. 4.
* Source; C. E. Hooper, Inc.

but that's only HALF

the story

— the Providence-Pawtucket half! Another of
America's major marketing areas, Fall RiverNew Bedford, Mass., relies on WPRO for its
popular CBS and local programs. WPRO's
powerful 5000 watts on 630 kc cover this rich
New England market with a signal greater
than 2 millivolts.
WPRO Offers You DOUBLE Major-Market
Coverage — HIGHEST Ratings — The MOST
at LOWEST COST-PER-1000!
Listeners

listeners are customers!

BUY BASIC.

WPROk«
PROVIDENCE 630 KC 5000 W

REPRESENTED
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Editorial
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FCC Roundup
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Film Report
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Radiorama
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Upcoming
TELECASTING Starts on page 75
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VyASHIJJGjIpivl >HEADQUA«TERS
SOL TAISHOFF, Editor and Publisher
EDITORIAL: ART KING, Managing Editor; EDWIN H.
JAMES, Senior Editor; J. Frank Beatty, Earl B.
Abrams, Associate Editors; Fred Fitzgerald, Assistant
Managing Editor; Dave Berlyn, Assignment Editor;
Lawrence Christopiier, Technical Editor. STAFF:
John H. Kearney, Patricia Kielty, Jotin Osbon,
Keith Trantow.
EDITORIALJeanASSISTANTS:'
Pat
Kowalczyk,
Don Mortimer,
D. Statz, Hilda
Toler; Gladys L. Hall, Secretary to the Publisher.
BUSINESS:
MAURY
LONG,
Business Manager;
Manager;George
Winfield
R. Levi,
Assistant
Advertising
L. Dant, Adv. Production Manager; Harry Stevens,
Classified Advertising Manager; Eleanor Schadi,
Doris Kelly, Betty Krebs; B. T. Taishoff, Treasurer:
Irving C. Miller, Auditor and Office Manager; Eunice
Weston, Assistant Auditor.
CIRCULATION
AND READERS'
COSGROVE. Manager;
Doris J. SERVICE:
Buschling,JOHN
Ruth W.P.
Davis, Madeleine Tress, Elwood M. Slee, Clyde
Baker.
NEW yORK BUREAUir 488 Madison Ave., Zone 22,
Plaza 5-S355; EDITORIAL:
Rufus Crater, New
York Editor; Florence Small, Agency Editor; Dorothy Munster, William Ruchti, Liz Thackston.
Bruce Robertson, Senior Associate Editor.
ADVERTISING: S. J. PAUL, Advertising Director;
Eleanor R. Manning, Assistant to Advertising Director; Kenneth Cowan, Advertising Representative.
CHICAGO BUREAU
360 N. Michigan Ave., Zone 1, |
CEntral 6-4115; William H. Shaw, Midwest Advertising Representative; Jane Pinkerton, News Editor.
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU
Taft Building, Hollywood
and Vine. Zone 28, HEmpstead 8181; David Glickman. West Coast Manager; Marjorie Ann Thomas.
TORONTO:
417 Harbour Commission, EMpire 4-0775
James
Montagnes.
Annual subscription for 52 weekly issues $7.00.
Annual subscription including BROADCASTING Yearbook (53rd issue) $9.00, or TELECASTING Yearbook
(54th issue) $9.00.
Annual subscription to BROADCASTING • TELECASTING including 54 issues $11.00.
Add $1.00 per year for Canadian and foreign postage.
Regular issue 35^ per copy; 53rd and 54th issues $5.00
per copy.
Address Change: Please advise promptly, giving both
delivery.
old
and new addresses, to maintain uninterrupted
Broadcasting • Magazine was founded in 1931 by
Broadcasting Publications Inc., using the title:
Broadcasting • — The News Magazine of the Fifth
Estate
BroadcastReporter
Advertising
• was acquired in 1932
and Broadcast
in 1933.
• Reg. U. S. Patent Office
Copyright 1952 by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
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Will

they

inherit

You wouldn't want to leave a socialistic America to your
children. Most Americans wouldn't.
But you may — without realizing it. For socialism wears
many false faces. You can't always tell it at a glance.
It's socialism, for example, when the federal government
takes over for keeps the rights and responsibilities of its
citizens on any pretext.
It's socialism when the government steps into and takes over
a business or industry.
It's socialism when people urge you to give up the freedom
to run your own life and let the government run it for you.
Today in America, there are people who would like to
see an all-powerful federal government own and operate
our railroads, our medical profession, our electric light

"MEET CORLISS ARCHER"
CBS — Sundays
9 P. M., Easiern Time.
Look for the
"ELECTRIC THEATRE"
on Television.

BROADCASTING
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socialism?

and power companies and other businesses and services.
Perhaps they're not all socialists, but what they suggest
is socialism — even though they never call it that.
And they'll have their way unless you act now. Here's
what you can do: Start thinking of your future and
your children's. Exercise your rights as a citizen.
Discuss this danger with your friends and neighbors.
Use your ballot wisely. And above all, learn to recognize socialism behind the many false faces it wears.
• • • •
America's
business -managed,
tax -paying ELECTRIC
Light and Power Companies* publish this advertisement to expose some of the many disguises behind
which socialism operates in this country.
^Names on request from this ynagazine

Electric power is the key to U. S. production strength. We need
more and more of it to produce more steel, aluminum and other materials, and to make them into more planes, ships, tanks and guns.
America's electric light and power companies have planned ahead
to have enough electricity ready on time to meet foreseeable demands.
They'll have it ready . . .if their suppliers can get the steel and
other materials they need to finish the new power plants, new lines
and equipment they've started.
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FRANK J. REYNOLDS, vice chairman of board of directors, Albert
Frank-Guenther Law Inc., N. Y., elected agency president succeeding
J. M. HICKERSON who resigned [B»T, March 3].
A. E. HANSER, account supervisor, Biow Co., N. Y., elected vice president.
THOMAS MULGREW, Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago,
to Ivan Hill Adv., same city, as member of executive
staff. W. C. ANDERSON, F.C.&B., S. F., to Emil
Reinhardt Adv., Oakland, Calif., as account executive.

HAROLD R. OHLEYER, vice president of Knox-Reeves I '
Adv., S. F., to J. Walter Thompson Co., that city, as
account executive.
Mr. Hanser

FLOYD HOLM, manager, Compton Adv., Hollywood,
elected vice president.

JANE LEIDER, media director, Harrington-Richards, L. A., division of \ '
Fletcher
capacity. D. Richards Inc., to Yambert-Prochnow, Beverly Hills, in similar 1 '

on all accounts
The two pig-type cliaracters may su{;gest
a couple of time salesmen just back from
a two-week agency trip, but actually it's
just a pair of potential participants praying for a de-emphasis on college football.
You can't blame anybody for trying to
avoid a kicking around, least of all an
advertiser. So . . . next time you're placing a schedule in Oklahoma

City remem-

ber it's just about like doing business
anyplace else . . . you have to know the
right people . . . and KOMA

is the

station that has the acquaintance

you

need. Our SO kilowatts have made a lot
of friends in the many years they've been
in business in Oklahoma. Use them to introduce your client's product to the right
people.

KOMA
50,000
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CBS

vice
, Robinson
presidentG.of EVER
PriceETT,
ROBERT
,e Chicago, is an ac& Frank
count executiv who takes his own
product copy seriously at home as
well as at the office.

appointed Olmstead & Foley as
agency and worked on distribution
of flour and feed products in four
Northwest states — and Pennsylvania. He has never solved the
mystery of just how distribution
jumped over the states between
Minnesota and Pennsylvania.
After being drafted into the
Navy on V-E Day, he spent 12
months studying radio and supervising separation procedures before returning to King Midas in the
spring of 1946.
following
year The
he

Executive
Quakerhe Oats'
Aunt
Jemima
cake onmixes,
frequently
stirs up batches of silver cake and
devil's food. His wife, typically,
adds the frosting.
Bob Everett has been operating
at high gear in a cloud of flour
dust for some 13
years. It all started
in 1939 when he
joined Hutchinson
Adv. Co., Minneapolis, which handled
the Pillsbury business as the forerunn e r to McCannErickson there.
Mr. Everett began
his advertising
chores in black and
white, in which he
had been involved
less remuneratively
at Coe College as
business manager of
the paper. A Sigma
Nu and commerce
Mr. EVERETT
major, in
he 1936.
was gx-aduated
His
first job was for the Minneapolis
Star, working in circulation, business management and mei'chandising for two years.
From Hutchinson he went to
King Midas Flour Mills, also in
Minneapolis, as advertising manager. Responsible for organizing
the first advertising department, he

joined General Mills
advertasi sai nproduct
g manager,
supervising Apple
Pye
CrockerQuick,
soups, Betty
Kix,

the cake mixes and
Softasilk cake flour
in the grocery products division. Television hadn't entered
the living
room days,
picture in those
but Mr. Everett
worked on radio
with all four General Mills agencies.
In 1949 he went to
Chicago and the C.
J. LaRoche Co.,
which handled part of the Quaker
Oats account. He remained as a
vice president and a Quaker Oats
account executive when the agency
became Price, Robinson & Frank a
few months later.
A "field worker" as much as a
(Continued on page 61)
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HAL GARDNER, vice president of Meldrum & Fewsmith, Cleveland, to
executive staff of W. Earl Bothwell Co., N. Y.; KIRBY KATZ, Biow Co.,
N. Y., named Bothwell copy director; ROBERT FINE, Food Fair Stores,
Phila., appointed to merchandising staff and LEONARD McMAHON,
Malap Adv., Kansas City, joins Bothwell research staff.

msTAimm

# # #

EMMETT C. McGAUGHEY, Southern California manager, Cappel MacDonald & Co., to Erwin, Wasey & Co., as executive vice president in
charge of Pacific Coast operations.
WALLACE V. MACKAY, GERALD A. HOECK and MARLOWE
TUNG named general partners in Wallace Mackay Co., Seattle.

HAR-

WILFRED CHARLAND, vice president in charge of radio and television,
McKim Adv. Toronto, named director.
PAUL HOGUE, copy department, McCann-Erickson, N. Y., to writing
staff, Morey, Humn & Johnston, that city.
WILLIAM A. WILKINSON, vice president, Foote, Cone & Belding, L. A.,
retired March 15 but continues as consultant on Sunkist Growers Inc.
account (oranges, lemons).
LEON GREENFIELD and MURRAY FIRESTONE, Ralph A. Hart Adv.,
Phila., to Ernest Greenfield Adv., that city, as vice president-art director and director of radio-TV respectively.
ELMER PIZZL Al Paul Lefton Co., Phila., to art department of Gray &
Rogers, same city.
PEORIA'S OWN
RAILROAD
LINKS EAST AND WEST

RAYMOND J. VISCARDL vice president of Dundon Assoc., N. Y., to
William Wilbur Adv., that city, in same capacity.
BERNARD E. HOWARD, account supervisor, Campbell-Mithun, Minneapolis, elected vice president.
JAMES R. MILLER announces formation of his own agency, Miller &
Co., 120 Sixth Ave. North, Seattle. Account executives will be J. C.
GROVER, H. L. LEVERS and H. J. GOREN, all Seattle advertising men.
PAUL M. CRAMER, manager of media and research, Griswold-Eshleman
Co., Cleveland, named director of research. Media department will be
headed by WILLIAM A. WEAVER, assistant to the agency's president.
JACK MILLER, manager of commercial art department, KLAC-TV
Hollywood, to Jack Vaughan Adv., Burbank, Calif., as production manager and media director.
BUCKINGHAM GUNN, Foote, Cone & Belding, and PHILIP M. WHITE,
Calkins & Holden, Carlock, McClinton & Smith, both Chicago, are chairman and vice chairman respectively of city's Cancer Crusade.
JAMES O. HANLEY, staff writer, Minneapolis Tribune, to Alfred Colle
Adv., Minneapolis, as copywriter.
BURLINGHAM-GROSSMAN Adv., Chicago, elected to membership in
the American Assn. of Adv. Agencies.
EDGAR C. PIERCE, director, KFI Hollywood, to Geoffrey Wade Adv.,
that city, as agency supervisor of KNBH (TV) Alka Seltzer Newspa-per
of the Air.
HAROLD

KIRSCH Co., St. Louis, moves office to 8417 Delaire Blvd.

DOROTHY LEARY, personnel manager, George Jensen Inc., N. Y., to
Ted Bates & Co., that city, in similar capacity.
DENNIS Adv., Glendale, Calif., moves to 4564 York Blvd., that city.
Telephone is Albany 2367.

Toledo, Peoria and Western Railroad by-passes congested
big-city terminals, providing a "time cushion" for freight
schedules. Peoria's own railroad, the Prairie Marksman, is
a shortcut between east and west and makes Peoria a "hub"
of freight traffic.

WMBD
Rich

Dominate^
Peoriareci

the

Market

WMBD

is the "hub" of radio listening in all the Peoriarea
to direct sales results. WMBD's
and provides the shortcut
ability to sell goods and services to consumers in the Peoria
market has been proven time after time.
IT'S SALES RESULTS THAT COUNT! Ask the people
at Cohen Furniture Co., on the air with WMBD for twenty
years. Ask the people at Maxon Inc., agency for Stag Beer,
who just received their class "A" half-hour for the third
straight year. Ask your Free & Peters Colonel about WMBD
... /or 25 years First in the Heart of Illinois.
CHARLES C. CALEY, President and
General Manager
DON D. KYNASTON, Director of Sales
See free & Peters

HARRY G. WILLIS & Assoc., Glendale, Calif., moves to 404 E. Broadway. Telephone is Chapman 5-3325.
KNOX

REEVES

F. R. PERSHALL
Agencies.

Adv. closes San Francisco branch April 1.
Co., Chicago, elected to American Assn. of Advertising

JOHN L. HALPIN
207 State St.
BROADCASTING

FIRST in the
Heart of Illinois

PEORIA
CBS Affiliate
5000 Watts

Adv., Schenectady, moves to larger quarters at
• Telecastine
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THE

BARN

DANCE"

LARGE

26

half-hour

AH

films

with

an

METRO-

POLITAN CENTERS-doing

an out-

standing selling job in 28 markets— a
show that really "rates":

wow-TV,

Omaha-30.9

WBTV, Charlotte-42.6
WWJ -TV, Detroit- 1 1.5
WAFM-TV, Birmingham-2 1 .0
IT'S A FACT THAT "COUNTRY" ENTERTAINMENT
IS TREMENDOUSLY POPULAR NATIONALLY-

And here's what a leading trade publication
recently said about Old American Barn Dance:
"... ingredients necessary to capture bigcity audiences as well as those in the
rural areas ..."BILLBOARD— March 1st.

• Folk records are the largest sellers in the U. S.
• More and more "Pop" artists are cutting country tunes —
scrambling to get aboard the "hillbilly" bandwagon.
• Barn Dance Entertainers are in Show Biz' "Big Time"
(Tennessee Ernie, Capitol recording star and another "Old
American Barn Dance" name has guested on the Frank
Sinatra show and headUned long engagements at New
York's famous "Copacobana").
In May the Astor Roof, New York City, goes "country"!

UTP

Page 12
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Candy Mountain Girls
Sandy, Corky and Mar)
jane. on
Featured
cially
NBC, commel
CBS.

Largest Distributor of Quaiity TV Films
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M

BC

OR

BOUGHT

IT

CHICAGO

!

r.
J

iRICA

N

BARN

DANCE

:duced by KLING-UNITED STUDIOS
starring
!AII-Star"

Barn

Dance

as emcee

cast
BILL

BAILEY

famous from coast-to-coast as headliner on "National Barn Dance",
"Hoosier Hop" and the "CBS Saturday Night Party" — many others.

SWING

YOUR

SALES WITH

"THE OLD AMERICAN

BARN

DANCE"
United

Phone, wrife, wire
Television
TEX WILLIAMS
Star of "Riverside Rancho", NBC.
Recording star of "Smoke, Smoke,
Smoke" fame.

Programs,

444 Madison Avenue
360 North Michigon
140 North Lo Breo

PEE WEE KING
Heads the No. \ Western Band
In the country. Wrote, popularized "Tennessee Waltz", "Slow
Poke" and many other hits.
BROADCASTING
1
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Inc.

New York • PL 3-4620
Chicago • CE 6-0041
Hollywood • WE 8-9181

Other outstanding UTP releases— Royal Playhouse •Movie Quick Quiz • Hollywood OffSeal • Rebound • Sleepy Joe • The Chimps
Double Play with Durocher and Day • others.
Exclusive distributor for Bing Crosby Enterprises,
Walter Schwimmer Productions, and others.
March 17, 1952
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E

NEEDLE!

Vlce-Pres. Gen'l. Mgr.
Associated Program Service 151 W. 46th. N.Y. 19

April-May- June
What are the big promotion days
. . . the special selling events and
unusual program possibilities of
these next three months? What's
the expiration date of a 13-week
contract signed during this
period? The answers, plus lots
of other useful sales-program
data, can be found in the secondquarter APS calendar, now enroute to all our subscribers and
many other broadcasters who like
and use it. If you're using the first
quarter and haven't written to request the balance just drop us a
card.
What Have We Done?
NARTB Convention-time marks a
yearly anniversary in radio. That's
when we meet and greet old
friends and new ones, and it's
doubly pleasant because it's the
anniversary of the starting-date
of so many of our good subscribers. As we get ready to pack up
our library and ship it to Chicago
for inspection by another crop of
interested broadcasters, we find
ourselves jotting down the things
we've done since "Convention-'51."
Here are some:
— Made sales training history
with 14 different monthly transcribed sales meetings, now being listened to by more than
1,000 active radio people every
single month.
— Tossed precedent out the
window by making it possible
for broadcasters to use sections
of the jumbo APS library at
rates that start at $19.50 per
month.
— Added such great stars as
Rosemary Clooney, Guy Mitchell, Denny Vaughn and others,
to what is now the greatest
roster of talent in any one
library.
— Traveled across thousands of
miles of the U.S. and Canada
visiting hundreds of operators
and working with many, many
more at state association meet-

ings, sales clinics, ad clubs, etc.
— Stored up hundreds of experiences, anecdotes and onthe-spot observations for release to broadcasters in future
issues of "The Needle!" and
forthcoming sales meetings.
— Issued a sparkling pronunciation guide for announcers.
— Finished work on a special
catalog of production music
that will be a basic desk-tool
in every APS station.
— Stream-lined our own organization to make it possible for
us to hold the APS price line —
for now at least!
All these things — and many more
— come from our 1951 day book.
It's been a good year, and we
earnestly
hope you'll
us start
an even better
one athelp
NARTB
on
March 31-April 2. We'll all be
there in Room 582A at the Conrad
Hilton.
Who'll be There?
Here are some of the folks you'll
enjoy meeting at the APS-NARTB
exhibit:
—Andy Wiswell, APS Vice
President and Recording Director. Certainly the top man in
his field in the transcription industry— we think he's tops,
period.
— John Andrus, Treasurer of
our parent company, Muzak
Corporation. He's a pioneer in
this field, and his outlook on
business in general is better
than a Washington Newsletter.
—Bill Houghton, APS Service
Manager, has dealt with just
about every station in the nation— our prospects and our subscribers! Handsome bachelor,
too!
—Ed Hochhauser, Jr., APS
Sales Chief. Like most salesmen,
he has more friends than customers, but he'llup. be trying to
balance things
— Mitch, who gets most of the
credit while everybody else does
all the work!
Come see us!

ASSOCIATED
PROGRAM
SERVICE
151 W. 46th Street, New York
PImo 7-7710
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Rah, Rah, Yearbook
EDITOR:
AS BOOK REVIEW EDITOR OF JOURNALISM QUARTERLY WOULD LIKE TO
REVIEW TELECASTING YEARBOOK
WHICH I FEEL IS MORE VALUABLE
THAN MOST BOOKS PUBLISHED. . . .
FRED SIEBERT
U. OF ILLINOIS
CHAMPAIGN, ILL.
^

Everybody's Happy
EDITOR:
We at WCCM would like to commend you for the excellent manner
in which you handled the story of
WCCM and industry which appeared in your Feb. 25 issue.
Since its publication, WCCM has
received many letters and queries
from others in the broadcasting
field relative to further details
concerning WCCM's time sales to
industry. The article also drew a
lot of favorable comment from our
business friends in this area.
George H. Jaspert
President
WCCM Lawrence, Mass.
Who, Us?
EDITOR:
United Press says your fine publication isplanning on doing something about "the whole question of
broadcasting's place in the news
gathering
family."
May I hope
this is correct. May
I also hope you are not going to
do a little bit. It's already late but
it's not too late. Let's hope what
you can arouse the industry to do
will not be too little. . . .
Rogan
Jones
President
KVOS Bellingham, Wash.
[EDITOR'S sumptuous
NOTE:
are not
preenough to We
be taking
on such
an overwhelming problem. UP quoted
an editorial in B«T March 3 which said
that Speaker
Rayburn's
ban Itcould
bring
this question
to a head.
now
appears
this
potential
will
not that
be
realized unless broadcasters see
it is; see editorial page 58 this issue.]
History Lessons
EDITOR:
I do not know whether or not you
realize it, but the section of your
Oct. 16, 1950, Twentieth Anniversary issued headed "Two Exciting
Decades" has been a most valuable
reference work for anyone who has
to make talks in public from time
to time on this business of broadcasting.

der if you have ever thought of
bringing out an annual edition,
covering the events of each year;
so that this history of broadcasting could be kept perpetually up
to date. . . .
E.J. Gluck
Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
WSOC Charlotte, N. C.
[EDITOR'S
Though
annual
report of theNOTE:
kind Mr.
Gluckno suggests
is now planned, the yearly Highlights
appearing
in the BROADCASTING
and
serve TELECASTING
his purpose.] YEARBOOKS may
*
Ground
EDITOR:

* *

Floor

. . . Northwest Broadcasting
School of Portland, Ore., realizing
the tremendous impact of television
in educational selling, has directed
[our] agency to place tentative
orders with television stations apDon Kneass, school supervisor,
plicants.
said in part: "We want to be among
the first advertisers on television
when it reaches Portland. We have
therefore directed our agency to
reserve television time for us and
developmats." . .suitable
program for.
W. A. Sawyer
Director
W. A. Sawyer Agency
Portland, Ore.
Thank- You
EDITOR:

Footnote

"Wherever you go, there's radio."
Many of the nation's largest stations are prefacing their station
treaks with this statement . . .
Every time I heard a station use
it or I read it in print I felt I had
been brought face to face with a
six-year-old with its front teeth
out. Something was missing . . .
Suddenly it dawned on me. Of
course, the sponsor! . . .
Many in radio have for too long
a time looked upon the sponsor
with apathy, forgetting that good .
programming, as well as novel
ways toto the
present
product
public, the
have sponsor's
all been
made . possible
by the sponsor's
check
..
We at KWBC, in our small way,
salute the many men who supported
radio in its infancy, kept faith with
it through the lean years, until
it was old enough to vote, as well
as those who will pay its salary
during its manhood. With this
in mind, when we make our station breaks at KWBC, we say:
"Wherever you go, there's radio,
thanks Charles
to advertising."
D. Hobbie
Promotion Manager
KWBC Fort Worth

It also serves as a most valuable source of material for checking back occasionally to find when
a certain incident occurred. I wonBROADCASTING
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AMPEX

ELECTRIC

CORPORATION

.......

Redwood

City, California

nem

business

NATIONAL BISCUIT Co., N. Y., to launch national campaign for
Nabisco Premium and Snow Flake Saltine crackers. Campaign includes
Spot
announcements
on 189 stations carrying Arthur Godfrey's morning show
on CBS Radio plus more than 275 spots in selected markets. Agency:
McCann-Erickson, N. Y.
SICKS' SEATTLE BREWING AND MALTING Co., Seattle, starts spot
campaign for Rainier beer on 21 Washington radio stations. Agency:
Miller & Co., Seattle. JAMES R. MILLER is account executive.
BARNEY'S CLOTHES, N. Y., places 25 spot announcements on WNBC
New York for 13 weeks in addition to present advertising on WNEW,
WMCA and WINS, all New York. Agency: Emit Mogul Co., N. Y.
MILLER BREWING Co., Milwaukee, to sponsor daily five minute weather
programs on all stations of Alaska Broadcasting Co. NORTHWEST
AIRLINES to sponsor 9 a.m. Sunday news on stations in Anchorage,
Fairbanks and Seward. Agency for Miller: Mathisson & Assoc., Milwaukee. Agency for Northwest: Cunningham & Walsh, N. Y.
\
J. E. MORSE & Co., Halifax (tea), has started spot announcements on.
eastern Canadian stations. Agency: Imperial Adv., Halifax.
A/atwotk
millions

millions

listen

ARMSTRONG CORK Co., Lancaster, Pa., renews Armstrong's Theatrt
of Today, Saturday, 12-12:30 p.m. EST, on CBS Radio for 52 weeks
Agency: BBDO, N. Y.
CLAROL Inc., Stamford, Conn, (women's hair preparation), starts Let'i
Go Hollywood on 10 CBS California radio stations, Sun. 10:15-10:30 p.m
PST, for 52 weeks from April 6. Agency: Shevlo Inc., N. Y.
CARTER PRODUCTS Inc., N. Y. moves City Hospital from ABC-TV tc
CBS-TV effective March 25. Show will alternate with Schick Inc.'s CHm<
Syndicated Tues., 9-9:30 p.m. EST. Agency for Carter Products: Sullivan
Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, N. Y.
GILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR Co. and R. J. REYNOLDS Co. sponsoring
five minute warm-ups and five minute summaries respectively before anc
after MBS's Game of the Day [B»T, Feb. 25, 11]. Gillette will use time
7 days per week; Reynolds, six day. Remaining time sold by MBS t<
GENERAL MILLS for Wheaties. Agency for Gillette and its subsidiary
Toni Co., which shares sponsorship : Maxon Inc. Agency for Reynolds
William Esty & Co., same city. Agency for General Mills: Knox-Reeve;
Adv., N. Y.

buy!

Each radio home in WJR's coverage area
spends almost 1,000 dollars a year on
food!
% ofTotal
National
Population 12,601,300 8.3
Radio Homes 3,784,170 8.1
Food Sales
$3,266,766,000 9.4
Get your share of the tremendous
food sales in the Michigan-Great
Lakes area. Pre-sell these radio
families on your products ... by
using WJR, the station with the
greatest coverage in this area.
For specific success stories in this
t
large food market, write WJR or WJR Detroit
see your, Edward Petry repreThe Goodwtif'Sfvtion ^
sentative today.
CBS Networic
Radio
50,000Clearwatts
Ctiar}ne!
Remember . . . millions buy
WJR-advertised products!
Radio Greatest
— Americans
Advertising Medium
Represented nationally by
Edward Petry & Company
WJR Eastern Sales Offica:
665 Fihh Ave., New York
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REICHHOLD CHEMICALS Inc., Detroit, adds five stations to America's
Town Meeting, ABC-TV, Sun., 6:30-7 p.m., increasing number of outlet;
to 13. Agency: MacManus, John & Adams, Detroit.
GENERAL FOODS Corp., N. Y., to replace Hopalong Cassidy ef¥ectiv(
March 22 with Tarzan series, Sat., 8:30-9 p.m., CBS Radio. Agency:
Foote, Cone & Belding, N. Y.
STANLEY DRUG PRODUCTS, Portland (specialty drug products)
starts Command Theatre on 28 Columbia Pacific Network stations, Sun.
1:30-2 p.m. PST, for 52 weeks from March 16. Agency: Edward S 80
Kellogg Co., L. A.
LEWIS HOWE, St. Louis (Tums) replaces Turn's Hollyivood Theatre
with Barrie Craig, Confidential Investigator on 25 Trans-Canada net
work stations, Tues. 8:30-9 p.m. Agency: Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
Toronto.
KNOX GELATINE Co., Johnstown, N. Y., to sponsor 8:45-55 a.m. Monda;
segment of NBC-TV's Today effective March 24. Agency: William H
Weintraub & Co., N. Y.

i
■Oppoint
■O^^n
G.
H. cij
P. CIGAR
Co., ment
subsidiary
of Consolidated Cigar Corp., N. Y
appoints William H. Weintraub & Co., same city.
ELECTRONIC SPECIALTY Co., Glendale, Calif., (Shavex electrij
shaver), appoints Factor-Breyer Inc., L. A.
EMENEL Co., Loma Linda, Calif, (vitamins), appoints Harry G. Willi
& Assoc., Glendale.
QUALITY BAKERS OF AMERICA COOPERATIVE Inc. (Sunbearl
(Continued on page i8)
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f

GENE

ANOTHER business built by
/\ radio is the Gold Leaf Insuiance Co., which this month
completed a full year of advertising over KDYL Salt Lake City.
Fred J. Bacon Jr., president of
the Utah hospital and surgical insurance company, opened his office
early last year. His advertising objectives were threefold : To build a
sales organization; to inform
people that his new health and
surgical insurance policy was available, and to obtain leads on prospective customers.
Today, without having spent a
cent on any medium other than
radio, 17 salesmen are kept busy.
At the outset, Harold Woolley,
KDYL account executive, convinced
Mr. Bacon to begin a spot announcement series on the Will
Wright musical programs. The Old
Corral and Hit Revieiv.
The announcements were scheduled on a daily basis. Monday,
Wednesday and Friday spots were
heard in the period between 6:306:4.5 a.m. Tuesday, Thursday and
Saturday announcements were
aired between 7:45-8 a.m.
KDYL announcements have
drawn from three to 18 leads every
morning. Gold Leaf salesmen closed
out about 85 of these leads.
In midsummer, Mr. Bacon expanded his radio campaign to include announcements on two other
stations in other Utah areas. When
these announcements failed to pro-

ARCHER

WRC's Gene Archer, to
be exact. Gene's delightful mid-day program
features the Cliff Quartette's individual music,
popular records . . .
plus Gene Archer's own
brilliant baritone style.
Participation in this
choice time period (12:30-1:15 PM, Monday
through Friday) promises business in Washington. An impressive list
of current national spots

A birthday cake marks occasion of
Gold Leaf's first anniversary of advertising over KDYL. At informal
ceremony are (I to r) Messrs.
Wright, Woolley and Bacon.
* * *
duce the expected quantity of leads,
Mr. Bacon decided to try recorded
spots by Mr. Wright. Almost immediately the Salt Lake City story
was repeated — the leads started
flowing in.
Mr. Bacon believes that Mr.
Wright has in his voice a quality of
sincerity which inspires trust and
accounts for his success.
Salesmen have repeatedly reported that sales have been closed
more easily because of the trust
and confidence already established
through radio.
To back up his radio leads, Mr.
Bacon has been scrupulous in maintaining that confidence through the
caliber of his operation and his
selection of salesmen.

strictly

IN THE NATION'S CAPITAL
^

in WASHINGTON

ANDREW
5.0110 Watts . 980 KC
Represented by NBC Spot Sales
•
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Tell

Him

DAY

Over

A. McDERMOTT

Toronto
and Sales
Club,Adver
saidtis-to
WHEN ing the
be largest club of its kind
under the British flag, held its

EVERY
WISN.

1

WISN

hy? Because
Programs For

All the People, All
the

Time.

Results

7 ^^-^

A few choice availabilities remain, contact WRC
directly or NBC Spot
Soles.
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ing, But Here in
Milwaukee You Can

Big

Audience

Audience loyalty of
"Here's Archer" offers
an immediate association with a "Name Performer" in the Nation's
Capitol.

FIRST

the Green He's Wear-

WISN's

supports Gene's
amply story.
selling

YOUR BEST BUY IS

Vou Can Tell an
Irishman Today by

Gets

And
Loyal
Real

For You.

business

"salute to radio" luncheon on
J,March 25 in connection with the
annual meeting of the Canadian
Assn. of Broadcasters, the main
organizer of the event was Andrew
Arthur McDermott.
A newspaperman, Andy McDermott got into radio in the depression '30s when he saw western
Canadian daily newspapers losing
circulation while radio stations increased their listening audience by
providing frequent newscasts.
Today, the friendly and hardworking Mr. McDermott is vice
president and general manager of
Radio & Television Sales Inc., Toronto, a firm he founded in 1951
to represent a number of French
language radio stations at Toronto
and Montreal.
He entered radio as a newscaster
about 1930 on the former CHWC
Regina (later merged with CKCK
there). He did an early morning
newscast for which he was paid
(Continued on page 63)

ou'U Like Doing
BusinessWithWISN.
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Webster
has
o
word
for
it

An unabridged dictionary of the glib ad lib, WBT's
Kurt Webster delivers a 46% Share of Audience on his
9 AM audience participation show, "What's Cookin"?"
. . . pulls 507o-plus at 11:30 AM for "Street Man" and
on his "Midnight Dancing Party." Kurt's audience-pulling
power is another reason why advertisers who want to
put in a good word for their products in the Carolinas
naturally turn to WBT and its local personalities.
COLOSSUS

OF THE CAROLINAS

CHARLOTTE,
Jefferson

NORTH

Standard

CAROLINA
Broadcasting

Company

Represented Nationally by CBS Radio Spot Sales
BROADCASTING
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FACILITIES

Typical BASIC BUY station for UHF- complete with RCA
1-kw transmitter and antenna. Delivers up to 20 kw, ERP.
Provides four program services. No local talent or local
pick-ups needed. Size of transmitter, unit arrangement,
and future plans determine the floor area (layout here is
only 30' x 20'). For higher power, add an RCA 10-kw
amplifier to the "1-kw". Add studio facilities any time.

does

^Uy

-with

the

ietMSt

most

the

Wlf

aguigBmcnt

-VHF4FJ-UHF!
4 PROGRAM

SERVICES

— no local studios needed!
^ Network programs
9 Local films (16mm)
# "Stills" from local slide projector
* Test pattern from monoscope
(including individualized station
pattern in custom-built tube)

.HIS PICTURE ILLUSTRATES
T„ is the minimum equipwhat we think
ment a TV station should have to start
with— <«w«^ earn an income. The arrangement can handle any TV show received

from the network and provides station
identification and locally inserted commercials asrequired. In addition, it offers
an independent source of revenue — by
including film and slide facilities for
handling local film shows and spots, or
network shows on kine recordings.
The Basic Buy includes: A transmitter
and an antenna (necessary for any TV
station); monitoring equipment (required by FCC); film and slide equipment (for local programs — and extra
income); monoscope camera for reproducing a test pattern of known quality
(important for good station operation
and as an aid to receiver adjustment);
and a control console that saves operator
time and effort (it enables one technical

man to run the station during nearly
all "on-air" periods).
RCA's Basic Buy can be used in combination with any RCA TV transmitter
and antenna, of any power— VHF or
UHF. Matched design and appearance
make it easy to add facilities any time
(you need never discard one unit of a
basic package). And note this: RCA Basic
Units Are Identical To The RCA
Units Used In The Biggest TV
Stations!
RCA's Basic Buy is already being
adopted by many TV station planners.
Let your RCA Sales Representative
work out a flexible package like this for
you — show you how to do the most with
the least equipment!

This is what the BASIC BUY includes!

RAD
to
CORPORATtOM
BNGIMEERIMG PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT

of

AMERICA
CAMDEN, N.J.

does

a

good

for

Says JOE
President, Monsco
IMPORTANT

T.

job

us

MONSOUR

Supply Company
LOUISIANA

DISTRIBUTOR

As the promotion-minded head of one of the most
successful plumbing-supply houses in the LouisianaArkansas-Texas area, Mr. Joe T. Monsour advertises extensively over KWKH. Here's what he recentlywrote us:

have found that KWKH
goes *A11 Out' to
service our account. Our advertising over this station
has produced outstanding results for the various
nationally-advertised products we distribute. It has
increased our sales volume because of the constant

KWKH DAYTIME BMB MAP
Study No. 2— Spring 1949
KWKH's daytime BMB circulation is 303,230 families,
daytime, in 87 Louisiana, Arkansas and Texas counties.
227,701 or 75.0% of these families are "average daily
listeners". (Nighttime BMB Map shows 268,590 families in
112 Louisiana, Arkansas, Texas, New Mexico, Mississippi
and Oklahoma counties.)

reminder to the public that we desire to serve our
customers with the very best products in the field. In
other words, Radio Station KWKH
is doing such a
good job for us we see no reason for considering
other media»
(Signed) Joe T. Monsour

KWKH
A Shreveport Times Station
M

50,000

Watts

•

CBS

jI^Ll ^Bfck jB

SHREVEPORT
f LOUISIANA
The Branham Company
i /|lk|<<lci^MSi&S
Representatives v
^ ^_r._i
Henry Clay, General Manager

Vol. 42, No. 11
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REVAMP

RADIO HISTORY was wiitten in
the House last Wednesday when
:he Interstate & Foreign Commerce
Committee reported out its own
4-ersion of the Senate-passed McParland bill (S 658) [Closed Circuit, March 10].
House approval of the measure
appeared certain. However, a time
lag is inevitable since first the
committee staff must whip into legislative language the various
changes voted by the Commerce
Committee. Before the bill can
iret to the floor, the House Rules
Committee must clear it.
This is the McFarland bill that
would modernize or "streamline"
FCC procedures. It would accomplish this by overhauling the ComS 658 Legislative Record
McFARLAND BILL was passed
twice in the Senate, as S 1973 and
as a rider to HR 4251, Aug. 9,
1949 and July 26, 1950, respectively
in the 81st Congress. Following is
chronology of McFarland Bill action in the 82d Congress (1951-52) :
# Jan. 23, 1951— New bill
(S 658) introduced by Senate Majority Leader Ernest W. McFai-land
(D-Ariz.) and identical to Sen. McFarland's bill in 81st Congress.
# Jan 24, 1951— S 658 reported
unanimously by Senate Interstate
& Foreign Commerce Committee.
: 0 Feb. 5, 1951 — Senate passed
Is 658.

House

munications Act enacted in 1934.
It is the legislation that passed
the Senate four times since 1949
(see "S 658 Legislative Record,"
this page), but never got past the
House committee in its many trips
to the lower chamber.
Chairman Robert Crosser's (DOhio) committee action was without precedent. It was the first
time the committee has taken an
affirmative stand on the only
major piece of broadcast legislation in nearly two decades.
Whether the bill will have
smooth sailing from this point on,
was a matter of opinion last week.
Authorities felt that the changes
placed in the bill — on anti-trust
actions by the FCC and on newspaper ownership of stations — are
possibly important enough to entangle Senate-House conferees.
The House amendments have not
been printed as yet. However, the
committee released a precisely
worded statement Thursday (which
appears in full text on page 54) explaining the differences between
its amendments and S 658.

NETWORK

By FLORENCE SMALL
AT LEAST nine major advertisers
are revising their radio and television plans with some sweeping
changes contemplated that may
j # Feb. 28, 1951— Senate Interalter appreciably the present makeistate & Foreign Commerce Committee attached S 658 to House
up of theules. Innetwork's
addition, program
at leastschedfour
monitoring bill (HR 1730) as
major
agency
swdtches
by
radio
"rider."
and TV advertisers will take ef5, 1951— House Interi • April
fect shoi-tly.
state & Foreign Commerce ComProcter & Gamble, Cincinnati,
■ mittee started full committee hearnumber-one radio and TV timeings on S 658.
is planning to buy the 9:30# April 9, 1951 — House hear- buyer,
10 a.m. morning time on NBC
jjings recessed temporarily.
radio, which is understood to have
# April 27, 1951 — House hearbeen cleared by 140 stations. By
ings on S 658 concluded.
next October the netwoi'k hopes
# Sept. 19, 1951— House Comto get the previous half hour too.
merce committee began executive
P & G is understood to be consessions of full committee on S 658.
sidering putting its Beulah and
# Oct. 14, 1951— House ComMa Perkins strips into the new
merce committee shelved further
morning period. Whether the adsessions in view of Congressional
vertiser will continue to sponsor
adjournment.
Beulah on CBS Radio is still to
# Feb. 5, 1952— House Combe decided by the firm, with actual
merce committee resumed closed
decision expected by the end of
sessions on S 658.
this week. Latter show, along with
the Tide Show and Lowell Thomas
# March 12, 1952 — House Commerce group ordered S 658 to be program are subjects of the recent
reported.
bid by P & G's agencies for lower
BROADCASTING
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Group

Reports

Its Own

'McFarland

Bill'

This is what the House version
would do:
# When the broadcaster goes
before FCC for renewal of his license, he still would need to prove
he is operating in the public interest as he must do now.
(The McFarland bill would have
changed this by placing "burden
of
the not
Commission.
The proof"
licenseewith
would
have to
prove he is operating in the public
interest when going to hearing becense).fore FCC for renewal of his li-

9 Notification of 30 days would
be required before applications are
set for hearing or grants are issued without hearing.

# The broadcaster would no
longer be required to file as much
detail as he does now when he is
filing for a license renewal.
# There would be a 30-day protest period allowable on grants
which are issued without a hearing. But hearing cases would have
to be completed within six months,
or the Commission must notify
Congress of the delay.
# A time limit would be placed,
within three months of filing, for
FCC's action on original applications, renewals and transfer cases,
or again, Congress would be told.

0 So-called "double jeopardy"
in anti-trust cases, whereby a licensee is subject to both FCC action and the courts, still stands.
(This is one of the major broadcaster complaints which the McFarland bill would have eliminated,
by permitting FCC to refuse a
license only after the court has
activity.)
ruled that an applicant's license is
revoked because of anti-trust

CUENTS

At

# FCC would have the authority to issue cease and desist orders,
to suspend licenses not longer than
90 days and to levy fines up to .$500
per day for violations
the Communications Act, FCC ofregulations
or treaties.
(Suspending licenses and levying
fines are additional powers not in
the McFarland bill.

# FCC's
cases
which
must goprocedure
to formal inhearing
and any court review that may
(Continued on page 5i )

Least

nighttime rates [B»T, Feb. 25].
Lever Brothers, New York, is
unhappy with its present time on
Lux Video Theatre (Monday, 88:30 p.m.) on CBS-TV and is understood to be shopping for a new
time segment on CBS-TV. In addition the advertiser will cancel its
Joyce Jordan on ABC radio, 3:303:45 p.m., five times weekly, or
move it to an early morning time
on the network, following the
P & G trend.
Pall Mall Increasing
American Cigar and Cigarette
Co., New York (Pall Mall cigaret es), isplanning to increase its
television spot activity by adding
ten secondary markets to its current spot schedule in the top ten
markets. Pall Mall is planning to
renew its Big Story on NBC radio
(Wednesday, 9:30-10 p.m.) with
an eight-week summer hiatus, and
its TV version of Big Story on
NBC-TV (Friday, 9-9:30 p.m.),
using a summer replacement called
The Door With No Name. Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles,
New York, is the agency.
Bayuk Cigars Inc., Philadelphia

Nine

Alter

Plans

(Phillies cigars), will add a television program to its overall advertising budget when it picks up
the Wednesday evening 9-9:30 p.m.
time on ABC-TV on April 16. Advertiser will sponsor the return of
The Adventures of Ellery Queen.
The program had been on the network since December 1951. Ellington & Co., New York, is the agency.
Standard Brands and Continental Baking Co., both in New
York, are adding segments of the
Howdy Doody five times weekly
show on NBC-TV to their overall
advertising program starting June
1. Ted Bates, New York, is agency
for both.
Liggett & Myers, New York, for
Chesterfield cigarettes, is expecting to renew the Perry Como Show,
three times weekly on CBS-TV,
and its Arthur Godfrey show on
CBS Radio and CBS-TV. But the
status of its two radio shows —
Bing Crosby, Wednesday, 9:30-10
p.m. on CBS Radio, and the Bob
Hope show, Tuesday, 9-9:30, p.m.
on NBC radio — is still up in the air.
Advertiser is understood to have
(Continued on page 70)
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OHIO NETWORK
Formed With WERE as Key
START of commercial operation
of Ohio Radio Network, formed to
give tailored coverage of the state
market through a cooperative
radio-station group, was announced
last week.
Key station of the network is
WERE Cleveland. For the present,
WERE will originate almost all
Ohio Radio Network programs,
which are built around a strong
sports core. WERE currently originates broadcasts of the Cleveland
Indians baseball games to 30 stations, Cleveland Browns football to
43 stations, and Cleveland Barons
hockey to seven outlets.
First network sponsor was Graybar Electric Corp., signed March
7 through WERE General Sales
Manager Keith Baldwin, who is to
handle all sales arrangements for
ORN. Graybar will sponsor the
Tenth hming program following
each Cleveland Indians' game over
WERE, WAKR Akron, WATG Ashland, WJER Dover, WICA Ashtabula and WLEC Sandusky. The
same program, featuring roundups
of all baseball scores by Jack
Graney, also will be made available
to stations carrying the Indians'
games in Ohio, Pennsylvania and
New York.
The Ohio network emphasizes its
complete flexibility in relation to
the number of stations and market
locations to potential sponsors,
while also providing "one-point"
clearance of time, sales and billing
through WERE facilities. It was
pointed out that network sales and
feeds can be sold by and originated
from any one of the associated stations, and that the cooperative network is not controlled by any individual or group.
Another program currently aired
by Ohio Radio Network is the halfhour Country Crossroads, originated by WERE each morning,
11:30 a.m. to noon. WERE also
feeds the Bob Neal football program and Jimmy Dudley baseball
programs to the network daily.
The Cleveland Indians games are
broadcast, in addition to stations carry-

GORDON McLENDON (r), LBS president, was presented a plaque by the
Disabled American Veterans at broadcast ceremonies in Miami, Flo., March
9, in recognition of Mr. McLendon's
"exceptional and meritorious conduct
in performance of outstanding service" for the DAY. Vivian D. Corbly
(0, Cincinnati, national DAV adjutant, made presentation.
Pagc-24
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Continues Downward Trenjjl
'
GRO
K gross
NET
RADIO WOR
networks'
timeSS
sales
in January continued the declinei
which during 1951 dropped their '
combined time sales to nearly 5%' '
below the 1950 level.
J'
Aggregate time sales at one-time^-*
rates of ABC,
CBS, MBS
NBG'^''
totaled
$14,477,939
this and
January,
a drop of 13.3% from the total of "

Drawn for Broadcasting • Telecasting by Sid Hix
"I'll teach you to make a liar out of your father by listenmg to radio
at night!"
ing the Graybar sponsorship, by the
following: WFAH Alliance, WTRF-FM
Bellaire,
WHBC
Canton, WONE
WVKO Dayton.
Columbus, WTNS
Coshocton,
WLIO
East
Liverpool,
WEOL
ElyriaLorain, WFIN Findlay, WFOB Fostoria,
WFRO Fremont, WMOA Marietta,
WCLT Newark, WSTV Steubenville,
WWST Wooster, WBBW Youngstown,
and WMVO Mt. Vernon, all Ohio;
WBUT Butler, WERC Erie, and WPIC
Sharon, all Pennsylvania; and WKBW
Buffalo,town,WFCB
Dunkirk,FaUs,WJTN
WHLD Niagara
and JamesWHDL
Olean, all New York.
DODGE
TO GRANT
Accounts Leaves R & R
DODGE Division of Chrysler
Motor Co., Detroit, last week
switched its passenger car account
from Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York,
to Grant Adv., Chicago, after
almost 20 years with R & R. The
account, estimated to bill some $9
million in advertising yearly, will
change over from R & R before
July 31, a Dodge spokesman said.
Broadcast media gets a relatively
small proportion of the billing, he
said. Its only television venture.
Showtime USA on NBC, was
dropped last summer and no future TV plans have been made.
Radio, used consistently, varies in
quantity from one season to another
in its spot schedules.
Ross Roy Agency, Detroit, will
continue to handle advertising for
the truck division.
Several Dodge dealer associations which have placed their business through R & R are expected
to go to Grant also, among them
being the Chicago and St. Louis
groups, although this was unconfirmed. Mr. Grant, who headquarters in Chicago and will probably supervise the account, was
not available for comment.
Methods of handling cooperative
advertising will not be affected by
the change, the spokesman said.

$16,691,878
the Bureau.
firsttomontb"''
of
last Information
yearforaccording
Pub- ^Ushers
Broken down by individual netn i
works, the PIB figures show in- ^
creased billings for ABC and MBS i
this January over last, decreases' p
for CBS and NBC, suggesting thaliE
decline is caused more by rate re-- V
ductions put into effect last summer by NBC and CBS, but not bj
ABC and MBS, than by a loss ivu
volume of radio network business
Jan. '51 1
ABC
$3,099,41^11
1,542,88^^5
$3,307,464
CBS
Jan.
'52
5,160,182
6,833,62(:ii
MBS
NBC
1,678,409
Total:
4,331,884
5,215,94'(fd
$14,477,939

FERRISE
WHEELER
NAMED
Is Bannister Successor
EDWIN K. WHEELER, former
business manager of the Detroit
News, has been appointed general
manager of WWJ-AM-FM-TV,
was announcedit

ll^^^^^^^j

Evening News

join NBC (see
25).
Mr. Wheeler story
m r page
. Wheeler
first joined WWJ
as a salesman in 1937, leaving the
U. S. Rubber Co. sales staff.
Four years later he became manager of WWJ-FM and in 1942 he
was named assistant general manager of the Detroit News in charge
of radio and subsequently television.
Mr. Wheeler held this post until
1949 and subsequently became the
business manager of the News.
He became well known in Detroit
during World War II when he
headed radio committees for the
War Chest, Red Cross and other
community drives.

$16,691,87fil>
RAISED
(J

To WMMN Managing Dir
APPOINTMENT of A. Garen Fer-Wi
rise as managing director of Fori'! J!
Industry Co.'s WMMN Fairmont-h:
W. Va., and Frank J. Lee as as-i
sistant managing director, was an-ij
nounced last week by William Eis;
Rine, regional vice president oiv;
the Central District of Fort In-rS

dustry.
Mr. Ferrise advances from th6:fpost of WMMN commercial man ;;
ager to succeed Glenn Jackson, whc,;);
has been named managing directoi'^i
of the company's WAGA-AM-FM-Jj^
TV Atlanta [B»T, March 10]. L
With WMMN since April 1949
when he left the position of accounting supervisor for Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co. to joir
the Fairmont station's sales staff,
he had served as commercial man^,
ager since December 1950. ,j
Mr. Lee, a graduate of the U, ^.j,
of Scranton, entered radio as stafij
announcer at WGBI Scranton, Pa.,,
and also was affiliated with WKSl,

New Pa.,
CastleandandWAKR
WJPA Akron
Washing-,'
ton.
be-^ ,,
fore joining WMMN in 1943 aj
announcer-sports director. He was

promoted to program director ir' *hf
1944, continuing in that post unti' ^'
his advancement last week to as-'
sistant managing director. •

Bowman Quits Y & R ]t
Chlora-Stick Test
WHITEHALL PHARMACAL Co., PHILIP G. BOWMAN, radio anr »
New York, names Abbott Kimball
television director of Young <£'
Co., that city to handle advertising
Rubicam,
Chicago,
resigned
to
work as
an m.c.
on theFridaj
CBS ^■]
for its Chlora-Stick, solid deodorant
Radio feature Housetvives Pro- 5^;
containing chlorophyll. Preliminary
ductive League. No replacement as s;
spot radio test is now under way
director has been named, but Free i:
in one market with actual test campaign to begin almost immediately
Kilian, former radio and TV ac- *
in three or four markets for 13 count supervisor on Schlitz at Y
weeks. If test is successful, cam&responsibility.
R, will handle all programming' i"
paign will be expanded nationally.
BROADCASTING
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Bannister to NBC
Murphy Heads CBS Radio,
S
ST
PO
K
OR
TW
NE
TOP
1a chain of high-level executive
realignments and impending
changes startled the broadcasting
'industry last week, installing
uA.drian Murphy in Howard S.
Meighan's job as president of CBS
Radio and slating Harry Bannister,
colorful figure at WWJ Detroit
for almost two decades, for a major
executive post at NBC.
With unexpected suddenness and
no formal explanation, Mr. Murphy
was moved from the presidency of
CBS Labs into the CBS Radio
presidency, and Mr. Meighan returned to the general executive
gi-oup of the overall CBS corporation. Mr. Murphy's successor at
CBS Labs had not been designated
late last week.
• NBC's equally unheralded aninouncement of Mr. Bannister's
! move gave no hint of the nature of
Mr. MEIGHAN
Mr. BANNISTER
Mr. MURPHY
ihis network duties, but it seemed
*
*
*
generally accepted that he was desthe plan has been second only to
unable to get acceptances from
NBC proposed last October [B»T,
tined for top rung in station re- Oct.
that of Executive Vice President
8, 1951].
enough to permit its implementaflations, with Stations Relations
Mr. Smith has had a major
tion. Only last week members of Charles R. Denny, who devoted subVice President Carleton D. Smith
responsibility in efforts to induce
stantial time not only to developthe All-Radio Affiliates Committee,
reportedly slated for other NBC
which has openly attacked the plan,
ment of the plan but also to peraffiliates to accept the formula-set
duties. Mr. Bannister's move is changes, which have been widely
sonal visits to sell it to station
low).
pronounced
it dead (see story, beeffective April 14.
controversial and met with stiff
management. Mr. Denny currently
CBS President Frank Stanton
opposition among many leading
is on a two-week vacation trip to
Under the rate proposal, some
announced the Murphy - for - stations. At the NBC convention
affiliates would get increases in Europe, slated to return about
Meighan substitution on Tuesday, at Boca Raton last December,
their network rates but most would
March 24.
effective Wednesday.
affiliates voted 72-to-22 to ask get reductions, although overall the
Mr. Bannister, whose forthcomAlthough the announcement gave
that the plan be held up pending
ing NBC assignment was officially
adjustments would average out to
"no reasons, it was understood that further studies which they would
J at least one key factor was that help finance, but NBC officials said a point where the cost of the full described only as "an executive
Mr. Meighan had become engrossed
they would proceed with the plan network to an advertiser would be capacity," was a member of the
little different from the present
special committee, which with NBC
-in a number of broad policy ques- as scheduled [B«T, Dec. 3, 1951].
tions, not all of them relating
cost.
A number of stations have agreed
officials, developed the "Basic
to the rate changes dictated by the
■'directly to the operation of CBS
Mr. Smith's direct responsibility
Economic Study" which the new
^ Radio, and that it was felt he new formula, but NBC has been
for winning station acceptance of
(Continued on -page 70)
" should concentrate in this area,
where he had operated prior to be^coming CBS Radio president when
that division was formed last July.
in Hits Cut-Rate Radio
TV Background
1? ! Selection of Mr. Murphy as the AFFILIATES
GROUP
^
though members assert privately
'Inew radio chieftain also precipi- WINDING up a year's work, the will, should similarly be scotched.
tated industry speculation, since All-Radio Affiliates Committee last
NBC authorities offered no comthat they feel some such organizament.
'his CBS background has been pre- week struck out anew at cut-rate
tion should be kept in force.
idominantly in television. CBS
Although
the terminology reradio
deals,
abdication
of
rate-setThe committee's summary of its
'■"reasoning on that point appeared
ting rights to the networks and
mains
to
be
so
worked out, the reto be that even though Mr. Murphy
past year's activities will be presolutions to be presented to the
has been closely identified with TV called for fundamental research to
sented, along with resolutions recommending future activities and affiliates in Chicago were described
his experience and ability as an show the full extent of radio's lisas including:
tenership and sales impact.
administrator fit the requirements
policies,
as
a
"final report" of the
of the radio presidency.
committee as presently constituted
Instead of cutting rates or con0 Condemnation
of "the major
danThere was no indication who his
sidering under-the-counter deals, during the NARTB convention in
gerous practice of permitting
successor as head of CBS Labs
the committee maintained that ra- Chicago.
advertisers to set our rates for us"
dio should take a lesson from
may be. Peter C. Goldmark, who
— taken as a blow at, among others,
Meeting March 31
. j developed the CBS color television printed media which, on the basis of
current efforts of Procter & Gamsystem and the LP record, is lab- increased costs, have raised rates
This meeting, open to the 354 stable to secure night rates more neareven though their circulations are
tions which have contributed finani oratories vice president in charge
ly
comparable with daytime rates
Jof engineering research and de- static and their readerships probcially to the committee's activities,
ably diminished. It was suggested
will be held March 31 at 4 p.m. in and of General Mills to buy summer
velopment, but observers questioned whether CBS would wish
spots at substantially reduced rates.
that "special deals" may violate the the Conrad Hilton Hotel's South
to saddle his inventive talents with
Robinson-Patman Act as well as the Ballroom. It will be up to the sta9 Reiteration that radio must
standard advertising contract.
tions to say whether the committee
keep
itself financially strong if it is
'J overall
administrative
responsibilities.
operation will be continued. The to hold its topmost place as a sellCommittee members clearly conpresent committee, set up sponIn what was regarded as an imsidered that NBC's controversial
ing medium.
taneously under Paul W. Morency
jji;pending reshuffling at NBC, ob- proposal for formula-fixed network
9 Insistence that affiliates
servers felt a reassignment for Mr. rates for its affiliates has been
of WTIC Hartford during the netshould maintain "continuing barSmith, when and if it develops,
killed — "dead as a dodo," in one
work rate crisis at last year's convention, feels it was established as
could be traced primarily to the committeeman's words — and that
gaining position"
regards may
the
rates
at which
theirasfacilities
organization
network's lack of success in selling CBS Radio's renegotiation of affil- aandbetween-convention
has made no recommendation
be sold — a strike directed especially
iation contracts, to empower the
its radio affiliates on the adjust(Continued on page 71)
ments in their network rates which
network to change rates almost at for continuance or termination.
BROADCASTING
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IMPORTANCE of
THE
being Earnest doesn't
impress Earnest Propstra. That's his legal name,
but to thousands upon thousands of radio listeners — and
almost as many customers —
he's known as Ernie The
Hamburger King.
What
does
impress this
Seattle restaurateur is the power
of radio — and, in his ease, daytime
radio with a saturation schedule
consisting largely of 10-second
spots — to bring in customers who
are happy even before they've
sampled his "giant overstuffed
hamburgers."
Currently, he sells 1,200 a day of
the 'burgers, each made, he boasts,
of a sixth of a pound of beef. Ernie
takes due credit for serving good
food in clean surroundings and
for catering especially to "children
and their parents," but he attributes most of his success to the
concentrated and personalized advertising he does via radio.
Ernie's first advertising, after he
bought the
restaurant at
118 Pike St.,
Seattle, in
April 1946,
was in newspapers but it
was unsuccessful. By the
fall of that
year, he was using his first spot announcements on KEVR (now
KING) Seattle. With nighttime radio only, he spent $2,000 in a year,
and although he was then carrying a full menu, customers began
Page 26
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coming in and ordering hamburgers
without a glance at the other offerings.
By the fall of 1947, when he
switched to KXA Seattle, Ernie
had begun to feature the 'burgers.
When KXA went on a daytime-only
schedule, in November, 1949, Ernie
worried that his spots would be less
successful. He found, however, that
the daytime announcements were
even more productive, because he
was reaching the women and children before they came downtown
and he began to direct his messages
to them.
Makes Own Spots
At about the same time, he began
to transcribe his own spots. Two
recent samples of the 10-second annou cem nts :
This is Ernie. Hamburger lovers
come in assorted sizes — small, medium
and large. But giant overstuffed hamburgers come in one size only — BIG!
Exclusive at Ernie's . . . downtown,
118 Pike, and the new drive-in at
4th and Denny.
Hi fellas and girls, this is Ernie.
The
Hamburger entitles
lover's Declaration'
of
Independence
him to life,
liberty and the pursuit of giant overat Ernie's, 118
Pike andstuffed
4th hamburgers
and Denny.
The eff^ect of the personality, the
humor and the direct approach to
young listeners was felt immediately. Every day, Ernie says, he is
approached by mothers with children in tow, and the typical remark is: "My little boy hears you
on the radio all the time and insisted we come here to eat."
Ernie's present schedule includes
ten 10-second and one 1-minute
spot daily on KXA, all transcribed
by the advertiser, a one-minute an-

nouncement daily on the Spike
Hogan Show (also KXA), and five
nightly announcements on the latemusic Bill Apple Show on KRSC
Seattle. The last is used to plug
his drive-in, opened in 1951.
In addition, since last December,
Ernie has been using one-minute
spots on KING-TV Seattle, on a
small schedule. The present advertising budget, averaging between $800 and $900 monthly, goes
100% into radio, except for the
video spots and occasional courtesy
ads in high school publications.
In 1949,
volumeIn
of Success?
business was
14% Ernie's
over 1948.
1950,
1951,
1950.
limit

itthewasvolume
up 22%wasover
In
31%'49.over
The sky is apparently the
for Ernie's beloved hamErnie isn't
ried. burger
As helovers,
saidbutrecently
in onewor-of

his spots, "We can handle a million
cars at the Drive-In — seventeen at
Friends From Afar
time."customer came in recently
a One
and announced: "I'm from Boulder,
Colorado. Spike sent me." Another
reported that he had heard one of
Ernie's announcements on KXA
while fishing in the middle of a
lake in northern California.
Ernie's advertising agency since
July, 1950, has been Keene &
Keene, Seattle, the young brothers
whose zany advertising for The
Three G.I.'s [B«T, July 14, 1947]
attracted national attention. John
E. Keene, account executive, says
the agency's principal contribution
has been to get Ernie out of all advertising except radio.
"I think the impressive thing

about Ernie's success story," saysr
Mr. Keene, "is the effectiveness off'
the 10-second spots. has
Daytimeproved:!
radiofideas for this
downto spot."|^^
wn
walk-in

methods a n c
success
gained
Ernie's
em
n a t i o n a . ill
recognition
when KXA reX
ceived first prize in the Broadcast 1(
Advertising Bureau "Radio Gets: ^
Results" Contest for» 1951, undei
the specialized services classificaj,^
tion [B*T, Dec. 17, 1951]. 3mil
yi,
i; 5111
Salesmanship
WVLK Lexington, Ky., got
itself a brand new sponsor
and columns of national publicity— thanks to the salesmanship of Station Manager
Donald J. Horton. With the
memory of recent basketball
scandals fresh in mind, Mr.
Horton sold a group of 28,000
Kentucky Baptists the idea
of sponsoring a four-day, 16game schedule of state high
school basketball championship contests. Commercial
theme was: "It's the Church
for You in '52." Religious
group expressed
hopestudents
broadcasts would help
"resist certain temptations"
by selling
the
manner "faith
others inuseGod"
sportsin
events to sell products over
radio.
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d to Agenda
Workshops Adde
T
E
E
M
B covering basic
TV head, and Robert D. Swezey,
morning and afternoon programs
WORKSHOP
NARTpanels
WDSU-TV New Orleans, chairman
radio and TV problems such as on television are nearing completion. Of special interest to aural
ijood management, merchandising,
of the code-writing committee and
vice chairman of the NARTB TV
])olitical broadcasts, the television
broadcasters will be a "confession
code and FM operation have been
session" scheduled Wednesday, with
board, will take part. Final business event of the convention will
added to the NAETB Convention
a panel of "veteran" telecasters
be a panel on broadcasting and
agenda, with the annual industry
telling "curious radiomen" about
telecasting of public hearings.
TV operating problems. These
;neeting just a fortnight away.
Judge Justin Miller, NARTB board
problems
include
sales,
promotion,
The Chicago convention (March
rates, wages, programming and chairman, will be moderator.
C!0-April 2) actually will consist of construction.
The convention closes Wednesday
Harry Bannister,
ttwo- major conventions — radio-TV
formerly
of
WWJ-TV
Detroit
and
night
with the annual no-speech
management and the separate Sixth
now with NBC-TV (story page 25), banquet. The banquet committee is
Annual Engineering Conference.
will be chairman.
headed by Cai-1 Haverlin, BMI presThey will be held simultaneously,
ident.
Seven confession panel members
with joint luncheon meetings
Another television meeting is
planned. All meetings will be at had been announced as of Thursday
night. They are Walter J. Damm,
scheduled Monday, March 31 the
the Conrad Hilton Hotel, formerly
WTMJ-TV Milwaukee; Gaines
the Stevens.
opening day of meetings. The
Kelly, WFMY-TV Greensboro,
morning will be split into television
The annual equipment and service
N. C; Robert Lemon, WTTV (TV)
and FM business. The panel for a
exposition, with exhibits by Bloomington, Ind.; Glenn Marshall
TV business discussion consists of
NARTB associate members, will be Jr.,
WMBR-TV Jacksonville, Fla.; Dwight Martin, WLWT (TV) Cinentered in the hotel's Exposition
Lee Wailes, Fort Industry Co.;
cinnati, chairman; Ewell K. Jett,
Hall on the lower lobby level and
WMAR (TV) Baltimore; Lawrence
Thad
Holt,
WAFM-TV
Birmingthe fifth floor sample rooms. Staham; Harold Hough, WBAP-TV
Rogeis, WSAZ-TV Huntington,
tion representatives, networks and
Fort Worth.
W. Va.; Willard Walbridge, WWJother associates will have separate
TV Detroit; Victor A. Sholis,
The panel will fill the morning
leception rooms.
agenda. It will be followed by the WHAS-TV Louisville. Richard P.
Convention arrangements are in first public address of Chairman
Doherty, NARTB employe - em:-harge of a board committee headed
Paul A, Walker since his Presiployer relations director, will be
iy James D. Shouse, WLW Cincindential appointment as successor to NARTB staff representative on the
lati. Programming is directed by Wayne Coy as head of the FCC.
Robert K. Richards, NARTB public
Chairman Walker will speak at a
affairs director. Convention busi- joint luncheon. On the program
panel. Brown Reports on TV
Mr. Brown will report on behalf
ness planning is handled by C. E. will be one of the 1952 Voice of Deof the TV organization within
mocracy winners.
(Arney Jr., secretary-treasurer, who
jilready is at the Conrad Hilton.
A television code discussion is NARTB. Final morning event on
Panel Set Up
planned for the first part of the the TV agenda will be election of
Wednesday afternoon meeting. It a complete board of directors. All
Among the workshop panels ar- will feature members of the terms of TV directors expire with
the convention.
NARTB TV Code Review Board
anged last week is one titled "The
Way to More Business — MerchanThe FM business session Monday
and will take up problems of
iising," with G. Richard Shafto,
morning will be presided over by
abiding
by
the
code
as
brought
\VIS Columbia, S. C, as keynote
out during the first month of its Ben Strouse, WWDC-FM WashingThad Brown, NARTB
'speaker
and presiding
officer.
ton, chairman of NARTB's FM
Three broadcasters
will serve
on existence.
:he panel with Chairman Shafto.
They are Jack Ginselmeier, WLW
'l^incinnati; Lester C. Lindow,
ENGINEERING
SESSION
'vVFDF Flint, Mich.; F. C. Sowell,
WLAC Nashville. This panel is
THE WHOLE subject of ultra- from private industry, will par')ooked at 2:30 p.m. Tuesday,
ticipate in the UHF panel with
high frequency TV service will be
|\pril 1.
Chairman Bailey. Kenneth A.
in a panel discussion
I Another Tuesday afternoon panel, explored
scheduled as a feature of the Sixth
Norton, assistant chief of the Radio
.;itled "Politics in '52," will be key- Annual NARTB Engineering ConDivision, National Bureau of
jioted by Clair R. McCollough,
Standards, is the seventh panel
ference
to
be
held
April
2
as
a
LvGAL-AM-TV Lancaster, Pa., a
member. His calculations on highfeature of the three-day Chicago
irV board member. Joining Chairfrequency characteristics have
meeting at the Conrad Hilton
(nan McCollough in this discussion
Hotel (see separate convention
played a prominent
part in FCC's
if Presidential year political probtelevision
and FM allocations.
story this page).
,ems will be Kenneth Fry, radio-TV
The conference is a feature of
lirector of the Democratic National
Other Participants
the annual NARTB convention and
Committee; Edward Ingle, radioFrom
industry will come Ralph
will be conducted simultaneously
N. Harmon, engineering manager
with the management meetings.
jrV director of the Republican NaInterest in UHF TV is intense
'ional Committee; and two network
of Westinghouse Radio Stations;
iixecutives in charge of political
James
McNary, Washington radioas
end
of
the
FCC's
long
television
Iroadcasting — William R. McAnfreeze draws near, according to TV consulting engineer; John
ilrew, NBC-TV, and Sig Mickelson,
Neal McNaughten, NARTB engi- Battison, director of education.
:bs-tv.
National Radio Institute; John E.
neering director, who is in charge
A third Tuesday afternoon panel
of conference arrangements. Fol- Young, manager of transmitter en;vill be titled "Management — Is
lowing the UHF discussion another
gineering, RCA; Harold Towlson,
^ours Good?" Chet L. Thomas,
section engineer, Broadcast Transpanel
will
go
into
"Small
TeleviCXOK St. Louis, is keynoter and
mitter Engineering Section, Gension Operations."
hairman. Other members are WilStuart Bailey of the consultingeral Electric Co.; Robert P. Wakeiam B. McGrath, WHDH Boston;
engineering firm of Jansky & man, research engineer, Allen B.
.eslie C. Johnson, WHBF Rock
Bailey will preside at the UHF
DuMont Labs.
sland, 111.; Simon R. Goldman,
panel. John H. DeWitt, president
The small TV operations panel
A^JTN Jamestown, N. Y., and
of WSM-AM-TV Nashville, will
will
include, besides Chairman De
Robert T. Mason, WMRN Marion,
preside at the small TV operations
3hio.
discussion.
Witt, Frank P. Bremer, vice president of engineering, WATV (TV)
Seven engineering executives, six
Arrangements
for Wednesday
8ROADCASTING
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Boosts Competitors
BILL PIERCE, public service director, WORC Worcester, Mass., recognizes that
public service programs of
merit are aired over stations
other than his own. In fact,
he has begun a series of announcements calling attention to important programs
on competing
Worcester
stations. Mr. Pierce
usually
closes such announcements
with a suggestion that the
listener stay tuned to WORC
unless these recommended
programs appeal to the listener.
member for FM. Theme of the
Committee and an NARTB board
program is "The NARTB-RTMA
FM Promotion Plan" and what it
means to the industries involved.
Four-section FM program will
open with a discussion of what
the plan means to the broadcaster.
E. Z. Jones, WBBB-FM Burlington,
N. C, will tell about the promotion
drive in North Carolina. Kenneth
Schmitt, WIBA-FM Madison, Wis.,
will describe the campaign in that
state. Everett L. Dillard, WASH
(FM) Washington, will review the
District of Columbia drive.
A special feature will be a demonstration of an FM sales clinic
of the air.
Second "what it means" panel
will
up the
manufacturer's
side. take
Members
are David
Grigsby,
Zenith Radio Corp. advertising
manager
and chairman
of RTMA's
special FM
Committee;
Herbert
Guenin Jr., RCA Victor Div. advertising manager, and Henry Onorati,
Crosley Div. radio-TV advertising
director, both members of the
RTMA committee.
TV

Highlights

Newark; Nevin Straub, technical
director, WJAC-TV Johnstown,
Pa.; R. A. Isberg, electronics systeins consultant and formerly chief
engineer of KRON-TV San Francisco; J. E. Mathiot, technical director, WGAL-TV Lancaster, Pa.
The Engineering Conference
opens Monday morning with Jack
R. Poppele, WOR-TV vice president, in the chair. Morning speakers include: J. Bernard Joseph,
NPA, "NPA Regulations and the
Broadcasting Industry"; R. D.
Chipp, DuMont TV Network, "Television Control Room Layouts";
John E. Young, RCA "UHF Transmitters and Antennas"; H. E.
Thomas, Federal Telecommunications Labs., "Television Signal
Switchboard for Studio and Master
Control"; D. H. Castle, NBC, "Television Studio Equipment Planning."
Monday afternoon's meeting will
be presided over by Orrin Towner,
technical director of WHAS-AMTV Louisville. On the program
are: L. L. Pourciau, General Precision Lab., "Advances in Tele(Contimied on page 108)
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AFA CO!
Video Session on Agenda
FORTY-EIGHTH annual convention of Advertising Federation of
America will be thenied "Better
Advertising — More Efficient Advertising People" when members
convene for the four-day session
at the Waldorf-Astoria in New
York, starting June 8, Elon G.
Boi'ton, AFA president and general manager, announced Friday.
Overall planning for the convention is under the direction of
a committee headed by Robert
Gray, manager of advertising and
sales promotion for Esso Standard
Oil, and Antoinette Casey, assistant to vice president, Frankfort
Distillers Corp.
One of the features of the convention will be a session on video,
scheduled for 9:30 a.m. June 11
and titled "Television Takes Stock
of the Future." The departmental
meeting on TV advertising will
emphasize problems and challenges
raised for advertisers by the new
medium and will suggest what
organized advertising can do to
meet them.
Retail Advertising Session
Another departmental session,
on retail advertising, will be supervised by Howard P. Abrahams,
manager of the sales promotion
division. National Retail Dry
Goods Association, and will feature analyses by a prominent
store-owner, retail advertising director, and a New York U. professor of advertising.
Opening day of the convention
will be devoted to an introductory
general session, with presentation
of award to the "Advertising
Woman of the Year."
Second-day meetings will be general sessions, at which the theme
will be expanded by key advertising executives, nationally known
manufacturers and government
officials. Third-day meetings will
focus on more specific topics and
will be climaxed by the annual
dinner and presentation of Hall of
Fame Awards. After further meetings Wednesday, the convention
will adjourn, following a noontime
general luncheon.
MBS

GROSS UP 70.4%
Trend Is Seen Continuing
BOOST of 10.4% in its gross billings for January and February,
compared with the same period last
year, was reported by Mutual last
week.
Spokesmen said the two-month
gross this year totaled $3,278,805
as against $2,969,592 for JanuaryFebruary 1951. Continuation of the
gain seems in prospect, MBS indicated, with several new advertisers
now on the network and with Falstaff Brewing Co.'s Game of the
Day baseball broadcasts, plus Gillette's five-minute pre-game warmups and R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
Co.'s five-minute game summaries
getting under way this month.
Page 28
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NAYLOR ROGERS, 66, executive
vice president of Keystone Broadcasting System, Chicago, died Friday morning in Chicago Memorial
Hospital. He was taken there
two weeks prior for an emergency
appendectomy.
Mr. Rogers, in radio for more
than 25 years, entered the field in
February 1925 as vice president
and general manager of KNX Los
Angeles,
a until
position he held
September 1936.
During his tenure
there, he inaugurated, for what is
believed to be the
first time, an
Easter sunrise
service from the
Hollywood Bowl
in 1925 and a
Mr. Rogers
full-length broadcast of "Aida" the following year.
Before joining KNX he had been
active in business management of
various newspapers and advertis-

AUTO LISTENING
BAB Plans National Study
BAB announced last Thursday that
it is underwriting "the largest survey of automobile set listening in
the history of the radio industry."
The survey, designed to check the
percentage of radio-equipped automobiles and define car-listening
trends through more than 100,000
interviews in over 250 cities, towns
and rural areas, is being conducted
by Pulse Inc. and already is under
way. Results are expected "after
Noting that the Jan. 1 estimate
ofMay23 15."
million radio-equipped cars is
expected to be enlarged when the
survey results are compiled, BAB
President William B. Ryan asserted:
"Radio has only recently begun
to claim credit for this bonus circulation that is four times larger
than the total circulation of the
largest magazine.
"Million of hours of listening
are piled up in car radios every
day. Until now there have been
only a few areas in which the percentage of radio-equipped automobiles has been established. Soon
advertisers will have a yardstick
with which to assess this extra
dividend
radio."
Before offinal
findings of the study
are released, BAB plans to issue an
interim report on "Listeners on
Wheels," based on all recent surveys by radio stations and station
groups on automobile listening.
It was noted that most previous
sui-veys in this field have been conducted in metropolitan areas. Thus,
BAB said, the Pulse study being
financed by the bureau will be "the
first complete look at [automobile
radio] ownership in small town and
rural areas" as well as the first national study of its kind.

ing manager on West Coast newspapers, and also in Arizona and
New York. He was associated with
Keystone 11 years, the last eight
in Chicago, and was elected executive vice president five years ago.
Mr. Rogers, born in Canada, was
a naturalized citizen of the U. S.
He attended Canadian public
schools, Windsor Collegiate Institute and Upper Canada College
in Toronto.
Services had not been set late
Friday, but were expected to take
place in Chicago. Surviving are a
son, Robert Naylor Rogers of Virginia; a daughter, Mrs. Frances
Jean Matheson, of Bingham, Me.,
and three grandchildren.
His wife, Mrs. Emma Rogers,
who was station relations director
for the network, died in December.
SILENCE POLICY
FCC Clarifies Issue
PERMISSION to remain silent
pending reorganization of a broadcast licensee doesn't run indefinitely, the FCC ruled last week
when it denied further extension
of authority for KGIB Bremerton,
Wash., to remain off the air.
In a letter to the station, the
Commission pointed out that it had
given permission to the station to
remain silent pending its sale since
July 6, 1951. Latest extension
expired Feb. 5.
On Feb. 14, FCC received another request for extension from
the station's attorney.
Since "no significant progress
has been made toward resuming
operation," the Commission said,
"any further extension of authority
to remain silent is unwarranted."
It therefore declared that program test authority was forfeited
and application for license put in
pending
file until
Api-ilthen
30.that
If ittheis
not
informed
before
station intends to go forward with
its operation, the Commission said
it would dismiss the application.
KGIB got a CP in 1950 for 1540
kc, 1 kw daytime only. Grantee
is Kitsap G. I. Broadcasters Inc.
Since July 1951, 12 stations have
requested and obtained authority
to suspend operations pending
financial reorganization.
NAME PENDLETON
To SSB Post
APPOINTMENT of Donald Pendleton, industry relations consultant, as full-time vice chairman and
member of the Salary Stabilization Board, was announced last
Wednesday by Economic Stabilizer
Roger L. Putnam.
Mr. Pendleton was chosen on
the basis of recommendations by
Justin Miller, SSB chairman and
general counsel and board chairman of NARTB, and Joseph
Cooper, executive director of the
Office of Salary Stabilization. He
succeeds V. Henry Rothschild, who
continues as a board member.

CITRUS BUDGET
$514,928 Set for Radio-TV
COMBINED allotment of $514,928
has been assigned radio and television in a tentative advertising
budget approved March 5 by the
Florida Citrus Commission. Of
that total, $389,928 has been earmarked for TV; $125,000 for radio.
These figures are based on an
expected total budget of $2,300,000, prepared
Walterbeginning
Thompson Co. for by
theJ. year
July 1.
There is a chance that the radioTV figures will be raised, should
the crop estimate for next season
warrant an advertising increase.
An alternate schedule calls for an
overall budget of $2,600,000 if such
action is taken.
Full information on the estimated crop will be available before
final adoption of the new schedule,
slated for June.
At the beginning of the current
season, $585,000 was allocated to
radio-TV advertising [B*T, Oct. EH
1, 1951], but because of special advertising needs, that amount was
raised to $752,500 being spent this
season.
'RED' INQUIRY
May Include Radio, TV

THERE Un-American
is a possibility Activities
that the'
House
Committee will open up a probe into /
radio and TV on the West Coast /If
next month. The investigation
would be to detei-mine the extent
of Communist and subversive infil-i
tration.
>
This report was circulated last'
week on the coast. Head investi-!
gators
refused
confirm in
or Washington
deny the report,
addingto'
that anything could happen once'
the committee resumes digging'
into Hollywood operations. ThuslP^f
):tOi
far, the committee has confined its
dustry.
investigations to the
movie inHowever, it was reported on thei^cc
West Coast that the committed lai
would start hearings in Los Angelesitke
on April 21. Washington spokes J :oii
men said this date is tentative.
While names were not revealed 301
it was said on the coast that sevAa
eral well known personalities anal
those in other brackets of the
broadcast industry would be subJ
It also was claimed that Williamltki
iort.
poenaed.
Wheeler, a committee staff investigator, quietly has been interviewlj|if j
ing various persons and has beeri
hearing.
gathering
information
for the> f
West Coast sessions were helol
last fall in Los Angeles but werfijsi
devoted primarily to the film Indus I ^
try with few from the radio induslpi
tryThe
questioned.
report of possible future
probings into the broadcast indus^
try follows by only a few week.i job
release of the committee's annua
report which warned the TV in'
dustry of a "large-scale . . . Comi
munist infiltration of the televisioi
25].
industry" in the future [B*T, Febltij
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POSSIBLE court interpretation on
whether witnesses before congressional investigating committees can
force a broadcast blackout was in
Bight last week.
Should the court decide on the
media question (sound recording
and newsreel cameras — and, indirectly, TV cameras) in the case of
jtwo Clevelanders who refused to
testify at the Kefauver Crime Committee last year, congressional committee procedure is certain to be
affected.
The Clevelanders, Morris Kleinrman and Louis Rothkopf, were inidieted by a grand jury in Washington, D. C, last Monday [B»T,
.March 10, Closed Circuit, Jan. 14].
The Rothkopf-Kleinman indict.ment came at a time when the ban
on broadcast media in House committees by Speaker Sam Rayburn
[(D-Tex.) [B»T, March 10, 3] was
^still a burning issue.
Media question was outlined for
sBroadcasting • Telecasting last
5week by Assistant U. S. Attorney
William Hitz, who has been hanildling the case for the government.
I Mr. Hitz noted that the indictyi\ment did not include reference to
^ i media coverage of the hearing.
" 'But the indicted, whose testimony
was sought because of the alleged
gambling associations, are expected
.'"to bring up the subject in their de^jLfense argument.
gj| When the indictments were rej'tumed in District Court, bench
jsf-Warrants were authorized for the
tj.. arrest of the two men. Both men
^{jWiU be arraigned this Friday and
jjgl^will be given two or three weeks
•jfjto answer the indictment. A minijc-.mum of another six weeks is exj^ijpected before trial date is set.
Witnesses Refusal
4
Charges before the grand jury,
[according to Mr. Hitz, related to
:eg]"seven or eight innocuous questions
;!eckthe witnesses were asked by the
igljcommittee but which they refused
to answer."
ledjj : Mr. Hitz said that during the
sv-t' hearing Committee Chairman Estes
jidiKefauver (D-Tenn.) had television
tha'"shut off" but that microphones
tion
jib-}t(for both radio and aural por
jof telecast) were continued. Still
:airlithe witnesses refused to testify.
JstiilThus, the U. S. attorney feels that
!?wj«if the judge should rule on the mewerodia question (it could be by-passed
thejby the lower court) it will be a
|"complete test" of radio and news;el;jr
n. s but only "partial" of televilsioeel
yeif
,ffli=j When the hearings were held in
idiisijMarch 1951, the two men read
statements protesting the "show"
;nr)icaused by sound and camera apijsiiparatus. Their complaints ranged
sekjifrom violation of rights to those
■pjji'fiof "embarrassment and discom; hilifort."
Coin'i Questions asked them were about
-jiolltheir whereabouts
prior to the
Petfcrime hearing, whether they had
jifeerved penitentiary sentences for
ajBROADC

ASTING

Court

BAN
tax evasion, and whether they were
partners in gambling operations in
Florida, Nevada, Ohio and Kentucky.
Mr. Hitz said that at no time did
the men challenge the questions on
grounds of compulsory self-incrimination. The men were under arrest
warrants at the time of testimony,
after the Senate was told they had
evaded committee process.
Other developments on media
coverage of congressional investigating committees:
9 Release by Speaker Rayburn
of his answer to NARTB delegates
who met with him the day following his ban [B*T, March 3].
9 Announcement that the Senate District Crime Subcommittee
would re-open its hearings today
and permit radio and television to
cover them.
Rayburn's Statement
Speaker
Rayburn's statement follows :
In my answer to the Parliamentary
inquiry, I was simply interpreting
the Rules of the House of Representatives. I was doing nothing more.
There is no rule of the House authorizing or permitting me to grant
the privilege of radio broadcasting
or televising the sessions of the
House of Representatives. The rules
of the House plainly state that the
rules of the House cover sessions of
Committees of the House; this would

Test

Possible

also cover proceedings in sessions of
Subcommittees or Special Committees.
I do not want my action to be interpreted as discriminatory against
broadcasting. There was no radio
correspondents' gallery in the House
of Representatives until a rule was
adopted providing for it, which rule
had my support.
Some unthinking radio commentators and broadcasters, knowing nothing about the rules of the House,
have tried to interpret my action as
wanting to discriminate against radio
and television. Such is not the case,
of course. Both radio and television
are great mediums of dissemination
of public information.
As in case of voting for a gallery
for broadcasters and giving them
ample space in the Capitol, if the
broadcasters and television people
desire a provision in the rules authorizing radio and television they
have their remedy by asking the
Committee on Rules to report an
amendment to the Rules of the
House.
As Speaker of the House of Representatives would
I
be glad, in the
future as I have in the past, to confer with interested parties.
Senate District Crime Subcommittee's hearings will concentrate
on the narcotics racket in Washington, D. C.
WMAL-TV Washington asked
permission to telecast the hearings
and was accepted. WMAL radio

planned
to re-broadcast testimony
each night.
Chairman Matthew M. Neely (DW. Va.) said rules on TV would be
the same as those governing the
hearings last January, that is, witnesses will be telecast but can obSen. Neely described television
at the time as "one of the greatest
deterrents of crime." Newsreels
were not used by the so-called
"Little Kefauver Investigation"
into
ject.Washington, D. C, gambling
operations. Thus, the absence of
noisy newsreel cameras and accompanying Kleig lights brought an
unobstrusive coverage by TV
camera [B*T, Jan. 21].
Meanwhile, Rep. George A. Dondero (R-Mich.) said he had received as many as 1,500 protests
from his district. His constituents
wanted the hearings in Detroit on
communist infiltration in the auto
industry on radio and TV.
Rep. Donald L. Jackson (RCalif. ) told the House he "feverently hoped"
it would inpermit
"utilization of television
the work
of
its committee within the very near
future, to the end that all of
America may be enlisted in the
struggle against human slavery
and made aware of the other complex work of the House of RepreThese comments were received by
sentatives."
Congress, adding to varied resolutions of civic groups asking for a
rules change to permit radio and
TV at House committee hearings.

Hill Testimony
FCC

FCC needs more money and more
personnel to handle an ever increasing workload.
That is the gist of its testimony
before the House Appropriations
Subcommittee on Independent Offices released last Wednesday.
Testimony was given by former
Chairman Wayne Coy, accompanied by other FCC officials Feb.
13 in closed session.
Total FCC funds requested by
President Truman for fiscal year
1953 is $8,075,000 of which $1,313,339 would be used for broadcast
activities, some $202,303 more than
in fiscal 1952 [B«T, Jan. 28].
Highlights of testimony follow:
# Mr. Coy considered the FCC
request "a tight budget."
% Backlog in "almost all of our
activities," he said, will continue
to grow despite the increased budget request.
% There is a marked shortage
of personnel available for needed
performance in the Commission.
% Pay increases for fiscal 1952
cost FCC nearly a half million dollars, cost of which is expected to
be defrayed by a deficiency appropriation not yet approved by Congress.
# At that date, Mr. Coy predicted a mid-March date for lifting of the freeze.
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MONEY
# Also prediction that 90% of
500-510 TV applications expected
to come in as soon as the freeze is
lifted will be contested.
# Commission as of Feb. 13
was 10 months behind in processingnew AM station applications.
# There's a need for increased
employment in applied technical
research and frequency allocation.
% FCC wants to add four stations to its present 11 primary
monitoring and seven secondary
monitoring stations.
O Commission tracked down
some "clandestine" radio stations
in the western hemisphere operated
by foreign intelligence agents. Mr.
Coy warned that fiscal 1953 will
be a "critical" year in this respect
because of the nation's expanding
arms program and mounting temptation to foreign spies.
# Charging fees for FCC's
services is "not feasible."
FCC Appearances
In addition to Mr. Coy, the following FCC officials appeared: W.
K. Holl, executive officer; Robert
W. Cox, assistant executive officer;
Jack Werner, chief. Common Carrier Bureau; Joseph Kittner, assistant chief, Broadcast Bureau;
Edwin L. White, chief. Safety and
Special Radio Services Bureau;

George Turner, chief, Field Engineering and Monitoring Division;
Edward Allen, chief engineer; William J. Norfleet, chief accountant,
and Dee W. Pincock, assistant to
the general counsel. Also testifying was Col. Gomer Lewis, chief,
plans branch of the Director of
Communications (USAF).
Average length of time to dispose of new AM applications, the
subcommittee
was ontold,
"about
10 months behind
the was
processing
line" as of Feb. 13. FM backlog
was only 30 days, Mr. Coy told
the subcommittee, adding that
there were 24 applications to be
processed as of that date.
Subcommittee Chairman Albert
Thomas (D-Tex.) asked whether
FCC could not take the 25% reduction in workload from AM and
FM from the years 1951 to 1953
(fiscal) and
"add itthe
to personnel
your TV
without
increasing
throughout your bureau?"
Mr. Coy
it was work
"impossible
because
the said
television
load is
bigger than that" and the Commission is "utilizing all of the
reduction in AM and FM services
and applying it to television, and
subtracting that from the total
number of people we propose to
have
in estimates
television would
..." anticipate
FCC's
(Continued on page 109)
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News

Credentials

To Be Mailed Soon
CONVENTIONS
FORMAL application forms for credentials to cover the national political
conventions next July have been approved and will be mailed out within
the next 10 days to representatives of radio and TV stations.
This was announced last Thursday by Bill Henry, chairman of the
Political Convention Committee of *
the Congressional Radio-TV Gal- of the national political conventions
leries.
are being blueprinted by industry
The forms will be sent to indi- representatives on behalf of radioviduals who already have applied TV networks and independent stafor credentials. Other broadcasters
tions.
and telecasters may obtain forms
The planning, under the direction
by applying before April 15. Over
of Sig Mickelson, CBS-TV public
100 such applications already have
affairs, for television, and Thomas
been received.
Velotta, ABC vice president, for
The Executive Committee of the radio, follows allocation of space
Radio-TV Galleries has been des- by the Democratic and Republican
ignated to supervise radio and tele- National Committees.
vision news galleries at the national
After a Chicago meeting of comconventions. D. Harold McGrath
mittee officials and industry execuand Robert Menough, superintendtives last month [B»T, Feb. 18],
ents of the Senate and House gal- the political groups set aside the
leries, respectively, will be in second floor north wing of the Incharge of the two facilities.
ternational Amphitheatre for radioA standard form was approved at television occupancy. This will comprise about 50,000 sq. ft. of open
a conference attended by Kenneth
space. The apportionment as among
Fry and Edward T. Ingle, radio-TV
individual networks and stations is
directors of the Democratic and
an industry matter in which the
GOP National Committees, respectively; Willard Shadel, vice chair- committees take no part. Space also
man of the political convention
will be set aside in adjoining Exhibition Hall.
group, and Hollis Seavey, chairman
Bearing Expense
of the correspondents' Executive
Committee; and by Messrs. McRadio-TV networks are sustainGrath, Menough and Henry.
ing the cost of installing studios,
Broadcasters should address their
booths
and other facilities [B»T,
applications to Mr. Henry, Senate
March 3].
Radio-TV Gallery, U. S. Senate,
Other working space is being proU. S. Capitol, Washington, D. C.
vided for newspapers and press
Carmen Garcia was named secreassociations, theatre newsreels and
tary for the executive committee,
members of Senate and House Rahandling applications. The address
dio-TV Correspondents, Press and
was incorrectly stated in the March
Periodical Galleries. Mapping plans
10 issue of Broadcasting • Telefor TV newsreels is William Mccasting.
Andrew, NBC New York.
Meanwhile, working space rePlans also are afoot for floor requirements for physical coverage
CANDIDATE SHOWCASES
Basis of CBS Radio Series
PRESIDENTIAL aspirants last
week were off"ered two showcases
for their political views by the
CBS Radio network, which announced two half-hour series,
Presidential Profiles and Candidates and Issues, to run from now
until the national conventions have
adjourned in July.
Candidates and Issues, scheduled
for 10-10:30 p.m. EST Tuesday,
would have each candidate stating
his views on specific issues in twoor three-minute statements. The
statements would be broadcast, not
in debate form, but as straight
presentations with one campaign
issue covered on each program.
Presidential Profiles, 10:30-11
p.m., Thursdays, would allow
candidates to use the period as
they choose for an address on any
subject.
Both programs would be presented "live" and simultaneously
recorded for broadcast by any network station which might prefer
a different time period, Edmund
A. Chester, director of CBS Radio
news and public affairs, explained.
Page 30 • March 17, 1952

NBC ADDS
New Affiliates Announced
ADDITION of two new stations to
NBC's radio affiliation list was announced last week by Carleton D.
Smith, vice president in charge of
station relations, who noted that
approximately a dozen new affiliates have been signed up during the
past few months under NBC's general facilities expansion plan.
Latest additions are KDTH Dubuque, Iowa, and WMNC Morganton, N. C, both Mutual outlets.
KDTH, on 1370 kc with 1 kw
power, is licensed by TelegraphHerald and is headed by President
F. W. Woodward with K. S. Gordon
as general manager. WMNC, on
1490 kc with 250 w, is licensed to
Nathan J. Cooper, owner and manager.
Other stations signed as additions to the NBC radio network in
recent months, Mr. Smith recalled,
include KORK Las Vegas, Nev. ;
KCIL Houma, La.; KVGB Great
Bend, Kan.; WRON Ronceverte,
W. Va.; WJBS DeLand, Fla.;
WREL Lexington, Va.; WROD
Daytona Beach, Fla.; WIRA Fort
Pierce, Fla.; WCEN Mount Pleasant, Mich., and WPUV Pulaski, Va.

quirements, including those for the
convention platform, to accommodate TV cameramen, still photographers and newsreel companies.
According to present plans, there
will be perhaps six TV camera
placements for ABC-TV, CBS-TV,
NBC-TV and DuMont.
Code setting conditions for network sponsorship of the GOP convention July 7 and the Democratic
parley July 21 has been announced
by both committees [B*T, March
10]. The standards cover local as
well as national network sponsorship. The plan, where indicated, is
to have networks send out copies
of the code to stations who desire
to sell broadcast coverage to local
or co-op sponsors and request list
of sponsors in return.
Self-Policing Matter
Both committees acknowledge
this is largely a self-policing matter for industry, though they point
out they retain the right to disapprove any advertiser deemed objectionable byeither political party
on the basis of lists supplied by
networks.
Current lineup includes Admiral
Corp. for ABC radio-TV, Westinghouse Electric Corp. for CBS Radio
and Television, and Philco Corp.
for NBC radio and TV. Westinghouse also will sponsor coverage on
at least four outlets of DuMont TV
Network, which agreed to participate in pool coverage after plans
with Life magazine for joint coverage fell thi-ough. MBS radio
plans have not been set.

Arthur

E. Bagley

ARTHUR E. BAGLEY, 71, well
known in the early days of radio
as radio physical director for
Metropolitan Life Insurance Co.,
died March 8 at his home in Miami,
Fla., according to a company announcement inNew York Tuesday.
In 1925, Mr. Bagley's weekday program started at 6:45 a.m. with his
giving an estimated 4 million radio
listeners their morning exercises
in alternating 15-minute periods
until 8 a.m. He broadcast from
a studio in the Metropolitan Tower
on New York's Madison Square
to stations in New York, Boston,
Washington, Buffalo and other
cities. After his radio series was
discontinued, he lectured on health
for Metropolitan Life and arranged
for the company's New York
World's Fair exhibits in 1939 and
1940 before retiring in the latter
year.
CD Network Urged
FORMATION of a statewide network of broadcast stations for civil
defense purposes was advocated in
a speech scheduled for delivery
Sunday (March, 16) before the
West Virginia Broadcasters Assn.
by John N. (Bill) Bailey, public
affairs officer of Region 2, Federal
Civil Defense Administration. The
association met at the West Virginia Hotel, Bluefield, W. Va.

NEW

HORAN BILL
Introduced in House

BILL that presumably fuses
NARTB and FCC thinking on political broadcasts was introduced
in the House last Thursday [Closed
Circuit, Feb. 18, B*T, Jan. 14].
The measure (HR 7062) was
dropped in the hopper by Rep. Walt
Horan (R-Wash.) and referred to
the House Interstate & Foreign
Commerce Committee.
This bill is designed to supercede
legislation (HR 5470) which was
introduced by the Congressman last
fall [B*T, Oct. 1, 1951]. NARTB
had been working very closely with
Rep. Horan's office in composing a
bill that would attempt to fill needs
of the broadcaster who is harassed
by Sec. 315 of the Communications
Act relating to the use of his facilities by candidates for public office and by subsequent court rulings. I
The new Horan bill follows closely the NARTB model legislation
recommended earlier this year.
Contents of Bill
It would denote legally qualified
candidates as those "in a primary,
general or other election;" specify
that an authorization to speak in
behalf of a candidate must be in
writing and direct that the broadcaster would have no power to censor the material broadcast.
It also would not hold the broadcaster liable in any civil or criminal action in any local, state or federal court. However, the candidate I!
himself would be subject to all libel J
laws now on the statute books.
FCC now says broadcasters cannot censor
candidates'
speeches
and political
under a court
ruling
(Felix V. Westinghouse
tions), speeches by
speaking
on behalf of
1950]. be censored
may
[B»T,

Radio Stacandidates
candidates
March 20,

ZIV APPOINTS THREE
Dalhasen, Ryan, Morris Namedi
THREE new account executives
were announced last week by the
Frederic W. Ziv Co., producer of
transcribed and syndicated radio-;
TV programs.
Thomas J. Dalhasen was named
to serve in upper Michigan and
northern Wisconsin under William
Nevin, Ziv divisional manager. Mr.
Dalhasen has been sales manager
of Perrien Motion Pictures, Milwaukee, for two years. Prior to
that he was account executive at
Butler-Emmett Adv., San Diego,
Calif., and radio-TV director of
Cramer-Krasselt Adv., Milwaukee.
Morgan Ryan, former vice president and general manager of
WPTR Albany, N. Y., was named
Ziv representative in southwestern
Wisconsin.
Mitchell Morris, former sales
manager of WSBT South Bend,
Ind.,
was appointed representative
in Indiana.
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TIME
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SHARPEN

YOUR

PENCIL

These days every advertising dollar has a big job to do. That's
why WITH in Baltimore is so popular with advertisers who
want to make every penny count.
WITH

is the BIG independent with the BIG audience — and

low, low rates! It's the station that produces low-cost results!
Here's proof. Local advertisers must get fast, profitable results
from any medium they use. And WITH regularly carries the
advertising of more than twice as many Baltimore merchants as any
other station in town!

W-

1 -T

IN

BALTIMORE

Let your Forjoe man tell you the whole story of WITH's
commanding position in the rich market of Baltimore.
TOM
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CAN

YOU

CLEAR

GOOD

MARKETS
CAN

TIME

AND

TIME

—

YOU!

Look at the clearance N. W, Ayer obtained for

1 009
<^
BOSTON • PHILA • WILMINGTON

9
9
KALAMAZOO • NORFOLK

"The Electric Theatre", a half-hour film
program sponsored by the Electric Companies
Advertising Program ... on a Spot basis.

With Spot Program television, ECAP discovered,
you go into only the markets you want . . .

#

9

SALT LAKE CITY • DETROIT

take your choice of stations in multiple-station
markets . . . clear good time even in the
hard-to-get one- or two-station markets . . .
give viewers uniform and pleasing
picture quality through film ... get wholehearted

RICHMOND
station cooperation . . . pay no cut-in charges.

If you're interested in getting more sales power
from your TV dollar, just call any
Katz representative for the full story on
YOU

Spot Program Television.

THE

KATZ

•
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9
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9
9
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9
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9
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9
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9
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9
INDIANAPOLIS
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CRUITING
RE
THE
CASE of pin-pointed recruitment advertising through radio and
other selected media will be restated in full on Capitol Hill this
week.
The Dept. of Defense is seeking
$1,050,000 for overall recruiting
activities after next July 1 — be'53 — andwhich
also has
deletion ofginning
anof fiscal
amendment
the effect of freezing certain 195152 funds already on the books.
Officials of the Military Personnel Procurement Service are prepared to testify before a joint Air
Force-Army subcommittee of the
House Appropriations Committee
on 24-hour call.
There also were undercurrents
last week on Capitol Hill portending a possible onslaught on radioTV and other public information
specialists of the Dept. of Defense

^-m^m
ADV.
and its military branches. The
these past few weeks and MPPS
attack was being prepared by Rep. officials report favorable response
F. Edward Hebert (D-La.), chair- for WACS, WAFS and nurses.
man of a House subcommittee prob- Spot campaigns on some 500 indeing waste in the Pentagon, and
pendent outlets of the Keystone
could presage congressional study Broadcasting System and on 13
of the department's information or 50-kw stations are to be launched
"prestige" radio-TV network pro- this week, each for the Army and
Air Force.
grams.
These two drives will cost about
Meanwhile, Grant Adv. has
pressed into action an interim ad- $95,000 in radio time, aside from
another estimated $2,000 for provertising program out of 1950-51
duction costs. Radio is deriving
monies, with the spot radio phase
expected to get underway this about 18% of current interim allocation monies and approximately
week. The advertising agency for
the Army and Air Force also has 46% for all funds spent since July
submitted a proposed ad campaign
1, 1951 [B*T, Feb. 11].
Scheduled to testify before the
to military procurement authorities
based on the possibility that Con- joint subcommittees for MPPS are
Col. James Banville, deputy chief,
gress will rescind its ban on curand Col. William Berkeley, chief
rent fiscal expenditures.
of the publicity branch, along with
The newspaper and periodical
campaign has been in progress
their aides. Appropriation sub-

WHOLE

HOG
IN

THE

KANSAS

MARKET

vim

The Kansas Market is a Farm Market ... so rich, so responsive that it
screams for sales action. The Kansas
State Board of Agricuhure reports a 1951
farm income of ^617,000,000 jrom crops
alone . . . and that's just a drop in the
bucket. Still to be added are the staggering totals for oil, livestock, poultry,
dairy products and eggs.

WIBW goes "whole hog" in selling
your product to these anxious-to-buy
farm families. You see, WIBW is the
farm station for Kansas . . . the station
most listened to by farmers.* That's
what it takes to get RESULTS. That's
what WIBW offers YOU.
* Kansas Radio Audiewe, 1951

Serving mi Seliing
"THE MAGIC CIRCLE"
Rep.: Capper PeblicotioRs, foe. • BIN LUDY, Gen. Mgr. • WIBW • KCKN
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committee members expected to sit
in include Reps. Daniel J. Flood
(D-Pa.), Robert Sikes (D-N. J.),
Errett P. Scrivner (R-Kan.), John
Taber (R-N. Y.) and George H.
Mahon (D-Tex.). Reps. Sikes and
Mahon head up the Army and Air
Force units.
The newly-evolved policy of the
Defense Dept. to directionalize its
recruiting drives by using spot
radio and key newspapers and
journals will be laid before subcommittee members. The policy was
reached after congressional criticism over commitments for paid!
network shows involving Frankie
Laine, Bill Stern and others. i
Regardless of its showing before
the House units, MPPS may find
the going tough once the matter is
pursued before a Senate Appropriations subcommittee chairmaned by
Sen. Joseph C. O'Mahoney (D-;
Wyo,).
It is the economy-minded Sena-^1
tor's contention that the question
of any freeze on '51-'52 funds "was
resolved a month ago." He said
the matter had not come before his,
Agreement was reached on per- '<
subcommittee.
mission to use certain funds aftei
last March 1 until July 1 — unexpended money from commitments
reached
out of the8 still
'51-'52stands
budget,as
But Amendment
a rider to the Military Appropriations Act for the current year
There have been reports that a deficiency bill will be submitted tc
correct this situation. The rap-|
prochement between Capitol Hilli
and the Defense Dept. reportedly
was reached in conferences between
Sen. O'Mahoney and Anna Rosenberg, Assistant Secretary of Defense in charge of manpower.
Resumes Planning
It permitted the department tc
resume its planning for radio and
other programs as a gesture tc
congressional whims, since thos<
monies actually were not attached
by Congress.
Still tied
up are $2.1with
million
fo""'
national
advertising,
an esti
mated $400,000 already siphone
off to radio spot and TV produc
tion.
f
Sen. O'Mahoney, who last fall
disclaimed any enmity toward radio, spearheaded the movement tc
attach '51-'52 expenditures. The
Senator claimed then that testimony before his committee showec
that "advertising was useless and
seemed therefore, to be a useless
waste of public funds." Criticism
he said, "was not directed to advertising bycommercial radio alone
but to advertising of any kind.'
Sen. O'Mahoney last week insisted there no longer is any freezd
on recruitment funds. He said i|^^
was "common knowledge that thl
situation was resolved" and thai
there
no suchthisban,
and ques''
ioned is
whether
reporter
hac
"any connection with broadcastingat all." He was questioned directlj
on the fate of '52 funds.
He said "the situation has nol
changed,
there isonno page
story36)at all'
(Continued
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Now, try it again . . . and LOUDER! Whoever's within hearing distance will be paying attention to you by now. Why? BECAUSE
WHISTLE-TALK* GETS ATTENTION. (It's a natural language. When you were young and afraid to knock on doors you used
whistle-talk to get your friends to come see what you wanted. Some shy men STILL use whistle talk for comment about the
fair sex. Most EVERYBODY uses it to signal friends when they're in a happy mood and have something to say.)
Get

this same

quick,

natural,

Standard's

-K-

friendly

attention

Inspired,

to your

radio

with

New

whistle

-talk

Attenti

on

getters

Use this transcribed series of 18 brief happy-whistle lead-ins for
AUDIENCE-INCREASE PROMOTIONS ... You can have the whole town whistling your
station's whistle-talk . . . including your advertisers.
SPOT SATURATION CAMPAIGNS.
Sell more, larger and longer spot campaigns via whistle
talks and a whole series of Standard Attention Getters.
ADVERTISER-SIGNATURES. . . Let one advertiser have a franchise on a whistle-talk which will give identity
and repetitive impact to his messages and keep him advertising for years.
You also get a sales brochure to help you sell whistle-talk advertising in your town and a copy guide to
]help you write and produce effective whistle-talk messages for YOUR advertisers. For Standard subscribers
(. whistle-talks are just the beginning of a 4-way SPONSOR-TAILORED Service on 1. Star Shows, 2. Scripts,
. Sales Ideas and 4. Copy Formats. If you want to know more, just whistle. Be sure to ask about our slogan
5romotion "GET MORE FOR YOUR DOUGH ON RADIO" and by all means check our brand new service
RADIO SIGNATURES, which gives you exclusive advertising signatures and plans for different specific
|idvertisers in your city. It's a part of our Copy Format Service . . . radio's answer to newspaper mat service.
I

'lopyrighted 1952 Stondord Radio Transcription Services, Inc.
BROADCASTING
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The Sponsor -Tailored

Sell With
Standard Radio
Transcription

Services, inc.

MO N. La Brea Avenue, Hollywood • WEbster 8-9181
360 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago • CEntral 6-0041
444 Madison Avenue, New York City • PLaza 3-4620
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Recruiting Adv.
• (Continued from page 3U)
and refused to discuss the matter
further "since it is apparent from
your questions that you are not
familiar with the background of
this case."
Sen. O'Mahoney reportedly has
reassured at least one broadcaster,
however, during an informal discussion the past fortnight, that
there will be no discrimination
against radio broadcasting whatever action his subcommittee takes.
Last fall, he gave similar assurances to S. W. Cisler, vice president of WKYW Louisville, Ky.
Current planning envisions a
"balanced advertising campaign"
using radio and printed media on a
selective basis. About $1.7 million
remains from the $2.1 million originally earmarked for the next fiscal year. MPPS authorities decline
to divulge radio's share of this program aimed similarly at potential

aviation cadets and women's
groups.
Col. Berkeley last week was putting the finishing touches on a
compilation
showing
radio's
allocations in dollars
and cents
the past
two years. He prepared it at the
request of NARTB after a conference with its representatives at the
Pentagon [B»T, Feb. 25].
The revelation last month that
the Defense Dept. was reviewing
the ratings compiled by its information shows in comparison with
commercial network fare takes on
a new face with Rep. Hebert's
probe. The Congressman earlier
charged that the Pentagon spends
over $1 million annually for "propaganda" [B*T, March 10].
While some department information specialists are inclined to regard the inquiry as crossfire between Rep. Hebert and Clayton
Fritchey, Defense Dept. information chief, harking back to their
days in New Orleans, it's conceded

that defense programs have a stake
in the outcome.
Rep. Hebert last week added fuel
to the fire by demanding a complete list of military public information personnel or "Pentagon
pitchmen — by whatever name they
are called." He claims the figure
actually is closer to 500 than the
184 civilian and military names disclosed.
It isa Rep.
Herbert's
intent all
to
secure
complete
list including
personnel who prepare radio and
television shows for the Defense
Dept.
In that light, the work of the
Pentagon's
Committee doubtlessManagement
will be reflected
on
Capitol Hill. The group sought out
data involving rating comparisons
of defense shows with other programs but has taken no action in
recent weeks. A meeting of the
committee with top information
chiefs of each branch was indi-

cated momentarily.
In the background lies a study
that has been mulled for almost
two years — whether each branch
or the Defense Dept. as a whole
shall exercise control over individual service media planning.

Mar. 17-20: National Premium Buyers
19th annual
Exposition, Conrad Hilton
Hotel,
Chicago.
Mar. 19: NARTB-sponsored Business
Trends
Committee,
Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel. New
York.
Mar. 19-21 : Assn. of National Advertisers,Hot spring
meeting,
stead,
Springs,
Va. The HomeMar. 20-21 : Alabama Broadcasters Assn.
annual spring meeting, Buena Vista
Hotel, Biloxi, Miss.
Mar. 21-22: Third annual Advertising
Institute, Emory U. and the Atlantal
Advertising Club, Atlanta, Ga. [
Mar.
Broadcasting'
Corp.,21-22:
Board Canadian
of Governors
meeting,
CBC headquarters, Toronto.
Mar.
6: Chicago
International
Trade22-April
Fair, Navy
Pier, Chicago.
Mar. 24-27:castersCanadian
Assn.Royal
of Broadannual meeting.
York
Hotel. Toronto.
Mar. 26-28: American Assn. of Industrial Editors, first national concinnati. vention, Netherland Plaza Hotel, CinMar.
30-April 2:Conrad
NARTB Hilton
30th Annual
Convention,
Hotel,
Chicago.
April 1-4: Twenty-second annual Safety
Convention and Exposition, Statlei
Hotel, New York.
April 1-4: American Management Assn
21st annual packaging conference and
N.
J.
exposition.
Auditorium, Atlantic City
April 3-5:
Assn.meeting.
of AdvertisingAmerican
Agencies, spring
The
Greenbrier, White Sulphur Springs|
W. Va.
April 4-6: American Women in Radii
& Television, second national coil-|
vention, Statler Hotel, Detroit.
'i
April 15-17: AIEE Southwest District
meeting, Jefferson Hotel, St. Louis.
April
Brand Day"
Names
Foundation's
"Brand16 :Names
conference,
Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
geles.
April 16: BAB Sales Clinic, Los An- 1j
April 17-20: Ohio State U. Institute for
Education by Radio-Television, 22d 1
annual
meeting, Ohio.
Deshler - Wallick 1|
Hotel, Columbus,
April 19: Cincinnati section. Institute
of Radio Engineers, Spring technical
conference, Cincinnati.
WIBG

Students at North Dakota Agricultural College recently conducted an independent survey
among 3,969 farm families in a 22-county area
around Fargo. Each family was asked, "To
what radio station does your family listen
most?" 3,120 of the families named WDAY;
only 174 named Station "B"! WDAY WAS
A 17-TO-l CHOICE OVER THE NEXT
STATION— A 31/2-TO-l FAVORITE OVER
Despite the fact that the other three major

^

WDAY

^fSgT'
Page 36
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NBC

& PETERS,

BASEBALL
Sponsors Are Signed
ATLANTIC REFINING Co. and
Valley Forge Beer-Rams Head ale
will sponsor coverage of 206 majoi
ALL OTHER STATIONS COMBINED!
league baseball games of the Philadelphia Athletics and Philadelphia
Fargo - Moorhead Hoopers prove that
Phillies this season over WIBG
WDAY consistently gets a 3-to-l greater Share
Philadelphia and 16-station radic
of the "in-town" Audience than all other stanetwork in eastern Pennsylvania
tions combined! *
and
ware.parts of New Jersey and DelaBMB figures and mail-pull stories also prove
In addition to league games
that WDAY "hogs the show", throughout the
some 40 exhibition contests will h(
entire Red River Valley! Write for all the facts,
broadcast.
today, including availabilities.
WIBG will give play-by-play ol
networks maintain local studios!
team playing at home, interspers
ed with high-light developments
in away-from-home games bein|
played by other team. Away-from
• 5000 WATTS
• 970 KILOCYCLES
home games of both teams will bi
broadcast whenever they do no
conflict with games at home. Agen
INC., Exclusive NaUonal Representatives
cy: N. W. Ayer & Son.
BROADCASTING
• Tclecastin(

VOICES

That

SELL...
r

IN

TWO

MAJOR

markets:

• HIT THE JACKPOT IN THE BILLION-DOLLAR TRADE
of NORTHEASTERN OKLAHOMA
Plus THE MULTIMILLION DOLLAR SHOPPING CENTER of Western
ARKANSAS
• ONE

WITH—

OPERATION

• ONE
• ONE

AREA

NETWORK

REPRESENTATIVE

-

CBS

(AVERY-KNODEL,

RADIO

INC.)

JOHN ESAU
Vice President
General
i^anager
FORT
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BILL

RANDLE-

SPRINGS

THE
COMING
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UP:

E%<Zl\JS\yE
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NEWS
^ROkDQkSlS

CLE

VELA

INTO

—

NATI^

SPORTS
OF

CLEVELAND

'

MD'S

No.

ONAL

1

DISC

PROMINENCE

D.

J.

HAILED

AS

"KING

The Cleveland
reaffirmed

or

papers

pronounced

it. Newsweek

it. Record

distributors

see

LISTENERS
RANDLE

JOCKEY

TIME

KNOW

IS BUYING

NEW

DISC

it. And...

JOCKEYS

DON'T TAKE OUR WORD
FOR IT. READ THIS . . .

THAT

TIME

IN

"In our crowd, the disc-jockey delight isBill Randle of WERE.

CLEVELAND

"He has become the hero, the king
of platter spinners.
Bill Randle packs 'em in— out there on the air . . . where listeners
are customers. He has the audience, and he has the following.

"He gets an average of 600 letters a
week— sometimes over a thousand."
—Fern Rich, Cleveland Press

Newsweek gives Bill Randle credit for reviving Charmaine. Bill Randle
raised $10,000 for polio relief in one marathon broadcast.

"Bill Randle is Cleveland's No. 1

Bill Randle is mentioned in 185 Sunday newspapers m connection

disc jockey."

with a special record promotion. Bill Randle has made over 200 personal

"Randle is definitely the No. 1 disc
jockey in this area. He has tremendous—Ted
influenceKing,
on theDistrict
public."Manager
Columbia Records

appearances in the past two years. That's why
ADVERTISERS
RANDLE

TIME

KNOW

IS SELLING

THAT

TIME

IN

—Thomas Burke,
Mayor of Cleveland

CLEVELAND

For available time contact the . . .

O.

L.

TAYLOR

COMPANY-

National

Representative

STATION
INDIANS

BASEBALL

VITAL

IN

NORTHEASTERN

OHIO
J

FRESH
BAB

GREENSBORO,

NORTH

Look at part of WBIG's
home

CAROLINA

potential out-of-

audience! In addition to 186,870

radio homes

in WBIG's

Sixteen County

Market,* there were 279,436 cars Sept.
30, 1951. t The composite result of 4 spot
checks** in Greensboro
N. C., covering
64.74%

equipped

and High Point,

6,474 cars revealed
with radios.

SOURCES:
* BMB Study No. 2
t N. C. Dept. of Motor Vehicles
Va. Dept. of Highways
** Greensboro & High Point Police Depts.
Member, High Point Fire Dept.
Hege, Middleton & Neal

5000
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MEETS

42 Tentatively Scheduled
BROADCAST Advertising Bureau
plans 42 area meetings this year for
member stations and their salemen,
William B. Ryan, BAB president,
announced Tuesday, with places
and dates of the sessions to be arranged during the course of the
NARTB convention in Chicago.
Tentative schedules, however,
provide for the first sales clinics to
be held on the West Coast late in
April, starting with Los Angeles,
April 16, and followed by San Francisco, April 21; Portland, April 23,
and Seattle, April 25. These sessions are to be conducted by Mr.
Ryan, Kevin B. Sweeney. BAB vice
president and John F. Hardesty,
local promotion director.
BAB will conduct an average of
three area meetings weekly
throughout the summer, Mr. Ryan
added, with two teams of executives alternating on the road. In
addition to the west coast series,
sales clinics are tentatively scheduled for St. Louis, May 5; Kansas
City, May 7; Des Moines, May 9;
Omaha, May 12; Wichita, May 14,
and Oklahoma City, May 16.
The meetings — for which a complete schedule will be announced in
May — will be open to BAB members only and will not require registration fees for admittance, the
president explained. One-day affairs, the sales clinics will feature
management meetings in the morning, to be followed by a session for
radio station sales managers and
salesmen in the afternoon.
"In our selection of cities we have
tried to bring a BAB sales clinic
within a few hours' travel time
from every station in the country,"
Mr. Ryan explained. "In this way,
we hope that stations will bring
their entire sales staff to our meetings so that we can trade ideas on
selling and the use of BAB materials. We learned so much about
station needs from our 17 meetings
last fall on the NARTB district
tour, and the stations told us they
profited so much by the chance to
exchange ideas, that we decided to
run as many meetings with stations
as
said.we could afford during 1952," he

INTERVIEW CANDIDATES
Gannett Stations Air Show

Represented by Hollingbery

Page 40

AREA

WASHINGTON Bureau of Gannett Newspapers has started a series of radio interviews with candidates for Presidential nomination
on Capital Memo. Contenders from
both parties will be given an opportunity to state their case on the
program which was started three
years ago.
Gannett stations which carry the
broadcasts are WDAN Danville,
111.; WENY Elmira, N. Y.; WHDL
Clean, N. Y.; WHEC Rochester,
N. Y., and WTHT Hartford, Conn.
Text of interviews also will be published in Gannett newspapers.

AIR

Kintner
ROBERT
E.
president, has
man of The

FUND

I

Heads Radio-TVf
KINTNER, ABC,
been named chair- 1
New York Herald ][

Tribune Fresh Executive
Air Fund Radio-TV
Committee,
Director '
week.
Frederick H. Lewis announced last j
Other new members of the committee are Sigurd Larmon, president of Young & Rubicam, and
Gordon B. McLendon, president of
Liberty Broadcasting System. As
chairman, Mr. Kintner succeeds
Mark Woods, president of Woods
& Warwick.
Full membership
of Bruce
the radio-TV
committee
also includes
Barton,
board
chairman,
BBDO;
Thomas
D'Arcy&
Brophy, board chairman, Kenyon
Eckhardt; Bertram Lebhar, director of
WMGM New York; Lawrence W.
Lowman, vice president and general
executive, CBS; Stanley Resor, president, J. Walter Thompson Co.; Nathan
Straus,Trammell,
president,board
WMCA
New York;
Niles
chairman,
NBC;
Frank White, president, MBS; and
Chris Witting, general manager, DuMont TV Network.
Other broadcasters are members
of the Friendly Town Radio-TV
Committee, a separate group organized to enlist country communities as vacation sites for city
children.
Members of this committee include
Earle J. Pudney, WGY Schenectady,
chairman; Charles J. Truit, WBOC
Salisbury, Md.; Paul Alger, WSNJ
Bridgeton, N. J.; Robert E. Johnson,
WHOB
Gardner, Mass.; Elton HaU,
WVPO Stroudsburg, Pa.; A. E. Spokes,
WJOY Burlington, Vt.; and Howard
Wheelock, WKNE Keene, N. H.
BILL

RANPLE

OF WERE
HOTTEST

IS THE

DISC JOCKEY

IN THE COUNTRY.
(See pages 38 & 39.)
Advertisers think so too:
Bank of Ohio
Better Foods
Buick Motors
California Fruit Growers Assoc.
Chevrolet Motors
Cleveland Illuminating Co.
Cleveland Graphite Bronze
Du Maurier Cigarettes
Crayton Sausage
Curtis Publishing Co.
Fisher Foods
Ford Motors
Halle Bros. (Dept. Store)
Higbee
Co. Coffee
(Dept. Store)
Hills Bros.
Household Finance Corp.
Loew's State Theatre
Musterole Co.
Nestle Co.
Nucoa Margarine
Pennsylvania Refining Co.
Royal Roebuck
Ice Cream& Co.
Sears
Singer Sewing Machine Co.
Stanback Ltd.
Trailer Coach Mfg. Co.
Warner Bros.
The Woolworth Compony
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MIGHT
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YOU
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WON'T

BAG

WESTERN

WITHOUT

MUCH

MICHIGAN

THE

FETZER

STATIONS!

If you're gunning for bigger sales in Western
Michigan, use the double-barreled power of the
Fetzer stations — WKZO-TV in television, WKZOWJEF in radio.
TV— WKZO-TV is the Official Basic CBS Television Outlet for Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids, and also
provides intensive primary service to Battle Creek
and dozens of other important cities and towns in
Western Michigan and Northern Indiana. The
WKZO-TV signal effectively reaches more sets than
are installed in metropolitan Kansas City, Syracuse or Louisville! A recent 24-county Videodex
Diary Study made by Jay & Graham Research
Corporation shows that WKZO-TV delivers 54.7%

more

Western Michigan and Northern Indiana

homes than Station "B"/
AM — WKZO, Kalamazoo, and WJEF, Grand Rapids, are far and away the best radio buys in
Western Michigan. Bought in combination, they
cost considerably less than the next-best two-station
choice in Kalamazoo and Grand Rapids, yet deliver
about 57% more listeners! BMB figures prove
great rural circulation, too. WKZO-WJEF's unduplicated BMB Audience is up 52.9% over 1946 at
night — up 46.7% in the daytime!
Get the whole Fetzer story — write direct or ask
Avery-Knodel.

*4 wolf weighing just over 175 pounds was killed on Seventy Mile River in Alaska.

ALL
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'OVERLAP' FIGHT
FCC Acts in WMEX Protest
HEARING on question of overlap
of 25 mv/m contours of WMEX
Boston and WHIL Medford, Mass.,
was ordered by the FCC last week.
Action was taken after WMEX
submitted proof of overlap and
asked the Commission to revoke
WHIL program authority and set
license application for hearing.
Commission set license application
for hearing April 7 on overlap
issue. It refused, however, to set
aside WHIL program authority
which permits Medford station to
broadcast regular programs.
Comrs. Frieda B. Hennock and
Robert F. Jones dissented.
Commission turned down previous requests by WMEX in the same
situation [B»T, March 3, Feb. 18].
WMEX immediately filed a petition
for review of the FCC's order with
the U. S. Court of Appeals. It alleged thatWHIL
the Commission's
failure
to revoke
program authority
is illegal.
WMEX operates on 1510 kc with
5 kw. WHIL operates on 1540 kc
with 250 w daytime. Commission
rules specify that no application
may be granted if station is less
than 40 kc apart and the 25 mv/m
contour overlaps with an existing
station.
In refusing to revoke WHIL program authority, the Commission
pointed out that WHIL had relied
on the FCC's map of soil conductivities, which indicate no overlap.
It also emphasized that notice of
the grant was made public in February 1951 and that WMEX
should have objected then, or up to
20 days thereafter as the rules prescribe.
"In this instant case," the Commission majority said, "notwithstanding the fact that this allocation policy may have been departed
from, there haS been no showing
whatever that a significant amount
of interference . . . has in fact re-

Advertising is one of the few enterprises where the
boss can walk into your ofhce, find you reading a magazine, and not get apoplexy. But the working day isn't
long enough, so you go home with a bundle under your
arm and read magazines. Man (or lady), we're for
you, and we'll reward you with some intelligence about
our favorite topic, Iowa:
1. Annual cash farm income, $2,125 billion
2. Total industrial income, $3-737 billion
3. Radio families listening to WMT

Commission
continued,
"we
areThe
unable
to conclude
at this time
that
serious
harm
will
result
from
sulted."
the continuation of program tests

every week,

338,480
4. Spot check: Last month 189 spot advertisers used
WMT;

138 of them are on a 52-week basis.

Wanna make it 190? Whisper Katz Agency into your
telephone (or try our open transom).

CEDAR

RAPIDS

BASIC CBS RADIO NETWORK • 5,000 WATTS • 600 KC
r
RfPRESENTED NATIONALLY
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BY THE KATZ AGENCY

fication of WMEX's license.
"In mistakenly finding 'equities'
on the side of WHIL to permit
these tests without a prior hearing
and a finding that there is no overlap, the Commission has done violence to its own concept of the public interest as expressed in its overlap rule, as well as illegally impairing the rights of an existing licensaid. see," the dissenting commissioners
WMEX plea to the Court of Appeals alleged that WHIL was operating without a license and that
programstrued asauthority
cona license. cannot
It alsobestated
that proof of 25 mv/m contour
overlap had been shown and that
the Commission is bound to revoke
tically.program authority automathe
LAMBERT
INDICTED
Mail Fraud Is Charge
CHARGED with using the mails to
defraud on a 16 count indictment
returned by a New York Federal
Grand Jury Feb. 29, Laurence A.
Lambert, Hollywood distributor of
religious films, posted $1,000 bond
with U. S. Comr. Howard V. Calverly in Los Angeles last week.
The New York trial is expected
to be held in the fall upon return
to the U. S. of Sah Waagenaar,
president of Circle Film Enterprises, distributor, on world tour.
Defraud charges concern the operations of Mr. Lambert's International Religious and Education
Films and similar titled firms which
are headquarters in Hollywood, according to Assistant U. S. Attorney
Albert Blinder.
The indictment alleges Mr. Lambert represented to the trade he
had all rights to the French film
"Golgotha," while the picture actually is owned by Mr. Waagenaar
in the U. S. and Canada. The counts
also charge Mr. Lambert schemed
to defraud Loyola Films, subsidiary
of Loyola U., Los Angeles, and
Variety Film Distributors by false
representation through mails.
Mr. Lambert recently was named
one of the principal defendants in
a $5 million damage suit filed in
Los Angeles Superior Court by
Preferred Pictures Corp. It charges
conspiracy sentation
andthat he
alleges
reprewas false
distributing

WMEX
by The
WHIL.
. . ." argument that program tests are illegal is "little
more
than a said.
play upon
words," that
the two religious films, "Pilgrimage
Commission
It declared
Play" and "Upon This Rock."
program tests are just as much
"licenses" as are other authorizations which it makes.
Canadian Award
ANNUAL Canadian General Elec
Action Withheld
trie Award to Canadian stations
Commission order also referred
has
been changed to cover not
to WHIL petition requesting that
only the work of Canadian starecently renewed license of WMEX
tions but is to be given this yeai
be reconsidered. FCC said it was
and in future to station individuals
withholding action on that petition
for the time being.
"for
outstanding
technical
or "for
outstanding
serviceservice''
to the
Dissenting Comrs. Hennock and
broadcasting
industry
in
the
techJones argued that the program
nical field," according to an an»
authority of WHIL should be withnouncement of the Canadian Assn
drawn, since it was acknowledged
of Broadcasters. Award will b<
by the Commission that 25 mv/m
made at the annual CAB conventioi
contours do ovei-lap and thus are in to be held at the Royal York Hotel
conflict with the rules. They also
Toronto, March 24-27. Entries foi
emphasized that the interference
the award are now being receivec
resulted in an "unauthorized" modiat CAB heaquarters at Ottawa.
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When

the

that

WMAQ

Station

Midwest

Market

Foley and Company decided to introduce their new cough-restrain-

ing product, FOLEY QUIT-ITS, in the Chicago and Midwest market, they
naturally turned to Station WMAQ, master sales medium of the Middle West.
A schedule of announcements was placed in the "Early Norman Ross" program, broadcast Mondays through Saturdays between 6:15 and 6:55 a.m.
/^0ecC a^a^

707fC^(2.

fmadeecceC <w expected f

Here is the report from Wendell Walker, account executive for Lauesen &
Salomon, Foley and Company advertising agency:
"We have been most gratified, during the introductory campaign for
FOLEY QUIT-ITS, at the number of druggists and consumers who
said they heard about them on the 'Early Norman

Ross' show.

"No salesmen contacted druggists on behalf of FOLEY QUIT -ITS,
either before or during the campaign. But thanks to the consumer
demand created by radio advertising, the majority of the druggists
in the WMAQ

area found it highly advantageous to stock."

Again and again advertisers find proof in their sales records that WMAQ
is the sales medium which delivers the buying audience. Your WMAQ
NBC Spot salesman will be glad to give you the complete story.

or

WMAQ

NBC

RADIO

IN

CHICAGO
CHICAGO
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PORTLAND

OREGON
DISTRICT
BUSINESS
GRESHAM'S
fashion. Easy access to
suburban
typical
in
area
wide
a
is spread over
deposits total more
Bank
area.
trade
favorite
a
shopping centers makes it
the past 10 years.
in
tripled
than
more
has
population
than eight millions;

CIVIC LEADERS
"We know the value of radio advertising
for automobiles and in this area KGW
does it best. KGW is always willing to
help in civic activities and keeps in
touch with local people. We know our
area is behind this station's effort
100%," say Car Dealers Gordon Swan
and Ross Panning, both past-presidents
of the Gresham Chamber of Commerce
and active community leaders.

Local people are 'for' KGW because they know KGW
is 'for' local people. All the advantages of sellinginfluence-prestige with the station that has the '/oca/'
touch. Markets are people and KGW realizes every
business, local or national, must keep in touch with
people and keep that touch local. You cannot adequately sell the Portland area without KGW, because
it is the 'P/oneer' station in Portland with more than
30 years continuous operation. Naturally it has top
listener loyalty in this section of Oregon. As anyone A
living in the Portland area can tell you, KGW is the
station at six-two-oh on the radio dial! For the advertiser seeking the highest possible return from his investment in radio time, KGW offers the quality that
produces greatest results. If you're not on the KGW
band wagon, investigate now because it is true you
KGW.
cannot adequately 'sell' the Portland area without

"KGW is our
FARMER
'main line' for
news, weather reports, crop and stock
prices, and has our wholehearted support
for its community efforts. This station
knows local people and local people
know KGW. For the best possible job
in the Portland area it can't be beat,"
reports C. A. Becker, president of the
Gresham Berry Growers and long-time
resident of the agricultural district near
Gresham.

PORTLAND,

OREGOl

"KGW is our favorHOUSEWIFE
ite family station and
besides the entertainment value it brings me news of
products that help make my shopping easier," reports Mrs. M. A. Ferris, Gresham housewife.

■

■

"The top station here is definitely KGW with top entertainment,
' ^ news and topics of interest to local people. It's very true that KGW
advertised products increase in sales and no one can beat this 'local' station for quality," according
to Gresham Druggists Stafford DQwsett and E. L. Welling.

"When national brands are
advertised on KGW, sales increase more than 30 per cent. It is definitely the
station in the Portland area," says Carl Zimmerman,
12-Mile Store owner, near Gresham.

REPRESENTED

Narionally

by

EDWARD

RETRY

&

CO.,

INC

Chase G. Woodhouse, Office of the
Special Assistant to the Director
of OPS.
Woodhouse
Answers Charges
OPS'
RADIO
Office of Price Stabilization series
of radio broadcasts featuring wellknown celebrities and anti-inflation
messages cropped up in the Senate
last Wednesday.
Sen. Burnet Maybank (D-S. C.)
inserted in the Congressional Record a letter from an OPS official
challenging certain published reports that the agency sought to use
the programs to further price control. The Joint Senate-House Production Committee, of which Sen.
Maybank is chairman, had requested the data.
Sen. Maybank said his committee
had received "many inquiries" on
the 13-week series. He took no
side on the issue in his floor statement but inserted the letter "in
the interest of presenting the
facts." The letter was signed by

Mr. Woodhouse rejected claims
that the agency is using fan dancers
to popularize price controls. He
noted that a number of celebrities,
including Bob Hope, Dinah Shore
and Bob Crosby, had volunteered
their services without charge, and
that stations could use the ti-anscribed series. Stars for Defense,
as a public service. The programs
have drawn fire from GOP quarters
[B«T, Feb. 25, 18].
The OPS official stressed the
importance of public information
in stabilizing prices, and claimed
the broadcasts are not used to advocate extension of the Defense
Production Act on Capitol Hill. He
conceded that it would be "most
improper and illegal to use federal
funds
in a propaganda
Mr. Woodhouse
added: campaign."
There

were

naturally

certain ex-

penses inrecordings.
producing and
ing these
The manufacturagency felt
those expenses to be small in relation
to the immensity of the information
job and its importance in effectively
administering price controls. The 13
high-priced radio stars did not receive
a penny for their services. The agency
does not pay for broadcasting time.
Radio stations, which wish to do so,
broadcast these programs free of
charge as a public service. ...

CINCINNATI IRE
Meeting Slated April 19
DR. D. B. SINCLAIR, president,
Institute of Radio Engineers, will
make the principal address at the
spring technical meeting of the
Cincinnati section of IRE April 19.
Among topics to be discussed are
color and UHF television. Registration may be made through Prof.
A. B. Bereskin, Electrical Engineering Dept., U. of Cincinnati,
Cincinnati 21, Ohio.

PEABODY AWARDS
N. Y. Unit Recommend;!
NEW
listening
postthat
com'r i
mittee YORK
announced
last week
had recommended the following
programs for consideration h}
the National George Foster Pea i
body Awards committee:
Radio :
Network Education programThe Nation's Nightmare, CBS
and the documentary series
U. S. S. R. ABC.
Regional Education prograrr
Inside New York, WMCA Ne^
York.
Local Education Program: Cita
tion to WLIB New York for servic
the and
city.by the Negro population o
to
News: citation to Howard K. Smitl
Entertainment: "The Big Show,
CBS.
NBC.
Children's Programs: "New Yor
Times Youth Forum," WQXR Ne\
York, and citation for "No Schot
Today,"
ABC. promoting internation;
Programs
understanding:
Theatre,"
BB(
with a citation to"World
the Ford
Foundatio
for Its Paris broadcasts of U. N. Gen
eral Assembly meetings.
Television:
Network Education Program;
"American Inventory," NBC-TV; "Hoi '
Do They
Get That
Way?" ABC-T\
and
"Horizons,"
ABC-TV.
Local Educational Programs: "Wil
Life"
series, series,
WOR-TVfirstNew
York;locall
"It
A Problem"
telecast
on WNBT (TV) New York, but now
network show; and a special citation t
WNYE New York and WPIX (TV) Ne'
York for their cooperative productio
of
"Livingchildren.
Blackboard," program fc
confined
Entertainment: "Celanese Theatre
ABC-TV.
R. Murrow for "Se
It News:
Now" Edward
series, CBS-TV.
Children's Programs: "Kukla, Fra
and OUie," NBC-TV; "Zoo Parade
Super-Circus,"
(TV);
WNBT
"Juvenile
Jury,"
NBC-TV;(TV).andABC-T^
"Chi
dren's Theatre,"
WNBT
Recommendations were made i|
the order of listing, except for chij
dren's TV programs which wei
recommended without classificatio:
WVBTS

If a Tony Wons were to ask that question

CBS Radio
Network
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CALIF. FAN
Reported by RRI

LONG distance record for reguls
FM reception was claimed last wee
over a WGR microphone today, he'd have an
by the 13-station Rural Radio Ne
work, which reported that WVB
audience far bigger than the "good old days."
(FM), its station at Bristol Cente
N. Y., has a regular listener i
One day recently, ONE offer of a sample jar
Berkeley, Calif.
A recent letter from the Wei
of skin cream brought 3,000 requests
Coast listener said, in part, "a
though your signal is weak, w
flooding in from Buffalo, western New York
spend many happy hours with ox
ears pressed close to our Fl
and Pennsylvania and from our Canadian
speakers, listening to the fine pre
grams you broadcast from WQX
listeners across the river.
[New York] ... in addition 1
the music, which we sorely miss o
Sunday mornings, we much enjo
Yes, WGR means We Get Results!
"Freddie and the Popinjay."
WVBT is on a 2,100-foot moui
tain 30 miles south of Rocheste,;
N. Y. and was designed to servic
the Rochester area and the Genesc
Valley, according to Donald K. d(
Neuf, Rural Radio General mai
RAND BUILDING, BUFFALO 3, N. Y.
ager. He said that, to his know'l
National Representatives: Free & Peters, Inc.
edge, this was the longest rang
over which FM broadcasts had bee
leo J. ("Fitz") Fifzpatrick
heard on a regular basis.
I. R. ("Ike") Lounsberry
BROADCASTING
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On the surface most discs look pretty much alike. And for some
jobs, their characteristics may seem fairly similar, too.
But can you depend on them? Are you sure that the discs you
use will give consistently fine performances for any kind of
job day in and day out?
You can if you select PRESTO.
when
are

the

chips

down...

That's why, in the final analysis—
when the chips are down— more
and more stations, studios, and
schools are choosing presto.

They appreciate the craftsmanship that goes into the manufacture of
each disc— the meticulous preparation of the aluminum base, the
use of the finest lacquers, the careful curing in the world's most modern
disc plant. They know that the PRESTO label stands for
a consistently good disc.

RECORDING CORPORATION
PARAMUS, NEW JERSEY
EXPORT DIVISION:
25 Warren Street, New York 7, N. Y.
CANADIAN DIVISION:
Walter P. Downs, Ltd.
Dominion Square BIdg., Montreal

New

Business

|

(Continued from page 16)
Bread) appoints Elliot, Goetz & Boone, S. F., as West Coast advertisinji
representative.
!
AIRLINE FOODS Corp., Linden, N. J., appoints Harry B. Cohen Adv.
N. Y.
FELS & Co., Phila. (soap), appoints McKee & Albright Inc., that city
to handle all products.
loianta
TECHNIQUE used by
timore in comparison
Bob St. Claire, mgr.,
producer; William S.

Muntz TV for getting top sales results on WFBR Balwith other stations and media is recounted by (I to r):
Muntz TV, Baltimore; Lou Corbin, WFBR announcerPirie Jr.,
V. WFBR
p. and sis.
gen.dir.,
mgr.and John E. Surrick, station's

CAL RAY BAKERIES, Glendale, Calif., (cookies), appoints R. W. Web
ster Adv., L. A.
FOX WEST COAST THEATRES,
Stebbins Inc., that city.

L. A. (theatre chain), appoints Ha

HOYT BROS., Newark, N. J. (cake and pie mixes), appoints Tracj
Kent & Co., N. Y.
DR. A. POSNER SHOES, N. Y., appoints Alfred J. Silberstein, Ber
Goldsmith Inc., that city.
WHITEHALL PHARMACAL Co., N. Y., names Abbott Kimball Co., tha
city, for Chlora Stick, new chlorophyll deodorant.
SCHENLEY INTERNATIONAL Corp., N. Y., appoints McCann-Erici
son, San Juan, Puerto Rico, to handle Blatz beer effective April 1.

SUCCESS of NBC's new merchandising plan is indicated here in conference between Horace Fitzpatrick (I),
asst. & com!, mgr., WSLS Roanoke,
Va., and Charlie Gjsrrison, NBC merchandising representotive. Mr. Garrison visited city's chain stores.

TO COMMEMORATE New York visit,
Dick Green (r), sis. mgr., KOMO
Seattle, presents "Gold Herring
Award" to Marty Nierman, acct.
exec, Edward Petry & Co. Award
symbolizes sales on KOMO fishing
program, The Old Boat Puller.

DISCUSSING KLZ Denver's new re- CENTER of attraction is Chrysler Fire
corded Fred Waring program are
Power engine as Brady-Frazer, Chrysler-Plymouth agency, signs one-year
(seated, I to r): Dave Glismann, forpact for World and Local News on
merly of Waring network cast; who
WHIM Providence, R. i. L to r:
Is program m. c, and Jack McMurtry,
McMurtry Paints, sponsor. Standing,
"Wash" Frazer, agency v. p.; Gus
Parmet, WHIM sis. mgr., and Eugene
Jack Tipton, KLZ acct. e^ec, and
Geo. Salstrand, Tom Axelson Agency.
Brady, pres. of auto firm.
CHARTING spring paint campaign on KSL Salt Lake City are principals for
station and sponsor. L to r: Harold W. Pickering, agency representative;
Margaret Masters, KSL homemaker; A. D. MacEwen, adv. chief, Bennett
Glass & Paint Co., program sponsor; and Paul F. Royall, KSL acct. exec. Firm
is using KSL's Allen Jensen news show and participations in Masters program.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC SUPPLY Co., L. A. (appliances), name
Universal- Adv., Hollywood.
PARKLABREA TOWERS, Los Angeles (apartment development), name.
Taggart & Young Adv., that city.
DOS PALMAS ESTATES, Desert Hot Springs, Calif, (real estate), anj
NIC-L-SILVER BATTERY Co., Santa Ana, Calif., name Stodel Adv. Co=
L. A.
AMERICAN EXTENSION SCHOOL OF LAW, Chicago, names Ross Ro
Inc., same city. EARL COLLINGS is account executive.
EMORY
U, MEET
Adv. Executives to Speak
CROSS-SECTION of topics and
speakers highlights the third annual Atlanta Advertising Institute
to be held March 21-22 at Emory U.
Robert D. Swezey, executive vice
president of WDSU-AM-TV New
Orleans, will talk on "Paying the
Piper in Television" at the first
day's dinner session.
The institute, sponsored jointly
by the university and by the
Atlanta Advertising Club, is expected to attract some 200 professional people in addition to advertising students at the university.
Among the dozen other speakers
listed during the two-day session
of clinics and lectures are Budd
Grove, advertising manager, Marshall Field & Co., Chicago; Frederic Schneller, vice president,
D'Arcy Adv. Co., St. Louis, and
Claude Gizzard Jr., Atlanta advertising executive.
Richard Joel, journalism professor at Emory and vice president of
the Atlanta Ad Club, is general
chairman.

NATIONAL
NIELSEN
RATINGS*
TOP RADIO
PROGRAMS
(Total U. S. Area, Including Small-Towl
Farm and Urban Homes — and Including Tel(
phone and Non-Telephone Homes)
Regular Week Feb. 3-9 1952
Currei:
NIESLEN-RATING*
Ralin
Current
Hom(
Rank
Program
Vc
EVENING, ONCE-A-WEEK (Average For
All Programs) (7.i
1 Lux Radio Theatre (CBS) 15
2 Jack Benny (CBS)
15
3 Amos 'n' Andy (CBS) 14
4 Charlie McCarthy (CBS) 13;
5 You Bet Your Life (NBC) 12V
6
Scouts (CBS) 11lljr
7 Arthur
SuspenseGodfrey's
(CBS)
8
PeopleMissAre Brooks
Funny (CBS)
(CBS) ^6j
10^
9 Our
10
Big Story (NBC)
10|
EVENING, MULTI-WEEKLY (Average For
All Programs) (S.b
1 Beulah (CBS)
S^:
2
of The Family
World (NBC)
(NBC) 7=7
3 News
One Man's
WEEKDAY (Average For All Programs) (4.1
1
Arthur Godfrey (Liggett &
Myers) of(CBS)
2
Romance
Helen Trent (CBS) 8:8
3 Our Gal, Sunday (CBS) 8
4 Aunt Jenny (CBS)
7
5 Wendy Warren and the News
(CBS)
7
6
Pepper Godfrey
Young's (Nabisco)
Family (NBC)
7 Arthur
(CBS) 77
7
8 Road of Life (NBC)
7
9 Ma
Big Perkins
Sister (CBS)
(CBS)
7
10

DAY, SUNDAY (Average For All Pro1 True Detective Mysteries (MBS) grams)7(3.1
2 Shadow, The (MBS)
6
OWNERSHIP of WFOX Milwau3 Greatest Story Ever Told (ABC) 4
kee was incorrectly given in item
on its objections to WE MP Mil- DAY, SATURDAY (Average For All Prowaukee TV application amend1 Grand Central Station (CBS) grams)6(3.'
ments last week [At Deadline,
2 Theatre of Today (CBS) 5
March 10]. Charles J. Lanphier
3 It Happens Every Day (CBS) 5
is president, majority stockholder,
(*) Homes reached during all or any p_^
general and commercial manager of of the program, except for homes listenir
only 1 to 5 minutes. For 5-mInute pr
WFOX. Item erroneously referred
grams. Average Audience basis Is used.
to WFOX as Hearst owned.
Copyright 1952 by A. C. Nielsen Co.
BROADCASTING
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at

BUNKER M*^^
Go« Club

Avenue
starting 9;;:;

have

p\ease

press

FULL CREDIT is due ProducerDirector Albert McCleery and
Scripter Guy de Vry for daring
to utilize three half-hour telecasts
in
of "Peer
on the
the presentation
Cameo Theatre.
CreditGynt"
goes
also to NBC and to the sponsors
of the Sunday evening program —
Regent cigarettes and Hazel Bishop cosmetics — for authorizing the
experiment.
Too often an hour, and frequently a half-hour, is thought
enough time for most televersions
of dramatic classics, even Shakespeare. Insistence on more time
to tell the story, even though it
means serialization, is a move to
be encouraged.
But in choosing "Peer Gynt,"
Ibsen's poetic fantasy, as the
vehicle to test their theory,
Messrs. McCleery and de Vry must
have been motivated by some consideration other than audience appeal. "Peer Gynt" is seldom seen
on the American stage and after
watching it on TV this reviewer
believes he knows the reason.
Fantasy, satire and philosophy,
main ingredients of the drama,
comprise a delicate cargo that does
not come through the transition
from Norway to America and from
1867 to 1952 in any too good shape.
As presented on NBC-TV, in
any
"Peer Gynt"
was a whose
series
of case,
individual
episodes
diverse nature failed to combine
into the logically developed story
of a self -centered soul, neither good
enough for heaven nor bad enough
for hell, which is the whole point
of the play. Only in the final installment, when the aged Peer
Gynt is stripped of pride and hope
alike, did the teleplay gain dramatic significance and power.
All members of the large cast did
well by their unusual roles. This
was no small accomplishment, for
many of the speeches were long
and with words and cadence quite
foreign to modern Americans. In
maintaining faith with Ibsen, Mr.
de Vry's script set a difficult task
for the players. To their credit,
and to that of Mr. McCleery, there
was no fluffed line or missed
camera cue discernible to the home
viewer in the entire triple telecast.
Douglass Montgomery gave the
title role a full interpretation, from
the horseplay of the lusty youth to
the sobbing repentence of the aged
derelict, aging believably in the
process. Frances Reid was appropriately sweet as the ever-faithful Solveig. Wesley Addy, as the
Button-Moulder who for three
weeks tried earnestly to put Peer
Gynt into his boiling cauldron,
was dramtically effective in a trying role that was made no easier
by Mr. McCleery's fondness for
close-ups which at times moved the
camera in until it seemed about to
touch
the tip Shanewise
of Mr. Addy'sran
nose.the
Leonore
gamut of emotions as Ase, Peer's
proud through put-upon mother

Marcft 17, 1952

Program: Cameo Theatre presentation of "Peer Gynt" in
three parts on NBC-TV, Feb.
24, March 2 and 9, 10:30-11
Sponsors: Hazel Bishop lipstick
(sponsored second telecast).
Riggio Tobacco Corp. for Regent
cigarettes
(sponsored first &
third
telecasts).
p.m.
Agencies:
For
Regents
— Brooke,
Smith, French
& Dorrance,
N. Y. for Bishop — Raymond
Spector. Guy deVry.
Adapter:
Cleery.
Producer-Director:
Albert McMusic: (combined scores of
Edvard
and Harald
Saeverud) Grieg
recordings.
Music adapted by David Hall.
Settings by Howard Bay.
Choregrapher: Peter Birch.
Story Editor: Ethel Frank.
Costume Supervision: Guy Kent.
Lighting:
Carlton.
Technical Lee
Director:
Robert Long.
Audio Engineer: Lou Halpern.
Star: Douglass Montgomery.
Cast: Frances Reid, Wesley
Addy, Humphrey Davis, Harry
Mahaifey, John Gerstad, Grant
Sullivan, Rita Gam, Leonore
Shanewise, Claire Luce, Hans
von Twardowski, Charles
Andre,tinRenee
MarBrandt, Goddard,
Jack Bittner,
Leonardo
Cimino,
Bill
Barptholemew, Winfield Hoeny,
Gavin Gordon, Philip Coolidge.
whose death scene gave the first
installment a few moments of quiet
sentiment that contrasted nicely
with the general boisterousness of
the rest of that telecast. Rita Gam
was vividly emotional as the stolen
Luce trollishly lustbride,
ful as Claire
the Woman in Green, and
Renee Goddard wrigglingly alluring as Anitra.
Howard Bay, afforded a designer's field day with scenes ranging
from the troll king's cavern to an
Egyptian madhouse and the prow
of a ship in a storm at sea, was
responsible for sets, costumes and
make-up that throughout the
lengthy production provided appropriate visual settings for the
dramatic action.
A word about the commercials,
particularly in mid-program spots,
that were chock-full of hard-selling
copy and completely destroyed the
mood and tempo of the drama they
interrupted: The word is "an-

Include Walker, Webster
FCC CHAIRMAN Paul A. Walker
and Comr. Edward M. Webster
will
in Ohio for
State
U.'s
22d take
annualpartInstitute
Education by Radio and Television in
Columbus
March 10]. April 17-20 [B»T,
Chairman Walker has agreed
to serve as a panelist for the special interest session on organized
listener groups scheduled for Saturday, April 19. The group vnll
attempt
answerreally
"Are doing
organized
listener togroups
an
FCC's job?"
representative on the
effective
panel discussing broadcasting to
foreign countries will be Comr.I
Webster,
who vdll answer
"How
has
international
broadcasting
been affected by allocations conferences of the last six years and
by the most recent Geneva allocations conference — What lies
ahead?" This also is scheduled foi
April
19.
Speaking
on broadcasts for foreign countries will be representatives of Voice of America and the
French Broadcasting System in
North America, with Gerald Kean,
acting director of United Nations
Radio, as chairman. Gen. Frank E.
Stoner, coordinator of communications for VOA, will speak on international shortwave systems,
while Leo Lowenthal, chief of th€
program evaluation division of thf
Office of International Broadcasting, will outline consumer activities
beingbroadcasting.
conducted in international
Three general sessions will bf
featured during the four-day meeting, interest
along with
more than
30 spe-tc
cial
sessions,
according
the institute director, Dr. I. KeitI
Tyler, who expects more than 1,00(
persons to attend.
TORNADO
DISASTER
WEKR Serves Public Wei
WHEN a tornado struck Fayetteville, Tenn., killing two persons
and causing extensive property
damage.
was cu'a
off by the WEKR's
violence ofpower
the cyclone
4:28 p.m. Five hours later, powej
was restored and the station remained on the air until 1:30 a.m
the following day, flashing bul
letins.
James Porter Clark, WEKR partner, reported that the subsequeni
two days were given over to dissemination ofinformation pertaining to the disaster. Relief agenciei
used station facilities to relay vita
messages.
Mr. Clark added, "While we fee
that 'commercial' radio did a goo(
job in the emergency, due credi
should also go to Ernest J. Tucke?
the station's chief engineer, whi
served as headquarters for the han
operations into and out of the area
His W4MQV was the only practica
source of communication betweei
the outside world of relatives anc

noying."
ADV. COMPLIANCE
Noted by New York BBB
NEW enforcement plan, instituted
by the Better Business Bureau of
New York City to improve sales
methods for radios, television receivers and service and home appliances has received almost complete cooperation on the part of
advertisers, Hugh R. Jackson, BBB
president, has announced.
The voluntary plan for improved
advertising standards has been in
effect for two weeks, he explained,
with BBB sending out 21 letters
calling attention to violations.
Replies were received, in turn, from
all advertisers except one, he said,
and in that case the advertising
objected to has not since been rethe people of Fayetteville."
BROADCASTING
• Telecastini
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Don't

overlook
You're working in the city. Turn on your radio.
your AM commercials. It's coming through, clear
that big transmitter nearby. Sounds fine, doesn't
But there are many places in the country where

Listen RM
to one of .
as a bell, from
it?
that commercial

of yours can't be heard at all — even though it's broadcast from
an AM station right in the neighborhood.
For in many places "radio climate" is such that the AM signal
is torn to pieces by static, garbled by interfering "crosstalk." The
folks you're trying to sell can't hear your message at all.
FM solves that problem for you in many areas. FM is clear as a
bell whatever the "radio climate." So in making your time schedules— Don't Overlook FM.
NOTE: During its recent spot radio
campaign on Zenith Hearing Aids,
Zenith used separately keyed spots
on FM and AM stations in many cities.
In several cases, returns from FM
outnumbered those from AM.
In others, FM was — on the basis of
cost per inquiry — the best broadcast
buy. Here's real proof of the
growing importance of FM!

»10NG DISTANCE* RADIO
and TELEVISION
R-1526B

ZENITH RADIO CORPORATION
BROADCASTING
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Federal

JOIN

WITH

A

COMPLETE

TO

LINE

Federal Telecommunication Laboratories, Inc., associate of
the International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation,
has appointed Graybar Electric Company, Inc. as national
distributor for its complete line of Television Transmitting
and Studio Equipment.
The combined facilities of these companies provide the
broadcaster with a complete line of outstanding high quality Television Transmitting and Studio Equipment, plus the
added advantages of distribution through Graybar — since
the start of the industry a leading supplier to broadcasters.

PROVIDE

OF

TH

TELEVISION

Prominent Television Stations In North and South Amei
ica are now on the air with FTL Transmitters and Auxiliat
Equipment. As an I.T.T. associate, FTL has the benefit of thi!
facilities of a world wide organization with extensiv;
research and development laboratories.
The FTL-Graybar Line includes VHF and UHF air-coole,
transmitters, complete line of Auxiliary Equipment, incluc^i
ing Control Equipment, Monitors, Single and Dual Scanner
and Synchronizing Equipment; VHF and UHF Antenna;
complete Camera Equipments, TV Microwave Relay Link:!
and Mobile Television Units.

Inc.
Laboratories.
Telecomwunkatlort
An Associate of the International Telephone and Telegraph Corp.
500 Washington Ave., Nutley, N. J.
Canadian Distributor: Federal Electric Manufacturing Co. Ltd., Montreal, P. Q.
Export Distributor: International Standard Electric Corp., 67 Broad St., New York

Federal
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GraybaR

jOtOADCASTING
QUIPMENT

INDUSTRY

FROM

COMPLETE SERVICE TO THE INDUSTRY
In addition to FTL's high quality Television Equipment,
Graybar brings you broadcasting's best accessories —
speech input equipment, microphones, lighting, towers and
transmission lines, tubes, wiring supplies and devices — in
fact, everything electrical to keep you on the air.
Your nearby Graybar representative is now ready to
serve your television and accessory equipment requirements. Call today!

CAMERA

TO

ANTENNA

KEY CITIES WHERE GRAYBAR REPRESENTATIVES ARE LOCATED:
Kansas City, Mo.
Atlanta, Go.
Long Island City, N. Y.
Boston, Mass.
Chicago, III.
Los Angeles, Calif.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Cincinnati, Ohio
Philadelphia, Pa.
Cleveland, Ohio
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Dallas, Texas
Richmond, Va.
Detroit, Mich.
San Francisco, Calif.
Houston, Texas
Jacksonville, Fla.
Seattle, Wash.
St. Louis, Mo.

Graybar
Electric Company,
Inc.
Domestic Distributor: 420 Lexington Ave., Nevv York
Offices and Warehouses in 108 Principal Cities
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FCC

Revamp

(Continued from page 23)
ensue apparently would be clarified.
^ FCC staff members (except
pi'ofessional assistants of the Commissioners) would not be permitted
to make recommendations to the
Commission on disposition of "adjudication" cases in which hearings
are held.
(This provision retains the intent of the McFarland bill to
minimize staff authority with respect to cases in hearing. Its reference to "recommendations" in defining- these functions, however, is
designed to clarify Sees. 5 and 17
of the McFarland bill.)
# FCC would not be allowed
to adopt "any rule or regulation of
substance or procedui-e" that discriminates against persons "primarily" engaged in the publishing
business. No application for a construction permit, station license,
renewal, modification or transfer
could be denied "solely" because of
the newspapers' interests.
(There is no such provision in
the McFarland bill. Early in its
writing of communications legislation, the Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee threw
out a similar provision when FCC
made it known it did not believe
such a law was necessary. FCC's
stand was that promulgation of
such a rule or regulation that was
discriminatory against newspapers
or any occupational business, civic
or religious group, could be held
unconstitutional. )
% To block any revival of the
Avco Rule, the bill would make
FCC proceed in cases of transfers
as if the transferee were the only
applicant for an original license or
permit.
It was understood that the antinewspaper rule bar was placed in
the House version because of quiet
campaigning in committee by newspaper interests [B»T, July 23,
1951].
(While it has been the longstanding policy of FCC to favor
non-newspaper applicants where
there is more than one applicant
competing for a facility providing
qualifications of all applicants are
equal, FCC has never spelled this
out in a rule or regulation. Thus,
the effect of the House amendment,
if retained in the bill, would be
questionable.)
A section of the Communications
Act retained by the House committee makes review by the U. S.
Supreme Court in cases of license
revocation or failure to renew a
license discretionary (plaintiff
must petition court for writ of
certiorari) .
The McFarland bill would have
granted such appeals as a matter
of right. It was learned that representatives of the Supreme Court
asked for the House committee revision.
In reporting the McFarland bill,
which has been sponsored since
1949 by Senate Majority Leader
Ernest McFarland (D-Ariz.), the
House committee members spent 23
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days in executive session.
This is an enviable tally for any
committee whether studying communications orthe foreign aid program.
Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.),
ranking majority member of the
committee, was charged with writing the report on S 658. When his
work in directing the staff's compilation iscompleted, the bill will
be placed on the House calendar,
after the House Rules Committee
clears it.
Once the House approves the
measure (it could amend it at will
on the floor), it will go to the
Senate for approval. If the Senate
passes the bill as is, although unlikely, the bill would go to the
White House for President Truman's signature.
More likely, the Senate will disagree with the House amendments
— for example, Sen. McFarland has
staunchly favored the section on
"double jeopardy" as written in
his bill — and the upper chamber
will ask for a joint conference.
What could happen in a SenateHouse conference is conjecture.
Action in clearing the bill would
depend on (1) who are the conferees and (2) whether they can
come to quick agreement.
Minimum of Conflict
Bills have been known to die a
slow death in conference when the
legislators can not see eye to eye.
However, such a development is unlikely, authorities concede, because
of a minimum of conflicting issues
in the two versions.
When an agreement is reached
in conference and a report written,
the battle will be over. Since the
McFarland bill is technical in
nature, most likely both houses
will accept the conference repoi-t in
total. This would clear the bill for
the President's signature and a
new Communications Act will
govern FCC's procedures in the
regulation of the radio and television industry.
Reorganization of the Commission as provided for in the McFarland bill is also retained in the
House version. Bulk of this recommendation is already a fait accompli.
A provision in the House bill
retaining authorization for the
FCC to divide itself into panels is
considered to be a minor change.
Full text of the committee's explanation ofits actions, follows:
The amendment strikes out everything after the enacting clause of the
bill as passed by the Senate and inserts a substitute.
In many respects the amended bill
is the same as the bill passed by the
Senate. The more important differences, as well as the principal changes
which the amended bill would make
in the present law, may be summarized as follows:
The provisions of the Senate bill
relating to the reorganization of the
Commission have been retained substantially intact. These provisions
constitute a statutory confirmation of
the reorganization already effectuat-

ed by the Commission which divides
the Commission staff into four functional bureaus (namely, the Broadcast
Bureau, the Common Carrier Bureau,
the Safety and Special Radio Services
Bureau, and the Field Engineering
and Monitoring Bureau) and four
staff offices (Office of Chief Engineer,
Office of General Counsel, Office of
Chief Accountant, and the Office of
Secretary). Each Commissioner would
be provided with a professional assistant of his own choice.
The members of the Office of Opinion and Review (formerly known as
the Office of Formal Hearing Assistants) as well as other employees of
the Commission staff (except the professional assistants of the Commissioners) would be prohibited from
making recommendations to the Commission with respect to the disposition of adjudication cases in which
hearings are held (for example, cases
involving the granting, renewal, or
revocation of station licenses).
The provisions of the Communications Act authorizing the Commission
to divide itself into panels which
would have been eliminated by the
Senate bill are retained in the amended bill.
The amended bill retains the Senate
provision requiring the Commission
to report to the Congress any case
of an original application for a broadcast license, or renewal or transfer
thereof, which has not been finally
decided by the Commission within
three months from the date of filing
of the application, or six months
wherever a hearing is required.
The amended bill provides several
procedural safeguards not contained
in the present law. Before the Commission may formally designate for
hearing an application for a license
(or a renewal thereof) or for a construction permit, it must notify the
applicant and other known parties in
interest of the grounds and reasons
for the Commission's inability to
grant the application without a hearing. The applicant must be given an
opportunity to reply and the case may
be set down for hearing by the Commission only after consideration of
such reply.
The Commission must notify the
applicant and all other known parties
in interest of the grounds and reasons
for setting an application down for
hearing. Parties in interest, if any,
whom the Commission fails to notify
may file a petition for intervention.
In cases in which an application is
granted by the Commission without
a hearing, the grant remains subject
to protest for a period of 30 days by
any partymissioninhas interest.
satisfied After
itself the
thatComthe
allegations of fact set forth in the
protest show that the protestant is
a party in interest, the Commission
must set the application down for
hearing on the issues set forth in the
protest.
With respect to the renewal of
broadcasting licenses, the Committee
amendment provides that such renewal shall be granted if the Commission finds that the public interest,
convenience and necessity would be
served thereby. The amendment also
provides that the Commission shall
not require an applicant for renewal
to furnish any information previously
furnished by such applicant or not
directly material to the question of
renewal. A special procedural provision contained in Sec. 13 of the Senate bill dealing with cases of renewal
in which the Commission must hold
hearings, has been eliminated. The
present law provides that applications for renewal shall be governed
by the same considerations and prac-

NATE S. SHAPERO (r), president and
chairman of the board, Cunningham';
Drug Stores, Detroit, which has sponsored more than 100,000 newscast:
in the city since 1939, receives aware
for civic contribution from Louis C
Miriani, president of the Detroit
Common Council.
tice which affect the granting of original applications.
The amended bill modifies the pro-;
visions of the Communications Act
governing transfers of station licenses and construction permits by providing that the Commission shall, ir
cases of transfers, proceed as if th«
transferee was the only applicant foi
an original license or permit. Th«
Commission must approve the transfer if it determines that the public;
interest is served thereby.
The amended bill does not change
Sec. 311 of the Communications Act
which authorizes the Commission t(
refuse a license to persons who havi
been finally adjudged guilty by i
federal court of unlawfully monopo
lizing radio communications. Thi
Senate bill would have eliminatec
this authority from present law.
The amended bill gives the Com
mission power to issue cease and de
sist orders, to suspend licenses fo:
not to exceed 90 days, and to lev;
fines up to $500 per day for violationi
of the Communications Act, Commis
sion regulations, or treaties. Thi
Commission's present power, unde
the Communications Act, to revok
licenses for similar offenses is lim
ited by the amended bill so that it ma;
be exercised only in case of violation
which are willful or repeated. Th
Senate bill provides for the issuanc
of cease and desist order but does no
contain the additional powers of sua
pending licenses or levying fines.
With respect to review by the Su
preme Court in cases of license revo
cation or failure to renew a licensi
the amended bill retains the presen
law that such review is discretionar
with the Supreme Court. The Senat
bill would have granted such appeal
as a matter of right.
Finally, the amended bill prohibit
the Commission from adopting an
rule or regulation of substance o
procedure which discriminates agains
any person based upon interest ii
association with, or ownership of an
medium primarily engaged in th
gathering and dissemination of infoi
mation. No application for a con
struction permit or station licen^
(or for the renewal, modification, o
transfer thereof) may be denied b
the Commission solely because of an
such interest, association, or owneii
ship. No comparable provision is cor
tained in the present law or in th
Senate bill.
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This is a slice of plain carbon
steel under a microscope. For2.
mation is typical of steels easy
to machine.

ILet your imagination squeeze itself down to the infinitely small
spaces within the crystals and molecules of steel. In that micro' scopic world, research men take advantage of the same laws
that govern the stars and planets to manipulate atoms and molecules
of a piece of steel. Their work makes steel harder, or tougher, or
springier, or more resistant to heat, so that hundreds of variations in
steel are available for everything from watch springs to steels that
can "take it" in a tank gear.

Here is a micro-view of a highly
alloyed steel in its toughest
3. state.
This "Disintegrator" was developed by a team of steel and
chemical researchers. It blows away the fire-clay plugs that seal
5. open-hearth furnaces, keeps men out of danger and saves time.

Note what happens when steel
is made very hard . . . Scientific
4. controls give manufacturers the
kind of steel they need.
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There are more than 250 companies in the steel industry. The
competition of these companies for business has created a large
number of steel research laboratories. In these workshops for
brains, several thousand scientists and technicians are constantly searching for better ways to control the characteristics
6. of steel. The story of their work is told in a collection of reprints
from STEELWAYS magazine with the title: "The Inquisitive
Steelmen." Factual, informative, excellent for schools and discussion groups. Write to American Iron and Steel Institute,
350 Fifth Avenue, New York 1, N. Y., for free copy.
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Lost
AMONG the more fascinating reading we've
always found in the daily papers is the classified advertising department, especially the Lost
and Found ads which chronicle, in their abbreviated way, the little tragedies and triumphs
of life.
Who knows what is in the brief case lost
in the something-hundred blk. of Elm St., suit,
rewd., sentimentl val.; or in the lady's ov'night
bag, inadvertently left in lobby of Beltmore
Hotel Sun. morn.?
While skimming through the Lost column
of the Washington Evening Star' one day last
week, our eye caught upon this entry:
BRIEF CASE— Small zipper portfolio or brief
case; name inside; return to CHR. PAUL
WALKER, Federal Communications Commission.
Reward. Executive 3620, Ext. 9, or Emerson
6655.
One may only speculate as to what was inside. The tacitly-accepted code of privacy that
obtains in the fraternity of those who place,
read or answer classified ads forbids inquiry.
Did the case contain state papers, the — heaven
save us — working copy of the final television
allocations report, a pack of treasured love
letters,
Chairman's lunch? We must be
content tothewonder.

Out

on

the

Limb

A STATION, which for the purposes of this
editorial shall be nameless, last week reported
with considerable glee the "success" of a promotion stunt which put its call letters and
the name of one of its disc jockeys on every
tongue within the sound of its signal.
The stunt also succeeded in :
Causing the arrest of the disc jockey.
Creating a "major traffic snarl."
Getting fans of the disc jockey ticketed for
traffic violations.
And, we suspect, causing a great many
sober-minded people to henceforth doubt announcements on that particular station and
possibly to unconsciously, perhaps, question
other news on other stations.
Briefly, what station spokesmen described
as the "gag," involved a break into a regularly
scheduled program with an urgent announcement that the disc jockey had disappeared
along with a large amount of cash from the
station's safe. Subsequently a mobile unit was
sent in search of the man and "found" him
in a tree throwing money to people below.
The police moved in, hustling the disc jockey
to jail. The station then announced it was
having difficulty raising the $100 bond which
was required and asked listeners to loan the
bond money. When listeners rushed to the
police station they caused a traffic jam and
were given traffic tickets. The station reported the bond oversubscribed and agreed to
pay all parking tickets.
We are sure that there was no intention on
the part of the station management to do anything but promote interest in their disc jockey.
But the method they used was, to use the kindest word that comes to mind, irresponsible.
A broadcaster, any broadcaster, has a duty
to his listeners. He must entertain and he must
inform. Stunts like this, which deliberately
misinform, do all radio a disservice.
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Put Up or Shut Up
WE COULD not help but be dismayed at the
information given to Broadcasting • Telecasting aweek ago by Rep. Joseph W. Martin
(R-Mass.), who has been a leader in the campaign to get radio and television re-admitted
to House hearings.
Broadcasters, said Mr. Martin, "don't seem
to be interested" in their own case. He thought
it "remarkable" that broadcasters had taken
their exclusion so lightly.
We think it "remarkable" too.
Remarkable and regrettable.
The thought immediately comes to mind: If
the press were suddenly ousted from the House,
would publishers and editors take it lightly?
You can bet they would not. That would be
one issue on which all shades of publishing
opinion would come together.
The fact that publishers and editors would
unanimously rise in outrage is taken so for
granted that we doubt that any legislator
would ever try to bar the press from Capitol
Hill.
Quite obviously legislators entertain no such
reservations about radio and television. Why?
Well, the answer is in Rep. Martin's statement.
If broadcasters "don't seem to be interested"
when they are kicked out of hearings which
other members of the public have complete
freedom to attend, one can hardly imagine
what kind of ill fortune would arouse their
interest.
As long as they endure their exclusion without more protest than they so far have displayed, broadcasters cannot claim to deserve
an equal place in the news media family.
To deserve an equal place is to accept the
responsibility of both gathering and distributing news, a process that certainly cannot be
adequately carried out by any medium that is
denied access to the U. S. Congress.
If radio and television pretend to the high
status of honest and purposeful news media,
broadcasters must join the fight that so far has
been conducted for them.

Elements

of Impoct

LONG overdue is a marshalling of radio's basic
facts — an analytic story of the medium's impact on the nation, along with the traditional
"who, what, when, why and how."
In all of the 32-year radio history this
obvious and fundamental job has never been
done in a comprehensive manner.
There have been, of course, helpful probings
and dissections but no one has ever presented
the whole story of radio advertising's place in
the national economic and cultural picture.
Hence the recent decision of the NARTB AM
Committee to undertake a research project designed to round up the facts and make them
available in usable form.
The fundamentals of advertising media have
seldom been subjected to the cold, calculated
analyses warranted by their prominence in the
life of 150 million Americans. Even the older
printed media can offer little documentary evidence, for example, of what happens to a
periodical after it enters the home.
It's time broadcasters do something about
their own medium, harrassed by competitive
shooting from publication ranks as well as by
the exaggerated claims about television's effect
on radio listening. Perhaps NARTB 's study, if
properly supported, will produce long-awaited
facts about radio's costs in relation to other
media. Perhaps, too, it will yield helpful information on the secrets of successful radio
advertising and suggest better management
methods.

f-

our respects lo:

THOMAS

CHAPMAN

McCRAY

five-dollar
for a now
not beenMcCray
IT HADChapman
IFThomas
might beb
president of the Old Timers Club of Tra\
elers Insurance Co. instead of director of radi
network operations for NBC Western Divisio
in Hollywood.
Mr. McCray, who is Tom to his legion c
friends, was an accident underwriter for TraA
elers in Hartford back in the early '20s whe
the insurance company decided to go into tlradio business.
Like all Travelers' employes, he watched tl:
approaching debut of WTIC there with kee
interest. But despite the fact that he ha
studied voice for a few years, he had i
thought of switching his budding career froi
insurance to the new medium of radio.
Even when the company sent a routine men
orandum to all employes inviting them to aud
tion for the new station, he didn't take
seriously or personally. Not until the fellow {
the next desk dared him to request an auditic
and backed up the dare with a five-dollar be
Five dollars being worth five dollars in thof
days, Tom McCray took the bet. He has be€
in radio ever since.
As an old insurance man, he still thinks it
a good risk, television or no.
In the past 28 years, Mr. McCray h{
amassed a conspicuous number of "firsts
Among events in his career that he looks bac
upon with particular pride are: One of tl
first husband-and-wife programs on the ai
in which he and Mrs. McCray were the talen
building of the NBC Hollywood program d'
partment into a major radio production uni
signing of Martin and Lewis for NBC wh<
the two zanies were little known beyond coi
fines of the night-club circuit, and giving Da''
Garroway his first network break.
Mr. McCray was born in Hartford on Api
18, 1901. His mother was a descendant of oi
of the city's founders. He made his home the;
until going to New York in the early '40
except for one year as cashier of a Traveler
branch office in Camden, N. J., his first job.
He attended Hartford public schools ai
while in high school sang in the glee club ai
took part in musicals. His baritone vole
which was to be responsible for his eventual
getting into radio, was an inheritance from h
paternal grandfather, Calvin Curtis McCrq
who had been a singer in the era preceding tl
Civil War.
The grandfather is Still a legendary figu
in the McCray family. He was a soloist in tl
Brooklyn church where Henry Ward Beech
(Continued on page 69)
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There's no such thing as an advertising medium
that reaches everybody.
In the KYW

coverage area, for example,

of the people don't see America's best-circulated
magazine.
61% of the people don't see Philadelphia's biggest daily newspaper.

MAGAZINE— 88% NOT REACHED
(Source: BAB compilation from published figs.)

60% of the people don't have television sets.
And 4% of the people don't have radio receivers!
So . . the greatest possible coverage we can offer
you on KYW is 96% of the market. But within
this 96%, advertisers find a huge multitude of
customers., men, women and children who
have a habit of tuning in to KYW

day after day,

week after week, year after year. For details,
check KYW or Free & Peters.

a

frank

NEWSPAPER— 61% NOT REACHED
(Source: Audit Bureau of Circulations)

comparison

TELEVISION— 60% NOT REACHED
(Source: Electrical Association of Phila.)

PHILADELPHIA

RADIO-4% NOT REACHED
(Source: U.S. Census figures adapted by
Broadcasting-Telecasting)

50,000 WATTS
NBC AFFILIATE

WESTINGHOUSE RADIO
^
WBZ • WBZA • KDKA
National Representatives, Free
WBZ-TV; for WBZ-TV,

STATIONS Inc
• WOWO • KEX • KYW • WBZ-TV
& Peters, except for
NBC Spot Sales

RADIO - AMERICA'S GREAT ADVERTISING MEDIUM

Repeat.. RADIO - AMERICA'S GREAT ADVERTISING
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HEARING RIGHTS I
WJLK Again Refusecl
NEWSPAPER-owned
WJLK As;
bury Park, N. J., which last yea
won a court ruling specifying tha

front office
ED

HOLMES, part owner of KFDL Floydada, Tex., named general
manager of Texan Plains Stations, newly fonned three station sales
package including KPAN Hereford and KVMC Colorado City in
addition to KFDL. WAYNE ROBISON assumes station managership
at KFDL.

JAMES L. KELEHAN, commercial manager at KIOA Des Moines, Iowa,
named general manager succeeding MARVIN L. ROSENE, transferred to
WLOL Minneapolis in same capacity [B»T, March 3].
HERB BAYLISS, sales service supervisor, Don Lee Broadcasting System, Hollywood, promoted to supervisor of general services. Succeeding
him is ED DOUGLAS Jr., sales service department.
C. L. DOTY, station manager of WJZ-AM-TV
of Edward Petry & Co., that city.

New York, to sales staff

THOMAS BOISE, KSFO San Francisco sales staff, joins local sales staff
of KNBC, that city.
JACK IRVINE, assistant manager, KOOS Coos Bay,
Ore., to KULA Honolulu as account executive effective
April 1.
WILLIAM J. FLYNN, sales staff, WEEK Peoria, 111.,
appointed local sales manager.
K. E. MEEHAN, sales staff, WOSH
WISN Milwaukee in same capacity.

R. C. LOCKMAN, account executive, KTTV (TV) Hollywood, to KECA-TV that city in similar capacity.
BILL BRUCE, program director, KGHF Pueblo, Col., moves to sales staff.
WALTER J. SMITH, KYW Philadelphia, traffic manager, promoted to
sales staff, replaced by RITA B. WHALEN.
ROBERT BEAUCHEMIN, WTTH Port Huron, Mich., to sales staff,
WHBF Rock Island, 111.
GEORGE C. SHURDEN, former commercial manager of WTND
burg, S. C, to WMFC Monroeville, Miss., as station manager.

Orange-

Inc., N. Y., appointed national representative

ALFRED W. WALTHALL, program director, WSVS Crewe, Va., named
station manager at WJMA Orange, Va.
BURN-SMITH Co., N. Y., appointed national representative for WAAFAM-FM Chicago.
JACK ROACH
sentative.

joins WKBZ-AM-FM

MUSIC TRUST FUND

Oshkosh, Wis., to

Mr. Irvine

JOSEPH H. McGILLVRA
for KATL Houston, Tex.

WORTH KRAMER (seated), station
manager, WJR Detroit, looks with
understandable pride at the Distinguished Service Citation awarded
to WJR by the Freedoms Foundation [B*T, Feb. 25]. Station also
received Medal of Honor for its Know
Your America programs. Dale McIntyre (standing), WJR education
director, accepted the award at Valley Forge ceremonies.

Muskegon, Mich., as sales repre-

WILLIAM G. RAMBEAU Co., N. Y., named national sales representatives for WMMW Meriden, Conn.
GENO CIOE, Boiling Co., Chicago, to Headley-Reed, same city.
HEBER SMITH, KNBC San Francisco sales staff, moves to newly established post with NBC spot sales, that city.
PAUL La RIVIERE, commercial manager, KBIS Bakersfield, Calif., to
KXO El Centro, Calif., in same capacity.
A. G. SEABROOK, commercial manager, CKCK Regina, to CJIB Vernon,
B. C, in same capacity, replaced by ROY M. MALONE, account executive of CKCK.
JOHN OWEN, sales promotion manager, Whitney Publications Inc., N. Y.,
joins Edward Petry & Co., N. Y., as special presentation writer.
J^atAonaU • • •
NAYLOR ROGERS, executive vice president of Keystone Broadcasting
System, Chicago, recuperating in Chicago Memorial Hospital from recent
appendectomy. . . . LESLIE C. JOHNSON, vice president-general manager, WHBP-AM-TV Rock Island, 111., appointed member of committee
heading building campaign for city's YWCA. . . . SYLVESTER L.
WEAVER, vice president of NBC New York, to speak at Advertising
and Sales Executives Club of Montreal on March 19. . . . GRAEME ZIMMER, manager, WCAV Norfolk, Va., named chairman of city's Red Cross
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Gof $1,800,295
'51
CONTRIBUTIONS
to the inMusic
Performance Trust Fund during
1951 totaled $1,800,295, with disbursements amounting to $1,629,988, according to the annual statement by Samuel R. Rosenbaum,
trustee for the fund. Cash balance
as of last Dec. 31 was $1,100,266.
The contributions came from
1,024 phonograph and 127 electrical
transcription manufacturers. The
trustee allocated $800,000 last Dec.
1 to be spent among the 654 geoareas for
performances in thegraphicalfirst
halfmusic
of 1952.
This
compares with $900,000 in the last
half of 1951 and $700,000 in the
first half. The annual report gives
a detailed review of performances
staged in Ohio during the first half
of 1951 to illustrate the services
provided under fund auspices.
New APRS Series
ARMED Forces Radio Service,
Hollywood, is inviting 2,500 radio
stations in U. S., Alaska and
Hawaii to record actual sounds and
activities in each immediate vicinity for new radio series. Way Back
Home. AFRS will then edit recordings and garner material into seven
quarter-hour weekly programs for
distribution to its overseas stations
and hospital bedside networks.

Constitution
extend
to radio,of las
the free press
guarantees
th ;'
week was engaged in another battl
for rights on a parity with thos'
of the printed press and is confiden
it will win again.
The station applied for and wa
refused permission to broadcast i.
New Jersey legislative committee'
public
hearingBingo.
Thursday
on a Go\;
bi]'
to
legalize
Acting
Harold W. Hannold said the rej
quest was the first of its type an
that leaders of the legislature fel
the subject
needed
more studyheaibe'
fore
broadcasts
of committee
ings could be permitted.
Officials of Asbury Park Pres.
Inc., licensee of WJLK and put
Usher of the Asbury Park Presi,
issued this statement:
!
The officers of the legislature fe»,
they need more time to study th'
broadcast
publicfor hearing
by t"
request by aWJLK
permission
legislative committee and this w,
regard as reasonable. We do no^
however, abandon the viewpoint st
forth radio
in the isAsbury
Parkto case,
that
entitled
paritynamel'
wit
the press in reporting the news, espr
cially in matters involving the gei
eral welfare. We will await determ
nation of a policy by the state cNew Jersey, confident that the vieyj
point expressed by Judge Schettiii^
in Inthe the
Asbury
ParkPark
case case,
will prevai'
Asbury
WJK
appealed to Superior Court Judg.
C. Thomas Schettino and won tti,
right to take its microphones inl
the city council chamber to broac.
cast a tax hearing, on the ground;
that "free press" includes radio. '
Officers

Elected

\

STOCKHOLDERS of Broadcastirf
Co. of the South March 7 in Greei*
ville, S. C, voted to re-elect apresently active officers and con
pany directors and to add Charlt
A. Batson, company's TV directo:
to the board of directors. Mr. Ba'
son, formerly NARTB TV directo^
supervises planning and preparr
tion for television and is headquai
tered at WIS Columbia, S. C. I
Calhoun Hipp is president of tl
company
which Spartanburg,
operates WISS. Ci'
well as WSPA
and
WIST applications
Charlotte, pending
N. C, an'
has video
fc

Charlotte and Columbia. '
Council. . . . ALAN C. TINDAL, president, WSPR Springfield, Mas^
discussed future of radio-TV in that area at last week's Rotary Clu
meeting. . . . ROBERT H. WESSON, national sales, program and promt
tion manager, KHQ Spokane, named one of three judges for 1952 Par
Bunyan Trophy Awards Contest of city's Chamber of Commerce.
WILLIAM
president
of WCCC
Hartford,
is chai^'
man
of 1952 M.RedSAVITT,
Cross drive
there
LLOYD
YODER,Conn.,
general
mar
ager, KNBC San Francisco, elected to board of directors, S. F. Bett€
Business Bureau. . . . GENE KING, director of European Radio, Mutu!|
Security Agency, returning to U.S. for consultations in New York, Bosj
ton and Washington
MARIANNA P. WOODSON, engineer wit.
Washington consulting firm of Kear & Kennedy, was married March ^
to Richard Cobb of Washington.
BROADCASTING
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Electronics, Radio-TV
LABOR
POLICIES
May Gain Benefits
GOVERNMENT authorities have focused their attention on nation-wide
nianpower problems the past fortnight, with evidences that electronic
!manufacturers and broadcasters alike stand to benefit from a new "hardIship" policy.
The policy touches on unemploy- ★
iment or surplus labor conditions in
materials requested and the rekey cities of the U. S. and stems
quirement that the station or other
from a study by the Office of Deproject construction be already
fense Mobilization, the National
underway.
Production Authority and the Dept.
lof Labor.
NPA, the operating arm of DPA,
previously announced that it had
' While manufacturers and radioTV broadcasters have been only approved all applications now on
iminutely concerned until now, re- hand for new commercial construcisults of these activities portend
tion projects in seven "employment
areas — Los Angeles, New
'decisions beai'ing more directly on hardship"
[future of plant facilities and con- York, Boston, Washington, D. C,
struction of radio and television
Portland, Ore., Seattle and San
Francisco.
Istations.
New policy envisions special conThose seven areas, NPA ansiderations for the awarding of
nounced, are reportedly the "harddefense contracts to companies beest hit" by lack of peacetime con;set with unemployment and the
struction with no jump in defense
Icommencement of construction for building to take up the slack.
icommercial and industrial (radioThere also were recurring reTV station) building.
ports last week that DPA is evolvIt is on this latter eventuality
ing a policy for approving the
:that NBC largely has based its ap- start of major radio-TV and other
Ipeal for materials to build two new
industrial projects [B«T, March
jTV studios at Burbank, Calif.
3]. The policy would be launched
after July 1, start of the third
I[B*T, March 10]. The Defense
IProduction Administration, the quarter, and permit initial plannetwork noted, has designated the
ning for fall construction.
NPA Administrator Henry
^iLos Angeles area as "critical" and
earmarked for special consideraFowler also announced Wednesday
tion. Stressing its competitive tal- that hard-pressed, small consumer
rent fight with CBS, NBC claimed
goods manufacturers would be
it would suffer hardship not susgranted sufficient materials to
Itained by others in the industry,
avert shutdowns.
land introduced evidence showing
The employment situation is perI'ithat
10,000in skilled
unhaps less acute now in electroniclemployed
the Loslaborers
Angelesarearea.
It was learned last week that producing areas than it was six or
nine months ago. Other industries
^NPA will base second-quarter con- — notably the automobile and tex"istruction decisions, expected motile— have been harder hit. Chief
^jbientarily, on this factor of hardbottleneck for electronics lies in
jship areas to a large degree. This
component parts and machine tools.
would extend this special consideration to industrial classifications
Hardship Factor
and emerge as a major factor in
any materials grants made by NPA
This hardship factor will be
for the period starting April 1.
analyzed
and "if giving special
J Major criterion still will be the consideration
to a specific area
would have a major effect on the
operation of the entire industry,"
On All Accounts
hearings vnW be held, according to
(Continued from page 10)
Defense Mobilizer Charles E. Wilson. Thus, if needed to sustain
desk man, Mr. Everett supervises
.|Aunt Jemima cake mixes and electronics production for the military, steps will be taken assuring
iBtfuffets shredded wheat. The mixes
that consumer goods makerssponsor a segment of Garry Moore
turned-defense producers will benjion CBS-TV ("It has done a very
efit from this policy.
^-^fine selling job") and MuflFets is
being tested with two shows in
The Labor Dept. has designated
Altoona, Du Bois and Johnstown,
27 "surplus manpower" areas with
,Pa.
firms eligible for military orders
Mr. Everett lives in suburban
despite any lower bids which could
- Arlington Heights with his wife, be obtained elsewhere. Defense
the former Barbara Walker of
Chief Wilson's Manpower CommitMinneapolis, and their daughters,
tee in ODM acts on the Labor Dept.
Elizabeth, 10, and Ellen, 4. His designations and makes recommenbrother is Max Everett, partner in
dations to DPA, the Defense Dept.
Everett-McKinney, station repre- and General Services Administrasentative firm.
tion. This new policy has stirred
He is a member of the Key and
some protest on Capitol Hill, prinMerchants and Manufacturers
Clubs as well as the Western Ad- tingent. cipally from the Southern convertising Golfers Assn., playing enAmong such key areas are Dethusiastical y acouple of times
troit, Wilkes-Barre and Scranton,
weekly during the spring and sumPa., and Providence, R. I.
mer months in the same foursome.
IBROADCASTING
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Advertisement

From

where
Joe

Ed

In

His

Got

Own

I sit

Marsh

Red

"Hot

Woter"

Big Ed started a huge "Pay-YourBill" campaign last week and ended
up with a sHghtly red face. Ed's been
our Water Commissioner for ten years,
and for ten years now he's been getting
riled up over slow payments of bills.
So, he finally decided to do something drastic about it. Last week he
sent out notices that if the slackers
didn't pay up by Friday, he'd shut
off their water.
Naturally, some still didn't square
accounts. Ed ordered their water
turned off, and 14 homes went without
all week end — the Commissioner's
among them. Seems Big Ed forgot to
pay his bill!
From where I sit, Ed's mistake is
one we all make at times. We are too
quick to accuse other people while forgetting our own faults. Lots of us do
it, for instance, over a difference in
taste for a soft drink or a friendly
glass of beer. Let's respect each other's
preferences and we'll all stay out of
"hot water."

Copyright, 1952, United States Brewers Foundation
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CHURCH
GROUPS
KCBQ Policy Stymied
KCBQ San Diego, Calif., is caught
in the middle of a fight between
two Protestant organizations, according to Charles E. Salik, KCBQ
president. The organizations are
the San Diego Council of Churches,
using free public service time on
KCBQ, and National Assn. of Evangelicals, advocate of commercial
radio programming, he said.
Difficulty started in January when
KCBQ cancelled its contract with
the Southwest Baptist Laymen for
a Sunday morning period. The
commercial contract was inherited
when he bought the station in 1948,
Mr. Salik said, but he is enforcing
a no-paid-religion policy established at that time.
Post Card Protest
Despite a post card protest running into the hundreds, and other
pressures, the station has suffered
no contract cancellations, according to Mr. Salik. He added that
Graham H. Moore, KCBQ sales director, had been informed by Dr.
Henry Hedricks, described as NAE
western repi-esentative, that commercial accounts were being urged
to cancel KCBQ contracts.
KCBQ recently decided to add
morning and evening devotional
programs in cooperation with the
radio committee of the San Diego
Council of Churches. First broad-

MORRIS & FCC
Declaims Inside Tract

NEWLY-ELECTED board members of the Oregon State Broadcasters Assn.
[B*T, March 10] in the Eugene Hotel are ( I to r) Ted Cooke, program manager, KOIN Portland, director; Chet Wheeler, general manager, KWIL Albany,
director; Dick Brown (stooping), general monager of KPOJ Portland, director;
Tom Becker, president of KNPT Newport, director; Bud Chandler, manager
of KFLW Klamath Falls, president, and Joe Schertler, KEX Portland, secretary and auditor. Not present was S. W. McCready, new vice president, who
is general manager of KUGN Eugene.
casts in the series were scheduled
March 17, with all faiths invited to
participate.
The problem was discussed at a
conference between NAE and station officials. Mr. Salik said NAE
spokesmen argued a national movement is under way to restrict use
of radio time by NAE ministers
and churches. He added that NAE
conceded it has had no organized
group in San Diego. NAE is said
to have turned down an offer of a

free Sunday half-hour in which it
would be stipulated that no pleas
for money would be made.
Mr. Salik said he invited NAE
members to participate in the new
series of morning and evening devotionals but NAE insisted on having specific days of the week and
separate identification. He quoted
NAE officials as charging him with
suppression of free speech. KCBQ
tape-recorded its meeting with
NAE.
SURPRISE

5,000

watts

Springfield,

Mass

announces
the appointment
of

national representatives

GltiKEEFE^PERNA
New York
Chicago
Los Angeles
San Francisco
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CD

TEST

Staged in New York
FIRST surprise civil defense test
of emergency communications network— involving all AM, FM and
TV stations in New York State —
was held from 11:45 p.m. to midnight Wednesday.
Notified that the test would be
held sometime during the week,
the stations had 45-minutes' "standby" warning from local civil defense directors, but no other signal.
With the alert, station engineers
monitored the state C. D. frequency for further instructions.
Thirty seconds before the test, its
exact starting time was announced,
and all stations were expected to
cancel their scheduled programs
for broadcast of a special message
from Lt. Gen. Clarence R. Huebner, director of the state C. D.
Commission.
Although there was no way of
knowing immediately how successful the test had been, a spot check
of radio and TV outlets in New
York City indicated that most of
them had met test requirements.
Gen. Huebner, who spoke from
a secret control center outside New
York City, stressed the importance
of maintaining communications for
defending civilians in emergency.
Since this was the first alert, he
said it could not be expected to be
perfect, but that similar tests
would follow.

REDUCTION of a $847,500 fine I a
FCC to $8,000 highlighted a per
tion of the testimony of Admin; s
tration clean-up man Newbok
Morris last week before the Sen
ate Investigation subcommitte<
looking into surplus ship deals.
Mr. Morris told the subcommittei
that four tankers, owned by Unitet
Tanker Corp., violated a sectioi
of the Communications Act whicl
requires that FCC licensed radii
operators of American citizenshi]
be carried as part of the crew. j
The Communications Act as 1
sesses a $500-per-day fine for eacll
day that any American flag shi] I
is at sea without such personnel! I
Each of the four tankers was ail
sea for a period ranging from 28:
days for one to 543 days for an
other.
Mr. Morris is president of th
China International Foundatio:
Inc. United Tanker Corp. is a sub
sidiary of CIT. It was the latte
company which bought the fou
tankers from a group headed b
former Rep. Joseph E. Casey (D
Mass.). The group included th
late Edward R. Stettinius Jr, foi
mer Secretary of State; Flee
Admiral William F. Halsey Jr
retired, and Julius C. Holmes, U. S
Minister to London.
Committee Probing
The pei-manent Senate Invest"
gating
Committee
has been
prot'
ing the methods
by which
the Case,
group
war Commission
surplus shipfrom thebought
Maritime
an
made $3,250,000 in profits on a
investment of $101,000.
It was brought out during Mii
Morris' testimony that the foii;
tankers carried oil to China a shot:
two months before the Korea,
War broke out.
Mr. Morris is also a member o.
the law firm which represents bot<
CIT and United Tanker.
«
Mr.
Morris
said
he
intercede'
with the FCC last year to help gi
the $847,500 fine reduced. He sal'
the
fine of
was law
reduced
because
conflict
between
two ofse(^'I
tions of the Act. He denied usin^
any influence.
At FCC, a spokesman points
out that fines in such cases wer
usually mitigated when proper e>
planations were made. In the?
cases, he said, the ships' ownei
stated the American crews had le:^
the ships at the expiration of thei
contracts and that the ships' masf
ers had gotten permission froi^
U. S. counsels to hire foreign ses,
man
including foreign registere j
radio— operators.
It was admitted that these totale
the highest fines in the history c
the FCC.
,

SOUTHERN Calif. Adv. Agenci.
Assn., L. A., will hold second annu
conference at Biltmore Hotel, Sani
Barbara, April 25-26. Willard G. Grej
ory, president of Willard G. Gregoi
& Co., L. A., will preside. ■
BROADCASTING
• Telccastini

CNT

IS SOLD
Files for TV Ch. 2
kpPLICATION to the FCC for
rV Channel 2 in Centralia, 111.,
|ind another for the transfer of his
Interests in WCNT-AM-FM Cenpralia to the Southern Illinois
proadcasting Corp. are being prepared by George F. Isaac, president of WCNT Inc. Sale price of
);he stations is $150,000, exclusive
jjf quick assets.
I WCNT is a 1 kw daytime station on 1210 kc.
Principal stockholders of Southern Illinois Broadcasting Corp. are
p. W. Eodgers and his mother,
brace S. Rodgers, Cairo, 111. The
Eodgers own a group of theatres
•in southern Illinois, Missouri and
iA.rkansas. Mr. Isaac will continue
n active management of the sta-jfcions pending FCC approval of
;he transfer.
The WCNT television applica;ion will call for a 5-kw GE transitter with a 5-bay antenna which
11 give an effective radiated
ower of approximately 30 kw.
his is the only VHF channel at
resent allocated to southern
llinols.
Mr. Isaac is a veteran radio man
ith some 25 years of experience,
e expects to stay in radio and
television. While his future plans
are not firm it is understood he is
(considering the purchase of a netWork station in a major market.
Mr. Isaac was formerly with WGN
Chicago, Lord & Thomas and
WCFL Chicago.

Strictly Business
(Continued from page 18)
sion in the Stovin firm and develthe magnificent sum of $6 a week.
Two years earlier he had started
opedvision
some accounts
of Canada's
firstS. teleto use U.
TV
the first full page radio column in
stations.
The
advertising
included
any Canadian newspaper on the
some directed at Canadian audiformer Regina Daily Star, on which
ences in southern Ontario, who have
he was a general news reporter.
been tuning in American TV outHis newscasting and radio column
lets for some years because there
were so successful that Harold Carare no television stations as yet
son of Calgary, then an unknown
in Canada.
radio promoter and forming what
Last summer Mr. McDermott
is now All-Canada Radio Facilities
Ltd., offered Mr. McDermott a job formed Radio & Television Sales
at $25 a week. The latter turned it Inc. to represent a growing group
down — because, with radio and
of French language network stations with CKVL Verdun as the
newspaper work, he was making
$27.50 a week.
key station.
Mr. McDermott was born at Port
In the wider field of broadcasting, Mr. McDermott has been busy
Hope, Ontario, Feb. 24, 1908. His
for a number of years on the sales
family moved to western Canada
and he was educated at Regina.
advisory committee of the Canadian
While still in high school he started
Assn. of Broadcasters, as a member and now chairman of the radio
reporting school activities, particuadvisory committee of the Ryerson
larly sports, for daily newspapers.
Institute of Technology at Toronto,
He soon was earning more money
as a member and director of the
on space rates than junior staff re- Toronto Advertising and Sales
porters on salary. So, within a
short time, he had the distinction of Club and as an organizer of the
being a paid staff reporter on a Canadian Radio Station Representatives Assn.
Regina daily while still going to
In 1941 he married Elizabeth J.
high school. The paper found this
to be more economical.
Bourget at Regina. The McDerFor some years after graduating
motts now live in Toronto's suburban Oakville with their three chilfrom high school young Mr. Mcdren— Paul, 9, Patsy, 6, and
Dermott toured North America on
railway passes and reported for Elise, 2.
When Mr. McDermott is not busy
newspapers throughout Canada as
with radio broadcasting or taking
well as in Chicago and New York.
Then he went back to western Can- pictures of his children, he finds
time to be chairman of the Oakville
ada, rejoined the former Regina
Daily Star and in 1938 transferred
Separate School Board and to be
from the editorial staff to the ad- radio publicity chairman on various
vertising department.
local community organizations. He
THE DAY
is the only radio salesman with a
Soon after he moved to Toronto
For the Irish— and KWK
where he joined Joseph Hershey
membership
in the
Men's
Press Club and
is a Toronto
member of
the
McGillvra, who then was operating
FAITH and begorra, the saints
Canadian
Military
Institute
and
as
a
Canadian
station
representative.
the Oakville Club.
preserve us, 'tis the day for the
wearin' o' the green — the Irish
In Radio Since
and the shamrocks and shillelagh —
and for KWK St. Louis.
Since that time, Mr. McDermott
NEW WQXR STUDIO
For 'tis today — March 17 — that has been continually in radio, movKWK also celebrates its 25th aning from the Toronto office of the
Features Latest Facilities
McGillvra organization to is New
niversary in the hallowed traditions, when you have time, of St. York office and in 1941 becoming
(Patrick and a fine broth of a lad, manager of the Montreal office.
WQXR-AM-FM
New York's
newand largest studio,
permitting
When Mr. McGillvra sold out the the est
|the late Thomas Patrick Convey
stations for the first time to
Jwho founded the station.
following year to Horace Stovin
originate live programs from their
To point up the occasion, the and William Wright, a Toronto
before an audiGlobe-Democrat outlet has devised
station representation firm, Mr. Mc- own headquarters
ence of some size, was to go into
an invitation gimmick calculated
Dermott went along with the deal use yesterday (Sunday).
to call attention to a combination
as manager of the Montreal office.
The new studio, with a seating
In the summer of 1942 he took
'cocktails-buflfet-music party. The
inovel invitation, sent to the trade,
leave from commercial radio to join capacity of 189, covers 3,000 sq. ft.
the Royal Canadian Air Force as and has a 20-by-30-foot stage,
is signed by Robert T. Convey, son
of the founder and KWK's presi- first director of the radio branch of glass-enclosed control room, and is
equipped with a motion picture prodent and general manager.
its public relations directorate.
, KWK has enjoyed steady growth
This wartime post took him to screen. jection room and a 12-by-12 movie
Europe, through the invasion and
jlsince its founding at St. Louis'
The control room is equipped
into occupied Germany until late
•jlChase Hotel. In 1936 it increased
with a Collins console control
in
1945
when
he
returned
to
Canada
jjpower to 5 kw daytime and added
jlMBS affiliation, becoming exclu- with rank of squadron-leader and board and a public address system
utilizing 10 studio loud speakers.
'isive Mutual affiliate in 1941. In rejoined Stovin & Co. as sales manThere are outlets for 28 micro1949 KWK began day and night
ager at the Toronto office.
phones. Most of the equipment,
5 kw operation and the St. Louis
During the next few years Mr.
spokesmen said, was custom built.
McDermott became well acquainted
(newspaper also acquired minority
Construction of the studio has
'(interest in the station. KWK filed with selling operations of stations
throughout Canada which Stovin & been under way since October. The
lan application for TV in February
firm of Shreve, Lamb & Harmon
1948. Station now is quartered in Co. represented in eastern Canada.
He also saw the possibilities of was the architect, working with
Jthe Globe-Democrat
Bldg. into
Canadian advertising, especially WQXR Chief Engineer Louis J.
5which it moved three years ago.
The festivities will be limited
for tourist trade, on American tele- Kleinklaus and the mechanical department of The New York Times,
vision stations.
!to two groups of people — the Irish
which owns the stations.
land those who vsrish they were.
He organized a television diviIBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

home all iktim^

I'stenin' fo...

Michigan's
CentralAFFILIATE
NBC
in Mt. Pleasant
now covering
2 11, 000 people
57,300 radio homes
1000 watts day
500 watts night
the power-full
time station

Paul Brandt, Owner
Stephen Cole, Station Mgr.
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c^st-minute
^

decisions
hy these busy buyers can put
medium on or off the list
The advertiser has outlined the sales job;
set approximate money limits.
(Late, of course. 'Fast-changing times.
Tough policy decisions. You know !)
The
executive
and outlines
the "plans group"
have account
established
the broad
of the campaign.
(Late, of course. Last minute change
in client plans. You know!)
then, at last, the media

department

is asked for schedules . . . fast !
Magazines. General? Women's? Romance? . . .
Newspapers. Which?
Radio needed in some spots?
How about TV? . . . Business publications. Which?
Every question raises another . . . every answer
suggests an alternate solution . . . every
conclusion demands adequate defense.
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Out of this welter of activity the media men build
a tentative program. Experience, supplemented by
the calls of niedia representatives, helps them organize the broad outline. Facts and figures help
them fill in the details. They have the tools of their
trade close at hand; chief among them a set of
Standard Rate & Data Service and CONSUMER
MARKETS.
Note how the media men depend on and use
these SRDS Services . . .
to study populations in sales territories
to check trends against client experience
to analyze coverage figures
to figure costs
to recommend specific publications; and/or
stations
to list alternate selections
Much of this information comes from CONSUMER
MARKETS. Much comes from the media listings
in the separate SRDS books; data that has been
painstakingly assembled by the SRDS staff; data
that has to be accurate, reliable, and above all, up
to date. These are the basic facts, uniformly arranged, uniformly presented.

but what about the media information
that can't be standardized?
In the course of making their first eliminationsbuilding their trial lists — the media department
men need the fullest possible information about
the things that make each publication or station
different from its contemporaries — information
that they cannot expect to find in the SRDS listing.
What is the comparative influence of these l\to
papers in this market?
What kind of merchandising services does this
station offer?
Which of these magazines carries the most food
advertising?
What is the nature of this business paper^s particular readers— not by titles but by functions?
These, and dozens of questions like them, need answering, FAST. Seldom do the buyers have all the
time they need to call in all the representatives
they'd like to ask to dig out further information.

SO, here^s how Service-Ads help

So, last year, approximately 1,050 publications,
radio and TV stations supplemented the information in their regular listings in Standard Rate ( and
theiir mar
listings in CONSUMER MARKETS)
with Service-Ads designed to remind buyers of the
important differences about their media values that
kets'

they've been registering through their promotion
and their representatives' contacts. Thus they keep
wanted information instantly available — on the
spot— to help the media buyer when he's on the spot.
Helping buyers buy, helps sell space and time !

srds

STANDARD

RATE
I DATA
SERVICE,
INC.
the national authority serving the media-buying function

Walter E. Botthof, Publisher
1740 RIDGE AVENUE • EVANSTON, ILLINOIS
SALES
OFFICES:
NEW
YORK
• CHICAGO
• LOS ANGELES
publishers of consumer magazine rates and data • business publication rates and data • national network radio and
television service • radio rates and data • television rates and data • newspaper rates and data • transportation advertising
rates and data • A. B. C. weekly newspaper rates and data • consumer markets, serving the market-media selection function

Telecasting
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JAMES
«
«

WSAZ
the

1 ST
STATION
(HOOPER, 1951)
in the

1st

URBANIZED
AREA
(1950-U. S. CENSUS)
in
WEST

CO.

ADV,

Expansion Announced
JAMES MFG. Co., Independence,
Kan., has announced plans for a
coordinated national advertising
and sales program to be launched
late this year for its James dishwasher.
Radio announcements, embodying the clipped
accent
an English
butler,
andof a "James,"
musical
ditty, already are being used in
some markets.
Filmed TV spots are in preparation at Alexander Film Co.'s Colorado Springs studios.
More than 40 leading department
stores from coast-to-coast reportedly now handle the company's
product. In addition, distributors
have been set up in nearly all
major markets throughout the
country. The machine has been
produced in assembly-line volume
less than a year.
Stanley Silber, general sales
manager for the James company,
also announced the appointment of
Galen E. Broyles Co., Denver and
Colorado Springs, to handle advertising.
In all advertising, the symbol of
"James" will be used.

AFFILIATES HONOR NBC
Tender Anniversary Plaque
COMMEMORATING NBC's 25th
anniversary last November, a
silver plaque was presented to
President Joseph H. McConnell last
Thursday by Jack Harris, general
manager of KPRC Houston, who
described it as "a spontaneous gesture" from all NBC radio and TV
affiliates. Mr. Harris, chairman of
the 1951 NBC Stations Planning
and Advisory Committee, also presented personal gifts to Mr. McConnell and NBC Board Chairman Niles Trammell.

• 1000 Watts Nite

Text of the
plaque:
commemoration of the
silver "In
anniversary of the NBC, 1926-1951, its
affiliated radio and television stations present this plaque, in recognition of NBC's outstanding leadership in the broadcasting arts and
its distinguished service to the
people of the U. S. and to the nation. Nov. 15, 1951."

(NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE)
THE

WSB

VIRGINIA

• 930 KG
• 5000 Watts Day

BRANHAM
COMPANY

WSAZ
Huntington, West Virginia
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FREEZER-FOOD PLAN)
Booms With Radio, T

Radio and TV spot plans are discussed by (I to r) Lewis A. James,
inventor of James dishwasher; Mr.
Silber, and C. E. Davis, assistant
account executive, Galen E. Broyles
<Co.
ABC PROMOTES BLAIR
Named Eastern Prog. Dir.
LEONARD (Buzz) BLAIR, eastern production manager for the
ABC radio network, was promoted
last week to the
new post of eastern rector
program
diof radio,
effective today
(Monday). The
announced
by
appointment was
Leonard R e e g,
ABC dentvice
presiin charge
of

programs.
curairMr. Blair
Mr. rentlyBl
is producer of Cafe Istanbul
and The Top Guy. He joined ABC
as associate radio producer in 1947
after serving with Regis Radio,
package producer, from the time of
his release from the Air Force
with rank of major in 1946. He
transferred to ABC-TV in 1949,
serving as director until the following year when he moved to
Chicago as program director of
ABC Central Division. He subsequently was named eastern production manager for the radio network, returning to New York.

EXTENSIVE promotion folder
plugging radio in general and WSB
Atlanta, Ga., in particular, has been
released by that station, which last
week celebrated its .30th year on
the air [B*T, March 10]. Copy
features comments made by station
personnel on programming and
fundamentals of broadcasting. Also
included in the brochure are sample
courtesy spots and typical radio ads.

'Gag Rule' Award
AWARD for alerting broadcasters
and publishers to dangers of the
Baltimore "gag rule," forbidding
broadcast or publication of news
about crimes following an indictment and before trial, was given
to Phillip J. Austensen, Washington
Post, by Montgomery County (Md.)
Press Assn. Presentation was by
Joseph L. Brechner, WGAY Silver
Spring, Md., chairman of the association's special awards committee.
Ernie Tannen, WGAY, is president
of the association. Citation of
I'adio stations under the rule and
their contempt conviction led to an
appeal in which the convictions
were
void. reversed and the rule declared

DIRECTORS of United Paramount
Theatres have declared a dividend of
50 cents per share on outstanding common stock,
payableMarch
April 28.18 to shareholders of record

SOUTHERN Calif. Broadcasters Assn.,
Hollywood, will be host at second annual Broadcast Music Inc. clinic at
Roosevelt Hotel, that city, April 29.

Promotes

Radio

IN a little more than two weeks <,
advei'tising, Producers Wholesa '
Food Co., Chicago, has increased i
weekly radio and TV budget fro
less than $2,000 to $5,000. Tl
company, in a unique offer, sel
the housewife a brand-name hen
freezer at the regular retail pric
and frozen food products of £
kinds at wholesale prices.
Radio and TV announcemen?
and shows, now on WBKB (T\
WGN-TV WIND WCFL WAland WJJD, all Chicago, stress th.
the housewife can save enough
food in 15 to 18 months to coi
pletely pay for the freezer. Brani
are International Harvester, Crci
ley
and Amana,
Regulation
applying
on all with
purchases
so th '
the down payment is 15% ca,
with the remainder payable in ,,
months.
Six-months supply of frozi^
foods of top-quality can also ■
purchased on time, with both
nanced at low interest rat
through a bank. Said Art Hollar
owner of Malcolm-Howard Agent
Chicago, which took over the i
count three weeks ago. He figux
the average family, which span]
$1,800 yearly on food, can sa
from
to $600
in pr'
chase $400
of frozen
meats,yearly
poultry,
fii
vegetables, juices and fruits
wholesale
prices.
Mr. Holland
sees no levellng-i '
of the advertising campaign b
cause of the rapid growth and lar:
response in just a fortnight. ]i
expectsandto TVbuystations,
on otherandChica'
radio
to c
pand the advertising into near
cities.
GILBERT KINNEY
JWT Executive Di
GILBERT KINNEY, 67, senior v\
president and a director of J. W;
ter Thompson Co., New York, di
March 12 at his home in Nc
York aften an illness of thif
weeks.
A native of New Haven, Con,
and a Yale graduate, Mr. Kinni
began working for the Thomps
agency in 1905 as an office assi;
ant. He resigned two years lai
to take over the vice presidency ,
Paul Block Inc., but returned ,
JWT
in 1917 as vice president a,^
treasurer.
He was a director and forn
chairman of the American As
of Advertising Agencies and dirf
tor
of the Adv.
Scott Bureau,
Paper Co.,New
Natioi'
Outdoor
YcW
Horticultural Society, Assn. for t
Aid
of Crippled
Gramercy
Boys Club.Children, a'
Anna
Hart Jackson
Surviving
are hisKinney;
wife, a M'
Gilbert Hart Kinney; two stepso:
and a stepdaughter.

JON ARTHUR,
star Jonof andABC's
School
Today and Big
Sparl
is saluted with a picture story in 1
March issue of Redbook magazine.
BROADCASTING
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WFIL

HITS 30TH
Airs Special Shows
1 WFIL Philadelphia marks its
J Both anniversary today (Monday).
ISpecial programs will commemo'fate the
the station firstday
wentin on1922thewhen
air, and
will
neview its progress since then.
At the same time, WFIL's local
1-adio sales manager, Harold Simjonds, will observe his own 30th
(anniversary as an employe of the
fetation. His radio career began on
felarch 17, 1922, when he sang as
ia member of the male quartet on
the initial broadcast of WFI, forerunner of WFIL. Since that time,
'he has served as announcer, script
"UTiter, program supervisor, newsjcaster, sports commentator and
slsalesman.
Other WFIL staff members who
Tiave compiled a record of service
■with the station are Engineering
Supervisor Jack Schantz, 25 years;
■Television Salesman Max Solomon,
20 years. General Manager Roger
W. Clipp, 17 years, and Chief Engineer Louis E. Littlejohn, 16
'years.
The average length of service of
the station's executive and super;,Tisory personnel is 11 years.
; The WFIL-TV building in West
Philadelphia was the first structure
ever built in this country specifically for television operations, the
station claims.
The station claims its televised
tnewsreel was the first daily motioniipicture newsreel in television and
'the first TV news program ever to
•win the National Headliners Club
;award.
2 WFIL-TV was the first affiliated
istation to join ABC television network and was the first to originate
3. sponsored program for that network.

'TIMES'-KIRO PACT
Plan Joint Promotion
THE SEATTLE Times, afternoon
and Sunday newspaper, and KIRO,
Seatle affiliate of CBS, "have entered a contract for joint public
■ service," according to Saul Haas,
■ president of the station.
.able"Ittoismake
my hope
that all will
be
a contribution
to this
new joint venture with such great
possibilities
for good,"
Mr. KIRO
Haas
said in a statement
to the
staff announcing the agreement.
1 First cooperative venture following the agreement was the broadcasting of Seattle city election returns direct from the Times newsroom over KIRO last Tuesday
night. The results were reported
by Carroll Foster, public affairs director of the station, and interripreted by Ross Cunningham, associate editor of the Times.
INTERNATIONAL magazine United
Kations World has placed 26 oneminute transcribed spot announcements on five stations of Inter-Collegiate Broadcasting System through
Thomas F. Clark Co.
BROADCASTING

BIRTH
wiPStarted
March DAY
16, 1922

YOU don't have to don a rabbit suit
to make sales presentations, but
apparently it helps — at least for
Easter. That is what Jolly Jack
Robel (I) salesman at WPAM Pottsville. Pa., did in response to a gag
by Broadcast Advertising Bureau.
As a result, BAB sent him 50 pounds
of carrots, presented by WPAM General Manager Lou Murray (r). In
distributing sales idea bulletins to
members, BAB quipped it would toss
a whole bushel of carrots to the first
salesman who donned a rabbit suit
to make an Easter presentation. In
rabbit time, WPAM sent the bureau
a photo of Jolly Jack.
milestones

is

WFBR

WIP Philadelphia is celebrating its
30th birthday.
WIP went on the air March 16,
1922, sharing time jointly with
WFAN, then owned by the Levy
brothers of CBS, operating on 1 kw
daytime and 500 w night. In
the early 1930s under the presidency of Benedict Gimbel, Jr., the
WFAN interests were absorbed by
Gimbel Bros, and WIP operated full
time on 610 kc.
Manybeen
of WIP's
current
sponsors
have
with the
station
10 to
15 years. One celebrates its 21st
anniversary with the station this
WIP claims to be the first station
to
broadcast a description of a footyear.
ball game; the initiator of the
original kiddies programs, known
as Dream Daddy and the Uncle
WIP Shoiv. In 1922 the station
presented the first remote broadcast of a dance band, Charlie Kerr
and his orchestra.
In 1923, grand opera was broadcast by WIP when it aired the
complete "Aida" from the Metropolitan Opera House.
Mr. Gimbel put WIP on a 24hour-a-day operation in 1938, Philall night. adelphia's first station to operate
Looking ahead, Mr. Gimbel said,
"It's been an exciting 30 years. The
next 30 are going to be more exciting. Many people have been
depreciating radio and its effectiveness. We at WIP feel differently.
The year jfust past showed an increase of 26% in local billing over
the year before — the highest in the
30 years of WIP's existence."

► WMBD Peoria, which in February 1927 began operations in a private home, is celebrating its 25th
anniversary. In that quarter-centui-y, WMBD has grown from an
original 500 w station "with
sporadic programming" to its present position as a 5-kw CBS affiliate.
Charles C. Caley is vice president
and general manager. The station
now has an FM affiliate, WMBDFM. Free & Peters is national
representative.
► CFRB Toronto, Ontario, which
claims to be the world's first batteryless radio station, celebrated
its 25th anniversary last month.
► AS a tribute to their record for
continuous daily broadcasts on one
station, 68 radio outlets in 31 states
joined in the 18th anniversary program for Johnnie Lee Wills and
his western band at KVOO Tulsa,
Okla. Program represented their
3,000-plus appearance before a
KVOO microphone since they began their show in 1934. William
B. Way, KVOO general manager,
also paid tribute to Mr. Wills, his
manager, O. W. Mayo and the
band. Those stations joining in the
salute currently feature Mr. Wills'
daily transcribed broadcasts under
sponsorship of General Mills, Minneapolis.

SCOTT PROTEST
Draws CBC Comment
CANADIAN Broadcasting Corp.
officials, commenting on the action
of Robert Harold Scott of Palo
Alto, Calif., asking the FCC to
close down ABC-owned stations because they carried a CBC network
play allegedly offensive to nonbelievers [B*T, March 10], stated
the play was based on an EUery
Queen Magazine story, "The Trial
of John Nobody," by H. A. V. Carr.
CBC pointed out that the play
was fiction and not an expression
of opinion as claimed by Mr. Scott.
The officials stated they are criticized sometimes for attacks on
religion, but this is the first time
they have been criticized for attacking atheism.
Mr. Scott, a professed atheist,
asked that the FCC punish ABC

► NBC-TV's Original Amateur
Hour wall mark its 900th telecast
with its regularly scheduled program March 18. Program will
observe its fifth year on TV and
18th on radio. Ted Mack, who
first became associated with the
Original Amateur Hour 17 years
ago when it was conducted by the
late Major Bowes, is m.c.

by
suspending
owned-stations'
licenses
for a its
temporary
period
because the network refused to
give him time to answer what he
called anti-atheist propaganda.
The play. Blasphemy, was a CBC
origination last November and was
broadcast over the ABC netw^ork
in this country. ABC is expected
to answer the complaint shortly.
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Why

in

Baltimore

This is the top morning
show in the Baltimore
area. It got that way by
offering what listeners
want . . . warmth and a
friendly spirit in the
morning, plus music, news,
weather and birthdays
judiciously
throughout.

sprinkled

The audience loyalty to
this show is something to
warm the cockles of a
sponsor's heart.
Ask your John Blair man
or contact any account
executive of . . .

ABC BASIC NETWORK

5000 WATTS IN BALTIMORE. MD.
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RICHARD L. STAHLBERGER, ABC
director of advertising and promotion for owned and operated stations, to WCBS New York as assistant to DON FOLEY, advertising and
and sales promotion manager.
NORMAN FRANK, CBS Radio producer on special
events, promoted to
program supervisor
in network program
department.
ED HERLIHY,
NBC announcercommenta tor,
to address convention of Industrial
Marketers of New
Jersey, in Newark,
on "Marketing Via
Mr. Frank
TV" on March 18.
JOHN WILKOFF, Broadcast Advertising Bureau, N. Y., executive staff, to
NBC's
manager.Co-op Sales Dept. as promotion
CLAUDE TAYLOR, disc jockey, WIVY
Jacksonville, Fla., to WMBR that city
in same capacity.
CLAIRE MILLER, KBIZ Ottumwa,
Iowa, to KOEL Oelwein, Iowa, as
continuity director.
E. D. CONVILLE, announcer-newscaster of CJOC Lethbridge, appointed
promotion director.
GORDON L. SMITH appointed business manager of television training
institute divison. Northwest Broadcasting School, Portland, Ore.
CPL. NORMAN WEINSTOCK, former
announcer at WHAY New Britain,
Conn., transferred to Far East Command with U. S. Army.
LILES OLSEN joins announcing staff
of WKBZ-AM-FM Muskegon, Mich.

BEVERAGE

ADV.

DAVE MELTON, chief announc
KOEL Oelwein, Iowa, father of bi
Guy Allen, TOMLINSON,
March 1.
EVERETT
program

air-casters
HOWARD S. KEEFE, promotion manager, WSPR Springfield, Mass., appointedbration
to the Committee
city's as
Centennial
chairmanCele-of
publicity subcommittee.
FRANK RUSHTON named film editor
at WAGA-TV Atlanta, Ga.
KATHLEEN LOCKHART, N. Y. radioTV actress, assigned role in MGM feature film, Plymouth Adventure.
N. C. MILWEE, WVJS-AM-FM Owensboro, Ky., appointed assistant program
director.
W. HOWARD PARSONS, Erie Times,
to WICU (TV) Erie, Pa., as public
relations and promotion manager.
director,
GOUKAS, sports
MATT
WPEN
Philadelphia, awarded
plaque naming him
city's outstanding
basketball announcer. Award
was presented by
JOHN FACENDA,
WIP Philadelphia
newscaster.
BOB WOLFF,
W W D C WashingMr. Goukas
ington sportcaster,
in Orlando, Fla., for on-the-spot interwith Washington
ers inviews
training
there. Senators' playHARRY MITCHELL, disc m.c, KCBQ
San Diego, Calif., elevated to announcer-producer.
Wine, Beer Spending
In Radio-TV Given

WINE industry in the U. S. spent an estimated $1,789,000 on TV advertising and $158,000 on radio advertising- in 1951.
These figures, giving specific breakdown for wine spending, and others,
presenting a more general analysis of beer and alcoholic advertising
expenditures, are included in the
release last week of hearings held
For liquor advertising expendiin the Senate on S 2444, the bill to
tures, the Distilled Spirits Institute
ban liquor advertisements on radioInc. supplied the committee with
TV [Closed Circuit, Feb. 18].
an overall figure showing $46.1
Hearings were held on the Johnmillion in 1950. This spending was
son-Case legislation by the Senate
in newspaper and magazine adverInterstate & Foreign Commerce
tising. The institute added that
Committee Jan. 30-31 and Feb. 6-7 "final figures for 1951 are not yet
available, but indications are that
[B»T, Feb. 11, 4]. The committee
has not yet taken up the bill but when the final figures are in, there
will be some small increase over
it is understood the members have
been waiting for the printing of
hearings before considering action.
Total beer, wine and liquor inWine Spending
1950." dustry advertising expenditure in
1950 came to $76,241,381, the Assn.
Wine estimate, submitted by the of
National Advertisers (ANA)
Wine Institute's San Francisco
the committee. "This total
office, showed $2,487,000 spent by told
amounts to an increase of about
the industry for magazines, $2,500,7% for this industry's expenditure
000 for newspapers and more than
in 1949 according to the same pub$500,000 for outdoor advertising.
lished sources (Publishers InforEstimated advertising expendimation Bureau and the bureau of
tures by the beer industry for 1951
advertising
of the American Pubshowed 360 breweries operating
lishers
Assn.),"
the ANA said.
that year to have spent "an averAt the same time, revenue dolage of $1.15 per barrel to sell aplars raised in taxes by federal,
proximately 83.7 million barrels of
state and local levies were presentbeer. This amounts to about oneed to the committee. Revenue
third of a cent per bottle." Fig- from alcoholic beverages in 1950
ures were supplied the committee
by the U. S. Brev/ers Foundation.
totalled $3,261,417,440; from distilled spirits, $2.23 billion.
No breakdov/n on media was given.
Page 68
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ecutive, Columbia Pacific Network a ■
KNX
of b(
March 9.Hollywood, father

LEO Y. WILSON returns to WHOPAM-FM. Hopkinsville, Ky., as director
of sports and special events after serving 16 months with U S. Navy.
MADGE DALZELL, WIBC Indianapolis
continuity director,
to
WHFM-AM-FM
Benton
Harbor,
Mich., as promotion
director.
GLORIA BIZARI,
production
ment, KNBHdepart(TV)
Hollywood, joins
Hollywood headquarters staff of
KBIG Avalon,
Calif.
Miss Dalzell
TOM CARLISLE,
announcer, WLCK Campbellville, Ky.,
to WROL Knoxville, Tenn., in same
capacity.
ELIZABETH COLCLOUGH, program
director for ABC's America's Town
Meeting, appointed to program development division, Voice of America.
DON TARBELL, usher at KNX Hollywood, promoted to assistant in sales
promotion department.
WILLIAM FROUG, director of program writing, Columbia Pacific Network and KNX Hollywood, to conduct
12-week course in radio writing at
U. of Calif, extension, L. A.
ROBERT C. FURMAN, D'Arcy Adv.
Co., St. Louis, to
WHAS-TV Louisville,ductionKy.,staff.on proDON L. PIERCE,
program director,
W R R F Washington, N. C, appointed Beautfort
County chairman
for Easter Seal
Sales campaign
Mr. Furman
HARVEY OLSON,
program manager, WDRC Hartford,
named one of several judges for
scholastic writing awards sponsored
by Hartford Courant "Parade of
CHUCK BEDNARIK, U. of Pennsylvania ail-American,
toYouth."
WGPA Bethlehem,
Pa., as parttime disc
jockey.
HAL MOON named
program
directorCol.
at
KGHF Pueblo,
NORMAN TESKA,
KOA Denver, joins
KGHF
nouncer. as chief anBILL Birmingham,
WRIGHT,
WSGN
Mr. Bednarik
Ala., to WPIN St.
Petersburg, Fla., as announcer-disc
jockey.
NANCY READ, director of traffic and
continuity, KCBQ San Diego, Calif.,
resigns to be married.
LLOYD H. GAYNES, former producerdirector, WTVJ (TV) Miami, receives
commission March 21 from Air Force
Officers Candidate School, San Antonio.
KEY HOWARD, singing star, KCBS
San Francisco, and Jo Anne Hansen,
Provo,
ment. Utah, announce their engage-

JOHN HALVERSON, program mt
ager, American Forces Network
Berlin and Bremen, Germany,
KCBQ San Diego, Calif., as news chi
DONALD BRUCE, WIRE Indianapc
newscaster, presented distinguisl
service award by Junior Chamber ,
Commerce for civic contributions di
ing 1951.
HARRY CASE, newscaster, WO!
Worcester, Mass., and Barbara Fan
worth were married March 8.
ROGER
THOMPSON,
WSUI loi
City, Iowa, to news staff of WH]
Rock Island, 111. HARVEY HE;
STROM, KWWL Waterloo, Iowa, joi
WHBF announcing staff.
BRUCE BARRINGTON, news edit
KXOK St. Louis, to address lunchs)
meeting
Worksl-L^;
March 29ofatCommunications
McKendree College,
anon. 111.

U. OF III. SCRIPT CONTEST
Three $500 Prizes
ANNOUNCEMENT
of the Offer^
openi(
of the
competition
for wiers
of Payne
educational
radio progra
was made last week by Robert
Hudson, director, U. of lUini
broadcasting.
Contest offers three $500 pri
for
scripts and
on health,
internatioii
relations
community
actli
Both professional and amat(!
writers are invited to subi
scripts for 15-minute programs 3
one of the fields, plus outlines
three additional programs in tl
field. Winner in each category v
be expected to complete his outlii
for a series of four broadcasts,,
be aired by the university statior
Entry
may be (FM)
obtained
fr^
Urba:'
and WIUC
WILL blanks
Mr. Hudson at U. of Illinois, t
bana.
1
Lamb

Trust Fund

EDWARD
LAMB, broadcast!
publisher, last week announced
has set up a trust fund for bt
ness administration students
Gannon
College, Erie, Pa. I
Lamb's announcement followed t'
proval by
control.
The the
fundcollege's
will be board
admir'
tered by the students with the
vice of Erie businessmen and
faculty advisor. An initial gift$2,500 is contemplated to begin
fund. Mr. Lamb reportedly plf
to place additional sums in
trust during each of the next t
years. The money will belong
the college. In addition to bei
publisher of the Erie Dispatch, I
Lamb owns WICU (TV) there
well as WTVN
(TV) Columb
WTOD
Toledo and WHOO-A
FM Orlando, Fla.
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Our Respects To
(Continued from page 58)
ireached his fire-eating anti|avery sermons and where, on one
:pcasion, he auctioned off a slave to
lie congregation.
During the year that young Mr.
fciCray was in Camden, he took
•eekly trips to Philadelphia to
jtudy voice. When he went home
Er week-ends, however, he spent as
uch time as possible with another
jfepiring singer, Dorothy Baldwin,
rhose father was superintendent of
lusic for Hartford schools.
Their duets proved so harmonics that they were married on June
3, 1923. By that time, Mr. McIray was back in Hartford working
Is an accident underwriter and
■ever suspecting that a five-dollar
iet was soon to change his career.
The audition which won Mr. Mc'IJi-ay the bet also won him a job as
ffTlC parttime announcer. He
tontinued in the insurance business
or a year but gave it up for good
|;hen WTIC offered him a fulltime
pot as singing announcer, without
i/hich no self-respecting station
?as complete in those days.
Thorough Radio Understanding
Radio has been his life ever since
I'md he constantly amazes assoiates with his grasp of the many,
ver-changing facets of the business.
In the Western Division of NBC,
vhere stations often feel that they
.re far-flung outposts whose pe-liuliar problems are not comprelended by the network's New York
: i.ieadquarters, Tom McCray has
noved to be an easterner who not
mly knows that a three-hour time
lifferential can affect a station's
nogramming, but is often one
ump ahead of everyone else in
iKANSAS WOMAN'
'
KFBI Awards Winner

■*IRS. HATTIE STARKEY, found't and teacher of the Starkey
■School for Handicapped Children,
'S winner this year of KFBI Wichta's annual "Kansas Woman of the
^ear" contest. Mrs. Starkey was
selected because
of her work in
tiding mentally retarded youngsters.
I. During a broadcast in KFBI
[•-'{tudios, Mrs. Starkey was presented with an engraved loving
;up, an orchid corsage, a bouquet
)f red roses and a tape recorder to
issist her in correcting children's
-speech. Broadcast was held during
Oman's Page of the Air, conllucted
by
Marie MacDonald,
v XFBI's director of women's actives. Hale Bondurant, station
lager, and George E. Wells,
^^ogram director, presented Mrs.
i'arkey with her awards.
The contest is sponsored each
ear with listeners of Woman's
'^o.ge urged to write letters of nomnation. Mrs. Starkey, according to
iFBI, will be saluted as "woman
Jf the week" by Don McNeill on
The Breakfast Club (ABC) April
BROADCASTING

gramming than it had ever before.
Since Tom McCray more than
any other person was responsible
for making the NBC Hollywood
program department a production
center for new pi-ogram ideas, it
was only natural that he was sent
to the West Coast in 1950 to head
up
radio network operations in
thatthecity.
Although still loyal to the East
in such matters as wearing a hat
as well as coat and trousers which
match, he has become a loyal Californian in his two years in Hollywood. The McCrays make their
City. in Hollywood proper, just a
home
five minute ride from NBC Radio

"A" STANDS for advertising awards on pennants held by Bart Sinclair, vice
president of Santa Barbara Mutual BIdg. and Loan Assn., and Mrs. Jane Hoskins, owner. El Ranchito Drive-In. They were winners in radio division of Advertising Awards presented during a luncheon by the Santa Barbara (Calif.)
Advertising & Merchandising Club. L to r are Al Albinger, KTMS manager;
Mr. Sinclair, who accepted honors for his firm's sponsorship (ABC radio coop on KTMS) of America's Town Meeting of the Air (institutional); Mrs.
Hoskins, for her series of rhymed announcements over KTMS (radio merchandising), and Cliff Badger, continuity and promotion manager of KTMS. Third
award in radio division went to KIST for Canada Dry Bottling Co.'s sponsorship of Uncle Al, children's program (public service). Presentation was part
of Advertising Recognition Week, annual promotion sponsored in 1 1 western
states by The Adv. Assn. of the West.
anticipating problems and what
can be done about them.
This know-how came over the
years. By 1926, Mr. and Mrs. McCray were doing their pioneer husband-and-wife show on WTIC — the
same sort of song and chatter
which was later to be the stock
in trade of Frank Crumit and
Julia Sanderson and many others
who have brightened daytime radios
Mrs. McCray also was the original Ma Parker of Seth Parker's
Singing School, a WTIC program
which later went to NBC as Sunday Night
Seth Parker's.
retired
fromat radio
when she She
became too busy with duties at home,
including two young McCrays —
Alden, now 28, and Kent, now 24.
By 1929, Mr. McCray was WTIC
assistant manager. He continued
in that capacity until early 1943
when he went to New York to join
the Office of Censorship's International Division. A year later he
was made NBC eastern program
manager. In another year he became national program manager
for the network.
Program Strengthening
In this capacity he was faced
with the task of filling holes left
in the network's program schedule
by CBS "raids." Under his direction, the NBC program department
became a top-notch creative organization, which, for the first time
since the early days of the network,
built its own commercial programs
with outstanding stars and audience-attracting formats.
In addition to Martin and Lewis,
these include The Halls of Ivy,
starring Mr. and Mrs. Ronald
Colman;
Dragnet;
Night Beat,
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starring Frank Lovejoy; Dangerous Assignment, starring Brian
Donlevy ; Radio City Playhouse and
Living series.
During his regime as national
program manager, NBC received
more awards for public service pro-

Central
with

Ohio "Goes
WBNS

Paints in Spare Time
Despite the fact that he works
long and hard at the many details
of his job, he still finds time to
paint. His oils have appeared in a
number of exhibits. He is also a
member of the Bel-Air Country
Club but his golf game, which he
characterizes
major hobby. as "awful," is not a
Mr. McCray's youthful baritone
is no longer exercised, not even in
the privacy of his shower, but his
early love of music continues. Last
winter's meetings of an informal
musical group which he joined developed into an NBC Western
Network sei-ies called Music for the
Tired Businessman.
In addition to Bel-Air Country
Club, he has membership in Radio
Pioneers, Hollywood Advertising
Club, Toastmasters Club and newly
formed Hollywood Radio Executives Club.

Steady"

^^

Here's a romance all Central
Ohio eavesdrops on regularly.
WBNS Radio has a steady date
every time listeners turn on their
radios.
Smart sponsors are cashing in
©n WBNS' hold on listeners' affeclions. A lot of wooing went into the
winning and now it's paying off...
Jn the September-October Hooper,
WBNS led every other station in
levery rated period with the twenty
lop listening stops: WBNS has a
•wealth of locally-loved personalities with immense followings:
;(4663 responses to just 3 one-mini)te spots) . , ^ listeners stay tuned,
program after program; WBNS
reaches an audience that spends
ever $1 Billion annually.
ASK JOHN BLAIR
Some vatuobte time available.
Write or contact John Blair.
CENTRAL OHIO'S ONLY
March 17, 1952
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of
Fitting a Medium
toaMarlcet

ACUSE
NBC
WSYR AMLUATJ^

Covers

AIL

of the Rich

Write, Wire, Phone
or

Top Network Posts
(Continued from page 25)
rate formula was proposed.
Now 57, Mr. Bannister is a native of New York City and started
One of the best-known figures
his business career as a salesman
in the industry, he is general manin the motion picture field, followed
ager of the Detroit Neivs WWJAM-FM TV, having raised WWJ
by four years of sales duties with
to a high level of success and pio- the American Druggists Syndicate,
neered in TV.
two years with Park & Tilford,
and four years vdth the duPont
Announcing his affiliation with
the network, NBC President
organization.
He entered radio via the old
Joseph
H. McConnell
"We
WMBC Detroit sales staff in 1931,
are extremely
fortunatesaid:
in being
able to induce Harry Bannister to moving after a short time to WJR
Detroit and then to WWJ as a
join our network organization. As
salesman on Jan. 1, 1933. He bea successful station operator for
came sales manager in April 1935
more than 20 years, as a director
and had been general manager
of the NAB, as a member of our
since November 1941, adding the
NBC Stations Planning and Admanagerships of the the FM and
visory Committee, he acquired an
TV stations as they went on the
intimate knowledge of the broadair.
casting business.
"His business acumen, his ability
High Standards
to gauge and evaluate changing
He campaigned long and hard
trends in public taste, his record of for industry standards of good
accomplishment in the field of practice, and self-imposed his code
public affairs and education for at WWJ-TV in 1947. He has not
which his stations have been re- hesitated to reject network shows
—WWJ-TV as well as WWJ is an
peatedly honored, and his leadership in solving industry problems
NBC affiJiate — if he regarded them
will contribute greatly to the progas locally unsuitable.
ress of NBC and its affiliated
As an example of his faith in
TV's future, NBC pointed out that
Only a relatively short time ago,
for 10 years WWJ paid rent for a
stations."
it was pointed out, he completely
building tower because it knew
the site ultimately would be needed
reorganized WWJ's sales and pro- for
a television antenna.
gramming policies, developing for
the station a notable sales record
Mr. Meighan, returning to CBS
against the competition of TV.
Inc.'s general executive group, left

AsIc Headley-Reed
Network Clients
(Continued from jmge 23)

of
Fitting a Medium
to a Market

NBC
AFFILIATE

Covers

ALL

of the Rich
Centres! N.Y. Morkef

Write, Wire, Phone
or
Ask Headley-Reed
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asked the talent on both programs
for lower budgets for next fall.
If, as reported, the stars refuse
to accept the offer, Chesterfield conceivably could drop the time, thus
posing a problem for the respective
networks. The networks, it was
speculated, would be almost obligated to retain the high rated
shows for their affiliates' sake even
if unable to sell them to other advertisers.
Another comedy show, CBS
Radio's Jack Benny program, is
somewhat in the same indefinite
state, with the advertiser, Lucky
Strike, currently trying to convince the comedian to appear on
a weekly or alternate week TV
show. The cigarette company has
a firm order for the Thursday 99:30 p.m. CBS-TV time period
starting in early fall. Plan would
be to place its This Is Show Business in that period and put Jack
Benny on the Sunday segment now
occupied by Show Business. BBDO,
New York, is the agency.
Meanwhile, effective April 1
Camel cigarettes has bought the
Thursday, 9-9:30 p.m. time for its
Man Against Crime show on CBSTV until fall. William Esty, New
York, is the agency [CLOSED Circuit, March 10].
One show, however that is likely
to retain the same time and sponsor is the Milton Berle Show, Tuesdays, 8-9 p.m. on NBC-TV, despite
frequent reports to the contrary.
The Texaco Co. has agreed to all
but a few minor points on the con-

tract and the signature of all
parties concerned is expected shortly. Kudner Agency, New York,
handles the account.
Riggio Tobacco Corp. (Regent
cigarettes), sponsor of Cameo
Theatre, Sundays, 10:30-11 p.m. on
NBC-TV, effective April 15 moves
from Brooke, Smith, French &
Dorrance, New York, to Hilton &
Riggio, New York. Account totals
about $300,000 in billing.
P. Lorillard Co., New York, on
Wednesday will announce its newest product — a filtered cigarette
called Kent (named after the
president of the company, H. A.
Kent) . Young & Rubicam, New
Yoi-k, will handle the account, and
is expected to use a radio and TV
spot schedule to introduce Kents.
Dodge Cars, which for 18 years
was handled by Ruthrauff & Ryan,
New York, last week appointed
Grant Adv., Chicago, to handle its
advertising (see story page 24).
The Crosley Division of Avco
Mfg. Corp. has divided its advertising function as follows: BBDO
will handle Crosley television and
radio products in all media, and
Benton & Bowles, which had handled those products, will take on
the new line of Crosley Air Conditioners and will continue with
the Crosley appliances.
Blatz Beer, through William H.
Weintraub, New York, last week
renewed for another 52 weeks, efthe AmosThursdays,
'n' Andy
Show fective
onin June,
CBS-TV,
8:30-9 p.m.

New York for a month's vacat
in Mexico last Wednesday. > ,
45, he is a vice president of CB
Inc., and served as a vice presid ji
and general executive before :}
company's divorcement of radio ; r
television activities led to his a;
pointment as president of CB
Radio.
With CBS since 1934, he star ;*
as an account executive in Rad
Sales. He became director of st
tion administration in 1946, ai
subsequently became vice preside
in charge of Columbia-ovvnied st
tions. He was made vice preside
and general executive in 1948 ai
the network's chief executive offic
on the West Coast in 1949. He i
turned to New York headquarte
shortly before the establishment
separate radio and television c
visions last summer.
Murphy,
who took ov'
theMr.CBS
Radio46,presidency
la
Wednesday,
joined
in 19'
and
was named
head CBS
of televisv
activities in 1939. He has h&
closely associated with CBS Tel
vision affairs since that time, ai
is credited with a large share
CBS's success in winning FCC a'
vision
proval fight.
in the long-drawn color te''
Elected vice president and gel
eral executive of CBS in 1946, °
became head of CBS Labs, whicoordinates the company's el(5
tronic developmental work, Inclui
ing color TV in its various applic
tions, when that division was s
up concurrently with separation
work CBS
activities
the
Radio last
and July.
Television n<'',
Mr. Murphy joined the Sigr
Corps in 1942, serving subsequei
chief
ICD under
Gi,
ly
withof SHAEF
and asBrig.
assista'
Robert A. McClure.

ENTERTAINERS
in Ohio, Ke,
Crosley 'Star Search'
tucky, Indiana and West Virgir.
will get an opportunity to compf.
nati
contracts
the Crosley
Broa,,
for cash
prizesin and
WLW Cinci'
casting
second
annual "Stj
Search," Corp.
soon to
be launched.
W,
liam Robinson, vice president
charge of programming, announce
that 250 movie houses in the foij
state area will cooperate.
AVAIIABIE

NOW!!

Al
RAVO'
^GAZUT
SPQLlif
RIZ
PHI
Starring the Famous
N. Y. Yankees Shortstop
A great array of
Famous Sports Personalitie:
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* Ali Shows Current '■
RADIO
CITY
Productions, Inci
550 Fifth
plus Avenue
New York 19, N.Y
• Telecasti

Affiliates Group
(Continued from page 25)
l^ainst
CBS contracts.
Radio's renegotiation
affiliation
^ Approval and encouragement
:ff "the many affirmative steps"
:aken during the past year to sell
iadio as an advertising medium,
,dth endorsement particularly of
||;AB activities and of individual
jell radio" campaigns
such as
lose conducted by stations in Dejroit, Los Angeles and Tulsa.
With obvious reference to such
fforts as those of Procter & Gamlle and General Mills to secure lowT nighttime rates, one committee;ian stressed the view that, in
arrelating night and day rates, it
s "just as logical" to double dayinie rates in order to put them on
par with night rates.
Like printed media, it w^as
j[ointed out, radio should remember
:|hat its own operating costs have
one up and should consider boost;?iig its rates.
Overall, the committee continued,
„ladio stations should always re■[lember that cutting rates or acriepting special deals will in the
Eng run harm themselves and the
dustry as a whole. Yielding to
deal" demands from one advertiser, itwas emphasized, will ineviibly bring on demands for similar
tjfoncessions to others.
Radio Short-Changed
On the subject of research and
|)adio-promotion, committeemen felt
lio is seriously short-changing itself by its present practices. It
■was noted that Look magazine in
'jecent advertisements took a 5 milion circulation and built this up to
I'how 65 million readers.
But radio, it was pointed out,
lakes the reverse tack: It has 105
Million sets to start with, but re.uces these to 42 million radio
riomes, breaks this figure down to
lets-in-use, derives rating and
?inds up showing, for example,
00,000 listeners to a specific proTarn.
The committee felt the current
loncept of "radio homes" should be
eplaced by a showing of "individlials" to the advertiser. It was
jmphasized it makes no difference
^vhere listeners listen — in cars, on

fKLXl

LEADS
PARTICIPANTS in the second annual Town Meeting of television dealers
in Buffalo included (seated I to r): Moderator Edward J. Wegman, assistant TV
program director, Ralph J. Kingsley, technical director, and Alfred H. Kirchhofer, vice president, all of WBEN-AM-TV Buffalo; Dr. Lyman R. Fink, chief
engineer, TV department. General Electric Co.; Chairman Albert T. O'Neill,
vice president, Niagara Mohawk Power Corp., and C. Robert Thompson, general manager, WBEN. Standing (I to r): Richard R. Graver, vice president for
TV, Admiral Corp.; Joseph B. Elliott, vice president, RCA Victor, Camden, N. J.
the beach, in bars or in homes.
"Radio is much the cheapest medium in relation to dollar value of
sales — that's what we want to
prove," a committeeman stressed.
Development of a yardstick to
show radio's full impact and full
listenership in all its phases is vital
not only as a direct aid to radio,
but also as a service to help advertisers use radio more intelligently
and more efficiently, the committee
asserted.
It feels that radio, if it allows advertisers to use it inefficiently, "is
committing suicide." ,
There appeared no doubt that
committeemen regarded NBC's effoi-t to effectuate its new rate
formula as killed. They privately
expressed the view that not only
is the proposed new rate system
dead, but also NBC's original plan
to add up to 200 bonus affiliates
and the inclusion of TV penetration in computing radio rates.
Indeed, spokesmen said, "the
committee finds nothing to support the theory that there can be
a formula which can be applied nain setting that
rates."NBC had
They tionally
conceded
won a number of affiliates over to
its rate plan, but insisted the network had not been able to win
enough
stations
had to major
have to
make "which
the planit
Regarding CBS Radio's efforts
work."

In Greater

Grand

Rapids

. . . the most ears
are WOODpecked!

Also:
WFDF — Flint
WEOA — Evansville
WFBM and WFBM-TV
Indianapolis
•
KATZ AGENCY
JROADCASTING
\

to put new contracts into effect
permitting the network to change
affiliates' network rates quickly in
event competitive developments
make changes advisable, one member observed: "If there ever was
an emergency that justified it,
that taken
emergency
was
as a has
clearpassed."
referenceThisto
the NBC rate plan.
The committee meeting was held
Monday and Tuesday at New
York's Hotel Ambassador with
Mr. Morency presiding and 10 of
the 13 members participating.
Those present: Chairman Morency;
Edgar Kobak, WTWA Thomson,
Ga.; Clair R. McCollough, Steinman Stations; Richard M. Fairbanks, WIBC Indianapolis; G.
Richard Shafto, WIS Columbia and
WSPA Spartanburg, S. C, and
WIST Charlotte, N. C; Robert D.
Swezey, WDSU New Orleans; Ben
Strouse, WWDC Washington and
Kenyon Brown, KWFT Wichita
Falls, Tex.
Absent were George B. Storer,
Foi't Industry Co. stations; Hugh
Terry, KLZ Denver and Leonard
Kapner, WCAE Pittsburgh.
WCMY BEGINS OPERATION
Carl Meyer Is Owner-Manager
SHORT ceremony to begin operation of WCMY Ottawa, 111., on
1430 kc with 500 w daytime, was
held March 5. Mayor Philip
Bailey and James Riordan, president of the city's Chamber of Comstation. merce, welcomed Ottawa's first
Carl H. Meyer, one time chief
engineer at KFUO St. Louis and
later an engineering consultant
in Chicago, is owner and operator.
Staff includes Jene Holden, commercial manager; Bill Purcell and
Bill Sweda, announcers; Joe
Prechtel and Ed Keiber, engineers;
Ann Flynn continuity and Alma
Irion, traffic. National representative is Sears & Ayer.

SAN

ALL

OAKLANDFRANCISCO

INDCPINDENT

Radio

Stations

9

OUT

OF

12

Hooper

Periods!
Hooper Share of Audience,
May through September,
Oakland

KLX
TRIBUNE TOWER • OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA
Represented Nationally by

5000 WATTS • NBC AFFILIATE
AND WOOD-TV
GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN

Telecasting

WWRL Woodside, N. Y., is broadcastingRoller Derby Games on exclusive basis
in New York-New Jersey area from
10:30-11 p.m. Thursday, Friday and
Saturday over nine-week period.
March 17, 1952
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ELECTRONIC ADVANCES
Commerce Dept. Reports
MANUFACTURE of a television
system without synchronizing
signals as well as other technical
developments are described in a
series of reports announced by the
Commerce Dept.'s Office of Technical Services last Thursday.
A bibliography reports on "many
valuable developments" for the
electronic industries in the fields of
new materials, manufacturing techniques, new electronic devices.
The electronic report comprises
an analysis of television synchronization, which was conducted to determine under what conditions synchronization signals may be eliminated from the transmitted TV
signal. Elimination of such signals
has "important advantages when
applicable," according to the report, based on findings reached by
the Air Material Command in May
1941.
Titled "Indesyn, A Television
System Without Transmitted Synchronization," this report and
others appear in the February 1952
issue of Bibliography of Technical
Reports, which may be obtained for
50c (or yearly subscription, $5)
from OTS, U. S. Dept. of Commerce, Washington 25, D. C.
WBBM Chicago reports station's department of education presented 24
local information, music and drama
programs in the public interest during
one month and carried 45 such programs for CBS Radio network.
Miss Genez-ieve Schubert
Compton Advertising, Inc.
New York City, N. Y.
Dear Jenny:
Spring is jest 'round th' corner, an'
'twon't be long afore folkssands'll
by th' thoube
athrough
d r i V % n'
WCHS terrytory on thur
way fertion.
a vacaPeepul
drives back
frum Floridy
this way, too.
In fack,
Jenny, lotsamiles
folks
drives
outa thur way
jest to go
through th' Alleghenies
an'
th'
beautiful
New River
Gorge at any
time uv year,
but 'specially
in th' Spring
an' Sum m e r.
An' , uv course,
they'll be lissWCHS
e n i n ' fer
ter
miles
an'
miles
on account uv
its 5000 watts
on ■ 580. Jest
add them ter
th'
K-'d s
uv hunne
thousands
uv reg'lar liss e n e rsees, why
an'
you'll
WCHS is sech a durned good buy.
WCHS alius gives yuh more lisseners
then effen yuh bought all th' other four
stations in town put tergether — an' in
tourist season hit's better'n Algy
ever!
Yrs.
WCHS
Charleston,
Page 72
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AAAA EXAMINATIONS
Draw 456 Candidate |
allied

arts

RCA SERVICE Co., Camden, N. J., presented trophies for achievement to four
service branches located in Hollywood,
Columbus, Ohio, Dallas, Tex., and Oklahoma City. Winners were determined
on basis of customer relations and
general improvement in quality and
efficiency of servicing.
MAVIS LYONS named chief film editor
for Robert Lawrence Productions, N. Y.
MAGNAVOX Co., N. Y., appoints following new district sales managers:
PAUL SOLOMON, northern N. J., at
New York; PAUL HUNTER, New
York state, at Buffalo; JOSEPH C.
PAPP, southern Calif., at Los Angeles;
MAYNARD MOORE, Boston - Providence at Boston, and FRANK W.
BRAM, parts of eastern Pa., N. J.
and Del. at Phila.
JAY GORON and JOEL L BROOKE
announce opening of office under name
Jay Goron-Brooke Assoc., 134 E. 57th
St., N. Y., to handle literary properties for radio-TV, films and theatre.
W. M. DAY, vice president-general
manager, Michigan Bell Telephone
Co., appointed director of Communications Equipment Div., National Production Authority, Washington, succeeding ROBERT E. WILLIAMS who
returns to Automatic Electric Co.,
Chicago.
DAVID H. APPEL, author and critic,
appointed editor in charge of new
Amusements and Arts Dept., including
radio-TV, theatre, motion pictures,
books, music and art, for Philadelphia
Inquirer.
VISION CONSERVATION INSTITUTE OF CALIF. OPTOMETRIC
ASSN., San Jose, appoints WestMarquis Inc., L. A., to handle public
relations.
LaRUE COURSON, mail room supervisor, NARTB Washington, D. C,
father of boy, March 3.
PROPOSED

TEX. GRANT
WAFB Files Protest
OBJECTION to an FCC initial decision looking towards granting
Brazosport Broadcasting Co., Freeport, Tex., a new station on 1460
kc with 250 w daytime has been
filed with the Commission by
WAFB Baton Rouge, La.
The Louisiana station stated that
during the Freeport hearing it was
found that interference with
WAFB would result. WAFB contends that it was not allowed to
participate in the hearing. This is
contrary to the FCC rules, WAFB
claimed.
In addition to not letting WAFB
testify, FCC also erred in accepting the findings of Brazosport with
regard to the amount of interference that would probably result, the
protest contended. Soil conductivity maps used in the findings were
inaccurate, WAFB alleged.
The Baton Rouge station wants
the initial decision set aside, the
case remanded to the hearing examiner and the record reopened to
receive its evidence.

MUNTZ TV Inc., Chicago, reports
unit installations and deliveries of
TV sets 6% higher in February than
preceding month when figure was 9,644.
Net sales
for company's
ten months
of current
fiscal yearfirstis
$26,842,666.
NORMAN F. HIRSCH, account executive, Weiss & Geller Inc., Chicago,
named business manager for Highland
Park News, Lake Forester, Deerfield
Review and Highland Netvs, all Chicago North Shore weeklies.
SONOCRAFT Corp., N. Y., announces
completion of 1952 catalog listing sound
and recording equipment and accessories. Copies available by writing
company.
GENERAL ELECTRIC Co., Syracuse,
announces plans to convert Scranton,
Pa., home dishwasher plant to production of electronic tubes. Conversion and installation of new equipment
will begin next month.

• • N. J., annt • Camden,
ipmeDEPT.,
I^^u
RCA
TUBE
nounces production of new power
triode, Type 6161, for use in design of
UHF transmitting equipment intended
for UHF service in TV and CW.
LATE

LISTENING

Studied by Advertest
AFTER midnight on weekdays, one
out of ten homes in the New York
metropolitan area has a radio in
use, according to results of a study
made by the radio section of Advertest Research, New Brunswick,
N. J.
Information is based on survey
of over 1,000 homes in the New
York area. Facts were obtained
through personal interviews with
members of each family studied.
Survey revealed that independent
stations in the area led in after
midnight popularity. Survey applied to programs Monday through
Friday, midnight-6 a.m.
WMGM New York has been presented acitation by New York Tuberculosis &Health Assn. for outstanding
contributions during 1951 campaign.

TOTAL of 456 candidates in 2
cities took the sixth annual Amer
ican Assn. of Advertising Agencies i
examinations for advertising
Feb. 16 and 23, it was announce ,
last week. Explaining the "model
ate decline" from 524 examinee
in 1951, Sydney H. Giellerup, chaii
man of the committee on AAA.,
examinations and partner in Mars
chalk & was
PrattnotCo.,
decline
as stated
great that
as we"thi
ej
pected in view of the military . .
situation and the higher examins
tion fee this year ($20 vs. $15 i|
According to AAAA spokesmai
the past)."
current
examinations were give
in more cities than ever before, an:
as in previous years, included boti
aptitude and temperament test
and optional tests of practics
knowledge of various kinds of aa
vertising work. Examinationsprepared by more than 300 advertis;
ing executives in AAAA agencit!
—studies
will beof appraised
basis a('
over 4,500onpeople
tually
employed in various branch* <
of advertising.
PRISON
WQAN

RAID
Joins Police Squc

WHEN authorities raided a c«
blockininScranton,
the Lackawanna
Jail
Pa-, local Counstati<,
WQAN had a tape recorder rig!
there.
Cecil Woodland, general ma
ager of WQAN, reports the st
tion had been tipped of the ji
break plans and had Newsmi
Hugh Connor in the group of Fl
agents, county and city police, wl
rushed the cell. He described t
raid and recorded interviews wi
the district attorney and pri&
and police officials. Program I
rector Bob Flanagan broadea
news of the planned break a;
how it was being quashed as
sat in front of the jail in one
the
two-way shortwa
radio station's
cars.
The recording was broadcast ■'
WQAN's late afternoon ne''
roundup, one of two half -hour ne\
programs broadcast daily.
QUINCY,

GATES
Supply

ILLINOIS

^prnc

THESE SO
OFFICES
URCE
vnur ONE
TO SERVE YOU
QUINCY, ILL
TEL. 8202
t NEtU^8536
n
e
m
HOUSTON, TEXAS
TEL.
ATWOOD
p
i
u
Eq
WASHINGTON, D. C. ... TEL. METROPOLITAN 0522
MONTREAL, QUE
TEL. ATLANTIC 9441
NEW YORK CITY
TEL. MURRAY HILL 9-0200
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DONN

A, CLAYTON
Dies in Auto Crash

jDONN A. CLAYTON, 49, acting
1 manager of KSJB Jamestown, N.
|D., died Monday of injuries received in an auto collision the pre■vious day at Stanley Corners, S. D.
The accident hospitalized Mrs.
Clayton who received lesser injuries and severe shock.
I Mr. Clayton, native of Minnesota,
Ijoined the Minnesota Broadcasting
I Co. in posts of assistant manager and program director of the
■station from 1928 to 1937, traveling to Hollywood where he freeI lanced in production for two years.
In 1939, Mr. Clayton went to
'Minneapolis as radio director with
the McCann Advertising Co. A
year later, he became vice president
in charge of programming for
North Central Broadcasting System and resigned in 1945 to take
charge of KSJB. Mr. Clayton had
■just taken a leave of absence from
(|the station to study television and,
'with Mrs. Clayton, was en route to
Hot Springs, Ark.
Study was to have been in television program production and
,general operation in the interest of
the North Dakota Broadcasting Co.
which is applying for TV permits
iiin Minot and Jamestown. Mr. Clay,.ton had served as secretary for the
radio firm and was a stockholder
and member of the board for KCJB
;Minot. Besides his wife, Mr. Clay■ton Paul.
is survived by his mother in
iSt.

INABET AND NEWS GUILD
Expected to Approach CBC
' UNION activities at the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp.'s Toronto pro[gvam headquarters have increased
■'this year and there is now a possibility that NABET
and the
American
Newspaper Guild will
' apply for certification for unions
within the CBC.
Since the CBC is a crown cor"iporation, unions cannot be local,
j'but must be on a national scale,
Ijiembracing a majority of the CBC
lemployes from coast-to-coast in the
particular field of the union. Thus
the engineers will have to have a
imajority of the engineering personnel across Canada before being able to apply for certification
and ANG will have to have a
imajority of newsroom employes.
With diff"erent attitudes on
nanions in various parts of Canada,
ithis will delay unionization in the
lieavily industrialized areas of
Canada as far as CBC is concerned,
lit is believed.

/BROADCASTING
!

COMEDY
CLINICS
NAG Announces Expansion
COMEDY
clinics are expanding
nationwide, according to the National Assn. of Gagwriters. Director George Lewis has announced
that NAG is organizing the clinics
for once-a-month meetings under
his supervision
in various parts of
the
country.

YANKTON
STORM
WNAX Cited in Emergency
"IT WAS a job that only radio
could do. It was a completely unselfish service to a loyal audience
. . . total justification for the existence of commercial radio 'in the
public
That'sinterest.'
the way " WNAX YanktonSioux City, S. D., recounted its
coverage of the recent disastrous
blizzard that was called "Operation Snowbound."
The station reported hundreds of
letters from grateful listeners, citations from civic organizations,
newspaper praise and a gubernatorial pat on the back for its emergency role.
When WNAX was deluged with
storm warnings, it cancelled all
commercial programs to air quartez'-hour emergency messages. Its
broadcasts took on an a tense air
as listeners tuned in WNAX for
news of their children snow-bound
in schools and other lost or
stranded people.
As the storm abated, WNAX sent
Farm Director Chris Mack and
Herb Howard out by plane to record with camera and portable tape
machine eye-witness accounts in
storm-hit areas. Reports were
edited into a special hour-long documentary, Operation Snowbound.
Station reported its broadcasts
were responsible for saving many
lives and thousands of dollars in
property, including rescue of school
children. Appreciation was forthcoming from the press, which
PROTESTS

praised WNAX "for generous service to the public," and from Gov.
Sigurd Anderson of South Dakota,
who described it as "a job well

done."

RULING

Opposes WQAN Switch
INITIAL decision of Hearing
Examiner Hugh B. Hutchison,
which would grant WQAN Scranton, Pa., permission to change its
frequency from 630 kc with 500 w
daylight to 1450 kc with 250 w
fulltime [B»T, Jan 28], has been
protested by Curtis B. Plummer,
chief, FCC Broadcast Bureau.
Mr. Plummer, in a petition requesting that the initial decision be
rescinded and another decision
issued which would deny Scranton
application, said program service
cannot be the criterion for deciding
whether a grant should be made.
"Program service, however meritorious and regardless of its nonnetwork character, is not a proper
justification for the serious violation of the allocation principles
involved in this case." Mr. Plummer said.
The original initial decision [B*
T, Nov. 12, Oct. 1, 1951] denied
the station's application. It was
remanded to the examiner on petition of WQAN which claimed the
decision had been based on error.
In the later initial decision, Examiner Hutchinson said some engineering standards might not be
met but the station had evolved
such an outstanding program
schedule he felt engineering factors should be overlooked.

• Telecasting

WNAX's Chris Mack (I) interviews aSouth Dakota rancher who
lost hundreds of thousands of dollars in the recent blizzard, hi foreground is head of cattle that
perished in storm.

Mr. for
Lewisoneplans
visit diff'erent
cities
nightto meetings
on a
Thursday, Friday and Saturday
basis. Clinics already are underway in some of the larger cities of
the nation with the New York
City's Wednesday meetings being
continued. The latter clinic, which
has been conducted for the past
six years, according to Mr. Lewis,
"stimulated the expansion."
Clinics are held by the Gagwriters Institute Comedy Development
Center, under sponsorship of NAG.
Organization explains the comedy
clinic's function as blending, testing and analyzing "talents of both
performers and comedy writers."
Local clinics can be held "wherever
comedy-minded individuals want to
meet,
develop
by activity,"
Mr.
Lewis to
said.
Address
is Room 902,
292 Madison Ave., New York.

98.1 Mcs. • 40,000 W.
Texarkana is the key
distributing point for a
four-state area rich in
oil, gas, lumber, agriculture and livestock.
Over TOO diversified
manufacturing plants in
Texarkana alone. Red
River Arsenal (largest
in U.S.) is here.
Put your sales message on the
station that serves these prosperous, buying people. 239,330 live
within KCMC's .05MV/M area.
FRANK O. MYERS, Mgr.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES:
O. L. TAYLOR COMPANY
KAMD
CAMDEN,
ARKANSAS

Thousands of residents employed In vast paper
mills, furniture factories, lumber industry and agriculture. Camden is the home of one of the largest
Navy Ordnance installations. Reach them all
through this pioneer station of South Arkansas
serving Ouachita County.
March 17, 1952
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Texas has not been entirely to their
satisfaction, but they were conHAWAII'S

'CONNALLY
CARAVAI
Is Spirited
by Aloha Network Campaign

HAWAII'S Aloha Network was the
driving force behind the nationally
publicized trip to the U. S. of irate
Hawaiians protesting remarks
made by Sen. Tom Connally (DTex.) during a Senate debate relating to Hawaiian statehood.
Sen. Connally was quoted as saying, "I think I am a better American than a great many people who
live in Hawaii. I have been to
Hawaii. The majority of the people
there are not of American ancestry
or descent."
Islanders interpreted these remarks as a reflection on Hawaiian
patriotism.
Irate group from the islands,
who made the trip as the result of
disc jockey Hal Lewis' radio campaign, met with Sen. Connally,
chairman of the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee, last Monday.
Mr. Lewis is known as J. Aku
Head Pupule on his show aired by
KHON Honolulu, one of four stations comprising Aloha Network.
The protesting Hawaiians were
made up of combat veterans of the
442d Regiment and the 100th Battallion which rescued the Texas'
36th Division in Italy during World
War II fighting. A gold star mother
also accompanied the group.
Mr. Lewis led a 48-hour campaign on the Aloha stations. He
suggested the combat veteran
group be formed and be sent to the

United States. Response, according to R. M. Fitkin, president,
Aloha Broadcasting Co. Ltd.
(KHON), was "amazing, gratifying and almost frightening."
As a result, the "Connally Caravan" was formed with a campaign
for funds launched by the station,
again cooperating with the network. "Again the results really
amazed us," Mr. Fitkin commented,
and "we were snowed under with
people bringing in their money in
all four stations of the network.
As a matter of fact, we had to set
up collection points on every island
where volunteers agreed to receive
donations and the Gray Line agreed
to pick them up from these many
points." Hawaiian Airlines volunteered to fly money from outer
islands to Honolulu.
Stopover in Texas
The group also stopped in Texas
to pick up a member of the 36th
Division.
The delegation met with Sen.
Connally for an hour's conference.
They left feeling "very happy" over
their reception by the Texan.
Later in the day. Sen. Connally
told the Senate he had been delayed in getting to the floor on the
tidelands bill because "I have been
surrounded by a delegation from
Hawaii" and "they left apparently
in a good humor. The Senator from
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"The Yanks are coming" over WINS — starting with the Spring
games. WINS travels with the team!
That puts this station in the spotlight as the best spot buy — or
any buy!
Let WINS go to bat for you, through spots or programs.
Whatever you have to sell, you can sell more at lower cost
We'll be glad to give you the facts, and the figures.
Call your WINS representative
. . . see him when he calls!

Buy WINS,
it Sells!

WINS
50KW
New York
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According to Sen. Connally,
"there
tented."was no valid reason for the
people in Hawaii getting excited or
sending a delegation to Washingsee he
me."had no dislike for the
Heton tosaid
people of Hawaii. "I just wanted to
be just and fair to them." The Senator saidabout
the "misunderstanding"
had come
because of the way
his
remarks
were
on the Senate floor. misinterpreted"
But, Sen. Connally noted, "In my
view, the visit of the delegation
from Hawaii was a propaganda
effort to secure votes for the
Hawaiian statehood bill and their
stopping in Dallas and Austin, Tex.,
was motivated by political considerations, interests and efforts."
NEWSPAPER FEATURE
To Promote Radio, TV
NEW

type of radio and TV promotion, designed to serve sponsors
and agencies and build program
audiences, is being launched in
newspapers throughout the country.
The service was announced by
James R. McGraw, president of a
new reader service column, "Dave
DePenter's Dialings."
The column will give prominence
to time, station, program title and
sponsor credit and include copy
abovit program stars in which readers would be interested. Feature
will appear adjacent to program
logs. Some 33 newspapers in
markets of the major networks
already are lined up, Mr. McGraw
said.
Westbe Coast
office Ore.
for "Dialings"
will
Portland,
Eastern
sales representative is Howland &
Howland, New York and Chicago,
and West Coast representative is
Keenan, Hunter & Dietrich, San
Francisco and Los Angeles. Pacific
National Adv. -will handle advertising and sales promotion.
Magazine Gross Up
MAGAZINE advertising during
the first two months of 1952 was
up 6.5% in dollars and 2.8% in
pages, over the like period of 1951,
according to Publishers Information Bureau records, despite the
fact that three leading magazines
had one less issue in the two-month
period this year than last. Sunday
newspaper sections for the same
period, according to PIB, showed a
20.7% decline in dollar volume and
a 19.1% decrease in space. January-February 1952 advertising in
94 general and farm magazines
totaled 11,128 pages worth $68,874,760, compared with 10,830
pages worth $64,669,000 for the
first two months of 1951. Sunday
newspaper sections for the same
two-month period totaled 600 pages
and $7,667,566 this year against
741 pages and $9,667,039 last.

COMPONENTS
Progress Meet May 5-7
THREE-DAY conference to review
progress in electronic components
will be held May 5-7 in Washington
under joint sponsorship of RadioTelevision Mfrs. Assn., Institute of
Radio Engineers and American Institute of Electrical Engineers.
Defense Dept. and National Bureau of Standards will support the
conference, which follows the pattern of a similar session held ir
May 1950.
Some two-score technical papers
on new components, materials and
fabrication techniques will be presented. The program will review
available components with militarj
and commercial reliability needs ir
mind. Chairman of the symposiun
is J. G. Reid Jr., Bureau of Stand |
ards. The program is being ar
ranged under direction of A. F
Murray, electronic consultant tc,
the
and Developmen '
Board,Research
Defense Dept.
The RTMA Engineering Dept. i, i
setting up an engineering commit ^
tee to gather information for em
equipment designers on the prope
ratings and environmental condi
nents.
tions of tubes and other compo,

BALTIMORE MISHAP
Stations Cover Spot Stor i

WHEN a grandstand section co^
lapsed just prior to the March
opening of the "Sonja Henie Ic |
Review"
in Baltimore,
local
radit '
and
TV stations
were on
hand
report the scene of the injure
amid the splintered wreckag<
Some 270 persons were hospitalizec
of whom 30 were seriously injuredjf
WMAR (TV) reported that i
flashed news of the collapse withi
15 minutes after it occurrec
Within less than three hour:
WMAR telecast a film report o
removal of stretcher cases an
efforts of firemen removing the ir
jured. WFBR quickly aired
complete eye-witness account c
the collapse on its 11 p.m. new;
man.
cast, according to station spoke;
Fifth BBM

Survey

FIFTH STUDY of the Bureau (
Broadcast Measurement, Toront
is now being compiled with ballot
received from about 400 differei
areas throughout Canada. It
hoped to have the BBM station ri
ports and maps ready early th
summer for use when fall businer
is being considered, according 1
Charles J. Follett, executive secr( I
tary.

I
WEOK
POUGHKEEPSIE
REPRESENTED BY
EVERETT McKINNEY, INC.
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Advertising

MARKETS

EAT

MARKETS

SEE

THEY

er Troubles Siight
Thus Far

Adage:

SEE

IT

WHAT

ON

TV.

. . . particularly if they see the brand displayed, used,
and demonstrated on local cooking shows over their
favorite TV stations ... particularly when

H^-fi'- 77 ||||
mer Viewing Gains
>hown in Survey
Page 79

t Set Count
By Markets
Page 90

. .

they see

that the product is given an all-out endorsement by
home economists and femcees they know.
Boom your product's distribution and sales in these
markets by using participations in the cooking shows
^,greatest
i X L
•£ £following
II • andJ Iloyalty.
u.
with the
housewife

WSB-TV
WBAL-TV

Atlanta
Baltimore

These shows are on the TV stations listed here.
They feature prominent home economists. They are

kpRC-TV

strong distribution builders. They sell forcefully.

KHJ-TV

WFAA-TV

Dallas
Houston

Los Angeles

KSTP-TV . . .M'p'I's-St. Paul
WSM-TV
Nashville

in

our

WTAR-TV

Norfolk

KPHO-TV

Phoenix

WOAI-TV . . . .San Antonio
KOTV
REPRESENTED

7
EDWARD

year

PETRY
NEW YORK • CHICAGO

&

CO.,

INC.

• LOS ANGELES

DETROIT • ST. LOUIS • SAN FRANCISCO

• DALLAS

Tulsa
BY

THE

BEST

IN

ANY

ADVERTISING

LOS

ANGELES

NIGHT

KTLA

IN

creates

HOOPEREPORT

THE

its own
grams—shows that win

SHARE OF LOS ANGELES
TELEVISION AUDIENCE

loyal audiences.

Evenings — Sunday thru
Saturday, 6:00 p.m. to

these

KTLA

WEEK!

top-rated
and

Sponsored

programs

fying results —

11:00 p.m., January '52

BUY

more

hold
on

pro-

large and

a spot basis,

produce
sales

TV

highly

per

satis-

advertising

dollar!
Average TV
Sets-in-Use

52.2%

KTShLA
e
ar's

26.7

Typical of KTLA-developed
^Tfje Spade

19.0
STATION "A"
STATION "B"

STATION "C"
STATION "D"

by American

Coo/ey Show'/
Home

is

sponsored

Foods, Boyle-Midway,

13.5
Minute Maid

and Liggett & Myers. (33.0 January Hooper

13.3
11.6
9.8

STATION "E"

STATION "F"

programs

ating) ... Another

top KTLA

producing

currently partially

program,

sales-

available for participating sponsorship
6.1
is ^^Frosfy Frolics'/ spectacular ice revue (24.1 January
Hooperating).

For an audition print, wire, write or telephone . . .
KTLA Studios • 5451 Marathon St., Los Angeles 38 • HOIIywood 9-6363
Eastern Offices
• 1501 Broadv/ay, Nev/ York 36 • BRyant 9-8700
PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY • NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE

Write for a copy of "The Story of the Fabulous KTLA," just off the press.
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City-by-City Assignments Are Next Consideration
ALLOCATIONS
?CC worked on TV allocations all hind objections to high powers and
mission has not yet formally got- application for a license for the
wide separations is this:
ast week, found going smoother
ten Canadian approval to plans. New York City channel," Dr. Wilafter rough weather early in the
Educational world and broadWon't VHF channels be put virson wrote Gov. Dewey to urge "that
xeek.
tually in position of clear channel
casters were jolted last week when
all educational organizations, inWork on new TV rules and en- AM stations, covering huge chunks
Dr. Lewis A. Wilson, New York
cluding the public and private colleges, the public and private
Ijineering standards — as well as of territory, while UHF stations Commissioner of Education, stated
schools, the museums, art galleries,
general criteria — was due to be are constricted in coverage — even that a total of 10 or 11 TV chanlompleted by the end of this week,
though someday maximums of
nels for noncommercial, educa- libraries, historical associations, as
1,000 kw may be reached, permit
tional purposes in New York state well as the state departments, have
ponsideration of city-by-city assignments are scheduled to be tak- far greater coverage ?
may be granted by the FCC. This
an opportunity to share [the television outlets] on a cooperative
en up next.
Commission's desire to foster would be two or three more than
Target date is still last week in UHF — even to point of giving it
in the Commission's
March, it is understood, although
some advantage over VHF band — ■ proposed
"Third Report."
"It would be extremely unfortuthere is talk that Chairman Paul is fundamental in this thinking.
nate to have one institution secure
The state commission had requested that the original, tentative
such a license and in this way deA. Walker may unveil the final re- Repetition of FM fiasco is what
some commissioners fear.
port when he addresses the NARTB
allocations of eight educational TV
prive all other educational and culCommission was in executive ses- outlets be increased by three, he
basis."tural organizations access to the
convention April 2.
sion practically whole of Monday.
Snag last Monday was concerned
utilization of the only noncommerreported in a mid-week statement
It continued going through report to Gov. Thomas E. Dewey.
with mileage separations between
cial channel allocated to that parnext day.
Stations and high powers scheduled
"It is my understanding that the
area ofeducation
the state,'"commission
he wrote.
When ticularthe
Ifor VHF outlets.
90 Days for Filing
request
has been approved," Dr. requested an additional three TV
Wilson
said.
Commissioners had generally
Commission also deci^led to give
[Dr. Wilson has had no such as- channels. Dr. Wilson explained, it
jageed to 170 mile transmitter-toapplicants 90 days as "grace" pesought one each for the New York
surances from the FCC, Chairman
riod
before
beginning
to
make
jtransmitter separations for cochannel VHF stations in crowded
grants. Talk had been 60 days, Walker told Broadcasting • TeleCity area, the central-Hudson
River area and upper New York
casting last week. It was known
pastern areas, 190 miles west of the but immensity of job impressed
state. He said he did not know
that
the
Commission
had
not
even
Mississippi, and 220 miles for the Commissioners. Waiting period will
whether they would be so desigGulf Coast areas. It had also be for filing of new applications, reached city-by-city allocations.]
nated, nor how the total allocations
also for revisions of pending ones.
Anticipating FCC approval and
agreed that Channel 2-6 stations
Still to be tied down are the concerned that "a New York City within the state would be divided,
would get 100 kw and Channel 7-13
(Continued on page 87)
istations 316 kw.
institution will immediately file an
northern border allocations. ComAt issue, it is understood, was
question plaguing some commissioners whether large area coverage for VHF stations will not make
low-band channels so desirable,
Far
Only Few Trouble Areas So
SITES
none will want UHF.
Theory beR
TOWi
tower in a southwest city, approaches already skirt existing
FEARS
that the high antenna re- 1,500-ft.
okay.long, arduous fight, finally got high radio antenna towers or other
quirements ofTV applicants might had
structures. It becomes simple, then,
run into Civil Aeronautics AdSuch
successes
have
not
attended
~
to put another one or two tall TV
ministration
snags
have
so
far
~
iNExplains
Syracuse
PERATU.
the problem cities. Each has antennas in the same locality.
proved true in only some trouble
TV COO
peculiar flying conditions that
i-HOW COLLEGES can get into areas. Those cities are Chicago,
There's an advantage to TV set
ambitious educational television
Boston, Norfolk and Nashville,
make it difficult to put up 1,000-ft.
owners in this practice, too. All
towers.
TV radiators would be centralized
ipi-ograms without assuming the among others.
Since high towers are virtually
in one area. This means that all
big expenses of operating their
That is the experience of those
own stations was explained last who have laid their cases before
receiver antennas could be oriented
going to be the rule in UHF areas
week by William Pearson ToUey,
regional airspace subcommittees.
where there are no natural peaks — • in one direction — not in several directions as is now often the case.
the plainlands of the Midwest and
Airspace subcommittees are
chancellor of Syracuse U., in a letter to the FCC. The chancellor ex- composed of representatives of the the Southwest — applicants in those
Theory of putting all TV transareas have been concerned about
plained that his university had just
mitting antennas in one location
CAA,
militaryand
and private
civilian pilots'
associations
flying
CAA
approval.
has been put into practice in seviproduced its 1,400th live TV proIgram under its system of cooperorganizations.
Should Get Together
ei'al instances the past year or two.
ation with WSYR-TV Syracuse.
CAA approval is necessary for
In New York, all except WOR-TV
This
apprehension
led
to
the
sug"We believe that we have estab- any tower that is more than 500
operating from the Empire
gestion that broadcasters get to- are
lished afirm foundation for the de- ft. above the ground.
State Bldg. In Los Angeles, all
gether
in
each
city
threatened
by
Consensus among Washington
velopment ofeducational programs
operate from Mt. Wilson. In
CAA disapproval of desirable TV
consulting engineers and attorneys
on television," the chancellor
Rochester, N. Y., WHAM-TV has
sites
and
persuade
it
and
the
airis
that
CAA
and
the
fliers
have
wrote. The university keeps three
invited all grantees to join it atop
lines
to
revise
air
traffic
patterns
so
crews of nine men each busy in the been cooperative.
Pinnacle Hill. In San Francisco,
Item: One engineer asked for a that one section of the city might
campus studios not less than 10
KPIX (TV) is joining KGO-TV
be cleared of air traffic [see edi- atop
hours per day, seven days a week,
1,000-ft. structure in a midwest
Sutro Mt.
torial,
B«T,
March
10].
he added. Chancellor Tolley comcity, got approval for 948 ft.
Present FCC rules contain
Such
a
move
would
permit
the
Item: Another asked for a 750- installation of tall towers without
plimented Harry C. Wilder, presicriteria for antenna heights and
dent of WSYR-TV, for being "of ft. tower in a western city, first fear of their being a hazard.
sites in relation to airports and airiireal help in the development of ra- was turned down, later got apways. They are incorporated in
Some cities already have this
Idio and television on the Syracuse
(Continued on page 87)
proval.
Item
:
Another
asked
for
a
situation
in
actuality.
Air
traffic
U. campus."
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would do if he were on the boar<
FCC
COMPETITION will determine who
gets feature films — theatre owners
or TV stations.
That was the sentiment of
United Paramount Theatres President Leonard H. Goldenson, expressed during his testimony at
the FCC Paramount hearings last
week.
It was also voiced by John Balaban, president of Balaban & Katz,
Chicago area theatre chain subsidiary of UPT.
Basic to the thinking of both
men was this: That the answer to
the use of film on TV is for producers to make special pictures for
the broadcast medium, while continuing to make feature-length
movies for theatre exhibition.
Mr. Goldenson was the final UPT
witness in this phase of the FCC
hearings into the qualifications of
the licensees of WBKB (TV) Chicago. Station is owned by Balaban & Katz. Involved in testimony
preceding Mr. Goldenson were
Robert H. O'Brien, secretarytreasurer, and Walter R. Gross,
vice president and general counsel,
of UPT.
Mr. Goldenson was scheduled to
complete his testimony Friday.
After that, issues concerning the
merger of ABC and UPT will be
taken up. UPT officials will then
resume the stand to testify in that
part of the hearing.
Merger is considered the crux of
the whole hearing, which began
Jan. 15. It not only covers the
amalgamation of ABC and UPT,
but also the sale of WBKB faciliOPERATING COSTS
Reviewed for WBKB (TV)
HOW ONE TV station grew in
number of employes and payroll
during the last decade was disclosed during the FCC Paramount
hearing last week by Balaban &
Katz President John Balaban.
WBKB (TV) Chicago started
late in 1940 with five employes and
an average weekly payroll of
$295.83. In 1941, it grew to 10 employes and average weekly payroll
of $490.63.
In postwar 1946, it had 44
employes and was spending $2,854.90 weekly; in 1947, 68 and
.$4,764.02; 1948, 92 and $6,895.03;
1949, 100 and $8,669.35, 1950 and
1951, 120 and $13,165.49.
Figures for last two years broke
down as follows: Administrative,
23 employes and $1,641.38; sales,
seven and $1,694.59; programming,
42 and $4,127.26; engineering, 47
and $5,602.26; publicity and public
relations, one and $100.
The Chicago area theatre chain
has advanced $3,172,801.28 to
WBKB since 1940. Station still
owes parent company $1,618,214.34.
Cumulative station losses through
1949 amounted to $2,489,605.67. In
1950, however, WBKB made a profit
of $652,621.71. For nine months of
1951, station made a profit of
$1,227,100.90 [B«T, March 10].
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Asks:

T FILMS
ties to CBS for $6 million.
Earlier in the week, Mr. Balaban
completed his testimony (see excerpts below).
In answer to direct questions
about his thinking on the subject
of feature films for TV, Mr. Goldenson said that if a UPT theatre and
a UPT television station were both
off^ered the same film, he would let
the theatre manager bid against
the TV station manager. The only
limitation, he explained, would be
on the profitableness of the bid.
TV might begin to be able to bid
on a par with theatre owners in
about five or six years, he opined.
However, Mr. Goldenson emphasized that he believed movie producers would make particular films
for each medium. Among the reasons he advanced for his belief

Who

Will

Get?

were (a) difi'erences in audiences —
a "disciplined" audience in the
theatre vs. an informal, "undisciplined" audience at home; (b) no
real limit on running time in the
theatre vs. definite limitation on
running time in TV; (c) large
screen in theatre vs. small screen
in home.
Arrangement Possible
He also agreed, in answer to a
question, that someday it may be
possible to work out an arrangement that would give theatres first
and second run rights to a feature
film, TV third run, theatres fourth
run, etc.
Mr. Goldenson's attitude contrasted in one important respect
with that of Mr. Balaban.
Mr. Balaban was asked by FCC
Counsel James O. Juntilla what he
John Balaban

Sees

Compatibility
MOVIES
& TV
JOHN BALABAN, president of Balaban & Katz theatre chain and a
director of United Paramount Theatres Inc., was asked during the FCC
hearing last week for his views on whether there was anything incompatible with common ownership of movie houses and TV stations. He
was also asked to comment on the *
the time. They were probably not as
use of feature films on TV stations,
great asfectedthe
beingpretty
afand what he thought of theatre
by it. guy
We who
were wasdoing
well.
We
only
had
a
few
theatres
in
TV. His answers are excerpted
those days.
below.
Then later — it is a matter of history —
radio complemented the motion picture
On common ownership of theaindustry, including its theatres and
tres and TV stations, he said:
production, and the theatre business
complemented the radio business.
I think they are compatible.
I can remember back in the middle
To be more specific. You take five,
your aremostpeople
imtwenties,
wasn't good.
. . six, sevenportantorradioeight
There werebusiness
many complaints
about. the
stars, ofthey
effect of radio on theatre attendance.
who
came
from
the
motion
picture
inI can still hear some exhibitors who
dustry. By the reverse of that, radio
had created a lot of personalities,
are still in business in Chicago saying that radio was going to put us out actors, entertainers, that the motion
of business.
picture industry made use of.
I remember Amos and Andy on SunI know that [Bing] Crosby, for exday nights. You thought you were
ample, was a fine motion picture star.
listening
to
God
when
you
were
listenBut
ithewasn't
untilthe hisgreat
radiostarpopularity
ing to Amos and Andy. Everybody
that
that he
listened to Amos and Andy. We put is. That became
is true of a number of other
people.
I
know
that
radio
gave
us in
radios
in our theatres,
but they didn't
want radios
in our theatres.
They
the theatre business many, many attractions. Our company [Balaban &
didn't
want
to
pay
for
Amos
and
Andy.
They could get it at hom^ free.
(Continued on page 108)
I don't remember my own fears at

TOP LEVEL United Paramount Theatres' executives conferring last week at
FCC hearing are (I to r): Robert H. O'Brien, secretary-treasurer; Leonard H.
Goldenson, president; Walter W. Gross, vice president and general counsel;
Herbert A. Bergson, ex-Asst. Attorney General in charge of Dept. of Justice's
Anti-Trust Div., now special counsel for UPT.

of a network and a theatre owniaj'
company and a film was offere(J
for TV. Mr. Balaban answered h
would favor TV.
This point was made the sub
ject of further inquiry by DuMon
Counsel Morton R. Galane of th
firm of Roberts & Mclnnis. Mi
Galane
Balaban'
attitude asked
would what
be if Mr.
the offer
wer
to be made repeatedly, week afte \
week. Mr. Balaban said he woul
still favor TV.
"It is not true," Mr. Galan;
asked, "that a repeated distrac.
tion
the best product
mightof ultimately
depriveto youT''
theatres of essential good proc
After stating that Balaban
Katz's
theatre
investments
from three
to four
times thatwei'i
television, Mr. Balaban answerec
"I suppose that could happen .
I know that I have been granted
license by the FCC. I know thg
in uct?"
order to continue to have ths,
grant I have certain obligations t*
secure for thethat
medium
the best aner,'
tertainment
is available
also,
of course,
render favor
a publi'
service.
I would toalways
th
Galane prodded: Even if
TVMr.situation."
meant
destroying your theatr
Mr. investments?"
Balaban demurred that thji
house
was far in the future, if at al
However,
time
comes heand answered:
the theatres"Ifof thj'
th'
country cannot compete with T.
... all the theatres will probabl
his remarks
go Heout concluded
of business."
iterating
that in his
opinion
ecom'
mic
competition
would
decide
tl
ship.
question
of TV vs. theatre owne:
Buyer-Seller Relation
During the course of Mr. Goldeii
son's testimony, he declared thithe relationship of UPT with Parr
mount Pictures was solely that (i
a buyer
and a for
seller.
He saidmotic
UP'
had
no plans
producing
pictures nor for syndicating kin')
scopes of WBKB programs. (Pars
mount Pictures' KTLA (TV) Ld
Angeles syndicates kinescopes
several of its programs.)
Upon completion of the requir^
divestiture of theatres, UPT w:
own 328 first run and 325 othj
movie houses, the theatre cor
pany's exhibit disclosed. When '
was formed following the 1949 S'
preme Court decision ordering tl
separation of Paramount into a pr
and a theat^
ducing company
owning company,
it had 1,41
theatres, of which 975 were part
owned. It has already gotten r;
of 589 theatres, still has 231 to g
Last week UPT received court a;
proval moving up the deadline f
completion of divestiture to Se
tember 1953. Deadline had be/
March 1952.
UPT has total assets of $119,70J
840. Total current assets are $
471,575 and earned sm-plus $1(
267,282. It had an income
$91,354,883 for the first nil
(Continued on page 108)
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Advertisers

vawiNG
^umER
iVALUE of summertime television
(sponsorship is pointed up in a 63page, documented study released
Every Summer Day is TV Time
by NBC showing high viewing
levels during the hot-weather season and substantial gains among
Advertisers who stayed on or went
jon TV last summer,
'i The survey, convering the New
nfork metropolitan area and con'ducted under the direction of the
NEWSPAPERS
NBC-TV Research Dept., produced
these findings as summarized by
;NBC for agencies, advertisers and
newsmen in a presentation titled
("Summer Television — Hotter Than
jjuly":
98.4 of TV families are available in
:the average summer week.
Watching television is, by far, the
favorite summer activity in TV homes.
differences among viewers of sumoff TV for the summer, the averTV families are better customers and
mer TV advertising call for a
account
retail sales —
age one in January had 14% more
in
summerfor astheat bulk
otherof times.
realistic appraisal of all major
Summer television advertising im- sales among TV owners than media,
a re-evaluation in the light
ipresses more people — and makes a among non-owners, whereas this
differential
had
dropped
to
10%
by
^much
stronger
impression
—
than
adverItising in any other medium.
of Itsummer
performance."
was explained
that in the sales
Summer TV advertisers increase their August when the brands were off
TV.
sales by tomers
28%per month
. . . winin 46,000
extra
cuseffectiveness
survey
the "brands
New York for
studied cover all TV networks
and
In other terms, the findings were
the average brands — and strengthen
expressed
thus
:
most
types
of
package
goods
ad"their
competitive
position
in
the
imarket.
vertised on TV. For each brand,
"New brands which started on
The survey also indicated that, TV during the summer (21) did we obtained data on past-month
when it was made last August,
extremely well, with an average
purchases both by vieivers of the
62% of the homes in the New York
of 38,200 extra customers per program and by people who had
area had TV sets; TV owners
month in the New York area alone.
not seen the program in the past
watched for 115 minutes a day in
"Old brands which continued on three months. By comparing the
i the average summer day and all TV during the summer (31) did purchases of program viewers with
family heads averaged 76 minutes
even better, with an average of those of carefully matched nona day ; two out of three purchases
viewers, we were able to estimate
51,100 extra customers per month
of products studied in the New
in the New York area.
the sales effectiveness of the teleYork area were made by TV fami"All summer brands showed an
lies, and, while brands which were
For vision
the program
first studied."
time, NBC found
overall average of 45,900 extra
'jon
TV
in
the
summer
experienced
in
its
August
survey
that media
"TV
customers
per
month."
sales gains, those which went off
ranks first among all major
The lievereport
concludes:
"We
besuffered dips in sales.
in terms of time spent by all family
that the very striking sales
Covering a total of 3,163 men
jand women — "heads of households"
;— the August study permitted comShows TV's Effect
parisons with results of NBC's
On Other Media
PUCK
SURVEY
if January 1951 "Television Today"
survey, when it was found that MEMBERS of TV families are more likely to read newspapers and
51% of New York area homes were
magazines than non-TV owners, according to a report on the impact of
TV-equipped.
TV on other mass communications media issued by Puck-the Comic
The study of sales by product
Weekly. It states that those living in TV homes are less likely to
igroups covered 31 brands which
listen to the radio, go to movies or
; were on TV in both January and
pared with families without TV. Moread books than their non-TV
August, 21 which were not on in neighbors.
vie audience among TV viewers is off
24%; attendance by those who still go
January but went on during the
Report is based on a survey
summer and 16 which were on in made
at all is down 45%. The book audifor Puck in the New York
ence is off 17%, but those who still
j January but not in August.
metropolitan area under the superread books read about as many as
Among the 31 "stay-on" brands,
vision of Professors Harvey Zorthey did before TV came into their
the average in January 1951
baugh of New York U., and C. homes.
Wright Mills of Columbia U., with
More individuals in TV homes (4%)
'showed
a 20%
sales level
among TV
ownershigher
as compared
to sample drawn and interviews conread magazines but they devote 8%
non-TV owners, while by August
less time to them on Sundays, Puck
ducted
by the
U. Research
of Chicago's
Nalit was 37%; higher, it was noted.
tional
Opinion
Center.
reports. Daily and Sunday newspaAmong the 16 brands which went
pers are each read by 5% more peoThe survey technique is not exple in TV than in non-TV homes, but
plained in detail in the report, but
14% less time is given to daily paper
Batista Coup
comparisons of radio listening "on
reading and 15% to Sunday paper
an average weekday evening," moreading than in non-TV homes, the
WTVJ (TV) Miami News Divie
attendance
"once
a
month
or
report states. A footnote points out
rector Ralph Renick and Film
that "data on reading time for print
more," magazine reading "regularCameraman Norman Werth
media are obscured by a lack of inly," reading of "one or more books
flew to Havana last Monday
formation on reading facility for all
in the preceding month," with daily
for man-in-the-street interand Sunday newspaper reading
views in connection with the
respondents."
Length of TV ownership, the
"usually," made by the report, are
Batista coup d'etat. Films
apt to evoke a skeptical attitude
Puck study notes, has little effect
shot Tuesday were telecast
among research-minded readers.
on newspaper reading or movie atWednesday. An ingenious
Analyzing "what happens to other
tendance. But the study also retwist to the film coverage was
media
in
TV
homes,"
the
Puck
Broports that owners of TV sets for
that Mr. Renick narrated the
chure reports a 49% decline in radio
two years or more tend to listen to
films from Cuba by telephone
audience and a 55% drop-off in weekthe radio more than those for whom
day evening listening time (among
across the Straits of Florida.
TV is more of a novelty.
listners, for video families as com^BROADCASTING
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Gain,

N BC

Reports

heads," edging out radio by two
minutes per person day. Average
times spent daily with the four
major media by both TV owners
and non-owners were reported as :
Television, 76 minutes; radio, 74;
newspapers, 42, and magazines, 13.
NBC also found that TV advertising was remembered more clearly than advertising in any other
medium.
Women were asked whether they
had noticed any soap advertising
lately, what brands they recalled,
where they noticed it, and which
medium they recalled most clearly.
Men were asked the same questions
about cigarette advertising. Television and radio ranked first and
second, respectively, in number of
mentions in answer to all questions.
The percent of recall for each
medium was shown as follows :
Television, 56%; radio, 36%; newspapers, 28%; magazines,
car cards,
16%; billboards,
others,
10%;
"don't
know,"
1%. 11%; 21%;
To the question "Which one do you
recall most clearly?" the following percentage breakdown was shown: Television, 49%; radio, 20%; newspapers,
8%; car cards, 6%,; magazines, 6%;
know,"
1%. 3%; "other," 7% and "don't
billboards,
The study was conducted under
the overall direction of Edward D.
Madden, NBC vice president in
charge of TV sales and operations,
and Ruddick C. Lawrence, NBCTV director of sales development.
The survey was designed by Dr.
Thomas E. Coffin, NBC supervisor
of TV program research, who also
designed and executed NBC's
"Hofstra Study" in 1950 and "Television Today" of 1951. W. R. Simmons & Assoc. designed the sample
and managed the field work.
Coincidentally, it was reported
that NBC-TV's summertime replacement for its She IV of Shows
will be Saturday Night Dance
Party, which is being offered at
"less than half of the current price
of
the Allregular
Show of
while
Star Revue
willShows,"
be replaced bycalled
"a Summer
less expensive
version"
All Star
Revue.
Cost of Saturday Night Dance
Party is $11,670 net per half-hour,
with 10-minute participations availnet. isCost
of SummerableAllat $3,890
Star Revue
$25,000
net,
plus cost of the commercials.
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MORE

HOURS

VIEWING

TV

ADING
THAN RE
NEWSPAPER

(Accoidiiis; to scientific survey
made by Dr. Raymond A. Kemper,
Head of the Psychological Services
Center. University of Louisville,
in WAVE-TY area, June, 1951)
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BALTIMORE DeSoto Dealers who signed for saturation campaign over WBALTV Baltimore [B*T, Feb. 25] are: (front row, I to r) Harry Thompson, Ed
Kassen, Sol Penn, Bill Rennix, Ewing Brand; (second row, I to r) Fred Fouike,
Al Hall, Robert Quante, Bob Livie, Matt Mitchell. In background are Merritt
Trott, WBAL-TV sales representative, and Brent Gunts, station personality.

FILM

RIGHTS

Autry-Republic Suit
Is Heard in L. A.

GROSS

UP

Jan. '52 Far Above Jan. '5
TV NETWORKS in January ha
a combined gross time sales tot;
of
of 16.1'^,
over$15,213,792,
the gross aof gain
$8,552,633
fc
January 1951, according to Pul
lishers Information Bureau.
Individual network figures sho
rank order of the video networl
unchanged in the year and thj
each network has had approx
mately the same percentage ii
crease in gross time sales in tb
time.
Jan. '52
Jan. '5]
ABC
$2,007,314 $1,328,71
CBS
5,109,023 2,601,1(
DuMont 717,148 435,5
NBC
7,380,307 4,187,2
Total: $15,213,792 $8,552,6
Combined TV network total f(
January exceeds by three qua
ters of a million dollars the con
bined total of the four radio ne
works (see story, page 24), NB(
TV's excess of $3 million over tl
NBC radio billings for the moni
more than outweighing superic
radio billings of ABC and CI
over their TV networks and
Mutual over DuMont.

"ANY TIME my name or likeness is associated with a product I believe
it's taken for granted that I approve the article."
So stated Gene Autry, cowboy singing star, in giving his definition
of "commercial endorsement" in Los Angeles Federal Court last Monday
at the start of a permanent injunction suit to prevent Republic Pic- a public service program, he noted,
tures from releasing 64 of his old viewers considered it a matter of
western movies to television.
public interest and consequently
It is only in theatre exhibitions
didn't think it commercial adverof pictures that no commercial adtising for Richfield.
Relinquish ABC-TV Sho
vertising isinvolved, he contended.
Mr. Autry thought viewers conAT the request of ABC-TV, tv
sider baseball players as endorsing
Mr. Autry's suit is similar to that
advertisers. Lever Bros. ai
won recently by Roy Rogers, cow- beer if a brewing com^Dany sponsors
Warner-Hudnut, agreed to
boy star, against Republic. That the telecast.
linquish
sponsorship of the $40,0(
Roswel W. Metzger, vice presiruling is being appealed by the film
dent and director of radio and tele- a week production, Frances Lan
studio [B*T, March 10].
vision for Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chi- ford-Don Ameche (12 noon-1 p.n
Mr. Autry claims that release of
cago, told the court he believed the Monday through Friday) , effect!
his old movies would cheapen his
last Friday. Advertisers we
own TV activities and he would be showing of an Autry film on TV
sponsoring six of the 20 quarte
would constitute a direct testimoin competition with himself.
In his argument, Martin Gang,
nial by the star of the product ad- hours per week and network fc
vertised. In his view, the longer a production costs were too muc
attorney for Mr. Autry, stressed
the commercial tie-up clause in his TV show goes on and the longer the
client's contract with Republic. He association between the star and audience as a prospective source
asserted telecasting of the old product, the greater the appeal, sales. The pictures themselv
movies constitutes an endorsement
endorsement value and advertising- weren't so important, he noted, b
cause they were standard weste
by Mr. Autry while the contract
impact.
Martin Allen, Productive Adv., fare.
clause gives the star the right to
control his movies in video.
Mr. Selvin, at the start of t
Los Angeles, testified that Mr.
Autry's reputation made a series hearing Monday, asked that arg
Public Expects Sponsor
ments be confined to contract inte
of his films valuable as a commerBoth Messrs. Autry and Gang
cial advertising medium. He told
ho'
declared the public doesn't expect the court he obtained the films for pretation.
ever, said heJudge
would Harrison,
allow Mr. Gai
sponsors when it pays admission to
to
conduct
his
case
the
way
he
S£
two of his agency's clients solely on
theatres but does, however, when it the
fit to bring in the issues, subject
"value
of
his
name"
because
it
sees or hears a star on radio or TV. assured the advertisers a large
Mr. Selvin's standing objection:
Furthermore, viewers don't associate a star with product commercials in a theatre, they contended.
Judge Ben Harrison, hearing the
Need
a Good
Film
Spot*.
case without jury, asked Mr. Autry
AT
A
MODERATE
PRICE
TO
FIT
A
LOW
BUDGET?
if he recommended Wrigley Gum
(sponsor of Mr. Autry on radio and
FILMACK can make it, as
TV for many years) and puts his
they're doing for hundreds of
advertisers the country over.
"personality behind it."
"Yes, for the past five years I've
FILM
For 35 years FILMACK has
SPOTS
read their commercials," Mr. Autry
with
produced
top-quality
film
titles
replied.
and messages for theatres and
On cross-examination, Herman
AUDIO
agencies. Experience counts. Our
Selvin, Republic attorney, asked
staff, complete lab, sound studio
Mr. Autry if it was his impression
and camera equipment can save you
LOW$50AS
8ASSec.
time and money.
that viewers of the recently telecast
20 Sec $80
Send in your copy for estimate.
UCLA -Washington basketball game
1 Minute $150
Our low prices will surprise you.
considered that the players on both
teams endorsed Richfield Oil, the
sponsor.
Directed to answer the question,
Mr. Autry replied affirmatively.
However, because the telecast of the
Japanese peace treaty signing was

Filmack
Studios
1331 SOUTH WABASH AVENUE • CHICAGO 5, ILLINOIS
BROADCASTING
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San Francisco has 3 TV stations. These
stations give primary coverage of the
San Francisco Bay Area and secondary coverage
throughout Northern and Central California.
The leading San Francisco T\ station is
KRON-TV. This leadership is clear-cut
month after month because • • «

With the market's highest TV
antenna, KRON-TV provides
coverage
unparalleled "Clear Sweep"
KRON-TV presents the largest
number of top-rated showsmore than the other two staQue)
tions combined (Pulse and TeleKRON-TV attracts the most
viewers in every audience segment— men, women, teenagers,
children
(Tele-Que — Pulse does
not measure)
KRON-TV serves the largest
abaugh)
number of advertisers (RorKRON-TV offers the greatest
percentage of audience... both
day and night, and throughout
the week (Tele-Que)
Check with FREE & PETERS for availabilities !

SAN

FRANCISCO
SELL

CHRONICLE
• NBC
MORE OH CHANNEL 4

AFFILIATE

Free & Peters, Inc. offices in New York, Chicago, Detroit, Atlanta, Fort Worth,
Hollywood. KRON-TV offices and studios in the San Francisco Chronicle Bldg.,
5th and Mission Streets, San Francisco
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ADVANffl^

k^lNTERCHANGEABLE WITH MOST
EXISTING TELEVISION CAMERAS

With short focal length lenses, G-E camera (bottom) can focus closer on subjects for greoter
magnification — up to 25 limes.

b/' Vibration-isolalcd blower provides full length
cooling of I.O. tube for long tube life and top
picture quality.

SEND FOR THIS NEW BULLETIN -Complete specs, diagrams
and photographs of this new G-E TV Studio Camera Channel.
Wire or write us for Bulletin ECB-5. General Electric Company,
Section 2^2-17, Electronics Park, Syracuse, New York.

Flush viewfindcr window. RetnovabfS viiof
unrestricted viewing. ^ Recessed knobs prevent
accidental misadjustment.

ih MM^dtKlib

ALREADY in production and already in service,

mm

(km^l

l\. General Electric's Type PE-8-B represents another major engineering achievement in television

plicity of operation — this channel is far ahead of
anything in its field today!
Check the advantages listed below. Compare

from Electronics Park, vv'orld center for electronics
research and development. Feature by feature — to
give you unprecedented picture quality and sim-

them, point by point, with those of any other
camera channel. Then call your G-E Broadcast Man
and ask to see this new unit in action.

Twice the back focal travel of conventional cameras!
Now, for the first time you can focus on closer subjects
with a long focal length lens. ( See Fig. 1 )

^ Low center of gravity in camera and Fearless pan and
tilt head assure stability and smooth operation.

Silent blower permits close-up operation without microphone pick-up.

^ Focus handle clutch protects against damage and misalignment.

Special shielding around yokes and blower motor prevents picture distortion by eliminating effect of stray
magnetic fields.

^ Removable I.O. yoke with ball-bearing slide assembly
and plug-in electrical conneaions.
^Microphonics minimized. No signal circuits included
in control console.

^Faster lenses supplied at no extra cost!
50mm-f2.3 100 mm -f2. 3
152 ram -f2. 7
►^Lenses are positively indexed.

^Average brightness measurements of channel picture
can be made at the channel amplifier.

^^Circuits provide sweep failure protection for your
^1200 I.O. tube. ^ Quick change sweep expansion
switch prevents underscanning effects on the face of the
tube.

^ 14 kv independent power supply for monitor picture
tube. ^^ Calibration input terminals supplied.

^/^Stabilized and friction-damped turret prevents oscillation or sagging when shifting lenses or tilting camera.

^Change-over switch for composite or non-composite
signals.
^ Waveform monitor includes IRE calibration scale.
^Simultaneous vertical and horizontal waveform
presentation.
^ Large quiet blower provides ample monitor cooling.

^/'Automatic
engagement
door of camera
is closed. of focus control when side

^ connections.
Entire channel is factory-wired, with all plug-in inter-

^Lens versatility. More than 15 different TV lenses can
be mounted without special adaptation.

GENERAm

ELECTRIC

C-NRDGA
NB
TELEVISION is still in the experimental stage as an advertising
medium for department stores, according to a survey made jointly by
the National Retail Dry Goods
Assn. and the Merchandising Department of NBC's 0 & 0 Stations
Div.

"Just Delivered
the Latest
Surveys"
Pul
se Shenandoah,
KMA,
Iowa
and KMTV, Omaha, are on
top again!
.^;( i

KMA

pri'^li The Most Listened to
in Its Vast
Station
^f^ Rural
• Ti
li,,-,-!^—
Midwest
Area
Pulse figures released in January, 1952 for 23 rural Iowa,
Nebraska and Missouri counties show that KMA is the Most
Listened to Station during 234
1/4 -hour periods throughout the
week. This is more than all
other radio stations heard in
this area combined. KMA delivers 117 additional BMB
counties not included in the
Pulse. (Total KMA area 140
BMB counties)
Not only is KMA the Most
Listened to Station in the area,
but KMA's rates are LOWER
than any of the top 5 stations
in the survey. KMA gives you
more concentrated coverage of
this rich, midwestern, rural
market at less than '/3 the cost
of the 2nd place station. For
complete details contact Avery
Knodel or KMA today.
KMA
Shenandoah, Iowa

KMT
Jp^"^ Omaha'
s VNo. 1
Ir Tj^fe
F""*!
TV Station
KMTV has done it again!
Latest Pulse figures show that
KMTV leads in 66 out of 100
Class A (6 to 11 P.M.) quarterhours — Monday thru Friday.
For the entire week, KMTV
leads in 88 out of 140 Class A
quarter-hours or 62.8% of all
Class A quarter-hours.
KMTV has a bright picture
on afternoon ratings, too, with
a 53% share of the weekday
afternoon audience and a 54%
share on Saturday. For the
best in TV coverage of the rich
Omaha area, contact the Katz
Agency or KMTV today.
kihtv
TELEVISION CENTER
2615 Farnam St., Omaha 2, Nebraska
ABC — DUMONT — CBS
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Of the 92 stores replying to the
questionnaires, only 33 use TV to
59 who do not, and the replies of
those who are using the medium
indicate little if any agreement on
the proper video advertising procedures for retailers.
Stores responding to the survey
are distributed over a wide range
in size, from those with annual
sales volumes of $2 million to those
exceeding $50 million. Their time
on TV runs from less than a year
to five years, with the majority
having used this new medium for
one to three years.
Of 18 types of TV programs
mentioned by the stores, shopping
shows were reported by eight retailers, more than said they were
using any other type of video advertising vehicles. Spots were reported by six stores ; music, feature
films and merchandise shows by
four each; style shows and miscellaneous by three each; women
commentators, sports, news, cooking, children's, variety, civic and
quiz with two mentions apiece; and
a single store reporting use of
amateur and quiz shows. Some
stores use more than one type of
program in their TV advertising.
Program Times Vary
Time used by the stores for their
video presentations runs from eight
seconds to 90 minutes, with quarterhour and half-hour programs the
most popular, reported by 14 and
12 stores respectively. Store programs are telecast from one to five
days a week, with the extremes
reported by more stores (10 using
TV five days a week and nine using
it once weekly) than any amount in
between.
Twenty-five of the 33 stores reported their store staffs produced
their TV programs, either alone
or with an agency and /or the station. Five reported their shows as
produced by agencies and three employed outside show producers.
More than a third of the stores
(14) reported that they alone prepared the commercial copy for their
TV presentations; the others work
with an agency or station (10) or
leave the task entirely to them (8).
Manufacturers' films are used occasionally by 22 stores, rarely by one
and never by 10.
Immediate sales were mentioned
as the primary objective of video
advertising by 20 of the 33 stores,
with nine reporting institutional
prestige as their main objective
and four saying they aimed at both
goals equally. Where immediate
sales were the purpose, stores reported results as ranging from satisfactory toexcellent, but with five

SURVEY
stores admitting they do not know
what they are.
Only six stores reported the percentage of their overall budgets allocated to TV, their answers ranging from one-20th of 1% to 9%.
Asked about the source of their TV
expenditures, five stores reported
that TV money was an extra appropriation above the regular media budget and nine described it as
extra appropriation plus vendor coop money. Five said the TV funds
came from other media and eight
from other media plus vendor
funds. Two reported TV financed
by extra appropriations plus funds
from other media; three extra, other media and vendor co-op, and one
said vendor co-op money completely
supported its TV advertising.
Top store executives participate
in decisions about the stores' use
of TV, the replies show, with 20
stores reporting the president or
board chairman taking part in
these decisions, 26 the publicity
director, 18 the general merchandise manager and 14 the advertising manager.
TV Important in Future
Asked about the present and
future importance of TV as a store
sales medium, only one store urged
others to "get on the band wagon"
now, but most stores reported the
opinion that TV will be important
in the future. Three said that
when color TV is here its use will
be a "must" for retail stores.
High jection
cost
retailers'
mainby obto TVis today,
cited
18
stores, to seven who reported lack
of personnel to supervise, five who
said lack of good local time, three
lack of good local talent, three lack
of knowledge and three poor programming.
Of the stores who had tried TV
but discontinued its use, 11 stated
"too costly" as their reason, 13
blamed the failure of their TV
campaigns to produce satisfactory
sales results and six had seasonal
shows.
Commenting on the survey results, Howard P. Abrahams, manager of the NRDGA Sales Promotion Div., pointed out that while

^<'- ^ H
■>'p'retail
stores were the first to u
TV as they do other media — to pi
duce immediate sales — results
date have not met the standar
which retailing expects. The key
retailing's future use of TV,
said, might be found in a study
the successful retail shows now
the air, with emphasis on the itei
being advertised.
U. OFPA.-WPTZ
(TV
Educational Series S
WPTZ (TV) Philadelphia, in (
operation with the U. of Penns;
vania, yesterday presented the fill
of a series of 10 Sunday telecas
The series combines the kno
how of professional telecasters a
the
university's
scholastic
eminence.background
Aim of the series, station officisj
said, is to dramatize
the role high'a
education
plays in community
national life and the effect it h
on the welfare of every citizen.
Using TV's dramatic-docume
tary techniques, the series, entit]
In the American Tradition, emplc
studio facilities, remotes from t
campus and laboratories and filu
Professional actors and writt
are used except in those cases whe
university department heads, p:
fessors and students appear.
The mutual effort is an oi
growth of five months of study a
discusions between Ernest B. Lo'
man, WPTZ vice president-genei
manager, and Dr. Kurt Peiser, v
president in charge of developme
at the university. A committee
20 university officials and depa;
ment heads, under the direction
Dr. Peiser, assisted in working c
details.
Peiserof commented,
"It isa
theDr.credit
Station WPTZ
the industry that they have rec(
nized television's use as a force J
enlightenment and have rusl
forward its achievement . . ."
Coordinating for WPTZ are 1
Loveman general
and Rolland
V. Too'
assistant
manager.
Eln
Jaspan of the station staff is p
dueer-director.
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CALIFORNIA'S
THIRD MARKET

go's
San Die
favorable,
year-round
CLIMATE
combined

. . .
wif-h
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aftracfions..
drew
700,000
TOURISTS
I

in 1951!
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w
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KFMB-TV
Channels
KFMB
- AM
5 50 - K.C.
John, A. Kennedy, Board Chairman
Howard L. Cfiernoff,'Gen. Mgr.
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UTP SERIES SALES
Douglas Show Set March 30
SALES in such leading video
markets as Boston, Pittsburgh,
Washington, Cincinnati and San
Francisco — many for sponsorship
by automobile dealers and brewers
— had been chalked up by last
week when United Television Programs, New York video producers,
announced a March 30 opening
date for its newest series, Hollywood Off Beat.
TV film series, said to be the
first acted, written and produced
by nationally - known Hollywood
talent, has already started a test
run in some cities, according to
Aaron Beckwith, UTP sales director.
Hollywood Off Beat features
actor Melvin Douglas as an attorney who seeks reinstatement of
his license, revoked under questionable circumstances. The story
of his private-eye exploits was
written by Rip Van Ronkle, author
of the recent motion picture,
"Destination Moon." Producer of
the series is Marion Parsonnet, who
is responsible for the Rita Hayworth picture, "Gilda," and who
SNADER
BUDGET
Sets $3 Million on Film
HAVING set up its budget for the
fiscal year starting in June, Snader
Telescriptions Corp. will spend
more than $3 million on new TV
film product for 1952-53 season release.
Firm also expects to gross in
excess of $5 million next year on
"product we have produced and directed" and from "outside product
we will take over for distribution
through Snader Sales," according
to Louis Snader, president.
Currently in New York to line up
Broadway name artists and musical
groups for the 3% minute filmed
telescriptions, Mr. Snader is also
negotiating with James C. Petrillo
for 1952-53 season renewal of his
AFM contract which includes the
5'/r royalty agreement clause.
Mr. Snader declared that product
contracts now in force in 58 TV
markets will gross his firm "in excess of $3 million this year."
"There are $2 million in contracts
outstanding at the moment for 1952
and
said. this is only mid-March," he
The building of new TV film
shows, both dramatic and musical,
with Snader Telescriptions establishing its own "original music" depaitment supervised by Harry
Zimmerman, musical director, is
planned for this year.
KNBH New Break Rates
KNBH (TV) Hollywood starts
new Class C station break plan.
Time between 11 a.m. -5 p.m., Monday through Friday, is offered at
$50 net for 20-seconds and $25 net
for 10-seconds. Purchasers of introductory offer will be protected
from further increases for 13
weeks from effective date.

has produced some 40 segments
of the live Faye Emerson show for
television.
Background shots of the series
were made in documentary style in
Los Angeles, locale of Hollywood
Off Beat, while rest of filming was
done in the East's Parsonnet
studios, which were enlarged for
this production by the construction
of special sound stages.
Join CBS-TV Spot Sales
APPOINTMENTS of John A.
Schneider and Arthur C. Elliott as
account executives on the New
York staff of CBS-TV Spot Sales
were scheduled to be announced today (Monday) by Sam Cook Digges, eastern sales manager. Mr.
Schneider has been transferred
from
Sales'
office CBS-TV
where he Spot
served
as Chicago
account
executive for two years, having
worked previously in sales capacities for NBC and WGN Chicago.
Mr. Elliott assumes his position
after having represented the DuMont Network and its stations in
New York, Washington and Pittsburgh for three years.

EDUCATIONAL

SERIES

Seen on Detroit
COOPERATION
given byStatloi'
Detrc
TV stations to Michigan coUeg
and universities reportedly h;
greatly reduced pressure in tl
state for a private TV channel f
educational institutions. WWJ-T
and WJBK-TV there have be<
telecasting
which ha'
an academic programs
source.
At WWJ-TV, more than 2,5(
registrations have been receivi
for the second semester of tl
U. of Michigan Telecourse, a ha
hour program televised weelr:
from the Ann Arbor campus. T)
first university commencement ev
telecast in Michigan was handl'
by WWJ-TV Jan. 31 when 1,0.
Wayne U. students were grant
degrees.
A 30-minute program markii
the 75th anniversary of the foun
ing of the U. of Detroit was ser
by the TV audience over WJBl!
TV. University, state and ciofficials were guests on the pr
gram.

On Dec. 3, again on Dec. 17, WOC-TV aired marathon teleca[
both
at 10:45
p.m., for ran
Salvation
Army's
Using starting
local talent,
1st program
until 1:15
a.m., Christmas
2nd to 2:30 fuij
a.
— just as long as pledges were phoned or brought into static
Result— WOC-TV VIEWERS PLEDGED $2,510 TO FUND.
Here's
plenty
of responsive
even
afterproof
10:45thatp.m.WOC-TV
— which delivers
is further
verified
by three view
advi
tisers using feature films in this late time segment. If interested
reaching this responsive audience, see your nearest F
man, or contact us direct.
FREE & PETERS, INC.
Exclusive National Representatives

^
Channel 5
WOC-TV

Quint Citie
The
COL. B. J. PALMER, Presiden
ERNEST C. SANDERS,
Resident Manager
Davenport, Iowa

BROADCASTING
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;ag contract
I
Ballots Are Due Today
IpPEOXIMATELY 8,000 ballots
knt Screen Actors Guild members
1st week for voting their approval
f new basic agreement covering
Am actors employed by major moton picture companies are to be
^turned to SAG today (Monday),
j With the ballots, members also
jbceived a seven-page detailed summary of changes in the guild's
lew contract. It includes additional
ains in improved working condions, other than those announced
t the time agreement was reached
ith the major producers.
As previously disclosed [B*T,
tarch 10], day player minimum is
icreased from $50 to $70 and
-eekly freelance minimum from
175 to $250. Basic wage rates are
etroactive to January 1 with
larch 3 effective date for all other
rijovisions.
With contract ratification by
AG members, it must have Wage
|tabilization Board approval before
leing put into effect.
New contract retains major TV
lause of former agreement. It
ives SAG legal right to cancel its
ontract with a producer if the
itter released any theatrical films
0 television which were made after
LUg. 1, 1948, without first negotiatng an agreement with the guild for
dditional payment to the actors
/ho appear in such movies.
New clause covers producers who
Allocations
(Continued from page 77)
'ut he wanted to assure that they
le kept available for cooperative
ather than exclusive use.
Because the state legislature was
rying to adjourn by Saturday, the
Commissioner of Education also
ought appointment of a committee
',-ith authority to act for the state
ri negotiating how the new chan, els will be allocated. Legislation
stablishing such a committee was
xpected to have been started by
he end of the week.
Noting that it was doubtful if
iny up-state institution would ap1ly for its own channel. Dr. Wilson
i€cognized "a very definite possiility" that a New York group was
et to go. If no one group seeks
■'CC licensing, the channels will
iemain available for operation
nder the proposed state plan, he
xplained.
The commissioner identified the
■tate plan last month as operation
y an advisory committee — to include representatives of the state
ealth, conservation, mental hy■iene and commerce departments —
0 help operate and manage the
tate-wide stations. Local managenent, it was suggested, could be
ffected through similar, local adisory groups, composed of local
lublic and private institutions,
nuseums and libraries. These same
nstitutions would also be asked to
ontribute to the $288,510 per year
necessary for central control and
he additional $145,620 for operatng each station.
BROADCASTING

might enter TV film production. It
provides that the production company will first agree to negotiate
for minimum wages and working
conditions for actors employed in
such product. However, if agreement is not reached and SAG refuses to furnish actors for the TV
films, such a stalemate would not
affect the basic contract covering
theatrical films.
SAG started preliminary discussions last week on a new contract
with Independent Motion Picture
Producers Assn. and Society of
Independent Motion Picture Producers. It is expected the same
contract as negotiated with major
producers and containing same TV
clauses, will be signed.
Alliance of Television Film Producers and SAG negotiators are to
get together Wednesday night to
open discussions on wage and working conditions for actors in TV
films [B»T, March 10].
RTDG INITIATION FEE
Upped to $50 for TV
HOLLYWOOD Council of Radio
and Television Directors Guild has
rescinded its special $1 TV initiation fee. The standard initiation
fee of $50 now applies to all new
members, it was announced.
The dollar initiation was instituted in early days of Hollywood
TV because low earnings of directors made the standard $50 a financial hardship, particularly for
floor managers and associate directors, it was explained.
Growth of TV coupled with successful negotiations by RTDG for
men at KNBH (TV) -NBC and
KNXT (TV)-CBS dictates elimination of the special consideration,
according to the guild. TV members now receive same consideration as those in radio and servicing of video membership requires
greater expenditure of guild funds,
RTDG Council noted.

Tower Sites
(Continued from page 77)
Part 17, and were worked out with
the CAA a year ago.
If applicants come within the
limits prescribed by the formulas,
no CAA approval is necessary.
However, this applies only to
antennas below 500 ft. All radiators above this figure have to be
cleared with CAA.
Since it is most desirable to have
CAA clearance before going into
a hearing for a TV station — and
since most such high towers are for
areas where available channels will
be hotly contested — most prospective TV applicants have been
checking CAA regarding their
tower heights and sites.
Where a conflict existed, regional
airspace subcommittees have held
informal hearings. Applicants have
argued their cases so far with
fairly good success.
There are 14 regional airspace
subcommittees. It takes from 30
to 40 days to clear up antenna
height-site problems with the CAA.
• Telecasting

in our eye, i. took
f2f "iass.
Today, U s done
es w- ius.^ S>=cooW <ubrtonvenience
fcced-aic"'^.^^
BacK.o whe
„<e
cooln a
in maintenance and operation.
p^ample of RCA's
etits.
entirely with air. Ben
g
Forced-air coolin is only one -ample ^^^^^^
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SHOULDYOUDOIT? You can do no bette
than buy "Files of Jefirey Jones," new'
series of 26 half -hour mysteries filmed
especially for TV. 7/ you move fast. W:'
the success of its companion series, '
"Cases of Eddie Drake," advertisers w'
be out in force to get Jeff Jones.

-

"i

■iA ONE-MAN JOB? With Don Haggerty
^!(who stars as rough-and-ready Eddie in

YOU'Ll BE FOLLOWED. You can »^ count
on a huge viewing audience keeping you

!

WHAT A PAYOFF! It's a crime, the money

in sight from first case to last. Because

you'll make with "Files of Jeffrey Jones."
You can still buy first-run rights in your

"Files of Jeffrey Jones" is action mystery.,

TV markets (subject of course to prior

Hollywood players as Gloria Henry as a

with ex-MP Jeff as a sports-minded

sale). Your CBS Television Film Sales

girl reporter; Vince Bamett, Jeff's pal
Joe; and Tristram Coffin, Lt. Doyle.

private eye who never loses when the

representative will be pleased to give you

game is murder.

a private premiere showing.*

"Cases of Eddie Drake") as Jeflf Jones,
i the cast includes such outstanding

*Also available :
Cases of Eddie Drake
The Gene Autry Show
World's Immortal Operas
The Range Rider
Holiday in Paris (under option)
FILM SALES
Strange Adventure CBS TELEVISION
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra
Hollywood on the Line
New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, Memphis and San Francisco

Educational
YESTERDAY

Wins San Diego Vot

telestatus
and

1

TODAY
in
Central

Indiana

WFBM-TV

Yesterday

. . . ,

On May 30, 1949 there
were 2500 Sets in WFBMTV's coverage area.
Today
there

• • • •
are

peopl
of vethethat
75% belie
NEARLY
onee
of San Diego
els
to be asof the TV chann
signed there should be for an educational station.
That's the answer to a survey of
2,800 people by 28 students of a
San Diego State College class in
public opinion measurement. The
survey was conducted during December 1951 and January 1952 in
the Southern California city under
the direction of Dr. Oscar J.
Kaplan, associate professor of psychology. The people queried were
divided equally between men and
women and were chosen to represent a cross section of the city.
This question was asked: "The
government may license several
new television stations in San
Diego. Do you think that one of
these should be set aside for the
use of educational institutions or
should all be operated on a commercial basis?" In reply, 74.8%
said one should be educational,
12.4% said all should be commercial, 12.3% didn't know.
As people grow older, the less
interested they are in TV, the survey found. In the 29-39 age bracket,
50.3% owned receivers; in the 40-59
group, 45.7% owned sets, and in
the age unit above 60 only 25.7%
owned sets. TV sets are owned by
44.4% of the population.

(Report 207)

TV Builds Gate
For Milwaukee Bouts
PROFESSIONAL wrestling has
proven to be one of the most popular telecasts over WTMJ-TV Milwaukee. In turn, TV has boosted
ringside attendance. When WTMJTV went on the air in December
1947, it began telecasting wrestling
from Milwaukee's South Side armory. Attendance immediately began
climbing
the hall's
650 capacity. from
March2001, toa wrestling
card filled a larger hall to its capacity of 12,821 and drew a record
gate of $26,212. Latest coincidental survey by WTMJ-TV indicates
that 54.1% of the more than 313,000 area sets are turned on during
the 9:30-10:30
C^St.
- A p.m.
A i{;wrestling teleRestoration Process
For Film Reported
NEW PROCESS for reconditioning shrunken film, described by its
developers as key to making available for TV and motion picture
industry, revivals of film subjects that otherwise could not be
reproduced, was announced last
week by Peerless Film Processing
Corp., New York and Hollywood.
The development, called "PeerRenu," was said to be one "by
which motion picture negatives
stored for use in vaults and con-

sidered unusable because of exce;
shrinkage may be reconditioned '
permit making commercially a
ceptable prints on continuous coi
tact-printing equipment."
* * *
Godfrey Tops ARB;
Skelton Is Second
ACCORDING to rating figures r
leased for February by AmericE5,
Research Bureau, Washingto
7,
Arthur Godfrey's Talent Scon7,6,
took top honors in the nation 6,fi
TV programs, replacing Red Skf6,
ton who was the January favorit
Skelton slipped to second place la
month and You Bet Your Life ai7/
Texaco Star Theatre tied for thii
place. Following is a list of fir
10 TV shows with figures basi
on viewing for week of Feb. 1Rati
Program
1 Tarent
Scouts (CBS)
5
2 Red Skelton (NBC)
5
3 You Bet Your Life (NBC)
4
45 Star
(NBC)
I LoveTheotre
Lucy (CBS)
6 Godfrey & Friends (CBS)
4
78 Mama
Show of(CBS)
Shows (NBC)
4
4
9 Phiico TV Playhouse (NBC)
4
10 Fireside Theatre (NBC)
4
Hor
Program
Life (NBC)
21 Your
I LoveBelLucyYour(CBS)
3 Star Theatre (NBC)
7,:
4 Red Skelton (NBC)
5 Godfrey & Friends (CBS)
67 Show
Shows (NBC)
Firesideof Theatre
(NBC)
7.1
89 Phiico
TV
Playhouse
(NBC)
Comedy
Hour
(NBC)
10 Mama (CBS)

216,000
Sets in use
in WFBM-TV's
coverage area
In planning your TV coverage remember to TAKE
A CLOSE LOOK at the
Central Indiana Market —
COMPLETELY
COVERED by WFBM-TV.
Represented nationally by
The Katz Agency Inc.

WFBM-TV
Channel
6

'JIaaL
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141,
16,V.
62,
81,
122,

Weekly Television Summary—
110,
City
Outlets on Air
Sets in Area
Sets in320,
Ar
Outlets on Air
Louisville
WAVE-TV,
WHAS-TV
(0(
13,000
Albuquerque
Matamoros (Mexico)KOB-TV
Ames
Brownsville,
Tex.
XELD-TV
185,000
WOl-TV
310,
Atlanta
82,631
WAGA-TV, WSB-TV, WLTV
WMCT
236,
Baltimore
Miami
WTVJ
367,436 Memphis
WAAM, WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
Binghamton
90,000
Milwaukee
WTMJ-TV
WNBF-TV
53,585
Birmingham
134,000 Minn.-St. Paul KSTP-TV, WTCN-TV
WAFM-TV,
WBRC-TV
107,
Bloomington
WTTV
Nashville WSM-TV
Boston
861,653
253,536
WBZ-TV,
WNAC-TV
New
Haven
WNHC-TV
116,
132,338 New Orleans WDSU-TV
Buffalo
WBEN-TV
WBTV
Charlotte
^22,
Chicago
New York WOR-TV,
WABD, WCBS-TV,
WJZ-TV,
WNBT
2,880,
335,000
1,095,185
WPIX
WBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBQ
Cincinnati
WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV, WLWT
567,692 Newark WATV
Cleveland
217,000
WEWS, WNBK, WXEL
Norfolk
WTAR-TV
Columbus
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
City WKY-TV
Dallas157,868 Oklahoma
Ft. Worth
Omaha
KMTV, WOW-TV
WOC-TV
_ , ,
KRLD-TV,
WFAA-TV,
WBAP-TV
Philadelphia
WCAU-TV, WFIL-TV, WPTZ
Davenport1,0155o;
Phoenix
KPHO-TV
Quad Cities Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise.
88,598 Pittsburgh WDTV
227,000
191
Dayton
,
E.
Moline
750,000 Providence WJAR-TV
WHIO-TV, WLWD
Detroit
Richmond WTVR
Erie
WJBK-TV, WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
WICU
389
82,765 Rochester WHAM-TV
88
Ft.Dallas
Worth157,868
Island WHBF-TV
113
192,690 Rock Quad
WBAP-TV,
KRLD-TV,
WFAA-TV
Cities Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise.,
Grand
Rapids105,740
132
74
Greensboro
E. Moline70
WOOD-TV
Lake City KDYL-TV, KSL-TV
127,500 Salt
San Diego
Antonio
Houston
WFMY-TV
KEYL,
WOAi-TV
KPRC-TV
329
150
Huntington78,880 San Francisco KFMB-TV
Charleston
216,000
Albany-Troy KGO-TV, KPIX, KRON-TV
SchenectactyWSAZ-TV
Indianapolis
126
WRGB
53,000
WFBM-TV
Jacksonville
138,454 Seattle
Johnstown
WMBR-TV
KING-TV
St.
Louis
170,560
WJAC-TV
202
KSD-TV
KalamazooKansas
City
WKZO-TV
195,674 Toledo
WHEN,
WSYR-TV
Syracuse
WDAF-TV
139,552 Tulsa
Lancaster
WSPD-TV
Lansing
171
WKTV
KOTV
82,000 Utica-Rome
WGAl-TV
129
Washington
WJIM-TV
Wilmington
Los Angeles
108
WMAL-TV,
WNBW,
WTOP-TV,
WTTG
KECA-TV, Kfl-TV, KLAC-TV, KNBH
382
1,232,000
WDEL-TV
KNXT, KTLA, KTTV
70
96 I1
Stations on Air
Estimated Sets in use 16,285
Total Markets on Air 64*
344 34
* Includes XELD-TV Matamoros, Mexico
represent estimated sets within television area. Where coverage areas overlap set counts may u
for eachof market
Totals Sources
Fdit»r'!: Noteporti^lly
dupiicalrd
set estimates are based on data from dealers, distributors, TV circulotion "T';"'"',
„7l ar«s i
m successive summaries. Total sets m all areas _•
may remain unchanged
compiled monthly, some
te.
Since many are
ima
and manufacturers.
rox
necessarily
app
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spots

price

Unique TV Announcement
Merchandising Impact

of

1

Plan Multiplies

BUY one spot on WPTZ's daily "Hollywood Playhouse" hour and
you get five additional visual and aural mentions within the
program.
This means, not just a single visit to the 100,000 of Philadelphia's
million TV homes that watch this show daily, but six times that.
What's more, this theatrical thorobred, now celebrating its 2nd
Anniversary, is one of America's highest rated, daily television shows.
And you dominate the whole hour at single participation cost.

A

few

"Spots"

left for

sale

Speak to any Philadelphia dealer about the unusual selling effectiveness ofthis exclusive WPTZ "6 for 1" feature. Then speak to us—
or NBC Spot Sales. Quickly though, because there are only a few left.

WPTZMore people watch WPTZ

Philadelphia

m
TV-AFFILIATE

than any other Philadelphia TV station

1600 Architects Building, Philadelphia 3, Pa. LOcust 4-5500. . . or NBC Spot Soles

DADCASTING
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TV Outlet Begins
24-Hour Day
AROUND-THE-CLOCK
WDTV (TV) Pittsburg-h began commercial round-the-clock programming
on a regular weekly schedule today. The DuMont station will program
films from 1 a.m. to 7 a.m. five days a week.
Each of six sponsors has bought the new midnight-to-dawn Swing
Shift Theatre for one day. Features *
are being supplied by Motion Pic- shows during the time they relax
tures for Television Inc. Remainder
after their labors. The idea found
of the early morning hours will be immediate favor with sponsors
filled with shorts, serials and
novelties.
Feature films are sold on a
Saturday sign-off was extended
package basis for 13-week schedules. Shorts, serials and other
to accommodate feature film prestoo."
entation after 1 a.m. Station will programming
material after the
go dark at end of film on that day. main feature are being sold on a
spot basis — $25 per spot in packOnly other station which programmed 24 hours a day was
ages of 10.
WCPO-TV Cincinnati. Late in 1950
Because of its position in a onechannel city, WDTV has had to
it operated on a sun-up to sun-up
basis for several months. At the adapt its programming schedules
present time the Cincinnati Scrippsalmost from the start of its proHoward station runs from 7 a.m. to
gram ing in 1949. One of its most
2 a.m.
publicized arrangements was the
Decision to operate on a 24-hour
rotation of top-rated network
shows.
basis was reached after requests
from Pittsburgh swing shift workIn October, WDTV moved its
ers for more TV after midnight,
sign-on
from 11:30 a.m. to 9 a.m.
according to Harold C Lund,
In January the NBC-TV Today
general manager of the only TV
show with Dave Garroway forced
station in Pittsburgh.
the station to open at 7 a.m. Late
"More than 200,000 defense plant
workers and others finish work at in 1951, the sign-off was extended
from midnight to 1 a.m.
midnight," Mr. Lund explained,
The six sponsors who have
"and many of them have requested

Washington

IcM^

Watches

ews

LEiF EID
6:55 — 7 p.m.
Monday through Friday J
Another member of NBC Washington's
crack news team, Leif Eid has the
highest-rated local television newscast in this market (average nightly
rating— 12.8 ARB, Feb., 1952)
NOW AVAILABLE

bought the new Swing Shift Theatre features are: Rand Drug Co.
(through W. Craig Chambers),
Monday;
BeerTuesday;
& Ale
(Cabot &Carling's
Coffman),
Charles Antell (TV Adv. Assoc.),
Wednesday; Central Drug Co.
(Sussman Assoc.), Thursday; Dyke
Motors (Jay Reich Agency), Friday; Herbert's
Jewelry (RothmanGibbons),
Saturday.
About 50 spots were sold to local
advertisers by the end of last week
for the remainder of the early
morning hours.
m MONT ELEVATES MARX
To Direct International Div.
ERNEST A. MARX, general manager of receiver sales division, has
been appointed director of the international division of Allen B.
DuMont Labs., according to Stanley
F. Patten, vice
president, at the
corporation's Clifton, N. J. headIn the newly
quarters.
created post, Mr.
Mar x's assignment is to elTect
the same coordination and expansion
that he manMr. Marx
aged when DuMont first undertook production of
TV receivers. He will supervise
all DuMont export activities, including licensing of foreign manufactui-ers for DuMont products.
Mr. Marx organized the receiver
sales division after he joined the
corporation in 1945, expanding the
distributor representation to every
TV market and to more than 2,000
retail outlets.
^jgg^^

MICROWAVE RELAYS
TV Thaw Will Create Need
THAWING of the TV freeze will
create a large demand for microwave relay equipment to link new
stations with network facilities,
William Balderston, Philco Corp.
president, said last week in a letter
to stockholders.
Mr. Balderston pointed out also
that microwave radio relays are
rapidly growing in importance
and already represent one of the
most pi'omising industrial applications of electronics.
SMPTE

Add to the District of Columbia nine Virginia counties, six
in Maryland, one in West Virginia . . . and you have
the WNBW coverage area, with a population of 1,717,200,
an effective buying income of two and a half million dollars, and TV set ownership of 335,715 ... an area that
bears watching.
NBC Television in Washington
wnbw
Channel 4
Page 92
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Represented by NBC Spot Sales

FORMATION of the Interior
work of Circuito CMQ, Radioc
tro, Havana, Cuba, has been
nounced by Goar Mestre, dir<;c
general. Network consists of
lowing four TV stations: Ca
guey, Channel 6, and Mata i
Channel 9, both using Dull
equipment
and operating v |
500 w each; Santa Clara, Chai
5, and Santiago de Cuba, Chai
2, both using General Elec ,
equipment
and operating \
Newspapermen, sponsors, ad
5 kw each.
' and Mr. and I;
tising
agents
Television of 1951 took a chart(i
plane March 8 from Havana ;
visited new installations. No h
scale celebration was held. Iii
guration consisted of a special
gram when announcement of
network's formation was made
New stations will be fed Is
scoped programs from CMq|
Havana and eventually will'
linked by microwave relay.
WILLIAM GRETZ BREWING
Philadelphia, is co-sponsoring i|
Highlights Show on WCAU-TV A
adelphia, Tuesday and Thursday mJ
ing, 11-11:30 a.m., effective Marclj
Program is in addition to two oil
sponsored by Gretz, Ringside Wit)\
Rassler on Monday and Cavalcaol
Girls Thursday, both on WFIll
Philadelphia.
ner,
N. Y., isScheideler,
agency. Beck & "|

WOW-TV..
leads the way in
MIDWEST

Watch
Washington

CUBAN
TV CHAINl
Four Stations Are LirJj

Membership

INCREASED TV activity is stimulating new memberships in the
Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers, with a record 59
being added to the roster in February, according to board of directors' report. SMPTE has also announced dates and places for its
next four semi-annual conventions
as: April 21-25, Drake Hotel, Chicago; Oct. 6-10, Hotel Statler,
Washington, D. C; April 26-30,
1953, Hotel Statler, Los Angeles;
Oct. 4-9, 1953, Hotel Statler, New
York.

TELEVISION

★ WOV/-TV serves one of tj
fastest growing TV markets
the United States
'k Every day an average of 1
families is added to the WO |
TV audience
* Present total over 120,000 sA
"ic Low-cost, high-rated partlcii
tions now available
Wire or telephone your neat
John Blair— TV office or f\
Ebener; Sales Manager.
WEbster 3400
WOW-TV
Channel
Six
A MEREDITH STATION
OMAHA
FRANK FOGARTY,
General Man
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TV

STATION

BUNKETING

BEATS

SOUTHERN

KNBH

IN

CALIFORNIA!

KNBH
REACHES
OF

THE

IN THIS

Growing

100%
1,232,000
GREAT

TV

HOMES

BOOMING

MARKET!

by leaps and bounds . . . fantastically

rich . . . and TV happy— that's the vast Los Angeles
market. It's America's

third largest retail sales area!

And the powerful NBC television outlet— KNBH—
is seen and heard by EVERY TV HOME within
this 200-mile-wide

market! For choice spot

time, contact KNBH,
nearest NBC

Hollywood,

or your

Spot Sales office today.
NBC HOLLYWOOD

TO SELL THE BUYING
IN AMERICA'S

ROADCASTING

MILLIONS

2ND LARGEST

• Telecasting

TV MARKET
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TELLS
SYRACUSE

Dick Grossman, WHEN
News and Sportscaster,
can be counted on to be
first with the important
Syracuse local news.
Consistent news beats
have established WHEN
as the aggressive and
reliable news station in
Syracuse.
Complete facilities plus
an alert news-gathering
staff have made Dick
Grossman's
and
11:00

daily
6:20
P.M. news

and sports programs a
Central New York viewing habit.

TO YOUR NEAREST
KATZ AGENCY MAN
AND PUT WHEN
NEWS AND SPORTS
PROGRAMS TO WORK
FOR YOU!

WHEN
TELEVISION
SYMCm
^5^^

CBS«ABC»DUMONT
A MEREDITH

Page 94
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TV SCRIPT PRIZE
Edward Lamb Offers $1,000
A $1,000 cash prize for the best
original TV script has been offered by Edward Lamb owner of
WTVN (TV) Columbus, Ohio, and
WICU (TV) Erie, Pa.
Mr. Lamb said "there is great
need in the United States for encouragement of creative people.
We want to stimulate interest in
the production of good playwriting
forIn television."
addition to the cash prize, the
winning script will be produced
for television over WTVN next
fall.
Final judges for the contest were
listed as Max Liebman, producer
of NBC-TV Your Show of Shows;
Margo Jones, managing director of
the Dallas Theatre Inc., and Earl
Wilson, newspaper columnist.
Contest rules follow:
Script must be original, running
time not less than one half hour, not
more than one hour.
All ened
entries
must with
be clipped
or play,
fastinto a cover
name of
name and address of author on cover.
All scripts must be typed, in script
form preferably, on iYz x 11 paper,
double spaced.
If script is to be returned, sufficient
postage must
be included with selfaddressed
envelope.
Winning script will automatically
become property of the Edward Lamb
Enterprises (for television and audio
rights only).
All entries must be in or postmarked
not later than July 31, 1952.
All entrants must register by not
later than March 31, 1952 (no fee).
This
contest.is to keep entrants informed on
Winning script will be produced for
the television public in the fall of 1952.
Right is reserved not to give the
award during the time specified above
if no script of good calibre is received.
No employe or members of families
of employes
of the
Edwardis eligible
Lamb En-to
terprises or its
affiliates
enter the contest.
All scripts, mail, inquiries etc. must
be addressed to the Television Contest Editor, WTVN, Columbus, Ohio.
ALEXANDER FILM SALES
10% Increase Is Reported
NEW yearly sales record— a 10%
increase in 1951 — was reported by
J. Don Alexander, president of
Alexander Film Co., Colorado
Springs, Col., at the annual stockholders' meeting.
The film company, which began
in 1919, now has a syndicated library of 5,000 current TV spot
commercials covering 52 different
lines of business and in addition is
producing specific theatre and
video advertising films for some
50 of the nation's largest manufacturers, Mr. Alexander said.
Political Policy
POLITICAL business which would
tie up three Baltimore TV stations
simultaneously will not be accepted
at WAAM (TV) that city, according to Ken Carter, general manager. Policy has been established
because station officials feel viewers should be given a choice of television programs. WAAM, however,
will offer comparable time to
parties affected by the ruling consistent with good over-all programming.

'BIG TOWN' ONE I Li
Re-Use Rights Grant
A NEW PLAN permitting c(

ESTABLISHMENT of special TV film
creative service by Gabriel Moulin
Studios, San Francisco, means added
duties for Charles Sayers (r), studio's
motion picture director, and Don
Briese, his assistant, who discuss
plans for an animated commercial.
MICH. BILL KILLED
Asked Mandatory Gridcasts
A MICHIGAN State Senate committee has killed a bill which would
have forced the U. of Michigan and
Michigan State College to telecast
their football games.
Of the five-man committee, two
members supported the bill: Sen.
Donald Gilbert of Saginaw, the
bill's author, and Sen. Frank
Andrew of Hillman.
Furthermore, the Michigan attorney general's office has ruled
that
Sen.
Gilbert's under
proposal
sue
the two schools
the tostate
anti-trust laws is not in order.

'DRAGNEV

current
of a Lever
Bros. ''.
program sales
to other
advertisers
other markets has been announc
Effected through a four-w
agreement among Lever Bros.;
agency, Ruthrauff & Ryan; Gro
Krasne Productions, and Uni
Television Programs, the plan c£
for filming and then for prim?
and
secondary distribution
Lever's Big Town video sei
which has been sponsored live
the past two seasons.
Big Town telecasts will swi
from live performances to film
April 3, with production to be
the hands of the Jack Gross-P
Krasne production team. Le
Bros, will continue its sponsors
on the CBS-TV network and
other stations.
United Television Programs \
simultaneously distribute the fil
for first runs in the 29 TV mark
not used by Lever Bros, and
make the films available to lo
sponsors, if they request it, on
same days and dates as the Le
Bros, versions are shown in
original cities.
UPT also has secured distri
tion rights for second runs in
markets, starting next October.
Announcement of the plan t
made Wednesday by Will;
Tuttle, vice president in charge
radio and TV for Ruthrauff
Ryan.

SNAGS

Hits Budget Troubles
WITH 13 films completed and having run into budget troubles because of production costs, shooting
of additional half-hour stories for
NBC-TV Dragnet has been suspended until Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co. (Fatima cigarettes) decides on picking up the option for
continuation of the series. Films
were made by Jack Webb, star of
series which he does also on NBC
radio. He set up his own production company. Eight of the 13 programs are still to be telecast on
alternate weeks.
Under the contract worked out,
NBC and Mr. Webb were to budget
each film at a maximum of $30,000,
with the network and sponsor to
split costs over $20,000. It is understood, however, that none were
produced under $30,000, one reportedly costing $43,000.
Brodco Studios Fire
DAMAGES IN excess of $40,000
resulted from a March 2 fire of undetermined origin at Brodco Studios, Hollywood, headquarters of
William F. Broidy Productions.
Although the major sound stage
was completely gutted, TV film
production will not be halted, it
was said. Film files were untouched.

90,000 TV SETS
IN THE QUAD-CITY AREA
*S THE •O*'*
total is ascertained
by
EACH month this TV set
ity
alers
Quad-C
wholes
ing this area.
Actually,servthe
total of TV homes reached
by WHBF-TV is considerably larger as our TV signals
are received over an extenCities.sive area beyond the QuadIncreased power has doubled WHBF-TV radiated
strength;
staff and
facilities the
have recently
moved
into enlarged quarters.
True to a 25 year tradition
of service in radio broadcasting, WHBF-TV now also
servesadvertisers
Quad-Citians
well —
and
profitably.
Les Johnson, V.P. and Gen. Mgr.

WHBF
TUCO BUILDING, ROCK ISLAND, ILLINOIS
■Represented by Avery-Knodel, tnt.
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jamera-men know that cameras as well as cars take
a beating at the Ford proving grounds. That's why the
MAURER 16mm. was chosen to film the rough-terrain tests
of the new Ford-Mercury. When the results must be perfect
no matter what the operating conditions, MAURER is always
the answer. In actual field operations both from the tropics
to the Arctic and abroad, the MAURER has proved to be the
first choice among professionals for accuracy, top-flight performance and simplicity of
operation. Because it meets so
THE MODEL F PRIME RECORDING OPTICAL
many varied needs, more and
SYSTEM AND GALVANOMETER a complete
more producers of fine films
li^ht modulating unit for recording sound
are specifying the MAURER
photograph
tcally upon
standard
him.pans
requires no special
servicing
or spare
(other than recording lamp).
16mm. — the ideal camera
for every phase of professiona
motion picture production.
THE 16MM. SOUND-ON-FILM RECORDING SYSTEM combines the
Iiighest fidelily in 16mm. recording practice with wide flexibility and
evtreme simplicity of operation. For details on this and other
iMAURER equipment, write:
m a u r e r

J.

A., MAURER,
i«c.
J^lj^^,
c«..„o«s.
3'7-01 31st Street, Long Island City 1, New York
^^SuUtUllUl
JAMAURER
- 1107 South Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles 35, California
^^Uu\\
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EQUIPMENT
Graybar to Distribute
AN AGREEMENT making Graybar Electric Co. national distributor
of the television broadcasting
equipment of Federal Telecommunication Labs., effective immediately,
is being announced today (Monday)
by J. W. La Marq u e, Graybar's
general communication sales manager.
Made in anticipation of early
lifting of FCC's
T V freeze, the
agreement covers
the complete line
of Federal T V Mr. La Marque
transmitting and
studio equipment including transmitters, auxiliary equipment, antennas, cameras, TV film projectors,
all studio equipment, mobile units,
and microwave links.
Graybar, long a major distributor
of AM and FM and non-broadcast
electronic equipment as well as
electrical supplies and appliances,
thus is able also to offer the full
range of equipment needed for a
TV station, it was pointed out. Mr.
La Marque estimated the cost of
completely equipping a 5-kw VHF
station at approximately $300,000
(including studios but not counting
building costs).
FTL's latest TV microwave links
are a feature of the line, which also
includes Federal's sound-diplexing
equipment; single and dual flying
spot scanners; VHF and UHF
transmitters and antennas, and
complete auxiliary equipment including control apparatus, monitors, synchronizing equipment and
camera equipment. Additionally,
Graybar will distribute TV equipment of others among its suppliers :
towers, for instance; transmission lines, audio equipment and
studio lighting.
Graybar maintains some 108
principal distribution centers
throughout the U. S. Its sales of
Federal products will be handled
by the electronics division of its
general communication department.
Federal Telecommunications
Labs., an associate of International
Telephone & Telegraph Corp., has
been active in the TV field abroad
as well as in the U. S. Its South
American installations include TV
stations in Buenos Aires and Sao
Paulo.

FCDA

FTL

:ndustrial films
TV SPOTS ...
RO GRAMS

^

625 Madison AveJ
,y,..» PLaata 9-3600
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pridirectedlevels
on local
,
toward
ibuti
distrmarily
H
WIT
Prockter Syndications International Inc., New York Film
distributor, announced last week
the TV release of 68 features.
Thirty-three of the films were
made in England, starring such
British actors as Ann Todd, Deborah Kerr, Ian Hunter and Patricia
Roc. American rights have been
purchased outright, according to
Paul White, PSI president, who
added that most of the 33 films
are very recent productions.
Another 35 features, produced
between 1948 and 1950, have been
obtained from Mutual TV. Like the
British pictures, they include adventure stories, mystery and suspense films.
Lou Victor, production coordinator
at Snader Telescriptions Corp., Beverly Hills, forms Tele-Victory Corp.,
at 6331 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood. Mr. Victor, as executive
producer, and Gilbert King, general
manager, plan television films of
various lengths.
William LeBaron, motion picture
producer, and Boris Petroff, director of Broadway musicals, plan distribution of 13 half-hour TV films
titled Musicomedy Theatre. Mr.
LeBaron will serve as executive
producer and Mr. Petroff as coproducer-director on films based on
original stories and music, each
film separate in itself.
* * *
Illustrate Inc., Hollywood, is previewing animated TV film. Peril
Pinkerton, in major TV markets
to provide necessary background
information for this series and future TV cartoon series. Peril
Pinkerton satirizes old-fashioned
melodrama, for adult audience, and
is animated to attract children.
Package is offered on five times
weekly quarter-hour basis at $10,000 per week, according to Don
Dewer, Illustrate president. During
previews, prizes will be offered to
children writing in best review of
^ *
picture.
Production . . .
Educator Films, Hollywood, producing 13 half-hour educational TV
films. Primitive Adventure, one in
group of three completed, filmed
in Guatemala, deals with Lacandones, nearly extinct descendants
of the Mayas. Other subjects include new Israeli Army and Spanish
government as it is today.
A 40-minute color film of 26th
Los Angeles Open Golf Tournament
is available from Educator at no
charge.
* * *
New series of five-minute films

film report
titled The Handyman, starring
Norman Brokenshire, to be produced by Princeton (N. J.) Film
Center and David Lown Productions, New York. Series will be
offered for local syndication beginning April 15.
Marathon TV Newsreel, New York,
annouhces completion of new film
titled The Power to Fly, which will
ba released to TV and newsreel
theatres. Konstantin Kaiser, Marathon executive editor, also reports
company is working on continuous
newsreel titled Helicopters in the
News.
* * *
Sidney R. Ross Productions Inc.,
Beverly Hills, plans 39 half-hour
western TV film series in color.
Tom Keene, former western film
star, will be featured in untitled
series with Morro & Yackinelli,
vaudeville team. William Morris
Agency, Beverly Hills, is program
packager.
* * *
Hour Glass Productions, Hollywood,
headquartered at 6525 Sunset Blvd.,
newly formed with Wanda Tuchock,
film writer, as writer-producer and
George de Normand, film actor, as
director. First 13 quarter-hour
color TV 'film series, Man of Tomorrow, already completed, deals
with today's American youth and
his activities.
* * *
Dougfair Corp., Los Angeles,
headed by Douglas Fairbanks,
starts filming of 26 half-hour Terry
and the Pirates TV film series.
Richard Irving directs. Sherman
Harris is production manager.
Original plans called for Odyssey
Pictures [B«T Jan. 7] headed by
Mr. Fairbanks and Sol Lesser, to
produce series.
Film People . . .
Donald E. Tomkins, director of
I'adio and TV program procurement, Campbell-Ewald Co., New
York, since 1949, has resigned to
open his own consultant service.
Leonard Anderson, Video Varieties,
to Fairfield Films Inc., producers
of Joe DiMaggio's Dugout for Buitoni Macaroni Corp., and the Magic
Clown for Gold Medal Candy Corp.,
(Continued on page 99)

SERIES
Wide Coverage Not

PHENOMENAL distribution of
Survival television series far
excess of coverage afforded ot
government public service p
grams is claimed by the Fede
Civil Defense Administration, ■v^
commendation to NBC-TV and
rest of the industry.
The series originally was t
cast live by NBC-TV last sumi
over a seven-week period. FC
then decided to follow throi
with kinescope distribution to n:
of the 64 critical target ar*
which also are TV centers. \
programs are being shown for
second and, even, third times.
"There is no doubt that no ot,
government
sei'
has
had suchpublic
wide service
distributic
Harold Azine,
chiefBroadcastinc
of FCDA's
Section,
informed
Telecasting. He praised the vi^
industry and unions, as well
NBC, for making this possible
waiving usual contract provisic
Mr. Azine also noted that
federal CD agency was able
secure such distribution at no
nal production cost and that
monetary value of time used wo
run close to $250,000 when
campaign is completed.
This sum includes an estima
$136,000 of time for the sev
program series telecast by Nl
TV last July and August, and
other $125,000 for subsequent (
tribution at local TV station c;
rates. Actual production cost
the original network series i
$1,607 while printing of kinesco
for later distribution amounted

Tracing the Survival series, ]
Azine said that 31 cities origins
showed
$3,710. the complete series 1
summer and at least 39 others c
ried most of the programs. As
last Feb. 15, he said, kinesco
had been sent out to 31 cit
Commitments are set for blanl
ing other areas. Only three ar
have registered refusals. Ms
NBC-TV affiliates are carrying
series again by kinescope.
FCDA has divided its progr
into 19 circuits or areas, compi
ing from three to five cities in ea
When stations in one city hi
telecast the programs, the lo
civil defense director then paS
them on to others in the circ
for use.
FCDA has received cooperat
from NBC, BMI, the AFM J
Television
Authority.
Requi j]f
ments limiting re-telecasts to N
TV affiliates, use of kinesco
after 60 days and distributionTV stations only were waiv .
After TV showings, films will
given to school and civic groj

FULTON RECORDING COMPANY
BEST FOR'TV FILMS
fANGERTONE 80 West 40th Street,
New York, N. Y.

BROADCASTING

SYNC-SOUN[
RANGERTONE
73 WINTHROP ST.
NEWARK 4, N. J.
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Specialty Television Films, Inc.
1501 BROADWAY
NEW
YORK CITY
L O n g a c r e 4-5592
JULES B. WEILL, PRES.

S c r e e n G e m s , Inc.
729
SEVENTH AVENUE
NEW
YORK
19, N. Y.
CIRCLE 5-5044
Write • Wire • Telephone
For Audition Prints

Telecast Films, Inc.
112 W. 48th Street
New York 36, New York
JUdson 6-5480

FILMS

NEW TV FIRSTS . . . Hollywood
features with well known stars
are now available, CAGED
FURY, FEAR IN THE NIGHT,
SHAGGY, TAKE IT BIG, SWAMP
FIRE, TORNADO, WRECKING
CREW, WILDCAT , FOLLOW
THAT WOMAN. Other available
features are MAN IN BLACK,
ROOM TO LET, WHAT THE BUTLER SAW, CONGORILLA,
BORNEO, BABOONA, I MARRIED ADVENTURE.

WORLD'S GREATEST MUSIC: A
series of 13 symphonic films
with a fidelity of sound track
that is amazingly realistic. Features the best-known compositions of TSCHAIKOWSKY •
BEETHOVEN • SCHUBERT •
WAGNER • MENDELSSOHN •
• GRIEG. See and hear these
masterpieces filmed with rhythmic beauty. Priced to suit
every TV station's film budget.

A SERIES of 25 mystery and
crime detection features, starring such names as Dean Jogger in "Revolt of the Zombies,"
Ginger Rogers in "Shriek in
the Night," Melvyn Douglas in
"Vampire Bat" plus other titles
with Lyie Talbot, Donald Cook,
Ralph Graves, Paul Lukas &
Dorothy Stone.

AIVD

FEATURES

Screen Gems, Inc.
729
SEVENTH AVENUE
NEW
YORtC
19, N. Y.
CIRCLE 5-5044
Write • Wire • Telephone
For Audition Prints

TV DISC JOCKEY TOONS: Now
it is possible for television stations to make use of radio's
most ord
profitable
the recshow! TV format:
DISC JOCKEY
TOONS are films that can be
used with top current records
of RCA VICTOR • DECCA •
COLUMBIA • CAPITOL • MERCURY. A perfect library service for TV broadcasters everywhere!

FOR YOUR TV VIEWERS
• THRILLS
• EXCITEMENT
• ADVENTURE
Explorers Pictures Corp.
1501 BROADWAY
NEW YORK CITY
LOngaci-e
JULES
B. WEILL,4-5592
PRES.

Post Pictures Corp.
115 W. 45TH STREET
NEW YORK 19, N. Y.
Luxemburg 2-4870

In 26-new jungl« films "The
Big Game Hunt" top rated and
sponsored in all markets now
playing.

SO THIS IS WASHINGTON is
one of the funniest pictures to
date in our success-tested series
of 6 Big
'N' ABNER
tures. WithLUM
audience
appeal feaestablished by17 years on radio,
these "jot-'em-down" comedy
partners offer tertainment
side-splitting
enfor the entire
family. Lum 'n' Abner find themselves the park-bench advisers
of up.
the nation's big-wigs in 71
let
minutes of laughs that never

For more information please write direct to the distributors.
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CRITICIZED
This Time by Jenner
CHARGE that the State Dept.
spends "nearly every dollar" to
foist "thought control over Americans" through the Voice of America and other information activities
was unloosed by a Republican
Senator March 8.
Sen. William E. Jenner (RInd.), in a statement issued in
Washington, said that the Voice
pays out large sums of money to
radio networks, movie producers
and freelance writers to expound
the State Dept. view.
State Dept. information officers
categorically denied the accusations, which were reminiscent of
similar charges made last year on
Capitol Hill. At that time the
department was flayed for hiring
network radio commentators for
information programs overseas.
Sen. Jenner questioned whether
"American publishers, editors,
radio broadcasters, telegraph and
cable companies who get large
checks from the Voice are going
to criticize it or tell the American
people the critical remarks members of Congress say about the

FLETCHER
FIRM
Uncle Joins Neph

VOA

Voice."
Lincoln White, State Dept. press
officer, countered that this has
never been "any secret" and that
in trying to apprise other countries of American opinion "we pay
them for those services."
The GOP Senator is a member
of the Senate Judiciary and Rules
& Administration Committees.
Budget requests for the VOA and
other U. S. overseas information
activities are currently pending
before the Senate and House Appropriations Committees.

OVER 28 Yeors of Service
A MEREDITH STATION
Room 280 • Insurance tuilding • Omaha
JOHN BIAIR & CQ., RIPRESENTATIVEi
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'INSIDE OUR SCHOOLS' IN N.Y.
WNBC, WNBT (TV) to Air 'Life' Educational Series
BOTH RADIO and television are
being used to show New Yorkers
the facts of public education.
WNBC and WNBT (TV) New
York, in cooperation with Life
magazine, are presenting the program series, Inside Our Schools,
which began yesterday (Sunday).
During the coming four weeks,
70 different shows are to be
aired on both outlets, with individual programs ranging from 15
minutes to three hours in length,
Ted Cott, general manager of
WNBC-WNBT, explained.
The series vdll incorporate programs designed to explain the theories and techniques of education
from a general point of view as
well as broadcasts to emphasize
the particular aspects of the New
York educational system. Specialists in various fields will be guest
speakers.
Potential programs include three
three-hour broadcasts conducted by
City Council President Rudolph
Halley to ferret out problems of
New York education, with points
ranging from use of narcotics by
school children to selecting sites
for school buildings.
Television cameras have been
invited into classrooms to follow
typical days in kindergartens, elementary grades and high schools,
to telecast a meeting of the board
of education, to report on what the
children themselves, at all ages,
think of their schooling, to show
art classes and music studies, to
attend parent-teacher meetings, to
PETERSON NOMINATION
Is Delayed in Senate
CONFIRMATION of the nomination of Ivar H. Peterson, former
NAB attorney, as a member of
the National Labor Relations
Board was withheld by the Senate
last week after favorable consideration by the Labor and Public Welfare Committee.
The nomination hit a snag in
the upper chamber and was passed
over on objection from Sen. Herman Welker (R-Ida.) and in spite
of floor support from Sen. Wayne
Morse (R-Ore.), for whom Mr.
Peterson has been executive assistant.
The Senate Labor Committee
had unanimously approved Mr.
Peterson without hearing, despite
opposition in a letter filed with
the committee by Robert Denham,
former NLRB general counsel, and
with Sen. Morse's office. The Senate
will consider the nomination on the
next call of the executive calendar.
Mr. Peterson was assistant general counsel of NLRB until January 1946 when he joined NAB's
Employe-Employer Relations Dept.
as assistant director. He later
transferred to the association's
Legal Dept. as an attorney. He
resigned in the fall of 1948.

investigate how teachers are selected, to interview instructors, to
watch night classes and adult education, to look at parochial schools
and even to participate in school
lunches.
Use of radio and TV to educate
children will be the subject of one
program. Other characteristic New
York experiments to be reported
on are : mittee
Election
a parents'
comto help of
operate
a Bronx
school; "class mothers," who as
parents participate in daily school
classes; how a non-English-speaking girlsorbed
gets
adjusted
and system;
is abinto the
school
student drills for atomic attack;
vocational programs for professional children of the theatre;
visits to the S.S. John W. Brown
where students are training for
maritime occupations ; vocational
study of printing and garmentmaking and a farming school in
Flushing for city children.
Series extends the education
study instituted by Life magazine
last summer and already conducted on local stations in such cities
as Louisville and St. Louis. Plans
call for offering Inside Our Schools,
with March of Time personnel to
supervise local production on both
radio and television, to most major markets.

LT. COL. ARTHUR L. FLETCHl
active in labor relations and wa i
hour activities, last week beca
associated in law practice with ,
nephew, Frank U. Fletcher, Wa
ington radio attorney and forr
NARTB board member. Offices ;
in the Munsey Bldg., Washingt
andLt.in Col.
Raleigh,
N. C
Fletcher
is chairman '^
the State Advisory Council, NoCarolina Employment Secur
Commission, and is a member ]
the Small
Business
fore
the war
he wasCommittee.
assistant '.■•
ministrator. Wage & Hour D:|
sion, war
U. S.he Dept.
Labor. Dur'
the
was of
a member
of
Presidential Appeal Board, Sel
tive Service System. In World V
I he was a captain in the Fi
Artillery. He is a graduate of Wr
Forest College and U. of No
Carolina.
In the new law office, Lt. (
Fletcher will specialize in labor L
and labor relations problems. ]i
army status is lieutenant coloi
retired.

Lt. Col. Fletcher
LIQUOR M. IN CANADA
May Seek Lift of Ont. Ban
POSSIBILITY of allowing direct
liquor and beer advertising in Ontario was intimated by Premier
Leslie Frost of Ontario when meeting a delegation of the Ontario
Temperance Federation at the Ontario Parliament Bldgs., Toronto.
Ontario now forbids brand name
advertising of liquor, beer and
wine and only allows "public interest" advertising of an institutional nature. Neighboring Quebec
province and neighboring states
south of the international border
allow radio advertising of liquors,
and as a result "at present we have
no control over such advertising,"
the premier told the delegation.
"I am inclined to think it might
be better to allow direct liquor advertising in Ontario where we
should be able to keep it under
strict control," he stated. At present publications printed in Toronto
are distributed from Montreal to
avoid the Ontario liquor advertising
regulations. Similarly such advertising is heard by Ontario listeners
from Quebec and U. S. stations, the
advertising originating in Ontario.
PLAQUE for outstanding public service in 1951 was presented to KEYL San
Antonio,
Tex., by city's
JuniorwasChamber of Commerce.
Station
specially commended for its work on
Jaycee's Orphans Christmas Fund
campaign.

Frank Fletch

World Affairs Meet
SIXTH annual World Affairs
stitute, sponsored by Cros
Broadcasting Corp. in cooperat.
with the Cincinnati Rotary Ci
and the Cincinnati World Affa:
Council,
held attended
March by
7-8 (
Cincinnati.wasIt was
high school students from the Oh
Indiana - Kentucky - West Virgiij
area as well as by 400 adults. ,
ternationally
news cor'
spondents and knov,fn
Congressmen
w(.
featured speakers. John Dune,
Miller, chief American correspoi
ent for the London Times, was pr,
cipal speaker. His address v
broadcast over WLW Cincinn?
A student panel recorded their d|
cussion for Voice of America a^
for broadcast on WLW. North l
main
lantic topic.
Treaty Organization "w
WHBI 30th Anniversai
WHBI Newark, N. J., on March
celebrated its 30th year of c(
tinuous
broadcasting. Stati
began as WBS, later known
WGCP, but has used the call
WHBI for the past 20 years. Nn
owned and operated by the M
Radio Broadcast Corp., WHBI
known as "The Gospel Station
the Nation" because of its poli
ming.
of devoting 17 of its 18 hours
broadcasting to religious progra
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Film Report
j (Continued from page 96)
i vice president in charge of prelection.
,»rman Winter, editor Hollywood
l/e magazine, to Jerry Courheya
-oductions, Beverly Hills, as direct of advertising and promotion.
* * *
|I;
Orothy De Mayo, head of TV detrtment Lippert Pictures, Inc.,
ollywood, to United Producers
Tudio, Beverly Hills, as studio
^nager.
* * *
fchael Kraike, producer Universal
ternational Pictures, Universal
ty, Calif., to Edward Small Pro^ ctions, Hollywood, as TV and fea.|re film producer.
!
* * *
.rney Sarecky, TV and feature
n producer, to Revue Productions,
lUyw'Ood, subsidiary MCA, in
Hilar capacity.
* * *
irold Young, former contract diinor for Universal International
d Paramount Pictures, will direct
>»■ TV-film series. Criminal Instigations— U. S. Army, based on
cial files of the criminal investition division of the U. S. Army.
* * *
Graham, dialogue and test direc^ , Phildan TV Productions, Hollyod, to direct 13 half -hour TV film
ies, Career for Cathy, starting
.y 6. Dan Hadzick produces.
by Berlin signed by Roland Reed
eductions, Culver City, to direct
ky Jones, Space Ranger, halfHr TV film series.
* * *
orge Archainbaud, Holljnvood TV
director, signed by Cosman
•ductions. Culver City, to direct
the Law, 13 half-hour TV film
ies starring George Raft, film
or. Harold Chiles, casting direcRepublic Pictures, Hollywood,
Cosman
Productions, Culver
, in similar
* *capacity.
*
Man TV Productions, Hollyd, signs Raoul Kraushaar as
ical director for half-hour TV
series based on Ernest Haycox
ies.
* * ^
dy Hart, vaudeville actor, head-

PROTECT

EMERGENCY
LAWS
Hill Study Is Underway

NINETY YEARS in broadcasting is
the record of these NBC Chicago
veterans. Pianist Herbie Mintz (r)
who celebrated 30 years in radio and
TV last month, receives oldtime carbon mike from A. W. (Sen) Kaney (I),
supervisor of production services, and
Jules Herbuveaux (c), television manager. Mr. Kaney was chief announcer
at the old KYW in Chicago when Mr.
Mintz made his first radio appearance. Mr. Herbuveaux conducted the
orchestra.
quartered at Hal Roach Studios,
Culver City, to produce and star in
half-hour TV film series, Knights
of Sanitation.
* * *
Charles O'Neil, writer current
Broadway musical, "Three Wishes
for Jamie," signed by Screen Gems
Inc., Hollywood, to write "The
Story of Co.
Nathaniel
Hawthorne"
for
duPont
Cavalcade
of America
TV film series.
* * *
William Hadzick, assistant to Michael Phillips, president and executive producer of Phildan TV Productions, Hollywood, adds duties of
story editor.
* • ")•
Richard Irving, TV film director
for Revue Productions, Hollywood subsidiary of MCA, also
named story editor.
* » »
Arnold Marquis, president Arnold
Marquis Productions, Hollywood, to
write-produce-direct radio program
commemorating Boys and Girls
Week, April 26. For six consecutive years, Mr. Marquis has handled nationwide program.

YOURSELF, your STAFF, your CLIENTS
from the dailj hazard of

LffiEL, SLANDER, INFRINGEMENT OF
COPYRIGHT, INVASION OF PRIVACY
libs. Financial
Arising from Editorializing, Speeches, Newscasts, , AdMan-on-the-stre
et
Gossipy Announcements
Comment, Mystery
s. Plots,
Interview
^
continuthis
and Newspapers guardrisk Insurance.
Hundreds of Broadcastersspecial,
tailored-to-theous hazard with our

USE CAUTION -LADY LUCK IS A DESERTER!
IT COSTS SO LITTLE TO BE SURE WITH INSURANCE.
For details, write to the Pioneer in this line.
CORPORATIOIV
EMPLOYERS REmSURANCE
Insurance Exchange Bldg.
3ADCASTING
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Kansas City, Mo.

CLOSE scrutiny of President Truman's request for extension of some
60 emergency powers which expire
with ratification of the Japanese
Peace Treaty is now underway in
Congress.
A House Judiciary subcommittee, headed by Rep. Michael A.
Feighan (D-Ohio), started hearings Feb. 27. Legislative basis
is a joint resolution (H J Res 386)
introduced Feb. 20 by Chairman
Emanuel
CellerCommittee.
(D-N.' Y.) of the
full
Judiciary
Mostly the powers are those
spelled out in statutes enacted in
September 1939 and May 1941 and
do not involve radio communications. Among powers Mr. Truman
seeks to extend are those dealing
with penalties for disclosing defense information and committing
sabotage.
Seizure
of the
nation's
transportation
systems
is another.
The Chief Executive, in asking
Congress to take "urgent" action,
said the purpose
"to insure
the
continuation
of iscertain
specific
powers which the government is
exercising for the preservation of
the national security." These powers "exist now only because we are
still
technically in a state of war,"
he said.
"The only state of war still existing between this country and
others is the state of war with Japan," Mr. Truman asserted. The
Japanese Peace Treaty is expected
to become effective in April.
Rep. Feighan promised that his
group would approve only those
powers actually needed for security
and would not "rubber-stamp"
AUTRY DEED
Retold by WSUI

Hurry & Wait
HOTEL accommodations for
the 1953 convention of the
Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters are now being urged
on Canadian broadcasters by
the CAB. The 1953 convention will be held at the Mount
Royal Hotel, Montreal, March
9-12. The CAB meeting this
year is set March 24-27 at
Toronto.
them indiscriminately. Members of
the Senate Judiciary Committee
also said the statutes would be
weighed on their "individual merDelivering defense information
with intent to harm the U. S. in
time of war is punishable by death
or 30 years imprisonment. Penalty
for sabotaging war materials in
time of war is 30 years or $10,000
fine, or both.
The Presidential draft of powers
was prepared and approved by
its."
Secretary of Defense Robert Lovett. Attorney General J. Howard
McGrath and Chairman Jack Gorrie of the National Security Resources Board. The powers would
be retained generally until six
months after the termination of
the present emergency (proclaimed
Dec. 16, 1950) or earlier dates fixed
by concurrent resolution of Congress.

by

Iowa City

RADIO-TV star Gene Autry
braved snow and ice during the
Midwest's greater storms of the
season, WSUI Iowa City reports,
in order to keep a date with 50
crippled children in the Crippled
Children's Hospital at the State
U. of Iowa.
Mr. Autry was scheduled for
afternoon and evening shows in
Cedar Rapids, which is 27 miles
from Iowa City. His troupe was
to arrive by plane at Cedar Rapids
the morning of the show. Mr.
Autry was to travel to Iowa City
for an early afternoon visit to the
hospital and then return to Cedar
Rapids for a 4:30 matinee.
Snow and high winds forced the
plane down at Independence,
Iowa, and the cowboy star and
company traveled the rest of the
way by auto, arriving in Cedar
Rapids less than three hours before show time. However, Mr.
Autry rushed to the hospital over
ice-glazed roads with a state highway patrolman escort, and started
his ward-to-ward visit about 2:30
p.m., talking with the children and
singing several songs.

NBC
AFFILIATE

IN
DETROIT

Owned and Operand
THE DETROIT NEWS

National Representative
rCEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY
COMPANY
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WEISS

COMMENDED

Following NPA Resignation
RESIGNATION of Lewis Allen
Weiss, former network executive,
as assistant administrator for the
Office of Civilian Requirements was
announced "with sincere regret"
March 7 by Henry H. Fowler, administrator ofNational Production
Authority [B«T, March 3].
Mr. Fowler praised the former
board chairman of Don Lee "for
the fine job you have performed in
directing- NPA's efforts to assure
the flow of goods and services essential to the civilian economy during this national emergency." Mr.
Weiss had been serving with NPA
without compensation since Jan.
15, 1951.
The appointment of Walter J.
Curry, deputy assistant in OCR,
to succeed Mr. Weiss effective
April 1 was expected momentarily.
Mr. Curry formerly was representative of Avco Mfg. Corp. and
Standard Brands Ltd. in Europe.
Mr. Weiss will take an extended
vacation in Europe before returning to the Hughes Aircraft Co.,
Culver City, Calif., where he is
management advisor. He is expected to sail for Naples around
April 22 and return late in July.
A veteran of the radio industry
for over 25 years, Mr. Weiss was
MBS board chairman from 1947
to 1949 and board member when
he retired in November 1950. He
also was president and director of

St. iLloeusinsm'n
Si
lor- d nation
celebrdtf^s fin
annivmafy

iohy^

G/obe-Democrof Tower B/dg.
Saint Louis

<JU KATZ AGENCY
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WINTER festival was promoted by WGAR Cleveland with station's top personalities taking active part. Feature of festival, which drew 1,500 people,
was skating contest among WGAR talent with Carl E. George (r), station's
general manager, acting as starter. L to r: Bill Mayer, morning disc jockey;
Glenn Bammann, sports announcer; Jim Orgill, Ladies Day personality; Hal
Morgan, nighttime disc jockey, and Mr. George. Mr. Morgan won over Mr.
Mayer in close finish. Festival included over 25 Silver Skates races and
eight figure skating acts. Station awarded 20 first-place trophies to
winners.
Funds were contributed to Cleveland Area Heart Society Fund.
the Pacific Northwest Broadcasting
System, Don Lee Broadcasting
System and California Broadcasters Inc. from 1943 to 1950. He
also is a past director of the Television Broadcasters Assn.
PROCUREMENT POLICY
Centralized in Munitions Board
GREATER civilian authority for
determining basic procurement policies of the armed services — for the
procurement of electronics and
other vital equipment — will be centralized hereafter in the Munitions
Board, it was revealed last week.
Board Chairman John Small revealed the move on the basis of
notification from Secretary of Defense Robert Lovett. While it has
not been generally known, procurement policy heretofore has rested
unofficially in the hands of one
committee — the Armed Services
Procurement Regulations Conference, comprising members of all
military branches. Representatives
report to members of the Munitions
Board.
Chairman Small told a House
Executive Expenditures subcommittee that over 75% of procurement
dollars are assigned to single or
joint service programs and the remaining items, "with the exception
of electronics, are relatively small
in dollar value."
Communications Essay
DR. ARNO HUTH of the New
School for Social Research, New
York, has written a booklet entitled "Communications and Economic Development" for the
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, 405 W. 117th St.,
New York 27. In his essay, Dr.
Huth pays high tribute to radio,
which he describes as the "most
powerful and most important
medium of mass communication."

MOREGranted
TAX WRITE-OFFS
Electronic Firms
INVESTMENTS totaling over $1
million for electronic manufacturers are included in a list of companies granted rapid tax write-offs
by the Defense Production Administration for the period Feb. 4-16.
Over 20 electronic applications
were approved for expanded or new
plant facilities estimated at $1,252,511.
Products or services spelled out in
the grants included electronic tubes
and other parts and equipment. Firms
receiving approval were Raytheon Mfg.
Co., Transducer
Corp., Technology
Instrument Corp., Gilbert
& Barker Mfg.
Co., Hillyer Instrument Co., Anton
Machine Works. L. H. Terpening Co.,
Romactric Corp.,
Products
Daystrom
ElecSylvaniaCo.,Electric
Products,
Carborundum Corp., Snyder Mfg. Co.,
Melpar Inc., Magnavox Co., Cook Electric Co., Supreme Products Inc., TeleEngineering. computing Corp. and Babcock Radio
These approvals are in addition
to those granted for electronic
firms for aircraft and related
equipment. Total of $836,972,000
in investments was estimated for
some 630 applications approved by
DPA.

EQUIPMENT
ST ATI
NPA Is Given Rep
APPROXIMATELY 70 types
radio receiving tubes are in sb
supply and certain test equipm
using nickel, cobalt and tungs
are acutely scarce, according t
survey prepared by the Natic
Electronic Distributors Assn.
The results were revealed
Monday by the Electronic P;
and Components Distributors
dustry Advisory Committee a
meeting with the National Pro( i
tion Authority.
The group
ported that some components mi
facturers are giving more pro
deliveries
on unrated defi
orders. Rated orders delay delias much as 30 days, the comm
said.
A majority of the commi ;
according to NPA, recommei .
that electronic tubes, compo i
parts and accessories be excl'i
from rating lists to save p|
work on the part of manufactu:
Easing of the general supply
tion generally was attribute(
decreased demands for telev
receivers.
In shortest supply, the uni '
ported, are test equipment, re'
connectors,
panelusing
instruments'
other
products
scarce
terials. Flow of parts for re i
men and others using MRO (r
tenance, repair and operal
supplies has proved satisfac
the group reported.
Radio Industries Ruli
RADIO INDUSTRIES Inc.,
cago, 111., manufacturer of i
TV parts, was ordered by thi
tional Labor Relations Boarc'
week
cease supporting
ployes tocommittee
and discourits"
membership in Local 1031
International Brotherhood of
trical Workers (AFL). In
termediate
report and
mended order handed dow.
Trial Examiner Lloyd Buch,
it also was proposed that thi^
reinstate one employe and
pay
restitutions
to others.
Industries
was absolved
of e,^,
ing in "unfair labor practic(,
discharging 14 other employ..
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[low whipped together with
iless than an hour's notice is
\ving wide success according to
b"uthe(TV)
Erie, aired
Pa. 15Breakfast
'ft
Staffers,
minutes
1^ since its inception a month
features Jim Caselle, Earl
[lie, two coffee cups and an occa!al guest. Station reports over
letters commented favorably
Ihe show the first 24 hours, conled good enough reason to cone it as a regular program.
RKET FACTS
'EEENCE
folder containing
; about rich growing market
iverage area of KCMC-AM-FM
irkana, Tex. and Ark., KWFC
Springs and KAMD Camden,
Ark., has been sent to station
iesentatives and advertisers. In
'] fashion, tear sheets illustrate
■|t area holds in ready sales and
potential market. Rate card
".are
program
enclosed presentation
in the folder. form
•NOMY STRESSED
'D food buys are being aired
;ly as a public service feature
Bernice Hulin on What's
■.in', KSTP-TV Minneapolis-St.
women's program. Miss Hulin,
ooperation with the Office of
Stabilization, prepares a
lu of the week" aimed at
Dmy and nutritional value in
planning. Menu lists costs of
food item and cost of the enmeal plan. Copies are mailed
squest.
—
liCESS STORY
iE-PAGE booklet, "The Story
16 Fabulous KTLA," is being
ibuted to advertisers by that
, Angeles TV station. Copy
attention to the business reafor the station's success and
jasizes local live talent prois.
•— •— •
STS APPEAR
AL and visiting personalities
,'6 Miami area will provide forJ for a new Monday program
midnight to 2 a.m. on WTVJ
i) Miami. Interviews will be
jon Clover Club Date originatjxom a downtown lounge of the
j name. Art Green, radio-TV
i mality, is m.c.

programs

NEW WHODUNIT
PROGRAM built around complete
mystery story each evening with
full clues and conviction of the
criminal was premiered last week
on WIP Philadelphia. Calls are
made to armchair detectives at
show's end. If listener can give
exact clues, sponsor, Sealy Mattress Co., Phila., awards him $25.
Failure to answer correctly adds $5
to original amount which is carried over to next evening's Calling
All Detectives.
«_«
DRUG CAMPAIGN
THREE thousand drug stores in
Ohio, Kentucky, Indiana and West
Virginia are participating in a
merchandising drive sponsored by
WLW and WLWT (TV) Cincinnati, WLWD (TV) Dayton and
WLWC (TV) Columbus, all Ohio
stations of Crosley Broadcasting
Corp. Featured in the drive are
42 WLW - advertised products.
Stores have been supplied with kits
containing banners, price markers
and window posters pertaining to
the campaign.
STAFF
members
TALKS* of WORC WorMONEY cester,
Mass., make the rounds of
city restaurants and night spots
each evening passing out nickels
and cards to customers. Card suggests recipient use the coin to
select his favorite on the juke box
and during the day to tune in the
station to hear favorite music. Card
is signed by Dick Smith, WORC's
early morning personality.
BEHIND MOVIE SCENES
NEWS analyst Edward R. Murrow
of CBS-TV's See It Now has taken
a camera crew to Hollywood to
record the history of a motion picture scene from its conception till
the time it is actually filmed. Example scene will be one from Samuel Goldwyn's "Hans Christian
Andersen" and will be seen on Mr.
Murrow's TV show at an unannounced date.

fimmediofe revenue prodi
lith regional promotion
campaigns
23 years of
iservice to the
broadcasting industry
HOWARD

%

experienced sales
personnel will sell community
programs throughout
your coverage area

J. McCOlLISTER

66 ACACIA DRIVE
^ATHERTON, CALIFORNIA

promotion

Company

DAVENPORT 3-3061

'AUL W. McCOLLISTER, Genera/ Manager
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premiums
CONTRIBUTION GIMMICK
LACK of Sunday elevator service
in the building where WORL
Boston is located resulted in unexpected donations for the Heart
Fund and a free lunch for Alan
Dary, disc jockey, and his engineer.
Bill Watkins. Mr. Dary, who
couldn't get out to lunch, announced
he would lower a bucket from
seventh floor window in mid-afternoon and any donations in the way
of food or contributions would be
greatly appreciated. Response
caused a minor traffic jam when a
crowd arrived at the designated
time to comply with Mr. Dary's
request.
*_«

QUESTIONS ANSWERED
COMMUNITY and school ties are
being strengthened in Cincinnati
with VC in the Home on WKRCTV, an informal weekly presentation featuring instructors from the
U. of Cincinnati. Questions from
viewers are answered by Richard
H. Durrell, department of geology
and geography, who plays host to
program guests from the faculty.
HISTORIC SERIES
PRIDE in its community's heritage
is indicated by WBRY Waterbury,
Conn., in a series of programs
dramatizing the history of the city.
Research and writing of the series,
planned for presentation a half
hour weekly for six weeks, was
done by Bob Noah, Bob Holczer and
Walter Howard, all staff members.
Series is titled Place Without
Trees, which is the translation for
Mattatuck, the city's original name.
WELCOME MAT
AVERAGE of 50 Tulsa newcomers
are greeted each week by personal
letters from KTUL Tulsa's vice
president - general manager, John
Esau, and Program Director Karl
Janssen, welcoming them to Tulsa
and inviting them to enjoy the best
in radio over KTUL. Letters are
accompanied by printed promotional program schedule. Followup comes a week later with another
letter from the KTUL promotion
department containing a small
pack of emory boards suggesting
newcomer "file" this thought:
"Wherever You Go There's Radio
—and in Tulsa, It's KTUL."

BOTTLE DOLLARS
CHILDREN under 12 are invited
to participate in Kiddies Jubilee
Auction, new promotional program
heard on KVOO Tulsa, Okla., for
Hawk's Home Town ice cream and
dairy products. Children bid for
gifts auctioned in a local theatre
with "Pawk Dollars" which may be
obtained
by turning
in Hawk's
ice
cream cartons
or milk
bottle tops
to the dairy plant.
-• — • — •THREE WAY PROMOTION
FOOD FAIR Supermarkets, Washington, D. C, and Mark Evans,
WTOP - AM - FM - TV personality,
team up for a grocery promotion
campaign scheduled for 12 days
commencing March 24. Twelve
chain stores will feature "Mark
Evans Week" in cross promotion
in store displays, newspaper ads
and radio-TV spots. Twenty Evanssponsoi-ed local and national products are participating in three-way
•— •— •
promotion.
TURNS TABLES
HOME Economist Sybil Johnson,
seen daily on WKY-TV Oklahoma
City's Cook's Book, turned tables
on members of Farm Women's Club
Council, Oklahoma City, and appeared at their cooking school as
hostess instead of guest. Miss Johnson, invited to conduct the school,
asked the 100 women to join her on
the morning show instead. Presentation enabled women all over
the state to attend the school via
their TV receivers.

What

a Buy!

N
ABC

C
PROGRAMS
For "Minutes"
& Chain Breaks
IN
YOUNGSTOWN,

0.

5000
WATTS

REAL THING
SECOND semester internship in
radio news know-how has begun
at KHQ Spokane for college journalism students in three colleges
in the Spokane area. Actual news
editing experience under staff supervision isgiven with a student
being assigned to one editor for an
entire semester. Hours when the
student is to be in the studio are
fitted to his college schedule.

Serving America's
34th Market

WFMJ
REPRESENTATIVES
Headley-Reed
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March 7 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License Renewal
Following stations request renewal
of license:
WHTBbanks,Talladega,
KFAR Calif.,
FairAlaska. KFMB Ala.,
San Diego.
WJMS Ironwood, Mich.. WKZO Kalamazoo, Mich., WSGW Saginaw, Mich.,
WAYS Charlotte. N. C. WMBS Uniontown, Pa., KFDM Beaumont, Tex..
KNEW Spokane, Wash., WEAU Eau
Claire, Wis., WLIN Merrill, Wis.,
WAFM (FM) Birmingham, Ala., WLAGFM La Ga.,
Grange.
Valdosta,
WMMI Ga..
(FM)WGOV-FM
Meridan.
Miss.. KWAX (FM) Eugene. Ore.,
WHWC (FM) Madison, Wis., WAGATV Atlanta, Ga., WHAM-TV Rochester.
N. Y.. and WSYR-TV Syracuse. N. Y.
(WLAG-FM
and WGOV-FM
for
informal license
renewal). applied
TENDER FOR FILING
AM— 1550 kc
WHIL Medford, Mass.— Mod. CP to
change frequency from 1540 kc to 1550
kc.
APPLICATIONS DISMISSED
WJXN Jackson, Miss.— DISMISSED
application to change frequency from
1450 kc to 1300 kc, increase power from
250 w to 5etc.
kw-D, 1 kw-N, change trans,
location,
Trans-Pecos Bcstg. Co., Fort StockDISMISSED
new ton,
AM Tex.—station
on 800 application
kc, 250 w D.for
New Frontier Bcstg. Co., Seminole.
Tex. —station
DISMISSED
AM
on 1050 application
kc. 250 w for
D. new
APPLICATION RETURNED
Key Bcstg. System Inc., Bayshore,
N. Y. — DISMISSED application for new
AM station on 1300 kc, 250 w D.
March 10 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED
FOR FILING
AM— 1580 kc
WKXY Sarasota, Fla.— CP to change
frequency from 1540 kc to 1580 kc,
change operating hours from D to
unl., DA-N, with 500 w.
CP for CP
KOKX-FM Keokuk, Iowa— CP to replace CP which authorized changes in
FM station.
FOR FINEST TAPE RECORDING
K

X

FCC

actions
MARCH

7 THROUGH

13
cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod.-modification
ERP-effective radiated power N-night
trans.-transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur. -aural
unl.-unlimited hours
synch, amp. -synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
STA-special temporary authorization
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
station and transfer applications. (See page 107.)
KM2XAZ (experimental TV) area of
Mount Wilson, Calif. — CP to replace
expired CP, as mod., which authorized
change in trans, location, etc.
License for CP
KM2XAZ (experimental TV) area of
Mount authorized
Wilson, Calif.
— License for
CP,
which
replacement
of CP.
as
mod.
(contingent
on
grant
of
request
of CP for CP).
Modification of CP
WELI-FM New Haven, Conn.— Mod.
CP. as mod., which authorized new
FM station,
for extension of completion date.
KWPC-FM Muscatine, Iowa— Mod.
CP, as mod., which authorized new FM
station for extension of completion
date.
WWOL-FM Buffalo, N. Y.— Mod. CP,
as mod., which authorized new FM
station,
for extension of completion
date.
KMPC Los Angeles— Mod. CP, as
mod., which authorized power increase,
changes in DA, etc., for extension of
completion date.
License Renewal
Following stations request renewal
of license:
KAFY Bakersfield. Calif., WQAM
Miami. Fla., WGAC
Augusta, Ga.,

L L
Allocations Supplement
Broadcasting • Telecasting will publish in complete
text the FINAL TELEVISION ALLOCATIONS REPORT. Subscribers will receive the supplement without
charge. Extra copies will be
available, as long as the
supply lasts, at $3 each.

=TIRST CHOICE
OF ENGINEERS!
Only Magnecorder offers all the flexibility, high fidelity and features you
require — at a price you want fo pay!
FITS EVERY PURPOSE - EVERY PURSE!
PORTABLE — IIGHTWEIGHT
Recorder inin theoneother.
<a%e Eosy
—
Amplifier
hondling — compact!
QUICKLY RACK MOUNTED
Units can be combined for
studio operation of portoble
equipment.
CONSOLE OR CONSOLETTE
Operation ovoiiabl© by combining units in rich Mognecorder cabinets.
For new cofo/og — write:
Mogn«cor<i, Inc., 340 N. Michi0Qn Avp.. ChUogo 1. Ut
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MARCH

Ready Bank Promotion
FORMATION of a special rate for
financial advertising on Canadian
radio stations and a joint presentation to be made to the Canadian
banks will be recommended by the
Canadian Radio Station Representatives Assn. at the forthcomingbusiness meeting of the Canadian
Assn. of Broadcasters at Toronto,
March 24-27. The representatives
association has held a number of
meetings at Toronto and it is felt
that Canadian stations should decide on a special rate for financial
houses and small loan companies,
some stations obtaining a national
rate, others a local rate. It also is
felt that representatives and the
CAB sales division should make a
joint representation to individual
bartks on the merits of radio, since
Canada's 10 chartered banks do not
use radio. A meeting is to be held
at Toronto March 21, preceding the
CAB convention.

WIBB Macon, Ga., WFRP Savannah,
Ga., KPOA Honolulu. Hawaii, WILL
Urbana, 111., KCOM Sioux City. Iowa,
WSJS Winston-Salem, N. C, KSJB
Jamestown, N. D., KGW Portland, Ore.,
WAEB AUentown,
WFIL P.
Philadelphia, Pa.. WPABPa.,Ponco,
R.,
WKAQ
San
Juan,
P.
R.,
WROL
Knoxville, Tenn., WFAA Dallas, Tex.,
KROD El Paso, Tex., WBAP Fort
Worth. Tex., KERB Kermit, Tex.,
KWFT Wichita Falls, Tex., KSUB
Cedar City, Utah, KVNU Logan, Utah,
KUTA Salt Lake City, Utah, WCAX
Burlington, Vt., KVI Seattle, KBTMFM Jonesboro. Ark.. KSJO-FM San
Jose. Calif.. WLET-FM Toccoa, Ga.,
WDSU-FM New Orleans. La.. WBECFM Pittsfield. Mass., WOCB-FM West
Yarmouth, Mass., WBUY-FM Lexington, N. C. WSRS-FM Cleveland
Heights, Ohio, KCLE-FM Cleburn,
Tex.. KTJO-FM Ottawa, Kan.. KEPH
(FM) Ephraim,
Utah, and WLTV (TV)
Atlanta,
Ga.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
KBYR TURNED
Anchorage,
— REapplication forAlaska
assignment
of license from Forrest Hysom, receiver, to Keith Capper, receiver.
KBMW Wahpeton, N. D. (Breckenridge,transfer
Minn.)—of RETURNED
for
control from application
Interstate
Bcstg. Corp. to Herbert E. Nelson and
33 others.
WIRJ Humboldt, Tenn.— RETURNED
application
relinquishment
of control, Gibson for
County
Bcstg. Co., through
sale of 50% interest.
Coosa Valley Radio Co., Rome, Gla. —
RETURNED application for new TV
station; incomplete and frequency request (Ch. 4, 66-72 mc) out of order.
March 1 1 Decisions . . .
BY FCC BROADCAST BUREAU
Granted STA
WICU(TV) Erie, Pa.— Granted STA
to operate on commercial basis in accordance with current CP, except vis.
trans, output power of 333 w and aur.
of 250 w for period ending no later
than April 24.
Granted Licenses
WISE Asheville, N. C— Granted license covering change of facilities —
SERVICE

1310 kc, 5 kw-LS, 1 kw-N, unl:
change trans, location; cond.
KLIX Twin Falls, Idaho— Gran (
cense covering facilities changt t
kc, 1 kw. DA-2, unl. — installfetij
new
and locations.
DA-DN, chan
trans, trans,
and studio
To Reduce Hours
WFRL Freeport, 111.— Grante
quest for authority to reduce ho
operation during the months o
1952 through
sign-off
at 6:00August
p.m. 1952.
CST. in or'
Granted Mod. CP
WHIZ CP toZanesvllle,
Ohio in— th,
G
mod.
make changes
system; cond.
KGMS Sacramento, Calif.— G
mod. CP to change type tran,extend
com'
dates to commencement
5-5-52 and 11-5-52,andrespec
cond.
Extend Completion Dates j.
KWPC-FM Muscatine, Iowa— O
mod. CP for extension of com
date to 5-1-52.
Following
granted mod.
tension
of completion
datesCP'sas J
WEHS Chicago to 9-11-52;
Camden, N. J., to 8-27-52;
Waterburv, Conn., to 8-15-52;
WNEW New York to 9-15-52; C(
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Comr. Robert F. Jone
KROY
Sacramento, Calif.
petition for dismissal without
udice its application.
KLCN to Blytheville,
Ark.— i
petition
amend its applical
delete all reference to its requ
nighttime
moved
from operation;
hearing. applicati
By Hearing
Examiner
James
D. Cunningham
KURV Edinburg, Tex.— On C
sion's own motion, hearing in p:
ing re KURV, presently schedu
March 13. continued until furthe
Granted petition of KURV to
interference
the "toproposed
its applicationfrom
so as
elimin
tion to Station XEON in acc(
with paragraph 3 (c) of the C
sion's Order of October 25,
Ordered
that hearing in pro
ton. commence
will
March 13 in W^
KJEF Jennings, La. — Granted
of KJEF tosupplied
amend inengineerir
heretofore
suppor
application.
By
Hearing Examiner Basil P.
Radio Lakewood Inc., Lai
Ohio — Ordered that hearing
plication of Radio Lakewood
held on April 28 at 10 a.m. in
ington. Further ordered th
hearing conference to discuss
and simplification
be
March
24 at 10 a.m.thereof
in Washin;
By Hearing Examiner Fanney N
Azalea Bcstg. Co., Mobile,
Ordered that hearing in procedl
Azalea Bcstg. be scheduled for
March 28, Washington.
WOL Washington, D. C.
petition for continuance of heP
proceeding re its application
newal of license of synch £
Silver Spring, Md., from Marc.
June 9 in Washington.
By Hearing Examiner J. D.
Chief, FCC Best. Bureau —
petition for extension of time

DIRECTORY

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
STerling 3626

COMMERCIAL RADI
MONITORING COMP/!
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUR
Eniiiiiccr on duty all iiinlit every
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037 Kansas Ci

• TOWERS •
AM • FM • TV •
Comfi»te /lufa/Zafrons
TOWER SALES & ERECTING CO.
6100 N. E. Columbia Blvd.
Partland 11, Oregon
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JANSKY & BAILEY
icutive Offices
National Press Building
l^es and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Iihington, D. C.
ADams 2414
Member AFCCE *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press BIdg., Wash. 4, D. C.

>nmercial Radio Equip. Co.
Verett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
SRNATIONAL BLDG. Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
9. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

A. D. RING & CO.

There it no substitute for experience

26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE •

GILLETT & BERGOUIST
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

*raven, Lohnes & Culver
JNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C
Member AFCCE *

MclNTOSH & INGLIS
1216 WYATT BLDG.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Metropolitan 4477
Member AFCCE *

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
ID BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE •

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Fermerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
15th St., N. W.
REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

igistered Professional Engineer"
G St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.
,1
tOBERT L. HAMMETT
-:ONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
0 BANKERS INVESTMENT BLDG.
AN FRANCISCO 2, CALIFORNIA
SUTTER 1-7545
jifile proposed findings of fact and
"isions
law re
. SouthofBend,
Ind.,application
for renewalof
;nse and for transfer of control.
j^aring Examiner Fanney N. Lltvin
tf, FCC Best. Bureau — Granted
')n10 for
extension
of time
to March
12 within
whichfromto
oposed findings of fact and con■ns in proceedings re applications
"OD Toledo, Ohio.
:h 1 1 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED
FOR FILING
TV— Ch. 4
Kin Amusement Co., Beaumont,
-AMENDED application new TV
(1with
to change
fromkwCh.vis.,
10 14.2
(192-198
ERP 28.4
kw
ADCASTING

Telephone District 1205
Member AFCCE *

—Established 1926—

GEORGE C. DAVIS

PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J. MO. 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.

501-514 Munsey BIdg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

RUSSELL
1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.

P. MAY
Kellogg BIdg.
REpublic 3984

Member AFCCE '

1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE *

CREUTZ

319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Consulting Radio Engineers
Quarter Century
Professional Ex-perience
Radio-TelevisionEiectronics-Comnnunicatlons
1833 M St.. N. W., Wash. 6, D. C.
Executive 1230 — Executive SS51
(Nights-holidays, Loclcwood 5-1819)
Member AFCCE *

JOHN

B. HEFFELFINGER

815 E. 83rd St.

Hilond 7010

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

aur., to Ch. 4 (66-72 mc), with ERP
100 kw vis., 50 kw aur.; change studio
and trans, locations, type of ant., etc.
Modification of CP
WFMT
(FM) Oak
111.— Mod.
CP, as reinstated,
with Park,
authorized
new
FM station, for extension of completion
date.
WSB-TV Atlanta, Ga.— Mod. CP, as
mod., tion,which
authorized
new TV date
stafor extension
of completion
to April 15.
License Renewal
Following
of license: stations request renewal
WOOFage, Alaska,
Dothan,
Ala., Magnolia.
KFQD AnchorKVMA
Ark.,
KSFO San Francisco, WMRY New
Orleans, La., WRBC Jackson, Miss.,
WKRC Cincinnati, Ohio, WIP Phila• Telecasting

Member AFCCE '
GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner BIdg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Member AFCCE *

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

JOHN

ENGINEERS

KEAR

& KENNEDY

GUY C. HUTCHESON
p. O. Box 32
AR 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
4212 S. Buckner Blvd. 4742 W. RufFner
Member AFCCE *
A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

ROBERT

M. SILLIMAN

1011 New Hampshire Ave., N. W.
Republic 6646
Washington 7, D. C.

WILLIAM

E. BENNS, JR.

Consulting Radio Engineer
3738 Kanawha St., N.W., Wash., D. C.
Phone ORdway 8071
Box 2468 Birmingham, Ala.
Phone 6-2924

GRANT R. WRATHALL
Aptos, California
San Appointments
Francisco Seattlearranged
Salt Lakefor City
Los Angeles
Portland Phoeniz
Box 260
APTOS— 3352
Member AFCCE*
delphia, KTHT Houston, Tex., WTAR
Norfolk, Va., WWNR Beckley, W. Va.,
and KTEC (FM) Oretech, Ore.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
RETURNED following applications
for renewal of license:
WLBE
WDEC Americus,
Ga., Leesburg,
and WMIKFla.,
Middlesboro,
Ky.
March 12 Decisions . . .
COMMISSION EN BANC
Granted CP for CP
WIPR Santurce,
P. R.—
Granted
application for CP to
replace
expired
permit which authorized change in
trans, location, with same conditions
as those in original grant.
WKEI Kewanee, 111.— Granted application for CP to replace expired CP

which authorized new AM station on
1450 kc,
100 w inunl.,
with grant.
same conditions as those
original
License Renewals
KOAL Price, Utah — Granted renewal
of license for AM station for regular
WAVE-TV Louisville, Ky.— Granted
renewal of license for TV station for
period.
regular period.
Request Denied
KGIB Bremerton, Wash.— FCC in lettersionto ofKGIB
extentime todenied
remainrequest
silent, forcancelled
program test authority and warned that
application
til April 30,forat license
which will
timebeitheld
will unbe
dismissed
for
failure
of
prosecution
unless station returns to air.
(Continued on page 107)
March 17, 1952
Page 103

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted 204 per word — $2.00 minimum • Help Wanted 25^ per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 304 per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $15.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting • Telecasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing. All transcriptions, photos, etc. sent
to box snumbers
sent orat return.
owner's risk. Bkoadcasting • Teplecasting expressly repudiates any liability or responibility for their are
custody
Help Wanted
Managerial
General manager and some selling.
Experienced. Contact Robert F. Wolfe,
WFRO. Fremont, Ohio.
Salesman
Salesman. Excellent opportunity for
good salesman around 30 for 5 kw midwestern network station. Guarantee
during initial period. Good potential.
Write Box 513M, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
Wanted, topfliglit radio time salesman.
Must be able to prepare for TV sales.
Experienced only. Personal interview.
WAIM, Anderson, S. C.
Eager beaver service and salesman.
Right man will be sales manager in 60
days. Good market, good salary plus
commission. WDAD, Indiana, Penna.
Be
independent
independent
Salesman
needed with
now.an Must
have car.—
Write,
call
WTUX,
Wilmington,
Delaware.
You can get a running start in a
guaranteed market selling for a newsowned aindependent
providespaper
you with
thousand salesthat
pitches.
You'll like WUSJ, Lockport, N. Y.
Rocky Mountain Region commercial
manager; single station market; liberal
salary and bonus; wonderful recreational environment; under age 40;
capable of maintaining local club
affiliations for foreign owner. Give full
particulars regarding background. Confidential. Harvey Malott Company, 237
Madison
New York.Avenue, New York City 16,
Announcers
Key job for better than average experienced announcer with first class
ticket. Pleasant small city upper midwest. Long established net affiliate.
Low turnover. $75.00 and raises. Send
audition and facts Box 183M, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
Wanted — Combination announcer-engisalary $100.00
per station.
week — North
Central neers,major
network
Box
271M,
BROADCASTING
•
TELECASTING.
Wanted, experienced announcer-engineer for progressive southeastern
city. Announcing ability-permanency
most important. $70.00 per week and
talent shows. Send photograph and
disc first reply.
Box 296M, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
Experienced
by Rocky
Mountain
area announcer
network station.
Send
full particulars, audition record and
salary requirement first letter. Box
399M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING^
Kilowatt daytime Independent in the
Chicago area needs experienced commercial announcer for regular 40 hour
shift. Must be able to read good news
and commercial copy. Station has national reputation for promotion, employs larger than average staff and
wants only professional radio people.
We will call you if your application is
complete and you have a tape or disc
ready to ship or can come for audition.
Our offer will be based on your present
earnings. Box 445M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
New sparkle for your DJ show with
special daily material. Complete set,
$5. Box 454M, BROADCASTING •
TELECASTING.
Combination announcer-engineer, 1st
phone, needed for opening at northeastern station. This will be a permanent position for the right man, who
can handle all kinds of programs
capably. Starting salary $300 per
month. Regular pay increases. Rush
full details.
Box 504M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Regional southern NBC station desires
good versatile announcer. Splendid
opportunity.
Box 516M, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Immediate opening for strong night
announcer with network affiliate. Pay
dependent on ability. Box 536M,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Announcer and copywriter wanted for
5000
Miimeapolis-St.
Paul. watt
All station
replies inconfidential.
Box
537M,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Need a steady, reliable combination
man. Station located near Chicago.
Will start atCASTING .TELECASTING.
$60.00. Box 543M, BROADHere is a wonderful opportunity for a
disc jockey who can build an audience
and sell. We need a strong personality
who wants to live in a medium sized
midwestern city and become a part of
one oftivethe
progressive
effecradio most
operations
in theandcountry.
Send full information, tape and picture, first Cletter.
Box 546M, BROADASTING •TELECASTING.
Announcer-salesman wanted. Write
own copy. Progressive LBS affiliate
on west coast. Include references,
photo, in first air mail letter. P. O.
Box 526, Turlock, California.
Transfer to allied operation leaves
opening good. Paying chief announcers
job. Want experienced, deep voice
with newscasting ability. 6 day week
40 hours $71.20 or your option working
7 day 44 hour week $80.80. Shift starts
7 a.m. until 2 p.m. with hour off 9:30
to 10:30. Another voice on duty with
you all times. Do not telephone, apply
tape, wire or disc with detailed letter
Manager, KTFY, Brownfield, Texas.
Need experienced newsman. Excellent
pay for right man. Send full particulars
and audition with first reply to Bill
Edgar, KTRN, Wichita Falls, Texas.
Need combination announcer-engineer.
Chance to
earn extra
interested in selling.
Good money
salary. ifMail
details KWLM, Willmar, Minnesota.
Wanted, young college man to procure,
write and announce local news plus
standard newscasts. Moderate pay.
Big
opportunities.
Apply WACA,
Camden,
S. C.
Wanted, good straight announcer, top
salary plus vacation, bonus and insurance. Personal interview with experienced men only. WAIM, CBS, Anderson, S. C.
Immediate opening for experienced
staff announcer. Send disc and references. WBCK, Battle Creek, MichiWanted:
Announcer, also combo engigan.
ne r-an ouncer and combo announcersalesman. WBHF, Cartersville, Ga.
Wanted: Announcer capable of doing
disc jockey and news broadcasts. Starting salary $200 to $215. Further increases possible. Send disc and parIllinois. ticulars, or call WCNT in Centralia,
Need immediately, a combination engine r-an ouncer for network station
in finest small city on east coast. Must
be good morning man. Engineering
schedule light. Call or wire WGAI,
Elizabeth City, N. C.
Combination announcer - engineer
wanted by 1000 watt NBC affiliate
located in heart of Florida Citrus Belt.
Must be experienced in announcing
and hold first class license. William
P.
Lee, Radio Station WLAK, Lakeland,
Florida.
Combination
ed by fulltimeannouncer-engineer
Mutual affiliate in wantidea]
western N. C. city. 44 hours, top pay,
good working
vard, N. C. conditions. WPNF, Bre-

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Technical
Immediate opportunity for first phone
engineer. An NBC-ABC affiliate in
Michigan,
40-hour,
5-day
salary advances
every
six week,
months,with
by
contract. Send background and reference information first letter. Box 317M
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Immediate opening for three engineers.
Experience desired but not necessary.
Box
469M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
First phone engineer, central Penna.
network affiliate. Combined studio
transmitter operation, remote, tape and
disc recordings. Start fifty-five for
forty and get periodic raises. Box
ING. BROADCASTING . TELECAST483M,
Continuity writer. Station in midwest
would like to pay larger salary to experienced copywriter familiar with
cross section of small city businesses.
Prefer woman over thirty from midwest station. Capabilities will determine starting salary. Must be good
enough to expect at least $60.00 per
week.
Box
511M, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
Wanted — Immediate opportunity for
first phone engineer desiring control
AM and FM experience in resort section of Michigan. Experience preferred
but personal
information
most im-in
portant. Give complete
information
first INGletter.
Box
525M,
BROADCAST. TELECASTING.
Chief engineer for New England daytime station. Excellent opportunity and
workingsiredconditions.
State salary de- .
Box 538M, BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
First phone operator, no announcing.
Experience not required. Starting
salary $60 for 40 hours. Midwest, 250
watter.
Box 539M, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
Chief engineer to take complete charge
of midwest 5 kw directional. Excellent
salary plus bonus. TV application
filed. Send full particulars. Only
Qualified engineers apply. Box 545M,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Wanted,cense,operator
with first class
experience unnecessary,
KALT,liAtlanta, "Texas.
Control operator, first class license.
$55 a week to start. Send photo,
references to KBIX, Muskogee, Oklahoma.
Need radio transmitter operator with
first class license. Permanent position.
KFRO, Longview, Texas.
First class license holder. Good pay,
and working conditions. Write KOVC,
Valley City, North Dakota.
50,000 watt RCA transmitter engineer
needed for operation and maintenance.
KRVN, Lexington, Nebraska.
Transmitter engineer at KOPR, Butte,
Cooney.
Montana.
Car necessary. Contact Ed
Immediate opening engineer with first
phone license or combination man.
Apply WACA, Camden, S. C.
First classgineer,
engineer
announcer-enimmediate or
opening,
WBHP,
Huntsville. Alabama.
Engineer needed. Send information to
WBIP, Booneville, Mississippi.
Progressive station in friendly community has openings
engineering, Send
announcing, and copy indepartments.
full information first letter. WDEC,
Americus, Georgia.
First class engineer-operator needed
immediately for fulltime station.
WFAH, Alliance, Ohio.

Help Wanted (Cont'dj
Engineer wanted. No experience i
sary. Good pay. Great opportuni
right man. Apply WFLB, Fayetti
North
swered. Carolina. All application
Need first phone combo operate
nouncer. Ideal conditions. W
Gettysburg, Penna.
Engineer, first class. Permaneni
ployment
where All
you new
will enjoy
and working.
equip
Good salary. Write for details,
dio Station WJER, Box 471, I
Ohio.
at
WJMS,
Ironwood,
Michigan,
Wanted
: Opening
for first
class opi"
salary desired.
Experienced engineer with annou
ability. $75.00 weekly to start for
man. Job open now. Forwarc
details
to Lester
Jacksonville,
N. C. L. Gould, V
First class operator: No expe;
necessary. Salary $240.00 per n
opportunity to make up to $150.C
tra per month servicing TV and
sets during and after hours. N
nounclng or remotes. Immediate
ing. Contact WKBI, St. Marys, F
Wanted, operator to replace man;
ping up60 todollars
chief's for
job 40
at anothe:
tion.
hour
Liberal sick leave policy. V,
Kingsport, Tenn.
Wanted — Engineer, first phone, e:
ence unnecessary, WLOK. Lima
First class engineer. No exper
Virginia network station. Contac
L. Hart, WLPM, Suffolk, Va.
First phone engineer-announcer r,
immediately by WMOG, Brun
Operator with first class license,
Ga.
mitter only. WNXT, Portsmouth
Help wanted: First class eng
Complete details first letter. V
Rhinelander, Wisconsin.
Have immediate opening for tw
class phone operators, experienc
necessary, must have car. $50.(
forty hour week, overtime. C
W. A. Pritchett, C. E., Radio S
WOLS. Florence, S. C.
Engineer, 1st phone, experience i
essary, permanent, $50.00 forty
overtime, car required. WPAG
Arbor, Michigan.
Washington, D. C. area. Need
mitter engineer, first phone am
Experience preferred. WPIK, A
dria, Virginia.
Engineer needed, no experience
sary, immediate opening. WREL
ington, Virginia.
Experienced transmitter enginee:
could qualify as chief. Imm
opening. Excellent opportunity, V
Stamford, Conn.
Immediate opening for first
operator.
pleasant
combination Permanent,
work. Western
York's newest and most modern
WUSJ, Lockport, N. Y.
Wanted immediately, licensed
neer-announcer.
WWNS, State
Georgia.
Production-Programming, 0
Creative, experienced idea ma
sales promotion and merchat
job,
Michigan Give
network
Fine central
opportunity.
expei/Si
salary required,
phot<
letter.
Box 425M,references,
BROADCAST
TELECASTING.
Writer - Researcher for fast - gi
radio/TV New York City adve;
trade magazine. Good berth ff
perienced magazine writer who
State qualifications, salary. Box
BROADCASTING • TELECASTII
Wanted
— Woman
copywriter*, .
fic. Include
sampleforcommercials,
experience, personal details, ir
air
mail reply. P. O. Box 526, Tv
California.
Continuity writer — independent
west
station,
nee(
wire new
ideas,live
fine market,
opportunity,
Kansas.
announcing — KJCK, Junction

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
igram
experienced
b on director,
independent
station, prefermale,
fte, wire or phone Manager, KNUJ,
iv Ulm, Minnesota.
imted — Program director for 1000 watt
'versity educational station. Idea
p.(e with
creative
abilities
experiin script
writing
and and
production,
iure married man preferred, midfetern background, college degree,
p enjoys
stuLts.
Some working
teaching with
dutiescollege
required,
ltd disc, script and complete inforjiion to KUSD, Vermillion, South
-jSota.
_
kited, experienced secretary for stall manager. Contact Allen Wannaker. WGTM, Wilson. N. C.
^
Iman's
director,
-r established
showsexperienced,
and create take
own
women and children. Independent
ar channel
station
widelead
audience.
Write,withwirelarge
or phone
, pager, KNUJ, New Ulm. Minn.
^ted — Production director for 1000
tt university educational station,
^^ition
experience
in produc:ii
and requires
script writing,
announcing
and
^ervision of student staff. College
■ Tee with midwestern background,
.pwledge of all types of music de-ible. Send disc, scripts and complete
.ormation to KUSD, Vermillion,
iith Dakota.
Television
Salesmen
-le
salesman
television outfit.
station TVin
Theast. Old for
established
lerience desirable but not necessary.
N ou're
radio and
or newspaper
ii
who athinks
will work salesdiliitly you can sell TV. Character and
erences must be tops to be member
our staff. If interested please give
.iplete history of yourself and your
;stantexperience.
detail
imto us. We Every
want the
manis who
-its to work with us and become a
jzen of our fine and growing city.
'cellent
climate, schools,
churches,
tural atmosphere,
college.
$100
skly and commission. We want our
" cuntSend
executives
to make Box
$6500528M,
and
small photo.
OADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Technical
station has opening for technician_ rator. Knowledge TV fundamentals
sntial. Experience not necessary.
|:rte Box 334M, BROADCASTING .
.RECASTING, enclosing photo, state
limum salary requirement.
'
Situations Wanted
Managerial
neral - commercial manager must
rifice good job because climate adtely affects health of his family.
■:tor recommends return to southern
3tion.
15 years'
experience in Box
ad-iistration,
sales, programming.
M, BROADCASTING • TELECAST-

leral manager, available, 18 years
erience, sober family man, top rec, will invest. Box 440M, BROAD5TING ■ TELECASTING.
nmercial manager, expert inde.dent local sales, major metropolitan
rket. Ten years experience. Young,
ressive. Box 541M, BROADCAST, J • TELECASTING.
•leral-commercial manager. Over 20
rs experience, 2 years of television,
liable of handling management, sales
programming. Best of reference.
,: 544M, BROADCASTING . TELESTING^
Salesmen
j tired of waiting for opportunity to
i'ck — My story: Advertising gal, with
J's
knowhow
ideas, potential
gunning forin
^ with
strongandearning
•s
and/or
promotion.
io time selling, publicity, Experience:
promotion,
i: 518M, BROADCASTING . TELE■5TING.
iSs manager must sacrifice good payposition because damp climate ad3e to health of family. 18 years exi'ience
and production.
Top ref(aces. sales
In fairness
to present
emt'ers
need
30
days
notice.
Box
DADCASTING ■ TELECASTING.519M,
Announcers
Ttscaster,
play-by-play.
All sports
jears experience.
Also newscastlng
! special events. Married, family,
\Mitt exempt. Employed sports direc■ I east. Air checks hockev, basket■ ii. Salary plus talent. Box 313M,
■ DADCASTING . TELECASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd.)
Combo man, 1 year experience, would
like position in Michigan. 25, vet. deferred, experience in play-by-play in
baseball and football. Available May
1. Box 439M, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
Sportscaster, baseball, football. Boxing a speciality. 2 years experience.
Single.
Box 478M, BROADCASTING •
TELECASTING.
Recent SRT graduate desires staff position. Midwest preferred. Box 479M,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Experience, six years all phases announcing, pop and hillbilly jockey,
action baseball. Box 481M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Versatile combination announcer-engineer available for west coast stations.
10 years experience. Box 482M,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Versatile announcer, two years diversified experience, promotion and sales
background. Married, 28. draft exempt
veteran. Box 492M, BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Gal, pleasing personality, college in
foods, attended television, radio broadcasting school. Have air time on New
York station. Can announce, write
commercial. Box 494M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
On air salesman who understands people, music, sponsors and all phases
radio. Salary high, but so is quality
of
work.
Box 496M, BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Experienced baseball (AAA) announcer
with 1st phone available after March
22nd, also have good gossipy DJ show,
past PM with net recommendations.
Prefer Oregon, Washington or California. Write or wire Box 499M,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Deejay,
"straight"
disc,
staff
shows,four
wantsyears
hiUbilly
deejay show
with live performances occasionally.
Sing, play guitar, steel guitar. Phone
license, early show from transmitter.
Veteran, 27, college, car. Box 501M,
BROADCASTING « TELECASTING.
Desire staff with independent station.
Graduate of School of Radio Technique,
Chicago. Disc jockey, newscasts, interview shows and script writing. Box
502M,
ING. BROADCASTING . TELECASTEx-professional baseball player presently employed 250 watt desires playby-play sports. Box 503M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Anno-eng,
phone,Good
4 years
experience, 3 as1stchief.
commercial
voice. College graduate. Excellent engineering background. Programming
experience. Would also consider TV.
Box
506M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING^
Versatility is my big selling point!
Sportscaster, disc jockey, staff aU for
the priceferred.ofBox 507M,
one. Eastern
states pre- .
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Announcer — Excellent selling voice. 3
years experience. News, commercials,
disc shows, quiz shows. Resume, disc,
photo upon request. Box 510M,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Sportscaster, strong play-by-play,
major college football and basketball,
baseball live or recreation. Network
experience. Desire full sports schedule
with sales. Proven results. Tapes
available. Box 517M, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Sportscaster, staff — Top grade, play-byplay all sports,
news,employed,
three years
experience, network
college
graduate, highest references, tape
available. Box 520M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Experienced disc jockey with or without own nouncer
show.
ThreePrefer
years east.
staff Box
anall phases.
522M,
BROADCASTING
.
TELECASTING^
Five uninterrupted years behind microProven minimum.
sales. Versatile.
Relaxed phones.
style. $65
Box 523M,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Announcer-engineer — either — both. 3
years experience. Exempt-family. Prefer vicinity N.Y.C. Box 526M, BROADCASTING ' TELECASTING.
Capable
engineer
— excellent
30,
college,
family.
West. announcer,
Box 529M,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Midwest — Sales and sales promotion
man
in energetic
wants Radio
fulltime sales
challenge.thirties
No travel.
copy
and
visual
layout
experience.
Know retailing. Programming and
mikeside experience. For personal brief
Box
530M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd.)
Navy legevet,
29, single.
2 years
colon allagephases
of radio.
Desires
staff'.
Box
535M,
BROADCASTING
.
TELECASTING.
Newscaster, DJ, announcer. Chicago
experienced. Avers, 3915 Grenshaw,
Chicago. Haymarket 1-8039.
Mature top commercial announcer, 5
years versatile experience. Superior
voice,
technique. Competent all phases.
8-1681.
Offers? Mike Fidler, Chicago. Irving
Announcer-newscaster, 250-5 kw experience. 25, college graduate, veteran,
available immediately. W. A. Nelson,
901 35th St., Rock Island, 111.
Announcer; married, draft exempt, college background, SRT grad. Experiindie.
ville. ence
111.withTel.
609. E. Sheaffer, BensenBeginning announcer. Some experience.
Willing to travel. For details write
Don Windsor, 2908 W. St. Paul St.,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
Announcer-disc jockey-sportscaster. All
sports play-by-play. Married, one child.
Three years experience. Settled and
looking for right spot to settle down.
Can start immediately. Disc and/or
tape on request. Write Ted Work, 215
Cromwell Terrace, N.E., Washington,
D. C. Phone Columbia 8322.
Technical
Chief engineer, 20 years experience,
7 as chief,
three stations 1 to 50construction
kw, six yearsof experience
in directionals, prefer west half of U. S.
Box
422M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Chief engineer, twenty years experience including construction three new
stations. References, family. Box 430M,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Studio engineer, young veteran, married, one year experience. New York
area INGonly.
Box 459M, BROADCAST• TELECASTING.
1st phone. No experience. 2 years
experiencecar.radio-TV
field.willing
Vet 27,
married,
Dependable,
to
learn. Knowledge of Spanish and
photography.
Box 500M. BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
Radio operator 1st class license. No experience. Radio-TV graduate. Single,
draft exempt. Will travel. Box 508M,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
First phone
experience.
TVradio
school license,
graduate.no Willing
to travel.
Draft exempt.
Box
509M,
BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
Combination man — plenty experience,
including chief. Permanent ArkansasLouisiana
area only.
agricultural community.
$80.00 Prefer
minimum.
Box
515M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Xmitter operator, 1st phone, IV2 years
exp. AM-FM-TV. Available now. Box
532M. BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
3 years experience. Announcer, copy,
program director 5000 watt net affiliate,
1st phone license, now chief engineer
1000 watt. All-round man. Finest references. Box 533M, BRAOADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Chief 250, 2V2
Radio-TV
tech,
engineering
grad.years.
Limited
announcing
experience. $75. South. Box 540M,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Chief engineer or staff engineer, 20
years tion,
experience
operaavailable at construction,
once. Philadelphia,
New York area. John Bennis, 609 Concord Circle, Trenton, New Jersey.
First phone, veteran, car, commercial
and amateur experience. East or west.
Available immediately. I. Sinofsky,
5638V, Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 38,
Calif.
Experienced
one Available
and five kilowatts,
remotes, FM, etc.
immediately.
Stan Thatcher, 318 Roosevelt, Fresno 1,
Calif.
Production-Programming, Others
Capable announcer, producer, writer.
PD of educational FM station, 1 year.
College instructor of radio, 1 year.
Variety reviews. Draft exempt. Box
493M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING, f

Situations Wanted (Cont'd.)
Program director or news editor. Presentlyprogressive
heads 3-manstation
news emphasizing
staff. Desires
news. Top casting.
experience
all
phases
broadBox 497M, BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
News director
— Special
events,
mentaries,
newstapes. Top
local docunews
reporting. ground.
Extensive
radio-news
backNARND member.
Available
May 1st. Box 505M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Continuity writer — 2 years experience.
Young, single, draft exempt. Locate
near metropolitan center. Box 514M,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
News editor eastern regional. Seeks
advancement. Newscaster, reporter,
newspaper
background. NARND. Box
ING. BROADCASTING
524M,
. TELECASTProgram director — 3 years experience.
Universitynouncer.
graduate,
versatile
anSports. Veteran.
Presently
employed.
Disc
and
references
on
request. Travel anywhere. Box 527M,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Money maker — audience builder. Fresh,
unique husband and wife show ideal for
metropolitan radio, TV, agencies.
Original, different approach. Highly
adaptable variety, DJ. Domestic humor,
informality, solid selling necessitate
sponsor
waiting
success.
Let ratings,
air list.
checksSure-fire
convince
you.
Box
542M,
BROADCASTING
•
TELECASTING.
Nationally known hillbilly folk singer,
blues yodeler available for radio; any
location. Many years experience. Consider
sustaining. Carson, 58 Delaware,selfDetroit.
Television
Managerial
Thoroughly
experienced
all phases
AMTV.
Presently
major
network
station. Desire with
opportunity
to help
build and take over AM or TV operation. Can show many time and money
saving proven plans. Will be at NARTB
Convention.
Box 491M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
For Sale
Ground— Suitable for TV or FM
towers. 13404 square feet. Located
near Uptown Theatre. Box 512M,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Stations
Southwest. 250 watts. Well equipped.
ING^
$2500
month. $35,000. Terms. Box
490M, BROADCASTING • TELECASTWestern station. Independents and
affiliates. All prices. Jack L. StoU &
Associates, 4958 Melrose Ave., Los Angeles 29, Calif.
Equipment,
etc. transmitter
For sale: One
RCA 50 kw
type 5A-50 B. Has been modified to
keep pace with the rigid requirements
of the FCC
the present
broadcastinginstandards.
Is stilldayoperating
20 hours per day. If in need of well
maintained, high power radio transmitter, thisYouris inspection
your chance solicited.
to get a barING^
gain.
Box
347M. BROADCASTING . TELECASTTower, American Bridge 200 ft. selfsupporting,
heavy.shipment.
Dismantled,$3000.00.
ready
for immediate
Box
498M,
BROADCASTING
.
TELECASTING.
Gates 250 watt transmitter, new 1949.
KCNI, Broken Bow, Nebraska.
Threeline
traffic
schedule
4',
100
capacity
plusboards,
special4'toby
typewriter.
Good package,
priced
sell.
WCOL, Columbus, Ohio.
For sale — Ampex 400, portable case.
SC 4-3166.
Factory
reconditioned, $695. H. Gravis.
186 Riverside Drive, New York 24, N. Y.
R. G. modulation monitor as is $75.00.
2port.
W.E.Miss.
pickup hook arms and filters,
good shape; make offer. WGCM. GulfPriced for quick sale — Crouse-Hines
lighting
(threeOneCAA-A3
Used
two kityears.
hundredunits).
foot
101 Wincharger tower. No base section. One GE-250 watt FM transmitter
with monitor, priced low. Several
hundred feet Ts inch Andrews coaxial
cable. Also ?8 inch coaxial. Radio
StationN. WISE,
100 College St., Asheville,
C.

Wanted to Buy

Situations Wanted

Equipment, etc.
Wanted; 1 kw AM transmitter, Antenna
tuning unit, flasher and photoelectric
control. Box 805L, BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
RCA turntable model 70-C or 70-D.
Please state price and type pickup and
filter. Box 461M, BROADCASTING •
TELECASTING.
Wanted, 250 watt AM transmitter in
good condition. Box 531M, BROADCASTING •TELECASTING.
Wanted, used Minitape Recorder. Send
inquiries to Post Office Box 608, Ann
Arbor. Michigan.
Progar amplifier (Langevin), state
price, condition and number months
used. KFEL, Albany Hotel. Denver.
Wanted— RCA 9-AX rack light umbergrey. Good
condition
WCOL,
Columbus.
Ohio.— Quote price.
Wanted — Collins 37M4 FM ring antenna
mounted
on SVs" N.line.
WDNC, Durham,
C. Chief Engineer,
Wanted — FM frequency modulation
monitor. Prefer Hewlett-Packard 335-B.
State condition, type and price. WDSC,
Dillon, S. C.

Managerial

Wanted, about 800 ft. l^'s transmission
line, tion
alsomonitors.
FM frequency
and Engineer,
modulaContact Chief
WPFB, Middletown, Ohio.
Miscellaneous
Be a combination man. Improve your
earning power and security. FCC first
phone tion.
in 6Grantham
weeks.Radio
WriteLicense
for informaSchool,
706 North Wilcox, Hollywood, Calif.
Help Wanted
Television

Employment Service
EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
for competent managers, commercial managers, program
directors, chief engineers,
disc jockeys. Reliable, confidential, nation-wide service.
Send for full information today.
HOWAKD S. Frazibb
TV & Radio Management Consultants
728 Bond BIdg., Washington 5, D. C.
POSITIONS FUeQUENTLY AVAILABLE
as
Engineers
Announcers
Program
Directors FORMS
WRITE FOR PLACEMENT
Edward C. Lobdell Associates
17 East 48 Street, New York 17, N. Y.

Salesmen
Sales Promotion Man
wanted
for major
television station.
Must Eastern
have solid
AM
background. College preferred.
Knowledge sales promotion, advertising, statistics, market analysis, etc., a must. Salary in
excess $6000. Send personal data
and late photograph to Box 521M,
BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING.
Miscellaneous
TV

WE HATE TO LOSE HIM . . .
but this young man has decided to return
to radio after nearly a year as AE in our
advertising agency in the Deep South. He
is 35 — aggressive, personable and capable.
doesn't needexperienced,
my recommendation
asHe hereally
is thoroughly
with the
necessary know-how to spark a prolific
number of saleable ideas and has proven
himself in radio sales and management
prior to joining us! Location in the South
or Southwest preferred. He's interested in
a Job as manager or sales manager — sales
if the situation presents a real opportunity— and a personal interview would be
necessary.
Replies will be received by his present
employer and will be treated confidentially
if requested on the envelope. Box 447M,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.

APPLICANTS

Substantial financing can be arranged for new VHF and UHF stations in markets ranging from 50,000
to 250.000. Write full details first
letter.
Box 464M,
BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING

Major
Southern

To Judge Contest
TED MALONE, netw^ork radio raconteur and poet, will serve as a
judge in the sixth annual writing
contest sponsored by the Hospitalized Veterans Writing Project, a
volunteer group cooperating with
the Recreation Service of the Veterans Administration. Mr. Malone
will give personal comments on the
most promising poetry entries received. Veteran patients may enter
any of 14 contest divisions by April,
competing for cash awards totaling
over $1,000 and other prizes. Editors of This Week, Reader's Digest
and authors will serve as judges
in other categories.

Market
Indepeiicleitt

SAWYER

LUNCH

Honors Business Aides
BUSINESSMEN who have performed the role of "dollar-a-yearmen" with government agencies in
the
current
emergency were feted
day.
in Washington, D. C, last WednesNearly 200 industry executives
were honored at a Mayflower Hotel
luncheon by Commerce Secretary
Charles W. Sawyer and presented
with "certificates of service" for
contributing their "time, talent and
energy" to the mobilization proTechnically, the designation is
"WOC"
gram. referring to industry executives who serve "without compensation" as contrasted to the
dollar-a-year-men of World War
II. Many of them have since served
their tenure (anywhere from six to
12 months) and returned to private
industry.
Among 188 businessmen receivKFEQ SPORTS
Uses Partisan Announcers

experienced
taFf"
upon
which wemanagement
can draw agai
in time of great emergency,"
declared. BAC recruits execul
talent for government posts
"The willingness of you gen
men to come to Washington
personal sacrifice ... to help y
country increase its strength i
tribute to the patriotism of An
ican business," Mr. Sawyer
serted.
DPA
Administrator Mar
Fleischmann and NPA Admi
trator Henry H. Fowler joi II
with BAC
Chairman Robert
Stevens in praising the services
the businessmen.
Other industry leaders honojlj
with certificates included:
James H. Crawford.
Carl Ip* U
Harrv
JamesWhite
Williams,
GerP i;
Electric;Robb,
Luther
Hill, Caro^
fiti
Telephone & Telegraph Co.; Glen ' asiH
land.
Pacific
Telephone
&
TelegiJ
Co.: Robert E. Johnson. Western F ahs
trie Co.; Murrice O. Porter Jr., G
eral Cable Corp.; Charles E. Wami
American Telephone & Telegraph
Robert
Automatic
trie
Co.. E.whoWilliams,
just resigned
as chie,1*
NPA's Communications Div. ' Sn

called the touching
plays with
comment,
each "editorial"
other on
the shoulder for pickups.

Canadian

• IVcgoiiation.s • Financing

BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY
HADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPEK BROKERS
SAN FRANCISCO
CHICAGO
IVASHINGTON, D. C.
James W. Blackburn
Lester M. Smltb
Ray V. Hamilton
Tribune Tower
Washington BIdg.
235 Montgomery St.
Exbroolc 2-5672
Delaware 7-275.5-6
Sterling 4341-J
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andMr.theSawyer
councillauded
alike "WOC"
for cooper
tion in the defense program
government has been very foi
nate in establishing a stockpile

COMPETITION and partisanship
are the lifeblood of American sports
— so why not introduce this element
into the broadcasting of athletic
events? That question was asked
and answered by KFEQ St. Joseph,
Mo., which claims it made radio
history with the innovation.
The station assigned its sports
director. Bob Russell, and Tom
Reno, a student, to handle descriptions of a basketball game between
William Jewell College, Liberty,
Mo., and Missouri Valley College,
Marshall, Mo., two traditional
rivals.
"The problem posed in the experiment was to see whether partisan announcers could more nearly
catch the spirit of the game and at
the same time overcome the difficulties of the sudden change of the
possession of the ball during a fast
basketball
KFEQof said.
Athletic game,"
directors
the two
schools reported the experiment a
success and felt the rough spots
could be ironed out with other attempts. Mr. Russell was the "partisan" for Missouri Valley and Mr.
Reno for William Jewell. Each

Located in one of the large and growing southern markets, this
independent facility is showing good increases in volume and profits
in a TV market. This is an ideal operation for an individual or
partners who want to operate a good broadcasting property and
enjoy ideal living conditions.
Appraisals

ing certificates from either the ]!
fense Production Administration
National
Production Author
were these executives:
E. T. Morris Jr., Westinghouse ET
trie Corp., Baltimore, Md., fori
chairman of DPA's Electronics Pro
tion
Board
and chief
NPA's WaEl
ironies
Division;
W. ofWalter
RCA Camden, N. J., former DPA el
tronics specialist; James A. Milli
RCA Service Co., who succeeded
Morris in his twin posts; Edwin
Gibson. General Foods Corp., fori
DPA consultant; and William He
Harrison. International Telephone
Telegraph Corp., former DPA ,!|H
ministrator.
Occasion for the awards was
luncheon kicking off a two-(
meeting of the Commerce Dep
Business Advisory Council, c(
prising top industry leaders \
consult periodically with Secret;
Sawyer on mobilization problen
Among those leaders serving
the council are Ralph Cordii
president, and Philip D. R(
board chairman, respectively, Gl
eral Electric Co., and Gwilym
Price,
Westingho]
Electric president,
Corp

Messrs. Reno (I) and Russell divide
announcing chores for KFEQ basketball broadcast.

Script Priz€i|^

PRIZE of $100 is being offered
the Canadian Women's Press C
for the best radio script dea
with a reported news event i. a
since July 1, 1951, to any rf_ .
script writers living in Canada, .'
a year prior to the date of
broadcast of the news script. T-|«.
is the club's annual memo,
award competition. Entries n
be submitted to Mrs. Marj
McEnaney,
Canadian Broadc
ing Corp., 354 Jarvis St., Toro
by June 30. Judges are J
Saint-Georges, CBC press and
formation supervisor at Montrt
Marjorie McEnaney, CBC,
ronto; and Fred Laight, CK

Regina.
BROADCASTING

• Teiccasti

pocket Actions . . .
FINAL DECISION

(iwiKY Evansville, Ind.— FCC denied

ELECTRONIC
PAMS
Chicago Showing Opens

£00
rAlinflllll
II
I II I 11
rijll
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V\t^^^^^jl^^
parts Show,
Electronics
K^Mli.<
rr.^l^eX''eiol
rjith
DA-2. Decision March %!\lT^'^^^^^^
13.
^'^B
vT
which starts
today (Monday) m
d^y^- expected
f^^'^^f^
If
^^'o"**' Transfers. Changes,
^^
""^""f
.wliich. looked
IFCC stayed
effectiveness
initial
» » Afplicathns
rr
attract a registration
of 9,000
Ln.
pcision
toward ofgrant
of
_____
______
nprtjnnq
Tn
nrfHitinn
tn
plnhnrntp
eiaoorate
to
aaaition
in
persons,
-^-^
'^-*-^-**.'^-^'^-^'**'*-^-.^^^-'^■^'^''■ii.'^-^-^'^-ii.
''''-'''■'''■'■'■'■''.■''''^
Co.
Bcstg.
Brazosport
of
pplication
jr
1490 kc, 250 w, fuiitime, at Free- ■
exhibitions by 204 companies, the
summary through march
SCOTG
L^ DOX
lriV'Bktrn"''Ro'u™
lihich
seeks to vacate initial decision,

of semiinclude a series
will conferences
«how and
13 nars
on sales,
dis-

CPs pfn^d'l'n^g Hei?ing
On Air Licensed
teVnre?c.'"oVe^rM^?ch?r^
220
318
94
2,336 2,316
AM stations
i
don-Docket Actions ...
iif^nli!
^I?
I?
.J
'
nRA^T
(Also see Actions of the FCC, page 102)
Radio
Pocaiiontas
rk.— Granted 97.7 mcInc.,
(Ch.Pocahontas,
249), ERP

tribution, management, finance, inventory and priority problems.
^^^w president, Charles A. Hansen, will open the exhibition this
morning With a ribbon-cuttmg ceremony at the Conrad Hilton Hotel.
He ^1^0 will serve as a representa-

'a^^'^oft'^^^Vocf^^T^^^^S^^'^^^'tS^r^
Granted March as11. and San AM
Antonio.
Filed March 13. , ° If TsLnaTed\he
week as
designated the w'eek'as
APPLICATIONS
Ohio-Granted
Defiance,
WONW "''"nations.
$5,000. P"--l
station)
(for FM
far revenue
irantee
is licensee
of KPOC
Pocahonsignment
of license from Defiance
i„ m„ h7 ii- ™ m
• . Electronics Week in Chicago. The
U Granted March 12
Bryan Paulding Bcstg. Co. to Tri State Boonville, Mo.— William R. Tednck, , ,
. ii i. i
i .v^is. uranted
Marcn GRANTS
li.
Hcltg.or Co.
No actual
changeMarch
of owner1370 kc, 1 cost
kw, $14,265,
daytime.firstEstimated
con- annual
TRANSFER
sliip
control.
Granted
11. struction
year operatevening banquet will take place this
•iWXNX RockvUle, Md.— Granted vol- WPAZ Pottstown, Pa.— Granted as- „„^°s* ^^^^'O"*- year revenue JacK
To„i, A.
A t}«..w,„v,
^-e
IS cnairman 01
uerman ie.
assignment of license and CP signment of Ucense from partnership to $60,000. Mr. Tednck is vice president,
lataryUnited
lom
Bcstg. Co. to Montgomery corporation. No actual change of own.?l?'*^Ser and 25% owner of the educational program committee
iountv Bcstg. Co. Transfer is to sub- ership or control. Granted March 11. WOKZ-AM-FM Alton, 111. Filed March
.,, ^^^^
-^^^ cow,;^,^,.^
:)dlary corporation; no actual change of WLEW Bad Axe, Mich.— Granted as- (This item is in lieu of application ana will open tne various seminars
liivnership or control. Granted March Bcstg.
signmentCo ofto Harmon
license LeRoy
from Saginaw
i?i'„^"*'P'
^^l'-'
incorrectly
published
in
and
discussions.
Show
Stevens FCC ROUNDUP March 10.)
, ,
t> j- is msponsored
i • •
LeRoy Stevens, d/b as Hutchison, Minn. — McLeod County yearly by the KadlO - 1 elevision
Herman
and
Va.—
W.
Huntington,
WPLH-AM-FM
iranted acquisition of control by Wil- Port Huron Bcstg. Co. for $37,500. The ^^stg Co., 1260 kc, 1 kw daytime. Esti- Manufacturers Assn., the National
\m 3. Newton through purchase of Messrs. Stevens own WHLS
Port mated construction cost $19,728, year
first l^vlectronic
iria^+^^r,,-^ UlStriDUtors
nJcfv^Knf /^,.c Assn.,
Acer, +1,^
the
year operating cost $50,000, first
Granted March 12.
J. Huron,
■ii shares
Vans
and common
Charlenestock
EvansfromforFlem
$5,500.
WEDR Mich.
Birmingham, Ala. — Granted revenue $60,000. Applicant is licensee Assn.
of Electronic Parts and
Cr. Newton will cancel demand note consent to J. Leslie Doss and Leah L. St* V?OW South St. Paul, Minn., and TT'nninmpnt
MaTinfa(>tiirpr<=!
tbp
tne
ivianuiacturers,
by Mr. Evans amounting Doss to acquire positive control Magic WKLJ Sparta, Wis. Filed March 10. equipment
to him
1 ven
$12,400,
together with cancellation of City Bcstg. Co., licensee, through sale ^ Bayshore, N. Y.— Key Bcstg. System West Coast Electronic Manufacby J. E. Reynolds of 50 shares of stock Inc., 1300 kc, 250 w daytime. Estimated Ac=r, avrl +V,o Qol^c Mor,
first year oper- turers ASSn. ana tne t)aies iViancost $13,000,
construction
FCC ROUND(see March
(331/^%)
w-^^
k
.
UP,
Jan. for14).$20,750
Granted
12.
ating
cost $50,000,
first year revenue agers Club Eastern Division.
FCC AcflOnS
WTNB (WILD) Birmingham, Ala. — $60,000. Applicant is licensee of WKBS MppHno- nnrir-nvvpntlTr will \^a i-hc
I
inv.llUII3 Granted transfer of control 51% inter- Oyster Bay, N. Y., and applicant for Meeting concurrently will be the
in'}\ est from Thomas N. Beach to George 5?,^ FM station in Stamford, Conn. Radar-Radio Industries of Chicago,
//--^.w.-^,,.,^ f^,.^
^ \a (Continued
page 103) tison
a. Mattison
Jr forand$30principal
600^
Filed March
11.
• ^ •» a from .•
IS president
stocktramciti?!?
wnnvaTc
, .Sales „
^
Canadian Radio Parts
March
13
Applications
.
.
.
holder
of
Woodstock
Slag
Corp.,
BiriK/iw&tiLK
K£.(:ii;bi>xs
Representatives
of
'
_
mingham, and partner with Roy Hof- WPRS-AM-FM Paris,
111. — Voluntary Managers,
TJorUn Pavfc the
lUannf
Qr.tnvpvc QnrI tVio
Manufacturers and the
Bcstg.
Paris
control
of
acquisition
Co.,
Materials
&
Slag
Houston
in
heinz
FILING
FOR
ACCEPTED
TV— Ch. 4 (66-72 mc)
Houston, Tex. Other 49% of WTNB is Corp., Ucensee, from Harman Slutzky Audio Engineering Society.
Granted and Wayne S. Jones by A. C. Ferguson
n-o ir, owned by Mr. Hofheinz.
in»
ivTVT ^TV^ Minmi
nange
t^KF
trom
1.4a
kw
vis.,
U.M
kw
fnof stock
jsnn After
of 150 shares
sale tran<;fpr
Mr ITprp^ncnn
RADIO-Television-Recording- AdvertisJr. through
nJne%RP from 1 I? kw vl^i^n 7^ kw March 12.
ing Charities, Hollywood, campaign for
•jr.. tolOO kw vis.. 50 kw aur.; Change ^,
....
wUl hold 1 IM out of 2^^^
ans.
location
from
Everglades
Hotel.
NeW
Applications
. . .
Tt^nding
Filed Ma?chP 'lO
,.iami, to Biscayne Blvd. at 142nd St.,
1952 raised 35% more money in indusWPRA Mava^iip?
r a«cio-nt»,»«*
try for charity than in previous year,
orth Miami Beach, Fla.; change type
TV APPLICATIONS
of Ucense fromTuerti, rI^o aIv Co
ans etc.; ant. above average terrain
according to Sidney N. Strotz, presiNew Britain, Conn.-The
Conn. — The New BritBrit- to WPRA Inc. There will be increase
dent RTRA.
Bcstg. 187
Co.,
''^.,?"™'»er of shares, but all new stock
(566-572
30 (566-572
Ch.93.530
UHFvis.,Ch.
Co., UHF
Bcstg.
ain ain
Plains Radio Bests Co Amarillo mc),
ERP
aur.,
aur., will be held by present stockholders
kwterrain
93.5 kw
vis.,average
kw
187 kw
mc), ERPheight
above
ex Change acDlication f^r n^^^ antenna
of
control
from Two Rivers Bcstg. Co.
percentage
same
proportionately
in
and interest; no actual change of ownaverage terrain
antenna
ft.
Estimated
cost
cost of
to Chris Hansen, fruit grower and fruit
construction
Estimatedaboveconstruction
ft. height
867
Jf ^TfT kw 867
r
kw ;,^,rnnX^^
vi^ top^isDecifv
10.
March
Filed
$323,979,
first
year
operating
cost
$199,controL
or
farm
operator,
Charles Whitford, also
ership
$199,s 26 3 kw au^ rnkke ant chaneel $323,979,
fruit grower and fruit farm operator,
950,
year
revenue
"will
least
least WTRW Two Rivers. Wis.-Transfer
atAppli"will at
revenue
year
first
^^O, first
lei^ft'.
above ave^lgeof te?kin
:fc.; anl Modification
meet
the
operating
expenses."
and
Wendell Hansen,
CP
cant is licensee of WKNB and WFMA
of "Bertelles'
Birds," trainer-exhibitor
for $40,000 for
95% interest. Filed March 10.
1 KVNC Winslow, Ariz. — Mod. CP, (FM) New Britain, Conn. Filed March
Allocations
Supplement
hich authorized new AM station, for 11.Idaho Falls, Idaho — Idaho Radio
KFDR
Grand
Coulee,
Wash.F. — Knierim
Assignment of license from Carl
{tension of completion date.
Broadcasting • TelecastCorp.. Ch. 3 (60-66 mc), ERP 6.26 kw
WRSW Warsaw, Ind.— Mod. CP, as vis.,
to
W.
Richard
Carlson
Jr.,
general
man3.13 kw aur., antenna height above
ing will publish in complete
od., which authorized new AM staager
and secretary
of B.WCDL
Carbonon, for extension of completion date. average terrain 256 ft. Estimated condale,
Pa.,
and
Norah
Carlson,
protext the FINAL TELEVIgram director of WCDL, for $22,500.
struction cost $138,000, first year operKTRM Beaumont, Tex. — Mod. CP,
Filed March 10.
ating cost $50,000, first year revenue
SION ALLOCATIONS REhich authorized daytime power in- $50,000.
licensee
KID
WPAL Charleston, S. C. — Assignment
PORT. Subscribers will re•ease,
in DA-D,date.etc., for ex- Idaho FallsApplicant
and is 25%isowned
by Radio
of license from George Graham Weiss
nsion changes
of completion
ceive the supplement without
to Palmetto Bcstrs. Inc. Mr. Weiss will
Service
Corp.
of
Utah,
licensee
of
KSLAM-FM-TV Salt Lake City, and which,
hold 99.87% interest in new corporation
I
License Renewal
charge. Extra copies will be
in turn, Filed
owns March
60% of 11.KSUB Cedar City,
Following
and Laurens P. Moore, general manUtah.
available, as long as the
license: stations request renewal
ager of WPAL,
holdMr.0.13%
Fort Myers, Fla. — Fort Myers Bcstg.
WAUD Auburn, Ala.; Vi^BHP Huntsest.
Purpose is will
to give
Mooreinteran
supply lasts, at $3 each.
interest in station; no actual change of
Co., Ch. 11 (198-204 mc), ERP 9.77 kw
lie, Ala.: WSUN St. Petersburg. Fla.;
vis., 4.885 kw aur., antenna height
ownership or control. Filed March 13.
BLJ Dalton, Ga.: WDWD Dawson,
a.; WAYX
Waycross, Ga.; WMBS
above average
terrain
ft. Estimated construction
cost31514
$172,128,
first
'niontown. Pa.;
KTBC Austin,
year operating cost $100,000, first year
.FRS-FM
Alexander
City, Tex.;
Ala.;
revenue
$100,000.
Applicant
is
licensee
J'MAZ-FM
of WINK Fort Myers. Filed March 13.
anneapolis, Macon,
Minn. Ga.. and WTCN-TV
Lake Charles, La. — Calcasieu Bcstg.
I APPLICATIONS RETURNED
Co., Ch. 7 (174-180 mc), ERP 44.5 kw
vis., 22.25 kw aur., antenna height
Elkhorn Bcstg. Corp., Prestonburg,
aboveed construction
average terrain
ft. Estimaty.— RETURNED
to applicost 538
$196,320.62,
first
ition
for new AMamendment
station which
reoperating cost $150,000, first year
vested frequency change from 810 kc year
revenue
$150,000.
Applicant
is
licensee
flit — Published by
' 1280 kc. 1 kw, and change in ant. of KPLC Lake Charles. Filed March 13.
j-ication
WJAM Marion,
Ala.— ofRETURNED
l/p'
n
for renewal
license. ap"Pi
Another BMIParliament
Tex. — Waco
Ch.Waco,
11 (198-204
mc), Television
ERP 52 kw' Corp.,
vis.,
26 kw aur., antenna height above averagetionterrain
577 ft. first
Estimated
construccost $299,207,
year operating
Looking for Radio &
cost
$184,800,
first
year
revenue
$203,Television Technicians?
000. Applicant corporation is composed
LOVE
RCA Institutes, Inc., graduates students
of J. H. Kultgen (30%), president and
STOLEN
at regular intervals, as technicians,
(with wife) 50% stockholder of Bird
Kultgen Inc., Waco, automobile sales
operators and laboratory oids. Our
and service, R. E. Lee Glasgow (30%),
men graduate with a first class Radio-Mercury;
Telephone License. Call on us for your
president and 51% stockholder in
cords: Eddy Howard
Re
On
Southwest
Adv.
Agency
Inc.,
Waco,
technical personnel needs.
y Hill-MerWrite to: PLACEMENT MANAGER
R. K. Hanger (20%), partner in law
Guy Lombardo-Decca; Tin
ee Sunsfirm of Cantey,
Hanger,
y;. The Larks— ApoUo ; Thr
curtor
borough & Gooch,
FortJohnson,
Worth, Scarand
Vic
Texassee ofState
Inc. (20%),
licenll€AINSTmiTES,iNC
KFJZ Network
Fort Worth,
Tex., KABC
AIMServic«
*f BodiaSnsM,
Cwpwiio**
Amtftca
Wml fo»n)i
New Twhcf 14.
N. Y.
San Antonio, Tex., WACO Waco, Tex.,
and cant
KRIO
Tex.,in Fort
and Worth
applifor new McTVAllen,
stations
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Engineering Session
(Continued from page 27)
vision Equipment Design"; V. J.
Duke and K. W. Mullenger, NBC,
"Improved Television Film Reproduction"; John Roe, RCA, "A NewTelevision Camera"; R. E. Putnam, and E. H. Lederer, General
Electric Co., "A Synchro-Lite
Powered 16mm Film Projector for
Television"; R. Betts, DuMont
Labs., "A Method for Controlling
and Improving Video Signals."
Frank Marx, ABC engineering
vice president, will preside Tuesday morning. On the program are :
Walter F. Kean, consultant,
"Dynamic Measurement of Base
and Circuit Impedances in an
Operating Directional Array" ;
Norbert L. Jochen, Gates Radio
Co., "Mechanical and Electrical
Design Considerations in Speech
Input Systems of Highest Fidelity"; L. K. Findley, Collins Radio
Co., "New 5-kw and 10-kw Transmitters"; John Hilliard, chief engineer, Altec Lansing Corp., "New
Audio Consoles for AM-FM-TV."
Presiding Tuesday afternoon will
be William B. Lodge, CBS Television engineering vice president.
Mr. Lodge will introduce a film,
"Lighting for Television." The
film was produced by CBS-TV.
Afternoon speakers will be: Dr.
W. H. Doherty, Bell Telephone
Labs., "Research in Broad Band
Transmission"; Robin Compton,
associate of George C. Davis radio
and TV consulting engineers, "Construction and Operational Economics of Television Broadcasting";
F. J. Bias, General Electric Co., "A
35-kw Television Amplifier for
Channels 2-6"; M. Silver and J.
Valentine, Federal Telecommunication Labs., "Planning and Installation of the First Television Station in Argentine."
Guy as Chairman
Chairman at the Wednesday
morning conference meeting is
Raymond F. Guy, manager of radio
and allocation engineering, NBC.
A joint paper will be read by A. G.
Kandoian, R. A. Felsenheld and
W. Sichak, of Federal Telecommunication Labs. Its title is "High
Gain Loop Antenna for Television
Broadcasting." Other papers are:
Dr. George Brown, RCA, "Some
Experiments With Beam-Tilting
Transmitting Antennas for UHF
Broadcasting"; George Izenour,
Century Lighting Inc., "Electronically Controlled Studio Lighting
Switchboard"; G. Edward Hamilton, ABC, "A Grey Scale Generator."
The distributor's story will be
handled by Joe L. Pleasants, sales
vice president of Allison-Erwin
Co., Charlotte, large North Carolina distributor. William Hills,
managing director of the Electric
Institute of Washington, will tell
about the promotion campaign's
efl!'ect on the dealer.
After these four features the
theme will be "Where do we go
from here?" Discussion will be
included. Winding up the FM program will be an address by J. H.
Smith Jr., making his first convenPage 108
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STATUS
follows :

FEBRUARY BOX SCORE
of broadcast station authorizations at the FCC on Feb. 29

Total authorized
Total on the air
Licensed (all on air)
Construction permits
Total applications pending
Total
applications
hearing
Requests
for new instations
Requests to change existing facilities
Deletion of licensed stations in February
Deletion of construction permits
tion appearance as NARTB FM
director since his appointment last
autumn. Mr. Smith's topic is,
"Give David Back His Slingshot."
A "Roaring Twenties Bufi'et" is
planned Monday noon in the main
exhibition hall in the lower lobby.
Novelty features are included.
Mr. Shouse will open the convention formally following the
Monday luncheon. He will present
NARTB President Harold E.
Fellows. The brief program will
be followed by a Broadcast Advertising Bureau feature, scheduled
2-4 p.m.
An addition to the program is a
session to be programmed by the
Affiliates Committee at 4 p.m. This
committee was formed at the 1951
NARTB convention to meet the
problem of radio rate-cutting.
Program for the Engineering
Conference has been completed by
Mr. McNaughten and a program
committee. Engineering meetings
start at 9:15 a.m. Monday. An
engineering reception will be held
6-8 p.m. Monday.
Tuesday engineering meetings
open at 9:45 a.m. Engineers will
join the management delegates at
the Tuesday noon luncheon at
which Mr. Fellows will speak. A
special feature, marking the association's 30th year, is titled, "The
First 30 Years Are the Easiest."
Full morning and afternoon
meetings will be held Wednesday.
Engineers again will join management delegates for FCC Chairman
Paul A. Walker's luncheon address.
J. C

LINEk
Dies After Heart Attack
FUNERAL services were held
Thursday in Monroe, La., for J. C.
Liner, 64, owner-operator of KMLB
Monroe, who died last Tuesday after a three-day illness that followed a heart attack. During the
last few years he had suffered several other attacks.
In 1930 Mr. Liner founded
KMLB, one of the few radio stations in the state at the time. He
selected the call letters from the
motto, "Know Monroe Louisiana
Better." After two years as a daytimer KMLB went to full time regional. An FM outlet was added a
few years ago.
Mr. Liner studied business administration at Louisiana Tech.
In 1912 he started a laundry. He
had been honored by many Monroe
organizations for his civic activity.
He was a member of the Chamber
of Commerce, First Methodist
Church, Monroe Country Club, Loders. tus Club and many Masonic or-

AM
2410
2336
2316
94
1048
220
313
206
0
0

m
TV
650 108
636 108
572 93
78
15
135 613
10
8 'T83
506
IT
51
0
0
0
0

THEATRE INTEREST IN TV
Indicated in Sale of KRAM
GOOD example of serious interest
motion picture exhibitors are taking in TV is contained in an
amendment submitted last week to
the FCC by Desert Television Co.,
applicant for Channel 13 in Las
Vegas, Nev.
Amendment revealed that Huntridge Theatres Inc., Nevada theatre chain, had agreed to buy control of KRAM Las Vegas for
As part of the deal, Huntridge
$57,750.
gets 90% interest in Desert Television Co. Remaining 10% will be
held by Edward J. Jansen, president of KRAM and of Desert Television Co. Included also is a management contract for Mr. Jansen
for five years, at $12,000 per year.
Arrangements are contingent on
grant of TV station to Desert
Television Co.
Huntridge firm is owned 75%
by Mr. & Mrs. Francis D. Griffin
(Irene Dunn) and Mr. & Mrs.
Lewis (Loretta Young), and 25%
by Thomas A. Oakey, Nevada theatre builder.
Movies & TV
(Continued from page 78)
Katz] benefited from it because we
had stage shows. It gave us many
stage attractions.
I think the same thing is true as to
the compatibility of theatre and teleand television
and motion picture vision,
theatres.
...
Last summer we boolied into our
Chicago Theater, our so-called flagship, four or five very important atattractions Ithat
televisiontractions,
attractions.
willwere
mention
Martin and Lewis. I do not know
which came first, the egg or the chicken
— pictures, television, or stage shows.
We played Martin and Lewis to a
fabulous business. We played Imogene
Coca and Sid Caesar. We had played
Sid Caesar a couple of years before
for a nominal salary, maybe a few
thousand dollars a week. Last summer we played the team of them and
we paid them either $20,000 or $25,000
a week.
There is certainly an example of compatibility.
Last night we finished dinner and
I saw Red Skelton on television. I
think turehebusiness.
came . from
pic. . We thesawmotion
Bob Hope
on television. A motion picture that
is being released quite generally now,
and which is one of the two most successful box office pictures of the last
few
years,Thatis the
on
Earth."
has "Greatest
as one of Show
its male
leads Charlton Heston, who was, I
believe, just the usual type of dramatic
player in a television program.
That is why I believe there is great
compatibility. If there is any incompatibility, Ido not know of it between
the two mediums. . . .
On the use of feature films on
TV stations, he said:
I think there will be considerable
use [of feature films on TV]. I do not
know whether it will be 25, 30, or 50%.
I cannot look that far into the future.
... I think there is a place and need

Paramount Films i
(Continued from page 78)
months of 1951, expenses of $7|
063,180, profit of $9,539,988 afl
provision for federal taxes. Ul
stock outstanding totals 6,653,7!
American Broadcasting - Pai i
mount Theatres Inc., effective up j
FCC approval of merger of Alj
and UPT, will have total assets • :
$152,084,955. This takes into -A
count sale of WBKB facilities ,1
CBS for $6 million.
Mr. Goldenson and wife ov
5,000 shares of UPT stock. He hi
an option to buy 75,000 shar !
Mrs. Balaban owns 11,100 shart
a charitable trust, 8,900 shar ;
and there are 500 shares in tri,
for each of Mr. Balaban's two ch ;
dren. Mr. Balaban has an optil
legalshares.
question put to S '
buy 7,500
to Major
O'Brien and Mr. Gross last we '
was whether transfers of KTI,
and WBKB to new producing coi !
pany and theatre-owning compa.!
respectively
were voluntary or j
voluntary.
Questioning by FCC Counsel M
Paglin indicated that he believ,
the action was voluntary, siu
Paramount Pictures had worked c the details of its separation a
the courts had approved them.
Both UPT officials insisted tl
the actions were involuntary, a
followed the Supreme Court de
sion in 1949.
Reason for legal quibbling is th
FCC rules require notice to F'
of transfer of control 60 days 1
fore date scheduled if volunta
30
days afterandevent
Paramount
UPTif involunta'
notified 1 ;
Commission Dec. 22, 1949, eig:
days before the separation date.,
for
vision.feature motion pictures in te
I do think that the programmt
from the standpoint of the length
time,
a problem.
thinkpr, i
long aspresent
television
screens of Itheir
ent size continue,
they scenes,
do have crowd
cert' i
limitations
as to large
mob scenes, and lighting. I have sa^ .i.
and I think I am right, and I thf
I will be proven right, that the n
jority
the important
used inof television
will befeature
those filp[ i|,
tures produced for television. . ^
They
[the producers]
do '
to
produce
a picture ofdoanynotsetsitleng
they produce a feature picture w
regard
to its
sometimes
that entertainment
picture runs 80value
minuljs [ '.
sometimes it is 120 minutes, and sor ,
times it is three hours. Unless th i
is a change in the telecasting of mot, ,
pictures,
particular
picture \] ■'have to bethatlimited
to something
than
a
hour.
I
say
less
than
an hi |
because I am making allowances
the commercials that are usually u:
in connection with their showing. .
On theatre TV, he said:
We had some hopes for theatre t<
vision but we have made very li'
use of Iourdo facilities
quite any
someofti :.
now.
not knowin that
theatre
equipment
has
been
used
sij :
the football season of last fall. I th
theatre television will just be an
cident in the operation of theatres. . -i
Some special
peopleshows
have canhopes
and belli .
that
be produced
it.
I could be wrong, «;.,
I do But
not again,
think so.

NEW YORK shortwave station of I
Armed Forces Radio Service is tell
service personnel abroad of dome;
video operations through four-w
series titled Television — U.S.A.
BROADCASTING
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FCC Money
(Continued from page 29)

Construction

n increase in personnel from 176
1951 to 191 in 1953 for the
iioadcast Bureau. Mr. Coy noted
jat "we show a reduction of 15.8
pople in 'AM, FM, renewal and
ansfer hearings' and in all other
•oadcast activities except applicaDn processing, a decrease of five,
■ a total decrease of 20.8."
On TV applications, transcript of
|e hearings revealed these coments :

Rep. Thomas: "In the 500 or 510
\ applications you expect as soon
; you lift the freeze, what part
going to be contested — 99%,
ould you say?"
Mr. Coy: "Ninety percent, prob)ly, would be as good a guess as
lybody could make at the moment,
depends . . ."
In his testimony on need for
onies for additional monitoring
ations, Mr. Coy revealed that a
andestine station was broadcastg from an American ship just
f the lower coast of California,
e did not say whether it was
'lerated by foreign agents nor
hether any action had been taken.
' When the subcommittee disclosed
e testimony last Wednesday,
>wsmen checked further into the
■ory. The Commission, however,
' fused to say whether the ship
' oadcasts were transmissions of
pionage reports to foreign cenitts or whether propaganda was
ip ing sent to the U. S.
It was understood the ship was
American-flag vessel, meaning
'■. S. authorities could take action
rainst it, even though the ship
'as operating outside of the three'ile limit of territorial waters.
- " According to news reports, there
J as a theory that Chinese Comunists may have been using the
f ?ip to broadcast "blackmail" messes or other propaganda to
; 'linese living in California and
her western states.
This was
ither confirmed nor denied.
72 Illegal Stations
Mr. Coy told the subcommittee
at FCC investigators uncovered
illegal radio stations from July
1951, through last January, iniding those operated by the
reign agents.
;Mr. Coy said about 15 of the
Sindestine stations were traced to
ellows who are trying to beat the
Okies at the race tracks by operates- radio stations which they carry
ound with them to get informa|m out of the track to some fellow
the outside so that they can
e them either for the bookies
in trying to beat the bookies.
:e have had to move both ways
ere. Some tracks have denied
cess to news reporting services
their tracks."
It was estimated by the FCC that
rae 12 or 15 stations were operat2 illegally "not by amateurs but
people who ought to know better
d did know better" in the field
&OADCASTING

GEN. DwioMi D. EISENHOWER
won a narrow victory over Sen. Robert A. Taft (R-Ohio) when WAGE
Syracuse conducted its own "Preferential Primary." Tabulating the votes
are (I to r) Gretchen Wage, women's
director; Joe Cummiskey, news director, and Bob Hendrickson, sports
director.
of television. One Congressmen
interposed that possibly they did
so because they "probably got tired
of waiting" for the freeze lift.
Mr. Coy answered: "They probably
Charging of fees for Commission
broadcast services was not feasible,
Mr.
did."Coy said, because (1) there
would be no net gain to the Treasury for the amount could be deducted from income taxes of stations as an operating expense, and
(2) some broadcasters may feel
that since they must pay to become
licensees they would be relieved
from the necessity of performing in
the public interest [B«T, March
10].
ZIV GOAL REACHED
'Communist' Over 400 Mark
FREDERIC W. ZIV Co.'s organizational sales goal — 400 stations
by March 31- — set for its transcribed radio series, I Was a Communist for the FBI, was reached
more than two weeks ahead of
schedule, John L. Sinn, executive
vice
day. president, announced ThursThe series was sold in 405 markets as of March 13.
Among new sales recorded by
Ziv representatives last week was
a 10-market deal with Golden State
Dairy Co. of San Francisco, which
purchased / Was a Communist for
the FBI for broadcasts in Bakersfield, Chico, Fresno, Modesto,
Marysville, Sacramento, San Luis
Obispo, Stockton, Redding and
Santa Barbara, all California.
Wilfred C. West
FUNERAL services, followed by
interment in Forest Lawn Memorial Park, Glendale, were held last
Tuesday for Wilfred C. West, 65,
former newspaper publisher and
husband of Mrs. Essie Binkley
West, president of KCSB San
Bernardino, Calif. He died at his
Glendale home on March 7. Besides his wife, survivors include
a son, Wilfred Jr.
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NBC
APPEAL
by NPAits
NBC has emerged victorious, ijfi an appeal for Approved
materials to enlarge
Hollywood television facilities, it was disclosed last Thursday.
While details were not announced, it was learned that the National
Production Authority has granted the network authorization to com—
*—
two new TV
last
Thursday to NBC, apparently
studios mence
at construction
Burbank,on Calif.
New York network headquarters,
It was presumed that NBC would
start building as soon as practical
and presumably to the legal firm
of Cahill, Gordon, Zachry & Reinin anticipation of completing construction by Oct. 1, and thus be del, NBC attorneys. The alacrity
with which it was reached was, of
enabled to compete more favorably
with CBS Television for talent on itself, significant, since secondquarter construction grants are to
Hollywood TV originations with
the advent of the fall season.
be issued this week for the AprilJune period.
The application was approved
In its appeal, NBC noted that
by NPA's Appeals Board, under
'52-'53 planning for network teleJudge T. Monford Boyd, to which
vision was based largely on proNBC carried its talent fight with
CBS Radio and Television and
gram originations from Hollywood.
other
10 days ago [B«T,
NBC explained it had been negoMarch networks
10].
tiating for "an outstanding program now on NBC in which one
Aside from giving approval for
commencement of building, the de- of the key considerations was the
cision also carries with it an as- Hollywood studio to be used for
the program. Unless NBC is able
surance of delivery of vital materials for the second quarter (be- to obtain additional facilities
which will be ready in the fall of
ginning April 1) and any other
1952 it will be against an extremely
steel, copper and aluminum needed
to complete the project in the third
difficult problem."
The estimate of completion by
quarter.
Cites CBS 'Advantage'
The network cited its "present
Oct. 1 was furnished during the
inability
to deliver adequate Hollyhearing March 6 by R. E. Ward,
wood originations" and claimed
vice president of Austin Co., Los
that CBS had an advantage whereAngeles. He said the foundation
by "it may be able to persuade
for the studios probably could be
talent and sponsors to switch toplaid within days of NPA approval.
rated NBC television programs to
NBC Metals Request
CBS." In that event, NBC exNBC had requested 211 tons of
plained, this might "completely
reverse the competitive situation
steel and 19,979 pounds of copper —
in
the
industry
and cause NBC to
in excess of self -authorized allowlose its current position of leaderances now permitted to radio-TV
broadcasters — and 800 pounds of
aluminum — just under that limitaNBC presumably referred here
tion.
to negotiations involving Red SkelWhen completed, the new TV
ton (now on NBC television and
studios will give NBC a total of CBS Radio) and perhaps such
at least four, compared to five for shows as Your Bet Your Life, anship." other top-rated NBC Hollywood
ABC TV and a potential five (three
program. NBC recently signed
existing, two now under construcPhil Harris and Alice Faye to a
tion) for CBS TV.
The two-studio project, valued at long-term radio-TV pact, beatingout CBS, and slated Mr. Harris to
$2.7 million, represents a wholesale scaling down from an initial launch his own TV program, probblueprint calling for $25 million
ably this fall.
worth of facilities — a veritable
It was presumed that NBC had
NBC television center. NBC point- Ml-. Harris' TV stint in mind in reed out it had scaled down this
ferring to negotiations involving
project to conserve materials, while the need for additional studios.
CBS sought greater quantities of
materials and was given NPA apIt was generally presumed that
proval.
NBC was accorded the grant on
the basis of "hardship" conditions
in the Los Angeles area — a twofold combination of unemployment there and its stated inability
to compete with CBS for radio and
TV talent with present studios —
plus its record in conserving scarce
materials.
The grant also was seen as a
harbinger of new government
policy to take manpower problems
into consideration when allotting
controlled metals. Under this policy,
radio-TV broadcasters stand to
fare better on applications — even
commence construction not yet
underway.
The board decision was sent out

/
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JOINT PROMOTION PANEL
ADDED TO CHICAGO AGENDA
ADDITIONAL panel feature on audience
promotion, titled "Tale of Three Cities," added
to NARTB convention agenda for March 30April 2 meeting (early convention stories
page 27). Panel will be held at 4 p.m. as part
of Tuesday afternoon workshop series, according to Robert K. Richards, NARTB public
affairs director in charge of convention programming.
Glenn Shaw, KLX Oakland, NARTB director, has accepted chairmanship of panel and
will be keynote speaker. Panel will be built
around mutual audience promotion campaigns
staged in Tulsa, Detroit and Rochester. Taking part will be John Esau, KTUL Tulsa, "The
Tulsa Story"; Worth Kramer, WJR Detroit,
"The Detroit Story"; Jack Knabb, of Jack
Knabb Adv. Co., "The Rochester Story."
W. B. McGRATH NAMED
MEMBER OF NARTB BOARD
WILLIAM B. McGRATH, managing director
of WHDH Boston, becomes radio member of
NARTB Board of Directors representing District 1 (New England). He takes office during
NARTB convention week proceedings in
Chicago.
Mr. McGrath was only one of 23 broadcasters certified on nominating ballot who received
five votes necessary to be included in final election balloting. He succeeds Craig Lawrence as
District 1 director. Mr. Lawrence resigned
directorship when he left WCOP Boston to become general manager of WCBS-TV New York.
While nominations closed at midnight Thursday, NARTB is going through necessary procedure of holding election for only one nominee.
Mr. McGrath has been active in NARTB affairs through committee assignments and
participation in meetings.
COMR. BARTLEY'S STAFF
ROBERT T. BARTLEY, newest member of
FCC, announced personnel of his office Friday,
Staff now consists of Farrell McGonigal,
formerly confidential assistant to ex-Chairman
Wayne Coy; Fausta Marie Puffengerger and
Grace Miner.
DEALER

TV SHIPMENTS

DOWN

SHIPMENTS of TV receivers to dealers totaled 371,689 in January compared to 600,603
for same month year ago, according to RadioTelevision Mfrs. Assn. December, 1951 shipments were 680,141 sets. Figures cover both
members and non-members. Leading state was
New York, with 48,450 sets shipped to dealers.
Others at top of list were Pennsylvania, 36,256; Ohio, 34,072; California, 30,674; Illinois,
20,198.
DEALER CLINIC
SECOND TV sales clinic for some 1,600 New
York and New Jersey dealers and sales personnel scheduled to have been held at New
York's Center Theatre Friday night. Special
feature was to be company talk by RCA president Frank Folsom and first screening of new
film sales message about RCA television, following private viewing of RCA Victor's Ezio
Pinza TV show with Bruno-New York and
Krich-New Jersey as hosts.
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OCCUPATIONAL

HAZARD

BRAD KRESS, NBC-TV cameraman who
filmed Havana street-fighting and exclusive interview with Gen. Fulgencio
Batista during recent brief Cuban rebellion, was jailed three times and questioned repeatedly because he was able
to get films out of country, NBC reported Friday. Mr. Kress arranged to
have films flown secretly to Washington
where they were shown Tuesday and
Wednesday
NBC-TV's Today and
Camel
News on
Caravan.
GOLDENSON CRITICIZES
SUBSCRIPTION TV
DIM VIEW of both theatre TV and subscription TV was taken by United Paramount Theatres President Leonard H. Goldenson in last
day on stand Friday at FCC Paramount hearing (see earlier story on page 78). Hearing
i-esumes today (Monday) on ABC-UPT merger issues, with Geraldine B. Zorbaugh, ABC
secretary, as first witness.
Impact of TV on marginal theatres was
acknowledged by Mr. Goldenson. He said he
did not expect TV to have any impact on wellestablished, soundly run theatres. In fact, he
said, such theatres have been doing as well as
they ever have been.
In the course of day's testimony, he said
that if ABC-UPT merger was not approved,
UPT would reapply for TV in Boston, Detroit,
Des Moines and Tampa.
Point made by FCC Counsel Frederick W.
Ford might have alarming implications on
merger. This was that as of latest record,
about 50% of Paramount Pictures Corp. and
UPT stock was owned by same people. When
Paramount Pictures was ordered to separate
into motion picture producing and theatre owning companies, stockholders of original company were given half-a-share each in two
companies. Court ordered those holding more
than 500 shares in each company to divest
themselves of one or other. However, records
show, Mr. Ford pointed out, that something
like 50% of UPT stockholders own less than
500 shares of its stock, therefore may also
hold less than 500 Paramount Pictures stock.
This could mean, according to FCC counsel,
that same ownership exists for Paramount Pictures' KTLA (TV) Los Angeles, UPT's WBKB
(TV) Chicago, and DuMont's WABD (TV)
New York, WTTG (TV) Washington (if Paramount is found again to "control" DuMont).
FCC rules limit common ownership to five TV
stations. UPT officials stated they would get
more up-to-date stock ownership records.
GOLF
ANNUAL

TOURNAMENT

NARTB convention golf tournament for Broadcasting • Telecasting trophies will be held Sunday, March
30, at Bunker Hill course, in outlying
Chicago area. Buses will leave south
entrance of Conrad Hilton Hotel at 9 a.m.
Trophies will be given for low net, based
on blind bogey, and low gross. Nineteenth-hole party planned after play is
completed. Golfers may enter tournament
by
notifying bureau.
nearest Broadcasting •
Telecasting

PEOPLE..
JOHN BOESEL, client service executive f
A. C. Nielsen Co., appointed to newly creat
position as assistant to executive vice pre;
dent, radio-TV sales and service. President
C. Nielsen announced last week. With rad
TV division since joining Nielsen company
1946, Mr. Boesel will report to C. G. Sha
executive vice president.
DAVID SAVAGE, film dept. manager J
WCBS-TV New York, to assume additioi
duties in charge of film buying for all depa
ments of CBS-TV, it was announced Fridi
He will purchase feature films for CBS-T
owned stations, outlets represented by CBS-T
spot sales, and CBS-TV network.
DON NATHANSON, advertising manager
the Toni Co., Chicago, will discuss televisi
from the advertiser's standpoint at the lunc
eon Wednesday of the Chicago Televisi
Council.
CHESTER CHEEK named recording depa
ment sales manager, WOR New York, to
succeeded as salesman by Richard F. O'Neill, i
GEORGE PAMENTAL, media direct(
Fletcher B. Richards, N. Y., to NBC-TV as sn
salesman. James Kelly, BBDO, N. Y., succe« ;
Mr. Pamental at Fletcher B. Richards. j
RICHARD LOUCHRIN resigns as manager
transcription sales department at NBC Chica
to
samejoin
city.sales staff of CBS Spot Televisi j
CARTOONS

ON

DuMONT

STREAMLINED FAIRY TALES, 15-mini
animated cartoons presenting modern versic
of children's classics, to be distributed by I
Mont network film sales dept., CoordinaDonald A. Stewart said Friday. Produced
Harry S. Goodman productions, films inch
Three Little Pigs, Jack and the Beansta
Sleeping Beauty, etc. and result from DuM(
purchase of distribution rights to series
Pilot films, originally made as samples
boost series sales. Network also announc
sale of 15-minute Pathe Hy-Lights, human
terest
narrated
Gardner,stories
to KING
Seattle byandcolumnist
WDSU N '.
Orleans.
SPOKANE STRIKE ENDS
TECHNICIANS of five Spokane stations hi
at work after reaching wage agreement. Fo
day strike staged at KHQ, KGA, KNE
KREM and KSPO. At first three stations
crease of 14% cents per hour was grant
with 16 cents at last two. Settlement i
nounced jointly by Richard Axtell, attori
for employers, and W. A. Smith, of Seat
IBEW representative. Sixth Spokane stati
KXLY, signed three-year contract at un
terms, calling for 17-cent boost. It was ;
involved in strike. All struck stations 1
returned to air after brief silence, with sup
visory personnel in charge. Federal concil
tor, Louis Ziman, of Spokane, acted as med
tor during dispute.
FCC SERVICE PINS
MORE than 500 employes of FCC will ,
service pins in recognition of 10 to 30 ye
service at ceremony April 8. This repress
40% of present FCC working force. List
eludes 15 persons with 30 years service,
with 20 years, 393 with 10 years, compri
such names as Comrs. Rosel H. Hyde i,
George E. Sterling, 20 years; Chairman P
A. Walker and Comr. Edward M. Websl
10 years.
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There's

been

a change . . .

Since the turn of the century great changes have taken place in America —
changes in living — changes in advertising.
The metal sign in this once typical scene was then a major medium of advertising.
About this same time the purveyors of nostrums were being crowded from the pages of
newspapers and magazines by legitimate advertisers. Publications grew in stature as advertising media.
Then came radio. In this mass communication media advertisers found a new way to talk to more people
more often. Radio demonstrated that people sell better than paper.
Today, the impact of television — newest medium of all — has changed the living habits of millions
of people and the advertising technique of thousands of businesses.
In WLW-Land,

radio and television together form an unparalleled advertising combination.

To reach more people more often and more economically in WLW-Land — 1/lOth of America —
the change is to this new combination.

WLW

WLW

THE

TELEVISION

NATION'S

STATION

AND

ITS

T V

SERVICE

ilwaukee
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one

off

;4ftt&icc^' <i (^nonte^

dependent
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CITIES

OF

radio

stations

OR

500,000

MORE*

* Hooper
UnafFiliotedRadio
RadioAudience
Stations Indexes
Oct.- Nov—
1951
and

in

milwaukee

• • •

For $100 or $200 per week— or more — WEMP
2 times the audience of network
station No. 1* — 2 'A times the audience
of network station No. 2*
•
Join other

shrewd

national

advertisers

delivers:

using WEMP

high-rated low-cost saturation schedules
*Alf Hooperatlngs based on Oct. -Feb. 1951 Comprehensive, using
highest individual 15-minute strip rating 8:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
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• WEMP-FM
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It's amazing the way WOR-tv
[for example —

puts products into the hands of consumers

Beverages WOR~tv made Hoffman beverages the Number

1 soft drink among

families viev/ing its high-rated "Merry Mailman."
Automobile Seat Covers In just one week, WOR-tv sold more Rayco covers
than a New York network channel did in eleven weeks!
Toys WOR-tv completely "cleaned" New
Zoomeray toys.

York's 200 Woolworth stores out of

or drugs . . . toiletries . . . cigarettes . . . candy. WOR-tv sells more for less money
than any other television station in New York.
WOR-tv
o
channel

w

and

• For more than 20 years,
Midwest farmers have followed
the leading markets over WLS
each noontime.
Entitled "Today's Farm Markets,"
this fast, comprehensive 11 :40-ll :55 a.m.
report provides the most complete and
up-to-the-minute information on the air . . .
or otherwise available . . . regarding the live stock,
the grain, poultry, butter and egg, fruit and vegetable
and other markets upon which Midwest farmers
depend for the ready sale of their products.
There is no more certain or
effective way to bring your products
and their advantages to the attention
of this vast listening audience . . .
at a time when they have things to sell and
F. C. Bisson, gram expert, money to spend.
celebrates his 25th year of
Better write us today ... or see your
broadcasting markets this
year.
John Blair man . . . for possible availabilities on this
and other result-getting WLS programs.

Bill Mornssey Is the
Union Stock Yards to
thousands
ers all overof farmer-listenthe midwest.

^^OPERllTI0MeR0CEIll952'
890 KILOCYCLfS. 50,000 WATTS, ABC NETWORK - REPRESENTED BY JOHN BIAIR & CO

i

Friendly Al Tiffany ties
it all together in
rodio's most effective
form package
. . "Today's Form Markets."

replace,
IN

S*^**place

2"''place,
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f^epresentatlve

Published every Monday, with Yearbook Numbers (53rd and 54th issues) published in January and February by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 870 National Press
Building, Washington 4, D. C. Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933, at Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 1879.

Beef

is

big

Business!

One of the most picturesque and important business and agricultural
activities in the entire East is located in Lancaster — the Union
Stockyards, "The Largest Stockyards in the East." A grand total of
471,848 head of all classes of livestock were handled there during
the past year. This is an increase of 4.8% over the preceding year —
highly significant because business at most of the public stockyards
elsewhere in the country showed a decrease during 1951. Beef is big
business in Lancaster, Pennsylvania — highly significant because the
growth and increasing prosperity of this activity characterize the
many other big industries located in this area. The broad midPennsylvania section covered by WGAL-TV is outstanding in the
nation for its stability, growth and prosperity.
To serve well its many thousands of viewers,
WGAL-TV's cameras reflect every facet of their cJoiiy
lives. Throughout the year, on its weekly "Television
Farmer," these important activities — animal raising,
judging ond trading — among others are shown.
Programs are developed in cooperation with 19
County 4H Clubs, Pennsylvania State Farm Show,
Lancaster Livestock Bxchange and Union Stockyards.

WGAL
Page 4
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Represented by
ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES

LANCASTER
PENNSYLVANIA
WGAL-TV
Clair R. McCollough, President
A Steinman Station

•

Chicago

San Francisco

•

New York

•

Los Angeles
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CLOSED

CIRCUIT

THERE'S GOOD reason for ANA's current
^ack of concern over radio rates (see page 23),
udging by advertisers' private view. Reason:
Xo rate problem exists at this time in broadeast buying so ANA's Radio-TV Steering
Committee, instigator of famed TV-impact
reports, is relatively quiescent.
SOME

top-level ANA sources concede privately that association made mistakes in concocting 1950-51 attacks on broadcast medium
and doesn't want to be caught again with its
statistics down. Many big buyers first enamored of TV are going back to radio's fireside because of continued low-cost mass appeal. One leading advertiser has cut cost-permale-motorist-reached by radio in half within
ast few years.
UTURE DUTIES of Howard S. Meighan,
ho moved from president of CBS Radio to
eneral vice president CBS (parent corporation), will be determined upon his return next
month from first vacation in couple of years,
and probably will be top level sales and promotion. Switch, wherein Adrian Murphy,
president of CBS Laboratories Division, moved
into Meighan radio spot, understood based on
tap brass conclusion it would bring better
coordination and direction of radio and at
same time bolster top-level policy on "twentieth
floor."
DOMINATED FOR chairmanship of Broadeast Advertising Bureau is Charles C. Caley,
president and general manager of WMBD
Peoria and one of moving spirits in formation
of BAB. Now chairman of Finance Committee, he's expected to succeed Edgar Kobak,
ivho served one full year term and accepted
another half year with understanding his successor would be named at scheduled March 30
Soard meeting. Mr. Kobak, it's expected, will
e asked to accept chairmanship of new executive committee for temporary tenure.
WITHIN NEXT fortnight or so name of
Thomas S. Lee Enterprises will become General Teleradio Inc. Parent company will hold
58% of Mutual Broadcasting System, which
will become Mutual Division, along with Don
Lee, Yankee and WOR Divisions.
IS EDGAR KOBAK, ex-network executive
and now in overall consulting work, going to
accept presidency of Advertising Research
Foundation, recently revived under aegis of
A AAA and ANA? It's learned he's been importuned to take post on parttime basis so as
not to conflict with his various consultancies
n radio, TV, advertising and research.
SHORTLY to be announced will be acquisition
by WLEX Lexington, Ky., of WKLX, same
city, from E. F. Prichard family for $85,000.
Upon FCC approval, plan is for WLEX,
operating on 1340 kc with 250 w, to fold,
with call letters transferred to WKLX, regional
(Continued on page 6)
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FLANAGAN
TO NARTSR

TO RETURN
POST

THOMAS F. FLANAGAN on April 1 will return to National Assn. of Radio & Television
Station Representatives, again taking up post
of managing director which he resigned two
years ago because of ill health. In announcing
Mr. Flanagan's resumption of NARTSR duties,
Joseph J. Weed, president of association, said
that he has now completely recovered.
First managing director of NARTSR, Mr.
Flanagan came to that post from chairmanship
of Associated Tobacco Mfrs., which he assumed in 1943 when he was president of Penn
Tobacco Co., large user of spot radio for its
Kentucky Club tobacco. Mr. Flanagan left
Penn in 1945 when it was sold to Bloch Bros.
Tobacco Co.
During his term with NARTSR, Mr. Flanagan directed compilation and distribution of
Spot Radio Estimator. New edition of this
rapid reference book is now in preparation,
Mr. Weed said. Also under Mr. Flanagan's
management, NARTSR began its clinics on
Spot radio and spot television.
Upcoming on NARTSR agenda is launching
of new presentation on spot broadcasting which
Mr. Flanagan will shortly present to advertising press, preceding showings to advertiser
and agency groups. This presentation was
prepared under direction of Murray Grabhorn,
who became managing director of NARTSR
last summer after leaving ABC and remained
with association until March 15 when he
resigned
March 3].to join Edward Petry & Co. [B*T,
JOHNSON ASKS SENATE GROUP
TO GIVE FCC FUNDS FOR TV
THERE is TV emergency in nation that must
be resolved when once freeze is lifted. Sen. Ed
C. Johnson, chairman. Senate Interstate &
Foreign Commerce Committee, said in effect
Friday when making his plea before Senate Ap(Contifiued on page 9i)

James

McConnell

BUSINESS

BRIEFLY

PAINT CAMPAIGN ^ Sapolin Paints Inc.,
N. Y. (Fashion Color Odorless paints), launching radio and TV spot campaign beginning on
New York metropolitan stations latter part of
April, for 13-week spring advertising program.
Twenty-second film spots will be used on two
major TV network outlets, with radio spots on
two independent AM stations. Expansion is
indicated, probably on national scale, depending on success of local campaign. Since
Sapolin advertising is largely seasonal, another 13-week campaign is contemplated for
fall. Agency: Hicks & Greist, N. Y.
PARKER NAMES CHARTOC 9 Parker
Pharmaceutical Corp., Chicago, has named
Shepard Chartoc Agency same city, to handle
advertising for its Nitocin smoking deterrent,
Foot Aids and line of ethical products. Nitocin
is being spotted in test campaign and regular
schedules in numerous markets, starting with
16 stations. Five other stations expected to
be added every two weeks.
WALGREEN BUYS BASEBALL • Walgreen Co. of Chicago has signed for periods
preceding and following all Chicago White Sox
and Cubs home games on WGN-TV during
1952 season. Agency: Schwimmer & Scott,
Chicago.
SPOT CAMPAIGN • New York State Dept.
of Commerce considering annual TV spot announcement campaign in New York, New England and adjacent areas starting about April
1 for 13 weeks to promote vacation guide to
N. Y. Station list will total 20 to 25. Agency
BBDO, N. Y.

SUMMER
CAMPAIGN
•
Eskimo Pie,
through Buchanan & Co., N. Y., considering
radio availabilities for annual spring and
(Continued on page 9i)

Resigning
from
NBC
14, to move into top spot in station relations
FURTHER EXECUTIVE realignment at NBC
department and for Carleton D. Smith, now
indicated Friday with disclosure that James V.
station relations vice president, to move into
McConnell, director of National Spot Sales, is
responsible executive post in Owned and Operresigning effective March 31 after 21 years
ated Stations Dept. under Vice President James
with network.
M. Gaines [B«T, March 17].
He did not announce future plans, but it was
Mr. McConnell joined NBC in early 1931 as
understood he will join sales representation
network salesman after several years with
firm in high-level capacity. Nor was there any
General Outdoor Adv., Campbell-Ewald Co.,
indication as to who would be designated to
BBDO,
Hays MacFarland Agency and Hearst
succeed him.
"quality group" magazines. He was named
Meanwhile reports — untraceable, and many
eastern zone manager of NBC's local service
of them conflicting — circulated almost madly,
bureau in 1932, and when bureau was disconspeculating on possible impending changes in
tinued in 1934 he was appointed assistant sales
upper echelons as high, in some cases, as presimanager, eastern district. Three months later
dencies of RCA and NBC. In more definite
he was named executive assistant to vice prescategory was report that Administrative Vice
ident in charge of sales, and in July 1939 bePresident Victor T. Norton would shortly, percame manager of then new National Spot and
haps this week, announce long-speculated resLocal Sales Division. Under various titles he
has been in charge of National Spot Sales since
ignation.
Executive-level changes already in progress
that time.
at NBC included generally acknowledged but
for more AT DEADLINE turn page
not officially announced plans for Harry Bannister, WWJ Detroit, who joins network April
Page 5
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(Continued from page 5 )

NBC

GETS

TEN-YEAR

RIGHTS

TO 'LIFE OF RILEY' SHOW
TEN-YEAR lease covering all rights for Life
of Riley program reported by NBC authorities
Friday. Lease was negotiated with Irving
Brecher.
Netwoi-k plans to use property as comedy
show vehicle for William Bendix on television
and probably radio. Video version will be live,
except when Mr. Bendix's motion picture assignments in Hollywood require use of film
and then laughs to be dubbed in to heighten
comedy format. It is estimated that about
60% of TV programs will originate live.
Mr. Brecher, who was writer-producer-director of Universal-International's "Life of
Riley," 1949 film which preceded broadcast
versions, has in effect bowed out of production
work on his property by granting ten-year
lease. Only movie rights outstanding are those
for original production and it was understood
that NBC v/ill have complete authority over
title and characterization. Deal was handled
for Mr. Brecher through William Morris
Agency, with Tom MacAvity, director of talent
and program procurement, representing NBC.
Mr. Bendix appeared as Riley on NBC radio
for several years under Procter & Gamble
sponsorship, and a TV version, starring Jackie
Gleason, was tried unsuccessfully.
STANDARD TURNS DOWN
MERGER PROPOSALS
STANDARD AUDIT & Measurement Services Inc. has rejected proposals of A. C.
Nielsen Co. for merger of the two research
organizations. Standard announced late Friday. Proposals, Standard said, stemmed from
fear that industry confusion would result if
Nielsen made one coverage study for NBC
while Standard made another for its subscribers (which include CBS Radio).
Kenneth Baker, Standard president, commented that after years of effort the broadcasting industry "arrived at some agreement
on a uniform method of measuring coverage . . . developed with the aid of broadcasting's customers and approved and widely
used by them." Standard's offer to "continue
these earlier industry efforts to produce a
uniform measurement . . . has received wide
and varied support from independent stations and from stations affiliated with each of
the networks . . . We have a clear directive
to go forward with our earlier plans." He said
merger talks had "not interfered in any way"
with Standard's survey, results of which are
slated for publication this fall.
TWO NEW SPONSORS
TWO new participating sponsors for NBC
radio "Minute Man" progi-ams announced Friday by Co-op Programs Manager Lud Simmel.
International Shoe Co. (Poll Parrot Trim Tred
Shoes) sponsoring third quarter-hour of Howdy
Doody (Sat., 8:30-9:30 a.m.), on 67 stations
starting last Saturday, through Henri, Hurst
& McDonald, Chicago. Fred Fear & Co. (ChickChick and Presto Egg colorings) buying two
one-minute announcements on Howdy Doody on
19 stations for March 29 and April 5, and three
one-minute announcements on Kate Smith Show
(Mon. through Fri., 12:15-12:45 p.m.) on 19
other stations for April 6, April 7, 9, and 11.
Fred Fear Agency: Hilton & Riggio, N. Y.
Page 6
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In this
Issue—
National
advertisers
are clamoring for
better media research. Plans for new
examinations of radio, television and
other media by the revived Advei-tising Research Foundation dominate the
annual ANA convention. Page 28.
The materials scarcity is easing, if indeed any scarcity ever existed. It
looks now as though broadcasters who
get TV stations after the freeze is
thawed won't have any serious trouble
finding the materials to build them.
Page 27.
CBS net income in 1951 was $6.3 million, a 50% gain over income in 1950.
Acquisition of Hytron manufacturing
facilities accounts for much of the
increase. Page 26.
If ABC is to give CBS and NBC a competitive run for their money, it must
have bigger capital. And the only way
it can get it is through the merger with
United Paramount Theatres which the
FCC must approve. That's the essence
of ABC President Kintner's testimony.
Page 61.
House votes $2 million cut in FCC's budget request, but Sen. Ed Johnson
hopes to rouse Senate support to restore the appropriation. For TV station applicants, the drastic budget cut
could mean delays in doling out new
stations. Page 29.
"Side" meetings could steal some of the
show from the NARTB convention.
Here's a report
of intheconnection
non-NARTB
assemblies
to be held
with
the main event. Page 25.
VHF antenna height will be limited to
1,000 feet in the northeastern states.
Commission adoption of that provision
was the break in what was becoming
a log jam. But not all is peaceful in
the FCC. Comr. Jones has already
begun to write his dissent to the TV
allocations, it's said. Page 62.
One of the purposes of the government
anti-trust suit against the InternaBoxing Clubs sports
(or "Octopus
as the tional
celebrated
writer. Inc."
Red
Smith, calls it) is to restoi'e free
competition in broadcasting of top
bouts. Page 61.
Don Nathanson, ad manager of Toni Co.,
urges television to quit following radio
discount structures that favor big budget advei'tisers to the detriment of
those with less to spend. Page 6U.
A Republican Senator tees off on Wayne
Coy (a Democrat) for quitting the
FCC to take a $50,000 a year job with
Time Inc. Page Si.
Upcoming
Mar. 24: Chesapeake Chapter, AAAA,
Sherafon Belvedere Hotel, Baltimore.
Mar. 24-27: Canadian Assn. of Broadcastters annual meeting, Royal York Hotel,
Toronto.
Mar. 26: Senate interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee, executive session, to
consider S 2444, a bill to bar liquor advertising on radio-TV, Washington.
Mar. 30-April 2: NARTB 30th annual convention, Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago.
(Other Upcomings page 38)

on 1300 kc, 1 kw. Purchasers are J. I
(Doug) Gay Jr. and H. Guthrie Bell, businef
manager and secretary-treasurer of WLE}
Prichard Jr., former New Deal official, becanr
involved in Kentucky election situation sever;
years
ago. Blackburn-Hamilton handlin
transaction.
QUESTION is raised over legality of Void
of America ship Courier, commissioned wit
fanfare by President Truman and State Depj
March 4. Would operation of vessel violal
Atlantic City Telecommunications Treal'
which specifies international wavelengths
Department authorities say it wouldn't, th;
project
It's learned
th:,
neither was
FCClegally
nor cleared.
congressional
committe^
were consulted on policy question.
VIC RATNER, who has resigned as public rel;|
tions vice president of Macy's, may becoia
identified
withwith
CBS,CBSbutin ascharj
fr*
lancer. Ononce
two again
occasions
of advertising and sales promotion, Mr. Ra
ner has hung out his consultancy shingle ai!
has discussed with President Frank Stantcj
possibility of special assignments on clie:|
basis. He has several other accounts lined u
it's understood. (See story page 26).
VOLUNTARY worker and consultant to Ri
publican National Committee on radio-TV ma
ters is Frank E. Mullen, former executive vii
president of NBC, now residing in Los Angel |
where he has business interests and is engagij
in radio-TV consultancy.
ELLIOTT ROOSEVELT, second son of F. D. I
may find his radio-TV haven in Cuba, accordiri
to press reports. Close friend of Col. Ft
gencio Batista, who took over government i
coup d'etat a fortnight ago, he's there nc
presumably
negotiating for acquisition
Union Radio, operating second largest netwo
on island. His backing may be Batista hiij
self, reputedly very wealthy, and Bror Dal
berg, Celotex tycoon.
Elliott also has a
nounced plans to seek TV in Miami and oth
AFFILIATES Committee session on Mondai
places.
March 31, at NARTB convention in Chicago i
determine future course will, among othi
things, consider overall research rating projetj
to stem tide of network adjustments. At me^
ing of committee in New York on March 10-1
it's learned, Albert E. Sindlinger, Rad
developer, made presentation for oven

ENGLISH influence due to hit NBC prograi
project.
ming in near future. Charles (Bud) Ban
network program vice president, is negotiati:
with manager of Paladium in London a
Harry Alan Towers for radio show featuri^ ^
comics from Paladium, famous English vauc
ville house, plus mystery series starring Jan:
Mason and his wife, in addition to already £;
nounced Scarlet Pimpernel.
IT'S OPEN SECRET that Sen. Ed Johns'
(D-Col.), chairman of Senate Interstate j
Foreign Commerce Committee, wrote letl
last week to FCC Chairman Paul A. Wali
asking for Commission's thinking on marria
of AM applicants for TV grants [Clos|
Walker's rei
March 10].
Circuit,
was
understood
to beChairman
sympathetic but son
what less than a complete affirmative to sd
amalgamations.
for more AT DEADLINE see page 94
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WINS FRIENDS AND INFLUENCES PEOPLE
BY THE THOUSANDS
These are the most valuable kinds of
PULLS
HIGHEST HOOPERS
WITH CBS
AND STELLAR

Resuh? When

Mr. 580 talks, people

LOCAL

listen — by more thousands now than
ever before since W H P has 5000

PROGRAMMING

busy watts on 580. Hooper says so . . .
more listeners who listen more.

These citizens are solid and solvent.
Harrisburg
markets in
income per
of Market

friends . . . the long-time friends gathered
during a quarter century. W H P gives
these folks the local programming that
gets to the heart of the community. And
that sterling CBS stuff.

leads all major Pennsylvania
income per family ($6,135),
capita ($1,916 ) and Quality
Index (148).

The home towners tote up 7 out of a
possible 9 "Superior Points" in Sales
Management's recent city rankings study.
They're second in the nation in drug
sales, sixth in general merchandise and
fourth in retail sales.

COVERS

PENNSYLVANIA'S
TOP-QOALITY
MARKET

Want the thriftiest buy in South Central
Pennsylvania? Want York and Lancaster and Lebanon, too? Boiling knows
Mr. 580 intimatelv. So can vou.

HARRISBURG,

KEY STATION
THE

OF

KEYSTONE
REPRESENTED BY BOtLING

STATE
BROADCASTING

PA.
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Here's

PROOF

of pulling power:

THE NEWSWEEKLY OF RADIO AND TELEVISION
Published Weekly by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Executive, Editorial, Advertising and Circulation Offices: f|
870 National Press BIdg.
Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone ME 1022
IN'THIS BROADCASTING

-promoted corn picking
""•
35,
000
!
contest p

DEPARTMENTS
Agency Beat
Aircasters
Allied Arts
Editorial
FCC Actions
FCC Roundup
Feature of Week
Film Report
Front Office
New Business
On All Accounts
On the Dotted Line
Open Milte
Our Respects to
Programs. Promotions, Premiums
Strictly Business
Upcoming
TELECASTING Starts on page 59
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52
14
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38

WASHINGTON HEADQUARTERS
SOI TAISHOFF, Editor and Publisher
EDITORIAL: ART KING, Managing Editor: EDWIN H
JAMES, Senior Editor; J. Frank Beatty, Earl B.
Abrams, Associate Editors; Fred Fitzgerald, Assistant
Managing Editor; Dave Berlyn, Assignment Editor;
Lawrence Christopher, Technical Editor. STAFF:
John H. Kearney, Patricia Kielty, John Osbon,
Keith
Trantow.
EDITORIALJeanASSISTANTS:'
Pat
Kowalczyk,
Don Mortimer,
D. Statz, Hilda
Toler; Gladys L. Hall, Secretary to the Publisher.
BUSINESS: MAURY LONG, Business Manager; Winfield R. Levi, Assistant Advertising Manager; George
L. Dant, Adv. Production Manager; Harry Stevens,
Classified Advertising Manager; Eleanor Schadl,
Doris Kelly, Betty Krebs; B. T. TaishofE, Treastirer:
Irving C. Miller, Auditor and Office Manager; Eunice
Weston, Assistant Auditor.
CIRCULATION AND READERS' SERVICE: JOHN
P.
Manager; Doris J. Buschling, Ruth W.
COSGROVE,
Davis,
Madeleine
Tress,
Elwood
M.
Slee,
Clyde
Baker.
Here's part of the crowd that turned out for the
Indiana Mechanical Corn Picking Contest which
WIBC conducted at Rushville on October 1 3th . . .
35,000 people, representing all of Indiana's 92
counties and every adjoining state!
Representatives of every major farm equipment
manufacturer were there, too. Said one: "We talked
to more prospects in one day than we usually do
during a ten-day fair. Sold more merchandise, too!"
Here again is proof that Indiana's first and only
50 KW radio station enjoys top place in the affections of the 1,077,356 radio families in its 0.5 MV
contour area, a loyalty won through intelligent programing and a friendly interest in farm affairs.
That's why one minute announcement at 6 A.M.
(Nov. 13, 1951) drew
915 pieces of mail for
one advertiser. That's
why WIBC can help
1070 KC
WIBC
you, too. See your
John Blair man imThe Friendly
mediately!
Voice of Indiana
JOHN BLAIR & CO.
National Representatives
WIBC, Inc. • 30 West Washington Street • Indianapolis 8, Indiana
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NEW YORK BUREAU 488 Madison Ave., Zone 22.
Plaza 5-8355; EDITORIAL: Rufus Crater, New
York Editor; Florence Small, Agency Editor; Dorothy Munster, William Ruchti, Liz Thackston.
Bruce Robertson, Senior Associate Editor.
ADVERTISING: S. J. PAUL, Advertising Director;
Eleanor R. Manning, Assistant to Advertising Director; Kenneth Cowan, Advertising Representative.
CHICAGO BUREAU
B^HaM^^^^Bv 360 N. Michigan Ave., Zone 1,
CEntral 6-4115; William H. Shaw, Midwest AdvertiMing Representative; Jane Pinkerton, News Editor.
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU
Taft Building, Hollywood
and Vine, Zone 28, HEmpstead 8181; David GUckman, West Coast Manager; Marjorie Ann Thomas.
TORONTO:
417 Harbour Commission, EMpire 4-0775
James
Montagnes.
Annual subscription for 52 weekly issues $7.00.
Annual subscription including BROADCASTING Yearbook (53rd issue) $9.00, or TELECASTING Yearbook
(54th issue) $9.00.
Annual
subscription
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING including
54 issuesto $11.00.
Add $1.00 per year for Canadian and foreign postage.
Regular
per copy. issue 35^ per copy; 53rd and 54th issues $5.00
Address Change: Please advise promptly, giving both,
delivery.
old and new addresses, to maintain uninterrupted
Broadcasting * Magazine was founded in 1931 by
Broadcasting *—Publications
Inc., using
^nle:
Broadcasting
The News Magazine
of the
the Fifth
Estate.
Broadcast
Advertising
*
was
acquired
in
1932
and Broadcast Reporter in 1933.
• Reg. U. S. Patent Office
Copyright 1951 by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
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Insulin — only substance known to medical science
which can control diabetes.
ACTH — treatment of arthritis, severe asthma, and
many other conditions.
Cortisone— treatment of rheumatic fever, arthritis, various allergies, inflammatory eye diseases, etc.
Epinephrine — treatment of many allergic conditions such as asthma, low blood pressure,
certain heart affections.
Liver Extract — treatment of pernicious anemia.
Fibrin Foam — controls bleeding during siirgical
thanks
between

to the partnership
The

Industry

Meat

and

Packing

the Medical

operations.
Gastric Mucin — treatment of many stomach afflictions, notably peptic ulcer.
Thyroid Extract — treatment of depressed functioning of the. thyroid gland (myxedema and
cretinism)

Profession

Cholesterol — starting material for the preparation
of many hormones.

Meat animals are the source of many important medical products — including all
those on the list at the right. Every day
physicians rely on these products to help
save lives, battle disease, relieve pain and
restore health for millions of people. Perhaps you, or some member of your family
have been helped by one of these vital
products — or will be sometime in the future.
To help make them available to your
doctor, the meat packing industry has elaborate facilities for saving medically important by-products. To make a single ounce of
insulin, for example, pancreas glands from
7,500 pigs or 1,500 cattle must be saved
and properly processed.
This list (and it is only a partial one)
shows that many great discoveries have
come, already, from the research partnership between the meat industry and
modern medicine. The search goes
on for even greater things.

Posterior Pituitary Extract — increases blood pressvire dtiring certain conditions of shock.
Bile Salts — treatment of gall bladder disturbances
and abnormalities in fat digestion.
Rennet — aids in milk digestion.
Sutures— widely used in siirgery because they possess great strength; need not be removed
since they are absorbed by the body.
Estrogenic Hormones — treatment of certain conditions arising out of the menopause.
Progesterone — treatment of threatened and habitual abortion, and in severe dysmenorrhea.
Dehydrocholic Acid — treatment of certain gall
bladder disorders and abnormalities of bile
flow.
Parathyroid Extract — treatment of tetany (severe
involuntary muscle contraction) which follows removal of these glands.
Benzoinated Lard — widely used as a medicinal
ointment base.
Diastase — aids in promoting starch digestion.
Lipase — aids in promoting fat digestion.
Trypsin — aids in promoting protein digestion.
Bone Marrow Concentrates — treatment of various blood disorders.
Suprarenal Cortex Extract — used in the treatment
of Addison's Disease.

AMERICAN MEAT INSTITUTE
Headquarters, Chicago • Members throughout the U. S.
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#

#

#

agency

JOHN
president
in charge ofvice
Newpresident
York service,
N. "W'q
Ayer D.& UPTON,
Son, and vice
JAMES
M. WALLACE,
in charge
creative production board, headquartered in Phila., elected to agency
board of directors.
AUGUST

A. NELSON appointed senior executive in charge of America<|
Assn. of Adv. Agencies membership, eithics and couna
and chapter activities with headquarters in N. Y.
f
ALAN L. GRAHAM, L. W. Ramsey Co., Chicago, \
Fuller & Smith & Ross, same city, as associate accouijj
executive.
ROBERT SMITH, Prentice-Hall, N. Y., to writing stai
Morey, Humn & Johnstone, that city.

Mr. Nelson

JOHN WIELAND, manager of advertising and salJ
promotion for Standard Oil Co. of Ohio, to Leo Burne
Co., Chicago, as vice president supervising Pure 0
account.

LEICESTER H. SHERRILL, vice president, BBDO, N. Y., to Ted Batd
& Co., that city, as executive on Standard Brands account.

on all accounts

odd years
inedandup outsome
of the
30chalk
HAVING
broadcasting business, John
Andrew Potter, West Coast radiotelevision director of Calkins &
Holden, Carlock, McClinton &
Smith, Los Angeles, believes that
"radio, undergoing a great change,
is Although
more alive hethandoes
ever."
not clarify
what that "great change" might be,
Mr. Potter feels both radio and TV
provide the greatest direct selling
opportunity there is
because they get into
the home to demon-

Represented Nationally
by KATZ
Page 10

®
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teners. The multi-weekly AB
John Conte Show for Stokely-V£
Camp is another example, he saj
Mr. Potter considers himself
pioneer's pioneer in radio. He Wi
a ham operator in 1920. The fc
lowing year however, when only ;;| k
years old, he had his own comme
cial station, WBAB Syracus'
under Dept. of Commerce sanctio
He sold time to local tnerchanfl-^
and instead of cash, he got pa
in tools, groceries, merchandise <
anything else ^
thought the Pott*:
family might use. \
For programmir
he
ters puton local
the mini
ai
rounded up dan(
bands, played re (
ords, built his ov,
dramatic and variel
shows with amatei.
talent, read dai
newspapers
a n
city.
broadcast the fir
symphony
in th;j

merchandise
strate andsold.
"plug"
Mr. Potter also believes the day of
high
budgeted
shows is over. radio
"Sponsors who a
couple years ago
spent $15,000 to
$25,000 per week for
talent on their network shows now demand low-cost packYoung Mr. Pott^fo
ages that can deliver
a good mass audioperated
f^
two
years, WBAB
then ga.\
ence," he notes.
D
Those sponsors
it
"for
free"
to
Mr.
POTTER
are either adding the
high school pal wh(
saved money to their
the Potters moved ;
expensive TV programming or are
California in 1923.
spreading it between the two
A native of North Adams, Mas,
mediums, he declares.
he received early education in Syr
Mr. Potter points to the daily cuse and later attended the U.
California at Berkeley, majorii
ABC radio Jack Berch Show, sponin electrical engineering and bu!
sored by agency client Prudential
ness administration.
Insurance Co., as a medium-priced
Working his way through collej
package with a large mass audience
(Continued on page 82)
and very low cost-per-1,000 lisBROADCASTING
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^
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beat

GARRIT A. LYDECKER, vice president, Biow Co., N. Y., to Hewitt,
O^lvy, Benson & Mather, that city, in same capacity.
ROBERT L. LAHUE joins W. S. Roberts Inc. Phila., as director of production and media.
KENNETH L. BROWN appointed copy chief in advertising department
of Wyeth Inc., Phila.
WILLIAM G. MICKLEY, promotion manager of Pierce-Phelps Co., Phila.,
joins creative staff of Beaumont, Heller & Sperling, Reading, Pa.
STANLEY RESOR, president of J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y., elected
director of Scott Paper Co., Chester, Pa.
ROY A. MEREDITH, MacManus, John & Adams Inc., N. Y., named
director of radio and television department. H. G.
FOWNES Jr. promoted to post of director of radio and
television production, with headquarters in N. Y.
WILLIAM ESTY & Co., N. Y., has reopened Hollywood
office to service its television shows, with ARNOLD
WESTER, formerly with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios,
in charge.
DEAN LaPOINT, Bowman & Block, N. Y., named manager-account executive of Vance Shelhamer Adv.,
Mr. Meredith Seattle.
W. HENLEY HUNT, vice president. Advertising Engineers, L. A. assumes presidency of his own agency, W. H. Hunt & Assoc., 6399 Wilshire
Blvd., L. A. RAYMOND J. CARPENTER, former partner of Mail-Ad
2o., named new agency's vice president.
JAYMOND C. KARSTED, director of media and market research with
Jlenn, Jordon, Stoetzel Inc., Chicago, to Henri, Hurst & McDonald that
ity. ERIC AJELLO joins latter agency's radio-TV department as writerAroducer.
E. M. HALVORSEN, advertising and marketing instructor U. of Nej jraska, and ROBERT DENIS, assistant advertising manager, Montgomery, Ward & Co., Denver, form Halvorsen-Denis Adv., 1135 Pearl St.,
Soulder, Col.
MCARD VON KLEIST, United Press correspondent, Lynchburg, Va.,
o Hixson & Jorgensen, L. A., as editor of Richfield Eagle, Richfield Oil
^o.
employe magazine.
f
J lAL DAVIS, vice president in charge of promotion and publicity, Kenyon
& Eckhardt, N. Y., and DONALD C.
MILLER, vice president in charge of
agency's Detroit office, elected members of board of directors.
ROBERT B. OWENS Jr., Young &
Rubicam, N. Y., to Lennen & Mitchell,
that city, as vice president-account
executive.

Mr. Davis

FERRY SMITH, account executive, West-Marquis Inc., Long Beach,
^ 3alif., transferred to Los Angeles office.
iji jlORT SIMON appointed general counsel for League of Advertising
1 3 igencies, group of 40 agencies in New York.
3D TRAHAN returas to Clark & Richerd, Detroit, as director of TV and
^ . mblic relations after one year absence.
i% EDWARD E. GARON Jr., sales promotion manager with Montgomery,
(Vard & Co., to Aubrey, Finley, Marley & Hodgson, Chicago. Other adlitions to agency staff include WILLIAM WALLACE, JEAN MOORE
ind GEORGE RESEK.
I SAYMOND A. SHOLL & Co., Phila., moves to larger quarters in Land
Title Bldg. Phone is Rittenhouse 6-2839.
^AN M. COLLINS Adv., Phila., relocates in Commercial Trust Bldg.,
;hat city.
• Telecasting

on

this

RADIO'S

Record

Booklet

Offer!

The facts of this case history are
so
ing:astounding that they'll speak
for themselves in the simplest tellThe Lincoln Rochester Trust Company, each
weekday at 7 :30 in the morning, presents a
chatty, homespun commentary by Al Sisson.
On February 4, 5 and 6 Al devoted approximately 21/^ minutes of his program to offering
a free booklet entitled,
"1003 Household
Hints." Listeners could get it only by calling
in personTheat bank
any one
the bank's
offices.
had of
a supply
of 25,000
booklets. After the third broadcast,
24,000 people had called for their
copies and all further mention of
the offer had to be cancelled!

RANK F. B. HOUSTON, account executive, Abbott Kimball Co., L. A.,
•ansferred to San Francisco office.

8ROADCASTING

That's

Simple proof, isn't it, that RADIO'S ability
to reach people and sell people remains unchallenged? Of course, it must be added that
the station was WHAM — which has more
listeners — 99.3% of the time — in 16 Western
New York counties, than any other radio station !
The

Stromberg-Carlson
Station
Rochester, N. Y.

Basic NBC — 50,000 watts — cleoi channel — 1180 kc
GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY COMPANY, NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
March 24, 1952
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neu) business

• • •
HANSEN BAKING Co., Seattle, and JORDAN BAKING Co., Tacomi
using 504 announcements on KIRO, KOMO, KJR and KVI SeattL
SjaatKMO and KTAC Tacoma, KXRO Aberdeen, all Wash., plus
announcements on KING-TV Seattle to promote Sunbeam, new bran'
name. Agency: Elliot, Goetz & Boone, S. F.
SWIFT
tions in
Chicago
and may

& Co., Chicago, for Vigoro using TV spots and particips
Seattle, Houston, New Orleans, Salt Lake City, Cleveland an
for from two to 13 weeks. Spot radio being used in Housto
be expanded. Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago.

CALIFORNIA INTERNATIONAL FLOWER SHOW, Inglewood, Calif
starts concentrated spot announcement campaign in Los Angeles area o
24 radio and seven TV stations. Agency: Smalley, Levitt & Smith, L. ^
DEPREE Co., Holland, Mich., buying three shows on WENR-T
Chicago for its Nullo Deodorant tablets. Market may be added afte
26-week sponsorship of Dayigerous Assigyvment, Tues. 10-10:30 p.m
Austin Kiplinger and the News, Mon.-Wed.-Fri. 11-11:10 p.m., and
weather forecast, Mon. 6:10-6:20 p.m. Agency: Dancer-Fitzgerald-San:
pie, Chicago.
JULIUS KAYSER & Co., Sherbrooke, Que. (women's wear), has starte
spot campaign on number of stations across Canada. Agency: Canadia
Adv. Agency, Montreal.
Dr. Florence Sabin
Denver, Colorado

L. E. SHAW Ltd., Halifax (tile products), has started five minute humoi
ous commentary thrice weekly on four Canadian Atlantic coast station
Agency: Imperial Adv., Halifax.

Woman of the Year for Science
A/eiwotk

"KLZ

has

done

wonders

in health

education."

Dr. Florence Sabin, vice-chairman,
Board of Health and Hospitals, Denver,
says "KLZ

has done wonders in health

education,"
Nationally-known Dr. Sabin — named
"Woman of the Year for Science" in 1951
by the Associated Press and winner of the

•

MILES LABS., Elkhart, Ind., renews News of the World, 6:30-6:45 p.m
and One Man's Fartiily, 6:45-7 p.m., both five days weekly on NB(
effective March 31 for 52 weeks. Agency: Geoffery Wade Adv., Chicag'
ELECTRIC AUTO-LITE Co., Toledo, Ohio, to sponsor preview teleca;
of New York's Auto Show on CBS-TV April 1 in place of regula
Suspense. Show will originate from Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, 9:30-10 p.r.
Agency: Cecil & Presbrey, N. Y.
GENERAL MILLS expanding sponsorship of Fri. installment of Brii
and Groom, CBS-TV, Mon. through Fri., 10:30-10:45 a.m., from 15 mill
utes to half hour with HUDSON PULP and PAPER Co. sponsorirj
Thurs. Agencies for General Mills: Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N.
and Knox Reeves Adv., Minneapolis.
SHINOLA DIVISION of Best Foods Inc. (Shinola and Rit), sponsorin'l
Netvs Summary, featuring Larry LeSueur on CBS Radio, Sun. 5:55-6 p.r i
eff"ective yesterday (March 23). Agency: Earle Ludgin & Co., Chicagj;

1951 Lasker Award — is one of many noted
Colorado leaders who have praized KLZ's
approach to community problems through
painstaking public service programming.

KLZ
5000 WATTS-560
CBS RADIO

2 age 12

9
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KC

DICK KNOX PRODUCTIONS, Capistrano Beach, Calif, (ceramic dinne
ware and artware), appoints Walter McCreery Inc., Beverly Hills. Rad
and TV will be used.
THORTON FULLER Co., Phila., and STAPLEX Co., Brooklyn,
appoint Hopson Adv., Phila.
POPULAR HOME FURNITURE STORES, L. A., appoints Kent
man Adv. Hollywood. TV is being used.
CHESTNUT FARMS-CHEVY CHASE DAIRIES, Washington,
subsidiary of National Dairy Products Corp., appoints N. W. Ayer
Phila.

N. 1
Goo |
D. (I
& So |

CONSUMERS & DISTRIBUTORS INSURANCE EXCHANGE, L. .
(hospital plan and general insurance), and SILENT MAID PRODUCT
Co., L. A. (garbage disposals), appoint Alvin Wilder Adv., that cit
Former is using radio, latter TV.
DE HERIOT Inc., Hollywood (perfumes and Breathtakers, oral deodora;
(Continued on page 78)
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COLLINS

21 E

5
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m

m

m

m

KW

TRANSMITTER

'Sn
Operating economy.
^ Simplified circuits.
7^ Simplified frequency control —
low temperature coefficient crystals
(no oven required).
Single external unit —
open, dry type transformer.
^ Built-in modulation peak limiting.
/? Full visibility of all tubes.
^ Complete accessibility.

X.HE NEW Collins 2lE 5 kw broadcast transmitter is

tubes in the amplifier stages. Frequency control is by
means of the new plug-in, super stability, low temperature coefficient crystals, which eliminate the need for

the completing unit to the great new line of advanced
design Collins broadcast transmitters. Smart, modern
styling is combined with up-to-the-minute engineering
in the handsome, thoroughly dependable 2lE.
Great simplification has been achieved in the circuits
associated with the modulator and power amplifier driver
stages through use of the recently developed high gain,
long lived tetrodes. Employment of these efficient tubes
also permits the use of low drain, low cost, receiver type
SEE

THE

NEW

COLLINS

21E

AT

RADIO

COMPANY,

11 W. 42ncl St.
NEW YORK 18
(BROADCASTING
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Cedar

1937 Irving Blvd.
DALLAS 2

Peak limiting automatically clips audio peaks at approximatelydb
1 above 100% modulation.
For 10 kw operation, the 5 kw 2lE may be transformed
into a 10 kw 2lM. Any specified carrier frequency from
540 to 1600 kc is available.

THE

FOR BROADCAST

COLLINS

crystal ovens.

NARTB

CONVENTION

QUALITY, IT'S . . .

Rapids,

Iowa

2700 W. Olive Ave.
BURBANK

Dogwood Road, Fountain City
KNOXVILLE
March 24, 1952
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EDITOR:
... I read with great interest
the editorial [March 17] on irresponsible promotions.
Long ago a journalism professor
of mine . . . stressed strongly to us
the necessity of intestinal fortitude
and integrity on the part of a
[publication] in keeping advertising and editorial activities unrelated. You have them.
. . . Wherever the station mentioned is located, the public and
the broadcasters there will undoubtedly treat the situation to
the long-haul benefit of the listener
and the sponsor who make all of
our businesses possible . . .
Paul R. Fry
President
KBON Omaha,
KOLN Lincoln, Neb.
^ ❖
<
Giving and Receiving
EDITOR:
I was quite interested to read
the "Feature of the Week" story
in your issue of March 10 relative

Je^

Open

mike

to the "noncommercial contracts"
and invoices made out by WCTC
New Brunswick, N. J., and sent
with a "paid-up" statement to their
many public service clients. This
implies the idea of a great obligation due to the station on the part
of each public service broadcaster.
While I appreciate the many dolworth of timestations
"given" for
by radio
and lars
television
such
public service programs, I want to
point out some pertinent facts
which many station managers apparently overlook. . . .
Unfortunately, some stations
feel they have done their "FCC
duty" if they "give" a certain
amount of public service time; but
I believe they have a further obli-

FACE

gation to the public and themselves
to see that such time is fully
utilized in the best interests of the
public. Another unfortunate angle
is the "what the hell" attitude
of some station personnel with
reference to a public service "free"
program. . . .
This letter is definitely not written in any belligerent or argumentative mood, but rather in a spirit
of enlightenment . . . and merely to
points out to stations . . . that they
are also receiving something of inestimable value in return. . . .
W. Howard Lenhart
Council of Churches
of Alleghany County
Pittsburgh

FACTS

Radio has always given the advertiser the greatest coverage
— the lowest cost per thousand . . . yet some people want
radio to slash their rates. Radio is a bargain buy — it always
has been.
Printed
face of
asking
reduce

media have been increasing their rates — even in the
dips in circulation. Are the same advertisers who are
radio to reduce rates also asking printing media to
theirs?

Just What He Needed
EDITOR:
Many thanks for the reprints of
"How Industry Makes Friends by
Radio" from B«T Feb. 25 issue.
This is the idea we have beer
looking for, not knowing just what
to do. . . .
Carl Kolata
Vice President
\

Back

WTTN Watertown, Wis. ^
Copy

EDITOR:
We would like your permission
to reproduce the article by Harolc
Fellows that appeared in the Nov
12, 1951, issue of your publication
that dwelled upon the subject oi
what would
all advertising in thehappen
United"ifStates
was
stopped at 10 o'clock this moxning." . Powell
..
Adams
Sales Promotion
Skelly Oil Co.
Kansas City, Mo.

Delicate Balance
EDITOR:
. . . I believe most normal
humans are a bit sensitive about
having their careers exposed to
print. But your publication has
handled this so well that it satisfies
my sense of pride without doing
more
than endangering my sense
of modesty.
Norman H. Stroiise
Vice President
J.
Walter Thompson Co.
Detroit
[EDITOR'S All
NOTE: Mr. Strouse
refers
to
himanin "On
the Feb. Accounts"
28 issue.] profile about
% ^ ^

In the four years between 1946 and 1951, there was an
increase of 1,281,000 radio homes in WGN's coverage area.*
During this time you didn't get a letter saying, "We are
increasing our rates 25% even though the number of radio
homes has increased 34%!"
Let's face the facts. Radio is your best buy and in Chicago
YOUR BASIC BUY IS WON.
*Nielsen Radio Index

^ Clear Channel Station . . .
Serving the Middle West
MBS

Chicago 11
Illinois
50,000 Watts
720

On Your Dial
Chicago office for Minneapolis-St. Paul. Detroit. Cincinnati and Milwaukee
Eastern Sales Office: 220 E. 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y. for New York City, Philadelphia and Boston
Geo. P. Holllngbery Co.
Advertlsine Solicitors for All Other Cities
Los Angeles — 411 W. 5th Street • New York — 500 5th Avenue • Atlanta — 22J Peach Street
Chicago — 307 N. Michigan Avenue • San Francisco — 400 Montgomery Street
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Echoes of Hadacol
EDITOR:
Since the famous Hadacol contests through which scores of stations gave Hadacol thousands of
dollars worth of time for the
chance of winning a prize, the practice has grown rapidly of baiting
stations into giving a lot of publicity in prize contests.
It's paying
unfair
to competitive
advertising
regular
card cut.
rate, for it's really a;
terrific rate
We think all stations should re-i
frain from giving extra publicity;
for the chance of winning a prize..,
B. J. Parrish
General Manager
KOTN Pine Bluff, Ark.
Distance
EDITOR:

Record?

The 10 w student FM radio sta
tion at Kansas State
^ "¥ College, Man
hattan, Kan., has just set a recor
with probably the longest remote
(Continued on page 16)
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405 Lexington Ave.
New York 17, N.Y.
Murray Hill 9-2606
35 E. Wocker Drive
Chicago 1, III.
RA ndolph 6-01 13
1 1 0 Sutter Street
San Francisco, Calif.
Exbrook 2-3407
6253 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood 28, Calif.
Granite 1480
i

KKPRESE^TATIVES,
RADIO —

TELEVISION

CONVENTION

BROADCASTING

inc.
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HEADQUARTERS

• BLACKSTONE

HOTEL

• DROP
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NOW!
More

One

Radio

Than

Million

Families
in the

FORMAL port-rail' of FCC as now constituted under the chairmanship
Paul A. Walker, and including new Comr. Robert T. Bartley. Seated (I to i
Comr. Rosel H. Hyde (R-lda.); Chairman Walker (D-Okla.); Comr. Edward A
Webster (Ind.-D. C.) Standing (I to r): Comrs. George E. Sterling (R-Me.
Robert F. Jones (R-Ohio); Frieda B. Hennock (D-N. Y.); Bartley (D-Tex.

WMC
market

Openfrom
Mike
(Continued
page H)

area

* Estimate based on 1949 BMB Survey projected through 1951.

Today in the Memphis and Mid-South market
area there are one million radio families. This
does not include the tremendous

bonus of auto-

mobile radios, all adding up to make
WMCF
made

the greatest medium

#

AT

and

of advertising ever

available to sell the Mid-South

LOOK

WMC

THESE

market.

FACTS:

406,034 persons now live in urban Memphis

# Memphis 2nd largest city in area of over 31
million people
#

Memphis

market a two billion dollar buying

Since 1923 Memphis'
leading radio station has been

5000

WMC
MEMPHIS
F

^^Qf'Y

WATTS

•

790

KC

National Representatives, The Branham Company

260 KW Simultaneously Duplicating AM Schedule

^^^^^

Station in Memphis and the Mid-South

CELEBRATING this year its 25th Anni- M Df*
INDVi*
v^rsary of Affiliation with ...
Owned and Operated by The Commercial Appeal
•

public. . . .
Kenneth E. Thomas
Station Manager
College(FM) Kansas State
KSDB
Manhattan, Kan.

potential

Page 16

hookup ever arranged for such a
small station.
Enthusiastic fans contributed
funds to underwrite costs for a
1,300 mile remote broadcast of the
basketball game between Kansas
State College and the U. of California at Berkeley. This may be the
long distance record for a broadcast originated by an FM station.
KSDB (FM) is student operated
throughout and is a noncommercial
radio station for practical training in all phases of broadcasting.
Unlike most licensed educational
stations, the programming, which
is created entirely by students who
are aiming toward commercial
radio program and production
careers, is designed to entertain
its listeners according to their
tastes rather than to educate the

March 24, 1952

Program Idea
EDITOR:
Recent history has shown what
a real boon a "Malik" or "Kefauver" program is to a department
of television always in need of
better material.
The public also greatly benefits
by such programs. First, it is
spared the lesser quality programs
which the Malik or Kefauver program displaces. Second, such programs provide vital information in
detail and in human appeal never
before known. Hence the public is
in a better position to reach correct
conclusions on important problems.

the stake of all the people is fi
larger than the interests of tl
immediate participants.
Furthermore the actors are sa;
to be good; the script promises e:
cellent humor and repartee; thei
should be moments of unrehearse
spontaneous action.
John F. Clagett
Clagett & Schilz, Attys.
Washington, D. C.

Don't Sting the Public
EDITOR:
Have . . . read your [editoria
"Cardboard Christmas," in the Ja
28 issue of Broadcasting • Tel;
CASTING and feel prompted to repl
As continuity chief of KGL
Miami, Okla., this past summer,
had opportunity of coming in co
tact mentioned.
with much Previous
the same to"deatl
as
receipt of goods offered, the cor
mercials were delivered and "sole
by our announcers, in the firm b
lief that the articles mentiom
were well worth the "reasonab
price" asked.
But when said articles arrive
anyone could see they were wor
but a few pennies, 7iot dollars. Yi
should have heard the announce
when they viewed the articles th'
had been so faithfully and glo^
ingly praising . . . and selling. .
Our public has become
thoroughly disillusioned with SU(
commercials they are adverse
further "taking a chance." Tru
there will always be what is coi
monly termed the sucker, who w
throw good money after bad f
anything that comes along; b;
for the most part, the radio (ai
TV) audience wants — and w
buy — only that which has bei|
proveti to be even one half as goi
as the Anne
commercial
states.g...
Youn
\

Why not televise the labor-management-government negotiations
in the steel industry? Here is a
chance to broadcast what we all
hope is a good example of democBeverly Hills, Calif.
racy at work on a problem where
BROADCASTING
• Telccastir
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PRESTO
.ANOTHER
New

problems in community

POPULATION

SHIFT!

relations can arise overnight.

"Ka^xo has the flexibility to meet them.
Today you see acres of farmland. Tomorrow,
on the same site, an organized community of
hundreds of families!
In these days of fantastic speed in housing
developments, the company that wants good
community relations must think fast. Plan fast.
Act fast. These new residents are potential customers, employees, suppliers. The sooner you
can make a favorable impression, the better.
Radio gets your story into their homes more
quickly, and more economically, than any other
medium. In many new communities, radio is
the orXy medium that reaches anything like a
real majority of the homes.

ROADCASTING

• Telecasting

In six of the nation's leading industrial areas..
Boston, Springfield, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh,
Fort Wayne and Portland, Oregon . . Westinghouse stations offer unique skill in handling
community relations problems. They will be glad
to show you how the personal touch of radio
has helped other companies make friends with
their neighbors. Perhaps your problems will respond to similar treatment.

WESTINGHOUSE RADIO STATIONS Inc
WBZ • WBZA . KYW • KDKA • WOWO • KEX • WBZ-TV
National Representatives, Free & Peters, except
for WBZ-TV; for WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales
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feature

Do you want to know whether
you can take a dog into Canada
on a hunting trip? Or the cost
of a hunting license in Ohio? Or
how to cook blowfish?
Or do you want to know how to
sell more fishing tackle and
hunting equipment, or beer, or
potato chips, or soft drinks?
If you have a product which appeals to the outdoorsman, young
or old, man or woman, "Ludlam's Lodge" can answer these
questions.

of the iiieeH

Senora de Perriyi (seated, center-) gives opening instr-^ictions to XEMX
staff. Others at all-ivomayi station are not identified.
PHIL SPITALNY has his all-girl products over the radio but also to
orchestra and there are women
educate and interest Mexican
Softball teams but Mexico City now
women, Senora de Perrin agreed.
has an all-woman radio station.
Rates for programs and spots were
XEMX Paseo de la Reforma,
set at a low level — 15 minutes of
known as "Radio Femenina," de- air time at 7 p.m. is only 45 pesos,
exclusive of talent and production.
buted March 14 during official cereCommercials are informal and
monies presided over by Agustin
written to appeal to women.
Garcia Lopez, minister of communications.
Station's staff comprises 35 girls,
The new station is managed by including 10 announcers, 10 operators and three sales women who
Senora Cuca Escobar de Perrin,
sell time to French, English and
one of Mexico's notables in the
Mexican clients.
world of radio, theatre and film.
XEMX is owned by Luis Martinez
Among its executives are Muriel
Vertiz, owner of XEPH, also MexReger, formerly with NBC New
ico, and former manager of a York and U. S. stations, who is
large department store. It was Mr.
music director, and women prominent in Mexican cultural circles.
Vertiz who, with Dr. Fernando
Gonzales Oviedo, conceived the Senora de Perrin herself presents
novel idea. They immediately ap- programs relating to household and
social service activities, plus a new
proached Senora de Perrin.
Here was a plan not only to sell
type of "soap opera."

AT
WHERE

DOES THE BEST JOB
a. IN SAVANNAH

strictly

in the Washington market — so
why not call your nearest NBC
Spot Sales office now for details?
in WASHINGTON

5,000 Watts > 980 KC
Represented by NBC Spot Sales
Page 18
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business

ON
rsion
NELS
easy
an RLE
. foun
S conve
YD d CHA
LLO
from radio and agency work
to television and films because "AM
and TV follow the same pattern ex-

listeners. He's also the man who
can solve your selling problems

FIRST

IT COUNTS..

WTOC

In the 5-5:30 p.m. Saturday spot
on WRC for over a year, "Ludlam's Lodge" is now available to
national advertisers. Kennedy
Ludiam solves problems in the
field of outdoor sports for all his

HOME

Mr. NELSON

."
Mr. ceptNelson
is television
director,
in production
with a staff of 20, at Vogue-Wright
Studios, Chicago, which produces
and films television commercials
and shows. He also supervises TV
work in the New York and Hollywood branches.
Two years ago he started packaging video shows and currently is
setting up a national sales organization. Two major weekly quarterhours are Dr. Fixum and Visiting
Nurse, the latter filmed so it can be
telecast 5, 10 or 15 minutes. Spot
clients include Studebaker, Kaiser(Continiied on page 79)

b. IN CHATHAM COUNTY
c. WITHIN A 50-MILE
RADIUS OF THE CITY.

WTOC
SAVANNAH,

5000 W

GEORGL

1290 KC

Represented
The

CBS
by

Katz Agency,

BROADCASTING

In

• Tclecasti

Be

on

the

Beeline

1

Tooth paste or tires, the way to sell in inland California and western
Nevada is ... on the BEELINE ! It's the five-station radio combination that gives you
THE MOST LISTENERS More audience than the eleven other leading local stations needed to cover inland California and western
Nevada.
LOWEST COST PER THOUSAND More audience plus favorable
Beeline combination rates naturally means lowest cost per thousand
listeners.
(BMB standard Rate & Data)
Ask Raymer for the full story on this 3-billion-dollar market — inland
California and western Nevada.
cClatchy
Broadcasting
Company
Sacramento, California
Paul H. Raymer, National Representative
Affiliated with Inland California's 3 Leading Papers
THE SACRAMENTO BEE • THE MODESTO BEE • THE FRESNO BEE
KOH
KFBK
Reno (NBC)
Sacramento (ABC)
5000 watts, day; 1000
50,000 watts 1530 kc.
watts, night 630 kc

ROADCASTING

• Telecastinj
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high-gain

the

lowest

transmit

antenna.
cost

• This remarkable new 10-kw TV
transmitter, and an RCA high-gain
antenna (type TF-12AM), will provide up to 100 kilowatts of effective
radiated power. More than twice the

per

kilowatt
5-kilowatt models and weighs substantially less).
The new RCA 10-kw transmitter is
available in two types. Type TT-IOAL
covers channels 2 to 6. Type TT-IOAH
covers channels 7 to 13-

power of any commercial TV transmitter operating today— and AT SUBSTANTIALLY LOWER COST PER RADIATED KILOWATT than other transmitter-antenna combinations!
Using an improved type of aircooled tetrode in the final power amplifier stages, this transmitter removes
all former restrictions on interior

For complete information on this
new 10-kw . . . call in your RCA Broadcast Specialist. He can show you what

cooling and floor-space requirements.
No water supplies to bother about.
No problem setting up the transmitter in tight quarters (it takes approximately half the floor area of previous
FOR
II

ANY

TV

POWER

UP

you'll need to get "on the air"— with
the power you want— at lowest possible cost. Phone him. Or write Dept.
22 CD, RCA Engineering Products,
Camden, New Jersey,
TO

200

KW-

II

II

GO

RCA!

■2!nrVIIF
20lnf nf

IBImtaff
\ Ik*

m

\ m

The Key to High Power and Low Cost
Improved RCA Air-Cooled tetrode — used
in the aural and visual finals. Proved for
long life, easy to handle.

misers

Any

in

the

house?

We

mean

time buyers who guard every dollar of their clients' advertising

money.

Time

buyers who make

buy radio.

every dollar do double duty when they

In Baltimore, the station for them is WITH!

The reason why

is simple: WITH's

rates are LOW

. . . and WITH's

audience is BIG. You get more buying listeners-per-dollar than from any
other TV
And

here's proof: WITH

or radio station in Baltimore.

regularly carries the advertising of twice as many local

merchants as any other station in town. For just one good reason: WITH
low-cost results! Get the whole WITH

produces

story from your For joe man today!

W-I-T-Hf^
IN BALTIMORE
TOM

TINSLEY,

PRESIDENT

•

REPRESENrED

BY

FORJOE

& COMPANY

/
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ANA'S
BETTER
FACTS
ON
Television Is GOAL:
Big
A year ago the ANA was busy "proving" that radio
values had gone to pot. Now the national advertisers
But Radio's Bigger
have begun to wonder whether they are getting their
LARGE sections of the weekly ra1 dio-TV audience — from 45% to
money's worth in any medium. They hope to get the
: 65% in many instances — can be
answers from the revived Advertising Research FoundaI reached only by radio, C. G. Shaw,
tion which has $125,000 to spend on putting radio, TV,
ivicepresident of A. C. Nielsen Co.,
told the Assn. of National Advermagazines and other media under the microscope.
tisers at its spring meeting in Hot
t Springs, Va., held last week,
s From a cost per 1,000 homes
two-thirds of the combined total
down to 11% in small towns and
rural sections.
for the entire day, its importance
reached, Mr. Shaw said, TV costs
I
average roughly 50% higher than
Using 1946-48 as a base period,
ranged from 96%> in early morninghours to a little less than half durradio generally because of TV's
he said that radio listening in metr
ction
highe produ
costs and the
ing late evening hours, in terms of
ropolitan areas is down 7% in
number of homes using each medithe morning, 39% in the afternoon
medium's present stage of development. These figures are based on
um (radio and TV) per minute.
and 54% in the evening. In mediabout two dozen half-hour eveum cities, he said, morning radio
Listening
in radio-only homes
ning programs for radio and TV.
listening is up 8%, afternoon
during the day continued at or near
down 19% and evening down 25%.
"Perhaps of gi-eater significance
pi'evious levels, according to Mr.
I is the fact that the range from lowIn small-town and rural sections,
Shaw, with usage higher in non-TV
est to highest cost," Mr. Shaw de- on the other hand, morning listenareas. Traditionally, daytime lising is up 6%, afternoon down 10%,
tening has been higher in smaller
j clared, "was about 4 ion
to 1 for radio
and TV. This variat
among in- and evening listening is down 4%.
cities and towns, he reminded. In
dividual programs far exceeded
TV homes, he continued, daytime
241 Million a Month
differences between media, showing
radio usage approximates that for
that opportunities for the alert adTotal "home hours" of radio plus radio-only homes during the morning but presents a sharp contrast
exist in either field.s" He television per day were estimated
er
vertis
115
at 241 million in December, 1951, during the afternoon hours as TV
explained these comparison are
Mr. Shaw said, with radio accountnot designed to be used as a measset usage increases. He emphar ure of the relative effectiveness of
ing for almost two-thirds of the
sized that the marked step-up for
i the media as sales vehicles for total. The combined total repreTV at 4 p.m. is accompanied by
ing.
sented
an
increase
of
about
31%
1 particular products.
only a minor drop in radio listenj Reminding that only 4% of U. S. over the 1946-48 "pre-TV" average,
J homes are without a radio, he said he added, ascribing the growth to
"In contrast with the daytime
more usage per home as well as to
' 36% of radio homes are also TV
showings,"
Mr. Shaw said, listenthe greater number of homes. He
• homes. The picture shows a range
(Continued on page 36)
noted that while radio represented
[from 64% in metropolitan areas

SEVEN major radio-TV advertisers at Assn. of National
Advertisers convention at Hot Springs, Va. (I to r): Carlton
Gilbert, U. S. Rubber Co.; H. M. Kennedy, Prudential Insurance Co. of America; David W. Tibbott, New England
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

Mutual Life Insurance Co.; C. T. Smith, American Telephone & Telegraph Co.; Frank Tucker, B. F. Goodrich Co.;
John McLaughlin, Tad Jeffery, Kraft Foods Co. Radio-TV
talks drew much interest.

Radio Is No
ALL

Longer

Only Sitting Duck
MAJOR national advertisers, demanding to know how they can get
the most for their media dollars,
last week reviewed an all-advertising research project in which radio
and television would be pitted on
their merits against competitors.
Meeting at Hot Springs, Va.,
several hundred members of the
Assn. of National Advertisers focused attention on plans to evaluate
media, especially in the light of television's obvious impact. These
advertisers, representing threefourths of the total national ad
budget, showed a reawakened interest in radio. This was in contrast to the 1951 ANA spring meeting when radio was tagged as a
declining medium, especially in
television markets.
No Rate Cut Talk
There was no talk of radio-ratecutting at the Hot Springs meeting. The lamented ANA studies of
1950-51, in which data were
whipped up as a means of whittling
down radio rates, weren't even
topics of corridor conversation
sessions.
among delegates at last week's
On the other hand the national
advertisers are now concerned over
the high cost of television, including talent. This is reminiscent of
a trend in the '30s and '40s, when
they continually complained about
radio's rising costs.
A look into the future of radio
and television was a feature of the
convention's closing session Friday
afternoon, with Harold E. Fellows,
president of NARTB, offering a
series of predictions.
First step to find out what media
can do for those who spend their
dollars will be revival of the Advertising Research Foundation.
This industrywide operation, which
has never managed to live up to
all the hopes of its advertisermedia-agency backers, has been refinanced and is ready to go into
action when the formal go-ahead
signal is given, according to ANA
and agency officials.
Two key advertising officials laid
(Continued on page 92)
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RATES
KOA, VvORL, WKBV Revise
A BOOST of approximately 121/2%
in the local and national spot rates
of NBC's KOA Denver was announced last week — first revision of
its program rates since January
1944 — while even larger percentage
increases was announced by at
least two other stations.
KOA's boost, effective April 1,
applies to both program time periods and announcements, but not station breaks. The new rate card. No.
14, shows gross hourly time costs in
Class A segments increasing from
$320 to $360, with comparable
boosts for other time classifications,
while the cost of one-minute announcements goes from $48 to $54
gross in Class A time and rises
proportionately in other periods.
Orders accepted prior to April 1
will be protected at current rates
for 12 months, while orders received on and after April 1 will be
protected for six months.
Station - break rates are unchanged, based on $48 net in Class
A time. Nor are the station's network rates — $288 per hour for Class
A time — affected by the changes.
Officials also said no changes are
contemplated in the rates of other
NBC-owned stations.
Cites Listener Increase
James V. McConnell, director of
NBC Spot Sales, who announced the
KOA boosts, noted that "since the
effective date of KOA's current
program rates (Jan. 1, 1944), radio
families in KOA's primary Colorado -Wyoming area have increased 39%. Since the effective
date of KOA's current announcement rates (Jan. 1, 1948), radio
families in the same area have increased 29%.
Elsewhere, WORL Boston released its rate card No. 2, also effective April 1, which provides for "a
general increase in rates of approximately 15%." Spokesmen for
the Boston independent noted that
this is its first rate rise since the
station resumed broadcasting in
October 1950 under the new ownership of Pilgrim Broadcasting Co.
The one-hour one-time rate remains
$120.00.
(Also see earlier story on WKBV
Richmond,
Ind. 7-aising rates, page
58.)
Day Named V. P.
ROBERT W. DAY, radio and TV
director for Albert Frank-Guenther
Law, New York,
has been elected
a vice president.
He has been with
the agency for
the past year.
Prior to that, he
was radio director of John Hancock Mutual Life
Insurance C 0.,
Boston, and
Mr. Day
radio - TV director of Lynn Baker Inc. and H. B.
Humphrey, both New York.
Page 24
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Recordings Can Be Edite(
WOULDfromelimination
of 'B
the
"beep'
P'
EE
signal
tape-recorded
telephone
ONE
TELEPH
interviews
used by broadcaster;
violate any FCC rules or conflic
with tariffs filed by the telephonr
companies?
In an effort to deal with thi
annoyance, three reporters o:
NBC's Three-Star Extra took th
matter up with former FCC Chair,
man Wayne Coy and then Actin^^
Chairman Paul A. Walker last fall
The decision: There is nothing i;

"Camera, Number Three

keep your eyes on your work."

Bergen Sees CBS, NBC Officials;
Other Stars Consider Offers

TALENT
SESSION between Edgar Bergen and executives of NBC and CBS got
under way last week to determine the performer's future radio and television activities. Mr. Bergen, reportedly open to the best offer, also negotiated with Sonny Werblin, Music Corp. of America vice president. All
meetings took place in New York.
Conferences are being held to not been announced [B*T, Feb. 25].
Both networks offered the star long
determine whether Mr. Bergen,
term contracts in both radio and
currently sponsored by Coca-Cola,
TV but the agreement was to keep
will continue his present Sunday
the outcome silent for the time.
night show on CBS Radio, switch
to NBC or give radio up entirely.
Holding that a weekly TV show
uses up a comedian's material too GULFPORT MEETING
rapidly, Mr. Bergen has been hesiMBA Elects Sepaugh
tant about involving himself in a
weekly TV commitment. He is open
to a monthly TV show offer but ELECTION of L. M. (Mac) Sepaugh, general manager of WSLI
only if it originates in Hollywood
Jackson, Miss., to the presidency of
on film produced by his own comthe Mississippi Broadcasters Assn.
pany with the performer retaining
took
placeat at
group's annual
residual rights.
meeting
thetheEdgewater
Hotel,
Talent Hassle
Gulfport, last week.
The talent battle in other circles
Other officers elected include
continues to rage with CBS and
Charles J. Wright Jr., WFOR HatNBC offering deals to both new
and established talent. NBC has tiesburg, vice president, and Granville Walters, WAML Laurel, secsuggested that Tallulah Bankhead
retary-treasurer. Elected for a
take on a regular TV show next
one year term to the board of diseason, produced on the same forrectors were Bob Evans, WELO
mat as The Big Shoiv, Miss BankTupelo; Joe Phillips, WSSO Starkhead's weekly radio program.
Loretta Young is considering a ville; Bob McRaney, WCBI Columbus; Charles Newman, WCJU Coshow on CBS Television if prelimlumbia; Charles Holt, WHSY Hatinary talks are successful. Conand Buck Hinman, WROX
tract would call for a series of half tiesburg,
Clarksdale.
hour filmed programs.
At the two day meeting, the
Although CBS claims Jack Benny
group
approved a statewide public
exclusively, he frequently declares
himself a free agent entitled to service broadcast of General MacArthur's appearance in Jackson
make his own commitments. Mr.
which was to take place March 22.
Benny, who would be a welcome
Mr. Sepaugh upon his election
addition to the NBC family, is reannounced a special committee to
ported determined to leave radio
handle all arrangements for the
and stick to a monthly television
show.
BMI clinic in Jackson May 3-4.
Results of the NBC and CBS
Committee will be headed by Wiley
discussions with Red Skelton have
Harris, of WJDX Jackson.

rules orif,tariffs
forbid sue'o
aeither
procedure
after torecording
the conversation has been com
pleted, the tape is edited to elim
nate the signal.
This opinion was contained i
FCC Chairman Walker's answe
to the question put by newsmai
Ray Henle. As a result, on Marc
19 for the first time, Three-Stai
Extra carried an "unbeeped" tapi
telephone interview between newa
man Ned Brooks and Bradshav
Mintener, a leader of the Eisen
hower Minnesota write-in can^
Hearings Planned
Last December, Mr. Coy advise
paign.
Mr. Henle that extensive hearing
were held on this question and FC
regulations then specified that th
"beep" be required in phone cor
versations. Record of the pr(
ceedings revealed that only purpos
of the signal is to acknowledge thf
the conversation is being recorder
Mr. Henle also noted that "bi
cause of the quality of telephor
recordings it would, of course, I
quite impossible to present thei
on the radio as anything but teh
phone recordings and they woul
be identified as such verbally."
Only occasional use of sucj
recordings is planned on the ne^^ 0 K
program, Mr. Henle added.

!

JAMES KOVACH TO WQXR
Is Named Station Managt
JAMES E. KOVACH, NBC execi
tive for five years, has been a]
pointed to the new position of sts
tion manager for WQXR ar
WQXR-FM, Manhattan outlets (
The New York Times, Elliott J
Sanger, executive vice presidei
and
general manager, announc(J
Wednesday.
Mr. Kovach has been manager (
television
productionwasoperations
NBC and formerly
in charge f^'1^
NBC
radio
network
program
tions. After a vacation, heoper.''
w
report to WQXR April 15, whe:
he will be in general charge * ti
operations,
Mr. Sanger. working directly wii
Wisconsin Meet
WISCONSIN BROADCASTEF
Assn. will meet in Milwaukee
the Plankington Hotel May 5-6 f
a BMI clinic the first day and
closed business session the next.
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' SESSIONS
'S/Dfmittee
CHICAGO
Chairman Allen Woodall of
AX ARRAY of "side" meetings is
WDAK Columbus, Ga., and BAB
i being arranged by radio and TV
I networks and other industry or- Vice President Kevin Sweeney and
Ijganizations concurrently with the Local Promotion Director Jack
NARTB convention in Chicago this Hardesty.
weekend and early next week.
Additionally, a number of BAB
In addition to BAB, which will board and committee meetings are
hold a board meeting and numerscheduled for Saturday and Sunday.
ous committee sessions aside from
its Monday-afternoon full-memberOne of the top agenda items for
ship meeting, and the All-Radio
the BAB board meeting is election
of a chairman to succeed Mr.
Affiliates
independent
session forCommittee's
the 354 stations
which
Kobak, who sought to resign last
have contributed to its support
fall but agreed to continue in office
until the convention so that the
[B*T, March 17], the networks
will have top officials on hand and
board would have more time to
in some cases are scheduling formal
nominate his successor.
affiliates'
meetings
(see
story
page
The All-Radio Affiliates Com32.)
mittee meeting with representaNARTB convention agenda has
tives of its contributing stations
|rbeen pretty well completed, with
workshop sessions covering basic will hear a report on the 13-man
committee's activities and act upon
radio and TV problems — political committee
resolutions condemning
broadcasts, the television code and
"the
dangerous
practice of permitFM operation. The Chicago conting major advertisers to set our
vention (March 30-April 2) will
rates for us;" stressing the vital
comprise radio - TV management
need for radio to maintain a finanand engineering conferences, to be
cially strong position in order to
held simultaneously.
remain
top sales medium; approvThere were some changes and ading radio promotion campaigns
ditions last week. Entertainment
undertaken by and within the inplans were announced for the condustry, and calling upon affiliates
vention banquet, to be held Wednesto
keep
a strong "bargaining posiday evening as an annual feature
tion" with their networks regardof the netwoi'ks and BMI.
ing the changing of their respecBAB Agenda
17]. tive network rates [B*T, March
The BAB convention session will
All-Radio Affiliates Committee
be held at 2 p.m. Monday, March
meeting,
to be held at 4 p.m. Mon31, in the Conrad Hilton Hotel's
Grand Ballroom. Before that, a
day in the Conrad Hilton's South
Ballroom, is heralded as one of
breakfast for BAB's state membership promotion chairmen is slated
"paramount importance to the enat 9 a.m. Monday, when bureau
tire industry." The report of the
officials will present a quick out- committee, operating under Chairman Paul W. Morency of WTIC
line of plans for the afternoon proHartford since its formation at
gram, sketch BAB member-services scheduled for the year start- last year's convention, will be subing April 1, and outline plans for
mitted as "final report," with the
question of maintaining a permathe forthcoming membership camnent committee to be decided by
paign.
BAB officials who will lead the those stations which have sup'breakfast session include President
ported the current one. There apWilliam B. Ryan, Board Chairman
pears no doubt in the minds of individual committeemen, however.
Edgar Kobak, Membership Com-

Unfinished

Business:

i THOUGH a full agenda of speeches and workshop sessions on subjects of almost every conceivable interest to broadcasters has been arranged for the forthcoming NARTB convention,
t is not unreasonable to predict that one subect will dominate the assembly this year.
It will be the same subject that overshadowed
all others last year at the same location: radio
rates.
On the eve of the 1951 convention CBS announced a 10 9;- reduction in radio network
rates. It was that announcement that evoked
-he formation of the Affiliates Committee,
pontaneously created during that convention
0 try to fend off a general collapse of network
lates.
A year has passed, and, although all network rates have settled to the equivalent ratios
;hat prevailed before the CBS cut, a general
JROADCASTING
T c re c a s t iti:g

Agenda
Povetail with NARTB
that a committee of this nature is held during the Tuesday luncheon
vital to serve as a watchdog and
with Judge Justin Miller presiding.
NARTB President Harold E. Felto help crystalize action to promote radio affirmatively.
lows will give the luncheon adThe current committee consists
dress in the Grand Ballroom. Special feature marking the associaof Mr. Morency; Walter J. Damm,
WTMJ Milwaukee; John F. Patt,
tion's 30th anniversary, "The First
Goodwill Stations; Edgar Kobak,
30
Years
are the Easiest," has been
WTWA Thomson, Ga.; Clair R. cancelled.
Tuesday morning, Mr. Fellows
McCollough, Steinman Stations;
will introduce a general session on
George B. Storer, Fort Industry
"Signs of the Times" in the Grand
Co. Stations; Hugh Terry, KLZ
Ballroom, with Judge Miller preDenver; Richard M. Fairbanks,
siding. Outlook for business
WIBC Indianapolis; G. Richard
(speaker
unannounced), critical
Shafto, WIS Columbia and WSPA
materials (Henry H. Fowler, adSpartanburg, S. C, and WIST
ministrator. National Production
Charlotte, N. C; Robert D. Swezey,
Authority) and legislation (unWDSU New Orleans; Leonard
announced) will be aired.
Kapner, WCAE Pittsburgh; Ben
Workshop sessions on merchanStrouse, WWDC Washington; and
Kenyon Brown, KWFT Wichita
dising— "The Way to More Business"— will be followed with a
Falls, Tex. (In the listing of the
committee members in the March
panel on "Politics and Broadcast17 issue the names of Messrs.
ing in '52." This comprises an outline of convention plans and elecDamm and Patt were omitted inadvertently.)
tion coverage, plus a review of "get
out the casters
vote
will be campaigns."
apprised how Broadmuch
Swezey to Preside
money
is
expected
to be spent in
Schedule for the TV business
radio-TV political advertising "and
session Monday morning has been
revamped. Mr. Swezey, representhowClair
to getR.your
share."
McCollough,
WGALing WDSU-TV New Orleans and AM-TV
Lancaster,
Pa., will preside
chairman of the NARTB Televiover a panel to include Kenneth
sion Board, will preside, with Thad
H. Brown Jr., TV director and Fry and Edward T. Ingle, radio-TV
counsel to the television board, re- directors of the Democratic and
Republican National Committees,
porting on those activities.
respectively; Sig Mickelson, CBSTV management session has been
TV, chairman. Television Political
moved to 9:30 a.m. Wednesday.
Conventions Coverage Committee,
Dwight Martin Jr., vice president
and William McAndrew, NBC,
of WLWT (TV) Cincinnati, will
deliver the keynote remarks, and chairman of radio coverage counterpart group. Ralph W. Hardy,
participate in a panel previously
NARTB government relations diannounced. They will discuss
rector, and Robert K. Richards,
growing problems of station manpublic affairs director, will be staff
agement with particular reference
to labor relations. Richard P. representatives. Session will be
held 2:30-4 p.m.
Doherty, NARTB employe-employer relations director, will be staff
Following meetings will be devoted to management, with C. L.
representative.
(Chet) Thomas as keynoter.
Special presentation to the Streamlining
of operations, wage
founders of NARTB, originally
and labor problems and latest
scheduled with the "Roaring Twen(Continued on page 32)
ties" buffet Monday noon; will be

Rates
collapse has certainly been prevented. In no
small way the avoidance of disastrous declines
has been due to the Affiliates Committee.
The Committee has influenced the course of
radio simply by lending the prestige of its
membership, which includes some of the real
business statesmen of broadcasting, to the
advocacy of measures supporting radio and
opposing those who would degrade it.
It has undertaken no elaborate or expensive
projects of its own. Its influence has been
exerted through the subtler means of expressing opinions that are representative of this
extraordinary coalition of broadcasters who
in many cases are in competition with one another but who on the larger issues are able to
present a united front of principle.
At Chicago on March 31 the 354 paidrup
members of the Affiliates Committee will decide
whether the organization should continue to

ah

editorial

exist and, if so, to elect officers. They ^vill
meet at a time that is no less critical than April
1951. Advertiser pressure for further rate
reductions has, if anything, intensified. In
some network quarters it is felt that it is only
a matter of time until the networks must yield
It is to be hoped that the members will vote
again.
to perpetuate the Committee and, having disposed of that necessary preliminary, re-elect
as chairman the broadcaster whom they chose
by acclamation a year ago.
Paul W. Morency, WTIC Hartford, was
drafted at the Committee's remarkable first
meeting in 1951. Though it is reported that
he would like to step dowTi in order to spend
more time running his station, he could hardly
turn aside another draft in 1952.
He is a leader who has always heeded a call
to duty. Another call should be made March 31.
March 24, 1952
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CBS
NET
INCOm
Tops $6 Million in '51
CBS in 1951 earned a consolidated
its 25th year, having started operareports, "an increase of 226.4%
tions as CBS on Sept. 18, 1927, over 1950 and the fastest rate of
net income of $6,360,097, or $3.10
a share on the average of 2,051,491
"over only 16 stations," the re- growth in billings of all the netport states that CBS Radio now
shares outstanding during the year,
The report does not include any
Samuel R. Dean, treasurer, re- has 207 outlets and CBS Television
62, of which 51 are interconnected.
comparable figure for CBS Radio,
ported last week in his annual rebut
Publishers Information Bureau
During 1951 CBS Radio Network
works."
port to the company's stockholders,
added 14 stations; CBS TV Netsets
time
distributed
as
part
of
the
company's
sales that
for network's
1951 at gross
$68,784,773
annual report.
work added one, XELD-TV
The increase of some 50 7f over
Brownsville-Matamoros, Mexico.
[B«T, Jan. 28]. Report points out
The financial statement does not
that despite the reduction in time
the $4,105,329 net for 1950 ($2.39
reveal the earnings of the indi- costs to advertisers of about 10%
per share on 1,717,352 shares)
vidual CBS divisions, but the overstems in part from the CBS acwhich was made last July, "the
CBS Radio Network was again first HERE is signing of cont-ract betwee
quisition on June 15, 1951, of Hyall report which covers the year's
in
advertising revenue, increasing
William J. McNally (I), chairman i
tron Radio & Electronics Corp. and
history of each branch of the comits lead over the second network
in part from special credits of
pany's
operations,
states
that
103
the board, Mid-Continent Radio-Tel'
advertisers used CBS Television
from 15% in 1950 to 27% in 1951.
vision Inc., and Joseph H. Ream, CE
$871,155 (approximately 43 cents
According
to
published
figures,
CBS
during
1951,
of
which
58
placed
a share) from a reduction in deRadio also increased its share of executive vice president, wherel
preciation rates allowable for fed- new business and 41 were new
Mid-Continent acquires 53% intere
all network business to the highest
eral tax purposes and from an
sponsors. Gross billings of CBSin WCCO Minneapolis-St. Paul, CE
estimated refund of the 1950 ex- TV were $42,470,844, the company
in history — 39% of the total."
owned radio outlet, and CBS acquin
cess profits tax.
47% interest in WTCN-TV son
CBS gross income for 1951
SarnoH Gets $200,000,
totaled $175,695,687, compared with
March 10].
city, subject to FCC approval [B*'
a 1950 gross of $124,105,408. Cash
Folsom
$165,000
RCA
SALARIES
dividends of $1.60 per share were
paid each year. Earned surplus
BRIG. GEN. DAVID SARNOFF, RCA board chairman, received a RATHER
at the end of 1951 was $35,034,268,
RESIGNS
salary of $200,000 in 1951; Niles Trammell, NBC board chairman, $100,compared with $28,572,222 at the 000
plus incentive compensation of $25,000, and Frank M. Folsom, RCA
end of 1950.
Leaves Macy's PR Poi
president, a salary of $165,000, according to a tabulation of payments
During 1951, Mr. Dean reported,
RESIGNATION
of Victor
M. Ra-r
made
last
year
by
RCA
to
its
diner as vice president
in charge
CBS increased its long term borceived $35,000 in salary and $10,000
rectors included in a proxy statement sent to stockholders.
rowing by $20 million "to be used
in incentive compensation as presi- sales promotion and public relr
for acquisition of teleprincipally
dent of RCA Communications.
The
statement
notes
that
four
vision facilities and other assets
New York d
directors
are
to
be
elected
at
the
tions for Macy'
Charles
B. Jollifi'e,
as viceof presiand for general corporate purdent and technical
director
RCA
was announc(
annual RCA stockholders' meeting
poses." Net current assets were
to be held May 6 in the RCA Bldg., and executive vice president of the
increased by $19,845,738.
partment stor'
RCA
Labs
Div.,
received
$65,000
in
New
York.
Merger with Hytron, placing
last
week
Ja<~]j
I. Straus,
dent
of byR.pres'
Ofl^icial nominees, present direc- salary and $20,000 in incentive comCBS in the business of manufactors whose terms expire this year,
turing radio and TV tubes and,
Macy & C
pensation. Other Payments
through the Hytron subsidiary. Air are Walter A. Buck, vice president
In
addition,
RCA
paid
$3,653
for
parent
organiz 1 ^
and general manager, RCA Victor
tion, to be efFe
King Products Co. (now CBSMr. Buck, $99 for Mr. Cahill, $10,Columbia), radio and TV sets, may
tive April 1.
Div.; John T. Cahill, senior mem812 for Mr. Folsom, $2,520 for Mr.
He will be su
well make 1951 "the most signifiber, Cahill, Gordon, Zachry & ReinMr. Ratner
Ingles,
$4,182
for
Dr.
Jolliffe,
$1,513
c e e d e d by 1
del, legal firm retained by RCA;
cant" year in CBS history, William
for Mr. McGrady, $12,423 for Gen.
Charles Bartlett, vice president
S. Paley, chairman, and Frank
Gano Dunn, president, J. G. White
SarnofF and $6,138 for Mr. TramStanton, president, stated in their
charge
of sales promotion
Engineering Corp.; Edward F. Mcmell into a retirement fund under
Grady, consultant to RCA after
joint message to stockholders.
Macy's,
San
Francisco, since D
a plan supported by contributions
cember 1945.
Until last year, they pointed
having been vice president from
from both the corporation and its
1938
to
1951.
out, "the busines of CBS had been
employes.
Mr. Ratner
joined Macy's
confined almost entirely to broadOctober
1949, having
previous!
This fund is now paying Mr. McWages Listed
casting, in radio since 1927 and
served
as
vice
president
in char
Grady annual retirement benefits
Mr. Buck last year received from
in television since 1931, and since
of advertising and promotion f
RCA
$73,750
in
salary
and
$36,500
of
$1,530.
If
they
survive
and
con1938 to the manufacture of photinue in the employ of RCA until CBS. He will return to the broa
in incentive compensation. Mr.
nograph records and transcripare 65, Mr. Buck will receive casting industry by opening 1:
tions." Decision to expand it to Cahill received fees of $3,550 for they
$7,130 a year; Mr. Folsom, $19,930;
services as director of RCA, NBC
the set and tube manufacturing
office for
public relations
production
activities
at 515 Maiai'
and RCA Communications and his Mr. Ingles, $960; Dr. Jolliffe, $11,- own
field stemmed from the developson
Ave.,
also
effective
April
670;
Gen.
Sarnoff,
$67,720,
and
Mr.
law firm was paid $375,000 for legal
ment of the science of electronics
Among his accounts is an assig
services.
and the rapid growth of tele$33,650. "At that time,"
Mr. Dunn, for his services as Trammell,
ment on television programmij'
vision, they stated.
the
proxy
statement
says, "David
SarnofF
will
have completed
nearly for the William Morris Agenci
Noting that the network is in consulting- engineer and as a direcHe also has been retained
50 years of service with RCA and
tor of RCA, NBC, RCA CommuniCharles Einfeld of 20th Centu
cations and RCA Institutes, was
its predecessor and will have conmore than $118,800 of his Fox, and by the Council of Moti
PLAGIARISM SUIT
paid $29,100. Mr. McGrady re- own fundstributedtowards
Picture Organizations to devel
his retirement
ceived
$22,650
as
consultant,
direcMaxson Judell Names ABC
income and Niles Trammell will an institutional campaign for t
tor of RCA, NBC and RCA Commotion picture industry.
PLAGIARISM suit for $604,000
munications and as RCA vice presi- have completed more than 36 years
of
service
and
contributed
nearly
dent.
was filed March 19 against ABC
The list also shows that John
by Maxson Judell, writer, in Los
Collins Net Up
of his toownthe funds."
In addition
election of four
Hays Hammond Jr. was paid $800 $82,000
Angeles Superior Court.
directors, the business agenda for
last year as an RCA director and
Complaint charges ABC started
COLLINS RADIO Co., Ced,
his companies, Hammond Research
the stockholders' meeting calls for Rapids, Iowa, last week report] ,
a radio program called Fiin Factory in January 1950 while fully Corp. and Radio Engineering Co., the appointment of independent
(with the re- earnings of $847,326 or $2.66,
cognizant of Mr. Judell's literary were paid $36,000 for research and public accountants
ap ointment of Arthur Young & common share for the six mont
engineering services to RCA.
rights to Fun Shop and ideas exGeorge L. Harrison got $2,200 for Co. recommended) and for action
pressed in a syndicated column
ended January 31, compared wi
serving as a director of RCA, NBC
in 1923, in movie shorts in 1924
on a proposal that the incorpora$132,161 or 35 cents a share ^
and RCA Communications.
tion papers of RCA be amended to the same period a year ago. Sa
and in a book published in 1927.
Mrs. Douglas Horton received
Radio-TV format was presented
permit cumulative voting for direc- rose to $28,481,163, nearly fi
tors (which the management op- times those in the first half of li
to the network as early as 1936,
$600 for serving as a director of
according to Mr. Judell.
year when sales totaled $5,853,1
RCA and NBC. Harry C. Ingles re- poses).
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CONSTRUCTION

IRON CURTAIN around new
Vadio-TV station construction was
jartly lifted by the government
ast week and industry glimpsed
'or the first time in months a return to normalcy because of easing
iof materials.
There were developments which
I'inted the way to perhaps unimited building and other projects
leginning July 1. More imporantly, they served to materially
I educe fears that lifting of FCC's
freeze would find a raw maerials problem in 1953.
Highlights in the materials picture stemmed from actions taken
by the Defense Production Adminj istration and National Production
jAuthority which :
0 Indicated that all industrial
(radio-TV station) construction
will be authorized sometime after
jjuly 1, with assurance of materials
py fall to complete any projects
feought by broadcasters.
# Announced
a new list of
krants to broadcasters for materials during the second quarter
'IApril-June) and revealed that all
ipplications currently on file will
be approved for allotment in the
hird and subsequent quarters."
^ Hinted that certain vital maerials (steel and aluminum) may
)e decontrolled by year's end and
hat broadcasters desiring to make
ninor installations or alterations
nay be permitted to self-authorize
.arger quotas of metals.
Definite Action
Talk of easing restrictions has
)een rampant for the past month,
)ut not until last week did DPA'NPA take concrete action to forimalize it [B»T, March 3]. First
itipoff on TV station picture came
ast Monday at a news conference
Jield by DPA Administrator Manly
"Urieischmann and NPA Adminisrator Henry Fowler.
In response to a question, Mr.

BAN

Fleischmann said the new construcpolicy "is will
an indication
more tion
materials
be availablethat
in
the
third and
fourth quarters" for
television
stations.
At the same time, Mr. Fowler
indicated that a decision would be
forthcoming shortly on NPA's color
TV equipment manufacture ban
(see story page 68).
Mr. Fleischmann diluted this optimism, however, with a reservation: A possible nationwide steel
strike could paralyze American industry and play havoc with NPA
materials estimates.
"There will be more materials,
particularly structural steel, available in the third and fourth quai'ters," Mr. Fleischmann said. He
urged that "individuals and companies interested in the construction of projects will now begin active planning work on such projects
and file CMP (Controlled Materials
Plan) applications for materials
forMr.
the Fleischmann
third and fourth
quarters."
added
that a

JAN.

GROSS

SLACKENING in the decline of
radio network time sales volume is
shown by the Publishers Information Bureau figures for January
1952, with gross time sales of four
radio networks— ABC, CBS, MBS
and NBC— aggregating $14,477,939,
less than 1% below the December
1951 total of $14,619,048.
Compared to January 1951, when
the combined radio network gross
came to $16,666,712, this January's
total represents a decrease of
13.1%. But this difference reflects
the 10% cuts in gross rates effected
by NBC and CBS last summer
rather than a decrease in the use
of network radio by national advertisers.
Aside from the generally de-

Lifting

for Rodio-TV

"substantial number of new starts
will be authorized for the third
quarter" along v/ith materials. In
cases where materials aren't readilymits available,
he construction
explained, "perto commence
will
be Ingranted
anyway."
the latter
instance, he said,
"preference will be given to projects in particular areas which have
been especially hard hit by the lack
of defense construction and the
curtailment of ordinary peacetime
construction." These are so-called
"hardship" areas [B*T, March 17].
Filing Procedure
Broadcasters may file on the
conventional Form CMP 4 C, obtaining applications from the regional or local Dept. of Commerce
office or NPA Washington headquarters. They will be routed to
NPA's Industrial Expansion Division in the Construction Controls
Bureau.
This picture will be carried by
NPA
to theat nation's
broadcasters
the SOthradio-TV
annual

Less

Golf Tournament
ADVANCE entry for the
annual NARTB convention
golf tournament for the
Broadcasting • Telecasting trophies may be made at
any of reaus.
theThe tournament
magazine's will
bube held Sunday, March 30,
at Bunker Hill course in outlying south
Chicago. entrance
Buses will
leave the
of
the Conrad Hilton Hotel at
9 a.m. Trophies will be given
for low net, based on the
blind bogey handicap formula, and for low gross. Nineteenth-hole party will wind
up the tournament.
NARTB convention (see story
page 25). J. Bernard Joseph, chief
of the Broadcast and Communications Equipment Section, NPA
Electronics Division, will explain
different regulations. He will stress
scheduling of orders and urge
broadcasters to take advantage of
self-authorization orders — 25 tons
of steel, 2,000 pounds of copper and
(Continued on page 30)

Than

creased dollar figures, the radio
network picture this January differed little from that of the same
month of last year. The top 10
network accounts (Table I) for the
two Januarys include the same
nine advertisers, with Philip Morris Co., replacing Gillette Safety
Razor Co., the only change from
last year.
Nineteen of the 24 advertisers
listed in Table II as top buyers of

1%

Below

Dec.

network radio time in January in
their respective categories are the
same advertisers who topped their
classes in January 1951. The rank
order of the categories, according
to the expenditures of each for network time, is unchanged from the
opening month of 1951 to that of
1952 for the first five classes. Of
the second five groups, four are the
same for both years, although the
rank order varies.

TABLE II
TOP RADIO NETWORK ADVERTISERS BY PRODUCT GROUPS FOR JANUARY 1952
Agriculture & Farming
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co
$ 30,980
Apparel, Footwear, Acces. Brown Shoe Co
14,045
Automotive, Auto. Acces. & Equip General Motors Corp
129,297
Beer, Wine, Liquor
Pabst Brewing Co
80,230
Building Materials, Equip. & Fixtures. . Johns-Mansville Corp
72,676
Confectionery & Soft Drinks William Wrigley Jr. Co
147,147
Consumer Services
Electric Companies Advertising Program
64,028
Drugs & Remedies
Sterling Drug Inc
632,848
Food & Food Products
General Foods Corp
604,839
Gasoline, Lubricants & Other Fuels. . . .Standard Oil Co. of Indiana
106,778
Household Equipment
Phiico Corp
144,310
Household Furnishings
Armstrong Cork Co
33,136
Industrial Materials
U.S. Steel Corp
97,560
Insurance
.Prudential Insurance Co
136,782
Jewelry,
Optical
Goods
&
Cameras.
.
.Longines-Witlnauer
Watch
Co
91,380
Office Equip., Writing Supplies &
Stationery
Hall Brothers
81,125
Publishing & Media
Book Associates
26,312
Radios, TV Sets, Phonographs,
Musical Instruments & Access RCA
57,910
Retail Stores .
Dr. Hiss Shoe Stores
948
Smoking Materials
Liggett & Myers Tobocco Co
507,608
Soaps, Polishes & Cleansers Procter & Gomble Co
937,800
Toiletries & Toilet Goods
Procter & Gamble Co
386,118
Transportation,
Travel
&
Resorts
..
Assn.
of
American
Railroads
61,045
Miscellaneous
American Federation of Labor
103,672

TABLE I.
WGBS Raises Riordan
TOP TEN RADIO NETWORK ADVERTISERS
PPOINTMENT
of Francis J.
FOR JANUARY 1952
iordan as sales manager of
1. Procter & Gamble
$1,469,259
GBS Miami was announced last
2. Sterling Drug
583,732
3. Lever Bros. Co
631,802
eek by Manag4. Miles labs
620,546
ig- Director Mil5. General Foods Corp
612,111
r Babcock. A
6. Liggett & Myers
507,608
lember of the
7. General Mills
503,759
8.
American
Home
Products
Co...
408,595
t ort Industry Co.
9. Pliilip Morris Co
405,798
-tation's sales
10. Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
341,415
taff for the past
TABLE 111
ix years, he sucRADIO NETWORK BILLINGS CLASSIFIED BY PRODUCT GROUPS
eeds Mr. BabJANUARY 1952, COMPARED WITH JANUARY 1951
Class
•ock in the sales
Jan. 1952
Jan. 1952
Jan. 1951
1951
Class
91,380 Jan.100,792
managership,
Jewelry,
Optical
Goods
&
Cameras
Agriculture & Farming
70,728
Office
Equip.,
Writing
Supplies,
Stationery.
130,124
i 406,608
59,987 $ 507,689
Apparel, Footwear & Acces
58,761 Publishing & Media
tir. Riordan enMr. Riordan
23,405
Automotive, Automotive Access. & Equip.
81,125
61,150
red radio as an
78,356
TV Sets,S Access
Phonographs, Musical
342,782 Radios,
Beer, Wine & Liquor
198,268
Instruments
164,335
112,528
106,776
Building
Materials,
Equip.
&
Fixtures
.
.
nploye-trainee at the NBC cenRetail
Stores
948
546,894
547,130
72,676
& Soft Drinks
al division in Chicago, while he Confectionery
245,637 Smoking Materials
Consumer Services
170,730
1,843,965
1,770,437
Soaps, Polishes
Cleansers
1,056
Drugs & Remedies
1,812,689
1,890,958
as attending school. After warToiletries
& Toilet& Goods
1,556,733
2,297,641
Food
&
Food
Products
4,134,288
2,076,320
Transportation, Travel & Resorts
me service in the army, he moved
574,299 Miscellaneous
2,372,164
3,411,771
474,508
Gasoline, Lubricants & Other Fuels
91,312
128,150
199,362
364,482
Household Equipment
351,522
WGBS in 1945 as sales promo109,362
444,571
Furnishings
Total
tion manager, transferring to the Household
216,403
Industrial Materials
68,344
$14,477,939 $16,566,712
188,325 Source: Publishers Information Bureau
343,948
Insurance
sales department a year later.
243,242
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HEARING RIGHTS
Rep. Celler Wants Rules
HOUSE Judiciary Committee
Chairman Emanuel Celler (DN. Y.) last week called the telecasting of congressional hearings
"an invasion of individual rights."
He spoke before the Federal Bar
Assn. in Washington, D. C.
Rep. Celler also urged that definite rules be set up in governingcongressional hearing procedure.
He thus aligned himself with Sens.
Harry Cain (R-Wash.), Estes Kefauver (D-Tenn.) and Margaret
Chase Smith (R-Me.) who have
been leaders in the Senate for the
establishment of committee procedure.
He pointed up that fear, not caution, often dictates legislation. The
bar group "must recognize the
crucial nature of this problem," he
said. "... Unless we address ourselves to the examination of this
corrosion of our civil liberties, we
shall witness the tragic demoralization of the process of law," Rep.
Celler declared.
But, he continued, "unfortunately, some congressional hearings
have sunk to the level of hippodrome performances in a circus
atmosphere. Congressional hearings are not for the entertainment
of the television public."
Rep. Celler is sponsor of a House
resolution that would set up a committee to study ways in re-aligning committee hearing procedures.
Meanwhile, the Senate Agriculture Committee, after a wrangle
over permitting United Press
Movietone News cameras to take
newsreel pictures for TV use last
Wednesday, put off a decision on
policy. After Senators failed to
make up their minds whether it
should be allowed by the committee,
they decided that they would leave
it up to each witness.
Hearing concerned a request by
witness Latham White, former regional director of the Dallas Production and Marketing Administration office, who requested the newsreel shots not be made because he
was a "little nervous" and was "not
used to this kind of procedure."
He was fired from his job when
shortages were discovered in some
20 privately-owned warehouses in
the Southwest.
But another Senate hearing, that
of the District Ciime Subcommittee, studying narcotics traffic in
Washington, D. C, was permitting
both radio and TV. It is scheduled
to be continued this week, with radio and TV present.
William Hancock Payne
WILLIAM HANCOCK PAYNE,
69, president of Hancock Payne
Adv., Philadelphia, died March 18
at his home in Plymouth, Pa.
Mr. Payne was with the old Philadelphia Press and Evening Telegraph prior to entering business
for himself 35 years ago. He is
survived by his wife, Martha ; three
sons and three daughters.
Page 28
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COVERAGE BAN
WHIL Denied Recording
GRASS-ROOTS protest agains
House Speaker Sam Rayburn'.
(D-Tex.) ban on radio-TV in com,
mittee hearings [B*T, March 3 e.
seq.] continues while a station 1;
New England, where the "towi
hall" developed as a community in
stitution, found the door closed a
local government meetings.
Tie-in of the ban on coverage b;
radio recording of city council an F
aldermen meetings in Medfor(
Maiden, Everett and Somervillt
all in Mass., was the coincident
with
ac
cordingSpeaker
to WHILRayburn's
Medford, ban,
the prq
TOP OFFICERS, past and present, of West Virginia Broadcasters Assn., pause
for cameraman at March 15 annual meeting at Bluefield (see story page 42).
L to r: Incoming president. Jack Gelder, who is vice president-general manager
of WCHS Charleston; re-elected secretary-treasurer, Alice Shein, co-owner
and general manager of WBTH Williamson; past president, Joe L. Smith Jr.,
president of WJLS Beckley.
May Not Get Vote
For Two Weeks

HOUSE
FCC
BILL
IT MAY be another two weeks before the House-version of the Senatepassed McFarland bill (S 658) goes to the floor of the lower chamber
ready for a vote.
This was revealed to Broadcasting • Telecasting last week. The bill
would overhaul the Communications ★
Act of 1934 and write into law
compete with an original application or applications.
guideposts for FCC to streamline
Time period would be 60 days. It
its procedures.
At least one amendment may be would be designed to eliminate the
offered on the floor, it was indicated
practice of delaying until the very
day the FCC is ready to act on an
last week. Rep. Alvin E. O'Konski
(R-Wis.) announced he will offer original application, the filing of
an amendment to the bill that
conflicting applications for the
would provide for the charging of same frequency or an adjacent frefees for AM-TV station licenses
quency.
(see story page 29).
While at variance with a proAlthough the bill has been reposal of Rep. Richard W. Hoffman
ported technically (which means
(R-Ill.), which was defeated in
cleared for House action), the new
House committee, that the FCC reHouse bill has not yet made its
quire the posting of a bond by a
debut.
competing applicant in order to deThe House Interstate & Foreign
fray costs for the original applicant who, in obtaining his grant,
Commerce Committee which reis nevertheless delayed in the
ported the bill a fortnight ago
process, it would presumably have
[B*T, March 17] has not written
the same effect of cutting down
it into legislative form.
delay [B«T, March 3].
Revisions in Bill
It was said that this new proChief changes in the bill can be
posal is under consideration by
narrowed down to three — there may
Rep.
Porter
(D-Va.) who
be possibly more, although until reportedly hasHardy
contacted
both FCC
the new legislation is actually
and the House committee on their
printed there is no assurance.
These are: (1) Retention of the
so-called "double jeopardy" antitrust section of the existing Act;
Harry Ingram
(2) a new provision that would give HARRY INGRAM. 40. radio and
television writer and director, died
FCC cease-and-desist, suspension
and fine levying powers, and (3) a of a heart attack Monday while
provision on barring any FCC rule helping to fight a grass fire near
or regulation discriminating against his home in Norwalk, Conn. Programs on which he had worked
newspaper applicants (see editorial, page 50).
were Mama and Tales of Tomorrow
Delay in committee on the final on television. The Shadow and
writing of the bill and report has Kate Smith Sings on radio, and
come about by interposing of other
The Big Story on both AM and
TV. With his wife, the former
legislative problems, particularly
Gail Austrian, he also produced
the "fair trade" bill.
It was understood that another
radio's Tales of Fatima, a program
amendment possibly could come up starring Basil Rathbone. Besides
that would apply a cut-off date his wife, he is survived by a son,
Harry M. Ingram, his mother, and
on the filing of additional applications which would conflict with or a sister.

testing station. Both fell within
week of each other, the Raybur
ban on Feb. 25, the local ban o
March 3.
.
After voting to permit radio rt
Aldermen
itself Board
and votec'
cordings, reversed
the Everett
4-3 against taping and re-broadcas
of its meetings. Since then,
cording
to WHIL,
protests
been registered
by the
public,hav'
th
press and by some of the cit'
officials themselves.
^
Meanwhile, WKBH, WKTY an
WLCX, all in La Crosse, Wis., seil
a blistering attack on the Houa
ban to their representative in Coil'
gress, Rep. Gardner Withro"
<R-Wis.).
In a letter signed jointly bj
WKBH Manager
ManagerVerlHoward
WKTY
Bratton,Dah'^
an
WLCX Manager Milo Knutson, tV]
stations
urged the
ban be revoke'"^
"If it should
be determined
thsj
House rules can be interpreted 1
uphold the Rayburn ban on broae
casts of committee hearings, m
urge you to do everything withi
your power to see that the rules a]
amended to give broadcasters tl
right to make such broadcasts ar
recordings," the letter said.
"As broadcasters," the statioi
declared, "we feel that the micr
phone is as essential a tool for oV
newsmen as the pencil is for tl
reporter or the camera for tl
photographer."

CBS-TV Includes Local Lev
CBS-TV's Man of the Week, whi(
presents a nationally
WEEK'promine
THE
OF his
man giving
views on a curre
topic, starting next month, al
will honor a man whose contrib
tion
to public
a local
level. service has been <Each CBS-TV station presentii
the Sunday program will pick i
own localwith
"manfirstof selection
the week"
rotation,
to '
made for April 6 broadcast 1
WHAS-TV Louisville. Committ:
to choose the Louisville man w
include Richard C. Oberlin, ne^
director of WHAS and WHA
TV; John Day, managing editor
the Louisville Courier Jonrno
Norman Isaacs, managing editor
the Louisville Times, and Vict 3A. Sholis, vice president and dirf
tor of WHAS Inc.
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in House
Budget Gets Squeeze
Y
E
N
O
M
C
FC
battle for more funds to operate
AS
THE House last Thursday
are needed in order to hire addiFCC, also announced he would offer
tional hearing examiners and other
voted to make FCC's "tight budget"
an amendment to the McFarland
personnel to process an expected
even tighter, a new FCC-congresflood of applications. Sen. Johnson
bill (S 658) when it gets to the
sional appeal for increased approHouse floor. The amendment would
had disclosed his plan to battle for
priations for fiscal year 1953 was
slated to be made the following day require station operators to pay a additional funds as early as last
before a Senate Appropriations
January [B«T, Jan. 28].
"license fee," in order to make FCC
subcommittee.
somewhat self-sustaining.
The Wisconsin legislator, speakThe House refusal to accede to
These were the developments:
ing about the delay in the freeze
0 An unbending, unspending
Rep. O'Konski's move to amend the lift, noted : "I know that if the
House beat down a move by Rep. funds bill and restore the $1,966,amount cut by the Appropriations
540 cut by the House AppropriaCommittee from budget estimates
Alvin E. O'Konski (R-Wis.) to retions Committee came after runremains as is, television is not gostore to FCC's budget request a
ning-fire directed against the FCC,
nearly $2 million slash recommending to move for at least five years
led by Rep. Eugene Cox (D-Ga.).
ed by its Appropriations CommitRep. Cox, a consistent critic of more
tee [B*T, March 17].
come."
Thatto committee,
while it desigCommission, again flayed the
nated certain funds to be spent for
# Sen. Ed C. Johnson (D- the
FCC. He demanded its abolishTV processing, liberally chopped
Col.), chairman of the influential
ment and the creation of a new
the entire budget request.
Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee, was planning to agency.
Rep. O'Konski
noted "the
testify last Friday afternoon in
mission cannot possibly
do theComjob
Charges FCC 'Not Worthy'
that it has to do with the approsupport of FCC's increased budget.
The
Commission,
according
to
9 Chairman Paul A. Walker,
priation that this commitee has alRep. Cox, is "not worthy of public
accompanied by FCC aides, was
lowed them." FCC is a year behind
confidence."
There
are
many
in its work because of the TV load,
also scheduled to testify.
changes that should be made both
he said.
# Rep. O'Konski, in a speech in its personnel and in its functions,
on the floor of the House WednesRep. O'Konski, who is owner of
he said. As he put it to BroadWLIN Merrill, Wis., also revived
day and Thursday in his losing
casting • Telecasting later, the question of payment by the
"there is an aggregation of pinkos
broadcaster for his station license.
down there."
"In all the years I have lived I
Rep. Cox said the "only two men
BUDGET VIEW
there for whom I have a high re- have gotten only one thing in my
life for free, and that is a license
gard are [Comr. Robert F.] Jones
Not Good, FCC Says
to operate a radio station ... as
[Comr. Robert T.] Bartley."
WORSE than it appears at first andThese
were substantially the profitable a business as the radio
and television business, it is inglance. That is the dispirited atti- same charges the Georgian made
tude of FCC officials questioned
credible that they get their licenses
last year when FCC ran afoul of
about the effect of the House-pursed
free," the Congressman said.
an axe-wielding House [B*T, May
recommendation of $6,108,460 for
"Let us give the FCC the money
14, 1951]. He was supported by felthe fiscal year ending June 30, 1953.
low Georgian Sidney Camp (D), they need to let this industry exTV is going to have a long wait who pelted FCC for slow handling
pand and grow. But at the same
time let us make the radio and telebefore the bright 1,000-TV station
of asaid.
complaint — "I was indignant,"
future can be translated into he
vision industry foot the bill. That
reality, they say.
Total funds voted by the House
they do foot the bill I will propose
an amendment when legislation
Only hope they have is that the to operate FCC in fiscal 1953 were
$6,108,460, $1,966,540 less than the reaches the floor to amend the FedSenate will up the ante substaneral Communications Act of 1934
tially. Usual course then is for requested $8,075,000 sought in
House and Senate conferees to President Truman's budget.
[McFarland Bill] very shortly," he
halve the differences between their
Rep. O'Konski's speech on the said.
two bills. Most optimistic expecta- floor of the House was edged to the
Rep. O'Konski
later told he
Broadcasting • Telecasting
felt
tion at FCC is for $6,600,000— lifting of the TV freeze, as is Sen.
which would not mean anything Johnson's stand that more funds
"positive" that the Senate would
extra for TV and monitoring expansions. It would just take care
of the $500,000 extra the Commission needs to meet the pay raises
voted by Congress last year.
Here is how Commission people
figure the House appropriation:
(1) The $6,108,460 passed by
the House compares with $8,075,000 requested by the President — a
$1,966,540 reduction. It is also a
reduction of $500,000 from present
operating levels, because with last
year's pay raises the Commission's
current budget (making no allowances for expansion of TV and
monitoring services) is $6,600,000.
(2) In the House report, the Appropriations Committee said it had
added $51,810 "for new positions
in connection with TV application
processing," and $125,000 for the SPOT RADIO CLINIC luncheon was held by the National Assn. of Radio & TV
acquisition of new monitoring
Station Representatives in New York with Alfred Morgan (seated, center),
equipment. Therefore, the House
president of White Rock Corp., as special guest. Standing (I to r): Arthur
appropriation should realistically
McCoy, Avery-Knodel; Martin Beck, Katz Agency; Jones Scovern, Free &
be considered $5,931,650 for presPeters; Murray Grabhorn, managing director of NARTSR; seated (I to r) are
ent operations, plus $176,810 ($51,Adam J. Young Jr., Adam J. Young Jr. inc.; Mr. Morgan, and Robert Eastman,
810 plus $125,000) for the purposes
John Blair & Co. Clinic-luncheon was held at Biltmore Hotel March 11.
specified.
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give FCC more funds, and although
the House defeated his drive to get
the original cut restored, he still
planned to ask for a license fee
law.
During testimony before the
House Appropriations Subcommittee Feb. 13, Wayne Coy, then FCC
Chairman, said FCC believed the
charging of fees for services is not
"feasible."
Reasons, he gave, were (1) there
would be no net gain to the Treasury for the amount could be deducted from income taxes of stations as an operating expense, and
(2) some broadcasters may feel
that since they must pay to become
licensees they would feel they would
be relieved from the necessity of
performing in the public interest
[B«T, March 10].
Asked $8 Million
Rep. O'Konski's request actually
was for a flat $8 million, which he
said conformed to the Budget Bureau's view. He said he wanted the
"backwoods areas" to get TV, and
he added, they would not for another 10 years unless greater funds
were granted. "Can you imagine
what turmoil there is going to be
in the FCC with the filing of some
2,000 applications?" he asked. He
said this appropriation "is the most
important in the history of the
In answering Rep. Cox's charges,
Commission."
the
Wisconsin lawmaker said most
of congressional "dissent" of the
past "has been without foundation" and that he did not know of
"a more sincere or harder working
force anyhwhere in our governHe was supported by Rep.
Frazier Reams (Ind.-Ohio), who is
president of Community Broadcasting Co., licensee of WTOL Toledo.
Hement."
said Congress by "controlling
and drastically cutting" the FCC
appropriation
"can stifle" the
broadcast
business.
Also supporting
O'Konski
amendment
was Rep. the
Cleveland
M.
Bailey (D-W. Va.). House Appropriations Committee Chairman
Albert Thomas (D-Tex.) was
against the O'Konski amendment.
FELLOWS
CITED
State Groups Honor
HONORARY awards have been
conferred the past 10 days on
NARTB President Harold E. Fellows by broadcaster associations of
two states — Arkansas and Oklahoma.
Last Monday, at the Arkansas
Assn. meeting, Mr. Fellows was
made a genuine "Arkansas Traveler," with the award extended by
C. G. Hall, state secretary. Session
was held in Little Rock.
A similar honor was bestowed
at the Oklahoma Broadcasters
Assn. meeting in Oklahoma City
March 14. Joe Bernard, general
manager of KOMA that city, commissioned Mr. Fellows a full commodore in the Oklahoma navy. Mr.
Bernard made the presentation for
Gov. Johnston Murray.
March 24, 1952
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Construction Ban
(Continued from page 27)
1,000 pounds of aluminum — wherever possible.
Mr. Joseph sees no problem in
1952-53 as FCC grants new TV
stations. Even with perhaps 50, 75
or 100 new VHF TV station grants
next year, there will be sufficient
material to accommodate needs for
steel towers, transmitters and other
equipment. UHF poses no greater
a problem, he feels, though the
question of transmitter design may
pose some obstacles. Manufacturers should reach their set output
goals in '52 without difficulty.
Among broadcasters receiving
second-quarter approvals for projects were ABC San Francisco;
Allen B. DuMont Labs, New York;
CBS Los Angeles; WTMJ-TV Milwaukee and WDAF-AM-TV Kansas City.
Materials were allotted to ABC
for radio-TV studios and offices
estimated at $600,000. The network
received 28 tons of steel and 5,000
pounds of copper — 70% of its request project was begun last December.
DuMont got 10,000 pounds of
copper for a TV studio at WABD
(TV) New York. This $1,750,000
project is 23% completed.
CBS application was for television— presumably its $5,250,000
Gilmore Stadium TV studios project which was launched in December 1950. CBS received 95,000
pounds of copper for second, third
and fourth quarters. Project is
6% finished.
Project Values and Grants
The Kansas City Star Co. quota
for WDAF and WDAF-TV facilities
valued at $700,000 was 5,315 pounds
of copper wire. Project, started in
April 1949, is 72% completed.
WTMJ-TV Milwaukee project was
not identified, but is believed to be
for its outdoor studios [B»T, Feb.
25]. Project value was given as
$307,936, with starting date of
January 1951. Station drew 179 tons
of steel.
In addition to these, numerous
electronic manufacturers were
given authorizations for varying
projects, among them General Electric Co., Hoff"man Radio Corp., RCA
Victor, Raytheon Mfg. Co., Westinghouse, Philco Corp. and Sylvania
Electric Products.
A substantial number of industrial projects were denied, NPA
said, for lack of materials. Allotments will be made in third quarter,
however, to enable any broadcaster to complete construction.
They need not refile, it was understood.
As for materials, some forms of
steel may be decontrolled by fall
or winter. Copper will replace
steel as the limiting factor in construction. Aluminum will become
more plentiful, but nickel and cobalt will remain scarce.
THREE Cleveland stations, WTAM,
WHK and WERE, adopted 45 rpm
system of recorded music last week
as standard equipment. Operations
began simultaneously March 17.
Page 30
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FREQUENCY
TABLE
For Below 25 mc Issued
TABLE of allocations below 25 mc
was issued by the FCC last week
to complete revision of 1938 Cairo
allocations begun in 1944. It also
implements the 1947 Atlantic City
allocations, in accordance with the
1951 Extraordinary Administrative
Radio Conference in Geneva.
The new table of allocations will
be added to Part II of FCC's Rules
(allocations above 25 mc are already listed). Included in the services authorized in various bands of
the spectrum below 25 mc are AM
broadcasting and broadcast remote
pickup.
Assignments in the bands from
14 kc to 1605 kc will go into force
during 1952. Assignments from
1605 to 2000 kc went into force
Jan. 1 of this year. No official
dates have been set for assignments
between 2000 kc and 25,000 kc. In
the 2000-4000 kc area, Region II
(North America, Latin America
and Caribbean Islands) assignments are specified but official effective dates have not been decided.
AM band encompasses 535 kc to
1605 kc. Remote audio pickup
bands are: 1605-1750 kc, 2107-2170
kc, 2194-2495 kc, 2505-2850 kc,
3155-3400 kc.
DEFAMATION SUIT
DackersoBi Names NBC, Others
NBC, its radio commentator,
Robert Montgomery, and its New
Jersey affiliate, WTTM Trenton,
last week were faced with a $1
million defamation suit filed by
John J. Dickerson, chairman of
the New Jersey Republican State
Committee.
Mr. Dickerson charged that Mr.
Montgomery vised "false, malicious
and defamatory matter" in attacking him in five broadcasts, for each
of which he asks $200,000 damages.
The broadcasts involved in Mr.
Dickerson's suit related to a current
grand jury investigation of gambling and official corruption in Bergen County, N. J. Mr. Dickerson is
mayor of Palisades Pai'k and a
member of the Bergen County
board of freeholders.
'Ford' of TV

EMERSON Radio and Phonograph efl'ort to capture the
medium price market was indicated last week when Benjamin A b r a m s, president,
said that production will be
increased "tremendously" and
that prices would be reduced.
Other manufacturers had announced reductions in price
earlier in the week (see story
page 77). Company plans to
feature a 17-inch mahogany
veneer table model for
$179.50. Mr. Abrams described the new policy as an
attempt
become theThe"Ford"
of
the TVto industry.
firm
has been a leader in the sale
of low-priced radio receivers.

WLS

GLENN SNYDER (I), WLS general manager, discusses "Operation
Grocer" details ivith Harley V. McNamara, president of the 615-store
National Tea Co. (r), and J. D.
Hill of WLS sales-merchandis- >
ing department.
WDGY

SALE

$425,000 Is Price
PURCHASE of the 50 kw WDGY
Minneapolis-St. Paul for $425,000
from Stuart Investment Co. by
four Minneapolis-St. Paul businessmen was announced last week with
filing of application for transfer
with the FCC.
Four stockholders of the 30-yearold Class II station (on 1130 kc
with 25 kw night) are Clarence T.
Hagman. former general manager
of WLOL Minneapolis-St. Paul; H.
J. Lang, owner of an electronic
welding firm in the area and also
of an auto supply business in San
Diego, Calif.; George E. Lau, owner
of area cofi'ee shop chain; Clarence
W. Levy, furniture retailer. Each
will own 25% of Twin Cities Broadcasting Co., licensee of WDGY.
New owners already own a $300,000 note of the station, which they
bought from Stuart Investment Co.
for $250,000 (of which $160,000 was
cash, $90,000 by note). They are
paying $175,000 for 100% of the
stock of Twin Cities.
WDGY, which operates with a
nine-element array at night, lost
$90,000 in 1951. Stuart Investment
Co. will continue to own KFOR
Lincoln and KOIL Omaha, Neb.
On Certain Hearings
SUPRISE action by New York
State Legislature Thursday was the
passage of an amendment to civil
rights laws, prohibiting the telecasting, broadcasting or taking of
motion pictures at state hearings
where witnesses testify under subpena or other compulsory processes.
Specifically, the bill covered sessions conducted "by a court, commission, committee, administrative
agency or other tribunal in the
state," which left question open as
to whether it would cover federal
proceedings conducted in New York.
Intended to protect witnesses'
rights, the bill — introduced by Sen.
Nathaniel T. Hellman of Bronx —
was reportedly backed by the state
Bar Assn. which passed a similar
resolution on federal hearings a
few weeks ago.

FOOD PLAN
All-Year Promofion Set

FOOD STORE promotion, which
has been carried on at WLS Chicago on Feature Foods for 17
years, becomes a year-round merchandising activity April 3 following
a
successful
all-summer season last year.
For a minimum of $3,600, an advertiser of a food product distributed in group stores such as the
nation-wide A & P, Kroger, National Tea and National, will get
six one-minute announcements
weekly for 13 weeks, as well as station and store promotion.
The grocery group, which also
includes regionals affiliated with
Grocerland Stores, Central Stores
and IGA, will highlight in local
promotions the station-advertised
products it stocks normally with
banners, shelf cards, floor and window displays and newspaper advertising, all calling attention to
the radio sales event.
WLS will stage a saturation
campaign using 31 mentions weekly for the sales event and the featured product, using Feature Foods
(six-a-week, 1:30-2 p.m.), the National Barn Dance (Satm-day, 7:30
p.m.-12 midnight) and a new show,
Your Grocer
7-7:30
p.m.). and You (Thursday,
Using a different group of stores
weekly, the station expects to tiein its activities with more than
4,000 stores in the 13-week campaign period. Thirteen groups of
stores were lined-up for the promotion plan a month before the
kick-off.
COMPONENTS

MEET

Set for D. C. May 5-7
ELECTRONIC components and
transistors will top reports to be
delivered during a forthcoming
conference under the joint sponsorship of Radio-Television Mfrs,
Assn., the Institute of Radio Engineers and the American Institute
of Electrical Engineers. Session
will be held in Washington, May
5-7 with the Dept. of Defense and
ticipating.
National Bureau of Standards parUnder the general theme, "Sym;
posium on Progress in Quality
Electronic Components," reports
will be given on reliability of Soviet components and their development in Great Britain. W. R. Sittner. Bell Telephone Labs., will discuss status of the transistor ai
Bell Labs. Other topics include
transistorized power amplifier anc
military availability of transistors
Over two-score technical paper;
will be presented.
Chairman of symposium committee is J. G. Reid, National Burea^
of Standards. Program was arranged under direction of A. F
Murray, electronic consultant t(
the Defense Dept.'s Research am
Development Board. Three-daj
meeting will be held in Dept. o1
Interior Auditorium.
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How

Your

Much

Station

The Answer — A Blackburn-Hamilton
Company appraisal will analyze and interpret the nine key factors listed in the
adjoining column. These findings, made
as a result of an in-the-field investigation and hundreds of actual sales will
be judged and translated into an appraised price— ^the price at which your
station could be sold at today's market.
You may or may not be interested in
selling your radio or TV property, but
in the face of changing conditions, the
appraised value of your station is valuable information for insurance, tax,
estate and other personal reasons.

Is

Worth?

The information furnished us is held in
The

Nine

Key

strict confidence. It is compared with

Appraisal Factors
1 — Earnings

many other similar properties that we

2— — Investment

have appraised in connection with sales,

3 — Technical
4 — Market

financing or other personal matters.

5—
6—
7—
8—
9—

Extensive experience and a national

Competition
Programming
Management
TV Factor
Potential

organization enable us to make complete and recognized appraisals in minimum time. Contact our nearest office
for the cost and available time.

- NARTB
Convention - Chicago March 30 — April 2 — Conrad Hilton Hotel
Suite 1200-01 -01 A
for a confidential discussion. Indications are that
Our Washington, Chicago and San Francisco offices
will each be represented at the 1952 Convention.
this convention will be the largest and busiest to
date so why not set up a definite advance appointWhether your interest is TV financing, an apment.
praisal, buying or selling, be sure and contact us

9

•

Negotiotions

BLACKBURN
Radio
WASHINGTON, D. C
James W. Blackburn
Washington Building
Sterling 4341
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Financing

Approisals
- HAMILTON
Station

and

Newspaper

CHICAGO
Roy
V. Hamilton
Tribune
Tower
Delaware 7-2755

COMPANY
Brokers
SAN FRANCISCO
Lester M. Smith
235 Montgomery Street
Exbrook 2-5672
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Chicago
Sessions
(Continued'Side'
from page
25)
Harry
Bannister,
formerly WWJfigureswill
on bestations'
and
costs
offered.earnings
Panel was
TV Detroit and now NBC-TV, who
announced earlier. This is slated
presides as chairman and seven
for 4-5:30 p.m.
panel members previously anAnother session will be devoted
nounced, three others have been
added. They are Walter Compton,
to audience promotion with Glenn
C. Shaw, KLX Oakland, Calif., as WTTG (TV) Washington; Ted
Cott, WNBT (TV) New York, and
keynoter. On the panel besides Mr.
Klaus Landsberg, WTLA (TV) Los
Shaw are John Esau, KTUL Tulsa,
Angeles.
Okla.; Jack Knabb, Jack Knabb
FCC Chairman Paul A. Walker
Adv. Co.; Worth Kramer, WJR
will speak at the Wednesday
Detroit; and Richard Allerton,
NARTB research director, as staff luncheon with Dwight Clark Jr.,
Voice of Democracy contest winner,
representative. Value of merchanas guest. He represents KCOL Ft.
dising departments in enhancing
Collins, Col.
radio's worth to the advertiser will
be recounted, with case histories of
Workshop sessions will round out
the Wednesday afternoon meetings
three cities — Tulsa, Rochester and
Detroit.
and official convention business.
TV code will be discussed at 2:30
Because of the shift of TV manby the NARTB TV Code Review
agement to Wednesday morning,
Board, with Mr. Brown, NARTB
"the confession session" will be
moved to 10:30.
In addition to TV chief, and Mr. Swezey, chair-

Your

man of the code-writing committee, taking part.
Session on "Public Hearings —
Are They Open to the Public
Through
and Judge
Television?"
will
be heldRadio
at 4 p.m.
Miller
will preside. James M. Landis, an
attorney, will uphold the affirmative. No speaker for the negative
has been set.
The no-speech banquet will be
graced with a slate of notable celebrities, with arrangements handled
by Carl Haverlin, BMI president.
Scheduled are comedian Lou Holtz,
singer Patti Page, Kay Thompson
and the Williams Brothers, the
White Guards male chorus, the
Merriel Abbott Dancers and Lew
Diamond and his orchestra. Banquet starts at 7 p.m. in the Grand
Ballroom.
There were few if any changes in
the engineering slate from those
previously announced (March 17).
Most notable involves a substitu-

merchandising

works

for

us

• • • FULL

TIME

"When representatives of our masuppliers
Birmingham,"
writesjorBen
Ash visit
of A.
& A. Ash,
Inc., jewelers for almost 50 years,
"we invite them to appear on our
radio programs.
Then we call
WSGN.
We can forget it, because
we know the interviews will be interesting and that they'll be handled without a slip-up."
Ash sponsors "Time for Music"
four nights a week.
That's two
hours on the air, but Ash, with
WSGN cooperation, makes it work
a full week.
Continual merchandising of famous lines with a famous store pays off for both.

That POWER-fuI Station
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tion for Frank Marx, ABC engi
neering director, at the Tuesday
morning session. A. James Ebeiengineering chief, WMBD Peoria/
111., will replace him. Panel wil
discuss transmitters, consoles anc
other topics.
J. Bernard Joseph, chief of th'
Broadcast and Communication
Equipment Section, Electronics Di
vision, National Production Au
thority, will explain materials reg
ulations. Plans are underway t
set up a desk in Exhibition Hall t
answer broadcasters' questions
Session isand
designed
primarily helij
fo'
engineers
other technical
NETWORKS
Set NARTB Delegate Li^
ALL networks are expected to hav
top executives in Chicago durin
the convention for informal cor
versations with affiliates. Som
plan
ings. formal network-affiliates meel
ABC's delegation will be heade
by President Robert E. Kintnei
Radio Vice President Ernest Le
Jahncke Jr. and Television Vic
President Alexander Stronach Jr
and plans call for a meeting c
network executives and the AB'
Stations Advisory Committee o
Sunday [B*T, Feb. 25]. This mee'
ing will be held in conjunction wit
a luncheon at noon at the AmbassE
dor East Hotel.
NBC's delegation has not bee
officially disclosed, but it is not ej
pected that a meeting of networ
officials with their Stations Plai
ning Advisory Committee will 1:
held since the organizational mee
ing of the new SPAC has bee
set for mid-April in New York.
CBS Television's official delegj
tion will be headed by Presidei
J. L. Van Volkenburg and a grou
of CBS Radio executives also :
expected to be in Chicago durin
the convention period. Neithe
division
plans formal affiliates se;
sions.
Mutual, DuMont Representative
President Frank White, it wj
announced last week, will lead tl
Mutual delegation, which also
slated to include William H. Fin(
shriber Jr., executive vice pres
dent; E. M. Johnson, vice presidei
in charge of engineering and sti

tion
relations; inRobert
vice president
chargeA.ofSchmi"
adve
tising, public relations and r
search; Charles Godwin, Robe;
For follow through with merchanCarpenter, Roy Danish of the st;
dising details, for solid coverage of
tion relations staff; Hal Coultc
director of advertising, and Frai
booming Birmingham, use WSGN.
cis X. Zuzulo, manager of press ii
For full details, contact Bill Randa,
formation. A meeting with tl
Manager, General Sales, WSGN,
Mutual Affiliates Advisory Cor
Birmingham. (Tel. 4-3434).
mittee may be held.
The DuMont group will be 1«
by Chris J. Witting, director ar
general manager, and will inclu(
Elmore B. Lyford, director of s1!|
tion relations; Robert Coe, ma
(WHBS and WHBS-FM, HuntsviUe, Alabama, available
ager of station relations; Edwj
in optional combination at substantial savings.)
Koehler of the station relatioj
department; Robert Woolf, head
WSGN is affiliated with ABC and is the key station for
the teletranscriptions departmei
the Alabama Broadcasting System.
and Donald A. Stewart, coordinat
of the film department.
BROADCASTING
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THE GATES DYNAMOTE
Here it the latest model GATES
DYNAMOTE - at new at next
fall's electieni

YOU'RE

THERE

WITH

THE

Whether baseball or politics, symphony or jazz —
you can be sure of clean, crisp quality when DynaSov»juOuJ?*4mJ;a^ DYNAMOTE -ftoltwuA
• Three microphone channels
• Public address take-oflF with level control
• Cue circuit to studios
• A.C. or battery powered
• Instant — automatic — changeover to
batteries if line fails
• High gain — low noise
• Four inch V.U. meter with dimmer control
• Completely self-contained
• Weighs just 31 pounds with
batteries installed
^t.-*""'*.*
• One-piece construction

moting your "out of studio" shows.
The GATES DYNAMOTE, originated about two
decades ago at the advent of the Dynamic microphone, iseach year brought up to dote as the latest
major league standings. — Your 1952 Dynamote is
the engineers' choice, the producers' choice and the
people's choice — compulsory, of course, because
GATES DYNAMOTES are used wherever there is
broadcasting.
Heavy political and sports coverage will create
unusual demands on remote facilities. Recognizing this, production on the GATES DYNAMOTE
has been increased. Orders are being handled
same daij as received in most cases.

}
GATES

RADIO COMPANY,
Q U I N C Y, I L L I N O I S, U. S. A.
MANUFACTURING ENGINEERS SINCE 1922
2700 Polk Avenue, Houston, Texas # Warner Building, Washington, D. C. 9 International Division, 13 E. 40th St., New York City
Canadian Marconi Company, Montreal, Quebec
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ADVERTISING EFFECT
Politz Notes Correlation
THE RELATIONSHIP between an
advertisement and company sales
no longer measures the effects of
advertising-, Alfred Politz, president of the research organization
which bears his name, told a luncheon meeting of the copy testinggroup of American Marketing
Assn. in New York Thursday.
Such research results in correlations only, not causations, he said,
and can lead to only one scientific
evaluation: People exposed to advertising buy more than people who
are not exposed to it. But, he said,
even this cannot be considered the
direct result of advertising, since
one advertisement regenerates itself— by producing talk, a purchase
which, in turn, provokes a neighbor's purchase of the same product,
etc. — to "form a chain of causes,
without which advertising cannot
function."

cor

cmiazED

SEN. HERMAN WELKER (RIda.) asserted on the Senate floor
Monday that former FCC Chairman Wayne Coy "can be accused —
and justly so, I think — of being retained [by Time Inc.], not for his
great television ability, but because of his former connection with
the FCC and its activities."
Sen. Welker's attack was leveled
at Mr. Coy's FCC resignation and
subsequent employment by Time
Inc. as radio-TV consultant with a
$25,000 annual retainer, plus other
remuneration for a $50,000 total
[B«T, March 3, Feb. 25].
The Senator also cited the projected acquisition by Mr. Coy of
half - ownership in KOB-AM-TV
Albuquerque, N. M., with Time Inc.
[B«T, March 10, 3].
When apprised of Sen. Welker's
remarks, Mr. Coy said in part that
the Senator had "reached a new
height ... in asserting more things
not so in less time than any member of the Senate heretofore."
Mr. Coy denied that he had been
active in getting the Commission
to approve Time's application to
operate a [TV] station in New
Mexico — as intimated by the Senator— "for the simple reason that
such an application has not been
filed yet. Any man who sought to
know the ti'uth could have found
it out by a simple query."
Mr. Coy resigned from the Commission Feb. 21 in order, he had
said, to permit him to become a
"free agent" in negotiating his return to private industry. Later, it
was announced that Mr. Coy is to
become president and operating
head of the Albuquerque properties
upon FCC approval of sale to Time
Inc. He also is to continue as a
consultant and possibly to participate inany other station properties acquired by the corporation.
Sen. Welker, as acting Republican leader in the Senate the day
of his speech, combined a revived
Page 34
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COMPREHENSIVE coverage map of Keystone Broadcasting System as it supplements notional radio networks and TV markets is a feature of the NARTB
convention display. Checking acetate covers for the map are Pete Peterson (I),
sales executive for Keystone, and Curt Winters, account executive at Simmonds & Simmonds Adv., both Chicago.
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Sen.

Welker

complaint
of "job-jumping,"
TV operation
and reported KOB's
plans
by Time Inc. to buy into additional
TV properties.
In effect, the Senator asked his
colleagues to keep watch on Mr.
Coy's further
activities in his association with KOB.
So-called "job- jumping" has been
Capitol Hill debate-fodder in the
past. As long as two years ago,
Sen. Hugh Butler (R-Neb.) authored an article in American
Magazine which hit at this practice
— that of government officials who
resign their positions in order to
receive employment by groups
doing business with the government
agency or agencies the former employes served in official capacity.
Sen. Welker noted the article and
also legislation which was introduced by Senate Judiciary Committee Chairman Pat McCarran
(D-Nev.) that would bar such practice.
'Job Jumping' Provision
The Senate-passed McFarland bill
(S 658) which is pending House
action (see page 28) also contains
a provision (Sec. 4, subsec. (a)) on
the subject of "job-jumping."
It reads that any Commissioner
"serving
. . . after . one
date of enactment
. . [ofyear
the from
bill] .the. .
shall notlowingfor
a
period
of
one
year
folthe termination of his services
as a Commissioner represent before the
Commission in a professional capacity
any person, including all persons under
common visionscontrol,
subject
the proof this Act,
exceptto that
this
restriction missioner
shall
not
apply
to
any
who has served the full Comterm
for which he was appointed."
Obviously, this can not affect Mr.
Coy now nor could it in the future.
As expressed by the Senator the
"salient" points, he said, were:
"Time" magazine now intends to go
into the television and radio field; and
Mr. Coy, who resigned from the FCC
on Feb. 21, within 24 hours of that time
received
fromof "Time"
magazine, hisat appointment
a retainer ...
$25,000
a Ityear.
seems that in this case we have a
man who is very well acquainted with
the present members of the Commis-

Hits Time' Post
sion. He worked with them for some
four or five years, and he knows them
well. . . .
After he [Coy] stated that he was
resigning
to replenish
come, where
did he gethistheprivate
money in-to
help buy television station KOB? If
he had no funds, what consideration
did he offer so that he now is a coowner of this television station? Certainly if this activity does not deserve
strict censure, I do not know what
does. I think
Coy this
and setup.
"Time"
magazine
should Mr.
explain
In citing the background of Mr.
Coy's resignation and subsequent
employment. Sen. Welker read portions of the news story printed in
the Feb. 25 issue of Broadcasting
• Telecasting and a March 12
broadcast
Ray Henle
of NBC's
Three-Star byExtra.
Mr. Henle
had
speculated that Time planned to
buy into "no less than 16 important
radio and television outlets in
various cities across the country,"
that Mr. Coy was in charge and
that "it eventually may mean a
brand-new television network."
[EDITOR'S
NOTE: ofFCC
clude ownership
moreregulations
than five preTV
stations
by
a
single
entity
and FCC
has
been
inclined
to
favor
a
limit
of
total
seven.]outlets owned in this manner to
AM

Sen. Welker, however, reported
that KOB, "a television station,"
received a "new authorization" to
operate because "it is my understanding that Station KOB was
heretofore licensed, but of course
the new purchasers had to get a

N.Y. CIVIL DEFENSif
Facilities Are Readie
USE OF LOCAL and statevi.
radio networks, including everj
censed station as well as oth
communication
systems rangir^w
from telephone to carrier pigeoi
if necessary, is included in Ne;
York state, county, and locemergency information plans, ti,
New York State Civil Defea
Commission announced last week
Report was issued after a stat
wide inspection and discussion to
by
Deputy and Director
Milton tec
O'Connell
Martin Caidin,
nical specialist, who met with sor
150 civil defense directors, st;
members and public informati
officers of 28 cities and 27 countii
assembled for day-long discussio
in Buffalo, Rochester, Syracu;
Utica, Albany and Binghamtc
Meetings for public informati
officers and their staffs in the Ni :
York City area are scheduled to ■ ina
held later, probably within
month, it was added.
Civil defense workers report/JUs
that local testing of emergency ]
lief already has been conducted,
cooperation with local radio si
tions and newspapers, and that :
formation crews are so organiz^
that, should any of them becoip
casualties, relief workers cot i|
take over and continue communiiljttions systems without interruptiilrPlanning also has included st€ '
to avoid spreading of false > 'm
unauthorized information duri' CC
times of emergency, and all pub; pri
announcements — ^by radio, tele' d
sion, the press or outdoor sou' ^
systems — will bear authority i iel{
«
state and local civilian defense
lia
ficials to assure authenticity.
Complete problems and their i
ecution are scheduled to be c(*aT
ducted and tested on the city-couii j
level, beginning in April and c( in
tinning through December, to ful,;t«
ther test emergency informati cei
services, it was indicated.
"Local press and radio static ireSe
and their
personnel,"
O'Ci
nell
observed
after hisMr.
inspect:
tour, "have already done a tj
mendous public service to th
respective
communities
by placi^.
their
equipment,
time, and
expt
ence at the disposal of the local
rectors of civil defense."
WIBW

Scholarships

TWO $250
Kansas
Statescholarships
College wereto'
made last week to two of the
newTheauthorization."
Senator's assertion was that
top 4-H members in Kansas
the authorization was made imby WIBW Topeka, according
mediately after it was announced
to Ben Ludy, general manthat Mr. Coy had joined Time and
also that KOB-AM-TV had been
ager. Citing "outstanding
achievements and for general:
sold to Time Inc. and Mr. Coy.
4-H work, the awards were:
[EDITOR'S NOTE: This was not the
made by Wes Seyler, farm
case,
however.
The
"authorization"
which Sen. Welker spoke of was for
service director, WIBW, and
KOB's AM station, not TV. Specifically,
the
authorization
as
reported
in
tape recordings
FCC ACTIONS in the MARCH 10 issue
sentationsof
playedthe
on prehis
of BROADCASTING • TELECASTING
Saturday
evening
show.
The
was ation forgranting
to
KOB
of
an
applicaan extension of special service
authorization to operate KOB on 770 kc
Dairymen's Roundtahle. Winners were Betty Lou Smith,
with 25 kw-night, 50 kw-day, for six
months beginning March 1. KOB has
McPherson County, and
been
granted
such
extensions
for
years
since the station was involved in a
James McCoid, of Rossville.
court case regarding its frequency.]
BROADCASTING
Telecast!

NOPA

VS. LBS
May Be Settled Soon
t)AMAGE
suit against Liberty
Broadcasting- System by WOPA
ak Park, 111., is expected to be
jettled within a week after conjnuous hearings before Master in
hancery David Silbert.
Because of the expense of an innmctive bond, attorneys for WOPA
ropped its pleading- for a temorary injunction against fulfilllent of Liberty's contract with
f^'CFL Chicago and asked that the
-ase be decided on its merits. Staion, located in a Chicago suburb,
harges breach of its affiliation conract with Liberty.
Latter also
igned an affiliation with WCFL.
3oth stations cover some of the
ame area.
The decision will be made by a
ederal district court judge after
he recommendation of the chanery. Decision could call for dismissal of the action, a permanent
njunction or damages, or a com•ination of both, all favorable to
:VOPA except dismissal. WOPA
5 understood to favor one posible solution which would provide
hat both stations carry Liberty

CC

EMPLOYES
To Get Service Pins
i^ERVICE seniority with the FCC
nd its predecessor agencies — Dept.
f Commerce and Federal Radio
Commission — for more than 500
.i^CC employes will be recognized
Ipril 8 at ceremonies in Washingion with the presentation of servce pins [B»T, March 17]. Among
he 500 are 15 employes with 30
'ears of service, 110 with 20 years,
!93 with 10 years.
I Senior FCC employes with 30
'ears service are Chief Accountant
vVilliam J. Norfleet and Administrative Service Chief Paul H.
5heey.
Among those celebrating 20
'ears of service are Comrs. Rosel
-. Hyde and George E. Sterling,
"Turner,
ield Engineering
Chief George
Field Engineering
Asst.S.
Chief Frank Kratokvil, Safety &
Special Radio Services Chief
Edwin L. White, Safety & Special
Radio Services Asst. Chief Lester
.W". Spillane, Asst. Chief Engineer
|ohn A. Willoughby, Asst. Secre' ^kry William P. Massing, Examiner
Fanney N. Litvin, Broadcast
license Chief 'Clara M. lehl.
Among those in the 10-year class
re Chairman Paul A. Walker,
lomr. Edward M. Webster, Genral Counsel Benedict P. Cottone,
f-P|roadcast Bureau Chief Curtis B.
lummer, Secretary Thomas J.
lowie, Aural Broadcast Chief
fames E. Barr, TV Broadcast
hief Cyril M. Braum, Broadcast
ureau Asst. Chief Joseph N.
^ittner, Frequency Allocation &
[Treaty Chief Albert L. Mcintosh,
A.sst. Chief Accountant Hugo
Reyer, Examiners Jarnes D. Cunningham,' Hugh B. Hutchison^ Leo
feesnick, Elizabeth S; Smith,, Basil
iP. Cooper.

programming as official affiliates.
Meanwhile, action on the damage
suit brought by Liberty against
13 major league baseball teams for
$12 million was at a standstill in
Chicago last week as answers were
ready to be received by defendants
after a delay in delivery of summonses and copies of the complaint.
Liberty charges conspiracy in restraint of trade and claims loss on
cancellation of its Game of the Day
series.
Elliott's Resolution
ANOTHER demand for a select
House committee to investigate
"offensive and undesirable radio
and TVmade
programs"
books This
has
been
in the and
House.
time, it was H Res 581, offered by
Rep. Carl Elliott (D-Ala.). It was
referred to the House Rules Committee. Others were by Reps. Edward H. Rees (R-Kans.), and E. C.
Gathings
Feb.
11]. (D-Ark.) [B«T, March 3,

'PEOPLE CHOOSE' SERIES
World to Release April 27
WORLD Broadcasting System,
New York, producer of transcribed
library programs and features, announced production last week of a
13-week pre-political convention series. The People Choose, recreating
highlights of past political conventions and campaigns.
Series will be released as part of
World's regular service to its 900
affiliated stations April 27, and will
be previewed at the NARTB convention in Chicago. Material for
each half -hour program will include researched scripts, music
keyed to the documentary dramas,
and records of a specially written
song, "If You Believe in Democracy." Each program will follow
a political event of the past, setting
the time and scene, describing preconvention maneuvering, jockeying
for nominations, and ultimate presidential campaigns.

SALES BOOKLETS
Are Announced by BAB
FIRST in a new series of presentations designed to show how radio
sponsorship will boost grosses for
certain industries was mailed to
Broadcast Advertising Bureau
members Wednesday. The 16-page
brochure is titled "Selling the New
Paint Market With Radio."
Twelve of the industry presentations are planned to be released annually by BAB, it was indicated,
with the second presentation, directed to tire manufacturers and
dealers, to focus on the tire-replacement market and its expansion by radio advertising. Further
16-page booklets for making sales
to automobile manufacturers and
dealers, airlines and brewers are
scheduled to be in the hands of stations, network and national spot
representatives by summer, spokesmen for the radio-promotion organization said.

I

found a range from 7,019,000

Television Big, Radio Is Bigger
(Continued from page 23)
whether in a TV or non-TV area;
ing in radio-only homes in the TV
extremely low in TV homes; some
area nighttime was about the same
during early evening hours and
programs in radio-only homes are
somewhat higher during the late strongest in the TV area (Lux
Radio Theatre, Walter Winchell)
hours — again reflecting difl'erences
in the urban-rural characteristics
while others do best in non-TV
areas (People Are Funny, Susof these marketing areas. "In TV
homes, there is a very high degree
pense).
Total TV usage is generally
of interest in television throughout

homes per
(Amos(Bob
'n'
Andy)
downbroadcast
to 4,152,000
Hawk) for radio and from 7,745,000 (Red Skelton) to 4,790,000 (Big
Town) for TV.

higher in multi-station than singlestation TV markets, he said,
though the differences are minor.
Figures Compared
Mr. Shaw said that during January, 1952, the average daytime
network radio program reached
2,033,000 homes per broadcast; the
corresponding figure for TV was
1,198,000 homes. Nighttime, the
average network radio program
reached 3,210,000 homes per broadcast in comparison with 2,844,000
for TV.
Among the top 20 programs, he

the entii-e evening and at peak
points between 8 and 10 p.m. The
extent to which TV usage holds
up during the 'late' hours is noteworthy."
Mr. Shaw showed how coverage
of radio commercials varies between TV and non-TV areas according to such factors as program
preferences and network strength.
TV competition gets stronger in
mid and late-afternoon hours, giving radio considerably higher coverage in non-TV areas.
At night, he said, radio ratings
are higher in radio-only homes.

'Capitol
Cloakroom'
REPEAT performance
on Capitol
Cloakroom by Sen. Ed C. Johnson
(D-Col.) March 28 will mark the
program's fifth year on CBS Radio.
The show is aired Friday, 10:0510:30 p.m. EST, originating from
WTOP Washington. Sen. Johnson,
who was the informal public affairs program's first guest five
years ago, will be interviewed by
CBS Radio correspondents Griffing
Bancroft, Bill Shadel and Bill
Downs. In its five years, the program has interviewed 111 Senators, 37 House members, 10 Cabinet members and 48 other government officials. Program is produced by Lewis Shollenberger,
and supervised by Stuart Novins.

MUSICIANS
WSB Issues New Rulin;
ADJUSTMENTS in compensatioi
paid out— those
to so-called "casual
musicians
not regularly em
ployed by radio-TV stations am
other groups — may be made with
day.
out prior approval, the Wage Stab
ilization Board ruled last Wednes
Broadcast industry authoritie
felt the new ruling. Resolution 8{
would have no appreciable effect o:
radio-TV networks and stations
As one authority put it, "it woul
only formalize what has been don
administratively . . . before."
Three-year radio-TV contract
covering musicians were signe
with the American Federation cl
Musicians and President James (
Petrillo in March, 1951. Only pes
sible effect — and one which th
union unofficially claimed as a sma
victory — is that it advances the k
of other than staff players.
WSB adopted
recognition
"of theResolution
varied and89 uri'
usual circumstances pertaining t
the employment of casual profei
sional musicians" which rendt
wage regulations impractical fc
them. "Casual" is defined as "ii
regular
engagement."
In adjusting
wages and salarie
of casuals, the employer and unio
"are expected to conform to th
national wage stabilization policif
and regulations," the board saii
WSB
reserves the right to reviel
all adjustments.
^

WHLI

Is

Tops!

Morning Latest Share of Audience'
Entire Survey
Afternoon
25.9

29.9

WHLI

27.5
21.8

"A" Network,

50

Kw

20.9

22.3

"B" Network,

12.4

22.0

18.1

"C" Network,

50 Kw
50 Kw

16.2

12.9

14.2

"D" Network,

50 Kw

10.0

7.1

8.3
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9.8
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combined
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Staff musicians are defined as: il
. . . Professional musicians who, c 6
a permanent and continuing basis, a: j
direct
of establishments
as radioemployes
broadcasting
stations, sui
tel f
vision studios, motion picture con
panies, theatres, movie houses, hotel
night clubs and other establishmen :
including
regularly established bam
musicians.
and
orchestras employing profession jj
!
The wages and salaries of th |
staff group are subject, however, 1 1
wage board policies and regubl
tions. No petitions for staff mus
cians will be considered "on tl
basis of any claim of inequity wil j
the wage rates of employes as ma!
be
the adjusted"
board said.under Resolution 8

SSB ADVISORY GROUP .
Further Studies Over-Scale Pc
INDUSTRY members representir
networks, agencies and talent mai
agers met in New York Tuesda
with Salary Stabilization Boai
members to hold further discussic
on
control of over-scale salai
increases.
Session — second to date by tl
enlarged committee — was identifif
as an "exploratory . . . discursi\
consideration" of the various pro)
lems involved. Although nothir
concrete has been recommended,
is hoped that committee attituc
might be formulated in writir
after another meeting, to serve £
advice to SSB for any ruling
might
Date of the next se;
sion wasmake.
left open.
BROADCASTING
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Highlighting Significant Facts about Bituminous Coal

ABUNDANT

COAL

HEADS

FOR

PEAK

PRODUCTION

IN NEXT

CENTURY.

The authors of a new book, "Energy Sources— the Wealth of the World," point out that
"Coal is by far the most abundant fossil fuel. The magnitude of coal reserves is, therefore,
of the greatest importance. ... Of the total world reserves, 52 percent is bituminous, 40
percent is subbituminous and lignite, and 7 percent is anthracite. . . . Assumptions that
seem reasonable at this time indicate that the peak (of production ) for all coal may be
reached by the middle of the next century or almost certainly not later than the middle
of the century after that."
BRITISH

TEAM

STUDIES

AMERICAN

METHODS

OF COAL

UTILIZATION.

A thirteen-man team from Great Britain recently arrived in this country to studv American methods of using coal in steam plants. They hope to improve the efficiency of coal
utilization in Britain to help conserve their inadequate coal supply. Here in America tremendous advances have been made in getting more work out of each ton of coal. At the
time of World War I it took an average of 4 lbs. of coal to produce a kilowatt-hour of electricity. Today with modern combustion equipment, more efficient boilers, and betterprepared coal, the average is 1.14 lbs. of coal per K.W.H. and some electric-generating
plants of newest design are able to do the job vdth as little as ^ of a lb. of coal.

COAL

PROVES

MAIN

FUEL SOURCE

FOR

ELECTRIC

UTILITIES.

A top public utility executive has pointed out that his industry's coal requirements grew
from 40 million tons in 1931 to nearly 105 million tons in 1951— about one-fifth of the
national output. He then estimated that the nation's electric power requirements by 1954
will increase this figure to 130 million tons. And so it goes: more and more reliance on
coal, our most plentiful fuel.

COAL'S

VALUE

AS RAW

MATERIAL

INCREASING.

Indicative of coal's increasing importance as a source of chemicals and the raw materials
of chemistry is the development program of one of the nation's largest coal producers.
This company is spending over one million dollars on research and the construction of a
pilot plant to experiment with coal conversion. These experiments are designed to yield
the maximum salvage of special tars from which valuable chemicals are obtained, as well
as a base for synthetic fuels. The plant, as presently designed, will also produce a coal
char which will be a very useful solid fuel.

BITUMINOUS
If you have any questions about coal or
the coal industry, your inquiry to us will
receive prompt reply.

ROADCASTING

• Telecasting

COAL

INSTITUTE

A Department of National Coal Association
320 Southern Building, Washington, D. C.
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SELL LOCAL RADIO
Venard Tells Alabama Group
LOCAL programs, featuring local
personalities and catering to local
tastes, comprise the key to successful station operation, Lloyd George
Venard, president of O. L. Taylor
Co., said Friday in a talk to the
Alabama Broadcasters Assn., meeting in Biloxi, Miss.
Noting that Alabama has 77 AM
stations to 18 daily newspapers
whose total circulation is only
slightly more than half the number
of radio homes, Mr. Venard declared, "The advantage is all on
your side if you localize."
He suggested that an early morning show — "a two or three hour
show with the same personality and
with interruptions only for news
and farm programs" — is something
that will "give your local audience
a local pride." News shows, with
the same sort of local coverage that
the local newspaper gives to local
events; local women's programs,
run daily and conducted by a
woman "whose authority, by virtue of her personality and her voice,
will gain her invitations to everything from a christening to a Red
Cross rally"; local sports coverage;
localized musical programs and
local kid shows were also suggested
by Mr. Venard as good vehicles for
building station audiences and
profits.
Good local programming deserves
good promotion, Mr. Venard pointed
out, suggesting the use of station
breaks taped by local citizens, so
that "your station identification is
given by people who live in your
town," the use of names from the
phone book, and having the station
telephone operator answer calls
with "this is station WXXX . . .
Right now we are broadcasting the
noon farm program for Smith's
tractors."
"See to it that your engineers,
your announcers, your secretaries
all
he them
urged.facts
"Help
themtalk
talkradio,"
it. Give
on
radio's importance — and your own
success stories. Many a deal has
resulted from the enthusiastic report that some announcer gave
to a friend who told it to an advertiser."
Reminding his audience that local
RADIO PIONEERS DINNER
Set April 1 at N ARTB Meet
AIR FORCE Secretary Thomas
Finletter is to deliver the major
address as a highlight of the annual Radio Pioneers Club Dinner
April 1 during the annual NARTB
convention.
The dinner is an added feature
of the convention. Dr. Lee de Forest, credited with inventing the
vacuum tube, will receive a special
citation during the dinner, to be
held at 7 p.m. jn the Conrad Hilton
Hotel Grand Ballroom. The third
annual Pioneer Award will be made
to Prof. Reginald Fessenden, pioneer wireless experimenter.
Page 38
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IN LOUISVILLE to inspect facilities of WHAS there is this group of representatives from Henry I. Christal Co., new station representative of WHAS
(radio). Visitors are welcomed by Neil Cline (seated, r), WHAS sales director.
Standing (I to r): A. J. Young Jr., Irvin Gross, Alan H. Schroeder and Douglas
Ballin. Christal's James L. Thompson is seated with Mr. Cline.
radio does almost twice the dollar
volume of business as the four
national networks combined, Mr.
Venard
themto todramatize
"sell radio"
to their urged
listeners,
the
105 million radio homes in the
U. S., half with two radios, a third
with three, and to use a couple of
courtesy spots a day to promote
radio itself.
POLITICAL FUNDS
Probe Proposed in House
A PROPOSAL that a special House
committee be appointed to probe
campaign expenditures of House
candidates got a green light last
Thursday by the Rules Committee.
If approved by the House, it goes
into effect.
The resolution (H Res 558), authored by Rep. John W. McCormack (D-Mass.), who is Majority
Leader in the House, would look
into "use of advertising space, radio and television time . . . movingpicture film" and other services
made available to the House candidate in his campaign.
All methods of contributions, expenses, money raised or subscribed
by candidates themselves, individuals, groups of individuals and corporations would be explored.
Committee, made up of five House
members picked by the Speaker,
would look for violations of the
sundry federal or state acts prohibiting certain election-campaign
practices and suggest remedial legislation. Subpoena powers would
be granted the committee, which
would have a deadline set at Jan.
3, 1953, for its report to the House.
Winchell III Again
WALTER WINCHELL, radio commentator, taken ill in ABC studios
just before his regular Sunday
night program, March 16, was
forced to cancel his appearance.
Announcer Richard Stark read the
prepared script. His office, attributing the ailment to "a seriout attack of virus infection."

BATTLE
NABUG Drops NABET
DISSENSION within ranks of National Assn. of Broadcast Unions
and Guilds became separation last
week with a Wednesday announcement that NABUG's New York
council had voted unanimously to
drop from membership one of its
early members. National Assn. of
Broadcast Engineers and Technicians.
Council Chairman Oliver Nicoll
said the conflict was the result of
"raiding" by NABET, which was
charged with infringements in the
past two years on TV and radio
writers, directors and scenic designers, among others. NABET
action, it was said, was contrary
to policy adopted by other NABUG
members, called the "little NABUG
formula": To operate under trusteeship in new areas with temporary representation, until industry trends become stabilized and
jurisdiction could be resolved.
Old strife was revived last fall
when NABET sought membership
from various engineers throughout
the country and NABUG meetings
were held as early as last October
to resolve the conflict amicably.
NABUG council privately implied
last December, however, that if
NABUG-NABET discussions could
not settle the difficulties, the latter
union would be dropped.
Resolution was passed unanimously by unit vote as well as by
the council, composed of representatives for American Federation of
Radio Artists, Television Authority, Radio and Television Directors
Guild, Assn. of Theatrical Press
Agents and Managers, and Local
829 of United Scenic Artists of
America (all AFL) ; Authors
League of America (independent),
and Radio Writers Guild (an ALA
member). Representatives
of International Alliance of Theatrical
Stage Employes and NABET were
not present.
NABUG was organized nearly
five years ago for solution of probB R O A

Mar. 22-April 6: Chicago Internatloit.l
Trade Fair, Navy Pier, Chicago.
Mar.
24-27:annual
Canadian
Assn.Royal
of Broatcasters
meeting,
York
Hotel, Toronto.
Mar. 26: Senate Interstate & Foreign
Commerce Committee, executive session, to consider S 2444, a bill to bar
liquor
advertising on radio-TV,
Washington.
Mar. 26-28: American Assn. of Industrial Editors, first national concinnati. vention, Netherland Plaza Hotel, CinMar. 30-April 2: NARTB 30th Annual
Convention, Conrad Hilton Hotel,
Chicago.
April
1-4: Twenty-second
annual Statler
Safety
Convention
and Exposition,
Hotel, New York.
April 1-4: American Management Assn.
21st annual packaging conference and
exposition.
Auditorium, Atlantic City,
N.
J.
April 3-5:
Assn.meeting,
of AdvertisingAmerican
Agencies, spring
The
Greenbrier, White Sulphur Springs,
W. Va.
April 4-6: American Women in Radio ;
& Television, second national convention, Statler Hotel, Detroit.
April 15-17: AIEE Southwest District
meeting, Jefferson Hotel, St. Louis.
April
Brand Day"
Names
Foundation's
"Brand16: Names
conference,
Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
April 16: BAB Sales Clinic, Los AnApril 16-18: American College Public
Relations Assn. 36th annual convengeles.
tion, Carter Hotel, Cleveland.
April 17-20: Ohio State U. Institute for
Education by Radio-Television, 22d
annual meeting, Deshler - Wallick
Hotel, Columbus, Ohio.
April 19: Cincinnati section. Institute
of Radio Engineers, Spring technical
conference, Cincinnati.
April 20: Los Angeles Advertising
Women Inc., in cooperation with
Advertising Assn. of the West. 6th
annual Frances Holmes achievement
awards. Ambassador Hotel, Los AnApril 20-24: American Newspaper Publishers Assn., annual convention,
Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
geles.
cisco.21: BAB Sales Clinic, San FranApril
April 21-26: Educational Television Programs College,
Institute seminar,
Pennsylvania State
State College,
Pa.
April
Ore. 23: BAB Sales Clinic, Portland,
April 24: MBS stockholders annual
meeting. New York.
April 24: BMI Program Clinic, Palliser
Hotel, Calgary, Alta.
April 25: BAB Sales Clinic, Seattle.
April
25-27: Fourth
Advertising
Federation
America,
(Florida)
district,of
boro,
Ky Hotel, Miami Beach, Fla.
Casablanca
April 28: BMI Program Clinic, OwensApril 28: BMI Program Clinic, Phoenix,
Ariz.
April 28:soula,BMI
Mont. Program Clinic, MisApril 29:ville, BMI
Tenn. Program Clinic, NashApril 29:
ton, W.BMI
Va. Program Clinic. Charleslems common to guilds and unions
dustry.
associated with the radio-TV inGeorge Mahr, national representative of NABET, Friday morning denied the raiding charges lowered against his group by NABUG.
"We regret the move they feel necessary and disavow any raiding
with which we've been charged,"
he said. "Groups are free to disaffiliate or aflSliate as they see fit,
and that's the way we operate."
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Don
Radio

are

Lee's
audiences

climbing

12-nionth average -1949
Daytime

vs. 1951*

audience

8*9% higher

Evening audience

11*2% higher

...and network rates are currently
LOWER than they were in 1949
ifj Pacific Nielsen Ratings, Full network average
audience, Monday thru Friday.

DON

LEE,

THE
MOST

THE

PACIFIC

AT

SALES

NETWORK
GIVES

CONSISTENT
THE

LOWEST

IMPRESSION

OTHER
Don

COAST,

COMPLETE,

COVERAGE
PER

BIGGEST

Lee and only Don

SALES

OF

THE
LOCAL
COST
ANY

MEDIUM

Lee can sell your customers locally

in 45 important Pacific Coast markets from their own
network station in their own local market. You
Lee according

ON

local

can buy Don

to your distribution pattern in 45 markets.

There's no waste. That's real flexibility and real value and it's
a Don Lee exclusive.
Don

Lee consistently carries more

Pacific Coast regional

business (with more regionally sponsored shows consistently in
the top rated 10) than any other network. The advertisers who
know the Pacific Coast best also know the best Pacific Coast
sales medium -DON

lee.

Represented Nationally by John Blair & Company
The Nation s Greatest

1313 North Vine Street

Regional Network

Hollywood 28, California

Miss Price (at head of table),
writer - producer - director of Unshackled, works for one-seventh
the sum she made in commercial
radio in handling broadcasts for
Pacific Garden Mission on WGN.
Here she confers in detoAl before
a show with program talent, each
of whom is a professional, paid
AFRA scale.

ELIGION

on the local airwaves, long a somewhat
and' hard-to-sell item,
the accouterments of
the professionalism of
venture at WGN

shabby
as acquired
aturity and
commercial
hicago.
There Unshackled is molded subely without the too-frequent adixture of fanatic evangelism and
antic fund appeal.
Its appeals are an understanding
fundamental human behavior,
18 simple dramatics of everyday
ving and a search for reason in
hat seems to many an unreasonble world.
Named by an imaginative (and
nonymous) ad man, Unshackled is
ired each Saturday at 7 :30 p.m. by
le 50-kw clear channel station, a
rime time for any religious proram. It is written, produced, rearched and directed by an eneretic woman whose secret of sucssful radio selling is a personal
jnviction
that the "product" is the
est.
That product is the philosophy
lat "Christ is the answer to all
roblems," a logical conclusion foliwinginventor
the writer's
;he
knowsassumption
best how that
his
lachine functions."
The lady with such conviction is
ugenia Price, who entered the
ompetitive field of commercial
adio writing 12 years ago and sold
er first script, In Care of Aggie
lorn on NBC. Three years ago,
he successful daytime serial writr, of Joyce Jordan and others gave
p $35,000 yearly.
At that time, her minimum price
or a simple half -hour drama, minus
uch time and energy-consuming
tems as research, production and
asting, was $250. Today, she
hepherds Unshackled through
very phase for $100 weekly— $25
lore than she was paid the first
ear.
The sponsor is Chicago's oldest
;kid Row project, the Pacific
harden Mission, second largest in
he country.
'New York, and the Bowery Mision got there first," she noted.
Unshackled went on the air Sept.
!0, 1950, initially at 11 p.m. on Satirday. Last fall it moved to 7
I 'clock, following the popular Muaal network show. Twenty Queslons. They have almost identical
atings, with Unshackled getting an

A

Sp'mtml

Theme

Pacific Garden
estimated 300,000 listeners weekly.
It has reached heights of glory
which even surprise the mission's
optimistic administrators, among
whom is Superintendent Harry
Saulnier. He handles all activities
for the three-building organization,
a purely local and non-profit operation located on State St. in the
slum area just south of the Loop.
The program, designed to spread
the Christian gospel to the widest
possible audience, seeks to restore
faith in recalcitrants and bring into
the fold persons needing help. Unshackled continues as a self-supporting vehicle, with any surplus
money contributions going to other
radio broadcasts.
The success has transcended the
local scene, extending into national
and international realms. This
spring, Pacific Garden Mission
plans to buy time on six other 50
kw stations, starting with WWVA
Wheeling, W. Va. One Chicago
constituent has guaranteed onethird of the costs on that station,
about $15,000 yearly. Time is
always purchased at card rates.
Broadcast expenses this year are
expected to total about $225,000, of

Helps to Sell
Mission

which $50,000 is for the WGN show.
Another $280 weekly will be spent
on Voice of America re-plays of the
program to Iron Curtain areas and
to members of the armed forces
overseas.
Miss Price, since her personal
and professional change-over, believes religion "is either awfully
simple or simply awful."
Methods of making it "awfully
simple" on the program include
purchase of weekday time, use of a
drama-documentary technique, professional productions with competent performers (she does all the
casting) and payment of union scale
wages.
She uses music and sound effects
whenever necessary, and omits an
open or middle "commercial," using
only a short pitch at the end of the
program after the story conclusion.
Miss Price is convinced this last
move is wise, although "I'm sure
we lose half the audience." The
closing message, in a subdued manner, seeks funds for continuation of
the series. Occasionally, for a

UNDERSTANDING, rather than preaching, is the objective
of local religious show of WGN Chicago. Miss Price
gave up $35,000 a year as a successful radio writer three^
years ago to devote her talents to Unshackled for $75 per week.
"Comnnercials" are kept subtle and in good taste. A psychology
professor from a Chicago university ternned the program, "The
most basically sound approach to psychology and its therapy that
I have ever heard on the air."

special mission project, a mention
will be made.
Two weeks ago the mission medical and dental clinic, staffed by volunteer professionals, ran out of
drugs. A one-time mention brought
in more than $1,000 in one mail.
In a 30-second spot, the mission
offered its book, Doorway to
Heaven, for $2 shortly before
Christmas. It sold out — 1,000
copies in one week.
Plots and story themes are taken
from mission files on degenerates,
alcoholics, neurotics, prostitutes
and criminals, although sensational
elements are deleted. The script
concentrates on the more normal
individual suffering from frustration or loneliness, with whom members of the audience can readily
identify themselves.
The Pacific Garden syndicated
network will span the country from
coast to coast with broadcasts of
Unshackled. There will be no local
cut-ins for a similar organization
in those markets because the mission believes it can help many
people in many places, despite its
purely Chicago character.

the
overof the
ONARI
tapes
haveESused all
world
MISSI
show and Protestant ministers in
this country broadcast them in
sermons and at church social
meetings. A prison official in St.
Joseph, Mich., reported numerous
conversions each week as a result
s' request
Unof the prisoner
ted forthat
regular
shackled be substitu
Sunday church services.
Minus heavy moi-alizing, the
show has "the most basically sound
approach to psychology and its
therapy that I have ever heard on
the air," in the opinion of a
Chicago university professor of
psychology. Understanding, rather
than preaching, is the objective.
The 75-year-old mission, established by an eastern socialite couple
who attended its meetings nightly
for 30 years, is subsidized by Protestant churches and by individuals.
Progressive in its concepts as well
as in its teaching and guidance
methods, the mission governing
board is delighted with results of
its use of radio. It may cancel its
black-and-white "trade" advertising nationally and also is considering extensive preparation of television films. Its agency, the John
M. Camp Co., has specialized for
the past few years in religious TV
presentations.
March 24, 1952
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CONVENTION
SEATS
APPLICATIONS by radio and television commentators and working
radio-TV newsmen for seats at the Republican and Democratic National
Conventions to be held in Chicago in July must be made by April 15.
Official announcement was made last week by Bill Henry, chairman
of the 1952 Political Convention
Other members of the convention
Committee of the Radio Cori'espondents' Assn., Washington, D. C. committee are Willard F. Shadel,
CBS, vice chairman; HoUis M.
The Radio-Television Galleries
again have been designated by the Seavey, MBS, and G. W. Kingsbury, WLW Cincinnati.
Republican and Democratic National Committees to supervise the
D. Harold McGrath, superintendent of the Senate Radio-Teleradio and television news "galvision Gallery, and Robert M.
leries" at the conventions. Mr.
Menaugh, superintendent of the
Henry has been appointed chairHouse Radio-Television Gallery,
man of the committee to superwill be in active charge of facilities
vise accreditation, seating and
operation of the radio and televi- at the two conventions. This is
sion news quarters in Chicago by the fourth time Messrs. McGrath
the executive committee of the cor- and Menaugh have had charge of
convention "gallery" facilities for
respondents' association.

■AiMitkaK

BLUE

RIBBI

OM
TTntrol STRO
UDiOS
,„rOlN

5,000 WATT AUXILIARY
TRAMSMITTER
Alt
"Technical perfection in engineering" is the achievement citation to
KFAB's staff of engineers. Every KFAB technician is an expert . . .
trained and experienced in all phases of engineering from the control
panel to field work. This experienced staff of technicians whose combined service records total 205 years . . . manning the finest equipment
money can buy . . . build another bonus for KFAB advertisers. This is
another guarantee that the advertiser's message is delivered to KFAB
listeners with maximum quality and effectiveness. BIG ACHIEVEMENTS
can be yours when you use KFAB — Contact Harry Burke, Genera! Manager, or Free & Peters.

radio and TV. They will be aided
by the following assistant superintendents of the two Galleries:
Robert C. Hough, C. J. D'Andrea,
Carmen Garcia, Clarence T. Day
and Manuel (Mike) Michaelson.
Mrs. Garcia has been appointed
secretary to the committee.
A standard form has been prepared for applications. They will
be furnished to anyone who writes
to the Radio-TV Gallery, Room
G-25, U. S. Senate, U. S. Capitol,
Washington 19, D. C.
Full Cooperation Promised
Mr. Henry
said: have
"Both given
the national committees
us
assurances that every effort will
be made to provide facilities, including seats, for all possible legitimate working radio and television newsmen and commentators.
But it will be necessary for applica-

tions to be filed not later than
midnight, April 15, so that our
needs can be presented to the Arrangements Committee of the two
conventions by April 20."

'PUBLICITY'

FUNDS
Limit'ed in House Action

AN ECONOMY-minded Congress
is continuing its renewed attacks
on the number of publicity person-,
nel on the rolls of U. S. government
agencies.
Butt of the most recent jab is
the Radio-TV-Film Section of the
National Production Authority but
other government departments also
came in for criticism. The jab was
delivered March 13 by Rep. George
Meader (R-Mich.) during House i
debate on the third supplemental
appropriations
The House bill.
passed the funds
measure, including a proviso that
"no partin of
tained
thisanyactappropriation
shall be used confor '
publicity or propaganda purposes
not
heretofore authorized by the
Congress."
j
The bill (HR 6947) was designed
to provide expenditures for salaries
and other services for numerous
government agencies during the re- j
mainder of the current fiscal year
ending June 30. If cleared by the
the Senate, it would mean that none
of the departments could use the
voted funds for purposes of publicity, including radio-TV activity
by their personnel.
Rep. Meader took NPA to task
for sending out material "to prothe philosophy
and interests"
of the moteagency.
The weekly
reports,
he said, are sent to members of
Congress for use "on your radio
reports to your constituents back
home." The material offered is in
the form of 15-minute scripts.
Added Expense
Thecerncongressman's
was that this notgreatest
only isconan
added expense and perhaps an illegal use of public funds, but also
an attempt by the government "to
try
to charges
influencehadpublic
Similar
been opinion."
raised in
connection with OPS public information radio programs [Feb. 25, 18].The Meader amendment, approved on the House
floor, to
does'
not
apply, ironically
enough,
NPA.
Funds for salaries and expenses of
its policy arm, the Defense Production Administration, and for such
Commerce Dept. groups as the
Census Bureau and National Bureau of Standards \vould be affected
publicity-wise by the proviso.
The amendment would apply to
FCC which was earmarked for
$488,900 for salaries and expenses.'
The State Dept.'s international
information and educational program, for which a suin of $1,750,000
would be allotted, also would be
unable to use the money for
publicity purposes.
|
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OIL

FOR

YOUR

NEWSLETTER

INFORMATION:

To the average layman, 1/1,000,000 of an ounce of anything isn't
worth talking about.
Yet, with such infinitesimal weights as this, oil
industry scientists are developing some fascinating facts about lubricants
and their effect on internal combustion engines.
Even more microscopic
particles - as little as 1/1,000,000,000 of an ounce - have been mixed with
different petroleum products to trace their flow in the vast array of underground pipe lines which speed gas, crude oil and oil products to refineries
and consumers.
Geiger counters and other trappings of the new atomic age are being
used in these experiments which are part of the oil industry's constant program
of research and development - a program on which individual companies are
spending a total of more than $100 million a year.
Especially intriguing is
the fact that some companies started experiments with radioactive materials as
early as 1943 - two years before Hiroshima and Nagasaki were transformed from
relatively obscure Japanese cities to landmarks in history.
In those early
days, the cyclotrons were used as sources of radioactive materials.
Now the
atomic pile at Oak Ridge, Tenn. , is the chief source.
How are these atomic tests being carried out?
One revolutionary approach
involves the use of radioactive piston rings.
Specially-trained scientists
install one of these rings in a test engine while others safeguard their
health and lives by keeping a close check on the radioactivity with the delicate Geiger counters.
The car is then driven in proving ground road tests under weather conditions ranging from summer's heat to sub-zero colds.
The infinitesimal particles
worn from the radioactive piston ring drop into the motor oil and are measured
with the Geiger counters.
Perhaps only as much as 1/1,000,000 of an ounce of
metal is involved but the atomic test provides unheard-of accuracy.
In addition, tests can be completed with as little as 50 miles of driving, whereas the
older methods required as much as 10,000 miles.
One of the points that these
atomic tests have proved is that modern, high-quality motor oils can actually
triple the life of a car engine by substantially reducing wear.
Oil industry scientists and technicians are using radioactive materials
in other experiments too.
In addition to the lubrication tests and the use of
isotopes in the underground pipelines, oil men are using them in refineries to
trace the progress of hydrocarbon molecules in the manufacture of petroleum
products ; in well-logging
(mapping and studying of underground strata to determine the likelihood of oil production) ; and as a means of determining the
liquid level in closed containers.
For further
write to me.

information

about the oil industry,

don't hesitate

to

Edwin W. Esmay, Acting Executive Director
Oil Industry Information Committee
American Petroleum Institute
50 West 50th Street, New York 20, N. Y.
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1
W. VA. MEETING
Protests Rayburn Ban

CRIME doesn't pay morning-time thriller — with moral, of course — is read to
moppets by Sen. Charles W. Tobey (R-N. H.) of Kefauver Crime Committee fame. Sen. Tobey (holding book) told an "original children's story"
to listeners of Little Ernie's Story Time on WGAY Silver Spring, Md. (Fridoy,
9:30 a.m.). It was about the theft of 1 6 New Hampshire pullets from "an
old woman" and how her despair was turned into happiness by her village
neighbors in the Granite State. At right, holding microphone, is WGAY's
Ernie Tannen. Sen. Tobey was the third dignitary to be guest on the program
which has been host to Sen. Margaret Chase Smith (R-Me.) and Maryland
Gov. Theodore R. McKeldin.
Restricts
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Political

PROTEST against Speaker Sam
Rayburn's ban on radio-TV pickups
of House of Representatives proceedings was voted March 15 by the
West Virginia Assn. of Broadcasters, meeting at the West Virginian Hotel, Bluefield. Members
were urged to contact their individual congressmen.
John T. Gelder Jr., WCHS
Charleston, was elected president
to succeed Joe L. Smith Jr., WKNA
Charleston-WJLS Beckley. Mr. Gelder won over J. Patrick Beacom,
WWW Fairmont. On Mr. Beacom's
motion the election was declared
unanimous. William E. Rine,
WWVA Wheeling, was elected vice
president. Mr. Rine is a vice president of Fort Industry Co. Alice
Shein, WBTH Williamson, was reelected secretary-treasurer.
Directors-at-large are L. H.
(Bud) Rogers, WSAZ-AM-TV
Huntington, for TV; John S. Phillips, WHTN Huntington, for independents; P.T. Flanagan, WHIS
Bluefield, for medium stations; F.
J. Evans, WPLH Huntington, for
small stations.
District representatives are C.
Leslie Golliday, WEPM Martinsburg, District 1; Fred Zimmerman,
WBLK Clarksburg, District 2;
Charles High, WGKV Charleston,
District 3; Virginia Cooper, WJLS
Beckley, District 4.
The association voted to petition
FCC to relax the rules covering
first-class technicians in light of
present-day operating progress.
Support was voted the Broadcast
Music Inc. clinic to be held April
29 at the Daniel Boone Hotel,
Charleston. Cash prizes will be
supplied for the BMI contest for
young composers.
RCA's film, "Success Hill," was
shown by David S. Newborg. The
film shows the operation of the
Bridgeport, Conn., UHF television
station. Delegates were guests of
WHIS Bluefield at a reception.
Formation of a statewide network of broadcast stations for civil
defense purposes was advocated by
John N. (Bill) Bailey, public affairs
officer of Region 2, Federal Civil
Defense Administration.

Radio Programs
FLA. RULING
SUPPORTERS of political candidates in Florida must buy their radio
advertising through the candidate's campaign treasurer, according to a
ruling by Circuit Judge Tillman in upholding constitutionality of Florida's
★
new election law.
The law had been attacked in a candidate's treasurer and the payment is recorded as a contribution
suit filed by W. A. Smith, president
to the campaign; a station may
of WPLA Plant City, Fla. [B«T,
broadcast opinions and views of
Feb. 18]. Judge Tillman held, hownon-residents of the state. Nomiever, that the law is not applicable
nees of national parties are not
in the case of a candidate for national office who does not have a candidates under the state law.
campaign manager in the state.
Judge Tillman said, "It should be
noted that the rights of freedom
An appeal to the state supreme
of speech and the press, as applied
court is expected.
to
radio, are necessarily and from
In a similar suit to test the law's
the
beginning more restricted than
applicability to newspaper adverthey are in relation to a newstising, Circuit Judge Hutchinson
had held the law unconstitutional
He based this thesis on the asseras denying freedom of the press.
tion that radio is not available to
J. Kenneth Ballinger, Tallahassee
all and therefore subject to regulaattorney representing Florida Assn.
tion by the federal government.
of Broadcasters and Florida Press
paper."
Assn., attacked the law in the suits
on behalf of the associations.
DAYLIGHT TIME CHANGES
State Attorney General Richard
Networks Ready Plans
Ervin first interpreted the law to
require that all funds spent by any
MAJOR networks are preparing
person to further the candidacy of
an office seeker must be turned over for the April 27 shift from standard
to daylight saving time.
to the campaign treasurer and disNBC, CBS, ABC and MBS again
bursed by him. Later he changed
the ruling to permit supporters of will record their radio broadcasts
Florida candidates to pay cash out so that all may continue to be
heard during the same local time
of their own pocket for advertising,
slot they occupy in winter months.
'Hillbilly Heaven'
specifying the pui-chaser must have
Live productions will be broadcast
written authorization from the canWSM Nashville's Grayid Ole Opry
didate or his treasurer and the on daylight schedules with no
is given colorful treatment in the
expenditure must be listed on the noticeable shift for audiences in ' March issue of The American
daylight time zones, and will be
Magazine, copies of which were
candidate's public financial return.
recorded for rebroadcast, one hour
sent to the trade last week by the
Latest Ruling
later, in zones remaining on standstation. Called Hillbilly Heaven,
ard time. LBS plans were not anarticle, authored by Don Eddy,
nounced.
Judge
Tillman's
latest
rulingholds the owner of a Florida radio
says: "Today, its [Opry] fame is
station must have authorization for
Television programs at NBC,
so great that hopeful guitar and
CBS, ABC, and DuMont will be banjo beaters, accordion squeezers,
a time purchase from the candiaired on daylight schedules so that mandolin pickers, balladeers, yodeldate's treasurer; he may give time
to a candidate or other citizen for live shows will be seen one hour
ers and assorted mountain minstrels still arrive in such throngs
expression of views furthering a earlier in terms of local time in
those zones which continue to ob- that Program Director Jack Stapp,
candidacy if the time is contributed
serve standard time. For audiences
a sharp city feller who can spot
as
a
gift
through
the
candidate's
in
daylight
time zones, there will a hillbilly dilly as far as you can
treasurer; a citizen may give his
be
no
noticeable
change
in
the
call a hog, has had to set up an
views on a candidacy (on a station
broadcast time of their live video
audition system to screen the proother than his own) if he has fii'st
obtained authorization from the
programs.
mising from the impossible."
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7/
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119
1513
16U
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For Radio
20 seconds through fifteen minute features

18
17
19
20

including weather forecasts
Scripts for 18 program categories
a

23
21
22
25
28
26
24
27

For Television

29
30

20 second and one minute trailers and animations

32

A full catalogue of props

31

AMERICAN

Q^QQf Oorson
AAory Mort^arot McBrido
Gregory Peck
Frances Longford
Luke Easter
Perry Como
Senator Estes Kefouvcr
Richard Rodgcs
Eric Johnston
Lanny Ross
Roy
Rex Acuff
Allen
Sons of the Pioneers
Wayne King
Sarah Vaughon
Ginny Simms
Spike Jones
Senator
Ford
Sid Gordon
Jimmy Cannon
Don Ameche
Fibber McGee & Molly
Horry Von Zell
Don Wilson
Richard Stark
Marvin Miller
Ford Bond
Ezio Pinza
Eva Gabor
Col. George Collins
Dr. Charles S. Cameron
Dolly Stark

CANCER SOCIETY • 47 Beov«r street. New York 4, H. Y.
Wo/ter King, Director, Radio and Tehvision
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'RED' INFLU
ENCE
Cites Union Control Danger
COMMUNIST - controlled unions
holding- defense contracts in electronics and other fields pose a
"serious threat to national security" and potentially are "very
dangerous," a top defense procurement official declared last Monday.
The warning was sounded by
Chairman John D. Small of the
Munitions Board before a Senate
Labor & Public Welfare subcommittee probing Communist domination labor unions. The inquiry is
under the chairmanship of Sen.
Hubert Humphrey (D-Minn.).
Citing important contracts held
by the independent United Electrical Workers Union reaching
"substantial dollar volume," Mr.
Small asserted:
"The [UEW] is the collective
bargaining agent for many facilities working on important defense
contracts in the strategically-important field of electronics. Congressional reports point out that
a roll call of their leadership reveals names whose affinity to the
Communist Party line is a proven

The ..."
UEW was ousted from the
fact.
CIO in 1949 on the grounds of
Communist domination and a new
CIO International Union of Electrical Workers was formed in its
place. Both hold contracts with
General Electric, Westinghouse,
Sylvania Electric Products and
other electronic firms. Mr. Small
also noted that the American Communications Assn. was expelled
from the CIO in 1950
Broadcasters Have Stake

next-best
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Friday

November
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With respect to aflSdavit provisions of the Taft-Hartley Act,
broadcasters as well as manufacturers appear to have a stake in
what Sen. Humphrey calls a
"broad and philosophical approach" to the problem. While
unions, failing to sign non-communist affidavits, arc deprived of
benefits of the National Labor Relations Board, the Justice Dept.
acknowledged that it had probed
68 such officers who signed them
looking toward possibility of perjury. Of 14 cases which went to
grand juries, only one indictment
has been returned.
NLRB Chairman Paul Herzog
testified that authority should not
be vested in the board to determine
whether any union is "Communistdominated." NLRB should confine
itself to collective bargaining because, among other reasons, it is
not so qualified and speedy conduct
of elections and unfair labor practices would be frustrated by delays,
Mr. Herzog testified.
Whatever action Congress takes,
according to Mr. Small, should not
only apply to the Defense Dept.,
which the Munitions Board represents, but also to other government
agencies dealing with unions.
Mr. Small also charged there is
"not the least bit of doubt" that
some union leaders would call

strikes if importuned by the Soviet
Union. Furthermore, he added,
the Defense Dept. does not believe
it now has authority to remove
"potential saboteurs" from plants.
A Justice Dept. official, Andrew
F. Oehmann, told the subcommittee
that it is virtually impossible to
prosecute Communist union leaders
because the department must prove
they were party members when
they signed the non-Communist
affidavit. He urged the TaftHartley law be amended to require
officers to swear they have not
been CP members for at least 12
months prior to signing the affidavit.
NEW

WRFD
PLANT
6,500 Attend Opening
FREEZING weather, overcast
skies and an urge to catch an extra
40 winks on Sunday morning didn't
stop approximately 6,500 people
from driving 50 to 75 miles to attend the grand opening of new
studios and 260 acre radio farm
of WRFD Worthington, Ohio. Festivities took place March 16.
Ladies who attended received
baby orchids flown in from Honolulu for the occasion. Green and
yellow balloons were distributed to
the boys and girls. Cigars and book
matches were given to the men.
Activities commemorating the
station's renovation continued
throughout last week. On March
17, a tour of the station was conducted for sponsors and a party
was held that evening for those
who advertise on WRFD. Guest
speakers at the gathering were
Edgar Kobak, former president of
Mutual Broadcasting System, and
Joseph C. Harsh of the Washington bureau of the Christian Science
Monitor. Station executives estimated that during the week an additional 10,000 persons visited the
studios.
WRFD is owned and operated
by the Peoples Broadcasting Co. of
which Murray D. Lincoln is president. J. D. Bradshaw is station
manager.

RFE TRANSMITTER
Fourth Built in Portugal
CONTRIBUTIONS during the 1951
Crusade for Freedom made possible
the construction of a fourth Radio
Free Europe transmitter in Portugal which started broadcasts to Iron
Curtain countries Feb. 27, the Crusade's national chairman, Gen.
Lucius D. Clay, said last week.
First of the new 50-kw transmitters— all located northeast of Lisbon— went on the air Christmas
Day; the second, in January, and
the third, early in February. All
were purchased with 1951 Crusade
donations.
With its additional five transmitters in the Munich and Frankfort
areas of Western Germany, Radio
Free Europe now broadcasts daily
to six countries — Albania, Bulgaria,
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland
and Rumania — for a total of 800
hours per week. General Clay
stated.
Installations in Portugal
The installations in Portugal include ahalf-mile-long antenna system designed to magnify the power
of the transmitters and provide pinpoint accuracy in directing broadcasts. Programs are relayed among
the various RFE stations for simultaneous broadcast on diff'erent wave
lengths, thus reaching a maximum
potential audience in Soviet satellites and counteracting Communist
eff^orts to jam the broadcasts. Portugal, General Clay pointed out, has
an excellent position for shortwave
relay to Eastern Europe.
Crediting public donations for
RFE expansion. General Clay
warned that "America must keep
expanding and intensifying its campaign of truth against Communism's big lies, by building more
and more freedom stations. . . .
We must not relax our efforts for
a moment."

CHARGES PROPAGANDA
CHNO Stops Union Series
CHARGED
by the International
KRGV BIRTHDAY
Union of Mine, Mill and Smelter
Workers at Sudbury, Ont., that
Celebrates 25th Year
CHNO Sudbury had refused to perKRGV Weslaco, Tex., "The Voice
mit a union program, Baxter
of the Rio Grande Valley," reached
Ricard,
president of CHNO, reits
25th
year
of
broadcasting
last
Tuesday.
plied that no Canadian communication outlet is compelled to disStation, which is owned by the
seminate Communist propaganda.
Taylor Radio & Television Corp.
CHNO had aired one union proand managed by Byron (Barney)
gram and was subsequently visited
by
the
Royal Canadian Mounted
W.
Ogle,
had
its
start
in
a
"spare"
back room of a music company in Police, according
to Mr. Ricard.
Harlingen, Tex., about 20 miles east The program which attracted the
of its present location. Called
KHMC for Harlingen Music Co., police contained a refrain "Russia
Goes Marching Along." After the
the original outlet was supervised
union had agreed to use no more
by H. R. Baum and managed by Communist propaganda on a new
M. S. (Dick) Niles. Station was
series of programs on CHNO, Mr.
sold to Taylor-Howe-Snowden Inc. Ricard, however, allegedly found
(later the Taylor Radio & Televi"Communist double talk" in the
sion Corp.) on Oct. 1, 1938.
next scripts. He then refused to
KRGV operates on 1290 kc with
air any more union programs. The
5 kw full time, directional night,
union, in its newspaper Mine-Mill
acquired in July 1950. It is an
Neivs, described the program as
affiliate of NBC.
hard-hitting and factual.
BROADCASTING
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SILVER plaque commemorating 25th
anniversary of NBC was presented to
top echelon of network on behalf of
its affiliated stations. L to r: Jack
Harris, vice president and general
manager of KPRC Houston, who presented plaque; Niles Trammell, NBC
board chairman; and Joseph McConnell, NBC president. Mr. Harris also
presented executives with personal
gifts. Plaque noted NBC's "outstanding leadership" in broadcasting arts
and service to public during the past
25 years [B*T, March 17].
BASEBALL
PLANS
Sponsors, Stations Report
BROADCAST and telecast plans
for coverage of major league baseball games and training sessions
throughout the country have been
announced by several advertisers
and stations.
Games played by the Washington
Senators will be sponsored for the
second straight year by the Christian Heurich Brewing Co., makers
of Old GeorgetowTi beer. WTTG
(TV) Washington will handle TV
assignments with Arch MacDonald
and Bob Wolff alternating as
sportscasters on the 26 games
scheduled for telecast as well as
on all scheduled games to be aired
over WWDC Washington. Agency
for the brewery account is Henry J.
Kaufman & Assoc., Washington.
Bob Neal, WERE Cleveland
sports director, inaugurated 1952
Cleveland Indians spring training
broadcast schedule by airing playby-play of the first two games with
the New York Giants at Tucson
March 8-9. Entire exhibition
through April 13, with exception of
four games, is being carried by
the station.
Boston Red Sox broadcasts will
be aired over WHAY New Britain,
Conn. The 154-game agenda starts
April 15 in Washington, D. C., and
runs through Sept. 28.
Timely new program series has
been announced by World Broadcasting Co., New York, transcribed
program feature producer. Company has prepared a 26-program
series. Get a Hit. Format calls
for telling of a memorable baseball moment wath local personalities as narrators. Script and
music is furnished by World. Current baseball news and brief summary of an athlete's career are
allowed for in the script.

Functions Are Held 'Important'
IRAC
By Key Government Agencies
FUNCTIONS of the Interdepartment Radio Advisory Committee are
deemed "important" by the Dept. of Defense, the Central Intelligence
Agency and the Dept. of Commerce but IRAC's workload reflects records
"in something less than a satisfactory and up-to-date condition."
Authority for this statement is *
Thomas dated Feb. 21, thus comHaraden Pratt, telecommunicamented officially for perhaps the
tions advisor to the President, who
expressed these views in a letter first time on the nature of his telecommunications work with FCC
to Rep. Albert Thomas (D-Tex.).
and IRAC. He later made a progThey were placed into the record
ress report to President Truman
of hearings held by a House
[B«T, March 10].
Appropriation Independent Offices
The telecommunications chief
Subcommittee of which Rep.
Thomas is chairman.
ascribed condition of IRAC's recThe Congressman had requested
ords to "the greatly expanded use
Mr. Pratt to outline the functions
of radio frequencies with the advance of the art during and since
of IRAC in connection with FCC's
proposed 1953 budget. FCC sought
the last World War" and to "the
$11,327 for the coming year to greatly increased military uses of
radio frequencies resulting from
cover "applied technical research
and frequency allocation" involv- the activities in Korea."
ing IRAC. The Commission reMr. Pratt described IRAC's
ceived an estimated S6,000 for the functions as assigning radio frecurrent fiscal year.
quencies to government stations
Mr. Pratt, in his letter to Rep. and serving as a forum for col-

laboration with the FCC, which
apportions spectrum space among
radio-TV broadcasters, amateur
radio operators and other private
users.
Mr. Pratt said that in response
to a query put before defense
agencies ("Is the work of the IRAC
important and necessary to your
operations?") the answer was
that "without question" the committee's functions are important.
To that end, he reported, the Defense Dept. has agreed to lend
financial assistance to the committee as a national defense
measure.
ThetionsPresident's
chief also addedtelecommunicathat his staff
currently is helping to strengthen
"the structure of secretariat of
the committee in order that it may
cope with the extra workloads imIRACposed upon
wasit. founded
in 1923 by
. . ."
the late President Calvin Coolidge
as a means of clearing use of frequencies between government departments and private users.

sponsor
bail...

Buy a MINITAPE— //ze
shoe box size recorder
that pays for itself in six weeks !
\

Februarj 6,
{Jr. Dexter Ha;n2ond
Stancil-ffoXi'ffiafi
1016 N. Highland Gopporafeloji
Hollywood 3'3» California
Dear Mr. Haymond:
We believe that you will be interested in knowing that
the MINITAPE is an integral part in the production of
RFD
960 Saturday.
sponsored on EKA by o'yzon, 6:30 to 7:00 am, ^ionday
through
The compact versatility of this valuable little machine
enables
K.MA Farmevents
Service
Director,
I^errillin L-angfltt,
cover special
and maVe
interviews
locations to
impossible to duplicate by any other t>-pe of recorder^
Last fall Mel Mains oi" the KKA Farm Service Department
along with progra.-3S
KlilA Chiefin' Engineer,
DonuseBurrichter,
" recorded
nearly
Mexico inforMexican
on voltage
this sa.ie
program 30series.
Difference
madeRFDa 960.
battery operated recorder a necessity.
Sincerelyand practice.
EktA endorses the MINITAPE in principle
A. wayn* Pcsver^

ARMED Forces Radio Service, Hollywood, for sixth year shortwaved
Motion Picture Academy Awards presentation to estimated listening audience of 91 million in 60 foreign nations.
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SPmNGTIME
NEWEST spring fashions in per
inquiry novelties are emerging
from the mail order shops.
They cover a wide range of
items, including intricate contracts
bearing the ingenious imprint of
the barrister to old-fashioned
staples of the 30-cents-on-the-dollar type.
In keeping with the Lenten season, two of the offers provide continuity including Biblical references apparently designed to point
up their coefficient of sales pressure.
Judging by comments of broadcasters who have viewed some of
the spring styles, special interest
has been aroused by Protam, whose
advertising is placed by Dowd,
Redfield & Johnstone, New York.
Writing to stations, Allen 0. KayeMartin, on behalf of the agency
invites participation "in our regular Protam radio activity"
While method of compensating
stations and network is not mentioned, the letter states, "During
the past year we have broadcast
continuously on more than 400 stations, including all CBS and NBC
owned and operated stations, as
well as all leading 50,000 w stations, plus heavily concentrated
activity on the Don Lee Pacific
Network, Columbia Pacific Network, Mutual network, etc"
Flexible Arrangement
After this introduction, the
letter gets down to terms quickly,
offering the following flexible arrangement:
We would like to buy as many
quarter-hour periods on your station
weekly, as you feel warranted to do
a maximum job for us, based upon
orders not costing us more than $1
each. Initially, we will sign a sixweek firm contract. In other words,
if the total cost of the quarter-hour
units recommended by you were $300
weekly, we would expect 300 orders.
The best way to arrive at the recommendation you might make to us
is to use your rates on the half hour
contiguous schedule, dividing the
half hour into quarter-hour programs,
using at least two quarter-hours
daily on those days you carry the
program. You are to broadcast the

Before

You

§;T0P

s
Sprout Like the Flower
Pis
Protam program on the days and
Barnett Friedenberg of the New
during the periods that you consider
York office has a new product called
would be your best mail-pull time.
Dianol, mix-with-paint insecticide,
You are to obtain and ship to us
that
he believes "will out-d-Con
the minimum number of orders red-Con." d-Con is a rodenticide.
quired, according to the procedure
A Marfree continuity about the
outlined above, on a weekly basis.
hillbilly record opens with a
If, after the end of the first two
weeks, you find that this volume canBiblical member
approach
: "Friends,
rehow the good
book talks
not be obtained, you have the right
to cancel our order and bill us for about Manna from Heaven! Well,
the time used. However, you are to
I'm dropping
on youof outtheof best
the
continue to run the Protam programs
airwaves
within some
until they pay ofif.
news to come down the road in
Another mail order firm offering a more diversified line of spring many
a day .of. ."
On behalf
the White Cross
propositions is Marfree Adv. Corp., plan, the Marfree copy again takes
Chicago and New York. The
up the Biblical theme, submitting
familiar phonograph record deal,
this
friendly greeting, "Friends,
with a P.I. of 30 cents on a dollar
the Bible teaches us that a good
order, sounds a note of caution,
man protects his family against all
"Please don't confuse this offer
with any other you have ever
emergencies
..."
A "sensational"
proposition
comes
out
of
Lasker-Riseman Inc.,
With obvious know-how in this
heard."of merchandising, Marfree
Boston, for the firm's client, Roy
type
Tracy. A harmonica package sells
adds, "Instead of the usual cat- for $1.98 plus cost if orders are
and-dog tunes which have been
COD.
used to pad out so many recent
"The materials offered are very
deals, Galgano (Galgano Distributing Co.) specially recorded four costly compared to most radio mail
brand new top hillbilly tunes for order offers," George Lasker writes
this new offer, using special name
on behalf of Lasker-Riseman. "In
talent. These are not pickup tunes, order to make a small profit, therefore, our client can't afford to pay
closeouts or distress merchandise."
more
than 80(' for advertising for
A three-ply continuity packet is each order
received. We would like
provided, opening with a terse 60- to buy three or more five-minute
word introduction. After a song
programs per day on your station,
is played, a 750-word message is with your guarantee that they will
read, followed by a brief closing
cost no more than 80^ (gi'oss) for
remark of 350 words.
Appealing
the broadcaster's
business
side.to General
Manager
Burton A. Neuburger of Marfree
closes
take ourwith
wordthis
thatthought,
this is a "Don't
great
offer. Try it yourself on the air.
There's magic in a buck. Let's
make
lots ofMarfree
them." project offers
Another
a package described as "No. 1 in
the series," paying $1.75 per query
for the White Cross plan of Bankers Life & Casualty Co.; 60 cents
for Quilt Lady, priced at $1.79,
and $1.50 for Mitocin, a $2.98
smoking deterrent made by Parker
Pharmaceutical Co.
Both of the above offers originated in the Chicago office of Marfree Adv. Corp. Vice President

Buy
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See Centerspread
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50,000
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POWEB

A DAY

each
A order."
leading magazine publisher,
Curtis Pub. Co., has made a P.I.
pitch that brought a nose-rubbing
reprisal from Frank E. Wimberly,
general manager of KWHW Altus,
RADIO

SUCCESS

Tulsa Savings Assn. Cites
TWO-WEEK radio spot campaign
by Oklahoma's State Federal Savings & Loan Assn. on four Tulsa
stations, offering a name brand
pen and pencil set with each new
account
opened during
bank's
35th anniversary
and the
relocation
celebration, reportedly brought a
triplingcreaseof
the normal annual inin accounts.
Stations used by the savings association, for whom Gibbons Advertising Agency, Tulsa, conducted
the campaign, were KOME KRMG
KTUL KVOO.
By the end of the three-day
period, 389 new savings and investment accounts had been opened.
Some 1,200 visitors had registered.
Radio campaign was supplemented
by a two-day
vision schedule.newspaper and teleThis was the same banking house
that won first prize for institutions
with assets under $5 million in the
U. S. Savings and Loan League
1948 contest for outstanding advertising and business development, a program again handled by
Gibbons, the agency reports.

Okla. Mr. Wimberly wrote R. H.
Goshorn of Curtis Circulation Co.
in this vein:
"We are slightly surprised to
get from the Country Gentleman,
associated by tradition with the
Benjamin Franklin who said 'keep
thy shop and thy shop will keep
thee,' a per inquiry offer. We
would also be surprised if we
learned that some Country Gentleman subscription offers we have
heard on regional radio stations
are per inquiry . . . We would
hardly be consistent in participating per inquiry, as we are currently
scheduling paid advertising calling
attention to reading material in
another national farm publicaRevival of Radio Merchant's
Guild service is proposed in a letter
to stations from Joseph F. MacCaughtry, Los Angeles. If enough
stations are interested in the
guild's plan to increase station
tion." the project will be reinrevenue,
stated, according to Mr. MacCaughtry, who also serves as president of Cardinal. The 10-point
guild plan is built around mail
order selling by radio.
Arrow Adv. Agency, Chicago,
shows an awareness of P. I. problems in offering 60 cents per inquiry for an unnamed item. Milton Hecker, on behalf of the agency, surveys the P. I. field this way,
"Let the facts speak for themselves! We know that most P. I.
deals that are submitted to you are
'hot deals' only in the eyes of the
copywriter and in the hopeful
anticipation of the client . . ."
Nearsightedness Scored
The oft-uttered observation of
P.
offerers
chance
to I.sell
mail about
orderradio's
merchandise
much cheaper than the local merchants brought an observation by
Willard Deason, general manager
of KVET Austin, Tex., to this effect in a letter to Rand Adv. Agency,
New York:if you realize that the
"I wonder
average station in the medium-size
market draws the greater portion
of its revenue from the retail stores
and from the manufacturers or
distributors who use the retail
stores as outlets for their products.
In my opinion, any station manager who goes into the mail order
business in competition with the.
local
retailers
'nuts'."& Co., New
William
Vonis Zehle
Yoi'k, asks stations, "Is increased
TV viewing or a decrease in radio
advertising cutting into your radio
profits?" If so, the agency suggests stations purvey Nutridine,
dietary supplement, keeping $1.50
of the $3 per bottle charge, or
$2.25 for the three-bottle $5 economy package.
Dick Gilbert, promotion manager
and conductor of his own program
at KTYL-AM-FM Mesa, Ariz.,'
replied to a P. I. inquiry by offering Carl Fischer Inc., New York
music publishing house, a daily
announcement at usual rates in
lieu of a 35-cent retainer for $1
singing. of a Jo Stafford book on
copies

BROADCASTING
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ABC
WARREN
NAMED
Fisher Lessens KOMO Duties
W. W. WARREN has been named
vice president and general manager of Fisher's Blend
Inc.,
licenseeStation
of KOMO
Seattle, to succeed O. W. Fisher
in the active
managership. Mr.
Fisher remains
president of the
corporation.
Mr. Fisher, cutting down his
activities on adMr. Warren
vice from his
doctor, has been
president of the corporation since
its beginning in 1926 and was
appointed general manager in 1944.
Mr. Warren was program manager and treasurer.
In other changes, George F.
Dean, public relations representative, becomes public service manager and Frederick J. Patterson,
production manager, succeeds Mr.
Warren as program manager.
Appointment of Mr. Warren was
announced by the board of directors which also elected Kenneth
R. Fisher treasurer and assistant
secretary and Ray Baker, commercial manager, to the post of vice
president.
KPOL Los Angeles, new 5 kw daytime
station on 1540 kc of Coast Radio
Broadcasting Corp., scheduled to start
July 1, has joined Southern California
Broadcasters Assn.

NET IS UP
Attributed to TV

A SUBSTANTIAL boost in the net
income of ABC and its subsidiaries
during 1951— $368,943 after federal income taxes, compared to
$84,605 in 1950 — was reported by
the company last week.
ABC said 1951 net income
equaled 22 cents a share on the 1,689,017 shares of issued and outstanding $1 par capital stock. The
1950 total represented five cents
a share.
Most of the increase was attributed to ABC's television operations.
It was noted that the 1951 net
income figure does not include a
$131,438 special credit which represents an adjustment of prior
years'
depreciation
provision
for additional Federal less
income
taxes.
Canadian

Set Sales

RADIO set sales in Canada in January dropped 38 '^c from sales in
January 1951, according to the
Radio-Television Mfrs. Assoc. of
Canada. Total Canadian radio sales
in January '52 amounted to 28,472
units valued at $3,003,925, compared with 46,498 units worth $4,156,590 in January '51. Inventories
in January '52 totalled 187,461 radio
sets, up 27,654 from January '51.
EDGAR BERGEN, star of CBS Radio
Edgar Bergen - Charlie McCarthy
Shoiv, has made three annual scholarships available to American students
for study in Scandanavian countries.
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up

goes

on

there?

There's more going on up here than we can keep up with ourselves, sometimes!
For instance, as the fourth largest industrial nation in the world
we're growing fast.
In the last ten years our population has increased by enough people to start a new city equal in size to our two largest together:
Greater Montreal (ll/4 millions) and Greater Toronto (1 million) .Or an annual increase at the rate of one city about the
size of Hamilton, Ontario, or Bridgeport, Connecticut, each year !
That's mostly a natural increase, helped by immigration and Newfoundland's joining the Dominion in 1950.

Group Agenda

S2444
For Wednesday Closed Session
JOHNSON-CASE bill to bar liquor advertising from radio and television will be considered by the Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce
Committee at its next executive session, is slated for this Wednesday.
Committee Chairman Ed C. Johnson (D-Col.), who co-authored S 2444
with Sen. Francis Case (R-S. D.),
last week announced the placing of tising Agencies, leveled fire against
the bill, which was supported chiefly
the legislation on the committee's
agenda.
by temperance organizations.
Senate Commerce group's printing of the hearings held Jan. 30-31
WKIP TRANSFER
and Feb. 6-7 was completed a fortnight ago [B*T, March 17]. That
Employes Purchase Control
was the green light for the comSTATION
executives of WKIP
mittee to take up the bill in closed
session.
Poughkeepsie, N. Y., last week filed
application with the FCC for acThe bill, which was introduced
quisition of the station's control
early in the session this year [B*T,
[B«T, March 2]. The price is $30,Jan. 28, 21], drew fire from broad000.
casters and representatives of beer,
wine and liquor industries in subseStation's present owner, Poughkeepsie Newspapers Inc., keeps
quent hearings [B»T, Feb. 11, 4].
WHVA (FM), affiliate operation.
Chief criticism from these quarThe new group is comprised of
ters was that the legislation was
George W. Bingham, WKIP general
discriminatory against the broadcast media since it singled out radio
manager; Marvin S. Seimes, chief
and TV alone but did not encompass
engineer; Richard A. Dwelley, commercial manager; John J. Kuhn,
magazines or newspapers. Beer and
wine people called the bill one step and Mabel Meurer.
in a campaign by the "drys" to outThe station's physical assets are
law all alcoholic beverage adver- listed as $21,810 at depreciated
tising in all media.
value, $54,277 original value. For
Such organizations as NARTB,
both the AM and FM stations, deAssn. of National Advertisers,
preciated value is listed as $138,200. WKIP is an ABC affiliate on
American Federation of Advertisers
1450 kc with 250 w fulltime.
and the American Assn. of AdverBROADCASTING

what

Yes,
sir! NEW
There'sMARKET
plenty going
up here. We're giving birth
to a great
everyonyear!
Your problem is how to reach these new markets.
Well, in Canada 94% of all homes have a radio. That
solves a lot of problems. Whatever part of Canada you wish to
reach, rural or urban, you can do it through Radio.
For Radio is Canada's chief entertainer and also her most welcome salesman.

"In Canada you sell 'em when you tell 'em!

A message from the 103 member statiofis of the
Canadian Association of Broadcasters
whose voices are invited into over 5 million homes every day.

Canadian

108 Sparks St.,
Ottawa.

Association

of

Broadcasters

37 Bloor St. West.
Toronto.
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"We have been consistent advertisers on WCKY for
several years and know that we get maximum audience
and results from

our advertising dollar spent on the

station."

Mariemont

•

Laundry

"Since adding WCKY to the Imdrin schedule, we have
had a large increase in sales in Cincinnati and the
Southern

states."
l/Uaiter

O'Neil, Larson

Inveist
Ad

Your
Dollar

CALL COLLECT: Tom Welstead
Eastern Sales Manager
53 E. 51st St., New York City
Phone: Eldorado 5-1127
TWX: NY 1-1688
C. H. "Top" TopmiUer
WCKY Cincinnati
Phone: Cherry 6565
TWX: Ci. 281

& McMahon

Agency

eiltiiai

*^

TV's 'Korea'
THE FCC is up against a self -forged buzz-saw.
Like the Panmunjom "truce," the FCC freeze
continues.
An economy-minded House Appropriations
Committee has gutted the fiscal 1953 budget by
knocking off nearly $2 million of an $8 million
Presidential request. It all but ignored the
TV job ahead.
Now it isn't rare to find the FCC in a sweat,
notably with a change in chairmanship and
with a new commissioner aboard. When Wayne
Coy resigned a few weeks ago, he had reason
to feel that the freeze was about over and that
all essential guideposts had been nailed down.
That, regrettably, isn't so. Things seem to
have become unglued.
Comr. Robert F. Jones is known to be opposed
to the whole plan, kit and kaboodle. It's evident
that he favors separations based on "average"
areas of economic influence, rather than use of
the maximum common denominator. In his
judgment, his plan would make for more assignments with separations to fit the particular
markets.
Comr. Frieda B. Hennock threatens to dissent in a manner that, she is disposed to predict,
would bring wild political repercussions. And
evidently some Commission people frighten
easily.
The Commission is under mandate to get
the freeze over with. To date, every deadline
has slipped by. Now even the end-of-March
absolute deadline appears to have gone aglimmering.
It's folly to hope that the FCC can produce
an allocation'and ground rules that will satisfy
all. There's a new great debate over channelby-channel processing (i.e. to require the applicant to specify the facility sought) versus
the "lump" plan whereby the FCC would pick
the winners for the available facilities). Previously, the FCC had approved channel-bychannel on a tentative vote. Now there's a
pitch for "dual lump," meaning that applicants
would specify only whether they go for VHF
or UHF, without pin-pointing the channel.
It's clear that the lumping plan will preclude
licensing of new stations in markets of economic significance for months — possibly years.
Litigation obviously would ensue, with all allocations inthe market tied up.
And it can be expected that sharp protest
will stem from the tentatively approved plan
to limit antenna heights in Zone 1 (eastern)
to 1,000 feet with power sufficient to equalize
coverage.
Whatever the final allocations, the Commission now must act with dispatch.
Failure to do so surely will bring the wrath
of Congress down on the FCC. One has but to
read the Congressional Record, because hardly
a day passes without debate about the FCC
"depriving" an area of the gift of TV. Further delay will bring more pressure. It won't
help the Commission on its appropriations
plight. "Inordinate" delay — say beyond midApril, unless there are overweening reasons —
could well erupt into a demand for ripper
legislation to create a new Commission to do
the TV job.
Chairman Paul A. Walker walked into a
tough job. He did it with his eyes open. He
must hold fast. He must not allow dissident
commissioners, chasing educational rainbows,
ignoring the practicalities of free, competitive
enterprise, to uproot a necessary allocation
in gestation for 43 months.
Page 50
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AFTER TWO decades, the
House committee
e 'Cut'
uslegislation
charged with Ho
radio
has announced
its intention of reporting its own version of the
Senate-approved McFarland bill (S 658).
Based on what we've seen, that House version
would subject broadcast licensees to the kind of
duress that could reduce radio and television
licensees to serfdom, subject to the whim and
caprice of the FCC.
It is another adroit attempt at admixture of
bitter and sweet. It would, for example, lighten
the load on renewals, and place deadlines on
the length of time an application may pend.
It would prevent discrimination against newspaper or other "class" applicants, this the
direct (and wholly equitable) result of quiet
and effective campaigning by the press.
Nominally, it would give the licensee and the
applicant the better break they have deserved.
That's the sugar-coating — almost all picked
up from the McFarland bill which has passed
the Senate four times. The one exception is
the anti-newspaper discrimination proviso.
Then the mailed-fist-in-the-velvet-glove. The
McFarland bill provides for "cease and desist"
orders — a middle-ground authority short of
revocation. We've had misgivings about that
provision, which contains portents of abuse
going beyond the stigma of the present "temporary" license. But the virtues of the McFarland bill far out-numbered the strictures.
The House Committee, however, would authorize the FCC to suspend licenses up to 90
days and to levy fines up to $500 per day for
infractions. It takes no oracle to divine that
either would be tantamount to the death
penalty. To suspend a station even for a week
would mean loss of listeners and abrogation
of contracts (as well as deprive the public of
accustomed service). It is unrealistic, and
cruel and unusual punishment.
The fine proposal goes beyond anything ever
perpetrated even in the balmiest days of
ASCAP's crusades at $250 per copyright infringement. A station might inadvertently
violate the station identification rule just once
a day. At $500 a throw, an unscrupulous FCC
minion could allow violations to accumulate
to the point of running almost any station into
bankruptcy before the citations could reach the
innocent offender.
The iniquitious "double-jeopardy" anti-trust
provision in the present act would remain under
the House bill. One of the salient remedies of
the McFarland bill was to knock out this
wholly un-American provision that would place
on the line the licenses of any stations owned
by entities which might run afoul of the antitrust laws — civil or criminal — in their business
affiliations totally divorced from radio or television broadcasting.
So far, we've seen only the House committee "statement." It's unsafe to predict the
whole scope of the House bill until it's in blackand-white. The "statement" was drawn by
committee "experts," manifestly after almost
constant counsel with FCC attorneys.
The McFarland bill was designed to restore
equity and justice in FCC procedures. It had
the endorsement of the FCC (as distinguished
from its legal staff). It had the support of the
broadcasters and lawyers, despite misgivings
about "cease and desist." It already has had
a salutary effect, because the FCC, within the
last year, voluntarily invoked most of the provisions for functional reorganizations.
It is apparent that some folks are playing
fast and loose with the House committee, with
the better-informed Senate, and with broadcasters. Foi-tunately, there's an alert Senate
committee about, along with vigilant observers
on the Washington radio-TV scene.

• our respects lo:

PATRICK

FREEMAN

a westE announcer
Canadian station
to nationalon sales
and
FROM ernPARTTIM
promotion director of all independent
Canadian stations is the saga in radio of a
youthful Irishman, Patrick Freeman.
Burly but suave and serious, Pat Freeman
has been awakening Canadian station operators to the fact that they are selling their
medium too cheaply and has been demonstrating with facts and figures to the advertising
industry that radio is the best media buy in
Canada.
In the offices of national advertisers and
their agencies, at radio meetings throughout
Canada, at sales and advertising conventions
everywhere in Canada, Pat Freeman makes his
presentations. Always it is the same basic
theme, backed by graphs and figures. He
reiterates and demonstrates that "no other:
medium can offer such urban plus rural cover-|
age."
:
After his demonstration he asks his audi-i
ence, "What combination of other media cani
reach so many people, so effectively and for|
so The
littleresult
money?"
of the campaign has been an in-j
creased interest in radio by advertisers who
have seldom, if ever, used radio in Canada.
The impressive figures are making new friends
casting.
and potential advertisers for Canadian broadMr. Freeman was born in Ireland on Sept.
19, 1909, and went to Canada while still in his
teens. He headed for western Canada where
he hoped to be a successful farmer. But the
depression 30s did not aid successful farming
and curly red-haired young Pat Freeman decided to try the nearest city.
From the small town of Pincher Creek,
Alberta, to the city of Calgary was an uncomfortable journey the way he travelled. He recalls that freight trains are not built for comfort.
Nor was the welcome provided by the police
constables in the railway yards very comfortable for non-paying passengers. But the
athletic Irishmen remembers "it was just a
shox-t sprint in the early morning darkness
from the freight yards to the city" that was
to be his home for some years.
He got work in a lumber yard and fronj
there drifted to other jobs until he met Frank
(Tiny) Elphicke, then manager of CFAC Calgary, now manager of CKWX Vancouver and
vice chairman of the Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters. Mr. Elphicke asked young Freeman
(Continued on page 55)
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■ more than two million Italian-Americans in the
New York area will be able to hear the famed bells
of St. Peter's Cathedral at Eastertime. This is typical
of the type of broadcasting service WOV renders
day iri and day out. There are more Italians in
New York than in Rome. Programs originating both
here and in Italy have developed a listener loyalty
such as few stations anywhere enjoy. WOV, in both
its English and Italian broadcasting hours offers two
vast, concentrated audiences available to you at
an extremely low advertising cost.
Representatives:
John E. Pearson Co.
730 FIFTH AVE., NEW
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C. C. ANDERSON Co. DepK Store signs for KIDO Boise, Ida., Nightcap News,
quarter hour, seven nights a week. Concluding arrangements (I to r): Hugh
Shelley, station coml. mgr.; Joseph Parker, sponsor ad mgr.; Wilmer D. Hill,
Anderson gen. mgr., and KIDO Gen. Mgr. Walter E. Wagstaff.

REGAL AMBER Brewing Co. takes
full season sponsorship of San Francisco Seals baseball on KSFO that city
for fourth consecutive year. L to r:
Jack Campbell, station coml. mgr.;
Fred Ducato, vice pres., Abbott-Kimball Agency, and Don Klein, sportscaster who will announce games.

L. R. BRYAN Jr., pres., Second National Bank of Houston, signs for
local co-op sponsorship of ABC America's Town Meeting of The Air on
KXYZ Houston. Looking on: Fred
Nahas (I), KXYZ exec, vice pres. and
gen. mgr., and Hugh J. Bernard, bank
vice pres. in chrg. of pub. rel.

Among Chief Issues
CAB MEET
LARGEST meeting in its history is expected at 27th annual convention
of the Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters at the Royal York Hotel, Toronto,
starting- today (March 24) under chairmanship of Malcolm Neill, CFNB
Fredericton, N. B.
*—
Close to 400 Canadian broadcastRadio Commercials" and a panel'
on "Personnel Selection" will be.
ing executives and many representled by Ernest de la Ossa, NBC
atives from the U. S. are registered
for the four day sessions v^^hich New York.
will feature panel discussions on
Wednesday morning, "Manageselling, programming, management
ment andsession
Cost Control"
and cost control and will take up
opening
with E. will
B. feature)^"
Chown,'
important business regarding na- J. D. Woods & Gordon, Toronto, as
tional program ratings and freedom
chairman.
Pat Freeman, CAB"
casting.
of the press as applied to broadsalesthedirector,
will makecommittee.!
a report'
on
sales advisory
The CAB this year will make a Afternoon will be a closed business''session with a report of J. T. Al-^*^
concerted effort to prove that broadcasting is in the actual sense elec- lard, CAB general manager. Copy-iright, rating problem, CAB policy i.
tronic publishing and that excessive
government control is an infringeon TV and electronic publishing')'^
ment of the fundamental rights of will
campaign,
as well as other business j
be handled.
|
freedom of the press and freedom
of speech.
will be held
with presentation
f
evening
annual din-']j''
Canadian broadcasters will be nerWednesday
of the John J. Gillin Award, the r
asked to confirm the CAB directors' Canadian General Electric Award)
decision on this policy. The CAB
already has filed a statement with and CAB 25 Year Club presenta-'f
the Inter-American Press Confertions. Dinner
be under CKWX
chair- f1'manship
of F. will
H. Elphicke,
ence calling upon it for support.
The whole question of listener Vancouver, vice chairman of CAB.i^i,^'
research also will be examined at Dinner will be preceded by annual^ip
the annual business meeting and a cocktail party given by Canadian !'
new system operated by an inde- National and Canadian Pacific Tele-l|ilpendent organization under control
of advertisers and broadcasters is graph
Closing
morning session will be j'".
ti
Cos.
expected to be established at this devoted to panel discussion on 'I
meeting. There has been a growing
"How to Increase Local Sales"
feeling for some years that present under joint chairmanship of Ken
Soble, CHML Hamilton, and W. T.!
methods of taking national and re- Cruickshank,
CKNX Wingham. W.|j
gional ratings by various independent organizations are not giving a E. Wallbridge, WWJ-TV Detroit,|
true pictui'e and that their results will tell Canadian independent!;
vary too much, causing confusion
broadcasters the problems of "Get-'!
among advertisers and agency rep- ting
IntopendentTelevision."
For inderesentatives.
Canadian broadcasters,
TV;{f'
Schedule of Events

VAN PATRICK (I) completes arrange- ARRANGEMENT with KCUL Fort
ments with Jack Rose, pres., Louis Worth for MBS' baseball The Game
of the Day, is made by (I to r): George
Rose
Co.,
for Sunday
latter's evening
sponsorship
Tiger Review,
quarterof Mercer, pres., T. E. Mercer Co., distributor for Falstaff beer, with which
hour on WKMH Dearborn, Mich., folMercer will share sponsorship; Dr.
lowing Mr. Patrick's play-by-play
broadcasts of Detroit Tiger baseball James G. Ulmer, KCUL pres., and Jeff
Christian, Mercer mgr.
games.
BLUE RIBBON CAKE Co.'s president, Reuben Levy Sr. (seated, r) turns over
contract for sponsorship of Frederic W. Ziv Co.'s / Wos a Communist for the
FBI to Ralf Brent, dir. of sis., WIP Philadelphia. In background (I to r):
Norman Land, Ziv representative; Richard and Herbert Levy, Blue Ribbon
Cake; Irving Teetsell, Ziv.

Rights Seen

The program starting today, following an address of welcome by
Chairman Neill, will include a talk
by John Sheridan, Canadian Chamber of Commerce, Montreal, on "The
Trade Associations,"
and
aValue
panelof discussion
led by Hugh
Horler, radio director of MacLaren Adv. Co., Toronto, on "An Ideal
Radio
Sales Pitch."
Afternoon
sessions of opening
day include panel on "Where and
How to Look for New Business,"
led by Adam J. Young Jr., New
York, and a panel on "Making
Salesmen More Effective" led by
Wallace R. Parr, Manufacturers
Life Insurance Co., Toronto.
Tuesday morning will be devoted
to the annual meeting of the Bureau of Broadcast Measurement
and report on program research
under chairmanship of C. Wis McQuillin, radio and TV director of
Cockfield, Brown & Co., Toronto.
Tuesday luncheon will be a joint
event with the Toronto Ad and
Sales Club, at which Maurice
Mitchell, Associated Program Service, New York, will be guest

is awaiting a decision by the gov-^ji'
ernment on policy after the gov- ti
ernment's Canadian Broadcasting ;
Corp. opens its own stations at
Toronto and Montreal in August. A
business session will close the annual meeting Thursday noon, with
1953 convention slated for the., ,

March 9-12.
Mount
Royal
Hotel, Montreal," ^
litii
MARTIN AND LEWIS
Liggef-t & Myers Negotiating,
LIGGETT & MYERS, New Yort
(Chesterfield cigarettes), through
Cunningham & Walsh, that city,I|l;
last week was in negotiation with
the comedy team of Dean Martini
and Jerry Lewis for sponsorship
of their NBC radio show next fall.|
Whether the advertiser would pic
up the Friday 8:30-9 p.m. time
has not been decided. Currentlyj
the radio version of Martin andt
Tandem
sponsored under NBC's'
Lewis is Plan.
Whether Chesterfield will re
new Bob Hope and Bing Crosby
next season is still debatable,
Talent costs for the comedy team
are understood to be about half
of that which the sponsor currently
pays for the Hope and Crosby

speaker.
On Tuesday afternoon, Horace
Schwerin, New York, will discuss
"Increasing the Effectiveness of
packages.
BROADCASTING
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office

DWARD LARKIN named manager of Los Angeles office, CBS Radio
E and TV Spot Sales.
CHARLES F. GRISHAM, WLTV
sales manager for station.

(TV) Atlanta, Ga., named national

RALPH DAWSON, WJR Detroit, named assistant sales manager, WXYZ!tV that city.
j
JGEORGE GREAVES, assistant general manager,
KNBC San Francisco, named program chief in addition
to present duties.
^:{jUNIUS ZOLP, NBC-TV Chicago sales traffic manager,
lite network's TV sales staff, that city.
; JACK ELLISON, KWIN Ashland, Ore., named manager
in charge of Seattle office of John Keating Co., station
a-epresentatives.

Dawson

WALTER ENGELHARDT, sales staff of KVFD Ft. Dodge, la., to sales
jistaff of George W. Clark Co., Chicago, station representative.
i
: ROGER L. HARRISON, sales staff, WBZ Boston, to KSTP-AM-FM-TV
St. Paul-Minneapolis, as radio account executive.
3 RAY D. SCOFIELD, account executive with John E. Pearson Co., and
iC. RODNEY GIBSON, account executive at All-Canada Radio Facilities,
join N. Y. TV sales staff of Headley-Reed.
Ja. GAREN

FERRISE, commercial manager, WMMN Fairmont, W. Va.,
named managing director, assisted
by FRANK J. LEE, WMMN program director [B»T, March 17].
THOMAS BOISE, sales staff,
KSFO San Francisco, joins local
sales department of KNBC there.

BENEDICT GIMBEL Jr., president-general manager, WIP Philadelphia,
named radio-TV chairman for second annual Education Week for the
Blind commencing today. . . . WILLIAM D. PABST, general manager of
KFRC San Francisco and vice president of Don Lee Broadcasting System,
named head of the 1952 Boy Scout Exhibition Show May 2-3. . . .NORMAN CASH, assistant general sales manager, WLW Cincinnati, father
of boy, Jeffrey Macdonald, March 4. . . . WALTER HAASE, manager,
WDRC Hartford, Conn., appointed member of volunteer committee of
area's Office of Price Stabilization. . . . FRANK ESTES, assistant manager, WKNE Keene, N. H., father of boy, Richard Henry, March 1. . . .
S. R. SAGUE, general manager of WSRS Cleveland, taking a short vacation in South after business trip to Washington, D. C. . . .
WILLIAM A. McGUINEAS, commercial manager of WGN Chicago, is
vacationing for three weeks in Arizona. . . . T. ARTHUR EVANS, secretary-treasurer ofCanadian Assn. of Broadcasters, Ottawa, named
member of 11th annual advertising award committee of Assn. of Canadian Advei-tisers.
daily, Mr. Langlois said. Among
recent renewals is sponsorship by
General Electric in cooperation
with Dynamic Stores over WJZ
New York. Success of the series —
produced by Harry Alan Towers —
has resulted in Lang-Worth plans
for another open-end series featuring star talent for distribution in
the near future.

'HARRY LIME' SOLD IN 392
Larsg-Worth Series Renewed
TRANSCRIBED radio series, The
Lives of Harry Lime, has been
placed in 392 markets throughout
the U. S. according to John D.
Langlois, sales manager of LangWorth Distributing Corp., who says
the series also is being broadcast
in Bermuda, Alaska, Hawaii and
Great Britain.
Originally contracted for on 26week basis with option for renewal,
the series has proved so successful
that options are being picked up

SOUTHWEST

MORE than $80,000 worth of time was
donated by Southern Calif, radio and
TV stations in 1951 for prevention of
forest fires, according to W. S. Rosecrans, president Conservation Assn. of
Southern Calif.

VIRGLMA'S ftlOHee/l. RADIO STATION

ARTHUR H. BERG, Kling Studios
representative, to WNBQ (TV)
Chicago, on sales staff.

IVIr Fcrriso
PHILIP
MERGENER, HeadleyReed, Chicago, representative firm, to NBC Spot Sales, that city.
jRALPH D. HERBERT, Salt Lake City advertising man, to KMOD
{Modesto, Calif., commercial staff.

'I

WALTER A. SCANLON, regional sales promotion supervisor for Alexjander Smith Inc., carpet manufacturer, named sales promotion manager
jfor CBS Television Film Sales, N. Y.
JOSEPH BRENNER, FCC regional attorney in Los Angeles, resigned to
join S. V. 0. Prichard in establishing law firm of Prichard & Brenner,
;S21 So. Beverly Drive, L. A.

SHARE Of BROADCAST^^^^^_^__

■ii
JHULY BRAY, account executive, Kal Ehrlich & Merrick Advertising,
Washington, D. C, to WGMS that city as director of
sales replacing PATRICK HAYES, now management
consultant.
RICHARD C. SHEPARD, commercial manager, WXRA
Kenmore, N. Y., to WBEN Buffalo sales staff.
ERNEST FELIX, ABC assistant treasurer and former
acting general manager of network's Western Division,
Hollywood, resigns and will announce future TV plans
at a later date.

Mr. Bray
jj^cK FREW, WJPS Evansville, Ind., to KITO San
Bernardino, Calif., as commercial manager.
RAYMOND SOLARI, salesman for Birds Eye Los Angeles office, subsidiary General Foods Corp., N. Y., to KTTV (TV) Hollywood as special
sales representative.
3ROADCASTING
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PAUL C. LEVITAN, supervisor of
technical operations, CBS New
York, named TV special events producer.
WILLIAM BERNS, Kenyon-Eckhardt,
N. Y., producer-director, to ABC that
city, as production supervisor assistrector.ing LEONARD BLAIR, program diARNOLD SNYDER, WNJR Newark,
N. J., director of public relations, and
WILL PEIGELBECK, station's home
and garden director, participated in
panel at educational conference sponsored by New Jersey Oil Industry Information Committee in Trenton last
Thursday.
SHIRLEY WRAY, director of radio
publicity, Los Angeles Children's Hospital and Braille Institute, joins Hollywood headquarters staff of KBIG
Avalon, Calif.
PETE MATHEWS, announcer, WSAZ
Huntington, W. Va., promoted to production manager. LARRY DRAPER,
WEIR Weirton, W. Va., and CHARLES
ESTERLY join WSAZ announcing
staif.
BILL CUNNINGHAM, freelance publicist, to KPOL Los Angeles as promotion director.
ALAN
LISSER, announcer-producer,
KFI Los Angeles,
to KBIG Avalon,
Calif., as program
director.
FRANK
M .
DOWNS to WMAQ
and WNBQ (TV)
Chicago as merchandising assistant.
GEORGE LEE
CLARK
joins
K C O W Alliance,
Mr. Lisser
Neb., as announcerARNOLD BENUM, copywriter.
program director,
KITO San Bernardino, Calif., named
head of station's Riverside studios.
FRED REINHARDT becomes program
director.
ROY BATTLES, WLW Cincinnati farm
director, named "outstanding radio
farm director of 1951" by Ohio Farmers Home Administration Employes
Assn.
MILT
SLATER,
program director,
WCAX Burlington, Vt., named production manager of WNEW New York
and MILT MARCH, former writerproducer at WINZ Hollywood, WMIE
and WTVJ (TV) Miami, all Fla., appointed chief writer at WNEW.
CLOYD
HEAD, commentator at
WMAQ
Chicago, is vacationing in
Mexico for several weeks.
GERTRUDE HUNKIN, WGAR Cleveland, appointed personnel director.
BILL
BUDDY,
announcer, KCMJ
Palm Springs, to KIST Santa Barbara,
Calif., in same capacity.
BOB LARIMER, director of news and
special events, WLAC Nashville, Tenn.,
to WMAK that city as program director.
BANNER SHELTON joins WBIG
Greensboro, N. C, as disc jockey.
STAN DALE, WSRS Cleveland, resigns to free lance.
AL BECK, KXOL Fort Worth, Tex.,
announcer, and HOWARD FISHER,
to announcing staff of WBAP Fort
Worth.

JAMES CORNELL, promotion manager, CBS Central Division, to NBC
New York as director of radio network
research.
DON GALLAGHER, producer-executive director, WPTZ (TV) Philadelphia, named associate program director,
WCBS-TV New York.
JACK VINCENT, new to radio, to
KXO El Centro, Calif., as announcer.
BERNARD PHILLIPS, actor on NBCTV Dragnet, assigned role in Stanley
Kramer Productions feature film. The
Dirty Dozen.
ALAN NORMAN, New nYork
ouncer -actor, an-to
WFDF Flint, Mich.,
as early morning
disc jockey.
SAM ELBER, publicity director,
W P E N Philadelphia, to conduct
courses in dramacity. tics at Neighborhood Centre, that
DALE McINTYRE,
tor, WJR Detroit,
direcMr. Norman educational
assigned director of public service program ing in addition to other duties.
GORDON A. ROBINSON, sales promotion manager, WDSM Duluth-Superior,
Minn., and HAL SEARLES, WDGY
Minneapolis, join KSTP-AM-TV St.
Paul-Minneapolis as assistant sales
promotion manager and announcer respectively.
RICHARD N. MARSH, program assistant, KECA-TV Hollywood, on military
rine leave
Corps. of absence with U. S. MaWILLIAM GARGAN, star of NBC
radio's Barrie Craig, Confidential Investigator, completed pilot film for proposed TV version at Eagle-Lion
Studios, Hollywood.
"SMILIN"' JIM TOTH. Louisiana
hillbilly disc jockey, to KPAC Port
Arthur, Tex., in same capacity.
JIMMY HOGAN, WSYR-AM-TV Syracuse musician, father of boy, Kevin,
March 14.
BILL BURRUD, producer of KTTV
(TV) Hollywood The Open Road, and
Mary Kathryn Albert were married
March 17.

JAMES GRAHAM DAMON, program
operations manager, KNBH (TV)|
BEA-'
and TESSIE
Hollywoo
continuity
DivisionANN
NBCd, Western
TON,
:
department, announced engagement
March 2. Wedding scheduled May 24..
RICHARD BICE, production staff,
WBAP-TV Fort Worth, Tex., fathei
of boy, Charles William.
ROBERT F. HURLEIGH, news direcj
tor at WGN Chicago, father of girl
Jan Theresa, March 15.
MetuAKRUEGER,
• • • news editor, WTHJ-.^,
JACK
AM-TV Milwaukee, appointed to Cora-hi
mittee on Freedom of Information for,
city's chapter of Sigma Delta Chi.
GUY RUNNION, newscaster, KECA
TV Hollywood, add:
KFWB
city. a'|
similar that
duties
JACK FUNK, proiCi
gram
mercialdirector-corn;
manager
KCHI Chillicothe
Mo., and progran
director-promotior

U
manager,
KXOX'
Sweetwater,
Tex.i
to WSMI Litchljtr!
Mr. Runnion field. 111., as news]
and special events director.

'ROVING MIKE'
CKNW Airs 2,000th Timcicarju

BIRTHDAY CAKE bearing 2,000 Or
candles was sliced up among cusibli
tomers of Phillips Radio & Furni.'|i!«
ture Ltd. when that firm celebratecj ;
we
the
broadcast B.over
New 2,000th
Westminster,
C, CKN^WJo:
of thd k
program Roving Mike.
yy.
CKNW's
owner-manager,
Bil I':^
Rea, for the past seven years ha; Ki
been a familiar
figure on
the city's'
streets,
interviewing
passersby,
Mr. Rea recalls that when h<
asked an "old-timer" what h«
thought about installing parking'
meters, his subject answered'
"Parking meters, bah! What this
city needs is a darn good comfort
station!" Moments like that, however, have been few and fai'1
between.
With the help of its radio adi
vertising, the Phillips firm is nov
housed in a modern store and on^
of the four Phillips brothers opened
a second radio-electric applianc^
store in a new shopping area O]
New Westminster.
t tor
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(Continued from jjage 50)
to announce a piano recital. That
was in 1931 and was his introduction into radio. His voice attracted
attention and some commercial
contracts followed.
Pat Freeman announced news,
developed a reputation as an ad-lib
special events announcer and
worked as a disc jockey long before
that descriptive term was invented
for Canadian radio. In 1935 he became chief announcer of CFAC and
three years later was promoted to
production manager. He produced
or announced most of the network
programs that originated from
Calgary during those years.
When the late King George VI
and Queen Elizabeth went to
Canada in 1939, Mr. Freeman was
loaned to the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. as the only private station announcer to travel from coast
to coast with the royal party. When
Canada went to war some months
later, he enlisted and took staff
training at the Royal Military College, Kingston, Ont., Canada's
West Point.
War Services
During the war he served as
Canadian
representative on the
U.S. Aleutian Plans Staff at Fort
Ord, Calif., and later on Kiska. In
, May 1944, on the eve of the allied
. invasion of Europe, he was ap. pointed to the 10-man secretariat
' of the Canadian cabinet. It was
his job to write a daily top secret
brief on all allied operations for
then Prime Minister Mackenzie
King and members of the Canadian
war cabinet.
Later he served with Canadian
forces as an intelligence staff officer in England, Belgium and Holland. He made a number of invenI tions which were used by Canadian
I and allied troops. Some of these
: were among the Canadian war
secrets which figured in the 1946
Canadian spy trial as having been
passed on to Russia by Canadian
J spies.
■.i One that had not, a unique allI weather map, was adopted by the
Canadian
Dept. of
3i Mines
and government's
Resources,

tive radio sales story will grow
with each succeeding year. We
plan
furnish that
Mr.to Freeman
is a story."
strong advocate of Canadian stations having
an editorial department and feels
that in having such a department
and an editorial policy they will
earn greater value as an advertising medium.
In June 1940, he married Madeline Austin, then continuity editor
of CFAC. They have two children, Patricia Eleanor, age 9, and
Graham Patrick Michael, 5. They
live in Toronto's suburb of Leaside.
Mr. Freeman belongs to the
Carlton Club at Toronto where he

COVERAGE of major political event's this year, including Republican and
Democratic national conventions, will be sponsored on KTRH Houston, Tex.,
by C. and I. Life Insurance Co. of that city. Discussing broadcast arrangements are (I to r): Corwin Riddell, KTRH news director; Ray Herndon, station manager; (seated) M. A. Backlund, president of C. and I., and Milo C.
Morgan, vice president and director of agencies for C. and I. Contract calls
for direct reports of notional and Texas State Democratic conventions as well
as July state primary and national election returns next November. Following month station will cover Houston city election.
he created new techniques in programming and sales research and
developed a five-man news department for the station.
Late in 1948, the CAB began
casting about for a more aggressive sales and promotion director.
Mr. Freeman was suggested. While
his friends counselled him against
the association post, he decided to
accept it as a chance to develop
new sales techniques and do a
research job for the industry in
which he had made a successful
career. In January 1949, he began his new work, with headquarters at Toronto.
Since arriving on the national
scene, Mr. Freeman has made notable progress. He was first to assess
and break down the gross annual
expenditure in Canadian radio,
now about $35 million.

'Time Has Come'
Then he decided that "the time
has come to create new, incisive
radio sales ammunition."
This was not long in coming and
jj After the war, Mr. Freeman re- from his office was issued broadside after broadside. These came
I turned to CFAC Calgary. There
under such titles as "The InterMedia Story," "Let All Media
GREENVILLE
is
Play With the Same Deck," "The
SOUTH CAROLINA'S LARGEST
Plusses of Summertime Listening,"
METROPOLITAN AREA ^ .
"The Ideal Rate Card," "Facts
About Canadian Radio" and others.
rn GASOLINE SALES
He has fought hard against what
Greenville 42,572J81
he calls "genecide" or stations
fighting each other while overColumbia
31,404,179
looking other media, their main
Charleston 27,837,066
competition.
Mr. Freeman has completed his
S. C. State Treasurer Figures in gallons for Year ending June 30, 1951. second study of radio costs and
trends and has compared them to
MAKE IT YOURS WITH
those of other media. He has made
two major presentations to the
WATTS
lyif F B C
Tht? N-3ws-Piedmonf Sfation, Greenville, S. C. CBC underlining the inequities between Canadian rates and circulaNBC affiliate for the
tions as compared to those of the
U. S. stations and other Canadian
Greenville-Andersonmedia. He is an active member of
Spartanburg Markets
the Canadian Bureau of BroadRepreiented by Avery-Knodal
cast Measurement's Research and
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Development Committee and serves
as chairman of the CAE's Sales
Advisory Committee.
His analysis of the initial cost
of Canadian commercial TV has
been widely circulated.
Of the coming of TV to Canada,
he said in a recent address: "The
need for a strong, reliable, posi-

millOIIAL

LOCAL

plays "squash in slow motion." He
plays golf in the summer at Calgary and Banff and likes fishing
there for rainbow trout while
camping in the foothills of the
Rocky Mountains.
He no longer has time for soccer
and cricket, which he played as
amateur in his youth, or for boxing and long distance swimming.
He has travelled widely in Canada
and the U. S.
Adds Radio-TV Course
COMMERCIAL writing course for
radio and television has been added
to
curriculum
at Brigham
Provo, Young
Utah. U.'s
Instructed
by
Heber G. Wolsey, Gillham Agency
Inc.'s radio-TV director in Salt
Lake City and formerly with KSL
that city, course began last
Wednesday.

ADVERTISEIISi

WITH

GO

WINS!

V^en national advertisers want to get their selling message right dovm where consumers live and buy in the
metropoUtan New York market, they use local radio.
That means WINS to a blue list which includes:
• Anacin
• Ballantine

• Ladies' Home Journal
• Maniscliewitz Wine

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Bayer Aspirin
Bell-Ans
Bromo-Seltzer
Carolina Rice

• Crosley TV & Radio
• Fry's Candy Bar
• Kir[<nian's Soap

Metropolitan Life Ins. Co.
Pepto-Mangan
Rem
Phillips Milk of Magnesia
TWA

• 20tti Century- Fox
• Union Pacific

You can reach this market economically while it's listening, relaxed. Just buy . . . 1010 WINS ... it sells!

1010

WINS

50,000 watts
Day and Night . . . New York
CROSLEY BROADCASTING CORPORATION
March 24, 1952
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BALTO. m

SESSION

U.ym to Address Group
DEBATE on "Radio, TV or Both?"
with William Ryan, BAB president,
as one of the participants will highlight the annual meeting of the
Chesapeake Chapter of the American Assn. of Advertising Agencies
in Baltimore today (Monday). Session will be held at the SheratonBelvedere Hotel under chairmanship of Joseph Katz, president of
Joseph Katz Co.
Mr. Ryan will speak for radio,
but panelist for television has not
been set. Other topics on the
agenda include "What Agency People Think of the Big Brass," with
representatives of three member
agencies, and "Why Don't You
Guys Say What You Want?" by a
newspaper compositor.
Other officers of the Chesapeake
chapter, besides Mr. Katz, who is
president, are J. Robert Corry and
Lewis Edwin Ryan, vice chairmen,
and Theodore A. Newhoff, secretary-treasurer.
WBZ

on 24 Hours

WBZ Boston fortnight ago commenced 24-hour programming as
part of the interim broadcast alert
plan evolved by the FCC. Plan
calls for around-the-clock operation, except from 12 midnight to
5:30 a.m. Monday, for most Class
I 50 kw stations operating on clear
channels.

1888

Fitting a Medium
to a Market

ACUSE
NBC
AFFILIATE

Covers

ALL

of the Rich
Central

N.¥« Market

Write, Wire, Phone
or
Ask Headley-Reed
Page 56
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FUNERAL services were held
March 13 in Monroe, La., for J. C.
Liner, 64, owner-operator of KMLB
Monroe, who died March 11 after
a three-day illness that followed
a heart attack. During the last
few years he had suffered several
other attacks.
In 1930 Mr. Liner founded
KMLB, one of the few radio stations in the state at the time. He
selected the call letters from the
motto, "Know Monroe Louisiana
Better." After two years as a daytimer KMLB went to full time regional. An FM outlet was added a
few years ago.
Mr. Liner studied business administration at Louisiana Tech.
In 1912 he started a laundry. He
had been honored by many Monroe
organizations for his civic activity.
He was a member of the Chamber
of Commerce, First Methodist
Church, Monroe Country Club, Lotus Club and many Masonic orders.
[Reprinted from B*T March J7]
Mr. Liner, a native of Ruston,
La., is survived by his wife, the
former Bernice Renwick of Monroe;
a daughter, Mrs. Melba Liner
Gaston, and three grandchildren,
J. C. Liner III, Robert Gaston III
and Conway Liner Gaston.
Commenting on the radio executive's contribution to his community, an editorial in the Monroe
News-Star stated: ". . . he placed
the facilities of his station at the
disposal of every good cause as
he regarded the ownership and
CAR

of

Jamesi

AUDIENCE
WJR Makes Survey
CARS in 172 representative areas
in Wayne, Macomb and Oakland
Counties were checked by WJR
Detroit to determine the number
equipped with radios. Station reports that of 51,084 cars checked,
42,438 or 83 out of each 100 were
radio equipped. Findings have been
released in booklet form.
The Goodwill station covered over
5% of all registered automobiles in
metropolitan Detroit and discovered
there are more car radios in the
area than there are TV sets. Average number of passengers per car
in the area is 1.8, the study indicated.
The 172 locations which the station checked included most of the
heavy traffic intersections, important shopping areas and cities within the three county area. Purpose
of the survey was to determine total
amount of radio circulation as material valuable to advertisers.
At peak traffic periods, close to
a million people, all potential customers, are automobile passengers,
the study pointed out. These people must pay visual attention to
traffic but are free to listen to the
radio, it was noted.

liner

1952

AFRA RADIO, TV AWARDS i.^
Presented in Cleveland
AWARDS based on local programming for 1951 have been presented
to Cleveland stations at a luncheon
held at Hotel Hollenden. In the
first annual American Federation |
of Radio Artists awards competition held in that city, WHK,

with
winners.
WXELtwo and
WEWS each scored'
WHK's Bill Gordon, disc jockey,
was named
the "best
perfor manwhile
Lou Oswald
, promotion mer"

operation of this facility something
in which he was serving as a trustee for the cities and country that
was thus being served. ... In J. C.
Liner's passing, the community has
suffered a loss that will never be
completely filled. . . ."
WCEN
FULLTIME
Matks NBC Affiliation
DEDICATION program pointing
up its new affiliation with NBC and
inauguration as a fulltime station
was held by WCEN Mt. Pleasant,
Mich., with national, state and city
political figures joining in the
salute.
Special 90-minute broadcast on
March 9 featured a preview of
nightly NBC programs and top
personalities from WSAM Saginaw, another NBC affiliate.
WCEN's three-year history also
was reviewed. Station previously
was an independent, with 500 w
daytime only on 1150 kc. It now
operates 18 hours daily with 1 kw
daytime and 500 w nighttime on
that frequency.
Salutes were delivered by Michigan Gov. G. Mennen William, Sens.
Blair Moody (D-Mich.) and Homer
Ferguson (R-Mich.) and Mayor
Del Conkright of Mt. Pleasant. The
tributes, recorded on tape, lauded
Paul Brandt, WCEN owner, for
his public service broadcasts.
Reno

Franchise

Asked

CAMCO Enterprises Inc. of San
Mateo is proposing that it be
granted a 25-year franchise to
transmit telecasts from San Francisco Bay Area to Reno, Nev. Programs would be received by an
antenna system at a 7,000-ft. level
near Reno, with signals thenceforth
transmitted through coaxial cable
to a central switchboard for wiring
into homes or business offices. Firm
asks it be exempted from city
taxation if it pays 2% of its gross
income to the city every year. Reno
area does not expect normal TV
facilities for several years.

ager, was recognized for "best promotion efforts" in radio. WTAM's
Ohio Story, originating in Cleveland and heard over a 15 station i
network, was judged the "best program." WDOK won an award for
"spec
public service."!
ial
Noted wasevents
its— cover
age of the
Cleveland aspects of the Kefauver
Crime Hearings.
WGAR won the "public service —
special services" award for its
series of public service programs.
In TV, WXEL
and WEWS
divided honors, each winning twoJLEi
awards. WXEL's honors were forlr
"public service — special
events" |;le(
with Warren
Guthrie, station's
newscaster,
named outstanding*
performer. WEWS scored with itsom
Old Dutch Polka Revue, winning^
the "best program" award, while i C
Western Reserve U. was given the"
"public service — special service" „
award for pioneering college educa- 1 iee
tion by television on the program, i iicrt
Telecourses

citation
went to 86-year-;- \^
oldSpecial
Louis W.
Zimmerman,
29 years j iit(

in radio and WHK's night man- v^

ager.
Peterson Confirmed
m
NOMINATION of Ivar H. Peterson, former NAB attorney, as a
member of the National Labor [fir
Relations Board was confirmed I lEI
without opposition by the Senate fok
last Monday. Mr. Peterson will
succeed James J. Reynolds as board ion,
sve
»tl
member for the unexpired term ;ual
of five years ending Aug. 26, 1956.
He was sworn in Friday by U. S,
Circuit Court Judge J. Warren
Madden.
lis
m

RESULTS?
THAT'S US
C H N S
HALIFAX
NOVA SCOTIA
Maritimes Busiest Station
5000 WATTS-NOW!
Interested? Ask
JOS. WEED & CO.
350 Madison Ave., New York
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Radio Campaigner
GUBERNATORIAL candidate Brailey Odham, Florida
businessman, resorted to a
24-hour question-and-answer
radio marathon in his home
state last Thursday as part
of his campaign. While Mr.
Odham stationed himself at
a cafeteria in northwest
Miami, the program shifted
from one station to another
as time was available. Questioning was conducted by
telephone. Eleven stations in
Miami, Coral Gables and
Miami Beach were scheduled
to carry parts of the program. Mr. Odham of Sanford, Fla., said the method
was an economical way to
reach many people.
SO. CALIF. AAAA ELECTS
Lee Ringer Chosen President
LEE RINGER, president of Ring; er & Assoc., Los Angeles, has been
. elected chairman of Southern California Chapter, American Assn.
:! of Advertising Agencies, for the
coming year. He succeeds Carl M.
Heintz Sr., president of Heintz
; & Co., who continues a member of
ithe board of governors.
Russell H. Nagle, vice president
" and merchandising director of
Erwin, Wasey & Co., was made
vice chairman with Herbert C.
Brown, account executive. The
McCarty Co., secretary-treasurer.
New members on the board of
governors include Eldon E. Smith,
vice president and manager, advertiser service department, Young
& Rubicam ; Harry W. Witt, manager, Calkins & Holden, Carlock,
McClinton & Smith, and Walter
McCreery, president, Walter Mc'iCreery Inc.
Time

Saving Bill

REP. FRAZIER
REAMS (Ind.; Ohio) has introduced a bill which
would set up an annual declaration
V of daylight saving time for the nation. Rep. Reams, president of ComImunity Broadcasting Co. (WTOL
Toledo), offered the bill (HR 7067)
{in the hope that it would be a time
saver for the Congress which an^nually debates DST for the District
of Columbia. Rep. Reams, in noting
.this yearly controversy and other
• sporadic changes in time confuses
'(radio stations in addition to other
interstate commercial enterprises,
told the House his bill would eliminate "inconvenience and burden on
individuals in interstate business."
'"audiences at WGN-AM-TV Chi:cago increased &o% last year, with
144,017 persons attending 846 audiience shows. This contrasts with
1106,469 who visited programs in 1950.
Hi Ladies' 257 shows brought in 28,|;657 persons to the studio, while 170
I'broadcasts of Ladies' Fair played be:fore 29,023.
BROADCASTING

Is Answer
JOINT

DEFENSE

to Media

A ttacks — Fellows

'WOMAN
OF YEAR'
KWBE Honors Local Winner

ALL MEMBERS of the broadcasting family — networks, stations, agencies
and advertisers, representatives, editors and reporters — must join in KWBE Beatrice, Neb., took the
common defense against attacks on the medium and on free enterprise
extra day this year — Feb. 29 — to
itself, Harold E. Fellows, NARTB president, told the Radio Executives
give the local ladies their due by
Club of New York at its Thursday
promoting a "Woman of the Year"
luncheon.
advertising medium, liability of a award in cooperation with the
Beatrice Chamber of Commerce
broadcaster in airing views of an
Using the intriguing title, "Say
and local merchants.
individual whose copy he cannot
a Prayer for Sam McGinty," Mr.
With the realization that the men
Fellows called for constant imedit but who has access to his
provement in the pattern of promicrophone.
are regularly grabbing the headlines, the station launched a drive
gramming and advertising heard
Only a few of the measures
for nominations over the air and
and seen by the public. For broadwould help radio and TV, with the
casters to surrender this function
set up a council of judges. The
rest restrictive in nature, he de- winner was Alene Voss, of the
"to some other agency, private or clared.
Grace Convalescent Home, who was
public, is the first step toward disBroadcasters should not only reaster," he warned.
unanimously chosen for her "untain the right to govern their own
The subject for the message was
services topoured
others."
behavior, but should also determine
dredsselfish
of letters
intoHunthe
a mythical Sam McGinty, getting
station.
their own rules of business conmore than his share of land and
Miss Voss was interviewed over
duct, according to Mr. Fellows,
goods and leaving no "footprints
KWBE and given a trophy and
pointing
to
radio's
progress
in
the
on the sands of time" though "quite
a few on the necks of some of his last three decades. He pointed to many valuable gifts donated by
local merchants. KWBE reports
name-calling within the advertising
enthusiastic response to the idea
fellow men."
profession,
it "places alland
of
On Sam's final resting place, Mr. us
identifiedsaying
with advertising,
and a buildup of good will calcuFellows said, is this inscription, "At
the profession itself, in jeopardy
lated to call attention to "an up
last, he hath joined his neighbors."
when these alley fights take place
and coming radio station." KWBE
Radio is suffering a number of
began operation in 1949.
on the main streets of America."
afflictions, many of them imagOn hand for the ceremonies were
ined, he said. "What is television
Bill
Boyce, KWBE "man on the
DON QUINN, writer for NBC radio
going to do to radio?" he asked
street"; Gordon C. (Bud) Pentz,
acting station manager, and Marge
rhetorically. "Nothing that is not Halls of Ivy, coined phrase, "The
good for the American people and
middle-of-the-roaders think that holdMcGavren, KWBE continuity diif it's good for the American
ing the crown of the road makes them
rector. KWBE is owned and operpeople, it's good for free enterKing of the Highway," adopted by
ated by Blue Valley BroadcastingCo. Charles (Vanda) Brugha is
Los Angeles Police Department for
prise," he replied.
current Slow Traffic — Keep Right
general manager. Station is an
"This is such an obvious truism
MBS affiliate.
that one hesitates to dust it off campaign.
before you, who are apostles of our
way of life. It is rapidly becoming
evident that the soothsayers of
yesterday, who predicted that radio
a million dollars worth of talent for
would be crushed under the heel of
television,
tea
leaves. were reading the wrong-

$40 to $57.50 a month
based on advertising rates

Fallacious Reasoning
"The truth of the matter is that
in the history of the civilized world,
no mass medium which has captured the attention and confidence
of the people has failed as an industry. To state that radio or
newspapers or television will perish
is to assume a similar fate for
books, magazines and the motion
pictures. Such a conclusion is nonsense and can only proceed from a
premise that our nation's business
is growing smaller rather than
Mr. Fellows termed radio and
larger."
television "blood brothers," with a
symbol in the form of a license to
prove it. "To divide their interests
is unrealistic," he claimed, in view
of the common problems they face.
Eighty separate pieces of legislation directly or indirectly affecting the business of broadcasting
are before Congress, he reminded,
involving the rights of advertisers
and broadcasters in the field of
copyright, availability of public
hearings to the microphone and
camera, establishment of a program review committee, freedom of
media to advertise legal merchandise, number of channels available
to commercial telecasting, amount
of money the government may
spend in using broadcasting as an

• Telecasting

nic

^s
shilkret
II
sym
Nathaniel Shilkret is musical
director for RKO Pathe films
and for the Cornelia Otis
pops Broadway producSkinner
tion, "Paris 90." He has composed and conducted for
smash MGM and RKO musicals, and has been featured
by radio's biggest sponsors,
including Chesterfield, Camel,
and General Motors. His fine
Symphonic "Pops" Orchestra
is your is in the

SESAC
Transcribed
Library
which includes Jazz, American Folk, Band, Concert, Hawaiian,
Barbershop, Novelty, Religious, and Latin-American Music.
SESAC, Inc.

475 Fifth Avenue

New York 17, N.Y.
March 24, 1952
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FTC

Complaint

Charges

Misrepresentation
d-CON
CITED
THE d-CON Co., Chicago manufacturer of "America's foremost rat and
mouse eliminators" and principal in per inquiry deals, has run afoul of
the Federal Trade Commission.
FTC issued a complaint March 15 charging the company and United
Enterprises Inc., also Chicago,
that stations found the d-Con
with misrepresenting the effectiveness of three rodenticide preparamerchandising plan "profitable
tions. A hearing was set for over the last two years" and added
Washington April 21.
a plea for "the complete cooperation of your sales staff every step
The complaint challenges claims
that d-Con, a product, is nonthe way."
Dianol letter was sent out
poisonous and completely safe; will of The
destroy all rats and mice within 15 under signature of Barnett Frieddays and that it will eliminate all enberg, vice president of Marfree,
and dated Feb. 6.
after-odors usually associated with
rodenticides. It also charges that
The FTC complaint cited Leonard J. Ratner, Jerome S. Garland
d-Con per se was not the subject of
a Reader's
Digest
article.
and
H. Rissmann, oflicei'S
When it first hit the market less of theGerald
corporations (either d-Con
than two years ago, d-Con was
or United Enterprises), as reheralded by Marfree Advertising
spondents, with 20 days to answer
Corp., New York and Chicago, as
the charges. Type of advertisements used was not specified in the
a potential "strong money-maker"
for radio stations. Last month, the complaint.
firm sent out to stations a similar
It is known, however, that radio
letter singing the praises of continuities have been used to sell
d-Con, which Marfree claims to
Dianol, "a sensational, revolutionary, mix-with-paint insecticide
be "the largest selling and best
that we seriously believe will out known rodenticide in the world."
The d-Con Co. in January red-Con d-Con" (see story this issue).
"We have decided to apply the
vealed information "of a new twist
highly successful d-Con formula to in radio promotion" — a contest
Dianol — with your radio station
which it launched for radio stations. It initiated window display
and your sales staff again forming the all-important merchandiscampaigns to complement the radio
drive in which stations were asked
ing center
the plan," Marfree
advised
one of
broadcaster.
to
participate "and win prizes for
The advertising agency noted
themselves."
Brochure of Welcome
A brochure welcomed broadcasters "to the larger and larger family
of stations that will be carrying
d-Con radio schedules in 1952."
Campaign was to kick off Jan. 1
for dealers and distributors alike,
with over $1,700 in cash prizes.
The stations were asked to take
photographs of one window and one
store display, which they were importuned to install, and send them
to d-Con. This would automatically enter them in the "d-Con
Radio Station Display Contest."
As an inducement, d-Con offered
two $100 first prizes and four $50
second prizes. This was broken
down into three prizes each for
stations in the 250 w to 1 kw and
5 kw to 50 kw categories. The contest is scheduled to end March 31.
The station brochux'e appeared
under the signature of Alvin
, . . it's wonderful!
Eicoff, advertising manager for
The d-Con Co.
. . . we've been going steady
with seasoned national and
local advertisers for over 18
KSTL Moves
years, so we're inclined to
agree. Make a date with
MOVE of all KSTL St. Louis broadKFYR to cover the agriculturalcast equipment to a new building
at its new East St. Louis transly wealthy North Dakota marmitter site has been announced by
ket.
William E. Ware, KSTL president.
Move was made, Mr. Ware said,
in the interest of civil defense.
With complete operation under one
roof and a standby auxiliary generator, KSTL would be able to servBISMARCK. N. DAK.
ice Illinois and Missouri even if
power facilities were knocked out in
5000 WATTS-N. B.C. AFFILIATE
St. Louis by a bombing attack, staRep. by John Blair
tion deported.
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Donates

COPYRIGHT
BILL
Would Broaden La /

Property

RADIO gets results in many
ways but one of the most
unusual responses has been
reported by Emmett Brooks,
president of WEBJ Brewton,
Ala. To open 1952 Red
Cross membership drive, the
station aired a 15-minute
discussion of local chapter
activities one evening. Next
day, a v\'ell-to-do widow notified the Red Ci'oss she had
executed her will giving it
"perpetual income" from her
property valued at several
hundred dollars per month.
The program contained no
high-pressure or sentimental
appeal for contributions, according to Mr. Brooks.

HOUSE passed and sent to the
Senate last week a bill to broaden
the copyright law so as to protec t
recording rights of authors of nordramatic literary works [B»T, Oct.
22, 1951].
The legislation (HR 3589) woul
give
to non-dramatic
rrnterial rights
corresponding
to those given

WKBV BOOSTS RATES
Artnounces 20% Increase
WKBV Richmond, Ind., made plain
its views on radio's time values last
week in the most direct way possible. It announced a 20 90 increase
in its rates.
General Manager Lester G.
Spencer said new local rates went
into effect March 1, when WKBV
became an ABC affiliate, and that
the new national rates will become
effective on April 1.
He also announced that WKBV
will charge the one-time rate for
all political broadcasts.
The station is on 1490 kc with
250 w fulltime.

Dispersion Guide
QUESTIONS and answers dealing
with the government's industrial
dispersion program have been
compiled in a manual and released
by the National Security Resources
Board. The guide is intended as
an amplification of basic points
contained in a booklet. Is Four
Plant a Target?, issued by the
board last August, according to
Chairman Jack Gorrie. Booklet
defines terms and tells how state
and local groups may obtain
guidance in solving their dispersion
problems.

Ilcfore

You

STOP

to music — that is, for performance
"for profit." In addition, recording
rights are extended.
Law already affords rights to
authors of dramatic works. However, itdoes not give the same number of rights for all classes of copyright material although it lists various kinds of material which can b
copyrighted and assigns certair
rights
Effectto ofeach.
bill also would be tc
extend recording rights to dramati
works, thereby clarifying that section of the law which gave publi
performance rights without a "fo
profit" limitation.
TOP CANADIAN SHOWS
Are Reported for Februa
FOUR Canadian shows made th(
leading 10 evening network programs in February, according t
the Elliott-Haynes national rat
ings, released at Toronto on Marc
11. Leaders were Charlie McCarthy, rating 31.6; Radio Thea
tre, 30.9; Amos 'n' Andy, 29.3
Our Miss Brooks, 27; Ford Theatre, 22.3 (Canadian) ; Treasun
Trail, 19.4 (Canadian) ; Great Gil
dersleeve, 19.1; Suspense, 18.8
Your Host, 18.7 (Canadian), an
NHL Hockey, 18.3 (Canadian).
Daytime leading five shows wer
Big Sister, 18; Ma Perkins, 17.2
Happy Gang, 16.3 (Canadian)
Pepper Young's Family, 16.2, an
Road of Life, 15.5.
Five leading French evenin
shows were Un Homme et So
Peche, 39.3; Radio Carabin, 29.2
Metropole, 28.7; Jo2iez Double, 25.6
and Theatre Ford, 25.5. Five lead
ing French daytime shows wer
Jeunesse Doree, 30.1 ; Rue Principale, dours,29.7;
Les Joyeux
Trouba25 ; Grande
Soeur, 23.4,
an
Tante Lucie, 23.2.
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In New York, WABD is number three in
average ratings . , . has been consistently for
the past 25 months.f
And WABD is number one in value... because
of its lower rates.
Yes, WABD proves that, in the New York
market, 3 does equal 1.

tNew York Telepulse

dUMONt
TELEVISION NETWORK
515 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.
MU 8-2600
A Division of the Allen B. Du Mont
Laboratories, Inc.

OURS

Pittsburgh's

Pioneer

Station

24 hours a day on a regular weekly

me

SWING

SHIFT
*(1 AM

to 7 AM,

is now

schedule

operating

... Featuring

THEATRE
Monday

through

Friday)

The more than 200,000 workers in the Tri-State District,
who

finish work at midnight, wanted

while they relaxed after their labors.

entertainment

We're giving them

fine shows throughout the night . . . the FIRST regular
round-the-clock COMMERCIAL

TV operation in the nation!

DU

MONT
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HAROLD
Chamber
V

DT
Y^W

Pittsburgh

3
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of Commerce
19, Pa.
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Is Key to Merger, ABC
Tells FCC
NETWORK
COMPETITION
cash. Current liabilities totaled
NO MERGER, no chance to break
Goldenson, president of UPT,
taken under consideration by Examiner Resnick.
the dominance of NBC and CBS in
averred. Both agreed that radio
$4,529,519.66.
the radio-TV field.
During 1948-51, ABC had talks
(1) won't be supplanted by TV,
9 Example of why networks
That, in essence, was the testi- with a record company, a motion
require O&O stations was contained
(2) has "real vitality and
mony of ABC executives during picture producing company, an
strength," (3) can be listened to in balance sheet for ABC subsidwhile doing other things, whereas
last week's FCC hearing into the electronics manufacturer and
iary WXYZ Inc.
(WXYZ-AM-FMTV Detroit)
: Total
current assets
others — none identified — Mr. Kintmerger of ABC and United ParaTV requires concentrated viewing,
ner
revealed.
mount Theatres.
of $1,923,3.59.95 as of Sept. 30,
(4)
has
a
"capitive
audience"
of
1951. Of this $300,616.57 was in
In the spring of 1951, ABC be- 22 million car owners with radios,
ABC does not have the capital
cash. Current liabilities totaled
to give the two leading networks
gan negotiations with CBS and
(5) will continue to be important
others. This was dropped, Mr.
a run for their money, was Presiin rural areas not served or under$183,688.22.
served by TV.
@ Highest net income ABC
dent Robert E. Kintner's point, Kintner said, when it was apparent
made was in 1947 when profits
iterated and reiterated during his the plan would jeopardize the ABC
ABC has $25 million in securities
radio
network.
three days of testimony.
outstanding, owes between .$10.5 reached $1,520,756 after taxes.
Foundation of ABC case was the
Merger would give ABC needed
and $11 million, testimony of Mr.
(WBKB (TV) Chicago made $1,Kintner and Treasurer C. Nicholas
227,100.90 for nine months of
working capital to improve faciliFCC's 1941 Report on Chain Broadcasting. This document, which was
ties and programming, Mr. Kint1951). Biggest loss was in 1949,
Priauxl revealed. They also testiner pointed out, permit it to give
fied that:
the harbinger of chain broadcasting
when it went into the hole for $519,rules and the forced divorcement
085. Network went back on profit
NBC and CBS real competition.
0 ABC had total current assets
of $8,006,201.30 as of Sept. 30, side in 1950 with minuscule $84,of the Red and Blue NBC networks,
Radio still has a "bright future,"
both Mr. Kintner and Leonard H.
(Contiiined on page 70)
was predicated on the dominance
1951. Of this, $2,218,909.36 was in
of NBC and CBS in radio broadcasting and spelled out the FCC's
case for more competition.
Eleven years after the report and
Radio-TV Important Factor at Trial
sun
the rules meant to equalize the al- /BC
leged monopoly of NBC and CBS,
FEDERAL anti-trust suit filed transmit the contests by radio or in order to dissipate the effect of
they are still dominant, Mr. Kinttelevision throughout the U. S. and
Monday against the International
the violations alleged herein and to
ner avowed.
Boxing Clubs of New York and
restore free and open competition
foreign
countries,"
the
federal
Only way to accomplish what
Chicago and the Madison Square
complaint charged that the defendin
the promotion, exhibition, broadchain broadcasting regulations
Garden Corp. was aimed, among
ants used interstate trade and comcasting, telecasting, and motion
were set up to do is to permit the
merce
channels
to
sell
radio-TV
other things, "to restore free and
picture
production
and distribution
merger of ABC and UPT, Mr. Kintrights as well as to negotiate for of professional championship
open competition in . . . broadcastboxner declared. (For excerpts from
ing, telecasting, and motion picture
telecasts to some "200" motion pichis final statement to FCC ExArthur
M.
Wirtz
of
Chicago,
IBC
production
and
distribution
of
proture
theatres
for
large-screen
teleaminer Leo Resnick, see page 70.)
ing contests."
director,
also named a defendant,
fessional championship boxing- vision.
Claim No Monopoly
The 21 major professional championship bouts promoted in the was quotedderstandaswhy saying,
"I can't
unBroadcasting activities of fight
we should
be sued
Key to ABC-UPT insistence that
bouts."
U. S. since June 1949 — all but two
for
putting
our
bouts
on
television,
promoters
were mentioned throughcombination would not be monopowhile the National Football League
listic was exhibit showing locations
out the 13-page complaint, filed in of which were said to have been
and number of ABC radio and TV
U. S. District Court, southern dis- under IBC auspices — produced a was sued for not putting their
stations, UPT theatres. Exhibit
trict of New York, upon the rec- gross income from admissions and
games on television." Besides Mr.
sale of motion picture, radio and
also detailed other radio and TV
om endation aweek earlier [B*T,
Wirtz, only other individual named
TV
rights
of
approximately
$4,a defendant was James D. Norris,
March 10] of the grand jury which
stations and theatres in same cities.
500,000, the complaint stated. Total
Following is list of cities where
New York, also an IBC director.
had just completed a five-month
grosses of all pro contests during
investigation of the matter. TruABC and UPT have duplicate holdFederal charges listed in particthe period were estimated at $15
man Gibson, IBC secretary and million.
ings (radio and TV stations affiliular an agreement among defendants and Joe Louis, in which the
ated with ABC, theatres owned by identified as owner of 20% outstanding shares of Class A and
UPT):
I
'Combination
and
Conspiracy'
latter
agreed to retire as undefeatClass B common stock in both the
Birmingham. Phoenix, Los Angeles,
The "combination and conspired heavyweight champion, receivSan Diego, San Francisco, New Haven,
New York and Chicago organiza$150,000 and
exclusive
rights
acy," it was charged, consisted of to theing services
Jacksonville, Miami, Atlanta, Chicago,
tions, was reported as saying the "continuing
of the
four leading
agreement and concert
Davenport -Rock Island - Moline, New
suit is directed more against pracOrleans, Boston, Detroit, Minneapolisof action" to exclude others from
contenders to his title: Joe WalSt. Paul, Kansas City, Omaha, Albutices involving television rights promotion and exhibition . . . and
cott, Ezzard Charles, Lee Savold
querque, Buifalo, New York, Rochester,
and Gus Lesnevich. Elimination
Charlotte, Greensboro, Toledo, Philathan against actual IBC promosales of radio, television and motions.
delphia, Providence, Memphis, Nashbouts were to be conducted among
tion picture rights in championship
ville, Brownsville (Tex.), Dallas-Ft.
Worth, Houston, San Antonio, Salt
Since the major legal issue at matches. The benefits of competithem, for which the Joe Louis orLake City.
tion were thus denied, the federal
the trial was predicted to be the
ganization was to have "exclusive
Listing evoked demand by Du- establishment of boxing promotion
suit maintained, to radio and teleright to broadcast any of the conMont counsel Morton Galane that as interstate commerce, it was convision broadcasters and stations,
tests, both in radio and television,"
film rental costs by each TV stathe public (seeing bouts on TV or plus motion
sidered likely last week that broadpicture distribution.
tion and theatre be compared to
hearing
them
on
radio),
as
well
as
cast activities might well be a
The
Justice
Dept.'s
complaint
was
signed
by
J.
Howard
McGrath,
attorney
total rentals by all TV stations and
manufacturers, distributors and
principal
hinge
<~n
which
the
attorgeneral;
H.
G.
Morison.
assistant
arena owners.
theatres in single markets and on
ney general would attempt to swing
torney general: Myles J. Lane. U. at-S.
attorney;
Melville C. Williams, head of
his case.
national basis to permit evaluation
It was urged "that the court
the New York anti-trust division; HarAsserting that promotion of box- enter such further orders ... as
of the "leverage" the combined
old Lasser.
special
attornev
general,
who assistant
prepared tothethecase,
company would exert. Request was
ing involved selling rights "to may be necessary and appropriate
and Harold J. McAuley, trial attorney.
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Northeast
THOL i^.-iivD-foot antenna height
limitation for VHF stations in
crowded Zone I area of the U. S.
(northeastern states) was the compromise solution that helped unsnarl the FCC's allocation knitting last week.
By a vote of 4 to 2, the Commission accepted the recommendation of Comr. George E. Sterling
to limit VHF antenna heights in
Zone I to a maximum of 1,000 feet
with maximum powers (100 kw for
Channels 2-6, 316 kw for Channels 7-13).
Consensus previously was to
permit maximum of 2,000 feet for
antennas for all stations [B»T,
March 3, Jan. 28]. This maximum
still will be permitted in other
areas of the country.
If all goes well this week, issuance of the final report during the
first week in April is considered a
definite possibility. Optimists even
talk of March 31 as the day. It
is known that some Commissioners
would like to have it out in time
for the NARTB Chicago convention (March 30-April 2).
At root of the Commission impasse early last week was the dissatisfaction of Comrs. Frieda B.

MGM

MULLS

TV

For Film Exploital-ion
USE OF TV is being studied by
officials of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
Hollywood, as a promotion tool for
the company's new movies. M-G-M
is considering a heavy schedule of
one minute filmed "teaser" commercials for telecast throughout
the country plugging M-G-M releases. In addition, it is understood
new M-G-M talent will be made
available for guest television appearances.
Plan reportedly was outlined for
top executives at a mid-March
meeting in Culver City by Howard
Dietz, New York vice president in
charge of advertising and publicity. Commercials will be filmed
on the Culver City lot under his
direction. Placement will be handled by Donahue & Coe, New York
agency for M-G-M.
The studio, staunch in holding
out on use of its stars on television
and reluctant to use TV in its advertising plans up to this point, is
expected to use the new medium
extensively when the freeze is lifted and more TV stations are in
operation, according to reports.
When the studio's full scale TV
operations get underway, it is expected they will follow much the
same pattern as in the use of radio
with production of live TV package
shows. M-G-M inaugurated such
a radio plan several years ago.
Shows now are presented via transcriptions on MBS and independent
stations and feature M-G-M's top
personality attractions. ■
Page 62
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VHF

Hennock and Robert F. Jones with
the basic philosophy of the forth17].
coming final report [B*T, March
Vote last week cleared the air.
Comr. Jones, who has never made
any secret of his dislike for the
fixed allocation idea, accepted the
inevitability of the Commission
majority's philosophy and withdrew from further meetings. He
was said to have begun writing his
dissent.
Comr. Jones' attitude may be
summed up as follows: (1) Fixed
allocation is illegal and impractical. (2) Separations and high
powers and antennas mean that
TV

BODY

VOTED

By N. Y. Legislature
NEW

YORK bill proposing establishment of a state committee to
manage TV channels allocated for
educational use was passed by the
assembly early last week and approved— without dissent — by the
state senate Thursday morning.
Sponsored by the Assembly Rules
Committee at the request of Gov.
Thomas E. Dewey, the bill's signing was considered certain before
the state body met its adjournment,
scheduled for late Thursday night.
Legislation was originally proposed by Dr. Lewis A. Wilson,
New York commissioner of education [B»T, March 17], who urged
that a state commission be named
to supervise educational TV channels and to study problems involved in their operation, thus precluding monopolization of outlets
by individual institutions.

Limitations

Voted

the protected coverages of big city
stations will deny the establishment of stations in smaller cities
in the shadow of the major city.
(3) Wide coverages will also mean
that stations in smaller cities near
key markets will be unable to get
network affiliations. (4) Making
the allocations part of the FCC
rules leaves the Commission with
little flexibility to shift channels
to meet the law of supply and demand.
Comr. Hennock fears that wide
coverage of VHF stations will
make them so desirable, few will
want UHF stations. Her attitude
is that the coverage of VHF stations must be kept at or below
the potentials of UHF stations.
Compromise is expected to hold
down the range of big city VHF
stations in the industrial North
to about 40-50 miles.
Had the Commission accepted a
change in philosophy, it is understood, itwould have taken the staff
WICU (TV) Power
WHAT happens when a low-powered TV station goes up to full
transmitter power is exemplified
again by WICU (TV) Erie, Pa.,
which boosted its radiated signal
from 3.4 kw to 30 kw on March 15.
Whereas it used to cover about
83,000 TV sets, Erie Dispatch station now blankets 162,384 TV sets,
including a good part of Buffalo
and Cleveland as well as Canadian
markets of Hamilton and London,
Ont., station reported. Threefold
power increase was made possible
by installation of 5-kw transmitter
replacing 500-w unit at cost of
$50,000, station said.

MANAGEMENT report on public service projects of WAAM (TV) Baltimore
highlighted spring meeting with station's Program Advisory Council March 12.
Attending session were (I to r, by faces): Dr. Leon Sachs, executive secretary,
Baltimore Jewish Council; Herman Cohen, vice president, WAAM Inc.;
Herbert B. Cohan, WAAM program manager; Ken Carter, station's general
manager; Ross Clinchy, director of Atlantic region, National Conference of
Christians and Jews; Norman C. Kal, executive vice president, WAAM Inc.;
Lynn Poole, public relations director, Johns Hopkins U. and producer of
Science Review; Gerald S. Wise, general manager. Sears, Roebuck 8t Co.,
Baltimore; William G. Ewald, executive vice president. Retail Merchants Credit
Bureau; Joel Chaseman, WAAM director of public service and publicity; Dr.
Franklin Dunham, radio-TV chief, U. S. Office of Education; Rev. Willis R.
Ford, executive secretary. Council of Churches and Christian Education of
Maryland and Delaware. Council comprises educational, religious and civic
leaders of Baltimore and aids WAAM in community service. Report on WAAM
fellowship for Johns Hopkins U. also was given.

about two months to revise its
work.
Lending belief that the Commission will stick to its previous
decision to process applications on
a channel-by-channel basis [B*T,
March appropriating
10] was last $6,108,460
week's House
action
for
the 1953 fiscal year. This not only
makes no provision for additional
funds for TV, but is understood
to be actually $500,000 below the
running expenses of present FCC
operations (see story page 29).
Basic in the thinking of advocates
of the channel-by-channel procedure is that that method will permit faster grants and fewer hear-

Richard E. Jones Named
RICHARD E. JONES, former vice
president of the Fort Industry Co.,
will become director of DuMont's
owned and operated stations April
7, Chris J. Witting, director and
general manager of the network,
announced in a statement being released today (Monday).
In his new post, designed by DuMont to streamline both network
and local station development after
the end of the TV freeze, Mr. Jones
will serve as active manager of
WARD (TV) New York, making his
headquarters at the network's key
station. He will also supervise operations of WTTG (TV) Washington
and WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh, with
Walter Compton and Harold C.
Lund continuing as managers of
those outlets, respectively. Management of WABD heretofore has
duties.part of Mr. Witting's overall
been
Mr. Jones' entrance into the radio
field was via sales, advertising and
public relations in Detroit. Joining
the sales staff of CKLW Windsor,
Ont., Canada, he was made sales
manager one month later, a position he held for the succeeding
eight years.
He joined Fort Industry as manager of its WJBK Detroit in September 1948, and was made managing director of that station and
WJBK-TV. Working as his own
sales manager, he grossed more
than a million dollars on the unaffiliated WJBK in 1950 and 1951—
largely, he explained, by developing
spectacular local shows.
In May 1949 he was made a vice
president of the Fort Industry Co.
and in January 1950, elected to its
board of directors. Last July he
was promoted to the post of vice
president of the Northern District
of the Fort Industry operations
and supervised five of its radio and
television stations: WJBK and
WJBK-TV, WSPD and WSPD-TV
Toledo, and WSAI Cincinnati. He
resigned
in January.from the vice presidency
A former director of the Adcraft
Club of Detroit, Mr. Jones is a
director of the Detroit Convention
and Tourist Bureau and a member
of the Chicago Press Club.
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NCAA TV POLICY
Fears Top Team Control
CONCERN that a small group of
colleges might monopolize telecasts
of 1952 football games was evidenced last week when the National
Collegiate Athletic
TV
committee
announcedAssn.'s
it would
schedule television "on the widest
possible basis."
Although spokesmen for the
group asserted they were "just
working on" their '52 season formula for probable announcement in
April, they announced two procedural principles after their first
meeting March 10. They will seek
the widest possible participation by
colleges, so that no one or no small
group of colleges will dominate
football television during 1952.
They will emphasize much greater
TV participation by smaller colleges in the association.
A spokesman said March 12
that all networks are continuing to
participate in planning the '52 television schedules through individual
conferences with the TV committee
as well as through the usual discussion channels. The all-broadcasting industry meeting held before planning got under way [B*T,
Feb. 25] will be repeated, it was
reported, perhaps in early April,
after college schedules are final
and after receipt of the full National Opinion Research Center
report on last year's first test of
controlled television. After the industry meeting and consideration
of the formula, the plan will be
submitted to the 346 NCAA colleges for approval before it goes
into effect.
Danger to Game
"The committee desires to stress
again the dangers to the game of
football if two or three top teams
are able to monopolize the television networks," a statement that
was made public read. "The resulting financial rewards would create
far greater temptations than any
yet known to the game and would
place irresistible premiums on developing winning members
teams." at the
TV committee
March 10 session were Bob Hall of
Yale, chairman; Asa S. Bushnell,
commissioner of eastern college
athletics and executive director of
the NCAA TV program; J. Shober
Barr of Franklin & Marshall, and
Walt Byers, NCAA executive director.
Latin America Video
LATIN AMERICA will "soon far
outstrip" Europe in expansion of
television activities, Ernest A.
Marx, director of Allen B. DuMont Labs.' International Div., asserted last week. Mr. Marx, who
has just returned from a trip
through South America, pointed to
Brazil as the focal point of future
television centers in that hemisphere.

LANDAU

FORMS

New Film Organization

ARGENTINA'S first TV station, LR-3-TV Buenos Aires, on Channel 7 has
been fully equipped by Federal Telecommunications Labs., subsidiary of
IT&T. Shown here is the transmitter room of the 45 kw installation on the
24th floor of the Ministry of Public Works BIdg. Standing in front of the
transmitter are (I to r): J. M. Valentine, FTL engineer in charge of the instal ation; J.C. Coriat, Standard Electric Argentina, IT&T subsidiary; H. L.
Johnson, FTL. Station technician at control console is not identified.
FOUR

RENEWED

From 'Temporary' List
REGULAR license renewals for
four more TV stations, put on temporary for failing to show any educational or agricultural programming during the "composite" 1951
week [B«T, Feb. 4], were granted
last week. Stations, which made
satisfactory explanation for lack
of such programs, are WXEL (TV)
Cleveland, WDEL-TV Wilmington,
Del.; WTAR-TV Norfolk, and
WTOP-TV Washington.
Earlier this month, the Commission renewed the licenses of four
other stations placed on temporary
for the same reasons: WBNS-TV
Columbus, Ohio; WJ AC-TV Johnstown, Pa.; WJBK-TV Detroit, and
WSPD-TV Toledo [B*T, March 3].
Commission placed 26 TV stations on temporary licenses in February for failure to program educational or agricultural broadcasts.
Most stations indicated then that
the omission was due to the "composite" week chosen by the FCC or
that such programs had been, or
were planned, before the Commission's action.
TV Instruction
CIVIC leaders in New Haven,
Conn., responded enthusiastically
to an invitation extended by WAVZ,
that city, to attend a course extending over a 10 week period to learn
how they may better their community service through the use of
television in preparation for
coming expansion of the medium,
the station reports. Over 50 men
and women went back to school
for their first class conducted by
Prof. Edward C. Cole, instructor at
Yale Drama School. Proposed techniques include lectures, slides and
other visual aids as well as course
outlines.

ADVERTISING code for home appliance dealers has been adopted tentatively at meeting in Philadelphia.
BROADCASTING
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COLOR BAN ISSUE
May Go to Defense Chief
THE GOVERNMENT is still
"wrestling" with its controversial
ban on manufacture of color TV
equipment and there were indications last week that the issue may
be laid in
the lap of the nation's
defense
mobilizer.
The question was raised again
last Monday at a news conference
presided over by Manly Fleischmann. Defense Production Administrator, and Henry Fowler, National Production Authority administrator.
It has been expected that DPANPA would retain the overall
freeze on mass production of hometype color receivers, adapters, converters and other equipment but
lift the prohibition with respect to
projection equipment for theatre
color TV. Additionally, other clariMarch 10,fication
3].was anticipated [B»T,
Latest guess is that the amended
order will be announced early this
week. It also was reported that it
first may be cleared for policy with
Defense Chief Charles E. Wilson
before being released by NPA.
Mr. Fowler last Monday confessed he has been "wrestling"
with the colorcasting ban but "I
really think this time the chicken's
head will come off." Asked whether
engineering would still be the deciding factor, Mr. Fowler asserted :
That is the real problem, just how
important and how real that is, how
we can go around that to provide,
within the material limitations, for
television generally, opportunity to
make color, doing it in such a way as
to minimize the impact on the military
electronics production?
DPA's
Electronics Production
Board, acting on recommendations
of the military, urged that the ban
be retained because of the problem
of
skills [Closed Circuit,
Feb.technical
25].

FORMATION of Ely Landau Productions, film producing firm set
up to meet programming needs of
local television stations and lowbudget local sponsors, was announced last week by Mr. Landau
in New York. Offices are at 10
East 44th St.
Producing films since last September, the organization, with a
.$1,500,000 budget, within a month
will have completed initial films in
nine different types of program,
several of which are already completed in series of 13, 20 and 26week shows.
The Landau company is planning to distribute the films in an
unusual pattern, by making the
product available to local stations
on a "service" basis rather than
as individual programs. The nine
show types, which include mystery
adventure, juvenile science fiction,
sports, animated kiddie shows and
dramatic programs, comprise four
hours of TV film programs per
week. The shows will be sold as
one, two, three or four hours of
program service weekly, with
graduated pro-rata scales. Trade
and press showings will be held
in New York in mid-April.
Mr. Landau is former director
of TV for Emil Mog-ul Co., New
York. Harold Young, formerly
with Paramount and Universal,
heads the directorial staff. Harold
Kovner will head the library of
feature films.

UTP'Double
SERIES'
Play'SALES
SignedUPby Six
UNITED Television Programs,
New York producer, experienced
its busiest week of the year last
week according to Aaron Beckwith,
sales director, with four of its newest TV film programs sold in 14
markets.
Double Play, starring Leo Durocher and Laraine Day, led sales
figures with contracts signed
through BBDO in Buffalo and
Rochester and George R. Nelson,
Schenectady, by six stations:
KPHO-TV Phoenix, WSB-TV Atlanta, WJAC-TV Johnstown, Pa.,
WRGB-TV Schenectady, WHAMTV Rochester and WBEN-TV
Buffalo.
HoUyivood Off-Beat, half - hour
private investigator series featuring Melvin Douglas, has been sold
in 12 markets, with deals completed
last week with WMAL-TV Washington, WTMJ-TV Milwaukee and
WSM-TV Memphis. Movie Quick
Quiz, Productions,
produced by was
Walter
mer
sold Sch-nimby UTP
to WFBM-TV Indianapolis for the
Standard Grocery Co., through
Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago.
Sales also were made in four
additional markets for Royal Playhouse series, produced by Bing
Crosby Enterprises: Richmond,
Va., Davenport, Iowa, Milwaukee
and Detroit.
March 24, 1952
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Toni's
CAUTIONING members of the
television industry not to let costs
force out all except heavy-budget
clients from the choice time slots,
Don Nathanson, advertising manager of the Toni Co., Chicago,
virarned that monopoly "is as destructive to free enterprise as is
socialism."
Speaking to members of the Chicago Television Council and Radio
Management Club at a luncheon on
Wednesday, he charged that television time is "too valuable to be
frozen for the benefit of the big
companies."
Favors 'Big Advertiser'
Mr. Nathanson, representing one
of the largest advertisers in the
country, pointed out that radio has
long had a discount structure
"which favors the big advertiser
over and beyond v^^hat he is entitled to," enabling the larger buyer
to get time for about half what the
small advertiser pays.
This practice, he said, which is
being transferred into television,
makes "the big one bigger and the
small one smaller — and never the
two shall meet."
Referring to TV costs, which are
now reaching "new heights," he
predicted they will continue to rise
because of new station construction following the freeze and because established stations will not
maintain current rates.
Toni's answer to the problem
of TV costs and coverage was to
use a "one-two punch," which Mr.
Nathanson described as a two-year
approach. To introduce two new
products — Prom and White Rain —
last year, Toni launched both items
in television markets only. Prom,
the advertising manager said, sold
"second only to Toni" home permanents, while White Rain hit the
No. 3 position in its field in the
TV areas. In non-TV areas, he
said, "we were lucky to stay on the
dealers' shelves."
The second part of the punch
PROMOTION
KIT
UTP Adds New Feature
A COMPLETE package of promotional aids for every film distributed by United Television Programs was announced last week by
Milton M. Blink, UTP executive
director, as a new sponsor service.
UTP has arrangements with its
producers whereby the latter supply all necessary raw material
from which the distributor constructs special promotional kits, to
be delivered, in turn, to sponsors
immediately after a sale. Kits generally include glossy photos, mats,
feature stories, prepared spot announcements, reviews, synopses and
columnists' items in addition to
releases prepared for publications
representing the sponsor's field.
Discussing the new service, Mr.
Blink said, "It's not enough to
make a sale and let it go at that."
Follow-through material is also a
valuable part of program promotion, he indicated.
Page 64
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Nathanson

went into effect this year with a
continuation of television in those
markets where it has been used and
purchase of radio and newspapers
in non-TV areas. This approach,
Mr. Nathanson said, ties m with
the need for difi'erent techniques
and a new form of merchandising
in the use of television.
Criticizing the code adopted by
NARTB, he objected to tne commercial time limitations. He said
the code stipulations on length of
commercials are "completely
wrong" and unfair.
"Why should a national advertiser be forced to cut commercial
time on an expensive, quality show
while participating sponsors on
cheaper shows can have twice as
much," he asked. Mr. Nathanson
cited shopping and cooking shows,
mentioning also the "public-spirited
practice of triple-spotting."
Television, although it costs a
lot more than radio, is using the
same commercial pattern, he said,
suggesting industry workers reread portions of the code which
FILM

PACT

Independent- Firms Sign
NEW COLLECTIVE bargaining
contract for actors in motion pictures has been worked out between
Screen Actors Guild and Society of
Independent Motion Picture Producers.
Concluded last week, agreement
is retroactive to March 13 when
negotiations officially opened. It
runs to June 1, 1958. Both groups
have right to re-open on wage and
working conditions in 1954 and
1956.
Pact contains a clause giving
SAG legal right to cancel its contract with a studio that releases
to TV any theatrical films made
after Aug. 1, 1948, without first
negotiating with the guild for additional payment to actors in such
movies. It also provides separate
bargaining for additional conditions for actors in films made
specially for television.
New contract embodies all
changes made in recently negotiated agreement between SAG and
major pi'oducers [B*T, Mar. 10].
Besides providing increases in daily
minimum from $55 to $70 and
weekly freelance minimum from
$175 to $250, it includes preference
of employment for professional
motion picture actors.
Members of SIMPP are Alcorn Productions, Irving Allen Enterprises,
Aspen Productions, Walt Disney Productions, Eagle Productions, Federal
Films, Gloria Film Productions, Golden
Pictures, Sam Goldwyn Productions,
N-P-M Productions, Normandy Productions, Roberts Productions, Lou
Shor Productions and Horizon Pictures.
Others include Samuel Bischoff,
Benedict Bogeaus, William Cagney,
Lester Cowan, Robert Goelet Jr., Edward Gross, Stanley E. Kramer, Sol
Lesser, James Nasser, William and Edward Nassour, Seymour Nebenzal,
Mary Pickford. Harry M. Popkin, Albert S. Rogell, Charles R. Rogers,
Harry Sherman, Robert Stillman, Hunt
Stromberg, David O. Selznick, Frank
Melford, Walter Wanger, Jack M.
Warner and W. Lee Wilder.

Sounds

Warning

points out that television is a developing industry, utilizing new
techniques which will need to be
reviewed and revised because of the
changing pattern.
A major problem in advertisingis that "media men spend too much
time selling media and agency men
spend too much time selling the
agency." Mr. Nathanson urged that
their mutual problem with the client
be sale of a product.
He warned, "Once you lose a
television advertiser, you may never
get him back again." He asked
agency and station men not to air
a show or commercial unless it is
"right."
'Converted' Writers
Reminding his audience that
agency radio writers are usually
converted space writers, he said he
sees the same thing now with radio
copywriters
TV.instead
"Too
often
they sellhandling
with words
of Discussing
pictures." the "high cost" of TV
film commercials, he charged "the
agency feels its responsibility is
over when it has called for bids
from film producers and accepts the
lowest." If an art director did
this, he said, he would be fired for
not selecting work suited to the
specific product and its need.
The agency of the future, in his
opinion, will handle commercial
film production in its own studios.
Program packaging, he noted, has
passed from the agencies to a
"monopoly" on the part of networks
and independent producers.
RATE GUARANTEE
KMTV(TV) S2-week Plan
KMTV (TV) Omaha last week became the first television station to
offer advertisers rate guarantees
up to 52 weeks, according to an
announcement by Owen Saddler,
KMTV general manager.
Under the plan, if an advertiser's renewal date happens to occur
within the 6-month period from
any effective date of a rate increase, he will be given rate protection through the unexpired portion of the 6-month protected period. The rate in effect after the
6-month protected period then becomes the guaranteed rate for the
balance of his schedule up to 52
weeks from renewal date. A reduction in the original service could
void the 52-week guarantee.
"The new plan is beneficial to
the small advertiser as well as the
larger clients," Mr. Saddler pointed
out. "We inaugurated it to make
the budgeting of a year-round TV
campaign more practical."

A historic jointer examines a
modern printing plant as (I to r)
Captain Z-RO and Gutenberg are
shown around by Mr. Gross.
* * *
PRINTING WEEK
Gutenberg 'Brought Back'
KRON-TV San Francisco, through
its Captain Z-RO program, brought
Johannes Gutenberg, inventor of
movable type, "back to life" for a
special telecast in celebration of
National Printing Week.
Captain Z-RO is a mythical world
renowned scientist who has perfected a"time machine" which enables him to bring back famous
persons of the past. The scientist,
played by Roy Steffens, appears
Wednesday each week on KRONTV.
For National Printing Week,
Mike Chamberlain played the part
of Gutenberg. Captain Z-RO and
"Gutenberg" were shown around
the San Francisco Chronicle composing room by a modern printer,
Fred Gross, mechanical superintendent of the newspaper.
SHORT TIME BUYS
Rosenfeld on TV; Cowles, MBS
SIGNING for its first use of television, Henry Rosenfeld Cosmetics,
a subsidiary of the dress firm of
Henry Rosenfeld Inc., New York,
ordered spots Frank
on CBS-TV's
soonto-be-dropped
Sinatra Show
for tomorrow (Tuesday) night and
April 1. Further television and
possibly radio time purchases by
the company are expected. GussowHyman, New York, is agency.
Meanwhile it was reported that
Cowles Magazines Inc., on behalf
of Look, purchased opening and
closing one-minute announcements
on Mutual's Modern Adventures of
Casanova (Thurs., 8:30 p.m.) for
March 13 only. Agency is McCannErickson, New York.
Covers

N.C. GOP

STATE Republican Convention in
North Carolina was telecast
March 18 by WBTV (TV) Charlotte for the first time in the state's
history. Telecast also was the first
remote unit
broadcast
station'sof
mobile
under for
the the
direction
M. J. Minor, chief engineer, and
Sam Zurick, program director.
Three TV cameras were used.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

TV Sets in Russia
TELEVISION sets in use in Moscow number 60,000, according to a
report released by Pravda, Communist Party organ, on March 19.
Figure includes 35,650 sets reportedly installed in 1951. TV stations
are also said to be in operation in
Kiev and Leningrad.
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1952

500

WATT

TO

5KW

Amid the glamor of LIFE and other national magazine write-ups, WICU brought television to Erie,
Pa., in 1949. Here was a television station in a relatively small community— how would it make out?
WICU recently celebrated the Third Anniversary of a highly successful telecasting operation. During
the three years new studios and studio equipment had been added to the original equipment complement through the Du Mont "building block" program. The original Du Mont Acorn (500 watt)
Transmitter had grown to a Du Mont Oak (5KW) Transmitter, the highest current power permj<<'//-- mitted any TV station under prevailing FCC regulations.
^^^':'r<':^:^.'{:^ZT>\x Mont Salutes WICU, the Erie-Dispatch television station, and owner Edward Lamb upon this
^i«i<^>jH^i'r- Third Anniversary for a job well done. Du Mont is justly proud of the part Du Mont telecasting
equipment has played in WICU's success.

5KW

TO

40

KW
at a later date

From Acorn to Oak to High Power without
"^tff obsolescence of equipment with Du Mont.
The original Acorn Transmitter is now employed
vf as the driver unit for the 5KW Oak Transmitter.
1^ As
is allowed,
the OakunitTransmitter
willgreater
be usedpower
in turn
as the driver
for a Du Mont 40KW High Power Transmitter.
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Stationi
Eight t^ore Stations
Interconnect by July I
telestatus
(Report 208)

Dallas

★
SERVES THE LARGEST
TELEVISION
MARKET...

DALLAS
FORT

and

WORTH

More than d Million
urban population in the
50-mile area
More than TWO

MILLION

in the 100-mile area . . .

s are
citieto
L uledof to eight
A TOTA
inbe added
sched
video
terconnected by July 1
— in time for live coverage of the
July political conventions.
The Long Lines Dept. of American Telephone & Telegraph Co.
announced Thursday that network
television vv^ill be extended to Tulsa
and San Antonio by that date and
pointed out that, as previously announced, six other cities also are
to be added to the network by
July 1. These are Miami, New
Orleans, Dallas, Fort Worth, Houston and Oklahoma City.
All eight cities are slated for
one-channel service except Dallas
and San Antonio which will have
two channels each before the end
of the year.
Work Speeded Up
Installations for the southern
cities were originally scheduled to
be completed in the last half of
1952, but work was hurried to
allow interconnection before the
start of the Presidential conventions this summer. Some of the
Tulsa and San Antonio equipment
therefore is temporary, but will be
replaced with permanent facilities
later this year.
Completion of the AT&T lines
will bring the total cities connected by the network to 62 and the
number of stations served to 104.

WBZ-TV

Increases

Rates April 1
WBZ-TV Boston has announced a
new rate card, No. 7-T, effective
April 1. Hourly rates will be:
Class A, $1,500 Class B, $1,125;
Class C, $800 and Class D, $450.
Along with rate increases, the
stations notes it has adjusted its
time classifications as follows:
Class A — 7-11 p.m. Mon.-Sat., 611 p.m. Sun.; Class B — 5-7 p.m.
Mon.-Sat., 1-6 p.m. Sun.; Class C—
12 noon-5 p.m., Mon.-Sat., 12 noon1 p.m. Sun., 11:30 p.m.-12 midnight, Mon.-Sun. ; Class D — 12 midnight-12 noon, Mon.-Sun.
WBZ-TV, a basic NBC-TV affiliate and owned by Westinghouse
Radio Stations Inc., also announced
a 10% rebate clause to advertisers.
"An additional 10% rebate, after
deduction of frequency discounts,
will be paid on the minimum weekly
program time billing which has
been maintained for 52 consecutive
weeks." Station is represented nationally by NBC Spot Sales.
WSM-TV Rate Boost
Effective April 1
WSM-TV Nashville has announced
rate increases effective April 1
with nighttime hourly rates hiked

from $300 to $350, one-minute announcements or less from $50 to
$60 and comparable increases in
other time slots. Station noted
that present advertisers will be
protected under the current rate
for six months after the effective
date. WSM-TV claimed sets in
use in its market as of March 1
was 65,785.
Set Distribution
Reported at Standstill
GROWTH in TV set distribution is
practically at a standstill until the
end of the freeze opens up new
markets, Sam G. Barton, president.
nesday.
Industrial
Surveys Co., said WedReporting on a survey made by
the ISC National Consumer Panel,
he said that set ownership had
risen only slightly between October
and January, with 31 out of 100
families owning TV sets in January compared to 30 out of 100 in
October.
TV set ownership is heaviest in
the Northeast, where half of the
families own sets against the national average of 31%. In large
cities 59% of the families have TV,
Mr. Barton said. Highest concentration of ownership is in the f ami(Continued on page 93)

City

TELEVISION

HOMES

V'S
KRLD-T
in
EFFECTIVE
COVERAGE
AREA

EXCLUSIVE CBS
TELEVISION OUTLET FOR
DALUS-FORT

WORTH

AREAS

Channef 4 . . . Represenfecj by
The BRANHAM
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Sets in Area City
Outlets on Air
Outlets on Air
Sets in Area
WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
1 4,400 Louisville
KOB-TV
Matamoros (Mexico)141,063
WOl-TV
WAGA-TV, WSB-TV, WLTV
185,000
86,464 Brownsville, Tex. XELD-TV
122,700
WMCT
WAAM, WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
372,937 Memphis
WTVJ
WNBF-TV
53,585 Miami
16,200
Milwaukee WTMJ-TV
WAFM-TV,
WBRC-TV
110,000
WTTV
Paul KSTP-TV, WTCN-TV
320,945
90,000 Minn.-St.
134,000
Nashville WSM-TV
WBZ-TV, WNAC-TV
318,200
New Haven WNHC-TV
873,761
253,536
WBEN-TV
62,335
WBTV
New Orleans WDSU-TV
250,000
138,999 New York WABD, WCBS-TV, WJZ-TV, WNBT
WBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBQ
1,095,185
335,000
WOR-TV,
WPIX
WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV, WLWT
85,359
567,692 Newark WATV
WEWS, WNBK, WXEL
2,880,000
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
Norfolk WTAR-TV
217,000 Oklahoma
City WKY-TV
107,101
KMTV, WOW-TV
121,014
157,868 Omaha
KRID-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
Philadelphia
WCAU-TV, WFIL-TV, WPTZ
WOC-TV
KPHO-TV
Include Davenport, Moline, Rock ise., E. Moline227,000
88,598 Phoenix
Pittsburgh WDTV
55,100
WHIO-TV, WLWD
1,021,966
123,110'
Providence WJAR-TV
WJBK-TV, WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
WICU
750,000 Richmond
389,000
WTVR
191,000
82,765
WHAM-TV
113,505
157,368 Rochester
138,000
island
WHBF-TV
WBAP-TV, KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
198,400 Rock Quad
Cities
Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline91,563
WOOD-TV
WFMY-TV
Salt Diego
Lake City KDYL-TV, KSL-TV
105,740
74,600
Antonio
127,500 San
KPRC-TV
KEYL,
WOAi-TV
KFMB-TV
San Francisco KGO-TV, KPIX, KRON-TV
78,380
128,000
71,000
SchenectadyWSAZ-TV
Albany-Troy WRGB
216,350
329,250
WFBM-TV
53,000
WMBR-TV
Seattle
144,116
KING-TV
185,140 St. Louis
WJAC-TV
202,800
KSD-TV
WKZO-TV
129,300
WHEN, WSYR-TV
195,674 Tulsa
382,000
Toledo
WDAF-TV
Syracuse
WSPD-TV
WKTV
139,552
171,126
WGAL-TV
KOTV
158,000
85,000 Washington
Utica-Rome
WJIM-TV
Wilmington
KECA-TV, KTI-TV, KIAC-TV, KNBH
WMAL-TV, WNBW, WTOP-TV, WTT6
108,265
344,004
KNXT, KTIA, KTTV
WDEL-TV
1 ,232,000
70,000
Total Markets on Air 64*
Stations on Air 109*
Estimated Sets in use 16,398,043
96,081
* Includes XELD-TV Matamoros, Mexico
overlap set ceunU may be
Editor's Note: Totals for each market represent estimated sets within television area. Where coverage areasconimittees,
electric «<»™Pf""_'ff
distributors, TV circulation
from dealers,
on data
ore basedsome
sot estimates
of are
Sources
duplicated. Since
partially
summaries,
successive
in
unchanged
remain
may
monthly,
compiled
many
manufacturers.
and
necessarily approximate.
Total sets in all areas are

Albuquerque
Ames
Atlanta
Baltimore
BInghamton
Birmingham
Bloomington
Boston
BufFalo
Charlotte
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Columbus
DallasFt. Worth
DavenportQuad Cities
Dayton
Detroit
Erie
Ft.Dallas
WorthGrand
RapidsGreensboro
Houston
HuntingtonCharleston
Indianapolis
Jacksonville
Johnstown
Kalamazoo
Kansas City
Lancaster
Lansing
Los Angeles
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You

should

have

heard

us

in

1922!

That's when WSB was born — 30 years ago, March 15, 1922. Since that date,
our primary interest has been the acquisition and maintenance of audience. It was
our original conviction that this best could be achieved through a dedication
to service in the public interest.
The soundness of this principle is now well established. For in every
audience survey ever made in Atlanta by any recognized authority, WSB has been
a dominant first. There is no substitute for experience.
The policy that has paid rich dividends for WSB pays off handsomely for
advertisers, too . . . more so today than ever before.
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ABC President Eobert E. Kintner's
three-day stint in the witness chair
at FCC's hearing on the merger of
ABC and United Paramount Theatres Inc. last week was concluded
with a plea to Hearing Examiner
Leo Resnick to approve the merger.
Here are excerpts of what he said :
Mr. Examiner, I feel very strongly
that competition
in theberadio
and television business will
increased
by
this merger. We would not have entered
into the merger if we did not feel so.
We did not enter into another merger
because of our belief that competition
would
field. suffer, particularly in the radio
Number one, as far as ABC is concerned, it will enable it to do what I
believe the Commission wanted it to
do when it forced the sale of the Blue
Network as a result of the chain broadcasting investigation.
It will give ABC added working
capital, added earning power in order
to take program risks, expand program
structure, and try new types of program ing so that it can compete more
effectively
the NBC
two principal
ators in thewithfield,
and CBS. operI believe that if increased competitive factors are let loose in the communications field through this merger,
NBC, CBS, and DuMont will in turn
increase their efforts to attract the
public in programming, and that out
of it you will get an industry that will
serve the public interest better through
better programming, expanded programs, and more experimental programs.
In my judgment, the approval, Mr.
Examiner, of this merger will be a shot
in the arm to competition in the business greater than the move made by
the Commission to force the Radio
Corp.
work. of America to sell the Blue NetYou have, as I have testified, a situation of three competitors: Radio Corp.
of America; CBS, and the Mutual
Broadcasting System, in radio. All of
them have diversified business interests, including manufacturing, patent
development and, in the case of Mutual,
an industrial company.
On the TV side, you have three companies: RCA, through NBC; CBS; and
DuMont. In TV, they have available
to them the resources of a variety of
activities. . . .
These four companies in the two
fields have available to them important
earning power and important working
capital. Both radio and television require large amounts of capital. . . .
I think, Mr. Examiner, that if we
were living in a theoretical society
where everybody starts over, it might
be argued that interests in one company might be separated from interests
in another. . . .
But, I believe that you have to view
this merger not on the basis of a theoretical society, but on the basis of a
society that exists today. And if you
are a serious
student and if business
you under-as
stand the communications
it is expressed in radio and television,
you cari come, in my judgment, to no
other conclusion but that action by the
FCC in this respect will increase competition in a business which is rapidly
being and
dominated
NBC
CBS. . .by. two companies,
In conclusion, Mr. Examiner, I can
see no reason why this merger should
not be approved. I can see every reason from a competitive viewpoint why
it should be. It will give to ABC additional working capital, additional showmanship know-how. It will give us the
aid of a very competent management.
It will bring to us the type of weapons
that our competitors eiijoy. And, I
tell you Mr. Examiner, we have already
shown that we can build a company
from a small network to an important
factor in the business. We can build it
from $18,000,000 to approximately $56,000,000 a year. And with the added
weapons that this merger would give
us and the help of Mr. Goldenson and
his abilities, Mr. O'Brien and Mr. Weitman, the working capital of the combined company, and the earning power,
I can testify with great assurance that
NBC and CBS would find real competition on their hands when the FCC approves this move.
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THEATRE TV TEST
Programs Are Considered
"SOME programs are under active
consideration" for a springtime
series via theatre television,
Nathan L. Halpern, head of Theatre Network Television, has announced, "but nothing is final,
pending the completion of full arTNT had been reported lining
rangements."
up a series of eight major events,
some of a frankly experimental
nature, for telecasts to some 65
theatres throughout the country
starting this month.
Previous TNT policy of presentevents
via largescreening only
TV sports
has not
precluded,
Mr.

LARGE SCREEN TV
UPT Not Too Optimistic
NOT TOO optimistic about the
future of theatre TV are United
Paramount Pictures officials. Bearish attitude was apparent in testimony of Leonard H. Goldenson,
president of UPT, and John Balaban, president of UPT subsidiary
Balaban & Katz theatre chain, during FCC Paramount hearing during
last two weeks [B«T, March 17].
Until the FCC rules on channels
for theatre TV, UPT can't have
a policy, Mr. Goldenson declared.
He stated that UPT will continue
to experiment with theatre exhibitors' version of large screen TV, but
they will be on a local level. UPT
has no plans to program for theatre
TV, he said. He also disclosed that
UPT has withdrawn from theatreTV hearings, now scheduled to begin May 5, but company continues
to be member of National Exhibitors Theatre Television Committee
(NETTC).
He said, in answer to a question,
that UPT has no thoughts of establishing film-less, theatre TVonly theatres.
Theatre TV 'Incidental'
Theatre TV is incidental to theatre exhibition, Mr. Goldenson emphasized. In his opinion, theatre
TV will be used to fill the "house"
during off-hours, when normally
the theatre is dark, he said.
Mr. Balaban had even greater
misgivings. Experiences with Balaban & Katz theatre TV were none
too good, he said. He pointed out
the only profits made in the 50odd programs shown in the four
Chicago area theatres were from
the 1951 Robinson-Turpin fight.
Tivoli Theatre made $1,212.98; the
Uptown Theatre, $1,642.04. Total
losses amounted to $50,323.88
[B*T, March 10].
UPT invested $235,217.72 in 10
theatre TV installations, Robert
H. O'Brien, secretary-treasurer of
the theatre company, disclosed.
RCA instanteous equipment is used
in six of the theatres, Paramount
intermediate-film equipment in
three. The Paramount Theatre in
New York is fed directly from
Paramount Pictures' laboratory in

the same building.
Mr. Goldenson reported that four
more RCA installations are going
into UPT theatres in Buffalo,
Omaha, Salt Lake City and San
Francisco. UPT has 10 additional
RCA installations on order, but
has not yet decided where to put
them, he said.
A map of theatre TV installations
in the U. S., included in the UPT
exhibit, showed that the following
69 cities were so equipped (number
of installations in each follows
names of cities) :
New York, nine (one owned by
UPT); Chicago, five (four owned by
UPT); Pittsburgh, four; Baltimore,
Richmond, Washington, Cleveland, Detroit, Los Angeles, three (two in Detroit owned by UPT); Boston, Philadelphia, Milwaukee, Minneapolis-St. Paul,
St. Louis, two (two in Minneapolis-St.
Paul owned by UPT); Natick, Providence, R. I.; Asbury Park, Rutherford, Camden, N. J.; Miami, Fla.;
Albany, Buffalo, Binghamton, N. Y.;
Erie, Chester, Pa.; Toledo, Cincinnati,
Ohio; Indianapolis, Gary, Hammond,
Ind.; Memphis, Tenn.; Kansas City,
Mo.; Lawrence, Kan.; Denver, Col.;
Santa Barbara, Huntington Park, San
Bernardino,
Calif, (one in Hammond
owned
by UPT).
Network Competition
(Continued from jiage 61)
605. In 1951, network made a profit of $368,943.
© Losses in operation of TV
network and O&O stations were
$1,737,562 in 1948, $4,544,545 in
1949, $1,972,568 in 1950, $742,369
for eleven months of 1951. Mr.
Kintner observed that the going-onfour-year-old TV freeze has had a
"deleterious" effect on ABC in that
it has been unable to sign up
strong enough list of exclusive affiliates— since number of TV stations remained constant at 108.
@ In eight years of its operation, ABC has spent $17.5 million
in improving its facilities (of
which $6,079,000 was for radio, remainder for TV). Network proposes to spend $3,745,000 more first
half of 1952, mainly for TV. Mr.
Noble, Life Saver Corp. executive,
bought ABC in 1943 for $8 million.
PUBLIC service series, Presidential
Timber, designed to give each declared candidate for Presidential
nomination a chance to present his
case, will begin April 4, 10:30-11 p.m.,
on CBS-TV. Program will be weekly
feature until conventions in July.

Halpern admitted, an interest in
"some fine entertainment," such as
the Metropolitan Opera's production of "Carmen" vnth Rise
Stevens. It was understood that
TNT was interested only in fine
entertainment that could be presented in its entirety, however, and
that some forms — such as Broadway musical comedy — might be
considered unsuitable. The organization had been reported as planning telecasts of "Two on the
Aisle," musical starring Bert Lahr
and Dolores Gray, but that show
was scheduled to have closed Saturday to go on the road.
Many Problems Remain
Many problems remain before a
single presentation can be lined up
with certainty, however, among
them clearance from labor unions
which have sought special fees for
their members, and lining up a
sufficient number of participating
theatres to make it profitable. Last
word from TNT spokesmen indicated that about 35-40 theatres
were equipped for large-screen
telecasts, a number that has
steadily increased to a recently reported 65 film houses. The head
of TNT refused comment on exact
statistics, however, reserving his
statements for testimony at the
FCC on feeder TV channels, which
are due to start May 5.
Steady programming for theatre
TV has always been the TNT goal,
Mr. Halpern said, when the field
is ready for it, but the lists of programs said to have been tentatively
scheduled — about one a week for
seven weeks — included events, he
said, that had been eliminated from
consideration.
Besides "Carmen'' and "Two on
the Aisle," the list included middleweight championship between
Sugar Ray Robinson and Bobo
Olson from San Francisco, March
6; National Invitation Basketball
Tournament semi-finals from Madison Square Garden, March 13, and
finals, March 20; Golden Gloves
finals from the same site, March
24;
finals Olympic
from the Games
Garden, basketball
April 1,
and the annual Easter stage production from Radio City Music
Hall, April 13 and 14. All the attractions except the three basketbal dates
were reported
sive on television
to TNT.as exclu-
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INDIAI^POLIS

is

over

over

going

TV-all

again!

This time it's because WTTV in Bloomington, Indiana,
boosted its power to 35,000 (ERP) and further improved
station and transmitting facilities to bring TV enjoyment
to thousands of additional set owners in the Hoosier state.
By train . . . truck . . . and plane, antennas are being shipped
into Indianapolis, but dealers and distributors aren't able
to keep up with the demand. In the Indianapolis area alone,
it is estimated there were something like 20,000 Channel 10 antennas
sold in a two-week period! That was just before WTTV televised
the Indiana-Illinois basketball game on Feb. 18. You know
how Hoosiers like their basketball! And, set owners
all over central and southern Indiana are writing in
to tell how much they like the LIVE programming on WTTV.
Affiliated with NBC • CBS • ABC and DUMONT

STATION

WTTV

(channel 10) and WTTS

owned and operated by SARKES-TARZIAN

networks.

(5000 watts)
in Bloomington
You'll be downright amazed when you hear
the whole Bloomington story. It's fantastic!
Call Bob Lemon, Station WTTV
Bloomington, Indiana

pl^^^""''''^^^^^^
Trimmerj
Rectifiers (CHA
Receiv
ing llbes
10)
STATIONS WTTS (5000 WATTSI AND WTTV
'
NNEL
Ilk OWNED AND OPERATED BY SARKES TARZIAN IN SLOOMINGTOfgUl
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Your nearest MEEKER office
or
NEW YORK • PHILADELPHIA • CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO • LOS ANGELES
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DANGEROUS ASSIGNMENT'S first play-date was January 6, 1952.
Immediately, the rush was on!
DANGEROUS

ASSIGNMENT

was snapped up by top, TV- wise advertising agencies:

B.B.D. & 0., Leo Burnett, Campbell-Ewald, Campbell-Mithun,
Kenyon & Eckhardt, McCann-Erickson . . ,
TV-experienced advertisers — national & local — lost no time getting in on
Dangerous Assignment — such sponsors as Chevrolet Dealers, Durkee Famous Foods,
Crosley Appliances, Master White Bread, Nashville Pure Milk Co., Pontiac Dealers,
Piel's Beer, Sinclair Oil.
From coast (Boston, New York, Miami) to coast (Seattle, San Francisco)
and from the Great Lakes region (Detroit, Chicago, Minneapolis) to the Gulf
(New Orleans, Houston) . . . Dangerous Assignment is selling products for its sponsors.
THE RESULT: by February 28th Dangerous Assignment was sold in 37 out of 63
television markets. And the others are going — fast.

YOU MUST ACT FAST TO SECURE THE EXCLUSIVE IN YOUR MARKET

ON ONE

OF THE GREATEST TV BUYS AVAILABLE TODAY . . .
Adventure, mystery, action, chair-edge excitement— continuing the famous
NBC radio show that held 3,500,000 homes spellbound. And now holds its TV
audiences right through the story and your commercial.
Audiences: Here are sample ARB-TV ratings that tell the story of its pulling
power: Boston, 16.9 (Jan. 8); Detroit, 23.3 (Jan. 13) ; San Francisco, 23.8 (Jan. 12).
Planned for five (5) product identifications including three full-length commercials
for your product— to make sales for you.
Fast-moving, exciting complete story in each program. And 39 Assignments ivill he
produced during 1952. Brian Donlevy stars throughout.
Top Star of screen, stage and TV, Brian Donlevy is the two-fisted adventurer
"Steve Mitchell"— on Dangerous Assignment for his government.
Hollywood-produced— with top writing, direction, production and a fine
supporting cast.
Lure of the exotic, the sinister, the perilous. Cairo, Siam, Iron Curtain countries . . .
Lure of a big-name, big-time TV network caliber show, produced for TV by
TV people— for exclusive local showing at local cost.
PHONE, WRITE OR WIRE FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION-PRICES,
RELEASE SCHEDULE AND SPECIAL AUDITION FILM
NBC-TV
FILM
SYNDICATE
30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, New York

SALES

NBC-TV ECONOMY
Budget Surveys Ordered
AN ECONOMY movement was in
progress at NBC last week, aimed
at trimming the second-quarter
overhead in television operations
and attributed primarily to slowness of new TV sales plus the
prospect of some TV cancellations.
Each department is being instructed to survey its budgets and
reduce manpower wherever possible, spokesmen reported. They
said late last week that no personnel cuts had actually been made
as yet, however, and that no precise overall formula had been prescribed for reducing budgets.
Among NBC-TV's major disappointments in the sales field has
been the slowness of sponsors in
buying into the network's costly
Today show (Mon.-Fri., 7-9 a.m.,
EST and CST) and its afternoon
Ralph Edwards Show, currently
seen three days a week (Mon.,
Wed., Fri., 3:30-4 p.m.). Latter due
for expansion to five days effective
March 31 with the cancellation of
General Electric Co.'s Tuesday and
Thursday Bill Goodwin Show.
D. C. TV Service Code
DESIGNED to curb unethical TV
set repair practices, a set service
code is being considered by the
District of Columbia Licensing
Committee and hearings may be
called, it was reported last week.
Move is said to be supported by
Television Assoc., organization of
local sales and service groups.
WASHINGTON Automotive Trade
Assn., Washington, D. C, has passed
resolution honoring WWDC that city
for part it played in 1952 auto show.

WOW-TV
leads the way
Midwest

in

Television

■k WOW-TV serves one of the
fastest growing TV markets
in the United States.
Every day an average of 125
families is added to the
WOW-TV audience.
* Present total now well over
123,000 sets!
"k Low-cost, high-rated participations now available.
Wire or telephone your nearest
John Blair-TV office or Fred
Ebener, Sales Manager.
WEbster 3400

WOW-TV
Channel Six
A MEREDITH STATION
OMAHA
FRANK FOGARTY, General Manager
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WHAS-TV
SHOW
Governor Answers Queries

whats

your

Question
Ml'. Oberlin (I) relays a viewer's
question to Governor Wetherby >•
ABC Economy Cut
JAMES S. POLLAK, television
program manager at ABC Central
Division, leaves his post May 1
as a result of the network's economy drive which is hitting hard all
owned and operated stations. His
work is expected to be taken over
by members of the present TV production team. Mr. Pollak, who will
be in Chicago through the NARTB
convention, has been in that city
since October, when he was transferred from ABC's key station,
WJZ-TV New York, where he was
program director. He is former
program manager of WPIX (TV)
New York, and worked in Hollywood as assistant to the vice president of RKO Pictures.
Littlejohn to CBS-TV
FRANCIS N. LITTLEJOHN Jr.,
former news supervisor of NBC,
has been named managing editor
for CBS Television News, Sig
Mickelson, director of news and
public aifairs, announced Thursday.
Prior to joining NBC, Mr. Littlejohn was night editor of the Associated Press Carolinas bureau from
1943-1945. He served with the
U. S. Air Force in 1943. Before
that he was AP wire editor in Charlotte, N. C, and sports writer and
copy
editor
for The Charlotte Observer.
POP,:

7,000
But KAYL Seeks TV
CAN a town without a daily newspaper and with a daytime-only
radio station support a television
outlet? The Cornbelt Broadcasting
Co. thinks it can.
It apBiied last week for a UHF
station for Storm Lake, Iowa.
The town has a population of
less than 7,000; Buena Vista county, a population of a little more
than 21,000. The county has 314
retail stores. Storm Lake has two
weekly newspapers with a combined circulation of 8,063.
Cornbelt Broadcasting Co. operates KAYL-AM-FM, a daytime
station. The station had a profit
last year of $14,414.54 before taxes.
In January of this year its profit
was $1,474.70.
The TV station would cost about
$160,000. No guess was made as

WHAS-TV
Your QuestionLouisville's
made news What's
when
its guest, Gov. Lawrence W.
Wetherby, took a public stand for
the first time in three matters of
state-wide importance.
Gov. Wetherby was answering
questions of WHAS-TV viewers,
phoned to Richard Oberlin, news
director,
writer. and Alice Watkins, newsKentucky lies partly in the eastern time zone, partly in the central. A heated controversy takes
place yearly over daylight saving
time. Gov. Wetherby took a stand
in favor of EST. He also indicated
that a change would be made in
the law making six the required
school-beginning age, and that he
"would not recommend" any new
taxes.
Other listeners wanted to know
what type of plugs the governor
used in catching bass, why wasn't
a traffic light put up on a particular stretch of highway and
whether there would be additional
state aid for education.
In all, the governor answered 83
of 130 telephone questions aimed
at him during the half-hour program. Police chiefs, safety engineers and health authorities also
have appeared on the program.
TV SALES IN CANADA
Purchases Are Increasing
SALES OF TV receivers jumped
24% in January compared to January 1951, according to the RadioTelevision Mfi's. Assn. of Canada.
TV set sales in 1951 were up 37%
over 1950 sales. Sales in January
1952 totalled 4,859 units valued at
$2,464,302, up from 1,050 sets
valued at $485,227 in January 1951.
Most of the sales were in southern
Ontario, close to Detroit and Buffalo. TV set sales in 1951 totalled
40,615 units valued at $21,237,442
compared with 29,611 units in 1950,
valued at $12,858,083.
Manufacturers had hoped to sell
50,000 TV sets last year, but increased excise taxes from 15 to
25% and credit restrictions placed
into effect early in 1951 cut into
sales possibilities. Radio set sales
in Canada in 1951 totalled 557,097,
valued at $50,353,692, as compared
to 758,619 sets sold in 1950 valued
at $59,159,854. Imports of radio
sets in 1951 totalled 46,500 as compared to 44,124 in 1950.

ILL.

TV HASSLE
I
U. of III. Debates IB/

SECOND outline of their mutua
television proposals was made ii^j?-;
Chicago March 13 by board mem
bers of the U. of Illinois and offi
cials of the Illinois Broadcaster
Assn. The latter group opposes op
eration of a VHF station by th
university, which has the only VHI
channel allocation for south centra
Illinois.
IB A President Charles C. Caley,!, •
WMBD Peoria, appeared for thifj
commercial broadcasters w i 1 1
Walter Emerson, attorney at ABC
Chicago, Ray Livesay, WLBH-AM
FM Mattoon and Merrill Lindsay
WSOY Decatur. University dele! ,,
gation was Dr.
headed
by theStoddard
school'!
president.
George
and Board Chairman Park Living
ston.
IBA reiterated its stand that tht
university should do "first things'
first," recommending an initial sitf
of experimental television progran''
production.
Mr. Caley suggested the univer ti
sity establish a TV training cours(|
and set in motion plans for tW *1 fiihin;
production
televisior'
programs of
foreducational
use on state
TV
stations operated commercially
with the stations giving free timt, ^^.j
for such programming. The amoum
of time given, he said, would bt
contingent on quality. He recom
mended the university forego actua
transmission.
University plans to operate £
noncommercial station, provide
extensive TV training to students ipers
on the Champaign-Urbana campus
and
shows to. commercia'
outletsrelease
were revealed

Taylor Is Delegate
DAVIDSON TAYLOR, genera]
production executive, NBC television network, has been named a
U'. S. delegate to the UNESCO
Advisory Committee on Television.
Group will meet in Paris April 7-12
to study the use of video in building international understanding.
Studies on development of television in the U. S. and use of film
materials in video programming
are to be presented to the UN Education, Science and Culture Organization by Mr. Taylor.

Reeves

Appointed

CHARLES D. REEVES, spot sales
film, salesman, was appointed
Thursday to head the Chicago office
',of CBS television film sales whert:
he will be assisted by George Lyons.
Mr. Reeves previously was with
Leo
Burnett Co., Chicago, as radioTV timebuyer.

to what the yearly operating costs
and revenue might be. It would be
on Channel 34 (590-596 mc) with
an eff'ective radiated power of 18.3
kw visual, 9.15 kw aural.
The grade A contour would give
TV service to about 14,500 people.
The grade B contour would serve
about 71,000 people; covering 1,809
NBC-TV
Who Durante
entriese.
with
the chalks
inclusionup ofWho's
Jimmy
square miles, it was estimated.
General Manager J. I. McCord
star of All Star Revue; Dean Marti
and Jerry Lewis, stars of Colgat
said the proposed TV station would
Comedy Hour, and Sid Caesar and]
broadcast network and local proImogene Coca, stars of Your Show o,
Shows, in recent edition.
grams live.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

bONVENTION FACILITIES

CHARLOTTE-ATLANTA LINK
To Open for TV in April
FULL-TIME TV program transmission facilities via radio relay
will be inaugurated in April
between Charlotte and Atlanta,
AT&T Long Lines Dept. announced
last week. The new relay link between the two southern cities was
day.
opened for telephone service Mon-

CBS-TV to Match N.Y. Setup
COMMUNICATIONS complete'.ess matching that of network
-eadquarters in New York is
planned by CBS-TV for its instalI ation at national political contentions in Chicago this July, Sig
Mickelson, CBS-TV director of
r.ews and public affairs, has announced.
Network's convention unit will
08 installed on the second floor of
:ae International Amphitheatre's
north wing, with the CBS-TV news
staff — including reporters, broad:asters, editors, technicians,
cameramen, film cutters and artusts — shifting main headquarters
to Chicago for the convention
coverage.
iMechanical facilities to meet any
possible video need will include a
master control unit to centralize
various pickups on or off the con.vention floor, telecine operations
to integrate special films and slides
,within the building, teletj-pe printers and film-cutting laboratories.
Walter Cronkite, chief CBS-TV
news correspondent in Washington, wUl head the convention staff.

DISCUSSING cdvantcgss of UHF TV at the two-day semi:iar in Hendersonville, N. C, cre (I to r) Fred King, chief engineer, WELI New Haven, Conn.;
Kermit Ediey, vice president, WHKP Hendersonvilie; Rudy Frank, WELI promotion PTiGnagsr; B. M. Middleton, WHKP president; Don Gilmore, WHKP
treasurer, and William Faber, vice president, Keadley-Reed Co., New York.
Messrs. Frank and King conducted the seminar [B*T, Feb. 18].
Monday. Program schedule will be
increased gradually for the next
month and will include kinescopes
CMQ-TV NETWORK
of shows originating at CMQ-TV.
Opening Is Delayed
By May 1, it is expected that all
POLITICAL unrest in Cuba caused
Cuba will be viewing programs now
a delay in inauguration of the In- seen only in Havana.
terior Network of Circuito CMQ,
Programs will be televised on a
Radiocentro, Havana, newly formed
rotation basis. Show originating in
TV chain consisting of four staHavana will be sho-\\Ti in Santa
Clara a week later. A week after
tions [B«T. March 17]. Ceremonies had been scheduled for that, it will be seen in Camaguey
March 12 which also marked the and the third week in Santiago
19th anniversary of CMQ and the de Cuba.
first official birthday for CMQThe fourth outlet of the netTV, both Havana.
work is located in Matanzas. The
Goar Mestre, director general of station there is able to pick up
the network, announced intention
directly from the Havana outlet
to begin moderate operations last for rebroadcast.

KNXT
Hollywood's li2-hour
trhursday night .-l7!!afei(r Boxing, cotperatively presented by station and
_b. A. Examiner, is receiving special
Station from Amateur Athletic Union.

With this new link, Atlanta will
be able to receive three TV netwoi'k
programs simultaneously — from
Birmingham and Jacksonville via
coaxial cable and from Charlotte
over the radio relay. This will permit the city's three TV stations —
WAGA (TV), affiliated with CBS
and DuMont; WLTV (TV), an ABC
outlet; WSB-TV, an NBC affiliate
— to broadcast three programs
from the networks at the same
time. The new radio relay link will
provide one-way TV service southbound from Charlotte to Atlanta.
The 259-mile radio relay link
between Charlotte and Atlanta is
part of a $6 million project which,
when completed, will connect Charlotte and Atlanta with Washington.
NEW 15-minute weekly news commentary television program, Washington
Close-Up, has been announced by
United Artists Television. Program
features Commentator John B. Hughes
with background on important news
events,
plus interviews with Washington experts.
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AUTRY

SUIT

Judge Requests Briefs
HEARING of Gene Autry's injunction suit to prevent Republic Pictures from releasing his old movies
to television came to a sudden halt
March 13 after three day's session in Los Angeles Federal Court.
Judge Ben Harrison, hearing the
case without jury, gave Attorneys
Martin Gang for Mr. Autry and
Herman Selvin for Republic a
period of 30 days in which to file
final and additional briefs supporting their respective arguments.
Mr. Gang on the last day of the
hearing presented additional witnesses to reinforce earlier testimony to show that appearance
of the cowboy star on TV is an
implied endorsement of the products of the program sponsor
[B*T, March 17]. Mr. Selvin
brought out testimony on the extent of identical advertising in
theatres where there is no relationship to the feature picture being shown.
Judge Harrison indicated his decision might await the appellate
court ruling on a similar suit
brought by Roy Rogers against
Republic [B»T, March 10]. At the
start of the trial. Judge Harrison
made it clear that in his opinion
the contractural issues involved,
and the case, would be determined
on that basis.
m^i

CHICAGO MEETING
Will Hear Papers on TV
-SEVENTY-FIRST semi-annual
convention of the Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers was announced for April 2125 in Chicago by President Peter
Mole in New York Tuesday.
Some 60 papers are scheduled
to be delivered during 11 meetings
of the spring convention, including
talks on color TV, theatre TV, industrial TV, three-dimensional effects, educational films and sound
recording. Convention will start
with a luncheon in the Drake
Hotel April 21.
TV Cartoonists
HAVING become full-fledged members of recently formed lATSE
Cartoonists Local 839, some 360
cartoonists employed by United
Productions of America, Walt Disney Studios, Warner Bros. Studios,
Lantz Studios and MGM are preparing to negotiate a new bargaining contract with those firms. It
will replace one held by Screen
Cartoonists Guild of which they
were formerly members and which
expired Jan. 1.

fANGERIONE
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Bagnall & Assoc., has been
formed to produce and distribute
feature motion pictures for television.
Firm is headed by five motion
picture and radio-television executives as equal partners. They will
establish offices within the next
week when officers are to be announced.
Principals in enterprise are
George L. Bagnall for 11 years vice
president in charge of production
for
O'Lough-of
lin, United
midwestArtists;
divisionJack
manager
United Artists for 13 years; Pat
Campbell, former vice president in
charge of station and public relations of Don Lee Broadcasting System for eight years and prior to
that western division general manager of World Broadcasting System; Ken Hodkinson, owner-operator of Oregon motion picture theatres; Fred Lindquist, midwest sales
representative for United Artists
and prior to that General Electric
Co. radio equipment distributor in
the Midwest.
* * *
Murphy - Thomas Productions Inc.,
Hollywood, headquarters at General Sei"vice Studios, newly
formed by Stanley Murphy, associate producer Telemount Pictures'
Cowboy G-Men, TV film series, and
Roscoe C. Thomas, film writer, to
produce 13 half-hour TV film seTV

FILM

BUDGETS

Quality and Costs Cited
BUDGET restrictions in TV production group all films into one
basic price category as opposed to
the motion picture industry which
classifies them according to costs.
So declared Sid Rogell, vice president of Jerry Fairbanks Productions, Hollywood, in pointing out
difl'erences between video and movie
film production.
"Costs, broadly speaking, are the
same for a good show as for a bad
one," he continued. "There are no
'A' and 'B' budgets in TV films,
only 'A' and 'B' quality pictures."
The former head of RKO Studios
predicted that "TV will revive the
art of story telling. Station time is
becoming more expensive and difficult to obtain and producers are
challenged into getting stories on
the screen rapidly and succinctly."

GOTHAM
RECORDING
SYNC-SOUND
COMPANY
RANGERTONE
2 West 46th Street, | 73 WINTHROP ST.
New York, New York
NEWARK 4, N. J.
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t
film repor
ries. Frontier Detectives. Films to
deal with efforts to combat crime
in
early days of frontier settlements.
Executive positions and titles for
the recently expanded Ted Baldwin Inc., TV producers, were announced last week as follows: Mr.
Baldwin, president and general
manager; John R. Markey, vice
president, assistant to the president in charge of sales; Charles B.
Tranum, vice president, executive
producer; James Clavell, executive
director of domestic production;
Alex D'Arcy, director of TV film
production abroad for United
States consumption; Arthur Tracy,
director of program development.
Mr. D'Arcy left last week for
Europe where a complete crew and
shooting facilities are available to
go into immediate TV film production in France and Italy. Mr.
Markey, meanwhile, was in Hollywood to complete live show and film
series negotiations and to set up
representation for the firm on the
West Coast.
Sterling Television Co., New York
announced last week the formation of a separate Stock Shot
Division, to be headed by Richard
Carlton, former National Screen
Service advertising executive.
The division will draw on Sterling's two million feet of general
film for specialized backgrounds,
with emphasis to be put on footage
adaptable for sports, news, commercials and live show use. Now
available to TV producers and advertising agencies, the library will
also be used in the future to service TV stations on a contract basis.
Production . . .
Production on the first of a series
of 13 quarter-hour television films
featuring outstanding actors in
readings from well-known literary
works was started Wednesday, according to Walter Lowendahl, executive vice president of Transfilm
Inc., producers of the series.
First film presents Basil Rathbone reading Robert Louis Stevenson's short story, "The Sieur De
Maletroit's Door," which will be
followed by Boris Karloff in Edgar
Allen Poe's "Tell-Tale Heart,"
Madeleine Carroll in Guy De Maupassant's "Diamond Necklace," and
Burgess Meredith in a selection
from Herman Melville's "Moby
Dick." Actors will share earnings
of the series on a royalty basis, it
was indicated, with extra income
possible in the use of the sound
track on radio and records.
Series is being supervised by
(Continued on page 81 )

MULTIPLE
TV
Fifth Group Supportsi
ONE PERSON should be allowed
to own as many TV stations as AM
outlets — seven — according to a peti-:
tion filed with the FCC by a group
of Mountain States broadcasters.-jt-'
The seven can be all VHF or ali rei
UHF, they say.
[
The petition was filed by KOPR;
Butte, Mont.; KGEM Boise, KIFI
Idaho Falls, KWIK Pocatello and
KLIX Twin Falls, Ida., and KUTA
Salt Lake City.
i
This group is the fifth generally!
to support the petition filed in
January by NBC asking for extra
UHF channels in addition to five
VHF. DuMont, ABC and the Fori
Industry Co. endorsed the NBC
proposal with minor variations
Only opposition has come fron
KIEM Eureka, Calif., and WWW
Fairmont, W. Va. [B*T, Feb. 18]
The Montana-Idaho-Utah group
said there are about 2,300 AM sta-:
tions on the air with 100 more
under construction, and point oul
that leaders in the broadcastingtelecasting field predict 2,500 TV
stations within a few years.
Providing that competition woulc
be fostered by one entity owning
seven stations, they say their plar,
would not monopolize channels ancwould actually encourage TV. Thej
explain that a licensee with sever
50-kw AM stations is not in th<
same competitive position as the
owner of seven 250-w outlets; bu'
under the proposed FCC TV rule;
all TV stations will be allowei
equivalent power.
NBC PROMOTES TWO
Names Rayel and Fulle ti-e,
JOHN F. RAYEL, supervisor o
talent program procurement fo
NBC, has been named superviso
of NBC-TV package program sales
and
G. Fuller,
T'V tioi
salesJohn
promotion
for manager
NBC, has ofbeei
appointed supervisor of prograr
sales development, George H. Frej
vice president in charge of networj
sales, announced last week.
Mr. Rayel was formerly wit
DuMont Television Network, firs ffil
as producer-director, later as day
time program manager and finall;
as assistant program director.
Mr. Fuller, before joining th
network in 1949, was with Hik
Damroth, engaged in preparing Tcommercials.
Both are to report to Ruddick C
Lawrence, director of sales an
development.
LUCILLE BALL, star of CBS-TV
Love Lucy, named "Comedienne of th
Year" by National Assn. of Gag
writers.

^9^1^

TV F/LM SPOT.

20-Sccend and 1 Minul*
^
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SENATE

FEUD

Benton's Answer on CBS-TV
FEUD between Sens. Joe McCarthy (R-Wis.) and William Benton (D-Conn.) was scheduled to
receive a footnote on Edward R.
Murrow's See It Xoic on CBS Television yesterday (Sunday).
Tangle arose when Sen. McCarthy appeared on the program
the previous week and answered
questions asked by Mr. Murrow.
Sen. McCarthy was queried on
what should be done about the
"protection of the rights of an individual citizen who may be called
before a congressional committee"
and on how he felt "on the subject
of congressional immunity."
Sen. McCarthy asserted Sen.
Benton used "congressional immunity to smear McCarthy" before
a congressional committee. Sen.
Benton was sponsor of a Senate
resolution to expel the Wisconsin
Senator from the upper chamber.
Sen. Benton testified on his resolution before a Senate Privileges and
Elections subcommittee.
In his Senate speech, Sen. Benton said "Mr. [Stan] Allen, my assistant, who saw the television
program which precipitated my
speech of today, immediately upon
its close telephoned the Columbia
network. He told Mr. Fred
Friendly, producer of See It Now,
that he expected the program to
reply in its next Sunday broadcast to the inaccurate statements
of the junior Senator from Wisconsin. I trust they will reply."
Subsequently, it was learned,
Mr. Murrow agreed to comment
on the statements made by Sen.
McCarthy and also to confront
Sen. Benton, who was slated to appear on the Sunday program, with
the same questions asked the Wisconsin Senator.
During his speech. Sen. Benton
said: "I have been equally distressed by the tendency ... of
trying to intimidate persons and
organizations, including the press,
periodicals and individual writers
and broadcasters. This intimidation has sadly met with some degree of success. Efforts of reprisal
have been made against some who
have dared to print, write, or speak
critically — and honestly, as they
saw fit."
GE CUTS TV PRICES
RCA Says It Will Hold
:GEXERAL ELECTRIC last Tuesday cut its list prices on television
sets $20-90. The company did not
'give
tions. a reason for the price reducHowever, it was speculated that
reductions in prices by GE and
similar cuts which may follow elsewhere were the result of large inventories.
But it also was noted that RCA
Victor Div. said it has no intention
of reducing prices of its sets in
the near future and that factory
and distributor inventories are low.
BROADCASTING

CBS-TV officials welcome Craig Lawrence (second from I), new general manager of WCBS-TV New York. In group are (I to r) Merle Jones, vice president
in charge of stations and general services; Mr. Lawrence; William B. Lodge,
vice president in charge of engineering, and William Golden, creative director, advertising and sales promotion department.
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AN impulsive, 30-year-old
news vendor, Wayne Dingledine, a war veteran, let his
impulses get the better of
him March 14 and scaled
WHAS-TV Louisville's 600ft. tower, reaching the 560ft. mark when firemen,
rushed to the rescue, coaxed
him to the 150-ft. level where
they had stationed themselves. WHAS-TV covered
the ascent from the 12-bay
antenna with camera and
showed a film in a re-telecast
later that evening. WHAS
radio, meanwhile, recorded
description of the man's
agility. His climb was made
in 11/2 hours, WHAS reported.
WFMY-TV NABET VOTE
Union Loses Five-to-One
TECHNICIANS of WFMY-TV
Greensboro, N. C, voted five-toone against representation by National Assn. of Broadcast Engineers & Technicians (CIO) in an
election held under supervision of
the National Labor Relations
Board. The election was conducted
by Lewis Wolberg, examiner from
the Winston-Salem, N. C, regional
office of NLRB.
Balloting v.^as on the question
whether NABET should be certified as collective bargaining representative of the engineers. In
announcing the results, Gaines
Kelley, general manager of the
station, said Mortimer H. Freeman, Atlanta attorney, represented
the station in its labor matters.
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NBC TV CENTER
Work Starts on New Unit
WITHOUT fanfare or ceremony,
NBC has broken ground for the
first two-studio unit of its proposed new $25 million Television
Center in Burbank, Calif. Actual
construction is expected to get
under way during the first week
in April.
Besides studios seating 500 persons each and measuring 140 by
90 feet, the unit will contain several auxiliary buildings and occupy
about five acres of ground. It is
scheduled for use by Oct. 1 to accommodate the fall TV season.
Auxiliary building will include rehearsal halls, carpenter, wardrobe
and paint shops. Cost of entire
unit is estimated at $2.7 million.
NBC last year purchased approximately 49 acres of land from
the City of Burbank and Warner
Bros, for more than $1 million
[B»T, Dec. 24, 1951] and made
application to the National Production Authority for materials
and go-ahead to build. NPA turned
down the application, but upon reconsideration in early March
granted
NBC authorization [B»T,
March 10].
Located between Warner Bros,
and Walt Disney Studios, the twostudio project will be functional
in design, incorporating every
known engineering advancement,
it was said. Additional studios and
executive offices ■wall be built later
on the property to complete the
NBC Television Center.
The Burbank unit will complement the network's present TV
Hollywood studios which includes
NBC Television Theatre, formerly
El Capitan Theatre, and Studio D
in Hollywood Radio City, converted
from radio to television last summer.
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Employment
Increased 42%
During the Twelve
Months Ended
Dec. 31, '51
When
Persons31,724
were at work
at 4 major
Aircraft Plants
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John A. Kennedy, Board Chairman
Howard L. Chernoff, Gen. Mgr.
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MR. PRESIDENT by William Hillman.
Published by Farrar, Straus & Young,
101 Fifth Ave., New York 3. 253 pp. $5.
/ want the people to know the
Presidency as I have exjoerienced
it ayid I luant them to know me as
I am.
THIS is the reason for 7¥r. President, according to the flyleaf, for
the issuance at this time of Harry
S.
personal diaries, letters
andTruman's
memoranda.
This veritable thesaurus of private papers, compiled by Mr. Hillman, MBS White House correspondent, is liberally sprinkled with
references to radio and the press.
It also is saturated with over 60
colored photographs of Mr. Truman
taken by Alfred Wagg.
Mr. Truman approaches radio
and television from the vantage
point of public figure, performer
and listener-viewer. With respect to
the performer, he is not inclined to
be charitable to some segments of
broadcasting and press, declaring
in one note:
"Now I have no bitterness in my
heart against anyone — not even the
bitter opposition press and its
henchmen, the paid columnists and
managing editors and the bought
and paid for radio commentators. . . ."
He alluded to a campaign of
"vilification, misrepresentation and
falsehood" which, he implied, was
successful in electing a "bitter
opposition Congress."
He adds: ". . . The people do not
believe in the kept press and the

... SOO Watts
Nights
with COMPLETE coverage of
Southern New York — Northern
Pennsylvania trading area ...
Serving 381,700
customers
with primary
coverage in
seven counties

book

reviews

. . . .

paid radio and . . . they have no
patience with the man who lets a
poll
his conscience."
At beanother
point, Mr. Truman
also dwells on the problems of radio
addresses and speech-making.
While speaking without notes,
the President is effective, Mr. Hillman notes. Mr. Truman himself
explains that when he reads a
speech "I feel strained."
On one occasion, in acknowledging a friend's frankness on his radio
delivery, Mr. Truman remarked: "I
don't think there is anybody in the
country who had as rotten a delivery as I did to begin with, but
thanks to good friends like you,
who have been honestly helpful in
their criticism, I think there has
been
improvement.
. . ." know,
Mr.some
Hillman,
who should

SUCCESSFUL PRIZE CONTESTS by
Lester M. Cone Jr. and Zenn Kaufman.
Published by Prentice Hall Inc., 70
Fifth Ave., New York 11. 567 pp. (No
price given).
THIS work is designed as a practical guide for each step in the
planning and running of a successful trade or consumer contest. The
authors draw liberally on their own
experiences. Mr. Cone is merchandising account executive with McCann-Erickson and Mr. Kaufman is
merchandising director for Philip
Morris & Co.

comments: "No President has ever
benefited more or suffered more
from speechmaking than Mr. Tru-

RADIO AND TELEVISION, RECEIVER
TROUBLESHOOTING AND REPAIR.
By Alfred A. Ghirardi and J. Richard
Johnson. Rinehart Books Inc., 232
Madison Ave., New York 16, N. Y.,
822 pp., $6.75.
WHILE theory is treated generously when needed, the emphasis
of this book is on the application
of servicing radio and television
receivers. Primary purpose of the
book is to supply all necessary
knowledge in a course of practical
servicing instructions.
More than 400 simple illustrations help explain what, how, when
and where receiver troubles are
traced and repairs effected. A
basic knowledge of electricity, electronics and receiver circuitry is
needed to get the most from this
text. More than a decade has
passed since the first publication
of the previous single-volume edition of this series, originally called
Modern Radio Servicing, by Mr.
Ghirardi.
* * *
THE RECORDING AND REPRODUCTION OF SOUND by Dr. Oliver Read.
Howard W. Sams & Co., 2201 E. 46th
St., Indianapolis 5. 790 pp. $7.95.
DR. OLIVER READ, editor of

Mr. Truman also likes radio and
TV,
too. Of a train trip to Philadelman."
phia he muses: "Television sets at
both ends of trip. No privacy sure
enough
now." also recalls his days
Mr. Truman
in the Senate when he appeared before the FCC to discuss "what I
thought was the proper way of
handling applications for radio staLater in the book he stresses the
tions." need of technicians in the
urgent
U. S. and possibility of establishing
an engineering school (like West
Point or Annapolis) to educate men
for government service.
The Chief Executive's biographer,
Mr. Hillman, formerly was a commentator for NBC and ABC as
well as foreign editor and associate
editor
Collier's
magazine.
He has
divided ofMr.
Presideyit
into sections
dealing with problems of the Presidency, Mr. Truman's interest in history, his diaries and private papers,
his ancestry, his philosophy and
hopes for the future.

The authors offer first-hand information on why people enter contests, interest-stimulating themes,
effective prize strategy and promotion techniques and guides on rules
and awards. The book includes over
40 case studies of successful contests.

New Business
(Continued from page 12)
tablets), appoints Yambez't-Prochnow, Beverly Hills. Radio and TV will
be used.
M. JACKMAN & SONS, L. A. (men's clothing), appoints McNeill & McCleery, Hollywood. JERE BAYARD is account executive.
SUPERIOR OPTICAL Co., L. A., appoints Hixson & Jorgensen, that city.
Radio is being used.
HOUSE OF GLOSS, Chicago (Siligloss protective coating for cars),
appoints Burlingame-Grossman, that city. SID BRICHTA is account
executive.

if if if the Triple Cities
-A^ Binghamton ^ Endicott * Johnson City
NBC IN THE SOUTHERN TIER
George P. Hollingbery, Nat. Rep.

0 • • •
-(^dpeopU
HAROLD R. DEAL, manager; J. VANCE BLACKMAN, art director,
ELMER THUENER and JACK SHAW, assistants, all members of advertising and sales promotion department of Tide Water Oil Co., S. F.,
cited by company in recognition of continuous employment.

Radio & Television News, has com- j
piled a complete reference book
on all phases of audio operations.
It will be of interest especially to |
sound engineers, high-fidelity enthusiasts, radio-TV stations and
recording studios.
A partial list of contents includes
behavior of sound waves, basic
recording methods, microgroove
recording, public address systems,
AM and FM tuners and speech
input systems. The text is written
at a practical level, yet includes
essential technical data in mathematical form to cover the subjects
adequately.
:{« * *
SCHOYER'S VITAL ANNIVERSARIES
FOR 1952. By Will and Maxine Allen
Schoyerreau of(editors).
Published National
by BuBusiness Practice,
Foremen's
London,
Conn. Fifth Institute,
Edition. 176New
pp. $4.50.
THIS book is described as "a
unique, authoritative and fact-full,
volume" placing at the fingertips
of professional workers anniversaries and historical items for news
purposes.
The —volume
dividedandin '
three
sections
daily, isyearly
war anniversaries — and is designed
for use by radio-TV station directors, commentators, columnists,
editors, advertising agency executives and others "whose job means '
communicating by mouth or pen."
Separate indices for each section
appear in the back of the volume.
Also included are a series of illustrations. Vital Anniversaries originally was published in 1948 by
Will Schoyer & Co.
HOW TO GET RICH IN WASHINGTON
By Blair Bolles. Published by W. W.
Norton
York 3. &309Co.,
pp. 101
$3.75.Fifth Ave., New
THIS book is subtitled, "Rich Man's
Division of the Welfare State." It
is, in the author's words, "a history
of political decay." Much of what
Mr. Bolles has written and documented already has appeared in
the news but this book combines
political scandals into a picture of
"the friendship principle ruling the
FCC comes in for criticism from
Mr. Bolles' pen. Writing of bookmakers and other professional
roost."
gamblers
using telegraph facilities, Mr. Bolles says FCC "inertly
accepts this threat to security. It
shares the general tolerance."
Purpose to
of the
is to of"draw
attention
the book
erosion
the
ideal of public responsibility in the
federal government since World
War II. It was written to excite
interest in the crisis of our Republic resulting from that erosion, not
to purvey sensations for their own

sake."

MORT BLUMENSTOCK, vice president in charge of advertising and
publicity, Warner Bros. Pictures, N. Y., transfers to Burbank, Calif,
office.
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RADIO STRONG
In TV Homes — Advertest
RADIO is equally as strong in television homes as in non-TV homes,
according to Advertest Research,
which scheduled release of its report on its first study of "The
Radio Audience of Today," for today (Monday).
Study was based on 1,036 family
interviews conducted in the New
York metropolitan area.
It found that 68
of all homes
had a TV set plus a radio, 30.6%
had radio only and 1.4% were without a radio in operation. Other
figures: TV homes have an average
of 2.52 working radios; radio-only
homes have 1.97, and 70.7% of all
homes have two or more working
radios.
Tables below show percentage
breakdown of radio listening in TV
homes and non-TV homes, according to locations within the home:
Location and Percentage
Of Working Radios in New York
Area Homes
Bedrooms
55.6
Kitchens
55.4
Living Rooms
. 70.0
Misc. Rooms
23.5
Hours When Radio Used Most
Radio-TV Radio-Only
Homes
Homes
6 a.m.- Noon- 6 a.m.- Noonnoon 6 p.m. noon 6 p.m.
Kitchen
49.2
31.7 29.0 16.7
Living
Room
25.6
22.6 36.3 31.2
Bedroom 12.3 6.2 12.9 10.1
Misc.
Room
4.3
4.1 6.3 3.8
None
8.6 35.5 15.5 38.2
Lorillard's New Kents
p. LORILLARD Co. last week introduced its newest product, Kent
cigarettes, to be serviced by Young
& Rubicam, New York [B*T,
March 17]. In introducing the new
cigarette at a luncheon Wednesday in New York, Robert Ganger,
executive vice president of Lorillard, explained that although the
product at present has distribution
only in New York, Chicago and
Los Angeles, it eventually will be
distributed nationally.

Strictly Business
(Continued fro^n page 18)
Frazer, Firestone, Kellogg and
International Harvester.
Mr. Nelson for more than a
decade worked with Hill Blackett
in both Blackett-Sample-Hummert
and Hill Blackett Co. as treasurer
and account executive. He was
selected for apprentice training by
Mr. Blackett in 1935, later assisting
him on Ovaltine and working with
Mix Dancer (later of Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample) onGeneral Mills.
Leaves BSM in 1947

EMMETT J. HEERDT Jr. (e), sales manager ot WEEI Boslon, completes arirangements with Marshall Duane (r), advertising manager, First National Stores,
Boston, for a 21 -spot participation in the Food Fair program, aired Mon.-Sat.
9:30-9:45 a.m. Mrs. Heloise Parker
(I) as "Mother Parker" is director
of the Broeg
program.
SEAHLE

FORECAST: WEATHER OR NOT
KRSC Disc Jockey Is Given the Air by Bureau

WHETHER the weather is a suitable subject for horseplay and
kidding on the air is the crux of
an issue currently agitating Seattle
broadcasting and meteorological
circles.
By decision of Harry Downs,
meteorologist in charge of the
Seattle office of the U. S. Weather
Bureau, KRSC Seattle has been
forbidden to use the bureau's earlymorning "Marine Weather Forecast" as long as Al Cummings,
KRSC disc jockey and commentator, presides over the show,
Rise atid Shine, aired daily 6-9 a.m.
The Weather Bureau's objections
arose from Mr. Cummings' poking
fun at the forecasters and in some
cases mimicking the weather predictions while the official recording
was being aired, it is charged.
Since March 11, following a call
from Mr. Downs, the Marine
Weather Forecast has not been
broadcast on KRSC although it is
still carried on KOMO there.
KRSC, which has direct lines
from the Weather Bureau office,
continues to carry official forecasts
at 8:57 a.m. and 5:42 p.m.
"Mr. Cummings' treatment of the

weather forecasts was just good
natured kidding," Harold Ridalls,
KRSC
manager, commented
"When Mr. Downs called me, I
apologized and offered to stop the
kidding on the air, but he insisted
we discontinue the marine forecast
Mr. Downs disclaimed any intenentirely."
tion to censor. He said KRSC's
use of the marine weather show
was not working out to the best
interest of commercial fishermen
and other marine interests. Mr.
Cummings, he said, was violating
the Weather Bureau's radio agreement by injecting unauthorized
comments into the official forecast.
The Weather Bureau considers
the general weather forecast, available at 6:55 a.m., more suitable
for local broadcast. The latter
forecast is aired on KIRO Seattle
and is also available to KRSC.
Mr. Cummings summarized his
view thus:
"I've never really interfered with
the forecast. I've just kidded and
teased the weatherman. The guys
down at the bureau are nice fellows.
They get a big kick out of it.
"I believe we still have two inalienable rights — the pursuit of
happiness and the weatherman."
AMA Series
EXTENSIVE use of radio and
television for a long-range public
health education campaign was to
be launched over the weekend when
the American Medical Assn. introduced Medicine, U. S. A., a series
of six radio documentaries narrated by Charles Laughton, on
NBC. Scheduled to be heard
weekly, series was to have started
Saturday (7:30-8 p.m. EST). Described as a more intensive project than any heretofore attempted
by the AMA, series is expected to
set a pattern for future radio-TV
health programs.

BROADCASTING
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He was given a leave of absence
for a year and a half to work a^
liaison between Mr. Blackett and
former Kansas Gov. Alf London,
partners in numerous oil properties.
After his return to the agency business, he remained a year before
resigning in 1947 and vacationing
for a year in California.
He married the former Hazel V.
Watson, at one time secretary to
Mr. Blackett.
Mr. Nelson finds the major concern among his TV clients is cost
and reports film production costs
have gone up about 15% in the past
year. This has not been passed on
to clients, however.
Most of them seem to want live
action photography in a 20-second
format, he said. He believes eventually the greatest proportion of
shows will be on film.

McGILLVRA
Chicago
A New York
WILL TELL YOU
TODAY !

is all you need in the
way -above-average Green
Bay market
He has the evidence of vfhy
more people listen, and why
they listen more often to

W
J P
G
THE RADID SERVICE DF THE
(jRE EN Bay Press Gazette
so HAVE WE!
Write either to us, today! This buy
is too good not to l<now about.
Station Rep.
McGILLVRA Chicago
— New York or
WJPG

Green Bay, Wisconsin
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LEO BROOK named industrial and
^ broadcast sales manager, Allied
Radio Corp., Chicago. Other appoinments in sales division: DAVE KENNEDY, sales development manager;
GORDON HOUGH, inside sales administration; GEORGE KELLY, government sales manager: JACK LIZARS, dealer sales manager; FRED
PREHN, Chicago store sales manager;
EUGENE CARRINGTON, general
product promotion, and JULIAN McBARRON, general account promotion.
JOHN H. PAINTER, engineer. General
Electric Co., appointed special representative for company's broadcast
equipment with headquarters in
Wyatt Bldg., Washington, D. C.
J. H. Dubois, sales manager of Flax
Corp., division of Emhar Mfg. Corp.,
to Mycalex Corp. as vice president
in charge of engineering.
V. C. HAVENS, assistant general sales
manager in charge of advertising,
Crosley Div., Avco Mfg. Corp., Cincinnati, resigns to take up residence
on West Coast.
BREWSTER MORGAN, supervisor of
Fireside Theatre production, Compton
Adv., Hollywood, resigns to become independent film producer.
AUDIO-MASTER Corp., N. Y., announces publication of new catalog
which incorporates latest developments in transcription players, PA
systems, three-speed phonographs,
recording tape, recordings, film strips
of American history and 16mm musical films.
JOHN H. ALEXANDER, production
department, Alexander Film Co., Colorado Springs, Col., appointed account
executive in TV division.
JOHN BOESEL, client service executive, A. C. Nielsen Co., Chicago, named
assistant to C. G. SHAW, vice president of radio-TV sales and service.
WILLIAM CARPENTER, station manager, WLOW Norfolk, Va., named sales
representative in that city and Richmond for United Artists Television,
N. Y.
E. J. BAUGHMAN appointed West
Coast representative of General Precision Lab. with office at 350 S. Central Ave., L. A. JOHN M. SIMS,
company's sales manager of theatre

Before

president.
AL RACKIN, publicity director, Roy
Rogers Enterprises, Hollywood, returns
to desk after month-long illness.
WILLIAM L. PARKINSON appointed
manager of product service of General
Electric Co.'s Receiver Dept., Syracuse,
N. Y.
HERBERT J. YATES, president, Republic Productions, North Hollywood,
Calif., and Vera Ralston, film actress,
were married March 15.
THOMAS H. FORD, sales and application engineer, Viltner Mfg. Co., to
RCA Camden, N. J., as manager of air
conditioning activities.

SOUTHWESTERN INDUSTRIAL
ELECTRONICS Co., Houston, Tex.,
announces production of new Model R
Voltmeter, laboratory test instrument
intended for precise measurement of
DC potentials.
DAVEN Co., Newark, N. J., announces
availability of electronic voltmeter.
Type 170-A, a portable instrument for
general laboratory and production use
built to measure accurately A. C.
sinusoidal voltages over a frequency
range from 10 to 25,000 cycles and a
voltage range from .001 to 100 volts.

"Tachnical • • •
JAMES CUDNEY, NBC Chicago TV
lighting engineer, is father of girl,
Elizabeth Lu, Mar. 5.
NBC-TV Hollywood personnel, headquartered at Vine & Yucca, moves to
new offices at 1549 N. Vine St.

Buy

You

STOP

TV, named to federal legislative committee of Theatre Equipment & Supply
Mfrs. Assn.
RUSSELL S. TATE Jr., eastern sales
manager of Greyvan Lines Inc., named
to Chicago client service division of
Industrial Surveys Co.
THOMAS B. KALBFUS, Hunter-Douglas Corp., to Westinghouse Electric
Supply
N. Y., as general radioTV
salesCo.,
manager.
H. DOUGLAS HADDEN, president
and director of Borland International,
joins London,
NationalConn.,
Foreman's
Institute,to
New
as assistant

iu Cinciunati

- LOOK

See Centerspread

ON THE AIR EVERYWHERE
50,000

- BEAD
This Issue

24 HOURS A DAY

WATTS
OF

SELLING

POWEB

OBJECTIVES of Radio Free Europe were described at joint- meeting of the New
England Radio Executives Club and Boston Advertising Club by C. D. Jackson
(third from I), publisher of Fortune magazine and past president of RFE.
Attending session were (I to r): Robert R. Bradford, former governor
of Massachusetts and member of RFE Finance Committee; Edmund J. Shea,
vice president of James Thomas Chirurg Co., advertising agency, and REC
president; Mr. Jackson, who directed Radio Free Europe activities the past
year; Rudolph Bruce, advertising manager of New England Coke Co. and
REC secretary; Andrew C. Quale, sales and advertising manager of Walter
Baker Chocolate Div. of General Foods Division, BAC president; and W. C.
Swartley, manager of WBZ-AM-FM-TV Boston and REC first vice president.

THREATS

TO FREE SPEECH
Elmer Rice Notes Advertising, Other Restrictions

AGENCIES of mass communication and special-interest pressure
groups are held responsible by playwright Elmer Rice for "new fashions in censorship" in an article
he wrote on that subject for the
March issue of Survey magazine.
The article reviews the situation as he sees it in connection with
all the major media. "To sum up
the radio and television situation,"
Mr. Rice wi-ites, "it is the advertiser who pays the piper and hence
calls the tune. In this field, creativeness, self-expression and freedom
of communication are mere incidentals to the selling of merchanPhysical control of radio and
"its gargantuan baby brother"
television, the Pulitzer-prize winner observes, is concentrated in a
fewdise."
nationwide networks with only
a few independent stations managing "a hand-to-mouth existence"
and effecting
onlycontrol.
a local The
counterinfluence
to mass
FCC
licensing system — with the limitations on available frequencies —
allows for federal emphasis on
public service, he notes, and thus
"is largely responsible for such
freedom as exists on the air."
Asserting that freedom of discussion and "cultural window
dressing" are generally limited to
broadcasting hours unpopular with
advertisers, Mr. Rice concedes wide
diversity in music programming, a
"relatively non-controversial" field.
"News coverage, on the whole, is
good," he concludes, so long as the
news program is unsponsored. But
when there is commercial sponsorship, the reporter is faced only too
often with the alternatives of conforming to the opinions of the advertiser or seeking other employDecrying the growing practice
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of minority groups to deny public
hearing for anything that runs
counter to their beliefs, he cites, as
broadcasting examples, attempts
by branches of the National Assn.
for the Advancement of Colored
People to use economic boycott on
the Beulah and Amos 'n Andy TV
Referring to Red Channels, he
programs.
says, "due in large part to the
activities of small units of the
American Legion, scores of well
known actors and writers are unable to find employment in radio,
television, or motion pictures."
Two roads lead to the free speech
ideal, he says: "Diversity of outlet
(through diversity of ownership
and control) and, secondly, noninterference byinfluential minoriEvaluating the former as a
Utopian
Mr. the
Ricemilitant
writes, mi"it
remains goal,
then for
nority groups to modify their demands and to change their tactics."
"To anyone who views the whole,
picture
objectively," he continues,
"it ties."
must be apparent that the total
eff'ect of all these pressures, impinging upon the relatively few
focal areas of control, is to restrict
freedom of expression in the mass
media of communication and to reduce all expression to an innocuous,
sterile, deadly uniformity, characteristic of totalitarianism rather
than of democracy."
THREE-QUARTER hour Al Gannaway's Half-Pint Party, produced byi
Gannaway & Morganthau Productions,
N.
has and
been isstarted
NewY.,York
offered onat WCBS-TV
$1,100 per
15 minutes. Show is televised each
Saturday. Mac Levy Dance Studios is
sponsoring first quarter hour for 13
weeksice, N.through
Associated Adv. ServY.

BROADCASTING
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Film Report
(Continued from page 76)
Joel Hammil, formerly in charge
of NBC program development, with
Marvin Rothenberg assigned as director of the first program. Idea
for the TV programs resulted from
recent Broadway successes of Shaw
readings by the first drama quartette and selection from Dickens by
Emlyn Williams.
Hour Glass Productions, Hollywood,
starts second series of 13 quarterhour TV films, Man of Tomorrow,
May 25 with filming of Huck Finn.
Story in Denver.
Jerry Fairbanks Productions, Hollywood, starting three quarter-hour
public service TV films for Standard Oil Co. of Indiana, Chicago.
Ken Carpenter, announcer CBS
Radio Bing Crosby Show, will narrate the series. Brad Patton, executive Standard Oil Co. of Indiana,
is now in Hollywood for conferences with studio officials.
Meredith Productions, Hollywood,
headed by John Nasht, producer
CBS-TV Holiday in Paris and Cafe
Continental, plans 13 half-hour Major North TV film series. Sherman Lowe, writer, adapting scripts
from stories by Van Wyck Mason
concerning adventures of G-2 officer
for Army Intelligence.
Charles Irving, radio-TV actor, producer and director, head of Charles
Irving Productions, will soon have
situation comedy show. What a
Husband, on the TV cycle. The
program stars Jack Lemon.
TV Production Assoc., also
headed by Mr. Irving, is offering
exclusive radio-TV rights to the
Blood Hound Mystery television
film package.
Sales . . .
Alexander Film Co., Colorado
Springs, Col., announces recent
TV commercial productions for the
following organizations :
Continental Airlines, Denver, two
20-second films through Galen E.
Broyles Co. Inc. The Borden Co.,
!Houston, three 20-second films

through Tracy-Locke Co. Bowman
Biscuit Co., Denver, three 20-second
films through Ball & Davidson.
Pontiac Motor Division, Detroit,
six 60-second films through MacManus, John & Adams. Surface
Combustion Corp., Toledo, nine 46second films. Hudson Motor Car
Co., Detroit, ten 26-second films
through Brooke, Smith, French &
Dorrance.
Association Films Inc. announces
release of new, single-reel 16mm
film titled Practical Police Ju-Jitsu,
and subtitled "Weaponless Self Defense." Film is offered for rental
as informative or teaching aid.
Film People . . .
Cathedral Films, North Hollywood,
Calif., headed by Rev. James K.
Friedrich, as president, has added
five new members to its board of
directors.
They are Dr. Earle B. Jewell,
Rector of St. Andrews Episcopal
Church, Kansas City, Mo.; Dr.
Clarence B. Stoughton, president
Wittenberg College, Springfield,
Ohio; Rev. Edward McNair, Rector
of St. Michael and All Angels
Church, Los Angeles, and Mrs.
Elaine Friedrich.
Re-elected members of board include Dr. Friedrich ; John T. Coyle,
vice-president; Ralph T. Merriam,
secretary, and Brunson Motley, distribution manager.
Dr. McNair also elected treasurer, replacing Charles Wayne,
resigned to establish own TV film
production company.
Ralph Acton, casting director Allied Casting, Hollywood, signed by
Krasne-Gross-Dewitt Inc., that city,
to act in similar capacity on Big
Town, TV film series, for Lever
Bros., N. Y.
Phildan TV Productions, Hollywood,
signs Hugh Ratliff, comptroller for
United Artists Corp., Los Angeles,
in similar capacity.
Frederic W. Ziv TV Productions,

y":

Hollywood, signs three story editors for three TV film series. Tom
Gries, associate producer RKO
Studios, Hollywood, to The Unexpected; Julius Evans, story editor
Sol Lesser Productions, Hollywood,
to Cisco Kid; Donn Mullally, free
lance writer, to Boston Blackie.
Hal Roach Productions, Culver
City, signs Joe E. Brown, stage and
film star, to enact leading role in
untitled half-hour TV film series.
Format concerns small town business man — a widower — who is raising a son and daughter. Production starts today (Monday) on series to be distributed by Official
Films, New York.
Snader Telescriptions Corp., Beverly Hills, plans to complete second
group of 400 telescriptions with
signing of Delta Rhythm Boys,
Fran Warren, April Stevens, Polly
Bergen and Patricia Morison.

WDArS
30TH YEAR
Eastern Trip Highlights
WEST met East in a tour of
Dakotans and Minnesotans sponsored by WDAY Fargo as a highlight in the station's 30th anniversary celebrations. The journey of
60 persons gave the westerners a
day in Chicago, three days in
Washington, three days in New
York and one day in Detroit.
The trip began March 10 and
was concluded last Thursday, In
addition to sightseeing trips, the
group attended Welcome Travelers,
NBC show originating in Chicago,
and other radio and TV programs
in Radio City, New York.
In Washington, the visitors
toured the Senate and the House
and watched legislators in action.
Later, they were guests at a
luncheon in the Senate dining
room with Senate and House members from the Dakotas and Minnesota.
In New York, highlights were
the St. Patrick's Day parade and
an inspection of the HollandAmerican luxury liner, Nieuw
Amsterdam. Detroit's Ford Motor
trip.
Co. plants also were seen on the
WDAY
May 22.

.RE PRESENTED
fBROADCASTING

NATIONALLY

PORTLAND, OREGON
1,246,540 active, young-minded Westerners comprise KGW's market in 12
big, prosperous metropolitan Oregon
counties, plus a generous slice of Southwestern Washington.
BY EDWARD RETRY & CO., INC..
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celebration is climaxed

WLW
Spoken History
SPOKEN HISTORY of significant
broadcasts by WLW Cincinnati
was aired last Saturday by the
Crosley Broadcasting Corp. outlet
in a half-hour program honoring
WLW's 30th anniversary. Program
featured playback of recordings of
famous events and people, all taken
from the station's $125,000 record
library. An account of the development of WLW's present day news
coverage was to be narrated by
Peter Grant and Ken Linn.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Established by Bates Agency
AN EXECUTIVE committee of
five with Thomas F. Harrington as
chairman, has been elected by the
partners of the Ted Bates Agency,
Mr. Bates announced last week.
In addition to general management problems, the group will form
the nucleus of the agency plans
board to work on advertising
policy,
media strategy and merchandising.
The committee is composed of
Rosser Reeves, partner and creative supervisor; William H.
Kearns, partner; D. Robert Parman, partner; Mr. Harrington,
partner; and Clifford Parsells,
partner and director of research.
Adds Seattle Studio
KRKL Kirkland, Wash., has
opened a studio in neighboringSeattle in addition to its main office and studio facilities and transmitter in Kirkland. The Seattle
studio, according to Lamar Ostrander, co-owner of the station, is being used primarily for the live
broadcast of "cowboy-type disc
jockey programs."
ROBERT
BLEES, Hollywood film
writer, has been named Screen Writers
Guild representative on Authors League of America National Television
Committee, succeeding the late Oliver
H. P. Garrett.
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• wide coverage
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On All Accounts
(Continued from page 10)
as dance band leader, the lure of grams. It was two years later that
the entertainment business got
NBC Hollywood made him prohim, but illness forced him out of
ducer of the Abbott & Costello
Show and Life of Riley.
college in his junior year. Fully
recovered after six months, he took
The assignments were shortlived
his band on tour for the next five
for 60 days later he left NBC to
affiliate with William Esty Co. as
years. As dii'ector-m.c, he manaide to Don Bernard, then West
aged to keep himself before the
microphone while on tour.
Coast vice president and general
Radio y^as, his first love and, tired
manager. Besides producing the
CBS Blondie Show, sponsored by
of one night stands, he retunied to
California and was appointed proColgate-Palmolive-Peete, Mr. Potter handled various administrative
gram director of KGGC (now
duties and assisted Mr. Bernard
KSAN) San Francisco in 1932.
on Camel cigarettes programs proThree years later he joined Mcduced by that agency. With closClatchy Broadcasting Co. as program director of KMJ Fresno and
ing of the agency's Hollywood
later KOH Reno. In 1937 he became
office in 1950, Mr. Potter freelanced for about six months.
program director of KSRO Santa
Then he became radio-television
Rosa, Calif.
director of the Calkins & Holden
But Mr. Potter had a hankering
Los Angeles office, headed by Harry
to have his own program packaging
W. Witt.
and production firm, so a year later
He now works on such accounts
he established Radio Merchandising
as
Prudential Insurance Co. of
busiIdeas in San Francisco. The
America; California-Central Airness wasn't too lucrative and the
lines and Piuma Wine, all radiofirm dissolved after two years. He
television users on the West Coast.
then joined KROW Oakland as anHe also services on the West Coast
nouncer-newscaster-producer.
many of the national accounts
With the start of World War
II, he became OWI Pacific Division
handled in the agency's home office.
Mr. Potter married the former
program director. Besides orgaBarbara Lee Van Ness of Oakland,
nizing and supervising that deCalif. They have two children,
partment, Mr. Potter produced
Sheridan,
17, and Andra, 7. The
scores of programs in many lanPotters make their home in suburguages for overseas consumption.
ban Sherman Oaks.
He moved to Los Angeles in 1943
Still
an enthusiastic ham operaand joined KFI there as writertor, Mr. Potter's other major hobby
producer of public service pro- is motion
picture photography
which he carries over into his
agency production work. Not a
Do you know what
joiner, he prefers to devote that
time to his photography, experimenting for future television use.
thrifty advertisers
know

$

KWK
delivers
listeners in the St. Louis
area at the lowest
cost per thousand* 15
out of the 18 hours of
the broadcast day.
bojed on J -lime, l-minule >
Tde ftilst. Inc., N«». .Dec, 7951, and on S R D-, Jon., 1952
Globe- Oemocrat Tower BIdg.
Saint Louis
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FREEPORT, TEX., CASE
FCC Stays Initial Ruling
FCC has taken an interim step in
resolving the dispute between
WAFB Baton Rouge and the Brazosport Broadcasting Co. The Commission March 13 stayed the effectivenes of an initial decision
which would grant Brazosport's request for 1490 kc with 250 w fulltime for Freeport, Tex.
A month ago Hearing Examiner
Hugh B. Hutchinson issued an
initial decision looking toward
gTanting Brazosport's application.
Fortnight ago WAFB filed an
objection to the proposed grant. It
said it should have been a party
to the hearing on the Brazosport
application. It averred that the
Freeport station would cause interference because the basis for
determining the amount of expected interference — FCC's soil
conductivity maps — was not accurate.
Last week Brazosport replied to
WAFB. It said WAFB waited too
long to file an objection — 24 days.
Brazosport contended that WAFB
had ample notice of the earlier
hearing. It also asserted that there
would not be interference to
WAFB, and that WAFB's absence
from the hearing does not void the
initial decision.

No

Horse

Play

THE Guild Theatre of Cincinnati was forced to canel its
scheduling of the motion picture, "The Wooden Horse,"
because the first-run English
film had already been shown
on WLWT
(TV) Cincinnati's
Family
TV Theatre.
Claimed
to be the first such instance
in that area, the incident was
reported by radio columnist
Mary Wood in the Cincinnati
Post.
IDEA ASSOCIATION
Stressed by Schwerin
ASSOCIATION of key sales ideas
with a product and creation of a
favorable over-all attitude toward
the brand are more important than
getting
product's name
Horace the
S. Schwerin,
head across,
of the
research firm bearing his name,
told New York's Radio and TV Research Council March 10.
Talking, on increasing the effectiveness of radio-TV commercials,
the researcher said that brand name
remembrance, by itself, does not
create sales. It is when the prospective customer is made aware
of the benefits of a product and
begins to believe in the general
"goodness" of the brand that he
becomes motivated to buy. He suggested that only after this has become accomplished in a radio or
TV commercial should the stress be
put on name-remembrance.
Improved methods for testing remembrance during the past few
years have given advertisers a new
tool for testing effectiveness of
their commercials, Mr. Schwerin
said, attributing much of the credit
for these improvements to the progressive attitudes of advertisingagencies.

RESEARCH

PROJECT^

RESEARCH ARF
projects
be Screen'
underGroupto to
Foundation
will be screened
taken by the Advertising
Research'^'
selected and recommended by a'
special 14-man committee judging;

greatest suggestions
service to subscribers,
if
project
in terms of'
was announced March 14 by B. B.
Geyer, chairman of the ARF board.
The new committee, representing
media, agencies and advertisers,
will be under the chairmanship of
F. B. Manchee,
executive vic€
president of BBDO.
Other members to the tri-partite group, to be
representative of all members of [ ip
the reconstituted ARF,
include >
Richard J. Babcock, Farm Journal^ ^
George
C. Dibert,
J. Walteil '
Thompson ; Sherwood
D o d g e*
Foote, Cone & Belding; Ben R
Donaldson, Ford Motor Co.; Wilj|fi
liam A. Hart, E. I. DuPont dffl
Nemours;
John J. Karol, CBS
Radio; Peter Langhoff, Young (SAr
Rubicam ; Wilson J. Main, Ruth.( m
rauff & Ryan; H. A. Marple, Mon-Ja;
santo Chemical Co.; Paul Montgomery, McGraw - Hill ; Henrw^
Schachte, Borden Co. ; John Cj ,
Sterling, This Week, and E. Ej,
Sylvestre, Knox Reeves Adv.
The committee has begun firsliL
step in building a list of possibk; %
research subjects major enough to m
meet all
ARFrequests
objectives
is screen- p.
ing
andandsuggestion^
^
submitted to ARF during the pas1
Ti
ai

SPEAKING
Book inFoundation,
is
offering $500
prizes for Chicago'
best in Tl
year.
vention to record and play back complete New Testament on a single tape
wire or other recording medium. Con II ir,
test closes May 12. Entrants retail
all rights to their inventions. Rule:
and entry blanks may be obtainet'
from the foundation, 19 S. LaSalle St.C|w
Chicago 3
j )ls

RADIO AIDS JOHNSTOWN AUTO SHOW
WARD Boosts Attendance, Reaps Own

Rewarc

long turnout of not more thai], |j,
RADIO'S power to put over a community project and, in doing so, 6,000. Half of the 17 dealers satt,
little or no chance of the show beinj- f,
often to reap its own reward, was
a success. With radio's help, th»
amply demonstrated by WARDnumber of those attending reachec
AM-FM Johnstown's role in making
a success of that city's first auto
16,500.
show in more than 20 years.
"Yes sir," said Mr. Gilmore, "it's
According to John C. Gilmore,
now the 'Annual Auto Show' an(
WARD sales manager, radio en- we're proud that radio helped i
tered the show preparations last be established as a yearly affair.'
January. That was when he received a phone call from a local
NIGHT AND DAY
dealer.
The auto dealer wanted to know
the cost of a schedule of announcements. Mr. Gilmore ended up by
selling two 15-minute segments of
a disc jockey remote from the auto
WENE
show to that dealer, other quarterhour segments to all but one of
the 17 participating dealers and
BINGHAMTON, N.Y. MARKET
intensive spot campaigns to tire
dealers, a bank and others.
Combined, Mr. Gilmore said, the
5000
NOW WATTS
bonus spot business was more than
CALL RADIO REPRESENTATIVES, INC.
200 spots for the six-day week.
Even optimists predicted a weekBROADCASTING
• Telecastinj

{WAGES & PRICES
Chamber Hits Controls
^VAGE-PRICE controls drew fire
from the U. S. Chamber of ComImerce March 12 on Capitol Hill as
liearing continued on the Defense
t'roduction Act, which expires
jlTune 30.
I The controversial Capehart adrertising formula, which the adpiinistration seeks to repeal, took
k back seat to credit purchases in
Sessions before the Senate Banking
jk Currency Committee,
r Calling for an end to wage-price
Controls, a chamber spokesman
jlescribed the inflation fight as one
j;o be fought by credit restrictions,
taxation, savings and reductions
|n federal spending. Abolition of
fent control also was urged, as was
fhe ultimate abolition of restric.pons on installment buying.
Discussing consumer prices, Clem
A. Johnston, director of the cham■jer's
PolicyandCommittee,
the
(ommittee
Chairman told
Burnet
laybank (D-S. C.) :
"In spite of repeated government
redictions, shortages of consumer
oods have failed to materialize,
n fact, many items are in overupply . . . inventories have connued to mount during the last
ear until they stood at $70.2 bilon in December 1951."
( Part of this sum covered backof radio and television re! S Vigs
;ivers and other appliances, which
ere substantial for a period last
ear but which have slowly dep , leted in recent months.
The chamber also advocated a
irmination of certain allocation
owers on March 1, 1953, providig the act is extended. President
ruman has called for a two-year
] ttension of controls. Consensus
iaw is that effective cutoff date of
le act will be set at June 30, 1953.
The chamber
laid down this
purse for general control of credit,
deluding installment purchases of
ladio-TV sets:
"We over
must credit
continue
generalas conlols
as well
the
'jf)luntary credit restraints of the
.nning system. As they become
'active, we should relax and

^^i^

BMI CLINICS
Scheduled in Canada
SIX Canadian international BMI
program clinics, each with a different set of speakers, have been arranged for this spring following
success of the first clinic at Winnipeg last fall. The initial spring
clinic is scheduled April 24 at the
Palliser Hotel, Calgary, under auspices of the Western Assn. of
Broadcasters. Jim Love, CFCN
meeting.
Calgary, will be chairman of the
AMONG those aftending the Institute of Radio Engineers convention in New
York [B«T, March 10] were (I to r) Emero Fiorentino, WJZ-TV New York;
E. G. McCall and T. P. Tissot, RCA; J. Ruston, DuMont; J. J. Werner,
Eitel-McCullough Inc.; J. E. Preston, ABC, and W. B. Lodge, CBS.
finally abolish selective credit controls. . . ." Price Stabilizer Ellis
Earlier,
Arnall and Economic Chief Roger
L. Putnam testified in favor of administration proposals calling for
repeal of the advertising formula
authored by Sen. Homer Capehart
(R-Ind.) and continued restrictions
on credit purchases [B*T, Feb. 18].
The committee plans to complete
its hearings this week and report
out a bill by March 31.
EXHIBITS FULL LIBRARY
APS Ships Display to CAB
WHEN Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters convene in Toronto this
week, its members will see a display of the full basic radio station
transcription library as produced
by Associated Program Service.
Saying he believes this to be
the first time any library has been
exported to Canada for this purpose, Maurice B. Mitchell, APS general manager, explained, "Every
single disc, the custom cabinet, the
index cards, catalogs, the entire
series of APS transcribed sales
meetings and the 10 APS specialized libraries will be shown and
auditioned." Mr. Mitchell is scheduled to address the delegates today
on training radio salesmen and
will be luncheon speaker tomorrow
at the Toronto Advertising Club.

WVAM
will give you greater coverage
in the rich Central Pennsylvania Market with
the best CBS network and local programs. May
we go to work for you ?
"Most Powerful — Most Popular"

first with the finest
DAY AND NIGHT
Weed & Co. representatives
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RADIO

HOMES

Reach 94% in Canada
CANADIAN radio homes have increased from about 75% of all
Canadian homes at the end of
1945 to 94% of all homes at end
of 1951, according to a special rate
study made by the Canadian Assn.
of Broadcasters. The study also
reveals that the number of independent commercial AM stations
has increased from 99 at end of
1945 to 132 at end of 1951. At the
same time average rates for one
hour have increased from $60.88
to $68.45 in that period, and average one minute rates have increased from $7.04 to $8.73 in that
time.
CAB Sales Director Pat Freeman pointed out that the study
shows a rise of 59%' in the number
of radio homes in the past six
years, an increase of 4,300,000 new
radio sets, a gain in population of
almost 2,000,000 people and 650,000
homes in that time. Independent
station rates have increased 34.5%
for one minute spots and 22.5%
for an hour's time in those years.
Comparing radio costs with other
media, Freeman points out that
daily newspapers across Canada
have increased their circulation in
the 1946-51 period by 9.9%, their
rates by 46.4%; Canadian national
magazines have increased circulation 51.5%, rates 44.7%; Canadian
week-end newspapers increased circulation by 37.1%, rates by 89.3% ;
and Canadian farm papers increased circulation 23.2%, rates by
35.8%.

From there the program clinic
moves to Vancouver, where a one
day session is set for May 5 at
the Hotel Vancouver under auspices of the British Columbia Assn^
of Broadcasters with F. HElphicke, CKWX Vancouver, presiding. At Regina on May 9, Hal
Crittenden, CKCK Regina, will be
chairman of the clinic at the Hotel
Saskatchewan.
In eastern Canada, under auspices
of Maritime Assn. of Broadcasters,
a program clinic will meet at the
Admiral Beatty Hotel, St. John,
N. B., on May 14. George Cromwell, CHSJ St. John, will be chairman.
Largest meeting is to be held
at the King Edward Hotel, Toronto^
on May 16 under the Central
Canada Broadcasters Assn. A com^
mittee is in charge of the event,consisting of Bob Reinhart, CFPL
London; Cliff Wingrove, CKTB St.
Catherines, and Bob Lee and Leigh
Stubbs, CHUM Toronto.
A French-language meeting is
being arranged for late May at
Montreal or Quebec, for the program staffs of the French-language
stations.

JOB

Export Meet Set
EXPORT ADVERTISING ASSN.'S
1952 convention has been set for
May 8 at New York's Hotel Plaza.
The one-day session will be keyed
to "New Horizons in Export Advertising." Primary chairmen for
the event, which will stress new
techniques for overseas marketing,
will be Jere Patterson, Life International, convention chairman; Mack
Burke, Joshua B. Powers Inc., vice
chairman; and Paul Kruming, National Export Advertising Service,
also vice chairman.

OMAHA

Insuronce Building
JOHN BIAIR & CO., Representotives
590
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ELEP^

AY Radio-TV
IN NEW Reporters
HAMPSHIRE
Are There in Droves

SO MANY radio-TV reporters
descended on some New Hampshire
towns to cover tlie nation's initial
primaries March 11 that confused
Democratic and Republican party
officials, in at least one instance,
sent out extra ballots for them.
Such was the extent of radioTV journalism fortnight ago when
most major networks and many local stations assigned special staffs,
called out all available mobile
equipment, taped interviews, shot
reels of film and corralled candidates for exclusive statements.
On primary day alone, NBC originated 10 radio and television film
broadcasts directly from New
Hampshire^ having started its
coverage about a week earlier. The
network scored with an exclusive
victory statement made by Sen.
Estes Kefauver (D-Tenn.) when
half-way returns indicated he led
President Truman in the Democratic primary by several thousand
votes.
Cameramen Battled Snow
NBC-TV cameramen hiked between 20-foot snowdrifts to get
into Waterville, where all seven
residents voted for Gen. Dwight
Eisenhower one minute after midnight at polls set up in the local
inn. The town hall doorway was
blocked by snow. When the plane,
chartered to fly the films to New
York, was unable to land in snow,
TV News Editor John Lynch hitchhiked to Concord and hailed a cab —
third time in a week that weather
had necessitated the procedure —
for an 80-mile trip to Boston. The
films were flown from there by
commercial airline and shown a few
hours later on NBC-TV's Camel
News Caravan.
CBS Radio coverage was effected
in cooperation with WFEA Manchester and WEEI Boston with six
reporters assigned to the vote-scene
from their home beats in New
York, Boston and Washington.
Coverage by CBS Radio was daylong, beginning with the first
trickle of returns and continuing
through final results and an analytical roundup. CBS-TV presented

reels of the New Hampshire vote,
filmed by cameramen earlier in
the week as they accompanied the
candidates on their rounds. Coverage culminated with last-minute
statistics plus film on a CBS-TV
election program at 11:30 p.m. election night.
ABC radio had dispatched reporters to the scene to garner news
for broadcast on Headline Edition
at 7 p.m. and Neivs of Tomorrow
at 10 p.m., that Tuesday, with
interpretations and analysis developed by such network newscasters as Elmer Davis. ABC-TV
used films from newsreel and other
special film services.
Mutual originated 16 broadcasts
from Concord and Manchester,
N. H., 12 of them on primary day,
with two inserts scheduled the following morning. Typical of Mutual
coverage was the schedule of WOR
New York, which featured vote
reports during 17 regular news
shows throughout the day.
DuMont Television Network gave
full play to New Hampshire news
both before and during the vote
action, and used news shots, charts
and diagrams to keep its audience
up to date on the statistics.
Local area stations also went all
out in election coverage. Among
reports received by Broadcasting
• Telecasting were those from
WHIM Providence, R. L, WTWN
St. Johnsbury, Vt.-Littleton, N. H.,
WHDH Boston; WLW - WLWT
(TV) Cincinnati.
Aired Direct Reports
WHIM aired election reports direct from WMUR Manchester, including statements by chairmen of
the Rhode Island state Democratic
and Republican committees. Station also used an interview with
Sen. Henry Cabot Lodge (R-Mass.),
campaign manager for Gen. Eisenhower, which had been tape-recorded in New York by Les Hyman,
WHIM newsman, and flown to
Providence. Interview capped
final tabulations of primary day.
WTWN, independent station with
main studios in St. Johnsbury,
launched week-long coverage with
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CHICAGO

7

of the National Barn Dance|

L to r: WTWN St. .Johnsbury, V t. -Little toyi, N. H. Chief Engineer Jerri
Johnson, Mrs. Estes Kefauver,
Sen. Kefauver
Littleton
manager. and Woody Sloan, WTWN'i
*
1. 5
pickup of addresses by Sen. Kefauver before the Lions-Rotary
clubs joint meeting. GOP candidate Harold E. Stassen spoke over
WTWN, introduced by John Guider, owner of WMOU Berlin, N.
H., his state campaign manager.
Talk by Sen. Robert Taft (R-Ohio)
also was aired.
WTWN reported it sold considerable political advertising by all
candidates during seven-day period
culminating with election. Station
also arranged with the Littleton
Courier and with other stations of
New Hampshire and Vermont to
air reports via FM pickups.
WHDH, for New Haven Railroad sponsorship, programmed a series of direct reports and features
on the primaries.
Hal Clancy, news analyst for the
Boston Herald and WHDH, secured
exclusive statements from Sen.
GRANIK

HONORED

At Washington Fete
TESTIMONIAL party for Theodore
Granik, founder and moderator of
American. Forum of the Air (NBCAM-TV) and Youth Wants to
Know (NBC-TV), was held in
Washington's Statler Hotel March
16. Nearly 200 guests paid respects
to Mr. Granik, including legislators
on Capitol Hill who have appeared
on his past programs.
Cocktail party-bufFet dinner was
held in the Presidential Room
under co-chairmanship of Sen.
Harry Cain (R-Wash.) and Rep.
Albert Cole (R-Kan.). Tab was
picked up by the American Trucking Assn. as a farewell gift since
ATA has concluded its sponsorship
of the radio forum. New radio
sponsor of American Forum has
not been announced.
Among those attending from
Capitol Hill were Sens. Ed C.
Johnson (D-Col.), Karl E. Mundt
(R-S. D.), Everett M. Dirksen (R111.), Clinton P. Anderson (DN. M.), Blair Moody (D-Mich.),
Homer Ferguson (R-Mich.),
Burnett R. Maybank (D-S. C).
John D. Sparkman (D-Ala.),
Homer E. Capehart (R-Ind.), Lester C. Hunt (D-Wyo.), and James
P. Kem (R-Mo.). A number of
House members, including Rep.
Clarence E. Brown (R-Ohio) and
Emanuel Celler (D-N. Y.) also
were guests.

Lodge, Sen. Kefauver, Gov. Stas': "
sen, and Rep. John McCormack (R ' n
Mass.) as well as airing talks by''
New Hampshire campaign manags ^
ers of the candidates. Workini!
with Mr. Clancy election nigh|
were Bill Mullins, also a Bostom
Herrald
political
analyst, a,niy^
WHDH Newscaster John Day.
,,

WLW and WLWT
(TV) Cin1 T'
cinnati carried results direct fron'
Concord, N. H., with Harry Spiegl'
of the Concord Monitor reportinir ,.
on voting trends. Returns started
in the afternoon hours, and fou:,
special newscasts were added tl
schedule, with
NBC radio and
T'^F
coverage
supplementing
reports
Analyses were given by Josep'
Sagmaster, Cincinnati Times-Stai
and William Hessler, Cincinnai
Enquire r.

ifv
HITS TOURNEY POLICY
WCBC Protests IBA Rulin
ACTION of the Indiana Broac
casters Assn. "barring outside daj^
timers" from the annual state bas
ketball tourney "is arbitrary, monc
polistic
and conspiratorial,"
liam
Travis,
general managerWi c
WCBC Anderson, Ind., charged i
replying to a message from th 15
IBA board of directors.
IBA's message, according to M
Travis, specified that the IB;
board, following four-year pr/
cedent had decided daytime At'
stations would get the pickup froi' "s:
one originating station. WXLl
Indianapolis, it was added, half'
agreed to provide such an origin;
tion
with Network.
FM stations
froHoosier
Mr.fedTrav
argued the "precedent" was s
"obvious cover-up" because "it wj
never established." He asked wI
last
lowed.year's procedure was not fc
WILLIAM BOYD ( Hopalong Cassid;
has accepted appointment as nation
sponsor of National Society for Cri
pled Children and Adults which co
ducts annual Easter Seal campaign.

WEO

1

POUGHKEEPSI
REPRESENTED BY
EVERETT McKINNEY, INC.
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"PROGEAM
scheduleSanreleased
by
Jr
WOAI-AM-TV
Antonio,
ITex., indulged in a poetic reverie
\on the cover. Copy giving both the
'radio and TV industry a pat on the
back reads:
A pessimist teai-fully cried
"TV's here; radio's died!"
He sang his sad song
But, oh, was he wrong —
They're both growing up —
side by side!
lUITE A STAFF
ROUP of 850 women called "Kay's
itchen Kounselors"
have been
brmed consisting of volunteers
rom the audience at Kay West's
fehow on KEX
Portland, Ore.
iWomen are available to assist in
promoting, checking, sampling or
(making surveys for advertisers on
ithe program.
Parties and special
events have been planned for the
igroup throughout the year.
fWLW PRODUCT DISPLAY
'SPECIAL merchandise stands for
display of WLW advertised prodacts have been ordered by 227
^ocers and druggists in the WLW
md WLWT (TV) Cincinnati area.
3ix ft. stands are topped with copy
which tells "Your Best Buys are
WLW, WLW Television Featured
Products." Merchants lease stands
for a year to display the products.
After that, stands are turned over
J;o merchants for their own use.
•— •— •
rV PROMOTION
FOUR - COLOR window display
;ards are being distributed by
KDYL-TV Salt Lake City in an
jffort to increase the number of TV
lomes in the area. Promoting 1952
"f is "Television's Biggest Year,"
osters emphasize station call leters as well as the worth-while
fMthings
you'll miss if you don't own
* belevision.
•— • — •
TIME BY CHIMES
CHIMES familiar to WLWD Dayton, Ohio, listeners are now a part
I I Df busy downtown activity. Station, in cooperation with NBC, intalled a clock along with a billboard display in the center of the
3ity. Chimes ring out the hour and
half hour.

■J i

programs

promotion
premiums

WFBR'S SHARP COPY
PROMOTION citing similarity between razor blades and a radio station's effectiveness has been released by WFBR Baltimore. Sample
Silver Star blade is attached to
copy Silver
pointing
"WFBRon
like
Star out
has that
the edge
all competition in Baltimore."
AFFILIATION BOOST
TWO PAGE spread in Mountain
Mirror, Bluefield, W. Va., heralded
WLOH Princeton, W. Va.— ABC
affiliation. Names of network
stars as well as variety of programs
made available through the merger
were highlighted.
HEAVY ADMISSION
HUNDRED pounds of scrap metal
is admission price to April 7 performance of WLS Chicago National Barn Dance in Decatur, 111.
In five local salvage campaigns conducted by the station, the show
collected more than three million
pounds of metal, rubber and wastepaper. A third performance has
been added to the two scheduled
because of ticket demand
WMAR (TV) CLOSE CALL
BEING in the right spot at the
right time afforded two people a
chance to appear on TV last week.
When Ad Wienert, m.c. of Meet
the Champs on WMAR (TV) Baltimore, discovered seven minutes before show time that couple selected
for the program had missed connections, he went to a local store
and related his plight to a startled
husband and wife who accompanied
him back to the studio. Show began
on time.
•— • — •
SHINY PROMOTION
DISTRIBUTION of 300 window
posters treated with phosphorescent
paint attracting passersby in the
evening as well as during the day

Immediote revenue produced
rifh regional promotion
campoigns
23 years of
service to the
broadcasting industry

HOWARD

J. McCOLLISTER

66 ACACIA DRIVE
ATHERTON, CALIFORNIA
PAUL

W. McCOLLISTER,

BROADCASTING

experienced sales
personnel will sell community
programs throughout
your coverage area
Company

DAVENPORT 3-3061
General Manager
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has been completed by WLOW Norfolk, personality,
Va. Signs promote
hillbilly
Sheriffstation's
Davis.
— • — •WHLI CLAIMS LEAD
CITING a Conlon study of listening habits, WHLI Hempstead, L. I.,
claims in promotion campaign that
station is "first by far" in daytime
share of audience for the Long
Island area. Survey, covering 6,039 homes, was conducted Feb. 3-9.
Findings are aired as spot announcements bythe station.
WBUD EARLY START
EARLY BIRDS in the vicinity of
Morrisville, Pa., now have a radio
companion in WBUD which began
broadcasting at 5 a.m. on March 17,
two hours earlier than its previous
schedule. Jeff Jones Jamboree featuring music and news has been
designed with an eye on the rural
listener. John Naylor is m.c.
•— • — •
KYW GARDENING FEATURE
GARDEN and landscaping devotees
in the Philadelphia area are being
offered KYW Farm Hour, aired
each morning by KYW there. During the 10 week feature. Prof. Ray
Korbobo of Rutgers U., New
Brunswick, N. J., discusses various
phases of outdoor home improvement of interest to city dweller as
well as to suburbanite.
NBC G.L TALENT HUNT
NEW WEEKLY show based on the
theory that there's considerable
untapped talent in the Armed
Forces will be aired on NBC radio
commencing March 30. Young
pei'formers now in uniform will be
given an opportunity to get into
the act on Chamj) of the Week.
Show will present four acts each
Sunday. New York auditions are
open to all service men and women.

WMRC RACE PROMOTION
PROMOTED solely through facilities of WMRC Greenville, S. C,
Splinter Speedsters Race held in
the city March 8 drew 8,000 people.
Soap box race for youngsters was
engineered by Bob Poole, station
personality. Fifty boys and one
girl entered competition sponsored
by local firms.
DEMAND OPENS BRANCHES
TWENTY-two Bartell Drug Stores
in Seattle are serving as branch
offices
of Swap
'n Shop,
the want
ad column
of the
air broadcast
over KIRO Seattle. Listeners who
wish to advertise on the program
may bring ads to any chain store
where special printed ad blanks
may be obtained.
LETTER RESPONSE
PLIGHT of a lonesome G.I. related
over WCKY Cincinnati by Dick
Williams, Jamboree m.c, resulted
in a stack of mail for the soldier
in Korea. Friends of the boy wrote
Mr. Williams suggesting he mention the situation on the air. Over
200 people responded.
AXES AND HAMMERS
RCA VICTOR, Camden, N. J., is
distributing miniature axes and
hammers with copy advising "hammer home your sales pitch." Idea
is to push company's custom made
transcriptions, premium and promotion records and slidefilm recordings.

Washington's

WMAL RECIPE CONTEST
FOURTEEN Washington residents
will win a prize April 15 if they
enter a favorite cake recipe contest
conducted by Ruth Crane, WMALAM-TV Washington. Contest is
being
honor of Miss
Crane's
ninth held
radioin birthday.
Recipe
that
takes the cake will be baked by
Louise
Hartman,
Miss Crane's home
economics
assistant.
WROL CONTEST FINALS
TALENT hunt, begun last November by WROL Knoxville, Tenn., has
drawn close to 12,000 letters from
persons requesting auditions as
well as listeners voting for their
favorite contestants, station reports. Competition went into the
quarter finals last week on Country
Playhouse, broadcast daily by the
station. Winner will be booked on
the show for a month as a paid

Ask your John Blair man for
the whole WWDC story

performer.
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BLOOD APPEAL DRIVE
Loveft Cites Radio-TV Aid
RADIO-Television's support of the
advertising campaign in behalf of
the Armed Forces Blood Donor
Program was confirmed last week
by Robert A. Lovett, Secretary of
Defense, when he reported results
to the Advertising Council, which
has been directing media contributions to the drive since Sept. 10,
1951.
More than 350 network radio and
TV programs have carried appeals
for blood donations, it was reported, with strong cooperation
coming from local stations which
have also given "heavy support" to
the drive. During the last three
months of 1951 alone, radio and
TV broadcasts of the blood appeal through commercial network
shows accounted for more than 375
million home impressions.
A new series of advertisements
is currently in preparation at Ted
Bates & Co., volunteer agency
which has prepared all advertising
materials for the drive without
charge.
ADVERTISING and Merchandising
Club, Santa Barbara, Calif., "Best
Institutional Radio Advertising" award
was presented to Santa Barbara Mutual Building and Loan Assn. for sponradiooverAmerica's
Town
Meeting sorshipofof ABC
the Air
KTMS Santa
Barbara.
FOR FINEST TAPE RECORDING
W

B

H

P

Huntsville, Ala.

Only Magnecorder offers all tKe flexibility, high fidelity and features you
require — at a price you want to pay!
FITS EVERY PURPOSE - EVERY PURSE!
PORTABCT^-XtoKTWFJGHT
Recorder inin theoneother.
case Easy
^==—
Amplifier
handling — com pact I
QUICKLY RACK MOUNTED
Units can be combined for
studio operation of portable
equipment,
CONSOLE OR CONSOIETTE
Operotion ovoitoble by combining units
corder
cabinets.in rich MagneFor new catalog — write;

I^Magngcord, Inc.. 340 N. Mkhlgon A»e., Chkoga 1, lit.
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change in hours of operation and
stallation of DA-DN.

fCC

actions
MARCH

JkA

14 THROUGH

MARCH

20
cond.
-conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local
sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod. -modification
ERP-effective radiated power N-night
trans.-transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
unl.-unlimited hours
synch, amp. -synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
STA-special temporary authorization
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
station and transfer applications. (See page 91.)
March 14 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED
FOR FILING
AM— 710 kc
KURV Edinburg, Tex.— Application
for CP to change power from 250 w D
to 1 kw DN, change hours of operation
from D to unl., install DA-N,
AMENDED to change power from 1 kw
N to 250 w N, 1 kw D, and change
trans, location.
AM— 1340 kc
Arthur Wllkerson Lumber Co., Grossville,AMTenn.
— Application
for
new
station
on 1340 kc, for
250 CP
w, unl.,
AMENDED to change power from 250
w to 100 w.
AM— 1580 kc
WKXY Sarasota, Fla.— CP to change
frequency from 1540 kc to 1580 kc,
change from D to unl., use power of
1 kw D, 500 w N, install DA-N, etc.
License for CP
WNDB Daytona Beach, Fla. — License
for CP, which authorized change from
D to unl., installation of DA-N, etc.
WMGR Bainbridge, Ga. — License for
CP which authorized changes in trans,
and studio locations.
KSGM Ste. Genevieve, Mo. — License
for CP. as mod., which authorized frequency change, power increase, DADN, etc.
WAWZ
Zarephath,
N. J.— License
for
CP, as mod.,
which authorized
N power
increase, new DA, change in trans,
location, etc.
KCLV Clevis, N. M.— License for CP,
as
mod., which authorized new AM
station.
KSOO Sioux Falls, S. D.— License
for CP, as mod., which authorized
change in operating hours from D to
unl. with 10 kw D, 5 kw N, installation
of DA-N, change in trans, location,
etc.
Modification of License
WBSM-FM
New Bedford, Mass.—
Mod.
license
kw to 2.5 kw. to change ERP from 20
WERE-FM Cleveland, Ohio— Mod. li20 kw. cense to change ERP from 11.5 kw to
Modification of CP
WJEF Jennings, La. — Mod. CP, which
authorized new Am station, to change
operating hours from D to unl. with
500 w AMENDED to change DA.
WAYS Charlotte, N. C— Mod. CP, as
mod,, which authorized power increase, new DA and change in trans,
location, to make changes in ant.
WPDR Portage, Wis.— Mod. CP, which
authorized new AM station, for approval of trans, and studio locations,
etc.
License Renewal
Following
of license: stations request renewal
Allocations Supplement
Broadcasting • Telecasting will publish in complete
text the FINAL TELEVISION ALLOCATIONS REPORT. Subscribers will receive the supplement without
charge. Extra copies will be
available, as long as the
supply lasts, at $3 each.

WGSV Gunthersville, Ala., WGMS
homa City. D. C, and WKY-TV OklaWashington,
Application Returned
WTJH East Point, Ga.— RETURNED
application for renewal of license.
March 17 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
WCENcense for Mount
Pleasant,
Mich.— LiCP, as mod.
and reinstated,
which authorized power increases, DAN, change in operation hours and
change in MEOV.
Modification of CP
WBUD Morrisville, Pa,— Mod. CP, as
mod., which authorized frequency
change, power increase, DA-DN,
change tions,infor extension
trans, and ofmain
studio locacompletion
date.
WIVI
Christiansted,
Virgin
Islands —
Mod. CP, as mod., which authorized
new AM station, for extension of completion date.
License Renewal
Following
of license: stations request renewal
WLBE Leesburg,
Fla., WCOV-FM
Montgomery,
Ala. (informal
request),
and WSB-FM Atlanta (informal request).
March 18 Decisions . . .
BY FCC BROADCAST BUREAU
Granted Licenses
WMPAcense Aberdeen,
Miss. —1240
Granted
linew AM station;
kc, 250
watts, unl.
WAZL-FM
Granted
license
new FMHazleton,
station: Pa.—
97.9 mc
(Ch.
250); 7.6 kw; ant. 670 ft.
WINR Binghamton, N. Y.— Granted
license covering change of facilities,
installation of DA-DN, new trans, and
change trans, location; cond.
WCMB
Lemoyne,
Granted
cense covering
facilitiesPa.—
change,
changeliin hours of operation and installation
of WKHK
DA-DN. Hutchinson, Kan. — Granted
license covering
facilities change.

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
STerling 3626

• TOWERS •
AM • FM • TV •

CP
Detroit,
Mich.—
CPWJBK-TV
to change Granted
ERP from
16.5 Grantf
kw vi ^' '
8.3 kw aur. to 3.0 kw vis. 1,5 kw au
change other
trans, ant.
location,
type of ant ai"
make
changes.
Extend Completion Dates
WROS
Scottsboro, Ala. — Grant,
mod. CP for extension of comcletii ; i
date
to 6-30-52.
WSB-TV
Atlanta, Ga.— Granted mo , ,
4-CP15-52.
for extension of completion date '!
KGDECP Fergus
Falls, Minn.—
Grant ' i'
mod.
for extension
of completii
date to 9-29-52; cond.
WWVA - FM Wheeling, W. Va.
Granted mod. CP for extension
completion date to 5-30-52.
Following
granted mod.
tension
of completion
datesCP'sas for
showe"ii•
WVOWWVOW-FM
Logan, W.
Va., W.to Va5-1-1'*
cond.;
Logan,
5-to 1-52:
WELI-FM
New
Haven,
Con'^fi
10-10-52; KFVS-FM Cape
Girarde£
Mo., to 8-25-52.
Granted Request
Granted
for cancellation
Mutual request
Bcstg. System,
Chicago, m''
foreign program broadcast authoris
tion to effective
CKLW and
tions;
Feb.other
28. Canadian s1'
To Remain Silent
WCAT Rapid City, S. D.— Grant
authority to remain silent beginnii'
3-10-52 and ending 3-15-52 during whj
time regular instructional period w
be suspended.
CORRECTION
In March 11 Actions [B.T, March
item relating to WICU corrected
FCC to read:
WICU
Pa.— Granted m S'.■
to
operate(TV)
on Erie,
commercial
cordance
with
current CP, basis
except ^
trans, output power of 5 kw and a
of 2.5 kw for period ending April
1952.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Comr. Robert F. Jones
KTHT Houston, Tex. — Granted pe
tion to conform application of Te>
Star Bcstg. Co. (KTHT) to Comir
sion's action, granting assignment
CP from partnership permittees to F
Hofheinz as individual.
WGKV forCharleston,
Va.—toGran'}
petition
extension W.
of time
Ma)i
20
to file rereply
to exceptionsandto that
ini'
decision
its application
CapitolW. Bcstg.
ton,
Va. Corp. (WCAW), Charl
WPIN Clearwater, Fla.— Granted pi
tion to amend its application to requ
change
in location Fla.,
of from
to St. Petersburg,
and Clearwa'
to spec
new trans, site in lieu of present .!
quest
specify Clearwater-St.
Pete •.
burg asto location
of WPIN; applicati
as amended, removed from hearing ;
returned to processing line in acco
ance with filing date of original
plication.
ByElizabeth
Hearing C.Examiner
Smith
WSOC inCharlotte,
C— closed.
Ordered l
record
proceedingN. be
By Hearing Examiner Leo Resnic
West Side Radio Tracy, Calif.— Or; ed petition for extension of time j

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMEN
Engineer on duty all night every nigh
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037 Kansas City, A

DAvrc f & BARB

EAT

IOr#ROJECT CONSULTANT
TELEVISPLAI
STATION
■.
SCHESiKWDY,
P O BOX 996 id
tea NEW rO
pNG<ndOVfR^L GUIDANC
BROADCASTING
• Tclccastig

TOWER SALES & ERECTING CO.
«1M N. E. CehmibM •hr4.
Paftlaad 11, Oregon

f

tONSULTE^G

RADIO

&

TELEVISION

JANSKY & BAILEY
.eeutive Officei
National Press Building
ffiMS and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
jjothingten, D. C.
ADoms 2414
Member AFCCE '

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press BIdg., Wash. 4, D. C.

ommercial Radio Equip. Co.
Ererett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
ITERNATIONAL BLDG. Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

A. D. RING & CO.

There is no substitute for experience

26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

GILLETT & BERGQUIST
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
WUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C
Member AFCCE *

Telephone District 1205
Member AFCCE *

MclNTOSH & INGLIS
1216 WYATT BLDG.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Metropolitan 4477
Member AFCCE *

^Established 1926—
PAUL

GODLEY

CO.

Upper Montclair, N. J. MO. 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.
.Member AFCCE*

RUSSELL
1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.

P. MAY
Kellogg BIdg.
REpublic 3984

Member AFCCE *

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
^pND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
fj.
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE *

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
27 15th St., N. W.
REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

JOHN

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

"Registered Professional Engineer"
311 G St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.
—
i
ROBERT L. HAMMEn
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
230 BANKERS INVESTMENT BLDG.
SAN FRANCISCO 2, CALIFORNIA
SUTTER 1-7545

GEORGE C. DAVIS
501-514 Munsey BIdg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *
GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner BIdg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Member AFCCE *

I

i

ENGINEERS

KEAR

& KENNEDY

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
SeaHle, Wash.
4212 S. Buckner Blvd. 4742 W. Ruffner
Member AFCCE *
A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

ROBERT

M. SILLIMAN

Member AFCCE *

GUY C. HUTCHESON
p. O. Box 32
AR 4-8721
1 100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Consulting Radio Engineers
Quarter Century Professional Experience
Radio-TelevisionElectronics-Communications
1833 M St., N. W.. Wash. 6, D. C.
Executive 1230 — Executive StSl
(Nights-holidays, Leckwood S-1819)
Member AFCCE *

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

Consulting Radio Engineer
3738 Kanawha St., N.W., Wash., D. C.
Phone ORdway 8071
Box 2468 Birmingham, Ala.
Phone 6-2924

GRANT R. WRATHALL
Aptos, California
arranged
San Appointments
Francisco Seattle
Salt Lakefor Citjf
Los Angeles
Portland Phoenix
Box 260
APTOS— 3352
Member AFCCE*

Member ^ccCE'

CREUTZ

319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.

JOHN

B. HEFFELFINGER

815 E. 83rd St.

Hiland 7010

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

14 to file proposed findings in non-engineering issues held in January.
1949, and on engineering issues ending
ceding re its application.
in October, 1951; record in proceeding
j' Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond
reopened for sole purpose of incoriulf Beaches Bcstg. Co., St. Petersporating therein and making part
(rg Beach, Fla.— Granted petition to thereof amendment and all facts and
data set forth therein and thereupon
^end application to specify operarecord was closed.
,j
n with DA. Objections and excepns of HiUsboro Bcstg. Co. (WEEK),
I nnpa, Fla., to order now noted of March 18 Applications . . .
::ord and effective date of order for
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
peal purposes only shall be shown
release date of order— March 12.
License for CP
Hearing Examiner Fanney N. Litvin
WCHO
Washington
Court House,
WTOD Toledo, Ohio — Granted peti- Ohio — License for CP, as mod., which
n to amend application to reflect
authorized new AM station.
arges in stockholders, officers and
KUSD Vermillion, S. D. — License for
irectors occurring since hearing on CP, as mod., which authorized freROADCASTING
• Telecasting

quency change, power increase, change
in operating hours, installation of DA,
change in trans., etc.
Modification of CP
WARM Scranton, Pa.— Mod. CP, as
mod., which authorized frequency
change, power increase, installation of
DA-DN, change in trans, location, for
extension of completion date.
License Renewal
WBRC-TV
Birmingham,
Ala.— Renewal of license.
TENDERED FOR FILING
AM— 1230 kc
WSAL Logansport, Ind. — CP to install synch, amp. at Peru, Ind., on 12S0
kc with 250 w unl.

1011 New Hampshire Ave., N. W.
Republic 6646
Washington 7, D. C.

WILLIAM

E. BENNS, JR.

March 19 Applicat-ions . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
WKEI Kewanee, 111.— Mod. CP, as
reinstated, which authorized new AM
station,
approvaletc.of trans., studio'
and ant. for
locations,
License Renewal
of Following
license: stations request renewal'
WJAM Marion. Ala.. WMIK Middlesboro,
Ky., WHBQ
andWJLK-FM
Asbury Memphis,
Park, N. Tenn.,
J.
(Continued on page 91)
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted 204 per word — $2.00 minimum • Help Wanted 254 per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 30^ per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $15.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting • Telecasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
APPLICANTS : If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing. All transcriptions, photos, etc. sent
to box numbers are stmt at owner's risk. Bko.u)Casting • Teplex;asting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
Help Wanted
Salesman
TV- AM time salesman: Medium size,
mid-western market. Compensation,
both radio and television, commission
basis. Prefer young man with good
education, reasonable sales experience.
434M, BROADCASTING • TELEBox
CASTING.
If you think sales, breathe sales, sell
sales,
you're the man
us. station.
Salary
plus commission.
TexasforABC
Box 563M. broadcasting . TELECASTING.
Wanted: Immediate opening for experienced time salesman or will train
person interested in selling radio time.
Draw and commission basis. Car
necessary. Midwest independent. Box
575M,
ING. BROADCASTING • TELECASTRemarkable opportunity for advancement if you can sell, write copy and
do some announcing. Virginia station
wants experienced man immediately.
Seventy-five dollars weekly to start.
Box
576M, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Salesman— New station in unscratched
territory, has opening for energetic
salesman. Length of experience secondary. Good earnings. Box 593M,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Salesman with first class license. Good
voice. Experience necessary. Salary,
expense, bilities.
commission.
possiMail complete Excellent
details. KCOG,
Centerville. Iowa.
Salesman— Exceptional opportunity for
man familiar small city operation.
Complete
charge Salary
local sales,
copy and
and
account service.
or salary
commission.
Full
application
or
personal interview. Immediate opening.
KRLN, Canon City. Colorado.
Albuquerque is wide open for a good
salesman. Unlimited opportunity. Delightful climate. Gracious living. Experienced salesmen send complete details including background and references to Keith Tye, KVER, Albuquerque, ICewMexic^
Salesman — One who is capable of selling new accounts and keeping old ones.
Must be able to sell ideas and time.
Straight salary, pension plan, paid life
and hospitalization insurance, paid vaGive qualifications
references cation.
first letter.
Write Salesand
Manager,
WJEF, Pantlind Hotel, Grand Rapids,
Michigan.
Long established, ethical radio selling
agency seeks topnotch telephone salesmen to sell local sponsors for outstanding shows. All work in east. Must
travel. We employ high grade men
only who sell hard but honestly. One
team managership also open. Our men
earn $7500 to $15,000 yearly. J. W.
Miller Company, Guilford, Conn.,
phone 920.
Announcers
Key job for better than average experienced announcer with first class
ticket. Pleasant small city upper midwest. Long established net affiliate.
Low turnover. $75.00 and raises. Send
audition and facts Box 183M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
ced announcer-enWanted,gineerexperien
for progressive southeastern
city. Announci.ng ability-permanency
most important $70.00 per week and
talent shows. Send photograph and
disc first reply. Box 296M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Experienced announcer by Rocky
Mountain area network station. Send
full particulars, audition record and
salary requirement first letter. Box
399M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING^
Immediate opening for strong night
announcer with network affiliate. Pav
dependent on ability. Box 536M,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Here is a wonderful opportunity for a
disc jockey who can build an audience
and sell. We need a strong personality
who wants to live in a medium sized
midwestern city and become a part of
one oftivethe
progressive
effecradio most
operations
in theandcountry.
Send full information, tape and picture, first Cletter.
Box 546M, BROADASTING .TELECASTING.
Combo-man, with first phone for permanent job with fulltime northeast independent. We've
been enjoying
results of sound
business
operation the
for
over two years. There is a good future
here for a man who wants to settle
down in a friendly community. Salary
starts at $300
month wanted.
with regular
increases.
No perfloaters
Box
564M,
BROADCASTING
.
TELECASTING,
Announcer-engineer first class ticket,
$65,00 to start. Southern network station. Opening immediate. Box 571M,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING,
Young announcer, promise more important than experience. Good working
conditions and salary. Box 592M,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Are you the one in a himdred who
knows local news, how to get it and
air it? A good position awaits you with
a leading southeastern Michigan independent. Send details to Box 596M,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING,
Combo man for independent station in
northern California, Hunting, fishing
paradise. Unusual opportunity for good
man. Permanent man only considered. KCRE, Crescent City, Calif.
Wanted: Combination announcer-engineer by fulltime Mutual affiliate. 40
hour week. $65.00 to start. 75 miles
from Glacier Park, good hunting and
fishing. Forward audition tape. KIYI,
Box 185, Shelby, Montana.
Two announcers. Only those sending
audition, photo, will be considered.
KSCB, Liberal, Kansas,
Immediate opening for experienced announcer, strong on news. Send disc
and particularsTexas,
with first letter, KVAL,
Brownsville.
Need combination announcer-engineer.
Chance to earn extra money if interested in selling. Good salarv. Mail
details KWLM, Willmar, Minnesota,
Wanted, young college man to procure,
write and announce local news plus
standard newscasts. Moderate pay.
Big
opportunities.
Apply WACA,
Camden,
S. C,
Radio announcer, preferably with 1st
classs ticket, WBHF, Cartersville, Ga.
Kilowatt daytime station needs experienced announcer that's
on news
and commercials.
Salarygood
depends
on
ability. Call, wire or write WDBL,
Springfield, Tenn.
Need immediately, a combination engine r-an ouncer for network station in
finest small city on east coast. Must be
goodulemorning
man.
schedlight. Call or wireEngineering
WGAI. Elizabeth
City, N. C.
Wanted: Immediate opening for exIndependentperienced
station all-round
locatedannouncer.
in fine summer
resort area needs man who can do a
good tionjob.
disctoand
all informain firstSend
letter
WHFB,
Benton
Harbor, Michigan.
250 fulltime Liberty affiliate in Florida
needs
combo
first phone,
40 hour.
Mustman
be sober,
reliable$75.00
with— •
emphasis
on
announcing.
Contact
Chick
Catterton, General Manager, WMMB,
Melbourne, Florida.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Combination announcer - engineer
wanted by fulltime Mutual affiliate in
ideal western N. C, city. 44 hours, top
pay, good N,working
conditions, WPNF,
Brevard,
C,
Announcer-engineer. Excellent opportunity. Starting salary $75,00, Telephone Manager
Charleston,
S, C.collect — Station WUSN,
Technical
First class engineer. No experience required, Virginia network station. Box
ING,
238K, BROADCASTING . TELECASTImmediate opportunity for first phone
engineer. An NBC-ABC affiliate in
Michigan,
40-hour,
5-day
salary advances
every
six week,
months,with
by
contract.
Send
background
ence information first letter. and
Box refer317M
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
First phone operator, no announcing.
Experience not required. Starting
salary $60 for 40 hours. Midwest, 250
watter. Box 539M, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
Chief engineer to take complete charge
of midwest 5 kw directional. Excellent
salary plus bonus, TV application
filed. Send full particulars. Only
qualified engineers apply. Box 545M,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING,
First AM
class independent
engineer wanted
1000
watt
near by'
Chicago
where you will enjoy living and working. Personal interview necessary.
Box 577M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Engineer for 5 kw network in south.
Must be experienced control operation
and maintenance,
$80 information
for 5-day forty
hour
week. Send full
first
letter with photograph and sample of
handwriting.
Box
587M,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING,
Engineer — First ticket. Experience not
necessary. Box 594M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING,
Licensed engineers — With and without
experience. See Lobdell Associates
ad page 90,
Control operator, first class license,
$55 a week to start. Send photo,
references to KBIX, Muskogee, Oklahoma,
KGLO, Mason City, Iowa needs an
engineer for recordings and remotes.
Start at $59.40 for 40 hours. Permanent
position. Immediate opening.
First class engineer-announcer. Progressivepermanent,
small city, KIRX.
good schools.
College,
Kirksville,
Missouri,
Chief engineer: Attractive proposition
in Hawaii for experienced small station
chief engineer capable of doing limited
shift as combination man. Send full
details, references and audition tape by
air mail, KMVI, Wailuku, Maui, T. H,
50,000 watt RCA transmitter engineer
needed for operation and maintenance,
KRVN, Lexington, Nebraska,
Immediate opening engineer with first
phone license or combination man.
Apply WACA, Camden, S. C.
First after
class 4operator.
40 hours
$55
months. $50Onefor week
paid—
vacation. Guaranteed overtime will
earn you
per week.
Car WCOJ,
essential. $60-.$70
Contact Chief
Engineer,
Coatesville, Penna,
Progressive station in friendly community has openings
indepartinents.
engineering, Send
announcing, and copyfirst
full information
letter WDEC,
Americus, Georgia.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
First class engineer or engineer-a
nouncer. State salary. Small town m
work station, WEKR, Fayettevil
Tennessee.
Engineer wanted. No experience
sary. Good pay. Great opportunitnec(
y J
right man. Apply WFLB, Fayettevil
North
Carolina.
All
applicatio
a
ns
swered.
Immediate opening for engineer w;
N,
firstC. class license, WGNI, Wilminetc
Engineer, first class. Permanent ei
ployment where you will enjoy livi
and working. All new equipme
Good salary. Write for details. F
dio Station WJER, Box 471 Dov
Ohio.
Illinois kilowatt wants first class en
neer with announcing ability, Requ
personal interview, WKAN, Kankak

Wanted, operator to replace man str
ping up60todollars
chief's for
job 40
at another
tion.
hour WTQ!
weis ''
Liberal sick leave
policy.
Kingsport, Tenn.
]
Engineers — First and second phone, !
terested in relocating or in beginn:
commercial careers in broadcasti i
See Lobdell
Associates
page expc
90, '
Wanted
— Engineer,
first ad
phone,
ence unnecessary, WLOK, Lima, Ol :l
First class engineer. No experienji
Virginia network station. Contact F J
L, Hart, WLPM. Suffolk, Va. J
Combination man wanted to assu
chief
engineer's
duties southern
at modern toV
tion in
progressive
Immediate opening with permanent ,
ture. Rush disc and salary requi.
ments to WMFC, Montoeville, Alabai.
Immediate
opening for engineer, f
$70.00,
class license. Transmitter duty oij
Five day, forty hour week, $50,00, P
manent position. Send complete inf
mation first letter, WMSC, Colum?
South Carolina,
Operator with first class license, tra!
mitter only. WNXT, Portsmouth, 01
Engineer, 1st phone, experience unr
essary, permanent, $50.00 forty hoi.
overtime,
car required. WPAG, /:
Arbor, Michigan.
Engineer
needed, opening,
no experience
sary,
immediate
WREL, neiL
ington, Virginia.
Engineer, first class ticket. Com
Victor Voss, WWCA, Hotel Gary, G;
Indiana,
Wanted immediately, licensed ei
neer-announcer. WWNS, Statesbi
Georgia.
,
Engineers — Positions open now for s
tions
Lobdell throughout
Associates adthepagenation.
90.
Production-Programming, Othr
News voice, experienced, mature, !
500,000
market.by Send
disc regional'
or tape V
thoritative,
eastern
full
Box 603M, BROADCA ING details.
• TELECASTING,
Wanted — Program director for 1000
university educational station,
man with creative abilities and exp
ence in script writing and produd i.
Mature married
man preferred,
western
background,
college degr J.iwho
dents. enjoys
Some working
teaching with
dutiescollege
requi iSend disc, script and complete in
mation to KUSD, Vermillion, Sc i'
Dakota,
Wanted — Production director for "
Positionuniversity
requires experience
watt
educationalin pre
sta' '
tion and script writing, announcing
supervision of student staff. Coi
degree
with ofmidwestern
Knowledge
all types ofbackgro
music isirable. Send disc, scripts and comi ce
South Dakota, to KUSD, Vermi' n.
information
Television
Production-Programming, 0th
TV comedy team needs writer. ]^
ING. BROADCASTING • TELECi v589M,

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Salesmen
ime salesman for television station in
utheast. Old established outfit. TV
;perience desirable but not necessary.
radio and
or newspaper
lanyou're
who athinks
will work- salesdilitntly you can sell TV. Character and
iferences must be tops to be member
our staff. If interested please give
■mplete history of yourself and your
les
detail
imirtantexperience.
to us. We Every
want the
manis who
ants to work with us and become a
tizen of our fine and growing city.
<cellent climate, schools, churches,
Jtural atmosphere, college. $100
eekly and commission. We want our
count executives to make $6500 and
5. Send small photo. Box 528M,
aOADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
j manager,
?neral
available, 18 years
perience, sober family man. top recd,
will
invest.
Box
440M, BROADiSTING . TELECASTING.

loroughly experienced all phases AM^. Presently with major network
ition. Desire opportunity to help
ild and take over AM or TV opera■n. Can show many time and money
ving proven plans. Will be at NARTB
invention.
Box 491M, BROADCASTG . TELECASTING.
meral-commercial manager. Over 20
ars experience, 2 years of television,
.pable of handling management, sales
d programming. Best of reference.
.X 544M, BROADCASTING . TELEASTING.
inager,
provenonly
record,
long inexperice all phases;
interested
local
eration Iowa or Mirmesota. Box
m.
BROADCASTING
.
TELECASTG.
dio-TV executive — 18 years experice, desires challenging position,
ckground includes: Announcer-proam director 5000 kw, general maner-owner 1000 kw, assistant manager.
000 kw, Vice-President National
dio Representative Firm, executive
;e-president radio and TV director
tional advertising agency. Know all
"C
engineering.
Conuctedprocedures,
and established
1000 kw. Have
limited contacts among nationaljional accounts. Matured family
in, age 38, three children. Box 599M,
tOADCASTING . TELECASTING.
ailable a manager with experience:
ter selling interest in small market
tion and working both small and
ge markets during 18 years of sales,
eduction and administration in midst, I'm readyonto ability
tackle any
mpensation
and station,
results
ly. If you need a sober family man,
years, with exceptional background
's
get Wire
together
at theAl NARTB
icago.
collect:
Gale, 222in
.ell Isle Blvd., St. Petersburg, Fla.
Salesmen
Jdwest — Sales and sales promotion
im in energetic thirties wants fulljie sales challenge. No travel. Radio
py
visual Programming
layout experience.
low andretailing.
and
keside experience. For personal brief
XSTING.
530M, BROADCASnNG • TELEteen years newspaper, radio; proven
IliUty, university graduate, age 44:
tas preferred; now employed. .Toe
tedy, 3316 Paseo, Kansas City, Mo.
Announcers
jprtscaster,
baseball,
football.
BoxIt
a speciality.
2 years
experience.
^Igle.
Box
478M,
BROADCASTING
.
IILECASTING.
jartscaster, staff— Top grade, play-by• y all sports, news, three years ex(■"ience,
jiduate, network
highest employed,
references,college
tape
ailable. Box 520M, BROADCAST• TELECASnNG.
'perienced announcer — Young, single,
■ ftphases,
exempt,operate
collegeconsole.
degree, Presently
strong in
ployed West Virginia Mutual affili• Desires permanent relocation in
east. Tape, photo. Box 552M,
OADCASTING . TELECASTING.
5ire staff position with midwest or
them station. Good DJ, newscaster
1 on Interviews. Can write. Box
M, BROADCASTING . TELECAST-

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Girl, versatile, experienced DJ. women's and kiddies shows and on-camera
TV commercials, seeks announcing position with progressive station. Box
554M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING^
Staff announcer -disc jockey, 2V2 years
experience.
Presently employed.
Desires job on metropolitan
station. Good
solid commercial man. Excellent voice.
Prefer midwest. Box 558M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Genuine newsman — background, experience and demonstrably saleable delivery, now job.
doingDetails
news-and,
wants
strictly news
and disc
on
request to Box 568M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Announcer — All phases but sport specialist. Desires permanency, opportunity, 4 years AA baseball, college,
prep sports. 29 family, college. Box
569M, BRAODCASTING . TELECASTING^
Announcer, sportscaster, experienced.
Married, veteran, exempt. Want sports
minded station. Box 570M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Announcer with ticket wants to sell.
2 years neer.
experience
as announcer-engiPrefer Washington,
D. C. area,
but will consider all replies. Box 574M,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Announcer, camera, boom operator.
Age fer
25, station
singlebeing
will travel,
ad lib.
Pretelevision
affiliate.
Familiar with CBO. Full knowledge of
editing and integrating film into live
television shows. Box 581M, BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Staff announcer, single, veteran, 29,
college graduate.
Six board,
monthssports.
experience. Can handle
Will go anywhere. Box 586M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Staff announcer — nine years experience.
Special
news, comprehensive events
backgroundand
in music.
Intelligent
ad libbing. Married, 27 years old.
University graduate. Available for live
audition, interview. Excellent references. Box 591M, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
Announcer, 2 years experience all
phases, deejay,
goodveteran,
on news,
commercials excellent,
25, single.
Available
immediately,
audition
tapephoto. Information on request. Box
597M,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING^
Available. A good man for a good
station. Big or small. Experience as
announcer all phases with a good
knowledge in sales to back it up.
College degree. Box 600M, BROADCASTTNG • TELECASTING.
Announcer and control board operator.
Experienced over N. Y. station. Sports,
news and top hillbilly DJ. Draft
exempt, single. Disc and photo. Box
601M,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING^
Top local news, metropolitan newspaper, 250W, 5kw experience, plus
talent, enterprise, hard work. Want
permanent news job with variety, opportunity. Also play-by-play all
sports. Family, draft exempt. Box
602M,
BROADCASTING .TELECASTING^
Announcer. Some experience. Good
news, disc jockey, writer and board
man. Graduate Pathfinder Radio School,
Kansas City. Junior college graduate.
Single. All offers considered. Will
travel. Colored. Edward Love, 2505
Morton, Parsons, Kansas.
Young man, no experience, good voice
desires job announcing. Southeastern
area. Disc available. John McCarthy,
1226 N. Lincoln Street, Arlington, Virginia, Glebe 1569.
Technical
Chief engineer seeks position with employer who expects top performance
and willing to pay for same. 17 years
experience. Best references. Box
228M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING^
Combination man — plenty experience,
including chief. Permanent ArkansasLouisiana area only. Prefer agricultural community. $80.00 minimum. Box
515M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Engineer desires chief small east coast
outlet, 32, single, permanent, 13 years
electronics
including
years FM-AM
directional 250
to 5 kw.51/2References
and
experience on request. Box 551M,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Excellent voice, first phone, eighty-five
weekly, forty hours, five days. Box
557M,
ING. BROADCASTING . TELECAST-

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
First class engineer. Four years experience. Will travel. Write Box 561M,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Experienced studio and transmitter engineer desires employment in southern
California station. Box 572M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Engineer-announcer desires change.
Now employed
as 250
watt chief en- .
TELECASTING.
gineer. Box 578M,
BROADCASTING

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Productioyi-Programming , Others
RCA and SRT grad, trained in TV production, floor and control room operator. Vet, .ageTELECASTING.
24, Box 556M, BROADCASTING
Television studio apprentice wants to
join your organization. Experience and
knowledge
in music, theatre, photogTELECASTING.
raphy. Box 559M, BROADCASTING •

First class engineer. Experienced. Desires job in New York city area. Box
ING^
580M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTFirst phone with 2 years experience
in AM & FM. Studio or transmitter.
Now employed. Draft exempt. Prefer midwest. Box 582M, BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Engineer, 3 years experience. Past
6 months as chief engineer. Married,
draft
exempt, no combination. Box
ING^
585M.
BROADCASTING . TELECAST-

Experienced
— I'mperform
your man,
draft deferred, travel,
all operations
ING^
in
television, programming, cameraman, film, all offers considered. Box
565M, BROADCASTING . TELECAST-

Radio telephone operator first class
license. No experience. TV-radio
repair
experience. 3 years schooling.
CASTING.
Box
590M, BROADCASTING . TELEEngineer, 1st phone. No announcing.
IV2 years
experience AM-FM.
Box
ING^
598M,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTRadio telephone operator 1st class license, no experience, willing to travel.
Harry Kraft, 1037 Creger Avenue,
Union, New Jersey.
Transmitter engineer, experience AM,
FM, remotes, etc. Available for California station. Draft exempt, permanent. Stan Thatcher, 318 Roosevelt. Fresno 1, Calif.
Radio telephone operator, first class.
No experience.
TV-radio
repair John
experience. 3 years
schooling.
Vlasis,
623 East
169th Street, New York
City, New
York.
Production-Programming, Others
Thoroughly experienced news editing,
play-by-play
staff work,
tive dramaticsports,
productions
seekscreaPD
connection progressive northeast station.
Box
606M,
BROADCASTING
.
TELECASTING.
Continuity writer — 2 years experience.
Young, single, draft exempt. Locate
near metropolitan center. Box 514M,
BROADCASTING ■ TELECASTING.
News editor eastern regional. Seeks
advancement. Newscaster, reporter,
newspaper background. NARND. Box
524M,
ING. BROADCASTING • TELECASTPublicity - promotion, currently New
York movie exploitation; background:
radio sports, sales, programming; TV
workshop; packaging agency. College
grad, 27, consider combination position, anywhere.
Box 562M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Continuity writer currently with large
midwestern TV station seeks similar
job northeast. Also experience all
phases AM. College grad. Box 604M,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Capable young woman, 5 years experience in radio copywriting. desires position with advancement opportunities.
Not necessarily radio, interested in
other mediums, too. Complete information at your request. Box 595M,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
News director currently employed
seeks newsroom in New York metropolitan area. Thoroughly experienced
in gathering, editing, writing, air work.
Age 28, college grad. Box 605M,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Vet, draft exempt, available immediately. Sports director four years,
experience all phases of sport. Will
travel and sell. Send full details
first
letter. Contact Bob French, 8817
1-3694.
Houston,
Chicago 17, Illinois, phone
Radio or television production assistant.
Young man 24, two years college and
advertising experience. Ray Griffin,
1515 W. Monroe, Chicago 7, Illinois.
Television
Technical
Young man, recent graduate of TV
technical school, trained on all phases
of TV studio operations, seeking TV
studio technician's job. Box 566M,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
5 years
television,
years radio.
Desire to locate
in Ft. 12Lauderdale,
Florida
area.
Box 583M, BROADCASTING •
TELECASTING.

ExperiencedThoroughly
in one of the east's inlargest
markets.
era operation, boom, trained
directing, camcopy
writing, films. Desire connection with
aggressive
television
station
or
agency
. TELECASTING.
Veteran.
Box 579M, BROADCASTING
For Sale
Stations
Western station 250 watts. Ideal town
of 12,000. $40,000 with terms. Box
550M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Equipment, etc.
For sale: One RCA 50 kw transmitter
type 5A-50 B. Has been modified to
keep pace with the rigid requirements
in the present day broadof the FCC
castmg
standards
. Is
operating
20 hours per day. If instill
of well
maintamed, high power need
radio transmitter, this is your chance to get a bargain. Your inspection solicited. Box
ING.
347M. BROADCASTING . TELECASTThree complete
R M C Universal reproducer groups with
equalizers, arms
^'^S
Very
good condition
$100.00.
Box
573M,
BROADCAS
TING .
TELECASTING.
For sale, F.O.B. Memphis, Tenn. 170
foot Wincharger Tower, only slightly
used. In excellent condition, complete
with msulators. Best offer gets it, as
owner has withdrawn applicatio
n for
CP. ♦ Write
584M,
BROADCASTING
TELEBox
CAST
ING.
Western Electric FM-506-B
Iw
amphfier never been uncrated.10 Also
503-B 1 kw Exiter now in use. Make
offer. BoxING.
607M, BROADCASTING .
TELECAST
A 300 foot Andrew 2 inch angle wrought
iron tower. Offers accepted for quick
disposal. All
equipmen sold from
previous ad. other
KGKB, Tyler.t Texas.
Three Western Electric 9-A heads and
arms complete with filters.
$100 each
or $270 the lot. Two heads just overhauled, third in good operating condition. Radio Station KVAN, Vancouver
Washington.
Miss.
For sale: 3400 pounds No. 10 copper
ground wire. Immediate shipment
WEKR, Fayetteville, Tennessee.
G. R. modulation monitor as is $75 00
2 W. E. head, arms and filters,
good
shape; make offer. WGCM,
Gulfport
For sale: Tower — 220.2 foot Truscon
triangular and self-supporting, with A-3
lighting.
new but in excellent
condition. Not
Direct
replies to WINR
Fairchild n,
modelNew200 York
3-wav transcrip
tion '
Binghamto
. eacharms. new.
List $65.00; $45.00
$80.00 pair. UTC Huperm, Ultracompact and CG broadcast transformers
40% off regular net price. Crum Sound
751 N. Central
Ave.,to Chicago.
Wanted
Buy
Wanted: 1 kw AM transmitter.
Antenna
tuning unit,Equipment,
flasher and etc.
photoelectric
control. Box 805L. BROADCASTING •
TELECASTING.
RCA
70-C or 70-D
Please turntable
state pricemodel
and type pickup and
filter.
Box
461M,
BROADCASTING
.
TELECASTING.
Wanted, used Minitape Recorder. Send
inquiries to Post Office Box 608 Ann
Arbor, Michigan.
Wanted— CoUins 37M4 FM ring antenna
on ZVa" N.line.
mounted
WDNC, Durham.
C.Chief Engineer,
Wanted
FM frequencv modulation
Dillon, S.— Prefer
C.
monitor.
Hewlett-Packard
335-B.
State condition,
type and price. WDSC,
Wanted: 250 watt AM broadcast transmitter. State price, condition and frequency last operated on. Chief Engineer, WHHH, Warren, Ohio.

Wanted to Buy
Wanted, about 800 ft. I^'b transmission
line, tion
alsomonitors.
FM frequency
and Engineer,
modulaContact Chief
WPFB. Middletown, Ohio.
Help Wanted
Salesmen

RELIGIOUS

PROGRAMMING POPULAR
WKY-AM-TV Devotional Shows Prove Merits

Sales Promotion Man
wanted
for major
sion station.
Must Eastern
have soUdteleviAM
background. College preferred.
Knowledge sales promotion, adalysis, vertising,
etc., a statistics,
must.market
Salary an-in
excess $6000. Send personal data
and late photograph to Box 521M,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Announcers

APPEARING on panel during a Your Bible telecast are (I to r) Rabbi
Israel Chodos, Msgr. J. M. Connor, Rev. G. Raymond Campbell, Rev.
Horace Casey and Rev. Ken Abernathy

H EWSMAN
CBS Affiliate in a quarter of a million market
above average, experience, able to gather,
write and air material.
Station has good news
reputation. Full details
first letter.

TWO NEW religious programs
have evoked enthusiastic response
and have proven to WKY-AM-TV
Oklahoma City that such programming need not be limited to serings. mons, hymns and scripture read-

Send tape. WQUA, Moline, Illinois,
one of the Quad Cities.

Entertaining as well as inspirational, the new
Bible Quiz,
airedshows
8:30 are
p.m. Pastor's
Friday

Technical

over WKY, and Your Bible, preSunday. sented on WKY-TV at 5:30 p.m.

FOR

CHIEF

ENGINEER
and

\

Two Operators
for 1000 watt regional network station. Openinss immediate. Box 567M,
BROADCASTING
• TELECAST^ ING.
Employment Service
EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
We have selected General, Commercial and Program Managers; Chief
Engineers, Disc Jockeys and other
specialists. Delays are costly ; tell
us your needs today.
Howard S. Frazier
TV d' Radio Management Consultants
728 Bond Rldg., Washinslon 5, D. C.
2
of every
3
PERSONNEL ORDERS
are for
ENGINEERS
( First and Second Phone)
Write for Placement Forms
Edward C. Lobdell Associates
17 East 48th St., New York 17, N. Y.

Panels for the shows are composed of lay leaders and representatives of the three major
faiths. Queries are submitted by
the audience.
From listeners' and viewers'
letters — more than 200 a week —
WKY officials deduce that a good
portion of the shows' popularity
may be traced to the audience reSchools

SRT-Rddio
AMERICA'S OLDEST BROADCASTING SCHOOL
Intensive lull or part lime
COURSES
ANNOUNCING • ACTING
SCRIPT WRITING • ADVERTISING
Outstanding faculty of
Network Professionals
Co-Educational • Day or Evening
Small Classes
Approved for Veterans
Write for Prospecfuf
DEPT. H
School of Radio Technique
RKO BIdg., Radio City, New York 20, N. Y.
228 South Wabasli Ave., Ctiicogo 4, Illinois.

to meet' our general manager
at the NAB Convention (or elsewhere)
WITHIN two years, this man tripled the market value of our
station . . . nearly doubled its gross . . . vastly increased its
audience
its selling
. . the
enables
sell
our station. . at. expanded
a profit after
comingarea'
out. of
red us
andnowintotosolid
blacii. He has proved himself beyond question as to ability, drive,
stability and integritv, built on a varied bacivground of nearly
12 years in several phases of this business.
WE think he would make a valuable man as general manager . . .
sales manager ... or key executive in an organization with
room to grow or one that wants to hold its leadership. Arrange
for interview at NAB convention or elsewhere. Replies confidential,
direct
to president of corporation, Box 608M, BROADCASTING •
TELECASTING.
An Invitation
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action that they are not being
lectured.
Approval stems also from the
fact that each show is actually
planned with audience suggestions
and questions as guideposts. Even
criticism of the shows has for the
most part been gratifying, the general complaint being that the halfhour shows are too brief.
Much enthusiasm has been exhibited also for the WKY-TV signon
program,
The Pastor's
an informal devotional
period.Study,
This
show is conducted by the Rev. R.
T. Williams, Oklahoma City minister. A large segment of viewers
feel that watching this show "is
an ideal way to begin the day."
As The Singing Pastor, the Rev.
Williams also presents a series of
daily broadcasts and a weekly telecast, which, unlike other religious
programs carried by the stations,
are sponsored.
The Singing Pastor telecast follows Your Bible. Many viewers feel
that the two programs "make an
excellent preparation for evening
church
services." Sunday morning
In addition,
church services are carried over
both stations. NBC-TV's Frontiers
of Faith and CBS-TV's Lamp Unto
My
TV. Feet also are telecast by WKYRadio Pioneers
OFFICIAL ballots for the election
of officers of Radio Pioneers for
1952 were mailed to members last
week bynating
thecommittee,
organization's
nomiwhose chairman
is William S. Hodges, NBC vice
president. As no competitive nominations were made, the following
nominees presumably will be elected in the mail voting, which concludes April 2: J. R. Poppele, WOR
New York, president; Paul W.
Morency, WTIC Hartford, first vice
president; Arthur B. Church,
KMBC Kansas City, vice president;
Martin Campbell, WFAA Dallas,
vice president; Raymond Guy,
NBC, vice president; 0. H. Caldwell, Caldwell-Clements; vice president; Charles A. Wall, BMI, vice
president; Samuel R. Dean, CBS,
secretary; James E. Wallen, MBS,
treasurer.

NATIONAL NIELSEN RATINGS
TOP RADIO PROGRAMS
(Total U. S. Area, Including Smoll-Tow
Farm phone
and Urban
Homes— and Including
and Non-Telephone
Homes) Te
EXTRA
WEEK
February 10-16, 1952
Rati
EVENING, ONCE-A-WEEK Curri
Hon
NIELSEN-RATING* '
Current
Program
Andy
(CBS)
Rank
1 Amos
23 Jack
Lux Rodio
Theatre
Benny (CBS) (CBS)
n
4 Charlie McCarthy (CBS)
1
y
65 People
Dragnet Are(NBC)Funny (CBS)
1
78 Our
Miss
Brooks
(CBS)
I
Fibber McGee and Molly (NBC)
9
You
Bet
Your
Life
(NBC)
10 Dr. Christian (CBS)
1:
(*) Homes reached during all or any part
the
program,
except
for
homes
listen!:
only 1 to 5 minutes.
|
Copyright 1952 by A. C. Nielsen Co.
TV VS. SPORTS GATE
Rose Cites Lower Recei|:i
BURT
ROSE,
athletic publici
d"!rector, U. of Washington, 1;
commented that the university (
perim.ented with TV during t
last four basketball seasons a
that results have shown an atter
ance decrease at telecast games,
The university is not "out
block" television, Mr. Rose sa
but is concerned with protecti
gate receipts. The present $1,(^
received by TV rights covers
drop
attendance
aboutis 'i
paid in
admissions
but ofthis
adequate to cover actual loss,
added. An observer said that t
might indicate a higher fee
television rights next season. '

WANTED
ENGINEERS

Audio

and/or

Videoj

OPENINGS for Sr. and Jr. Engineer |^
to engage in audio and/or videt
tesi
design, measure
system
and develop
ment work. ment,
QUALIFICATIONS:
E.E. or B.Sc. degree in communi
cations or electronics and engi'
peering
video or experience
allied fields. in audioj
LOCATION:
New York City, N. Y.
APPLICATIONS:
Please send or bring resume t(
ROOM 1201
485 Madison Ave.,
New York City 22, N. Y
CBS
TELEVISION
DIVISION

CBS,

BROADCASTING

INC

• Telecast

pcket Actions
DECISION AND ORDER
rleveland, Ohio— WGAR Bcstg. Co.
|C ingranted
for 258)
Classwith
B FM
on 99.5 mcCP (Ch.
ERP sta-of
kw and antenna height above avere terrain 500 ft.; condition. FCC also
inted petition to withdraw exceptions
^d by WGAR to proposed decision in
s proceeding and adopted same, inas it concerns WGAR applican, as FCC decision. Decision March
OPINION AND ORDER
9aton Rouge, La. — KJAN Bcstg. Co.
C denied petition filed by KJAN for
ther hearing and reconsideration of
C decision of Dec. 7, 1951 [FCC
UNDUP, Dec. 17, 1951]. This deciai denied application of KJAN for
tv AM station on 910 kc, 5 kw, fuUle, and ofsimultaneously
cation
Air Waves Inc.granted
for CP ap-to
inge frequency and power of WLCS
ton Rouge from 1400 kc, 250 w, to
kc, 1 kw, fulltime; conditions.

Reeder, 20% stockholder of assignee
corporation, sever all connections with
KXLA Pasadena.
Mr. Reeder Bcstg.
has withdrawn from Consolidated
Co.

fCC

roundup
New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applications

box
AM Stations
FM Stations
TV Stations

THROUGH MARCH 20
Pending Hearing
In
On Air Licensed CPs
Appls.
321
2,336 2,318 93
10
7
636
573 81
519
183
108
93
15
220
(Also see Actions of the FCC, page 86.)

score

Engineering conditions. Granted March
20.
FM GRANTS
on-Docket Actions . . .
Florence
Bcstg.
Co., 252),
Florence,
Ala. w,—
Granted 98.3 mc (Ch.
ERP 250
AM GRANTS
66 ft. antenna; conditions. Estimated
{edmond Bcstg. Co., Redmond. Ore. construction cost $2,850, first year operiranted 1240 kc, 250 w, fulltime.
atingmitteecostis licensee
$3,000, revenue
Perof WJOI$3,000.
Florence.
imated construction cost $7,800.
iial owners are Harold W. Sin- Granted March 20.
WGAR 99.5
Bcstg.
ton, secretary-treasurer and 34%
Granted
mc Co.,
(Ch. Cleveland,
258), ERP Ohio
20 kw,—
iier KTEL Walla Walla, Wash., and 500
ft. antenna; condition. Permittee
Gordon Allen, president and owner
is licensee
KGAL, Lebanon, Ore. Engineering
ed March of
20. WGAR Cleveland. GrantOditlons. Granted March 20.
Temple U., Philadelphia — Granted
lurricane Bcstg. Service, Fort Pierce,
90.1 mc (Ch. 211),
10 w, non-commercial
-Granted 1330 kc, 1 kw, daytime.
educational.
Estimated
construction
cost $27,513. Application filed by Prof.
John B. Roberts, director of radio, on
behalf of Temple U. Granted March 11.
FCC Actions
TRANSFER GRANTS
(Continued from page 87)
KMO Tacoma, Wash. — Granted assignment of license from Carl E. Haylarch 20 Decisions . . .
mond to KMO Inc. Change from individual
COMMISSION EN BANC
March 18. to corporation only. Granted
Granted 1550 kc
KIT mentYakima,
Granted
assignof license Wash.
from —Carl
E. Haymond
VHBS Huntsville, Ala.— Granted CP
change from 1490 kc, 250 w, unl., to to KIT Inc. Change from individual to
corporation only. Granted March 18.
0 kc, 1 kw-LS, 500 w-N, DA-2, cond.
KVOB Alexandria, La. — Granted asDesignated for Hearing
ent of license
Central
isianasignmBcstg.
Co. tofromKSYL
Inc.Loufor
'anango Bcstrs., Franklin, Pa., and
ivia T. Rennekamp, Corry, Pa. — Des$56,000
subject
to
condition
that
assignated for hearing in consolidated
ment not be consummated until assignee divests itself of all interest in
iceeding applications of Venango and
KSYL Alexandria. Assignee is licensee
innekamp. both requesting new sta- of
KSYL. Granted March 20.
les
on
1370
kc,
500
w-D.
errell A. Shepherd, Jefferson City,
WRACment of license
Racine, from
Wis. —Belle
Granted
City assignBcstg.
and KMMJ Inc., Columbia, Mo. —
Co. to WRAC Inc. for an annual rental
signated for hearing in consolidated
oceeding application of Shepherd for of $10,000 for six years with option to
purchase for $60,000. Granted March 20.
IV
station
950 for
kc, new
1 kw-D,
it of
KMMJon Inc.
stationwith
on
KPRL Paso Robles, Calif. — Granted
assignment of license from Leslie Henry
ne frequency with 5 kw-D; made
Hacker
to Dale J. Schwartz and BernJbADwith
Quincy.
111., to
party
to proceed-of
respect
application
ard Schwartz, d/b as Radio Station
IIMJ Inc. only.
KPRL, for $25,000. Dale J. Schwartz is
chief engineer and manager of KPRL
Extended Authority
and chief engineer of KVEC San Luis
VtBK Knoxville, Tenn. — Upon peti- Obispo, and Bernard Schwartz is radio,
- granted extension of temporary
television and magazine free-lance
Ihority to operate WIBK on 800 kc. writer. Granted March 20.
KMBL sigJunction,
Tex. Callan
— Granted
asiw-D, to May 1, 1952, on condition
nment of license from
Graham
t further requests for extension of
and James E. Calhoun, d/b as Kimble
3sred
temporary
authority
will
be
conon showing by petitioner that County Bcstg. Co., to Farrell M. Brooks
and Norma Sue Brooks for $8,000. Mr.
s proceeding diligently with prosecuBrooks is employed by WMBL and
1 of its appeal to Supreme Court.
owns 20% interest in KEVA Shamrock,
:WBU Corpus Christi, Tex.— GrantTex. Mrs.
Brooks,
wife, is a houseextension of authority to continue
wife. Granted
Marchhis 20.
■sent
operation
on
1030
kc,
50
kw-D
WWXL
Peoria,
111.
—
Granted
involunperiod ending June 15.
assignment
license
from Cen-H.
Denied SSA
traltaryIllinois
Radio ofCorp.
to William
and Carl B. Horine, receivers
PKVM San Juan, P. R.— Denied ap- Young
in bankruptcy;
no monetary
consideraiation for special service authorization.
Granted March
20.
1 to operate on 810 kc with 10 kw-N.
KWBB Wichita, Kan. — Granted re|ikw-D, unl., DA-2.
linquishment of positive control by
Max, Louis and John Levand to John
j
License Renewal
through transfer of 53 out of 153
iranted renewal of licenses of fol- Hall
fhares of stock for $5,300. Mr. Hall is
'ing stations on regular basis:
manager of KWBB. Granted March 20.
yLYN Lynn. Mass.; WAIM and
WMRC-AM-FM Greenville, S. C. —
;AC-FM Anderson, S. C; WACL
Granted relinquishment of positive conllycross, Ga.; WHBS Huntsville, Ala.;
trol by the Jolley family to Wilson
IIIGR Bainbridge, Ga.; WMJM CorWearn and 16 other individuals, none
Ga.; WMOG Brunswick. Ga.;
to
hold
more than 2.77% of stock, for
JiAG Carrollton, Ala.; WRLD Lanett,
purposes of adding capital to provide
WTBF Troy, Ala.; WWNS Statesfor
filing
staGa.; WXEL (TV) Parma, Ohio;
tion.application
Consideration, for
for television
20% of stock,
'DEL-TV Wilmington, Del.; WTAR$54,000. Granted March 20.
' ,Norfolk,
WAAM
(TV) Baltimore,
Md.— control
GrantD. C. Va.; WTOP-TV Washinged relinquishment
of positive
Reinstate CP
f-om
Ben
Cohen,
Herman
Cohen
Herbert Levy, voting trustees, to N.andC.
kOKX-FM Keokuk, Iowa — Granted
Kal,
et al.March
No monetary
consideration.
iJolication
for
reinstatement
of
expired
Granted
20.
for FM station, bearing expiration
WAUX of Waukesha,
Wis.
Grantedto
ent. of three months from date of transfer
control from Carl— Taylor
Charles E. Williams and Norman E.
Granted CP
Schley for $35,000. Mr. Williams is sales
l,VLAG-FM
of WAUX and
Mr. Schley
to change LaGrange,
ERP from Ga.1.3 —kwGranted
to 2.3 manager
CPA
in Waukesha.
Granted
March is20.a
. and ant. from 120 ft. to 180 ft.
WSWN
Belle
Glade,
Fla.
—
Granted
transfer of control to Mary M.
Foy,
[WNAC-FM
Boston,
Mass.
— 460Granted
to
change
antenna
from
ft.
to
Ralph
L.
Pipes,
et
al.,
through
transfer
ft.
of 25% stock interest for $7,500 from
MOADC ASTING
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SUMMARY

Alfoccitions Supplement
Broadcasting • Telecasting will publish in complete
text the FINAL TELEVISION ALLOCATIONS REPORT. Subscribers will receive the supplement without
charge. Extra copies will be
available, as long as the
supply lasts, at $3 each.
Tom Watson Jr. Mr. Watson is entering missionary service in Japan. Granted March 20.
WOBT
— Granted
transfer ofRhinelander,
control fromWis.John
R. and
Jane R. Tomek, Sue Tomek Sollaza and
George A. Richards to N. Folke Becker,
James
Cleary, Clyde
Estabrook
and
C. A. Richards
for $53,333.33
for 80%
of stock. Granted March 20.
KBNZ
La Junta,from
Col. William
— GrantedW.transfer of control
arid
Hortense D. Shepherd and Charles E.
Zimmerman to R. D. Gerken, Myron S.
Morrison and A. B. Crichton Jr. for
$30,000 for 100% of stock. Mr. Gerken
is general
of WCRO
Johnstown, Pa.;manager
Mr. Morrison
is manager.
Sears, Roebuck «S: Co., Johnstown, president and 50% owner of Pyle Motor
Co., Rome, N. Y., and president and
50% stockholder of Copper City Realty
Co., Lititz, Pa., and Mr. Crichton is
vice president of Johnstown Coal &
Coke Co., secretary of The Crichton
Co. (coal mining and mining equipment), Johnstown, director of Super
Service Motor Freight Co., Nashville,
Term., and director of Penvir Realty
Co., Johnstown. Granted March 20.
WWCO ofWaterbury,
Conn. M.— Granted
transfer
control from
G. and
M. H. Meyers and Ruben E. Arenheim
to William G. Wells, Marinus Koster
and R. Sanford Guyer for $75,000 for
100% of stock. Mr. Wells is owner of
WMOA Marietta, Ohio; Mr. Koster is
a CPA, Washington, and partner with
his wife in Koster Adv. Agency, Washington, and Mr. Guyer is manager of
WMOA MarietU. Granted March 20.
KALIquest toPasadena,
Calif. — Granted
delete condition
attached re-to
consent on Nov. 7, 1951, to assignment
of license [FCC ROUNDUP, Nov. 12]
from John H. Poole to Consolidated
Bcstg. Co. Condition was that Jack

New Applications . . .
TV APPLICATIONS
Austin, Tex. — Texas Bcstg. Co., Ch. 7
(174-180 antenna
mc), ERP height
200 kw above
visual, average
100 kw
aural,
terrain 486 ft. Estimated construction
cost $340,711.61 (for 100 kw station),
$504,291.61 (for 200 kw station), first
year operating cost $250,000, revenue
$200,000.
Applicant
of KTBC
Austin. Filed
Marchis licensee
17.
Storm Lake, Iowa — Cornbelt Bcstg.
Co., UHF Ch. 34 (590-596 mc), ERP 18.3
kw visual, 9.15 kw aural, antenna
height
aboveconstruction
average terrain
403 ft.
Estimated
cost $160,000,
operating cost and revenue not estiof KAYLAM-FM mated.
StormApplicant
Lake.is licensee
Filed March
19.
Boston, Mass. — E. Anthony & Sons,
UHF
Ch.
50
(686-692
mc),
ERP
200
kv^r
visual, 100 kw aural, antenna height
above average terrain 540 ft. Estimated
construction cost $434,664.90, first year
operating cost $258,100, revenue $100,000. Applicant is licensee of WNBH
and WFMR (FM) New Bedford, Mass.,
and
Mass. WOCB-AM-FM
Filed March 20.West Yarmouth,
AM APPLICATIONS
Lubbock, Tex. — Hub Bcstg. Co., 1460
kc, 500tionw,cost daytime;
estimated
construc$14,250, first
year operating
cost $40,000, revenue $55,000. Equal
partners are: R. Briggs Irvin, attorney;
J. C. Sanders, owner Lubbock Tailoring Co.; Rolan C. Simpson, partner with
Avinger Lumber Co.; Wayne D. Tibbs
Jr., program
for KSEL
Lubbock, and Jamesdirector
G. Jarrett,
accountant
and traffic manager for KSEL. Filed
March 14.
Fresno, Calif. — Griffin- Schacht Bcstg.
Co., 1340 kc, 250
fulltime; first
estimated
construction
costw,$13,702.77,
year
operating cost $66,000, revenue $84,000.
Equal partners are John E, Griffin,
partner in law firm of Griffin & Cardozo, Modesto, and 25% owner of
KMOD Modesto, and John H. Schacht,
general
March 18. manager of KMOD. Filed
Corpus Christi, Tex. — Charles W.
Balthrope,
kc, 1 kw,
mated1150
construction
cost daytime;
$51,650, estifirst
yea.r operating cost $90,000, revenue
$90,000.
Applicant
licensee18. of KITE
San Antonio.
Filedis March
TRANSFER REQUESTS
KELO from
Sioux Midcontinent
Falls, S. D, — Transfer
control
Bcstg. Co.of
to Edmond R. Ruben, owner of theatre
chain in Minnesota and South Dakota;
N. L. Bentson, stock interest in WMIN
St. Paul, and Joseph L. Floyd, theatre
operator and originator of Blind Date
radio-TV program. Consideration $279,400 for 100% of stock. Filed March 18.
Motorola Income
SALES of Motorola Inc. for 1951
totaled $135,285,086 and net earnings were $7,289,102, or $8.29 a
share, the radio-TV set firm reported last week. Second best year
in its history, 1951 was exceeded
only olabysales1950
in which
year Motortotaled
$177,104,669
with
net profit $12,809,247, or $14.56 a
share.
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actually is underpriced. "Th:
much at least seems to be evident,
he said, "confirmed by all of thacceptable studies which have bee
made, by the manufacturers wl |
know the set distribution pictur.j
and from the testimony of rad i
broadcasters who are enjoying oi;j:
of their greatest first quarters ij
the industry's history — that tlf
bell is not tolling for radio by ar!

Radio No Sitting Duck
(Continued from page 23)

the whole media evaluation problem on the line last week as they
showed results of a just-completed
study. This study shows what advertisers, agencies and media want
most to learn about their industry.
Speaking at a session billed as
"Advertising White Hope," Fred
Manchee, executive vice president
hte, diof BBDO, and Henry Schac
rector of advertising, Borden Co.,
told what the foundation plans to
do in its effort to step up advertising's effectiveness.
Mr. Manchee, as chairman of the
ARF project committee, told about
the group's findings.
Basic in all research, Mr. Manchee said, is "validation." Otherwise the data will not be accepted
as reliable and unbiased, he pointed
out in announcing results of the
ARF survey.
Now, he said, ARF has enough
subscribers to go ahead. The profirst decijects committee reached
sions just a few days ago, deciding
to ask the ARF board to consider
four projects— two of them longrange and two short-range.
Projects to Study
First the committee wants ARF
to study "accurate measurement of
ad readership," in line
magazine
the historic lack of facts on
with
how many people actually read individual publication advertising.
Second major project erecom
mended by the committe is a
"study of radio-television ratings
services." ARF definitely would
not go into the radio-TV ratings
business, Mr. Manchee said, since
this is illegal. Rather it would try
try's
the indus
rs to about
answeions
the quest
to getant
nt
prese
const
,
iques
techn
and
ds
radio-TV metho
without attempting to prove that
there is one best service.
With these facts, Mr. Manchee
said, advertisers would be better
able "to interpret the data we are
now getting and, in addition, might
of
possibly lead to improvement tly
some of the techniques presen
employed."
being
Recalling the report prepared
last year by the special test survey
committee in which a field test of
broadcast research techniques was
advocated, Mr. Manchee said the
ARF project promises to take the
matter "out of the conversation
and into the action stage."
The special test committee had
been set up following an advertisement inserted in Broadcasting •
Telecasting by Stanley G. Breyer,
KJBS San Francisco. This ad
to the confusion in broadpointed
cast research and proposed pitting
respective techniques against each
other. The report was made last
year, with Dr. Kenneth H. Baker
as committee chairman.
One of the most serious problems
facing those who control advertising purse-strings, Mr. Manchee
said, is the high and rising cost
of television. Describing TV as,
"a great advertising medium," he
March 24, 1952
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OM DRAWING BOARD, this is what the CBS Telsvisiosi City v/ill look like
when it is completed. Plant, covering 15 Los Angeles acres, is slated to begin
broadcast operations in October. Initial unit will house four studios, three
rehearsal halls in the section at right. Glass-fronted four-story unit at left
will serve as administration building. Ramp encircling second story of studio
area will be used to transport scenery that is designed and constructed in
shops in the far end of the administration building. Project will cover 35
acres when other buildings ere added.
asked "how great" in the light of
its cost. He contended research
has an obligation to the industry
to do its part in helping get the
answer. "Work has been done in
this area," he added, "but perhaps
there is need for a truly objective
study under ARF auspices."
Mr. Manchee called for support
of the ARF project, explaining
that 122 subscribers have paid
$125,000 to start it rolling. This
sum was provided as follows: 55
agencies, $51,400; 45 advertisers,
$41,300; 20 media members, $17,400 ; ANA and American Assn. of
Advertising Agencies $7,500 each.
CBS is the only radio member.
As new members come in, he
promised, new research studies will
be undertaken. "The foundation
can be our most important single
vehicle for the improvement of advertising," hedeclared. Its primary
objective is to make advertising
dollars "work harder, and then
ARF's new figures on what its
harder."
subscribers want projects in this
order: Media, agencies and advertisers mention research techniques first in importance; media
evaluation second ; advertisingcraftsmanship third, and economicmarket data fourth.
Breaking down the findings by
voting on specific items, he said
72% want accurate measurement
of magazine ad readership; 65%
want a study of radio-TV ratings
services; 62%) want magazine audience characteristics and duplication study; 55% are concerned
about the effect of TV on magazine
and /or newspaper reading; 54%,
study of effectiveness of recognition technique; 50% want a manual on copy testing and research
methods. These were the principal
projects desired by members.
Besides the magazine readership
and radio-TV research studies
which are major projects, the ARF
committee has also recommended
two short range projects — analytical tabulations of findings from
continuing studies and a study of
advertising expenditures related to

sales and national income. Subcommittees are drafting objectives
for all four of the immediate projects.
The ARF committee survey of
wanted projects showed that agencies want the radio-TV ratings
evaluation most of all. Agencies
rated the study of TV's effect on
magazine and/or newspaper reading seventh. Media, on the other
hand, are most anxious for the
TV impact study in relation to
magazine and newspaper reading.
Media ranked the radio-TV ratings
study fifth. Advertisers want
magazine ad readership most, followed by magazine audience characteristics, recognition technique,
radio-TV ratings, and TV impact
on magazines and newspapers.
Chairman of ARF is B. B. Geyer,
of Geyer, Newell & Ganger. Vice
chairman is Mr. Schachte. Arno
Johnson, J. Walter Thompson Co.,
is chairman of the ARF technical
committee. A. W. Lehman is ARF
managing director.
Story of 'White King'
In a discussion of ways to make
small ad budgets combat "the
giants," Robert C. Temple, executive vice president of Raymond R.
Morgan Co., Los Angeles, told the
story of White King Soap, a West
Coast iDroduct that has gained
tremendous acceptance against the
competition of large numbers of
other soap products and detergents
by concentrating on radio.
Starting 13 years ago, the Morgan agency entered radio with the
Frank Hemingway news program,
blanketing 11 western states.
"People don't listen to networks
but to what they want to hear,"
Mr. Temple said. With its small
budget, he added. White King sells
one out of every six or seven
packages of soaps and detergents
in its area. The agency does not
use a great deal of newspaper
space for White King, he added.
In his address to the radio-TV
session Friday afternoon, Mr. Fellows challenged those who fear for
radio's
future,
suggestirg it

manner
Many ofTVmeans."
stations are owm
by veteran radio broadcasters, hi
pointed out, who neglected thej^
radio properties in TV's early da;):
only to find them in the position ,1
the Australian bushman "w?i;!
given a new boomerang, went era s
trying to throw the old one away Li

QuotingYearbook
Broadcasting
• Tel"
CASTING
figures for
19f
Mr. Fellows compared radio's $5 i
million
annual
income with
the $2 i;'
milion for
television.
He observ
that radio has over 100 million ifceivers throughout
the natic
With set sales still going up
estimated radio has six timemany outlets for its message.-TV while netting something ov
twice TV's revenue. First quart
revenues of many stations are cc
tinuing upward, he pointed out.s|:e
Video Prediction
Television will expand gradua
with optimum facilities for j
parts of the nation at least fi
years away, perhaps farther, 1
Fellows predicted. Getting do'
to particulars, he took the foUo^*
ingTIME
forays
into TV's
future:
CHARGES—
They'll
go up
the medium becomes more valua
with the addition of sets and view
and as progress is made in sell
even more merchandise through 1
cost-per-viewer will go down as
medium grows.
"Salesbeg
getADVERTISERS
production but ROLE—
advertising
sales"; advertising will support t(
vision because TV will do its sh
of supporting business.
TALENT
COSTS— The price
talent will always be high for
travaganza productions but will cc
down because TV will produce i
talent, competing "to hit the Bro
way of video, and because TV bro
casters,
advertisers
'
find newagencies
ways toandproduce
effectfe
lower-cost programming." :
OTHER MEDIA— "In the historj
the world no medium that has c
tured the interest and imaginal
of the people has failed as an
dustry."
;
PROGRAMMING— TV will cont;
ute to making better men and woic :}((
of our children by spreading knc'
edge and culture. TV broadcas
are keenly aware of their progr
ming obligations and there is
danger that our children will
up Asto to
be cost
gangsters."
of TV advertising
declared it can't be overpriced
one can read any significance
the fact
hundreds
of to
acl' I
tisers
are that
standing
in line
time
on the medium."
1 \
thought inspired his rhetoi
question, "I wonder if it could rx
that
radioFoods
is underpriced?"
Kraft
Co., long a lea(
ladio and television advertise)
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ding the way in telling the story
: advertising's economics to its
; ,es force. John McLaughlin, ad' 'tising and
sales promotion
[ nager, told ANA members how
■ company convinces its salesmen
,t advertising has made possible
ss production and mass selling
low prices.
Faking total advertising expendies in 1950, Mr. McLaughlin said
t figure amounts to $130 per year
r family, or $36 per individual,
i^rely more than the Federal
[es alone that you pay in one
■ir on your cigarettes."
jThe daily advertising bill of the
'frage
said,per
is 36person,
cents
day family,
or 10 hecents
hink what that dime buys," he
phasized.
"Withouton it,
there'd
no entertainment
television,
radio, no World Series on the
, no football, no Bob Hope. Your
- ly newspaper would consist of
ity two or three pages and probiy cost you from 15 to 20 cents.
;jere would be only a few magaites and these would have to sell
lywhere from 75 cents to $1, may^imore.
■'On top of that everything you
!:y' would cost more — and you'd
iji'e one heck of time finding anyabout any product unless you
■'ng
lid talk with the guy that made
I
'If Story is Right'
sflef erring to radio-TV advertisij, Mr. McLaughlin said Kraft's
fes story can sell the housewife,
lithe story is right, "whether it
(Ties over the local station as a
jot or whether it comes over the
liial station as a network program
i t still goes into the living room
Hhe same way."
Kraft salesmen are told how they
in capitalize on a TV commercial,
I example, by tying in related
I'ms of the receipe in a store
' play.
' Julian
L. Watkins,of group
head
-id
representative
J. Walter
Jompson Co., pinned bouquets on
jtstanding advertising campaigns.
1 ese included Dill's Best TV comsrcials (not one single case of ear
iitation due to listening to Dill's
jst commercials); Electric Light
|Power Companies, Kraft Cheese,
jneral Mills and Procter & Gam! (Tide) campaigns.
He nominated for the "In-A-Rut
ijpt." television, tire, most motor
lif, dentifrice, cigarette, liquor,
igazine - newspaper - radio and
iap-detergent advertising.
"Joseph Scheideler, president of
heideler, Beck & Warner, dej"ibed techniques used to build
'les through premiums. He men' ned an "amazing" instance in
lich a sectional network daytime
7 program for Sweetheart soap
deduced returns at 2% cents each,
1 highly profitable sampling de■fie." He told, too, of daytime
'dio turns under 20 cents.
Mills Shepard, research director
McCall Corp., described essends of radio and television adverting as "clear presentation and a
rong appeal to a basic want."
ISpeaking on the topic, "Don't
ai-get the Little Woman," Ruth
jROADCASTING

TS
I
Band
HA
reading,
a little under 30%
TELEVISION
has hadGa measurREADIN
for
magazines.
Sunday
newspapers
able impact on the amount of time
were down 9% and Sunday comics
people spend reading magazines
and newspapers but it will in no showed a 19% gain in time spent
sense eliminate them as basic with comics. Samples were not
media, William E. Steers, vice pres- matches, he said.
ident and secretary of Doherty,
American Research Bureau figClifford & Shenfield, told the Assn.,
ures showed newspapers with a
of National Advertisers convention
3%) loss in percent reading, with
at its Hot Springs, Va., meeting
15% loss in minutes per reader.
last week. (See main ANA story Magazines suffered a 11% loss in
percent reading and 14% loss in
page 23).
TV is not forcing newspapers
minutes spent, with newspapers
and magazines into bankriiptcy and again affected less than magazines.
there is no I'eal evidence that total
A Puck survey [B*T, March 17]
circulations of print media have
showed 5% greater readership of
suffered, according to Mr. Steers, newspapers by TV respondents, but
who offered a roundup of research
newspaper - reading TV owners
on the subject of TV's impact.
spent 14% less time with their
Conceding available material is papers than those not having a TV
not as clear or complete as needed,
set. Magazines showed little loss
he said the data suggests newsstand
circulation is off in TV areas to a in this study, with Sunday newsgreater degree than in non-TV
areas. The extent of the drop
Telestatus
varies with the publication and
(Continued from page 68)
with the periods being compared.
"I would like to assure space
representatives that we aren't going to recklessly cancel out magazines and newspapers the instant
they show some signs of being influenced by television," Mr. Steers
said. "This is not the new order
in which the degree of immunity
from TV becomes an absolute by
which we select or reject media."
Citing specific studies, Mr. Steers
said an NBC survey in January,
1951, showed a 6% loss in "percent reading yesterday" for newspapers in TV homes, and 6% loss
in minutes spent reading newspapers, compared to non-TV homes;
for magazines 15% loss in "percentage reading yesterday" and
32% drop in minutes spent reading newspapers. TV owners spent
20% less time reading magazines,
with no difference in time for newsHe referred to a BBDO study
papers.
in November 1950, showing less
than 10% reduction in newspaper
West, copy supervisor of Compton
Inc., said "radio and television have
demonstrated what a powerful
force a friendly personality can
be." She mentioned Arthur Godfrey, Tex McCrary and Jinx Falkenburg and Faye Emerson as examples. "Don't address a woman
as
if
she
were a public group," she
admonished.
Leo Burnett, president of Leo
Burnett Co., Chicago, gave ANA a
preview of a proposed non-partisan
campaign to increase registration
and voting for the 1952 Presidential election. He said American
Heritage Foundation would promote the campaign later this year
in cooperation with The Advertising Council. His agency is preparing material for all media. A volunteer task force will assist. Voluntary coordinator of the American
Heritage campaign is Donald B.
Hause, advertising manager of
Armour & Co.
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ly group with children under 13.
"By this time," Mr. Barton
stated, "there are no really significant differences in TV ownership
among three of the four basic economic groups. TV concentration in
the high, upper middle and lower
middle economic groups runs
roughly parallel with — for the U. S.
as a whole — 35% of the 'able to
buy' families out of 100 now owning television. The lowest economic
one-fourth, with 20% concentration, made no progress in the last
six months toward overtaking the
other groups."
Add TV Award
DIRECTORS of the Advertising
Assn. of the West approved six
media competitions for 1952 with
awards to be made at the 49th annual convention in Seattle next
year. Two new awards have been
added to the radio, newspaper, outdoor and direct mail advertising
awards. The new awards are television competition, sponsored by the
television industry in the West, and
magazine advertising, sponsored by
Magazine Advertising Bureau.
NARTB

TV Effect Discussed
papers much like dailies. Puck
showed 32% fewer minutes devoted to Sunday comics in TV
homes, rowed
butthe difference
a national tosample
17%. narSumming up, he said TV owners spend about 10%' less time
with newspapers than non-owners;
magazine reading is down about
10%. All surveys show TV owners spend about 15-20% less time
reading than non-owners, and
when this is related to exposure
and reading time the net effect is
about 25% fewer reading minutes
in all TV homes contrasted to nonTV homes.
Study Non-TV Cities Now
Sunday newspapers, too, are
down about 10% in reading minutes, he explained.
Mr. Steers said surveys should
be made now in such non-TV cities
as Denver for use after the TV
freeze ends.
Taking the NBC study as analyzed by Tom Coffin, of NBC research, Mr. Steers said the time
spent on TV, radio, newspapers
and magazines, "is about the same
regardless of how long the set has
been owned." He cited the analysis finding that among high income TV owners, time spent watching the set is about the same regardless of how long they owned a
set. The sample applies to radio,
he said, but older set owners spent
more time with newspapers and
magazines than recent purchasers.
In the case of low-income TV
owners, people who owned a set
longer spent more time with both
radio and TV; magazine activity
was about the same; less time was
spent oh newspapers by those who
had bought their set earlier.
TV is getting its audience from
many sources, and not exclusively
from radio, Mr. Steers said, suggesting other media, movies, visiting and other activities. He said
the
group
of TVpresent
sets may
showof a non-owners
completely
different' pattern.
TV will mainly hit media habits
which had little intrinsic strength,
he concluded.

CONVENTION

HEADQUARTERS

Blackstone Hotel
Chicago

Substantial Buyers Available for
Profitable Radio and Television Stations
HOWARD
E. STARK
50 E, 58th STREET, NEW YORK 22, N. Y.
EL 5-0405
Brokers And Financial Consultants to
Radio and Television Stations
March 24, 1952
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INDIANA GROUP ELECTS
RICHARDSON PRESIDENT
0. E. RICHARDSON, president of WASK
Lafayette, elected president of Indiana Broadcasters Assn. at group's Friday meeting in
Indianapolis. Dan Park, WIRE Indianapolis,
retiring president, is secretary-treasurer. Other
officers: Dee 0. Coe, WWCA Gary, vice president for radio; Harry Bitner, WFBM-TV Indianapolis, vice president for FM and TV;
Edvi^ard Thorns, WKJG Ft. Wayne, assistant
secretary, and Joe Higgins, WTHI Terre Haute,
assistant treasurer.
Board members in addition to officers are
W. F. Craig, WLVC Muncie; E. M. Jackson,
WCNB Connersville; Ed Ogborne, WCTW
(FM) Newcastle; Dick Fairbanks, WIBC
Indianapolis, and William Spencer, WISH
Indianapolis.
Next IBA meeting is scheduled for May.
WBBW
JOINS ABC
WBBW YOUNGSTOWN, Ohio, to become ABC
radio affiliate May 1, network announced Friday. Owned and operated by Mahoning Valley
Broadcasting Corp., WBBW operates on 1240
kc with 250 w under John Cherpack Jr., president; Gene Trace, vice president and general
manager, and Tony Ross, secretary-treasurer
and program director. WFMJ Youngstown,
formerly affiliated with both ABC and NBC, to
become NBC only.
CLIPP TESTIFIES
AT ABC-UPT HEARING
BENEFITS accruing to ABC affiliates if ABCUnited Paramount Theatres merger is approved were related by Roger W. Clipp, WFIL
Philadelphia and member of ABC Stations Advisory Committee, at Friday's FCC hearing
on the ABC-UPT merger (also see earlier
story, page 61). He submitted resolution
approved by SAC endorsing merger, pointing
up better programs and competitive position
it would give ABC.
Also in witness chair Friday were Robert
M. Weitman, UPT vice president in charge
of southern theatres, who will be programming
and talent vice president in merged American
Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres Inc.; and
Edward L. Hyman, UPT vice president in
charge of northern theatres, who also will be
a vice president of merged company.
Cross examination of ABC and UPT witnesses on merger issues will begin today
(Monday) by FCC Counsel Frederick W. Ford.
Johnson Backs FCC Funds
(Continued from pwge 5)
propriations subcommittee that it give FCC
funds it needs to process TV applications (see
early budget story, page 29).
What is needed, according to Senator who
spoke in closed session, are "teams" to handle
application processing when freeze ends. Some
15 states now are without TV, he noted. Teams
of processors must include at least hearing
examiner, accountant, engineer, secretary,
clerical help and other personnel. Sen. Johnson
said, pointing out that FCC now has only seven
examiners.
Sen. Johnson limited his testimony to FCC's
TV problem only. Also appearing was Haraden Pratt, Telecommunications Advisor to
President, for IRAC, and all FCC Commissioners except Robert F. Jones.
Page 94
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P&G NEGOTIATIONS
PROCTER & GAMBLE, Cincinnati, still
in negotiation Friday on renewal plans
for three shows on CBS Radio: Beulah,
Tide Show and Lowell Thomas, for which
it has been seeking lower time costs.
Despite reports circulating to contrary,
it had not cancelled or moved programs
to another network. Final decision expected shortly.
WORCESTER DISTRICT 3
WILLARD C. WORCESTER, vice president
and general manager of WIRE Indianapolis,
elected radio representative of District 3 on
NBC Stations Planning and Advisory Committee, network announced Friday. Mr. Worcester
elected by runoff vote, results of other district
elections having been announced last week
[B»T, March 17]. District 3 consists of Michigan, Illinois, Kentucky, Indiana and Western
Pennsylvania.
POLICY ON CBC PROGRAMS
OFFICIAL announcement Canadian Broadcasting Corp.'s
programs
to start
in policy
Auguston tosponsored
be made TVApril
30 by
A. D. Dunton, CBC chairman, at annual meeting Assn. of Canadian Advertisers. Unofficially
understood CBC will devote 50-60% of its two
to four hours each evening on CBC-TV Toronto, CBC-TV Montreal to sponsored programs. All shows to be produced by CBC, with
full control of sponsored shows.
Business Briefly
(Continued from page 5)
summer campaign. Firm usually uses about
30 markets starting around April 15.
SINGER SCHEDULE • Singer Sewing
Machine Co., through Young & Rubicam,
N. Y., considering radio schedule starting April
1 for 26 weeks with stations understood to be
recommended by local Singer dealers, mostly
in South.

PEOPLE..
CARL J. WEITZEL appointed executive vie
president and treasurer of Field Enterprise;
Chicago, which owns WJJD Chicago, KQE
Portland, Ore., and KJR Seattle. Mr. Weitz(
empowered to act for President Marshall Fiel I
in all corporate matters. He joined compan
in 1944 after working for Field interests sine |
1929. Company owns the Sun-Times, Wor,^
Book Encyclopaedia, Child Craft and Funtional Music in Chicago and Simon & Schu !
ter. Pocket Books and Parade publications '
New York.
DONALD A. RUTLEDGE, personnel manage ji
Arabian American Oil Co., named manager
employe relations, NBC Personnel Dept. PriJ
to serving two years during World War II i
Navy lieutenant (jg) , Mr. Rutledge for thr(|i
years was regional director of civilian perso: i
nel, San Francisco office. Office of Secretary ■ }
War. Before that he was salary analyst f
three years with Civil Service Commission, I
Francisco.

MAHLON A. GLASCOCK, sales manager
WRC-AM-FM Washington, announced ht
resignation last Friday, effective April 1, i
re-enter local advertising agency businejj
With the NBC owned and operated outle;
since 1942, Mr. Glascock has been sales ma j
ager since 1943. Prior to joining NBC, )i
had been radio director of Lewis Edwin Ryi J:
Inc., Washington agency. Gene Juster, Wl!,
general manager, said appointment of Mr. GIe j
cock's successor would be announced shortljj
JAMES W. KENNELS Jr., Griswold-Eshl
man Co., Cleveland, to executive staff of Rutj
raff & Ryan, N. Y.
EDWARD J. McCORMACK, copy director
day).
C. L. Miller Co., N. Y., to Ted Bates & C
that city, as copywriter, effective today (Mc
ROBERT JAY BURTON, vice president
Broadcast Music Inc. and general manager
BMI Canada Ltd., named chairman, radio-T
division, annual drive of New York Legal A
Society to help raise $325,000 fund.
JOHN G. STANDART Jr., account execut:
on Lincoln-Mercury account, Kenyon & E(
hardt, N. Y., named a vice president of ageri
in Detroit office.
]
WILLIAM P. DIX Jr., account executive
WCBS New York radio sales since Mar
named assistant sales manager.

TV
Boosted
Budweiser
Sales, ANA
Tol<
3.3 viewers, or 14,150,000 persons. This rep
TELEVISION "has definitely helped Anheusersents cost of $4.46 per thousand or 4V2 m
Busch achieve large increases in Budweiser
beer sales at relatively low cost," R. E. Krings,
perElaborating
viewer.
on sales impact, he said in sol
director of advertising, told Broadcasting •
TV
markets there has been no increase < I
Telecasting Friday. Intei-viewed on closing
day of Assn. of National Advertisers conventhere, too, are cases where sales in non- ^
tion at Hot Springs, Va. (see stories, pages
markets increased more than those in TV m kets.
Promotion is not heavy since progran 3
23,Substantial
93) he described
this over
way: 1949,
increaseTV's
in results
1950 sales
expected to carry itself. Main support consi j
with increase in TV areas almost doubled non-TV
of TV copy in other media and banners on 1 )
Budweiser delivery trucks.
areas.
Increase in 1951 sales over 1950 three times as
Discussing effect of program, he said I i
great in TV as in non-TV areas.
Murray
has "worn well"; variety format 5
Sales in first two months of 1952 were 22%
something to please almost anyone. Nel
ahead of same period in 1951.
Case is considered best salesman in field s
Thinking behind program, featuring Ken
finally, "our Clydesdale horses opening : J
closing the show bring almost fantastic quji
Murray on CBS-TV, is "to impel people to
titles of fan mail."
I
Budweiser, to pre-sell them," Mr. Krings said.
As to cost of series, he said bill is $62,000 per
Mr. Krings spoke off-record at ANA Friijl
week of which $32,000 is for talent and $30,000
afternoon radio-television meeting, follow ■
for time. However, he explained, program
NARTB President Harold E. Fellows. BI
reaches 4,288,000 TV homes with average of
weiser agency is D'Arcy Adv., St. Louis. I
BROADCASTING
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"Old

Rough

and

Ready"

learned

fast

Zachary Taylor, 1 2th President of the United States, was a
political novice when he moved into the White House. But
"Old Rough and Ready," Virginia born and bred, wasn't long
in learning. In short order the hero of the Mexican War,
by diligent study, was master of his new assignment.
In 1944 WMBG proclaimed its faith in television with a
full page newspaper advertisement, an unparalleled action.
On April 15, 1948 WMBG's sister station, WTVR,
became the South's first television outlet.
New almost four years old, WTVR is one of fhe real grandaddles
of comnnercial television. And like Zachary Taylor,
its owners have learned fast how to put it
to good use for viewers and sponsors alike.

The last assault and fall of the AJamo.

WMBG

AM

WCOD

FM

WTVR

Havens & Martin Stations are the only
complete broadcasting institution in Richmond.
Pioneer NBC outlets for Virginia's first market.
Represented nationally by John Blair & Company

FIRST

STATIONS

OF

VIRGINIA

TV

Move

more

merchandise

Northern

Ohio...

Six sure-fire selling forces now
combine to move merchandise for
advertisers using the effective, new
WGAR MerCHAINdising Plan.
Powerful 5 0,000 -watt WGAR
tells and sells more than four
million listeners . . .
Two

leading national grocery

■f chains swing into action . . .
Exclusive point-of-purchase displaysstores
go up
in 197
. . . for one full week
WGAR personalities appear at
■f sales meetings and store
promotions . . .
Product stories, pictures and
news of sponsor activities are featured in WGAR's widely circulated
merchandising publication . . .
WGAR

promotes the plan con-

and tinuously
newspaper through
publicity"on-the-air"

Ask today for the WGAR
MerCHAINdising Plan booklet that tells the complete story
of six selling factors in one
sales-building program that
really moves merchandise!
ihe SPOT-fbr
RADIO . . . AMERICA'S GREATEST
ADVERTISING MEDIUM

SPOfT

RADIO

WGAR Cleveland • 50,000 WATTS • CBS
EASTERN OFFICE: 665 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK CITY

Represented Nafionally by
Edv/ard Petry & Company
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IOWA'S
OR

RADIO

MORE

HOMES

SETS!

1
KITCHEN
1

DINING ROOM
j

DEN

I-

The

1951 Iowa Radio Audience Survey* discloses that radio-set ownership in Iowa is at a
startling all-time high. Multiple-set homes are
now in the majority in Iowa, whereas in 1940
less than one home in five had two or more sets!
The following chart graphically illustrates why
it is no longer valid to assume a single, "family
radio" within the house — a premise on which
much radio audience research has heretofore
been based.
INCREASE IN NUMBER OF USABLE SETS
PER IOWA HOME
(Top figurei based on oil /lomes interyiewed;
ofher figures based on radio homes only.)
1940 1945
SURVEY SURVEY
PERCENTAGE OF HOMES OWNING:
1 or more radios....
91.4% 97.9%
2 or more radios....
18.2% 38.5%
3 or more radios....
4.4% 9.1%

1951
SURVEY
98.9%
50.3%
15.0%

In addition, the 1951 Survey shows that 88.2%
of all Iowa families own automobiles, of which
62.7% have radios. lowans also own thousands
of other "non-home sets" — in barns (14.6% of
Iowa barn owners have barn radios) and in
trucks (9.7% of all Iowa's family-owned trucks
have radios, according to the 1949 Survey).

Radio-set ownership is only one of many important topics covered by the 1951 Iowa Radio
Audience Survey. Its 78 pages of reliable, helpful
information make it "required reading" for every

advertising, sales or marketing man who is interested inradio in general, and the Iowa market
in particular. Incidentally, the 1951 Survey again
reveals that WHO with its Clear Channel and
50,000-watt voice is by all odds Iowa's most
Ustened-to station. Write for your free copy today!

WIKI©

+ for
Iowa
PLUS
+
Oes Moines . . . 50,000 WaHs
Col. B. J. Palmer,
President
o
p. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
FREE & PETERS, INC.
IVational Representatives
*The 1951 Iowa Radio Audience Survey IS the fourteenth annual study of
radio listening habits in Iowa. It
was conducted by Dr. F. L. Whan of
Wichita University and his staff. It
is based on personal interviews during
March and April, 1951, with 9. 180Iowa
families — all scientifically selected from
Iowa's cities, towns, villages and
farms, to present a true and accurate
picture of the radio audience in Iowa.
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HENRY

1. CHRISTAL

CO.

event
a tragic
there occurred
VfO'CiTA
363
in English
history.Cl^O
The colorful
Mary, Queen
of Scots
was involved in a false plot to displace Elizabeth as the
English Queen. Against her will, Elizabeth was compelled
to have Mary beheaded for having plotted treason against
the throne of England.

I NEW YORK
!Frank W. Miller Sr.
Frank W. Miller Jr.
\ Sterling B. Beeson
iHerbert L. Bachman
Paul Hutchinson
ICameron A. Higgins
I Jack Hardingham
i Barry Keit
\ Frank T. Breslin
j William L. Kost
I Richard P. Hogue
ATLANTA
! Eli W. Sweatman
■ CHICAGO
i John H. Wrath
John Schulz
j Edward E. Gardner
iPhilip Leo Mergener
DETROIT
Harold V. Barrett
HOLLYWOOD
Clark Barnes
5AN FRANCISCO
Ralph Mitchell

EANS
|,EW R.ORL
Silton
de Reyna Jr.
^PHILADELPHIA
Robert S. Dome

sing . . .
Adverti
Radioevery
) exper
363
Giving us\/ear<
an average
of 15 ience
years per man, with
man thoroughly versed
in selling tlie National and Sectional markets . . .
Available to you! Our wealth of Radio knowledge in every Radio market,
plus continual close contact with Advertisers and their Agencies, by men who
are specialists in selling a single medium-RADIO SPOT TIME . . .
Contact your nearest HEADLEY-REED Sales Representative (listed herewith) and watch your sales curve propel upward.

Radio

Station Representatives

of tke kigkest

rated

programs

any

station

are

on

Ni^kt-time

one

Dallas

TELEVISION
or Fort

Wortk

on

KRLD-TV
(January 1952 Videodex)
KRLD-TV, exclusive outlet for the great Columbia Television
Network for Dallas and Fort Worth, has taken over...
FIRST

PLACE

Among the three television stations serving
the Dallas -Fort Worth viewing area.

FIRST:

In picture and audio signal established by county dealer survey
(750 dealers in north Texas area).

FIRST:

In power and coverage . . . Texas'
highest powered TV station with
the favorable low channel 4.

FIRST:

6 out of 10 of television's nighttime, class A time shows.

FIRST: More local and regional advertisers
during October, November and
December . . . Rorabough.

L,|
The Market Twins
DALLAS and FT. WORTH
•
The Medio Twins

\

^

oikeA^ uM^^uU,

~

mike

SOUTH'S

KRLD-TV

LARGEST

U

j44Ai plain

METROPOLITAN

FIRST

MARKET!

This is v^hy

KRLD and KRLD-TV

KRLD-TV
The Branham Company, Exc/us/ve Representative
EXCLUSIVE

OUTLET

FOR

John W. Runyon, President
Clyde W. Rembert, Managing Director

CHANNEL

4, DALLAS
Is your best buy

CBS
PROGRAMS

IN DALLAS

Fl

WORTH

Published every Monday, with Yearbook Numbers (53rd and 54th issues) published in January and February by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 870 National I
Building, Washington 4, D. C. Entered as second class matter March 14. 1933, at Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 1879.
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CL8SED

CIRCUIT

{DISCOUNT reports of imminent high-level
phanges in RCA-NBC organization [B»T,
iMarch 24]. Authority for this is Frank M.
Folsom, RCA president, who says no changes
It top policy level are in offing and that personnel movements in lower echelon are not unusual in expanding organization such as NBC.
iATE STABILIZATION issue expected to
lust out all over at NARTB convention. While
ou won't find term on agenda per se, it will
16 touchstone of Affiliates Committee, BAB
md more than likely NARTB main tent.
'HOUGH NARTB's stiff code is winding up
rst month, number of complaints to be given
lode Review Board at Monday afternoon meetng is surprisingly small. Board will be asked
0 supply several interpretations of proviions.
'HAT JONES dissent from upcoming FCC
lajority opinion on TV allocations ending
reeze can be expected to reverberate throughjout regulatory and broadcast circles. Commissioner Jones has been working diligently
n dissent likely to be voluminous and with
harts and graphs depicting his position since
e decided fortnight ago. His position basiclly is against fixed allocation and rule-makig procedure leading toward "planned econmy" for TV. In this view he has at least
artial acquiescence of Miss Hennock.
JNDER CONSIDERATION by Thomas F.
)'Neil, head of General Tire and Rubber radio
nd TV enterprises, is formation of film-TV
etwork. With nucleus of WOR-TV New
fork, WNAC-TV Boston and KHJ-TV Los
Lngeles, project presumably would include nonfiwned stations throughout country on option
ime basis with simultaneous release of filmed
irograms.
I.BANDON ANY notion that FCC will act
n proposed new multiple ownership rules in
'V prior to handing down of allocations now
xpected within fortnight. Present limitation
n TV stations owned by single entity, whether
^HF or UHF is five. NBC, supported by other
jpetworks and by Fort Industry, has proposed
lhat UHF be not counted in overall TV quota
ijand suggestion has been advanced that at
Ijleast two additional UHF stations be permitted
jfor a total of seven. FCC authorities state,
Dwever, that five remains statutory limit for
arposes of allocations and during "waiting
;riod" of 90 days following final TV report.
ESPITE repercussions to Boca Raton convenon last fall, NBC contemplates another affilites convention. But chances are it will bring
s affiliates — both AM and TV — to convention,
11 them what they want to do but not ask
)r vote. NBC's controversial new "economic
rmula" on rates has gone by boards to date
▼
(Continued on page 6)
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HOUSE UNIT OKAYS
PROGRAMMING
STUDY

BUSINESS

HOUSE Rules Committee Friday cleared resolution calling for radio and TV programming
study by select 15-man committee. Bill, introduced Feb. 7 [B*T, Feb. 11] would direct
committee to see which radio-TV programs
contain "immoral or otherwise offensive
matter." If House okays. Speaker will appoint
group.
SMITH

APPOINTMENT

CARLETON D. SMITH, NBC vice president
in charge of station relations, to be director of
operations for NBC owned and operated stations division [B*T, March 17], effective April
14, it was announced Friday. April 14 is date
Harry Bannister, WWJ Detroit, joins NBC in
post generally conceded to be head of station
relations. In O&O division Mr. Smith will
serve under James M. Gaines, vice president
in charge, who said appointment was part of
general plan to strengthen and expand division's operations.
PETERSON

KEYSTONE

V.P.

EDWIN R. PETERSON, salesman for Keystone Broadcasting System, Chicago, elected
a vice president of the network, and will handle
much of the work done by Naylor Rogers, executive vice president who died recently. Mr.
Peterson was on the network sales staff at
ABC Chicago seven years, and managed
Mutual's Detroit office before joining Keystone
in 1949. William Bayer named West Coast
sales representative.
DURHAM
RESIGNS HOOPER
GEORGE T. DURHAM, account executive on
advertiser subscribers to Hooperatings,
formerly media director of Lever Bros, and
for time chairman of ANA Radio-TV Committee, resigning from C. E. Hooper Inc. effective Tuesday (April 1).
WPJB

NAMES

TAYLOR

WPJB Providence, R. I., Providence JournalBuUetin station and ABC outlet, names 0. L.
Taylor Co. as national representative, effective
Tuesday (April 1) .

COMMISSIONERS AT NARTB
FCC COMMISSIONERS who are attending the NARTB convention in Chicago this week are Chairman Paul A.
Walker, and Comrs. Rosel H. Hyde and
Robert T. Bartley. Chairman Walker
is scheduled to address the NARTB
luncheon meeting April 2. Comrs. George
E. Sterling, Edward M. Webster, Robert
F. Jones and Frieda B. Hennock plan
to remain in Washington.

BRIEFLY

ARMOUR TO EXPAND # Armour Co.'s
newest product, Sud (detergent), which has
been using test campaign in Dallas, is expected
to expand shortly to compete nationally with
other detergents. Tide and Surf. Sud is
handled by Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago.
BLOCK EXPANDING • Block Drug Co.,
Jersey City, through Cecil & Presbrey, N. Y.,
has added chlorophyl to its Ammident tooth
paste and currently is testing product in few
selected markets. If successful, account will
go national with radio campaign. Meanwhile
two other products, Polident and Pyco-pay
(toothbrush) start TV spot campaign in three
major markets on May 1 for 13 weeks.
FIFTH QUARTER HOUR # Green Giant
peas, through Leo Burnett, Chicago, understood to be interested in picking up a fifth
quarter hour of Hoiiseparty on both CBS Radio
and
while Pillsbury Mills continues
29). CBS-TV,
sponsoring
all four other days (see story page
SHAVING CREAM RADIO # ColgatePalmolive-Peet (shaving cream), through Ted
Bates, N. Y., in addition to its network shows,
buying radio campaign starting early in April,
using morning and night minutes and chain
breaks to appeal to male audience.
CONVENTION
REGISTRATION
MAY HIT 3,000
TOTAL ATTENDANCE 3,000 at NARTB Chicago convention indicated Friday as advance
registrations reached 1,300 mark, just shy of
1951 figure according to Secretary-Treasurer
C. E. Arney Jr. Actual attendance at joint
management engineering meetings, which
start Monday (today), usually runs about
1,500 over advance registration, he said. Sale
of banquet tickets reached 1276 Friday.
LBS-WOPA SETTLEMENT
OUT OF COURT agreement expected this
week by Liberty Broadcasting System and
WOPA Oak Park, 111., after month of informal
negotiations. Station charges violation of its
affiliation contract [B*T, Feb. 25, March 10,
March 24], but will drop its legal action if its
terms agreed to. Both parties, during hearings last week before representative of federal judge, Chicago, agreed to keep complete
contents of the settlement secret.
FINK

TO

PHILCO

DONALD G. FINK, editor of Electronics
magazine, June 1 joins Philco Corp., Philadelphia, as co-director of research-operations,
William Balderston, Philco president, announced today (March 31). Mr. Fink served on
National Television Systems Committee which
recommended present black and white standards to FCC, Radio Technical Planning Board,
Joint Technical Advisory Committee and present National Television Systems Committee.
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Closed
Circuit
(Continued from page 5)
because of stunning 72 to 22 vote at Bocj
Raton last November.
ABC MEET TO ELECT
EIGHT DIRECTORS
ABC ANNUAL stockholders meeting, to be
held April 8 at 2 p.m. in network's headquarters in New York's RCA Bldg., will elect eight
directors "to serve until the next annual meeting and until their successors shall be elected
and shall qualify, or until the merger of the
corporation with United Paramount Theatres
. . . whichever shall first occur," according to
proxy statements sent to stockholders. ABC
proposes reelection of full present board, including Board Chairman Edward J. Noble,
President Robert E. Kintner, Vice Presidents
Earl E. Anderson, Robert H. Hinckley and C.
Nicholas Priaulx; Alger B. Chapman, member
of law firm of Chapman, Bryson, Walsh &
McConnell; Franklin S. Wood, of law firm of
Hawkins, Delafield & Wood; Owen D. Young,
honorary board chairman, General Electric
Co. Mr. Noble holds 901,667 shares of ABC
stock (153.38% of outstanding shares) not
including 17,500 shares held by member of
his family and 46,500 shares owned by Edward
John Noble Foundation, according to proxy
statement.
BMI TV CLINICS
BMI will hold series of three regular television
clinics patterned after radio clinic series
started three years ago. Two-day workshop
sessions will include speakers from all levels
of the television industry. First clinic will be
May 19-20 in New York, second May 22-23 in
Chicago and third May 26-27 in Hollywood.
Series of radio clinics, with three to five going
on simultaneously in diff^erent parts of the
U. S. and Canada, starts April 24. Topics for
discussion at TV clinics based on questionnaire
survey of video stations, according to President Carl Haverlin.
VOICE

APPROPRIATION

HOUSE Appropriations Committee Friday
clipped $52,351,500 from Administration's request of $266,056,510 for State Department.
State Department had asked for $36,727,086
for construction of nine broadcasting "projects." Committee eliminated two of them, both
"double shortwave plants." Included in seven
projects to be completed are two "vagabond"
projects involving shipborne high-powered
radio-relay bases. Other five will be located
overseas.

THEY'LL SCRATCH AGAIN
FOURTH annual "Scratch" of the NARTB
(NAB) Plea Circus, comprising ex-executives
along with representatives of firms regularly
making the district meeting circuit during the
regime of ex-President Neville Miller, will be
held Tuesday, April 1, at 6 p.m. in the Conrad
Hilton Hotel. Mr. Miller was president
from 1938 to 1944 and is self-appointed president of National Assn. of the Alumni of
NARTB (NAB) Flea Circus. A separate Flea
Circus convention had been planned, he said,
but the idea was dropped to avoid conflict
with the national political conventions.
Page 6
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In this Issue—
Where's the money coming from to support anationwide system of television?
Some answers are suggested in the
special economic study in this issue.
It's a thorough presentation by the
Broadcasting • Telecasting staff of
facts which can help broadcasters
analyze their business and figure out
their future. See "Business Barometer" beginning on Page 32.
30th convention of NARTB opens today
at the Conrad Hilton Hotel; Chicago
(Page 27). There's a jammed agenda
(Page 8) containing workshop sessions
on a variety of subjects intended to
help make radio and TV more efficient
advertising media. Organizationally
within NARTB an unusual spirit of
unity prevails. But not everything in
Chicago will be rosy. One big problem, how to maintain network radio
rates, will be the central topic of a
special meeting of the Affiliates Committee this afternoon at 4 p.m. It's
a problem that is made the more acute
by recent attempts by major advertisers to poke new holes in network
rate cards (Page 29). Though nowhere to be found on the general convention agenda, the network problem
is
bound
to dominate the Hilton's corridors.
Are radio networks in their present form
obsolete? This challenging question
is raised in a special editorial. Page
27.
BAB promises to unveil half a dozen new
member sei'vices at its sales session
this afternoon in Chicago. Page 31.
There are hints that the Civil Aeronautics Administration may throw a
monkey wrench in some telecasters'
plans to build tall antenna towers.
Here's a report of a hitherto unreported
meeting on the subject attended by
officials of the Air Transport Assn.
and the CAA. Page HI.
Seven big spending advertisers make
major radio-TV moves in week. Page
29.
A veteran engineer, Raymond M. Wilmotte, in a special article, wonders
whether UHF really will work on a
practical basis. He doesn't think it
promises to be as good as the FCC and
some other engineers think it will be.
Page H6.
ABC, in next three weeks, will open $3
million worth of new radio studios in
New York, Los Angeles and Chicago.
Page 178.
Upcoming
April 3-5: American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies, spring meeting. The Greenbrier, White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.
April 4-6: American Women in Radio &
Television, second national convention,
Statler Hotel, Detroit.
(Other Upcomings page 148)

OFT-HEARD complaints about optical stan
dards of TV film may bring revival of forme
NARTB Recording Standards Committee dur
ing convention.
WHEN TV ALLOCATIONS finally are hande.
down, there will be much travail, it's expected
over education reservations far beyond num
ber of non-commercial stations that conceiv
ably will be built. One anomalous situatior
it's understood, is reservation of educations
VHF for both Denver and Boulder, Col., abou
30 miles distant. There are other instance
where small towns are given reservations be
cause they are "educational centers."
WONDEROUS MAN is Senator "Big Ed
Johnson (D-Col.). Given to lambasting FC<
for its shortcomings, his appearance befor
Senate Appropriations Subcommittee 10 day
ago was in support of restoration of two mil
lion dollars nicked from proposed 1953 fiscf
year appropriation by House. His argumer
that it would be non-recurring expense to tak
care of television allocations and that senatoi
would hear from their constituents if allocc
tions are held up, was devastating. Thus
FCC gets money back, it will be largely b(
cause of Sen. Johnson's thrust.
AGENCY choice to guide Democratic adve:
tising fortunes through '52 political campaig
is now on the desk of Frank E. McKinney, n<
tional committee chairman. Announcement e:
pected to be made this week following present;
tions
by halfnowdozen
agencies.to It's
competition
is reduced
two. understoc
IT NOW develops that Elliott Roosevelt
Cuban plans [Closed Circuit, March 24] e:
compass not only acquisition of RHC Cadei
Azul, looking toward TV network operatic
but also setting up of TV receiver factory
market sets at $79.50.
WHAT WILL happen to 38 domestic statioi
(22 owned, 16 leased from private bro^
casters) when Voice of America complet
plans for four new one-megawatt (1 millit
watts) outlets in U.S.? That's problem pe
plexing new International Information Admi
istration. New stations (two under constru
tion, two others on blueprint) would have mo
power than all 38 in operation now.
EDWARD STANLEY, manager of pub
aff'airs and education of NBC radio netwoi
looking for replacement for Margaret Cuthbe
network's supervisor of public affairs pi
grams. Miss Cuthbert resigning this summ
but
NBC. will probably continue as consultant
DUANE

JONES

COMPLAINT

FOR THIRD TIME, complaint of Duane Jon
head of Duane Jones Co., against nine forir
employes has been sustained. Latest edict ;
fusing to dismiss complaint was handed do'
by N. Y. Supreme Court Justice Ernest E.
Hammer on Thursday. Suit expected to co
to trial in late spring. Also named in co
plaint are Manhattan Soap Co. and Frank
Burke Jr., vice president and director of t)
company. Mr. Jones' former employes !
now part of Scheidler, Beck and Wen
agency, which services Manhattan Soap
count.
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THERE'S

NOTHING

mST

25_ 10

BETTER

THAN...

PLACi!

OTHER
STATION RATINGS

OTHERRATINGS
STATION

"B"

.20_
15

"C"

10_

"D '

"C"

Jan. /952

Nov. 195 1
Oct. 1951

Dec. 1951
HOOPER

PROVES

r "D'

IT!

The above charts show the Omaha, Council Bluffs Hooper Share-ofaudience for 8 A.M. — 6 P.M., Monday through Saturday, from October,
1951, through January, 1952.

Goylord Avery
Progfom Director

Jim1 . O2 P.M.
Nelll

Largest total au(ite?ice of any Omaha station,
8 A.M. to 6 P.M., Monday through Saturday!

Johnny
8 - 10 Pearson
A.M.

Sandy
2 - i Jackson
P.M.

Largest share of audience, both morning and
afternoon, of any independent station in all
America! (Hooper, Nov.-Dec, 1951).

Represented Nationally By

I

\
r
OMAHA
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Official NARTB
MONDAY, MARCH 31
10:00 a.m.
South Ballroom
TELEVISION BUSINESS SESSION
Section I
Introduction: Judge Justin Miller,
NABTB Chairman of the Board and
General Counsel.
Presiding: Robert D. Swezey, General
Manager,
New Television
Orleans,
Chairman WDSU-TV,
of the NARTB
Board.
Renort: Thad H. Brown, Jr., Dirctor of
Television and Counsel to the Television Board.
Section II
ELECTION OF TV BOARD MEMBERS
10:00 a.m.
Private Dining Room 2
FM BUSINESS SESSION
Presiding: Ben Strouse, General Manager, WWDC-FM Washington, D. C,
Chairman of the NARTB FM Committee.
THE
PLANNARTB-RTMA FM PROMOTION
What It Meant to the Broadcaster in
North Carolina.
E. Z. Burlington.
Jones, General Manager, WBBBFM
What It Meant to the Broadcaster in
Wisconsin.
Kenneth F. Schmitt, General Manager, WIBA-FM Madison.
What It Meant to the Broadcaster in
the District of Columbia.
Everett L. Dillard, Owner, WASH.
What It Meant to the Manufacturer.
David Grigsby, Advertising Manager,
Zenith Radio Corp. (Chairman,
RTMA's Special FM Committee).
Herbert Guenin Jr., Advertising
Manager, RCA Victor Division.
Henry Onorati, Advertising Director,
Radio-TV, Crosley Division, Avco
Manufacturing Corp.
What It Meant to the Distributor.
Joe L. Pleasants, Vice President
(Sales),
N.
C. Allison-Erwin Co., Charlotte,
What It Meant to the Dealer.
William Hills, Managing Director,
Electric Institute of Washington,
D. C.
Where Do We Go from Here?
A Proposal and Open Discussion.
Address:
Give David Back His Slingshot.
J. H. Smith Jr., Director of FM,
NARTB.
FMisceUany :
General Discussion and Question
Period.
12 Noon
Exposition Hall
ROARING TWENTIES BUFFET
— a quick
back was
to the
early twenties when trip
NARTB
born.
1:45 p.m.
Grand Ballroom
CALL TO ORDER
James D. Shouse, Chairman of the
Board, Crosley Broadcasting Corp.,
Chairman of the 1952 Convention
Committee.
Harold E. Fellows, President, NARTB.
2:00 p.m.
Broadcast Advertising Bureau Inc.
, TUESDAY, APRIL 1
10:00 a.m.
Grand Ballroom
GENERAL SESSION
"Signs of the Times"
Introduction:
Mr. Fellows.
Presiding:
Judge Justin Miller, Chairman of the
Board, NARTB.
Special Presentation to the Broadcasting Industry: Daggett Harvey,
Chairman, Chicago Counsel on Foreign Relations
Page 8
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Convention

Address:
What's
Ahead
in Business?
James D.
Shouse
Address:
What's Ahead in Critical Materials?
Hon. Henry H. Fowler, Administrator,
National Production Authority.
12:30 p.m.
Grand Ballroom
LUNCHEON
Presiding: Judge Miller.
1:30 p.m.
SPECIAL PRESENTATION—
Honoring the Founders of NARTB.
1:40 p.m.
ADDRESS
Harold E. Fellows, Preisdent NARTB.
WORKSHOP SESSIONS
2:30-4:00 p.m.
South Ballroom
MERCHANDISING— THE WAY TO
MORE BUSINESS
Keynote :
G.
RichardManager,
Shafto, WIS
Vice PresidentGeneral
Columbia,
S. C.
Panel:
Mr. Shafto.
Lester W. Lindow, General Manager,
WFDF Flint, Mich.
F. C. Sowell, General Manager,
WLAC Nashville, Tenn.
Jack Zinselmeier, Director of Merchandising, WLW and WLWT (TV)
Cincinnati.
2:30-4:00 p.m.
Upper Tower Room
POLITICS AND BROADCASTING
IN '52
Keynote :
Clair R. McCoUough, President,
WGAL and WGAL-TV Lancaster, Pa.

Agenda

Panel:
Mr. McCoUough.
Kenneth
Fry, Radio-Television
Director, Democratic
National Committee.
Edward T. Ingle, Radio-Television Director, Republican National Committee.
Sig Mickelson (CBS-TV), Chairman,
Television Political Conventions Coverage Committee.
William Mc Andrew (NBC), Chairman,
Radio Political Conventions Coverage
Committee.
NARTB Staff Representatives:
Ralph ment
W. Relations.
Hardy, Director of GovernRobert
K. Richards, Director of Public Affairs.
4:00-5:30 p.m.
Small Ballroom
MANAGEMENT— IS YOURS GOOD?
Keynote:
C. L. (Chet) Thomas, General Manager, KXOK St. Louis.
Panel:
Mr. Thomas.
Simon Goldman, General Manager,
WJTN Jamestown, N. Y.
Leslie C. Johnson, Vice PresidentGeneral
land, 1 1. Manager, WHBF Rock IsWilliam B. McGrath, Managing Director, WHDH Boston.
Robert T. Mason, President-General
Manager. WMRN Marion, O.
NARTB Staff Representative:
Richard P. Doherty, Director of Employee-Employer Relations.
4:00-5:30 p.m.
Upper Tower Room
AUDIENCE PROMOTION— A TALE OF
THREE CITIES
Keynote:
Lee Little, General Manager, KTUC
Tucson, Arizona.

STATEMENT BY HAROLD E. FELLOWS,
PRESIDENT, NARTB
THIS 1952 convention is a very special one — for it marks 30 years of
continued expansion of our association. Out of the dream of a handful
of broadcasters who gathered together in 1923 has grown the National
Assn. of Radio and Television
Broadcasters, encompassing all
facets of the nation's broadcasters
— AM, FM, TV — in one strong,
unified organization.
NARTB's responsibility as the
representative of the entire broadcasting industry is reflected in this
year's convention agenda. A majority of the sessions have been
built around subjects of interest to
each of the broadcasting media.
Again, this year, most of the meetings will be at the workshop level,
with outstanding speakers participating.
The topics listed for the various
sessions indicate the wide range of
information available to those in
attendance at the convention:
What's Ahead in Legislation? . . .
What's Ahead in Critical Materials? . . . The FM Promotion
Plan . . . The Way to More Business
Mr. FELLOWS
. . . Politics and Broadcasting in '52
. . .Management . . . Audience Promotion .. . The Television Code . . . Engineering.
For me personally, this convention also has a special meaning — my
first as NARTB president. Most of you are old friends from my days
as a practicing broadcaster, or we have met during the series of district
meetings. To all of you, let me say "thanks" for your splendid cooperation during the past year and extend a hearty welcome to our annual
meeting.

Panel:
Mr. Little.
John
Esau, Vice President-Genera
Story.
Manager, KTUL Tulsa— The Tuls
Jack Knabb, Jack Knabb Advertisin
Co., Rochester — The Rochester Storj
Worth Kramer, General Managei
WJR Detroit^The Detroit Story.
NARTB
Representative:
RichardStaff
M. Allerton,
Director of Re
search.
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 2
9:30 a.m.
Grand Ballroor
TELEVISION MANAGEMENT
Keynote:
Dwight
Martin,
Vice Presiden
WLWT (TV) Cincinnati.
Panel:
Mr. Martin.
E. K. Jett, Vice President-Director c
Television, WMAR-TV Baltimore.
Lawrence Rogers, General Manage:
WSAZ-TV Huntington, W. Va.
Willlard Walbridge, Station Managei
WWJ-TV Detroit.
Victor A. Sholis, Vice President an
Director, WHAS-TV Louisville, Ky
NARTB
Staff Representative:
Mr. Doherty.
10:30 a.m.
CONFESSION SESSION
Keynote :
Harry Bannister, NBC
Panel:
Mr. Bannister.
Walter Compton, General Manage :
WTTG (TV) Washington, D. C.
Walter J. Damm. Vice President-Gei
eral Manager, WTMJ-TV Milwauke
Thad
Holt, Ala.
President, WAFM-TV Bii,
mingham,
Harold
V. Hough,
Ft. Worth,
Tex. Director, WBAP-T
Gaines Kelley, General Manage
WFMY-TV Greensboro, N. C.
Klaus Landsberg, Vice Presiden
General Manager, KTLA Los Angele
Robert Bloomington,
Lemon,
Station
Manage ^;
WTTV
Ind.
Glenn Marshall Jr., General Mana
er, WMBR-TV Jacksonville, Fla.
Lee B. Wailes, Vice President, Fo
Industry Co., Detroit.
12:30 p.m.
LUNCHEONGrand Ballroo
Presiding: Mr. Fellows.
1:30 p.m.
THE VOICE OF DEMOCRACY—
Featuring one of the four 1951-19
Winners:
Dwight
KCOL Ft. Clark,
Collins, Jr.,
Colo. Represent!:
1:40 p.m.
ADDRESS
Hon. Paul A. Walker, Chairman, Fe
eral Communications Commission.
2:30 p.m.
Upper Tower Roc
THE
TELEVIS'ION
CODE—
a worksh
session featuring members
of t
Television Code Board of Review.
John E. Fetzer, President-Gene
Manager, WKZO - TV Kalama?
Chairman.
J. Leonard Reinsch, Managing Din
tor, WBS-TV Atlanta, Vice Chairm:
Mrs. A. Scott Bullitt, Preside
KING-TV SeatUe, Wash.
Walter
Damm, Vice
WTMJ-TVJ. Milwaukee,
Wis. Preside
E. K. Jett, Vice President and Dir<
tor
of Television, WMAR-TV Hal ,
more.
3:30 p.m.
Upper Tower Roi |
PUBLIC HEARINGS—
Should they be open to the pub
through radio and television?
A debate.
Presiding: Judge Miller.
Affirmative:
James M. Landis, Attorney.
Negative
:
Louis Waldman,
Attorney.
7:00 p.m.
Grand Ballro
ANNUAL BANQUET
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Ampex
AMPEX ELECTRIC CORPORATION
Redwood City, Calif or >ita

f

A
J

Advanced

Series

400

-A<

^
Write

for

Bulletin

A -2 11

WIND

THE NEWSWEEKLY OF RADIO AND TELEVISION
Published Weekly by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Executive, Editorial, Advertising and Circulation OfRces:
870 National Press BIdg.
Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone ME 1022
IN THIS BROADCASTING
DEPARTMENTS
Advertiser Index
Agency Beat
Aircasters
Allied Arts
Book Review
Editorial
FCC Actions
FCC Roundup
Feature of Week
Film Report
Front Office
New Business
On All Accounts
Our Respects to
Programs, Promotions, Premiums
Strictly Business
Upcoming
TELECASTING Starts on page 139

BEST

CHICAGO

BUY

177
20
gg
105
22
92
133
132
n
156
94
14
20
92
135
ig
i4g

WASHINGTON HEADQUARTERS

ENTIRE

^ DAYS

A

YEAR

WEEK-

6

AJ)L-MIDNIGHT

SHARE OF AUDIENCE
NET A

27.6%

NET B

15.7%

1951

BASE "A" HR. RATE
$2
$1100
50

$900
WIND

13.0%

NET C

10.2%

NET D

9.5%

$900

IND B
IND C

8.1%
5.9%

$900
$338

IND D

3.0%

$300
$240

SOURCES: PULSE OF CHICAGO, 1951; SRDS
"The Most Homes Per Dollar Station"
•
400 N. MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO 11, ILLINOIS
AM RADIO SALES CO., REPRESENTATIVE
ROBT. MEEKER & ASSOC.
West Coast Representatives

SOI TAISHOFF, Editor and Publisher
EDITORIAL: ART KING, Managing Editor; EDWIN H
JAMES, Senior Editor; J. Frank Beatty. Earl B
Abrams, Associate Editors; Fred Fitzgerald, Assistant
Managing Editor; Dave Berlyn, Assignment Editor;
Lawrence
Christopher,
Technical
Editor.
John H. Kearney,
Patricia
Kielty,
John STAFFOsbon,
Keith
Trantow.
EDITORIAL
ASSISTANTS:'
Pat
Kowalczyk, Don Mortimer, Jean D. Statz, Hilda
Toler; Gladys L. Hall, Secretary to the Publisher.
BUSINESS:
MAURY
LONG,
BusinessManager;
Manager;George
Winfield R. Levi,
Assistant
Advertising
L. Dant, Adv. Production Manager; Harry Stevens.
Classified Advertising Manager; Eleanor Schadl
Doris Kelly, Betty Krebs; B. T. Taishoff, Treasurer:
Irving C. Miller, Auditor and Office Manager; Eunice
Weston, Assistant Auditor.
CIRCULATION AND READERS' SERVICE: JOHN P
COSGROVE.
Manager:
DorisElwood
J. Buschline.
Davis,
Madeleine
Tress,
M. Slee,Rutv^
Clydew
Baker.
3SSM 488 Madison Ave., Zone 23,
Plaza 5-8355; EDITORIAL: Rufus Crater, New
York Editor; Florence Small, Agency Editor; Dorothy Munster, William Ruchti, Liz Thackston.
Bruce Robertson, Senior Associate Editor.
ADVERTISING: S. J. PAUL, Advertising Director
Eleanor R. Manning, Assistant to Advertising Director; Kenneth Cowan, Advertising Representative.
■CHICAGO BUREAU
360 N. Michigan Ave., Zone 1,
CEntral 6-4115; William H. Shaw, Midwest Advent*ing Representative; Jane Pinkerton, News Editor
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU
Taft Building, Hollywood
and
HEmpstead
8181;AnnDavid
Glickman, Vine,
West Zone
Coast 28,
Manager;
Marjorie
Thomas.
TORONTO:
417
Harbour
Commission,
EMpire
4-0775
James Montagnes.
Annual subscription for 52 weekly issues $7.00.
Annual subscription including BROADCASTING Yearbook (53rd issue) $9.00, or TELECASTING Yearbook
(54th issue) $9.00.
Annual
subscription
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING including
54 issuesto $11.00.
Add $1.00 per year for Canadian and foreign postage.
Regular
per
copy. issue 35^ per copy; 53rd and 54th issues $5.00
Address Change: Please advise promptly, giving both ,
delivery.
old and new addresses, to maintain uninterrupted
Broadcasting * Magazine was foimded in 1931 by
Broadcasting Publications Inc., using the title:
Broadcasting * — The News Magazine of the Fifth
Estate.
BroadcastReporter
Advertising
and Broadcast
in 1933.• was acquired in 1932
* Reg. U. S. Patent Office
Copyright 1952 by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
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Advertisers who participate in The Yankee Network
News Service have one idea in common — they want
their broadcasts inside each local area . . . from
home-town station to home-town audience. For maximum local effectiveness these advertisers go Yankee.
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET
FIRST

NATIONAL

GROVETON

STORES.

PAPER
BREWING

Yankee

8 A.M.

THE

KIWI

9 A.M.

the Yankee

5 !•

LTD.
INC.

CO., LTD.

EDUCATOR

News

6 P.M.

in home

YANKEE

• Telecasting

POLISH

Network

1 P.M.

DIVISION OF THOMAS

BROADCASTING

& KADE,

CO.

CO.

S.O.S. COMPANY

achievement

21 BROOKLINE

BISCUIT

& FORD,

MEGOWEN

CO.

with

A crowning

SEECK

CORP.
THE

Go

PENICK

INC.

PRODUCTS

R. M. HOLLINGSHEAD
KRUEGER

NATIONAL

CO.

town

11 P.M.

acceptance

NETWORK

S. LEE ENTERPRISES,

AVENUE,

Service

BOSTON

INC.

15, MASS.
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AND

STILL
neiu business

GOING

STRONG!

• Yes . , . for the past 88
consecutive weeks, the
Shell Oil Company has
sponsored "Shell News"
twice daily over WDSU.

• Shell has just renewed its
contract for another 52
week schedule. We

are

proud of the confidence
placed in our station by
this sponsor... since WDSU
is the- sole radio salesman
for Shell in the New Orleans market.

• This is but another example ofWDSU's effectiveness in producing results
for sponsors in the "Billion
Dollar New Orleans Market .We're doing it daily
for our present sponsors
and we would like the
Write, Wire
or Phone Your
JOHN BLAIR Man!

opportunity to show what
WDSU can do for you.

ETO SPRAY DEODORANT lining up availabilities for 26-week
radio spot campaign to begin April 7. Agency: Sherman & MarV
Spot
quette, N. Y.
GENERAL FOODS Co. planning radio campaign for Minute Rice using
six or seven stations starting April 1 for from 9 to 13 weeks. GF, for
Cornfetti, also to use daytime minutes and breaks for nine weeks commencing April 7. Agency: Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
JULIUS CARLEBACH ART AND ANTIQUES GALLERY, N. Y., to
sponsor radio and TV sports on several New York stations in promotion campaign extending through June 30. Gallery also will participate in sponsoring art program now being prepared for radio and ultimately for TV. Agency: Richard H. Roffman Assoc., N. Y.
LINEN THREAD Co., Paterson, N. J., using test spots on two Gulf Coast
and two East Coast radio stations to appeal to commercial fishermen.
Company is considering expansion to Great Lakes and Atlantic Seaboard
if test is successful. Agency: Fuller & Smith & Ross, N. Y.
PALM BEACH Co., Cincinnati (Palm Beach and Springweave men's
suits), has started saturation campaign in Cincinnati on WLWT (TV)
for 13 weeks. Other cities will be Houston, St. Louis, New Haven and
Philadelphia. Company also stepped up spot campaign in New Orleans
which began March 3 with 100 spots weekly for 13 weeks on WSMB,
WNOE, WDSU and WBOK. Agency: Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago.
A/aiwotk

• • •

PAL BLADE Co., N. Y., renews Rod and Gun Club of the Air,
9-9:30 p.m. EST, on MBS. Agency: Al Paul Lefton Co., N. Y.
GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER Co., Akron, to sponsor Greatest
Ever Told on CBS-TV network for three Sundays during Columbia
shop time spot, 4-4:30 p.m. EST commencing April 27. Company
sors radio version on ABC with occasional simulcast. Agency:
& Rubicam, N. Y.

Thurs.
Story
WorksponYoung

HAZEL BISHOP Inc., N. Y. (cosmetics), signs for NBC-TV, Wed. 1010:30 p.m., and is cancelling alternate week sponsorship of Cameo Theatre,
NBC-TV, Sun. 10:30-11 p.m., with Regent Cigarettes. Drama show
planned for Wed. slot. Agency for Hazel Bishop: Raymond Spector Co.,
N. Y. Agency for Regent: Hilton & Riggio, N. Y.

COLONIAL LIFE INSURANCE Co., East Orange, N. J., appoints United
Adv., Newark.
REE-SEAL Co., L. A. (closures for home freezers), names Rockett-Lauritzen, that city. Radio and TV are being used.
ERIE STEEL Co. appoints Advertising Assoc., Phila.
ACE PRODUCTS Co., Chalfont, Pa. (stainless steel kitchen tools),
names Fien & Schwerin, Phila.
city.
LEIPHEIMER TEXTILES, Phila., appoints Aitkin-Kynett Adv., thai
G. E. APPLIANCE DEALERS, L. A. (home freezers), appoints Ros&
Gardner & White Adv., that city. TV is being used.
PRINCE GARDNER Co., St. Louis, appoints Olian Adv. Co., that city
MEISTER Co., L. A. (sewing machines), names Vick Knight Inc., Holly
wood. Radio and TV will be used.
CARYL RICHARDS Inc., Brooklyn, N. Y. (beauty products), name;
Gibraltar Adv., N. Y., to handle advertising, including radio and tele
vision.

CURTIS A. PRINGLE, special representative in S. C. Johnson & So^
Inc.'s international division (wax manufacturer), elected director-presi
dent of company's Brazilian subsidiary, Companhia Johnson. EDGAR J
MITCHELL, chief accountant of Companhia Johnson, elected director
treasurer and DR. LINCOLN M. da MATTOS named director-secretary
RAYMOND J. LAHVIC, Phenix Pabstette Co., to Fairmont Foods Co
Omaha, as advertising and publicity manager.
Page 14
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CHIEF

SAYS:

Clifton not
draws 'em, but
'em on WJW.
for available
today.

Cleveland's

Broadcasting

only
sells
Ask
spots

top
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CLEVELAlTb'S^^W
5000
W.
WJW BUILDING
REPRESENTED
NATIONALLY
BY

personalities

SELL

for

STATION

BASIC
ABC
CLEVELAND 15, OHIO
H-R REPRESENTATIVES, INC.

YOU

on

WJW!

March 31, 19S^2
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FACTS

UNMEASURED

*

FACTOR
RADIO

AUTOMOBILE
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NEW

AUTO

RADIO

SHOWS

Survey

STUDY,

m

OF

of 51^084

unmeasured

CARS

cars

buy radio, you
audience.

figures. But... when

HAVE

points

potential

EVER

MADE,

RADIOS

to

huge

audience

Passenger

^^'hat is the accepted factor in measuring
media coverage? Circulation. \ou pay on the
basis of measured

BIGGEST

Car Registrations in U. S.
Totals 42,846,000

you

get a huge, unmeasured

83% of the passenger cars surveyed have radios.
Using this percentage as a national yardstick —
35,562,000 American autos are equipped with radios!
And this figure does not inchide other raiHo-equipped
vehicles such as trucks, taxis, buses.

You get auto radio audience. Important because itis big. Vital because it is adult. Salesproductive because it is— of necessity— attentive to your sales message.

The significance of this revealing auto radio
study is far-reaching. It stresses a big plus
factor in the value of radio. It adds further
proof that radio is the "budget buy!"

WE WILL BE GLAD TO SEND YOU A COPY
OF THIS STUDY, IF YOU REQUEST IT ON
YOUR BUSINESS LETTERHEAD.

EDWARD

488

BROADCASTING

PETRY

AVE.,
MADISON
CHICAGO
ST. LOUIS
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YORK
NEW
LOS ANGELES
SAN

FRANCISCO

&

CO.,

22, N. Y. MU
• DETROIT

INC

8-0200
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s
feature

in the air,
And voices raised in singing,
us.
When

you're buying time with

And your cash register is ringing.
Trends may come and trends may
go,
But this fact remains the same,
If ing.
it's Washington you're choosWe're the oldest in the game.
Among the early morning shows.
Our Bill Herson's rated best.
While in evening quarter hours.

NOT ONE to rest on his laurels,
Harold Simonds, local sales manager of WFIL Philadelphia, celebrated his 30th anniversary with
the station March 17 by signing
two more top accounts, both for
52 weeks.
One of them, placed through J.
Cunningham Cox Agency, calls for
a saturation spot announcement
campaign for Stroehman Bros.
Co., baking firm. The other is for
a series of spots for Dalsimer
Shoes, represented by Charles
Cassidy Adv.
Said to be Philadelphia's oldest
radio man in point of service, Mr.
Simonds seems to possess the enviable knack of signing up longterm accounts. Just a short time
ago, Foster, Miller & Bierly, tire
distributor, renewed its sponsorship of a daily morning newscast,
thus continuing a station-client
relationship which began more
than nine years ago. Cahill Adv.
handles the account.
Another evidently satisfied
WFIL account serviced by Mr.
Simonds is Hardwick & Magee,
rug and furniture store, whose
morning news programs have been
a Monday-through-Saturday feature for 10 years. Firm is represented by Feigenbaum Agency.
In celebration of Mr. Simonds'
30th anniversary, a party was tendered by Roger W. Clipp, WFIL
general manager. Agency executives and station personnel signed
alikeness
large card
Mr. asSimonds'
and bearing
he received
a gift
from WFIL a week's cruise to
Nassau, for himself and his wife.
The WFIL local sales manager

of the meek

Looking over itinerary of their
Nassau trip, gift of WFIL, are Mr.
and Mrs. Simonds. Mr. Clipp (r)
shares their happiness.
* * *
goes all the way back to 1931 in
recalling his first commercial account as a salesman for the original WFI, forerunner of the present WFIL. This sale followed nine
years as singer, announcer and
script writer.
That first account was Fritz
& LaRue, rug firm. From then on
his sales acumen sharpened. In
1947, for instance, he was salesman for six dairy accounts carried
by WFIL simultaneously.
During his long radio career,
Mr. Simonds has been a successful
newscaster and sports commentator as well as salesman, singer and
announcer. In 1933 he inaugurated
20th Century Highlights, Past and
Present, a news program sponsored
continuously for three years.
From 1936 to 1943 he was
WFIL's sportscaster and, except
for brief periods, his show was
sponsored throughout the time.
He became fulltime salesman in
1943 and in early 1950 was promoted to his present position.

If you

Thar CouNts...

Quote From Sales
Management
"Your

Our station tops the rest*

stronger

Remember

that in this market.

Your best buy is WRC.
* WRC is highest-rated in 56 out of
112 quarter hours (7-11 p.m.. Sun.
through Sat.), ARB, Feb.. 1952.

FIRST

in WASHINGTON

S,000 Watts • 980 KC
Represented by NBC Spot Sales
Page 18
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than

last

year. Your quality of
market index is now

When you've read this Preview
issue.
Whatever your plans may be.

story i s f a r

^

strictly

business

; : HUGH

28%

above

average; 24%

H. LELAND

such groups
l AdTIME
Assn.when
of Nationa
AT asA the
vertisers are searching for
more dollar facts about the nation's
major advertising media, Hugh H.
Leland comes up with a comment
of "I like radio because of its flexibility, and TV because of its possi-

U. S.
above

Pennsylvania. You
have topped $6,000
per annual family income . . . $1,102
above U. S. average."

Mr. Leland ought to know. He
is
the." advertising executive on
bilities
radio and TV for Armour & Co.
As an Armour executive studying the broadcast media, Mr. Leland notes- that successful campaigns around his shop, mean:
". . . . every time we can get a
local rating of four or better on
(Continued on page 22)
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EXTHA

EXTRA
WVOK

INDEPENDENT
Wide
Coverage

Sales
Birmingham,

Results

WVOK

Keyed

Alabama

COVERS

Programming
Results

On

In

50

Vast

ALABAMA

KW

Birmingham

Rural

Listening

And

Independent

Industrial

Audience

MO.
Specific

WVOK

Programming

Produces

Top

Disc

Blankets

TENN.

Jockey
WVOK

has carefully screened and
nouncers so that warm, friendly
art and parcel of every program.
nnouncer is a disc jockey, every

trained its aninformality is
Every WVOK
announcer is a

jpersonality.
Their personalized selling by air has resulted
an stories such as the Blackburn Syrup Story. In
one year, WVOK advertising elevated Blackburn
Syrups from one truck load a month in Alabama
to one of the top statewide sellers with a fleet of
trucks serving the state several times per week.
Less than a month before the 1952 Mercury came

— ) MISS.

\ BIRMINGHAM \
/

LAJ

ALA.

SS.C.

S
GA.

WVOK
ing

Mid -South

||out, a WVOK campaign relieved Dexter LincolnMercury of seven 1951 Mercuries in one day.

II!Rural

And

The

Best

Deal

The

Dial

On

'expect from WVOK. It's the type their -specific
listening preference indicates. Rural and indusl^rial area listeners prefer folk music, both hill and
iswing. And that's the kind of program WVOK has
"iplotted throughout the day.

'broadcasting
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The mail map which you see to the left, reflects
the actual mail by counties, pulled in recent contest, story for which you will find below.
With its 50,000 watt coverage, WVOK is truly
Alabama's station. Its .5 millivolt line extends
deep into Mississippi and Georgia, as well as covering Alabama, itself, intensively. And today this
coverage means something to you, for the State
of Alabama represents a buying potential of nearly 2 billion dollars, according to 1951 SALES
MANAGEMENT estimates.

Popularity

By

OutpuU-

major network.
This is but typical of the many mail-puUing
success stories on our records.
And where there's mail, there are listeners.

■The tremendous audience that daily tunes to
JWVOK is not the result of chance.
Rather, it's a direct reaction to the type of proIgrams WVOK constantly plans and uniformly
schedules day after day.
Listeners know the type of program they can

Alabama

OF THE 20 STATIONS CARRYING THIS CONTEST,
program. RANKED FIRST IN MAIL PULL.
WVOK
This is particularly impressive, in view of the
fact that among the 20 were more than five 50 kw.
clear channel stations, including affiliates of every

Say

WVOK's

Area

Stations in Recent
Contest
Recently, the makers of Garrett Snuff had a contest on the "Juniper Junction Varieties" radio
show, heard over WVOK at 12:45 to 1:00 p.m.
Listeners were asked to suggest a name for a
foundling girl, developed in the continuity of the

Industrial

Listeners

>

■"'7
K> — --J —
Proves Listening

20

Coverage

IF YOU'RE INTERESTED IN BUYING LISTENERS AT THE LOWEST COST PER
THOUSAND, contact the nearest office of Radio Representatives, Inc., or the Sales Department of
WVOK, Birmingham.

WVOK
BIRMINGHAM,
ALABAMA
THE VOICE OF DIXIE

50,000
WATTS
Radio Representatives, Inc.
New York, Chicago, Hollywood
Iralee W. Benns, Pres.
W. J. Brennon, Com. Mgr.
March 31, 1952
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#
more
listen

New

#

#

Englanders

agency

to y
i

l^
P^
than any P
other
Q
Rhode Island station

H

AROLD R. OHLEYER, vice president, Knox Reeves Adv., S. F., to J
Walter Thompson Co., that city, as account executive.

DIXON STEWART, co-founder and former president of Transradio Pres
Service, joins D. M. Grattan Co., N. Y., as executive vie
president in charge of newly created radio-TV divisior
and,

as

for

ARNOLD WESTER, director, Jerry Fairbank Produc
tions, Hollywood, appointed manager of William Est
Co., that city.

RESULTS

—

here's
did

what

for

SERVICE

WPRO
PUBLIC

a

organization:

;^OLUNTEERS
OF AMERICA
RHODE ISLAND STATE HEADQUAKTEKS
NINETY WICKENDEN ST.. PROVIDENCE. It I.
WICKENDBN HOUBB
TiUpbooi OA^M l-IJII
Mr. Arnold Schoen
Radio Station WFRO
Providence, Rhode laland
Bwtr Mr. Scbosn:
Since May of igltg you have generously given our orgaxil ration a quarter hour of time each veek for our musloal progran,
"The Qolden
been
achieved.Comer". How we want you to know what reeults have
In 19116 our total Btore sales amounted to $7,092.11. In
May of 19^ our program got ujider way and our store sales for the
wentJust
up to
$7,659.20.
ve and
increased
$13,U27.1t8.
Weyw have
closed
our booisIn for1950I95I
store tosales
for the
year
amounted
to
$16,835.90
—
an
Increase
of
137^
over
19't8 when
we had nO proaran.
Inaaauoh as Wlokenden House has bad no other continuing
proaujtlonal tribueffort.
Is obvious that our he*LLthy gains are attable to the WPROIt broadcasts.
At the January 1952 meeting of the Board of Dlrootors, I
was asked to ezpreea the appreciation of our organltatlon for
your generosity and we trust that we nay look forward to even
greater gains in time to oooe.
Slnqerely yours.
Slnqareoy
Louis r. Adama
BOARD OF DIRCCTOM KHODK ISLAND JUI
HARLn BHANOOM BOOTH
HILn TOD WILLIAHS
REV. HAROVD
HETZNDI D.D.
RICHARD NIKDIRBUBHL
FAYniC C.WILLIAMS
A.
LSI
JOHN F. HCHAHON
PABDUALK CAFUANO
WPRO Offers You DOUBLE Major-Market
Coverage — HIGHEST Ratings — The MOST
Listeners
at LOWEST
COST -PER- 1000!
listeners are customers!

REPRESENTED
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THOMAS A. HOPKINS, writer and account executive
Morey, Humm & Johnstone, N. Y., and JAMES A
HAINES to N. W. Ayer & Son, that city, on writin
staff in radio-TV department. JOAN E. GILES, H. I
Humphrey
Co., Boston, to N. W. Ayer & Son, Phila., a
Mr. Stewart
copywriter.
RICHARD BERGGREN, media director and account executive, Walte
McCreery Inc., Beverly Hills, appointed chairman of plans board.

customers are buyers!

BY

RAYMER

on all accounts

til the spring of 1943 when h
moved to the H. W. Kastor agenc
of
sion,
radio
and
televi
Elling
dent
presi
vice
S,
HAL JAME
ton & Co., New York, is a as director of radio, supervisin
philosophy major whose major phi- Abie's Irish Rose and Time Vieu,
the News.
losophy is "Do it well."
In 1944 he joined Ellington
Actor, producer, agency executive and station owner, Mr. James
has rarely been far from the first Co. as director of radio and T'^
principally for the Dick Trac
rank in any project he has undershow. Last fall he was named vie
taken.
president of the firm. Current!
A graduate of the U. of Chicago
and Reed College, his first industry Ellington & Co. handles Cities Ser
job in 1934 was as a researcher
ice Co.'s Band of America on NB
with J. Walter
radio and Celanei
Thompson Co. in
Chicago. One year
TV spot and loci;
Theatre on ABC-T**
later, he moved to
program users ai
Needham, Lewis &
Whiss scissors ai!,Brorby to serve on
Cadbury chocolatethe production staff
al'
of the Fibber McGec
oneMr.of James
the fouris NCi
show.
York radio men w
Hb next moved to
along with 34 oth
New York to pursue
veterans from Roc
ester, N. Y., appli
a career as an actor.
There he acted with
for and Trow own tl
the celebrated Group
Veterans Broadcas
Theatre and appeared in a Warner
ing Co., Mr.W Jam
V E
Rochester.
Brothers and a Paris still a stockhold'
amount film before
and director of tl
journeying upstate
firm, describes
which stati
to participate in the
he
as
"dream com
Mr. JAMES
Mohawk Drama Festival at Union College, Schenectady, where he perThe Jameses — she is the form
formed in many of the classics.
Florence Sperl,through."
one-time castir
In December of 1937, he returned
director at Compton — have be(
married for the past 13^/2 yeai
to New York joining Compton Adv.
They have three children: Michai
as program supervisor. He worked
10; Beau, 8, and Melody, 51/2 yea
on such shows as Against the old.
The family lives in Westpoi
Storm, Life Can Be Beautiful, baseConn.
ball broadcasts, Wheatena Play- ing.His hobbies, in which he rare
has
time to indulge, are horseba*
house and Small Totvn.
and golf, as well as deep sea fis
He remained with Compton unBROADCASTING
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J

J!

beat

GRAYSON LATHROP, Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y., named vice president.
LEM HALL, account executive, CBS Radio, Hollywood, to Ball Bros. Co.,
El Monte, Calif., as sales promotion manager.
JANE ANDERSON joins TV department of Smith, Taylor & Jenkins,
Pittsburgh.
GEORGE L. RAPPAPORT, .assistant art director, Elwood J. Robinson &
Co., L. A., to Anderson-McConnell Adv., that city, as art director.
IRVING W. LANDER, vice president-general manager of West Adams
Nurseries & Florists, L. A., opens Irving W. Lander Adv., 1605 Cahuenga
Blvd., that city.
IJOAN HOFFMAN, copy chief, Carson-Roberts Inc., L. A., to StillerRouse & Assoc., that city, as account executive.
[ROBERT G. CRIAR, Maxon Inc., N. Y., to Kenyon & Eckhardt, same
1 city, as program supei-visor and commercial producer in radio-TV department.
IRVING GOULD, Leonard Fellman & Assoc., Phila., to Lavenson Bureau
of Adv., that city, as art director.
MRS. ROBERT B. CARLSON, Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago, to copy staff
of Erwin, Wasey & Co., L. A.
NEIL O'BRIEN, Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y., to Lennen & Mitchell, same
city, in radio and television copy department.
ELAINE REED appointed radio-TV director and account executive of
Reilly, Brown & Willard, Boston.
DICK BEYER, freelance art director, joins Grant Adv., N. Y., in same
capacity.
ROBERT TAYLOR, art director, N. W. Ayer & Son, Chicago, to J. Walter
Thompson Co., that city, in same capacity.
GLENN Adv., Fort Worth, Tex., relocates at 600 Bailey Ave., that city.
ABNER H. HARRIS, Ideas Adv., N. Y., to Arthur B. Kaplan Co., that
city, as general manager.
PAUL RICKER to E. H. Brown Adv. Co., Chicago, as member of
agricultural research staff.
G. S. BOND and THOMAS J. HARRIS have formed Harris & Bond Inc.,
Chicago. Mr. Harris retired from Hamilton Adv., same city, last Dec.
Mr. Bond is former executive vice president of Hamilton.
RICHARD J. KRENEK to McCann-Erickson, Chicago, as sales promotion manager. He is former advertising manager of Mickel-Berry Food
Products.

laetion

^

faeilUios

WMAl-TV
offers an unbeatable combination for
attracting and SELLING the D. C. TV audience . . .
the family audience with $2,000 more per annum to
spend than the national average.* Dominant in local
live originations, WMAL-TV assures PEAK RETURNS
from its choice availabilities.
* V. S. Cen.«ius, 1950

CAKE EATERS at the celebration marking the fifth anniversary of WPTZ
(TV) Philadelphia's Television Kitchen, sponsored by Philadelphia Electric
Co., are (I to r): George E. Whitwell, vice president in charge of sales for the
utility; Florence Hanford, Philadelphia Electric home economist who conducts
.program, and Ernest B. Loveman, vice president-general manager of WPTZ.
Reddi-Kilowatt helps Miss Hanford serve birthday cake. Television Kitchen,
seen 2-2:30 p.m. Saturday, pulls as many as 6,000 requests for recipes with
single announcement.
BROADCASTING
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Call or Wire

the KATZ

AGENCY,

Inc.

WMAL
The Evening Star Stations, Washington, D. C.
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Siricfly Business
(Continued from page 18)
either radio or TV we somehow
manage to get displays and merchandising cooperation from the
retail trade on whatever product
is being advertised. Success is almost automatic thereafter."
In fact, merchandising "the advertising to everyone, including
salesmen, dealers and consumers"
is a big part of Mr. Leland's job.
And, he keeps his finger on the
local pulse by "insisting upon
maximum merchandising support
from all radio and TV stations we
are using."
This follow-through is perhaps
what makes Mr. Leland elfective in
his post for Armour. That, and his
"personal philosophy": A mixture
of "the greatest good for the
greatest number" and the "Golden
Rule." He reflects, "the only time
my conscience bothers me is when

the two principles are in conflict."
Mr. Leland was born May 30,
1908, at Ottawa, 111., and lived his
first two years of his life in Cucamonga, Calif., "the town made
famous by Jack Benny." Mr. Leland's father operated an "orange
ranch" there. After study at Stanford U., where he majored in
economics, Mr. Leland, upon graduation in 1930, worked in a Los
Angeles bond company. Returning
to Illinois, he spent the next eight
years with a "small town agency,"
then joined 0-Cedar Corp., Chicago,
as assistant advertising and sales
promotion manager.
His association with Armour
started in 1947, spending four years
in the household department where
he promoted and advertised Dial
and Chifi'on, learning fundamentals
of the business from package design and merchandising to trade
publicity and radio. Then, he was
promoted to his present position.
Mr. Leland says his "pet peeve"
is "wishful thinking that makes

some advertisers believe that brand
loyalty is greater than it is." He
gets greatest satisfaction from increased sales figures resulting from
the sales force liking the advertisof it.ing program and taking advantage
He's "an avid radio listener, an
intent TV viewer and an erratic
golfer." He is a member of Theta
Delta Chi, belongs to a few business associations and makes his
home in Palos Heights, a small
suburb southwest of Chicago, with
his wife, two sons and a daughter.
FTC Studies Ads
TOTAL of 921 radio and periodical
advei-tisements were set aside for
further study by operating divisions of the Federal Trade Commission during February. Of that
total, 559 were referred to the
Bureau of Antideceptive Practices,
333 to the Bureau of Industry Cooperation and 29 to the general
counsel's office.

YOTUga-leiS!...
SqSl

the

Flint

ricli

Market

The largest General Motors Plant City
in the U.S. — home of Buick, AC; with huge
Chevrolet, Fisher Body, and DuPont plants —
home of Auto Workers and Mechanics, the highestpaid workers in the world — that's Flint! And big defense
contracts mean a magnified, expanding economy. Leading
the way in Flint is WFDF, Flint's first station,* whose advertisers took the lion's share of over $300,000,000 in retail
sales last year. Sell the Rich Flint Market for sure — over
WFDF.
*See your Hooper!
FLINT
Kilocycles

MICH.
BASIC AMERICAN

BROADCASTING

COMPANY

One of America's Pioneer stations — now in our 30th year! Associated
with WOOD and WOOD-TV Grand Rapids— WFBM and WFBM-TV
Indianapolis — WEOA Evansville.
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE KATZ AGENCY
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book

reviews

. . .

POPULATION AND ITS DISTRIBUTION. Seventh Edition 1951. Compiled by J. Walter Thompson Co. McGraw-Hill Book Co., 330 W. 42d St.,
New York 36. 428 pp. $15.
FIRST issued in 1912 on the basis
of 1910 census figures, this booli
has followed demand and has beer
published in successive editioiM
after each decennial census. Thij
issue, the seventh edition, is completely revised and based on 195(
census figures.
In compiling this edition, J
Walter Thompson Co. has incorpo
rated additional basic tables. Tht
preface
points thought
out thatof "market;
are no longer
in term:
of city size alone, but are considerec
in terms of the central city an(
surrounding territory dominated b;
it." Thus, JWT presents 162 metro
politan markets and 436 smalle
urban markets, accounting fo
70.2% of the population and 77.89
of the nation's total retail sales.
As stated by JWT, the editioi
attempts to make available th
"cream of the facts" released b;
the Bureau of the Census in on
volume. Chapters deal with back
ground
trends, breakdowns
the "who an
how" of and
the census,
an
summaries and classification ma
terial on the census.
TODAY'S SCIENCE AND YOU b:
Lynn Poole. Whittlesey House, a divi
sion of the McGraw-Hill Book Co
330 W. 42d St., New York 18, 208 pp
WHAT is an isotope? Is there ;
science in art? Answers to thes
$2.75.
and other questions are discusse
in this work by Lynn Poole, pre
ducer of the Johns Hopkins T^
Science Review, presented ove
DuMont Television Network.
Like the educational scienc
program, the book uses the laj
men's language. As such, it dis
cusses
lary. more than a dozen topic
which ordinarily are beyond th
average reader's technical vocabi
In acknowledgments, Mr. Poo!
pays tribute to WAAM (TV) Bait
more, from which the DuMoi
series originates.
* * *
THE RADIO AMATEUR'S HANI
BOOK. Twenty-Ninth Edition. I
headquarters staff of American Bad
League, West Hartford, Conn., al;
publisher. 784 pp. $3 in U. S. and po
sessions, $4 elsewhere.
THIS 29th edition of the Handboo
the standard manual of amatei
radio communication, brings up '
date technical aids needed in rad
construction, reference work and,
class or home study. The book i:
eludes a catalog section and a 1
index. There a
page topical
1,202
illustrations, including !
charts and tables in addition
459 tube base diagrams and i
basic formulas.
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"COUNTHY
A FUN-FILLED

HALF-HOUR
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MUSICAL-VARIETY

SHOW!

With An All-Star Cast . . . Country Music and Folk Songs . . . Prize
Winning Recipes, Homespun Philosophies and Humorous Stories!
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The "Country Fair"
BARKER
Your local announcer . . .
presenting high spots of
entertainment . . . portraying your COMMERCIAl
MESSAGES
in the same
style and character of the
midway barkerl
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Calling

all

Scotch

time

buyers!

It's smart to be thrifty these days — especially
with advertising money. That's why time buyers who
watch every penny go for WITH
Every dollar you spend on WITH
job. At WITH's

in Baltimore!
does a big, big

low rates . . . with WITH's

big

audience . . . you get more buying listeners-per-dollar
than from any other TV or radio station in town.

Here's proof: WITH

regularly carries

the advertising of twice as many local merchants
as any other station in town.
For just one good reason — WITH

produces

low-cost results! Get the whole
WITH

story from your Forjoe man today!

W-l-TIN BALTIMORE

TOM TIN5L£Y, PRESIDENT— REPRESENTED BY FORJOE AND COMPANY
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Opens
30TH

NARTB

1 By J. FRANK BEATTY
THE 30th annual convention
of NARTB, opening formally
Monday, March 31, at the Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago, will
Concentrate on ways of makpig broadcasting and telecasting more efficient advertising
tnedia. The annual Engineer|jig Conference runs concurirently with the management
program (see engineering agenda
page 38).
For the first time in years the
convention opens without a major
pternal feud within the NARTB.
TCompletely reorganized last year
as President Harold E. Fellows assumed direction, the association
enters its annual convention week
in a spirit of organizational unity.
Every facet of broadcast and
telecast advertising and programming will be explored in a series
of workshop meetings starting this
/(Monday) morning and continuing
through Wednesday evening. Major
speeches will be delivered by FCC
Chairman Paul Walker, his first
since assuming the chairmanship
and coming on the eve of the TV
thaw; Mr. Fellows, and Henry H.
F owler, administrator, National
roduction Authority.
The usual series of side meetings

iThe

Network

on More

Harmonious

Note

CONVENTION

ranged from weekend committee
sessions to the Radio Pioneers
Dinner Tuesday evening. Two portions of the agenda will focus on
the job
radio's
tion in of
the maintaining
media world.
They posiare
the Broadcast Advertising Bureau
two-hour meeting, starting Monday
at 2 p.m., and the all-radio
Affiliates Committee meeting that
follows
immediately at 4 p.m. (see
.31.)
separate BAB program story page
BAB will unveil a half-dozen
new services for broadcasters, according to President William B.
Ryan. The Affiliates Committee,
formed at the 1951 convention, will
hear a report on committee proposals to meet the problem of ratesetting by major advertisers. The
committee also has called on affiliates to keep a strong bargaining
position with their networks in regard to rates.
The range of topics to be discussed includes discussions on critical materials, politics and broadcasting, management, FM promotion, TV operations, audience promotion and the TV Code.
A high spot of the final program
Wednesday afternoon will be a debate between two outstanding
jurists on the question of broadcast
and telecast pickups of Congressional hearings and judicial pro-

ceedings. Debaters will be James
M. Landis, in favor of radio-TV
coverage, with Louis Waldnian taking the negative side.
Judge Justin Miller, NARTB
board chairman and general counsel, will give the introductory address at the television business
meeting at 10 a.m. Monday. Robert
D. Swezey, WDSU-TV New Orleans, chairman of the NARTB
Television Board, will follow and
present Thad H. Brown Jr., NARTB
TV director-counsel, who will report on NARTB work.
Concurrently an FM business
meeting will be held with Ben
Strouse, WWDC-FM Washington,
presiding as chairman of the
NARTB FM Committee and FM
director-at-large.
Latest Advances Shown
The displays of equipment and
radio-TV services are found in Exhibition Hall, in the lower lobby of
the Conrad Hilton, and in fifth floor
sample rooms. Special interest has
developed in the transcription and
program services due to expansion
of this phase of programming during a period of network rate adjustments. Anumber of new types
of equipment, including UHF gear
and Klystron tubes, will be shown
broadcasters and telecasters for the
first time. BMI and NARTB are

Problem

EVENTS during the past year — notably since
the 1951 NARTB convention — make it crystal
;lear that organic changes are occurring in
3ur broadcast economy. These events now add
up to the stunning question:
Is the network, as we have known it,
becoming obsolete?
This applies equally to radio and to television, for television picks up precisely where
'radio left off. Efforts to seal off one medium
from the other are futile.
Heretofore, the economic lines were clearly
drawn. Without the network, radio's growth
would have been stunted. Today radio stands
in the forefront of media. In a few short years
it achieved the prestige and force that entailed generations for other arts and industries. The press, for example.
The first network (NBC) was created to
develop a market for radio receivers. Programs had to originate in talent centers.
Telecasting
IBROADCASTING

Recordings were of poor quality and carried
a stigma. Good programming entailed vise of
wire lines for simultaneous release.
The original network concept was to provide
commercial and sustaining programs of high
quality and in balance. It was a good deal
for network and affiliate. Of radio, David
Samoff once said: "The richest man cannot
buy for himself what the poorest man gets
freeSo bywithout
radio." the network radio in this country might have gone the way of the so-called
British system of government monopoly. Radio
developed dramatically — except in one sphere
— rate-making. Rates didn't keep pace with
circulation. The medium didn't know its own
strength. National non - network (spot)
emerged following network. Local business
was always there. But network dominated.
Then came the new era. Television, after a
false commercial start in 1939, thundered into
the advertising scene after V-J Day (it is now

staging torical
a joint
exhibit
rare his-is
documents.
Thisof display
found in the lower lobby.
Feature of the lower lobby exhibits will be a Roaring Twenties
Buffet scheduled Monday noon.
Carrying out the 30-year convention theme will be a special presentation toNARTB (NAB) founders scheduled at the Tuesday luncheon.Final details of convention planning were completed last week by
the special NARTB board committee of which James D. Shouse,
WLW Cincinnati, is chairman.
Other committee members are
Merrill Lindsay, WSOY Decatur,
111.; George B. Storer, Fort Industry stations, and Harold Wheelahan, WSMB New Orleans.
Robert K. Richards, NARTB
public affairs director, is in charge
of convention programming. C. E.
Arney Jr., secretary-treasurer, is
handling overall convention arrangements. Registration is in
charge of William L. Walker,
NARTB auditor.
Thirteen directors start new
terms on the NARTB Radio Board
with the 1952 convention. The entire Television Board expires as
the convention opens, with a new
board to be elected this (Monday)
(Continued on page 174)

an

editorial

showing first signs of softness at the network
level, due primarily to difficulties in station
clearance — this itself symptomatic of the new
approach to networks). The disquieting effect
spread toto itsallrate
media,
but radio,
hadn't
tended
structure,
caughtwhich
it first
and
hardest — again at the network level, as nahold up.tional spot and local business continued to
Meanwhile, there were other evolutionary
changes that preceded the TV era. Networks
engaged in a brutal talent war. The quality
of transcriptions improved. Networks, which
abhorred recorded programs, began to use
transcriptions. Came tape. Progi-amming
syndicates emerged, retaining top talent. The
"recorded" stigma vanished. The network co-op
proved a new and profitable innovation.
The business of network operation became
more and more expensive. Talent wars led to
(Confimied on page 28)
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The Network Problem
(Continued from page 27)
concealed rate wars. The networks no longer
made any pretense of supplying that equitable
balance between high-class sustaining and
commercial programs, except in the public
service field, where constant improvement
is evident. Stations leaned more and more
toward spot and local business — the latter the
potent bread-winner for many. The networks
are hard put to make network operations,
■per se, pay off; they claim their major earnings are from owned-and-operated stations.
When advertisers began to beat the drums
for rate "adjustments" a couple of years ago,
the first real discord developed. It continues
today. It will be the hot issue at NARTB.
All sorts of packages are conjured up, i.e., the
General Mills effort to buy saturation campaigns at about 27% of card. So far it appears
it isn't getting far with top stations in major
markets. It may be signing stations, but not
nearly as many top stations as it wants. General Mills, an anchor account, has made millions for Wheaties and other products through
judicious network and spot buying. It will
continue to buy at card rates if top stations
hold fast.
Deals breed more deals. If it's done in network, it inevitably will spread to spot. One
big representative, it's reported, offered a national network account nighttime at daytime
rates, with guaranteed clearance.
So the complexion of the business is chang-

DRY BILL DEAD
Vote of 7 to 6 Kills Bill
A SUDDEN death was voted the
Johnson-Case "dry" bill to bar
liquor advertising from radio and
television last Wednesday by the
full Senate Interstate & Foreign
Commerce Committee [B*T, March
24].
Vote in closed session was 7 to 6
against a motion to report the bill
(S 2444) to the Senate floor. There
is no possibility that the issue can
be revived in the upper chamber
unless a new measure is introduced.
Aimed as a so-called "preventive" measure, the Johnson-Case
bill was regarded in broadcast
circles as discriminatory and as a
first step by the "drys" to wage a
new campaign to bar all alcoholic
beverage advertising from the
airwaves.
It was the first bill of its kind to
have been introduced in the Congress. Heretofore, similar measures had been proposed to place a
ban on beer and wine in addition to
liquor in all interstate advertising.
NARTB President Harold E.
Fellows, who had testified against
the bill, expressed "satisfaction"
that S 2444 was defeated. Mr.
Fellows noted the bill was "unnecessary, highly discriminatory to
the broadcast media and tended to
confuse the various government
bodies concerned with the regulation of broadcasting."
Mr. Fellows added that its passage could have encouraged other
special interest groups to press for
restrictive legislation against the
advertising of other products and
that "broadcasters are fully cognizant of the problem and of their
own volition, ban the advertising
Page 28
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ing. The old-line network method of doing
business is evaporating. More and more the
trend is toward "ad hoc" networks, tailored
to fit the advertiser's requirements. "Ad hoc"
means "for this case alone"; "special."
The day may not be distant when the network, for a fee, will provide something analogous to press association service — i.e. a radio
or television pickup of a presidential address,
or other special event. Or it will sell syndicated
services tailored "ad hoc" to fit the advertiser's
distribution and pocketbook.
In TV, perforce, it already is going that way.
NBC and CBS have set up film syndicates to
supplement network operation. Ziv, United
Television Programs, are in the field, as are
others. Top executives predict that perhaps
80% of TV programming eventually will be
on film, on the ground that it's better, destined
to be cheaper, and provides market selectivity
and simultaneous transmission without regard
to time zones.
Costs augur that way too. Leased lines for
a given radio network for 18 hours a day run
$1 million a year. The equivalent TV network
relay.
would cost $12 million for cables or micro-wave
Important in this over-all picture is ultimate
network ownership. ABC-United Paramount
leads the way with its planned fusion, now in
tortured hearings before the FCC. Public
policy questions are drawn into this proceeding, but few doubt eventual approval. ABC
hopes it can survive the ordeal of waiting for
the FCC to act. Once the merger is approved.

it may be only a question of time before other
movie production or exhibition companies con-i
trive to buy into or develop other radio-TV"
operations. There is an evident mutuality ofi
interest. Competition may make it attractive!
both ways.
j
Out of this mosaic of events, one reaches the!
inescapable conclusion that the broadcast media"'
are in the throes of an economic revolution.'!
There willtheir
always
be networks.
But ownerships^t
their com-'
plexion,
structures
and their
may change. Methods of doing business will
change. When the business of operating networks, as we know them today, becomes unprofitable, networks, as we know them today'
will disappear. The transition already is ir
One thing is certain. Radio cannot surviv(
process.
abetter
descent
to thethebargain
basement.
It'sbusi
fai
to double
rates and
do half the
ness than to sell at what the traffic will bear
and cut rates or add discounts whenever a bar
gain-hunting advertiser threatens to pull out
Broadcasters, in both radio and TV, mus
deal with realities. The emotion over televisioi
gradually is disappearing. It's a medium that'i
here to stay. Radio is here to stay, without th(
necessity of resorting to gimmicks and schemes,
which destroy the sanctity of the rate-card.
There has never been a time when the neeC
for business statesmanship was more evident
There'll be plenty of opportunity to displaf
it in Chicago this week.

JAS.
JAMES

McCDNNELL
Is Named Blair V.
V. McCONNELL, resign^

ing
director
NBC 24],
Nationa'
Spot asSales
[B«T,of March
wi\
join John Blair & Co May 1 as vie,

of distilled spirits over both radio
andCo-authors
television."of the bill were the
Our Headquarters
HEADQUARTERS of the
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING delegation at the
NARTB convention is in
Suite 1205-1206-1207 of the
Conrad Hilton Hotel. Delegation comprises: Sol Taishoff,
Maury Long, S. J. Paul, Winfield R. Levi, Kenneth Cowan,
Art King, Ed James, Rufus
Crater, Frank Beatty, Bill
Shaw, Jane Pinkerton and
Gladys Hall.

committee's chairman. Sen. Ed C.
Johnson (D-Col.) and Sen. Francis
Case (R-S. D.).
The measure was introduced in
the Senate early in the session
[B»T, Jan. 21 et seq.]. Printings
of the hearings were made available to committee members early
in March and Sen. Johnson immediately scheduled the bill on the
commerce group's agenda.
During extensive hearings on
the bill earlier in the year [B*T,
Feb. 11, 4], representatives of
broadcasters, advertisers and beer,
wine and liquor companies attacked
the measure.
High interest had been expressed
in the bill because of its coincidence
with a national election year.

president.
man JohnChairBlair
is to announce today (Monday).
H i s principal
responsibility,
Mr. Blair said,
will be to work
with radio stations represented
by
John
Blair the&
Co. and also
Mr. McConnel
television stations
represented by Blair-TV, on al
operational policy matters dealin;
with national selling.
With NBC for approximately 2
years and identified for most o
that time with spot sales opera
tions, Mr. McConnell is credite
with developing the first spot rat
card used by an NBC-owned sta
tion and taking key role in behal
of simplified spot rate structures
Blair spokesmen also noted tha
he had "pioneered the adoption o
workable operational standards a
the spot sales level and was largel;
responsible for the creation of th
original NBC policy statements."
For many years he served on th'
NARTB
Sales Manager's
Execu
tive Committee.
Before joinini
NBC, he in had
several
years' ex
perience
various
agencies.
Addition of Mr. McConnell wa
described by Mr. Blair as anothe
move in continuing expansion o
the Blair organization, which ha
included New York, Chicagc
Dallas, Detroit and Los Angeles.

BROADCASTING
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ADVERTISER
By FLORENCE SMALL
MAJOR action persists along adertising i-ow with at least seven
ront-line advertisers figuring sigificantly in moves last week.
Lever Brothers, one of the powerouses of the industry, increased
its NBC-TV daytime show from
three to five times weekly and
bought, on CBS Radio and CBSTV, an approximately $4 million
radio-TV package in alignment
with Pillsbui-y ' Mills, which will
spend an equal amount on the CBS
networks.
Effective today. Lever's Hawkhis
Falls increases from three to five
times weekly, 5-5:15 p.m. on NBCTV, through N. W. Ayer & Son.
In a spectacular deal with Pillsbury Mills, Lever lined up sponjsorship of the last quarter-hour,
jfive
times weekly,
of Pillsbui-y's
Houseparty
With Linkletter
on
CBS Radio, 3:15-45 p.m., effective
jMay 5. In addition, both Lever and
' Pillsbury will sponsor four quar:er-hours, respectively, of the TV
version, slated to start Sept. 1
Ion CBS-TV
(Monday through
Thursday) .
The television show will probably go on the air before the radio
how and will be taped for the
loadcast. Lever Brothers cancelled
:s Joyce Jordan on ABC radio.
Meanwhile, Pillsbury Mills, in
addition to retaining the first quarrer-hour of Houseparty on both
CBS Radio and CBS-TV, will sponor effective Sept. 1, an additional
luarter-hour of Arthur Godfrey
""hue, also on CBS-TV, four times
eekly. The program is currently
ponsored by Lever Brothers from
10:15-30 a.m. and effective in the
fall will extend from 10:30-45 a.m.
CONVENTION
IN A NUTSHELL
(See complete agenda page 8)
Aondoy
10 a.m. — TV business session
10 a.m. — FM business session
12 noon — Roaring Twenties Buffet
1:45 p.m. — Call to order
2 p.m. — Broadcast Advertising
Bureau
4 p.m. — All-Radio Affiliates Committee
'uesday
10 a.m. — Signs of the Times
12:30 p.m. — Luncheon address by
Harold E. Fellows
2:30 p.m. — Workshop sessions
7 p.m. — Radio Pioneers Dinner
l^e
lj j dnesday
9:30 a.m. — Television Management
10:30 a.m. — Confession session
12:30 — Luncheon
address by
Paul A. Walker, FCC Chairman
2:30 p.m. — The Television Code
3:30 p.m. — Public Hearings, debate
7 p.m. — Annual banquet
ROADCASTING

Radio-TV

ACTIVITY
four times weekly for Pillsbury.
Charles Antell Inc., through
Television Production Assoc., New
York and Baltimore, is currently
negotiating with Mutual Broadcasting System for possibly taking
over a complete radio package involving four half-hour and one
hour-long MGM Radio Attractions
programs on the network, plus two
quarter-hour daytime shows with
its own format. Mutual is currently
trying to clear the stations on the
two quarter-hour daytime strips.
The entire deal was said to hinge
upon station clearances, which had
not been sufficiently obtained late
last week.
Regent Cigarettes, through its
newly appointed agency, Hilton &
Riggio, New York, effective April
6 cancels its alternate sponsorship
of Cameo Theatre on NBC-TV
(Sunday, 10:30-11 p.m.) and will
put its entire TV budget into the
early morning Today show on 31
NBC-TV stations, for sponsorship
of thi*ee five-minute segments of
the program (Mon. through Fri.,
7-9 a.m. EST and CST). The Sunday 10:30-11 p.m. time reverts
from the network to the stations.
Hazel Bishop Inc., which 10 days
ago was the forerunner in abandoning Cameo Theatre [B*T,
March 24], starts Wednesday with

HimORK

Seen

a new half-hour dramatic show
titled I Confess, based on true
romances, in the 10-10:30 p.m.
Wednesday time on NBC-TV. The
advertiser, through Raymond Spector Co., New York, is also considering taking over the Milton Berle
summer time, Tuesday on NBCTV, just as it did last year with
its Freddy Martin show.
Lucky Strike Plan
American Tobacco Co. (Lucky
Strike Cigarettes), through BBDO,
New York, has decided to retain
its alternate-week sponsorship of
the Monday 9:30-10:30 p.m. time
on NBC-TV during the hot weather, using a summer version of
Robert Montgomery Presents. Negotiations are currently under way
for S. C. Johnson & Son, Chicago
(the alternate sponsor), also to
continue during the summer. Two
of the program hours will revert
back to the network during July
for the political convention coverage, so that it is almost certain
that the wax company will go along
for the remaining summer shows.
Two other TV shows sponsored
by American Tobacco, Hit Parade,
on NBC-TV and This Is Show
Business on CBS-TV, will have
summer formats.
Carter Products Co., through

RATES

MINDFUL of what happened just
a year ago when the rate "adjustment" controversy was kicked off
at the NARTB convention, the atmosphere around New York's Madison Ave. last week reflected concern over what "surprise" might
come this year.
From network circles came uniform denials of any imminent rate
adjustments. But it was relatively
easy to hear at one network that
another planned to introduce a
"transition" rate for choice early
evening time, at, say, 66 2/3% of
the Class A rate.
For weeks, the great Madison
Ave. debate in the network sphere
has been: "When will rate adjustments stop." In one responsible
quarter,
can't that
be quoted,
the
view
was which
advanced
there will
be no network rate peace until
"nighttime rates equal daytime
rates," or stated another way, until
there is what amounts to a single
rate card all day long.
When that will come — if it ever
does — isn't predicted, though
there's the feeling there will be no
stabilization of rate structures, networkwise, until 1953.
Procter & Gamble, radio's heaviest timebuyer and one of the chief
protagonists in the latest drive on
radio time charges, still had not
decided late last week on renewal
or non-renewal of three early evening strips on CBS Radio: Lowell

• Telecasting

Spurt

Thomas, The Beulah Show and The
Tide Show, now heard in successive
quarter-hours from 6:45 to 7:30
p.m. and representing, in 1951,
more than $3.5 million in gross
billings for the network.
When P&G officials will make up
their minds was unpredictable,
though it was known they hope to
do so as quickly as possible. Deadline, however, does not fall until
June tend1,to July
since 1.present contracts exReports were heard that CBS
Radio had confronted P&G's demands for lower nighttime rate
with a counter-offer to expand its
"transition rate" period — which
now applies to stations broadcasting on current New York time from
6-6:30 p.m. and to Pacific Coast
stations from 10-10:30 p.m., and
amounts to two-thirds of the nighttime rate — to include the time up
to 7 :30 p.m., which would embrace
the three shows in question.
There is no network service in
the other quarter-hour which would
be encompassed in any such expansion.
These reports brought a "no
comment" from P&G officials and a
firm denial from network authorities, however.
Extent of success being met by
another major radio advertiser.
General Mills, in its efforts to place
saturation summer spot campaigns
in predominantly Class A time at

SSC&B and Ted Bates, both in
New York, will continue with its
television show. City Hospital,
moving to CBS-TV [B»T, March
17], and
CrimeDrew
Photographer
on CBSTV
Pearson on
ABC
radio, but will extend its spot
schedule to supplement and support its network shows. The radio
spot campaign will begin about
mid-April and run for 26 weeks,
through Ted Bates.
NARTB

SIDE MEETINGS

Sunday, March 30
Lunch, BMI Board, Room PDl
Lunch, Council on Radio & TV
Journalism,
Room PD4
Assembly
Lunch, BAB Board, North Ballroom
2-4PD2p.m., NBC-TV Affiliates, Room
Monday, March 31
9-11, BAB State Membership Chairmen, Room PDl
Noon,
BMI
lunch forNorth
State Ballroom
AssociaAssembly
tion presidents.
Noon,
Affiliates Committee,
Room lunch,
PD5
Afternoon — TV Code Review Board
4 PD4
p.m.. Affiliates
Committee subscribers, South Ballroom
Dinner, Good Music Stations, Room
Tuesday, April 1
8 a.m.,
ASCAP meeting,
Room All-Industry
PD2
4:30 p.m., Clear Channel BroadcastService, PDl
Radio ingPioneers
Dinner
Wednesday, April 2
12 noon,
Broadcast Advertising
Measurement Board, Room PD5
Thursday, April 3
10PD12
a.m., TV Code Review Board,
10Standards
a.m., Recording
Reproducing
Committee,& Room
PD5

iso n Ave.

Still Jittery

one-half the one-time daytime rate
could not be exactly determined.
There were reports that General
Mills' agency on the over-$250,000
spot campaign, Knox Reeves Adv.,
Minneapolis, was encountering resistance among most major stations except for some outlets owned
by networks. The agency was
understood to have put two men on
the road to sell the plan to stations.
It was reported, but not confirmed, that ABC was accepting the
offer for some of its owned stations.
It was known that CBS Radio
had been approached, but an official
said the situation apparently remained unchanged from earlier this
month when it was said that CBS
Radio insisted that General Mills
meet the terms of the special
"Summer Saturation" spot announcement rate plan available to
all advertisers for CBS-owned radio
stations [B*T, March 10].
This CBS Radio plan for its O&O
stations offers the usvial discounts
on one-minute spot announcements,
plus a 16V2% discount if the advertiser uses a minimum of 500 spot
announcements per station during
the summer. General Mills apparently had not responded to this.
Officials of the NBC Owned-andOperated Stations Department said
they had rejected the General Mills
plan
as "unacceptable."
General
Mills, it was understood,
(Continued on page 175)
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Akerberg, Herbert, CBS New Yorlc.
Aldridce,
Mahlon R., KFRU Columbia. Mo
Alexc.nder, John, KODY North Platte,
Neb.
Allen. John. WTVJ Miami, Fla.
Alvarez, Helen, KOTV Tulsa, - Okla.
Andrus, John R., Muzak Corp.
A New
York.
Arney,
ton, D. C. C. E. Jr.. NARTB WashingArnoux, Campbell, WTAR Norfolk,
Va.
Atteberry. EUis, KCOL Ft. Collins,
Col.
Avery, Gaylord, KOWH Omaha, Neb.
B
Baker. Kenneth H., Standard Audit
& Measurement. New York.
Baker, Raymond W., WSAL Logansport, Ind.
111.Baker, R. Karl, WLDS Jacksonville,
Balaban, Burt, Paramount TV New
York,
Baldwin, O. Keith, WERE Cleveland,
Ohio.
Balling,
Alfred, WHAM Rochester,
N. Y.
Baltin, Will, Screen Gems Inc. New
York.
Banks. Bert, WTBC Tuscaloosa, Ala.
Banyon. Willard J., WHFB Benton
Harbor, Mich.
Barbet, Sydney, TV Adv. Assoc.
Baltimore, Md.
Barnard, Bruce, Jr., KROD El Paso,
Tex.
Barnes, Tom, ' WDAY Fargo, N. D.
Bartlett, Paul R., KFRE Fresno,
Calif.
Barton, T. K., KARK Little Rock,
Ark.
Batson, Charles A.. WIS Columbia,
S C
Baughn, Edward F., WPAG Ann
Arbor, Mich.
Baylor,ington, D.Ben.
B. Jr., WMAL WashC.
Beard, Fred L., WJDX Jackson, Miss.
Beatty, J. Frank, Broadcasting •
Telecasting, Washington
Beaver, C. K., WHHM Memphis,
Tenn.
Bell,
H., NARTB Washington, D. Howard
C.
Bennett, David J., WKBO Harrisburg, Pa.
Berkeley, Kenneth H., WMAL Washington, D. C.
Bernard, Joe. KOMA Oklahoma City,
Okla.
Berry, Gilbert, WIBC Indianapolis,
Ind.
Betts, Floyd G.. KPAC Port Arthur,
Tex.
Betts, J. W. WFTM Maysville, Ky.
Bill. Howard G., WDZ Decatur, 111.
Ford, WAJR Morgantown,
W. Billings,
Va.
Bishop, Burton, KTEM Temple, Tex.
Bishop, Frank, KEEL Denver. Col.
Blackman, E. G.. WLAC Nashville.
Tenn.
Blair, John P. John Blair & Co. New
York.
Bliss, C. Everett. KCIM Carroll, Iowa,
Bloom, Joseph, WDXB New York.
Blume, Jack P., Fly, Shuebruk &
Blume, New York.
Boice,
kee. Wis. Hugh K.. Jr.. WEMP MilwauBoler, John W., KCJB Minot, N. D.
Bondeson, John, WKTY LaCrosse,
Wis.
Bondurant, Hale, KFBI Wichita, Kan.
Bonebrake. Matthew, KOCY Oklahoma City, Okla.
Booth, John S., WCHA Chambersburg, Pa.
Borel. Richard A., WBNS Columbus,
Ohio.
Bowden, J. L., WKBN Youngstown,
Ohio.
R. L., WFTL Ft. Lauderdale,
Fla.Bowles,
^
Bowry,
mond, Va. Walter A. Jr., WTVR RichBoyd, G. F., WPAY Portsmouth,
Ohio.
Boyle,
ville. Ky. John H., WAVE-TV LouisBrandt, Otto, KING Seattle, Wash.
Bratton, Verl, WKTY LaCrosse, Wis.
Brechner, Joseph L., WGAY Silver
Spring, Md.
Breen, Edward, KVFD Ft. Dodge.
Iowa.
Bremer, Frank V., WATV (TV) Newark, N. J.
Brennan,
Robert A.. WMRI Marion,
Ind.
Bridges, Loren F., KTIS Minneapolis, Minn.
Ala.Brooks, Emmett, WEBJ Brewton,
Brown, R. M., KPOJ Portland, Ore.
Brown,
ton, D. C. Thad H., NARTB WashingBrown,
land, Ohio.Walberg L., WDOK CleveBuckley, Richard D., John Blair &
Co., New York.
Buckley,
Salem,
N. C. Tom, WAAA WinstonPage 30
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Curtis, James R., KFRO Longviev
Tex.
Curtis, L. H., KOVO Provo, Utah.
Advance NARTB
Registration
MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE
Buford, Lucille, KGKB Tyler, Tex.
Bullitt, Mrs. A. Scott, KING Seattle,
Wash.
Burbach, George M., KSD St. Louis,
Mo.
Burda. Orville, F., KDIX Dickinson,
N. D.
Burke. Eugene L., Attorney Washington, D. C.
Burke. Harry, KFAB Omaha, Nebr.
Burnett, Dick. WSOO Sault Ste.
Marie, Mich.
Burow, Robert J.. WDAN Danville,
111.
C
Ky.Caldwell, James, WAVE Louisville,
Caldwell, Spence, S. W. Caldwell
Toronto, Ontario.
Caley, Charles C, WMBD Peoria, 111.
Callanan, J. Vincent, WNHC New
Haven, Conn.
Campbell,
ville, N. C. A. Hartwell, WGTC GreenCampbell, Marianne B., WJEH Gallipolis, Ohio.
Campbell,
B., WFAA-TV
^3.1135
TCX3S Martin
Carrnan, Frank C, KUTA Salt Lake
City. Utah.
Carpenter, H. K., WHK Cleveland,
Ohio.
Carr, Eugene, WPAY Portsmouth,
Ohio.
Carson, H. R., All-Canada Radio
Facilities, Calgary, Canada.
Carson, Joe, WMOX Meridian, Miss.
Md.Carter. Ken, WAAM (TV) Baltimore,
Carter. W. W., Jr., WTRY Troy, N. Y.
Cashman, MaryVan, WQBC Vicksburg, Miss.
Casper, Cy, WBBZ Ponca City, Okla.
Cassel, T. K., WDAD Indiana, Pa.
Chandler,
ver, Canada. George C, WJOR VancouChatterton, C. O., KWLK Longview,
Wash.
Chennault, Gene, KYNO Fresno,
Calif.
Chernoff, Howard L., KFMB San
Diego, Calif.

Cherpack,
town, Ohio. John Jr., WBBW YoungsChristian, L. H.. WRFC Athens, Ga.
Cisler S. A., KXKX San Francisco,
Calif.
Clarkson, Robert J., Columbia Transcriptions, New York.
La.
Clay, Henry B., KWKH Shreveport,
Cleghorn, John H., WHBQ Memphis,
Tenn.
Cline, Neil D., WHAS Louisville, Ky.
Clinton, George H., WPAR Parkersburg,
W. Va.Robert L., KCSJ Pueblo,
Clinton,
Col,
Pa.Clipp, Roger W., WEIL Philadelphia,
Cobb, Grover C. KVGB Great Bend,
Kans.
Coe.
Robert L., DuMont TV Network,
New York.
Cohan. John C, KSBW Salinas, Calif.
Coleman,
George D., WGBI Scranton,
Pa.
Collins, J. M.. ASCAP, New York.
Collins.
tion. Col. Robert. KEXO Grand JuncConklin, W. H., KFEL Denver, Col.
Conway,
New
York. Ben F.. Robt. Meeker Assoc.,
Cook, Chas. R., WJPF Herrin, 111.
Cook. Louis R., KNOW Austin, Tex.
Virginia N., WJLS Beckley,
W.Cooper,
Va.
Cordes, E. L., WTMJ-TV Milwaukee,
Wis.
Cowan,casting,Ken,
New YorkBroadcasting • TeleCox, H Quenton, KGW Portland, Ore.
Craddock,
ville,
N. C. Douglas L., WLOE LeaksCrater, Rufus, Broadcasting • TeleYorkM.. Craven, Lohnes &
Craven,casting,T.New A.
Culver, Washington, D. C.
Mo.Cribb, Wayne W.. KHMO Hannibal,
Crouch, Dee B., KDZA Pueblo, Col.
Crutchfield.
lotte, N. C. Charles H., WBT CharCummins,
town, Pa. Frank P.. WJAC-TV Johns-

STATEMENT BY JUDGE JUSTIN MILLER, BOARD
CHAIRMAN AND GENERAL COUNSEL, NARTB
THE GROWTH of the broadcasting industi-y is often termed phenomenal
but there is one thing which has kept pace with this growth. That is the
pressures which confront it from every side in its day to day operations.
Today those pressures are at a
peak — pending legislation which
chips at radio's freedom . . . hundreds of regulations . . . union demands .. . minority group criticism
— demanding constant vigilance to
maintain a free, aggressive, prosAmerica.perous system of broadcasting in
All of this emphasizes the necessity for a strong National Assn. of
Radio and Television Broadcasters.
As a member recently wrote to us :
"It is only through such an association that constructive governmental relations, international
agreements, and many other similar activities, can be conducted.
These things we cannot adequately
do for ourselves."
To maintain this strong association we must all work in close
harmony. Each year our national
convention provides the opportunity
Judge MILLER
for members to become personally
acquainted and to exchange ideas.
This year's convention program features discussions of the most pressing problems for the entire industry and brings us top level people in
broadcasting, industry and government.
I join with President Fellows in expressing appreciation to the members for their cooperation and in welcoming all to this 30th annual
convention.

Dabadie, Roy, WJBO Baton Roug
La.Dahl, Howard, WKBH LaCrosse, Wi
Damm, Wis.
Walter J., WTMJ-TV Mi
waukee.
Danbom, M. E., KTBB Tyler, Tex.
Danforth, Harold P., WDBO Orland' r
Fla.
Davies, William B., WBLJ Dalton, G^
Davis, Edward, KDFC San Francisc'
Calif.
Dawson, Thomas, Columbia TV, Ne '
York.
Donald K., WVCN Ithac
N.deNeuf,
Y.
Dennis, Bruce, WGN Chicago. 111.
DeSmit,Mich,
Donald Jr., WKZO-TV KaLi
mazoo,
Diehm, Victor C, WAZL Hazleto^
Pa.
Dillard. Everett L., WASH Washin ■
ton,
D. C.
Dillon,
Robert, KRNT Des Moines, I !
Dirks, Dietrich, KCOM Sioux City, 1
Doolittle, Bette, NARTB Washingto
D. C.
Doty,
Dwight
D., Halev.D. McKenna
;
Wilkinson,
Washington,
C.
Mo.
Dougherty, W. Earl, KXEO Mexic
Mo.
Douglas, Harold, KMMO Marsha
George, WHAM Rochestc
N. Driscoll,
Y.
Drohlich.
Albert S., TV Adv. Assom
Baltimore, Md.
DuMond, Jack, KXEL Waterloo, Ji
DuMond,
Joe, KXEL
Dudley. Allen
P., WFINWaterloo,
Findlay,la.' ;
Duncan, Jack H., KNUJ New Uli
Minn.
Duvall,& Southmayd.
Charles F., Washington,
Fisher. Waylan'
Duvall
D.
Duvall, T. W., KGBX Springfield, IVf
Dyess, Marajen
Stevick, WD^f
Champaign, 111.
E
Eagan, R. Russell, Kirkland, Fie
ing. Green,
ton,
D. C. Martin & Ellis, Washl
Eakin, Phil, WBBB Burlington, N
Edwards, Wilbur, KNXT Los Angel
Ekrem, T. C, KVOD Denver. Col
Calif.
EUas, Don S., WWNC Asheville, N
Elliott, Paul, KRNT Des Moines,
EUiott,
Wendell, KGNO Dodge C
Kans.
Ellis, Girard D., Columbia Transcri
tions, Chicago, 111.
Enoch. Robert D., WXLW India
apolis,
Esau, Ind.
John, KTUL Tulsa, Okla.
Evans, Bob, WELO Tupelo, Miss
Evans, Ralph, WHO Davenport,
Evans, T. L., KCMO Kansas City,
F
Fairbanks, Richard M., WIBC Indi
apolis,
Ind. K. L., KPDN Pampa, Tt
Fancher,
Fantle, Sam Jr., KELO Sioux Fal
S. D.
Faraghan, Jay,
Farnsworth,
Guv,WGNKCRCChicago,
Enid, 111O
Fay, William,. WHAM Rochester, N
Fehlman, Robert, WHBC Canton,
Feldman, Samuel E., ASCAP, Ba
more,
D.Fellows,
C. Md, H. E., NARTB, Washingt
Ferguson,
laire,
Ohio. Robert W., WTRF B
A. Garen, WMMN Fairmo
VV.Ferrise,
Va.
Filion. Edgar B., Robt. Meeker As
ciates. New York.
Fisher, Ben S., Fisher, Wayland, E
vail &- Southmayd, Washington, D.
Fisher, C. H., KUGN Eugene, Ore
Va.Fitzpatrick, Horace, WSLS Roano
Fitzsimmons, Edwin, Weed Compa
New York.
F. E., KFYR Bismar
N. Fitzsimonds,
D.
Flaherty. Eugene, T., KSCJ Sic
City,
Iowa. Frank U., Attorney, Wa
Fletcher,
ington, D. C.
Fogarty, Frank P., WOW Omaha, N
Folts, Harry, WINS New York,
Fowler, Clinton, KGER Long Bea
Calif.
Fox, Roger P., KFAL Fulton, Mo.
Fox, S. S., KDYL Salt Lake C
Utah.
Freburg, Chas., WOC Davenport,
Frechette, George T., WFHR Wise
sin Rapids, Wis.
Friedheim, Robert W., World Bro
casting. New York.
Fruth,
ton,
D. C.Helen A., NARTB. Washi
(Continued on page 94)
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SALES
BAB
DETAILED PLANS for BAB's
sales session opening the NARTB
Convention in Chicago this afternoon (Monday) were announced
last week by BAB President William B. Ryan, who said a halfdozen new member services would
be unveiled.
Open to both members and nonmembers of BAB, the meeting
starts at 2 p.m. in the Conrad
Hilton's Grand Ballroom with
NARTB President Harold E. Fellows and Convention Committee
Chairman James D. Shouse, of
Crosley Broadcasting Corp., slated
to be on hand to open the convention officially.
One feature will be a series of
talks by "three-minute men" who
will outline briefly their approaches to specific sales problems.
They include Elmer Wayne, WJR
Detroit; Bert Bank, WTBC Tuscaloosa, Ala.; William J. Edwards,
WKNX Saginaw, Mich.; Simon
Goldman, WJTN Jamestown, N.
Y.; Julian F. Haas, KARK Little Rock; George J. Higgins,
KMBC Kansas City; David Kimble,
WBBM Chicago; Winslow LeighWISMER ABC STATUS
It's Non-Exclusive, He Says
HARRY WISMER, sportscaster
recently associated with ABC, has
opened his own freelance office at
202 RKO Bldg., New York, according to an announcement made last
week, intended not to indicate any
split with the network but to
identify his non-exclusive status.
The sportscaster will continue
pro tem his cooperative radio program from 6:30-6:45 p.m. EST
Saturday on ABC and is scheduled
to cover the Palm Beach Golf
Tournament for ABC May 15-18.
ABC spokesmen pointed out that
Mr. Wismer has not been carried
on personnel rosters for some
time and that his assignments are
on an individual, independent basis.
Relations between them, ABC
pointed out, are friendly.
A member of Mr. Wismer's office, opened last October, explained
the sportsman's announcement was
intended only to clarify his freelance status, since question of
clearance with ABC often arose in
negotiations for other assignments.

Iiits^Ns^isr^
SESSION
meeting this morning.
ton, WSNY Schenectady; Daniel
C. Park, WIRE Indianapolis; S.
BAB personnel on hand to counsel broadcasters on specific sales
John Schile, KUTA Salt Lake City;
problems
include retail specialist
C.
Simpson,
St. WNAX
Mary's,
Pa.,H. and
Don WKBI
Sullivan,
Robert J. Steinle; National Promotion Man Franklin H. Peck, and
Yankton, S. D.
BAB officials participating in Production Manager William L.
the session will include retiring Morison in addition to Messrs.
Board Chairman Edgar Kobak,
Ryan, Sweeney and Hardesty.
who is scheduled to introduce his
successor; President Ryan; Vice
FAMILY
INCOME
President Kevin B. Sweeney, and
Local Promotion Director John F.
Census Reports Rise
Hardesty.
AVERAGE (median) income of
Although no official announcefamilies in the United States was
ment has been made, Charles C.
$3,300 in 1950, or $200 higher than
Caley, WMBD Peoria, has been
1949, according to the U. S. Census
nominated to succeed Mr. Kobak
Bureau. Since prices rose only
in the board chairmanship [Closed
slightly from 1949 to 1950, the inCircuit, March 24].
crease in income "probably repreIn addition to outlining new sei-vsented a significant increase in
ice projects, the bureau officials purchasing power for the average
will present a review of BAB as
family," Roy V. Peel, Director
an independent operation during
of the Census, reported.
the past year. Several entertainFamilies headed by farmers
ment features also are planned.
made the largest relative gains,
Exhibit Plans
their incomiC rising on the average
about 40% (from $1,400 in 1949 to
Apart from the sales session,
BAB will maintain an exhibit in $2,000 in 1950). Average income
Exhibition Hall and also will have
of nonagricultural families showed
a fifth-floor suite throughout the a much smaller increase. A reduction was found in the relative difconvention, while a number of
ference between income of whites
board and advisory committee
and nonwhites during the past
meetings are on the agenda [B*T,
March 24].
decade. In 1950 the average wage
or salary income of white families
A luncheon for the advisory committees on promotion, headed by was about twice that of nonwhite
families.
Donald W. Thornburgh of WCAU
About two-fifths of all U. S.
Philadelphia, and on research,
families had two or more earners
under Robert E. Dunville, WLW
in 1950. Half the families in which
Cincinnati, was scheduled Saturthe wife worked had incomes of
day and the finance committee
under Mr. Caley was to convene
$4,000 or more whereas only a third
families in which the wife did
yesterday preceding a board ses- of
not work had this much income.
sion directed by Mr. Kobak. State
Total U. S. population as of Feb.
membership promotion chairmen,
under Allen M. Woodall, WDAK
1, 1952, was estimated by the bureau at 155,997,000.
Columbus, Ga., hold a breakfast
Divorce From NARTB

is Effective

BAB
April 7; Will Go Own Way
NARTB and Broadcast Advertising Bureau become completely divorced
April 1, opening the way for competitive campaigns to hold present
members and acquire new ones.
Since BAB separation from NARTB was voted a year-and-a-half
ago, members of NARTB have received BAB service through allot- FM members, according to its annual convention report (see story
ment of 30% of their dues to the
sales organization. Stations not re- page 56). The NARTB Station
Relations Dept. has a booth in
questing BAB sei-vice have received
a 30 9f discount on dues.
Exhibition Hall and a separate
fifth floor suite. William T. StubbleAs of April 1, NARTB members
who have belonged to BAB will get field and William K. Treynor, director and assistant director of the
a 30% cut in their dues. If they
AP Names Weldon
wish to join BAB they will pay the department, are at the convention.
Currently BAB has 830 member
[jack
WELDON,
former vice flat fee of half the highest hourly
stations that also belong to
[president and general manager of rate per month.
NARTB. BAB expects at least 60%
IWWOD Lynchburg, Va., has been
BAB has been obtaining station
1 appointed Associated Press radio pledges since the NARTB district of these stations to remain in its
I field representative in New Engmeetings started last August. It is fold. It has all four radio networks
lland and New York State, Oliver
now understood to have 435 sta- in membership, with a half-dozen
associates. Total membership of
JGramling, AP assistant general
tions signed and new ones are
jmanager for radio, announced last coming in at the rate of 5 or 10 a BAB consists of 955 stations.
The BAB budget at this time
Iweek. Mr. Weldon, succeeds Tom
day. BAB state membership chairruns at the rate of $345,000 for
E. Cunningham,
who has been
men
are
campaigning
during
the
transferred to a special assignment
the year April 1, 1951, to March
convention. Allen M. Woodall,
31, 1952. Its anticipated budget,
in general membership work in AP
WDAK Columbus, Ga., is chair- based on pledges and expected
[general offices in New York. Mr.
man of the membership committee.
membership, is $437,000 for the
IWeldon will have headquarters in
Boston.
NARTB has 973 AM and 370 calendar year 1952.
Telecasting
BROADCASTING

CBSSAURIK
Given in Stockholders ReporiCBS during 1951 paid its directors
and officers an aggregate of $1,107,152 in salaries, .$20,000 in directors'
fees, $242,873 in bonuses and shares
in profits, and paid or set aside
under pension and insurance plans
$177,405, according to a proxy
statement sent CBS stockholders
with
notice oftothe
corporation's
annuala meeting,
be held
April 16
at company's headquarters in New
York.
Itemized list of payments to directors and officers who were paid
more than $25,000 by CBS shows
that Frank Stanton, CBS president,
received $100,000 in salary and
$51,597 in bonuses or profits, with
$13,914 set aside for him under the
pension plan. William S. Paley,
board chairman, was paid $100,000
in salary, with pension payment of
$17,494 on his behalf. CBS paid
Joseph H. Ream, executive vice
president, a salary of $65,000, a
bonus of $17,476 and made a pension payment of $10,216.
Edward R. Murrow, for his services as a corporate director, news
broadcaster and recording artist,
received from CBS $132,145 in salary and fees. Bruce A. Coffin, president of Hytron Radio & Electronics
Co., a CBS division since last June,
was paid $26,923 in salary and fees,
$25,000 in bonuses and had $2,766
put into his pension fund. Lloyd H.
Coffin, Hytron board chairman and
treasurer, received $26,923 in salary and fees, $25,000 in bonuses
and a pension fund contribution of
Other Payments
$2,662.
David H. Cogan, president of
CBS-Columbia Inc., CBS set-manufacturing subsidiary, also acquired
last .June, was paid $26,923 in salary and fees, a bonus of $25,000
and a pension contribution of
$1,133. James B. Conkling, president of Columbia Records Inc., received salary and fees of $45,833
and a bonus of $10,000.
Annual meeting will act on the
election of seven class A directors
and eight class B directors, with
an eighth class A director perhaps
nominated and elected during the
meeting or perhaps elected by the
board at some subsequent date, the
proxy statement reports. All directors are to be elected to serve for
one-year terms.
For class A directors, CBS nominates
Bruce and Lloyd Coffin and Joseph
Ream; Prescott S. Bush, partner of
Brown Brothers Harrlman & Co. (private bankers): J. A. VV. lelehart,
partnermentofbankers);
VV. E. Samuel
Hutton Paley,
& Co. (investretired,
and Dorsey Richardson, vice president
of Lehman Corp. (investment company).
CBS nominees for class B directors
are: Frederick L. Chapman, partner of
Brown Herrick & Co. (investment
bankers); Ralph F. Colin, member of
the legal firm of Rosenman, Goldmark,
Colin & Kaye;
personal
investments, andLeon
Messrs.Levy,
Paley,
Stanton,
Murrow and Cogan. All nominees of
both groups are currently directors.
Class A stockholders vote cumulatively.
Class tiveB voting
shares
rights.do not have cumulaAnnual meeting will also elect independent public accountants, with
Lybrand, Ross Bros. & Montgomery as
the official nominees, to serve as auditors.
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Radio and television are part of the larger economy
of total advertising, and advertising Is part of the
enormously larger economy of the whole U.S. The
Individual broadcaster, operating a single
station In his home
town, may not often
think of himself as belonging Importantly
to an economic system that Is measured

BUSINESS
BAROMETER

in the hundreds of billions of dollars. But he
Is as much a part of It
as any other businessman, big or little, and to administer his property Intelligently, however modest Its
productivity and size, he must understand something
about the major economic currents which move across
all the U.S., tugging at every businessman.
Particularly for broadcasters, this Is a time when the
fullest knowledge of their enterprise is an Inescapable
necessity. The fundamental structures of their business are beginning to change. In response to forces
that must be understood to be coped with. It Is to
assist this understanding that BROADCASTING *
TELECASTING presents, beginning on this page, an
economic study that seeks, in four stages, to assess
the position of radio and television In today's advertising world.
The series begins with an article that relates advertising and the principal media with the general economy. A second article, beginning on page 34, traces
the spending patterns of the biggest advertisers In
network radio, network television and competitive
media. A third, on page 35, deals with the record of
another phase of broadcasting — spot. And the fourth,
on page 36, analyzes local advertising. The purpose
here Is to examine the whole and then dissect its
parts, to find out how radio and television have moved
In relation to the main currents of U.S. advertising and
then to study the push and pull of Interior tides within
radio and television. The series is called a Business
Barometer.
At the moment, as may be noticed in the picture
above, the needle points to "fair."

TOTAL ADVERTISING

WHERE'S
COMING

THE

MONEY

FROM?

ON THE EVE of the lifting of the
television freeze, the biggest question facing broadcasters — whether
they
— is: are among the chosen few
already in TV, aspire to be among
the thousand or so who will eventually be granted TV stations, or
plan to stick with radio indefinitely
Where's the money coming from
to support
a truly nationwide television system?
The question is of moment to
those who are or hope to be in television exclusively, because their
success or failure depends precisely
upon its resolution, and to those
in joint radio-TV operation or radio alone, because some analysts
have been predicting that television
can advance only at the expense of
radio.
As is true of most big questions,
this one is not accompanied by an
easy answer. The best that can be
done is to tackle the question from
many approaches in hopes of finding partial answers along the way.
One approach is to plot the
recent trends of advertising spending in relation to the whole U. S.
economy, to try to see whether
total advertising volume can be
expected to expand enough to accommodate the expensive new
medium of television without cannibalizing older media. A good
measurement to use to represent
the state of the U. S. economy is
the annual rate of total personal
disposable income, the money people in the U. S. have to spend (or
save) after they have paid their
taxes. Disposable income is regarded by economists as the best
index to total sales potential. *
Advertising, since World War
II, has expanded faster than the
general economy. In 1946 total advertising expenditures were $3.36
* Sources:
Total disposable personal income:
U. Economic
S. Dept. ofAdvisors
Commerce
Council
of
to theandPresident.
merce.
Employment: U. S. Dept. of ComAdvertising expenditures: McCannErickson and Printer's
Ink. (1951 figures
are
later preliminary
refinement.) estimates subject to

billion, about 2.1% of the $158
billion disposable income that yea
In 1951 advertising volume reachc
$6.55 billion, climbing up to 2.9
of the total disposable income
$222.8 billion.
It would make the answers to tl
basic question come more easily
it could be assumed that the 194
51 trend — ie., advertising volur
increasing at a greater rate th;
disposable income — would inde
nitely continue. Unhappily, a loi
back into pre-World War II yea
shows that in relation to the n
tional economy advertising was {
most as big then as it is now.
In 1940, advertising volume w
$2.08 billion, a lot less than t
$6.55 billion of 1951. But incor
then was much smaller too. In 19
advertising volume was 2.8%
national income, the same ratio th
existed in 1949 and 1950 and on
one-tenth of a percentage poi
behind the ratio of 1951.
The war years raised hob wi
advertising budgets, compared wi
the rise in disposable income. T
scarcity of consumer goods and t
glut of ready money made it u
necessary to support sales by £
vertising campaigns. As a resu
U. S. income raced ahead of adv(
tising volume.
In 1946, the first postwar yej
advertising expenditures h {
sagged so much below the risi
curve of the total economy tl:
they were only 2.1%. of disposal
income. It was not until 1949 tl\
advertising expansion caught
with the advance of income leve
At this point, you might well as
Is it possible to set aside a peri
that could be described as "n(
mal," as a base against which
measure present trends.
If "normal" can be applied, a
it
is a reasc
ableprobably
choice can't,
to start1940figuring
fro
By that year the depression w
over. Employment had risen to 4
million and unemployment h
dropped to around 8 million.
The next year, 1941, marked 1
(Continued on page 176)

KEEPS UP WITH TOTAL ECONOMY

The chart at right shows the year-by-year relationship of
advertising volume to total personal disposable income, a
good measurement of maximum potential U.S. sales. Except
for the World War II period (1941-46), total advertising
expenditures have swung between 2.5% and 2.9% of total
income, in the past five years rising faster than income.
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1.2%

BUT SOME MEDIA LAG BEHIND THE GENERAL ADVANCE
Though total advertising has kept pace with economic expansion, expenditures in radio, newspapers, magazines have not.
Individually, those media have fallen behind the rate of advance of disposable income. After reaching peak of 0.34%
of income in 1949, radio slipped to 0.31% in 1951, its 1940
level. Newspapers, up to 1% of national income in 1949,
were down to 0.98% in 1951, below their 1.1% 1940 ratio.
Magazines rose to 0.29% in 1947, but since have fallen off to
0.25% in 1951. Only TV shows gains, and big ones.

1.0%

I Newspapers

.2%

1940 1941

1946

^Magazines
t
Television
^ Radio
1947
1948
1949

1950 1951

Millions of Dollors
2500
DOLLAR VOLUME

ti
£j
ti

OF ALL MEDIA HAS BEEN EXPANDING

In terms of dollars, all media seem to be doing well. Radio
has boomed from $235 million in 1940 to $690 million in 1951;
newspapers from $815 million in 1940 to $2.22 billion in 1951;
magazines from $197 million in 1940 to $562 million in 1951.
The only one to suffer any setback in dollar expansion along
the way was magazines which had $512 million in 1948 and
$492 million in 1949, but recovered more than lost ground in
1950 with expenditures of $514 million. TV's dollar volume
was $63 million in 1949, $185 million in 1950, $484 million
in 1951. Though not shown on chart at right, total advertising expenditures have more than tripled since 1940. Year
by year, the total volume has run: 1940: $2.08 billion; 1941
$2.23 billion; 1946: $3.36 billion; 1947: $4.26 billion; 1948
$4.86 billion; 1949: $5.20 billion; 1950: $5.69 billion; 1951
$6.55 billion.
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^ ^
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3i
Magazines ^
1940 1941

1946

1940 1941
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1949

1950 1951

1948

1949
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40%
35%
BUT ALL EXCEPT TV TRAIL TOTAL ADVERTISING

RISE

Looked at another way, radio, newspapers, magazines fare
differently. In proportion to total advertising expenditures
all three have been falling off. As they diminish in ratio to
the advance of total advertising volume, TV shoots up like
a comet: 1.2% of total advertising in 1949, 3.3% in 1950,
7.4% in 1951. What has happened is that the 7-ate of expansion of radio, newspapers, magazines has been perceptibly
arrested in the past two years in comparison with expansion
rate of either total income or total advertising, while TV's
rapid growth outstripped all other economic trends.
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Where
Here are specific case histories of budget allocations
in network radio, network television, newspapers and
magazines by 100 leading advertisers in 1946 (postwar but pre-TV), 1949

computations, some
conclusions are indicated: In many instances TV advertisers are companies
total , advertising budgets are on an upward
and those who have stayed away from TV are
apt to be advertisers who are putting a brake
their advertising spending. Perhaps it could be

BAROMETER

said that in general it's the expanding businesses that
are venturing into TV (as well as Increasing their total
appropriations).

HOW

THEIR

LEADERS

BLUE

THE ADVERTISER who goes into
television is more likely to increase
his expenditures for other major
advertising media — and less likely
to curtail them — than the advertiser who does not add TV to his
media list.
That conclusion, somewhat at
variance with the popular notion
that the revenue of TV networks
and stations is largely taken from
funds previously appropriated for
use in other media, comes from an
analysis of the time and space purchases of the top 100 national advertisers, ranked by their gross expenditures in network radio, network television, magazines and
newspapers during the years 1946
(postwar but pre-TV), 1949 and
1950, and in network radio-TV and
magazines during 1951.
Newspaper advertising figures
for individual advertisers for 1951
are not available.
A word of warning is necessary
so that it may be clearly understood that these figures are limited
and that therefore any conclusions
drawn from them must also be limited.
The use of radio and television
as national spot media entails
large expenditures by many of
these leading advertisers. But
there is no record of these sums
comparable to the records of advertising on the radio and TV netPage 34
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Table

Go
I

APPAREL
CLUETT, PEABODY & CO.
1946
1949
1950
Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers

848,165

48,720
1,506,607 2,044,219
142,188 77,526

Total

848,165

1,697,515

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers

46,440
857,156
1,274,414
54,792 418,113

Total

911,948

1,738,967

381,205
808,303
121,837

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers
Total

2,691,897

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers
Total

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers
Total

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers
Total

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers
Total

814,365
103,781
533,378
302,948

1950
837,612
264,666
572,775
300,405

1,370,422
1,975,458
1,754,472
TIRE
&
RUBBER
CO.
FIRESTONE
1950
1946
1949
791,700
792,540
791,244
144,840
327,615
1,289,318
1,171,995
1,412,499
207,566
209,338
22,008
2,317,873
2,102,570
FORD MOTOR CO.
1946
1949
1,534,667
3,919,1
12
841,352
6,295,131

1,802,607
24,836

880,861
1,263,63<
4,674,593

1950
712,742
1,251,459
443,705
2,037,057
4,306,004
5,309,007
10,629,320
13,586,716
16,630,488 21,645,522

132,595
1,816,416
311,409

1951
830,62C
610,87S
704,40<

1951
769,80/
755,58(
1,676,935

2,740,220

GENERAL MOTORS CORP. 1950
1946
1949
660,888
1,079,572
2,181,127
664,51 1
1,063,324
11,806,232
13,412,202
5,748,899
24,869,072
27,594,071
2,809,027
42,730,485
10,739,053
38,419,387
B. F.
GOODRICH CO.
1946
1950
1949
481,472

1951

14,822,294 19,579,008

ELECTRIC AUTO-LITE CO.
1949
1946
869,346
277,139
223,937

1951
796,319!
746,351

1,311,345

AUTOMOTIVE
CHRYSLER CORP.
1950
1946
1949
904,908
336,672 898,326
495,532
5,176,002
4,475,117
1,852,187
503,038
8,747,966 13,703,451

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers
Total

1951

2,121,745

INTERNATIONAL SHOE CO.
1946
1949
1950

CHIPS
works and in magazines kept by
Publishers Information Bureau or
to the reports of national advertisers' purchases of newspaper
space published by the Bureau of
Advertising of American Newspaper Publishers Assn.
Even with this limitation, however, the changes in appropriations
for newspapers, magazines and network radio made by the country's
largest advertisers following the
advent of television as a major national medium are significant and
worthy of study. Table I (this
page) lists the 100 top users of the
combined media in each of the following years: 1946, 1949 and 1950
(years for which records of all are
complete). To report on the top
100 for each of the three years, it
was necessary to include a total of
137 in the total tabulation. The
list is arranged by product groups
rather than by rank so that competitive comparisons may be made
more easily.
In presenting this compilation,
Broadcasting • Telecasting appends some analyses and makes
some conclusions as to their significance. These interpretations, however, are only a beginning, a mere
surface-scratching of a field of information that deserves more exhaustive analyses by broadcasters
(Continued on page 6A)

Advertising

Budgets

and 1950. Though it's
impossible to draw
black-and-white generalities from these

BUSINESS

whose
curve,
more
on all

Top

339,262
1,532,895
410,844

1951
3,023,70:

3,418,92'
1951
698,72(
1,772,49(
10,662,501

1951 .
721,96.
1,538,09

2,283,001
2,260,420
2,308,915
(Table I continued on page 70)
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As a technique of. using radio and television, spot
broadcasting is taking a bigger and bigger share of
national

advertising

appropriations. Unfortunately
there is no way to
estimate how much
has been

BUSINESS

spent on

SPOT'S

HOT

spot by the 100 leading advertisers whose

BAROMETER

gross billings in network radio and tele-

NATIONAL

AMONG

SPONSORS

vision are reported in
Table I of the article beginning on the preceding
page. But it is possible to figure out spot expenditures by product groups. This record of spending
shows that no matter what other media adjustments
they've made, more and more advertisers are turning to the pin-point selectivity of spot broadcasting.
SPOT RADIO'S healthy 13.1%
increase in 1951 to pile up a total
net revenue for spot time sales of
$134,291,439 proved once and for
all how wrong were the doleful
prophets of an early decline for
the older medium in the face of
thriving television.
The increase for the national spot
category was the greatest in three
years. In 1950 it had been 9.7%
and in 1949 figure was 3.4%.
At the same time, national and
regional spot television sales
showed an amazing 132.6% increase in net revenue for the year.
The total dollar volume for spot
ierevision was 158,234,000 according to Broadcasting • Telecast-

Ten
TOTAL

Product

ing estimates.
In order to show the product
classifications responsible for this
volume of business both in radio
and television the research department of Broadcasting • Telecasting has assembled data from all
classes of stations within the U. S.
This is a continuing study that is
carried on each year. The comparative importance of the various
classifications can be seen in the
accompanying tables.
In radio, the Food and Food
Products classification leads for the
third straight year, furnishing
16.2% of the total revenue for
spot radio or $21,755,213 as compared with 16.5% or $19,849,841

Groups

that

in 1950 and $23,632,000 or 21.1%
in 1949.
Soaps and Soap Products with
10.8% of the total revenue or $14,503,475 were second in importance
in 1951. In 1950 this classification
was third in importance, ranking
behind Drugs and Remedies, as it
did in 1949. This increase in the
importance of spot advertising by
the larger soap manufacturers was
believed to be due in part to
changes within the industry, the
introduction of new brands in
various parts of the country and
the intense competition between
the soaps and synthetic detergents.
The dollar figure for the Drugs
and Remedies spot classification in
1951 was estimated at $13,832,018.
In 1950, this classification was
9.6% of the total spent for all
spot and the dollar figure was $11,557,052 while in 1949 it was $12,096,000.
The Beer, Wine and Liquor

Spent

Most

on

Spot

classification has shown one of the
largest increases during the past
three years of any of the important spot radio advertisers. In
1949, when this classification used
only 3.3% of the total revenue for
spot, beer and wine advertisers
(the liquor advertising figure is
very nominal) spent $3,696,000.
In 1951 these advertisers spent
$10,071,858 or 7.5% of the total.
The 1950 figure was $6,013,901
or 5.1% of the total.
This steady increase in the use
of radio by beer and wine distributors has been caused both by increased advertising by some of the
"old line" brewers with national
distribution and by the expansion
to regional and national advertising and distribution by some of the
smaller firms.
Fifth place among spot advertisers in 1951 was taken by the
(Continued on -page 68)

Radio

in 1951
$ 134,291,439

SALES

Food 8 Food Products
1 14,503,475
] 21,755,213

Soaps, Cleansers
Drugs 8 Remedies
Beer, Wine 8 Liquor
Automotive

984
J 10,071,858

J 13,832,018

Gasoline
6,043,1 15
j 7,117,446

Agriculture

j 9,668,

Housetiold Equipment
5,103,075
J 5,908,823

Smoking Materials
Jewelry

] 4,297,326
1 4,297,326

Toiletries
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The corner store's total advertising budget wouldn't
buy aspirin for the vice presidents who work on a single
account among the 100 leading national advertisers.
But there are a lot of
corner stores, and
their broadcast investments, added up,
BUSINESS
amount to more than
all the big boys spend
BAROMETER
on either spot or network radio and to almost as much as they
spend on spot or network TV. Indeed the local advertiser has become,
and promises to remain, radio's most reliable bankroller. And you won't say that TV's too rich for his
blood; not after you read this article.

AUTOMOTIVE retailing— including cars, accessories, repairs and
gasoline — continued far ahead of
other lines of business in 1951 as a
source of local advertising income
for radio stations (see table). A
steady increase in this advertising
occurred during 1949, 1950 and 1951
in line with the general growth in
radio income during the three
years, according to a Broadcasting • Telecasting Trends survey
of broadcast stations.
Total local advertising of broadcasters rose from $182,144,301 in
1949 to $203,210,834 in 1950 and
on up to $227,434,786 in 1951.
Local advertising revenue of television stations nearly doubled
from 1950 to 1951, according to a
Treyids survey covering television
stations, with the department-dry
goods store bracket as best revenue
source in 1951 (see table). Local

Ten

TOTAL

Business

TV advertising totaled $30,385,000
in 1950 and $57,701,000 in 1951.
The TV data are limited to two
years due to a shortage of source
material.
In the broadcast field, automotive
advertising produced 14.1% of local
advertising revenue in 1951 compared to 15.1% in 1950 and 14.6%
in 1949, thus hovering around the
same general level during the threeyear
period.main local source of
Second
broadcast revenue in 1951 — department and dry goods stores — accounted for 8.6% of income in the
22 separate local business categories. This represented a percentage decline from the 9.8% in
1950 and 10.2% in 1949, but of
course the dollar value rose because of the higher total local income during the three years.
Tied for second place as a local

Groups

that

Spent

0

DOWN

THE

BLOCI

TO

radio business-producer in 1951
was the home appliance and repair
category. The 8.67c share of this
source was matched by 8.6% in
1950 and the figure exceeded the
1949 ratio of 6.8%.
In fourth place last year was the
beer-soft drink group with 7.8%,
about the same ratio maintained in
1949 and 1950. The furniture store
classification produced 6.5% of local revenue last year, quite a drop
from the 8.2% in 1950 and down
slightly from 6.9% in 1949.
Food and groceries accounted for
6.1% of local radio dollars last
year, off a bit from the 6.4% in
1950 but above the 5.6%> in 1949.
Bright spot in local radio income is
the bank-building and loan-insurance group which has risen steadily
from 3.7% in 1949 to 4.6% in 1950
and 5.9% in 1951. Dairy products,
while well down the list, show a
similar upward trend, as does the
hardware - feed - farm supplies
bracket.
On the basis of questionnaires
sent to a cross section of TV stations, department and dry goods
stores accounted for 15.4% of local
revenues in 1951, running well
ahead of beer and soft drinks,
ranking second with 12.6%. In
1950, the store bracket brought in

Most

on

Local

just 12.7% of local revenue,
healthy increase in a class that ra
dio has never properly developed
Top local revenue category i
1950, on the other hand, was horn
appliances and repair, amountin
to 14.47c of the total for that yea
out of the 22 principal classifies
tions. Ranking second that yea
was the beer bracket with 12.9?
of the total.
Though TV sets and service con:
prised the outstanding phase of th;
home appliance and repair business
in 1950 and 1951, that field onl
rated third in 1951 as a source o
local business for TV station:
amounting to 10A% of the tote
compared to the 14.4 7o in 195
when it ranked first.
In 1951, banks, building and loa
and insurance rated fourth as
local advertising source, amouni
ing to 9.87c, or a dollar volume o
$5,654,698. This category ranke
only sixth in 1950, being 9.77o o
the total or $2,947,345.
The automotive group supplie
9.77c of local revenue in 1951, ai
taining fifth place. In 1950, on th
other hand, automotive and furni
ture retailing were tied for fourt
place with 10.07o.
(Continued on page 88)

Radio

in 1951
$ 227,434,786

SALES

Autos
Department Stores
Home Appliances
Beer, Soft Drinks
Furniture Stores
Food a Groceries
Bonks
Hardware, Feed
Lumber, Building
Men's Furnisttings
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Carry

Games

York Sales;
^^^^'^^^
LIBERTY
There may be minor changes in
,LIBERTY
Broadcasting System,
last winter," Mr. McLendon said.
ilwith458 affiliates, last week took We started the game of the day
[the first step toward revamping its in 1948, keeping five minutes after Washington."
Personnel
weeks' Paul
nosales organization by reducing the the game to help pay for rights.
tice in New given
York two
included
cost of operating its New York
The idea was copied by other netMunroe, vice president in charge
works. Five years ago we started
sales office, President Gordon Mcof national sales; Ben Colman, ding
casti
n
the idea of charging affiliates a
• TeleLendo told Broad
rector of eastern sales, and Cecil
fee.
All
networks
now
do
that.
ng.
casti
Grahame, director of creative sales
The step is designed to bringplans and research.
"We started piping football
about economies and is in no way
Saturday afternoons for cooperaFormed in 1948
an indication the network plans
tive sponsorship. That, too, was
to curtail its operations or suspend,
Since Liberty was formed March
copied. All networks are taking
he said.
tips from us. They're all tuniing
1948, Mr. McLendon said, "never
around now and going into the 21,
a day has passed without a rumor
Liberty is "making money and
simply wants to make more
program business, tapping local that we are going out of business.
money," Mr. McLendon explained,
sources of revenue."
A man can't change personnel without starting a rumor. It looks to me
Describing the New York change,
adding, "Don't be too surprised if
Liberty is the only AM network
as though other networks have
Mr. McLendon said the former
now making a profit."
enough problems of their own withoperation was not realistic. "We
were spending more money in New
out getting into the rumor busiComing Season's Baseball
With opening of the major league
York than sales results justified,"
said. "We will re-staff the office
Liberty's
current advertisers
sponsors inimminent, he said, Liberty "posi- he
clude such national
as
tively will carry a full schedule of on a more economical basis, using
the savings in Dallas where more
Sears
Roebuck,
two
15-minute
baseball games in 1952." The net- than 90% of our sales are made.
series,
work has carried a baseball game
ness." five-weekly, on 184 stations;
every day since March 8. It is
negotiating with all major league
clubs and is understood to have
signed some contracts.
Mr. McLendon said the network
Inviting Action in Radio Copy ....^^
does not plan to abandon its $12
IS 'I
< million
suit against 13 major league
BOB J. is a department store
baseball clubs. The suit was filed
copy writer specializing in writin U. S. District Court, Chicago,
ing for radio. His question is
Feb. 21 [B«T, Feb. 25]. Liberty
this, "Do I write 'come down' or
charges business damage suffered
through loss of baseball broadcast
do I write 'go down' to the
rights as a result of a purported
"If ?"
I write 'come down' don't
monopoly operated by club owners.
store
people
realize the announcer is
Clubs not named in the suit are
at the radio studios, many
Chicago White Sox, Cincinnati
] blocks from my store? If I
Reds and Brooklyn Dodgers.
"Rumors that Liberty would not
Ik write
'go down'
resent being
told don't
to people
do somebroadcast baseball in 1952 started

J On the surface it may seem
thing?"
REPORT
I there is very little difference be\ tween "come" and "go" — that
Notes Radio-TV Plans
I the two are interchangeable.
But there are several areas
TIME Inc., which subject to FCC
worth exploring, which suggest
approval has bought KOB-AM-TV
Albuquerque, in a partnership with
the former rather than the latter.
former FCC Chairman Wayne Coy,
Primarily, Bob J., and all
who takes over this week as Time's
other radio copy writers, must
radio and TV consultant [B«T,
remember the announcer is a
Feb. 25], reported last week that
salesman for the advertiser. He
revenues from its publishing opermust envision the man at the
ations last year reached an alltime peak of $149,571,479, a gain
microphone as a special salesof 11
over 1950.
person, talking to many cusRising costs and taxes, however,
tomers at once. Thus, in his role
left net profits at $7,287,400, comas a special store sales reprepared to $8,500,693 the preceding
sentative, he is in a position to
invite
listeners to his store.
year, the report showed. Net current assets were placed at $43,The invitation can be phrased,
528,000, as against $42,245,000 at
"come
down today," or even
the end of 1950.
more specifically, "come down
Though known to be interested
this afternoon," or "come down
fei acquiring other broadcast propthis evening," or "first thing toerties, Time Inc. in its report to
morrow morning." And a friendstockholders Said only that its
ly invitation is far more palaacquisition of the KOB half-intable than a direct command,
terest— representing an investment
ordering someone to go somewhere.
of about $600,000 — "is indicative of
its continuing interest in the growFrom the radio station's point
ing television field."
of view, isn't a personal invitaThe company is buying 100% of
tion such as "come down" danthe KOB stock, with the undergerous ? Isn't the announcer tystanding "that after certain corpoing himself too closely with one
rate adjustments were effected, it
advertiser
when, later during his
would sell Mr. Coy a one-half
interest" at Time Inc.'s cost.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting
TIME

announcing shift, he's bound to
deliver a commercial for a competitor ?
the answer
is "no."
At Weno believe
time does
the announcer
say, "/ want you to come down."
It is simply a special sales representative speaking for an advertiser and inviting you, the
customer.
Then, too, listeners understand radio is an advertising medium. They fully realize radio
offers information on various
kinds of products and services —
many of which are directly comIf one station could not depetitive.
liver competing messages at different hours without having listeners misunderstand, radio advertising would not have grown
as consistently as it has.
Then, too, the average listener
cannot remember whether the
voice now reading the commercial for Frank Abel's Clothing

General Mills, two daily 15-minute programs, five days a week, on
160 stations; Amana refrigerator,
five minutes before and after all
baseball games on 400 stations;
Tige
dog food.
"Other
networks will learn eventually that you can't broadcast
chromium," Mr. McLendon observed in commenting on the network's small-market and smallstation coverage.
Liberty's sales realignment does
not touch the top executive echelon.
Barton R. McLendon, father of
Gordon, and H. R. Cullen continue
as co-chairmen of the board and
James H. Foster is executive vice
president. New addition to the organization afew weeks ago was
Charles Comiskey, of the Chicago
White Sox baseball family, who is
vice president in charge of sports.
The program origination operation in New York will continue, according to Mr. McLendon, including originations at WMGM. Washtinue. ington originations also will con-

JACK W. LAEMMAR, the author,
graduated from Loyola U. in 1932
and completed his graduate work
at Northwestern and Chicago Universities in marketing and research. After freelance work in
the field until 1936, Mr. Laemmar
joined the staff of Blackett,
Sample, Hummert. Nine months
later, he was made manager of
the radio department and timebuyer. In 1940, he joined Lord
& Thomas (later Foote, Cone &
Belding) in the same capacity.
Two years later, he began a four
yeor association with the Navy,
reaching the rank of lieutenant
commander. He then returned to
F C & B, going into account work.
In 1950, Mr. Laemmar joined J.
Walter Thompson. He is now assigned to Libby, Sears and the
Credit Union National Assn. accounts. He is co-author with Gene
Seehafer of the book. Successful
Radio and Television Advertising,
published by McGraw-Hill.
Store is the same voice that
read a competing sales message
for Parkinson's Clothes for Men
only an hour before. In most
stations, the policy of scheduling
competing announcements as
far apart as possible also helps
this situation.
After writing each commercial, check to make certain you
have included a final action paragraph. And check to make certain it's an invitation to action,
rather than a hard command,
which may carry with it the
seeds of resentment.
March 31, 1952
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Agenda
& Summaries
.^««««««^^^^,Scheduled for The NARTB
Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago
March 31-April 2
SUNDAY, March 30
Registration, beginning at 10 a.m.,
in Exhibition Hall
MONDAY, March 31
9:15 a.m.
J. R. Poppele, vice president in
charge of engineering, WOR-TV
New York, presiding
WOR-TV New York, presiding
NPA
REGULATIONS
AND THE
BROADCASTING INDUSTRY
by J. Bernard Joseph, chief, Broadcast & Communications Equipment Section, Electronics Division, National Production Authority
NPA regulations most closely affecting the broadcasting industry
are CMP Regulations 5 and 6.
CMP Regulation 5 provides a selfrating procedure for the procurement of maintenance, repair, and
operating supplies, minor capital
additions, and installation materials.
CMP Regulation 6 provides the
rules governing construction.
Broadcast and telecast stations
may avail themselves of self-authorization privileges which allovt^,
in many instances, for scheduled
construction of new stations without filing with NPA for permission.
Complete understanding of these
regulations is of extreme importance to radio and television stations. NPA stands ready to assist
stations in interpretation or orders
and provide guidance in their use.
TELEVISION CONTROL ROOM LAYOUTS
by R. D. Chipp, director of engineering, DuMont Television Network
The material covered will include
a description of a modern control
room layout for a large television
studio or theatre. An example is
the split arangement used so succes ful y at the Ambassador Theatre and planned for the new DuMont TV Center.
Secondly, Mr. Chipp will describe
an arrangement for a medium size
dual studio with split audio and
direction facilities, but combined
video facilities. Such a plan will be
used in the new Washington studios.
The third layout to be described
will cover minimum requirements
for a station in a small market.
Equipment will be grouped to conserve space and manpower.
UHF
TRANSMITTERS
AND ANTENNAS
by John E. Young, manager, transmitter engineering. Radio Corp.
of America
This paper deals v/ith the choice
of transmitter powers, and antenna gains, primarily in the UHF
range, for most effective coverage
of , a given market. The effect of
antenna gain on the amplitude and
position of the secondary lobes in
the vertical pattern is described,
as well as measurements of the fillPage 38
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in caused by minor departures from
theoretically perfect amplitude and
phase distribution, in practical
structures.
A TELEVISION SIGNAL SWITCHBOARD FOR STUDIO AND
MASTER CONTROL
by H. E. Thomas, project engineer,
Federal Telecommunication Laboratories
This paper describes a television
signal switchboard unit aimed at
flexibility in studio layout, economy of operation and simplicity of
installation and maintenance. The
FTL-89A switchboard achieves
flexibility by allowing the use of
as many as five independent outputs and an optional six to twelve
inputs (signal sources) in a single
console. Studio arrangement can
be simplified by using another compact unit for the technical director
thus allowing the program director
to have direct transfer control of
his active studio and other signal
sources without being burdened by
direct contact with the details of
technical direction.
Switching is performed by the
indirect method using a minimum
of relays and remotely located
pushbvittons; a minimum length of
video coaxial lines is attained and
the need of distribution amplifiers
is minimized.
Interlock, preview

of Technical
Papers
Engineering Conference^.^^^^^^^^^^^
methods, line matching and automatic termination are discussed.
TELEVISION STUDIO EQUIPMENT
PLANNING
by D. H. Castle, assistant manager,
audio-video engineering, NBC
Equipment requirements of a
large television studio will be covered by a description of the conversion to television use of NBC
Studio 8H, Radio City, formerly
the largest sound radio studio in
this country. Items included will
be video and audio pickup and control equipment, television set lighting, scenery hanging and air conditioning. Lighting particularly is
a difficult problem in television and
paper will cover problems of light
level requirements, primary power
supply,
dimmer control anddistribution
switching, fixtures,
and
fixture hanging arrangements.
Equipment items will include video,
audio and directors control consoles
and intercommunication systems.
MONDAY LUNCHEON—
12 noon
Roaringtion Twenties
Buffet in ExhibiHall
AFTERNOON SESSION—
2 p.m.
Orrin Towner, technical director,
siding.
WHAS-AM-TV
Louisville, pre-

STATEMENT BY GLEN McDANIEL,
PRESIDENT OF RADIO-TELEVISION MFRS. ASSN.
THE OUTLOOK for radio set production is perhaps better now than it
has been at any time since the television boom began.
The reasons are: (1) Radio set sales, particularly FM-AM receivers,
are showing new strength; (2) TV set sales are relatively slow because
of the seasonal pattern and prolongation of the "freeze"; and (3)
the joint RTMA-NARTB promotion program has revitalized the
demand for FM receivers.
For a while it appeared that the
shortage of materials might curtail
set production seriously in 1952.
Now it appears that the stretching
out of the military procurement
program will make more materials
available for consumer goods.
The continuing large volume of
production of auto and portable
radios is significant in any survey
of radio listening. More than 21
million auto sets and 10% million
portables have been produced since
World War II. Most of these probably are still in use.
Home radio set sales, while below
the postwar peak, are still at a
high level. In fact, despite the TV
boom and the heavy penetration
Mr. McDANIEL
of radio set ownership, more home
radios are being sold regularly
than television receivers.
TV set pi-oduction will increase gradually as new stations go on the air
but the full effect of this market expansion probably will not be felt
before 1953.

ADVANCES IN TELEVISION EQUIP
MENT DESIGN
by L. L. Pourciau, head of Televi
sion Development Section, Gen
eral Precision Laboratory
A new image orthicon cameri
chain, synchronizing pulse genera
tor, and video switching and mix
ing unit suitable for field or studi'
use are described. The cameri
chain incorporates several uniqu
features including control and in
dication of lens aperture at th
camera control unit, and provisioi
for remote control of optical focu
and lens turret position. The syn
chronizing pulse generator employ
binary counters and delay line con
trol of pulse timing and width t
provide stable and dependable op
eration. The video switching an
mixing unit offers studio switchini
flexibility in a compact portabl
unit with provisions for handlin;
five synchronous and two non-syr
chronous signals.

IMPROVED TELEVISION FILM RI
PRODUCTION
by V. J. Duke and K. E. Mullenge:
staff engineers, NBC
As a result of the increasing in:
portance of film use in televisioi
it is desirable to provide improve
methods of reproducing this m£
terial. Several methods are in us
in this country and abroad. Thei
is some discussion of and refei
ences pertaining to these method
in the paper. The principal them
of the paper is devoted to improve
ments in the presently used Icor
oscope film chains. Some of tli
obvious difficulties of Iconoscop
film reproduction are brought ou
A part of the paper is devoted 1
the approach to the problem of co)
recting the difficulties. This is fo
lowed by a section containing pra(
tical solutions to the problems.
The next part of the paper is A t
voted to material regarding tl
characteristic curves of the Icon(
scope and to the general problei
of the incident light on the Icom
scope as well as some figures c
film density and measurement
The foregoing material will be acompanied by a few slides depic
ing methods of operation, par !
used, and demonstrated effect
The final section of the paper wi
be devoted to a description of
mode of operation of the Iconoscoj
which falls between full storaf
operation and continuous light a;
plication usually called line sens
tivity operation.
A NEW TELEVISION CAMERA
by John Roe, manager, Televisiji
Camera Equipment Group, RC
An image orthicon camera, ne
in neary every detail, and yet cor
pletely interchangeable both phy
ically and electrically with earlii
(Continued on page 111)
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To

an

advertiser

who

prefers

to

captivate

There are no captive radio audiences in
Iowa. Every set has a dial. The dials
work, the radios work, and any listener
is free to free lance. Apart from the
totalitarian implications of the word
(no self-respecting lowan — that's the
same as saying no lowan — would sit
still for being a captive anything) we
figure an audience earned on program
merit is more healthy for business.

REPRESENTED

CEDAR

• Telecasting

Being on WMT,

CBS outlet in Eastern

Iowa, is like occupying a choice location on Main Street. Twenty-three of
the top twenty-nine programs are on
CBS. There's great customer traffic —
great opportunity to reach more than
300,000 radio families in WMTland.
They're captivated hy programming —
CBS and local. For full details, trap a
Katz Agency rep [they capture easy) .

NATIONALLY BY THE KATZ AGENCY

RAPI
5,000 WATTS

BROADCASTING

audiences

600 KC

BASIC CBS RADIO NETWORK
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CAN

DO

BETTER

WITH

SPOT

BROADCASTING
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• Tclccasti

A

A

BETTER

APPROACH

TO

TELEVISION

ADVERTISING

... is a new presentation which should be seen by every advertiser
and agency with a stake in television.

This new Katz presentation, widely reported by the trade press, discusses network and
Spot Program television . . . explains when and why one or the other is indicated.
It is a realistic, up-to-date description of an approach to television that is
already producing results — for less TV dollars.

It tells a story that's important to every one concerned with the use of television
to sell goods — advertising and sales directors as well as media, program,
account and plans board executives. The complete story can be told in less than
40 minutes. But the ideas in it will be talked about in your shop
long after the presentation is over.

If you would like a private showing at your office, please let us know,
and we'll schedule a convenient appointment.

.

MUCH

THE
NATIONAL

BETTER

KATZ

AGENCY,

ADVERTISING

INC.

REPRESENTATIVES

488 MADISON AVENUE . NEW YORK 22, NEW YORK . CHICAGO • LOS ANGELES . SAN FRANCISCO • ATLANTA » DALLAS • KANSAS CITY • DETROIT
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HIBIT
LATEST
DEVELOPMENTS in
broadcast and television equipment
along with extensive lines of services and supplies are featured in
the annual exhibits shown at the
NARTB Chicago convention.
While manufacturers of heavyequipment have placed more emphasis than ever on their TV transmitters and related gear, the number and quality of transcription,
program and other services equal
any past convention. If anything,
the firms catering to broadcast
stations have surpassed the features shown in former convention
shows.
Heavy equipment is centered in
the exhibition hall in the lower
lobby of the Conrad Hilton Hotel.
Here, too, is located the official
NARTB registration booth for the
two separate management and engineering conferences.
The sample (fifth) floor of the
Conrad Hilton is taken over entirely by exhibitors of services and
lighter equipment. These displays
are decorated in many cases with
unusual treatment. The rooms are
set up for informal conferences
and entertainment. Many exhibitors have novelties for visitors.
The lower lobby has a striking
booth operated jointly by NARTB
and Broadcast Music Inc., industry-owned copyright organization.
The booth has a historical motif.
It has many historic documents
depicting key events in American
history along with a number of
famous music manuscripts from
the BMI archives.
An electronic fair is found in the
lower lobby, with millions of dollars in equipriient installed for convention delegates.
A tour around the basement is
really a tour around the electronic world. Several television
stations are in actual operation,
including related camera chains,
control panels and similar items.
The exposition is one of the nation's largest technical exhibits.
Arrangements are under direction
of Arthur C. Stringer, who serves
as exhibit consultant to NARTB.
Only NARTB associate members
are permitted to display their
products and services.
As usual, some of the exhibitors
spread their activity beyond their
booths and display rooms by means
of promotional gimmicks such as
canes and — of course — the usual
scantily-clad models handing out
room keys and brochures.
Herewith are summaries of individual exhibits in Exhibition Hall
as well as in the fifth floor sample
rooms and other reception rooms :
Exhibition

Hall

ANDREW CORP.
ANDREW Corp. exhibits its line
of general antenna and transmission line products, with the central
attraction of the display the new
Page 42
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wn
Latest Equipment, Services Sho
cational music organizations. An
neer; C. Russell Cox, vice president,
other display will deal with th«
and Jack Brown, chief engineer.
series of BMI Program Clinics.
Spectacular attention-getter is
BROADCAST MUSIC INC.
a historical feature known as Free
dom Hall, arranged and presentee
HIGHLIGHTS of BMI's 12th year, by BMI in cooperation witl
with songs and services performed
NARTB. It includes a rare collec
for licensees, are found in the
tion
of autographs of signers oi
lower lobby booth. A miniature
the Declaration of Independence
Music Hall theatre is the setting
signers of the Constitution anc
for songs that have become major
autographs of Presidents of th(
hits with attention directed to United States from the Foremai
artists who helped make these hits. M. LeBold collection.
Also in Freedom Hall is a col
Special attention is given the
lection of American Musicana fron
display of BMI's program on be- the BMI archives, containing the
half of concert music and the progoriginal manuscripts of many o:
ress of Young Composers Radio
the nation's traditional and his
Awards, a project conducted by toric
music treasures.
BMI in cooperation with state
BMI
at the con
broadcasters associations and edu- vention representatives
are Carl Haverlin, presi
dent; Sydney M. Kaye, vice chair
man of the board and general coun
OFFtCIAL EXHIBITORS
sel; Robert J. Burton, vice presi
(Conrad Hilton Hotel unless otherwise indicated)
dent in charge of publisher rela
EXHIBITION HALL
tions; Roy Harlow, vice presiden
Andrew Corp.
in charge of station services
Gates Radio Co.
Charles A. Wall, vice president ii
General Electric Co.
Armed Forces Information Center
charge of finance; Glenn Dolberg
General Precision Laboratory
Broadcast- Music inc.
director, station relations; Jeai
Broadcast Advertising Bureau
Graybar Electric Co.
Geiringer, vice president in charg
Century Lighting Inc.
Kliegl Brothers
of foreign music; Harry Somerville
Collins Radio Co.
NARTB Station Relations Dept.
vice president in charge of non
National Production Authority
Continental Electronics Mfg. Co.
broadcast licensing; M. E. Tomp
Allen B. DuMont Labs
RCA Custom Recording
Federal Telecommunication Labs
kins, president. Associated Musi
RCA Engineering Products Dept.
Publishers (wholly-owned subsidi
Freedom Hall (BMI-NARTB)
RCA Tube Division ^
ary of BMI); Ralph Wentworth
FIFTH FLOOR
James L. Cox, Al Marlin, Lin Pat
tee. Ken Spamon, Dorsey Owings
Allied Radio Corp. 522-523
Graybar Electric Co. 542A-544A
Burt Squire, Hy Reiter, Russel
Allied Record Mfg. Co.
Keystone Broadcasting System 515ASanjek, Robert L. Fuller, Mildre^
Altec-Lansing Corp. 542A-544A
517A
Amperex Electronic Corp.
Lang-Worth Feature Programs inc. Chetkin, Jane Carroll and M. H
Ampex Electric Corp. 546A
Shapiro.
512A
Associated Program Service 532AMagnecord
Inc.
526-524A
Musicolor Inc. 560
533A-534A
BROADCAST ADVERTISING
Audio & Video Products Corp. 548A
Presto Recorded Corp. 509
BUREAU
Blaw-Knox Division
RCA Recorded Program Services
ANSWERS to many problems fac
512-513
Broadcast Advertising Bureau 551A550A
ing broadcasters set the motif fo
SESAC 557A-556A
BAB's exhibit on fifth-floor suite
Screen Gems Inc. 533
Capitol Records Distributing Corp.,
Some of the questions posed b;
Broadcast Sales Division 537ASnader Telescriptions Sales Inc. 504ABAB are: "Interested in racking u
536A-535A
505A-507A
more retail revenue for your oper
CBS Television Film Sales 545-546
Stancil-Hoffman Corp. 561
Columbia Transcriptions
Standard Radio Transcription Services ation ? Want to know how to shoo
Daven Co.
holes through the stories advanceinc. 502
Standard Rate & Data 530A
by your newspaper competition
Dresser-Stacey, Ideco Division 539A
Looking for the secret of how t
Television Zoomar Corp.
Eitel-McCullough inc. 521A
Bruce Eells Associates
acquire more co-op advertisin;
Transcription Sales Inc.
Federal Telephone & Radio Corp. 534
Winchorger Corp. 509A
dough ? Know the top money-mak
General Precision Laboratory 553A
World Broadcasting System 500-501ingThe
special
year?"
501A
BAB events
staff ofoftheradio
sale
Harry S. Goodman Productions 556Frederic W. Ziv Co. 500-501-501A
557
specialists is headed by Presiden
Gray Research & Development Co.
William B. Ryan and includes Ke547
Sweeney, vice president; Jack Har
RECEPTION ROOMS
desty, director of local promotion
Bob Steinle, retail adviser; Fran!
The Katz Agency 2000
ABC-TV Network 1405 A
Peck, national promotion special
C. P. MacGregor 2136A
Associated Press, The Blackstone
Blackburn - Hamilton, 1200 - 1201 - Robert Meeker Associates 2319
ist; Bill Morison, production man
1201A
Mutual Broadcasting System 1005
ager. They are available to ex
NBC 2306
John Blair & Co. 805A
plain services and for consultatio
Branham Co. 1900
Edward Petry & Co. 1700
on individual sales problems.
The Pulse Inc. 905A
BROADCASTING
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Paul H. Raymer Co. 823 (also The
1205-1206-1207
Blackstone)
CENTURY LIGHTING INC.
CBS Television Network 2105A
Standard Audit & Measurement Serv- THE Century Lighting booth in th
Henry I. Christal Co. 805A
DuMont Television Network 2325
ice 2034A
exhibition hall contains displays o
O. L. Taylor Co. 1705
George P. Hollingbery Co. 2100
switchboards, lighting equipmen
Weed & Co. 1005 A
C. E. Hooper inc. 719
(Continued on page 119)
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IN
skew antenna which the company
says is based on a new and radical principle developed by its research center. The principle provides for mounting of the antenna
on the sides of large buildings, thus
eliminating need for a tower on
top. Other antennas on display are
the multi-TV television transmission antenna and the multi-FM
transmitting antenna. In addition,
Andrew shows its TV transmission
line and waveguides and mountingaccessories as well as dehydrating
and pressurizing equipment.
Convention representatives include Jack Estelle, assistant sales
manager; Karl Sterne, eastern district manager; Henry Miller, sales
engineer; Joe Moynihan, sales engi-
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• WRFD's programming to the "town and country"
t}"pe of market attracts wide following — 57% of
farm families listen to RED.
Latest Neilson reports show a total of 395.000
families listen to WRFD each week.
• In order to buy the same "backbone" market coverage reached by WRFD, as many as 25 local stations would be necessary.
Beautiful new Colonial studios of
WRFD offer
Ohio's finest radio production facilities.
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all
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it
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• WRFD's primary signal area covers 74 of Ohio's
88 counties; Its secondary signal reaches all 88
counties plus parts of [Michigan. Indiana, Kentucky,
West Virginia and Pennsylvania.

fiiinii

reach

WRFD
5000

WATTS

•

WORTHS^dTO^,

S80
OMiQ

Represented nationally by 0. L. Taylor Co.

Radio Station W RFD
Worthington, Ohio
I'd like to know more about Ohio's $2'/2 billion "backbone" market. Please send me complete market data on
WRFD prepared by A. C. N'eilson Jr.
Name
AddressCity

_State_
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NOW, this same famous "Freddy Martin
Show"— newly transcribed with current tunes
added — is yours to build audiences ... to win
permanent sponsorship for your station. Here is
truly big-name value that years of contact with
the public has created. It's top-flight entertainment,
all wrapped up in a quarter-hour program to sell
time and make talent fees for you!
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JUDGE MILLER

STAFF

JUSTIN MILLER
WHEN the history of radio and
TV in the mid-century period is
written, a prominent place will be
reserved for Judge Miller — jurist,
teacher, administrator, lawyer and
authority on Constitutional law.
For seven years Judge Miller has
led the industry's battle to obtain
freedom of speech paralleling that
enjoyed by printed media.
His ingratiating smile and his
occasionally caustic tongue are
widely known in government and
industry. From 1945 to mid-1951
he was NARTB's president, resigning a federal appellate judgeship
to accept the post. Last year he
was honored with NARTB's board
chairmanship, a newly-created position.
Last November Judge Miller was
named chairman of the Salary Stabilization Board, the government
agency extending wage stabilization policies into the field of salaried persons. He is dividing his
time between NARTB, where he
also is general counsel, and the
SSB.
HAROLD

I
Mr. ARNEY

E. FELLOWS

THE MAN who directs the operation of NARTB, with its far-flung
activities on behalf of broadcast
and TV stations, is Harold Fellows, now nearing the end of his
first year as president. He took
office last June 4 as the selection of
a committee that had combed the
nation for the best man to run the
association.
A long background as a professional entertainer goes with Mr.
Fellows' 19-year administrative career with CBS at WEEI Boston.
At the first plunk of a guitar after
sundown, he'll set up an impromptu
barber-shop quartet. A dozen times
a day he's likely to point up a
policy or dramatize a situation by
recalling a highly apropos story
from his big collection.
At NARTB he has shown a tremendous capacity for hard work
and achievement. He has an uncanny memory and often will surprise, and sometimes embarrass, an
NARTB department head by recalling details of a conference held
months ago.
* * *
C. E. ARNEY

Mr. DOHERTY
Page 46
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BROADCAST problems have been
dumped into "Bee" Arney's lap
more years than most NARTB
members can remember. Actually
he's just been at the association 12
years but it probably seems longer
to the secretary-treasurer when he
looks back at the conventions and
district meetings he has arranged,
to say nothing of a few hundred
committee sessions.
As secretary - treasurer of
NARTB Mr. Arney is custodian of

NARTB
finances, keeper of the budget, manager of all conventions and meetings, supervisor of the by-laws and
director of most of the business
projects that require directing.
After graduating from U. of
Washington with a law degree in
1915, he spent three years in the
office of the U. S. Attorney General in the Nation's Capital. After
that he did organization work in
the Northwest until 1932 when he
joined KOL Seattle as commentator and legislative specialist, later
becoming public relations director
of KOMO-KJR Seattle.
ROBERT K. RICHARDS
EXACTLY five years ago Robert
K. Richards took over direction of
the association's public relations.
Believing that some of the best
public relations are strictly private,
he is credited with one of the best
jobs of any publicist in American
industry. Three years ago the title
was changed to director of public
affairs in keeping with the broad
scope of the position.
Major achievement was development of the Voice of Democracy
Contest, with a million high school
students competing annually for
scholarships. Radio - Television
Mfrs. Assn. and U. S. Junior Chamber of Commerce share in the
Mr. Richards is an Ohio State U.
project.
graduate. He entered radio at
WHKC Columbus (then WAIU),
reaching WSPD Toledo by way of
WJR Detroit and WCPO Cincinnati. In 1941 J. Harold Ryan
stepped into the Office of Censorship as assistant director and put
Mr. Richards in charge of radio.
He left that office in 1944 to become
editorial director of Broadcasting
• Telecasting, moving to the old
NAB in April, 1947.
* * *
RICHARD P. DOHERTY
CHARLES H. TOWER
THERE'S no busier office at
NARTB headquarters than the
Employe-Employer Relations Dept.
where Richard P. Doherty and his
assistant, Charles H. Tower, can
generally be found with a phone in
each hand and one or two others
jangling on the desk.
Mr. Doherty has been at NARTB
over six years, having previously
taught economics at Boston U. In
Boston he was a key figure in developing cooperation between management and labor. A few weeks
ago he attended the International
Labor Organization meeting in
Switzerland as a delegate representing American management. He
has been a member of the Wage
Stabilization Board since last
May
Mr. 8.Tower has been at NARTB
since February 1949, also coming
(Coyitinued on page 116)
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MEETS

ENDORSEMENT of policy to
establish broadcasting as a form of
publishing under the laws of Canada, plans to establish a directorate
of research within the broadcasting and advertising industry and
discussions on station management
and selling featured the 27th annual meeting of the Canadian
Assn. of Broadcasters at Toronto
March 24-27.
Numerous internal association
business problems ranging from
use of editorials to non-promotional factual rate cards, from unattended transmitter operation to
applications for television stations,
were discussed at closed business
sessions.
Malcolm Neill, CFNB Fredericton, and F. H. Elphicke, CKWX
Vancouver, were re-elected chairman and vice-chairman respectively of the CAB board of directors. Other directors elected by
various regional associations for
1952-53 period were Gordon Love,
CFCN Calgary; Ed Rawlinson,
CKBI Prince Albert; William
Speers, CKRC Winnipeg; Ralph
Snelgrove, CKBB Barrie; Arthur
DuPont, CJAD Montreal; Ken
Soble, CHML Hamilton; Henri
LePage, CHRC Quebec; Dr. Charles
Houde, CHNC New Carlisle, and
Finlay MacDonald, CJCH Halifax.
Close to 400 members of the
broadcasting industi-y in Canada
and the U. S. attended the four-day
session of the CAB at the Royal
York Hotel, Toronto.
In welcoming the delegates, Malcolm Neill, CAB chairman and
manager of CFNB Fredericton,
N. B., stated that the future of
radio looks bright, that business
is good and shows prospects of becoming even better.
He reviewed the activities of one
of the most important years in the
CAE's history and told CAB delegates that a committee had met
with Canada's Prime Minister,
Louis St. Laurent, to inform him
of the views of the CAB on the
Massey Royal Commission report
in which a minority report recommended aseparate regulatoi-y body
for broadcasting, a prime aim of
the CAB.
Neill's Welcome
Mr. Neill welcomed four new
members to the association and
the attendance of a number of
American broadcasters including
Judge Justin Miller of NARTB. He
paid special tribute to the presentations made by CAB General Manager Jim Allard before the Canadian Parliamentary Radio Committee at Ottawa.
Mr. Neill pointed to the lack of
TV stations in Canada and said
Canadian broadcasters had applied
for some time for licenses for stations which could be built without
expense to the taxpayer.
He stated "a completely unrealistic and not unselfish national policy
has rendered it impossible for inPage 48 • March 31, 1952
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CANADIAN Assn. of Broadcasfers drew executives from
near and far at its meeting March 24 at Toronto's Royal
York Hotel. Among them were (I to r): Seated, Stuart
McKay, All-Canada Radio Facilities, Toronto; Perce Gaynor, All-Canada, Winnipeg; Mrs. Pete McGurk, Weed &
Co., New York; Gerry Gaetz, CJCA Edmonton; Helen
Thomas, Street & Finney, New York; Pete McGurk, Weed
& Co., New York. Standing: Hamilton Shea, NBC New
dividual private companies to obtain licenses."
He formurged
broadcasters
"to inthe Canadian
people through
our own facilities just why it is
that there is no television and that
private radio can and will provide
television at no cost to the taxpayer if the government can be
persuaded to abandon its present
unwarranted and completely unjustified policy of discrimination
against a large segment of our
population.
"Under the present completely
inadequate plan for television
development two stations are
presently under construction, one
in Montreal and one in Toronto.
They are now tentatively scheduled
to commence operations in August.
Several million dollars of tax
money contributed by all Canadians
is being spent on these two stations
to provide the people of Montreal
and Toronto alone with a nebulous
television service."
John Sheridan, executive secretary of the Canadian Chamber of
Commerce, Montreal, told broadcasters in the opening Monday
morning session that his organization backed the CAB on the need
for a separate regulatory body for
broadcasting and that TV development should not be confined to any
governmental agency or corporation, but should be developed as
freely and rapidly as possible by
private capital. He pointed to the
need for a strong trade association
which would govern the industry
voluntarily, rather than through
government regulation.
A business session followed during which principles of recording
two-way telephone conversations
for broadcasting purposes were dis-

York; Joe Weed, Weed & Co., New York; Guy Herbert
All-Canada, Toronto; Robert Thompson, Weed & Co.
New York; Bill Hinman, Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York
F. H. Elphicke, CKWX Vancouver; Hub Jackson, Josepl
Hershey McGillvra Inc., New York; Chet Slaybaugh
Morse International, New York; Joseph Hershey Mc
Gillvra, JHM New York,Chicago.
and Neil Weed, Weed & Co.

cussed by representatives of the
Canadian Telephone Assn. The entire subject which only concerns a
minority of Canadian broadcasters
at present, is to be studied from a
standpoint of possible libel suits.
A number of resolutions of the
CAB Sales Advisory Committee
were discussed dealing with technical problems of contracts and mail
order business.
The first Monday afternoon session featured Adam Young Jr.,
New York; Philip Merryman,
WICC Bridgeport, and Jack Blick,
CJOB Winnipeg, who told of
various methods which can be used
to develop new business.

used by other businesses selling
"intangibles" as radio does anc
apply them with profit to their owr
business.
Maurice Mitchell, Associated Program Service, New York, statec
"there is no sales force in radic
that cannot be trained to do bet
ter." He urged station managers
and sales managers to train thei]
staffs for maximum effectiveness
to train salesmen to produce incomt
for their stations, to produce pro
fessional salesmen and to educatf
salesmen in the problems of theii
customers as an aid to selling theii
stations.
William Guild, CJOC Lethbridge
at the annual dinner on March 2(
was presented the John J. Gillii
Memorial Award, the second yeai
it has been presented. CJOC woi
the award for its community serv
ices, which included raising fundi
for a central meeting place for thi
local boy scouts.
Eighty-six per cent of all Cana
dian broadcasting stations on th<
air are now members of the Bureai
of Broadcast Measurement, Charle
R. Vint, president of BBM, Toronto
reported at the eighth annual meet
ing held in conjunction with th
CAB convention on Tuesday morn

Programming Ideas
Mr. Merryman dealt with development of local news services,
forum broadcasts, programs for
teenagers, special sports broadcasts and news commentaries. He
stated these would help stations
become more important in their
communities and urged staff members to take part in all civic activities as a means of building
more business for the local station.
Mr. Blick gave specific instances
of how his 250 w station is selling
new accounts and increasing present accounts.
had
sent out
1952 ballot
surve;
ing. been
He stated
thatfor100,000"
Mr. Young told Canadian station
owners that their rates were too which will be ready this summe
as soon as census figures of radi
low and that they should develop
homes by counties are availabl
Special campaigns for specific in- from the Dominion Bureau o
dustries by going direct to the men
Statistics, based on the 1951 Cana
who make decisions on the advertisdian census.
ing budgets of companies and inThe meeting elected three direc
dustries.
tors to BBM for three year periods i
Second session Monday afternoon
F. J. Otterbein, General Foods Ltd
dealt with training of salesmen.
Toronto, representing advertisers (
Wallace R. Parr, Manufacturers
G. C. Hammond, Cockfield Brow
Life Insurance Co., Toronto, stated
radio should study sales techniques
(Continued on page 137) '
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BEEHIVE RADIO
KSL Keys New Group
NEY/ REGIONAL chain, the Beehive Radio Network, uniting five
CBS stations with KSL Salt Lake
City as key outlet, will begin service to advertisers April 1, according to Frank B. McLatchy, manager. Business offices for the new
organization are located in the
Union Pacific Bldg., Salt Lake City.
Stations will be represented nationally by CBS Radio Spot Sales.
Other stations involved are
KSUB Cedar City, Utah; KEEP
Twin Falls, KEYY Pocatello and
KID Idaho Falls, all Idaho. Group
derives its name from the beehive
symbol of the early territory of
Deseret which now includes Utah
and southern Idaho.
New network reportedly covers
every section of the intermountain
market. Staif of two merchandising men will be located at KSL,
with another at each of the other
four stations.
RALEIGH
AD CLUB
Holds First Sales Clinic
FIRST annual advertising and sales
promotion clinic was held by the
Raleigh Advertising Club, Raleigh,
N. C, last week. Over 100 people
in the field from the eastern part
of the state attended.
Maurice B. Mitchell, vice president of Associated Program Service, addressed the group on radio
advertising. Don G. Mitchell,
president of Sylvania Electric
Products Co., spoke to the group on
marketing and how it afl'ected advertising men and women.
Others who spoke were D. Hiden
Ramsey, business manager, Asheville Citizen Times; Kenneth Slifer,
vice president, N. W. Ayer & Son;
T. S. Ferree, director, Ferree Studios, Raleigh; Kay Lee, advertising
manager, Smartwear — Irving Saks,
Roanoke, Va., and Albert Bliss,
president of Bliss Display Corp.
U. S. BOND UNIT
Names Three Acting Chiefs
THREE acting chiefs have been
named by the U. S. Savings Bond
Division, Advertising & Promotion
Branch, in a re-grouping of functions. Edmund J. Linehan, former
radio-TV chief, now heads the Advertising Section, under which radio and TV operate. He formerly
was at KSO and KRNT Des Moines.
John K. Koepf, formerly advertising staff TV specialist, heads the
new Public Liaison Section. He is
formerly of Fort Industry^ Co.,
WLW Cincinnati and Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. Jacob Mogelever, former press chief, heads the
new Promotion Section. Harold N.
Boyer, former chief of production
and distribution, has been named
assistant to Elihu E. Harris, new
director of the Advertising & Promotion Branch.
Page 52
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STATEMENT BY FREDERIC R. GAMBLE, PRESIDENT,
AMERICAN ASSN. OF ADVERTISING AGENCIES
THE SECOND annual meeting of NARTB, the expanded successor to
NAB, rounds out a year of good work. If "well begun is half done,"
broadcasters must be taking pride in the way that their new organization is taking hold.
Agency people send their best
wishes for a successful convention
and they will be following the proceedings with interest.
We salute Hal Fellows; also
those responsible for the ixew
NARTB TV Code; also the
NARTB Committee on Standardization, working with our AAAA
Committee on Radio and Television
Broadcasting on the new spot contract form for television; also Bill
Ryan and the reactivated BAB;
also our good friends in broadcasting everywhere.
The extent of agency interest in
television is shown by our own
AAAA annual meeting in April,
when for the first time we're devoting an entire business session to
television. The topics show the kind
of things we're concerned about:
"Television As of Now": An
Mr. GAMBLE
evaluation of the present status
of television and the post-freeze
outlook, with special emphasis on costs.
"Television Rating Services": A critical analysis by well-qualified research people of the differences and deficiencies.
"A Hollywood Look at Television Production," with emphasis on the
film vs. live question.
And "How to Write Television Commercials, or the Mystery of the
Barn Door Wipe," with kinescope and other examples.
This reflects a healthy interest by agency people in learning how to
do a better job with this complex new medium.
At the same time, radio seems to be doing very well, too. We see a
steady continued rise in set ownership, a hefty growth in spot business
and some recent rebound in network sales.
I don't mean to say that all is rosy. There are some astounding
deficiencies in bi'oadcasting compared with most other media. Among
them are: (1) The lack of any machinery to investigate and report
upon agencies, (2) the apathy on the part of so many independent
broadcasters toward the 2% credit safeguard, (3) the loose collection
practices, (4) the resulting high credit losses, (5) the instance of discriminatory rate practices and (6) the lack of use for the contract
for spot radio broadcasting. It is quite a list, but not impossible if
we work hard on the problems together.
Even if "well begun is half done," there is still a lot to do.

BILL
Hardy Sees Crosser
THERE may be some action in the
House on the measure to clarify
the political broadcast issue — that
is, if the House Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee can
squeeze
it into its current workload.
This was the indication that Rep.
Robert Crosser (D-Ohio), chairman
of the commerce group, gave Ralph
Hardy, NARTB government relations director, in a meeting on Capitol Hill. Mr. Hardy discussed the
Horan bill (HR 7602) with Chairman Crosser, who reportedly indicated he favored quick study of the
bill sponsored by Rep. Walt Horan
(R-Wash.).
However, Chairman Crosser
noted the heavy workload his committee is trying to buck at the
present time. The Horan bill
would amend Sec. 315 of the Communications Act to define a legally
qualified candidate, the process to

follow for a person speaking on
behalf of a candidate and what the
broadcaster liability would be.
It is understood that the Senate
Interstate & Foreign Commerce
Committee would give the bill, if
cleared through the House, a quick
sendoff" in an attempt to get the
legislation through Congress before adjournment and in time to become effective in this election year.
At the same time, NARTB is
mailing copies of the bill to all
NARTB members and Mr. Hardy
is puttingin NARTB's
on the
matter
letters toposition
members
of
the House committee.

PRESTON
In ABC NAMED
RealignmenI '
AS PART of revised engineering
and general services activities oi
ABC, John G. Preston, networlf
chief allocations engineer, last weelf
was appointed director of engineering facilities and general services, Frank Marx, ABC vice president in charge of engineering, announced Tuesday.
Network's decision to set up th(
new
division
under
Preston'soJ
direction
came
as Mr.
a result
"lengthy study" of expansion
necessitating assignment of ne^w
responsibilties, spokesmen stated.
Under new system, Mr. Prestor
will direct activities of allocations
and facilities engineering divisions
building maintenance and opera
tion, purchasing and telephon(
services, plus central typing, mai
and messenger, guest relations anc
staging divisions. Latter cate
gory was formerly under super
vision of ABC's television pro
gramming department.
In broadcasting since 1930, Mr
Preston resigned as chief of thi
standard broadcast hearing sectioi
of the FCC to join ABC in 1946.
An associate member of the In
stitute of Radio Engineers anc
Assn. of Federal Communication:
Consulting Engineers, Mr. Pres
ton has served on FCC-industr;
engineering committees as well a;
committees of the then-NAB, TBI
and on panels of the National Tele
vision Systems Committee. He wa;
also a member of U. S. delegatioi
to the 1947 North American Re
gional Broadcasting Agreemen
meeting in Havana.
WESTINGHOUSE PLANS
Production to Expand 50^
UNDER current expansion pro
gram, production facilities o
Westinghouse Electric Corp. wil
jump about 50% within the nex
three years, Westinghouse Presi
dent Gwilym Price told the Bostoi
Chamber of Commerce.
Mr. Price said that around $30'
million will be invested for ne\
plants and facilities, with sites ye
undetermined. Designation of site
will hinge on the tax situation, h
added. Tax structures of bot
Massachusetts and Pennsylvani
discriminate against business firm;
Mr. Price told the chamber.
AMA

Student

Meet

MORE than 400 students from 2
universities and colleges are es
pected to attend the second annus
Metropolitan Student Marketin
Conference sponsored by the Ne^
York chapter of American Markei
ing Assn. Morning and afternoo
sessions will be held April 4 a
Columbia U., New York. John IV
Fox, president. Minute Maid Corp
will address the morning session
Clancy Isaacs, president, TricolE
tor Corp., is the afternoon speake:
Conference fee is 75 cents.

'Uncle Dave' Macon
"UNCLE DAVE" MACON, 81, veteran entertainer on the Grand Ole
Opry program that originates from
WSM Nashville, died March 22 in
a Murfreesboro, Tenn., hospital. He
was one of the first entertaniers
on the show and made his last
appearance March 1. He is survived by seven sons.
BROADCASTING
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On

the

What

Basis

of

Happened

Syracuse is a two-TV-station city. According to Niagara Mohawk
Power Company monthly surveys, 71% of the homes in the
Syracuse area have TV sets. According to the calamity howlers,
radio in Syracuse should be a dead duck. But two separate surveys
of television homes show that radio is alive and vigorously kicking. (Details, including methods of sampling, free on request.)
Here are the results:

Survey

Date

No. 1
Oct. '51
No. 2
Dec. '51
Combined

Number of
Homes
Called

Number of
TV Homes

763
704
1467

493
493
986

TV Homes Only,
Average Hours per Day
Radio
Television
4.50
2.90
4.76
3.24
3.07
4.52

ACUSE
570 KC
NBC Affiliate. WSYR-AM-FM-TV. . . the Only Complete Broadcast
Institution in Central New York. Headley-Reed, National Representative.
: BROADCASTING
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uestion:

T. Frank Smith,
President
Edward J. Hirshberg,
President
WEDO, McKeesport, Pa.

KRIS, Corpus Christi, Tex.
"Because listeners have a
whole-hearted respect for
our AP newscasts. AP is one
of our best revenue producers year in and year out!

"Because AP news is the
most saleable item we have.
Sustaining newscasts on
WEDO are non-existent."

Glenn S. Shaw,
Manager
KLX, Oakland, Cal.
"Because AP news is a
top factor in making KIX
the most listened-to independent inAmerica's No. 7

Sponsors call it 'asset' and
'finest investment'."
G. la Verne Flambo,
Executive Vice-President

are a sellout on this station! They place us head
and shoulders above our

market."
Richman Lewin,
General Manager
KTRE, Lufkin, Tex.
ins§M?er:

"Because AP news is the
biggest single money maker
KTRE has. The service more

"Because AP newscasts

insurer:

instver:

competition."
B. J. McElligott,
General Manager
KSDN, Aberdeen, S. D.
"Because AP news is a
great
service toAPKSDN's
rural audience.
news vast
programs are top money-getters

than pays for itself."

Lewis I. Carter, Jr.,
Program Director
WHWB, Rutland, Vt.
"Because no other feature
sells as well as AP news.
We even get fan mail on it."

on this station." ■
Julian F. Skinnell,
Operation Manager
WLBR, Lebanon, Pa.
"Because at WLBR there
are more sponsored programs using AP news than
any other program type, including music. Our highest
audience ratings are achieved
with AP news!"

Hundreds of the country's finest stations announce with pride "imS

STATIOH

IS

A

MEM

BE

Associated Press . . . constantly on the job with
• a news report of 1,000,000
words every 24 hours.
• leased news wires of 350,000
miles in the U.S. alone.
• exclusive state -by -state news
circuits.
AP

NEWS?

• 100 news bureaus in the U.S.
• offices throughout the world.
• staff of 7,200 augmented by

J. T. Snowden, Jr.,
General Manager
WCPS, Tarhoro, N. C;
"Because our success is
due largely to well-written,
well-prepared AP news copy.
AP is as valuable to us as

A nstver:

our right arm!"
Jock MacKenzie,
General Manager
WMOU, Berlin, N. H.
"Because ourAP news programs are among the greatest audience-pullers, as sales
of newscasts show! AP more

A nstver:

than pays for itself!"

A nstver

:

Orville F. Burda,
General Manager
KDIX, Dickinson, N. 0.
"Because sponsors of AP
newscasts get the kind of
results that mean automatic
renewals year after year!
One sponsorof says
it's the
equivalent
ten salesmen
in the field."
John M. Snyder,
Managing Director
WFBG, Altoona, Pa.

A nsMM^er:

"Because AP service is
tops for good programming
and easy sales. It always
gives us top ratings."

Of

THE

member stations and newsdaily. papers .. . more than 100,000
men and women contributing

ASSOCIATED

PRESS."

Success is measured in RESULTS
. . . RESULTS that evidence profit!
That's why Associated Press news
is a valued asset for so many
stations and sponsors. AP's fast,
adept, superlative news coverage
produces major audiences . . . avid
followers of the news . . . responsive tothe sponsor's message.
For complete information on
how you can achieve results with
AP news . . . contact your AP Field
Representative ... or WRITE

NARTB

MR.

ADVERTISER:

You

for

on

get

your

dough

radio

and Standard
how

more

stations show

you

to do it with a service sponsor-

tailored to your advertising needs.

Mr. Station Manager:
Give your sponsors
the benefit of tfie

Sponsor-Tailored

Service

(See us in Room 502 af the Convention)

Standard

Radio

Transcription

Services,

Inc.

140 N. La Brea Avenue, Hollywood • WEbster 8-9181
360 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago • CEntral 6-0041
444 Madison Avenue, Nevv York City • PLaza 3-4620
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Totals 7,506|

As of March 7
MEMBERSHIP
MEMBERSHIP of NARTB totaled 1,506 as of March 1, compared to 1,446
a year ago, according to the annual convention report of SecretaryTreasurer C. E. Arney Jr.
The membership consists of 973 AM stations of the 2,410 licensed or
holding construction permits, or ★
40% of the total; 370 FM stations
to Feb. 29, 1952, Mr. Arney reported income totaling $577,196 and
of 650, or 57%; 83 of 108 TV stations, or 77%. In all, NARTB has expenses of $508,487, or $68,709 less
1,426 station members out of 3,168, than income. The receipts consisted
or 45% of the total.
of $527,821 dues from memberships,
Last year NARTB had 959 AM
$1,173 from engineering handbooks,
stations (41%), 374 FM stations
$2,367 from pamphlets and $45,833
miscellaneous.
(55%) and 43 TV stations (39%).
There are 74 associate members
Expenses consisted of $306,704
compared to 70 a year ago. In addisalaries, $151,128 general and office
tion two radio networks are memexpense, $2,937 committee expense,
bers along with all four TV net- $41,406 travel, $5,310 contingent.
works.
Breaking down the balance sheet
NARTB membership is strongest
by television income and expense,
in the affiliate station category,
Mr. Arney showed $103,675 dues
with 768 of 1,590 network affiliates, from TV memberships, $4,275 subor 48%, belonging to the associascriptions to TV publications and
tion. Among non-affiliates, 237 out $241 miscellaneous, a total TV inof 892 are members, or 27%.
come of $108,191. TV expenses consisted of salaries $26,347, commitNBC Affiliates Highest
tees $744, travel $1,468, general and
NBC's affiliates have the highest
office $50,711 and contingent $4,692,
NARTB membership percentage,
or total expense of $83,963. This
66%, compared to CBS, 65%; ABC,
showed expenses ran $24,227 less
55%; MBS, 44%; Liberty, 31%.
income in the TV part of the
District 4 (Va., D. C, N. C, S. C, than
association.
Md. in part) continues to have the
The balance sheet includes a liamost members of the 17 U. S. areas,
bility item of $3,721 due to Broadwith 154 stations enrolled. Rankcast Advertising Bureau in uncoling second is District 3 (Pa., Md.,
lected dues.
W. Va., Del.) with 130 members.
District 6 (Ark., La., Miss., Tenn.)
is third with 111 members.
CHURCH JR. IS NAMED
In a statement of income and expenses for the period March 1, 1951,
To New KMBC-KFRM Post
ARTHUR B. CHURCH Jr. was apNIELSEN, NOTARO
pointed administrative assistant of
K M B C Kansas
Merger Talks Continue
City and KFRM
NEGOTIATIONS between A. C.
Concordia, 1 a s 1
Nielsen Co. and Michael Notaro,
Thursday
by the
treasurer of Standard Audit and
Measurement Co., toward merger
president
founder of and
the
of the two audience rating services
stations, Arthui
are continuing, according to a stateB. Church, his
ment released by A. C. Nielsen last
father.
week.
The statement was made after
Arthur Jr. joined the stations
an earlier announcement by Kenlast
August aftei
neth Baker, Standard president,
Mr. Church Jr.
completing a year
that the A. C. Nielsen Co. proposals
with WBBM Chihad been rejected [B»T, March 24].
cago where he served in a sales
The statement from Mr. Nielsen
capacity under the direction of H.
follows :
Leslie Atlass, CBS vice president
The fact of the matter is that negoof the CBS Central Divitiations between A. C. Nielsen Co. and in charge
sion. He also had spent a period of
Michael Notaro, owner of Standard
Audit and Measurement Services Inc., TV production study at CBS Television, New York, at the invitation
are continuing very actively. However, it would be very difficult, at this of CBS President Frank Stanton.
At KMBC and KFRM, Arthur Jr.
stage, to predict the outcome.
Meanwhile, production of Nielsen
has been in program sales under
coverage service is proceeding at the supervision of George J. Higgins,
high speed required to make sure that
this will be the first 1952 station and vice
rector.president and managing dinetwork coverage service available to
the industry, and the first such servradio.ice covering television as well as
Catholic Broadcasters
Leaders in the industry have been
MIDWESTERN regional meeting
quick to recognize the vast superiority of the techniques we are using,
and we are confident that, irrespective will be held by the Catholic Broadcasters Assn. in Chicago April 19
of whether this service is eventually
consolidated with any other, it will with WFJL (FM) that city acting
quickly become the standard of the as host to Catholics in the field of
industry, exactly as is true with other radio and television who are exNielsen services in the radio, televipected to attend. Both religious
sion, food and drug industries.
and lay leaders have been invited.
BROADCASTING
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*According to the Pulse
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January 1952.
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For All Media
PROPER USE of media, principally radio-TV, by political candidates in their campaigns is the gist
of what the Senate Elections Subcommittee may incorporate in a
proposed "code of conduct."
Chairman Guy M. Gillette (Dla.) has disclosed the drafting of
such a code which he hopes will
mean cleaner and more ethical
campaigns by candidates this year.
His subcommittee has been investigating- 1950 Senatorial races, and
Chairman Gillette will ask it to
approve his code at an early meeting.
The code would have no force of
law but would be set up as guideposts for candidates. Candidates
would be advised to be careful of
their expenditures and to know who
is spending money on their behalf.
Additionally, Sen. Gillette was
hopeful that the subcommittee will
approve some changes in the election laws this year. It was learned
that one proposal, favored by witnesses who testified before the subcom it e , isbeing given careful
consideration. That would be a
lifting of ceilings on overall campaign expenditures of the national
political committees. Each committee is limited by the Hatch Act to
a total $3 million expenditure in a
calendar year.
Staff members of the subcommittee do not see any attempts to place
a limit on the amount any candidate can spend on a specific medium, such as radio or TV, as such
a law probably would be unconstitutional.
At the same time, the subcommittee is keeping a close watch on
the court rulings on the constitutionality of Florida's new election
law. That law says supporters of
political candidates in the state
must buy radio time through the
candidate's campaign treasurer. It
was upheld by Circuit Judge Tillman in a recent ruling [B*T,
March 24].
BATISTA FREEDOM VIEW
Is Lauded by lAAB Council
SUPPORT of 3,800 Western Hemisphere radio stations was given
Gen. Fulgencio Batista, new president of Cuba, in connection with
his declarations on behalf of freedom of expression and enterprise
by the Inter-American Assn. of
Broadcasters' Executive Council.
The lAAB group sent a radiogram to Gen. Batista. Its signatories included Gilmore Nunn,
WLAP Lexington, Ky., American
delegate; Goar Mestre, CMQ Havana, Cuban delegate, and Jose
Ramon Quinones, WAPA San Juan,
P. R., among others.
Meeting in Panama, the lAAB
council and the Inter - American
Press simultaneously declared their
support of forceful action and mutual defense in the fight to maintain free speech and enterprise in
the Western Hemisphere.
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STATEMENT
ASSN.

BY PAUL

B. WEST,

OF NATIONAL

FCC FUNDS
Jensen Wants Furfher Cut

PRESIDENT,

ADVERTISERS

ADVERTISERS, in preparing for this spring's ANA meeting, selected
as their theme, "Combatting the Profit Squeeze by Better and More
Effective Advertising and Merchandising."
This theme, it seems to me, is
clearly indicative of the thinking
and planning by industry for the
immediate future and represents
an important stride forward in the
progress of all advertising. As we
expand our ability to make goods
and services available, the sales
and advertising departments of
U. S. companies have geared up to
operate at greater efficiency per
advertising dollar.
Fortunately, the efficiency of all
advertising media is increasing as
we improve our knowledge of advertising methods and our skill in
using this great sales force. Also
contributing significantly to this
heightened efficiency is the increasing cooperation and understanding
among advertisers, agencies and
media.
It seems apparent that through
Mr. WEST
this continued cooperation between
the buyers and sellers of advertising which has resulted in such
activities as the Advertising Research Foundation, we'll be able to meet the
demands for an expanded economy and use advertising more efficiently
both in selling goods and as a vital communications tool in selling ideas.

Fate of Two Shows
AIR

FORCE

CUT

Hangs in Balance
THE AIR FORCE may be forced to drop two public service radio programs this summer as a result of a slash in its public information staff
directed by Air Force Secretary Thomas Finletter.
It was revealed that the Air Force Hour on MBS and Serenade in Blue,
which is carried by over 2,000 stations, may be cancelled for lack of written and produced at Boiling
writing and production personnel.
Air Force Base, Washington, with
Secretary Finletter ordered a 65%
mechanical costs defrayed out of
cut in personnel by May 1.
recruiting funds.
An Air Force authority deOperations for the program is
scribed the radio shows as a "vital
handled by the Features Branch
part" of the
in(radio-TV-motion pictures) of the
formationbranch's
activities andpublic
said the
Office of Public Information, Dept.
paring would "drastically reduce
Air Force, with Lt. Col W. S.
the ability of the Air Force to offer of
Evans as chief.
vital recruiting and other informaThe Finletter directive followed
tionnelsto ofthe
American
Chancontact
with people."
the networks
Congressional criticism over number of public relations personnel in
and stations on other participations,
including TV, also will suffer, it the Air Force and other branches.
was claimed.
Rep. F. Edward Hebert (D-La.),
chairman of a House subcomittee
The Air Force Hour has been on
the air four years. Serenade is probing waste in the Defense Dept.,
the attack [B»T,
broadcast by 2,106 stations on a has
Marchspearheaded
17].
transcribed basis. Both are offered
As a result of the Air Force
to stations as public service features. Personnel involved in all action, authorized strength of its
radio-TV activities will be cut to public relations staff has been
one officer under the Finletter di- pared from 52 officers and 34 civilrective.
ians to 19 officers and 15 civilians,
the latter comprising clerical help.
Serenade costs 33(' per week per
Radio - TV activities have been
station for mechanical production
handled in the Features Branch by
and an Air Force survey estimates
that the service receives $2,958,522
four officers, with one man conin free time on a 52-week basis.
centrating on writing and production of the radio show. Air Force
This is computed by taking Class
B time at local card rates for a activities in the field have been
quarter-hour program. The show is sharply curtailed.

DEEPER cut from the House's
economy axe was applied to funds
earmarked for Independent Offices,
including FCC, late March 21. It
was in the form of an overall 10%
additional reduction provided for
in a "rider" tacked on the bill by
Rep. Ben F. Jensen (R-Ia.).
Since total fund voted FCC
was $6,108,460 for fiscal 1953, the
net effect of the Jensen rider, which
may not survive Senate study that
has begun on the bill [B*T, March
24], would be to cut that amount
more than a half million dollars.
The Jensen rider was a technical
amendment which in the practical
sense amounts to this: (1) Within
the fiscal year 1953 FCC would
have to slice its money for personnel aminimum of 107c, (2) it
would do so by filling only one out
of every four personnel vacancies
which materialize during the year.
In the Senate, FCC officials and
Sen. Ed C. Johnson (D-Col.), who
wants more funds for the agency
in order to break the workload expected after the TV freeze is lifted,
made their appeal before an appropriations subcommittee the
same day. Hopes were expressed
that the Senate would go easier on
FC'C's proposed 1953 budget.
CANCER
DRIVE
Gets Radio, TV Aid

SPONSORS of 25 network TV programs, 17 network radio programs
and two network simulcasts will
include appeals for contributions
to the American Cancer Society in
these programs during the month
of April, ACS campaign month,
Walter King, director of radio and
television for ACS, reported last
week.
After some deliberation, Mr.
King said, his organization decided
to discontinue the one-time special
network "kick-off" campaign programs and to seek the inclusion of
informative material about cancer
and appeals for support in the
fight against
this disease
in individual broadcasts,
both sponsored
t:
and sustaining.
Wherever possible this material
is being integrated into the program content,
said. Where
integi-ation
is nothe suitable,
spot ap-

peals are being added.
"All of the networks are being
most generous, not only in giving
us spot appeals but cooperating
wholeheartedly in obtaining program integrations where the subject matter allows for it," Mr. King
stated.
"We are making an effort to
reach as many people as possible
with our campaign message, which,
of course, is educational as well.
From here it seems as though with
the wonderful cooperation of the
agencies, networks and clients we
will for the most part achieve our
aims, although there remains a
too-large segment of the indifferent
whom we still must reach."
BROADCASTING
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and

recognizing
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tion •• • and

I respect
vast

enjoy

KPIX

potential

for

its alertness

of television

it for its splendid

in

in educa-

entertainment.

One of the nation's most distinguished and younger educators, Dr.
Clish has worked closely with San Francisco television in the development of educational programs on the local level.

It is gratifying, therefore, to have Dr. Clish's friendly words for KPIX,
San Francisco's pioneer TV outlet, not only for its interest in community welfare, but for its zeal in
developing a sound program
structure for family appeal . . .
for all of the nearly 350,000
television homes in the Northern
California area.

Van Ness Avenue at Greenwich
SAN FRANCISCO
CBS
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CALLS

WLS
''OPERATION
OROCEII"
originated by the radio station that gave you
FEATURE FOODS— Dinner Bell Time— SCHOOL
TIME— and the one and only NATIONAL
DANCE

&ARN

Radio — Martha Crane of Feature Foods — Jack Stilwill "Your Grocer and You.
Page 60 • March 31, 1952

Potnt-of-purchase activity in as many as 4,000 stores!
BROADCASTING
• Telecastin

ON

GROCERS

llTION

GROCER'VS

First plan of its kind in Chicago, originated by WLS
after 17 years experience with the entire food industry
through WLS "Feature Foods"- WLS OPERATION
GROCER is the one plan that ties together all the factors necessary for a complete advertising program —
Radio, with the 50,000-watt clear-channel voice of
WLS in itself enough to crack this big market to the
satisfaction of hundreds of advertisers for over 28
yeiLts— Newspaper, with participation in the big food
ads read by homemakers in Chicago and surrounding
in the way it combines power-

territory before they do their weekly marketing— Po/«/-

ful WLS radiO/ grocer-group

of- purchase — product display tie-in at the point of

newspa-

per, and point-of-purchase activity!

sale, not in just a handful of stores . . . but over a 13week period, in more than 4,000 retail outlets, doing
more than 75% of the grocery business in the Chicago
market !
WLS Operation Grocer is /^roi^^^^- through the more
than 50,000 personal calls made by Feature Foods staff
on grocers throughout this territory— and through an
intensive all-summer test in 1951, when large, nation-

'

in the way it focuses all three
of these a
of these at a specific time, in behalf of
your product!

ally known grocer-groups reported some of the greatest sales events in their history, with amazing increases
in sales of specific WLS-advertised products.

n the way your product bene-

There's a complete brochure waiting with your name
on it the minute you call or wire (don't wait to write).
A WLS salesman or a John Blair man is ready to explain how easily and economically you can profit from

fits from this concentrated advertisingmerchandising

plan, week

after week

after week.

the advertising-merchandising plan that is tested and
proved — the advertising-merchandising plan that is

The

right for your grocery-sold product— the advertisingmerchandising plan that is available only to WLS
vertisers. Phone Chicago MOnroe

1230

ad-

STATION!
FARMERS

WE

890 KILOCYCLES, 50,000 WATTS, ABC NETWORK— REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR
ROADCASTING

PRAIRIE

6-9700 today.
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THUMBNAIL
WHO ENTER
HENRY

B. CLAY

ONE of broadcast advertising's
ardent supporters, Henry Clay is
involved in the management of
KWKH Shreveport, La., 50 kw
station, and
K T H S Hot
Springs, Ark.,
which has an initial decision
granting it 50 kw
nighttime in Little Rock, A r k.
Mrs. Clay, the
former Helen
May Ewing, is a
director of KTHS.
Mr. Clay
Born in Atlanta
Dec. 9, 1918, he was graduated
cum laude from Vanderbilt U. During the war he saw action in many
theatres after receiving his commission as an ensign and later won

A

FULL

OF SEVEN NEW
DIRECTORS
THE NARTB RADIO BOARD

pilot wings. He entered radio in
1946 at WEAK Lakeland, Fla.,
moved to WLAY Muscle Shoals,
Ala., and in 1946 became WLAY
manager. When he took over direction of KWKH in 1947 at the
age of 27 he was described as the
youngest 50-kw manager in the
country. He is the father of two
girls and is still active in outdoor
sports. His greatest sports
achievement was winner of the
Southern Golden Gloves championship during college days.
E. K. HARTENBOWER
THE radio career of "Joe" Hartenbower started via the agency field.
In 1929, shortly after he was married, he joined H. K. McCann Co.,
McCann-Erickson Co. predecessor
in Chicago. Two years later he
joined a midwestern canning firm

NEWS

IS

SKETCHES
TERMS ON

AT

TIME

and in another
two years was at
NBC Chicago in
promotion, sports
and diversified
pro
g r aHem moved
mi n g
roles.
to the sales side
and became a
Blue Network account executive
Mr.

its hookups. He
er^he" split
bow
ten
Har
p
ted
a grou of children's procrea
grams that held nationwide interest many years. In October
1944 Mr. Hartenbower became
general manager of KCMO and
is still at the 50-kw Kansas
City outlet. He was born in Tonica,
111., and attended U. of Illinois.
His college activities included a

JClJfA

JOB!

Good Radio news reporting is an old habit with KLRA. The
"Esso Reporter" is now in its 14th year on this station. But
the added importance of news was realized two years ago
and a full-time News Department was established at KLRA.
Since its inception in 1950, the news department has gained
hundreds of new listeners in the state. All newscasts are
re-written and reprocessed from the wires of AP and UP and
full-leased AP morning newspaper wires. Through our association with Arkansas's leading newspaper, the ARKANSAS
GAZETTE, their complete staff of local reporters and state
correspondents is at our disposal. But KLRA supplies daily
coverage itself of the State Capitol, city hall, state and city
police through radio monitors. Telephone 'beeper' as well as
portable tape recorders supply daily on-the-air interviews.
With the greatest daytime coverage of any station in Arkansas, it is small wonder the Arkansans prefer KLRA NEWS to
any o+her.

m

Mr
MARK WEAVER
News Director
1 1 years radio news and 3 years
newspaper experience

GENE GOSS
Newsman
5 years radio news reporting
experience.

^ 28 weekly quarter-hours
'A' All news re-written & reprocessed
* Full AP and UP wires
♦ City & State police radio monitors
Telephone 'beeper' service
Portable tape recorders
Only full-time radio news staff
Special state correspondents
Special news summaries for civic clubs

5,000
1010

WATTS
WATTS
KC

• CBS

RANDY GOVER
Newsman
with 5 years
news reporting
experience.

DAYTIME
NIGHT
RADIO
LITTLE
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LEE W. JACOBS
WHEN Lee Jacobs joins NARTi
board in April he will be in f amil
territory as director represent]
small hestations.
'40s
was a During the 1;
former NAB Unthe F»f— --srv-^awiyj
of Stations
member affiliated
Executive C o mmittee, a 10-gallon tag that actually meant dependents."
"in-This
committee carried
on the fight to
assure independin association
affairs. Mr.Mr.Jacob
Jac
ents their place
presided at the first independe
convention meeting, an all-Sum
affair that high-lighted the 1
NAB convention. He is a jo
nalism graduate of Oregon
1922. After newspaper and ra
connections
he formed
dio Inc. in 1944
with the Inland
late St'.
Senator Marshall Cornett. T
acquired KBKR Baker and KL
La Grande, Ore., and built KSf
Ontario, Ore., in 1946. Curreif
he is Inland president. He serij
two terms as president of Ore |
State Broadcasters Assn. and j
active in eliminating discrim j
tion against radio in the s
liquor advertising law as well
stabilizing high school sports p
ups without fee.
ALBERT D. JOHNSON
WHEN the recently formed .
zona
Broadcasters Assn.
launched, the first president
lected by the membership
Albert J ohm
manager of I
Phoenix, a fit
tribute to
close interes
industry mat
He joined ]
Phoenix in
as business i
Mr. Johnson

For the complete KLRA story and availabilities
ask any O. L. Taylor Company office. .

10,000

summer job with the forestry seo
ice of Los Angeles County. :
still likes outdoor sports, includi
fishing and golfing, and also
interested in handicrafts.

ROCK

coming soon
an ol
ager,
the
and company,
directoi

1944 he became general man;^ _
Upon the death in 1948 of W
ridge D. Butler, KOY owner, i
Johnson and his associates b<
the station and in 1950
KYMA Yuma, Ariz. He was
in Los Angeles in 1909. The
ily moved to Phoenix in 1910.!]I
attended elementary and
schools there, graduating
Phoenix Junior College in
He entered Stanford U. and a
later was accepted into the s
(Continued on page 110)
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Southwest
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POPULATION

SINGLE

The Houston

Chamber

Statistics Committee

market

•

YEAR

of Commerce

•

8.3%

•

Research and

release of January 1, 1952 shows

43,837 people increased the City of Houston's population to an estimated total of 640,000 living within
the city's incorporated area. METROPOLITAN HOUSTON added 67,299 people to its population, for a
total of 874,000 people living in Harris County.

"ill

KPRC-TVthe fastest growing television
in the

Great

INCREASED

IN

A

station

Southwest

TV

SET

SINGLE

OWNERS

YEAR

•

■I

96.6%

•

•

KPRC-TV has NEARLY DOUBLED its number of TV Set
owners in 1951. As of January 1, 1952, KPRC-TV
has been reaching over 116,000 families in METROPOLITAN HOUSTON. Each day that passes brings
increased totals in both population and TV Sets. NO
MARKET offers greater possibilities — NO STATION
offers greater factual percentages to prove it's FIRST
in the SOUTH'S FIRST MARKET!

JACK HARRIS
Genera/ Manager
Nationally Represented by
EDWARD PETRY & CO.

^IkST in Radio and Television
;ROADCASTING

• Telecasting

CHANNEL

2

• HOUSTON

POPULATION

SET OWNERS
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Blue Chips
(Continued from page 3i)
(both radio and television), advertising agencies and national advertisers according to their individual
needs.
Of the 137 top users of magazines, newspapers and network
broadcasting under consideration
here, 102, or just under three-quarters of the total, have used network
television at some
time during the
/^^^>^
three years.
P^^*
r^V
'rcclu
niiciu S
BUSINES
H \\ rpj^g i-emaining 36
BAROMETER ^'iv companies, while
^^^^^^ among the largest spenders in
other media which have not used
network TV, include six distillers
who also are not radio users.
Others of the 36 include seven drug
and toiletry concerns, five food
companies, three transportation
services, two motion picture producers, two tobacco firms and 11
individual representatives of other
categories of nationally advertised
products.
The miscellaneous make-up of
this list of non-users of network
television points up a fact that
should be kept in mind in any attempt to draw general conclusions
from the combined activities of individual companies. This fact is
that each company has its own
marketing and sales problems and
its own procedures in the use of
advertising in their solution, which
may or may not conform to an
overall industry pattern.
TV Sponsors Use Radio
Comparison of the leading advertisers who have used network
television and those which have not
highlights another fact: 91% of
the TV network clients are also
sponsors of radio network programs. Of the non-TV group, however, only 60% bought radio network time in any of the years covered by this study, with 40% of
them using neither of the network
broadcast media.
What were the effects of adding
network TV to radio networks,
magazines and newspapers on the
advertising budgets of the leading
advertisers who have become sponsors of network video programs?
Table II provides one type of answer to that question by reporting
the per cent of advertisers in this
group who increased or decreased
their expenditures for other media
during the year they first entered
network television and during subsequent years.
Looking at the last column first,
we see that roughly three-quarters
of the leading advertisers in these
major media increased their overall expenditures when they added
network TV to their media lists.
Furthermore, in the next year
nearly as many increased their
overall advertising budgets a second time and, while third year
figures are not complete, those on
hand indicate that most users of
TV network time will show a third
round of overall budget increases.
Comparison of these figures with
Page 64
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Table II
How Leading National Advertisers Changed Media Expenditures
Upon Adding Network TV
Year Entered Network TV
59.8%
75.9%
78.3%$
Network
Network
39.2%
TV
Radio
Magazines Newspapers Overall
Increased
ion
24.1
u.o
n A
Decreased . .
43.1
38.2
20.5
No Change f
100.0%
100.0%
17
7
X f•J
0.0
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
69.6%
Total
57.1%
62.7%
27.7%
on. Lye
Second Year
Increased
30.4
u.u
IRQ
42.9
51.8
Decreased
ID. a
36.1
100.0%
100.0%
No Changet
100.0%
1
9
n
n
100.0%
100.0%
0.0
Total
57.1%
35.7%
85.7%
Third Year
*
*
Increased
42.9
39.3
Decreased
25.0
3.6
100.0%
0.0
No Change
10.7
100.0%
100.0%
Total
* Data not available
t Usually represents no use of the medium
% May be exaggerated due to increase in number of newspapers measured
in 1949 over 1946
those in the final column of Table
III, which reports on average advertising expenditure changes in
newspapers, magazines and network broadcasting of the non-users
of network television during the
years under consideration, shows
that while more than half of this
group also has upped overall expenditures for these media, nearly
as many of them have decreased
their overall budgets. Instead of
the three-to-one ratio of boosts to
declines shown by the users of network television, the non-users are
almost evenly divided between
those with increased and with decreased advertising budgets.
Most top advertisers, once they
have tried network television, increase their expenditures for this
medium the second year and again
the third year. The conclusion that
network TV has paid off is too obvious to need amplification.
That an appreciable number of
advertisers reduced their expenditures with the radio networks when
starting on network TV also has
been long obvious. That it also has
been exaggerated far beyond its
true state is clearly shown by Table II, which reports that nearly
90% as many radio network clients
from among the advertising elite
increased their purchases of radio
network time as curtailed them.
The ratio of boosts to declines in

network radio time purchases
dropped to one-to-two the second
year of TV use, the table shows,
but in the third year the number of
TV network clients who increased
the amount spent for network radio
was almost as large as those who
curtailed their radio network expenditures.
Of the radio network clients who
did not go into network television,
more than twice as many have, on
the average, decreased their time
purchases from the radio networks
as have increased them. Again, it
appears that on the whole the sponsors of TV network shows have
been better clients of the radio networks than those who have stayed
clear of the new medium of network TV.
Another word of caution in the
use of these data is necessary. The
percentages used in Tables II and
III are based on the number of advertisers changing their expenditures upwards or downwards for
the various media from year to
year. They do not show changes
in the total number of dollars
these advertisers expended. The
dollar figures are listed, however,
for all of the 137 top accounts in
Table I and are available for whatever computations each reader may
wish to make for himself.
Network TV clients seem more
inclined to increase their use of

Table III
Average Change in Media Expenditures of Leading
National Advertisers Not Using Network TV*
51.4%
15.3%
Network
Radio
Magazines Newspapers
Overall
48.6%
67.2%
Increased
41.9
31.4
Decreased
48.6
34.3
9.5
1.4
0.0
No Use of Medium
50.4
Total
100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
* Based on changes in media expenditures by advertisers from 1946
to 1949, 1949 to 1950 and 1950 to 1951

magazine and newspaper spa
than to decrease it, both when tb
begin the use of network TV ai
in following years. As far as ma
azines are concerned, the adve
tiser who is also a TV netwo
client seems more likely to boo
his use of magazines than the no
user of network TV.
With newspapers, the compaj
son between the TV network adve
tisers and those who do not u
the TV networks is less clear. Tl
tables indicate that during th^
first year in network television a
vertisers tend to increase the
newspaper space purchases mo
than the non-TV advertisers, b
less than this second group in su
sequent years.
,
At least part of the explanatii
for this lack of clarity may be di
to a change in the basic data f
the newspaper expenditures th
occurred between 1946 and 194
The newspaper figures for 19'
were published the following yei
by Magazine Advertising Burej
in a report on advertising expenc
tures that also included magazi;
and network radio figures. Tl
source of the newspaper data ws
MAB stated, "Media Records r
ports covering expenditures of a
vertisers in 338 daily and Sundi
newspapers, published in 108 <,
ties." This accounted for abo
86% of the country's total new
paper circulation, MAB explaine
estimating that the "newspaper e
penditures of the average nation
advertiser is understated by n
more than 10 to 15%."
Newspaper Sources
The 1949 newspaper figures we
published by the ANPA Bureau
Advertising, which described the
as "based on actual linage repoi
of 984 weekday newspapers pu
lished in 727 cities of 10,000 pop
lation and above," comprisii
91.4% of total weekday circul
tion and 365 Sunday papers in 3
cities comprising 96.3% of tot
Sunday circulation. The burei
notes that the expenditures of a
vertisers making large use of smi
town papers may be understat
even here.
The pertinent point for this a
tide is that the dollar change
newspaper expenditures of the t
advertisers from 1946 to 1949 m
be inflated by the increase in nu:
ber of papers covered in the latl|
year over the former. The 19
figures, also published by the E
reau of Advertising, are comp.
able with those for 1949. In
years the newspaper figures ;
elude expenditures for space in t
national
magazine supplemei
distributed with weekend newsi
Magazines and network rai
and TV data, compiled by Publis
ers
pers. Information Bureau, are co
parable throughout. All dollar f
ures for all media reported £
based on gross rates of one-ti;
insertion, before any discou
chosen as the best basis for inti
media comparisons.
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SALES-WISE

WAZL
A.
Thomas Tito
Sales Manager
B.
Bob Sacco
Sales Representative
C.
Bill Graham
Program Director
D.
Paul Cerula
Assistant Program Director
E.
Don Murray
Director of Special Events
F.
James F. Chambers
Station Manager
G.
Jay Bechtel
Sales Representative
H.
Ronn Bergen
Sales Representative
I.
Paul Mitchell
Production Director
J.
Syd Paul
Continuity Director

WHLM
K.
Bob Williams
Station Manager
L.
Pat Campbell
Sales Representative
M.
Lew Long
Sales Representative
N.
Jim Stock
Program Director
O.
Ray Calabrese
Director of Special Events
O.

WAZL
^
WHOL
★
WHLM
HAZLETON, PA. NBC-MBS
ALLENTOWN, PA. CBS
BLOOMSBURG, PA. LIBERTY
(Represented by Robert Meeker Associates).
(Owned and Operated by Harry L. Magee).
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PORTLAND

OREGON
OSWEGO

BUSINESS

DISTRICT

On the main highway leading to residential districts, Oswego's business
area serves a retail trade area of nearly 50,000 persons. The tremendous
growth in population has caused a great increase in business establishments.
Another community behind KGW's great radio selling program.

CIVIC

LEADER

"Certainly KGW is 'first' in our area. It
has demonstrated a genuine interest in our
community for many years and has our
whole-hearted support. Truly the 'best in
the west' in radio stations with appeal to
everyone is Portland KGW," according to
Auto Dealer Ted Gilbert, Oswego Kiwanis
club past-president and former city councilman.

/
There is one picture missing in this Oswego-Lake
Grove group. ..the sales picture ... but you can find it
when you examine the listener loyalty throughout the
picture captions. KGW keeps in touch with "local"
people and that "touch" pays off with fop lisfener
loyalfy in the Portland area. KGW doesn't suffer from
"D.S." phobia, that "Dial Switching" from station to
station for favorite programs. Every KGW program is
a "stand-out" favorite of local listeners. For an advertiser seeking the highest possible return from his
investment in radio time, KGW offers the day-in, dayout listener loyalty that produces greatest results. You
cannot adequately "sell" the Portland area without
KGW, the Portland "pioneer" station with more than
30 years' priceless experience to help you get the
maximum benefits offered by radio advertising.
Investigate now and reap the reward of Portland's
best radio selling job. ..by KGW!

KGW is always willing to help in local
civic activities. We're local people and we
like the station that 'knows' us. We've
witnessed KGW's tremendous growth for
the past 30 years and know that this pioneer station has the backing of our community and the greater Portland area,"
reports Frank Allen, Lake Grove postmaster for more than 17 years.
PORTLAND,
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KGW

BRINGS

OSWEGO

AREA

'The housewive's 'Helper' in
HOUSEWIFE bringing
us facts about the
national and local brands we want to buy and try is
KGW," says Mrs. Jack R. Haney, Oswego resident.
"With two children, you can't afford to buy
'unheard-of products . "

ENTERTAINMENT,

NEWS,

^

FEATURES

"Complete coverage
DRUGGIST
of national
and that
local events along with listener
appeal
helps sell our national brand products makes
KGW the favorite radio station in this area,"
says Oswego Druggist Glen Wilson.

"The grocer's top salesGROCER
man in our area is the
voice of KGW. We know definitely that national
brand advertising
on KGW Grocer
increasesJimsales,"
according to Independent
Wirer,
Oswego chamber of commerce president.

—

SERVICE

WZle^S^'^^
a

Qswego. The
c beaucUM
= t^^, poind, .os
One of Vorti

^le lakes -esc end. are^s^^^ ^^^^ ^^^.^ ,he P^^P^ ,

"it tomeans
us
MCD
have a lot
AlAf^fcl^
radioto
^jaKE ^#WWI
station's interest in our community activities. KGW
does a wonderful job of keeping in touch with the
local people," says A. E. Woodhouse, Lake Grove
Business Assn. president and local restaurateur.

ISA

iveg,
■gbi

LPs
^ ' ^ " "
' ^with us. We get the entertainment al high schoolers like and also find KGW
willing to help us in any way it can. It's really a
favorite in our area," from Sally Ryan and Sue Ralston, Lake Oswego high school students.

REPRESENTED
BROADCASTING

•
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&
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Of. Tofal
Spot's
(Continued
fromHot
page 35)
Automotive and Auto Accessories
advertisers with 7.2% of the total
and dollar figure of $9,668,984. In
1950 this group ranked in fourth
place with 6.9% of the total or
$8,292,789 and in 1949 in fourth
with 6.6% of the total or $7,392,000. In spite of the drop from
fourth to fifth place in the standase
^^^^^v \ing theme incre
of spot
volu
Diicii
i^ cW^
ntbiJFC
bUbi
\\ advertising by
this product
BAROMEra^i/
^^^^^ group has been
steady from year to year.
A companion classification, Gasoline, Lubricants and Fuels was
sixth in 1951 with $7,117,446 or
5.3% of the total as compared to
$6,850,565 or 5.7% in 1950 and
$5,600,000 or 5% in 1949. This
steady increase compares favorably
with that for automobile advertisers.
The increase in advertising
among the Agriculture and Farming classification of spot advertisers has been more impressive
with its seventh place rating
earned by totalling 4.5% of all
National Spot Radio Revenue
Total % Increase
1951
13.1
$134,291,439*
1950
9.7
118,823,880
1949
3.4
108,314,507
14.4
1948
104,759,761
10.4
1947
91,581,241
1946
8.1
82,917,505
4.6
1945
76,696,463
23.5
1944
73,312,899
16.2
1943
59,372,170
11.8
1942
51,059,159
1941
23.0
45,681,959
23.8
1940
37,140,444
6.8
1939
30,030,563
21.6
1938
28,109,185
1937
23,117,136
67.4
1935
13,805,200
Broadcasting e Telecasting estimate.

Ten
TOTAL

Product

Spot Radio Revenue

by Product Groups
% 1951
Total
1950
2.3
1 O^Q
1951
4.5
Product* Groups
2.8
2.9
6.6
3.9
/O 1 OfGI
Agriculture & Farming
/O1 OSA
1 Old 1
$ 6,043,115
$ 2,764,263
2.9
3,136,000
$ 4,368,000
Apparel, Footwear & Access.
3,504,634
3,894,452
3.3
7.2
Automotive, Auto Access.
9,668,984
7,392,000
8,292,789
120,185
1.2
537,166
Aviation, Aviation Access.
1.0
6.9
2.5
7.5
5.1
Beer, Wine & Liquor
10,071,858
3,696,000
448,000
6,013,901
.8
Building Materials, Equip. & Fixtures
1,201,853
10.8
1,074,332
1.8
2.0
.4
Confectionery & Soft Drinks
9.6
2,800,000
2,685,829
3,245,004
Consumer Services
2.2
.1
10.3
1.7
1,344,000
2,417,246
1.4
2,644,077
2.7
12,096,000
11,557,052
13,832,018
Drugs & Remedies
5.0
2.1
Entertainment & Amusements
16.5
21.1
1,880,080
2,352,000
2,043,151
.4
16.2
Food & Food Products
21,755,213
23,632,000
19,849,841
5.3
Gasoline, Lubricants & Fuels
4.0
7,1 17,446
6,850,565
5,600,000
1.1
1.2
Horticulture
.4
240,371
224,000
537,166
1.3.2
1.5
5.7
4.4
3.2
Household Equip., Appliances & Supplies
5,908,823
4,826,673
3,584,000
Household Furnishings
1,232,000
1,562,410
2.3.3
2,014,371
112,000
Industrial Materials
402,874
2.8
240,371
2.6
4.lJ
Insurance & Banks
1,344,000
3,088,703
.2
3,124,819
4,297,326
Jewelry, Optical Goods & Cameras
4,592,000
1.6
3,365,190
940,040
.3
360,556
Office Equip., Stationery & Writing Supplies
3.2
.2
1.7
Political
2,148,663
2,062,410
1.1
.1
Publishing & Media
2.8
1,477,206
2,016,000
1,081,668
.7
Radios, TV Sets, Phonographs, Musical
2.1
Instruments & Access.
560,000
2,820,120
1.81
3.7
3,365,190
Retail Stores & Shops
4,144,000
1,208,623
.9
3,605,560
3.8
3.6
3.0
Smoking Materials
5,103,075
1 U.O
4,326,673
3,360,000
O3.01
o con f\f\f\
Soaps, Cleansers & Polishes
1.5
.4
.3
.3
.9
537,166
336,000
Sporting Goods & Toys
360,556
.5
4.1
Toiletries
4,297,326
3,920,000
4,927,599
1.4
1.1
1,477,206
1,680,000
Transportation, Travel & Resorts
3.2
1,682,595
6.4
5.0
1.9
All Others
2,551,537
3.5
7,168,000
6,009,267
Figures here represent net time sales, after discounts and allowances, and are based on Broadcasting • Telecasting survey.
television easier.
spot advertising or $6,043,115.
National Spot TV Revenue
Television spot trends are not
This is more than double the $2,Total
% Increase
132.6
1951
$58,234,000
764,243 spent in 1950 and a sub- yet fixed and the fluctuations for
stantial increase over the $4,- the three years on which estimates
1950
25,034,000
244.1
are available show a changing pat1949
7,275,013
368,000 spent in 1949.
tern somewhat different from that
Household Equipment, Appliin
radio.
ances and Supplies ranked eighth
total or $10,190,950 compared to
Estimates in these classifications
with 4.4% of the total or $5,908,19.5% in 1950 or $4,756,460 and
show that Food and Food Products
823, an increased figure over 1950
in 1949 with 9% or $774,000.
advertisers led all others in 1951
and 1949.
The increase in the importance
Smoking Materials ranked ninth
with 18.7% of the total or $10,of
beer advertising was noticeable
with $5,103,075 while Jewelry,
889,758. This was a sharp inin television just as it was in radio.
Optical Goods and Cameras and
crease over 1950 when these adToiletries classifications were in
vertisers made up only 12.5% of This category climbed from sixth
a tie for tenth place.
the total and spent $3,129,250. In position in 1949 to second last year.
Third in importance among tele1949 the percentage was 12.4%
Comparison of the attached
vision spot advertisers was the
tables will make these trends
and the total $1,066,400.
Soaps, Cleansers and Polishes divieasier to study. The bar charts acBeer, Wine and Liquor adversion with 9.5% of the total or
tisers were the second most imcompanying this article will make
(Continued on page 107)
comparisons
between radio and
portant group with 17.5% of the

Groups

that

Spent

Most

on

Spot

TV

in 1951

SALES
10,889,758

Food 8 Food Products

$58,234,000

10,190,950

Beer,Wine 8 Liquor
Soops, Cleaners

] 5,532,230

Jewelry

j4,775,1 88
742380
68,76,
3,6
H 4,0

Smoking Materials
Gasoline
Drugs 8 Remedies
Automotive
Household Equipment
Household Furnishings
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j 3,552,274

1,863,488
J 3,377.572
1,514,084'
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Fills a REAL need! Local Civil Defense, to date, has limited funds. In every one of the communities offered this
book, it was greeted enthusiastically by Civil Defense and
city officials. (See the comments of Chicago officials below
•— similar reaction in Seattle, Minneapolis, San Francisco,
Cleveland, Omaha and Baltimore!)

VisasW

PREPARED FOR YOUR CITY — The comprehensive,
authentic manual contains complete and accurate local
information on what to do in case of enemy attack, descriptions of warnings, dispersal areas, traffic plans, communications instruction and such other Civil Defense procedures
which must be publicized to make them effectual. It's
simply written and graphically illustrated for easy understanding .. . attractively printed in two colors throughout.
A NO-COST Plan to You — You can make the CIVIL
DEFENSE MANUAL available to your community at NO
COST to you, and little effort overall. Your station gets
the credit for the promotion but we handle everything:
editorial, publishing, distribution. Let us explain the plan
to
NOW — it's limited to 07ie radio or TV station in
eachyouarea.

mid

Stations in big defense-area cities perform a vital and bona
fide public service for their country . . . earn the gratitude
of local, state and national civil defense leaders by making
available this beautiful and authoritative CIVIL DEFENSE
MANUAL Free to its citizens.

Call me at the Conrad Hilton Hotel during the NAB Convention orwrite, wire or phone me personally here in Peoria.
Rex G. How^ard
President — In Charge of Sales

Your

station

%

can

help

this

your

city's Civil

ftblic

campaign

\

^

NO"
RESULTS

Mayor Talks on New Manual of Civil Defense

Defense...

■

in Chicago
A luncheon of civil defense leaders and city officials enthusiastically greeted the announcement of the completion of
the Chicago Civil Defense Manual. Mayor Martin H. Kennelly and Anthony J. Mullaney, director of Chicago Civil
Defense Corps, both warmly praised its sponsor, WON and
WGN-TV, for a great public service to the community.
"I hope that citizens of the City of Chicago will read this
brochure and study it carefully. Only through an informed
citizenry can Civil Defense be effective."
Martin H. Kennelly, Mayor

W-G-N OFFERING
CIVIL DEFENSE
Plan to Distribute /f]p
Thru Merchants ,^
BY JOHN H- THOMPSON 'Z lef«iue In Chicago, thi
d are simple explain t
IonTouncednationcompletion
WGV-TV y<
ich will be dlitnbuledof aIi
'1DlvilChiCflKoland
dtfcnjf andto

hed■ns, Inc.,
by American
Radio P
Col. McCormIck
d The Tbibu.ves
shelter
U. S. and Japan to O

Reprinted from THE CHICAGO TRIBUNE

AMERICAN

"I am very happy that Station WON has cooperated in preparing this Civil Defense Manual for the people of Chicagoland. . . . With the continued cooperation of all members of
the Chicago Civil Defense Corps and with the help of public
spirited organizations, I am sure that our Civil Defense
organization will operate efficiently and with a high degree
of success.
Anthony J. Mullaney
Director, Chicago Civil Defense Corps

RADIO

PUBLICATIONS

INC

1 19-A North Washington Street • Telephone 4-3262 • Peoria 2, Illinois
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NATIONAL DISTILLERS PRODUCTS CORP.
1946
1949
1950

Where Top Ad Budgets Go
(Continued from page Si)
Automofive (Cont'd.)
GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER CO.
1950
1946
1949
Network Radio
436,736
245,624
Network TV
350,248
56,855
Magazines
2,235,647
2,636,017
2,947,172
104,367
433,582
Newspapers
652,197
Total
2,340,014
3,563,190 4,195,241
HUDSON MOTOR CAR CO.
1950
1949
1946

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers

192,565
161,807

8,811
592,380
3,125,840

Total

354,372

3,727,031

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers
Total

KAISER-FRAZER CORP.
1946
1949
726,486
628,581
233,985
862,566

637,616
1,669,006
3,033,108

1 53,465
751,215
2,351,204
3,255,884
1950
863,360
1,880,012

434,628
157,669

Total

592,297

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers
Total

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers
Total

734,694
2,317,814
3,052,508

STUDEBAKER CORP.
1946
1949
140,392
18,643
1,004,726
188,438
1,211,807
1946 U.
725,685
1,542,513
198,692
2,466,890

1,911,779
2,549,565
4,601,736

280,851
513,818
1,428,025

70,940

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers
Total

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers
Totol
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1,171,094
1,293,889

1,760,256

1,393,174

5,574,237
6,790,148

5,43
7,1954,,453977

6,972,060
12,364,385 12,682,879
GLENMORE DISTILLERS CO.
1946
1950
1949
1,062,715
391,032

974,084
1,095,998

1,453,747

2,070,082

1951

Total

43,680
5,911,054

1951
1,092,352

2,997,293
4,103,204

6,766,792
7,100,497
PABST BREWING CO.
1949
1950
1946
766,092
716,943
885,765
484,486
96,951
745,995
328,985
874,559
130,696
293,826
87,246

1,133,174

2,031,428

795,262
713,275
1,508,537

2,246,942
1950
1951

895,966
1,024,889

845,188
1,099,593

1,920,855

1,944,781

PUBLICKER INDUSTRIES
1946
1949

1950

1951

435,366
2,370,627
2,805,993

990,61

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers

1,141,002
170,051

334,803
1,300,840

Total

1,311,053

1,635,643

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers

SCHENLEY INDUSTRIES INC.
1950
1946
1949
221,124
1,232,669
596,934
249,954
34,770
3,624^882
3,895,726
3,847,952
1,697,464
6,229,403
5,967,184
6,555,015
10,381,023 10,662,024

Totals

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers

JOSEPH SCHLITZ BREWING CO.1950
1946
1949
13,725
701,367
229,237
674,647
1,361,252
1,477,954
117,546
158,832
59,596
2,450,688
805,918
1,537,550

HIRAM WALKER-GOODERHAM & WORTS
1950 LTD.
1949
1946
Network Radio
Network TV
1,710,258
2,184,839
2,812,714
Magazines
811,491
Newspapers
1,142,921
1,696,159
Total

3,624,205

2,853,179

1951
840,7.
768,0'
3,968,2'
625,6
1951
1,454,6
1,040,8

1951
2,483,0

3,880,998

BUSINESS & FINANCIAL

1,671,014

1951

2,825,299
3,941,493

PARK & TILFORD
1946
1949

Total

2,464,983

2,037,440
' 52,845
DISTILLERS CORP. SEAGRAMS LTD.
1950
1949
1946

1,497,675
March 31, 1952

1951

38,496
888,602
391,690

1,018,530

1,222,702
274,973

1951
13,485
302,672
704,650

1951

839,234
1,198,206

Total

283,692
772,856

1950

516,260
876,914

4,466,104
2,505,956

1951

RUBBER CO.
1949

719,687
298,843

4,718,831

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers

1,402,880

1,318,788

Total

163,177
419,060

1,838,291
2,660,131
4,569.362

BEER, WINE & LIQUOR
BROWN-FORMAN DISTILLERS CORP.
1946
1950
1949
Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers
Total

1951

2,222,694
1950

3,542,943
1,175,888

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers

2,743,372

PACKARD MOTOR CAR CO.
1950
1946
1949
Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers

1951
454,486
1,002,225
3,822,726

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers

1951

A T & T CO.
1949
1946
807,990
845,556

851,466

1950

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers

2,066,148
243,229

2,982,155
369,663

3,031,337
323,989

Total

3,117,367

4,197,374

4,206,792

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers
Total

CURTIS PUBLISHING CO.
1946
1949
971,883
187,930
941,126

155,025
502,628

2,100,939 657,653
(Continued on page 72)
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1950

840,^
1951
3,087,<
97,
265,
195
4

98,243
422,768
521,011
• Telccastij

' 86,082
CANDY

Where Top Ad Budgets Go
(Continued from page 70)
Busmess & Financial (Cont'd)
DOUBLEDAY & CO.
1946
1949
Network Radio
217,924
Network TV
783,078
611,805
Magazines
Newspapers
1,246,216
1,775,991
Total
2,029,294
2,605,720

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers
Total

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers
Total

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers
Total

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers
Total

1950
261,685
145,083
759,092
2,324,841

3,490,701
E. 1. du PONT DE NEMOURS & CO.
1950
1946
1949
710,820
686,592
709,161
1,556,096
67,936

1,519.897
263,537

2,426,588
470,810

2,310,624

2,494,254

3,606,559

1946
1,854,772

EVERSHARP INC.
1949
1,129,699

1,046,193
783,241

362,660
428,033

1950
599,292
476,050
173,910

3,684,206

1,920.392

1,249,252

METROPOLITAN LIFE INSURANCE CO.
1950
1946
1949
478,140
429,894
33,034
883,607
1,125,693
1,091,815
64,140
26,262
80,584
942,903
1,667,973
1,602,293

1951
414,724

538,524
421.482

920,803

1,152,517

960,006

1,088,920

U. S. GOVERNMENT
1949
1946
194.121
783,581
822,737
3,593,226

1.091.724
1,351,526

5,199,544

1950
113.583
800.965
885,533

Total

2,038,448

2,617,165

March 31, 1952

Total

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers

1951
1,408,621
66.150
513.130

1951
590,459

1950
1.437,085
959,414
220,666

772201,,588939

77
769,
9,46
3015

1,528,564

1,872,308

COCA-COLA CO.
1949

2,011,405

1,549,542
1,083,935
1,241,783
977,264
1,782,044
4,072,604 4,573,369
MARS INC.
1946
1949
1,194,313
1,541,411
37,350
54,289

1950
1,738,042
27,908
1,815,495
1,777.922

1950
389,560
431,183
144,154
115,366
1,080,263

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers
Total

1,074,188

2,687,342

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers

1946
360,368

2.675,643
SEVEN-UP CO.
1949

908,850
17,231

916.478
633,706

1950
928,164
287,950

2,020,720

1951
1.320,560
21,135
1,139,209

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers

Total

Total

1,521,304
105,175
380,648

1951
2,232,977
309,480
295,020

1951 I
468,640j
5,256|
1,282,761

2,829,267
1950
1,324,854
52,666
273,711

1,651,165
2.007,127
S. C. JOHNSON & SON 1950
1946
1949
371.322
894,918 917,748
82.250
794.562
561,648
349.860
800.849
1,279,149
362.119
1,818,685
2,068,457 2,527,283
(Continued on page 7U)
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1951
180,398
523,770
224,500

1,123,7421

Total

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers

1951
1,030,85<i
178,330 1
595,279

1,101,747
957,421

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers

1951
811,825
156,465
1,293,245

1,655,737

1951

CLEANSERS & POLISHES
B. T. BABBITT INC.
1950
1946
1949
1,927,300 2.224.022
2,306,473
10,000
49,282
446,050
90.488
2,932
512,794
GOLD SEAL CO.
1949
1946

1,442,117
21,285

1950

Total

2,719,354

1951

1,471,228

1,286,449
1,550,184
2,059.168
WILLIAM WRIGLEY JR. CO
1950
1946
1949
937,444 903,333
2,248,122
95,010
198,361
151,436
52,693
1,243,796
1,623,568
990,137 2,678,337 3,785,289

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers

1951
1.191,126|
637,897

5,359,367

1,194,313 1,633.050
' 385,613PEPSI-COLA CO.
1949
1946
92,339
1,438,870
141,065
596,236
1,095.708

Total

890.039

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers

3,113,350

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers

Total

W. A. SHEAFFER PEN CO.
1950
1946
1949
620,364
21,760
459,684
381,839
506.423
298,558
607,476
383.616

771,132
308,216
1,276,801

1,060,276

605,350
547,167

1,800,081

•

205,515
902,441

832,303
605,109

2,637,371
U. S. STEEL CORP.
1946
1949
1,167,110
1,452,089
726,155
759,582
145,183
901,679
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1951

1951

PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE CO. OF AMERICA
1946
1949
1950
Network Radio
1,770,158
1,956,359
1.479,862
Network TV
79.450
660.335
541,270
441,725
Magazines
Newspapers
70,263
70.389
8,462
Total
2.290.036
2,220,345
2,567,892

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers
Total

1951
685,715
33,950
1,579,285

1950

1,300,761

Totol

' 323,542

CANADA DRY GINGER ALE INC.
1950
1946
1949
197,453

1946

PARKER PEN CO.
1946
1949
714,353

2,151,765

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers
Total

1951
36,173
732,568

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers

& SOFT DRINKS

1951
250,820
1951 ,

354,750
7,164
1,410,071

• Telecasting

SLENDER

but

oh

so

strong

Rising straight and slim to a height of 400 feet, this Truscon "GW" Uniform Cross Section
Guyed Tower typifies the engineering and structural strength built into Truscon towers. Designed for
Radio Station WINR at Binghamton, N. Y., this steel spire, one of a three tower directional array,
serves to broadcast over a large civic and rural area of the state.
Truscon possesses many years of engineering knowledge and experience in the steel
AM -FM -TV- MICROWAVE tower field. Truscon facilities for the complete design
and production of steel towers are modern and efficient.
Your phone call or letter to any convenient Truscon district office, or to our home office in Youngstown,
will bring you prompt, capable engineering assistance on your tower problems. Call or write today.
TRUSCON®STEEL
COMPANY
subsidiary of Republic Steel Corporation
1074 ALBERT STREET, YOUNGSTOWN 1, OHIO
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

TRUSCON ... a name you can bnild on
March 31, 1952
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lere Top Ad Budgets Go
(Continued f rom page 72)
Cleansers & Polishes (Cont'd)
ZONITE PRODUCTS INC.
1946
1949
Network Radio
681,868
Network TV
464,380
446,057
Magazines
149,419
247,710
Newspapers

367,917
245,109

Total

613,026

1,295,667

— DRUGS & TOILETRIES
AMERICAN HOME PRODUCTS CORP.
1950
1949
1946
6,687,850
4,768,277
5,150,884
37,160
82,570
1,937^841
1,097,924
1,317,041
946,434
2,865,296
2,546,819

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers
Total

8,450,180
9,406,791
AMERICAN SAFETY RAZOR CO.
1950
' 18
2,685
1946
1949
531,954

Total

336,354
117,346

941,866
1,259,789

392,26
502,3038

985,654

2,201,655

1,077,256

BLOCK DRUG CO.
1946
1949
253,050

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers
Total

Total

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers
Total

1950

313,019
333,420

875,141
939,246

541,265
118,050
615,423
911,762

646,439

2,067,437

2,186,500

1946
596,779

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers

BOURJOIS INC.
1949

1950

527,840
189,504

426,845
183,510

470,026
64,626

1,314,123

610,355

534,652

BRISTOL-MEYERS CO.
1946
1949
2,618,285
2,023,458
170,946
3,376,403
3,196,934
939,910
1,150,372

1,620,1 10
534,875
3,107,080
1,612,839

7,145,060

6,874,904

6,331,248

1950

CARTER PRODUCTS INC.
1950
1946
1949
649,428
1,622,780
625,594
" 548,363
52,260
130,316
196,312
409,565
288,350
658,875
1,096,520
1,255,305
2,830,018

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers
Total

CHESEBROUGH MFG. CO.
1946
1949
668,944 1,253,206
93,165
448,976
308,498
323,641
302,047

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers
Totals

1,301,083

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers
Teta!
•

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers

1951
400,731

1951
5,699,191
535,375
1,271,344

9,572,125

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers
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693,767

1950

2,097,394

1950
887,994
252,617
439,625
305,358

March 31, 1952

1951
67,074
697,455
195,373

1951
386,865
552,855
458,655

1951
407,236

1951
2,132,517
1,098,275
2,968,066

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers
Total

1951
880,681
724,015
463,705

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers
Total

1951
3,774,160
1,990,087
1,101,883

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers
Total

1951
97,656
177,775

139,978
508,887

LEHN & FINK PRODUCTS CORP.
1949
1950
1946

Total
1951
612,393
510,866
136,463

1950
443,700

,212,635
66,566
559,143
372,446
Total
2,300,816 771,517 1,069,409
INTERNATIONAL CELLUCOTTON PRODUCTS CO.
1950
1946
1949
Network Radio
Network TV
61,512
1,638,440
Magazines
1,791,913
1,828,739
Newspapers
1,141,826
300,991
1,083,279
Total
1,939,431 3,032,077
2,875,192
ANDREW JERGENS CO.
1950
1946
1949
Network Radio
680,108
602,342
1,511,238
Network TV
1,133,123
Magazines
1,783,343
1,987,403
709,967
770,976
Newspapers
599,649
Total
3,354,328 3,189,394
3,234,427
JOHNSON & JOHNSON
1950
1946
1949
Network Radio
Network TV
773,509
2,475,133
Magazines
2,858,379
241,176
Newspapers
869,437
905,114
1,014,685 3,380,247
Total
3,727,816
LAMBERT CO.
1950
1946
1949
Network Radio
295,901
Network TV
2,168,351
Magazines
2,068,601
2,080,918
271,652
263,070
Newspapers
1,185,967
Total
2,352,570
2,331,671
3,650,219
LE BLANC CORP.
1950
1946
1949
Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
140,521
Newspapers
2,036,026
Total
140,521
2,036,026

1,885,594

GILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR CO.
1949
1946
1950
1,185,245
3,982,570
3,858,294
174,990
886,364
1,197,103
1,229,842
601*465
572,769
1,090,082
1,225,125
2,359,479
6,353,208
7,291,162

GROVE LABS
1949
122,652
1,715,735
1946

38,481
1,323,313
1,099,629
467,799
653,475
1,791,585 1,791,112
LEWIS-HOWE CO.
1946
1949
1,843,203
810,600

1,192,338
392,240

1951

1,902,215

1951
611,908
518,440
1,771,474

1951
70,698
3,081,248

1951
310,275
2,015,472

1951
33,808

1951
496,785
803,918

1,584,578
1950
839,025

364,552
322,432
194,119
435,342
36,915
1,880,118
1,638,919
1,327,151
MANHATTAN SOAP CO.
1950
1946
1949
1,462,818
1,439,232
2,186,698
303,195
178,715
443,017
503,817
305,198
789,768
1,164,660
2,670,611 3,107,709
2,998,798
MILES LABS INC.
1950
1946
1949
5,837,803 6,540,431
7,892,701
261,165
70,170
429,266
312,575
325,349
183,605
430,800
168,230

1951
642,039
306,871.

1951
1,357,235
631,305
183,779

1951 1
6,849,371
610,785
525,014

6,331,382
7,106,781 9,013,93^
(Continued on page 78)
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Most

popular

1952

models!

This year, three out of four cars on
U.S. roads will be old models!
39% will be three to nine years old—
their major repair age. No wonder motor
experts say this is the year of repair !
To thousands of auto service dealers,
hundreds of miles from factories and
parts depots, this great demand for
repair parts will pose a problem.
That's why, in sales meetings with

SBRO ADC ASTING

• Telecasting

dealers, motor car companies advise:
"For faster turnover, lower inventory,
more good-will ; order repair parts via
. . . Air Express !"
Air Express speed cuts days from
repair time, builds dollar business at a
cost of pennies. Whatever your need,
you can profit from regular use of Air
Express. Here's why:
it's fastest — Air Express gets top
piiority of all commercial shipping
services — gives the fastest, most complete door-to-door pickup and delivery
service in all cities and principal towns
at no extra cost.
it's dependable— Air Express provides one-carrier responsibility all the
way and gets a receipt upon delivery.

it's profitable— Air Express service
costs less than you think, gives you
many profit-making opportunities.
New parcel post regulations affect you?
Call your local agent of Air Express
Division, Railway Express Agency.

GETS

THERE

FIRST

March 31, 1952
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HIGHER
RATINGS
In BIG Towns
In SMALL Towns
San Francisco . . 16.0
Hattiesburg . . 29.6
Louisville . . 21.7
Zanesville .
26.0
Minneapolis
. 16.5
Youngstown
. . 21.3
He'll chalk up high ratings for you, too!
MORE

RENEWALS!

6til YEAR

network shows.
' consistently
' ' ' ^'""®°P°''^

outrating important

'^^^ Orleons,
" ' ' loyal
audience. consistently, delivering a large and
Company.y selling for Corolina Power
Light consistentl
""'^'S*^'
4fil YEAP ' ■ ' and
He'll chalk up more renewals for you, too!
§ttl y^MR

EASIER

SALES

• "Bosfon Blackie's J9.I, the highest rated show on Sunday afternoon in
Kansas City." James
, Coy
_ — Rogers
„ & Smith Advertising Agency
• "Bosfon
Blackie
has air
the and
mosf isloyal
of any showmystery
we've
ever had
on the
Lakelistening
Charlesaudience
mosf outstanding
James H. Jesse, Pgm. Dir., Station KLOU, Lake Charles, La.
• "Todoy marks the 91st broadcast of Boston Blackie for Falls City Beer —
Louisville. Our latest Hooper tops all network and local competitive
show."
Roy D. Williams — Prater Advertising Agency
• "Weprograms/'
are having tremendous success with Boston Blackie. Once it was
necessary to re schedule ^Blackie' for play-by-play sport commitments.
It would be difficult for you to appreciate the deluge of calls we
received at the station."
John T. Rutledge, Ass'f. Gen. Mgr., Station WVJS, Owensboro, Ky.
He'll chalk up easier sales for you, too!

l\lovi/,orm/

!

AM + TV : TOP RESULTS!
Boston Blackie on TV is already proving the fastest seller ever.
Sponsored by big-name advertisers on top TV stations in:
NEW YORK CITY, CHICAGO, LOS ANGELES, WASHINGTON, D. C,
DETROIT, CINCINNATI, DAYTON, COLUMBUS, PITTSBURGH, CLEVELAND,
LANCASTER, TOLEDO, MINNEAPOLIS, RICHMOND, NORFOLK, ATLANTA
HURRY

YOUR MARKET

MAY STILL BE AVAILABLE!
WRITE, WIRE OR PHONE.

ere Top Ad Budgets Go
(Continued from page 74)
Drugs

Toiletries (Cont'd)
NEPERA CHEMICAL CO.
1950
1946
1949
212,787
Network Radio
Network TV
403,880
Magazines
Newspapers
256,801
1,373,466
Total
256,801
1,990,133
POND'S EXTRACT CO.
1946
1949

1950

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers

1,416,162
581,700

1,272,772
523,852

1,243,782
754,306

Total

1,997,862

1,796,624

1,998,088

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers
Total

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers
Total

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers
Totol

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers
Total

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers
Total

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers
Total

Netv/ork Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers
Total
Page 78

R. B. SEMLER INC.
1949
1946
461,796
1,231,278

718,965
1950
1,018,001
64,416

1951

1951
1,217,973
74,063

835,790
111,219

1,047,665
163,324

843,985
327,205

1,751,100

1,210,989

1,171,190

STERLING DRUG INC.
1950
1949
1946
9,455,334
7,591,040
8,107,859
78,390
6,748
1,748,808
1,679,495
1,502,285
1,625,687
3,085,305
1,994,246

WARNER-HUDNUT
1949
1946
504,241

CO.

2,597,011
268,200

1,345,392
243,926

1,486,204
324,001

Total

2,865,211

1,589,318

1,810,205

FARM

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers
Total

1950
295,972
647,671

1951
149,439
669,970

628,624

888,233
382,042

884,464
653,327

801,1 17
173,277

1,774,516

1,537,791

1,603,018

1946
875,267

WILDROOT CO.
1949
1,121,033

288,520
160,541

104,255
621,491

1,324,328
March 31, 1952

1,846,779

1950
1,466,827
72,200
386,247
1,925,274

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers
Total

1951
6,908,141
574,035
1,319,171

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers
Total

1951
250,722

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers
Total

943,643
1950

1951
1,440,327

EQUIPMENT

ALLIS CHALMERS MFG. CO.
1950
1949
1946
961,074
432,200
439,264
539,558
556,028
9,908
438,709
4,275
34,613
999,567
981,666
1,434,396

1951
415,448
19,200
648,344

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER CO.
1946
1949
1950
609,792 561,303 478,591

1951

1,223,353
100,806

1,414,545
506,268

1,216,476
347,634

1,006,742

1,933,951

2,482,1 16

2,042,701

FOODS

12,707,197 11,412,484

VICK CHEMICAL CO.
1949
1946
15,792
330,396
4,200
341,585
1,040,718
381,573
582,110
943,687
1,752,687

891,704
313,107

1,268,604
1,204,811
RKO PICTURES CORP.
1950
1946
1949

1,497,648
1950

1,125,879
142,725

1950

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers

1,447,836

415,231

E. R. SQUIBB & SONS
1949
1946
804,091

12,760,516

78,548

Total

727,470

988,686

1,692,058

178,121

2,108,483

1,463,431

Total

1951

265,643
255,618

2,718
201,091

1,172,070
519,988

1950
197,704

215,770
49,904

2,222
194,370

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers

877,205

SERUTAN CO.
1949
1946
784,877
1,266,839

1951

ENTERTAINMENT
LOEWS INC.
1946
1949

1951
619,016
224,472
211,339

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers
Total

1951
841,407
270,905
230,434

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers
Total

AMERICAN MEAT INSTITUTE 1950
1946
1949
807,312
230,684
954,648
807,443
1,370,049
261,605
110,045
168,569
1,724,800

1,353,901
ARMOUR & CO.
1946
1949
196,124 1,121,308

1,654,097
2,814,009
2,185,671 5,589,414
BEST FOODS INC.
1946
1949
1,390,298
599,249

1950
904,417
151,005
1,521,930
2,141,452
4,718,804

1951
1,697,085 I
1,421,712

403,290 ^

1950

799,590
564,124
508,371
1,782,423
1,890,302
633,317
1,432,907 2,290,794
2,566,446
BORDEN CO.
1950
1946
1949
110,129
670,739
1,189,957
45,240
1,808,333
2,133,835
2,037,239
1,598,955
1,162,577
1,511,270
3,562,657
4,486,369
4,219,248
CALIFORNIA PACKING CORP.
1946
1949
1950
34,458 65,658
1,537,194
250,985

1,580,394

1,631,654

112,020

875,980
187,024

1951

1,704,281
393,506

1951
495,30(
677,881

1951
537,60(
1,971,93)

1951
1,655,23

1,063,004
1,822,637 2,163,445
(Continued on page 80)
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"THE NATION'S NIGHTMARE," CBS series on
criminal empires in America, attracted such wide
acclaim that several broadcasts in the series were
re-run. Irving Gitlin (above) produced the series from
tape recordings made in gambling houses and numbers
stations, aboard ships and in private homes all over
the country.

M

"OH«

CRMS

«... .a

TAPE!

TO

*-*

Radio has a new, vivid way of awakening
the American public to the dangers of organized crime. Thanks to the wonders of tape
recording, listeners hear the actual voices of
criminals and victims, police and witnesses as
they tell their stories in their own words.
"Scotch" Sound Recording Tape is ideal for
any kind of documentary program. Tape goes
everywhere, hears everything, reproduces it
with matchless fidelity. Recordings can be
transferred from tape to tape without loss of

quality; the same tape can be used countless
times (each recording automatically erases the
preceding one). Editing is easy, too. Unwanted
portions are merely scissored out and the remainder spliced with "Scotch" Splicing Tape.
Want help with your recording problems
or tips on production savings vou can make
with tape? Address Dept. BT- 32, Minnesota
Mining & Mfg. Co., St. Paul 6, Minn., and
mediately.
we'll
have a Sound Engineer call on you im-

Here's why recording engineers use more
"SCOTCH" Sound Recording Tape than all
other brands combined
• Lower noise level than any other tape
• tape
Greater output sensitivity than any other
• other
Better tape
reel-to-reel uniformity than any
• Erases cleaner than any other tape
• No curling or cupping — always
lies flat on head
• Lubricated for longer tape life

SMOOTHLY-PACED PROGRAMS are guaranteed,
IMPORTANT: There's more than one brand of sound
production problems simplified with "Scotch" Sound
recording
Insistgives
on matchless
the "SCOTCH"
Recording Tape. Changes can be made and dubbed in
lubricated tape.
tape that
fidelity,brand,
clarity the
of
reproduction, freedom from distortion. Used by ail
without re-assembling the entire cast; shows can be
recorded a portion at a time; fluffs and miscues can
major radio networks and for master recording by
be edited out; programs can be timed exactly.
leading record companies.
The term "SCOTCH" and the plaid design are registered tradema rks for Sound Recording Tape made in U.S.A. by MINNESOTA MINING & MFG. CO.. St. Paul 6, Minn. — also makers of "Scotch"
Brand Pressure-sensitive Tapes, Mfg.
"Underseal"
RubberizedDivision,
Coating,270 ' Park
Scolchlile"
Sheeting,
Surfacing,
Abrasives,Ltd.,"3M"
Adhesives.
Avenue,Reflective
New York
17, N. "Safety-Walk"
Y. In Canada: Non-Slip
Minn. Mining
& Mfg."3M"
of Canada,
London,
Canada.General Export: Minn. Mining &
Co., International
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KELLOGG CO.
1946

ere Top Ad Budgets Go
(Continued from 'page 78)
Foods iConi'd)
Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers
Total

CAMPBELL SOUP CO.
1950
1946
1949
2,491,030
5,671,548
5,733,819
168,000
1,695,046
3,307,654
3,324,478
416,492
578,615
9,308
4,195,378

9,395,694

CARNATION CO.
1946
1949
1,162,340
1,453,258
' 355,798
* 382,205
293,774
810,012
2,129,237
2,328,150

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers
Total

9,804,912
1950

1951

1,434,096
75,630
294,015
918,649

1.342.419
438.165
264.674

2,722,390

CONTINENTAL BAKING CO.
1950
1949
1946
771,534
798,309
706,515

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers

' 809,889

Total

1,388,129
2,186,438

1,516,404

1.913,630

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers

1,372,770
138,806

1,160,474
708,580

985,271
1,119,931

Total

1,511,576

1,869,054

2,105,202

PACKING CO.
1949
490,257

1950

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers
Total

618,116

352,574
314,818

967,981
853,663

870,138
590,221

1,273,980

2,311,901

2,078.475

FLORIDA CITRUS COMMISSION
1950
1949
1946
320,892
482,375
880,295

843,847
355,739

619,461
474,497

1,683,562

1,199,586

1,093,958

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers

GENERAL FOODS CORP.
1946
1949
7,713,191 7,456,943
365,696
2,769,626
6,780,476
2,076,634
5,124,784
12,559,451

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers
Total

Page 80

7,506,216
1,128,606
7,987,033
6,415,618

9,684,242
H.

502.118

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers
Total

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers
Total

94,176
573,565

2.142,694
453,990
1.573,713
1.785,675

1,487.732
1.356.652
2.160.733
3.021.091

Total

3,970,694 PET 5,956,072
MILK CO.
1946
1949
884.996
1,208.224

8.026.208

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers

1951
934,236
1,086,654

1.236.647
1.549,161

712,799
895,415

1,261,736
March 31, 1952

3,000,032

2,555,392

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers
Total

1950
947,178

842,680
419,056

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers

Total
1951
6,490,270
1,884,485
2,260,639

2,557,242
3,466,512 2.342,241
NATIONAL BISCUIT CO.
1950
1946
1949
2,565,975
2,095,447
1.224.826
1,261.981
1,220,529
5,680
462,977
793.837
1,426,120
4,746,393
1,724,958
4.586.021
NATIONAL DAIRY PRODUCTS CORP.
1950
1949
1946
1.702.684

Total
1951
6,869,503
5,730,773
7.206.828

43.491
128,712
1,670,954
2,306,289

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers

1951

12,447,881 13,880,481
J. HEINZ CO.
1949
214,224

3,706,739 4,149,446 5,055,332
LIBBY, McNeill & LIBBY
1946
1949
1950
1,609,684 1,335.747 283.449
24.780 69,375
536,442
823,157 970,924
411.116 1.282.828 1,018,493

Total

19.727,899 23.037.473

GENERAL MILLS INC.
1950
1946
1949
6,801,830 6,742,004
7,820,752
520,853
75,027
2,161,890
2,376,852
1,033,144
1,849,268
3,253,998
3,376,986

1946
Network Radio
Network TV
Mazagines
Newspapers
Total

1950

1951
403.860

1.688.979
2.314,310
1.262,505

Total

1951
408.515
1.190.275

1951

438,363
490,625
1,976,788
2,149,556

2,791.967
364.413
550.359

Total

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers
Total

Total

1951

1950

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers

733.677

1,142,696

CORN PRODUCTS REFINING CO.
1950
1949
1946

CUDAHY
1946
606,588

1951
5.055,179
590,070
3,444,748

1949

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers
Total

1.313.816
954.194

433,094
884,996 1,641.318
PILLSBURY MILLS
1946
1949
357,243 2,541,111
336,649
455,589

1,541,076
2,884,770
6.966.957

1,149,481
QUAKER OATS CO.
1946
1949
2,425.474 2.590.522
4.000
512,471 625.551
1.343.081 3,763,699

1950
1,248,860

1,662,390
817.599
4,497,965

1,268,588
2.717.617
4,168,377

STOKELY— VAN CAMP
1946
1949
297,006
931.522
116,321

441,670
105,488

1 21.425
1.289.797

1951
1.866.962
343,665
1,373.810

1951
1,669.184
2.116.023
4.010,661

1951
1,191,354
475,325

245,202
1,494,062
1950
2,614,841
98,900
1.979,239
1,509,412
6,202,392
1950

2,537,949
350.183
1,119,645
3,529,399
4,281,026 6,983,772
7,537,176
RALSTON PURINA CO.
1950
1946
1949
1,471,133 1.197.447
788.734
149,099
471.801
156,288
720,686
955,644
154,909
2.097.843 2,067,232
STANDARD BRANDS
1946
1949
2,017,976 182,172

1951

1,900,666
1950
29,176
926,252
4,527,375

1951
465.835
3,702,352
1,963,506

1951
1,169.005
2.122.585
1,404.155

1951
117.753
686,057
297.706

1951
531.830
1,422,453

5,482,797
1950
1951
378,286
554,079
445,766

731.366
544,226

1,344,849 547,158 1,378,125
(Continued on page 82)
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UNION CARBIDE & CARBON CORP.
1946
1949
1950

Where Top Ad Budgets Go
(Continued from page 80)
Foods (Coini{''d)
Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers
Total

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers
Totol

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers
Total

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers
Total

SWIFT & CO.
1949
3,021,444
126,998
2,844,196
3,133,555
1,346,973
3,397,211
6,056,827
9,679,208
WANDER CO.
1946
1949
528,351
387,136
1946
1,865,658

1950
2,959,653
56,945
3,435,766
2,730,084

1950

367,110
382,148

301,289
371,305
329,639

1,784,034

1,136,394

1,002,233

1,019,673
1,384,651
SHELL OIL CORP.
1949
1946

1950
1,014,260
365,580
390,823
418,084

1950

1,145,902

962,082
1,041,056
2,003,138

410,251
1,318,971
1,729,222

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers
Total

1,058,100
820,286

Total

1,543,334

1,756,334

1,878,386

HOUSEHOLD

359,735
467,403

1951
603,118
634,050
431,380

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers
Total

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers
Total

1951

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers

556,901

1,123,223

1,640,715

SUN OIL CO.
1949
1,049,984
72,958
22,656
31,448
698,651
456,852

1946
1,010,256

1,489,764

1,853,041
TEXAS CO.
1946
1949
677,225
Network Radio
1,083,318
297,640
Network TV
1,678,525
Magazines
1,362,600
205,790
Newspapers
57,172
Total
2,967,633
2,394,637
March 31, 1952
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1951
1,342,613
205,485
81,890

420,855
28,607

1,043,736
199,416
34,759
610,102

1951
993,241
35,609

2,539,572

1,011,587

1951
253,628
1,166,625
1,897,230

1,758,415

AVCO MFG. CORP.
1949

406,140
99,583

1951
449,029
807,690
1,226,104

2,029,843
1950

259,735 270,795
1,081,139 1,780,811
1,356,158 1,540,582

1951
1 ,037,599
1,655,247

6,675,103

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers

INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO.
1946
1949
1950
1951
572,983 422,408
80,647 115,560
580
1,010,538
1,583,823 1,706,220 1,792,374
20,824 36,599

Total

1,604,345

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers

11,225,540 13,390,725

2,123,477
MOTOROLA INC.
1949

1,821,780
1950

34,230 286,350
431,656 1,066,549
547,945 2,046,758

1951
24,450
340,864
857,425

1,013,831 3,399,657

Total

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers

NASH-KELVINATOR CORP.
1946
1949
1950
1951
608,700 492,976
32,400 563,460 1,211,902
1,278,933
1.860,497 2,047.806 1,547,059
262,629
2,292,452 2,210,038

Total

2,150,262

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers

PHILCO CORP.
1946
1949
1950
1951
1,806,230
1,964,929 1,618,266 1,619,97a
327,150 1,011,428 1,772,909
573,890
860,164 948,418 1,125,412
182,109
1,756.458 2.373.382

1,888,013
1950
293,771
576.875
1,614,065
54,861

759,533
34,347
1,023,659
2,724,631

1951
127,157
1,322,504
990,910

Total

1,554,272
1950

471,816
696,195
1,117,121

2,285,132
4,542,170
ARMSTRONG CORK CO.
1950
1946
1949
403,422 455,638
458,416
248,730
608,165 1,302,777
1,322,697

1946
1951

1950

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers

1,949,374

STANDARD OIL CO. OF NEW JERSEY
1950
1949
1946
454,295
236,976
39,016
117,081
225,710
47,279
764,417
1,270,023
1,030,323
990,127

1,382,809

1949

505,723
2,697,032 3,592,188
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.
1946
1949
1950
1951
1,730,448
1,624,324 39,650 248,462
192,928 694,933 2,163,996
4,204,781
5,480,714 8,453,200 9,758,272
739,874
3,927,574 4,202,942

652,616

1951

133,580
1,166,380

FURNISHINGS & EQUIPMENT
ADMIRAL CORP.

248,432
98,027
346,459

1946

Total
783,835
362,067

STANDARD OIL CO. OF INDIANA
1950
1946
1949
907,166
396,686
42,585
84,360
74,950
190,019
74,950
882,898
366,882
609,002

Network Radio
Netwo/k TV
Magazines
Newspapers
Total

1951

2,188,747

Total

Total

1,454,185
302,149

1946

OIL

SOCONY-VACUUM OIL CO.
1950
1946
1949
864,922
1,050
7,920
1,625,751
1,334,020
1,652,425
1,143,303
321,208
1,104,982
2,811,881 2,486,293 2,757.407

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers

1,527,830
15,504

9,182,448

734,722
520,961

GASOLINE & MOTOR
GULF OIL CORP.
1946
1949
567,488
646,806
214,770
369,330
287,443
164,742
153,745

1951
3,396,951
512,845
2,433,367

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers

1951

Total

4,678,325

4,821,304

2.562.229
4.908.701 5.951,494
(Covtlnued on page 86)
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Give

SOMETHING

TO

and

SELL!

SPONSORS

SPONSORS
SEE

TO

HEAR

SIGH

when

they

Sales Aids for Shows

from the

SESAC

Transcribed

Library

Colorful brochures describe the shows. Sample
discs demonstrate
Write for details or

how they sound. The sponsor

sees, hears, and buys! Then you produce his

See how SESAC sells for you —

shows right at the station with music and scripts

NARTB

from the SESAC Transcribed Library.

SESAC

BROADCASTING

Convention, Suite 557A

INC., 475 Fifth Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.
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New compact amplifiers — use low- Every component is easy to get at for
noisei long-life, miniature tubes. inspection and maintenance.

Accessibility, plus! New hinged control panel swings down;
amplifier frame swings up.

A

TR

EX

'f&

avR

The easy way the BC-2B Consolette handles is due in great measure to the careful
attention RCA engineers have given to
construction details— and to a number of
unique operating features (not found in
their entirety in any standard consolette).
Some of these advantages are pictured on
these pages.
For example, see how easy it is to get at

^

the amplifiers and components. Note how
every inch of wiring can be reached without disturbing the installation. See how
the consolette fits snugly into the control
room— unobtrusively. See how the styling
matches other RCA audio and video
equipments.
Based on more than 25 years of experience in building studio consolettes, type

Type familiar
BC-2B isvideo
styledconsole.
to match RCA video equipment— like
this

BC-2B is in our opinion a high point in
consolette design. The instrument includes
all essential elements needed by most AMFM and TV stations. And every feature has
been operation-proved— many in RCA deluxe custom-built equipment. Type BC-2B
is available at a "package" price!
For details, call your RCA Broadcast
Sales Representative.

. and it's Styled to match other RCA audio equipment, too
like this master switcher, for instance.

Where Top Ad Budgets Go
(Continned from page 82)
Furnishings & Equipment (Cont'd)
RCA
1950
1949
1946
Network Radio
600,224
277,209
906,155
Network TV
912,152
900,405
Magazines
1,346^210
1,286,238
1,522,691
181,226
Newspapers
2,056,591
3,168,624
Total
2,127,660
4,520,443
6,509,622

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers

Househ^y

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers
Total

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers
Total

SCOTT PAPER CO.
1946
1949
875,892
317,093

34,660
1,317,881
292,564

1950
1,791,458
765,452

1,645,105
2,556,910
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORP.
1950
1946
1949
152,895
1,224,735
903,997
673,920
181,390
432,709
1,642,588
1,987,547
221,483
2,499,786
2,407,941

Total

492,706
58,621
551,327

875,734
558,868

1,134,228
792,991

1,434,602

1,927,219

PHOTOGRAPHY
EASTMAN KODAK CO.
1946
1949
1950
Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers
Total

1,471,271

1,924,840 1,803,205
598,342 384,263

1,471,271

2,523,182

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers
Total

4,628,054

1,339,401

1,413,806

Total

3,337,804
1,509,780
LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO
1946
1949
Network Radio 2,734,140
5,228,772
Network TV
594,440
Magazines 1,733,854
2,618,365
Newspapers 270,591 395,174

1,478,174
CO.
1950
5,217,562
1,074,141
1,973,843
440,165

Total

8,705,711

•

4,738,585
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1951
14,366
2,083,610
2,807,867

1951

8,836,751

Total

1,842,303

Total

6,155,746
RONSON
1946
168,258
229,000
50,400
447,658

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers
Total

Total

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers
Total

1951
3,302,906
2,975,957
3,576,554

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers
Total

Network Radio-TV
Magazines
Newspapers
Total

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers
Total

1951
5,337,327
3,529,136
2,336,835

1951

1,945,390
1,458,125
1,581,607
834,314
5,819,436

2,748,941
3,065,135
1,798,290

1950
4,629,105
537,328
291,780
3,571,013
9,029,226
CO
1950

3,872,050
1,642,425
2,657,041
5,368,930
12,513,788 13,540,446
ART METAL WORKS 1950
1949
906,075
1,143,928
19,350
109,725
436,560
458,970
47,693
152,894
3,714,544
726,400
3,261,001
4,811,843

1,752,732

COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET
SOAPS —
1946
1949
4,564,309
3,877,804
289,535
2,081^674
3,928,420
12,089,890
3,665,763
10,311,746 20,185,649
LEVER BROS. CO.
1946
1949
5,789,439

1950

1951
4,465,272
1,614,180
408,656

1951
3,193,134
4,988,665
2,725,108

1951
505,102
316,909
276,725

1,522,463
CO.1950
3,925,758
847,674
3,627,834
8,998,024
17,399,290
1950

162,050
7,141,391

6,826,149
650,765
3,302,853
2,587,370
3,659,608
1,641,240
8,047,565
9,625,279
10,733,532
19,010,614 19,689,563
PROCTER & GAMBLE CO. 1950
1949
1946
17,319,744
18,357,909
17,315,092
570,295
107,310
4,898,509
3,612,483
4,747,326
3,723,937
8,535,325
9,800,614
24,656,164
30,705,053 33,627,327

1951
4,736,688
4,489,841
4,094,128

1951
6,615,646
2,788,711
1,947,176

1951
18,159,693
7,579,587
7,255,146

TRAVEL

1951

1951
536,118
152,923

4,255,934
241,127
290,980
4,069,170
4,166,438 8,857,211
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO
1946
1949

2,280,443
986,004
899,991

2,616,594
2,646,536
892,616

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers
1951

2,627,320
5,249,778
PHILIP MORRIS & CO.
1949
1946

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers

1,127,766

887,575

BROWN & WILLIAMSON TOBACCO CORP.
1946
1949
1950
Network Radio 2,128,653 899,910 1,057,626
Network TV
Magazines
64,265 71,315 67,940
Newspapers 1,144,886 538,555 352,608
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1,743,168

11,476,345 11,015,077

BAYUK CIGARS INC.
1946
1949
1950
Network Radio 1,220,280 919,124
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers 119,121 494,682 887,575
Total

1951

2,187,468

SMOKING MATERIALS
AMERICAN TOBACCO CO.
1946
1949
1950
2,090,894
4,318,658 4,091,789
271,260 951,715
1,047,945
3,436,454 3,883,237
1,489,215
3,449,973 2,088,336

Total

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers

1,192,985

5,222,303
1,878,927
5,223,761
ZENITH RADIO CORP.
1950
1946
1949

Network Radio
Network TV
Magazines
Newspapers

1951
2,260,414
1,064,780
1,285,586

P. LORILLARD & CO.
1946
1949
1,605,893
2,122,871
397,781
469,090
1,968,134
760,992
552,337

Network Radio-TV
Magazines
Newspapers
Total

AMERICAN AIRLINES
1946
1949

1950

511,304
288,263

743,187
842,666

807,694
855,896
799,567 1,663,590
GREYHOUND CORP.
1946
1949
21,160

1,585,853
1950

428,228
653,792

6,528
703,641
1,090,778

745,552
1,139,365

1,082,020
1,906,077 1,800,947
PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD
1946
1949
1950
416,182
1,478,959
229,510
650,429
2,129,388 645,692
BROADCASTING

162,980
206,380

1951
773,515

1951
721,870
S
1951
582,871

369,360
elecasting
• T

494

feet

above

busiest

Philadelphia's
streets
Most city building codes are
easily complied with, but nature's caprices are unpredictable.
So, when both the building's
owners and WPEN's engineers
laid plans for a new AM-FM
station atop their new midtown building they called on
Blaw-Knox to design, fabricate
and erect a safe antenna tower.
Their choice was based on the
fact that Blaw-Knox has an unequaled record for successful
tower installations in congested
areas. WPEN's structure is designed to carry the additional
load of TV bays if and when
required.
BLAW-KNOX DIVISION
OF BLAW-KNOX COMPANY
2038 Farmers Bank Building
Pittsburgh, Pa.
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Local: Big Business
(Continued from page 36)
Drugs and sundries were the
sixth source of local TV advertising in 1951, with 9.4% of the total,
compared to 7.8% in 1950 when the
ranking was eighth.
Food and groceries provided 8.8%
of local advertising in 1951, ranking seventh. The classification
ranked seventh in 1950, too, but the
proportion was just 8.4%.
Not far behind food and groceries in 1951 was furniture, ranking eighth with 7.8% in contrast to
the fourth-place tie attained in
1950 by furniture.
Sporting goods ranked ninth in
1951 with 3.4% and the jewelryoptical goods-camera group was
tenth with 3.1%.
* * *
Local Radio Times Sales (Net)
1935-1951
Increase Over
Year
Total
Previous 11.4%
Year
1951
$227,434,786
11.6
1950
203,210,834
6.5
1949
182,144,301
15.6
1948
170,908,165
27.0
1947
147,778,814
16.6
1946
116,380,301
17.5
1945
99,814,042
1944
29.3
84,960,347
18.9
1943
64,104,309
4.2
1942
53,898,916
15.5
1941
51.697,651
20.0
1940
44,756,792
14.2
1939
37,315,774
(-8.7)
1938
32,657,349
1937
37.1
35,745,394
*
36
19
1935
26,074,476
* Data not available
Local TV Time Sales (Net)
1949-1951
90.0%
1951
$57,701,000
221.2
1950
30,385,000
1949
9,459,608
* * *

Local Radio Revenue

rri -J-Product
_ ,_ 1
by

1 O73C 11
1o e1
ProducT uroups
7014.1iotol
Autos, Accessories, Repairs & Gasoline
$32,068,305
7.8
13,418,652
Banks, Building & Loan, Insurance
17,739,913
Beer, Soft Drinks
5.9
7,732,783
Dairy Products
2.6
19,559,393
Department & Dry Goods Stores
3.4
Drugs & Sundries
5,913,304
8.6
Food & Groceries
6.1
13,373,522
Furniture Stores
6.5
14,733,261
5.1
1 1,599,174
Hardware, Feed, Farm Supplies
19,559,393
8.6
Home Appliances & Appliance Repairs
2.9
Hotels, Restaurants, Taverns
6,595,609
3.6
Jewelry, Optical Goods, Cameras
8,187,652
Lumber, Building, etc.
8,187,652
3.2
7,277,913
Men's Furnishings
3.6
Personal Services (Barbers, Beauty,
2.2
Cleaning, etc.)
5,003,565
1.9
Political
2.4
5,458,435
Printing, Publishing, Stationery
4,321,261
2.6
2.5
Religious
5,890,561
Sporting Goods & Toys
5,913,304
Theatres, Sports, other events
5,936,047
2.0
Tobacco
1.7
3,866,391
2.7
Transportation, Travel & Resorts
4,548,696
Figures here represent net time sales, after discounts and allowances, and

Local TV

Revenue

Groups

1 930

by Product

TOTAL

Business

Groups

that

Spent

$5,596,997
5,654,698
7,270,326
807,814
8,885,954
5,423,894
5,077,688
4,500,678
692,412
173,103
6,000,904
1,788,731
288,505
980,917
57,701
230,804
1,384,824
1,961,834
461,608
115,402
346,206

Most

1951
9.8
% Total
9.7
12.6
1.4
15.4
9.4
7.8
8.8
1.2
10.4
.3
1.7
.5
3.1
.8
2.4
.1
.4
3.4.2

.6
on

6 739
18 578
4 917
1 2 567
A S ^7
1 9 '?85
4 1 89
6, 557
6 991
& 557

1949
/ .7
% Total
dkfl
14 A
339
7 0
9 7
710
10 9
896
9 7
0.7
5A
^.0
957
O.o
X.J
10^
1 A
819
A 8
31 9
9 1
105
J.O
48?
3 8
1 95
1 .7

3 460 741
10
2.8
2.7
4,917,896
2.7
4,917,896
5,100,041
2.9
5,282,185
3.6
6,557,195
2.7
4,917,896
2.7
4,917,896
• Telecasting survey.

Groups

* *
Ten

1949

$30,684,836
9,347,698
16,663,238
9.8
2.6
5,283,432
8.2
19,914,662
2.6
5,283,482
13,005,493
16,663,288
6.4
3.8
1.8
7,722,012
8.2
17,476,132
3,657,795
8.6
2.9
2.6
5,893,1 14
7,518,801
1.8
5,283,482
1.8
2.4
4,877,060
3.7
2.6
3,657,795
2.8
3,657,795
5,233,482
5,689,903
6,909,168
2.4
4,877,060
3.4
1.9
3,861,006
are based on Broadcasting

1951

Product Group
Autos, Accessories, Repairs & Gasoline
Banks, Building & Loan, Insurance
Beer, Soft Drinks
Dairy Products
Department & Dry Goods Stores
Drugs & Sundries
Food & Groceries
Furniture Stores
Hardware, Feed, Farm Supplies
Home Appliances & Appliance Repairs
Hotels, Restaurants, Taverns
Jewelry, Optical Goods, Cameras
Lumber, Building, etc.
Men's Furnishings
Personal Services (Barbers, Beauty, Cleaning, etc.)
Political
Printing, Publishing Stationery
Religious
Sporting Goods & Toys
Theatres, Sports, other events
Tobacco
Transportation, Travel & Resorts
* *

1 950
15.1
4.6
To Total

Local

TV

SALES

1950
$3,038,500
2,947,345
3,919,665
1,033,090
3,858,895
2,370,030
2,552,340
3,038,500
182,310
4,375,440
151,925
668,470
91,155
486,160
91,155
60,770
972,320
60,770
212,695
121,540
151,925
*

1950
10.0
% Total
12.9
9.7
12.7
7.8
3.4
10.0
8.4
14.4
.5
1.6
2.2
.6
3.2.3
.3
.2
.5
.2

* >^

in 1951

$57,701,000

Department Stores

8,885,954

Beer, Soft Drinks
Home Appliances

I 7,270,326

Banks

] 6,000,904

Autos

j 5,654,698

Drugs 8 Sundries

] 5,596,997

Food a Groceries

] 5,423,894

Furniture Stores

j 5,077,688
J 4,500,678

Religious

] 1,961,834
1 1,788,731

Jewelry
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AMARILLO

—a

TTELIUM,

the colorless, odorless, tasteless,

GAS

self -rising

flower

exceptionalh' light non-burning gas,
comes from the natural gas and oil fields
around Amarillo. Recovery methods were
developed here; the main helium field and

The plant isn't in bloom, but Amarillo
and the Panhandle are. There's dough-onthe-hoof and the glint of gold on the wheatlands. The oil wells are in flower, the Air
Force Base is bustling, the Atomic Energy

recovery plant are important points of interest. Once, vi'hen a slight touch of Panhandle weather turned the skv black and

Commission's Pantex is nearby. Right in
the middle of it all is KGNC, a mere bud
in 1922, a 10,000 watt nosegay in 1952.

slammed the temperature down thirty degrees, transcontinental
a
plane was grounded.
One of the impatient passengers, a highspirited filly from the Coast, checked in at

Come pluck the flars.

a hotel and bent the clerk's ear. "What's
there to see in Amarillo?"
Civic-minded as all get-out, the hotel man
volunteered, "We have the onlv helium

Amarillo

plant in the world."
The lady brightened. "Indeed?" she said.
"Is it in bloom now?"

NBC AFFILIATE
710 KC

! BROADCASTING
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Business Borometer
IT IS EASY, not to mention trite, to say that
bi'oadcasting is at the crossroads, has .reached
a turning point, is crossing new frontiers. All
of these phrases can be translated to mean:
Whei-e the hell are we going?
If we could give you a pat answer, we could
charge $1,000 a copy for this issue and sell all
we could print. You'll notice, however, that
our price has not been raised.
But though the price remains, we have accumulated alot of special information in the
"Business Barometer" which starts on page
32. We hope this information will give you a
better picture of your business in relation to
other media and to the whole U.S. economy
than has been presented in one piece before.
Both radio and television are big businesses
now, taken as wholes. Radio seems to be about
at the end of its enormous expansion, but even
if it never grows another inch it still cannot
be considered anything but big. The problem
that confronts radio today is how to keep the
size it has. To judge by the special articles
in this issue, one must assume that radio can
keep its size, but it must alter its shape.
Local business, which has never been
properly exploited by radio, is becoming radio's
mainstay. National spot, more thoroughly
promoted, is gaining steadily. It's in the network area, as currently understood, that some
softness has developed, a problem treated in
detail in the editorial on page 27.
Television is about to begin what most people
expect to be one of the most phenomenal business expansions in history, even more phenomenal than the bursting-at-the-seams TV
growth that took place before the freeze.
Will television be obliged to cannibalize other
media to satisfy its appetite? We don't have
a pat answer for that one either, but we're
taking a good guess.
TV isn't going to put out of business any
other medium that keeps awake. TV will take
some money from others and may arrest the
expansion of some, but it is arriving at a time
when the national economy is advancing at
hitherto unimagined rates, and advertising
volume expanding with it.
Neither radio nor TV will be a haven for
the man who wants to let a business run itself,
but for the man who enjoys meeting a challenge there is a rewarding future in both.

Code-BoBting: Parlor Game
AS HAD been expected of a document that
spelled out in meticulous detail the thou-shaltnots for telecasting, the TV code is being used
by some critics as a weapon with which to beat
television over the head.
Some critics, obviously having carefully
studied the code, have then set about finding
violations of it. Violations are not hard to find.
To adhere to the exact letter of the code, a
telecaster would have to refrain from presenting anything more controversial or suggestive
than a still picture of the motto, "God is love."
It was unfortunate that the code was adopted
in its present detailed form. A far more flexible
guide to good television practice would have
served the same purpose — i.e., countering the
attacks of Sen. William Benton (D-Conn.)
and other do-gooders by expressing the broadcasters' own interest in improving programming. But now that it has been adopted, the
code can never be repealed. Television will
have to live with it no matter how embarPage 92
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rassing its presence may be.
There is no need, however, to accentuate the
embarrassment by continuing to advertise the
code as the gospel of faith of all television. To
do so is only to invite further attention to
the code and further flyspecking by critics who,
approaching a deadline without another subject to write about, can always do a column
on violations of the code.
Now this is not to advocate a relaxation of
morals or abandonment of responsibility. The
need for television to maintain high standards
is no less important than it was before the
code was drawn. But such policing as is necessary cannot be provided by a document. It
must be done by people. Happily, some able
people have already been chosen for the job.
The TV code review board, composed of practicing telecasters, will meet this week during
the NARTB convention. We suggest that they
could well spend part of their time evolving a
plan to de-emphasize the code, and its all too
rigid strictures, and to emphasize the review
board's significance.
Let the review board function as a clearinghouse for complaints, giving judicious consideration to questions of taste.
The important thing is not that television
has a code but that it has a lively, active board
of review to sit in judgment on the behavior
of television.
Justice in Sports
CIVIL SUIT filed fortnight ago by the Justice
Department charging the International Boxing
Club with tying up the sale of radio, television
and motion picture rights for championship
fights brings sports broadcasts into the news
forefront once more.
The question of monopoly, which the government, at least, believes it can prove against
the defendants, is no more interesting than
the question of rights. Both radio and TV
broadcasters have argued this question since
the first baseball score went out on the air
some 30 years ago.
More than a few contend that radio and
television have as much right to report a sports
contest, free of all charge, as a newspaper has
to give its readers a blow by blow. Advocates
of this thinking also feel that there should be
no such thing as an "exclusive" radio or TV
report, just as there is no "exclusive" newspaper story of the same exercise.
While there is merit in these arguments it
seems to
that can
theybe represent
view.
Butusthere
no denyingan the"extreme"
interest
the radio and television audience has in sports.
Elsewhere in this issue are reports of two
recent TV tests. One, by WICU (TV) Erie,
on whether the station's audience would rather
see a play or the Pabst Blue Ribbon fights
came up with a vote of 11,000 to 1,200 in favor
of the fights. Another was an announcement
by WSPD-TV Toledo that it was going to drop
a wrestling program. Complaints were so
overwhelming that wrestling was continued.
There can be no doubt of the popularity of
sports programs both on radio and TV. Neither
is there doubt that both media do much to
popularize sports. Television saved wrestling,
popularized the roller derby and, while all of
the evidence is not in, there is good reason to
believe radio and TV have helped rather than
hurt the "gate" of every sport reported.
The New York suit will spotlight the inner
secrets of the mammoth IBC. Let us hope one
result, at least, will be the removal of any
restriction that could bar radio and TV broadcasts of boxing matches in the future.
Such a move would be a long step toward
freeing the mike and the camera of many of
the present obstacles to giving the public the
sports programs they want.

ADRIAN

MASSEY

MURPHY

new
g to his
S t ofof adjustin
presiden
CBS Radio,
Adrian
THE as PROCES
INoffice
Murphy naturally is passing through a
succession of new experiences, not the least
unusual of which, for him, is that of working
at a desk. Mr. Murphy never has had a desk
before.
Although it is an unpretentious model which
would leave a more executive-type executive
feeling shamefully nude, he intends to be rid
of his present one as soon as he moves from
temporary to permanent presidential quarters,
currently being prepared on the brass-level
seventh floor of CBS Radio's new 52d St. |
building in New York.
I
Mr. Murphy
explains
his penchant for desk- '
lessness
with some
logic:
"I've found that in my work most of it is ,
talking; a lot of it is reading; some is dictating. The least is writing. For writing, any
reasonable surface will do. For the other 95%,
a good easy chair is much more comfortable." i
When Mr. Murphy was moved into the CBS
Radio presidency on March 12 of this year,
succeeding Howard Meighan, a common reaction among outsiders was that a television
man — a color television man, at that — was
going to run a radio network.
The new radio president has, indeed, been j
most^ widely known as "a television man"; i
more recently and more specifically, as the man I
who guided the CBS color television system
successfully through the protracted, heated,
and, as often as not, bitter battle for standardization bythe FCC.
But his record shows considerable experience ; t
in radio and other phases of communication/;
too.
Now 46, Mr. Murphy joined CBS Some 16
years ago as assistant to Paul Kesten, subsequently executive vice president of the network but at that time on special assignment to
explore and stake out new projects for the
company. He had met Mr. Kesten while
working for the Norman Bel Geddes industrial
design organization in 1934-35 when it was
engaged in a studio design project for CBS.
As a result of the Kesten-Murphy explorations, CBS reintensified its television opera- '
tions in 1936 (having broadcast TV programs;
regularly from 1931-33); moved into its shortwave operations (now a part of the State
Dept.'s Voice of America program), and got:
into the record business (through the purchase i
of the American Record Co. in 1938).
The function of Messrs. Kesten and Murphy
(Continued on page 106)
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SMALL.

NOT

BUT

'JUST

RIGHT

JUST

TOO

...

BIG

RIGHT

means no-waste, low-cost coverage of the

concentrated "hook" market of Western Washington, home
for 86.9% of the people, though only 7% of the land area.
Some stations are too small to do a "market" job.
Some stations are too big —

go far beyond the market into

non-productive areas — at high cost.

KJR's 5000 watts is all you need
tor the rich, concentrated Sound
market. Our "hook" coverage
means low-cost selling.

Buy KJR for just right, low-cost, no-waste circulation!

A MARSHALL FIELD STATION -AN ABC AFFILIATE
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY AVERY-KNODEL, INC.
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ont office

W

ALTER HAASE, general manager of WDRC Hartford, Conn,
elected vice president in addition to present duties.

KARL O. WYLER, general manager of KTSM El Paso, Tex., elected
president in addition to present duties. ROY T. CHAPMAN, station's
sales manager, elected vice president and secretary and
KARL O. WYLER Jr., now in the arined forces, named
station's treasurer.
KENNETH BEACHBOARD, manager of WLOS Asheville, N. C, joins WMRC Greenville, S. C, in same
capacity.
WILLIAM S. HEDGES, NBC vice president in charge
of integrated services, named special radio advisor on
staff of soldier music program by Dept. of Army and
will serve four eastern U. S. Army installations.

Mr. Wyler

CHARLES G. DAVIES, formerly with Blow Co. and NBC on West Coast,
added to sales staff of Everett-McKinney Inc., N. Y.
HAAN

TYLER, general sales manager, KFI Hollywood, resigns.

WALTER H. STAMPER, sales staff, WOOD
WAPO that city in same capacity.

Chattanooga, Tenn., to

FELIX H. KENT, legal department of CBS, joins TV division of ABC
legal department. MURIEL HENLE, of M. S. and I. S. Isaacs law firm,
N. Y., also added to ABC legal staff.
WILLIAM L. JONES, account executive, Kaufman Adv., N. Y., to sales
staff of WISN Milwaukee.
ROLLY

FORD
minster, B. C.

named director of national sales, CKNW

New West-

A. C. DOWDEN, salesman, KARK
Little Rock, Ark., named local sales
manager. VERN SPIDAHL, commercial manager at KAVE Carlsbad, N.M.,
to KARK sales staff.
POWELL ENSIGN, sales manager,
Everett-McKinney Inc., N. Y., elected
vice president.
Mr. Dowden

J- RICHARDSON LOUGHRIN, former NBC and MBS producer, to CBSTV Spot Sales, Chicago, as account executive.

Mr. Spidahl

W. A. STEPHENS, H. N. Stovin & Co., Toronto station representative,
and E. P. TOWNDROW, National Broadcast Sales Ltd., that city, form
Stephens & Towndrow, new station representative firm.
CHARLES HAMILTON, director of public service and public relations,
KFI Hollywood, adds duties of sales and program supervisor.
GEORGE J. O'CONNOR, news editor, WINR Binghamton, N. Y., promoted to general manager succeeding C. A. BENGTSON who leaves April 7 to accept
position with New York State Electric & Gas Corp.
ROBERT F. ADAMS, account executive with Raven
Adv., N. Y., to WABD (TV) that city in same capacity.

Mr. O'Connor

JOHN R. KRIEGER, commercial manager, WCDL Carbondale. Pa., appointed general manager effective
April 1.

BOB ATKINSON Co., Hollywood, appointed southern California representative for KSAN San Francisco.
J^etionaU • • •
JAMES STIRTON, manager of ABC-TV network sales, Chicago, vacationing inFlorida for three weeks. . . . CLARK L. DOZIER, manager of
March 31, 1952
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Registration — Management Conference
(Continued from page 30)
Fry, Howard H., KFDX Wichita Falls, Mo.Harrison, Austin A., KSWM Joplin,
Tex.
Harrison, Gerald, WMAS Springfield,
Mass.
Fry, Paul R., KBON Omaha, Neb.
Fuller, Charles A., WBET Brockton,
Hart. John P., WBIR Knoxville. Tenn.
Hartenbower, E. K., KCMO Kansas
Fulton, Harold W., WHO Des Moines,
Iowa.
City, Mo.
Harvey, E. William. KTAR Phoenix,
G
Ariz.
Gaines,
James
M.,
NBC
New
York.
Harvey.
George W., WFLA Tampa,
Garber, Milton B., KCRC Enid, Okla.
Fla.
Haskell,
George H., KFAB Omaha,
Gardner,
ville, Va. Edward G., WBTM DanNeb.
Gardner, Kenneth, WHAM RochesHavens. Wilbur M., WTVR Richmond, Va.
ter, N. Y. John, WGAR Cleveland, O.
Garfield,
Hawkins,
Lloyd, KTNM Tucumcari,
N.
M.
Garten,
ton, W. Va.C. Thomas, WSAZ Huntingboro, Ky, Mrs. W. T., WVJS OwensHayden,
John T., WCHS Charleston,
W.Gelder,
Va.
Haymond, Carl E., KMO Tacoma.
George, Carl E., WGAR Cleveland, O. Wash.
George, L. Milt, WGPC Albany, Ga.
Heinecke, Alice, SESAC. New York.
Mich.
Giaimo, Martin, WJEF Grand Rapids,
Heminger, Harold H., WFIN FindGibbens, Tom E., WAFB Baton
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Rouge, La.
cilities, Toronto, Ontario.
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Co., Inc., Boston, Mass.
Tex.
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Ray, KTRH Houston, Tex.
Gingell,
George
A.,
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Columbus, Ga.
Hicks,
James W., WCOS Columbia,
S.
C.
Gittleson,
Norman,
WJAR-TV
Providence, R. I.
Higbee, Arthur L., KSUB Cedar City,
N. Gluck,
C.
Earle J., WSOC Charlotte,
Utah.
Ind.Higgins. J. M., WTHI Terre Haute,
Godfrey, Kenneth, AAAA, New York.
Godwin, Charles W.. MBS, New York.
ville, Ky.
Highbaugh,
David R., WHIR DanGoldman, Paul H., KNOE Monroe. La.
Goldman,
Simon,
WJTN
Jamestown,
Hill,
John
B.,
KOTV Tulsa. Okla.
N. Y.
Hilton. C. D. (Chuck), KGLO Mason
Golliday, C. Leslie, WEPM MartinsCity,
Iowa.
burg,
W. Va.
Hochhauser,
Edward Jr.. Associated'
Goode,
Paul, KSWO Lawton, Okla.
Program
Service, New York.
Goodman,
Harry
S.,
Harry
S.
GoodHollister,
R.
H., Collins Radio Comman Productions, New York.
pany.William.
Cedar Rapids,
Iowa.La Salle, 111.
Goodman, Milt, Screen Gems, Inc.,
Holm,
WLPO
New York.
Holt.
Thad,
WAPI
Birmingham.
Ala.
Goodwin, John Paul, South Texas TV
Holznecht. Glen R., WJPG Green \
Company. Houston, Tex.
Graff, E. J., Snader Telescriptions,
Honea, B. N., WBAP Ft. Worth. Tex.
New York.
Hough,
Harold, WBAP Ft. Worth, ^
Wis.
Bav,
Grant,more, Md.Armand, WAAM (TV) BaltiTex.
Hood,
Hubbard,
WKRC Cincinnati, O.
Gray, George J., WJLS Beckley,
Hooper, C. E., C. E. Hooper Inc., New
York.
W. Va.
Gray, Mich.
Gordon, Goodwill Stations,
Hooper. Richard H., RCA Victor Div.,.
Detroit,
Camden, N. J.
Greene, Arthur L., KLTI Longview,
Tex.
Hopkins.N. A.
Camden,
J. R., RCA Victor Div..
Greenebaum, Milton L., WSAM SagiHorne.
Josh
L., WCEC Rocky Mount,
N.
C.
naw, Mich.
Ky.Greep, Malcolm, WVJS Owensboro,
Horning,
E. M., B.,
Creston,
Cecil
WWNC Iowa
Asheville, '
N.Hoskins,
C.
Griffin. John T., KOMA Tulsa, Okla.
Grove, William C, KFBC Cheyenne.
Houghton, William H., Associated
Wvo.
Program Service. New York.
Howard, Marc, WDWS Champaign, HI.
Pa.Gullck, J. Robert, WGAL Lancaster,
Howell, John F., KTLA (TV) Los AnH
geles, Calif.Rex, KFXJ Grand Junction,!
Haas,
Julian
F.,
KARK
Little
Rock,
Howell,
Ark
Col.
Haase, Walter B., WDRC Hartford,
Howell,
Conn.
tion.
Col. Mrs. Rex, KFXJ Grand June-:
Hacker, Les, KVEC San Luis Obispo,
Huber.
E. J. (Mike), KTRI Sioux
Calif.
City,
Iowa. Rex, KDAL Duluth, Minn.
Hacker, E. N. (Mike), KVEC San
Hudson.
Luis Obispo, Calif.
Hult, Marvin, WMBD Peoria, 111.
Hussman, Walter E., KCMC Camden,
James A., WWNC Asheville,
N. Hagan,
C.
Ark
boro,
Ky.
Hutt, William V., KLRA Little Rock,
Hager. Lawrence W., WOMI OwensArk.
Haley, Andrew G., Haley, McKenna
I
& Wilkinson, Washington, D. C.
Isaac, W. T., WHIR Danville, Ky.
Hall, Gladys,
Broadcasting • Telecasting, Washington
Hall,
S.
Payson,
WOW-TV, Omaha,
Jackson. Aubrey, KEYS Corpus
Neb.
Christi. Tex.
Hallowell, Nolan, KSUE, Susanville,
Jackson, Pa.
A. H., Blaw-Knox Div.,
Pittsburgh.
Calif.
Hamilton, Charles E., KFI Los AnJacobs, Lee W., KBKR Baker, Ore.
Jadassohn, K. A., SESAC, New York.
Hamilton,'
ington, D. C. Helen S., NARTB, WashJames, Ed, Broadcasting • Telecasting, Washington
Hamrick,
James,
Peter B., Weed & Co., New
ville, N. C. William H., WWNC AsheYork.
Hance, K. M., KSTP St. Paul, Minn.
Jansky.
Hanna,
Michael
R.,
WHCU
Ithaca,
Washington,C. D.M. C.Jr., Jansky & Bailey,
N. Y.
Hanna,
R.
B.,
WGY
Schenectady,
Jarema,
N. Y.
ton,
N. Y. Andrew, WKOP BinghamMich.
Jayne, Dan E., WELL Battle Creek,
Hardesty, John F., BAB, New York.
Hardy,
ton, D. C.Ralph W., NARTB, WashingMd.Jensen, Ray V., KSAL Salina. Kans.
Jett, Ewell K., WMAR-TV, Baltimore,
Harkrader.
John
W.,
WDBJ
Roanoke, Va.
Jewett, sociates.
Carlton
Harm, Frederick G., WJJD Chicago,
Chicago, F..
111. Robt. Meeker As111.
(Continued
on page 100)
Harris, Wiley P., WJDX Jackson, Miss.
WCMW Canton, Ohio, and Mrs. Dozier, vacationing in Jamaica. . . ,.
GEORGE CHANDLER, president of CJOR Vancouver and chairman of
technical committee of Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters, awarded 1951
Canadian General Electric trophy for outstanding contribution to broadcast industry in Canada. . . . GLENN CALLISON, vice president in charge
of engineering. Liberty Broadcasting System, returns to his home in
Dallas, Tex., after two weeks in hospital. . . . MRS. DOUGLAS HOLCOMB, vice president, WGBI Scranton, Pa., mother of boy, Douglas
Francis.
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For years broadcasters have known
they could have complete confidence
in Altec loudspeakers, microphones and
amplifiers. Confidence that they would
always exceed the published specifications .. . that the quality was unsurpas ed .. . and that the dependability
was unassailable. Now Altec presents
three speech input consoles: the master
250A, the economical 230B and the portable 220A. These new consoles have all
of the quality and dependability you
associate with Altec plus a flexibility
and ease of control never before seen
in broadcast equipment. Whether your
requirements are recording, AM, FM or
TV, when you control with a new Altec
console you can control with confidence.

confidence!

250

console

When yon read the complete specifications and
see the many outstanding features of the new
250A Console you will agree it is the finest you
have ever seen. Note its compactness, its flexibility; and its accessibility through hinged front
and top panels is unparalleled. All this is
made possible by the outstanding new plug-in
preamps, line amplifiers and power supplies
developed in Altec's engineering labs. Yet these
preamps are only IVs" x 4 ¥4" x 9", and the line
amplifiers and power supplies are only 2%"
wide. Look at a few of the outstanding features.
You will see the reason you should contact your
dealer today for complete information.
plug-in preamps!
1-5/8" X 4-1/4" X 9"

mixer
Here is the perfect portable mixer for field
use in AM, FM or TV. The 220A has 4
microphone inputs, each with its individual mixer control, and a master gain control associated with an illuminated VU
meter. This beautifully compact unit
weighs only 26Ve pounds yet still has
space for a complete set of spare tubes, a
headset and ample cables. Naturally its
specifications reflect the Altec standard
for quality and continued dependability.

Here is the ideal console for the small
station or for individual studio use in
larger operations. It is completely selfcontained and will fit perfectly on any
desk or table. The eight microphone inputs may also be used for turntables and
it is possible to mix any four at once. Four
line inputs are controlled with two mixers.
All of the controls are color coded and
carefully placed for the greatest ease of
operation. An integral monitor amplifier
for loudspeaker listening can be instantly
switched to replace the line amplifier in
case of an emergency break-down. No
other Console in its price range offers so
many desirable features for individual
studio operation as the Altec 230B.

Miniature plug-in amplifiers and power supplies
Frequency Response (± 1 db 20-20,000 cycles)
Very low distortion
Very
low asnoise
level
As many
12 balanced
line mike inputs } iTmuLneously)
4 line inputs (repeating coils optional) ( (mix 4

• simultaneously)
for turntables,
inputscontrols
utilitycoded
4Color
according etc.
to function
Two output channels with illuminated VU meters
Complete patching panel
Only two amplifier types, three tube types
Built-in tube checking facilities
Compact (36" x 31" x 55" including desk)

9536 Santa Monica Blvd., Beverly Hills, Calif,
1 61 Sixth Avenue, New York, New York
SEE
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Government Turns to Stations
THE GOVERNMENT is turning
to radio, once again, in a drive to
put across importance of the nation's mobilization drive to the
American public.
Fresh evidence of its reliance on
the broadcast industry in times of
urgency was bared in the recent
establishment of a Community
Forums unit within the Office of
Defense Mobilization. Radio talks
by public-spirited civic leaders are
a fundamental part of the new
program.
Horace E. Loomis, public relations consultant, is spearheading
the campaign to organize activities and enlist voluntary representatives in hundreds of cities and
towns throughout the nation.
These representatives serve as
liaison between government and local radio station owners and managers, providing speakers for
weekly four-minute talks and arranging with stations to set aside
15 minutes each month for transcribed talks by Defense Chief
Charles E. Wilson as a public
service.
Early reports on the new service
indicate "excellent cooperation by
radio stations from all parts of the
country," according to Community
Forums. WCBS New York will
start the four-minute series April
5 in a five-minute time segment.
William S. Paley, CBS board
chairman, and others have given
the series warm support.
Burkland Urges Cooperation
Carl J. Burkland, director of
station administration, CBS Radio,
is urging CBS owned-and-operated
outlets in Boston, Chicago, St.
Louis, Minneapolis, San Francisco
and Los Angeles to cooperate by
incorporating forum material in
news programs.
The 15-minute transcriptions
(12-minute talks) are prepared as
monthly reports on mobilization by
Mr. Wilson. The five-minute talks
are delivered by community leaders after being reviewed by members of an American Bar Assn.
panel to insure their non-political
nature. ABA's Special Mobilization Information Advisory Committee also passes on the material.
Congress already has agreed to
set aside funds for a small working group in a move to get the facts
to the public. Mr. Wilson made a
special appeal before a House Appropriations subcommittee, stressing the need of full information for
cooperation.
"I promise you that it (Community Forums) will be both nonpartisan and non-political as long
as Charlie Wilson has anything to
do with it," the defense chief told
the committee.
Because the project is still in its
infancy, many local stations have
not been contacted by representatives. They may obtain information, however, from Mr. Loomis,
Assistant to the Director, Office of
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NEW officers and directors of the board of the Mississippi
Broadcasters Assn. elected at the group's annual meeting
March 15-16 at Edgewater Gulf Hotel, Edgewater Park,
include (I to r): Charles Newman, WCJU Columbia; C. J.
Wright Jr., WFOR Hattiesburg, vice president; Bob
McRaney, Mid-South Network; Max Sepaugh, WSLi
Defense Mobilization, 1405 G St.
N. W. Washington, D. C.
The four-minute talks may be live
or
taped, and aired
at theWilson
station's
convenience.
The first
recording will be available for delivery April 10. Thereafter, mailing schedules for each month will
be set up.
WIRO

PURCHASED

By WIKK Quartet
SALE of WIRO Ironton, Ohio, for
$58,000 plus a lease agreement was
announced last week by Glacus G.
Merrill, president of WIRO and
WHAR Clarksburg, W. Va.
Mr. Merrill is selling the station
to Theodore M. Nelson, vice president and general manager of
WIKK Erie, Pa., and other WIKK
officials: C. E. McElroy, assistant
manager; Patrick Shannon, commercial manager, and Clarence
Baker, chief engineer.
The Erie station has been sold,
pending FCC approval, to Edward
Lamb's E7-i€ Dispatch and WICU
(TV) there [B«T, March 10].
Mr. Merrill will retain WIRO
real estate and will lease it, under
a 20-year agreement, for $175 a
month.
Mr. Meri'ill said he is selling the
station to devote full time to
WHAR and Clarksburg television
activities.
WIRO is on 1230 kc with 250 w
and is a Mutual affiliate.
Promotion

Clinic

PLANS for a promotion clinic to
be conducted April 5 by the Intercollegiate Broadcasting System in
cooperation with WKCR, undergraduate radio station of Columbia
U., New York, were announced last
week. Speakers slated to participate include Leslie Harris, radio
and TV director for Colgate-Palmolive-Peet; Sydney H. Eiges, NBC
vice president in charge of press
and information, and Josef C. Dine,
NBC director of press, and Donald
Foley, WCBS New York director
of promotion.

Jaci<son, president; Granville Walters, WAML Laurel,
secretary-treasurer; Charles Holt, WHSY Hattiesburg;
Bob Evans, WELO Tupelo, past sec.-treas. and new board
member; Joe Phillips, WSSO Starkville; P. B. Hinman,
WROX Clarksdale, past president of the MBA and new
board member.

Gross and Net in '57
ABC
INCOME
Are during
Greater
'50
GROSS INCOME of ABC and subsidiaries
1951 Than
aggregated
$58,983,129 after discounts and rebates, compared to $45,879,660 in 1950,
Board Chairman Edward J. Noble said in an annual report to stockholders
■
*
last week.
Net income, as previously re- and United Paramount Theatres,
ported, amounted to $368,943 after the report showed long-term debt
provision for federal income taxes, totaling $10,575,748, including
$784,820 in installments due within
as against $84,605 the preceding
year [B»T, March 24].
Total assets were placed at $31,-f
Current assets as of the end of a year.
1951 were placed at $10,351,304,
025,927, of which $9,691,417 represented cost figures on buildings,
with current liabilities of $6,574,066, leaving a net working capital
equipment and leasehold improveof $3,777,238.
ments after deduction of reserves'
for depreciation and amortization;
"These results were accomplished
notwithstanding the necessity of $1,882,716 represented investment
in land, and $258,161, construction
reduction in radio rates of approxiin progress (for details on ABC
mately 15%, which was occasioned
by similar action on the part of building program, see story this,
issue).
:
our competitors," the report asserted. "They came about through
increased television activity and
AMER. HOME PRODUCTS
particularly the operation of the
five ABC owned television stations
Sales Increase 16% in
in New York, Chicago, Detroit,
ALL-TIME high sales total, climbLos Angeles and San Francisco.
ing 16% above the previous year
"However, in December 1951 a to reach $207,173,648, was listed by
weakness in ABC television busiPresident Walter F. Silbersack,
ness, and in the television business
American Home Products Corp.,
as a whole, was noted, and this
New
York, in the company's 26th
weakness appeared to be carrying
week.
annual stockholders' report last
over into the first quarter of 1952."
Increase in Affiliates
Net income before taxes was reMr. Noble noted that the ABC
ported as $26,063,781 as compared^
radio network grew from 297 to to $23,317,758 for 1950; net after
taxes
was
$11,565,373 for 1951 and
318 affiliates during the year while
$11,844,030 the previous year.
ABC TV had 64 affiliates and
Earnings per share, for about 20,reached approximately 16 million
000 stockholders, were $3.01 in
TV homes compared to 10.5 mil1951, seven cents lower than the
lion at the start of 1951.
". . . The principal problem of 1950 figure. Two dollar dividend
the operation of a television net- per share was paid both years.
work continued to be the scarcity
of television stations in so-called
Ruling Affirmed
one-station and two-station markets, resulting in the inability of INITIAL decision by a hearing exnetworks to clear programs for
aminer charging misrepresentation
broadcast in these markets," the by Covideo Inc., New York, has"
report continued. "It is hoped that been affirmed by the Federal Trade
Commission. The firm was ordered
the lifting of the television freeze
by the FCC will relieve this prob- to cease claims that it manufactures the coin-operated radio-TV
As indicated in ABC officials' ruary.
sets
it
sells. Examiner's ruling
testimony in current FCC hearings
was handed down in early Febon the proposed merger of ABC
lem."
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The CONTINENTAL Type
315 Transmitter, at left,
offers a deluxe design for
5 KW AM operation. It has
many features not ordinarily
incorporated in transmitters
of this class, including special
equipment for matching
transmitter output into
sharply tuned loads often
g^ncountered
in directional
arrays.
The Phasing Control and
Power Division Unit, at
right, is custom designed
to fulfill individual station requirements. It is
housed in a new style,
unified, all aluminum
cabinet, and is designed
to be a companion unit
to any of TINENTAL
the transmitters.
CONBROADCASTING
EQUIPMENT

ABOVE

USUAL

NAME

TO

AND

STANDARDS

REMEMBER

A recent addition to the CONTINENTAL
Type 314-2 1 KW AM Transmitter, atleft. Simplicity of design and
operation has been achieved without
sacrifice of refinement features found
in larger equipments. All aluminum
~«*5abinet of special, unified, fromeiess
desiiTTTiigWiiOreff^g' trarisvleW styling
with functional features affording
maximum accessibility, shielding, and
circulation of air for cooling.
Latest CONTINENTAL creation is the
new Type 312 250-watt Transmitter, at
right, which combines exceptionally fine
performance with extreme simplicity. It
has the same style of cabinet as the
Type 314-2 with attendant features.

Be sure fo see the Continental display at the NARTB Convention in
Chicago, March 3 1 through April 3.

Cv-nJLLM.,e.jtJLcLl.
MANUFACTURING
4212 S. Buckner Blvd.
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JOHN LESLIE, assistant manager
and program director, WDGY
Minneapolis, to WMBD Peoria, 111.,
as program director.
LEONARD DeNOOYER, ABC program analysis supervisor; named an
associate in CBS-TV research department.
GENE RAGLE, producer-director,
WLWT (TV) Cincinnati, to WLWC
(TV) Columbus as
program director.
LOIS VAN DEMARK, WLWD
(TV) Dayton continuity director, to
WSAZ-TV Huntington, W. Va., as
television fashion
coordinator.
JERRY LEIGHMr. Ragle
TON, WSAZ announcer, transfers to WSAZ-TV.
WALLY DOUGLAS, former WCAV
Norfolk, Va., announcer, returns to
station in that capacity replacing
JAMES FOX, resigned.
CORRIS GUY, homemaking commentator, KTLA (TV) Hollywood, elected
vice president of National Home Economics Assn.
BOB CADMAN, announcer, CFBC St.
John and CKMR Newcastle, to operator-an ouncer ofCBI Sydney.
GENE HODGES, WHED Washington,
N. C, to WRRF that city as sports
director.
NAGAYAMA HIROSHL producer-director. Radio Tokyo, visiting KNBH
(TV) Hollywood to observe American
TV technique.
WARREN HEWITT, sports director,
KIRX Kirksville, Mo., promoted to

NOTHING

THAN

ALAN R. FLETCHER, announcer,
WNHC-TV New Haven, Conn., and
Olive Miller were married March 20.

air-casters
program director replacing LEE
JONES who transfers to WGEM
Quincy, 111.
DONALD A. MACKENZIE, personnel
director. Stern Bros., N. Y., to NBC
that city in same capacity.
GLEN NANCE, WTOK Oklahoma City
announcer-writer, to WROL Knoxville, Tenn., announcing and production staff.
SAMUEL SHERMAN, staff director,
W A T V (TV)
Newark, N. J., to
CBS-TV, N. Y.
BYRON ENGLANDER, sportscaste r, WMGM
New York, named
director of sports
at WGBB Freeport, L. I.HARMON,
TOM
s p o rt s director,
Mr. Sherman KNX Hollywood,
named 1952 campaign chairman of
United Cerebral Palsy of Los Angeles
County.
FRANK ATWOOD, WTIC Hartford,
Conn., farm director, to represent
state as judge in the New England
Green Pastures essay contest for high
school students.
JOE FORTE, who portrays Horwitz
on CBS Radio Life With Luigi, assigned role in Columbia Pictures feature film, "Assignment Paris."

IS

FINER

FIRST!

(SAN DIEGO'S 24-HOUR MUSIC STATION)
KSON
IS FIRST
IN THREE
OUT
Of

FOUR

KSON
OF

IS

FIVE

DAYTIME
FIRST
OF

IN
ALL

PERIODS!
THREE

PERIODS!

Total Coincidental Colls
HOOPER /MZyi9 AUDIENCE INDEX
CITY ZONE
This Period 15,289
SHARE OF RADIO AUDIENCE
KSON
TIME
A B C D E
F
0.7 2.2 10.3 16.8 12.3
MON. thru FRI. 8 A.M.-I2 Noon 12.5 1517,57 14.1
13.3
16.5
13.7
6.0
0.8 4.0 8.7
MON thru>Rl^ 1 2 Noon-6 P.M. )3 9
12.3 19,0
8.7 20.4
SUN. 12 Noon-6;00 P.M.
11.3 13.5
11.8
18.7
11.4 19.6 22,2
7.4 13.7
9.3
SAT, 8:00 A M,.6:00 P.M.
0.7 4.0
13.8
10.6
24.8
19.9 9.4
0.7
SUN.
thru
SAT.
eve!,
600
P.M."
INDIVIDUAL EVENINGS: 6:00 P.M.-10:00 P. M.
SUNDAY
18.4
14.7 17,5
7.0
7.9 43.2
19.2 7.7
12.1
MONDAY
27.9
9,6 22.5
TUESDAY
20.0 12.3 18.0
9.4 30.7
12.3
23.5 11.4 20.5
WEDNESDAY
9.4 29.2 9.4
19.7
THURSDAY
22.0
7.9
14.3
7.9
28.3
17.5 21.5 18.9
18.8 7.5 9.6
FRIDAY
17.4 11.2 19.9
SATURDAY
26.1
13.7
9.9 19.0 13.0
Total Rated Time Periods 15.3 14.0 17.9
9.5

CALL "FORJOE" FOR KSON'S LOW, LOW
RATES COVERING SAN DIEGO'S BOOMING MASS MARKET 24-HOURS A DAYf
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CITY SAN DIEGO, CALIF.
MONTHS: JANUARY,
DECEMBER, 1952
1951G H
10.1 12.3 8.5
6.3 11.1 4.9
5.6 2,425
4.3 10.8
17.2 4.3 3,697
4.9
1,440
3.8 6.2 4.4 1,252
6,475
4.4 4.9
3.7
3.8 5.8 902
935
3.7
920
1.3 915
7.5
910
8.3
9.7
4.8 6^6
5.5
5.0 952
4.6
941
10.0
15,289

JEAN ROXI MASON, promotion department, WSYR Syracuse, appointed
member of committee on radio-TV of
Council of Churches, Syracuse and
Onondaga County.
.TACK GALE, WTBO Cumberland,
Md., disc jockey, to WSRS Cleveland
in same capacity.
ART GILMORE, announcer, CBS
Radio Dr. Christian, appointed 1952
campaign chairman for Red Cross,
Sherman Oaks, Calif.
DAVID MAYNARD named program
director at WHIL Medford, Mass.
AL ROGERS, WAVE Louisville, Ky.,
singing star, to WOAI-AM-TV San
Antonio, Tex., as vocalist on weekly
TV Dude Ranch and daily Radio Rodeo.
HARRY BABBITT, singing star on
Columbia Pacific Network Second Cup
of Coffee Club, awarded plaque from
Pacific Coast Transportation Advisory
Board for effort to promote better
shipping.
NED TOLLINGER, program coordiMBS, Hollywood,
"elected presidentnator,
of Friday
Night Marching
and
Chowder Club.
HARRY BOWLEY joins CKNW New
Westminster, B. C, as director of
publicity.
VICTOR FERGIE to announcing staff
of CBM Montreal.
JACK SAUNDERS, sales promotion
manager, KXYZ Houston, Tex., to
WFAA-TV Dallas
in same capacity.
LEE HAMILTON,
Canadian announcer, joinsWashingWMALAM-TV
ton.
ARTHUR
SMITH,
Worcester, Mass.,
to WEEI Boston as
announcer.
AL HIRSHBERG,
Mr. Saunders
sports
writer,
Boston Post,
to WEEI
Boston for series of sports broadcasts.
JIMMY COX, singer at KCSJ Pueblo,
Col., chosen top disc jockey in Country Song Roundup magazine contest.
ROSEMARY DeCAMP, who portrays
Nurse Judy on CBS Radio Dr. Christian, mother of girl, March 21.
DICK LINKROUM, director, CBS-TV
Alan Young Show and Jack Benny
Show, transfers to New York as director of CBS-TV Columbia Workshop. Mr. Linkroum married Verna
Hillie Gill, film actress, March 16 in
Hollywood.
CHARLES BURMINGHAM, continuity
director, KHQ Spokane, father of girl,
Janet Lesley, March 15.
HENRY CLARK, announcer, WTRY,
Troy, N. Y., and Lois Smith are to be
married April 26.
GEORGE FISHER, film commentator,
CBS Hollywood, father of boy,
March 18.
PATSY LEE, singer on ABC Breakfast Club, and Rick Lifvendahl are to
be married May 24 at Oakland, Calif.
DOUG JOHNSON, creator of Hawkins
Falls on NBC-TV, and MARILYN
MURPHY, NBC Chicago television
director, have returned from a twoweek
March honeymoon
5 wedding. in Florida after

A/avti • • •
RALPH G. GOULD, formerly with
WBAP-TV Fort Worth, to news staff,
WTIC Hartford, Conn.
HENRY
GLADSTONE,
w6r New
York newscaster, father of boy, John
Douglas, March 19.
BEN CHATFIELD, news director at
WMAZ Macon, Ga., father of boy,
March 20.

AD TRUTHFULNESS
Urged by Dallas League
A CAMPAIGN to further integrity
in advertising is being waged aggres ively bythe Dallas Ad League.
It is seeking "grass roots" backing
in its drive to keep advertising "consistently and intrinsically
truthful," according to its president, Duffield Smith.
The Dallas group is calling on all
advertising clubs in the country to
join it in a national crusade to preserve public confidence in advertising. "When you can't believe v^^hat
a man says, he not only speaks to
no avail but also tends to cast doubt
on
said.what all others say," Mr. Smith
The league has sent a copy of a
suggested resolution it adopted
March 21 to each advertising club
in the nation, asking it to approve
this or a similar resolution and
notify the Advertising Federation
of America of the action.
The new Dallas drive originated
from its Nov. 30 resolution attacking segments of the cigarette industry
use belief
of "copy
strategems
to
win for
public
of their
advertising messages which by implication attack the integrity of all adWarning was given by Mr. Smith
vertising."
that unless the advertising industry
adopts corrective measures through
self -regulation "we may well find
advertising in a strait jacket of
governmental regulation."
D.C. FM MONTH DRIVE
Newspaper Ads Are Planned
SERIES of four full-page newspaper ads pointing
up "FM has
Month",
in the District
of Columbia
been
authorized by RTMA President
Glen McDaniel in concurrence with
the association's officers and John
W. Craig, chairman of the FM
Policy Committee.
A full-page ad is being spotted
in each local Washington newspaper on the theme "FM and AM
Equal Complete Listening Pleasure." Ads call attention of readers
to fact that AM-FM receiver assure broader range of programs
and larger number of stations (12
instead
Series is for
reproduced'
and
sent ofto 7).
distributors
display.
Washington area campaign continues through April 15. Drive was
launched March 1 under the auspices of NARTB, FM broadcasters
and local distributors as well as
well as RTMA.
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When

STANDARD

offers

the

most:

ACCEPTANCE:
1. STANDARD reports are prepared in accordance with specifications laid down and
approved by the joint efforts of advertisers, agencies and broadcasters.
2. Your report is assured of acceptance by the fact that nearly 400 of the nation's top
buyers are using this type of data now.
UNIFORMITY:
1. Your STANDARD report is being prepared under completely uniform conditions,
all stations being measured at the same time in the same way.
PROTECTION:
1. The audience STANDARD reports is your TOTAL audience- -not just your audience
for a network show or listening at a particular time of day.
2. Your audience is computed from the latest available data for your area — Radio and
TV ownership from the U. S. Census and total households from the Sales Management 1952 figures.
QUALITY:
1. 670,000 ballots have been mailed to every nook and cranny of the country. This means
ALL 3,000 counties, 17,000 villages, 1700 cities. People have told us which stations
they hear — and how often.

2. You get a county-by-county and place-by-place report. No other coverage measurement offers this detail.
BONUS:

1.

In those counties where you have an audience, you get also the audience to competing
signals.

2. Your STANDARD report will be tailor-made. It will fit the individual characteristics
of your own coverage pattern and your own program structure and your own promotional efforts and your own audience acceptance.
We invite you again to participate in this huge, industry-wide effort to supply your customers tvith reliable, timely and uniform circidatioyi data for your station.
Ken Baker is at the
It's never too late to subscribe. Contracts are still being accepted.
Conrad Hilton to answer your inquiries.

STANDARD

audit

and

measurement

services,

inc

89 BROAD STREET, NEW YORK 4, N. Y.
WHITEHALL 3-8390
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Registration — Management Conference
(Continued from page 9Jf)
Leitzell, Ted, WEFM Chicago, 111.
Johnson, Albert, KOY Phoenix, Ariz.
Johnson, B. Ed, WRBL Columbus, Ga. Ind.Lemon, Bob, WTTV Bloomington,
Johnson, E. M., MBS, New York.
Lenwell, LeRoy W., KBRL McCook,
Johnson,
Neb.
son, Wis. Howard A., WIBA MadiJohnson, Leslie C, WHBF Rock
Levi, Win, Broadcasting • TelecastIsland. 111.
ing, Washington
Lewin, Richman G., KTRE Lufkin,
Johnson, Mott M., KFDX Wichita
Tex.
Falls, Tex.
Johnson, Walter C, WTIC Hartford,
Lewis, C. M., RCA Victor Div., CamConn.
den, N. J.
Lindberg, Carl L., WPIK AlexanJohnston,
Henry
P.,
WSGN
Birmingham, Ala.
dria, Va.
Linder, Harry, KWLM Willmar, Minn.
Jones, Bobbie. KWAK Stuttgart, Ark.
Lindow,
Lester W., WFDF Flint,
Jones,
Mich.
ton, N. C.E. Z. (Easy). WBBB BurlingLinebaugh,
W. H., WROL Knoxville,
Jones, George R., C. P. MacGregor
Tenn.
Company, Los Angeles. Calif.
Little,
Lee,
KTUC Tucson, Ariz.
Jones, Merle, CBS-TV New York.
Livesay, J. R., WLBH Mattoon, 111.
Jones, Richard R.. KWAK Stuttgart,
Ark.
Locke, C. B.. KFDM Beaumont, Tex.
Jones, Robert B. Jr., KRMG Tulsa,
Lodge, William, CBS-TV New York.
Okla.
Loers. Lloyd, WTAD Quincy, 111.
Jorgensen, Norman E.. Krieger &
Long. casting,
Maury,Washington
Broadcasting • TeleJorgensen. Washington, D. C.
Long, Walker, WSAZ Huntington,
Judge. Ralph J.. Horace N. Stovin
W. Va.
& Company, Toronto, Ontario.
Lord. Nathan, WAVE Louisville, Ky.
K
Va.Lovett, Eliot C, WTAR-TV Norfolk,
Kadow.
Loyet, Paul A., WHO Des Moines, la.
woc. Wis. Francis M., WOMT ManitoRaymond, WHAM Rochester,
Kahle, Douglas D., KCSJ Pueblo, Col. N. Lucia,
Y.
Kal. Norman, WAAM (TV) Baltimore,
Md.
Lund, Harold C, WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh, Pa.
Kapner, Leonard, WCAE, Pittsburgh,
Lyford, E. B., DuMont Network, New
Pa.
York.
Karns, Adna. Transcription Sales
Lyons, J. C, Weed & Co., New York.
Inc., Springfield, O.
Kaufman. Reuben R., Snader TeleM
scriptions. Beverly Hills. Calif.
Keller. Bob, Robert S. Keller Inc.,
McCartney, Richard, KUOA Siloam
New York.
Springs. Ark.
Kelley, F. J., WTSP St. Petersburg,
McCaw, Robert S., KXRN Renton,
Fla.
Wash.
Kelley,
Gaines.
WFMY-TV
GreensMcClary, Bob, KCOL Ft. Collins, Col.
boro, N. C.
McClung, Mrs. Hugh, KYOS Merced,
Kelley. Thomas R., WRCO Richland
Calif.
Center, Wis.
McClung, Isabelle, KVOR Colorado
Kelly, Ewing, KUGN Eugene, Ore.
Kelly. Frank W.. WBEN Buffalo. N. Y. Springs, Col.
McCollough,
Clair R., WGAL LancasKendrick, Herbert, WHGB Harrister, Pa.
burg, Pa.
McConnell, C. Bruce, WISH IndianKenkel, Fred, C. E. Hooper Inc., New
York.
apolis, Ind.
McConnell. Robert B., WISH IndianKennedy.
John
W.
Jr.,
WHAM
Rochester. N. Y.
apolis, Ind.
McCurnin, L. L., KAUS, Austin,
Kennedy, Vann M., KSIX Corpus
Minn.
Christi, Tex.
La.McDonald, Patt, WNOE New Orleans,
Kennon,
Leslie
L.,
KWTO
Springfield, Mo.
McDowell,
Robert E., WGBI ScranKerrigan, John H., WHO Des Moines,
ton.
Pa.
Iowa.
McGovern,
S.
H., KSO Des Moines, la.
King. Art. Broadcasting • TelecastMcGrath, William B., WHDH Bosing. Washington
ton. Mass.
King, Cy, WEBR Buffalo. N. Y.
Mclntyre, Frank C, KLIX Twin Falls,
King, Harold E., WTTH Port Huron,
Ida.
Mich.
McKay,
Kirby. Col. E. M.. U. S. Army Radio
bia. Tenn. R. M. Jr.. WKRM Colum& TV, Washington. D. C.
McKee. Donald, KOEL Oelwein, la.
Kline, Willard L.. KEPO El Paso, Tex.
McKenna. James A. Jr., Haley. McKobak. Edgar, WTWA Thomson, Ga.
Koehler, Edward G., DuMont TV Kenna & Wilkinson, Washington, D. C.
McRaney, Bob, WCBI Columbus, Miss.
Network. New York.
Mack, Robert W., WIMA Lima, Ohio.
Koehler, Frank E., WROV Roanoke,
Va.
MacKay,cilities,J.Toronto,
S., Ont.
All-Canada Radio FaKoelker,
Madsen. Arch L., KOVO Provo, Utah.
doah. Iowa Anthony J., KMA ShenanManship, Douglas L., WJBO Baton
Koteen,
Attorney, WashRouge, La.
ington, D. Bernard,
C.
Marget, Manny, KVOX Moorhead,
Kmety, Violet, WEFM Chicago, 111.
Knight, Frances, WORX Madison, Ind. Minn.
Marsh,
Ken. KWNO Winona. Minn.
Kramer, Worth, WJR Detroit, Mich.
Marshall.sonvil e, FGlenn
Jr., WMBR-TV JackKritser, Tom. KGNC Amarillo, Tex.
la.
Krueger,
ter, Mass. Herbert L., WTAG WorcesMartin.
Dwight
W., WLW Cincinnati, Ohio.
Kyle, James W., WTVR Richmond,
Mason, R. T., WMRN Marion, Ohio.
Va.
Richard H., WPTF Raleigh,
Kynaston, Don D., WMBD Peoria, 111. N.Mason,
C.
L
Mason.
William
C, KDIX Dickinson,
N, D.
Lackey,
F.
Ernest.
WHOP
HopkinsMayborn,
Frank
W., KTEM Temple,
ville. Ky.
Tex.
Laird, Ben A.. WDUZ Green Bay,
Mayes. Wendell, KNOW Austin. Tex.
Wis.
Meagher, John F., KYSM Mankato,
Minn.
La.Lamar, Charles W. Jr., KCIL Houma,
Meeker. Robert D. C. Robert Meeker
Lancaster, W. Hanes Jr., WJHL JohnAssociates, Inc., New York.
son City, Tenn.
Megargee. Mary, WGBI Scranton, Pa.
Land, Thomas S., WROY Carmi, 111.
Megargee,
Mrs. Frank, WGBI ScranLandsberg, Klaus, KTLA (TV) Los
ton. Pa.
Angeles, Calif.
Mplton,
Chas.
D., WSIC Statesville,
N. C.
La.Lanford, T. B., KRMD Shreveport,
Mendelsohn. Monroe. Snader TeleLanglois, New
C. O..York.
Lang-Worth Feature
scriptions. Inc., Beverly Hills, CaUf.
Programs,
Meredith, E. T., WOW Des Moines,
Langlois,
John New
D., Lang-Worth
Fea- Iowa.
ture Programs,
York.
Lasky, Philip G., KPIX (TV) San
Metzger, T. W., WMRF Lewistown,
Pa.
Francisco, Calif.
Laubengayer.
R.
J.,
KSAL
Salina,
Meyer, A. G., KMYR Denver, Col.
Kans.
Meyer, F. W., KMYR Denver, Col.
Lawrence,
Craig,
WCBS-TV
New
Mickelson, Sig, CBS-TV New York.
York.
Miller,caster, PaHarold
E., WGAL-TV LanLayman, Mike, WSFC Somerset, Ky.
.
Lajme, C. N., KID Idaho Falls, Ida.
Miller.
Judge
Justin,
NARTB, WashLeake, James C, KOMA Tulsa, Okla.
ington, D. C.
Lee, Carl E., WKZO-TV Kalamazoo,
Mich.
Miller, Neville, Miller & Schroeder,
Washington, D. C.
Mo.LeGrand, Felix J., KFRU Columbia,
W.Miller,
Va. Paul J.. WWVA Wheeling,
Ind.Leich, Martin L., WGBF Evansville,
Milligan, Merritt, WTAD Quincy, 111.
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Mills, E. P. Jr., WELL Battle Creek,
Mich.
Milsten, David R., SESAC. New York.
Mitchell, L. S., WDAE Tampa, Fla.
Mnich, William R., WJEH Gallipolis,
Ohio.
Monaghan,
Frank, WGBI Scranton,
Pa.
Moore. F. Sibley, WJR Detroit, Mich.
Moore, Louis J. F.. Robert Meeker
Associates. Inc., New York.
Moreland, Earl. WMC Memphis, Term.
Morency, Paul W., WTIC Hartford,
Conn.
Morris.
olis. Ohio. Truman A., WJEH GallipMorton, J. Archie. KJR Seattle, Wash.
Mosby, A. J.. KGVO Missoula. Mont.
Mullins, John C, KPHO Phoenix,
Ariz.
Murphy. K. H., KSO Des Moines, la.
Pa.Murray, Louis H., WPAM Pottsville,
Musselman,
B. Bryan, WSAN Allentown.
Pa.
Myers. Frank O., KCMC Texarkana,
T6X -Ark
Myers, W. F., SESAC Inc., New York.
N
Nasman,
Leonard
E.,
WFMJ Youngstown, Ohio.
Neal, Bob. WERE Cleveland, Ohio.
Nearv, John F., Lehigh Structural
Steel Co., New York.
Neely. Hal. G.. Allied Record Mfg.
Co.. Hollywood, Calif.
Nelson, Ella, NARTB, Washington,
D. Nelson,
C.
Ralnh, WDSM Superior, Wis.
Newens, W. J.. KOIL Omaha, Neb.
Nimmons,
Ralph W., WFAA-TV Dallas. Tex.
Noe, Gov. James A., KNOE Monroe,
La.
Nord, Evans A., KELO Sioux Falls,
S. Norman.
D.
Hugh R.. KSTT Davenport,
Iowa.
Nunn, Gilmore N., WLAP Lexington,
Kv.
Nybo, Ken, KBMY Billings, Mont.
O
Gates, William M., KSBW Salinas,
Calif.
O'Fallon, Gene Jr., KFEL Denver,
Col.O'Fallon. Gene. KFEL Denver, Col.
O'Hara. J. M.. WMAN Mansfield, O.
O'Harrow.
zoo. Mich. John W., WKZO KalamaOhrt, Herbert R., KGLO Mason City,
Iowa.
Olin.
BrufT W. Jr., WAAB Worcester. Mass.
Oliphant. Paul, WLAC Nashville,
Tenn.
Olson. R. W., KWOA Worthington,
Minn.
Orr. W. I., WBNS Columbus, Ohio.
Outler, John M. Jr.. WSB Atlanta. Ga.
Owen, E. M., KXEL Waterloo, Iowa.
P
Page, Allan, KSWO Lawton. Okla.
Page, N.Roger
Jr.. WAAA WinstonSalem,
C.
Parham, Carter M.. WDEF Chattanooga. Tenn. Geer, WBNS Columbus. O.
Parkinson.
Patt.troit,John,
Goodwill Stations. DeMich.
Patterson, W. Kenneth. WSIV Pekin,
111.Paul, Sol, Broadcasting • Telecasting, New York
Paulserove. Wm. H., WJEJ Hagerstown. Md.
Peard. timore,Leslie
H. Jr., WBAL-TV BalMd.
Pearse. Bernard P.. Weed & Co.,
Detroit, Mich.
Peck. Harry, WDGY Minneapolis.
Minn.
Peffer, John, WTAR Norfolk. Va.
Pengra, Marshall H., KGKB Tyler,
Tex.
Petersen, Milo J., KGEM Boise, Ida.
Peterson, C. B., Branham Co.. Chicago, 1 1. Edwin R.. Keystone BroadPeterson.
casting System,
Chicago,
111.
Peterson,
Howard
O., KMTV
(TV)
Omaha, Neb.
Petranoff, Bob, WTTV (TV) Bloomington, Ind.
Petry, Edward, Edward Petry & Company,
York. Frederic W. Ziv
Philley. Inc..W.NewBennett,
Company, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Charles F., WFBL Syracuse,
N. Phillips,
Y.
Pierce, R. Morris, WDOK Cleveland,
Ohio.
Pink, Jack L., KONO San Antonio,
Tex.
Pinkerton, Jane, Broadcasting •
Telecasting, Chicago
Pinkston, D. P., KSEL Lubbock, Tex.
Pittman, Chas. W., WBML Macon, Ga.
Pontius, Donald L., Robert Meeker
Associates,
Inc., San Francisco, Calif.
111.Potter, Ben.
H., WHBF Rock Island,

Ky.Potter, David, WNAE Warren, Pa.
Potter, Hugh O., WOMI Owensboro
N. Poyner,
C.
Graham B., WPTF Raleigh
Pratt, Robert L., KGGF Coffeyville
Kans.
Pratt, Stanley R., WSOO Sault Ste
Marie, Mich.
Prendergast, Frank J., WGBF Evansville, Ind.
Price.
Falls,
Pa. Thomas B., WBVP Beaver
Provost, D. L., WBAL-TV Baltimore
Md,
Pryor, Emerson J., WDVA DanviUe
Va.
Pyle, Wm. D., KVOD Denver, Col.
Q
Quaal, casting
WardService,L.,Washington,
Clear ChannelD. BroadC.
Quartoh, William B., WMT Cedar
Rapids, Iowa.
Quick, Rodney A., WDSM Superior
Wis.
R
Radetsky, Ralph, Metropolitan TV
Company,
Col. (TV) Los An
Raibourn, Denver,
Paul, KTLA
geles,
Calif. Odin S., KDAL Duluth
Ramsland,
Minn.
Rasp, Edward C. Jr., DuMont Labs
Upper
Rawls,Montclair,
Richard N.B.,J. ABC-TV New
York.
Read, Louis, WDSU New Orleans, La
Reese, John, WROL Knoxville, Tenn
Reineke, E. C, WDAY Fargo, N. D
Reinsch, J. Leonard, WSB Atlanta
Tex.
Ga.Rembert, Clyde W., KRLD Dallas
Reynolds, Donald W., KFSA Ft
Smith, Ark.
Reynolds, Robert O., KMPC Los An
geles,
Rhys,Calif.
Noel, Keystone Broadcastin
System,
New G.York.
Richards,
P., WHBL Sheboygan
Wis.
Richards, Ronald, WFMJ Youngs
town, Ohio.
Riesen, John Easley, KVSO Ardmore
Okla.
Rine, William E., WWVA Wheeling
W.Rines,
Va. William H., WCSH Portland
Maine.
Rivers, John M., WCSC Charleston
S. Roberson,
C.
Howard, KLYN Amarillo
Tex.
Roberts, Jack, KHUZ Borger, Tex.
Robertson, B. G., KWKH ShreveRobinson,
port, La. King H., KATL Houston
Tex.
Rogers, Lawrence H. II, WSAZ HuntW. Va. M., Allied Record Mfg
Rogers,ington,Peter
Co.,
New
York
Rogers, Thomas A., WCLT Newark, O
Rollins, O. Wayne, WRAD Radford
Va.
RoUo, Reed T., Kirkland, Fleming
burgh
Green,
D. C. Martin & Ellis, Washington
Roscoe, W. S., Blaw-Knox Co., PittsRosen. timore,Leonard,
TV Adv. Assoc. BalMd.
Rosenhaus, Irving R. WATV (TV)
Newark, N. J.
Roslow. Dr. Sidney, The Pulse, Inc.
New York
Rosner, Bennett S., RCA Recorded
Program
Serv., KLPR
New York
Ross, Byrne
Oklahoma City
Tex.
Okla.
Roth, Eugene, KONO San Antonio,
111.Rothschild, Walter, WTAD Quincy,
B. J., WGY Schenectady,
N. Rowan,
Y.
Runnerstrom. R. O., WLOK Lima, O
Frank M., NBC Washington
D. Russell,
C.
Russell, James D. KVOR Colorado
Springs,
Russell, Col.
Percy H. Jr., Kirkland, Fleming, Green, Martin & Ellis, WashingH
ton, D. C.
Kv.Rutledge, John T., WVJS Owensboro,
Fla.Ruwitch. Lee, WTVJ (TV) Miami
Ryan. William B., BAB New York
S
Saddler,
L., KMTV (TV'
Omaha,
Neb. OwenWKJF
Sales, Andrew
Pittsburgh, Pa
Sammons, Elizabeth, KSCJ Sious
City, Iowa
I
Sanders, Ernest C, WOC Davenport
Iowa
J. Dudley, WIS Columbial
S Saumenig,
C
Scheier, Joel H. WIRY Plattsburgl
N. Scherer.
Y.
Jacob P., WHFB Bentor
Harbor,
Mich.
(Continued
on page 105)
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NEWS

SPOT
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S

SWITCHE

FROM

News
CHICAGO

STATIONS

KEYS

DISC-JOC

TO

WENR

Simply Simon now on
ABC Radio with
Hour- Long Show
CHICAGO. Simply Simon (Ernie Simon
d "one of
has been calleAmeri
in real life),topwhodiscca,
jockeys m
the three
exh
returned to radio this past mont
clusively over WENR. A sensation with
Chicago audiences right from the start,
Simon stepped out of radio last October
to devote his full time to television. Now
he is back, playing hit recordings on
WENR every evening, Monday through
Friday, from 10:30 to 11:25 pm.
A gloom chaser par excellence, Simon
he's
endous results whether
gets y trem
two refunn or serious. For instance, gift
docent announcements asking for
ren
child
eged
ivil
r-pr
unde
for
nations
to
brought over $5,000 mail responsedays.
three
next
the
n
withi
on
stati
the
One reason for this seUing success is
his vast and loyal Chicago following.
Another is that Simon works hard to
tell his sponsors' stories effectivelylsand
convincingly. For complete detai on
how Simply Simon can help you sell
your product, contact your ABC spot
sales representative— today.

LATE

.
platter chatter to station WENR last month
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NEWS

City's fabulous
The Motor
DETROIT. Jack
the Bellboy, has moved
ockey,
disc-j
s key station, WXYZ. If you
ABC'
to
read
want more sell in this rich market,insert
.
the details on the back page of this
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"MM

0
I
0

1

- ,p
Ph'lh
^
'
6:30
6:45
7:00
7:15
7:30
7:45
8:00
8:15
8:30
8:45
9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45
11:00
11:15

CI 1 K. UAY
MBS
CBS
L
Pearson Pharm
r B'rei?
Caffer Pearson
Pr'oifs. My Friend Irma Gabby
QuakerHayes
Show
(127)
(131)
Seeman Bros.
Mod. Headlines
C-P-P Denials
; Here(268)Comes
R
Nick Carter
the Band
Shave Creams
S
Our Miss Brook
(193)
"
State(6:55-7)
Farm Ins.
C. Brown
Tob.
Co.
CBC Winnipeg Amcr.
AHairs ol
Concert
(alt.)CB( Jack Benny
Peter Salem
Vancouver
(199) R
Sympliony
The Great
Adventure
S
"

Rexall
Amos 'n' Andy
(192)

Little
Symphonies

Coca-Cola
Stop the Music Charlie
S
Show McCarthy
(201)
"•PP

Great Day
Show

NBC
Texas Rangers
Joel McCrea
Reynolds Metal
The (175)
Big Show
•OT
The Big Show
OT

HarrisRCA& Faye
(180)

(26)MOh ^IDAY
ABC
CBS
MBS
NBC
Lite Ins,
News
Not in Service Metro.
Allan Jackson
Kid
Strips
6-7 p.m.
Mon-Fri
Bob Warren
Repeat tl
S
You and
the World
S
Sports Review
Stern's
NoBill(MM)
Network
No Service
Service
PSG Ivory
Co-op
Sun (34)
OilExtra
Co.
Co-op
3-Star
Lowell Thomas
(106)
Co-op
PSGDrelt—Oxyd.BeulahLava
Headline
Fellon(349)
Lewis Jr. Pure
News OilTimeCo.
Edition
PSG
Tide
(125) R
(33)
Date
No Network
Elmer Davis Jack Smith Show Dinner
Co-op
S
Service
(153) RSoup
General
Mills Campbell
Miles Labs
Beltone alt. wks. News
Lone(153)
Ranger
Club 15
oi World
Gabriel Heatter
(162)
(165)
R
Miles
Am.
Oil-Hamm.
(7:45-7:55) 1 Man's Labs
Family
(See ioolnote) Ed. R. Murrow Mutual
Newsreel
(101)
General Motors Elec. Auto-Lite
(159)(181)HHour
R
Woman
Henry Taylor
Railroad
the Yearoi
Suspense
(186)
World(159)Wide
AAoiftR's
Flashes
"
S
(Co-op)
Firestone
Lever-Lipton
The Big Hand Godtrey
Voice ol(142)Firestone
Talent DoesCrime
Not
Pay
S
Scouts (166) R
"
"
"
Paul Whiteman
Bell Telephone
Lever—
Lux
Crime
Teen Club Theatre
Lux Radio
Telephone
(180)
S
(176) RHour
Co-op
Fighters
"
"
Cities Service
Baudot America
Home
Front
War Front(103)" N
"
Co-op
News ol
A. F. ol L
R. Bob
J. Reynolds
Tomorrow
Hawk Frank
Album
Edwards Musical
Liie (99)
(10-10:30)
S
(1J5)
AlMontgomery
Goodman's
Dream
Show (179) ' 1Mystery
Love A
Harbor
(10:30-10:35)
TimeS For
Dangerous
Phillips
Petro
Protam
Deiense
Rex Allen Show Amer.
Health Quiz
Assignment
S
(MM)
(68)
Co-op
Robert Q.
Dance
Orch.
(10:35-11)
Waxworks
Talking
Baukhage
News
News irom NBC

U. S. steel
Philip Morris
Slop the Music Playh.
Hour
on Bwy. Enchanted
Theatre Guild
on the Air (177
(188)
Lorillard
Slop the Music
(197)
Warner-Hudnul
Walter Winchell Screen
TheatreGuild Opera Concert
(287)
Electric Cos.
Meet Corliss
Sterling
Archer (2S7)
The 564
Meet Millie John J.HourAnthony
Question
S
The Three
Suns
S
Burton Diiie
ThisEurope
Is Free Starsft IDBlueKhaki
(10-10:05)
Bob Trout
Corp.,
Paul
S
Harvey (118)
. GloriaShowParker
The(10:03-30)
People Act
S
Co-op
Music
Stringsloi Tin Pan Valley
Wittnauer
George
LonginesS
Sokolsky Choraliers (157)
Dr. Gino
S
NewsNBCirom
Nens
News
News
k< S
Thinking
Thoughts
Clilton Ulley Sports Report
Music
Out Loud
In Passing
S
S
(11:15-25)

Dance
Orchestra
Co-op

9:00 A^

Message
Israel ol
S

Elder Michiui World News
Happiness Hour Lockwood Doty
We Hold
These Truths
Christian Rei. Carnival ol
Books
BackChurch
to God
Hudson Coal
DSH Miners
Spl. (14)
Radio
Bible
National
Church oi Air
Class
Radio
Pulpit
S
S
(311)

NegroChoirs
College
S

Voice oi
Prophecy
(J27)

OperaAlbum

9:15
9:30

Prophecy, Inc.
Voice oi Prophec
(99)

9:45
10:00

Trinity
Choir
News
S
E.Biggs
Power

10:15
10:30
10:45
11:00

Fine Arts
Quartet
S

11:15
11:30

The Christian
In Action
S

Wm.
Hillman
American
Ptotam Corp.
Health Quiz
Invitation to Northwestern U.
Review
S
S
Learning*

Salt Lake Cily
Tabernacle

11:45
12:00 N
12:15 P^
12:30

News
S
Brunch Time
Ci-op
Piino
Playhouse

Platlorm
People's
Howard K.
Smith
BillNews
Costello

College Choirs
Co-op
Bill Cunningham

Dawn Bible
Frank ft Ernest
Vandeventer ft
Churches ol
Christ Herald ol Striag Serenade The Newt
Truth (118)
S
American
tjm Corp.ProHealth Quiz

News
BreakiasI Club
Swill(»6)8 Co.
Breakiast Club No Service
(290) R
Phiico Corp
Breakiast Club
(289)Drug Toni-Wander
Sterling
My True Story Arthur Godirey
(212)
Lever-Rinso
(178) R ft
Pillsbury GodPepsodenI,
irey (181) R
Mills Arthur Godirey
Whispering
ArtDr.oiPeale
Living General
Streets (224)
S
News
(192) Biscu
R t
Philip Morris National
Arthur Godirey
Highlights Against
the
Storn
S
(193) R
Faultless
LeverJourney
Bros. Liggett
Myers
Lone
Arthur ftGodirey
Starch Time -r^
Morning
(257)
(55)
Spl.
When a Girl
(199) R
Marries
Serenade
S
S
ContnL
Baking
Bristol-Myers
U.N. Is
Grand(51)Slam
(MWF)
My $Beat
(290)
Ivory Snow
Philip Morris PESRosemary
TBA
(TuTh)
Break the(257)
Bank
(141)Foods
General
Prudential
Viewpoint TheShow
Jack (251)
Bereh Wendy Warren
USA
Lever Jenny
Bros.
Aunt
VictorSerutan
Lindlahr
TBA
(149)
The Eternal
Whitehall
Not in Service Helen(171)Trent
Light
S
Our Whitehall
Gal Sunday
Co-op
PSG (170)
Ivory, Spii
t Span, lig
Critic at Large PailCo-op
Harvey
Sister (150)
Mike 15
Ma Perkins
Ted Milue
(til)

U.N.
Highlights
i, _ Co-op
Robt. Hurleigh
(Co-op)
Tell Your
Harmony
Neighbor
Co-op
Rangers
(92)
Cecil Brown
Co-op
Lanny Ross
Take a Number
Sterling Drug
Ladies
11-11:25Fair
A Day
Lorillard-Krait
Queen lor
MilesMassey
Labs
Curt
Time
Kellogg
JohnsonNewtft Son
(12:15-12:25)
Carl Smith
(12:25-12:30)
Co-op
Faith In
Our Time
Cedric Foster
Oil tl Service

News ol
the World
Morgan Beatty

ABC
Not in Service

Co-op
Co-op
Headline
Edition
Elmer Davis
General
Mills
Silver Eagle
(137)
"
Newsstand
Theatre
S
"
Escape With
Me
Co-op
S
"
Town Meeting

TUESDAY
Strips
CBS Ins. Kid MBS
NBC
News
Metro.Lile
Allan Jackson
Repeal of
Bob Warren
You(26)and
S
the World
S
Sports
Review
No (MM)
Network
NoPSGService
Ivory
BillService
Stern's
Sun OilExtra
Co.
3-Star
Lowell Thomas
Co-op
PSGOreil—Oxyd.
(106)BeulahLava Fulton(349)
Oil Co.
Lewis Jr. Pure
News(33)Time
Co-op
PSG TideR
(29)
Network
Jack (125)
Smith Show Hazel Market NoService
Miles Labs.
(153) Lee
R Cuna, Mutual Ins. News
oi World
Peggy
Gabriel
Healter
S
Show
(162)
Am.
(101)Murrow Mutual
(7:45-7:55)
Ed. R.Oil-Hamm.
Newsreel 1 Man's Family
Mars
Miles
Labs '
(160)
The Blaik
duPontH R
People Are Funny
Cavalcade(162)
oi
America
Museum
(179)
(Co-op)
"
C-P-P Shampoos
Lewis-Howe Co.
Shave Cream
(169)
3 18 Barrie
oi Doctor Craig
Mr. S Mrs. North StoryKildare
"
Wm(187)Wrigley
R
Official
Liie (186)
oi Luigi
LiggettHopeS Myers
Deteitive lob
Chesteriield(176)
"

The Line-up
Chr. S. Publ. Co.
Chr. S.News
Monitor(15)
Views
News oi
Candidates
Tomorrow
and Issues
S
Dream Harbor
«
S
or Not;
S
"
United—
Band
S
Sports SReport

Traveler
Mysterious
Co-op
"

"
'ibber McGee &
Pet Milk
Molly
(158)
"
Philip Morris
Eddie
Cantor
Liie (100)
Montgomery
(137)

WEDN
Liii m.
ABC Meiri. CBS
Not in Service Allan Jackson
You and
the World *PP
Co-op
S
No Service
Co-op
PSG— Ivory
Lowell Thomas
'SG Oxyd. Lava
«
Oreil-(106)Beulah
Edition
Headline
PSG fide
lack (125)
Smith RShow
Elmer Davis Camabell Soup
General
Mills
Club
Lone Ranger
(16)) ISRR
(153)
(153)
Am. Oil-Hamm.
Sterling Drug Ed.
R. Murrow
(See ioolnote) Lever-Lilebuoy
(101)
Mystery(288)Theatre Big Town
(153) R
The Top" Guy
Chesebrough
Dr. Christian
Co-op
"
Co-op
Mr. President

(182) R
Amer.
lately
SkeltonRazor(197)Red

«

"
Bing
Crosby
Liggett S Myers

Crossiire
"

A. F.Edwards
oi L
News oi
Frank
Tomorrow
S
(28)
Mystery
1 Love A
Dream S Harbor
(10:30-10:35)
Dance
Quarter
he Man
Co-op
"X" Called Latin
Waxworks
Orchestra
Orchestra
S
S
"
(10:35-11)
Robert Q's
Talking
Baukhage
'
Band
S
News Co-op
News irom NBC
Dance
U.N.
News oi
Orchestra
S
the World
Beally Sports Report
Highlights Morgan

H|HH||H
' No Network ! Today
ABC
CBS
MBS
NBC
Network Opens Howdy-Doody
No School
News
10 a.m.
Service
(83)
No Service
Brown Shoe
Ed McConnell
Ferry-Morse
Garden
Gate
Andrews
Archie
(126)
Smilin'
PSG, Welcome
Miscellaneous
SLMelodies
Louis
Program
Travelers
(193) R
S
S
(144)
Galen•(154)Drake
Ralston
PetStoryMilk
Campbell
Bruce
Double or Nothing
tary (144)
Lee Taylor
Space(284)Patrol
MacFarlane
Quiz Kids
(140)
Helen Hall
Let's Pretend
Junior
C-P-P
Cream
ol Wheat
Junction
Benj.
Moore
Your Home
Strike It Rich
My Secret
S
(171)
Beautilul
(11:15-11:25)
Adventure on
Love Story
Eddie Fisher Cannon Mills Thunder Hill
BobC-P-P
ft Ray
Hollywood
Give S Take U.S.Band
Marine
S
S
(147)
Show
Armour
Dial Dave
Garroway(173)
News
(151)
At Noon
Armstrongoi Today
Cork
No Network 101 Ranch Boys Theatre
S
Service
(117)
theManFarman
Public Ailairs
The Kate
Smith
Show
S
5thQuaker
Army
(MM)
Band
American Carnation, Stars
U.S.
Over Hollywood
Farmer
Marine Band
S
(153)
No Service
Network
Allis-Chalmers
Navy Hon Grand.Cen.Sti.
Toni
Dance Orch latLHoarFarm(174)ft H.
S
(171)
tf
u
u

1:30 PM

(198)
«
Pabst Blue
Ribbon Bouts
(170)

News
Dance
Orchestra

ABC
Vespers
S

1:45
2:00

Marines
Review In
S

2:15

San Francisco
Sketch Book
S

2:30
2:45
3:00
3:15
3:30
3:45
4:00

Around
World theS
This Week >
Ir Billy Graham
lour ol Decision
(229)
iospel
Bcstg. Co.
Old-Fashioned
levival Hr. (242)

4:15
4:30
Sunday
4:45
5:00
5:15
5:30
5:45 PM

Serenade
Sammy
Kayo's
Greatest
GoodyearStory
(289)

ESDAY
Ref MlStriMti
Kii

Fultoii Lewis Jr.
(1«)
S\it Lines
(Co-op)
Nouema
Gabriel Heattei
Co-op
7:45-7:55
Mutual Nensreel
MGM Musical
Comedy Theatre
of the Air

News
Bok Warrea
$
Bill
Stern's
Sports Renew
(MM)
No Network
Service
Sun Oil Co.
3-Star Eitra
Pure 041Oil Co.
News Time
(14)
No Network
Service
Miles Labs
News of World
Miles(162)Labs
1 Man's Family
(159) H R
Schlilz Brewing
Halls of Ivy
(175)
Kraft
Gildersleeve
(ISO)

Out ol the
Thunder
"

DeSoto Plymouth
Dealers, You Bel
Your Life (183)

Family
Theatre
$

Am. Cig. S Cig.
The Big Story
(17()

Silent Men D
A.F.0IL
Frank Edwards Fairbanks, Jr.
(1351
10-10:3D S
Life (99)
Co-op
1 Love A
Montgomery
Mystery
(10:30-10:35)
Willson
Amer. Prolam Meredith
Music Room
Health Quiz
s
(10:35-11)
Dance Orch.
Co-op
Baukhage
Talking
U.N.
Highlishts

News from
NBC
News of
the World
Morgan Beatty

FRIDAY
THURSDAY
AHr
rni;
mr<; wnr
ARr
(-Rc:
Kiar
News
Una Mae
Metro. Life Ins. KidAiinc
Metro. Lile Ins.
Strips
News
Allan
Jackson
Lionel
Ricau
Lionel
Ricau
Not
in
Service
Kid
Strips
Not ia Service Allan Jackson
Repeat of
Repeat
ol
Carlisle
S
S
S
(21)
Co-op
You(21)and
and
Alert America
the World
theYouWorld
S
S
$
Sports
Review
Bill(MM)
Stern's
Sports(MM)Review
Bill
Stern's
No
Network
No
Network
No
Service
No Service
Service
Harry Wismer
(33)
P8G—(106)Ivory
P8G— Ivory
SunService
OilExtra
Co.
3-Slar
Sun
OilExtra
Co.
Co-op
Lowell Thomas
Lowell Thomas
3-Star(32)
Co-op
Management
S
Co-op
(106)
P8G
Oiyd.BeulahLava Fulton Lewis Jr. Pure Oil Co.
Oiy. Lava
Lewis Jr. Pure Oil Co.
Dreft—
Headline
Co-op
News
Time
Headline P&G—
Dreft— Beulah Fulton(349)
News Time
LaborEdition
(125) R
Co-op
Edition
(33)
(125) R
P8G-Tide
Mr. (349)
Mystery
Rukeyser
P&G-Tide
No
Network
No
Network
Smith Show
(30)
Elmer Davis lack (153)
Elmer Davis Jack Smith Show Reports (Co-op)
Co-op
Service •OTBert Andrews
Service
R
(153)
R
Campbell
Soup
Dinner At The
General
Mills
General Mills
Miles
Labs
Credit
Union
Miles
Labs
Peggy
Murine Co.
Nat'lCo-opAssn. News of World Lone Ranger
ShowLee
Room
Club 15
Silver Eagle
Gabriel Heatter News of World GreenParty
S
S
Gabriel Heatter
(153)
Miles
Labs
(137)
Am.
Miles Labs *0T
Dancing
Am. Oil-Hamm.
R
"
7:45-7:55
1 Man's(162)Family
7:45-7:55
Ed. R.Oil-Hamm.
Murrow
1 Man's(162)Family (See lootnole) Ed. (165)
R. Murrow Mutual
Newsreel
Mutual
Newsreel
(101)
(160) H R R. J. Reynolds
Adventures
Cafe Istanbul F.B.I, (101)
General
(138)Foods
Modern
in Peace & Adventures
ol Maisie
M. Dietrich
TBA
Richard Diamond Musicland
War
(159)Rogers
HR
USA
Roy
S •PP
S
of Casanova
(285)
"
"
"
«
(Co-op)
The Big
(Co-op)
£
Keen Tracer Equitable Life
TheFamily
Hardy ft.
Defense Altorne) Hall Bros.
Gracie
Fields TheLewisMartin
Time
ol Lost Persons This Is Your FBI
Show
Hallmarkhouse Play(186) R
Show
"
(280) R
Doris
Day
GF-Postum
L&M Fatima
Pal Blade
Lorillard
Coca-Cola
Theatre
Magazine
Mario
Lanza
Amateur Hour Mr. Chameleon Rod 8 Gun Club
Ozzie Heinz
8 Harriet
Dragnet
Show (192)
(162)
(285)
Show
(171)
R
"
(288)
Co-op
Short Story
Counterspy
Gulf
Refining Bristol-Myers
Armed Forces
Stars in
"
Roundup
Review
Mr. District Atty. Waxworks
The Air
S
(123)
Robert
Q's
Foreign
(135)
"
Reporter's
"
"
«
Co-op
Reporter
S
(see (288)
lootnote)
A.
P.olL.
Saturday
at
A.F.of
L
Amer.
Tob.
Co.
News ol
Bob
Gillette of (10-10:05)
FrankCo-op
Edwards Your Hit Parade Cavalcade
Trout News Frank Edwards NightS Beat
Tomorrow
Shamrock
Waxworks
Sports (283) Capitol Cloakrm.
s
s
Robert Q's
(28)
(180)
Club Can Do
Ule "(99)
Mystery
1
Love
A
1
Love
A
Mystery
S
Life (100)
The Three
Montgomery
Hotel Edison Presidential
Amer.
Dance
Montgomery
Dance
"
Health Protam
Quiz
Orchestra
Profiles
Page
Orchestra
Suns
Co-op
(10:30-10:35)
Orchestra
S
S
(10:30-10:35)
Hollywood American Sports
Bill Stern
"
Co-op
Dance
Orch.
Music Boi
(10:35-10:45)
S
Talking
(10:35-11)
NewsNBCfrom
Baukhage
Baukhage
Talking
NBC
News
News
irom
News
Band
News
News
S
S
S
News ol
Highlights
^ News of
Buddy
Dance
U.N.
U.N.
Sports SReport
the World
TrioWeed
Dance
Sports SReport
the World
Highlights Morgan
MorganBeally
Orchestra
Orchestra
Beatty
5

SATURDAY
(MM)
News
Smiley Whitley
Show
Bob News
Warren jjimJ
UN on the
"
1. V. Kaltenborn
Record
Roundup
CBS Radio
NBC
Symohony
Reoort
Co-op
From
Pentagonthe
6:30 1
Orchestra
News
)1
LarrySports
LeSeuer
Organ
Music
6:45
This 1 Believe
Saturday
A! Heller
The Chaseat
7:00
Twin Views
«
ol the News
7:15
(7:30-7:55)
Down
You Go
S
Dr.
Pepper
Underground
Medicine-USA
7:30
Operation
Wrigley
StateIns.FarmCo.
Auto
"
Sports Roundup
7:45
C. Brown
Disc
JaneJockey
Ace
8:00
Gene(180)
(49)Autry
20 Questions
"
(Co-op)
GF-Post Cereal MGM Theatre
of the Air
Tarzan
(155) RR
•(158)
GF-Grape-Nuts
Gangbusters
a
Broadway
is My Beat

Lombardoland
U.S.A.
s

Bob 8 Ray
The Judy
"

8:15
8:30
8:45

Canova Show
$

9:00

jfand
Ole Opry
R. J. Reynolds
(163)

9:15
9:30
9:45

R. J. Reynolds
(10-10:05)
of theTheatre
Air
Trout NewsBob Chicago
aughan
Monroe 10:00
s
Waxworks
10:15
Robert Q's
Revue Nile 10:30
Saturday
News
Dance
Orchestra

News
Dance
Orchestra

10:45
News from
NBC
Washington

11:00

11:15PM
Earl Godwin's
xplanation; Listings in order: Sponsor, name of
program,
of stations:
reEST.
broadcast number
West Coast;
TBA to Sbesustaining;
announced. RTime
ABC—.lohn8:55-9
Contea.m..
ShowM-F,
(295).Stokely-Van Camp,
•2::i0-2:35
p.m.,
M-F.
John (49).
H. Dulaney & Son,
Dulaney Daily Double,
5:55-G p.m.. M-F, World Flight Beporter
7:30-8
M-W-F, Amer. Bakeries (southeast).
Lonep.m.,
Ranger.
9:35-10 p.m., F, Gen. Foods. Sanka News (283)
* I'l'General
(Pyramid
Plan) Americanon The Chicle
Mills participations
Top Guy,&
W., 8:30-9 p. m. ; Defense .\ttorney, Th..
8-8:30 seg.p.m.: Stop the Music, Sun., 8:30-8:45
p.m.,
(185) a.m.. Sat., Campana. Bill Shadel
CBS—News
11-11:05
Sueurp.m..
(193)Sun., Best Foods Inc., Larry Le5:55-6
10:25-30 a.m.. Sat., Econ. Lab.. Galen Drake (187)
9:30-9:35
Tues.,(193)Colgate-Palmollve-Peet Co.
Louellap.m..
Parsons
(153)p.m., Th., Gen. Foods, Bill Shadel News
9:25-30

9:25-30 p.m.. Sat., Gen. Foods. Sanka Salutes (156)
8:30-9:15 a.m.. Sun., General Foods, Sunday
Morningp.m..Gatherin'
(107) Carl Smith, (121)
3:45-50
M-F. Kellogg,
0-45
p.m.,
M-P,
Pillsbury,
Cedric(S) Adams (162)
11:30-35 a.m.. Sun., Bill Shadel
4:10-15 p.m.. Sun., Bill Downs (S)
MBS— 2-4:30 p.m., Mon.-Sun., Game of the Day —
Network B (Falstaff Brewing and Co-op).
Gillette Warm-Up Time. 5 min. preceding
games.
Camel-Sat.Baseball
Scoreboard,
5 min. bMon.-Sun,
Mon.
oarfollowing,
d, 5 min. following.
Sun. Wheatles Score11:30 a.m.. M-F, S. C. Johnson & Son, News
11:30-12:00
Kraft Foods Co.—
co-sponsorsNoon.QueenM-W-P,
for a Day.
2:25-2:30 p.m.. M-F, S. C. Jolmson & Son News.
4:55-5
p.m., S. Bobby
Benson — Anierican Chicle
5:15-5:30
M, portion
Henry.
sponsoredp.m.,by Kraft
Foods Co.of Bobby Benson
9-9:05 p.m., M-F, Jolms-Manville Corp. Bill
NBC—Chicle.
*0T Liggett
Operation& Myers.
Tandem, Whitehall Amer.
8:15
SkellyBus.Oil, M-F, News (28); Sat.,
This a.m..
Farming
10:15-11
a.m. HymnMan"Time.Programs.
Gen. Mills, (10).
* ilM — "Minute
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Radio

ABC
RADIO

SPOT

NEWS

FROM

News
STATIONS

DETROIT

BROADCASTING COMPANY
WXYZ— KEY RADIO STATION IN DETROIT OF THE AMERICAN

WXYZ

"JACK

RINGS

THE

BELL

WITH

BELLBOY"
Famous disc -jockey Is
most listened to in Detroit
DETROIT. Nationally known platter
spinner "Jack the Bellboy" continues
in his top spot as Detroit's most-listenedto disc-jockey, according to latest ratings. Jack now broadcasts over WXYZ,
ABC's key station in Detroit, 4:00 to
6:15 pm weekdays, as well as a show on
Saturday and another on Sunday.
Jack has been a fabulous success in
the Motor City ever since his start in
1945. One of his rare personal appearances drew 65,000 fans to a Detroit
music store. Another time, a radio offer
created such response that telephone
Unes were choked with 100,000 calls.
When he interrupted his program and
explained the plight of the telephone
company, the calls stopped and service
was quickly restored.
Jack's puUing power does not depend
on gimmicks. His chatter is brief. He
knows his music; he knows the artists;
he knows the people of Detroit. He can

sell your product faster in this rich market—call your ABC spot sales representative today for details.
LATE

sincere, friendly
FABULOUS SELLING SUCCESS of Jack the Bellboy is based on his on his program,
ements
announc
spot
10.000
over
bought
ers
advertis
year,
Last
manner.
now heard over ABC station WXYZ.

Page 104

•
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NEWS
news for midr
good
It's
CHICAGO.
western advertisers. Simply Simon,
key
Windy City funnyman and disc-joc
on radio
is backFront
extraordsivelyinary,
this
page— ofexcluover WENR.
insert gives details.

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

8{

Registration
[Management]
(Continued from page 100)
3chUe. S. John. KUTA Salt Lake
iuv. Utah
I Schloss, O. M.. WWSW Pittsburgh,
Schmidt,
Alois A., WFCB Dunkirk,
Y.
Schmidt. Robert E., KAYS Hays,
ans.
Schoen,
F. J., WPRO Provience,
R. Arnold
I.
Schreiber, Frank P., WGN Chicago,
Schroeder, Arthur H., Miller &
chroeder, Washington, D. C.
Schroeder,
Frank C. Jr., WDZ Deatur,
ni.
Schrott,
Alvin
D., WJAC-TV Johnsawn. Pa.
Seebeck, Charles E. WTON Staunton,
a.
Segal, David M., KTFS Texarkana.
ex.
Sepaugh, L. M., WSLI Jackson. Miss.
Shaffer, Keith B., Erwin, Wasey &
".o.Shaffer,
Inc.. New
YorkKBOL Boulder, Col.
Russel,
Shafto, G. Richard, WIS Columbia,
C.
Sharp, Ivor, KSL Salt Lake City,
Jtah
Sharp, Thomas E., KFSD San Diego,
:alif.
Shaw. Bill. Broadcasting • TelecastQg, Chicago
Shaw, Glenn C, KLX Oakland. Cal.
Shawd,
Arch, WKBZ Muskegon,
Aich.
Shay. John, WTVJ Miami, Fla.
Shea, William E., WHDH Boston,
SheftaU,
ille,
Tenn. John Parry, WJZM ClarksShein, Alice, WBTH Williamson, W.
/a.
Shepard,
on,
Minn. Ralph E., KWOA WorthingSherman,
Gordon, WMAY Springleld. 111.
Sholis, Victor A., WHAS Louisville,
<yShouse, James D., WLW Cincinnati, O.
Shuebruk. Peter, Fly, Shuebruk &
31ume. New York
Sigmon, Loyd C, KMPC Los Angeles,
Zam.
Simms, Raymond C, Erwin, Wasey
k Co.. Inc., New York
Sink. Gene, WAAA Winston-Salem,
N-. C.
Siverson,
thester,
N. Y.Charles W., WHAM RoSlavick, H. W., WMC Memphis. Tenn.
Smiley, David E., WDAE Tampa. Fla.
Smith, Calvin J., KFAC Los Angeles,
Calif.
Smith, Cal. KROC Rochester. Minn.
Smith. George X., KFOR Lincoln,
Neb.
Ala.Smith, Hugh M., WCOV Montgomery,
Smith, Joe L. Jr., WJLS Beckley, W.
Va.
Smith. Robert H.. WCYB Bristol. Va.
Smith.
den, N. J.T. A., RCA Victor Div.. CamSnyder,
C. A. "Fritz", CBS-TV New
York
Snyder,
Franklin, WXEL Cleve.and, O.
Snyder, Jack. WFBG Altoona. Pa.
Sonis, Berton, WTIP Charleston, W.
Va.
Soule. Hendrick H. WFBL Syracuse,
N. Y.
Soule, O. P. KTFI Twin Falls, Idaho
Southmayd, John P.. Fisher. Wayland, ton,DuvaU
& Southmayd. WashingD. C.
Sowell, F. C, WLAC Nashville, Tenn.
Spann. Melvin P. (Mel). KWAK
Stuttgart Ark
DI Spann,
Sparks, 'June',
Garnet KWAK
G., WEXL
Royal Oak,
Stuttgart,
Ark.
■Mich.
B Sparks. Gordon A., WEXL Royal
■Oak. Mich.
I Spence, Edwin M., Miami Beach, Fla.
1 Vash.
Spence, Harry R., KXRO Aberdeen.
Spencer,
mond, Ind. Lester G., WKBV RichSpokes. A. E.. WJOY Burlington, Vt.
Stanbery. J. F., Collins Radio Co..
Cedar Rapids. Iowa
Stapp, Jack, WSM Nashville. Tenn.
Stark, Howard E., Consultant. New
York
Staubitz,
burgh, Pa. E. J., Blaw-Knox. PittsSteele. V. J., WVJS Owensboro, Ky.
Stern.leans, La.Edgar B. Jr., WDSU New OrStewart. EUiott. WIBX Utica. N. Y.
Storer.tonio, Tex.George B. Jr., KEYL San AnStorz. Todd. KOWH Omaha. Neb.
Stovin. Horace N.. Horace N. Stovin
& Co., Toronto, Ontario
Streibert, Theodore C, WOR New
York
(BROADCASTING

Strine, Leroy K., WORK York, Pa.
Stringer,
ton, D. C. Arthur, NARTB WashingStubblefield. Wm. T., NARTB Washington, D. C.
Suhre. Orville, KVOR Colorado
Springs. Col.
Sullivan.
ton, S. D. Donald D., WNAX YankSurrick,
John E., WFBR Baltimore
Md.
Sutherland,
George L., WKJF Pittsburgh. Pa.
Swearingen,
Atlanta,
Ga. George R., Weed & Co.,
Sweeney. Kevin B., BAB New York
Swezey,
leans, La. Robert D., WDSU New OrTaishoff.
Sol.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
Washington,
D. C.
Taylor. John P., RCA Victor Div.,
Camden. N. J.
Tavlor, John W., KCRC Enid, Okla.
Teich. Walter J., KOEL Oelwein,
Iowa
Tenpenny, Ray, KEYD Minneapolis,
Minn.
Terrv, Hugh B.. KLZ Denver. Col.
Tessman,
tion. Col. Abbott, KEXO Grand JuncThomas.
C 3,S t G r 3 Maynard W., WGAL LanThomas,'
Hill,
W. Va.Robert R. Jr., WOAY Oak
Thomas.
Louis,
Mo. C. L. "Chet", KXOK St.
Thomas, Norman A., WDOD Chattanooga, Tenn.
Thompson, Gordon, KFYO Lubbock,
Tex.
Thompson.
ville,
Tenn. Marvin I., WIBK KnoxThornburgh, Donald W., WCAU
Philadelphia. Pa.
Tillmanns. Carl W. Jr., C. E. Hooper,
Inc.. New York
Timlin. J. F.. Branham Co.. New York
Tincher,
ton. S. D. Robert R., WNAX YankTodd. Jack, KAKE Wichita, Kans.
Trace. Gene. WBBW Youngstown. O.
Trace. Robert, WMGW Meadville,
Pa.
Tracy,
den, N. J.E. C, RCA Victor Div., CamTrainer, M. A., RCA Victor Div..
Camden. N. J.
Trammell, Lynn, WBAP Ft. Worth,
Tex.
Travis.mazoo,Harry
E., WKZO-TV KalaMich.
Tredwell. Kenneth I., Jr., WBT
Charlotte, N. C.
Treynor,
ton, D. C. Wm. K., NARTB WashingTroman, R. A., Blaw-Knox Co., Pittsburgh. Pa.
Tucker. Durward J.. WRR Dallas,
Tex.
Tuhy, ington,
Stephen,
Jr., Attorney, WashD. C.
U
Unger. Alvin E., Frederic W. Ziv Co.,
Cincinnati, O.
Uridge, Owen F., WQAM Miami, Fla.
Vadeboncoeur,
E. R.. WSYR Syracuse. N. Y.
Vanids, Nostrand,
Lew,
WMT Cedar RapIowa
Van Volkenburg, J. L., CBS-TV New
York
Vickers. Marjorie R., KPAC Port
Arthur, Tex.
Pa.Voss, Frank J., WRAW Reading,
W
Wagenvoord, Fred W.. KCRG Cedar
Rapids. Iowa
Wagner, Wm. D., WHO Davenport,
Iowa
Wailes. Lee B., Fort Industry Co.,
Birmingham, Mich.
Waites, W. O., WHHM Memphis,
Tenn.
Walker. James P., KFPW Tulsa, Okla.
Walker. William L.. NARTB Washington. D. C.
Walsh.
ton, Del. J. Gonan, WDEL WilmingWalter, John M., WJPG Green Bay,
Wis.
Walter, Mary M., WJPG Green Bay,
Wis.
Ward,more, Md.Guy, TV Adv. Assoc. BaltiMo.Ward, G. Pearson, KTTS Springfield,
Ward, James M., WLAC Nashville,
Tenn.
Ward. J. T., WLAC Nashville, Tenn.
Warden, J. Gordon, KGBX Springfield, Mo.
Ware, Les, KXLW St. Louis, Mo.
(Continued on page 13i)
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allied

arts

manage
ITT,AvcozoneMfg.
y Div.,
Corp.r
for Crosle
C. McDEV
JOHN
in Charlotte, appointed assistant
sales manager of radio sales section
of Crosley with offices in Cincinnati.
CHARLES BELL, director of TV,
WBTV lotte, N.(TV)
C, to CharAllen
B. DuMont Labs, as
southeastern sales
manager for company's TV broadcast equipment.
RCA TUBE Dept.,
Camden, N. J., announces publication
of parts catalogue
designed to expeMr. Bell
dite dealer's parts
ordering activities.
Book
lists more
than 16,000 parts contained in RCA
Victor TV receivers, radios and phonographs.
BERT RICHMAN AGENCY, Hollywood (talent), now affiliated with
Charles Ross Adv., that city, to package talent.
RAY BARFORD, manager of Toronto
office of James Lovick Ltd., has resigned to become publisher of Vancouver Neivs-Herald.
ROBERT J. TARLTON, general manPanther Valleyager.
Television
Co.,
to Jerrold Electronics Corp., Phila., as
chief field engineer
succeeding C A Y WOOD C. COOsales
LEY, manager.
now firm's
S. W. CALDWELL
Ltd., Toronto, distributor of transcribed radio-TV
Mr. Tarlton
programs,
issued cataloghas
listing
all data on numerous American and
Australian programs to which they
have Canadian rights.
EDWARD A. DAVIES, Princeton Film
Center, Princeton, N. J., joins Joseph
DeFrenes Co., Phila., motion picture
and
sales. TV film producer, as director of
JOHN WARD appointed sales representative for Foley & Gordon Inc.,
N. Y., TV program packager and management firm.
ALBERT W. BATES appointed eastern
executive vice president of Theodore
R. Sills & Co., N. Y., public relations.
W. E. HENGES, executive committee
member and vice
president, Graybar
Electric Co., N. Y.,
elected company
president.CHESLEY,
ALEX
WJMR New Orleans executive,
named
sales representative
for
World Broadcasting System, N. Y.
Mr. Henges
J. G. STEVENS
Inc., Hollywood
(TV package producer), moves to 1509
N. Cassil PI. Telephone is Hillside
8361.

ADMIRAL WILLIAM H. P. GRAY,
U.S.N, (ret.), elected a director of
Gray Mfg. Co., Hartford Conn.
HENRY A. BROWE, advertising and
sales promotion manager of Appliance Distributors, Chicago branch of
Admiral Corp., named sales manager
of Admiral's radio division.
RICHARD G. DROWN Jr., vice president of advertising, Wembley Neckwear, named sales representative for
United Artists Television in New
Orleans.
WELLS R. CHAPIN, chief engineer,
WIL St. Louis., to
General Electric
Co.'s Electronic
Div. as district
sales manager for
radio - TVcastingbroadequipment
with headquarters
at 4227 Lindell
Blvd., St. Louis.
DeWITT C. SUPLEE, manager of
Detroit radio - TV
berg - Carlson, to
Mr. Chapin
sales forDiv.,StromCrosley
Avco Mfg. Corp., Cincinnati, as assistant manager of TV
sales section.
WILLIAM J. HELT, TV sales manager,
Belmont Radio Corp., Chicago, promoted to general sales manager.

RCA, Camden, N. J., announces production of new small speaker designed
to serve as speaker in low-powered
voice paging systems or as high efficiency microphone in talk back systems.
Instrument is termed MI-6441.
PENTRON Corp., Chicago, announces
availability of two-speed portable tape
player obtainable either as self contained unit with speaker and amplifier
or with pre-amp only, ready to plug
into any existing amplifier, radio or
TV set. Unit plays back magnetic
recordings made on standard tape
recorders at either 3% or 7% inches
per
RCA second.
Engineering Products Dept.,
Camden, N. J., announces production
of new semi-directional pressure microphone for general remote pickup use
by AM, FM and TV. Mike is termed
RCA Type BK-IA.
INSULINE Corp. of America, Long
Island City, N. Y., announces production of new high-voltage tip jack designed for stability in sensitivity electronic test equipment carrying catalog
number
"Tachn1899.
lcai •
ORRIN A. MILLS and STEPHEN J.
MYERS, WNAB Bridgeport, Conn., to
engineering
staff of WTIC Hartford,
Conn.
LEE BERRYHILL, KRON-TV San
Francisco engineer, promoted to chief
engineer replacing R. A. ISBERG, who
resigned to open TV consulting and
systems planning business. \^^LLIAM
SADLER, transmitter supervisor,
appointed senior supervisor in station's technical department. HAROLD
SIMPSON named to direct all mobile
unit operations.
March 31, 1952
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Our Respects To
(Continued from page 92)
experience that nobody is going to
extended only to the point at which
these new projects were put into bother getting today," he notes.
operation. In 1939, the number of
CBS also was experimenting
new fields in which CBS was in- throughout this period with another
terested having been substantially
development: color television. Then
exhausted, Mr. Murphy was named
came the war, stopping developexecutive director of that coming
mental work in its tracks, turning
phenomenon called television. As
the CBS laboratories to government work exclusively, cutting TV
part of his responsibilities, he repbroadcasting back to four hours a
resented CBS on the industry's National Television Systems Commitweek to conserve equipment, and,
tee, at that time engaged in recomalmost simultaneously with this
mending engineering standards for cutback, leading Mr. Murphy into
black-and-white television, which,
military service in the Signal Corps
with FCC approval, subsequently
in May 1942.
commenced operations under comHe served in Washington in the
mercial authorization on July 1, division of planning. Office of the
1941.
Chief Signal Officer, until the sumThose, Mr. Murphy recalls, were
mer of 1943. Then he went to offitimes of vast experimentation.
cers' school at Fort Monmouth,
Columbia's WCBW New York (now
N. J., and from there to London in
WCBS-TV) started off immediately
November as administrative officer
at the whopping rate of 15 program
of
the signal division of COSSAC
hours a week. In doing so, the
(Chief of Staff, Supreme Allied
station was considerably inconveniCommand, the planning headquarenced by having only one studio
ters for the "Overlord" crossand by extended non-delivery of rechannel invasion, which later bemote gear. But Mr. Murphy counts
came SHAEF).
those as highly educational inconShortly after the invasion, Major
veniences.
Murphy moved with SHAEF to
"With all those limitations, you
had to produce your shows well or forward headquarters on France's
Cherbourg " peninsula and subsenobody would watch. We had to do
quently with SHAEF forward to
a lot of experimenting and analyzVersailles, to Rheims (where the
ing— a lot more than anybody has
German surrender was signed),
to do today. But as a result, the
and, finally, to Frankfort.
people who worked with us then —
Postwar Activities
people who are known all through
the industry now — possess a lot of
The war over, he transferred to
the Psychological Warfare Division, later known as the Information Control Division and was involved with re-establishment,
There's More
throughout the U. S. Zone, of all
forms of mass communication: radio, newspapers, books, magazines,
SELL
concerts and the like. He started
as head of the radio branch and
within a few months worked up to
on •
the position of assistant chief for
operations of the entire division.
This work, as well as his preceding military assignments, gave him
additional administrative and ox-UJRIIL
ganizational training which he values both as a supplement to civilian
•
experience already acquired and as
further background for the job he
RICHMOND
is now undertaking.
When he rejoined CBS after the
VIRGINIA
war — he returned to the U. S. a
lieutenant colonel on Christmas
Eve 1945 and to CBS the following
. 910KC-5KW
Jan. 14 — he went back not into
ABC
television alone but as a vice president and general executive of the
AFFILIATE
company.

NATIONAL

REP —
EDWARD
PETRY
& CO., INC.
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Thenoterm
"generalDuring
executive"
was
misnomer.
this
period he supervised, among other
things, radio and TV operations
(program, building and technical),
construction, engineering research
and development, editing, real
estate, new developments and a
category
called "miscellaneous."
The outbreak
of the color TV
race in 1947 and again in 1949
largely absorbed his attention during that period, intermittently at
first but almost steadily during the
drawn-out hearings before the FCC.
Those completed, he was named

president of CBS Labs, when that
division was formed last July and
served there until his advancement
to the CBS Radio presidency. He
continues as a vice president of the
overall CBS organization.
Mr. Murphy quickly concedes
that there are many details of network operation which he has yet
to master and he is working intensively to bring himself up to date
on the intricacies as rapidly as
possible. He does not, however,
feel that it is either appropriate or
correct to label him a "strictly TV
Confidence in Radio
Nor does he lack faith in the future of radio.
"If I hadn't had tremendous conman."
fidence in it," he says, "I would not
have jumped at this chance." He
adds:
"The current re-examination of
media values now being made by
both advertisers and their agencies
is the best thing that's happened
to radio in a good many years.
What comes out of these analyses —
with no room for argument — is that
radio continues as the most effective way to reach really big audiences; to reach them at the lowest
cost in all advertising, over and
Adrian Massey Murphy (so far
over again."
as business usage is concerned, the
middle name might as well not
exist) was born in New York City,
May 19, 1905, the son of John
Stephen and Clotilde Serre Murphy.
He attended the New York City
schools and suburban Pelham High
School. One of his present administrative vice presidents, Louis Hausman, was assistant manager and a
member of the swimming squad on
which Adrian Murphy starred as a
diver. He was graduated from
Princeton U. in 1927 with a bachelor of science degree.
After a stint with Federal Adv.
Agency and Erwin Wasey & Co. in
the late 1920s, he joined Norman
Bel Geddes, where the contact with
CBS ensued.
Mr. Murphy on Dec. 18, 1936,
married Eloise White, who had
lived across the street from him in
Pelham. They have a son, Serre, 8,
and a daughter, Lydia, 4. He is a

member of the Pelham Country
Club, the Coral Beach Club in
Bermuda and the Skating Club of
New York.
If anybody ever tells him to go
favorite
fly
a kite,hobby.
he's apt to do so. It's his;^

1 5.5
LIBEL FREE BILL
Urged in ABA Resolution I
ARKANSAS legislature has beenj
urged to pass a bill to relieve stations of libel liability when they
are broadcasting under political
rules. Resolution was adopted b.v
the Arkansas Broadcasters Assn.'s
membership meeting held March
Rock.
17-18 at the Marion Hotel, Little

Storm Whaley, KUOA Siloarc
Springs, was elected president;
William V. Hutt, KLRA Littleijf
Rock, vice president, and W. N. Mc
Kinney, KELD El Dorado, secretary-treasurer. Al three also were
elected directors along with San.^!
Anderson, KFFA Helena; Juliarl
Haas, KARK Little Rock; Tec
Rand, KDRS Paragould; Free
Stevenson, KGRH Fayetteville
Harold Sudbury, KLCN Blythville
S. C. Vinsonhaler, KGHI Littk
Rock.
Largest turnout in the association's history marked the meeting
in which 74 station managers, owners and representatives of alliec
industries took part. Harold Fellows, NARTB president, deliverec.|
the main address and with Olivei
Gramling, assistant general man.|
ager of AP, received an Arkansas
Traveler Certificate from Arkan
sas' Secretary of State C. G. Hallili.
Also adopted by the associatioitl
were
resolutions commendinj
Broadcast Measurement Inc. foi H
its efficient operation and for pe -1 i
riodic reductions in fees, AP foirl"
publishing a book giving correcii
pronounciation of Arkansas place
names and both civil defense and
State License Bureau for joiningin a cooperative survey of auto'^Oi
with-radio ownership in the stated
Discussion on U. of Arkansas
athletic policies affecting broadcasJohn Barnhill''
led by director.
rights was athletic
university
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Spot's Hot
(Continued from page 68)
,532,230 as compared with 8%
ir $2,002,720 in 1950 and a very
ominal $86,000 in 1949.
Fourth came the Jewelry, Optical
Joods and Camera classification
nth 8.2% or $4,775,188. This
ompares with 10.6% in 1950 or
2,653,604 and 15.3% or $1,315,800
ti 1949.
Smoking materials was the fifth
[pot television spender with 7%
T $4,076,380. This classification
'lurnished 11.9% of the total in
950 or $2,979,046. In 1949 it was
'iO.9% or $937,400.
Others among the first 10 were:
Sasoline, Lubricants and Fuels,
^.3%, $3,668,742; Drugs and
Semedies, 6.1% $3,552,274; Auto^notive and Auto Accessories, 5.8%,
" 3,377,572; Household Equipment,
;!.2%, $1,863,488 and Household
urnishings, 2.6%, $1,514,084.

piNKY AWARDS
I
Commend 75 Programs
4|]ASH prizes of $1,000 each were
--iven to NBC radio The Big Show
" nd CBS-TV Ken Murray Show at
■jirst annual award presentation of
ohn Guedel's Dinky Foundation
it Hollywood Ad Club March 17.
iChey were for the best public servce messages on radio and TV during the past year.
Two cash awards were made via
>|)Ong distance telephone to New
fork with Groucho Marx informaitmg Tallulah Bankhead, m.c. and
■a^aostess of The Big Shoiv, and Art
inkletter informing Ken Murray.
Runner-up awards were won by
NBC radio Father Knows Best
iind NBC-TV Goodyear Playhouse.
Honorable mention went to NBC
adio Phil Harris - Alice Faye
3how, NBC radio Fihher McGee &
Molly Show, NBC radio Halls of
'vy, ABC-TV The Ruggles and
:BS-TV Suspense.
Receiving special awards for
Jihows with continuing public service themes were: ABC radio The
Old Gold Amateur Hour, NBC ra|lio Life Can Be Beautiful, CBS
jJI^I-adio Edgar Bergen & Charlie McCarthy Show, NBC-TV Bob Hope
^how and CBS-TV See It Now.
Runner-up, special awards and

50,000

Spot Television Revenue

by Product Groups
1950
1951
1949
1950
Product Groups
1 949
4.5
1951
/c 1 oral
0.3
Agriculture & Farming
%
Total
/c
1
oru
1
14.0
$ 349,404
232,936
150,204
Apparel, Footware & Access.
387,000
$ 1,204,000
25,800
6.8
5.8
Automotive, Auto Access.
$1,702,312
3,377,572
17.5.4
Aviation, Aviation Access.
19.0
.6
4.6
9.6
774,000
10,190,950
Beer, Wine & Liquor
4.0.6
4,756,460
1 16,468
Building Materials, Equip. & Fixtures
25,034
2.5
34,400
Confectionery & Soft Drinks
1,455,850
395,600
1,001,360
100,136
2.9
.6
0.4
Consumer Services
249,400
349,404
0.7
6.1.2
2.5
625,850
Drugs & Remedies
3,552,274
60,200
12.5
1.0
Entertainment & Amusements
18.7
6.3
58,234
12.4
Food & Food Products
34,400
10,889,758
3,129,250
.4
1,066,400
8.0
0.4
Gasoline, Lubricants & Fuels
2,002,720
3,668,742
116,468
86,000
Horticulture
.1
25,034
17,200
2.6
473,000
5.5
2.4.1
Household Equip., Appliances & Supplies
1,863,488
600,816
1.0
776,054
0.2
Household Furnishings
1,514,084
3.2
86,000
.2
0.5
Industrial Materials
3.1.1
58,234
43,000
.6
Insurance & Banks
349,404
125,170
A.4,/77/ ^ 11 BR
1 0.6
OO
Jewelry, Optical Goods & Cameras
0.0
Office Equip., Stationery & Writing Supplies
O .X.1
58 234
Political
09c Oft/;
.50
£0 0 ft ft
ft 0
349 404
Publishing & Media
08, 800
Radios, TV Sets, Phonographs, Musical
725,986
2.7
Instruments & Access.
2.2.1
1 ,281
232,200
O >l A ,1A 48
nA
/.O■ O
Retail Stores & Shops
1.0
*i 070
f\AJi
349,404
100,136
438,600
10.9
2.9
Smoking Materials
937,400
1 1 .7
0.8
8.0
9.5
5.1
Soaps, Cleansers & Polishes
5,532,230
Z,T/ T,U*IO
2.8
2,002,720
291,170
86,000
.6
.5
Sporting Goods & Toys
125,170
.4
Toiletries
1.2
4.8
34,400
698,808
700,952
68,800
4.6
0.4
Transportation, Travel & Resorts
412,800
All Others
500,680
2.0
34,400
2,678,764
.5
0.4
Figures here represent net time sales, after discounts and allowances, and are based on Broadcasting • Telecasting survey.
honorable mention programs all
received gold loving cups, with
judges of the 100 entries being
Dr. Robert Gordon SDroul. U. of
California president; Mrs. Rowena
Willis, Los Angeles housewife, and
Rupert Hughes, writer.
Electronics Volume
SEVENTH volume of Proceedings
of the National Electronics Conference— 1951 has been made available by the National Electronics
Conference, 852 E. 83d St., Chicago. Book, selling for $5, contains
in its 736 pages the reprints and
digests of papers presented at the
1951 conference. Seventy-nine papers cover electronic research, development and application in audio
systems, components, computers,
high frequency measurement, information theory, magnetic amplifiers, medical and industrial applications, micro-wave and propagation, servo theory, signal detection,
television and tubes.

CALLS

SCHOOL PROGRAMS
KUSD Surveys Service
MORE than 2,000 children in 149
schools listen weekly to in-school
broadcasts of KUSD, U. of South
Dakota station at Vermillion. All
149 schools reporting ownership of
radios tune in at least one of the
10 educational programs weekly,
the KUSD survey shows.
Of 353 schools reporting, 159 did
not get the broadcasts because they
had no radios; 18 had poor reception, and 13 did not listen because
they could not locate the station or
because they feature specialized
fields not covered by the broadcasts. Schools without radios will
be furnished with tape recordings
of the broadcast series without
charge.
The Singing Lady, which teaches
children to sing, is listened to
regularly by more than 1,700 pupils
in 140 schools, while Story Time
gets an audience of 743 children
in 58 schools. The former is rebroadcast for rural schools in other
areas by KWAT Watertown, KIJV
Huron and KISD Deadwood.
Survey was conducted by Allis
Rice, director of the school of the
air, to determine which programs
are most valuable to teachers and
pupils
in preparation of next year's
schedule.
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iClear Channel Home of the National Barn Dance
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Workshop

WTMJ-AM-TV Milwaukee's first
radio-television workshop in conjunction with the Junior League of
Milwaukee ended March 17 with
1,900 delegates awarded achievement certificates for regular attendance. Group met every Monday
night for seven weeks at Milwaukee's Radio City. Officials and staff
members
faculty. of the stations served as

DOUGFAIR CORP., Los Angeles, acquires rights to Robert Louis Stevenson's Lodging for the Night for inclusion in NBC-TV film series, International Theatre. Douglas Fairbanks,
company president and film star, plans
to enact role of Francois Villon.

IHERPS

in ^jt. £ouU

KWK

IS

THE
BUY
KWK delivers listeners in the
St. Louis Market at the lowest
cost per thousand* 15 out of the
18 hours of the broadcast dav*based on The Pulse, Inc., Nov.-Dec,
1951, and on S. R. D., Jan., 1952
G/obe-Democrot Tower B/c/g.
Saint Louis

-JU KATZ AGENCY
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Seven New Directors
(Continued from page 62)
of medicine. The depression interfered and his interests were
diverted to the business world.
In 1935 he married Marjorie Bernhisel. They have one son.

K-NUZ
BRINGS
RESULTS

STALCO
STATE LUMBER
& SUPPLY CO.

Speaks

Out

for K-NUZ
Pulling Power . . .
Here is a letter K-NUZ received from L. H. Coleman,
General Manager of STALCO,
Houston, Distributors of TV
Sets and Sewing Machines.
Gentlemen:
1 thought it might be of interest to
you and your station to know of the
results we have enjoyed through the
use of K-NUZ. STALCO (State Lumber
and Supply) is located on Telephone
Road, quite a way off the beaten
track, yet the company has grown
to huge proportions in little less than
one year, and a great deal of the
credit
K-NUZ.scratch with our
We goes
startedto from
appliance department using three V4
hours weekly over K-NUZ. We are now
running eight Va hours and five 5minute newscasts weekly — and have
one of the largest television and sewing machine businesses in Houston.
Thanks to K-NUZ we are able to keep
some twenty-three salesmen busy following up leads from our programs
over your station.
Besides the pulling power of
K-NUZ I would like to thank the station for the excellent cooperation it
has given us in following through
with our advertising, and servicing us
each week.
Looking forward to even greater
sales during 1952 for STALCO and
K-NUZ! Very truly yours,
L. H. Coleman General Manager

Call FORJOE, National Representative or DAVE MORRIS,
General Manager at
KEystone 2581
TWX-HO 414

HOUSTON'S LEADING INDEPENDENT
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WILLIAM

B. McGRATH

NEWEST member of the association's board is William B. McGrath,
managing director of WHDH Boston. Mr. McGrath was elected to
the board in midMarch. Technically, he was merely
nominated at that
time but since he
was the only nominee to receive
the necessary five
votes the nomination was equivalent to election.
An outstanding
Mr. McGrath
independent operator, Mr. McGrath learned that
specialized phase of the broadcasting business at WNEW New York
where he rose during a decade from
production manager to program
director to sales promotion manager.
He entered radio over two decades ago while a student at Syracuse U., working at WSYR and
WFBL while attending classes.
Sei'vice at Yankee Network and a
year at KYW Philadelphia preceded his New York tenure. When the
Boston Herald - Traveler bought
WHDH Boston in 1946, Mr. McGrath was offered the job of managing director of the independent.
The station has featured baseball
coverage.
Born in 1911 in Brooklyn, he was
educated in New York public
schools there. His list of hobbies
is topped by AM radio and includes
poker and fishing.
PAUL W. MORENCY
WHENEVER a major broadcastproblem
arises,
"Fritz"
rency ingwill
be one
of the
first toMobe
called into counsel. That happened a year ago
when the all-industry Affiliates
Committee was
formed to meet
broadcast ratecutting by networks and advertisers. He has
been chairman of
that committee
just as he has
Mr. Morency
headed dozens of
other industry groups. Born Oct.
19, 1899, he served in World War
I; was graduated from U. of Chicago in 1923; joined advertising
staff of Chicago Evening American,
then affiliated with KYW; entered
radio when newspaper arranged
series of educational broadcasts
under his direction; joined NAB in
1927 as travelling representative,
soon becoming director and vice
president; named manager of
WTIC Hartford when station went

up to 50 kw in 1929 and still heads
that operation. He has served
many terms on NAB and NARTB
boards and has been active on
copyright, research, defense and
other broadcast groups.

Football in Denver
IT'S football in March for
Denver fans. KOA that city
broadcast
pre-season
contest from aBoulder
Stadium

STANLEY R. PRATT
LIKE many directors, Stanley
Pratt, age 36, joins the NARTB
board with the benefit of state
broadcast association experience,
having headed
Michigan Assn.
of Broadcasters
in 1950.teredHe
radio enon
the West Coast

last Saturday. Game was
between Colorado U. and the
alumni all-stars as a spring
practice highlight for C. U.
After conversations between
Charles Bevis Jr., KOA general manager, and announcers
Bill Day and Starr Yelland
who regularly broadcast the
U. C. schedule for Standard
Oil in the fall, it was decided
to put on a full sport coverage broadcast.

in the late 30's
and after learning the ropes acMr. Pratt
cepted the man-of
agership
WSOO Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.,
when it went on the air in 1940,
a post he still holds along with,
the presidency. At MAB he helped
set in motion campaigns to exempt
equipment, and disc libraries from
the sales tax. Thus far libraries
have been exempted. High school
sports fees, protection of news
sources and political libel also held
his attention and Michigan has
passed the political libel law. Mr.
Pratt married Ann Osborn, granddaughter of ex-Gov. Chase Osborn,
of Michigan. They have three children, two boys and a girl. Mr.
Pratt operates Northern Network,
a three-station hookup. He is an
active Episcopalean.
*
* *
E. R. VADEBONCOEUR
"CURLY" VADEBONCOEUR entered radio as news editor of WSYR
Syracuse in 1939 after 19 years
in journalism and writing. Moving
to WSYR from
city editorship of
the Syracuse
Journal - American, he started a
commentary program for 12
years. Now vice
president and
general manager
of WSYR - AM WINR Bmghamton and is vice president heofhelped
that
station.
Mr. Vadeboncoeur was the
Mr. Vadeboncoeur™JV,

first radio correspondent from an
independent station accredited to
Gen. MacArthur's Southwest Pacific command in 1944. At NAB he
was a member, later chairman, of
the Radio News Committee and also
was a member of the Council on
Radio Journalism. Recently he<
was re-elected to a second term as
a TV member of the NBC SPAC
committee; has been active in summer theatre and concert activities;
acquired a plane pilot's license in
1927; awarded Distinguished Citizenship Medal, Sons of American
Revolution, and Outstanding Citizen's Placque, Lions Club. He is
married, has one daughter.
BAB SALES SESSION
Conducted at MBA Meeting
KEVIN B. SWEENEY, vice presi
dent of Broadcast Advertising Bureau, and John F. Hardesty, BAB
local promotion director, conductec
a half-day sales session at member
ship meeting of the Minnesota
Broadcasters Assn. in Minneapolis
March 22.
Invited by President John F
Meagher to address the Minnesota
station operators, retail advertising^
managers and agency men, Mr
Sweeney spoke on BAB audience
studies, competitive media and th(
"size of radio." Mr. Hardesty's talt
covered all aspects of cooperative
advertising and pointed out benefit;
of special sales opportunities. Mr
Sweeney also addressed radio sales
men in Cleveland March 20.
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RCA cameras, has been designed.
Associated equipments, including
view finders, camera controls and
power supplies, have likewise been
!designed to incorporate the latest
developments. Emphasis has been
jplaced on increased reliability, imperformance and greater
jproved
lease
of operation.
I The designs embody the use of
Isimplified construction, plug-in subjassemblies, and hinged covers which
'provide for maximum accessibility
[in servicing. Circuit improvements
!include more stable video amplii fiers and deflection generators. New
' circuits have been added to provide more adequate control of performance. Flexibility of monitoring has been enhanced by the use
of improved tubes and the addition
of calibration circuits. These and
numerous other advances will be
described.
A SYNCHRO-LITE POWERED 16
MM FILM PROJECTOR FOR
TELEVISION
by R. E. Putnam and E. H. Lederer,
Broadcast Studio Engineering
Section, Electronics Division,
General Electric Co.
A description of the GE synchrolite projector using the modified
Eastman Model #25 head, the
method of obtaining power for operation of the head and the positive
phasing of the projector with respect to the synchronizing generator is given. The mechanical features of the projector and light
output converted into video signal
will be discussed.
A METHOD FOR CONTROLLING
AND IMPROVING VIDEO SIGNALS
by R. Betts, product engineering,
TV Transmitter Division Allen
B. DuMont Laboratories
The problem of taking a deteriorated network or local program
signal and reconstructing it so that
the transmitter output will be compatible with FCC requirements is
discussed. Various problems are
encountered such as the use of local sync pulses with a remote video
signal, the desirability of improving the remote sync with respect
to rise time and amplitude, the necessity of removing noise and overshoot which extend into the sync
region and also the need for improving the low frequency characteristics of the video signal.
A unit is described v,rhich will
solve the above problems, and in
addition will remove additive hum
voltages, maintain a constant sync
output with varying inputs, and
make available a remote sync signal for synchronizing studio or station equipment with the remote
signal.
ENGINEERING RECEPTION
6-8 p.m.
TUESDAY, April 1
9:45 a.m.
A. James Ebel, engineering director,
WMBD Peoria, presiding
DYNAMIC MEASUREMENT OF
BASE AND CIRCUIT IMPEDBROADCASTING

ANCES IN AN OPERATING DIRECTIONAL ARRAY
by Walter F. Kean, consulting engineer
Maintenance
and adjustment of
a directional array can be greatly
aided by a simple if unorthodox
measuring technique. Since in directional arrays the base impedance of a tower is a function of the
amplitude and phase of the currents in all the towers, the coupling between them and the selfimpedance of the tower, the impedance cannot be directly measured,
and is seldom known in practice.
The use of a vacuum tube voltmeter and simple auxiliary equipment makes possible the measurement of the base and circuit impedances while the array is operating.
Methods are developed for determining antenna resistance and re-

actance, and line termination impedance.
MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL
DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS IN
SPEECH INPUT SYSTEMS OF
HIGHEST FIDELITY
by Norbert L. Jochem, chief audio
frequency engineer. Gates Radio
Mr.Co. Jochem will present a paper
and exhibit typical apparatus of
a new series of high fidelity speech
input equipment, featuring instantaneous exchangeability of the various amplifier and power supply
units.
The electrical performance of
this series of amplifiers is generally believed to exceed any previously designed. The inherent noise
ratio characteristics approach or
meet the theoretically possible limits. Considerations of shielding
and practical extensions of frequency response and reduction of
inherent distortion characteristics
will be discussed.
This new system of amplifying

apparatus enables a compactness
of design generally desired and required by the ever increasing requirement of flexibility
extensions in television
audioand systems
and additions to present systems
with limited space facilities. A typical apparatus piece demonstrated
will be a preamplifier chassis on
which eight high gain preamplifiers may be mounted in the lateral
confines of a standard rack cabinet, requiring a maximum height
of seven inches.
The mechanical and electrical
connecting and interchanging facilities of this line of equipment
are believed to be of entirely new
design.
NEW TERS
5 KW AND 10 KW TRANSMITby L. K. Findley, broadcast development engineer, Collins Radio
Co.
Up to date techniques, components and tubes combine to give
(Continued on page 112)
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Collins an extremely effective 5/10
kw AM Broadcast Unit. Simplicity of circuit and operation,
low cost of installation and maintenance are additional refreshing
features to be discussed.
NEW AUDIO CONSOLES FOR AMFM-TV
by John K. Hilliard, chief engineer,
Altec Lansing Corp.
This paper will describe a new
series of plug-in consoles, pre-amplifiers, line amplifiers, monitor
amplifiers and remote pickup amplifiers that are designed for TV,
FM, AM and recording facilities.
The amplifiers incorporate a refinement of design which makes possible increased performance and
at the same time materially reducing the size of the transformers.
The use of low noise miniatui'e
tubes, as well as smaller transformers and other components,
makes possible overall dimensions
of the amplifiers to a scale demanded by the large number of
components required for television
operation.
The consoles incorporate all of
the necessary amplifiers, power
supplies, relays and controls, so
that external accessories are not

required for its operation. The
design permits user to easily regroup amplifiers and controls to
fulfill the individual requirements
of operation. Performance data
on the equipment will be given.
TUESDAY LUNCHEON—
12:30 p.m.
Joint luncheon in Grand Ballroom
Speaker: Harold E. Fellows, president, NARTB
Special Feature: "The First 30
Years Are the Hardest."
AFTERNOON SESSION—
William B. Lodge, vice president in
charge of engineering, CBS Television, presiding
LIGHTING FOR TELEVISION
a film produced by CBS Television.
Producer, Paul Wittlig; director,
Lela Swift
This is a 20-minute film in
which the subject of "Lighting for
Television" is discussed from the
engineering, artistic and practical
operating points of view by an engineer and two lighting directors.
From an engineering standpoint,
the film illustrates the part lighting plays in preventing picture defects such as halos, image orthicon
ghosts, excessive noise or graininess, streaking, poor resolution

BETTENDORF
AND
' DAVENPORT
ONE

ANNOUNCEMENT

TWO OUT-OF-TOWN
$2,450

-

COSTOMERS

AND EAST MOLINt
IN ILLINOIS

in Sales

Davenport's Burkeholder Custom Kitchens has had
schedule of advertising on WOC for 21/2 years. Store
owner J. K. Burkeholder knows this schedule builds
sales volume. Has many specific instances proving this
fact.
For example, in January '52, a Clinton, Iowa, man
driving near Davenport on his way to Burlington,
heard a Burkeholder announcement. Stopped in Davenport store; told them to get in touch with his wife about
remodelling their kitchen.
Within week, Burkeholder had a $1,350 order from
this Clinton family. But more, Clinton man's brother
contacted Burkeholder; purchased a $1,100 custombuilt steel kitchen. Result of one WOC announcement —
$2,450 in sales. Said the Clinton man: "Credit WOC
with this sale, for until I heard the announcement, I
didn't know about the Burkeholder firm."
Proof that when you want sales volume in the
Quint-Cities
— nation's
market F— you
WOC. Contact
us direct,71st
or retail
your nearest
& P want
man.
Free & Peters, Inc.
Exclusive National Representatives
Davenport, Iowa
Basic NBC AfFiliate
5000 W. — 1420 KC
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
Ernest C. Sanders, Manager
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ON OCCASION of its 30th birthday [B*T, March 17], WIP Philadelphia found
this photo of the original control room and transmitter used by the station
when it took the air March 16, 1922. At rear right is the first 500 w transmitter and at left is the power supply fed from a series of wet-cell batteries.
Home-made studio amplifiers and old-fashioned magnetic horn are shown in
foreground. Announcer (seated, unidentified) aired copy from same room. A
Longines pocket watch (not shown) was used in WiP's early days of broadcasting by engineers to clock times of all programs. (Although since retired,
the watch still keeps accurate time and is part of WIP collection of early
American radio broadcast equipment.) Today, WIP maintains a modern 5kw transmitter in Bellmawr, N. J., while master control room and seven studios
are housed on one floor of the Gimbel building in downtown Philadelphia.
and distortion of gray-scale tone
values. On the artistic side, the
use of effects lights is discussed
both quantitatively and qualitatively. Also, suggestions are made
for the exploitation of the scenic
possibilities of lighting.
RESEARCH IN BROAD BAND
TRANSMISSION
by Dr. W. H. Doherty, director of
research in Electrical Communication, Bell Telephone Laboratories
The growth of television and
multiplex telephony, and the possibilities for other services requiring wide frequency bands, offer a
continued challenge to communication engineers to devise improved
methods of broad band transmission. In addition to engineering
for current and impending needs,
there is a broad research activity
covering both the determination of
preferred forms in which to transmit wide band signals and the
study of new structures, such as
wave guides, capable of propagating much wider frequency bands
with low attenuation. This paper
summarizes progress to date in
these fields and discusses the role
of new electron devices, including
transistors, in future broad band
communication systems.
CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATIONAL ECONOMICS OF TELEVISION BROADCASTING
by Robin Compton, associate,
George vision
C. Davis,
and teleconsulting radio
engineers

one station's
solutions
to That
their any
particular
problems
will
exactly fit the requirements of
another installation is exceedingly
unlikely, hov/ever, it is a starting
point, and with this in mind, Mr.
Compton will discuss many of the
present installations and the planning background upon which they
were built. This discussion will
cover the entire television technical installation from the initial
planning, including the site, the
erection of the antenna support
and the operating facilities. The
elements included in the background
of the planning of any particular
operation will be enumerated.
A 35 KW TELEVISION AMPLIFIER
FOR CHANNELS 2-6
by F. J. Bias, Broadcast Transmitter Engineering Section, General
Electric Co.
The mumFCC
a maxiERP ofhas100proposed
kw for channels
2 through 6. This ERP may be easily obtained by a combination of a
three bay antenna and a transmitter rated 35 kw. The GE type
TF-3-A Television Amplifier is designed to amplify the radio frequency output of existing 5 kw
Channel 2-6 television transmitters
to 35 kw. Some of the features of
this new design are small floor
space requirements, flexibility of
station layout, single tube radio
frequency
amplifier and walk-in
cubicle
construction.

Floor space requirements are
Television operation is, at best, minimized by the use of a common power supply for the visual
a cumbersome process, and anyand aural amplifiers. Flexibility
thing that can be done to streamline the operation should be a part of station layout is achieved by a
of the construction planning of any novel radio frequency input circuit
station. There are a great many
which allows the use of any length
stations being planned at this time, of transmission line between the
and we should consider the many
and various items which enter into amplifiers and their respective drivers. External equipment may be
any efficient, economical television
located at a point remote from the
operation.
BROADCASTING
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iperating room.
•^HE PLANNING AND INSTALLATION OF THE FIRST TV STA! TION IN ARGENTINA
by M. Silver, division head, Television Division, and J. Valentine,
I assistant division head. Television Division, Federal TelecomI niunication Laboratories
This paper describes the installation of television station LR-3
rV, Buenos Aires, Argentina. The
Station, because of its tremendous
overage and 625-line picture qualty, is considered one of the outtanding installations of the past
-ear.
e equipment was purchased
iTh
rom the International Standard
Slectric Corp. and was manufactured by the Federal Telecommun'cation Laboratories. The transnitter operates on Channel 7 with
in effective radiated power of 45
j! The facilities include 12 cameras,
.our film projectors, a new dual
;lying spot scanner, two mobile
,inits, a 2000 mc studio to transmitter link, and a 7000 mc port.►ble link. The talk will touch on
he problems of training inexperi-nced personnel in technical and
,»roduction techniques.
;VEDNESDAY, April 2
' 9:45 a.m.
, Raymond F. Guy, manager, radio
' and allocation engineering, NBC,
•I}' presiding
■IIGH GAIN LOOP ANTENNA FOR
TELEVISION BROADCASTING
i by A. G. Kandoian, head. Radio &
ii Radar Components Division; R.
J A. Felsenheld, senior project enjj gineer; W. Sichak, department
Jj head, Radio & Radar ComponI ents Division, Federal Telecom' munication Laboratories
I Triangular loop antennas for
elevision broadcast have been decribed in the past where the maximum number of loops was eight.
By solving certain electrical and
tructural problems this type of
jlesign has been extended to stacks
I'f as many as 16 loops providing
I power gain of more than sixteen.
jFhis paper ■will discuss various imi)ortant characteristics of the antenna and associated transmission
line and the notice filter type of diJ»lexer. The discussion will include
'n-oblems
of close-in
coverage
in
, rowded areas.
Operation
and field
^est data on an installation in Buejios Aires, Argentina, of an eight
;oop array of this type will be presented.

to secure more effective coverage
when high-grain transmitting antennas are used will be explained,
with particular emphasis on the
results obtained with an experimental 850-mc transmission in the
Bridgeport, Conn., area.
The concept of sector coverage
as opposed to area coverage, when
a transmitter of moderate power
is available, will be discussed.
ELECTRONICALLY CONTROLLED
STUDIO LIGHTING SWITCHBOARD
by George Izenour, development
engineer, Century Lighting Inc.
In an electronic intensity control
system for studio lighting, the dimming and switching takes place in
high current thyratron tubes which
are assembled into a tube bank located in any remote convenient
space. In the studio itself are a
console with a preset panel attached, and a cross-connecting panel in which the studio load circuits are cross-connected with the
control circuits.
Lines of dials on the present panel are pre-arranged by the operator to be actuated by him by
means of cue buttons on the console. The operator also is enabled
to set up in advance automatic
proportional changes in intensity
to take place at the pressing of a
new cue button, in any desired interval from five seconds to ten
minutes, and he can also control
the fading or switching of any or
all of the lighting loads manually.
A GREY SCALE GENERATOR
by G. Edward Hamilton, Eastern
Division television engineering,
ABC
Considering the gamut of measurement equipment and techniques,
the over-all transfer characteristic
is perhaps the most poorly defined
and least appraised facet of the
television system. Many distortions can obtain which result in
white-detail saturation, black-detail
compression, and sync degradation.
The Grey Scale Generator is a
tool for producing a linear step
function and combining it with
blanking and synchronizing impulses in a manner such that a synthetic television signal results.
Since the steps are linear a grey
scale is available for measuring
the transfer characteristic of the
television system components including amplifiers, coaxial line
links, transmitters, recording processes and film reproducing equipment.
Special test signals may be used
instead of the step function so that
the entire system performance may
be evaluated.

KOME EXPERIMENTS WITH BEAMTILTING TRANSMITTING ANTENNAS FOR ULTRA-HIGHFREQUENCY BROADCASTING
by Dr. George Brown, research en- WEDNESDAY LUNCHEON—
12:30 p.m.
gineer, Radio Corp. of America
Joint
luncheon in Grand Ballroom
* Extensive investigations of the
Speaker: Paul A. Walker, Chairlohenomena of the propagation of
man, FCC
'altra-high-frequency waves for television broadcasting have been
AFTERNOON SESSION—
;:arried out by RCA Laboratories
2:30 p.m.
jluring the past six years. The
.;ignificant data obtained during
SYMPOSIUM: ULTRA-HIGH FREQUENCY TELEVISION
jthese investigations will be reStuart Bailey, Jansky & Bailey, conjriewed.
(Continued on page Hi)
; The application of beam tilting
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Last Tuesday
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where
Joe

I sit

Marsh

Well

In Key"
Judge Cunningham

wanted to go fishing. "Why
working?" I asked.

aren't you

Judge explained how his wife had
gone on a trip, taken his keys by mistake— and now he couldn't get in the
office. So we went fishing.
Next day, he wanted me to go again.
I was surprised those keys hadn't
shown up yet. "The httle woman
phoned to say she mailed them," the
Judge explained. "They're now in the
office, under the mail slot. I'd get 'em
if I could just open that door." He
grinned and picked up his fishing rod.
"Great little woman, the wife. You
can always count on her!"
From where I sit, we can use tolerance like the Judge shows for his
wife's absent-mindedness . . . and she
shows for his habit of lighting out for
the fishing hole at every opportunity.
He can't see why she likes tea, and
she doesn't share his taste for a glass
of beer. But they get along fine! Learning to respect other people's ways will
^'open the door" to happier living.

Copyright, 1952, United States Brewers Foundation
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Bollimore
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This is the top morning
show in the Baltimore
area. It got that way by
offering what listeners
want . . . warmth and a
friendly spirit in the
morning, plus music, news,
weather and birthdays
judiciously
throughout.

sprinkled

The audience loyalty to
this show is something to
warm the cockles of a
sponsor's heart.
Ask your John Blair man
or contact any account
executive of . . .

ABC BASIC NETWORK

DEFENSE LAG
Hit by Senate Group
REARMAMENT planners are
apathetic "to the great danger that
confronts this nation" and lack of
a "sense of urgency" has resulted
in defense needs being sublimated
to the civilian economy, a Senate
subcommittee has charged.
This conclusion was drawn in the
annual repoi't filed by a Senate
Armed Service Preparedness Investigating subcommittee headed
by Sen. Lyndon Johnson (D-Tex.).
The report was another in a
series by the group which has
sharply criticized the current
mobilization program and top government officials. It represents a
contrast to previous findings by
the Joint Committee on Defense
Production, which also issued a
report on vital materials.
"On every hand the slogan of
mobilization planners appears to
be: 'Don't disturb the civilian
economy.' The resultant mobilization program is one which in almost
every instance has adapted the
needs of defense to the civilian
economy instead of adapting the
civilian economy to the needs
of defense," the subcommittee
charged.
"This lack of ui-gency" or apathy,
the report said, is reflected also in
the "failure" of government to
Agenda

& Summaries
(Continued from page 113)

suiting radio and television engineers, presiding
Panel :
Ralph N. Harmon, engineering
manager, Westinghouse Radio
Stations Inc.
James McNary, consulting radio
and television engineer
John Battison, director of education, National Radio Institute
John E. Young, manager, transmitter engineering, Radio Corp. of
America
Harold Towlson, section engineer,
Broadcast Transmitter Engineering Section, Commercial & Government Dept., General Electric
Co.
Robert P. Wakeman, research engineer, Allen B. DuMont Labs.
Kenneth A. Norton, assistant chief,
Radio Division, National Bureau
of Standards
4 p.m.
SYMPOSIUM:
SMALL TELEVISION
ing
OPERATIONS
Col. John H. DeWitt, president,
WSM-AM-TV
Nashville, presidPanel:
Frank P. Bremer, vice president, engineering, WATV (TV) Newark,
N. J.
Nevin Straut, technical director,
WJAC-TV Johnstown, Pa.
R. A. Isberg, electronics systems
consultant
J. E. Mathiot, technical director,
WGAL-TV Lancaster, Pa.

:c: AATTS IN BAlTIMORf V.O
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CONVENTION
Ballroom
7 p.m.

BANQUET — Grand

bring "the engineering, the operating, the production men" to Washington. The subcommittee complained that "far too many
production jobs are filled by men
lacking experience instead of by
men who cut their teeth on a pro-

RESULT:

NARTB

It All Started in '23
"IN THE beginning" a small handful of broadcasters got together,
aired mutual problems and decided
that it was time to lay the ground
work for a trade association to,
fight industry's battles. The urgency of a regulatory commission
at government level also was
thrashed out.
That was the meeting that spearheaded the foundation of the National Assn. of Broadcasters and
created a demand for setting up
of the Federal Radio Commission.
It was held in 1923.
This epic session is recalled in a
six-page booklet. In the Beginning.
compiled by William S. HedgeSj
NBC vice president and fourth
president of NAB, and earmarked
for distribution to the trade thi;
week concurrent with the 30th annual NARTB convention.
Mr. Hedges recalls that meeting 1
and early broadcasters — Comdr. E.
F. McDonald Jr., Elliott Jenkins,
Thorne Donnelly, Powell Crosley
Jr., John Shepard III and Dr.
Frank W. Elliott.
The problems: Stations sharing
time, ASCAP and the need for recognition of broadcasting as distinct
from ship-to-shore and other communications. Site: studios of
WDAP (now WGN) Chicago at the
Drake Hotel.
First convention was held in the
fall of 1923 and Paul Klugh was
named first managing director.
At that time this handful of broadcasters couldn't envision the daj
of over one million radio receivers
In concluding, Mr. Hedges (ther
with WMAQ Chicago) notes the
call that led to the formation oi
NAB and the need for "its strengthening and continuation as an instrument of good for the industrj

duction line." also noted its previous
The report
finding that deliveries of major
weapons, including electronic
equipment, had "fallen considerably
behind schedule" and cited apparent reasons for the production lag.
In commenting on the report,
Sen. Johnson said: "We feel that
this question is of such transcendant importance that the committee
is giving the highest priority to
investigations of the bottlenecks
which have impeded the output of
fighting
equipment."
Defense
Mobilizer Charles E.
Wilson expressed himself "much
disturbed" over these and similar
criticisms. "The critics completely
have failed to take into consideration the overall magnitude of the
job that was forced upon the military on such short notice."
Citing long lead time of most
critical items and changes in
design and development, Mr. Wilson felt "we have made very substantial and outstanding progress
in the overall defense job in recent
months." His remarks were outlined in a speech before the American Society of Tool Engineers in
Chicago March 20.
[Ng|nE[|, p|u^j|u(;

OSS Sends Investigators
PIRATING and job-hopping in the
engineering field is said to have become so wide-spread that the Office
of Salary Stabilization has sent
investigators to a dozen cities to
inspect hiring practices of certain
firms. The cities are Boston, New
York, Philadelphia, Baltimore,
Cleveland, Detroit, Cincinnati, Chicago, St. Louis, Dallas, Los Angeles
and San Francisco.
Joseph D. Cooper, executive director of the office, explained that
"according to the information
reaching us the entire defense program continues to be impaired."
Early studies, he said, indicate a
serious problem in the aircraft industry.

and the public."

"This industry," Mr. Cooper explained, "is expanding rapidly due
to defense demands. There is a
great shortage of engineers in the
field. Therefore, the tendency toward piracy and job-hopping is

■

pronounced."
KMOX Business Up
RECORD business for KMOX St.
Louis was announced last week.
John L. Akerman, manager of the
CBS Radio station, said the operation "not only enjoyed the highest
daytime ratings in [its] 27 year
history . . . but that the first
quarter radio sales for the St. Louis
outlet exceeded any other first

1
Jewish Market
^0 of Metropolitan New Yorl
1. Top adult programming
2. Strong audience impact
3. Inherent listener loyalty
^^^V
Potential
^^^^^ 4.Send
for a buying
copy ofpower
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The foremost national and local advertisers use WEVD year after
year to reach the vast

"WHO'S WHO ON WEVD"
Henry Greenfield, Managing Director
WEVD 117-119 West 46th St.,
New York 19
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Western

women

Most sales start at home, and ISBC
Pacific Coast ISetwork carries your sales
messages into more Western homes for
less money than any other radio network or advertising medium!
The housewife is directly or indirectly responsible for the buying of nearly every kind of
goods or services.
,
And in Western homes, radio is king! Yes,
98% of all homes on the Pacific Coast have

talking

— and

buying!

radios . . . and NBC Pacific Coast Network
reaches 83.5% of these homes.
No other radio network can claim such complete coverage of this important market.
With retail sales in Oregon, Washington and
California running 253.6% ahead of 1940,
and estimated to top 16 billions of dollars this
year, you can't afford to miss the sales impact
only NBC Pacific Coast Network can deliver.
For complete details consult your nearest
NBC Sales Office today.

WESTERN NETWORK • NATIONAL BROADCASTING
A Division of Radio Corporofion of America
HOLLYWOOD • SAN FRANCISCO • CHICAGO • NEW YORK
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abandoned a year later Mr. Hardj
moved into government relations
and registered with Congress as £
lobbyist. As missionary to Capitol
Hill he has made it a point to sill
down with legislators, one at s]
time, and explain some of the fact;
of broadcasting and television life
to them. They, in turn, have relished the talks and have voicec
their appreciation.
Mr. Hardy got his NARTB bap
tism as chairman of the educa
tional standards committee, representing KSL Salt Lake City. Hi
was assistant manager of KS
when he went to the association. Inl
cidentally, he's a bishop in the Mor|
mon church.

Execytive Staff
(Continued from page i6)
from Boston U. where he attended
law school and lectured on industrial relations and personnel management. In the 1945-47 period he
was field examiner for the National
Labor Relations Board in Pittsburgh and before that did personnel
management and industrial relations work for RCA. He is a graduate of the Harvard Graduate
School of Business.
THAD H. BROWN JR.
THE obvious choice when NARTB
was scanning the field for a man
to direct its new TV operation,
set up last spring, was the sparkplug of Television Broadcasters
Assn., which NARTB absorbed.
Thad Brown was the selection, for
he had been TBA counsel.
His first chore at NARTB, as
acting TV manager, was to set up
the TV operation. He did the job
so well that the board named him
director of TV. All along he has
been breaking new ground for
NARTB. He's breaking it well,
judging by the present association
roll call of 80-plus stations out of
108 on the air, and all four TV networks.
A Princeton U. and Harvard Law
School graduate and son of the late
Thad Brown, an FCC Commissioner in the '30s, Thad Brown Jr. is
entering the largest assignment of
his career — direction of NARTB's

Mr. BROWN

Mr. SMITH

video operation under terms of the
new TV code effective March 1.
* * *
JOHN H. SMITH JR.

of extensive experience and talents.
President Harold E. Fellows
found Mr. Smith at the Bureau of
National Affairs in Washington
and picked him with the winter
promotional drives in mind. The
new FM Dept. director took office
Oct. 1. He has worked closely with
Ben
chairman
NARTB's
FM Strouse,
Committee,
and of also
with
Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. in
making the public FM-minded. The
traditional bickering between
NARTB and RTMA over the relatively small output of FM radio
receivers has vanished. Now both
associations are cooperating to increase listening, stimulate set sales
and help station business.
Hi *
RALPH W. HARDY
THE title is broad — "Director of
Government Relations" — and Ralph
Hardy carries out its obvious significance by ranging a beat that
reaches from the White House to
the private offices of legislators.
Mr. Hardy has been with the association since September, 1949, when
he was named to direct the Audio
Division that was set up at that
time under board mandate.
When the divisional system was

ONE of FM's major needs for many
years has been promotion — nationwide and industrywide boosting
that will help bring to the medium
the popularity it deserves. In recent months FM has been getting
that very type of promotion
through the test campaigns in
North Carolina, Wisconsin and District of Columbia. The man in
charge is John Smith, a promoter

mmcH
YOUR
CBS-WBNS
Tops

On

SPOTS!
Combination
Listeners'

Is

Menu!

From sign-on to sign-off, WBNS whips
up a steady diet of good listening entertainment. Bycombining CBS programming and local personalities with
tremendous Ohio appeal, WBNS gives
Central-Ohio listeners the 20 top-rated
programs. Your spot announcements
sandwiched between these top-rated
shows are heard on WBNS because
your audience stays tuned program
after program.
ASK JOHN BLAIR
POWER
WBNS — 5,000
WELD-FM— 53,000
COLUMBUS, OHIO
CENTRAL OHIO'S ONLY

OUTLET
Mr. HARDY
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NEAL McNAUGHTEN
THE ENGINEERING side ol
NARTB's activities centers arouni
Neal McNaughten, who has thre
decades of technical experience be]
hind him. Neal encountered hi!
first electrons in a radio repair sho]-;
during the '20s while attendini
public school in Pueblo, Col., an :
he still gets itchy digits every tim i

Mr. McNAUGHTEN
he gets near a soldering iron. 1^
worked around KGHF Pueblo, to^
after school, learning about broa(j
cast stations from the ground up Jr
well as down while helping put tl,
new station on the air.
,
He left Colorado, where he ha
attended Colorado U., in 1933, 1
join KRGV Harlingen, Tex., sta;,
ing there until 1940 when he joint,
the FCC. During the war 1
worked on many key electron^
projects. The post-war peric
found him a center figure in fr
quency allocations, including ■
number of trips to internation
conferences. He went to NART
in 1948 as assistant engineering d
rector, becoming director in mi
1949.
* * *
WILLIAM T. STUBBLEFIELE
TREYNOR
WILLIAM K.selling
MEMBERSHIP
and meij, '
ber service contacts are handled I
NARTB's
two-man
station rel
tions department, with William
Stubblefield as director and W:

BROADCASTING
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Mr. TREYNOR

Mr. STUBBLEFIELD

Mr. CHURCH

Mr. WASILEWSKI

liam K. Treynor as assistant director.
Mr. Stubblefield took over his
job last Dec. 1. NARTB got him
from Associated Program Service
where he had built up a fine record
trekking all over the nation. He
entered radio at KONO San Antonio in 1939 as an announcer. After the war he was a station management consultant and later was
with Capitol Records.
Mr. Treynor has been signing
new members in considerable quantities since he joined NARTB in
December, 1950 and he has been
doing it the hard way — motoring
from county to county all the way
from Minnesota to Florida. He
entered radio in 1939 at WOL
Washington, joining the Marines
in 1942 and becoming a combat
pilot with a night fighter unit. He
rejoined WOL after the war, moving to WOIC (TV) as account executive.
*
*
*
RICHARD M. ALLERTON
PRESIDING over NARTB's Research Dept., with all its marketing and statistical operations, is
Richard M. Allerton, who has spent
many years with New York agency
and marketing organizations. A
few weeks ago he stepped into the
job formerly held by Dr. Kenneth
H. Baker, who left last summer to
form Standard Audit & Measurement Service.
First major radio project in Mr.
AUerton's career came in 1944
when he joined Crossley Inc. as radio research director. After two
years at this organization he moved
to Free & Peters, station representative, as director of marketing and
radio research. Agency connections
include Abbott Kimball Co. and
William Esty & Co.
Mr. Allerton is a graduate of
Union College, Schenectady, and

was a Wall St. bond salesman until
1937 when he got into market research. During the war he was a
management consultant to the
Quartermaster Corps, War Dept.,

is a native of Florida, moving to
Washington in 1940. He was in
government employ over a decade,
aside from a three-year stretch in
the Coast Guard. He received a
B. S. degree from George Washington U. in 1948.* * *

year-and-a-half, coming to NARTB
from the public relations and newspaperOnfields
in the Nation's
Capital.
Washington
newspapers
he specialized in sports. He is a
native of Florida and a graduate
of U. of Florida. His first journalistic job was on the Florida TimesUnion, Jacksonville.
Mrs. Whittenburg is a Texan, as
everyone at NARTB quickly discovered when she joined the association last fall. She was born in
Dublin, Texas, and educated at
Hillsboro. During the war she was
(Continued on page 118)

WEOK
POUGHKEEPSIE
REPRESENTED BY
EVERETT McKINNEY, INC.
BROADCASTING

OSCAR ELDER
JO WHITTENBURG
PRODUCTION of publications and
press releases in NARTB's Public
Affairs Dept., under Director Robert K. Richards, are handled by
Oscar Elder, assistant director,
and Jo Whittenburg, special assistant.
Mr. Elder has been on the job a

Mr. ALLERTON
acquiring an intimate acquaintance with the intricacies of govemment and military procedure.
VINCENT T. WASILEWSKI
ABIAH A. CHURCH
A HEAVY share of NARTB's
legal load — and it's really a fastshifting cargo — is carried by these
two young attorneys. They serve
under Judge Justin Miller, whose
title, chairman of the board and
general counsel, places him in a
dual role.
Mr. Wasilewski joined the old
NAB in the fall of 1949, shortly
after receiving the degree of Doctor of Jurisprudence at U. of Illinois. He entered U. of Illinois in
1940 but his school career was interrupted several years by service
in the Army Air Force. He has
made frequent appearances before
FCC and Congressional hearings
on behalf of NARTB.
Mr. Church has been at NARTB
since last August, having been
with the U. S. Court of Claims. He
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"The Yanks are coming" over WINS — starting with the Spring
games. WINS travels with the team!
That puts this station in the spothght as the best spot buy
any buy!
Let WINS go to bat for you, through spots or programs.
Whatever you have to sell, you can sell more at lower cost
We'll be glad to give you the facts, and the figures.
Buy WINS
If Sells!

. . .

Call your WINS representative
. • . see him when he calls!
CROSLEY BROADCASTING

WINS
50KW
New York

I
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head.

Mrs. WHITTENBURG
Executive Staff
(Continued from page 117)
a Wave — petty officer, 2d class.
After the war she joined the editorial staff of Broadcasting •
Telecasting. She is a graduate
of American U., with a BS degree
in communications.

Only ONE

Station

DOMINATES
This

Rich,

Growing

MARKET

With

1951 BANK

WILLIAM L. WALKER JR.
THE MAN in the back room, who
keeps stacks of invoices in neat
piles and rows of figures in precise
columns, makes an annual foray
out of seclusion into the NARTB
convention registration booth. As
NARTB auditor, William L. Walker Jr. helps Secretary-Treasurer
C. E. Arney Jr. handle the million
financial details that pop up at the
industry's annual meeting.
Mr. Walker was born in Akron
in 1921, moving to Virginia in
1934. He is a graduate of Strayer
Business College. Professional career started with Potts & Callahan
Contracting Co. as paymaster and
purchasing agent. His 1942-45
tour with the Air Force included 21
months foreign service. His first
radio experience came in the Army
airways communications system, including a San Francisco station

Mr. ELDER
that handled all military traffic for
the Pacific area.
After the war he returned to
Potts & Callahan, working on many
major construction projects until
joining the old NAB in 1948. He
is a member of the American Legion, Veterans of Foreign Wars
and Masonic order.
ARTHUR C. STRINGER
THE final authority on radio equipment expositions is Arthur Stringer, who is one of the older hands
at the business. As usual he is
staging the NARTB equipment exhibit during the convention, no
light task in view of the fact that
is one of the nation's major industrial shows. He is serving on a
consulting basis.
Back in the late '20s and early
'30s Mr. Stringer was a key figure
in the annual Radio World's Fair
staged at Madison Square Garden,
New York, as a joint promotion of
manufacturers, broadcasters and
jobbers.
Mr. Stringer was educated at
U. of Michigan and U. of Chicago,
starting business at the Chicago
Tribune where he was in the advertising department five years.
He has been a public relations and
business consultant and for a dec-

RESOURCES

$378,621,741.69
A 10 -year gain of 141%
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HOWARD H. BELL
ONE of the livelier spots at
NARTB headquarters is the second
floor, where the Television division
is located. Much of this TV activity
centers around Howard Bell, assistant director of television under
Director Thad Brown.
Mr. Bell joined NARTB about
the time the board was giving its
final approval to the Television
Code. He has had a good share of
the basic work involved in making
an operating reality out of the
document.
Born in New York in 1926, Mr.
Bell was educated in public schools
there and was graduated from the
U. of Missouri School of Journalism. He had his first radio experience at KFRU Columbia while
studying journalism. He spent 2%
years in the Navy. Before joining
NARTB he had been promotion
manager of the Washington EveStar stations
WMAL-AM-in
FM-TVningand
was an— instructor
sales promotion at American U.
CAMPBELL

TO WILD

Appointed General Manager
DON D. CAMPBELL, WBRC-AMTV Birmingham, Ala., sales manager for 17 years, has been made
general manager of WILD that
city, it has been
announced.
WILD, formerly WTNB Birmingham,
structinisg a connew
5-kw transmitter
on 850 kc. It is
the MBS outlet
there.
Along with the
increase in power
Mr. Campbell
and change of frequency, WILD, licensed to Pilot
Broadcasting Co., is planning new
modern studios.
FCC has approved the transfer
of stock to George A. Mattison Jr.,
a prominent Birmingham business
man, with the remainder of the
stock held by Roy Hofheinz, owner
and operator of KTHT Houston and
KSOX Harlingen, Tex.
RADIO night of Los Angeles Adv.
Women ad orientation course, Monday (March 24), was conducted by
Helen Murray Hall, supervisor of advertising and promotion NBC Western Division; Robert J. McAndrews,
commercial manager KBIG Avalon,
Calif.; Wilder Wylie, manager of
commercials department, Young &
Rubicam, Hollywood, and Arnold
Marquis, president, Arnold Marquis
Productions, Hollywood, radio-TV
program packager.

of

WnWTOfH'SALEM

ade was an NARTB

Mr. WALKER

Mr. STRINGER
BROADCASTING
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On Exhibit in Chicago
(Continued from page 42)
microphone booms, lighting control
equipment and remote controls.
Attending the convention are
E. F. Kook, president; Charles
Shevlin, sales; George Izenour, engineering; Arthur Menkin, engineering, and Earl Koehler, sales.
■
COLLINS RADIO CO.
I LATEST designs in 5-10 kw transmitters and broadcast speech equipment are on display in Exposition
Hall. The new 21E-M 5-10 kw AM
broadcast transmitter is shown for
the first time. It is the newest addition to the line and completes the
re-design of Collins AM broadcast
transmitters ranging from 250 w
to 10 kw.
New features emphasized in the
21E-M are simplified circuits; lowcost RF and audio amplifier tubes;
new crystal and oscillator design
incorporating low-temperature coefficient crystals eliminating heat
controls; low power consumption,
and low initial and maintenance
cost.
Collins will show latest model
' studio consoles, speech amplifiers,
I remote equipment and accessories.
Attending the convention are R. H.
\ HoUister, broadcast sales manager,
i and the following from the Cedar
Rapids headquarters and field ofI fices: T. B. Moseley, T. W. Sharpe,
( J. D. Phelan, W. J. McGuckin, J. F.
f Stanbery, H. 0. Olson, J. L. Singleton, L. K. Findley, J. Hollis, T. E.
McConnell and R. Sublett.
CONTINENTAL ELECTRONICS
MFG. CO.
i
j
1
'
]
I
i
I
I

THREE types of Continental broadcast transmitters are on display in
the company's
exhibition hall
booth— 315 5 kw, 314-2 1 kw and
312 250 w, all AM types. M. W.
Witty, general manager, and Mark
W. Bullock, chief design engineer,
head the delegation.
Model 315 is designed for regional stations and is said to have
very stable high-efficiency power
amplifier adapted to directional
operation by use of added circuitry
and equipment described as ex-

clusive to Continental. An induction type automatic voltage regulator with electronic control is included to permit regulation of line
voltage over a wide range of variation. Transview glass-door housing
is used.
Model 314-2 is a new model with
high-level modulated unit of simplified style. Sheet aluminum cabinet
is built without a frame, cabinet
members also serving as vertical
panels for mounting of components.
This is said to improve cooling and
give better accessibility. Automatic
voltage regulation is provided,
along with variable auto-transformer in main rectifier circuit.
The 312 250 w transmitter has
linear RF power amplifier lowlevel modulated along with highquality audio amplifier, keeping
distortion extremely low, the company explains. Electrical design
is simple, with only two tuning
controls required. Like other larger
models in the Continental line it
contains transview glass door.
ALLEN B. DuMONT
LABORATORIES
A FULLY-EQUIPPED television
station is set up and operating in
the exhibition hall booth, with all
installations from transmitter to
cameras and including a studio,
control room, film projection room,
transmitter room and client's
booth.
The DuMont Transmitter Division's exhibit centers around the
way equipment is designed for lowcost economy operation plus adequate expansion possibilities without obsolescence of original equipment.
Highlight is the new UHF Klystron tube used in the new 5 kw
UHF transmitter. UHF receivers
and converters are displayed, along
with a diplexer. The TV studio
includes two complete image-orthicon camera chains, one mounted on
the new DuMont mobile dolly. A
complete film chain is found in the
projection room, with two 16 mm
projectors and one multiplexer.
Six 17-inch monitors of several

In ^^^^
Wisconsin . . .

a sweet .
smoker/

WKTY
rates TOPS
for
RESULTS!
Ask
Weed and Company

re^^^"*""
se
.We """jrJiUeso'
J o ideo the .respon

»be
our own
•204% in two years!
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ALEE
Radio
Station

console-mounted types are in the
studio control room. A video-audiocontrol console has complete audio
and video switching and mixing
facilties. In the transmitter room
is
a complete
5 kw VHF
"Oak"
air-cooled
transmitter
and console.
A typical client's booth is provided
for consultation with DuMont representatives. These include H. E.
Taylor Jr., transmitter division
manager; R. E. Kessler, assistant
division manager; J. B. Tharpe, national sales manager; R. D. Chipp,
director of engineering for DuMont
TV Network. District managers include L. E. Rett, H. Bloomberg,
L. C. Radford; Sales — J. Morrisey,
R. J. Myers, B. J. Klindworth, W. G.
O'Brien, G. Scott, E. Wald.
Sales engineering — C. E. Spicer,
sales engineering manager, and
T. W. Kirksey, J. P. Gallagher, H.
Del Muro and C. Grace. Engineering representatives are G. Gregory,
engineering manager, and L. Voorhees and R. Betts. Others are S.
Helt, professional relations director; R. S. Windt, public relations;
G. Kay, industrial relations; F.
Newman, advertising manager; J.
Ruiter, technical advertising man-

1

WSAZ
with the
MOST
LISTENERS
(Hooper, 1951)
SERVES THE

ager.
FEDERAL
TELECOMMUNICATION

LABS.

DISPLAY of Federal's complete
line of television station equipment
is on display in Exhibition Hall.
The joint display with Graybar
Electric Co., newly named distributor, is based
the "completeness"
theme.
Fromon camera
to antenna,
the display stresses installations
based on successful FTL equipped
stations throughout North and
South America.
An entire camera chain is in operation along with studio video
units and the Federal 5-kw VHF
transmitter, including master control console. Other items are the
latest film projectors, flying spot
scanner and new binary counter
sync generator, as well as distribution amplifiers and power supplies.
Eye-catcher is 10-ft. section of
Federal's triangular loop TV antenna. It is designed for high-band
VHF channels and based on a new
concept of antenna construction.
Features claimed are high gain,
low weight and low cost. Federal's
equipment provides for additional
programming facilities, increased
power output and entire station
growth.
FTL-Graybar planned the exhibit
to show the importance of a single
source for complete station equipment.
GATES RADIO CO.
SEVERAL major speech input
equipment items now being manufactured for radio and television
installations are on display by
Gates Radio Co. These include two
complete console systems and a
special preset program dispatching
and switching facility similar to
(Contmued on page 120)

METROPOLITAN
AREA
WITH THE
BIGGEST
DRUG

SALES

PER CAPITA
(SALES MANAGEMENT, 1951)
In
WEST
• 930 KC
VIRGINIA

• 5000 WATTS DAY
• 1000 WATTS NITE
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
THE
BRANHAM
COMPANY

WSAZ
Hunfingfon, West Virginia
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(Continued from page 119)
and effective radiated power for
that used on several major studios.
both VHF and UHF bands.
Two AM radio transmitters are
shown and a special 250 w FM reComplete studio includes live
lay transmitter used for STL serv- cameras. The film camera channel
ice.
embodies new features said to
Attending for Gates are Francis
afford a better picture and smoothWentura, chief engineer in charge
er operation. Signal source is the
new 16mm Synchrolite projector
of the display; Norbert L. Jochem,
chief audio frequency engineer,
and slide projector. A 12-inch picture monitor, accompanying the
who is presenting a paper at the
Engineering Conference on aspects
image orthicon studio camera chanof speech input equipment design;
nel and film camera channel, disP. S. Gates, president; Fred 0.
plays horizontal and vertical wave
Grimwood, vice president, and these forms simultaneously.
sales representatives : Wayne MarThe completely slaved system is
cy, Houston; Stanley Whitman,
said to permit a high degree of
Waterloo, la.; Kenneth Neubrecht,
perfection in program continuity.
Detroit, and Robert M. Ware, of A new audio console utilizing key
the Quincy office.
switches and plug-in type amplifiers, together with a new portable
amplifier, will be on display. Rack
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.
mounted units are set up for demonLATEST television equipment of stration.
General Electric Co., commemoratIncluded in GE personnel at the
convention are P. L. Chamberlain,
ing the company's 25th year of TV
progress, is shown in a setting of F. P. Barnes, R. S. Yeandle, A. F.
murals depicting scenes and equip- Wild, W. G. Broughton, C. J.
ment typifying the quarter-century.
Simon, J. W. I. Cody, J. M. Comer
In a typical transmitter room set- Jr., J. Wall, T. F. Bost Jr., L. H.
up, the UHF transmitter with as- Naum, W. R. Chapin, J. H. Douglas,
H. W. Cranberry, C. T. Haist Jr.,
sociated control console, demodulator and monitoring receivers, is in F. R. Walker, J. H. Painter.
operation. A full scale model of the
helical antenna and the 12 kw KlyGENERAL PRECISION
stron tube are available for inspecLABORATORY
tion. A graphic presentation covers
transmitter output, antenna gain FEATURING the convention ex-

r

hibit is a TV camera with remote
controls for push-button lens
change, focus, and pan and tilt.
This exclusive image orthicon camera was produced for use in unusual locations or sites inaccessible to camera crews.
The actual controls for remote
operation are placed in a compact
unit, 28x10x5 inches, permitting an
operator to hold it while sitting or
standing. The GPL camera features separate light indicators for
each of the four lenses, plus a fifth
light to indicate on-off operation.
Iris adjustment is from the CCU,
as
on allchain.
standard models of GPL's
camera
Portable sv>ritcher for either field
or television use is on display as
well as a 2-3 pulldown projector.
Representatives at the convention
include Blair Foulds, Frank N.
Gillette, E. Arthur Hungerford
Jr., Louis L. Pourciau, John Sims,
N. M. Marshall, Joseph W. Belcer
and Edward Palmquist.
GRAYBAR

ELECTRIC

CO.

THE convention exhibit of Graybar Electric Co. includes displays
on behalf of the manufacturers
represented by the company. These
are Federal Telecommunication
Labs., Altec-Lansing Corp., Continental Electronics Mfg. Co. and
Blaw-Knox Div. of Blaw-Knox Co.
Graybar became national distributor for Federal Telecommunication TV broadcasting equipment
in mid-March. The agreement covers the complete line of Federal TV
transmitting and studio equipment
including transmitters, auxiliary
equipment, antennas, cameras, TV
film projectors, all studio equipment, mobile units and microwave
links.
For many years Graybar has
been a major distributor of AM
and FM as well as non-broadcast
electronic equipment along with
electrical supplies and appliances.
It offers the full range of equipment needed for a TV station.
Other lines handled by Graybar
include towers, transmission lines,
audio equipment and studio lighting. It maintains 108 principal
distribution centers throughout the
nation.

1
KLIEGL BROS.
Hal G. Neely

FIRST showing of a new Rotolector (rotary selector switch) control board is high spot of the Kliegl
display. The Rotolector operates
with both the autotransformer and
electronic type console switchboards. It is described as revolutionary in design, operating from a
three-phase
four-wire design system.

Let him show you how Allied's faster,
dependable, complete processing and pressing
service will flawlessly reproduce your transcriptions — and on time.
At the convention — look for Mr. Neely at
the Conrad Hilton Hotel.
Allied
MANUFACTURING

E c o R
COMPANY

18 years of record service
Hollywood, California
New York City, New York
1041 N. Los Polmos
619 West 54th Street
Page 120
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Switchboards are wired up to and
operating the complete lighting and
wiring systems used by NBC-TV,
ABC-TV, WOR-TV and others.
They are described as providing
quick installation and low initial
cost, and operating flexibility, thus
assuring proper base, background
and artistic lighting regardless of
scene to be televised.
All floor

cables are eliminated.
Kliegl Bros, will provide expanded studio planning assistance
for architects and engineers. Representatives at the NARTB convention exhibit are George Gill,
Robert A. Langer, John Higgins
and Arch Monson.
NARTB

STATION RELATIONS
DEPT.

IN ADDITION to maintaining an
"exhibition booth," the NARTB
Station Relations Dept. is offering
the use of "centralized service" to
those attending the convention.
Located adjacent to registration
booth in the Exhibition Hall, Station Relations will provide complete
charts showing the immediate location of all NARTB staff personnel,
NARTB district directors and the
officers from the various state associations who are in attendance. All
this information will also be available through the hotel switchboard
by simply asking the operator for
"Station Relations."
Individual members desiring to
meet with an NARTB director may
arrange for a definite meeting time
and place by contacting William T.
Stubblefield, station relations director; William K. Treynor, assistant
director, or Helen Fruth at the
booth.
Reviewing the broad scope of current NARTB activities and services,
a brochure entitled "Proof Copy"
will be distributed. A complete display of all recent NARTB service
material will be provided and members desiring extra copies are invited to place their orders. Special
NARTB information-and-servicesample kits have been prepared for
non-member broadcasters who may
visit the convention. Station Relation has adopted the slogan: "Let
us serve you" and invites those attending to bring all questions relative to the convention or the association to the department.
RCA RECORDED PROGRAM
SERVICES
THEME

of the RCA Recorded Program Services exhibit is "Thesaurus— your 'steak' in programming," based on a real live 4-H
steer, tieing in with the program
library display in Room 512 of the
Conrad Hilton. Programs featured
are a new commercial package.
The Freddy Martin Show, and a
big-name
series, Date in Hollywood.
Theoffer
"Thesaurus
512 Key
Club"
will
memberships,
a gimmick
that RCA used in 1950 and 1951.
Incentive to join the club will be
two home freezers packed with
steaks and other choice meat cuts.
Lucky membership-card numbers
will be drawn in Room 512 Monday
and Tuesday, 5-6 p.m. Keys to
Room 512 were mailed in advance
to broadcasters. Take-home novelties include Mexican valeras.
Models pushing super-market
baskets reading "ready for Freddy"
distribute keys to Room 512. The
(Continued on page 122)
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STEEL

IO8/2

CAPACITY

MILLION

TONS...

STILL

AND

GOING

1 ■ NEARLY 6 MONTHS

UP

have

passed since our last advertisement reporting on the growing
steel industry. There are more
than 250 companies in the steel
industry. Most of them are expanding. Here are some of the
facts on their progress :

2.

IN A BIG industry, like steel, the problems of speeding
up are big, too. Here's how one company solved the
puzzle of keeping old blast furnace going while building a replacement. New furnace, at right, is on wheels,
ready to be rolled into place as soon as old furnace
is torn down.

X

GETTING READY for
cold -weather pouring
of concrete on another steel
mill expansion. Work goes
on everywhere in a race for
the 120 million ton goal.

s CITY
the steel
companie
as you ofread
this,
CAPA
5T0TAI
■ is about 108.5 million tons.
It was 104 million, tons a year
ago. By this time next year we
will be approaching 120 million
tons. The steel companies will
keep on growing as long as
America needs more steel, and
the companies have money to
buy new equipment ... If you
want full details on the progress
of the expansion programs of
the steel companies, write to
American Iron and Steel Institute, 350 Fifth Avenue, New
York 1, New York. Ask for reprint from Steelways Magazine,
"Growth of A Giant".

Ibroadcasting

• Telecasting

STEELWORKER, signaling to craneman, symbolizes this chart of constant expansion
4. of American
steel companies, big and
little. Growth, in our country, is a result
of competing companies struggling to
serve their customers.
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Once time
you'reandpressed
for
need
RIGHT ANSWERS in a
hurry
— you'll
a steady
subscriber
to thebe STANDARD ADVERTISING
REGISTER.
For STANDARD tells
you who makes it— where
it's advertised — how much
is spent for advertising
plus the names of the
corporate ofiBcers and the
advertising agency handling the account. And
you get this important information on the 14,000 companies who spend
;95c out of every national advertising dollar!
Why wait? Learn what the STANDARD
ADVERTISING REGISTER will do for you.
Write for full facts today!
THE AGENCY LIST
Standard source of information
about 3,000 U.S. and Canadian advertising agencies with data on
their 30,000
recognition,
and
over
clients.personnel,
Issued three
times a year — the AGENCY LIST
is part ofor STANDARD'S
complete
service
may be purchased
separately.

colored
Write for
ftQ6 illustra
ted booklet
ionSING
giving full
informat
about
the
STANDARD ADVERTI
REGISTER and Supplementary Services. It's yours for the asking.
NATIONAL REGISTER PUBLISHING GO., INC.
130 Weil 42nd Street 333 N. Michigan Avenue
N.w York 36, N. Y. Chicago 1, Illinois
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Exhibit in Chicago
(Continued fr om page 120)
Hereford steer and freezers are
bination is designed to help stations
get on the air with UHF programs
displayed in the exhibit hall. Personnel at the convention includes
soon after FCC grants permit in
Al Sambrook, Jim Davis, Bert
the band.
Wood, Ben Rosner, Bill Reilly, Bill
Attending the convention from
Gartland, Al Hindle, Henry Gillesthe RCA Sales Division of Victor
pie, Gregory Reeser, George Field,
Engineering Products Dept. will be:
Bob Fender and Geoffrey Bennett.
T. A. Smith, A. R. Hopkins, J. P.
Taylor, C. M. Lewis, E. C. Tracy,
RCA VICTOR DIVISION
L. W. Haessler, E. T. Griffith, J. M.
Barclay, E. S. Clammer, W. G.
Engineering Products Dept.
Eberhart, E. Frost, J. E. Hill, J.
THREE sections are featured in W. Hillegas, A. Josephsen, J. H.
the RCA convention booth: ComKeachie, F. D. Meadows, D. S. Newplete line of UHF and VHF trans- borg, R. J. Newman, J. L. Nickels,
mission equipment; basic buy equip- J. F. Palmquist, W. B. Varnum, P.
ment featuring small station setup
G. Walters Jr., W. D. Wenger, Barbased on 2 kw VHF transmitter,
ton Kreuzer, M. A. Trainer, David
announce booth and film projection
Bain, Henry Diszak, Dana Pratt, H.
room; new cameras and studio
J. Lavery, V. S. Mattison, G. W.
Tunnell, J. P. McGrenra, M. Brandt,
equipment.
The first section includes a 1 kw
Noel Luddy, A. H. Super, Joseph
UHF cavity, UHF home receivers
Sims, W. 0. Hadlock and Elmer
and converters, 10 kw VHF cavity, Mason.
From the Engineering Division:
UHF slot antenna, new transmission line, diplexers, sideband filters
M. C. Batsel, V. E. Trouant, W. J.
and associated equipment for UHF
Poch, J. E. Young, J. H. Roe, W.
and VHF, 250 w and 5 kw AM
E. Stewart, H. E. Gihring, C. D.
broadcast transmitter and new 1 Kentner, A. Reisz, A. H. Lind, L. E.
kw AM transmitter.
Anderson, P. W. Wildow, F. E.
In the second section are 2 kw
Talmage, T. P. Tissot, L. J. Wolf
and 0. 0. Fiet.
VHF TV transmitter with audiovideo rack equipment, sideband filter, 15 kw RF load-watt meter,
five-section video-audio control conFIFTH FLOOR
sole with two 70-D turntables, studio camera chain, announce booth
ALLIED RADIO CORP.
with new BK-IA microphone, starmaker TV microphone, wall-mount
THE
convention showing of Allied
speaker and film projection room
Radio Corp. is built around the
with two new 16mm TV projectors,
firm's line of broadcast station
new automatic slide projector, new
equipment and supplies. Allied .
TV utility monitor, TP-9B film mul- handles
audio equipment, amplitiplexer.
fiers,
condensers, tower light conAt the booth entrance are new
trols, Daven attenuators, equalizfield and studio TV cameras, with
ers, disc and tape recording equipthree operating. One revolves to
ment, transformers and countless
show construction and one is un- other items listed in its 212-page
folded for inspection. A mockup
buying guide.
shows the coming new TP-6A professional type 16 mm TV projector.
ALLIED RECORD MFG. CORP.
Third section includes new portable TV projector on tripod, field
TV equipment on two-desk sections, EQUIPMENT shown by Allied Record Mfg. Corp. includes tubes, retwo camera controls, master monicorders, tape recorders, test units,
tors and field switchers. All this
equipment is new. A new field monitors, speakers, pickups, cartridges, turntables and other radiocamera, TL-20C, is shown with two TV station
supplies. Personnel at
new fine-groove turntables. New
BCM-IA mixer and transmission
line are displayed as well as LC-IA
loudspeaker, BR-84 rack, 44-BK
microphone, BC-2B console and associated switching equipment.
Considered the "star performer"
is the new TV camera, serving for
field or studio use. It is designated
TK-llA for studio use and comes
with new studio camera control and
new TM-6A camera monitor. As a
field camera it is designated TK31A. Advantages claimed are new
view-finder with 7-inch kinescope,
better yoke design, video amplifier
with adjustable blanking, better circuity and design, improved components, extremely rugged construction. Second to it is the new
TK-20C film TV camera.
A new packaged equipment com-

the convention are Leo Brook
David Kennedy, Gordon Houglj j^jo
Chet Wharfield, Jack Threlkelt, re
Eugene Carrington, Lou Parsoi Ify
Phil Karlin.
^ip:
ALTEC-LANSING

CORP,

DISTRIBUTION for Altec-Lansinf'^
microphones and speakers an- ^'^
other specialized broadcast-telecas'^N'
are
G. L.Officials
Carrington,
items.
at thepresident;
conventio'Mrj'^
A. Ward, vice president; J. K. Hi) j
Hard, chief engineer and H. S. Moi*!
ris, production sales manager. P
AMPEREX ELECTRONIC CORI
PROMOTED in the exhibit of Air
perex Electronic Corp. is its line c
electronic tubes for broadcast us(
Sam Norris is manager of th
Brooklyn firm.

AMPEX ELECTRIC CORP.
FEATURED by Ampex are high ack
:j
quality magnetic tape recorder;
synchronizing equipment and simi
lar items. Attending are Harrison w:
Johnston, manager of productioJIi
engineering, E. G. Swanson, con
tract engineer, and R. J. Tinkhansmf
manager of midwest distribution, iie
SERVICE
J
ASSOCIATED PROGRAM

TEN diff'erent types of library sersl
ices designed to supply economi(|
sales and programming require!
ments of every broadcaster anl;
telecaster are demonstrated in thJ
APS suite (532A, 533A, 534A), irreluding a low-cost service with ontT'
'r"
APSminimum.
claims its basic library haf*
year
over 7,000 tune variables plus a recF
ord amount of name talent. Adde '
features
transcribedinclude
sales"Mitch's"
meetingmonthl
seriei
monthly sales awareness bulletin;
14 pre-produced
program transcrippackage'j^ij
and
a specially designed
tion cabinet. Other libraries are ™
specialized commercial library, spf!"*
cialized radio production musJi*:
library, specialized TV produc'-p
tion music library, deluxe TV l"?|i
brary, specialized radio music lij
brary, specialized popular musil
library, specialized show medley li
brary, specialized concert musiw
library and novelty library. J-t
Neon-lighted display board higt jK
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BROADCASTING
Call) HAymorko•t Telecastin

ghts plusses of APS service. Traitional sharp cheese and crackers
re served visitors in the suite,
ully draped in dark blue velour.
vPS representatives are Maurice
5. Mitchell, vice president and genxal manager; John Andrus, vice
[resident and treasurer; Andrew M.
Iviswell, vice president and recordng director; William H. Houghton,
lervice manager, and Ed Hochauser Jr., sales manager.
AUDIO & VIDEO PRODUCTS
CORP.
"■OR the first time Audio & Video
'roducts Corp. is showing its new
onsole cabinet model of the Ampex
•ortable series 400-A magnetic tape
ecorders. The same tape drive
lechanism and electronic chassis
eretofore offered in a single fullynclosed case have been installed
n a console cabinet with hinged
op and front for ready accessi. ility and rapid inspection.
The demonstration of the Ampex
ne of professional magnetic tape
recorders includes the 400-A and
:ts big brother, the Ampex 300.
impex "Speed-Lock" synchronous
[magnetic tape recording will also
.e demonstrated by actual operadon in lip synchronism with a 16
|nm motion picture film.
In attendance at the exhibit,
Hoom 548A, are Russell O. Hudson,
Villiam H. Hazlett, Edward J.
Vilder and Leon A. Wortman.
BLAW-KNOX DIVISION
.MANUFACTURER of vertical raliators for AM and supporting anenna towers for FM, Blaw-Knox
.listributes through Graybar Elecric Co.
It J
CAPITOL RECORDS
i t
DISTRIBUTING CORP.
a 5
Broadcast Sales Division
; N ADDITION to information and
•ludition transcriptions on the cusom library service, Capitol stresses
ntroduction of a new production
[Husic section for AM and TV. A
:j)review of this new cue music section is given. It is available with
.he new custom library and is sup])lied on a 12-inch transcription.
Some special fun gimmicks are
jivailable for visitors to the headluarters, in 535A, 536A and 537A.
-ifc The Broadcast Sales Division is

represented by CliflF Ogden, manager; Bill Finkeldey, eastern region; Al King, central division;
Jack Barton, southern region, and
Jim Strain, western region.
CBS TELEVISION FILM SALES
FILM programs available from
CBS Television are the Geiie Autry
Show, Strange Adventure, Cases of
Eddie Drake, Files of Jeffrey Jones,
Holiday in Paris, Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra, Range Ride, Holon the LineTheanddisplay
World'sis
Immortallywood Operas.
located in Rooms 545-6. Attending
the convention are Fred Mahlstedt,
director; Charles Reeves, manager
of the Chicago sales office; George
Lyon and Walter Scanlan.
DAVEN CO.
MANUFACTURER of many types
of components and accessories, the
Daven Co. will have many of its
catalog items on display. The company's products include variable
fixed and tone compensation attenuators as well as other types
of resistors and switches; transmission measuring sets, speech input equipment, noise and distortion
meters. For FM, Daven produces
RF fixed and variable attenuators,
speech input equipment, noise and
distortion meters.
DRESSER-STACEY CO.
IDECO DIVISION
CONSTRUCTION examples of
towers up to 1500 feet in height
are shown by Ideco Division in
Room 539A of the Conrad Hilton.
J. Roger Hayden, Ideco sales manager, has extensive experience in
towers of 1000 feet and upward.
Mr. Hayden and Stu Wilson have
information on availability of towers and steel supply.
An actual section of the Ideco
"Tall Tower" will be on display.
In addition to showing actual structural design of Ideco radio and TV
towers, the display will include the
new RCA clamp used to hold transmission lines firmly in place. This
new clamp is the type being used
in the new 100-foot triangular
guyed tower being erected for
WBEN Buffalo.

EITEL-McCULLOUGH INC.
THE new EIMAC external cavity
Klystron for 5-kw output in the
UHF television band is introduced
by Eitel-McCullough. The exhibit,
in Room 521A, includes power
In the top twenty morket
tubes
for AM, FM, shortwave, mipercentage gains (1939-19.19
crowave and STL transmission.
among
the
162
"officiol
politan county oreos, LUB30C
Other
items
include vacuum capaRANKS FIRST IN AUTOMOTIVE
citors,
air
system
sockets and vacSTORE SALES
of gam 655V-.
uum tube accessories.
Soles (%Monogenient
Representatives at the convention are 0. H. Brown, director of
field engineering; Royal J. Higgins,
field engineer and John B. Higgins, field engineer.
FEDERAL TELEPHONE &
RADIO CORP.
THE Federal line of vacuum tubes,
transmitting and rectifier tubes,
TV picture tubes and Magnetrons
Notional fteprmftntolive; Wm. G. Rambaau Co.
is on display in the Federal suite.
Southwest
Represefitatfv*:
Oyds Mdyille Co., Dollos, Uxai
Convention representatives are
Telecasting
jSROADCASTING

C. J. Harrison, sales manager,
Vacuum Tube Division; J. J. Kircher, G. R. Winston and Robert D.
Deutsch, sales engineers.
HARRY S. GOODMAN
PRODUCTIONS
RADIO programs on transcriptions
and both live and film television
programs are shown in the Harry
S. Goodman display rooms, 556557. Several representatives of
the company are present.
A number of new features are
shown for the first time. The company has just completed a series
of quarter-hour programs featuring Burl Ives and the Tony Mattola Musical Group. Another is a
mystery show titled Let George
Do It, with 52 half-hours completed. A series by this name is
in its sixth year on Don Lee Network.

A series of 156 quarter-hour-;
titled Hymns of the World features
John Charles Thomas and The
King's Men, The
with Goodman
156 quarter-hours
available.
firm is
presenting for the first time a spot
library of over 1,800 spot announcements, both jingles and straight
announcing.
For TV
there sports
is a series
of 52^
quarter
- hour
programs
available on 16 mm films. Another
quarter-hour feature, titled Dilemma, is based on the crimedoesn't-pay theme. Programs were
created specially for TV. On display, too, are fur storage spots on
film and a new series Here's Howe^
with Sally Howe giving household hints. The latter consists of 65
half-minute programs, with custom
built openings and closings available for each individual sponsor.
(Contiyiued on page 126)
Adverft^einent

^'I'd

Rather

Have

Dealers'
Key
1000
So says ad manager Richard
S. Lowell,
Jf
of U.S. Plywood Corporation. (A Prospect.)
local or regional
Every WEEK of the year, and es- Weldwood
Key
pecially the week of March 21 just
dealer. How he oppassed, Printers' Ink brings to you
erates, how he has
and your sales staff, tight, factual,
been helped to
complete outlines for selling local
build a profitable
key dealers and regional and nafranchise
tional advertisers, spots or programs
self, isallfortoldhim-in „ i
that nail down the order for the
distributor.
In our March 21 issue we ran
article
in Printers' Ink.
Bob Kenyon
this remarkable
Now for our "commercial."
an article on page 37, with this
Every week 23,475 men and womheadline: "How to Capture and
en who now put together more than^
half of all the national advertising
Dominate a Market." The only
missing link in the story is now
of
country,newplow
thrucase
Printers'
being pointed out to every radio
Ink,thisseeking
ideas,
histostation executive who is reading
ries like the Weldwood story, and
this ad. Here it is:
brass tack stuff that someone has
Anyone who decides to do
tried and proven to be more prosome remodeling, or a complete job
ductive when money is spent in anymedium.
of building, takes plenty of time to
compare, check, analyze and talk to
Reason: Printers' Ink is the
other users of a product before he one magazine in America that is
puts his John Henry on the order
specifically edited from the adverblank. And evidence is piled high
tiser's viewpoint. That's why so
that women in the home, who have
many advertising, management,
their radios turned on hour after
sales and agency executives read it
every week.
hour, listen, put down phone numbers, and often cast the deciding
Whether you use a sixth of a
ballot when the husband says,
page or a full page every week, we
can
promise you the largest audicountry.
"O.K., we will buy some Weldence of buyers of advertising in this
wood, or Novoply, or Weldwood
Hardwood, or Weltex, or Mengle
Wire, write or phone us when
doors, or some wood moldings," or
any one of the dozens of other
can we have a talk with you. *
P.S. If you missed the Weldproducts now produced by this
wood Plywood story, get it and
company that grew from a $500
business to one that is now worth
read it right now. (If you don't
have the March 21 Printers' Ink
50 millions.
If you want to tap one of the handy, send us 25c and we'll rush
a copy ROBERT
back to youE.byKENYON,
return mail.)
most productive segments of new
JR.
ADVERTISING DIRECTOR
business, start right now with your
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On Exhibit in Chicago
(Continued from page 123)
Prize-winning- weather spots for
TV will be shown.
As usual Harry S. Goodman
Productions has a novelty gift for
delegates.
GRAY RESEARCH &
DEVELOPMENT CO.
EQUIPMENT shown by Gray in
its headquarters includes the Gray
Telop, used by CBS and NBC in
combination with TV cameras to
permit instant fading^ from one object to another by superimposition.
This is said to give wider latitude
of visual interest. Telop II is a
new product to be shown for the
first time. It brings to smaller and
newer TV stations a simpler design
K)i the Telop but retains many of
its features.
The Gray multiplexer includes
movable mirrors for simultaneous
projection into a single TV camera
or individually into two cameras,
permitting more projectors to be
used v/ith fewer cameras. A color
television monitor was developed
for professional monitoring of color
telecasts using the field sequential
system. A new suspensive development based on viscous dampening principles for perfect tracking
is a feature of a high-fidelity transcription arm for conventional and
LP records.
TV camera turrets permit a single camera to serve up to eight projectors. They are centered on a
rugged pedestal and rotate full 360
degrees on heavy-duty ball bearings. An RCA field camera chain
converted by Gray for the CBS color system is demonstrated.
KEYSTONE BOADCASTING
SYSTEM
KEYSTONE is displaying a map
of the United States with acetate
overlays depicting the supplementary coverage of the network
to national radio as well as TV
station service. The comprehensive
Keystone coverage is based on 536
affiliates located in smaller communities, with high listener loyalty
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claimed on behalf of the local-level
stations.
On hand at the convention, among
station relations and sales personnel, are President Sydney Wolf
and Pete Peterson, sales executive.
Mr. Peters and Curtis Winters, account executive of Simmonds &
Simmonds, Chicago, arranged the
exhibit.

ends. A continuous tape player offers playback of four-hour programming.
Attending the convention are
John S. Boyers, president; C. G.
Barker, vice president and sales
manager; Robert L. Landon, secretary; Del Hornbogen, sales service
manager; John W. Hines, sales engineer; Otto C. Bixler, chief engineer, and Richard S. McQueen,
advertising manager.
MUSICOLOR

LANG-WORTH FEATURE
PROGRAMS INC.
NEW music for radio theme features the Lang-Worth exhibit this
year. A library of new composite
recordings is shown. Complete audition facilities are available in
Room 512A for all library material
and such features as the new openend serial, The Life of Harry Lime,
featuring Orson Welles.
Pi-esent are C. O. Langlois Sr.,
president; John D. Langlois, secretai-y-sales manager; C. O. Langlois
Jr., treasurer; W. O'Keefe, vice
president and Hugh Allen.
MAGNECORD
THE Magnecord exhibit features
a complete line of professional
high-fidelity magnetic tape recorders, and recently introduced specialty items and accessories as well
as PT6, PT63 and PT7 series
which make up the standard line.
New items being shown are the
D3 dubbing channel for making
multiple copies of recorded tape
"masters" for network distribution;
adapter arms which mount on existing units and make possible conversion to use with 10 % inch reels;
a remote control station permitting
remote operation of all functions
of the PT7 units; the MagneCordette, a one "package recorder"
and "custom" amplifier designed
for use with existing radio, speaker, or public address system.
Demonstrations of revolutionary
binaural recording equipment show
startling "third dimension" realism of this first commercially produced unit. A voice operated relay
automatically starts and stops
standard Magnecord units when
speech or sound signal begins and

INC.

NEW Telecolor models of "The
Light That Dances" are shown in
Room 560, ranging from big-screen
TV units to small, light mobiles
for home use. Musicolor creates
mobile light abstractions, synchronized with music, speech or any
sound. The Spectrocon, a table
model operating from radio or TV
set, record player or even piano
or other instrument, can be moved
from room to room without any
connecting wires.
The multi-colored Mobile Marble
is shown for the first time. It produces animated rhythmic lighting
on studio walls and ceilings, reception rooms and other locations.
Pilot models show new equipment
for UHF, including rear projection
work permitting background for
sponsor symbols. Aurorabar and
Operabar models are on display.
These telecolor units also function
as slave sets.
Centerpiece of the display is a
six-foot "cylinder" along with a
mystery crystal ball. Representing
Musicolor in the suite are Stuai-t
V. Dawson, TV sales; Fred Lichtgarn, chief engineer; Edwin S.
Pierce, lATSE; Charles R. Sears,
sound engineer; William A. Snow,
attorney; Orrin Tucker, band department; Maurice Wetzel, lighting consultant; Horace N. Stovin,
of Telecolor Services, Toronto, and
Lloyd G. Harris, of Servicios de
Telecolor, Mexico City.
PRESTO RECORDING CORP.
A COMPLETE and varied line of
sound equipment for broadcast and
recording studio use is exhibited by
Presto, with emphasis this year on
tape equipment. Several types of
portable and rack mounting tape
recorders are shown in operation.
Presto's RC-10-24 is shown in a
console although this basic unit
can be rack mounted. The Tl-10
tape mechanism is driven by a
transcription turntable and is
shown mounted on a 64-A turntable. All equipment on display
is of the professional type. Lesser
units are not shov/n.
Company representatives at the
convention are George J. Saliba,
Morris M. Gruber, Austin B.
Sholes, Gus Weber and Thomas B.
Aldrich. Other Presto representatives who are assisting include
R. A. Adams, Warren B. Cozzens,
Lloyd Marsh, Lee Maynard, Robert W. Mitscher, Lee Owens, J. F.
Thacher, William J. Purdy, Thomas Aye, Ernest P. Scott, Norman
Simons, J. Earl Smith, Morris F.
Taylor, R. H. VanDusen, C. E.

Terry, Franklin Y. Gates and Henry J. Geist.
SESAC
SESAC's exhibit is centered around
the broadcast anniversary motif
and SESAC's 21st anniversary,
highlighted by sample "commercial
shows" produced with the music
and scripts of the SESAC transcribed library. These are presented as sales and programming
aids for broadcasters and their
Four shows of widely different
sponsors.
type and appeal are auditioned in
Suite 557-A. One is Musical
Panorama, featuring jazz classics
with Richard Maltby's orchestra
and chorus, and Stan Freeman's
quartet. A second is titled ShopBag of American
Folktype,
Musicis
and aping third,
of concert
called Music We Remember. The
fourth is SESAC's Mr. Muggins
Rabbit.
Other series are Symphonic Pops,
directed by Nathaniel Shilkret, a
Stan Freeman set, new group of
folk tunes by the Song Spinners
and more jazz classics selections.;
A souvenir memo notebook is of- [
fered visitors to the suite.
The transcribed library program |
service includes a program guide,!'
with notes on each selection along
with catalog of bridges, moods and
themes. The SESAC library now
includes over 4,000 selections, it is
explained.
At the convention are Kurt A
Jadassohn, general manager; Robert Stone, director of progran:
service; Alice Heinecke, progran
service; Louis Tappe, director oi
publicity and promotion; Jin
Myers, manager of station relations; John Casey, station rela
tions; Kenneth Parker and Harok
Fitzgerald, field representatives.
SCREEN GEMS INC.
THE new television department o;
Screen Gems Inc. makes its debu
at the convention. The display in
eludes several series of films beirij
produced in Hollywood. Films am
available for syndication, alonj
with TV disc jockey tunes. Attend
ing are Ralph Cohn, general man
ager; Sam Lake, business man
ager; Will Baltin, manager of sta
tion relations; Milt Goodman, sale
manager; Phillip Frank, commer
cial manager and Ben R. Berer
berg, producer.
SNADER TELESCRIPTIONS
SALES INC.
ONE room of the Snader suit
(Continued on page 128)
Looking for Radio &
Television Technicians?
RCA Institutes, Inc., graduates students
at regular intervals, as technicians,j
operators and laboratory aids. Our
men
graduate
with Coll
a first
Telephone
License.
on class
us forRadioyour
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needs. MANAGER
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Sometimes you don't notice how a boy has grown until he puts on his first real suit, complete with long pants.
That's the way it's been with daytime television during the past year.
Daytime TV had been growing fast . . . but it took NBC's famous breakfast-time news show, "TODAY", to
complete the morning line-up and herald the arrival of daytime television as a major force on the advertising scene.
We all know that TV set ownership nationally increased about 42% during 1951 . . . but what about the
payoff — actual viewing? Therein is the key to the growth of daytime TV.
Just in the 8 major markets represented by NBC Spot Sales, actual daytime tune-in during the average
daily Yi-hour from 7 AM and 5 PM, Monday through Friday, increased by a third of a million sets-in-use
from February 1951 to February 1952 (when "TODAY" began) . . . a gain of 66% in one year.
Have you looked into the full potential of daytime television in these 8 key markets?
Call your NBC Spot Sales representative
WNBT
New
York
Chicago
WNBQ
for full details.
KNBH
WPTZ
NBC
Spot
Sales
New York
Chicago Cleveland
San Francisco Hollywood
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WBZ-TV
WNBK
WNBW
WRGB

Hollywood
Philadelphia
Boston
Cleveland
Washington
Schenectady- Albany-Troy
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Exhibit in Chicago

(Continued from page 126)
(504A, 505A, 507A) at the Conrad
Hilton is devoted to continuous
screening of the complete library
of 800 3 1/2 -minute Snader Telescriptions musicals. Another room
is given over to constant screening
of other Snader shows.
Included in the screening are
Dick Tracy, 39 half-hour mystery
adventures; This Is the Story, 78
15-minute programs featuring unusual stories about famous people;
Washington Spotlight, 15-minute
weekly shows with Marquis Childs,
columnist, moderating discussion
of political issues by public figures;
Kid Magic, 39 15-minute shows for
children with science-fiction format.
STANCIL-HOFFMAN CORP.
COMPLETE line of magnetic recording equipment is shown in
Room 561 of the Conrad Hilton
along with Model S5 Synchronous
magnetic film recorder and reproducer. The fully synchronous S5
is said to offer new excellence of
sound quality and operator convenience. It is designed for both 16
mm and 17.5 film.
Features of S5 are full syn-

chronous sprocket drive, normal
forward or reverse for recording or
playback and fast forward or rewind for editing. Gearless drive
system is powered by hysteresis
synchronous motor and remote controls may be added for recording
and reproducing.
S5 is shown interlocked with 16
mm film projector. Stancil-Hoffman Minitape portable battery
operated tape recording equipment
is displayed. It is a completely selfcontained battery-operated portable magnetic recorder of shoe-box
size and weighing 13 pounds.
The quarter-inch tape recorder
R4 is shown, with its many features including 5,000-foot reels allowing two hours of continuous recording. Dexter Haymond represents Stancil-Hoffman at the display.
STANDARD RADIO
TRANSCRIPTION SERVICES
NEW series of sponsor-tailored
programs, designed to "Get more
for your dough on radio," sets the
pace for Standard's exhibit. This
marks the 19th year Standard has

THRILLING
HALF HOUR TRANSCRIPTIONS
OF ADVENTURE AND MYSTERY

participated in NARTB meetings.
One of the first in the new series
is the attention getter, Whistletalk,
with whistling instead of talking
to catch the listener's ear. Lee
Hart, formerly of Broadcast Advertising Bureau and NARTB, is
representing Standard as a sales
and promotion consultant.
Attending the convention are
Gus Hagenah, executive manager;
Lewis TeeGarden, executive secretary, and the partner-owners, Jerry
King and Milton Blink.
STANDARD RATE & DATA
FOUR of the Standard Rate &
Data organizations are at the Conrad Hilton headquarters — William
F. Pierce, H. A. Harkaway, William
C. Parrington and Lyman Forbes.
WINCHARGER

TOWERS for AM, FM, TV, microwave and two-way communications
from the vention
basisexhibit
of in
Wincharger's
Room 509Aconof
the Conrad Hilton. V. V. Holmes,
manager of the Antenna Tower
Dept., heads the Wincharger contingent.
Other representatives include R.
W. Berquist, sales assistant; Henry J. Geist, eastern representative; W. B. Taylor, southeastern
representative; Warren B. Cozzens,
central representative; C. E. Nelson, southern representative; Lee
Owens, western representative.
WORLD

LED

ALL

PACIFIC

COAST

NETWORKS

20 out of 26 months — 1 5.9 Hooper — 44.4 of audience

19 E^ST53rO STREET at Madison Avenue
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NEW YORK CITY

CORP.

FREDERIC W. ZIV CO.
THE NEW Ziv radio show, / Was
a Communist for the FBI, starring
Dana Andrews, features the convention exhibit. A colorful display
calls attention to the sale of the
show in over 400 markets within
90 days. Sponsors include utilities,
banks, bakeries and steel manufacturers.
The convention display centers
around an investment placed at
$2% million in the past year. Fullcolor displays promote Bold Venture, with Humphrey Bogart and
Lauren Bacall, adventure-drama
set in tropical Havana. Another
feature is the comedy-adventure
Bright Star, with Irene Dunne and
Fred MacMurray.
Other displays deal with The
Cisco Kid and Boston Blackie.
Brochures promote various Ziv
shows and are available in the
suite.
RECEPTION

ROOMS

ASSOCIATED PRESS
HEADQUARTERS of Associated
Press are in the Chinese Room,
Blackstone Hotel. Oliver Gramling,
AP assistant general manager,
heads the delegation. Field men
and other AP officials will join Mr.
Gramling in welcoming broadcasters.
JOHN BLAIR & CO.
REPRESENTATIVES of John
Blair & Co., station representatives, in attendance
at the
convention
headquarters
are firm's
John

BROADCASTING
SYSTEM
Blair, Chicago, and William WelPREMIER audition of a major
don. New York. Richard Buckley, of
big-name series. Country Fair,
the New York office, represents
tops the World exhibit in Suite 501
Blair-TV.
which has been turned into a miniature midway against a background
of calliope music. Country Fair
BRANHAM CO.
features Judy Canova. In the cenCONVENTION headquarters of
ter of a revolving ferris wheel and
midway barker is a huge photo of Branham Co., station representatives, are staffed by the following:
Judy Canova, with many features
Clem Peterson, L. S. Greenberg,
of the musical-variety show listed.
D. D. Brewer, Noyes French and
Instrumental novelties, hoeRobert Maggiore, Chicago office;
downs, square dances and Judy
J. F. Timlin and James A. McCanova's prize-winning recipes are
Manus, New York office; Norman
some of the novelties of the show.
E. Noyes, Los Angeles office; Fred
Walking canes are given visitors
(Continued on page ISO)
as souvenirs. They carry the
words, "World Points the Way
With Judy Canova in 'Country
Fair'." It is a type of cane used
by midway barkers.
World also announces release of
a pre-political convention series,
The People Choose, recreating
many presidential campaigns. Another new series is Get a Hit, halfhour baseball programs presenting
local scores and predictions by a
GREEN BAY,
ZWIS.
local personality in addition to
WDU
highlights of past seasons and the
NETWORK
current one. This will run throughout the baseball season.
SHELL Oil COMPANY
(J.W.T.)10 JUST
RENEWED
Theme of the overall exhibit is
THEIR
P.M. NEWS
FOR
366
NIGHTS
IN
1952.
the message, "Save Money, Make
Money With World, the Only AllPurpose Local Sales Service" and
BEN A. LAIRD, PRES.
the slogan "Month After Month
After Month the Saleable Ideas
CALL JOHN E. PEARSON CO.
Come From World."
BROADCASTING
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COMPLETE
TOWER

Backed

KITS

FOR

LIGHTING

by years of leadership, H & P lighting equipment

is today the accepted standard throughout the world. Many
exclusive features assure easy installation, low maintenance
costs . . . dependable operation under all climatic conditions.

Everything

Needed

for any Tower,

1 50 fo 900 feet!

H & P Complete Tower Lighting Kits include every item essential to
the completed installation — every bolt and fitting . . . H & P Complete
Lighting Kits, in today's critical market, will save you on purchasing,
erection, and completion time . . . The H & P 300 MM Code Beacon
(shown left) has 10 exclusive features, is CAA approved.
Single and double
Obstruction Lights
below
Bases ruggedly constructed of heavy
aluminum alloy castings. Precision machining insures proper light center when
used with specified lamp. Prismatic
globes meet CAA light specifications.
Relomping accomplished without removing prismatic globes. Mounting base delamps. signed for standard A-21 traffic signal

above
^^PECA" Series
PhotO'Etectrie
Control
Factory-set to turn lights on of 35
f.c; off at 58 f.c. as specified by
CAA. low-loss circuit insulation.
High-wattage industrial type resistors. Tube ratings well over operotional requirements. Fail-Sate: if
any parts fail in service, lights outomatically turn on. Models for all
load capacities.
Sold only through jobbers
and Tower Manufacturers.
Send for FREE Catalog
Write on your
letterhead for
new, detailed
catalog. We will
also send you
the name of
your nearest H
& P distributor.
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above

Lighting for Airports, Bridges, Towers,
Buildings and all obstructions
hazardous to air commerce.

SF-ao-E

Mercury Code
Flasher
Models available for any loads.
Compact, spray-tight and dripproof cast aluminum housing mountable on vertical OR horizontal
member. Heavy-duty, self-starting,
constant-speed synchronous timing
motor is unaffected by extreme
temperature and voltage ambients.
Positive-acting ELECTRONIC failsafe circuit guards against failure
of ANY component.

Complete Kits for CAA specifications A-1 to A-5 towers include
every item essential for complete tower lighting installation.
HUGHEY
TOWER

&

LIGHTING

60 East 42nd Street •
4075 Beverly Blvd.

•

PHILLIPS
DIVISION

New York 1 7, N. Y.
Los Angeles 4, Calif.
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On Exhibit in Chicago
(Continued from page 128)
C. P. MacGREGOR CO.
A. Weber, Detroit office; John
Schwarz, St. Louis office; George
TRANSCRIBED basic library of
T. Harding, Dallas office.
5,000 tunes is provided by C. P.
MacGregor, one of the oldest tranGEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY CO.
scription companies. Most of the
productions, including dramatic
IN ATTENDANCE at the conname talent availvention headquarters of George P. shows,able at feature
a reasonable fee, according
Hollingbery Co., station representato George R. Jones, sales manager.
tives, are George P. Hollingbery,
The company claims many success
Chicago; Frank McCarthy, Chi- stories based on use of its trancago; F. E. Spencer Jr., Fred
scribed productions. Its library
Hague and Eugene Thomas, of the
offers
a
amount of "good
New York office; Richard N. music." large
Mr. Jones is the MacHunter, Atlanta, and Harry Wize,
Gregor representative in the fifth
Los Angeles.
floor Conrad Hilton suite.
C. E. HOOPER

INC.

PERSONNEL attending the convention for C. E. Hooper Inc., radio-television research organization, include C. E. Hooper, Fred
Kenkel, Bruce McEwen and Carl
Tillmanns.
THE KATZ AGENCY
REPRESENTING The Katz
Agency, station representatives, at
the NARTB convention are: New
York office — George Brett, Edward
Codel, M. J. Flynn, M. F. Kellner
and Eugene Katz. Chicago office
— G. H. Gunst, Roy Miller, William
Joyce, Bill Lee, Bill Condon, Walter
Nilsen, James Hoel, Louis Johnson
and Roy Peritz.

What

a Buy!
N

ABC

ROBERT MEEKER
ASSOCIATES
CONVENTION representatives of
Robert Meeker Associates, station
representatives, are Bob Meeker,
Louis J. F. Moore, Edgar B. Filion
and Ben F. Conway, of the New
York office; Carl Jewett and Lois
Thompson, of the Chicago office,
and Don Pontius, of the San Francisco office.
EDWARD

PETRY & CO.

THE delegation representing Edward Petry & Co., station representatives, includes Edward Petry,
president; Edward E. Voynow, executive vice president; Henry E.
Ringgold, vice president; John
Ashenhurst; Douglas MacLatchie,
Arthur H. Sherin Jr., George G.
Backus, Louis F. Kroeck, William
B. Maillefert, William H. Cartwright, Richard E. Drummy Jr.,
Murray Grabhorn, George A.
Kercher, Richard W. Hughes,
Louis A. Smith, Bruce R. Bryant,
J. Rolston Fishburn, Charles A.
Pratt, Forrest H. Blair, Donald T.
Harding Jr., Will H. Oldham, Marvin W. Harms Jr.

C

THE PULSE INC.

PROGRAMS

THIS radio and television market
research organization, conducting
the Pulse surveys of audiences and
similar studies, is represented at
the convention by Dr. Sydney Roslow, director.

For "Minutes"
& Chain Breaks
IN

PAUL H. RAYMER
YOUNGSTOWN,

0.

5000
WATTS
Serving Americans
34th Market

CO.

SEVEN-MAN delegation represents Paul H. Raymer Co., station
representatives, at the convention.
It includes Paul H. Raymer and
Fred C. Brokaw, from New York;
Garfield C. Packard, P. B. Evans
and E. E. Eshleman, Chicago; Robert B. Rains, Detroit; John D. Gale,
Hollywood.
STANDARD AUDIT &
MEASUREMENT SERVICES

WFMJ
REPRESBNTATIVKS
Headley-Reed
Page 130
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THIS new company, privately financed, is"dedicated to an attempt
to continue the Broadcast Measurement Bureau idea," according to its
president. Dr. Kenneth H. Baker,

former NARTB research director
as well as BMB acting president.
Standard Audit & Measurement is
doing industrywide measurements
for both buyers and sellers of radio
advertising, seeking to produce results as quickly and accurately as
possible. Other types of measurements are to be announced.
O. L. TAYLOR CO.
DELEGATION representing 0. L.
Taylor Co., station representatives,
consists of O. L. (Ted) Taylor;
Lloyd George Venard, and Howdee
Meyers, manager of the Chicago
office.
WEED & CO.
THE delegation representing Weed
& Co., station representatives, at
the convention, with headquarters
in the Conrad Hilton, includes
Joseph J. Weed, C. C. Weed, J. C.
Lyons, E. J. Fitzsimmons, Peter
B. James, B. P. Pearse, L. P.
Simonds, E. A. Barry, M. A. Olson,
Clay Rossland, J. F. Murphy and
Ed Scannell.
GERMAN
FM
Programming
GROWING

Increases

emphasis on FM programming by West German radio
stations is reported by the division
of German information in the Dept.
of State.
Additional data are supplied by
the department on the basis of a
report from the Office of the U. S.
High Commissioner for Germany.
A similar study was tendered to
the State Dept's German desk last
year [B*T, Oct. 8, 1951].
All West German stations have
an FM program, although only
the North West German Radio
(NWDR) gives "full original production for FM." Other stations
either broadcast medium wave programs simultaneously over FM or
repeat them at a later date.
Those outlets which do not program FM separately generally adhere to the "contrast principle" —
they use FM programs to contrast
with medium wave output.
Medium wave programs usually
have a few regional broadcasts of
longer duration each week, while
FM programs have a large number
of shorter regional broadcasts
woven into daily programming.
Three different South West German
studios produce separate regional
shows over FM.
Dramatic presentations of
NWDR are broadcast over FM
initially and then repeated, usually
a year later, over medium wave.
Regional broadcasts are heard
mostly over FM.
Some typical examples: Bavarian
FM Radio is almost 98% repeat of
medium wave. Radio Stuttgart
produces about five hours daily of
musical programs for FM only.
Radio Frankfurt follows the "congiving types
listeners
choice trast
of principle,"
two program
witha
no regional broadcasts produced exclusively for FM. Radio Bremen
FM programming follows the
Frankfurt pattern.

STANDARD
RADIO
Sales Aids Announced
AS AN AID to music librarians,
Standard Radio Transcription Services has started mailing a monthly
"Pin-Up Sheet" of its new program
library releases to all subscriber
stations.
Listed are recordings in current
release by number and artist as
well as top tunes of the day available in Standard program library
versions.
Along with other new Standard
promotion and its just-released )
"Whistle-Talk Attention-Getters,"
sheet will be previewed at NARTB
convention starting today, according to Lewis TeeGarden and Gus
Hagenah,
the company.managing directors of
Simultaneous with demonstration
of the Whistle-Talk AttentionGetters at the convention, disc of
the 18 commercial lead-ins is being
sent to all subscriber members of
Standard program library service.
Whistle-Talks are the beginning
of the "4-way Sponsor-Tailored
Service," just inaugurated by
Standard. It will include star
shows, scripts, sales ideas and copy
formats.
Subscribers, along with WhistleTalks, will receive a sales brochure setting forth five different
sales plans for advei'tisers as well
as copy guide for use of continuity
staff in preparing appropriate commercials to go with lead-ins.
Glascock to Agency
ANNOUNCEMENT has been made
of the appointment of Mahlon
Glascock as an account executive
at Kal, Ehrlich &
Merrick, Wash-|
vertising
ington, D. agency.
C, ad-!
Mr.
Glascock
handle radio, will
TV,
newspaper and
magazine
accounts. His resignation as sales
manager
WRCAM - FM at Washington, effective
April 1, was made known fortnight
ago [B«T, March 24].
Mr. Glascock

SOONER
or LATER
some accuses
aggrieved
you listenei
of

and THEN you'll need our
UNIQUE
INSURANCE
coveriog
chis hazard.
It covers also
Invasion of Privacy, Plagiarism,
Piracy and Copyrifiht. It is
ADEQUATE. SURPRISINGLY
INEXPENSIVE.
In use Nation-wide.
GET IT IN TEVtE!
WRITE fOR
iTAIlS AND RATES
EMPLOYERS REINSURANCE
CORPORATION
Ir.suranci- [ich.ingi' - ^ansas City. Mo.
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Dual-Speed:

•

15,000 cps Response

•

Half-Track

•

.

1.5" & 15".
at 7.5".

or Full-Track.

(Specify choice

in your order)

•

Push-Button

Operation.

•

Remote

•

Input Switch Selector for Mike,

Control

Line Impedence
•

Built-in Mike

•

Easy To Inspect.

Facilities.

or Bridging.

Pre-Amp.

* I
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Console

Now/

For Immediate Details, Wire Or Telephone Collect: PLAZA 7-3091

Audio
€c Video
PRODUCTSCORP.
730 Fifth Avenue • New York 1 9, N. Y.
Cable Address: "AUDIOVIDEO'
EXCLUSIVE

IN CANADA:

Canadian General Electric Co., Ltd.
212 King Street, West
Toronto, Ont., Canada
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EXCLUSIVE

IN WASHINGTON,

D. C.

Audio & Video Products Corp.
261 Constitution Avenue
Washington 1, D. C.
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Non-Dockef- Actions . . .
AM GRANT
Commi-inity Bcstg. Service Inc., Phoenix City, Alk. — Granted 1270 kc, 1 kw,
daytime. Estimated construction cost
$25,000. Grantee is licensee of WAAA
Winston
Salem, N. C. Granted March
2S.
TRANSFER GRANT
WINN Louisville, Ky. — Granted consent to Nelle M. Kendrick to relinquish control of voting stock (51%) and
surrender of additional 12% by M. K.
McCarten to Kentucky Bcstg. Corp.,
licensee, for ?70,135. Granted March 26.

fCC

roundup

New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applications

box

THROUGH MARCH 27
Pending Hearing
In
On Air Licensed CPs
Appls.
322
220
2,337 2,318 94
10
641
573 81
9
520
183
108
93
15
(Also see Actions of the FCC, page 133)

score

New Applications . . .
TV APPLICATION
Boise,
Idaho—
7 (174180 mc), ERP 51KIDO
kw Inc.,
visual,Ch. 25.5
kw
aural, antenna height above average
terrain 80 ft. (antenna height above
ground 387 ft.). Estimated construction
cost $189,017.92, first year operating
cost $91,300,
revenue
$120,000.
cant is licensee
of KIDO
Boise. AppliFiled
March 27.
AM APPLICATIONS
Lewistown, Idaho — Cole E. Wylie, 740
kc, 250 w, daytime. Estimated construction cost $27,166.60, first year operatingplicost
$45,000, revenue
Apcant is licensee
of KREW $55,000.
Sunnyside,
Wash., and KREM Spokane, Wash, (sale
of KREM to Louis Wasmer is awaiting
FCC approval). Filed March 25.
Louisville, Miss. — Louisville Bcstg.
Corp., 1270 kc, 1 kw, daytime. Estimated construction cost $16,450, first
year operating cost $18,000, revenue
$30,000. Four equal (25%) stockholders
in applicant corporation are: President
Frank Edward HoUaday, commercial
manager and program director of
WMOX-AM-FM Meridian, Miss.; Vice
President Joseph William Carson, manager WMOX-AM-FM; Treasurer John
Shelton Primm, distributor in Meridian
for Gulf Refining Co. products, on board
of directors of Wood Specialties Corp.,
Meridian, and 1952 president of Meridian Chamber of Commerce; Secretary
William Rollins Parkes, former manager of WROB West Point, Miss., and

AM Stations
FM Stations
TV Stations

r

TRANSFER REQUESTS
KOCA Kilgore, Tex. — Assignment of
license from Oil Capital Bcstg. Assoc.
to Radio Station KOCA Inc.; change to
new corporation only. Roy G. Terry
continues to hold 100% interest; no
actual change of ownership or control
and no monetary consideration. Filed
March 7.
WGBA-AM-FM Columbus, Ga. —
Transfer of control Georgia-Alabama
Bcstg. Corp. to R. E. Page Corp. All
presentbamastockholders
Georgia-AlaBcstg. Corp. alsoof hold
stock in
R. E. Page Corp., and no one except
R. E. Page holds stock in Page Corp.
and not in Georgia-Alabama Bcstg.
Corp. Five Georgia-Alabama Bcstg.
stockholders, who each hold 400 shares
(20%), will sell interest to Page Corp.
for $108 per share or $43,200 per stockholder, for a total of $216,000. Principals in Page Corp. (transferee) are:
President A. H. Chapman (0.06%); Vice
President Wyline Page Chapman
(33.27%); Vice President Annie Laurie
Page Ashworth (33.27%); Treasurer
W. E. Page Jr. (16.67%); Secretary M.
R. Ashworth (0.06%), and Richard
Edwin Page (16.67%). Mr. Page owns
Ledger-Enquirer
Co. is and
Bradenton
Herald Co. Transfer
to simplify
and
expedite expansion of capitalization of
corporation
allow 14.
for television addition. Filedto March

KCNA
TUCSON
COVERS

SOUTHERN
ARIZONA
J
r
5

0

0

0

WATTS

580

KC

Ask

Geo.

Hollingbery

v..
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transfer Mr. Torian will have 76%%
interest while Mr. Doran will continue
to hold 231/^% interest. Mr. Torian will
pay
Filed Mr.
MarchTapp21. $1,721 for his interest.
WIRJof Humboldt,
Term.County
— ^Relinquish-!
ment
control Gibson
Bcstg.iaj

SUMMARY

former program director of WNAG
Grenada, Miss. Filed March 27.
Indianola, Miss. — Central Delta Bcstg.
Co., 900 kc, 250 w, daytime. Estimated
construction cost $12,100, first year operating cost $24,000, revenue $36,000.
Three equal (33% interest) partners
are: John M. McLendon, owner Indianola Furniture Co., Indianola; W. L.
Kent, accountant in Greenville, Miss.,
and E. M. Guss, manager of WGVM
Greenville, Miss., and owner of 10%
of
stock27.in KDAS Malvarn, Ark. Filed
March

$696.61. Before transfer Mr. Bates
holds 29.32% interest; after transfer
he will17. have 92.08% interest. Filed
March
KELO from
Sioux Midcontinent
Falls, S. D. — Transfer
control
Bcstg. Co.of
to Edmond R. Ruben, N. L. Bentson
and Joseph L. Floyd for $279,400 for
2,159 shares of stock (100% interest).
Messrs. Ruben and Floyd mutually own
Welworth and Starlight theatre chains,
and Mr. Bentson is commercial manof WMLV-AM-FM
St. Paul, Minn.
Filed agerMarch
18.

FM APPLICATIONS
Flint, Mich. — Regents of U. of Michigan, non-commercial educational FM
station, 90.7 mc, 250 w, ant. 160 ft.
above ground. No construction cost
because station bequeathed to applicant
ready for operation. Station would
operate
rebroadcastsimultaneously
programs of with,
WOUMand Ann
Arbor, Mich. Applicant is licensee of
WOUM.
Filed March 25.
New Castle, Ind. — New Castle-Henry
Township Schools,
non-commercial
ucational FM station,
91.1 mc, 10 edw,
ant. 98 ft. above ground. Estimated
construction cost $3,095 plus. J. R.
Craw is superintendent of New CastleHenry Township Schools, Joe Burris is
president of school board and E. F.
Lemme
is Senior
Filed March
25. High School principal.

WCNT-AM-FM Centralia, 111. — Assignment of license from WCNT Inc. to
Southern Illinois Bcstg. Corp. for
$53,322. Principals in transferee are
Grace S. Rogers and C. W. Rogers
(mother and son), who have interest
in Rogers Theatres Inc., Cairo, 111.,
R. G. R. Theatres, Blytheville, Ark.,
Rogers Investment Co. and Grace S.
Rogers Corp. FUed March 19.
WCBC Anderson, Ind. — Acquisition of
control Civic Bcstg. Corp. by Great
Commission Schools Inc. for $58,273.95.
Transferee is parochial school (grades
1 through 12), of which Paul E. BiUheimer is president, Jenny Billheimer
secretary-treasurer
and Edwin
schmidt
teacher. Filed
March Messers19.
WDGY
Minneapolis,
Minn.
—
Transfer
of control Twin Cities Bcstg. Corp. to
Hermanence T. Hagman
J. Lange, andGeorge
E. Lau,
Clarence
W. ClarLew
for $425,000 (transferees already own
$300,000 note of station for which they
paid $250,000. of which $160,000 was
cash, $90,000 by note; transferees will
pay $175,000 for 100% of stock). Mr.
Lange tronic
is owner
welding firmof andMinneapolis
San Diego elecauto
supply houses; Mr. Lau, with his wife,
is owner of Minneapolis coffee shop
chain; Mr. Hagman is former general
manager of WLOL Minneapolis-St. Paul,
and Mr. Levy has interest in two retail
furniture stores in Minneapolis and St.
Paul. Filed March 19.
KUGN-AM-FM
Eugene,Inc.Ore.—
fer of control KUGN
to TransC. H.
Fisher, O. E. Berke and P. R. Berke;
change from corporation to partnership.
No actual change or ownership or control; no monetary consideration. Filed
March 19.
KNOB (FM)
Long Beach,
Assignment of license
from J.Calif.—
E. Tapp.
Raymond B. Torian and John Doran to
Messrs. Torian and Doran. Before
transfer Mr. Tapps holds 33i<,% interest,
Mr. Torian holds 43? ,% interest and Mr.
Doran holds 2313% interest. After

KTOHsition of control
Lihue, Radio
Kauai, Station
Hawaii KTOH
— Acquiby
C. J. Fern and Mary G. Fern through
transfer of 16 shares of stock (1.2%)
for $320. After transfer Mr. and Mrs.
Fern will hold 1413 shares of stock
(50.7%). Filed March 14.
WKIP Poughkeepsie, N. Y. — Assignment of license from Poughkeepsie
Newspapers Inc. to Dutchess County
Bcstg. Corp. for $30,000. Poughkeepsie
Newspapers retains WHVA (FM).
Principals in Dutchess are George W.
Bingham, WKIP General Manager;
Marvin S. Seimes, chief engineer;
Richard A. Dwelley, commercial manJohn J. 17.
Kuhn, and Mabel Meurer.
Filed ager;
March
WHWB ofRutland,
— Involuntary
transfer
control Vt.
Central
Vermont
Bcstg. Corp. from Herbert L. Wilson to
Charles I. Bates through sale of 214
shares common stock at auction by
U. S. Internal Revenue Service for

5,000
shares of
to Missof*''
Co., licensee,
by stock
J.secretary-treasurer
Frank(50%)
Warmath
Marion
Warmath,
of.
Gibson County Bcstg. Co. No monetary consideration. Filed March 25. :
WKIN Kingsport, Tenn. — Assignment
of
license County
from CyBcstrs.,
N. Bahakel,
Sullivan
to Radiod/bStaas'
tion
WKIN
Inc.
Change
fromchange
Individ-'
ual to corporation; no actual
ol
ownership or control. Filed March 25.
WBLT Bedford, Va.— Transfer of control through retirement of two stock-,
holders who will sell their interest to
corporation which will, in turn, re-sell
same stock to existing stockholders.
Retiring
stockholders
are Ludwell
Strader (450
shares) and
Kenneth A.-I.
DufiSn (50 shares) who will sell interest
for $10.50 per share or total of $5,100;
Stock will be re-sold to: R. C. Atherhold (175 shares for $1,785); G. L. Synari
shares(112forshares
$1,785);
Mrs. Constancfif^
I.(175Marsh
for $1,142.40);
A. P.
Marsh Jr. (13 shares for $132.60); J. E
Synan (13 shares for $132.60), and R. A
Owen (12 shares for $122.40). Filed ragf
March 25.
WNAWment of license
North from
Adams,Courtlandt
Mass. — AssignNicot M
to Cecil F. Clifton for $10,000. Mr
Clifton owns 50% in, and is partner and
general
Pa.
Filed manager
March 25.of, WAVL Apollo,
KFDA-AM-FM
Amarillo,
Tex. — ;
Transfer of control, Amarillo Bcstg ■[
Corp., licensee,
from and
J. Lindsey
Nunny^
Gilmore
N. Nunn
Gilmore
NNunn, trustee,
to Amarillo
Bcstg. Co^.i,

(a Delaware
corporation),
which ir,1 '
owned
equally Charles
by
C. C. B.Woodson,
dell Mayes,
Jordan Wenant i
Gene L. Cagle, for $240,000. Mr. Wood-ii,
son
owns
95%
interest
in
BrownwoocAli
Newspapers Inc. (Brownwood Bulletin) I
Brownwood, Tex., and other Texas ancf ^i
Florida
newspapers;
he ishasapplicant
oil and gaii'
interests
in Texas;
new television
stationshe for
Austin, Tex.foi'ft^
b
and Amarillo, and at one time ownecj
50%
in KBWD
Brownwood
antPKNOWinterest
Austin,
24% interest
in KRICtiji
McAllen, Tex., and WACO Waco, Tex. ]
his
interest in Mr.
various
stations
wa;?'"'
sold
MayesAM now
is presi-irm
dent byand1950.
owns controlling
interest
ii
KBWD inand
he alsowhich
had waite;
inf'
terest
KRIOKNOW;
and WACO
sold in 1949. Mr. Jordan was associat i
ed with WRR Dallas for 20 years, las P
seven of which he was managing di b;
rector; he is now vice president an«T
assistant
generalandmanager
of Texa:o |iIE
State Network
vice president
KABC San Antonio, WACO, KRIO ani,p,KFJZ director
Fort Worth.
Mr. Cagle
is presl'i''
dent,
and general
manager
o:
Texas State Network, KFJZ, KABC ER
WACO and KRIO; he also owns 349iK.iit
of capital stock of Texas State Net ;
work, which in turn owns 100% ortjpo
capital stock of KFJZ, WACO ant
KRIO; Texas State Network is applicant for new television station in For>fKis
Worth;
20% capi-j
tal stockMr. ofJordan
WBBT alsoBigownsSpring,
Tex
Filed March 27.
WROMfromRome,
— Assignment
license
Dean Ga.
Covington,
who novsO'
holds 60% interest in Coosa Valley Ra;
dio Co., to Edward McKay and Charier
E. Doss, who now each hold 20% in-4^
(Continued on page 13^)

FARMERS
Prefer WIBW

because we've serve<J

their interests for 25 years. WIBW

is

the farm station for Kahsas and adjoining states.

WIBW
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lEWS SOURCES
Kentucky Votes Protection
EVISED legislative statutes of
lentucky providing privilege to raio and television broadcasters as
'ell as to newspapermen are exected to become law this week,
'he amendment to the existing law,
IRS 421.000, was passed in the
tate senate March 18 with a vote
[f 30 to 0 after similar passage by
he house Feb. 5 with a tally of
7 to 0.
The privilege provision reads:
'jNo
person
compelled or
to
isclose
in anyshall
legalbeproceedings
^rial before any court or before any
rand jury or petit jury or before
ny presiding officer of any tri■ unal or his agent or agents or beore the general assembly or comnittee thereof or before any city
'r county legal body or any committee thereof or elsewhere the
'ource
of anybyinformation
procured
obtained
him and published
a newspaper by which he is enaged or employed or with which
e is connected." The amendment
;dds "or by a radio or television
roadcasting station" immediately
'fter the word "newspaper."
Valter R. Metz
VALTER R. METZ Sr., 63, vice
resident of Sandhills Broadcastag Corp., licensee of KCOW Allince. Neb., died March 14 from
ajuries received in an automobile
.ccident two days previous. A
- rominent local attorney, Mr. Metz
,;as instrumental in establishing
he station in 1949, serving as board
,iember and vice president since
hat date.
fersonna Blades Buys
9'ERSONNA BLADE Co., New
'ork, (single-edge, double-edge
nd injector blades), in connection
nth its 1952 advertising program
—declared one of the most exten'^ive
company's
history — in
is using
adioinspot
announcements
eight
jiajor markets and TV spots in two.
Iigency: J. D. Tarcher & Co., New
rork.
THE

GEORGIA

^

only

combination
stations
can
cover
georgias
major
markets
THE

.J BROADCASTING

actions

MARCH

ij^J^

21 THROUGH

MARCH

26

cond. -conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
' D-day
mod.-modificatien
ERP-efiFective radiated power N-night
trans. -transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
unl.-unlimited hours
synch, amp. -synchronous amplifier vis. -visual
STA-special temporary authorization
Grants authorizing new stations and transfers, accompanied by a
roundup of new station and transfer applications, begin on page 132.
March 21 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
TV— Ch. 4
WMBR-TV Jacksonville, Fla.— CP to
change ERP from 14.8 kw vis., 7.4 kw
aur., to 100 kw vis., 50 kw aur., change
ant., etc. Antenna height above average terrain 438 ft.
License for CP
KUTE
(FM)
Calif.— License
for CP, as mod.,Glendale,
which authorized
new
FM station.
WPRS-FM
Paris,new
111.—FMLicense
which
authorized
station.for CP
WDSC-FM Dillon, S. C— License for
CP which authorized new FM station.
WKRG Mobile, Ala.— License for CP
which authorized increase in N power.
Modification of CP
WLEU-FM Erie, Pa.— Mod. CP, which
authorized new FM station, for extension of completion date.
WBEN-TV Buffalo, N. Y.— Mod. CP,
which tion,authorized
in TV date
stafor extension changes
of completion
to Nov. 11.
Application Amended
KTHT Houston, Tex.— Mod. CP, which
authorized frequency change, power increase, DA-DN, etc., AMENDED to
change name from Roy Hofheinz and
W. N. Hooper, d/b as Texas Star
Bcstg. Co., to Roy Hofheinz.
The Peru Bcstg. Co., Peru, Ind. — Application for new AM station on 860 kc
with 250 w D, AMENDED to change
name of applicant from Robert B. McGregor, Walter K. Hertzog and Lawrence L. Hanson to Robert B. McGregor, Walter K. Hertzog, J. Lingle
Whitehouse. Vernice E. Baxter and
John W. Honeycutt.
WGMS-FM
D. C—
cense for CP, Washington,
which reinstated
CP Li-as
mod., authorizing new FM station,
AMENDED to change name from
WQQW
Inc. to The Good Music Station
Inc.
Extension of Authority
WKBW Buffalo, N. Y.— Extension of
authority to transmit programs to
CFRA Ottawa, Canada.

PURCHASE
WAGA
ATlANTA
CBS

ATLANTA
MACON
SAVANNAH

WMAZ
MACON
tQ,000w 940k«
CBS

GEORGIA

represented
individually and
as a group by

fCC

TRIO

THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.

• Telecasting

WTOC
SAVANNAH
SOOOw 1290kc
CBS

License Renewal
Following stations request renewal of
license:
KCRS Midland,
Tex., WCTA-FM
Andalusia,
Ala. (informal
request),
WABB-FM Mobile, Ala. (informal request), WDSU-TV New Orleans, La.,
and KQ2XBB
Detroit,
Mich, by(experimental TV station
operated
Radio
Electronics Television School).
PERMIT FORFEITED
CP for Ant. Site Change Deleted •
WIMS-FM Michigan City, Ind.— CP
for ant. site change for licensed FM
station deleted because construction
not completed within time specified on
CP.
March 24 Decisions . . .
BY FCC BROADCAST BUREAU
Granted License
WDXY
(FM)
S. C—in
Granted license Spartanburg,
covering changes
FM
station:
100.5
mc
(Ch.
263),
9.2 kw,
ant. 420 ft.
Granted CP
WXEL (TV) Parma (Cleveland), Ohio
—ERP
Granted
from CP21 for
kw changes
vis., 13 in
kw facilities:
aur., to
7.5 kw vis., 3.8 kw aur., install new
ant.; new ant. 776 ft. above ground,
1,000 ft. above average terrain (12 bay
instead of present 6 bay).
KEYL CP
(TV)for San
Antonio,
Tex. —
Granted
changes
in facilities:
ERP from 17.7 kw vis., 8.8 kw aur., to
15.6 kw vis., 7.8 kw aur., change type
ant.;
445 ft.ant. height above average terrain
Kr6n-TV San Francisco— Granted
CP to modify existing nondirectional
ant. to DA to increase service area, reduce ERP from 14.5 kw vis., 7.7 kw
aur., to 9.6 kw vis., 4.8 kw aur., etc.
Granted Request
WWVA-FM Wheeling, W. Va.— Granted request for reconsideration of FCC
Broadcast Bureau action, granting application for extension of completion
date and for deletion of same as unnecessary.
Extend Completion Date
Erie, of
Pa'.—
Granted mod.
CPWLEU-FM
for extension
completion
date
to April 19.
Warsaw, ofInd.—
Granteddatemod.to
CPWRSW
for extension
completion
May 31.
WIVI Christiansted, Virgin Islands —
Granted mod. CP for extension of completion date to April 15, cond.
March 24 Applications . .
ACCEPTED
FOR FILING
Amend CP
AM
. CP,
WBAM
Montgomery,
Ala.
—
Mod
as mod., which authorized new
station, to change trans, and main
studio locations from Highway 231 at
Barachais cross-roads, near Montgomery, to Highway 231 at Catoma
Creek cross-roads, near Montgomery,
AMENDED to change trans, and main
studio
to Highway
231, 31/2 mi.
S. E. oflocation
Montgomery
city limits.
Amend Applications
WPIN Clcarwater-St. Petersburg, Fla.
— Mod. license to change station location from Clearwater. Fla., to Clearwater and St. Petersburg with main
studios in Largo and St. Petersburg,
AMENDED to change station location
from Clearwater-St. Petersburg to St.
Petersburg, witli main studio location

at St. Petersburg and change trans,
location from Largo to St. Petersburg;
also, change CP.
WOL frequency
Washingtonfrom
— Application
change
1450 kc to 1460to
kc, increase power from 250 w to 5
kw, instaU DA-DN, etc., AMENDED
to change trans, location.
To Change Location
WSAL location
Logansport,
— CP to change
station
from Ind.
Logansport,
Ind.,
to Longansport-Peru, Ind., install
synch, amp. near intersection of U. S.
Hwy. 24 and Paw Paw Pike.
Extend Authority
WRNY Rochester, N. Y.— Extension
of authority to transmit programs to
CFRA Ottawa.
License for CP
WSPEcense for CP,
(FM) as Springville,
Y.— Limod., which N.
authorized
new
non-commercial
educational
FM
station.
WPAR-FM Parkersburg, W. Va.— License for CP, as mod., which authorized
new FM station.
WCMY Ottawa, 111.— License for CP,
as
mod., which authorized new AM
station.
KEPO El Paso, Tex.— License for CP,
as mod.,crease,
which
changes inauthorized
DA, etc. power inModification of CP
WJFR Caguas, P. R.— Mod. CP, as
mod., tion,which
authorized
new AM date.
stafor extension
of completion
WDM,J
Marquette,
Mich.—
Mod.
CP,
as mod., which authorized frequency
change,
power
increase,
DA-N,
change
trans, location, etc., for extension of
completion date.
License Renewals Resubmitted
WDEC
Americus,
Ga. — RESUBMITTED application for renewal of license.
WTJH East Point, Ga.— RESUBMITTED application for renewal of license.
APPLICATION RETURNED
WOOF Dothan,
RETURNED
application
for licenseAla.for— CP,
as mod.,
which authorized power increase,
etc.
change in studio and trans, location,
(Continued on page 13h)
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FCC Actions
(Covfi)iued from page 133)
March 26 Decisions . . .
COMMISSION EN BANC
To Remain Silent
KPOR
(FM)
Calif until
.—Granted authority to Riverside,
remain silent
May
22 pending action on assignment to
trustee in bankruptcy. Station not to
resume broadcasting without prior
Commission authorization after assignment of CP.
Extend Remote Control
WGST-FM Atlanta, Ga.— Granted extension of special experimental authority to operate
WGST-FM
by remote
control
until Oct.
1, 1952. with
same
conditions as those of original grant.
Amended FCC Order
WEBK Tampa, Fla. — Amended Comof Jan. 3,
1952. whichof
designatedmission's
fororder liearing
application
WEBK, et al. to make WGRA Cairo,
Ga., party to proceeding solely with
respect to application of WEBK.
AM License Renewals
Following
AM stations
granted
newal of licenses
for regular
period:reKGON Oregon City, Ore.: WAGF
Dothan. Ala,: WELR Roanoke, Ala.:
WFMH Cullman, Ala.; WFOM Marietta,
Ga.; WGRA Cairo, Ga.; WHBB Selma,
Ala.: WHTB Talladega, Ala.; WIBB
Macon, Ga.: WJBF Augusta. Ga.;
WJMW Athens, Ga.; WMLS Sylacauga,
Ala.; WNPT Northport, Ala.; WPBB
Jackson, Ala.; WTBC Tuscaloosa, Ala.;
WTOC Savannah, Ga.; KIND Independence. Kan.; WGAD Gadsden, Ala.;
WJAM Marion, Ala.; WAUD Auburn,
Ala.: WAYX Wavcross, Ga.; WBHP
Huntsville, Ala.: WBLJ Dalton, Ga.;
WDWD Dawson, Ga.; WFRP Savannah,
Ga.: WGSV Guntersville, Ala.; WILD
Birmingham, Ala.; WIRB Enterprise,
Ala.: WMOC Covington, Ga.
FM License Renewals
Following
FM stations
granted
newal of licenses
for regular
period:reWCOV - FM Montgomery, Ala.;
WLAG-FM LaGrange. Ga.; WLET-FM
Toccoa, Ga.; WMAZ-FM Macon, Ga.;
WRFS - FM Alexander City, Ala.:
WSAV-FM Savannah, Ga.; WSB-FM
Atlanta. Ga.; WOMI-FM Owensboro,
Ky.; WAVU-FM
Albertsville, Ala.;

76'" in retail sales
among
Sales Management's
162
Metropolitan
County Areas

campaign i.s
your radio
IF based
on the first 100
markets according to Retail Sales volume — then
over 2 34,000 Quad-Citians
are buying above your
standard.
WHBF has worked with
mind, body and its facilities to assist in the progress
and growth of the QuadCity area to a major market position.
Les Johnson, V.t*. and Manager

WHBF
, JlijA* BUUiJlNG, ROCK IHA .aUMQIL.
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WAFM Birmingham, Ala.; WBGE-FM
Atlanta, Ga.: WGST-FM Atlanta, Ga.:
WFMH-FM Cullman, Ala.; WABB-FM
Mobile. Ala.; WCTA-FM Andalusia,
Ala.; WDEC Americus, Ga.; WTJH East
Point, Ga.; WBML-FM Macon, Ga.;
WGOV-FM Valdosta, Ga.
AM-FM Licenses Extended
WATL-AM-FM Atlanta, Ga.— Granted temporary extensions of licenses
until July 1, 1952.
TV License Renewals
Following
TV stations
granted
newal of licenses
for regular
period:reWBTV Charlotte, N. C; WKTV Utica.
N. Y.: WNBQ Chicago; WNBT New
York; WNBW Washington: KSTP-TV
St. Paul, Minn.: WAFM-TV Birmingham, Ala.; WAGA-TV Atlanta, Ga.:
WBRC-TV Birmingham, Ala.; WLTV
Atlanta, Ga.; WNAC - TV Boston;
WTCN-TV Minneapolis, Minn.
Experimental TV Renewals
Following
broad-of
cast stations experimental
were granted TV
renewal
licenses for regular period:
Associated Broadcasters Inc.
KG2XAZ, Areas, Bethlehem. Easton
and AUentown. Pa.; The Radio Electronic Television School — FM Div.,
KQ2XBB Detroit, Mich.; Columbia
Bcstg. System. KE2XIA New York;
Federal Telecommunication Labs. Inc.,
KE2XHZ Nutley, N. J.; Kansas State
College of Agr. & Applied Science,
KA2XBD Manhattan, Kan.; National
Bcstg. Co. KC2XAK Stratford, Conn,;
Television Cahf., KM2XCW San Francisco;Pacific
Philco Video
Corp., Pioneers,
KG2XCV KM2XAZ
Philadelphia;
Area Signal Hill, Calif,; Zenith Radio
Corp., KS2XBR Chicago; Zenith Radio
Corp., KS2XBS Chicago.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Comr. Robert F. Jones
Chief, FCC Broadcast Bureau — Granted petition of March 7 for extension of
time to March 17 to file opposition to
petition filed by WAFB Baton Rouge,
to set aside initial decision, reopen
record, and be made party in proceeding re application of Brazosport Bcstg.
Co., Freeport, Tex.
WAFB Baton Rouge, La. — Granted
request for dismissal of its petition to
set aside initial decision in proceeding
re application of Brazosport Bcstg. Co.,
Freeport, Tex.
Chief, FCC Broadcast Bureau — Dismissed as moot petition for extension
of time in which to file an opposition
to petition of WAFB requesting that
initial decision in matter of Brazosport
Bcstg. Co. be set aside.
City Bcstg.
Nashua, N.of H.time—
Granted
motionCorp.,
for extension
to April 18 in which to file exceptions
to initial decision re its application and
that of WHOB Gardner, Mass.
WPIXtition (TV)
Grantedso pe-as
to amendNewitsYork—
application
to explain how median value of field
intensity
was giving
established
furnish tables
valuesandof tosector
median measured field intensity for
WPIX (TV).
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C.
Smith
Frank D. Tefft Jr., Big Rapids, Mich.
—that
On exhibits
Commission's
ordered
18, 19own
and motion,
20 be received
in evidence in this proceeding: and
further ordered that record be closed.
By Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond
Gulf Beaches Bcstg. Co., St. PetersBeach, Ala.,
Fla., and
and WEBK
Alabama-Gulf
Radio, burg
Foley,
Tampa,
Fla. — On Commission's own motion
continued until April 14 further hearing in this proceeding, presently scheduled to commence on April 9 at Washington.
Oakland
Bcstg Co.,
Mich. —to
Granted motion
for Pontiac,
continuance
April 22 hearing re its application and
that of John C. Pomeroy, Pontiac, Mich.
FCC Roundup
(Continued from page 132)
terest.terest Mr.
Covington
26'-;'j%so into Messrs.
McKay sells
and Doss
all
three
partners
will
have
equal
(33i.^(%)
interest. Messrs. McKay and Doss
each
will pay $4,000 to Mr. Covington for
their
13V->% interests. Filed
March respective
27.
KSAM
Huntsville,
Tex. C.
— Assignment
of license from Harvard
Bailes and
M. B. Cauthen to Mr. Cauthen and
Theodore F. Lott. Mr. Lott will pay
$8,000 for Mr. Bailes' interest and will
assume
of assignor's
Mr. Lott one-half
is assistant
manager liabilities.
of KSAM
and former pastor of First Baptist
Church, Mission, Tex. Mr. Cauthen, in
addition to his 50% interest in KSAM,
is owner-operator of M. B. Cauthen
Lumber 27.Co., Huntsville. Resubmitted
March

Allocations Supplement
Broadcasting • Telecasting will publish in complete
text the FINAL TELEVISION ALLOCATIONS REPORT. Subscribers will receive the supplement without
charge. Extra copies will be
available, as long as the
supply lasts, at $3 each.

Registration
[Management]
(Continued from page 105)
Ware. William E., KSTL St. Louis,
Mel J.. WCEC Rocky Mount,
Mo.
N. Warner,
C.
Ky.Warren. Charles C. WCMI Ashland,
Wasilewski, Vincent T., NARTB
Washington, D. C.
Waugh,
Irving C, WSM Nashville,
Tenn.
Wayland, Charles V.. Fisher, Wayland. ton,Duvall
& Southmayd, WashingD. C.
Wayne, Elmer O., WJR Detroit, Mich.
Webb. Frank V,. KFH Wichita, Kans.
Weber, Ted, WGN Chicago. 111.
Weed, Joseph J., Weed & Co., New
York
Wehrman, H. F.. WTPS New Orleans.
La,
Weidman,
Floyd E., WEWS Cleveland. O.
Weis, Pierre, World Broadcasting
System,
YorkWLAP Lexington, Ky.
Welch, New
Miller.
Weldon, Edwin S., WXLW Indianapolis. Ind, WiUiam H,. Blair-TV, Inc.,
Weldon,
New York
Wells, Keith G., KGBX Springfield,
Mo.
Welpott,nectady,Raymond
W., WGY ScheN. Y.
Whaley, Storm, KUOA Siloam
Springs,
Ark. Jean, WRFS Alexander
Whatley,
City, Ala.
Ala.Whatley, Jim, WRFS Alexander City,
Wheelahan, Harold, WSMB New OrWheeler, Edward A., WEAW Evanston. 111.
Wheeler,
chester. N. Y.LeMoine C, WHEC RoWhite, Frank, MBS New York
White.
town.
IowaWilliam P., KFJB MarshallWhiting, Lee L.. KEYD Minneapolis.
Minn.
Mo.Whitlock, Wm. C, KRES St. Joseph.
Whittenburg, Elizabeth Jo, NARTB
Washington, D. C.
Wiig, Gunnar O.. WHEC Rochester,
N. Y.
Wilkinson, Glen A,, Wilkinson, Boyden, & Cragun, Washington, D. C.
Wilkinson. Vernon L.. Haley. McKenna & Wilkinson, Washington, D. C,
Willard. A. D. Jr., WGAC Augusta,
Ga.Williams, Ben, WTOC Savannah, Ga.
Williams, J. P., Transcription Sales,
Inc., Springfield, O.
Williams, Ind.
Robert E., WFML-FM
Washington,
SOLVE

YOUR

Williamson,
W. P. Jr., WKBN Youngs I
town,
O.
Willis, J. E., WLAP Lexington. Ky
Wilson. David. WSLI Jackson. Miss
Windsor, Walter M.. WGBA Colum^i
bus, Ga.
1
Winger,
Earl W., WDOD Chattanooga 1!
Tenn.
Wismer, John F., WHLS Port Huron!,.
Wiswell, Andrew M., Associated Pro !!'
Mich.
gram
Service, New York
Witting,
New York Chris J., DuMont Netwoik
Iowa
Wodlinger, Mark, WOC Davenpo:'
Wolfson, MitcheU, WTVJ Miami. Fij
Woodall, Allen M., WDAK Colui.
bus. Ga.
Wooddell, Ken. WLBH Matoon. 111.
Woodruff, Jim W., WRBL Columbu&i,
Iowa
Woods, W. W., WHO Des Moines'
•■
Ga.
Woolf.
New
York Robert S., DuMont Networl;
Wooten, Hoyt B,, WREC Memphu
Tenn.
Worley, David R., KTFY Brownfielc
Wray, E. Newton. KTBS Shrevepor^j
Mo.Wyatt. W. Judd. KMMO Marshal
Yerian, James O., WBNS Columbusijjj
N. Youngsteadt,
C.
R. W., WPTF Raleigh
Younts,
Jack
S., WEEB Souther: j!
Pines, N. C.
Pre-Registration List
Engineering Conference
30th Annual NARTB
Convention

(jri
Adler. Ben, Adler Communication
Labs., New Rochelle, N. Y.
Allen, Walter H., KALB Alexandri; IlIBi
La
Anderson, Furn. D., KSIB Crestoi
m
Iowa
Andrews, Fred M., WROL KnoxvilL
Tenn.
Andrews, John S. WBLJ Dalton, Gaf AK
Antony, W. E., KWKH Shrevepor- tli
Arvidson, Paul, WOC Davenpor^jt■ 'A
La.
Iowa
I

Bailey, Stuart L., Jansky & Baile;
Washington, D. C.
Bain, David, RCA Camden, N. J. )iir
Baker, B. C, WDEF Chattanoog :111a.
Tenn.
Baldwin, John, KDYL-TV Salt Lai'
City.
Utah Paul C, WFAA-TV Dalla
Texas
Barnes,
Bartlett, F. F., KSO Des Moines, lowtpj
Bartlett, Harold W., KFDM Beai
mont, Texas
Battison. John
Washington,
D. C.H., Nat'l. Radio Ins'
Bauer. Fritz. KWTO Springfield, Mijaim
Beater. George, FCC Chicago, 111.
Benham. Calif.
Edward E., KTTV (TV' I
Hollywood,
Bias, F. J., Genl. Elec. Co., Syracusl
Ten' *
F. D.,
.
Y
Chicago.e, lUinc
FCC Nashvill
N.,WLAC
Peter
Borsi.
N.Binns,
Bretherton, Thomas S., WTOL T
ledo, Ohio
(Continued on page 173)

DISCS

PROBLEIUS
WITH

ALL METAL,

SECTIONAL

(

DISCABINETS
AND
CATALOGING

SYSTEM

The most EFFICIENT, PRACTICAL
and ECONOMICAL method on the
COPYRIGHT
PAT. PENDING
market for Filing, Protecting Recordings and Transcriptions.
Madeandin 16"
Four discs.
Sizes for 7"
12"
WRITE FOR BROCHURE AND PRICES

i

WALLACH
& ASSOCIATES
1532 Hillcrest Road
Cleveland 18, Ohio.

k
BROADCASTING

• Telecastir

k S ENCOURAGEMENT to other
k. broadcasters that radio is
?re to stay, a limited number of
icordings of WGY Schenectady's
>th anniversary open house cele|-ation are being distributed to
her stations in the area. Discs of
iniversary activities which 20,000
eople from 231 cities reportedly
I tended are designed to show that
•adio remains and will continue
i be an integral part of American
fe" according to R. B. Hanna,
fation's general manager.
nDUSTRY on TV
.AJOR industries in the western
ew York area are being saluted
=ith new show. Made in Buffalo, on
^BEN-TV Buffalo each Sunday,
ilms, demonstrations and panels
re included in the show which is
fesented in cooperation with the
idustrial liaison office of the U.
: Buffalo.

HILD CARE SERIES
ERIES of child care programs,
ringing Up Baby, will be teleised by WAAM (TV) Baltimore
I cooperation with several community organizations beginning
pril 6 and continuing each Sun'ay thereafter through May 25.
ach program will feature an edu•ational film dealing with problems
f caring for young children fol>wed by a discussion featuring
uest experts.
•— • — •
;AREER OPPORTUNITIES
ENN College, Cleveland, will preJ^'iOt a series of Career Opportunies in seven half hour shows on
'XEL (TV) to depict for high
■o-hool students various fields which
re open to them. Format will be
question and answer panel feajiring experts in the field under
iscussion.
jfrPTZ (TV) CLAIMS 'FIRST'
IRST telecast of a major surgical
'peration over an open network is
.aimed by WPTZ (TV) Philadelihia. Unique program took place
t U. of Pennsylvania hospital,
'.ast 10 minutes of a two and a half
V ^our operation was seen by viewers.
I'rogram was first in a series,
'n the American Tradition, devoted
D the university.

P^oyrams

promotion

EXPENSIVE MISTAKES
DUBBING March 21 as National
Smile Day, Bud Bentz, disc jockey,
WPAZ Pottstown, Pa., offered to
give away $1 each time a listener
caught him fluffing and to donate
$1 to their favorite charity. Telephones jingled all day long, station reports, and at the end of the
day, Mr. Bentz was out $30 for
having erred 15 times.
KARK SPONSOR HONORED
DISABLED Veterans in Little
Rock, Ark., awarded a citation to
Robert L. Curran, general manager of Arkansas-Louisiana Gas
Co., on behalf of company's sponsorship of / Was a Communist for
the F.B.I, which will be aired over
KARK Little Rock. Presentation
on behalf of the national organization was made in the KARK studios when 75 civic leaders gathered
to hear one of the programs before
they are broadcast.
KPOA ISLAND PROMOTION
CANS of coconut chips are being
mailed to timebuyers and advertisers by KPOA Honolulu promoting the Hawaiian Islands as supplier of America's sugar, the
world's pineapple and a large Hawaiian coffee crop. Letter accompanying the coconut points out
some details on the station in the
island radio picture.
• — •— o
HIGHEST BIDDER
AUCTIONING of Spook Beckman,
funmaster of Big Bear Dollar
Derbij on WLWC (TV) Columbus,
will take place on the April 2 show.
Spook and his services as valet,
house-cleaner, waiter and jack-ofall-trades will go to the highest
bidder for his services for a day.
"Employer" will also appear on
Mr. Beckman's show to relate details on his domestic ability.

Immediate revenue produced
tfh regional promotion
campaigns
23 years of
service to the
broadcasting industry
HOWARD

J. McCOLLISTER

66 ACACIA DRIVE
ATHERTON, CALIFORNIA
PAUL

W. McCOLLISTER,

JROADCASTING

experienced sales
personnel will sell community
programs throughout
your coverage area
Company

DAVENPORT 3-3061
Genera/ Manager

• Telecasting

premiums
SAD BUT TRUE
PUTTING three more women drivers on the road will come as bad
news to most of the opposite sex
but that's what WTMJ-TV Milwaukee plans to do. Series of seven
weekly half hour classes in driving
will be televised on PFomam's World
with Beulah Donohue each Friday.
Series will cover everything from
rudimentary explanation to presentation of licenses. The instructors
will be men.
SUPPLY AND DEMAND
SHAMROCKS were in great demand on March 17 in Philadelphia
according to George Skinner, m.c.
of daily Let Skinner Do It on
WPTZ (TV). Prior to wearin'-ofthe-green day, he mentioned on the
show that 500 sprigs of shamrock
were being flown from Erin and
would be given to the first 500
people requesting them. Station reports 3,000 requests poured in the
next day. Five hundred were
picked at random leaving Mr. Skinner with 2,500 disappointed Irishmen on his conscience.
SIMPLE AS ABC
ALL CAMERAS were focused on
WMAL-TV Washington March 26
when tour of its TV facilities was
telecast by the ABC affiliate. Use
of equipment was explained to the
viewer by station commentators
and personalities in the course of
the program appropriately titled
The ABC's of Television. Demonstration of how a "remote" is executed was given the viewer with a
trip to Capitol Hill for a telecast
originating from that point.

WHAT'S IN A NAME?
CALLING card promotion is being
used by Sid Mcintosh, sales representative for KTFY Brownfield,
Tex. Cartoon of man in kilts points
to the sentence "the thrifty Scotchman was here." Concluding line
reminds recipient that "whereever you go there's radio."
SUMMER

LISTENING

REASONS for increasing summertime advertising in Michigan are
developed in booklet distributed by
WJR Detroit. Statistics on the
state and its summer sales potential back up theme that "Michigan
— always good — is twice as good in
the summer." Copy emphasizes
that 4,500,000 vacationers visit the
state each year and summer advertising in Michigan reaches almost twice as many people as it
does ordinarily.
WHIM RATES CHANGE
PRICES have gone up at WHIM
Providence, R. I., but not for the
usual reason of the printed media.
General Manager Bob Engles announced the 20% increase and said
the boost was necessary not because of increased cost in operation,
but because the station's audience
has almost doubled during the past

year.
Mr. Frank Stanton
President CBS
Nezv York City
Dear Frankie:
Folks 'round Charleston, West I'ir(jinny, likes WCHS so much th' boys
deecided t e r
all
1 Yessir,
Frankie,
staynight
on th'
air
ynow
er hasnetwork
'ronnd-th'-clock
'nother
rteradio
keepstation
folks

TV'S FISH STORY
WITH advent of TV, fishing has
become a spectator sport according
to WBZ-TV Boston and WRGB

alissenin'
wise.
Th' CBS
boy
all-night
shift
Martinth'
wis hDoug
0 does
Nightowl
fTh'
er
—short.
called
He takes
over at one in
'long with his
th' mornin' , an'

(TV) Gadabout
Schenectady.
Goin'
Places
With
Gaddis,
a Beacon
Television Feature, soon to be
seen additionally on WTMJ (TV)
Milwaukee, enables armchair fishermen to sit in their living rooms
and enjoy the great outdoors at
the same time. Survey in Boston
indicatesviewers
only 68%
Gadabout's
regular
have ofactually
done
any fishing.
WOL PUNSTERS SHOW
PLAY -ON -WORDS show, The
Punsters, is being aired on experimental basis by WOL Washington
every Sunday. Karl Bates, LBS
director of news in Washington,
directs a word or phrase at a
three-man panel and within an allotted amount of time, panel fires
back puns using the phrase Mr.
Bates put to them. New set of
panelists are presented each week.

platterin', he is
t e r f o IIsland,
k s on
Staten
an'
apatterin'
sell in' thin's
in Te.vas,
sorority
gals an'at
Loosyiana,
an'
a Eastern
school.
Jest
entertainin'
th'
w Algy
hutter5000
goes
sho:v
watts on 580
kin do whin
way fer
it! Jestis
•wanted yuh ter kno-v thet
WCHS
right on th' ball — a partyyuhdanged
clearsgood
th'
'fillyate fer a netimrk terYrs.
have!
WCHS
Charleston,
March 31, 1952
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Canadian Broadcasters
Hear of Campaign

"THE STRUGGLE to establish freedom of expression in broadcast publication will be the most significant battle of the next 15 years," Jim
Allard, general manager of the Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters, told the
CAB members at their annual convention in Toronto on March 26 (see
*
story, page 48).
tions and of the regulations o;;
"The more enlightened sections
of the printed press realize this
fully and we have their complete
He emphasized that men engaged
support. They realize that the press in the direction and operation of a*^
cannot exist half-slave, half-free.
programs."
The struggle will not be an easy the
largeCanadian
government
corporationCorp.
as -I
|'
Broadcasting
one, nor a short one; there are no naturally have a different perspeceasy solutions. But it is a battle
tive than private broadcasters. Because of this difference in outlook,
of fundamental significance."
Canadian broadcasters are be- Mr. Chandler felt, these men are
coming aware of their battle and not in a proper position to control f
the powers of censorship and regu- the licensing of radio broadcast It
stations and the regulation of ;
which the government's
CanadianlationBroadcasting
Corp. has
of private broadcast "
stations.
over broadcasters as the licensing programs
He dealt in detail with the fact
body, regulatory body and competitor for commercial business, CAB
that the CBC not only is the actual
was told. Other Canadian broad- licensing authority for private'
casters also are bringing the broadcasting stations in Canada,
problem to the business men and through its recommendations to the^
community leaders throughout
Dept. of Transport, but that it also
Canada.
George Chandler, CJOR Vancouver, in a brief distributed in
westei-n Canada this month, pointed
out that because of government
regulatory powers over radio programs broadcast stations do not
enjoy the same freedom of expression as do other forms of mass
communication.
Radio-TV's Position
Mr. Allard pointed out that the
CAB directors have told Canada's
Parliamentary Radio Committee
that radio and television broadcasting are publishing; that broadcasting has become a basic means of
communication of news, ideas and
information; that all other forms
of publication operate within the
general fi-amework of the law
which allows disputes to be settled
by third party judgment.
Mr. Allard stated Canadian
broadcasting stations and everything they publish remain under a
strict government agency which is
not under direct control of Parliament but of the executive arm of
any government that may happen
to exist. He stated that the CAB
is urging legislators to change the
present system to give stations
freedom to operate under the law
and that necessary powers of review and regulation be embodied
within a separate regulatory body
not connected with any broadcasting system.
"We are now engaged in the
same battle that the printed form
of publication won — the right to
provide news and views without
censorship and arbitrary controls.
It is a battle that may be long in
the waging, but that we should, and
must, continue to wage until it is
won or until the belief in freedom
perishes
in the hearts of men," Mr.
Allard stated.
Mr. Chandler pointed out that
"for clean thinking on radio we
must think separately of the licensing of radio broadcasting sta-

has complete regulatory power over*'^
the
programs of private broadcast"^
stations.
"The need for licensing radio and|
for technical regulations is purely'
technical and is as simple as the'
need for a land registry office," Mr,
Chandler said. "Therefore power
over licensing has no place in the
CBC. Program regulations of the
CBC constitute an abridgement of;
freedom of speech and should bsj
eliminated. A new licensing pro-LT
cedure is available which has none ijf
of the disadvantages of the pres
ent procedures and has many ad-L;;,
vantages over the present proce-L;
dures. Radio broadcasting, whichj iilStfiJ
has rapidly become the most im^Mdi(
portant form of publishing in
North America, does not enjoy the'
same freedoms as the forms of publishing dealing with the printed
act
CBS OFFICE WORKERS
its
LA. Pact Signed; 15% Boostfog
OFFICE Employes International
Union (AFL) voted last Tuesday 6a
night to accept the offer of CB^
Hollywood for a 15% weekly wage
increase for 175 office workers in 21
classifications, thus averting
threatened strike.
The one year contract, signed
as of March 1 and retroactive tc
January 1, gives OEIU the right tq
arbitrate further wage increaseftjj,
demands which, if granted, also
would be retroactive to January 1
CBS and OEIU agreed to accept;
the recommendation of an arbitration board to be set up with one
member each from CBS, OEIU an^
the American Arbitration Society
Contract also specifieds three weeks
vacation with pay for those employee
five years or more; double pay oi
holidays;
and a of
halffive-day,
after eighhour
day; time
guarantee
40hour week; provision that each employe must have 12 hours off betweei
each working
day period,
receives
time and
a half. otherwise h<
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CAB Meets
(Continued from page i8)

|: Co.,das,Montreal,
agenand Walter representingPowell, Canadian
iroadcasting Corp., Toronto, repreenting stations. Financial report
howed ample funds to cover exenses of the 1952 survey.
Recommendations to the broadasting industry to create and
aaintain a fulltime qualified research director to coordinate reiearch for the industj-y was made
)y a committee of BBM in report
-irepared at request of CAB.
ti The committee estimated a bud■ret of $25,000 annually would be
Leeded to start such a research
:.irectorate which would eliminate
present confusion in rating reports,
-ncrease efficiency by conducting
ontinuing tests, eliminate waste
.>y developing specifications, assure
aore and better research and mainain leadership among mass comaunication media for internal reearch. The committee was headed
i^y Wis. McQuillin, radio director,
j'ockfield
Brown
& Co., aToronto.
Advertising
is playing
critical
•art in continuing and spreading
ur way of life, Mr. Mitchell told a
oint luncheon meeting of CAB and
^he Toronto Ad and Sales Club on
^^uesday. He urged advertising
jnen to remember that advertising
s a force which can make or break
iur civilization.
Schwerin Talk
1 Horace Schwerin, president of
Schwerin Research
Corp., New
^ork, told Canadian broadcasters
hey can learn from mistakes made
n the U. S. and take review of their
!nedium before the advent of teleision in Canada. He announced
hat Canadian Facts Ltd., Toronto,
viU. begin research of Canadian
^adio commercials under his sysem. He showed in an illustrated
^alk how his program research has
lelped broadcast programming in
Vmerica.
Top station executives should
jake time at least once monthly to
^tudy station operation as an outsider, E. B. Chown, Toronto mangement consultant, told broadasters at Wednesday morning sesaf(|ion.
^ How NBC handles cost control
'f'f its owned stations was told by
amilton She, NBC New York. He
Glinted to need of budget plans,
aick financial statements, frequent
tudies of operating and service
jlepartment costs and personal facers in cost control.
It;] Pat Freeman, CAB sales direciijior, reported on the year's opera3 |ions
and and
gaveinternational
a list of important
ational
non-ra0 advertisers who plan using Catdian broadcasting. Sales meetrg dealt with resolutions on conlact changes, simplifying rate
tti'ards and recommendations for
);iultiple ownership companies. All
'lhanges made become effective
,ei«uly 1.
Wednesday
afternoon's closed
^ j'usiness meeting heard a report
^ 'rom Jim Allard, CAB general
other
recommen■i 'manager.
lations, he Among
urged all
Canadian
staIROADCASTING

See

JOHN J. GILLiN Jr. Memorial Award
is presented at Canadian Assn. of
Broadcasters' meeting in Toronto to
CJOC Lethbridge. Accepting award
for station from CAB Chairman Malcolm Neill (I) is Bill Guild. Trophy
was awarded, for second time since
its creation, to Canadian station
doing most outstanding public service
in 1951. Clock-barometer is given as
permanent trophy.

(see

it

exactly

now

what

you

get)

the

tions to file applications for television in order to protect their interests from others desirous of
entering television when CBC opens
the new medium to privately owned
Mr. Allard also reported on Canastations'.
dian copyright hearings. He urged
establishment of a finance committee, expanded sales committee and
talent committee to deal with
greater use of local talent.
Reports on operations in Canada
and the U. S. of BMI were given
by Bob Burton and Carl Haverlin
of BMI New York. Mr. Burton
dealt with growth of BMI Canada
Ltd. Mr. Haverlin emphasized the
new BMI projects in the U. S.
Recommendations and resolutions at the closed business session
included changing the number of
directors from 11 to 12; life honorary presidency for Harry Sedgwick,
CFRB Toronto; study of editorial
use by stations, and discussion with
CBC on revision of outdated regulations governing Canadian broadcasting.
John J. Gillin memorial award to
CJOC Lethbridge and Canadian
General Electric Award to CJOR
Vancouver were made at the annual dinner Wednesday.
Civil defense, unattended transmitter operation and local sales
were discussed at Thursday sessions with evening session devoted
to recommendations for establishment of a research directorate.
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Candidate Sponsors Game
REALIZING the impact of
radio advertising, Melvin
McKay, mayor of Rock
Island, 111., and Republican
candidate for Congress at the ■
primary elections scheduled
for April 8, sponsored the
Illinois High School Basketball Tournament on WQUA
Rock Island as a public service. The candidate, however,
did not neglect to mention the
coming election in his announcements.
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Discuss
CmSAPEAKE
"RADIO has gone overboard in
permitting itself to be re-evaluated
on the narrowest possible basis"
and agencies should weigh its results objectively along with those
of other media to maintain balance
in advertising appropriations, BAB
President William B. Ryan asserted
last week.
Mr. Ryan addressed a meeting
of the Chesapeake Chapter of the
American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies at the Hotel SheratonBelvedere in Baltimore last Monday. He spoke on "Radio, TV or
Both," along with Edward Shurick,
CBS-TV Network Sales, who presented television's case.
The BAB President recognized
at the outset that "television is
here to stay indefinitely" and made
plain that his organization is "not
dedicated to killing off TV or any
other medium."
Chief arguments for radio in Mr.
Ryan's talk to the chapter — one of
15 AAAA groups — were these:
(1) There are 20 million automobile radios alone in the U. S. — about
five million more than TV sets.
(2) Radio still offers the best
dollar-per-thousand listeners buy,
with an advantage of between 12%
and 65 Vr per dollar in talent over
TV in number of homes reached.
(3) BAB has launched a campaign to include radio in TV receivers, with cost "low" at the facFOR FINEST TAPE RECORDING
SPACE
524A-526A
NARTB SHOW

m

-FIRST CHOICE
OF ENGINEERS!
Only Magnecorder offers all the flexibility, high fidelity and features you
require — at a price you want to pay!
FITS EVERY PURPOSE - EVERY PURSE!
PORTABLE — LIGHTWEIGHT
Recorder in one cose —
Amplifier in the other. Eosy
handling — compacti
QUICKLY RACK MOUNTED
Units con be combined for
studio operation of portable
equipment.
CONSOLE OR CONSOLETTE
Operation ovoitoble by combining units
corder
cabinets.in rich Magne-

^MoanecoKj, Inc., 360 N. Michlgon Ave.. Chitago 1, 111^
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Media

Costs

AAAA
tory level. Manufacturers sold nine
million radio sets last year "without any advertising at all just because people wanted them."
(4) TV is "rapidly selling itself
out of the local market." Moreover,
TV talent costs are bound to rise
and talent "will wear out fast."
(5) Daytime TV probably will
never approach daytime radio's
effectiveness in selling the American housewife.
(6) Radio listening is still high
in TV-penetrated markets like New
York; there are more radio sets in
use in TV homes than in non-TV
homes. There are 27 million radioonly homes but "no TV - only
Mr. Shurick decried current conhomes."
troversy over TV's high costs as
largely "scare talk." He made
these points:
(1) The advertiser should enlarge his budget to use both radio
and TV "because of television's
man-made limitations."
(2) More families use TV in
some 63 markets during the evening (8 p.m. -12 midnight) hours
than radio attracts in all markets.
Daytime video will continue to
show progress.
(3) TV program cost actually
was, in one instance, one-third less
per-thousand "homes reached" in
January 1952 compared to January
1951 and, while TV time costs increased five-fold since January
1949, gross circulation is now 20
times greater.
(4) "Superficial research is detrimental to TV" because its true
effectiveness lies in the cash register.
Outside TV's Range
Noting that radio has gone back
to "fundamentals" in its re-anlysis,
Mr. Ryan cited statistics on radio
and TV homes and pointed out that
nearly 40 '^;r of the population is outside of video reception range. BAB,
he said, has conducted the first national check on auto radios, adding,
"We've been giving away automobile listening."
Pointing out that advertisers are
interested only in results, Mr. Ryan
said "BAB is throwing out the rating concept on buying time. The
rating services are not fully accurate. audience
They don'tandmeasure
cumulative
listening
and
looking in homes with more than
BAB chief also noted over
twoThesets."
130 tests measuring radio against
newspapers but said there are few
on radio vs. TV. One such test,
however, gave radio a 2V2-I advantage in one market involving
the same merchandise, expenditures
and time used.
In response to a question, Mr.
Ryan noted radio rates have remained "static" for years and said
he has no objection to a "fair
evaluation of radio." Other media

should be examined just as closely,
however, he declared.
The effect of high national TV
rates has produced a "seeming reluctance" by department stores to
buy time, he added, stressing radio's
"carry-over impressions," factor of
"equity" over a long period of time
and good will built by advertisers
using radio. TV does not require
this mental participation, because
"it is all-absorbing" and "you are
a spectator." Retailers and wholesalers have a vital stake in this
factor, he added.
"If the characteristics of TV
made it necessarily the best advertising medium, the motion picture
people would have enjoyed considerably more success in selling advertising intheir theatres than they
have," he observed. This factor will
be "tremendously greater" in radio,
he said.
Facts Not Known
Mr. Shurick felt that TV has
been slow in "telling its story" and
noted that "television today has a
circulation greater than the combined circulation of the three top
national magazines." As to time
costs, he noted, the ratio of increase
for cost to circulation is about
one to three — 15.5% to 40.3%.
"Final per-telecast figure is actually lower than it was a year ago.
Nighttime circulation cost perthousand viewers has declined from
January 1949 to January 1952 from
$8.68 to $2.40. He alluded to a CBS
Television cost-circulation survey
released to advertising agencies and
other groups this week.
Findings are based on a study
by the network last fall comparing
CBS TV evening shows for November 1950 and 1951. Study embraces relationship between TV
costs (time and talent) and increased number of "homes
Highlights of the study, released
reached."
under the signature of Fred W.
Thrower, vice president in charge
of CBS Network Television Sales,
are these:
(1) Average program and time costs

for November 1951 were 50%; greater
than in November 1950.
(2) Average number of homes for
same period was 92%o higher.
(3) Average
s t-p e r-t h o u s and
"homes
reached" c o(same
period) was
23%- lower.
Mr. Shurick used these figures to
refute "scare talk" about video's
rising costs — "the result of superresearch." cited case history
Mr. ficial
Shurick
successes of Schick Inc., PepsiCola and Westinghouse Electric
Corp. Schick bought Crime Syndicated in 45 markets for 13 weeks
last fall and showed a 10%? sales
surge. Schick razor sales fell off
47%<-,, however, in non-TV areas.
in each
of the'
lastTaking
four January
years, Mr.
Shurick
reported jump in times sales from
15% to 67% for evening TV and
from 10 %f to 33%: in daytime
periods (for three years).
Presiding over the meeting of the
chapter were Chairman Joseph
Katz, Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore;
J. Robert Corry, Lewis Edwin Ryan Agency, Washington, vice chairman; Theodore A. Newhoff, Theodore A. Newhoff Agency, Baltimore, secretary-treasurer.
Keynote remarks were delivereit
by August Nelson, AAAA staff
executive, who outlined the association's effort to explain advertising's
role to government, Congress and
on other fronts. He gave a tentative agenda for the annual AAA.a
convention at White Sulphiu
Springs, W. Va., April 2-5. Agenc
2''( cash discount will be explainec
he said, along with other activities
including work with NARTB 01
standard advertising contract forii
and networks in union relations.
Broadcasters were special guest.of the Chesapeake chapter. Agenc.\
executives, aside from officers in
eluded M. Belmont Ver Standigl
M. Belmont Ver Standig Agency
Washington; Wilbur VanSant]
VanSant, Dugdale & Co., Balti
more, and Sidney A. Levyne, S.
Levyne Co., Baltimore.
Other agenda topics included
talk on the advertising business b
Mark Wiseman, New York ad con|
sultant, and a humorous session i;
which key agency personnel an'
"top brass" sounded off with p
"gripes" on the agency business
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Robert K, Richards, Chairman, National Voice of
Democracy Committee, and Director of Public
Affairs of the NARTB, whose enthusiastic and vigorous
leadership of the contest is reflected in the gratifying
increase of contestants from 30,000 to over one
million in the Tve years since the contest began.

!a

. and the National Association of Radio and Television Broadcasters lets
them be heard. Again this year . . . more than a million high school students throughout
the nation competed in the NARTB

Voice of Democracy

fifth annual

JI

contest. This important competitive event encourages young people to think about
the democratic form of government, and to express its philosophy
well in spoken words. The contest also furthers the use of radio and
television for such expression — freely and in the public interest.

i i.
]1 3r,V.
i )lo
3isn:«

Steinman Stations salute the Voice of Democracy Committee and its
able chairman, Robert K. Richards. They pledge the continued

m

availability of their broadcasting and television facihties to the
young men and women who "Speak for Democracy."
iit

as

k
4
The four co-equal national winners in the* Voic
k
of Democracy Contest meet President Trumar

AM
FM
TV
Vyilmington,
Delaware
AM
WGAL FM
TV
Lancaster,
Pennsylvania
WDEL
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York,

WKBO
Harrisburg,
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Pennsylvania

WRAW
Reading,
Pennsylvania

WEST
Easton,
Pennsylvania
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The winners —
Dwight Clark, Jr., aged 18, from
Fort Collins, Colorado
Mora Gay Masselink, aged 16, from
Burlington, Iowa

George A. Frilot, III, aged 17, from
New Orleans, Louisiana
Thaddeus S. Zolkiewicz, aged 17,
from Buffalo, New York

Clair R. McCollough, General Manager
STEINMAN STATIONS
Represented by
ROBERT
MEEKER

ASSOCIATES

Chicago

• Los Angeles

•

San Francisco
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TOWERS

plicants are known to be having
HIGH TV TOWER bugaboo of airline officials has stirred the Civil
trouble getting antenna site apAeronautics Administration into
provals from regional airspace subcommittees are Chicago, Boston,
making preliminary moves which
Norfolk and Nashville.
may result in the more stringent
Part 17 of the FCC rules reapplication of air hazard rules.
quires broadcast antennas to meet
' Although broadcasters' requests
for high TV towers have met with
certain criteria. However, all towsuccess in conferences with reers above 500 ft. have to be apgional airspace subcommittees
proved by the regional airspace subcom it e of the city involved.
[B*T, March 17], some of the
1,500 ft. antenna requests in
CAA rules require that airplanes
fly not less than 1,000 ft. above
"trouble" areas have given airline
people concern.
the highest structure in the airway. ATA apparently is loath to
I At the behest of Air Transport
Assn., the Airspace Utilization
change minimum established altitude standards for instrument
Branch of the CAA held an exflying.
ploratory meeting early this month.
It is the belief of some observers
^Attending were CAA personnel,
that ATA officials have exaggerated
representatives of the ATA and
the problem due to their erroneous
'FCC. No broadcasters were there.
Situation was canvassed and led belief that immediately after the
to the appointment of D. D. Thomas, CAA planning officer, to look
into the matter. Mr. Thomas conferred with FCC officials last week. JAH.
GROSS
He told Broadcasting • TelecastJANUARY
time
sales of the TV
ing that basis of his approach was
to formulate general policy for networks topped those of the radio
guidance of all 14 regional airspace
networks by more than a half million dollars according to Publishers
sub-committees. He pointed out
Information Bureau records. Com'that as of now each region interprets the criteria for radio-TV
bined gross time sales of the four
construction individually. This perTV networks for the month totaled
mits some to be liberal in their ap$15,058,412, compared to the fourprovals, others more rigid.
radio network gross of $14,477,939
I No Discrimination Intended
for the same period.
' He emphasized that his approach
Procter & Gamble Co. was the
is purely exploratory and that he
top
TV network client during the
has no intention of recommending
molicies that will discriminate
month, the only TV network adjagainst broadcasters,
vertiser to buy more than $1 million worth of time (at gross rates).
j In the meeting in Washington
'■arlier this month, consensus of This duplicates the radio network
hose present as reported in the
situation, with P & G, the top
minutes was that "now is a good
spender and the only one with time
opportunity to suggest legislation
TABLE I
which would strengthen safety in
Top
Ten
TV
Network
Advertisers During
air navigation." It was decided
January 1952
that the CAA would approach FCC
1. Procter & Gamble
$1,236,585
2. General Foods Corp.
717,314
vnth the idea of getting its reac3
R.
J.
Reynolds
Tobacco
Co
640,025
tion to the one-tower-for-all-TVa'.
566,231
5. Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co. . . 458,245
!stations-in-a-city-suggestions, and
6. American Tobacco Co
432,440
the use of booster stations in or7. General Motors Corp
369,420
8. P. Lorillard Co
365,643
ider to cut down required height of
9. Gillette Safety Razor Corp. . . . 339,689
TV antennas.
10. Lever Bros. Co
310,868
II Present at the early March meet'dng from the FCC were Arthur
Blooston, Aviation Div., Safety &
Product Group
JSpecial Radio Services Bureau, and
Apparel, Footwear & Access
$
C. M. Braum, chief, TV Facilities
Automotive, Automotive Supplies & Equip.. .
Beer, Wine & Liquor
tDiv., Broadcast Bureau. Both emBuilding Materials .
tphasized last week that the conConfectionery & Soft Drinks
Consumer
Service
'clusions did not have their apDrugs & Remedies
iiproval, nor should they be underFood & Food Products
lEtood to express the attitude of all Gasoline, Oil and Other Fuels
Household Equipment
sithe CAA officials present.
Household Furnishings
Industrial Materials
Among the cities where TV apBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Tighter

Air

Hozard

TV freeze is lifted there will be
2,000 TV stations under construction, all with 1,500-2,000-ft. antenna towers.
Official "conclusions" of the
meeting early this month follow:
1. That Aviation Safety would carry
to completion a written criterion
covering TV towers and other obstructions
airway
aries andrelatively
their close
effectto on
MEAsboundand
other existing safe flight procedures.
2. That if at all possible, the criteria
should specifically state limitations
with respect to heights of obstructions,
nearness to enroute airways, distances
from air navigation aids (for signal
intensity and accuracy of navigation).
However, in view of many variable
factors, each case will be considered
individually.
3. That the criterion be used as a
guide by the radio industry to assist
in preliminary planning of TV antenna
sites.
4. That regional personnel when discussingsenTVtativeantenna
with employ
repres of the TV sites
industry,
the guide to emphasize hazardous or
Tops

Rules

Seen

Possible

detrimental effects on aviation if the
occasion warrants.
in the
interim
period
between
now5. That
and the
release
of the
criteria,
the
regional office should be instructed to
consider TV site requests on the above
basis without benefit of written criteria.
6. That the regional airspace subcommittees should be instructed to include in the recommendations of applicable
statement
as to
whether
notcases,thea MEAs
are affected,
and
if so,orhow.
7. That since the FCC is currently in
the process munications
of Actamending
[reference the
is toComthe
McFarland Bill], now is a good opportunity to suggest legislation which
would strengthen
in air navigation. In this veinsafety
of thought,
CAA
will forward
a
letter
to
the
Commission seeking their reactions to limit a
locality to one tower to serve several
broadcast companies in the area, to
investigate the possibility of a series
of booster stations to reduce heights
of antenna masts, and to encourage
telecasters to consider and appreciate
the effect of hazards to air navigation
by means of articles, publications and
other educational means.

Radio

by Half

Million

list — Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co.,
American Tobacco Co., General
Motors Corp., Gillette Safety Razor
Co. and Lever Bros. Co. — replace
Anchor-Hocking Glass Corp., Ford
Motor Co., National Dairy Products
Co., Philco Corp. and Quaker Oats
Co.
Leading advertiser of each product group measured by use of TV
(Continued on page 150)
The other five in this January'sTABLE II
TOP TV NETWORK ADVERTISERS BY PRODUCT GROUPS FOR JANUARY 1952
Apparel, Footwear & Access International Shoe Co
Automotive, Auto Access. & Equip. . . General Motors Corp
$ 296,779
97,625
1 43,400
Beer, Wine & Liquor
.Joseph Schlitz Brewing Co
Building
Materials,
Equip.
&
Fixtures
Johns-Manville
Corp
65,910
Confectionery & Soft Drinks
Mars Inc
Consumer Services
Arthur Murray School of Dancing
93,173
137,700
Drugs & Remedies
American Home Products
717,314
Food & Food Products
General Foods Corp
222,325
6,773
Gasoline, Lubricants & Other Fuels Texas Co
310,625
1 1 1 ,540
Household
Equipment
■
.
.
General
Electric
Co
Household Furnishings
Armstrong Cork Co
119,820
Industrial Materials
Reynolds Metals Co
Insurance
Mutual Benefit Health & Accident Assn.
38,370
Jewelry, Optical Goods & Cameras . . Speidel Corp
47,370
Office Equip., Writing Supplies &
75,780
Stationery
Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co
43,906
Publishing & Media
Curtis Pub. Co
Radios, TV Sets, Phonographs,
Musical Instr. & Access
RCA
203,480
640,025
Retail Stores
Drug Store Television Productions
85,200
Smoking Materials
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co
421 ,001
Soaps, Polishes, Cleansers
Procter & Gamble Co
1
,044,305
Toiletries & Toilet Goods
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
Co
83,235
Miscellaneous
Quaker Oats Co
TABLE III
TV NETWORK GROSS BILLINGS
JANUARY 1952 COMPARED TO JANUARY 1951
Jan. 1951
41,910
Jan. 1952
Jan. 1952
Jan. 1951
Product Group
343,693 $ 194,943 Insurance
142,420
38,370
158,050
1,264,418 832,987
Jewelry, Optical Goods & Cameras
219,450
553,788
370,848
Office Equip. Stationery, Writing Supplies
15,260
68,010
Publishing & Media
53,612
459,451 171,609
Rodios, TV Sets, Phonographs, Musical
441,150
391,025 81,900 Instruments & Access
386,940
102,950
391,025 81,900
Retail Stores and Direct Mail
17,340
2,916,136
1,699,005
Smoking Materiols
422,615
2,364,943
906,682
1,151,627
428,955 203,460
Soaps, Cleaners & Polishes
1,684,362
896,277 631,615
Toiletries & Toilet Goods
101,910
2,027,848
166,005
202,705 348,785 Miscellaneous
340,281 310,110 Total
$15,058,412 $ 8,129,856
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purchases of over $1 million.
Top 10 advertisers on the TV
networks in January (listed in
Table I) include five which were
also among the top 10 in January
1951. These are Procter & Gamble
Co., Genei-al Foods Corp., R. J.
Reynolds Tobacco Co., Liggett &
Myers
Tobacco Co. and P. Lorillard
Company.

TV

Session

Planned

the AAAA board of directors ; John{
P. Cunningham of Cunningham &
Walsh, vice chairman ; and Mr.
Baker, director-at-large.
Speakers will all be from member agencies except for Messrs.
Canham, Eldridge, Gray, Ratner
and Swezey and, for the first time^
in
years,inviting
member advertiser
reserva--htionsmany
preclude
and media guests.

MEET
PROGRAM for the 34th annual
M. Gray, Esso Standard Oil Co.
with agency-client relationship as
Friday evening: 34th annual dinseen by Clarence Eldridge, General
meeting of American Assn. of Adner with address by Erwin D. Canvertising Agencies — to be held at Foods' vice president in charge of
White Sulphur Springs, W. Va., marketing. He will be followed by ham, editor, Christian Science MonOtto Kleppner of Kleppner Co. and itor.
Thursday through Saturday — was
Saturday morning: Three conannounced in New York last week, member of the AAAA Committee
current meetings, according to
with the first afternoon to be given on Government, Public and Educaover completely to a session on
agency
size,
for discussion of mantor Relations, who will present "A
television.
agement problems, led by Hal KeelNew Approach to the Explanation
ing of Keeling & Co., Robert E. NX
GAG LAW
of the Function of Advertising in
Speakers on television Thursday
GoY. Dewey Signs m:
Grove of Ketchum, MacLeod &
will include Robex't Foreman of Our Economy, or to Hell With BeGrove, and J. Davis Danforth of NEW YORK state bill to prohibit
BBDO on writing TV commercials,
ing on the Defensive." Afternoon
BBDO.
television and radio coverage of|
J. Neil Reagan of McCann-Erickwill end with a repoi-t from the
Saturday afternoon: Golf tournaAdvertising
Council,
introduced
by
son on "A Hollywood Look at Telehearings where witnesses are com
ments
and
other
sports.
vision Production," and J. H. E. Fairfax M. Cone of Foote, Cone &
pelled to testify by subpoena was:
Other
convention
events
include
Belding, chairman of the Advisory
Davis of Foote, Cone & Belding on
signed into law by Gov. Thomas E.
an
all-day
conference
among
govvideo as of the moment.
Council, and presented by Robert
Dewey last Wednesday.
ernors
and
councils
of
the
six
Talks will be followed by a panel
Although the law results in
AAAA councils on Wednesday bediscussion on TV rating services,
ALFRED MORTON
fore
the
general
sessions
begin.
gagging
the broadcast
media — —aS' ,
featuring Lyndon 0. Brown of
well
as motion
picture cameras
Wives of all delegates will be enOpens Own TV Firm
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, Charles
intent of the legislation was de I
tertained by Mrs. Louis M. BrockA. Pooler of Benton & Bowles, and
scribed as being to protect and preALFRED H. MORTON, former di- way and the
Ladies Committee and
Herbert A. Vitriol of Grey Adv.
serve civil rights [B»T, March 24]
rector of television for 20th Cen- will hear, among other things, a
William R. Baker Jr., Benton &
a
point
emphasized by the governor
tury-Fox Corp. where he planned
talk by stage and film actress
when he signed.
Bowles, will preside over all TV
company's entry has
into the
TV
field,
Thelma
Ritter,
who
will
also
premeetings.
announced
that it is difficult enough| Tk
sent a Thursday night preview of forStating
Late Friday morning, another
an
ordinary
witness to testify
formation of Albroadcaster will speak: Robert D.
"With
Songwhich
in MysheHeart,"
musifred H. Morton
before the people attendant at any too
cal filma in
is featured.
hearing, Mr. Dewey, famous among|
Swezey of WDSU-AM-TV New
Assoc., new TV An exhibition of European posters,
politicos for his own easy TV ap
station consultant
Orleans, chairman of NARTB's TV
collected
by
Willard
Golovin
of
firm, at 25 E. 86th Willard B. Golovin Corp., will also pearances during his last cam
Code rent
Committee,
will talk
on "CurEthical Problems
in Radio
and
iiii
St., New York.
paign, said it is virtually "impos
Future plans call be open to all delegates.
Television, or Who's Kidding
:itiiCo
Presiding officers for the seslights
witness
knowsof'^"'
F
for opening of an
the glare
testifytheunder
sible" towhen
Whom?"
sions, to be held in The Greenbrier,
that
millions
of
people
are
listen
Convention Schedule
office in Washingwill be Mr. Brockway, chairman of ing or watching.
ton.
Full agenda for the convention,
Mr. Morton,
'Amahl' Repeat
Mr. Morton
liberties
havehetheir
themed to advertising in a mobiin Civil
individual
rights,
said, basis"
and
prior
to
his
aslized economy, is as follows:
HALL
Bros.
Inc.,
Kansas
City,
Mo.
these rights are not less violable we11
sociation with 20th Century-Fox,
Thursday morning: Executive
served as president of National
(Hallmark greeting cards) will and should not be subverted when itti
session for reports by treasurer,
Concert & Artists Corp. He was
rati
sponsor repeat performance of the individual witness happens to life
president and legal counsel followed
vice president in charge of TV at Gian Carlo Menotti's opera Amahl
ml
be "unpopular or even a criminal."
by election of officers. In second
NBC from 1938 to 1942. Until
Reasons for Law Stated
and the Night Visitors — telecast
half of morning, J. E. Ratner, edi- World War II curtailed television
once
before
on
Christmas
Eve
—
on
"It
is basic to our concept of erif
tor-in-chief of Better Homes and activities, Mr. Morton planned,
Easter Sunday, April 13, 4-5 p.m.
justice that a witness compelled
Gardens, will speak on selling to staff'ed, organized and operated
EST, over NBC-TV. Opera, origto testify have a fair opportunity llii
the family, and C. L. Whittier of what is now WNBT (TV) New
inally commissioned by NBC, will
iar
Young & Rubicam will review
York.
to present his testimony," the iti
be performed with original cast
sometimes overlooked advertising
He entered radio in 1929 as and as before, under direction of governor said. "The use of tele
vision, motion pictures and radio] tiif
principles.
Mr. Menotti. In order to present
European manager of RCA. Regat such proceedings impairs this.LjJlT
Thursday afternoon: Television
ular international broadcasts were
the
telecast,
Hall
Bros,
has
canbasic right. Batteries of cameras,,
session.
started under his direction. From
celled its regularly-scheduled Hall
there he moved to NBC where he of Fame, and Revere Copper & microphones and glaring lightsi
Thursday evening: Dinner honorthem the attendant exing past AAAA presidents and was program department manager
Brass Inc. has agreed to cancel its carry with citement,
distractions and the
board chairmen on the Advisory
Meet the Press for that date.
and later vice president in charge
potential for improper exploitation!)
Council with Louis N. Brockway of of owned and operated stations be- Agency for Hallmark: Foote, Cone
and intolerable subversion of the
Young & Rubicam as featured
& Belding, Chicago.
fore entering the TV field.
Pr
speaker.
rights of the witness. Official pro-'
Friday morning: Melvin Brorby
ceedings must not be converted into'
of Needham, Louis & Brorby will
indecorous
Joseph H. spectacles."
McConnell, NBC presi
discuss current advertising costs,
dent, Wednesday urged Gov. Dewey ■Pte
followed by an explanation of the
to withhold approval of the bill ic
reorganized Advertising Research
"Such restriction of freedom of
Foundation by B. B. Geyer of
speech," he warned, "would stifle Co
Geyer, Newell & Ganger, ARF
the development of documentary'
chairman. Arno Johnson of J. Walreporting by television just as it^
ter Thompson Co. will describe the
is beginning to demonstrate its
role of advertising in the shift from
efi'ectiveness in stimulating public' r,
defense to civilian production. Mr.
thought and opinion."
Swezey's talk w.ill follow.
Fearing "serious precedent-set-i
Friday afternoon: Will begin
ting
consequences"
fromFellows
the law,
with talks on agency personnel,
President
Harold E.
of
NARTB had sent a telegram to the
their selection, training and handling, by Winthrop Hoyt of Charles
governor Tuesday night, urging
him to veto the bill.
W. Hoyt Co., Charles L. Rumrill
of the company bearing his name,
NARTB President Fellows pointJohn M. Willem of Leo Burnett Co.
ed out that the bill (S-266) involves
THREE television executives are guest speakers at KLZ Denver's latest Teleand AAAA sectional director, and
many basic constitutional and pubvision Clinic. L to r: Hugh B. Terry, station's manager; Clayton H. Brace,
Henry M. Stevens of J. Walter
director of TV research, KLZ; Lyie DeMoss, WOW-TV Omaha; P. A. Sugg,
lic interest questions and that pasThompson Co.
WKY-TV Oklahoma City, and C. Richard Evans, KSL-TV Salt Lake City. Audisage without detailed deliberation
ence was made up of more than 300 agency men and clients.
Latter part of Friday will start
could set a dangerous precedent.
March 31, 1952
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\RMY

SERIES

'Big Picture' Stations Cited
EXPANSION of the Big Picture
elevision series to 83-station coverunder direction of Col. Ed
kirby, chief of the Army's radioV activities, culminated last week
in award of certificates to the
stations carrying
the 13 - episode
film series.
At the same
time the Dept. of
the Army announced that a
second series of
half -hour Big Picture episodes will
! Col. Kirby
be ready for release April 7.
The certificates awarded TV staiions are signed by Maj. Gen. Floyd
^. Parks, Chief of Information.
Stations are honored for "a most
mportant contribution to the pubic understanding of the role and
nission of the United States
\rmy."
Cost of TV time provided the
,\rmy by the stations is estimated
it more than $26,000 weekly, or an
mnual rate of $1,379,000. In some
'ities, such as Baltimore and Chicago, all TV stations have been
^•arrying Big Picture, spotted at
^lifferent times in the week. Ratngs as high as 13.5 have been
ichieved by the program.
I
Institutional Sponsorship

NCAA

ENT

SERIES

WHICH
TO THE

rARMY

miJTION
LE AND

mis:

F. L. PARKS
MAJtlH Gt'.NEItAL, GS
CHIKF or INrORMA'nON

WASHINGTON, IJ. C.

Copy of the certificate awarded to stations carryiyig Big Picture.
Army's Legion of Merit for his pioneering radio work in World War
II. He was public relations director
of WSM Nashville before the war
and went to the Pentagon from
NAB where he was public relations
director.
Big Picture is based on footage
made by Signal Corps crews in
Korea, Europe, the United States
and any other point where the
Army operates. Secretary of the
Army Frank Pace Jr. and Gen. J.
Lawton Collins, Chief of Staff, will
appear briefly in the second series.
Footage has originally served
military purposes for combat reports and is produced at minimum
expense.

l' Institutional
sponsorship
is permitted by the Army
at the opening
;ind close of each half-hour episode,
Dut no middle interruption is alowed. Thus far only three stations
!iave sponsored the program. Federation Bank & Trust Co., New
^^ork, has renewed for the second
eries on WCBS-TV New York. The
'station has used auxiliary newsDaper promotion. First National
■Bank, through Grant Adv. Agency,
ias sponsored Big Picture on KSDrV St. Louis.
Gf TASK FORCE
Big Picture was first produced
To Aid Applicants
ocally by Lt. Carl Bruton, radio
'fficer. Military District of Washto help TV attorngton, over WTOP-TV (see story TASK neys FORCE
and consulting engineers has
■ age 160). Col. Kirby directed re- been sent to Washington by Genditing and production for national
eral Electric Co. to lend a hand
release. Capt. Carl Zimmerman,
during
the waiting period between
veteran radio executive and World
end of the freeze (see story page
War II Army Hour reporter, does
144) and the beginning of applilarration and interviews,
cation processing. Best indications are that the FCC will give
ij Production coordinator for the
Jfirst series was Lt. Albert W. Ganapplicants 90 days to file new apBiaway, now a partner in Gannaway
plications or revise old ones.
!& Morgenthau
Productions and
All TV application engineers, GE
wner of Half Pint Quiz on CBSspecialists are Ralph S. Yeandle,
TV. Working with Col. Kirby at M. (Tex) Haertig and H. W.
ithe Pentagon are Capt. Ben Miller, Morse. They will join J. H. Painiformerly of NARTB, and Capt. Pat
ter, already in Washington, working with Robert J. Brown, director
Griffith, WAC, also formerly of
of GE Electronic Division's Wash' NAB and later WHO Des Moines.
ington office.
They handle arrangements for live
In addition to the present 500.appearances, provide technical aid
odd TV applications on file (most
^and handle service for newsreels.
of which have to be revised), every
i Col. Kirby is holder of the Pea- sign indicates 500-600 new applications will be filed immediately
Ibody Radio Award for "Yankee inigenuity on a global scale" and the after the freeze is lifted.
Telecasting
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N.y.

TV

EXODUS

Gov. Dewey Gets Plea
STEPS to keep the television industry in New York state were
urgently requested in a telegram
sent to New York Gov. Thomas E.
Dewey last week by the Young
Men's Board of Trade and the New
York State Junior Chamber of
Commerce.
Purchase of property and launching of building programs on the
West Coast by NBC and CBS, the
telegram
pointed
the fact that
New out,
York"highlights
City and
New York state are failing in their
attempt to keep this industry in
our state." The wire pointed out
that the video industry was born
in New York and has given or will
give "hundreds of thousands of jobs
and untold millions of dollars of
revenue" to the state and its citizens.
"Direct personal intervention"
by the governor was sought to
prevent the exodus and Mr. Dewey
was further asked to "take the
initiative in bringing together immediately industry and governmental officials to forestall this movement." The business groups offered
their cooperation "to the fullest
extent."
'Unexpected' Brochure
ATTRACTIVE large-spread advertising and promotion brochure as
sales pitch for The Unexpected has
been released by Ziv Television Programs Inc. Series stars Hollywood
actors and actresses in individual
half-hour dramatizations. Folder
supplies publicity releases, glossy
pictures of stars, lists of shows and
other materials.

TV POLICY
Murray Gives Opinion

U. OF PENNSYLVANIA will refuse to take part in the National
Collegiate Athletic Assn. football
TV control plan for 1952 unless it's
legal.
Thation. Hewas
Francis director
Murray's ofopinis athletic
the
U. of Penn. He made his statement
last Wednesday, maintaining a position he took in January that any
agreement imposing restrictions on
individual colleges is illegal.
NCAA's TV committee is still
working on a formula for the next
football season [E»T, March 24].
According to spokesmen, the committee is seeking wide participation by colleges to avoid any one
college or small group of colleges
dominating football TV in 1952.
NCAA Monkey Wrench
The U. of Penn. has been a
wrench in the NCAA TV works for
some time. When NCAA first proposed its control plan, U. of Penn.
bucked it. Only when threatened
with dismissal from the organization and curtailment in its football
schedule of games set with NCAA
opponents did the university decide
to go along.
Mr. Murray said his legal advisers would look over the plan and
if they find it illegal, "we won't
Speaking of NCAA, Mr. Murray
participate."
said: "They've got to come to it —
in a year or two or three. It's the
greatest medium we have for telling our story to the public. Why
don't they understand that now?"

IKE'S'

REPORT

Networks Plan Schedules
GENERAL of the Army Dwight D.
Eisenhower's "Report to the American People," an inventory of the
first year's military buildup in
Western Europe, will be carried on
radio from midnight to 12:15 a.m.
Wednesday by CBS Radio Netwoi'k
and on television, locally in New
York only, by WCBS-TV and WJZTV, ABC outlet.
DuMont Television Network was
scheduling the statement, filmed in
Paris by 20th Century-Fox Movietone, for 10 a.m. Wednesday, and
Mutual planned network broadcasts of the General's talk, but time
slot was not definite late last week.
Statement was anticipated as a possible vehicle of the General's political intentions, but other networks
were waiting before planning its
use on anything but regular news
Gen. Eisenhower was meanwhile
programs.
invited to appear on ABC's radio
and video versions of America's
Toivn Meeting of the Air at his
convenience during April or May.
Invitation suggested that the programs be recorded and filmed in
Paris, if the General has not by
then returned to the U. S.
March 31, 1952
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UTP
New Agency Meetings Seen
GOVERNMENT allocation authorities are retracing their steps and
starting from scratch again on the
controversial regulation banning
general manufacture of color television equipment, it was learned
last week.
A new series of conferences
among top-level officials of the Defense Production Administration
and National Production Authority
was indicated on the ground that
engineering data gathered thus far
had not firmed up enough to announce a decision.
At the same time, NPA Administrator Henry H. Fowler warned
that transfer of electronic engineers from defense work to color
TV production now "could deal our
defense program a serious blow."
The engineering shortage will remain acute "at least until 1954,"
he said, adding that NPA will
"have an answer soon."
The NPA regulation, adopted last
fall following a government-industry conference and proposed to be
modified at a similar meeting last
February, froze mass production of
home-type colorcasting receivers
and other equipment. NPA is reviewing the order in the face of
protests from theatre TV interests,
with probability that projection
equipment for the latter and for
other closed circuit uses (viz., department stores) will be exempted
[B«T, March 10, 3].
Maintains Open Mind
There reportedly is little sentiment within DPA-NPA — and by
Defense Mobilizer Charles E. Wilson— to rescind the ban, notwithstanding the prospect for easing of
materials supply. Nevertheless, the
government has maintained an
open mind on the subject, preferring to wait until adequate engineering data has been accumulated.
The forthcoming decision will be
cleared with Mr. Wilson's office
[B»T, March 27].
To that end, NPA asked radio-TV
set manufacturers to come armed
with statistics on engineers-technicians to a meeting last Thursday.
On the basis of the facts brought
out at that conference by at least
five radio-TV firms, a serious overall manpower shortage does exist
and DPA-NPA probably will not be
inclined to lift the color TV freeze
en toto.
It was explained that NPA
sought the data from set-makers
to confirm figures supplied to the
DPA Electronics Board by military
allocation authorities. The board
has recommended that the ban be
retained, though it left the door
open to amendment and clarification of the present order (M 90).
NPA Administrator Fowler has
emphasized the technical problem
in noting the perplexity of removing the prohibition. He reiterated
his views last week in connection
with a special events program telecast by WMAL-TV Washington,
March 31, 1952
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FIRST conSract received by KMTV
(TV) Omaha under its new rate protection policy in which it offers advertisers rate guarantees up to 52
weeks [B«T, March 24] is okayed by
principals involved. Accepting order
from Milt Reynolds (r), partner of
Allen & Reynolds, Omaha, advertising agency, is Owen Saddler, KMTV
general monager. Mr. Reynolds' order
for 52 weeks of CBS Television's
Range Rider was on behalf of P. F.
Peterson Baking Co.

SHOWS

ADD

Sponsors, Stations Sign
MULTIPLE market sales for new
shows were concluded by United
Television Programs last week with
sale of Walter Schwimmer Productions' Movie Quick Quiz in a
four-city package topping the list.
Show was purchased by Colonial
Grocery chain through Liller, Neal
& Battle for WBTV (TV) Charlotte and WFMY-TV Greensboro,
N. C; WTAR-TV Norfolk and
WTVR (TV) Richmond, Va. Colonial's purchase follows its sponsorship of the same show in Atlanta and brings total markets of
Movie Quick Quiz to 22 since the
show became available in midJanuaiy, UTP Sales Director
Aaron Beckwith said.
UTP's latest series. Big Town —
now produced on film — was sold to
Seiberling Rubber Co. for XELDTV Brownsville, Tex., startingApril 7. Hollywood Off-Beat, new
half-hour private detective show
Zenith

Report

Boosts;

starring Melvin Douglas, starts
April 18 on WHBF-TV Rock
Island, 111., and Bing Crosby Enterprises' children's show. The
Chimps, was sold to Malone Mattresses for WTVJ (TV) Miami.
Royal Playhouse, another Bing
Crosby toproduct,
added Fleischman
WWJ-TV
Detroit
its list when
Rug Co. signed for 52 weeks with
United Television Programs.

ALLOCATIONS
Canada-U. S. Talks
CANADIAN-U. S. border TV assignments will be thrashed out between FCC and Canadian Broadcasting Corp. officials this week
during the NARTB convention in
Chicago. Result of this meeting is
the last step in wrapping up the
end-of-freeze report. It is scheduled to be accepted by the FCC
April 3. Final review is planned
for that and following day, after
which report should be completed.
Date of issuance, however, is still
undetermined. If Commission follows usual practice, report will not
be issued until dissents of Comrs.
Frieda B. Hennock and Robert F.
Jones are ready. There is also
mechanical problem of mimeographing sufficient copies for general release to press and interested parties. Best guess now is ,
April 14 — although April 7 is
widely mentioned in some quarters.
Heading FCC delegation in
meeting with Canadians is Vice
Chairman Rosel H. Hyde. He will
be assisted by Chairman Paul A,
Walker, Broadcast Bureau Chief
Curtis B. Plummer, TV Division
Technical Chief Hart S. Cowperthwait.

Kintner Views Dimly
PHONEVISION
SUBSCRIPTION TV got a boost and a knock last week. Boost came in
1951 annual report of Zenith Radio Corp. Knock came from ABC
President Robert E. Kintner, testifying on the merger of ABC and
United Paramount Theatres at FCC hearing in Washington.
*
Three-month Phonevision tests vision
can serve subscribers
in Chicago early in 1951 "has given
"simultaneously," the report stated,
factual support to the conviction
"by any or all of the various types
shared by many outstanding leadof operation with or without the
ers in the entertainment, educational and cultural fields, that the use of the phone companies' facilpublic is willing to pay for certain
Petition for the commercializatypes of high-quality television
tion of Phonevision, submitted by
programs otherwise not available
to television set owners due to the Zenith early this month [B«T,
ities." 3], is still pending before
inability or unwillingness of ad- March
vertisers to meet the extremely
the FCC. Not much hope is held
Canadian opposite numbers are
high costs involved," Zenith re- out that the Commission will get
to the subject in the near future.
Donald
Manson, assistant general
port
said.
It also called attention to a still Next big rule-making subject, once
manager, CBC; G. W. Richardson,
TV
freeze
is
finally
thawed,
is
unreleased analysis of the 90-day
executive assistant; Wilbur Smith
theatre TV. This is scheduled to and Cecil Brown.
tests by the National Opinion Research Centre of the U. of Chicago.
be heard by the Commission en
Problem at issue is desire of Cabanc May 5. The FCC is believed
This, Zenith claimed, "highlights
nadian officials to have wide sepathe general desire to see television
desirous also of hearing from other
rations between TV stations — so
programming substantially imsubscription TV systems — Parathey can cover wider areas. U. S,
proved with more stress on highmount Pictures' Telemeter, Skiaproposals contemplate 170 miles
grade programs of very diversified
tron Corp.'s Subscriber-Vision.
co-channel separation transmitterRCA is also reported to have a to-transmitter.
Canadians are lookcharacter."
Report also revealed that Zenith
subscription-TV system.
ing more to 200-225 mile separation
No conflict can exist between
is incorporating Phonevision conCommission spent all last weel<
nections in each of the TV sets it home TV and subscription TV, nor
on
completed city-byis manufacturing.
between theatre exhibition and cityallocations,
review Thursday morning
Television station using Phonesubscription TV, Mr. Kintner as- That afternoon, it took up questior
serted during cross-examination by of procedures to be followed wher
the Evening Star video outlet. He
FCC Counsel Frederick W. Ford.
TV application processing resumes
stated:
Import of his answers was that after what will be almost a four
When visionthewill become
manufacture
of
color
telea real possibility
"sponsored TV" will grow better
year-long freeze. It was schedulec
is a complicated question involving
and better. Therefore, he declared,
to continue discussion Friday oi
many tionfactors.
There
is
some
indicasubscription TV will not be able which method should be followed—
that more of the materials which
would be needed for color television
frequency-by-frequency, consolidat
to bring viewers anything so extrawill be available in the third and
ordinary that it will compete with
ing all VHF applicants and al
fourth quarters.
However, even if we had a plentiful
UHF applicants in separate hearsupply of every raw material . . . the free TV. He said that people would
ings, or consolidating all applicanti|i
not pay for something which could
engineering factor would still remain
for same city in one hearing.
a significant problem. Our current
be received free.
supply
of electronic
wouldat
At the same time, he expressed
be
insufficient
to meet engineers
the demand,
the present rate of military electronic the opinion that people would not
design
and
production
at
least
until
pay-as-you-see
TV was
similar
1954.
the views expressed
by UPT
Presit'(
stay at home and pay for a feature
dent Leonard Goldenson and Bala
To transfer engineers from their de- motion picture when they could
fense duties in this field to the timeban & Katz President John Bala
consuming business of putting color
type of entertaintelevision into production could deal see thement insame
better surroundings and ban. It is at odds with the view;
our defense program a serious blow.
with superior facilities in a movie
We simply have not been able to come
expressed by Paramount Picture:
President Barney Balaban am
up withlems.theThey answers
all theseandprobhouse.
are beingto studied
we
Vice President Paul Raibourn.
hope to have an answer soon.
Mr. Kintner's attitude toward
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SERVICE

By RAYMOND

M. WILMOTTE

WE ARE entering- a new era in
television when stations will start
blossoming all over the place. We
have a certain degree of experience
of the service available from the
VHF frequencies and many of us
are about to take a commercial
plunge into a new area, the UHF
band. What glorious surprises or
thwarted hopes are likely to come
out of this plunge?
Is it possible to present on the
basis of today's knowledge at least
a rough picture of what we are
getting into, a picture of the kind
of service UHF operation may be
expected to provide in terms of
conditions with which we already
have some experience? This article
is an attempt to do just that objectively, leaving the translation of
the resulting picture into dollars
of profits to each one who wants
to take the plunge. First will be
presented the competitive relationship between VHF and UHF and
second a rough comparison will
be made with our experience in the
regular broadcast band.
Based on Few Measurements
The potentialities of UHF were
based a few years ago on a very
few measurements. Today commercial expectations are based
largely on the experience of the
RCA-NBC experiments at Bridgeport, Conn. Interestingly enough,
the experience obtained there
broadly confirms the sketchy knowledge which was the basis of such
estimates as were made some three
years ago. It seems reasonable,
therefore, to say that even if our
knowledge is still not accurate, it
is at least of the right order of
magnitude.
In this field accuracy is inherently beyond our reach because
of the character of the propagation
of radio waves at these frequencies.
These characteristics are such that
it is not possible to say with certainty whether a good picture can
be obtained by putting up an
antenna at any particular point;
the picture may be good at one
point and horrible a few feet away,
although there may be no visible
physical obstruction to provide a
simple explanation of the phenomenon. A location which may prove
good at one UHF frequency is
often poor at another. The unpredictable action of these waves
was expected theoretically and
proven practically at Bridgeport
and elsewhere. To make matters
more complex, foliage and other
conditions which vary with time
and the season produce considerable variations and often cause a
good location to become poor and
vice versa, so that if an antenna is
installed on a roof in winter at a
spot which is selected to produce
the best possible signal at that
time, it is very likely not to be as
good when summer comes around.
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To some extent the same uncertainty exists at VHF but not nearly
as much as at UHF. Estimates of
service areas at these frequencies
are therefore based not on the
assumption of everyone being able
to receive a good service within
that area, but on the percentage of
receiving locations capable of providing good service within that
area. A good service area, for
instance, is one in which 90% of
the locations near its boundary

are capable of providing good TV
reception.
To obtain a concrete picture of
the possible service at UHF a
comparison will be made with
VHF. Arbitrarily the comparison
will be made between the service
at 63 mc (Ch. 3), in the VHF band,
and at 630 mc (Ch. 40), in the
UHF band. A number of features
are considered in sections 1 to 9
[see Technical Support, page 166]
and a decibel factor attached to

THE AUTHOR is well-known in
broadcast consulting engineering.
This article is deemed worthy of
presentation because of the widespread controversy over UHF versus VHF coverage. It is regarded
as presenting one side — an extreme
point of view — notably in the light
of other claims made by competent
engineers. Mr. Wilmotte began
practice when directional antennas
for broadcast service were unknown. In 1931 he designed and
installed the first directional antenna for WFLA Tampa — opening a
new era. Following the TV freeze
in September 1948, he became a
member of the "Ad Hoc" Committee set up by the FCC to advise it
on basic problems of interference.
He proposed Polycasting for UHF,
wherein each operator would have
two channels on which he would operate two or more small transmitters, contending that large areas could be served with comparatively little power
"even making UHF a better service than VHF."

Audience
DuMONT

In UHF

Promotion
Transmitter

Planned
Sales

METHOD whereby DuMont will help build UHF audience for stations
which buy its transmitting equipment was announced in Chicago yesterday (Sunday) at the start of the NARTB convention. Program assistance also is envisaged.
The three-point
coordinates
the efl'orts ofprogram
transmitter
and receiver sales departments and
of the DuMont Television Network.
Simply explained, DuMont plans
to put its receiver division and network behind stations which buy
its UHF equipment. The receiver
division will give special promotion
consideration to those cities in
which DuMont station equipment
has been sold, coordinating dealer
and distributor advertising and
publicity with the DuMont-equipped
station. DuMont network will
work out program arrangements
for such stations, primarily
through affiliation contracts.
Executives to Confer
Special arrangements were made
to have Herbert E. Taylor, manager of transmitter sales; Walter
L. Stickel, manager of receiver
sales, and Elmore B. Lyford, director of the network's station relations, available at the NARTB
convention to discuss operation of

^ three-way scheme with interthe
ested broadcasters. At the same
time, each
of DiiMont's
eight
regional
receiver
sales managers
are also in attendance, so that
broadcasters can discuss coordinated UHF campaigns with sales
executives who know their territory.

FROM

UHf

each giving approximately the
quantitative difference betweer
these two frequencies.
The Balance Sheet
The summary of the above items
is as follows:
Loss of UHF
(630 mc)
VHF (63 tc
compared
mc) ERP
for sami
in
horizontal
No. Cause
-3 db*
1 Transmitting antenna
2 Shadows
8
plane.
3 Ghosts
4
4 Seasons
4
5 Receiving antenna
14
6 Transmission line in home 2
7 Set noise and interference 6
8 Man-made noise
9 Drift and tuning
3
TOTAL
30 db
*A decibel is a unit to measure powe |
ratio. Ten decibels is ten times ii
power; 20 decibels is 100 times ii
power; 30 decibels is 1,000 times ii
Interpretation
power.
It is believed that most of thes'
figures tend to favor UHF, so tha
30 db may be expected to be neare
to a minimum figure than to ai
average. A range from 27 db t
36 db seems a reasonable expecta
tion. In terms of power that mean
that for the same service, a UH]
station should have from 500 time
(Continued on page 166)
troduce UHF to audiences eve
before stations go on the air. Th
program, Mr. Stickel said, involve
joint promotion with station, deal
ers and distributors.
Comprehensive schedule of cc
operative programs, produced b
the DuMont network and to b
made available to stations for loc£
sponsors, was reported by Mj
Lyford. He also revealed that Di
Mont Teletranscription servic
amounted to 18 hours per wee
during 1951.
20-ln. Set: $99.95

NEW 20-inch table model TV S(
Recommending that any new stahas
put on
by Sco'
at the
cost market
of $99.50
plai
tions start with minimum equip- RadiobeenLabs,
ment, Mr. Taylor stated that the ing company in category with othc
TV manufacturers which have bi
new 5-kw UHF Klystron transmitter [B»T, March 10] costs ap- gun to lower TV prices. Chain (
proximately the same for the equiv- 21 factory-owned outlets has bee
alent Channel 7-13 VHF trans- planned to handle sales of con
mitter. He said that a minimum
pany's
product.
the Mirror
ToneStores
line will
of can
eigl
station operation (monochrome
scanner, single camera, associated
models made by John Meek Indu
tries Div. of Scott.
equipment, transmitter, antenna
and transmission line) would cost
around $140,000.
UNITED TELEVISION PROGRAM
In early 1953, DuMont plans to N. Y., video producer, announced th
market TV sets with continuous
in Pittsburgh, a single-station mark(
UHF-VHF tuning, Mr. Stickel anWDTV (TV), UTP is represented 1
nounced. He also reported plans four shows. Three additional prograi
for an intensive campaign to in- are planned in near future.
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All the musical effects you need, for every type of TV and

Whatever you need you get in the Capitol Custom Library

AM production, are yours in Capitol's new "Q" Section
. . . now available in the Capitol Custom Library.

"Q" Section — from a comedy bridge to a mysterioso theme.
MOOD MUSIC • THEMES • BRIDGES • FANFARES • CUES •
STINGS • SPECIAL TRACKS FOR STATION BREAKS

This extra service for TV and AM

stations . . . malces the

Over 500 Tracks (approx. 9 hrs.) • Performed with full
Capitol Custom Library a "better buy" than ever before.

orchestra • Completely Instrumental • Catalogued for

Get full details by mailing the coupon below, or see us
at the NARTB Convention.

quick reference • On 12" Vinylite disks — easy to handle
• Performance rights free to subscribers.

V^r? ^

Sir

CaJtmro

For complefe information mail coupon.
Capitol Records Distributing Corp.,
Broadcast Sales Division
1453 No. Vine St., Hollywood 28, California.
Please send full information on "Q" Section and Capitol Custom
Library as checked: □ AM
DAM-TV □ TV
STATION
OR COMPANY_

dVVirUCJb
Delegates to NARTB Convention cordially invited to Rooms 535-A
to 537-A. Complete information on Capitol Custom
Library . . . Refreshments . . . Audition Facilities "At Your Service"
• Telecasting
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ADCOUNGILPOSTS
Morgens Is Chairman
HOWARD MORGENS, Procter &
Gamble vice president in charge of
advertising, last Thursday was
named chairman of the board of
the Advertising Council, while
Piesident Frederic R. Gamble of
American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies and President Paul B.
West of the Assn. of National Advertisers were re-elected council
secretary and treasurer, respectively.
Frank Stanton, president of
CBS, and Leo Burnett, president of
Leo Burnett Co., were elected vice
chairman. Louis N. Brockway, executive vice president of Young &
Rubicam, was re-elected to a vice
chairmanship. Philip L. Graham,
publisher of the Washington Post
(WTOP-AM-FM-TV Washington),
was re-elected chairman of the
executive committee and Lee H.
Bristol, president of Bristol-Myers
Co., was named executive committee vice chairman.
In the presidency, Mr. Morgens,
a council director for four years
and chairman of the radio and
television committee two years
ago, succeeds Fairfax M. Cone,
president of Foote, Cone & Belding, who becomes chairman of the
planning
committee of the council's
board.
Officials pointed out that Mr.
Morgens is the third consecutive
midwest advertising executive
named to the chairmanship of the
public sei^ice advertising organization, which observes its 10th anniversary this year. Mr. Cone and
Samuel C. Gale, vice president of
General Mills, were his immediate
predecessors as chairman.
Mr. Morgens commended the
council's role as "a powerful channel" for calling public attention to
"many vital problems which face
our nation." He cited "collecting
blood for military and civilian
emergencies, recruiting student
nurses, improving our public school
system, explaining the American
economic system, traffic safety and
the U. S. defense bonds" as examples of projects in whose support
"our effort has been extremely
effective."
"In the Advertising Council," he
Toledo Protest
WSPD-TV Toledo decided
the 148,000 TV set-owners
there might prefer something
other than the regular Saturday Night Wrestling and so
informed DuMont the program was to be dropped.
Within a few days after the
cancellation became public
and after one night of bouts
had been missed, DuMont has
reported, protesting calls had
streamed into the studio from
more than 2,000 loyal wrestling fans. Result: If you
live in Toledo, you can still
see the Saturday night
matches on TV.
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Mar.
30-April 2:Conrad
NARTB Hilton
30th Annu;
Convention,
Hote
Chicago.

ADMIRING plaque presented by NBC to WFAA-AM-TV Dallas on its 25th
anniversary as an affiliate of the network ore (I to r) Alex Keese, WFAA
manager; Martin B. Campbell, supervisor of the Dallas News radio properties,
and Vicki Patterson of WFAA staff.
said, "American businesses have an
effective mechanism through which
they can contribute directly to
improving their communities —
whether they be national, regional
or local. Here we have a powerful
force operating for the welfare of
Americans everywhere which we
intend to keep mobilized for whatever patriotic service advertisingcan render."
ASCAP INCOME REPORT
Radio-TV Contribute 85%
AMERICAN Society of Composers,
Authors & Publishers had a gross
income in 1951 of $14,585,657, it
was reported
at the society's
annual membership
meeting semiheld
Tuesday Hotel.
at New After
York'sexpenses
Waldoi-f-of
Astoria
$2,940,508, a balance of $11,645,129
was left for distribution to
ASCAP's writer and publisher
members, largest disbursement of
any year in ASCAP history.
The report did not itemize the
ASCAP revenue by sources, but it
was learned that the radio broadcasters contributed approximately
$8 million to the total and the TV
network and Station operators
nearly $5 million more, the combined payments of the broadcast
media accounting for some 85% of
ASCAP's total income.
Kaj Velden Fire
AN ESTIMATED $1 million damage, including total destruction of
stage and television sets in storage,
was suffered March 23 when the
two buildings of the Kaj Velden
Studios Inc., scenic designers, were
consumed by fire at Fort Lee, N. J.
TV settings lost included those for
the Fred Waring and Ellery Queen
shows, in storage with sets for the
Theatre Guild's road production of
"Oklahoma" which had closed a
week earlier. Kaj Velden occupied
buildings formerly known as the
Paragon movie studios, considered
the motion picture capital of the
world from 1908 until the end of
the first world war.

'WT.M.

OF

Meenam

WGr
Retires April 1

A RADIO newscasting pioneer,
William T. Meenam, known as
"W. T. M. of WGY," was honored
by the Schenectady station and the
General Electric Co., with whom he
has more than 32 years of Service,
at the Mohawk Golf Club March 21.
Connected with GE's broadcasting
operation for 30 years, Mr. Meenam
retires April 1.
R. B. Hanna,Stations
managerDept.,
of GE's
Broadcasting
was
toastmaster. Chester H. Lang, vice
president in charge of public relations for GE, was feature speaker
at the event attended by nearly 100
friends and associates.
After a newspaper and advertising career, Mr. Meenam joined GE
in 1920. He was writing for and
about WGY long before its first
program actually was transmitted
from the station in 1922. An originator of many of WGY's news programs and special event broadcasts,
including airings of Comdr. Richard
E. Byrd's first Antarctic expedition
in 1929, Mr. Meenam was the first
"Esso Reporter" for Esso Standard
Oil Co. when the company began
its news series on the station Oct.
7, When
1935. he retires, Mr. Meenam,
who has been supervisor of WGY,
WGFM (FM) and WRGB (TV)
news programs, plans to continue
public service work as an associate
of the Schenectady County civil defense organization.
William B. Okie
WILLIAM B. OKIE, 71, retired
vice president and director of J. M.
Mathes Inc., died Wednesday
night at his home in Darien, Conn.,
after a pi'olonged illness. He joined
James M. Mathes as an original director and vice president when the
agency was founded in 1933 and,
as an executive there, supervised
such major accounts as Canada Dry
and National Carbon. Besides his
wife, he is survived by two sons,
William Bayard Jr. and William T.,
and three grandchildren.

April
1-4: Twenty-second
annual Statl<
Safel
Convention
and Exposition,
Hotel, New York.
April 1-4: American Management Assi
21st annual packaging conference an
N.
J.
exposition,
Auditorium, Atlantic Git'
April 3-5: American Assn. of Adve:
tising
Agencies,
meeting,
Greenbrier,
Whitespring
Sulphur
SpringTl:
W. Va.
April 4-6: American Women in Radi
& Television, second national coi
vention, Statler Hotel, Detroit.
April 15-17: AIEE Southwest Distrii
meeting, Jefferson Hotel, St. Louis
April 16: Brand Names Foundation
"Brand Names Day" conference, Wa
dorf-Astoria, New York.
April 16: BAB Sales Clinic, Los Ai
April
16-18: Assn.
American
College convei
Publ
Relations
36th annual
tion,
Carter
Hotel,
Cleveland.
geles.
April 17-20: Ohio State U. Institute f<
Education by Radio-Television, 2!
annual meeting, Deshler - Wallic
Hotel, Columbus, Ohio.
COPYRIGHT
BILLS
Three House Actioi
THERE were three different a.
tions in the House last week dea
ing with copyrights, all of them <
incidental interest to bi-oadcaster
1. House Judiciary Committt
voted Tuesday not to approve
proposal to modify the manufa
turing clause in the Copyright Ac
The measure (HR 4059) was d
signed to smooth the way to be
ter international copyright rel
tions [B»T, Feb. 11, Jan. 28].
2. A Judiciary subcommittee coi
eluded testimony Wednesday I
representatives of record manufa
turers and performer organizatior
such as ASCAP, on HR 5473. Th
is a bill to license operations <
coin - operated machines (jul
boxes). Alternatives were consi
ered. These would increase tl
royalties paid by manufacturers
composers and recording artists ■
provide that the manufactur
would collect the royalty for ti
composer or artist by pressing
juke-box identifying label into t
record. The former method cou
increase costs to the station
point-of-purchase for recordin
[Closed Circuit, March 17].
3. Senate Judiciary Committ
has received a House-passed b
(HR 3589) that would broaden t
Copyright Act so as to protect i
cording rights of authors of no
dramatic literary works [B*
March 24]. Main effect of this b
would be to require the broadcast
to
on non-litera
worksgetfromconsent
the author.
Big chan
made here, and which NARTB w
instrumental in bringing aboi
was dropping of minimum fine
$250 for violators. Fine w
changed to a maximum of $1(
which NARTB feels would elir
nate the possibility of a non-di
matic literary "ASCAP" bei
created.
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WMAR-TV's two mobile remote units hove been busy
for more than four years, to the tune of 1338 remote
telecasts in 1612 days. Take, for example, one Saturday late in February:
1— 1 to 2 PM "The Collegians" were picked up from
the Greenspring Dairy auditorium.
2— 2 to 4 PM Basketball remote from Annapolis
fed to CBS.
3— 4:30 to 5 PM Baltimore televiewers were treated
to a visit by Garry Moore to the home of Bailey
Goss, star of "The National Revue."
4— 7 to 7:30 PM "National Amateur Time" from the
Centre Theatre.
A full day of bringing Maryland to Marylanders.

In Maryland,

most people watch WMAR'TV
CHANNEL 2 -k BALTIMORE, MD.

Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY, INC. new york • dctroit • Kansas city • san kancisco
CHICAGO • ATLANTA • DALLAS • LOS ANGELCS * TELEVISION AFFILIATE OF THE COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
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CALIFORNIA'S
THIRD MARKET
San Diego is the
HOME PORT
of the
U. S. Navy!
An Investment of
AA(\ MILLION
DOLLARS
in Property, PScgnts
and Equipment
and a
Payroll of over
MILLION
IQA
I OU DOLLARS
in 1951, makes
the U. S. Navy
San Diego's
FIRST Industry!

Wise

Buyers

809

me

;

KFMB-TV
Channel 8
KFMB- AM
5 50 - K. C.
John A. Kennedy, Board Chairman
Howard L. Chernoff, Gen. Mgr.
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PLANS
ICAGO
CBS CBS CH
SHOULD
acquire facilities of might well house the entire ChiWBKB (TV) Chicago, it plans (1)
cago television industry." He did
large, one-story TV studios on out- not amplify this reference.
Mr. Atlass submitted his exskirts of the city, containing 2-3
hibits in 16 leather-bound volumes,
studios for possibly 12 hours weekly of network originations, and (2)
encased in a leather-bound box
121/2x17x101/2 inches.
operating staff of 167 people, exclusive of many of the 252 WBBM
CBS lost two TV sponsors beemployes who could be used in
cause it couldn't clear Chicago,
Mr. Van Volkenburg stated. It
both AM and TV operations.
Data was announced last week
lost 15 minutes, three-times-aby CBS executives Jack L. Van
week Kellogg's Space Cadet to
ABC, he said. He also said that
Volkenburg, president of CBS TeleBorden Co. cancelled a similar
vision Div., and H. Leslie Atlass,
time strip before it started, for the
vice president, western division,
same reason.
CBS Radio & Television Divisions.
In 1951, CBS paid $2,619,700 for
They appeared at the FCC hearings
cable use to feed 52 TV stations,
on the merger of ABC and United
Mr. Van Volkenburg revealed.
Paramount Theatres Inc., which
was due to enter its eleventh week
This compared, he said, to $1,433,000 to feed 187 AM affiliates the
today. CBS plans to buy facilities
same year.
of WBKB for $6 million if FCC apIn relating what CBS has done
proves the ABC-UPT merger.
in TV, Mr. Van Volkenburg reExecutives Cross Examined
vealed that (1) Columbia Television Workshop costs about $10,000
Last week's activity was concerned with cross examination of per week, (2) Lamp Unto My Feet,
ABC and UPT executives, followreligious program, cost $96,824.61
in 1951 exclusive of the cost of the
ing their direct testimony the week
before [B*T, March 24]. Hearing
producer, director and other overwas scheduled to continue until
head. Average cost of one program
in
December 1951 was $2,389.83.
completion of cross-examination of
Leonard Goldenson, UPT president
(3) Permanent
of See(4)
It Noiv
consists
of 18 staff"
people.
CBS
(possibly today or tomorrow). Following that, hearings were schedspent $500,000 in adding more
uled to recess until April 14. At
that time, Paramount Pictures'
President Barney Balaban, Vice
President Paul Raibourn, United
FILM ACTORS
Paramount Theatres' directors A.
H. Blank and Robert B. Wilby, are
Sign Pact With IMPPA
to be cross-examined. The latter
NEW collective bargaining contwo are to be directors of Ameritract for actors in the motion piccan Broadcasting-Paramount Theature industry was sii'nod last week
tres Inc. Gordon Brown, owner of
by Independent Motion Picture
WSAY Rochester, N Y.. lnn<T-time
Producers Assn. and Screen Actors
foe of networks, will testify also Guild incorporating all changes in
after the two-week recess.
recently negotiated agreement beHugeness of CBS's television
tween SAG and major picture prostudio plans in Chicago was indiducers [B*T, March 24].
cated by Mr. Atlass when he exAgreement calls for increases in
plained that plan was to make in- daily minimum for actors from
stallation so large sets could be $55 to $70 and weekly freelance
left standing from day-to-day and minimum from $175 to $250. Confrom week-to-week. He also said
tract also calls for separate barthat CBS has plans to build "mamgaining for additional conditions
moth sound stages on a scale that for actors in films made especially
for television.
SAG will have legal right to canJan. Gross
cel contract with a studio that releases to TV any theatrical films
(Continued from page HI)
made after Aug. 1, 1948, without
network time during January (Ta- first negotiating with the guild for
ble II) includes 11 advertisers who
pay for actors in the
movie.
were also listed as class leaders in additional
January 1951 and the same number
of newcomers.
Table III, comparing gross TV
network time purchases of each
class of advertisers for January of
this year with the same month of
last year, shows food advertising in
top position both years, with tobacco advertising second and toiletries third. Advertising of laundry soaps and cleansers fourth this
January, sixth in January 1951.
Automotive accounts, fifth this
year, placed fourth a year ago.
Household equipment, in fifth place
in January 1951, stood sixth in
the opening month of 1952.

Revealed at Hearing
equipment to KNXT (TV) Los
Angeles after it bought it from
Don Lee in 1950.
Cross examination of Robert E.
Kintner, president of ABC; Edward
J. Noble, chairman, ABC; Roben
H. Hinckley, vice president, ABC
Robei-t H. O'Brien, secretary-treas
urer, UPT; plus other proposed
directors of AB-PT occupied most
of last week.
Intimations made by FCC counsel Frederick W. Ford and Ma>
Paglin and DuMont counsel Mortoi
Galane were that:
9 Merger
tition betweenwould
home lessen
TV andcompethe(Continued on page 17U)
DERBY

ON TV
'Experiment' — Corum
THE ANNUAL Kentucky Derby
will be telecast on May 3 by CBS
Television, Bill Corum, president
of Churchill Downs, announced
last week. He emphasized that this
year's venture into TV would be
experimental.
"We are going to study the effect on the crowd, betting and such
before committing ourselves to future contracts." he stated. Gillette
Co., sponsor of the radio broadcast
of the Derby for several years, will
sponsor the TV version.
To assure success of the telecast, Louisville TV cables must be
ing.
adapted to outgoing programs. At
present, they are one way, incomMr. Corum would not discuss the
terms of the TV contract other
than to say it involved "a substantial sum." It is reported that
Churchill Downs will receive $50,000 for the broadcasting rights. [
year, thehours
Derbyafter
wenttheonrace.
TV'
by Last
film several
The only live telecast of the event
was made in 1949 by a Louisville
station.
McCarthy sues benton
Asks Damages of $2 Million
STATEMENT by Sen. Joseph R.
McCarthy (R-Wis.) on a TV broadcast (See It Now on CBS Television) in which he "misrepresented
my testimony," caused Sen. William'
Benton (D-Conn.) , to waive his im-j
munity and challeng-ed Sen. Mc-|
Carthy to bring suit in federal
court. Sen. Benton declared lasij
Thursday [B'T, March 24].
It was the waiving of immunity
by Sen. Benton that brought filing
by Sen.
in FederalD. District McCarthy
Court in Washington,
C,
last week of a $2 million libel and
slander
suit against his Connecticut colleague.

Negotiations between SAG and
Alliance of Television Film Producers [B»T, March 17] are reported as "proceeding satisfactorily." Guild is still holding out for
payment to talent for each re-issue
of films in TV, maintaining that
talent must have a share in the
residual rights of the film receivSen. Benton is author of a Sening payment for services in subseate resolution asking an investiga-jl ^
quent showings of the film. Because
of pressure of its activities, SAG
tion of Sen. McCarthy's fitness to
remain in the upper chamber. The
was forced to postpone the March
24 contract negotiating meetings
Wisconsin legislator charged that
with some 60 independent TV film he was libeled and slandered by
producers unaffiliated with any emSen.oust
Benton
to
him. in the latter's efforts
ployer organization.
BROADCASTING
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A GREAT

HOLLYWOOD

STUDIO WITH
DELIVERS TOP

MOTION

PICTURE

THE ^XNOW-HOW"
THAT
QUALITY PRODUCT FOR TV!

OLLYWOOD

HTS

Product is the talk of the TV industry!

Highest ratings are now being obtained in
market after market with our films! Ours is
a big league operation in every detail. Our
prints are all brand new,- our organization
is nation-wide with 32 branch offices in key
cities to service your every need!

ELEVISION
We have a large assortment of
FEATURES! DRAMAS! jyWgrgRiES!
many costing upwards of $1,000,000. We also have
hundreds of v/esterns known world-wide such as
Red Ryders, Three Mesquiteers, Sunset Carsons,
Don'Red'Earrys, Johnny Mack Browns, Bob Steeles
and many others, also SERIALS (6 half hour
chapters each).
•
We ore planning fo produce many series of pictures made expressly for TV, averaging 26'/2 minutes, tailored to meet the
requirements of your local sponsor, some of which ore now in
fhe early stages of production. You will be notified promptly
as soon as fhese ore completed.

IVftfTE;

WIRE!

PHONE!

ERVICE

. sunset 3-8807
ION
TELEVIS
OOD
EARL COLLINS,
President and
General Sales Manager
• MORTON SERVICE
W. SCOTT, Vice-President *
and ro-^LTlSMM.
Producfion Manager
HOLLYW
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A

NEW

5

KW

UHF

TRANSMITTER
n

O

UHF TRANSMITTER BROCHURE
Send for the complete story on this new
transmitter development. If you are
considering UHF transmission this is
the story you will profit by.
Write Dept. BTU

I
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Representing a culmination of extensive research and development by Du Mont,
this new UHF transmitter pow makes possible UHF transmission at the price of VHF.
In addition, the simplicity of circuitry employed in this new transmitter provides
top dependability and performance, along with lowest maintenance costs.
Through the use of the Du Mont 5 KW UHF Transmitter, it is possible
for the UHF broadcaster to go on the air with an ERP of 100 KW or greater.
All the inherent limitations of UHF transmission as to cost, maintenance and operation
have been eliminated in this newest .product of Du Mont engineering skill.

_

M .

The exciter and driver units incorporated in the Du Mont 5 KW UHF
Transmitter provide for future expansion to higher powers. The driver
provides many times greater power than required by the 5 KW Klystron.
For future expansion it is necessary only to change the power amplifiers,
utilizing the original exciter and driver with no modifications.
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Theatre
Studied

telestatus

Attendance
in Milwaukee

(Report 209)
1

1

1

STATION

CHANNEL

DIAL

SETTING

attre auhabits thea
of Milw
tendanceure
MOTION pict
keeans, both those with and
those without television sets, have
been tabulated in the 1952 Milwcuikee Journal Consumer Analysis of
the Greater Milwaukee market. The
Journal Co. is licensee of WTMJAM-TV.
Full survey is not slated to be
released until early next month,
but an advance report on the
"Movie Attendance" category has
been made available.
Consumer Analysis questionnaires were returned by 5,000 Milwaukee families (2% of the metropolitan area) during Jan. 2-15.
Resultant figures show that 9.9%
of the families with TV had attended amovie theatre within the
week just past, while 18% of those
without TV went to the movies
during the same period.
Nearly half (47.2%) of those

with TV had not been to a movie
theatre within six months. Less
than a third (30.6%) of those
without TV had not gone to the
movies in that length of time.
The advance report does not give
figures on movie theatre attendance habits of TV set owners before they acquired TV, so that the
degree of change attributable to
video cannot be measured. The
advance report includes the statistics shown below.
WRGB (TV) Announces
Rate Increases
WRGB (TV) Schenectady is boosting rates, effective Tuesday (April
1), when the one-hour gross rate in
Class A time goes from $500 to
$625. Rate Card No. 6 also sets
up a new Class D rate applicable
to one-minute announcements and

DIVISION

OF GREATER MILWAUKEE
FAMILIES ACCORDING
TO THEIR
MOVIE ATTENDANCE HABITS
Length of Time Since A Movie Was Attended
Families NOT
Families
Total
HAVING o TV Set
HAVING a TV Set
Per16 Cent Number
Per
Cent Number
Per9.9%
Cent Number
18.0%
21.6
12
Within past week
32,052
19,594
15,
41,935
13.6
12,452
One to four weeks ago . .
14,943
29
29.3
26,917
29.8
20,615
One to six months ago
78,795
11.0
17.7
57,991
35,032
Six months to a year ago. 29.5
19.6
42,736
More than a year ago. .
58,387
71,582
13,559
7,610
Choice of Neighborhood
or
Downtown
Theaters
Families
Families NOT
HAVING a TV Set
HAVING a TV Set
TotalNumber
Per26 Cent
Per Cent Number
Per Cent Number
77.7%
53,752
.2% 174,149
Neighborhood theatre .... 80.0% 158.337
22.3 15,427
Downtown theatre
20.0 39,584
.8 92,951

ON
WSPD-TV
TOLEDO
with

TELEVISION

SETS

NBC AFFILIATE
A FORT INDUSTRY STATION
Rep. by The Katz Agency, Inc.

WSPD-TV
CHANNEL 13
TOLEDO/OHIO
Nat. Sales Hq. 488 Madison Avenue,
New York 22, Eldorado 5-2455
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station breaks from sign-on to 11
a.m. ($35 gross).
Other basic rates under the new
card : One-hour gross rate in Class
B time, $468.75; Class C, $312.50,
Gross rate for one-minute announcements and 20-second station
breaks in Class A time, $125 gross;
Class B, $90; Class C, $60. Tensecond station breaks continue a1
one-half the regular station-breal
rate. Orders signed prior to effective date of the changes will bti
protected for six months.
Since the current rate card wen1
into effect Jan. 1, 1951, it was
pointed out, TV set circulation ir
the WRGB area has
* * gained 54.9%
1
'Lucy' Tops Trendex
For March 1-7
MARCH Trendex TV progran
popularity report, based on cm
live broadcast during week o;
March 1-7, lists following top li
sponsored evening network shows
TRENDEX REPORT
1. I love Lucy (CBS)
47.
2. Talent Scouts (CBS)
46.
3. Star Theatre (Berle) (NBC) 41
4. Red Skelton Show (NBC)
37.
5. Your Show of Shows (NBC) 36
6. Fireside Theatre (NBC)
35
7. You Bet Your Life (NBC)
32
8. Mama (CBS)
32
9. Man Against Crime (CBS) 32
10. Racket Squad (CBS)
31
Special Event: March 6, 10:30-11 p.m.
President Truman (All networks) 45'

65
34

sting smvey
Wfiekly Telfivision Siiminary — March 31, 1952— teleca
Sets in Area
City
Outlets on Air
City
Outlets on Air
Sets in141,0(
Ar€
14,400 Louisville WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
Albuquerque
KOB-TV
Matamoros
(Mexico)Ames
WOl-TV
86,464 Brownsville, Tex. XELD-TV
185,000
Atlanta WAGA-TV, WSB-TV, WLTV
123,02
16,2C
372,937 Memphis WMCT
Baltimore WAAM, WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
Miami
WTVJ
no,ot
53,535
Binghomfon WNBF-TV
9o,oao Milwaukee WTMJ-TV
Birmingham
WBRC-TV
137,000
Bloomington WAFM-TV,
WTTV
Minn. -St. Paul KSTP-TV, WTCN-TV
65,7{
318,2(
873,761
250,0(
Nashville WSM-TV
Boston WBZ-TV, WNAC-TV
New
Haven
WNHC-TV
BufFalo
WBEN-TV
258,
?4T
320,9^
135,999 New Orleans WDSU-TV
Charlotte WBTV
85,3!
WNBT
WJZ-TV,
WCBS-TV,
WNBQ
WABD,
York
WGN-TV,
New
1,095,185
WENR-TV,
WBKB,
o
Chicag
WOR-TV, WPIX
342,000
Cincinnati WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV, WLWT
121,0
Cleveland WEWS, WNBK, WXEL
595,315
222,000 Newark WATV
Columbus WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
2,890,01
Norfolk WTAR-TV
107,11
City WKY-TV
157,363 Oklahoma
124,4!
Omaha
KMTV, WOW-TV
°Ft° Worth KRLD-TV,
WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
DavenportWOC-TV
„ ■ i p
Philadelphia
WCAU-TV, WFIL-TV, WPTZ
KPHO-TV
Rock Ise., c. Moline96,000 Phoenix
Include Davenport
Pittsburgh WDTV
Dayton
1,021,9(
230,000
WLWD , Moline,
DetroitQuad Cities WHIO-TV,
750,000
Providence
55, 1(
WICU
Erie
WJBK-TV,
WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
Richmond WJAR-TV
WTVR
162,384
389,0!
157,868
Rochester
WHAM-TV
Ft.Dallas
Worth113,5(
WBAP-TV,
Rock Island WHBF-TV
20S,0t
217 031
Grand Rapids' WOOD-TV KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
Quad Cities Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline138,01
Greensboro
105,740
Lake City KDYL-TV, KSL-TV
91, 5(
WFMY-TV
Houston
San
Antonio
127,530 Salt
San Diego
KPRC-TV
KEYL, WOAI-TV
HuntingtonSan
Francisco
Charleston
KFMB-TV
80,J50 SchenectadyAlbany-Troy KGO-TV, KPIX, KRON-TV
WSAZ-TV Indianapolis
348,5
WFBM-TV
Jacksonville
Seattle
53,^00
V
WRGB
-T
74,61
WMBR
Johnstown
144,116 St. Louis
W J AC-TV
KING-TV
382,0
Kalamazoo
185,140
O-TV
128,01
WKZ
KSD-TV
Kansas City
71,71
WDAF-TV
195,674 Syracuse
Toledo
WHEN, WSYR-TV
171,1
Lancaster
Lansing
WGAL-TV
139,552 Tulsa
109,8
WSPD-TV
70,6
135,31
WKTV
KOTV
WJIM-TV
85,000 Utica-Rome
Washington
Los Angeles
344,0
Wilmington
KECA-TV, KHJ-TV, KLAC-TV, KNBH
96,0
WMAL-TV,
WNBW,
WTOP-TV,
WTTG
202,8'
KNXT, KTLA, KTTV
1,232,000
158,01
WDEL-TV
Total Markets on Air 64
Estimated Sets in use 16,591,1
Stations on Air 109*
* Includes XELD-TV Matamoros, Mexico
Editor's Note: Totals for each market represent estimated . sets within te'ev'sion oreaWhere
- -coverage
„ areas overlop set counts may
electric compani
TV circulation committees,
from dealers, distributors,
are based on data
set estimates monthly,
Sources of are
partially duplicated. Since
Total sets in all areas o
summaries.
successive
in
some may remain unchanged
compiled
manufacturers.
and
necessarily
approximate. many
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head
IS

in
the
clouds

Nobody does anything about the weather? WBTV's
Clyde McLean does! In 5 months, his 5-a-week, 5 -minute
Weather Man program has built from a 20.2 Videodex rating
to a 41.7, has drawn over 15,000 entries in a temperature-guessing
contest. Good forecast of what a WBTV locally originated
program may do for your product in this single station market
of 133,000 (March, 1952) set-owning families.
*And his rating, too.
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plansries ofApril
26. production on first se-

EN
^H
TELEVISION
SELLS...

SYRACUSE
. . . BECAUSE
SYRACUSE
"WATCH

IN

THEY
WHEN"

SYRACUSE TELEPULSE
FEB. 1-7, 1952
MON.-FRI. AVERAGE
WHEN
HOUR
27.6
7:00
"B"
STA. 15.8
7:30
19.4
23.7
26.0
22.2
7:45
33.2
8:00
25.7
8:30
23.4
36.1
27.3
9:00
32.7
28.3
9:30
30.2
27.2
10:00
28.9
22.5
27.1
10:30
12.3
11:00
16.9
8.3
11:15
16.1
*
14.2
11:30
*
13.8
11:45

WH EN-TV RATES FIRST
IN EVERY TIME PERIOD
FROM

7:00 P.M. TO MIDNIGHT, MONDAY THROUGH
FRIDAY AVERAGE.
HERE'S PROOF

THAT

IS CENTRAL NEW
MOST LOOKED-AT
SION STATION.

WHEN
YORK'S
TELEVI-

CBS*ABC*DUMONT
Represented nationally
By THE KATZ AGENCY

WHEJ^
TELEVISION
SYRACm
A MEREDITH
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film
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hcomprise
rve by
Bing
reseCros
fortEnter
Mason half-hour television
film series for local sponsors. This
decision is the result of a survey
made by its distributing organization, United Television Programs.
The survey showed that offers for
first run rights from sponsors in
various areas indicated larger gross
revenue than could be delivered
from a single national advertiser,
it was said.
Basil Grillo, executive vice president in charge of production, and
Charles Brown, vice president in
charge of sales for BCE, formulated the local sponsor sales policy.
The series goes into production
today (Monday).
Sales . . .
Jerry Fairbanks Productions, Hollywood, announces sale of Ringside
With the Rasslers, hour TV wrestling film series, to WNHC-TV New
Haven, Conn., for Piel's Beer,
same city, for 52 weeks; WFIL-TV
Philadelphia for Goetz Beer, same
city, for 26 weeks through Scheideler-Beck-Werner Adv., Philadelphia.
Company's Hollyivood Half Hour
film series, sponsored by General
Metalcraft Co., Phoenix (home
shutters), on KPHO-TV Phoenix
for 13 weeks.
Firm's Front Page Detective
starting re-run on WBZ-TV Boston
for Cott Beverage Corp., New
Haven, Conn., through John C.
Dowd Inc., Boston.
Production . . .
Scenes of 1952 Studebaker being
tested at the automobile firm's proving grounds. South Bend, Ind., were
shot by Sarra Inc., Chicago, for use
in video commercials. The new
car's performance test is shown in
two one-minute films prepared by
Roche, Williams & Cleary agency,
Chicago. Kirby Roche supervised
for the agency at Sarra's studios.
Arrow Productions Inc., formed by
Harry S. Rothschild and Leon
Fromkess, will make three film
series, 26 in each of half-hour duration, a total of 78 films, which will
be sold open end. The first is
Ramar of the Jungle. Thirteen of
these will be shot May 5th to June
26th, and the final thirteen July
nth to August 29th. Mr. Fromkess will be executive producer for
all Arrow productions. Rudy Flothow will produce the Ramar series.
Lew Landers will direct. Wilbur
McGaugh has been signed as assistant director and Dan Hall as
art director. Jack Greenhalgh,
who shot some of the backgrounds
in Africa, will be cameraman on
Ramar. Sherman L. Lowe, George
Sayre and Charles Condon, writers

report

under contract to Arrow, are now
finishing the last three episodes of
the jungle series on which Dwight
Caldwell will act as supervisory
editor.
Filming of The Buster Crabbe
Show, television program series
with a western format, has just
been completed, according to Jules
Weill, head of Film Vision Corp.,
New York producers. Twenty-six
half-hour programs of the series
are "in the can," he indicated, to be
available to the market after April
1. Preview information and sample
prints of the series, which stars the
athlete-movie actor-television personality after whom it was named,
are available now from the Film
Vision New York offices.
The U. S. Army in Japan is now
filming new public service television series titled Report From the
Far East. Purpose of series is to
inform the public of Army activities in the Far East Theatre. Included in the series are subjects
concerning American - Japanese
relations. Twelve five-minute subjects have been completed and plans
call for production of one film a
week for national distribution.
The Far East Radio-TV Branch
also will be servicing local television stations with short interviews
with soldiers in Japan and Korea
for news events of local interest.
Interstate Television Corp., Hollywood, plans The Ethel Barrymore
Theatre, new half-hour TV film series. Ethel Barrymore, stage and
film star and 1944 Motion Picture
Academy Award winner, will appear as commentator and actress,
serving also in advisory capacity.
Miss Barrymore's contract calls for
undisclosed top salary plus residual
interest.
Lee Savin, New York producer,
joins interstate as producer and

William F. Broidy Productions, |i
Hollywood, starts third series of 13
half-hour TV film. Wild Bill
Hickok, starring Guy Madison and
Andy Devine. Frank McDonald
directs.
Brodco Studios, damaged during
recent fire, now repaired along with
complete sound-proofing of all
stages. Studios will be made available to TV and commercial film
producers.
Berman Swarttz Productions,
Hollywood, headed by Berman
Swarttz, who is also general counsel Motion Picture Center, starting
13 half-hour TV film series, Wilbur
Peddie — Skip Tracer. Edward
Everett Horton, stage and film actor, signed as star, replacing Richard Hayden who directed and
starred in pilot film.
Don Sharpe Productions, Culver
City, starting 13 half-hour comedy
TV film series. Something Always
Happens, at RKO-Pathe Studios.
Robert Cummings, stage and film
star, and Julie Bishop, film actress,
signed for leading roles. Fred
Guoil directs with Dave Marks and i
Sam Ruman, his assistants. Producer is Don Sharpe.
Hal Roach Studios, Culver City,
starting four half-hour TV films
for duPont Co., Wilmington, Del.,
for NBC-TV Cavalcade of America
series. Sidney S. Van Keuren is
executive producer. Agency is
BBDO, Hollywood.
Karl E. Moseby, vice-president in
charge
of production
American
Television ScandinavianCo., Beverly
Hills, on way to Copenhagen, Denmark, to start production on 13
half-hour TV film series, Hans
Christian Andersen Tales. Accompanying him are Thor Brooks,
production manager, and Walter
Klinger, sales representative. Malvin Wald, writer, has completed
scripts, done in cooperation with
Feb. 25].Danish government [B*T,
Royal
Simmel-Meservey Television Pro(Continued on page 158)

Need
a Good
Film
Spot.«
AT A MODERATE PRICE TO FIT A LOW BUDGET?
FILMACK can make it, as
they're doing for hundreds of
advertisers the country over.
FILM
For 35 years FILMACK has
with
SPOTS
produced top-quality film titles
and messages for theatres and
AUDIO
agencies. Experience counts. Our
staff, complete lab, sound studio
and camera equipment can save you
8ASSec.
LOW$50AS
time and money.
20 Sec. $80
Send in your copy for estimate.
1 Minute $150
Our low prices will surprise you.

Filmack
Studios
1331 SOUTH WABASH AVENUE • CHICAGO 5, ILLINOIS
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Removable control panel of GPL Video Switcher permits convenient flush-mounting of both
sections in control room operating board.

. . . for

Compact GPL Cameras feature smooth operation, simplified control, (Swing-up and
removable chassis permit easy servicing).
GPL Camera Control Units and Master Monitor fit neatly in small booth. Intercom system provides for single or split headphones.

ABC-TV

When ABCs two GPL-equipped studios are on the air, there's no need for
telecine studio standby. Completely
independent and self-contained, each
studio can handle live or canned action, feature films, film or slide commercials, or any combination of camera work demanded by programming
. . . and handle it smoothly, speedily.
Both studios are equipped with 4
GPL cameras, camera control and
power units, video switcher, and master monitor — supplemented with a
portable 3-2 projector for handling

film work independently of the regular
film chain. "Human-engineered," the
GPL camera chains were developed
from motion studies of cameramen.
World's most compact broadcast
chains, they feature push-button turret and iris controls, right or left hand
focus knobs, full range of camera control from ecu or remote location.
Every unit in these GPL-equipped
studios is lightweight and portable, so
that it may be employed in the field as
well as in any studio at a moment's
notice.

Learn v/haf GPL TV equipmenf can do for your operation.
Write, Wire or Phone for Details Today

General

Precision Laboratory
INCORPORATED
PLEASANTVILLE NEW YORK

TV

Camera Chains

BROADCASTING
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Film Report
(Continued from page 156)
and film star now in U. S., enacts
ductions Inc., Beverly Hills, sending
leading role in first film in series.
Jackson Winter, photographer, on
Lew Landers, director Revue Proseven-month trip around w^orld to
film in color unusual locales for
ductions, Kit Carson TV film series,
Yesterday's World Today, new 13 signed by Arrow Productions Inc.,
Hollywood, to direct first of three
quarter-hour TV film series. Spots
13 half-hour TV film series, Ramar
include Mt. Athos, Greece, Carcasof the Jungle. Sherman L. Lowe,
sonne, France, Galilee, Israel, and
George Sayre and Charles Condon,
Granada, Spain.
Just completed is Ghost Towns
writers, completing scripts. Executive producer, Leon Fromkess,
of the West, 13 quarter-hour TV
film series.
plans May 5 starting date.
Half-hour TV film series starring
Gloria Swanson, stage and film
Film People . . .
star, is planned for near future.
Hollywood Television Service Inc.,
North Hollywood, Calif., appoints
Ben Elrod, Chicago branch manTony London and Ira Uhr, proager Republic Pictures Corp., as
ducers at Frank Merriwell EnterMidwest sales representative, and
prises, Hollywood, plan half-hour
Al Horwitz, executive Republic
TV film series in conjunction with
Pictures Corp., as Western sales
Aleen Leslie, writer Date with Judy
representative in Hollywood.
series. Proposed films, Scientists
* * *
in Petticoats, will dramatize lives
of feminine pioneers in fields of
Jerry Fairbanks Productions anscience and medicine.
nounces four additions to some of
* * *
its regional offices.
Gordon Thompson, sales departBing Crosby Enterprises, Los Anment of Wilding Pictures, Clevegeles, having acquired rights to
land, joins Fairbanks organization
300 short stories by Leonard Marrick, plans 52 half-hour TV film in charge of TV sales for Cleveland.
Douglas Gardner, account execuseries, titled Chair on the Bouletive with IBM, New York, and
vard. John Nasht, executive proRichard Morse, account executive
ducer Meredith Productions, Hollywood, and Walter Doniger, TV and
Wilding Pictures, same city, to the
Fairbanks New York sales office in
feature film writer, will write, produce and direct.
similar capacities.
Richard Buch, sales manager
Claude Dauphin, French stage

PEABODY
THE

JOHNS

HOPKINS

AWARD

1951

originating Station of
SCIENCE REVIEW

Charles D. Beeland Co., Atlanta,
signed by Fairbanks to head company's new Atlanta Division. Mr.
Buch was director of film activity
for duPont Corp., Wilmington, Del.
^; * *
Marten E. Lamont, actor-directorwriter and former New York independent TV packager, acquires TV
film rights to all Mary Roberts
Rinehart Tish short stories.
* * *
Bert Shefter, Hollywood composerconductor-arranger and president
Cecille Music Co., signed by Jerry
Courneya Productions, Beverly
Hills, as musical director.
* * *
Orchestras of Duke Ellington and
Ralph Flanagan signed by Snader
Telescriptions Corp., Beverly Hills,
for TV film appearances, budgeted
at $48,000, in second library of
Telescriptions.
Robert Golden, producer Edward
Golden Productions, Hollywood,
signed by Dougfair Corp., Beverly
Hills, as supervising editor on
Terry and the Pirates, TV film
sei-ies.
Murphy-Thomas Productions Inc.,
Hollywood, signs Victor Stoloff,
film director, for similar duties on
"Counterfeit Coin," first of 13 halfhour TV film series. Frontier
Detectives.
Dougfair Corp., Beverly Hills, signs
Charles McGraw, film actor, seen
in RKO The Korean Story, to enact
role of Le Tigre in NBC-TV Foreign Legion, half-hour series, to be
filmed in and around Casablanca.
Anthony Bartley, writer and World
War II RAF ace, writing series.
* * *
John Dehner, film actor, signed by
Jerry Fairbanks Productions,
Hollywood, as narrator-actor in
quarter-hour TV film for Firestone
Tire & Rubber Co., Akron.

Around

Baltimore

OMAHA

U. ON KMTV (TV)

Will Air College Courses
they

keep

always

an

eye

on

WAAM
TELEVISION
CHANNEL

13

Affiliate DuMont Television Network — American Broadcasting Co.
Represented nationally by Harrington, Righter & Parsons, Inc.
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SERIES of six -week college
courses will be offered via television, according to a joint announcement made by U. of Omaha
and KMTV (TV) there. Series
will get underway April 28 with
telecasts
Friday. planned Monday through
Milo Bail, president of the university, stated the school is preparing an enrollment plan making
it possible for viewers to receive
college credits if they pass a special examination. Mr. Bail stated,
"I am sure that many will benefit
from this new educational series
of Entire
weekday cost
quarter-hour
telecasts."of
of the execution
the project including time, production, promotion and initial set
building will be absorbed by
KMTV.

'HOWDY'

LURES

Kids and Billings, Too
THAT puppet star of television,
Howdy Doody, whose program of
the same name appears every
weekday on NBC-TV, has hit a
landmark. Its 1,000th telecast ||
was the first program in television '
history to reach the mark, according to the Kagran Corp., which
licenses Howdy Doody products
[B»T, Feb. 25, 4].
The first Howdy Doody product,
a replica doll for moppets, was licensed by the firm in 1948 and was
a success. Since then Kagran has
licensed more than 65 Howdy
Doody products.
Kagran says Howdy Doody sold
$5 million worth of time for NBCTV in 1951 and $25 million worth
of Howdy products for the licensees. First program of the
wide-mouthed, snub-nosed and bigeared TV character, beloved by his i
undersized audience, began on the
network in 1948. The show is now
on NBC radio for a one-hour visit
Saturday, where Howdy is expected to bring in additional
billings for the network, and
strengthen his fame in areas TV
has not yet reached.
Poll Parrott Shoes, one of the
Howdy advertisers, expects to expand its station coverage from 67
outlets for late March to 100 by
the fall. Kagran adds that Howdy
licensees should be receiving a total
$40 million from their merchandising this year. Program claims an
audience of 35 million youngsters
will be supplemented by the new
radio show. Other sponsors include Mars Candy, Colgate Toothpaste, Palmolive Soap, Ovaltine,
Kellogg's Cereals and Welch's
Grape Juice.
BAGNALL
& ASSOC.
Formed in Hollywood
INCORPORATED for $100,000, a
new Hollywood firm, George Bagnail & Assoc. Inc., has been formed
to produce and distribute feature
motion pictures for television.
Firm is headed by five motion
picture and radio-television execu- |
tives as equal
will " jj
establish
officespartners.
within They
the next
week
when
officers
are
to
be
announced.
Principals in enterprise are George
L. Bagnall, for 11 years vice president in charge of production for
United Artists; Jack O'Loughlin, midwest division manager of United
Artists for 13 years; Pat Campbell,
former vice president in charge of
station and public relations of Don
Lee Broadcasting System for eight
years and prior to that western divi- ;
sion general manager of World Broadcasting System; Ken Hodkinson,
owner-operator of Oregon motion pic- i ;
ture theatres; Fred Lindquist, mid- '
west sales representative for United j
Artists and prior to that General
Electric
Co. Midwest.
radio equipment distributor in the
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WOR-^
AIR BROADWAY PLAYS
tasi Hits Set for Five-a-Week Runs in 26-Week
PLANS for telecasting full-length
Broadway dramatic successes and
for keeping each one on for five
consecutive nights have been announced by Theodore C. Streibert,
president of WOR-TV New York.
The double-TV innovation of
transferring the hit dramas from
the stage to television without cutting their playing time and of telecasting each drama across the
boai'd from 7 :30 to 9 p.m., Monday
through Friday, will start April 14
with the telecasting of "The Trial
of Mary Dugan."
The General Tire & Rubber Co.
will sponsor the new five-a-week
series, which is set for 26 weeks,
Mr. Streibert said. The company
is offering to share this sponsorship with one more concern and a
couple of advertisers have expressed interest, he reported, adding that if no such deal is made,
General Tire & Rubber will assume
full sponsorship. D'Arcy Adv. Co.,
General
Tire's agency,
is handling
the
commercials
to be used
on the
program.
Move is part of a general
strengthening of the WOR-TV pro-

Series

gram structure which has been
under way since January when
General Tire & Rubber Co. became
major stockholder in General Teleradio Inc., owner of WOR-AM-FMTV, Mr. Streibert stated [B»T,
Jan. 21]. He predicted that this
new Broadxvay TV Theatre series,
plus the station's telecasts of the
home games of the Brooklyn Dodgers, starting April 12 with F & M
Schaefer Brewing Co. and American Tobacco Co. (Lucky Strikes) as
co-sponsors, will do much to make
WOR-TV a favorite with New York
area viewers.
Asked about conflicts of the
dramatic telecasts and night baseball games, Mr. Streibert said the
ball games would be given preference, but he noted there are only 22
night
games on
the Dodgers'
24week baseball
schedule,
or less than
one a week.
Warren Wade, head of Warren
Wade Productions, which is building the new series and selling it to
WOR-TV as a package, said the
idea of using Broadway hit plays
in uncut form is making possible
the use on television of a number

Wasfiffigfon
OWS

Watches
CIRCLE FOUR ROUNDUP"
4 p.m. — Saturday
Currently featuring the "Red Ryder"
film series,- this hour-long program
boasts a he.ilthy 8.2 rating (ARB,
Feb., 1952). Minute spot participations are available at $65, or the
entire show may be sold to one
sponsor.

Wafc/i
Wasfi/ngfon
Among all cities of over 50,000 population, Washington
ranks seventh in total retail sales, sixth in drug store
sales, eighth in apparel, tenth in food store and tenth in
eating and drinking place sales . . . and you know how
much kids can influence these purchases.

wnb
Channel 4
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NBC Television in Washington
Represented by NBC Spof Sales

of shows whose authors had refused
to allow them to go on TV in condensed versions.
He and Mr. Streibert explained
that the local production of the
series also makes available to them
plays which could not be procured
for use on the TV networks as the
latter have to resort to film to get
their productions to non-interconnected affiliates. This rules out
the use of plays in which film
rights have been sold to motion picture producers.
A veteran actor-producer of the
stage who has been in television
since its early beginnings, with
NBC-TV and WPIX(TV) New
York, Mr. Wade said that the concept of using uncut stage shows
in Bi oadway TV Theatre will permit him to operate on his favorite
theory that the TV camera cannot entertain in itself, but is merely a new means of transmitting entertainment from studio to audience.
"If the story and the actors
don't hold the audience, I've got
nothing," he declared. But by
selecting plays that were hits on
Broadway and presenting them on
TV as they were done on the stage,
he
hits ison reasonably
TV, too, hesure
said.they'll be
Mr. Wade said he plans to use
well-known actors in his productions and to build up a TV repertory company, with many of
the cast appearing week after
week. While one show is being presented in the evening, the next
week's play will be in rehearsal
daytime, he said.
The opening play, "The Trial of
Mary Dugan," will be followed by
the comedy hit, "Three Men on a
Horse," the second week, Mr. Wade
said. He reported that he has
enough shows lined up to more
than fill the initial 26-week schedule.
See Good Reaction
Both he and Mr. Streibert were
optimistic about the audiencebuilding powers of repeated telecasts of the same program. If the
show is good to begin with, they
said, people will tell their friends
about it and, for the first time
in broadcasting, on a regular
basis, those friends will have the
opportunity to see what they
missed the night before.
"Wednesday or Thursday or
even Friday may well prove to be
the
night Mr.
for Wade
the series,"
Mr. top-rating
Streibert said.
noted
that motion pictures have been repeated often on TV in the same
market, apparently with good audiences each time, and that such
special event telecasts as the Horse
Show, put on for a solid week, built
audience rather than lost it as the
week progressed.
Mr. Streibert noted that WORTV can offer its 9 p.m. news program to sponsors with the promise
of a new audience each evening
in the week — claiming another TV
first. He said the opportunity to
reach virtually a new set of viewers each evening would be an advantage for many advertisers. The

10-minute newscast with John
Wingate is now a sustainer.
Neither Mr. Streibert nor Mr.
Wade would reveal the cost of the
Broadway TV Theatre package to
its sponsor, but Mr. Wade estimated that savings are inherent in
the program formula. The original play-scripts eliminate the
need for employing writers to
adapt the plays for TV and TVA
scale is lower for bit players when
they are employed for five performances instead of a single show.
This would enable him to put on
a full week's schedule of five telecasts for no more and possibly
less than a network would spend
for a single dramatic telecast, it
was pointed out.
Mr. Wade will supervise production of all the dramas with Richard
Lukin as TV director and Robert
Bolger as stage director.
'BIG

PICTURE'
Aired by 72 Outlets
ARMY TV documentary film series.
The Big Picture, is currently being
telecast on 72 of the nation's 108
video outlets and has elicited enthusiastic response from
station
program
managers
everywhere.
This has been
acknowledged
by
the PublicformationInOffice
of the Military
District of Washington. Lt. Carl
Lt. Bruton
E. Bruton, former producer-director at WTVJ
(TV) Miami, Fla., and creator of
Big Picture, has been engaged by
MDW for a similar TV series in
Washington, D. C.
The series originally was conceived as a "live" feature on
WTOP-TV Washington and its
high Pulse and Hooper ratings attracted the attention of the U. S.
Army Col.
Dept.'s
Radio-TV
under
Ed Kirby,
MDW Section
said.
The Army transferred the entire
show — 13 weeks of films and
guests — to the sound stages of the
Signal Corps Photo Center, New
York, tional
forfilm distribution
a naseries. More asthan
60
TV stations initially carried the
program [B*T, Feb. 11].
Lt. Bruton, who has remained
as technical adviser for the production, is now producing two
other TV shows for MDW in Washington— Meet the Troops, on
WTOP-TV, and The Blue Badge,
set to premiere over WTTG (TV)
Washington. Lt. Bruton has
drawn praise for his work from
Army Secretary Frank Pace Jr.
and
Army. Maj. Gen. Floyd L. Parks,
chief of information. Dept. of
TOTAL of 504 Screen Writer Guild
members were employed by major,
independent
producers as of and
Feb.television
16, date film
of latest
compilation,
nouncements. according to SWG an-
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Tested

SPECIFIED

The tastman

16mm

Proved

by the nation's

Projector,

Model 250

key

,

network

studios..

.

Here is a basic unit of station equipment whose dependability and versatility have been proven by over two years of
trouble-free service in key netivork studios. And, with l6mm
film now established as the prime ingredient of program and
continuity structure, this fine instrument is being specified
by engineering and programming staffs as an essential part
of station equipment. Since a limited number are now
available, check these five advantages with your staff today.
For further information, fill out and mail the coupon, below.
through advanced-type geneva
1. Amazing film sfead'mess
pull-down.
2. Unexcelled sound reproduction . . . through new optical and
electronic engineering.
3. Maximum over-all operating efficiency . . . through simplified
control system which can be connected to a remote control
station.
4. Unusual mosaic screen image brilliance . . . through use of improved illumination (Kodak Television Ektar Lenses).
5. "Still frame" operation permitting commentary from "frozen"
frame . . . through revolutionary new design.

Motion Picture Film Department
EASTMAN

KODAK COMPANY, Rochester 4, N. Y.
West Coast Division
Midwest Division
East Coast Division
6706 Santa Monica Blvd.
137 North Wabash Avenue
342 Madison Avenue
New/ York 17, N. Y.
Hollywood 38, California
Chicago 2, Illinois

Eastman Kodak Compony, 343 State Street, Rochester 4, N. Y., Department 8-3-1
Please send me more information about
Eastman 16mm Projector, Model 250, to address shown herewith.
NAME
COMPANY (TV STATION).
STREET
CITY
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Losing Seasonal

Status,

Advertising Indicates
BEER, pop, colas and similar beverages commonly thought of as hotweiither drinks are losing their seasonal status and becoming items of
year-round consumption, to judge by the extent of their use of video
advertising.
Comparison of the TV advertising of beer and soft drinks in the the third quarter. There was one
TV network wine account in each
third and fourth quarters of 1951 —
the hot-weather months of July, three-month period. Spot TV campaigns for wines rose from 16 durAugust and September versus the
ing the summer to 26 in the fall.
considerably cooler time of October,
On the local level, wine TV camNovember and December — as recpaigns increased from five to 12.
orded in the Rorahaugh Reports on
Total number of TV network,
Television Advertising for those
spot and local accounts for beer,
periods, shows:
wine and soft drinks was 353 dur9 A total of 165 beer accounts
ing the third quarter, 358 during
used TV during the third quarter;
the final quarter of the year. The
a total of 159 during the fourth
increase may be in the reporting
quarter. Six TV network accounts
in the summer months dropped to rather than the actual volume of
beverage advertising, as there were
five in the fall; spot beer campaigns
reporting their adstood at 131 and 125 while local 105 TV stations
vertisers to Rorabaugh the final
beer advertising increased from
quarter of 1951, compared with 101
28 summer to 29 iall campaigns.
stations reporting their thirdquarter business.
# Soft drink accounts on TV
Even so, there is no doubt that
totaled 166 in the summer quarter,
160 in the fall. There were four by and large the beverage industry
is a good all-year customer of
network campaigns each quarter;
television.
spot stood at 37 campaigns in the
summer to 29 in the fall; local soft
drink advertising stepped up from
THERAPY
125 accounts the third quarter to MENTAL
TV
Aid
Cited in Calif.
127 in the final quarter of the year.
While the use of TV by brewers
TELEVISION as a therapy for the
and soft drink manufacturers fell treatment of patients in mental
off slightly with the end of hot hospitals has been cited in a report
weather, the vintners increased
prepared
by the
Gov.Rehabilitation
Earl Warren'sof
Council for
their TV advertising with the adthe Mentally Handicapped in Calivent of cooler days. The fourth
fornia.
quarter records show 39 wine ac"The value of television in the
counts for television against 22 for mental
hospitals seems to be twofold— first as an entertainment and
diversion and second, as a means
of bringing the withdrawn patient
into contact with reality," the report said. It singled out news
programs, sports features and eduWOW-TV
cational and factual telecasts.
The
report
touches on mental
leads the way in
institutions in Patton and Modesto,
Calif., pointing out that at present
Midwest Television
TV sets are donated by civic organizations, former patients or rela* WOW-TV serves one of the
tives.
Adequate medical supervifastest growing TV markets
sion over TV was recommended,
in the United States.
however, "if it is to remain good
"k Every day an average of 125
families is added to the
therapy."
At Patton, patients who forWOW-TV audience.
merly were noisy became quiet and
television
acted "as a universal
"k Present total now well over
123,000 sets!
sedative every evening." Modesto
reported similar results in a small
k Low-cost, high-rated particiboys' ward in which patients were
pations now available.
unable to join other activities.
"A further value of television,"
Wire or telephone your nearest
the report added, "lies in its help
John Blair-TV office or Fred
Ebener, Sales Manager.
in increasing 'socialization' — a valuable process in treatment of
mental illness. Ward parties are
WEbster 3400
starting at Patton where one ward
invites one or two other wards to
come and watch the programs with
WOW-TV
Channel Six
RCA
Victor Record Dept. will provide
A MEREDITH STATION
them."
distributors with 50-second TV film
OMAHA
commercials as part of promotion for
contest to stimulate interest in chilFRANK FOGARTY, General Monoser
dren's records scheduled for two
months beginning April 1.
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SATISFACTION is written on all faces as Richard Crane (r) signs seven-year
pact for TV film series. Rocky Jones, Space Ranger. Expressing approval are
Jock Danov d), general manager of Space Ranger Enterprises, and Guy V.
Thayer Jr., vice president in charge of production for Roland Reed Productions, Culver City, Calif. Mr. Crone ploys title role in science-fiction series
produced by Roland Reed in collaboration with Space Ranger Enterprises at
merchandising representative. Actor is expected to realize about $1 million
through Rocfcy Jones tieup.
TV

Sets and Watches

REPORTS

to the contrary,

the fine jeweled watch you're
wearing won't become magnetized by close exposure to
a TV set. That is, not if it's
equipped with anti-magnetic
hairspring and mainspring
and an escape wheel. That's
the word from the Elgin National Watch Co., which made
special laboratory tests.
George Ensign, Elgin research director, said the
magnetic field around a set is
so slight it won't affect any
modern watch at close range.
Even the repairman needn't
worry, he adds.
Film Damage Guide
EASTMAN KODAK CO., Rochester, has issued a 55-page booklet
on "Common Causes of Damage to
35mm Release Prints." The booklet, arevised version of a 1945 issue,
is offered, the company said, "as a
means of helping laboratories, exchanges and theatres keep motion
picture release prints in better condition and reduce losses. . . ." Booklet may be obtained free of charge
upon
to Kodak's
Picturerequest
Div., Rochester
4, N.Motion
Y.

BENEFITS OF FILM
Are Noted in Ross Poll
GROWING importance of film as a
video programming mainstay was
cited by nearly everyone participating in the third annual subscriber
poll of Ross Reports on Television.
industry newsletter. Respondents,
about a third agency executives
and also including network and
package program firm officials and
talent and publicity agents, saw
film as a means of getting more
polished productions and also as
offering residual earnings through
second-class sales.
Group picked Studio One as the
"show I make a point of seeing,"
"show which stood up best over the
years," "most astute showmanship"
and for the "most effectively
mounted productions" and its producer, Worthington Miner, was
first choice among "producers espedeserving aStudio
kudo."
Riva, acially
frequent
One Maria
star,
was picked as "an outstanding
dramatic personality" and as "an
outstanding
1951."in
The program discovery
also rankedof high
other categories.
High costs of production and
time were listed as the biggest
obstacles for TV programmers,
with a lifting of the freeze on new
stations, which would reduce the
cost -per -thousand -viewers, voted
the "shot in the arm" most needed.

TV Station experience pays off for advertisers
television film productions
COMMERCIALS AND NEWS COVERAGE
611 S. WHEATLAND AVE. COLUMBUS 4, OHIO
"HEART OF THE TEST MARKET"
RICHARD ROBBINS-PRODUCER-DIR.
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Zelevism

AND

Federal

Telecom w unicati on Laboratories
an associate of the ' "'ernationol Telephone and Telegrooh Corp.
.. '.
'500 Washinqton Ave/-*
*
Nutliy, N. J.
'' ■
Domestic •DistnbutorstlGrqyhar Electric Co., inc. ■ ■ ■■ .OfFices in 103 cities
Export Distributors: l.nternatjpnal Standard Eiectric Corp., 67. Broad St., N. Y.

Co'ncfdian Distributor,?: Feiderel Electliic Manufacturing Qp-, Ltd., Montreol, P. Q.

Inc.

CdiilNITY TV SYSTEMS
Hancock, Md., Begins; Palm Springs, Calif., Plans
TELEVISION viewers in Hancock,
Md., last week could watch programs from Washington stations —
100 miles away — through means of
a community antenna and more
than four miles of coaxial cable.
The signals' are received on three
antennas atop a hill near Hancock
and piped into subscribers' homes
by means of 22,500 ft. of coaxial
cable. The system is operated by
Community Television Inc.
Local sources said there was "a
rush" of orders for television sets
after the service was announced.
Another type of community TV

operation has been proposed for
Palm Springs, Calif. An application filed with the FCC seeks permission to build an experimental
television station.
75 Miles From L. A.
The tionproposed
experimental
would be located
about sta75
miles from Los Angeles, would
receive the signals from the seven
Los Angeles TV outlets, and would
amplify the signals, retransmitting
them over the same channels that
the stations operate on, but with
only a few watts power.
Backers
of the experimental

project are Jules J. Howard, president and director, Martin Lynn,
treasurer and director, and June
M. Howard, secretary and director
of Howard-Yale Inc. Corporation
was formed by Mr. Howard and
Jules A. Yale, now deceased. Mr.
Howard, principal stockholder of
the firm, has been living in Palm
Springs about two years. He is a
former Los Angeles businessman.
Cost of the experimental station
is estimated at $17,600. Operation
would cost about $10,000 a year.
According to the application, the
purpose of the station would be to
develop and demonstrate a means
of providing TV service to towns
out of range of commercial TV
stations and which are too small
to support their own station.
Technically, the station would

Flexible TV programs with
unlimited merchandising and sales promotion
possibilities
Vogue Wright has already accumulated valuable and important
experience in the rapidly changing TV entertainment field.
Complete TV shows on film, built with specific emphasis on merchandising
angles,
alreadywithdemonstrating
their "cash
For the are
advertiser
an experimental
or low register
cost TV effectiveness".
budget. Vogue ^
V/right is the logical source for TV entertainment geared to selling
goods. And Vogue Wright facilities are capable of turning out any
TV assignment, including spots, shorts, and complete package shows.
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"Your
Nurse"
withVisiting
Blanche Lynn
REGISTERED NURSE
Everyone gets sick at some time or other. Everyone is
health-conscious. That's the idea behind this show: Having a registered nurse visit a TV audience and discuss
their everyday family health problems. Many unique
merchandising opportunities: Health charts, weight
charts, etc. Available as a 5, 10 or 15 minute package.

"Dr. Hospital
Fixum" Show
Household

Here's the nationally famous "coat hanger man", televised over WENR-TV for over 2 V2 years. Easy-to-follow
hints that the handy-man-around-the-house can quickly
adopt. Audience is 60% women, 40% men. Has an
amazing sales record. Available as a 15 minute show,
for national or local sponsorship.

Motion IHctur«s
"
DIVISION OF ELECTROORAPHIC CORPORATION
237 E. ONTARIO ST., CHICAGO 11, ILLINOIS • PHONE WHITEHALL 4-0244
March 31, 1952

consist of a highly directional re
ceiving antenna located at the toi
of Howell Peak in the Santa Rosc
Mountains, within line-of-sight o:
Mt. Wilson, "home" of several Lo;
Angeles TV transmitters. A chaii
of amplifiers would build up th(
signals to a power level of on<
watt. A directional antenna wouk
retransmit the signals of all sevei
outlets on the appropriate frequen
cies to the shielded valley in whicl
Palm Spring lies. It is proposed t(
"scramble" or "code" the trans
mitted
signals
such to
a way
thathey would
be in
useless
the ordi
nary set owner. If the experimenta
program proves successful, and i:
the FCC grants authority for regu
lar operation, the Palm Springs
residents who want to receive th(
"coded" signals would subscribi
to the Howard-Yale Inc. service
A decoding device would be at
tached to subscribers' sets.
Howard-Yale Plan
With the Howard-Yale system
all TV stations could be receivee
and presumably the fee paid woulc
permit the subscriber to pick uj
any of the Los Angeles signals.
The method of billing subscriber;
was not disclosed in the Howard
Yale application, nor was a eon
templated fee schedule included.
Palm
Springs
area
— that
is, it is
willinnota "white'
be abl<
to receive satisfactory service fron
any television station, even thougl
stations may operate with niaxi
mum power and full antenns
height, according to the applica
tion. This is due to the locatioi
of the town in a deep valley. Thi
Howard- Yale company analyze(
the possibility of coaxial cable in
stallations, but concluded that th<
program would be far too costly
They discussed the feasability o:
a commercial UHF station foi
Palm Springs but decided the towi
could not support such a station
The public would be told not t<
buy television sets during the ex
perimental program the applica
tion said, and alluded to the likeli
hood of coding the signals for th<
experimental period to discourag
anyone from buying sets.
Rebroadcast Channels
Specifically, the station woub
receive and rebroadcast signal
from channels 2, 4, 5, 7, 9, 11 an(
13. The antenna height would b^
only 60 feet above ground, bu
several thousand feet above se;
level. The ground would preveni
feedback, according to the engi'
neering statement filed with th'
application. The applicants sai>
they had tried various experiment
leading to the application, but hai
not integrated them. With FC(
authority, the Howard-Yale firn
can complete its program and de
termine the feasability of expand
ing it to other towns in areas sucl
as that in which Palm Springs i J
located.
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Extreme versatility, maneuverability
ease of operation are combined in the new
Houston-Fearless TV Crane, model TC-1.
It provides new convenience and comfort
for the cameraman. It allows continuous
shooting while raising or lowering camera
boom from 9-6" (lens height) high to
3 -6" low, two types of smooth panning,
steady rolling-dolly shots or any combination of these actions. High Houston-Fearless quality for complete dependability.
This is the perfect answer for top-flight
television showmanship.

Write for complete information on the new
Houston-Fearless TV Crane, model TC-1
and other television studio equipment.
me
HOUSTON
FEARLESS
T

J
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Service of UHF
(Continued from page H6)
to 4,000 times the power of a VHF
station, with an average probably
around 1,500 times.
This estimate compares the frequencies of 63 me representing
VHF and 630 mc representing
UHF. The difference would be
smaller if 200 mc of VHF had been
compared with 500 mc of UHF,
and greater if 50 mc had been compared with 900 mc.
Interpretation of Field Experience
In addition to those engineering
estimates, there is the actual field
experience of the present set
owners, but if this experience is to
be used, the differences between
the conditions today and those to
be expected should be well understood. The principal difference at
VHF is the interference between
stations. Today there is very little
such interference. That interference will increase greatly as the
number of stations increases. The
only practical experiences in the
UHF centers on the experiments at
Bridgeport. There the conditions
were in many respects different
from those that will exist in commercial opeiation. The receivers
were serviced and installed by
picked personnel, undoubtedly far
superior technically to the average
serviceman likely to carry out this
work in practice. The antennas
were carefully located to provide
the best picture. Well designed
and tested antennas were used. The
sets were properly aligned and
tuned, and not left to drift for
months or years as is common
practice. The area was normally
very poorly sei-ved from the New
York City stations, so that viewers
were indoctrinated with the need
for elaborate antennas and careful
installation. The average viewer
considered a picture acceptable
which might not be considered
satisfactory in a more favored city.
In other words conditions were
favorable for the acceptance of relatively poor service and to produce
the best service that the stations
could provide.
More Power for UHF
To cover the competitive gap
between the service at VHF and
UHF the FCC is likely to permit
10 db more power for UHF than
for low band VHF. Since UHF
antennas seem likely to end up
having some 7 db more gain than
VHF, the UHF transmitter may require 3 db more power than the
VHF to obtain the full competitive
benefit that the FCC may allow.
That is, it may require twice the
power. In addition if the advan-

RANGERTONE
|, BEST FOR'TV FILMS
I --'

USED BY

tage of 3 db given to UHF in the
first item of the above table (for
the transmitting antenna) is to be
used, that will require doubling the
power again. Part of the power increase over VHF may be achieved
with more elaborate transmitting
antennas but in any case if the
UHF installations are to make full
use of these advantages, their cost
will be considerably increased.
After full advantage is taken of
the possibility of radiating more
power on UHF than on VHF, there
will still be a difference of from
17 db to 26 db unfavorable to UHF,
that is from 50 to 400 times in
terms of power.
Comparison
cast Band with Regular BroadA comparison can be made as far
as power is concerned, between the
relation of UHF to VHF and the
relation between the frequency extremes of the regular broadcast
band. There are factors which
prevent making the analogy
between the two broadcast services
as close as one might wish, yet it
may provide a helpful picture.
Most of us have a pretty good idea
of the competitive situation between astation operating at 550 kc
and one operating at 1600 kc. To
produce the same signal at 30
miles at 1600 kc over fair terrain
(Conductivity 6x10 — 14e.m.u) requires about 100 times the power
needed at 550 kc. That is about the
same order as the ratio between
UHF and VHF given above, (that
is after the UHF station has made
full use of the expected permission
to radiate more power than the
VHF station). The UHF station,
however, will be considerably more
expensive than the VHF, while
the 1600 kc station will generally
be cheaper than the 550 kc station
because its antenna is smaller.
Can the UHF com:petitive picture
be improved?
The question as to the possibility
of improving the relative competitive picture between UHF and VHF
is one that rouses a dormant instinct in me. My answer is yes!
I shall describe very briefly a
scheme because I feel very certain
that it is sound, but I will approach
it from a somewhat different angle
than it has been approached previously.
At UHF, a location which receives a poor signal at one frequency will generally receive a good
signal at another frequency even
if the two frequencies are transmitted from the same location. It
was a very satisfying confirmation
of theory to hear that this had
been found in the Bridgeport experiments. If each viewer has a

UNIVERSAL
RECORDERS.
INC.
RANGERTONE
6757 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood 28, California | 73 WiNTHROP ST;
NEWARK "4. N. J, '
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choice of two frequencies for the
same program, he will tune to the
frequency which provides the best
picture. His chances of finding the
signals from both frequencies to
be weak is very much reduced than
if he has only one frequency to
which to tune. The effective gain
that results from the use of two
frequencies can be estimated with
a fair degree of accuracy. When
the two frequencies are transmitted
from the same location, the gain
will be between 8 db and 11 db for
a service based on 90% of the locations. That means that if a total
of 100 kw were radiated, 50 kw on
each of the two frequencies, the
service rendered to 90% of the
locations would be equivalent to
the service rendered with radiated
power on a single frequency between 600 kw and 1,200 kw. And
that is obtained without causing
more interference on each frequency than would be caused by
50 kw radiated. From a cost angle
that is a remarkably cheap way of
obtaining effective radiated power.
If the two frequencies, instead
of being radiated from the same
locations are separated several
miles apart, the effective gain obtained without increase of actual
transmitted power will be very
much greater.
If the system is well engineered

the service could approach that i
provided by a VHF station of 100
kw. On flat terrain the gain will be
considerable and will be even
greater on hilly terrain. The sys- I
tem should also prove very helpful
in serving large rural areas. |
This seems an economical way
of operating and of competing with
VHF. If good engineering is the
achievement of as much as possible
for as little as possible, as I was
taught at school, then this scheme
which has been given the name of
neering.
Polycasting seems to me good engiThe objection raised that to give
two frequencies to an operator is
wasteful of channels can be shown
not to be generally valid, certainly i
not everywhere, because the decrease in interference due to the i
low radiated power will generally
offset the loss due to the doubling
up of the frequencies.
At this writing it is understood |
that the FCC will consider experimental operation of this system.
There may be a great many places
where it can be tried and applied
to give needed service to the public
and overcome the seemingly overwhelming competitive advantage
of VHF.

Wilmotte's Technical Support
1. The Transmitting Antenna.
The transmitting antenna involves
a number of complex technical and
FCC problems. . . . Basically the FCC
permits a certain amount of power to
be radiated in the maximum direction.
Today the maximum radiation is
generally planned to be horizontal, but
at UHF (because the beam can be
made very narrow) it might with advantage be tilted slightly downwards.
By that means at UHF the radiation
horizontally might be less than the
radiation in the direction of the maximum. If the FCC should be willing
to recognize and approve such operation, careful engineering design may
permit the signal in the maximum to
be a few decibels greater than the
maximum permitted by the FCC in the
horizontal direction. This operation
might give UHF an advantage over
VHF. Although it will not affect the
service beyond the horizon, an estimate of 3 db in favor of UHF is given
here for the effect of this factor at the
limit of the service area. This gain
of 3 db is a generous estimate and
will generally be available only by
providing
the antenna
necessaryanddollar
investment in the
transmitter
to double the power radiated in the
direction of maximum signal.

suffer a loss varying from 5 db to 16
dh relative to VHF from this cause.
That figure does not take the distribution of population into account. A
figure of 8 db will be assigned against
UHF for the effect of this factor.
3. Ghosts.
Buildings and hills reflect UHF \
waves much better than VHF, so that
the signal will reach a receiving
antenna more easily along an indirect
path
UHFtherefore
than itbewill
VHF. '
Ghostsat will
moreat prominent at VHF. A charge of 4 db
seems reasonable against UHF for this
effect.
i. The Seasons.
As stated previously, when a receiving antenna is installed in the best
location on a house, that location is;
likely to deteriorate with time. The
deterioration will be ten times as rapid
at UHF than VHF (ten is the ratio
of the wavelengths for the frequencies
selected). A figure of 4 db is charged
against UHF for this factor.
5. The Receiving Antenna.
A simple half-wave dipole antenna
will pick up 20 db less signal at 630
mc than it will at 63 mc simply be- 1
cause it is one tenth the size. However, because it is small, it can be
more readily multiplied to became more
directional and incorporate consider-;
able gain. As that is done, however, [
the effectiveness of the antenna be- I
comes more and more limited to one !
station, unless several stations lie iniSH
the same direction.

2. Shadoivs.
There is no great difference in the
extent by which the signal intensity
falls off with distance at different frequencies in these bands when the terrain is very smooth, but when there
are hills the shadows they create are
much deeper at UHF than at VHF.
Unfortunately people tend to live in
the valleys rather than on the hills, so
At the boundary of the service area,
that UHF suffers doubly. In a great
(Continued on page 168)
many parts of the country UHF will
BROADCASTING
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TV Sr

EiVICE CLUB

FORMED

Seeks to Do Away With 'Sins of Servicing'
TV SET-OWNERS who want reliable repair jobs at minimum
prices can take out what amounts
to club membership in Televideo
Affiliates of America, according to
working plans for the organization,
described by president Earl L.
Bunting. The plan is being installed currently in the metropolitan New York area.
Designed on a group basis similar
to that of commercial monthly
book clubs, Televideo Affiliates of
America is keyed to erasing "sins
of service" within the TV industry,
Mr. Bunting said, and contains
benefits for both the independent
serviceman and the consumer. The
idea has been tested during the
past year with some 200 set-owners
in New York and should be "fan-

na
^ioatima

tastically successful" on a full
basis, he reports.
Mr. Bunting, who also is chief
engineer for Bell Television, installer of master antenna systems,
describes the plan as follows:
The customer pays an annual
membership fee of $15 and receives
a service contract which, varying
with the make and model of his
TV set, will be priced within the
range of service contracts offered
by set manufacturers. The consumer is assured, however, that his
service charges for the year will
not exceed the contracted amount.
The consumer's set is immediately inspected by a TAA technician and the set-owner is given a
$4 kit, giving schematic and pictorial information for his partic-

Action!

BALANCED

ular set. The brochure also contains serviceman's information
which lists the costs of parts for
the particular set, gives hourly
labor charges and sufficient information about the serviceman's job
to allow the customer — after his set
has been repaired — to make out his
own bill. The consumer is further
supplied with billing forms bearing
his membership number, which, if
he chooses, he may forward to TAA
after each repair, receiving a 10%
return on his succeeding year's
membership cost in payment for
doing his own billing.
If, after his set has been repaired, the consumer believes himself wronged, he may call TAA to
have the service job checked by a
TAA inspector. If he believes parts
have been replaced needlessly, he
may return the old parts to TAA
for laboratory testing.
For each repair job, the customer
pays time charges and material
costs listed for his set.

for on
TV

TV

Cameras

TRIPOD

This tripod was engineered and designed expressly to meet all video
camera requirements.
Previous concepts of gyro and friction
type design have been discarded to
achieve absolute balance, effortless
operation, super-smooth tilt and pan
action, dependability, ruggedness and
efficiency.
Below :
3 wheel portable dolly
with balanced TV Tripod mounted.

Complete 360° pan without ragged or
jerky movement is accomplished with effortless control. It is impossible to get
anything but perfectly smooth pan and
tilt action with the "BALANCED" TV Tripod.
Quick-release pan handle adjustment locks
into position desired by operator with no
"play" between pan handle and tripod
head. Tripod head mechanism is rustproof, completely enclosed, never requires
adjustments, cleaning or lubrication. Builtin spirit level. Telescoping extension pan
handle.
Write for further particulars
FRANK C. ZUCKER
(7flni€Rfl €ouipm€nT
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(Continued from page 166)
and it is the boundary which must be
considered when the size of the area
is being discussed, viewers are usually
willing to go to considerable expense
in their antenna installation to improve their reception. Even at VHF
it is common to see today antennas
of considerable complexity.
A good

I
*
|
'

antenna
have a a good
gain VHF
over ' ^
aUHFdipole
of 14 may
db and
antenna a gain of 8 db. Combining
this advantage of UHF with the 20 db
disadvantage due to size, there is left
a loss of about 14 db for UHF compared with VHF.
6. The Transmission line in the home.^
The loss in the line from the receiving antenna to the video set is
greater for UHF than for VHF by an
amount varying with the type of line
and its length. In good installations
it may vary from about 1.5 db to 4 db,
or say about 2 db. This figure maytjni
improve with engineering development
but
tion may
work.be worsened by poor installa-t|f,

7. Set noise and interference.
The inherent noise in a set is at
present 8 db to 20 db worse for UHF
than for VHF.
These figures wilP
probably improve with improved set?
design. It is felt that a figure of 6 dbljli.
against UHF is a conservative eva1ua-ii
tion for this factor.
The limit of service, however, may
not be caused by the set noise, it may
be caused by interference from a
nearby station on the same or an adjacent frequency. The strength of
the interfering signal at UHF will
be about 6 db greater than at VHF
for similar interference conditions. ^1
Whether the limitation is set noisei
or interference, UHF suffers relatively
to VHF by about 6 db.

8. Man-made noise.
ik
in
Man-made noise is appreciably less|l'llt
at UHF than at VHF. In cities it
may be as much as 16 db lower, but
at the boundaries of the service area,) 61
the advantage will be slight because
in rural areas that source of interference is usually less than the internal noise of the set. To give UHF
all reasonable consideration a figure
of 8 db in favor of UHF is provided
for this factor, although it may generally be expected to be zero. This''
figure thecanfigure
not properly
be combined^')
with
for set noise
and in-5:
terference at any one location unless
it happens that the interference fromthese sources are of the same order
of magnitude, but it can be combined,
to represent the statistical condition
in which some of the sets are limited
by set noise or interference, and others by man-made noise. As the number of stations increases and their
power increases, as is likely to happen,
if the pattern of the regular broadcast band is repeated, the limitation
of service will more and more be due
to interference of stations with each
other rather than to noise. The combination of factors 7 and 8 will therefore tend to approach more and more
the figure of 6 db against UHF.
9. Drift and Tuning.
The stability of the tuning is worse
at UHF than at VHF. The drift will
probably be improved with time, but
it is nevertheless likely that there will
be a certain amount of decrease in
signal due to drift, alignment, etc. A
figure of 3 db is charged against UHF
for this factor.
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3% for Coverage
TELECASTING of congressional committee hearings
was strongly advocated by
the audience of DuMont's
Keep Posted show. Following a recent discussion of
the question, moderator Martha Rountree asked viewers
to voice their opinions by
writing WTTG (TV) Washington, DuMont outlet there.
More than 1,300 letters resulted, network spokesmen
reported, saying 98% favored TV coverage of hearings.
ADING OF BOOKS
f Hasn't Hurt — Bennett Cerf
)0K SALES haven't been afted by television in spite of the
m views of some publishers,
at is the opinion of Bennett
i-f, publisher of Modern Library
d Random House, director of
ntam Books, critic and humorist.
'The only thing that TV has hit
; the mystery and western fiction
ich you can get now by turning
your set."
VIr. Cerf, combining a West
ast vacation with a few lecture
pearances, said at a press conence he feels there is no real
iflict. "Readers of good books
1 read good books, television or
television," he declared.
'There are only about a million
pie in the United States who
d books regularly anyway,
ere is a fringe of about 15 mil1 who read one or two books a
ir. The television viewers seem
be made up mostly of the rest
the population," he concluded.
GHTS

WIN

VOTE

' In WICU (TV) Balloting
jHTS have scored a knock-out
ir drama as television fare in
'ie, Pa.
Edward Lamb, owner of WICU
V) there and publisher of the
ie Dispatch, carried the con■jversy between TV Columnist
;k Haratine and Sports Editor
!3 Driscoll to the town's 135,000
iidents. They were asked which
y preferred — boxing or theai!S— on Wednesday nights.
jLfter ballots were printed in
paper three days, an outside
'ty tabulated the results and
died them for release at exactly
p.m. Wednesday — sign-on time
the Pabst Blue Ribbon fight
lies (CBS-TV) or for Celanese
katre, which runs alternate5ks with Pulitzer Prize Playise (ABC-TV).
'Engineers at the last minute
'Itched in the fights, which outtw the plays 11,000 to about
DO with more than 10% of the
■mlation voting. Pabst Sales Co.,
;icago, says in similar contests its
,3ts defeated drama in Dayton
1 Toledo.
OADCASTING

NBC

HANDBOOK
Staging Guide Revised
NEW EDITION of Operation
Backstage, staging services handbook first put out in 1948, is being
circulated by NBC television network to department personnel, affiliated stations, advertising agency
producers and to universities, libraries and foreign broadcasters
who have requested copies.
The 80-page booklet has articles
and extensive illustrations on production services, studio staging
equipment, staging facilities, live
commercial production and production notes, plus bibliography.
Prepared under the direction of
Robert J. Wade, executive coordinator of production development,
the text follows progressive staging operations through a sevenday week, from initial planning to
on-the-air telecasts, indicating how
personnel is assigned and why different studios require specific
equipment.
Economies Outlined
Major portion of the handbook
concentrates on production planning of immediate interest to station management, with suggestions
for short-cuts, staff consolidations
and various economies.
Operation Backstage has been
translated into French, Spanish
and Portuguese and is currently
listed as required reading for
graduate students in television
courses at Columbia, Boston and
Syracuse universities, NBC reported.
Peerless List Grows
NUMBER of stations now carrying
Peerless Television Productions'
package of 26 films has been increased to 13 with addition of
KPRC-TV Houston, WJBK-TV Detroit and WNBW (TV) Washington, Vice President George T. Shupert has announced. Other stations
receiving such Peerless films as
Count of Monte Crista, T-Men and
Last of the Mohicans include
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles, KRONTV San Francisco, KSL-TV Salt
Lake City, WHIO-TV Dayton,
WNBQ (TV) Chicago, WSB-TV
Atlanta, WXEL (TV) Cleveland,
WFIL-TV Philadelphia, WTMJ-TV
Milwaukee and WCBS-TV New
York.
Advisory Group
FORMATION of an Educational
Television Advisory Committee to
consult with educational institutions has been announced by
WJAR-TV Providence, R. I. Committee will be headed by Dr.
Michael C. Walsh, education director for the state of Rhode Island,
and recommend an overall continuity for the series. Group also
will suggest which schools might
best handle various phases of the
project. The 13-man committee
also will aid the station in educational programming.
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CONSULTING
JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
ADams 2414
Member AFCCE *
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. Df. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C
Member AFCCE *

RADIO

&

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press BIdg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 1205
Member AFCCE *
A. D. RING

& CO.

26 Years' Experience in Radio
Engineering
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

MclNTOSH & INGLIS
1216 WYATT BLDG.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Metropolitan 4477

TELEVISION
— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY

CO.

501-514 Munsey BIdg. — STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE *

There is no substitute for experience
GILLETT & BERGQUIST
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner BIdg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Member AFCCE *

RUSSELL P. MAY
1422 F St., N. W. Kellogg BIdg.
Washington, D. C.

REpublic 3984

Member AFCCE *

PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE "

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE *

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
' Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W.
REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

JOHN
CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.

GUY C. HUTCHESON
p. O. Box 32
AR 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

"Registered Professional Engineer"
1311 G St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

ROBERT L. HAMMEH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
230 BANKERS INVESTMENT BLDG.
SAN FRANCISCO 2, CALIFORNIA
SUTTER 1.7545

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Consulting Radio Engineers
Quarter Century Professional Experience
ElectronRadio-TelevisionICS-Communications
1833 M St., N. W., Wash. 6, D. C.
Executive 1230 — Executive 5851
(Nights-holidays, Lockwood 5-1819)
Member AFCCE *

JOHN

B. HEFFELFINGER

815 E. 83rd St.

Hiland 7010

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)
GRANT R. WRATHALL
Aptot, California
arranged
San Appointments
trancifco Seattle
Salt Lakefor Cif],
Los Anrjelex
Portfavd Phnenii
Bex 260
APTOS — 3352
Member AFCCE*

WAJL (FM) IS GIFT
To U. of Michigan Div.
WAJL (FM) Flint, Mich., Transit
Radio outlet, has been presented as
a gift to the Broadcasting Service
of the U. of Michigan, it has been
March 31, 1952
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announced from Ann Arbor. WAJL
has been licensed to Advertisers
Press Inc. of Flint since 1948, operating on 107.1 mc with 400 w
effective radiated power.
In addition to the facility, the
entire physical plant was turned
over in the gift. Waldo Abbot,
director of broadcasting at the university and an exponent of FM programming, plans to operate WAJL
by remote control from the campus,
which is some 60 miles distant.
Michigan U's current station is
WUOM
(FM) with 44 kw just

GEORGE C. DAVIS

Upper Montclair, N. J. MO. 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.

Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE*

ENGINEERS

reaching the fringes of the Flint
sity.
district,
according to the univer-

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
4212 S. Buckner Blvd. 4742 W. Ruffner
Member AFCCE *
A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
1011 New Hampshire Ave., N. W.
Republic 6646
Washington 7, D. C.

WILLIAM

E. BENNS, JR.

Consulting Radio Engineer
3738 Kanawha St., N.W., Waih., D. C
Phone ORdway 8071
Box 2468Phone
Birmingham,
Ala.
6-2924

RAYMOND

M. WILMOTTE

; 41

1469 Church
Street, N. 5,W. D.DEcatur
1231 ~
Washington
C.
Member AFCCE *
pects to use WAJL as its relai;[ji
point for all U. of Michigan pro*
grams, with operations schedule
to start as soon as the transfer o
license is FCC-approved.

The university plan, that was
laid before FCC, envisions a remote operation involving a receiver
at Flint constantly tuned to MONSANTO CHEMICAL Co., Bostoi
WUOM's signal. A detector unit,
48 of New England's be?
incorporated in the receiver, re- compiled
known college songs for publicatio.
sponds to a supersonic signal
under title "Selected Songs from Nc
briefly placed on the WUOM carEngland Colleges." Songs were sf^
rier wave, which in turn kicks in lected by Leonard J. Patricelli, pre
gram
director of WTIC Hartfon
two one-minute relays and puts the Conn., from
those sung by college gle
station on the air.
clubs on company's weekly radio prci
At present, the university exBROADCASTING
• Telecastin
gram.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payablr in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted 2(V per word — S2.00 minimum • Help Wanted 254 per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classification! 304 per word — $4.00 minimum * Display ads. $15.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting • Telecasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
AiTuatNTS: If trmaKriptioiM or bulk paokagw fubmitted, $1.00 charge for in«iliiic. AH txanaeriptioDi, photoi, etc. lent
to box snumbers
sent orat return.
owner's risk. Beoadcasting • Tbplecasting expressly repudiates any liability or responibility for their are
custody
Help Wanted
Salesmen
Salesman. Excellent opportunity for
food salesman
around
30 for 5Guarantee
kw indejendent
midwest
station.
luring initial period. Good potential.
Box
333M, BROADCASTING • TELE:asting.
1 you think sales, breathe sales, sell
ales, commission.
you're the man
us. station.
Salary
ilias
TexasforABC
Sox
563M,
BROADCASTING
•
TELETASTING.
Hemarkable opportunity for advancetient ii you can sell, write copy and
o some annoimcing. Virginia station
vants experienced man immediately.
Seventy-five dollars weekly to start.
3ox
576M, BROADCASTING . TELETASTING.
ran you pitch sports? Progressive staion in midwest market, 250,000 populaion, four stations, needs salesman who
.s now selling sports, likes sports, lives
ports and knows how to sell sports.
■Jo restricted accounts. Volume such
hat $8,000 to $12,000 per year could be
■arned. Salary and commission. Year
iround sports schedule, afternoon and
light. If at convention, leave name at
Superior
7-8177, or. TELECASTING.
write Box 652M,
BROADCASTING
ialesman with first class license. Good
'oice. Experience necessary. Salary,
xpense, Mail
commission.
possi•iUties.
complete Excellent
details. KCOG,
Tenterville, Iowa.
10,000
watt AM,protected
needs topflight
nan working
accounts, salesin a
iriendly and easy to live in south Texas
narket.
Write
K-SOX.
Harlingen,
Texas.
Vlbuquerque is wide open for a good
alesman. Unlimited opportunity. DeIghtful climate. Gracious living. Ex)erienced salesmen send complete deails including background and references to Keith
lue. New
Mexico.Tye, KVER, Albuquerialesman — One who is capable of sellng
old time,
ones.
lustnewbe accounts
able to and
sell keeping
ideas and
jltraight salary, pension plan, paid life
nd hospitalization insurance, paid vaGive qualifications
refernces firstcation.letter.
Write Salesand
Manager,
VJEF, Pantlind Hotel, Grand Rapids,
ilichigan.
An'nouncers
fewsman, college graduate, must know
^low to gather, write and read local
lews.
Work inintwotwo-man
ion of indie
station news
marketoperaNew
.Zngland coast. Send tape and salary
t equirements. Box 631M, BROADI ;ASTING . TELECASTING.
tey
Job forannouncer
better than
ex■erienced
withaverage
first class
Icket. Pleasant small city upper mld.est. Long established net affiliate,
-ow turnover. $75.00 and raises. Send
udition and. TELECASTING.
facts Box 183M, BROAD:ASTING
Vanted — Combination announcer-engileers, salary $100.00 per week — North
Central major network station. Box
71M, BROADCASTING • TELECASTNG.
Vanted,
ineer forexperienced
progressiveannouncer-ensoutheastern
ity. Announcing ability-permanency
lOst important. $70.00 per week and
alent shows. Send photograph and
isc first reply.
Box 296M, BROAD:ASTING
. TELECASTING.
ixperlenced announcer by Rocky
lountain area network station. Send
jU particulars, audition record and
alary requirement first letter. Box
59M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTNG.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Combination announcer-engineer, 1st
phone, needed for opening at northeastern station. This will be a permanent position for the right man, who
can handle all kinds of programs
capably. Starting salary $300 per
month. Regular pay increases. Rush
full details.
Box 504M, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Immediate opening for strong night
announcer with network affiliate. Pay
dependent on ability. Box 536M,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Announcer-engineer first class ticket,
$65.00 to starl:. Southern network station. Opening immediate. Box 57 IM,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Fulltime kilowatt independent in northeastern market of 300,000 wants a
morning man who can air and sell top
morning show. Full details and disc.
Box
628M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING^
Experienced
writer-announcer,
midwest
NBC news
affiliate.
Must be able
to gather, edit and present news. Send
tape, photo, experience, references.
Box
619M. BROADCASTING . TELECASTING^
Announcer with ticket, good voice,
production knowledge, good pitch with
friendly, distinctive selling power.
Position is permanent and in Pacific
northwest. Beginning pay is $105.00
per week with increases in proportion
to cooperation. No ceiling with this
organization.
Personal
interview pre-.
ferred. Box 620M,
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Need good all-round staff announcer
capable of doing authoritative play-byplay
basketball
plus two saleable
ning sports
commentaries.
Salary eve$70
plus talent on sports. Fine independent
New England coast. Send disc or tape.
Box
630M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Hillbilly and commercial man. Southwest NBC regional wants early morning hillbilly jockey and MC who can
also do acceptable straight commercial.
40 hours. TV minded. Send detailed
letter, photo and versatile tape or disc.
CASTING^
Box
639M, BROADCASTING . TELEWanted: Announcer-salesman for ABC
affiliate situated in the Rockies, serving
an expanding
city. Send
Good tape
oppor-or
tunity for rightoilman.
disc, photo, references all in first letter.
Box
647M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
If you have had six months announcing
experience,
we canin use
Western
New York station
need you.
of announcer
who wants permanent job with chance
for advancement. Complete details
first .letter.
Box 662M, BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Experienced announcer with all-round
ability
Pennsylvania
daytimer tofordo western
some copy
and other work
in small town station. Sixty dollars
to
start. Box 668M, BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Experienced announcer for KCFH,
Cuero, Texas. Network station. Forty
hours
at $65.00.
Please send references
and audition
disc.
Local news editor must have college
and journalism background. Gather,
write and
broadcast
local news. "UpRa-to
$275.00
monthly
dio Station
KCOW,to start.
Alliance,Contact
Nebraska.
KGBC, Galveston,
Texas needsPosition
combination announcer-engineer.
permanent.
Independent
station,
number one in market and prosperous.
Working conditions excellent. Salary
open. If interested call collect, Jim
Bradner, KGBC, Galveston.
Wanted: Combination announcer-engineer by fulltime Mutual affiliate. 40
hour week, $65.00 to start. 75 miles
from Glacier Park, good hunting and
fishing. Forward audition tape. KIYI,
Box 185, Shelby, Montana.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Immediate opening for good, experienced commercial announcer. Send
audition and references to Chief Announcer. KMBC, Kansas City, Missouri.
Two annoimcers. Only those sending
audition,Liberal,
photo,Kansas.
will be considered.
KSCB.
Wanted: Four hours daily, combination
first class operator.
Emphasis Indiana.
on announcing. WBNL, Boonville,
Opening soon for staff announcer. Send
tape, photo. WFIN, Findlay, Ohio.
WGCM,
Gulfport, Mississippi,
has opening for experienced
announcer.
Announcer, $65 to start, advancement,
congenial small staff, owner-manager,
good living
network station,conditions,
send tape, profitable
picture, background, WKUL, Cullman. Alabama.
Combo, announcer - engineer, first
phone. nencyAnnouncing
ability,
most important.
Start perma$70.00
with advancement for energetic, cooperative man. Air mail disc or tape
and complete information Manager,
WLEX, Lexington, Kentucky.
Staff announcer wanted. Good place
for family man. Must have car, operate
turntables. Prefer someone with independent station
tion, details,
to experience.
WPIC, Sharon,SendPa. audiAnnouncer-engineer wanted by indedolSeventy-five
lars to startpendent
for daytimer.
experienced
man. Wire
Somerset,
or phone,Penna^
collect, Manager, WVSC,

GBC opening its fourth station soon.
men. 1st phone. EmNeed 3phasiscombo
on announcing. Above average
applicadisc ngandCompany,
pay. tionSend
to Gilaaudition
Broadcasti
Box 669, Safford, Arizona.
Technical
Immediate opportunity for first phone
engineer. An NBC-ABC affiliate in
Michigan, 40-hour, 5-day week, with
salary advances every six months, by
and referSend background
contract.
ence information
first letter. Box 317M
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
First class engineer wanted by 1000
watt AM independent near Chicago
workliving and
will enjoy
youPersonal
where ing
interview
necessary.
CASTING.
TELE.
Box 577M, BROADCASTING
Engineer for 5 kw network in south.
Must be experienced control operation
and maintenance. $80 for 5-day forty
hour week. Send full information first
letter with photograph and sample of
handwriting.
Box 587M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Pittsburgh area: Immediate opening.
Permanent. First class engineer. Must
have car. Transmitter work only. 250
watt non-directional daytime AM
(RCA) and 1 kw FM (Westinghouse).
30 miles from Pgh. Transmitter one
mile from downtown. Good living
conditions. Friendly staff of 12. $55
for
a five day,
vacation.
One forty
week hour
this week.
year. Paid
Two
weeks next year. Considering small
local
TV
but
can't
promise.
Box
636M,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Chief engineer. Take complete charge
1 kw directional.
governs with
advancement. Ability
Combo experience
good voice desirable but not absolutely
necessary.
Rush all information. Box
ING^
663M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTOpening
1st ticketstart
engineer;
ence not for
necessary;
$1.00 anexperihour.
8 hours overtime at time and half
guaranteed.mensurateRegular
increases
comwith ability and willingness
to work. Well equipped plant in Ohio,
good working
conditions, Box
paid vacations, car necessary.
672M,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
First class license holder. Transmitter
only.
$46.00 for 44. hours.
Box 677M,
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING,

Help
Wantedfirst(Cont'd)
Control
operator,
$55
a week
to start. class
Send license.
photo,
homa.
references to KBIX, Muskogee, OklaFirst class engineer-announcer. Progressive small city, good schools. ColMissouri.lege, permanent. KIRX, Kirksville,
Chief engineer: Attractive proposition
in Hawaii for experienced small station
chief engineer capable of doing limited
shift as combination man. Send full
details, references and audition tape by
air mail. KMVI, Wailuku, Maui, T. H.
Arizona NBC affiliate needs chief engineer. Maintenance ability essential,
some writing and announcing preferred. No floaters. Want young, dependable man to join four station company with good future. Telephone
KWJB. Globe, Arizona, or mail tape
and full qualifications.
Wanted, engineer first phone, experiunnecessary, WATG FM-AM,
Ashland.enceOhio.
First classgineer,
engineer
announcer-enimmediate or
opening,
WBHP,
Huntsville, Alabama.
First class operator. $50 for 40 hours —
$55
after 4 Guaranteed
months. One
week paid
vacation.
overtime
will
earn you
$60-$70
per
week.
Car
essential. Contact Chief Engineer, WCOJ,
Coatesville, Penna.
Engineer wanted. No experience necessary. Good pay. Great opportunity for
right man. Apply WFLB, Fayetteville,
North
swered. Carolina. All applications anProgressive station in friendly community has openings
indepartments.
engineering, Send
announcing, and copyfirst
full information
letter WDEC,
Americus,
Georgia.
Wanted— Engineer, first phone, experience unnecessary, WLOK, Lima, Ohio.
Illinois kilowatt wants first class engi111. neer with announcing ability. Require
personal interview. WKAN, Kankakee,
Engineer, 1st phone, experience unnecessary, permanent, $50.00 forty hours,
overtime, car required. WPAG. Ann
Arbor, Michigan.
Engineer needed, no experience necessary, immediate opening, WREL, Lexington, Virginia.
Chief engineer. We want a practical
man, toself.direct
others,to take
trick himGood salary
start,a immediate
recognition
for
ability
to
deliver.
Also
need transmitter engineer. Apply
WXGI, Richmond, Virginia.
Wanted immediately, licensed engineer-announcer. WWNS, Statesboro,
Georgia.
Television
Salesmen
Time salesman for television station in
southeast. Old established outfit. TV
experience desirable but not necessary.
If you're
radio and
or newspaper
man who athinks
will work salesdiligently
you
can
sell
TV.
Character
and
references must be tops to
be member
of our staff. If interested please give
complete history of yourself and your
sales experience.
detail
important to us. We Every
want the
manis who
wants to work with us and become a
citizen of our fine and growing city.
Excellent climate, schools, churches,
cultural atmosphere, college. $100
weekly and commission. We want our
account executives to make $6500 and
UD. Send small photo. Box 528M,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Production-Prog ramming , 0 thers
TV traffic and countinuity directors
needed. One person departments. Radio station
required.
Progressiveexperience
midwest TV station.
Box 629M,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
General-commercial manager. Over 20
years experience, 2 years of television.
Capable of handling management, sales
and programming. Best of reference.
Box
544M, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Attention southern station owners.
Two young men, general manager and
chief ernengineer
wantworkers.
to operate
station, hard
Cansouthtake
complete charge. Need only working
interest, or chance to buy in. Box
625M,
ING. BROADCASTING • TELECASTGeneral-Commercial manager, successful trainer of sales personnel; independent experience, young, aggressive.
$10,800ING . TELECASTING.
start. Box 626M, BROADCASTManager, 16 years experience all phases
broadcasting, with present employer
5 years, family man in thirties, desires
western location. Box 632M, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
Manager, available soon. Know all
angles. Like to work. Prefer southwest or west. Dependable, guarantee
results. Box 640M, BROADCASTING •
TELECASTING.
Station manager: Experienced in all
phases. Believe in high standards,
sensible budgets and sales push. Have
succeeded where others failed. Sober
family man willing to locate anywhere.
Box
P82M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Manager-salesman. 14 years experience, all phases broadcasting, 1 year
television. Top references, proven
record. Prefer midwest or southwest.
39, married. Contact Marvin Hull,
KWFC, Hot Springs. Arkansas.
Announcers
Sportscaster, baseball, football. Boxing a speciality. 2 years experience.
Single. Box 478M, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
Girl, versatile, experienced DJ, women's and kiddies shows and on-camera
TV commercials, seeks announcing position with progressive station. Box
554M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Genuine newsman — background, experience and demonstrably saleable delivery, now job.
doing Details
news — and
and disc
wants
strictly news
on
request
to
Box
568M,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Saturated sportscaster. 3 years experience
all sports.
married,play-by-play
currentl.v employed
in 27,
midwest
kilowatt which has dropped baseball.
College grad, vet. Will travel for right
deal. Box 616M, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
Announcer, experienced, reliable. Navy
vet, single, 24. DJ, news. Prefer 100
mile radius N.Y.C. Disc upon request.
Salary no obstacle.
Box 617M, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
Announcer, married, draft exempt.
Presently ferred.
employed.
Audition on Northeast
request. preBox
618M,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Sportscaster, limited experience, all
play-by-play,
travel
anywhere,
two single,
years veteran,
college, prefer
mid or southwest.
Box
621M,
BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
Announcer-engineer, good announcing,
vet. 18 months experience, all phases.
Will go anywhere, have car. Disc on
request. Box 623M, BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Experienced announcer, disc jockey,
news, play-by-play sportscaster. Control board operator. Can also seU.
Draft exempt. Disc, data, photo. Box
624M,
ING. BROADCASTING • TELECASTAnnouncer, 2 years college speech
major and SRT grad. Would like position in Michigan.
Box 645M, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
Announcer - sportscaster, experienced
baseball, basketball, football, MC, DJ,
news and staff net and independent.
Family man. 30, with 1st phone.
Friendly style, ambitious, draft exempt.
Box
649M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Hillbilly, radio school grad. 26, employed staff announcer wants change
to hillbilly disc jockey, prefer south.
15 months experience as staff. Play
fiddle, guitar, can MC hillbilly unit.
Box 650M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING^
Experienced announcer. Top emcee
and sports. Wish to locate west or
southwest. Tape available immediately.
Box 651M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Experienced announcer, 3 years, newscasting, deejay, narration. Prefer
northeast, consider midwest. College
graduate, single, 26. Available immediately. Tape, photo on request.
CASTING^
Box
655M, BROADCASTING • TELEVersatile! Announcing, control board
operation, news, disc jockey, anything
you need! Graduate radio TV school.
Will INGtravel.
Box 656M, BROADCAST. TELECASTING.
Announcer: News, DJ, console, also
good on copy. Disc soeaks for me.
Box
657M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTINGS
Graduate broadcasting school. Good
knowledge DJ, newscasting, CBO, announcing work. Will travel. Eastern
states preferred. Box 658M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Announcer: News-DJ, sports, CBO.
Draft exempt. Will travel anywhere,
graduate radio & TV school. Box
659M,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING^
Versatile: Knowledge announcing, CBO,
news, DJ and commercials, graduate
radio and TV school. Will travel anywhere in U. S. Write. Box 660M,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
2 jobs for the price of one! Radio-TV
announcer and program man will set
up your TV while on radio payroll.
Write:
Box 661M, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
Announcer-engineer, 3 years. Sports,
disc, news, talent shows. Prefer northeast. Box 667M, BROADCASTING •
TELECASTING.
News, thoroughly qualified newscaster,
over ten years experience rewriting,
broadcasting wire news, gathering local
news. Clear, distinctive voice. College grad, veteran. 5000 watt or larger.
Starting base salary $100 week. Can
supervise news department. Tape and
full details available. Box 674M,
BROADCASTING « TELECASTING.
Announcer, newscaster. Excellent news,
selling experience with good selling
voice. Pleasing personality. Strong
ad lib, innovation in DJ, creative
ability. MC work, acting and singing,
copy. Worked board. Fine references.
Will relocate. Box 675M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Announcer, DJ, thorough knowledge
of music. Interested in news coverage.
Like leg work. Program ideas. Veteran. Single. Tape. Box 678M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
One year experience upper midwest.
Presently employed. Graduate of radio school. Two years college. Married, draft exempt. Box 681M, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
Vet, age 30,
5 years news,
radio; etc.
announcer,family,
program director,
Voice that sells. Now working on license. Colorado or surrounding states
preferred. Tape available. Routh 2,
Box 221, Greeley, Colorado.
Announcer - sportscaster, newscaster,
versatile disc jockey, control board
operator. Age 27, single, veteran, draft
exempt. Sonny Dima, 171 Skillman
2-9490. Brooklyn 5, New York. Ulster
Street,
Announcer, good voice, draft exempt.
Write, wire Marty Ladd, 26-11 25th St.,
Long Island City 2, New York.
Announcer-newscaster-salesman, age
45, single, good
education,
limited John
experience. Prefer
middlewest.
Lewis, 9 Warner Plaza, Kansas City,
Mo., phone: Linwood 1440.
Experienced announcer, continuity
writer, staff pianist. Excellent references. Available immediately. Charles
Lord, 110 Noble, Rice Lake, Wisconsin.
Announcer, graduate SRT, Chicago.
Strong on DJ. news, commercials.
Operate console. Disc, photo available
on request. Draft exempt, single.
Write Bob Lyndell, 4862 N. W. Highway.
Chicago. Illinois.
Announcers trained and capable in staff
work operate board. Also play-bymen. Pathfinder,
Kansasplay City,
Missouri. 1222-A Oak St.,
Announcer — All phases but sport specialist. Desires permanency, opportunity, 4 years AA baseball, college,
prep sports. 29, family, college. George
Taylor, 1106 N. W. 7th Terrace, Fort
Lauderdale, Florida, phone 5589.
Technical
Chief engineer seeks position with employer who expects top performance
and willing to pay for same. 17 years
experience. Best references. Box
228M, BROADCASTING,

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
First phone license. Radio-television
grad. Professional musician. Veteran,
26, married. No commercial experience. Desires position New York City
vicinity. Box 381M, BROADCASTING.
First phone with 2 years experience
in AM & FTVI. Studio or transmitter.
Now employed. Draft exempt. Prefer midwest. Box 582M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Engineer, 1st phone. No announcing.
l'/2 years experience AM-FM. Box
598M,
ING. BROADCASTING . TELECASTNot scared of overtime. Just want good
guarantee. Chief engineer-announcer.
Box
635M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
D. A. V. Looking for permanent position as chief 250 or 1 kw. All replies
answered. 9 months as chief 250. Box
ING.
641M. BROADCASTING . TELECASTChief engineer, 2'/2 years experience, 1
year with directional array, married,
draft exempted and no drifter, age 24.
Looking for permanent position. Mid
south preferred.
Box 653M, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
Vet, married, 1st phone. 41/2 years experienced atDesires
the same
AM-FM
transmitter.
position
in Florida.
Box
665M,
BROADCASTING
.
TELECASTING.
Radio-telephone, 1st class. Willing to
learn. Announcing. Eastern seaboard
preferred.
Box 666M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
31/. years station.
experience,
as chief
network
24, 3single,
vet, small
car.
North-east or north-central. Box 669M,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Vet, draft
available
ately. exempt,
Sports director
fourimmediyears,
experience all phases of sport. Will
travel and sell. Send full details
first letter. Contact Bob French, 8817
Houston, Chicago 17. Illinois, phone
Bayport 1-3694.
Engineer-announcer, three years experience. Veteran. Write Clyde Mcpherson, Route 4, Aberdeen, Mississippi.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Armouneers
Experienced in TV-AM. Announcing,
directing and production. Some technical. Sports a specialty. Presently
with major TV station. Desire position
with progressive TV operation. Will
arrange personal interview. Box 627M,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING
Production-Programming , Others
Television studio apprentice wants to
join your organization. Experience and
knowledge in music, theatre, photography. Box 559M, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
Creative TV cameraman. Experienced
still-motion photographer. SRT graduate. Box 638M, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
For Sale
Stations
Western station, 1000 watts. Rich and
rapid growing California area. Well
equipped. Earns over $50,000. $250,000
with INGterms.
Box 615M. BROADCAST. TELECASTING.
Iowa. 1000 watts. Independent daytime, profit $30,000 annually, wish to
retire. Box 637M. BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
Upper
station
no
TV. midwest,
Grossing single
$50,000.
$25,000market,
cash,
rest on terms. Box 679M, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
For sale: 250 watt indie in rich secondary California market. Fulltime operation.immediate
Partnershipsale.
disagreement
dictates
No brokers.
Box
680M.
BROADCASTING
.
TELECASTING.
Western stations. Independents and
affiliates. All prices. Jack L. Stoll &
Associates, 4958 Melrose Ave., Los Angeles 29. Calif.

1st phone, car, veteran, commercial
and amateur radio experience. Available immediately. All inquiries answered. I. Sinofsky,
Blvd., Hollywood
38, Calif.5638 ',2 Sunset

Equipment, etc.
Tower — Wincharger, model 300. galvanized,including
guyed triangular,
good condition,
beacon, tuning
unit,
lightning filter, transmission lines, as
is, where is. Washington D. C. area.
Make us offer.
Box 622M, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.

Production-Programming, Others
News editor eastern regional. Seeks
advancement. Newscaster, reporter,
newspaper background. NARND. Box
524M,
ING. BROADCASTING . TELECAST-

For sale — radio towers, at bargain
prices, with base insulators, lighting
equipment,
guy cables
5— 30O foot towers,
3—360 and
foot anchors.
towers,
3—260 foot CAStowers.
Box
633M,
TING .TELECASTING. BROAD-

College graduate, veteran, 27, single,
looking for writing experience (copy
or dramatic) with west or far west
radio station. Box fi34M. BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
Copy, continuity writer, young man,
creative, veteran, married, some experience campus radio station, free
lance writing, M. A. English. Any location.
Box
670M, BROADCASTING •
TELECASTING.
Combination news, sales, continuity,
suitable for small station Ohio, Indiana
or Illinois. Good general experience.
Will arrange
personal
interview
anywhere in these
states.
Box 674M.
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Continuity writer, woman. Experienced
radio scripts, seeks position station.
Any location.
Box 676M, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
Television
Managerial
Thoroughly
experienced
all phases
AMTV.
Presently
with major
network
station. Desire opportunity to help
build and take over AM or TV operation. Can show many time and money
saving proven plans. Will be at NARTB
Convention.
Box 491M, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Salesmen
Experienced salesman-announcer. Good
sales record. Hold first phone license.
PreferING . TELECASTING.
TV. Box 646M, BROADCAST-

For sale: 10 kw Western Electric frequency modulation transmitter, model
506 B-2. Never been used. Box 673M.
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
A 300 foot Andrew 2 inch angle wrought
iron tower. Offers accepted for quick
disposal. All other equipment sold from
previous ad. KGKB, Tyler, Texas.
Three Western Electric 9-A heads and
arms complete with filters. $100 each
or $270 the lot. Two heads just overin goodKVAN,
operating
condition.hauled,
RadiothirdStation
Vancouver,
Washington.
G. R. modulation monitor as is $75.00.
2 W. E. head, arms and filters, good
Miss.
shape; make offer. WGCM, Gulf port.
For sale: Tower — 220.2 foot Truscon,
triangular and self-supporting, with A-3
lighting.
new replies
but intoexcellent
condition. Not
Direct
WINR,
Binghamton, New York.
Wanted to Buy
Stations
The owners of a successful small market radio station in a middle Atlantic
state desire to expand their interests
through the purchase of additional
properties
preferably
in thein east
south.
If you
are interested
sellingor
your station to experienced broadcasters who will operate it in the best interest of your community, please write
Box 664M. CASTING
BROADCASTING
TELE-be
and your letter .will
treated in confidence.

Wanted to Buy (Cont'd)
Equipment, etc.
(V anted: Flasher for single tower,
photoelectric
control coax.
unit andBox250'671M.
RG7/U or RG-19/U
3ROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
iVanted, used Minitape Recorder. Send
Tiquiries to Post Office Box 608. Ann
\rbor. Michigan.
.'sed disc recorder with outside-in
Irive and separate play back. Prefer
K.C.A. Contact Ed Cooney, KOPR.
Butte. Montana.
iVanted, about 800 feet 1^^ transmission
ine,
also FM frequency
and Engineer,
modulaion monitors.
Contact Chief
VPFB, Middletown, Ohio.
Miscellaneous
"CC
first-phone
in 6 weeks.courses
Both
esidence and correspondence
vailable. Grantham Radio License
School, 706 North Wilcox, Hollywood.
Talifornia.
:omniercial crystals and new or reilacement broadcast crystals for Bliley,
Vestern Electric, RCA holders, etc.,
astest service. Also monitor and freluency measuring service. Eidson Elecronic Co., Temple, Texas, phone 3-3901.
Help Wanted
Managerial
WANTED
Local Sales Manager
5,000 watt independent needs
young experienced local Soles
Manager. Terrific potential as yet
not wholly developed. Wonderful opportunity for the right man.
Box 642M, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
National
Sales Manager!
We're opening a New York ofTice.
We want a man familiar with the
national radio, TV and newspaper
advertising agencies. Good salary
and bonuses will be paid to the
right man. Please give references
and qualifications in your reply.
Box 643M, BROADCASTING •
TELECASTING.
TV ENGINEER
AVAILABLE
Transmitter and design
experience, good caliber,
prefer west coast. Box
644M, BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)

I
I
I
j
:
I
!

TV ENG STAFF
WANTS STATION
Employed, 6 man staff with 86
years electronics exp. inc. 22
years TV. From image orth
through
side proof.
band filter
tune
and
complete
Box 648M,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
For Sale
Equipment, etc.
For

Sale

TRANSMITTERS
A new 5 kilowatt
A 2-year old 1 kilowatt
CONTACT HENRY GEIST
Conrad Hilton Hotel through show or
60 E. 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.
Murray Hill 7-1550.
Employment Service
EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
for competent managers, commercial managers, program
1^
directors,
chief engineers,
disc jockeys. Reliable, confidential, nation-wide service.
Send for full information today.
HowASD S. Frazigs
TV & Radio Management Considtantt
728 Bond Bldg., Washington 5, D. C.
POSITIONS FREQUENTLY AVAILABLE
as
Engineers
Announcers
Program
Directors FORMS
WRITE FOR PLACEMENT
Edward C. Lobdell Associates
17 East 48 Street, New York 17, N. Y.
Registration
(Continued from page 134)
Ruth, NARTB Washington,
D. Brewer,
C.
Briggs, J. P., WSLS Roanoke. Va.
George H., RCA Princeton,
N. Brown,
J.
Browning,
ter, Mass. Elliott A,, WTAG WorcesBrugnoni, Rene C, Architect. New
York
Buford, Bill, KSWO Lawton, Okla.
111.Cassens, Gerald, WLDS Jacksonville,
East

^65.000.00
A well established fulltime network station located in an attractive
medium size southwest
market. Now owned by
inactive stockholders unfamiliar with radio. Financing arranged.

A good regional facility
located in one of the important markets in the
east. This station has
always been profitable
but is under-developed
and needs fuUtime ownermanagement.
Liberal financing.

Appraisals • ^"egoliationw • Financing*
BLACKBURN -HAMILTON COMPANY
RAD>0 STATION AND NEWSPAPEK BROKERS
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
James W. Blackburn
Lester M. Smith
Ray V. Hamilton
Tribune Tower
Washington Bldg.
235 Montgomery St.
Exbrook 2-5S72
Delaware 7-3753-6
Sterling 4341-3
1

ROADCASTING

• Telecasting

Castle, Donald H., NBC New York
Chew, Thornton, KFMB San Diego,
Calif.
Chinski, Gerald R., KXYZ Houston,
Tex.
Chipp.
New
YorkRodney D., DuMont Network
Chismark, A. H., WTRY Troy, N. Y.
Clayton,
Vincent E. KSL-TV Salt
Lake
City, Utah
Coleman, Murray D., KCRC Enid,
Okla.
Colledge,
ington, D. C.Charles H., WNBW WashCompton,
Washington, Robin
D. C. D., Geo. C. Davis,
Cooke, Kenneth R., WGBI Scranton.
Pa.
Cross, Robert, KROC Rochester,
Minn.
Ind.Cutler, Charles N., WORX Madison,
D
Davis, George C, Geo. C. Davis,
Washington, D. C.
Dawkins, L. L., WPTF Raleigh, N. C.
Day. Carl, WOC Davenport, Iowa
Dettman,
Robert A., KDAL Duluth,
Minn.
Dewey, Chas. E. Jr., State of Mo.
Civil Defense Agency, Jefferson City,
Mo.
Dewitt, John H. Jr., WSM Nashville,
Tenn.
Dieringer,
town,
Ohio Frank A., WFMJ YoungsDixon, William E., WCHC Charleston, W. Va.
Doherty, William H., Bell Telephone
Laboratories, Inc., Murray Hill, N. J.
Doolittle,
ford. Conn. Franklin M., WDRC HartDowdell, John T., WIBX Utica, New
York
Droke, O. S., KWKH Shreveport. La.
Duke. Vernon J., NBC Rockville
Centre, N. Y.
Ind.Duning. Louis, WKBV Richmond,
Duszak, H., RCA Camden, N. J.
Ebel, A. James, WMBD Peoria, III.
Ralph D., WPAQ Mt. Airy,
N. Epperson,
C.
Findley, L. K., Collins Radio Co.,
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Neb.
Flynn, Glenn. WOW-TV Omaha.
Flynn, Roy M.. KRLD-TV Dallas,
Tex.
Ky.Fox, Joe C, WHAS-TV Louisville,
Fox, Robert A., WGAR Cleveland,
Frase, E. C. Jr., WMC Memphis,
Ohio
Tenn.
Frye, A. P., WMBI Chicago, 111.
Fuentes, Roberto Espinosa, XEW-TV
Mexico
Galins, Ernest J., FCC Chicago, 111.
Gamble, Joe A., WRBL Columbus,
Garland, O. K., WJHL Johnson City,
Ga.
Tenn.
George, Warren D., FCC Chicago,
111.
Gihring. H. E., RCA Camden, N. J.
Gill, George, Kliegl Bros., New York
Gillett, Glenn D., Gillett & Bergquist, Washington, D. C.
Gresham, Stokes Jr., WISH Indianapolis, Ind.
Guy, Raymond, NBC New York
H
N. Hadlock.
J.
William O.. RCA Camden,
Haeseler, L. W., RCA Camden, N. J.
Hales, Frank B., WBRY Waterbury,
Conn.
Hamrick,
ville,
N. C. William H., WWNC AsheHardy,
ton. D. C. Ralph W., NARTB WashingHayes. H. D., FCC Chicago, 111.
Henry, A. James, KLTI Longview,
Tex.
icoHerran, Jose De La, XEL-TV MexHetland, Julius. WDAY Fargo, N. D.
Hinshaw, Virgil G., KFH Wichita,
Kansas
Hixenbaugh, George P., WMT Cedar
Rapids, Iowa
Hoffman, Karl B.. WGR Buffalo, N. Y.
Holbrook, R. A., WSB-TV Atlanta,
Ga.Hollis, J., Collins Radio Co., Cedar
Rapids, Iowa
Horton, J. Rex, WBIR Knoxville,
Tenn.
Hulick, Henry Jr., WPTF Raleigh,
N. C.

Iseberg, R. A., Engineer, Palo Alto,
Calif.
Izenour,
ven, Conn. George, Engineer, New HaJohnson, E. M., MBS New York
Joseph,thority,
J. Bernard,
Washington, D.Nat'l.
C. Prod. AuK
Kassner, Don, KXEL Waterloo, Iowa
Keachie, J., RCA Camden, N. J.
Kilpatrick,W. Leroy
E., WSAZ-TV
Huntington,
Va.
Klein, Glen, KAUS Austin, Minn.
Minn.
Knapp, Chnt, KWOA Worthington,
Iowa
Kruger, Ernest, KSCJ Sioux City,
La Marque,
J. W., Graybar Elec. Co.,
New
York
N. Lawrence,
J.
Walter L., RCA Camden,
Lederer,
E.
cuse, N. Y. H., Gen. Elec. Co., SyraWis.Leeman, Alvin, WKBH La Crosse,
Leibach, Jay, WLEC Sandusky, Ohio
Leutzinger. Harold, KVFD Fort
Dodge, Iowa
Leydorf, G. F., WJR Detroit, Mich.
H. B., KEYS Corpus
Ky.Lockhart,
Christi,
Tex.
Locklar, Henry C, WLAP Lexington,
Lockwood, Edward, WXLW Indianapolis, Ind.
Loeser, waukee,Phillip
B., WTMJ-TV MilWis.
Lohnes, George M., Craven, Lohnes
and Culver, Washington, D. C.
Lorentz. Edward
Washington,
D. C. F.. WASH (FM)
M
Mac Adam, Mark L., WBET Brockton,
Mass.
111.Magm, Thedore G., WDAN Danville.
Pa.Mathiot, J. E., WGAL-TV Lancaster,
Malta, William G., WLOA Braddock.
Pa.
Merino, John C, KFSD San Diego.
Calif
Meyers, Carl J., WGN Chicago, 111.
Minor, M. J., WBT Charlotte, N. C.
Minton, Robert W. WIBC Indianapolis.Robert
Ind.
L., WMFR High Point,
N. Moore,
C.
Morrissey, T. G., KFEL Denver, Col.
Motley, Lyle C, WBTM Danville, Va.
Neb.
Moudy, Dale L., KOWH Omaha.
Keith E., NBC New York
111.MuUenger,
Myers. Walter Mc
F.. WJJD Chicago.
McClanathan,
Phoenix,
Ariz. George L, KPHO-TV
McDaniel.
Fitzgerald, WRAD Radford, Va.
McGoldrick,
John P., WQAN Scranton, Pa.
Mclntire,
George
W.. WJEJ Hagerstown. Md.
McKahan.
viUe.
Calif. James E., KSUE SusanMinn.
McMahon, John H., KSTP St. Paul.
McNary, James C, Engineer, Washington, D. C.
McNaughten,
Neal, NARTB Washington. D. C
N
Newby, Harold KAKE Wichita. Kan.
Newman, J. E.. WDBJ Roanoke. Va.
Newman, R., RCA Camden, N. J.
Kenneth
A., Col.
Nat'l. Bureau
of Norton,
Standards,
Boulder,
O'Brien, Bernard C, WHEC Rochester, N. Y.
O'Fallon, Martin, KFEL Denver, Col.
Palmquist. J., RCA Camden, N. J.
Wis.
Paske. Rolland, WEMP Milwaukee,
Pell, E. J., WKYB Paducah, Ky.
Peters, F. J.; WMRN Marion, Ohio
Petersen, Earl A., FCC Chicago. 111.
Poch, W. J., RCA Camden, N. J.
Poppele, J. R., WOR-TV New York
Pratt, D., RCA Camden, N. J.
Pratt,
Roy W., WHO Des Moines,
Iowa
(Continued on page 17 U)
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30th Convention
(Continued from page 27)
morning at a business meeting of
TV stations.
New radio directors taking
office this week (see biographical
sketches page 62) are: District 1,
William B. McGrath, WHDH
Boston, elected in March to succeed Craig Lawrence, who resigned
from WCOP Boston to join WCBSTV New York; District 2, E. R.
Vadeboncoeur, WSYR Syracuse,
succeeding William Fay, WHAM
Rochester; District 6, Henry B.
Clay, KWKH Shreveport, La., succeeding Harold Wheelahan, WSMB
New Orleans; District 8, Stanley
R. Pratt, WSOO Sault Ste. Marie,
Mich., succeeding Richard M. Fairbanks, WIBC Indianapolis; District
10, E. K. Hartenbower, KCMO
Kansas City, succeeding William B.
Quarton, WMT Cedar Rapids, la.;
District 16, Albert D. Johnson,
KOY Phoenix, succeeding Calvin J.
Smith, KFAC Los Angeles.
New directors-at-large are Paul
W. Morency, WTIC Hartford, succeeding Mr. Shouse, for large stations; Lee W. Jacobs, KBKR Baker,
Ore., succeeding Patt McDonald,
for small stations. Michael R.
Hanna, WHCU-FM Ithaca, N. Y.,
starts his first full term as FM
director - at - large, having been
elected last year to fill the unexpired term of Frank U. Fletcher,
then of WARL-FM Arlington, Va.
Radio directors starting their
second terms with the convention
are Harold Essex, WSJS WinstonSalem, N. C, District 4; Jack Todd,
KAKE Wichita, Kan., District 12;
William C. Grove, KFBC Cheyenne,
Wyo., District 14; A. D. Willard
Jr., WGAC Augusta, Ga., directorat-large, medium stations.
Attendance at convention sessions, aside from some specialized
side meetings, is limited to NARTB
member station officials. The BAB
meeting Monday afternoon is open
to all broadcasters but the other
convention sessions are for members only.
While BAB and Affiliates Committee proceedings are under way
Monday afternoon, the Television
Code Review Board will hold its
first formal meeting since the code
went into operation March 1. The
SERVICE

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
STerling 3626

• TOWERS •
AM • FM • TV •
TOWER SALES & ERECTING CO.
ilM N. E. Cohtmbio tUd.
Partlmd 11, Oragon
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CURRIE SUCCEEDS WEISS
Appointed fo NPA Post
APPOINTMENT of Walter J. Currie as assistant administrator for
civilian requirements at the National Production Authority was
announced last Thursday by NPA
Administrator Henry H. Fowler.
He succeeds Lewis Allen Weiss,
resigned
March 31 [B«T,
March 17,effective
3].
Mr. Currie, formerly with Avco
Mfg. Corp. and Standard Brands
Ltd., has been serving as Mr.
Weiss' deputy assistant since June
21, 1951. He joined NPA's Office
of Civilian Requirements as a consultant in March 1951, two months
after Mr. Weiss assumed his duties.
Mr. Weiss, former MBS board
chairman and Don Lee executive, is
scheduled to sail for Europe April
22 and return to Hughes Aircraft
Co., Culver City, Calif., as management advisor in July.
committee will i-eview developments to date and lay plans for
code enforcement on the basis of
the month of experience.
Two principal dinners will be
held during the week — the annual
banquet Wednesday night and the
Radio Pioneers Dinner Tuesday
night. New feature added to the
programs of these dinners will be
appearance of Corp. Joseph Muiphy, composer of the ballad "Hills
of Korea." Corp. Murphy will
sing the number, soon to be published and recorded.
Several hundred engineers attending the technical conference
will join management delegates
at the luncheon sessions and the
annual banquet. Neal McNaughten,
NARTB engineering director, is in
charge of conference arrangements.
A booth is Ijeing installed in the
lower lobby Exhibition Hall by
Armed Forces Information Centei-.
In attendance will be Col. Ed
Kirby, chief of the Army's radioTV operations; Lt. Col. Robert
Keim, holding a similar Air Force
post; Lt. Comdr. A. F. Rhoads,
heading the Navy radio-TV work,
and Capt. Pat Griffith, WAC. On
display will be programs and services available to broadcasters and
telecasters.
Another information booth is

DIRECTORY
COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
Engineer on duty all night every night
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.
VACANCY
YOUR FIRM'S NAME in this "vacancy"
will be seen by 15,500 readers — station owners and managers, chief engineers and technicians — applicants
for AM, FM, Television and facsimile
facilities.

under auspices of National Production Authority. Stationed at the
booth to answer questions about
NPA regulations and availability
of materials will be J. Bernard
Joseph, chief of NPA's Broadcast
& Communications Equipment Section, Electronics Division, and H.
S. Thurber, of the Chicago field
office, Dept. of Commerce.
Program for the Wednesday
night dinner, sponsored by BMI
and the national network, will feature Lou Holtz, dialect narrator;
Patti Page, vocalist; Kay Thompson and the Williams Brothers;
Merrill Abbott dancers; Whiteguards mondquartet,
orchestra. and the Lew DiaAt the pioneers dinner Tuesday
night the late Prof. Reginald A.
Fessenden will be elected to the
Radio Pioneer's Hall of Fame.
Prof. Fessenden is credited with
having first transmitted speech in
1900 by use of a spark transmitter.
ABA Elects Martin
THOMAS E. MARTIN was elected
president of the Alabama Broadcasters Assn. at group's annual
meeting in Biloxi, Miss., March
20-21 [B»T, March 24]. Mr. Martin is president of WAPX Montgomery. He succeeds Emmett
Brooks, WEBJ Brewton, who also
has served as chairman of the
committee of state presidents during theficerspast
year. Street,
Other WHMA
new ofare Malcom
Anniston, elected vice president,
and Mrs. Wilhelmina Doss, WJRD
Tuscaloosa, named secretary-treasurer.
CBS Chicago Plans
(Coiifi)n(ed from page 150)
atre exhibition. Witnesses argued
that neither was competitive with
the other, that each operated in
difi'erent spheres — TV at home,
movie exhibition out of home.
9 Power of merged company
would violate Clayton Act as recently amended. Witnesses argued
that radio-TV division and theatre
exhibition division would operate
virtually autonomously, that no
"package deals" are contemplated.
9 One company operating home
TV, subscription TV, theatre TV
and movie exhibition would be able
to subordinate one or several of
them for the advantage of one or
several of the others. Witnesses
disagreed that subscription TV or
theatre TV would ever become
significant. They also argued that
the company could not play one
facet of its operations ofi" against
others because of competition from
other TV stations and networks,
subscription TV operators, theatre
TV operators and theatre exhibitors.
# Use of feature films on TV
would be subordinated to use in
theatres. Witnesses reiterated their
belief that films made for theatres
would play only a small part in
future TV, and that special films
made for TV would be mostly used
in home TV.

Registration
[Engineering]
(Continued from page 173)

,

Prior, R.Thomas
C. J., WJAR-TV Prov- jI
idence.
I.
Putman,
R.
E,,
Gen'l Elec. Co., Syracuse, N. Y.
Pyle, K. W., KFBI Wichita, Kan.
Q
Quintin, Charles, KRNT Des Moines.
Iowa
Raney. Wilson, WREC Memphis,' .j
Tenn.
Reed. Elmo. WJPG Green Bay, Wis. if
Reed, Oscar W. B. Jr., Jansky &f
Bailey, Washington, D. C.
|
Renfro, Al, WJHL Johnson City, |
Tenn.
Rhea, Henry E., WFIL Philadelphia,' Ii
Pa.
Riddle, Lindsey G., WDSU-TV New j
Gene,
WQAM Miami. Fla. |'
ii
Orleans.
La.
N. Rider,
Y.
Ridgeway,
Frank B., WEBR Buffalo, '
Risk, J. E.. KSD-TV St. Louis, Mo.
Robinson, Munson U., WHFB Benton
Harbor, Mich.
Rohrich, Clarence G. Jr.. James C
McNary. Washington, D, C.
Roy, Welton M., WHBQ Memphis
Tenn.
Rue, J. H., RCA Camden, N. J.
S
Sanderson. James V., WSGN Birming
ham, Ala.
Sawyer,. Roger, KGLO Mason City
Iowa
-I
Schoeny, Erwin P., WGBF Evansville,
Ind.
Schroeder, Ray J., KMTV (TV), / 1j
Omaha, Neb.
Sherman, John M., WTCN-TV Min-- »
Sims. C. G., WKYB Paducah. Ky. ,'
neapolis.
Sinclair,Minn.
David, KVFD Fort Dodge,'
Iowa
Sinnett,
Robert
J., WHBF-TV Rock
Island.
111.
La.
Smith, Earl H., WLCS Baton Rouge,,
Smith, Edgar C, WFIN Findlay, Ohio
Snedeker. M. L.. WERE Cleveland.ji
Ohio
Okla.
Snider. Robert E., KTUL Tulsa,'
Snyder, Reed L., WHO Des Moines,
Iowa
Stewart,Earl
E., J.,
RCAWELL
Camden.
J. •
Mich.
Stone,
BattleN. Creek.
Stuckwish,
Milburn H., WSOY Decatur, 1 1.
Ill,
Swaringen, L. C, WTAX Springfield.
T
Tex.
Talbott,
Edward D.,
P.. WTIC
KROD Hartford,
El Paso,'
Taylor, Herman
Conn.
Thomas.
W., KOMA Okla-' c
homa
City. Morris
Okla.
Todd, Clifton M., WNAX Yankton.
S. Dak.
Tex.
Torrey, William H., KGNC Amarillo.- I
Towner. Orrin W., WHAS-TV Louisville, Ky.
I
Trombly,
Lawrence, KSD-TV St.,,
Louis,
Mo.
Trouant, V. E., RCA Camden. N. J, i
V
Varnum, W., RCA Camden. N. J.
Vordermark, Fla. Ernest, WMBR-TV
Jacksonville.
W
Walker, John, KHQ Spokane, Wash.
land, Ky. Clarence W., WCMI AshWeaver,
Wehrman, Harvey, KLZ Denver, Col.
White, J. Harold, WKTY LaCrosse.
Wis.Whitman, Urlin, WTAD Quincy, 111.
Wilkins, B. T., WKBN Youngstown,
Ohio
Williamson, Bert, KYNO Fresno,
Calif.
Wilner.
more, Md. John T., WBAL-TV BaltiWilson,
nati, Ohio George, WKRC-TV CincinWindle. Ben E.. WCLT Newark, Ohio
Y
Fla.Yarbrough. J. E., WDBO Orlando,
Yarger, C. R., KSD St. Louis, Mo.
Young, J., RCA Camden, N. J.
z
Zaharis,
Gus.
WTIP
Charleston, W.
Va.

BROADCASTING
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Network Rates
(Cmitinued from page 29)
eeks to place 5 to 10 spot an;ouncements per day on one or
aore stations in some 40 to 50
fnarkets,
withcarried
80 9( ofin each
day's
total to be
nighttime
hours and 20 9f in daytime, but
|ivith payment for all at the rate
bf one-half of the one-time daytime
iate per spot.
j Where stations could not clear
Itime for eight nighttime spots —
p,lmost the equivalent of three an
hour for three hours, and especially
difficult in the case of network'owned stations and other major
iDutlets — the advertiser reportedly
is suggesting a reduction in num'|ber
aboutwould
five spots
of
^which(to four
run ata day,
night),
'with
others station
to be
tolaced perhaps
similarily five
on another
"in the same market,
j! The campaign is on behalf of
Jwheaties.

WCBM

THOSE in attendance at luncheon at National Press Club, Washington, when
changes in news staff of WCBM Baltimore were announced included (front
row, I to r): M. J. Porter, associate editor. Catholic Review, Baltimore; Milly
Flynn, whose appointment to station's news staff was announced; John Elmer,
WCBM president; Jerry Mares, WCBM night news editor; Charles Roeder,
news director. Standing (I to r): Father J. S. Martin, editor. Catholic Review;
Max Fullerton, Baltimore bureau, AP; George Roeder, WCBM station manager; J. F. Lewis, station's state correspondent; Greg Halpin, newly appointed
city editor at WCBM; Morton Prentis, Washington representative of Assn.
of Commerce, Baltimore, and C. Carroll Bateman, B & O public relations staff.

Sounds

SUMMER
RADIO
Wc UNLIMBERED its summer
cified, the charge for any combination of programs being dependent
ladio sales pitch last week — a
upon the specific programs chosen
-gound-slide film starring comedian
sPred Allen as its "vice president in to compose it.
At the other extreme from Tonstharge of summer."
nage, the presentation notes, adIn his quest for "the facts"
^bout summer radio and its values
vertisers "can use a single broadcast for a special one-time sales
to advertisers, Mr. Allen "dis„covers," among other things, that
iipummer is not a sales-slump seapromotion."
Other plans include "Super Sumeon for business, that radio is the
mer Tandem," a hot-weather verbnly medium that is "compatible
sion of NBC's sold-out "Operation
Tandem," and the "Market Basket"
"kvith people's living habits" and
Ithat NBC has a variety of spe- plan, under which local stores and
lialized sales plans to offer ad- chains receive one-minute cut-in
announcements plugging them-fc '■ertisers.
selves as well as the products of
One of the latter, called "Tonthe national Market Basket sponlage Technique," is a saturation
sor.
plan by which advertisers may
In addition, it is emphasized, any
sponsor either three or five quarterlour program segments a week for NBC advertiser who asks for it
gets, without cost, the help of
5 dther 8 or 13 weeks, with "tailornade" series available "at low
NBC's new merchandising department in securing point-of-sale disest."
It was estimated that the threeplays for its products among wholesale
and retail stores.
til-week Tonnage series will reach
ilmost 9.5 million persons a week
Summer 1952, it is stressed, offers radio advertisers even more
ind that the five-a-week series will
each more than 11.5 million.
than its usual attractions since
3osts to advertisers were not spe- this is a Presidential election year

HEADQUARTERS

Conrad
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R. C. CRISLER

NARTB

Hotel
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CO.

1109 Union Trust BIdg., Cincinnati, Ohio
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Expansion Announced
INCREASE in news staff of
WCBM Baltimore and promotion
of
one announced
of the station's
newscasters
were
Wednesday
by

NBC

CONVENTION

NEWS

Station

• Telecasting

Broicers

Its Soles

Pitch

with an unusually high potential
of listening due to all-out radio
coverage of the political conventions and campaigns.
In the slide presentation, conceived and executed by Jacob A.
Evans, manager of the NBC Radio
Advertising and Promotion Dept.,
and Harold S. W. Shepard, supervisor of radio sales promotion, Mr.
Allen's search for the truth about
summertime radio takes him
through a series of interviews with
research men, network officials,
ratings experts and agency representatives.
The film, to be shown to clients,
agencies and prospects starting
immediately, was described by
Radio Sales Vice President John
K. Herbert as further evidence of
NBC's efforts to promote all radio.
"We believe," he said, "that if
radio is sold to advertisers and

John Elmer, president of WCBM,
at a luncheon at the National Press
Club, Washington, D. C.
W. Gregory Halpin, a member of
the news bureau for 2 V2 years, will
assume duties of city editoi-. Mr.
Halpin broadcasts 62 newscasts per
week, reportedly the heaviest
schedule for a newscaster in Baltimore. Millie Flynn, veteran newspaper and radio reporter, has been
appointed to the WCBM news staff.
These two appointments make
the station's news staff the largest
in Maryland, according to Charles
Roeder,
news director.
WCBM's
news department
is designed
for
both town and country coverage in
the 150 mile radius of cities and
semi-rural area which it covers.
On the air daily from 5 a.m. to
midnight, the 10 kw station does
170 news programs weekly. Of
these, 106 are local newscasts and
64 are done for MBS, with which
the station, is affiliated.
Other
the station's
news
staffmembers
are Johnof Fulton
Lewis,
state correspondent and former
editor of the Southern Maryland
Times; Norman B e r g h 0 1 m ,
WCBM's Eastern Shore specialist,
and Jerry Mares, night editor.

WANTED
Promotion

Manager

There is a tremendous opportunity for a sales promotion
manager who wants to live in
Southern California and further
his career in television.

agencies,
we'll get Chairman
our share ofNiles
it."
NBC Board
Trammell voiced confidence the
presentation will be "unusually efTo show that summer is no slump
season
for business, it is pointed
fective."
out that total national retail sales
for June, July and August are only
2.6% below the entire year's level
and that for many products summer is the big season.
For instance : Sales of toilet
soaps in summer are 14 9^. higher
than their average for all other
months. Soft drinks are up 47 7r
and tea 22%, while beer sales "skyrocket." Dry cereals rise 177^,
refrigerators 91%, ranges 65%,
automobiles 31%. Gas and oil
sales advance 5%; building materials 6%. Even smoking is up

The opening is at the CBS
owned station KNXT in Los
Angeles. Will be given free rein
for his creative abilities, and a
generous budget.

5%..Summer radio's importance is
stressed through studies showing
24 out of 25 persons are at home
during the average summer week
— and that one who is away is still
(Continued on page 178)

485 MADISON AVENUE
New York City

Must know all phases of sales
promotion, program promotion
and exploitation. Should have
previous experience at a radio
or television station. Good salary for the right man.
Send full details, with samples
and references to:
David Luhmann
CBS
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ere's (Continued
the Money
from Coming
page 32) From?
ably is low since it is derived from
real • a^rni-up of defense production. Employment rose to 50.3 mil- comparing the advertising volume
lion; the unemployed diminished to against total disposable income
5.5 million. Total disposable income
figures which do not take into account the fact that people do not
rose accordingly — from $75.7 billion the year before to $92 billion.
spend all their income. If total
savings were extracted from the
But the impi'ovement in general
economic condi- base income figures, the base figures would of course be lower and
tions outstripped
advei'ti s in g the ratio of advertising volume
higher. But for purposes of degrowth. Advertisscribing trends, as in this case, the
ing volume in
1941 was only translation of disposable income to
2.4 of dispos- sales potential is accurate enough. )
able income, comQuite obviously, if advertisers
pared with 2.8% the year before.
persist in maintainng this ratio or
The war years were decidedly
one not far above it, total adver"abnormal" and hence are excluded
tising expenditures will expand
from consideration here. The year
only as the total economy expands.
preceding war, 1941, and the year
The first question is : How much
following, 1946, were to a great ex- must advertising volume expand to
tent influenced by the economic dis- accommodate a national television
locations of wartime. Count those
system?
years out, too, and you find that
In 1951 there were four networks
total advertising volume in the and 108 stations in television broadU. S. in 1940-51 has swung between
casting. That year, according to
2.5% and 2.9% of total disposable
income, with the average at a little Piivter's Ink estimates, advertisers
spent a total of $484.4 million on
more than 2.7%-.
TV, of which the networks and staNow assuming that the econotions received $239.5, according to
mists are right in using total disFCC tabulations. The difference
posable income to mean total sales
potential, it would seem that U. S. between total advertising expenditures and broadcast revenue, a
advertisers as a group (though
sum of $244.9 million, went into
diff^ering individually, of course)
other channels than the broadcastcharacteristically have been maintaining advertising budgets at a
ing companies. To a large extent it
level of slightly more than 2.7%
represents the costs of producing
of maximum possible sales.
TV campaigns, programs and commercials not produced by networks
(This percentage estimate probPRODUCE
AT LOW

PROFESSIONAL
COST

COMMERCIALS

with the New Gray TELOP

II

# Now, with the new,
versatile Gray telop ii
you can produce
and broadcast an
amazing variety of professional-quality commercials at
surprisingly low cost. Local
sponsors will marvel at the
way TELOP II presents their
selling message with opaque
cards, photographs, art work and
transparencies. And you get the
real effect of superimposition,
lap-dissolve and fade-out. Only
limitation is your imagination.
Takes up very little space. One
operator does it all!
Write for full information on
the new and exciting Gray
TELOP //.

GRAY

RESEARCH
oad D«v*l*pinMl C«., Inc.. 1* Arb*r St., Hartf*r4 1,
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or stations themselves.
In guessing at future TV expenditures it can be made a rule of
thumb that the proportion of total
TV expenditures occupied by broadcast revenue will expand more rapidly than that occupied by these
production costs that go into nonbroadcaster channels. For purposes
of this projection, it will be assumed that the $244.9 million which
advertisers spent on TV but which
did not go to the broadcasters will
not appreciably increase in the next
year or two.
Of the $289.5 million revenue
that the TV broadcasters received
last year, $132.2 million was taken
in by the four networks and their
15 owned and operated stations.
The other $107.3 was split among
the other 93 stations on the air.
It would seem reasonable that if
it takes $107.3 million to support
93 stations (about 12% of which
lost money), it will take proportionately larger amounts to support
more. The Radio-Television Manufacturers Assn. estimates that a
maximum of 97 new stations will
be on the air by the end of the
third quarter of 1953. That would
indicate that in the first full year
of their operation, non-network
broadcasts revenue would have to
increase to the order of $215 million, meaning that the total TV
expenditures would be up to about
$600 million at least, even if the
revenues of networks and their
present list of 15 owned stations did
not rise a dime and if other TV expenses born by advertisers did not
rise about the $244.9 million of
1951. A probably more realistic
figure for total TV expenditures in
this first year that double the number of present stations is in operation would be $700 million.
When More Stations Exist
What happens when vastly more
stations go on the air? It is not
unreasonable to assume that the
$1 billion TV volume figure will be
reached relatively quickly.
Can a $1 billion television system
be fitted into the media family and
into the general economy without
seriously drawing upon older media
or disrupting traditional ratios
between advertising and national
income? To a large extent the
answer depends on whether the
economy continues to expand at the
rate it has since World War II.
A $1 billion TV volume would
enlarge total advertising expenditure to about $7.06 billion (if all
other
media . expenditures remained
unchanged)
Assume that advertising expenditures were made at a rate of
2.9V' of the total national disposable income, the rate for 1951 but
bigger than the 2.7% -plus average
ratio in the period 1940-47-48-4950-51.
It would take a total disposable
income of $243.4 billion to accommodate that total advertising volume, at the 2.97' ratio. That would
be $20.6 billion bigger than income
in 1951.
It is beyond the resources of this
publication to predict the future
course of the entire U. S. economy

but economists are divided on tte
questioncanof go
howwithout
high disposab'
income
disastroi
inflation. The $222.8 billion of 191 1
was the highest in history and t
occurred at a time when employment was 61 million, a record peak.
A perhaps clearer understanding
of how TV has already affected advertising budget allocations can be
had from examining the recent his-,
tories of competitive media, radio,
newspapers and magazines.
In dollar volume all these media
have been expanding steadily: radio
from $233 million in 1940 to $690
million in 1951; newspapers from
$815 million in 1940 to $2.22 billion
in 1951; magazines from $197 million in 1940 to $562 million in 1951.
But though their dollar volumes
have been rising, the ratio of their
volume to the national disposable
income has not.
Radio volume was 0.31% of national income in 1940, 0.29% in
1951, 0.31% in 1946, 0.33% in 1947,
0.33% in 1948, 0.34% in 1949
0.33% in 1950 and back to 0.31%—
its 1940 ratio— in 1951.
Newspaper volume was 1.1% of
national income in 1940, 0.9% in
1941, 0.7% in 1946, 0.9% in 1947
0.9% in 1948, 1% in 1949, 1% in
1950 and 0.98% in 1951.
Magazine volume was 0.26% of
national income in 1940, 0.23%. in
1941, 0.27% in 1946, 0.29% in 1947, V
0.27% in 1948, 0.26% in 1949,
0.25% in 1950 and 0.25% in 1951.
Comparison by Years
Somewhat similar patterns exist
in the comparison of year-by-year
volume of each of these media with
the total advertising volume.
Radio volume was 11.3% of total
advertising expenditures in 1940.
12.1% in 1941, 14.7% in 1946, 13%
in 1947, 12.7% in 1948, 12.2% in
1949, 11.7% in 1950 and 10.5% in
1951.
Newspaper volume was 39.1% of
total advertising expenditures in1940, 37.8% in 1941, 34.4% in 1946,
34.6% in 1947, 36% in 1948, 36.6%2
in 1949, 36.3% in 1950 and down to.
34Vr in 1951.
Magazine volume was 9.57 ofi\
total advertising expenditures in
1940, 9.6% in 1941, 12.7% in 1946,*
11.6% in 1947, 10.5% in 1948, 9.5.%
in 1949,
9% in 1950 and down to"
8.6%
in 1951.
Beat your way through that
jungle of figures, and you will find
that whether compared with the
U. S. economic picture as a whole
or with total advertising expenditures, the rate of expansion of
radio, newspaper and magazine,
volume has been arrested noticeably in the past two years. In dol-j.
lar volume, none of them is down;
but in comparison with advances*
of the general economy and of
total U.S. advertising, all three
have fallen off.
Does this mean that if TV had
not burst on the scene the others
would have drawn bigger volumes?
One can only make conjectures.
But the fact remains that something happened to put a brake on
radio, newspapers and magazines
(Continued on page 178)
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Sirmmer Radio
(Cov.iinued from page 175)
with; a radio earshot.
Further, it is pointed out, the
''shrewdest" advertisers — defined
as those who spent more than $500,000 in radio during 1950 — stayed
on radio during summertime 1951
by a ratio of 9 to 1. "And most
39-week nighttime advertisers on
NBC radio can stay on for the 13
summer weeks at a cost of only
47 7r per week of their current expenditures," itis added.
American Research Bureau figures are cited to show that "every
100 families with TV sets own an
average of 253 radio sets," whei'eas in radio-only homes the average
is 219 sets per 100 families. Sales
of car radios alone last year approximated the total TV set sales,
the presentation countinues, noting
that there are now 105.3 million
radios in the U. S., that "the average individual in a TV home spends
76
as much time listening to the
radio as he does viewing TV, and
radio listening in all homes is overwhelmingly greater than the total
time spent with all other media."
Growing public faith in radio
has been reflected by Advertest
Research studios, it is emphasized,
for: In 1949, one out of two TV
owners felt radio would hold its
place in home entertainment; in
1950, two out of three; in 1951
"three out of four said radio's
future is secure." In New York in
February 1952 Advertest "found
that last year more radio sets were
bought by families with TV than
by families with only radio."
Super Summer Tandem
NBC's Super Summer Tandem
plan involves three programs, offering each of three non-competitive advertisers a one-minute commercial on each show, plus opening
and closing billboards, at $13,500
per week per advertiser for both
time and talent. Each advertiser,
it is estimated, "will reach more
than 13 million listeners and deliver more than 40 million advertising impressions each week at a
cost of 32 cents per thousand."
The Summer Tandem programs
are $6Jf Question (Sunday), Mr.
Keen, Tracer of Lost Persons
(Thursday) and Screen Directors
Planhoitse (Friday).
Similarly, Market Basket plan
offer three programs to three sponsors. Each advertiser gets a
minute per program, plus billboards, at a time-and-talent cost
of $15,200 per week per advertiser.
The programs, which "reach more
women in a month than the top
four women's monthly service
magazines combined," fall on
Thursday, Friday and Saturday,
"The three biggest food-shopping
days of the week." They are: Man
Called X, Screen Directors Playhouse and My Secret Story.
KLAC Hollywood starting Pass the
Word, public service program taped by
Navy unit of Armed Forces Public
Information Office, featuring Southern
California servicemen stationed overseas.
Page 178
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NE
ABC radio
last
weekWanS
C'network
AB
nounced opening of three new multiple radio studios — one each for
New York, Los Angeles and Chicago— during the next three weeks.
The use of the $3 million facilities marks the first time in ABC's
history that
network's
AM operations will the
be housed
in separate,
independent headquarters in each
of the cities.
First studios to go into operation
will be those in New York, located
next door to ABC-TV's west side
plant. Built at a cost of $1,250,000,
the radio facilities will be used by
both the network and its flag station WJZ. Operation was scheduled to have started at 6 a.m. EST
today (Monday), when engineers
were to throw switches in the new
master control room located behind
a glass wall in the building lobby.
Across the nation in LoS Angeles
another $1,250,000 studio construction project will be completed tomorrow when ABC radio will start
bioadcasting from its remodeled
building at 1539 North Vine St.
Thii-d group of radio studios, built
in the Daily News Bldg. in Chicago
for $500,000, will be placed in operation Monday, April 21.
ABC adopted long-term expansion plans in 1951, setting an April
1, 1952 goal for completion of New
York and Los Angeles buildings, a
deadline that is being met. Building program was undertaken to
efi'ect "sizable savings" from lease
costs and by unifled facilities as
well as to provide production equipment on a par with that of ABC's
two principal competitors.
The total $3 million expense for
new AM facilities represents, President Robert E. Kintner said, a
"continuing faith" in radio as well
as a real investment in AM's longterm future. "It also indicates
ABC's determination to use every
l esource at its command to improve
the network," he added.
All buildings incorporate the latest designs in communications
equipment, studio planning, compact space arrangement and color
use, with particular emphasis on
switching facilities in the master
control rooms. The new switches
weie built by General Electric in
cooperation with ABC engineers
and provide a compactness and accessibility for repair that has
never before been realized — or
used — in studio installations,
Frank Marx, vice president in
day.
charge of engineering, said TuesNew York studios are located at
39 W. 66th St., with only the facade remaining of the previous
building, the Wilson Warehouse
which — along with a former riding
academy, stables, garage and carriage house — has been converted
into an ABC-AM-TV production
heart. Alternate floors of the seven-story building have been partially removed, the basement lowered and a penthouse added to pro-

in Three Cities
ied Bldg.
ReadEagles
DI
SW
vide space
for OS
four major radio
there for ultimate
conversion.
In the meantime, a
studios, each two stories high and
placed one on top of another to- lease extension has been acquired
in San Francisco Radio Center.
ward the rear of the renovated
structure.
ABC radio will celebrate opening
The network thus ceases to lease its new Manhattan studios with a
New York space from NBC except special program. Operation 66th
for offices at 30 Rockefeller Plaza St., from 10:30-11 p.m. EST toto house executive, sales, and staday (Monday).
tion relations activities. Work on
Commentator Milton Cross, celeoffices for those departments will
brating his 30th anniversary with
start, next to the new radio studios, ABC's key station, WJZ New York,
as soon as government authority is will conduct listeners on a tour of
obtained, however, and all ABC
the new studios, describing the
ladio and television will be located
layout, chatting with radio techin the same block in New York.
nicians and performers and telling
Only other New York point from
of
the
network's
history.
which ABC radio will continue to
Other ABC radio programs to
broadcast is its Little Theatre, lo- take note of the official opening
cated at 240 W. 44th St.
will include Listen to Sheldon at
For the first time since the Blue
6:30 p.m. the same day, when
Network was separated from NBC,
Mayor Vincent Impellitteri will
ABC radio operations in Holly- make the dedicatory address, and
wood, including owned and oper- Family Circle at 2:35 p.m. when
ated KECA Los Angeles, will be all ABC radio personnel will hold
consolidated under one roof as of a house-warming party.
April 1. All engineering facilities
are being moved from the NBC
building at 6285 Sunset Blvd. and
C-P-P GROSS INCREASES
from 1441 McCadden Place to the
remodeled building at 1539 North
Vine, occupied by office personnel
since Feb. 1. The transmitter will
remain at its present site. New
facilities will house 12 studios and
announcers' booths, including three
audience studios with an average
seating capacity of 321 persons.
Feature of the new plan is one of
try. largest and most modern tapethe
recording laboratories in the counMoves Central Division
ABC Central Division's radio
studios will be moved April 21 from
the Merchandise Mart to the Chicago Daily News Bldg.. where a
total of six modern studios will be
available to the network and its
Chicago station, WENR. Five studios, one to combine radio and TV
transmissions, are now being constructed on the 24th and 25th floors
while another studio, now used for
WENR-TV is being adapted to
both AM-TV operation. A master
control unit and engineering maintenance shop are being installed in
the same building.
All Chicago studios are to be
equipped with accoustical materials
and designs, new microphones, consoles and other technical devices.
In addition to a dozen modern tape
recorders capable of preserving
and playing back several programs
at once, ABC Chicago facilities
will include portable equipment for
setting up field broadcasts and
providing "out-of -studio" coverage.
ABC radio will continue to originate programs — such as Breakfast
Club — from Chicago's Civic Theatre on Wacker Drive, but expects
to have ended all local leases from
NBC by May.
The network plans a combined
radio-television building in San
Francisco, location of its station
KGO,
and has purchased the

But Net Income Is Off
SALES for Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
Co. and foreign subsidiaries reached an all-time high of $346,485,000
last year, resulting in a total net
income of $6,294,000, according to
President E. H. Little's report on
1951 operations,
holders Monday. issued to stockSales represent at $24 million
increase over the previous high
reached in 1947 and a $34 ^'2 million
rise over 1950 figures. Net for 1950
totaled $15,737,000, however, with
decreased 1951 profits attributed to
increased taxes and higher costs
for goods and services. The company also wrote off a $5 million
loss on the mid-1951 market decline
in fats and oils, plus a $2i'2 million
loss in Kansas City floods.
Net income in 1951 — including
foreign subsidiaries' dividends of
$1,717,000— equaled $2.79 per common stock share. Quarterly dividends of $3.50 preferred and $2
common were paid during the
year, with common stockholders receiving an extra 57( in stock.
Where's Money From
(Continued from page 176)
while TV and total advertising' expenditures were climbing. Was it
television that applied the brake?
Television volume was a piddling
0.03 of total disposable income
in 1949, the first year TV made an
impression on the economy; it was
0.09% in 1950 and 0.22'7r (not far
behind
radio and magazines) in'
1951.
TV volume was 1.2% of total advertising expenditures in 1949,
3.3% in 1950, and 7.4% in 1951.
Those are the figures. Seers can
take it from there.
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Forerunner of today's big, efficient outdoor
advertising industry was this scene. Early
in the century advertising posters of various
sizes were displayed on buildings, boards and fenceswherever a suitable surface greeted the bill poster.
About the same time that billboards were becoming
— 1^

standardized, other media — newspapers, magazines, car cards —

were also burgeoning with advertising as manufacturers
sought more and better ways to reach the public.
Then came radio . . . and advertisers quickly took advantage of
this new medium that enabled them to reach millions of people simultaneously
with sound selling.
Now television has added sight to sound . . . and again advertisers were quick to
capitalize on the added impact this newest medium affords them.
In WLW-Land, these two media — WLW Radio and WLW-Television — used in combination,
offer advertisers the most efficient and economical way to
reach more people more often and more effectively.
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